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A Key to the Inventory

This Inventory of poleis of the Archaic and Classical periods
is the result of an investigation conducted by the Copen-
hagenPolis Centre in the years 1993–2003.1The Polis Centre
is a research institution set up and funded by The Danish
National Research Foundation for a ten-year period which
expired in September 2003. As the name of the Centre
reveals, its assignment has been to study the polis. The
polis was the typical Greek form of community in the Ar-
chaic and Classical periods, the one Sophokles, Herodotos,
Sokrates, Plato and Aristotle had in mind whenever they
thought about man’s place in society—the one we today
must understand if we want to understand what, for ex-
ample, Plato wrote. Nevertheless, in 1993 the polis had not
yet been investigated by historians on a thorough empirical
basis. There were some 1,500poleis altogether, and theywere
spreadover the entireMediterraneanworld.Numerouscase
studies had beenpublished, especially of Athens and Sparta.
But nobody had ever conducted a comprehensive investi-
gation which included the approximately 1,498 other poleis.
Howmany of themdowe know? How big were they?Where
were they?What was common to at least amajority of them?
Were Athens and Sparta typical or untypical poleis? Such a
task was much too big for any individual scholar and had
therefore never been properly undertaken. Right from its
foundation in 1993 the Centre had two primary aims.
The first was to produce a comprehensive inventory of

all known Archaic and Classical Greek poleis (city-states),
including colonies, attested in contemporary sources. The
plan was to compare this Inventory with all general refer-
ences to thenature of the polis in the same sources, and then,
on the basis of an analysis of both the extension and inten-
sion of the concept, to find out what the Greeks thought
a polis was, and to compare that with what modern histo-
rians think an ancient Greek polis was. Thus, in this part
of our research, we preferred the emic to the etic view pre-
ferred by others, and, in all our publications, we have care-
fully avoided mixing up the two di·erent approaches: the
term polis is often used synonymously with the term “city-
state”, and the concepts behind the two terms are often,

1 For the original research programme, see Hansen (1994).

but erroneously, thought to be co-extensive. The concept
of polis, however, is an ancient concept and reflects the an-
cientGreeks’understandingof their ownpolitical and social
order, whereas the concept of city-state is a modern heuris-
tic concept invented by historians to describe not only the
Hellenic poleis but also a number of other city-state cultures
ranging from the Mixtec city-states in Mexico to the Malay
city-states in Indonesia and from the Viking city-states in
Ireland to the Swahili city-states in Kenya and Tanzania.2
The Hellenic civilisation from the Archaic period down to
the Roman Empire is only one of many civilisations organ-
ised into urbanised micro-states rather than forming one
or a few large macro-states, each dotted with cities.
Consequently, the second major project undertaken by

the Polis Centre has been to search for all occurrences in
world history of regions broken up into city-states and to
make a comparative study of them all, in order to elucidate
similarities and di·erences; on the basis of this investigation
we have suggested a redefinition of the concept of city-state
and advocated the introduction of a new concept to be
distinguished fromthe concept of city-state,viz. the concept
of city-state culture.While each of the individual city-state
cultures can be described in accordancewith the emic view,
the comparison between city-state cultures necessitates the
etic approach and, being purely heuristic concepts, city-
state and city-state culture are constructed and analysed in
accordancewith an etic view.
The only viable way to implement these two projects

was to form two large international teams of experts. To
provide a description of all attested city-state cultures, the
Centre gathered a team of historians, philologists, theolo-
gians, archaeologists, anthropologists and sociologists, each
an expert on one specific city-state culture. Including re-
spondents, this team consisted of forty-eight scholars from
seventeen countries. The results of this investigation were
published in two volumes: A Comparative Study of Thirty
City-StateCultures (Copenhagen, 2000) andAComparative
Study of Six City-State Cultures (Copenhagen, 2002).

2 The concepts of city-state and city-state culture are described in Hansen
(2000a) 16–22. For the di·erence between the concept of polis and the concept
of city-state, see Hansen (1996) 7–8, (2000c) 599–601, 606–7; cf. 23 infra.
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4 a key to the inventory

To construct the Inventory of poleis, the Centre built up a
teamof ancient historians and archaeologists, each respon-
sible for describing all poleis within a defined region. In
some cases two or three scholars shared a region; see supra
vii–ix. All members of the team were issued with a stan-
dardised database card, showing the topics we had selected
for investigation,3 and a vade-mecum explaining how tofill
in the database cards and, on the basis of the cards, com-
pose the descriptions of the individual poleis as well as the
introduction to the chapter. All chapters were sent to the
Centre in Copenhagen, where they were made consistent
and edited by the two editors of this book. In addition to
this book, the investigation entailed a number of publica-
tions. Seven symposia were held, and their acts published
as Acts of the Copenhagen Polis Centre 1–7 (Copenhagen,
1993–2004), and articles on issues related to the polis were
sent to the Centre and successively published in Historia,
Einzelschriften as Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre
1–7 (Stuttgart, 1994–2004). For more detailed information
about the Polis Centre publications, see supra xii–xiii.
As the title reveals, this book is principally an inventory

of all identifiable Hellenic poleis of the Archaic and Clas-
sical periods. Now, an ancient Greek polis consisted of a
nucleated centre, called polis in the urban sense, and a hin-
terland, called chora or ge. Accordingly, the description of
a polis must include a description of its territory and in
particular of other settlements lying within that territory.
Furthermore, no polis existed in a vacuum. All theHellenic
poleis formed one huge network stretching from Empo-
rion at the foot of the Pyrenees to Phasis at the foot of the
Caucasus, and from Olbia at the mouth of the river Hypa-
nis, to Naukratis in the delta of the Nile.4 But a polis did
not have regular contact with all the other approximately
1,500 poleis. The large system of Hellenic poleis was subdi-
vided into smaller clusters of poleis. Between the individual
polis and the Hellenic world as a whole there was a kind
of intermediary unit: the ethnos, an ethnic group associ-
atedwith, and usually living in, a specific region, also called
ethnos. When the project started in 1993, some colleagues
suggested that we should print all the poleis in alphabetical
order, starting with Abai in Phokis and ending with Zone
in Thrace. Insteadwe have preferredto list the poleis region
by region. Each of the chapters in Part 2 describes all poleis
within a region and is introduced with a description of the

3 A database card filled in for Tanagra is printed in Hansen (1996) 55–62.
4 For a substantiation of the view that all Hellenic poleis belonged to one and

the same city-state culture, see Hansen (2000b) 141–45.

region and a list of all second-order non-polis settlements
lying in the region.

1. The Regions

The subdivision of the Hellenic world into regions is a
function of the subdivision of the Hellenes into ethne.5
Like polis, ethnos had both a personal and a geograph-
ical meaning.6 Apart from the Aegean Islands, the Greek
homeland (infra 151) was subdivided into regions each in-
habited by an ethnos in the personal sense.7 Akarnania, for
example, was an ethnos inhabited by the ethnos of the Akar-
nanians. In the Greek homeland every polis, except island
poleis,8 belonged to an ethnos. TheGreekcolonies, however,
were not gathered together in regions inhabited by a spe-
cific ethnic group. Neighbouring poleis were often settled
with colonists belonging to di·erent ethne9 and sometimes
colonists from di·erent ethne joined to found a colony.10
Nevertheless, even the colonies tended toappear in regional
clusters: all the poleis in Spain and France were primary
or secondary colonies of Phokaia in Asia Minor. Kyrene
was the founder of all the other poleis in Libya and kept
them as dependencies. Some of the poleis in Sicily were
founded byDorians and some by Ionians, but the Sikeliotai
came to think that they all formed a larger community,11
and in C5–C4 Syracuse succeeded in controlling almost
all the poleis in Sicily and some of those in Italy as well.
In Skythia Pantikapaion became the hegemonic centre of
the Bosporan kingdom and dominated all neighbouring
poleis. And along the north coast of Asia Minor, Sinope
played a similar dominant role.12 Admittedly, these geo-
graphical segments were not ethnic entities as were the
regions of Hellas itself, but, on the other hand, our en-
deavour to organise the Mediterranean world colonised
by the Greeks into “regions” is not just a purely artifi-

5 The most recent treatments of the concept of ethnos are Hall (1997), (2002)
and Malkin (2001b). For the constant re-grouping of the Hellenic ethne and
formation of new ethne, see Nielsen (2002) 229–69.
6 For ethnos in the geographical sense, see Ps.-Skylax 34–35, 43–46.
7 Ps.-Skylax 34–65, cf. Hdt. 5.77.4, 7.32.2–3; Dem. 59.101; Aeschin. 2.116. For

the earliest attestation of regions, see Hom. Il. 2.494·.
8 The southern cluster of Aegean islands were called α� Κυκλ�δες ν�σοι (Hdt.

5.31.2; Thuc. 1.4.1; Isoc. 4.136; Ps.-Skylax 48 and 58), allegedly because they were
lying in a circle around Delos (Eust. Comm. in Dionys. Per . 525). Some were
Ionian, someDorian, and they never formed an ethnos. In a few cases an ethnos
was co-extensivewith a polis, e.g. Athens with Attika (Hdt. 1.57.3).
9 Thuc. 6.3–5, 7.57. 10 Arist. Pol. 1303a25–b3.
11 Antonaccio (2001).
12 Bosporan kingdom: Hind (1994) 488–502; Sinope: Graham (1964) 201–3.
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a key to the inventory 5

cial subdivision of the Greek world in the wider sense.
Therefore, the poleis are here described region by region.
Some of our regions are, more or less, modern constructs,
e.g. Spain and France or the islands in the Aegean Sea;
others are well-defined ethnic and sometimes even poli-
tical entities, e.g. Arkadia and Boiotia. But, as explained
above, even the artificial regions oftenhave some coherence
and the regional organisation has several advantages over a
purely alphabetical listing of all poleis: the distinction be-
tween first-order and second-order urban settlements, i.e.
the settlement pattern of the Hellenic world, can be stud-
ied only on a regional basis. Furthermore the important
similarities and relationships between poleis in the same
region can be understood only if the poleis are described
side by side: wars between neighbouring poleis, the forma-
tion of federations mostly organised on a regional basis,
the type of constitution which often is the same in most
or all poleis within a region, similar style in the building
of city walls and temples, coins struck on the same weight
standard and with similar or identical types, inscriptions
in the same dialect, the same naming habits, e.g. the use or
omission of patronymics and/or sub-ethnics. Each chapter
describes the poleis in one region and opens with a short
description of the region and its characteristics: its name,
extent, borders, population, settlement pattern and some
aspects of political and social organisation that concern all
the poleis of the region, i.e. the formation of a federation,
or a religious festival celebrated by all the poleis within the
region.
Rather than arranging the regions in alphabetical order,

we have preferred to organise this book as a periplous: we
start in Spain and pass through Sicily, Italy and along the
coasts of the Adriatic Sea to Akarnania, then through all
of Mainland Greece and the Aegean Islands until we reach
Makedonia and Thrace. The periplous proceeds along the
north coast of the Propontis, round the coasts of the Black
Sea, along the south coast of the Propontis to Troas, Aiolis,
Ionia, Karia and Lykia. After detours to Crete, Rhodes and
Cyprus, the journey ends with Syria, Egypt and Libya.

2. The Non-Polis Settlements

An important part of the Polis Project is to investigate
whether all major towns were poleis in the urban sense,
and to what extent the polis town was the only nucleated
settlement within the territory of a polis state, or just the

largest one, surrounded by a number of villages. A major
obstacle to answering these questions is that the settlement
patternof theHellenicworld asknownfromwrittensources
has never been investigated and, as known from archaeo-
logical evidence, can be ascertained only for a few scat-
tered regions that have been surveyed during the last two
decades.13
The publication in 2000 of themarvellous Barrington At-

las has changed the situationdramatically. All the compilers
of the maps have had to take a position on the settlement
pattern of every region of the Greek and Roman world.
True, they record only whether a site is a settlement, not
whether it is a polis or not. But they have all been asked
to apply the same method and system of classifications,
so that all the material is, in principle, comparable. When
their classification of settlements is matchedwith our poli-
tical classification of settlements according to whether or
not they are poleis, it should be possible to suggest at least
some answers to the above questions.
Accordingly, in 1995 we established a close co-operation

with the Barrington Atlas (here abbreviated Barr.), and all
members of our teamwere asked to use the atlas and its di-
rectories (of which we had preprints and proofs), to record
all sites classified as settlements of the Archaic and/or Clas-
sical period, and then in the first part of each chapter to
list all settlements not attested as poleis.14 Only sites classi-
fied as settlements were to be included. Sanctuaries, forts,
towers and cemeteries were to be omitted. A comparison
between this list and our list of poleis in the second part
of each chapter ought to provide us with a picture of the
settlement pattern seen from the political point of view.
Was there any large urban centre in the region which was
not a polis in the urban sense? And what proportion of all
nucleated settlements in a region were polis centres?
The list of non-polis settlements falls into two parts. In

the first part we record all settlements known from ancient
sources, no matter whether they have been located or not.
Included are sites mentioned in written sources as settle-
ments of the Archaic and/or Classical periods. Of these
some are known from archaeological evidence too, while
some are known exclusively from written sources. Next we
include sitesmentioned in late sources as settlements of the

13 For ongoing surveys in 1994 and the area covered by each survey, see
Alcock (1994) 250.
14 Conversely, themembers of our team reported back to the Atlas on debat-

able locations, datings and classifications, and 11 members are listed among the
reviewers, see Barr . xiii and xviii. Two scholars, S. Mitchell and G. Reger, were
both compilers of maps in Barr . and authors of chapters of the CPC Inventory
of poleis.
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6 a key to the inventory

Hellenistic and/or Roman periods only, but archaeologi-
cally attested as settlements of the Archaic and/or Classi-
cal periods as well. The second part comprises settlements
known exclusively from excavations or surveys and, so far,
not identified with any of the settlements attested in the
written sources.
Each entry follows a fixed scheme. The toponym is re-

corded, first the transliterated form in bold type and then
the Greek form in brackets. Then come selected references
to the settlement in ancient sources. If the source has a
site-classification, it is added in brackets, e.g. (κ�µη) or
(�π�νειον) or, in late sources, (π�λις), referring to polis status
in the Hellenistic and/or Roman period. A short descrip-
tion of archaeological remains may follow and the entry
concludes with references to literature and, for the chrono-
logy, to Barr. Barr. distinguishes five periods: A (Archaic),
C (Classical), H (Hellenistic), R (Roman) and LR (late Ro-
man). Since we stop at the end of the Classical period, we
record only Barr. A, or Barr. C, or Barr. AC. We do not
normally record whether the site is known as a settlement
in later periods too, and accordingly in Barr. marked H or
R or LR.
As we have discovered, however, one problem is that

Barr.’s coverage of second-order settlements varies consid-
erably from map to map and, within a map, from region
to region. Argolis, for example, is found on Map 58. In
the introduction to the map the compilers write: “no sites
known solely from survey are marked here, and likewise
very few known only from excavation (their ancient names
unattested in each instance).”15 In this inventory, in the
chapter about Argolis (infra 599–619), Pi‹erart attempts to
list all sites classified as settlements, altogether seventeen
known from ancient sources and thirty-threeknown exclu-
sively from excavations and surveys. Barr. records sixteen
of the settlements known from ancient sources, but none
of the thirty-three archaeological sites. Conversely, accord-
ing to Barr. Map 56 and the accompanying directory, there
were on Lesbos, in addition to the six poleis, twenty-one
settlements of the Archaic and/or Classical periods, four-
teenmentioned in ancient sources, seven knownexclusively
from their archaeological remains. But according to Nigel
Spencer andHectorWilliams, only twoof these were proper
settlements. The others were either sanctuaries or single
houses or, if they were settlements, later than the Classical
period. These two cases represent the largest di·erence be-

15 J. McK. Camp II and G. Reger, Directory 2: 875.

tween the recording of second-order settlements in Barr.
and in the inventory.
In the lists of non-polis settlements disagreements with

Barr. are explicitly recorded. Missing settlements are re-
corded as: “Not in Barr.” Conversely, sites that according
to the author(s) of our chapter ought to be excluded are
recorded as “Barr. C, but only Hellenistic remains are at-
tested” or “Barr. C, but only remains of a sanctuary have
been found”, etc. Such reservations are found in most
chapters,16 but it must be kept in mind that even the ad-
justed lists of settlements in this volume can be trusted only
for properly surveyed regions such as southern Argolis or
Lakonia. In most regions only future surveys and excava-
tions can provideus with a reliable picture of the settlement
pattern.

3. The Poleis

Within each region the poleis are listed in alphabetical order
and an entry is organised as follows:

number. All poleis are numbered sequentially from 1 to
1035 and, whenever possible, cross-references are to polis
numbers not to page numbers, e.g. Seriphos (no. 517).

heading. As heading (in bold type) we use transliterated
forms of the toponym and (in brackets) the city-ethnic
in nom. sing. masc., e.g. Korinthos (Korinthios). If no to-
ponym is attested, theheading is just the city-ethnic innom.
plur. masc., e.g. (Eteokarpathioi). For the meaning of the
term city-ethnic, see 62 infra. A toponym marked with an
asterisk is reconstructed from, e.g., a Latin form attested in
Pliny’sHN , e.g. *Thydonos.Only one formof toponymand
city-ethnic is recorded, viz. the most common in Archaic
and/or Classical sources rather than the one found in Strabo
or Pausanias and preferred in many historical atlases, e.g.
the polis on the north coast of the island of Ikaros which in
Classical sources—and here—is called Oine, but in Strabo
Oinoe. The Attic–Ionic form is usually preferred to an epi-
choric variant, e.g. Orchomenos instead of Erchomenos. If
a polis changed its name and city-ethnic within the Archaic
and Classical periods, both toponyms and city-ethnics are
recorded, e.g. Histiaia (Histiaieus)/Oreos (Oreites).

map reference is to R. J. A. Talbert (ed.), The Barrington

16 Let me add that these unavoidable di·erences between Barr . and our
Inventory have not in any way diminished our admiration for Barr . as one of
our generation’s greatest achievements in ancient history.
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Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Princeton, 2000), in
this inventory abbreviated Barr. We record the map num-
ber, latitude and longitude, e.g.Delphoi: “Map55. Lat. 38.30,
long. 22.30.”The exact latitude is 38.29, butwe record theco-
ordinates with an exactitude of 5 minutes of arc only. If the
polis in question is unlocated, we write for, e.g., Kallipolis:
“Map 52. Unlocated.” If an unlocated polis is not recorded
in Barr.’s map-by-mapdirectory,we write for, e.g., Sombia:
“Map 52. Unlocated. Not inBarr.” If the author agrees with
the Barr. location, there is usually no further discussion of
this issue. If the author disagrees with the Barr. location, a
discussion of the issue follows either here or in a following
section (indicated by “see infra”).

size of territory is subdivided into five di·erent cat-
egories: 1: 0–25 km2, 2: 25–100 km2, 3: 100–200 km2, 4:
200–500 km2 and 5: 500 km2 or more. In cases of doubt the
size is recorded as one of the five numbers followed by a
query or as one of two numbers. A polis that presumably
had a territory of over 500 km2 is recorded as 5?, and a polis
with a territory of perhaps c.15 km2 and certainly not over
100 km2 is recordedas: 1 or 2. In the numerous cases of seri-
ous doubt, a query alone is used. The section further below
about the territory and its bordersmay include a discussion
of its size.

type of polis comprises four categories: A, [A], B and
C. Type: A means that the community in question is called
polis in at least one source of the Archaic and/or Classi-
cal period, no matter whether polis is used in the political,
territorial or urban sense. Type [A] signifies a community
subsumed under the heading poleis alongside a number of
other communities. A community is classified as type B or
C if it is not called polis in any source of the Archaic and/or
Classical period but is known for one or more of the activi-
ties characteristic of a polis: being amember of a federation,
striking coins, passing a proxeny decree, appointing a the-
orodokos to host foreign theoroi, having a victor in one of
the Panhellenic games, possessing a prytaneion or a bouleu-
terion, defeating its neighbour in a battle, etc. The di·erence
between B and C is that, in the case of B, we believe that
the community was probably a polis and that it is only due
to lack of sources that it is not explicitly attested as such,
whereas in the C cases the identification of the site as a polis
is less certain and in some cases a possibility only.

types α, β and γ indicate the degreeof Hellenicity. A polis
type α is a Hellenic polis in which elements of non-Greek
civilisation are small or even insignificant (e.g. Akragas,

Poteidaia and Kyrene). A polis type β is either a mixed
community in which Greeks and non-Greeks live side by
side (e.g. Emporion in Spain or the poleis on Athos) or a
not fully Hellenised community whose indigenous popula-
tion has adopted a fair number of Hellenic institutions and
customsmixedwith their indigenous background (e.g. Ha-
likarnassos and Xanthos). A polis type γ is a predominantly
barbarian community in which there are some elements
of Hellenic civilisation (e.g. Kaunos and most of the Kar-
ian poleis recorded in SEG 40 991–92). Many of the poleis
types β and γ became fully Hellenised in the course of the
Hellenistic period. Often the categorisation has to be based
on a deplorably insu¶cient knowledge. Thus, if Ps.-Skylax
classifies an otherwise poorly known community as a polis
Hellenis, it is recorded in the inventory as an α, whereas
more information sometimes shows that it should have
been classified as a β, e.g. Phasis (no. 711). When the sources
fail us, as often happens, we print a query. The distinctions
between α, β and γ are, of course, fluid and some of our
classifications may be questioned, but to refrain from ap-
plying this categorisation would lead to a grossly distorted
picture of the Hellenic polis world.
In Mainland Greece and the adjacent islands all poleis

were obviously type α. Therefore the distinction between α,
β and γ is applied only outside what is traditionally called
the Greek “homeland” or “heartland” (cf. 151 infra). The
problem is to discover or, rather, to decide where to draw
the line betweenHellenic or Hellenised regions and regions
in which Hellenic poleis were lying like islands in an other-
wise non-Greek civilisation. In this inventory the “Greek
heartland” comprises Mainland Greece from Epeiros to
Makedonia,17 the adjacent islands in the Ionian and the
Aegean Seas and the central part of the west coast of Asia
Minor (Aiolis and Ionia); see infra 151. Thus, the categories
α–γ are applied in the regions from Spain to Illyria, from
Thrace to Troas, and fromKaria to Libya. The discussion of
this issue is usually placed at the end of the entry.

attestations of toponym and city-ethnic. The
focus is on sources of the Archaic and Classical periods,
but references to Hellenistic and even Roman sources are
often included and are always recorded if there is no earlier
attestation. However, city-ethnics invented by Steph. Byz.
are usually ignored. In Index 3 infra, sources later than C4l
are marked (L). Variant forms are recorded, but simple dif-
ferences in spelling (χσ for ξ in the C5Athenian tribute lists)
or in dialect (ττ for σσ) are usually ignored.

17 Epeiros: Malkin (2001a); Makedonia: Hornblower (2002) 89–91.
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8 a key to the inventory

attestations of polis status. Here, as everywhere,
the focus is on sources of the Archaic and Classical periods.
In selecting the sources we prefer non-Athenian to Athe-
nian sources (if we have a choice) and epigraphic sources to
literary texts.We cover as many centuries as possible, citing
sources of C7 (very rare), C6 (rare), C5 (common) and C4
(very common).We try to bring attestations of the di·erent
senses in which polis is used, i.e. in the political sense, in
the urban sense and in the territorial sense. The very few
attestations of polis in the sense of acropolis are recorded
too. We omit references to named communities called polis
in mythological sources, principally the Iliad, the Odyssey
and tragedies set in the Heroic Age (see infra 26). Thus,
Aischylos’ Persians is virtually the only tragedy cited in this
section of an entry. A reference to Pindar can be used if it is
to the polis of the victor he celebrates, whereas it is omitted
if it occurs in themythological part of the epinikion. If there
are no attestations of polis status in Archaic and/or Classical
sources, we cite attestations in later sources used retrospec-
tively. Diodorus’ native city, Agyrion, is called a polis in his
description of events of 392 (Diod. 14.95.4–7) and his clas-
sification is corroborated by the fact that Agyrion struck
bronze coins in C5l. References to late sources in which a
named community is classified as a polis in a contemporary
context are used only if they can be combined with other
information which indicates that the community in ques-
tion may have been a polis in the earlier period. The first
attestation of Aptara on Crete as a polis (no. 947) occurs in
a treaty of C2e (SEG 41 742). But the coins struck by the Ap-
taraians c.330–270 indicate that Aptara was a polis already
in C4s.

polisma, asty, patris. References to polis status are fol-
lowed by references to the community in question being
called polisma or asty or patris. The two first terms con-
cern the urban aspect of the polis, the third its status as a
political community.Only sources of the Archaic and Clas-
sical periods are cited. Occurrences of polites and politeia
are cited too, but not systematically except for communities
which are not attested as poleis, so the occurrence of terms
like polites and politeia may be the best evidence we have
for polis status.

use of city-ethnic. In analysing the uses of the city-
ethnic we distinguish an internal from an external use, and
an individual from a collective. “Individual” signifies in-
stances of the city-ethnic used as part of a name, mostly in
the singular (IG xii.3 251.12–13: �γροτ�λης [�πο]λλων�[δα]
Κν�διος) but sometimes in the plural (IG xii.3 251.15–16:

Καλλ�γνωτος, Λυσαγ�ρας Π�ριοι). “Collective” signifies
the use of the city-ethnic denoting one or more unnamed
citizens (Thuc. 8.92.2: �ργε!ος "νθρωπος) or the citizens
collectively = the Argive polis (SEG 34 282.4: $ δ%µος τ&ν
�ργε�ων). “Internal” signifies the use of the ethnic inside
the polis in question (ΑΡΓΕΙΩΝ on C5–C4 coins), “exter-
nal” signifies the use of the ethnic outside the polis (IvO 165:
�ριστ�ων Θεοφ�λεος 1Επιδα2ριος, an Olympic victor from
C4m) or inside the polis when citizens had to be recorded
alongside citizens fromother poleis (IG iv2.1 121.68:Ε3φ�νης
1Επιδα2ριος πα!ς in aC4s cure inscription fromEpidauros).
If no earlier sources are available, attestations in Hellenistic
sources of the di·erent uses may be included, but in the
analysis of the evidence infra in Index 8 only references in
Archaic and Classical sources are taken into account. The
use of sub-ethnics (see infra 59) is recorded in this section
of the entry.

territory. The next section treats the territory and re-
cords its name (if known) and borders, and sometimes
includes a discussion of its size. Second-order settlements
(if any) and major extra-urban sanctuaries are listed here,
as well as references to dependent poleis lying within the
territory of the polis in question.

population. The rare pieces of information we have
about the size of the population are usually reported af-
ter the territory. Most of the sources are army figures from
which we can get a rough idea of the number of adult male
citizens of military age who are fit for military service, e.g.
Mantinea (no. 281). For some poleis we have (fragmentary)
lists of adult male citizens or ephebes, e.g. Eretria (no. 370).

history. For a large and fairly well-known polis the cen-
tral part of the entry starts with a chronological outline
of its history. The major themes selected for mention are,
for colonies, foundation and sometimes refoundation; for
all poleis, involvement in wars and major battles, treaties
and alliances, membership of leagues and federations; con-
quest, destruction and andrapodismos of thepolis; conquest
of other poleis; sympoliteia and/or synoecism with other
poleis; inter-poleis relations such as the sending and recep-
tion of envoys; the occurrence of stasis.

constitution and political institutions are usu-
ally treatedtogether and the section comprises information
about type of constitution (monarchy, oligarchy, demo-
cracy) and change of constitution, the citizenry and its civic
subdivisions (tribes, demes, phratries, etc.), political insti-
tutions (such as ekklesia, boule, dikasteria and archai) and
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public enactments. If it is more convenient, information
about stasis provoked by constitutional issues, membership
of a federation and similar matters is treated here rather
than in the preceding section.

proxenoi. Attestations—for larger poleis selective—of
proxenia given by the polis to citizens from other poleis
and awarded by another polis to a citizen of the polis.

theorodokoi. Attestations of theorodokoi appointed to
host theoroi sent out to announce the celebration of a Pan-
hellenic festival and invite the polis in question to be repre-
sented at the festival and to respect the sacred truce.

panhellenic victors. For small poleis all victors are
recorded, for large poleis a selection and/or a count of the
number of victors at the four major Panhellenic festivals:
the Olympia, the Pythia, the Isthmia and the Nemea. A few
attestations of victors at the Amphiaraia and other festivals
are recorded too.

divinities and cults are recordedonly in so far as they
are attested in sources of the Archaic and Classical periods.
We do not share the all too common belief that a cult men-
tioned by, e.g., Pausanias can be interpreted retrospectively
and mentioned in a work about the Archaic and Classical
periods. We are also suspicious of the view that the head of
Athena on a coinproves that the polis in questionmust have
had a cult of Athena. For the large poleis, only the major
cults are mentioned, and lack of space forbids a detailed
description of many others. Information about a tutelary
divinity is always recorded, but we must bear in mind that
it is often di¶cult to establish which divinity counted as
the tutelary divinity, and that some poleis did not have a
specific tutelary divinity, whereas others had several. Major
festivals arementioned and information about the calendar,
if reported, belongs here.

the urban centre. The account of thepolis in theurban
sense begins with the defence circuit.A short descriptionof
the remains, if any, is followed by information about their
date and about sieges, of which some may testify to fortifi-
cations antedating the present remains. The description of
the town itself brings information about the size of the area
enclosed by the walls, the layout of the city if grid-planned,
andmajor public monuments: religious architecture(sanc-
tuaries, temples and theatre), centres for sports and mili-
tary training (gymnasion, stadion, hippodromos), political
architecture (prytaneion, bouleuterion, dikasteria, archeia,
occasionally a specific ekklesiasterion) and other buildings

related to the urban infrastructure (stoas, arsenals, harbour
facilities, fountain houses, aqueducts).

mint. The section on coins comprises information about
dates,metals, standards, denominations, types and legends.
References to handbooks, monographs and articles are,
whenever possible, supplemented with a reference to SNG
Cop., the Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum: The Royal Col-
lection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum 1–8
and suppl., one of the few large collections of Greek coins
which fairly recently has been published in its entirety with
illustrations.

degree of hellenisation. The entries for colonies and
Hellenised communities often concludes with some re-
marks about the degree of Hellenisation. To what extent
did the Hellenic colonists live side by side with the in-
digenous population? And to what extent were indigenous
settlements Hellenised?

metropolis. If the polis founded colonies in the Archaic
and/or Classical periods, the names of the colonies are
recordedwith a reference to the relevant entries.

chronological delimitation. The Inventory com-
prises Archaic and Classical poleis as attested in contem-
porary sources and, to some extent, in later retrospec-
tive sources and later sources interpreted retrospectively.
The term“contemporary sources” is interpretedas follows:
(a) upper limit: we leave out theHomeric poems. Although
the poleis described in the Iliad and the Odyssey undoubt-
edly reflect physical and institutional aspects of historical
poleis, they are set in a mythological context and do not
belong in an inventory of named historical poleis. Thus our
earliest literary sources are Hesiod’s Works and Days and
the fragments of Archilochos and Tyrtaios. The oldest epi-
graphical source is probably the law from Dreros of C7m
(ML 2; Nomima i 81). (b) Lower limit: we include literary
sources and dated epigraphical sources down to the death
of Alexander the Great in 323. Of epigraphical sources we
also include as contemporary those dated to C4 without
further specification, e.g. dedications, sepulchral inscrip-
tions, some decrees, etc. Later retrospective literary sources
are, e.g., passages in Diodorus, Strabo, Plutarch and Pausa-
nias referring to events and institutions of the Archaic and
Classical periods. Later retrospective epigraphical sources
are, e.g., the renewal of a treaty originally concluded before
323, confirmation of an earlier grant, or references in in-
scriptions to earlier events. Later sources referring to their
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own age are usually ignored, e.g. the descriptions of poleis
found in Strabo and Pausanias. But later sources may be
used if they can be interpreted retrospectively: a law or de-
cree of c.320–300 may be used as evidence for the political
institutions of the polis in question in C4m, provided that it
can be assumed that the polis had not in themeantime been
exposed to a change of constitution. Thus, Pontic Cherso-
nesos (no. 695) seems to have been a democracy throughout
the Classical period, and therefore the democratic citizen’s
oath of C4l/C3e may be used as evidence of the political
institutions in C4s (IOSPE i2 401).
Finally, for reasons explained infra 30–32 we have treated

the three centuries from c.650 to c.323 as one period so that
a synchronic presentation of the material is applied for the
Inventory as a whole, but every entry includes, whenever
possible, a description of the historical development of the
polis in question, andwe have drawnup an index of all poleis
in the year 400, omitting all poleis that had disappeared
before the end of C5 as well as those that emerged in C4
only (see infra 53–54 and Index 10).

selection of attestations. All source references are
exempli gratia, especially in the case of large poleis. It would
serve no purpose to list all occurrences of polis or asty
applied to Athens or Corinth or Thebes; or to record every
single proxenos and Panhellenic victor coming from large
poleis.

selection of evidence. Similarly, the treatment of the
various topics is selective and has to be. In the section
about political institutions only the major magistrates are
invariably listed, e.g. strategoi. Especially for large poleis,
only the principal divinities and cults are mentioned. On
the other hand, for small poleis and for larger poleis that
are poorly attested in our sources, e.g. Karystos (no. 373),
we sometimes have to record almost every single piece of
evidence in order to shed some light on the history and
institutions of the community.

organisation of information. Strict uniformity has
been imposed in the first sections down to use of the city-
ethnic. In the following sections the di·erent chapters pre-
sent a higher degree of variationboth in the selectionof top-
ics and in the organisation of the material. Some scholars
have focusedmore on cult and religion thanon the archaeo-
logical remains of the urban centre. Others have done the
reverse. Some submitted short succinct summaries, others
detaileddescriptionswhichwe had tocut down tohalf their
original size. Often we have deeply regretted that, to make

the chapters and the individual entries comparable in size
and coverage of the sources, we had to cut out valuable
and meticulously collected material. In other cases we have
expanded very short entries. As can be seen from this pub-
lication, variations have often been allowed to persist. The
descriptions of the mints, for example, range from sum-
maries of essential features to elaborate accounts of almost
all issues.

4. The Chronological Delimitation
of the Project

We believe and argue that the Hellenic polis emerged in
C8 and existed throughout the Archaic, Classical, Hel-
lenistic and Roman periods. It disappeared only in late
Antiquity.18 Nevertheless, we have limited our investiga-
tion to the Archaic and Classical periods for the following
reasons. Philip II’s victory over the Greek cities, Alexan-
der’s conquest of the Persian Empire and the foundation of
approximately 300 new poleis in the Near East inaugurated
not the demise of the polis but a transformation of it. The
di·erences between the Classical and the Hellenistic polis
leap to the eye if one pictures a polis in C1: city walls were
no longer built and normally were not even repaired. If the
polis was the residenceof a prince or governor, there would
be a palace. The political architecture had become monu-
mentalised, especially the bouleuterion. The gymnasion had
been moved from the suburbs into the urban centre and
monumentalised. The ephebeia, unknown before C4, was
now the most important public institution. The agora was
now framed withmonumental stoas. In addition to the ur-
ban centrewe hear about a number of komai, second-order
urban settlements situated in the hinterland of the polis.
The women’s place in the polis was no longer confined to
religion; women had become much more integrated; and
so had a significant number of free foreigners who in many
poleis were admitted to the ephebeia. The polis was not to
the same extent as before a society of adult male citizens.
The civic subdivisions into which the citizenry had been
organised had faded out, whereas a number of private or
semi-private economic and social institutions had sprung
up alongside the public institutions of the polis. To the cults
of the old gods and heroes were now added new cults of

18 See Gauthier (1993), Millar (1993), Hansen (2000b) 145–49 and infra 20.
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monarchs and deified abstractions such as homonoia. Not
only a largenumberbut all poleis hadbecomedependencies.
On the other hand, autonomia (self-government) had now
become the explicit ideal and goal of the polis. The spectrum
of constitutions is almost reduced to one type: demokra-
tia prevails, while tyrannis and oligarchia are eclipsed. A
growing co-operation between poleis had resulted in an
institutionalised network of relations between the poleis:
isopoliteia, arbitration in disputes, increased participation
in the growing number of Panhellenic festivals, etc.
In spite of all the di·erences between a polis inC5–C4 and

apolis inC1,most scholarswhohaveworkedwith thepolis in
general without precise chronological limits have used the
sources anachronistically. It is very common, for example,
that scholars open their account of the concept of polis by
quoting Pausanias’ remark on theminute polis of Panopeus
in Phokis.19Thus, in their descriptionof the emergenceand
nature of the Archaic and Classical polis, Finley and others
use a source of the second century ad, although this source

19 Paus. 10.4.1, cited in an Archaic–Classical context by Finley (1981) 3–4;
Kolb (1984) 58–59; Osborne (1987) 117–18. For a discussion of the anachronism,
see Alcock (1995).

explicitly describes a contemporarypolis. Similarly, numer-
ous articles on poleis in Pauly’sRealencyklop•adie begin with
the classification of the settlement found in Strabo’s treatise
of C1.
To avoid an anachronistic analysis and to understand

the development of the polis, one must conduct two sepa-
rate investigations: one of the Archaic and Classical polis
based on Archaic and Classical sources and allowing a re-
stricteduseonly of later retrospective sources, andoneof the
Hellenistic–Roman polis based on the later sources. Even-
tually, thehistorical development of thepolis will emergeby
comparing the two investigations. The Polis Centrehas con-
ducted the first study. The ideal solutionwould have been to
conduct both investigations simultaneously. But the Polis
Centre did not possess the necessary resources, nor did we
have the time for such a gigantic project.We have to leave it
to others to study the later transformation of the polis: the
turn it took after Alexander theGreat’s conquest of the Per-
sian Empire and the foundation of hundreds of new poleis
in the Near East, as well as the further turn it took in C2m
when the Greek poleis came under Roman rule.
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The Importance of the Polis

To produce an Inventory of Greek poleis makes sense only
if the polis was an essential element of Hellenic civilisation
both as an institution and as a concept.That is usually taken
for granted, but ought instead to be substantiated.1Was the
polis really the political unit par excellence? Did it matter to
the ancient Greeks if they lived in a polis rather than in some
other form of community?Was it something in which they
took pride? As an introduction to this work we can adduce
a number of observations in support of the orthodoxy.
(1) In sources of the Archaic and Classical periods there

are more than 11,000 occurrences of the term polis and al-
most as many of its derivatives: polites, politeia, polisma,
politikos, politeuein/politeuesthai, etc. The majority of the
occurrences of polis are found in Athenian sources, but
some 2,000 come from non-Athenian texts.2 The number
of attestations shows that it was impossible for theGreeks to
think or speak or write about any public matterwithout in-
cessantly using theword polis and its derivatives.3The term
and the concept behind it were thus of the utmost impor-
tance, not just as the designation of a physical phenomenon
but also as a key concept in Greek political thought.
(2) In Hellas in the Archaic and Classical periods “be-

longing” in a political contextmeant, first of all, belonging
to one’s polis. For a Greek citizen the polis was his father-
land (patris). Above polis level hemight belong to an ethnos;

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Hansen (1996a) 14–15.

1 The conceptual and linguistic aspect of this problem has been judiciously
problematised by Murray (2000) 234–35.
2 Apart from Homer and Hesiod (see 8 supra), the more important non-

Athenians are Archilochos of Paros, Alkaios of Mytilene, Tyrtaios of Sparta,
Pindar of Thebes, Bacchylides of Keos, Herodotos of Halikarnassos, Theopom-
pos of Chios, Ephoros of Kyme, Aineias of, probably, Stymphalos, the Oxyrhyn-
chos historian (=Theopompos?), Ps.-Skylax, and c.1,000 attestations in non-
Athenian inscriptions down to the end of C4.
3 Murray (2000) 235 holds that “any investigation of the word polis is likely

to find it most frequently exemplified in the philosophical context of theories of
the polis or in the geographical context of settlement patterns”. This statement
is not supported by our findings. In Archaic and Classical texts there are some
2,500 occurrences of polis in historians (Hdt., Thuc., Xen., Hell. Oxy. and
fragments of Theopomp., Ephor., etc.), some 3,000 in the Attic orators (most
in Demosthenes and Isokrates), some 1,200 in drama (Aesch., Soph., Eur.,
Ar., Men. and fragments), and c.1,500 in inscriptions. There are some 2,200
attestations in Plato and Aristotle and no more than c.300 in geographical
treatises (almost all from Ps.-Skylax). To complete the picture, there are c.300
occurrences in Homer, c.200 in lyric and iambic poets, and c.150 in Aineias the
Tactician.

below polis level he might belong to a civic subdivision (a
demos or a phyle, etc.). But hewould not think of sacrificing
his life for his ethnos or his demos, whereas hewas expected,
if necessary, to die for his polis.4 The polis provided its citi-
zens with a sense of common identity, based on traditions,
culture, ceremonies, symbols and sometimes (presumed)
common descent.
(3) Thucydides tellsus thatwhen, in431,manyAthenians

had to evacuate their houses and sanctuaries in the country-
side andmove intoAthens, they felt it “as if theywere leaving
theirpolis”.5Thispassage isoftenadduced as evidenceof the
importanceof the demeas a political unit and is sometimes
paraphrased to mean “that the deme was, as it were, the
polis writ small” or that “many citizens of Attica may have
looked to their deme first and their city second”.6 But we
doubt that the Thucydidespassage has anything to do with
demes. The reference is to the citizens’ homes (oikiai) and
sanctuaries (hiera patria). There is nothing about demes.
Some of these sanctuaries may have belonged to demes,
but what Thucydides emphasised is the ancestral character
of these sanctuaries, which, in many cases, stretchedmuch
further back than Kleisthenes’ reforms, when, probably,
many of them (but not all) were transformed into deme
cults.7 The principal opposition stressed by Thucydides is

4 In Lykourgos’ patriotic speech Against Leokrates—the Athenian who fled
from his fatherland in 338 after the defeat at Chaironeia—there are no fewer
than 70 occurrences of patris, often juxtaposed with polis, laws (nomoi) and
sanctuaries (hiera). To die for one’s patris =polis in Tyrtaios (fr. 10.1–4) and
Anakreon (Anth. Pal. 13.4). For the identification of polis with patris see infra
49, Hansen (forthcoming) and Nielsen (2004). For the cosmopolitan view—
rare before the Hellenistic period—that one’s patris is wherever one wants to
live, see Eur. frr. 774, 1034; Ar. Plut. 1151; Isoc. 4.81.
5 Thuc. 2.16.2: �βαρ2νοντο δ8 κα9 χαλεπ&ς :φερον ο;κ�ας τε καταλε�ποντες

κα9 �ερ< = δι< παντ>ς ?ν α3το!ς �κ τ�ς κατ< τ> @ρχα!ον πολιτε�ας π�τρια
δ�αιτ�ν τε µ�λλοντες µεταβ�λλειν κα9 ο3δ8ν "λλο A π�λιν τBν α3τοC @πολε�πων
Dκαστος (“But it was with sorrow and regret they abandoned their homes
and ancestral sanctuaries—which they had always had due to the ancient
constitution—and had to change their whole way of life, and each felt it as
if he was leaving his polis”).
6 The importance of the deme is stressed by, e.g., Parker (1987) 137: Thuc.

2.16.2 is “The best introduction to the world of the Attic demes”; Parker (1996)
102: “the deme was, as it were, the polis writ small”. Katz (1998) 123: “the
deme was something like a miniature polis”. Hornblower (2002) 134: “many
citizens of Attica may have looked to their deme first and their city second”;
and Hornblower (1991) 269.
7 Whitehead (1986) 177. Far from all local cults were deme cults: Osborne

(1985) 178–81. For sanctuaries and cults of the demes, see the C4f sacrificial
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between living independently (α3τον�µEω) in the country
(�ν το!ς @γρο!ς) and living in the city (�ν τE& "στει). It is
the oikia that is the principal object of emotion, and we
think that a better paraphrase would be: “my home is my
polis”, or rather, “leaving my home is almost like leaving my
polis”.8What Thucydideswants to emphasise is the feelings
an ordinary Athenian had towards his home, but the com-
parison he has chosen reveals the strong feelings a citizen
must have possessed towards his polis.
(4) AGreekcitizen’s fullnameconsistedofhisownname

(onoma), his father’s name (patronymikon) and the name of
his polis, in the form of either a city-ethnic or a sub-ethnic
(infra 58). To have a city-ethnic and/or a sub-ethnic was a
prerogative of the citizens of the polis and an indication of
citizen status. InWestern civilisation theGreeks are unique
in using a kind of hereditary surname as an indication of
political status, and this naming habit, whichwas used from
the Crimea to the Pillars of Hercules, reveals how much it
meant to a Greek to be a member of his polis.
(5) Most Greeks believed that human history had been

a progress from bestiality to humanity and civilisation, and
inmany accounts the formation of poleis was a decisive step
towards civilisation.9
(6) Aristotle describes man as a politikon zoon and as-

serts that a person who is apolis is either subhuman or
superhuman.10Other formsof community, suchas the oikia
or the kome, or the ethnos, are not as developed and valu-

calendars of Erchia (SEG 21 541) and Thorikos (SEG 36 136). The modern idea
that Thucydides in this passage refers todemesmust havearisenby the following
line of thought. (a) The polis is a political community. (b) Accordingly, the
comparandummust be a political community as well. (c) That is corroborated
by the phrase �κ τ�ς κατ< τ> @ρχα!ον πολιτε�ας (16.2). (d) In C5 Athens the
principal political unit below polis level was the deme. Therefore Thucydides
must have had the demes in mind. However, the context (2.15–16) shows that
Thucydides is contrasting the situation before and after the synoecism of Attika,
and the presumption is that �κ τ�ς κατ< τ> @ρχα!ον πολιτε�ας is a reference to
the situation before the synoecism, i.e. to a period long before Kleisthenes had
created the demes,when Attika was still subdivided into a number of poleis, see
624 infra.

8 Note the idiom ο3δ8ν "λλο F which signifies that home and sanctuaries
were like a polis, i.e. strictly speaking they were not a polis. For the same use
of the idiom, see, e.g., Thuc. 4.120.3, 8.5.1; Andoc. 1.101; Ant. 2.4.3; Pl. Hp.mai.
289E.
9 Soph. Ant. 370: Gψ�πολις versus "πολις; Pl. Resp. 369C: having gathered

many partners and helpers together in one settlement, we chose polis as the
name for this cohabitation. Isoc. 3.6 = 15.254: brought together, we built poleis
and gave laws and invented crafts. Arist. Pol. 1253a30–31: the man who first set
up [the polis] was responsible for the greatest benefits. Moschion fr. 6.6–8: at
that time there was not yet a roofed house nor a spacious polis protected by
stone towers. Philoch. fr. 2b: they called the polis an asty because, having lived
dispersed as nomads, they now gathered together.
10 Arist. Pol. 1253a2–4: $ "νθρωπος φ2σει πολιτικ>ν ζE&ον, κα9 $ "πολις δι<
φ2σιν κα9 ο3 δι< τ2χην Fτοι φαCλ�ς �στιν, A κρε�ττων A "νθρωπος (“Man is by
nature a polis animal, and one who does not participate in the polis because of
his nature and not by accident is either subhuman or superhuman”). For the

able as the polis, which is the perfect form of human society
(Pol. 1252a1–6, 1252b27–31). The ideal life for which man is
made is the life of a citizen (Pol. 1288a38). Ho politikos bios
is described as the life of a citizen who participates in the
runningof thepolitical institutionsofhispolis (Pol. 1283b42–
84a3). Similarly, persons who do not participate in the polis,
such as women, foreigners and slaves, are essentially infe-
rior. They live in the polis but they are not members of the
polis (Pol. 1275a7–8, 1326a18–20). In his political philosophy
Aristotle establishes a hierarchywithin the human race, and
only those who live in poleis and are members of a polis,
typically adult male Hellenes, are capable of fulfilling man’s
purpose in life (1327b18–33).11
(7) During the council of war before the battle of Salamis

the Corinthian general Adeimantos tried to silence Themis-
tokles by saying that he had no right to speak as long as he
had no patris and was apolis. Now, Themistokles did not
reply: “It is irrelevant whether or not we have a patris and a
polis; whatmatters is that wehave 200 ships.”No, his answer
was that Athens had an even better claim than Corinth to
be labelled polis and ge (here echoing patris) as long as the
Athenians had 200 ships (Hdt. 8.61). This exchange ofwords
is undoubtedly anecdotal, but it shows that Herodotos and
his contemporary readers (or listeners) took the concept of
the polis very seriously. It is worth noting that, a century
and a half later, Lykourgos made the same point: in leaving
Athens the Athenians had not left their polis but had just
moved it to Salamis (Lycurg. 1.69).
(8) When Kyros had conquered the Ionian cities, their

representativesmetat thePanioniontodiscusswhether they
should put up with being Persian subjects or consider the
alternatives. But, according to Herodotos, already before
the Persian conquest the philosopher Thales had advised
the Ionians to set up a common bouleuterion at Teos, and
his proposal ended with the remark that the other poleis
would be inhabited as before, but would change their status
and become like demes (Hdt. 1.170.3). The plan came to
nothing, but the political status of a community—to be
a polis or just to be a deme—was obviously a matter of
considerable consequence.
(9) According to Thucydides, the so-called synoecism

of Attika in the age of Theseus consisted in the reduc-
tion of a number of poleis to local communities without a

emphatic in pointing out not just that all the other Attic
bouleuterion and a prytaneion (Thuc. 2.15.2). Thucydides is

rendering “polis animal”, see Arist. HA 617b13–14 and Hansen (1996b) 199 with
n. 13.

11 Miller (1995) 240–45; Hansen (1996b) 197–202.
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communities lost their political institutions, but that one
polis only was created by the reform.
(10) InArchaic andClassical authors from all parts of the

Greekworld there are several score of passages in which the
importance of the polis is emphasised. The following four
are typical. AccordingtoPhokylides, a C6Milesian poet, “A
smallpoliswell settledonthe topof ahill is better thanstupid
Nineveh.”12 The pre-Socratic philosopher Demokritos of
Abdera claimed that “a well-governed polis is the greatest
prosperity and everything depends on that” (fr. 252). In
Xenophon’sMemorabilia, polis is singled out as one of the
essential human concepts that are worth discussing and
need a definition (Xen. Mem. 1.1.16). Aristoxenos of Taras,
a contemporary and pupil of Aristotle, is reported to have
said about Myson, one of the Seven Sages, that he never rose
to fame because he was not from a polis but from a kome,
and an insignificant one at that.13
To conclude: the concept of the polis mattered to the

Greeks. They did not just live in poleis, they found it im-
portant to live in poleis rather than in some other form of
political community. They were highly conscious of this,
and that is one reason why the polis and the ancient Greek
concept of polis are so important and well worth studying.
As is apparent from this Inventory, the Hellenic world

of the Archaic and Classical periods comprised more than
a thousand poleis and, apart from some regions on the

12 Phokylides fr. 4, Diehl: π�λις �ν σκοπ�λEω κατ< κ�σµον ο;κεCσα σµικρB
κρ�σσων Ν�νου @φραινο2σης.
13 Aristoxenos fr. 130, Wehrli =Diog. Laert. 1.108. Mysonwas from Chen (Pl.

Prt. 343A), which was either an otherwise unknown community, or a perioikic
polis in Lakedaimon (no. 328) or a small polis in Oita (no. 425). But even if Chen
is identified with one of the two small poleis, that does not change Aristoxenos’
view of the comparative importance of a polis and a kome.

fringes,14 allHellenes lived in poleis. Apparently everyGreek
colony was founded as a polis or became a polis not long
after its foundation.15 Nevertheless, no one has ever inves-
tigated how many poleis there were and which settlements
were actually poleis. For Hellas itself an ultra-short study
by Ruschenbusch (1977)16 breaks new ground, but it is very
sketchy and often controversial. For the colonies there is
no comprehensive study at all. The polis and the concept
of polis have been investigated either in general or in rela-
tion to one individual polis. The general studies are mostly
based on sources relating to Athens, and most of the indi-
vidual studies deal with the Athenian democratic polis of
the Classical period or with Archaic and Classical Sparta.17
In recent years only two major studies have been explicitly
devoted to the other Greek poleis: Hans-Joachim Gehrke’s
monograph Jenseits von Athen und Sparta (1986) and a col-
lection of articles entitled Alternatives to Athens edited by
Roger Brock and StephenHodkinson (2000).

14 For Epeiros (infra 339), inland Akarnania (infra 352), inland Aitolia (infra
380), Makedonia (infra 795), see Davies (2000).
15 For the unconvincing modern distinction between apoikiai (which were

poleis) and emporia (which were not), see 153 infra.
16 Updated in Ruschenbusch (1985).
17 The most recent comprehensive study in English is still Ehrenberg (1960,

2nd edn. 1969). InGerman it isWelwei (1983, 2nd edn. 1998). He has one chapter
about Sparta (90–139) and one about Athens (140–250) followed by 13 pages
about middle-sized and small poleis, viz. Corinth, Megara, Mytilene, Chios and
Elis. In French, there are Ruz‹e (1997), Lonis (1994) and Bertrand (1992). In Ruz‹e
short sections about Crete, Argos and Corinth are added to the main sections
about Lakedaimon and Athens. Lonis is organised systematically and hasmuch
information about other poleismixed with his treatment of Sparta and Athens.
But, again, of the 25 translated sources which appear in his book printed in
frames, no fewer than 20 are Athenian. Bertrand has substantial chapters about
the other poleis and includes a chapter about the poleis imagined by Plato and
Aristotle.
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The Lifespan of the Hellenic Polis

This investigation covers only a segment of the lifespan of
the Hellenic polis, viz. the Archaic and Classical periods.
We have deliberately not attempted to search for the origin
of the polis during the Dark Ages or investigate the life of
the polis during the Hellenistic and Roman periods (see 10
supra). But our analysis of the polis in the periods we cover
is of course related to our views about the full time-scale of
the polis. Therefore we have an obligation in this introduc-
tion briefly to expound our views about the history of the
polis from its emergence to its demise.
The chronology of the polis is still hotly debated. Can the

polis be traced back to theMycenaean period (c.1650–1100),
or did it emerge in the Geometric period (c.900–700)? And
if one prefers the latter view, did it emerge as early as C9, or
as late as c.700? Scholars are still divided over these issues
and even more over the question of when the polis came to
an end. Some historians place the decline of the polis in C4
and its fall in the years after 338. The prevailing view, which
we endorse, is that it persisted through the Hellenistic and
Roman periods and disappeared in late Antiquity only after
a long decline that lasted several centuries. The disappear-
ance of the polis was gradual and imperceptible, just like its
emergence.

1. The Origin of the Polis

For the origin of the Greek polis we have three di·erent
types of evidence: (a) the linguistic evidence obtained by a
comparative studyof relatedwords in other Indo-European
languages, (b) the literary and epigraphical evidenceof C8–
C6, and (c) the physical remains of early settlements.

A. The Linguistic Evidence

The study of the etymology of the term polis is extremely
important, sinceby extrapolation it takesusback toaperiod
before the earliest written sources we have. First it should

This chapter is an updated and revised version of Hansen (2000) 145–49.

be noted that the early variant form of polis, namely ptolis,
is probably attested in the Mycenaean Linear B tablets in
the form po-to-ri-jo. But, alas, po-to-ri-jo is not attested as
a noun, only as (part of) a personal name,1 and we have no
clue as to what po-to-ri-jo may have meant in Mycenaean
Greek.
A comparison with other Indo-European languages

yields better results. The Greek word polis is related ety-
mologically to Old Indian p‹ur, Lithuanian pil›§s and Lat-
vian pils.2 In all three languages the original meaning was
“stronghold” or “castle”, but in Old Indian the word de-
veloped the meaning “town” or “city”, whereas in the two
Baltic languages it seems to have kept its original meaning.3
From the etymology it is reasonable to infer that the

original meaning of polis in Greek too must have been
“stronghold”.Our sources support this assumption: in both
literary and epigraphical texts of the Archaic and Classi-
cal periods polis is occasionally used synonymously with
akropolis in the sense of “citadel”. But whereas akropolis
could designate both an eminence used as a settlement and
a fortified place devoid of humanhabitation, polis used syn-
onymously with akropolis seems always to have denoted a
small defensible hill-top settlement ,4 and not just a hill-top
fortification. Remains of such fortified settlements, dating
from the period c.1000–800, have been found in Zagora on
Andros, in Dreros and Anavlochos on Crete, and in several
other sites of the Protogeometric and Geometric periods.5
We shall never know for sure, but it is not an unreason-
able guess that such hill-top settlements were called poleis
by their Greek inhabitants. To sum up: the Indo-European

1 KN As 1517,12, cf. Thumb and Scherer (1959) 335 ⅓337 13a; Morpurgo Davies
(1963) 262.
2 Frisk (1970) 576–77; Monier-Williams (1899) 635: “p ‹ur, f. a rampart, wall,

stronghold, fortress, castle, city, town”. See Strunk (1970) 2.
3 It is misleading when Benveniste (1973) 298 claims: “we have thus here

an old Indo-European term, which in Greek, and only in Greek, has taken on
the sense of ‘town, city’, then ‘state’”. In Sanskrit p‹ur certainly developed the
meaning “town”, “city”, and since many of these cities were actually states, I
would not preclude that the word may take on the sense of “state” or “political
community” as well. In Lithuanian pil›§shas developed “palace” and not “town”
as its secondary meaning.
4 Phokylides fr. 4, Diehl: “a small polis, well settled on the top of a hill, is

better than stupid Nineveh”; Thuc. 2.15.6, see Hansen (1998) 31.
5 Snodgrass (1991) 8; Novicki (1992).
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etymology strongly suggests that the original meaning of
polis was neither city (or town) nor state (or political com-
munity), but stronghold, and more specifically, a small de-
fensible hill-top settlement.
After this brief survey of the etymology of the word polis,

it is evident that thequestion,Howold is thepolis?,makesno
sense when put crudely. In the sense of stronghold the polis
may have a history that stretches back into the Mycenaean
period. Yet what historians usually mean when they ask
about the origin of the polis is something di·erent, namely:
How old is the Greek city-state?, i.e. how far back can we
trace thepolis asweknowit fromthewrittensources and the
archaeological evidenceof the Classical period? But even in
this form the question is hard to answer, because the devel-
opment of a type of society is a gradual process.When does
a nucleated settlement deserve to be called a city? Andwhen
can its political organisation be taken to be a kind of state?
To cut the Gordian knot, we shall suggest here a pre-

liminary definition of the Classical Greek polis and then
investigate how far back this definition can be traced. The
poliswas a small, highly institutionalised and self-governing
community of citizens (called politai or astoi) living with
their wives and children in an urban centre (also called
polis or, sometimes, asty) and its hinterland (called chora or
ge) together with two other types of people: free foreigners
(xenoi, often called metoikoi) and slaves.6
It is still debated whether the origins of the polis in this

sense can be traced all the way back to the Mycenaean
period.7 We prefer to follow those who believe that dis-
continuity overrides continuity.8The palace-centredMyce-
naean communities in Knossos, Pylos, Mycenae, Thebes
and Athens must not be seen as, essentially, a type of polis
that in the Dark Ages dwindled to insignificance but reap-
peared in C9–C8.9 The polis seems to have emerged in the
Geometric period (900–700), not by devolution following
the breakdown of Mycenaean society, but in connection
with an upsurge in population, wealth and civilisation. Fur-

6 For a more elaborate version of this definition, see 30 infra.
7 For the Mycenaean origin of the Greek polis, see Dr•ogem•uller (1970) 487–

92; Thomas (1981) 32–35 (but see next note) and van E·enterre (1985) 27–28 et
passim.
8 e.g. Snodgrass (1980) 28–32 and his review of van E·enterre (1985) in Snod-

grass (1986) 263–65. Thomas and Conant (1999) xxvi–xxvii. As regards political
structure, Thomas is now inclined to emphasise the di·erences between the
Mycenaean state and the polis of the Archaic and Classical periods.
9 The view that the polis of the Archaic period is essentially di·erent from

Bronze Age societies does not preclude the possibility that some of the Bronze
Age communities were organised as city-states and formed a city-state culture.
Thus, Crete in the New Palace period may have been a city-state culture com-
prisingfive self-governing city-states rather thanone statewithfivemajorurban
centres but governed from Knossos. See Cherry (1986) and Hansen (2002) 7.

thermore, urbanisation and state formation seem to have
developed interdependently. Consequently, to answer the
question,Whendid the (Classical) polis emerge?, we have to
workbackwards from c.500andas far backasour sourcesgo.

B. The Written Sources

In our opinion, the earliest indisputable attestations of
named communities called poleis in the sense of “city-state”
are Thasos (no. 526) attested in Archilochos,10 Sparta (no.
345) attested in Tyrtaios,11 and Dreros onCrete(no. 956) at-
tested in the oldest Greek law preservedon stone.12 In these
sourcespolis has the senseofbothapolitical community and
anurbancentre, andasapolitical community it is a commu-
nity of citizens.13All three sources are from C7m and point
to a terminus ante quem of c.650 for the polis as a city-state.
What, then, about Homer? Pace Finley and others, who

held that no trace of the (Classical) polis could be found in
theHomeric poems,14 it is now generally believed and con-
vincingly argued that polis in the sense of political commu-
nity is amply attestedboth in the Iliad and in theOdyssey.15
A C6 Greek audience listening to a performance of the
poems would have had no di¶culty in recognising Phai-
akian Scheria as a colony founded by Nausithoos (Od. 6.7–
10, 262–72), and the two poleis depicted on the shield of
Achilles (Il. 18.490–540) as contemporary walled cities.
The problem is that it is impossible to date the Home-

ric poems precisely. Comparative studies show that orally
transmitted epic poems are constantly reformulated and
undergo substantial changes until a specific performance
is “frozen” by being committed to writing.16 Next, in their
fixed form they are like a coin hoard: the latest coin dates
from the time it was buried, whereas the oldest may have
been struck centuries earlier. Similarly, the events and the
societies described in an orally transmitted epic poemmay
belong to di·erent strata and constitute a strange mixture
of old and new. Let us adduce just one example, usually
passed over in silence.17 The “Homeric city” is adorned

10 Archilochos fr. 228, West; polis in the sense of community of citizens
(astoi): fr. 13.2, in the sense of town: fr. 49.7.
11 Tyrtaios fr. 4.4, West; polis in the sense of town (fr. 10.3); in the sense of

community (frr. 4.8, 12.28) of citizens (demotas andras and demou plethos in
frr. 4.5 and 9).
12 ML 2.1–2, now dated C7m in Nomima i 81, C7s in Koerner (1993) no. 90.
13 The distinction between citizens and non-citizens is attested, e.g., in

Draco’s law on homicide (ML 86.28–9 (c.624)) and in a law from Gortyn
(I.Cret. 4.13, Nomima i.1 (C7l)).
14 Finley (1956) 35; Austin and Vidal-Naquet (1977) 40.
15 Murray (1993) 63; Morris (1986) 100–4; Raaflaub (1993) 46–59 and (1997).
16 Lord (1962) 188–93; Bennet (1997) 513.
17 Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 25. It is striking that, emphasising the
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withpalaces18 and,occasionally,with temples.19Thepalaces
are to some extent reminiscent of those excavated in Py-
los, Mycenae and Tiryns.20 Such palaces disappeared at the
end of the Bronze Age (c.1200–1100) and the oldest known
palace in a Greek polis is that of Dionysios I in Syracuse,
erected just before 400.21Conversely, temples are unknown
in theMycenaean world but are the most conspicuous type
of monumental architecture from c.700 onwards.22 Refer-
ences to temples are rare in theHomeric poems, but they are
mentioned in descriptions of Troy and the city on Scheria.
Thus, it is unlikely that any early polis had both a palace
and a temple inside its walls, and it would be pointless to
look for a historical site whichmatches the “Homeric City”.
We must read Homer as poetry.23 In many ways the poems
mirror society of C8–C7; the occasional mentionof temples
is just one such example. But the “Homeric polis” also in-
cludes reminiscencesofwalledBronzeAgepalaces,weapons
and war chariots used in the Mycenaean period,24 a vague
knowledge about the great urban centres in the Near East-
ern empires, and a city in a wonderland imagined by the
poet(s) of the Iliad and the Odyssey. To disentangle these
four elements is averydi¶cult taskwhichweprefer toavoid.
Consequently, we cannot expect the Homeric poems to

present us with a coherent picture of the political organisa-
tion of the societies described in the Iliad and theOdyssey.
In the Iliad book 2 the composition of Agamemnon’s army
and the origin of each individual contingent is described in
a long passage called the Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2. 484–759).
These verses contain the highest concentration of named
p(t)oleis in theHomeric poems. But the poleis listed are not
city-states.The toponymsclassified aspoleis orptoliethra are
towns in “territorial states” ruled by kings or princes. Thus,
Crete is an island with 100 poleis all ruled by Idomeneus (Il.
2.645–52). Furthermore, a close study of all the settlements

Iron Age aspects of the poems, Morris and Powell (1997) make no mention of
“Homeric” palaces and temples. For palaces we must go back toWace (1962).

18 Il. 6.242· (palace of Priam); Od. 1.365 (palace of Odysseus); Od. 3.387·
(palace of Nestor); Od. 4.20· (palace of Menelaos); Od. 7.81· (palace of
Alkinoos).
19 Il. 1.39, 5.446, 7.83 (temple of Apollo in Troy); Il. 6.297–300 (temple of

Athena in Troy); Od. 6.10 (temples of the gods in Scheria).
20 Wace (1962) 490; P•ohlmann (1992) 191–92. Both the Mycenaean remains

and the Homeric “Halls” (domata) are so magnificent that the traditional de-
signation of them as “palaces” seems well chosen. For a perhaps exaggerated
emphasis on the purely imagined character of the Homeric king’s house, see
Dalby (1995). For an attempt to reconcile the Homeric “palaces” with remains
of Iron Age residences, see Ainian (1997) 363–68.
21 Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 25–30.
22 For some “primitive temples” antedating 700, see Lawrence (1996) 61–65.
23 Judiciously emphasised by Scully (1990) 2–3.
24 Greenhalgh (1973) 7–18; Ducrey (1986) 38–41.

enumerated in the Catalogue of Ships reveals that, with
some notable exceptions, it reflects Greece in the Myce-
naean period rather than in the Geometric or the Archaic
period.25 Conversely, the notable exceptions show that it is
not a true picture of the Mycenaean world.26 On the other
hand, the poleis depicted on the shield of Achilles and the
description of the Phaiakian polis Scheria must reflect the
social and political structure of Hellas in the Geometric or
early Archaic periods.
To make matters worse, we cannot even fix a terminus

ante quem, since we do not know when the Homeric poems
were writtendown. Some ancient historians are temptedto
adopt Barry Powell’s suggestion that aman living onEuboia
c.800–750 createdthe Greek alphabet out of the Phoenician
with the express purpose of writing down the Iliad and
the Odyssey.27 A much more recent date is suggested by
Minna Skafte Jensen, who argues that the Homeric poems
were written down for the first time in Athens in C6m in
connection with the Peisistratid reform of the Panathenaic
festival (Jensen (1980) 96–171).
Summing up, we prefer to suspend judgement on the

so-called Homeric Society28 and, for the same reason, we
refrain from using the Hesiodic poems which were also
transmitted orally until they were written down, we know
not when.Our cautious conclusion is that, as far as the writ-
ten sources go, the essential characteristics of the Classical
polis can be traced back to a terminus ante quem of c.650.

C. The Archaeology of Greece

On the other hand, archaeology has made great strides in
recent years and the remains of urban centres may take us
a step forward, or, rather, further back. Several early settle-
ments have been excavated in the Aegean Islands: Zagora on
Andros, Emporio on Chios, and Lefkandi on Euboia, just
to mention three of the most prominent. Most of them are
small hill-top settlements protected by a fortification wall.
They flourished in the so-called Dark Ages (c.1000–800)
and were all abandoned c.700 (Snodgrass (1991) 7–9).Were

25 Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1970) 153–71. See, however, the recent dis-
cussion of the Catalogue by McInerney (1999) who argues that it is “a product
of the eighth century” (124).
26 The most disturbing problem is the lack of correspondence between

Nestor’s realm as described in Il. 2.591–602 and the evidence of the Linear
B tablets found in the palace at Ano Englianos, discussed by Hope Simpson
and Lazenby (1970) 155–56.
27 Powell (1991) adducing as possible analogies (11–12), e.g., Wulfila’s inven-

tion of Gothic script c.ad 400. The epigraphic evidence, however, indicates that
a much better analogy is, e.g., the Nordic runes. They were invented in the first
century ad, but it took many centuries before they were used for longer texts.
28 See also the judicious and cautious approach in Baurain (1997) 403.
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such settlements the centres of early poleis? If polis is taken
in the sense of a smallish settlement and/or stronghold, the
answer is probably “yes” (see supra). But if polis is taken in
its Classical sense of a town which was the centre of a self-
governing political community, the answer is a non liquet .
There are no traces of securely identifiable political archi-
tecture antedating c.550,29 and the archaeological evidence
cannot provide us with information about the political or-
ganisation of these early nucleated settlements.We have no
idea about how Zagora was governed. It may have been a
small self-governing community, or a subdivision of an-
other political community, e.g. Lefkandi, or it may have
controlled the whole of Andros.
Yet a study of the Greek colonies, especially the west-

ern colonies, may provide us with a clue. The traditional
view is that the formation of the polis precededcolonisation
(Graham (1964) 159). In recent years this viewhas been chal-
lenged by theopposite hypothesis: that the polis emergedor
at least developed in consequence of colonisation, and that
it is the emergence of the polis in the colonies that influ-
enced polis formation in the homeland.30Urbanisation, the
opposition between the Greek settlers and the native for-
eigners, and the conscious introduction of common laws
and new political institutions are features that are central
to the concept of the polis, and all may have developed in
the colonies before they became prominent in Hellas itself.
Now, in the Greek colonies in Sicily and southern Italy, ur-
ban centres of remarkable size can be traced back to their
foundation in the C8s,31 or at least to a period shortly after
their foundation. Obvious examples are Syracuse (no. 47)
andMegara Hyblaia (no. 36).32 Furthermore,each colony is
attested as a self-governing political community as far back
as our written sources go, i.e. in the late C6. Combining the
archaeological evidence of urban centres from the late C8
with the reasonable assumption that each of these colonies
was founded or soon emerged as a self-governing political
community, the inference is that the polis in its Classi-
cal sense of “city-state” can be traced back to c.734, when
Syracuse was founded by some Corinthians headed by an

29 HansenandFischer-Hansen (1994) 30, 35–36, 42–44, 75, 81. It is still debated
whether the large apsidal peripteral building excavated in Lefkandi (c.1000) was
a chieftain’s house or an early temple; see Lawrence (1996) 62.
30 Malkin (1987) 12, followed by Hansen (1994) 15–16.
31 Reasonably reliable foundation dates of many of the western colonies,

not always matching the foundation dates reported by Thucydides at 6.2–6,
are now established by archaeological evidence alone, and there is no reason
to suspect a circular argument, i.e. that archaeologists base the chronology of
Protocorinthian pottery on Thucydides’ foundation dates, whereas historians
argue that Thucydides’ dates are corroborated by the Protocorinthian pottery
found in the colonies; see van Compernolle (1992); Morris (1996).
32 Fischer-Hansen (1996) 334–51.

aristocrat called Archias. It does not necessarily follow that
Corinth too was a polis at that time. The founding of, e.g.,
Syracuse may well have been a private enterprise organised
by Archias, rather than a political enterprisewarranted by a
decisionmade by the Corinthian polis.33 It is worth noting,
for instance, that the district of Achaia in the northernPelo-
ponnese was very active in colonisation in C8, but did not
develop poleis internally until much later, probably not be-
fore c.500.34 As clusters of villages, Corinth (no. 227), Argos
(no. 347) and Athens (no. 361) can be traced back to the late
Geometric period (Morris (1991) 33), but we do not know
when they became poleis in the political sense of the term.

2. The End of the Polis

It is still a common view that the independent Greek polis
flourished in the Archaic and Classical periods, but was
crushed by the Makedonians and disappeared in C4s. The
turning point is often pinned down to the battle of Chai-
roneia,35 and from some accounts one gets the impression
that the polis in the sense of city-state perished on the day
the battle was fought, i.e. on 2 August 338. A collection of
the available evidence, however, shows that the independent
city-statewas declining at least a centurybeforeChaironeia,
and that independence (autonomia) never was an indis-
pensable characteristic of the polis,36 whereas the polis, i.e.
the political community of citizens united in the running of
their city’s institutions, continued to exist throughout the
Hellenistic and Roman periods;37 and that is now, we think,
the prevailing view.
The dissociation of the concept of polis from the concept

of autonomia (Hansen (1995)) is supported by the observa-
tion that the concept of autonomia seems to have emerged
as late as C5m (Ostwald (1982) 14–26), i.e. at least 200 years
later than the concept of the polis. One might object that
most poleiswere independent beforeC5m, and that the con-
cept was explicitly formulated only after autonomia began
to come under threat in C5m, when the Delian League was
transformed into an Athenian Empire. The problem with
this explanation is that dependent poleis are amply attested

33 Graham (1964) 7, 220, followed by Osborne (1998).
34 Morgan and Hall (1996).
35 Cf., e.g., Thomas (1981) 40; Bengtson (1977) 286, 295; Green (1990) 53, 56,

80, 220, etc.; and, most recently, Cawkwell (1996) 98 and passim.
36 Hansen (1998) 205 with n. 32.
37 Gauthier (1993) and Millar (1993) 211–31 and 232–60; Davies (1984); Gruen

(1993); Ward-Perkins (1998).
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in the Archaic and early Classical periods. From C7m on-
wards all the Greek poleis along the coast of Asia Minor
were first under Lydian and then under Persian rule, and
won independenceonly in the 470s after theGreek victories
in the PersianWar. In C6 the Corinthian colonies along the
western coast of Greece were dependencies ruled by rela-
tivesof theCorinthian tyrants.The three secondary colonies
founded by Syracuse in the course of C7 were dependen-
cies of Syracuse. And all the perioikic poleis in Lakedaimon
andMessenia, some fifty to a hundred poleis altogether, had
been reduced to dependent status before 600.
There can be no doubt, however, that the number of de-

pendent poleis was considerably increased in the course of
C5 and C4. During the period C5m–C4mmany poleis were
deprivedof theirautonomia bybeingmembersof theDelian
or the Peloponnesian League and being exposed to the im-
perialistic aspirations of the two hegemonic poleis: Athens
and Sparta; and during the same period hundreds of other
poleis changed their status from being independent states
to being constituent states of a confederacy that regularly
comprised all the poleis within a region. By C4m we find
federal states in Boiotia, Phokis, Lokris, Euboia, Thessaly,
Epeiros, Aitolia, Akarnania, Achaia and Arkadia. Further-
more, many poleis along the coast of Asia Minor had once
again become subject to the Persian king, as they had been
in the period before the PersianWars.38 There is no histori-
cal atlas that includes a map of Greece c.350 showing which
poleis were still independent and which had become depen-
dencies, either by being dominated by one of thehegemonic
citiesor thePersiankingorbybeingamemberof aconfeder-
ation. Such amapwould reveal that whenMakedonia under
Philip II (360–336)began tomanifest itself as a great power,
the independent city-statewas no longer the typical formof
polis. What disappeared with the rise of Makedonia in C4s
was not the polis but the hegemonic polis such as Athens,
Sparta or Thebes. The other poleis could not necessarily tell
the di·erence betweenhaving beendominatedbyAthens or
the Persian king and, again, being dominated by the king of
Makedonia or some other Hellenistic monarch.39 Thus the
polis (i.e. the small political community of citizens living in
or around an urban centre and united in running its politi-
cal institutions) survived the endof theClassicalperiod, and
though the independent city-state had declined long before
the defeat at Chaironeia, the polis—as the Greeks them-
selves understood the termand the concept—persistedand
prospered throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods.

38 Hansen (1995) 36–38. 39 Hansen (1993) 21.

During the Hellenistic period the typical polis seems to
have been a democracy which had its autonomia (in the
now restricted sense of self-government rather than true
independence)established or confirmed by royal rescript.40
During the Roman Imperial period oligarchy replaced de-
mocracy; the focus of the political organisation became the
council (boule) instead of the assembly (ekklesia) and the
city was now governed by a local aristocracy which filled all
importantmagistracies.41Still the poliswas a self-governing
community centred on a town.
The end of the Greek polis began in the late third cen-

tury ad, when Diocletian (284–305) created a centralised
bureaucracy that crushedmost of what was left of local self-
government (Jones (1940) 85).42 In theWest what remained
of urban life succumbed after the invasion of the Germanic
peoples in C5. But in the East theGreek polis persevered for
more than a century, and here the demise of the polis was
to a considerable extent caused by the rise of the Christian
Church and its bishops (Saradi-Mendelovici (1988) 365–
401). The bishops joined the imperial bureaucracy inunder-
mining the self-government of thepoleis; and theChurchat-
tacked the pagan urban institutions and urged its members
to keep away from the agora, which, on the other hand, the
pagan authors praised as the centre of urban life.43 Further-
more, polis religion had implied that each polis had its indi-
vidual cults and its ownpantheon. The pagan gods and their
cults were now replaced by a divinity which did not allow
of local individuality. Yet the decline of the polis was a slow
process, and polis was still an important political concept
in the reign of Justinian (529–565). Procopius, for example,
tells us how in ad 533 a small African village was turned by
imperial decree into a polis in the political sense.44 How-
ever, “with the close of Justinian’s legislation the history
of the city as an institution abruptly ceases. When the last
remnants of civic autonomy disappeared we do not know:
the titles which regulate the constitution of the cities were
not struck out of the Code till the great revision under Leo
the Wise. But they cannot have long survived Justinian.”45

40 e.g. OGIS 229.9–16. Davies (1984) 306; Gauthier (1993) 217–25; Quass
(1979).
41 Ward-Perkins (1998) 371–82; Jones (1964) 712–66.
42 One example is Menander ‘Rhetor’s treatise on how to praise a polis, com-

posed c.ad 300. The urban aspects of the polis are emphasised; but when it
comes to the political achievements and the constitution of the polis,Menander
admits that there is no longer much to be said here, because all Roman poleis
are now governed by one [polis], sc. Rome! (360.10–16, 363.10–14).
43 Lib. Or . 11.266; see Saradi-Mendelovici (1988) 374–401.
44 Procop. Aed. 6.6.8–16, s.v. Brachodes akra in RE iii.1. 806.
45 Jones (1940). Forpolis, komopolisand kastrondenoting towns in theByzan-

tine period, see Haldon (1999) 1, 11–14.
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The Inventory of Poleis

To counteract the Athenocentric studies of the polis, one
of the main objectives of the Copenhagen Polis Centre has
been to build up an inventory of all poleis of the Archaic
and Classical periods. The principal purpose of this inves-
tigation is to find out what the Greeks thought a polis was,
and to compare that with what modern historians think a
polis is (Hansen (1994a) 14–17). The concept of polis found
in the sources ought, of course, to be the same as that in
modern historiography. But this is far from always the case.
Let us adduce just one example. The orthodoxy is that the
small Boiotian town of Mykalessos was not a polis; it was
instead a kome. This is indeed the term used by Strabo,
whose classification is cited in, for example, RE s.v. Myka-
lessos, and again in the Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical
Sites (PECS).1What is passed over in silence in both these
articles and in most other studies of the history of Boiotia
is that Mykalessos is called a polis by Thucydides, not just
once, but three times in a passage where he uses polis both
in the urban and in the political sense of the word.2
Scores of other examples could be adduced. In such cases

the modern historian’s reaction has normally been to ad-
mit that such settlements may well be called poleis in our
sources, but then to imply or to state explicitly that they
werenot poleis in the true sense.3 The curious result of such
a policy is the view that our sources often apply the term
polis to a settlement that, according to modern orthodoxy,
was not a polis. We are facedwith a polis that was not a polis.
The contradiction has its root in the fact that modern

historians who write about ancient Greece like to use the
term polis synonymously with the term “city-state” (e.g.
Finley (1981) 4). But polis is a historical concept attested in
Greek sources, while city-state is a modern heuristic con-
cept (Hansen (2000a) 13). The term “city-state” (or, rather,
the German term Stadtstaat) seems to have been coined in
themid-nineteenth centuryand was first applied to the Ro-

1 Strabo 9.2.11, 14. Fiehn (1935); McAllister (1976).
2 Thuc. 7.29.3, 5 and 7.30.2; see Hansen (1995a) 18–21.
3 Mykalessos is not counted among the Boiotian poleis in C5s in any of the

major accounts of the political organisation of the region, cf. Swoboda (1910)
316–17 with n. 6; Busolt and Swoboda (1926) 1415–16; Roesch (1965) 37–43;
Salmon (1978) 101; Bonner (1910) 406; Bruce (1967) 103–4; cf. Hansen (1995a)
13–15.

man republican concept of civitas,4 whence it was rapidly
transferrednot only to studies of theGreekpolis (Gawantka
(1985) 204–6) but also to investigations of Italian, German,
Sumerian, Phoenician and Etruscan cities and, since the
mid-twentieth century, to city-state cultures in Mesoamer-
ica, West Africa and East Asia as well (Hansen (2000b)
600). Thus modern historical discussions of the city-state
combine characteristicsborrowed frommany di·erent cul-
tures, and the concept of city-state is not co-extensive with
the concept of polis. Mykalessos may well have been a polis
in the eyes of the Greeks, although it is not a city-state in
the eyes of a modern historian.
In order to avoid paradoxical statements of the type that

a certain settlement though called a polis was not a polis,
we suggest that the two terms polis and “city-state” should
be kept apart and not used indiscriminately. The term polis
should be restricted to the Greeks’ own understanding of
what a polis was, whereas the term “city-state” should be
used only when we discuss modern historical analyses of
ancient Greek society.
Consequently, instead of saying that Mykalessos, though

called a polis, was not a polis in the true sense, the historian
ought to say that Mykalessos, though apparently a polis in
the age of Thucydides, was not a city-state. In this form
the statement makes sense. Whether it is true is a di·erent
matter.Whenever the city-state is discussed, independence
orautonomia are singledout as themost important defining
characteristics.5 But a great number of communities called

4 The English term “city-state”was probably coined in 1885 as a rendering of
the German term Stadtstaat in connection with the translation into English of
J. Bluntschli, Lehre vom modernen Staat, 6th edn. (Berlin, 1886) 63 =Theory of
the State (London, 1885) 60. The German term Stadtstaat was probably coined
in 1842 as a rendering of the Danish term Bystat (by = town, cf. Derby) in con-
nection with the translation into German of J. N. Madvig, Blik p‡a Oldtidens
Statsforfatninger med Hensyn til Udviklingen af Monarchiet og en omfattende
Statsorganisme (Copenhagen, 1840) 20 n. 2 =Blicke auf die Staatsverfassungen
des Alterthums, mit R•ucksicht auf die Entwicklung der Monarchie und eines um-
fassenden Staatsorganismus, in Archiv f•ur Geschichte, Statistik, Kunde der Ver-
waltung und Landesrechte der Herzogth•umer Schleswig, Holstein und Lauenburg
(Kiel, 1842) 42. The terms Bystat and Stadtstaat were first applied to Rome in
the republican period, and only later transferred to descriptions of, primarily,
the Greek polis and the Italian citt›a. The French term cit‹e-E‹tat and the Italian
term citt›a-stato are both derived from Stadtstaat and/or city-state and neither
is attested earlier than the twentieth century, see Hansen (1994b); (1998) 15–16.
5 Finley (1981) 4–5: “Aristotle . . . was writing about the autonomous city-
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polis in our sourceswerenot independent and did not enjoy
autonomia.6ThusMykalessos was a dependencyof Tanagra
(infra 88); theGreeks thought it was a polis, but according to
modern orthodoxy its lack of independence or autonomia
indicates that it was not a city-state.
If we establish and acknowledge a distinctionbetween the

ancient historical concept of polis and themodern heuristic
concept of city-state, it follows that we can conduct two
di·erent investigations of ancient Greek society whichmay
lead to di·erent conclusions: if we study the city-state and
apply the modern historians’ understanding of what a city-
state is, we get one picture of Archaic and Classical Hellas.
If we go through the written sources and list all settlements
that are actually called poleis in contemporary texts, we
investigate the ancient Greeks’ understanding of their own
settlement pattern and political organisation and get a dif-
ferent picture.
It would be wrong to say that one of the two pictures is

the right one and that the other is misleading; rather, the
two pictures are complementary. It is always legitimate to
contrast a culture’s perception of itself with an outsider’s
more detachedperceptionof the sameculture (Burke (1992)
45).
At the Copenhagen Polis Centre we want to know how

the Greeks perceived their own settlement pattern, and
therefore our investigation has been based, first of all, on a
careful examination of the terminology used and the site-
classifications found in our sources. In this type of study it
is necessary to describe and define the ancient concept of
the polis before we begin to compare it with the modern
concept of the city-state. Since concepts have to be studied
through language, we started with the terminology: in all
literary and epigraphical sources of the Archaic and Classi-
cal periods we collected every attestation of the term polis
in order to conduct two di·erent investigations.
First, we examined how the term polis is used whenever

we meet it. Our sources tell us, for example, that a polis
waged war, or made peace, or entered into an alliance, or
struck coins, or passed a law, or a sentence, or founded a

state, the polis in Greek . . . The ancient city was soon to lose its autonomy.
The process began soon after Aristotle died”; Murray and Price (1990) vii: “our
focus has been the autonomous Greek city-state or polis from its origins in the
‘Dark Age’ until the point at which it was transformed into a basis for world
civilization by the conquests of Alexander the Great”; Osborne (1987) 195: “The
essential mark of the Greek city is political independence.” (For city =polis, see
ibid. 11); cf. Hansen (1995b) 21–25; (1998) 78–83.

6 Hansen (1995b) 21–43; (1996b); infra87–92. While accepting the concept of
the dependent polis, its application to the members of the Boiotian federation
has been denied by Keen (1996) and Rhodes (1999); see infra 92.

colony, or defrayed expenses, or repaired the walls, and we
hear about the territory of a polis, or its roads and water
supply, or its altars, or its protecting divinity.7The next task
was to examine every single attestation of the term polis

referring to a named polis such as Corinth, or Melos, or
Megalopolis.
In the first investigation we analysed all the passages we

had listed, no matter whether they concern a named polis
or refer to a polis or the polis in general; and for this in-
vestigation a specific law passed by the polis Dreros is just
as valuable a source as is a general reference in Aristotle
that it is the polis which is responsible for passing laws.8
In conducting the second investigation, we restricted our-
selves to the attestations that contain an explicit reference
to a named polis and ignored all the passages referring to
the polis in general.
These two di·erent investigations relate to a very simple

but very important distinction, acknowledged in linguistics
and applied in that branch of philosophy which is devoted
to the definition and classification of concepts. The mean-
ing of a term is one thing; that which is denoted by a term
because it has a certain meaning is another. In linguistics
this distinction is sometimes referred to as the distinction
betweenconnotationanddenotation; inphilosophy the two
termsused are the intension of a term (that is, its meaning)
and the extension of a term (that is, the totality of objects
to which the term refers). Linguistically, the connotation
(or meaning) of the term “state” is something like “a geo-
graphically delimited segment of human society united by
common obedience to a single sovereign” (Watkins (1972)
150), but the term “state” denotes any existing state, such as
Greece, Denmark, Russia or Australia. Philosophically, the
intensionof the term“state” is the sumtotalof all theproper-
ties that must be possessed by a community in order to be
called a state; the extension of the term“state” is constituted
by the total number of existing states.9 If we concentrate on
the connotation or intension of a term, we can determine
its meaning by listing the essential characteristicswhich the
term connotes, and then afterwards establish a list of the
objects which fulfil the requirements of our definition. If

7 Hansen (1998) 67–68. For an updated list focusing on the non-Athenian
examples, see Hansen (2002) 24–25.
8 Law on the proclamation of crowns passed by the polis of Athens (Dem.

18.120); the passing of laws is one of the principal duties of a polis (Arist. Rhet.
1360a18·).
9 The connotation versus the denotation of a term: Mill (1842) book 1,

sections 2, 5 and 6. The intension versus the extension of a concept: Rescher
(1964) 26–27; Lyons (1977) i. 170. On the definition (connotation, intension) of
the termpolis, cf. Sakellariou (1989). On intensional and extensional definitions
in historical studies, see Hansen (2000b) 600–1.
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we concentrate on the denotation or extension of a term,we
shall do it the other way round: we begin by enumerating
all the denotata, i.e. all objects to which the term is applied.
Next, we look for the essential characteristics which these
objects have in common, and finally we establish themean-
ing of the term by assembling the common characteristics
we have found in order to build up a picture of the concept
behind the term.
After this digression, we shall return to our topic and ask

the question: What is a polis? Let us subdivide the main
question into three questions: Do we want to examine the
term itself ? Or the concept behind the term?Or the objects
denoted by the term?
The term. An analysis of the term is principally a linguistic

investigation, and in a study of ancient Greek history it is
relevant only in so far as it can shed light on the meaning
and uses of the term. By studying the etymology of the
word polis, for example, we learn that it is related to Old
Indian p‹ur, Lithuanian pil›§s and Latvian pils, and that these
three words originally meant stronghold.10 Consequently
the original meaning of polis must have been stronghold,
and in this sense it may perhaps have been used about the
fortified sites in Crete in C10 at, for example, Dreros and
Anavlochos, etc.11
The concept . Historians study a termnot for its own sake

but in order to grasp the concept behind the term, to deter-
mine its essence, to find all the essential characteristics that
go with it and transform these criteria into a description
or even a definition of the concept. In doing all this they
are faced with the problem that they have to apply modern
terms and concepts in their description both of the ancient
societies themselves and of the concepts used by the an-
cients themselves to describe them. Sometimes historians
prefer in their analysis to use modern terms, such as “state”
or “settlement” or “town” or “village”; but sometimes his-
torians take over an ancient term found in the sources and
use it in transliterated form. As pointed out above, polis is
precisely such a term (Gawantka (1985)) and accordingly we
cannot conduct our investigation of the term polis before
we have decidedwhether we want to study the ancient con-
cept of polis as found in our sources or the modern concept
of polis as we meet it in the nineteenth- and twentieth-
century accounts of the history of ancient Greece, where
the word polis is frequently used synonymously with the
modern term “city-state”.
The objects. The third type of investigation is to focus on

10 Hansen (1996a) 34; see 16 supra.
11 Nowicki (1992) 72–73; Camp (2000) 49.

the denotata and analyse the communities or settlements
referred to by theword polis. Such a study is not necessarily
bound up with a study of the term itself to the same extent
as is an investigation of the concept. It is a commonplace,
but nevertheless true, that language is themediuminwhich
concepts are expressed and words are the principal traces
that ancient concepts have left behind for themodernhisto-
rian to study. Symbols expressed in painting or sculpture or
architecture etc. are important accessories, but to conduct
an investigationof an ancient concept without focusing first
on the words used to express it would be a nonsense.
On the other hand, the objects to which a term refers

leave many traces other than the term itself. If we focus
on the objects rather than on the concept, an examina-
tion of the terms used about the objects may be relegated
to the background, and that is in fact what has happened
in recent studies of ancient Greek society. Inspired by the
growing number of archaeological surveys of the Greek
landscape, the focus of interest has shifted from the writ-
ten to the archaeological sources, and from the towns to
the countryside.12 The result has been a rapidly increasing
number of what can be called settlement pattern studies.
Here the historian starts with the settlement pattern of a
landscape, as far as it can be ascertained for macro-periods
(Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic, Roman, late Roman), then
the investigation is focused on the actual pattern of the so-
cial, economic and political structure of the landscape and
its settlements, and only then does the historian start look-
ing at the names given to the various types of settlement
and the terms used to describe them (Hansen (1995c) 46–
47). In such an investigation it does not matter very much
how the Greeks classified the di·erent types of settlement,
and what they themselves thought of their settlement pat-
tern comes second to the study of the settlement pattern
itself.13
Prominent examples of such an approach are John Fos-

sey’s studies of Phokis (1986), Boiotia (1988) and East Lokris
(1990); Carter’s studies of Metapontion (1992) and, first of
all, the impressive surveys conducted during the last two

12 Judiciously pointed out by Davies (1998) 237: “The second contribution
of economic anthropology, reinforced by the preoccupations and findings of
archaeological survey work, has been to divert attention away from the towns
and traders towards landscapes and their unurbanised inhabitants.”
13 See Fossey (1990) 94–95: “The overall conclusion must be that in this area

it is purely an archaeological investigation, almost entirely bereft of written
sources, which can reconstruct the history of Opountian Lokris. The primacy
of archaeology as our means of investigating the past of this part—and of many
others—of Greece, even in the ‘historical’ period is beyond dispute, pace those
colleagues in the Classical profession who would see archaeology essentially as
an adjunct, or peripheral aspect of their discipline.”
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decades, especially in the Peloponnese.14 An account for
the general reader, covering the whole of Hellas, is given
by Robin Osborne in his Classical Landscape with Figures
(1987). In this study the settlements under discussion are
called either “cities” or “towns” or “villages” (ibid. 11). A
discussionof theGreek terminology as applied to each indi-
vidual settlement is eschewed. Admittedly, Osborne states
in his preface that he will use the English term “city” syn-
onymously with the Greek term polis in its political sense
(ibid.). Nevertheless, he sometimes uses the term village
about a settlement that, in a contemporary source, is un-
questionably called a polis in the political sense.15 Such
inconsistencies, however, do not necessarily diminish the
value of his book, since the Greek terminology and the
Greeks’ understanding of their own environment are issues
deliberately left out of consideration in this type of study.16
Such investigations are extremely valuable in their own

right, but they are not designed to answer the question:
What is a polis? This is nevertheless still an important ques-
tion, although to some extent it seems to have become a
neglected one. That is why the Copenhagen Polis Centre
was set up with the explicit aim of answering that question
or at least shedding light on some important aspects of it.
We started from the term and, as stated above, we studied
both its meaning (or intension) and its denotata (or exten-
sion). Building up an Inventory of all named communities
called polis in Archaic and Classical sources, we focused ex-
clusively on attestations of the term polis linked to a named
historical locality such as Corinth, or Megalopolis, or Tha-
sos, or Miletos. On the other hand, we left out references
to named poleis in a mythological context, e.g. the term
polis applied to Troy, or Mykenai ruled by Agamemnon, or
Athens by Theseus. As a result, all references to named poleis
in the Homeric poems and in tragedy were omitted.17

14 Prominent examples are the surveys of central Boiotia (Bintli· and Snod-
grass (1985)), northern Keos (Cherry, Davis andMantzourani (1991)), southern
Argolis (Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994)); central Laconia (Cavanagh
et al. (1996–2002)); Methana (Mee and Forbes (1997)); Kyaneai in Lykia (Kolb
(1993–2000)). For a survey of the area coveredby surveys up to 1994, see Alcock
(1994) 250.
15 According to Osborne, Elis is the only “city” (=polis) in the region and

other settlements are described as “villages” (124–27), but in the Hellenika
Xenophon repeatedly refers to several of them as being poleis, see 3.2.23, 3.2.30,
3.5.12, 6.5.2.
16 See e.g. Fossey’s thorough and valuable studies of the settlement patternof

Phokis (1986), Boiotia (1988) and Opountian Lokris (1990) in which he focuses
on site-location and has no discussion whatsoever of the site-classifications
found in our sources.
17 Both Homer and tragedy are extremely important sources for the general

and ideological aspects of the concept of polis, but of no value for a study of
polis as a site-classification applied to named historical communities. In the
Iliad and the Odyssey most of the attestations of p(t)olis used about named

Next, for every single locality attested as a polis in a con-
temporary source, we collected information about some
forty di·erent aspects of its organisation: its territory, his-
tory, laws, constitution, proxenoi, cults, calendar, partici-
pation in Panhellenic games, mint, urban centre, walls,
temples, political architecture, etc. In selecting the aspects
wewanted to investigate, we used the information obtained
in our first general investigationof themeaning of the word:
since many sources confirm that it was a characteristic of
a polis to strike coins, we recorded whether the individual
polis in question had a mint. Since a participant in the
Panhellenic games had to be a citizen of a polis in order
to participate (infra 107), we recorded Panhellenic victors
belonging to the polis. Since a boulewas apparently charac-
teristic of a polis and never attested in komai or demoi, we
collected information about boule, etc. Many of the aspects
we looked for could be studied only through archaeologi-
cal evidence.Did the polis in question possess an agora or a
bouleuterionor a prytaneion?Was its urban centre protected
by a circuit of walls?18
Every community explicitly attested as a polis in a source

of the Archaic and/or Classical period has been included
in our inventory and classified as a polis type A.19 If the
polis in question is not called polis individually but is listed

communities refer to Troy, sometimes to Argos, Sparta, Mykene, Pylos, Ithaka
and a few other places. The most problematical passage is the Catalogue of
Ships. The context is theHeroic Age and, in so far as they have a historical basis,
many of the toponyms listed seem in fact to reflect the Mycenaean Age rather
than the Iron Age “Homeric Society” (Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1970)). In
Aischylos, Sophokles and Euripides the context is the imagined Heroic Age,
and it is not very helpful to be told, for example, that Athens is a polis ruled
by Theseus (Eur. Suppl. 4, 28, 114, etc.). Exceptional are a number of passages
from Aischylos’ Persai. Again, in lyric poetry as well as in prose there are some
references to mythological poleis which are left out of our investigation, cf. e.g.
Lycurg. 1.62 (Troy) or Pind. Ol. 10.82 (Tiryns).

18 For a list of all these questions, see the database card filled in for Tanagra
in Hansen (1996a) 55–62.
19 References to poleis in later sources are sometimes listed, but they are

never used in the analysis as evidence of polis status in the Archaic and/or
Classical periods. “Later sources” are subdivided into (a) Retrospective: the li-
terary sources belonging here are, for instance, attestations of the term polis in
Diodorus, Strabo, Plutarch, Pausanias, etc. explicitly referring to the Archaic
and Classical periods, e.g. Strabo’s list of early synoecisms in 8.3.2 or �ρε�πια
π�λεως in Paus. when associated with the Archaic or Classical periods (Rubin-
stein (1995) 218–19). Retrospective epigraphical sources are, for instance, the
renewal of a treaty originally concluded before 323, confirmation of a grant,
or references in inscriptions to earlier events (e.g. IG ii2 505.17· and I.Priene
37–38). (b) Contemporary: references to a community being a polis in the age
of the author or document in question, e.g. Strabo’s remark that in his days
Thespiai and Tanagra are the only settlementswhich deserve to be called poleis
(Strabo 9.2.5); Hellenistic proxeny decrees or alliances, etc. Sources of type (b)
are exceptionally recorded but always ignored in our analysis. Sources of type
(a) are often used for reconstruction of the history of the polis in question, but
never accepted as evidence that a community was actually called a polis in the
Archaic and/or Classical periods.
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among other communities under the heading polis (cf. infra
45–46), it has been classified as a polis type [A].
Thenext stepwas tocollect informationabout communi-

ties which are not actually called polis in any contemporary
source, but which are known for a number of the activities
we examined in our investigation of communities actually
called polis. For example, the community in question had
a bouleuterion or a prytaneion; its citizens are known as
victors in the Panhellenic games; or it possessed a mint.
Its urban centre was protected by a circuit of walls, and a
citizenship decree passed by the assembly is preserved or
referred to in a literary source.
If such a community shared a number of propertieswith

the communities actually called polis, the presumption is
that it was in fact considered to be a polis by theGreeks, and
that, any day, a new inscription may turn up in which the
community is attested directly as a polis. One example is
the Thessalian city of Atrax. It had an acropolis wall of C5e
and a C4 defence circuit protecting the lower town. In C4m
it appointed a theorodokos to host theoroi from Epidauros,
and it had a C4 mint, etc. But it was only in 1984 that a
funerary epigram was found in which Atrax is explicitly
called a polis (SEG 34 560).
All communities performing activities characteristic of a

polis, but not explicitly attested as a polis, have been added
to our inventory, but classified as poleis type B or C. The
di·erence between B and C is that for a B we have substan-
tial indications that it must have been a polis, whereas for
a C only one characteristic is attested, and not a decisive
one, or there are so few that we cannot be sure that it is
only due to lack of sources that the community in question
is not actually recorded as a polis in Archaic and Classi-
cal sources. Thus, the classification of a polis as type A or
[A] is mechanical and dictated by our method, whereas
the distinction between B and C is to some extent sub-
jective in that it involves an evaluation of which activi-
ties were the prerogative of a polis and not performed by
other types of community and which activities are so im-
portant that they qualify a polis as a type B rather than a
type C.
It should be added that a polis type A or [A] is not ne-

cessarily a better source for polis status than a polis type B.
In some cases an Archaic or Classical author describing a
named community as a polis may have been misinformed,
or he may mix up two homonymous communities. The C4
treatise ascribed toPs.-Skylax, for example, is a ratherunre-
liable source for remote regions, such as the south coast of
the Black Sea, where the term polis is sometimes applied to

toponyms that apparently denote a river or a mountain.20
In such cases a polis type A is dubious evidence for polis
status comparedwith a polis type B for which a whole series
of the essential characteristics is attested.
Thus, our principal criterion for inclusion and classifica-

tion is (1) the requirement that a locality is called a polis in at
least one contemporary source, i.e. in Archaic and Classical
sources down to the death of Alexander the Great in 323, or
(2) that, in the Archaic and Classical periods, it performed
a number of the activities characteristic of a polis.
In adopting this method we were faced with a number of

problems. (1) To what extent was polis a loaded term and
consequently subject to manipulation? (2) To what extent
are our sources consistent in their terminology? (3) Towhat
extentdid thewordpolis denote the same concept c.600 and
again c.320? (4) To what extent will the mass of Athenian
evidence result in an inventory of poleis that reflects the idea
of a polis in Classical Athens but obscures the complexity
of the concept as used in the rest of the Greek world? (5) To
what extent is our investigation influenced by the fact that
theword polis is used not just in one sense but has a number
of di·erent meanings? In particular, to what extent is the
construction of an Inventory of poleis impeded by the fact
that polis sometimesmeans “town” and sometimes “state”?
(6) To what extent is the concept polis a·ected by the term
being used not only aboutHellenic but also about barbarian
communities?

1. The Possible Bias of
the Word Polis

If living in a polis was something worth fighting for, polis
must have been a loaded term. Thus there is a risk that the
use of the term was subject to manipulation and that the
classification of a settlement as a polis should not be taken
at face value, but scrutinised as to when and by whom the
classification was made. If this is the case, it will a·ect our
investigation of the concept and—more seriously—it may
spoil the value of building up an Inventory of all attested
poleis. Let us illustrate this problem by a short digression
about the modern concepts of democracy and state.

20 See infra Iasonia (no. 716), Karambis (no. 717), Kinolis (no. 720), Koloussa
(no. 721), Limne (no. 725), Lykastos (no. 726), Odeinios (no. 727), Tetrakis (no.
731). However, some of these localities may have been poleis, cf. Euripos (no.
199) attested in Ps.-Skylax 34 but rejected by most scholars until the discovery
of the theorodokoi lists from Epidauros (IG iv2.1 95.15) and Nemea (SEG 36
331.A.28–30).
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The meaning (or intension) of the term “democracy” is,
e.g., “a political system in which the whole people make
the basic decisions on important matters of public policy”
(Holden (1974) 8), whereas the reference (or extension)
of the term comprises all democratically governed states
(Lijphart (1984) 37–45). But nowadays “democracy” has
become a “hurrah word” (Holden (1974) 2) and—apart
from China, Iran, Nigeria and a few others—every nation
claims to be a democracy. So an inventory including every
state called a democracywill comprise the great majority of
all states, many of which do not fulfil the criteria included
in the definition suggested above. To study the concept of
democracy on the basis of a list of states called democracies
would be grossly misleading (Holden (1974) 6–8).
The meaning (or intension) of the term“state” is, e.g., “a

geographically delimited segment of human society united
by common obedience to a single sovereign” (Watkins
(1972) 150); the corresponding reference (or extension) of
the term comprises all states. Like “democracy”, the word
“state” is a loaded term, and it really matters to a people
whether or not their country is recognised as a state, but,
unlike democracy, there is very little disagreement about
which countries to include in or exclude from a list of all
states. Today the world is subdivided into 192 territorial
states—the 191 members of the United Nations plus the
Vatican, which does not want to join the UN.21 There are
a few more de facto states: Taiwan, which is not allowed
to join the UN because of China; North Cyprus, which is
not recognised as a state by anyone except Turkey; and So-
maliland. And there are some communities that aspire to
statehood without having obtained it yet, e.g. the Palestini-
ans. In almost all cases statehood is something thatmatters,
but—a handful of communities excepted—it is not a dis-
puted issue whether a community is a state. Therefore, a
study of the extension of the term “state” and of the essen-
tial characteristics shared by all stateswill be a very valuable
contribution to our understanding of the concept of state
in our times.
Let us return to the term polis. Was it, like “democracy”,

a hurrah word? Or was it, like “state”, a loaded term, but
not one which became a slogan to such an extent that it
was constantly disputedwhether or not a given community
was a polis? Admittedly, the council of war before the battle
of Salamis provides us with one such example: it testifies
to a disagreement between the Corinthian and the Athe-
nian generals as to whether or not Athens at that moment

21 All members of the UN are states. See The Charter , Chapter 2, Articles
3–4, and Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly 134–38.

was a polis (Hdt. 8.61). But this is a very special case, be-
cause the physical city did not exist any longer, whereas the
population retained its identity.
There may have been other similar cases. Suppose, for

example, that the inhabitants of a small town insisted on
being recognised as a polis but were dominated by a strong
neighbouring town whose inhabitants would deny that the
small dependent town was a polis. One possible example
is Aigosthena. In the Classical period the small fortified
town of Aigosthena in northernMegaris was a dependency
of the polis of Megara, and in a Megarian decree of c.300
it is classified as a kome (IG vii 1.18). But it is apparently
referred to as a polis in the C4 periplous ascribed to Skylax
(Ps.-Skylax 39). Furthermore, c.240 it became a member
of the Boiotian federation and in a decree passed c.200
Aigosthena is explicitly called a polis (IG vii 207.4). We
may reject the classification found in Ps.-Skylax and hold
that, in c.240, Aigosthena changed its status from being a
kome in Megaris into being a member state of the Boiotian
Federation, i.e. a polis (Feyel (1942) 91). But we cannot rule
out the possibility that the Aigosthenitai had always claimed
that they lived in a polis, whereas theMegarians would only
grant them the status of being a kome. Or, alternatively,
the status of kome may occasionally have been compatible
with that of a dependent polis (cf. infra 92 and Helisson
(no. 273)).
The perioikic communities in Lakedaimon, on the other

hand, are consistently referred to as being poleis.22 One
suspects that the Spartansmight have tried to deny themthe
status of polis, especially after the King’s Peace of 386,23 but
among the sources that classify theperioikic communities as
poleis is Xenophon, who had no quarrel with the Spartans
and, in our opinion, his use of the term guarantees that
the Greeks were unanimous in their classification of the
perioikic communities as dependent poleis, i.e. as poleis
without autonomia.
Another scenario is the refugee government. If a poliswas

torn by stasis and if one of the factions was sent into exile
by the other faction, the exiles might try to form a gov-
ernment and behave as if they were the true polis (Seibert
(1979) 373–74). The best-attestedexample concerns amem-
ber of the Second Naval Confederacy.Among the Athenian
allies is recordedΖακυνθ�ων $ δ�µος $ �ν ΝKλλωι (IG ii2 43
B 35–38). A comparison with the literary sources indicates

22 Hdt. 7.234.2; Thuc. 5.54.1 (pace the note in Gomme, Andrewes and Dover
1970); Xen. Hell. 6.5.21; Ages. 2.24; Lac. Pol. 15.3; Ps.-Skylax 46; Isoc. 12.179;
Strabo 8.4.11; Paus. 3.2.6; Polemon, Περ9 τ&ν �ν Λακεδα�µονι π�λεων, p. 50,
Preller. See Shipley (1997).
23 Paus. 9.13.2; cf. Hansen (1996b) versus Keen (1996) 116–17; see 89 infra.
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that the demos in question was a rebellious faction of exiled
democrats who had established themselves in a stronghold
called Arkadia, probably to be identified with Nellos. Both
Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.2–3) and Diodorus (15.45.4) contrast
the exiled democrats with ο� �κ τ�ς π�λεως Ζακ2νθιοι, in-
dicating that the position held by the exiled democrats was
not a polis. But the exiles inNellos are included in the list of
allied poleis appended to the decree proposed and carried
by Aristoteles of Marathon. Now, from the use of the term
polis in the heading of the list of allies we cannot infer that
all the communities subsumed were actually poleis in the
sense of being political communities of citizens. Neverthe-
less, we cannot preclude the possibility that the Athenians
and the exiled democrats themselves would claim that the
strongholdonZakynthoswasa polis (Dreher (1995) 176–78).
There are in fact other possible examples of rebellious

splinter communities which seem to have succeeded in be-
ing recognised as poleis by some of the major poleis. In
403 the Athenians treated the exiled Samians as the Samian
people proper (IG ii2 1.44) and their representatives as “en-
voys” (49: πρεσβε�α); and the Spartans seem in 370 to have
claimed that the exiled Tegeatan oligarchs were the true
Tegeatan state, not the democrats who had come to power
(Xen.Hell. 6.5.36; cf. Gehrke, Stasis, 155).
However, other sources indicate that a group of exiles did

not necessarily see itself as the polis in exile. In Siphnos in
C4e the exiled oligarchic faction did in fact set up a kind of
refugee government by electing a strategos autokrator and
a grammateus; but their decision to attack Siphnos (now
ruled by the democratic faction) is described as a “decreeof
the refugees”, not a decree of the Siphnians or the Siphnian
polis, and the decision they make is to attack the polis of
Siphnos (Isoc. 19.38–39).
To conclude: the exchange of words between Themis-

tokles and the Corinthian general Adeimantos is the only
unquestionable example of a community whose status as a
polis is claimed by one person but denied by another. Also,
there is nothing strange about the fact that a large group of
exiles from a polis torn by stasis at least for a period tried
to act as if they were the true polis. In our sources there is
a remarkable agreement and very little disagreement about
which communities were poleis, and the inference is that,
like the word “state” but unlike the word “democracy”,
the word polis did not become a slogan, and its applica-
tion to named communities seems only very occasionally
to have been a bone of contention. Admittedly, there were
no “international criteria”—such as membership in a body
like the UN—by which it was formally decided whether a

given political community was a polis or not. Yet the rules
for participation in the Panhellenic festivals, principally the
Olympic Games, may have served as a yardstick not too
far removed from some modern international agreements
about statehood. A competitor had to be “the legitimate
son of free Greek Parents” and “o¶cially registered on the
citizen roster of his native city” (Finley and Pleket (1976)
61).We suspect that far from all poleis had rosters of citizens,
but our sources show that every victor had to be a member
of a community that had ratified the Olympic truce and
that he was proclaimed victor as a citizen of his polis as well
as in his own right (Nielsen (2002) 203–11).

2. How Consistent are our Sources
in their Use of the Word Polis?

Next, are the sources consistent in theway they use the term
polis?
Many historians are sceptical, and as an example I will

quote Peter Rhodes’s reaction to the way the Copenhagen
Polis Centre constructed its Inventory of poleis:

I suspect we shall find that theGreeks themselves were not wholly
consistent in their use of the word. They did not have the ad-
vantages of being able to use Liddell and Scott or Ibycus; and we
ought to add here that they could not benefit fromthe researches
of the Copenhagen Polis Centre: that is, they were often not as
tidy and systematic in their use of their language as a tidy and
systematic scholar would wish, and the principle that any poli-
tical entity which a Greek is known to have called a polis must
have been a polis may not be a useful principle on which to base
our research.24

This apparently cautious approach may open up a dif-
ferent pitfall formodernhistorians: whenever a site-classifi-
cation found in the sources does not fit their understanding
of what a polis ought to be, they are inclined to dismiss the
source as untrustworthy. Let us quote the judicious com-
ment of Edmond L‹evy: “Les modernes savent—ou croient
savoir—mieux que les Anciens ce qu’est une cit ‹e, ce qui
leur permet de reprocher ›a H‹erodote d’appeler indûment
telle localit ‹e une polis, d’a¶rmer que telle polis n’‹est pas une
vraie polis ou de traduire ›a l’occasion, quand le textegrec ne
correspond pas aux conceptionsmodernes, polis par ‘petite

24 Rhodes (1995) 91–92. This was written in 1994, and it has to be added that,
in the light of the investigations conducted after the 1994 symposium, Peter
Rhodes has taken a much more favourable view of the method adopted by the
Polis Centre.
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cit ‹e’, ‘bourgade’ ou ‘‹etablissement’” (L‹evy (1990) 53–54).
Like L‹evy, we have always suspected that the ancient Greeks
were more consistent in their use of the term polis than
many modern historians believe—they were as consistent,
we think, as modern Europeans are in their use of, e.g.,
the term “state” (see supra 28). No great dictionary or com-
puter concordance is required to use a termwith reasonable
precision.Most educatedpersons do not know all the prob-
lems concerning how todefine a state, but they nevertheless
apply the term to named countries with very fewmistakes,
and this Inventory confirms that inconsistencies in the use
of the term polis in Archaic and Classical sources are very
few and far between.25
Now, first we must make sure what we mean by “incon-

sistency”. In this contextwe take it to be an “inconsistency”
if a named locality is described with mutually exclusive
terms;whereas todescribe a localitywith twodi·erent terms
that can be used synonymously is not an inconsistency. Let
us adduce just two examples: if, as some scholars believe,
Thorikos had been classified as a contemporary polis by
Hekataios, or Eleusis by Ps.-Skylax,26 these would have been
flagrant inconsistencies, since Thorikos and Eleusiswere in-
contestably demes and since, in Classical Attika, demos and
polis weremutually exclusive terms.27On the otherhand, to
call a place polis in one passage but chorion in another one
is not an inconsistency, since chorion is a vague term that
could be used about any type of settlement.28 Similarly, the
terms asty and polisma are often used synonymously with
the termpolis in its urban sense (infra 47–48), which should
cause no surprise.
In following these guide-lines, we have in our investiga-

tions looked out for two di·erent types of inconsistency:
(a) one author (or text) applies di·erent and incompatible
site-classifications to the same locality; (b) di·erent authors
apply di·erent and incompatible site-classifications to the

25 Ihave once before had the same experience.Until recently it was universally
accepted by modern historians that the C4 Athenians were inconsistent in
their way of using the terms nomos and psephisma and that the assembly
often legislated by psephisma although the passing of all nomoi rested with the
nomothetai. A collection of all relevant sources showed that the Athenians were
much more consistent in their legislative procedures and in their use of the
terms nomos and psephisma than modern historians believed (without having
examined the evidence). See Hansen (1983).
26 Thorikos: Hecat. fr. 126, but see Hansen (1997a) 25–26; Eleusis: Ps.-Skylax

57, but see Hansen (1996a) 30–32.
27 The so-called Marathonian τετρ�πολις, composed of four δ�µοι, is a con-

tradiction in terms; but the tradition about the polis of Tetrapolis is probably
an invention of C7–C6, see no. 361, infra 625.
28 Compare, e.g.,Hell. Oxy. 20.3, Chambers (where the small Boiotian com-

munities synoecised with Thebes c.430 are called choria) with 21.5 (where the
term chorion is used jointly with polis about Hyampolis, which was undeniably
a polis in the political sense).

same locality. We have found very few inconsistencies, and
in some of these cases it can be debated whether there is
an inconsistency at all. Let us adduce just one example of
each type. (a) In Herodotos, both Anthele and Alponos are
classified both as poleis and as komai.29 (b) When referred
to at large, the perioikic communities in Lakonia are called
poleis in all our sources (supra n. 22); some of the named
perioikic cities are called poleis, e.g. Anthene and Thyrea,
but others are called komai, e.g. Oion, Tyros and Belbina.30
Conversely, the sources testify to a considerable degree of

consistency. It is no wonder that all sources refer to, e.g.,
Athens, Megara, Plataiai and Naupaktos as poleis. But it is
worth noting that the consistency applies to many small
settlements as well. There seem, for example, to have been
six urban communities on the Athos peninsula (including
Sane). They are called poleis by both Herodotos and Thucy-
dides, five are listed in Ps.-Skylax’s Periplous, and five turn
up in the Athenian tribute lists (Hansen (1996a) 20).
The conclusion of our investigations is that the Greeks

used the termpolis with remarkable consistency.One of the
few notorious inconsistencies is Herodotos’ double classifi-
cation of Alponos and Anthele as both poleis and komai, to
which we can probably add some of the sites called polis in
one source but known from other sources as civic subdivi-
sions. Therewas a grey area between polis and civic subdivi-
sion, be it a demos or a kome or a phyle, etc.But the grey area
seems to have been small, as small or perhaps even smaller
than the contemporary grey area betweenwhat is a state and
what is not a state. Today we have truly independent states,
members of the EU, federal states, member states of fed-
eral states, protectorates, autonomous regions and colonies.
And yet we can claim “that there has been a surprisingly
broadareaof agreement aboutwhat constitutes the essential
elements of the modern state” (Pierson (1996) 6).

3. The Possible Change of
Meaning of the Word Polis
during the Period c.650–323

Our investigation covers the period c.650–323, but this span
of more than 300 years forces us to address the question

29 Alponos: Hdt. 7.216.1 (polis), 7.176.5 (kome); Anthele: Hdt. 7.176.2 (polis),
7.200.2 (kome).
30 Polis applied to Thyrea (Thuc. 4.56.2–57.3), Thyrea and Anthene (Thuc.

5.41.2). Kome applied to Oion (Xen.Hell. 6.5.25–26); Tyros: (F.Delphes iii.1 68);
Belbina: (CGF Comica Adespota fr. 343).
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whether the concept of polis was transformed to such an
extent that we ought to split it up into a number of succes-
sive concepts rather than perceiving it as, essentially, one
concept which, of course, underwent some changes in the
course of the period. The obvious way of dealing with this
problem is to compare the standard picture of the C4 polis
with what we find in our oldest sources: some C7–C6 laws
inscribed on stone and what we can find in the fragments
of contemporary lyric and iambic poets and in Hesiod’s
Erga.31
Let us repeat in greater detail what we statedmore briefly

before (p. 17): in the Classical period the polis was a small,
highly institutionalised and self-governing community of
adult male citizens (called politai or astoi) living with their
wives and children in an urban centre (also called polis or,
sometimes, asty) and its hinterland (called chora or ge) to-
gether with two other types of people: foreigners (xenoi)
and slaves. As a political community, the polis was felt to
be one’s fatherland (patris) and it was identified with its
citizens more than its territory. Thus, a city-ethnic, i.e. an
adjective derived from the toponym denoting the urban
centre, was used collectively as the name of the polis and
individually as a kind of surname whenever a citizen from
a polis was mentioned alongside citizens from other poleis.
Adult male citizens possessed the monopoly of political de-
cision making but they were often split up into opposing
factions and rivalry might entail civil war (stasis). Further-
more, warfare between poleis was endemic; the defence of
the polis was a central aspect of the community and the
urban centre of the polis was usually walled.
Every single aspect of this description can be found in

sources dating from c.600. The smallness of the polis is
emphasised by Phokylides, a C6 Milesian poet.32 In a lost
poem, paraphrased and echoed in numerous late sources,
Alkaios argues that a polis is not just a town but a com-
munity. The personal sense of the word is emphasised at
the expense of the urban sense, but the antithetical way
of expressing his view reveals that others might prefer to
describe a polis as a city in the urban sense of the term,33
a sense of polis explicitly attested in Archilochos.34 The

31 In excluding references to poleis in a mythological context (supra 8), I
refrain from using the two Homeric poems and the Theogony by Hesiod.
32 Phokylides fr. 4, Diehl: π�λις �ν σκοπ�λEω κατ< κ�σµον ο;κεCσα σµικρB

κρ�σσων Ν�νου @φραινο2σης (“A small polis well settled on the top of a hill, is
better than stupid Nineveh”).
33 Alkaios fr. 426, Lobel and Page: τ>ν λ�γον Lν π�λαι µ8ν �λκα!ος $ ποιητBς

εMπεν . . . Oς "ρα ο3 λ�θοι ο3δ8 ξ2λα ο3δ8 τ�χνη τεκτ�νων α� π�λεις εMεν @λλ1
Pπου ποτ1 Qν Rσιν "νδρες αGτοSς σE�ζειν ε;δ�τες �νταCθα κα9 τε�χη κα9 π�λεις
(“The statement once made by the poet Alkaios . . . ‘that poleis are neither
stones nor timber nor the skill of builders but both walls and poleis are to be

walls of the polis referred to in the paraphrase of Alkaios’
poem are directly attested in other poets.35 So, as far back
as our written sources go, the word polis is used to desig-
nate both a community of human beings and its physical
setting, i.e. an urban centre and its hinterland, two parts
explicitly juxtaposed in one of Tyrtaios’ poems.36 Next, a
C7s law from Dreros demonstrates that the persons who
make up the polis act as a political community.37Here the
polis in the sense of community is identified with its poli-
tai.38 In another poem by Alkaios the citizens are described
as some who participate in the meetings of the assembly
(@γορ�) and the council (β�λλα), both situated in the urban
centre.39 The highly institutionalised character of the polis
is apparent from Tyrtaios’ description of political decision
making inC7mSparta.40Rivalry betweenopposing factions
of citizens leading to stasis is a recurrent theme in Alkaios’
poems.41 Finally, a Solonian law testifies to an opposition
between citizens (politai) and foreigners and shows that the
citizens form a (small) privileged group di·erent from and
smaller than the inhabitants of the polis in the sense of a
city with its hinterland.42On the other hand, when Tyrtaios

found where there are men capable of saving themselves’”).Hipponax fr. 50.1:
οTκει δ1 Uπισθε τ�ς π�λιος (“He lives behind the city”) (Ephesos).

34 Arch. fr. 49.7:φιλKτVα ν2κτωρπερ9 π�λιν πωλεοµ�νEω (“A thiefwhowanders
about the polis at night”). The reference is presumably to Thasos.
35 Schol. Pind. Ol. 8.42: στ�φανος γ<ρ Wσπερ τ&ν π�λεων τ< τε�χη. κα9

�νακρ�ων· νCν δ1 @π> µ8ν στ�φανος π�λεως Uλωλεν (Anacr. fr. 391, PMG)
(“since the walls of the poleis are like a crown, and Anakreon: ‘the crown of the
polis has now been destroyed’”).
36 Tyrt. fr. 10.3–4: τBν δ1 α3τοC προλιπ�ντα π�λιν κα9 π�ονας @γροSς / πτω-

χε2ειν π�ντων :στ1 @νιηρ�τατον (“The worst fate of all is to have left one’s polis
and rich fields and live as a beggar”). Cf. also Solon fr. 36.25: πολλ&ν Qν @νδρ&ν
Zδ1 �χηρ�θη π�λις (“the polis deprived of many men”) is not just the town of
Athens but all of Attika.
37 ML 2.1–2 (law from Dreros, c.600): [δ1 :\αδε π�λι (“It was thus decided

by the polis”).
38 The earliest attestation of the term πολ�της (“citizen”) is at Arch. fr. 109.1.
39 Alkaios fr. 130.17–23, Lobel and Page: ζ�ω µο!ραν :χων @γροϊωτ�καν /

;µ�ρρων @γ�ρας "κουσαι / καρυ[ζο]µ�νας Rγεσιλα^δα / κα9 β[�]λλας. τ< π�τηρ
κα9 π�τερος π�τηρ / κα. . . .ηρας :χοντες πεδ< τωνδ�ων / τ_ν [@]λλαλοκ�κων
πολ�ταν / : . . . [@]πS το2των @πελKλαµαι . . . (“It is my fate to live in the
countryside although I long tohear the summoning of the assembly, Agesilaidas,
and the council. . . . the possessions of my father and grandfather . . . among
thesemutually destructive politai . . . I have been expelled from that . . .”).
40 Tyrt. 4.3–10: "ρχειν µ8ν βουλ�ς θεοτιµKτους βασιλ�ας, / ο`σι µ�λει Σπ�ρ-

της �µερ�εσσα π�λις, / πρεσβυγεν�ας τε γ�ροντας, :πειτα δ8 δηµ�τας "νδρας /
ε3θε�αις aKτραις @νταπαµειβοµ�νους. / µυθε!σθαι δ8 τ< καλ< κα9 Dρδειν π�ντα
δ�καια / µηδ� τι βουλε2ειν τb�δε π�λει <σκολι�ν>, / δKµου δ8 πλKθει ν�κην κα9
κ�ρτος Dπεσθαι. /Φο!βος γ<ρ περ9 τ&ν dδε @ν�φηνε π�λει (“The god-honoured
kings shall rule the boule, they who care for the lovely polis of Sparta, and the
reverend elders, andnext themenof the people, answeringwith straightforward
rhetra. They shall speak what is good and what is just and shall not give the
polis any <crooked> counsel. Victory and power shall rest with themultitude of
the demos. For thus spoke Phoibos to the polis about these matters”).
41 Alc. frr. 70, 130, 326.
42 Plut. Solon 24.4 (= fr. 75, Ruschenbusch): παρ�χει δ1 @πορ�αν κα9 $ τ&ν

δηµοποιKτων ν�µος, Pτι γεν�σθαι πολ�τας ο3 δ�δωσι πλBν το!ς φε2γουσιν @ει-
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uses polis in its personal sense and speaks of how the whole
polismourns for a brave soldier killed in battle, women and
children are undoubtedly included among those who con-
stitute the polis.43 The polis’s mourning for a brave soldier
reflects the ideology that citizens are expected to die for
their polis, in this context conceived as their patris.44Wars
between poleis are attested in dedications set up inOlympia
to commemorate one polis’s victory over another polis, and
here the poleis are identified by city-ethnics in the plural,45
whereas city-ethnics used individually were inscribed c.600
by Greek mercenaries on the statue of Rameses II in Abu
Simbel.46
Thus, the essential elements in the concept of polis found

in the late Classical period are all present c.600. The concept
of polis had a core that persistedunchanged throughout the
period inquestion.Writingabout thepolis inC4m,Aristotle
can have had no di¶culty agreeing with the Archaic texts
quoted above, and if Alkaios had had an opportunity to
read Aristotle’s Politics, he would undoubtedly have been
familiar with the philosopher’s descriptions of the polis.
How widespread this concept of polis was in c.600, and
how many poleis there were in Alkaios’ day, are di·erent
questions which we want to address in a di·erent context.

4. Possible Regional Variations in
the Meaning and Use of the
Word Polis

Not only chronological but also regional variations must be
taken into account. One might suspect that the concept of
polis in Athens was di·erent from what people thought a
polis was inMantinea, or Thebes, or Pantikapaion, or Syra-

φυγ�Vα τBν eαυτ&ν A πανεστ�οις �θKναζε µετοικιζοµ�νοις �π9 τ�χνbη (“His law
concerning naturalised citizens is a surprising one, because it granted natural-
isation only to those who had emigrated with their families to practise a trade.
Solon’s object here, we are told, was not so much to discourage other types of
immigrants as to invite these particular categories toAthens with the assurance
that they could become citizens there” (trans. I. Scott-Kilvert)). I fully endorse
the interpretation o·ered by Lambert (1993) 381–83, pace Davies (1978).

43 Tyrt. fr. 12.27–28, West: τ>ν δ1 fλοφ2ρονται µ8ν $µ&ς ν�οι gδ8 γ�ροντες, /
@ργαλ�Eω δ8 π�θEω π%σα κ�κηδε π�λις (“Young and old alike mourn for him
and the whole polis is deeply grieved”).
44 Tyrt. fr. 10.1–2: τεθν�µεναι γ<ρ καλ>ν �ν9 προµ�χοισι πεσ�ντα / "νδρ1

@γαθ>ν περ9 bh πατρ�δι µαρν�µενον (“It is good for a brave man to fall and die,
fighting in the front ranks for his patris”).
45 SEG 24 300: Θεβα!οι τ&ν hυετ�ον (“The Thebans from the Hyettians”)

(C6s).
46 ML 7c: ΤKλεφ�ς µ1 :γραφε hο 1Ιαλ2σιος.

cuse, or Kyrene, etc. Consequently, since our investigation
starts from the term polis as found in the written sources,
and since the bulk of our texts are Athenian, we must be-
ware of the risk that our inventory of poleis will reflect the
idea of the polis in Classical Athens and obscure the com-
plexity of the concept as used in the rest of the Greekworld.
The problem has three facets. (a) To what extent are our
sources biased by dealing with Athens more than with the
1,034 other poleis described in this Inventory? It must be
admitted that Athens, and especially C4 Athens, is the only
polis for which almost all aspects of the community can
be reconstructedwith some confidence. (b) To what extent
is our information about the 1,034 other poleis biased by
being based on Athenian sources? Most of our information
about the number and identity of Greek poleis in C5s comes
from Thucydides and from the Athenian tribute lists. But
Thucydides, though in exile, was an Athenian citizen, and
the tribute lists must reflect the o¶cial Athenian view of
the members of the Delian League (Schuller (1995)). (c) To
what extent is our general and more abstract picture of
the polis biased by the fact that the most important gen-
eral discussions of the concept of polis are found in Plato’s
dialogues and in Aristotle’s political treatises? Plato was an
Athenian citizen, and Aristotle, though born in Stagiros in
Thrace, spent most of his adult life in Athens.
The only way of testing whether an investigation of the

concept of polis based on all sources will be biased by being
too Athenocentric is to compare the concept of polis in
the Athenian sources with what we find in all the non-
Athenian authors and documents. Our investigation points
to a remarkable degree of agreement between the Athenian
view of the polis and what we know about the concept of
the polis in the rest of the Greek world.
(1) As pointed out above, the concept of polis figures

prominently in lyric and iambic poets of the Archaic and
early Classical periods, especially in Archilochos, Tyrtaios,
Alkaios, Solon, theTheognidea, Simonides,Bacchylides and
Pindar.Of these, Solon is theonly Athenian, and his concept
of polis in no way stands out from that found in the others.
(2) Including restorations, the word polis is used ap-

proximately 1,450 times in inscriptions down to 300, c.425
times in Attic inscriptions and c.1,025 times in inscriptions
from the rest of the Greek world. The word is used c.1,210
times about 242 named communities.47 The remaining at-

47 Altogether 135 of the 242 poleis are called polis individually in at least one
inscription. Another 107 poleis are recorded only in inscriptions in which polis
is just a heading of a list of named communities. By far the longest such list is
the one appended to the so-called Charter of the Second Athenian Naval League
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testations are to the polis in general or to an unidenti-
fiable polis. The main di·erence between Athenian and
non-Athenian inscriptions seems to be that, in publication
formulas, the sense of “acropolis” is very common in Attic
inscriptions down to C4e, but virtually unattested outside
Athens.48Apart from that, a comparisonof the occurrences
of polis in laws, proxeny decrees, funerary epigrams, inven-
tories and other types of public document from di·erent
poleis reveals that the similarities in meaning and refer-
ence predominate in inscriptions from the entire Hellenic
world (Hansen (1998) 67–68; Flensted-Jensen, Hansen, and
Nielsen (2000)).
(3) Apart from Thucydides, our principal source for the

meanings and uses of the term polis in C5 is Herodotos,
and he was not an Athenian but a Halikarnassian who
probably spent the last two decades of his life in Thou-
rioi. If we focus on the intension of the term polis, we
note, for example, that Herodotos and Thucydides both
take a bouleuterion to be the public building which con-
stitutes a polis in the sense of a self-governing community
(Hdt. 1.170.3; Thuc. 2.15.2). And if we examine the exten-
sion of the term polis, we can compare the two historians’
classification of the Greek settlements from Argilos west
of the river Strymon to Poteidaia on Pallene. Herodotos
lists the poleis in this region in book 7 in connection with
Xerxes’ march through Thrace. Thucydides treats the same
region in book 4 in his descriptionof Brasidas’ campaign in
424–422, and a number of the communities are mentioned
again in the peace of Nikias. A comparison between the
settlements called polis by either author reveals a remark-
able agreement and there is no detectable disagreement
(Hansen (1996a) 24).
(4) In his book How to Survive under Siege, Aineias the

Tactician treats the polis both as a (walled) urban centre
and as a political community which has to make decisions
about its defence. His views of the polis are so varied and
illuminating that they have inspired a historian to write an
article entitled “Polisbegri· und Stasistheorie des Aeneas
Tacticus” (Winterling (1991); see esp. 205–11). Who Aineias

(IG ii2 43 A79–90, B7–38). In the C5 Athenian tribute lists (IG i3 259–90) the
only occurrence of polis in a heading is in IG i3 285.7 where, however, π�λις is
completely restored. In the tribute lists from 434/3 onwards, π�λις does occur
in some of the subheadings, the so-called rubrics, and the communities listed
after such subheadings are included in our count. See 111 infra.

48 In Attic inscriptions there are 115 attestations of polis referring to the
Acropolis of Athens, plus the reference to the acropolis of Erchia in SEG 21 541.
Outside Athens the only occurrences we have found are IG iv 492.3 (Mykenai);
?SEG 41 725B (Eretria); IG xii.1 977A.35, 39 (Lindos); I.Ephesos 1.2 (Ephesos). In
I.D‹elos 104–24.9 polis is completely restored. In SEG 26 1282.5–6 (Erythrai) the
article τb� shows that the sense is “town” and not “acropolis” (pace RO 17).

was is still in dispute, but the prevailing opinion—to which
we subscribe—is that hewasAineias of Stymphalos, general
of the Arkadians in the 360s (Whitehead (1990) 10–13). Thus
he providesus with another non-Athenian viewof thepolis,
but nevertheless one which is indistinguishable from what
we would have obtained if a similar investigation of the
concept of polis had been based on Thucydides, Xenophon
and Demosthenes.
(5) As stated above, the questions we ask concerning

every community called polis in a contemporary source
have been generated by our investigation of how the term
polis is used in all sources: a polis struck coins, passed laws,
waged war, was protected physically by its walls and spir-
itually by its protecting divinity, etc. Polis appears as the
subject in a large number of sentences which illustrate the
variety of the activitiesperformed by the polis. A list of such
activities, in each case matching an Athenian with a non-
Athenian source, demonstrates that there is no di·erence
betweenAthens and elsewhere in what the polis is supposed
to do.49
(6) To the above examples must be added how other

poleis are treated in Athenian sources. In the Politics Aris-
totle adduces some 270 historical examples to illustrate
and exemplify his analysis of the polis. Only some thirty
of his historical examples concern Athens, whereas the
other 240 examples are drawn from a wide range of poleis,
e.g. Lakedaimon, Syracuse, Kyrene, plus some eighty other
poleis. The impression one gets from reading the empir-
ical part of the treatise, viz. books 3–6, is that the work
is far from being Athenocentric. It may, of course, be ob-
jected that Aristotle is interpreting all the other poleis and
their constitutions in the light of the Athenian constitution,
but in so far as we can check them, Aristotle’s generalisa-
tions about the polis seem to be based on the non-Athenian
much more than the Athenian examples (Hansen (1998)
104–5).
To conclude: our non-Athenian sources are so numer-

ous and varied that, with due caution, it seems perfectly
possible to counteract any tendency to draw a too Atheno-
centric picture of the polis. Furthermore, a comparison be-
tween Athenian and non-Athenian sources indicates that
an Athenian’s idea of a polis cannot have been radically dif-
ferent from what an Arkadian or a Milesian or a Syracusan
thought a polis was. Quite the contrary.

49 Hansen (1998) 67–68. For an updated list focusing on the non-Athenian
examples, see Hansen (2002) 24–25.
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5. The Multiple Meanings of
the Word Polis

In the next section about the uses of the word polis it will be
argued (1) that the word polis has several meanings; (2) that
the two predominant meanings are “town” and “state”,
with “territory” (= town plus hinterland) as a much less
frequently attested third meaning; (3) that in many cases
polis bears both the predominant senses simultaneously
and can reasonably be rendered “city-state”; but (4) that in
many other cases polismeans either “town” or “state”. Now,
if polis in the sense of town and in the sense of state was
oftenused to denote essentially di·erent objects, itwould be
awaste of time to drawup an Inventory of all poleis. Some of
the entries would describe a town which was not the centre
of a state, and others would describe a state which had no
urban centre. The validity of the enterprise depends on the
validity of one further observationmade in the Polis Centre
and therefore, for the fun of it, called the Lex Hafniensis de
civitate.50
It concerns the use of the word polis in ancient Greek

texts down to c.300 and runs as follows:

[I]nArchaic andClassical sources the termpolis used in the sense
of ‘town’ to denote a named urban centre is applied not just to
any urban centre but only to a town which was also the centre
of a polis in the sense of political community. Thus, the term
polis has two di·erent meanings: town and state; but even when
it is used in the sense of town its reference, its denotation, seems
almost invariably to be what the Greeks called polis in the sense
of a koinonia politon politeias and what we call a city-state.51

The Lex Hafniensis applies to Greek poleis only. For the use
of polis in relation to barbarian communities, see infra 36.
An examination of all prose texts down to the end of C4

shows that there are 447 Hellenic communities called polis
in the urban sense in Archaic and Classical sources (listed
in Hansen (2000c) 182–92).52 Of these 447 urban centres,
sixty-three must be left out of consideration because there
is no other source antedating c.300 or referring to the Ar-
chaic and/or Classical periods (listed inHansen (2000c) 193
nn. 40–41). Consequently there is no way of having the Lex
Hafniensis either confirmed or disproved. Of the remaining
384 attestations, only twenty are problematic (discussed in
Hansen (2000c) 195–202).One occurrence flatly contradicts

50 For the meaning of lex in this context, see Hansen (2000c) 203–4.
51 Hansen (1996a) 28, 33; (2000c) 173–82.
52 The investigation was conducted in 1999. Additional information has

resulted in a few minor revisions of the figures; see 75 n. 21. An updated survey
will be published in a forthcoming volume.

our observation: in Poroi 54 Xenophon proposes to build
a polis in the mine district at Laureion and to have it pop-
ulated with slaves. This imaginary nucleated settlement is
the only unquestionable instance of a polis town which was
not the centre of a polis state.53There are nineteenother in-
stances in which it is an issue whether an attestedpolis town
was a polis state as well. If, in everyone of these nineteen
cases, we prefer an interpretation that does not conform
with our rule, it still applies in 95 per cent of all cases.
Even assuming that some, or even all, of the twenty prob-

lematic poleis were not poleis in the political sense, that
does not necessarily imply that they are exceptions to the
rule. The explanation may well be that the author is sim-
ply wrong. When Theopompos, for example, in fr. 149 calls
Dystos (no. 369) a polis in the urban sense, hemay have been
mistaken about the site-classification in both the urban and
the political sense: viz. Dystos was a demos of Eretria and
not a polis in any sense of the term, but Theopompos er-
roneously believed that it was. In that case the connection
between the urban and the political aspect of the polis is
not in dispute, and the error is due to Theopompos’ ig-
norance concerning the social and political organisation of
Euboia.
The Lex Hafniensis testifies to one side of the close con-

nection between the urban and political aspects of the con-
cept of polis: every polis townwas the urban centre of a polis
state. The other side is the converse proposition: that every
polis state was centred on a polis town. A full investiga-
tion has yet to be conducted, but a preliminary overviewof
the evidence does in fact support the converse proposition
(Hansen (2004)).
Of all the 1,035 communities recorded in this Inventory,

287 are called polis in the political sense in Archaic and/
or Classical sources. Of these, 204 are known to have had
a walled urban centre attested not later than C4l.54 For a
further twenty-four poleis an urban centre is attested either
archaeologically (Elis (no. 251)) or in literary sources (Aitna
(no. 8)) or in both types of source (Sparta (no. 345)). Of
the remaining fifty-nine poleis, twenty-three are unlocated
and thirty-four unexplored, and in all these cases we must
suspend judgement.Of communities calledpolis in thepoli-
tical sense there are only two for which no urban centrehas
been found, in spite of the fact that they have been fairly

53 Gauthier (1976) 188 notes how surprising it is to find polis used in this
context: “Cela surprend d’abord, car les bourgades dispers‹ees du Laurion,
même si elles s’‹etaient rapidement d‹evelopp‹ees, n’auraient jamais form‹e une
ville, au sens o ›u nous entendons ce terme.”
54 In fifteen cases, however, the walls are still undated and some of these are

possibly (early) Hellenistic.
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thoroughly investigated:Epitalion inTriphylia (no. 305) and
Delphi in Phokis (no. 177).55
A di·erent approach leads to the same result: of the 287

communities called polis in the political sense, 243 (includ-
ing Delphi) are attested as a polis in the urban sense as well.
Of the remaining forty-fourpoleis, so far attested in thepoli-
tical sense only, twenty-six had a walled urban centre, and
for five others an urban centre is attested. Of the remain-
ing thirteenpoleis, six are unlocated, six uninvestigated; for
Epitalion, see supra.
Comparing the two investigations, it can be added that

seventeen of the unlocated and twenty-seven of the unex-
plored poleis in the political sense are attested as poleis in
the urban sense as well. Future surveys or excavations may
in all forty-four cases disclose the remains of walls and/or
habitation quarters. For the Classical period the only ex-
amples of communities explicitly attested as a polis in the
political sense but apparently without a nucleated centre
which the Greekswould call a polis in the urban sense seem
to be Delphi and Epitalion, of which Delphi is in fact called
a polis in the urban sense.56 Of course, a polis town was
only very exceptionally an urban centre inhabited by more
than 10,000 persons, the minimum population of a “city”
according to somemodern historians.57On the otherhand,
an ancient Greek polis centre seems in the great majority
of all cases to have had a population of more than 1,000
inhabitants (cf. infra 139).
The overall conclusion seems to be that, in the eyes of

the Greeks, every polis town was the centre of a polis state,
and every polis state was centredon a polis town. This con-
clusion is valid for the Classical period, and especially for
C4. To a large extent it is valid for the Archaic period too,
as appears from section (3) supra and from the informa-
tion assembled in the Inventory below.58 However, it must
be remembered that, although the archaeological evidence
about Archaic settlementsgrows rapidly every year, the col-

55 Excavations of the urban centre of Epitalion have, so far, disclosed re-
mains of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. It cannot be precluded that future
excavations will lead to the discovery of Classical material, or that the urban
centre of Epitalion was moved to its present site in the Hellenistic period. It is
perhaps more surprising that no remains of an urban centre have been found
at Delphi, which twice in our sources is referred to as a polis in the urban sense
(Hdt. 8.36.2; Ps.-Skylax 37).
56 For the view that both Sparta andMantinea were poleis in the urban sense,

see Hansen (1997b) 35–37.
57 De Vries (1984); cf. Horden and Purcell (2000) 93.
58 The presumption is that there were fewer cities in the Archaic period than

in C4, but there may have been fewer poleis too. Around 600 many of the C4
poleismay not yet have been recognised as poleis and may not yet have had an
urban centre.

lected data are still much too scanty to allow of any firm
conclusion.
The approach of the Polis Centre and themethodwe have

used to collect the evidence and build up the Inventory are,
of course, endorsed by all members of the team. But they
are not approved of by all scholars in the field. Quite the
contrary. A trend among modern ancient historians is to
dissociate the concept of state from the concept of town
and to further dissociate both concepts from the concept
of polis. One of the most prominent of these historians
is John Davies. Under the heading “town formation, state
formation and polis formation”, he writes:

The separation of these processes in ancient Greece is probably
the most di¶cult, and yet the most essential, of all the disjunc-
tions that need to be made. They overlap in every possible way:
yet not all states were, or became, poleis (e.g. Thessaly), not all
towns became the centres of poleis (e.g. Acharnai, Gonnos), not
all poleis were towns [for example, Eutaia in Mainalia (Xen.Hell.
6.5.12)], and so on.59

A closer look at the examples adduced in support of
the separation seems to point in the opposite direction.
(a) Thessaly was not a state; it was, in some periods, a
confederation (Hdt. 5.65.3, 4.78.3) consisting of the largest
number of poleis in any Greek region (Xen. Hell. 6.1.14, 19;
nos. 393–470).60 (b)Acharnaiwasnot a town, itwas ademos,
i.e. a local community. It may have had a nucleated centre,
but not necessarily (see 626 infra). If it had, it may have been
a mere village, not a town, and so far no trace of a town
of Acharnai has been found (Travlos (1988) 1). (c) Gonnos
(no. 463) was indeed a town, and it was certainly the centre

59 Davies (1997) 29. The text in square brackets is n. 25 in which Davies also
refers toKolb (1984); Murray and Price (1990); Hansen (CPCActs 1) andHansen
and Raaflaub (CPCPapers 2).
60 There is one source in which, perhaps, Thessaly is called a polis, i.e.

schol. Eur. Rhes. 307 =Arist. fr. 498 (Rose) or fr. 504.1 (Gigon): . . . καθ�περ
φησ9ν �ριστοτ�λης �ν Θεσσαλ&ν πολιτε�Vα γρ�φων οiτως “διελ_ν δ8 τBν π�λιν
�λε2ας :ταξε κατ< τ>ν κλ�ρον παρ�χειν eκ�στους, �ππ�ας µ8ν τεσσαρ�κοντα,
$πλ�τας δ8 fγδοKκοντα” (“As Aristotle says in the Constitution of the Thes-
salians where he writes: ‘subdividing the polis Aleuas laid down that each
district should provide 40 men cavalry and 80 hoplites’ ”). Larsen (1968) 17
believes that Aristotle here refers to all of Thessaly as one polis. That is not
impossible, but it is unlikely. First, the text is emended by the editors: τ<ς
π�λεις (Arist. fr. 498, Rose) or τBν πολιτε�αν (Schwartz, Arist. fr. 504.1, Gigon,
who does not note that he prints a conjecture). Even if we accept the text of
the manuscripts, we cannot be sure that Aristotle refers to all of Thessaly. The
referencemay be to Larisa (no. 401), which was a polis in the usual sense. This
is the view advocated by Helly (1995) 170–91. That the reference must be to
Thessaly is based on the assumption that Aristotle’s κοινB Θετταλ&ν πολιτε�α
(fr. 502) was a description of the Thessalian federal constitution. But that may
well be a misinterpretation of the title. Like the Cretan politeia, the Aristotelian
constitution of the Thessalians may have been an ideal type, a description of
a polis constitution, constructed from information drawn from a number of
Thessalian poleis.
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of a polis. It is explicitly called a polis in the urban sense
by Herodotos (7.128.1, 173.4), referring to 480. It is attested
as a polis in the political sense in a decree of c.300 (SEG
36 566), and it struck coins in C4. (d) Eutaia (no. 270) is
attested as a polis at Xen. Hell. 6.5.12, and we are told that
the settlement had a defence circuit. The site (Lianos) has
not been excavated, but the abundance of sherds andminor
architectural members found in the fields fit Xenophon’s
description of Eutaia as a polis in the urban sense.
From these examples and all the evidence assembled in

this Inventory it follows that inArchaic andClassicalGreece
the concept of a state was interlocked with the concept of
a town, and both conceptsmust be closely connected with
the concept of polis.

6. Barbarian Poleis

Not only Greek but also barbarian towns are called polis by
Greek authors; forty-seven named barbarian towns are la-
belled polis inHerodotos, seven in Thucydides,and twenty-
one in Xenophon.
Sometimes these towns were actually urban centres of

city-states. Thus, the Phoenician city and city-state Sidon
is called a polis by Herodotos at 3.136.1, and in an Attic
honorific decree for King Straton of Sidon the Sidonians
are called citizens of Sidon (IG ii2 141 =RO 21). Similarly,
in Thucydides some Etruscan city-states are referred to as
being poleis (6.88.6; cf. Arist. Mir. 837b32), and so are the
Elymean cities of Eryx and Egesta (6.2.3). Rome is classified
as a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 5, and in C4Rome
was actually a polis in the political sense too.
Sometimes theGreek historians and geographers seem—

erroneously—to have believed that barbarian towns were
poleis in thepolitical sense and that thepolitical structure of,
e.g., the Persian Empire was not essentially di·erent from
that of Hellas. In his descriptionof the battle of Salamis, for
example, Herodotos tells us that Xerxes ordered a scribe to
record the name, patronymic and polis of any captain who
distinguished himself in the fight (8.90.4);Herodotos seems
to assume that every Persian captain belonged to a polis and
could be identified by his city-ethnic. Similarly, in 7.96.2 he
ends his list of all the contingents of the Persian forceswith
the remark that he will not bother to give the names of all
the leaders, first because the leaders of the individualpeoples
(ethne)werenot worthmentioning, and second because, in
each people, there were as many leaders as therewere poleis

(Hdt. 7.96.2). Again, the political structure of the Persian
Empire is represented as a plurality of ethne, each consisting
of a number of poleis.
In most cases, however, the Greek authors must have

applied the term polis to a barbarian urban centre knowing
that, on the one hand, it was a nucleated settlement and,
on the other hand, it was not a political community like a
Greek polis. Herodotos says that there were 20,000 poleis in
Egypt (2.177.1). Hemay have believed that there were 20,000
nucleated settlements, butwe should not take him tobelieve
that there were 20,000 self-governing polities. Again, in the
Anabasis (1.2.14) Xenophon describes the Phrygian town
Tyrieion as a polis in the urban sense (π�λιν ο;κουµ�νην),
but a recently found inscription shows that only in C2m, by
royal rescript, was Tyrieion granted the right to be a fully
Hellenised polis in the political sense (SEG 47 1745).
This observation, however, does not invalidate our in-

vestigation, which concerns exclusively the term polis used
about Greek towns. The Greeks used their own term polis
about barbarian towns, no matter whether they were self-
governing communities or not. It would be unwise to re-
verse the line of thought and infer from the frequent use of
polis about barbarian towns which were not city-states that
it must have been used in the same way when applied to
Greek towns classified as poleis. Let us illustrate this point
by an ancient parallel and a modern analogy.
The Greeks were notorious for reading their own names,

terms and concepts into foreign cultures. Thus, they read-
ily equated foreign divinities with the gods of their own
pantheon. In Herodotos’ account of Skythia we hear that
Tabiti was Hestia, Papaios was Zeus, Api was Ge, Goitosyros
was Apollo, Argimpasa was Aphrodite, and Thagimasadas
was Poseidon (4.59). We may find some common charac-
teristic which can explain why, e.g., Argimpasa was called
Aphrodite, but it would be a gross mistake from what we
may know about Argimpasa to argue backwards and sup-
pose that thatmust have applied toGreekAphrodite aswell.
Themodern analogy concerns theEuropean concept of a

state. Since the nineteenth century,Europeans have been in
the habit of referring to, e.g., the Bantu-speaking kingdoms
in Uganda as “states” (Steinhart (1978)). Before 1967 these
kingdoms were indeed political communities, and in some
sense it is not wrong to call them states; but they were ra-
dically di·erent from European states; the Europeans knew
that theywere applying their own concept of a state to a very
di·erent type of community, and it would be misguided in

labelling of these communities as states as an indication
an analysis of the European concept of a state to take the
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that the term “state” was used in the same way in European
politics andpolitical thought. Itwouldbe equallymisguided
from the Greek habit of calling barbarian towns poleis to
deduce that the Greeksmust have used the term polis in the
same way in relation to Greek towns.
The conclusion is that two separate investigations of the

meanings and uses of polis must be conducted, one for
Greek communities and one for barbarian, and only af-
terwards can a comparison be made in order to study
similarities and di·erences. It must be added, however,

that it is not always easy to distinguish the Greek from the
barbarian poleis, and some poleis were mixed: e.g. the five
poleis in Athos (Thuc. 4.109.4) and some of the poleis in
the Thermaic Gulf, viz. Therme (Hecat. fr. 146), Pella and
Ichnai (Hdt. 7.123.3). In other cases there are reasons to
doubt that some poleis in border districts were at all Greek,
e.g. Kadyanda, Pinara and Tlos in Lykia (SEG 36 1216.4).
Our method has been to include in our Inventory both
mixedpoleis and poleis for which the sources leave room for
doubt.
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Meaning and Reference of the Word Polis

It is the aim of this investigation to study what the Greeks
themselves thought a polis was. Consequently, a survey of
the term polis and the concept behind the termhas to be an
essentialpart of the study.The following is a summaryof the
investigation published in Hansen (1998) 17–34, where the
sources are quoted both inGreek and inEnglish translation.
Roughly speaking, the word polis had four di·erent

senses: (a) “stronghold” or “citadel”, (b) “nucleated settle-
ment”, (c) “country” or “territory”, and (d) “political com-
munity”.1 These four di·erent meanings of the word polis
have been established with reference to the modern terms
we use: viz. stronghold, settlement, country, community,
etc. This is what in linguistics is called a lexical contrastive
analysis (Ascher (1994) 738). It is an indispensable method
for modern historians who want to study ancient societies.
But itmust be supplementedwith the question: were the an-
cientGreeks themselves consciousof aplurality ofmeanings
of the term?Or is the attestationof four di·erentmeanings
of the word polis just a result of the fact that we analyse an
ancient concept through a modern language?

1. The Multiple Meanings of Polis

Of the many thousand occurrences of the word polis, there
are in fact a few in which an author explicitly states that
polis is a word with several meanings.
(1) In Politics 3.3 Aristotle discusses the identity of the

polis and points out that polis is a word used in many dif-
ferent senses, of which two are specified in the passage: a
topographical sense (a fortified place) and a personal one
(the people inhabiting the place) (Arist. Pol. 1276a17–27).
(2) In the Platonic Definitions the polis is defined partly

as a settlement (oikesis) of a number of persons (anthro-
poi) living under common decisions (koina dogmata), and
partly as a number of persons (anthropoi) under the same
law (nomos) (Pl. Def. 415C). Again, a topographical sense is
distinguished from a purely personal one.

1 Hansen (1996) 25–39. In this provisional listing of the four senses we have
been careful to avoid the terms “city” and “state”.

(3) According to the early Stoic philosopher Kleanthes,
the polis is a habitation where people seek refuge for the
purpose of administration of justice. Thus, polis is used in
three di·erent meanings: (a) about the settlement (oikete-
rion), (b) about the community of inhabitants (systema an-
thropon), and (c) about a combination of (a) and (b) (Stob.
Flor. 2.7.11i p. 208, Wachsmuth).2 Similarly, the Stoic phi-
losopher Chrysippos (SVF fr. 528) claims that polis has two
di·erent meanings: (a) a settlement (oiketerion) and (b) a
community of inhabitants (enoikountes), together with the
citizens (politai).
(4) The Etymologicum Magnum is a Byzantine lexicon

based on a wide reading of the Classical literature, and its
entry polis (680.1–4) corroborates the distinction pointed
out by the other three sources: “polis has two meanings:
the buildings, as in ‘Lead this unfortunate man to the polis’
(Hom. Od. 17.10, quoted from memory), but it signifies
also the multitude and the people, as in ‘The whole polis of
Trojans has come forth against them fearlessly’” (Hom. Il.
16.69–70).
All four sources oppose a local and a personal sense of

the word polis. The two principal meanings, however, are
not “town” and “state”, but rather “settlement” and “com-
munity” (or “multitude of human beings”). Yet Aristotle’s
reference to walls and Kleanthes’ mention of people who
take refuge in the polis show that what they have in mind
must be a nucleated settlement; furthermore, that polis des-
ignates a political community is indicated by the references
tomen living under the same laws and to the administration
of justice in the community.

2. Synonyms for Polis

Ifwewant togo further than theoppositionbetween the two
basic senses of “settlement” and “community” and investi-
gate the various connotations of the word polis recognised

2 For a judicious analysis of the Kleanthes fragment, see Schofield (1991)
130–35.
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by theGreeks, we must make a new approach and study the
words used synonymously with polis.
(1) In the senseof stronghold and/or smallhill-top settle-

ment, polis canbe used synonymously with akropolis(Thuc.
2.15.6, Athens (no. 361); IG xii.1 677.13–19, Ialysos (no.
995), c.300).
(2a) In the sense of nucleated settlement, polis is used

synonymously with asty (Dem. 18.215–16; Hdt. 4.201.3,
Barke (no. 1025)) or polisma (Thuc. 1.107.2; Aen. Tact. 2.2,
Sparta (no. 345)).
(2b) In the sense of nucleated settlement, polis is occa-

sionally used synonymously with emporion (Xen. Anab. 1.
4.6; Ps.-Skylax 2, Emporion (no. 2)) or teichos (Hdt. 7.108.2,
Mesambrie (no. 647)) or phrourion (Thuc. 8.62.3, Sestos
(no. 672)). For a rare attestationof polis used synonymously
with kome, see SEG 37 340.3–9 =RO 14, Helisson (no. 273).
(3) In the sense of territory, polis is used synonymously

with ge (Din. 1.77 compared with Lycurg. 1.89) or chora
(Thuc. 2.72.3 compared with I.Prusias ad Hypium 135). For
polis used synonymously with chora in the sense of coun-
try as a geographical rather than a political concept, see
Poll. 9.27: “We must not pay attention to the poets who
use the word polis even about countries (chorai), as for ex-
ample Euripides in the Temenidai: ‘all of Peloponnesos is a
prosperous polis’” (Eur. fr. 730, Nauck).
(4) In the sense of community, polis is often used syn-

onymously with anthropoi (Pl.Def . 415C), or andres (Thuc.
7.77.7; Alc. fr. 426), or politai about the population of a polis
(Arist. Pol. 1274b41; IG iv 839 =Syll.3 359.3–5 comparedwith
IG iv 841.12, Kalauria (no. 360), C4–C3). Two frequent vari-
ants of this usage, both attested in Epidauros (no. 348) in
C4, are (a) polis used synonymously withdemos in the sense
of people (IG iv2.1 51.1–2), and (b) polis used synonymously
with a city-ethnic in the plural denoting the citizenry (IG
iv2.1 47.1–2), both to be compared with SEG 26 445.
(5) In the sense of community, polis often denotes the

governing body of the polis in question, especially the popu-
lar assembly, and is used synonymously with, e.g., ekklesia
or demos or halia vel sim., see IPArk. 5.22–24, Tegea (no.
297), 324/3; SEG 43 310.1–4, Skotoussa (no. 415), C4–C3; IG
iv2.1 615.1–2, Epidauros (no. 348), C4. For an example of
polis denoting the people’s court in Athens, see Dem. 43.72.
When polis denotes the supreme body of government in an
oligarchy, the reference is, e.g., to a gerousia (SEG 27 631.1,
Lyktos (no. 974), c.500).
(6a) From polis used synonymously with a body of gov-

ernment there is only a hair’s breadth to the more abstract
use of polis as a designation of the political community as

such (Syll.3 172.1–3, Histiaia (no. 372), 363/2); Syll.3 278.5–7,
Priene (no. 861), 334/3; Syll.3 279.14–15, 25, Zeleia (no. 764),
334/3; I.Lokris 2.6–7, Lokris Epizephyrioi (no. 59), C4s. In
this more abstract sense of the term, Aristotle describes
the polis as a κοινων�α πολιτ&ν πολιτε�ας (Pol. 1276b2) or
a κοινων�α πολιτικK (Pol. 1252a7), see the following sec-
tion.
(6b) In the sense of community, polis is used synony-

mously with the general term for community or society,
viz. koinonia (Arist. Pol. 1252a1–7). This usage is best at-
tested in Aristotle and seems, in any case, to be restricted to
philosophical texts, see also Pl. Resp. 371B, or the Stoic idea
of a divine polis reflected in Dio Chrys. 36.23.
(6c) In the sense of one’s country or fatherland, polis is

often used synonymously with patris (Dem. 21.145; Pl. Cri.
51C; Thgn. 947, Megara (no. 225)); cf. infra.
(7) In the sense of community, polis is, exceptionally,

used synonymously with ethnos about a people inhabiting
not just a town with its hinterland but a whole region or a
part of a region (SEG 15 397, a C4 Chaonian polis in Epeiros
compared with Theopomp. fr. 382 and Ps.-Skylax 28, the
Chaonians settled in komai).

3. Synonyms for Polis
Distinguished from Polis

The investigation of the synonyms for polis can be taken
one step further by investigating whether, in other contexts,
the synonyms listed above are distinguished from polis or
sometimes even opposed to polis.
Re 1: akropolis. In the sense of nucleated settlement,

polis is normally distinguished from akropolis, which is the
citadel lying inside the polis and sometimes protected by
a separate defence circuit (Hyp. 6.17, Thebai (no. 221) 335;
Xen.Hell. 4.4.15, Phleious (no. 355), C4e).
Re 2a: asty and polisma. To the best of our knowledge,

there is no clear example of polis in the sense of a nucleated
centre being distinguished from or opposed to either asty
or polisma.Polisma seems almost always to be used synony-
mously with polis (in the sense of nucleated settlement);3
and whenever a distinction is made between polis and asty,
it is polis in the sense of either country (Lycurg. 1.18) or

3 The only recognisable distinction is that polisma is mostly used about bar-
barian towns, towns in a remote past and towns in the border districts. The
reason may be that such towns could be urban centres without being political
centres as well. See Flensted-Jensen (1995) 129–31: Appendix: Polisma.
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community (Thuc. 6.44.2; Diod.7.164) that is distinguished
from asty in the sense of town.
Re 2b: emporion, teichos, phrourion and kome. Almost

all attested emporia of the Classical period were, in fact,
poleis that possessed an emporion, in which case there is a
clear di·erence between polis and emporion (Thuc. 1.13.5,
Corinth (no. 227); Theopomp. fr. 62, Byzantion (no. 674));
but if this emporion was a prominent feature of the polis, it
was common usage to say that the settlementwas an empo-
rion rather than to say that it had an emporion (Dem. 56.6,
Athenai (no. 361); Thuc. 4.102.4 and Hdt. 7.113.1, Eion (no.
630)). Similarly, some poleis, especially dependent poleis,
were essentially garrison towns and in such cases, too, it is
only to be expectedthat the settlement was classified some-
times as a teichos, and sometimes as a polis (Hdt. 1.149.1,
Neon teichos (no. 824); Dem. 3.4 and Hdt. 4.90.2, Heraion
teichos (no. 676)).5Describing the e·ects of the Spartanoc-
cupationofDekeleia, Thucydides notes that Athens became
a phrourion rather than a polis (Thuc. 7.28.1).
Kome, however, is di·erent: like village and town today,

kome and polis are almost always mutually exclusive site-
classifications, see Pl. Resp. 475D. The overlap between the
two terms seems to occur principally when kome is used in
a political sense about a subdivision of a larger polis, as in
the case of Helisson (no. 273), which remained a polis in the
urban sense but also in the political sense by acquiring the
right to provide a chief magistrate, like the other poleis, i.e.
the other poleis dominated by Mantinea (no. 281) (SEG 37
340 =RO 14 (C4f)).
Re 3: Chora and ge.6 The two pairs of words: polis/chora

(SEG 37 340.3–9 =RO14(C4f),Helisson(no. 273)) andpolis/
ge (SEG 9 72.4–5 (C4l), Kyrene (no. 1028)) are essentially
two pairs of antonyms, just like city/country in the modern
world. However, by a common kind of participatoryoppo-
sition, which linguists sometimes call semantic marking,7
both polis (Aen. Tact. 15.9–10) and chora (Arist.Pol. 1326b26
and 27a3–5) are attested as the generic term for the totality
of town (called polis) and hinterland (called chora or ge).
The use of the terms can be illustrated in the following way:

polis (community or country) chora (territory)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
polis (town) chora (hinterland) polis (town) chora (hinterland)

4 Quoting an oracular response of c.500 allegedly given to King Perdikkas of
Makedonia, see Hatzopoulos (1996) i. 464–65.
5 See M. H. Hansen, “Teichos in the Sense of Fortress or Garrison Town”,

forthcoming.
6 For a full discussion of polis versus chora or ge, see Hansen (1997a) 20–25.
7 Lyons (1977) i. 307–8. As an example, consider the antonyms jµ�ρα and ν2ξ.

Like the English word “day”, jµ�ρα can denote both the 24-hour period and the
daytime as opposed to the night hours, whereas ν2ξ invariably means “night”.

As a generic term, polis is attested far more frequently than
chora. By accident, we believe, no single passage seems to
have survived in which ge is used both as a generic term in
the sense of country and in the specific sense of hinterland,
being opposed to polis.
Re 4:politai. Sometimes thepolitai aredistinguished from

the polis in the sense of town (Xen.Hell. 3.1.21; IG i3 40.4–6,
Chalkis (no. 365) 446/5). Mostly, however, the distinction
made is between polis in a more abstract sense, denoting
the political community as such (see 6a supra), and the
politai as a physical manifestation of the community, i.e.
“the people” (Thuc. 8.72.1; SEG 38 662.3–7, Poteidaia (no.
598), C4m). It is worth noting that polis and politai never
occur as mutually exclusive terms in phrases like “the polis
did this, but the politai did that”.
Re 5: ekklesia vel sim. The numerous attestations of a

distinction being made between polis and ekklesia vel sim.
should cause no surprise since, in such cases, polis refers to
the community in a more abstract sense, whereas ekklesia
specifically denotes the popular assembly (SEG 30 990.4–10,
Corinth (no. 227), 325–275).
Re 6a: koinonia (politike). As already noted, polis is dis-

tinguished from the citizens (politai) or from the political
institutionswhenever it occurs in themore abstract sense of
political community and designates a kind of public power
above both ruler and ruled;8 see Syll.3 359.3–8, Kalaureia
(no. 360), C4.
Re 6b: koinonia. Aristotle claims that the political com-

munity is the supreme form of community and comprises
all other forms of community, of which some are social,
some are religious, and some are commercial, etc. (Arist.
Eth. Nic. 1160a8–30). Thus, the polis is one specific type
of koinonia distinguishable from other types, see, e.g., Pol.
1252b30–31: “consequently, every polis exists by nature, as
much as the original koinoniai”. Yet, although polis is one
of several types of koinonia, there is no trace in the sources
of an opposition between polis and koinonia corresponding
to our opposition between state and society.
Re 6c: patris. There is no attestation of polis and patris

being used as antonyms; but from aPanhellenic perspective,
Hellas could be described as the patris and contrasted with
the individual poleis (Isoc. 4.81). Lysias severely criticises
the cosmopolitan view that one’s patris is not one’s polis
but wherever one happens to live and own property (Lys.
31.6).
Re 7: ethnos. Like polis and chora, polis and ethnos are

8 See Hansen (1998) 67–73.
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essentially antonyms and not synonyms. When opposed to
chora, theword polis is used in the sense of settlement versus
hinterland, see supra re 3, but when opposed to ethnos, the
emphasis is on polis as a community centred on a town
(Hdt. 5.2.2; IG iv2.1 68.76–78 =Staatsvertr•age 446 (303/2))
as against larger communities.
The synonymous use of polis and ethnos is, in almost all

cases, due to the fact that polis could be used as a generic
term for “political community”, comprising not just the
small poleis which we today call city-states but also other
types of political community, such as whole regions which
were not (yet) split up into poleis (e.g. Aitolia), or fed-
erations often composed of poleis (e.g. Boiotia), or large
kingdoms (e.g.Makedonia). This usage is particularly com-
mon in headings (Hansen (1997b)), and is found both in
documents and in literary sources: the list of members of
the Second Athenian Naval Confederacy is headed by the
phrase: “these poleis were allied to the Athenians” (IG ii2
43.78); but in addition to forty-fourpoleis in the strict sense,
the list includes three rulers, two federations and at least
one splinter community (Dreher (1995) 174–81). Thucy-
dides opens his account of the Peloponnesian War with a
survey of the allied poleis of, respectively, the Lakedaimo-
nians and the Athenians: “Each of the two parts went to
war having the following poleis as their allies” (Thuc. 2.9.1);
but thenhe lists peoples like the Boiotians, the Lokrians and
thePhokians side by side with properpoleis such asMegara,
Ambrakia, Leukas and Anaktorion. Since ethnos was com-
monly used to designate any form of political community
that was not a polis in the proper sense, the opposition be-
tween polis and ethnos is, essentially, an example of the same
kind of semantic marking as in the case of the antonyms
polis/chora and it can be illustrated in the following way:

polis
. . . . . . .
polis ethnos

In references to an individual political community, on the
other hand, attestations of polis =ethnos are few and far
between, see Hansen (1998) 124–32.

4. The Relative Importance of
the Di·erent Meanings

To sum up: a study of the sources that avoids a contrastive
lexical analysis leads to the conclusion that polis is attested

in the following di·erent senses: (1) =akropolis, (2) =asty or
polisma, (3) =chora or ge (especially when polis is used as
a generic term for polis+chora), (4) =politai or anthropoi,
(5) =ekklesia or some other supreme body of government,
(6) =koinonia (politike) or patris, and (7) =ethnos (espe-
cially when the plural form poleis is used as a generic term
for poleis+ethne).
The senses are listed here in what is generally believed

to be their historical sequence,9 but they are all attested in
sources of the Archaic period so that the sequence is a recon-
struction behind the sources we have. On the other hand,
they are not equally important and some hardly ever occur.
(a) It is well known that the original sense of stronghold

(akropolis) is rare in Archaic texts and, apart from some
frozen formulas, it disappears in the course of the Classi-
cal and Hellenistic periods.10 A study of the relative fre-
quency with which the di·erent senses occur shows that,
apart from the frequent occurrence of polis =akropolis in
early Attic inscriptions,11 attestations of polis in the sense
of stronghold amount to fewer than three per thousand of
all attestations.12
There are in particular twopassages in Thucydideswhich

illustrate that even in Athens, where the formulaic use of
polis in the sense of akropolis was widespread, an Athenian
would not have the meanings “stronghold” or “citadel”
springing to his mindwhen he heard theword polis, except,
of course, when it was applied in one of the frozen for-
mulas. In all other cases the word polis would not be used
synonymously with, but rather distinguished from or even
opposed to, akropolis.
When Thucydides tells us that the Acropolis was called

polis by the Athenians, he points out that the reason for this
usage is that the Acropolis was once the centre of the urban
settlement (Thuc. 2.15.6; cf. also Phokylides fr. 4, Diehl).
Again, when Dekeleia was fortified and all grain had to be
brought by sea to Athens, Thucydidesmakes the comment
that Athens had become a fortress (phrourion) instead of
a polis (Thuc. 7.28.1). This would be a strange comment if
polis had been commonly used as a synonym of akropo-

9 On the sequence of the senses of (a) “nucleated settlement” and (b) “poli-
tical community”, see Hansen (1997a) 37–42.
10 Plut. Pelop. 18.1; Paus. 1.26.6. See Hansen (1996) 34–36.
11 In Attic inscriptions there are, at present, some 120 occurrences (many of
them restored) of polis designating the Acropolis. For 394/3 as the terminus
ante quem, see Henry (1982). But in the sacrificial calendar of Erchia, dated to
c.375–350, there are eight occurrences of polis, two designating the Acropolis in
Athens, and six the local acropolis in Erchia.
12 Wyse (1904) 476–77, with 24 quotes fromAttic literature. L‹evy (1983) 56–60
denies that this sense of polis is attested in Homer; but see Il. 4.514 and 7.370.
Sakellariou (1989) 155–59 and Hansen (1996) 35 adduce a few examples from
non-Athenian inscriptions.
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lis in the sense of stronghold or fortress. On the contrary,
the comment suggests that a polis was, essentially, di·erent
from a phrourion, i.e. a town, not a fortress.
(b) Passages inwhich “country” or “territory” is theprin-

cipal sense of polis constitute fewer than 2 per cent of all
occurrences (infra 44). It must be added, however, that in
numerous passages “territory” or “country” is a connota-
tion that goes with the principal sense of (nucleated) settle-
ment or (political) community or both, cf., for example,
Lys. 3.10: “I was so much in doubt about what to do in face
of my opponent’s lawless behaviour that I decided to leave
the polis.” The context shows that the plainti· preferred to
leave not just the city of Athens, but also Attika.
Again, the territorial sense of polis is intertwined with

the urban and the political sense when polis is used in the
generic sense of community comprising a nucleated settle-
ment (polis) and its hinterland (chora or ge), see Lycurg.
1.38: “To such a pitch did he carry his treason that, so far as
his decision went, the temples were abandoned, the posts
on the wall unmanned and the polis (town) and the chora
(hinterland) left deserted. And yet in those days, gentle-
men, who would not have pitied the polis (community)?”
Or when polis is used in the generic sense of settlement
comprising a nucleated settlement (plethos oikion) and its
hinterland (chora or ge), see Arist. Oec. 1343a10–11: “a polis
is a mass of houses (oikiai), of hinterland (chora) and of
possessions su¶cient for a good life”.
Thus, in the overwhelming majority of all passages polis

is used either in the sense of nucleated settlement or in the
sense of political community. But, as noted by Kleanthes
(supra 39), the two senses of settlement and community
are often combined and indistinguishable, as is attested,
for example, at Thuc. 4.49.1: “At the end of the summer
the Athenians and Akarnanians in Naupaktos waged war
against Anaktorion, a Corinthian polis, and took it by trea-
son.” The description of Anaktorion as “the Corinthians’
polis” indicates that it was a dependent polis, i.e. a political
community; but the piece of information that they “took
it by treason” shows that the polis was also a fortified town
which the Athenians conquered because it was betrayed to
them by some traitors behind the walls.
To sum up: the ancient definitions indicate that polis

was used in two basic meanings: (1) a settlement, and (2)
a community. The study of synonyms, on the other hand,
shows that, in the sense of settlement, a polis was almost
invariably a nucleated settlement, i.e. an asty, and only ex-
ceptionally an akropolis. In the sense of community, the
polis was almost invariably a politike koinonia, i.e. what we

call a “polity” or a “state”, sometimes identified with its
territory (consisting of a polis with its chora), sometimes
with its population (especially its body of politai), some-
times with its political institutions (especially its ekklesia),
and sometimes conceived as an abstract public power above
the citizens and their political institutions.
Furthermore, when used as a generic term denoting a

number of named political communities, polis comprised
not just poleis in the meaning of the word described above
(a polis with its chora organised as a koinonia politon po-
liteias), but all types of community which in other contexts
were usually classified as ethne or koina.
The rare attestations of polis denoting a chora in the

geographical sense without being a political community
(see section 3 supra re 7) are best explained as an exten-
sion of the much more frequent use of polis to denote the
territory of a political community. And the exceptional at-
testations of polis denoting an individual ethnos should be
seen in the light of polis used as the generic term for poleis
plus ethne. Both usages are so marginal that further discus-
sion can safely be relegated to appendix I in Hansen (1998)
124–32.

5. The Classification of the
Di·erent Meanings in this
Inventory 13

The above analysis covers both occurrences of polis used
in general about any polis or all poleis, and occurrences of
polis denoting one or more named poleis. As stated above,
in this Inventory referencesto the polis in general are irrele-
vant, and the focus is on attestations of polis applied to one
or more individual poleis. For all practical purposes they
can be included under one of the three following princi-
pal meanings: “territory”, “city” and “polity”. There are, of
course, numerous overlaps, i.e. occurrences of polis where
one of the three senses is the principal meaning and one or
both of the others are connotations. To illustrate how we
distinguish between the di·erent senses, we find it expe-
dient to list some examples which show that it is possible
to isolate occurrences of polis (a) used in the urban sense
without the political, (b) used in the political sense without

13 In this section the argumentation is so closely tied up with the linguistic
interpretation that the passages cannot just be cited; they must be quoted in
Greek followed by a translation into English.
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the urban, (c) used in the territorial sense without either of
the other two senses, and (d) used in two or three senses
simultaneously.
Re (a): polis in the urban sense is attested, e.g., when a

polis is opposed to its hinterland (called chora or ge);14when
one walks from the polis into the fields, or returns from the
fields into the town;15 when the distance from a polis is
measured in stades;16when a road leads towards the polis;17
when a house is lying in the polis;18 or the reference is to
the higher-lying part of the polis,19 or to the water supply
of the polis;20 when a cult festival is celebrated outside the
polis;21when adefence circuit is built around a polis;22when
a polis is besieged,23 or set on fire,24 or destroyed;25 when,
during a civil war, the state is split up into one faction in
control of the town while the other faction is driven out of
the town.26
Re (b): polis in the political sense is attested when a polis

14 Dem. 18.203 speaks about the Athenians in 480, οk κα9 τBν χ�ραν κα9 τBν
π�λιν �κλιπε!ν Gπ�µειναν ε;ς τ<ς τριKρεις �µβ�ντες (“who endured to go on
board the ships and leave their chora and polis”).
15 Dem. 47.63: $ δ1 Εlεργος οGτοσ9 ε3θSς �κ τ�ς π�λεως . . . �λθ_ν ε;ς

@γρ�ν (“but this Euergos went straight from the polis to the field (agros)”). Xen.
Hell. 5.4.3: the Theban liberators in 379 πρ>ς τ<ς π2λας ?λθον,Oς δB �ξ @γροC
@πι�ντες . . . �πε9 δ1 ε;σ�λθον ε;ς τBν π�λιν (“they came to the gates as if they
came back from the fields (agros) . . . but when they had entered the polis”).
16 Ps.-Skylax 33: �µβρακ�α π�λις mΕλλην�ς. @π�χει δ8 αiτη @π> θαλ<ττης

στ�δια π́ (“Ambrakia is a Hellenic polis situated 80 stades from the sea”).
17 IG iv2.1 116.20: �ν τ%ι $δ&ι τ%ι ε;ς π�λιν @γο2σ[αι] (“on the road that leads

to the polis”).
18 SEG 43 713.35–36: τBν ο;κ�αν [τ]Bν �µ π�λει, (“the house in the polis”).

I.Cret. iv 72.iv.32: ’τ�γανς µ8ν τ<νς �ν π�λι (“the houses in the polis”).
19 Thuc. 4.112.3: Βρασ�δας µ8ν οoν κα9 τ> πλ�θος ε3θSς "νω κα9 �π9 τ<

µετ�ωρα τ�ς π�λεως �τρ�πετο (“Brasidas and the majority of his men moved
straight uphill towards the higher lying parts of the polis”).
20 Hdt. 3.60.2: Uρυγµα . . . fρ�ρυκται . . . δι1 οp τ> iδωρ fχετευ�µενον δι<

σωλKνων παραγ�νεται ε;ς τBν π�λιν (“a cutting has been made whereby water
is brought, through pipes, into the polis”).
21 Aen. Tact. 17.2: eορτ�ς γ<ρ πανδKµου :ξω τ�ς π�λεως �ργε�ων γενοµ�νης

(“A festival for all the people was held outside the polis of the Argives”).
22 Thuc. 1.93.1: ο� �θηνα!οι τBν π�λιν �τε�χισαν (“The Athenians fortified

the polis”). Syll.3 141.4: τειχ�ξαντας τ<ν π�λιν (“Having fortified the polis”).
23 Thuc. 1.116.2: �πολι�ρκουν τρισ9 τε�χεσι τBν π�λιν κα9 �κ θαλ�σσης qµα

(“They (the Athenians) laid siege to the polis (Samos) by means of three walls
and at the same time they besieged it from the sea”).
24 Hdt. 8.50.2: $ γ<ρ δι< Βοιωτ&ν τραπ�µενος στρατ>ς qµα Ξ�ρξbη �µπρKσας

Θεσπι�ων τBν π�λιν . . . hκ� τε �ς τ<ς �θKνας (“On its march through Boiotia
Xerxes’ army burned down the Thespians’ polis . . . and came to Athens”).
25 Dem. 18.36: τ� οoν συν�βη µετ< ταCτ1 ε3θ2ς, ο3κ ε;ς µακρ�ν; τοSς µ8ν

Φωκ�ας @πολ�σθαι κα9 κατασκαφ�ναι τ<ς π�λεις α3τ&ν (“What happened im-
mediately hereafter? The Phokians were annihilated and their poleis pulled
down”). Syll.3 344.7: �<ν δ8 δε! κατασκ�πτειν τBν Gπ�ρχουσαν π�λιν (“If it is
necessary to pull down the existing poleis” (Teos (no. 868)).
26 Thuc. 1.24.5: $ δ�µος α3τ&ν �ξεδ�ωξε τοSς δυνατο2ς, ο� δ8 �πελθ�ντες µετ<

τ&ν βαρβ�ρων �λbKζοντο τοSς �ν τb� π�λει κατ� τε γ�ν κα9 κατ< θ�λασσαν (“The
(Epidamnian) demos expelled the upper-class citizens; but they returned with
the barbarians and plundered those in the polis both by land and sea”). See also
SEG 26 1282.4–7:µB �ξε!να[ι τ]&ν στρατηγ&ν διαλλ�ξαι µηθεν9 πρ>ς τοSς �ν τb�
π�λει "νευ τοC δKµου τ&ν �θηνα�ων (“None of the generals must come to an
agreementwith those in the poliswithout the consent of the Athenian people”).

passes a law,27 or takes up a loan,28 or consults an oracle.29
For a long list of activities performed by the polis in the poli-
tical sense, see CPCActs 5 (1998) 67–68. Particularly clear
instances of polis in the political sense alone are the attesta-
tions of polis being opposed to asty, see, e.g., Thuc. 6.44.2:
παρεκοµ�ζοντο τBν 1Ιταλ�αν τ&ν µ8ν π�λεων ο3 δεχοµ�νων
α3τοSς @γορV% ο3δ8 "στει (“They (the Athenian navy) sailed
along the Italian coast and some poleis did not admit them
to their agora or to the asty”).
Re (c): polis in the territorial sense is attested, e.g., when

the river Styx is said to be in the polis of Nonakris;30 when
Xerxes’ army marched through the polis of Agore;31 when
the Spartan army pillaged the eastern part of the polis of
Thebes right up to the polis of Tanagra;32 or when a ver-
dict prescribed that the corpse of an executed criminal be
thrown over the border of the polis.33
Re (d): polis used in the urban and political senses si-

multaneously is attested in, e.g., the following four pas-
sages: Din. 1.24: π�λις @στυγε�των κα9 σ2µµαχος �κ µ�σης
τ�ς mΕλλ�δος @νKρπασται (“A neighbouring allied polis has
been destroyed and removed from central Hellas”). Here
the first adjective qualifies the polis as a city—sc. Athens’
neighbour Thebes, which in 335 was razed to the ground by
Alexander—the second as a state. Xen.Hell. 3.1.13: τ&ν ο3κ
Gπηκ�ων π�λεων προσ�λαβεν �πιθαλαττιδ�ας Λ�ρισ�ν τε
κα9 tµαξιτ>ν κα9 Κολων�ς, ξενικE& µ8ν mΕλληνικE& προσ-
βαλοCσα το!ς τε�χεσιν (“and of the independent poleis he
took those lying along the coast, viz. Larisa, Hamaxitos
and Kolonai, attacking their walls with a Greek mercenary
force”). That the poleis are independent shows that they
are political communities; that they are lying on the coast
and walled shows that they are urban centres as well. Aen.
Tact. 28.1: προνοε!σθαι δ8 κα9 τ�δε �ν φ�βEω οlσης π�λεως.

27 ML 2.1: [δ1 :\αδε π�λι (“Thus it was decided by the polis”) (Dreros (no.
956) C7).
28 I. Locri (Costabile) 2.6: �χρKσατο u π�λις π<ρ τ& θε& (“The polis bor-

rowed from the God”).
29 IG iv2.1 122.77: [:]δοξε τ%ι π�λι ε;ς ∆ελφοSς @ποστε!λα[ι χρησοµ�]νους . . .

(“It was decided by the polis to send messengers to Delphi to ask . . .”).
30 Hdt. 6.74.2: �ν τα2τbη τbη π�λι λ�γεται εMναι Gπ1 �ρκ�δων τ> Στυγ>ς iδωρ

(“The Arkadians say that the waters of Styx are in that polis”).
31 Hdt. 7.58.2:$ δ8 κατ1 Fπειρον στρατ>ς . . . �ποι�ετο τBν $δ>ν δι< τ�ς Χερ-

σονKσου . . . δι< µ�σης δ8 πορευ�µενος π�λιος τb� οlνοµα τυγχ�νει �>ν �γορK
(“The land force made its way through the Chersonesos . . . and marched right
through a polis called Agore”).
32 Xen. Hell. 5.4.49: τ< πρ>ς Dω τ�ς τ&ν Θηβα�ων π�λεως �δbKου ($ �γησ�-

λαος)µ�χρι τ�ς Ταναγρα�ων· :τι γ<ρ τ�τε κα9 τBν Τ�ναγραν ο� περ9 mΥπατ�δω-
ρον,φ�λοι Uντες τ&ν Λακεδαιµον�ων, εMχον (“Agesilaos pillaged the eastern part
of the polis ofThebes up to the polis ofTanagra; because the pro-Lakedaimonian
faction of Hypatodoros was still in control of Tanagra”; cf. Hansen (1998) 170).
33 Din. 1.77: τ>ν τ�ς mΕλλ�δος @λιτKριον @ποκτε�ναντας �ξ�ριστον �κ τ�ς

π�λεως ποι�σαι (“Having executed the arch-criminal of Hellas to throw his
corpse over the border of the polis”).
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π2λας τ<ς µ8ν "λλας κεκλε!σθαι, µ�αν δ8 @νεE&χθαι (“When
a polis is in a state of terror the following precautions too
are needed. Keep all gates closed exceptone” (trans. White-
head)). The polis strickenby fear is a community of citizens,
but the referenceto the gates indicates that it is also a walled
settlement. Hdt. 8.35.1: κα9 γ<ρ τ&ν Πανοπ�ων τBν π�λιν
�ν�πρησαν κα9 ∆αυλ�ων κα9 Α;ολιδ�ων (“They (the Per-
sians) set fire to the polis of the Panopeans, and to those of
the Daulians and Aiolideans as well”). The polis set on fire
is, of course, a town, but the identification of the polis by
the city-ethnic instead of the toponym shows that it is also
a political community.34
Polis used in the urban and territorial senses simulta-

neously is attested in, e.g. I.Cret . IV.144.9–11: το!ς �µ π�λι
\οικ�ονσι το!ς [τ1 �λευθ�ροις κα9 το!ς δ�]λοις (“Those who
live in the polis, both free and slaves”). The referencemust
be to all free and slaves who live in the polis of Gortys, i.e.
the urban and rural population combined. Xen.Hell. 6.5.12:
κα9 καταλαβ_ν π�λιν Pµορον οoσαν Εlταιαν . . . Pµως ο3κ
gδ�κησε τBν π�λιν (“Having conquered the polis of Eutaia,
which bordered [onMantinea], he [Agesilaos] did no harm
to the city”).When Eutaia (no. 270) is described as border-
ing on Lakedaimon, polis is used in the territorial sense, but
from the following description it is clear that the polis taken
by Agesilaos is the urban centre inhabited by the old, the
women and the children while the adult males of military
age are on campaign.
Polisused in the political and territorial senses simultane-

ously is attested in, e.g. SEG 36 750.14–16: α; µ�γ κ� τις δ�κας
γενοµ�νας κατ τ>ν ν�µον φ2γηι �κ τ%ς π�λιος A @πυθ�νη . . .
(“If one in a trial in accordance with the law is sentenced
to exile from the polis or to death . . .” (Mytilene, c.340–
330)). A sentence of exile from the polis applies specifically
to the territory but in a wider sense to the community as
such. Xen.Hell. 4.4.6: α;σθαν�µενοι @φανιζοµ�νην τBν π�λιν
δι< τ> κα9 Pρους @νασπ%σθαι κα9 xργος @ντ9 Κορ�νθου τBν
πατρ�δα α3το!ς fνοµ�ζεσθαι (“They (the Corinthians) felt
that their polis was being wiped o· the map by the removal
of the boundary stones and by their fatherland being called
Argos instead of Corinth”)). Here the community as such
is being destroyed by the removal of the stonesmarking the
boundary of the territory.
Of all the numerous occurrencesof polis used in all three

senses simultaneously, it su¶ces toquoteonenon-Athenian
and one Athenian example. (a) Hdt. 7.22.3–23.1: �ν δ8 τE&
;σθµE& το2τEω, �ς τ>ν τελευτV% $ xθως, Σ�νη π�λις mΕλλ<ς

34 Three further examples areHdt. 7.154.2, Xen.Hell. 5.2.11 andHell.Oxy. 21.5.

οTκηται, α� δ8 �κτ>ς Σ�νης, :σω δ8 τοC xθω ο;κηµ�ναι,
τ<ς τ�τε $ Π�ρσης νησι�τιδας @ντ9 gπειρωτ�δων Pρµητο
ποι�ειν, ε;σ9 αyδε, ∆!ον, 1Ολ�φυξος, �κρ�θEωον, Θ2σσος,
Κλεωνα�. π�λιες µ8ν αpται αk τ>ν xθον ν�µονται (“In this
neck of land whereAthos ends is built aHellenic polis: Sane,
and those built in Athos south of Sane—which the King
of Persia then planned to turn into island poleis instead
of mainland poleis—are the following: Dion, Olophyxos,
Akrothoon, Thyssos and Kleonai. These are the poleis that
inhabit Athos”). When Herodotos lists the six poleis which
are situatedonAthos, he thinks of themas towns with terri-
tories, but the verb ο;κε!σθαι (“to be inhabited”) connected
withpolis suggests the townmore than the territory,whereas
the verb ν�µεσθαι (“inhabit”) suggests as its subject the in-
habitants of a town rather than the town itself; moreover,
the reference to Sane as aHellenic polis indicates that the six
settlements are conceived as polities as well; thus the word
polis is probably intended to convey all three meanings si-
multaneously: town, territoryand state. (b) Xen.Hell. 2.2.9:
Λ2σανδρος δ8 @φικ�µενος ε;ς ΑTγιναν @π�δωκε τBν π�λιν
Α;γινKταις (“When Lysandros came to Aigina, he gave the
polis back to the Aiginetans”). In this case it does not make
sense to distinguish between the various meanings. What
Lysander gave back to the Aiginetans was the city, the island
and the political community as such.
Finally, it must be admitted that it is not always easy to

determinewhen a named locality is specifically called polis.
Sometimes one named town is classified as a polis, e.g. Aen.
Tact. 18.13: Τ�ως π�λις ε3µεγ�θης; sometimes a number of
named towns are classified collectively as poleis, e.g. Hdt.
1.144.3: δι< τα2την τBν α;τ�ην α� π�ντε π�λιες, Λ�νδος κα9
1ΙKλυσ�ς τε κα9 Κ�µιρος κα9 Κ&ς τε κα9 Κν�δος, �ξεκλKισαν
τ�ς µετοχ�ς τBν Dκτην π�λιν tλικαρνησσ�ν (“For this rea-
son thefivepoleis, Lindos, Ialysos,Kamiros,KosandKnidos,
excluded the sixth polis Halikarnassos from membership
[of the Dorian Hexapolis]”). This passage is unproblem-
atical. We learn that there were altogether six poleis, and
there are six toponyms to match the site-classification. But
if the classification takes the form of, e.g., αyδε α� π�λεις
followed by a number of toponyms, we cannot always be
sure that all the toponyms listed were actually intended to
be understood as poleis.35 In some passages polis is used
as a generic term or a heading, and in such cases whole
peoples—e.g. ethne which are never called polis when re-

ties which are frequently classified as poleis in other sources
ferred to individually—may be listed alongside communi-

35 This point is especially relevant in the case of Ps.-Skylax, seeHansen (1996)
30–32 and Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 140–43.
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(Hansen (1997b), supra 7). To illustrate this problem, let
us adduce four examples, two from literary and two from
epigraphical sources.
Herodotos’ list of poleis fighting in the battle of Salamis is

sandwiched between thephrases συνελ�χθησαν τε δB πολλE&
πλεCνες ν�ες A �π9 �ρτεµισ�Eω �ναυµ�χεον κα9 @π> πολ�ων
πλε2νων (“Many more ships were gathered than those in-
volved in the naval battle of Artemision and from many
more poleis”) (8.42.1) and Oς δ8 �ς τBν Σαλαµ!να συν�λθον
ο� στρατηγο9 @π� τ&ν ε;ρηµ�νων πολ�ων (“When the gen-
erals from the above-mentioned poleis had convened at
Salamis”) (8.49.1). All the twenty-two communities listed as
poleis in 8.42–8 happen to be poleis in the sense of city-states.
But in Thucydides’ list of Athenian and Spartan allies in the
Peloponnesian War, the heading π�λεις δ8 eκ�τεροι τ�σδε
:χοντες ξυµµ�χους(2.9.1) includes a number of ethne, none
of which was a polis in the usual sense, e.g. the Boiotians,
the Lokrians and the Phokians.
In theDelphic accountsof contributions to the rebuilding

of the temple of Apollo of the year 361/60, all seven com-
munities listed under the heading τ�δε π�λεις κα9 ;δι&ται
�π�ρξαντο (CID ii 4.i.1–ii.29) were actually city-states. But
in the so-called Charter of the Second Athenian Naval
League, the heading �θηνα�ων π�λεις αyδε σ2µµαχοι (IG
ii2 43.79) is followed by a list of forty-three city-states,
three dynasts, two federations and one splinter commu-
nity (Dreher (1995) 181, 189–91). From the use of polis as

a heading it would be a mistake to conclude, e.g., that the
three monarchies and two federations listed in IG ii2 43
were poleis;36 but it would equally be a mistake to take
the heading as decisive evidence that the forty-three other
communities were actually poleis. For each and every com-
munity this piece of information must be established from
other sources in which polis is applied specifically to the
community in question. From polis as a heading we can
infer that most of the communities listed were believed to
be poleis, and sometimes they all were, but we must always
be aware of the universal custom: under a term used as a
heading to subsume some instances that do not fit the term
to perfection (Hansen (1997b) 9–11).
The conclusion is that each occurrence of polis must be

studied in context.There is no way of laying down a general
rule for how to handle this problem, but we have decided
that, in the Athenian tribute lists and in the list of members
of the SecondAthenian Naval League, polismust be treated
as a mere heading.37 Thus, if an ethnic or a toponym is
recorded in these lists, we cannot take it as evidence that
the community in question was called a polis in the political
sense; we canonly infer that the communitymust have been
a political unit.

36 The 191 members of the United Nations may all be states (as presupposed
in theCharter , chapter II, article 3) but far from all are nations or nation-states.
37 For the Athenian tribute lists, see Schuller (1995); for the Charter of the

Second Athenian Naval League, see Dreher (1995).
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Meaning and Reference of the Words Asty and Polisma

In Archaic and Classical Greek texts polis is by far the most
common word for what we call a “town” or “city”. But the
Greeks had a number of other words, viz. asty, polisma,
polismation, polichne and polichnion. The three last words
can be ignored in this context.They are frequently found in
texts from the Hellenistic and Roman periods, but hardly
ever attested in older sources.1 Asty and polisma, how-
ever, are important site-classifications in sources from all
periods.

(1)Asty. It is a well-known fact that the twomost common
meanings of the word polis in Classical sources are “town”
and “state”, and that the word asty is used synonymously
with polis in the sense of town, but never in the sense of
state.2 It has also been noted that asty is a fairly common
word in the Iliad and in other Archaic texts, but becomes
more and more rare in the Classical period and is gradually
replaced by polis (L‹evy (1983)).
To these generally accepted truthswe have added two fur-

ther observations: (a) that there are passages in the Archaic
sources where asty, like polis, denotes the community and
not just its urban centre,3 and (b) that the derivative astos
never has the sense of “city-dweller” or “town-man” but
invariably designates a person of citizen birth (whereas po-
lites usually designates a person with citizen rights).4 Thus,
the distinction between asty in the sense of urban centre
and polis in the sense of political community is not quite
as sharp as sometimes believed, and it is further reduced
by a study of attestations in Archaic and Classical sources
of asty applied to named urban centres. The collection of
these attestations in Index 6 shows that the term asty is not

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Hansen (1997) 58–60 and
Flensted-Jensen (1995) 129–31.

1 πολισµ�τιον (Ephor. fr. 27); πολ�χνη (Thuc. 7.4.6); πολ�χνιον (Isoc. 5.145,
12.89; Pl. Resp. 370D). However, three Classical poleiswere named polichne, viz.
no. 789 in Troas (Strabo 13.1.45), no. 860 in Ionia, and no. 982 on Crete (Steph.
Byz. 532.4–5). It isworthnoting that only the city-ethnics are attested inClassical
sources. The toponyms of nos. 789 and 982 are attested in late sources only, that
of no. 860 is not attested at all, but reconstructed from the city-ethnic. Finally,
Polichna was the name of the settlement to which the Klazomenians moved
their urban centre in C5l (Thuc. 8.14.3; 8.23.6) and the name of a settlement in
the territory of Chios (Hdt. 6.26.2). 2 Musiolek (1981a), (1981b).
3 Hom. Il. 6.95; Tyr. fr. 12.24, West; cf. Hansen (1993) 13 with n. 69.
4 Hansen (1997) 11; L‹evy (1985).

used about any urban centre, but exclusively about a town
which in the same source or in other sources is called polis
and is known to have been the urban centre of a polis in
the political sense. Although asty does not mean an urban
centre of a political community, it invariably denotes such a
centre.
The Indexcomprises referencestonamedHellenic towns

of the late Archaic and Classical periods. We have omitted
references in poetry to mythical towns, such as Troy or
Tiryns in theHeroic Age,5 as well as references to barbarian
towns, suchasSardesorBabylon.6Due to theAthenocentric
nature of our evidence, the majority of all references to the
termasty in Classical sources are to the city of Athens, often
opposed to its port, the Peiraieus.7 And this imbalance—
well known in all studies of ancient Greek society—is in this
particular case further aggravated by the general custom in
all sources to refer to the twoparts in the civilwar of 404–403
asο� �κ Πειραι�ως (i.e. thedemocrats) and ο� �ξ "στεως (i.e.
theoligarchs).8Yet there is still a fairly substantialnumberof
scatteredpassages in which the word asty is used to express
the conceptof town in general or to designate named towns
other than Athens; and the attestations show that all the
urban centres described with the term asty are poleis in
the political sense. The only problematical site is Eion, for
which, however, see Hansen (2000) 197–98. Finally, it is
worth noting that the word asty held its ground in poetry
longer than in prose, and that it was used not only about
large poleis, such asAthens andThebes, but also about poleis
which the Greeks themselves considered to be very small,
viz. Plataiai and Tenos.

(2) Polisma. Like asty, polisma signifies a city in the urban
sense, and like asty it is commonly used in poetry as well
as in prose about mythical and/or barbarian towns.9Unlike
asty, however, polisma occurs almost exclusively in literary

honorific decree from Kos in which Halasarna is called a
sources. The only attestation in inscriptions is in a C4l

5 Troy: Hom. Il. 6.95; Tiryns: Bacchyl. Epin. 10.57.
6 Sardes: Hdt. 1.80.1; Babylon: Hdt. 1.178.2.
7 IG ii2 463.2; Dem. 18.37; Arist. Pol. 1303b11–12, cf. Lonis (1983).
8 e.g. Lys. 12.56; Xen. Hell. 2.4.7. 9 Flensted-Jensen (1995) 129–31.
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polisma.10 There are not many occurrences of polisma in
Archaic and Classical sources. The word ismuch rarer than
polis in the urban sense, and it is also less common thanasty.
But in prose it is not only used in a mythological context
or about barbarian towns, it is also found in descriptions
of Greek cities of the Archaic and Classical periods. It is
sometimes erroneously believed that polismameans a small
city or town.11 That sense is connectedwith the diminutive

10 I.Cos 7.3: π�λισµα τ> �ν tλασ�ρναι, cf. 10. For the date, seeRFIC 70 (1942)
13, 6B.6. 11 Hammond (1989) 93; contra Flensted-Jensen (1995) 129.

polismation, unattested in Archaic literature and extremely
rare in Classical sources. When applied to a named town
of the Archaic and Classical periods, polisma once again
resembles asty in that it is used synonymously with polis
in the urban sense and seems invariably to denote a town
which was the urban centre of a polis in the political sense.
There isnot oneunquestionable attestationofpolisma being
used about a second-order urban settlement.
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The Concept of Patris

If asked what his “fatherland” is, a citizen of a modern state
would hardly be in doubt about the answer. His fatherland
is the “community of laws and institutions with a single
political will” of which he is a member.1 This community
is, as the family metaphor implies, “something to which
one is naturally tied”2 and it has the emotional power to
“inspire love, and often profoundly self-sacrificing love”3
as well as the right to ask for sacrifices.4
In ancient Greek πατρ�ς and π�τρα are, of course, words

with similar implications, derived as they are from the same
stem as πατKρ, “father”; the exact meaning is “fatherland”
(see Index 7). It is noteworthy, moreover, that patris often
occurs in contextswhich link it to other kinship terms such
as “mother”,5 “parents”,6 “sister”,7 “brother”,8 “children”,9
“son”,10 “wife”,11 “husband”,12 “ancestors”,13 “relatives”,14
and genos.15 This suggests that the family implications of
the term patris were very much alive16 and of significance.
Since the Greeks took family relations to be based inter alia
on love,17 it follows that patris is a termwith highly positive
emotional associations.
A number of texts contain variations on the theme that

the patris is the thing dearest to a man.18 To be separated
from the patris is, as the Theognidea point out (783–88),

This chapter is by Nielsen and is essentially a summary of Nielsen (2004).

1 Smith (1991) 10; (2000) 8–9. 2 Anderson (1991) 143. 3 Ibid. 141.
4 Ibid. 144.
5 Isoc. 19.23; Pl. Cri. 51A; I.Knidos I 625.1 (C4). For πατKρ itself, see Lys.

21.24; Dem. 18.205; BCH 83 (1959) 158 B.3; IG ix.2 249.3 (after 338); IG v.2 412.6
(C4–C3); Maiuri, NS 510 (C4l).
6 Gorgias fr. 11a; Xen. An. 3.1.3; Aen. Tact. Proleg . 2; CEG i 171 (c.475–400);

BCH 83 (1959) 158 A.6 (321). 7 Isoc. 19.23; IG ii2 11169.5 (C4m).
8 Eur. Tro. 458; ML 4 (625–600).
9 Lys. 12.69, 12.97, 21.24; Xen. Hell. 2.4.17, An. 3.1.3; Lycurg. Leoc. 2, 101; Aen.

Tact. Proleg . 2. 10 Hom. Il. 5.687.
11 Lys. 12.69, 21.24; Xen.Hell. 2.4.17, An. 3.1.3; Lycurg. Leoc. 2.
12 Eur. Tro. 107.
13 Gorgias fr. 11a; Aeschin. 2.23;Klio (1918) 66, 94.2 (345–310); CEG ii 717 (C4l/
C3e).
14 Pl. Leg . 699C; Xen. An. 7.1.29; Anaximenes, Ars rhetorica 7.4.
15 Soph. Phil. 222; IOSPE 12 179.12 (C4l).
16 So much alive that e.g. military service in support of the patris may be
described as “paying back the patris is tropheia”: Lys. 2.70; Isoc. 6.108; Lycurg.
Leoc. 53.
17 Pl. Leg . 754B; Arist. Eth. Nic. 1161b18–19, cf. 1168a2. Xen. Oec. 7.24; Isoc.
12.125; Dem. 25.65. On familial love, see further Golden (1990) 80–140, esp.
89–91. 18 Theognidea 783–88; Eur. Phoen. 406; Xen.Hier . 4.3.

“without joy”,19 and to die and lie buried “far from the
patris” is evenmoremiserable as attested inmany sepulchral
inscriptions.20 The right and proper thing is to die and lie
buried in one’s patris,21 and in the passionate epilogue of
Dem. 57 the speaker envisages the possibility of suicide
simply in order to ensure that he will be buried by his
relatives “in the patris”. Going into exile is another way
of losing the patris, and mentions of exile often trigger
mentions of patris, thus emphasising that the concept of
exile involved the idea of loss of patris.22
In a political context the most important single aspect of

the patris is probably the requirement to sacrifice one’s life
for one’s fatherland.Modern states have persuaded colossal
numbersof citizens to laydowntheir lives inwars, anddying
for one’s country has assumed a moral grandeur. Similarly,
the theme of death “for the patris” is a recurrent one in
Archaic and Classical Greek texts,23 and that death in de-
fenceof thepatriswas consideredof moral grandeur is clear
from, e.g., Tyrtaios’ famous verses: τεθν�µεναι γ<ρ καλ>ν
�ν9 προµ�χοισι πεσ�ντα / "νδρ1 @γαθ>ν περ9 hι πατρ�δι
µαρν�µενον (fr. 10.1–2, West).
There cannot, then, be any reasonable doubt that a Greek

of the Archaicand Classical periods could think of his patris
almost as a next of kin, as the sweetest thing on earth; it
was the proper place for him to be buried, it was what he

19 Hes. Scut. 1, 12; Hdt. 1.169.1; IG i3 1503 (450–431); I.Knidos i 625 (C4).
20 ML 4.5–6 (625–600); IG i3 1503.4 (450–431); CEG ii 716 (C4l/C3e); Tit. Cal.

8.X; CEG i 171 (c.475–400), cf. Wagner (1973) and Masson (1974); IG ii2 11345
(c.400); CEG ii 723 (C4). The text may, as in these examples, explicitly draw
attention to the fact of death abroad but sometimes it is simply implied by
the naming of a patris which is di·erent from the location of the burial, e.g.:
Σπ�ρτα µ8ν πατρ�ς �στιν, �ν ε3ρυχ�ροισι �θ�ναις / �θρ�φθε, θαν�το δ8 �νθ�δε
µο!ρ1 :χιχε (IG xii.9 286 (C6)); κε!µαι τε[!δ]ε θανοCσα, πατρ9[ς] δ� µοι �στι
Κ�ρινθος, / 1Ενο<δ>�ας πρ�πολος, τUνυµα Τιµατρ�τη (CEG ii 720 (C4f; cf. SEG
27 298, 30 579 (with suggestion of a slightly earlier date), found in Pella); �νθ�δε
�ν�γκιππος κε!ται Λ�ρισα δ8 πατρ�ς / @σκKσας @ρετBν gδ8 δικαιοσ2νην (SEG
31 585 and CEG ii 639 (C4)); found in Pherai.
21 To die away from one’s patris (CEG ii 631 (C4f); Anacr. fr. 193, Gentili).

To be buried in one’s patris: Hom. Il. 3.243–44; Anth. Graec. 7.25.2; Xen. Ages.
11.16; public funerary epigram preserved in Dem. 18.289 (for which see Wankel
(1976)); IG ii2 6214.3–4 (C4); I.Rhod.Per . 41.2 (C4).
22 Hom. Il. 13.695–96; Od. 15.228 (see further Seibert (1979) 276–80); Pind.

Ol. 12.16; Hdt. 1.150.1; Gorgias fr. 11a; Isoc. 11.39; Pl. Alc. 145B; Xen. Hell. 1.4.15,
An. 1.3.3; Aeschin. 1.172; Dem. 21.115.
23 Anac. fr. 75.2, Gentili; Simon. Anth. Graec. 7.254.3–4; Pind. Isthm. 7.27;

Gorgias fr. 11a; Stesimbrotos (FGrHist 107) fr. 9; Isae. 5.42; Lycurg. Leoc. 107; IG
v.2 412.2 (C4–C3) from Arkadian Thelphousa.
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lost when going into exile or regained by his return, it was
something for which he would lay down his life; indeed,
it was an object of his love.24 It was, finally, something in
which he took pride.25

1. Entities Called Patris

But which entity did an ancient Greek consider to be his
patris? To this question there are presumably four conceiv-
able answers: (1) his local community of residence, such as a
kome or demos vel sim.; (2) his polis; (3) the region in which
he resided, e.g. Phokis, Thessaly, etc.; and (4) Hellas itself. It
is, in fact, a man’s polis that is regularly conceived of as his
patris, as will be clear from consideration of each of these
four entities.

Re (1) There is only a single possible example of a commu-
nity below polis level (i.e. kome, deme, etc.) that is called
patris in a Classical source. Paus. 7.17.7 reports the textof an
inscription reportedly to be found on a monument erected
at Olympia in the 80th Olympiad (460–457):

Ο;ν�α Ο;β�τας στ�διον νικ&ν Pδ1 �χαι>ς
πατρ�δα Π�λειαν θ�κ1 fνοµαστοτ�ραν.26

There was no polis in Achaia by the name of Paleia. Pau-
sanias claims that Paleia was the ancient name of Dyme
(cf. Strabo 8.7.5), “for it is the custom of Greek poets to
use ancient names instead of more modern ones” (Loeb);
if that is taken at face value, Dyme should be added to the
list of poleis called patris (infra) and that seems perfectly
possible. However, Dyme is reported to have been created
by (an undated) synoecism of eight demoi (Strabo 8.3.2),
and modern scholars are inclined to believe that Paleia was
one of these demes.27 If that is the case, we have an example
of a local community below polis level being called patris.
However, it should be noted that according toPausanias the
monument commemorated a victory won in 756; it is thus
not a contemporary source that applies patris to Paleia, and
it cannot be excluded that the author of the epigram didnot
know anything about the status of Paleia in 756 or even that
he thought of it as a polis.28 But the important observation

24 Eur. Suppl. 506–7; Phoen. 358–59; Lycurg. Leoc. 88: �φ�λουν τBν πατρ�δα;
100: τ> τBν πατρ�δα φιλε!ν; 101: �πο�ησε τBν πατρ�δα µ%λλον τ&ν πα�δων
φιλοCσαν. 25 Hdt. 6.126.3; Philemon Comicus fr. 109, Kock.
26 On the reliability of Pausanias’ epigraphic quotations, see Habicht (1985)

64–94. 27 See Dyme (no. 234).
28 Greeks of the Classical period regularly thought of earlier periods in

here must be that this text, enigmatic as it is, is the only
source that possibly applies patris to a community below
polis level.

Re (3) It is slightly more common to find regions such as
Phokis and Thessaly described as patris; in six sources the
concept of patris is applied to nine di·erent regions:

Aitolia: Hdt. 6.127.1–4.
Arkadia: Dem. 18.95–96 (295–96).
Euboia: Dem. 18.95–96 (295–96).
Messenia: Thuc. 6.4.6.29
Molossia: Hdt. 6.127.1–4.
Peloponnese: Xen.Hell. 7.1.23.30
Phokis: CEG ii 799 (c.300).
Pontos: IG ii2 10108 (C4m); cf. CEG ii 528; AM 66 (1941)
53–54.31

Thessalia: Dem. 18.95–96 (295–96).

Of these nine regions, five are called patris in passages
where they are listed as instances under the general heading
πατρ�δες vel sim.
(1) At 6.127.1–4Herodotos lists the suitorsofAgariste, the

daughter of Kleisthenes, the tyrant of Sikyon.Herodotos in-
dicates the origins of the twelve suitors in various ways: by
city-ethnics, a regional ethnic, or by prepositional phrases,
and the origin indicated for each suitor amounts to a state-
ment of his patre: in ten cases the patre is a polis,32 but in
two it is a region (Aitolia and Molossia). What seems to
have happened here is that Herodotos, in a list of entities of
which the majority (the ten poleis) can properly be called
patre, has included two (Aitolia and Molossia) which the
designation fits less well. This is a procedure which is not
unknown, and it resembles the way in which states that are
not proper poleis may be listed with poleis in a list prefaced
by the heading π�λεις.33 Moreover, Herodotos could pre-
sumably indicate the origins of these suitors only by stating

contemporary terms; cf. Hansen (2000) 159–60 on Troy, Messene and Krisa, all
three described as poleis by Classical authors.

29 Thuc. 6.4.6: τοSς δ8 Σαµ�ους �ναξ�λας mΡηγ�νων τ2ραννος ο3 πολλE&
iστερον �κβαλ_ν κα9 τBν π�λιν α3τ>ς ξυµµε�κτων @νθρ�πων ο;κ�σας ΜεσσKνην
@π> τ�ς eαυτοC τ> @ρχα!ον πατρ�δος @ντων�µασεν.
30 Xen.Hell. 7.1.23: �γγεν�µενος δ� τις Λυκ�µηδης Μαντινε2ς, γ�νει τε ο3δε-

ν>ς �νδεBς χρKµασ� τε προKκων κα9 "λλως φιλ�τιµος, οpτος �ν�πλησε φρονK-
µατος τοSς �ρκ�δας, λ�γων Oς µ�νοις µ8ν α3το!ς πατρ9ς Πελοπ�ννησος εTη,
µ�νοι γ<ρ α3τ�χθονες �ν α3τb� ο;κο!εν, πλε!στον δ8 τ&ν mΕλληνικ&ν φ2λων τ>
�ρκαδικ>ν εTη κα9 σ�µατα �γκρατ�στατα :χοι.
31 AM 66 (1941) 53–54: πατρ�δα µ8ν Π�ντον Κ2πρις κατ�χει, �µ8 δ8 �τθ9ς /

κρ2ψε πρ> jλικ�ας ∆ωρ�δα τ&ιδε τ�φωι.
32 Sybaris (no. 70), Siris (no. 69), Epidamnos (no. 79), Argos (no. 347),

Trapezous (no. 303), Paion (no. 288), Elis (no. 251), Athens (no. 361), Eretria
(no. 370), and Krannon (no. 400).
33 See Hansen (1997), (1998) 124–25.
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their regional a¶liations, since neitherMolossia nor Aitolia
was subdivided into poleis in C6f.
(2) In the Speech for the Crown Demosthenes has a

long list of men who have betrayed their patris to Philip
II (Dem. 18.295–96). His list of traitors is very similar to
the Herodotean list except that the “heading” patrides is
appended to, not prefaced to, the list. Again, it is a list
indicating the origins of various men, and again this ori-
gin amounts to statement of their patris. In a list con-
taining seven poleis34 that can properly be called patris
are included three regions (Thessalia, Arkadia and Euboia)
which, though each subdivided into poleis, are not them-
selves poleis and for which the designation patris fits less
well than it does for poleis proper.
(3) The applicationofpatris to thePeloponnesemayper-

haps be explained from the context in which it occurs. The
description of the Peloponnese as patris occurs in a speech
by the Arkadian federal politician Lykomedes of Mantinea,
who urges the Arkadian federal assembly to attempt an in-
dependent line in foreignpolicy instead of followingThebes
blindly. He is reported by Xenophon to have stated that
the Arkadians were the only ones for whom the Pelopon-
nese was the patris since they were the only autochthonous
people on the peninsula. So, the application here is clearly
propagandistic and promptedby thewell-established Arka-
dian tradition of autochthony.35
(4) The epigram that describes Phokis as the patris of a

Pythionikes (CEG ii 799 (c.300)) may profitably be com-
pared to another contemporary monument that celebrates
a Magnesian Pythionikes (CEG ii 855 (C4l)):

ΦωκεSς µ8ν γ�νος ε;µ�, π�λην δ1 µε Π2θ[ια πα!δας]
νικ&ντα �στεφ�νω[σε] ε;κ�νι [τ]�ιδε πατρ[�ς].

(CEG ii 799).

Μ�γνης µ8ν γενε�ν, στ�διον δ� µε Π2θια πα!δας
νικ&ντα �στεφ�νωσε ε;κ�νι τ�ιδε π�λις.

(CEG ii 855)

Obviously, in these two very similar epigrams the first two
syllables of the hexameterswere employed to state the origin
of the athlete. In the Magnesian case it works well since
the city-ethnic of Magnesia is exactly disyllabic. However,
of twenty-eight attested Phokian city-ethnics only a single
one is disyllabic (∆ελφ�ς). So unless the victor originated
from Delphi itself the author of the epigram had to come
up with an alternative proposal. His choicewas the regional

34 Argos (no. 347), Elis (no. 251), Messene (no. 318), Sikyon (no. 228), Corinth
(no. 227), Megara (no. 225) and Thebes (no. 221).
35 For Arkadian autochthony, seeNielsen (2002) 66–72. See also Kopp (1992)

172. Cf. also Dem. Epit. 4 for an association between patris and autochthony.

ethnic instead of a city-ethnic, and so Phokis was described
as patris since he also preferred πατρ�ς to π�λις for the
last two syllables of the pentameter. His reasons for this
preference can only be conjectured. Perhaps polis was felt
to sit less well with a regional ethnic such as Φωκε2ς than
was πατρ�ς. Possibly so, but it should be noted that one rare
usage of polis was in fact to apply it to larger regions such as
Thessalia or Sikelia or to multipolate islands such as Keos,
Cyprus or Euboia, and inparticular in verse “where poetical
expression matters more than terminological precision”.36
So polis would have been possible and perhaps patris was
not preferred for any particular reason but simply because
in many contexts it served as an emotional substitute for
polis.37
(5) According to Thuc. 6.4.6, Anaxilas of Rhegion

(reigned 494–476) renamedZankle “Messene” @π> τ�ς eαυ-
τοC τ> @ρχα!ον πατρ�δος, i.e. after the region of Messenia
in the Peloponnese. There were poleis in Messenia prior
to the partial liberation from Sparta in 369, but only four
(Aithaia (no. 312), Asine (no. 313), Mothone (no. 319) and
Thouria (no. 322)) can be confidently identified, and if
Anaxilas traced his Messenian ancestry back to the time of
theMessenian wars38 of the early Archaic period, therewere
probably not even four poleis in Messenia. It seems, again,
that a regional description was the only way to identify
Anaxilas’ “fatherland of olden times”.
(6) Unless “Pontos” was an alternative name for a polis

in the Black Sea area or an otherwise unknown polis,39
the description of Pontos as patris is a clear case of the
application of the term to a named entity which was not a
polis, though it is the only such unambiguous use.
To sum up: most of the applications of patris to regions

larger thana singlepolismaybe explained fromtheir context
as not wholly proper or slightly forced uses of the term,
but not all. However, even if we accept all six sources, the
number is still smallwhen compared to the eighty-fivepoleis
described as patris.

Re (4) The cosmopolitan view that a man’s patris is where
he wants to live is rare prior to the Hellenistic period
though not unattested.40 But to think of Hellas as one’s

ditional view that the patris is the polis where you were
patris is equally rare and runs equally counter to the tra-

36 Hansen (1998) 124–32. 37 See Nielsen (2004) 51, 69–74.
38 For Messenians in Rhegion in the early Archaic period: Heracl. Lemb. 55;

Strabo 6.1.6; Paus. 4.23.6. 39 Cf. CEG ii 528 ad loc.
40 Cf. Hansen, forthcoming, n. 1, citing Eur. frr. 774, 1034 (cf. fr. 1047); Ar.

Plut. 1151; Isoc. 4.81. See also the vehement denunciation of this view at Lys.
31.6.
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born and raised.41 The thought occurs most prominently
in Isokrates’ Panegyrikos 81,42 where the crusading rhetor
claims—contrary to all the facts—that the Greeks of the
Hellenic League who defeated the Persians had realised his
own ideal in Tδια µ8ν "στη τ<ς αGτ&ν π�λεις jγο2µενοι,
κοινBν δ8 πατρ�δα τBν mΕλλ�δα νοµ�ζοντες εMναι (“regarding
their own poleis simply as their individual cities, and being
of the opinion thatHellas was their commonpatris”).43But
even in Isokrates this is unique, and his normal view is the
traditional one which regards each individual polis as the
patris of its citizens.44

Re (2) Of the poleis included in this Inventory eighty-five45
are called patris in Archaicand Classical sources.46 It should
be immediately clear that in comparisonwith other entities
sometimes called patris this number is significant, and that
the regular and traditional use of patris is in reference to a
man’s polis, and patris may indeed be said to be a positive
emotional substitute for polis.47

41 Cf. Hom. Od. 10.415–17.
42 It may also be present in Aesch. Pers. 186, 403, but not emphatically so.

Cf. also Lycurg. Leoc. 104.
43 See the excellent comments of Buchner (1958) 89 on this extraordinary

passage. 44 Ibid.
45 All poleis of typeA, except four of type [A] (Phigaleia (no. 292); Krannon

(no. 400); Phalanna (no. 468); Kallatis (no. 686)); four of typeB ((Thelphousa
(no. 300); Samos the klerouchy (no. 865); Astypalaia (no. 476); Pholegandra
(no. 513)) and one of type C (Trapezous (no. 303)).
46 On this number, see Nielsen (2004) 64–65.

To conclude: Greeks of the Archaic and Classical periods
thought of their patris almost as a next of kin; it was the
sweetest thing on earth; it was theproper place to be buried;
it was what they lost by going into exile or regained by their
return; it was something for which they would lay down
their lives. It was, in short, an object of their love and
Greeks took pride in their patris. Though other entities
were very occasionally described as patris, the patris was in
the overwhelming majority of all cases the man’s polis, and
the term patrismay be said to function almost as a synonym
of polis. So, to a Greek the patris was his polis, and for his
polis he was expected to be ready to lay down his life. Let
it finally be noted that this conclusion is derived not only
from Athenian sources (which admittedly predominate in
this as in any discussion), but also from awide range of non-
Athenian sources.48The viewof patris presentedabove was,
then, in all probability one shared throughout the Greek
world.49

47 See further the discussion of the di·erent uses of patris as a synonym
for polis, ibid.
48 Aeneas Tacticus of Stymphalos (?), Anaximenes of Lampsakos, Aristotle

of Stagira, Gorgias of Leontinoi, Herodotos of Halikarnassos, Hesiodos of
Thespiai, Pindar of Thebes, Simonides of Keos, Stesimbrotos of Thasos, and
Theognis of Megara, and inscriptions from the Black Sea area, Boiotia, Cyprus,
Delphi, Egypt, Eretria, Kalymna, Knidos, Korkyra, Pella, Pharsalos, Pherai,
Thelphousa and the Dorian islands.
49 See further Nielsen (2004) 49 n. 5.
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The Number of Poleis

This Inventory comprises 1,035 communities, each certainly
or probably or possibly a polis in the Archaic and/or Classi-
cal periods. But not all were poleis at the same time. Some
early poleis had disappeared for good already in the Ar-
chaic period, e.g. Arisba on Lesbos (no. 768) swallowed up
by Methymna, presumably in C6, or Megara Hyblaia in
Sicily (no. 36), destroyed byGelon in 484. Other poleis were
founded in the course of the period covered by our inves-
tigation, e.g. Megalopolis (no. 282) synoecised in 368, or
developed to become a polis, e.g. Kassopa (no. 100) in C4m,
or took on board so many aspects of Hellenic civilisation
that they became Hellenised or at least partly Hellenised
poleis before the end of the Classical period, e.g. Xanthos
(no. 943). A reduction in the number of poleis in some
parts of the Hellenic world was counterbalanced by an in-
crease in other parts. In C6–C5 Euboia had about a dozen
poleis, but in C4m only four were left. Although it can-
not be proved, it is a fair guess that several small Arkadian
poleis disappeared or at least lost their polis status when
Megalopolis was synoecised in 368. Along the coasts of the
Adriatic Sea numerous new poleis were founded in C4f by
Dionysios I, but in the same period several of the neigh-
bours of Syracuse were destroyed and disappeared as poleis
for a shorter or longer period. And many of the Sicilian
communities included in this inventory becameHellenised
poleis only in the wake of Timoleon’s campaigns. Of all the
seventy-two Karian poleis recorded below, only a handful
were Hellenic colonies. The rest were indigenous commu-
nities which, in C4s, had become su¶ciently Hellenised to
count as poleis. But before Hellenisation gatheredmomen-
tum under the Hekatomnids in C4, many of these com-
munities were Karian cities and city-states, not Hellenised
poleis, and they would not have deserved inclusion if this
inventory had stopped in c.400. Nor would many of the
poleis in Epeiros.
Furthermore,we cannot be sure that all the communities

included in the Inventorywere actuallypoleis. Someof those
classified as a polis type C would undoubtedly be struck o·
the Inventory if we had had perfect sources. And even some
of the poleis type A arenot beyond doubt: some remotesites
in thePontic region, for example, are recordedin Ps.-Skylax

as a polis or even a polis Hellenis, but several are presumably
ghost-poleis, see 27 supra.
Conversely, we must take into account what theGermans

call a Dunkelzi·er, i.e. the di·erence between a number
actually attested in the scattered sources we have and the
estimated total numberwewould be able to record if we had
had perfect sources. There can be no doubt that a consid-
erable number of Archaic poleis have disappeared without
leaving any trace of their existence. Lesbos, for example,
may in C7 have had more than the six poleis mentioned by
Herodotos; cf. 1018 infra. The tradition was that there had
once been 100 poleis in Lakedaimon.1With the sources we
have, a maximum of twenty-four can be described.
Because of the constant transformation of the political

map of theHellenic world, the list of all poleis in the Archaic
and Classical periods must be supplemented with a list of
poleis in a given year, and the year we have chosen is 400.
It would be interesting to have a similar list for 480, i.e.
the line of separation between the Archaic and Classical
periods; but lack of sources makes it impossible to draw a
picture of the polis world in the year of Xerxes’ invasion of
Greece.
The list of poleis in 400 (see Index 10) omits all poleis

that had disappeared before 400 as well as all poleis that
were colonised or synoecised or Hellenised in the course
of the period 400–323. As the evidence stands, 862 of the
1,035 poleis were certainly or presumably or at least possibly
Hellenic poleis in the year when the 10,000mercenaries had
to fight their way back to Greece, when Elis was forced by
Sparta to surrender many of its dependencies, and when
Sokrates was about to stand trial in Athens. Of these 862
poleis, 437 are explicitly attested as poleis in sources of the
Classical period (type A), 221 are known to have performed
a number of activities characteristic of a polis (types [A]B
and B), and for 204 there are indications but no proof that
they were poleis both in the political and in the urban sense
of the term (types [A]C and C).

sumption is that, including aDunkelzi·er, the total number
A total of 862 poleis is a minimum figure, but the pre-

1 Strabo 8.4.11; Steph. Byz. 46.4, 87.16, etc. The source is probably Polemon’s
treatise:Περ9 τ&ν �ν Λακεδα�µονι π�λεων, SudaΠ 1888.
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of poleis in any one year can hardly have passed 1,000,2
and 1,500 poleis altogether, as we guessed when we started
the project in 1993, must be considered a maximum: i.e.
the number of all poleis from the beginning of the colonial
period in C8m down to the death of Alexander the Great
in 323.
The approach of the Polis Centre has been to find out

what the Greeks thought a polis was. Consequently, it is
pertinent to ask: did the Greeks c.400 know how many
poleis there were in the Hellenic world? If Agesilaos in 371
had asked Epameinondas how many poleis there were in
Boiotia,3 the Theban statesman might not have known the
exact number by heart, but we are convinced that there was
a right answer and that in a fewminuteshewould have been
able to come up with it. If you had put the same question to
an ordinary citizen in one of the Boiotian poleis, he might
not have been able to name the exact figure, no matter
how long he was given to state his answer; but he would
have known for sure of which polis he himself was a citizen,
and he would have known about all its neighbours and

2 According to Xenophon, the Thrakian Chersonesos was settled with 11 or
12 poleis c.400 (Hell. 3.2.10). There are 15 in the Inventory, of which, however,
one was not a polis in 400 and 5 are type [A]C. According to Demosthenes,
Philip II had 22 Phokian poleis dioecised in 346 (Dem. 19.123), towhichwemust
add Abai and Delphi. The Inventory comprises altogether 29 poleis of which 2
seem to have disappeared in 480 and 2 are classified as poleis type C. In these
and in several other regions all or almost all poleis are still identifiable.
3 For the (anecdotal?) exchange of words between Epameinondas and Age-

silaos in 371, see Paus. 9.13.2 and Plut. Ages. 28.1–3.

about the major Boiotian poleis. If you had asked him how
many Hellenic poleis there were altogether, he might have
missed the total indicated here by 100 per cent or more.4
The scholars in Aristotle’s Lykeion are probably the only
Greeks who could have come up with an educated guess,
and who may perhaps have asked the question. In some
respects this is not so di·erent from what we experience in
the modern world. A Member of Parliament in a modern
state would probably know that in 2002 there are close to
200 states in the world, 192 to be exact. An ordinary citizen,
even an educated one, would not know and might miss
the right figure by 100 per cent. A majority of the citizens
of the members of the EU are probably ignorant of how
many states there are in Europe. The di·erencebetween the
Greeks and us is that any citizen in a modern state can look
it up in a book or find it on the internet in a few minutes,
whereas we believe that no count was ever made of the
number of poleis in the Hellenic world until the Roman
Imperial period when, probably, the administrators would
know how many poleis there were in each of the Greek-
speaking provinces and new poleis were created by decree
of the emperor.5

4 The only adding up of poleis found in the sources, is Bdelykleon’s claim
that there were 1,000 poleis in the Delian League (Vesp. 707), but that is a
deliberate exaggeration.
5 Pallantion wasmade a polis by Antoninus Pius (Paus. 8.43.1). Hadrian sent

a letter to the citizens of Naryka in East Lokris in which he acknowledges the
polis status of Naryka (unpublished bronze stele in the Louvre).



Toponyms as Evidence for Polis Identity

While the LGPN editedby PeterFraser and ElaineMatthews
has revolutionised the study of Greek personal names, to-
ponyms and ethnics have not been systematically and com-
prehensively investigated since 1911, when G. E. Benseler
published the 3rd edition of W. Pape’s W•orterbuch der
griechischen Eigennamen.1 Since the name of a commu-
nity, in casu a polis, is an important aspect of its iden-
tity, each entry in the inventory begins with information
about what the polis was called and to what extent attesta-
tions of the name can contribute to the identification of the
community as a polis. One characteristic of ancient Greek
political communities is that they were called sometimes
by the toponym, sometimes by the ethnic, and the study of
the toponyms is inextricably bound upwith the studyof the
related ethnics.As arguedmost clearly byGschnitzer (1955),
there are basically two forms of ethnics: those derived from
an older toponym (Κορ�νθιος derived from Κ�ρινθος) and
those from which a new toponym is derived (�ρκ�ς gener-
ating �ρκαδ�α). Most of the toponyms generating ethnics
denoted a nucleated settlement, whereas toponyms derived
from ethnics denoted a region.2
This important observation must be modified in one re-

spect: the chronological sequence of the word-formation
is far from universal. The toponymΜαντιν�α, for example,
must have been derived from the ethnic Μαντινε2ς. If it
had been the other way round, the toponym Μαντιν�α
would have generated the ethnicΜαντινε�της, cf. Τεγ�α >
Τεγε�της,�σ�α >�σε�της, etc.3Conversely, the Bottiaians
lived originally in Bottia in Makedonia but emigrated and
settled down in western Chalkidike in a region called Bot-
tike. In this case the sequence was probably Βοττ�α > Βοτ-
τια!οι > ΒοττικK.4
Eventhough the sequenceof theword-formation isnot as

clear-cut as statedbyGschnitzer, it is still true and important
to note that some ethnics are related to a toponymdenoting
anurbansettlement, others toa toponymdenotinga region.

1 One exception is Zgusta (1984).
2 There is no need in this context to discuss other ethnics not related

to toponyms, e.g. the ethnics of the three Dorian phylai: Hylleis, Dymanes,
Pamphyloi.
3 B•olte (1930) 1291; Risch (1957) 66; Nielsen (2002) 169–70.
4 Gschnitzer (1955) 129–30.

Now, the nucleated settlement corresponding to the ethnic
was often the urban and political centre of a polis, but it
could alsobe a small townor a village lying in the territoryof
a polis, cf. Tamynai on Euboia or Tripodiskos inMegaris.5 It
is impossible linguistically to separate a toponym denoting
a polis from a toponym denoting a village or a town lying
in the territory of a polis. However, the distinction can be
ascertained by a number of other criteria, see 88 infra, and
it is this distinction that enables us to subdivide the related
ethnics into city-ethnics—i.e. ethnics corresponding to a
toponym denoting a polis—versus those sub-ethnics that
correspond to a toponym denoting a civic subdivision of a
polis, typically a demos or a kome. See 59–60 infra.
This chapter is about toponyms denoting a polis. That

is a topic not much debated in books and articles about
the concept of polis. In most accounts it is briefly stated
that the polis as a political community was named after
its people, and called by the city-ethnic in the nominative
plural, whereas the toponymwas used exclusively about the
urban centre of the polis.6 That is largely true, but there are
important exceptions, so important in fact that theymodify
the prevailing picture.
It is true that the toponym often signifies the nucleated

centre, i.e. the polis in the urban sense; but the polis town
had a hinterland and there are numerous attestations of
the toponym denoting the town plus its hinterland, i.e. the
territory of the polis;7 sometimes the toponym may even
denote the hinterland to the exclusion of its urban centre.8
Even more important is the fact that, contrary to the al-

5 Cf. Ταµ2ναι (Aeschin. 2.169), an Eretrian deme inhabited by the Ταµυ-
ναιε!ς (IG xii.9 249.iii.241); Τριποδ�σκος (Steph. Byz. 637.1), a Megarian kome
inhabited by the Τριποδ�σκιοι (Plut.Mor . 295B).
6 Gschnitzer (1955) 121–22; Finley (1984) 10. The observation goes back at

least to Tittmann (1822) 528.
7 Alope (no. 378), Thuc. 2.26.2; Ambrakia (no. 113), Ps.-Skylax 33; Chaironeia

(no. 201), Lycurg. 1.16; Elateia (no. 180), Theophr.HP 8.8.2; Epidauros (no. 348),
Thuc. 5.55.1;Haliartos (no. 206), Xen.Hell. 3.5.17; Kinyps (no. 1027),Hdt. 4.198.1;
Corinth (no. 227), Dem. 20.52; Lebadeia (no. 211), Xen. Mem. 3.5.4; Mantinea
(no. 281), Thuc. 5.64.4; Methydrion (no. 283), Thuc. 5.58.2; Mytilene (no. 798),
SEG 36 750.17; Orchomenos (no. 213), Thuc. 1.113.2; Panopeis (no. 190), Hdt.
8.34; Plataiai (no. 216), Xen. Hell. 5.4.48; Poteidaia (no. 598), Xen. Hell. 5.2.39;
Sikyon (no. 228), Hdt. 1.145; Tanagra (no. 220), Thuc. 1.108.1.
8 Apollonia (no. 545), Xen.Hell. 5.3.1; Argos (no. 347), Thuc. 4.133.2; Erochos

(no. 181), SEG 27 143; Oropos (no. 214), Hyp. 3.16; Phleious (no. 355), Xen.Hell.
4.4.15; Tanagra (no. 220), Thuc. 4.91, 7.29.2; Thebes (no. 221), Xen.Hell. 5.2.25.
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most universal modern orthodoxy,9 the toponymwas often
used synonymously with the city-ethnic to denote the com-
munity, i.e. the polis in the political sense.10
In treaties poleis identified by toponym are not com-

monly found, but there are some examples: in the C6l treaty
between the Sybaritai and the Serdaians the polisPoseidonia
is recorded as a guarantor of the agreement (Staatsvertr•age
120); in the Peace of Nikias six members of the Delian
League have the conditions for their membership defined
in the peace treaty and all six poleis are called by toponym:
Argilos, Stagiros, Akanthos, Skolos, Olynthos and Spartolos
(Staatsvertr•age 188 =Thuc. 5.18.5).
We know the members of the Delian League from the

Athenian tribute lists. Most are invariably recordedby their
ethnic; but thirty-twoare recorded sometimesby ethnic and
sometimes by toponym, and for no fewer than fifty-two
only the toponym is attested in the inscriptions we have.
To record a community by its toponym is attested more
frequently in the assessment decrees than in the tribute lists
(infra 112).
Coins were inscribed with the name of the issuing polis.

In the great majority of cases the legend is the ethnic, usu-
ally in the genitive plural, but twenty-one poleis used the
toponym as the name of their community; in seventeen
cases the toponym alternates with the ethnic; in four cases
the toponym is the only legend to be found on the coins
(infra 147).
In lists of theorodokoi the name of each theorodokos is

preceded by the name of his community recorded as a to-
ponym. The use of the toponym instead of the ethnic is
undoubtedly dictatedby the fact that the lists are itineraries
of the theoroi sent out from the Panhellenic sanctuary in
question to invite the poleis they visit to join the sacred
truce during the festival and to send a delegation to the
festival. But the theoroi to be hosted by the theorodokoiwere
sent out on a political mission, and each of the communi-
ties identified by the toponym must have been a political
community (infra 104).
In the speeches delivered in the Athenian assembly or

in the popular court, a polis in the political sense is al-
most always identified by its ethnic, but there are attesta-
tions of the toponym, which in this case must be treated as
exceptions.11

9 Which I shared myself until 1992; cf. Hansen (1991) 58.
10 Hansen (1993) 29 nn. 139–40 (the political sense); (1996) 38–39 (a brief
account of the political and the territorial senses); Whitehead (1996) (a full
account of the political sense).
11 Isoc. 15.109: Korkyra (no. 123); Dem. 20.61: Thasos (no. 526) and Byzantion
(no. 674).

The picture changes when we move from documents to
historians and philosophers.12
In all historians the toponym is frequently used in a

political sense. According to Herodotos, the Dorian pen-
tapolis comprisedLindos, Ialysos, Kamiros, Kos and Knidos
(1.144.3). Thucydides tells us about stasis inKerkyra (3.69.2),
Rhegion (4.3.1) and Akragas (7.46), not stasis among the
Akragantians, etc. In his paraphrase of the King’s Peace of
386, Xenophon lists Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros as poleis
exempted from the autonomia clause (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31 =
Staatsvertr•age 242). For a long list of attestations from the
threemajor historians, see Whitehead (1996), to which can
be added examples from fragments of other historians:
Ephoros mentions the tyrants of Pherai, not the Pheraians
(fr. 95), and the Oxyrhynchus historian (=Theopompos?)
uses amixture of ethnics and toponyms inhis descriptionof
the Boiotian federal constitution: of the elevenBoiotiandis-
tricts, one consisted of the Haliartioi, the Lebadeis and the
Koroneis, another of Akraiphnion, Kopai and Chaironeia
(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The shift from city-ethnic to toponym
is just a stylistic variation which shows that the di·erence
between the ethnic and the toponymmust not be overem-
phasised.
Perhaps unexpectedly, philosophers o·er the propor-

tionately highest number of examples. Admittedly, topo-
nyms and ethnics do not abound in Plato’s dialogues, but
there are numerous passages in which the Athenian and
Spartan states are identified by the toponym, not by the
city-ethnic.13
In Aristotle’s Politics book 5, which all the way through

treats the polis as a political community, the most common
way of naming a polis is by the phrase �ν+toponym in
the dative; thus, Aristotle mentions j �ν mΗρακλε�Vα στ�σις
(1306a37) or j �ν Χ�Eω fλιγαρχ�α (1306b5), and he has �ν
mΡ�δEω $ δ�µος (1302b32) instead of $ mΡοδ�ων δ�µος as one
would expect (cf. Dem. 15.15, 28). In the book the use of the
toponymtodenote a polis in thepolitical sense outnumbers
the use of the city-ethnic by at least two to one.
Finally, examples from poetry are less significant because

every attestationmay be treated as an instance ofmetonymy
or poetic personification.
To conclude: the use of toponyms to signify sometimes

the town, sometimes the territoryand sometimes thepolity

12 For the category of documents to cover speeches delivered in the assembly
and the court, see Hansen (2001).
13 Lakedaimon used about the polis in the political sense:Cri. 52E; Alc. 121A;

Hp. mai. 284A; Resp. 599D; Minos 320B; Leg . 628E, 636E, 683D, 712D. Athens:
Hipp. 229B; Ep. 336D. For Sparta and Athenai juxtaposed, see Leg . 753A.
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matches the use of the term polis to signify either the town
or the territory or the polity. And the three di·erent senses
in which toponyms are found puts into perspective three
aspects of the polis that we find important and want to
emphasise throughout this inventory: (1) the emphasis on

the urban centre as the heart of the polis, (2) town and
community as almost indistinguishable aspects of the polis,
and (3) the close connection between the urban centre of
the polis and its hinterland which, together, constitute the
territory of the polis.
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Ethnics as Evidence for Polis Identity

A prominent aspect of the Greek polis was its name, and
the huge onomastic material preserved in literature and on
stone isprobably the richest sourcewehave for the fragmen-
tation of the Hellenic world into poleis. Whenever citizens
from di·erent poleis gathered together, the obvious way of
identifying an individual was to call him by his polis and to
use an adjectival form of the name of his polis as a kind of
surname to be added to his name. Moreover, since the polis
in the sense of “state” was a community of citizens rather
than a country, the usual way of naming a polis was to use
the nominative plural of an adjectival form of the name of
the city as the o¶cial name of the community itself and to
use the toponymas the name of its urban centre. Thus a citi-
zen of Ambrakia was called �µπρακι�τας,1 and the name
of his polis was (ο�) �µπρακι&ται,2 whereas the toponym
�µβρακ�α was mostly used about the urban centre of the
community.3Although the collective use of the adjective is
the more important in a historical investigation of political
communities, most problems of classification and identifi-
cation are connectedwith the individual use, and therefore
the first and longer part of this chapter will be devoted to
personal names.4

1. The Ethnic Used Individually as
the Name of a Citizen

A. Name, Patronymic and Ethnic 5

The full name of a Greekcitizen living in a polis consistedof
his ownname (onoma), his father’s name (inscholarly prac-

This chapter is a condensed and updated version of Hansen (1996).

1 ΠολυµKδης Τ�λλυος �µπρακι�τας (CID ii 4.iii.27–28).
2 With the article: Thuc. 1.46.1–2; without the article: ML 27.11.
3 �µβρακ�α π�λις mΕλλην�ς. @π�χει δ1 αiτη @π> θαλ�ττης στ�δια π́ (Ps.-

Skylax 33). For the numerous exceptions, see 55–57 supra.
4 For a brief but penetrating survey, see Fraser (1995).
5 In this section, as in the others, we try to restrict the treatment to the

Archaic and Classical periods. We have, however, to discuss some Hellenis-
tic inscriptions as well because they have often—and sometimes with good
reason—been used retrospectively as evidence of Archaic and Classical institu-
tions and naming habits.

tice: patronymikon),6and the name of his polis (in scholarly
practice: ethnikon) or a subdivision of his polis (in scho-
larly practice: demotikon).7 In the strict sense the name of
an adult free Greek citizen was just his onoma and the ad-
dition of patronymic and/or ethnic/demotic was dictated
by the context.8 In cases of homonymity, to avoid mistaken
identity when a citizen’s name appeared alongside those
of fellow citizens, his father’s name was often added to
the name itself, and in some poleis membership of a civic
subdivision could be added to his name and patronymic.9
When a citizen’s name appeared alongside those of citizens
from otherpoleis, his polis a¶liation was added to thename
(and patronymic),10 and in poleis that internally recorded
a citizen’s membership of a civic subdivision, the polis af-
filiation usually replaced the civic subdivision.11 In some
cases, however, his a¶liation with a region was added to,12
or replaced,13his polis a¶liation. For non-Greeks therewas
a fourth possibility, namely to be named after a whole na-

6 At Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 3.48.2 πατρωνυµικ�ν refers to the Roman fa-
mily name. In Etym.Magn. 165.38· πατρωνυµικ�ν is used about names such as
�τρε�δης, not about the father’s name in the genitive case.
7 For a discussion of the problem to what extent the ethnic was part of the

name, see Hansen (1996) 176–78.
8 Ibid. Name: Χαρµαντ�δης (IG i3 1328 bis); name and patronymic: Μικ�ων

mΗρακλε�δο (IG i3 1327); name and demotic: mΙεροκ<λ>�ς Κεφαλ�θεν (IG i3
1331); name, patronymic and demotic: ΛCσις ∆ηµοκρ�τος Α;ξωνε2ς (SEG 34
199); name and city-ethnic: mΗφα�στης Χ!ος (IG i3 1345); name, patronymic
and city-ethnic:, Α;σχρ�ων Φιλ�σκο Κν�διος (IG i3 1346); name and regional
ethnic: Κ�φαλος Θεσαλ�ς (IG i3 1375); name, patronymic and regional ethnic:
ΝουµKνιχος mΗρακλε�του Βοι�τιος (IG ii2 8419).
9 AJP 56 (1935) 358–72 is aC4l list ofmany hundredKolophonian contributors

to the rebuilding of the walls. All have a patronymic added to their name, and
a handful or so have a name indicating their genos added to their name and
patronymic, e.g. �ρτεµ�δωρος Γεροντ�δεω (642), �ρτεµ�δωρος mΕκατων2µου
(616), �ρτεµ�δωρος mΕκατων2µου mΗγητορ�δης (865–66), cf. the note on page
372 and infra n. 15).
10 Cf. the C4m list of Karthaian proxenoi (IG xii.5 542). The preserved frag-
ment contains the names of some 50 citizens from 27 poleis, and each proxenos
is recorded by name, patronymic and city-ethnic.
11 The Athenian statesmanAristophon appears with his demotic in the decree
he moved in 343/2 (IG ii2 224.6–7: �ριστοφ&ν �ριστοφ�νους �ζηνιε2ς) but as
an Athenian in the Karthaian list of proxenoi (IG xii.5 542.43–44: �ριστοφ&ν
�ριστοφ�νους �θηνα!ος).
12 See the C4f Delphic list of contributions to the rebuilding of the temple of
Apollo,CID ii 12.i.67:�κουσ�ας Μ�δωνος Θεσσαλ>ς �ξ |Ορθου; ii.1:Κλε�µαντις
ΚαφυιεSς �ρχ�ς; ii.31–32: ∆ιον2σιος Καλλικλ�ους Κε!ος �ξ 1Ιουλ�δος.
13 In the C4l list of victors in the Lykaia in Arkadia (IG v.2 549–50) all
Arkadians are called by their regional ethnic (�ρκ�ς) whereas all foreigners are
called by their city-ethnic, e.g.�θηνα!ος,�ργε!ος.
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tion:Α;γ2πτιος,ΘρV%ξ, mΡωµα!ος.14But that need not detain
us, since we are dealing with names of Greeks, not barbar-
ians.
Thepurposeof thenameand thepatronymicwas to iden-

tify the person as an individual di·erent from everybody
else. The third part of the name, however, often served the
opposite purpose: it indicated membership of a group,15
which was never the family, as one might have expected,
but either a “clan” (e.g. a genos), a “brotherhood” (e.g.
a phratria), a “lineage” (patra), a “tribe” (e.g. a phyle),
a municipality (e.g. a demos), a state (e.g. a polis) or a
whole region (often called ethnos). True, the word genos
usually denotes a “family” or a “clan”,16 and etymolog-
ically phratria is derived from the Indo-European word
for “brother” and patra from the word for “father”.17 But
whenever genos or phratria or patra are used in a technical
sense for civic subdivisions, they refer to artificial groups,
not surviving kinship organisations,18 and accordingly the
personal names corresponding to the names of gene or
phratriai, though mostly patronymic in form, cannot be
taken as evidence of family names.19 Thus, apart from the
patronymikon, which usually changed every generation,20
the Greeks did not use family names as the Romans did or
as we do, and hereditary family names added to the name

14 <mΕ>ρµα!ος Α;γ2πτιος (IG i3 1341 bis); mΕκατα!ος Ζων�ου Θρ%ιξ (I.Iasos
191.12); Σ�ρδων mΡωµα!ος (IG ix.2 115.25).
15 In lists of names each consisting of an onoma and a patronymikon the

occasional addition of a third part, indicating e.g. a civic subdivision, must
have served the purpose of distinguishing between two homonymous persons,
cf. n. 9. But in lists in which every person is recorded with his demotikon or
ethnikon the principal purpose must have been to indicate membership of a
group; see, e.g., the ethnics in theC4 lists of victors in the Amphiareia inOropos
(I.Oropos 520 (329/8)) or the demotics in the Eretrian lists of citizens of C4l/
C3e (IG xii.9 240–54).
16 Family: "τιµος :στω κα9 α3τ>ς κα9 γ�νος τ> �ξ �κε�νου (SEG 12 87.20–21);

clan: τ[>] γ�νος τ> Ε3µο[λπιδ]&ν (IG ii2 1231.14–15).
17 Chantraine (1980) 864 (π�τρα) and 1226 (φρατρ�α).
18 On the genos, see Roussel (1976) 87–88, adducing the Samian gene as

an example (IG xii.6 17.30 and 30.28); for the equation between the genos, a
body hereditary by nature, and the hekatostys, an obviously artificial numerical
grouping, see Shipley (1987) 284–85; Bourriot (1976) i. 14–17; ii. 1380 adduces
the 360 gene in Archaic Attika as an example of artificial gene used as civic
subdivisions (Arist. Ath. Pol. fr. 3). On the artificial nature of phratriai, see
Lambert (1993) 9–10 and Cordano (1992) 91. On patrai, see Andrewes (1957);
Gabrielsen (1997) 131–49.
19 An obvious parallel is the use of hereditary bynames in Ireland. From the

fourth century ad onwards it was common to use surnames prefixed by Mac
or O’, e.g. O’Neill; see Hanks and Hodges (1988) xxv–xxvi: “These surnames
originally signified membership of a clan, but with the passage of time, the
clan system became less distinct, and surnames came to identify membership
of what is called a ‘sept’: a group of people all living in the same locality, all
bearing the same surname, but not necessarily descended from a common
ancestor.”
20 Except when a son had his father’s name, e.g. ∆ηµοσθ�νης ∆ηµοσθ�νους.

In other cases the onoma and the patronymikon could alternate for several
generations; cf. e.g. tρµ�διος i–iv alternating with πρ�ξενος i–iv, stemma in
Kirchner (1901–3) i. 152.

and patronymic are unattested. There are only a few excep-
tional attestations of the grandfather’s name being recorded
after the patronymic.21 The common way of indicating a
person’s lineage was in the form of a partitive genitive in
the plural and not as an integral part of the name itself; cf.,
for example, one of the ostraka from the Athenian Agora
cast against amember of the Alkmaionidai: [�λκ]µεον[ιδο„ ν
Καλ]λ�χσεν[ος �ρ]ιστο[ν2µο] (Hesperia 19 (1950) 389 no.
30) or Herodotos’ mention of a member of the Skopadai:
τ&ν Σκοπαδ�ων ∆ιακτορ�δης Κρανν�νιος (Hdt. 6.127.4).
To conclude: in addition to the patronymic, we have

basically three types of appellation added to the name itself,
namely: one denoting a subdivision of a polis, one denoting
the polis itself, and one denoting units larger than the polis.

B. Sub-Ethnics

Orthodox terminology is restricted to two terms: demotikon
and ethnikon. This is, in our opinion, unsatisfactory. De-
motikon is a term inventedbymodernhistoriansand it is too
narrow by being restricted to names related to one specific
type of civic subdivision only, viz. the demos; the ethnikon,
on the other hand, is too broad inmeaning because it covers
names related to poleis as well as names related to regions.
The ethnikon must be subdivided into two di·erent types,
and in addition to the demotikon, we must invent a more
general term that denotes all names related to units smaller
than the polis.
Demotics in the strict sense, that is names derived from

toponyms which denote demoi, are found only in Attika,
Euboia, Rhodes and a few otherplaces. But side by side with
demotics, we must study the common habit in many parts
of the Hellenic world of supplementing a name and, some-
times, a patronymic with a name denoting a tribe (phyle), a
village (kome), a “brotherhood” (phratria), a “lineage” (pa-
tra), a “clan” (genos), or some other artificial subdivision,
like a pentekonstys, a hekatostys, a chiliastys, or a symmo-
ria.22 As a comprehensive term to denote all such names,

21 See e.g.Μεγακλ�ς hιπποκρ�τος �λκµεον�δο inscribedonanostrakon from
Kerameikos (MdI 106 (1991) 153). The παππωνυµικ�ν (cf. Suda Α 1276) is more
frequently attested in later periods.
22 Examples of various subdivisions of a polis used with personal names:

a demos: 1Ελπ!νος ∆υστ�(θεν) (IG xii.9 191.B.6 (C4l), Eretria, cf. Knoepfler
(1997) 355–71); a kome:Σουσαρ�ων . . . Gι>ς Φιλ�νου Μεγαρ�θεν Τριποδ�σκιος
(Sousarion fr. 1, West); a phyle: [----]ν <1Ε>γγυδ�χο Hυλλε2ς (SEG 39 411.26
(C5l), Megara); a phratria: �ριστ�ων 1Εριλα�ς (IG iv2.1 49.14–15 (C4–C3), Ep-
idauros, cf. Jones, POAG 107–8); a patra: Κλε�δαµος ∆ωριε2ς (SEG 30 355.5
(C4l), Argos, cf. Pi‹erart (2000) 297–301); a genos: �πολλ�νιος �πολλοδ�ρου
ΠροµKθειος (AJP 56 (1935) no. 1 lines 631–32 (C4l), Kolophon, cf. Robert (1969)
1241–43); a pentekostys:Λ�αιθος Κλεωνα� (SEG 30 355.3 (C4l), Argos, cf. Pi‹erart
(2000) 300–1); a hekastostys: ∆ιον2σιος Πασ�ωνος mΕκατοστ2ς Κυνοσουρ�[ς]
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including demotics, we suggest sub-ethnic,23 whereas the
termdemotikon, or demotic in English, should be restricted
to names indicating membership of a deme proper.
What is commonto the various typesof sub-ethnic isfirst

that they are based on some kind of civic subdivision, and
second that they are restrictedto citizens. It is characteristic
that the sub-ethnics, all designating a group smaller than a
polis, were invariably applied to politai, that is to full mem-
bers of a polis, and furthermore, to citizens operatingwithin
their own polis. As far as we know, there is no attestation
of a name signifying a phratria or a phyle or a demos, etc.
being applied to a slave; and examples of Athenian women
identified by a demotic in the nominative case are few and
so late that the notion of citizenship had lost its original
meaning.24 Rhodian women of citizen status are regularly
recordedwith a feminine demotic but, again, all attestations
are Hellenistic or later.25 Also, a citizen would only use his
sub-ethnic when he was at home; there are scattered attes-
tations of citizens identified by ethnics within their own
polis26 or by sub-ethnics outside their own polis,27 but as
a rule, whenever a citizen was abroad, the sub-ethnic was
commonly replaced by an ethnic denoting his polis.28

(IG iv2.1 42.18–21 (C3l), Megara); a chiliastys: �ριστοκρ[�της Αριστ]οκρ�του
Σιµ�νηο[ς] (I.Ephesos 906.13–14 (C1), Ephesos, cf. Jones, POAG 312–13); a sym-
moria (combined with a pyrgos): �ρτ�µ<ω>ν τοC Φιλα�ου Π2ργου Φιλα�δης
(CIG 3064 =PEP Teos 79.9 (C3–C2), Teos, cf. Jones, POAG 306–8).

23 At the symposion in Copenhagen in August 1995 I o·ered a prize to the
participant who could invent a suitable term. Dr. James Roy coined the term
sub-ethnic and won the prize (a bottle of good Australian red wine).
24 IG ii26781:Σειλ�α 1Εαρ�νη Μαραθων�α, second centuryad; seeVestergaard

et al. (1992) 8 with n. 7.
25 Migeotte (1993); cf. Fraser (1995) 69–70; cf. SEG 27 461 (C4l–C3e) and 480

(Hell.).
26 The internal use of the individual city-ethnic occurs when a citizen in

his own polis is recorded alongside citizens from other poleis, cf. �ρισταγ�ρας
∆ελφ�ς in the Delphic neopoioi accounts (CID ii 10.i.10 (357/6)). Furthermore,
“throughout the Greek world sculptors signed their bases, even in their home-
city, by their ethnic” (Fraser (1995) 72). In Index 8, attestations of the individual
and internal use of the city-ethnic are marked Ii.
27 IG ii2 230: mΙπποσθ�ν[ης] Μ[ι]νθ(ουντ�θεν) and several other Eretrians

recorded in the Attic copy of a treaty between Eretria and Athens concluded
in 341/40. Μινθουντ�θεν is one of more than 50 Eretrian demes. SEG 30 355, an
Argive proxeny decree of C4l for an Athenian recorded as Π�µφιλον Α;σχ2του
Ξυπεται&να �θηνα!ον. Cf. �ριστοκρ�την Χ�ρητ[ος �θη]να!ον Θορ�κιον in a
C4m proxeny decree from Paros (SEG 48 1135.12–13).
28 In the C4 Delphic accounts published in CID ii almost all the persons

recorded are foreigners; 141 di·erent ethnics are attested, 109 city-ethnics and 32
regional ethnics, but not one single sub-ethnic. Olympic victors were recorded
with the name of their polis added to the name and patronymic (IvO 165; P Oxy.
222, 2381). In one single case it has been suggested that a victor was identified by
the name of his deme. At 7.17.7 Pausanias quotes the following epigram: Ο;ν�α
Ο;β�τας στ�διον νικ&ν Pδ1 �χαι>ς πατρ�δα Π�λειαν θ�κ1 fνοµαστοτ�ραν (by
winning the foot-race Oibotas of Achaia, the son of Oinias, made his fatherland
Paleia more famous). The epigram commemorates a victory of (allegedly) 756,
inscribed on a statue base set up in 460 (Paus. 6.3.8). Paleia is usually taken tobe
a demos belonging to Dyme (Jones, POAG 132). The presumption is, however,
that Paleia was originally a self-governing community and only later subsumed

C. The Regional Ethnic versus the
City-Ethnic

The traditional term ethnikon is commonly used to cover
two very di·erent categories: first the ethnikon proper, i.e.
an ethnikon denoting one or more persons belonging to
a people inhabiting a region (Βοιωτ�ς, �ρκ�ς, Φωκε2ς),
or a part of a region (Μαιν�λιος, �ποδωτ�ς)29 or a geo-
graphical unit much larger than a region (ΠελοποννKσιος,
Σικελι�της),30 etc., and second the ethnikonwhich denotes
oneormorepersons inhabitingapolis:�θηνα!ος,Κορ�νθιος,
Θεσπιε2ς, Ταναγρα!ος.
The ancients, and Stephanos of Byzantion in particu-

lar, made no distinction between the two di·erent types
and used the term �θνικ�ν indiscriminately about e.g. the
Boiotians (Steph. Byz. 174.3) and the Akraiphnians (Steph.
Byz. 63.5). The modern practice of applying the term to the
people inhabiting a region as well as to the citizens of a
polis is probably borrowed directly from Stephanos’ lexicon
and has no other authority. But the word �θνικ�ν is late and
rare, and Stephanos’ use of it is rather idiosyncratic. The
first attestation of �θνικ�ν is in Strabo, who uses the term in
a very di·erent way, namely to distinguish β�ρβαροι from
}Ελληνες (Strabo 14.2.28).
Both for our understanding of the use of personal names

and for an investigation of the nature of the Greek polis
it is extremely helpful to distinguish between the two dif-
ferent types of ethnic.31 First, as pointed out by Ditten-
berger (1906) 167–68, the distinction is borne out by a
linguistic observation. Some ethnics he designates as pri-
mitive Volksnamen, such as �ρκ�ς, Λοκρ�ς, ΘρV%ξ; others,
however, are Ableitungen von Ortsnamen such as Μεγαρε2ς
and �θηνα!ος. An ethnic designating a citizen of a polis
is typically von einem Ortsnamen abgeleitet and becomes
the name of what Gschnitzer has called an Ortsgemeinde.32
The city-ethnic was typically an adjective or a substan-

under Dyme (Meyer (1949)). Furthermore, all the evidence we have for demes
in Achaia comes from Strabo and Pausanias, and in this and other cases it is
illegitimate to project their site-classifications back into theArchaic period. For
a list of the ethnic �θηνα!ος recorded on gravestones found outside Attika, see
Hansen (1982) 187–88.

29 IG v.2 1.16 (C4f): Μαιν�λιοι tγ�ας, Ε3γειτον�δας, Ξενοφ&ν (Arkadian
sub-tribe); Thuc. 3.100.1: Τε�σανδρον τ>ν �ποδωτ�ν (Aitolian sub-tribe).
30 CID ii 32.44 (326/5): �ριστοµKδης Πελοπονν�σιος, in fact a Sikyonian

(CID ii 100.i.4–5) who in the Amphiktyonic Council filled one of the two seats
assigned to the Dorians; IG ii2 10287 (C4f): �πολλων�δης Ε3αιν�το Σικελι�της.
31 Hansen (1995) 45–51; Nielsen (1996) 117–32.
32 Gschnitzer (1955) 134: “Aus der Beobachtung der Namenbildung, des

Verh•altnisses zwischen den Orts- und L•ander- namen einerseits, den Ver-
bandnamen (Ethnika) andererseits, haben wir zwei Haupttypen griechischer
Gemeinwesen unterscheiden gelernt: die aus nachbarschaftlichen Bindungen
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tive derived from a toponym, i.e. the name of a polis,
e.g. Μεγαρε2ς derived from Μ�γαρα, Ναυκρατ�της derived
from Να2κρατις, Κορ�νθιος derived from Κ�ρινθος, Λαµ-
ψακην�ς derived from Λ�µψακος, and mΡηγ!νος derived
from mΡKγιον.33 The toponym from which a city-ethnic
could be derived was mostly the name of a town, but it
could also be, e.g., the name of a river34 or a mountain,35 or
a valley36 or a whole region.37 The ethnic denoting a whole
region, on the other hand, is mostly of the primitive Volks-
namen type, and becomes the name of what Gschnitzer
and others call a Stammesgemeinde, so that we are faced
with the reverse phenomenon: in the Stammesgemeinde it
is the name of the region that is derived from the name
of the people inhabiting the region. For exceptions to the
chronogical sequence, see 55 supra.
Second, that theGreekswere conscious of this distinction

between two forms of ethnic is apparent from the fact that,
sometimes, the two di·erent types are combined to form
a fourfold name so that the full name consists of onoma,

hervorgegangenen Ortsgemeinden und die in die Zeit vor der Landnahme
zur•uckreichenden Stammesgemeinden.”

33 Substantives end in either -ε2ς or -της (-τας); adjectives in -ιος, -ην�ς or
-!νος. See Dittenberger (1906) 168; Risch (1957); Gschnitzer (1983). Instead of
an adjective derived from a toponym the city-ethnic could take the form of
a prepositional group, typically �ξ plus the name of the polis in the genitive
case. In almost all cases the two forms are used synonymously, sometimes
even about the same person when mentioned in di·erent contexts; cf. e.g.
Nikasichares of Plataiai, who is called Νικασιχ�ρης Πλαταιε2ς when listed as
Naopoios (CID ii 122 col. 2.7) but Νικασιχ�ρης Βοι�τιος �κ Πλαται%ν in a
proxeny decree (F.Delphes iii.3 116). Or compare two almost contemporary
Athenian sepulchral inscriptions commemorating citizens from the small Boi-
otian polisof Skaphlai (no. 204), of which one hasΣκαφλε2ς (IG ii2 11202 (C4f))
and the other �Σκαφλ�ων (IG ii2 11654 (C4m)). In this chapter all examples
illustrate the use of the adjectival form and we cite no further examples of �ξ+
toponym.
34 The ethnicΓελE&ος (Thuc. 6.4.4) is derived from Γ�λα, the name of a river,

and the polis Γ�λα was named after the river, as stated by Thucydides at 6.4.3
and confirmed by the coins which have the legend ΓΕΛΑΣ, the name of the
river-god (Jenkins (1970) 165). But even in this case the presumption is that
the ethnic ΓελE&οςwas derived directly from Γ�λα, the name of the community
(Thuc. 7.80.2) and the town (Hdt. 7.153.2), and thus only indirectly from the
name of the river.
35 The ethnicΛ�τµιος (Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.57) is derived from $ Λ�τµος, the

mountain in Karia (Hecat. fr. 239 =Strabo 14.1.8), beneath which was j Λ�τµος,
the homonymous polis (SEG 47 1563.7–8 (C4l)) whose citizens were called ο�
Λ�τµιοι (SEG 47 1563.14).
36 The ethnic 1Ηλε!οι is derived from ~Ηλις, the valley (\%λις), a toponym

designating both the entire region between Achaia, Arkadia and Triphylia and
the town of Elis (synoecised in 471). In this case both the ethnic \αλε!οι (ML
27.9) and the name of the town ~Ηλις must be derived from the name of
the region, and the ethnic is probably older than the name of the town, see
Gschnitzer (1955) 125–26.
37 e.g.Λακεδαιµ�νιοςderived fromΛακεδα�µων, undoubtedly because in this

case a whole region had been united to form one polis.Λακεδα�µων, however,
denotes not only the region, but also its urban centre (Hdt. 1.82.1). Note that
alongside Λακεδα�µων (Pl. Resp. 599D) and Λακεδαιµ�νιοι (Thuc. 5.23.1) the
toponym Σπ�ρτη (Ar. Av. 814–15; Hdt. 7.234.2) and the city-ethnic Σπαρτι%ται
(Thuc. 1.132.1) were also used as names of the Spartan state.

patronymikon, ethnikon denoting a region and ethnikon de-
noting a polis.38
Therefore, we suggest that we distinguish between two

types of ethnic: the regional ethnic or ethnic proper denoting
an ethnos, that is either a people or a tribe inhabiting either a
whole region (e.g.�ρκ�δες,Α;τωλο�, 1Επειρ&ται) or a part
of a region (e.g.Παρρ�σιοι,�ποδωτο�,�ρκτ%νες)39 and, on
the other hand, the city-ethnic denoting the polis to which
the named person belonged.40 In contradistinction to sub-
ethnics and city-ethnics, both invariably connected with
bodies which were administrative and political entities, the
regional ethnics sometimes designated areas, particularly
islands, which were divided between several poleis, each
with its own city-ethnic (e.g. Λ�σβιος,41 Κεφαλλ�ν) and
sometimes inhabited by people who did not even belong
to the same ethnos (e.g. Σικελι�της, Ε3βοιε2ς, cf. Meyer
(1967) 398)).
Sub-ethnics are attested in a few poleis only.42 In most

Hellenic poleis the name of a citizen inside his polis seems
to have consisted of an onoma towhich, especially in public
documents,wasoftenaddedapatronymic,43but hardly ever
a sub-ethnic. Theuse of sub-ethnicswas virtually unknown
in theArchaic period, and in theClassicalperiod itwas com-
monly used in a few poleis only, principally Athens, Eretria
and Argos. There are haphazard occurrences from other
poleis, but at least sometimes their purpose is just to distin-
guish between otherwise homonymous persons44 and not
universally to record the citizens’membershipof acivic sub-
division. In the few poleis in which sub-ethnics were used,
the civic subdivisions from which the sub-ethnics were de-
rived are often attested in inscriptions of the Archaic and,
especially, the Classical periods, while the sub-ethnics are
found only in Hellenistic and Roman inscriptions, and the
presumption is that, in many cities, the use of sub-ethnics
was often a convention introduced in theHellenistic period.

38 Lazzarini 374.1: [1Ε]π�δδαλος τfπ�[λλονι]Βοι�τιος �χς 1Ερχ[οµενο„ ] (C5f);
IvO 147 (Paus. 6.10.8–9): Τ�λλων ∆αKµονος �ρκ<ς 1Ορεσθ�σιος (472), and see
supra n. 12.
39 The Παρρ�σιοι in Arkadia (Thuc. 5.33.1), the �ποδωτο� in Aitolia (Thuc.

3.100.1) and the �ρκτ%νες in Epeiros (SEG 15 384 (C4f)).
40 For the term “city-ethnic”, see Fraser and R•onne (1957) 93, 95–96. In

CPCActs 2: 63 n. 189 we coined the term politikon to replace ethnikon denoting
a polis. On reflection, we prefer to use an existing term instead of adding to the
confusion by creating a new one.
41 For the view that there was some kind of a Lesbian federation, see Robert

(1969) 816–26.
42 The evidence for sub-ethnics is reviewed in Hansen (2004).
43 See the selection of lists of magistrates, proxenoi and naturalised citizens

in Michel 645–68 and the list of priests and theoroi nos. 857–78. The chapters
comprise 46 inscriptions from all parts of Greeceand, with the exception of no.
861 (= IG iv 517, see supra) the patronymic is invariably recorded.
44 The gene of Kolophon and the use of unidentified sub-ethnics in Styra.
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The restrictions on the use of the sub-ethnics were the same
everywhere: theywere almost invariablyused inside thepolis
and only by fellow citizens, not by foreigners, and they are
hardly ever attested outside the polis itself.45

D. City-Ethnics

The most common form of ethnic used in Greek inscrip-
tions of all periods and from all places is the city-ethnic,
i.e. an ethnic derived from or at least related to a toponym
which denotes a polis. Occasionally the city-ethnic is iden-
tical with the toponym and in such cases it is di¶cult,
sometimes impossible, to decide whether an occurrence of
the form is the toponym or the city-ethnic.46
The ubiquitous use of city-ethnics is dictated by—and

testifies to—the political subdivision of the Hellenic world
into poleis and the constant communication between citi-
zens from di·erent poleis. Resident foreigners, often from
other poleis, constituted an important element in the popu-
lationof the standardGreek polis.47Furthermore, the inces-
sant interaction between the poleis in diplomacy, in trade,
in religion and in sports entailed that citizens fromdi·erent
poleis all the time had to be mentioned side by side in docu-
ments of various kinds. In such cases it was customary all
over the Greek world to use city-ethnics for identification,
and accordingly, even in regions where the prevailing habit
was to use name and patronymic only, there is some evi-
dence of city-ethnics being applied both to citizens and to
foreigners.48
A citizen was identified by his city-ethnic when he was

abroad on public mission,49 or represented his polis in one
of the Panhellenic games50 or when, in his own polis, he

45 For Rhodos, see Fraser (1995) 75; for the exceptional recording of Eretrian
demesoutside Eretria, see e.g. IG ii2 230withW.Wallace’s comments inHesperia
16 (1947) 145.
46 e.g.∆ελφο� (no. 177), 1Ερωχ>ς (no. 181),Παραποτ�µιοι (no. 188),Πανοπε2ς

(no. 190),Πεδιε!ς (no. 189), all in Phokis;Μαργανε!ς (no. 259) in Elis;Λε�ντινοι
(no. 33) in Sicily and Θο2ριοι (no. 74) in Italy. Passages in which it is particu-
larly di¶cult to distinguish between toponym and ethnic include Thuc. 2.30.2
(the four poleis on Kephallenia (nos. 125, 132, 135, 136)), Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 30
(Marganeis); Hell. Oxy. 21.5 (Pedieis) and SEG 48 1027 (Labrys (no. 702)).
47 Arist. Pol. 1326a18–20. Even the minute polis of Koresia on Keos had legal

requirements concerning metics and manumitted slaves (IG xii.5 547.9–11).
48 City-ethnics were not commonly used as part of the name in Boiotia,

but are attested in, e.g., dedications from Ptoion: SEG 30 478a: [$κραιφ]ιεSς κ1
��οCσιλος and 1Επιχ�ρες hο Θεβα!ος (C6–C5), see n. 54 infra.
49 Xen. Hell. 6.1.2: Πολυδ�µας Φαρσ�λιος addressing the assembly of the

people in Sparta; IG ii2 109.8–9: περ9 dν λ�γει �στυκρ[�της $ ∆ελφ>]ς κα9 ο�
µετ1 α3τοC . . .
50 See e.g. the lists of Olympic victors in P Oxy. 222 and 2381. For the view

that a participant “represented” his polis at the games, see Dem. 58.66, and the
provision that victors at the four Panhellenic centres were granted free meals
in the prytaneion for the rest of their life (IG i3 131.11–15).

had to be recorded side by side with citizens from other
poleis, e.g. as a member of a board of o¶cials composed
of representatives from several poleis,51 or when he was
the victor in games arranged by his own polis but open
to foreigners as well as to citizens,52 or when he had a
dedication put up in a sanctuary which was frequented
by foreigners as well as by locals.53 Conversely, in almost
every polis foreigners are recorded with their city-ethnics,
e.g. in proxeny decrees,54 in lists of foreigners to whom
the polis in question had awarded proxenia,55 in lists of
persons who had consulted an oracle or a health resort,56 in
dedications of votive o·erings in foreign sanctuaries,57 in
lists of contributors to an epidosis comprising citizens and
metics alike,58 in sepulchral inscriptions commemorating
metics,59 etc. By adding up all this evidence it is possible to
find attestations of most, if not all, city-ethnics and thus to
come up with a rough estimate of the total number of poleis
in the Classical Greek world.60
How easy is it to identify city-ethnics? Because of lack of

sources for the settlement pattern of Archaic and Classical
Greece, we are sometimes in doubt whether a name indi-
cating membership of a group is a sub-ethnic denoting a
subdivision of a polis, or a city-ethnic denoting a polis, or a
“regional ethnic” denoting a whole regionor a part of it. Let

51 See, e.g., ναοποι�οντος Σιµυλ�ωνος ∆ελφοC in a Delphic account (CID
ii 32.1).
52 See, e.g., the Elean recorded as Olympic victor in 396: Ε3π�λεµος 1Ηλε!ος

στ�διον (P Oxy. 2381; Paus. 6.3.7).
53 See, e.g., a dedication to Asklepios set up in Epidauros by an Epidaurian:

�ρ�σταρχος �ριστ�ρχου 1Επιδα2ριος �σκλαπι&ι (IG iv2.1 238), cf. also 200,
204, etc.
54 See, e.g., the base of Boiotian proxenoi in Delphi, F.Delphes iii.3 77–116, cf.

Roesch (1982) 447–62. See also Marek (1984).
55 IG xii.3 251 (C4), Anaphe; IG xii.5 542 (C4m), Karthaia; PEP Chios 50

(Chios).
56 The C4 cure inscriptions set up at the Asklepieion in Epidauros record 20

di·erent city-ethnics (IG iv2.1 121–24).
57 IG iv2.1 255–67 are dedications by foreigners set up in the Asklepieion in

Epidauros.
58 See, e.g., the late C4 list of all who have contributed to the building of

the walls of Kolophon which includes a number of foreigners, AJP 56 (1935)
358–72, ll. 123–958. Of the foreigners, the “big spenders” have an ethnic added to
their name and patronymic (ll. 139·). The “little spenders” have just the word
µ�τοικος added after the patronymic (ll. 373·).
59 There seems to be some connection between the use of sub-ethnics (in

names of citizens) and city-ethnics (in names of foreigners). In sepulchral
inscriptions foreignerswith city-ethnics arewell attested inpoleis whose citizens
use sub-ethnics (Athens, Rhodos, Chalkis, Eretria), whereas in poleis in which
sub-ethnics are not used the sepulchral inscriptions are mostly confined to
the name without the patronymic and with very few attestations of city-ethnics
(CentralGreece and thePeloponnese). For the commonuse of the namewithout
patronymic and ethnic, see Fraser and R•onne (1957) 92–101 and Fraser (1995)
77–78.
60 The city-ethnic is attested for 877 of the 1,035 communities included in

this Inventory. For 738 communities it is attested in Archaic and/or Classical
sources, see Index 8. For 139 communities it is attested in Hellenistic or, in a
few cases, Roman sources, see Index 3.
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us adduce two examples. (a)�σκρα!ος is an ethnic which in
literary sources is applied to Hesiod and his brother Perses
(Hermesianax quoted by Ath. 697D; Steph. Byz. 134.1–2). If
it is a genuine ethnic and not a late invention it is di¶cult
to decide whether it is a sub-ethnic denoting a kome or a
city-ethnicdenoting an early polis.61 (b) In 464 theOlympic
victor in the pankration was 1Εφουδ�ων Μαιν�λιος (schol.
Ar.Vesp. 1191 =ISE no. 253).Was he a citizenof the Arkadian
polisMainalos, in which caseΜαιν�λιος is a city-ethnic?Or
did he belong to theMainalian tribe (Thuc. 5.77.1), in which
case it is a regional ethnic? There is no obvious answer
(Nielsen (2002) 274 n. 21).
In the great majority of cases, however, we can easily dis-

tinguish city-ethnics from both sub-ethnics and regional
ethnics, and in all these cases the attestation of a city-ethnic
is a crucial criterion for establishing polis identity. To sum
up: if the toponym from which the ethnic is derived desig-
nates an urban centre, and if it can be demonstrated that
this settlement was not the urban centre of a civic subdivi-
sion, such as e.g. a kome or a demos, then it is almost certain
that the toponym designated a polis and that the ethnic was
used to denote a polites, i.e. a citizenof the polis in question.
It is for this type of ethnic that we propose to use the more
specific term “city-ethnic”.

E. Ethnics as Evidence for Political
Status

Regional ethnics and city-ethnics are all related to top-
onyms, and so are those sub-ethnics that designate a village
(kome) or a municipality (demos) and some of those that
designate a phyle.62 All the toponyms behind the ethnics
can, of course, be placed on a map, and so we must address
the question of whether the “message” conveyed by the
ethnic is primarily topographical or political. The tradition
of naming a person after the place of birth and/or habitation

61 Both byHesiod (Op. 639–40) and by Ephoros (fr. 1), Askra is classified as a
kome lying in Thespian territory and once destroyedby Thespiai (Arist. fr. 580).
Thus, �σκρα!οςmay be a sub-ethnic but, if so, it would be the only sub-ethnic
in all of Boiotia (Hansen (1995) 45–51). Alternatively, Askra may once have been
a polis conquered by Thespiai but with a city-ethnic that survived the conquest.
In that case �σκρα!ος would be the oldest of all city-ethnics. A third solution
seems preferable: the ethnic �σκρα!ος is unattested in inscriptions and known
from late literary sources only; furthermore it is used exclusively about Hesiod
and his brother. The presumption is that it is neither a city-ethnic, nor a sub-
ethnic, but invented by Hellenistic literary critics who had to mention Hesiod
alongside Solon the Athenian, Arion the Corinthian, etc.
62 Jones,POAG 4 distinguishes between twomain categories of civic subdivi-

sions: “territorial” and “personal”. Demoi and komaiwere invariably territorial.
Of the phylai, some were territorial (e.g. the three phylai on Rhodos) but some
were purely personal (e.g. the 3 Dorian and the 4–6 Ionian phylai).

is knowninmany countries.63Now, is the ancientGreekway
of using ethnics basically “topographical” or is the message
conveyed political? This problem is best treated separately
for sub-ethnics, city-ethnics and regional ethnics.

(A) Sub-ethnics Since the sub-ethnics are related to civic
subdivisions, and since civic subdivions apply to “citizens
and only citizens” (Jones, POAG 1), there can be no doubt
that sub-ethnics associated with toponymsmirror the poli-
tical rather than the geographical structure of the society in
question. Furthermore, membership of a civic subdivision
was ultimately hereditary; thus, sub-ethnics derived from
toponyms can have indicated the bearer’s place of birth or
residence for only a few generations after the system was
introduced; thereafter their significance, if any, must have
been purely political.

(B) City-ethnics The city-ethnic is derived from a toponym
designating a polis. But the polis was both an urban centre
and a political community. Was the message conveyed by
the city-ethnic an a¶liation with the polis as an urban
centre or as a political community? The accepted view is
that such ethnics are restricted to citizens and thus (like the
sub-ethnics) political in character (Dittenberger (1907) 15).
Basically we share this view, but it requires someelaboration
and a slight modification.
(a) An early C4 law from Oropos prescribes that every

personwho consults the oracle must have his name and the
name of his polis recorded by the neokoros.64 On a strict
interpretation of this law we should expect all the con-
sultants to be politai, their “surnames” to be city-ethnics,
and the oracle to be accessible only to Greeks who were
citizens of a named polis. But a C3 inventory records two re-
gional ethnics (Α;τωλ�ς and �καρν�ν) alongside two city-
ethnics: Καρυστ�α, Κορ�νθιος (IG vii 303.60–65), and an
early C3 manumission shows that the oracle was consulted
by Μ�σχος Μοσχ�ωνος 1Ιουδα!ος (SEG 15 293.10). On the
assumption that the Classical law was still in force, the in-
ference is that the phrase τ> Uνοµα . . . τ�ς π�λεος covered
not just city-ethnics in the strict sense but other types of
ethnic as well, including ethnics of non-Greeks. Thus the
message is not strictly “political”. Polis is here used as a
generic term which comprised types of community other
than poleis in the sense of city-state.
(b) Persons from poleis that had been destroyed con-

63 Hirzel (1962) 51–62;Hanks andHodges (1988)xxv (England), xxx (France),
xxxi (Spain), etc.
64 I.Oropos 277.39–43 (C4e): τ> Uνοµα τοC �γκαθε2δοντος Pταν �µβ�λλει τ>

@ργ2ριον γρ�φεσθαι τ>ν νεωκ�ρον κα9 α3τοC κα9 τ�ς π�λεος κα9 �κτιθε!ν �ν το„ ι
�ερο„ ι γρ�φοντα �ν πετε2ροι σκοπε!ν <τ>ο„ ι βολοµ�νοι.
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tinued to use their city-ethnic in spite of the fact that there
was no longer any political community of which they were
members. One example is Olynthos, demolished by Philip
II in 348. Nevertheless, numerous Hellenistic inscriptions
provide us with attestations of Olynthians, the latest dating
from C1.65
(c) If city-ethnicswere purely political we would expect

that, like sub-ethnics, they were attested in the masculine
but hardly ever in the feminine. True, womenwere to some
extent citizens, and in female names a frequent habit was
to use the ktetikon instead of the ethnikon: thus Πλανγ_ν
Τολµ�δου ΠλαταικK versus Τολµ�δης Πλαταε2ς.66 This ex-
pectation squares with the evidence of public documents
in which, with a few exceptions,67women are conspicuous
by their absence, but private inscriptions present a di·erent
picture, and the sepulchral inscriptions in particular pro-
vide us with numerous attestations of city-ethnics in the
feminine nominative. InC4Attic inscriptions no fewer than
forty-two city-ethnics are attested in the feminine (Hansen
(1996) 196); and that reveals an important di·erence be-
tween sub-ethnics and city-ethnics, viz. that feminine city-
ethnics are far more common than feminine sub-ethnics.
But, on reflection, that is only what we should expect. As
stated above, sub-ethnics are almost invariably used within
the polis, whereas city-ethnics are mostly found outside the
polis. They are especially well attested in sepulchral inscrip-
tions where they commemorate persons who lived as free
foreigners in a polis in which they had no political rights.
If they stayed on for many years, perhaps even many gen-
erations, the connection with their own polis must have
weakened, and they must have thought of it as their city of
origin rather than as the polis in which they could exercise
their political rights if they returned.68 Accordingly, their
use of the ethnic in sepulchral inscriptions would no longer
be felt as an indication of their status as citizens; and under
such circumstances it would be only natural to apply the
ethnic to women as well as to men. It is worth noting that

65 SEG 19 595: mΗρακλε�δωρος �ριστον�κου 1Ολ2νθιος,C4–C3 (Thasos); SEG
18.254, C3–C2 (Delphi); IG ii2 10021, C2–C1 (Athens); IG xii.2 202, C1 (Myti-
lene); see Zahrnt (1971) 115 with nn. 7 and 8. See also 1Εχ�λαος Φιλων�δου
Πλαταιε2ς in aTroizeniancitizenship decree of 369 (Syll.3 162.2–3); and Skaphlai
may provide us with a similar example, see Hansen (1995) 28.
66 I.Oropos 673, a C4 sepulchral monument from Oropos. See further, e.g.

ΜαντινικK (IG ii2 9281; Pl. Symp. 211D); ΧαλκιδικK (IG vii 1573); ΘεσπικK (IG
vii 3172b.1), etc. Cf. Dittenberger (1907) 13–15.
67 F.Delphes iii.2 205.7–8: Κεφαλ�ων ΜεγαρεSς κα9 Βο^δι[ο]ν ΜεγαρικK in

an amphiktyonic decree of 273.
68 See SEG 27 571; 32 850 (found in Chalkis, undated): �σκληπι�δης /

�ναξ�ππου / 1Εφ�σιος. /ΕTκοσι κα9 δ21 :τη ζKσας πολSν οMνον @πνευστ9 / "κρα-
τον π�νων α�µαναγ&ν :θανον / υ�>ς �ναξ�ππου. κλb�ζον µ1 �σκληπι�δην / οlνοµα
κα9 πατ�ρων ?ν γ�νος �ξ 1Εφ�σου.

on tombstones wives normally retained their own ethnic
when it di·ered from that of the husband.
(d) In Delphic manumissions the origin of the manu-

mitted slave is often recorded, but if the slave came from
a polis the regular form used is not the city-ethnic but τ>
γ�νος �ξ plus the toponym in the genitive case, e.g. σ[&µα]
γυ[ναικε!ον [ι Uν]οµα Σωσ�, τ> γ�νος �[κ ∆ε]λφ&ν, pre-
sumably because it was the prerogative of a citizen to be
called by an ethnic.69 But even slaves could sometimes
have a city-ethnic added to their name. One example is a
C2 funerary inscription commemorating twenty-twoslaves
with ethnics but without patronymics. Two of the names
recorded are Β!θυς 1Ιστριαν�ς and ∆αµ%ς 1Ιστριαν�ς (IG
ix2.1 1778). Now, 1Ιστριαν�ς is the city-ethnic derived from
|Ιστρος, theMilesian colony near the estuary of theDanube.
It is still a moot point how to interpret this ethnic, but the
prevailing view is that, in this and similar cases, the city-
ethnic indicates the location of the slave market in which
the slave in question was sold.70
(e) The city-ethnic Ναυκρατ�της is attested in several

documents of C5l and C4. Those who refuse to believe
that Naukratis was a polis before Alexander the Great hold
that the ethnic in this case must indicate the city where
a person lives and not the community of which he is a
member.71ButΝαυκρατ�της is attested,e.g., in an Athenian
proxeny decree and in a Delphic list of contributions to the
rebuilding of the temple of Apollo.72 The context as well as
other evidence indicates thatNaukratiswasa polis inC5–C4
and that Ναυκρατ�της is used as a city-ethnic.
These modifications must not obscure the basically cor-

rect view that city-ethnicswere primarily political. The view
can be further corroborated by two observations:
First, it is true that the ethnicΛακεδαιµ�νιος used collec-

tively might comprise perioikoi as well as Spartiatai (Hdt.
9.28.2), but there is no attestation of Λακεδαιµ�νιος being
used individually as the surname of one of the perioikoi.73
Nor is there any attestation of �θηνα!ος being used as the

69 F.Delphes iii.2 226.2–3 (C2s). For a list of examples, see Dittenberger
(1907) 19.
70 Varro,Ling . 8.21. See Pippidi (1966)232–35; Fraser (2000) 152–53.Wewould

like to thank Prof. Alexandru Avram for drawing our attention to this problem.
For a similar example, see SGDI 2130.3: σ&µα γυναικε!ον [ι Uνοµα Νικ�σιον τ>
γ�νος Τρων�δα, cf. Robert (1960) 73. The alternative interpretation is, of course,
that the named persons were enslaved citizens of the poleis in question.
71 Bresson (1980) 316–17.
72 IG ii2 206(Athenianproxeny decree of 349/8 forΘεογ�νης $ Ναυκρατ�της);

CID ii 4 (list of contributors in 360, including Ναυκρατ!ται �ξ Α;γ2πτου (col.
1.37), Ε3τ�λης Ναυκρατ�της (col. 3.21) and Τ2ρις Ναυκρατ�τας (col. 3.24)).
73 I have asked the compilers of the Oxford Lexicon of Personal Names, and

they have confirmed the statementmade in the text on the basis of the evidence
at present available.
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surname of ametic or a slave who came fromAthens or lived
in Athens. The enormous amount of evidence we have in-
dicates that to be called �θηνα!ος was the prerogative of an
Athenian citizen.74
Second, in societies in which names are derived from a

toponym and used to indicate the person’s place of birth,
the toponyms designate every type of settlement ranging
from farmsteads and hamlets to major towns and even
whole regions.75 If theGreek ethnics had been invented and
used in personal names primarily to indicate the person’s
place of origin, names of hamlets and villages would have
developed ethnics as well as the administrative units of the
poleis and the towns which were the urban centres of the
poleis. But whenever we hear about inscribing persons with
their full names, the reference is to their polis,76 or to an
administrative subdivision of the polis.77 Furthermore, our
sources show that in many regions the only attested ethnics
are derived from names of poleis, that is from communities
which are either directly attested as poleis in our sources or
fromcommunitieswhich share somany characteristicswith
the attested poleis that they undoubtedly would have been
attested as poleis themselves had we better sources. Arkadia
(Nielsen (2002) 39–40), Boiotia (Hansen (1995) 45–51) and
Crete (infra 1144) may serve as examples.

(C) Regional ethnics By the term regional ethnic we un-
derstand—as stated above—an ethnic associated with a to-
ponym which denotes an area larger than a polis and often
subdivided into poleis. Two di·erent types are discernible:
(a) as pointed out above, many regional ethnics are pri-
mitive Volksnamen, e.g. Α;τωλ�ς, �χαι�ς, Βοιωτ�ς, ΚρKς,
Λοκρ�ς, Φωκε2ς, but others (b) resemble the city-ethnics
inbeingAbleitungen vonOrtsnamen, e.g.Ε3βοιε2ς,Λ�σβιος,
Σικελι�της. When used for personal identification the re-
gional ethnic is either added to the city-ethnic so that the

74 In this case I have also consulted Prof. John Traill, who told me that his
inventory did not include any such case.
75 For the sake of variation we adduce here some examples from our own

country: Damgaard (a farmstead), Hardenberg (a manor), Astrup (a village),
Hobro (a town), Falster (a large island), see S…ndergaard (1979) 129–30.
76 Chios: PEP Chios 12.30–33 (c.320): @ναγραψ�ντων ε;ς τBν στKλην τBν προ-

ξενικBν τKν τε π�λιν eκατ�ρων κα9 τ< fν�µατα πατρ�θεν(“On the stele record-
ing proxenies let them inscribe the polis and the name with patronymic of each
member of both groups (of jurors)”). Milet. i.3 138.27–29 (282): @ναγρ�ψαι δ8
τ&ν δανεισ�ντων eκ�στου τ< fν�µατα πατρ�θεν κα9 τ�ς π�λεως, hς Qν Dκαστος
b?, ε;στKλην λιθ�νηγ (“On a marble stele shall be inscribed the name of each
lender and that of his father and of the polis to which each one belongs”).
Milet i.3 152 C 92–93 (C2m): το!ς δ8 �ξεταστα!ς @ναγρ�ψαι τ< fν�µατα α3τ&ν
πατρ�θεν κα9 τ%ς π�λιος ε;ς στ�λαν . . . (“On a stele shall be inscribed the names
of each of the inspectors and that of his father and the polis”).
77 Milet. i.3 146A.33–35 (209/8): ποιε�σθωσαν τBν @πογραφBν . . . πατρ�θεν

κα9 hς Qν Rσι φυλ�ς (“Let them record the patronymic and the phyle to which
they belong”). For Athens, see supra n. 8.

person has a fourfold name, or the regional ethnic replaces
the city-ethnic and is often used in the same contexts.
Is the message conveyed political or topographical? To

answer this question we must distinguish between (a) the
ethnics from which toponyms are derived (e.g. �χα�α de-
rived from �χαι�ς) and (b) the ethnics which are derived
from toponyms (e.g. Ε3βοιε2ς derived from Εlβοια). Al-
most all the regions associated with the ethnics in group
(b) were islands, and none of them was a political unit. In
every case the islandwas split up intoanumberofpoleis, and
with one or two exceptions these poleis were not united to
form a league or a federal state. Thus, ethnics like Ε3βοιε2ς,
Κε!ος, Λ�σβιος and Σικελι�της must be primarily topo-
graphical. They testify to a certain feeling of belonging to
the same people. But they do not denote a political com-
munity in the same way as city-ethnics do. The Keians,
for example, were split up into four poleis and formed a
federation for a few years only during the fourth century.
The ethnics subsumed by Dittenberger under the head-

ing “primitive Volksnamen” (type a) are more di¶cult to
interpret. In this case the region denoted by the toponym
is traditionally assumed to have been a (loosely organised)
political community before it was brokenup into poleis, and
again many of these regions formed federations of poleis.
Thus the regional ethnics may have had some political sig-
nificance. But what is the message when regional ethnics,
type (a) and (b) alike, occur side by side with city-ethnics,
as they often do? Let us adduce some examples.
(a) Olympic victors were almost invariably designated

by their city-ethnic,78 but occasionally we come across a
victor designated by a regional ethnic only. Cretan vic-
tors are just called Κρ�τες and we have no information
about the poleis to which they belonged.79 (b) Victors in
the games in honour of Zeus Lykaios are called by their re-
gional ethnic,�ρκ�ς, if they come fromone of the Arkadian
cities, but by their city-ethnic if they come from other parts
of Greece (i.e. �θηνα!ος, �λε!ος, �ργε!ος, Λακεδαιµ�νιος
andΜιλKσιος). The only exception is an Akarnanian victor
who, like the Arkadians, is called by his regional ethnic:
�καρν�ν.80 (c) The Epidaurian cure inscriptions from the
Asklepieion record sometimes a city-ethnic, sometimes a
regional ethnic, and sometimes no ethnic at all.81
In these and similar cases regional ethnics are recorded

78 See Moretti’s list in Olympionikai.
79 ∆ι�γνητος 488 (Phot. Bibl. 151A); Α;γε�δας 448 (P.Oxy. 222 col. 2.26);

[---]�νιος 396 (P Oxy. 2381); Σωτ�δης 384 (Paus 6.18.6).
80 IG v.2 549–50, covering the years 320, 316 and part of 312.
81 IG iv2.1 121–27. See, e.g., 1Ιθµον�κα Πελλαν�ς (121.10); πα!ς "φωνος (121.41);

[Π�νδαρ]ος Θεσσαλ�ς (121.48).
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side by side with city-ethnics. The presumption is that a
person identified by a city-ethnic was a citizen of the polis
in question. Are we allowed by analogy to assume that
persons identified in the samedocument by regional ethnics
must have been citizens too? Was Diognetos, the Olympic
victor of 488, a Cretan who preferred his ethnic or, rather,
island identity to his political status as a citizen of one
particular Cretan polis? In the list of Lykaian victors the
regional ethnic�ρκ�ς strongly emphasises thePanarkadian
nature of the games and there is no reason to doubt that
all the fifteen Arkadian victors recorded in the preserved
part of the list were citizens of Arkadian poleis who in this
context were called by their regional ethnic instead of their
city-ethnic.
InwesternGreece inparticular, tribal ethnicswereused to

indicate citizen status and not just habitation. The Molos-
sian Federation, for example, founded in C4e, was com-
posed of ten(?) territorial “tribes” and in public documents
the tribal ethnic was regularly added to a citizen’s name, cf.
e.g. Ε;δ2µµας �ρκτ�ν (SEG 15 384.7–8 (C4f)) or ∆ρο�τας
Κ�λαι[θος] (SEG 23 471.2 (C4s)).82
The use of regional ethnics has been adducedas evidence

of federal citizenship, especially when combinedwith a city-
ethnic; but the name Θαρρι�δας ΦρονKµονος ΚρBς 1Ο�ξιος
(IG ii2 9087 (C3)),83 engraved on an Attic sepulchral monu-
ment, is enough to show that a fourfold name is not ne-
cessarily evidence of federal citizenship, and in Arkadia the
regional ethnic—eitheralone84 or in combinationwith one
of the city-ethnics85—is attested both before the formation
and after the dissolution of the Arkadian Federation.
To conclude: sub-ethnics are strictly political, city-

ethnics are primarily political, whereas regional ethnics
form a mixed group: those derived from toponyms (type
b) are primarily topographical, whereas those designating
a people (type a) may signal a feeling of ethnic identity, but
not necessarily membership of a political community. The
political connotation became prominent only in regions
organised on a tribal basis or if the region formed a federa-

82 See Hammond (1967) 531.
83 See also CID ii 24.ii.23: �πολ]λ�ν[ι]ος ∆ιο[νυσοδ�ρ]ο[υ] ΚρKς; IG ii2

9090: [Τιµ]οCχος ΚρKς (C4); Xen.An. 4.2.28: �ν το2τοις το!ς χωρ�οις ο� Κρ�τες
χρησιµ�τατοι �γ�νοντο. ?ρχε δ8 α3τ&ν Στρατοκλ�ς ΚρKς (“In these regions
the Cretans were very useful; their commander was Stratokles Kres”).
84 The Arkadian Confederacy was formed in 370 and broken up again in

323/2, but the regional ethnic �ρκ�ς is used before its formation (�νδροσθ�νης
�ρκ�ς, Thuc. 5.49.1), during its existence (Σ�βαυκος �ρκ�ς, CID ii 1 col. 2.31),
and after its dissolution in 324 (Ε3π�λεµος ∆�µιδος �ρκ�ς, IG v.2 549 i.4–5),
cf. Nielsen (2002) 55–65.
85 IvO 147 (Paus. 6.10.8–9): Τ�λλων ∆αKµονος �ρκ<ς 1Ορεσθ�σιος, Olympic

victor in 472; Xen. Anab. 4.1.27: �ριστ�νυµος ΜεθυδριεSς �ρκ�ς, mercenary
in 401.

tion and if the ethnic was used to signify federal citizenship,
which was far from always the case.

F. The Greeks’ Attitude to the Use
of Ethnics

So farwehave treated theproblemofhowwecanuse ethnics
as sources for polis identitywithout addressing thequestion
ofwhy the ethnic could be used in this way. So let us ask the
question: what did itmean to theGreeks in certaincontexts
to have sub-ethnics or city-ethnics as part of their name? A
person’s name is part of his identity, and to many persons
it matters by what name they identify themselves and are
called by others. In our culture the prevailing pattern is to
have one or more first names and a hereditary surname
designating the family to which one belongs, and many
persons take pride in belonging to a specific family and
bearing its name. In numerous cases a person’s nationality
has to be recorded but it never becomes a part of the name
itself. The name of the cyclist whowon theTourdeFrance in
1996was Bjarne Riis. On the rostrum it was proclaimed that
hewasDanish but his name is not Bjarne RiisDansker. That
the ancient Greeks used sub-ethnics and city-ethnics as part
of their personal names is significant in several respects.
First, inWesterncivilisation theGreeks seemtohavebeen

the only people to use inherited names as an indication of
political status. In all other European countries toponyms
used as names or names derived from toponyms denote
habitation or place of origin without conveying any infor-
mation about the political status of the named person.86
The closest we can get to the Greeks’ political use of sur-
names is perhaps the habit in some countries of using a
preposition plus a toponym as a name indicating aristo-
cracy, e.g. deMontesquieu, von Bismarck or van Velde. The
ancient Greeks’ use of personal names reveals how much it
meant to a Greek to be a member of his polis (supra 13), and
the fact that the use of sub-ethnics and city-ethnics was a
prerogative of the citizens to the exclusion of foreigners and
slaves remindsus towhat extent the polis as a political com-
munity was a community of the citizens only. In any Greek
city one could always tell the insider from the outsider by
his full name.
Second, to use a word indicating membership of a poli-

tical community as part of a name is possible only if people
frommany di·erent communities live together, and if each
group is fairly small. In a modern nation with millions

86 See Hanks and Hodges (1988) xxiv–xlv.
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of citizens it would make no sense to use a term indicat-
ing nationality as a part of a name, except when one or
a few persons settled somewhere in a foreign country and
there were called by their country of origin, e.g. French or
Welsh.87 Thus, a pre-condition for the standard Greek way
of distinguishing people by their city-ethnic was the large
number of poleis combined with the constant interaction
between citizens from di·erent poleis and the widespead
migration from one polis to another.

2. Ethnics Used Collectively about
a State or its Citizens

A. Unnamed Citizens

When used individually and (mostly) in the singular,88 the
ethnic was part of a citizen’s full name. When used col-
lectively it signified one or more unnamed members of
the community in question89 or the community as such.90
A usage halfway between the individual and the collec-
tive is attested in some lists of o¶cials,91 or epheboi,92 or
proxenoi,93 or mercenaries94 in which personal names are
grouped according to city-ethnics. In such lists the ethnics
are used collectively, each as the heading of a number of
names. On the other hand, the usage is individual in so
far as the named persons are further identified as mem-
bers of a specific community, be it their civic subdivision,
theirpolis or their ethnos. Since the ethnics used as headings

87 Ibid. xxi.
88 For attestations of the individual use of the city-ethnic in the plural, see

e.g. Arist. Pol. 1311b21: Π2θων κα9 mΗρακλε�δης ο� ΑTνιοι; IG xii.3 251.15–16:
Καλλ�γνωτος Λυσαγ�ρας Π�ριοι, C4 (Anaphe).
89 Singular form: �ργε!ος "νθρωπος (Thuc. 8.92.2); plural form: Θηβα�ων

"νδρες fλ�γEω πλε�ους τριακοσ�ων (Thuc. 2.2.1).
90 IG vii 1.5 (c.300): �πειδB το9 Α;γοστεν!τα[ι]@ν�γγελλον . . . (a sub-ethnic);

IG iv2.1 47.1–2 (C4): :δοξε το!ς 1Επιδαυρ�οις (a city-ethnic); Lazzarini 983 (C4):
Φωκε[!ς τ�]π�λλωνι [@ν�θ]ηκαν . . . (a regional ethnic).
91 e.g. IG v.2 1, a C4f list of Arkadian damiorgoi appended to an honorific

decree. The headings recorded are: Τεγε%ται, Μαιν�λιοι, Λεπρε%ται, Μεγα-
λοπολ!ται,Μαντιν�ς, Κυνο2ριοι, 1Ορχοµ�νιοι, Κλητ�ριοι, mΗρα�ς and Θελφο2-
σιοι, i.e. 2 regional ethnics and 8 city-ethnics, each followed by between 2 and
10 personal names.
92 See IG xii Suppl. 555, a C4–C3 list of Eretrian epheboi grouped according

to their demes.
93 See PEP Chios 50, a C4m list of Chian proxenoi: 3 regional ethnics and 15

city-ethnics are used as headings of one or more personal names.
94 IG ii2 1956, a large fragment of a C4l list of mercenaries in Athenian

service grouped according to ethnics. For the date, see SEG 46 243. Most of the
headings are city-ethnics, e.g. Θηβα!οι, Καρ2στιοι,Μηθυµνα!οι, etc., but quite
a few are regional ethnics, i.e. Θετταλο�, Α;νι%νες, Κ%ρες, Λ2κιοι, �θαµ%νες,
Λοκρο�,Βοιωτο�,Φωκε!ς,Θρ%ικες,1Ηπειρ&ται and �χαιο�.

are not part of personal names, we prefer to emphasise the
collective aspect of the usage.

B. States

For our purposes the most important collective use of the
city-ethnic was as the name of the polis itself. It is used
mostly without, but sometimes with the definite article.95
A not infrequent variant is the genitive plural depending on
the noun j π�λις or $ δ�µος.96As is well known, the Greek
polis was conceived as a community of citizens rather than
a territory ruled by a government (infra 70). One result
of this way of viewing the polis was the habit of calling
it by the city-ethnic in the plural rather than using the
toponym itself. Admittedly, there are quite a few attestations
of the toponym being used as the name of the polis (supra
56), but they are outnumbered by the prevailing habit of
using the city-ethnic in the plural: themonument dedicated
to Apollo from the booty won in the battle of Plataiai is
inscribed with thirty-one city-ethnics (ML 27). Almost all
treaties are concluded between parties identified by ethnics
(Staatsvertr•age vols. 2 and 3). In the C5 Athenian tribute
lists and assessment decrees recording the members of the
Delian League, most entries have the form of an ethnic,
and toponyms are used only occasionally (IG i3 71, 77, 100,
259–90; see infra 112). The Charter of the Second Athenian
Naval League records forty-five city-ethnics, two regional
ethnics and three names of rulers (Dreher (1995) 189–91).
The recipients of grain fromKyrene during the corn crisis of
the 320s are recorded in the form of forty-one city-ethnics
in the dative plural plus two names of rulers (SEG 9 2 =RO
96). In the C4 Delphic accounts 109 di·erent city-ethnics
in the plural are used to designate poleis as donors or as
poleis who provide amphiktyonic o¶cials (CID ii pp. 300–
5).97 Finally, if an Archaic or Classical Greek coin has a
legend, it is usually the city-ethnic in the genitive plural,
often abbreviated (Guarducci (1969) 615–705, infra 144).
In all these documents and on the coins as well, sub-

ments above list city-ethnics only, others mix city-ethnics
ethnics are conspicuous by their absence. Some of thedocu-

95 Compare, e.g., 1Ερχοµ�νιοι @ν�θειαν το„ ι ∆9 το„ ι 1Ολυπ�οι �ορονε�α[θεν]
(Lazzarini 994 (C5m)) with τ@ργε!οι @ν�θεν το„ ι ∆ι\9 το„ ν �ορ�νθοθεν (Lazzarini
993 (C5e)).
96 Compare F.Delphes iii.4 371.33–34 (C4): τ�[δ]ε :δοξ[ε]ν ∆[ε]λφο!ς with

F.Delphes iii.4 414.3–4 (C3f): :δοξε τ%ι π�λει τ&ν ∆ελφ&ν. Furthermore, see
e.g. two proxeny decrees from Karthaia: IG xii.5 534.2–5 (C3): �πειδB mΗγη-
σικλ�ς �γαθοφ�νου Κ2θνιος . . . εlνους �ν [δ]ι[ετ�]λ[ε]ι τ&ι δKµωι τ&ι
Καρθαι�ων . . . IG xii.5 540.2–4 (C3): �πειδB Λ2κων Πυθ�α Βυζ�ντιος εlνους
�ν τυγχ�νει τ�ι π�λε[ι] τ�ι Καρθαι�ων.
97 Add [Λ]εβαδε2ς—102.i.11.
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with a few regional ethnics, which conforms with the habit
of using a regional ethnic as the name of a political com-
munity comprising a whole region, typically a federation.98
To conclude: every polis seems to have used the plural

of the city-ethnic as the name of the state and, conversely,
whenever the plural of an ethnic can be identified as a
city-ethnic and is used as the name of a political commu-
nity, this community must have been a polis. Let us ad-
duce an example. The Lamponeieis in Troas are recorded
as members of the Delian League (IG i3 270.i.38). The eth-
nic Λαµπονειε2ς is derived from the toponym Λαµπ�νεια

98 See, e.g.,Φωκε[!ς τ�]π�λλονι [@ν�θ]ηκαν δ[εκ�ταν . . . (Lazzarini 983 (C4))
or [:δοξεν]Φωκε[Cσι] (IG ii2 70.20 (378/7)) orΦΩΚΕΩΝ (Head,HN 2 339 (357–
346)) and [τ]α9ρ δ�καις, τα9ρ κ<(τ) το„ ν Βοιοτο„ ν Μ�νανδρος [κ1] �ριστ�λοχος
το!ρ �θανα�ος �δικαξ�ταν (SEG 26 475.3–4 (C5f)) or Pρια . . . [Oς] Βοιωτο9
Wριτταγ (SEG 23 297.1–3 (C4–C3)) or ΒΟΙΩΤΩΝ (Head, HN 2 352 (C4s)).

(IG i3 267.i.28) or Λαµπ�νιον (Hdt. 5.26). We know from
Herodotos that Lamponeia was a nucleated settlement, and
it has been convincingly identifiedwith a site that has traces
of an Archaic fortification wall covering 27 ha. Combining
the evidence that Lamponeia was an urban centre with
the evidence that the Lamponeieis constituted a political
community which was a member of the Delian League,
we can infer that Lamponeieis is a city-ethnic and accord-
ingly that Lamponeia must have been a polis (no. 783), and
that is further confirmed by coins of C5l-C4m with the
legend ΛΑΜ. City-ethnics used collectively and especially
in public documents constitute one of the most impor-
tant types of source from which we can infer polis sta-
tus of communities not explicitly called polis in any extant
text.
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Territory and Size of Territory

According to theGreekconception,most clearly formulated
byAristotle, a poliswas “a community (koinonia)of citizens
(politai) with regard to the constitution (politeia)”.1 It is at
once apparent that Aristotle picks up only two of the three
elements that comprise the modern juristic idea of a state
(CPCActs 5: 36–40), the people and the constitution; the
territory is left out altogether, and that is not by chance. For
Aristotle asserts that no one is a citizen by mere domicile
in a particular place (Pol. 1275a7), and that a common space
to live in is not the essential aspect of a polis (Pol. 1280b30).
Thus, Aristotle hits upon one important di·erencebetween
the polis and themodern state.We nowadays tend to equate
a statewith its territory—astate is a country (CPCActs 5: 38,
117); whereas the Greeks identified the polis primarily with
its population—a polis is a people (CPCActs 5: 56–64).
This is well known and basically true. But it must not

lead to the inference that the territory was not an element
in the concept of the polis. Aristotle’s definition of the π�λις
as a κοινων�α πολιτ&ν πολιτε�ας (Pol. 1276b1) is proposed
in connection with the problem of the identity of the polis,
and Aristotle discusses three di·erent criteria for deciding
when a polis has changed so much that it has become a dif-
ferent polis: (a) change of place (topos), (b) change of people
(anthropoi) and (c) change of constitution (politeia).2 He
rejects (a) and (b) as superficial and prefers (c), but it is
important to note that the territory is discussed as one
of the three relevant parameters. Similarly, in book 2 of
the Politics Aristotle asserts that the polis is a community,
and that its first and most fundamental aspect shared by
the members is the place where they live (1260b40–61a2). A
common space to live in is, after all, a necessary condition
for a polis (1280b31–32).
Of course the Greeks knew all about the territory of a

polis: the frequently used penalty of exile3 consisted pre-

The first section, down to n. 13, is an updated and abbreviated version of
CPCActs 5: 53–56.

1 (Arist. Pol. 1276b1) For an interpretation and a defence of the text in the
MSS, see CPC Acts 5: 133–34.
2 Place (topos) and people (anthropoi): Pol. 1276a18–22, 34–40; constitution:

Pol. 1276b1·.
3 Lys. 6.15; IG ii2 24b4–6 (Athens); IG xii.2 526c26–28, d26–28 (Eresos);

I.Iasos 1.3–6 (Iasos); ML 32.32–37 (Halikarnassos). See Seibert (1979) 355–59.

cisely in the right of anyone to kill the outlaw if found
within the territorial bounds,4 and we know of laws and
verdicts which prescribed that the corpse of an executed
criminal be thrown over the border of the polis.5 So the
Greeks were perfectly capable of saying “the polis stretches
to this-and-this point and not beyond”. The borderline of
a polis was often marked with boundary stones (horoi);6
we are told that territorial disputes had to be settled by in-
ternational arbitration7 and might result in wars between
poleis.8
Next, the term polis is sometimes used in the sense of

territory, denoting both the polis (in the sense of town)
and its hinterland: Herodotos tells us that Xerxes’ army
in 480 marched straight through a polis called Agore; and
Xenophon reports that Agesilaos pillaged “the eastern part
of the polis of Thebes right up to the polis of Tanagra”.9
In both these passages polis is used to denote the territory
of a polis: Xerxes’ army did not march through the gates
of the city of Agore, and Agesilaos did not pillage “the
countryside east of the city of Thebes up to the city of
Tanagra”. There are some four score other examples of
territory as the principal meaning of polis,10 and they show
that the territory in question almost always is a town and
its hinterland. Attestations of polis in the sense of country

4 Andoc. 1.96; Dem. 23.37, 39·; Philoch. fr. 30 (Athens); Syll.3 194 (Amphipo-
lis); Nomima i 105B (Teos and Abdera). See Swoboda (1905); Hansen (1976)
75–76.
5 Din. 1.77: τ>ν τ�ς mΕλλ�δος @λιτKριον @ποκτε�ναντας �ξ�ριστον �κ τ�ς

π�λεως ποι�σαι (“you must put to death the man who has ruined Hellas and
throw his body over the border of the polis”).
6 Xen. Hell. 4.4.6: “the Corinthians perceived that their polis was being

eclipsed both by the removal of the horoi and by their fatherland being called
Argos instead of Corinth . . .” See Rousset (1994). IG xii.5 543 (Karthaia); IG vii
2792 =SEG 36 411 (Boiotian horos marking the border between Akraiphia and
Kopai); Syll.3 134.22–23 (Miletos and Myous); IPArk 14 (Orchomenos).
7 Arbitration between Miletos and Myous, c.391–388 (Syll.3 134 =RO 16);

Orchomenos, 369–361 (IPArk 14); the Delphic Amphiktyony judges a border
dispute between Amphissa and Delphi c.338/7? (BCH 27 (1903) 140–53, Ager
(1996) no. 1); Alexander the Great calls for a boundary settlement between
Aspendos and a neighbour, perhaps Side in 333 (Arr. Anab. 1.27.4, Ager (1996)
no. 6).
8 Dem. 15.17; Thuc. 5.79.4 (treaty between the Lakedaimonians and the Ar-

gives in 418).
9 Hdt. 7.58.2; Xen. Hell. 5.4.49, see 44 supra. Both passages are quoted and

interpreted in Hansen (1998) 54 with nn. 237 and 238.
10 See Index 5 infra and the sources quoted in the updated French edition
(2001) of CPC Acts 5: 249–50 n. 239.
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and used about large regions (e.g. Thessaly, cf. Lys. 6.6) or
multipolate islands (e.g. Keos, cf. Lys. fr. 90) are few and far
between (CPCActs 5: 124–32).
Similarly, a toponym could be used to designate a polis

not only in the senses of nucleated settlement or political
community but also in the sense of territory (supra 55).
Thus the nameΘ�βαι designated not only the urban centre
(Hdt. 1.92.1); it could also be used synonymously with the
ethnic Θηβα!οι to denote the Theban political community
(Dem. 19.325), or synonymously with Θηβα^ς (Hdt. 9.65.1)
to denote the hinterland (Xen.Hell. 5.2.25), just as the term
polis was used to designate either the Theban political com-
munity (SEG 28 465.3–4 (C4m)), or the town (Dem. 18.216),
or the territory (Xen.Hell. 5.4.49).
To sum up: of the three aspects of the conceptof polis, the

territorymattered less than the people and the government,
but it was still an important element which the ancient
Greeks did not ignore. It is true that a people thrown out
of their territory could still persist as a polis. Thus, Themis-
tokles claimed that Athens—or rather theAthenians—were
still a polis although the Persians had occupiedAttika (Hdt.
8.61.2; Aesch.Pers. 347–50). But in a similar situationNikias
told his army that theywere strong enough to become a polis,
as soon as they chose to settle down somewhere.11 So, al-
though “the polis is its men” (Thuc. 7.77.7), a polis is also a
settlement in a given place.
Apart from such exceptional cases as the Athenian army

in 480, every polis had a territory and the concept of the Polis
ohne Territorium, coined by Franz Hampl (1939), should be
abandoned as a fallacy. Yet, following Hampl, some histo-
rians still seem to believe that a polis could be completely
deprived of its territory but nevertheless persist as a self-
governing community of citizens, i.e. as a polis.12 The con-
cept of a Polis ohne Territorium, however, has been rejected
by otherhistorians, mostly on general grounds.13 Let us add
that all Hampl’s examples of Poleis ohne Territorium testify
to the existence of dependent poleis (GπKκοοι π�λεις), and
he points out quite correctly (16–17) that a city which lost
its autonomia could persist as a polis. But that does not
amount to evidence of “Poleis ohne Territorium” (CPCActs
5: 55). Just as an Attic deme had a territory marked with
horoi inside Attika which was the territory of the Athenian

11 Thuc. 7.77.4: λογ�ζεσθεδ8 Pτι α3το� τε π�λις ε3θ2ς �στε Pποι Qν καθ�ζησθε
(“consider that you immediately become apolis yourselveswherever youchoose
to settle down”).
12 e.g. Gschnitzer (1958) 161–78; Meyer (1968) 68; Duthoy (1986) 6; L‹evy

(1990) 55.
13 See Chr. Habicht’s (1959) review of Gschnitzer (1958) 705·; Ehrenberg

(1965) 115–19; Ampolo (1980) xxxiii–xxxiv; Sakellariou (1989) 80–84; Ampolo
(1996) 305.

polis, so, at a higher level, we have dependent poleis whose
territories were part of the territory of a larger polis (see
infra 87–88).
Onemain characteristic of the territoryof the poliswas its

small size. That is well known and often emphasised, albeit
mostly in vague terms. In the only study specifically devoted
to this issue, Ruschenbusch (1985) 259 concludes that “die
Normalpolis” had a territory of 25–100 km2. His findings
are confirmed by this inventory. Of the 1,035 communities
included in our inventory, 166 are unlocated. But for 635 of
the remaining 869, i.e. close to three-quartersof the total, it
is possible to assess the size of the territory, at least roughly,
and to place it in one or, at most, two of the following
five categories: 25 km2 max., 25–100 km2, 100–200 km2,
200–500 km2, 500 km.2 minimum. The distribution is as
follows:

1 or 1? (25 km2max.) 95
1 or 2 (100 km2max.) 109
2 or 2? (25–100 km2) 177
2 or 3 (25–200 km2) 38
3 or 3? (100–200 km2) 71
3 or 4 (100–500 km2) 11
4 or 4? (200–500 km2) 66
4 or 5 (200 km2min.) 7
5 or 5? (500 km2min.) 61
total 635

Thus, some 60 per cent of the poleis had a territory of max.
100 km2, and close to 80 per cent had a territoryof max. 200
km2. Only 10 per cent had a territory of over 500 km2. Both
the mode and the median fall between 25 and 100 km2. The
mean, however, is c.150 km2. This shows that a mean can be
a dangerous simplification and that the “Normalpolis” may
be a misleading concept. A more nuanced picture emerges
if we select a number of regions for further study. The
following four confirm the acceptedview of c.25–100 km2:

Thracian Chersonesos: c.950 km2, c.15 poleis =c.65 km2
per polis

Phokis: c.1,600 km2, c.25 poleis =c.65 km2 per polis
Triphylia: c.600 km2, 8 poleis =c.75 km2 per polis
Pallene, Sithonia and Akte: c.1,100 km2, 20 poleis =c.55
km2 per polis

But other regions testify to much larger territories:

Arkadia: c.4,700 km2, c.39 poleis =c.120 km2 per polis
Crete: c.8,200 km2, c.49 poleis =c.167 km2 per polis
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Lesbos: c.1,600 km2, 6 later 5 poleis =c.266 later 320 km2
per polis

Euboia: c.3,600 km2, 14 later 4 poleis =c.257 later 900 km2
per polis

On the whole, colonies had larger territories than poleis in
the Greek homeland, see Index 9 infra, often separated by
areas settledwith indigenouscommunities.Andwhile some
very small islands were the smallest of all poleis, viz. Delos
(3 km2), Belbina (8 km2), Rheneia (14 km2) and Leukai (2.5
km2), at least some of the multipolate islands were settled
with poleis that, on average, were much larger than the so-
called Normalpolis, viz. Euboia, Kephallenia, Crete, Lesbos
and especially Cypres.
Almost all poleis, however, came within the ideal maxi-

mum size we have suggested for city-states in general:

Essentially, a city-state’s territory is the immediate hinterland
of its urban centre, and a city-state which extends its frontiers
beyond its immediate hinterland begins to lose one of its char-
acteristics. Given the simple means of transportation in former
times, and given the fact that a city-state is a community whose
members are in close contact with one another, the maximum
extent of the immediate hinterland can, ideally, be fixed at one
day’s march from the urban centre =c.30 km.14 The inference
is that the territory of a city-state may cover c.3,000 km2 max.
Larger city-states are indeed attested, but then they are no longer
city-states to the same extent as their smaller neighbours. (Thirty
City-State Cultures 17)

In the great majority of poleis it was even possible to get
from the border to the urban centre and back again in one
day. And there were just four which exceeded the suggested
maximum size of 3,000 km2: viz. Syracuse, Sparta, Pan-
tikapaion and Kyrene. How were they organised? It seems
worthwhile to shift the attention from the smallest to the
largest poleis and study not only these four oversized poleis

14 A di·erent approach leads to a similar result. The Italian word for “local
patriotism” is campanilismo. The explanation is that, traditionally, the imme-
diate hinterland of a citt›awas believed to be asmuch land as one could see from
the top of the campanile in the urban centre. If the view is not obstructed by
mountains vel sim. the visual range from the top of a campanile is something
like 25–30 km

but also other poleis with territories of over 1,000 km2. No
more than thirteen such poleis are known, viz.

Argos (c.1,400 km2 in C4l)
Athenai (c.2,500 km2)
Byzantion (c.1,500 km2)
Elis (over 1,000 km2)
Eretria (c.1,500 km2 in C4)
Kyrene (c.1,750 km2)
Megale polis (planned as polis of c.1,500 km2, perhaps
over 1,000 km2)

Miletos (perhaps c.2,000 km2)
Pantikapaion (over 3,000 km2)
Rhegion (1,000–1,300 km2)
Rhodos (1,400 km2)
Sparta/Lakedaimon (c.8,400 km2 before 371)
Syrakousai (c.12,000 km2 in C4)

These super poleis had emerged in one of four di·erent
ways: some had subjected neighbouring poleis and turned
them into municipalities (Argos, Eretria). Some had sub-
jected neighbouring poleis but kept them as dependent
poleis (Elis, Pantikapaion, Sparta/Lakedaimon, Syrakousai).
Somehadexpandedover a large territorywhere, apparently,
there were no other poleis (Athenai, Byzantion, Kyrene,
Miletos, Rhegion). Two were created by synoecism but in,
probably, both cases it was a partial synoecism inwhich the
participating communuties persisted as dependent poleis
side by side with the new central polis (Rhodos, Megale
polis).
In their fully developed form the big poleis were of two

di·erent types. While small poleis were so small that they
had just one urban centre—the polis in the urban sense—
the big poleis all had a number of second-order nucleated
settlements scatteredover their territory. In somecases these
villagesor townswere justmunicipalities, inother cases they
were polities, i.e. dependent poleis. It is interesting to note
that Athens is the obvious example of the first type, Sparta
of the second.
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Polis versus Chora—The Settlement Pattern

There are two basic forms of settlement: nucleated and
dispersed.1 The opposition is clear in principle; the cru-
cial question is where to draw the line in practice, and
that is a problem which stands out clearly as soon as we
move from an abstract to a more concrete form of ana-
lysis. Inmodern studies of the settlement pattern of ancient
Greece and its colonies a distinction is usually made be-
tween three forms of habitation:2 first-order sites (called
towns or cities), second-order sites (called villages or ham-
lets) and third-order sites (called farmsteads or homestead
farms).3 In all investigations, towns and villages are grouped
together as nucleated settlements and opposed to isolated
farmsteads, which are seen as the characteristic form of
dispersed settlement.4
The next problem is, of course, where to draw the line be-

tween a town and a village, and again between a hamlet and
a farmstead. Farmsteads are often described as “isolated”
but there are in fact attestations of clusters of farmsteads,5
and sometimes it can become a matter of definition how
to distinguish between the two forms of settlement.6 For
the distinction between a town and a village, threedi·erent
parameters are used: (a) the function of a settlementwithin
a region, (b) the physical size of the settlement, and/or
(c) the number of inhabitants. Re (a): in a region with a
number of nucleated settlements, one is usually larger than
the others and serves as the principal urban centre of the
whole region.7 Such an urban centre is sometimes called
a central place,8 undoubtedly a translation of the German

This chapter is based on Hansen (1995) 50–52; (1997) 20–25 and (2000) 154–56.

1 See, e.g., Bintli· (1977) 113, 131–33, 223–25, 403–5, 451.
2 Pe#cirka (1973) 115; Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994) 375, 383; Shipley

(1992) 218–19.
3 Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994) 249. Sometimes a distinction is

made between smaller towns and larger cities (Shipley (1992) 222–23). A similar
distinction can be made between smaller hamlets and larger villages (Jameson,
Runnels and van Andel (1994) 252.
4 Pe#cirka (1973) 115; Renfrew and Wagsta· (1982) 251; Finley (1987–89) 304;

Snodgrass (1990) 127–28; Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994) 249, 253–54;
Catling (2002) 187.
5 For possible clusters of farms of C6 and C5, see Catling (2002) 187–93.
6 Roy (1996) 109.
7 Shipley (1992) 223.
8 Johnson (1972) 772–73; Renfrew and Wagsta· (1982) 246b. Shipley (1992)

222 uses the term.

term Zentralort .9 The hierarchy can be observed at dif-
ferent levels. Sometimes the central place is called a city and
the smaller centres towns;10 but often the central place is
a town and the smaller centres are classified as villages.11
In this case the first-order site is defined in relation to the
surrounding smaller nucleated settlements and no absolute
figures in hectares or population size are needed in order
to establish a distinction between first- and second-order
sites.Re (b) and (c): as to size of habitation area and number
of inhabitants, there are considerable variations and I will
here restrict myself to two examples. In the monumental
investigation of southern Argolis the authors propose to
classify all sites of 5 ha or more as towns;12 whereas the size
of the population is the preferred parameter in FrankKolb’s
judicious introduction to Die Stadt im Altertum, where he
states a minimum population of 1,000 inhabitants as one
of his criteria for accepting a site as a Stadt .13 In both cases
the authors admit that the limit is very arbitrary, but it is
perhaps not a coincidence that the two criteria seem to cor-
respond: in the southern Argolis survey the authors suggest
that towns in the Classical period had a population density
of 250 persons per ha,14 i.e. a total population of c.1,250
persons for a town so small that it was almost a village.
The recent settlement pattern studies have changed our

understanding of ancient Greek society in many respects,
but the two most important insights have been (a) that we
can now, in some instances at least, trace the people who
lived in the countryside and assess the relation between the
urban and the rural population,15 and (b) that in some
parts of Archaic and especially Classical Greece many of
those who inhabited the countryside lived dispersed in iso-

9 Christaller (1933), translated into English in 1966 with the title Central
Places of Southern Germany. See also Whitley (1972).
10 Shipley (1992) 222–23.
11 Cherry, Davis and Mantzourani (1991) 473–77.
12 Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994) 249.
13 Kolb (1984) 15.
14 Jameson, Runnels and van Andel (1994) 549–50.
15 See, in particular, the Melos Survey (Renfrew and Wagsta· (1982)); the
Metapontion survey (Carter (1990)); the Northern Keos Survey (Cherry, Davis
and Mantzourani (1991)); the Southern Argolid Survey (Jameson, Runnels and
van Andel (1994)); the Methana Survey (Mee and Forbes (1997)) and the Asea
Survey (Fors‹en and Fors‹en (1997)). For an overview, see Osborne (1987) 56–70
and Hansen (2004).
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lated farmsteads and not nucleated in villages.16 Both these
major conclusions have been obtained by archaeological
surveys of selected stretches of the Greek countryside, and
in their analysis of the evidence the archaeologists have deli-
berately preferredmodern concepts—such as town, village
and farm(stead)—whereas a discussion of ancient Greek
terms is either avoided or confined to a historical section.
If, however, we shift the focus from the archaeological to the
written sources and ask how the ancient Greeks perceived
their own settlement pattern, we are faced with a whole
range of problems which concern both the terms used for
first-, second- and third-order settlements and the Greeks’
understanding of the distinction between nucleated and
dispersed settlement. First, the terminology.

1. First-order sites present no serious di¶culty. They are
called polis, and in literary and epigraphical sources alike
this term is applied over and over again to 447 named ur-
ban centreswhichwere also the political centres of the poleis
in question (supra 34–35). If the emphasis is on the urban
aspect of the settlement, the words astyor polisma are some-
times used synonymously with polis (in the sense of town)
(supra 47–48). Moreover, like polis in its urban sense, both
polisma and asty are exclusively used about towns which
were political centres of poleis in the political sense (supra
47–48). Thus the principal incongruity between the ancient
and the modern terminology is that, even when the polis is
seen as an urban centre, the ancient Greeks had the poli-
tical aspect in mind, whereas modern analysis emphasises
the cohabitation itself, irrespective of the political status of
the site.

2. It ismuchmore di¶cult to understand the ancient Greek
terminology used to describe villages and hamlets. The
principal term used is, of course, kome, which does in-
deed designate what we would call a village or a hamlet,17
although it is also sometimes found in the sense of a quarter
of a town.18 The problem is that, although most historians
believe that komai must have outnumbered poleis many
times,19 our Archaic and Classical sources provide us with
the names of fewer than thirty named localities which are
explicitly classified as komai20 as against 491 named com-
munities classified as poleis.21
One might object that it should not cause any surprise

16 Pe#cirka (1973); Snodgrass (1987–9); Catling (2002) 187–93.
17 Hansen (1995). 18 Isoc. 7.46, cf. Hansen (1995) 57 n. 50.
19 Snodgrass (1990) 132: “komai . . . must have been many times more nu-

merous than the actual poleis.” 20 Hansen (1995) 65–67.
21 447 called polis in, principally, the urban sense plus 44 attested as poleis in

the political and/or territorial senses only.

that philosophers, orators and historians use the term polis
muchmore frequently than the term kome since in accounts
of politics and wars it is only natural to mention “states”
rather than “municipalities” or “villages”. But this obser-
vation, though it contains a core of truth, is not quite to
the point. It is true that many battles were fought outside a
polis, e.g., in Boiotia, the battles of Plataiai in 479, the battle
of Tanagra in 457, the battles of Koroneia in 447 and 394,
and the battle of Chaironeia in 338. But just as many battles
were fought near what we would call villages, e.g. the battle
of Keressos c.520, the battle ofOinophyta in 457, thebattle of
Delion in 424, the battle of Tegyra in 375, and the battle of
Leuktra in 371. Whereas Plataiai, Tanagra, Koroneia and
Chaironeia are explicitly described as poleis in our sources,
none of the others is ever referred to in Archaic or Classi-
cal sources as being a kome. The epigraphical sources tell
the same story: although many inscriptions concern local
administration and the infrastrucure of the polis, the term
polis occurs much more frequently than the term kome.
Furthermore, a collection of the few attestations we have
reveals an interesting geographical pattern: we hear about
komai in the Dorian Peloponnese, in some parts of central
and western Greece, in Makedonia and Thrace and along
the west coast of Asia Minor.22 But, Mantineia excepted,
kome is hardly ever used about villages in the non-Dorian
Peloponnese, Attika, the north-eastern part of Hellas, the
islands in the Aegean, and all the colonies.23
The reason for the uneven distribution of attestations

of komai is believed to be that the term kome was Dorian,
whereas the term demos was used in the non-Dorian parts
of Hellas, cf. Arist. Poet . 1448a35–37: οpτοι [the Dorians]
µ8ν γ<ρ κ�µας τ<ς περιοικ�δας καλε!ν φασιν,�θηνα�ους δ8
δKµους.24But again, demes are attested in a fewpoleisonly,25

22 See the lists in Hansen (1995) 63–68.
23 The only attested kome in Italy and Sicily is one in the territory of Lokris

(FGrHist 577 fr. 2). In Attika Archontes komes are attested for Phaleron (IG ii2
1598A.9, 18; cf. IG ii2 3103). On the islands komai are attested in the territory of
Histiaia (Hdt. 8.23.2) and the only attested village on Tenos was called Kome
(IG xii.5 872.19 (c.300)). According to Aristotle (fr. 566), many Naxians were
settled κατ< κ�µας. But the fragment stems from a late source (Ath. 348B) and
we cannot be sure that Aristotle used the termkome. In Thessaly the inhabitants
of Pherai are referred to as κωµ�ται in one of Euripides’ tragedies (Eur. Alc.
476).
24 Arist. Poet. 1448a35–37: they say that they themselves call the surrounding

settlements “komai”, but the Athenians “demoi”. For a critical analysis of this
passage, see Hansen (1995) 71.
25 See Jones, POAG. Outside Attika and the Athenian klerouchies, demoi

of the Archaic and Classical periods are known from Euboia (ibid. 73–79),
Kalymna (ibid. 231), Kos (ibid. 239·) andRhodos (ibid. 243–49). In laterperiods
demoi are also attested in Amorgos (ibid. 214), Elis (ibid. 145), Miletos (ibid.
323·), Naxos (ibid. 213), Stratonikeia (ibid. 335) and Thessalonike (ibid. 268).
Strabo 8.3.2 states that Mantinea, Tegea, Heraia, Aigion, Patrai and Dyme were
synoecised from various numbers of demoi.We have no source to confirm that
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and, moreover, although demos often denotes a village,26
the word does not mean village, but rather “municipality”
or “local community”.27 In this sense it is applied to a
territorial subdivision of the polis28 and most demoi were
undoubtedly centred on a village.29 Some demes, however,
were not villages but quarters of a town or a city30 and,
moreover, there is some evidence that a demos could be a
district with dispersed settlement and no nucleated centre
at all.31
To sum up: kome means village and is applied to small

nucleated settlements. It ismostly used in a socio-economic
contextwithout relation to thepolitical structure of the polis
to which it belongs; and there seem to be only two unques-
tionable attestations of kome used about the civic subdivi-
sions of a polis, namely in sources relating toMegara,32 and
in the C4 sympoliteia by which Helisson became a kome of
the Mantinean polis (SEG 37 340.7–8 =RO 14). Demos, on
the other hand, means municipality, not village, but mostly
denotes a civic subdivision which was centred on a village.
In any case it is a gross exaggeration for the Classical period
toclaim that, by and large,poleis were subdivided intoeither
demoi or komai. In the Hellenistic and Roman periods, on
theother hand, komai are copiously attestedboth in literary
sources, especially in Strabo, and in inscriptions.33

3. It is evenmore di¶cult to find out how theGreeksdesig-
nated the third-ordersites, and the evidencewe have reveals
that the ancient Greek language has no word that specific-
ally and indisputably conveys the sense of “farm” in English

all these Peloponnesian poleis were synoecised from demoi. On the contrary,
other sources show that Mantinea was organised into komai, not demoi.

26 See, e.g., Hdt. 3.55.2: “I met Archias in Pitane (the demos to which he
belonged)”; Isoc. 7.46: “they [the ancient Athenians] divided the polis into
komai and the chora into demoi”.
27 See, e.g., Hdt. 9.73.2: “The Tyndaridai invaded Attika and expelled the

demoi (@ν�στασαν τοSς δKµους)”. In the sense of “make (people) migrate” (LSJ
A.iii.2), the object of @ν�στηµι is always one or more persons, see infra 123, and
in this passage “villages” would be a mistranslation of δKµους.
28 Jones, POAG 4–7.
29 The best example is the centre of Halai Aixonidai at Palaiochori near Ana

Voula, see Lohmann (1993) i. 129–34 and infra 626.
30 In Athens Kollytos, Kydathenaion, Skambonidai, Melite, Koile and Keiri-

adai were strictly urban demes lying inside the walls (Traill (1986) 126, 129, 130,
134, 136). Lindos, on the other hand, was probably a townmade into one single
deme whose members were called Λινδοπολ!ται (RE Suppl. 5: 746).
31 Atene may have been a deme with dispersed settlement and without a

nucleated centre, see Lohmann (1993) 126–36. Halimous is another example of
such a deme, seeHansen (1997) 22–23, infra626 and Cohen (2000) 120–22, who,
in our opinion, goes too far by almost denying that demes could have, and in
many cases must have had, a nucleated centre.
32 TheMegarid settled in 5 komai (Plut.Quest. Graec. 17); Megara organised

into komai of which one is Aigosthena (IG vii 1.18 (c.300)). Pace Charneux
(1984) and Jones, POAG 114–15, there is no evidence that Classical Argos was
organised into komai, see Pi‹erart (2000) 300.
33 For a judicious treatment, see Schuler (1998) 22–32.

or “ferme” in French or “Bauernhof ” in German, etc. In-
stead the Greeks had to make use of a number of words,
none of which had the sense of “farm” but every one in a
proper context could be used to designate a farm.34 Thus,
χωρ�ονmay denote a farm, especially when combined with
the word ο;κ�α.35 Themeaning of the word, however, is just
“place” and it could also be used about, e.g., a polis, an Attic
deme or a deserted part of an island.36 Next, @γρ�ςmeans
“field” but sometimes refers to a farm;37 α3λK, properly a
court, canalsodenote farmsteads,38 and �παυλ�ςor �πα2λιον
is another word attested in the sense of farmstead.39 Ob-
viously, for want of a proper term the Greeks had to use
a whole range of di·erent words to express what we call a
farm or a farmstead.

To conclude: modern archaeological analysis operates with
a fairly fixed and simple terminology for first-, second- and
third-order sites, sc. city/town, village/hamlet and farm/
farmstead; but the ancient Greeks had a fully developed
terminology for the first-order sites only, namely polis or,
synonymously, polisma or asty. For second-order sites they
had the terms kome (which is surprisingly rare and re-
stricted to certain parts of the Greek world) and demos
(which does not mean village although it often denotes a
village); finally, for third-order sites they had no term at
all but only a number of words that in proper context de-
noted what we call a farm. So far, we have found no ancient
literary source and only one—Hellenistic—inscription in
which we meet the tripartite set of terms that correspond
to our town—village—farm, viz. Antigonos’ letter of c.303
about the synoecism of Teos and Lebedos in which hemen-
tions villages (komai) and farms (epaulia) outside the town
(polis).40
Next, sources in which di·erent kinds of settlement are

contrasted showthat the ancientGreeksopposed settlement
in thepolis to settlement in the chora, but didnot distinguish

34 For termsdesignating real property and thus sometimes a farm, see Pritch-
ett (1956) 261–69. See now the meticulous discussion in Schuler (1998) 73–100.
35 Finley (1985) 124 no. 14: Pρος ο;κ�ας κα9 χωρ�ου κα9 ο;κ�ας τ�ς �ν "στει.

IG ii2 1241 (300) is a lease of a chorion. The ensuing contract includes detailed
regulations concerning the cultivation of the land, and it appears that lease
of the chorion includes a house, a strong indication that the whole estate is a
farmstead and not just a plot of land. See now Jones (2000).
36 The word χωρ�ον is used about Naupaktos, which was a polis (Thuc.

3.102.4), or about the Acharnai, which was a demos (Thuc. 2.19.2, only some
MSS) or about an empty part of Korkyra (Thuc. 1.52.2)
37 Men. Dysc. 5–7; Dem. 53.6, 57.10.
38 Syll.3 169.40· (Iasos, c.350); Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 6.50.3.
39 Diod. 12.43.1: he pillaged the so-called Akte and set fire to the epauleis.
40 Syll.3 344.98: Pσαι δ1 Qν κ&µαι A �πα2λια Rσιν :ξ[ω τ�ς π�λεως Gµ]&ν

(“as many komai or epaulia as there are outside your polis”).
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habitation invillages fromhabitation in isolated farmsteads.
Let us adduce some examples.
FromThucydides’ descriptionof the evacuationof Attika

in 431 it is clear that more than half of the Athenians had
lived in the countryside for centuries, until theywere forced
by the Peloponnesian War to move into the city of Athens.
But the passage does not reveal whether the homes they
were forced to leave were villages or isolated farmsteads.41
Euripides’ tragedyOrestes includes a report of a meeting

of the ekklesia inwhich several Argives address the assembly.
One of them is described as an honest and courageous
farmer who does not often visit the city and attend its
political meetings. Again we would like to know whether
this admirable person lived alone on his farm or in a small
village with other farmers of the same disposition.42
In the Laws Plato envisages a settlement pattern in which

a central asty is surrounded by twelve komai. Here every
citizen is supposed to own one house in the asty and one in
the chora (Pl. Leg. 745B–E), and the presumption is that the
house in the chorawas inoneof the twelve villages andnot in
the countryside,43 but Plato’s account is notoriously vague
and some scholars have preferredto believe that the citizens
had their country houses scattered over the countryside.44
InPolitics book 1Aristotle states that thepolis emergedby

a synoecism of komai, each of which, again, emerged from
an aggregate of scatteredoikiai.45 The polis is the key theme
of the rest of the work; the oikia is analysed in book 1 and
referred to occasionally in the later books, but the concept
of kome is never treatedproperly. It is just mentioned at the
beginning of book 1 as the link between oikia and polis, and
in the later books it is referred to only twice and inpassing.46
In books 2–8 the principal opposition is between the polis
(or asty) and the chora, as is apparent from the following
example: in the description of democracy in book 6 we are
told that the peasants live scattered over the countryside
and are therefore prevented from frequenting the ekklesia,
but nothing is said about whether they live nucleated in
villages or dispersed in farmsteads.47
Finally, in several sources dispersed settlement (σπορ�-

δην) is opposed to settlement in poleis, and in these sources

41 Thuc. 2.16.2, see the interpretation supra 12.
42 Eur. Or . 917–30, cf. Roy (1996). 43 Pi‹erart (1974) 15–21, 39–41.
44 e.g. Wilamowitz and P•ohlmann, quoted by Pi‹erart (1974) 39.
45 Arist. Pol. 1252b9–24; the synoecism is indicated by the verb συν�λθον (b20,

cf. infra 117 n. 16), and the dispersed settlementwith the adjectiveσπορ�δες (b23).
46 Arist. Pol. 1261a27–9; 1280b40–81a1.
47 Arist. Pol. 1319a28–32: “Besides, people of this class can readily come to the

assembly, because they are continually moving about in the city (τ> "στυ) and
in the agora; whereas farmers are scatteredover the country (δι< τ> διεσπ�ρθαι
κατ< τBν χ�ραν) anddonotmeet or feel the sameneedof assembling together.”

there is eithernomention of settlement in komai or, if there
is, settlement in komai is linked with dispersed settlement
and opposed to settlement in the polis.48
Thus, for modern historians and archaeologists the

settlement pattern is in focus, and therefore the nucle-
ated settlements are subdivided into towns and villages and
opposed to (isolated) farmsteads. For the ancient Greeks
themselves the social and political aspects of community life
matteredmore than the settlement pattern, and when they
thought about how the population of a polis was settled,
they focused on the opposition between polis and chora
instead of the opposition between nucleated settlement in
townandvillagesversus dispersed settlement; therefore they
separated those who lived in the countryside (in villages or
farms) from those who lived in the urban centre, and they
devoted almost all attention to the polis itself. To live in
komai without any urban centre was seen as an old form
of habitation (Xen. Hell. 5.2.7), which antedated the polis
(Arist. Pol. 1252b10–30) or, in contemporary society, as an
old-fashioned formof habitation surviving inmarginal and
backward regions of Hellas (Thuc. 3.94.4).
Even though the Greeks showed little interest in second-

order settlements, it is still important toassess their number,
their distribution and their character, at least in the Greek
homeland. Admittedly, the study of the settlement pattern
of ancient Greece is still in its infancy and a reliable picture
can be drawn only for the few regions that have been sur-
veyed during the last three decades. Also, for the regions
settled with Greek colonies, it would be impossible to pre-
sent a survey of the entire settlement pattern, comprising
both the Greek and the indigenous settlements. Here the
study must be restricted to the settlement pattern in the
immediate hinterland of each polis. But for every region in
the Greek homeland described in this inventory, the intro-
duction to the chapter includes a list of attested non-polis
settlements, first those mentioned in ancient sources, and
then those known exclusively from their physical remains,
brought to light by excavations and/or surveys. Of those
settlements which are attested in ancient sources, many
have been identifiedwith archaeological sites, but some are
still unlocated.49

have been two basic types of region: somewith a fairly small
Onemajor result of the investigation is that thereseem to

48 Isoc. Hel. 35; Pl. Prt. 322A-B; Philoch. (FGrHist 328) fr. 2a.
49 Some of the unlocated settlements known from written sources are un-

doubtedly identical with some of the unidentified archaeological sites. So the
total number of attested non-polis settlements must be lower than the sum of
(a) the settlements known from written sources and (b) settlements known
exclusively from excavation and surveys.
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number of comparatively large poleis and a large number
of second-order settlements within each polis, and some
with a high number of fairly small poleis, each with very
few second-order settlements within its territory or none
at all. The first type is found in the eastern part of the
mainland where the polis emerged early, in Euboia, Boiotia,
Attika, the Isthmos and Argolis.50 For very di·erent reasons
a similar settlement pattern is also found in thewesternmost
regions where polis formation took place as late as in the
Classical period: Epeiros, Akarnania and Aitolia. In these
regions thepopulationwas long settled in komai apart from
all the colonies along the coasts founded by Corinth and
Elis.51 The second type prevails in the rest of Greece and on
the Aegean Islands.52 In Asia Minor there were apparently
many second-order settlements in Ionia, whereas the poleis
outnumbered the other settlements in Mysia, Troas, Aiolis
and on Lesbos.53 Thus, regions settled in poleis with few
villages between the poleis54 seem to be the rule rather than
the exception. In this respect there is a very sharp contrast
indeedbetweenancientGreece andGreeceof thenineteenth
and twentieth centurieswith itsfive-digit numberof villages
and hamlets as against a comparatively small number of
towns.55
Moreover, the rapidly growing number of archaeological

surveys of theGreek countryside shows that themajority of
the population lived in the urban and political centre of the
city-state, the polis town, and a minority only was settled

50 Euboia (14 : 35, to which must be added a high number of unrecorded
demes); Attika (1 (or 2 including Salamis) : 100+, for the demes as settlements,
see 626 infra); Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia (3–5 : 19); Argolis (11 : 50).
51 Epeiros (26 : 45); Akarnania (30 : 25); Aitolia (15 : 31); cf. Ps.-Skylax 28, 30,

31, 32; Thuc. 3.94.4.
52 West Lokris (12 : 7); Phokis (29 : c.10); Achaia (16 : 9); Elis (20 : 12); Arkadia

(39 : 31); Triphylia (8 : 6); Messenia (11 : 7); Lakedaimon 24 : 33, but many perioi-
kic poleis unidentified); East Lokris (11 : 7); Doris (4 : 0); Thessaly and adjacent
regions (78 : 52); Mygdonia, Chalkidike, Bisaltia (83 : 26). Rousset (1999).
53 Ionia (34 : 75); Asiatic coast of the Propontis (30 : 6); Troas (29 : 13); Lesbos

6 : 2?); Aiolis (36 : 17); Karia (72 : 9, but many communities recorded as poleis
type C:γ, and many indigenous second-order settlements not recorded).
54 One of the best known is Koresia on Keos (no. 493), see Cherry, Davis

and Mantzourani (1991) 337–40.
55 Ibid. 383–402.

in the countryside either in villages or in farmsteads.56And
this settlement pattern is found not only in the regions with
many poleis and few second-order settlements but even in
some of the regions with a relatively high number of settle-
ments in the countryside, i.e, in Boiotia and in Argolis.57
Only in very large poleis, such as Athens, did the extra-
urban population outnumber those who lived in the polis
centre. Attika was exceptional in having several score, per-
haps more than 100 nucleated centres, only one of which
was a polis. In Classical Greece the degree of urbanisation
seems to have been inversely proportional to the size of the
polis. The smallest poleis had the highest degree of urbani-
sation, whereas the few large poleis had a higher percentage
of its population settled outside the polis town.
The inference is, on the one hand, that the Greeks had

a skewed view of their own settlement pattern, one that
favoured the urban centre, sc. the polis, at the expense
of settlements in the countryside, either nucleated or dis-
persed. On the other hand, on the Greekmainland villages
were probably not as numerous as an Athenocentric view
of Greek history has made us believe. In the Hellenistic and
Roman periods, however, the picture changed. There is a
much larger number of settlements classified as komai, es-
pecially in the eastern part of the Greek world, and they
occur both in the epigraphical and in the literary sources,
especially in Strabo and Pausanias.58
The overall conclusion is that there is no ancient Greek

set of terms that fits the very neat modern archaeological
tripartition into towns, villages and farmsteads. TheGreeks
focused on the political aspects of community life rather
than on the settlement pattern. They distinguished the polis
from the chora and did not pay much attention to whether
the chora was settled in villages or in farmsteads.

56 The conclusion of all the surveys listed in n. 15 supra, cf. Hansen (2004)
11–16.
57 Boiotia: Bintli· (1997); southern Argolis: Jameson, Runnels, and van An-

del (1994) 373–400, 415–538. For an overview, see Hansen (2004).
57 See the impressive study by Schuler (1998)with a survey of the epigraphical

evidence on pp. 291–97.
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Types of Constitution

The polis had a government, i.e. a set of political institutions
(politeia)manned by citizens (politai) in charge of political
decision making and enforcement of the legal order. The
meaning of these three key terms—polis, polites, politeia—
and their interconnection is most clearly expounded by
Aristotle in Politics book 3: polis is defined as a community
(koinonia) of citizens (politai) about their political insti-
tutions (politeia).1 A polites is defined as a person who is
entitled to participate in government (arche) and admi-
nistration of justice (krisis);2 and politeia is defined as the
structure of a polis’ political institutions (archai) and inpar-
ticular of the supremebody of government (kyria panton).3
That this is not just an idiosyncratic Aristotelian conception
of what a politeia was appears both from literary sources4
and from the preserveddocuments, e.g. the so-called Char-
ter of the Second Athenian Naval League of 378/7 (IG ii2
43.20) and, to cite a non-Athenian source as well, the oath
on the League of Corinth taken in 338/7 by all poleis that
joined the League (Staatsvertr•age 403 4.34–35 and 9.29–30).
In both cases politeia designates the structure and organi-
sation of the political institutions of the members, cf. infra.
Thewordpoliteiameans literally “citizenship”, and that is

by far themost commonmeaning attested all over theGreek
world in hundreds of decrees by which a named person
is awarded citizenship (politeia) in the polis that passed
the decree.5 In the ancient Greek world citizenship was,
essentially, what it has become once again in our times, i.e.

1 1276b1–2: εTπερ γ�ρ �στι κοινων�α τις j π�λις, :στι δ8 κοινων�α πολιτ&ν
πολιτε�ας (“If the polis is a community, and a community of citizens with
respect to the constitution”), cf. CPCActs 5: 133–34. For the juxtaposition of
polis, polites and politeia as the three cornerstones of political organisation, see
Lys. 18.1; Aeschin. 3.8; Dem. 8.69–70, 18.308; Lycurg. 1.142; Isoc. 7.20, 8.50–51,
16.17–18; Pl. Resp. 501E; Leg . 715B; Thrasymachos fr. 1.
2 1275a22–23: πολ�της δ1 uπλ&ς ο3δεν9 τ&ν "λλων $ρ�ζεται µ%λλον A τE&

µετ�χειν κρ�σεως κα9 @ρχ�ς (“the citizen is defined by nothing else more than
by participating in the administration of justice and in holding o¶ce”).
3 1278b8–10: :στι δ8 πολιτε�α π�λεως τ�ξις τ&ν τε "λλων @ρχ&ν κα9 µ�λιστα

τ�ς κυρ�ας π�ντων (“The constitution is the city’s organisation of the o¶ces
and particularly of the supreme o¶ce”). For π�λεως as a subjective genitive, see
Hansen (1994) 93–94.
4 Thrasymachos of Chalkedon fr. 1; Anaximenes of Lampsakos [Rhet. Al.]

1446b20; Hell. Oxy. 18.3.
5 F.Delphes iii.4 378 (C4m); I.Oropos 4 (C4l); IG iv2.1 615 (Epidauros (C4));

IG iv 748 (Troizen (C4)); IG xi.4 510 (Delos (C4l)); IG xii Suppl. 245 (Andros
(C4f)); Tit. Cal. 5 (Kalymna (C4)); I.Olbia 14 (C4s); I.Ephesos 1427 (C4); SEG
40 392 (Triphylia (C4e)). Bordes (1982) 49–107.

the legally defined hereditarymembership of an individual
ina statewhereby themember (in themodernworld called a
citizen or a national) acquires political, social and economic
privileges that a non-citizen member of the community
does not enjoy, or enjoys only partially. As a rule, a person
is a citizen of one state only (Pierson (1996) 27–30). In the
Middle Ages and in the Early Modern period citizenship
was restricted to (some of) those who lived in the cities,
and in its full sense it survived only in city-states, but since
theFrenchRevolutioncitizenshiphasbeendissociated from
the connectionwith the urban centres and has recovered its
connection with political participation at state level.6
In ancient Greece the corresponding terms used were

politeia to denote citizenship itself, and polites to denote
the citizen if the emphasis was on a citizen’s exercise of
his political rights,7 whereas astos (masculine)8 and aste
(feminine)9 were commonly used to denote a person of
citizen birth. As a rule, a person was a polites of one polis
only.10 Again, Aristotle concurs with this double aspect of
citizenship, saying that, in practice, citizenship is defined as
being born from citizens (1275b22–24), whereas, function-
ally, citizenship is defined by participating in the running
of the political institutions of one’s polis (1275a22–33). Citi-
zenship was not restricted to (some of) those who lived in
the urban centres, and neither polites nor astos was used in
the sense of “townsman” and opposed to agroikos in the
sense of “countryman”.11

6 Riesenberg (1992) 106–17, 140–86 (citizenship in the medieval cities), 253–
66 (revival of participatory citizenship during the French Revolution).
7 IG iv 841.12, see L‹evy (1985).
8 Solon fr. 4.6; Anac. Anth. Gr. 6.143.3–4; Dem. 57.46. Polites and astos juxta-

posed in Arist. Ath. Pol. 26.4.
9 For aste, see Syll.3 1015.6–7 (Halikarnassos (C3)); Egypt. I. Metr . 33.1

(Naukratis). The feminine form politis is sometimes used of females of citi-
zen birth, see Arist. Pol. 1275b33, 1278a28; IG xii.7 386.21 (Aigiale (C3)); IG v.2
268B.31 (politis apo genous,Mantinea (C1)); I. Kos 178.6 (Kos (C3)). For Athens,
see Moss‹e (1985) 77–79. There is, we think, no attestation of politis signifying a
female citizen exercising citizen rights.
10 Citizens of apolis that founded a colony acquired citizen rights in the colony
but lost politeia in their polis of origin; see Graham (1964) 111, 117. Most persons
were citizens of one polis only, but double citizenship was not unknown; see
Busolt (1920) 229–30 and CPCActs 5: 115 with n. 586. To have double citizenship
became extremely common in the course of the Hellenistic period.
11 Although the ancient Greeks showed a tendency towards clustering to-
gether in urban centres, it is a curious fact that they never coined a word to
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From the primary sense of citizenship, politeia developed
two secondary meanings: (a) in a very concrete sense po-
liteia designated the body of citizens as opposed to all non-
citizens;12 (b) in a more abstract sense it designated the
structure of the body of citizens13 and is traditionally and
in our opinion correctly rendered “constitution” or “form
of government”.14 Thus, in 378/7 the Athenians stipulated
that eachmember of the Second Naval League was entitled
to have the politeia, i.e. the type of constitution it preferred
(IG ii2 43.20–21); and in 338/7allmembers of the Corinthian
League agreed under oath that theywould not interferewith
the politeia, i.e. constitution, of any of the other members
(Dem. 17.10 =Staatsvertr•age 403).
It is apparent from both sources that di·erent poleis had

di·erent forms of politeia,15 and in Greek political theory
politeiai were divided into types according to how many
people constituted andmanned the principal organs of gov-
ernment. Basically, there were three constitutional types:
the rule of the one, the few and the many. Pindar is the
first we know who distinguished between rule by a tyrant,
or the wise, or the whole army.16 About a generation later,
Herodotoshasadebate about the three basic typesof consti-
tution, here described asdemos, oligarchiaandmonarchia.17
InC4e Plato called the three forms tyrannis, aristokratiaand
demokratia.18 In C4f the theory was further developed and
extended by giving each of the three main types a posi-
tive and a negative variant (i.e. one a Good Thing and
the other a Bad Thing). That theory can be found in nuce
in Xenophon’sMemorabilia and fully developed in Plato’s

denote the urban population—like our “townsman” in English or “St•adter” in
German or “citadin” in French. The term polites is almost invariably linked to
the concept of polis in the political sense and only very exceptionally used in
the sense of townsman (Hom. Od. 7.131; Pl. Resp. 370C).

12 SEG 9 1.61: ο� "λλοι π�ντες ο� �ν τ�ι πολιτε�αι; Lycurg. 1.79; Arist. Pol.
1297b1, 12, 37, cf. Hansen (1994) 95–97.
13 To Isokrates the politeia is the soul of the polis (7.14, 12.138); to Aristotle

it is the form (eidos) of the polis (1276b2–11, cf. CPCActs 5: 133). Bordes (1982)
127–38.
14 L‹evy (1993) 75–90; Miller (1995) 143–53. A fourth sense, not relevant in this

context, is “line of policy” advocated by a political leader (Aeschin. 3.150).
15 de Romilly (1959); Bleicken (1979).
16 Pind. Pyth. 2.86–88: �ν π�ντα δ8 ν�µον ε3θ2γλωσσος @νBρ προφ�ρει, παρ<

τυρανν�δι, χ�π�ταν $ λ�βρος στρατ�ς, χ�ταν π�λιν ο� σοφο9 τηρ�ωντι (“Aman
straightforward in speech brings forward social order to everything he does,
both under a tyranny, and when the boisterous host, and when the wise watch
over the city”, trans. Ostwald (2000) 15).
17 Hdt. 3.82.1: τρι&ν γ<ρ προκειµ�νων κα9 π�ντων τE& λ�γEω @ρ�στων ��ντων,

δKµου τε @ρ�στου κα9 fλιγαρχ�ας κα9 µον�ρχου πολλE& τοCτο πρ�εχειν λ�γω
(repeated in 82.5) (“In so far as three (types) are under debate and all are
presented in the best possible light: the best form of demos, oligarchia and
monarchos, I hold that the last one is the best”).
18 Pl. Resp. 338D: τ&ν π�λεων α� µ8ν τυραννοCνται, α� δ8 δηµοκρατοCνται, α�

δ8 @ριστοκρατοCνται (cf. 338E) (“Of the poleissome are governed ina tyrannical,
some in a democratic, and some in an aristocratic fashion”).

Statesman,19 but it received its classic formulation in Aris-
totle, in book 8 of the Nicomachean Ethics and especially in
book 3 of the Politics.20 He distinguished between a good
and a bad form of monarchy (basileia versus tyrannis), mi-
nority rule (aristokratia versus oligarchia) andmajority rule
(politeia versus demokratia).
Towhat extent doesAristotle’s systematic classificationof

politeiaimatch the polis world in which he lived? If wemove
fromphilosophy to history, the basic tripartition is found in
both literary and epigraphical sources. Thucydidespresents
as theThebans’ view in 428 that thereare three types of con-
stitution: demokratia, oligarchia and tyrannis, but oligarchia
is attested in two forms: a positive one called isonomos oli-
garchia and a negative one described as dynasteia oligon
andron.21 A speech delivered before the Athenian jurors in
400/399 distinguishes between demos, oligarchia and tyran-
nos.22 In a treaty of 362/1between the Athenians, the Arkadi-
ans, the Achaians, the Eleans and the Phleiasians, the three
types are called demos, oligarchia and, probably, tyrannos.23
In 345 and again in 330Aischines stated that any community
had one of three politeiai: either tyrannis, or oligarchia or
demokratia.24 In a contemporary treatise Isokrates refers to
the three types as monarchia, oligarchia and demokratia.25
Admittedly, the classification of constitutions is best at-

tested in Athenian sources. Yet, Pindar was from Thebes,
Herodotos from Halikarnassos, Thucydides claims to re-
port a Theban view, and the tripartition is found in three
East Greek documents of the early Hellenistic period: a C3e
law from Ilion regulates how demokratia can be protected

19 Xen.Mem. 4.6.12; Cyrop. 1.1.1; Pl. Pol. 291C-292A, cf. Leg . 712C.
20 Arist.Pol. 1279a22–b10, cf.Eth.Nic. 1160a31–b21;Hansen (1993); Rowe (1998).
21 Thuc. 3.62.3: jµ!ν γ<ρ j π�λις τ�τε �τ2γχανεν οlτε κατ1 fλιγαρχ�αν

;σ�νοµον πολιτε2ουσα οlτε κατ< δηµοκρατ�αν· Pπερ δ� �στι ν�µοις µ8ν κα9
τE& σωφρονεστ�τEω �ναντι�τατον, �γγυτ�τω δ8 τυρ�ννου, δυναστε�α fλ�γων
@νδρ&ν εMχε τ< πρ�γµατα (“At that time our polis happened to be governed
neither as an isonomos oligarchia, nor as a demokratia. No, a dynasteia of a few
men was in power and that is the opposite of constitutional and prudent go-
vernment and very close to tyranny”). The adjective isonomos suggests that the
positive form of oligarchia is close to demokratia, cf. Thuc. 3.82.8, whereas the
negative form of oligarchia is close to tyrannis. For the description of oligarchia
as such as a dynasteia oligon, see Plato. Plt. 291D.
22 Lys. 6.30: τ>ν "νδρα ο3 δ�µος, ο3κ fλιγαρχ�α, ο3 τ2ραννος, ο3 π�λις �θ�λει

δ�ξασθαι (“No one would admit this man, neither a demos, nor an oligarchia,
nor a tyrannos, nor a polis”).
23 Heavily but plausibly restored at IG ii2 112.24–26: [��ν δ� τις] . . . τ>ν

δ�µον [καταλ2ηι τ>ν �θηνα�ων A τ2ραννον κα]θιστ�ι A fλι[γαρχ�αν . . .] (“If
anyone tries to abolish the Athenian demos, or tries to set up a tyrannos or an
oligarchia . . .”).
24 Aeschin. 1.4: $µολογοCνται γ<ρ τρε!ς εMναι πολιτε!αι παρ< π%σιν @νθρ�-

ποις, τυρανν9ς κα9 fλιγαρχ�α κα9 δηµοκρατ�α(repeated at 3.6) (“It is commonly
agreed that in the whole world there are three forms of politeia: tyrannis,
oligarchia and demokratia”).
25 Isoc. 12.132: �γ_ δ8 φηµ9 τ<ς µ8ν ;δ�ας τ&ν πολιτει&ν τρε!ς εMναι µ�νας,

fλιγαρχ�αν, δηµοκρατ�αν, µοναρχ�αν (“I hold that there are three forms of
politeia altogether: oligarchia, demokratia and monarchia”).
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against oligarchia and the rule of a tyrannos;26 a C4–C3
decree from Erythrai was passed after the restoration of
democracy (demos) in order to prevent future attempts to
instal a tyrant (tyrannos) or an oligarchia;27 and a civic oath
from Kalymna from the same period makes the citizens
swear that they will not install a tyrant (tyrannos) or an
oligarchia or any other constitution (here called politeuma)
except demokratia.28
So, the tripartition of types of constitution was not just a

philosophical idiosyncrasy, nor was it an invention of Plato
and Aristotle to classify the forms of constitution according
to the number of rulers. The numerical classification is
clearly attested inmany other and sometimes older sources:
both basileia and tyrannis are characterised as forms of
monarchia.29The term oligarchiameans the rule of the few.
In democratic ideology demos is identified with the whole
of the citizen body,30 and idioms like the rule of to plethos
or hoi polloi are used synonymously with demokratia.31
On the other hand, what is attested in all sources is the

basic tripartition into tyrannis, oligarchia and demokratia.
The division of each of the three basic types into two sub-
types seems to have been peculiar to the Athenian philoso-
phers. Aristotle had it from Plato, and since it is found both
in Plato and in Xenophon’sMemorabilia, it may go back to
Sokrates.
From a theoretical point of view, that of Plato and Aris-

totle, basileia was primarily the positive form of monar-
chy and tyrannis its perversion. In a historical perspective,
prominent in other sources, basileiawas anold formof con-
stitution, known from Homer and echoed in Attic tragedy.
It had survived in Sparta, in remote regions and among the
barbarians (infra), but in the period best covered by our

26 I.Ilion 25.19–22: [Lς δ1] Qν @π[οκτ]ε�νηι τ[>ν τ]2ραννο[ν A τ>ν j]γεµ�να
τ�[ς] fλιγαρ[χ]�ας A τ>ν τBν δ[ηµοκρα]τ�αγ καταλ2ον[τ]α . . . [τ�]λαντον
@ργυρ[�]ου λ[αµβ�νειν παρ< τ�ς π�]λεως . . . (cf. 43–46, 116–19) (“Whoever
kills the tyrannos or the leader of the oligarchia or the man who attempts to
abolish the demokratia . . . shall receive a talent of silver from the polis”).
27 I.Erythrai 503.2–6: �πειδB ο� �ν τ�ι fλιγαρχ�αι τ�ς ε;κ�νος τ�ς Φιλ�του

τοC @ποκτε�ναντος τ>ν τ2ραννον τοC @νδρι�ντος �ξε�λοντο ξ!φος, . . . Pπως
Qν $ δ�µος φα�νηται πολλKν �πιµ�λειαν ποιο2µενος . . . τ&ν �υεργετ&ν . . .
δεδ�χθαι τ�ι βουλ�ι κα9 τ&ι δKµωι . . . (“Since the ruling oligarchs took away
the sword from the statue of Philitos who had killed the tyrant . . .. and in order
to demonstrate that the demos cares for its benefactors, it has been decided by
the boule and the demos . . .”).
28 Tit. Cal. xii 21–22: fλιγαρχ�αν δ8 ο3δ8 τ2ραννον ο3δ8 "λλο πολ�τευµα :ξω

δαµοκρατ�ας ο3 καταστ�σω (“I shall not set up an oligarchia or a tyrannos
or any other form of politeuma, except demokratia”). For politeuma, see L‹evy
(1993).
29 µοναρχ�α and βασιλε�α: Pind. Pyth. 4.165–66; Isoc. 5.107; µοναρχ�α and

τυρανν�ς: Hdt. 7.154.1; Thuc. 1.122.3.
30 Thuc. 6.39.1: �γ_ δ� φηµι πρ&τα µ8ν δ�µον ξ2µπαν �νοµ�σθαι, fλιγ-

αρχ�αν δ8 µ�ρος (“I hold that demos is a name designating all (citizens), oli-
garchia just a part”).
31 τ> πλ�θος: Lys. 28.13; Isoc. 1.36; ο� πολλο�: Aeschin. 3.234; Thuc. 2.37.1.

Classical sources, c.450–323, it was no longer a constitution
practised in the Greek world of poleis.32 It is worth not-
ing that Aristotle shares the historical view when he moves
from the more theoretical approach in book 3, chapters 7–
8, to a more political analysis in chapter 14.33 Also, the 158
Aristotelian politeiai were subdivided into four categories:
democratic, oligarchic, tyrannical and aristocratic consti-
tutions. Basileia is notoriously absent.34
Apart from Plato and Aristotle, praise of aristokratia as

thepositive formof rule of the few is attested ina fewsources
only,35 and then in a dubious context: in Thucydides,mod-
erate aristokratia is held up as a suspicious political slo-
gan for what he in other contexts calls oligarchia,36 and in
Aristophanes’ Birds the verb aristokrateisthai is supposed
to denote an attractive form of government but is used as
a punning joke on Aristokrates the son of Skellias who a
few years later was one of the 400 oligarchs.37 In the comic
poet Heniochos, aristokratia is juxtaposed with demokra-
tia and both are derided as bad forms of constitution.38
In Isokrates, aristokratia is a characteristic not of the rule
of the few but of the Athenian democracy as instituted by
Theseus.39 On the other hand, both the noun aristokratia
and the words derived from it occur frequently in Plato
and abound in Aristotle to describe the positive counter-
part of oligarchia; according to Xenophon, Sokrates used
aristokratia in this sense,40 but it is extremely rare in other
literary sources of the Classical period and unattested in
inscriptions.41
Finally, the systematic subdivision of popular rule into

two variants is peculiar to Plato and Aristotle. Admittedly,
Aristotle disclaims responsibility forhaving invented theuse
of the word politeia as a term for a positive form of popular

32 Carlier (1984) 137–230 (Homeric kingship), 240–324 (Spartan kingship),
325–484 (kingship in other poleis). 33 Hansen (1993) 95.
34 Diog. Laert. 5.27: πολιτε!αι π�λεων δυο!ν δεο2σαιν ρξ´ κατ1 εTδη· δηµο-

κρατικα�, fλιγαρχικα�, τυραννικα�, @ριστοκρατικα�(“158 constitutions of poleis
according to their form: democratic, oligarchic, tyrannical, aristocratic”).
35 Herodotos describes the rule of hoi aristoi as oligarchia; Hdt. 3.81.1: fλι-

γαρχ�α, 3: "νδρες ο� "ριστοι.
36 Thuc. 3.82.8: πλKθους ;σονοµ�ας πολιτικ�ς κα9 @ριστοκρατ�ας σ�φρονος

προτιµKσει (“a preference either for the political isonomia of the people, or
for a moderate aristokratia”); see also 8.64.3. Cf. 5.31.6 where the opposition is
between demokratia and oligarchia.
37 Ar. Av. 125–26, cf. Dunbar (1995) 172–73.
38 Heniochos fr. 5.15–17: γυνα!κε δ8 α3τ<ς [π�λεις] δ2ο ταρ�ττετ�ν τινε @ε9

συνοCσαι. ∆ηµοκρατ�α θατ�ρVα Uνοµ1 �στ� τb� δ8 �ριστοκρατ�α θατ�ρVα, δι1 =ς
παπερEωνKκασιν Fδη πολλ�κις (“Two women disturb them [the poleis] contin-
uously by their presence: one is called demokratia the other aristokratia; and
because of them they have often behaved like drunkards”).
39 Isoc. 12.131, 153. 40 Xen.Mem. 4.6.12.
41 The only epigraphic reference to aristokratia is in a C3e hymn from Epi-

dauros (IG iv2.1 128.3).
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rule.42Hemayhavebeen influencedby theAttic orators’use
of the term politeia as a synonym for demokratia.43 In any
case, the only epigraphical attestationof politeia as a specific
form of constitution is almost completely restored.44
To conclude, the sixfold model of constitutions and the

classification of basileia and aristokratia as the positive
forms of tyrannis and oligarchia seem to be the invention
of the followers of Sokrates, primarily Plato and Aristotle,
and it is undoubtedly due to their influence that aristokra-
tia became established as a specific type of constitution
and received an important after-life from Polybios in the
Hellenistic period lasting to the present day.
Even if we restrict the analysis to the basic tripartition

of constitutions, there is an important di·erence between
the philosophers and all other contemporary sources: in
Plato and Aristotle tyrannis, oligarchia and demokratia are
the perverted variants of the rule of the one, the few and
the many. In other sources demokratia is singled out as the
good form of constitution, whereas tyrannis and oligarchia
in the Classical period almost invariably are criticised as
bad constitutions.45 The last one to treat tyrannis as an
acceptable form of constitution was Isokrates, in speeches
composed in C4e, and by then he was the only author to
take that view.46 In his constitutional debate Herodotos
makes Megabyxos speak in praise of oligarchia; in Thucy-
dides the Thebans describe their present constitution as an
oligarchy based on equality (oligarchia isonomos). Isokrates
admits that oligarchia, like democracy and monarchy, can
be a good form of constitution if only the best citizens are
placed inpositions of power. And in the so-calledRhetoric to
Alexander, usually ascribed to Anaximenes of Lampsakos,
there is an analytical and unbiased passage about legisla-
tion in oligarchies, probably the most important impartial
account of oligarchia, although it is mostly overlooked.47
These four scattered sources make up the neutral or posi-
tive references to oligarchia. Yet the rule of the one and the
rule of few were rather common forms of constitution in
the age of Plato and Aristotle (infra). Apart from Spartaand
some peripheral regions of the Hellenic world,48 there is no

42 Eth. Nic. 1160a34–35; Pol. 1279a37–39; 1290a17–18; Hansen (1993) 92.
43 Dem. 15.20; Isoc. 4.125, cf. Harp. Π 77. 44 IG ii2 112.30–31.
45 Aeschin. 1.4, 3.6 ; Tit. Cal. xii 21–22; PEP Erythrai 34.2–6; I.Ilion 25.19.22.

In Thuc. 3.62.3 demokratia and a democratic variant of oligarchia are opposed
to tyrannis and a tyrannical variant of oligarchia (supra n. 21).
46 Isoc. 2.21, 3.11, 9.32; cf. Parker (1998) 165–66.
47 Hdt. 3.81; Thuc. 3.62.1; Isoc. 12.132; Rhet. ad Alex. 1424a39–b16, cf. 1446b24–

26.
48 Kings of Cypriote Salamis (Tod 194.4; Hdt. 5.104.1; Isoc. 2.1); kings of

the Molossians (Thuc. 2.80.6); of Makedonia (Dem. 1.9); Barke (Hdt. 4.164.4);
Kyrene (Hdt. 4.153; Pind. Pyth. 4.2).

evidence that a monarch who ruled a polis would call him-
self basileus. Nor would he call himself a tyrannos. We are
in fact ignorant of how a monarch of the Classical period
would describe himself or be described by his subjects. The
Deinomenid monarch Polyzelos had himself inscribed as
anax of Gela on the bronze charioteer in Delphi,49 and the
Bosporan princes of Pantikapaion used the title archon.50
Similarly, there is no compelling evidence that the few who
inmany poleis hadmonopolised the government would call
themselves hoi oligoi and their constitution oligarchia, nor
would they commonly use the terms hoi aristoi and aris-
tokratia.51We are deplorably ignorant of the ideology and
organisation of tyrannies and oligarchies. Most of what we
know, we owe to Plato’s and Aristotle’s negative accounts.
We conclude that what we really lack in order to under-
stand the types of constitution in theGreek poleis in C5–C4
is not a positive account of democracy—thereare plenty, cf.
Raaflaub (1989)—but positive or at least neutral descrip-
tions of the constitutions that are classified as oligarchies
and tyrannies.52
Thus, in the Inventory, when we classify the constitution

of a polis, we distinguish between basileia, tyrannis, oli-
garchia and demokratia, but we ignore variants of the two
latter types, and all attestations of basileia belong in the Ar-
chaic period. Monarchies of the Classical period are classi-
fied asmonarchies (Mon.) if we donot know that theywere
considered to be tyrannies. Assigning a polis constitution
to one of the basic four types is often impossible, and even
when we have some relevant information it is not always
easy. The technical terms—tyrannis, oligarchia, demokra-
tia and their derivatives—are only occasionally used in our
sources, and in many cases the classification has to be based
on an interpretationof how the attestedpolitical institution
works and what the decision-making stratum of the citizen
population is called. If major decisions are left to a general
assembly, it is an indication of democracy, whereas major
decisionsmade by a bouleor bymagistrates point to anolig-
archy. If those in power are called plousioi or pacheis or hoi
oligoi, the constitution is registered as an oligarchia, whereas
a democracy is suggested by the use of hoi aporoi, to plethos,
pantes or demotikos, etc. In a few cases of serious doubt, we

49 LSAC p. 266: Γ�λας @ν�θεκε \αν�σσ[ον].
50 RO 65: "ρχοντοςΠαιρισ�δεος Βοσπ�ρου κα9 Θευδοσ�ης, κα9 βασιλε2οντος

Σινδ&ν κα9 Μαϊτ&ν π�ντων. It is worth noting that Pairisades uses the title
archon in relation to the Greek poleis but basileus in relation to the indigenous
tribes.
51 For a discussion of the terms used to designate the ruling class in an

oligarchy, see Schulz (1981) and Stein-H•olkeskamp (1989) 8 and passim.
52 For oligarchy, see Ostwald (2000); for tyranny, see Berve (1967).
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have used Mix.? to describe a polis with an unidentifiable
mixture of characteristics, and that leads to the next major
problem: what about the “Mixed Constitution”?
In actual fact, all polis constitutionsweremixed. As noted

by Aristotle, each constitution was composed of a number
of elements, and each element could be essentially demo-
cratic (e.g. sortition of magistrates from among all citi-
zens) or essentially oligarchic (e.g. election of magistrates
by and/or from among citizens who fulfilled a census re-
quirement) (Pol. 1298a10–1301a15). But in an oligarchy some
o¶cialsmight be selectedby lot. Indemocracies somemajor
magistracies were filled by election, and for others eligibil-
ity depended on a census requirement. Both in tyrannies
and in oligarchies, there could be a general assembly in
which major decisions were made or at least ratified by
acclamation.53 It was the overall character of a constitution
thatwas taken intoaccountwhenapoliteiawasclassified asa
tyrannis or anoligarchia or ademokratia. Asappears fromall
the sources cited above, the generally accepted viewwas that
every constitution would belong to one of the three basic
types. The mixed constitution appears as a specific type of
constitution alongside the three types in late sources only.54
Furthermore, the mixed constitution was a theoretical

construction,much discussed by the philosophers, but with
very few attested echoes outside their schools.55 As pointed
out above, the basic tripartition of constitutions into the
rule of the one, the few and themany, i.e. tyrannis,oligarchia
and demokratia, is found in all sources: both in docu-
ments and in all literary genres (poetry, history, rhetoric
and philosophy), and it is known from both Athenian and
non-Athenian sources. To the end of the Classical period
the mixed constitution is known exclusively from Athe-
nian political philosophy. It is unattested in inscriptions, in
speeches delivered before the assembly or the court, and in
historians with one single exception: Thucydides’ descrip-
tion of the constitution of the 5000 in Athens in 411–410 as
“a balanced blending of the few and themany” (8.97.2).The
picture changes somewhat in theHellenistic period, and the
oldest document inwhichwemay find an echoof themixed
constitution is, we believe, in Kyrene’s constitution of c.321
(SEG 9 2).

53 Oligarchies with an assembly include Sparta (Plut. Lyc. 6) and Thebes
(Hdt. 5.79.1). The typical Cretan polis seems to have had an ekklesia with
restricted powers (Arist. Pol. 1272a10–12). In Athens meetings of the assembly
continued under the tyranny of Peisistratos (Arist. Ath. Pol. 16.8 with Rhodes
(1981) 218–19). Meetings of the assembly in Syracuse were still convened under
the tyranny of Dionysios I (Diod. 14.64.5; Arist. Oec. 1349a34).
54 Stob. Flor . 2.7.26, 2: 150–51, Wachsmuth; cf. Polyb. 6.3.7.
55 Aalders (1968); Nippel (1980).

What picture doweget of thebasic types of constitution if
we turn from the general descriptions of the types to what
we know about the constitution of individual poleis? As
appears from Index 11, we have some information about the
constitutionof close to 200 poleis, but often the information
covers a few years only of the three centuries coveredby this
investigation. A full analysis of the material is impossible in
this context. Two short comments must su¶ce to show its
potential value.
(1) According to Aristotle, oligarchia and especially de-

mokratia were overwhelmingly the commonest constitu-
tions in Greece in his own time; basileia had virtually dis-
appeared; furthermore, like kingship, tyrannis was more
widespread in the earlier period and was no longer, says
Aristotle, a common form of constitution.56 Aristotle is
right about basileia, but the evidence we have contradicts
his views about tyrannis. A survey of Index 11 shows the
following distribution of the three basic types of consti-
tution in C4: tyrannis thirty-nine, oligarchia forty-seven,
demokratia fifty-nine. Furthermore, tyranniswas not found
only in remote regions such as Sicily or the Pontos. Af-
ter a nadir in the Greek homeland in C5, tyrannies reap-
peared in C4 all over the Hellenic polis world, and in Aris-
totle’s lifetime poleis were ruled by tyrants in the Pelo-
ponnese, in Euboia, in Thessaly and in Lesbos, etc. Again,
oligarchy was still a very common type of constitution,
especially in C4f, and it is first in the age of Alexander
that democracy becomes the predominant type of consti-
tution.
(2) In modern peace research a popular theory is that

democracies donot fight one another, and if all states in the
world become democracies, there will be peace in theworld.
Since the Western democracies are young and even today
constitute aminority among states, historical investigations
have been adduced in support of the theory, and ancient
Greek history in particular has been in focus.57 It is held that
in theGreekworld there is only one example of a democracy

Syracuse in 415–413, and advocates of the democratic peace
fighting a democracy, namely the war between Athens and

56 Oligarchia and especially demokratia as the prevailing types of constitu-
tion: Pol. 1286b21–22, 1291b7–13, 1296a22–23, 1301b30–40. Basileia virtually non-
existent in the age of Aristotle: Pol. 1313a3–4; tyrannis not a common type of
constitution either: Pol. 1305a7–21. Monarchy superfluous in the fully deve-
loped polis: De motu an. 703a29–34. See Hansen (1993) 93–96. Demosthenes,
undoubtedly exaggerating, held the opposite view to Aristotle: oligarchy was
the prevailing type of constitution and Athens was almost the only surviving
democracy (Dem. 15.19).
57 Weart (1998) criticised by Robinson (2001a). Weart’s reply (2001) is coun-

tered by Robinson (2001b).
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theory often hold that, after all, Syracuse was not a true
democracy.58
The theory does not stand up to scrutiny.59First, Syracuse

(no. 47) was a democracy in C5s. Second, a more careful
examination of the historical record reveals that there are
in fact numerous examples of wars between democratic
city-states. In C5s Taras (no. 71), then a democratic polis,
had a dedication sent to Delphi in which the Tarentines
commemorated a victoryover Thourioi (no. 74), colonised
in 444/3 and issuedwith a democratic constitution allegedly

58 Judiciously discussed and countered in Robinson (2001a).
59 Focusing on the Peloponnesian War, Russett (1993) 43–71, in this chapter

assisted by W. Antholis, has a whole list of wars between democracies. Their
findings disprove the democratic theory, but the investigation is based on Rex
Warner’s translation of Thucydides combined with a somewhat superficial
knowledge of the constitutions of the poleis in question; as a result the analysis
is far from always convincing. Thus, the contention (57–58) that democratic
Thourioi fought democratic Athens in 412/11 (Thuc. 8.35.1) overlooks the fact
that Thourioi (no. 74) in 413 had exiled 400 Athenians and probably introduced
anoligarchic constitution. For amuchmore professional criticism of the theory,
see Robinson (2001a).

written by Protagoras. In 424 Athens attacked the demo-
cratically governed polis of Herakleia Pontica (no. 715). In
373 democratic Thebes (no. 221) conquered and destroyed
democratic Plataiai (no. 216). In the 360s Athens made se-
veral attempts to reconquerAmphipolis (no. 553), probably
a democracy at the time. The Social War was fought in
357–355 between Athens and four members of the Second
AthenianNavalLeague:Byzantion(no. 674),Chios (no. 40),
Kos (no. 497) and Rhodos (no. 1000); of these, Byzantion,
Kos and Rhodos were democracies and only Chios had an
oligarchic constitution. In all these cases the war must have
been decided by a vote taken among the people in assem-
bly. Other examples can easily be added60 and they indicate
that the people as a whole seemed to be just as militant and
bellicose as a ruling upper class or a single ruler, whether
hereditary or elected.

60 Robinson (2001a) 603–4 correctly points to the war between Syracuse
(no. 47) and Akragas (no. 9) c.445.
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A Typology of Dependent Poleis

One of the objectives of the Polis Centre has been to dissoci-
ate the concept of polis from the concepts of independence
and autonomia, and to introduce the concept of the depen-
dent polis.1 This concept, however, is very complex: depen-
dent poleis existed in many di·erent shapes and sizes, and
certain types of dependentpoleis were common in some re-
gions but virtually non-existent in others. We have isolated
the following fifteen di·erent types of dependent polis.

(1) A polis situated inside the territory of a larger polis,
e.g. Mykalessos inside Tanagra (Boiotia).

(2) A polis in the peraia controlled by an island, e.g. the
Aktaian poleis controlled by Mytilene.

(3) An emporion organised as a polis dependent on a
larger polis, e.g. the Thasian emporia on the coast of
Thrace, or on a barbarian overlord, e.g. Naukratis.

(4) A colony being a polis dependent on its mother city,
e.g. the Corinthian colonies, of which Ambrakia
may serve as an example.

(5) AnAthenian klerouchy and/or colony, e.g.Hephais-
tia and Myrina on Lemnos.

(6) A perioikic polis in Lakonia, e.g. Kythera.
(7) A polis that is a member of a federation, e.g. Or-

chomenos, which regained its autonomia in 395
when it broke away from the Boiotian Federation.

(8) A polis that is a member of a hegemonic league
(symmachia)which has developed into an “empire”
(arche), e.g. the hypekooi poleis in theDelianLeague.

(9) A polis that persists as a polis after a sympoliteia with
another polis, e.g. Helisson after its sympoliteia with
Mantinea.

(10) A polis that persists as a polis after a synoikismos, e.g.
Ialysos, Kamiros and Lindos after the foundation of
Rhodos in 408/7.

(11) A polis that, together with other poleis, makes up a

This chapter is a revised and updated version of Hansen (1997).

1 For the concept of the dependent polis, see Hansen (1993) 18–20, (1994) 16,
(1995a) 34–39, (1995b), (1995c) 73–78, (1996b) 127–33. By far the best treatment of
dependencies in the ancient Greekworld is Gschnitzer (1958). It is important to
note that Gschnitzer intentionally avoids addressing the question towhat extent
dependencies were poleis (141–53). Instead, he applies two modern criteria:
(1) die Abh•angigkeit von einem Vorort, (2) das Verfliessen des Staatsbegri·s
(143·).

“tribal state”, e.g. the Mainalian polis Pallantion in
Arkadia.

(12) A polis that is controlled by an empire/kingdom,
e.g. the poleis in Ionia ruled by the Persian king
from c.540 to the 470s and again from the King’s
Peace of 386 to Alexander’s conquest of Asia Minor
in 334.

(13) A polis founded as a fortress, e.g. Mesambrie, a
Samothrakian teichos on the Thracian coast, or Kas-
menai, a Syracusan fortress west of Akrai.

(14) Amajor port of an inland polis, e.g. Notion, the port
of Kolophon.

(15) A polis that is at the same time a civic subdivision of
another polis, e.g. Koresia on Keos, which is a phyle
of Ioulis; Helisson, which is a kome of Mantinea;
and Dion, which is a demos of Histiaia.

First, there is, of course, a considerable overlap between the
di·erent types.

The Thasian emporia (3) were situated in the peraia (2)
and were thus poleis inside the territory of a larger
polis (1).

Naukratis was an emporion (3) controlled by the Pha-
raoh (12).

The Lakonianperioikic communities (6) were all situated
in the territory of the Spartan polis (1).

Notion, the port of Kolophon, may have been an empo-
rion (3) andwas in any case situated inside the territory
of Kolophon (1); furthermore, after the King’s Peace
of 386 both Kolophon and Notion were ruled by the
king of Persia (12).

An emporion (3) might be a colony dependent on its
mother city (4), e.g. Olbia, which kept up close rela-
tions with Miletos even in C4.

In the sympoliteia treaty betweenHelisson andMantinea
(9) it is explicitly stated that Helisson became a part of
Mantineia (1).

Poteidaia was both a Corinthian colony controlled by the
mother city (4) and a dependentmemberof theDelian
League (8).
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Kytherawas both an island controlled by amainland polis
(2) and a perioikic community (6).

Helisson became a dependent polis in consequence of a
sympoliteia (9), but was also a kome of Mantinea (15).

Kamiros, Ialysos and Lindos persisted as dependent poleis
after the synoecism of Rhodos in 408/7 (10) but, by the
same event, they became phylai of the new Rhodian
polis (15).

Second, each type allows of a whole range of relations be-
tween larger and smaller poleis so that the line between in-
dependent and dependentpoleis is fairly easy to understand
in principle, but almost impossible to draw in practice.

All the information we possess about member states of
federations being deprived of their autonomia con-
cerns the Boiotian Federation and the Chalkidic Fe-
deration, which were both hegemonic in type and
dominated by, respectively,Thebes and Olynthos. The
relation between the poleis and the federal institutions
may have been di·erent in, e.g., the Phokian and the
Arkadian federations, neither of which seems to have
been dominated by one of the constituent poleis. In
these two cases, and in others as well, the member
statesmay have retained their autonomia unimpaired.

Similarly, leagues, and even hegemonic leagues, were in
principle alliances between independent poleis, and
thememberswere reducedto dependenciesonly if the
hegemon succeeded in turning the symmachia into an
arche.

Some of the perioikic communities were obviously de-
pendent poleis, but others seem to have been komai,
e.g. Oion in Skiritis (Xen.Hell. 6.5.25–26).

Third, having established the concept of the dependent
polis, and having disposed of independence as the essen-
tial criterion for distinguishing a polis from a municipality,
we have to address the question: if many poleis were depen-
dencies, what was then the di·erence between a dependent
polis and a civic subdivision, such as a demos, a kome, a
phratria, a phyle, etc.?2
Like a polis (dependent or independent), a civic subdi-

vision could have its own temples, including a theatre, its
own cults and its own festivals. It had its own assembly, in
which both laws (nomoi) and decrees (psephismata) could
be passed and taxes and liturgies imposed; there were sepa-
rate local magistrates and a local court.3 But, in contradis-

2 For the concept of “civic subdivision”, see Jones, POAG 3–11 and passim.
3 For all the activities within the powers of civic subdivisions, see Analytical

tinction to a polis (dependent or independent), a civic sub-
divisionhadnoprytaneion, nobouleuterion andno boule; its
memberswere citizens of the polis of which the subdivision
was a part, and were not citizens of the civic subdivision as
such; a local assembly had no right to pass citizenship de-
crees and proxeny decrees; a local court could impose fines
but was not empowered to pass a sentenceof death or exile,
and no civic subdivision seems to have had a prison (desmo-
terion). A civic subdivision did not have its own coins, and
it had no right to enter into relations with foreign states.
Themembersof a civic subdivision could form a unit of the
army of the polis, but would not operate as a separate army.

1. Evidence for the Examples
Adduced Above

Re (1) Mykalessos (no. 212) is called a polis both in the
urban and in the political sense by Thucydides at 7.29–
30; the city-ethnic (in its collective and external use) is
attested by Thuc. at 7.30.3; and Mykalessos struck coins on
the Aiginetan standard from c.500 to 480 and from 387 (or
earlier) to 374 (or later) (Head,HN 2 346; cf. Hansen (1995a)
63). In the Hellenistic and Roman periods Mykalessos was
located in the territory of Tanagra (no. 220) (Strabo 9.2.11,
14; Paus. 9.19.8), and that seems to have been the case already
inC5e (Fossey (1988) 83–84, 222–23;Hansen(1995a) 36–37).4
Within the Tanagraian territory, however, Mykalessos had
its own territory, called Μυκαλησσ�ς, which seems to have
stretchedas far as theEuboian Gulf (Paus. 9.19.5; Bakhuizen
(1970) 20–21, 148–49).

Re (2) The Aktaian poleis were a cluster of poleis on the
coast of Asia Minor north and east of Lesbos, possessed by
the Mytilenaians (no. 798) in C6–C5 (Thuc. 3.50.3, 4.52.3).
As listed in the assessment decreesof 425 and 421, the group
consisted ofΑ[χ�λλε]ιον (no. 766),xνταν[δ]ρο[ς] (no. 767),
h[αµ�χ]σιτος (no. 778), |Ι[λιον] (no. 779), Λ[�ρι]σα (no.

Index III in Jones, POAG 396–404. For the Attic demes, see Whitehead (1986).
Two of the best Classical sources for civic subdivisions outside Athens are the
regulations for the phratria of the Labyadai at Delphi (CID i 9 (C4f)) and the
decrees passed by the phratia of the Klytidai at Chios (Michel 997 (C4l)).

4 In 431 Aulis was presumably one of the unwalled settlements incorporated
into Thebes ([Α3]λ�δος at Hell. Oxy. 20.4 as restored by all editors). In that
case Mykalessos may have been situated in the territory of Thebes rather than
in that of Tanagra (so Roesch (1965) 38, 51); but that does not a·ect the basic
point made here: both in the political and in the urban sense Mykalessos was
a dependent polis lying in the territory of a larger polis. That Aulis belonged to
Tanagra in C3 is apparent from Nikokrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1.
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784), 1Ο[φρ2ν]ειον (no. 786), mΡο�τειον (no. 790), Ν�σος
Πορδοσελ�νε (no. 831) and several others (IG i3 71.iii.124–
40, 77.iv.14–27). They belonged to Mytilene but passed to
the Athenians in 427 after they had suppressed the Mytile-
nians’ revolt (Thuc. 3.50.3). In 424 several of them were
reconquered by Mytilenian refugees (Thuc. 4.52.3), but at
leastAntandroswas soonrecoveredby theAthenians (Thuc.
4.75.1). They are called poleis by Thucydides at 4.52.3, where
polis is used in the urban and political senses combined,
and that theywerepoleis in thepolitical sense can be further
corroborated, e.g. in the case of Antandros. The city-ethnic
�ντ�νδριοι is used at Thuc. 8.108.4; from c.440 onwards An-
tandros issued coins inscribed ΑΝΤΑΝ (Head, HN 2 541);
and in 410 the Antandrians voted to give politeia to the
Syracusans (Xen. Hell. 1.1.26).

Re (3) In his description of Xerxes’ march through Thrace,
Herodotos refers to a number of poleis belonging to the
Thasians (no. 526) (Hdt. 7.108.2, 109.2). The same part of
the Thracian coast is described by Thucydides in his ac-
count of Thasos’ revolt against Athens, and the Thasian
possessions on the coast are here referred to as being empo-
ria (Thuc. 1.100.2, cf. also Dem. 50.47). Three of them, viz.
Galepsos (no. 631), Oisyme (no. 635) and Phagres (no. 636)
are mentioned by name in Ps.-Skylax 67, where they are
listed under the heading π�λεις mΕλλην�δες αyδε and further
described as �µπ�ρια (Hansen (2004a)).
In Herodotos Naukratis (no. 1028) is described both as a

polis and as an emporion (Hdt. 2.178.1, 179.1). That Naukratis
wasadependency is apparent, e.g., fromthe royal rescript by
whichNectanebo I (378–60) imposed a 10 per cent tax on all
gold, silver and manufactured goods in Naukratis (quoted
in Lloyd (1975) 28). That it was also a polis is strongly in-
dicated by the following three observations: (a) Herodotos’
consistent use of polis to denote an urban centre which
was also a polis in the political sense; (b) the reference to a
prytaneion in Naukratis in a work by, presumably, the C4
historian Hermeias of Methymna (Ath. 149D =FHG ii 80
fr. 2; (c) the use of the city-ethnic Ναυκρατ�της in proxeny
decrees,Delphic accounts and Attic sepulchral inscriptions
(cf. no. 1028 and supra 64).

Re (4) Ambrakia (no. 113) was a Corinthian colony (Thuc.
2.80.3). Like many other Corinthian colonies it retained
very close relations with its mother city, and was in fact a
Corinthian dependency from its foundation to the end of
the Classical period: in the Archaic period Ambrakia was
ruledbymembersof theKypselid family (Arist.Pol. 1304a31–
33, 1311a40), its coins had Corinthian types, and some were

in fact struck in Corinth (Graham (1964) 121–22); as late as
341 Ambrakia is still described as a Corinthian possession
(Dem. 9.34). Thus, Ambrakia was a dependency, but there
can be no doubt that it was also a polis: it is repeatedly re-
ferred to as a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc. 3.113.2, 4,
5) and in the political sense (Thuc. 3.113.6). After the expul-
sion of the tyrantsAmbrakia had a democratic constitution
(Arist. Pol. 1304a31–33), and the Aristotelian collection of
constitutions included an Ambrakioton politeia (fr. 481.1).
Ambrakia is listed as a polis providing seven ships to the
Greekfleet in 480 (Hdt. 8.42.1, 45.1, 49.1); in 426/5 Ambrakia
concluded a peace with Akarnania and Amphilocheian Ar-
gos (Thuc. 3.114.3); and c.330 a theorodokos was appointed
to host the theoroi announcing the Heraia at Argos (SEG 23
189.i.10).

Re (5) In 499 Lemnos was settled with Athenians (Hdt.
6.137–40; IG i3 522 bis, 1164–65; IG xii Suppl. 337, cf. Figueira
(1991) 253–56; Salomon (1997) 31–37), in C5m probably
supplemented with klerouchs (Graham (1964) 178–84).
Whether the Athenians were full citizens is still in dispute
(Salomon (1997) 31–66), but nobody disputes that Lemnos
was an Athenian dependency. Yet the two cities on the is-
land, viz. Myrina (no. 502) and Hephaistia (no. 503), are
classified as poleis in one of the subheadings in the Athe-
nian tribute lists: [π�λ]ες αyδε στρατι%ι µισθ>ν �τ�λεσαν . . .
mΕφαιστιε„ ς, |Ιµβριοι, Μυρινα!οι vacat (IG i3 285 col. 1.107–
11). Furthermore, the inhabitants are recorded with their
own ethnics (cf. Hdt. 6.140.2) and not recorded as “Athe-
nians living in . . .”. In C4 the Lemnians were klerouchs
(Agora xix L3.33–34: Cargill (1995) 60) and Athenian citi-
zens (Dem. 4.34). It is a moot point whether it is possible
to distinguish between Athenian klerouchs and Athenians
permanently settled on the island as argued by Salomon
(1997) 91–154. Yet in the King’s Peace of 386, the Athenian
possessions Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros are explicitly de-
scribed as poleis exemptedfrom the autonomia clause (Xen.
Hell. 5.1.31) and both cities onLemnos are called poleis in the
political sense by the Athenian Lykophron, who had served
two years on Lemnos as hipparchos (Hyp. 2.18). Both My-
rina and Hephaistia struck bronze coins from C4f onwards
(Kroll and Walker (1993) 179).

Re (6) Kythera (no. 336) was a perioikic community, ruled
by a kytherodikes—a Spartan o¶cial elected for one year—
and controlled by a garrison of hoplites (Thuc. 4.53.2);
but like many other perioikic communities it is called a
polis (Thuc. 4.54.1–2; Ps.-Skylax 46), and the inhabitants
are referred to by the name ΚυθKριοι, which is probably a
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city-ethnic and thus indicates their status as citizens. Other
sources that refer to the Lakedaimonian perioikic commu-
nities as being poleis are: Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 168;
Hdt. 7.234.2; Thuc. 5.54.1; Xen. Hell. 6.5.21; Ages. 2.24; Lac.
Pol. 15.3; Ps.-Skylax 46; Isoc. 12.179; Strabo 8.4.11; Paus. 3.2.6;
Polemon, Περ9 τ&ν �ν Λακεδα�µονι π�λεων, p. 50 Preller
(C3–C2), cf. Shipley (1997).5

Re (7) Orchomenos (no. 213) was a member of the Second
Boiotian Federation (Hell. Oxy. 20.3), but in 395 the Or-
chomenians joined Sparta and defected from the federa-
tion (Xen. Hell. 3.5.6). During the peace negotiations in
392/1 the Boiotians were prepared to renounce their claim
to Orchomenos and allow the city to retain the autonomia
it had obtained by breaking away from the Federation (An-
doc. 3.13, 20).6 Similarly, the Spartans obviously believed
that the members of the Boiotian Federation had been de-
prived of their autonomia (Xen. Hell. 3.5.18, 5.1.36, 6.4.3).
The Plataians (and other Boiotian poleis as well) believed
that they had been deprived of their autonomia (Isoc. 14.10,
17).TheAthenianview, as expressedbyAndokides (3.13, 20),
Isokrates (14.10, 17) andAutokles (Xen.Hell. 6.3.9), seems to
havebeen thatThebeshaddeprived theotherBoiotiancities
of their autonomia. And according to Xenophon, even the
Thebans had to admit that theother Boiotian poleis wereno
longer autonomoi (Hell. 4.8.15, 5.1.32–36). See the Appendix
infra.

Re (8) On hypekooi versus autonomoi poleis in the Delian
League the principal source is Thucydides, and especially
his list of Athenian allies at 7.57.3–5. At 57.3 he starts bymak-
ing a clear-cut distinction between those who are GπKκοοι
(=φ�ρου Gποτελε!ς) and those who are @π> ξυµµαχ�ας α3-
τ�νοµοι (7.57.3). According to the traditional interpretation
of the passage, Thucydides mixes up the two categories in
4–5,7 but by taking propernote of the µ8ν . . . δ�opposition
in 4, it can be shown that Thucydidesdoes respect the basic
distinction between GπKκοοι and α3τ�νοµοι σ2µµαχοι all
the way through the passage, and that, apart from the Chi-
ans and the Mytilenaians, all other members of the Delian
League had been enslaved and subjected: the Chians and
the Mytilenaians were the only autonomoi symmachoi left
(cf. Hansen (1995b) 32–33; cf. also Thuc. 1.67.2, 1.139.1, 3;

5 The polis status of the perioikic communities has been called in doubt by
Mertens (2002). For a reply toMertens, see Hansen (2004b).
6 Itmust, however, be taken intoaccount thatAndoc. 3 is spurious, seeHarris

(2000).
7 Gomme, Andrewes and Dover (1970) iv. 434; L‹evy (1983) 264–65; Bosworth

(1992) 124–25. For a succinct synopsis of the orthodoxy, see Schuller (1974) 110
with n. 184.

1.140.3–4, 144.2, 3.10.5, 6.84.2–3). Being autonomos, how-
ever, was perfectly compatible withmembershipof a league
as long as the conditions were not imposed unilaterally
by the hegemon, and as long as the hegemon did not in-
terfere in the domestic a·airs of its allies; see Thuc. 1.97.1:
jγο2µενοι δ8 α3τον�µων τ> πρ&τον τ&ν ξυµµ�χων κα9 @π>
κοιν&ν ξυν�δων βουλευ�ντων τοσ�δε �π�λθον (“exercising
then what was at first a leadership over allies who were
autonomoi and took part in the deliberations of common
assemblies, the Athenians achieved the following results”,
Loeb trans., modified); and the Peace of Nikias quoted
by Thuc. at 5.18.5: τ<ς δ8 π�λεις φερο2σας τ>ν φ�ρον τ>ν
�π1 �ριστε�δου α3τον�µους εMναι (“The poleis shall be au-
tonomoi paying the phoros as it was under Aristeides”).

Re (9) The C4e sympoliteia between Helisson (no. 273)
and Mantinea (no. 281) includes the following provisions:
τ>ς [mΕ]λ[ισ]\�σιος Μαντιν�ας ?ναι \!σος κα9 3µο!ος . . .
φ�ρ[ο]ντας τ<ν χ�ραν κα9 τ<ν π[�λιν] ;µ Μαντιν[�]αν . . .
µιν�νσας τ%ς [π�]λιος τ&ν mΕλισ\ασ�ων Wσπερ :χε[ι] ;ν
π�ντα χρ�νον, κ�µα[ν] :ασαν τ>ς mΕλισ\�σιος τ&ν Μαντι-
ν�ων—θ�αρον ?ναι �ξ mΕλισ�[ν]τι κατ<περ �ς τα!ς "λλαις
π�λισι (“The Heliswasians are to be Mantineans, with the
same and equal rights . . . incorporating their chora and polis
into Mantinea, while the polis of the Heliswasians remains
as it is, for all time, the Heliswasians being a kome of the
Mantineans. There is to be a thearos fromHelisson, as there
is from the other poleis”) (SEG 37 340.3–9 =RO 14). In this
document the term polis is used three times about Helis-
son: twice explicitly and once implicitly. (1) In the phrase
φ�ρ[ο]ντας τ<ν χ�ραν κα9 τ<ν π[�λιν] ;µ Μαντιν[�]αν, the
emphasis is on Helisson as an urban centre rather than as
a political community, cf.DGE 147.3–7 (=Syll.3 141); IOSPE
i2 401.1–7 (=Syll.3 360); Syll.3 647.8–9. (2) In the phrase
µιν�νσας τ%ς [π�]λιος τ&ν mΕλισ\ασ�ων Wσπερ :χε[ι] ;ν
π�ντα χρ�νον, it is impossible to decide whether the refer-
ence is to Helisson as a town or as a political community.
But, as noted 34 supra, the term polis is almost exclusively
applied to a town which was also the centre of a polis in
the political sense. (3) Finally, we believe that Helisson is
implicitly described as a polis in the clause θ�αρον ?ναι �ξ
mΕλισ�[ν]τι κατ<περ �ς τα!ς "λλαις π�λισι. A possible in-
terpretation of this phrase is, admittedly, that Helisson is
granted the right to send a thearos like the other commu-
nities (which are poleis), but this mostly poetic use of the
pronoun "λλος, though attested (cf. e.g. Pl. Grg. 473D), is
not often found in Classical prose, and the rendering “like
the other poleis” is much more common and straightfor-
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ward. It follows that Helisson was a polis in the sense of
political community like the other poleis that sent thearoi.
Next, in Arkadia the thearoi were chief magistrates, and to
allow Helisson to provide a thearos (like the other poleis) is
in itself an indication that Helisson was still a polis in the
political sense.

Re (10) In, presumably, 408/7 (Diod. 13.75.1) the new Rho-
dian polis (no. 1000) was built and populated by citizens
from the three old poleis on Rhodos: Ialysos (no. 995),
Kamiros (no. 996) and Lindos (no. 997). Yet, in describ-
ing events of 390, Xenophon refers to the Rhodian poleis in
the plural, and the passage shows that Ialysos, Kamiros and
Lindos were still considered to be poleis at least in the urban
sense (Xen.Hell. 4.8.25, cf.CPCActs 2: 111 n. 23). Hellenistic
and later inscriptions describe Ialysos as a polis both in the
urban sense (IG xii.1 677.16 (c.300)) and in the political
sense (IG xii.1 58.21 (Roman)), and there are several other
indications that all three old Rhodian communities kept
their status as (dependent) poleis throughout the period
from the synoecism in C5l to C3 ad (Gabrielsen (2000)
192–95). (a) The assembly, called �κκλησ�α, is attested inTit.
Cam. 105.26–27 (C4f). (b) A council, called ο� µαστρο�, is at-
tested after the synoecism both in Kamiros (Tit. Cam. 105.6
(C4f, restored))and in Ialysos (IGxii.1 677.16 (c.300)). (c) In
c.394, citizens of Ialysos were appointed proxenoi by Athens
as their father had been (Walbank (1978) no. 72; SEG 28 48;
cf. Gabrielsen (2000) 192 with n. 91). (d) The existence of a
system of demes and the practice of using demotics as the
third part of personal names were upheld throughout the
Classical and Hellenistic periods. Sub-ethnics are attested
for Lindos c.325 (I.Lindos 51; IG xii.1 761), for Kamiros (Tit.
Cam. 110.1–2) and for Ialysos (IG xii.1 166) in theHellenistic
period. Both ekklesia and boule are institutions characteris-
tic of a polis and unattested in civic subdivisions. So to have
an ekklesia and a boule, to have citizens appointed proxenoi,
and to be organised into demes and use sub-ethnics are
strong indications of polis status, and all three institutions
corroborate the attestations of Ialysos, Kamiros and Lindos
as (dependent) poleis after the synoecism in C5l.

Re (11) In southern Arkadia there were in the Classical
period four “tribes”: viz. the Eutresians, the Kynourians,
the Mainalians and the Parrhasians (Nielsen (1996a) 100–
3, (1996b) 132–41). They were political communities on a
par with the large poleis such as Tegea, Mantinea and Or-
chomenos: we hear that the Parrhasians were made au-
tonomoi in consequence of a war between Sparta and Man-
tinea c.423–421 (Thuc. 5.33.3). In 368, whenMegalopolis was

founded, the Parrhasians and theMainalians provided two
oikistai each, while the others came from Kleitor,Mantinea
and Tegea (Paus. 8.27.2). And of fifty damiourgoi listed in
an Arkadian federal decree of the 360s, three were Maina-
lians and fivewere Kynourians (IG v.2 1.16–19, 40–45). Each
tribe was composed of a number of communities, which are
often called polis in contemporary sources (e.g. theMaina-
lian city of Eutaia, which is called polis by Xenophon at
Hell. 6.5.12), and that they were poleis in the political sense
of the term is apparent from, e.g., the case of Pallantion
(no. 289). The Mainalian city of Pallantion (Paus. 8.27.3)
had its own coinage (Head, HN 2 451). Pallantion further-
more had its ownDelphic theorodokos inC5l (REG 62 (1949)
6.1.1), and in 370 Pallantion handed over to theConfederacy
some Tegean refugees, presumably without reference to the
Mainalian tribe (Diod. 15.59.3). InC4l Pallantion concluded
a treaty of friendship with Argos (SEG 11 1084) without re-
ference to the tribe which, however, may well have been no
longer in existence (Nielsen (1996a) 102–3).

Re (12) In the King’s Peace of 386 it is explicitly stated that
all the poleis along the west coast of Asia Minor were to
lose their autonomia and be ruled by the king of Persia:
�ρταξ�ρξης βασιλεSς νοµ�ζει δ�καιον τ<ς µ8ν �ν τb� �σ�Vα
π�λεις eαυτοC εMναι κα9 τ&ν νKσων Κλαζοµεν<ς κα9 Κ2προν,
τ<ς δ8 "λλας mΕλλην�δας π�λεις κα9 µικρ<ς κα9 µεγ�λας
α3τον�µους @φε!ναι πλBν ΛKµνου κα9 |Ιµβρου κα9 Σκ2ρου.
τα2τας δ8 Wσπερ τ> @ρχα!ον εMναι �θηνα�ων (“King Ar-
taxerxes finds it just that the poleis in Asia shall belong to
him and, of the islands, Klazomenai and Kypros. The other
Hellenic poleis, small and large alike, shall be left autonomoi
except Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros. They shall belong to
the Athenians, as of old”) (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). Thus, all the
poleis became dependencies and their status is well illus-
trated by, e.g., three decrees passed by Mylasa (no. 913) in
the period 367–354 (RO 54). The decrees acknowledge the
supremacyof the Persian king, ArtaxerxesII, and his satrap,
Maussolos (1–2, 17–18, 32–33), but they are decisions made
by the people in assembly (2–4, 19–20), and the commu-
nity is repeatedly described as j π�λις j Μυλασ�ων (7, 10,
23, 46). Conversely, when Alexander “liberated” the Asian
poleis from Persian rule, they were consideredonce again to
be autonomoi; see the decree passed by the people of Priene
in the autumn of 334 (I.Priene 2 =Tod 186.1–4).

Re (13) Mesambrie (no. 647) was one of the fortresses situ-
ated in the Samothrakian peraia west of Doriskos, but not

Xerxes first passed the Samothrakian fortresses, of which
(yet) located; seeHdt. 7.108.2: “Onhismarch fromDoriskos
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the westernmost is a polis called Mesambrie.” Kasmenai
(no. 29) was a secondary colony founded by Syracuse in 643
(Thuc. 6.5.2), explicitly described by Herodotos as a polis
(Hdt. 7.155.2), admittedly in theurbansense but presumably
denoting a community which was a polis in the political
sense as well (Hansen (1996a) 39–54, (2000) 198–99). For
Kasmenai as a frontier fortress, see Di Vita (1990) 350.

Re (14) According to Aristotle, Notion (no. 858) and Ko-
lophon (no. 848) were two parts of one polis, but they are
adduced in the fifth book of the Politics as an example of
how the shape and nature of the territory (chora) can make
it di¶cult to keep a polis united and result in stasis (Arist.
Pol. 1303b7–10); and other sources show that Notion had
developed into a (dependent) polis. Notion may have been
classified as a polis by Hecat. fr. 233; in the Athenian tribute
lists the Notieis never pay together with the Kolophonians
but are always recorded separately (IG i3 270.i.8, 272.i.24–25,
280.i.39, 283.iii.23, 285.i.95), and the city-ethnic,Νοτιε!ς, is
still attested inC4sources (IG ii2 1.48–49;Arist.Pol. 1303b10).
According to Thucydides, Notion belonged to Kolophon
(Thuc. 3.34.1–4), but it had its own theorodokos to host the
theoroi who announced theHeraia at Argos (SEG 23 189.ii.7
c.330)), and only towards the end of C4 did Notion enter
into a sympoliteia with Kolophon (Robert (1969) 1244–45).

Re (15) (a) Koresia (no. 493) is recorded as a polis both
in Classical sources and in a C3 law regulating a festival:
eστι%ν δ8 το2ς τε πολ�τας κα9 ο�ς j π�λις κ�κληκεν (“to
host the politai and those invited by the polis”) (IG xii.5
647.9), but in a C4l list of citizens from Ioulis c.154ΚορKσιοι
are listed alongside citizens from six other civic subdivi-
sions (IG xii.5 609.iv.175·), usually taken to be phylai; see
Ruschenbusch (1982) and Jones, POAG 205. (b) By the sym-
politeia between Mantinea and Helisson of C4e, Helisson
(no. 273) became a kome of Mantinea, but at the same time
persisted as a polis (SEG 37 340, see (9) supra). (c) Dion on
Euboia (no. 368) was a member of the Delian League and
is recorded in the tribute lists from 451/50 (IG i3 262.i.28)
to 432/1 (IG i3 280.i.80). It was assessed for tribute in 425/
4 (IG i3 71.i.78). From the Athenian regulations for His-
tiaia of C5s it appears that Dion was a deme of Histiaia,
but was a separate circuit of jurisdiction (IG i3 41.100–
2 =SEG 32 3; Koch (1991) 175, 202). Similarly, Dion (and
Athenai Diades) are attested as dependencies of Histiaia in
the last decade of C5 (IG xii.9 188.18–19 =Staatsvertr•age 205
(post 411); Eretria xi 82 with nn. 338–39 (post 404)). Thus,
in C5s, Dion seems to have had a double status, partly
as a polis depending on Histiaia and partly as a demos of
Histiaia.

appendix

Autonomia and the Poleis of the Boiotian Federation in C4

Following Keen (1996) against Hansen (1995b, 1996c), Rhodes
(1999) argues that the member poleis of the Boiotian Federation
may have preserved their autonomia. Summarising the principal
sources, Rhodes concludes:

For Hansen, there is no problem:membership of the Boeotian
federation was incompatible with autonomia (except for the
dominant polis, Thebes). . . . Now, there is no doubt that that
is how the Spartans saw thematter. . . . Itmay be that they [the
Thebans] believed and the other Boiotians who were happy
that their poleis should bemembers of the Boeotian federation
also believed, thatmembership of the Boeotian federation was
not incompatible with autonomia. We think this possibility is
rejected too easily by Hansen.

We note that Rhodes does not discuss the sources which show
that, on this issue, the Athenians agreed with the Spartans (An-
doc. 3.13, 20; Isoc. 14.10, 17; Xen. Hell. 6.3.9). He mentions An-
dokides, but takes him to favour the Spartan viewwithout point-
ing out that he is stating an Athenian view. Even if we follow

Harris (2000) in believing that Andoc. 3 is spurious, the pas-
sages in Xen. and Isoc. still show that the Athenians sided with
the Spartans on this issue and believed that the Thebans had
deprived the other Boiotian poleis of their autonomia. Similarly,
Rhodes cites Xen. Hell. 4.8.15 and 5.1.32–33 and 36 as evidence of
the Spartan view without discussing that, as written, these pas-
sages show that theThebans themselves shared theSpartans’ view
of autonomia, perhaps unwillingly, but that is no wonder. At the
peace conference in 392/1 the Thebans feared that they might be
forced to restore the autonomia of the Boiotian poleis (Xen.Hell.
4.8.15). That is a strange way of putting it if everybody but the
Spartansbelieved that the Boiotian poleis were in fact autonomoi.
Again, at the peace conference in 386 Agesilaos demanded that
the Theban envoys include the autonomia clause in their oath
on the peace (Xen. Hell. 5.1.32–33). If the Thebans and the other
Boiotians had believed that the Boiotian Federation respected
the autonomia of the smaller member poleis, it would have been

Yet they refuse and say that they have not been commissioned to
easy for the envoys to take the oath just as requested byAgesilaos.
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do that. It has been objected that Xenophon, being pro-Spartan
and anti-Theban, presents a distorted view of what happened
and consistently favours the Spartan interpretationof autonomia
(Keen (1996) 119). But Tuplin (1993) has shown that Xenophon
is often critical of the Spartans, and Christensen (2001) has
added to this that he often draws a favourable picture of the
Thebans. Finally, Rhodes (1999) 39 agrees with us ((1996c) 134–
36) against Keen ((1996) 115–16) that the Spartan perioikic poleis
were not autonomoi. But the exchange of words between Agesi-
laos and Epameinondas in 371 as reported by Plut. Ages. 28.1–3
is based on the belief that the Boiotian and the Lakedaimo-
nian poleis possessed the same or at least a similar degree of

autonomia. Now Plutarch’s storymay be no more than an anec-
dote, but if we take it seriously, it shows that Epameinondas did
not believe that the Boiotian poleis were autonomoi. To conclude,
we note that, to counter the evidence set out above, Rhodes does
not cite one single source that directly supports his view that the
Boiotian poleis were still autonomoi under the Federation. Every-
thing is circumstantial evidence, and Rhodes cautiously says that
the Thebans and the Boiotiansmay have believed, etc. Over the
years, Rhodes and I have come to agree, by and large, onmost of
the important issues about autonomia and dependent poleis, but
on this particular issue we still disagree.
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Civic Subdivisions

“Civic subdivisions” is amodern termwhich in this context
denotes the subdivisions of a polisor, rather, of its citizenry.1
They were civic in the sense that membership was open to
citizens and only citizens. Foreigners and slaves were ex-
cluded, and women too:2 the civic subdivisions testify to
the Archaic and Classical polis as an association of the adult
male citizenpopulation.Theywere subdivisions in the sense
that, at any level, every citizenbelonged to one and only one
of these units. Theywere public administrative units. Thus,
households (oikiai),3 some kinship groups (such as gene)4
and some religious groups (such as thiasoi) were not nor-
mally civic subdivisions. They were private organisations,
sometimes in the borderland between the private and the
public, and only exceptionally do they appear as genuine
public organisations.5
There were two basic types of civic subdivision: some

were territorial, some personal. The main territorial subdi-
visions were the demos and the kome; but phylai too could
be territorial units.6 By far the most important purely per-
sonal subdivision was the phyle. Other important forms
were the phratria, the patra and various groups designated
by numbers: the chiliastys, the hekatostys, the pentekostys,
etc. (see Index13). But even the territorial subdivisions were
to some extent personal because membership of a subdivi-
sion, be it territorial or personal, was hereditary in themale

1 The study of civic subdivisions has been revolutionised by the fundamental
study of Nicholas Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece (1987) =POAG.
Much of what follows is a summary of his findings.
2 The exclusion of women is not explicitly mentioned in Jones, POAG, but

is evident from the material he has collected. In Athens (no. 361), the polis we
know best, women were excluded from thedemoi, trittyes and phylai but could,
of course, be priestesses as they could at polis level (Jones (1999) 123–33).
3 CPCActs 5: 135–37. Karthaia (no. 492) is, so far, the only polis in which oikoi

are attested as civic subdivisions.
4 As usual, the best evidence for gene concerns Athens and by far the best

recent treatment is that of Parker (1996) 56–66, 284–327. He concludes that the
gene had no political importance in C4 (57). In the Archaic period, on the other
hand, every public priesthood seems to have been filled by the members of a
designated genos (65). There are two possible interpretations of the evidence:
(a) in the Archaic period the gene were civic subdivisions of the Athenian polis;
(b) in the Archaic period the gene were private or semi-private organisations
and the appointment of priests had not yet been taken over by the polis.
5 In Jones, POAG, gene are registered as civic subdivisions in four poleis only:

Erythrai (no. 845), Kolophon (no. 848), Pygela (no. 863) and Samos (no. 864).
The evidence for Samos is Hellenistic and not included in this inventory.
6 Cf. the Kleisthenic phylai in Attika and the three phylai in Rhodos (no.

1000) after the synoecism.

line. Therefore,by migrations, territorial subdivisions were
slowly transformed into personal ones, unless they were
reorganised at intervals.
Some poleis could have as many as five or six di·erent

sets of civic subdivisions. Older subdivisions were often
allowed to persist alongside newones, though nowdeprived
of their political importance, and several poleis had two
incongruent systems of phylai, one that probably preceded
the emergence of the polis and one created by the polis
(see infra). Some civic subdivisions formed a system, like
a nest of Chinese boxes;7 others were incongruent and cut
across one another.8A survey of civic subdivisions from all
parts of the Hellenic world shows that they had threemain
functions: (1) to control admission to citizenship; (2) to
serve as wards when the polis had to fill a board of o¶cials
so that each ward supplied one or more members of the
board; (3) to serve as units of the army.
It is no wonder that modern states are organised into

municipalities or some other type of smaller unit; but why
were civic subdivisions needed in states as small as theGreek
poleis? In small and middle-sized poleis all citizens could
meet whenever theywanted, and it would never be di¶cult
for the magistrates to get in touch with any of the citizens.
One answer is that all Greek poleis had an immensely ela-
borate and complicated set of political institutions, and to
have a whole set of criss-crossing civic subdivisions was just
one aspect of the complicated political morphology of any
Greek polis. Another answer is that civic subdivisions are
known principally from the large poleis such as Athens or
Argos or Eretria, where they were indispensable because
the polis, and especially Athens, was too big to be a proper
face-to-face society. They are unattested in many small and
middle-sized poleis, and the presumption is that there were
none. In Boiotia there is no trace of phylai, demoi and ko-
mai, and the evidence of phratriai is late. The epigraphic
record is so rich that the absence of evidence in this case

7 Like theAthenianphylai, trittyes anddemoi (no. 361), or the Eretrian phylai,
districts and demoi (no. 370), or the Argive phylai, phatrai and pentekostyes (no.
347).
8 In Epidauros (no. 348) 4 phylai and 39 territorial units cut across one

another in a way not yet fully understood. In Athens (no. 361) the subdivision
into phratriai was completely unrelated to the subdivisions into demoi.
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can be taken as evidence of absence: apparently, the Boi-
otian poleis had no civic subdivisions of any consequence.
Similarly, no civic subdivisions are known on Lesbos and
in Aiolis and the phylai attested in Thessaly are all Hel-
lenistic and may have been introduced in C4–C2.9 There
were no Aiolian phylai to match the three Dorian and the
four to six Ionian, and it seems reasonable to infer that
civic subdivisions were unknown in the Aiolian-speaking
regions of Hellas.10 But Boiotia bordered on Attika, sub-
divided into 139 demoi, and on Euboia, where demes were
very important in three of the four major poleis (Chalkis
(no. 365), Eretria (no. 370) and Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372))
and may have been in Karystos (no. 373) as well. However,
subdivisions were not confined to the larger poleis. Here as
in all other contexts, generalisations are deceptive: Delos
(no. 478) was one of the smallest of all poleis. Neverthe-
less its population was organised into four phylai, further
subdivided into trittyes.
Apart fromAthens, almost all the evidencewehave comes

from inscriptions. There is a heavy concentration of infor-
mation from the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods.
Jones’s magisterial study comprises some 200 poleis (POAG
2). For over half of these, all the information we have is
Hellenistic or Roman. We have restricted our investigation
to the Archaic and Classical periods, and consequently the
number of attested poleis drops to about 100, including a
dozen not covered by Jones’s study.11
The history and origin of the civic subdivisions has be-

come one of the most controversial issues in Greek history
since 1976, when Denis Roussel published a major mono-
graph about the phylai and phratriai, and Felix Bourriot
one about the gene. Independently of one another they ar-
gued that the civic subdivisions we know of were createdby
the polis and did not predate the emergence of the polis, as
hitherto believed by almost all ancient historians.12 Rous-
sel’s and Bourriot’s theories were widely accepted, but they
were based on a selection of the available sources only and

9 Jones, POAG 79–81; Helly (1995) 173 n. 123.
10 Apart fromphratries, attested in the late Hellenistic period only (Knoepfler
(1981) 148–49), we know of no civic subdivisions in Boiotia (Jones, POAG 79).
Similarly, no civic subdivisions are known from all the Thessalian poleis apart
from a few attestations of phylai, presumably introduced in the Hellenistic
period (ibid. 79–81). Lesbos, apparently, had no civic subdivisions either, and
remarkably few (all Hellenistic) are found in Aiolis. It seems reasonable to infer
that civic subdivisions were unknown in the Aiolian-speaking regions of Hellas.
11 Sikelia: Engyon (no. 14), Himera (no. 24), Kamarina (no. 28), Naxos (no.
41), Selinous (no. 44).Phokis: Antikyra (no. 173).Euboia: Styra (no. 377). Islands:
Astypalaia on Kos (no. 498), Paros (no. 509). Thrakia: Abdera (no. 640). Pontos:
Chersonesos (no. 695). Crete: Datala (no. 954). Libya: Kyrene (no. 1028).
12 As duly noted by Roussel (1976) 5, this view was advocated already by Max
Weber in 1920, see Weber (1999) 180–83.

have tobe revised, especially in the light of themuchbroader
study of Jones, POAG.
It is true that direct evidence is scarceand cannot be traced

further back than C7: there is no doubt that the Spartan
army in C7 was organised into the three Dorian phylai: the
Hylleis, the Dymanes and the Pamphyloi (Tyrtaios fr. 19.8,
West). Also, in C7 Athens the phratria was an important
unit, as is indisputably attested inDrakon’s lawonhomicide
(IG i3 104.18, 23).
The indirect evidence of an early origin, on the other

hand, is substantial: the attestation of the Dorian phylai in,
for example, Korkyra, though late, indicates that they go
back to at least C8m, and their presence in Argos, Megara,
Corinth, Sikyon, Epidauros and Troizen points in the same
direction. It seems reasonable to presume that the four
to six Ionian phylai were important civic subdivisions in
many Milesian colonies and can be traced back to the C8
(Pi‹erart (1983) 4). Admittedly, phylai, phratriai and similar
groups were not true kinship organisations. But the same
observation applies to tribes of all periods all over the world:
the first thing to be remembered is that the consanguinity
that binds all themembers of a tribe together is not a factual
but apresumedconsanguinity.By contrastwith a family and
a lineage, a “tribe” is not a kinship group in the literal sense
of that term.
Next, we must remember what is often forgotten, that

Roussel’s theory about the late development of phylai and
phratriai is no more than an ingenious theory based on an
argument from silence, and it is strange that so many histo-
rians in this particular case have accepted an argumentum
e silentio at face value.13We know for sure that phylai and
phratriai in many poleis were transformed during the Ar-
chaic and Classical periods and that the new subdivisions
wereoftenpurely artificial,without the slightest claim tobe-
ing kinship groups even in a remote sense. But they replaced
earlier organisations which were, allegedly, kinship groups.
When these older phylai and phratriai were introduced and
how they were organised is a moot point. Especially af-
ter Nicholas Jones’s study it is hard to deny that both the
Dorian and the Ionian phylai must go back to the period
before the colonisation, i.e. before C8.14 Some of the civic
subdivisions seem to have predatedthe polis or, rather, they
were converted into a system of civic subdivisions in con-

were deliberately created by the polis and those that were
nection with the emergence of the polis. Others, however,

13 e.g. Finley (1983) 44–47; Davies (1997) 24, 28.
14 Jones, POAG xvii–xviii, mentions Roussel’s work without taking issue

with his theories. For a critical appraisal of the whole issue, see Gehrke (2000).
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earlier than the polis were transformed, sometimes beyond
recognition.
Another moot point is how much and how often the

civic subdivisions were transformed in the course of the
Archaic and Classical periods. Jones argues that the civic
subdivisions show a high degree of permanence (1), and
that almost all innovations took place during the Age of
the Tyrants (12–13). Yet a closer look at the attested reforms
indicates that civic subdivisions were subject to constant
transformations and with the passage of time becamemore
and more artificial—yet another instance of the Greeks’
conscious and continuous remodelling of their society and
institutions.15 Reforms and revisions of civic units are so

15 In Argos (no. 347) the phratrai were introduced or reformed in C5m
and the pentekostyes in C4m. The system of numbered phratriai and triakades
in Kamarina (no. 28) was either introduced or changed c.461. In Eretria (no.
370) the phylai go back to c.500 at the latest, but the districts no further than

frequently attested that in most cases it is unwarranted to
assume that a system attested in Hellenistic sources can
be retrojected back into the Classical period. There are,
of course, exceptions: when the six old Ionian phylai are
attested in colonies founded by Ionian poleis, they prob-
ably go back to the foundation of the colony. Again, in the
case of Crete it seems reasonable to assume that the phylai
known from Hellenistic sources were civic subdivisions in
the Archaic and Classical periods as well (1148 infra).

c.400. In Mantinea (no. 281) the system of dependent komai/poleis is attested
for Helisson (no. 273) in C4m. It is unlikely that it goes back to C6. In Ioulis
(no. 491) the phylai were reformed in C4s and Koresia (no. 493) became a phyle
of Ioulis. In, probably, C4 theDorian phylai in Kalymna (no. 485) were replaced
by or supplemented with 7 phylai and 5 demoi; in Herakleia Pontike (no. 715)
the 60 hekatostyes seem to belong to C4f; the Samian hekatostyes (no. 864)
cannot be traced further back than 322, etc. Furthermore, civic subdivisions
were created or reformed whenever there was a synoecism and, similarly, stasis
and revolutions often entailed a reorganisation of the citizen body and the civic
subdivisions.
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Proxenoi as Evidence for Polis Identity

Aproxenos is commonlydefinedas“one city’so¶cial friend
in another city”.1 Proxenia is indeed an institution inextri-
cably connected with the polis (see Index 14),2 but it is
neither co-extensive with the polis nor as old as the polis.
The earliest epigraphical attestations of proxenoi date from,
probably, C6f 3 and the earliest referencesin literary sources
are found in Pindar.4Apart from a few possible harbingers,
the proxenia grew up in C6s, and in C5m it was a well-
established institution (Wallace (1970) 189–94).
The origins of the institution are obscure and, of course,

a matter of controversy. Especially in western Greece the
proxenos seems originally to have been a witness to or a
guarantor of a transaction involving two interestedparties.5
Thus, some gods and the polis of Poseidonia are listed as
proxenoi of a treaty concluded c.510 between Sybaris and
the Serdaians (Staatsvertr•age 120.5–8). In Archaic Greece,
on the other hand, and later all over the Greek world, the
proxenos is attested as the protector of somebody in need
of assistance. What binds the two meanings together is that
in both cases the service renderedby the proxenos concerns
one or more foreigners (xenoi) (Gauthier (1972) 57–59).
The etymology of the noun πρ�ξενος and the verb προ-

ξενε!ν does not help us to settle the question about the
origin of the institution: “the prefix προ- may mean ‘on
behalf of ’ or ‘instead of ’, ξ�νοςmay mean ‘guest friend’ or,
more generally, ‘foreigner’”.6 Thus the original meaning of
πρ�ξενος is either (a) a person who acts in the interest of a
foreigner or (b) a person who replaces a guest-friend (and
hosts a foreigner).7 It is worth noting that the first etymo-
logy matches proxenos in both senses whereas the second
fits proxenos in the sense of “public guest friend”, but not
in the sense of “witness” or “guarantor”.
Irrespective of the origin of the institution and the ety-

1 Wilhelm(1942)40;Wallace (1970) 189;Gauthier (1972) 24;Gschnitzer (1974)
644; Marek (1984) 1–3.
2 Wallace (1970) 189; Gauthier (1972) 23; Marek (1984) 121.
3 CEG 143 =ML 4 (C7l) =Nomima i 34 (C6m); SEG 11 1180a (C6l-C5e) =LSAG

190 no. 15 (C6f).
4 Pind. Ol. 9.83; Isthm. 4.7–8; fr. 94 b 41, and Pindar may himself have been

proxenos of theMolossians (Nem. 7.65); see Wallace (1970) 205–6.
5 Wallace (1970) 190, 207; Gauthier (1972) 33–39.
6 Wallace (1970) 190.
7 (a) is preferred by Marek (1984) 387; (b) by Gschnitzer (1974) 632.

mology of the term, there can be no doubt that the classical
proxenia, as attested in the entireHellenic world, was a pri-
vilege andanhonourbestowedbypolis Aonacitizenofpolis
B who thereby o¶cially was assigned the task of furthering
the interests of polis A in his own polis8 and, in particular,
the task of hosting and helping citizens of polis Awhen they
came as visitors.9 The literary sources adduced here con-
cern Athens. The best epigraphical evidence in support of
this descriptionof the proxenia is a standard formula which
with variations is found in proxeny decrees from all parts of
the Greek world: a person who for some time has assisted
visitors from a polis, and has shown himself as a friend of
that polis in general, is now appointed proxenos by the polis
in question.10He is still supposed to show the same loyalty
towards the polis and hospitality towards its citizens, but
now he is publicly recognised as the o¶cial xenos of the
polis in question.11
The proxenia has been compared, in some ways rightly,

to the modern consulate but with certain reservations: the
proxenos was o¶cially appointedby the polis whose citizens
he served but not by his own polis.12 A corollary of this was
that a polis might have more than one proxenos in another

8 Thuc. 3.2.3; Aeschin. 3.138. See Perlman (1958); Gerolymatos (1986).
9 Xen. Symp. 8.39;Hell. 4.4.22; Dem. 18.82; Poll. 3.59; SudaΠ 2540.
10 IG xii.7 6: �πειδB 1Επ�κτητος @νBρ φιλ�τιµ�ς �στιν περ9 τBν π�λιν τBν
�ρκεσιν�ων κα9 τ>ς @φικνοµ�νος ε;ς ΘKραν ποιε! @γαθ>ν Pτι Qν δ2νηται κα9
λ�γωι κα9 :ργωι, δεδ�χθαι τ&ι δKµωι εMναι 1Επ�κτητον Καλλιγν�του Θηρα!ον
πρ�ξενον τ�ς π�λεως τ�ς �ρκεσιν�ων . . . (“Since Epiktetos is loyal to the polis
of Arkesine and in word and deed does whatever good he can towards those
who come to Thera, it has been decided by the people that Epiktetos the son of
Kallignotos of Thera shall be proxenos of the polis of Arkesine . . .”) (Arkesine,
C4); IG i3 80 (Athens, C5l); ii2 206 (Athens, C4m); F.Delphes iii.3 157 (Delphi,
C3f); IG v.2 263 (Mantinea, C3–C2); IG xii.5 110 (Paros, C4); IG xii.5 1002 (Ios,
C4–C3). IG xi.4 562 (Delos, C3f); IG xii.5 798 (Tenos, C3); SEG 31 712 (Olbia,
C2); IG xii.8 151 (Samothrake, C3e); I.Ephesos 1428 (Ephesos, C4).
11 That is apparent from, e.g., IG ii2 176.16–24 (C4f), a rider to an Athenian
proxeny decree in which the proposer explains that the purpose of awarding
proxenia to some Kyrenaians is to ensure that the Athenians also in future can
have some Kyrenaians to assist them when they come to Kyrene. See also IG
xii.5 528 (Karthaia, C4m) and IG xii.8 267 (Thasos, C3f) in which a proxenos
because of his continued loyalty and hospitality towards the polisand its citizens
is promoted to citizen.
12 Hasebroek (1928) 137;Gauthier (1972) 25, 59. Spartawasunique in that it was
one of the king’s prerogatives among the Spartiates to appoint the proxenoiwho
assisted foreign visitors in Lakedaimon (Hdt. 6.57.2). Since grants of proxeny to
Lakedaimonians by foreign poleis are attested (IG ii2 106.14 (Athens, 368/7)) we
must infer that Spartan proxenoi were o¶cially appointed both by their own
polis and by the polis they served.
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polis. In C4m the small polis of Karthaia on the island of
Keos had at least fifteen di·erent proxenoi in Athens (IG
xii.5 542). Furthermore, proxenia was sometimes awarded
to a citizen who did not reside in his own polis but in the
polis that had appointed him proxenos;13 he was accord-
ingly prevented from performing the functions normally
connected with proxenia, and in such cases proxenia was
first of all an honour bestowed on a meritorious foreigner.
There is a broad agreement among scholars that proxe-

nia was an institution of the polis (supra n. 2), but poleis
were not the only communities awarding proxenia to loyal
foreigners. The authority responsible for a proxeny decree
is almost invariably identified by an ethnic found either in
the preamble of the decree, e.g. ∆ελφο9 :δωκαν τ&ι δειν�
προξεν�αν (F.Delphes iii.1 146) vel sim. or as an adnominal
genitive: πρ�ξενον εMµεν Βοιωτ&ν τ>ν δε!να (IG vii 2407).
Exceptionally, a proxeny decreewas issued by amonarch or
prince, usually one who ruled a Hellenised but still semi-
barbarian community.14Apart frommonarchs, the issuing
authority, usually referred to by ethnic, was (a) a tribe,15
or (b) a federation,16 or (c) a polis, or (d) some private or
semi-privateorganisation17 (Marek (1984) 121–28). Proxeny
decrees issued by private or semi-private organisations are
rare and unattested before theHellenistic period.18 It is not
always easy to distinguish between (a) and (b), but that is of
no consequence for this investigation. The important issue
is whether we can distinguish (c) from (a) and (b), and
that is in fact possible by inspecting the type of ethnic used.
Ethne and koina are identified by regional or sub-regional
ethnics, poleis by city-ethnics and, as argued above (63), it is
only exceptionally a problem to determinewhether an eth-
nic is a regional ethnic or a city-ethnic.19 So, whenever we

13 Pythagoras, the Athenian proxenos in Selymbria, was buried in Athens
(IG i3 1134 (C5m)). Euenor, an Akarnanian doctor from Amphilochian Argos,
practised in Athens in C4l, where he was awarded first proxenia (IG ii2 373
(322/1)) and later politeia (IG ii2 374 (c.307–302)).
14 Mausolos awarded proxenia to all Knossians in C4f (I.Labraunda no. 40 =

Hornblower, Mausolos no. 7) and the Bosporan princes Pairisades and his sons
awarded proxenia to a citizen of Amisos (IOSPE ii 1, C4s).
15 Usually referred to as an ethnos. One example is SEG 38 464, a proxeny

decree of C2f passed by the assembly of the Prasaibans, a small Epirote tribe;
cf. Hammond (1967) 654–55.
16 Usually referred to as a koinon. One example is proxenia awarded by the

general assembly of the Boiotian Federation: :δοξε τ&ι δ�µωι πρ�ξενον εMµεν
Βοιωτ&ν τ>ν δε!να . . . (IG vii 2407–8 (C4f)), cf. Beck (1997) 101.
17 Marek (1984) 121–28.
18 Poland (1909) 438–39; Marek (1984) 127. One example is IG ii2 1012 (C2l).
19 One rare example is the inscription from Olympia:Γ�ργος Λακεδαιµ�νιος

πρ�ξενος \αλε�ον (SEG 11 1180a (C6l-C5e),LSAG 190no. 15 prefers adate inC6f).
Here \αλε!ος is probably a city-ethnic, but we cannot preclude the possibility
that it is a regional ethnic. In IvO 11 proxenos is juxtaposed with damiourgos and
denotes a type of o¶cial, not a proxenos in the sense of a city’s o¶cial friend in
another city; cf. Gauthier (1972) 41–46 and infra no. 249.

have an ethnic derived from the name of an urban centre,
we can infer, a priori, that the decreemust have been passed
by either a polisor a civic subdivision centred on anucleated
settlement (a demos or a kome, etc.). Among the hundreds
ofproxenydecreesof theArchaic andClassicalperiods there
is not one single securely attested example of an award by
a civic subdivision.20 Therefore, the ethnic used to identify
the issuing authority must in all such cases be a city-ethnic,
not a sub-ethnic, and the community responsible for the
decreemust be a polis.
A similar—but not identical—line of reasoning applies

when we move from the community issuing the decree to
the person awarded proxenia. It is usually taken for granted
that he is a citizen of the community to which he belongs,
but howdoweknow? It isnot explicitly stated in theproxeny
decree, but it can be inferred implicitly from the fact that
he is identified by an ethnic which, provided it can be
recognised as a city-ethnic, shows that he is a citizen of
the polis in question (supra 62).
A complicating factor is that occasionally the honorand

is identified by a sub-ethnic. But in all such cases the sub-
ethnic appears alongside the city-ethnic,21 and there is not
one single unquestionable attestation of a proxenos identi-
fied by sub-ethnic alone.22
Another problem is that not all proxenoi are identified

by city-ethnics and/or sub-ethnics. In some cases the pro-
xenos is a monarch or a tyrant,23 in others he is identified
by a regional ethnic.24 The Aitolian base in Delphi, for ex-
ample, was inscribed in C2mwith thirteenproxeny decrees

20 Rhodes (1995) 103, 107. The observation covers all types of civic subdivi-
sion: phylai, phratriai, patrai, gene, komai, demoi, hekatostyes, etc. The impor-
tant point in this context is to distinguish between city-ethnics denoting poleis
and sub-ethnics denoting civic subdivisions with an urban centre (komai and
demoi). For communities that were dependent poleis but at the same time civic
subdivisions of another polis, see 92 supra. Pace Marek (1984) 11, there is no
reason to believe that the honours listed in a decree passed by Mykene c.200
may have comprised proxenia (SEG 3 112).
21 F.Delphes iii.2 74 (C3): ∆�λφοι :δωκαν Καλλ�αι Καλλι�δου �θηνα�ωι,

φυλ�ς �ντιοχ�δος, δKµου Α;γιλι�ως . . . προξεν�αν . . .
22 One possible example is the proxeny decree issued by Pairisades and his

sons for [ . . . . .ω]ι ∆ιον[υσ�ου]Πειρα[ε!] (IOSPE ii 1.1 (C4s)), recorded as an
Athenian in LGPN ∆ιον2σιος no. 622. However, at Syll3 217 n. 2 Dittenberger
suggests that the honorand was a citizen of Amisos (no. 712, see Theopomp fr.
389) rather than an Athenian from the demeof Peiraieus. By letter,M. Osborne
has informed us that Dittenberger must be right and that the classification in
LGPN of the son of Dionysios as an Athenian is a mistake.
23 F.Delphes iii.1 392: the sons of Kersebleptes, the king of the Odrysians in

C4m, is appointed proxenosof the Delphians; Syll.3 187 = I.Knidos 603: Iphiades,
the tyrant of Abydos in C4f, is appointed proxenos of the Knidians; Syll.3 168:
Mausolos of Mylasa, the tyrant of Halikarnassos in C4f, is appointed proxenos
of the Erythraians.
24 Proxenoi identified by regional ethnic: F.Delphes iii.1 146: Α;τωλ& (C4m);

BCH 70 (1946) 40: [Φω]κε! (C4f); Syll.3 267: Μακεδ�νι (C4s); F.Delphes iii.1
412: Κρητ� (C4l); PEPChios 50.6: Βοι�[τιος] (C4); IG xii.3 251.5: Θεσσαλ>ς �κ
Φαρσ�λου (C4).
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(F.Delphes iii.1 142–54 (C4–C2m)), nine of which are for
Aitolians without further specification, three are for Nau-
paktians and one for an Aigaian. Each of the nine Aitolians
was probably a citizen of an Aitolian polis as well as being
Aitolian, and the omission of the city-ethnicmay be a con-
vention. Another Delphic proxeny decree of C4, not on the
Aitolian base, is for an Aitolian from the polis ofMakynea.25
However, since the city-ethnic is specified in four cases out
of the thirteen, we cannot preclude the possibility that the
nine others were honoured as Aitolians, i.e. as citizens of a
federation, not as citizens of one of the member states of
the federation.
To conclude: only some proxeny decrees passed by poleis

spellout that thedecisionwasmadeby thepolis,26butwhen-
ever the issuing authority is identified by an ethnic derived
from the name of an urban centre we can infer that the de-
creewas issued by a polis and that the ethnic is a city-ethnic.
Similarly, from the preservation of a proxeny decree for a
person identified by a city-ethnic and, on rare occasions, a
sub-ethnic too we can infer that the community to which
the honorand belonged was a polis. In the majority of cases
this inference is corroborated by other sources in which the
community is explicitly called a polis. But whenever that
piece of information is missing, the proxeny decree in itself
justifies the classification of the community in question as
a polis type B, i.e. a community which most probably was a
polis but happens not to be attested as a polis in any Archaic
or Classical text, undoubtedly due to lack of sources.27 In
the Archaic and Classical periods proxenia was awarded by
institutions at polis level or above, and no proxeny decree
was passed by a civic subdivision.
Attestations of proxenia culminate in C3f, but the institu-

tion is found in poleis all over the Hellenic world in C4 and
is already well attested in C5. The only regions for which
there are no attestations of proxenia in poleis of the Archaic
and Classical periods are Spain and France, Epeiros and
Lykia. In all three cases there is a good explanation: the
Greek colonies in Spain and France are poorly attested in
written sources; polis formation came late to Epeiros; and
full-scale Hellenisation of Lykia belongs to the Hellenistic
period.

25 Another example is the Athenian proxenos Euenor (supra n. 13). In the
proxeny decree he is called an Akarnanian (IG ii2 373.4), but in the citizenship
decree an Argeian (IG ii2 374.11).
26 IG ix2.1 390: [:]δοξε τ%ι π�λι τ&ν Στρατ�ων Λυσ�αι . . . προξεν�αν δ�µεν

(c.400); IG xii.5 24:πρ�ξενον [ε]MναιΑ;σχ2λον Σωσιµ�χο[υ Π�]ριον τ�ς π�λεως
τ�ς Σικι[νητ&]ν . . . (C4l/C3e). Cf. IG xii.5 114+add. (Paros, C4); IG xii Suppl.
245 (Andros, C4f); IG xii.7 5–6 (Arkesine, C4m).
27 e.g. Makynea (no. 149); Proschion (no. 154); Ascheion (no. 232); Phelloe

(no. 242); Kyphanta (no. 335); Oinous (no. 338); Pellana (no. 341).

The evidencewe have shows that proxenia was found not
only in large poleis but also inmiddle-sized and small poleis.
Almost every polis seems to have had a network of proxenoi
in other poleis and, conversely, many of its citizens served
as proxenoi for citizens coming from other poleis. A large
proportion of the proxeny decrees stem from Athens,28 an
oversized polis, or from Delphi, a small polis but a Panhel-
lenic centre.29 But proxenia is epigraphically attested not
only in decrees but also in lists. Many poleis seem to have
kept acentral recordof their proxenydecrees and sometimes
published on stone a list with the name and polis a¶liation
of all their proxenoi.30Small and large fragments of such lists
are preserved.31Most are Hellenistic, but there is a C5 list
fromLousoi (IG v.2 387) andC4 lists fromAnaphe (IG xii.3
251), Chios (PEPChios 50) and Karthaia (IG xii.5 542). The
most impressive is the one from Karthaia. It shows that this
small polis in C4m had some 140 proxenoi in approximately
thirty to forty di·erent poleis. In most cases there were one
or perhaps two proxenoi from a polis, but some fifteen of
the proxenoi wereAthenians. The preservedbottom of a list
of proxenoi from the small polis of Anaphe is inscribed with
the names of seven proxenoi from seven di·erent poleis.
We do not know how many names were inscribed on the
missing upper part of the stele.
Both the literary and the epigraphical evidence shows that

the enormous network of proxenoi that grew up in the late
Archaic andClassical periodswas of the utmost importance
both collectively in the political relations betweenpoleis and
individually in the social and economic relations between
citizens from one polis who had dealings with citizens from
another polis.
However, especially in Hellenistic honorific decrees,pro-

xenia is listed as one honour among many others in a
way which suggests that in such cases it had become an
empty title. These examples have influenced the interpre-
tation of many other attestations of proxenia in sources
where it is impossible to assess the importance of the in-
stitution. Scholars are divided over the issue32 and it is

28 Walbank (1978) publishes 94 Athenian proxeny decrees from before 480
to c.400; Lambrechts (1958) lists 141 Athenian awards of proxeny covering the
period 482–323.
29 Marek (1984) 217–19 lists 39Delphic awards of proxeny covering the period

370–323.
30 Both types of record are referred to in IG vii 5–6 (Megara (C4l)). Chios

had a στKλη προξενικK inscribed with the names, patronymics and city-ethnics
of the proxenoi of Chios (PEPChios 12.31, 42–43 (C4l)).
31 Gschnitzer (1974) 694–700; Marek (1984) 134–37.
32 Gschnitzer (1974) 644, who quotes Wilhelm (1942) for the functional

and Kla·enbach (1966) 82–85 for the honorific interpretation of proxenia. The
political importance of the institution is emphasised by Perlman (1958) and
Marek (1984) 1–3.
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sometimes presented as an alternative: proxenia was either
a service or an honour, or rather it was originally a ser-
vice that over time deteriorated into an empty honour. We
prefer a both . . . and to an either . . . or and suggest that
proxenia as a service always co-existed with proxenia as an
honour,33 only the scales tipped so that, eventually, hono-
rific proxenia became the more prominent aspect of the
institution. In this respect proxenia and politeia are simi-
lar. Right from the Archaic period proxenia was an honour
bestowed on meritorious foreigners; often it implied the
continued performance of services to the polis in question
and to visitors from the polis, but sometimes it was a mere
title awarded because of earlier services but not implying
further services in the future. Similarly, politeia, naturali-
sation, was an honour by which the honorand sometimes
became a full citizen of the polis in question, but sometimes
became anhonorary citizen. FromC4m it became common
in honorific decrees to combine proxenia with politeia and
bestow both privileges on the same person.34 But from a
functional point of view the two privileges were mutually
exclusive: if the honorand took advantage of the citizen-
ship and became a full citizen of the polis in question, he
could no longer host foreigners in his old polis, and if he
stayed in his own polis and performed his services as pro-
xenos he could not take advantage of the citizenship he had
obtained.
The services expected from a proxenos in return for the

honour bestowed on him by the patron polis were some-
times rendered to individual citizens but sometimes to the
polis as such. The two aspects are aptly covered by the for-
mula which, with variations, was used in proxeny decrees
from all over theHellenic world: “NNof polis X is honoured
because of his unfailing loyalty towards polis Yand because,
in word and deed, he does what good he can towards those
citizens of Y who visit polis X” (see n. 10).
Most proxenoi seem to have been upper-class and one

well-attested way of being appointed proxenos was, during
a shortageof grain, to send cheapgrain toapolis andhope to
be rewardedwith the honours of proxenia and/or politeia.35

33 In c.320 twopanels of foreign judges, 5 fromAndros and 5 fromNaxos,were
called to Chios to hear some cases. When they had completed their mission
successfully, the Chians bestowed a whole series of honours on the judges,
including hereditary proxenia (PEPChios 12). This is an obvious instance of
honorific proxenia, but it is not unlikely that these judges, on their return to
Andros and Naxos, were approached by visiting Chians and asked to perform
the tasks of a proxenos.
34 Din. 1.45; Wilhelm (1942) 45–50; IG xii.6 18 (C4l). Following Wilhelm

(1942) 45–50, Gschnitzer (1974) 720–21 attempts to avoid the dilemma by sug-
gesting that the honorand might stay on for some time in his old polis but later
move to the polis that had awarded him both proxenia and politeia.
35 IG ii2 342, 360, 398; 400 (320s); I.Ephesos 1455 (C4l).

In the economic sphere, other services expected from the
proxenos were usually for the benefit of individual citizens
from the patron polis (Dem. 52.5, 9, 10, 24).
While services rendered to individuals were often pri-

vate, the help a proxenos o·ered his patron polis was usually
of a political nature. Since a proxenos usually had some
influence both in his own polis and in the polis whose
proxenos he was, it was natural that proxenoi were used in
diplomacy. They were often sent as envoys to their patron
polis (Xen. Hell. 6.3.2–4; Aeschin. 3.138), and they hosted
and assisted envoys coming from the patron polis (Xen.
Symp. 8.39). It was an Argive strategos and a Spartan pro-
xenos in Argos who on behalf of their polis negotiated a
truce with the Spartans in 418 (Thuc. 5.59.5), and it was
an Argive proxenos in Sparta who told the Argives about
the Spartan conditions for peace after the Argive defeat
at Mantinea (Thuc. 5.76.3). The use of proxenoi in inter-
state a·airs could take many other forms: in a list of con-
tributions to the Boiotian Federation to support its con-
duct of the Third SacredWar appears, alongside a number
of poleis, the Boiotians’ proxenos in Tenedos. He is put
down for 1,000 drachmas, obviously a political gesture of a
semi-public kind (IG vii 2418.15–16 =RO 57 (C4m)). Again,
when in 382 Brasidas marched his army from Lakedai-
mon to Chalkidike he was guided through Thessaly by five
Thessalians, of whom one was the Chalkidians’ proxenos
in Pharsalos (Thuc. 4.78.1; cf. Hornblower (1996) 257–58).
Given that the purpose of Brasidas’ expeditionwas to break
up the Chalkidian federation, the proxenos’ assistance to
the Spartans points to an internal conflict in the federation,
and that leads on to a di·erent aspect of the political role
of proxenoi.
In addition to their o¶cial assistance in diplomacy, the

proxenoi often played a more secret and sinister role in
interstate relations. The bonds of guest-friendship between
a proxenos and the polis that had made him proxenos often
resulted in a case of divided loyalties. Given that the citizens
of many poleis were split into opposed factions which often
had close connections with sympathising factions in other
poleis (infra 124), a proxenos might easily be involved in
espionage and treason (Gerolymatos (1986)), and to be a
proxenos of one of the hegemonic poleis might in troubled
times be a dubious honour and a dangerous job. During the
Delian League and again during the SecondAthenianNaval
League, the Athenians used their network of proxenoi to
control the members; and Athenian proxeny decrees often

member polis against being molested or even murdered by
included a clause protecting the Athenian proxenos in a
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his fellowcitizens.36 Suchclauseswerenot just emptywords:
in the 360s a stasis in Ioulis between a pro-Athenian and an
anti-Athenian faction entailed the murder of the Athenian
proxenos in Ioulis and, subsequently, an Athenian sentence
of death was passed on his murderers (IG ii2 111.27–45 =
RO 39).37
This and other examples show that there was a close

link between proxenia and stasis in Classical Greece. Pro-
xenoi provided their patron polis with political information
(Gerolymatos (1986)). One example is what Polydamas, the
Spartan proxenos in Pharsalos, told the Spartans about the
political aspirations of Iason of Pherai (Xen.Hell. 6.1.2–16).

36 The Delian League: IG i3 162, cf. Meiggs (1949). The Second Athenian
Naval League: IG ii2 111.39–41, cf. Mosley (1973) 6.
37 Conversely, if a member of one of the two Leagues was satisfied with the

rule exercised by an Athenian epitropos or archon stationed in his city, the polis
might bestow proxenia on the Athenian (IG xii 7.5 (C4m)).

More subversive was the role a proxenos could play in a
stasis in which one of the factions in his own polis relied
on help from his patron polis to overthrow the regime and
come to power. Thus, in collusion with the Spartans, the
Spartan proxenos in Elis planned in 399 to overthrow the
Eleian democracy. However, in the initial phase he and his
followers did not succeed in murdering the leader of the
democratic faction in Elis and the coup failed (Xen. Hell.
3.2.27–30; Paus. 3.8.4). Again, in the 430s the Corinthians
brainwashed the Korkyreans they had taken prisoners in
the naval battle of 435. Then, in collusion with their pro-
xenoi in Korkyra, the Corinthians had them ransomed and
sent back to Korkyra, where they began to agitate against
Athens. The result was the disastrous stasis that broke out
in 427 (Thuc. 1.55.1, 3.70.1).
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In the course of the Classical period it became standardpro-
cedure that Panhellenic festivals were announced by theoroi
sent out from the community responsible for the festival
to all the communities which could be expected to partici-
pate in the celebration (Boesch (1908) 7–11).1 The technical
term for the theoroi’s announcement was epangelia (Thuc.
5.49.2–3; 8.10.1; SEG 12 373.28 =Rigsby (1996) 26.11 (242/1)).
The sources we have show that the theoroi were sent to all
parts of the Hellenic world and it became customary in
each and every community visited by the theoroi to have
an o¶cially appointed person whose duty it was to host
and assist the theoroi (Perlman (1995), (2000)). Such a host
was called a theorodokos and he was appointed sometimes
by the community in which he lived, but sometimes by the
community that sent out the theoroi (Perlman (2000) 60–
62). The theoroi were normally sent out the year before the
festival was celebrated, and the purpose of their mission
was to invite the various communities to participate in the
festival, to bring sacrifices in the name of their community,
and to respect the sacred truce that was proclaimed in con-
nection with the festival (Isoc. 4.43–44; Perlman (1995) 118).
In the Classical period theorodokoi are attested in connec-
tion with the Olympic Games (Syll.3 171 =IvO 36 (365–363 =
Perlman (2000) O.1)), the Pythian Games (Syll.3 90 with
SEG 25 576 (C5l); SEG 24 379), the NemeanGames (SEG 36
331 =Perlman (2000) N.1 (C4l)2), the Asklepieia at Epidau-
ros (IG iv2.1 94–95 (C4m) =Perlman (2000) E.1)), and the
Heraia at Argos (SEG 23 189 =Perlman (2000) A.1 (C4s)).3
Our principal sources for the C4 theorodokia are substantial
fragments of long lists of theorodokoi living in the places to
be visited by the theoroi (see Index 15). The lists were drawn

1 That it wasElis thatwas responsible for the epangelia of theOlympicGames
is provedby Thuc. 5.49.2–3; that the PythianGames were announced by Delphi
may be inferred from SEG 24 379; for Argos as the responsible authority for the
Nemean Games, cf. infra.
2 If Aristonous (listed without toponym in B 24 as the last of theMakedonian

theorodokoi) is identicalwith the somatophylax ofAlexander theGreat (Perlman
(2000)251–52) it follows that the listmust be dated to theyears after 320 (Perlman
(2000) 236) rather than to 323/2 as suggested by Miller (SEG 36 331).
3 So far, there is no evidence for the Isthmia and the evidence for theHemera-

sia in Lousoi is Hellenistic (C4l–C3e); cf. Perlman (2000) L.1–5). The list of
Nemean theorodokoi “could date either from 331/0 . . . to 324 B.C. or from post
324 B.C. to 313 B.C.” (Perlman (2000) 109). Perlman prefers the later date but
does not exclude the earlier one.

up by the communities responsible for the festivals and
were organised as itineraries of the theoroi. The lists that
are relevant for this investigation are two from Epidauros
covering the years 359 (IG iv2.1 94) and 355 (IG iv2.1 95),
and two fromArgos both of C4l, one concerning theNemea
(SEG 36 331) and one concerning the Heraia (SEG 23 189).
Finally there is a short list from Delphi, the oldest of them
all, probably to be dated to C5l (Syll.3 90).4
From the term itself it has been deduced that the prin-

cipal duty of the theorodokos was to host the theoroi, to
accommodate and feed them, and to guide them to their
next destination. But, to issue the invitation and obtain a
recognition of the sacred truce, the theoroi must get access
to the rulers of the community, either an assembly or a
council or some magistrate or, perhaps, a monarch, and,
being foreigners, they might need the collaboration of a ci-
tizenof the place they visited. Accordingto several scholars,
in particular Robert, Daux and Perlman, the presumption
is that, inter alia, the theorodokos acted as an intermedi-
ary between the theoroi and authorities of the place they
visited.5 A di·erent view has been advanced by Kahrstedt
(1936), followed by Cook (1973, 1988) and Cabanes (1976).
The places visited by the theoroi were just settlements, and
from the lists of theorodokoi recording all the toponyms of
the places visited by the theoroi, no inference can be made
about the political status of the community.6
Thus, the problem remains: was the theorodokia a kind

of political o¶ce so that the attestationof a theorodokos in a
particular place can convey information about the political
status of the community in question? Or was the theo-
rodokia a semi-private institution essentially unrelated to
the political institutions?
In favour of a political interpretationof the institution it

has been adduced that the theorodokia was often connected
with the proxenia (Monceaux (1886) 259–66). The proxenia
was unquestionably a political institution, especially in the

4 The longest of all the lists and the first to be found and published is a
Delphic list of C3l published by Plassart in BCH 45 (1921) 1–85.
5 Robert (1946) 506–10, (1982) 330–33; Daux (1949) 2; Perlman (1995) 115–18,

(2000) 32–34, 45–60. Cf. also Cabanes (1976) 116–20; Gauthier (1979).
6 Kahrstedt (1936) 425; Cook (1973) 221, 242–43, (1988) 9–19. Rigsby (1986)

353 n. 1 suspends judgement.
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Classical period, and the link between the two institutions
indicates that the theorodokiawas a political institution too.
As an argument dissociating the theorodokia from the

proxenia it has been objected that the theorodokoi served
the god of the sanctuary connected with the festival while
the proxenoi served the polis.7But it would bewrong to infer
that it was the sanctuary which appointed or authorised the
theorodokoi. Especially the evidence from Argos shows that
theoroi were sent out and theorodokoi were appointed and/
or authorised by the polis that administered the sanctuary
and organised the festival (SEG 11 1084 =Perlman (2000) A
3 (C4l)), not by the sanctuary itself. The C4l list of Nemean
theorodokoi, for example, was drawn up by Argos, not by
Nemea, which was a sanctuary without being a polis (SEG
36 331; cf. Perlman (2000) 131–52).
Another argument dissociating the theorodokia from the

proxenia has been that the proxenoiare identified by ethnics,
the theorodokoi by a toponym, and that this testifies to an
essential non-political character of the theorodokia since the
Greeks invariably used ethnics to identify political commu-
nities (Charneux (1966) 160–62, 167–68). This observation
can be countered by two other observations: (a) the lists of
theorodokoi are itineraries reflecting the routes followed by
the theoroi and the topographical organisation of the lists
is the reason for the toponym being preferred to the ethnic
(Perlman (2000) 29); (b) the orthodoxy that political com-
munities are invariably identified by ethnics is a gross exag-
geration. The legends on coins are often toponyms instead
of ethnics; in theAthenian tribute lists the toponymis some-
times used to denote a member of theDelian League which
indisputably was a polis; and in all major Greek authors
the toponym is not infrequently found in places where a
modern teacher of Greek prose composition would have
marked it as an error and replaced it with the correspond-
ing city-ethnic. Thus, given the context, there is nothing
anomalous about using a toponym to denote a political
community (supra 56).
The next argument adduced against the political char-

acter of the theorodokia concerns the status of the theo-
rodokoi. If they had been o¶cials of some kind, they would
all have been citizens of their community.But the lists show
that some were women and some foreigners (Charneux
(1966) 160–62). However, in the Classical lists there is only
one woman, viz. Kleopatra, and she was a queen (SEG
23 189.i.11). The other attestations of women belong in the

7 Boesch (1908) 119–20; cf. SEG 11 1084.27–30 =Perlman (2000) A.2: ?µεν
δ8 κα9 προξ�νονς κα9 ε3εργ�τανς τ&ν �ργε�ων κα9 θεαροδ�κονς τοC ∆ι>ς τοC
Νεµ�αι κα9 τ%ς }Ηρας τ%ς �ργε�ας (C4l).

Hellenistic period and, in all cases, the women served along-
side men, as was then usual in a number of contexts. All
the examples of non-citizen male theorodokoi are Hellenis-
tic, and some of these persons, perhaps all, were Ptolemaic
o¶cers in charge of the city visited by the theoroi (Perlman
(2000) 38–39).
But even assuming, for the sake of argument, that the

duties incumbent on a theorodokos were purely private and
without political overtones, there can be no doubt that the
visit of the theoroi was political. If the purpose of their
announcement of the forthcoming festival was to ensure
that the community they visitedwould send a delegation to
the festival and respect the sacred truce, then theymust have
stoppedwhere they could get in touch with the authorities.
Thus, the places they visited must have been the political
centres of the communities in question, and therefore the
list of theorodokoi can be used as evidence of the political
status of these localities irrespective of the extent of the
duties of the theorodokoi. Of course, that does not amount
to proof that the place was a polis. It may have been the
centre of an ethnos or a large monarchy (Gauthier (1979)
126; for examples, see infra).
Third, the debate over the nature of the theorodokoi has

been obscured by the orthodoxy that a polis must be in
possession of full independence and, accordingly, that de-
pendent status is incompatible with being a polis. The re-
cognition of the fact that there were a large number of
dependent poleis (GπKκοοι π�λεις) has changed the charac-
ter of the controversy. Thus, in 359 there were Epidaurian
theorodokoi in Koroneia, Lebadeia, Orchomenos, Thebes
and Thespiai. Now, Koroneia, Lebadeia, Orchomenos and
Thespiai were member states of the Boiotian Federation
and, in 359, they were in fact dependencies of Thebes. Gau-
thier (1979) 126–27 infers that this part of the Epidaurian
list cannot be used as a source for the political status of the
places in which therewere theorodokoi to host the theoroi. If
one takes the concept of the dependent polis into account,
the inference is rather that the loss of independence did not
necessarily entail that the Boiotian cities lost their status of
being poleis or the right to be visited by Panhellenic theoroi
and to have a theorodokos. Similarly, Naulochon, the port
of Priene, and Notion, the port of Kolophon, were both
dependent poleis in C4, and in c.330 both had theorodokoi
to host theoroi from Argos.
In the preserved lists of theorodokoi the places visited by

the theoroi are almost always identified by a toponym ap-
parently denoting a settlement. In two cases only the place
where a theorodokos resides is indicated by a regional eth-
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nic (Thesprotoi, Molossoi8), and in a further four cases by
the name of a region (Chaonia, Epeiros (bis),Makedonia9).
Thus, there are altogether six attestations of peoples and
regions as against 135 attestations of toponyms which prob-
ably denote urban centres. Theproblem is: were these towns
invariably poleis? Or could some of them be mere urban
centres lying in the territory of a polis or in a community
organised as a tribe or a monarchy, as suggested by Gau-
thier (1979) 126? A survey of the evidence may provide us
with an answer to this question. Of altogether 135 toponyms
recorded in the C4 lists of theorodokoi, ninety-three are ex-
plicitly attested as poleis in Archaic and Classical sources
(poleis type A),10 and seven others, though not called polis
individually, are attested in lists of communities under the
heading π�λεις αyδε vel sim. (poleis type [A]).11 For twenty-
two more toponyms there is additional evidence strongly
suggesting that they denoted poleis, e.g. coins, proxeny de-
crees, defence circuits (poleis type B),12 and so we are left
with thirteen communities for which polis status can se-
riously be called in question (poleis type C).13 It is worth
noting that eleven of the twenty-two toponyms classified
as poleis type B and eight of the thirteen classified as type
C belong in the regions of Epeiros, Akarnania and Aitolia.
The high number of Bs reveals how inadequate our sources
are for these regions: polis status in C4m is strongly indi-

8 Θεσπρωτο� (IG iv2.1.95.26); Μολοσσο� (IG iv2.1 95.31).
9 Χαον�α (IG iv2.1 95.29); xπειρος (IG iv2.1 95.23; SEG 23 189.11); Μακεδον�α

(IG iv2.1 94.b.9). In a number of cases the name of a region is recorded without
the name of a theorodokos, i.e. as a heading of several toponyms denoting towns
within the region and each matched with the name of a theorodokos.
10 Sikelia: Akragas,Gela, Katane, Leontinoi, Syrakousai, Zankle. Italia: Herak-
leia, Kroton, Lokroi, Metapontion, Rhegion, Taras, Thourioi. Adria: Apollonia.
Epeiros: Kassope, Pandosia. Akarnania: Alyzeia, Ambrakia, Anaktorion, Argos,
Astakos, Korkyra, Leukas,Oiniadai, Stratos.West Lokris:Amphissa,Naupaktos,
Oianthea. Phokis: Delphi. Boiotia: Koroneia, Lebadeia, Orchomenos, Thebes,
Thespiai. Corinthia, Megaris, Sikyonia: Corinth, Megara, Sikyon. Achaia: He-
like. Arkadia: Alea, Heraia, Kleitor, Pallantion, Stymphalos, Tegea. Attika:
Athens. Euboia: Eretria. Islands: Andros, Seriphos, Thasos. Thessalia: Atrax,
Homolion, Larisa. Makedonia: Methone, Pydna. Thrace: Axios to Strymon:
Apollonia, Arethousa, Amphipolis, Argilos, Aineia, Akanthos, Aphytis,Mende,
Olynthos, Poteidaia, Skione, Stagiros, Stolos/Skolos. Thrace, Strymon–Nestos:
Datos. Thrace, Nestos-Ebros: Abdera, Ainos, Maroneia. Propontic Thrace: Kios,
Lampsakos. Troas: Tenedos.Aiolis: Kyme. Ionia: Chios, Ephesos, Erythrai, Kla-
zomenai, Lebedos, Magnesia (Mai), Miletos, Naulochon, Notion, Pygela, Teos.
Karia: lasos. Cyprus: Salamis, Soloi. Syria-Libya:Barke?, Euhesperides?, Kyrene,
Taucheira?
11 Italia: Terina.Aitolia: Kalydon.Thessaly: Gyrton.Chalkidike: Dikaia, Kalin-
doia. Thrace, Strymon-Nestos: Neapolis. Propontic Thrace: Myrleia (Bryllion).
12 Epeiros: Phoinike. Akarnania: Echinos, Euripos, Koronta, Limnaia, Me-
deon, Palairos, Phoitiai, Thyrreion, Torybeia. Aitolia: Proschion.Achaia: Phara?
(perhaps in Arkadia). Arkadia: Alea, Methydrion, Pheneos, Torthyneion. Thes-
saly: Pharkadon. Makedonia: Allante. Chalkidike: Lete, Trallos. Thrace, Stry-
mon–Nestos: Berga. Cyprus: Kourion.
13 Epeiros: Artichia, Poionos or Torone?, Zmaratha. Akarnania: Derion, Hy-
poreiai. Aitolia: Akripos, Phyleia, Therminea. Arkadia: Halous, Koila. Thessaly:
Oxynion, Pythoion. Propontic Thrace: Miletouteichos.

catedby, e.g., a C4mint and polis status in the last decadeof
C4 combined with remains of impressive defence circuits
enclosing nucleated habitation. It is probably just because
of the paucity of the evidence that we have no direct con-
temporary attestation of these communities as poleis in the
political and/or urban senses. The high number of Cs, how-
ever, may suggest a di·erent explanation: apart from Greek
colonies along the coasts, polis formation in these regions
often took place as late as C4. Thus, it is a moot point
whether these eight toponyms can be expected to denote
proper poleis in the urban and political senses.
Let us adduce Kassopa as an example illustrating the

problems we are facing. Kassopa lay in Epeiros where polis
formation took place as late as in C4m and sometimes
perhaps even later.14 In Ps.-Skylax three sections are de-
voted to the Epeirote tribes: the Thesprotoi (30), the Kas-
sopoi (31) and the Molottoi (32). Ps.-Skylax’s treatise has
been compiled from many sources and was revised several
times. Therefore it is impossible to date the work; but there
seems to be a case for taking c.330 to be the terminus ante
quem for the treaty as a whole and for some chapters to
assume a date of C4e while others may even go back to
C5 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 137–38). In each
of the three chapters describing Epeiros, the author states
that the people (:θνος) lived κατ< κ�µας, and no π�λις
is mentioned between Korkyra described at 29 as a π�λις
mΕλλην�ς and Amphilochaian Argos called π�λις at 33. But
in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of, probably, 356, Kas-
sopa is recordedbetween Pandosia, a colony of Elis, and the
Thesprotoi, still recorded as a tribe (IG iv2.1 95.24–6). The
presumption is that the chapter in Ps.-Skylax antedates the
Epidaurian list of theorodokoi and the shift from the ethnic
Κασσωπο�and the toponymΚασσωπ�α found in Ps.-Skylax
31 to the toponym Κασσ�πα found in the Epidaurian list
of theorodokoi strongly suggests that Kassopa was by now
a polis, a presumption which has been supported by the
recent excavations of the site. They have revealed that the
city of Kassopa must have been founded around the mid-
fourth century (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 114–79);
the excavators consider the circuit to belong to the period
immediately after the synoikism and suggest a date c.350
(ibid. 123 with n. 298). The earliest attestation of Kassopa
as a polis in the political sense is a C4l–C3e dedication on
a statue base (SEG 34 589; cf. Diod. 19.88.3: Κασσωπ�αν

archaeological evidence, we have reason to assume that Kas-
π�λιν (rC4l)), but, combining the literary, epigraphical and

14 The following section is a slightly revised version of Hansen (1995) 61.
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sopa was a polis created in C4f and probably by some kind
of synoikism of komai.
For severalof theother communities inEpeirosandAkar-

nania, the entry in the list of theorodokoi is the only source
we have: the toponymdenotes an unlocated settlement, the
person serving as theorodokos is otherwise unknown, and
the information we possess cannot be linked to archaeo-
logical evidence. In all these cases we must simply suspend
judgement and leave the toponym as being possibly the
name of a polis (type C), but we cannot preclude the possi-
blitiy that it was the name of the urban and political centre
of some ethnos or koinon.
To conclude: to send theoroi to the major Panhellenic

sanctuaries and to participate in the Panhellenic festivals
was one of the characteristics of a polis (SEG 22 444, cf.
27 106 (C5f)), and in C4 to have one or more theorodokoi
to host the theoroi sent out to announce the festival can
be taken as an important indication that the community
in question was a polis; but it was not a sine qua non for
being a polis. Once again Kassopa is a relevant example.
The Epidaurian list of theorodokoi in Epeiros in 356 records
Epeiros, Pandosia, Kassopa, the Thesprotoi, Poionos, Chao-
nia, Artichia, theMolossoi and Zmaratha (IG iv2.1 95.23–30,
73–77). But in the Argive list of theorodokoi of c.330 the only
entry left is [xπε]ιρος.Κλεοπ�τρα (SEG 23 189.i.11). Follow-
ing Cabanes (1997) 81–87 we can assume that the various
tribes, regions and poleis recorded in 356 were now united

in a single political community called Epeiros. But that does
not mean that the urban communities had lost their status
of being poleis. Kassopa is explicitly attested as a polis in
C4l–C3e (supra), and for the other urban centres recorded
in the Epidaurian list, viz. Artichia, Pandosia, Poionos and
Zmaratha, polis status is a possibility that must be taken
into account. Pandosia is recorded as a polis in the 340s
(Dem. 7.32; Theopomp. fr. 206) and may still have been a
polis c.330. For the other towns we have no evidence and
must suspend judgement.
Let us end this chapter with awarning: all the lists of theo-

rodokoi are fragmentary, and even the completely preserved
parts show surprising gaps. To mention just one example:
in the Epidaurian list of 359 the theoroi visiting Boiotia
south of Lake Kopais stop at Thespiai and Koroneia. Why
is Haliartos missing from the list of theorodokoi? We know
of no answer to this question and many others like it. We
can only conclude from the material we possess that it is
illegitimate to apply an argument from silence and infer
that Haliartos was not a polis in 359. Thus, the absence of
a theorodokos says nothing about the political status of a
community, whereas the attestation of one testifies to one
aspect of the political organisation of this community, and
if the location in which the theoroi were hosted by a theo-
rodokos was a town, the presence of a theorodokos indicates
that it was the centre of a political community, i.e. a polis.
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Victors in Panhellenic Games as Evidence
for Polis Identity

In the Classical period athletic contests were arranged by
numerous communities throughout the Greek world,1 e.g.
by Pellene (no. 240) and by Pheneos (no. 291) in the Pelo-
ponnese. Some of these festivals, e.g. the Asklepieia at Epi-
dauros (no. 348), were of Panhellenic stature and developed
systems of epangelia and theorodokia.2 However, the four
truly Panhellenic festivals were those at Olympia, Nemea,
Isthmia and Delphi, arranged in an institutionalised cir-
cuit (periodos)3 from C6.4The four Panhellenic sanctuaries
acted as important centres for polis interaction5 and infor-
mation about activity at these sanctuaries (oracle consulta-
tion, communal dedications, athletic participation, etc.) is
included in the descriptions of the individual poleis in order
to illuminate such interaction (see Index 16).
Even more important, however, is the fact that partici-

pation and victory in one of these four games are a very
strong indication that the community to which the athlete
belonged was a polis. From C6s onwards, participation in
the Panhellenic games provides us with evidence of polis
status.6 Since we know most about the organisation of the
Olympic Games, and since the best-known participants in
the games are the victors, the discussion will centre around
Olympionikai; but, the assumption is that the Nemean, the
Isthmian and the Pythian Games were all organised in ba-
sically the same way as the Olympic Games.
An athlete whowanted to compete at theOlympicGames

not only had to be a Greek;7 he also had to be a citizen

This chapter, by Nielsen, is a condensed version of Nielsen (2002) 203–11.

1 Morgan (1990) 212. 2 Perlman (2000) 67–97.
3 Golden (1998) 10–11. 4 Morgan (1990) 213.
5 Lys. 33.1–2; Isoc. 4.43–44; Lewis (1996) 30. See also the vivid description in

Casson (1979) 76–80 of the travelling occasioned by the Panhellenic games.
6 The discussion does not consider the e·ects which Panhellenic athletic

victories might have on the poleis of origin of the victors; for such a discussion,
see Mann (2001).
7 That Olympic competitors had to be of Greek ethnicity appears from

Hdt. 2.160.1 though that passage does not explicitly contrast Greeks with other
ethnic groups: ο� δ8 <sc. 1Ηλε!οι> :φασαν κα9 σφ�ων κα9 τ&ν "λλων mΕλλKνων
$µο�ως τE& βουλοµ�νEω �ξε!ναι @γων�ζεσθαι; however, it also appears from Hdt.
5.22.2 where there is an explicit contrast with non-Greeks: �λεξ�νδρου γ<ρ
@εθλε2ειν eλοµ�νου κα9 καταβ�ντος �π1 α3τ> τοCτο ο� @ντιθευσ�µενοι mΕλλKνων
:ξεργ�ν µιν, φ�µενοι ο3 βαρβ�ρων @γωνιστ�ων εMναι τ>ν @γ&να @λλ< mΕλλK-

of a recognised Greek state,8 i.e. he had to belong to a
community which had accepted and respected the sacred
truce9 proclaimed by the Eleian theoroi.10 This is evident
from the events of 420 as narrated at Thuc. 5.49.1–50.4.11 In
420, the Eleians excluded Sparta from participation in the
Olympics.12 The Spartan exclusion was based on the fact,
as the Eleians would have it, that the Spartans had violated
the sacred truce by sending hoplites into territory which
Elis claimed as its property.13 A fine was imposed on the
Spartans under Olympic law.14 Since Sparta refused to pay
the fine, the city was excluded from the Games.15 This ban
on Spartan participationmeant that no individual Spartan
could compete in theGames. Accordingly, the Spartan aris-
tocrat Lichas, son of Arkesilaos, enteredhis hippic teamnot
as Spartan but as Theban (or Boiotian).16 The inference is
that an athlete was allowed to compete only if he belonged
to a community which had accepted the Olympic truce an-
nounced by the Eleian theoroi and respected the truce to
the satisfaction of the Eleian authorities. It was shown in
the section on theorodokoi17 that the duties of the Panhel-

νων. �λ�ξανδρος δ8 �πειδB @π�δεξε Oς εTη �ργε!ος, �κρ�θη τε εMναι }Ελλην κα9
@γωνιζ�µενος στ�διον συνεξ�πιπτε τE& πρ�τEω. The 30 days’ training period at
Elis prior to the Games is not attested in the Archaic and Classical periods (Lee
(2001) 28). On other requirements etc., see Crowther (1996).

8 A scholion in Syrianos says: ν�µος τ>ν "πολιν �ν 1Ολυµπ�Vα µB @γων�ζεσθαι
(RhetoresGraeci, ed.Walz, 4.546.25–26).NoArchaic orClassical source explicitly
states such a rule, but the following discussion will demonstrate that de facto a
similar rule must have regulated Olympic participation at least in the Classical
period. 9 On the sacred truce, see L•ammer (1982–83).
10 See the chapter on theorodokoi supra 103–6.
11 On these events, see Roy (1998) and Nielsen, forthcoming.
12 Λακεδαιµ�νιοι τοC �εροC Gπ> 1Ηλε�ων εTρχθησαν Wστε µB θ2ειν µηδ1 @γω-
ν�ζεσθαι (Thuc. 5.49.1).
13 �π9 Φ2ρκον τε τε!χος Pπλα �πενεγκε!ν κα9 �ς Λ�πρεον α3τ&ν $πλ�τας �ν
τα!ς 1Ολυµπιακα!ς σπονδα!ς �σπ�µψαι (Thuc. 5.49.1). 14 Thuc. 5.49.1.
15 Thuc. 5.50.2.
16 Thuc. 5.50.4 says that Lichas’ team—which was victorious—was an-
nounced as Boiotian (Βοιοτ&ν δηµοσ�ου); however, Xen. Hell. 3.2.21 says that
Lichas had handed the team over to the Thebans (Λ�χα παραδ�ντος Θηβα�οις
τ> qρµα) and Paus. 6.2.2 says that Lichas entered the team �π9 fν�µατι τοC
Θηβα�ων δKµου and states that the Eleian victory records named the victor not
as Lichas but as the Theban demos. So, Thucydides may be a little imprecise
here (so HCT ad loc. suggests that “Thucydides may have made a mistake in
writing Βοιοτ&ν”).
17 Supra 104.
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lenic theoroi were political and that the places visited by the
theoroi were the political centres of poleis, ethne or monar-
chies. When an athlete of a given community is attested as
an Olympic victor, the implication is that the community
to which he belonged had been visited by the Eleian theoroi
and was thus a political centre. If it can be shown that it
was not the centre of an ethnos and not a monarchy, then
we can assume that it was a polis.
The framework of the Panhellenic festivals was thus

highly politicised, in the most literal sense of that word.18
The epangelia was conducted by the poleis in charge of the
sanctuary celebrating the festivals, the polis of Elis (no. 251)
in the case of theOlympics;19 the polis of Delphi (no. 177) in
the case of the PythianGames;20 in the case of the Nemean
Games it was the polis of Argos (no. 347)21 after it had taken
over the presidency of the Games from the minor polis of
Kleonai (no. 351); and in the case of the Isthmian Games it
seems a fair inference from Thuc. 8.9.1–10.1 that a systemof
epangelia was administeredby thepolis of Corinth (no. 227)
by C5l.22 The theoroi who conducted the epangelia did so
at centres which were in the overwhelming majority of the
cases poleis,23 and the theorodokoi who assisted the theoroi
were appointed either by the epangelic poleis themselves
or by the poleis of which they were citizens.24 Poleis which
met the requests of the epangelia sent sacred delegations of
ambassadors (also called theoroi)25 to the festival, and “the
theoroi of eachpolis conducted ritual acts in the Panhellenic
sanctuaries in the name of that polis”,26 and the sending of
such embassies was obviously a polis concern.27
Moreover, the athletes competed not only on their own

behalf; they representedtheirpoleisaswell:mentionof avic-
tor commonly includes the recording of the polis to which
he belonged.28 Isocrates makes Alkibiades Junior say of his
father that “although in no way untalented nor weak of
body, he held the gymnic games in contempt since he knew
that some of the athletes were lowborn and from small city-

18 Sourvinou-Inwood (1990) 297–99. 19 Thuc. 5.49.2–3.
20 Sourvinou-Inwood (1990) 299; cf. CID i 10.45–46 (380) with pp. 118–19;

SEG 24 379 (C4m). 21 Perlman (2000) 132; supra 103.
22 See also Xen. Hell. 4.5.1: ?ν $ µBν �ν Ed |Ισθµια γ�γνεται κα9 ο� �ργε!οι

α3τοC �τ2γχανον τ�τε ποιοCντες τBν θυσ�αν τE& Ποσειδ&νι Oς xργους τ�ς
Κορ�νθου Uντος. Cf. Morgan (1990) 214. 23 Supra 105.
24 Supra 103.
25 Perlman (2000) 15 n. 15.
26 Sourvinou-Inwood (1990) 298.
27 Nielsen (2002) 203 n. 260; cf. schol. in Ar. Pax 342b1: θεωροSς δ8 �κ�λουν

τοSς @π> τ&ν π�λεων δηµοσ�ως �κπεµποµ�νους συνθ2σοντας κα9 συµπανηγυ-
ρ�σοντας (quoted in RE v2. 2239).
28 Nielsen (2002) 204 n. 264. Cf. Lys. 19.63: �ν�κησεν 1Ισθµο! κα9 Νεµ�Vα, Wστε

τBν π�λιν κηρυχθ�ναι. Cf. the scholion quoted and discussed in Lee (2001) 69–
70: �ν γ<ρ τE& @γ&νι ο� νικ&ντες κα9 @π> πατ�ρων @νηγορε2οντο κα9 @π> . . .
π�λεων.

states . . .”;29 the clear implication is that the (lack of)
prestige of a given polis reflected back on its athletes who
were thus in a certain sense representativesof their poleis.30
Conversely, an athlete’s success in its turn reflectedback on
his polis.31 Poleis bent on international glory might buy a
victory from a successful athlete as Ephesos did in 384,32
an incident which demonstrates that the Olympics were
also thought of as a competition between poleis.33 Classical
poleis took great pride in the victories of their citizens: in
412, Exainetos of Akragas, victor in the Olympic stadion
race, was escorted into the city by all Akragantine chari-
ots, a clear testimony to the public importance attached to
such a victory.34 Conversely, poleis were greatly concerned
if their athletes were ‘dishonoured’ by the Olympic author-
ities: according to Xenophon, a contributing reason for the
Spartan war on Elis in C5l/C4e was the whipping of Lichas
at theGames of 420;35 and inC4l, when the Athenian athlete
Kallippos had been convicted of having bribed his oppo-
nents, the Athenians sent no less a figure than Hypereides
to have his fine lifted; when that proved impossible, the
Athenians boycotted the Games.36
In other words, in the Classical period therewas no sharp

distinction between athletics and politics, and the attesta-
tion of a Panhellenic victor in this period is a good indi-
cation that the community of the victor was a polis. But
presumably we cannot place quite the same significance on
all Archaic victors. For instance, Lousoi (no. 279) is said
to have produced an Olympionikes in 708;37 nobody would
seriously claim that Lousoi was a polis at that date.38 There
is thus a dividing line somewhere which is di¶cult to pin
down, quite apart from the fact that the historicity of the
earliest recordedvictoriesmay be questionable.39However,
it does seem a reasonable position to assume that by C6Pan-
hellenic athletics had been politicised in the sense outlined
above, or was in the process of becoming so.
It does, for instance, seem likely that by C6 the athletes

were identifiedwith thepoleis towhich theybelonged: thus,
in the list of Olympionikai as compiled by Moretti, if we

29 My italics; Miller (2000) 280; Isoc. 16.33 (κα9 µικρ<ς π�λεις ο;κοCντας).
30 Nielsen (2002) 205 n. 266. Cf. Raschke (1988) 40.
31 Nielsen (2002) 205 n. 267. Cf. CEG i no. 386 (c.450): Κλενοτ�ραν π�λιν

πατρ�δ1 �[θε---]; Xen.Mem. 3.7.1: τοSς στεφαν�τας @γ&νας νικ%ν κα9 δι< τοCτο
α3τ�ς τε τιµ%σθαι κα9 τBν πατρ�δα �ν τb� mΕλλ�δι ε3δοκιµοτ�ραν ποιε!ν.
32 Paus. 6.18.6; Nielsen (2002) 205 n. 268.
33 Lys. 33.1–2; Nielsen (2002) 205 n. 269.
34 Diod. 13.82.7; cf. Nielsen (2002) 206; Sinos (1993) 75–78.
35 Hell. 3.2.21. 36 See further Nielsen, forthcoming.
37 Cf. Nielsen (2002) 211.
38 For the development of poleis in Arkadia, see Nielsen (2002) 159–228.
39 Nielsen (2002) 211 and forthcoming; but see Mann (2001) 59–62.
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look at the victors assigned to C6,40 in all but four cases41
Moretti is able to indicate their local community/polis and
not merely their regional a¶liation vel sim.42 True, this is
possible mostly on the basis of later sources, but it does
probably imply that there was an identification of athlete
with polis by C6.43Also, according to Paus. 6.18.7, the prac-
tice of erecting victory monuments began in C6m when
wooden statues of Praxidamas of Aigina44 and Rhexibios of
Opous45 were erected;Pausanias saw these statues and was
able to identify them, presumably from inscriptions as he
does elsewhere.46 If he did identify them from inscriptions,
these probablyused city-ethnics todescribe the athletes, and
this would confirm the impression that by C6 athletes were
identified with their poleis.47 SEG 11 1227 (c.500) describes
an Olympionikes48 as Λακεδαιµ�νιος49 and thus confirms
that city-ethnicswere used in commemorations of Archaic
victors.50
That Archaic poleis coveted Panhellenic victories is in-

dicated by a possible instance of a public hippic team as
early as 67251 and by the report, if historical,52 that Solon
legislated on the amounts of money to be paid to Athenian
Panhellenic victors.53But the best source is probably Xeno-
phanes’ critique of the honours paid to Olympionikai.54
Possibly composed prior to 52055 but certainly reflecting
the later Archaic period, its evidence is highly relevant in
the present context.The poet criticises the high standing of
successful athletes in the eyes of the astoi: that is, politai.56
The issue addressed is thus that of the relation between ath-
lete and polis, and indeed the term polis appears four times
in the poem (9, 19, 20, 22) alongside such terms as δηµ�σιος
(8) and ε3νοµ�η (19). The poet clearly knew of such rewards
for victory as proedria (7), public entertainment (8–9: σ!τ1

40 Olympionikai nos. 77–166.
41 No. 116 (Keos, a 4-polis island); no. 128 (Thessaly); no. 158 (patris un-

known); no. 165 (Thessaly).
42 Nielsen (2002) 207 n. 281.
43 See also Mann (2001) 61–62.
44 Olympionikai no. 112. 45 Olympionikai no. 119. 46 e.g. 6.15.8.
47 Nielsen (2002) 207–8 n. 283.
48 Olympionikai no. 160 on whom see Hodkinson (1999) 173–76.
49 On the external individual use of Λακεδαιµ�νιος as the city-ethnic of

Sparta, see Sparta (no. 345).
50 Nielsen (2002) 208; cf. Hermann (1988) 119: “Mag die Inschrift der Sieger-

statue noch so kurz sein—kaum je fehlt der Name der Heimatpolis.”
51 Enteredby Dyspontion (no. 250); cf. Olympionikai no. 39.
52 The historicity of the report is accepted by Mann (2001) 68–80.
53 Plut. Sol. 23.
54 Xenophanes fr. 2, West. On this fragment see Bowra (1938); Marcovich

(1978) 16–26; Kurke (1993).
55 So Bowra (1938) 258; but see Marcovich (1978) 22–23. Tyrtaios fr. 12, West

also implies that athletic success was highly regarded by Archaic poleis.
56 Astos is a synonym of polites, see Hansen (1997) 10–11.

εTη δηµοσ�ων κτε�νων / �κ π�λεως) and cash payments (9:
δ&ρον P ο� κειµKλιον εTη).
It would, then, not be unreasonable to infer that already

in C6 poleis exulted at Panhellenic victories, that athletic
success reflected back on the polis of the victor, and that
poleis identified with their athleteswho (were) in their turn
identified with their athletes.
Most importantly, a newly found inscriptionof c.525–500

from Olympia57 indicates that by that time poleis played a
significant role in the formal organisation of the Olympic
Games. The inscription twice (4–5, 5–6) refers to a particu-
lar group of polities, “the Eleians and their symmachoi”,58
which seems to have held a peculiar position in the formal
arrangements concerning theGames. The text furthermore
refers generically to a theoros, an o¶cial envoy of a polis.59
The general tenor of the text led the editors to the important
observation that the traditional view that an athlete was on
his own in Olympia is in need of serious modification;60
and the information about theoroi in C6l indicates that an
athlete did not participate independently of his polis.61 In
short, this c.525–500 inscription confirms that by C6l the
formal organisation of theOlympicswas already politicised
or in the process of becoming so.62
It seems, in conclusion, that in C6 and in the Classical

period the attestation of a Panhellenic victor from a given
community is a strong indication that this community was

fact most communities with attested victors were poleis.63
a polis (if it was not an ethnos or a monarchy) and in actual

57 Ebert and Siewert (1999).
58 i.e. the Eleian perioikoiwho lived in poleis, see Roy (1997) 285–89.
59 Ebert and Siewert (1999) 409: “ein o¶zieller Festgesandter der Heimat-

polis”.
60 Ibid. 410: “die herk•ommliche Au·assung, die ausw•artigen Athleten seien

in Olympia v•ollig auf sich allein angewiesen, ist nach unserer Inschrift, wie es
scheint, nicht mehr aufrecht zu erhalten”.
61 Ibid. 412: “revidiert . . . das herk•ommliche Bild eines von der Heimat-

polis weitgehend isolierten Auftreten eines Athleten beim olympischen Agon
betr•achtlich.” Cf. Nielsen (2002) 210.
62 Therewas no systemof theorodokia in the Archaic period (Perlman (2000)

18–29), but it has been suggestedthat Elis (no. 251) was one of the poleispioneer-
ing the institution of proxenia “to facilitate the operation of an international
sanctuary” (Wallace (1970) 194, 195–96).
63 Most of the communities in the list below were poleis of type A: Aitna

(no. 8); Akragas (no. 9); Gela (no. 17); Himera (no. 24); Kamarina (no. 28);
Naxos (no. 41); Syrakousai (no. 47); Zankle (no. 51); Kroton (no. 56); Lokroi
(no. 59); Metapontion (no. 61); Poseidonia (no. 66); Rhegion (no. 68); Sybaris
(no. 70); Taras (no. 71); Thourioi (no. 74); Apollonia (no. 77); Epidamnos
(no. 79); Ambrakia (no. 113); Korkyra (no. 123); Stratos (no. 138); Delphi (no.
177); Parapotamioi (no. 188); Orchomenos (no. 213); Thebai (no. 221); Thespiai
(no. 222); Corinth (no. 227); Megara (no. 225); Sikyon (no. 228); Aigeira (no.
230); Pellene (no. 240); Elis (no. 251); Kleitor (no. 276); Mantinea (no. 281);
Oresthasion (no. 287); Stymphalos (no. 296); Tegea (no. 297); Lepreon (no.
306); Messene (no. 318); Sparta (no. 345); Argos (no. 347); Epidauros (no.
348); Phleious (no. 355); Troizen (no. 357); Aigina (no. 358); Athens (no. 361);
Chalkis (no. 365); Eretria (no. 370); Karystos (373); Opous (no. 386); Larisa
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It is not proof of polis status, though, and the Inventory
excludes communities whose polis status is suggested solely

(no. 401); Pharsalos (no. 413); Andros (no. 475); Kos Meropis (no. 499); Melos
(no. 505); Peparethos (no. 511); Thasos (no. 526); Pella (no. 543); Maroneia (no.
646); Byzantion (no. 674); Mytilene (no. 798); Chios (840); Ephesos (no. 844);
Klazomenai (no. 847); Kolophon (no. 848); Magnesia (no. 852); Miletos (no.
854); Samos (no. 864); Smyrna (no. 867); Halikarnassos (no. 886); Ialysos (no.
995); Rhodos (no. 1000); Barke (no. 1025); and Kyrene (no. 1028).
Some were poleis of type [A]: Kaulonia (no. 55); Terina (no. 73); Aigion (no.

231); Dyme (no. 234); Patrai (no. 239); Heraia (no. 274); Phigaleia (no. 292);
Krannon (no. 400); Pielinna(ion) (no. 409); and Skotoussa (no. 415).
A few were poleis of type B: Pisa (no. 262) but here the victor is very early

and without influence on its classification as a polis type B which is valid only
for the mid-360s; Dipaia (no. 268); Lousoi (no. 279); Methydrion (no. 283);
Pheneos (no. 291); Kleonai (no. 351); Tiryns (no. 356); and Astypalaia (no. 476).
Our sources sometimes describe victors not by city-ethnics but by regional

ethnics, e.g. Θετταλ�ς (e.g. Olympionikai nos. 291, 316, 384); or sub-regional
ethnics such as Μαιν�λιος (e.g. Olympionikai nos. 377, 393, 408); or by the

by the attestation of a Panhellenic victor,64 except in very
special cases.65

ethnics of multipolate islands such as Κε!ος (Olympionikai nos. 116, 203, 288)
or ΚρKς (e.g. Olympionikai nos. 297, 367b, 390). Such areas were all subdivided
into poleis but in default of more detailed evidence it cannot be determined to
which polis such victors belonged or why ethnics other than city-ethnics were
preferred in describing them.

64 See Mainalos in the list of pre-Hellenistic settlements in Arkadia (in-
fra 507).
65 Two communities of the wider region of Elis, Dyspontion (no. 250) and

Lenos (no. 257), are included as poleis of typeC in the chapteron Elis, primarily
on account of some early Archaic Olympionikai. However, Elis is known to
have contained a plurality of poleis (cf. Ps.-Skylax 43; Diod. 11.54.1) in particular
prior to the synoecism of 471 (on which seeRoy (2002)). It is extremely di¶cult
to identify these Eleian poleis and so the attestation of Olympionikai from two
local communities of wider Elis carries somewhat more weight than theywould
otherwise and leads to the classificationof these communities aspoleis of typeC.
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The Delian League

The Delian League was by far the largest of all the Hel-
lenic symmachiai and the one whose members we know
best thanks to the preservation of a substantial part of the
Athenian tribute lists (IG i3 259–90) and assessment decrees
(IG i3 71, 77, 100). The names of some 330members are still
preserved in the fragments (see Index 18).1 We can infer
that each of these members was a political community, but
not necessarily an independent community. Over the years
theDelian Leaguewas transformed from an alliance into an
“empire” in which only very few of thememberswere inde-
pendent and in possession of autonomia. The great major-
ity had become what Thucydides called GπKκοοι π�λεις—
dependent poleis.2 They were all dependent on Athens, but
within the League there were other forms of subordination
too: it appears from the lists that Erythrai possessed a num-
ber of satellites which, however, in some years are recorded
as individual payers.3 The Aktaiai poleis in Troas were part
of the peraia of Mytilene (no. 798),4 and Galepsos on the
coast of Thrace (no. 631) was a Thasian emporion.5 So, all
members were polities in some sense, but how many were
actually poleis? And how many were Hellenic poleis?
The headings of all the tribute lists are so fragmentary

that we cannot say whether they included the term polis.6
On the other hand, in the assessment decree of 425/4 the
heading of the list of the members is preserved and it does
contain the term polis (IG i3 71.58). Furthermore, the al-
lies are collectively referred to as poleis in all the Athenian
decreeswhich regulate theDelianLeague.One example suf-
fices in this context: polisoccurs eight times in the preserved
parts of the coinage decreereferring collectively to each and

1 322 members are recorded by toponym and/or, presumably, city-ethnic;
some of these are multipolate islands, cf. n. 14. 6 members are recorded by,
presumably, regional ethnic; 5 Karian dynasts are recorded of whom 3 ruled
poleis (also recorded among the 322 allies); and 1 ruled some Karians (also
recorded among the regional ethnics). Furthermore the names of 19 members
have been unconvincingly restored by the editors of ATL (infra 1360). Some
members are not recorded in the inscriptions, viz. Chios (no. 883), Delos (no.
478), Lesbos (5 poleis) Samos (no. 864) and Skyros (no. 521). For a list of
Athenian allies which were not members of the League, see SteCroix (1972) 103.
2 Hansen (1995) 32–33, supra 90 no. 8; Schuller (1974) 54–56, 109, 121.
3 Hansen (1997b) 24–25.
4 See supra 88 no. 2. 5 See supra 89 no. 3.
6 The occurrence of [το„ µ π�λ]εον in the postscript to the first list is almost

completely restored (IG i3 259, postscriptum 5–6), and [π�λες] is completely
restored in the heading of IG i3 287.7 and 289.6.

every member of the League (IG i3 1453 pp. 898–99); for the
other attestations, see Schuller (1995) 165 with nn. 2–14.
In all these documents, however, polis is a generic term,

and when a term appears as a heading, it is often used less
precisely than when applied to individual members of the
class subsumed under the term(cf.Hansen (1997a) 9). Even
on the reasonable assumption that all the headings of the
tribute lists included the term polis, we cannot be sure that
the Athenians would apply the term polis individually to
every polity recorded in the lists.
We are on safer ground when we find polis used in the

tribute lists as a subheading in the so-called rubrics followed
by a list of, at most, a dozen names of allies.7 But even here
polis is just a heading, and although these rubrics in their
present state do not include any community which can
be recognised as a tribal community or a dynast ruling a
territory,we cannot inferwithout further evidence that each
and every polity listed in the rubrics was believed to be a
polis.
An attempt in the lists to distinguish poleis from other

types of polity was made at the Polis Centre symposium in
1995. Both in the tribute lists and in the assessment decrees
the recording of the allies is mostly by ethnic but some-
times by toponym, and sometimes the recording alternates
between ethnic and toponym. On the assumption that the
Greeks used ethnics to designate poleis and toponyms to
designate other types of community, Avram and Schuller
suggested that the allies recorded by ethnic were poleis,
those recorded by toponym were not poleis, and those that
changed from toponym to ethnic were primarily polities
whose phoros was initially paid by private citizens (the idio-
tai rubrics in the lists) whereas theywere recordedby ethnic
when, later, the phoros was paid by the polis.8 This very neat
explanation of the occurrenceof toponyms among the eth-
nics does not stand up to detailed examination.
First, the general assumption that poleis in the political

7 IG i3 278.vi.5–37; 279.ii.76–100; 280.ii.68–82; 281.i.59–66, ii.31–41 (com-
pletely restored), iii.42–68; 282.ii.34–56, B.11–21; 283.iii.32–35, fr. 2 (completely
restored); 285.i.107–16, iii.78 (completely restored). Cf. IG i3 71.iii.124–40,
iv.126–47 (restored); 77.14–26. On the “rubrics”, see ATL iii 78–89; Schuller
(1981).
8 Schuller (1995) 168; Avram (1995) 195.
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sense arenot normally calledby toponymhas tobemodified
considerably; see supra 56.
Second, in the inscriptions altogether eighty-four allies

are recorded by toponym; of these thirty-two are listed
sometimes by toponym, sometimes by ethnic; in almost
all cases there is no detectable reason for the variation, nine
are explicitly called polis in other classical sources (type A),
seventeen were probably poleis (types [A]B and B), and six
may have been poleis but we have no evidence (types [A]C
and C). Of the fifty-two allies recorded by toponym only,
twenty-four are directly attested as poleis in other classical
sources (type A), eleven are known for important activi-
ties typical of a polis (type [A]B and B), for thirteen we
have no further information (types [A]C and C), and four
have not got an entry in the inventory.9 The result is that
most of the communities recorded by toponym were cer-
tainly or probably poleis. For a dozen or so the answer is
that we have no evidence to settle the issue. The mem-
bers in Lykia and Kilikia were probably indigenous poli-
ties, and some positive evidence which may indicate that
allies recorded by toponym were not poleis is restricted
to two communities, viz. Leros and Teichioussa, see in-
fra 114. For unknown reasons toponyms occur much more
frequently in the assessment decrees than in the tribute
lists.10
Instead of distinguishing between toponyms and ethnics,

we must compare the lists of allies with the information
we have about the polis status of all the members, and for
this purpose we have subdivided the entries in the lists into
three groups: (1) allies recorded by toponymand/or bywhat
is or seems to be a city-ethnic; (2) allies recordedby what is
or seems to be a regional ethnic; (3) allies recorded by the
name of a ruler.
Re (1) This group comprises the great majority of the

allies, altogether 324 members. Of these 165 are explicitly
called poleis in other classical sources (type A), eighty-one
are known to have performed activities characteristic of a
polis (types [A]B and B), e.g. striking coins, sending en-
voys to other poleis, getting a citizen appointed proxenos by
another polis, having a prytaneion etc.11
We are left with seventy-eight allies for which the entry in

the Athenian lists is the only evidence that the ally in ques-
tion was a political unit. Seven of these are not included in

9 Ionia: Leros, Teichioussa; Lykia: Hiera; Kilikia: Sillyon.
10 Unpublished MA thesis by Bj…rn Paarmann.
11 Coins: Dikaia (no. 568); envoys: Elaious (no. 663); proxenos: Kallatis (no.
686); prytaneion: Sigeion (no. 791).

this Inventory,12 and two have broken names so that it is
impossible to decidewhether they are recordedby ethnic or
by toponym. The remaining sixty-nine allies fall into three
groups: for thirty-three we know both the ethnic and the
toponym from which the ethnic was derived. Such a com-
munity was apparently centred on a nucleated settlement
designated by the toponym; so the ethnic is a city-ethnic,
and the presumption is that these communitieswere poleis.
For fifteen allieswe knowonly the toponym, and in the light
of the above observationswe are inclined to hold the reverse
view of that of Avram and Schuller: the registration in the
tribute lists indicates that these allies werepolities; that they
are registered by toponym indicates that they were centred
on a nucleated settlement, i.e. that they were poleis rather
than tribal communities of some sort. For twenty-one allies
we know only the ethnic. There is no evidence to show that
the ethnic was derived from the name of a nucleated settle-
ment.Thus, itmayhavebeenaregional ethnic and thepolity
designated by the ethnicmay not have been a polis, but some
kind of “tribal” community, cf. e.g. the Amynandeis (no.
873), the Erineis (no. 884), the Hymisseis (no. 890) and
eight other Karian members of the alliance. Alternatively, it
may have been a sub-ethnic designating a civic subdivision
and not a polis. Here some of the Rhodian members of the
Delian League may serve as an example. In addition to the
three well-attested poleis—Ialysos, Kamiros and Lindos—
the tribute lists record four Rhodian allies: the Brikindarioi
(no. 993), the Diakrioi (no. 994), the Oiatai (no. 998) and
the Pedieis (no. 999). The first three were certainly, and the
fourth possibly, situated in the Lindian territory.TheOiatai
are twice recorded as Ο;ι%ται Λινδ�ον.13 Like Tanagra and
Erythrai and several other poleis, Lindos was presumably a
poliswith dependent poleis inside its territory. Alternatively,
we have to assume that these four communities were just
civic subdivisions which for unknown reasons were treated
as individual members of the Delian League and recorded
by their sub-ethnic. Of the seven members not included in
the Inventoryfive were indigenous communities (see n. 12).
For Leros and Teichioussa, see the appendix infra. That is
as far as we can get. To conclude: of all the 323 in this group,
245 were certainly or probably poleis14 and for forty-eightof

12 The Ionian settlements Leros (probably no longer a polis in C5), Tei-
chioussa, see infra; and 5, probably, non-Greek allies: the Polichnaioi Kares in
Karia, Hiera, Telemessos and Tymnesos in Lykia, and Sillyon in Pamphylia.
13 IG i3 259.iii.26; 261.iii.28, cf. ATL i 513.
14 The number of poleis members is in fact 19 higher. 9 poleis are never

recorded in the lists (Chios, Delos, Lesbos (5 poleis), Samos and Skyros), and
on some multipolate islands the poleis paid together and were registered by the
name of the island: Amorgos: 3 poleis; Keos: 4 poleis (Koresia once recorded
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the remaining seventy-seven allies the chance that theywere
poleis seems to outweigh the chance that they were tribal
communities of some kind. For the remaining twenty-nine
there is no evidence.
Re (2) In addition to all the allies recordedby city-ethnic

and/or toponym there are in the lists some communities
listed not by city-ethnic but by regional ethnic: viz. the
Bottiaians,15 the Lykians,16 some Karians,17 and three com-
munities recordedby an ethnic which may be a city-ethnic
denoting a polis but may also have been a regional ethnic
denoting a people: the Maiandrioi,18 the Markaioi,19 and
the Mysoi.20 The Bottiaians are known to have formed a
federation composed of poleis.21 All the other peoples are
located in the northernor southernpart of the west coast of
Asia Minor: the Mysoi lived on the south coast of the Pro-
pontis, the Markaioi in Troas, the Maiandrioi in Karia. We
donot know theprecise identity and location of the Karians
ruled by Tymnes. TheLykians formed a syntely and in 446/5
they paid 10 talents.22 At that time most of Lykia was ruled
from Xanthos by Kuprlli and it is a reasonable assumption
that the ten talents were paid by Kuprlli on behalf of that
part of Lykia he ruled.23 The Lykians are not recorded in
later lists, but some Lykian cities appear in other lists and
in the assessment decree of 425/4.24 The three remaining
ethnics may have been names of tribal communities, but
they may also have been poleis. In ATL the Maiandrioi are
associated with a polis called Maiandros; Mysoi too have
been interpreted as a city-ethnic and associated with the
toponym Mysia. About the Markaioi there is no further
evidence.
Re (3) Finally there are a few names of persons. They

separately); Kos: 3 poleis; Lemnos: 2 poleis (sometimes recorded separately);
Mykonos: 2 poleis; Peparethos: 3 poleis; Skiathos: 2 poleis.

15 Βοττια!οι: IG i3 266.ii.19
16 Λ2κιοι (IG i3 261.i.30; 262.v.33; 266.iii.34) ATL i 513–14. It appears from

the third reference that the Lykians formed a syntely.
17 Viz. those ruled by Tymnes, see supra.
18 Μαι�νδριοι (IG i3 71.i.133; 259.iii.29; 261.iv.5; 267.v.19) ATL i 514–15, Barr .

map 61, lat. 37.45, long. 27.25, identified with a city which in Steph. Byz. 425.20–
22 is called Maiandropolis or Maiandros.
19 Μαρκα!οι (IG i3 100 =Krateros fr. 23). Μαρκα!οι (Steph. Byz. 433.14, MS

B, MSS A and V have Μαρκαι�σσσιοι) Μ�ρκαιον (conj. Meineke). Steph. Byz.
describes Markaion as a mountain in the Troas near Gergis whose inhabitants
are calledMarkaioi (orMarkaiissioi).On the assumption that Stephanos’ source
is Krateros who again copied the assessment decree of 410/09, IG i3 100 records
theΜαρκα!οι [----] (fr. 23) as if they appeared on the stone.
20 Μυσο�: IG i3 71.iii.69–70; 259.v.15.
21 IG i3 76.43–53; cf. Flensted-Jensen (1995) 126–28.
22 Λ2κιοι κα9 συν[τελ] (IG i3 266.3.34).
23 Keen (1998) 118–24, infra 1141.
24 Iera (IG i3 71.ii.153–54); Telemessos (IG i3 266.iii.33, restored at 261.i.29

and 262.v.32); Tymnessos (IG i3 71.i.141).

are obviously rulers and are traditionally described as “dy-
nasts”. Altogether five appear in the inscriptions and they
are all Karian: Paktyes Idymeus,25 Pikres Syangeleus,26
Sa[- - - -] Killareus,27 Sambaktys28 and Tymnes.29 Three of
them, i.e. Paktyes, Pikres and Sa[- - -], were probably rulers
of poleis, viz. Killareis (no. 901), Idyma (no. 893) and Syan-
gela (no. 931), and they were not essentially di·erent from
the tyrants who ruled poleis in other parts of the Greek
world. Only one of the five, Tymnes, is explicitly described
as the ruler of a people rather than a polis. To conclude:
The Delian League was unquestionably a League of poleis.
The positive evidence for non-polis members is restricted
to Leros30 and Teichioussa, to the Bottiaians, the Lykians
and some Karians, and to one ruler, Sambaktys who may
or may not have been the ruler of a polis. For the rest the
evidence is a non liquet .
On the other hand, not all the poleis wereHellenic poleis.

Quite a few were mixed communities (marked β) and for
many of the Karian, Pamphylian and Kilikian members of
the League the other evidence indicates that these poleis
were basically barbarian city-states in a Hellenic context
and with a thin varnish of Hellenisation (marked γ). They
did not become proper Greek poleis until the Hellenistic
period. Especially Lykia seems inC5 still to have had its own
indigenous culture and political organisation. The Lykian
alphabet and coinage betray Greek influence, but it would
be wrong to see Lykia as part of the Greek world before the
Hellenistic or at least the Hekatomnid period (Marksteiner
(2002)). Therefore, the Pamphylian polis Sillyon and the
Lykian poleis have been kept out of the inventory except the
Greek colony Phaselis (no. 942). Also, some of the Karian,
Pamphylian and Kilikian polities, included in the Inventory
and recorded as poleis γ, have been given the benefit of the
doubt and would probably have been removed from the
Inventory if we had had better sources.

25 Πακτ2ες 1Ιδυµ[ε2ς] (IG i3 260.i.16, cf. 262.iv.20).
26 Π�κρες Συαν[γελε2ς] (IG i3 259.v.16); Συαγγελε„ ς hο„ ν "ρχει Π�τρες (IG i3

284.7–8, cf. 263.i.14–15; 280.i.66–67; 282.iv.48–49).
27 [Κι]λλ[αρε„ ς hο„ ]ν Σα[--- "ρχει] (IG i3 71.ii.96–97).
28 Σαµβακτ2ς (IG i3 261.v.12); [Σαµβακτ]2ς (IG i3 259.ii.27).
29 Κ%ρες hο„ ν Τ2µνες "ρχει IG i3 71.i.113–14; 267.iii.25; 270.v.10 (completely

restored); 271.i.84; 272.ii.79.
30 Leros may have been a polis in the Archaic period, see no. 504.
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appendix

Leros and Teichioussa

The ethnic Lerios is attested in C6, presumaby as a city-ethnic,31
but in the Hellenistic and Roman periods it was a demotic desig-
nating one of the Milesian demes.32 Thus Leros (no. 504) seems
to have been a polis in the Archaic period but a civic subdivi-
sion in the Hellenistic period. What was its status in C5? And
what was that of Teichioussa? The evidence we have comes from
the Athenian tribute lists. In the first list, that of 454/3 (IG i3
259), Miletos, Leros and Teichioussa are recorded, the Milesians
separately in the third column (19),33 Leros and Teichioussa to-
gether in the sixth: 19–20: Μιλ�σιοι [�]χς Λ�ρο : ΗΗΗ. 21–2:
[Μι]λ�σιοι [�κ Τ]ειχι�σσε[ς : ---]. In the 420s Μιλ�σιοι, Λ�ρος
and Τειχιο„ σσα appear side by side; sometimes they pay together
(IG i3 285.i.88–90; 289.36–38, cf. 71.i.121–22), sometimes sepa-
rately (IG i3 284.15–17). Why were Leros andTeichioussa recorded
alongsideMiletos?With the improved reading of IG i3 259.iii.18–
19 there is no longer any cogent reason to suppose an opposition
in 454 between Milesians who had revolted against Athens and
Milesians in Leros and Teichioussa who were loyal to Athens.34
On the other hand stasis in Miletos and Athenian intervention
is attested in [Xen.] Ath. pol. 3.11 and IG i3 21 (450/49 or 426/
5). Apparently, we have a choice of three interpretations: (a) By

31 Demodokos fr. 2.1–2, West =Ant. Pal. 11.235, see no. 504 infra.
32 I.Didyma 215.B.i (first century ad), cf. Jones, POAG 323–24.
33 At 259.iii.18–19 IG i3 still hasMeritt’s (1972) conjecture:Νεοπο[λ!ται �κvv]

Μιλ�[το �ν Λε2κοι], but later Lewis accepted Pi‹erart’s suggestion (1974) 164–
67 to read the lines as two separate entries of which the second records the
contribution of the Milesians (Lewis (1994) 295), cf. Gorman (2001) 223–24.
Thus, the preferable reading is iii.18:Νεοπο[λ!ται ---], 19: Μιλ�[σιοι ---].
34 Argued by P‹§erart (1974) against Meritt (1972).

C5m Leros and Teichioussa had already become Milesian demes
and were civic subdivisions recorded separately as Athenian al-
lies and sometimes paying separately; (b) during a severe stasis,
the Milesians were for a period split up into three rival polities
centred in Miletos, Leros and Teichioussa. For a stasis between
three and not two factions, cf. Athens in C6f; (c) just as Erythrai
seems to have had a number of small dependent poleis lying on
its territory, so Miletos may have had Leros and Teichioussa as
dependent poleis, not yet fully incorporated into Miletos and
therefore in some cases recorded separately as members of the
Delian League. The three scenarios are by no means incompat-
ible. The recording at 259.vi.19–22 of Leros and Teichioussa as
inhabited by Milesians may be adduced in favour of (a) but it
is unlikely that mere civic subdivisions were recorded separately
as members of the Delian league. Stasis leading to a temporary
fragmentation ofMiletos into three polities (poleis?) may explain
the entry in 454/3, but not the entries in the 420s when the three
communities usually paid together. If therewas stasis in the 420s,
it did not result in the formation of three separate polities. On the
other hand, if Leros and Teichioussa had been dependent poleis
wemight have expected the ethnicΛ�ριοι instead ofΜιλ�σιοι �χς
Λ�ρο, but not necessarily, cf. e.g. Imbros (no. 483), one of the
dependent poleis inhabited byAthenians and attested sometimes
as Imbrians and sometimes as the Athenian demos on Imbros.As
the evidence stands we have preferred not to record Teichioussa
as a polis and to restrict the existence of a Lerian polis to the
Archaic period.
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The Emergence of Poleis by Synoikismos

The topicof this chapter is the voluntary or enforcedreloca-
tion of communities (see Index 21). The Greek terms most
commonly used are the noun συνοικισµ�ς with the verbs
συνοικ�ζειν and συνοικε!ν.1 They are frequently found in
sources of theHellenistic and Roman periods, but the noun
συνοικισµ�ς is unattested in Archaic and Classical texts,2
and the verbs are not common in pre-Hellenistic sources
either. Furthermore the verbs are used in our texts not
only about the relocation of neighbouring communities3
but also about the foundation of distant colonies which
we treat separately infra 150–53.4 Therefore, more than in
the other chapters, the analysis of synoecism has to include
retrospective sources of the Hellenistic and Roman periods
and, by excluding colonisation, we are applying a modern
delimitation of the concept of synoecism whereas, appar-
ently, the Greeks did not draw a sharp line between the two
phenomena.
Synoikismos means “moving together” and can be used

of any kind of joint settlement, including matrimonial
cohabitation.5 When used in the specific sense of reloca-
tion of peoples, it denotes the relocation of one or more
communities either to a new-built settlement where the
immigrants become merged with one another, or to a pre-
existing settlement where the immigrants become merged
with the inhabitants. An example of the first form is the
synoecism of Rhodos (no. 1000) in 408/7 whereby commu-
nities coming from the poleisof Lindos, Ialysos andKamiros
founded a new urban centre and gave it the name of the
island: Rhodos. An example of the second form is the syn-

1 In Hellenistic sources the verbµετοικ�ζειν is often used synonymously with
συνοικ�ζειν, cf. Diod. 13.75.1 (Rhodos 408/7), 15.94.1 (Megalopolis 368).
2 The oldest occurrence of συνοικισµ�ς is Polyb. 4.33.7, where it is used

retrospectivelyabout the synoecisms of Messene andMegalopolis in C4f. Thuc.
3.3.1 uses ξυνο�κισις about the synoecism planned by Mytilene in 428 and IPArk
15.2, 55–56, 74–75 (=Staatsvertr•age no. 297) has συ\οικ�α about the synoecism of
Euaimon and Orchomenos in C4m. Similarly the Athenian festival celebrating
the synoecism of Attika was called συνο�κια (Thuc. 2.15.2; IG i3 244.C.16).
3 συνοικ�ζειν: Thuc. 2.16.1 (Athens in the age of Theseus); Thuc. 3.2.3 (Myti-

lene 428); Hell. Oxy. 20.3 (Thebai 431); Dem. 19.263 (Olynth 370s); Aeschin.
3.113 (Kirrha in C6e); Lycurg. 1.62 (Messene 370/69). Used about synoecism in
general: Thuc. 1.10.2; Isoc. 15.82. συνοικε!ν: Thuc. 2.68.5 (Argos Amphilochikon
440s) Arist. Ath. Pol. 39.3 (Eleusis 403).
4 συνοικ�ζειν: Thuc. 1.24.2 (Epidamnos) Thuc. 3.93.1 (Herakleia Trachinia);

Thuc. 6.5.1 (Himera); Arist.Ath. Pol. 15.2 (Raikelos). συνοικε!ν: Arist.Pol. 1303a28
(Sybaris). 5 Hdt. 2.121ζ; Men. Aspis 133.

oecism in C4m whereby the city of Orchomenos (no. 286)
was reinforcedby a contingent of immigrants coming from
the small polis of Euaimon.
In a broader and less precise sense, however, synoikismos

also covers the relocation of a community to a new-built
settlement without any merging of di·erent communities.
In some cases people were relocated to a distant place, and
what is described is, in fact, an act of colonisation.6 In
other cases the community in question was moved to a new
settlement lying only a fewmiles away.7
This section is devoted to synoecism in the strict sense,

and colonisation is treated separately infra 150–53. This dis-
tinction is universally accepted by modern historians;8 but
is it possible to draw a clear line between the two pheno-
mena? Demand (1990) 8 is one of the few historians who
explicitly address the problem:

Colonization di·ered significantly from relocation, however, in
that only a small segment of the community moved, leaving
the mother city intact. In relocation the intention was a total
removal and replanting of the civic body. Nevertheless, in some
relocations small remnants of the community may have stayed
behind, either because some residents refused to leave or because
theywere left ‘o¶cially’ to tend immovable shrines. Thereforewe
must define relocation by recorded or inferred intention rather
than by entirely successful implementation of plans.

The distinction proposed by Demand is admirably clear,

6 According to Davies (1992) 28, an act of colonisation is described as a
synoecism only if the colony was a joint foundation of several poleis. That is
often the case, cf. Thuc. 1.24.2 about Epidamnos as a joint colony of Korkyra
and Corinth, but in our sources the terms συνοικισµ�ς and συνοικ�ζειν are
also applied to the sending out of colonists from one polis only, e.g., Raikelos
(Arist. Ath. Pol. 15.2); colonies founded by Eretria or by Chalkis (Arist. fr. 618);
Amphipolis (Diod. 12.32.3); “Porneropolis” (Theopomp. fr. 110); Abydos and
Prokonnesos (Strabo 13.1.12); Chalkidian colonies in Chalkidike (Strabo 7 fr.
11). Examples of long-distance relocations are Alalie C6m (no. 1), Kolophon
C7m (no. 848) and Phokaia C6m (no. 861).
7 Diodoros uses the verb µετοικ�ζειν to describe the relocation of Pydna

(Diod. 13.49.2) and of Oropos (Diod. 14.17.3), but at 15.94.1–3 this verb is used
synonymously with συνοικ�ζειν to describe the synoecism of Megalopolis. The
best-known examples of short-distance relocations are: Lilaia (no. 185) C5;
Oropos C5l (no. 214); PydnaC5l (no. 544); Abdera C4m (no. 640); Chersonesos
C5s (no. 695); Klazomenai C6m (no. 847); Skepsis C6 (no. 792); Kolophon C5l
(no. 848); Magnesia 400 (no. 852); Priene? C4 (no. 861); Karyanba in C4l? (no.
896); Knidos in C4 (no. 903); Latmos in C4m (no. 910); Myndos in C4e (no.
914); Syangela in C6m? (no. 931).
8 Moggi, Sin.; Demand (1990) 8–9; Davies (1992) 27–28; Rhodes (2001).
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but does not stand up to scrutiny. In 408/7 it was not the in-
tention to evacuate Lindos, Ialysos and Kamiros and make
Rhodes the only urban centre of the island. Rhodos city
(no. 1000) was settled by three contingents of citizens each
coming from one of the threepoleis, but the three founding
cities persisted after the synoecismboth as nucleated centres
and as dependent political communities, and theywere still
referred to as being poleis. Similarly, the three communities
which contributed to the synoecismofKos (no. 497) in366/5
did not disappear after the emergence of the new city, and
Arkadian Euaimon probably persisted after its synoecism
with Orchomenos (no. 286) in C4m. Not one single Arka-
dian polis is known to have disappeared in consequence of
the synoecism ofMegalopolis (no. 282) in 368. And a glance
at the index of synoecisms shows that it was the exception to
relocate a community in its entirety. As a rule a synoecism
was both planned and performed as a relocation of a part
of the population of the settlements involved.
A di·erent and, we think, preferable criterion by which

one can distinguish between colonisation and synoecism
in the strict sense is the distance between the old and the
new settlement. By contrast with colonisation, a synoecism
in the strict sense entailed a relocation of populations over
short distances only. The communities involved in a syn-
oecism were neighbours and, in Hellas, they belonged to
the same region, e.g. Achaia, Elis, Arkadia, etc. The es-
tablishment of a colony entailed an opposition (though
not necessarily a confrontation) between the colonists and
the indigenous population. After a synoecism the relocated
people continued to live in their own region and with the
same neighbours. Another di·erence is that a synoecised
polis did not have ametropolis (though it could have one or
more oikistai9).
A synoecism which involved the foundation of a new city

had a number of aspects of which some were urbanistic
and some were political. By the synoecism of Megalopolis
a new urban centre was createdwith defence circuit, agora,
temples, theatre, stoas and habitation quarters. But at the
same time was created a polity whose citizens were ruled
by their own assembly, council andmagistrates. A new polis
had emerged both in the urban and in the political sense.
The two aspects were often combined, but the prevailing

view among ancient historians is that they could appear
separately: there were “political synoecisms” which did not
entail any relocation of communities10 and “physical sy-

9 Megalopolis had 10 (Paus. 8.27.2), Messene 1 (Paus. 4.26.7).
10 Kahrstedt (1932) 1435; Demand (1990) 10; Davies (1992) 28 type v; Rhodes
(2001) 1161; Moggi, Sin. nos. 12, 16, 35, 36, 37, 39, 44, 47.

noecisms” which consisted in relocation of communities
unaccompanied by political reforms.
It is true that there were synoecisms which did not lead

to the creation of a new polis, e.g. those of Olynthos (no.
588) in 432 and the 370s. But purely political synoecisms
are unattested, apart from one which is mythological, viz.
the synoecism of Attika as described in Thuc. 2.15.1–2: ori-
ginally Attika was divided between a number of poleis; but
Theseus closed down the prytaneia and bouleuteria of all
the other poleis, he had theirmagistracies discontinued and
created instead one centralised polis with one bouleuterion
and one prytaneion. The settlement pattern continued un-
changed; nevertheless Thucydidesdescribes the reform as a
synoecism:ΘησεSς . . . ξυνE�κισε π�ντας. In other sources,
however, the unification of Attika is described as a proper
physical synoecism.11 In Classical Athens Theseus’ synoe-
cism of Attika was celebrated at a festival called Synoikia.12
The name of the festival indicates that what the Athenians
celebratedwas not just thepolitical unification of Attica but
the foundation of Athens. Thucydides seems to have kept
the traditional terms but reinterpreted the event.
Apart from Theseus’ synoecism of Attika, which even the

Greeks themselves placed midway between myth and his-
tory, there is one other similar example of a so-called poli-
tical synoecism, viz.Herodotos’ description of the Ionians’
abortive attempt to unite and become one polis (Moggi,
Sin. 95–99). After the sack of Sardis by Kyros c.547/6 the
Ionian cities convened a meeting in which, according to
Herodotos, Thales the philosopher proposed that the Ioni-
ans should set up a common bouleuterion for all the Ionian
poleis in Teos (no. 868), whereby all the other poleis, though
kept as urban centres just as before, would change their
status and become demes instead of poleis (Hdt. 1.170.3).
Thus, the political unification of a number of poleis by

the creation of a common central place for political deci-
sion making seems to be an abstraction just like the social
contract in later political philosophy. Of the two examples
we have of a “purely political synoecism” one is mytho-
logical and interpreted di·erently by Thucydides and our
other Athenian sources; the other is a proposal that came
to nothing and is not even called a synoecism by our only
source. As far as we know the history of Greece, there is no
exampleof a synoecism, whereby a new polis in the political
sense was set up through an agreement between a number
of settlementsby which each surrendered (some of) its self-
government to a set of political institutions convened in

11 Isoc. 10.35; Diod. 4.61.8; Plut. Thes. 24.1.
12 Thuc. 2.15.2; IG i3 244C.16; Parker (1996) 14.
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one of the settlements, while the settlement patternwas left
intact.We know of formation of federations, called koina or
sympoliteiai,13 but they did not entail any political eradica-
tionof thepoleis involved; thepoleis of a federationpersisted
as member states of the new comon organisation. Again we
know of one polis being incorporated into another polis and
transformed into a civic subdivision or a dependent polis of
a larger andmore powerful polis,14 but such purely political
annexations did not entail the creation of a new common
political centre.
All well-attested examples of polis formation by synoe-

cism seem to have involved the relocation of one or more
communities. As suggested by the terminology, it was the
physical and not thepolitical aspect of a synoecism that was
the more important. A synoecism seems invariably to have
involved relocation of people from one or more settlements
to one settlementwhich therebywas founded or reinforced.
But usually only a part of the population of the commu-
nities involved was transferred to the new or reinforced
settlement. The dissociation of the political aspect from the
essential physical character of several synoecisms has been
further substantiated by a number of recent investigations.
(a) The evidencewe have about the political reforms of De-
monax of Mantinea strongly suggests that Mantinea (no.
281) was a polis before the synoecism described by Strabo.
So this synoecism was probably the reinforcementof a pre-
existing polis not the creation of a new one (Nielsen (2002)
192). (b) The synoecism of Elis (no. 251) in 471 was not the
creation of a new polis but the reinforcement of an existing
one. There is ample evidence that Elis was a polis in C6l,
both in the urban and in the political sense, and that the
synoecism of 471 was principally demographic and urban-
istic (Hansen (1995) 58–60; Roy (2002)). (c) The political
unification of Rhodos was a protracted process and the for-
mationof the Rhodian polis in the political sense should not
be reduced to the political aspect of the synoecism in 408/7
which, according to our source, consisted in the creationof
an urban centre (Gabrielsen (2000) 180–90). (d) A recent
study of the coinage of Kos (no. 497) demonstrates that the
Koan mint, traditionally connected with the synoecism of
366/5, must have started striking coins already in the 390s
(Ingvaldsen (2002)).
If we focus on the urbanistic aspect of the synoecism,

we can say that, in principle, there are the following four

13 Giovannini (1971) 16–24.
14 Cf. the incorporation of Styra (no. 377) and Grynchai (no. 371) into Eretria

in, probably, C5l (Moggi, Sin. 227–35) and the incorporation of Posideion (no.
376) andDion(no. 368) intoHistiaia/Oreos inC4e (Moggi, Sin. 236–37, 242–50).

forms of synoecism:15 (a) a polis is created by merging a
number of komai or demoi; (b) a polis is createdbymerging
two or more poleis; (c) a polis is reinforced by absorbing
one or more neighbouring komai or demoi; (d) a polis is
reinforced by absorbing one or more neighbouring poleis;
(e) possible variants are a combination of (a) and (b) and a
combination of (c) and (d).
Re (a) This is Aristotle’s model of the emergence of the

polis in Politics book 1: a number of komai were united to
form a fully fledged polis. That Aristotle has a synoecism
in mind is clear from the term he uses, viz. συν�λθον (Pol.
1252b20). This verb is found again in several other descrip-
tions of synoecisms and is almost a technical term.16 Aris-
totle’s model is a very likely explanation of howmany poleis
must have developed, but it is not well attested historically.
The best-known case is the synoecism of the polis of Man-
tinea in 370, created by the relocation of the population of
five komai; but since it was a refoundation of a polis split up
into komai only 15 years earlier, this synoecism is not a good
example of how poleis developed from scratch. More rele-
vant in that context are Megara and Tanagra. We learn that
bothpoleis wereoriginally settled inkomai, but inboth cases
the source is probably one of the Aristotelian politeiai,17 and
the synoecismsmust have taken place so early that Aristotle
and/or his pupils cannot have had access to explicit and
reliable information. Therefore we cannot know whether
they tailored the evidence they had to fit their model or
whether they built their model on the evidence they had.
A third example is a whole series of synoecisms mentioned
by Strabo in connection with the synoecism of Elis in 471.
Mantineawas synoecised fromfive demes, Tegea fromnine,
Heraia from nine, Aigion from seven or eight, Patrai from
seven, and Dyme from eight.18All these Aristotelian synoe-
cismsmay be historical but they are very di¶cult to place in
time and they are unsupported by older and more reliable
sources. Better examples are probably the C4m synoecisms
of Metropolis in Thessaly (no. 403), known from Strabo
9.5.17 and, especially, Kassopa in north-westernGreece (no.
100) where polis formation took place as late as the mid-

15 Hansen (1995) 57–58. Writing about komai, Swoboda (1924) 956–60 con-
centrates on (a) and (c) which he further subdivides by distinguishing between
whether the entire population in the komai is removed to the polis or whether
the komai are allowed to persist as villages side by side with the polis.
16 Arist. Eth. Eud. 1242a7–10; Isoc. 3.6 = 15.254; Anonymus Iamblichi 6.1, DK;

Strabo 7, fr. 11; 8.3.2; schol. Thuc. 2.16. Demand (1990) 26–27.
17 The source is in both cases Plut. Quaest. Graec. For Megara, see no. 17

(Mor . 295B–C); for Tanagra, see no. 37 (Mor . 299C–E). For the view that the
ultimate source of Plut.Quaest. Graec. is the Aristotelian collection of politeiai,
see Giesen (1901) 464 and Hansen (1995) 53.
18 Strabo 8.3.2; Moggi, Sin. 15 (Patrai), 20 (Dyme), 21 (Aigion), 23 (Tegea),

24 (Mantinea), 41 (Heraia); cf. Demand (1990) 61–72.
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fourth century. In Ps.-Skylax three sections are devoted to
the Epeirote tribes: the Thesprotoi (30), the Kassopoi (31)
and theMolottoi (32). In each chapter the author states that
the people (:θνος) lived κατ< κ�µας, and no polis is men-
tioned between Korkyra described at 29 as a π�λις mΕλλην�ς
and the Amphilochaian Argos called π�λις at 33. But in the
Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of, probably, 356 Kassopa is
recordedbetween Pandosia, a colony of Elis, and the Thes-
protoi, still recordedas a tribe (IG iv2.1 95.24–26). The shift
from the Kassopoi in Ps.-Skylax to Kassopa in the list of
theorodokoi strongly suggests that Kassopa was by now a
polis and that is confirmed by recent excavations of the
site. They have revealed that the city of Kassopa must have
been founded around the mid-fourth century (Hoepfner
and Schwandner (1994) 114–79). The excavators consider
the circuit to belong to the period immediately after the
synoecism and suggest a date around C4m (ibid. 123 with
n. 298). Kassopa is probably the best-attested example of the
emergenceof a polis by a synoecismof komai, themodel ad-
vocated byAristotle in Book 1 of Politics (Hansen (1995) 61).
Re (b) To create a new polis by the relocation of people

from a number of neighbouring poleis is remarkably well
attested and here belong three of the most famous synoe-
cisms of the classical period: those of Rhodos in 408/7, of
Megalopolis in 368 and of Kos in 366/5. It is worth noting
that in all three cases the synoecism was partial: the poleis
which contributed to the founding of thenew polispersisted
after the synoecism and probably all were still poleis, though
now dependentpoleis and, in some sense, civic subdivisions
of the new polis they had founded.
Re (c) There are surprisingly few attestations of the re-

inforcement of an existing polis by the relocation of people
from second-order settlements within the territory.When
Histiaia (no. 372) was moved toOreos in C5m, the polis was
reinforced by relocation of the population of Oreos, until
then aHistiaian deme, and a century later the tyrant Philis-
tides had the Elopieis relocated from the territory into the
town. In C5m Salmakis seems to have been incorporated
into Halikarnassos (no. 886), and in the same period Lep-
reon (no. 306) was reinforcedby absorbing what was left of
northern Pylos.
Re (d) The most common type of synoecism seems to

have been a large polis’ incorporation of smaller neigh-
bouring poleis, sometimes one at a time, sometimes several
simultaneously.

As was the case with the other three types, the synoe-
cism could be arranged by mutual agreement, or at least
peacefully. In this category belong the synoecisms of Elis in
471 (no. 251), of Olynthos in 431 (no. 588), of Halikarnassos
c.370 (no. 886), of Orchomenos in Arkadia in C4m (286),
of Thebes in Achaia Phthiotis in C4s (no. 444), and of Lat-
mos in C4l (no. 910). Sometimes the small poleis persisted
(e.g. Halikarnassos 370 and OrchomenosC4m), sometimes
they disappeared but then reappeared shortly afterwards:
the small poleis incorporated into Olynthos disappeared in
431 but were apparently refounded by the Peace of Nikias
ten years later.
But the synoecism could also be the result of a war,

whereby a large polis conquered a small polis and had its
population relocated and amalgamated with its own popu-
lation. The two best-known examples are the synoecisms
carried out by Syracuse (no. 47) andArgos (no. 347). In both
cases the smaller poleis were conquered one by one, and the
growth of the population of the larger polis was achieved by
a whole series of successive enforced synoecisms.

Finally, the small settlements involved in a synoecism did
not have to be either poleis or second order settlements
(komai or demoi). Of the six small communities synoe-
cised into Thebes (no. 221) in 431, four were poleis, but two
were presumably second-order settlements, viz. Aulis and
Schoinos.We cannot be certainthat all the communities sy-
noecised into Halikarnassos c.370 were poleis. One or more
may have been towns without the status of polis and, for
lack of supporting evidence, Side is here recorded among
the non-polis sites in Karia. Similarly, polis status cannot
be presumed for all the forty communities listed by Pausa-
nias as participating in the synoecism ofMegalopolis (Paus.
8.27.3–7). On the other hand it must be remembered that
the forty communities listed by Pausanias may have been
designated prospectively in 371, but not all were actually
synoecised in 368.19
To conclude: the institution of synoecism shows, once

again, how the Greeks radically and consciously interfered
with what can be called natural growth of communities
and, often with surprising success, imposed artificial relo-
cations and reorganisations of their polities. Synoikismos is
yet another aspect of the rationality of the Greek polis.

19 Hansen (2001) 321.
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Destruction and Disappearance of Poleis

The frequent wars often entailed the destruction or the dis-
memberment of a polis and the annihilationor enslavement
or expulsion of its population (see Index 20). Suchdisasters
happened so frequently that a kind of technical termino-
logy was developed for all the variants. Todestroy theurban
centre of a polis was usually called “to raze it to the ground”
(κατασκ�πτειν τBν π�λιν, noun: κατασκαφK).1 To split up
a polis into small villages was called “to break up the settle-
ment” (διοικ�ζειν τBν π�λιν, noun: διοικισµ�ς).2 To annihi-
late and/or enslave the population was called @νδραποδ�ζειν
or �ξανδραποδ�ζειν τBν π�λιν (noun: @νδραποδισµ�ς),3 and
for the expulsion of the population the proper phrase was
@ναστ�τους ποιε!ν τοSς δε!νας or @ν�στατον ποιε!ν τBν π�-
λιν (noun: @ν�στασις).4 Other idioms could be used, but
those above occur so frequently that they deserve to be
treatedas technical terms. Theydescribe four di·erent phe-
nomenawhich often occurred together: thedestructionof a
polis was almost always accompanied by the annihilation or
enslavement or expulsion of its population or with its frag-
mentation into village communities. It must be added that
not only poleis but also second-order settlements could be
exposed to andrapodismos and physical destruction of the
urban centre.5

1. Enslavement The term andrapodismos is invariably used
in connection with the conquest and sack of a (besieged)

1 κατασκ�πτειν (Isoc. 14.7; Dem. 18.36); κατασκαφK (Lys. 13.8; I.Erythrai 21.
9–10 (C4s)). Used retrospectively byArrian, Diodoros, Plutarch andStrabo, etc.
2 τBν π�λιν διοικ�ζειν (Dem. 5.10); Μαντιν�ας διοικ�ζειν (Isoc. 8.100). The

noun διοικισµ�ς is found in late sources only (Harp. Μ5).
3 The verbs @νδραποδ�ζειν (active: Hdt. 1–151.2; middle: Hdt. 1.76.2) and

�ξανδραποδ�ζειν (active: Xen. Hell. 2.1.15; middle: Hdt. 1.66.3) designate the
“enslavement” of a polis. In the middle voice the verb @νδραποδ�ζεσθαι (Xen.
Mem. 1.2.62) is also used about the illegal attempt by a kidnapper to make
another person his slave or to have him sold o· as a slave.With a few exceptions,
see n. 6, the noun @νδραποδισµ�ς denotes the enslavement of the population
of a city (Dem. 1.5; Isoc. 4.100; Pl. Resp. 469B; Thuc. 2.68.9). Cf. Ducrey (1968)
107–47 and Volkmann (1990) who covers C4s as well as later periods.
4 @ναστ�τους ποιε!ν τοSς δε!νας (Isoc. 4.108) or @ν�στατον ποιε!ν τBν π�λιν

(Thuc. 6.76.2; IG i3 40.5–6); @ν�στασις (Isoc. 15.127; Dem. 1.5). For themeaning
of the phrase, see the appendix infra.
5 Destruction in 342 of Porthmos, a fortified settlement in the territory

of Eretria (Dem. 9.58, 10.8). Andrapodismos of Hykkara 415 (Thuc. 6.62.3–4).
In 341 Tyrodiza and Krobyle su·ered andrapodismos by an Athenian army
commanded by Diopeithes (Dem. 12.3; Dem. 8 hypoth. 2–3). Tyrodiza was
probably a polis, but Krobyle seems to have been a non-polis settlement on the
north coast of the Propontis.

city; it never occurs in, e.g., a description of the fate of a
vanquished army after a lost battle, or the fate of the rural
population after a raid in the territory of a polis. Nor is it
used about the kidnapping of a person for the purpose of
having him sold o· as a slave.6
Down to 323 we know of altogether forty-six applications

ofandrapodismos.7 In some sources the term isusedwithout
any further description of what it implies,8 but in several
cases the various facets and consequences of an andrapodis-
mos are spelled out: sometimes the men who survived the
conquest of the city were enslaved together with their wives
and children.9 But often only women and children were
enslaved while surviving adult males were killed o·.10 The
city was pillaged,11 and razed to the ground.12 The terri-
tory was handed over to neighbouring poleis or peoples.13
The enslaved women and children were either given to the
soldiers who had conquered the city,14 or they were sold

6 The kidnapper is called @νδραποδιστKς (Arist. Ath. Pol. 52.1) and the crime
@νδραπ�δισις (Xen. Apol. 25). In Plato’s Laws @νδραποδισµ�ς occurs twice in
senses not attested in other sources: about illegal acquisition of a slave by
conspiring with the slave in order to bring about a change of ownership (879A),
and about the illegal detention of a free person to prevent him from appearing
in court (955A). Kidnapping is not involved in either case although it was the
crime normally committed by the @νδραποδιστKς. See Hansen (1976) 39–48.
7 Including the three cases in which the entire population was killed o·, see

infra n. 18. Furthermore we know of at least three andrapodismoi which were
planned but not carried into e·ect: viz. of Mytilene in 427 (Thuc. 3.36.2) of
Athens in 404 (Xen. Hell. 2.2.20; Isoc. 8.105; Dem. 19.65), and of Delphi in 356
(Paus. 3.10.4).
8 e.g. Arisbe (no. 795) C6; Eion (no. 630) 476/5, Chorsiai (no. 202), Koroneia

(no. 210) and Orchomenos (no. 213) 346.
9 Miletos (no. 854) 494; Eretria (no. 370) 490; Euboia (no. 15) c.485–83;

Megara Hyblaiai (no. 36) c.483; Mykenai (no. 353) c.460; Argos Amphilochikon
(no. 115) c.440; Torone (no. 620) 422; Iasos (no. 891) 412; Katane (no. 30) 403;
Pharsalos (no. 413) 395; Rhegion (no. 68) 387; Poteidaia (no. 598) 356; Olynthos
(no. 588) 348; Thebai (no. 221) 335.
10 Barke (no. 1025) c.514; Plataiai (no. 216) 427; Mytilene (no. 798) 427
(planned); Thyrea (no. 346) 424 (assuming that only the adult male Aiginetans
were sent to Athens and executed); Skione (no. 609) 421; Melos (no. 505) 415;
Himera (no. 24) 409; Selinous (no. 44) 409; Iasos (no. 891) 405; Orchomenos
(no. 213) 364; Sestos (no. 672) 353.
11 Thyrea (no. 346) 424; Katane (no. 30) 403; Naxos (no. 41) 403; Olynthos
(no. 588) 348.
12 Pellene (no. 240)C6e;Naxos (no. 507) 490;Mykenai (no. 353) c.460; Plataiai
(no. 216) 427; Thyrea (no. 346) 424; Himera (no. 24) 409; Selinous (no. 44) 409;
Iasos (no. 891) 405; Katane (no. 30) 403; Naxos (no. 41) 403; Orchomenos (no.
213) 364; Tenos (no. 525) 362; Thebai (no. 221) 335.
13 Naxos (no. 41) 403; Katane (no. 30) 403; Thebai (no. 221) 335.
14 Barke (no. 1025) c.514; Himera (no. 24) 409.
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o· as booty at public auction.15 Sometimes the city was
not destroyed but handed over to new settlers togetherwith
the territory.16 In the strict sense the term andrapodismos
covers the enslaving of either the entire population or the
women and children. But when the term is found without
any further specification, the presumption is that it covers
several or all of the elements listed above.17 It may be sig-
nificant, however, that the term does not occur when the
entire population of a conquered city was killed o· and no
one enslaved.18

2. Destruction The conquest of a polis was often followed
by the demolition of its walls, which is here treated in the
chapter about defence circuits of poleis. In this context be-
longs the more severe treatment that could befall a polis:
to be razed to the ground. The method mostly used was
apparently to set fire to the town and leave the destruction
to the flames.19 To pull down and demolish the houses and
sanctuaries would be a slow and laborious task. It is only
occasionally attested in the sources and then in addition to
the burning of the polis.20There can be no doubt that a polis
wasplunderedbefore itwasdestroyed, but that is commonly
taken for granted and is only occasionally specified.21
As pointed out above, the destructionof a polis was often

combinedwith theandrapodismos of itspopulation. Infifty-
six instances, however, we hear about the destruction of a
polis without any mention of the enslavement of its popu-
lation. In forty-one cases we have no information at all
about what happened to the inhabitants, either because it
is passed over in silence in our sources22 or because the
destruction is attested archaeologically but not mentioned

15 Iasos (no. 891) 405; Pharsalos (no. 413) 395; Rhegion (no. 68) 387; Olynth
(no. 588) 348.
16 Barke (no. 1025) c.514; Argos Amphilochikon (no. 115) c.440; Plataiai (no.

216) 427; Kyme (no. 57) 421; Skione (no. 609) 421; Melos (no. 505) 415; Poteidaia
(no. 598) 356.
17 In Thucydides’description of theAthenians’ treatment of Melos in 415 the

term andrapodismos denotes the enslaving of women and children only, while
Isokrates at 4.100 uses andrapodismos to cover the slaughter of themen as well
as the enslaving of the women and children.
18 Samos c.517; Sybaris 510; Olynthos 479.
19 κατακα2ειν (Hdt. 8.33; Thuc. 4.57.3); �µπιµπρ�ναι (Hdt. 8.35.1; 8.50.2;

8.53.2; 9.13.2; Xen. Hell. 6.5.32; Isoc. 4.96; 16.13; Diod. 13.57.6–58.3); πυρ9 π�λιν
ν�µειν (Hdt. 6.33.2).
20 By Herodotos 9.13.2 in connection with the destruction of Athens in 480.

By Diodoros 13.57.6 in connection with the destruction of Selinous in 409.
21 Sybaris (no. 70) 510; Kyme (no. 57) 421; Selinous (no. 44) 409; Akragas

(no. 9) 406; Gela (no. 17) 405; Methone (no. 541) 354.
22 Magnesia on the Maiandros (no. 852) C7; Abydos (no. 765) C6l; Artake

(no. 736) 493; Kalchedon (no. 743) 493; Prokonnesos (no. 759) 493; Abai (no.
169) 480; Aiolidai (no. 170) 480; Amphikaia (no. 172) 480; Charadra (no. 175)
480; Daulis 176) 480; Drymos (no. 178) 480; Elateia (no. 180) 480; Erochos (no.
181) 480; Hyampolis (no. 182) 480; Neon/Tithorea (no. 187) 480; Parapotamioi
(no. 188) 480; Pedieis (no. 189) 480; Phanoteus/Panopeus (no. 190) 480; Tei-
thronion (no. 194) 480; Triteis (no. 196) 480; Herakleia on Sicily (no. 20) C5e;

in any text.23 It is reasonable to suppose that some of these
poleis were exposed to an andrapodismos in addition to the
attesteddestruction of the city. But in the remaining fifteen
cases we are explicitly told what happened to the people:
sometimes they escaped before the city was conquered;24
sometimes they were allowed to leave after the conquest;25
sometimes they were expelled;26 sometimes they were ex-
posed to a dioikismos27 and sometimes they were relocated.
The Syracusans in particular seem tohave practised a policy
whereby all or some of the inhabitants of a conquered polis
were transferred to Syracuse and naturalised.28

3. Expulsion A third scenario was to expel the population
of a conquered polis without any destruction of its urban
centre which then could be given to new settlers. It is less
often attested than expulsion of the inhabitants combined
with physical destruction of the town, but it seems to have
been the fate of at least ten poleis, of which one, Herak-
leia in Trachis, had its population expelled twice within a
generation.29 Thus, when the Athenians expelled the Aigi-
netans in 431 and sent Athenian colonists to the island,
the Lakedaimonians had the Aiginetans resettled in Thyrea
(Thuc. 2.27); and when the population of Halos in Malis
was expelled, their townwas given to the Pharsalians (Dem.
19.39).

4. Frequency and e·ect Our fragmentary sources provide
us with information about 113 cases of andrapodismos or
expulsion of the population of a polis and/or destruction
of its urban centre. But in addition to individual attesta-
tions, andrapodismos and destruction of large numbers of
unnamed poleis are mentioned in various contexts.
In 494when the Persians had quenched the IonianRevolt,

Apollonia (no. 627) 356; Nikaia (no. 385) 353; Naryka (no. 384) 352; Galepsos
(no. 631) 356; Sermylia (no. 604) 348; Singos (no. 605) 348; Stagiros (no. 613)
348; Halikarnassos (no. 886) 334; Sigeion (no. 791) 334?

23 Himera (no. 24) C6e; Siris (no. 69) C6f–m; Phokaia (no. 859) 546; Smyrna
(no. 867) c.545; Phagres (no. 636) C5e; Morgantina (no. 37) 459/8; Nymphaion
(no. 704) C4e; Pylos (no. 263) c.360; Stryme (no. 650) c.350; Nikonion (no. 688)
c.331; Idalion (no. 1013) C4l.
24 Kolophon (no. 848) c.660; Thespiai (no. 222) 480; Plataiai (no. 216) 480;

Athens (no. 361) 480, 479; Orneai (no. 354) 416/15; Akragas (no. 9) 406; Gela
(no. 17) 405. 25 Methone (no. 541) 354.
26 Dyspontion (no. 250) 470; Tiryns (no. 356) 460; Plataiai (no. 216) 373.
27 Smyrna (no. 867) c.545; Mantinea (no. 281) 385; Phokian poleis in 346; cf.

Hansen (1995) 75–78.
28 Kamarina (no. 28) 484; Kaulonia (no. 55) 389; Hipponion (no. 53) 388.

A combination of andrapodismos and metoikesis was used in Euboia (no. 15)
485–83 and Megara Hyblaia (no. 36) c.383.
29 Smyrna (no. 867) C7e; Histiaia (no. 372) 446; Siris (no. 69) C5s; Aigina

(no. 358) 431; Poteidaia (no. 598) 429; Delos (no. 478) 422; Herakleia (no. 430)
395 and 371; Trapezous (no. 303) 360s; Lyktos (no. 974) C4m; Halos (no. 435)
C4m.
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there seems to have been an andrapodismos and/or destruc-
tion of several poleis that had participated in the Revolt.
That of Miletos is described in some detail. An andrapodis-
mos of Phokaia and the other Ionian poleis is implied by
Herodotos, but its implementation is not mentioned (6.17,
31.1–2).
In his account of Xerxes’ expedition in 480, Herodotos

describes the destruction of most of the Phokian poleis
(8.33, 35), of Thespiai and Plataiai in Boiotia (8.50.2), and
of Athens (8.53; 9.13), but several other poleis between the
Hellespont and Attika may have su·ered the same fate.
According to Demosthenes, Philip destroyed Olynthos,

Methone, Apollonia and thirty-two other poleis in Thrace
(Dem. 9.26), and Hypereides claims that the inhabitants
of forty poleis on Chalkidike were expelled by Philip in
consequence of his conquest of Olynthos in 348 (fr. 80,
Jensen). Both orators are undoubtedly exaggerating, but
the presumption is that more poleis were razed to the
ground than the three Demosthenes mentions by name,
cf. Theopomp. fr. 27.
After the Phokians had capitulated to Philip in 346, their

cities were destroyed (Dem. 18.36, 41; 19.65, 141; Aeschin.
2.162; Paus. 10.3.2) and the inhabitants forced to move to
a number of scattered villages (Diod. 16.60.2; Dem. 19.81).
According to Demosthenes 19.23, twenty-two poleis were
exposed to this dioikismos.
Full sources would undoubtedly have provided us with

evidence of another three-digit number ofpoleiswhichwere
destroyed and/or exposed to andrapodismos or anastasis.
On the other hand, we have reason to believe that the fate
su·ered by these poleis was less disastrous than it appears.
The descriptions in our sources of andrapodismos and de-
struction of poleis convey the impression that usually the
annihilation of a polis was carried out successfully and that
all that was left of a flourishing community was a heap of
dismantled houses and somewomen and childrendeprived
of their liberty and deported to other poleis.30 But reading
the sources for the history of the region one or two genera-
tions later and studying the archaeological remains of poleis
exposed to destruction and andrapodismos, we often dis-
cover that the annihilated polis still existed, and apparently
flourished almost as if nothing had happened.
Of forty-sixpoleis exposed to andrapodismos, only five or

perhaps six disappeared for good.31 A further six persisted
as poleis but were settled with new inhabitants,32 whereas

30 McKechnie (1989) 34 supposes that, after an andrapodismos, there would
no exiles and the question of refounding the captured city did not arise.
31 Arisbe (no. 795) C6; Himera (no. 24) 409; Megara Hyblaia (no. 36) c.483;

three tofive may have lost their status as poleis but persisted
as municipalities lying in the territory of a larger polis.33
The remaining thirty-one poleis appear in our sources as
sometimes even flourishing communities only a decade or
a generation after the andrapodismos.34 In quite a few cases
we know that the polis was resettled with people who had
survived the andrapodismos;35 but even in cases when the
polis was taken over by new settlers, the community seems
to have maintained its former identity, not only its name,
but also its dialect, its traditions, and its cults.
Of fifty-two poleis destroyed after their conquest, eight

seem to have disappeared for good36 and at least two lost
their status as poleis but persisted as municipalities.37 No
fewer than forty-two survived as poleis, or were refounded
shortly after the destruction. The fate of the twenty-two
Phokian poleis which allegedly were demolished in 346 is
particularly interesting because some of the defence cir-
cuits that can still be seen are now believed to antedate the
dioikismos and presumed destruction in 346 (see 401 infra).
Theoverall conclusion is that annihilationof apolis seems

to have been achieved in about a score of the 112 individually
attested poleis. In the other cases the andrapodismos must
have been partial and the destructionof the city superficial.
Just as it hasbeenshownthat thedevastationof the country-
side of a polismust have been less disastrous than is alleged
in the sources,38 so it canbe shown that inmost cases the de-
struction of the urban centre of a polis and the annihilation
of its population must have been less e·ective and disas-
trous than appears from the accounts found in Herodotos,
Thucydides, Xenophon, Demosthenes and Diodoros.

Naxos (no. 41) 403; Olynthos (no. 588) 348; Arisbe may have persisted as a kome
of Methymna. Tyrodiza (no. 681) may have disappeared in 341.

32 Olynthos (no. 588) 479; Skyros (no. 521) 476/5; Argos Amphilochikon (no.
115) c.440; Kyme (no. 57) 421; Poteidaia (no. 598) 356; Sestos (no. 672) 353.
33 Arisbe (no. 795) C6?; Euboia (no. 15) 485–83; Mykenai (no. 353) c.460;

Thyrea (no. 346) 424?; Sybaris (no. 70) was destroyed in 510 but is attested in
C5f as, probably, a dependent polis of Kroton.
34 Priene (no. 861) 546; Barke (no. 1025) c.514; Lemnos (nos. 502–3) C6l; Mile-

tos (no. 854) 494; Artake (no. 736) 393; Kalchedon (no. 743) 493; Prokonnesos
(no. 759) 493; Eretria (no. 370) 490; Naxos (no. 507) 490; Zankle/Messana (no.
51) 488/7; Eion (no. 630) 476/5; Plataiai (no. 216) 427; Torone (no. 620) 422;
Skione (no. 609) 421; Melos (no. 505) 415; Iasos (no. 891) 412; Selinous (no. 44)
409; Kedreai (no. 899) 405; Iasos (891) 405; Katane (no. 30) 403; Pharsalos (no.
413) 395; Rhegion (no. 68) 387; Orchomenos (no. 213) 364; Tenos (no. 525) 362;
Thronion (no. 388) 353; Orchomenos (no. 213) 346; Chaironeia (no. 201) 346;
Chorisiai (no. 202) 346?; Koroneia (no. 210) 346; Thebai (no. 221) 335; Gryneion
(no. 809) 335/4.
35 Pellene (no. 240) C6e; Sybaris (no. 70) C5e; Torone (no. 620) C5l; Selinous

(no. 44) C5l; Melos (no. 505) 405; Skione (no. 609) 405/4; Plataiai (no. 216) 386;
Thebai (no. 221) 316/15.
36 Dyspontion (no. 250) c.570; Smyrna (no. 867) c.545 (refounded in C4l);

Herakleia on Sicily (no. 20) C5e; Aiolidai (no. 170) 480; Tiryns (no. 356) c.460;
Stryme (no. 650) c.350; Sermylia (no. 604) 348; Singos (no. 605) 348.
37 Methone (no. 541) 354; Orneai (no. 354) 416/15. 38 Hanson (1983).
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appendix

The Meaning of τBν π�λιν @ν�στατον ποιε!ν or γεν�σθαι

The lexica distinguish between two meanings of the adjective
@ν�στατος: when the subject is a people, the suggested rendering
is “driven from one’s house and home”, but when the subject is
π�λις or χ�ρα, the meaning is said to be “ruined”, “laid waste”.39
Following Powell (1938) s.v. we suggest that “ruined” is mislead-
ing and that “laid waste” is better replaced by “depopulated”.
First, there are numerous passages in which it is impossible to

tell whether “ruined” or “depopulated” is the preferable transla-
tion; but there are some passages in which an @ν�στατος π�λις is
certainly a “polis whose population has been expelled”, but not
a “ruined polis”.
In Isokrates’ letter to Archidamoswe are toldhow Greekmer-

cenaries in Asia Minor treated the Hellenic poleis: they made
them anastatoi by killing some inhabitants, expelling others, de-
priving some of their possessions and maltreating women and
children in the most abominable fashion. Spelling out what it
means to make a polis anastatos, all the atrocities concern the
population, none the physical destruction of the town.40
In his speech Against Leokrates (60–62) Lykourgos charges

Leokrates with having deserted his polis and claims that, by leav-
ing the polis the way Leokrates did, the polis would become
uninhabited (τBν π�λιν @ο�κητον Qν γεν�σθαι). But to become
@ν�στατος is the death of a polis (π�λε�ς �στι θ�νατος @ν�στατον
γεν�σθαι). Again, the point is that the polis is deserted, not that
it is destroyed.
Second, the adjective @ν�στατος and the noun @ν�στασις are

derived fromthe verb @νιστ�ναι. This verbmeans “make to stand
up”, “raise up”, or “make people emigrate” and, when used
intransitively, themeaning is often to “be compelled tomigrate”,
“be depopulated” (LSJ s.v.). If the object is a building or a statue

39 “Ruined”, “laid waste” (LSJ); “Zerst•ort” (Pape); “d‹etruit”, “ruin‹e”
(Magnien-Lacroix); “devastado” in Diccionario Griego-Espa~nol is ambiguous.
In translations into English “ruined” is often replaced by “destroyed” or “laid
in ruins”.
40 Isoc. Ep. 9.9: τ<ς δ8 π�λεις τ<ς mΕλλην�δας, ε;ς �ν Qν ε;σ�λθωσιν, @ναστ�-

τους ποιοCσιν, τοSς µ8ν @ποκτε�ναντες . . . κτλ.

vel sim., the meaning is to “build” or “set up”, never to “destroy”
or “pull down”. Similarly, the noun @ν�στασις followed by an
objective genitive denoting a building or a statue vel sim. is not
attested in the sense of “destruction”; on the contrary, it bears
themeaning “erection”.Thus,Demosthenes claims that themost
laudable deed for which Kononwas rewardedwas the erection of
the walls of Athens in the 390s (Dem. 20.68: @ν�στησε τ< τε�χη
and 72: j τ&ν τειχ&ν @ν�στασις). It would be odd if the adjective
@ν�στατος carried the meaning “ruined”, “destroyed”, especially
since themeaning “forced tomigrate” or “depopulated” seems to
fit all occurrences: under the sense “ruined”, “laid waste”, LSJ s.v.
@ν�στατος cites Soph. Trach. 240: @ν�στατος δορ9 χ�ρα, but LSJ
s.v. @ν�στηµι cites Hdt. 5.29: χ�ρα @νεστηκυ!α and Eur. Hec. 494:
π�λις π%σ1 @ν�στηκε δορ� under the sense “to be depopulated”.
To conclude: we suggest that the principal meaning of @ν�-

στατος γεν�σθαι is never “to be ruined” or “to be destroyed” but
“to be expelled” when the subject is a people and “to be depo-
pulated” when the subject is a city or a region. It is, of course,
true that many conquered cities were destroyed as well as depo-
pulated, see the evidence above, and it cannot be ruled out that
“destroyed” may in some cases be a connotation, but that does
not change the observation that the basic meaning of @ν�στατος
π�λις seems to be “a polis made to rise up and depart”; i.e.
when connected with the adjective @ν�στατος, the noun π�λις
is used in the personal rather than in the urban sense of the
word. Thus, when the phrase @ν�στατον ποιε!ν or γεν�σθαι τBν
π�λιν occurs, we can safely infer that the populationwas expelled
and the city depopulated, but unless we have other informa-
tion, we cannot be sure that the polis was physically destroyed.41

41 One example is the fate of Kamarina in 484: Thuc. 6.5.3: κα9 αoθις Gπ>
Γ�λωνος @ν�στατος γενοµ�νη τ> τρ�τον κατEωκ�σθη Gπ> ΓελE�ων.Hdt. 7.156.2:
Καµαρινα�ους qπαντας �ς τ<ς Συρακο2σας @γαγ_ν πολιKτας �πο�ησε, Κα-
µαρ�νης δ8 τ> "στυ κατ�σκαψε. We learn from Thucydides that Kamarina was
depopulated, from Herodotos that it was both depopulated and razed to the
ground.
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Stasis as an Essential Aspect of the Polis

InHellas in theArchaic andClassicalperiods“belonging” in
a political contextmeant, first of all, to belong toone’s polis.
Like the modern state, the polis provided its citizens with
a feeling of common identity, based on traditions, culture,
ceremonies, symbols and sometimes (presumed) common
descent. For a Greek citizen the polis was his fatherland
(patris) for which he was expected, if necessary, to die, just
as the modern state expects “every man to do his duty”
(supra 49).
However, sources describing and debating the polis show

(a) that a polis was not a harmonious unit but that most
poleis were split up into what in the sources are called two
opposed poleis.1 (b) The two poleis—i.e. the two factions—
were often one of the rich (supporting oligarchy) and one
of the poor (supporting democracy).2 (c) Alternatively, the
two factions might be two di·erent ethnic groups living
side by side as citizens of the same polis. This situation
was especially common in colonies whose citizens were
recruited from di·erent poleis.3 (d) A third scenario was
discord inside one of the two major social groups, in par-
ticular rivalry between two sub-factions of wealthy citizens
in an oligarchy.4 (e) The goal of each faction was to control
and (if necessary) to reform the political institutions of the
polis.5 (f) The opposition between the two factions within

This chapter is based on Hansen (forthcoming).

1 Pl. Resp. 422E; 551D; Leg . 945E; Arist. Pol. 1310a4·; Eur. fr. 173, Nauck; cf.
Thuc. 3.82–83.
2 Pl. Resp. 555B, 557A; Arist. Pol. 1266a37–8; 1289b27–40; 1290b18–20; 1302a10–

13; 1303a1–2.
3 Arist. Pol. 1303a25–b7, citing 8 examples: Sybaris (no. 70), Thourioi (no. 74),

Byzantion (no. 674), Antissa (no. 794), Zankle (no. 51), Apollonia Pontike (no.
682), Syracuse (no. 47) and Amphipolis (no. 553). In Antissa—the only one
of the 8 poleis which was not a colonial foundation—stasis was caused by the
Antissaians having accommodated a large number of exiled Chians.
4 Stasis between sub-factions of wealthy citizens: Arist. Pol. 1302a8–15 and

1305b2–06b2 with 22 examples: Massalia (no. 3), Istros (no. 685), Herakleia
Pontike (no. 715), Knidos (no. 903), Erythrai (no. 845), Athens (no. 361) in 411
and 404, Larisa (no. 401), Abydos (no. 765), Herakleia Pontike (again) (no. 715),
Amphipolis (no. 553), Syracuse (no. 47), Aigina (no. 358), Apollonia Pontike
(no. 682), Pharsalos (no. 413), Elis (no. 251), Corinth (no. 227), Abydos (again)
(no. 765), Larisa (again) (no. 401), Eretria (no. 370), Thebes (no. 221), Herakleia
Pontike (again) (no. 715).
5 Thuc. 3.82.8;Arist. Pol. 1301a20–25 and the rest of book 5 passim.Cf. Gehrke

(2001). There is a close connection between stasis and change of constitution
(metabole politeias); cf. Arist. Pol. 1301b5, 1302a16–17), but the two phenomena
must not be equated: (a) when stasis was caused by rivalry between two groups

a polis entailed a constant tension and discord resulting in
repeated outbursts of civil war, during which each faction
was prepared to collaborate with a congenial faction in a
neighbouring polis, or in a distant but hegemonicpolis. The
members of each faction were, in fact, willing to sacrifice
the freedom (eleutheria) and independence (autonomia) of
their polis if only they could gain the upper hand over the
opposite faction.6
The authors who provide us with such a view are Ps.-

Xenophon, Thucydides, Euripides, Isokrates, Plato and
Aristotle. They all emphasise the opposition between the
wealthy citizens supporting oligarchy and the commoners
supporting democracy. But the fifth book of Aristotle’s Po-
litics duly lists the alternative factors.
Evenmore importantly, onemight object that the authors

cited here were all Athenians or persons living in Athens,
and may give a seriously distorted picture of the Greek
world. Aineias the Tactician, however, draws a similar pic-
ture, and he is probably to be identified with the Arkadian
general from Stymphalos.7 In his treaty of how to survive
under siege he mentions treason among the besieged as a
major risk. The theme is selected for special treatment in
four chapters: 10, 11, 14and 17. In somecases the threat comes
from foreigners or mercenaries inside the walls of the be-
sieged city.8 But often the risk of betrayal is connectedwith
the lack of concord (homonoia) among the citizens,9 and
of five historical examples reported in chapter 11, at least
three and probably four concern rivalry between wealthy
oligarchs and democratic commoners.10 Again, many out-

of rich citizens in an oligarchy, a coup or a revolution would not normally
involve a change of constitution (cf. supra n. 4). (b) A change of constitution
might take place peacefully and constitutionally without any stasis between
opposing factions being involved; cf. Arist. Pol. 1303a14–15: µεταβ�λλουσι δ1 α�
πολιτε!αι κα9 "νευ στ�σεως (“constitutions may also change without stasis”)
followed by three examples. Arist. Pol. book 5 is often described as an analysis
of stasis; it is in fact an analysis of metabole politeias (1301a20–25).

6 Thuc. 3.82.1; Arist. Pol. 1307b19–25; Ps.-Xen. Ath. Pol. 1.14, 3.10; Isoc. 16.17.
7 See the penetrating study by Winterling (1991).
8 Foreigners: 10.9–10, 10.13. Mercenaries: 10.7, 10.18, 11.4.
9 (Lack of) homonoia among the citizens: 10.20, 14.1, 17.1.
10 The 5 examples areChios (no. 840), Argos (no. 347), Herakleia Pontike (no.
715), Lakedaimon (no. 345) (anecdotal and about the early history of Sparta)
andKorkyra (no. 123).We agreewithWinterling (1991) 216–19 that the language,
style and content of chapter 11 di·er from those of the other chapters, but we
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breaks of stasis are known from Diodoros, and his sources
are partly Antiochos of Syracuse and Timaios of Taurome-
nion (for the numerous staseis in Sicily and southern Italy)
and partly Ephoros of Kyme (for, especially, the staseis in
Hellas C4f). Herodotos is the best source we have for staseis
in the Archaic period and he must have got his informa-
tion from local informants and non-Athenian historical
traditions. The testimony of these non-Athenian sources
provides us with a valuable addendum to the information
obtained from the Athenian authors.
Attested outbreaks of civil war fully corroborate the ge-

neral statements made by the Athenian philosophers and
historians. In 1985 H.-J. Gehrke published his book Stasis:
Untersuchungen zu den inneren Kriegen in den griechischen

Staaten des 5. und 4. Jahrhunderts v. Chr.11 It is one of
the most important contributions to our understanding
of classical Greek history published in the twentieth cen-
tury. Part I is an inventory of all attestations of stasis in C5
and C4. Gehrke excludes Athens, Sparta and the western
Greeks. Given the frequency of stasis among the western
Greeks, the exclusion of this part of the Hellenic world is
regrettable. However, the lacuna has since been filled by S.
Berger, Revolution and Society in Greek Sicily and Southern
Italy (1992).
Gehrke’s inventory comprises 283 incidents of stasis12 in

seventy-eight di·erent poleis,13 and Berger adds seventy-
two further examples in sixteen poleis. Syracuse tops the list
with twenty-seven attestedoutbreaks of stasis in the period
c.650 to 279/69. At the other end of the scale is Sparta: after
a long period of recurring staseis, it enjoyed a system of
good laws (eunomia), and in the late fifth century it had
not been exposed to any violent change of constitution for
centuries (Thuc. 1.18.1). Yet, it must be rememberedthat the
Lakedaimonians’ foundation of Taras in 706 was the result
of a stasis (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 13; Arist.Pol. 1306b31),
and that the coup planned by Kinadon in 400 was a stasis
that might have triggered a civil war (Xen.Hell. 3.3.5–11).
As surveyed in Index 19, this inventory records 279 out-

breaks of stasis14 in 122 named poleis. To this already im-

can see no reason to reject it. In the opening of the chapter it is explicitly
stated that it is taken over from another treatise, probably one of Aineias’ own
lost books and probably placed here by Aineias himself. If that is the case, the
chapter must be included in any interpretation of the treatise as a whole; see
Whitehead (1990) 128.

11 As the title says, Gehrke’s study covers the period 500–300. For stasis in
the Archaic period, see Lintott (1982) 13–81.
12 Gehrke, Stasis 255–57, based on his inventory 13–199.
13 Leaving out regions (Achaia, Aitolia, Akarnania, Parrasia, Phokis, Thes-

saly) and poleis in which the attestation of a stasis can be questioned.
14 The Inventory and Index do not include a number of incidents which

pressive number must be added information about stasis
a·ecting all or most poleis in a region: in 421 discord among
rival factions in the Parrhasian poleis induced one of the
factions to seek support from the Lakedaimonians who
readily sent a relief force. This stasis must have a·ected
as many as half a score of the Parrhasian poleis.15 In 366
the Thebans had the constitutions of all the Achaian poleis
changed into democracies, and forced the new democra-
tic regimes to exile the members of the oligarchic factions.
However, the exiles soon returned to their poleis and, ap-
parently, reintroduced the oligarchic constitutions.16More
than a dozen poleis went through this double change of
constitution which happened in the course of less than a
year. In the majority of all these cases the source is Aris-
totle, Diodoros, Herodotos, Thucydides or Xenophon. Yet,
although these authors may o·er a biased account, there
is no reason to believe that they invented the rival factions
and civil wars they describe. Given the very fragmentary
nature of our sources, there can be no doubt that discord
among the citizens and civil war wereproblems whichmost
of the time a·ectedmost of the Greek poleis from Massalia
to Herakleia Pontike.
The further conclusion is that, in case of conflict be-

tween loyalties, belonging to one’s social group often mat-
teredmore than belonging to one’s polis. That is undoubt-
edly treason, but it would count as treason for the los-
ing faction only; and that is why the Greeks had so many
laws and regulations against high treason,17 so many poli-
tical actions against possible traitors,18 so many citizens
living in exile,19 and so many reconciliations and general

Gehrke records as outbreaks of stasis. (1) Gehrke includes some examples of
stasis attested in a region but not in any named polis, see nn. 15, 16. (2) According
toGehrke, Stasis 257, a stasis often lasted a few days only. Therefore consecutive
occurrences within weeks or months of coup, counter-coup, and sometimes
counter-coup to counter-coup are counted as separate outbreaks of stasis (e.g.
Sikyon 366i, 366ii, 366iii), whereas in this inventory they are treated together
as consecutive outbursts of one stasis. (3) Gehrke includes some 50 incidents
where, in our opinion, our sources testify to a change of constitution only, and
not to any stasis as the reason for the change (e.g. Ambrakia 338, 336; Amisos
334; Andros 411, 393; Antissa 405, 403/2) etc.; cf. n. 5 supra). On the other hand,
in addition to the staseis in Sicily and southern Italy we include staseis before
500, and a number of staseis not included in Gehrke’s study: Abydos (no. 765)
c.360, Chaironeia (no. 201), Orchomenos (no. 213) and Siphai (no. 218) 424,
Knosos (no. 967) C5e, etc.

15 Thuc. 5.33.1; cf. Nielsen (2002) 333, 376, 392–93.
16 Xen.Hell. 7.1.41–43; Buckler (1980) 188–91; Gehrke, Stasis 13–15.
17 Erythrai c.450 (IG i3 14.32·); Thasos c.410 (ML 83); Eretria c.350 (IG xii 9

190); Eresos c.330 (Tod 191 =RO 83); Chersonesos (Bosporos) c.300 (Syll.3 360);
Ilion (I.Ilion 25 (C3)).
18 For political trials in Athens, see Hansen (1999) 203–24; Burckhardt and

Ungern-Sternberg (2000); for trials of Spartan kings, see Ste Croix (1972) 350–3;
for trials of Theban political leaders, see Buckler (1980) 138–50.
19 Seibert (1979); McKechnie (1989) 16–33.
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amnesties to end civil wars.20 Stasis was an everyday phe-
nomenon.
The fact that so many Greeks were willing to sacrifice

the freedom (eleutheria) and independence (autonomia) of
their polis requires an explanation.21 By giving up auto-
nomy in the sense of independence, one could keep what
wasmuchmore important: viz. theself-government ofone’s
polis exercised by one’s own faction.22 If the opposing fac-
tion came to rule the polis, it would impose its will on you
and your fellows in all matters, day in and day out. If you
came to rule, youwould be in control of almost all decisions
that mattered in everyday life. What would you lose by sac-
rificing the autonomia of the polis? You would have to pay
tribute, but not necessarily a large one; in times of war you
might have to assist the hegemonic polis. But essentially
the polis was left as a dependent, but still self-governing
community.23 Dependent status became a nuisance only
if a polis had to su·er a foreign garrison on its acropolis,
or if its self-government was constantly interfered with by
outside harmosts or episkopoi.
On the other hand, apart from the help from the neigh-

bouring polis to subdue the opposing class, there might be
a bonus: viz. that a small polis could have the hegemonic
polis as its protector, and so be safe from being attacked by
neighbours who might be a more severe threat than the,
perhaps, more distant hegemonic polis. So, what endan-
gered the prosperity and well-being of a polis was not so
much the loss of autonomia as the lack of homonoia. Ac-
cordingly, what the Greeks prayed for was not autonomia
but homonoia and freedom from stasis. As far as we know,

20 Selinous c.500 (IvO 22 =Nomima i 17); Mytilene c.330 (IG xii 2 6); Chios
332 (RO 84); Nakona c.300–270 (SEG 30 1119; 39 1014).
21 For the view that eleutheriaand autonomiawere all-important toaHellenic

polites of the classical period, see Ehrenberg (1947) 48: “Was not Athenian
treatment at least of the loyal States moderate? . . . But no Greek . . . would
ever see things in this light . . . because they could not help thinking mainly,
if not exclusively, in political terms, that is to say in terms of Polis life and in
particular of Polis autonomy . . . Nothing counted when weighed against the
loss of political freedom.” Quoted and convincingly contradicted by Ste Croix
(1954–55) 29.
22 Gehrke, Stasis 359: “Die Griechen liessen sich relativ leicht beherrschen,

paradoxerweise nicht, weil sie zur Servilit•at geboren waren, sondern im Gegen-
teil, weil sie nichts mehr perhorreszierten als Herrschaft, die Herrschaft ihres
inneren Gegners, und nichts mehr sch•atzten als Freiheit, die Freiheit von eben
dieser Herrschaft.” In our opinion, this lucid analysis of the role of stasis in
Greek society is fully supported by the sources, e.g. by Brasidas’ speech in
Akanthos as reported by Thucydides at 4.86.4–5: “I have not come here to take
part in factional politics (ξυνστασι�σων). It would be a dubious sort of libera-
tion if I were to go against Spartan tradition and either enslave themany to the
few (τ> πλ�ον το!ς fλ�γοις) or the minority to the whole people (τ> :λασσον
το!ς π%σι). That would be worse than foreign rule (χαλεπωτ�ρα γ<ρ Qν τ�ς
@λλοφ2λου @ρχ�ς εTη) (trans. Hornblower). For a di·erent view, dictated by
di·erent circumstances, see Thuc. 8.48.5.
23 For the concept of the dependent polis, seeHansen (1995) and supra 87–94.

autonomia was never deified in any polis and made the ob-
ject of a cult, whereas homonoia became a goddess whose
cult was venerated all over theGreekworld, especially from
the fourth century onwards.24
So we have belonging to one’s polis as against belonging

to one’s social group or, especially in colonies, ethnic group.
Howwas the belonging expressed?When the belonging and
loyaltywere towardsone’spolis, the answer is: in thephalanx
the citizen was standing next to his fellow citizens fighting
for his polis; in the political assemblies the citizen was sit-
ting next to his fellow citizens discussing polis matters; in
the religious processions the citizen was walking alongside
his fellow citizens celebrating one of the Olympian gods,
perhaps the patron deity of his polis. In each of the three
fields the polites filled a fixed place in a recognisable polis
institution, be it the ekklesia, the phalanx or the komos. And
the citizens would be called on almost daily to participate
in one of these institutions (Hansen (2000) 165–70).
But which were the groups for which a citizen felt so

strongly that they could outweigh his loyalty to his polis?
What were they called? Which common cause united such
groups? And how were they organised?
The best-known word for such a faction is στ�σις. The

word is derived from the verb yστηµι and must have un-
dergone the following development of meaning. Its basic
meaning is “position” or “stand”,25 from which the follow-
ing metaphorical senses are derived: (1) closest to the literal
meaning is “stand” in the sense of “standpoint”.26 The next
step is probably that, being used about about a standpoint
you share with a number of other persons, the meaning of
stasis is shifted from the standpoint itself to the group of
persons who take the same stand on some issue. Thus, stasis

24 PMC 884: Παλλ<ς Τριτογ�νει1 "νασσ1 �θην%, Uρθου τKνδε π�λιν τε κα9
πολ�τας "τερ @λγ�ων κα9 στ�σεων κα9 θαν�των @�ρων, σ2 τε κα9 πατKρ (“Pal-
las, Trito-born, queen Athena, uphold this city and its citizens, free from pains
and strifes and untimely deaths—you and your father” (Loeb)). The impor-
tance of homonoia is stressed by Xen. Mem. 4.4.16: @λλ< µ8ν κα9 $µ�νοι� γε
µ�γιστ�ν τε @γαθ�ν δοκε! το!ς π�λεσιν εMναι κα9 πλειστακ9ς �ν α3τα!ς αy τε
γερουσ�αι κα9 ο� "ριστοι "νδρες παρακελε2ονται το!ς πολ�ταις $µονοε!ν, κα9
πανταχοC �ν τb� mΕλλ�δι ν�µος κε!ται τοSς πολ�τας fµν2ναι $µονο�σειν, κα9
πανταχοC fµν2ουσι τ>ν Pρκον τοCτον (“For the poleis concord (homonoia) is
the greatest blessing, and in the poleis the senate and the best men exhort the
citizens to live in concord, and everywhere in Hellas a law lays down that the
politai must swear that they will live in concord, and everywhere do they take
this oath”). For the cult of Homonoia, see Th‹eriault (1996).
25 Placing, position of a statue: @ναγορεCσαι τBν τ�ς ε;κ�νος στ�σιν �µφι-

αρ�ων τ&µ µεγ�λων τω! γυµνικ&ι @γ&νι (“to announce the erection of the
statue during the Great Amphiaraia at the sports competition”) (Syll.3 675.34,
Oropos C2). Position of an army before a battle (Hdt. 9.21.2).
26 Best known from the theory of forensic rhetoric according to which

the crucial point in the argumentation is called the stasis: Quint. Inst. 3.6.3;
Hermagoras fr. 10, Matthes: στ�σις �στ9 φ�σις καθ1 �ν @ντιλαµβαν�µεθα τοC
Gποκειµ�νου πρ�γµατος (“a stasis is a statement in accordance with which we
tackle the matter in hand”).
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acquires its well-attested sense of group or faction.27 Then,
in the plural, stasis comes to designate two or more groups
holding conflicting views on key issues.28 Finally, the fo-
cus of meaning shifts from the groups holding conflicting
views to the conflict between such groups, and stasis de-
velops its most commonmetaphorical sense: viz. “discord”
and ultimately, “civil war”.29To sumup, the development of
meaning is: (1) stand, (2) standpoint, (3) group of persons
sharing a standpoint, (4) in the plural two or more groups
of persons holding conflicting standpoints, (5) the conflict
between such groups, civil war.
In this context the important sense is (3): group of per-

sons, faction, political group.30 A person belongs to a stasis,
and his sense of being a stasiotes is stronger than his sense of
being a polites. The oppositionbetweenbeing a stasiotes and
being a polites is explicitly emphasised by Plato at Plt . 303C:
“those whoparticipate in the running of these constitutions
can be disregarded as partisans rather than statesmen” and
Leg. 715B: “those who legislate for the sake of a particular
group we shall call partisans, not citizens”.31Next, stasis al-
most invariably denotes agroupwhichby force or stratagem
attempts to suppress opposing groups, assume power and
change the constitution. A stasis is not a political group or
party working within the framework of the political insti-
tutions of the polis (Hansen (1987) 74). One exception is
Thucydides’ account of the Thessalian army at 2.22.3 where
we learn that the regiment provided by Larisa was com-

27 Thuc. 7.50.1: j το!ς Συρακοσ�οις στ�σις [�ς] φιλ�α �ξεπεπτ�κει (“the
faction supporting the Syracusans had been expelled”).
28 Thuc. 4.71.1: α� δ8 τ&ν Μεγαρ�ων στ�σεις φοβο2µεναι, ο� µ8ν µB τοSς

φε2γοντας σφ�σιν �σαγαγ_ν α3τοSς �κβ�λbη, ο� δ8 µB α3τ> τοCτο $ δ�µος
δε�σας �π�θηται σφ�σι κα9 j π�λις �ν µ�χbη καθ1 αGτBν οoσα �γγSς �φεδρευ�ντων
�θηνα�ων @π�ληται . . . (“Of the two factions in Megara one feared that he
(Brasidas) might call the exiles back and expel themselves, while the other
faction feared that the demos, apprehensive of this very danger, might attack
them so that the polis would be destroyed by internal fighting while the Athe-
nians were lying in wait nearby . . .”). Cf. Hdt. 1.59.3; Arist. Ath. Pol. 13.4; Oec.
1348a36.
29 Disunity, discord: Arist. Pol. 1302a9–13: �ν µ8ν γ<ρ τα!ς fλιγαρχ�αις �γ-

γ�νονται δ2ο, Z τε πρ>ς @λλKλους στ�σις κα9 :τι j πρ>ς τ>ν δ�µον, �ν δ8
τα!ς δηµοκρατ�αις j πρ>ς τBν fλιγαρχ�αν µ�νον, α3τE& δ8 πρ>ς αGτ�ν, P τι
κα9 "ξιον ε;πε!ν, ο3κ �γγ�νεται τE& δKµEω στ�σις (“two types of discord grow
up in oligarchies: one between the oligarchs themselves, and one between the
oligarchs and the demos. In democracies the only form of discord is towards
the oligarchy, whereas discord within the demos hardly everoccurs”). Civil war:
Hdt. 8.3.1: στ�σις γ<ρ :µφυλος πολ�µου $µοφρον�οντος τοσο2τEω κ�κι�ν �στι
PσEω π�λεµος ε;ρKνης (“civil war is as much worse than a war in which the
people stand united, as war itself is worse than peace”). The development of
meaning suggested here is a reconstruction, and the sense of civil war can be
traced back to Solon (fr. 4.19, West), quoted at Dem. 19.255.
30 Stasis used about a political faction: Hdt. 1.59–60 (Athens); Thuc. 2.22.3

(Larisa, o¶cial civic subdivisions?); 4.71.1 (Megara); 7.50.1 (Akragas); Arist. Ath.
Pol. 11.2, 13.4, 14.4, 15.1 (Athens); Oec. 1348b1 (Phokaia).
31 Pl. Plt. 303C: ο3κ Uντας πολιτικοSς, @λλ< στασιαστικοSς.Leg . 715B: στα-

σι�τας @λλ1 ο3 πολ�τας το2τους φαµ�ν.

manded by two strategoi, each representing his stasis. In all
other sources a stasis is a revolutionary group.
An inspection of the sources shows that factions (staseis)

are designated and described in one of three di·erent ways.
(1) The group is defined by its a¶liation with another

polis. Thus, from the name of a polis or an ethnos a verb
is formed with the sense of “fraternising with” the polis or
ethnos in question. One example is ο� 1Ορχοµεν�ζοντες used
by Hellanikos about Boiotians a¶liated with Orchomenos.
Other similar verbs are�ττικ�ζοντες,Λακων�ζοντες,�ργο-
λ�ζοντες, Φιλιππ�ζοντες.32
(2) The group is defined and designated by its prefer-

ence for a form of constitution, mostly democracy versus
oligarchy.33 But sometimes the rivalry between rich and
poor may result in the setting up of a tyranny.
(3) The group is defined and designated by its wealth

and the social position of its members. Typically the poor
are opposed to the wealthy.34
As iswell known, the three ways of designating and defin-

ing the groups are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary,
theyusually gohand inhand.Thepoor favoureddemocracy
and, inC5 andC4, they looked toAthens for support against
the rich, who favoured oligarchy and looked to Sparta for
support.35 So, we are fairly well informed about the ideo-
logy of the two groups, but we are remarkably ignorant of

32 For a copious collection of examples, see Gehrke, Stasis 268–9.
33 Aen. Tact. 11.13: �ν Κορκ2ρVα δ8 �παν�στασιν δ�ον γεν�σθαι �κ τ&ν πλουσ�ων

κα9 fλιγαρχικ&ν τE& δKµEω (�πεδKµει δ8 κα9 Χ�ρης �θηνα!ος φρουρ<ν :χων,
Pσπερ συνKθελεν τb� �παναστ�σει) �τεχν�σθη τοι�νδε . . . (“In Korkyra a revolt
of the wealthy and oligarchs against the democracy—a revolt supported by the
AthenianChareswhowas living there at the time as garrison-commander—was
successful, thanks to a scheme . . .” (trans. Whitehead)).
34 This opposition dominates Aristotle’s Politics book 5. The terms used by

Aristotles are εlποροι,πλο2σιοι,γν�ριµοι, fλ�γοι versus "ποροι,π�νητες, δ�µος,
πολλο�, πλ�θoς. Sources in Gehrke, Stasis 311. However, Gehrke does not think
that wealth versus poverty is the most important factor in the formation of
factions, and is inclined almost to reject or at least to question the source value
of the general testimonies about stasis found in Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle,
Isokrates and Xenophon. I ammuchmore inclined to believe that these sources
do in fact provide us with a reliable picture of the driving forces behind a good
many of the outbreaks of stasis.
35 Some of the key passages in Thucydides are 1.19, 3.82, 4.76, 5.82, 6.39,

8.21. For the whole issue, see Ste Croix (1954–55), who correctly emphasised
the importance of stasis and described many of the mechanisms connected
with stasis. He also correctly attacked and demolished the belief that a Greek
citizen’s loyalty was invariably towards his polis and that its eleutheria and
autonomia were what mattered above all (see supra n. 21). But he did that in
connection with a not very convincing interpretation of Thucydides, arguing
that that there was a “Thucydides the reporter”, writing the narrative parts as
against a “Thucydides the historian”, writing the speeches (2–3). Furthermore,
Ste Croix was a professed and orthodox Marxist and, although many of his
acute observations were solidly supported by the sources and could have been
made by any non-Marxist scholar as well, they were explicitly or implicitly
dismissed as Marxist exaggerations. Because of such considerations, his article
was attacked and his analysis of Thucydidescontradicted, especially by Bradeen
(1960), and all the important observations about stasis were almost forgotten.
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how the groups were organised and how their members
could express their feeling of identity, loyalty and belong-
ing. We know that the groups were often called hetaireiai,
but apart fromwhat we knowabout the oligarchic Athenian
hetaireiai in 411 and 404 we are left in the dark about hetai-
reiai, and particularly democratic hetaireiai, in the Greek
poleis. There are two explanations of our ignorance.

(a) Stasis was civil war; it was by definition an unconsti-
tutional and criminal act. The dominant group of citizens
would control the institutions of the polis of which we are
well informed. The opposing group would have to organise
its revolt in secret, and its organisation had to be kept a sec-
ret. If the group succeeded in ousting the opposing group,
it would take over the control of the polis institutions; if
it lost, its group would be annihilated. That is why such
groups have left so few traces in our sources.
Let us adduce one example. In Samos in 412 a demo-

cratic faction deposed a ruling oligarchy.36 Two hundred
oligarchs were executed and 400 exiled. The revolt is de-
scribed as “the revolt of the people in Samos” (j �ν Σ�µEω
�παν�στασις Gπ> τοC δKµου),whereas the decision to kill or
exile the 600 oligarchs is ascribed to “the Samian people”
($ δ�µος $ Σαµ�ων). Here demos is obviously used in two
di·erent senses. The demos behind the revolt is “the com-
mon people”, forming a group, but not being o¶cially
organised as a body of government in any sense. The demos
behind the proscription of the 600 oligarchs is the Samian
state, undoubtedly the ekklesiawhich by amajority, perhaps
unanimously, who knows, must have voted for the motion
to execute or exile the members of the opposing faction.

(b) Most of our sources for constitutional and political
mattersare Athenian, and inmany cases we use our detailed
knowledge about Athenian institutions to supplement the
meagre sources for other poleis. Thus, from our rich infor-
mation about debates in the Athenian ekklesia we presume
that such debates took similar forms in poleis where we
know that they had an ekklesia but do not know anything
about how it worked. But Athens was famous for being a
fairly homogeneous society, and su·ered from stasis only
twice during the long period of democratic rule from 507
to 322. Almost all we know about the ancient Greek hetai-
reiai as political clubs and centres of the oligarchs comes

36 Thuc. 8.21. We follow those who believe that Samos in 412 was an oligarchy
now overturned by the democratic faction; see esp. Gomme, Andrewes and
Dover (1981) 44–7 and 155–56. The alternative explanation, preferred esp. by
Gehrke, Stasis 142–44, is that the ruling democrats had 600 of their opponents
killed or executed in order to prevent an oligarchic coup.

from these two episodes in 411 and 404 bc.37 The absence
of well-organised factions in Athens, apart from the years
411 and 404, prevents us from guessing how such factions
were usually organised in other poleis, where they probably
played a muchmore prominent part in politics.

Conclusion: in times of peace and under settled conditions
a Greek citizen’s principal loyalty was to his polis and that
was where he belonged politically. But in troubled periods
and especially in times of war his loyalty to the polis was
often overridden by his loyalty towards a group within the
citizenry—often a social group, but sometimes an ethnic
group, especially in colonies—and he was mostly, but not
always, prepared to sacrifice the autonomia of his polis in
order to get the upper hand of the opposing stasis in his
polis. Thus, civil war inside the poleis was an inescapable
e·ect of war between poleis,38 and even more than external
peace, i.e. eirene, concord, i.e. homonoia, was the desired
but usually unobtainable ideal in the classical Greek world.

In theWestern world since the Renaissance loyalty towards
the state has almost always been stronger than loyalty to-
wards one’s social group. The result has been relatively
infrequent civil wars, and war with other nations has not
fostereddisunity or civil war. On the contrary, it has united
the people. To have a common enemy has often fostered an
otherwise unknown spirit of self-sacrifice, and has often en-
tailed a temporary co-operationbetweenopposed parties.39
Furthermore, since the Age of Napoleon, nationalism—
conceived as the one-to-one relation between nation and
state formation—has been and still is one of the strongest
forces in history (Thomson (1957) 885). And in cases when
discordhas resulted in civil war and dissolution of the state,
the root of the discord has mostly been opposition between
ethnic groups, as is sadly apparent even today, especially in
central and eastern Europe.
In ancient Greece we find almost the reverse situation.

Mostly, the citizens of one polis had the same ethnic iden-
tity as the citizens of the neighbouring poleis: they were
all Hellenes. In many cases they have the same sub-ethnic
identity: they were all Boiotians or Phokians, etc. In each
polis all the citizens usually belonged to one and the same

vailing ethnic homogeneity of the Greek polis is, in fact,
ethnic group and even subgroup. The best proof of the pre-

37 Literature on hetaireiai: Aurenche (1974) 15–32; Calhoun (1913) 4–7 and
passim; Connor (1971) 25–32; Hansen (1987) 72–86; Konstan (1997) 60–3.
38 This conclusion is an almost verbatim confirmation of the views expressed

by Thucydides at 3.82.1–2.
39 Simmel (1955) 87–88, 92–93; restated with modifications by Coser (1956)

87–95.
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that when, occasionally, two di·erent ethnic groups were
living side by side as citizens of the same polis, the result was
civil war—just as has been the case inmodernEurope. That
happened sometimes in the colonies when the colonists
came from di·erent poleis. Ethnic homogeneity among the

citizens of a polis and shared with citizens of neighbouring
poleismust be contrastedwith political disunity and discord
bothamong the citizensof anypolis—leading to stasis—and
among citizens of neighbouring poleis—leading to polemos.
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The Polis as a Religious Organisation

Since Fustel de Coulanges ((1864) 280–81 and passim) it
has commonly been claimed that religion was the domi-
nant aspect of community life: (1) “the polis provided the
central framework in which Greek religion operated”;1 (2)
“in the world of the Greek cities the opposition between
the sacred and the profane—which we assume to be funda-
mental in the area of religion—was either blurred or utterly
irrelevant”.2 Thus, (3) “religion provided the framework
and the symbolic focus of the polis. Religion was the very
centreof theGreekpolis.”3 Inour opinion, this holistic view
of the polis is skewed, and it is particularly the second and
third propositions we find misleading.
Re (1) With one small addendum we are in agreement

with the first proposition: “the polis came to provide the
central framework in which Greek religion operated”.4The
Greek pantheon with its sanctuaries and cults was not in-
vented by the polis; it was much older than the polis and
taken over by the polis. When did that happen? A predo-
minant view is that it happened early and that the polis
emerged out of the activities connected with the build-
ing of temples and the communal organisation of religious
festivals.5 There can be no denying that the rise of temple
building and the emergence of the polis took place simul-
taneously, viz. in C8–C6, and the two phenomena were
probably connected; but at the same time there is ample
evidence of what must have been private cults during the
Archaic and early Classical period: family or clan cults are
attested side by side with polis cults in the new sacred law
from Selinous of C5f.6 Temple building by poleis is attested
in the Archaic period,7 but we hear also about temples

The first part of this chapter is based on Hansen (2000) 167–69.

1 Sourvinou-Inwood (1990) 295, 322; cf. Kearns (1996a) 1300.
2 Zaidman and Schmitt-Pantel (1992) 8.
3 Sourvinou-Inwood (1990) 322; cf. Kearns (1996a) 1300.
4 For the following, see Burkert (1992) and (1995).
5 Snodgrass (1980) 33, 58; Sourvinou-Inwood (1993) 11; Polignac (1994) 15;

Voyatzis (1999) 150–53.
6 SEG 43 630, cf. Jameson et al. (1993) 114–16.
7 The treasure of the Siphnians in Delphi (Hdt. 3.57.2); the stoa of the Athe-

nians in Delphi (ML 25 (C5f)); the temple of Athena Nike in Athens (ML 44
(C5m)). Direct evidence is sparse but it is commonly believed that almost all
temples were built by the community, i.e. in most regions mostly by the polis.
See Morgan (1993) 19; Polignac (1995) 19–20; Nielsen (2002) 176–84.

financed and built by private persons and families.8 In Ar-
chaic Athens all public priesthoods were filled for life from
among members of the gene.9 The polis took over in the
course of the Classical period, and an increasing number
of priesthoods were filled from among all Athenians.10 The
general picture is that when the polis emerged its organisa-
tion and control of religion was not particularly strong; it
grew constantly in the course of theperiod and had become
paramount in C4s.
Re (2) The opposition between the sacred and the secu-

lar is abundantly attested in our texts. It was a matter of
life or death to a citizen whether or not the olive tree he
had uprooted was a sacred one (Arist. Ath. Pol. 60.2), and
there would be an unambiguous answer to the question. A
clear distinction between sacred and public money is ack-
nowledged in inscriptions (Migeotte (1998)), e.g. on C4–
C3 bronze tablets from Lokroi Epizephyrioi, all recording
moneywhich the polisborrowed from the sanctuary of Zeus
Olympios and repaid to the sanctuary (Costabile (1992) 113–
14). When in need of money, the polis could of coursemake
a decision about what could be a compulsary loan of sacred
money, but the loanhad to be repaid to the gods in due time.
There is no evidence that sacred money was “secularised”
or “expropriated”by the polis (Linders (1975) 12–18). Again,
when you had entered a temenos, you were treading on sac-
red ground,11 and certain activities did not take place on
festival days, etc.12To draw the line between the sacred and
the secular was as easy—or, rather, as di¶cult—as it was
in the Middle Ages and still is. There was, and has always

8 TheKleomeneswho“made” (�πο�εσε) theC6 temple forApollo in Syracuse
(IG xiv 1) may have been the patron whopaid for the temple (Hellmann (1999)
100). The Alkmaionidai rebuilt the temple of Apollo in Delphi (Hdt. 5.62.2–
63.1; Arist.Ath. Pol. 19.4); Themistokles built a shrine for Artemis Aristoboule in
Athens (Plut.Them. 22.2–3); Xenophon erecteda temple for Artemis at Skillous
(Xen. An. 5.3.7–9). Some of these persons may have acted on behalf of their
polis, but not the Alkmaionidai who were in exile, and probably not Xenophon
who was a foreigner.
9 Hereditary groups of upper-class citizens, based on descent in the male

line and apparently subdivisions of the phratriai (Aeschin. 2.147; IG i3 6 (C5f);
Parker (1996) 56–66, 284–327). See 95 supra.
10 The first attested example is the priestess of Athena Nike (ML 44 (C5m)).
11 Parker (1983) 160–170; Jost (1992) 112–15. For the common and widespread
distinction between sacred property, public property and private property: IG
v.2 6A.37–42 =RO 60 (Tegea); Arist. Pol. 1267b33–4.
12 Parker (1983) 154–60; Burkert (1985) 225–27.
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been, an overlap. Religion was indeed extremely important;
almost every human act, including a meal, was introduced
with a ritual (as it still was until our grandparents’ genera-
tion), but religion constituted one aspect only of polis life,
and not necessarily the focal one, which was the polis as a
community of politai. Both a battle and a general assembly
were preceded in Antiquity by a sacrifice, in the Middle
Ages by a prayer. Both rituals were important, but neither
turned the battle or the assembly meeting into a sacred act
like a procession during a festival.
Re (3) Both as a political and as a military organisation

the Archaic and Classical polis was a male society from
which women were excluded.13 Female citizens possessed
citizen status and transmitted citizen status to their chil-
dren, but they did not perform the political activities con-
nected with citizenship. They were astai rather than poli-
tai.14 Religion was di·erent. Here women took part in the
rites and cults both of their household and of the polis
itself (Just (1989) 23). There were some cults from which
women were excluded,15 but similarly there were others
from which men were excluded, e.g. the Thesmophoria.16
Most goddesses were served by priestesses rather than by
priests (Holderman (1985) 299–330). In religion women
were insiders, they joined in the performance of many rit-
uals, and even possessed an o¶cial status (Kearns (1996b);
Jones (1999) 123–33).

13 Vidal-Naquet (1983) 26; Bruhns (1994) 79–83. In almost all sources the
exclusion of women from politics and armed forces is taken for granted, and
therefore not explicitly prohibited. For Athens see the shocking idea “to hand
over the polis to the women” and give them political rights (Ar. Eccl. 210) or to
allow them to join in the defence of the polis (Pl. Resp. 451C–57C; Leg . 814C).
The explicit exclusion of women from the prytaneion of the polis is attested,
e.g., for Naukratis (Ath. 150A). Again, although there are numerous honorific
decrees for women (e.g. IG xii 7 36, Amorgos (C2)), it is extremely rare to
find citizenship among the privileges bestowed on a female honorand. One
example is the poet Aristodama of Smyrna (C3). In Chalaia she is honoured
withproxenia, andherbrotherwithpoliteia (F.Delphesiii.3 145)but inLamia she
obtains in her own right both proxenia and politeia (Syll3 532). Another example
is theMolossians’ grant of citizenship toPhilista, thewife ofAntimachos, during
the reign of Neoptolemos (C4) (SEG 15 384). For the extended rights and duties
of women in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, see Bremen (1996). In C3l–
C1 they appeared as euergetai (Bremen (1996) 13–19) and performed liturgies
(Bremen (1996) 25–30).
14 For aste, see Syll.3 1015.6–7 (Halikarnassos (C3); Egypt. I. Metr . 33.1 (Nau-

kratis)). The feminine form politis is sometimes used of females of citizen
birth, see Arist. Pol. 1275b33, 1278a28; IG xii 7 386.21 (Aigiale (C3)); IG v 2
268B.31 (politis apo genous,Mantinea (C1)); I.Kos 178.6 (Kos (C3)); Dem. 57.30
(Athens). For Athens, see Moss‹e (1985) and Jones (1999) 123–33. There is, we
think, noattestationofpolitis signifying a female citizenexercising citizen rights.
Queens, of course, are a case apart, as they havealways been throughout history.
15 “Women were sometimes excluded from the cults of Poseidon, Zeus, and

Ares, all emphatically masculine gods” (Parker (1983) 85). For the exclusion of
women from the cult of Poseidon see, e.g., Syll3 1024.9 =LSCG 96, Mykonos
c.200.
16 Themostwidespread Greek festival and the principal form of theDemeter

cult, celebrated by (married)womenof citizen status. SeeBurkert (1985) 242–46 .

Next, a sanctuary was sacrosanct and functioned as a place
of refuge (Sinn (1993)). A person who escaped into a sanc-
tuary or held on to an altar was protected against violence
not only from his personal enemies, but also from o¶cials.
Even when the suppliant was a criminal, the punitive au-
thority of the polis stopped at the threshold of the temple.17
But if the polis authorities violated the asylon, as sometimes
happened, there was no one to punish them but the gods.
These observations reveal two important aspects of Greek
religion: on the one hand, polis religion was not necessarily
the core of the polis. On the other hand, there was no in-
stitutionalised and organised religious sphere distinct from
and, sometimes, opposed to the polis sphere. In the Greek
world there was nothing like the mediaeval opposition be-
tween two competing power organisations: the Crown and
the Church.
It is of paramount importance for our investigation that

we have taken the political rather than the religious insti-
tutions to be the centre of the polis.18 If we had shared the
view that religion was the centre of the polis, this inven-
tory would have been organised di·erently. We would not
have based our investigation on the ancient concept of the
polis as a community of adult male politai united through
their politeia, i.e. their political institutions; we would in-
stead have started by listing Archaic and Classical temples,
sanctuaries, divinities and communal cults, and then have
treated the economic, social, political and military aspects
of the polis as functions which derived their meaning and
importance from the religion. Another result would have
been that the emphasis on the urban aspect of the polis
would have been toned down. While the political aspects of
the polis were closely connected with the polis in the urban
sense and concentrated in the city, sanctuaries were placed
all over the territory and the opposition between polis and
chora was of secondary importance in religion.
The essence of polis religion wereprayers and animal sac-

rifice performed by priests at annual or monthly festivals
organised by polis o¶cials at public expense and attended

17 In c.632 Kylon attempted to set himself up as the tyrant of Athens. He
escaped and his followers took refuge at an altar on the Acropolis. Although
they were manifestly guilty of treason, it was considered a sacrilege and a
pollution of the whole city when the Athenian archons had themdragged away
from the altar and executed (Thuc. 1.126.10–11). The Spartan o¶cials did not
dare to have Pausanias killed in the temple of the goddess of the Brazen House
(Thuc. 1.134.1–2).
18 In our endeavour to see religion as one aspect of the polis and not neces-

sarily the predominant one, we follow Walter Burkert (1992) and (1995). With
Moses Finley (1981) 23 we share the “insistence on the secular quality of public
life” and with OswynMurray we share the view of the polis as an essentially ra-
tional community centred on its political institutions; seeMurray (1990) 19–22,
(2000) 241–42, and Hansen (1990) 215 n. 1, (1991) 63–64.
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by all members of the community.19The polis festivals were
indeed themost spectacular aspect ofGreek religion; but we
must not forget that there were private cults as well, some
performed by individuals, such as the cult of the dead,
some by private organisations.20 It su¶ces here to mention
an inscription from Halikarnassos in which a priestess is
instructed to perform both private and public sacrifices,
including a monthly sacrifice on behalf of the polis, for
which she is paid one drachm by the polis.21 In any sanc-
tuary many of the sacrifices were made, and many of the
votive o·erings donated, by individuals—both citizens and
foreigners—and on their own initiative.22
To conclude, polis religion was religion (a) used by the

polis itself, or (b) organised by the polis, or (c) directly
created by and related to the polis and its institutions.
In fact, “polis religion” has conveniently been subsumed
under those three headings (Burkert (1995) 202). Re (a):
Every communal activity was accompanied by religious
acts; thus a meeting of the people’s assembly in Athens
was opened with a sacrifice, a prayer and a curse.23 Re
(b): Both gods and heroes were worshipped publicly by the
whole community in connection with the large festivals,
which were organised by the polis and usually attended by
all the polis’ inhabitants (not just the citizens).Re (c): As the
polis developed, new cults were set up which were directly
and specifically connected with the polis’ political institu-
tions. In the council house there was, typically, a cult for
Zeus or Athena with the epithet Boulaios (-aia).24 Simi-
larly, abstract political conceptswere sometimes deified: in
Athens the democratic constitution was represented as a
goddess, Demokratia, to whom the strategoi made annual
sacrifices.25 Homonoia, Concord, was another personified
deity worshipped in many poleis, though especially in the
Hellenistic and Roman periods (Th‹eriault (1996)). Deifi-
cation of the polis itself, however, is unattested until the
Hellenistic period, when, e.g., the sculptor Eutychides cre-
ated the cult image of Antiocheia in the shape of Tychewith
a turret crown on her head and her right foot on the river
god Orontes (Balty (1981)). The closest we get to a cult of
the polis as such is the public cult of Hestia, the goddess

19 Zaidman and Schmitt-Pantel (1992) 102–11.
20 Aleshire (1994) discusses the distinction in Athens between state cults and

private ones.
21 Syll.3 1015, Halikarnassos (C3). It must of course be remembered that even

private sacrifices were made at public shrines with the services of the public
priest(ess).
22 Jost (1992) 262–80.
23 Aeschin. 1.23 with scholia; Hansen (1987) 90.
24 McDonald (1943) 115, 132, 135–7, 167, 179, 200, 279–83.
25 IG ii2 1496.131–2, 140–1. Raubitschek (1962).

of the (public) hearth, placed in a building which in most
poleis was called the prytaneion. The focus of the cult was a
hearthwith an eternal flame which was meant to symbolise
the eternal life of the polis (Miller (1978)).
Although the polis was not deified, many poleis had a

specific patron god or goddess;26 some of the polis’ symbols
were connected with its tutelary divinity, for example Po-
seidon with trident as shown on the coins of Poteidaia (no.
598) or on the shields ofMantineanhoplites; and the annual
festival for the patron deity was one of the grandest. When-
ever we have information about the protective divinity of a
polis, it is recordedin the Inventory.The problem is that it is
virtually impossible to set up a list of criteria by which one
can identify the patron divinity of a polis; and the sources
we have indicate that some poleis had no identifiable patron
divinity, whereas others had several.27 To have one specific
tutelary god for all aspects of the polis is, in fact, not easily
compatible with the polytheism practised by the Greeks.
The concept of the tutelary god or goddess seems to some
extent to be a modern one. So, in principle, one ought to
record all divinities attested for every single polis, includ-
ing, of course, the cults of heroes. Especially in colonies
where the oikistes could be turned into a hero, the hero cult
of the oikistes was an important one.28 But to include all
attested divinities of the Archaic and Classical periods and
all their cults cannot be contained within the framework of
this investigation. As in the case of magistrates or proxenoi
or Panhellenic victors, it has been necessary to exemplify
and to record major divinities only, including the specific
protective divinity of the polis in question, if known. The
result is here, as with all other parameters included in this
investigation, that the matierial has to be very selective for
large poleis for which several score of cults of divinities are
known, and most comprehensive for very small poleis for
which information about a sanctuary of a major divinity
may be the only or one of the best pieces of evidence we
have for the polis status of the community.
Furthermore, it is of course polis cults that are described

in this Inventory. Sanctuaries anddivinities specifically con-
nected with communities above or below polis level are
either briefly mentioned in the introduction or passed over
in silence, except for the two crucially important sanctu-

have been incorporated. The concept of polis religion must
aries at Olympia and Delphi of which brief descriptions

26 e.g. IG xii 8 356 (C6) where Dionysos and Herakles are commemorated
as the protectors (π�λεως φυλα�ο�) of the polisThasos.
27 Cole (1995), on this issue followed by Burkert (1995) 207–9.
28 Leschhorn (1984) 98–105.
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be taken seriously, and it must be taken into account that
sanctuaries and cults of divinities did not constitute a dis-
tinguishing mark of a polis, something by which the polis
di·ered from (a) smaller and (b) larger political units. Re
(a): Erchia was an Attic deme, a civic subdivision of the
Athenian polis. Yet, a sacrificial calendar of C4f lists cults
of a score of divinities, including cults of Zeus Polieus and
Athena Polias, to be performed sometimes on the Athenian
Acropolis, sometimes on the acropolis of Erchia (SEG21 541,
22 131). By contrast with, e.g., the Eleusinianmysteries, there
is no indication that the rituals performed by the deme of
Erchiawere shared by all Athenians and formed part of the
Athenian polis religion. Re (b): Thermos was the religious
centre of Aitolia and since C4 of the Aitolian League, but
Thermos was not a polis and the sanctuary of Apollo in
Thermos was common to all Aitolians. If a communal cult
had been evidence of polis status, both Thermos and Erchia
should have been included in this inventory as poleis.
One further complication is the chronological limits of

the Inventory, which in this case are particularly di¶cult
to respect. This Inventory goes down to 323, but often the
best or only source we have for the sanctuaries and di-
vinities of a polis is a description found in Pausanias, in
some scholia, or in late lexica. When can the informa-
tion obtained from such sources be used as evidence of
polis religion in the Archaic and Classical periods? Let us
take Pausanias. He reports what he saw, i.e. the sanctuaries
standing in the first half of the second century ad. Some
of them can be dated by a historical reference connected
with the shrine, or by the information that the sanctuary
was adorned with a statue made by a named sculptor who
can be dated to the period before 323. Sometimes Pausa-
nias calls a temple old, but that is not enough to ensure
that it had been erected in C4s or earlier and assigned to
the specific divinity mentioned by Pausanias. External evi-
dence can be crucial, e.g., if Pausanias’ testimony can be
connected with the remains of a sanctuary of the Archaic

and/or Classical periods, or, what is less convincing, with
Archaic or Classical coinswith types representing the divin-
ity in question. The information found in scholia and lexica
presents similar methodological problems, and in the ma-
jority of all cases we are unable to date the information we
get. Nevertheless, on the assumption that religious beliefs
and rituals are old and prone to persist unchanged formany
centuries, the information in late sources about sanctuaries
and divinities is not infrequently used as evidence for polis
religion of the Archaic and Classical periods. Yet, the evi-
dence we possess shows that religious beliefs and practises
changed as rapidly, sometimes even more rapidly, than so-
cial and political institutions.29Old cults were transformed,
sometimes beyond recognition, and new cults were intro-
duced. Therefore the use of Hellenistic and Roman sources
todescribepolis religionof theArchaic andClassicalperiods
must be avoided unless the source is retrospective or can
be associated with other sources which explicitly concern
the period before 323. The repudiationof late sources entails
that our lists of Archaicand Classical divinities and cults are
rather short, much shorter than similar lists in, e.g., RE.30
For the reasons outlined above, a person who wants to

study the cults of, e.g., Artemis in the Archaic and Classical
Greek world must not expect in this Inventory to find all
or even most of the relevant cults. Only a selection of the
divinities is recorded; especially the large poleis are under-
represented, and only the major divinities are included in
Index 17.

29 Bremmer (1994) 84–100.
30 Like this Inventory, Zaidman and Schmitt-Pantel’s exemplary book (1992)

about religion in the ancientGreek city covers theArchaic andClassical periods.
As anexample of “the pantheon inoperation” the authors adduceMantinea and
print a translation and commentary of Pausanias’ description of the divinities
and temples of Mantinea. Altogether 22 divinities are listed. Only 10 of these
divinities are attested in the period covered by the book. For the other 12 all
evidence is Hellenistic and/or Roman: viz., Zeus Soter, Zeus Kharmon, Zeus
Epidotes,Demeter (both countryside and town),Dionysos, AphroditeMelainis,
Aphrodite Anchisia, Aphrodite Symmachia, Antinoos (of course), Artemis and
Asklepios; cf. Jost (1985).
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City Walls as Evidence for Polis Identity

The prevailing view among ancient historians and classical
archaeologists is that defensive walls were not an essential
aspect of theArchaic and Classical polis, either as a concept1
or as a physical phenomenon.2According to the orthodoxy,
very few poleis had a defence circuit in the Archaic period,
and even in the Classical period many poleis were unforti-
fied, most notably Sparta (no. 345) and Elis (no. 251).3
Our investigations suggest a di·erent picture of the polis

(see Index 23). We shall treat the concept of polis separately
from what we know about individual walled poleis and
start with the concept. In the Classical period the defence
circuit was an essential, though not indispensable, element
of the polis. According to Euripides, the wild Kyklopes lived
in caves, not in a walled polis like civilised Greeks (Eur.
Cycl. 115–18). In the introduction tohisHistories Thucydides
surveys theprogressof civilisation inHellas fromthe earliest
settlements to the end of the Persian War, and one of the
turning points is the transition from unwalled poleis lying
inland (1.2.2, 5.1, 6.1) to coastal poleis protected by walls
(1.7.1, 8.2). Thucydidesdates the turning point to the period
after King Minos’ thessalocracy but before the Trojan War.
Similarly, Xenophon’s Sokrates imagines that the building
of defence circuits round the poleis is one of the changes that
has happened since the Heroic period when Sinis, Skiron
and Prokroustes were at large (Xen. Mem. 2.1.14). True, in
Laws Plato prefers a polis without walls, like Sparta (Leg.
778D), but Aristotle points out that this is an extremelyold-
fashioned view and argues that the only sensible policy for
a polis is to have walls (Pol. 1330b32–31a20).4
A survey of the defence capability of known poleis shows

that the Greeks of the Classical period sided against Plato
and took Aristotle’s advice. The Inventory includes 491
communities directly attested as poleis in Archaic and/or
Classical sources (poleis type A). Of these, thirty-two are
unlocated. Of the remaining 459 poleis, 261 are attested
as fortified before the end of the Classical period, some

The first part of this chapter is based on Hansen (1997) 52–53 and 2000 (160).
The section about attested walls of the Archaic period is by Rune Frederiksen.

1 Starr (1957) 98; Nippel (1989) 1032.
2 Wycherley (1967) 10; Snodgrass (1991) 9. For a di·erent view, see Camp

(2000) 48–49. 3 See Lawrence (1979) 121.
4 See Winter 1971) 1–2.

by the remains of walls dated to the Archaic and Classi-
cal periods, others through direct or indirect references to
walls in written sources, many through both types of evi-
dence combined. Only four poleis are positively known to
have been unfortified until the end of the Classical period:
Delos (no. 478), Delphi (no. 177), Gortyns (no. 960) and
Sparta (no. 345), whereas Elis (no. 251), Magnesia on the
Maiander (no. 852) and Tralleis (no. 941) were still unfor-
tified in 400. Admittedly, for 186 poleis we have no explicit
information. But thirty-two of these have remains of walls
reportedas undated. Future investigations may assign some
of these walls to the Classical period. Of the cities included
in our inventory “barely 10$ have been investigated to any
significant extent”(Morgan and Coulton (1997) 87) and the
view that walls are not likely to disappear completely does
not stand up to scrutiny. There are numerous instances of
ancient walls of which not a stone is left, although in some
cases travellers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
reported visible remains.5
There can be no denying that, even though a few poleis

were still unwalled, the Greeks of the Classical period
thought of their polis as centred on a walled town. Today
this view is gaining ground (Ducrey (1995) 251–55). What is
still highly controversial is that the picture does not change
significantly if we move back to the Archaic period. Again,
we shall start with the concept andwithour principal source
for theGreeks’ conceptionofman and society: the Iliad and
theOdyssey. In this context wedonot have to take a position
on the date of theHomeric poems.What wewant to stress is
that, in C6f and even earlier, the Iliad andOdyssey wereun-
doubtedly recited in public as well as in private schools and
had become an important part of the cultural baggage of the
Greeks in all parts of the Hellenic world (Hymn. Hom. Ap.
172–73; Xenophanes fr. 11). The Homeric polis is protected
by—and adorned with—steep walls and beautiful towers.
Not only named cities are protected by walls, like Troy (Il.
3.153·), Thebes (Il. 19.99) and Tiryns (Il. 2.559). When the
poet alludes to a polis in general, or a polis in fairyland,
it is once again the walls that are the essential chacteristic,

5 The city walls of Tegea were seen by B‹erard in the 1890s, but today nothing
is left; see Pfauth (1997) 49–51.
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cf. the walled polis depicted on the shield of Achilleus (Il.
18.514), or the walls around the polis of the Phaiakians (Od.
6.10, 266). Also, the “steep” wall (αTπυ τε τε!χος, Il. 6.327)
or “long” walls (τε�χεα µακρ�, Il. 4.34) of a polis are among
the standard epithets used to describe a city (Scully (1990)
41–53).
Now, we have to consider the possibility that the epic

poems depict a historic society, a society much earlier than
that known byhis audience c.600. Thewalls protectingTroy
or Tiryns may be reminiscences of the walled Bronze Age
settlements combined with a vague knowledge about the
impressive city walls found in the Assyrian Empire in the
period c.885–612. Still, the presumption is that an audience
listening to the poems c.600 would recognise the walls of
the Phaiakians and those on the shield of Achilleus as part
of their own world, and this assumption is confirmed both
by the archaeological evidence (infra) and by several of the
fragments we have of contemporary lyric and iambic poets.
A papyrus fragment of one of Tyrtaios’ poems, undoubt-

edly describing the Messenian War, refers to the tower and
wall of theMessenians (fr. 23,West =P.Berol. 11675). In a lost
poem, paraphrased and echoed in numerous late sources,
Alkaios argues that a polis is not just a town but a commu-
nity: “poleis are neither stones nor timber nor the skill of
builders but both walls and poleis are to be found where
there are men capable of saving themselves” (Alc. fr. 426).
Here the personal sense of the word is emphasised at the
expense of the urban sense, but the antithetical way of ex-
pressing his view reveals that othersmight prefer to describe
a polis as awalled town (Hansen (1997) 52). Commenting on
Pindar Ol. 8.42, the scholiast says that “crown (stephanos)
is used metaphorically about the wall since the walls of the
poleis are like a crown, cf. Anakreon: ‘the crown of the polis
has now been destroyed’” (fr. 391, PMG). Since the pre-
served poems by Hesiod do not deal with warfare they have
no mention of city walls but theAspis, a later poem (c.500?)
ascribed toHesiod, praises “the well-towered polis of men”
(270: εlπυργος π�λις @νδρ&ν).
The conclusion seems to be that well-built walls with

towers and gates were one of the most important charac-
teristics, perhaps even themost important single character-
istic of the polis as a town c.600. Thus, the defence circuit
was an essential aspect of the concept of the Archaic polis.
How does this view fit with what we know about individual
walled poleis of C7 and C6?6
Excavated remains of city walls dated by external evi-

6 The following section down to the cue for n. 7 is by Rune Frederiksen.

dence—i.e. walls associated with stratified datable ob-
jects—constitute themost securely dated category ofwalled
poleis of theArchaic period.No fewer than eleven poleis had
defence circuits associated with remains antedating 600,
and they include Smyrna (no. 867), Paphos (no. 1019), Ab-
dera (no. 640), Halieis (no. 349) and Megara Hyblaea (no.
36). Hill-top settlements are attested as well as settlements
on level ground, and the geographical distribution is con-
siderable. Remains of walls built in the period between 600
and 550 have been found in eighteen poleis from all over the
Mediterranean, including Eu(h)esperides in North Africa
(no. 1026), Massalia in France (no. 3) and Bouthrotos in
Epeiros (no. 90). Examples from Euboia (Eretria (no. 370))
and East Lokris (Halai (no. 380)) show that city walls were
not confined to colonies and other poleis in the periphery
of the Greek world. An additional twenty poleis have walls
that can be dated to the period 550–480/79 and they include
Istros in the Black Sea Area (no. 685) and more poleis in the
Greek homeland, such as Kalydon (no. 148), Ambrakia (no.
113), Argos (no. 347) and Thasos (no. 526). Thus, dating by
stratified objects provides us with evidence of altogether
forty-nine poleis enclosed by walls in the Archaic period.
The other category of archaeologically attested city walls

consists of remains which with some probability have been
dated to the Archaic period because of their construction
and masonry style. There are fifty-three defence circuits in
this group so that for altogether 102 poleis there are remains
of walls older than 480/79.
Inaddition to the archaeological evidence literary sources

provide us with information about fortified poleis of the
Archaic period, in most cases poleis exposed to a siege.
Almost all the evidence comes from Herodotos: four poleis
with walls antedating 550 can be listed, ten between 550
and 500, and finally twenty-three between 500 and 479. Ten
of these thirty-seven sites overlap with the forty-nine sites
where physical remains of walls have been found. So adding
the poleis attested as fortified in literary sources to those
whose fortifications are attested archaeologically, we reach
a total of 129 poleis attested as fortified in theArchaic period,
to which must be added an unknown number of Archaic
walls demolished and thus obliterated in the Classical and
Hellenistic periods because they had to be replaced by new
walls that enclosed a larger area.7
A survey of all the evidence, including the walls of the

the 1,035 communities included as poleis in this Inventory,
Classical period, provides us with the following data. Of all

7 Unpublished dissertation by Rune Frederiksen.
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166 are unlocated.Of the 869 located poleis, remains ofwalls
of the Archaic and/or Classical periods are attested for 438,
and a further ninety poleis are referredto in written sources
as being fortified. Thus 60 per cent of all are explicitly at-
tested as walled settlements. Furthermore, while altogether
222 of the poleis are attested in literary sources as fortified,
no more than nineteen are attested as unfortified, and of
these six are attested in later sources as fortified. On the
other hand, not all poleis had a defence circuit protecting
the entire settlement. A total of 101 poleishad both a fortified
acropolis and a defence circuit enclosing the lower town.
But at least sixty-nine poleis seem to have had a fortified
acropolis only. Inmost cases the acropolis wall is older than
the town wall, or the twowalls are contemporary, but there
are examples of acropolis walls that are built later than the
town walls.
There can be no doubt that in C4 almost every polis had

a teichos, at least one protecting the acropolis, and for a
polis not to be protected by walls was both exceptional8
and regarded as old-fashioned.9 Not just in poetry but in
reality, adefence circuit hadbecomean indispensable aspect
of the town, just as it was in the Middle Ages. But there is
an important di·erence in the function: in the mediaeval
town the sharp division between city and country began

8 Xen. Hell. 6.5.28: Sparta (no. 345); Xen. Hell. 3.2.27: Elis (no. 251), not
contradicted by 3.2.30, if we accept Dindorf ’s emendation of σφ�ας toΦ�ας.
9 Arist. Pol. 1330b32–5, contradicting the view expressed by Plato at Leg .

778D·.

at the gates. Theywere guarded all the time and closed dur-
ing the night. Furthermore, customs were often exacted on
all goods which passed the gates.10 In ancient Greece, city
walls were erectedfor defencepurposes only; the gates were
guarded in time ofwar (Aen. Tact. 28.1–4); but in peacetime,
anyone could pass freely during the daylight hours,11 and,
though at night the gates wereprobably shut, they seemnot
to have been guarded, and people could still get in and out.12
The only evidence that customs were levied at the gates is a
lexicographical note of doubtful value.13 If it can be trusted,
the reference must be to imported goods on which duties
were usually paid in the harbour, but occasionally at the
gates if they had been brought to the city overland. It is
unbelievable that anything was levied on produce brought
into the city by citizenswhoworked theirfields in the coun-
tryside but lived in the town. Thus, in contradistinction to
what happened in the Middle Ages, the walls around an
ancient Greek polis did not become a barrier between the
town and its countryside, except in periods of war.

10 Bertelli (1978) 41–44.
11 When in 413 Dieitrephesmadehis surprise attack onMykalessos, the gates

were open and apparently unguarded (Thuc. 7.29.3). Similarly, Xenophon tells
us at Hell. 5.4.20 that in 378 when Sphodrias made his surprise attack on the
Peiraieus, there were no gates to protect the town.
12 From Andokides’ account of the mutilation of the Hermai it is apparent

that Diokleides could pass the gates around midnight and start his walk to the
Laureion mines (Andoc. 1.38).
13 Hes.∆ 1256: διαπ2λιον· τ�λος τι παρ1 �θηνα�οις οiτω �καλε!το (“Diapylion

(‘through the gate’): there was a duty in Athens that had this name”).
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The Polis as an Urban Centre

What kind of urban centre did a Greek of the Classical
period picture to himself when he heard the word polis?
Modern historians’ immediate answer to this question is
often restricted to quoting Pausanias’ reluctant classifica-
tion of Panopeus as a polis in spite of the absence of ad-
ministrative o¶ces, a gymnasion, a theatre, an agora and a
fountain house.1 But Pausanias’ accountmisses themark by
500 years. If we focus on contemporarysources and want to
avoid a too Athenocentric picture, the best we can do is to
read Aineias the Tactician’s treatise, How to Survive under
Siege.2 Aineias is a fourth-century author. Admittedly he
writes in Attic Greek, but he was probably an Arkadian.3
Another important source is a long fragment of a periege-
sis by Herakleides of Crete in which Athens, Chalkis and
the Boiotian poleis are described briefly.4 Herakleides is a
Hellenistic author, but so early that we find it admissible to
use his account as a source for the polis of the late Classical
period. To these two texts which both treat the polis in the
sense of town can be added scattered remarks and passages
from literary and epigraphical sources of the Archaic and
Classical periods. Finally, a particularly interesting passage
is found in the Pseudo-Aristotelian treatise Peri Kosmou (De
Mundo) 400b15–20. This treatise was presumably written as
late as thefirst centuryad but “it containsmuch that is gen-
uine Aristotelian doctrine” (Ross (1949) 11) and is therefore
included here, with due caution, as a possible source for
C4s.5 A survey of the sources leads to the following sketch.
A polis (in the sense of anurban centre) was a townwhich

was also the political centre of a polis (in the sense of a state),
and there are very few attestations of an urban settlement
which was called a polis without being the centre of a self-

This chapter is an updated and revised version of Hansen (2000a) 154–56.

1 Paus. 10.4.1–2; cf. e.g. Finley (1981) 3–4; Kolb (1984) 58–59; Martin (1974)
30. The passage is discussed and rejected as a valid source for the polis of the
Archaic and Classical periods by Alcock (1995) 326–29.
2 See the excellent description of the “Durchschnittspolis” by Winterling

(1991) 205–11.
3 Whitehead (1990) 12–14.
4 In the MS he is called κρητικ�ς, which M•uller for no obvious reason

changed into κριτικ�ς, so he was probably from Crete; see Pfister (1951). We
quote the text of K. M•uller in GGM i 97–106.
5 The passage has no mention of a gymnasion, perhaps the most important

public building in a Hellenistic polis, and that may indicate that it goes back
to C4.

governing community.6 It follows that inmost poleis (in the
sense of state) there was only one urban settlement which
was called polis. Such a polis had a hinterland, called chora7
or ge,8 and a polis lying on the coast would have a harbour,
called limen9 or epineion,10 often including an emporion,
i.e. a special market for foreign trade.11 The port of a large
inland polis could itself be a major urban settlement which
occasionally was considered a polis in the urban sense,12
and could be a polis in the political sense too.13
Almost allpoleis were enclosedby acircuitwall (supra 135)

which inmost casesmust have been the line of demarcation
between the polis (in the sense of town) and its chora (in
the sense of hinterland); see supra 137. But sometimes, even
in poleis with walls, the line of demarcation between polis
and chora was a boundary stone inscribed Pρος π�λεως,14
whichmay have been placed outside the walls to demarcate
a zone in which there was a ban on erecting houses.
Of the other urban settlements inside the territory of

a large polis some were centres of civic subdivisions, but
somewere just centresof habitation and local tradewithout
any political institutions at all.15 Some of the larger poleis,
however, succeededin dominating or subduing some of the

6 For the very few possible exceptions, altogether 20 out of 384 attestations,
see Hansen (2000b) 195–202 and supra 34.
7 Aen. Tact. Prooem. 1, 7.1, 15.9.
8 Thuc. 2.71.1, 3.106.2; Xen. Hell. 5.2.4; Syll.3 37–8.B.15 (C5), Teos (no. 868).
9 Aen. Tact. 8.2; Thuc. 3.72.3; Arist. Pol. 1327a32·; Ps.-Skylax 13, 34, etc.; IG

ix2 717.4 (C5), Chaleion (no. 159).
10 Arist. Pol. 1327a32·; Hellan. fr. 75; Theopomp. fr. 53; Thuc. 1.30.2, 2.84.5.
11 Aigina (no. 358) Dem. 23.211; Athenai (no. 361) IG i3 1101A @ B (C5m);
Bosporos =Pantikapaion (no. 690)Dem. 34.34; Byzantion (no. 674) Theopomp.
fr. 62; Chalkis (no. 365) Heracl. Cret. 28; Histiaia (no. 372) IG xii 9 1186.29 (C3s);
Corinth (no. 227) Thuc. 1.13.5; Miletos (no. 854)Milet. 140.A.32 (C3m); Phasis
(no. 711) Hippoc. De Aere Aquis et Locis 15; Rhodos (no. 1000) Dem. 56.47; and
Salamis on Cyprus (no. 1020) Isoc. 9.47). See Hansen (forthcoming).
12 e.g. Skandeia, the port of Kythera (no. 336), called polis in the urban sense
at Thuc. 4.54.1; Hansen (1995) 43–44 and (2000b) 195–96.
13 Naulochos (no. 857), the port of Priene, is called a polisin the urban sense at
I.Priene 1.6 but seems to have been a polis in the political sense too; see Hansen
(1995a) 44. For Notion (no. 858), the port of Kolophon, see supra 92.
14 Pρος π�λεως (SEG 48 1140 (C4s)), Paros (no. 509), Hansen (1996) 37 with
n. 147. For alternative interpretations, see Matthaiou (1992–98) and BE (1999)
420. [π]�λεως Pρος (Athena (1908) 260 no. 135 (no date)), Chios (no. 840). Cf.
IG xii.3 86.
15 e.g. Solygeia (Thuc. 4.42.1–2), Asai and Mausos (Theopomp. fr. 173), all

in the territory of Corinth. There is no evidence that Corinthian komai were
organised as civic subdivisions. See Hansen (1995b) 61–71; Gschnitzer (1991)
429, 434·.
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neighbouringpoleis, and if these dependencieswere allowed
to persist as poleis in the political sense, their urban centre
would also be called a polis.16
Even very small poleis seem to have had a four-digit

number of inhabitants,17 and the population of a polis was
often so numerous that the inhabitants did not know one
another.18
As a town the polis was first of all a centre of habita-

tion, and through excavation or survey archaeologists have
come to distinguish between two di·erent types of nucle-
ated settlement: (A) a small settlement, often placed on an
eminence, which was extended downhill and grew to be-
come a proper town, and (B) a cluster of closely set villages
which eventually were merged into a conurbation with a
defence circuit enclosing the entire settlement.19 In towns
of type (A) the eminence (acropolis) was often walled and
clearly distinguished from the habitation quarters below.20
The acropolis was sometimes reserved for sanctuaries and
otherpublic buildings,21 but sometimes had room for habi-
tation as well.22 To have an acropolis was not a character-
istic confined to poleis of type (A). Many poleis of type (B)
possessed a proper acropolis close to or as a part of the
conurbation: e.g. Corinth (no. 227), Argos (no. 347) and
Athens (no. 361).
The most urgent need of the polis as a habitation centre

was a su¶cient supply of fresh water, and as a specific
type of public architecturemany poleis were adorned with
one or more fountain houses where the inhabitants could
supplement thewater drawn fromwells in private houses.23
Every polis was divided into publicly owned quarters,

16 Helisson (no. 273), a dependency of Mantinea, is called polis in the urban
sense at SEG 37 340.6–7. Mykalessos (no. 212) a dependency of Tanagra (or,
perhaps, Thebes), is called polis in the urban sense at Thuc. 7.29.3.
17 Even the tiny polis of Koresia (no. 493) seems to have had c.1,000 inhabi-

tants, and the urban population of Plataiai (no. 216) must have totalled c.2,000;
cf. Hansen (1997) 27–28. Several poleis, however, can have had no more than
some 100 inhabitants, e.g. Chorsiai (no. 202). For two di·erent, but not very
di·erent gues(s)timates of the Boiotian urban population, see Bintli· (1997)
and Hansen (1997) 62–63.
18 Aen. Tact. 4.5, 39.5; see Hansen (2000a) 158–59 andWinterling (1991) 206.

Athens was too big to be a face-to-face society: Hansen (1987) 8 with n. 60;
Cohen (1997).
19 This typology was invented and developed by Snodgrass (1987–89) 56–64

and (1990) 130–31. Examples of type (A) are Aigeira (no. 230), Aigion (no. 231),
Eretria (no. 370) and Haliartos (no. 206, the one selected by Snodgrass as a
typical example of type A). Examples of type (B) are Argos (no. 347), Athenai
(no. 361), Sparta (no. 345) and Thespiai (no. 222, the one selected by Snodgrass
as a typical example of type B); see also Morgan and Coulton (1997) 124.
20 e.g. in Thebes (no. 221); cf. Symeonoglou (1985) 117–22. For attestations of

a separately walled acropolis, see Index 23.
21 Orchomenos inArkadia (no. 286); seeOsborne (1987) 118–19. Cf., however,

Jost (1999) 240 n. 51.
22 As, e.g., in Thebes, see Fossey (1988) 204.
23 Crouch (1993). On fountain houses seeWycherley (1967) 198–209. Famous

used for walls, streets, harbours, and all kinds of public
architecture, some of it monumental, as against privately
owned habitation quarters, used for (mostly) fairly simple
family houses.24 Mansions and palaces were virtually un-
known before the late Classical and Hellenistic periods,
and that goes even for poleis governed by a tyrant.25 In-
stead of the dichotomy between public and private space
we sometimesmeet a tripartition into sacred (hieron), pub-
lic (demosion) and private (idion) space, or, alternatively,
a primary distinction between private and public space is
supplementedwith a subdivisionof public space into sacred
and profane.26
Habitation quarters were often irregular with crooked

streets and haphazardly arranged houses, but in the Clas-
sical period an astonishing number of towns had adopted
the centralised planning of streets and habitation quarters
which erroneously has been ascribed to Hippodamos of
Miletos, the C5 architect of the Peiraieus (Martin (1974)
221–52). To have a town organised in accordance with a
rigid plan can be traced back to the colonies founded by the
Greeks in Sicily in C8l.27And during the Archaic and Clas-
sical periods a constantly growing number of poleis, first
outside and later in Hellas itself, were organised in accor-
dance with a rectangular street plan. But even more impor-
tant than having the streets laid out in rectangular fashion
was the habit of having the rectangular blocks framed by
the streets subdivided into lots of equal size, mostly eight or
ten or twelve lots per block, and standardising the houses
constructed on the lots;28 they were a kind of ancient ter-
race houses not too far removed from what is known from
some parts of some modern European cities. The degree
of town planning and rationalisation practised in the so-
called Hippodamian poleis was as astonishing as the degree
of planning and rationalisation practised in the artificial
subdivision of the citizen body into, e.g., phylai, phratriai
and hekatostyes, etc. (Murray (1997)), or as astonishing as
the rigorous planning and rationalisation practised in the

fountain houses are known fromMegara (no. 225); Corinth (no. 227); Phigaleia
(no. 292), still used; Athens (no. 361) and Olynthos (no. 588).

24 IG xii.3. 86 (Nisyros); IG xii.7 67.43–44 (Arkesine). See Jameson (1990).
25 Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 25–30.
26 Tripartition: IG v.2 6A.37–42 (Tegea); subdivision of public space into

sacred and profane: Arist. Pol. 1330a9–16; Diod. 14.41.6 (Syrakousai), seeHansen
(1997) 13.
27 Fischer-Hansen (1996).
28 Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994). See Index 22. The principal written

sources are Aesch. Supp. 954–8; Pl. Leg . 779B and Arist. Pol. 1330b21–31; see also
Heraclid. Cret. 1. On the passage from Aristotle, see Gehrke (1989). On the
Aischylos passage, see R•osler (1989)) and on the passage from Plato’s Laws, see
Hansen (1989) 14, 113.
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running of the political institutions (Hansen (1991) 314,
319–20).
Apart from being a centre of habitation, the polis was a

centre of (a) political institutions, (b) cults, (c) defence, (d)
industry and trade, and (e) education and entertainment.
Re (a) As a political centre the polis accommodated all

the central political institutions and the buildings in which
they resided (Index 24): a prytaneion,29a bouleuterion,30and
anumber of archeia.31 For some unknown reason dikasteria
are only exceptionally mentioned in our sources.32 Only a
few poleis had a separate ekklesiasterion.33 In the Archaic
period a meeting of the assembly, called agora, was pre-
sumably held in the agora.34 In Classical sources there are
quite a few referencesto assemblies of the people being held
in the theatre,35 and the agora was no longer seen as the
obvious political centre of the polis where assemblies were
held;36 but the prytaneion, the bouleuterion, a dikasterion or
a stoa with o¶ces of magistrates were often placed in the
agora or next to the agora.37 In the Archaic and Classical
periods almost all the public political buildings were small
and undistinguished, and monumental political architec-
ture began to appear only in C4.38
Re (b) As a centre of public cult the polis housed a num-

ber of sanctuaries,39 somewithmonumental buildings such
as temples40 and theatres.41Until a generation ago the pre-
vailing view was that almost all the major public sanctuar-
ies were erectedwithin the walls of the polis,42 and that the
temples were typically placed on the acropolis. This view
has been considerably modified in two respects: (a) many

29 Hdt. 3.57.3–4; Thuc. 2.15.2; Aen. Tact. 10.4; Arist.Mund. 400b19; SEG 13 397
(C5); Miller (1978); Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 30–37.
30 Hdt. 1.170.3; Thuc. 2.15.2; Aen. Tact. 10.4;Dem. 10.53.Gneisz (1990);Hansen

and Fisher-Hansen (1994) 37–44.
31 Aen. Tact. 22.4; Arist.Mund. 400b16; Xen.Hell. 5.4.58; Lys. 9.9; Dem. 10.53.
32 Arist. Mund. 400b16; Plut. Tim. 22.2; see Hansen and Fischer-Hansen

(1994) 76–79.
33 Syll.3 218.6–10 (C4), Olbia (no. 690); see Hansen and Fischer-Hansen

(1994) 53–75.
34 Hom. Il. 18.497; Od. 2.7, 6.266, 8.5. Raaflaub (1993) 54–5; Hansen (1997)

60–61. For the Homeric agore, see now Kenzler (1999) 31–46.
35 e.g. Plut.Mor . 799E–F (Thebes (no. 221) before 362 bc), see Hansen and

Fischer-Hansen (1994) 48–53.
36 The only classical attestation of the agora as a regular meeting place of the

assembly is in the C5 Gortynian law code: I.Cret. 4.72.x.34–35; xi.12–14. For the
extraordinary use of the Athenian agora in 403, see Arist. Ath. Pol. 38.
37 Prytaneion in the agora of Thasos (no. 526); bouleuterion and stoa in the

agora of Sikyon (no. 228); dikasterion next to the agora of Olbia (no. 690).
38 HansenandFischer-Hansen (1994) 36–37 (prytaneia), 42–44 (bouleuteria),

78–79 (dikasteria), 81, 85 (private houses). One exception is the prytaneion on
Siphnos (no. 519, Hdt. 3.57.3–4).
39 ML 93.3 (C5l) Xanthos (no. 943); Thuc. 2.71.2 Plataiai (no. 216); Migeotte

(1992) 69.9–21 (311–16) Kolophon (no. 848).
40 Thuc. 1.10.1–2; Heracl. Cret. 28; Aen. Tact. 10.15, 31.15. See the Index 25.
41 Heracl. Cret. 1, 28; Aen. Tact. 1.9, 3.5, 22.4; Frederiksen (2002). See Index 25.
42 Ehrenberg (1969) 28; still maintained in e.g. Welwei (1998) 14.

of the major sanctuaries were extra-urban and often sit-
uated right on the threshold to the territory, almost as a
demarcation of the territory.43 (b) As time went on, new
cities had their urban sanctuaries interspersed between the
habitation blocks and no longer erectedon the acropolis.44
Sanctuaries of Athena, Apollo and Aphrodite are typically
found inside the walls, whereas sanctuaries of Zeus, Deme-
ter,HeraandPoseidonareoftensituated in thehinterland.45
Correspondingly, festivals connected with the urban sanc-
tuaries were celebrated in the polis,46 whereas festivals for
the gods who had their temples in the countryside were
celebrated in the chora.47
All the remains of Archaic and Classical buildings show

that monumental architecture48 was sacred architecture,
and all written sources confirm that the archaeological
evidence presents a true, not a skewed, picture of what
monumental architecture was in the Archaic and Classical
Greek world. According to Thucydides (1.10.2) the edifices
to be admired by posterity are the temples. Again, when
the Athenians denounce the destruction of Athens during
the Persian invasion, it is the burning of the temples on the
Acropolis for which they seek retribution (Lycurg. 1.81; Plut.
Per. 17.1). Settingprestigious public against plain private ar-
chitecture, Demosthenes speaks of temples as opposed to
houses owned by the political leaders of the preceding cen-
tury (Dem. 3.25–26). And listing themonumental buildings
in Athens he mentions the Propylaia, the Parthenon, the
stoas and the docks but makes no reference to the Pnyx,
the bouleuterion, the dikasteria or the prytaneion (Dem.
22.76, cf. 23.207). Almost all poleis must have had at least
one monumental temple, and to have a temple can be seen
as a characteristic of a polis, although not one by which
a polis could be distinguished from other types of settle-

43 Polignac (1995) 21–25, 33–41. 44 Martin (1951) 253–55.
45 Schachter (1992). 46 Aen. Tact. 10.4. 47 Aen. Tact. 17.1.
48 Greek “monumental” buildings have the following characteristics: (1) they

are built by the public (the polis) and for public use (Coulton (1977) 17–18).
(2) They require an architect as opposed to a builder (ibid. 15–17). (3) They are
grander than necessary for their purpose: including the forecourt the bouleu-
terion atMiletus covered2,100m2 and the auditorium itself could accommodate
1,200–1,500 persons, but most councils had fewer than 500 members, and Mas-
salia and Kroton are exceptional in having had 600 (Strabo 4.1.5) and 1,000 (Val.
Max. 8.12.15. ext.1) respectively. (4) They are of finematerials and distinguished
workmanship: when the temple of Apollo at Delphi was rebuilt after the fire of
548, the Alkmaionidai paid for having marble substituted for limestone (Hdt.
5.62.3). (5) They are often embellished with ornaments, e.g., fluted columns
crowned by capitals, sculpturedmetopes and akroteria, etc. (6) They are expen-
sive and labour-intensive. Some types of public building for which architects
were often used were of ordinary local limestone, completely undecorated and
in no way larger than necessary. Nevertheless they must have been so costly
and so time-consuming to construct that by this criterion alone they deserve
to be called “monumental”. City walls (Arist. Pol. 1331a12) and theatres (Diod.
16.83.3) are obvious examples.
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ment. There was of course a world of di·erence between
many of the peripteral temples in the Greek homeland and
the simple temples in antis in many of the colonies in the
Pontic region. But there was a similar di·erence between
the fairly distinguished private houses in Miletos and the
dug-outs built by the colonists in Olbia.49
Re (c) As a centre of defence the polis was a town whose

walls could protect its inhabitants as well as the rest of the
population. Walls are an essential aspect of the polis, and
inside the walls was enough open space to accommodate
the rural population for as long as the enemy occupied and
pillaged the countryside.50 Protracted warfare might lead
to a siege of the polis and sometimes to its conquest, either
by being betrayed by insiders or by being stormed or by
being starved into surrender. Since military events loom
large in ancient historiography, the defence aspect of the
polis is particularly well attested in our literary sources. The
army was made up of the citizens each of whom owned his
own weapons, and, Sparta excepted, there were probably
no barracks and no arsenals before the Hellenistic period,
when mercenaries and professional standing armies were
gaining ground.51Coastal poleis usually had a harbour with
shipsheds for warships.52
Re (d) As an economic association the centre of the

polis was the agora,53 the epicentre was often a harbour,
and in sources dealing with the economy of the polis, the
agora and the limen are often juxtaposed.54 Every polis had
an agora,55 which in Archaic and early Classical towns
was just an open square marked o· with horoi.56 A polis
might have an emporion, i.e. a market reserved for for-
eign trade.57 In the Classical period all traces of the agora
as an assembly place have vanished, and the agora was

49 Tsetskhladze (1997) 46–47.
50 Thuc. 2.17.1; Aen. Tact. 1.9, 2.2, 2.7; Xen. Vect. 2.6.
51 Kromayer and Veith (1928) 125 n. 5.
52 In Ps.-Skylax no fewer than 77 settlements are described as π�λις κα9

λιµKν or <π�λις> κα9 λιµKν (i.e. π�λις implied) or π�λις @ποικ�α κα9 λιµKν or
π�λις mΕλλην�ς κα9 λιµKν. The evidence is listed in Flensted-Jensen and Hansen
(1996) 145. On shipsheds, see Blackman (1968).
53 Hdt. 1.153 (discussed in Hansen (1997) 61); Heracl. Cret. 28; Ar. Eq. 1009;

Eccl. 819; Arist. Ath. Pol. 51.3; Arist. Pol. 1278a25–26, Thebes (no. 221), 1321b12;
Dem. 21.22;,57.30–31; Hdt. 3.43.2; Lys. 1.8; Pl. Com. fr. 190; Pl. Apol. 17C; Resp.
371B–D; Theophr.Char . 6.10, 22.7; Thuc. 3.72–74, 8.95.4; Xen.Hell. 3.4.17; Symp.
4.41, 8.21; I.Cret. iv 72 col. 7.10–11 (C5f), Gortyns (no. 960); IG xii 9 189.34–
35 (C4s), Eretria (no. 370); Syll.3 344.95–97 (c.303), Teos (no. 868); Syll.3 354.6
(c.300), Ephesos (no. 844). See Kenzler (1999).
54 Thuc. 3.72.3; Dem. 1.22; Xen. Hiero 11.2; Theopomp. fr. 62; Pl. Resp. 425D;

Arist.Oec. 1346b19. TheMegarians excluded from theAthenian agora and limen:
Thuc.1.139.1, 1.144.2; Ephor. fr. 196.
55 Arist. Pol. 1321b13; ML 45 (10): the decree enforcing the use of Athenian

coins prescribes that a copy of the decree be set up in the agora in every allied
polis. See Kenzler (1999). 56 Ar. Ach. 719; IG i3 1087–90.
57 Arist. Pol. 1327a31; see Hansen (forthcoming).

now primarily the market-place. Shops and booths were
erected,58 many of a temporary nature.59 An agora was
often adorned with a stoa (see Index 25).60 Later and espe-
cially in poleis with a grid plan, the agora was flanked with
two61 or even three stoas,62 some of which were used for
shops.63
Re (e) As a centre of education and entertainment the

polis was the place where the schools for children were
found.64 The more advanced education of adults was often
connected with the gymnasia,65 which, however, were pri-
marily centres for sport and military training.66 In the Ar-
chaic and early Classical periods gymnasia were usually
placed outside thepolis,67but in the course of the lateClassi-
cal and Hellenistic periods the gymnasionwas moved inside
the walls68 and became perhaps the most important pub-
lic building69 housing what was now the most important
institution in the polis, viz. the ephebeia.
Of entertainments, often connected with the major reli-

gious festivals, the two most spectacular types were com-
petitions in sport, conducted in a palaistra,70 a stadion71
or a hippodromos,72 often connected with a gymnasion,73
and drama, performed in the theatre.74 In the Archaic
and early Classical periods both the gymnasion (with pa-
laistra, stadion and hippodromos)75 and the theatre76 were

whatsoever, but all three types of building were monu-
simple constructionswhich inmost poleishave left no traces

58 Aen. Tact. 30.1, 7; Migeotte (1992) 26–27 (311–306) Kolophon (no. 848).
59 Dem. 18.169.
60 Xen.Hell. 5.2.29 (Thebes). See Kuhn (1985).
61 Heracl. Cret. 23 (Anthedon). 62 Heracl. Cret. 28 (Chalkis).
63 IG xii.2 14; cf. SEG 26 878, 34 850 (C4s), Mytilene (no. 798); see Coulton

(1976) 10–11.
64 Thuc. 7.29.5, Mykalessos (no. 212); Hdt. 6.27.2, Chios (no. 840); Paus. 6.9.6

(r492), Astypalaia (no. 476).
65 Pl. Euthyd. 271C; Theophr. Char . 5.7.
66 Xen.Hell. 3.4.16–18; Ages. 1.26–27, Ephesos (no. 844).
67 Aen. Tact. 23.6; I.Cret. iv 64, Gortyns (no. 960); Heracl. Cret. 1, Athenai

(no. 361); Xen.Hell. 3.2.27, Elis (no. 251); Xen. Hell. 5.2.25, Thebai (no. 221).
68 Heracl. Cret. 28, Chalkis (no. 365); Arist.Oec. 1346b18, Byzantion (no. 674).
69 e.g. SEG 27 261 (gymnasiarchal law from Beroia C2); cf. Delorme (1960)

93–230.
70 See Sammelbuch i. 30 no. 355, a fourth-century inscription from Naukratis

(no. 1023) in which two named persons dedicate a palaistra to Apollon.
71 Alexis fr. 272. See Index 25.
72 A hippodrome is attested already in Hom. Il. 23.330, but not again until

C4: Aeschin. 3.88, Tamynai; Dem. 47.53, 76; Xen. Hipp. 3.1.5, Athens (no. 361);
Xen.Hell. 3.4.16, Ephesos (no. 844); Xen. Hell. 6.5.30, Sparta (no. 345); Pl.Criti.
117C (Atlantis). 73 Ant. 3.β.3.
74 Theoldest attestations of theatres inGreek literature areHdt. 6.67.3, Sparta

(no. 345) and Thuc. 8.93.1 (Mounichia in Peiraieus).
75 M•uller-Wiener (1988) 166–68.
76 The only known Archaic theatres are those in Metapontion (no. 61):

phase I: C7l; phase II: C6m; phase III: 500–475, and in Thorikos (phase I:
525–480). C5 theatres have been found in Argos (no. 347); Athenai (no. 361),
Chaironeia (no. 201), Ikarion, Isthmia, Corinth (no. 227) and Syrakousai (no.
47). See Frederiksen (2002).
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mentalised in the course of the late fifth and fourth cen-
turies.
Summing up, how did the polis change between c.600

and c.320? A circuit of walls became an almost indispens-
able part of the polis, and one which in Aristotle’s opinion
was a major adornment of the city. Apart from the defence
circuit, temples were virtually the only type of monumen-
tal architecture worth mentioning down to the end of the
Archaic period. Theatres with a stone koilon began to be
constructed in the fifth centuryonly and, with a fewnotable
exceptions, political architecture was not monumentalised
until the Hellenistic Age. Remains of gymnasia, stadia and
hippodromes tell the same story. They are conspicuous
by their absence until the late fifth century, but became

impressive monumental buildings during the Hellenistic
period. From an architectural point of view, however, the
most dramatic change of the polis seems to have been in
the layout and construction of private houses. A growing
number of poleis were organised in accordancewith a rect-
angular street plan, but even more important is that the
rectangular blocks framed by the streets were subdivided
into lots of equal size, mostly eight or ten or twelve lots
per block, and the houses constructed on the lots were also
standardised; they were a kind of ancient terrace houses. A
crucial problem is to what extent and how the town plan-
ning was organised by the polis in the sense of a political
community; but that is a problem which has to be further
investigated.
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Coins as Evidence for Polis Identity

In the Hellenic world in the Archaic and Classical periods
most coins were struck by poleis (see Index 26). How do we
know? (a) In thewrittensources there are general statements
that striking coins was one of the tasks incumbent on a polis
(Pl. Resp. 371B; Arist.Mag. mor. 1194a18–25). (b) From other
sources we obtain information about mints of individual
communities explicitly attested as poleis (Dem. 24.212–14,
Athens; IG xii.2 1 (C5s),Mytilene and Phokaia; Syll.3 218.14–
15 (C4f), Olbia). (c) The majority of all Greek coins of the
Archaic and Classical periods can be ascribed to commu-
nities which in contemporary written sources are explicitly
called poleis, e.g. the C5s silver drachms from Taras in-
scribed ΤΑΡΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ compared with Thuc. 6.44.2: τ&ν
π�λεων . . . Τ�ραντος (infra 299, 302). Taras is a straightfor-
ward example; there are many like it, but it may be di¶cult
and sometimes even impossible to ascribe a coinage to a
known community or to identify this community as a polis.
Initially we shall set aside the anepigraphic coins and

concentrate on those which carry a legend.1 Legends on
Archaic and Classical Greek coins fall into the following
groups: (a) an ethnic usually in the genitive plural, some-
times in the nominative singular; (b) the ktetic form of the
ethnic, usually in the neuter singular; (c) a toponym either
in the genitive or in the nominative; (d) the name of a per-
son; (e) the name of a god or a hero, usually together with a
representationof the divinity in question; (f) symbols indi-
cating date or denomination; (g)miscellaneous other terms
conveying a message to the user of the coin. The legends
may be spelled out, but often they are abbreviated, and the
di·erent types can be illustrated as follows.
Re (a) Examples of the ethnic in the genitive plural are

ΑΙΝΙΑΝΩΝ, C4f (Head, HN 2 291); ΑΜΟ(ΡΓΙΩΝ), C4l
(Head, HN 2 481); ΒΟΙΩΤΩΝ, c.338–315 (Head, HN 2 352);
ΕΥΒΟΙ(ΕΩΝ),C4f (Head,HN 2 362);ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ, c.400
(Head, HN 2 134); ΚΝΩΣΙΩΝ, C4f (Head, HN 2 461); ΝΑ-
ΓΙ∆ΕΩΝ, C5l (Head, HN 2 725); ΝΕΑΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ (Rut-
ter,HN 3 70); ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΙΩΝ, C4f (Head,HN 2 454); ΦΩ-
ΚΕΩΝ, C4m (Head,HN 2 339);ΧΑΛΚΙ∆ΕΩΝ (in Thrace),
C4f (Head,HN 2 209).Nominative singular forms areΝΕΑ-

1 For a full study, see Guarducci (1969) 615–705; (1974) 530–39.

ΠΟΛΙΤΗΣ (Rutter,HN 3 68);ΡΗΓΙΝΟΣ, orΡΕΓΙΝΗ, or
ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ, C5l-C4e (Head,HN 3 187–91). For anoccasional
nominative plural form, see ΡΟ∆ΙΟΙ (Babelon, Trait‹e ii.2
1015).
Re (b) Examples of the ktetic form of the ethnic are

ΑΡΚΑ∆ΙΚΟΝ, C5 (Head, HN 2 448); ΟΛΥΝΠΙΚΟΝ, C5e
(Head, HN 2 420); ∆ΕΡΡΟΝΙΚΟΝ or ∆ΕΡΡΟΝΙΚΟΣ
(Makedonian tribe), C5e (Head, HN 2 202); ΘΕΣΠΙΚΟΝ,
C4f (Head,HN 2 354);ΝΑΓΙ∆ΙΚΟΝ, C5l (Head,HN 2 725),
cf. Babelon, Trait‹e ii.1 890–95;ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΟΝ (Rutter,
HN 3 68).
Re (c) Examples of the toponym in nominative or gen-

itive are ΑΚΡΑΓΑΣ or ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΟΣ, C6s-C5f (Head,
HN 2 120); ∆ΙΚΑΙΑ (in Thrace), C5m (Head, HN 2 252);
ΖΑΚΥΝΘΟΣ, C5s-C4f (Head, HN 2 429); ΛΑΚΥ∆ΩΝ (in
France), C4 (Head,HN 2 6);ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΣ (Rutter,HN 368);
ΡΕΓΙΟΝ, C5e (HN 3 187).
Re (d) A personal name, either in the nominative, or in

the genitive, or in a prepositional phrase, ismostly the name
of a mint o¶cial, often abbreviated.Occasionally it may be
the name of the engraver. In other cases it is the name
of a ruler or a general or a mercenary leader. Examples
are ΕΠΙ ∆ΕΜΟΚΡΙΤΟ on C5s coins from Abdera (Head,
HN 2 254), a mint o¶cial who is perhaps identical with
the pre-Socratic philosopher Demokritos of Abdera. For
names of engravers, see ΕΥΑΙΝΕΤΟ on some Syracusan
coins of C5f (Guarducci (1974) 532). Inmost cases names of
mint o¶cials and engravers are easily distinguished from
names of rulers and mercenary leaders. Examples of such
namesare obv.ΘΕΜΙΣΤΟΚΛΕΟΣ, rev.ΜΑonC5f coinsof
Magnesia on theMaiandros struck by Themistokles in exile
(Head,HN 2 581);ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΑ and ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ on coins
struck by King Pausanias of Makedonia in 390–389 and by
Philip II in 360–336 (Head, HN 2 221–22); ΜΑΥΣΣΩΛΛΟ
on coins struck by Mausolos in 377–353 (Head, HN 2 629);
obv. ΦΩΚΕΩΝ, rev. ΟΝΥΜΑΡΧΟΥ or ΦΑΛΑΙΚΟΥ on
coins struck by these Phokian generals during the Third
Sacred War (Head, HN 2 339); rev. ∆ΙΩΝΟΣ and ΖΑ on
coins perhaps struck by Dion of Syracuse on Zakynthos
preparing his campaign against Dionysios II of Syracuse in
357 (Head,HN 2 430).
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Re (e) Names of gods or heroes are often added to a
picture of the divinity to ensure identification. On some
C4 coins of Herakleia in Loukania we find ΑΘΑΝΑ with
head of Athena in Corinthian helmet (Head, HN 2 72).
On C4 coins of Larisa is the legend ΑΛΕΥΑ with the
head of Aleuas, the eponymous ancestor of the Aleuadai
(Head,HN 2 299). Sometimes it is amatter of interpretation
whether a name is the name of a god or a toponym. The
legend ΑΚΡΑΓΑΣ alongside the head of young Akragas
on some C4 bronze coins must be the name of the river-
god (Head,HN 2 123); butΑΚΡΑΓΑΣ orΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΟΣ
together with the eagle must designate the homonymous
town (Head,HN 2 123), and that shows, once again, that the
toponym of a town was often used synonymously with the
city-ethnic to denote the political community and not just
its urban centre (supra 56).
Re (f) Examples of denominations are ΤΤΤ = tritetarte-

morion, Η =hemiobol on coins of Kranioi on Kephallenia
from c.400 (Head, HN 2 427); ΟΒΟΛΟΣ on C5–C4 coins
of Metapontion (Rutter,HN 3 1639–40). Rare examples of a
date on a coin are all later than the Classical period.
Re (g) Various other legends include, e.g., ΟΙΚΙΣΤΑΣ

(C4s), referring to Herakles as the founder of the polis of
Kroton (Head,HN 2 98);∆ΑΜΟΚΡΑΤΙΑΣ (C4), referring
to the constitution of the island of Telos (Head, HN 2 642);
ΣΥΝ(ΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ), referring to an alliance of anti-Spartan
poleis 394–386 (Kraay (1976) 248).
Moving from a survey of the di·erent kinds of legend

to a survey of the communities which had a mint, we can
establish the following list of authorities attested as striking
coins: (1) poleis, (2) ethne, sub-ethne and islanders inhabit-
ing multipolate islands, (3) federations, (4) amphiktyonies,
(5) alliances, (6) rulers, (7) generals and mercenary leaders,
and (8) sanctuaries.2 All the examples adduced above be-
long in one of these categories. Some may be placed in two
of the categories simultaneously.
Re(1) Attestedpoleis among the examples adduced above

are Akragas, Dikaia, Katane, Knosos, Nagidos, Neapolis,
Stymphalos, Rhegion, Thespiai and Zakynthos (amonopo-
late island).
Re (2) The Ainians were an ethnos living to the south of

Thessaly, and the Parrhasians an Arkadian sub-ethnos; the

2 That coins could be struck by a phrourion depends on an unconvincing
identification of the C5 coins inscribed ΣΤΙΕΛΑΝΑΙΟ(Ν) with Στ2ελλα clas-
sified as a φρο2ριονby Steph. Byz. 588.7; see Stielanaioi (no. 46). Even accepting
the identification, it must be added that phrourioncould be used synonymously
with polis, see Thuc. 8.62.3, where both terms are applied to Sestos (no. 672);
cf. Nielsen (2002).

Euboians and the Amorgians were inhabitants of a multi-
polate island.
Re (3) In C5l-C4e the Boiotians, the Phokians and the

Chalkidians in Thrace were organised as confederations. It
should be noted that ethnic groups (2) can only be dis-
tinguished from federations (3) when we have external
evidence about the political organisation of the commu-
nity in question. Thus, the C5 triobols and obols inscribed
ΑΡΚΑ∆ΙΚΟΝ may testify to a certain co-operation be-
tween the various Arkadian communities, but an Arkadian
Federation was set up only after the battle of Leuktra in
371 (Nielsen (1996)). TheΑΡΚΑ∆ΙΚΟΝ triobols and obols
may have been a festival coinage connected with the Pa-
narkadian Games in honour of Zeus Lykaios, or a coinage
issued by Tegea. In the first case it also belongs in group (8)
infra, in the second case also in group (1) supra.
Re (4) The coins inscribed ΑΜΦΙΚΤΥΟΝΩΝ were

struck, probably inDelphi, by the council of the Amphikty-
onic League in the years after the Third SacredWar (Head,
HN 2 342).
Re (5) A number of coins from the Propontic region

and the coast of Asia Minor have obv. the child Herakles
strangling two snakes; legend: ΣΥΝ, an abbreviated form
of either ΣΥΝΜΑΧΩΝ or ΣΥΝΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ. On the re-
verse are the types and legends of the members of the al-
liance. They were struck either in 404 (Ashton (1993) 9)
or, rather, in the years 394–386 by an anti-Spartan alliance
of Greek poleis (Kraay (1976) 248). The common obverse
shows that they were alliance coins, the di·erent reverses
that they were struck by a number of communities, all at-
tested as poleis in other sources, viz. Byzantion, Ephesos,
Iasos, Knidos, Kyzikos, Rhodos and Samos. For a Sicilian
ΣΥΜΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ coinage connected with Timoleon, see
infra 148.
Re (6–7) Pausanias and Philip II were kings, Themis-

tokles and Mausolos were satraps, Onomarchos, Phalaikos
and Dion were generals and mercenary leaders. The coins
issued by the kings of Makedonia were common to all the
poleis and regions over which the king ruled. And the coins
of Onomarchos and Phalaikos were legal tender in all the
Phokian poleis. But the coins struck by Themistokles have
on the reverseΜΑ, which indicates that it was also a polis
coinage, viz. of Magnesia.
Re (8) The staters with the legend ΟΛΥΝΠΙΚΟΝ were

probably struck in C6l-C5e for use at the Olympic Games
(Babelon, Trait‹e ii.1 887–90). C4s coins inscribed ΕΚ ∆Ι-
∆ΥΜΩΝ ΙΕΡΗ were issues of the sanctuary of Apollo at
Didyma in the territory of Miletos (Head, HN 2 585). The
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issuing authorities may have been Elis and Miletos, respec-
tively, cf. infra 498 and 1083.
Is it possible to isolate coins struck by poleis from coins

struck by ethne, or multipolate islands, or federations, or
amphictyonies, or rulers, or mercenary leaders, or sanctu-
aries? This question can be answered in the a¶rmative if
we take a closer look at the coins inscribed with ethnics.
As pointed out 59 supra, we can distinguish between three
di·erent types of ethnic: (1) regional ethnics (ethnics de-
noting, in the singular, a person and, in the plural, a people
inhabiting a region), (2) city-ethnics (ethnics denoting, in
the singular, a person and, in the plural, a people inhabit-
ing a polis and its hinterland), and (3) sub-ethnics (ethnics
denoting, in the singular, a member of a civic subdivision
and, in the plural, the members of a civic subdivision, be it
a phyle or a phratria, or a patra, or a hekatostys, or a kome,
or a demos).
First, not one single coin of the Archaic and Classical

periods is inscribed with a sub-ethnic, such as the Hylleis
of a Doric community, or a gentilician group ending in
-�δαι, be it a phratria or a patra or some other group. Nor
is any demos or kome attested as having its sub-ethnic on a
coin. In the older numismatic literature, including Head’s
HN , there are a four examples of coins allegedly struck by a
civic subdivision and inscribed with a sub-ethnic. But one
of the examples was later discarded as a misinterpretation,
another is a puzzle to which there is no answer yet, and in
the two remaining cases the issuing authority was in fact
not a civic subdivision but a polis.
(1) Under cities of Lesbos, Head, HN 2 559 lists a bronze

coin of C4l: obv. head of Athena, rev. female head with
sphendone, legend: ΑΙΓΙ. Head notes that, according to
Strabo 12.2.2, Aigeiros was a κ�µη betweenMethymna and
Mytilene. The coin has no known provenance, and Mason
(1993) 243 comments that “the supposed coins of Aigeiros
are, we suppose, a phantom . . . consisting of a single bronze
with the inscription ΑΙΓΙ, which could just as easily be
assigned to Aigeira in Achaia, Aigina or Aigion”. Thus, we
do not have to assume that ΑΙΓΙ is an abbreviated form of
a sub-ethnic denoting a kome.
(2) Some rare billon coins of C5f have with good reason

been assigned to Lesbos. They are inscribed ΚΙΘΙ (Head,
HN 2 560, infra 1018). Yet no attested Lesbian toponym fits
this legend. The coins may have been struck by a Lesbian
polis which disappeared in C5f and has not left any other
trace. In any case, there is no evidence that the coins were
minted by any Lesbian second-order settlement weknowof.
(3) A C4–C3 issue of bronze coins has obv. Triptole-

mos in winged car drawn by snakes, rev. pig standing on
Eleusinian bakchos; legend: ΕΛΕΥΣΙ and, on one coin,
ΑΘΕ (Head, HN 2 391; SNG Cop. Attica 414–19). According
toKroll andWalker (1993) 26–28 the legend is not an abbre-
viated form of the sub-ethnic ΕΛΕΥΣΙ(ΝΙΩΝ) but of the
ktetikonΕΛΕΥΣΙ(ΝΙΑΚΟΝ), and the coin inscribedΑΘΕ
reveals that they were struck by the Athenian mint for the
festival of the Mysteries, not by the Eleusinians.
(4) The Salaminians on the island of Salamis struck

bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. female head (nymph Sa-
lamis?), rev. “Boiotian” shield and sword in sheath with
strap (shield of Aias?); legend: ΣΑΛΑ. The beginning of
this coinage is now dated c.400 (Kroll and Walker (1993)
215). The legend is probably the abbreviated form of the
ethnic Σαλα(µιν�ων), indicating that the coins were struck
on Salamis by the Salaminians, but Σαλαµ�νιος is not a
demotikon, or another form of a sub-ethnic. Salamis is ex-
plicitly classified as a polis in Ps.-Skylax 57, and accordingly
the adjective is a city-ethnic, not a sub-ethnic.
The inference is that all ethnics on coins, including ktetic

forms, must be either regional ethnics or city-ethnics. As
explained above, these two types of ethnic are inmost cases
easily distinguishable,3 and we can therefore establish a
list of 420 Archaic and/or Classical mints issuing coins in-
scribed with city-ethnics.4 These 420 mints constitute the
bulk of the material. The remaining twenty-three mints
recorded in Index 26 struck exclusively anepigraphic coins
(eightmints), or coins inscribed with a toponymonly (four

3 A list of Archaic and Classical coins inscribed with regional or sub-regional
ethnics or names of multipolate islands includes Achaians C4f (ΑΧΑΙΩΝ,
Head, HN 2 416); Ainians, C4f (ΑΙΝΙΑΝΩΝ, Head, HN 2 291); Akarnanians,
C4 (ΑΚ, Head, HN 2 333); Amorgioi, C4l (ΑΜΟ, Head, HN 2 481); Arkadians,
C5 (ΑΡΚΑ∆ΙΚΟΝ, Head, HN 2 444); Bisaltians, C5f (ΒΙΣΑΛΤΙΚΩΝ, Head,
HN 2 200); Boiotians, C5–C4 (ΒΟΙΩΤΩΝ, Head, HN 2 348, 352); Bottiaians,
C5l–C4e (ΒΟΤΤΙΑΙΩΝ· Head, HN 2 213); Chalkidians, C4f (ΧΑΛΚΙ∆ΕΩΝ,
Head, HN 2 209); Derrones, C5f (∆ΕΡΡΡΟΝΙΚΟΣ, Head, HN 2 202); Edo-
nians, C5f (Η∆ΟΝΕΩΝ, Head,HN 2 201); Euboians, C4f (ΕΥΒΟΙ(ΕΩΝ),Head,
HN 2 362); Koans, C6–C5 (ΚΩΣ, ΚΩΙΝ, Head, HN 2 632); Lemnians, C4m
(ΛΗΜΝΙ, Head, HN 2 262); Lesbians, C5s (ΛΕΣ, Head, HN 2 558); Lesbians/
Aiolians, C4s (ΑΙΟΛΕ, Head,HN 2 559); East Lokrians, C4s (ΛΟΚΡΩΝ ΥΠΟΚ
or ΕΠΙΚΝΑ, Head, HN 2 336); Molossians, C4m (ΜΟΛΟΣΣΩΝ, Head, HN 2
321); Parrhasians, C5s (ΠΑΡ, Head, HN 2 451); Peparethians, C4m (ΠΕΠΑ,
Head, HN 2 313); Perrhaibians, C4 ((Π)ΕΡΡΑΙΒΩΝ, Head, HN 2 304); Pet-
thalians, C4m (ΠΕΤΘΑΛΩΝ, Head, HN 2 304); Phokians, C6–C5 (ΦΟΚΙ,
Head, HN 2 338).
4 In 267 cases the ethnikon (or ktetikon) is spelled out or, if abbreviated,

there is no doubt that it is an abbreviation of the ethnic. In 153 cases the
legend is abbreviated is such a way that the full form may have been either the
toponym or the city-ethnic. In most cases it is undoubtedly the city-ethnic that
is abbreviated, but even if it is the toponym, that does not make any di·erence
in relation to the identification of the mint as belonging to a polis: in so far
as the toponym denotes an urban settlement, it indicates polis status of the
community in question as much as the city-ethnic derived from the toponym;
cf. infra.
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mints), or a regional ethnic (threemints), or the name of a
ruler (six mints), or the name of a god (two mints).
Most of the anepigraphic coins are Archaic or early Clas-

sical and can be ascribed to communities which later in the
Classical period struck coins with similar types but now
with legends in addition to the types. In Index 26 there
are no more than eight mints of the Archaic and Classi-
cal periods known exclusively from anepigraphic coins.5 In
these cases it is the iconography or the provenance that
make the identification of such coins possible. Such iden-
tifications are admittedly problematic, and it is important
to point out that none of the communities in question has
been included in this inventory on the sole authority of the
anepigraphic coins ascribed to the community.
Twenty-one mints struck coins inscribed with toponyms

(see Index 26).6Most of these coins come frommintswhich
used the city-ethnic alternatingwith the toponym.But there
are four mints from which the surviving coins are inscribed
with a toponym only. Two of these cities are classified as
poleis in other Classical sources,7 and there is supporting
evidence that the two others were poleis as well.8 There
is in fact only one attestation of coins inscribed with a
toponym denoting what is otherwise known as a second-
order settlement, e.g. a large village or a harbour town:
some C4 obols have obv. horned (?) youthful male head,
legend: ΛΑΚΥ∆ΩΝ, rev. wheel (Head, HN 2 6). Λακ2δων
was the port of Massalia (Eust. Comm. in Dionys. Per. 75;
Pomp. 2.77), and there is no evidence to show that it was
ever a polis.9 These coins may be evidence of a mint run
by a second-order settlement, but other coins with similar
types have on their reverse the legendΜΑ. As pointed out
in Roscher (1894–97) 1813, Λακ2δων is not a toponym but
the name of a divinity: the harbour ofMassalia personified.
The presumption is that the coins were struck by the polis
of Massalia, just as the Eleusinian coins were struck by
Athens (supra). Thus, all coins inscribed with a toponym

5 Anaphe (no. 474), Andros (no. 475); Aphrodosias (no. 1005), Eion (no.
631), Hyampolis (no. 182), Kythnos (no. 501), Phasis (no. 711), Seriphos (no.
517). Note that 4 of the 8 are Kykladic islands.
6 Akragas (no. 9), Katane (no. 30), Selinous (no. 44), Tyndaris (no. 49),

Zankle/Messana (no. 51), Kyme (no. 57), Metapontion (no. 61), Neapolis (no.
63), Pandosia (no. 64), Pyxous (no. 67), Taras (no. 71), Zakynthos (no. 141),
Imbros (no. 483), Kos (no. 497), Aineia (no. 557), Dikaia (no. 568), Dikaia
(no. 643), Herakleia (no. 715), Kromna (no. 723), Iolla (no. 812), Gortyns (no.
960). It is worth noting that almost all are colonies and that there is a heavy
concentration in Sicily and Italy.
7 Dikaia (no. 643) and Herakleia (no. 715).
8 Pyxous (no. 67) is retrospectively classified as a polis by Diodoros; Kromna

(no. 723) for which the city-ethnic is attested in a C4m treaty between Sinope
and Herakleia which the Kromnitans are allowed to join if they so wish.
9 Cf., by contrast, the coins issued by Naulochon (no. 857), the port of Priene.

denoting an urban centre were probably struck by poleis in
the political as well as in the urban sense.10
In addition to the coins inscribedwith a city-ethnic, some

coins inscribed with a regional ethnic alone, and some in-
scribed with a regional ethnic and a city-ethnic combined
were probably struck by poleis.
Some Arkadian staters of C4f are an example of the first

category. The types are obv. Pan, rev. Zeus Lykaios with
the legend ΑΡΚ in monogram and, on some,ΠΟ and ΘΕ.
These types are identical with those used in the Hellenis-
tic Age by Megalopolis and inscribed ΜΕΓ. Furthermore
ΠΟ and ΘΕ are presumably abbreviations of the names
Possikrates and Theoxenos, two of the ten oikistai of Mega-
lopolis. The generally acceptedview is that these coins were
issued by Megalopolis (no. 282) rather than by the new
Arkadian Federation (Head, HN 2 445). The other two ex-
amples which are relevant in this context are the Eretrian
coins (no. 370) inscribed with the name of the island ΕΥ-
ΒΟΙ and some Pontic coins of c.400 inscribed with the
regional ethnic ΣΙΝ∆ΩΝ. It is usually believed that the is-
suing authority in this case was not the Sindian tribe, but
the polis Gorgippia (no. 696).
An example of the second category are some Boiotian

coins of C5f which have obv. ΤΑ in the openings of a Boi-
otian shield and rev. ΒΟΙ in a wheel of four spokes. The
presumption is that these coins were struck by Tanagra (no.
220) in the period after the Persian War when Thebes was
disgraced and the leadership of the Boiotian poleis passed
to Tanagra. But the obv. legend indicates that these coins
were a polis issue of Tanagra as well.
On coins from six of the mints included in Index 26,

the only legend is the name of the ruler of the polis in
question, which seems unproblematic,11 and in two cases,
both communities lying along the Adriatic coast, the only
inscription on the coins is the name of a divinity.12
After this presentation of the material we want to focus

on the coins inscribed with city-ethnic or toponym. For
the sake of argument, let us disregard the few anepigraphic
coins as well as those inscribed with a regional ethnic only
or the name of a ruler or a divinity. We are then left with
424 mints that struck coins with a city-ethnic and/or a
toponym denoting an urban centre. Of these, 261 are mints

10 Pace Gauthier (1975) 166, who argues that a toponym would denote the
town, not the state.For the use of a toponym to denote the political community,
see 56 supra.
11 Nikonion in thePontic region (no. 688) and 5 poleis on Kypros: Amathous

(no. 1012), Idalion (no. 1013), Lapethos (no. 1017), Salamis (no. 1020), and Soloi
(no. 1021).
12 Apollonia (no. 77) and Issa (no. 81), both explicitly attested as poleis in

other sources.
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of communities which are explicitly attested as poleis in
other sources (poleis type A). A further 122 are not called
poleis in our sources, but they are communities for which
we have other evidence indicating that they were in fact
poleis (poleis type [A]B and B). The presumption is that
the remaining thirty-seven were poleis for which coins are
the principal or the only evidence of polis status (poleis
type C).13 In none of these thirty-seven cases is there any
evidence indicating that they were not poleis.
To conclude: coins are an extremely valuable type of evi-

dence whenever the problem is to distinguish poleis from
demoi or komai or phylai or other types of civic subdivi-
sion. The problem with the numismatic evidence is how to
distinguish polis issues from issues struck by communities
above polis level: ethne, federations, kings and tyrants rul-
ing a plurality of poleis, etc. Here, however, the distinction
between regional ethnics and city-ethnics o·ers an almost
infallible guide-line, if we restrict the investigation to coins
with city-ethnics. All such coins seem to have been struck
by poleis.
To strike coins inscribed with city-ethnics was a sign of

polis status, but not of independence. Poleis which were
members of a federation could have a mint alongside the
federal mint;14 or coins were struck whose legends com-
bined the regional ethnic, signifying the federation, with
an abbreviated form of the city-ethnic, signifying the polis
in question.15 Dependent members of a hegemonic league
struck coins in the name of their polis.16 Corinthian co-
lonies, though still dependent on their metropolis, struck
staters combining the Corinthian Pegasos with a legend
signifying the colony.17 Some Athenian klerouchies had
a mint.18 Many poleis subjected to the king of Persia is-
sued their own coins.19 Even though Philip II came to rule

13 The majority of these are border communities in which the striking of
coins in C4 is the first clear sign of Hellenisation. There are 17 such poleis
type C in Sicily and 6 in Aiolis. Those in Sicily are: Akrai (no. 10), Alontion
(no. 12), Galaria (no. 16), Herbessos (no. 22), Hippana (no. 25), Imachara (no.
26), Kentoripe (no. 31), Kephaloidion (no. 32), Longane (no. 35), Morgantina
(no. 37), Mytistratos (no. 39), Nakone (no. 40), Petra (no. 42), Piakos (no.
43), Sileraioi (no. 45), Stielanaioi (no. 46), Tyrrhenoi (no. 50). Those in Aiolis
are Boione (no. 805), Chalkis (no. 806), Gambrion (no. 808), Iolla (no. 812),
Perperene (no. 829), Tisna (no. 835).
14 e.g. Haliartos (no. 206); cf. Hansen (1995) 63, additional note.
15 Coins of the Phokian poleis Antikyra (no. 173). Elateia (no. 180), Ledon

(no. 184) and Lilaia (no. 185) (Head HN 2 339).
16 In the Classical period East Lokris was presumably a hegemonic league

dominated by Opous (no. 386) (Nielsen (2000) 118–19). But coins were struck
by at least 2 and probably 3 of the dependent members: Larymna (no. 383),
Skarpheia (no. 387), and Thronion (no. 388).
17 Head, HN 2 406–7.
18 Myrina (no. 502) and Hephaistia (no. 503) on Lemnos, Imbros (no. 483)

and Salamis (no. 363); cf. Martin (1995) 272–3.
19 Cf. all the C4 mints attested in Troas, Aiolis, Ionia and Karia.

Thessaly in 344/3, he did not suppress the civic coinage of
Larisa.20 The Athenian coinage decree of C5s is the only
known case in which a hegemonic polis interferedwith the
right of its dependent poleis to strike coins.
A di·erent problem tobe taken into account is that coins

struck by a polis were not necessarily struck by a Hellenic
polis. Many barbarian communities learnt to strike coins
from the Greeks, they imitated the Greek types, and might
also provide their coins with Greek legends.21 This legend
was one sign of Hellenisation, but if it is the only informa-
tion we have, it is a moot point whether such communities
deserve to be included among the Hellenic poleis. In Sicily,
for example, there was a rapid Hellenisation of indigenous
communities in C4s in the wake of Timoleon’s campaigns,
and for many communities, coins with Greek types and
legends are the best evidencewe have; see n. 13 supra.
How many of the Hellenic poleis struck coins in the Ar-

chaic and/or Classical periods? Of all the 1,035 poleis in-
cluded in this Inventory, a mint is attested for no more than
444, i.e. for fewer than half the poleis we know of. But, as
usual, our sources are poor. It is, we think, an educated
guess that the present survival rate of ancient Greek coins
is less than one in a thousand and perhaps no more than
one in tens of thousand,22 and of these fewer than half, we
guess, have beenpublished.Numerousmints are attested by
a handful of coins only.23 Sometimesa polismint was in op-
eration for a short time and had a fairly small output, which
indicates that scores of mints, especially small mints, are
probably unattested in the available material. Conversely,
we have coins struck by unidentified communities, many
of them probably poleis, which have left no other evidence
of their existence.24 There can be little doubt that the list

20 Martin (1985) 41–59, esp. 54.
21 Barbarian poleis that struck Greek coins include, e.g., Solous in Sicily

(Head, HN 2 170), Damastion in Illyria (Head, HN 2 318), Selge in Pamphylia
and Tarsos in Kilikia; see infra 1213–14. The Lykian towns struck coins with
Greek types but indigenous legends, see infra 1139.
22 Of the Athenian gold coins struck in 407 less than 1 in 3,000 are known

today (Kraay (1976) 68–69). Of the staters, drachms and hemidrachms struck
in Delphi in C4m by the Amphiktyonic League c.1 in 10,000 are known today
(Kinns (1983)).
23 Mints attested by 1, 2 or 3 preserved coins include Alopekonnesos (no.

659), Dion (no. 569), Euromos (no. 885), Galepsos (no.631), Imachara (no. 26),
Kytaion (no. 969), Larymna (no. 383), Nisyros (no. 508), Palairos (no. 131),
Phagres (no. 636), Phytaioi (no. 1035), Posideion (no. 1022), Skapsai (no. 608),
Trachis (no. 432).
24 In this context a few examples will su¶ce: from southern Italy we have

several unidentified issues of C6l: incuse coins inscribed ΑΜΙ (Rutter HN 3
1356–7), some rare coins inscribed ΣΟ (Rutter HN 3 1728), and three pieces
inscribed ΠΑΛ or ΜΟΛ (Rutter HN 3 1105–6). Among the Boiotian coins of
C4f, all with the Boiotian shield on the obverse, most can be assigned to well-
known Boiotian poleis, but some have legends which do not fit any of the
Boiotian communities we know of, viz. ∆Ι or ΛΟ/ΛΩ or ΗΙ (Head (1881) 57–
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of Archaic and Classical poleis with a mint will grow in
the future, partly by the discovery of new coins and partly
by a careful inspection of the thousands of catalogues of
coin auctions in which one can find information about a
seven-digit number of ancient Greek coins in unpublished
private collections.25
Even if it canbe presumed that full sourceswould provide

us with evidence of another three-digit number of polis
mints, there can be no denying that far from all poleis had
a mint. Sometimes two poleis shared a mint,26 and often a

58). From the Pontic regions are some rare silver and bronze coins of C5–C4
with the legend ΤΑΜ (infra 930). There are the staters with 3 dolphins and the
legend ΠΟΣ once assigned to Karpathos but now left without identification
(Cahn (1957)); and the anepigraphic coins with warrior (obv.) and lyre (rev.),
once assigned to Kalymna, have su·ered the same fate (Wartenberg (1998)).
From AsiaMinor there are C6–C5 lion staters inscribed ΟΥΛ (Head,HN 2 585),
and bronze coins with Apollo on both sides and the rev. legend ΣΚΑ (Head,
HN 2 548; infra 1002), etc. In all probability many of the unidentified coins were
struck by Greek poleis which, so far, have left no other trace of their existence
but would have been recorded in our inventory if we had had better sources.

25 Of the coins struck by the Roman emperor Pescennius Niger (193–94 ad)
some 1,100 are known today. C.250 are in museums and published private col-
lections, but no fewer than 850 other coins have been found and identified by
inspection of numismatic auction catalogues, of which the Fitzwilliam Mu-
seum in Cambridge now possesses a spectacular collection of over 32,000 items
(information provided by T. V. Buttrey).
26 Adranon and Piakos (nos. 6 and 43), Leontinoi and Katane (nos. 33 and

30), Lipara and Mytistratos (nos. 34 and 39), Kyme and Neapolis (57 and 63),
Siris and Pyxous (nos. 69 and 67), Lamia and Trachis? (nos. 431 and 432),
Lampsakos and Ilion (nos. 748 and 779), Mytilene and Phokaia (nos. 798 and
859), Gortyns and Phaistos (nos. 960 and 980), Kyrene and Euesperides (nos.
1028 and 1026), Barke and Taucheira (nos. 1025 and 1029).

polis was satisfied with using the coins struck by its neigh-
bours.27 To have a mint was not a sine qua non for being
a polis, but it was nevertheless one of the activities typi-
cally performed by a polis. When discussing the evidence
we have for establishing polis status, it is illuminating to
juxtapose coins and walls: far from all poleis struck coins,
but to have a mint is a good indication of polis status.
Not every polis had a defence circuit, but to have one is
an indication of polis status. The evidence of the coins en-
ables us to separate poleis from civic subdivisions which
never had a mint. On the other hand, coins were also
struck by tribal communities and by organisations com-
prising a number of poleis, or a number of citizens from
di·erent poleis, and it requires a careful analysis to dis-
tinguish between coins struck by poleis and coins struck
by larger units. The evidence of defence circuits enables
us to separate poleis (which had an urban centre) from
tribal communities and larger organisations such as feder-
ations and leagues. On the other hand, many second-order
settlements had defence circuits, and it requires a careful
analysis to distinguish between walls surrounding a polis
and walls surrounding smaller units such as villages or har-
bours.

27 Cf. IG xii 7.67.55: Arkesine uses coins struck by Athens or Alexander. See
Martin (1995) 277.
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Colonies and Indigenous Hellenised Communities

Most accounts of the history ofGreece in the Archaic period
highlight an opposition between self-grown poleis inHellas
(or Greece) as against emigrant polities founded outside
Hellas and mostly in the Archaic period c.750–500.1 Most
of the colonies, called apoikiai,2 were independent poleis;
some were just trading stations (emporia). This picture of
the Greek world is not wrong, but it is not true either. It is
much too clear-cut in the distinctions on which it is based.
Explicitly or implicitly it is taken for granted (1) that Hellas
coveredMainland Greece, the adjacent islands and thewest
coast of AsiaMinor, to the exclusionof all regions north and
west of Akarnania as well as north-east and south-east of
the Aegean Sea; (2) that all the Hellenic poleis outside this
“Hellas” were emigrant communities; (3) that they were
founded by metropoleis situated inside “Hellas”; (4) that
emigrant poleis were invariably placed outside “Hellas”;
(5) that colonisation abated c.500, perhaps even earlier,3
and did not gather momentum again until the colonisa-
tion of the Near East initiated by Alexander the Great; and
(6) that colonies were of two types: apoikiai, which were
independent poleis, and emporia, which were not poleis. All
six propositions need modification.
Re (1) It is a qualified truth that Hellas was confined to

Mainland Greece, the adjacent islands and thewest coast of
Asia Minor. We are not here going to trace, once again, the
origin of the concept of Hellas; I prefer to investigate what
Hellas covered in the Classical period.4At first one is struck
by the number of apparent contradictions in our sources.
Sicily is sometimes distinguished from Hellas (Theopomp.
fr. 193) but sometimes seen as a remotepart of Hellas (Pind.
Pyth. 1.75 with scholia; Eur.Cyc. 297–98). Epeiros is outside

1 Graham (1982) 83; cf. (1964) 1–8; Bengtson (1977) 91–93; Baurain (1997)
269–86; Osborne (1996) 119–27; Orrieux and Schmitt-Pantel (1999) 42–66; Eder
(1999) 653–64.
2 “Emigrant community” would be a better rendering of apoikia than “co-

lony” (criticised byOsborne (1999) 252). But the traditional rendering “colony”
is acceptable if we avoid all comparisons with the Roman colonia and use
“colony” in its modern sense of “a country or an area settled and controlled by
people from another country, sometimes by force” (Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary of Current English (1995) s.v.).
3 C.600: Orrieux and Schmitt-Pantel (1999) 45. C.580: Murray (1993) 102;

Ridgway (1996) 363. C.550: Bengtson (1977) 91.
4 For the origin, see Hall (2002) 129–34. For the extent, see Hall (1989)

165–72: “The Boundaries of Hellas”.

Hellas according to Thucydides (2.805) and Ephoros (fr.
143), but the region around Dodone and the river Ache-
loos is called “old Hellas” by Aristotle (Mete. 352a34) and
was considered to be part of Hellas by Herodotos (2.56).5
In the King’s Peace of 386 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31) the poleis in
Asia given to the king are opposed to the Hellenic poleis
(π�λεις mΕλλην�δες) which, in a parapharase of the Peace
(Xen.Hell. 6.3.12), are called the poleis in Hellas; yet, in the
same work Agesilaos is quoted for juxtaposing the poleis in
Asia with the poleis in his own part of Hellas (Xen. Hell.
3.4.5). Herodotos describes Xerxes’ invasion of Greece as
the campaign “through Europe against Hellas” (7.8β) or
“through Thrace against Hellas” (7.105). So Xerxes had to
march through all of Thrace before he reached Hellas; but
according to Xenophon, a growing problem in Hellas was
Olynthos, the largest polis along the coast of Thrace (Xen.
Hell. 5.2.12).
In our opinion the clue to the contradictions can be

found in the C4 periplous ascribed to Ps.-Skylax. This trea-
tise is organised into three main sections: Europe (1–69),
Asia (70–106) and Libya (107–112). Europe is subdivided
into three parts: the regions west of Hellas (1–33), Hellas
(34–65), the regions north and east of Hellas (66–68), plus
a summary in 69. Now, the subdivision of Europe is not
just into three parts with Hellas covering the central part.
In the Chapter about Ambrakia (33) Ps.-Skylax says that
from this point Hellas begins to be “continuous” (συνεχKς)
until the Magnesian polis Homolion; and in 65 Ps.-Skylax
ends his account of Magnesia with the note that Hellas is
“continuous” from Ambrakia until this point. Thus, it is
not Hellas, but, strictly speaking, the “continuous” part of
Hellas that covers the regions fromAmbrakia toHomolion.
It follows that from the Pillars of Herakles to Epeiros and
from Makedonia back the Pillars of Herakles, the coasts
of the Mediterranean and the Pontic Sea were dotted with
poleis, each of them part of Hellas, but separated by land
settled with barbarians. In Ps.-Skylax such a polis is called
a polis Hellenis, but in other sources it can be called a polis
Hellas (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thuc. 6.62.2), a strong indication that
it was part of Hellas. So, according to this view, all Hellenic

5 See 7 supra and Malkin (2001).
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poleis were situated inHellas: wherever therewas aHellenic
polis, it was Hellas.6 Thus, all the Greek colonies were part
of Hellas, but surrounded by “barbarian” regions which
were not part of Hellas.7 Admittedly the traditional view of
a fairly clear division between self-grown poleis in Hellas
and colonies outside Hellas may be supported by a passage
in Thucydides: After the Trojan War, he says (1.12.4), Hellas
enjoyedpeace and established colonies (apoikiai), the Athe-
nians to Ionia and the islands, the Peloponnesians to Sicily,
Italy and some places in Hellas. The presumption is that
Sicily, Italy, Ionia and the islands were outside Hellas at the
beginning of what we call the Dark Ages, but Thucydides’
description of the colonisation is also compatible with the
view found in Ps.-Skylax: that, by the colonisation, Hel-
las was extended to comprise all the Hellenic communities
wherever they were but, of course, not the areas between
the Hellenic communities.
On this interpretation, it is not a contradiction to hold

that Sane in Thrace was a polis Hellas (Hdt. 7.22.3), i.e. a
part of Hellas, while Thrace was outside Hellas (Hdt. 7.8β),
an interpretation supported by numerous other sources.
Herodotos twice lists votive o·erings set up in Hellas,

some by Kroisos (1.92.1–2) and some by Amasis (2.182.1).
Those dedicated by Kroisos are found in Thebes, Ephesos,
Delphi and Branchidai in the territoryofMiletos. Those set
up by Amasis are found in Kyrene, Lindos and Samos.
When the 10,000 were encamped at Kalpe on their way to

Byzantion, Xenophon tells them that they are “at the gates
of Hellas” (Xen. An. 6.5.23: �π9 τα!ς θ2ραις τ�ς mΕλλ�δος
�σµ�ν), and, similarly, Kallisthenes described (stinking) By-
zantion as the “the arm-pit of Hellas” (FGrHist 124 fr. 5.13:
�κ�λει . . . τ> Βυζ�ντιον µασχ�λην τ�ς mΕλλ�δος). So,
Byzantion was part of Hellas; but, like Thrace, the Pro-
pontic region and Troas as such were outside Hellas, cf.
Hdt. 9.114.2 where a squadron is said to sail from Abydos
towards Hellas.
In his Olympian speech of 388 Lysias complains that Hel-

las is in a disgraceful state because some parts are under
the barbarian—i.e. the Asian poleis ruled by the king of
Persia—while other poleis have been uprooted by tyrants—
i.e. by Dionysios I of Syracuse.8 In this speech the poleis in
Asia, Sicily and Italy are subsumed under Hellas.

6 Cf., however, Herakleides Kretikos, who says (3.6), without any qualifica-
tion, that Hellas stretches from the Peloponnese to Homolion in Magnesia.
7 Gorgias fr. 11a; Hellan. fr. 4; Eur.Med. 536; Hipp. Ep. 25; Lys. 2.25; Pl. Phd.

78A; Dem. 9.27.
8 Lys. 33.3: $ρ&ν οiτως α;σχρ&ς διακειµ�νην τBν mΕλλ�δα κα9 πολλ< µ8ν

α3τ�ς Uντα Gπ> τE& βαρβ�ρEω πολλ<ς δ8 π�λεις Gπ> τυρ�ννων @ναστ�τους
γεγενηµ�νας (cf. 5).

To conclude, it serves no purpose to distinguish between
colonising poleis in Hellas and colonies outside Hellas, but,
for the sake of argument, we shall in the following sec-
tions refer to the modern and widely accepted concept of
a “Hellas”, or “Greece”, which stretched from Akarnania
to Thessaly and included the adjacent islands and the west
coast of Asia Minor (Eder (1999) 654). In English this “Hel-
las” is often called “the Greek heartland” or “the Greek
Homeland” (Snodgrass (1980) 41), as opposed to apoikia
which actually means “a settlement far from home” (Ham-
mond (1959) 112; cf. Osborne (1996) 119). In German it is
often called das Mutterland (Bengtson (1977) 91; Schuller
(2002) 117), suggesting a link to metropolis. We shall refer
to it as “Hellas”.
Re (2) Not every Hellenic polis outside “Hellas” was a

colony settled with a contingent of immigrants sent out
by a metropolis. Some colonies were the result of a private
initiative,9 and sometimes the colonists may have come in
a trickle and not as a contingent.10 Even more important
is the fact that many settlements were indigenous com-
munities which became Hellenised by acculturation. Such
settlementswereneither founded byGreek settlers nor con-
quered and taken over by Greeks. They became Hellenised
over a longperiod through immigrationof individualGreek
settlers and through regular interaction with neighbouring
Hellenic communities. One aspect of their Hellenisation
was to be equipped with an invented Greek foundation
story or myth to make them more like the proper Greek
colonies in the region. The distinction between colonies
and Hellenised polities is apparent from numerous sources.
Describing the six poleis on Athos, Thucydides tells us
that Sane was a colony of Andros, whereas the five others
were poleis inhabited by “bilingual barbarians” with dif-
ferent ethnic backgrounds mixed with a few Chalkidians;
i.e. the majority of the population were barbarians who
spoke Greek and their own native tongue (Thuc. 4.109.3–
4).11 Again, in his account of Kimon’s campaign in Karia,
Ephoros distinguishes between two types of poleis lying
along the coast: some were colonised from Hellas and some

9 Graham (1964) 7–8; (1982) 143. Osborne (1999) wants to describe private
enterprise as the regular procedure in the early period, by contrast with the
Classical period when colonists were sent out by the polis. But the evidence for
the earliest colonies is thin and, e.g., the Corinthian colonies founded in C7
were certainly public ventures, initiated by the Kypselid tyrants.
10 The colony usually mentioned in this context is Pithekoussai (Ridgway
(1992) 108; Osborne (1999) 257–59), which, however, seems to have been a
regular apoikia (no. 65 infra), cf. Graham (1997).
11 The tradition thatKleonai inAthoswas colonised byChalkidians (Heraclid.
Lemb. 62) carries no weight against Thucydides’ explicit account: see no. 580
infra. It cannot be precluded that Herakleides mixed up Chalkidians from
Sithone with Chalkidians from Chalkis on Euboia.
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were bilingual poleis garrisoned by the Persians (fr. 191 =P
Oxy. 1610, cf. Diod. 11.60.4). This Inventory comprises 129
Hellenised communities as against 279 colonies. There is
a small overlap. Tauromenion, for example, was a partly
Hellenised community which in 392 was colonised by Syra-
cuse. In eighty-two cases our sources do not allow us to
decide whether a polis was a colony or an indigenous Hel-
lenised community.12 Such communities were particularly
common in Italy, in Sicily (Fischer-Hansen (2002)) and es-
pecially in Karia, where there were a few scattered Greek
colonies of which only Halikarnassos and Knidos can be
traced today, as against some sixty other polities of which
the great majority must have been indigenous Hellenised
poleis.
Re (3) Many of the major Hellenic colonies were indeed

founded by mother cities situated in “Hellas” as described
in (1) above, but otherswere founded by the colonies them-
selves, a phenomenon called secondary colonisation (see
Index 27). In some cases even tertiary colonisation is at-
tested. Melaina Korkyra, for example, was refounded in
C4l by Issa, itself a colony founded in C4f by Syracuse, it-
self a colony founded by Corinth in 733. In overviews of
Greek colonisation, secondary colonisation is often men-
tioned in passing, but hardly ever discussed as an essential
element of colonisation, and the ubiquitous distinction be-
tween colony and mother city does not always take into ac-
count that the colony becomes ametropoliswhen secondary
colonies are founded. According to Ridgway (1996) 362
the major metropoleis in the Archaic period were Chalkis,
Corinth, Eretria,Megara, Miletos and Phokaia. Eder (1999)
654 has a list of twenty major colonisers, all of them in
“Hellas”. Why are Massalia, Sinope, Syracuse and Thasos
not mentioned as well?13 Secondary colonisation was par-
ticularly important in Sicily, Italy, Illyria and Libya, where
colonies founded by colonies outnumber colonies founded
by poleis in “Hellas”.
Re (4) It is true that most colonies were founded out-

side “Hellas”, but it must not be forgotten that quite a
few colonies were placed in “Hellas”. Out of altogether 279
colonies, fifty were situated in “Hellas”. What then is the
di·erence between a colony and a synoecised polis such

12 The decisionwhether a givenpoliswas a colony or aHellenised indigenous
community depends on the interpretation of our sources, both archaeologi-
cal and literary. Is the presence of large amounts of Greek painted pottery an
indication of trade or colonisation? Is an entry in Eusebios’ chronicle or a Hel-
lenistic foundation myth su¶cient evidence of colonisation? Each individual
case must be judged by itself, and here we follow the decisions made by the
authors of the chapters.
13 Thasos is treated as both a colony and ametropolis by Graham (1964) 81.

as Megalopolis? Well, the founding of Megalopolis was in
some respects treated like an act of colonisation, e.g. by hav-
ing oikists, and the most conspicuous di·erence seems to
be that a synoecised polis was created by immigration from
neighbouring communities, whereas a colony was settled
with people who had travelled a long way to reach their
destination; cf. the Corinthian colonies in Akarnania or
Herakleia Trachinia inMalis. Again, there is a close connec-
tion between the refoundation of a colony outside “Hellas”
and the refoundation of a polis in Hellas which had been
annihilated by an andrapodismos and a destruction of the
urban centre but was resettled sometimes immediately after
the disaster, sometimes later.
Re (5) The colonisation during the Classical period is

mostly underestimated, but perhaps for obvious reasons.14
Colonisation is always treated in the chaptersabout Archaic
history, and there onemay find a shortmentionof colonisa-
tion during the Classical period as well (Graham (1982) 83),
but since colonisation was not as prominent an aspect of
Greek history between the Persian War and Alexander the
Great, it is often passed over in silence in the relevant chap-
ters. Yet, it appears that, including Athenian klerouchies,
no fewer than seventy-two colonies were either founded or
refounded in C5 and C4f, and it is also worth noting that
the big metropoleis in this period were no longer Chalkis
or Corinth or Miletos, but Syracuse (with sixteen colonies)
and Athens (with twenty-one colonies, including a number
of short-term klerouchies and colonies).
Re (6) All the evidencewehave supports the view that the

Greek settlements abroad were poleis. Out of 279 colonies
founded by the Greeks and recorded in this inventory, 197
are explicitly attested as poleis in Archaic and/or Classical
sources (type A), twenty-five are recorded under the head-
ing polis (type [A]), thirty-two were probably poleis (type
B), and twenty-five may well have been poleis but the evi-
dence is slight (type C). Conversely, John Graham’s list of
139 colonies founded between 800 and 500 includes only
four which are not recorded as poleis in this Inventory.15
The most recent list of “Greek settlements abroad” is that

the beginning of the Dark Age to the end of the Classical
of Robin Osborne, which covers the entire period from

14 OCD3 362–63 has articles about colonisation in the Archaic and in the
Hellenistic period, but none about the Classical period.
15 Graham (1982) 160–62: (1) Agathe, a secondary colony founded by Mas-

salia. It may have been a polis founded as a fortification, but evidence for
polis status is too late to allow inclusion in this Inventory of poleis (infra 159).
(2) Apollonia, the harbour of Kyrene, which became a polis only in C1 (infra
1236). (3) Dikaiarchia, the harbour of Kyme in Italy, a Samian foundation of
C6s. Again, the evidence for polis status is too late to allow inclusion (infra 256).
(4) Tanais, a Hellenistic foundation of C3 (Bredow (2002)).
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period.16Again, almost all the settlements listed by him are
included in this Inventory aspoleis typesA, [A]BorC.17The
inference is that, with very few possible exceptions, every
colony was founded as a polis or developed into a polis not
long after its foundation.18 Furthermore, there is no basis in

16 Osborne (1996) 121–25. His list therefore includes 13 settlements in Aiolis,
Ionia and on Cyprus founded before 800, as well as 15 settlements founded
after 500. Osborne omits a number of colonies listed by Graham, e.g. Adra,
Ainos, Alopekonnesos, Argilos, Assa, Bisanthe, etc., but includes a few others
presumably founded in the period c.800–500 but, for various reasons, not
mentioned by Graham (Amorgos, Astypalaia, Dioskourias, Euboia, Kallatis,
Kydonia, Leros, Side and Thera). Thus, Graham does not believe the tradition
that Thera was a Spartan colony.
17 Note the following divergencies between Osborne’s list (1996) 121–25 and

the present Inventory of poleis: (1) Amastris emerged by a synoecism in C3e,
i.e. after the end of the Classical period (infra 926). (2) Gryneion is not attested
as a colony of Myrina. (3) Hyria may perhaps have been founded by some
shipwrecked Cretan sailors but was a Iapygian and not a Hellenic polis (Hdt.
7.170.2–3). (4)Nikaia, originally aTyrrheniancolony,was refoundedbyMassalia
c.260 rather than in C4 (infra 160). (5) Parthenope, the harbour of Kyme, may
have been an early polis, but the evidence is too slight to allow inclusion, and
it is here listed among the non-polis settlements (infra 257). (6). Prusias was a
Hellenistic settlement, and there is no good evidence that it was a C7s colony
of Miletos (infra 929). (7) Satyrion is here treated under Taras (infra 299). (8)
We do not know of any Milesian colony called Patraios.
18 Colonies whose polis status has sometimes been questioned, in our opi-

nion erroneously, are Eion (no. 630), Kasmenai (no. 29), Mylai (no. 38),
Naukratis (no. 1023), Phasis (no. 711), Pithekoussai (no. 65) and Stryme (no.
650). They are all attested as poleis in Classical sources; see Hansen (2000)
197–200. Akrai (no. 10, type C) remains a problem, but is clearly treated by
Thucydides (6.5.2) as a colony of the same status as Kamarina, which was
demonstrably a polis.

the sources for the traditional distinction between apoikiai
which were poleis and emporia which were not. Almost
all, perhaps even all, the communities of the Archaic and
Classical periods which are described as emporia in the
sources are attested as poleis as well (Hansen (2004)).
On the other hand, the almost universal claim that the

colonialpoleis were independentmust bemodified (Hansen
(1997) 32–34). It is well known that the Athenian klerouchies
and colonies remained dependencies of Athens (Graham
(1964) 166–210), but many of the the Corinthian colonies
were dependent poleis too (Graham (1964) 118–53), and
there is ample evidence of close political bonds between
Miletos and its colonies (Graham (1964) 98–117). In C5–C4
Syracuse created a small city-state empire and, for most of
the period, the majority of the Greek colonies in Sicily and
several in Italy and in the Adriatic were dependent poleis
dominated by Syracuse. In the Pontic region numerous
poleis became part of the Bosporan kingdom and depen-
dent on Pantikapaion, in particular Hermonassa, Kepoi,
Kimmerikon, Kytaia, Myrmekeion, Nymphaion, Sindike,
Theodosia and Tyritake. Similarly, Sinope is known to have
ruled its colonies as dependent poleis; cf. entries for Kera-
sous, Kotyora and Trapezous, and Amisos was another de-
pendency of Sinope although not a colony of that city.
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PART 2

Inventory of poleis

The composition of this inventory began in 1993. By 1998 most of the 46 chapters had been submitted, while
a few arrived as recently as Spring 2003. Most chapters were completed in the period 2000–2002, but some
are revised and updated versions of text submitted before the turn of the Millennium. In all chapters liter-
ature published in 2003 and 2004 has been taken into account only sporadically.
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I. The Region

The region under consideration here is made up of at least

three different areas, partially recognised as such in anti-

quity: Iberia, Southern Gaul and the island of Corsica. The

only common elements characterising these different areas

are colonisation by Phokaia (no. 859) and the fact that both

Iberia and southern Gaul were, at least to some extent, with-

in the area dominated commercially and possibly politically

by Massalia (no. 3). Moreover, these areas mark the western-

most limit of the Greek presence in the Mediterranean.¹

Although Greek contacts with Tartessos in Iberia are attest-

ed for C7l by Herodotos’ mention of Kolaios’ voyage

(4.152.2) and for C7l/C6e by his mention of Phokaian trav-

ellers (1.163.1), Greek poleis do not seem to have existed in

Tartessian territory, despite the offer made by the native

king,Arganthonios, to the Phokaians, that they could estab-

lish themselves in his territory wherever they wished (Hdt.

1.163.3).

In spite of such contacts and despite the existence of

strong commercial links with the Iberian world, the pres-

ence of Greek poleis in Iberia is limited to its north-eastern

end; it was in Gaul that Massalia (no. 3), the most important

Greek polis of the area,was founded.Massalia ended up con-

trolling—economically and perhaps also politically—all

the western world colonised by Phokaia; moreover, Massalia

made a series of foundations, some of which may possibly

have been poleis, although for the most part they were pre-

sumably merely “fortress-colonies”.

In Corsica the situation is different, because only a single

Greek foundation is attested there, Alalie (no. 1), a city that

was clearly independent of Massalia; it did not, however,

survive the events of c.540 (infra).

1. Corsica (Kyrnos)

The island of Corsica, Kyrnos (Κ�ρνος, !) in Greek (Hdt.

1.166.3; Diod. 5.13.3; Strabo 5.2.7), is only rarely mentioned

by ancient authors. Strabo 5.2.7 gives its measurements² and

stresses the uncivilised nature of its inhabitants,³ but he pro-

vides hardly any information about the history of the island,

though he does offer an interesting account of the founda-

tion of Elea: when the Phokaians left their city, they sailed

first to Corsica and Massalia under the direction of one

Kreontiades and, rejected in both places, they founded

Elea.⁴

Diodorus alludes to the good harbours of the island and

mentions the two most important (�ξι#λογοι) cities,

Kalaris and Nikaia (Diod. 5.13.3 �Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr.

164). In the case of Kalaris, Diodorus has clearly misunder-

stood it as the name of the Phokaian foundation, Alalie (no.

1); his information undoubtedly concerned Alalie: he

affirms that it was a Phokaian foundation and that the

Phokaians were expelled from the island by the Tyrrhenians

not long after they had settled there.⁵ This mistake may pos-

sibly be explained by a confusion between Alalie (falsely ren-

dered as Kalaris, perhaps due to a certain phonetic

resemblance to the Etruscan and Roman name of the city,

Aleria) and the Phoenician city of Karalis (today Cagliari) in

Sardinia.

The other important city was Nikaia; according to

Timaios ((FGrHist 566) fr. 164), it was a foundation of the

Tyrrhenians, planted when they were masters of the sea

(θαλαττοκρατο%ντες) and had conquered all the islands

along the Tyrrhenian coast;⁶ however, Clerc (1927) 258

¹ Cf. Ps.-Skymnos 149–50 on Mainake: α&τη πρ�ς Ε(ρ)πην δ* τ+ν
‘Ελλην�δων π#λεων -πασ+ν .σχ�την �χει θ/σιν.

² 160 miles in length and 70 miles in width; the perimeter is given as 3,000

stades.
³ �γριωτ/ρους ε1ναι θηρ�ων.
⁴ Strabo 6.1.1: πλε%σαι πρ+τον ε2ς Κ�ρνον κα� Μασσαλ�αν µετ3

Κρεοντι�δου, �ποκρουσθ/ντας δ* τ�ν ’Ελ/αν κτ�σαι.
⁵ Diod. 5.13.3–4: το�των δ* τ�ν µ*ν Κ�λαριν Φωκαε5ς �κτισαν, κα�

χρ#νον τιν3 κατοικ�σαντες 6π� Τυρρην+ν .ξεβλ�θησαν .κ τ8ς ν�σου.
⁶ On these islands, see Plin. HN 3.81.
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defends the Greek identity of Nikaia on the basis of its name,

though others have suggested that the city may have been

founded as a result of the Etruscan and Punic defeat of the

Greeks in the battle of Alalie. In any case, it has not been

located, and its presumed relationship to Alalie remains to

be proved (Gras (1993)).

The best and most abundant information on the founda-

tion of a Greek polis in Corsica is given by Herodotos in the

account of the foundation of Alalie (no. 1; Hdt. 1.165–66). As

far as we know, Alalie was the only Greek polis on the island;

in time, it became an Etruscan city, conquered later by the

Carthaginians and finally by the Romans (L. Cornelius

Scipio: CIL 2.32); in 81, Sulla established a military colony at

Aleria (Plin. HN 3.80.6; cf. Pompon. 2.122).

2. The Mediterranean Coast of France
(Iberia and Ligystike)

This region consists of territory that in antiquity was called

by at least two different names: Iberia (’Ιβηρ�α, Thuc. 6.2.2)

and Liguria (Λιγυστικ�, Arist. Mete. 351a16). According to

Avienus’ Ora maritima 612–14—probably one of the oldest

surviving sources—the river Oranus (Hérault) divided

Iberia from Liguria.⁷ The fragments of Hekataios do not

distinguish sharply between Iberia and Liguria, although

one may have described the Misgetes as an ethnos of Iberia,⁸

while another possibly considered the Elisykes to be a

Ligurian ethnos.⁹ However, at Hdt. 7.165 the Eliskyes are dis-

tinguished from both the Iberians and the Ligurians.

Hekataios may have placed Massalia in Liguria.¹⁰

In a fragmentary reference to Aischylos, Pliny states that

this poet placed the river Rhône in Iberia (HN

37.32 �Aesch. fr. 73a, Radt); however, Ps.-Skylax 3 seems to

think of the region from Emporion (no. 2) to the river

Rhône as territory occupied by intermingled Iberians and

Ligurians: �π� δ* ’Ιβ�ρων �χονται Λ�γυες κα� ;Ιβηρες

µιγ�δες µ/χρι ποταµο% ‘Ροδανο%. The text may imply

not so much ethnic mixture as the co-existence of these two

ethnic groups in a territory which would comprise, more or

less, modern Languedoc (Gailledrat (1997) 34).¹¹ East of the

Rhône, Ps.-Skylax 4 mentions only the Ligurians: �π�

’Ροδανο% ποταµο% �χονται Λ�γυες. The picture provid-

ed by Ps.-Skymnos is different: above (.π�νω) the Iberians

he places the Bebrykes (200–1); below (κ�τω) the paratha-

lattioi Ligurians he then places the Greek cities founded by

Massalia, from Emporion to Antipolis (201–16). Massalia

itself he places in Liguria (211).

Strabo 3.4.19 points out that while earlier authors—he

relies partially on information originating from Aischylos—

placed the boundaries of Iberia beyond (�ξω) the Rhône,

i.e. on its western bank, in his own day the boundaries were

placed in the Pyrenees; this information seems to come

from Artemidoros (cf. Steph. Byz. 324.2–6 and Gallazzi and

Kramer (1998) 196–97).

It seems, then, that in the Archaic and early Classical peri-

ods the Greeks had imprecise and ill-defined notions about

the borders between Iberia and Liguria: they ran somewhere

between the rivers Hérault and Rhône. On their arrival the

Celts seem to have pushed the Ligurians to the east and to

have replaced them in the southern regions of France or

even to have created situations in which peoples of different

ethnicities co-existed, especially in the eastern part of this

region (Celto-Ligurians: Arist. Mir. ausc. 837a7). From C4

the region around Emporion—the Pyrenees—probably

came to be considered as the border between Iberia and

southern Gaul; references to areas of mixed population con-

tinue to occur, however, though such references are not fur-

ther developed by any ancient author.The end of the process

took place in the Roman period when, as Strabo points out,

the borders were fixed in the Pyrenees. At the same time,

Strabo 4.1.1 calls all of the region between the Pyrenees and

the Alps Transalpine Keltike, and Liguria is limited to the

region east of Massalia and, more specifically, from

Monoikos to Italia (Strabo 4.6.3). In Roman terminology,

we may speak about the prouincia Gallia Narbonensis, from

the Pyrenees as far as the river Var; to the east of it,one would

enter Italy (Plin. HN 3.31).

In the present context, the chief characteristic of the area

described above is that this was the main area of Massaliote

expansion.

The earliest Greek presence in the area seems, at least on

the basis of the literary evidence, to be concentrated at

⁷ 612–14: huis alueo [Orani] Hibera tellus atque Ligyes asperi intersecantur.
⁸ Hecat. fr. 50 apud Steph. Byz. 454.11: Μ�σγητες, �θνος ’Ιβ�ρων.

‘Εκατα5ος Ε(ρ)π=η. The Misgetes are commonly placed to the north-east in
the Iberian peninsula; their name seems to be related to the Greek verb µ�σγω,
which suggests that to the Greeks they appeared in some way “mixed” (Padró
and Sanmartí (1992) 188).

⁹ Hecat. fr. 53 apud Steph. Byz. 267.15: ’Ελ�συκοι, �θνος Λιγ�ων,
‘Εκατα5ος Ε(ρ)π=η.

¹⁰ Hecat. fr. 55 apud Steph. Byz. 435.18–19: Μασσαλ�α, π#λις τ8ς
Λιγυστικ8ς κατ3 τ�ν Κελτικ�ν, >ποικος Φωκα/ων. ‘Εκατα5ος
Ε(ρ)π=η.

¹¹ These “mixed populations” (µιγ�δες) are sometimes brought into con-
nection with the Μ�σγητες mentioned by Hecat. fr. 50 (Jannoray (1955) 378;
Gailledrat (1997) 34).
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Massalia (no. 3) itself, a foundation of c.600. However,

archaeological evidence suggests the possibility of pre-colo-

nial contacts between Greeks and indigenous populations,

e.g. the three cups and the oenochoe of C7l from the indige-

nous cemetery of Le Peyrou, near the place where Agathe

(infra) was later founded (Nickels et al. (1981); Nickels

(1989)), and the sporadic finds of C7l Greek pottery at

Mailhac (Gailledrat (1997) 69–70).

However, the foundation of Massalia marked the real

beginning of Greek presence and expansion in the region,

an expansion that was basically a coastal phenomenon;

besides, the expansion of Massalia was a long-term process

running from C6 to the beginnings of the Roman occupa-

tion of the region. Massaliote activity, moreover, varied

from period to period: during C6 and C5e it was directed

towards the development of commercial interests (Bats

(1988)), whereas from C5l/C4e it aimed primarily at estab-

lishing greater territorial control through the foundation of

colonies and fortified centres. Such settlements are, obvi-

ously, of greater interest to our sources and are described

below. Whether any of the settlements founded by Massalia

in this period, and presumably dependent on it, can be con-

sidered poleis (albeit dependent poleis; cf. Hansen (1997b)) is

uncertain: some may have been poleis, but in no case does

the evidence warrant inclusion in the Inventory, which

includes only two possible Massaliote foundations:

Emporion (no. 2) and Rhode (no. 4). Of these, Emporion

certainly and Rhode possibly were founded prior to C4.

According to ancient writers, Massalia’s reason for founding

these settlements was the need for defence against the bar-

barians living in the direction of Iberia as well as towards

Liguria (Strabo 4.1.5); trade interests or the wish to control

the coastline may have provided an additional reason (as

implied by Strabo 4.1.9, 10 and 4.6.3).

The following Greek settlements on the Mediterranean

coast of France are mentioned by our sources.

Agathe (?γ�θη) Ps.-Skymnos 202–8 seems to include

Agathe in the π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες founded by the Phokaian

Massaliotes (Μασσαλι+ται Φωκαε5ς), although in this

passage, strictly speaking, polis is not used about Agathe.

Strabo 4.1.5–6 calls it a polis and an epiteichisma founded by

Massalia (κτ�σµα Μασσαλιωτ+ν; cf. Plin. HN 3.33: Agatha

quondam Massiliensium) for protection against the barbar-

ians living in the direction of Iberia. It may have been a “polis

founded as a fortress” (12) in the typology of Hansen

(1997b). Archaeology has revealed two phases of occupa-

tion; in the earlier phase Agathe was probably only an empo-

rion, and remains of C6–C5f houses of mudbrick seem to

belong to it; to the later “Massaliote” phase from C5l belong

houses with stone basements and mudbrick walls. It seems

that the city had a grid plan in this phase. The C5l city cov-

ered 4.25 ha (Nickels (1983) 421–22, (1995)). At least two

phases of the circuit wall have been established, the oldest

dating to C6, and showing repairs during C5 (Nickels and

Marchand (1976); Nickels (1982) 273–74). The territory of

Agathe was divided into plots from at least C4e; its area has

been estimated at c.20,000 ha, partly devoted to agriculture,

and containing at least 1,500 kleroi (Clavel-Lévêque (1982);

García (1995)). Barr. 15, AC.

Antipolis (?ντ�πολις) Ps.-Skymnos 216 seems to consid-

er Antipolis the most remote of the cities founded by

Massalia (α(τ+ν [sc. π#λεων] .σχ�τη). Strabo 4.1.5

includes it among the epiteichismata set up for defence

against the barbarians and describes it as one of the poleis of

the Massaliotes (4.1.9). In 155/4 Antipolis certainly belonged

to Massalia (Polyb. 33.8.1), and it still belonged to Massalia

prior to 49 (Strabo 4.1.9; Gschnitzer (1958) 24), but its status

in the Archaic or Classical period is unknown. The ancient

city of Antipolis must be somewhere below modern

Antibes; however, the relatively abundant Archaic finds

(Clergues (1969); Ducat (1982) 89–90) must belong to the

native village; the remains of the supposed Archaic Greek

city are, consequently, unlocated so far (Bats (1990)). A

Greek presence in Classical times can be proved only by

Greek inscriptions, especially the verse dedication set up by

one Therpon to Aphrodite in C5s (IG xiv 2424; LSAG 288

no. 3; cf., however, the doubts expressed by Clerc (1927) 257

on the circumstances of its discovery). Barr. 16, AC.

*Athenopolis (Athenopolis) This place, qualified by Plin.

HN 3.35 as Massiliensium, must be sought on the coast

between the Citharista portus (La Ciotat or, better, Olbia)

and Forum Iuli (Fréjus) (Pompon. 2.77). Barr. 16 (St-

Tropez?), HR.

Avenion (Α(ενι)ν) Steph. Byz. 146.16 calls it a π#λις

Μασσαλ�ας; he does not give any indication of his source,

but it may be Artemidoros, as in the entry on Καβελλι)ν

(Cavellio; see infra; cf. Brunel (1945) 130). It is undoubtedly

to be identified with modern Avignon, assigned by Strabo

4.1.11 and Plin. HN 3.36 (Avennio) to the Cavares. The reason

for its designation as a “city of Massalia” must be sought in

the close links that the Gauls of this region maintained with

Massalia (Clerc (1927) 242–43; Barruol (1975) 233–44).

Massalia presumably never included this area within its 
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territory (Arcelin (1986)), though some scholars have main-

tained this (Barruol (1975) 224–25). Barr. 15, AC.

Azania (?ζαν�α) Steph. Byz. 31.1–2 states that, in addition

to the region in Arkadia (cf. Nielsen and Roy (1998)), there

was a city called Azania which belonged to Massalia (he cites

Philon of Byblos: �στι κα� Μασσαλ�ας >λλη, Bς Φ�λων).

The city has not been identified and although it might well

be a site controlled by Massalia (Brunel (1945)), we cannot

entirely rule out the possibility that Stephanos or Philon

made a mistake (e.g. by confusing Massalia with Mainalia,

vel sim.?). Barr. 15, unlocated, H.

Kabellion (Καβελλι)ν) Steph. Byz. 345.17 calls it a π#λις

Μασσαλ�ας; his source is Artemidoros’ Geography. Strabo

calls it Καβαλλι)ν (4.1.3, 11) and assigns the city to the

Cavares, as does Plin. HN 3.36 (Cabellio). It is to be equated

with modern Cavaillon, and its relationship to the

Massaliote dominion must be similar to that of Avenion (cf.

supra). Barr. 15, HRL.

Kyrene (Κυρ�νη) Among the poleis of that name men-

tioned by Steph. Byz. 396.18–19, one is assigned to Massalia.

It is otherwise unknown, but Barruol (1975) 224 has suggest-

ed identifying it with the site of La Couronne, where the

quarries exploited by Massalia were located (Strabo 4.1.6).

Barr. 15, unlocated (La Couronne?), H.

Monoikos (Μ#νοικος) Strabo 4.6.3 describes it merely as

a harbour (λιµ�ν), although in Steph. Byz. 456.7 it appears

as a polis in Liguria, accompanied by a reference to

Hekataios (fr. 57). Not in Barr.; Hecat. fr. 57 indicates A.

Nikaia (Ν�καια) This is one of the poleis founded by

Massalia as a fortress (epiteichisma) for protection against

the barbarians according to Strabo 4.1.5, who includes it

among the π#λεις τ+ν Μασσαλιωτ+ν situated between

Massalia and the river Var (Strabo 4.1.9; cf. Steph. Byz.

474.22; Plin. HN 3.47). The city existed in 154 (Polyb. 33.8.2),

but is absent from Ps.-Skymnos 216; if we accept that

Timaios is the main source for that passage in Ps.-Skymnos,

Nikaia probably had not yet been founded by 260 (the date

of Timaios’ death; Bats (1986) 29, 40, n. 57; Bats and

Mouchot (1990) 223; Bats (1992) 273). It provides the most

interesting evidence as to the kind of control exercised by

Massalia over its dependencies (Strabo 4.1.8; CIL V 7914). It

corresponds to modern Nice. Barr. 16, AC.

Olbia (’Ολβ�α) Ps.-Skymnos 216 mentions Olbia as 

a polis within the series of cities founded by Massalia to 

the east, and Strabo 4.1.5 adds that Olbia was one of the

epiteichismata founded by Massalia for protection against

the barbarians. The archaeological evidence suggests that

Olbia was a “polis founded as a fortress” (cf. Hansen (1997b)

36). The earliest city wall is dated to c.340–330 (Coupry

(1986) 391–96; Bats et al. (1995) 372–76) and the city was laid

out on a grid plan; it seems that Olbia was a square of 165 m

� 165 m (Coupry (1986) 397–99; Bats and Brenot (1990)

208–9). The size of the city suggests that its population can-

not have exceeded c.1,000 persons (Coupry (1974) 196), i.e.

between 200 and 240 citizens of military age, which would

amount to an infantry battalion or σ�νταγµα (Coupry

(1986) 397–99). Olbia had an agrarian territory of 305 ha,

distributed in lots already from C4m (Benoit (1985) 45–47).

Several cult places and other public works have been exca-

vated at the site. Barr. 16, HRL.

Rhodanousia (‘Ροδανουσ�α) This is described as a polis

founded by Massalia by Ps.-Skymnos 208 and perhaps by

Strabo 4.1.5, who also includes it among the epiteichismata

designed to protect Massalia from the barbarians living

around the river Rhône. Steph. Byz. calls it both π#λις

Μασσαλ�ας (542.15) and π#λις .ν Μασσαλ��α (546.1). The

foundation date of the city is unknown, and its identifica-

tion is likewise uncertain: some scholars have suggested

identifying it with the site known as Espeyran (Saint-Gilles-

du-Gard) (Barruol and Py (1978) 94–100), though recently

doubts have been expressed (Bats (1986) 41, n. 63; Py (1990)

112–13, 284–85). Barr. 15 (Espeyran?), CHR.

Sekoanos (Σηκοαν#ς) Leaning on the authority of

Artemidoros, Steph. Byz. 562.7 describes Sekoanos as a

π#λις Μασσαλιωτ+ν; however, we may be dealing here

with a mistake by Stephanos (π#λις instead of ποταµ#ς?; so

Barr. 15, unlocated, H). It must be one of the rivers between

the Rhône and Massalia, or even a waterway, perhaps the

fossa Mariana (Barruol (1975) 199–200).

Stoichades Islands (Στοιχ�δες) Strabo 4.1.10 mentions

these five islands and says that they were tilled by the

Massaliotes, who in ancient times (τ� παλαι#ν) had built a

fort (φρουρ�) there to prevent piracy. Steph. Byz. 585.19

merely says πρ�ς Μασσαλ��α. The modern name is Îles

d’Hyères. Barr. 16, CHRL.

Tauroeis (Ταυρ#εις) Tauroeis was one of the fortress-

cities (epiteichismata) founded by Massalia to protect the

coast against inland barbarians (Strabo 4.1.5, 9); the defen-

sive character of the site is stressed by Caesar (B Civ. 2.4.5),

who calls Tauroentum castellum Massiliensium (r49).

Artemidoros (apud Steph. Byz. 608.6) places the foundation
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in the time of the fall of Phokaia (i.e. c.540). It is located at

the modern town of Le Brusc, and it is generally accepted

that the foundation of the city must be placed in C3l or C2e

(Arcelin (1986) 65; Bats (1986) 29, 40 n. 57; Brien-Poitevin

(1990); Bats (1992) 273). Barr. 16, HR.

*Theline (Theline) Avienus (Ora maritima 690–91) says

that the city of Arelate (Arles), by the river Rhone, was for-

merly called Theline, “when it was inhabited by Greeks”

(Arelatus illic ciuitas attollitur, Theline uocata sub priore

saeculo, graio incolente).Strabo 4.1.6 is silent about the Greek

identity of Arelate but describes it as a π#λις κα� .µπ#ριον

ο( µ�κρον. Archaeology suggests the existence of a Greek

emporion from c.540, which lost its Greek character from—

perhaps—C4f (Arcelin (1995)). Barr. 15, ACH.

Troizen (Τροιζ�ν) The last of the cities called Troizen

and mentioned by Steph. Byz. 639.9, it is in Italy, but belongs

to Massalia (.ν Μασσαλ��α τ8ς ’Ιταλ�ας). In addition,

Eust. Il. 1.442 mentions a Massaliote city called Troizen and

placed in Italy (κα� Gτ/ρα .ν ’Ιταλ��α Μασσαλιωτικ�).

Some scholars suggest that this Troizen must be a fortress

located in southern France, but situated east of the river Var

and so, formally, beyond the frontier between the prouincia

and Italia, but subject to Massalia, as was Nikaia (Strabo

4.1.9) and the other Massaliote poleis in Italy listed by Ptol.

Geog. 3.1.2 (cf. Barruol (1975) 223); others emend the text of

Stephanos and suppose the existence of two cities called

Troizen, one in the territory of Massalia and another in Italy

(cf. Brunel (1974)) or suggest a mistake in Stephanos’ and

Ptolemaios’ reading of their sources (cf. Clerc (1927)

247–49); finally, it has been suggested that Massaliote

Troizen in Italy cannot be other than the city of Poseidonia

(cf. Morel (1992) 20–21), neighbouring on and supposedly

closely related to Phokaian Hyele (no. 54), in its turn appar-

ently closely related to Massalia (Ps.-Skymnos 250: κα�

Μασσαλιωτ+ν Φωκα/ων τ’ ’Ελ/α π#λις). Not in Barr.

3. The Mediterranean Coast of Spain

The Greeks referred to the coast of the Iberian peninsula by

the generic name ’Ιβηρ�α, a term which, as time went on,

ended up as the name of the whole peninsula (Strabo 3.4.19).

The name Iberia seems to have been coined by the Greeks to

designate the westernmost places in the Mediterranean vis-

ited by them since C7l; it presumably derives from the name

of the river Hiberos; however, the name Hiberos was applied

to several rivers of the Iberian peninsula in antiquity

(Domínguez (1983); Jacob (1988); Gailledrat (1997) 35–36),

and this fact may explain the different and sometimes con-

tradictory views which ancient writers hold on the extent of

Iberia (cf. Strabo 3.4.19). However, even if Herodotos (1.163)

still distinguishes between Tartessos and Iberia, the C5l his-

torian Herodoros of Herakleia ((FGrHist 31) fr. 2a) includes

within Iberia all of the coast between the western end of the

peninsula and the river Rhône, and so Strabo’s definition of

Iberia may be valid from C5l onwards: οH δ* ν%ν Iριον

α(τ8ς τ�θενται τ�ν Πυρ�νην (3.4.19).

If the late and hardly reliable references to Rhodian

colonisation in Iberia (see Rhode (no. 4) with Domínguez

(1990) and Santiago (1994b)) are disregarded, the only

Greeks to frequent Iberia seem to have been the Samians

and, above all, the Phokaians (Hdt. 4.152, 1.163.164;

Domínguez (1991a), (1996) 26–31). Archaeological evidence

for the earliest contacts, of C7l/C6e, is found at e.g. the

Tartessian town of Onoba (modern Huelva; Cabrera

(1988–89)), at the Phoenician city at Cerro del Villar

(Cabrera (1994)) and at the Iberian village at the location

where Emporion was eventually founded (Aquilué et al.

(1998) 24–25). However, these early contacts did not lead to

the foundation of Greek poleis: only Emporion developed

the structures of a polis and then only several decades after

the initial contacts between Greeks and natives. The Greek

settlements in Iberia were foundations of the Phokaians

(no. 859) or, perhaps, of the Phokaians from Massalia (no.

3); at least, it seems that Massalia ended up controlling,

probably both economically and politically, a major part of

the coastal regions of Iberia.

The Greek settlements in Iberia mentioned by our

sources are the following.

Alonis (?λων�ς) Artemidoros (apud Steph. Byz. 80.7)

describes Alonis as a ν8σος κα� π#λις Μασσαλ�ας. It is not

completely certain that Alonis was located in Iberia,

although it may be the place called Allone by Pompon. 2.93,

and situated in the Sinus Ilicitanus; it could also be the

?λωνα�of Ptol. Geog. 2.6.14. It remains unlocated, although

many suggestions have been advanced for its site (García y

Bellido (1948) 58–59); recently, Rouillard (1991) 303–6 has

suggested that it may be on modern Santa Pola, where exca-

vations have revealed a (native) fortified settlement of C5s

and finds show strong Greek influences (Moret et al. (1995);

Badié and Moret (1997)). Barr. 27 (S. Pola?), CHRL.

Hemeroskopeion (‘Ηµεροσκοπε5ον) Hemeroskopeion

was the most famous (γνωριµ)τατον) of the three

πολ�χνια Μασσαλιωτ+ν between the river Jucar and New

Carthage (Strabo 3.4.6: µεταξL [. . .] το% Σο�κρωνος κα�
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τ8ς Καρχηδ#νος) and the only one known by name. To the

Romans it was Dianium, on account of its sanctuary of

Artemis Ephesia (Strabo 3.4.6). Artemidoros (apud Steph.

Byz. 302.1) considers it a polis of the Celtiberians, founded by

the Phokaians: π#λις Κελτιβηρ+ν, Φωκα/ων >ποικος.

Avienus, Ora maritima 476–77—probably the earliest refer-

ence to the city—says merely that it had been inhabited in

ancient times (Hemeroscopium quoque habitata pridem hic

ciuitas), but was deserted in his own day. In spite of the

strong Greek influence in the presumed area of location

(Domínguez (1991a) 125–27), the existence of this city can-

not be demonstrated by archaeological evidence, and it is

not impossible that the literary tradition for its existence

arose only in Roman times (Pena (1993)). Barr. 27 (Denia),

CHRL.

Mainake (Μαιν�κη) The earliest reference to Mainake is

in Avienus’ Ora maritima 427–31; he does not give any

information about its origins and identifies it incorrectly

with Malaka: Malachaeque flumen, urbe cum cognomine,

Menace priore quae uocata est saeculo. Ps.-Skymnos 146–50

calls Mainake a π#λις Μασσαλιωτικ� and considers it the

most remote of the Greek poleis founded in Europe: α&τη

πρ�ς Ε(ρ)πην δ* τ+ν ‘Ελλην�δων π#λεων -πασ+ν

�χει M/σιν. Strabo 3.4.2 likewise describes Mainake as the

most westerly polis ever founded by the Phokaians (6στ�τη

τ+ν Φωκαϊκ+ν π#λεων πρ�ς δ�σει κειµ/νην), on the

basis of received tradition (παρειλ�φαµεν), but he distin-

guishes its ruins from Phoenician Malaka. In spite of the

great quantity of hypotheses regarding its possible location,

neither the date nor the character of Mainake have been

clarified (for a recent summary and a new proposal, see

Jacob (1994)). Barr. 27 (Cerro del Peñón?), ACH.

Several other Iberian toponyms of allegedly Greek poleis are

known (Jacob (1985)), but only in two cases have scholars

suggested that they were in fact Greek: Pyrene and Cypsela.

(1) Pyrene is mentioned by Hdt. 2.33.3 as the place where the

river Istros begins ( ; Ιστρος τε γ3ρ ποταµ�ς �ρξ�µενος

.κ Κελτ+ν κα� Π�ρηνης π#λιος . . .); its Greekness is

inferred by some scholars from Avienus, Ora maritima

558–61, which states that formerly, near the Pyrenees, there

stood an opulent city which traded frequently with the

Massaliotes (quondam Pyrenae latera ciuitas ditis laris

stetisse fertur, hicque Massiliae incolae negotiorum saepe

uersabant uices). (2) The second toponym,Cypsela, is known

only from Avienus,Ora maritima 527–29,which says that the

city of Cypsela, whose remains had completely disappeared

in his day (hic stetisse ciuitatem Cypselam iam fama tantum

est, nulla nam uestigia prioris urbis asperus seruat solum),

stood in ancient times by the iugum Celebanticum. Though

no source describes Pyrene or Cypsela as Greek cities, schol-

ars have suggested identifying them with Emporion (no. 2)

in the early phases of its development (Pyrene �Emporion:

Hind (1972); Cypsela �Emporion: Lamboglia (1949),

(1974); and Oikonomides (1974)). One of these identifica-

tions may possibly hit the mark; however, given the scarcity

of information, we cannot press the issue of the identifica-

tion of these toponyms with the city of Emporion, which

probably bore that name already by C6l (SEG 37 838).

4. The Massaliote Colonisation

This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the coloni-

sation activities of Massalia (no. 3), which affected mainly

the coastal regions of Iberia, Gaul and Liguria. However, a

few words must be said. Our sources frequently vary in their

descriptions of the origins of individual sites, which are

sometimes described as Massaliote and sometimes as

Phokaian foundations. It seems that later sources especially

tend to conflate these two terms, obviously because Massalia

itself was a foundation of Phokaia. Consequently, it is some-

times difficult to identify the founder of a site. In any case, it

seems that Massalia was from the beginning the centre for

the Phokaian designs on the western Mediterranean

(Gantès (1992); Tréziny (1995)). At least, Massalia soon

began to expand its area of influence,mainly westwards.The

main evidence for westward expansion comes from

Emporion (no. 2), where the Palaia Polis (modern San

Martín de Ampurias) seems to have been frequented by

Greeks from c.600, and where the first Greek settlement,

dated c.575, has a strong Massaliote flavour (Aquilué et al.

(1998) 26–28); a close relationship with Massalia seems to

continue until at least C6l; but from C5 Emporion develops

its own area of economic and perhaps political interests

(Sanmartí (1992)).

Within the area in which Phokaia and/or Massalia had

interests in the Archaic and Classical periods were other set-

tlements that later sources describe as poleis, e.g. Agathe

(supra) and Rhode (no. 4). It is not certain, however, that

they were all poleis; thus, while Rhode minted coins during

C4,Agathe did not. There is no information about the status

of the settlements that were not poleis; they may have been

trading ports or emporia frequented by the Massaliotes (or

even by the Phokaians).Archaeology has revealed a network

of C6–C5 Massaliote trading posts in southern France, and

such sites attest to the wide trading interests of Massalia
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(Bats (1992)). In most cases the names that the Greeks even-

tually applied to these sites remain unknown, but it is not

impossible that their names were misinterpreted by later

writers as names of Greek poleis.

From C5l Massalia began to secure her control of the

coastal regions of southern France by establishing a network

of fortress-cities, beginning with Agathe,“promoted”to this

status from the previous status of emporion; this policy con-

tinued well into Roman times (Strabo 4.1.5). Olbia, founded

in 340 or 330, shows clearly the military character of these

foundations (see supra). The remainder of these Massaliote

fortress-colonies seem to have been founded in Hellenistic

times, the later ones undoubtedly at a time when Massalia

benefited from the assistance of the Roman army in subdu-

ing the native tribes living inland (Strabo 4.1.5; Bats (1986);

Arcelin (1986)). It is not wholly clear what type of relation-

ship cities like Agathe and Olbia had to Massalia; it is tempt-

ing to consider them as “poleis founded as fortresses”

according to the typology suggested by Hansen (1997b) 36

no. 12; they may have been dependent poleis (Gschnitzer

(1958) 25), as even Strabo (4.1.5 or, implicitly, 4.1.9) seems to

attest (at least for later times) when he speaks about the

6π�κοοι of Massalia; some scholars have considered them

to be similar to klerouchies (Sanmartí (1992) 29), but we

should not rule out the possibility that these places were

used by Massalia as bases to develop the penetration inland

of her commercial interests (Clavel-Lévêque (1985) 81).

From C5 Emporion (no. 2) seems to have begun to devel-

op its own interests; it began to mint coins and to erect 

public buildings and, perhaps, to constitute itself as a polis;

Rhode (no. 4) seems to follow a similar path slightly later.

It is not known when the three πολ�χνια Μασσαλιωτ+ν

(Strabo 3.4.6) situated between the river Jucar and New

Carthage were established; the only one known by name,

Hemeroskopeion, was perhaps not a polis, and Artemidoros

considers it a Phokaian foundation. If the site at La Picola can

be related in any way to Alonis, it was clearly not a Greek polis

but a native fortress-town strongly influenced in its lay-out

and defensive works by Greek models of the Classical period.

Whether those two places depended on Massalia or Emporion

(or on Massalia through Emporion?) cannot be ascertained.

II. The Poleis

1. Alalie Map 48b. Lat. 42.10, long. 9.70. Size of territory:

3(?). Type: A:α. The toponym is ?λαλ�η, O (Hdt. 1.165.1,

166.3). A city-ethnic is not attested; Herodotos refers to the

community as ο2 Φωκαιε5ς (1.166.2 bis).

Alalie is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.165.1

(�νεστ�σαντο π#λιν). The name of the territory is

unknown, but its extent, after C6m when the refugees from

Phokaia arrived, has been calculated at 200 km² (Gras (1985)

404), and it may have been divided into lots (Jehasse and

Jehasse (1987) 380). The “epoecised” city put a fleet of sixty

ships to sea (Hdt. 1.166.2), which indicates a population of

c.20,000 inhabitants (Gras (1985) 400–6) or even more

(Domínguez (1985) 375–76).

Alalie was founded by Phokaia (no. 859), in accordance

with an oracle, 20 years before the fall of Phokaia, i.e. c.560

(Hdt. 1.165.1). In c.546 the Phokaians decided to relocate

their city in reaction to the Persian threat, and almost half of

the Phokaians were received at Alalie. From the Alalian

point of view, the arrival of these refugees may have been

perceived as reception of epoikoi, while from the point of

view of the Phokaians it was a case of metoikesis (Demand

(1990) 37). The refugees arrived with wives, sons and sacred

objects from their home sanctuaries (Hdt. 1.164.3, 166.3).

After a naval battle with the Carthaginians and the

Etruscans c.540, in which the Alalians were victorious but

suffered severe losses, the city was perhaps dismantled (Hdt.

1.166.3: �ν/λαβον [. . .] κα� τ�ν >λλην κτ�σιν), and certain-

ly abandoned (Hdt. 1.166.3: �ν/λαβον τ3 τ/κνα κα� τ3ς

γυνα5κας [. . .] κα� �πειτα �π/ντες τ�ν Κ�ρνον �πλεον .ς

‘Ρ�γιον). However, the abandonment was perhaps not

complete, as the existence of some archaeological remains

dated to C6l (and antedating the foundation(?) of the

Etruscan city) would suggest (Jehasse and Jehasse (1982) 255;

cf. Domínguez (1985) 376–77). In any case, after the battle,

Alalie ceased to be a polis and its site was subsequently occu-

pied by an Etruscan city, whose cemetery (C6l–C3m) has

been excavated (Jehasse and Jehasse (1973)).

Herodotos 1.166.3 seems to imply the existence of a politi-

cal body making decisions, but its composition or organisa-

tion is unknown. At 1.166.1 he implies the existence of

religious precints (Hρ�) at Alalie, some of them perhaps of a

substantial nature (temples?—he uses the verb .νιδρ�ω);

besides, the Phokaian refugees carried with them all the

sacred objects, statues and offerings (τ3 �γ�λµατα [. . .] κα�

τ3 >λλα �ναθ�µατα) taken from their original hiera at

Phokaia—except those made of bronze and stone and the

paintings (Hdt. 1.164.3)—and we may think that they placed

these in newly built edifices as soon as they arrived at Alalie;

however, they have not been identified. Remains of a city wall

have been discovered, of the agger type, with a broad glacis in
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front of it, perhaps dated to C6s (Jehasse and Jehasse (1982)

250–53, (1994) 312–14) and perhaps protecting the Greek city.

There are also remains of C6s dwellings constructed in mud-

brick (Jehasse and Jehasse (1994) 312) as well as Greek pottery

of Archaic date (Jehasse and Jehasse (1982) 251–54).

2. Emporion (Emporites) Map 25. Lat. 42.10, long. 3.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is ’Εµπ#ριον,

τ# (Ps.-Skylax 2; Ps.-Skymnos 204) and the city-ethnic is

’Εµπορ�της (SEG 37 838 (530–500); Strabo 3.4.8) or

’Ενπορε�της (C4l coins, infra).Some scholars have suggest-

ed that the original name may have been Pyrene (Hind

(1972)) or *Kypsela (Lamboglia (1949), (1974); Oikonomides

(1974)) and one of these names (in particular Pyrene) might

well have been the name of the first settlement, which was

renamed Παλαι3 π#λις (Strabo 3.4.8) when the (new) city

on the mainland was founded; however, there is no evidence

for the use of any of these names to refer to Emporion,

whose name is presumably attested already in C6l (SEG 38

838; cf. supra).

Apart from Ps.-Skylax 2 (Hansen (1997a) 88), the earliest

references to Emporion as a polis are in Polyb. 3.39.7 and

Ps.-Skymnos 202–4 (all in the urban sense). It is described as

a polis in the urban and political sense by Strabo 3.4.8, a pas-

sage which also refers to the politeuma and uses dipolis about

Emporion. If Pyrene at Hdt. 2.33.2 designates the present

city, this passage provides an occurrence of polis in the territ-

orial sense. It is usually inferred from the toponym that

Emporion was an emporion. For a discussion of this ques-

tion, see Hansen (forthcoming). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in a C6l inscription (SEG 37

838) and on coins (ΕΜ, ΕΜΠ, ΕΜΠΟΡ (C5l–C4);

ΕΜΠΟΡΙΤΩΝ(C4l–C3); Villaronga (1994) 3–8, 1730) and

externally in a commercial document of C5m (SEG 38 1036).

Emporion was founded c.600 (Aquilué et al. (1996)

61–62), whether by Massaliote Phokaians (Ps.-Skymnos

203–4),Massaliotes (Ps.-Skylax 2; Strabo 3.4.8) or Phokaians

(Livy 26.19, 34.4; cf. Pliny 3.22). Ps.-Skymnos 204–5 includes

Emporion among the Greek poleis founded by Massalia

(κα� π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες, Qς Μασσαλι+ται Φωκαε5ς

�π�)κισαν· πρ)τη µ*ν ’Εµπ#ριον); Strabo 4.1.5 seems to

imply that Emporion was included within the system of

fortresses set up by Massalia to protect the coast (supra

162–63). However, on present evidence it is not clear how

long Emporion remained within that Massaliote system (cf.

Gschnitzer (1958) 25–26).

The territory of Emporion stretched into the interior of

the country (mesogaia), and at least a part of it was called

’Ιουγκ�ριον πεδ�ον (Strabo 3.4.9). According to some

scholars, the territory comprised 360 km² and may have

been bordered by native villages (Plana (1994) 109–16). In

one of these the remains of a possible C3 sanctuary of

Demeter have been found; it may have replaced an older

shrine (Pons (1993)). The existence of a C4 cadaster occupy-

ing 15,000 ha has also been proposed (Plana (1994) 169–89).

However, these figures seem too high for such a tiny urban

centre, and other scholars have suggested a smaller territory

of c.3,300 ha: 1,300 ha of arable land and 2,000 ha of eschatia

(Sanmartí (1993) 92–94). The reference in Strabo 3.4.8 to

Rhode (no. 4) as a πολ�χνιον ’Εµποριτ+ν seems to imply

that, at least by C1s, Emporion had integrated the territory

of Rhode into its own territory.

On the basis of the size of the city (5 ha), it has been sup-

posed that the inhabitants numbered max. 1,500–2,000

(Domínguez (1986) 4; Marcet and Sanmartí (1990) 118–19).

Originally Emporion was divided into separate Greek

and non-Greek communities, but at a certain point the two

communities merged into one to form a single citizen body

of mixed ethnicity (Strabo 3.4.8; Pena (1988) 11–27; Santiago

(1994a)). This merger may have taken place c.375, when the

second city wall was constructed, thus suppressing an extra-

urban settlement (assigned to the natives by its excavator),

and situated by the C5 city wall (Sanmartí (1993) 88–89).

The existence of a political community is indicated by the

C5–C4 mint (infra) and by bricks stamped ∆ΗΜ

(�δηµοσ�α/δηµ#σιον) and dated perhaps to C3 (Almagro

(1952) no. 35; Pena (1992) 141). The only reference to the

political system is found in Strabo 3.4.8, which refers to a

πολ�τευµα µικτ#ν of Greek and barbarian ν#µιµα pro-

duced by the merger described supra. A C5s lead tablet

found at Emporion contains the word (or the ending)

ν#µος, although its precise meaning cannot be determined

(Almagro (1952) no. 21; Pena (1992) 140–41; Santiago (1993)

288–89). The honours owed to Artemis Ephesia were pre-

sumably defined by law (Strabo 4.1.4), and in later sources

there are references to custom (mos) and laws (leges;

Livy 34.9 (rC2e)). Livy (34.9 (rC3e)) also refers to several

magistrates.

The agora of the city is known only in its C2f form (Mar

and Ruiz de Arbulo (1993) 160–69). Although Artemis

Ephesia was worshipped at Emporion (Strabo 3.4.8), her

sanctuary has not yet been identified. A C5s sanctuary con-

sisting of at least an Ionic temple and a double altar has been

excavated in the southern part of the city. In C4f the area was

reorganised and a new sanctuary constructed, perhaps

devoted to Asklepios; the Palaia polis has yielded a relief
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depicting two sphinxes, almost certainly from a temple

(Marcet and Sanmartí (1990) 69). The city had a public

water reservoir, dug in C4e, and included within the sacred

area placed in the southern part of the city, by the city walls

and their southern entrance gate (ibid. (1990) 87). The earli-

est Greek settlement, in antiquity situated on an island that

is now connected to the continent, may have functioned as

the acropolis; it was called Παλαι3 π#λις (Strabo 3.4.8).

Strabo 3.4.8 mentions the existence of a city wall at

Emporion and sketches the history of its development. The

first wall so far known was constructed in C5s in the south-

ern part of the city (Sanmartí and Nolla (1986)); c.375 that

wall was dismantled and in the same area a new wall was

constructed with an elaborate L-shaped entrance system

(Sanmartí et al. (1992)); this is certainly the wall mentioned

by Livy 34.9. In C3s a proteichisma was constructed; howev-

er, in C2m all these fortifications were demolished and,

reusing the same stones, a new wall was constructed 20 m

further out, a wall that is still preserved (Sanmartí et al.

(1988)).According to Livy 34.9 (rC2e), the defence of the city

walls of the polis was—at least in times of war—entrusted to

one-third of the inhabitants, who were on duty every night.

The oldest remains of dwellings come from the Palaia

polis and consist of rectangular rooms in mudbrick on stone

basements; they date to C6f (Aquilué et al. (1996) 57–58,

(1999) 217–30). The city on the mainland seems to have

reached its maximum extent already in C5s, which makes it

difficult to sketch the first stages of its development and lay-

out; in any case, it seems to have been centred on a main

street running north–south and crossed at right angles by

secondary streets (Marcet and Sanmartí (1990) 106–8).

The patron divinity of Emporion was Artemis Ephesia

(Strabo 3.4.8); cults of the Nymphs, Themis and Poseidon

are epigraphically attested (Almagro (1952) nos. 9–11, 49), as

are cults of Asklepios and Sarapis; in all these cases the evid-

ence is Hellenistic or Roman.

The mint of Emporion possibly began to strike silver

coins of the Auriol type in C5f, imitating Massaliote proto-

types. From C5m the mint produced minor denominations

and was under the influence of Sicily, Mainland Greece and

Asia Minor; their weights vary from 0.15/0.25 g to 0.40/0.45

g and 0.90/0.95 g; the coins are anepigraphic. C5l/C4f coins

are inscribed with the legend ΕΜ, ΕΜΠ or ΕΜΠΟΡ and

show influences from Magna Graecia and Athens;

the weight is 0.94 g. From C4l Emporion struck a 

so-called drachm weighing 4.70 g. Types: obv. head of a 

goddess (Artemis?); legend: ΕΜΠΟΡΙΤΩΝ or

ΕΝΠΟΡΕΙΤΩΝ; rev. horse (Villaronga (1997)). It is quite

possible that all these coins were struck on the Phokaian

standard (Campo (1992); García-Bellido (1994)), and both

the first issues and the drachms seem also to be related to the

weights of the Massaliote system (Villaronga (1998); Head,

HN² 1–2; SNG Cop. Spain-Gaul 637–39).

Emporion was perhaps considered to be the coloniser of

nearby Rhode (no. 4; Strabo 3.4.8). A very fragmentary C5s

lead tablet has the sequence [. . .S]κο .σκατοικ�σαι, mean-

ing something like “where to establish (or found) a city”

(Almagro (1952) no. 21; Pena (1992) 140–41; Santiago (1993)

288–89), though it is unclear where and when the eventual

foundation was to be planted.

3. Massalia (Massaliotes) Map 15. Lat. 43.28, long. 5.22.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μασσαλ�α,!

(Hecat. fr. 55; Thuc.1.13.6) and the city-ethnic

Μασσαλι)της (Dem. 32.8; Arist. fr. 560). In the Ionic

dialect they are, respectively, Μασσαλ�η (Hdt. 5.9.15) and

Μασσαλι�τες (LSAG 288 no. 2 (C5f)).

Massalia is called a polis Hellenis in the urban sense by 

Ps.-Skylax 4 (cf. Ps.-Skymnos 209, perhaps drawing on

Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 71, though probably not for the

term polis). It is called polis in the political sense by Arist. Pol.

1305b4–5; politikos is used about the constitution at Arist.

Pol. 1305b10, and politeuma is found at Pol. 1321a30–31; there

was an Aristotelian Massalioton politeia (Arist. fr. 560), and

Dem. 32.8 refers to the politai.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on C5m coins (Brenot (1992)) and externally in Dem. 32.8–9

and Arist. fr. 560. The earliest examples of the external indi-

vidual use are LSAG 288 no. 2 (C5f) and IG xiv 295 (C4f); see

further Robert (1968) and Manganaro (1992)).

There are two different traditions about the foundation

of Massalia, and consequently two different dates for the

foundation. One tradition places the foundation in 600

(Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 7 � 120 years before the battle of

Salamis), while the other places it at the time of the fall of

Phokaia (no.859) to the Persians in 546 (Antiochos (FGrHist

555) fr. 8; Isoc. Archidamus 84). The archaeological evidence

supports the earlier date (Graham (2001) 38), but the exis-

tence of two different foundation dates may perhaps suggest

a kind of refoundation in C6m, as a consequence of the

arrival of refugees from Phokaia after the Persian conquest

of Ionia (Gras (1987); Domínguez (1991b) 250–53; Bats

(1994); Gras (1995)). All the sources agree on the metropolis:

Phokaia (Hecat. fr. 55; Thuc. 1.13–14; Arist. fr. 560), though

there is no unanimity concerning the oecist(s): it was

Euxenos (Arist. fr. 560), or Simos and Protis (Just. Epit.
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43.3.8–11), or Protis (Plut. Sol. 2.7) the son of Euxenos

(Arist.); or Kreontiades (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 8);

finally, Strabo 4.1.4 stresses the role of the Ephesian woman

Aristarche as !γ/µων το% πλο%, whatever that means

(Malkin (1990) 51–52). Similarly, there are different founda-

tion myths for the city in Classical sources: marriage of the

Greek oecist to the daughter of the native king (Arist. fr. 560

and Just. Epit. 43.3.4–12, with some variations); a completely

different tradition, including the flight from Phokaia during

the Persian conquest, is found in Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr.

8 and Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 72. Strabo 4.1.4 gives details

which may correspond to any of these traditions. Despite

the marriage between the Greek oecist and the native king’s

daughter, which led to the foundation of the city according

to Arist. fr. 560, Massalia was always considered a Hellenic

and not a mixed polis (cf. Ps.-Skylax 4; Livy 37.54.22 (r189)).

The territory is called Μασσαλι)τις (Strabo 4.2.3); the

toponym may also have been used to denote the territory

(cf. Brunel (1945)); it is referred to as ! Μασσαλιωτ+ν

χ)ρα at Arist. Mir. ausc. 837b8 (cf. Ps.-Skylax 4) and is

described as planted with olives and vines but poor in grain

(Strabo 4.1.5). The territory of Massalia has been the subject

of much discussion (Bats (1986) 17–19; Morel (1986)) and it

is now supposed that throughout the Archaic and Classical

periods Massalia possessed a territory of c.70 km² (Arcelin

(1986) 74), territorial expansion taking off only in C3

(Strabo 4.1.5; Bats (1986); Arcelin (1986) 52–75). In any case,

there are hardly any archaeological traces of the occupation

of the territory (Arcelin (1986) 47). Apart from controlling

its territory proper, Massalia seems to have founded, and

kept under its sway, a network of coastal cities (Strabo 

4.1.5, 9) with the intention of protecting the coast against

incursions of inland barbarians. Leaving aside the very

problematic cases of the cities in Iberia (Emporion, Rhode,

etc.), the beginning of this policy can be dated to C5l, which

saw the foundation of Agathe, and its continuation is

marked by the foundations of Olbia (C4s), Tauroeis (C3l)

and Nikaia (C3l/C2e?), the only cities for which we have

acceptable dates (Bats (1986) 27–30). The way in which

Massalia controlled these foundations is incompletely

known (Gschnitzer (1958) 20–26), although in general it

seems that the majority (or all) of them may have been

dependent “poleis founded as fortresses” in the typology of

Hansen (1997b) 36 no. 12; however, in no case can polis status

be proved, and accordingly each city is briefly described in

the Introduction above.

If we can trust Justinus’ retrospective narrative, Massalia

had a foedus and amicitia with Rome from the time of its

foundation (Just.Epit.43.3.4,5.3), completed in C4e with the

granting to Massalia of immunitas and the establishment

(or renewal?) of a foedus aequo iure (Just. Epit. 43.5. 10; see

Nenci (1958) 63–97). Massalia sent envoys to Delphi in C4e

(Just. Epit. 43.5.8).

The armed forces of Massalia, especially the fleet, were

deployed on several occasions; thus, a naval defeat of the

Carthaginians is reported for the very moment of the foun-

dation (Thuc. 1.13.6; Paus. 10.18.7) as well as for later occa-

sions (Just. Epit. 43.5.2; Gras (1987)). On land Massalia

waged wars against the natives from the foundation of the

city (Just. Epit. 43.4.9–11, 5.1) and established a network of

fortified places for protection against the native populations

(Just. Epit. 43.3.13; Strabo 4.1.5, 9 (C4?)); cf. supra.

It has been suggested that the total population of the city

never exceeded 20,000 inhabitants (Bats (1992) 273). The

existence of γ/νη, such as the Πρωτι�δαι, is attested for C4

(Arist. fr. 560).

Massalia had an oligarchic constitution (Arist.Pol. 1305b4,

10, 1320b18, 1321a30); the enfranchised citizens are referred to

as the politeuma, and access to the politeuma was by election

of those found worthy of membership (Arist. Pol.

1321a29–31). Aristotle also refers to an undated stasis in

Massalia by which the oligarchy was changed into a consti-

tution that came closer to being a politeia, the positive vari-

ant of popular rule (Pol. 1305b1–4); perhaps its outcome is

the eunomic aristocracy mentioned by Strabo 4.1.5 for his

own day (or that of his informant(s)). Some Massiliote laws

are referred to by Theophr. fr. 117, Wimmer; Ael. VH 2.38.1;

and Livy 37.54.22 (r189). These laws were Ionic (ν#µοι

’Ιωνικο�) and were exhibited in public (Strabo 4.1.5). Val.

Max. 2.6.7 mentions the death penalty as having been used

since the foundation of the city.

Massalia had a council (interpreted as a senatus by Val.

Max. 2.6.7) called the Six Hundred (οH TΕξακ#σιοι), whose

members served for life and were called τιµο�χοι

(I.Lampsakos 4.45, 48 (C2e); Strabo 4.1.5); this council was

presided over by the Fifteen (οH Πεντεκα�δεκα; Strabo

4.1.5; Caesar, BCiv. 1.35.1), who were in turn controlled by the

Three (οH Τρε5ς; Strabo 4.1.5), one of whom was chairman

(Strabo 4.1.5) and possibly the eponymous magistrate,

although this is not confirmed. There is no solid evidence

for the existence of an assembly at Massalia; however, the

existence of a demos may possibly be implied by the refer-

ence to the public exhibition (δηµοσ��α) of the laws (Strabo

4.1.5), and IG xiv 357 (C1?) has sometimes been interpreted

to prove the existence of a demos, but it is a problematic 

document: Properzio (1989) 296–97 denies that it alludes to
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a Massaliote demos, while Clerc (1927) 451 n. 1 considers the

inscription a falsum.

In C2, and almost certainly before, the agora of Massalia

was situated in a low-lying area between the two main eleva-

tions of the city, Saint-Laurent hill and Moulins hill (Gantès

(1992) 85). Although it has not been found, Massalia pre-

sumably had a temple dedicated to Athena, since Strabo

13.1.41 refers to its ξ#ανον just as Just. Epit. 43.5.6 (rC5?)

alludes to its simulacrum and to the porticus of the temple,

situated on the arx. The city also possessed a Hερ#ν devoted

to Apollo Delphinios and a temple (νε)ς) dedicated to

Artemis Ephesia, both on the >κρα (Strabo 4.1.4). A monu-

mental Ionic C6l capital has been unearthed (Benoit

(1954)), as has a set of fifty tiny C5e naiskoi with a seated god-

dess pertaining to two different sanctuaries (Clerc (1927)

227–40); a possible C4e Thesmophorion has also been ident-

ified (Gantès (1992) 79, 85). The water management system

of the city was very elaborate, with cisterns, water reservoirs

and drains, some of them dating to C6e (Trouset (1990)).

There is an epigraphical reference to a stadion (perhaps of

Roman date: Benoit (1966) 20); from the foundation of the

city the harbour received special attention and many 

substantial structures related to it have been excavated, the

oldest ones dating to C6l (Guéry (1992); Hesnard (1995)

65–78).

Massalia had an acropolis; Strabo 4.1.4 refers to the

π/τρα, presumably the acropolis, and furthermore refers to

the >κρα, presumably a part within the acropolis. The

acropolis was perhaps encircled by a separate wall, different

from that around the city proper according to Strabo him-

self (4.1.4; Tréziny (1994) 128–29, modified in Tréziny (2001)

49). Just. Epit. 43.4 implies the existence of walls from at least

the second generation of colonists. There are remains of an

early (C6l) city wall which already enclosed the area of the

later city almost in its entirety; in C4 a new defensive system

was built and the previous wall razed to the ground at sever-

al points (Tréziny (1994) 125–30, (1995) 44–45, (2001) 45–53).

During C6f Massalia slowly expanded and came to occu-

py almost 25 ha; in C6m the extent of the city was already

more or less similar to that of the later city (c.40 ha (Tréziny

(2001) 53). While some houses and other urban features are

known from C6e, the general layout of the city is not fully

known, though there is some evidence of C6m grid plan-

ning (Tréziny (1995) 50); perhaps the main axis of the city

was constituted by the prolongation, inside the city, of the

road that entered the city through the eastern gate and led to

the agora. In C4f some quarters of the city had a regular plan

(Gantès (1992); Moliner (2001) 101–8).

Strabo 4.1.4 seems to imply that the patron divinity was

Artemis Ephesia. Also attested is the cult of Athena (Strabo

13.1.41), supposed by some scholars to be the protective

divinity of the city (Tréziny (1994) 129–30). Massalia cele-

brated the Anthesteria (referred to by Just. Epit. 43.4.6 (rC6)

as Floralia) and the Thargelia (Serv. ad Aen. 3.57; Lact. Plac.

comm. ad Stat. Theb. 10.798; IG xiv 2464(?); Salviat (1992)

144–45).

Massalia erected a treasury at Delphi (Diod. 14.93.4

(r396), App. Ital. 8.3 (r396; rC4m)), identified with the 

so-called Aiolian treasure at Marmaria and dated between

540 and 530 (Salviat (1981)). Paus. 10.8.6–7 furthermore

mentions a statue of Athena dedicated at Delphi as well 

as one of Apollo (10.18.7) dedicated to commemorate a

naval victory over the Carthaginians; Just. Epit. 43.5.8 (rC4e)

also refers to the dedication of offerings to Apollo at 

Delphi.

The mint of Massalia struck silver coins from c.525/520 to

470/460 of the so-called Auriol-type, heavily influenced by

contemporary Ionian issues (Furtwängler (1978)). From

C5m Massaliote coins became more similar to the coins

issued in Magna Graecia and Sicily, and down to C4e we can

trace at least seven issues of obols weighing from 0.71 to 0.85

g, with types mainly reminiscent of those found in Sicily.

Many of these issues carry the legend ΜΑΣ, ΜΑΣΣ or

even ΜΑΣΣΑΛΙΩΤΑΝ (in the Doric dialect; Brenot

(1992)). The minting of obols, although progressively of

lower weight, continued until C3l (Brenot (1980)). In C4e

begins the minting of a new and short-lived coin, a drachm

weighing 3.75 g (called a “heavy drachm” to distinguish it

from the “light drachm” weighing 2.65 g issued from C3l).

Issues of this coin ceased in 360. It shows on the obv.Artemis

Ephesia and on the rev. a lion similar to the lion on the coins

of Elea; the legend is ΜΑΣΣΑΛΙΗΤΩΝ (this time in

Ionic dialect; Brenot (1982)). It has been argued that all these

coins were struck on the Phokaian standard, despite the dif-

ferent weights used in the different issues (García-Bellido

(1994); SNG Cop. Spain-Gaul 708–28).

4. Rhode (Rhodetes) Map 25. Lat. 42.15, long. 23.20. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is ‘Ρ#δη (Ps.-

Skymnos 204; Steph. Byz. 546.4) or ‘Ρ#δος (Strabo 3.4.8,

14.2.10); the city-ethnic is ‘Ροδ�της (coins, infra) or

‘Ροδα5ος (Steph. Byz. 546.4).

Rhode is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skymnos

202–4. Strabo 3.4.8 describes it as a polichnion. The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested by C4l coin leg-

ends (infra).
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According to Strabo 14.2.10, Rhode was colonised by

Rhodians prior to the foundation of the Olympic Games.

Ps.-Skymnos (205–6; cf. Strabo 3.4.8) also alludes to a

Rhodian foundation and to later Massaliote occupation

(Ps.-Skymnos 203; cf. Strabo 14.2.10). Strabo 3.4.8 states that

Rhode belonged to Emporion (no. 2). The sources thus

seem to imply a double foundation, first by Rhodes and

afterwards by Massalia (Strabo 14.2.10), or Phokaians from

Massalia (Ps.-Skymnos 202–6), or, alternatively, by

Rhodians and Emporitans (Strabo 3.4.8). The much debat-

ed Rhodian foundation must, however, be rejected

(Domínguez (1990); Santiago (1994b) 59–63; Graham (2001)

36–37). The short and obscure reference by Strabo 14.2.10 to

the causes of the Rhodian foundation of Rhode (.π�

σωτηρ��α τ+ν �νθρ)πων) may possibly be based on a

foundation myth, but such a myth must be of a late date

(Domínguez (1990)).

The only reference to public enactments is found in

Strabo 4.1.4, where he alludes to the enacting by law of the

honours owed to Artemis Ephesia. This goddess had a tem-

ple in Rhode (Strabo 3.4.8, 4.1.4) and was the patron divini-

ty of the city (Strabo 3.4.8).

Although the site of the Greek city has yielded ceramic

evidence dating to C6l(?) and C5 (Martín, Nieto and Nolla

(1979) 326–27; Vivó (1996) 112), the earliest levels associated

with habitation date from C4e (Puig et al. (1994–95) 128).

However, the layout of the settlement at this date is almost

unknown, since in C3e the city underwent a complete reor-

ganisation which obliterated the previous houses; it has,

however, been suggested that the layout was more or less

regular (Puig et al. (1996)); the C4e houses had foundations

of large stones (Puig et al. (1994–95) 128); in C3e, the city was

reorganised and enlarged with the construction of a new

quarter on a regular plan, with streets crossing each other at

right angles; some of the streets discovered so far are 4 m

wide (Martín, Nieto and Nolla (1979) 269–311; Vivó (1996);

Martín and Puig (2001) 59–60). In C3l a strong city wall was

erected and enclosed all of the settlement (Puig et al. (1996)

243–44; Puig (1998b) 155–63); in its eastern course the wall

perhaps served also to channel the river and to give way to

harbour constructions (Puig (1998a) 118).

Rhode was perhaps considered one of the fortresses

established by Massalia to protect the coast from barbar-

ians living inland (Strabo 4.1.5); in addition, Strabo

describes Rhode as a πολ�χνιον ’Εµποριτ+ν (3.4.8).

Clearly, these classifications must refer to different periods,

but it is not known when and how Rhode was integrated

into the Massaliote dominion, nor when it came under

Emporitan control, though it seems that it came

under Emporitan influence only in the Roman period

(C3l/C2e).

Rhode apparently struck only a minor series of drachms,

weighing 4.70 g, between C4l and C3e. Types: obv. head of a

goddess, sometimes with a symbol (trident, dolphins); leg-

end: ΡΟ∆ΗΤΩΝ; rev. rose, at first seen from above and

afterwards from below (Campo (1992) 200; Villaronga

(1994) 11–14). The standard used is the Phokaian (García-

Bellido (1994) 126–28) and it seems to be identical to the one

used for Massaliote coins (Villaronga (1998); SNG Cop.

Spain–Gaul 633–36).
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I. The Region

The name of the island was Σικελ�α, ! (Pind. Pyth. 1.19;

Hdt. 5.46.1; Thuc. 1.12.4, 6.1.2; IG i³ 370.f.52 (418/17); I.Delos

104.117 (364/3); IG iv².1 95.60 (356/5)). The corresponding

ethnic is Σικελι)της (Thuc. 3.90.1; Xen. Hell. 2.2.24; Pl. Ep.

7.327b), which specifically denotes the populations of the

Greek poleis on the island (Hellan. fr. 79a¹; Thuc. 4.58.1,

7.32.2, 57.11). It is used only externally: collectively it is used

by e.g. Thuc. locc. citt., Xen. Hell. 2.2.24 and Corinth 8.3 23.1

(341); individually, it is used in IG i³ 1369 bis (epitaph (C5l);

cf. IG ii² 10287–88, 10290 and Agora xvii 662, Classical epi-

taphs), and IG ii² 69.9 (honorary decree (C4f)). The Greeks

were not the only ethnic group inhabiting the island, which

was already occupied when they arrived, a fact that is reflect-

ed in Classical expositions of the historical development of

the nomenclature of the island: the early name was, accord-

ing to Thuc. 6.2.2,Τρινακρ�α,!, a name reflecting the phys-

ical form of the island (cf. Ephor. fr. 137b �Ps.-Skymnos

268; Diod. 5.2.1; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.22.2; Strabo 6.2.1).

This name was replaced by Σικαν�α, !, coined from

Σικανο�, the earliest historical population, which had been

driven from their native Iberia, according to Thuc. 6.2.2 (cf.

Hellan. fr. 79a; Hdt. 7.170.1; Diod. 5.2.1; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

1.22.2).² Sikania itself was replaced by Sikelia upon the

arrival of invaders from Italy; these were (a) the Sikeloi,

according to Thuc. 6.2.4 (cf. Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 4),

and they defeated the Sikanoi in battle and gave their name

to the island; (b) the Ausones, according to Hellan. fr. 79a,

whose king Sikelos gave his name to the island and the

invaders. Two other ethnic groups, the Elymoi (Thuc. 6.2.3)

and the Phoinikes (Thuc. 6.2.6), also inhabited the island

before the Greeks arrived but did not give their name to it.

On nomenclature, see further Manni (1981) 44–45 and

Sammartano (1998).

Greek colonial communities began to be founded in

Sicily in C8s. The earliest Greek colony was Naxos, which

was founded by Chalkis (no. 365) in 735/4;³ Syracuse was

founded by Corinth (no. 227) in 733/2; Megara was founded

by mainland Megara (no. 225) in 728; Gela was founded

from Rhodos and Crete in 689/8; and Zankle was founded,

by Kyme (no. 57) and Chalkis or by Naxos, c.730.⁴ Such “pri-

mary” colonies as these went on to found “secondary”

colonies of their own: e.g. Zankle founded Mylai in 716, and

Himera in 648; Megara founded Selinous in 651/50 (Diod.

13.59.4; Euseb.) or c.628/7 (Thuc. 6.4.2); Syracuse founded

Akrai in 664, Kasmenai in 644/3, and Kamarina c.598; and

Gela founded Akragas c.580.The foundation of Greek poleis,

however, was not exclusively a phenomenon of the Archaic

period; thus, Hieron of Syracuse founded Aitna in 476;

Tyndaris was founded by Dionysios I of Syracuse in 396; and

Tauromenion was a foundation of C4f.

The initial Greek colonies were planted at suitable coastal

sites, and not always at virgin sites. Thus, Syracuse supersed-

ed an indigenous settlement and may have reduced a native

population to serfdom in the process (cf. the Kyllyrioi of

Hdt. 7.155); Leontinoi and Naxos likewise replaced indige-

nous settlements, although at Leontinoi there was possibly

cohabitation between Greeks and locals, at least for a period

(Polyaen. 5.5).⁵ Note also that such phenomena as inter-

marriage between Greek and indigenous populations may

SIKELIA

tobias fischer-hansen,  thomas heine nielsen,  carmine amp olo

Luca Soverini, University of Pisa, collaborated with the authors in the compila-
tion of the site databases, contributing valuable references and insights. We are
grateful to Dr. Keith Rutter for comments on a draft of the chapter.

¹ �Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, De thematibus 2.10, p. 58 Bekker: τ+ν δ*
νησιωτ+ν οH µ*ν 2θαγενε5ς π�λαι Λ�γυες .ξ ’Ιταλ�ας Σικελο� λ/γονται,
οH δ* .π�λυδες UΕλλην/ς ε2σι Σικελι+ται.

² Σικαν�α, though most often synonymous with Sikelia, may initially have
designated the region of the Sikanians only, traditionally settled in the western
and central part of the island (cf. Arist. Mete. 359b15 and Hsch. s.v. Σικαν�η).

³ Recent attempts to discard Euboian colonisation in the West, on the basis of
an argued lack of archaeological evidence (cf. e.g. Papadopoulos (2000) 135) are
disregarded in this chapter.At Naxos, for instance, the influence of Euboian pot-
tery has been amply demonstrated (Pelagatti (1981) 305–11; Lentini (1990), (1992)
11–14, 25), and evidence such as the spread of the Euboian alphabet to Etruria
(Ridgway (1998) 315–16) and the onomastic evidence of the calendars (Trümpy,
Monat. 39–43) support the literary sources for Euboian colonisation.

⁴ For the details of the foundation dates, see the entries in the Inventory
below.

⁵ See the respective entries below.



be indicated by archaeology.⁶ However, the indigenous 

settlement pattern does not seem to have significantly deter-

mined where Greek colonies were founded.

The relationship between Greeks and indigenous popula-

tions cannot be treated here, but for some aspects of this

problem, see the entries for the indigenous cities below.

According to Thucydides (6.2) and other literary sources,

the Sikanians were Iberian fugitives and the first “post-hero-

ic” settlers in Sicily, occupying the western and central part

of the island to which they had been been forced by later

Sikel and other invaders, Morgetes and Ausones, from the

mainland who settled primarily in the eastern part of the

island (survey of sources: Bérard (1957) 448–58; Anello

(1997)). The Elymians who settled in the westernmost part

of the island, bordering upon the Phoenician colonies, were

Trojan fugitives (literary sources: Manni (1981) 128–30). The

cultural division of the island into mainly Elymian,Sikanian

and Sikel regions, as in Thucydides’ account, has been seen

reflected in corresponding cultural diversities in the archae-

ological material (Bernabò Brea (1957) passim), but this 

picture is probably too simplistic (Albanese Procelli (1997)

and Leighton (1999) 215–68 for presentation of the archaeo-

logical evidence).

According to Thuc. 6.2.6, there were Phoenician settle-

ments all over Sicily prior to the arrival of the Greeks; but

when the Greeks arrived, the Phoenicians withdrew to

Motya, Soloeis and Panormos; the reason was, Thucydides

states, that they relied on an Elymian alliance (ξυµµαχ��α

. . . π�συνοι τ=8 τ+ν ’Ελ�µων), and that this area was 

the closest to Carthage (.ντε%θεν .λ�χιστον πλο%ν

ΚαρχηδVν Σικελ�ας �π/χει). Such a picture is not sup-

ported by archaeology, which, on the contrary, has shown

that the Phoenicians arrived in Sicily more or less when the

Greeks did (Leighton (1999) 225–32). Thus, the Phoenician

presence cannot initially have determined the locations of

Greek colonies.

The dates of foundation given above are derived primari-

ly from the literary tradition and in particular from

Thucydides, but partly also from archaeological evidence,⁷

two types of evidence that generally produce roughly simi-

lar dates. But there is obviously a risk of circular argumenta-

tion when a chronology of Greek Geometric pottery based

upon the colonial dates furnished by the literary tradition is

in its turn used to confirm the literary tradition (Burn (1935)

134–35; Bérard (1957) 279; R. Van Compernolle (1992)

776–78). This danger can only be avoided by employing a

chronology of Geometric wares established by Near Eastern

archaeology or by Near Eastern finds from Greek contexts,

such as the scarab with the name of Bocchoris found at

Pithekoussai (cf. most recently Hannestad (1996) and

Morris (1996)). This is not the place for a detailed discussion

of this problem, and three points must suffice.

(1) The study by Bérard, though dated in matters of

detail, is still valid as regards its main conclusion: that the

chronological sequence of the foundation dates as estab-

lished by archaeological investigations is well in keeping

with that established on the basis of the literary tradition

(Bérard (1957) 279–99, esp. 299).

(2) A chronology of the foundation dates established

solely on the basis of archaeological evidence does seem to

confirm the traditional chronology, and a skeleton outline

of the earlier foundation dates can be established on the

basis of: (i) Naxos: ceramic finds from the earliest period of

the settlement date to c.740–730, and thus confirm the tradi-

tional foundation date of 735/4 (and attest to ties with

Euboia: Pelagatti (1981) 304–11; Lentini (1984–85) esp.

836–38, (1993–94) 1009); (ii) Syracuse: the archaeological

evidence suggests a foundation date in C8s, and C8s habita-

tion remains on Ortygia are similar to contemporary

remains from Megara Hyblaia and Naxos (Pelagatti (1982)

126–27); the archaeological evidence is thus compatible with

the traditional foundation date of 733;⁸ (iii) Gela: the tradi-

tional foundation date of Gela is 689/8 (Thuc. 6.4.3;

Eusebios gives 691); however, there is archaeological evid-

ence for Greek occupation already by C8l, and mortuary

evidence too points to Greek presence in C8l (on both, see

entry for Gela); thus, archaeological evidence attests Greek

occupation of Gela prior to the traditional date of founda-

tion, and this may suggest that the city was founded in two

phases (Fiorentini and De Miro (1983); Fischer-Hansen

(1996) 332–34); (iv) Selinous: Diod. 13.59.4 dates the founda-

tion of Selinous to 651/50, whereas Thuc. 6.4.2 gives c.628/7.

The earlier of these dates is supported by archaeological

⁶ See R. van Compernolle (1983) and Hodos (1997). However, for a critical
assessment of the archaeological evidence, see Shepherd (1999).

⁷ See the details in the individual entries.

⁸ Thuc. 6.3.1 (probably based on Antiochos of Syracuse, FGrHist 555); it is
often overlooked that the Thucydidean foundation dates for Naxos, Syracuse
and the other Sicilian cities,normally based upon the foundation date of Megara
Hyblaia, which is independently dated to 728, is inaccurate because the founda-
tion of Leontinoi and Katane was contemporary with the arrival of the
Megarians in Sicily (Thuc. 6.4.1), not with the foundation of Megara, which took
place somewhat later, though we do not know by how much (the “factor x” of
Beloch; cf. Asheri (1979a) 91); Eusebius has 736 (for a table of the Eusebian colo-
nial dates: Cook (1946) 77–78). On the other hand, Ephor. fr. 137a (�Strabo
6.2.2) maintains that Naxos and Megara were the earliest colonies, while Strabo
6.2.4 adds that Syracuse was founded at about the same time as these two cities
(cf. also R. Van Compernolle (1992) 778–79).
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evidence from the recently excavated Buffa and Manuzza

cemeteries (Tusa (1982) 191–94; Rallo (1982); cf. R. Van

Compernolle (1992) 777–78), but the difference in chronol-

ogy may not be significant (however, see Cook (1946) 73 for

the view that trading posts may have preceded the colony

proper where more than one foundation date has been

transmitted); (v) Himera: the date of foundation of 648 is

inferred from the notice that the city was inhabited for 240

years before its destruction in 408 (Diod. 13.62.4). There is

sporadic evidence of a C7m settlement, supporting the tra-

ditional date of foundation, on the coastal plain below the

upper plateau near the estuary of the river Himera (Vassallo

(1997) 85–90).

(3) The chronological divergences found in several of the

literary sources rarely amount to more than c.25 years, as for

instance in the case of Selinous, where the foundation date is

reported both as 651/50 and c.628, a discrepancy that is hard-

ly significant for early Archaic history (Asheri (1979a) 94)

and that is also acceptable in the classification of ceramic

styles (Morris (1996) 58). Another caveat is that the different

literary “dates of foundation” may possibly refer to different

moments in the early history of a colony; accordingly, a rigid

chronological framework should be avoided (Gras (1986)

11–13; Morris (1996) 55–57): sites may have been colonised in

phases (see above for the example of Gela); foundations may

have been the result of a colonial process evolved over a 

period, as for instance in the case of Megara Hyblaia, where

the preliminary settlements at Trotilon and Thapsos failed.

Pre-colonial Greek contacts established with indigenous

settlements complicate the issue: there is widespread evid-

ence of Greek presence in the colonial regions earlier than

the traditional foundation dates.⁹ The chronological frame-

work of these early contacts may depend on a revision of the

dating of the “pendent-semicircle skyphoi” (Snodgrass

(1994) 5).

In addition to the “historical” accounts of the foundation

of colonies, there were mythical traditions incorporating

the island into Greek horizons (Bérard (1957) 301–83,

392–97; Giangiulio (1983)).Thus,Thuc.6.2.3 reports that the

Elymoi were of Trojan descent, arriving after the Achaian

sack of Ilion. Though not as pronounced in Sicily as in the

case of Magna Graecia, such myths did sometimes function

as charter myths for Greek colonial enterprises (Malkin

(1998) 4, 20). Whether there is any direct connection

between these heroic traditions and the widespread evid-

ence of Mycenaean contacts with the West (Vagnetti (1991),

(1996) 152–59) remains an open question (Leighton (1999)

184–86). However, whereas Minoan contacts are not so far

documented, Mycenaean contacts with Sicily (and South

Italy), sporadic from C16 to C15, increased significantly in

C14–C13, with Mycenaean presence attested for instance on

Thapsos near Syracuse, on Lipari, and at Scoglio del Tonno

(Taras) (Vagnetti (1991), (1996) 141–43, 152–53, 168). Late

Bronze Age maritime trading posts and the hunt for metal

resources and other trade goods determined the routes

taken by later Greek expansion westwards. Indeed, trade

must have played a paramount role in the early colonisation

of the West: the development of the concept of trade, the sig-

nificance of the historical trade links of Euboian and

Phokaian traders, and the commercial aspect of C8–C6

colonisation have been traced in studies by Mele ((1979),

(1988)). Commerce was at times closely associated with

piracy and trade in slaves (for which see Morel (1984) 143).

According to Thuc. 6.4.5, Zankle was founded by pirates

from Campanian Kyme (no. 57), and according to Ephor. fr.

137a (�Strabo 6.2.2), Tyrrhenian pirates created difficulties

for early Greek commerce in the region of the Straits of

Messina. The importance of the trading route through the

Straits has been treated on several occasions by Vallet (most

recently in Vallet (1988)) and need not detain us here, but the

links across the Straits between Zankle and Rhegion (no.

68), between Naxos and Lokroi (no. 59), and between Mylai

and Metauros (no. 62), played a significant role in joining

together the two coastal territories, creating a cultural and

political koine (Vallet (1988) 172). Indeed, Rhegion and

Zankle/Messana are most often treated together in regional

studies.

Although there are obvious geomorphological differ-

ences between the individual sites, distinctions between

“mercantile colonies” (e.g. Naxos?) and “agricultural

colonies” (e.g. Leontinoi and Selinous), are not easily made

(see also infra). Although most of the Sicilian colonies may

have been primarily agrarian, they were located beside 

natural harbours offering coastal trade, or near river estuar-

ies, providing access to the hinterland.¹⁰

The early Greek foundations seem to have developed

quickly into poleis, and the very process of colonisation may

have been of paramount significance here. Thus the earliest

Greek lawgivers, Charondas and Zaleukos, may have been

active in the West already from C7m, and these and later leg-

islators from Sicily and South Italy won a certain renown.

⁹ The bibliography is too comprehensive to be cited fully here, but note
Graham (1990) 45–52; Gras (1986) 7–8; Leighton (1999) 223–25.

¹⁰ The evidence of coin types is used by Lacroix (1965) 111–29 to demonstrate
the importance of rivers and arable land for the location of the individual
colonies.
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Zaleukos of Lokroi Epizephyrioi is a shadowy figure, but he

was known to Ephor. fr. 139 (�Strabo 6.1.8) and

Demosthenes (24.139–41; cf. Musti (1976) 48–50, 72–81; Link

(1992)); the legislation of Charondas of Katane was also used

in other Chalkidian cities in Sicily (Arist. Pol. 1274a23–24)

and is attested at Rhegion before the tyranny of Anaxilas

(Cordano (1978)).¹¹ In fact, the evidence for urban plan-

ning, territorial divisions and political architecture in the

early colonies has prompted the suggestion that the early

development of the polis as an institution took place, or at

least was accelerated, in the colonial foundations (cf. e.g.

Snodgrass (1977) 33 and (1994) 8–9; Ridgway (1992) 108–9;

Polignac (1995) 118–27).

From their early history the Greek territories in Sicily

became divided into main zones of influence, based upon

the ethnic origin of the foundations (cf. Asheri (1979a)

105–39): a Chalkidian/Ionian zone,¹² and a Dorian one,¹³

although too rigorous a model is hardly tenable, since some

foundations were of mixed origin, as borne out by the liter-

ary and archaeological evidence.¹⁴ Another issue complicat-

ing the question of the ethnic identities of the Greek

colonies—this time their “Greek-ness”—is the fact that

even if some colonies were planted at previously unoccu-

pied sites (e.g. Naxos), others were certainly planted at sites

already occupied by indigenous communities (e.g. Syracuse

and Leontinoi); this raises questions of co-existence and

reciprocal influences (Asheri (1996) 88–90, 96–101 with

refs.). One long-lasting effect of the foundation of Greek

colonies is the fact that many communities which were orig-

inally not of Greek ethnicity had by the Classical period—

due to prolonged interaction, not always peaceful, with the

Greek colonies—come to resemble Greek poleis to such a

degree that they are for all practical purposes indistinguish-

able from Greek poleis “proper”. Such communities are

included in the Inventory below as possible poleis (type C).

Somewhat related to this phenomenon is the fact that sever-

al settlements, whose ancient identity is unknown and

which are known exclusively from archaeological evidence,

have all the appearance of Greek settlements, and are often

indistinguishable from colonies proper (Asheri (1996) 77; cf.

Osborne (1998) 264); such settlements may have been poleis

but are here treated in the List of Pre-Hellenistic Settlements

(infra).

An important feature of the C6 history of the Greek poleis

in Sicily is the emergence of powerful dynastic tyrannies

that extended their influence outside their polis of origin

(Seibert (1982–83) 33–54) and were connected with each

other by ties of intermarriage.¹⁵ Phalaris and Theron of

Akragas expanded Akragantine influence as far north as

Himera and subjugated vast tracts of land (see entries for

Akragas and Himera). In C5e, Hippokrates of Gela expand-

ed his rule significantly in north-eastern Sicily and made

Gela a hegemonic power; however, his successor, Gelon,

transferred his seat to Syracuse and proceeded to augment

its population by incorporating the populations of several

conquered cities as well as mercenaries (see entry for

Syracuse). Gelon’s brother, Hieron, was installed as ruler at

Gela, and the Deinomenid dynasty continued to rule

Syracuse and most of Sicily until the fall of Thrasyboulos in

466 (Luraghi (1994) 273–373). In contrast to Magna Graecia,

where the Italiote League was created in C5l–C4e, the poleis

of Sicily were never united in a league or federation, and

what political unity there was consisted in the hegemonies

of the great tyrants of Syracuse: according to Diod. 11.26.2,

Gelon, after his defeat of the Carthaginians at Himera in

480, created a web of symmachiai, and his rule may almost

be considered a political unification of the Greek part of the

island, as may the rule of Dionysios I later. Even after the fall

of the Deinomenids, Syracuse continued to play a dominant

role in Sicilian history, in particular during the reign of

Dionysios I. Tyranny as such continued to be a major char-

acteristic of the Sicilian Greek poleis throughout the

Classical period (see individual entries).

The Greeks often clashed violently with the

Carthaginians. Initially, however, relations between Greeks

and Phoenicians seem to have been good, and Selinous and

Himera were for long periods at peace with the Phoenician

world, exploiting the opportunities for trade and economic

development (Tusa (1983) 302–14; Zahrnt (1993) 355–57).

The expedition by Pentathlos to western Sicily c.580 (see

Lipara (no. 34)) and the C6l adventures of Dorieus (Hdt.

¹¹ C6 fragments of a law code in the Chalkidian script from the settlement of
Monte San Mauro (�Euboia?) have been ascribed to the legislation of
Charondas (IGSII pp. 171–85; IGDS no. 15; van Effenterre and Ruzé (1994) I.1;
Cordano (1986b)).

¹² Early Chalkidian/Ionian communities: Euboia, Katane, Leontinoi, Mylai,
Naxos, Zankle.

¹³ Early Doric communities: Akragas, Akrai, Gela, Heloron(?), Herakleia
Minoa, Kamarina, Kasmenai, Megara, Selinous, Syracuse.

¹⁴ e.g. Himera, which was founded by Ionian Zankle with a group of exiles
(the Myletidai) from Dorian Syracuse (see entry for Himera). For archaeologi-
cal evidence of mixed communities at e.g. Naxos, see entry for Naxos and
Pelagatti (1981) 302; for Gela, see Fiorentini and De Miro (1983) 73–104 and
Panvini (1996) 38–39. Cf. also Osborne (1998) 267–68, arguing for the wide-
spread practice of private enterprise at the early foundations, which is likely to
have produced ethnically mixed communities.

¹⁵ For intermarriage among the Emmenids of Akragas and the Deinomenids
of Gela and Syracuse, see e.g. Vallet (1980); Luraghi (1994) 260–62. For a useful
genealogical table of the two dynasties, see Neue Pauly iii (1997) 374.
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5.40; cf. Herakleia (no. 21)) inaugurated a long period of

intense conflict.¹⁶ Gelon of Syracuse and Theron of Akragas

defeated a major Carthaginian invasion at Himera in 480,

and C5l–C4e is characterised by another serious conflict

with Carthage, during which such major Greek poleis as

Selinous, Himera and Akragas were sacked, and Gela and

Kamarina abandoned (cf. Tusa (1979); Bondi (1979); Huss

(1985) 100–23). During this conflict, Dionysios I rose to

power at Syracuse, and under his aegis a peace treaty was

concluded with Carthage which secured the civic rights of

Selinous, Himera, Akragas and Gela. However, conflicts

continued throughout C4e, with changing outcomes, and

resulted in vast programmes of resettlement of the inhabit-

ants of destroyed cities and the settling of mercenaries at

cities such as the newly founded Tyndaris (McKechnie

(1989) 35–42). Athenian decrees style Dionysios W Σικελ�ας

>ρχων (IG ii² 18.7 (394/3); IG ii² 103.19 (369/8)), recognising

the fact that he came to rule all of Greek Sicily, which was

thus again united under tyrannical rule. Dionysios had

interests outside Sicily: he waged war against the Italiote

League, he founded colonies along the Adriatic, and as late

as 369 he intervened in Greece on behalf of Sparta (no. 345).

After the troubled interlude of Dion and Dionysios the

Younger, and further conflicts with Carthage, Sicily experi-

enced a significant revival in the 340s, when Timoleon of

Corinth put an end to tyrannies, brought in new settlers,

relocated citizens from destroyed cities, and refounded e.g.

Megara, Gela, Akragas and other cities (Sordi (1961); Talbert

(1974) esp. 146–60; Mossé (1999)). Several refoundations

were of originally indigenous communities which became

“Hellenised” and are described in the Inventory below.

The Inventory below describes forty-seven Greek poleis of

various origins (Greek colonial foundations, “Hellenised”

indigenous communities, Timoleontic refoundations). In

addition, there existed in the part of the island under Greek

influence¹⁷ the following twenty-nine noteworthy settle-

ments which cannot be shown to have been Greek or

“Hellenised” poleis.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Adryx (Xδρυξ) Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 61 (π#λις

Συρακουσ�ων, but not a verbatim quotation; cf. Steph. Byz.

30.5: π#λις Συρακουσ�ων). Probably a Hellenised indigen-

ous city within the dominion of Syracuse (no. 47). Location

unknown; Barr. C.

Agathyrnon (?γ�θυρνον) Diod. 5.8.2 (r mythical times,

π#λις); Strabo 6.2.1; Steph. Byz. 11.22 (π#λις). Near Capo

d’Orlando (Barr.). There are sporadic C5–C3 archaeological

remains from the urban site and cemetery (Scibona (1985)

426). It had no mint of its own, but C4 bronze coinage of

Tyndaris has obv. Apollo, legend: ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΣ; rev.

warrior, legend: ΑΓΑΤ (υρνος), which may refer to it and

reveal some sort of relationship between the two sites

(Lacroix (1965) 47; cf. entry for Tyndaris). Barr. C(?).

Akrilla (Xκριλλα) Steph. Byz. 63.11 (π#λις Σικελ�ας ο(

π#ρρω Συρακουσ+ν). The encampment of Hippokrates

in the vicinity of Akrilla in 213 (Livy 6.2, 35.4) indicates a

location in the hinterland of Kamarina (no. 28), and the city

is now most often identified with modern Chiaramonti

Gulfi (so Barr.), where numerous remains of habitation

cover also the C4 Greek period. The proximity of Akrilla to

Kamarina and Syracuse (no. 47) suggests a strong degree of

Hellenisation (Di Stefano and Marotta D’Agata (1987); Di

Vita (1987)). Barr. AC.

Assoros (Xσσορος) SEG 30 1122 (city-ethnic, C4l–C3m);

Diod. 14.58.1 (city-ethnic); Steph.Byz. 137.7 (π#λις).Located

at modern Assoro (Barr.). Assoros was a Sikel community

(Diod. 14.58.1, 78.1) and concluded a treaty with Dionysios I

in 396 (Diod. 14.78.1); it is mentioned in the Entella inscrip-

tions (Bejor and Morel (1984) 331; SEG 30 1122). There is

archaeological evidence of Hellenisation from C5 (Morel

(1963); Bejor and Morel (1984) 333), but Greek-style coinage

begins only in C3l at the earliest (Head, HN² 127). Barr. H,

but C according to Diod. 14.58.1, 78.1.

Ergetion (’Εργ/τιον) Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 10; Ptol.

Geog. 3.4.7; Polyaen. 5.6 (rC5e, π#λις); Steph. Byz. 275.10

(π#λις). Unlocated: the conquest of the city by Hippokrates

(infra) suggests a location on the borders of the hinterland of

Kamarina (no. 28) or of Leontinoi (no. 33), on the slopes of

Etna; Manni (1976b) 614–16 opts for the plain of Leontinoi.

However, the listing of Ergetion after Kamarina and Hybla

Heraia (Ragusa?) and before Noai in the C3s Delphic list of

theorodokoi (Manganaro (1964a) 434–35) may indicate a

¹⁶ Note, however, that even so there is evidence for Phoenician presence in
the Greek poleis, e.g. Syracuse, perhaps in the role of artisans: Morel (1984) and
Asheri (1992b) 167.

¹⁷ i.e. Phoenician/Punic sites are not included in the list, even though some
were strongly Hellenised or possessed Greek institutions.
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location north of Kamarina (cf. Giangiulio (1983) 825 n. 120,

(1989) 345–46; Sinatra (1998)). According to Polyaen. 5.6,

Hippokrates of Gela conquered Ergetion. Barr. A.

Hybla Geleatis (U Υβλα ! Γελε[τις)¹⁸ Thuc. 6.62.5; Paus.

5.23.6 (π#λις, κ)µη); Plut. Nic. 15.3 (πολ�χνιον).

According to Thuc. 6.94.3, Hybla Geleatis was located

between Kentoripa (no. 31) and Katane (no. 30); according

to Paus. 5.23.6, it was a kome in the territory of Katane in

Roman times. It is normally identified with modern

Paternò, but the identification is not certain, though a Latin

inscription with a dedication to Venus Victrix Hyblensis (CIL

x.2 7013; Freeman (1891–94) i. 516; Manganaro (1964a)

432–33) was found in the vicinity. At 6.62.5 and 94.3, Thuc.

presumably describes Hybla Geleatis as a Sikel community;

according to Paus. 5.23.6, it was a barbarian community and

housed a cult of more than local significance. For the anti-

Douketian stance of Hybla Geleatis, see Diod. 11.88.6; cf.

Manganaro (1964a) 432–33; Manni (1974) 66–71; and

Giangiulio (1990a). Barr. C.

Hybla Heraia (U Υβλα ‘Ηρα�α) Steph. Byz. 645.1 (π#λις);

the text was emended by Clüver, whose emendation, though

normally accepted, is rejected by Manni (1974) 61–65 and

(1976b) 615–16. According to Hdt. 7.155.1, Hippokrates of

Gela died at a city (π#λις) named Hybla fighting the Sikels;

from the context, this Hybla was in the vicinity of Ragusa,

the modern locality most often identified with Hybla

Heraia. For the evidence for C6f Greek tombs at Ragusa, see

Di Stefano and Marotta D’Agata (1996) 543–44. Barr. AC.

Hykkara (U Υκκαρα) Thuc. 6.62.3 (π#λισµα); Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 23 �Ath. 327B (πολ�χνιον); Apollodoros

(FGrHist 244) fr. 8 (π#λις); Diod. 13.6.1 (πολισµ�τιον);

Steph. Byz. 646.20–21 (φρο�ριον). Site and location

unknown, though possibly to be located at modern Carini

(so Barr. tentatively). Thuc. 6.62.3 describes it as Sikanian,

whereas Timaios and Diod. (locc. citt.) describe it as Sikel. It

was probably a Sikel city, and the degree of Hellenisation

must remain uncertain, since the evidence is tenuous (Bejor

(1990)). The city was taken and enslaved by the Athenians in

415 (Thuc. 6.62.3). Barr. AC.

Inessa (;Ινεσσα) Thuc. 3.103.1 (π#λισµα). Sikel (Thuc.

3.103.1: Σικελικ#ν) site of unknown location west of Katane

(no. 30). For its Greek occupation and phase, see Aitna (no.

8). The acropolis of the city was occupied by the Syracusans

in 426 (Thuc. 3.103.1). According to Diod. 11.76.3, Gelon

erected a temple there in honour of Demeter. The location

of Inessa—most often identified with Cività—is still unre-

solved (Bombaci and Massa (1990) 290–93). Barr. C.

Inyx, Inykos ( ;Ινυξ, ’Ινυκ#ς) Hdt. 6.23 (π#λις); Pl. Hp.

mai. 282e; Paus. 7.4.6 (π#λις); cf. Manni (1981) 192–93 and

Massa (1990) 303–4.Historically, the city is known only from

the imprisonment there of Skythes, mounarchos of Zankle,

by Hippokrates, and his later escape to Himera, as told in

Hdt.6.23–24.The location of the city is unknown,but on the

basis of Herodotos it was probably in the territory of Gela

(no. 17; Massa (1990) 304–6). According to Pl. Hp. mai. 282e,

Inykos was only a chorion pany smikron.The city is described

as Sikel by Paus. 7.4.6 (cf. Manni (1976a) 186 n. 45). Barr. C.

Kakyron (Κ�κυρον) P Oxy. 665 �FGrHist 577, fr. 1.

Uncertain location. Syracusan mercenaries took refuge here

after the fall of the Deinomenids (P Oxy. 665 �FGrHist 577

fr. 1); Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7 locates Kakyron (Müller prints

Makyron, but suggests also Maktorion) north-west of

Phintias (modern Licata). Kakyron is often identified with

the modern site of Monte Saraceno (Adamesteanu (1956);

Manni (1981) 151; Barr.; see Monte Saraceno, infra). Barr.AC.

Kale Akte (Καλ� ?κτ�) Hdt. 6.22.2 (proposed site of

polis foundation). Marina di Caronia. A Sikel site, where the

Zanklaians (no. 51) in C5e planned to found an Ionian polis.

Zankle sent a delegation to Ionia and invited colonists, but

the only positive response came from some Milesians

(whose polis had been enslaved by the Persians) and Samian

aristocrats who felt obliged to flee Samos on account of their

participation in the Ionian Revolt (Hdt. 6.22). However, the

colony never materialised owing to the intervention of

Anaxilas of Rhegion (Hdt. 6.23); but c.446 the site was

colonised by the Sikel leader Douketios with the assistance

of Archonides I of Herbita and possibly Corinth (no. 227),

whence Douketios may have set out (Diod. 12.8.2, 29.1;

Maddoli (1977–78); Demand (1990) 55–57). Kale Akte is nor-

mally located in the vast region of Marina di Caronia, but

the exact location of the ancient city is still uncertain

(Scibona (1987) 9–12; recent investigations have not clarified

the problem (Bonanno (1997–98) 433), although a fortified

plateau with traces of a regular urban layout is described by

Bonacasa Carra (1974) 111–12, table 6.3. Barr. C.

¹⁸ Steph. Byz. 644.24–645.4 lists three communities called Hybla: (1)
Geleatis/Gereatis (! µικρ�); (2) Heraia (! δ* .λ�ττων); (3) Megareis (!
µε�ζων) �Megara Hyblaia (?), cf. Ps.-Skymnos 277. The text in Stephanus is
heavily corrupt; for an emendation offering a better reading, see Jacoby ad
Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 20; cf. Manni (1981) 184–85. Archias, victor in Olympia
in 364 (and on two other occasions) was from one of the Hyblas (Olympionikai
no. 422), though which one is unfortunately unknown. For the location of the
Hybla that played a role in the foundation of Megara Hyblaia, see Bernabò Brea
(1968) 163, arguing for an identification with Pantalica.
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Kamikos (Καµικ#ς) Hdt. 7.170 (π#λις), Strabo 6.2.6;

schol. Pind. Pyth. 6.5a (Σικελικ� π#λις).According to Hdt.

7.170.1, Kamikos was in his day a possession of Akragas (no.

9; π#λιν Καµικ#ν, τ�ν κατ’ .µ* ?κραγαντ5νοι

.ν/µοντο; cf. Diod. 4.78.2); according to schol. Pind. Pyth.

6.5a, it was a Sikel town and was taken by exiles during the

reign of Theron (cf. RE x. 1836–37; Berve (1967) 135); accord-

ing to Strabo 6.2.6, it was a barbarian community. It was the

legendary seat of Kokalos (Diod. 4.78.2; Strabo 6.2.6).

Fischer-Hansen (2002) 134. Barr. C.

Maktorion (Μακτ)ριον) Hdt. 7.153.1 (π#λις).According

to Hdt. 7.153.1, a polis located above (i.e. inland from) Gela

(no. 17); Steph. Byz. 429.7, citing Philistos (�FGrHist 556, fr.

3), reports that it was founded by one Momnon (Μ#µνων),

a name which seems not to be Greek (though the text could

be corrupted: Jacoby, ad loc.); its ethnic identity was, accord-

ingly, presumably not (originally?) Greek. Its location is

uncertain; it is normally identified with Monte Bubbonia

(Manni (1976a) 187, (1981) 199; Bejor (1991) 305; Barr., tenta-

tively). Barr. AC.

Menai, Menainon (Μενα�, Μ/ναινον) Apollodoros

(FGrHist 244) fr. 5 �Steph. Byz. 444.12 (π#λις); Diod. 11.78.5

(π#λις); Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7. From Diod. 11.78.5 and 14.78.7, it

appears that Menai was situated in the vicinity of

Morgantina (no. 37), and it has been identified with modern

Mineo (Messina (1992); Holloway (1990) 148; Barr.; see also

Noai below). Menai was founded by the Sikel king

Douketios in 459, and in his report of the foundation Diod.

11.78.5 calls it a polis (Μ/ναινον π#λιν �κτισε), presumably

in both the urban and the political sense. Diodorus’ brief

report leaves the impression of a city founded according to

Greek principles, but its ethnic identity must originally have

been Sikel, and at 14.78.7 (r396) Diodorus implicitly

describes it as Sikel. At the presumed site of Menai (Mineo)

are remains of a primitive Sikel Archaic circuit wall

(Messina (1992) 147), attesting to activity at the site before

Douketios’ foundation in 459; a subsequent Hellenised

phase is attested by finds from the C4–Hellenistic cemeter-

ies (Messina (1992) 146–47). Barr. C.

Menai (Μ/ναι) Diod. 11.88.6. This is the patris of

Douketios (Diod.) and was relocated to Palike in 453

(Diod.). Presumably not identical with the preceding

Menai. Not in Barr., but C (Diod.).

Motyon (Μ#τυον) Diod. 11.91.4 (φρο�ριον). Uncertain

location. Diod. 11.91.4 (r451) describes Motyon as a phrouri-

on in the territory of Akragas (no. 9). It is not clear whether

it was a permanently settled site or simply a military instal-

lation. It was taken by the Sikel leader Douketios in 451, but

recaptured the following summer by Akragantine forces

(Diod. 11.91.1–4). The route of Douketios into Akragantine

territory after the conquest of Aitna-Inessa (Diod. 11.91.1)

suggests that Motyon was located in the north-eastern part

of Geloan-Akragantine territory; the site of Sabucina,which

is strongly fortified and reveals more indigenous traits 

than sites such as Monte Saraceno and Monte Bubbonia,

may be the best candidate. However, the identification 

remains unresolved (Manni (1976a) 201–2, (1981) 206).

Barr. �Vassallaggi, AC.

Omphake (’Οµφ�κη) Paus. 8.46.2 (π#λισµα Σικαν+ν);

Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 19 �Steph. Byz. 493.8 (π#λις).

Uncertain location. According to Paus. 8.46.2 (cf. 9.40.4),

Antiphemos, founder of Gela, sacked Omphake, a polisma

Sikanon, and took from that city an image made by

Daidalos; if historical, the report implies that Omphake was

conquered shortly after the foundation of Gela. Omphake

was occupied by Syracusan mercenaries after the fall of the

Deinomenids in 466/5 (P Oxy. 665 �(FGrHist 577) fr. 1).

Omphake is normally identified with Butera (supra) in the

foothills inland from Gela (no. 17; Manni (1976a) 185–86;

Gargini (1993c) 462–63; Adamesteanu (1994–95); Barr., ten-

tatively). Barr. AC.

Palike (Παλικ�) Diod. 11.88.6 (π#λις), 90.1 (π#λις);

Steph. Byz. 496.6 (π#λις). Palike was founded by the Sikel

leader Douketios in 453 (Diod. 11.88.6) but was soon razed to

the ground (κατεσκ�φη) in unknown circumstances

(Diod. 11.90.1; cf. Demand (1990) 55–57). The picture of

Palike given by Diod. 11.90.1 is that of a city founded accord-

ing to Greek customs, with strong walls and the chora por-

tioned out in kleroi. The Hellenic inspiration seems

apparent (cf. Bell (1984–85) 505–6; Demand (1990) 55–57).

Trinakria has been thought to be an alternative name for

Palike, and in that case Palike was destroyed by the

Syracusans in 440 (Diod. 12.29.2; cf. Casevitz (1972) 106 ad

29.2), but the identification seems uncertain (Manni (1981)

237–38).Palike was situated close to the pan-Sikelian sanctu-

ary of the Palikoi. The sanctuary was embellished with

colonnades and other public buildings (Diod. 11.89.8

(r453)). The location and identity of the sanctuary near Lake

Naftia north-west of Syracuse (no. 47) is confirmed by 

epigraphic evidence (Gentili (1962–63)). The plateau of

Rocchicella above the sanctuary, with remains of Archaic

and circuit walls, Classical(?) habitation structures, and

Archaic architectural terracottas from a sacred building, is
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now identified with the city of Palike (Martin et al. (1979) fig.

226; Manni (1981) 213; Di Stefano and Gulletta (1994) 281;

Maniscalo and McConnell (1997–98)), which cannot there-

fore have been founded ab novo by Douketios. In Barr.,

Palike is registered as unlocated but near Palikon Limne, cf.

Palicorum Stagna.

Trinakie (Τρινακ�η) Diod. 12.29.2 (π#λις). Sikel town of

unknown location; for attempts at identification with such

towns as Palike, Piakos and Triocala, see Manni (1976b)

609–10 and (1981) 237–38. According to Diod. 12.29.2–4,

Trinakie was one of the leading Sikel cities in the time of

Douketios and was destroyed by Syracuse (no. 47) after

Douketios’ death. Barr. C.

Tyrakinai (Τυρακ5ναι) Steph. Byz. 642.9 (π#λις); listed

in the C3s Delphic catalogue of theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921)

col. iv.101), between Heloron (no. 18) and Kamarina (no.

28), but unlocated (so Barr., but see Messina (1991) for a sug-

gested site with Hellenistic remains); the only indication

that it existed in the Classical period is IG ii² 10467, an epi-

taph for Μεν�σκη Τυρακ�νη dated “s.IV a.(?)”; Manganaro

(1964a) 423–24,433–34; Manni (1981) 240–41.Barr.H,but IG

ii² 10467 attests C if correctly dated to C4.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Butera Situated in the foothills of the Geloan plain c.12 km

north of Gela (no. 17), and most often identified with

Omphake (Bejor (1985); infra). There are no Archaic or

Classical urban remains, but there is significant C7e evid-

ence of Greek presence from the cemetery. C7–C6 votive

finds and C5 architectural terracottas testify to extra-urban

sanctuaries (Bejor (1985) 223). On the basis of the very

unusual funeral rites employed in Greek C7 burials—the

practice of akephalia (burial of the head separately from the

body), with parallels only at Gela and Cretan Prinias—

Adamesteanu (1994–95) interprets the C7 settlement phase

at Butera as Cretan and fully Greek, and identifies it with

Omphake, founded at the same time as Gela, but soon taken

by that city (cf. Paus. 8.46.3). Fischer-Hansen (2002) 134–35.

Barr. AC, s.v. Omphake, tentatively identified with Butera.

Monte Bubbonia Situated on the mountain ridge above

the river Gela valley, c.20 km north-east of Gela (no. 17). A

settlement that occupied a fortified plateau, with a sanctu-

ary on a separately fortified acropolis. The ancient name is

unknown; Omphake and Maktorion (so Barr.) have been

suggested (Pancucci (1980–81) and (1992) with refs.).

Contacts with Gela are attested already by C7s, shortly after

the foundation of Gela, and from that period onwards the

site became strongly Hellenised: C6 naiskoi of Geloan type

were erected on the acropolis; an orthogonally planned

urban layout has been traced on a lower plateau; tombs at

Monte Bubbonia employed Greek colonial burial customs;

and tomb gifts were predominantly Greek.A C5f coin hoard

(IGCH 2071, cf. p. 308) contains coins of Akragas, Kamarina,

Gela, Himera, Leontinoi, Zankle, Messana, Selinous 

and Syracuse, Akanthos and Athens, and points to a wide

commercial network. Fischer-Hansen (2002) 136–43.

Barr. �Maktorion, AC.

Monte Desusino A hill-top site c.20 km west of Gela (no.

17), securing Geloan influence towards Akragas (no. 9) and

the territory of the lower Himera valley. The ancient name is

unknown, but the site has been tentatively identified with

the phrourion named Phalarion (Diod. 19.108.2). The

impressive 5.5 km-long fortification has an Archaic phase

constructed in irregularly sized and irregularly hewn blocks,

but also with parts built in a more careful technique, known

from the Greek walls at Leontinoi (no. 33). C4 refurbished

walls, gates and urban layout are attributed to the period of

Timoleon (Adamesteanu (1963) 27–31; Ghizolfi (1992) 332).

Foundations on the highest part of the plateau of a major

building, oriented east-west, have revealed Greek masonry

technique and are attributed to a naiskos of Greek type.

However, on the evidence of the sporadic finds of C6 Greek

pottery and tiles, the Hellenisation of this site may have been

rather tenuous in the Archaic period. Fischer-Hansen

(2002) 149. Barr. �Phalarion? C.

Monte Gibil Gabel A fortified hill-top site 5 km south-west

of Caltanisetta which secured the upper Salso valley in the

region of Enna, with evidence of at first Geloan and later

Akragantine influence. The ancient name is unknown.

Remains of formal habitation scattered over more terraces

may be primarily Timoleontic, as corroborated by numis-

matic evidence. However, there are several C6l Greek finds

from the plateau and from the cemetery (Orlandini (1962)

99–101; Di Noto (1992); Wilson (1996) 100). A dry-stone cir-

cuit wall in indigenous technique is attributed to a C6m

Hellenised phase; a later reinforcement is attributed to the

period of Timoleon. A small C6e shrine is mixed native and

Greek according to its structural details and finds. The

indigenous tombs were replaced by Greek-type trench

tombs in C6l. The few undisturbed graves have yielded Attic

vases and a fragment of a terracotta statuette of Demeter.

Fischer-Hansen (2002) 157. Barr. AC.
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Monte Iudica Sikel settlement on a hill near Castel di

Iudica, with sporadic remains of C8–C5 habitation and with

some evidence of contacts with the Greek world from the

Archaic period (Corretti (1992)); the cemetery is Hellenistic.

The site has been tentatively identified with such ancient

toponyms as Ergetion, Imachara (no. 26) and Herbita (no.

23; cf. Corretti (1992) 379; Wilson (1996) 75). Recently,

Manni (1976b) 615 and (1981) 211 has tentatively proposed 

an identification with ancient Noai (tentatively followed 

by Barr.). Fischer-Hansen (2002) 172–73. For Noai, cf.

Apollodoros (FGrHist 244) fr. 6 �Steph. Byz. 477.21

(π#λις).

Monte San Mauro Situated on a plateau c.25 km north-east

of Gela (no. 17) in the border area between the Geloan and

Chalkidian zones of influence—a strategic position com-

manding the upper Gela–Maroglio valley. The site occupies

an extensive plateau with habitation areas, sanctuaries and

cemeteries distributed over five separate hill-tops and adja-

cent slopes. The settlement has been identified with

Omphake, or Maktorion, or Galeria (no. 16) or simply as a

Greek settlement of unknown identity (Spigo (1979), (1986)

20). A recent suggestion identifies the site with Leontinoi’s

foundation of Euboia (no. 15), and the interpretation of the

site as Chalkidian is supported by epigraphic evidence

(infra). A monumental building has been interpreted as

public or “administrative”, an interpretation supported by

the finds from the building which include C6e fragments of

a law code pertaining, inter alia, to homicide, written in the

Chalkidian alphabet and tentatively associated with the law-

giver Charondas (Cordano (1986b) 41; IGDS no. 15). C7–C6

habitation remains reveal some regularity of orientation,

and some of the structures are remarkable for their typolo-

gy (houses of pastas type) and for their contents (Lagona

(1973) 297; Spigo (1986)). Apart from habitation, the build-

ings also served as workshops and magazines for the pro-

duction of pithoi and arulae, which suggests the presence of

a temenos of Demeter (Spigo (1979) 31–32). Fischer-Hansen

(2002) 143–49. Barr. A, but some of the archaeological

remains are C.

Monte Saraceno Settlement on a plateau above the river

Salso c.20 km north of Licata (ancient Phintias).The ancient

name is unknown; Adamesteanu (1956)—followed by

Manni (1981) 151 and Barr.—suggests that it is to be identi-

fied with Kakyron (supra). In any case, the settlement,

indigenous in origin but Hellenised from C7l (Miccichè

(1989) 31–34), secured Geloan-Akragantine influence in the

upper Himera valley (Gargini (1993a)). By C6 Monte

Saraceno was Hellenised: a monumental temple and small-

er naiskoi were erected on the acropolis (supra).From C6 the

lower slope was urbanised and there are clear traces of urban

planning of a type known from Akragas (no. 9)—probably a

reflection of Akragantine expansion in the time of Phalaris

(cf. Berve (1967) 130)—with the use of plateiai, stenopoi and

even ambitus; urban remains offer richer evidence of Greek

housing than Kamarina, Heloron, Kasmenai and Akrai

(Calderone (1980–81)). There is evidence of workshop areas

inside the habitation zones, but also of smaller temene

(Calderone (1984–85) 536–38). Fischer-Hansen (2002)

149–52. Barr �Kakyron?, AC.

Vassallaggi Settlement south-west of Caltanisetta in the

Salso valley, c.40 km north of Licata (ancient Phintias). The

identity of the site is unknown, but it is often identified with

Motyon (so Barr.). The Greek influence in this originally

indigenous settlement commenced in C6e (De Miro (1962)

143; cf. Miccichè (1989) 56, 183 with refs.), and may be con-

nected with the foundation of Akragas (no. 9) in 588. The

increasing Hellenisation should probably be seen against

the background of the Akragantine expansion under

Phalaris (De Miro (1962); Berve (1967) 130; Luraghi (1994)

254–55). A regular urban layout is attested, with houses

raised on terraces, and a single wide plateia dividing the

habitation area into two sections (De Miro (1980) 723–24).

C5m destruction levels have been interpreted as testimony

(ibid.) that the city was Motyon, which was taken by

Douketios in 451 (Diod. 11.91.1). The revitalisation of the site

(ibid.; cf. Merighi (1963)) would in that case reflect the

reconquest of Motyon by Akragas (Diod. 11.91.4). A temenos

with a naiskos and altar is known from the habitation area;

the votive remains seem to point to a cult of Demeter and

Persephone (De Miro (1962) 143–44; Tusa and De Miro

(1983) 246–50). An open space between temenos and gate is

interpreted as an agora, and the overall urban layout shows

similarities with the northern part of the Himera plateau.

The tomb finds from the cemetery are primarily Greek

(Orlandini (1971); cf. Johnston (1973)). The numismatic

evidence from the site has revealed close C5s ties with

Akragas (Merighi (1963)). Fischer-Hansen (2002) 153–57.

Barr. �Motyon, C, but A is attested by C6e finds (supra).

It is clear that the majority of the sites listed here were

indigenous communities. Indigenous communities, how-

ever,were affected by the presence of Greeks in various ways:

a major Greek polis might conquer an indigenous commun-

ity and incorporate it into its territory, as Akragas did in 

the case of Kamikos; Greeks might destroy indigenous 
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settlements (Trinakie); indigenous community founders

would work with an eye to Greek traditions (Douketios; cf.

Rizzo (1970) 58–66); or Greek ways of life might penetrate

into indigenous populations (“Hellenisation”). Some of the

indigenous communities may well have been city-states—

e.g. the foundations of Douketios,—but apart from that

there is very little evidence on the status of the sites listed

above.

In some cases it cannot be decided whether a settlement

was Greek or indigenous; this is true even of settlements

referred to by historical writers (e.g. Maktorion), but the

difficulties involved in establishing the ethnic identity of a

given settlement is nicely illustrated by settlements known

from archaeological evidence and not securely identified

with an ancient toponym, such as Butera, Monte San Mauro

and Monte Saraceno.¹⁹ These sites present a very strong

degree of Hellenisation and may possibly have to be ident-

ified with Greek colonial foundations whose sites are

unknown; e.g. Euboia (no. 15) may perhaps be at Monte San

Mauro. However, they may also be the sites of Greek cities

not mentioned by the written sources, or they may be

indigenous communities, or communities of mixed ethnic-

ity. Furthermore, although indigenous Sicilian settlements

are normally fortified by means of earth and stone ramparts

(Bonacasa Carra (1974)), several of the sites in question date

to C6–C5, a period when these sites were often under

Hellenic influence. Special circumstances or pressure of

time made it convenient also at Greek sites to employ this

technique, for instance at Himera and Kamarina (Bonacasa

Carra (1974) 94, 115–18). The characteristic type of Sicilian

naiskoi erected in Sikel settlements are often indistinguish-

able from the buildings known from the sanctuaries in the

Greek colonies, and Greek cults, above all that of Demeter

and Persephone, are widely attested at the indigenous

sites.²⁰ In other words, the interrelations of Greek and

indigenous populations are very complex and cannot be

approached simply in terms of “Hellenisation”.

It should also be noted that Greek influence and expan-

sion were not always quietly accepted by the indigenous

populations. In C6, the colonising expedition of Pentathlos

of Knidos lost its leader when it supported Selinous in a war

against Segesta (cf. Lipara (no. 34)), and the expedition of

Dorieus was crushingly defeated by Phoenicians (cf.

Herakleia (no. 21)).

A number of the Sikel settlements in the interior listed

above reveal a high degree of Hellenisation by the early

Classical period, the outcome of cultural change under the

influence of the Greek cities on the coast. However, Greek

influence, or even domination, crumbling under the pres-

sures of internal strife, led to a C5f Sikel movement aiming at

greater political autonomy. Such a movement has been

linked to the democratic movements within the Greek

cities, for instance at Syracuse, where the democratic faction

invited the Sikel cities to support the revolt against

Thrasyboulos (Diod. 11.68.1 (r466)).

The Sikel leader Douketios, variously called hegemon,

basileus or aphegoumenos ton Sikelon (Diod. 11.76.2, 78.5,

88.6), appears in the sources for the first time in connection

with the collaboration between Sikel tribes and the demo-

cratic party in Syracuse in 461/60.²¹ After the fall of the

Deinomenids and the establishment of democratic rule at

Syracuse there followed a period of internal consolidation

and, with the help of Sikel tribes led by Douketios, Hieron’s

settlers were expelled from Aitna/Katane and the city was

resettled with its former inhabitants (Diod. 11.76.1–3). The

Sikels had nursed a grudge against the inhabitants of Aitna

since their occupation of Sikel land, and this land was now

portioned out between themselves and the Syracusans.

However, Sikel territory remained independent of the

Greek colonial cities, and Douketios founded a new city,

Menainon (Diod. 11.78.5 (r459/8)), near or at Menai, his

birthplace (cf. Diod. 11.88.6), somewhere on the inland edge

of the plain of Katane. Douketios also distributed land in

Greek fashion and extended his authority inland by the cap-

ture of Morgantina. Menainon/Menai are unlocated, the

latter possibly to be identified with modern Mineo; how-

ever, the heartland of Douketian territory seems to have

been the region of Caltagirone in central-eastern Sicily.

¹⁹ Settlements such as Monte Bubbonia and Monte Saraceno excavated in the
1950s and 1960s were defined as Greek poleis by their investigators, for instance
by Adamesteanu: “we now have evidence of the Hellenisation of the interior
regions, not only of the coast. These towns are characterised by their sanctuaries
as formally Greek, and no longer indigenous settlements backward in their
development. We are confronted by real Greek centres, the result of a fusion of
indigenous and Hellenic elements—they were poleis already in the first half
of the fifth century and not just insignificant indigenous settlements”
(Adamesteanu (1956) 145). Some of the sites listed above may be connected with
the historical cities of Omphake, Maktorion, Kakyron and show that these
played a political, an economic and a cultural role not dissimilar to that of the
coastal cities. The interpretation of the early investigators has been taken up by
later scholars, for instance by Uhlenbrock, who defines the settlements at Monte
San Mauro and at Monte Saraceno as anonymous sub-colonies of Gela
(Uhlenbrock (1988) 122–23); the term polis is used for all the Hellenised Sikelian
settlements by Bonacasa Carra (1974) 103; cf. Miccichè (1989) passim.

²⁰ For exhaustive treatments of these Sicilian sites, see Miccichè (1989);
Domínguez (1989); and Fischer-Hansen (2002).

²¹ For surveys of the Sikel movement under Douketios, see Rizzo (1970), with
Meister (1975); Sjöquist (1973) 50–60; and Consolo Langher (1997) 61–69.
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Sikel self-assertion was by C5m strong enough to muster

an uprising of the Sikel communities. A league of Sikel cities

may have existed before Douketios, but it is attested in the

sources for the first time during his rule. The Sikels entered

into a Greek-inspired synteleia of“homoethnic”cities under

the leadership of Douketios in 453 (Diod. 11.88.6), perhaps

not merely a military alliance, though this is what Diodorus

emphasises, but rather a wider economic and political col-

laboration (Manni (1976a) 201), and a new capital of the

unified Sikels was founded at Palike (Diod. 11.90.1).

Douketios modelled his foundations on the Greek polis—

and cities such as Morgantina, Henna, Longane, Abakainon

(for which see the entries below) and other centres listed

above struck Greek-inspired autonomous coins from C5m.

According to the sources, the synteleia excluded the city of

Hybla, possibly because it was not considered a Sikel city

proper but a city with a significant Greek element (Manni

(1976a) 202).

Syracuse and Akragas reacted to the growing influence of

the Sikel movement. Douketios had led campaigns against

Aitna/Inessa, the Dorian-Sikel settlement which had

received the xenoi expelled from Aitne/Katane, and later a

Sikel anti-Akragantine stance led to the capture of the

Akragantine phrourion Motyon. The threat to Akragas was

averted with the help of Syracuse, which had been drawn

into the conflict (Diod. 11.91.1 (r451)).²² A year later the Sikel

alliance was defeated at Nomai by the Syracusans and

Motyon was regained by the Akragantines; several of the

Sikel survivors escaped to scattered forts and Sikel settle-

ments (Diod. 11.91.2–4). Douketios, who had given himself

up to the Syracusans, was sent into exile at Corinth (no. 227)

(Diod. 11.92). However, with the probable connivance of

Syracuse, which wanted to control Sicily’s Tyrrhenian coast,

he returned a few years later with a contingent of Greeks to

found the city of Kale Akte, in collaboration with

Archonides, the ruler of Herbita (Diod. 12.8.2 (r446)). The

foundation was seen by Akragas as evidence of Syracusan

territorial ambitions and as a breach of the treaty between

the two cities. In the ensuing battle, Syracuse defeated

Akragas (Diod. 12.8.2–4),but Douketios and the Sikel move-

ment gained little advantage. The death of Douketios in 440

hindered the establishment of new alliances and put an end

to the Sikel movement (Diod. 12.29.1). Syracuse successfully

stifled Sikel independence and subjugated the Sikel cities;

only the city of Trinakie offered resistance (Diod. 12.29.2–4);

this city is otherwise unknown and is possibly to be under-

stood as a symbolic name for a Sikel alliance, though it has

also been identified with the cities of Palike or Piakos

(Manni (1981) 237–38; Loicq-Berger (1967) 212). Heavy trib-

utes were imposed on the Sikel cities subject to Syracuse

(Diod. 12.30.1 (r439); Thuc. 6.20.4), but the settlements of

the interior retained their independence (Thuc. 6.88.4).

There are even traditions of democratic institutions, for

instance the ekklesia at the indigenous site of Kentoripa 

(no. 31) (Diod. 13.83.4 (r406)).

The Sikels took the side of Athens during the first

Athenian expedition to Sicily in 415 (Thuc. 3.103.1, 4.25.9);

for the subsequent alliances of the Sikels and Athens, and for

the military help offered by the Sikel cities, see Thuc. 6.45,

62.5, 88.4 and 7.57.11; Archonides of Herbita is specifically

called a philos tois Athenaiois by Thuc.7.1.4.Later,during the

Carthaginian–Greek conflicts, the Sikels supported the

Carthaginians (Diod. 13.59.6 (r409), 14.7.5 (r404)), though

some Sikel tribes supported the Greek cities (Diod. 13.86.5).

A number of indigenous cities obtained autonomy as an

outcome of these conflicts, but most were later resubjugated

by the Syracusans under Dionysios I. The Hellenisation of

the Sikels gathered further momentum and is finally reflect-

ed in the C4 Timoleontic refoundations of Greek cities on

several of the originally Sikel sites.

II. The Poleis

5. Abakainon (Abakaininos) Map 47. Lat. 38.05, long.

15.05. Size of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is

?βακα�νη, ! (Diod. 14.90.3) or ?β�καινον, τ# (Diod.

19.65.6; Steph. Byz. 2.11). The city-ethnic is ?βακαιν5νος

(C4s coins, infra; Diod. 14.78.5; Steph. Byz. 2.15).

Abakainon is called a polis in the urban and political sens-

es at Diod. 14.90.3 (r393) and 19.65.6 (r315), and in the urban

sense at 14.90.4 (r393). The passage at 14.90.3 describes it as a

polis symmachis of Magon, and in a later period it was part of

the symmachia of Agathokles, alongside such poleis as

Kamarina, Leontinoi, Katane and Messana (Diod. 19.65.6

(r315), 19.110.4 (r311)). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found on coins struck c.400 (infra), and the exter-

nal collective use is found in Diod. 19.110.4 (r311).

In 396, Dionysios I deprived Abakainon of a part of its

chora, which was handed over to his new foundation,

Tyndaris (no. 49; Diod. 14.77.5). Abakainon was situated

south-east of Tyndaris, at modern Tripi. The ancient city,

destroyed by the modern, is poorly known. However,

Diodorus’ report (14.90.3) that in 393 Carthaginian troops²² For an analysis of the conflicts, see Manni (1976a) 201–4.
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defeated by Dionysios took refuge in the city (�φυγον ε2ς

τ�ν π#λιν) suggests that by this date it was fortified. There

are sporadic Greek remains from C6, and substantial Greek

remains from C4 (Villard (1954)); the investigation of the

extensive cemetery north of the city has brought to light also

monumental C4 tombs of the type known from Leontinoi

(Bacci and Spigo (1997–98)); the city minted a Greek-style

coinage from C5m (infra).

Abakainon struck silver coins (litra, hemilitron) from

c.C5m: obv. laureate head, bearded (an indigenous god

assimilated to Zeus) or beardless (assimilated to Apollo), or,

on later coinage, female head (nymph, or Demeter or

Persephone); rev. wild boar and acorn, at times a grain of

barley or sow and piglet, legend: ΑΒΑ, ΑΒΑΚ (above

acorn) ΙΝ (below), ΑΒΑΚ (on obv.) ΑΙΝΙ (on rev.),

ΑΒΑΚΑΙΝΙΝΟΝ (Head, HN² 118; Bertino (1975); SNG

Cop. Sicily 1–6). In C4s, the city struck in bronze: (1)

Probably from the time of Timoleon: obv. female head; rev.

forepart of bull, or forepart of man-headed bull, legend:

ΑΒΑ, ΑΒΑΚ[ΑΙΝΙ]ΝΟΝ, ΑΒΑΚΑΙΝΙΝΩΝ (Head,

HN² 118; Bertino (1975) 124–26; SNG Cop. Sicily 7); (2)

c.344–338: obv. head of Dioskouros, legend: ΑΒΑ; rev. “free

horse”, legend: ΑΒΑ; the obv. type may indicate influence

from the mint of Tyndaris or, more generally, from southern

Italy (Bertino (1975) 124–26).

6. Adranon (Adranites) Map 47. Lat. 37.40, long. 14.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Xδρανον, τ#

(Diod. 14.37.5, 16.68.9; Steph. Byz. 28.1). The city-ethnic is

?δραν�τας (-ης): C4s coins (infra) and Diod. 16.68.9.

Adranon was founded by Dionysios I c.400, and in his

report of the foundation Diod. 14.37.5 refers to it as a polis

(π#λιν �κτισεν), presumably in both the urban and the

political senses; it is called polis in the urban sense at Diod.

16.68.9 (r345/4); it is called a polis mikra in the urban sense at

Plut. Tim. 12.2 and polichnion at 12.3. The chronological rela-

tionship between Adranon and the neighbouring indigen-

ous site of Mendolito (contemporary or successive sites?) is

as yet unclarified (Albanese (1991) esp. 548, 552–53).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4s coins (infra), and the external collective use in Diod.

16.68.9, 69.3 (r345/4). A stasis is mentioned at Plut. Tim. 12.2.

In 344/3, Timoleon received Adranon into his symmachia,

and the city presumably provided him with armed forces

(Diod. 16.69.3; Plut. Tim. 12.6).

There are Greek finds from C6l at Adranon, but the

majority of the finds from the habitation area and adjacent

cemeteries belong to the Dionysian foundation and date

from C4–C3; the finds suggest a local production of red-

figure pottery. The impressive ashlar isodomic double 

curtain-wall, enclosing an area of about 60 ha, probably

dates from the period of Dionysios’ foundation (its gates are

mentioned at Plut. Tim. 12.6). Votive deposits found within

the urban area have revealed a sanctuary of Demeter. Survey

of site: Marotta D’Agata and Spigo (1984). Adranos, identi-

fied by the Greeks with Hephaistos and presumably the

patron divinity of the city as well as a divinity honoured

throughout Sicily, had a temple in the city (Plut. Tim. 12.2, 6;

LIMC 1: 229–30).

Adranon began minting bronze coins under Timoleon:

(1) obv.Apollo, legend:ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝ; rev. lyre; (2) obv.head

of local river-god (Adranos?); rev. butting bull, legend:

Α∆ΡΑΝΙΤΑΝ (Head, HN² 118–19; LIMC 1: 230; Karlsson

(1995) 154–55 with refs.; SNG Cop. Sicily 10–12). A single

known litra has obv. head of nymph; rev. bull, fish in exer-

gue, and legends: ΠΙΑΚΙΝΟΣ and Α∆ΡΑΝ, a joint issue

of Piakos (no. 43; possibly at Mendolito), and Adranon sug-

gesting proximity and collaboration between these two

communities (Jenkins (1975) 87–92; see also the entry for

Piakos).

7. Agyrion (Agyrinaios) Map 47. Lat. 37.40, long. 14.30.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is ?γ�ριον, τ#

(Diod. 1.4.4, 14.9.2), ?γουρ�ον (Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7), or

?γ�ρινα (Steph. Byz. 23.19). The city-ethnic is ?γυρινα5ος

(Diod. 4.24.1).

Diodorus calls his native city a polis in the political sense

at 14.9.2 (r404) and 14.95.4 (r392); the urban sense is found

in 14.95.5 (r392); politai is found at 14.95.5–6. The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C5l and C4 coins

(infra), and Diodorus uses the collective city-ethnic e.g. at

14.65.5.

At 14.95.4–7 (r392), Diodorus describes Agyrion as ruled

by the (Hellenised?) tyrant Agyris, allegedly the most pow-

erful Sicilian ruler after Dionysios I; the city is described as

walled (το% τε�χους, 14.95.6), as having an acropolis

(14.95.5) and c.20,000 citizens (πολ�τας ο(κ .λ�ττους

δισµυρ�ων, 14.95.4), and Agyris as wealthy (χρηµ�των

πολλ+ν, 14.95.5). Agyris concluded a symmachia with

Dionysios I and campaigned with him pandemei (14.95.7).

In the time of Timoleon, Agyrion was ruled by the tyrant

Apolloniades, who was, however, deposed by Timoleon,

whereupon the Agyrians were granted Syracusan citizen-

ship (Diod. 16.82.4; cf. Moggi (1976) 357, who suggests that

the population was transferred to Syracuse (no. 47)).

Timoleon later settled 10,000 new colonists in Agyrian 
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territory (! ?γυρινα�α), said to be sizeable (Diod. 16.82.5;

the territory (chora) is mentioned also at Diod. 14.95.2, from

which passage it appears that in C4e it extended as far as the

river Chrysas). In view of Diod. 16.83.3, this was presumably

a regular refoundation of Agyrion. It is there reported 

that the prosperity brought about by Timoleon (cf.

R.P.A.Patanè (1992) 77) led to the erection of a splendid the-

atre, temples, a bouleuterion, an agora, a circuit wall with

towers, and monumental tombs (Diod. 16.83.3); however, as

Lewis (1994) 121 points out, Diodorus puts a suspicious

amount of emphasis on his native city. But the appearance

of the town in this report is clearly that of a Greek polis (cf.

Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 85). Actual urban

remains are scanty, and the archaeological evidence for cult

sites is tenuous, consisting merely of a few architectural ter-

racottas (Bejor (1984a) 63). The size and location of the the-

atre is, somewhat hypothetically, reconstructed on the basis

of mediaeval documents (R. P. A. Patanè (1992) 77–80). The

circuit wall, no longer extant but depicted on an eighteenth-

century ad drawing, is dated to C4s on the basis of this evid-

ence (ibid. 80–82).

A bronze coinage of Agyrion, revealing Akragantine

influence, is known from possibly as early as C5m (cf. Bejor

(1984a) 62), but at least from C5l, the period of the tyrant

Agyris: obv. eagle with closed wings of Akragantine type;

rev. wheel, legend: ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑ, ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙ,

ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ, ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 124; SNG

Cop. Sicily 126). C4s: obv. types: Herakles or Apollo or male

head or river-gods; rev. leopard and hare or man-headed

bull, legend:ΠΑΛΑΓΚΑΙΟΣ; horse, or female figure sac-

rificing or warrior, with legend on some issues: ΑΓΥΡΙΝ,

ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙ or ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 125; R. P. A.

Patanè (1992) 69: from the period of Timoleon’s refounda-

tion; SNG Cop. Sicily 127–29). During Timoleon’s rule

Agyrion issued a series of symmachia coins: obv. head of

Zeus or Athena or river-god, legend: ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΟΣ rev.

fulmen and eagle or club or free horse, legend:

ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 125; Cutroni Tusa (1980–81)

491; Karlsson (1995) 157, 163).

8. Aitna (Aitnaios) Map 47.Location of Aitna I as Katane,

but Aitna I with a larger territory (Diod. 11.49.1), the location

and territorial size of Aitna II being unknown. Type: A:α (I),

A?:α–β (II). The toponym is Α]τνα, ! (Pind. Pyth. 1.60; fr.

105a, Maehler); or Α]τνη (Diod. 11.49.1; Strabo 6.2.3),

though for example Diod. 11.66.4 and 67.7 (r466) calls it

Κατ�νη.The city-ethnic is Α2τνα5ος (C5f coins, infra; Pind.

Nem. 9.30).

Aitna I Aitna (I) is called a polis by Pind. Pyth 1.31 and 61,

presumably in the urban as well as the political sense (cf.

Hansen (2000) 175–76; cf. Diod. 11.66.4 (r466)). ∆[µος is

found in Pind. Pyth. 1.70. The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is found on coins (infra); the external collective

use is found in Pind. Nem. 9.30. For the individual use of the

city-ethnic, see below on the athletic record of Hieron and

Chromios.

In 476, Hieron transferred the populations of Katane (no.

30) and Naxos (no. 41) to Leontinoi (no. 33), renamed

Katane as Aitna, and settled his new foundation with 10,000

oiketores: 5,000 from the Peloponnese and 5,000 from

Syracuse (no. 47; Diod. 11.49.2; cf. Schaefer (1961) 293);

though the report on the relocation of populations refers to

both Katane and Naxos, Katane (with parts of adjacent ter-

ritories) was the site refounded as Aitna: κα� τ�ν µ*ν

Κατ�νην µετων#µασε Α]τνην, τ�ν δ* χ)ραν ο( µ#νον

τ�ν Κατανα�αν �λλ3 κα� πολλ�ν τ8ς Wµ#ρου προσθε�ς

κατεκληρο�χησε, µυρ�ους πληρ)σας ο2κ�τορας. (Cf.

Strabo 6.2.3, who focuses exclusively on Katane in his report

on the foundation of Aitna.) Deinomenes, Hieron’s son,

ruled the city as βασιλε�ς (Pind. Pyth. 1.60–61). Chromios

was installed by Hieron as τ8ς Α]τνης .π�τροπος and so

presumably was the guardian of Deinomenes while he was

still a minor (Schol. Pind. Nem. 9; cf. RE iii. 2454; Puech

(1958) 19). Pind. Pyth. 1.62 says that Hieron founded the city

‘Υλλ�δος στ�θµας .ν ν#µοις, presumably indicating that

Aitna was intended as a Dorian city.

After Hieron’s death in 466, his brother Thrasyboulos

enlisted the help of the Aitnaians in his unsuccessful attempt

to suppress the uprising of the Syracusans against him

(Diod. 11.67.7); at Aitna the rule of Deinomenes survived

long enough for him to erect a commemorative monument

for Hieron by Onatas at Olympia (Paus. 6.12.1–2, 8.42.8–10),

but by 461 Hieron’s settlers were expelled after long fighting

(πλε�οσι µ�χαις) with Syracuse as well as with the Sikels

under Douketios (Diod. 11.76.3); the original Katanaians

returned (Strabo 6.2.3) and a new geopolitical arrangement

followed (Diod. 11.76.3:κατεκληρο�χησαν τ�ν γ8ν, i.e. the

Sikels and the Syracusans). The Aitnaians retired to Inessa

and founded a new Aitna (Strabo 6.2.3), on which see below,

Aitna II.

With Diod. 11.49.2, scholars see Hieron’s foundation as a

“plan . . . thoroughly dominated by concern for mercenar-

ies” (Demand (1990) 51), and Thrasyboulos indeed used

Aitnaian forces in his power struggle at Syracuse (supra). In

addition, Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 142a �schol. Pind. Nem.

1.1 and Diod. 11.49.2 stress another, personal, motive of
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Hieron’s: his wish to become an ο2κιστ�ς with heroic hon-

ours (cf. Trumpf (1958) 131 and Harrell (2002) 444–47).

Hieron did in fact receive heroic honours at Aitna (I) in his

capacity as oecist (Diod. 11.66.4); according to Strabo, he

was buried at Aitna (I), but his tomb was destroyed by the

Katanaians on their return (6.2.3).

The phase of Aitna (I) is not archaeologically distinguish-

able from that of Katane (no. 30); however, the construction

of the theatre (TGR ii. 428–30, C5?) may perhaps be attrib-

uted to Hieron in the light of the tradition that Aischylos

composed and performed The Women of Aitna in honour of

the newly founded city (Aesch. fr. 25, Mette). C5 votives

attest to a sanctuary of Demeter, highly suggestive given the

importance of this cult for the Deinomenids (Dunbabin

(1984) 64;White (1964)).The cult of Zeus became important

at Aitna during the reign of Hieron (cf. Pind. Pyth 1.29; Ol.

6.96), an importance reflected in the type of a seated Zeus

(Aitnaios) found on the coins of the new foundation.

Hieron won victories at Olympia and at Delphi (refs. in

Olympionikai 221) and was proclaimed a citizen of Aitna

(Α2τνα5ος) according to schol. Pind. Nem. 1.1 �Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 142a, a custom followed by Chromios as

well (ibid.). Chromios was victorious at the Nemean chariot

race (Pind. Nem. 1, date uncertain) and in the same event at

Sikyon (no. 228; Pind. Nem. 9, in 476 or 474).

Aitna soon struck coins: a single surviving tetradrachm,

probably from the time of its foundation (476), has on the

obv. quadriga with Athena as charioteer and a Nike above, as

at Syracuse; rev. Zeus enthroned, holding thunderbolt and

an eagle-tipped sceptre. A single surviving drachm has obv.

horseman; rev. type similar to the tetradrachm. The rev. of

both denominations carries the legend ΑΙΤΝΑΙΟΝ

(Boehringer (1968) 76–79; Kraay (1976) 212). A magni-

ficent tetradrachm with obv. head of a Silenos, legend:

ΑΙΤΝΑΙΟΝ; rev. seated Zeus, was issued either by the

Aitnaians a few years before 461 or by them as an inaugura-

tion issue when they refounded Aitna (II). This second 

issue also has litrai with rev. thunderbolt, legend:

ΑΙΤΝΑ(ΙΟΝ) (Boehringer (1968) 80–98; Kraay (1976)

212–13; Manganaro (1996b) 308).

Aitna II The Aitnaians were expelled from Aitna (I) in 461,

retired to Inessa, a Sikel site 80 stades inland from Katane on

Mt. Etna, and refounded their community there, proclaim-

ing Hieron oikistes and preserving the name of Aitna

(Strabo 6.2.3; Diod. 11.76.3). The location of Aitna II is

unknown, although various attempts have been made to

identify the site (Bombaci and Massa (1990) 290–93). At its

foundation this new community was presumably a polis, as

indicated by the proclamation of an oecist (Strabo 6.2.3; cf.

also infra on coins), but its later history was tumultuous: in

451, Douketios took the city and in this connection Diod.

11.91.1 mentions a person whom he describes as W

!γο�µενος α(τ8ς (sc. Α]τνης). Syracusan hippeis in con-

flict with Dionysios I took Aitna in 405 (Diod. 13.113.3), and

the site formed the base of opposition to Dionysios (14.7.7,

8.1, 9.5); Dionysios sent presbeis urging the exiles who had

gathered with the hippeis at Aitna to return to Syracuse, but

the majority remained at Aitna (Diod. 14.9.6–8). In 403 the

settlement (termed phrourion in this connection) was taken

by Dionysios (Diod. 14.14.2). In 396 Dionysios I persuaded

the “Campanians living at Katane” to relocate to Aitna, and

here it is again described as a phrourion (Diod. 14.58.2),

which is not incompatible with its being a polis (cf. Thuc.

8.62.3; Nielsen (2002)), but Dionysios obviously treated it as

a dependency. Close connections with Syracuse may have

been facilitated by the foundation history of Aitna. On the

other hand, Syracusan control over the area of Aitna (II)

may have a history going back beyond the original founda-

tion: according to Diod. 11.26.7, Gelon planned to build a

temple of Demeter at Aitna, but because of his death it was

never completed (Diod. 11.26.7). However, the date (the

reign of Gelon) reveals that the “Aitna” in question must

have been Inessa (� the later Aitna II) and not Aitna I

founded by Hieron only in 476, and so the passage reveals

that Gelon held a dominion in the territory of Katane/Aitna

II (cf. Freeman (1891–94) ii. 524–25).

If Aitna can be presumed to have remained a polis during

all these events, its identity as a Hellenic polis may be uncer-

tain after the settlement of Campanians at the site: in 396

Himilkon sent ambassadors to “the Campanians in posses-

sion of Aitna”, urging the city to cut its ties with Dionysios

(Diod. 14.61.4), and Diod. 16.67.4 (r345) again refers to “the

Campanians living at Aitna”; however, in 339 Timoleon

“destroyed the Campanians at Aitna, having forced them to

surrender by siege” (Diod. 16.82.4), and Aitna appears in the

C3s list of Delphic theorodokoi in Sicily (BCH 45 (1921) 25,

col. iv 96; Manganaro (1964a) 420, 432), presumably as a

fully Hellenic community.

The polis status of C5 Aitna II is to some extent dependent

upon the attribution to Aitna II of some litrai and, especial-

ly, of one C5m tetradrachm with obv. Silenos, legend:

ΑΙΤΝΑΙΟΝ; rev. seated Zeus, cf. Bombaci and Massa

(1990) 289 (supra). The stylistic affinity between this issue

and issues of Naxos (no. 41) and Katane (no. 30) has been

seen by some, though perhaps not entirely convincingly, as
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evidence of a C5m sympoliteia between these cities in 

the face of Syracusan pressure (Bombaci and Massa (1990)

289). The Campanian mercenaries settled at Aitna II 

struck Timoleontic symmachia bronze coins in 342–339:

(1) obv. head of Zeus Eleutherios, legend: ΖΕΥΣ

ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΟΣ; rev. thunderbolt, legend: ΑΙΤΝΑΙΟΝ

(Bombaci and Massa (1990) 289; Karlsson (1995) 157; cf.

Talbert (1974) 181, 187–88); (2) obv. head of Athena or

Persephone, legend: ΑΙΤΝΑ[ΩΝ]; rev. “free horse”

(Bombaci and Massa (1990) 289; SNG Cop. Sicily 13; SNG

Cop. Suppl. 60).

9. Akragas (Akragantinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.20, long. 13.35.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is ?κρ�γας, !

(Pind. Ol. 2.6; Thuc. 6.4.4), the city-ethnic is ?κραγαντ5νος

(Hdt. 7.165; IGDS no. 182a).

Akragas is called a polis in the urban sense by Empedokles

fr. 112.2 (DK): �ν’ >κρα π#λεος (acropolis itself occurs at

Diod. 13.84.3 (r406)), by Xen. Hell. 2.2.24 (cf. Pind. Ol. 2.93

and Pyth. 12.1) and by Ps.-Skylax 13 (where it is listed under

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε); in the political sense

polis occurs in Thuc. 6.4.4, 7.46.1. The politeia was described

by Aristotle (Arist. fr. 479); Empedokles has patris (fr. 157.2,

DK) and >στυ (fr. 112.1, DK).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C5s coins (infra), the internal individual use in Empedokles

fr. 157.1, DK. The external collective use is found at Hdt. 7.165

and in IGDS nos. 95 and 182 (C5); the external individual use

is found in Hesperia 43 (1974) 322, no. 3.6 (331–324) and 

presumably in IGDS no. 182b (C5); it is applied also to

Empedokles (e.g. Arist. Cael. 279b16).

Akragas was founded by Gela (Thuc. 6.4.4), according to

other sources with the participation of a Rhodian contin-

gent (Pind. fr. 105, Bowra; Polyb. 9.27.8), 108 years after the

foundation of Gela, i.e. c.580 (Thuc. 6.4.4), 100 years before

the Olympic victory of Theron at the 76th Olympiad (476)

according to Pindar (Ol. 2.166–69 with schol.). The oecists

were Aristonoos and Pystilos (Thuc. 6.4.4). Of the two

oecists mentioned in the sources, one may have come from

Gela, the other from Gela’s metropolis, Rhodos (cf.

Leschhorn (1984) 52–53; Musti (1992)). The archaeological

evidence, above all that from the Montelusa cemetery, is in

agreement with the time of foundation given by the literary

sources (Waele (1971) 88–97; De Miro (1988b) 240–44). The

institutions of Akragas were modelled on those of Gela

(Thuc. 6.4.4: ν#µιµα τ3 Γελ�)ων).

The foundation of Akragas secured Geloan interests

westwards. It is therefore not easy to map Akragantine and

Geloan spheres of influence since sites such as Vassallaggi

and Sabucina may have had first a Geloan, later an

Akragantine phase. However, territorial ambitions under

Phalaris secured territory westwards to the river Halykos

and Selinountine territory with the site of Minoa, a city

founded by Selinous (Hdt.5.46.2); a palladion taken as spoils

from the city of Minoa was dedicated to Athena Lindia by

the Akragantines (Lind. Chron. (FGrHist 532) fr.

30 �Xenagoras (FGrHist 240) fr. 17). A number of phrouria

laid out by Phalaris in Akragantine territory in the Himera

valley are listed by Diod. 19.108.1–2 ((rC6); cf. Polyaen. 5.1.3),

but the tradition that Phalaris had a phrourion on the

Eknomos hill may be a late fabrication; the site is normally

located somewhere in the hills above Licata (Bejor (1989d)).

Spoils captured from Kokalos dedicated to Athena Lindia

are listed in the Lindian Chronicle ((FGrHist 532) fr.

27 �Xenagoras (FGrHist 240) fr. 14; survey of sources:

Braccesi and De Miro (1992) 8–12). Kamikos, the seat 

of Kokalos, was somewhere in the Akragantine hinterland

(cf. Hdt. 7.170.1, who calls it a polis inhabited in his 

day by Akragantines: π#λιν Καµικ#ν, τ�ν κατ’ .µ*

?κραγαντ5νοι .ν/µοντο; Diod. 4.78.2; De Miro (1962)).

Under Theron, Himera came within the Akragantine sphere

of influence, and the domination of Akragas in the decade

483–472 is reflected in the crab appearing on the rev. of the

coins of Himera (Hdt. 7.165; Bonacasa (1992); cf. the entry

for Himera). The influence of Akragas over a vast area of

central Sicily is inferred also from the circulation of C5s

Akragantine bronze coins (Vassallo (1983)). The settlement

pattern in the chora of Akragas is little known, and only a 

few suburban sanctuaries are known, among them the 

sanctuary dedicated to chthonic divinities at Palma di

Montechiaro on the coast 20 km south-east of Akragas

(Castellana (1994)). There is evidence of a number of C6

phrouria and C6 Hellenised settlements along the coast

between Gela and Akragas (Bejor (1987); Castellana (1994)

302–4). Plut. Dio 49.1 mentions a site in Akragantine territo-

ry called Ν/α π#λις which is, however, unlocated. Diod.

13.81.3 (r406) refers to κτ�σεις in the territory when it was

evacuated in the face of the Carthaginian threat.

According to Diog. Laert. 8.63, Akragas had a population

of 800,000 inhabitants at the time of Empedokles, an obvi-

ous exaggeration (Waele (1979)). According to Diod. 11.53.5,

4,000 Akragantines and Himeraians were killed in battle

against Hieron in 472,but the number of Akragantines is not

specified. At 12.8.4 Diodorus relates that a thousand

Akragantines were killed at the battle of Himera in 446. At

the time of the Carthaginian conflicts, Akragas had, accord-
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ing to Diod. 13.84.4, 90.3, a population of more than 20,000

citizens and with resident foreigners not less than 200,000

inhabitants (cf. Waele (1979)).

The constitutional history of the city was eventful.Within

ten years of its foundation, power was seized by Phalaris

(c.570–554), who is described as a τ�ραννος .κ τ+ν τιµ+ν

by Arist. Pol. 1310b28. His reign was a period of expansion,

with several victories over the indigenous population, in

particular the victory over the Sikanian stronghold of Uessa

(Polyaen.5.1.4),and the conquest of Minoa; the Akragantine

dedication to Athena Lindia of a palladion was booty 

taken from this town (Lind. Chron. (FGrHist 532) fr.

30 �Xenagoras (FGrHist 240) fr. 30). Phalaris may have

extended Akragantine influence to Himera (no. 24), see

Arist. Rh. 1393b11ff., who reports that the Himeraians chose

him as στρατηγ�ς α(τοκρ�τωρ. The rule of Phalaris was

followed by those of Alkamenes and Alkandros (Heracl.

Lemb. 69). Though there may have been a democracy in

existence before the tyranny of Theron (E. W. Robinson

(1997) 78–80, based on Diod. 11.48.6–8), tyranny persisted at

Akragas during C5f, and Theron (489/8–473/2), variously

described as µο�ναρχος (Hdt. 7.165) or βασιλε�ς (Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 93), with Gelon defeated the Carthaginians

and their ally Terillos at Himera in 480 (Hdt. 7.166; Diod.

11.20–22); Theron’s son Thrasydaios was installed as tyrant

in Himera (Diod. 11.48.6). Theron died after a reign of six-

teen years and was honoured as a hero (Diod. 11.53.1–2); he

was succeeded by Thrasydaios in Akragas (Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 93), who for a year exercised power

παραν#µως κα� τυραννικ+ς (Diod. 11.53.3). The subse-

quent conflict with Hieron and the fall of Thrasydaios led to

the establishment of a democratic government in 471 (Diod.

11.53.5) and the return to their native country of the �ρχα5οι

πολ5ται, who were given back their civic rights (Diod.

11.76.5). Empedokles is reported (by Diog. Laert.

8.66 �Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 2) to have put an end to an

oligarchy “of the 1,000” (τ� τ+ν χιλ�ων >θροισµα) which

had existed for three years, but refused the offer of βασιλε�α

(Xanthos (FGrHist 765) fr. 33; Arist. fr. 865), thereby obtain-

ing a cessation of stasis and bringing about political equality

(Neanthes (FGrHist 84) fr. 28). Exactly when this occurred is

uncertain, but E. W. Robinson (1997) 78–80 assumes that it

was some years after the fall of the tyranny, possibly

c.454–442, and if so the city experienced a three-year oli-

garchic interlude.

Akragas took part in the war against Douketios (Diod.

11.91.3–4 (r451)). The rivalry with Syracuse led to a war

which involved allies on both sides and ended in an

Akragantine defeat at Himera, with envoys concluding

peace at Syracuse (Diod. 12.8.2–4 (r446), 26.3). The

Athenian expedition to Sicily in 422 led to an alliance

between Athens (no. 361) and Akragas in 422 (Thuc. 5.4.6);

Akragas hindered the passage through its territory of troops

allied with Syracuse (no. 47) in 415 (Thuc. 7.32.1) and

remained neutral (Thuc. 7.33.2, 58.1); following a stasis, cit-

izens friendly to Syracuse were expelled (Thuc. 7.50.1).

In C5l Akragas became involved in the Carthaginian inva-

sion of Sicily. It did not succeed in bringing help to Selinous

(no. 44) in 409 (Diod. 13.56.1), but received the survivors

(Diod. 13.58.3). In its turn Akragas was besieged and taken by

the Carthaginians in 406 (Diod. 13.85–89). The inhabitants

took refuge first at Gela (no. 17) and afterwards at Leontinoi

(no. 33; Diod. 13.89–90), and the city itself was destroyed by

Himilkon (Diod. 13.108.2). The prosperity brought by the

reign of Timoleon led to the refoundation of Akragas by

Megillos and Pheristos of Hyele (Plut. Tim. 35.2; for the

problem of an Ionian city refounding a Dorian city, see

Talbert (1974) 204–5).

The existence of archontes, boule and dikasterion is attest-

ed for C5 (Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 134 �Diog. Laert. 8.64;

cf. Asheri (1992a)). Strategoi and the ekklesia are attested for

406 (Diod.87.4–5). The passing of a decree preparing for

resistance against Carthage is mentioned in Diod. 13.81.2

(r406).

In 356/5 a citizen of Akragas served as theorodokos of

Epidauros (no. 348; IG iv².1 95.ii.91), and c.331–324 one of its

citizens was appointed proxenos by Athens (no. 361; Hesperia

43 (1974) 322, no. 3). Reception of envoys is attested at Diod.

11.68.1 (r466); the sending of envoys is attested in Diod.

12.8.4 (r446).

The city was surrounded on the west by the river Hypsas

and on the east by the river Akragas, with their confluence

just below the city.Ancient remains at the estuary may attest

harbour structures (Waele (1971) 4), and a small coastal

trading station (serving as a harbour, cf. epineion at Strabo

6.2.5), contemporary with the foundation of Akragas, is

inferred from the vast C6e–C5 cemetery on the Montelusa

hill near the coast (De Miro (1988b) 240–44; earlier research:

Waele (1971) 6).

Akragas lay about 4 km from the coast on a low sloping

plateau surrounded on the north, east and south by a ridge

of hills, the northernmost of which may have been the

acropolis with a temple of Athena, the eastern and southern

hills being occupied by other important sanctuaries. The

steep slopes created natural defences, in part strengthened

by walls raised on the crest of the hills (Polyb. 9.27.3–4). The
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C6e circuit wall was built in local limestone in an ashlar

technique. Eight or nine gates gave access to the city at natu-

ral openings in the ridge of hills (cf. P. Marconi (1929) 32–41,

fig. 15). Diod. 13.81.3 refers to τε�χη in reference to 406 when

it was decided to evacuate the territory and take refuge

behind the fortifications.

The hill of Athena, used as a retreat during the assault of

the Carthaginians (Diod. 13.85.4 (r406)), is normally inter-

preted as the acropolis of the city (Polyb. 9.27.6). Polyb.

9.27.7 locates the temples of Athena and Zeus Atabyrios on

the highest point of the city, but whether the Athenaion

(probably the sanctuary of Athena Polias) and the temple of

Zeus were located on the highest point of the mediaeval city

of Girgenti or further south on the “Rupe Atenea” hill is still

not clear; also all of the hills in the north and north-east may

have constituted a single acropolis (Waele (1971) 217–22).

Akragas presents one of the most impressive examples of

Sicilian urban planning. Although the fully excavated insu-

lae are mainly of later date, the urban layout of the Archaic

and Classical city may be reconstructed as an orthogonally

planned city with plateiai oriented east–west, and stenopoi

oriented north–south; investigations in the habitation area

west of the Olympieion point to C6s–C5e for the overall

urban layout (De Miro (1980) 711–15, (1992) 155). The north-

western part of the city had a slightly different orientation.

The urban area comprised c.625 ha including the surround-

ing hills, while the habitation area on the plateau comprised

c.140 ha (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 5). C5f wit-

nessed significant building activity at Akragas (see e.g.Diod.

11.25), with several allusions to the high standard of living of

the inhabitants (e.g. Heraclid. Pont. fr. 76, Wehrli; Diod.

13.81.4–5).

The bouleuterion and the ekklesiasterion were situated

centrally in the urban layout on the small hill of S. Nicola

(De Miro (1988a) 66, fig. 2). The hill was laid out as a sanctu-

ary in C6, but from the C4 became the focus of civic 

structures, perhaps with a surrounding agora. The C4l

bouleuterion, replacing C6–C4 temples, was built on the

northern part of the hill on an artificial terrace supported by

a new, monumental terrace wall which endows the area with

some monumentality. The seating capacity was c.300 (De

Miro (1985–86)). The ekklesiasterion was situated south of

the bouleuterion on the southern slope of the S. Nicola hill

(De Miro (1988a) 66, fig. 2). The koilon, covering about 1,250

m², had a seating capacity of c.3,000 (Hansen and Fischer-

Hansen (1994) 57 with refs.). The excavators date the struc-

ture to C4–C3, though earlier dates have been suggested,

such as the period of the refoundation of Akragas by

Timoleon, 339 (cf. Plut. Tim. 35.2), or even C5 (Greco and

Theodorescu (1983) 45, 79). The open space north-east of

the Olympieion sanctuary has tentatively been identified

with a lower, mercantile(?) agora (Fiorentini (1990) 17).

Stoas are now known from the early urban history (De

Miro (1977) 95–96). The remains of a theatre(?) mentioned

by Fazello (sixteenth century ad) is surmised in the S.Nicola

area, near the other public buildings, but there are no

remains. A C5 fountain house was part of the sanctuary of

Demeter below the Rupe Atenea (Siracusano (1983)). Public

works begun after the victory at Himera in 480 included

underground conduits to carry waste water away from the

city constructed by the architect Phaeax. The “swimming-

bath”, kolumbethra, mentioned by Diodorus, seven stades in

circumference, probably fed the water supply of the city

(Diod. 11.25.3–4 (r480); cf. also Waele (1971) 52, 113; Wilson

(2000) 7).

The sources refer to cults of Zeus, Hera, Apollo, Athena,

Demeter, Kore and Hermes (Waele (1971) 185–207). The epi-

thet of the Athena of the sanctuary located on the acropolis

(Diod. 13.85.4; Polyb. 9.27.7; supra) is uncertain. The

Geloan-Rhodian origin of the settlers may suggest Lindia,

but in Polyaen. 6.51 we have Polias. A Rhodian origin of the

major city cults is corroborated by the Rhodian origin of the

cult of Zeus Atabyrios located on the acropolis (Polyb.

9.27.7).According to Polyaen.5.1.1, a temple was dedicated to

Zeus Polieus, but it is most likely the same cult. A cult of

Demeter is known from Pind. Pyth. 12.1–2 and from

Polyaen. 5.1.1 (a thesmophorion). The cult statue of Apollo in

a suburban Asklepieion (Polyb. 1.18.2) was the work of

Myron (Cic. Verr. 4.43.93).

A survey of the remains of the urban sanctuaries com-

prises the following: C5e remains of a Doric temple (temple

“E”) partly incorporated in the Christian basilica of S. Maria

dei Greci, in the mediaeval city of Girgenti, possibly the

temple of Athena Polias (P. Marconi (1929) 77–80; Waele

(1971) 110). Rupe Atenea: at S. Biagio, a C5e naiskos (temple

“C”) dedicated to Demeter (P. Marconi (1929) 66–72; Waele

(1971) 199–200; Hinz (1998) 74–79). The row of sanctuaries

on the southern crest of the city, from east to west: temple

“D”, C5m, cult unknown (P. Marconi (1929) 72–76); temple

“F”, C5s, cult unknown (ibid. 80–86); “Tempietto di Villa

Aurea”, C6l, cult unknown (ibid. 46); temple “A”, C6l, cult

unknown (ibid. 51–57; T. Van Compernolle (1989) 51–54);

Olympieion (temple “B”), 480–c.440(?) (Diod. 13.81.1–4;

Polyb. 9.27.9; Marconi (1929) 57–66; Bell (1980); T. Van

Compernolle (1989) 60–68, (1992) 62–67). Archaic architec-

tural terracottas from east of the Olympieion are taken as
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evidence of an Archaic sanctuary in the vicinity, unknown

cult (P.Marconi (1929) 46, 155–56).A sanctuary to the west of

the Olympieion at gate 5; a C6s temple in antis and a “lesche”

or oikos, from the C5 sanctuary enlarged with a stoa or por-

ticus and other buildings (De Miro (1977) 94–100). Further

west, the C5l temple “G”; in the cella, remains were found of

an earlier Archaic naiskos (P. Marconi (1929) 86–87). Near

the sanctuary of the chthonic divinities (Waele (1971)

195–99; Hinz (1998) 79–90): temple “I”, C5m; north of this,

remains of two C6 naiskoi possibly superseded by temple “I”

in C5m. The central part of the city, the S. Nicola hill, was

laid out as a sanctuary with at least two temples in the

Archaic period; the structure of one was partly reused in a

C4e naiskos, the cult was possibly that of Demeter (Polacco

(1988); Hinz (1998) 90–91). The identification of the C5s

suburban sanctuary located between the city and the coast

(P. Marconi (1929) 87–93) as that of Asklepios rests upon

Polyb. 1.18.2, but must remain uncertain.

The only cemetery of the city itself yet examined in any

detail is that of Contrada Pezzino west of the city, dating

from the period of the foundation to C5l, and again from

C4s (De Miro (1989)). Further cemeteries were dispersed

along the roads leading south and east from the city.

Xenokrates won a Pythian victory in 490 (Pind. Pyth. 6)

and an Isthmian victory in, presumably, 472 (Pind. Isth. 2);

Exainetos (496), Empedokles (496) and Theron (476) won

in the Olympic Games (Olympionikai 167, 170, 220), and

Exainetos (Olympionikai 341, 346) was particularly hon-

oured in 412 when he entered the city in a chariot and was

escorted by all the chariots of the Akragantines, 300 chariots

each drawn by two white horses (Diod. 13.82.7). According

to Pausanias, Akragas set up a bronze group in Olympia to

commemorate a C5e(?) defeat of the Phoenicians at Motya

(Paus. 5.25.5; cf. LSAG 274), and a statue of Apollo was dedi-

cated at Delphi 475–450: ?κραγαντ5νοι τ[ο̃ι ?π#λ]λονι

(Bousquet (1959) 149–50). For the dedication of the spoils

taken at Minoa to Athena Lindia by the Akragantines, see

supra.

Akragas initiated coinage c.520/510 with an issue 

of didrachms on the Attic standard: obv. eagle standing in

profile, legends: ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΟΣ, or, later, ΑΚΡΑ,

ΑΚΡΑΓΑΣ (see Brugnone (1978) for the use of the sign

Λ �alpha); rev. crab with, on some later groups, officials’

names or abbreviations. The terminal date of the first issue

is a little before 470 (Jenkins (1970) 162–64; C. Boehringer

(1984–85) 119–22; SNG Cop. Sicily 20–40). The tetradrachm

replaced the didrachm as the main denomination c.464:

main types as above, legend:ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΟΣ (SNG. Cop.

Sicily 41–45); also lower denominations based on the litra

(SNG Cop. Sicily 46–51). Just before its destruction in 406,

Akragas struck sophisticated issues, some signed, and 

some issues now used the city-ethnic as legend:

ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΙΝΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 53), while

ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ is found in C4l–C3e.Rare gold issues

from the same period (SNG Cop. Sicily 52) may reflect mint-

ing in response to the need to pay mercenaries (cf. Gela (no.

17)). The first bronze coinage of Akragas, from c.430, was

cast shapes (Westermark (1979); SNG Cop. Sicily 61–63);

later coins were struck in bronze; types: obv. eagle; rev. crab,

some inscribed ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΙΝΟΝ (Vassallo (1983);

Westermark (1984); SNG Cop. Sicily 65–90). The city as

refounded by Timoleon c.338 struck symmachia coins of the

free horse type (Karlsson (1995) 161; SNG Cop. Sicily 91–92).

10. Akrai (Akraios) Map 47. Lat. 37.05, long. 14.55. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:α. The toponym is Xκραι, αH (Thuc.

6.5.2; Diod. 23.4.1); Steph. Byz. 62.5 has Xκρα; the city-

ethnic is ?κρα5ος (IG xiv 215.3 (C3)).

The only (implicit) reference to Akrai as a polis is in the

treaty of 263 between Rome and Syracuse (Diod. 23.4.1),

which lists the poleis assigned to Hieron II and uses polis in

the political sense. The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found in IG xiv 215; it is also found as the epithet of

Zeus Akraios, if the conjecture by Wilamowitz is accepted

(IG xiv 203).

Lack of the name of an oecist and of a mint are factors

which make the polis status of Akrai uncertain and tend to

suggest a military settlement protecting the territory of

Syracuse (no. 47; Di Vita (1956), (1987)) rather than a polis.

There are very few sources for the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods, and no mention of the city from between the period of

its foundation (Thuc. 6.5.2) and the encampment of Dion in

its vicinity (Plut. Dio 27 (r357)). All in all, the status of Akrai

seems uncertain. Thucydides uses the toponym without

qualification, implying, perhaps, a phrourion controlling

Syracusan dominion, though it may possibly have been a

dependent polis founded as a fortress (as has been suggested

for Kasmenai (no. 29) by Hansen (1997a) 36).

Akrai was founded by Syracuse (no. 47) in 664 (Thuc.

6.5.2) c.36 km west of Syracuse itself, as the outcome of

Syracuse’s policy of subjugating a large part of south-east

Sicily (Di Vita (1987)). There is evidence for small nucleated

settlements and farmsteads in the hinterland (Curcio (1979)

87–88; Marotta D’Agata et al. (1994) 196), but the size of

Akraian territory is uncertain, and it was in any case part of

the Syracusan dominion. A C4 relief of Demeter and Apollo
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from Serra Palazzo, a few kilometres from Akrai, may indi-

cate a suburban sanctuary (Orsi (1920)).

Akrai occupied a plateau west of modern Palazzolo

Acreide between the upper reaches of the Tellaro and Anapo

valleys. The city was defended by steep slopes and a circuit

wall raised on the edge of the plateau. Only short stretches

are extant, built as a solid ashlar wall dated to C4f (Bernabò

Brea (1956) 21–25, fig. 9). IG xiv 217 (Hell.) mentions a pyla

Selinountia (Pugliese Carratelli in Bernabò Brea (1956) 2;

Manganaro (1965) 204–5 supplies an alternative reading).

The urban site occupied the central part of the plateau, cov-

ering about 35 ha (Bernabò Brea (1956)). Evidence for the

early urban history of Akrai is limited, early remains being

sparse. The most conspicuous remains are the C3 theatre

(Mitens (1988) 84–87) and the C2 bouleuterion (Gneisz

(1990) 302).However, there are traces of early town planning

which may go back to the time of foundation (Voza and

Lanza (1994)). The east-west plateia spans the whole city

from the Syracusan gate in the area of the probable agora,

the theatre and bouleuterion to the Selinountine gate.

The C6s temple of Aphrodite on a hill above the city has 

a history going back to C7m (Bernabò Brea (1986); for 

the attribution: IG xiv 206, 208). There is epigraphic evid-

ence for cults of Hera (IG xiv 208), Zeus Akraios (IG xiv

203: ∆ι#ς [?γο]ρα�ου, emended to [?κ]ρα�ου by

Wilamowitz), Artemis (IG xiv 217) and Kore (IG xiv 217; cf.

Hinz (1998) 119). See further Pugliese Carratelli (1956) and

Bernabò Brea (1986) 13.

The cemeteries of Akrai are located on the adjoining

plateau south of the city, Contrada della Pineta (in use

C7–C5) and on the Colle Orbo, located above the city out-

side the west gate (C7 and C6; Bernabò Brea (1956) 114–17).

11. Alaisa (Alaisinos) Map 47. Lat. 38.00, long. 14.15. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is aλαισα, ! (Diod.

14.16.2, 4). The city-ethnic is ?λαισ5νος (C4m coins, infra;

Diod. 23.4.1).

According to Diod. 14.16.2, Alaisa was founded by

Archonides of Herbita in 403/2, in order to house veteran

mercenaries, a symmikton ochlon that the war against

Dionysios had brought to the city, as well as poor citizens of

Herbita (no. 23) itself; in the report of the foundation,Alaisa

is called a polis (π#λιν �κτισεν aλαισαν), presumably in

both the urban and the political sense. Another tradition

held that it was a foundation by Himilkon of Carthage

(Diod. 14.16.4). In the Roman period, however, the Herbitan

origin of the city was considered a disgrace by its citizens

(Diod. 14.16.3), and this may explain the variant tradition.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C4s

coins (infra), and the external collective use in Diod. 23.4.1

(r263).

Alaisa was member of Timoleon’s symmachia (cf. Diod.

16.73.2 (r342/1)), as can be inferred from its minting of

Timoleontic symmachia coins (infra).

Alaisa is identified with Castel di Tusa on the north coast

of Sicily, where there are substantial remains of an ancient

urban site: habitation structures that reveal an orthogonal

layout with an agora; a circuit wall in ashlar technique; a

monumental stoa; and remains of two temples, of which

one must have been of Apollo (infra), all Hellenistic

(Scibona (1976b)). The epiklesis of Apollo—Archagetas

(infra)—is testimony to the importance of his cult.

Alaisa struck Greek-style bronze coins from the time of

Timoleon’s symmachia (c.340): obv. Apollo, legend:

ΑΡΧΑΓΕΤΑΣ; rev. torch and stalks of barley, legend:

ΣΥΜΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 132); also Zeus

Eleutherios type: obv. head of Zeus Eleutherios with short

hair, legend: ΖΕΥΣ ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΟΣ; rev. torch between

ears of corn, legend: ΑΛΑΙΣΙΝΩΝ ΣΥΜΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ.

Other types depict Apollo (legend: ΑΡΧΑΓΕΤΑΣ) and

the nymph Sikelia (legend: ΣΙΚΕΛΙΑ). Lower bronze

denominations have obv. griffin, rev. free horse, legend:

ΚΑΙΝΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 132–34). See Head, HN² 125–26;

Talbert (1974) 188–89; Bernabò Brea (1975) 21; Karlsson

(1995) 150, 165 n.3 with refs.

12. Alontion (Alontinos) Map 47. Lat. 38.05, long. 14.40.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is ?λοντ�ον, τ#

(Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.51.2; Ptol. Geog. 3.4.2). The city-

ethnic is ?λοντ5νος (C4e coins, infra).

No source calls Alontion a polis, but it is included here on

account of its C4e coins.

According to legend, Patron of Akarnania, guide of

Anchises (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.51.2; for the Akarnanian

origin of Patron, cf. Fromentin (1998) 256 ad Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. 1.51.2), settled at Alontion, which would seem to indi-

cate a claim to Greek identity, and by C4e it minted Greek-

style coins (infra). Alontion has been identified with San

Marco d’Alunzio (Bruno (1963) 141–48), in origin a Sikel

site, but with some evidence of C4 Hellenisation. The few

documented Greek structures are the remains of a (proba-

bly Hellenistic) circuit wall built in isodomic technique and

a suburban temple. In addition, coin types suggest cults of

Greek divinities (infra).

Alontion struck bronze coins from C4e: obv. head of

Athena; rev. cuttlefish, legend: ΑΛΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ. According
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to Karlsson (1995) 150, fig. 3, Alontion issued Timoleontic

symmachia coins with the short-haired Zeus Eleutherios

(but no refs. are given, ibid. 166 n. 3); Rutter (1997) 168

includes Alontion in his list of C4s Timoleontic symmachia

coins.

13. Apollonia (Apolloniates) Map 47. Lat. 38.00, long.

14.35. Size of territory: ? Type: C:α? The toponym is

?πολλων�α, ! (Diod. 16.72.5). The city-ethnic is

?πολλωνι�της (Diod. 16.72.5).

At 16.72.5, Diodorus reports that Apollonia, which with

Engyon (no. 14) had been ruled by the tyrant Leptines, had

its autonomia restored by Timoleon in 342/1; in his brief

report of the incident, Diodorus refers to Apollonia as a polis

in the political sense and uses the collective city-ethnic; it is

called a polis in the urban sense at Diod. 20.56.4 (r307).

According to Steph. Byz. 106.4–5 (as emended by Clüver),

Apollonia was located near Kale Akte and Alontion (i.e. on

the north coast of Sicily), and urban remains on the plateau

of Monte Vecchio, Commune of S. Fratello, have been ident-

ifed with Apollonia; the remains testify to circuit walls and

habitation structures built in isodomic masonry of local

marble (Bernabò Brea (1975) 15; Scibona (1976a)). However,

Manni (1981) 145 opts for modern Pollina, pointing out that

according to Diod. 16.72.5, Apollonia was near Engyon.

According to Diod. 20.56.4, the city was taken by Agathokles

in 307 after a short siege, and this suggests that it was forti-

fied by this date.

14. Engyon (Engyinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.45, long. 14.35. Size

of territory: ? Type: C:α. The toponym is ;Εγγυον, τ# (Diod.

16.72.3; Steph. Byz. 271.13, for which see Meineke ad loc.). The

city-ethnic is ’Εγγυ5νος (Diod. 16.72.4, 6) and ’Εκγυ(5νος?,

cf. infra).

Engyon is called a polis in the urban and political (cf.

τυραννουµ/νη) senses at Diod. 16.72.4 (r342/1) in a passage

which also uses the collective city-ethnic (cf. 16.72.6). In

342/1, the city was ruled by the tyrant Leptines, who was,

however, deposed when Timoleon restored the autonomia

of Engyon (Diod. 16.72.3–5).

According to Diod. 4.79.7, the famous sanctuary of the

Meteres at Engyon was of Cretan origin (Manganaro (1996c)

130 n. 13 with refs.), perhaps an indication that Greek identi-

ty was claimed for the city (infra).

The location of Engyon is uncertain, though we are told

that the neighbouring city was Agyrion (no. 7), located 100

stades away (Diod. 4.80.5). Manganaro has, on the basis of

Hellenistic inscriptions (φα[τ�α] ’Εκγυ[�νων]?) on bullets

found at Troina, suggested this as the site of Engyon, and the

possible attestation of a civic organisation with phratriai is

of some importance as an indication of Greek identity

(Manganaro (1964b), (1996c) 130; contra Manni (1976b)

606–7).

At Troina, the archaeological remains of a circuit wall and

the evidence from tombs do not antedate C4m; there is no

evidence of an original Sikel settlement. However, the ident-

ification of Troina with Engyon (accepted by Barr.) cannot

be considered absolutely certain (Militello (1961); Bejor

(1989a)).

15. Euboia (Euboeus) Map 47. Unlocated. Type: C:α. The

toponym is Εdβοια, ! (Callim. Aet. II fr. 43.52, Pfeiffer;

Ps.-Skymnos 287; cf. Freeman (1891–94) i. 380: “Its name,

recording the home-memories of the men of Leontinoi, is the

earliest distinct instance of the name of a land being used as

the name of a town; for there was a town as well as an island of

Naxos, but there was no town of Euboia”); in Hdt. 7.156.3 the

city-ethnic is given as Ε(βοε�ς (to which is added W Gν

Σικελ�=η; cf. Camassa (1989a) 391–92: “uno specifico riferi-

mento agli abitanti del centro [i.e. the city of Euboia] e non 

. . . una designazione dei coloni d’ascendenza euboica in

Sicilia”). The site of Euboia is unidentified, but it was pre-

sumably located somewhere in the hinterland of Leontinoi

(no. 33) where the presence of Chalkidian Greeks is well doc-

umented (Procelli (1989)). The city has been tentatively iden-

tified with different modern towns and localities (cf.Camassa

(1989a) 392), most recently with the site of Monte San Mauro

near Caltagirone (Frasca (1997)). Barr. (following Manni

(1981)) suggests a location at the ACH site at Licodia Euboia.

The only Classical source to mention Euboia is Hdt.

7.156.3, which reports that Gelon subjected it to the same

treatment as Megara, i.e. the pacheis received citizenship at

Syracuse (no. 47) while the demos was sold into slavery; this

ought to imply a Euboian population socially differentiated

into pacheis and demos, and since the other communities

relocated by Gelon were certainly poleis—viz. Kamarina (no.

28) and Megara (no. 36)—the presumption is that Euboia

was a polis as well (cf. Seibert (1979) 226, 228). Strabo 10.1.15

also reports Gelon’s relocation of the city and implies that it

meant a change of status for Euboia: it became a Syracusan

phrourion, and the inference is that it was a polis prior to that

(Εdβοια . . .eν Γ/λων .ξαν/στησε,κα� .γ/νετο φρο�ριον

Συρακοσ�ων; cf. the entry for Leontinoi, which became a

phrourion of Syracuse in the later 420s). Euboia is called a

polis by Ps.-Skymnos 287 in reference to the time of founda-

tion. The external collective use of the city-ethnic is found at

Hdt. 7.156.3.
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Only two events of Euboian history are known: its foun-

dation and its destruction. It was founded by Leontinoi (no.

33) (Strabo 6.2.6). The date of the foundation is unknown

and must be inferred from the context in which the literary

sources mention it: Strabo 6.2.6 discusses its foundation

together with the foundations of Himera (no. 24), Kallipolis

(no. 27) and Selinous (no. 44), which may suggest a C7 date

for the foundation; however, Ps.-Skymnos 287–88 treats the

foundation alongside that of Mylai, so a C8l date cannot be

entirely excluded. Euboia’s existence as a polis ended when

c.485–483 Gelon sold its demos into slavery and relocated the

pacheis to Syracuse (Hdt. 7.156.3; chronology: Dunbabin

(1948) 416); after that it was a Syracusan phrourion (Strabo

10.1.15).

16. Galeria (Galarinos) Map 47.Unlocated (Manni (1981)

175–76; Scibona (1989) 536). Type: C:β. The toponym is

Γαλερ�α or Γαλαρ�α, ! at Diod. 16.67.3, 19.104.1; the city-

ethnic is Γαλαρ5νος (C5m coins, infra).

Galeria is called a polis in the urban and political senses at

Diod. 16.67.3 (r345/4); politai are mentioned at Diod. 19.104.1

(r312). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found

on C5m coins (infra). According to Steph. Byz. 196.11,

Galeria was a foundation by the Sikel Morgos; it is included

here on account of its Greek-inspired coinage (infra).

Reception of an embassy is implied by Diod. 16.67.3

(r345/4): Entella sent for help against the Carthaginians, and

Galeria responded by sending 1,000 hoplites, who were all

killed.

Galeria struck two distinct issues of silver litrai. The earli-

er issue dates to C5m: obv. Zeus seated on throne holding

eagle-tipped sceptre, legend:ΣΟΤΕΡ; rev. Dionysos stand-

ing, holding kantharos and vine, legend: ΓΑΛΑ. The

iconography is known from coins of Aitna (no. 8) and Naxos

(no. 41), but the style is indigenous. A later issue dates to

430–420 and is known from three specimens: obv. Dionysos

holding kantharos and thyrsos; rev. vine and bunch of

grapes, legend: ΓΑΛΑΡΙΝΟΝ (Head, HN² 139; Jenkins

(1975) 83–85; Marwitz (1982) 56; Cutroni Tusa (1984–85)

290). The type depicting Zeus Soter seems to indicate a

Greek cult (Gabrici (1959) 19; Marwitz (1982)).

17. Gela (Geloios, Geloaios) Map 47. Lat. 37.05, long.

14.15. Size of territory: 4 in C7; for the C6–C5e dominion, see

below. Type: A:α. The toponym is Γ/λη, ! (Hdt. 7.153.1) or

Γ/λα (F.Delphes iii.4 452 (c.474); Thuc. 4.58). The uncon-

tracted city-ethnic is Γελοα5ος (IGDS no. 132 (550–525)),

contracted to Γελf+ος (Hdt. 7.154.1; Thuc. 7.58.1; IGDS no.

158 (C5e)); the form Γελεα5ος is found in SEG 24 303

(C6–C5), possibly an Ionic form, but see IGDS notes ad 132

and Cordiano (1995), who suggests reading gελε�τας, i.e.

the city-ethnic of Hyele (no. 54), not Gela.

Gela is called polis in the political sense by Thuc. 6.4.3, and

in the urban sense by Thuc. 6.4.3 and Theopomp. fr. 358.

Polites occurs at Hdt. 7.155.1 and astos at Hdt. 7.156.2. Its

politeia was described by Aristotle (Arist. fr. 491). A C5

bronze weight is inscribed δαµοσ<�>α (IGDS no. 152). It is

called patris in Empedokles fr. 156.4 (DK).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in

IGDS no. 153 (C5e) and on C5 coins (infra). The external col-

lective use is found in Hdt. 7.156.2 and Thuc. 7.58.1; the

external individual use is found in IGDS no. 132 (550–525),

IvO 142 (c.488) and IG ii² 8460 (C4e).

Gela was founded 45 years after Syracuse, i.e. in 689/8, by

colonists from Rhodos and Crete (Thuc. 6.4.3); according to

Hdt. 7.153.1 by Lindians (no. 997) from Rhodos. The oecists

were the Rhodian Antiphemos and the Cretan Entimos

(Thuc. 6.4.3; cf. the C6–C5 dedication to Antiphemos: IGDS

no. 135, indicating a cult of the oecist (Orlandini (1968)

44–46)). The colonists instituted ν#µιµα ∆ωρικ� at Gela

(Thuc. 6.4.3). Early Geloan expansion into the hinterland

may be inferred from the sack of Omphake, a π#λισµα

Σικαν+ν, by Antiphemos (Paus. 8.46.2 (rC7)); and conflicts

between Geloans and the indigenous population are attest-

ed in other sources, e.g. Artemon (FGrHist 569) fr. 1 and the

Lindian Temple Chronicle 25 �Xenagoras (FGrHist 240) fr.

12, which mentions an �κροθ�νιον .ξ ?ρια�του dedicated

to Athena Lindia by the Geloans. It was probably this expan-

sionist policy that led to the foundation of Akragas (no. 9),

which was founded 108 years after Gela’s own foundation,

i.e. c.580 (Thuc. 6.4.4; cf. Pind. Ol. 2.93 with schol. 576).

The plateau of Gela dominated the coastal plain and the

vast inland lowland. Apparently, the plain was mainly 

agricultural and without settlements. It was delimited by a

row of hills settled with indigenous sites which all came

under Geloan influence in C7f, soon after the foundation of

Gela. Two of the larger cities were Omphake (perhaps mod-

ern Butera: see most recently Adamesteanu (1994–95) 113),

subjected by Gela early on (supra), and Maktorion (possibly

modern Monte Bubbonia: Bejor (1991) 305). The tracts

along the valleys of the rivers Salso (ancient Himera),

Dessueri and Maroglio (ancient Gela and its tributaries)

came under Gela’s influence from C6e, as far inland as

Caltanisetta (sites of Sabucina; Gibil Gabib) and

Caltagirone (site of Monte San Mauro, perhaps a

Chalkidian settlement and therefore on the edge of the

Geloan area of influence) (Orlandini (1962); see Euboia (no.
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15)). Eastwards the border between Gela and Kamarina (no.

28) was marked by the Dirillo valley, with a rural sanctuary

at Feudo Nobile dedicated to chthonic divinities

(Canzanella (1989)). Westwards Geloan influence may have

reached as far as the river Platani (ancient Halykos), the

eastern frontier of Selinous (no. 44). In C7 the immediate

hinterland of Gela comprised an area of about 375 km², but

the period of Hippokrates and Gelon saw a Geloan domin-

ion comprising large tracts of north-east (Chalkidian) and

south-east (Syracusan) Sicily. Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5

implies a C6m treaty of symmachia between Gela and

Kamarina, and possibly between Gela and Syracuse (no. 47).

From c.505, Gela was governed by tyrants, beginning with

the rule of Kleandros and Hippokrates, sons of the Olympic

victor Pantares (Olympionikai 151). Kleandros was tyrant for

seven years (Hdt.7.154.1;Arist.Pol. 1316a37),and after him his

brother Hippokrates took over τ�ν µουναρχ�ην, also for

seven years (Hdt. 7.155.1; cf. 6.23.3 and Thuc. 6.5.3:

τ�ραννος). Hippokrates conducted an aggressive foreign

policy both against the indigenous population (Hdt.

7.154.2–3) and against the Greek cities of Kallipolis (no. 27),

Naxos (no. 41), Zankle (no. 51) and Leontinoi (no. 33), all of

which he “enslaved” (Hdt. 7.154.2). He also managed to

defeat the Syracusans in battle and to lay siege to their city,

but this conflict was settled through arbitration by Corinth

(no. 227) and Korkyra (no. 123) by which Syracuse had to

cede Kamarina to Hippokrates (Hdt. 7.154.2–3). Kamarina

was then refounded by Gela with Hippokrates as oecist

(Thuc. 6.5.3; Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 15). When Kamarina

was destroyed by Gelon in 484, the Geloans refounded it

once again c.461 (Thuc. 6.4.3; Diod. 11.76.5); see further

Berve (1967) 137–40. Zankle and its ruler Skythes were

dependent allies of Hippokrates (Hdt. 7.154.2; see

Zankle/Messana (no. 51)).

On Hippokrates’ death, the citizens of Gela attempted to

free themselves from tyranny, but Gelon, the former

doryphoros of Hippokrates, defeated them in battle and took

power (Hdt. 7.155.1). When in 485 Gelon became tyrant of

Syracuse,he moved his seat as well as “more than half”of the

Geloan astoi to that city (Hdt. 7.156.2). The government of

Gela was entrusted to Gelon’s brother,Hieron (Hdt.7.156.6),

who later inherited the tyranny of Syracuse and was suc-

ceeded at Gela by another brother, Polyzalos (F.Delphes iii.4

452: [Γ]/λας . . . �[ν]�σσ[ον]). Tyranny at Gela presumably

came to an end in 466/5 (Berve (1967) 141).

In 405 Himilkon besieged, pillaged and destroyed (?) 

Gela (Diod. 13.108–111.1–2), and after the defeat of Dionysios

the peace treaty between Carthage and Syracuse (no. 47)

stipulated that Gela be an ateichistos tributary of Carthage

(Diod. 13.114.1; Staatsverträge 210). Gela was one of the

Timoleontic refoundations (Plut. Tim. 35.1–2; Talbert (1974)

153–55, 204).

Our sources for the military strength of Gela provide us

with scanty information about the size of the polis: a contin-

gent of 500 hippeis is mentioned by Diod. 13.83.2 (rC5s; cf.

Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 26a). In 415, during the Athenian

attack, 200 Geloan cavalry assisted Syracuse (Thuc. 6.67.2),

and the same number was sent in 413 (Thuc. 7.33.2). In 414 a

small contingent from Gela under the command of

Gylippos marched to the support of Syracuse (Thuc. 7.1.5),

and in 413 a navy (nautikon) of five ships as well as 400 akon-

tistai were sent to Syracuse (Thuc. 7.33.1). At the battle of

Himera in 406 a contingent from Gela fought at the side of

Kamarina (no. 28) and Syracuse (no. 47) (Diod. 13.86.5). A

C6–C5 Geloan defeat at the hands of Rhegion (no. 68) is

attested by SEG 24 303.

Civil war is attested, as in all other major Sicilian poleis: an

early stasis (C7–C6) was resolved without bloodshed by an

ancestor of Gelon (Hdt. 7.153.2). Another stasis, in which

Dionysios I interfered, is mentioned for the year 406: the

demos rose against the despoteia of the dynatotatoi and suc-

ceeded owing to Dionysios’ assistance; in this connection

the ekklesia and psephismata are mentioned (Diod.

13.93.2–4; Berger (1992) 23–25).

Diplomatic activities comprise reception of envoys

(implied by Diod. 11.68.1 (r466)) as well as sending of envoys

(Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 22 (r424); Diod. 13.93.4 (r406)). In

424, Gela hosted a pan-Sicilian peace congress, which had

developed from an ekecheiria between Kamarina (no. 28) and

Gela (Thuc. 5.58, 65; Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 22). A Geloan

served as Epidaurian theorodokos in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.ii.83).

Another was appointed Samian proxenos in C4l (IG xii.6 33).

The rulers of C5f Gela displayed their power at the

Panhellenic sanctuaries. Gelon was victorious at Olympia in

484 (Olympionikai 158; IvO 143 and Paus. 6.9.4; Harrell

(2002)); and Polyzalos was victor at Delphi c.478 (SEG 3 396;

LSAG 266, 275 no. 9; F.Delphes iii.4 452; cf. Harrell (2002)

460–62). For Gelon’s donations at Delphi: Syll.³ 33–34 (cf.

Harrell (2002) 453–55). Gela had a thesauros at Olympia

(Paus. 6.19.15), a richly furnished C6m building, restruc-

tured in C5f (Mertens-Horn and Viola (1990) 238–39).

Communal consultation of oracles is implied by Diod.

13.108.4, which also attests to an internal communal dedica-

tion of a bronze image of Apollo.

The city occupied the east–west-oriented coastal plateau,

and during C7–C5 a part of the lowland plain to the north
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(Spagnolo (1991)). The easternmost part of the plateau, with

C7 sanctuaries, is normally regarded as the acropolis of the

city (there is no ancient attestation of the term). The monu-

mental C6 temple was replaced by a C5e temple located fur-

ther east (Orlandini (1968) 21–25; T.Van Compernolle (1989)

68–69). The major divinity of the sanctuary was Athena,

probably Athena Lindia (Fischer-Hansen (1996) 322–27 with

refs.). There are clear signs of some continuity of Greek

occupation during the C4f and of continuity of cult.

The central part of the plateau was probably the main

habitation area in the Archaic and early Classical periods,

delimited further to the west by the early cemeteries

(Shepherd (1995) 60–70). There is evidence of C8l Greek

occupation, a pre-colonial phase apparently supporting the

statement by Thuc. 6.4.3 that an area of Gela called Lindioi

was occupied before the founding of Gela (for a colonisa-

tion of Gela in two phases, see Wentker (1956); Fiorentini

and De Miro (1983)). (Mortuary evidence, too, indicates a

Greek presence from the end of C8.) Architectural terracot-

tas have revealed a large sanctuary, consisting of at least two

monumental temples (Fischer-Hansen (1996) 327–32 with

refs.); the identity of the divinity is uncertain; Orlandini

(1968) 31 suggests Zeus Atabyrios.

No traces of a circuit wall from the period of foundation

have been found so far, though the existence of—presum-

ably early—walls is implied by Thuc. 6.4.3. There are

remains of a C6 circuit wall, possibly raised in connection

with C6l civic strife (Orlandini (1961) 141–44),or, if in part of

later origin, in connection with the threat of the

Carthaginians in C5l (De Miro and Fiorentini (1976–77)

434–35). Fortifications in C4l are attested by Diod. 19.107.5

(r317) and 19.110.2–3 (r311).

Little is known of the habitation area on the plateau

(Buongiovanni and Canzanella (1990) 13). The Archaic city

incorporated the north slope of the plateau and part of the

plain below (Spagnolo (1991)). The size of the Classical city,

including a part of the lowland plains to the north but

excluding the western cemetery and including the eastern

sanctuary, was about 200 ha. There is clear evidence of the

destruction by the Carthaginians in 405, but also of a re-

establishment of the Greek settlement soon after (Fiorentini

(2002)). The Timoleontic refoundation of Gela with a new

overall urban plan comprised habitation quarters in ter-

races along the north slope and on part of the upper plateau,

incorporating also a new industrial quarter, public baths

and the western part of the plateau, enclosed by the impres-

sive circuit walls at Capo Soprano (Buongiovanni and

Canzanella (1990) 20–22; Panvini (1996) 100–20).

There is further evidence of urban cults: a sanctuary on

the southern slope was dedicated to Hera (Orlandini (1968)

31–33; IGDS nos. 137–38), and close by was the heroon for

the oikistes Antiphemos (supra). Gela was surrounded by a

number of suburban sanctuaries (surveys: Orlandini

(1968); Fiorentini (1985)), with paramount importance

assigned to sanctuaries for Demeter (Kron (1992); Hinz

(1998) 55–69). Other sanctuaries, previously thought to be

suburban, are now known to have been located within the

northern boundary of the city (Orlandini (1968) pl. i.5.6;

Spagnolo (1991) 69). The stay of Aischylos at Gela surely

implies that the city had a theatre in C5m. A C7–C5 build-

ing complex located on the coast south-east of the plateau

near the estuary of the river Gelas has been interpreted as

harbour structures (Fiorentini (1985) 22; Panvini (1996)

54–57).

Gela began minting on the initiative of Gelon, c.490–485.

The first issue was of didrachms and tetradrachms on the

Attic–Euboian standard, obv. naked rider; rev. forepart of

man-headed bull, legends: ΓΕΛΑΣ (Jenkins (1970) 25). A

second issue, mostly of tetradrachms, c.480–470, is strongly

influenced by the Syracusan mint and has obv. four-horse

chariot with a flying Nike above; rev. forepart of man-faced

bull, legends:ΓΕΛ,ΓΕΛΑΣ. Issues with the same obv. and

rev. types, and variants including didrachms and drachms,

are known until C5l (SNG Cop. Sicily 251–66); drachms have

obv. legend ΓΕΛΟΙΟΝ (Jenkins (1970) 49). Tetradrachms

from c.440–430 have the standard rev. type, but a standing

female figure crowns the bull’s head with a wreath (a local

nymph or water-goddess in the role of Nike?); legend:

ΣΟΣΙΠΟΛΙΣ. The obv. type is very similar to obv.

dies from Himera (Jenkins (1970) 71–72). From c.425 the

tetradrachms carry the obv. legend ΓΕΛΩΙΟΝ;

ΓΕΛΑΩ[..]; ΓΕΛΑΣ (SNG Cop. Sicily 269–70, 277, 279).

Smaller denominations (didrachms and litrai) have as types

horseman or head of river-god or Demeter and the legend

ΓΕΛΑΣ or ΓΕΛΩΙΩΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 271–75, 280–81).

A gold coinage (dilitron and litra) was issued in C5l, proba-

bly to pay the mercenary armies fighting the Carthaginians

in 406/5 (Diod. 13.93). The rev. of the gold litra has as type

head of the deity Sosipolis, legend: ΣΩΣΙΠΟΛΙΣ (SNG

Cop. Sicily 276). Bronze coinage began c.420 (Jenkins (1979);

SNG Cop. Sicily 282–87). The refoundation of Gela by

Timoleon was marked by a new issue of silver litrai; the obv.

type of a warrior sacrificing a ram is variously interpreted as

Antiphemos, the oecist of Gela, or as Timoleon himself in

the guise of the oecist of New Gela (Jenkins (1979); SNG

Cop. Sicily 288).
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18. Heloron (Ailoros) Map 47. Lat. 36.50, long. 15.05. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is UΕλωρον, τ# (Ps.-

Skylax 13) or UΕλωρος (BCH 45 (1921) iv.100 (230–210);

Steph. Byz. 270.3). The city-ethnic is Α2λ+ρος (Diod. 23.4.1)

or ’Ελωρ�της (Etym. Magn. 333.3).

Heloron is explicitly called a polis (π#λις UΕλωρον) in the

urban sense in Ps.-Skylax 13, where this phrase is found

under the general heading ο2κο%σι δ* κα� UΕλληνες (which

is opposed to οhτοι µ*ν β�ρβαροι), but apart from that

there is no evidence for its status in the Archaic and Classical

periods. The evidence for Heloron as a polis in the political

sense is C3: like Akrai (no. 10), the city is listed in the treaty

between Syracuse and Rome of 263 as a polis assigned to

Hieron II (Diod. 23.4.1 �Staatsverträge no. 479); this may

suggest dependence on Syracuse (no. 47) at an earlier date

(infra). In assessing the polis status of Heloron, the fact that

it is listed in the Delphic list of theorodokoi (230–210) (BCH

(1921) iv.100; cf. Manganaro (1964a) 420) may have some

retrospective value.According to Ael. NA 12.30, Heloron was

once a Συρακοσ�ων φρο�ριον. There are no written

sources for the foundation of Heloron, and there are no

coins. Heloron is here defined as a polis type A on the basis of

Ps.-Skylax 13, but its polis status is uncertain given the prox-

imity of Syracuse; it cannot be excluded that Heloron was an

early military outpost in the southern dominion of

Syracuse, though it may have been a dependent polis

founded as a fortress (as has been suggested for Kasmenai 

by Hansen (1997a) 36; cf. Akrai (no. 10) and Kasmenai (no.

29)).

To the west, Heloron’s territory bordered upon the territ-

ory of Kamarina (no. 28). Heloron was founded on a coastal

plateau about 18 km south of Syracuse and c.400 m to the

north of the river Tellaro (�ancient Heloros); (morphology

of the site: Voza (1978) pl. 37, 1; plan of site: Voza (1980–81)

pl. 130). Archaeological evidence points to a foundation in

C8l–C7e (Voza (1973a) 117 no. 381; (1978)); so Syracuse

secured its interests southwards before founding the sec-

ondary colonies of Akrai, Kasmenai and Kamarina (Di Vita

(1956)). An abundance of Greek C7–C6m material is known

from the site, whereas limited C5 material suggests that this

was a period of recession. The city prospered during the

period of Timoleon, and above all in the Hellenistic period.

The C6 circuit wall was built in a pseudo-isodomic tech-

nique as a double curtain-wall with internal fill (emplekton),

in all 2.80 m wide (Orsi et al. (1966) 310–12). A local lime-

stone was used, as well as odd material, such as a C6 tomb-

stone (IGDS no. 98). The Archaic circuit wall was

incorporated in the C4 fortification when the wall was

strengthened and towers were added (Orsi et al. (1966)

220–31). The C4 circuit wall is known on the north, west and

south of the town, its course following the edge of the habi-

tation plateau; the eastern side facing the sea also seems to

have been fortified.

The habitation area comprised about 9 ha. The 1,500 seat-

ing capacity of the C4–C2 theatre (infra) gives some indica-

tion of population size in the late Classical period.

The main routes across the plateau were not laid out in

straight lines but in accordance with the uneven terrain—

uncommon in Western Greek urban planning (Voza

(1980–81) 686–87). Though this road system is known pri-

marily from its Hellenistic phase, there is little doubt that its

origin is Archaic. An open space bordered by public build-

ings on the highest point of the plateau is interpreted as an

agora (Voza in Storia della Sicilia i. 550, fig. 90). The main

urban area in the south-western part of the city was on a grid

plan and delimited on the north by a C4m(?) temenos (the

so-called Asklepieion) of unknown cult (Orsi et al. (1966)

287–88, 320). Sparse remains of habitation structures in the

southernmost part of the area are of C8l–C7e date and reveal

affinities with contemporary architecture from Megara (no.

36) and Syracuse (no. 47; Voza (1978), (1980–81) 685–86).Yet

another temenos marked the southern limit of the city: a C4s

temple dedicated to Demeter (Voza (1973a) 118–19; Hinz

(1998) 116–18) and smaller thesauroi/naiskoi.

A suburban Demeter sanctuary spanning the Archaic and

the Hellenistic periods was located near the coast north of

Heloron (Voza (1973a) 123–26; Storia della Sicilia i. 548; Hinz

(1998) 111–16). The Hellenistic programme of public build-

ing included a small C4–C2 theatre outside the southern

perimeter of the city (Orsi et al. (1966) 232–35, 324–27;

Mitens (1988) 89–91). Hesychius refers to an ’Ελ)ριος

�γ)ν (s.v.) celebrated at the river Heloros and possibly to be

connected with the city.

19. Henna (Hennaios) Map 47. Lat. 37.35, long. 14.15. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is ;Εννα, ! (Diod.

14.14.6). The city-ethnic is ‘Εννα5ος on C5m coins (infra);

’Εννα5ος is found in SEG 30 1123.8 (C4l–C3m; cf.SEG 32 914)

and Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5 and Diod. 14.14.7 (r403).

Henna is called a polis in the urban sense in SEG 30 1123.13

(C4l–C3m; cf. SEG 32 914) and Diod. 14.14.7–8 (r403). The

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C5m

coins (infra); the external collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested in Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5 (rC6m) and in SEG 30

1123.8 (C4l–C3m; cf. SEG 32 914) and Diod. 14.14.7 (r403),

and the external individual use in Diod. 14.4.6 (r403).
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A C6m alliance with Syracuse is attested by Philistos

(FGrHist 556) fr. 5. In 403, the city experienced a brief tyran-

ny under Aeimnestos, a citizen of Henna itself who acted at

Dionysios I’s instigation; shortly after his rise to power,how-

ever,Dionysios fomented a stasis during which he broke into

the city and deposed Aeimnestos (Diod. 14.14.6–8). In

C4l–C3m Henna gave assistance to the people of Entella,

who had been driven from their city and were received by

the Hennans κα� π#λι κα� χ)ραι (SEG 30 1123.8–13; cf. SEG

32 914). The grateful Entellans after their return granted

isopoliteia to the people of Enna (SEG 30 1123.16 (C4l–C3m);

cf. SEG 32 914).

According to Steph. Byz. 271.4, Henna was a foundation

by Syracuse (no. 47; κτ�σµα Συρακοσ�ων) established in

664. While this may be evidence that a Greek identity was

claimed for the city, the historicity of the report is doubtful,

as is the suggestion that it derives from Philistos of Syracuse

(FGrHist 556, fr. 5; Manni (1981) 169). All evidence points to

a Sikulan site strongly Hellenised: the archaeological evid-

ence attests to some degree of Hellenisation already from

C6e (pace Vallet (1962) 42), and the degree of Hellenisation

is significant from C5m, when Greek-style coinage is intro-

duced and the cemeteries bear a strong Greek stamp

(Fiorentini (1980–81) 599); cf. also the reference to an agora

at Diod. 14.14.7 (r403); late sources refer to a theatre

(Polyaen. 8.21 (r214); Frontin. Str. 4.7.22). Traces of the cir-

cuit wall of the acropolis (cf. Polyaen. 8.21) are known; the

published drawings suggest a Hellenistic date (Orsi (1931)

384–88; Fiorentini (1980–81) 599; Martorana (1982–83);

Bejor and Marotta D’Agata (1989)). The cult of Demeter at

Enna was famous; the sources for the cult are mainly literary

(Diod. 5.3.1–3; Strabo 6.2.6), whereas the archaeological

evidence is tenuous, and the suggested location of the

Demeter sanctuary on a rocky spur north of the settlement

plateau remains uncertain (Orsi (1931) 379; Hinz (1998)

121–24), though a C3 inscription referring to Dam[ater] or

Dam[atriastan] was found in the vicinity (IGDS no. 198).

The strongest evidence of C5m Hellenisation is provided

by the minting of silver litrai from perhaps as early as c.450:

obv. quadriga driven by Demeter holding torch; rev.

Demeter sacrificing at altar holding torch, legend:

ΗΕΝΝΑΙΟΝ; a variant issue has obv. head of Demeter;

rev. Demeter sacrificing at altar (Gabrici (1959) 12–15;

Jenkins (1975); Cammarata (1987)). Henna issued bronze

coinage in the period of Timoleon: (1) obv. head of Demeter,

legend: ∆ΑΜΑΤ or ∆ΑΜΑΤΗΡ; rev. torch between ears

of corn, or head of ox with filleted horns, legend: ΕΝΝΑ;

(2) obv. head of Demeter, legend: ∆ΑΜΑΤΗΡ; rev. goat

before torch of Demeter between ears of corn, legend:

ΕΝΝΑ (SNG Cop. Sicily 234); see Bejor and Marotta

D’Agata (1989) 191; Talbert (1974) 181 and Cammarata

(1987).

20. Herakleia (1) (Herakleotes) Map 47. Lat. 37.25, long.

13.15. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The original name was

Minoa (Μιν)η, ! (Hdt. 5.46.2), Μιν�)α (Diod. 4.79.1)); the

new, or additional, name Herakleia (‘Ηρ�κλεια, Polyb.

1.18.2) is commonly assumed to have originated with the

seizure of the city by the remnants of the expedition of the

Spartan Dorieus (Hdt. 5.46.2; RE viii. 437). The double

name, Herakleia Minoa, is rare (Polyb. 1.25.9: ‘Ηρ�κλεια !

Μιν�)α); Herakleia is common (Polyb. 1.18.2; Diod. 19.71.7);

but Minoa appears as well (Heracl. Lemb. 59; Diod. 16.9.4;

Plut. Dio 25.11). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηρακλε)της (Diod.

20.56.3 and possibly IG xii.6 38 (C4l), on which see infra).

Hdt. 5.46.2 calls it an �ποικ�η of Selinous (no. 44); the

oecist(s) and the date of foundation are unknown, but the

date must be post-628 (date of Selinous’ foundation). It is

called a polis only in later sources: in the urban sense at Plut.

Dio 25.6 (r time of Dion) (cf.πολισµ�τιον at Plut. Dio 25.5),

and in the political sense at Diod. 16.9.4 (r357). A description

of its constitution was included among the 158 Aristotelian

politeiai (Heracl. Lemb. 59; Arist. no. 55; Gigon, which uses

polis in a mythological account of the foundation by Minos

of Crete). The external collective use of the city-ethnic is

found in Diod. 20.56.3 (r307). IG xii.6 38 (C4l) is a decree by

Samos (no. 864) granting proxeny etc. to iΕπινωjδης

Ε(δ�µου ‘Ηρακλε)της and a reasonable case can be made

that the honorandus originated from the present Herakleia

(Kebric (1975), (1977) 3–4; Shipley (1987) 164).

There are very few sources for the Archaic and Classical

periods. Nothing is known of the political and institutional

life apart from the notice of mythic stamp that Minos

imposed Cretan laws on the city (Heracl. Lemb. 59; cf.

Perlman (1992)).

Shortly before 500, Minoa was captured by those

Lakedaimonians who, under the leadership of Euryleon,

had survived the ill-fated expedition of Dorieus (Hdt.

5.46.2). The city seems to have been defeated by Akragas in

C6l or C5e, Lind. Chron. (FGrHist 532) fr. 30 �Xenagoras

(FGrHist 240) fr. 17 recording a dedication at Lindos by

Akragas of a palladion taken .κ Μιν)ιας. Though the date

of this episode is uncertain, it is most often seen as the after-

math of the occupation of western Sicily by Euryleon and

the Spartans (Luraghi (1994) 41, 233–34). During Theron’s

reign (488–473) Herakleia seems to have been a city within
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the dominion of Akragas (no. 9), possibly after its conquest

by Theron (cf. Diod. 4.79.4 with Fontana (1978)). After the

fall of the Deinomenids, the city seems to have been

involved in the fighting between the disenfranchised merce-

naries, who occupied the city, and the Syracusans, who with

the Akragantines eliminated the mercenaries (see FGrHist

577 fr. 1). The city must have come into Carthaginian hands

by the treaty of 383 between Carthage and Dionysios I

(Diod. 15.17.5); when Dion sought refuge in Herakleia in 357,

the city was still under Carthaginian dominion (Plut. Dio

25.5; Diod. 16.9.4), ruled by an >ρχων (Plut.) or an

.πιστ�της (Diod.), but it is described as in Akragantine ter-

ritory (Diod.). By the treaty of 339 it reverted to the Greek

area (Diod. 16.82.3) and was refounded by Timoleon

(Talbert (1974) 159–60). In 314 it became Carthaginian once

again (Diod. 19.71.7).

Herakleia was founded by Selinous (Hdt. 5.46.2), and the

colony may have served to secure the eastern border of

Selinous’ territory which was threatened by Akragantine

expansion during the reign of Phalaris (De Miro (1962)

144–46). The foundation date is uncertain, but the perspec-

tive of a powerful Selinous securing its eastern border

towards Akragas as well as archaeological evidence (infra)

suggest a C6m date. However, the city was presumably with-

in the Akragantine dominion already by C6l and at least

from C5e (supra); Akragas was located only 25 km to the

east.

The size and exploitation of the chora of Herakleia is little

known. An area of c.6 km² has been surveyed, and a C6

farmstead or workshop found c.350 m north of the city

(Wilson and Leonard (1980)).

The city was founded on a low coastal promontory

(modern Capo Bianco) on the estuary of the river Halykos

(modern Platani). On the north side the plateau slopes

gently down to the Halykos valley, on the south side ero-

sion has produced vertical cliffs, and part of the habitation

area of the Greek city may have been destroyed. A 6 km-

long stretch of the circuit wall is preserved on the north-

east and west sides facing the river valley and the

hinterland; it is unknown whether the cliff facing the sea

was fortified. The C5 wall was strengthened, with square

towers built in small blocks of sandstone, but superseded

by a C4l gypsum ashlar wall with an upper structure of

sun-dried brick (Tusa and De Miro (1983) 177–78; De Miro

(1994) 480 dates the earliest phase of the circuit wall to C6).

At the time of Timoleon’s refoundation a new defensive

wall was erected within the earlier city, reducing its size by

a half (De Miro (1958a)).

There is evidence of C6s occupation, but the early history

of the site has not been fully investigated, and the size of the

area occupied by the early city is still unknown. (The city did

occupy the area of the later Hellenistic town, but probably

also, at least in part, the western plateau within the first

phase circuit wall—in all c.60–70 ha). The Timoleontic

refoundation was laid out as an orthogonally planned city,

with east–west-oriented stenopoi, north–south-oriented

plateiai, and the single insulae c.32 m wide, like other

Timoleontic refoundations (De Miro (1958b), (1980)

716–21). The urban facilities included a C4l theatre (De Miro

(1955)).

The Archaic cemetery with fairly numerous tombs from

the period 550–500 is located just outside the circuit wall

north-east of the city. The cemetery was bisected by a road,

and there are indications of social differentiation (De Miro

(1965) 10–11; Wilson (1996) 92).

21. Herakleia (2) Map 47. Unlocated site in western Sicily,

in the region of Eryx. Type: C:α. The toponym is

‘Ηρακλε�η, ! (Hdt. 5.43) and ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (Diod. 4.23.3).

A city-ethnic is not attested.

Following the advice of Antichares of Eleon and the affir-

mation of the Delphic oracle that he would succeed,Dorieus

of Sparta, who was of royal and so Heraklid descent, set out

to found a colony in the region of Eryx (Hdt. 5.43), which,

according to Antichares, belonged to the descendants of

Herakles (Hdt. 5.43; cf. Paus. 3.16.5). However, Dorieus’

expeditionary force was severely defeated by an alliance of

Phoenicians and Egestans (Hdt. 5.46.1; cf. Diod. 4.23.3 and

Paus. 3.16.5). In the aftermath of the disaster Euryleon, the

sole survivor of the synktistai, and the remnants of the expe-

dition captured Herakleia Minoa (no. 20) and ousted the

tyrant Peithagoras of Selinous (Hdt. 4.46.2). Referring to 

the death of Dorieus as a thing of the past, Herodotos dates

the defeat of the expedition prior to c.481/80 (7.158), or to

491/90 as argued by some scholars (Merante (1970a)); the

beginning of the expedition is connected with the destruc-

tion of Sybaris (no. 70) by Kroton (no. 56) in c.510 (Hdt. 5.45;

cf. Merante (1970a), (1970b) 131–33, who argues for an earli-

er chronology). According to Diod. 4.23.3, Dorieus did in

fact succeed in taking back the land of the Herakleidai,

and founded a polis named Herakleia (�κτισε π#λιν

‘Ηρ�κλειαν) which prospered for a period before being

razed to the ground by the Carthaginians. Thus, it cannot be

ruled out that a Spartan settlement did exist for a period and

was then destroyed by the Phoenicians (cf. Bérard (1957)

260–66; Stauffenberg (1960) esp. 189–98; De Vido (1989)
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with further refs.; Asheri (1988) for an analysis of the rela-

tionship between Greeks, Phoenicians and Elymians).

22. Herbes(s)os (Herbessinos) Map 47. Unlocated, but

presumably at Montagna di Marzo (so Barr.). Type: C:γ.

The toponym is ‘Ερβ�σσος, W (Diod. 20.31.5; Philistos

(FGrHist 556) fr. 9 �Steph. Byz. 275.6); or ‘Ερβ�σος (Polyb.

1.18.5). The city-ethnic is ‘Ερβησσ5νος (Diod. 14.7.6 (r404);

C4s coins, infra).

Herbessos is called a polis in the urban sense at Diod.

14.7.6 (r404). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found on C4s coins (infra); the external collective use is

found at Diod. 14.7.6 (r404) and 14.78.7 (r396). The latter

passage records a peace treaty between Herbessos and

Dionysios I.

Herbessos is described as a Sikel community at Diod.

14.7.6 (r404) and 78.7 (r396), but is included here on account

of its C4s Greek-style coinage (infra). In addition,Greek C6e

epigraphic material from Montagna di Marzo, the pre-

sumed site of Herbessos, includes votives to Herakles (cf.

IGDS 166–68).

The location of the city is unknown, though it is possibly

to be located at Montagna di Marzo (Bejor (1989b) 280);

Diod. 14.7.6 (r404) suggests that it was fortified by C5l. The

urban remains from this site are of C6m Sikel walls with C4

reinforcements in ashlar masonry, from the Greek period.

There are some traces of urban planning, but whether these

are Douketian or Timoleontic is uncertain. However, the

majority of the urban remains, as well as the cemeteries, are

Hellenistic (Cutroni Tusa and Moreschini (1992)).

Herbessos struck bronze coins from c.325, or a little earli-

er: obv. female head (Sikelia?), legend: ΕΡΒΗΣΣΙΝΩΝ;

rev. forepart of man-headed bull (Head, HN² 143; SNG Cop.

Sicily 292; a Timoleontic coinage: Talbert (1974) 181;

Karlsson (1995) 165 n.3 (F); Bejor (1989b) 279 with further

refs.).

23. Herbita (Herbitaios) Map 47. Unlocated (cf. C. Boeh-

ringer (1981) 100–3; Bejor (1989c)). Type: C:γ. The toponym

is UΕρβιτα,! (Ephor. fr. 91 �Steph. Byz. 275.8; Diod. 14.16.1).

The city-ethnic is ‘Ερβιτα5ος (C4s coins, infra; Diod.

14.15.1).

Herbita is called a polis in the urban sense at Diod. 14.15.1

and 16.1 (r403). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic

is found on C4s coins (infra), and the external collective use

in Diod. 12.8.2 (r446), 14.15.1 (r403), 14.78.7 (r396) (cf.SEG 30

1117 (C4l–C3m)).

Both in 446 and in 403, Herbita was ruled by a man called

“Archonides”; Archonides I is described as δυναστε�ων at

Diod. 12.8.2 (cf. Thuc. 7.1.4, quoted infra), and Archonides II

as .πιστ�της at Diod. 14.16.1. However, at Diod. 14.16.1 a

peace treaty with Dionysios I is said to have been concluded

by W δ8µος W τ+ν ‘Ερβιτα�ων, and at 14.78.7 agreements

are described as concluded between Dionysios and τοLς

‘Ερβιτα�ους. (See also below on colonisation.) IG ii² 32

(385/4) is probably a grant of proxeny by Athens (no. 361) to

Archonides II, his brother Demon, and their descendants. A

C4l–C3m symmachia between Herbita and Entella is attest-

ed in SEG 30 1117.15.

Recently, Greek-style silver and bronze coins of Herbita

have come to light; they date from the period of Timoleon

(c.350–325), and were found in the region of Gangi. Silver

(probably litrai): obv. head of Apollo, legend:ΗΕΡΒΙΤΑΙ;

Rev. Apollo seated on Ionic capital. The smaller bronze

denominations carry on obv. female head, legend:

ΗΕΡΒΙΤΑΙΩΝ; rev. standing youth with spear 

(C. Boehringer (1981); Bejor (1989c) 284).

Herbita was involved in colonisation on two occasions: in

446, when Archonides I collaborated with Douketios in the

foundation of Kale Akte (Diod. 12.8.2), and in 403, when

Archonides II founded the city of Alaisa (no. 11), a founda-

tion which eclipsed its mother city to the degree that its

inhabitants denied their origin (Diod. 14.16.2–4; see Cataldi

(1982); cf. supra 190). According to Diod. 14.16.2, Alaisa was

founded by Archonides II in order to house veteran merce-

naries, a symmikton ochlon that the war against Dionysios

had driven into the city, as well as poor citizens of Herbita

itself; the latter are said to have actively encouraged his

plans.

In a passage referring to 446, Diod. 12.8.2 describes

Herbita, or at least its ruler Archonides I, as Sikel; and the

city may be described as Sikel again at Diod. 14.78.7 (r396).

The Greek name Archonides of two of its rulers may indicate

a pretension to Greek identity (C. Boehringer (1981) 95); but

Thuc. 7.1.4 describes Archonides I as τ+ν . . . Σικελ+ν

βασιλε�ων τιν+ν. By C4s, however, the city issued Greek-

style coins (supra).

24. Himera (Himeraios) Map 47. Lat. 37.55, long. 13.50.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is ‘Ιµ/ρη, !

(Hdt. 7.165.1) or ‘Ιµ/ρα (Thuc. 6.62.2; SEG 11 1223a (C5f)).

The city-ethnic is ‘Ιµερα5ος (C6l coins, infra; Thuc. 7.1.3).

Himera is repeatedly described as a Hellenic polis (Thuc.

6.62.2; Xen. Hell. 1.1.37; Ps.-Skylax 13); it is called a polis both

in the territorial sense (Thuc. 6.62.2) and in the urban sense

(Xen. Hell. 1.1.37; Ps.-Skylax 13), and in the urban and politi-

cal senses combined (Aen. Tact. 10.22). The political sense is
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found in Diod. 11.48.6 (r476). Paus. 6.4.11 uses πολιτε�α in a

reference to C5e, and the politeia was included in the

Aristotelian collection of constitutions (fr. 515.1). Thuc. 6.5.1

calls Himera an �ποικ�α, and it is described as the patra of

the C6 poet Stesichoros (Test. A26, Davies); cf. SEG 29 414.4

(c.450) where [π�τραι] is a possible restoration (cf. CEG I

393 for other restorations).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C6l coins (infra). The external collective use of the city-eth-

nic is attested by SEG 30 1079 (C6m) and Thuc. 7.1.3, 58.2.

Individually, the ethnic is often applied to Stesichoros (e.g.

Pl. Phdr. 244A; IG xii.5 444.73.85b (C3f)); see also AM 87

(1972) 114–15 no. 6 for a possible Archaic instance of the

external individual use. The use is also attested in Pl. Prt.

335E.

Himera was founded by Zankle (no. 51) and exiles from

Syracuse (no. 47) called οH Μυλητ�δαι (Thuc. 6.5.1; but

Strabo 6.2.6 says: οH .ν Μυλα5ς �κτισαν Ζαγκλα5οι). The

oecists were Eukleides, Simos and Sakon (Thuc. 6.5.1; cf.

IGDS no. 165). The year of foundation, 648, is inferred from

the notice that the city was inhabited for 240 years before its

destruction in 409 (Diod. 13.62.4). The continued ties with

Zankle are revealed by Skythes, ruler of Zankle, who c.493

went to Himera as an exile (Hdt. 6.24), and if the text on a

bronze plaque found at Himera is correctly reconstructed

by Brugnone (1997) 271–74 as φυ]λ3 ∆ανκλα5α, this may be

taken as evidence of an “ethnic” phyle of Zanklaian colonis-

ers at Himera. But the ethnic composition of the city was

mixed, the colonisers being mostly Chalkidian, i.e. Ionians,

but some Syracusans, i.e.Dorians; and while the local dialect

was a corresponding mixture, Chalkidian ν#µιµα prevailed

(Thuc. 6.5.1).

The territory was called ! ‘Ιµερα�α (χ)ρα) (Thuc.

3.115.1; Diod. 13.61.4 (r409)). The C5 immediate hinterland

with a number of rural settlements, delimited by border

fortresses, encompassed c.50 km² (Belvedere (1988)

196–206, (2000)). The territory of Himera stretched over a

vast area, estimated at c.700 km², divided to the south from

the territories of Gela (no. 17) and Akragas (no. 9) by the

Monte Cassero hills, and in the west at the river Thermos

from the territory of the Phoenician city of Soloeis.

However, within the territory of Himera were scattered

indigenous settlements, and the dividing line between the

dominions of Himera, Gela and Akragas is not always clear

(Vassallo (1996)). SEG 30 1079 (C6m) seems to attest to

fighting between Himera and Sikanoi (cf. Thuc. 3.115.2). For

the Archaic and Classical settlement pattern of the

Himeraian territory, see Belvedere (1988) 196–206.

According to Diod. 13.62.4, c.3,000 andres were captured

during the destruction in 409, but it seems impossible to

convert this number into a population estimate (cf. the few

army figures below). The C5e population has been calculat-

ed at 20,000, including a rural population of 10,000, by

Asheri (1973), but this figure is probably on the low side, if

one takes into account that the size of the urban centre of

Himera is now calculated to be c.80 ha (Allegro and Vassallo

(1992) 147–48).

Himera was pillaged and destroyed by the Carthaginians

in 409; 3,000 surviving men were put to death

(κατ/σφαξεν), women and children were distributed to the

victorious enemy and presumably enslaved (Diod.

13.59.4–62.5), and the site was abandoned (Diod. 11.49.4;

Strabo 6.2.6), though there is some archaeological and

numismatic evidence for re-occupation from c.405 until the

defeat of Dionysios I at Kronion in 383/2, when Himera

became part of Carthaginian territory for good (Diod.

15.16.3). Later references to Himera must therefore be to the

survivors who were settled at Thermai, on the border of

Greek and Phoenician spheres of interest (Cic. Verr. 2.2.86;

cf. Diod. 14.47.6, 56.2).

According to Arist. Rh. 1393b10–22, Phalaris, the tyrant of

Akragas c.570–554, was elected strategos autokrator by the

Himeraians, but the historicity of the report is doubtful

(Berve (1967) 130). By C5e, however, the city was certainly

ruled by tyrants. The earliest attested tyrant is Terillos

(τ�ραννος, Hdt. 7.165) who, expelled by Theron of Akragas,

attempted to return as an ally of the Carthaginians, seeking

help also from Anaxilaos of Rhegion (Hdt. 7.165). The ensu-

ing battle at Himera in 480 led to the victory of Theron and

Gelon (Diod. 11.20.3ff.; cf. Zahrnt (1993)). Theron conceded

the tyranny of Himera to his son Thrasydaios (Diod.

11.48.6). The Himeraians rebelled against the tyranny of

Thrasydaios; Theron, having curbed the insurrection,

repopulated Himera with Doric and “other” colonists to

whom he granted citizenship (Diod. 11.48.6–49.4). Not until

460 were those who escaped the intervention of Theron able

to return to Himera (Diod. 11.76.4). During the

Peloponnesian War,Himera remained loyal to Syracuse (no.

47) by not admitting the Athenian fleet in 415 (Thuc. 6.62.2)

and by entering into an alliance with Gylippos against the

Athenians in 414 (Thuc. 7.1.4; Diod. 13.7.7). One thousand

hoplites/light-armed troops, and 100 cavalry joined

Gylippos on his march to Syracuse (Thuc. 7.1.5).

A bronze plaque attests to the existence of φρατρ�αι at

Himera (Brugnone (1997) 274–79) and may also attest to a

system of phylai (Brugnone (1997) 271–74).
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At least three Himeraian athletes won Panhellenic victo-

ries: Ischyros at Olympia in 516 (Olympionikai 137) and

Krison thrice at Olympia in C5m (Olympionikai 294, 306,

312). Particularly interesting is Ergoteles, who won no fewer

than eight Panhellenic victories (two at Olympia

(Olympionikai 224, 251) and two each at Delphi, Nemea and

Isthmia). A Cretan by birth, he was a naturalised Himeraian

and competed as such (Paus. 6.4.11; cf. Pind. Ol. 12 and SEG

11 1123a celebrating Olympic success; Phlegon (FGrHist 415)

fr. 1.13).

Himera was founded on a north–south-oriented oblong

hill between the river Torto to the west and the river Himera

to the east, commanding the lower Himera valley. The city

occupied also the coastal plain below, though whether this

comprised a harbour settlement near the estuary is as yet

uncertain (Bonacasa (1976) 5–14 for a general description of

the site).

A stretch of a presumably Archaic (no precise date) stone

and earth rampart is known from the southern edge of the

plateau, with a semicircular projection in the south-east

corner and a small stretch running northwards defending

the east side of the plateau (Bonacasa Carra (1974) 110–11;

Bonacasa (1980–81) 855, pl. 117, fig. 2), revealing that habita-

tion covered all of the plateau at least from the Archaic peri-

od. A wall of sun-dried bricks along the outer edge of the

plateau on the northern side of the sanctuary is with some

uncertainty dated to C5e and connected with the

Carthaginian conflict of 480. Dividing the upper city from

the city on the plain below, the wall may have functioned as

a diateichisma (Allegro (1991) 71). The walls are mentioned

by Diod. 13.59.7–9 in reference to the siege in 409. The upper

city occupied about 32 ha, the lower city about 50 ha (Allegro

and Vassallo (1992) 145–47).

Corresponding to the traditional date of foundation

(648), there is sporadic evidence of a C7m settlement on the

coastal plain below the upper plateau near the estuary of the

river Himera. The more substantial urban remains on the

plateau of Himera are from C7s, suggesting a gradual urban

development from plain to plateau (Vassallo (1997) 85–90).

Two Archaic urban phases are known. Already the earlier

(C7l–C6e) shows features of planning, but it was soon

replaced by a new overall urban layout, probably as a result

of destructions of the early city and a refoundation

c.580–570 (Allegro (1997)). Although the Archaic town plan

is impressive in its size and regularity, the remains suggest

that even in this second period habitation was concentrated

in certain areas: the northern area (near the sanctuary) and

the southern area (near the main route to the chora). Recent

investigations have given indications of a 6.20 m-wide

north–south-oriented plateia uniting the main parts of the

plateau (Allegro (1988–89) 656).

Theron’s repopulation of Himera in 476 (supra) resulted

in further developments and reorganisation of the city, indi-

cated by changes in the layout of single insulae (Belvedere

(1976) 580–82; Allegro (1988–89) 657). A redistribution of

land may be inferred from C5e epigraphic evidence

(Brugnone (1997)).

The lower city had an urban plan from C7s, with later

changes which correspond to the phases of the city outlined

above (Allegro and Vassallo (1992)). Recently a C5f subur-

ban quarter east of the city has been revealed between the

right bank of the river and the Archaic cemetery (ibid. 139

n. 40; cf. Diod. 13.75.2 (r408)). The cemetery with tombs

from the early history of Himera until c.525 is located near

the coast east of the Himera valley (Vassallo (1991),

(1993–94)). From C6l and for all of C5 two new cemeteries

were in use south of the city and on the plateau west of the

city (Di Stefano (1970) 319–21; (1976)); tomb material

(amphoras) reveals a wide commercial network (Vassallo et

al. (1991)).

The north-eastern corner of the plateau is occupied by a

sanctuary with remains of four C7s–C5e temples (Bonacasa

(1970); Allegro (1991)), probably dedicated to Athena, like

the city itself and its chora (Diod. 5.3.4). A sanctuary of

Demeter with at least two C6–C5 naiskoi was located in the

north-western quarter of the upper city (Himera ii. 194–205;

Hinz (1998) 166–67). A monumental stone temple,“Temple

of Victory”, again presumably dedicated to Athena

(Bonacasa (1980) 269), was built in the lower city in C5e (P.

Marconi (1931); T. Van Compernolle (1989) 48–51, (1992)

55–58),probably to commemorate the victory over Carthage

in 480 (cf. Diod. 11.25.1) or built by Theron in connection

with his resettlement of the colony in 476 (cf. P. Marconi

(1931) 127 for an earlier Archaic phase). Attested cults

include, in addition to that of Athena (Diod. 5.3.4), those of

Zeus Soter (C5l: Manni Piraino (1974) 267–69); Herakles

(Diod. 5.3.4; Bonacasa (1991)); the nymph Himera (coins; cf.

Cic. Verr. 2.2.87); Tyche Soteira and Zeus Eleutherios (Pind.

Ol. 12.1–3).

Himera began minting drachms on the Euboian–

Chalkidian standard c.550–540: obv. cock; rev. incuse

square with sunk and raised triangles within a square 

incuse field (SNG Cop. Sicily 294–96, 297 (obol)). Later

issues have rev. hen in a square incuse field, and there are

several variations of the basic type (SNG Cop. Sicily

298–301). An early issue has obv. legend ΗΙΜΕΡΑΙΟΝ,
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abbreviated on later issues toΗΙ, ΗΙΜΕ (SNG Cop. Sicily

301).Other coin legends are names of mint officials, in full or

abbreviated: ΛΥ, ΤΥ, ΤΥΧΟΝ, ΣΟΓ[ΕΝΕΣ]. Lower

denominations carry related types (Kraay (1984);

C. Boehringer (1984–85) 105–8; Molinari (1986)). The first

series ends c.484/3 with the expulsion of Terillos;

Akragantine control at Himera c.483–470 is reflected in an

issue of didrachms on the Attic standard: obv. cock, some

with legend ΗΙΜΕΡΑ; rev. crab (Jenkins (1971); SNG Cop.

Sicily 302–3, 304 (drachm)). During the subsequent period

of Syracusan influence a new coinage was introduced with

the principal denomination based upon the Syracusan

tetradrachm: obv. quadriga, crowned by Nike; rev. nymph

Himera pours a libation at an altar, at her side a Silenos

bathes in a fountain with a spout in the form of a lion’s head

(SNG Cop. Sicily 306). A variant has on the obv. biga, legend:

ΠΕΛΟΠΣ; rev. figure of nymph named ΗΙΜΕΡΑ

(Kraay (1976) 215, pl. 765). This issue may celebrate the vic-

tory of Ergoteles at Olympia in 472 or 464, and according 

to Biucchi (1988) the series may commence as late as 464. A

late tetradrachm known from one issue only has obv.

quadriga galloping, above flying Nike with wreath and

tablet with inscription (signature ?); rev. nymph at altar and

Silenos bathing under lion-head spout, legend: Η ΜΕΡ

ΑΙΟΝ, probably from very shortly before the 409/8 disaster

(C. Boehringer (1989) 34). Lower denominations are litrai:

obv. forepart of winged, man-headed monster; rev. goat-

rider; hemidrachms: obv. goat-rider, rev. Nike holding a

phlaston (SNG Cop. Sicily 307–11). Bronze coinage was

introduced c.420 (Kraay (1979); SNG Cop. Sicily 313–19).

Coins were minted during the resettlement period

c.405–383/2: lower bronze denominations with legend ΙΜΕ;

C4 issue of silver litrai: obv. Herakles; rev. palladion, legend:

ΙΜΕΡΑΙΟΝ (C. Boehringer (1989)). There is some evi-

dence of coinage during the reign of Timoleon; an issue

influenced by the Zeus Eleutherios type, after the battle of

Krimissos in 342/1: obv. Kronos, legend: ΚΡΟΝΟΣ;

rev. eagle and thunderbolt, legend: ΙΜΕΡΑΙΩΝ

(C. Boehringer (1989) 36). On the evidence of bronze ingots

counterstamped with Himeraian mint types, flans, bronze

bars and slags, the public mint has been identified with a

structure inside the sanctuary in the north-eastern corner of

the plateau (Cutroni Tusa (1982a)).

25. Hippana (Hipanatas) Map 47. Lat. 37.40, long. 13.25

(Monte dei Cavalli). Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The

toponym is ‘Ιππ�να, ! (Polyb. 1.24.10); Diod. 23.9.5 has

Σιττ�να,!. The city-ethnic is ‘Ιπαν�τας (C5m coins, infra).

Hippana is called a polis only by later sources such as

Polyb. 1.24.10 (r258), who uses polis in the urban sense; it is

included here on account of its Classical Greek-style coinage

(infra) and a kerykeion inscribed ∆ΑΜΟΣΙΟΝ and ΙΠΑ,

restored ‘Ιπα[νατ[ν] by Manganaro (1997).

Hippana is commonly identified with the site of Monte

dei Cavalli in the territory of Himera, but the evidence for

this identification is not conclusive. The urban remains are

mainly from a C4m–C3m phase, which is interpreted as a

Timoleontic refoundation of the originally indigenous set-

tlement. Strongly built circuit walls in ashlar were raised on

an acropolis and around the lower habitation plateau, 30 ha

in area. There are some remains of public structures, a

shrine and a theatre of Greek type. Aerial photography has

revealed formal planning on the lower plateau: Mitens

(1988) 104; Michelini (1992); Vassallo (1991).

Rare C5m silver litrai (obv. eagle on column, legend:

ΙΠΑΝΑΤΑΝ; rev. dolphin and scallop) have been attrib-

uted to Hippana (Head, HN² 147; Manganaro (1997) 127 n. 6,

129); the types, although ultimately based upon types of

Akragas, seem to reflect Carthaginian (Motyan) influence

(Manganaro (1997) 129). C4m bronze coins are restruck on

Punic coins: obv. bull, legend: ΙΠΑ in exergue; rev.

Astragalos(?) (Manganaro (1997)).

26. *Imachara (Imacharaios) Map 47. Unlocated. Barr.

tentatively locates Imachara at modern Vaccarra di Nicosia

(lat. 37.50, long. 14.20); cf. Cataldi (1990) 243–44. The precise

location is unknown, however; a C5 kerykeion inscribed

’Ιµαχαρα�ων δαµ#σιον (IG xiv 589; LSAG 269, 276.23, dat-

ing it to 475–450; IGDS no. 199, dating it to C5) was found in

the region of modern Nissoria, and it may be of relevance

that a rich C5–C4, mainly Corinthian coin hoard was found

in the same area (IGCH 2133; Cataldi (1990) 244). Pelagatti

(1964–65) 252 suggests a location at Mendolito on the basis

of a Sikulan inscription iamakaram(?) found there. Type:

C:β.

The toponym *’Ιµαχ�ρα is suggested by the city-ethnic

(infra); Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7 lists ‘Ηµιχ�ρα k ’Ιµιχ�ρα among

the poleis mesogeioi tes Sikelias. The city-ethnic is

’Ιµαχαρα5ος (IGDS no. 199 (C5); C4 coins, infra).

No source calls Imachara a polis, but it is included

here on account of (1) its C5 kerykeion (supra; for a full

discussion of this type of evidence from Sicily, see

Manganaro (1996c) 141–44; (1997)), and (2) its C4 coins.

Both of these attest the internal collective use of the city-

ethnic, indicate a high degree of Hellenisation, and suggest

polis status.
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The mint of Imachara is known from two specimens only,

both silver litrai: obv. head of Hera, legend: ΙΜΑΧΑΡΑΙΩΝ;

rev. butting bull (Jenkins (1975) 90–92).

27. Kallipolis (Kallipolites) Map 47. Unlocated. Type: A:α.

The toponym is Καλλ�πολις (Strabo 6.2.6). The city-ethnic

is Καλλιπολ�της (Hdt. 7.154.2).

Kallipolis is implicitly called a polis in both the urban and

the political senses by Herodotos: at 7.154.2 he mentions

Hippokrates’ aggression against a number of communities,

including Kallipolis; he then goes on to state that, Syracuse

excepted, none of the poleis mentioned escaped being

enslaved by Hippokrates (ο(δεµ�α �π/φυγε δουλοσ�νην

πρ�ς ‘Ιπποκρ�τεος; cf. Hansen (2000) 205). So Kallipolis

was a polis which Hippokrates c.495 turned into one of his

dependencies (Dunbabin (1948) 380–82, 402; Vallet (1978)

119–20). It is described as an apoikia by Ps.-Skymnos 286 (cf.

κτ�ζειν in Strabo 6.2.6). The external collective use of the

city-ethnic is found in Hdt. 7.154.2.

Only two events are known from the history of Kallipolis:

its foundation and its “enslavement” by Hippokrates

(supra). It was founded by Naxos (no. 41; Strabo 6.2.6). The

date of the foundation is unknown, but Ps.-Skymnos 286

mentions it alongside Naxos’ other foundations (Leontinoi

(no. 33), Zankle (no. 51) and Katane (no. 30)), and this may

suggest that it was founded contemporaneously with them

(i.e. C8l; M. Miller (1970) 35, 86). In Strabo’s day it was

deserted (6.2.6).

Various sites have been brought forward as candidates for

the site of Kallipolis, but it remains unidentified (Camassa

(1989b)), though recent finds at San Marco south of Naxos

are promising in this connection (Pelagatti (1981) 295 n. 5).

In general, the fact that, like Katane and Leontinoi, it was a

colony of Naxos suggests a location in the coastal plain

south of Naxos or on the slopes of Mt. Etna; in any case, the

foundation of Kallipolis should be seen as a part of the

Chalkidian occupation of north-eastern Sicily. The siege

mentioned by Hdt. 7.154.2 implies that Kallipolis was forti-

fied by C5e.

28. Kamarina (Kamarinaios) Map 47. Lat. 36.50, long.

14.25. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Καµ�ρινα, -ης, ! (Hdt. 7.154.3, 156.2; Thuc. 6.75.4). The

city-ethnic is Καµαρινα5ος (IvO 266.2 (480–475); Hdt.

7.156.2).

In Ps.-Skylax 13, Kamarina is listed as the first toponym

after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis is

used in the urban sense; polis in the political sense occurs at

Pind. Ol. 5.4, 20 and Thuc. 3.86.2. Asty is found at Hdt.

7.156.2, astos in Pind. Ol. 5.14, and politeuma in Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 22 (r424).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C5 coins (infra); the external collective use is found in Hdt.

7.156.2 and Thuc. 7.58.1. The external individual use is found

in Diod. 1.68.6 (r528) and F.Delphes iii.3 202.4 (266). A

remarkable example is found in IvO 266.2 (480–475), a ded-

ication at Olympia by a Mantinean who became both a

Καµαρινα5ος and a Συρακ#σιος, and so was probably a cit-

izen of Kamarina who in 484 was made a citizen of Syracuse

by Gelon (Hansen (1996) 184 and infra).

The territory of Kamarina (Pelagatti (1980–81) pl. 168; Di

Stefano (2000) (chora), (1984–85) 728, fig. 1 (territory)) is

called ! γ8 ! Καµαρινα�ων in Thuc. 6.5.3 and !

Καµαρινα�α at Thuc. 6.78.4. It functioned as a buffer zone

between the Geloan and Syracusan spheres of influence;

Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr.5 suggests that the river Hyrminios

(Irminio) formed the border between Syracuse (no. 47) and

Kamarina.A number of C6–C4 farmsteads, some with adja-

cent cemeteries, are known from the lowland plains of the

Hypparis (Ippari), the Oanis (Rifriscolaro) and the

Hyrminios river valleys. The orientation of farmsteads

located in the hinterland coincides with that of the city, and

the size of the area allotted to the single farmsteads is divisi-

ble by the size of the urban insulae, suggesting an organisa-

tion of the agricultural area analogous to that of the C5 city

(Di Stefano (1993–94) 1378–81; Cordano and Di Stefano

(1997) 297–99). Investigations have also shown that a system

of roads joined the city with its cemeteries and the farm-

steads located in the further hinterland (Pelagatti (1980–81)

723–29; Di Stefano (1984–85) 762–64). On the estuary of the

river Hyrminios, at Contrada Maistro c.15 km south-east of

Kamarina, a harbour settlement founded contemporane-

ously with Kamarina may mark the border between the ter-

ritories of Kamarina and Syracuse. The site, which had a

Demeter sanctuary (Cordano (1997)), was abandoned in

C6l (Di Stefano (1987b)).To the north-west the river Achates

(Dirillo) formed the border with Geloan territory. An

important C5l coin hoard (IGCH 2095) from the C6–C5

border settlement of Scornavacche (ancient identity

unknown) in the Dirillo valley has revealed contacts with

the main Greek cities of Sicily. Inland the territory of

Kamarina was delimited by the Hyblaian mountains, which

constituted the border of the territories of Kasmenai (no.

29) and Akrai (no. 10), and further northwards of Leontinoi

(no. 33). The Sikels of the mountainous hinterland were

allied with Kamarina during the C6m war with Syracuse

(Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 17). During the Hippokratean
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phase (infra), Kamarina was apparently forced to break with

previous Sikel allies such as the city of Ergetion (Polyaen.

5–6; cf. Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 10 with Sinatra (1998)) of

uncertain location in the Hyblaian hills. However, the

impression given by the evidence is that of a network of con-

tacts with the Sikel hinterland, as far north as the foothills of

the Hyblaian mountains, a vast area with a number of Sikel

sites revealing a strong degree of C6 Hellenisation (Di

Stefano (1987a), (1988–89) with refs.). The immediate hin-

terland of Kamarina comprised about 50–70 km², the larger

territory (dominion?) about 500 km².

Kamarina was founded by Syracuse (no. 47), 135 years

after the foundation of Syracuse itself, i.e. c.598 (Thuc.

6.5.3); the date is confirmed by the archaeological evidence

(infra). The oecists were Daskon and Menekolos, the former

a Syracusan and the latter probably a Corinthian, as suggest-

ed by onomastic evidence (Cordano (1987)).

Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5 (rC6m) refers to treaties of

alliance between Kamarina and Sikels, Gela (no. 17) and

other (presumably Greek) communities in a C6m war with

Syracuse. According to Thuc. 6.5.3, the Kamarinaians were

made anastatoi by Syracuse after a revolt (�π#στασις); this

happened c.552–549 (schol. Pind. Ol. 5.16), probably in con-

nection with the war attested in Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5

in which both Syracuse and Kamarina were assisted by

allies.However, the site was apparently not depopulated: not

only is Parmenides of Kamarina attested as victor at

Olympia in 528 (Olympionikai 125), but there is no archaeo-

logical evidence of a break in habitation (Lentini (1983) 5–6)

or in the use of the Archaic cemetery (Pelagatti (1976–77)

523–26; (1978b)); so Kamarina probably continued to exist,

possibly as a dependent polis of Syracuse (cf. apostasis in

Thuc. 6.5.3 and the statement by Hdt. 7.154.3: Συρηκοσ�ων

δ* lν Καµ�ρινα τ� �ρχα5ον). After the defeat of Syracuse

by Hippokrates of Gela in the C5e (492?) battle at Heloros,

Kamarina passed, after arbitration by Corinth (no. 227) and

Korkyra (no. 123), from Syracuse to Gela (Hdt. 7.154.3), as

payment for the release of Syracusan prisoners of war

(Thuc. 6.5.3). Hippokrates, acting as oecist himself,

refounded the city c.490 (Thuc. 6.5.3; Philistos (FGrHist 555)

fr. 15; Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 19). Casevitz (1985) 168,

172–73 shows that the term used by Thucydides to describe

Hippokrates’ refoundation (�κατοικ�ζω) mainly desig-

nates the settling of new inhabitants and may be used for the

“colonisation” of a site already inhabited. The term used by

Philistos and Timaios (�συνοικ�ζω) implies the participa-

tion in the new foundation of various unspecified groups

(Cordano (1992) 7). In 484 Gelon destroyed Kamarina (Hdt.

7.156.2; Thuc. 6.5.3) and transferred all Kamarinaians to

Syracuse, where they received citizenship (Hdt. 7.156.2);

prior to that, Gelon had installed Glaukos of Karystos as his

governor in Kamarina, and the occasion for his destruction

of the city was presumably its execution of Glaukos (schol.

Aeschin.3.189; Demand (1990) 47–48).Kamarina now prob-

ably ceased to exist until its refoundation by Gela in 461; at

least, a decrease in the archaeological evidence covering the

years 484–461 suggests that the site was uninhabited or only

sparsely inhabited in this period (Giudice (1988) esp. 56–57).

In 461 (Diod. 11.76.5) Kamarina was refounded by Gela

(Thuc. 6.5.3). In 427 this third Kamarina was allied with

Leontinoi (no. 33) and Athens (no. 361) against Syracuse

(Thuc. 3.86.2, 6.75.3). At the Congress of Gela in 424 it was

decided that Kamarina was to receive Morgantina (no. 37)

on condition of the payment of �ργ�ριον τακτ#ν to

Syracuse (Thuc. 4.65.1). This congress had been called on

the initiative of Gela (no. 17) and Kamarina after they had

ended a mutual war by ekecheiria (Thuc. 4.58; Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 22). In 422 Phaiax “won over” Kamarina to

Athens (Thuc. 5.4.6), but the city was allied with Syracuse as

well (Thuc. 6.88.2) and eventually sided with her (infra). In

405 Kamarina suffered from Carthaginian attacks (Diod.

13.108.3), and Dionysios I forced the inhabitants (τοLς .κε5)

to relocate to Syracuse (Diod. 13.111.3); but the Kamarinaians

(with the Geloans) left Syracuse for Leontinoi τ�+

∆ιονυσ��ω διαφ#ρως �χοντες (113.4). The 405 peace treaty

between Dionysios and Carthage decreed that Kamarina be

ateichistos and pay tribute to Carthage (Diod. 13.114.1). A

Timoleontic reinforcement of the population is reported by

Diod. 16.82.7, and the archaeological evidence points to a

revival of the city in C4s (Talbert (1974) 149–50; Pelagatti

(1976)).

Kamarinaian military forces assisted Syracuse during the

conflict with Athens (Thuc. 6.67.2), although the city initial-

ly attempted neutrality,allied as it was to both parties (Thuc.

6.88.2); Thuc. 7.33.1 mentions contingents of 500 hoplites,

300 akontistai and 300 toxotai; a contingent of twenty caval-

ry is mentioned at Thuc. 6.67.2. In 406 Kamarinaian forces

fought with Gela and Syracuse against the Carthaginians at

the battle of the river Himera (Diod. 13.86.5), and Menes of

Kamarina was commander on this occasion (13.87.5);

Kamarinaian forces assisted Dionysios again in 397 (Diod.

14.47.6), and in 357 troops from the city assisted Dion (Diod.

16.9.5; Plut. Dio 27.1).

Reception of envoys is attested at Thuc. 6.75.3; sending

of envoys is mentioned in Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 22

(r424).
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At the refoundation in 461 a system of civic subdivisions

was introduced whereby the citizens were organised into

phratries (subdivided into triakades (Cordano (1992);

Murray (1997)).

Glaukos of Karystos presumably ruled the city as tyrant

on behalf of Gelon (Berve (1967) 142). Apart from that, the

form of constitution is unknown, though there are glimpses

of its working: a death sentence passed by the assembly is

recorded in reference to c.484 by schol. Aeschin. 3.189, and a

meeting of the assembly (ξ�λλογος) is attested in Thuc.

6.75.3–4. Thuc. 4.25.7 refers to a faction which allegedly in

425 was ready to betray the city to Syracuse (cf. Thuc. 6.88.1

for the general hostility of Kamarina towards Syracuse).

Parmenides of Kamarina was victorious at Olympia in

528 (Diod. 1.68.6 �Olympionikai 125), and so was Psaumis

in 456 and 452 (Olympionikai 280, 292; cf. Pind. Ol. 4–5).

The town of Kamarina was founded on a narrow coastal

plateau between the rivers Hypparis and Oanis (for the situ-

ation of the city in relation to rivers, see Cordano and Di

Stefano (1997)). During the C4s/Timoleontic phase the site

comprised a fortified area of not less than 150 ha. There is no

evidence of a circuit wall contemporary with the founda-

tion. The C6s circuit wall, with later phases, probably

enclosed an area larger than that ascertained for the earliest

habitation phase. It was built as a double curtain-wall in a

mixture of ashlar and small polygonal techniques with

internal fill. Part of the upper structure in sun-dried brick

has been found, and there were gates corresponding to the

routes westwards to Gela (no. 17), inland, and eastwards to

Heloron (no. 18) and Syracuse (no. 47). An outer proteichis-

ma wall was raised outside the north wall along the river

Hypparis (Pelagatti (1970); Cordano and Di Stefano (1997)

294–96).

Structural remains from the earliest phases of the site

have been found above all in the western part of the later

city, close to the coast on the promontory proper, near the

estuary of the river Hypparis and the harbour. The Archaic

remains show an organic layout with an overall alignment of

the individual structures and a specific cult area, the Athena

Polias sanctuary on the highest part of the plateau.

Habitation in the early period consisted of single houses and

house plots with open areas. The orientation was respected

by the Geloan refoundation of 461 (Pelagatti (1976) 122–25).

The C5 city comprised three plateiai, whereas the north-

eastern part of the city with two further plateiai belongs to

the C4s/Timoleontic foundation; for the public works of

this phase, fortifications and sewers, see Cordano and Di

Stefano (1997) 292–97. The part of the city facing the sea and

the port was from early times laid out as public space; the

vast area may have been divided into a mercantile agora and

a civic-political agora (Pelagatti (1984–85) 683–94; Di

Stefano (1993–94) 1367–71). Recent investigations at the

mouth of the river Hypparis have uncovered remains of an

impressive harbour structure, in part going back to the

Archaic period (Di Stefano (1990)).

The major sanctuary of the city, undoubtedly dedicated

to Athena, has roots in the Archaic period, but the extant

remains of the temple are of C5f (Di Stefano (1984–85)

729–37).Athena was the patron divinity of Kamarina (schol.

Pind. Ol. 5), and the epithet Poliaochos is used by Pind. Ol.

5.10–11. An archive of C5m lead tablets listing citizens and

the phratries and triakades to which they belonged

(Cordano (1992)) was deposited in the temple (Di Stefano

(1992)) and demonstrates the importance of Athena. The

rev. type of litrai issued after the 461 resettlement depicts

Athena armed, and the cult statue of Athena Polias may have

portrayed her as Athena Promachos (Rutter (1997) 138).

Votive terracottas from the site show Athena also as Ergane

(Martin et al. (1979) 520). C5l coin types depicting the main

divinities of the city, Herakles and Athena (Westermark and

Jenkins (1982) 57–8; Westermark (1998) 376), and personifi-

cations of the river-god Hipparis and the nymph Kamarina

may also be evidence of cults (Lacroix (1965) 115–16). Apollo

Patroos is attested in C5 (Manganaro (1995) 98–103). A sub-

urban sanctuary of Demeter south of the city has yielded a

few architectural remains and rich votive deposits.Figurines

of the type showing Demeter with a piglet attest to the

Thesmophorian aspect of the cult (Giudice et al. (1979); cf.

Pelagatti (1980–81) 716–18; Hinz (1998) 119–21).

The earliest cemeteries were situated to the north-east

(Dieci Salme) and the east (Rifriscolaro) of the city. About

2,000 tombs are known at Rifriscolaro from the period of

the first generation of settlers (Pelagatti (1980–81) 719–23).

The Classical cemetery belonging to the 461 refoundation

was located south-east of the city at Passo Marinaro, where

about 8,000 m² have been investigated so far (Di Stefano

(1984) 55 n. 1 with refs.; Orsi (1990)).

Coinage began after the refoundation of Kamarina by

Hippokrates with an issue of didrachms on the Attic stan-

dard: obv. helmet on a shield; rev. palm-tree flanked by

greaves, legend: ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ or ΚΑΜΑΡΙ

(Westermark and Jenkins (1980)). This issue lasted only to

484, when the city ceased to exist. Kamarina as resettled in

461 by Gela issued a series of silver litrai: obv. flying Nike;

below, a swan; rev. Athena standing and armed, legend:

ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ (-ΟΣ); this issue ended c.440 (SNG
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Cop. Sicily 158–60). A survey of fractional coins is found in

Westermark and Jenkins (1982) 48–52. The next issue dates

from c.420, the period of full Syracusan influence:

tetradrachms on the Syracusan standard, obv. Athena as

charioteer; rev. head of Herakles in lion-skin (SNG Cop.

Sicily 161–63; a rare variant has rev. head of Herakles:

Westermark (1998)). Some dies are signed by engravers.

Didrachms have obv. head of the river-god Hipparis; rev.

nymph Kamarina riding a swan (SNG Cop. Sicily 164); leg-

end ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑ, ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ. Hemidrachms

have obv. head of nymph; rev. flying Nike with shield

(Westermark and Jenkins (1980)). Litrai have obv. head of

Athena; rev.Nike with wreath; the legend ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΑ

probably implies σφραγ�ς vel sim.; one rare litra has rev.

head of Herakles wearing lion-skin (Westermark and

Jenkins (1982) 56–57). These issues ended with the banish-

ment of the inhabitants in 405 (Westermark and Jenkins

(1980); Cutroni Tusa (1987)).A single gold coin may be from

an issue struck as a result of Carthaginian pressure in 405

(Westermark and Jenkins (1980) no. 206; Rutter (1997) 148,

154). Bronze was minted from C5s (SNG Cop. Sicily 166–69);

a bronze issue of C4s depicts obv. Athena with helmet, leg-

end: ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ; rev. free horse prancing (SNG

Cop. Sicily 170).

29. Kasmenai (Kasmenaios) Map 47. Lat. 37.05, long.

14.50. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Κασµ/νη, ! (Hdt. 7.155.2), Κασµ/ναι (Thuc. 6.5.2). The

city-ethnic is Κασµενα5ος (Steph. Byz. 364.2 ).

Kasmenai is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

7.155.2. Apart from the entry in Steph. Byz., the city-ethnic is

attested only as a conjecture in Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5

(Pais (1894) 560–64; recently sustained by Di Vita (1987)),

which, if accepted, yields an attestation of the external col-

lective use rC6m.

Kasmenai was founded in 644/3 (Thuc. 6.5.3) by Syracuse

(no. 47), probably as a colony, although there is no mention

of an oecist. The location and the urban layout (infra) point

to a military settlement (Di Vita (1990) 350). Kasmenai was a

polis according to Herodotos, and the site is defined as type A

here, but the polis status must remain uncertain, though Pais’

conjecture of Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5 (supra) would tend

to support polis status by providing an instance of the exter-

nal collective ethnic. Hansen (1997a) 36 classifies Kasmenai

as a dependent polis of Syracuse, i.e. as a polis founded as a

fortress. See also Akrai (no. 10) and Heloron (no. 18).

If the conjecture in Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5 (supra) is

correct, Kasmenai was allied with the Syracusans against

Kamarina in C6m. A C5e bronze plaque (IGDS no. 219)

found near Monte Casale is a grant (.ψαφ�σαν[το]) of

ateleia etc., possibly by Kasmenai (though this is highly

uncertain, see IGDS no. 219 with refs.). The text refers to

γ�µοροι, and according to Hdt. 7.155.2 the Syracusan

gamoroi expelled by the demos in a civil strife in 491 took

refuge at Kasmenai. Cf. Asheri in CAH v². 768.

Kasmenai is with near certainty identified as the urban

site on the top of Monte Casale c.12 km west of Akrai

(Marotta D’Agata and Moreschini (1992)). The settlement

was founded on a high plateau (c.70 ha), bounded by steep

slopes and with no direct access to a hinterland. Apart from

the natural defences the plateau was protected by a sturdy

circuit wall 3.4 km long, 3m wide, built in megalithic tech-

nique and with at least three square towers along the north

side. Its date is uncertain, but the wall is often considered to

be contemporary with the foundation, or a little later

(Adamesteanu (1986) 110). A double curtain-wall, a diate-

ichisma(?), along the south-eastern side of the north-west

plateau, the upper terrace and so-called acropolis, may date

from C4f, and may therefore be taken as a later reinforce-

ment due to Carthaginian pressure (Martin et al. (1979) 531,

fig. 73).

The settlement was laid out according to a well-defined

plan already in C7s. The urban plan consists of at least forty

narrow streets oriented north-north-west to south-south-

east, at right angles to the long axis of the plateau and delim-

iting insulae c.25 m wide: an early stage of Western Greek

urban planning (Martin et al. (1979) 533). The rather simple

layout may reflect the function of a fort or garrison defend-

ing the territory of Syracuse. Quite apart from the apparent

lack of a chora, the morphology of the site is unsuitable for a

colony proper,and the nature of the votive material from the

shrine may also point to a military function (Di Vita (1961);

Marotta D’Agata and Moreschini (1992) 291). However,

against this it should be noted that “The sheer number of

inhabitants, some 7–8,000 altogether, shows that the site

must have been a proper town, and that some 2,000 soldiers

max. must have been garrisoned in the town with their fam-

ilies. Also, no more than ca. 60% of the town has been exca-

vated and the absence of e.g. an agora and public space in

general carries no weight as the evidence stands” (Hansen

(2000) 198–99). An analysis of aerial photographs of the

plateau of Monte Casale also shows that unexcavated areas

were part of the urban layout (Martin et al. (1979) pl. on 

p. 528).

The only public architecture known at Kasmenai is the

temenos with temple located on the western plateau and
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aligned with the overall urban layout. The sanctuary was

squeezed into a small area otherwise given over to habita-

tion (Voza (1976–77) 561–62). The temple has two phases: an

early one c.560 and a later one 525–500 (Ciurcina (1977)

72–73), but the temenos has a C7l origin. A votive deposit of

hundreds of javelins, swords and arrowheads indicates a cult

of a martial divinity (supra).

30. Katane (Katanaios) Map 47. Lat. 37.30, long. 15.05.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Κατ�νη, !

(Hecat. fr. 73; Thuc. 6.51.3; C5f coins, infra) or Κατ�να (IG

iv².1 95.ii.71 (356/5)). The city-ethnic is Κατανα5ος (Thuc.

7.57.11; C5m coins; IG ii² 162 (C4f)).

Katane is called a polis in the urban sense by Hecat. fr.73 and

Thuc. 6.51.1–2, and in the political sense at Thuc. 7.14.2 and in

Arist. Pol. 1274a24, a passage which also refers to the πολ5ται.

It is called patris by Diod. 11.49.2 (r476) and 11.76.3 (r461).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C5m coins (infra), and the external use in Thuc. 6.3.3 and IG

i³ 291.b.ii.15 (415); the external individual use is attested by

Arist. Pol. 1274a23 (rC6s) and IG ii² 162 (C4f).

The territory is termed γ8 at Thuc. 3.116.1 and chora by

Diod. 11.49.1 (r476), who names it Κατανα�α (ibid.). It com-

prised parts of the fertile plains delimited inland by Etna

and the Monti Siracusani with the Sikel settlements of Hybla

Geleatis, Inessa, Kentoripa (no. 31) and Piakos (no. 43;

Manganaro (1996a) 26), in all about 400 km². However,

Leontinoi (no. 33), the earlier foundation, may have domi-

nated part of this area, leaving a more limited area for the

direct use of Katane. Chalkidian expansion far inland to 

the south-west of Katane and Leontinoi is revealed by the

Chalkidian legal texts found at the settlement of Monte San

Mauro (Frasca (1997)). The C6m indigenous centres show a

notable degree of Hellenisation, probably evidence of a

Chalkidian dominion comprising also the lowland plains of

the rivers Simeto, Dittaino (for a phrourion at M. Turcisi, cf.

Procelli (1988–89)) and Trigonia. The chora of Katane was

bounded to the south by the territory of Leontinoi (cf.Thuc.

6.65.1) and to the north by that of Naxos (no. 41; Procelli

(1989) 684–89; Manganaro (1996a) 25, 29). The territory suf-

fered from an eruption of Etna in 426/5 (Thuc. 3.116), and in

415/14 it was ravaged by Syracusan forces (Thuc. 6.75.2).

Katane was founded by “Thoukles and the Chalkidians

from Naxos” (Thuc. 6.3.2; cf. Hellan. fr. 82), after these had

founded Leontinoi in the fifth year after the foundation of

Syracuse (i.e. 729: Thuc. 6.3.2). According to Thuc. 6.3.3, the

Katanaians “themselves made Euarchos their oecist”

(Leschhorn (1984) 11–13), implying that the city obtained

autonomous status soon after its foundation. Thuc.

6.3.3 possibly implies that the Greeks drove out the Sikel

population, and there is tenuous archaeological evidence

supporting this (Procelli (1992)).

In 476, Hieron transferred the populations of Katane and

Naxos to Leontinoi, renamed Katane as Aitna and settled it

with 10,000 oiketores: 5,000 from the Peloponnese and 5,000

from Syracuse (Diod. 11.49.2); though the report on the 

relocation of populations refers to both Katane and Naxos,

Katane seems to have been the site refounded as Aitna (no.

8.I): κα� τ�ν µ*ν Κατ�νην µετων#µασε Α]τνην, τ�ν δ*

χ)ραν ο( µ#νον τ�ν Κατανα�αν �λλ3 κα� πολλ�ν τ8ς

Wµ#ρου προσθε�ς κατεκληρο�χησε, µυρ�ους πληρ)σας

ο2κ�τορας. (Cf. Strabo 6.2.3, who focuses exclusively on

Katane in his report on the foundation of Aitna.) After

Hieron had died in 466, the Katanaians returned in 461 and

expelled the Aitnaians (Strabo 6.2.3), according to Diod.

11.76.3 after several battles (πλε�οσι µ�χαις) between the

Hieronian settlers and Syracuse as well as the Sikels under

Douketios. Cf. further Aitna (no. 8.I). In 403 Dionysios I was

able to take possession of Katane through the betrayal of the

city by the strategos Arkesilaos: the inhabitants were sold into

slavery and the city granted to Campanians (Diod. 14.15.1–3),

who in their turn were transplanted to Aitna in 396.After that

date the demographic history of the city becomes obscure: it

is mentioned again in 353 when it was taken by Kallippos,

Dion’s murderer (Plut. Dio 58.4). In 394, the surviving

Katanaians were settled by Rhegion (no. 68) in Mylai (Diod.

14.87.1), but presumably had to scatter across the island when

Mylai fell to Dionysios later that year (Diod. 14.87.3).

Katane was presumably among the Chalkidikai poleis

allied with Leontinoi (no. 33) in its war with Syracuse (no.

47) in 427 and may, with its ally, have sent an embassy to

Athens asking for help in 427 (Thuc. 3.86.2–3; cf.Andoc. 3.30

with Albini (1964) 100). Nikias’ letter at Thuc. 7.14.2 men-

tions Katane as an ally (ξ�µµαχος) of Athens (no. 361) in

414/13 (though Diod. 13.4.2 reports that it was originally in

favour of Syracuse); the treaty was concluded (.ψηφ�σαντο

. . . ξυµµαχ�αν ?θηνα�οις) in 415 at an assembly

(.κκλησ�α) attended by Athenian strategoi and against the

wishes of a pro-Syracusan faction (Thuc. 6.50.3–51.2). Cf. IG

i³ 291.b.ii.15 (415): a payment by Katane to Athens.

IG ii² 162 is a C4f grant of Athenian proxeny to two men of

Katane. A citizen of Katane served as theorodokos of

Epidauros (no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.ii.71; cf. Manganaro

(1996a) 46 n. 81).

There is no evidence for Archaic or C5 tyranny at Katane.

According to Arist. Pol. 1274a23, Charondas of Katane 
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legislated for his own city as well as for other Chalkidian

cities.An ekklesia is attested for 415 (Thuc. 6.51.2) and a strat-

egos is mentioned at Diod. 14.15.1 (r403). In 344, the city was

ruled by the tyrant Mamerkos/Markos, who initially sided

with Timoleon (Diod. 16.69.4) but then joined Carthage

only to be betrayed by οH σLν α(τ�+ who handed Katane

over to Timoleon (Plut. Tim. 34).

The urban layout at Katane is virtually unknown. The ini-

tial settlement occupied the acropolis above the coastal plain

and harbour, today occupied by Piazza Dante and the

Convento dei Benedettini; structural remains from this peri-

od are scarce, but Protocorinthian material confirms a C8s

Greek presence (Rizza (1980–81) 769, pl. 186.1–2, (1981) 316,

figs. 4–6), and there are remains of C6 habitation structures

(Giudice et al. (1979) 139–40). Traces of C8 habitation have

been revealed below the acropolis near the ancient coastline

(A. Patanè (1993–94) 907), and the size and location of the

ancient harbour are reviewed by Lagona (1996). In the later

Classical period the habitation area incorporated also the

lower plateau, probably with an agora located on the site of

the later Roman forum close to the theatre and odeion. The

theatre where the ekklesia met in 415 (Frontin. Str. 3.2.6) was

located on the southern slopes of the plateau. Remains date

mainly from the Roman period, but its size (seating capacity

c.7,000) may reflect that of the Greek theatre (Mitens (1988)

100–3; TGR ii. 428–30, C5?). The few Greek remains are from

C5 (Anti (1947) 125, 128; Bacci (1980–81a)). The adjacent

Roman odeion may also have had a Greek predecessor, possi-

bly a bouleuterion (proximity of theatre and bouleuterion is

known from other sites; cf. Kolb (1981) 88).

On the southern slope of the acropolis a rich C6–C4

votive deposit has revealed a sanctuary. The cult of the early

phase may have been that of Hera, although the evidence is

tenuous. The votive terracottas show that from C5 the cult

was that of Demeter and Kore, with whom Hieron, as a

Deinomenid, had special bonds (Rizza (1960), (1996) 12–13,

pl. 1; Hinz (1998) 161–63).

The central area of the Roman city may suggest the

approximate extent of the Greek city. To the west this was

delimited by the acropolis, to the north by the C6l–C5e

cemetery (Orsi (1918)), to the north-east by the river

Amenanos, and to the south-east by the sea, in all occupying

an area of 75–100 ha (cf. Rizza (1996) 11–12). According to

Thuc. 6.51.1 (r415), the city had a circuit wall, destroyed in

403 by Dionysios (Diod. 14.15.2–3).

Katane began striking coins rather late compared with

other Sicilian poleis, perhaps due to political or economic

dependence on Naxos (Manganaro (1996a) 29): minting

started c.461 on the Attic standard (with denominations

based on the tetradrachm) at the time of the return of the

former inhabitants relocated by Hieron to Leontinoi (for a

survey of the coinage, see Manganaro (1996b)). The types

are obv. man-headed river-god Amenanos crowned by a fly-

ing Nike; rev. Nike running and holding a wreath or fillet,

legends: ΚΑΤΑΝΕ, ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΟΝ or, more rarely,

ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΟΣ (Manganaro (1996b) 307–8; SNG Cop.

Sicily 174–75). These issues are sometimes thought to pre-

date 476 (Head, HN² 130, followed by Marotta D’Agata et al.

(1987) 156), but there is greater consensus for dating them as

an inauguration issue, to 461 (Stazio (1978) 191, 194;

Manganaro (1996b) 305). After C5m the obv. type of

the tetradrachms, a quadriga, reveals the influence of

Leontinian and Syracusan issues; rev. head of Apollo, leg-

end: ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΟΝ, from C5l ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ

(Manganaro (1996b) 309; SNG Cop. Sicily 176–79). From

c.402 tetradrachms were signed by the engravers

Herakleides and Euainetos: obv. Apollo en face; rev. quadri-

ga, legend: ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ (Manganaro (1996b) 309–10;

SNG Cop. Sicily 180). Varied issues of lower denominations

c.450–402 are based upon drachms and fractions (types:

quadriga, head of Amenanos, Silenos, bull) and upon the

litrai and fractions (types: Silenos, stylised thunderbolt) (C.

Boehringer (1982); Manganaro (1996b) 308, 310–11; SNG

Cop. Sicily 181–84)). The earliest bronze coinage is dated

c.405 (Manganaro (1996b) 311); coins with rev. butting bull

were probably minted by Mamerkos and the Campanian

mercenaries settled at Katane by Dionysios between 403 and

396 (Manganaro (1996b) 312–13; SNG Cop. Sicily 184).

Timoleontic issues follow in C4m: obv. head of nymph; rev.

man-headed bull, Amenanos (Manganaro (1996b) 313).

A group of C5l hemidrachms, obv. head of Apollo, legend:

ΛΕΟΝ; rev. butting bull, legend: ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΩ, may be

evidence of collaboration between Leontinoi and Katane in

the face of Syracusan pressure in 404–403 (Manganaro

(1996b) 311–12; C. Boehringer (1998) 51), or—perhaps

rather—it may be an issue of the Campanian mercenaries

settled in Katane by Dionysios I in 403; in that case the leg-

end ΛΕΟΝ may attest to Leontinian dependence upon

Katane (Kraay (1976) 229; Corretti et al. (1990) 532).

31. Kentoripa (Kentoripinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.35, long.

14.45. Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is

Κεντ#ριπα, τ� (Thuc. 6.94.3; Polyb. 1.9.4; Strabo 6.2.4) or

Κεντο�ριπαι, αH (Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7). The city-ethnic is

Κεντ#ριψ in Thuc. 7.32.1 and Κεντοριπ5νος on C4 coins

(infra) and in Diod. 13.83.4, 14.78.7, etc.
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Thuc. 6.94.3 calls Kentoripa a π#λισµα Σικελ+ν; it is

called a polis in the urban sense at Diod. 16.82.4 (r339), where

the political sense is possibly a connotation. Politai is found

in Porph. De vita Pythag. 21 (rC6l) (�Aristox. fr. 17,Wehrli).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C4

coins (infra), and the external collective use in Thuc. 7.32.1,

Porph. De vita Pythag. 21 (rC6l) (�Aristox. fr. 17, Wehrli)

and Diod. 13.84.4 (rC5l).

Thuc. 6.94.3 describes Kentoripa as a Sikel community;

and it is implicitly described as Sikel at Diod. 14.78.7 (r396).

A claim or pretension to Greek identity may be implied by

the Greek names of its Classical rulers (Damon,Nikodemos;

infra) and Greek-style coins were issued by the Timoleontic

refoundation (infra).

At 6.94.3, Thucydides relates how in 414 the Athenians

won over Kentoripa by homologia, and at 7.32.1 the

Kentoripes are described as Athenian symmachoi in 413. In

396, Damon, the ruler of Kentoripa, made a syntheke with

Dionysios I (Diod. 14.78.7); this Damon may possibly have

been appointed proxenos by Athens (no. 361) (IG ii² 32

(385/4)). Reception of a presbeia from Akragas (no. 9) is

attested at Diod. 13.83.4 (rC5l). A meeting of the ekklesia is

attested by Diod. 13.83.4 (rC5l).

Porph. De vita Pythag. 21 (rC6l) (�Aristox. fr. 17, Wehrli)

refers to a tyrant by the name of Simichos who renounced his

rule upon becoming a Pythagorean. At Diod. 14.78.7 (r396) a

Damon is described as δυναστε�ων Κεντοριπ�νων, and at

16.82.4 (r339), a Nikodemos is described as Κεντοριπ�νων

τ�ραννον and is said to have been ousted from his city by

Timoleon, who gave Syracusan citizenship to its freed inhab-

itants (ibid.). The phrase used by Diodorus, Συρακοσ�ους

.πο�ησε, suggests to Moggi, Sin. 357 that the inhabitants,

along with those of Agyrion (no. 7), were transferred to

Syracuse; Agyrion was later assigned new citizens (Diod.

16.82.5), and so presumably was Kentoripa, although this is

not explicitly stated. A Timoleontic refoundation is, howev-

er, reflected in the striking of a new coinage (infra) and in

craft production of Greek type (R. P. A. Patanè (1992) 69, 73).

The archaeological evidence from the city’s Hellenised

phase is mainly C4s and Hellenistic, but urban remains are

few (Marotta D’Agata and Rizza (1987) esp. 236–38;

R. Patanè (1988)).

Bronze litrai were struck briefly under Timoleon after the

ousting of Nikodemos in 339/8 (cf. R. P.A. Patanè (1992) 69):

obv. head of Kore surrounded by dolphins (so-called

Euainetos type, taken over from Syracuse); rev. leopard,

legend: ΚΕΝΤΟΡΙΠΙΝΩΝ (Head, HN² 135; SNG Cop.

Italy 209).

32. Kephaloidion (Kephaloiditas) Map 47. Lat. 38.00,

long. 14.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is

Κεφαλο�διον, τ# (Diod. 14.56.2; C5l–C4e coins, infra); or

Κεφαλοιδ�ς (Archestratos of Gela fr. 35.6, Olson and Sens;

Strabo 6.2.5); Ptol. Geog. 3.4.3 has Κεφαλο�δις, k

Κεφαλω�δης. The city-ethnic is Κεφαλοιδ�τας (C5l–C4e

coins, infra); schol. Theoc. Id. 1.118b gives Κεφαλο�διος.

No source calls Kephaloidion a polis (though τα�της at

Diod. 20.56.3 (r307) may mean “this polis”; a chora is referred

to at Diod. 20.77.3 (r306)); it is included here on account of a

coinage presumably struck by/in the community and on sty-

listic grounds dated to C5l–C4e (Cutroni Tusa and Tullio

(1987) 211). Both silver (drachms, hemidrachms and litrai)

and bronze coins were struck: obv. head of Herakles; rev.

butting bull (from C4m replaced by a Pegasos on bronzes).

The legends are unusual and difficult to interpret; the follow-

ing variants are found: (a) obv. ΕΚ ΚΕΦΑΛΟΙ∆ΙΟΥ, rev.

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΩΤΩΝ; (b) obv. ΚΕΦΑΛΟΙ∆ΙΤΑΝ, rev.

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΩΤΑΝ; (c) ΚΕΦΑΛΟΙ∆ΙΤΑΝ. While (c)

can be interpreted as an ordinary legend of a civic coinage of

Kephaloidion, (a) and (b) seem to involve a foreign group, the

Herakleiotai, of unknown origin. Ek Kephaloidiou of (a)

probably means “based on Kephaloidion” (Kraay (1979) 29)

and suggests that the Herakleiotai had been admitted to

Kephaloidion as a group; the double legend of (b), naming

both the Kephaloidians and the Herakleiotans, suggests that

the latter had been admitted to citizenship by a block grant

but kept their individual identity; this would suggest that

Kephaloidion was a polis at the time of the minting of these

coins (Head, HN² 118; Consolo Langher (1961); Cutroni Tusa

and Tullio (1987) 210–11). (Bernabò Brea (1975) 24–29 assigns

the issues to a period of autonomy, independent from

Carthaginian rule, after the treaty with Himilkon (infra); cf.

also Jenkins (1975) 92–99 for a downdating of some of the

issues to the period of Timoleon.)

Kephaloidion was originally a settlement located on the

confines of Himeraian and Sikel territories. In 396, Himilkon

of Carthage concluded a treaty of friendship with Himera

and “those settled at the phrourion of Kephaloidion” (τοLς

τ� Κεφαλο�διον φρο�ριον κατοικο%ντας: Diod. 14.56.2).

Whether these latter were Greeks is not clear, but they were

presumably not Himeraians. At Diod. 14.78.7 (r396)

Kephaloidion is implicitly described as Sikel, but the 

Greek-style coinage discussed above suggests Hellenisation;

it was captured δι3 προδοσ�ας by Dionysios I in 396

(Diod. 14.78.7) and is not met with again before the time 

of Agathokles (Diod. 20.56.3 (r307), 77.3 (r306)). The archae-

ological evidence at the site is mainly Hellenistic, but the
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massive circuit wall in polygonal technique may go back to

C4; the layout of the mediaeval city may in its main lines

coincide with that of the ancient city (Cutroni Tusa and

Tullio (1987) 211–14).

33. Leontinoi (Leontinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.15, long. 15.00.

Size of territory: 4.Type:A:α.The toponym is Λεοντ5νοι (IG

i³ 54.1; Thuc. 6.3.3). The city-ethnic is Λεοντ5νος (Thuc.

3.86.2–3).

Leontinoi is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

5.4.3–4; Hdt. 7.154.2) and in the political sense (Thuc. 3.86.2;

Arist. Pol. 1316a35–39). The territorial sense is a connotation

at Thuc. 5.4.3, and the political sense is a connotation at Hdt.

7.154.2 (cf. Hansen (2000) 175–76, 205). Politai is used at

Thuc.5.4.2, and so is demos.The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested on C5f coins (infra), and the external

collective use by Hdt. 7.154.2, Thuc. 5.4.2 and IG i³ 54.18

(C5m). The external individual use of the ethnic is found at

Xen. An. 2.6.16, Pl. Ap. 19E and CEG 2 830.1 (C4f).

Leontinoi was one of the early Chalkidian colonies in

Sicily, founded by Chalkidians from Naxos under the lead-

ership of Theokles five years after the foundation of

Syracuse (i.e. traditionally 729: Thuc. 6.3.3; cf. Hellan. fr. 82).

However, Theokles can hardly have been the oecist of

Leontinoi, as well as Naxos (cf. Leschhorn (1984) 12).

Leontinoi is the only primary colony of the Greek West

situated inland. According to Strabo 6.2.7, the territory (γ8,

Thuc. 5.4.2; χ)ρα, Diod. 5.8.2) of Leontinoi, called !

Λεοντ�νη (Thuc. 5.4.4, 6.65.1) or τ� Λεοντ�νων/Λεοντ5νον

πεδ�ον (Theopomp. fr. 225a.60; Diod. 4.24.1), belonged to

the Naxians; this must refer to the Naxian origin of

Leontinoi. The territory of Leontinoi probably encom-

passed most of the modern plain of Catania, about 400 km².

It is not possible to define a borderline between Katanaian

and Leontinian territory. The sources stress the beauty of

Leontinoi’s chora (Diod. 4.24.1) and the importance of grain

crops (Diod. 14.58.1 (rC4e)). The north gate of Leontinoi led

to the Leontine plain (Polyb. 7.6). The Chalkidian dominion

reached far inland along the Simeto and the Dittaino river

valleys, possibly as far as Monte San Mauro, Grammichele,

Morgantina and Kenturipe (Procelli (1989); see Katane (no.

30)).

The population history of Leontinoi was eventful: accord-

ing to Thuc. 6.4.1, the group of Megarians led by Lamis who

eventually founded Megara (no. 36) for some time lived as

citizens (ξυµπολιτε�ειν) at Leontinoi but were expelled

(.κπεσε5ν). In 476, Hieron of Syracuse transplanted the pop-

ulations of Naxos (no. 41) and Katane (no. 30) to Leontinoi

(Diod. 11.49.2).After the Congress of Gela in 424, new citizens

(politai) were enrolled in Leontinoi, and the demos contem-

plated a redistribution of land. The result was civil war, in

which οH δυνατο� summoned the Syracusans. The demos was

expelled, whereas οH δυνατο� moved to Syracuse (no. 47),

where they obtained citizen rights, although “later”

(&στερον) some returned to the old city (Thuc. 5.4.2–4; cf.

Dreher (1986)). Leontinoi ceased to be a polis, and its site was

turned into a phrourion of Syracuse (Diod. 12.54.7); the

Athenians had the refoundation of Leontinoi as one of their

principal alleged motives for undertaking the expedition to

Sicily in 415 (Thuc. 6.33.2, 48.1, etc.). In 405/4 Leontinoi was

resettled by citizens of Gela (no. 17) and Kamarina (no. 28;

Diod. 13.113.4), and the treaty concluded that year between

Dionysios I and Carthage stipulated that like, e.g., Gela, the

city was to be autonomos, and this must have meant the

refoundation of the city (Diod. 13.114.1). Two years later

(403/2), Dionysios conquered Leontinoi and moved all its

inhabitants to Syracuse (Diod. 14.14–15); in 396 Dionysios

resettled Leontinoi with,allegedly, 10,000 mercenaries (Diod.

14.78.2). In 339, the population was transplanted to Syracuse

by Timoleon (Diod. 16.82.7).

From Thuc. 3.86.2–3 it appears that in 427 Leontinoi had

treaties of symmachia with “the Chalkidian poleis”,

Kamarina and Rhegion (no. 68), and that these allies were

also allied with Athens (by individual treaties; see ML 63–64

with comm.), and that they were capable of acting as a body

(HCT ad loc. on οH τ+ν Λεοντ�νων ξ�µµαχοι). Thuc.

4.24.9 attests to a treaty of symmachia between Leontinoi

and Naxos in 425. During the reign of Dionysios II,

Leontinoi seceded from Syracuse and twice resisted

attempts to reconquer the city, the first by Philistos in 356/5

(Diod. 16.16.1), the second in 342/1 by Timoleon (Diod.

16.72.2).

Leontinian φυγ�δες are mentioned at Thuc. 6.19.1.

Several wars fought by Leontinoi are attested: a C6 war with

Megara peri ges horon is referred to by Polyaen. 5.47.1, and a

C5s war with Syracuse by Thuc. 3.86.2. Campaigns are men-

tioned at, e.g., Thuc. 4.25.10, and a στρ�τευµα τ+ν

Λεοντ�νων at Thuc. 4.25.11. The C7l–C6e tyrant Panaitios

served as polemarchos (Polyaen. 5.47.1). Leontinoi was con-

quered by Hippokrates and made a dependency of Gela

(Hdt. 7.154.2) c.496/5 (Luraghi (1994) 128–29, 148–50).

Reception of envoys is attested by Diod. 14.14.3; IG i³

54.4–6 (C5s) names three Leontinian presbeis, and Gorgias

was sent as an envoy to Athens in 427 (Pl. Hp. mai. 282B).

A citizen of Leontinoi served as theorodokos of Epidauros

(no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.ii.66).
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In the Archaic period Leontinoi was sometimes ruled by a

tyrant; two are mentioned by our sources: Panaitios, who in

C7l changed the oligarchy (Arist. Pol. 1315b34–37) to tyranny

ek demagogias (Arist. Pol. 1310b29, 1316a37; Luraghi (1994)

11–20) and Ainesidamos (Paus. 5.22.7). A C6 stasis between

the demos and the ruling oligarchs is reported by Polyaen.

5.47.1 and another stasis in 424 between the dynatoi and the

demos by Thuc. 5.4.2–3 (Berger (1992) 25–26). Symbouleutic

oratory (en toi demoi) at Leontinoi is mentioned by Pl. Hp.

mai. 128A.

The urban layout of Leontinoi is known in some detail

from the description given by Polyb. 7.6. The defensive sys-

tem of the city is among the best preserved in Sicily. The C6

circuit wall enclosed the San Mauro and Metapiccola hills

and the central valley with gates at either end (Rizza (1978);

for chronology, see Tréziny (1986) 187; for the fortification of

the Leontinian acropolises, cf. Diod. 14.58.1 (r396)). The

C6e(?) outer ashlar circuit wall of the east and south side of

Colle San Mauro crossed the narrow San Mauro valley with

a pincer-like gateway (the Syracusan gate of Polybios) and

continued along the west and south sides of the Metapiccola

plateau. The defences were destroyed by Hippokrates

c.496/5, reconstructed and extended in C5m and destroyed

in C5l (cf. Diod. 14.14.4; Rizza (1955) 281–88, 346–76; cf.

Dreher (1986)). The north gate has been identified in the

substantial remains of a C5 ashlar wall in isodomic tech-

nique, and part of the foundation of a round tower was

found in the northern outlet of the San Mauro valley

(Martin et al. (1979) 585; Spigo (1980–81a) 794). The city was

walled again in 356/5 (Diod. 16.16.1) and besieged in 342/1

(Diod. 16.72.2). A theatre is attested in C4m (during the

reign of Dion) when it housed a meeting of the assembly

(Plut. Dio 42.8–43.1).

Archaeological evidence (habitation structures and

abundant C8–C7 ceramic material) has revealed a first

Greek habitation phase on the Colle San Mauro. There are

indications of an initial close relationship between Greek

and Sikel settlers (Rizza (1962), (1978)). The C7–C6 settle-

ment phase incorporated also the Metapiccola hill, and the

total extent of the two plateaux with the central valley with-

in the C6 circuit wall was about 40 ha. There are remains of

terraced houses on the western slope of the Metapiccola hill

overlooking the San Mauro valley (corroborating the

description given by Polybios). These are mainly

Hellenistic, but they have a C7 phase (Rizza (1980–81)

767–68; Spigo (1980–81a) 793–94). According to Thuc. 5.4.4,

one district in the city was called Phokaia. Neapolis, anoth-

er part of the city, was attacked by Timoleon in 342/1 (Diod.

16.72.1), and was perhaps originally an extra-urban settle-

ment founded by Hieron in 476 to house the inhabitants

from Katane (no. 30) and Naxos (no. 41) (Diod. 11.49.2).

According to Polyb. 7.6, the agora was situated in the central

valley, as were the law courts, dikasteria; his mention of

sanctuaries on the city plateaux is confirmed by the archae-

ological evidence (Barletta (1983) 38–45).Extensive C5s–C4e

cemeteries lay on plateaux north of the city, at some distance

from it, whereas tombs, spanning the Archaic and

Hellenistic periods, lay just outside the south gate of the city

along the road leading to Syracuse (Martin et al. (1979)

585–87; Rizza (1982)).

From the evidence of the coins, Artemis or Demeter (cf.

Diod. 5.4.2) and Apollo were venerated at Leontinoi. An

external collective dedication of a silver phiale at Delos is

recorded in I.Delos 104.93 (366) and IG ii² 1643.21 (C4m).

The earliest coinage, based upon the Syracusan–Attic

standard, was issued in connection with Hieron’s settlement

of the inhabitants of Katane and Naxos at Leontinoi in 476

(C. Boehringer (1998) 43–44). This first series of

tetradrachms use the Syracusan lambda in the legend and

reveal strong Syracusan stylistic influence: obv. quadriga

and Nike; rev. lion’s head (a pun on the city’s name) sur-

rounded by four grains of barley, legend: ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ

(C. Boehringer (1998) pl. 10.1–5, 7–10, etc.; SNG Cop. Sicily

334–37). A second series, from c.466, have similar obv. but

with a running lion in exergue (as in the Syracusan

“Demarateion” coinage); rev. female head (Artemis or

Demeter), or head of Apollo wearing laurel wreath, legend:

ΛΕΟΝ, ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 341–43;

C. Boehringer (1998) pls. 10.14–19, 11.30–32).A third series of

tetradrachms belong c.450: obv. laureate head of Apollo; rev.

lion head surrounded by barley grains, legend: ΛΕΟΝ,

ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ, ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΣ (with Chalkidian lamb-

da, cf. Johnston (1975); SNG Cop. Sicily 346–52;

C. Boehringer (1998) 47, pl. 11.33–37, etc.). Lower denomina-

tions carry related types, and on rev. of litrai a naked youth

(river-god or Apollo) offering a libation at an altar (SNG

Cop. Sicily 353–57; cf. C. Boehringer (1998) 47–48 for the

change in the system of denominations with refs. to plates).

The issue of tetradrachms may have continued until c.415

(C. Boehringer (1998) 50–51). For an issue of hemidrachms

possibly indicating collaboration between Leontinoi and

Katane or Leontinian dependence upon Katane, see entry

for Katane. Bronze coins were issued from c.405 (SNG Cop.

Sicily 358–61; C. Boehringer (1998) 51–52).

Leontinoi founded the colony of Euboia (no. 15) (Strabo

6.2.6) at an unknown site in the Chalkidian hinterland,
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perhaps as early as C8l if it was contemporaneous with the

foundation of Mylai (no. 38; the two sites are coupled by 

Ps.-Skymnos 287–88); Euboia seems to have been a settle-

ment of some importance in C5f, since it was worthy of

being relocated by Gelon (Hdt. 7.156.3; Camassa (1989a)).

34. Lipara (Liparaios) Map 47. Lat. 38.30 long. 14.55. Size

of territory: 2 (�size of island). Type: A:α. The toponym is

Λιπ�ρα,! (SEG 37 414 (C5f)); Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 1;

Thuc. 3.88.2; cf. Λιπ�ραι in Polyb. 34.11.19, where the plural

“die Stadt Lipara [i.e. in contradistinction to the island] zu

bezeichnen scheint,da Polyb. sonst Λιπ�ρα sagt”(Ziegler in

RE xiii. 719; cf., however, Diod. 5.7.1 claiming homonymity

between island and polis); Μελιγουν�ς is said by later

sources to have been an earlier name of Λιπ�ρα (Callim.

Hymn. 3.47; Strabo 6.2.10). The city-ethnic is Λιπαρα5ος

(C5s coins, infra; Thuc. 3.88.2), although Κν�διος (.λ

Λιπ�ραι) seems to have been used as well (SEG 37 414

(C5f)).

Lipara is called a polis in the urban sense by Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 1 �Paus. 10.11.3 (r time of foundation) and

Arist. Mete. 367a6. In later sources Lipara is called a polis in

the political sense at Polyb. 1.21.5 and in the urban sense at

Diod. 14.56.2 (r396). The internal collective use of the 

city-ethnic is attested by C5s coins (infra) and the external

collective use in Thuc. 3.88.2, Arist. Mete. 367a6 and presum-

ably on the C5f Liparan dedication at Delphi (Syll.³ 14

(C6l–C5e) �SEG 34 405, 37 414; cf. BTCGI 9: 101ff). The

individual use of the ethnic is found in F.Delphes iii.4 401

(315) and IG ii² 9214 (C3e).

Mythology told of a settlement of the island by Liparos

(Diod. 5.7.5), who founded the polis and was joined by

Aiolos (ibid. and 4.67.4; cf. Hom. Od. 10.1). The historical

community was founded by apoikoi from Knidos (no. 903;

Thuc. 3.88.2; Antiochos (FrGHist 555) fr. 1; Strabo 6.2.10; cf.

Hornblower (1991) 496). However, according to Diod.

5.9.2–5, the foundation was the outcome of a joint Knidian-

Rhodian expedition to western Sicily under the leadership

of Pentathlos of Knidos, in the fiftieth Olympiad, i.e.

580–576. Pentathlos was killed in war supporting Selinous

(no. 44) against Segesta, and the leadership of the group was

taken over by Gorgos, Thestor and Epithersides; the expedi-

tion found at Lipara 500 indigenous inhabitants of Aiolos’

line whom they joined. Antiochos of Syracuse (FGrHist 555,

fr. 1 as preserved in Paus. 10.11.3), while agreeing on the lead-

ership of Pentathlos, differs inter alia from Diodorus’

account in naming only Knidians as colonisers (as does

Thuc. 3.88.2), and in stating that before settling at Lipara the

expedition had founded a polis at Cape Lilybaion (Pritchett

(1999) 98–100), from which they were expelled by Elymians

and Phoenicians. For the role of Knidians in the venture, see

also the C5f Delphic dedicatory inscription: το� Κν�διοι

[.]λ Λιπ�ραι (F.Delphes ii.1 142; LSAG 351 n. 1; Syll.³ 14; SEG

37 414; Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 102–3). According

to the Eusebian chronology, the foundation took place in

630/29, but Diodorus’ date is supported by the chronology

of the votive material from the urban sanctuary and by

mortuary evidence (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 137,

150).

Lipara was the centre of habitation among the Aiolian

Islands (Thuc. 3.88.2: ο2κο%σι δ’ .ν µι=[ τ+ν ν�σων ο(

µεγ�λf η, καλε5ται δ* Λιπ�ρα), of which there were seven

in all (Diod. 5.7.1; Strabo 6.2.10), known also as αH

Λιπαρα�ων ν8σοι (ibid. and 1.3.10; Polyb. 1.25.4; Diod.

12.54.4, 14.103.2, cf. Syll.³ 14). Lipara itself, measuring 37.5

km², is fertile (cf.καρπ#φορος at Diod.5.10.3 and εdκαρπος

at Strabo 6.2.10), and there is sporadic evidence of single

farmsteads and agricultural activity from C6. However, the

area exploited for agricultural purposes was not limited to

Lipara but included the other islands (Thuc. 3.88.2; Diod.

5.9.4–5); Diodorus gives a detailed account of the socio-eco-

nomic development of the community, referring inter alia

to such institutions as syssitia, absence of private property

and close community control of the agricultural areas

which were publicly owned (ibid.without source reference).

In 427/6 the Liparaians were symmachoi of Syracuse (no.

47), and in that year the Athenians and Rhegians ravaged

their territory (Thuc. 3.88.1–4; Diod. 12.54.4). According to

Diod. 5.9.4, the community maintained a fleet which was

manned by a group of citizens devoting themselves speci-

fically to that duty, while the rest were occupied with agri-

culture.The existence of a fleet may also be inferred from the

repeated defeats of Etruscan forces (infra). A strategos is

attested in 393 (Diod. 14.93.4). The Liparaians fought sever-

al wars against the Etruscans,at least until the battle of Kyme

(474), and they won several victories which were commem-

orated by monuments at Delphi (Diod. 5.9.5; Strabo 6.2.10;

Paus. 10.11.3; cf. Rota (1973) and Colonna (1984)), dedica-

tions that may be taken as evidence of extreme wealth on the

island (Paus. 10.16.7). At the time of Hieron, but before 474,

the Etruscans besieged and captured Lipara (Callim. fr. 93,

Pfeiffer; Tzetz. Chil. 8.889–92). In 396 Himilkon occupied

the polis of Lipara and exacted 30 tal. from the inhabitants

(Diod. 14.56.2). In 393 (396 according to Roman chronolo-

gy) the Liparaian strategos Timositheos liberated Roman

ambassadors taken prisoner by Liparaian pirates while on
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their way to Delphi; for this service the Romans conferred

on Timositheos the right of public hospitality (Diod. 14.93).

Lipara’s relations with Delphi seem to have been close:

consultation of the oracle in the face of the Etruscan threat

is attested by Paus. 10.16.7; in C5–C4 the city put up votives

and dedicated booty taken from the Etruscans (Diod. 5.9.5;

Paus. 10.11.3, 16.75; cf. Syll.³ 14; Rota (1973) and Colonna

(1984)); a Delphic grant of proxeny to two Liparaians is

recorded in F.Delphes iii.4 401 (315), and Lipara was among

the cities visited by the theoroi of Delphi in C3s (Manganaro

(1964a); SEG 22 455, col. 4.117).

The city was founded on a promontory c.65 m above sea

level; the “acropolis” of the city (a modern designation)

comprised habitation, but there was also a lower city on the

western slope of the “acropolis”. The site had two harbours,

probably north and south of the promontory (Diod. 5.10.1).

The circuit wall built in a polygonal technique and raised

c.500 enclosed the acropolis and part of the lower city; how-

ever, the exact course is not wholly clarified (Bernabò Brea

(1987) 20). In C4f the perimeter of the circuit wall was

enlarged to incorporate the C4 expansion of the lower city;

the new wall was built in ashlar, isodomic technique as a

double curtain-wall with internal fill, 3.80 m wide, strength-

ened with towers (ibid. 20–23). The most extensive cemetery

with c.2,000 tombs lay to the north of the city (Bernabò Brea

and Cavalier (1991) 146–54).

No Greek remains of habitation from the Archaic and

Classical periods are extant, but early Greek presence is evi-

denced by votive deposits. The only known public building

is the C4 prytaneion (Diod. 20.101.2 (r304)). Votive deposits

testify to sanctuaries within the urban area (Bernabò Brea

and Cavalier (1977) 89–91). Further votive deposits delimit-

ed by primitive peribolos walls indicate simple temene.

Sporadic finds of architectural terracottas testify to a temple

or naiskos (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 139). There is

evidence of suburban sanctuaries, one probably dedicated

to Demeter (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1977) 133–35; (1991)

158–59).

A C6m inscription restored ΑΙΟ[ΛΟΥ] (Bernabò Brea

and Cavalier (1977) 90) may testify to a cult of this mythical

figure (cf. Diod. 20.101.2 (r304) for dedications allegedly set

up by Aiolos and kept in the prytaneion). A cult of

Hephaistos is adduced from C5s coins, easily explained in

the light of volcanic activity on the Lipari islands. Coins also

testify to a cult of Apollo. A C4–C3 dedication probably

attests to a cult of Artemis (Manganaro (1979); Bernabò Brea

and Cavalier (1991) 90, 158), and there is epigraphic evidence

for a cult of Aphrodite (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 90;

cf. 168 for refs. to iconographic testimonies). A cult of

Dionysos is sometimes inferred from the abundant New

Comedy terracottas (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991)

161–62).

Lipara struck a bronze coinage based upon the litra from

C5s (survey in Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 109–21).

The obv. depicts a male head with helmet or, more likely, a

pilos and therefore Hephaistos; rev. ship’s stern; legend:

ΛΙΠΑΡΑΙΟΝ; lower denominations lack the stern (SNG

Cop. Sicily 1084–85). A rare issue of Lipara and Mytistratos

with the legends ΛΙΠ and ΜΥ suggests some agreement or

understanding between the two cities, but the nature of this

is uncertain (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 112–13). A

second issue, probably of C4 rather than C5l, based on the

litra but of reduced weight, with lower denominations, has

obv. young, naked seated Hephaistos holding hammer and

kantharos; rev. dolphin, among variants: head of Apollo(?),

rev. legend: ΛΙΠΑΡΑΙΩΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 1088–96; for

the date, see Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 117–18).

Another C4 issue may indicate cultural and political kinship

with Taras (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1991) 114).

35. *Longane (Longenaios) Map 47. Lat. 38.05, long.

15.10. Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The forms of the city-

ethnic suggest such forms for the toponym as *Λογγ�νη or

*Λογγ�νη, but the only attested form is Λογγ)νη, in

Steph. Byz. 418.19, who gives the corresponding ethnic as

Λογγωνα5ος; Steph. cites Philistos (�FGrHist 556, fr. 38),

but for which detail is unclear. The city-ethnic is

Λονγενα5ος in IG xiv 319 (�IGDS no. 200; cf. Hornbostel

and Hornbostel (1988) 234), a C5m kerykeion inscribed

Λονγενα5ος .µι δεµ#σ(ιος); it is Λογγανα5ος on C5l coins

(infra).

On the basis of Polyb. 1.9.7, Longane is located near Mylai

(no. 38), and the river Longane (ibid.) may be the river

Loitanos of Diod. 22.23. The city has been tentatively ident-

ified with the considerable remains of a settlement on

Monte Ciappa, above modern Rodi and Milici, where C5

evidence of Hellenisation is found in the form of ashlar

technique in the circuit wall, a rectangular building complex

outside the walls (perhaps a sanctuary), and, finally, mort-

uary evidence (Ryolo di Maria (1950–51); Massa (1991);

Bernabò Brea and Carettoni (2000)). However, other sites

with urban remains have been put forward as candidates for

the site (Wilson (1988) 125).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Longane a polis, but

the kerykeion (supra) and the Greek-style coins (infra) sug-

gest that it was a polis and suggest Hellenisation as well.
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Longane minted bronze litrai from C5l, a date suggested

by the similarity with Geloan coins of c.415–405: obv.

Herakles wearing lion skin, legend: ΛΟΓΓΑΝΑΙΟΝ; rev.

personification of river-god, Longanos (Jenkins (1975)

99–101; Massa (1991) 250–51). (Manganaro (1984) 36–37

argues for a c.C4m date for this coinage and therefore reads

the legend not as an ethnic but as an adjective.) If Longane is

correctly located inland somewhere between Milazzo and

Tyndaris (no. 49), its coinage is virtually the only coinage in

that area.

36. Megara (Megareus) Map 47. Lat. 37.10, long. 15.10.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μ/γαρα, τ�

(Thuc. 6.49.4, 75.1), or Μεγαρ�ς (Ps.-Skylax 13) (it is unclear

what is meant by τ� Μεγαρικ#ν at Polyaen. 1.27.3 (r483));

this is the simple name which is qualified in different ways to

distinguish it from Megara Nisaia (no. 225): Thuc. 6.94.1 has

Μ/γαρα τ3 .ν Σικελ��α, and Theopomp. fr.70 hasΜ/γαρα

τ8ς Σικελ�ας. In addition to the toponym proper, the 

plural of the city-ethnic may be used to designate the city 

(in contradistinction to the community): Thuc. 6.4.1:

Μεγαρ/ας �nκισαν (cf.Ziegler in RE xv.1.206; see also HCT

on Thuc. 6.94.1). According to Ephor. fr. 137a/b (as para-

phrased by Strabo 6.2.2 (a) and Ps.-Skymnos 264 (b)), the

original name was UΥβλα (presumably from the Sikel king

Hyblon (Thuc. 6.4.1)). The city-ethnic is Μεγαρε�ς (Hdt.

7.156.2; Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5), which is also qualified

in different ways to distinguish it from the ethnic of Megara

Nisaia: ΜεγαρεLς W .ν Σικελ�=η (Hdt 7.156.2; cf. Pl. Leg.

630A); Thuc. 6.4.1: ΜεγαρεLς W ‘Υβλα5ος.

Megara is called a polis in the urban sense at Thuc. 6.4.2

and Ps.-Skylax 13; Hdt. 7.156.2 does not explicitly call it a

polis in the political sense, but that it was so is the obvious

implication of the passage, which discusses Megara along-

side other communities that were obviously poleis. At Thuc.

6.4.3 metropolis almost certainly applies to Megara Nisaia

(no. 225) (HCT ad loc.). Pl. Leg. 630A uses πολ�της about

one of its citizens. The external collective use of the city-eth-

nic is found in Hdt. 7.156.2, Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5

(rC6m) and Pl. Leg. 630A.

The name of the territory was presumably Μεγαρ�ς (cf.

IvO 22. fr. ab.1 (C6l) with Dubois ad loc. in IGDS p. 34; cf.

Diod. 4.78.1 and Steph. Byz. 588.7); it is termed χ)ρα at

Thuc. 6.4.2 and γ8 at 6.94.1. It consisted of the coastal low-

land on both sides of the city facing the bay of Augusta and

was demarcated by the territories of Leontinoi (no. 33) and

Syracuse (no. 47), i.e. by the valleys of the river Porcaria

(ancient Pantakyas) and the river Anapo (ancient Anapos)

respectively. It measured c.400 km² (Vallet, Villard and

Auberson (1983) 149–50; De Angelis (1994) 92–93).

According to Steph. Byz. 588.7, Styella was a phrourion in the

territory of Megara (cf. Steph. Byz. 645.4 citing Philistos

(FGrHist 556) fr. 20). Styella has been tentatively located on

the western confines of Megara’s territory (Bernabò Brea

(1968) 178–79). In C7l, Megara was involved in war περ� γ8ς

Wρ+ν with Leontinoi; it was fought during the reign of

Panaitios of Leontinoi (Polyaen. 5.47; for the C7l date of

Panaitios: Luraghi (1994) 11–14).

According to Thuc. 6.4.1–2 Megara was founded by a

colonising expedition from Megara Nisaia (no. 225) led by

Lamis. The expedition at first settled at Trotilos on the river

Pantakyas, whence it moved on to Leontinoi and settled

(ξυµπολιτε�ειν) there with the Chalkidians for a while; it

was, however, expelled (.κπεσε5ν) and went on to settle at

Thapsos. Here Lamis died; the remnants of the expedition

left Thapsos and founded Megara (Μεγαρε5ς ‘Υβλα5οι) on

land put at their disposal by the Sikel king Hyblon (for an

analysis of the textual transmission of the tradition of the

Sikels and the foundation of Megara, see Graham (1988)).

According to Thucydides the Megarians were driven out by

Gelon (in 483) 245 years after the foundation, giving a foun-

dation date of 728, thus later than the foundation 

of Syracuse. A different tradition was followed by Ephor.

fr. 137, whose account is preserved in Strabo 6.2.2 (and

Ps.-Skymnos 264–77). According to this tradition, Megara

(given the initial name of UΥβλα) was founded ten genera-

tions after τ3 Τρωικ� by the same expedition, led by

Theokles of Athens, which also founded Naxos (no. 41). The

Athenian origin here ascribed to Theokles (who was from

Euboian Chalkis (no. 365)) undoubtedly reflects later

Athenian claims to have played a role in the early colonial

enterprises in Sicily (Bérard (1957) 78–79); Theokles’ expe-

dition included both Ionians, who founded Naxos, and

Dorians (mostly Megarians), who founded Megara, and

according to Ps.-Skymnos 276–77 this double foundation

was the result of stasis (along ethnic lines?) among the

colonisers. According to Strabo 6.2.4, the foundations of

Megara, Naxos and Syracuse were roughly contemporary,

but a group of Dorians who had left the group settling at

Megara were picked up by Archias and joined his group of

colonists in founding Syracuse; so in this tradition the foun-

dation of Megara preceded that of Syracuse (ibid.; cf.

Ps.-Skymnos 276–77). Archaeological evidence has revealed

Greek presence at Megara from C8m (Villard and Vallet

(1964) 15–32) and therefore contemporary with the earliest

Greek presence at Syracuse (Pelagatti (1978c) 130–33); the
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evidence for C8m Greek contacts in the hinterland of

Megara at Villasmundo is not necessarily associated with the

foundation of the colony (Voza (1973b)).

A C6m treaty of symmachia with Syracuse is attested by

Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5, and Megarian troops assisted

Syracuse in a war against Kamarina. In C5e Megara initiated

a war against Syracuse (Hdt. 7.156.2) but with disastrous

results: Megara was unable to withstand a siege by Gelon,

partly because of stasis (Polyaen. 1.27.3), and c.483 the city

had to accept terms whereby the demos was sold into slavery

whereas the pachees were relocated to Syracuse and received

citizenship there (Hdt. 7.156.2); Megara ceased to exist as a

polis, its site lay abandoned in 415 (Thuc. 6.49.4), and the ter-

ritory was held by Syracuse (Thuc. 6.94.1). The city must

have been refounded by Timoleon c.338; admittedly, Megara

is not specifically mentioned as a Timoleontic refounda-

tion, but archaeology proves a refoundation, which must be

related to Timoleon’s programme of refoundations (Talbert

(1974) 149).

We know next to nothing of the type of constitution at

Megara. A C6 stasis may be hypothesised as causing the

expulsion of citizens received as exiles at Selinous (IvO 22;

IGDS no. 28). One Diognetos was >ρχων when the city was

attacked by Gelon in 483 (Polyaen. 1.27.3). The term

α2σιµν�τας in IvO 22 (C6l) refers to a magistracy attested

also in Megara Nisaia (no. 225) and other Megarian colonies

(cf. Dubois on IGDS no. 28 fr.b.5–6 with refs.); however,

from the context it is not discernible whether the reference is

to Selinous (no. 44) or to Megara. For the office in general,

see Asheri (1979b) 490. IvO 22 mentions a halia ([hα]λ�α

δια�τεσ[ε]; Arena (1989) no. 52 fr. h.4; Asheri (1979b)), but

again it is uncertain whether the reference is to Megara and

whether -λ�α should be interpreted as an ekklesia or as a

special court (Asheri (1979b) 490). IGDS no. 20 is a lex sacra

of C6e.

The evidence for cults is meagre: a dedication to heroes

theoi (Arena (1989) no. 78) and an uncertain C3 dedication

to Aphrodite (Manni Piraino (1975) 150). Apart from this

there is the indirect evidence of a C6f sacrificial law set up by

one Pasaratos, or for a local, otherwise unknown, hero

Pasaratos (SEG 26 1084 � IGDS no. 20; cf. Sartori (1980–81)

267). Cf. also Manni (1975) 190–91 and Vallet (1991) 515 for

numismatic evidence of doubtful provenance.

Megara was founded on a flat coastal plateau of c.81 ha,

previously uninhabited. Only a small part of the total area of

habitation has been investigated. Soon after the foundation

the urban area was laid out with habitation, public spaces

and main lines of communication, respected by the later C7

urban phase, when the city was organised according to

major and minor transversal axes with insulae organised in

five districts laid out around a central agora (Vallet et al.

(1976)). The five districts may mirror different contingents

among the early settlers, reflecting the five komai of the

metropolis Megara Nisaia (Strabo 8.6.22; cf. Vallet et al.

(1983) 145–46); or they may simply be the successors of early

scattered habitation areas, each with public spaces and sanc-

tuaries (Polignac (1999) 227), superseded in C7l by a cen-

tralised urban layout implying standardised modules for the

habitation lots (Tréziny (1999)). The earliest habitation

remains are C8l houses of a type known also at Syracuse and

Naxos. Yet a habitation area has been investigated on the

southern plateau, c.500 m south of the main urban area.

Remains of a gate and a C7m double-faced circuit wall in

rough stones with internal fill, strengthened on the outside

by a trench, have been laid bare. C8 habitation, a C7 potters’

workshop and a sanctuary of C7f–C6 reveal the impressive

extent of the early colony: a settlement measuring c.60 ha

(Broise et al. (1983); Gras (1984–85); Tréziny (1999) 176–79).

On the assumption that about half of this area was

urbanised, the C7 population has been estimated at c.2,000

(De Angelis (1994) 97–99), probably a much too pessimistic

assessment (Hansen (1997b) 74 n. 153). The C7m circuit wall

was replaced in C6s by a well-built ashlar wall, of which a

stretch is preserved on the northern side of the city and

landwards by stretches of a long curving wall, in all c.1,500

m, with semicircular towers on the outside (Vallet et al.

(1983) 97–101).

The C6 building near the agora, unconvincingly identi-

fied as a prytaneion (Vallet et al. (1983) 62–69; cf. S. G. Miller

(1978) 229–30), is undoubtedly a public structure; another

monumental structure from c.640 on the south side of the

agora is also furnished with banquet rooms and may have

had a public function (Vallet et al. (1983) 77–81; Kiderlen

(1995) 14–17, 215). C7s stoas lined the agora on its north and

east sides.

A number of sacred buildings were located adjacent to, or

in the vicinity of, the agora: a two-cella heroon facing the

agora may have housed a cult of the oecist Lamis (Vallet et al.

(1976) 209–11, (1983) 62). Two C7s naiskoi, one with an inter-

nal row of columns but both without peristasis, delimited

the agora on its south side (Vallet et al. (1983) 48–49, 69–70);

small single-cella temples, naiskoi, are known from various

locations in the vicinity of the agora (Vallet et al. (1983) 44,

62; Polignac (1999) 215). The C6e Doric temple located on

the central part of the plateau (Orsi (1921) 153–76; Villard

and Vallet (1954) 13–24) and C6 temples on the sea front
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reveal a belt of sanctuaries encircling the habitation area

(Polignac (1999) 216–20; for sanctuaries and cults, see also

Hinz (1998) 141–43). The Timoleontic foundation occupied

primarily the north-eastern corner of the Archaic city and

was later restricted to an area of 12 ha by the C3l fortification

erected before the final destruction of the city by Marcellus

in 213 (Livy 24.34.2). Timoleon’s city followed, with modifi-

cations, the layout of the Archaic city, the agora was re-

established, and sanctuaries and a stoa were erected in the

vicinity (Vallet et al. (1983) 168–74).

The Archaic cemeteries were located to the north, west

and south of the city: the graves are mainly of C7–C6 with

very few C8 graves. A social elite is indicated by rich, monu-

mental cella tombs (Shepherd (1995) 56–60 with refs.), and

social differentiation is also attested by Herodotos’ distinc-

tion between the demos and hoi pachees (7.156.2).

Megara did not issue coins during its Archaic existence,

and the attribution of a silver litra inscribed ΜΕΓΑ to the

Timoleontic refoundation (Head, HN² 151) is far from 

universally accepted (Vallet (1991) 515 with refs.).

Megara was the metropolis of Selinous (no. 44), founded

in 649 according to Diod. 13.59.4, or in 628 according to

Thuc. 6.4.2.

Messana (Messanios) See below 51. Zankle.

37. Morgantina (Morgantinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.25, long.

14.30. Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is

Μοργαντ�νη,! (Thuc. 4.65.1; 36.5.7); Μοργαντ5να,! (C5m

coins, infra; Diod. 11.78.5); or Μοργαντ5νον (Diod. 14.78.7);

Strabo 6.1.6 has Μοργ�ντιον, τ#. The city-ethnic is

Μοργαντ5νος (C4s coins, infra).

Morgantina is called a polis in the urban sense at Diod.

11.78.5 (r459), where the political sense may be a connota-

tion. The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found

on C4 coins.

Most scholars have identified Morgantina with the

Archaic, Classical and Hellenistic town investigated on the

c.3 km-long Serra Orlando ridge, near Aidone (an identifi-

cation based mainly upon numismatic evidence: Dubois,

IDGS pp. 226–27). The Classical and Hellenistic city occu-

pied the lower ridge, whereas the Archaic town was situated

on the Cittadella hill which rises to the east, and which, in

itself, consists of an upper acropolis and two lower plateaux.

Morgantina was originally a non-Greek community

(Tsakirgis (1995) 125; Antonaccio (1997) 168–70), and at

Diod. 14.78.7 (r396) it is implicitly described as Sikel. The

Archaic settlement of Morgantina has revealed Greek con-

tacts primarily from the mid-sixth century. The Cittadella

and adjacent areas have yielded valuable evidence of sanctu-

aries and naiskoi of Greek type. Foundations of a mid-sixth-

century hekatompedon have been excavated on the upper

plateau and a rich harvest of architectural terracottas found

on the lower plateaux are evidence of a naiskos in this part 

of the Archaic settlement too (Barletta (1983) 49–67;

Antonaccio (1997)). A fortification wall was added to the

already considerable natural defences of the site in C5e, pos-

sibly in response to the expedition of Hippokrates of Gela

(Sjöquist (1973) 45–46; cf. Hdt. 7.154).

The cemeteries, situated on the slopes of the Cittadella

hill, have revealed clear evidence of Greek contacts and

acculturation from the Archaic period (Lyons (1996)).

However, tomb typology suggests continuity of Sikel 

culture, albeit with some Hellenisation of tomb architecture

and typology, and Archaic Morgantina may not have been a

mono-ethnic community (Lyons (1996); see also

Antonaccio (1997)). Architectural terracottas and other

remains of buildings attest to important C6m–C6l religious

structures, some in Greek style (Barletta (1983) 49–67; for

sanctuaries, see Hinz (1998) 124–34). A survey of the archae-

ological evidence, with bibliography, is found in Tsakirgis

(1995); cf. also Antonaccio (1997). By c.460, Greek-style

coinage was introduced with types that attest to Greek cults

(infra). Moreover, a kylix of c.460 carries an inscription

(SEG 38 949) indicating the existence of Greek-style civic

subdivisions (eikades).

The C5e destruction phase of Morgantina is most often

linked to the activities of Hippokrates of Gela in north-

eastern Sicily. When captured and refounded by Douketios

in 459/8, it became an axiologos polis according to Diod.

11.78.5. The new settlement on Serra Orlando was a city

founded according to Greek customs: a formal urban layout

with plateiai and stenopoi has its origin in this period,

though the rich evidence for public buildings dates primari-

ly to the Hellenistic period (Bell (1988) 314–16; Tsakirgis

(1995) 126–27). The acts of foundation and the terminology

employed by Diodorus in connection with Douketios’ foun-

dations in the period 459–458 are similar to those known

from Greek colonial foundations: the presence of an oikistes,

the planning of an urban centre, and the division of the

chora into lots (cf. Rizzo (1970) 58–66; Bell (1984–85) 505–6;

(1988) 320–21).

The peace concluded between the Sicilian cities at the

Congress of Gela in 424 implies that Morgantina had been

within the sphere of influence of Syracuse prior to 424

(Thuc. 4.65.1); but by the Peace, Syracuse (no. 44) handed

over Morgantina to Kamarina (no. 28) in return for a speci-
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fied payment (�ργ�ριον τακτ#ν). Morgantina is next listed

among the cities taken by Dionysios I during his campaign

against the Sikels in 396 (Diod. 14.78.7), and later the city is

mentioned in connection with the war between Magon and

Dionysios I (Diod. 14.95.2).

Morgantina issued an unusually rich coinage which has

been divided into the following main groups by Erim (in

Buttrey et al. (1989) 3–67): (1) silver litrai from c.465–450, sty-

listically related to contemporary litrai of Gela: obv. bearded

head wearing taenia (an unidentified local divinity); rev. ear of

grain, legend: ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΑ (retrograde, gamma and

rho written in early forms); (2) c.370–350: tetradrachms of

Syracusan type with legend ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ in exergue

on rev., known in two specimens only; (3) silver litrai, three

issues,344–317: (a) 1¼ litra: obv.head of Athena in triple-crest-

ed helmet, en face, legend: ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ; rev. Nike

seated on rock (rev. type reveals stylistic affinities with coins of

Terina), legend as on obv.: SNG Cop. Sicily 471); (b) litra: obv.

female head in profile (Persephone or Artemis, or long-haired

Apollo?), legend: ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ; rev. horseman in

chlamys thrusting spear (SNG Cop. Sicily 472); (c) a rare issue

known from two specimens, a variant of (3a) above; (4)

bronze coinage, 330–317: (a) obv. head of Athena in Attic hel-

met, legend:ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ; rev. lion devouring head of

stag (SNG Cop. Sicily 473–74); (b) obv. head of Sikelia(?) or

male divinity; rev. eagle standing on snake, legend: ΜΟΡΓ,

ΜΟΡΓΑΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 475); (c) obv. head of Apollo(?),

legend: ΛΑΒΟΣ; rev. tripod, legend: ΜΟΡΓΑΝ. The latter

issues are probably Timoleontic (Erim in Buttrey et al. (1989)

14–29; Karlsson (1995) 155, 166 n. 3(J)).

38. Mylai (Mylaios) Map 47. Lat. 38.15, long 15.15. Size of

territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μυλα�,αH (Hecat. fr.

79 �Steph. Byz. 461.6; Thuc. 3.90.2). The city-ethnic is

Μυλα5ος (SEG 24 313–14 (C5e); Diod. 12.59.5).

Mylai is described as a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς . . . κα� λιµ�ν in

Ps.-Skylax 13 (cf. Hansen (2000) 198); it is also called a polis

in the urban sense at Diod. 14.87.3 (r394) and by Ps.-

Skymnos 288 (r time of foundation). The external collective

use of the city-ethnic is found in SEG 24 313–14 (C5e) and in

Diod. 12.54.4 (r427).

Even so, Mylai is often thought not to have been been a

polis but simply a fortified outpost (phrourion) of

Zankle/Messana (no. 51; Ziegler in RE xvi: 1042; Bernabò

Brea and Cavalier (1992) 118; Dubois in IGDS ad no. 5).

Certainly, relations between Mylai and Zankle/Messana

seem to have been close. (a) Mylai was founded by Zankle

(Ps.-Skymnos 287; cf. Strabo 6.2.6) in 716 (Euseb. Chron. sub

Ol. 16.1). (b) Thuc. 3.90.2 describes it as Μυλα� αH

Μεσσην�ων and states that �τυχον δ�ο φυλα� .ν τα5ς

Μυλα5ς τ+ν Μεσσην�ων φρουρο%σαι. (c) The term

phrourion is applied to the site in Diod. 12.54.5 bis (r427) and

19.65.3 (r315). Finally (d), Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.2.8 uses the

phrase .ν Σικελ��α τ8ς Μεσσην�ας .ν τα5ς καλουµ/ναις

Μ�λαις, which seems to indicate that Mylai was conceived

of as situated in the territory of Messana (so Ziegler in RE

xvi. 1042).

However, the following should be noted. Re (a), the report

on the foundation does not state the purpose of the founda-

tion and there is no compelling a priori reason why Mylai

should not have been planned as an ordinary colony and

thus as a polis; but even if it is assumed that it was planned as

a military outpost, the examples of Kasmenai (no. 29) and

Akrai (no. 10) indicate that this need not militate against its

being a polis (cf. Hansen (1997a) 36), although then presum-

ably a dependent polis. Much more importantly, our earliest

sources on Mylai are two dedications of spoils by Messana

(no. 51) at Olympia that are inscribed ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΟΙ

ΜΥΛΑΙΟΝ (SEG 24 313–14 (C5e)); this of course indicates

military confrontation(s) between Mylai and Messana and

that “Mylai, at least before being defeated, had been a self-

governing community and undoubtedly a polis” (Hansen

(2000) 198); see also below on colonisation. Re (b�c), the

application of the term phrourion does not exclude polis sta-

tus for Mylai (cf. Thuc. 8.62.3 describing the uncontroversial

polis of Sestos (no. 672) as a phrourion), and in fact Diodorus

varies between phrourion (12.54.5, 19.65.3) and polis (14.87.3).

The fact that Mylai in 426 was garrisoned by Messanian

forces indicates close military collaboration and suggests

again that Mylai was a dependency of Messana, as does

Thucydides’ phrase Μυλα� αH Μεσσην�ων. Describing the

events of 426,however,Diod. 12.54.2 classifies the inhabitants

of Mylai as Μυλα5οι not as Μεσσ�νιοι, and this indicates

that it was a community with an identity of its own, distinct

from that of Messana. Re (d), the fact that Mylai may have

been conceived of as situated in Messanian territory does not

mean that it cannot have been a polis, since small poleis situ-

ated inside the territory of larger poleis are a well-attested

phenomenon (Hansen (1997a) 31). If Mylai was thus situat-

ed, this may help to explain Thucydides’ statement (6.62.2)

that Himera (no. 24) was the only Greek polis on the

Tyrrhenian coast of Sicily (a statement which in any case may

refer primarily to north-western Sicily), since a dependent

polis inside the territory of another polis may have counted as

a polis only in internal matters (Hansen (1995) 73–74). To

conclude, the Messanian dedications at Olympia indicate
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that Mylai was a polis in C5e, and Ps.-Skylax that it was still a

polis in C4; it seems to have been a dependent polis of

Zankle/Messana, and it is conceivable that its political status

may have been subject to change (Hansen (2000) 198).

Although presumably situated in the territory of

Zankle/Messana (supra), the existence of a separate name—

! Μυλα5τις χ)ρα (Polyb. 1.23.7) or τ� Μυλα5ον πεδ�ον

(Polyb. 1.9.7)—indicates that at least by C3m, and presum-

ably before, Mylai had its own territory (Hansen (2000)

198). The size of Mylai’s territory is uncertain, but the fertile

coastal plain east and west of the city comprises about 75

km². The border with Zankle may have been defined by the

famous sanctuary of Artemis Phakelitis located somewhere

east of Mylai (Saporetti (1979); Bernabò Brea and Cavalier

(1992) 116; cf. also the entry for Zankle). To the west, Mylai

bordered upon the territory of Tyndaris from 396 (cf. Strabo

6.1.2), and to the south-west upon the territory of the

indigenous city of Longane.

In 427 the Athenians occupied Mylai, forcing upon it an

alliance against Messana (Thuc. 3.90.3: Oν�γκασαν

Wµολογ��α). In 394 the Rhegians settled at Mylai those

Naxians and Katanaians who had survived Dionysios I’s

exandrapodismos of their cities in 403 (Diod. 14.87.1). Later

the same year the city was captured by Messana, and the

Naxians (and presumably the Katanaians) were allowed to

leave hypospondoi (Diod. 14.87.3).

The town of Mylai was situated on a high promontory,

the acropolis (mentioned at Thuc. 3.90.3) crowning the

6.5 km-long alluvial peninsula joining it to the inland plain.

The settlement was founded on an indigenous site. The

original Greek settlement seems to have occupied only the

upper plateau, though in a later period habitation may have

progressed to the slopes below, closer to the sea and the har-

bour known from the sources (Ps.-Skylax 13). There are no

structural traces of the Archaic or Classical city, nor of the

defences mentioned by Thuc. 3.90.3 (.ρ�µατα, cf. the

poliorkia at Diod. 12.54.4 (r427)). Mylai was still fortified in

C4l (Diod. 19.65.3 (r315)). The cemetery located along the

principal route across the isthmus took over the site of the

indigenous,Bronze Age settlement.The earliest tombs are of

C8l, thus confirming the Eusebian date (716) for the founda-

tion; this cemetery continued in use also in the late Archaic

period (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1959), (1992)).

According to Strabo, “the Zanklaians in Mylai” founded

Himera (6.2.6: τ�ν ‘Ιµ/ραν οH .ν Μυλα5ς �κτισαν

Ζαγκλα5οι (r648)). If this means that Mylai was the metrop-

olis of Himera (no. 24), it will support the suggestion that

Mylai itself was a polis in the Archaic period.

39. Mytistratos (Mytiseratinos) Map 47. Lat. 37.35, long.

14.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is trans-

mitted as Μυτισ/ρατος in Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr.

39 �Steph. Byz. 465.12; Polyb. 1.24.11 has Μυττ�στρατον,

τ#, and Diod. 23.9.4 Μυτ�στρατος, ! (Diod. 23.9.4). The

city-ethnic is given as Μυτισερατ5νος by Steph. Byz. 444.13;

Steph. explicitly cites Philistos (�FGrHist 556) fr. 39 for this

form, but presumably wrongly; cf. Jacoby’s app. crit. ad loc.

Mytistratos is called a polis (in the urban sense) only by

Diod. 23.9.4 (r258), but it is included here on account of the

Greek-style coinage (infra).

Mytistratos is, on numismatic evidence, identified with

Monte Castellazzo di Marinopoli. The few C6–C5 and C4

urban remains, including a circuit wall built in an ashlar

technique, are classified as Greek; the later phase with evid-

ence of formal layout is probably Timoleontic (Fiorentini

(1992) 303–4). The main settlement was destroyed in C3f,

but habitation continued on an adjoining terrace. Tombs of

the investigated cemetery are dated to C4s (Fiorentini (1992)

302–5).

Three series of C4 bronze coins are attributed to

Mytistratos, the first two probably Timoleontic: (1) obv.

head of Hephaistos, legend: ΜΥΤΙ; rev. free horse; (2) obv.

head of Hephaistos; rev. wreath and pellets, legend: ΜΥ

(retrograde). A coin of the latter series carries the legends

ΛΙΠ (sc. Lipara (no. 34); retrograde) and ΜΥ on rev., and is

evidence of C4m collaboration between the two cities (cf.

entry for Lipara). The third issue (C4s): obv. head of

Hephaistos; rev. flowers, legend: ΜΥΤ (Fiorentini (1992)

301; Karlsson (1995) 165, 166).

40. Nakone (Nakonaios) Map 47. Unlocated (Tegon

(1993) 159–61). Type: C:β. The toponym is Νακ#νη,! (Steph.

Byz. 468.3 �Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 26). The city-ethnic 

is Νακονα5ος (C5l coins, infra) or Νακωνα5ος (C4s coins,

infra; SEG 30 1119.5 (C4l–C3m)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Nakona a polis, but it

is included here on account of its Classical Greek-style

coinage (infra) and SEG 30 1119 (C4–C3), a Greek decree of

Nakona attesting to the existence of a citizen body (politai:

l.8), a boule (l.3), and an assembly (halia: l.3), etc.; the decree

concerns measures taken to restore civic order after a period

of diaphora (l.10); cf. SEG 32 914 pp. 257–58. The internal col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is found on Classical coins

(infra) as well as in SEG 30 1119.5.

Nakone minted two series of bronze coins from C5l

(Head, HN² 159): (1) obv. head of nymph, legend:

ΝΑΚΟΝΑΙΟΝ; rev. Dionysos seated on ass and holding
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kantharos (SNG Cop. Sicily, Suppl. 71); lower denomination:

rev. goat; C4s issues in a period of Campanian occupation

have been associated with Timoleon and his symmachia:

(2a) obv. head of Demeter or Persephone, legend:

ΚΑΜΠΑΝΩΝ; rev. free horse, legend: ΝΑΚΩΝΑΙΩΝ;

(2b) similar but rev. Pegasos (Cutroni Tusa (1970) 256–57;

Tegon (1993) 158–59).

41. Naxos (Naxios) Map 47. Lat. 37.50, long. 15.15. Size of

territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Ν�ξος, ! (Thuc.

4.25.7, 6.3.1; I.Delos 380.85 (rC5); cf. Rutherford (1998) 83).

The city-ethnic is Ν�χιος (coins c.525, infra), or Ν�ξιος

(coins c.430, infra; Hdt. 7.154.2; Thuc. 7.57.11).

Naxos is called a polis in the urban sense at Thuc. 4.25.8, 9

and 6.3.1, 50.3, and it is listed, with Tauromenion, as a polis

Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 13, although presumably it no longer

existed by the time this treatise was compiled (cf. Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 137); polis in the political sense is

found at Thuc. 7.14.2, and the urban and political senses are

combined at Hdt. 7.154.2 (cf. Hansen (2000) 205). Patris is

found at Diod. 11.49.2 (r476).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

coins from c.525 (infra); the external collective use is found

in Hdt. 7.154.2 and Thuc. 6.50.3 and IG xi.2 245b4 (rC5; cf.

Rutherford (1998) 82–83). Externally and individually the

ethnic is applied to the oecist Theokles (Suda s.v..λεγε�νειν:

Θεοκλ8ς Ν�ξιος; cf. Bérard (1957) 77 n. 1) and to the

Olympionikes Teisandros (Pind. fr. 23, Maehler).

The name of the territory is unknown; it is termed γ8 at

Thuc. 4.25.8. Its extent is not fully known. However, Naxian

influence penetrated above all southwards across the Santa

Venera and Alcantara river valleys, as borne out by the foun-

dation of the colonies at Leontinoi (no. 33), Katane (no. 30)

and Kallipolis (no.27).The site of Kallipolis is unknown,but

the listing of the city with Katane and Leontinoi suggests a

location either in the coastal plain south of Naxos or on the

slopes of Mt. Etna (see Kallipolis (no. 27)). The rich C6–C4

votive deposit from the Demeter and Kore sanctuary in the

otherwise unknown secondary settlement at Francavilla

c.4 km inland along the Akesines (modern Alcantara) river

valley has revealed Naxian penetration north-westwards

(Spigo (1989); Spigo and Rizzo (1993–94); Hinz (1998)

156–58). To the north the territory bordered upon that of

Messana, by whose infantry and navy Naxos was attacked in

425 (Thuc. 4.25.7). Naxos may have had a sanctuary or a 

secondary settlement also on the higher area of the later

foundation of Tauromenion (no. 48) (Bacci (1980–81b) 742,

(1984–85) 722–23); according to Diod. 14.88.1, the original

colonists had expelled the native population from the site of

Tauromenion.

Naxos was the earliest Greek colony in Sicily (for the

sources for its history, see Cordano (1984–85)). It was foun-

ded by settlers from Chalkis (no. 365) on Euboia one year

before the foundation of Syracuse, i.e. traditionally 735/4

(Thuc. 6.3.1; cf. Diod. 14.88.1), and the traditional date (as

well as ties with Euboia) is confirmed by ceramic finds from

the earliest period of settlement, 740–730 (Pelagatti (1981)

304–11; Lentini (1993–94) 1009). The oecist was Theokles

(Thuc. 6.3.1). The primary status of Naxos is borne out by

the tradition that the theoroi of the Sicilian colonies offered

sacrifice in the sanctuary of Apollo Archegetes at Naxos

before setting sail from Sicily (Thuc. 6.3.1). Ephor. fr. 132 (cf.

Ps.-Skymnos 273–74) describes the oecist Theokles as an

Athenian, but that undoubtedly reflects later Athenian

claims to have played a role in the early colonial enterprises

in Sicily (Bérard (1957) 78–79). Later sources mention

Ionian and Megarian participation (Ephor. fr. 137). Some of

the settlers may have come from Cycladic Naxos (cf. Hellan.

fr. 82). The Cycladic origin of some of the settlers is support-

ed by the similarity between the coin types used by Sicilian

Naxos and by Cycladic Naxos, above all the prominence 

of Dionysos (Leschhorn (1984) 10 n. 7). In addition, the let-

tering of the Enyò inscription from the Scalià sanctuary

matches that used in Cycladic Naxos (Guarducci (1985)).

Naxos was subdued by Hippokrates of Gela, who took the

city after a siege (Hdt. 7.154). In 476, Hieron of Syracuse

transplanted the population of Naxos (and Katane) to

Leontinoi, where they were presumably granted citizenship

(Diod. 11.49.2), and it seems that he settled new colonists at

Naxos (Diod. 11.49.2: 2δ�ους ο2κ�τορας �π/στειλεν,

though the interest here seems to centre on Katane; but see

infra). The expatriated Naxians presumably returned after

Hieron’s death, as did the Katanaians (Diod. 11.76.3; Asheri

(1980)).

According to Thuc. 3.86.2, the Chalkidikai poleis to which

Naxos belonged were symmachoi of Leontinoi in its conflict

with Syracuse in 427, and the allies seem to have acted as a

single body on an embassy to Athens (no.361) (HCT ad loc.);

Leontinoi is specifically named alongside >λλοι UΕλληνες

ξ�µµαχοι at Thuc.4.25.9 in reference to Messana’s attack on

Naxos in 425. During the Athenian attack on Syracuse,

Naxos was allied with Athens (Thuc. 7.14.2), and at the 

battle of Epipolai at Syracuse in 414 hippeis from Naxos 

supported the Athenians (Thuc. 6.98.1; cf. 7.57.11).

In 403 Naxos was betrayed by one of its own citizens,

Prokles, described as W τ+ν Ναξ�ων �φηγο�µενος, and so
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presumably a military commander. He surrendered Naxos

to Dionysios I,who subjected the city to an exandrapodismos

from which it never recovered; the chora of the city was

handed over to the Sikels (Diod. 14.15.2–3). A C5 genos of the

Amphikleidai organising Naxian theoriai to Delos is argued

by Rutherford (1998). Naxian survivors were settled at Mylai

(no. 38) during the conflict between Dionysios, Rhegion

(no. 68) and Messana (no. 51) in 394 (Diod. 14.87.3; cf.

McKechnie (1989) 37), but had to find new homes after the

Messanians took Mylai (ibid.). In 358 the Naxians were final-

ly settled at Tauromenion (no. 48) by Andromachos (Diod.

16.7.1); Tauromenion had been a site in Naxian territory

(supra), but was constituted as a Greek polis only in C4f.

Andromachos himself was its leading citizen when

Timoleon arrived in Sicily (Diod. 16.68.8; Plut. Tim. 10.6–8);

Marcellin, Vita Thucydidis 27 describes him as exercising

monarchia. See further the entry for Tauromenion. Naxos

itself, however, may not have been completely abandoned:

C3 habitation and cult activity is attested there (Pelagatti

(1976–77) 544–45, (1980–81) 706).

So far, the only evidence of civic subdivisions at Naxos

consists of inscriptions on two clay bullets with patronymi-

ka, implying citizen groups possibly matching a system of

phylai or phratriai. The chronology of the inscriptions, of

C5e and C5l, indicates continuity of this civic organisation

from before until after the period of Hieron (Cordano

(1988)).

The cult of Dionysos was of major importance at Naxos,

as shown by the coin types (Cutroni Tusa (1984–85) 296–97)

and the number of Silenos antefixes (Pelagatti (1977) 50–55).

A C7l cippus carries a dedication to a warrior-goddess Enyò

(Guarducci (1985)), and other evidence points to a cult of

the armed Athena (Lentini (1993–94) 1016–17).

Teisandros of Naxos was victorious four times at the

Olympic Games (Olympionikai 94 (572) with refs.) and

achieved the same number of Pythian victories (Paus.

6.13.8).

The town of Naxos was founded on a low coastal penin-

sula, Capo Schisò, and material from the initial C8l habita-

tion phase extend over an area of c.10 ha (Pelagatti (1981)

295–97; survey in Pelagatti (1993); bibliography in Lentini

(1998) 99–100). The earliest evidence of urban layout is of

C7, with main street axes linking the central part of the city

westwards with sanctuaries, eastwards with the harbour,

and northwards with a kerameikos (Pelagatti (1981)

297–302). The exceptional character of habitation near the

harbour reveals social differentiation (Lentini (1984–85)

815–21).

Though a stretch of a Bronze Age fortification laid bare in

the Archaic city near the coast (“Castello area”) may have

been reutilised by the first Greek settlers (Lentini (2001) 7),

Naxos was apparently not fortified before C6m or C6l,prob-

ably as a result of the threat posed by the expansion of Gela

(no. 17) in north-eastern Sicily (Naxos eventually had to

accept Geloan hegemony (Hdt. 7.154.2)). The walls, built in

polygonal masonry with the use of local black lava basalt

rock, are preserved on three sides: along the river Santa

Venera and along the two coastlines of the peninsula; north-

wards the course remains to be clarified. Gates protected by

towers were located in alignment with streets of the C7 city

which covered an area of c.35 ha. The earliest, C7l, polygonal

temenos wall of the sanctuary south of the city may have

functioned also as a dyke along the river Santa Severa

(Pelagatti (1964); (1972); Gras (1998)). Thuc. 4.25.8 attests to

the existence of fortifications in 425 (Flensted-Jensen (1995)

128); the fortifications were destroyed (κατασκ�πτειν) by

Dionysios in 403 (Diod. 14.15.2).

The conquest of the city by Hippokrates in 493 (Hdt.

7.154) has left no clear traces in the archaeological record,

apart from its possible reflection in a C5e structural phase of

the circuit wall (Lentini (1984–85) 813).

It is not entirely clear from Diod. 11.49.1–2 whether he

meant to imply the settlement of a new population at Naxos

after the deportation of the inhabitants by Hieron in 476,

but the archaeological evidence attests to replanning and

resettlement. The Hieronian city was laid out in accordance

with a unitary, strictly orthogonal system with narrow insu-

lae and with a new orientation (Pelagatti (1976–77) 537–43;

Belvedere (1987) with refs.; Lentini (1998) 72–86).

Rectangular bases found at the crossing of plateia and

stenopoi have been interpreted as horoi marking the confines

of city districts (Pelagatti (1977) 44–46) or as altars

(Spagnolo (1991) 66 n. 78). For the archaeological evidence

for the destruction in 403 and the C4e history of Naxos, see

Lentini (2002).

An agora is with near certainty identified near the ancient

harbour in the north-eastern corner of the city (Lentini

(1993–94) 1010–12); for harbour installations, see Pelagatti

(1976–77) 538, Lentini (1993–94) 1009, and Blackman

(1997–98).

A C7l sanctuary in the south-west corner of the city, near

the estuary of the river Santa Venera, at first within the

urban area, was superseded by a C6s hekatompedon outside

the city wall. Altars, bases for votive stelai, and ovens for

ceramic production go back to the early phase of the sanctu-

ary. The identification of the cult as that of Aphrodite, as yet
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uncertain, rests upon the testimony of App. B. Civ. 5.109, but

the river Onobalas mentioned by Appian is normally taken

to be the river Serina or Selina near Taormina and not the

river Santa Venera (cf. Ziegler, RE xvi.2. 2078; Valenza Mele

(1977) 504–5). Other interpretations: a Heraion, though

with no clear evidence (pace ibid. 505–6); sanctuary of

Apollo Archegetes (Guarducci (1985)), but this was situated

outside the city according to Thuc. 6.3.1; cf. HCT ad loc. A

location for the Apollo sanctuary near the harbour on the

north side of the peninsula,closer to the C8 phase city, seems

most logical (Pelagatti (1978a) 138; Valenza Mele (1977) 505),

a location also supported by App. B Civ. 5.109, which situates

the altar of Apollo north of the city near an anchorage. At

least four C7–C4 small urban shrines were located within

the Archaic and Classical city (Pelagatti (1977) 46–48, (1981)

301, (1984–85) 680–83). The cults of these are uncertain. An

important suburban sanctuary extended over a vast area

west of the city across the river Santa Venera (Lentini

(1993–94) 1012–25, (1998) 87–96). There are remains of two

shrines, altars and votive deposits (prime period: C6m). The

two shrines were protected by peribolos walls or embank-

ments. The architectural terracottas, of local production,

indicate richly decorated buildings.

The C8l–C5f cemetery was situated north of the city

(Pelagatti (1980–81) 697–701; Lentini (1986)). The C5 ceme-

tery is located west of the city, on the other side of the river

Santa Venera, south-west of the sanctuary (Pelagatti

(1976–77) 544).

Naxos minted coins from c.525 on the Chalkidian–

Euboian standard (Cahn (1944)). The main denomin-

ation is the drachm, the smaller denomination the obol

(litrai) (C. Boehringer (1984–85) 113–16): obv. head of

Dionysos; rev. bunch of grapes, legend on both denomina-

tions: the ethnic ΝΑΧΙΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 485). This issue

most likely terminated in 493, when the city was taken by

Hippokrates. In 461, when the expatriated Naxians (presum-

ably) returned from Leontinoi, a new coin type was commis-

sioned: a magnificent tetradrachm on the Syracusan–Attic

standard; obv. head of Dionysos; rev. squatting Silenos, leg-

end: ΝΑΧΙΟΝ (Head, HN² 160; Kraay (1976) pl. 44.756);

lower denominations are drachms and litrai inscribed

ΝΑΧΙ, ΝΑΧΙΟΝ (SNG Cop. Sicily 486–92). New issues in

430 carry similar types, legend: ΝΑΧΙΟΝ, ΝΑΞΙΟΝ,

ΝΑΞΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 160; SNG Cop. Sicily 493). The last

issue of 403 has obv. Apollo or Silenos, legend: ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙ;

rev. river-god Assinos on the smaller denominations (Head,

HN² 160–61; SNG Cop. Sicily 495–96). Bronze coinage was

introduced c.410 (Rutter (1997) 152).

Naxos became the metropolis of Leontinoi (no. 33) and

Katane (no. 30) shortly after its own foundation (Thuc.

6.3.3); other sources list also Kallipolis (no. 27; Strabo 6.2.6)

and even Zankle (no. 51; Ps.-Skymnos 286).

42. Petra (Petrinos) Map 47. Unlocated (cf. Bejor (1982)

825–26, 830–31; Guletta (1994) 495–96; Gargini (1997)).

Type: C:γ. The toponym is Π/τρα (Ptol. Geog. 3.4.7). The

city-ethnic is Πετρ5νος (C4s coins, infra; SEG 30 1121.19

(C4l–C3m); Diod. 23.18.5). Diod. 23.18.5 (r254) describes the

Petrinoi as in possession of an urban centre, implicitly

described as a polis. Petra merits inclusion here on account

of its C4s Greek-style coins, restruck on litrai of Dionysos I:

obv. bearded short-haired male head (Zeus?), legend:

ΠΕΤΡΙΝΩΝ; rev. seated Aphrodite playing with dove

(Robinson (1948); Cutroni Tusa (1982b) 843–44; Karlsson

(1995) 166 n. 3(L)).

43. Piakos (Piakinos) Map 47. Unlocated, but possibly to

be identified with Mendolito, near Adranon (Jenkins (1975)

90; Manni (1981) 219; see also entry for Adranon (no. 6)).

Type: C:γ. The toponym is Πιακ#ς (Steph. Byz. 522.1). The

city-ethnic is Πιακ5νος (C5s coins, infra).No literary source

apart from Steph. Byz. mentions Piakos, which is included

here on account of its Greek-style coinage, consisting of C5s

bronze coins, fractions of litra: obv. head of river-god; rev.

dog attacking deer, on smaller denominations simply a dog;

obv. legend: ΠΙΑΚΙΝ or ΠΙΑΚ (Head, HN² 164; Jenkins

(1975) 87–92; Manganaro (1984) 34). A silver litra of c.400 is

inscribed with the names of both Piakos and Adranon (no.

6), suggesting proximity and collaboration between these

two communities: obv. head of nymph, legend:

ΠΙΑΚΙΝΟΣ; rev. butting bull and fish in exergue, legend:

Α∆ΡΑΝ (Jenkins (1962), (1975) 90, 92).

44. Selinous (Selinousios) Map 47. Lat. 37.35, long. 12.50.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σελιν#εις, !

(IvO 22.9 (C6l)); Σελινο%ς (Hdt. 5.46.2; Thuc. 6.4.2). The

city-ethnic is Σελιν#ντιος (C6l coins; IGDS no. 78 (c.450));

Σελινο�ντιος (Thuc. 7.58.1); Σελινο�σιος (Hdt. 5.46.2;

Xen. Hell. 1.2.10); or Σελιν�σιος (CID ii 4.i.46 (361/60)).

Selinous is called a polis in the urban sense by Xen. Hell.

1.1.37 and is listed by Ps.-Skylax 13 under the heading π#λεις

‘Ελλην�δες α_δε; it is referred to as a polis in the political

sense at Thuc. 6.20.2–3 and 6.48.1. A C6l legal text from

Olympia dealing with exiles from Megara (no. 36; IvO 22;

IGDS no. 28) in fr. f.3 refers to - π#[λι]ς; according to Asheri

(1979b), the inscription records a treaty between the polis of

Selinous and a group of exiles from Megara; however, the

fragmentary state of the inscription does not allow us to
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determine whether the reference is to Megara or to Selinous.

A C5m lex sacra refers to τ3 hιαρ3 τ3 δαµ#σια (A.18) and

το̃ι βοµο̃ι το̃ι δαµασ�οι (B.10; Jameson et al. (1993)).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on

C5m coins (infra) and in IGDS no. 78 (c.450; Arena (1989)

no. 53); the external collective use is attested in Diod. 5.9.2

(rC6f), Hdt. 5.46.2, Thuc. 6.20.4 and Xen. Hell. 1.2.10. The

external individual use is found in IGDS no. 67 (C6l), IG

XII.5 444.65.79b (C3f (rC5l)), and F.Delphes iii.1 391.2

(c.360).

According to Thuc. 6.4.2, Selinous was founded 100 years

after the foundation of its metropolis Megara, i.e. c.628/7.

The oecist Pammilos was possibly from the original mother

city, Megara Nisaia (no. 225), although the text is ambiguous

(cf. HCT ad loc. and Casevitz (1985) 105, 109 n. 27), and a

Megara Hyblaian origin cannot be excluded. Diod. 13.59.4

supports the Eusebian date for the foundation of Selinous:

242 years before its destruction in 409/8, i.e. c.651/50 (source:

Bérard (1957) 244–46). Diodorus’ date is consistent with the

chronology of the recently excavated Buffa and Manuzza

cemeteries (Tusa (1982) 191–94; Rallo (1982)).

Selinous was the westernmost Greek colony on the south

coast of Sicily, founded on the confines of Phoenician and

Elymian territories. The size of Selinous’ territory varied,

and borders changed (see La Genière (1978)). The C7l

immediate hinterland may have comprised 300–400 km². A

sanctuary of Herakles near the Hellenised Elymian settle-

ment at Monte Castellazzo di Poggioreale, c.30 km north of

Selinous, is deduced from the C6e dedication to Herakles by

one Aristylos in the Selinountian alphabet and in Doric

dialect (IGDS no. 84; Falsone (1992) 307–8); stone quarries

in the catchment area of Selinous served the early building

programmes in the sanctuaries of the colony (Peschlow-

Bindokat (1990)). With the foundation of Minoa in C6f/m

(infra) the area within Selinountian influence may have

encompassed c.1,200–1,800 km², and there is clear evidence

of Selinountine architects at work by C6 in the Contrada

Mango sanctuary at Segesta (Tusa (1961); de La Genière

(1978)). The original, indigenous settlement of Monte

Adranone, situated on the western border of Selinountine

territory, c.30 km north-west of Selinous, resettled by

Selinountines in C6m, served as a fortified outpost until C5l

(Fiorentini (1995)). The site is perhaps the kome Adranon

mentioned by Diod. (23.4.2) in connection with the Punic

wars, not to be confused with the Adranon (no. 6) founded

by Dionysios.

After initial peaceful co-existence (Tusa (1983) 302–14;

Zahrnt (1993) 355–57), a long history of conflicts with the

non-Greek populations can be traced: an alliance of

Selinous and a colonising expedition led by Pentathlos of

Knidos (c.580–576) was defeated by the Elymians (Diod.

5.9.2–3), and conflicts between Greeks, Elymians and

Phoenicians are also reflected in the failed expedition of

Dorieus in 510 (Hdt. 5.46.1), if not already by the C6 inscrip-

tion commemorating Aristogeiton,who fell at Motya (IGDS

no. 73; Mafoda (1995)). In 480, however, Selinous was the

only Greek city of Sicily supporting Carthage against

Theron of Akragas and Gelon of Syracuse (Diod. 11.21.4–5,

13.55.1). In 466, Selinous assisted Syracuse in expelling the

tyrant Thrasyboulos (Diod. 11.68.1). A victory of uncertain

date is mentioned in the 460–409 inscription (IGDS no. 78)

from temple “G” (infra) revealing conflicts c.C5m with

Elymians and/or Phoenicians. Not all relations with the

non-Greek populations were hostile, however, and there

may have been epigamia between Selinous and Segesta

(Thuc. 6.1.2 with HCT).

In 416 the conflict with Segesta (supra) led Selinous to ally

itself with Syracuse (Thuc. 6.6.2), and accordingly it sup-

ported Syracuse in its war with Athens (Thuc. 6.65.1, 67.2,

7.58.1; cf. Diod. 13.4.2 (r415)). The territorial disputes

between Segesta and Selinous in 416 (Thuc. 6.6.2; Diod.

12.82.3) and 410 (Diod. 13.43.1–4) ultimately led to the

destruction of Selinous in 409 by Carthage (Diod. 13.55–57),

when the houses were burnt or torn down, 16,000 were

killed, 5,000 taken prisoners, and 2,600 escaped to Akragas

(no. 9; Diod. 13.57.6–58.3). The city was recaptured and for-

tified by Hermokrates, who also laid waste the territories of

Motya and Panormos (Diod. 13.62.3–5 (r409)). As an out-

come of adversities suffered by the Carthaginians, Himilcar

was forced to sign a peace treaty with Dionysios I in 405, in

which, however, it was stipulated that Selinous (and several

other cities) were to be unfortified and pay tribute to

Carthage (Diod. 13.114.1; Staatsverträge no. 210).Yet conflicts

between the Greek cities and Carthage continued, and

Dionysios, with Selinous and Himera (no. 24), attacked

Motya in 397 (Diod. 14.47.7), which implies that, in addition

to the eastern Sicilian cities, Himera and Selinous had also

come within Dionysios’ hegemony. A second peace treaty of

392 was in most matters similar to that of 405 (Diod. 14.96.3;

Staatsverträge no. 233). It seems, however, that Selinous (and

the other cities subjected to Carthage by the previous treaty)

were now handed over to Dionysios I (see Stylianou (1998)

207). In a peace treaty of c.374 Selinous, its territory, and

Akragas were again ceded to the Carthaginians (Diod. 15.17.5

with Stylianou (1998) ad loc.; Staatsverträge no. 261).

Selinous was recaptured by Dionysios in 368, but an
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armistice was agreed and the old borders were re-

established (Diod. 15.73.2–4), and when Dion visited

Herakleia Minoa (west of Selinous) in 357, this city was con-

trolled by Carthage (Diod 16.9.4). In the 339 treaty between

Timoleon and Carthage, Selinous was left within the

Carthaginian sphere of interest (Diod. 16.82.3;

Staatsverträge no. 344; cf. Talbert (1974) 83–85), and this was

confirmed by the treaty between Agathokles and Carthage

in 314 (Diod. 19.71.7).

A few scattered sources shed some light on the military

strength of Selinous and the size of its population.A contin-

gent of hoplites from Selinous fought alongside the

Syracusans in 415 (Thuc. 6.67.2); later, Selinountine psiloi

and hippeis marched to Syracuse under the command of

Gylippos (Thuc. 7.1.3–5; cf. Diod. 13.4.7 (r414)); hippeis are

mentioned also in Diod. 11.21.4 (r480). A navy is implied by

Thucydides’ reference to two nees . . . Selinountiai at 8.26.1

(cf. Xen. Hell. 1.2.8 for another two). In reference to 410,

Diod. 13.44.3 describes Selinous as a polis polyandrousa, and

a hint of the C5l size of population is found in the figures of

16,000 inhabitants killed and 5,000 captives taken by the

Carthaginians in 409 (Diod. 13.57.6); this had already been

preceded by the loss of 1,000 men in an ambush (Diod.

13.44.4 (r410)). Even so, 2,600 escaped to Akragas (Diod.

13.58.3). A full mobilisation of forces is mentioned in 

Diod. 14.47.7 (r397).

Diplomatic activities include the reception of envoys

(Diod. 11.68.1 (r466)) as well as the sending of envoys (Diod.

11.21.4 (r480), bibliaphoroi, cf. 13.54.3 (r409), 13.43.7, 44.4

(r409)). F.Delphes iii.1 391 (c.360–355) is a grant of various

privileges by Delphi (no. 177) to a man of Selinous. A grant

of politeia to Selinountians by Ephesos (no. 844) is recorded

by Xen.Hell. 1.2.10; it was prompted by the destruction of the

city.

What we know about the constitution indicates that

Selinous was mostly governed by tyrants, at least in 

the Archaic period. Tyranny is attested in connection with

the C6l expedition of Dorieus,whose συγκτ�στηςEuryleon

liberated the Selinountians from the mounarchos

Pythagoras but went on to assume monarchical power him-

self (Hdt. 5.46.2; cf. Luraghi (1994) 54–55; Mafoda (1995)).

An earlier tyranny at Selinous (C6m or C6f) may be sug-

gested by the anecdote of “Theron, son of Miltiades”assum-

ing tyrannical power by a stratagem (Polyaen. 1.28.2; full

discussion: Luraghi (1994) 52–54). The α2σιµν�τας of IvO

22 (IGDS no. 28 (C6l)) refers to a magistracy attested also in

Megara Nisaia (no. 225) and other Megarian colonies

(Dubois ad IGDS no. 28 fr.b.5–6 with refs.); however, the

context does not make clear whether the reference is to

Selinous or to Megara (for the office in general, see Asheri

(1979b) 490). The text may mention a halia: hα]λ�α

δια�τεσ[ε (see Arena (1989) no. 52 fr. h.4; Asheri (1979b)).

Whether this Selinountine(?) halia should be interpreted as

an ekklesia or a special court is uncertain; Asheri opts for an

ad hoc tribunal (Asheri (1979b) 490). Two C5 public enact-

ments are preserved: a lex sacra of C5m (Jameson et al.

(1993)) and IGDS no. 78 � IG xiv 268 (C5m/s), which lists

Selinountine divinities and incorporates a decree. A

metoikos at Selinous is mentioned by Callim. fr. 201

(Pfeiffer) Dieg. ix.15–16 (referring to the period before

Timaios wrote, cf. FGrHist 566, fr. 148). A C6–C5 dedicatory

inscription attests the existence of a πατρι� whose mem-

bers are given as two groups of women (Lazzarini no. 880e;

cf. Jameson et al. (1993) 90); it is not clear whether this was a

public or a private institution.

A C5f dedication by the citizens of Selinous and the

metopes of Temple C testify to the Selinountian pantheon in

which the principal divinity seems to be Zeus (IG xiv 268;

SEG 38 960; SEG 43 628; IGDS no. 78; see also Jameson et al.

(1993)).

Selinous had a thesauros at Olympia (Paus. 6.19.11 (rC5)).

The foundation of the building has with some probability

been identified, and C5e architectural terracottas have with

some uncertainty been associated with it (Mertens-Horn

and Viola (1990) 240).

The town of Selinous was founded on a vast plateau,

c.1.3 km long, oriented roughly north–south between the

ancient river Selinous, from which the city took its name

(Douris (FGrHist 76) fr. 59), to the west, and the river

Cotone to the east. The site comprises three hills separated

by the river valleys, the city occupying the central plateau,

while the two lateral plateaux, the Gaggera to the west and

the Marinella to the east, were dedicated to sanctuaries

(Martin et al. (1979) 637–53; cf. Parisi Presicce (1984) fig. 2

and 127–32 for topographical surveys). The southern

plateau, facing the coast and often regarded as the acropolis

of the city, owes its acropolis-like appearance to an artificial

accentuation of the morphology of the site due to C4l and

C3l defensive structures (Di Vita (1980)).

C7m/s habitation remains on the northern, Manuzza

plateau (Rallo (1976–1977), (1984)) and on the “acropolis”

(Fourmont (1984–85)) have revealed an overall coherence in

the urbanisation of the two areas. Unusually, a cemetery is

situated within the urban area on the Manuzza. A large part

of the “acropolis”was laid out as a temenos from C7. There is

also coherence between the three major plateaux of the site
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from C7: the Manuzza plateau and “acropolis”, the Marinella

plateau east of the river Hypsas with a C7 shrine (Gullini

(1993)), and the Gaggera plateau west of the river Selinous

with the Malophoros sanctuary and the C7l megaron

(Romeo (1989) 40, no. 64). The main east–west axis on the

“acropolis”joined the estuaries of the two rivers and the har-

bours of Selinous, the eastern harbour possibly military, the

western harbour possibly commercial.

In the second urban phase, from c.C6e, the habitation

area and urban layout encompassed also the east and west

slopes of the central plateau with parts of the confining val-

leys (de La Genière and Rougetet (1985); Mertens (1999)

188–90). Habitation on the northernmost part of the

Manuzza plateau was laid out on a different orientation to

that employed on the “acropolis” and on the southern part

of Manuzza plateau, and an agora at the junction of these

separate urban districts is similar to the location of the agora

at Megara (Mertens (1999) 190–93). Rallo (1976–77) 731 has

suggested that the differences in orientation could reflect

different populations, and a Corinthian ethnic group has

been deduced from epigraphic and tomb evidence (cf. de La

Genière (1977) 257; IGDS nos. 72 and 79). The C6–C5 urban

area comprised about 100 ha (Mertens (1989) fig. 4, (1999)

fig. on p. 188).

A theatre, possibly serving as the meeting place for the

assembly, is mentioned in Callim. fr. 201, Pfeiffer, Dieg.

ix.22–23 (referring to the period before Timaios wrote, cf.

FGrHist 566, fr. 148).

So far none of the defensive walls of the “acropolis”can be

dated earlier than the C5l Hermokratean structures of 409,

when the Syracusan exiles seized Selinous for a short period

in connection with the Carthaginian war (Diod. 13.63.3–4;

ibid. 185–86). By contrast, the outer circuit wall and gates in

the Hypsas valley, marking the eastern limit of the city, are of

C6f and C5e (Mertens (1989) 138–39). A circuit wall across

the Manuzza plain was probably raised by Hermokrates in

409 (ibid. 139–43). The sophisticated fortification and gate

system on the north side of the acropolis, comparable with

the Euryalos fortification at Syracuse, may in its final phase

be the work of Agathokles during his short occupation of

Selinous in 307 (Diod. 20.56.3; cf. Lawrence (1979) 295;

Mertens (1989) 110–31, 151).

The central and south-eastern part of the “acropolis” was

from early on occupied by at least two temene (Gabrici

(1929)); the south temenos with two parallel temples of C5f,

“O” and “A” (divinities unknown). The central temenos has

traces of simple C7l–C6e naiskoi. There is no structural

evidence for a major C6 peripteral temple, but architectural

terracottas are taken as evidence for one. As part of the C6f

regular urban plan, the sanctuary was enclosed by peribolos

walls from 580 to 560 (Østby (1995)).A large artificial terrace

supported by a huge, stepped retaining wall of ashlar

masonry on the east slope of the acropolis, dated prior to

C6m, permitted an enlargement of the temenos and the

erection of new buildings: temple “C” (date controversial:

before C6m or c.530–520) replaced the earlier, conjectural

temple, with an altar to the east and a monumental stoa on

top of the retaining wall marking the east side of the temenos

(Di Vita (1967), (1984)). Architectural fragments and sculp-

ture reused in the later fortifications are from an otherwise

unknown sanctuary, possibly near the agora (Mertens

(1999)). The temenos was enlarged in C5e to make room for

the monumental temple “D”.

On the basis of epigraphic evidence, above all the inscrip-

tion (IGDS no. 78) from temple “G”(infra), temple “C”, with

its predecessor, is attributed to Apollo (Bejor (1977) 449;

IGDS no. 51). The dedicatees of the c.480–450 temples “A”,

“O” and “D” are more uncertain. Three monumental tem-

ples,“E”,“F” and “G”, were aligned on the Marinella hill east

of the Hypsas valley (Berve and Gruben (1963) 426–32;

Gullini (1993)). Temple “G” (C6l, not completed) is among

the most monumental of antiquity; the inscription from the

adyton mentions a victory, a number of divinities, and a

dedication to these in gold to the value of 60 tal. put up ε2ς

τ� ?πολλ#νιον (Calder (1963), (1964); IGDS no. 78). The

occasion of the victory is unknown, but historical and epi-

graphical evidence dates the inscription between 460 and

409 (Calder (1963) 54–62). The temple is often interpreted as

the Apolloneion mentioned in the inscription, but the evid-

ence is inconclusive, and the identification of the temple as

an Olympieion has won support (Tusa (1967); Bejor (1977);

infra). The cult of the C6m temple “F” is unknown, but the

closed peristasis may indicate a mystery cult, e.g.of Dionysos

or Demeter. Temple “E”, of C7l–C5m, has been identified as

a Heraion (IGDS no. 56).

At least four sanctuaries were located on the Gaggera hill

west of the river Selinous (Gabrici (1927); Tusa et al.

(1984–85) 574–81). The major sanctuary of Demeter

Malophoros (IGDS no. 54), located near the coast and har-

bour, had an initial phase in C7l–C6e and a monumental

aspect established by C6s with a temple, a monumental altar

and a peribolos wall, later embellished with a C5l propylon.

The votive material is immensely rich (Gabrici (1927);

recent surveys: Dewailly (1992) 1–36 and Hinz (1998)

144–52). The cult of the adjacent C6m temenos was that of

Hekate (IGDS no. 55). To the north, a sanctuary of Zeus
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Meilichios bordered on that of Demeter (Gabrici (1927)

91–107; Tusa (1977)), with a cult that is characterised by a

number of C6s–C5 crude and simple stone stelai carrying

votive inscriptions (earliest C6m: IGDS nos. 45, 50; Jameson

et al. (1993) 89–107, 132–36) and by later defixiones (IGDS

nos. 35, 39, 40). To the south, a peribolos wall, parallel to that

of the Demeter sanctuary, enclosed yet another temenos and

temple of uncertain cult (Parisi Presicce (1984) 21–24). A C6

temple “M” marks the north end of the row of sanctuaries

(Sguaitammati (1993)).

The inscription from temple “G”(IGDS no. 78) mentions

Zeus, Phobos, Herakles, Apollo, Poseidon, the Tyndaridai,

Athena, (Demeter) Malophoros and Pasikrateia

(Persephone?). The second part of the dedication, the

decree, mentions an Apolloneion and Zeus (Calder (1963);

IGDS no. 78). A cult of Zeus Agoraios is revealed by the

episode of Euryleon seeking refuge at the altar of Zeus

Agoraios (Hdt. 5.46.2). Coin types suggest cults of Artemis

and Apollo, and the river-gods Selinous and Hypsas.

The earliest cemetery is the one situated in the south-east

of the Manuzza plateau dating from before C7m and in use

throughout C7, the early material reflecting the Megarian

origin of Selinous (Rallo (1982)). Contemporaneously and

in subsequent periods cemeteries were laid out on the hills

surrounding the urban site: C7m on the Buffa hills north-

east of the Manuzza plateau (Tusa (1982) 196–202); C6e and

C5, mainly inhumation tombs, some cremation and a few

child enchytrismos burials on the Gaggera hills west of the

Manuzza plateau,and C7s tombs on the Galera hills north of

the Manuzza plateau (Vallet and Villard (1958)).

Selinous was one of the first Sicilian cities to issue coins,

c.540–530: staters probably initially on the Corinthian

standard but at the end of the Archaic phase on the Attic.

Types: obv. celery leaf (σ/λινον); rev. patterned punch-mark

in incuse square (SNG Cop. Sicily 591–93; SNG Cop. Suppl.

73). Later issues have rev. celery leaf in incuse square, legend:

ΣΕΛΙ with variations (SNG Cop. Sicily 594). Three smaller

fractions carry rev. celery leaf, or flower, or pellets (Cutroni

Tusa (1975); C. Boehringer (1984–85) 116–19; SNG Cop. Sicily

595–96). A unique drachm carries the unabbreviated 

city-ethnic as legend (Cutroni Tusa (1988–89) 370–71).

Confirmation of Corinthian influence on early Sicilian

coinage and imports of bullion from the Aegean area is

given by a C6l coin and bullion hoard found near Selinous

(ibid. (1988–89) 397–98). Minting of Syracuse-inspired

tetradrachms began c.450: obv. sacred chariot with Apollo

and Artemis, legend: ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ; rev. naked youth,

the river-god Selinous, offering a libation at an altar in a

sanctuary, l. below cock, on r. celery leaf and statue of bull,

legend: ΣΕΛΙΝΟΣ (SNG Cop. Sicily 597). The types of the

lower denomination (didrachms) are: obv. Herakles fight-

ing Cretan bull, legend: ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ; rev. river-god

Hypsas, legend: ΗΥΨΑΣ (SNG Cop. Sicily 601); on smaller

denominations, obv. nymph seated on rock (SNG Cop. Sicily

602–3). The issues continue with variants until 409 (SNG

Cop. Sicily 604–6). Bronze coinage was issued at least from

c.420 (Price (1979); Rutter (1997) 142); however, an issue of

cast coins may go back to 450–440 (Cutroni Tusa (1997–98)

646–47).

Selinous founded the colony of (Herakleia) Minoa (no.

20) (Hdt. 5.46.2) on the estuary of the river Platani c.C6f/m

to secure its eastern territory against Akragantine expan-

sion, but after the short-lived rule of Euryleon, the colony

was taken by Akragas (no. 9); during Theron’s reign

(488–473) it seems to have been a city within Akragantine

dominion, possibly after conquest by Theron (cf. Diod.

4.79.4 with Fontana (1978); see further Herakleia (no. 20)).

45. (Sileraioi) Map 47. Unlocated (cf. Manni (1981) 225).

Type: C:γ. The Sileraioi are known exclusively from their

rare C4s Greek-style bronze coinage: obv. forepart of

man-headed bull, legend: ΣΙΛΕΡΑΙΩΝ (retrograde); rev.

naked warrior, legend: ΣΙΛ (retrograde) (Head, HN²

169–70; Talbert (1974) 181; SNG Cop. Sicily 607).

46. (Stielanaioi) Map 47. Lat. 37.10, long. 14.55: the loca-

tion is, however, uncertain, and Bernabò Brea (1968) 178–82

argues for a location in the hinterland of Megara Hyblaia.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ.

The Stielanaioi struck coins from c.460 onwards; they

may have been based at the Στ�ελλα of Steph. Byz. 588.7,

but see Manni (1974) 64 and (1981) 227, who points out that

a form such as *Στιελ�νη is to be expected on the basis of

the ethnic Stielanaios. The Stielanaioi are included here on

account of their Greek-style coinage: this coinage began

with an issue of silver litrai c.460: obv. forepart of man-head-

ed bull, legend: ΣΤΙΕΛΑΝΑΙΟ(Ν) (retrograde); rev.

male figure (river-god?) sacrificing at altar. Later issues

(drachms and lower denominations): obv. male head laure-

ate (river-god or, perhaps more likely, Apollo); rev. forepart

of man-headed bull, legend: ΣΤΙΑ (Head, HN² 171;

Bernabò Brea (1975) 49–51; Holloway (1975) 142–43;

Manganaro (1984) 35–36; survey of find-places: Cutroni

Tusa (1997–98) 630; cf. AIIN 42 (1995) pl. 26, fig. 2). The types

reveal strong influence from the contemporary mints of

Katane and Leontinoi. The Stielanaioi are considered a

Greek community by Mirone (1928), followed by Ziegler
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(1940), founded C5e in the hinterland of Katane (no. 30) and

Leontinoi (no. 33) in the aftermath of the Deinomenid

aggression against these cities.

47. Syrakousai (Syrakosios) Map 47. Lat. 37.05, long.

15.15. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Συρ�κουσ(σ)αι,αH (Hecat. fr. 74; Thuc.5.4.3; IG iv².1 95.i.39

(356/5)) or Συρ�κουσαι (Hdt. 7.156.1); Pind. Ol. 6.6 and

Bacchyl. Ep. 5.104 have Συρακ#σσαι; Συρ�κοσαι is found

at Pind. Pyth. 2.1. The city-ethnic is Συρακ#σιος (C5 coins,

infra; Thuc. 3.103.1; IGDS no. 94 (474)) and Συρηκ#σιος

(Hdt. 7.155.2). Also spelled Συραq#σιος (C6l–C5e coins,

infra; IGDS no. 93 (c.480); cf. IG v.1 217 (C5e):

[Συρ]αqουσ�ον).

Syracuse is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt.

7.155.2; Thuc. 6.65.3; Ps.-Skylax 13) and in the political sense

(Hdt. 7.154.2; Thuc. 6.36.2 and Xen. Hell. 1.1.28). Its politeia

was described by Aristotle (Arist. fr. 602.1). Politeuesthai is

found at Arist. Pol. 1312b9, polites at Arist. Pol. 1303a38, politeu-

ma at Arist. Pol. 1303b26, damosios at SEG 38 368 (c.475), and

demos at Thuc. 6.35.1. Astoi referring to the citizens is found

at Pind. Pyth. 3.71 and asty referring to the city occurs in AG

13.15 (C4e). For Patris, see Thuc. 6.68.8; 69.3 and Isoc. 3.23.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on

coins from C6l onwards (infra); the external collective use is

found in IvO 661 (C6), IGDS no. 89 (485–470), Hdt. 3.125.2

and Thuc. 3.103.1. The external individual use is attested in

Egypt-Delta i 694/511 (C6–C5), IvO 266 (c.480), Thuc. 4.58,

IG ii² 101.2 (372/1) and CID ii 4.i.40 (360).

Syracuse was founded by Archias, a Heraklid from

Corinth (no. 227; Thuc. 6.3.2; cf. Strabo 8.6.22).According to

Strabo 6.2.4 and Ps.-Skymnos 279–82 the founders included

a group of Dorians who had come to found Megara (no. 36)

but fell out with the other colonists and then joined the

Corinthian founders of Syracuse. The exact date of the

foundation, as well as its date relative to those of the other

early colonies in Sicily, is much debated: according to Thuc.

6.3.1 (probably based on Antiochos of Syracuse), the city was

founded only a year after Naxos, the earliest of the Sicilian

colonies. On the other hand, Ephor. fr. 137a (apud Strabo

6.2.2) stated that Naxos (no. 41) and Megara (no. 36) were

the earliest colonies, and the unemended text of Strabo 6.2.4

presupposes that Megara was founded shortly before

Syracuse.Thuc.6.3.2 gives the foundation date as 733/2 (sup-

ported by Eusebios, cf. Bérard (1957) 120 with refs.).

However, a date c.C8m is indicated by Marmor Parium

(FGrHist 239) A 31, which places Archias seven generations

after Temenos and the return of the Herakleidai.

The name of the territory was ! Συρακοσ�α (Thuc.

6.52.2); it is termed γ8 at Thuc. 7.42.6 and χ)ρα at 6.45.

After its foundation, Syracuse quickly expanded its territo-

ry; by C8l it extended as far to the south-west as Heloron

(no. 18), a Syracusan colony founded in C8l–C7e; by 664 it

extended inland as far as Akrai (no. 10), a colony founded in

that year (Thuc. 6.5.2); by C7s it had expanded further west-

wards to Kasmenai (no. 29), a colony founded in 644 (Thuc.

6.5.3). To the north, Thapsos formed the border with

Megara (no. 36); Kamarina (no. 28) was founded in 598 on

the border between the areas of influence of Syracuse and

Gela (Di Vita (1956), (1987)). Heloron, Akrai and Kasmenai

were possibly constituted as dependent poleis in the territo-

ry of Syracuse (see the respective entries); Kamarina was

also in one way or another dependent on Syracuse.

Herodotos reports that Kamarina of old belonged to

Syracuse (7.154.3), and Thucydides refers to a C6m apostasis

from Syracuse by Kamarina (6.5.3). The C7–C6 Syracusan

dominion comprised an area of about 3,000–3,500 km².

During the C5f rule of the Deinomenidai, Syracuse

incorporated or exercised influence over the territories of

Kamarina, Megara, Leontinoi and Naxos; by 440 all native

communities were ruled by Syracuse (Diod. 12.29.2–4); after

Dionysios I’s peace with Carthage in 392, Syracuse ruled

over all of central and eastern Sicily (Karlsson (1992) map

2.a), and over parts of South Italy including Rhegion (no.

68) and southern Calabria.

The size of the population is unknown, and it must have

been subject to constant changes due to the many reloca-

tions carried out during the Classical period. The known

incorporations of foreign groups into the Syracusan citizen

body are the following: (1) Gelon transplanted and granted

Syracusan citizenship to (a) all the Kamarinaians, (b) half of

the Geloans, (c) the pachees of Megara, (d) the pachees of the

city of Euboia (Hdt. 7.156.2–3); (e) he also granted citizen-

ship to more than 10,000 mercenaries (Diod. 11.72.3). (2)

After the congress in Gela in 424, the dynatoi of Leontinoi

were relocated to Syracuse and were granted citizenship

(Thuc. 5.4.2; cf. Xen. Hell. 2.3.5). (3) Dionysios I enlarged the

citizen body by enrolling (a) eleutheromenoi as neopolitai

(Diod. 14.7.4); (b) the inhabitants of Leontinoi, who were

granted citizenship (Diod. 14.15.4); (c) the inhabitants of

Italian Kaulonia, who were granted citizenship and ateleia

for five years (Diod. 14.106.3); (d) the inhabitants of Italian

Hipponion (though it is not specified at Diod. 14.107.2 that

these received citizenship). (4) Timoleon (a) made the peo-

ple of Agyrion (and possibly Kentoripa) citizens of Syracuse

(Diod. 16.82.4); (b) relocated the population of Leontinoi to
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Syracuse (and presumably granted them citizenship,

though this is not specified at Diod. 16.82.7); (c) settled 5,000

new colonists (Diod. 16.82.3; cf. Plut. Tim. 23); and (d) later

several myriads more (40,000 according to Diod. 16.82.5;

perhaps 60,000 according to Athanis (FGrHist 562) fr. 2; cf.

Talbert (1974) 30). In the Classical period, Syracuse was the

largest city of Sicily (Hecat. fr. 74; Thuc. 7.58.4), in extent sec-

ond only to Akragas, for which city Diod. 13.84.3 (r406) gives

the figure of 20,000 citizens. Drögemüller (1969) 100 sug-

gests an urban population of 40,000–45,000 for Syracuse, a

guesstimate which may be a little on the high side in view of

the size of the C5 habitation area, c.150 ha (infra). It is impos-

sible to estimate the number of citizens from the few hints

given by Thucydides about the size of the Syracusan army in

415 (6.67.2: πανδηµε�, number of cavalry given as 1,200).

Treaties of C6m with Megara, Enna (Kasmenai? cf. the

entry for Kasmenai) and presumably Gela are strongly

implied by Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5, who refers to a war

between Syracuse and Kamarina and their allies. In 492 a

treaty with Hippokrates of Gela after his defeat of the

Syracusans came about through arbitration by Corinth (no.

227) and Korkyra (no. 123) (Hdt. 7.154.3; cf. Thuc. 6.5.3).

Gelon’s victory at Himera induced nearly all the cities of

Sicily to recognise his power and to enter into a symmachia

with him (Diod. 11.26.2). Syracuse was a party to the pan-

Sicilian agreement concluded at the Congress of Gela in 424

by which it ceded Morgantina (no. 37) to Kamarina (no. 28)

in return for a specified payment (Thuc. 4.65.1). During the

war with Leontinoi (no. 33) in the 420s, Syracuse had treaties

of symmachia with the Dorian cities of Sicily (except for

Kamarina) and with Italian Lokroi (no. 59; Thuc. 3.86.2–3)

and Lipara (no. 34) (Thuc. 3.88.3), and it ruled a number of

Sikel communities kata kratos (103.1), receiving aparche

from them (Thuc. 6.20.4).

Numerous Syracusan exiles are on record; the earliest are

the Myletidai mentioned at Thuc. 6.5.1 who joined the

Zanklaians (no. 51) in founding Himera (no. 24) in 648.

Exiles are attested under Deinomenid rule (Diod. 11.67.5),

and in C5m several sentences of exile were decreed by petal-

ismos (Diod. 11.87.4 (rC5m)). Exiles collaborated with the

Athenians during their attack (Thuc. 6.64.1). A collective

sentence of exile was passed on the strategoi after the battle

of Kyzikos (Xen. Hell. 1.1.27). In 406 a general recall of exiles

was voted by the assembly (Diod. 13.92.4–7).

The city waged numerous wars; the earliest known is 

the C6m war with its colony Kamarina in which both were

supported by allies (Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 5).Apart from

the military victories of the Deinomenidai, the most spec-

tacular triumph was that of the democracy which, eventual-

ly joined by all Sicilian poleis except Akragas (no. 9) (Thuc.

7.33, 58), defeated the invading Athenians (Thuc. 6–7). The

Deinomenidai raised huge armies, but these can hardly have

been recruited from Syracuse alone, and Deinomenid

employment of mercenaries was extensive (Parke (1933)

10–13); in 480 Gelon raised 50,000 foot and 5,000 horse

(Diod. 11.21); Thrasyboulos raised 15,000 soldiers (Diod.

11.67.7 (r466)) and controlled a navy (Diod. 11.68.3 (r466)).

But even during Deinomenid rule there are references to

civic forces proper (Diod. 11.67.5: politikai dynameis). In 471,

2,000 Syracusans fell in battle against Akragas (Diod.

11.53.5).

In 439, the democracy had 100 triremes constructed

(Diod. 12.30.1), and Thucydides twice refers to eighty ships

in action (7.22.1, 38.1). Trierarchoi are attested at Xen. Hell.

1.1.28 (cf. IG ii² 105.37 (368/7)), naval commanders at Thuc.

7.25.1, and a nauarchos at Diod. 11.88.4 (r453). Navies are

mentioned also at e.g. Thuc. 7.52.1 (seventy-six ships); Xen.

Hell. 1.2.10 (twenty-five ships), and Diod. 13.13.1 (r413) (sev-

enty-four ships). Hoplites are mentioned at Thuc. 6.67.2,

(pandemei, but no figure); a corps of 600 epilektoi is attested

for 461 (Diod. 11.76.2; cf. Thuc. 6.96.3 for 600 logades

hoplites) and 3,000 stratiotai epilektoi are attested for 409

(Diod. 13.59.1). Akontistai are attested at Thuc. 6.67.2 and

psiloi at 6.52.2, 7.78.3. Hippeis are mentioned at e.g. Thuc.

6.67.2,where they are said to number not less than 1,200.The

democracy too hired mercenaries (Thuc. 7.48.5). During the

democracy the board of strategoi had fifteen members (five

from each tribe?), but during the Athenian invasion it was

reduced to three strategoi autokratores (Thuc. 6.73.1),

perhaps one from each tribe. Strategoi are referred to also at

e.g. Thuc. 6.40.2; Xen. Hell. 1.1.27; IG ii² 105.36 (368/7); and

Diod. 11.91.2 (r451). Dionysios I in 405 raised 30,000 foot,

1,000 horse and 50 ships (Diod. 13.109.2).

Sending of envoys is attested at Diod. 11.68.1 (r466), Thuc.

4.58 (Congress of Gela), 73.2, 75.2; reception of envoys is

attested at Diod. 12.8.4 (446) and 13.44.4 (r410). A grant of

proxeny by Delphi (no. 177) to a citizen of Syracuse is record-

ed by F.Delphes iii.1 437 (331/30); IG ii² 101 (373/2) is an hon-

orific decree for a citizen of Syracuse by Athens (no. 361). The

inhabitants of Antandros (no. 767) decreed honorific citi-

zenship to the citizens of Syracuse in recognition of military

help (Xen.Hell. 1.1.26). For block grants of Syracusan citizen-

ship, see above. A citizen of Syracuse served as theorodokos of

Epidauros (no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.i.39; cf. ii.61).

The constitution of Syracuse is known almost exclusively

from literary sources, and the only relevant inscriptions are
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a few dedications found in Olympia and Delphi (infra).

Hippys of Rhegion (FGrHist 554) fr.4 refers to a Pollis Argeios

describing him as having been king (.βασ�λευσε) of

Syracuse, presumably before C5 (Carlier (1984) 467; he is

described as tyrannos in Arist. fr. 602.1). However, the origi-

nal constitution of the city was an aristocracy of Gamoroi

(Marmor Parium (FGrHist 239) 36 (rC7l–C6e); cf. also IGDS

no. 219 with Dubois’ comm.; Diod. 8.11), who ruled both the

demos (Hdt. 7.155.2) and a serf population called the

Kyllyrioi (ibid. and Arist. fr. 603). In C5e the Gamoroi were

expelled by the demos and retired to the Syracusan colony of

Kasmenai (no. 29), whence they were brought back by

Gelon, to whom the demos handed over both itself and the

polis (see E. W. Robinson (1997) 120–22 with Arist. Pol.

1302b31–32 for democracy at Syracuse at this stage). Gelon

moved his seat from Gela (no. 17) to Syracuse, and from that

point the city was ruled by the tyrant dynasty of the

Deinomenidai: Gelon (485–478/7; see Berve (1967) 142–47),

Hieron (478–466; see Berve (1967) 147–52), and

Thrasyboulos (466/5). The assembly is attested during

Gelon’s reign (Diod. 11.26.6). The tyranny was brought to an

end in 466/5, when the Syracusans revolted against

Thrasyboulos (Arist. Pol. 1312b10–16) and expelled him in

collaboration with forces from Gela (no. 17), Akragas (no.

9), Selinous (no. 44) and Himera (no. 24) (Diod.

11.67.5–68.5); Arist. Pol. 1312a10–11 suggests that the

Deinomenidai may have been weakened by internal rivalry.

Democracy was now reintroduced (Arist. Pol. 1316a32–33;

Diod. 11.68.6), and at least some of the population reloca-

tions carried out by Gelon were reversed (Diod. 11.76.3–5;

Strabo 6.2.3). The assembly (ekklesia) passed a decree

(epsephisanto) to the effect that only archaioi politai were

entitled to hold office (Diod. 11.72.2). Seven thousand of the

mercenaries enfranchised by Gelon were thus excluded

from office (Diod. 11.73.1), though they remained citizens

(Arist. Pol. 1303b1); this led to civil war (ibid.), which the

mercenaries lost (Diod. 11.76.2; cf. Arist. Pol. 1303a38ff). A

koinon dogma by all the poleis of Sicily then reversed all

population relocations of C5f and assigned Messana (no. 51)

to the mercenaries (Diod. 11.76.5 (r460)). The democracy

lasted until the tyranny of Dionysios I (for the democracy in

this period, see Rutter (2000)); during the democracy, the

working of the assembly is attested (Thuc. 6.32.3, 72.1; Diod.

11.72, 92.2; cf. Thuc. 6.35. 2 for a demou prostates and Diod.

11.92.2 (r451) for a hint of the procedure of probouleusis

(Rutter (2000) 145)), and foreign policy was among its

responsibilities (Thuc. 7.2.1); magistracies were originally

filled by election (Diod. 11.73.1); Thuc. 6.38.5 suggests that a

law specified a minimum age for office holding. The proce-

dure of petalismos was instituted in imitation of Athenian

ostracism to prevent the appearance of new tyrants; it led to

several banishments, but had to be revoked because it alien-

ated the upper class (Diod. 11.86–87; Rutter (2000) 146–48).

After the victory over Athens the demos assumed still greater

power (Arist. Pol. 1304a27–29: W δ8µος . . . .κ πολιτε�ας ε2ς

δηµοκρατ�αν µετ/βαλε).An important revision of the leg-

islative code took place in this period (412/11) according to

Diodorus: a commission of nomothetai presided over by

Diokles drew up the so-called Laws of Diokles (13.35); one

reform changed the procedure for appointing magistrates

from election to sortition (13.34.6). Tyranny returned to

Syracuse with Dionysios I, who ruled the city from his

appointment as strategos autokrator in 406 (Diod. 13.95.1) to

his death in 367 (see further Caven (1990)). Dionysios pre-

sumably carried out a γ8ς �ναδασµ#ς to consolidate his

grip on power (Diod. 14.7.4–5 (r404)). IG ii² 105.35–37

(368/7) suggests that in formal terms the democratic consti-

tution remained in existence during Dionysios’ reign 

(cf. Arist. Oec. 1349a14, 26, 34 for the ekklesia during his

reign).After his death several tyrants were in power until the

intervention of Timoleon in 344 put an end to a period of

unrest and reintroduced democracy (see Talbert (1974)). By

the later C4 the city was ruled by “the oligarchy of the Six

Hundred” until tyranny returned once more with

Agathokles (see Wickert in RE² iv.2. 1518–23).

Syracuse experienced perhaps more staseis than any other

Greek polis: Berger (1992) 34–49 studies nineteen cases from

the Archaic period down to the age of Timoleon. One stasis

occurred prior to the foundation of Himera in 648: Thuc.

6.5.1 mentions that a group of phygades from Syracuse

στ�σει νικηθ/ντες joined the Zanklaians in founding

Himera (Berger (1992) 34). Another stasis occurred “in

ancient times” and developed from a conflict between

office-holders into a conflict involving all citizens; it led to a

change in the constitution (Arist. Pol. 1303b20–26; cf. Berger

(1992) 35). Plut. Mor. 825C, relating this event, mentions a

βουλ� convened to solve the political differences.

One of the earliest known public enactments is a law

regulating funerary expenses which is attested during

Gelon’s reign (Diod. 11.38.2). A death sentence and execu-

tion are recorded by Diod. 11.91.2 (r451); confiscation of

property of convicts is attested by Diod. 13.93.2 (r406).

An eponymous epipolos is attested from the time of

Timoleon onwards (Diod. 16.70.6 (r344)). Arist. Pol. 1303b23

has a general reference to archai“in ancient times”; the boule

is attested in the same period (by Plut. Mor. 825C (supra))
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and is mentioned in IG ii² 105.36 (368/7). Thucydides pro-

vides some general references to officials (7.73.3: οH .ν τ/λει

Sντες; 7.73.4: οH >ρχοντες); and Diod. 11.92.2 (r451) has a

general reference to archontes convening the assembly (cf.

13.91.4 (r406)). IG ii² 105.35 (368/7) also provides a general

reference to archontes.

A system of phylai is attested by Thuc. 6.100.1; it served

inter alia as the basis for the army organisation (cf. Plut. Nic.

14.6). The number of strategoi indicates that there were three

phylai; they were presumably the traditional Dorian set of

Hylleis, Dymanes and Pamphyloi (Jones, POAG 173–76). A

roster of all Syracusan citizens as organised into their phylai

was stored in the Olympieion (Plut. Nic. 14.6 (r415), see 

229).

Eisphora is attested during the reign of Dionysios I (Arist.

Pol. 1313b26ff, Oec. 1349b6); tribute received from subjected

natives is attested in Thuc. 6.20.4.According to Diod. 14.46.1

(r398), a sizeable body of Carthaginians lived in Syracuse as

free non-citizens.

The splendidly celebrated Panhellenic victories of Hieron

(Olympionikai 221, 234, 246; Pind. Ol. 1, Pyth. 1–3; Bacchyl.

Ep.3–5; cf.Harrell (2002)) were not the only victories won by

Syracusans; see Olympionikai 51 (648), 219 (476), 248 (468),

and 334 (420). In C5f, Astylos of Kroton was proclaimed a

Syrakosios at several of his Olympic victories (Olympionikai

186–87), and Diod. 11.1.2 describes him as such. Dikon of

Kaulonia must have been among the Kaulonians relocated

to Syracuse by Dionysios I (supra); he was proclaimed a

Syrakosios at his subsequent victories (Olympionikai

388–89) and is described as such by Diod. 15.14.1 (cf.

Stylianou (1998) ad loc.). For a C4l victor in the Arkadian

Lykaia, see IG V.2 550.20.

The principal divinities of Syracuse seem to have been

Apollo, Artemis, Athena and Zeus (Olympios), to all of

whom temples were erected in the Archaic period (infra).

All preserved communal dedications are of C5. IG v.1 217

is presumably a C5f dedication by Syracuse at Sparta (no.

345). Whereas Gelon dedicated spoils from the battle of

Himera (480) at Delphi in his own name (ML 28 � IGDS no.

93; cf. Diod.11.26.7; for the structure: Krumeich (1991)),

spoils from the victory at Kyme in 474 were dedicated joint-

ly at Olympia by Ηι�ρον W ∆εινοµ/νεος κα� το�

Συρακ#σιοι (ML 29 � IGDS no. 94; cf. Horos 1 (1983) 59;

Yalouris (1980) 14–15; O. Hansen (1990); Harrell (2002)). A

treasury was built at Olympia from the spoils of Himera

(Paus. 6.19.7: W Καρχηδον�ων θησαυρ#ς; for the structural

remains: Mallwitz (1956–58)); in it were housed offerings 

by, presumably, “Gelon and the Syracusans” (ibid.). For a

dedication at Olympia by the Syracusans of spoils taken

from Akragas, see IGDS no. 95;Yalouris (1980) 16; and SEG 11

1212a (cf. SEG 15 252). A herald’s staff was also dedicated at

Olympia (SEG 38 368 (c.475)). At Delphi a treasury was con-

structed from the spoils taken from the defeated Athenians

(Paus. 10.11.5). For attempts to identify both an Archaic and

a Classical treasury of the Syracusans in the architectural

remains at Delphi, see Partida (2000) 77–80, 135–46.

The town was founded on the island of Ortygia, an ideal

site with harbours on either side: in the east the Lakkios, the

Small Harbour, in the west the Great Harbour (for a geo-

morphological survey of settlement and territory, see

Mirisola and Polacco (1996)). Traces of Sikel habitation 

confirm the tradition that the first Greek settlers ousted the

original inhabitants (Thuc. 6.3.2; cf. Martin et al. (1979)

655–57; Frasca (1983)).

Archaeological evidence confirms a C8s foundation date,

and C8 habitation remains on Ortygia are similar to con-

temporary remains from Megara and Naxos.A north–south

artery, joining the major sanctuaries, and with orthogonally

laid out stenopoi, has an early origin (Pelagatti (1982) 135–38;

Voza (1984–85) 669–72, (1993–94) 1283–87). The city

expanded on to the mainland, the coastal plain of

Achradina, from C8 (Voza (1976–77) 551–53), and from

C7l–C6e a narrow isthmus may have joined Ortygia with its

hinterland (cf. Strabo 1.3.18; Kapitän (1967–68)). The main

east-west plateia of the Achradina originated in the C8–C7

as a route linking Ortygia with the Fusco cemetery. There is

C5–C4 evidence of orthogonal town planning (Voza

(1976–77) 551–61, (1980–81) 681–82). Ortygia and the inner

Achradina comprised an area of c.50 ha.

The C4 extension of the city northwards—obliterating

the C7–C4 cemeteries and joining the areas of the Achradina

and Neapolis—is probably to be connected with the

Timoleontic settlement of new colonists (Diod. 16.82.3).

The periphery of the city was taken up with public build-

ings, and the outskirts of the Neapolis by theatres. Tyche,

located to the east, with the sanctuary of Tyche and the

upper plateau of Epipolai, were not urbanised; however,

from the time of the conflict with Athens, the size of the city

was about 150 ha, and in the Hellenistic period as much as

200 ha.

The island of Ortygia and the coastal plain of Achradina

were probably fortified during the Archaic period (implied

by the mention of a siege by Hippokrates of Gela in the 490s

(Hdt. 7.154.2) and by the mention of walls during the revolt

against Thrasyboulos in 465 (Diod. 11.67.8; see also 11.73.1));

however, the archaeological evidence is poor (Drögemüller
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(1969) 47–48, 55–56). From the reign of Dionysios I, Ortygia

served as a strongly fortified palace of the tyrants (Diod.

14.7.2–4; cf. Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 29; for

remains of a circuit wall, see Martin et al. (1979) 666;

Karlsson (1992) 22–23), a palace later razed to the ground by

Timoleon (Diod. 16.70.4).

The plateau of Epipolai was probably not fortified before

forts were laid out there by the Athenians, and the various

counter walls and cross walls were raised by the Syracusans

during the war of 414/13 (Thuc. 6.99–100, 7.4–7). Dionysios

I fortified Epipolai, first along the northern scarp (Diod.

14.18.2–8 (r401)), later along the southern scarp; it was a cir-

cuit wall running for c.9 km, and according to Diod. 15.13.5

the “greatest possessed by a Greek city” (Winter (1971)

314–15; Karlsson (1992) 21, fig. 1, 23–38, 71). The west gate and

the Euryalos fort were probably begun by Dionysios, but the

fully developed system of bastions and ditches belong to the

time of Timoleon, with the final complex from C3m

(Winter (1963); Lawrence (1979) 295–99).

The Archaic agora has with some uncertainty been locat-

ed west of the Athenaion (modern Piazza del Duomo)

(Pelagatti (1982) 136–37). A Classical (and Roman) agora is

normally taken for granted in the southern part of the

Achradina (modern Piazza Marconi/Foro Siracusano), but

the evidence is inconclusive (Bernabò Brea (1947); Martin et

al. (1979) 675).

The island of Ortygia was the seat of at least three major

sanctuaries: (a) in the north, the sanctuary of Apollo, with a

C6e Doric temple (Cultera (1951); Barletta (1983) 72–78),

with a history going back to C8; (b) the so-called C6l Ionic

temple is located on the elevated central part of the island

(G.V. Gentili (1967); Barletta (1983) 86–90); it is uncertain to

whom the temple was dedicated (G.V. Gentili (1967) 80 sug-

gests Artemis); it was not completed, perhaps as a result of a

revision of building programmes by the Deinomenidai,

who initiated instead the construction of the adjacent

Athenaion; (c) the Doric temple of c.480–470, now incorpo-

rated into the Renaissance cathedral, probably built by

Gelon to replace earlier structures (Orsi (1919); T. Van

Compernolle (1989) 45–48, (1992) 51–55). It is normally

taken for granted that this is the temple dedicated to Athena

(Cic. Verr. 2.4.124–25), and according to Gras (1990) the two

temples mentioned in Gelon’s treaty with the Carthaginians

(Diod. 11.26.2) were temples of Athena in Syracuse and in

Himera. Remains from the temenos include traces of a

stepped altar, parapet and architectural fragments in Ionic

style (Barletta (1983) 78–86). Investigations have recently

revealed a monumental entrance to the temenos and

evidence of a C7l–C6e naiskos(?), altar and votive pits south

of the Athenaion (Voza (1993–94) 1286–87). A sanctuary of

Olympian Earth was located on the tip of Ortygia (Ath.

462B).

Large quantities of C5l–C4e votive deposits (Martin et al.

(1979) 680–86; Hinz (1998) 102–7) found in the mainland

Achradina district (modern Piazza Victoria) provide evi-

dence of a sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone, perhaps

the one embellished with two temples by Gelon after the vic-

tory at Himera in 480 (Diod.11.26.7), located in the suburbs

(proasteion) and destroyed by the Carthaginians in 396

(Diod. 14.70.4). A C4 graffito with a dedication to Artemis

Pheraia points to a cult also of Artemis in this sanctuary

(Voza (1973c) 106–7). A proasteion is not compatible with a

location so near the city centre according to Polacco (1986)

23 n. 6, who suggests that the Demeter sanctuary should

rather be located west of the city near the Olympieion. An

Apollo sanctuary was located near the theatre in the

Temenites, a locality on the outskirts of Achradina (Thuc.

6.75.1, 7.75.1; for history and terminology: Drogemüller

(1969) 48 n. 36, 56–57). The sanctuary is now tentatively

identified with the remains of an Archaic temple laid out on

a terrace above the theatre (Voza (1993–94) 1289–90).

After the fall of the tyranny, the Syracusans raised a statue

of Zeus Eleutherios and founded an annual festival of

eleutheria (Diod. 11.72.2 with Barrett (1973) 30 n. 20; for a

survey of other festivals, see Trojani in Polacco and Anti

(1981) 26–29). The major suburban cult was that of Zeus

Olympios west of the river Anapos (Diod. 10.28.1 (r491)).

The extant remains are those of a C6m gigantic Doric tem-

ple, with evidence of a C7 predecessor (Orsi (1903); Lissi

(1958)).A neighbouring hamlet, Polichene at Thuc. 7.4.6 but

Polichne at Diod. 13.7.6, was fortified by the Athenians in

414. A suburban Artemis sanctuary was located on the

north-east outskirts of the Epipolai plateau, at the

Hexapylon gate leading northwards to Megara and Katane

(Orsi (1900)).

Two Greek theatres are known at Syracuse. (1) The larger

is situated on the outskirts of the Neapolis district, the

Temenites, on the slope of the Epipolai. In its main 

construction phase, the period of Hieron II (271–216), it had

a seating capacity of 14,000–17,000; earlier Archaic or

Classical phases have not been demonstrated convincingly

(Polacco and Anti (1981); Polacco (1990)). However, literary

sources attest to an earlier phase of this theatre at least from

C5e, and at least from C4m it was built of stone (Trojani in

Polacco and Anti (1981) 41–43 with refs.). A C5s architect by

the name of Damokopos was associated with the building of
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the theatre (cf. Eust. Od. 3.68), and Aischylos produced the

Women of Aitna for Hieron in 476 (see Trojani in Polacco

and Anti (1981) 34–36 with refs.). A theatre is mentioned by

Diod. 13.94.1 (r406), and was used as ekklesiasterion in 336

(Plut. Tim. 34.3, 38.3). (2) About 100 m to the west, rock cut-

tings from a rectangular structure are evidence of a theatron

with rectangular seating and a cavea with a diameter of 27.5

m; its seating capacity was about 1,000. Its chronology is

uncertain, though possibly C6l–C5e (G. V. Gentili (1952);

Drögemüller (1969) 48–49); according to Bernabò Brea

(1967) 99, the interpretation of the rectangular structure as a

predecessor of the large theatre is quite uncertain, and it

cannot be excluded that this building served as the meeting

place for smaller political bodies or even as a bouleuterion

(Ginouvès (1972) 61–62; Kolb (1981) 92). A prison is attested

in Diod. 11.86.5 (rC5m) and in Plut. Dio 57.3 (Hansen (2002)

36–37).

The earliest, Fusco, cemetery laid out east of the city was

later followed by an arc of cemeteries lying around the city

from there to Tyche in the west. The Archaic cemeteries in

the outer Achradina district were taken over by habitation

when the Classical city expanded, pushing the Hellenistic

cemeteries further out. (For a survey with bibliography:

Lanza (1989); add Voza (1993–94) 1292; Shepherd (1995)

52–56; see also Frederiksen (1999)).

Minting began about 510/500 (C. Boehringer (1984–85)

122–24) with coins on the Euboic–Attic standard and the

tetradrachm as the main denomination: obv. quadriga, leg-

end: ΣΥΡΑqΟΣΙΟΝ or ΣΥΡΑ; rev. an incuse mill-sail

design with a female head, probably the nymph Arethusa, in

the centre (SNG Cop. Sicily 614; standard corpus of

Syracusan coins until c.425: E. Boehringer (1929); recent sur-

vey: Rutter (1997) 114–16, 121–29). The lower denomination

is a didrachm with obv. rider and side-horse; rev. similar to

the tetradrachm issue (C. Boehringer (1984–85) pl. 13.8–9).

A new issue was probably introduced by Gelon c.480 with

basically the same types though more developed in design:

the charioteer crowned by a Nike, and Arethusa on the rev.

occupying the whole field and surrounded by four dolphins,

legend: ΣΥΡΑq/ΚΟΣΙΟΝ (Rutter (1997) 124 fig. 121; SNG

Cop. Sicily 617–18; SNG Cop. Suppl. 74; C5f chronology,

followed here: Rutter (1998)). Lower denominations

(didrachms and drachms): obv. horseman; rev. Arethusa

(SNG. Cop. Sicily 615–16). The next phase, from shortly

before 470, saw a rich issue of tetradrachms with the now

canonical types; types of the lower denominations:

drachms,obv.horseman, rev.Arethusa; obols,obv.Arethusa,

rev. four-spoked wheel (with ΣΥΡΑ between the spokes);

litrai, obv. Arethusa, legend: ΣΥΡΑ, rev. Cuttlefish (SNG

Cop. Sicily 620–34). This issue culminated in a series of

tetradrachms and an innovative issue of decadrachms, now

dated 470–c.466 and no longer connected with the 480

victory of Gelon at Himera in 480: obv. as above but with

lion in exergue, rev. Arethusa wearing wreath, legend:

ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ (Rutter (1993), (1998) pl. 67.3–4). From

c.460 the obv. type carried ketos in exergue (SNG Cop. Sicily

635–51). The Attic weight standard and the obv. design came

to exert great influence on the coinages of the neigbouring

cities of Gela, Katane and Leontinoi (Kraay (1976) 210–11;

Rutter (1998)).

By C5l, tetradrachms with the canonical types in a free

style were produced by workshops at times operating with

engravers who signed their dies (Rutter (1997) 144–46; SNG

Cop. Sicily 666). One issue of the die-cutter Kimon has two

letters on the obv.: ΣΩ, possibly a reference to a cult of

Arethousa Soteira (Cahn (1993)). C5l also saw large issues of

smaller denominations; of special interest are drachms with

rev. type showing the legendary Sikanian hero Leukaspis

(SNG Cop. Sicily 665, 673). Before 400 the standard legend

becomes ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 175; SNG Cop.

Sicily 674, 681, etc.). Bronze and gold issues belong to the end

of C5 and should be seen in the light of first the Athenian

and later the Carthaginian invasions under Dionysios I,

with high denominations in silver, decadrachms signed by

engravers (C. Boehringer (1993); Rutter (1997) 146–47,

154–58; bronzes: Morcom (1998); SNG Cop. Sicily 683–700,

720–22). 100-litrai electrum coins were minted by Dionysios

I and II: obv. Apollo; rev. Artemis, legend: ΣΩΤΕΙΡΑ;

smaller denominations were minted as well (SNG Cop. Sicily

701–10). Under Timoleon the Corinthian connection is

underlined by Corinthian-type pegasi minted at Syracuse

(SNG Cop. Sicily 711–12); later the Zeus Eleutherios and the

free horse types become common for the cities under

Timoleon’s hegemony (Talbert (1974) 182–90; Karlsson

(1995); SNG Cop. Sicily 725).

Syracuse founded several colonies. The earliest was

Heloron (no. 18), founded in C8l–C7e. Akrai (no. 10) was

founded in 664, and Kasmenai (no. 29) in 644 (Thuc. 6.5.2).

Kamarina (no. 28) was founded c.598 (Thuc. 6.5.3), and

within a few decades waged war on its metropolis (Philistos

(FGrHist 556) fr. 5). The tyrant Hieron founded the city of

Aitna (no. 8) in 476 (Diod. 11.49.1–2); and Dionysios I

founded Adranon (no. 6) (Diod. 14.37.5 (r399)), probably

Adria (no. 75), possibly Ankon (no. 76), certainly Issa (no.

81); cf. Stylianou (1998) ad 13.4–5 at p. 196), Lissos (no. 82)

(Diod. 15.13.4 (r c.385); see Stylianou (1998) ad loc.), and
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Tyndaris (no. 49). Tauromenion (no. 48) too may possibly

be a Dionysian foundation.

48. Tauromenion (Tauromenitas) Map 47. Lat. 37.50,

long. 15.15. Size of territory: ? Type: [A]:β. The toponym is

Ταυροµ/νιον,τ# (Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 33; Theophr. fr.

165); or Ταυροµεν�α, ! (Diod. 22.7.4). The city-ethnic is

Ταυροµεν�τας (I.Delos 103.60 (372–367); C4 coins, infra;

Diod. 16.7.1 (r358)); or Ταυροµ/νιος (Diod. 16.68.8 (r344)).

See further Ziegler (1934) 28.

Ps.-Skylax 13 lists Tauromenion under the heading

π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, side by side with Naxos (no. 41),

although the two cities did not exist contemporaneously;

this presumably means that the text has been compiled from

sources of different dates. Diod. 14.59.3 calls it a polis in the

urban sense, but the reference is to the year 396, at which

time the site was not yet a Greek city (see below on the foun-

dation). As a Hellenic community it is called a polis in the

urban sense at Diod. 16.7.1 (r358) and in the political sense at

Diod. 16.68.8 (r344).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4 coins (infra); the external collective use is found in

I.Delos 103.60 (372–367; cf. IG ii² 1638B.43),Diod. 16.68.9 and

Plut. Tim. 11.4 (r344); the external individual use is found in

Diod. 16.7.1 (r358), and is often applied to the historian

Timaios (cf. FGrHist 566, tt. 1, 4e, 5, 13); see also IdiCos ED

52A.13 (C3).

Tauromenion became a Greek polis in C4f. At 16.7.1,

Diodorus describes what would appear to be the founda-

tion: in 358 Andromachos, the father of the historian

Timaios, gathered the remnants of the Naxians whose city

had been destroyed by Dionysios I in 403 (Diod. 14.15.2–3),

had them settled on the Monte Tauro above the abandoned

site of Naxos, and named the place Tauromenion. The city

soon became populous and wealthy. There is reason to

believe, however, that this was not the point at which the

Greek polis of Tauromenion originally came into being: not

only is Andromachos described as Tauromenites at this very

point, but, much more importantly, a communal dedication

by the Tauromenitai at Delos is listed in Delian inventories

which antedate by several years the event described by

Diodorus: see I.Delos 101.40 (372–367), 103.60 with

Rutherford (1998) 83, and this indicates that the polis existed

prior to the enfranchisement of the Naxians and prior to 364

(ibid.). Nor was the site created ab novo in 358, at least not

according to Diodorus himself, who gives the following

information on Tauromenion prior to 358: in 403, upon his

destruction of Naxos, Dionysios handed its chora over to the

neighbouring Sikels (14.15.3); in 396 the Carthaginian

Himilkon induced the Sikels to create a fortified centre on

the Monte Tauro,a site which they named Tauromenion (but

see Bennet (1977) 85) and which Diodorus describes by the

term polis (14.57.2); in 394/3 Dionysios attempted without

success to take the Sikel polis of Tauromenion by siege

(14.87.4–88.4); however, by the treaty in 392 between

Dionysios and Carthage, Tauromenion was assigned to

Dionysios, who proceeded to expel most of the Sikels and

settle selected mercenaries at the site (14.96.4). If this

Dionysian settlement of mercenaries was not in fact the

foundation of the Greek polis (it may have struck coins,

infra), then the polis must have come into being after this

event and before the inscribing of the Delian inventories

c.374–367. The reason why Diodorus seems to think of the

settlement of Naxians at Tauromenion in 358 as the founda-

tion of the city may be that he drew his information from

Timaios, the son of Andromachos, who may have described

the event “in maiorem gloriam patris” (so Ziegler (1934) 30;

cf. Bennet (1977) 86–87; Timaios was reputedly partial to his

father, see Marcellin. Vita Thucydidis 27). So as a Greek polis

Tauromenion was a C4f foundation; however, there is some

archaeological evidence of C7 Greek presence at the site; Ps.-

Skymnos 289 lists Tauromenion, with Himera (no. 24),

among the Chalkidian foundations, thus implying an early

date, but this is most probably an error. Strabo 6.2.3 lists

Tauromenion as a city founded by the Zanklaians of Hybla;

the passage is confused, but may be explained on the

assumption that Zanklaians (�Messanians) who had been

ousted from Messana in 396 by Himilkon (Diod. 14.58.3)

took refuge in Aitnaian Hybla (although there is no direct

evidence for this), and later participated in the foundation

of Tauromenion (Strabo 6.2.3; cf. Consolo Langher (1996c)

542 for this suggestion). For a survey of research and inter-

pretations, see Ziegler (1934), Bennet (1977) 84, and Consolo

Langher (1996c).

The size of the territory is unknown. It may have

remained Sikel although under Greek suzerainty (Diod.

14.96.4; cf. Consolo Langher (1996c) 538 n. 6). By C4l there

were a number of phrouria in the territory (Polyaen. 5.3.6; cf.

Steph. Byz. 168.15).

Not much is known about the institutions and political

structure of C4 Tauromenion. When Timoleon arrived at

Tauromenion, its leading citizen was Andromachos: Diod.

16.68.8 describes him as W τ8ς π#λεως !γο�µενος, and

Plut. Tim. 10.6–8 as W τ�ν π#λιν �χων κα� δυναστε�ων;

Marcellin. Vita Thucydidis 27 describes him as exercising

monarchia; he may, then, have been a tyrant (so Talbert
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(1974) 114–15) and if so, his enfranchisement of the Naxians

(supra) joins the long list of tyrannical population transfers

in Sicilian history. Plut. Tim. 10.7 says that he led the politai

νοµιµ+ς κα� δικα�ως, but if the ultimate source for that

statement is Timaios, its reliability is questionable; it is at

least possible that some Tauromenitai left the city in opposi-

tion to Andromachos (cf. Jacoby’s comm. ad Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 33). The existence of a civic army is suggest-

ed by Diod. 16.7.9 (r344), and reception of envoys is attested

by Plut. Tim. 11.2 (r344). An external communal dedication

at Delos is attested by I.Delos 103.60 (372–367).

The site of the Sikel, later Greek city of Tauromenion

north of Naxos, and originally in the chora of this city (it had

been conquered by force at the foundation of Naxos; cf.

Diod. 14.88.1), was well chosen: it is an easily defendable site

on the Monte Tauro, 200–300 m above sea level.

The urban remains are mainly Hellenistic and Roman.

The Greek city was undoubtedly fortified: remains of a cir-

cuit wall are extant near the agora (cf. also Freeman

(1891–94) iv. 109–10). The settlement was fortified already

during the Sikel C4e phase according to Diod. 14.87.4–88.4.

The settlement comprises c.65 ha, excluding the upper part

of Monte Tauro above the city (perhaps a fortified acropo-

lis). C7–C5l Greek presence has been revealed by sherds

found in the area of the agora, spanning the period from the

early history of Naxos until its destruction by Dionysios in

403 (Bacci (1980–81b) 742, (1997)). C6 architectural frag-

ments of Naxian type attest to an extra-urban sanctuary in

the territory of Naxos (Bacci (1984–85) 722–23), situated

within the later city in what was to become the agora of

Tauromenion on the plateau west of the theatre. Epigraphic

and architectural evidence, and similarities with the theatre

at Syracuse, point to a C3e Greek origin for the famous

Roman theatre (Polacco (1982) 438–40). Tauromenion may

have had a C4 overall urban scheme of habitation and pub-

lic structures laid out on terraces along the slopes of Monte

Tauro (Bacci (1997)).

A rare silver dilitron with Naxian types: obv. laureate head

of Apollo (Archagetes); rev. squatting Silenos; legend:

ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙ[ΤΩΝ] (Cahn (1944) 146 no. 149), has been

attributed to the mercenaries of Dionysios’ 392 settlement,

although the issue may have been made only after the death

of Dionysios (S. Calderone (1956); followed by Consolo

Langher (1996c) 538–39). A large bronze coinage in three

denominations was struck in the reign of Andromachos

c.357–344. Types: obv. head of Apollo Archagetes laureate,

legend: ΑΡΧΑΓΕΤΑΣ; rev. bull walking or galloping,

at times man-headed, or bull-head protome, legend:

ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕ, ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕΝΙΤΑΝ, with variations

(SNG Cop. Sicily 916–20). The type and legend of Apollo

Archagetes (cf.App. B Civ. 5.12.109) testify to Tauromenion’s

ambition to be the heir of Naxos (for the period of

Timoleon, see Brugnone (1980) 279). The type of Apollo,

influenced by a type known from earlier issues of the

Chalkidic cities, is crucial testimony to the importance of

the Tauromenian mint (Consolo Langher (1996c) 550–55).

The issues of the Timoleontic period (345–338) were a sym-

machia coinage with two groups of hemilitra: obv. head of

Apollo laureate, legend: ΑΡΧΑΓΕΤΑ(Σ) or head of Zeus

Eleutherios; rev. lyre, tripod, galloping bull or bunch of

grapes, legend: ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕΝΙΤΑΝ (Consolo Langher

(1996c) 555–67; cf. also Karlsson (1995); SNG Cop. Sicily

921–26).

49. Tyndaris (Tyndarites) Map 47. Lat. 38.10, long. 15.05.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Τυνδαρ�ς, !

(BCH 45 (1921) iv.93 (230–210); Strabo 6.2.1), or Τυνδ�ριον

(Ptol. Geog. 3.4.2). The city-ethnic is Τυνδαρ�της (IGUR ii

823 (Hell.); Diod. 13.69.3) or Τυνδ�ριος (Diod. 23.5

(r263/2)).

Tyndaris is called a polis in connection with its founda-

tion in 396 in Diod. 14.78.5, a passage which presumably uses

polis primarily in the urban sense although the presence of

the terms πολιτε�εσθαι and πολιτογραφο%ντες indicates

that the term may carry the political sense as well (cf.

Hansen (2000) 175–76). According to the text, the commun-

ity πολλοLς πολιτογραφο%ντες quickly grew to number

more than 5,000: this implies grants of citizenship and reg-

istration of citizens, and thus shows that Tyndaris was a

polis; the city furthermore struck coins in C4m (infra), con-

cluded a treaty of symmachia with Timoleon (Diod. 16.69.3,

a passage which also mentions armed forces of the city) and

had a Delphic theorodokos in C3s (BCH 45 (1921) iv.93

(230–210)). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found on C4m coins (infra); the external collective use is

found in Diod. 16.69.3 (r344); and the external individual

use is found in IGUR ii 823 (Hell.).

Tyndaris was founded as a fortress by Dionysios I in 396

(Diod. 14.78.5; cf. Consolo Langher (1996b)) on the coast

c.60 km west of Messana (no. 51). The city was populated with

600 Peloponnesian Messenians expelled from Zakynthos

(no. 141) and Naupaktos (no. 165; Asheri (1983)). Territory for

the new community was taken from that of the city of

Abakainon (no. 5; Diod. 14.78.5), and the defeat of Magon at

Abakainon by Dionysios finally secured the territory of

Tyndaris (Diod. 14.90.4). The Messenians named their city
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Tyndaris after the cult of the Tyndaridai. By admission of new

settlers shortly after the foundation the population of

Tyndaris grew to more than 5,000 (Diod. 14.78.6).

The territory bordered inland upon that of Abakainon; to

the east it was delimited by the territory of Mylai, and fur-

ther inland by the Sikel site of Longane. The territory may

have comprised some hundreds of km², but that is difficult

to ascertain. A close relationship with the neighbouring site

of Agathyrnon is suggested by C4l (C3 according to Consolo

Langher (1965)) bronze coinage with types obv. head of

Apollo, legend: ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΣ; rev. armed warrior, legend:

ΑΓΑΘΥΡΝΟΣ (the eponym of Agathyrnon; cf. Diod.

5.8.2); however, the coins may be a reference to annexation

of Agathyrnian territory by Tyndaris, rather than testimony

of an alliance (Consolo Langher (1965) 82 n. 66; Lacroix

(1965) 46–47).

The city was built in a strong military position on the top

of a rocky promontory with precipitous cliffs facing sea-

wards and with access only from the east. The town was

located on a narrow plateau with three plateiai oriented

north-east–south-west laid out on three levels along the

length of the plateau, orthogonally crossed by stenopoi. The

size of the city was about 14 ha. The extant remains are

Roman, but there are traces of a Timoleontic C4m phase,

and the origin of the town plan probably goes back to the

time of its foundation (Bernabò Brea and Cavalier (1965)).A

circuit wall was erected inland along the south-east and

south-west sides of the city. The first wall, going back to the

Dionysian foundation, was built in rough stones faced with

plaster and strengthened at intervals with pilasters built in

ashlar. In C3e(?) the wall was replaced by a 4.5 m-wide dou-

ble curtain-wall built in ashlar with internal fill strength-

ened with a number of square towers and a deep

pincer-shaped gate (Säflund (1937) 412–17; Barreca (1959)).

A stretch of the wall descending obliquely north-west pro-

tected access to the harbour below the city (Barreca (1957)).

An agora was probably located on the south-east side of

the habitation area in the region of the later Roman forum.

No buildings of the Greek phase are extant, but near the

forum a theatre with its back to the circuit wall and facing the

upper, principal plateia has a Greek phase dating to c.300;

the koilon had a diameter of 76 m and a seating capacity of

c.3,000 (Bernabò Brea (1964–65)).

A cult of the Dioskouroi, the Tyndaridai, is not explicitly

attested, but coin types give clear evidence that such a cult

was of major importance (Ziegler (1943) 1785; Consolo

Langher (1965) 66). A second, Timoleontic, series of coins

have as type a head of Apollo (Consolo Langher (1965) 81).A

Zeus cult is attested by C3 bronze coin types depicting a stat-

ue of Zeus, possibly the Messenian Zeus Ithomatas (Ziegler

(1943) 1785). Athena, Poseidon, Dionysos and Kore(?) are

shown on C3 coin types (ibid.), and Artemis Eupraxia on a

C2 dedicatory relief (Fischer-Hansen (1992) no. 12).

Tyndaris struck bronze coins in C4m, consisting of hemil-

itra with fractions, trias and uncia: pre-Timoleontic: obv.

female head (Helen), legend: ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΣ; rev.

rider/Dioskouros (Consolo Langher (1965), (1996b) 581; SNG

Cop. Sicily 948). Second issue (Consolo Langher (1965),

(1996b) 584; SNG Cop. Sicily 949): obv. head of Apollo, leg-

ends: ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙ∆ΟΣ, ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΤΑΝ; rev. cock, or

horse’s head, or free horse (for the “Free Horse”, Timoleontic

symmachia coinage, see Karlsson (1995) and Consolo

Langher (1997) 183–85, 188).

50. (Tyrrhenoi) Map 47. Unlocated. Type: C:γ. The Tyr-

rhenoi are known exclusively from their C4s Greek-style

bronze coinage: obv. head of Athena wearing Attic helmet,

legend: ΤΥΡΡΗ; rev. standing armed Athena (Head, HN²

190; Cutroni Tusa (1970) 264–65). The coins, whose types

reveal Athenian influence, are restruck on C4s Syracusan

issues. They may belong to an anti-Syracusan ethnic group,

perhaps Tyrrhenian mercenaries fighting Timoleon (cf.

Diod. 16.82.2 (r339/8); Cutroni Tusa (1970) 266). A settle-

ment site of the Tyrrhenoi has tentatively been identified

with sporadic habitation remains at modern Alimena in the

territory of Himera (no. 24) (Bejor (1984b) with refs.); other

proposals include a location in the region of Syracuse–Aitna

(Cutroni Tusa (1970) 266).

51. Zankle (Zanklaios)/Messana (Messanios) Map 47. Lat.

38.10, long. 15.35. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The topo-

nym is, for Zankle, ∆�νκλε (SEG 11 1180.8 (C6); coins of C6l,

infra) or Ζ�γκλη, ! (Hecat. fr. 72; Hdt. 7.164.1). The city-

ethnic is ∆ανκλα5ος (IGDS no. 2 (C5e); coin c.461, infra) or

Ζαγκλα5ος (Hdt. 6.22.2). For Messana, the toponym is

Μεσσ�να (IG iv².1 95.ii.78 (C4m); Μεσσ�νη, ! (Hdt.

7.164.1); or Μεσ�νη (Polyaen. 5.2.18). The city-ethnic is

Μεσσ�νιος (SEG 28 431); Μεσ�νιος (Polyaen. 5.2.18);

Μεσσ/νιος, Μεσσ�νιος (coins, infra).

Zankle is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.6.23.3 and

7.164.1, and in the urban and political senses combined at

Hdt. 7.154.2 (Hansen (2000) 205); it is called patris at Diod.

11.76.5 (r460). Messana is called a polis in the urban sense at

Thuc. 4.25.10–11 and in the political sense at Thuc. 6.4.6; it is

called patris at Diod. 14.50.5 (r399).

The city-ethnic of Zankle is found in the internal collec-

tive use on C5f coins (infra) and in the external collective use
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in IGDS no. 2 (C5e), Hdt. 6.22.2 and Antiochos of Syracuse

(FGrHist 555) fr. 9; the external individual use is found in

Paus. 5.25.11 (rC6l); the city-ethnic of Messana is found in

the internal collective use on C5 coins (infra) and in the

external collective use in IGDS nos. 4–5 (488–485) and Thuc.

5.5.1; the external individual use is found in SEG 28 431

(c.467–450) and Diod. 14.40.4 (r399).

According to Thuc. 6.4.5, Zankle was originally settled by

pirates from the Chalkidian colony of Kyme (no. 57), possi-

bly implying some early pre-colonial phase (see Antonelli

(1996) for a full discussion). At a later date a number of

Chalkidian and other Euboian settlers joined the settle-

ment, the oecists being Perieres from Kyme and

Krataimenes from Chalkis (Thuc. 6.4.5; Callim. Aet. ii fr.

43.58–59, Pfeiffer, with Ehlers (1933)). The implication may

be that Zankle was founded in two stages: at first the settle-

ment served merely to secure Kymaian-Chalkidian trading

interests; later, with the participation of oecists, it was

founded as a polis.According to Ps.-Skymnos 283–86 (possi-

bly drawing on Ephor. fr. 137a; cf. Strabo 6.2.2–3), however,

Zankle was founded by Naxos (no. 41) as a sub-colony at the

same time as Katane (no. 30) and Leontinoi (no. 33), i.e.

c.735–730. The date seems to be confirmed by the archaeo-

logical evidence (Bacci (1978); Scibona (1986) 448) and also

by the Zanklaian participation in the foundation of Rhegion

(no. 68) c.730.

The foundation of Mylai (no. 38) in C8l as a secondary

colony of Zankle (Euseb. Chron. 90bH) testifies to a

Zanklaian area of influence along the north coast of Sicily. In

648, Zanklaians and Syracusan exiles, the so-called

Myletidai, founded Himera (no. 24) in western Sicily (Thuc.

6.5.1; Diod. 13.62.4). The continued ties with Himera are

revealed by the fact that Skythes, the king of Zankle in C5e,

went there as an exile (Hdt.6.24.1).New Zanklaian settlers at

Himera in the same period may be deduced from the men-

tion of a [φ�]λα ∆ανκλα�α in a bronze plaque from Himera

(Brugnone (1997) 271–72 et passim). To the south the territ-

ory of Naxos formed a natural border (Thuc. 4.25.7)—all in

all a chora of quite vast dimensions. (For the confines of

Zanklaian territory and that of Longane, see Massa (1991)

253.) Its name was Μεσσην�α (Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.2.8), and

by C4e it was apparently dotted with fortified phrouria

(Diod. 14.57.5–6). It is called γ8 by Thuc. 6.4.5, χ)ρα

ε(δα�µων at Paus. 4.23.6, and Hdt. 6.23.5 has a reference to

οH �γρο�. Its borders are mentioned at Diod. 14.40.4 (r399).

The change of name from Zankle to Messana occurred

c.488/7 and was the result of tumultous events: at the time of

the Ionian Revolt, Zankle had sent messengers to Ionia and

invited settlers to participate in the foundation of an Ionian

polis at Kale Akte (Hdt. 6.22.2; cf. C. Marconi (1994)). A

number of Samian aristocrats wanted to flee Samos on

account of their role in the Ionian Revolt; they accepted the

invitation and arrived at Lokroi Epizephyrioi (no. 59) at a

time when the Zanklaian forces were laying siege to a Sikel

town; the Rhegian tyrant Anaxilas persuaded the Samians to

capture the undefended town of Zankle, which they did

(Hdt. 6.23.2–3). The Zanklaians called upon their ally,

Hippokrates, the tyrant of Gela (at this time Zankle was pre-

sumably a subordinate ally of Hippokrates, who had defeat-

ed the city in an earlier war, cf. Hdt. 7.154.2); Hippokrates

arrived with an army and deposed Skythes, the ruler of

Zankle (called basileus (Hdt. 6.23.1) or mounarchos (Hdt.

6.23.4); cf. Carlier (1984) 469–70). Hippokrates then negoti-

ated with the Samians and betrayed the Zanklaians to them

in return for “half of all the moveable property and slaves in

the town, and everything in the open country”(Hdt. 6.23.5).

He enslaved the greater part of the betrayed Zanklaians, but

turned the 300 “leading men among them” over to the

Samians (6.23.6). Later, Anaxilas of Rhegion drove out the

Samians, founded a city of mixed ethnicity, and changed 

the name to Messana after his own original homeland

(Thuc. 6.4.6).

The treaty of 405 between Dionysios and Carthage 

stipulated that Messana be autonomos (Diod. 13.114.1;

Staatsverträge no. 210). In 399 the Messanian army deserted

their generals in a war against Dionysios because the demos

had not ratified the campaign (Diod. 14.40 5; Costabile

(1978)). In 396 Himilkon captured Messana, which was now

allied with Dionysios (Diod. 14.57), but in 395 the city was

repopulated by Dionysios, who settled 1,000 Lokrians, 4,000

Medmaians and 600 Peloponnesian Messenians (who were,

however,quickly relocated to Tyndaris), and the city became

practically a Syracusan colony, above all of military stamp

(Diod. 14.78.5). The pro-Dionysian faction, however, was

expelled again in 394 (Diod. 14.88.5).

Monarchy is attested at Zankle in the time of Skythes

(supra), who, however, seems to have been a subordinate of

Hippokrates of Gela (supra). Diod. 11.48.2 (r476) describes

Anaxilas as being at his death tyrant of both Rhegion and

Zankle (cf. Berve (1967) 156). In 461, “the Rhegians with the

Zanklaians”expelled the sons of Anaxilas and liberated their

cities (Diod. 11.76.5). The koinon dogma agreed upon by the

Sicilian cities after the fall of the tyranny at Syracuse stipu-

lated that all the mercenaries installed by tyrants in the cities

of the island were to settle .ν τ=8 Μεσσην��α (Diod. 11.76.5;

cf. CAH² v. 157; Freeman (1891–94) ii. 316–17). A stasis broke
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out in 424–422 during which one party called in help from

Lokroi; the Lokrians sent some epoikoi who were later driv-

en out (Thuc. 5.5.1). Another stasis is mentioned for the year

415 (Thuc. 6.74.1); cf. Polyaen. 5.2.18. Ethnic animosities

seem to have played a role in these staseis (Berger (1992)

54–55). In 337, Timoleon deposed the tyrant Hippon (Plut.

Tim. 34.3).

IGDS no. 2.9, C6 �SEG 11 1180) reads [το5]ς συνµ�[χ]-,

and the inscription presumably recorded or referred to a

treaty of symmachia between Zankle and one or more

unknown partner(s). In 426 Messana entered into a sym-

machia with Athens (Thuc. 3.90.4). The alliance was short-

lived, and the next year Syracusans and Lokrians occupied

Messana, which had revolted from Athens (Thuc. 4.1.1).

A Messanian army and navy are mentioned at Thuc.

4.25.7; Diod. 14.40.4 (r399) mentions an army of 4,000 foot

and 400 horse, in addition to thirty triremes. The organisa-

tion of the army was probably based on a system of phylai,

since at 3.90.2 Thucydides says that there were δ�ο φυλα� .ν

τα5ς Μυλα5ς τ+ν Μεσσην�ων φρουρο%σαι.Commanders

(strategoi) are mentioned at Diod. 14.40.5 (r399).

Olympic victories were achieved by Leontiskos in 456 and

452 (Olympionikai 271, 285) and by Symmachos in 428

(Olympionikai 325). A C6 communal Zanklaian dedication

of spoils at Olympia is found as SEG 11 1180.9, 1205 and 15 246

(�IGDS no. 2); Messanian dedications are attested by SEG

24 313–14 (C5e). In communal mourning the Messenians

dedicated a bronze statue at Olympia to commemorate a

chorus of boys who drowned on their way to a festival at

Rhegion (Paus. 5.25.2–5 (rC5m); Cordano (1980); Pritchett

(1999) 252–54). In 356/5, a citizen of Messana served as

Epidaurian theorodokos (IG iv².1 95.ii.78).

Zankle was founded near the narrowest point of the

Straits c.10 km south of Cape Pelorus on a low coastal

plateau facing a natural, sickle-shaped harbour from which

the city took its Sikel name (Thuc. 6.4.5). The ancient city

has suffered heavily from the later urban history of the site

and from numerous earthquakes and landslides: the Archaic

and Classical remains are often 4–5 m below the present sur-

face. The settlement lay along the inner harbour and upon

the sickle-shaped peninsula that enclosed the harbour. The

main area of habitation seems to have been the area west and

south of the harbour, stretching c.1 km inland from the coast

in an area confined to the south by the river Cammaro and

to the north-east by the harbour—in all c.50–60 ha (Vallet

(1958) 113–16, pl. I; Scibona (1986)). No remains of the

Archaic or Classical circuit wall are known (for poliorkiai,

see Hdt. 7.154.2 (490s); Plut. Tim. 34.3 (r337); cf. Diod.

14.56.4, 57.3, 58.3, 78.5 and 87.1 attesting the existence of for-

tifications in the 390s). During C5 the size of the habitation

area may have been somewhat restricted compared to the

Archaic city; the C5 cemetery is located inside the area of the

Archaic city, though this may simply indicate a change in

location of habitation area (Scibona (1986) 450, 453). There

is some evidence of an overall orthogonal plan from the

early period of the settlement (Bernabò Brea (1972–73)

176–77; Scibona (1986) 449–52). The harbour is known from

early coin types, some of which seem to show it equipped

inside with buildings or wharves. Several kilns attest to an

extensive industrial quarter inside the urban area (Bacci

(1995) 640).A theatre is mentioned by Plut. Tim. 34.4. (r337);

the same passage refers to schools (didaskaleia).

On the outermost part of the sickle-shaped peninsula was

a sanctuary; the cult is unknown, but the finds show that its

history goes back to the period of foundation (Orsi (1929)

38–46). This is the main archaeological testimony of cult

from the city itself, apart from the C5 votive relief from a

sanctuary(?) dedicated to the chthonic divinities (Orsi

(1912)). For extra-urban sanctuaries, there is the tradition of

the Poseidon sanctuary on Cape Pelorus (Diod. 4.85.5–6

(r time of foundation)). The striding Zeus shown on the

obv. of the single known tetradrachm from an issue struck

probably in 461 commemorating the liberation from tyran-

ny may refer to the cult of Eleutheria (cf. infra).

Coinage began c.525 with drachms based upon the

Euboian standard, with as lower denominations obols and

onkiai (C. Boehringer (1984–85) 108–19). The first issue is

known in four series, lasting to the conquest of Zankle by

Hippokrates. The obv. type, a dolphin within a sickle-

shaped harbour, refers to the name and setting of the city

(Belloni (1977)), legends: ∆ΑΝΚ, ∆ΑΝΚΛ, ∆ΑΝΚΛΕ;

rev. incuse squares with shell in centre (SNG Cop. Sicily

387–88). An example with incuse repetition of the obverse is

a unique example of the incuse fabric of Magna Graecia

used in Sicily (C. Boehringer (1984–85) 109, pl. 11.3).

The Samian occupation 494/3–489/8 is reflected in

tetradrachms struck on the Euboian–Attic standard, the

obv. with a frontal lion scalp, the rev. with a prow of a ship

(the samaina), and on some a retrograde letter of the

sequence A to E. Each letter probably represented one year’s

coinage, and the letter sequence therefore corresponds to

the five years of Samian occupation. Of the lower denomi-

nations the diobols carry the additional symbol of a helmet

on the rev. (Barron (1966) 40–43; SNG Cop. Suppl. 68).

The first issues of Anaxilas’ regime, spanning the period

488–480, were tetradrachms struck on the Euboian–Attic
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standard with obv. lion’s head facing; rev. forepart of calf,

legend: ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΟΝ (Caccamo Caltabiano (1993)

17–31). From 480 Anaxilas struck tetradrachms with obv.

biga of mules; rev. running hare, in commemoration of his

victory at Olympia, legend: ΜΕΣΣΕΝΙΟΝ; this becomes

the canonical C5 type, with smaller denominations—main-

ly litrai and its fractions (ibid. 31ff; SNG Cop. Sicily 389–90).

The fall of the tyranny in 461 allowed for a short period

the re-establishment of the Zanklaian faction, which struck

a commemorative issue known from a unique tetradrachm:

obv. Zeus at altar hurling thunderbolt; rev. dolphin, shell,

legend: ∆ΑΝΚΛΑΙΟΝ; litrai have the legend ∆ΑΝ

(Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 63–66, 238; cf. also Lacroix

(1965) 24–25). These were soon followed by Messanian

issues. The legend of the reverse changed the earlier Ionic

spelling to Doric ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ or ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ

c.450 (SNG Cop. Sicily 393–94). Later issues use the 

four-stroke sigma instead of the rounded Chalkidian letter

(Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 68–69; SNG Cop. Sicily

396–97). The rare issue of a gold coinage c.455 may reflect the

demands of a military campaign (Stazio (1988) 506–7;

Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 73–75). An issue from c.425

carries on the obv. the personification of the city (a female

charioteer) and the legend ΜΕΣΣΑΝΑ (Caccamo

Caltabiano (1993) 101–3; SNG Cop. Sicily 399–406). Bronze

coinage with related types and the legend ΜΕΣ(Σ) began

c.425 (Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 111–14; SNG Cop. Sicily

417–19).

Zankle founded Mylai (no. 38) in 716, presumably as a

dependent polis (supra); in collaboration with Syracusan

exiles, it founded Himera (no. 24) in 648; and it also parti-

cipated in the foundation of Rhegion (no. 68) c.730.
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I. The Region

In antiquity, two different names were used to designate

(most of) the area under consideration in this chapter: Italia

and Megale Hellas. Neither of them, however, regularly

included the Greek communities (Kyme, Neapolis and

Pithekoussai) in Kampania (! Καµπαν�α (Ps.-Skylax 10))

which are included here as well. Whereas Italia was certain-

ly used in the Classical period, Megale Hellas may be a post-

Classical formation.

(i) Italia The usual toponym is iΙταλ�α (-�η), ! (IG iv².1

95.i.46 (359); IG ii² 10438 (C4); Hdt. 6.127.1; Arist. Pol.

1274a24). The name seems to designate, primarily, the Greek

cities in South Italy and their territories; similarly, the ethnic

iΙταλι)της designates the Greek inhabitants of tese cities

(Hdt. 4.15.2; Plin., Ep. 7.327B; Arist. Rh. 1398b15; Thuc. 6.44.3,

7.57.11).¹ This ethnic is used almost exclusively externally

and collectively (preceding refs.), but a single instance of the

external individual use is found in the epitaph IG ii² 8942

(365–340).

The definition and delimitation of Italia has been and still

is a controversial issue, especially among Italian scholars (cf.

Ronconi (1997); Musti (1996) with further refs.). By the

Hellenistic and Roman periods, Italia comprised all of Italy

from the tip of the toe as far north as the Alps, including even

Massalia (no. 3) (Polyb. 2.14). A detailed discussion of the

gradual expansion of the concept of Italia is omitted here,²

and the following account focuses on the Classical period. It

is based on contemporary sources, and it excludes

Hellenistic and Roman sources unless they can be shown to

be quotations or reliable paraphrases of Classical authors.

It is impossible to say anything about Hekataios’ concep-

tion of Italia. Citing Hekataios (‘Εκατα5ος Ε(ρ)π=η),

Steph. Byz. applies the classification π#λις ’Ιταλ�ας to

Capua (fr. 62), Medma (fr. 81), Lokroi (fr. 83), Kaulonia (fr.

84) and Krotalla (fr. 85), and Kaprie[ne] is called a ν8σος

iΙταλ�ας (fr. 63).³ Whereas Stephanos undoubtedly found

the toponyms (Medma,etc.; cf. fr.80) in Hekataios’work,we

have no guarantee that the site classification π#λις iΙταλ�ας

stems from Hekataios as well (Hansen (1997a) 17–18). In

Steph. Byz. there are close to 100 occurrences of π#λις

iΙταλ�ας, and it is used with reference to, e.g., Rome (548.11),

Spina (584.12) and Genoa (202.19). Now, considering what

we know about the concept of Italia in, e.g., Antiochos and

Herodotos (infra), it is most unlikely that Hekataios would

classify Capua as a π#λις iΙταλ�ας (fr. 62) and Capri as a

ν8σος iΙταλ�ας (fr.63), although explanations for this usage,

based upon political and archaeological evidence, have been

put forward (Ronconi (1997) 111). It follows that π#λις

iΙταλ�ας in frr. 62–63, and consequently in frr. 81, 83–85 too,

must be Stephanos’ own classification of the toponyms he

found in Hekataios’ work. It follows that we have no infor-

mation whatsoever about the extent of Italia according to

Hekataios. We do not even know whether he used the

toponym iΙταλ�α at all.

In the Περ� iΙταλ�ας of Antiochos of Syracuse (FGrHist

555, frr. 2–5, 9, 12), the ancient name of Italia is said to have

been Oinotria, the region only later taking its name from the

eponymous hero Italos (fr. 2). The Italia of Antiochos

extended across the peninsula from the river Laos to

Metapontion (fr. 3), thus excluding, e.g., Taras and its hin-

terland, Iapygia (frr. 3, 12; see Prontera (1986) 307–9 fig. 4).

On the other hand, Soph. fr. 598 (Radt �Pearson fr. 598) as

transmitted in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.12.2 seems to include

Taras in Italia, since Italia is there said to stretch �π’ >κρας

’Ιαπυγ�ας µ/χρι πορθµο% Σικελικο%. See further Lepore

(1988) 134–37.

Luca Soverini, University of Pisa, collaborated with the authors in the compila-
tion of the site databases, contributing valuable references and insights. The
authors would like to thank Dr. Keith Rutter for commenting on a draft of this
text.

¹ Cf. Herennius Philo, De diversis verborum significationibus 98.1: ’Ιταλο�
κα� iΙταλι+ται διαφ/ρει. iΙταλο� γ�ρ ε2σιν οH .ξ �ρχ8ς χ)ραν
ο2κ�σαντες. ’Ιταλι+ται δ* Iσοι τ+ν ‘Ελλ�νων .π�)κησαν µετ3 τα%τα.

² For surveys, see Lepore (1988); Musti (1996); Ameruoso (1996). ³ In fr. 80 iΙταλ�ας has been restored by Meineke.
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For Herodotos, Italia seems to have covered the Greek

colonial region from Kroton (5.43) via Sybaris, Siris (1.145,

5.43, 6.127.1, 8.62) and Metapontion (4.15.1) as far as, and

including, Taras (1.24.7, 3.136.1), i.e. to the border between

Greek and Iapygian territory, without a precise indication of

the geographical limits.For Herodotos the northern bound-

ary of Oinotria was in the region of Hyele (1.167), and per-

haps as far north as the river Sele (as in Strabo 6.1.1), as

argued by Ronconi ((1988–89), (1997) 116), though this is less

certain.

In Thucydides, Italia signifies the coastal region from the

promontory of Rhegion (4.24.4) to Iapygia (7.33.4), settled

with Greek colonies, of which the following are mentioned

as being Italian: Rhegion (3.86.2, 5, 4.24.4, 6.44.2), Lokroi

(3.86.2, 5.5.1, 6.44.2, 7.25.3, 8.91.2), Kaulonia (7.25.2),

Thourioi (6.104.1–2, 7.57.11), Metapontion (7.33.4, 57.11) and

Taras (6.44.2, 6.104.1, 8.91.2); in addition, at 6.104.2 (on

which see HCT ad loc.), Terina is implicitly described as in

Italia.

Another historical account of the concept of Italia is

found in Strabo 5.1.1, where Italia (�Oinotria) is said origi-

nally to have comprised the area from the straits to the Gulf

of Taranto in the east and as far as Poseidonia to the north.

The sources for this concept are not given by Strabo, but

they will have been of C5 and C4 (Musti (1996) 38; Ronconi

(1997) 116–18).

(ii) Megale Hellas The meaning of the expression !

Μεγ�λη ‘Ελλ�ς is likewise controversial;⁴ in view of the

cultural level and the economic and political strength of the

Greek colonies of South Italy in the Archaic period, the des-

ignation could have been coined in C7l or C6e, but there is

no direct evidence for so early a use of the expression, the

first occurrence being in Polybios (infra).

The area covered by the designation is uncertain, and dif-

ferent definitions are found in different ancient authors.

According to Ps.-Skymnos 304ff, Μεγ�λη ‘Ελλ�ς com-

prised South Italy south of a line joining Terina to Taras (cf.

Steph. Byz. 617.5–6; Musti (1988) 83). In Athenaios (523E) it

is used synonymously with ’Ιταλ�α about all the Greek set-

tlements in South Italy. For Pliny (HN 3.95), Magna Graecia

comprised only the region around Lokroi Epizephyrioi and

Taras, whereas in Servius (ad Aen. 1.569) it extended as far

north as Kyme. In the course of time the Latin translation

Magna Graecia came to be used by the Roman authors,

much as in scholarship today, to designate the region of the

Greek colonies in South Italy (Livy 31.7.11).

According to Strabo 6.1.2, Megale Hellas comprised not

only the Gulf of Taranto, the coast as far as the straits and an

unspecified part of the interior, but also Sicily. Strabo is the

only author to include Sicily in Megale Hellas, and his

Σικελ�α is therefore often explained either as a later gloss or

as an extension of the designated area by a local, patriotic

author—such as Timaios or Antiochos—or as evidence of a

gradual chronological extension of the concept to comprise

first Italia and then Sikelia. However, the concept of Megale

Hellas is of little or no importance in Strabo, who hardly

makes use of it. For a rather strained interpretation of

Strabo 6.1.2 that avoids subsuming Sicily under Megale

Hellas, see Maddoli (1981) 16–19.⁵ The question must remain

open.⁶

Finally, in a Strabonian context, the concept of Megale

Hellas comprised also various non-Greek ethne in so far as

they were Hellenised (Ameruoso (1996) 42–45, 92–97).

The earliest extant use of Megale Hellas is found in

Polybios, in an account of an anti-Pythagorean incident of

C6l–C5m (Polyb. 2.39.1; cf. Maddoli (1981) 10, 91). The use of

the expression by Athenaios (523E) in connection with the

history of Siris may, with Polybios, support a C6 origin

(Maddoli (1981) 28). On the other hand, there is no support

for the common assumption that the expression was used in

a C6 context by Timaios (FGrHist 566, fr. 13); the fragment is

found in a schol. Pl. Phdr. 279C which quotes Timaios 

verbatim; however, ! Μεγ�λη ‘Ελλ�ς introduces the quo-

tation without being part of it (cf. Cantarella (1967) 16 n. 23;

Musti (1988) 80, 88, 91; Ameruoso (1996) 13–21).

The prevalent explanations of the expression tend to

assume that it existed in the Archaic and Classical periods,

an assumption for which the evidence is weak (supra). It has

been seen as relating to the growth, the increase (auxesis) in

power and in cultural and economic importance of South

Italy after the Greek foundations.⁷ More generally, it has

been explained by the wealth and power of the area (cf.

Strabo 6.1.2 and Ath. 523E, connecting it with the great size

⁴ See Mustilli (1964) 36; Cantarella (1967); Maddoli (1981); Mele (1981); and
Musti (1988); a Forschungsberichte is found in Ameruoso (1996) 3–11.

⁵ Maddoli suggests reading Strabo as referring to two correlative units,
Megale Hellas and Sicily, two objects of the verb �φ=�ρηντο. The idea put for-
ward by Momigliano (1929)—that the extension of Megale Hellas to comprise
Sicily goes back to Antiochos and is accordingly earlier than its restriction to the
Greek part of South Italy—has not won adherence; cf. Cantarella (1967) 13 n. 8

and Maddoli (1981).
⁶ Musti (1988) 72–3; Cazzaniga (1971). A survey of the debate is found in

Ameruoso (1996) 37–46, cf. ibid. 96–97.
⁷ Maddoli (1981) 22–27, referring to Strabo 6.1.2 and with discussion of the

terms α(ξ�νεσθαι, α(ξηθ8ναι; for criticism, see Musti (1988) 63–65.
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of the population), possibly in comparison with Greece

proper, as stressed by some modern scholars (cf. Musti

(1988) 82, 84–85). The designation maior Graecia is

employed by Livy (31.7.11) and does seem to imply some

comparison with Greece itself; also, the contrast between

the rich Achaian colonies and their poor metropoleis in

Peloponnesian Achaia should not be overlooked. However,

according to Cantarella (1967) 16–19, Megale Hellas was used

in an absolute sense, and not comparatively: in fact, Megale

Hellas was used about Greece itself by Euripides (Med. 440;

Tro. 1115), and Hellas about western Greece by Pindar (Pyth.

1.75), and so there is no apparent difference in meaning

between the two expressions (Hellas/Megale Hellas) during

C5 (Cantarella (1967) 16–17).

Some scholars, again assuming an Archaic origin for the

expression, have tied the concept of a western Megale Hellas

to the spread of Pythagorean customs and philosophy.⁸

According to Calderone (1975) 45–46, a concept of Megale

Hellas based upon the extent of Pythagoreanism would

explain Strabo’s inclusion of Sicily, which is not attested in

other sources. Cantarella (1967) adds a further dimension: a

religious connotation—a sort of “Graeca sacra”.

To conclude: even if it is correctly transmitted, the isolat-

ed passage in Strabo is not enough to show that Μεγ�λη

‘Ελλ�ς was ever a common designation of what we today

call “the Western Greeks”. Furthermore, the sources we have

indicate that the concept of Megale Hellas took shape only

after the Classical period, and grew in importance from C2l

onwards. In Archaic and Classical sources innumerable

attestations show that Italia was the predominant designa-

tion of that part of the coast of South Italy which was inhab-

ited by Greek settlers. If the designation Μεγ�λη ‘Ελλ�ς

was coined in C6 in, e.g.,Pythagorean circles, it did not catch

on until much later and should be regarded as insignificant

in the Archaic and Classical periods.

The Inventory below describes three Greek poleis situated

in Kampania: Kyme, Neapolis and Pithekoussai. The region

of Kampania probably took its name from the important

city of Capua (cf. Polyb. 3.91.2–4, 118.3) or from the campus:

the fertile coastal plain (cf. Diod. 12.31.1; Plin. HN 3.63). In

Roman times, the region extended from Sinuessa in the

north to the Gulf of Naples and the Sorrento peninsula in

the south,but the cities of Kampania listed by Strabo 5.4.3–11

and Ptol. Geog. 3.1.6 are of little relevance in the present 

context. The name Kampania occurs for the first time at 

Ps.-Skylax 10, where the Greek cities of Kyme, Neapolis and

Pithekoussai are listed as poleis Hellenides, presumably

reflecting a pre-Samnite situation.According to Diod. 12.31.1

(r438), the ethnos of the Kampanoi was formed in C5, but

the ethnic identity of the Campani is more uncertain

(Frederiksen (1984) 134–57; Cerchiai (1995) 187–94). Rutter

attributes the C5l coins of the Kampanoi (Rutter, HN³ p. 64)

to the inhabitants of Capua, arguing that the ethnos of the

Kampanians in Diodorus (loc. cit.) means the people of

Capua and its neighbourhood, Kampania only later acquir-

ing its wider geographical connotation (Rutter (1979)

81–83).

Earlier sources attributed the two (related) Oscan ethne

of the Ausonians and the Opikians to the areas which later

constituted Kampania (cf. Steph. Byz. 479.15: Ν+λα, π#λις

Α(σ#νων �Hecat. fr. 61). Whether these were one and the

same people or two different ethne is discussed by Strabo

5.4.3, with reference to (i) Antiochos (FGrHist 555, fr. 7), who

considered them one and the same; (ii) Arist. Pol.

1329b19–20, who probably followed Antiochos; and (iii)

Polyb. 34.11.5–7, who believed they were distinct. Kyme was

founded in Opikia, according to Thuc. 6.4.5 (cf. also Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.53.3), and in Ps.-Skylax (15) the Opikians

constitute one of the Samnite subgroups (for the term Opici,

see Dubuisson (1983)). The Ausonians too were most likely a

distinct entity, to be identified with the Latin Aurunci

(Festus,De verborum significatione 18M; cf.Livy 2.16.8; Dion.

Hal Ant. Rom. 6.32.1).

Inside the areas outlined above, Greek communities

begin to appear c.750–725, the earliest being Kyme and

Pithekoussai in Kampania, founded from Euboia at this

date.⁹ In C8l Achaians founded Sybaris (725–700) and

Kroton (c.709/8),¹⁰ Spartans founded Taras (c.706), and

Chalkidians Rhegion.¹¹ In C7e Lokroi Epizephyrioi was

founded by Lokrians; c.660 Siris was founded, possibly by

Ionians from Kolophon (no. 848); and c.630 Metapontion

was founded by Achaians who responded to an invitation

from Sybaris; and Thourioi was founded in the later 440s by

an Athenian-led Panhellenic expedition. Such “primary”

⁸ Ciaceri (1927) i. 188–90; Mele (1981); Maddoli (1981) 11; Musti (1988) 88–89,
91 with refs. to, above all, Iambl. VP 29–30; 166; Cic. De or. 2.154, 3.139, etc.

⁹ Recent attempts to discard or downplay Euboian colonisation in the West,
on the basis of argued lack of archaeological evidence (cf., e.g., Papadopoulos
(2000) 135) are disregarded in this chapter. At Naxos, for instance, the influence
of Euboian pottery has been amply demonstrated (Pelagatti (1981) 305–11;
Lentini (1990); (1992) 11–14, 25), and evidence such as the spread of the Euboian
alphabet to Etruria (Ridgway (1998a) 315–16) and the evidence of the calendars
(Trümpy, Monat. 39–43) support the literary sources for Euboian colonisation.

¹⁰ The earliest Greek finds from Sybaris and Kroton are, apparently, East
Greek rather than Peloponnesian (Ridgway (2002) 137).

¹¹ For the details of the foundation dates, see the entries in the Inventory
infra.
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colonies as these went on to found “secondary” colonies of

their own: Lokroi founded Hipponion and Medma (in C7);

Kroton founded Kaulonia (presumably in C7s) and Terina

(ante 460); Kyme founded Neapolis (c.470); Sybaris found-

ed Laos (ante 510) and Poseidonia (c.600); Pandosia was

founded by Sybaris or Kroton (contemporary with the

foundation of Metapontion), and Pyxous was a foundation

by Mikythos, the ruler of Rhegion and Messana (c.471).

Herakleia, the last Greek foundation in Italia, was founded

in 433/2 as a joint enterprise by Taras and Thourioi, and

replaced Siris, whose inhabitants were expelled. Finally,

colonists from other parts of the western Mediterranean

founded secondary colonies in Italia: in C7, Zankle is

reported to have founded Metauros in Bruttium, and Hyele

was founded by Phokaians who had left Alalia on Corsica

shortly after the battle of Alalia c.540–535.

The dates of foundation given in the previous section are

derived partly from the literary tradition, partly from

archaeological investigations,¹² two types of evidence that

generally produce roughly similar dates. Obviously, there is

a risk of circular argument when a chronology of Greek

Geometric pottery based upon the colonial dates furnished

by the literary tradition is in its turn used to confirm the lit-

erary tradition (Burn (1935) 134–35; Bérard (1957) 279; Van

Compernolle (1992) 776–78).This danger can only be avoid-

ed by employing a chronology of Geometric wares based on

Near Eastern archaeology or on Near Eastern finds from

South Italy, such as the scarab with the name of Bocchoris

found at Pithekoussai (cf. most recently Hannestad (1996)

and Morris (1996)). This is not the place for a detailed dis-

cussion of this problem, and three points must suffice.

(1) The study by Bérard, though dated in matters of

detail, is still valid as regards its overall conclusion: that the

chronological sequence of the foundation dates, established

by archaeological investigations, is well in keeping with that

established on the basis of literary traditions (Bérard (1957)

279–99, esp. 299). The recent study of the foundation

chronology of Lokroi Epizephyrioi by Van Compernolle

(1992) merely confirms this conclusion.

(2) The establishment of a chronology based solely upon

archaeological data such as the Bocchoris scarab found in

Pithekoussai and the Near Eastern contexts of Greek

Geometric pottery (although these are still somewhat

uncertain, cf. Hannestad (1996) 44–49) do seem to confirm

the traditional chronology, and a skeleton outline of the ear-

lier foundation dates can be established on the basis of (i)

Pithekoussai: founded 750–740 (most recent discussions in

Neeft (1994) 150 n. 9 “c.740”; Coldstream (1995); d’Agostino

(1999a) 56–58); (ii) Kyme: the archaeological evidence indi-

cates Greek settlers at Kyme from c.750–725, thus suggesting

a first settlement phase contemporary with the settlement of

Pithekoussai (d’Agostino (1999a) 54); (iii) Taras: founded in

C8l, according to the literary tradition (706 according to

Eusebios; cf. Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 13; Ephor. fr. 216;

Arist. Pol. 1306b27–31; cf. Van Compernolle (1992) 774). The

archaeological evidence confirms the traditional founda-

tion chronology (Lo Porto (1970) 357–58; De Juliis (1983)

429; Boschung (1994) 177); (iv) Lokroi Epizephyrioi: accord-

ing to Strabo 6.1.7, the foundation took place a little after the

foundation of Kroton (trad. 709/8) and Syracuse (trad.

734/3); according to Polyb. 12.6b.9, at the time of the First

Messenian War (c.735–717); according to Eusebios, at the

time of the Olympiad 25.1 or 26.4 (679/8 or 673/2). A foun-

dation in the first decades of C7 is now confirmed by the

archaeological evidence (Van Compernolle (1992) 779–80).

(3) The chronological divergences found in several of the

literary sources rarely amount to more than c.25 years, for

instance in the figures given for the foundation of Kroton,

founded 709/8 (contemporary with the foundation of

Sybaris) according to Eusebios, but contemporary with the

foundation of Syracuse (734/3) according to Antiochos, a

discrepancy that is hardly significant for early Archaic his-

tory (Asheri (1979) 94), and that is also acceptable in the

classification of ceramic styles (Morris (1996) 58).

Another caveat is that the different literary “dates of foun-

dation” may possibly refer to different moments in the

process of colonisation of the different colonies; according-

ly, a rigid chronological framework should be avoided (Gras

(1986) 11–13; Morris (1996) 55–57): sites may have been

colonised in phases, as were Gela (no. 17) and Siris (no. 69);

foundations may have been the result of colonial processes

evolving over longer periods of time,as in the case of Sicilian

Megara Hyblaia (with the preliminary failed settlements at

Trotilon and Thapsos), Taras (with a first settlement of

Satyrion) and Lokroi (with a tradition for early settlers at

Cape Zephyrion); see the respective entries infra. Pre-

colonial Greek contacts with indigenous communities 

further complicate the issue: there is evidence of Greek pres-

ence in the colonial regions prior to the traditional founda-

tion dates.¹³ The chronological framework of these early

¹² See the details in the individual entries.

¹³ The bibliography is too comprehensive to be cited fully here, but note
Graham (1990) 45–52; de La Genière (1983) 258–61; D’Andria (1990) 282–84;
Guzzo (1988) 152–65.
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contacts may depend on a revision of the dating of the “pen-

dent-semicircle skyphoi” (Snodgrass (1994) 5).

Alongside the “historical” accounts of the foundation of

colonies, there existed traditions of heroic foundations and

foundation myths that served to legitimise or ennoble the

colonial foundations, by projecting the history of the Greek

cities back in time into the Heroic Age of the Trojan War and

traditions of the nostoi (Bérard (1957) 301–83), or to the more

distant period of the Argonauts (ibid. 392–97) and to the

exploits of Herakles, the latter obviously evidence of later,

mainly Dorian colonial propaganda (Giangiulio (1983)).

There are traditions connected with the foundations of

Diomedes in Daunia (Musti (1984); see also introduction to

the Adriatic region in this volume); the foundation of

Metapontion was ascribed to Nestor (Bérard (1957) 325); one

of the early foundation phases of Siris was considered to be

Trojan (Ronconi (1974–75); Moscati Castelnuovo (1989)

47–56); Philoktetes and Epeios were connected with founda-

tions of settlements such as Lagaria and Petelia in the regions

of Kroton and Sybaris, and Philoktetes died at Krimisa

according to the same traditions (Musti (1991); Giangiulio

(1991a)); the Athenian Menestheus was held to be the oikistes

of Skylletion, certainly an example of later Athenian self-

assertion.¹⁴

Whether there is any direct connection between these

heroic traditions and the widespread evidence of Mycenaean

contacts with the West (Vagnetti (1992), (1996) 152–59)

remains an open question (Leighton (1999) 184–86).

However,whereas Minoan contacts are not so far document-

ed, Mycenaean contacts with South Italy (and Sicily), spo-

radic from C16 to C15, increased significantly in C14–C13

with a Mycenaean presence attested, for instance, at Scoglio

del Tonno (Taras), on Lipari, and at Thapsos near Syracuse

(Vagnetti (1991), (1996) 141–43, 152–53, 168). The late Bronze

Age maritime trading posts and the hunt for metal resources

and other trade goods were pioneering activities for the later

western Greek expansion. Indeed, trade must have played a

paramount role in the early colonisation of the West: the

development of the concept of trade, the significance of the

historical trade links of Euboian and Phokaian traders, and

the commercial aspect of C8–C6 colonisation have been

traced in studies by Mele ((1979), (1988)).

Metal resources such as iron played an important role

from early times, as already mentioned, and did so again

later, when Pithekoussai presumably acted as an intermedi-

ary in this trade (Ridgway (1992) 109–10). Timber also

became an important commodity: it could be obtained

from several regions, but the Sila mountains in Bruttium

were a particularly important supplier (Meiggs (1982)

462–66). Commerce was at times closely associated with

piracy and trade in slaves (for which see Morel (1984) 143).

According to Thuc. 6.4.5, Zankle was founded by pirates

from Kampanian Kyme, and according to Ephor. fr. 137a

(�Strabo 6.2.2), Tyrrhenian pirates had created difficulties

for early Greek commerce in the region of the straits. The

importance of the trading route through the Straits of

Messina has been discussed on several occasions by Vallet

(most recently in Vallet (1988)) and need not detain us here,

but the links across the straits between Zankle and Rhegion,

between Naxos and Lokroi, and between Mylai and

Metauros played a significant role as well in joining together

the two coastal territories and creating a cultural and polit-

ical koine (Vallet (1988) 172). Indeed, Rhegion and

Zankle/Messana are most often treated together in regional

studies.

Although there are obvious geomorphological differ-

ences between the sites of the various colonies, e.g. between

Metapontion and Hyele, the traditional division of colonies

into “trading colonies” (Hyele) and “agricultural colonies”

or “population colonies” (Metapontion) is no longer ten-

able: workshops played a major role in Metapontion (see

entry and Fischer-Hansen (2000) 101–2 with refs.), and

Hyele did have a chora (see entry); even Pithekoussai has in

recent years been shown to have had a large population and

a chora (see entry). The commercial and maritime activities

of the “agricultural colonies” are revealed by their location

near the coast, often near rivers offering harbour facilities

and access to the hinterland populated by indigenous peo-

ples favourable to trading contacts, as well as by the lack 

of evidence of a monopoly over contacts with their

metropoleis: imported Corinthian, East Greek and Attic pot-

tery is found at the same sites.

The formation of extensive dominions inter alia by the

foundation of secondary settlements is a central element in

the Archaic history of the powerful Italiote poleis of Sybaris,

Kroton, Lokroi and, to a lesser extent, Metapontion. Sybaris,

for example, founded at least Laos and Poseidonia, and

seems to have controlled an area of some 3,000 km²

(Ampolo (1992) 247); according to Strabo 6.1.13, the city

ruled four neigbouring ethne and had twenty-five poleis

hypekooi. One of these dependencies of Sybaris was the

Serdaioi, whether it was an ethnos or a polis hypekoos.

¹⁴ For full discussions and lists of “Gründungsmythen”, see Prinz (1979)
138–65 and Leschhorn (1984) 360–86; for the importance of oecists in numis-
matic iconography, cf. e.g. Lacroix (1965) esp. 75–100 and Guarducci, EG ii.
660–61.
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C.550–525, this community concluded a treaty of friendship

“for ever” with Sybaris and its allies (ML 10), and this seems

to indicate that a hegemonic league was one of the mechan-

isms employed by Sybaris to control its dominion. The

dependencies seem to have persisted as individual political

communities. To the Serdaioi, for instance, has been

ascribed a series of C6l coins: the silver coinage, of which

only eight or nine specimens are known, is on the Achaian

standard: obv. Dionysos standing with kantharos and vine,

legends ΣΕΡ/ΣΕΡ∆; rev. grapes. An obol has obv. bearded

head; rev. legend ΣΕΡ (Rutter, HN³ 1717–20). The issue is

connected with South Italy, because the weight standard is

Achaian and the letter san is used for sigma, but the double-

relief fabric differs from the Achaian incuse fabric which was

normal at the time (Rutter, HN³ pp. 3–4; and infra).

However, a date in C5e, i.e. after the treaty ML 10 and the fall

of Sybaris, might explain the fabric.¹⁵ Most scholars now

attribute the series to the Serdaioi of the treaty, and the loca-

tion of the mint in South Italy is confirmed by a specimen

from a coin hoard found in Calabria composed of otherwise

exclusively South Italian issues (IGCH 1887; Rutter, HN ³

p. 142). The Serdaioi probably resided somewhere on the

Tyrrhenian coast in the hinterland of Laos and Skidros; for

recent discussions, see E. Greco (1990) and Ampolo (1992)

245–53 with refs.

Strabo’s report (6.1.13) that Sybaris ruled four neighbour-

ing ethne suggests that Sybaris in its heyday controlled 

non-Greek communities. Other Greek colonies, however,

faced difficulties in their relations with the indigenous

populations. The early history of Taras, for example, is char-

acterised by conflicts with the Daunians and Messapians,¹⁶

and several armed clashes are on record (see Taras (no. 71)).

In general, the literary tradition depicts the initial contacts

between Greeks and indigenous populations as ranging

from enmity and conflict to peaceful co-existence; and at

Pithekoussai there is archaeological evidence for inter-

marriage with indigenous women.¹⁷

However, the process of colonisation did have profound

effects on the indigenous settlement pattern: settlements

disappeared or moved to locations further inland as the

colonising process led to Greek occupation of large tracts of

land, control of which was also marked by the establishment

of extra-urban sanctuaries. Indigenous cities within the

dominion of the larger Greek foundations developed into

what can best be classified as “satellite cities”.¹⁸

The early Greek foundations seem to have developed rap-

idly into poleis, and the very process of colonisation may

have been of paramount significance here (Hansen (2000)

147–48). Thus, the earliest Greek lawgivers, Charondas and

Zaleukos, may have been active in the West already from

C7m, and these (and later) legislators from Sicily and South

Italy won a certain renown. Zaleukos of Lokroi Epizephyrioi

is a shadowy figure, but he was known to Ephor. fr. 139

(�Strabo 6.1.8) and Demosthenes (24.139–41; cf. Musti

(1976) 48–50, 72–81; Link (1992)); the legislation of

Charondas of Katane was used also in other Chalkidian

cities in Sicily (Arist. Pol. 1274a23–24) and is attested at

Rhegion before the tyranny of Anaxilas (Cordano (1978)).

In fact, the evidence for urban planning, territorial divisions

and political architecture in the early colonies has prompted

the suggestion that the early development of the polis as an

institution took place,or at least was accelerated, in the colo-

nial foundations (cf. e.g. Snodgrass (1977) 33, (1994) 8–9;

Ridgway (1992) 108–9; Polignac (1995) 118–27).

In terms of interaction, political unity was a development

of C5l in Italia. Prior to the formation of the Italiote League

in C5l, the larger poleis struggled with each other for influ-

ence. During C6, Lokroi and its ally Rhegion defeated

Kroton at the battle of Sagra (Strabo 6.1.10); Siris, though

allied to Lokroi, was sacked by an alliance of Metapontion,

Kroton and Sybaris (Just. Epit. 20.1.10); and c.510 Sybaris

itself was severely defeated by Kroton (see Sybaris (no. 70)).

It is doubtful whether the alliance comprising Kroton,

Metapontion and Sybaris—all three Achaian founda-

tions—represents political unity based on shared Achaian

ethnicity, since it is unknown how long the alliance existed

and since such shared identity, if it did exist, did not prevent

the sack of Sybaris by Kroton. C5 is characterised by a series

of hegemonies by the major poleis: first by Kroton, later by

Lokroi, and finally by Taras. Pythagoreanism has been seen

as a movement linking the Greek colonies of the area,

though internal unrest and stasis also kept them apart.¹⁵ Select bibliography: Cahn (1978); Zancani Montuoro (1980); Guarducci
(1982); Ampolo (1992) 247–53; E. Greco (1990); Arnold-Biucchi (1993).

¹⁶ See Introduction to the Adriatic  321–25.
¹⁷ For the relationships between indigenous women and the colonists, see

Van Compernolle (1983), who discusses the evidence in relation to the different
types of colony. Even in Syracuse, normally taken to be a foundation where the
indigenous population was oppressed or expelled, there is evidence of local
influence on the burial rites of the Greek colonists (Leighton (1999) 235–37); a
too simplistic picture should be avoided, since the evidence is often ambiguous:
de La Genière (1983) 257; Morel (1984) 124–35; Asheri (1996) esp. 88–92, 96–98.

¹⁸ De La Genière (1983) 261–69 citing evidence mainly from 
Calabria-Basilicata; Polignac (1995) esp. 89–127. See also the descriptions of the
territories/dominions of the individual poleis in the Inventory below. For the
indigenous peoples of eastern Apulia and Calabria, the Daunians, Peuketians
and Messapians and the few Greek settlements in these territories, see the
Introduction to the Adriatic.
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However, in C5l federalism appeared. A league of the

Achaian colonies Sybaris (no. 70.V), Kroton (no. 56) and

Kaulonia (no. 55) was set up c.430–420, or at least some time

before 417, reportedly in imitation of a league of the Achaian

metropoleis (Polyb. 2.39.6; for full discussion, see De Sensi

Sestito (1984a) 90–93 and (1994) 197–205; Lombardo

(1987)). This league had a common seat in the sanctuary of

Zeus Homarios, which has, however, not yet been identified

with certainty; see De Sensi Sestito (1982b), (1984b); Osanna

(1989); later, it developed into a league comprising all the

Italiote Greek cities. The emergence of the Italiote League

was caused by the pressure which Samnite-Oskan peoples

brought to bear on the Greek poleis: Kyme was conquered in

421, Poseidonia c.410, and Laos and Skidros c.390.¹⁹

Samnite-Oskan invasions caused Leukanian pressure 

further south, with incursions into Thourian territory

(Diod. 14.101.1 (r390)). It should be noted that instances of

C5m federalism are attested among the indigenous peoples

of Central and South Italy, for instance among the

Kampanians in control of several of the Greek cities on the

Tyrrhenian coast (Frederiksen (1984) 137–38) and among

the Brettians during C4m (Lombardo (1996) 209–15).

The policies of Dionyios I in South Italy, his ambition to

control the straits and his imperialistic designs in the

Adriatic, contributed to the renewal of the Italiote League in

393 (Diod. 14.91.1), with the inclusion of Thourioi (Diod.

14.101.1) and probably also of Rhegion (cf. Diod. 14.100.1; cf.

Vallet (1958) 379; Lombardo (1987) 60) and Hipponion

(Lombardo (1989) 438). But in spite of this, Kaulonia and

Hipponion succumbed to Dionysios’aggression, as did for a

period Kroton and Rhegion, whereas the position of Lokroi,

an ally of Dionysios, was strengthened (cf. Diod. 14.40, 44,

78, 87, 90, and 91.1 for the symmachia of 393).²⁰ The Italiote

League was defeated by Dionysios at the river Eleporos in

389, and although some of the major poleis preserved their

independence, the smaller poleis of Kaulonia and

Hipponion were razed to the ground (Diod. 14.104–7

(r389/8)). However, continued Dionysian aggression was

interspersed with Carthaginian involvement on the side of

the Italiote cities, and a refoundation of the Italiote League

in 383 may be implied by Diod. 15.15.2, with a restoration of

Hipponion shortly afterwards (Diod. 15.24.1; cf. Stylianou

(1998) 203). After the conquest of Kroton by Dionysios in

379 (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.7.3), Taras took over the leader-

ship of the Italiote League, though the seat of the league was

placed in Herakleia (De Sensi Sestito (1994) 211–16). Taras,

under the leadership of Archytas, may have entered into an

alliance with Syracuse, securing its own influence over

Herakleia and Metapontion and its dominant role in the

Italiote League (Brauer (1986) 43–59).

In C4m the Leukanians conquered several Italiote cities

and large tracts of the region (Diod. 14.101–5, 15.5; Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 20.7.3), but recent research has revealed a picture

of co-existence between Leukanians and Greeks, as evid-

enced for instance by the C4 settlement of Laos,²¹ and

Oskans were peacefully admitted to Neapolis, where they

shared citizenship with the Greek communities (cf.

Frederiksen (1984) 139–40).

The Inventory below describes twenty-three poleis situat-

ed in Kampania (Kyme, Neapolis and Pithekoussai) and in

Italia as outlined above. In addition, there existed in the area

under consideration the following Archaic/Classical settle-

ments/communities which cannot be shown to have been

poleis.²²

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

AMI (. . .) (ΑΜΙ (. . .) Some scholars read the second letter

as a sigma). This otherwise unknown community is attested

by five C6l incuse coins (four staters and one drachm) on the

Achaian standard.The type is the Sybarite bull looking back,

with, on the staters only, a locust in full above, legends writ-

ten retrograde on obv. and rev.: ΑΜΙ (or ΑΣΙ ?); Parise

(1972) 104; Gorini (1975) 13, 115; Parise (1984); Rutter, HN ³

1356–7. The type suggests that Ami(. . .) was, prior to 510, a

community within Sybaris’ dominion (see Sybaris (no.

70.I)). However, only one coin has a certain provenance: a

specimen in IGCH 1889, found at “Cittanuova 45 km north-

east of Reggio”; for the coinage as testimony of a Sybarite

dominion, see Parise (1984) 253, (1988) 307–8; and Guzzo

(1981) 49. The legends have been seen as tenuous evid-

ence for a site, “Amina” or “Aminaia”, situated in

Poseidonian–Sybarite territory, and reflecting the presence

of the Aminaioi, a people of Thessalian origin mentioned by

¹⁹ For a survey, see Frederiksen (1984) 136–42; cf. also Asheri (1996) 90–91 for
the concept of “decolonisation”, and Purcell (1994) 395 for co-existence. Cf.
Larsen (1968) 95–97.

²⁰ For a full discussion, see De Sensi Sestito (1984a) 103–21 and (1994) 205–11.

²¹ See the entry for Laos in the Inventory below, and cf. Tréziny (1983) for the
difficulty of distinguishing Greek and non-Greek sites.

²² Brentesion is treated in the Inventory of the Adriatic (no. 78), and the fol-
lowing nine Messapian and Daunian settlements are found in the Introduction
to the Adriatic chapter: Egnatia, Elpiai, Hydrous, Hyria, Hyrion, Kallipolis and
Rhodiai, and the two unnamed foundations planned by Dionysios the Younger.
For introductory remarks on the Adriatic region and the types of non-polis sites
there, see also the Introduction to the Sicilian Inventory.
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Arist. fr. 505); cf. Bérard (1957) 397 n. 1 and Ampolo (1992)

237; for a full discussion of the coinage and the various inter-

pretations of it, see Parra (1984). Barr. 46, A.

Dikaiarcheia (∆ικαι�ρχεια) Polyb. 3.91.4 (polis by im-

plication; ∆ικαιαρχ5ται); Strabo 5.4.6 (π#λις, to which is

added: lν δ* πρ#τερον µ*ν .π�νειον Κυµα�ων; later it

became an emporion megiston, ibid.; cf. Diod. 5.13.2). It was

originally a secondary settlement (epineion) of Kyme (no.

57; Strabo 5.4.6), but later became a Samian foundation

(Steph. Byz. 533.19: κτ�σµα Σαµ�ων rτις κα�

∆ικαι�ρχεια; Euseb. (Hieron. 104 Helm ad Ol. lxii 2):

Samii Dicaearchian condiderunt quam nunc Puteolos vocant;

cf. Hegesandros, FHG iv p. 421, fr. 44 apud Ath. 14.656C),

possibly founded by fugitives from Polykrates, i.e. c.535–524

(Mitchell (1975) 87 n. 57); the name “Dikaiarcheia” is often

taken to be that of the Samian foundation (Bérard (1957) 55).

In 421, Dikaiarcheia presumably, like Kyme, fell under

Samnite-Oskan control (Diod. 12.76.4; Livy 4.44.2). The site

of Dikaiarcheia is a small knoll overlooking the bay of Baiae;

it is well protected on three sides and has a sheltered harbour

below in the Gulf of Naples. A few Greek sherds are tenuous

evidence of Greek presence before the establishment of the

Samian foundation c.531–528 (De Franciscis (1971); Zevi

(1993b)). There are no structural remains from Greek

Dikaiarcheia, though some problematical evidence suggests

C5 terracing and the existence of a circuit wall; the Augustan

temple may have had a pre-Roman Greek phase (C5 or C3);

see De Franciscis (1971). Barr. 44, AC.

Kerilloi (Κηρ�λλοι) Strabo 6.1.4. According to Strabo,

near Laos (no.58); possibly a harbour controlled by Laos, see

E. Greco (1986) 128. It has been identified with modern

Cirilla (Roman Cerilli). A Sybarite origin is implied by von

Stauffenberg (1963) 69. Barr. 46, H, but an earlier origin

could be argued.

Krimissa (Κρ�µισσα) Lycoph. Alex. 911 (βραχ�πτολις);

schol. Lycoph. Alex. 911 (π#λις); Strabo 6.1.3; Steph. Byz.

385.1 (π#λις); cf. Giangiulio (1987) and (1991a) for sources.

Strabo mentions a palaia Krimissa founded by Philoktetes,

but goes on to cite Apollodoros for the information that

Philoktetes colonised the promontory (>κρα) of Krimissa.

According to Steph. Byz. 385.1–2, Krimissa was a polis Italias

near Kroton (no. 56) and Thourioi (no. 74); the precise

location, however, is unknown. A conjoining of the akra

(Apollodoros apud Strabo) and the “sacred Krimissa” men-

tioned in connection with the foundation of Kroton by

Myskellos (Diod. 8.17) has prompted the identification of

Krimissa with the sanctuary of Apollo Alaios at the promon-

tory Cirò (Punta Alice). However, the city proper may rather

have been located in the vicinity of the sanctuary (at mod-

ern Cirò Marina?; cf. Giangiulio (1987)). A bronze plaque

dated c.475 and “found near Krimissa” is dated by reference

to an eponymous demiourgos (Arena (1996) no. 53 �LSAG

261.30), but it is unclear in which community he held office.

Barr. 46, AC.

Krotalla (Κρ#ταλλα) Hecat. fr. 85; Steph. Byz. 386.18

(π#λις); unknown from other sources. Not in Barr.

Lagaria (Λαγαρ�α) Strabo 6.1.14 (φρο�ριον). According

to legend, Lagaria was founded by Phokians led by the hero

Epeios (Strabo 6.1.14). It was located “after” (µετ�)

Thourioi (no. 74), according to Strabo (loc. cit.; cf. Bérard

(1957) 336–39). The site of Lagaria has not been identified

with any certainty, but various suggestions include

Amendolara (supra; de La Genière (1990), (1991b)) and 

S. Maria d’Anglona, in the territory of Siris (no. 69) (Osanna

(1992) 94). Barr. 46, AC.

Lametinoi (Λαµητ5νοι) Hecat. fr. 80 (toponym only);

Steph. Byz. 409.9 (π#λις). According to Steph. Byz. 409.9–11

as emended by Meineke, Lametinoi took its name from the

river Lametos near Kroton (no. 56); the precise location is

uncertain, however, and various locations have been sug-

gested in the Lamentine Plain (the Lamentine Gulf was

opposite that of Skylletion: Arist. Pol. 1329b12–13; Strabo

6.1.4; cf. Spadea (1990b)).An inscribed bronze plaque (IGSII

no. 21, “non ante IV.um saec. a Ch. n.”) found near 

S. Eufemia Lamezia, is normally attributed to Terina (no. 73;

so IGSII and Spadea (1979); see also the entry for Terina).

Barr. 46, A.

Makalla (Μ�καλλα) Arist. Mir. ausc. 107; Lycoph. Alex.

927; Steph. Byz. 427.4 (π#λις); Etym. Magn. 574.19 (π#λις);

schol. Thuc. 1.12.2, Hude (π#λις); cf. Giangiulio (1991b) 293.A

legendary foundation by Philoktetes, Makalla has not been

identified with any certainty,but it was probably located,with

the other Philoktetan sites, somewhere between Kroton (no.

56) and Sybaris (no. 70) (Bérard (1957) 344–46; Giangiulio

(1991b) with refs.). Musti (1991) has argued that the (mainly)

C4(?) traditions of heroic foundations in Magna Graecia, e.g.

those of Philoktetes, most often refer to partly Hellenised

indigenous sites (cf. Lagaria, supra). Barr. 46, AC.

Molpa, see Palinouros (infra).

Palinouros (Παλ�νουρος) and Molpa (Μ#λ(πα))

Palinouros is known primarily as the location of the death of
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Palinouros, the pilot of Aeneas (Strabo 6.1.1).Dion.Hal.Ant.

Rom. 1.53.2 refers to a limen ho Palinouros, but this need not

imply an urban settlement, and the tradition is, in any case,

late and mythical. At the indigenous settlement investigated

at Tempa della Guardia mortuary evidence has revealed

some Hellenisation and contacts with the Greek world. The

settlement was abandoned in C5e, but a sanctuary contin-

ued in use until C3 and finds of coins of Hyele (no. 64) sug-

gest that the area became part of the territory of Hyele 

(E. Greco (1975) 100–8). A coinage on the Achaian standard

and in the incuse fabric, inscribed with the retrograde

abbreviations ΠΑΛ and ΜΟΛ on obv. and rev. respective-

ly (infra) has been attributed to Pal(inouros)—either to the

indigenous settlement at Tempa della Guardia or to an as yet

unidentified Greek settlement on the promontory, and even

to the promontory as such (E. Greco (1975) 94–99, (1987b);

Mafettone (1994) esp. 284–87)—and to a city Mol(pa, -pe),

identified with Città di Molpa, a rocky plateau south of the

river Lambro (ancient river Melpes, cf. Plin. HN 3.72), to the

south of the Palinouros peninsula. On the plateau a few

indigenous habitation remains have been found, but there

are no Greek remains. The ΠΑΛ–ΜΟΛ coins are known

only in three specimens: obv. and rev. type is a wild boar, the

two known staters have legends ΠΑΛ–ΜΟΛ (supra); the

single known drachm has the legend ΠΑΛ on obv. in exer-

gue, while the rev. is anepigraphic (Gorini (1975) 13, 117–18;

Giacosa (1994); Rutter, HN³ 1105–6). On the basis of fabric

and standard, the coins are normally connected with the

coinage of Sybaris, and the two communities are thought to

have been part of Sybaris’dominion (Parise (1988) 308–9; cf.

Sybaris (no. 70.I)), though a dependence upon Siris has

been argued by other scholars on account of the Ionic style

of the wild boar (Neutsch (1980) 164; cf. Parise (1972) 106 n.

57; E. Greco (1975) 96–97). Palinouros: Barr. 46, AC; Molpa:

Barr. 46, A.

Parthenope (Παρθεν#πη) Strabo 14.2.10; Steph. Byz.

504.7 (π#λις). According to legend as transmitted by Strabo

(14.2.10) and Steph. Byz. 504.6–7, Parthenope was a Rhodian

foundation (Bérard (1957) 63–64). The more consistent tra-

dition is that Parthenope was either an apoikia or, like

Dikaiarcheia (supra), an epineion of Kyme (no. 57), and that

the site was later destroyed by its metropolis (Lutatius apud

Serv. ad Verg. G. 4.563 (� fr. 7, Peter); Bérard (1957) 56;

Raviola (1990)). Parthenope became the district of

Palaiopolis when Kyme founded neighbouring Neapolis

(no. 63) in C5, and by C4s the two distinct, neighbouring

urban nuclei—(Parthenope �) Palaiopolis and Neapolis—

formed one political community (Livy 8.22.5) by the name

of Neapolis, which suggests that Neapolis absorbed the ear-

lier site (see the entry for Neapolis, infra). However, the

sources do seem to suggest an early, autonomous settlement

of Parthenope (Raviola (1990) 59–60). The settlement was

maritime and the location on a promontory just south of

ancient Neapolis, present-day Pizzofalcone on the Gulf of

Naples, offered no chora or only a very limited one. The set-

tlement site (c.25 ha) was situated on the extreme spur, with

steep slopes on three sides and with a saddle joining it to its

hinterland and its cemetery. The tombs are mainly cist-slab

tombs dated 675–550. Of special interest is the presence of

Italo-Corinthian vases of a type known from Kyme and

Pithekoussai (Frederiksen (1984) 85–87, 90–95; De Caro

(1974), (1985)). Part of a C6 circuit wall (i.e. of the pre-

Neapolis phase) located between the hill of Parthenope and

the coast is taken as evidence of a fortified harbour or per-

haps even of a protected harbour settlement (Napoli (1967)

380–83). The cult of the eponymous siren Parthenope

(Dionys. Per. 357) was of early origin; the ancient sources

locate it by the sea near the river Sebeto (see Canciani

(1994)). The cult was later taken over by Neapolis, where the

siren Parthenope is represented on C5s coins (Rutter (1979)

44–45; for games held in her honour, cf. Strabo 5.4.7). Barr.

44, AC.

Petelia (Πετηλ�α) Strabo 6.1.3 (µητρ#πολις τ+ν

Λευκαν+ν; cf. Lasserre ad loc.); BCH 45 (1921) col. iv.86;

Steph. Byz. 519.15 (π#λις). One of the legendary foundations

of Philoktetes situated somewhere between Kroton (no. 56)

and Sybaris (no. 70) and the metropolis of the Leukanians,

according to Strabo 6.1.3. The city is now identified with

modern Strongoli (for the site: Osanna (1992) 198). A c.475

inscription from this site carries a text dated by reference to

an eponymous demiourgos (SEG 4 74; LSAG 261.28; Arena

(1996) no. 51); since there is limited evidence for independ-

ent communities in this region, the text suggests a close rela-

tionship with Kroton (Giangiulio (1989) 44–45). The

sources for the mythical foundation of Petelia are late

(Bérard (1957) 344; Intrieri (1989)), and the site may have

had a primarily Leukanian C4 history. Barr. 46, C.

Plateeis (Πλατεε5ς) In Ps.-Skylax 12, the chapter on

Leukania, the sixth toponym listed after the heading π#λεις

ε2σ�ν α_δε is Πλατεε5ς. The text may be corrupt (Müller, ad

loc.; Bérard (1957) 148 n. 4); however, Giangiulio (1996) finds

confirmation of a settlement with the name of Plateeis in the

episode recorded in Iambl. VP 261 of a flight of a group of

epheboi ε2ς Πλατ/ας (cf. Giangiulio (1996) 39). Not in Barr.
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Skidros (Σκ�δρος) Hdt. 6.21.1; Steph. Byz. 575.1 (π#λις);

Steph. Byz. 575.1–2 cites the C4s–C3e historian Lykos of

Rhegion for the ethnic Σκιδραν#ς (�FGrHist 570, fr. 2).

According to Hdt. 6.21.1, Sybarite refugees settled at Skidros

(and Laos) after 510. The location of Skidros is unknown,

but it was in the dominion of Sybaris (no. 70.I), probably on

the Tyrrhenian coast in the vicinity of Pyxous and Laos.

Various identifications have been suggested, principally

Belvedere Marittimo, originally put forward by Bérard

((1957) 146–47); however, the evidence is tenuous (Luppino

(1985)). Other propositions (such as San Nicola Arcella, a

small harbour c.3 km north of Laos (no. 58)) are discussed

and rejected by Di Vasto (1992). E. Greco (1992a) 473–77

suggests Sapri near Pyxous, a location tentatively followed

by Barr. 46. Skidros may have been either an indigenous set-

tlement with settlers from Sybaris after 510 or a town or a

military installation (cf. Bérard (1957) 146) with mainly

Greek inhabitants. Barr. 46, A.

Skylletion (Σκυλλ�τιον, Σκυλ�κιον) Diod. 13.3.5 (r415);

Strabo 6.1.10 (π#λις); Ptol. Geog. 3.1.10 (π#λις); Steph. Byz.

579.7 (π#λις); the curious description of Skylletion as a π#λις

Σικελ�ας by Steph. Byz., though he cites Eudoxos of Knidos

(fr. 320, Lasserre), is attributed to Steph. Byz. himself by

Lasserre ad loc. Legend attributed the foundation of

Skylletion to Athenians returning from Troy (Strabo 6.1.10; cf.

Plin. HN 3.95 and Solin. 2.10). Historically, Skylletion was

probably founded in the Archaic period, on the route of

Krotoniate interests on the Ionian side of the peninsula: black-

figured sherds from the site (Spadea (1989) 70 fig. 1) and the

tradition of a heroic foundation may reflect a history going

back into the Archaic period. In the Classical period, it was a

Krotoniate possession, but was handed over to Lokroi (no. 59)

by Dionysios I (Strabo 6.1.10). A survey of the site is found in

Arslan (1969–70): archaeological evidence for Greek

Skylletion is very scarce, and there are no structural remains.

Sporadic finds of Attic red-figured sherds indicate a settle-

ment of c.16 ha (Spadea (1989) 69–71). A cult of Athena

Skyllatia has been conjectured on the basis of the perhaps cor-

rupt Athena Skyletria in the Alexandra of Lykophron

(852–55). The name of Scolacium Minervium assumed by the

Roman foundation of Scolacium also seems to confirm an

earlier Greek cult of Athena Skyllatia (Giannelli (1963) 176–78;

architectural terracotta: Orlandini (1977)). A series of anepi-

graphic bronze coins of C4s has, on the basis of its rev. type

and provenance, been attributed to Skylletion: obv. young

male head; rev. Skylla swimming left, rarely Σ (or Μ) (Visonà

(1990); Rutter,HN³ 2565); SNG Cop. Italy 1992–93).Barr.46,C.

SO (. . .) (ΣΟ (. . .)) This Archaic community is known

only from a rare C6l silver coinage struck on the Euboic

standard, but employing the Achaian incuse fabric. The type

is the Sybarite bull looking back, with legend ΣΟ retrograde

on obv. (Gorini (1975) 12, 115–16; Parise (1972) 105 n. 55 for

specimens, one with the known provenance of Roggliano;

Rutter, HN³ 1728). The issue has been connected with a

hypothetical Archaic site “Sontia”, thought of as the main

city of the Leukanian Sontini (Plin. HN 3.98). The coinage

may attest a settlement within the dominion of Sybaris (no.

70.I; cf. ΑΜΙ (. . .), supra), but the weight standard

employed points to other interpretations, such as an issue

struck with special regard to Sybarite, Etruscan or Rhegian

border trade (E.Greco (1990) 43 n. 19; Parise (1988) 308).Not

in Barr., but cf. Barr. 45 Sontini, R.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Amendolara A settlement on the hill of S. Nicola halfway

between Sybaris (no. 70) and Siris (no. 69). The indigenous

site was strongly Hellenised by C7–C6, as attested by mater-

ial finds, sanctuary (?), habitation structures and urban

planning; it may have been a dependent settlement of

Sybaris and it was apparently destroyed along with Sybaris

in 510. Amendolara has been tentatively identified with

Lagaria (supra; cf. de La Genière (1984); Osanna (1992)

132–34, 163–64). Barr. 46, A.

Incoronata A settlement on the hill of Incoronata in

southern Basilicata, above the river Basento, c.7 km west of

Metapontion (no. 61), on the border between Sirite and

Metapontine territory. Habitation and other structures, as

well as rich finds of Greek ceramics, point to a Greek settle-

ment of some importance from c.700. Earlier finds attest

contacts with the Greek world from c.750. The settlement

phase came to an end c.630, probably as a result of the 

foundation of Metapontion. The site is normally taken to be

an unknown “emporion” on the confines of Greek colonial

territory (that of Siris (no. 69)) and the indigenous hinter-

land. Also, Incoronata has been tentatively identified with

settlements known from the written sources, such as Lagaria

(supra). Greek graffiti and stylistic affinities of the ceramics

point to an East Greek origin of the settlers. See Orlandini

(1986b); De Siena (1990); Lombardo and Giannotta (1990)).

Barr. 45, A.

Some of these settlements/communities may indeed have

been poleis: e.g. Skylletion may have struck coins. On the

other hand, the ethnic identity of the communities listed is
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not always obvious. On the status of the communities which

were not poleis we are poorly informed.

II. The Poleis

52. Herakleia (Herakleios) Map 45. Lat. 40.15, long. 16.40.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The city may initially have been

called by another name (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 11), but

the only known toponym is ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (Antiochos

(FGrHist) fr. 11 apud Strabo 6.1.14; IG xiv 645.ii.2 (C4l)); or

‘Ηρακλ/α (IG xiv 645 ii.32 (C4l)); Ps.-Skylax 14 has

‘Ηρ�κλειον. The city-ethnic is ‘Ηρ�κλειος (C4 coins,

infra; IG xiv 645.i.11 (C4l)), also spelled ‘Ηρ�κληιος (C4

coins, infra). Only after the Classical period does

‘Ηρακλε)της appear (BE (1964) no. 247 (C1); Diod. 13.3.4

(r415); Strabo 6.1.14), but ‘Ηρ�κλειος is none the less often

qualified by �π’ ’Ιταλ�ας to distinguish it from the ethnics

of other cities of the same name (CID ii 6.B.2 (c.358); BCH 23

(1899) 501 nos. 16–17 (both C4)).

Herakleia is called a polis in the urban sense at IG xiv

645.i.64 (C4l) and implicitly at Ps.-Skylax 14, where

Herakleion is the first toponym listed after the heading

π#λεις ε2σ�ν α_δε (cf. Diod. 12.36.4 (r433/2)); it is called a

polis in the political sense at IG xiv 645.i.2, i.95 (C4l), etc.

Damos is found at IG xiv 645.i.119 (C4l). The internal collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is found on C4 coins (infra) and at

IG xiv 645.i.11 (C4l); the external collective use is found in

CID ii 6.B.2 (c.358) and Diod. 13.3.4 (r415); the external indi-

vidual use is found in BCH 23 (1899) 501–2 nos. 16–17 (C4)

and BCH 63 (1939–41) 150 (C4). Patris is found in Anthologia

Lyrica Graeca 1 p. 11, Diehl.

Herakleia was a joint foundation of Taras (no. 71) and

Thourioi (no. 74): after a war for influence in the Siritis

(Antiochos (FGrHist) fr. 11; cf. IvO 254–56 (c.440) and Diod.

12.23.2 (r444)) these two cities made an agreement to found a

joint colony (Antiochos loc. cit. �Staatsverträge 158).

According to Antiochos (loc. cit.), however, the city was

founded in the name of Taras (τ�ν �ποικ�αν κριθ8ναι

Ταραντ�νων), and confirmation of Tarantine predominance

may be seen in the fact that Herakleia’s eponymous official

was an ephor (IG xiv 645.i.1 (C4l); SEG 30 1162–70 (C4l–C3e);

cf. also IG xiv 645.i.146 (C4l) for the term s8τραι � laws).

Diod. 12.36.4 dates the foundation to 433/2 and treats it as a

purely Tarantine enterprise (as does Strabo 6.1.14; cf. 6.3.4

(r330s), where Herakleia is described as “in Tarantine territ-

ory” and a war between Taras and the Messapians περ�

‘Ηρακλε�ας is mentioned).According to Diodorus (loc. cit.),

the city was founded at the site of Siris (no. 69), whose inhab-

itants were deported. According to Antiochos (FGrHist 555)

fr. 11,“Herakleia” was not the original name: the city was thus

named only after having changed its location (‘Ηρ�κλειαν

δ’ &στερον κληθ8ναι, µεταβαλο%σαν κα� τοdνοµα κα�

τ�ν τ#πον), and a combination of Diodorus and Antiochos

would suggest that the city was originally founded as Siris at

the site of Siris, but later relocated and then named Herakleia.

Such a reconstruction is not, however, supported by the

archaeological evidence, which clearly shows Herakleia to

have occupied the site of Siris (infra). According to Strabo

6.1.14, Siris served as the epineion of Herakleia, but the refer-

ence is not to the historical Siris but to the legendary polis

Troïke of the same name.

In the chora, traces of land division have been examined

by Guy (1995). Sacred land belonging to Dionysos and

Athena Polias is attested by IG xvi 645.i, ii (C4l) respective-

ly. These Tabulae Heracleenses (C4l) deal with the recovery

and the measuring of the fields belonging to the two divini-

ties, probably from the time of the foundation in 433/2

(Sartori (1967) 37–76). To the north along the river Cavone

(ancient Akalandros) the territory of Herakleia bordered

upon Metapontine territory, the western border being con-

stituted by the natural strongpoint of the hills of Anglona

with the settlement of Santa Maria d’Anglona. This orig-

inally indigenous site with a history of C7–C6 Hellenisation

(see Siris (no. 69)) has revealed sporadic C5l settlement

remains and a C4 sanctuary of Demeter and Artemis

(Rüdiger (1969); Osanna (1992) 98, 109–10 no. 10). A 

city (polis) of Pandosia is mentioned by Plut. Pyrrh. 16.5 in

connection with Pyrrhos’ encampment near Herakleia in

280 and at IG xiv 645.12, 54, 64, etc.). This Pandosia is now

commonly identified with the settlement of Anglona

(Sartori (1967) 28 n. 52, 95; E. Greco (1992b) 34, 37; Barr. 45).

Other C5–C4 sanctuaries are known in the chora (Bini

(1989); Osanna (1992) 97–105). Farmsteads seem to have

been concentrated mainly along the valley of the river Sinni

(ancient Siris) and to a lesser degree in the valley of the river

Agri. In C4e a line of border fortifications was laid out along

south-western hills bordering upon Leukanian territory.

Harbour settlements near the estuary of the river Sinni are

inferred from cemeteries. To the south the territory of

Herakleia was delimited by rural sites in the valley of the

Torrente S.Nicola. In total the territory comprised about 350

km² (overall view: Osanna (1992) 97–114).

Herakleia was a member of the Italiote League

(Staatsverträge 230), and in C4 the city became the seat of
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the League, which had previously been centred on Kroton

(no. 56; Polyb. 2.39.5–6). Alexander the Molossian trans-

ferred the seat to Thourioi (no. 74) (Strabo 6.3.4); he also

reconquered the city from the Leukanians, who must then

have taken it (Livy 8.24.4 (r326)).

Several citizens of Herakleia were appointed proxenoi by

Delphi (no. 177) in C4: BCH 23 (1899) 501 no. 16, 502 no. 17,

and BCH 63 (1939–41) 150; the latter two were appointed the-

orodokoi as well.

A system of civic subdivisions, involving two different

kinds of groupings, is attested for C4l by IG xiv 645; see fur-

ther Jones, POAG 162–64 with refs. A tyranny at Herakleia is

mentioned by Phainias fr. 16, Wehrli, but its historicity is

doubtful since the story associated with it is located in

Metapontion (no. 61) by other sources (Berve (1967)

610–11).

IG xiv 645.i.49–50 (C4l) refers to legal proceedings initiat-

ed by the tριστα� against private citizens who had

encroached upon sacred land. The inscription (e.g. at i.55)

distinguishes between hιαρ� and gιδ�α land. The following

officials are attested: an eponymous ephoros (IG xiv 645.i.1

(C4l); SEG 30 1162–70 (C4l–C3e)); an annual board of two

πολιαν#µοι (IG xiv 645.i.96–97, i.104, i.164–65 (C4l)); an

annual board of σιταγ/ρται in charge of a public granary (IG

xiv 645.i.102 (C4l)); two boards of tριστα� (IG xiv 645.i.2

(C4l)) presumably elected (hαιρεθ/ντες: IG xiv 645.i.9

(C4l)) ad hoc; a grammateus (IG xiv 645.i.188 (C4l)). The

assembly ��λ�α, is mentioned at IG xiv 645.i.12, ii.9–10

(C4l), and qualified as κατ�κλητος “specially summoned”

(Sartori (1953) 96; Ghinatti (1996) 87). The work carried out

by the tριστα� and recorded by IG xiv 645 (C4l) was decreed

by the katakletos alia (i.12). Two month names (?πελλα5ος,

Π�ναµος) are attested by IG xiv 645.i.2, 101 (C4l). The ono-

mastics of IG xiv 645 indicate that non-Greeks had been

absorbed into the citizenry (Lomas (2000) 178–79).

The city was situated on the low and narrow east–west-

oriented plateau (modern Policoro), between the estuaries

of the rivers Akiris and Siris, the site of the C8 foundation of

Siris (no. 69). The evidence suggests some measure of occu-

pation of the Policoro plateau from the Siris phase to the C5s

foundation of Herakleia (Hänsel (1973) 491; Adamesteanu

(1985a) 63).

Herakleia occupied two main areas of habitation: an

upper city and a lower plateau to the south, divided from the

upper city by a depression occupied already from the

Archaic period by sanctuaries. A C5 ashlar circuit wall has

been revealed on the south and south-east side of the

“acropolis”, on the northern side of the plateau, and sporad-

ically along its southern side, implying a primary habitation

of the plateau.A subsequent phase comprising the lower city

was previously seen as a result of the growing importance of

Herakleia in C4e as head of the Italiote League

(Adamesteanu (1985b) 98). Recently an overall, contempo-

rary 433/2 occupation of the whole site has been argued,

comprising an urban area of c.140 ha (Giardino (1998)

192–93). Habitation on the central part of the upper plateau

was laid out on both sides of the east–west plateia which

crossed the middle of the plateau. The area has been inter-

preted as a kerameikos with workshops inserted into the

domestic structures, and in use from C5 to early third cen-

tury ad. The interpretation of the urban layout of the lower

city is based upon aerial photography; this has revealed a

plan of at least eight plateiai; although the orientation is

generally east–west, it is different from that of the upper city.

The lower city is protected on its southern,eastern and west-

ern sides by C4–C3 ashlar circuit walls, strengthened with

towers and an outer ditch. The slope and valley between the

upper and lower plateau were reserved for sanctuaries and

areas of public use, such as the agora, lying outside the urban

plans of the upper and lower city (Neutsch (1967) 110–50;

Hänsel (1973); Adamesteanu (1985b); Giardini (1992),

(1998)). Cult had continued uninterrupted in the sanctuary

of Demeter from the Siris phase through C5 to C4, when

structures were laid out on a system of terraces, an architec-

tural sophistication reflecting the status of Herakleia as head

of the Italiote League (Pianu (1989); for the cult: Neutsch

(1967) 134–36, (1980) 158–65; Sartori (1980); Hinz (1998)

187–93). The sanctuary housed also the cults of Artemis

Soteira (Neutsch (1967) 134), and Artemis Bendis was vener-

ated in her role as divinity of asylia (Pianu (1989) 108; Curti

(1989) 28–29). Other votive material indicates a cult of

Athena, attested also by the coin types (infra); Athena Polias

is attested at IG xiv 645.ii.5 (C4l). The central area of the val-

ley was occupied by the sanctuary of the “Archaic Temple”,of

uncertain cult, which was enlarged in C5–C3 to comprise

various religious buildings, treasuries, a hestiaterion(?), as

well as a vast public space interpreted as the agora (Pianu

(1991)).The sacred lands of Athena and Dionysos attested by

the Tabulae probably occupied the area north of the city,

since this area has been shown to have been unoccupied.

The cemeteries were located to the east, south and west of

the city; rites were mainly inhumation in cist-slab tombs,

and some graves are rich in tomb gifts reflecting the city’s

ceramic production (Degrassi (1967); Da Leukania a

Lucania 151–97). Cults of Hestia and Aphrodite are attested

by IG xiv 646 (C4–C3).
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Herakleia minted silver coins from the time of its founda-

tion on the Achaian–Thourian standard, but with the

Tarantine system of denominations (Van Keuren (1994)).

The first series, c.432–420, were diobols: obv. head of

Herakles, or Athena in Attic helmet; rev. lion, legend ΗΕ

(SNG Cop. Italy 1098–1100), or Herakles strangling lion,

legend: ΗΕ, hΕΡΑΚΛΕΙΩΝ, hΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΩΝ (Van

Keuren (1994) nos.23–40; Rutter,HN³ 1358–60). Staters were

issued c.430–400(?): obv. head of Athena, helmet decorated

with olive wreath; rev. Herakles seated on a rock pouring a

libation, legend ΗΡΑΚΛΗΙΩΝ, sometimes retrograde

(Van Keuren (1994) no. 1; Rutter, HN³ 1362). Later series of

staters and diobols c.420–C4l have types: obv. head of

Athena wearing Attic helmet, decorated with hippocamp or

Skylla, on one die the legend ΑΘΑΝΑΣ; rev. Herakles

standing or kneeling, fighting the Nemean lion (Rutter, HN³

1363ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1101–4, 1115–32). The dies of some

issues are signed ΑΡΙΣΤΟΧΕΝΟΣ, a die-engraver also

known from Metapontion (Rutter, HN³ 1373). From c.334 a

new issue of diobols and staters, possibly related to

Alexander the Molossian (Van Keuren (1994) 28–29, 32),

have rev. Herakles standing, holding club and lion skin

(Rutter, HN³ 1381, 1383; SNG Cop. Italy 1105–14). The types

with Herakles are obviously connected with his cult in a city

named after him, and on the reverse of the early staters he

may be pouring a libation in the role of oikistes (Rutter

(1997) 47). A single issue of gold (quarter-stater) of C3e has

been attributed to Herakleia (Van Keuren (1994) no. 124;

Rutter, HN³ 1421); bronze coinage was introduced in C4

(Rutter, HN³ 1436ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1133–43). Herakleian and

Tarantine C4l–C3 silver fractions have similar types and

suggest federal production.

A communal donation towards the rebuilding of the

Delphic temple is recorded by CID ii 6.B.2 (c.358).

53. Hipponion (Hipponieus) Map 46. Lat. 38.40, long.

16.05. Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Ε2π)νιον, τ# (Archestratos fr. 35.8, Olson and Sens). The

corresponding city-ethnic is found as gειπονιε�ς in SEG 11

1211 (525–500), and C4 coins (infra) use the form Ε2πωνιε�ς

(abbreviated as gΕΙΠ on the earliest C4 coins: RE viii.A.

2005: Lombardo (1989) 452); Ps.-Skylax 12 and Douris

(FGrHist 76) fr. 19 have ‘Ιππ)νιον for the toponym

(‘Ιππ)νειον is found at App. B Civ. 5.91). The correspon-

ding city-ethnic ‘Ιππωνιε�ς is found at Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom.20.7.3 (r388) and F.Delphes iii.1 179 (C4l–C3e); at Thuc.

5.5.3 the MSS have ’Ιτων/ας, which is commonly and prob-

ably correctly emended to ‘Ιππων/ας or ‘Ιππωνι[ς (cf.

Hornblower (1996) 434–35; Lombardo (1989) 452); but

Steph. Byz. 342.10 does mention an ’Ιτ)νη . . . ’Ιταλ�ας

(which may, however, be identical with Hipponion: RE

viii.A. 2004–5; contra Lombardo (1989) 452). Finally, Diod.

15.24.1 (r379) has ‘Ιππωνι�της, and ‘Ιππωνε�της is found

in SEG 2 635 (Hell.).

Hipponion is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-Skylax 12

after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,where polis

is used in the urban sense (cf. Douris (FGrHist 76) fr. 19 and

Diod. 14.107.2 (r388)); Thuc. 5.5.3 calls the Hipponieis

apoikoi of the Lokrians. The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested on C4 coins (infra); the external col-

lective use is attested by SEG 11 1211 (525–500), probably by

Thuc. 5.5.3 (supra) and by Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.7.3 (r388)

and Diod. 15.24.1 (r379); the external individual use is found

in F.Delphes iii.1 176 (C4l–C3e), which describes a man as

Λοκρ�ς .κ τ+ν ’Επι[ζε]φυρ�ων ‘Ιππωνιε�ς (infra).

Hipponion was a colony founded by Lokroi (no. 59)

(Thuc. 5.5.3; cf. Ps.-Skymnos 308 and Strabo 6.1.5).

Archaeological evidence points to a foundation in C7l

(infra). The scanty evidence shows very varied relations

between Hipponion and its metropolis: (a) SEG 11 1211

(525–500), a joint dedication by Hipponion, Medma (no.

60) (also a Lokrian colony), and Lokroi (cf. Lombardo

(1989) 429) at Olympia of spoils taken from Kroton (no. 56),

implies a military alliance between colony and mother city,

but has nothing on its origin or duration (Hornblower

(1996) 434–35), and nothing about the political status of

Hipponion vis-à-vis Lokroi (Lombardo (1989) 428–31); (b)

Thuc. 5.5.3 attests to a war between Lokroi and Hipponion

and Medma but gives no explanation of the issues involved

(see further Lombardo (1989) 431–40); (c) F.Delphes iii.1 176

(C4l–C3e) is a Delphic grant of proxeny etc. to a 

man described as Λοκρ�ς .κ τ+ν ’Επι[ζε]φυρ�ων

‘Ιππωνιε�ς; this unique combination of city-ethnics pre-

sumably indicates some kind of political interdependence

between the two communities (Graham (1964) 94; Savalli

(1989) 467), but (pace Graham (1964) 94–95) this evidence

can hardly be retrojected into the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods (cf. Hornblower (1996) 434–35).

Evidence from cemeteries and sanctuaries points to a C7l

foundation date for Hipponion (infra), confirmed by Greek

influence in local, indigenous tombs—for instance at Torre

Galli (Arslan (1986) esp. 1031–32, 1042, 1052–54; Lombardo

(1989) 424 n. 29). Evidence of Greek presence in the territory

of Hipponion comes primarily from the area between the

city and the coast, where ceramic evidence indicates Greek

presence from C6 (see also the entry for Medma). The
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coastal chora of Hipponion was consolidated by C5: the evi-

dence is a coastal sanctuary (dedicated to Persephone?) and

C5–C4 remains of, presumably, agricultural and maritime

structures (Ianelli (1989); Givigliano (1989) 745–46). The

coastal plain, between Nicotera and the river Angitula, cov-

ers about 120 km², but the territory of Hipponion would

have comprised about 200 km² if the valleys south of the city

were part of the territory. Agathokles of Syracuse built an

epineion (Strabo 6.1.5), and remains of this have been iden-

tified on the coast below Hipponion between the rivers S.

Anna and Trainiti at Castello Bivona and Porto Salvo (Lena

(1989) 601–7). The route between Hipponion and the coast

was consolidated by C5, with an extra-urban sanctuary near

the coast at Castello Bivona (Givigliano (1989) 748–51).

Hipponion may have been a member of the Italiote

League (Lombardo (1989) 438). An alliance of Hipponion

with Lokroi (cf. Lombardo (1989) 429) and, presumably,

Medma in C6l is implied by SEG 11 1211 (525–500), a joint

dedication by these three cities of spoils taken from Kroton.

Thucydides’ phrasing at 5.5.3 (W πρ�ς ‘Ιππωνι[ς κα�

Μεδµα�ους π#λεµος) suggests that Hipponion and

Medma were allies in the war against Lokroi c.422.

In 388 Hipponion was conquered by Dionysios I of

Syracuse, who relocated the inhabitants to Syracuse (no.

47), razed the city, and handed over its territory to the

Lokrians (Diod. 14.107.2; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.7.3).

Apparently, not all Hipponieis were relocated; at least, when

describing the refoundation of the city at 15.24.1 (r379),

Diodorus states that the Carthaginians restored the city to

the “Hipponiates in exile”, and these may have been exiled

when Dionysios took the city; Diodorus’ phrasing leaves

open the possibility that exiles other than Hipponieis were

settled in the refounded city (Lombardo (1989) 439). In 356,

the city was subdued by the Brettians (Diod. 16.15.2); but any

long-lasting Brettian possession of the city is hardly to be

assumed (cf. Lombardo (1989) 440–43).

F.Delphes iii.1 176 (C4l–C3e) is a grant of proxeny etc. by

Delphi (no. 177) to a man described as Λοκρ�ς .κ τ+ν

’Επι[ζε]φυρ�ων ‘Ιππωνιε�ς (supra).

Hipponion was founded on a steep-sided plateau c.500 m

above sea level. There are no traces of the Greek urban lay-

out or habitation structures, which have all been obliterated

by the mediaeval city. However, the extant remains of the c.6

km-long circuit wall and the morphology of the site indicate

a fortified area of about 80 ha; the urbanised area, presum-

ably about the size of the mediaeval city, comprised about 40

ha (Aumüller (1994) 248 fig. 1). The city probably had an

urban layout similar to that of other Greek colonies, with

open unoccupied spaces (Ianelli and Giviglaino (1989)

677–81). The circuit wall has four structural phases

(Aumüller (1994); Ianelli (2000a)): the first phase (“A”),

C6s–C5f, had foundations roughly constructed of boulders,

possibly supporting a brick superstructure. The second

phase (“B”), C5s–C4f, is an ashlar wall with rectangular tow-

ers, unusually placed inside the curtain-wall. The destruc-

tion and later enlargement of this phase is possibly

connected with destruction by Dionysios I in 388 and the

later Carthagian-sponsored refoundation of the city. Later

phases are connected with the incursions of the Brettians

and possibly with the wars of Agathokles.The eastern part of

the city, the Cofino plateau, though not urbanised, was for-

tified from the early history of the city, but may have been

separated from the central area by a transverse wall, a sort of

diateichisma, at a later date (Aumüller (1994) fig. 1 “a–a” and

“b–b”; cf. also Ianelli and Givigliano (1989) 672–77, 679 pl.

53). The sanctuaries are, primarily, situated along the east

and north edge of the plateau, a system of “sacra cintura”

known, for instance, from Akragas and Lokroi (Parra

(1996b), (2000)): to the north on the top of “Belvedere-

Telegrafo” is a C6m temenos with naiskoi and a monumen-

tal, C6l peripteral Doric temple; to the east is the temenos

“Contorno del Castello”; a C5l–C4e Ionic temple is located

on the Cofino plateau; c.150 north-west of temple are

remains of a small temenos with votive deposits and

naiskos(?) and a via sacra (Quilici (1990)). The evidence for

the cults is above all C5f pinakes of Lokrian type with

Persephone–Kore iconography (cf. Strabo 6.1.5), though

one type is unique, with an Aphrodite iconography not

known from the Lokroi pinakes (Parra (1989) 559–65,

(1996b) 142–43; Hinz (1998) 211–12). C4 figurines indicate a

Demeter cult (Ianelli (1996c) 147). A very rich votive deposit

in “località Scrimbia” covers the period c.570–C5 and testi-

fies to a wealthy aristocracy (Sabbione (1996); Hinz (1998)

212). Cults of Zeus, Athena and Hermes seem to be indicat-

ed by the coin types (infra), as does one of a local nymph

Pandina. The C7–C6 cemeteries were located on the western

outskirts of city, originally outside the circuit walls, perhaps

later within (Arslan (1986); M. D’Andria (1989); Ianelli

(2000b)).

Like its metropolis Lokroi, and the other Lokrian sub-

colony of Medma,Hipponion did not issue coins until C4m,

when it initiated a bronze coinage. The first phase is dated

before the Brettian conquest in 356 or after, on the basis of

Brettian influence on letters in the legend gΕΙ or gΕΙΠ (cf.

Lombardo (1989) 441–43, who argues for periods of

Hipponian autonomy in C4s–C3e). Obv. head of Hermes;
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rev. eagle, or amphora or kerykeion (Rutter, HN³ 2243–54;

SNG Cop. Italy 1829–30). Later issues have obv. head of Zeus,

or Apollo, with rev. types similar to those of the earlier

issues; legend: ΕΙΠΩΝΙΕΩΝ (Rutter, HN³ 2246ff; SNG

Cop. Italy 1831–34). One issue depicts a goddess Pandina

(possibly influenced by Terina: Rutter (1997) 78), legend:

ΠΑΝ∆ΙΝΑ (Rutter, HN³ 2251; SNG Cop. Italy 1834). A

small issue of staters on the Corinthian standard has been

attributed to Hipponion on the basis of the kerykeion

symbol on the rev. (Rutter, HN³ 2242).

54. Hyele (Hyeletes)/Elea (Eleates) Map 46. Lat. 40.10,

long. 15.10. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The earliest form of

the toponym is ‘Υ/λη, ! (possibly on C5f coins, cf. Masson,

REG 108 (1995) 231; Hdt. 1.167.3; cf. Antiochos (FGrHist 555)

fr. 8 apud Strabo 6.1.1). The corresponding city-ethnic is

‘Υελ�της (C5 coins, infra). This form is replaced in the

Classical period by ’Ελ/α, ! (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 8

apud Strabo 6.1.1; Pl. Soph. 216A; Ps.-Skylax 12). The corre-

sponding city-ethnic is ’Ελε�της (IG iv².1 258 (C4); Arist.

Rh. 1400b7), also spelled gελε�τας (ΒΕ (1987) no. 758 (C4))

and possibly in SEG 24 303 (C6–C5) as re-interpreted by 

G. Cordiano (1995a).

Hyele is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.167.3

(where Rosén’s conjecture .κτ�σαντο is preferable to codd.

.κτ�σαντο); and “Elea” is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-

Skylax 12 after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,

where polis is used in the urban sense. Polites is found in

Speusippos fr.3.The internal collective use of the city-ethnic

is found on C5 coins (infra); the external collective use is

found in Arist. Rh. 1400b7 and possibly in SEG 24 303

(C6–C5) as reinterpreted by G. Cordiano (1995a); and the

external individual use is found at IG iv².1 258 (C4) and BE

(1987) no. 758 (C4).

Hyele was founded by Phokaians (�Alalians (no. 1)) who

had abandoned the Phokaian colony of Alalia on Corsica

shortly after the battle of Alalia (c.540–535) in which they

had defeated Etruscan and Carthaginian forces but suffered

severe losses themselves (Hdt. 1.166–67); according to 

Ps.-Skymnos 250, a contingent from Massalia (no. 3) parti-

cipated in the foundation. The site on which the city was

founded was uninhabited before the arrival of the Hellenes

(Bencivenga Trillmich (1990) 365).

The territory of Hyele was delimited by the hills of Mt.

Gelbison and Mt. Cavallara and the Classical fortresses

located there, such as that of Moio della Civitella (E. Greco

and Schnapp (1986); Bencivenga Trillmich (1990) 366–67

fig. 367). The earlier contention that Hyele had no chora

(Pugliese Carratelli (1970b) 12–14) has been abandoned (cf.

for instance Morel (1988) 438–40); Gras (1985) 422–23 calcu-

lates the arable hinterland of Hyele as c.13 km², suggesting

that a large part of the chora, above all the wooded slopes of

the inland hills, was exploited for timber. E. Greco and

Schnapp (1983) 382–83 suggest that the territory within a

distance of 4–5 km of Hyele was suitable for farming. The

largest territorial extension, as bounded by Poseidonian 

territory to the north, and at the Palinuros peninsula,

delimiting the territory of Pyxous (no. 67) on the south, is

c.400–500 km²; however, the degree of Hyele’s control over

this larger area is uncertain; Strabo 6.1.1 hints at armed 

conflicts with Poseidonia (no. 66) and the Leukanians, but

supplies no date. No sanctuaries or second-order settle-

ments are known in the territory (Bencivenga Trillmich

(1990) 366).

According to Strabo 6.1.1, the offshore islands of the

Oinotrides offered good anchoring places, while the 

estuaries of the rivers Alento and Fiumarella north and

south of the acropolis also offered harbour facilities (cf.

Johannowsky (1982) 234). Apart from these mercantile

aspects the city has all the appearances of a “population-

colony” with a chora (cf. Morel (1988) 438–40, 461).

Attempts have been made to estimate the size of Hyele’s

population at the time of its foundation from the number of

Phokaian ships that survived the battle at Alalia: twenty pen-

tekonteres according to Hdt. 1.166.2. A crew of eighty with

families gives a figure of between 240 and 320 per ship, in all

c.4,800–6,400 persons (Gras (1985) 421–22); other calcula-

tions have reached a similar figure of c.6,000 (Johannowsky

(1982) 225). However, it is important to bear in mind that the

limited agricultural resources were not the sole means of sup-

port for the population, which had important commercial

contacts as well (Morel (1982); Gras (1985) 421–25); cf. also the

remarks by Strabo 6.1.1 on the city’s reliance on the sea.

Hyele was member of the Italiote League against

Dionysios in 387 (Polyaen. 6.11). A squadron of twelve

triremes is attested in Polyaen. 6.11 (r389). Two citizens of

Hyele were involved in the Timoleontic refoundation of

Akragas (no. 9) (Plut. Tim. 35.2).

There are few sources for the political organisation of

Hyele; but a C5f tyranny is reported by Diod. 10.18.1–2 and

Diog. Laert. 9.26. Parmenides was allegedly the legislator at

Hyele,his native city,and each year the archai had to exact an

oath from the politai to the effect that they would observe

the laws of Parmenides (Plut. Mor. 1126A/B; Diog. Laert.

9.23; Talamo (1989)). The earliest preserved public enact-

ment is a 242 asylia decree for Kos (IGDGG no. 59).
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Hyele was founded on a coastal plateau, more prominent

in antiquity when the coastline reached further inland on

both sides of the promontory. The city comprised four main

zones (overview: Krinzinger (1994)): (a) the acropolis, at

first used for habitation and later the site of Hyele’s main

cults; (b) the western slope of the acropolis, “Weststadt”,

divided from the main urban zone (c) by the north–south

circuit wall (“Krinzinger-wall-B”), and protected on the

north by “wall-A”; (c) the main urban zone in the southern

plain, “Südstadt” (“Unterstadt”) and Vignale (“Oststadt”),

protected westwards by “wall-C”, northwards by “wall-A”,

and southwards towards the coast by “wall-E”; (d) a smaller

zone on the north slope, “Nordstadt”, protected by a sepa-

rate circuit wall, “wall-D” (Krinzinger (1979), (1986)). The

whole site was fortified c.520 shortly after the foundation,

but obviously not fully urbanised, thus offering plenty of

space for farming and husbandry. The division of the city

into quarters by diateichismata walls goes back to the early

history of the site, suggesting some sort of social division or

a division based upon different functions such as habita-

tion, commerce or workshops (survey of research: Gassner

and Sokolicek (2000) 95–97). The circuit wall follows the

crest of the hill from the acropolis to the top of Casteluccio,

whence it turns southwards to incorporate a large part of the

southern plain to the coast. The walls run for c.4 km and

enclose an area of c.64 ha, comprising the “Nordstadt”; but

during the early history of the site the habitation area was

probably confined to the acropolis and the adjacent hill, and

covered c.9 ha. The walls were of sun-dried brick upon a

foundation of local sandstone in polygonal masonry. The

C5e witnessed a monumentalisation of the early structure,

with the use of accurate ashlar masonry and with towers

raised at intervals of about 40–60 m, the upper structures

still in sun-dried bricks, with a C5 course that comprised

also the “Unterstadt” (Gassner and Sokolicek (2000)). A

third phase in C4–C3 saw various repairs and reinforce-

ments (Krinzinger (1979), (1986)). The Archaic habitation,

or “polygonal phase”, is known above all from the acropolis

and its southern slope. The urban aspect is irregular, but

there is some evidence of orthogonal planning, with a

plateia along the south flank of the acropolis, cutting

obliquely into the hill, and houses laid out on terraces on

both sides of short stenopoi. On the acropolis the streets

were laid out not orthogonally but in accordance with the

morphology of the terrain. The lower wall structures are in

local sandstone in a polygonal technique, whereas the upper

structures are in sun-dried brick; there is evidence of a water

supply and drainage (Velia iii; Krinzinger and Gassner

(1997)). A large residential building, perhaps a ruler’s house

from C6l, was located further along the crest of the hill

(Bencivenga Trillmich 1983). The lower city,“Südstadt”, was

also extensively occupied from the Archaic period,and there

is evidence of urban planning from the C6l–C5e phase

(Krinzinger (1992–93) 29–37). The Vignale zone in the lower

city reveals urban organisation and orthogonal layout of the

per strigas type from C5m (Krinzinger (1992–93); Krinzinger

et al. (1999)). The morphology of the site may have favoured

a system of habitation on terraces, a system of urbanisation

well known in the Ionian cities, such as Ephesos and others.

The cavea structure under the C3 and later Roman theatre

has, without substantial evidence, been interpreted as the

remains of a bouleuterion of c.470–460 (Bencivenga Trillmich

(1994) 93–94).A Greek phase of the Roman theatre is perhaps

evidenced by a C5e polygonal analema wall (ibid. 90–92). In a

later phase the cavea may have had a wooden covering, ikria

(ibid. 89–90, 92–93). The Archaic habitation structures on the

acropolis gave way to a monumental temenos probably

already by the late Archaic period (for a survey of the archae-

ological evidence for sanctuaries at Hyele, see Hinz (1998) 180

n. 1046). A large quasi-isodomic terrace wall (“Ionic-

Lemnian technique”) gave space for a C5e Ionic temple,prob-

ably of Athena Polias (Bencivenga Trillmich (1990) 371 n. 26;

Miranda (1982)). The terrace north-east of the temple with

the sanctuary of Poseidon Asphaleios (Guarducci (1966)

280–82) is part of this reorganisation of the acropolis. The

foundations of a C6 cult building on the western extremity of

the acropolis in conjunction with votive material and inscrip-

tions are all taken as evidence of a cult of Hera going back to

the foundation of the city (Tocco Sciarelli (1997) 228–29).

Another sanctuary, situated further along on the crest north-

east of the acropolis, with an open paved space with stoas on

three sides, is attributed to Poseidon Asphaleios by a C4m

inscription (Guarducci (1966) 280–82). A well-built ashlar

temenos wall and steps of access on the north slope belong to

a C5 sanctuary of Zeus, identified by a C5m cippus

(Krinzinger (1994) 37, 54 n. 52 “Zeus Agoraios”; LSAG 464 E);

Miranda takes the Zeus inscriptions from the “Altar-terrasse”

as evidence of a Zeus Polieus cult (Miranda (1982) 171–72; cf.

IGDGG no. 53). The C5 cemetery was possibly laid out on the

top of Castelluccio (Bencivenga Trillmich (1990) 369–70),but

the evidence is meagre. Early excavation maps indicate a

cemetery outside the south wall (“section E”), between the

city and coast.

Hyele began minting silver coins on the Phokaian stand-

ard in C6s, with issues of drachms, diobols and, possibly,

obols and eighth-obols (Williams (1992)): obv. forepart of a
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lion devouring its prey; rev. an incuse pattern. No legends

name the mint, but the attribution to Hyele rests on both

provenance and obv. type (Rutter, HN³ 1259–63; SNG Cop.

Italy 1521–22). The so-called auriol-class of diobols are less

certainly attributed to Hyele (Rutter (1997) 33; cf. IGCH

2352). A new series from c.465 consists of didrachms on the

Italic–Tarantine standard (Rutter, HN ³ p. 118): obv. lion

roaring, rev. head of the nymph Hyele; legend: ΥΕΛΗ

(cf. Masson, REG 108 (1995) 231), ΥΕΛΗΤΕΩΝ,

ΥΕΛΗΤΩΝ, at times retrograde, at first on obv. in exer-

gue, later on rev. (Rutter, HN³ 1264; SNG Cop. Italy 1523–26);

later types: obv. female head; rev. lion (SNG Cop. Italy

1527–28). Lower denominations from c.465: drachms,

diobols and obols: obv. head of the nymph Hyele, the dies of

the drachms marked with a letter in an alphabetical

sequence; rev. owl; legend: ΥΕΛΗ (Rutter, HN ³ 1265–67;

SNG Cop. Italy 1529–34). After C5m, didrachms of a more

advanced style were introduced: obv. Athena wearing richly

ornamented Attic helmet similar to the type at Thourioi;

rev. lion seizing stag; legends as above (Rutter, HN ³ 1270;

SNG Cop. Italy 1535–37); the drachms, diobols and obols

have the same types as before. This series too has letters in an

alphabetical sequence. Various silver issues were continued

from C4e into Cl: rev. lion crouching (Rutter, HN ³ 1277ff;

SNG Cop. Italy 1538–92); sophisticated dies depict the head

of Athena en face and with the signature perhaps of the

engravers (SNG Cop. Italy 1560); the obv. type sometimes

depicts Athena in Phrygian helmet (Rutter, HN ³ 1291, 1295).

Bronze coinage was introduced in C5s: obv. head of nymph,

or of Herakles; rev. owl (Rutter, HN³ 1320–21; SNG Cop. Italy

1554–55). Later bronze types: obv. head of Herakles, or

Athena, or Zeus; rev. lion, or owl, or tripod; legends as above

(Libero Mangieri (1986) 116–23; Rutter, HN ³ 1325ff; SNG

Cop. Italy 1593–1611). The late silver and bronze issues indi-

cate cults of Athena, Apollo, Zeus and Herakles in addition

to that of the nymph Hyele (Breglia (1966); Ebner (1978);

Williams (1992)).

55. Kaulonia (Kauloniatas) Map 46. Lat. 38.25, long. 16.35.

Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is Καυλων�α, !

(Ps.-Skylax 13); an earlier form was Α(λων�α (Hecat. fr. 84;

Strabo 6.1.10; cf. Ps.-Skymnos 320–22 and Steph. Byz.

147.8–10; cf. also the legend ΑΥΛ on a C5e coin (infra)). The

city-ethnic is Καυλωνι�τας (C5–C4e coins; Polyb. 2.39.6

(rC5)); ΑΥΛ on a C5e coin (infra) may abbreviate an earli-

er *Α(λωνι�τας.

Kaulonia is the second toponym listed at Ps.-Skylax 13

after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν α_δε, where polis is used in

the urban sense, cf. Diod. 14.103.3; Ps.-Skymnos 320 (r foun-

dation) calls it apoikia. The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic in found on C5 coins (infra); the external collec-

tive use is found in Iambl. VP 262 and Polyb. 2.39.6 (both

rC5). For the external individual use of the city-ethnic, see

Paus. 6.3.11, commenting on the C4f athlete Dikon of

Kaulonia.

Kaulonia was an Achaian foundation (Strabo 6.1.10; Paus.

6.3.12); it was founded by Kroton (no. 56) (Ps.-Skymnos

318–19; Steph. Byz. 147.9–10). The oikistes was Typhon from

Aigion (Paus. 6.3.12; Morgan and Hall (1996) 209). Serv. ad

Aen.3.553 describes it as a colony of Lokroi (no.59).The exis-

tence of a C6e circuit wall (Tréziny (1989) 129) points to a

foundation in C7s, though Greek finds go back to C8l

(Tréziny (1988) 205).

The name of the territory was Καυλωνι[τις (Thuc.

7.25.2).The territory of Kaulonia functioned as a buffer zone

between Lokroi and Kroton. The border between Lokrian

and Kaulonian territory was probably formed by the river

Sagra (Giangiulio (1989) 221–24,251–52),whereas the border

between Krotoniate and Kaulonian territory must remain

more uncertain, perhaps to be located somewhere in the

region of Skylletion, in which case the territory would meas-

ure c.200 km². There is some archaeological evidence for an

ancient harbour near the estuary of the river Assi (Ianelli,

Mariottini and Lena (1993)). C6m–C5m architectural 

fragments of about six roofs found on the hill of Passoliera

c.1 km to the south of Kaulonia testify to an important extra-

urban sanctuary (Barello (1995) 65–86).

A federation of Kaulonia, Kroton (no. 56) and, presum-

ably, Sybaris on the Traeis (no. 70.V) was established at some

uncertain date in C5 with the foundation of a federal sanc-

tuary of Zeus Homarios (Polyb. 2.39.6; Walbank, HCP ad

loc. and (2000) 24). The location of the federal sanctuary of

Zeus Homarios is uncertain, but the sanctuary of Punta

Stilo is one of the more convincing suggestions (infra). The

find of a heavy limestone cover from a container in the sanc-

tuary has been taken as evidence of a treasury or archive

similar to that known from Lokroi (Ianelli (1992a)). In C5s,

Kaulonia was, with Taras (no. 71) and Metapontion (no. 61),

involved in arbitration between Kroton and returning exiles

(Iambl. VP 262).

In 389 Kaulonia was besieged and taken by Dionysios I of

Syracuse (Diod. 14.103ff), in spite of help from Kroton and

from the Italiote League. The citizens of Kaulonia were relo-

cated to Syracuse (no. 47), granted citizenship and exempt-

ed from taxes for five years (Diod. 14.106.3); the city was

razed to the ground, and the territory handed over to Lokroi
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(no. 59; Diod. 14.106.2). This may perhaps explain the 

tradition of a Kaulonia of the Lokrians (Steph. Byz. 369.19),

and the tradition (in Serv. Aen. 3.553) that Kaulonia was a

foundation of Lokroi. A refoundation c.357 by Dionysios II

of Syracuse may be inferred from Diod. 16.10.2, 11.3; cf. Plut.

Dion. 26.7. The C4m–s circuit wall also implies a refounda-

tion (infra).

The Pythagoreans probably played a political role during

C6l–C5f, but the evidence is not very good (Dicaearchus fr.

34, Wehrli: Pythagoras in Kaulonia; Iambl. VP 267: list of

Pythagoreans in Kaulonia). Nothing else is known about the

political organisation, unless one accepts the attribution 

to Kaulonia of a C5e inscription (IGSII 20 �SEG 4 71) testi-

fying to civic subdivisions (Jones, POAG 168) and to the

existence of an eponymous damiorgos; its provenance, how-

ever, remains uncertain (Arena (1996) no. 52).

Kaulonia was founded on sloping terrain facing the sea

(survey of evidence: Ianelli (1992b)). There is little archaeo-

logical evidence for the Archaic or Classical city, but it

extended inside the area of the later circuit wall, possibly in

three separate areas, with an early settlement on the Faro of

Punta Stilo and a C6 settlement extending as far north as

“Colle A” and southwards on the Piazzatta hill; the different

areas of habitation may each have had their own orienta-

tions, but the evidence is uncertain (Orsi (1914); Tréziny

(1989) 156). The well-preserved circuit wall postdates the 389

destruction and is of C4m or C4s (Tréziny (1989) 155–57). C6

and C5 phases have been investigated inside tracts of the

later wall. The C6 circuit wall probably had the same north-

ern and western (though not including Orsi’s “Neapolis

occidentale”) extension as the Hellenistic city. To the south

it remains uncertain whether Orsi’s “Neapolis meridionale”

was part of the Archaic city. The Archaic walls therefore

delimited an area of either 35–36 ha or 45–46 ha, the latter

figure being the extent of the Hellenistic city. Eastwards, fac-

ing the sea, there is evidence of a C5 (and C6?) circuit wall

(Tréziny (1989), esp. 129–32, 156–57). The city was refounded

after the 389 destruction, and the remains of urban struc-

tures are mainly C4m (Ianelli and Rizzi (1985)). Apart from

the Classical temple and its Archaic predecessor, there are

remains of numerous smaller naiskoi and thesauroi in the

vast temenos at Punta Stilo below the city on the coast

(Barello (1995)). The identity of the deity honoured there is

uncertain. The main coin type suggests that the chief divin-

ity of Kaulonia was Apollo (Lacroix (1965) 159–61), possibly

with the epithet Daphnephoros (Caccamo Caltabiano

(1990)), but see Giannelli (1963) 179–82 and Kraay (1976)

68–69. An alternative suggestion is a cult of Zeus Homarios

established by the Achaian League of Kaulonia, Kroton and

Sybaris perhaps already in C5s (Torelli (1988) 593); Osanna

(1989) interprets the rectangular theatre-like structure in

the temenos as the seat of the Achaian League, though this

should perhaps rather be looked for in neutral territory

(Giannelli (1963) 182–83). Substantial walls, votives and

architectural terracottas on the hill of the Faro di Punta Stilo

inside the urban area belong to a major C6 sanctuary, possi-

bly the earliest of Kaulonia (Barello (1995) 19–29). The

cemeteries were located outside the circuit wall, north-west

of the city (Orsi (1914)).

Dikon of Kaulonia was a successful athlete who won 

victories at all four Panhellenic festivals (Paus. 6.3.11). At 

his earlier victories he was proclaimed a Kaulonian

(Olympionikai 379 (392)), but he was probably among the

Kaulonians relocated to Syracuse by Dionysios I (supra),

and he was proclaimed a Syrakosios at his subsequent victo-

ries (Olympionikai 388–89) and is described as such by Diod.

15.14.1 (r384) (cf. Stylianou (1998) ad loc.).

Kaulonia struck an incuse silver coinage from c.525, on

the Achaian standard (Kraay (1960), (1978); Rutter, HN³

2035ff), according to some scholars possibly from as late as

510 (Montani Pertosa (1993)). Initially, only staters were

struck, but smaller denominations were issued in the late

incuse phase. The type (on which see Rutter (1997) 30–31) is

a striding, naked Apollo (supra) with a branch in his raised

right hand, and on his outstretched left arm a small running

naked figure holding a similar branch in each hand; in a field

a stag. Legends are the abbreviated ethnic, often retrograde,

ΚΑΥΛ, ΚΑΥΛΟ (Rutter, HN ³ 2035–43; SNG Cop. Italy

1698–1702).A single triobol die carries the earlier form of the

name ΑΥΛ (Kraay (1976) 169; Rutter, HN³ 2041). A double-

relief coinage was introduced 480–475, with the same obv.

type as on the incuse coinage; rev. stag; legends: ΚΑΥΛ,

ΚΑΥΛΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ, ΚΑΥΛΟΝΙΑΤΑΝ; the double-

relief coinage carries a complex system of letters or symbols

(Rutter, HN ³ 2044ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1703–32). Similar types

appear on some smaller denominations (Rutter, HN ³

2060ff). Bronze coinage was issued from C5s: obv. head of

horned river-god (the Sagra?); rev. stag (Rutter, HN ³ 2069).

Kaulonian coinage comes to an end with the conquest by

Dionysios I in 389/8.

56. Kroton (Krotoniatas) Map 46. Lat. 39.05, long. 17.05.

Size of territory: 4 (dominion: 5, infra). Type: A. The

toponym is Κρ#των, ! (Hdt. 3.131; IG iv².1 95.42 (356/5)).

The city-ethnic is Κροτονι�τας (LSAG 104.22 �SEG 40 426

(510–470)), sometimes spelled qροτονι�τας (SEG 11 1211
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(525–500); coins, infra), Κροτωνι�της (Thuc. 7.35.2; Arist.

fr. 600.1), or Κροτωνι�της (Hdt. 3.137.1).

Kroton is called a polis in the urban and political senses

combined at Hdt. 3.137.3, and in Hdt. 8.46.1 it is subsumed

under the heading polis, where polis occurs in the political

sense (Hdt. 8.42.1, 49.1); Kroton is the third toponym listed

at Ps.-Skylax 13 after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν α_δε, where

polis is used in the urban sense. The Aristotelian collection

of politeiai seems to have included a Κροτωνιατ+ν

πολιτε�α (Heracl. Lemb. 68; Arist. fr. 523, Gigon).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

coins from C5l (infra); the external collective use is attested

in a C6l–C5e Delphic inscription (LSAG 104.22 �SEG 40

426), and in SEG 11 1211 (C5), Hdt. 3.137.2 and Thuc. 7.35.2.

The external individual use of the city-ethnic is attested in

Hdt. 3.125.1, 5.47.1; CID ii 51.iii.9 (339); Arist. Gen. an. 752b25.

Kroton was an Achaian foundation (Hdt. 8.47;

Peloponnesian in Ps.-Skymnos 328; Spartan participation

(Paus. 3.3.1) is a tradition probably no older than the victory

over Sybaris and the expedition of Dorieus (C6l)). The

colony was founded in 709/8 (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.59.3;

Jer. Chron. also gives Ol. 17.3, and the foundation is here

treated as contemporary with that of Sybaris, as in other

sources, e.g. Strabo 6.2.4, cf. 6.1.12; the Armenian Eusebios

gives Ol. 17.4, i.e. 708/7).A date not long after the foundation

of Syracuse (733) is implied by Antiochos’ statement that the

oecist Myskellos of Rhypes in Achaia (cf. Hippys (FGrHist

554) fr. 1) received support from Archias the oecist of

Syracuse (FGrHist 555, fr. 10). See also Giangiulio (1989)

134–48 for a reappraisal of the Delphic traditions and

Myskellos. The verse oracles relating to Myskellos (Diod. fr.

8.17; Antiochos and Hippys (locc. citt. supra)) are not gen-

uine but “quasi-historical” according to Fontenrose (1978)

Q28–30, Q139–140. However, Delphi probably did play an

important role in the foundation: the Delphic tripod is

depicted already on the earliest Krotoniate coinage (infra).

Herakles is named as the mythical founder on C5s coin leg-

ends (Lacroix (1965) 76–79 pl. 5.7–8; cf. Diod. 4.24.7 and

Heracl. Lemb. 68). Cf. further Morgan and Hall (1996)

206–8.

The name of the territory is ! Κροτωνι8τις γ8 at Hdt.

5.45, or simply ! Κροτωνι[τις (Thuc. 7.35.1; Alkimos

(FGrHist 560) fr. 2). To the north-east the river Hylias 

(modern Fiumenica?) formed the border with the territory

of Sybaris (no. 70)/Thourioi (no. 74) (Thuc. 7.35.2). The

Lakinian promontory and the rivers Aisaros and Krimisa

may mark the limits of the early territory. Later the chora of

Kroton was delimited to the north by the sanctuary of

Apollo Alaios, to the south by that of Hera Lakinia, and

inland by the adjoining hills (Giangiulio (1989) 215–32). In a

1984 survey 238 settlements and single farmsteads were

recorded; by 450–350 the territory measured about 270 km²

(Carter and D’Annibale (1984); Carter et al. (1990)).

The tradition of Philoktetes (Apollodorus (FGrHist 244)

fr. 167 �Strabo 6.1.3), and that of the Krotoniate possession

of the bow of Herakles (Mir. ausc. 840a20), may reflect

Krotoniate expansion or ambitions on the confines of

Sybarite territory (Mele (1983a) 36–39) or in regard to the

indigenous populations (Giangiulio (1991a) 49–53). The

expansion of Kroton is indicated by the foundation of two

colonies in C7: Kaulonia (no. 55) on the Ionian Sea (Ps.-

Skymnos 318–22), comprising also the territory of

Skylletion; and Terina (no. 73) on the Tyrrhenian Sea (Ps.-

Skymnos 306–7). The territorial ambition of Kroton

towards the south-west was blocked at the river Sagra, the-

atre of the C6m war between Kroton and Lokroi (no. 59)

(Strabo 6.1.10) in which Kroton was surprisingly defeated.

The maximum territorial expansion of Kroton was attained

after the victory over Sybaris c.510, and for this period a

Krotoniate dominion is attested by coins with two ethnics:

in addition to that of Kroton, those of Sybaris (no. 70)

(qΡΟ-ΣΥ), Pandosia (no. 64) (qΡΟ-ΠΑΝ∆Ο) and

Temesa (no. 72) (qΡΟ-ΤΕ); cf. also coins inscribed ΣΥ-

ΛΑg (infra). As shown by Parise, this numismatic evidence

points not to an alliance but to a dominion controlled by

Kroton (Parise (1982); cf. Stazio (1983b) 967–70). Kroton

may have treated the cities in the dominion as dependencies,

since there is evidence of a Krotoniate governor (exarchos)

at Sybaris (Iambl. VP 74; Minar (1942) 70). In C5, Kroton

opposed the refoundation of Sybaris (Diod. 11.90.4, 12.10.2,

cf. 11.3) and waged war against Thourioi (no. 74) with the

help of the Pythagoreans returning from exile (Polyb. 2.39.4;

Iambl. VP 264). In C5s, however, its dominion disintegrated

(Kahrstedt (1918) 185; RE xi. 2024–25).

A number of important sanctuaries were located in the

territory: that of Hera Lakinia on the promontory c.10 km to

the south of Kroton had a C6 origin and had developed into

a pan-Italiote sanctuary by C5l. The Classical temple was a

major structure of unparalleled splendour in Magna

Graecia (Orsi (1911b); Spadea (1996)). The other major sanc-

tuary in the territory, at Cirò (Punta Alice), is probably that

of Apollo Alaios founded by Philoktetes (Lycoph. Alex. 920;

dedication of the bow of Herakles, Mir. ausc. 840a20); it

secured the territorial interests of Kroton southwards

(Maddoli (1983) 336; Musti (1991) 25–27). Inland sanctuaries

in the chora of Kroton have been found at Giammiglione
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and at S. Anna (Spadea (1983) 137–38; Osanna (1992)

177–79). In 413, the city denied an Athenian army passage

through the territory (Thuc. 7.35.2). Control of the territory

may also be implied by Hdt. 5.45.2 mentioning a presumably

public grant of land to Kallias of Elis. A C6l exile is attested

in Hdt. 5.47.1; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.1.7 for C5e exiles.

A C5s recall of exiles is reported in Iambl. VP 263.

The military forces of Kroton at the C6 battle on the river

Sagra reputedly numbered 130,000 or 120,000 men (Strabo

6.1.10; Just. Epit. 20.3.4–5) and 100,000 men in 510 (Diod.

12.9.5). These, obviously, are unreliable figures, but it seems

correct that, after the victory over Sybaris, Kroton had the

largest population of the Greek cities in Italy (cf. Diod.

14.103.4 (r389)); 10,000 citizens, the estimate of Beloch

(1922) iii.1 306–7, may be correct.

Kroton was of Achaian origin, but relations with home-

land Achaia are almost invisible in our sources (Morgan and

Hall (1996) 211–14). By C6m the Achaian cities of Italy seem

to have formed an alliance, e.g. in the war against Siris (no.

69), which was defeated by Kroton (no. 56), Metapontion

(no. 61) and Sybaris (no. 70.I) (Just. Epit. 20.2.4). In C5l,

Kroton with Kaulonia (no. 55) and Sybaris on the Traeis (no.

70.V) organised the first Italiote League (Polyb. 2.39.5–6;

Walbank (2000) 23–24), later enlarged or refounded in

opposition to Dionysios I of Syracuse and the Leukanians

(Diod. 14.91.1 (r393), describing it as a symmachia with a

synedrion, cf. 101.1; Staatsverträge 230). However, Dionysios’

victory on the river Eleporos in 389 was followed by a twelve-

year period of dependency on the tyrant of Syracuse (Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.7).

In 356/5, a citizen of Kroton served as theorodokos of

Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.42); IG ii² 406 (C4s) is pos-

sibly a fragment of a grant of proxeny for a Krotoniate.

Reception of envoys is attested in Diod. 12.9.3 (rC6l).

Sending of envoys is reported in Phylarchos (FGrHist 81) fr.

45 (rC6l) and Iambl. VP 263 (rC5s).

The constitution of Kroton is known only from late

sources of doubtful value, principally Iamblichos’ De Vita

Pytagorica of the third to fourth century ad. It was aristo-

cratic/oligarchic until C5m (Iambl. VP 255), from C6l to

C5m seemingly under strong Pythagorean influence (Minar

(1942) 1–71), though both democratic and tyrannical inter-

ludes are recorded. A gerousia with its archeion as well as

archontes are attested for C6l (Dicaearchus fr. 33, Wehrli;

Timaeus (FGrHist 566) fr. 44; cf. Iambl. VP 126: archeion of

the 1,000), but such constitutional details are all that is

known (Minar (1942) 8), though it may be inferred from the

democratic revolution of C6l (infra) that, e.g., access to

offices was denied the demos. A meeting of the ekklesia is

attested for C6l (Diod. 12.9.4); the synkletos, which in con-

nection with this meeting is distinguished from the demos

(ibid.), may possibly be identical with either the gerousia or

with the “1,000”, a body attested in Iambl. VP 45, 126 (rC6l).

For the interpretation of the 1,000 as the original Archaic

assembly, see Sartori (1953) 116 and Ghinatti (1996) 82–86.

Another possibility is that the 1,000 were a/the council (Val.

Max. 8.12.15. Ext. 1; cf. Minar (1942) 8). Democracy was

introduced in C6l (Robinson (1997) 76) (shortly after the

victory over Sybaris, since one of the causes of the revolu-

tion reported by Iambl. VP 255 was dissatisfaction with the

arrangements proposed for the conquered Sybarite land)

after a violent uprising against the Pythagoreans (Iambl. VP

257–62); the initial demands for reform included popular

access to magistracies and assemblies, and euthynai of offi-

cials by representatives chosen by lot .κ π�ντων (ibid. 257);

some of these constitutional demands may have been met

(Minar (1942) 56). After the final democratic victory there

followed sentences of exile, a redistribution of land and a

cancellation of debts (Iambl. VP 262), though these meas-

ures have been thought to have occurred only in C5m

(Minar (1942) 57–60); see also Robinson (1997) 76–77, who

accepts the whole account as referring to C6l. A tyrant,

Kleinias, is with some uncertainty dated to C5e (Minar

(1942) 72; Luraghi (1994) 72–75). All that is known of him is

that he secured his tyranny with the aid of exiles (presum-

ably non-Krotoniate) and slaves, and proceeded to execute

and exile the epiphanestatoi; he may also have brought other

poleis under his sway (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 20.7.1); his revolt

seems to have been against a reconstituted oligarchy (cf.

epiphanestatoi), though it is not known how it replaced the

C6l democracy (Berger (1992) 20). A prytanis is attested in

C5e (Ath. 522C); the office of strategos is attested as well

(Kratinos fr. 223, Kock). Oligarchs were in power again in

C5m, when the Pythagoreans were overthrown, but the con-

stitutional history after Kleinias is obscure (Minar (1942)

73ff).

Kroton was founded on a coastal plain, delimited on one

side by the Castello hill, the acropolis of the ancient city.

There is no clear evidence of a pre-Greek indigenous settle-

ment (Sabbione (1982) 251, 259), but according to Ephor. fr.

140 it had been inhabited by Iapygians. A C4–C2 circuit wall

is known from various locations along the hills delimiting

the urban centre.The morphology of the Collina del Castello

and the S. Lucia hills suggests a coherent fortification system

similar to Euryalos at Syracuse. The C4 evidence suggests a

continuous circuit (cf. the siege of 317 reported in Diod.
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19.3.3), the river Aisaros being fortified along the banks

or/and with chains across the river, in all 13 km in length (cf.

Livy 24.3.1). The fortified area comprised c.620 ha (cf. Diod.

21.4 (r295)); Livy 23.30.7 refers to an arx, probably the acrop-

olis comprising the S. Lucia hills (Spadea (1983) 158–61).

The evidence suggests that the Greek colonists settled

simultaneously over the whole of the later urbanised area,

from the acropolis near the coast to the north circuit wall,

i.e. including the area north of the river Aisaros. The charac-

ter of the urban layout in the different zones suggests an ini-

tial settlement pattern organised in several kleroi (Spadea

(1983) 124–27; Lattanzi (1988) 554).The earliest urban organ-

isation with a regular layout has a C7l–C6e origin. There are

indications that Kroton was provided with a new town plan

after Dionysios’ defeat of the Italiote League at the river

Eleporos in 389, but the alterations relative to earlier grid

systems are unclear (Spadea (1983) 152–54). The harbour

mentioned by Strabo (6.1.12) may have been located on the

estuary of either the river Aisaros or the river Neaithos.

According to Diod. 12.9.3, Sybarite exiles sought refuge at

altars in the agora c.510 (cf. Hdt. 3.137.1).

The archaeological evidence for urban sanctuaries is lim-

ited to the C6 Hera Eleutheria(?) sanctuary “Vigna Nuova”

on the outskirts of the city (Spadea (1983) 144–50) bridging

polis and chora (Lattanzi (1981) 224–25). Other urban sanc-

tuaries, however, are indicated by sporadic finds of C7–C6

architectural terracottas (Spadea (1983) 136–37). A cult of

Zeus Soter is inferred from coin legends (infra), and the seat

of the Achaian League in the sanctuary of Zeus Homarios

has tentatively been located in the sanctuary of Hera Lakinia

(De Sensi Sestito (1982b)). A festival at Kroton with mone-

tary prizes is mentioned in Timaios (FGrHist 566) 45 (rC6l);

cf., however, Ath. 522A with Dunbabin (1948) 370.

Remains of an ashlar structure in the area of the Nuova

Vigna is interpreted as part of a theatre of uncertain date

(Cristofani (1970) 269), but structural remains of a theatre

have not been substantiated (Todisco (1990) 149–51). A the-

atre used for public games is mentioned by Iambl. VP 126

(rC5?). Kroton’s major cemetery on the Carrara hill, delim-

iting the city on its eastern side, goes back to C8l. The house

of the athlete Astylos who had himself proclaimed as a

Syracusan after victories at Olympia was on that account

turned into a prison (Paus. 6.13.1 (r480s); Hansen (2002)

36–37).

Attested cults include those of Hera Lakinia (LSAG 261

no. 21 (C6s); Diod. 13.3.4), with an important festival (Mir.

ausc. 96), Apollo (Mir. ausc. 109; Iambl. VP 261; cf. also

coinage, infra), the Muses (Iambl. VP 264), Demeter

(Timaeus (FGrHist 566) fr. 131) and Zeus Meilichios (SEG 17

42 (C6–C5)).

Participation in the games at Olympia is attested from 672

to 480. Kroton was famous for its athletes (Strabo 6.1.12),

who achieved an amazing number of victories (cf. Miller

(2000) 286–87; Mann (2001) 164–91), of which twenty-six

are mentioned in our sources (Olympionikai 38, 87, 90, 92,

100, 104, 109, 115, 122, 126, 129, 133, 135, 139, 145, 148, 153, 166, 172,

178, 179, 186, 187, 196, 197, 198). Astylos, however, the winner

of various races in 484 and 480, was on both occasions pro-

claimed a Syrakosios (cf. Mann (2001) 188–89, 246–48). One

of the most famous Krotoniate athletes, Phayllos, never

achieved an Olympic victory, but was a triple Pythionikes

prior to 480 (Hdt. 8.47 (twice in the pentathlon and once in

running: Paus. 10.9.2); cf. RE xix.2. 1903–4).

Architectural fragments of Krotoniate type from

Olympia and Delphi may testify to Krotoniate thesauroi

(Heiden (1990) 44; Mertens-Horn and Viola (1990) 244–45).

LSAG 104.22 �SEG 40 426 (510–470) is an external com-

munal dedication to Pythian Apollo, presumably of spoils

taken from Sybaris. SEG 11 1211 (C5), on the other hand, is a

dedication at Olympia of spoils taken from Kroton and ded-

icated by the Hipponians (no. 53), the Medmaians (no. 60)

and the Lokrians (no. 59) (cf. Lombardo (1989) 429). C5s

Krotoniate publication of a public document at Delphi is

attested at Iambl. VP 263. Communal consultation of the

Delphic oracle is reported by Just. Epit. 20.2.5, 3.1–3 (rC6s).

Kroton minted an incuse coinage on the Achaian stand-

ard from c.530, mainly staters and drachms. The principal

type, and sole type initially, is the Delphic tripod, legend:

qΡΟ,qΡΟΤ,qΡΟΤΟ,qΡΟΤΟΝ (Stazio (1983a) 369–74;

Parise (1990b); Rutter, HN ³ 2075–94, 2100–6; SNG Cop. Italy

1735–64). The tripod refers to the importance of the cult of

the Pythian Apollo, alluded to more specifically on C5l types

(infra). For Apollo Pythios at Kroton: Iambl. VP, 28.9–10,

35.261, discussed by Maddoli (1983) 336. A variant type with

a flying eagle on the rev. (Stazio (1983a) 375–77; Rutter, HN³

2095, 2108; SNG Cop. Italy 1765–69) is either an “alliance” or

“dominion” coin (unknown alliance city; Kraay (1976) 168

suggests Hipponion) or a reference to Zeus at Kroton or to

special ties between Kroton and Olympia—an interpreta-

tion perhaps supported by later issues with a seated eagle on

a column (infra) (Stazio (1983a) 375–76). The dominion

issues (supra; Rutter, HN³ p. 168) all have the Krotoniate tri-

pod on the obv., with legend qΡΟ whereas the rev. type

varies: Sybaris (no. 70.II): bull standing r. looking back,

legend: ΣΥ (Rutter, HN³ 2098); Pandosia (no. 64): bull

standing r. looking back (relief in incuse square), legend:
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ΠΑΝ∆Ο (Rutter, HN ³ 2097); Temesa (no. 72): tripod, leg-

end: ΤΕ also C5 stater, double relief, obv. tripod, legend:

ΤΕ; rev. helmet, legend qΡΟ (Gorini (1975) 26–27; Rutter,

HN ³ 2080 with refs.; SNG Cop. Italy 1828).

Smaller denominations (triobols, diobols and obols) in

double relief were minted from C6l and through the C5: obv.

tripod; rev. a variety of types known from other mints:

Pegasos, cuttlefish, hare, cock, crab and wheel (Stazio

(1983a) 377–80; Rutter, HN ³ 2125ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1785–94).

The issue is explained as denominations used to make up

the weight of Krotoniate staters to that of coins minted on

other standards, or as politically motivated issues (Stazio

(1983a) 381–84; Rutter, HN ³ p. 170).

The full transition from an incuse to a double-relief

coinage took place c.435, at first with the tripod on both obv.

and rev. (Rutter, HN ³ 2113–19; SNG Cop. Italy 1770–72), the

obv. type later replaced by other types: an eagle seated on an

Ionic capital (Stazio (1983a) 384–85; Rutter, HN ³ 2141; SNG

Cop. Italy 1775–81); Herakles seated and the legend

ΟΙΚΙΣΤΑΣ claiming Herakles as founder of the city (cf.

Diod. 4.24.7; Stazio (1983a) 385; Rutter, HN ³ 2139; SNG Cop.

Italy 1773–74). The cult of the Pythian Apollo is alluded to in

types with Apollo shooting arrows at the Python (Lacroix

(1965) 158–61; Rutter, HN ³ 2140; SNG Cop. Italy 1773). By 

C5l the q is replaced by Κ and Ο by Ω, with legends 

ΚΡΟ, ΚΡΟΤ, ΚΡΟΤΟΝ, ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΝ,

ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ.

Types on the later issues include obv. head of Hera

Lakinia, rev. seated Herakles (Rutter, HN ³ 2159; SNG Cop.

Italy 1800–4), both types reflecting the importance of

Kroton in the Italiote League (Stazio (1983a) 390–94). A C4e

type with the infant Herakles strangling snakes was also

adopted by a number of cities in Asia Minor, reflecting a

monetary league or a common use of “Greek fighting

Barbarian” symbolism (Stazio (1983a) 391–92; Rutter, HN ³

2157; SNG Cop. Italy 1804–5).Bronze coinage was introduced

c.400 (Stazio (1983a) 394–95; Rutter, HN ³ 2202ff; SNG Cop.

Italy 1821–27).

Kroton was the metropolis of Kaulonia (no. 55) (Ps.-

Skymnos 318–19), founded in C7s, and of Terina (no. 73)

(Ps.-Skymnos 306–7), founded at the latest c.460.

57. Kyme (Kymaios) Map 44. Lat. 40.50, long. 14.05. Size

of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Κ�µη, ! (Thuc.

6.4.5), spelled Κ�µε on C5f coins (infra); the Doric form is

Κ�µα (ML 29 (474)); it is qualified by τ8ς ’Ιταλ�ας at Diod.

11.51.1 (r474). The city-ethnic is Κυµα5ος (C5f coins, infra;

Diod. 11.51.2 (r474)).

Kyme is called a polis in the political sense at Thuc. 6.4.5

(cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.6.4 (rC6l)), and it called polis

Hellenis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 10 (cf. Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 7.4.1 (rC6l); Diod. 12.76.4 (r421)). The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on C5 coins

(infra). The external collective use is found in Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 7.4.3 (rC6l), Diod. 11.51.2 (r474) and 12.76.4

(r421). The external individual use is found in Paus. 10.12.8

(rHell.).

Kyme was the earliest of the Greek colonies in Italy and

Sicily (Strabo 5.4.4). The archaeological evidence indicates

Greek settlers at Kyme from c.750–725, which is contempor-

ary with the earliest Greek evidence from Pithekoussai, thus

suggesting a first settlement phase contemporary with that

site (d’Agostino (1999a) 54, (1999b) 207–11). The city was

founded by Euboian Chalkis (no. 365) (Thuc. 6.4.5:

Χαλκιδικ� π#λις) or by Chalkis and Eretria (no. 370)

(Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3). According to Strabo 5.4.4, there

were two groups of settlers: one led by Hippokles from

Euboian Kyme, and one led by Megasthenes from Chalkis.

Kyme’s hinterland was fertile, but the city was a maritime

settlement (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.2 (r524/3)). There is a

tradition of harbour stations in Kymaian territory, such as

Dikaiarcheia, which may have been an epineion Kymaion

during its early history (Strabo 5.4.6 (rC8–C7?)); however,at

this site mineral extraction may also have played a role (cf.

Mele (1979) 43–45; and Dikaiarcheia in the list of non-polis

sites, supra). Kymaian territory extended southwards to the

site of Parthenope, perhaps originally one of the epineia of

Kyme (Strabo 5.4.7; cf. Parthenope in the list of non-polis

sites, supra). Neapolis (no. 63) was probably founded as a C5

colony of Kyme. Kymaian territory extended northwards to

the river Klanios, the border between the Greek and

Etruscan areas of influence (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.3

(r524/3)). The territory comprised c.280 km² (Frederiksen

(1984) 68–69 map 2). There is little evidence of sanctuaries

in Kymaian territory; however, the Demeter sanctuary on

the north-west plateau of Neapolis predates the foundation

of this city and may perhaps be taken as evidence of a rural

sanctuary in Kymaian territory (E. Greco (1987a) 488–89),

and traditions about the travels of Herakles point to rural

sanctuaries dedicated to this hero. The cultural influence of

Greek Kyme in the Italic regions should not be underesti-

mated, a salient point being the Euboic-Kymaian origin of

the Etruscan alphabet. The political influence of Kyme in

Central Italy was considerable already in C6l, as indicated by

the embassy sent by Aricia to Kyme asking for help against

the Etruscans (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.5.1).
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Numerous military confrontations with non-Greek pop-

ulations are on record (cf. Mele (1987)): in 524, the city

defeated an invading force of Etruscans, Umbrians and

Daunians (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3); in 504, Kyme success-

fully supported Aricia and defeated Etruscan forces (Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.5); in 474, Kyme in alliance with Hieron of

Syracuse defeated Etruscans in a great naval battle off Kyme

(Diod. 11.51; cf.ML 29); and in 421, Kyme fell to the Samnites,

who subjected the city to an exandrapodismos and resettled

it themselves (Diod. 12.76.4), while surviving Kymaians fled

to Neapolis (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.6.5; Lomas (2000) 178).

An alliance with Aricia is attested by Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

7.5.2 (rC6l). An alliance with Hieron of Syracuse is attested

by Diod. 11.51.1, and this alliance defeated Etruscan forces in

the great naval battle at Kyme in 474 (Diod. 11.51.2 (r474); cf.

ML 29).

Kyme was conquered by Kampanians in 421, but although

the city was subjected to exandrapodismos and resettled with

Kampanians, Greek culture survived (Diod. 12.76.4; Strabo

5.4.4), and Ps.-Skylax 10 lists Kyme as a polis Hellenis.

Exiles during the tyranny of Aristodamos are mentioned

at Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.10.4. Sending of envoys is attested

at Diod. 11.51.1 (r c.474); reception of envoys is attested at

Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.5.1 (rC6l).

According to Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.4, Kyme in C6l,

during the conflicts with the Etruscans, raised an army of

4,500 foot and 600 horse; the city also possessed a navy at

this time (ibid., cf. 7.5.3 for a navy amounting to ten ships).

A hipparches is mentioned at Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.4.4

(rC6l).A strategos is mentioned by Dion.Hal.Ant. Rom.7.5.2

(rC6l).

Information on the C6l constitution and political institu-

tions is found in the account by Dionysios of Halikarnassos

of the tyranny of Aristodamos (504–490); this account is

influenced by stereotypical perceptions of tyranny (Berve

(1967) 160), and it is uncertain to what degree the informa-

tion on the political organisation of Kyme found in it is his-

torical. With that caveat, it may be noted that according to

Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.4.4, Kyme before the rise of

Aristodamos was an aristocracy (described as an oligarchy

at 7.6.4; Ghinatti (1996) 120–22). Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

7.4.4–5 refers to a boule (cf. 7.5.2), and a bouleuterion is men-

tioned at 7.7.3. The citizen body is depicted as divided into οH

δυνατο� and W δ8µος which was ο( πολλ+ν τινων κ�ριος

(7.4.4–5). At Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.7.3 is a general reference

to οH .ν τ/λει. After the C6l victory over the Etruscans,

Aristodamos emerged as prostates tou demou (Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 7.4.5) by demagogia, and this implies the existence

of an assembly (cf. 7.5.2 and .κκλησ�α at 7.7.5). After a suc-

cessful command in war against the Etruscans in support of

Aricia (7.5–7), Aristodamos launched a coup d’état and took

power as tyrant, and,according to Dion.Hal.Ant. Rom.7.8.1,

carried out a γ8ς �ναδασµ�ς κα� χρε+ν >φεσις etc. as a

stereotypical tyrant. After the overthrow of Aristodamos,

the patrios politeia was restored (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

7.11.4).

Death sentences passed by the C6 aristocracy/oligarchy

are mentioned in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.7.4 (rC6l).

Kyme occupied a high, isolated plateau in the Phlegraian

Fields north of Cape Misenum. The settlement was founded

on the saddle between the acropolis near the coast and

Monte Grillo inland. The Greeks replaced an indigenous

settlement, though it is uncertain whether they did so

directly or after some hiatus (d’Agostino (1999a) 61). The

acropolis and the settlement plateau were fortified from at

least C6m, and possibly already from C6e, by a circuit wall

built in isodomic ashlars, a double curtain-wall with inter-

nal fill (Pagano (1993); d’Agostino (1999b) 208–9). Sea-

wards and eastwards along the Monte Grillo the walls

exploited the natural steep slopes; to north and south the

plateau was accessible from the hinterland and the wall was

strengthened and provided with fortified gates, and proba-

bly also with an external ditch along the stretch facing

Capuan and Etruscan territories (d’Agostino (1999a) 54;

Fratta (2002) 61). The walls enclosed an area of c.80 ha,

including the acropolis and part of the Monte Grillo which

has revealed some traces of habitation in the Archaic period

(Fratta (2002) 68).

There are few urban remains from the Greek period, but

it is likely that the agora preceded the Roman forum and that

the Roman road system followed an earlier Greek system.

There is also some evidence of a diateichisma wall dividing

the western and eastern city quarters (D’Onofrio (2002)

136–40). From the description of Aristodamos’ homecom-

ing after the victory at Aricia in 504 (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

7.7.1) it is apparent that Kyme had at least two harbours.

These were probably located below the acropolis, but any

evidence has been obliterated by the Roman harbour struc-

tures, by silting and by bradyseisms (Paget (1968) 152–59;

Morhauge et al. (2002)). Kyme had other harbour facilities

in the bay of Misenum (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.2 (r524/3)).

Part of the substructures of the Roman “Temple of Zeus”

on the acropolis is from a C5m monumental Greek temple

(Burelli and Valenza Mele (1989) 19). The sanctuary of

Apollo (Paus. 8.24.5) was located on the lower terrace of the

acropolis (cf., however, Clark (1977) 483 n. 8); the only Greek
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remains are those of the C5 stereobate of a peripteral temple

(Frederiksen (1984) 75). On the south-eastern slope of the

acropolis the subterranean galleries,“Cave of the Sibyl”, is at

least in part C6–C5, but the function of the structure (an

oracular cult, a heroon or tomb) is uncertain (Clark (1977)

484, fig. 1). The only identified sanctuary on the city plateau

is an Archaic shrine in the outermost south-western corner

of the city, inside the circuit wall, probably a C7 Heraion

(Valenza Mele (1977) 500, 524; Pagano (1993) fig. 1.2; Fratta

(2002) 49, 69). The epigraphic evidence for a Hera cult at

Kyme goes back to c.650; she was possibly an oracular divin-

ity with precedence over Apollo (IGDGG no. 14; cf. no. 15).

The cemeteries are of the utmost importance for the

study of Kymaian history (Gábrici (1913)). They define the

limits of the city from the C8, occupying quite an extensive

area already from this period, and with single tombs, among

the most ancient, found up to 3 km from the city without

evidence of smaller Greek satellite settlements. Rich, aristo-

cratic C8l–C7e tombs show close similarities with aristo-

cratic tombs in Eretria, thus revealing close ties between the

two cities in a period not long after the foundation of Kyme

(Albore-Livadie (1979)).

Kyme began striking coins c.475. Three weight standards

were employed in the early coinage of Kyme, the earliest

issues being drachms on the Chalkidian (a single specimen

is known) and didrachms on the Euboic–Attic standard

(Rutter (1979) 15–16, 91; Rutter, HN ³ p. 66). The Attic stan-

dard most likely derived from Syracuse and may reflect the

alliance with Hieron and the establishment of a Syracusan

garrison on Pithekoussai in C5f (cf. Strabo 5.4.9; Rutter

(1979) 93). Types: obv. lion’s scalp flanked on either side 

by boar’s heads; rev. mussel shell; legends: ΚΥΜΕ,

ΚΥΜΑΙΟΝ (Rutter (1979) 9–10; Rutter, HN ³ 513–14).

Shortly after the initial coinage,Kyme adopted the Phokaian

standard from Hyele; the same types were employed in the

different issues. The heraldic motif was probably an allusion

to the temple of Apollo where the Kymaians kept the teeth of

the Erymanthian boar killed by Herakles (Paus. 8.24.5;

Lacroix (1965) 142–46; Rutter (1979) 9–10; Rutter, HN ³ 515).

The type was revived on C5l issues. The lion’s scalp is above

all known as a Samian type and may reflect Samian parti-

cipation in the settlement at Dikaiarcheia in C6l (see

Dikaiarcheia in the list of non-polis sites, supra). To the same

early period are attributed two gold issues: obv. female head,

or helmet; rev. on both, mussel shell (Rutter (1979) 17–18;

Rutter, HN ³ 511–12). Later issues of didrachms: obv. lion’s

scalp and boar’s heads; rev. female head, perhaps a nymph

personifying the city (Rutter (1979) 11; Rutter, HN ³ 520; SNG

Cop. Italy 357). Smaller denominations are drachms and

obols. The rendering of some rev. types reveals Syracusan

artistic influence. The most consistent issue has as obv. type

the female head (Rutter, HN ³ 521, 528, SNG Cop. Italy

358–68). An obv. type of Athena with Corinthian helmet is

modelled on Corinthian types and must also reflect

Syracusan influence (Rutter (1979) 11, 94–95; Rutter,

HN ³ 524; SNG Cop. Italy 369). Nearly all series have a 

mussel shell as rev. type, though with different secondary

motifs such as a crab—of special interest as evidence of

Himeran–Akragantine influence or even of an otherwise

unknown alliance (Rutter (1979) 12, 92; Rutter, HN ³ 524);

rev. legends: ΚΥΜΕ or ΚΥΜΑΙΟΝ. After the Samnite

occupation of Kyme, c.430–420, the mint was closed and

minting for Kyme and other Kampanian cities was trans-

ferred to Neapolis, where coins continued to be struck in the

name of Kyme (Rutter (1979) 8–41, 91–96).

A public festival is attested for C6l in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

7.11.3. The numismatic evidence (supra) suggests cults of

Athena, Herakles and Apollo, and possibly the nymph

Kyme. Communal oracle consultation in C5e is implied by

Ps.-Skymnos 243.

According to Thuc. 6.4.5, leistai from Kyme were the 

original settlers of Zankle (no. 51). Neapolis (no. 63) was

probably a C5 foundation of Kyme (Strabo 5.4.7).

58. Laos (La(w)inos) Map 46. Lat. 39.45, long. 15.50. Size

of territory: 2 (?). Type: [A]. The toponym is Λ[ος (Hdt.

6.21.1; Strabo 6.1.1; Ps.-Skylax 12 (emended, infra)). The city-

ethnic is Λαg5νος or Λα5νος (C6l coins, infra).

In Ps.-Skylax 12, under the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες

α_δε, the text [’Ελα3 Θουρ�ων �ποικ�α] has been emend-

ed to read: ’Ελ/α,Λ[ος Θουρ�ων �ποικ�α; if the emenda-

tion is accepted, Laos is here classified as a polis type [A] in

the urban sense as well as an apoikia. After the defeat of

Sybaris by Kroton in 510 but before 494 (Hdt. 6.21.1), refugee

Sybarites settled at Laos (a Sybarite colony: Strabo 6.1.1 and

infra), being τ8ς π#λιος �πεστερηµ/νοι; whether this

implies polis status for Laos is uncertain. Polis in the urban

sense is found in Diod. 14.101.3 (r390). The internal collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is found on C4l bronze coins

(infra); earlier legends employ the nominative singular of

the city-ethnic (Guarducci, EG II: 618).

Laos was a colony of Sybaris (no. 70.I) (Strabo 6.1.1; see

further below on coinage) and refugee Sybarites settled

there (and at Skidros) after the Krotoniate defeat of Sybaris

in 510 (Hdt. 6.21.1). If correctly emended, Ps.-Skylax 12

(supra) describes Laos as a colony of Thourioi (no. 74); the
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text may confuse Thourioi with Sybaris, or it may refer to a

C5s refoundation of Laos by Thourioi or more generally to

Thourian influence at Laos. The date of foundation is

unknown; the terminus ante quem for the existence of the

Greek community is c.510, when it commenced minting

(infra). Prior to 510, Laos may have been an Oinotrian com-

munity dependent upon Sybaris and subsequently, from

C6l to C5f, a mixed Oinotrian-Greek settlement.

The size of the territory of C6 Laos amounted to c.100

km² when calculated on the basis of the deserted indigenous

settlements and of Sybarite influence in the territory from

Orsomarso to Grisolia (bordering on the territory of

Kerilloi) and including some of the territory on the right

bank of the river Lao (E. Greco (1995a)).

Diod. 14.101.3 (r390) seems to describe Laos as a

Leukanian settlement, and so Laos may have been con-

quered by the Leukanians in C5l. The city, however, seems

not to have lost its Greek identity completely, and the C4

Leukanian town was mixed Greek and non-Greek (E. Greco

and Schnapp (1989) 45–46); if correctly emended, Ps.-

Skylax 12 (supra) lists Laos under the heading poleis

Hellenides, and the city issued C4s bronze coins inscribed

ΛΑΙΝΩΝ and with both Greek and Leukanian magis-

trates’ names (infra).

The site of the Archaic city is unknown,but it is here taken

for granted that Archaic-C5 Laos was located in the vicinity

(E. Greco and Schnapp (1989) 49–51) of C4 Leukanian Laos

(infra). According to Strabo 6.1.1, Laos was a river and a polis

a short distance from Hyele on the Tyrrhenian coast,but this

reference may be to the C4 site, even though Strabo

describes it as a colony of Sybaris (cf. E. Greco and Schnapp

(1989) 51; Caruso (1977)). C4 Laos has been identified with

the settlement on the hill of S. Maria del Cedro, c.3 km to the

south of the estuary of the river Lao (E. Greco (1995a);

E. Greco, Luppino and Schnapp (1989)). The desertion of

the C6 indigenous settlements in the hinterland of Laos was

probably the result of Sybarite expansion, and the “heroon

of Drakon” (Strabo 6.1.1) may reflect Greek control over the

territory, though the source is late (E. Greco and Schnapp

(1989); E. Greco (1995a) 71–73). The urban site excavated on

the Marcellina hill has not (yet) revealed remains earlier

than C4s (E. Greco and Schnapp (1989) 51), and so the histo-

ry of the Greek city is known primarily from the literary

sources and from the numismatic evidence. Diod. 14.101.3

(r390) suggests that Laos was fortified.

Laos initiated coinage c.510 with issues of incuse staters,

drachms and triobols on the Achaian standard (Rutter, HN ³

p. 176); the types were based upon the Sybarite bull type with

some variations: obv. man-headed bull looking back (river

personification), legend: ΛΑgΙ, rev. same type but incuse,

and obv. legend completed by ΝΟΣ (retr.), i.e. Λαg5νος

(the city-ethnic (Guarducci, EG ii. 618) and not the locality

Laino, as suggested by Zancani Montuoro (1949); Sternberg

(1973); Gorini (1975) 13; Rutter, HN ³ 2270–72; SNG Cop. Italy

1145). Double-relief staters and triobols dating to c.475–450

have obv. man-headed bull looking back and acorn in exer-

gue, legend: ΛΑΙ; rev. similar but no acorn (Sternberg

(1973); Rutter, HN ³ 2275–76; SNG Cop. Italy 1146–49); an

issue of triobols and smaller issues carries acorn as rev. type

(Rutter, HN ³ 2278–81). The acorn is a type on the triobols of

Sybaris (no. 70.III); see further Rutter (1997) 43 for connec-

tions between the coinages of Sybaris and Laos. An issue of

drachms and triobols is dated after 453: obv. man-faced bull,

legend ΛΑΙ, rev. similar (Rutter, HN ³ 2286–88). These

types cease in C5m—that is, c.50 years before the Leukanian 

occupation. A punch with the type of Sybaris has been

found at Laos (unpublished). In C4l, Laos, now a mixed

Leukanian–Greek community, issued bronze coins

inscribed ΛΑ, ΛΑΙΝΩΝ and with magistrates names

(Cantilena (1989); Rutter, HN ³ 2289ff; SNG Cop. Italy

1150–51, 1155–57).

A series of C6l double-relief staters have types: obv.

Krotoniate tripod and legend ΣΥ; rev. bull looking back,

legend ΛΑΙ (Gorini (1975) 26; Rutter, HN ³ 2273). These are

attributed by Kraay to Sybaris (no. 70.II), the Krotoniate tri-

pod revealing the status of Sybaris (no. 70.II) as within the

political sphere of Kroton though partly maintaining its

own influence on Laos (Kraay (1958) 35; Parise (1982) 106–7;

cf.Cantilena (1989) 32,who sustains the attribution to Laos).

An issue of diobols (Rutter, HN ³ 2284–85) may be an

“alliance coinage” reflecting Laos’ participation in the

refounding of Sybaris (no. 70.III) in 453.

59. Lokroi (Lokros) Map 46. Lat. 38.15, long. 16.15. Size of

territory: 3 (cf. infra). Type: A. The toponym is Λοκρο�, οH

(Hdt. 6.23.1; Thuc. 6.44.2; IG iv².1 95.41 (356/5); Ps.-Skylax

13), qualified by (οH) ’Επιζεφ�ριοι at Hdt.6.23.1, possibly by

Hecat. fr. 83 apud Steph. Byz. 419.3, and by Thuc. 7.1.1; at Pl.

Tim. 20A, Λοκρ�ς is possibly the toponym (so RE vii.2.

1304). The city-ethnic is Λοκρ#ς (IvO 144.1 (c.472); Thuc.

4.1.2; Pl. Leg. 638B), qualified by Ζεφ�ριος at Pind. Ol. 10.13,

11.15; by �π� Ζεφυρ�ου in IvO 144 (472); and by οH

’Επιζεφ�ριοι at Arist. Pol. 1274a22. On onomastics, see fur-

ther Niutta (1977) 257–58.

Lokroi is called a polis in the political sense at Pind. Ol.

10.13, 98; Pl. Tim. 20A, Leg. 638B; Dem. 24.139, and I.Locri 1.1,
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etc. (C4m–C3m); and in the urban sense at Thuc. 7.35.2 and

Ps.-Skylax 13, where Lokroi is the first toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν α_δε. A Λοκρ+ν πολιτε�α was

included in the Aristotelian collection of 158 politeia (frr.

547–48, Rose; Heracl. Lemb. 60); πολιτε�εσθαι is found in

Arist. Pol. 1273b31, 1274a22. Patris is found in SEG 29 951 (C4;

CEG ii 835).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4s coins (infra) and in I.Locri 9.5 (C4m–C3m); the external

collective use is found in SEG 11 1211 (525–500), cf. Lombardo

(1989) 429; SEG 24 304–5 (C6–C5), 311–12 (c.480s); Thuc.

3.115.6, 4.1.2; Arist. Pol. 1274a22, 1307a38. The external individ-

ual use is found in IvO 144.1, 3 (c.472); IG ii² 3052 (328/7) and

Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 43.

Lokroi was founded by Lokrians, but already in antiquity

it was debated whether the founders had been West or East

Lokrians (Ephor. fr. 138 apud Strabo 6.1.7; Ps.-Skymnos

312–16). The colonists first settled at Cape Zephyrion (mod-

ern Capo Bruzzano), but a few years later they moved to a

permanent site at the “hill of Epopis” with the co-operation

of Syracusans and possibly of others (Strabo 6.1.7); the pas-

sage in Strabo is corrupt, and it is uncertain whether he

named others as participating in the relocation; however,

Tarentines may have participated, and Pausanias’ statement

(3.3.1) that Lokroi was a Lakedaimonian foundation may be

a reflection of (alleged) Tarantine participation (cf.

Sourvinou-Inwood (1974) 189; Van Compernolle (1992)

762–63; see further Bérard (1957) 199–209 and Niutta (1977)

260–61). According to Strabo 6.1.7, the foundation took

place a little after the foundation of Kroton (710) and

Syracuse (733), and according to Polyb. 12.6b.9 at the time of

the First Messenian War (c.735–717); according to Eusebios

at the time of Olympiad 25.1 or 26.4 (679/8 or 673/2).A foun-

dation in the first decades of C7 is now confirmed by archae-

ological evidence (survey: Sabbione (1982) 277–93). Perhaps

as early as C6m a foundation legend modelled upon that of

Taras was in existence; it is discussed by Sourvinou-Inwood

(1974).

The name of the territory was ! Λοκρ�ς (Thuc. 3.99,

103.3). The southern border between the territories of

Lokroi and Rhegion (no. 68) was marked by the river Halex

(modern Galati) (Strabo 6.1.9; according to Paus. 6.6.4 by

the river Kaikinos; cf. Costabile (1992) 166–68). The river

Sagra, theatre of the C6 battle between Lokroi and Kroton

(no. 56) (Strabo 6.1.10), separated Lokrian from Kaulonian

territory; the Sagra is identified with the modern river

Allaro near Kaulonia (no. 55) or with the modern river

Torbido near Gioiosa Ionica (Osanna (1992) 214, 222 n. 47).

The chora of Lokroi comprised at first only the c.110 km²

coastal plain within the line of foothills of the Sila moun-

tains, although for the moment there is a lack of agrarian

structures from the Archaic period that might be associated

with Lokroi (Sabbione (1982) 293–97; Osanna (1992) 205–7).

Lokrian territory soon extended to the borders of Rhegion

and Kaulonia, and by C7l–C6e Lokrian dominion extended

to the Ionian Sea, where Medma (no. 60), Metauros (no. 62)

and Hipponion (no. 53) were founded (Musti (1976) 108–20;

Cordiano (1995b) 88–91; and the respective entries). In 389

Dionysios I of Syracuse handed over to Lokroi the territory

of Kaulonia, whose inhabitants had been relocated to

Syracuse (no. 47; Diod. 14.106.3); in 388 the inhabitants of

Hipponion were relocated to Syracuse, and its territory

handed over to Lokroi (Diod. 14.107.2); Skylletion was also

handed over to Lokroi (Strabo 6.1.10), and Medma may also

have been given to Lokroi (RE xiii.2. 1333). Hipponion was

lost again in 379 (Diod. 15.24); and Kaulonia seems to have

been refounded c.357 by Dionysios II of Syracuse, as may be

inferred from Diod. 16.10.2 and 11.3 (cf. Plut. Dio 26.7). A

C4m war with the Leukanians is reported in Just. Epit. 31.3.3.

A kome in Lokrian territory is very likely referred to in

FGrHist 577, fr. 2.10 (r427/6). A peripolion, i.e. military

fortress in the territory, is mentioned in Thuc. 3.99.

A C6 alliance with Siris (no. 69) is reported by Just. Epit.

20.2.10, and a C6 alliance with Rhegion (no. 68) by Strabo

6.1.10.An alliance with Syracuse is attested by Thuc. 3.86.2.A

treaty was concluded with Athens (no. 361) in 422 (Thuc.

5.5.2–3); a treaty with Sparta (no. 345) in 411 is indicated by

Thuc. 8.91.1, which attests to Lokrian naval forces serving

with the Peloponnesians. After the congress of Gela in 424,

Lokroi sent epoikoi to Sicilian Messana (no. 51), which was

experiencing a stasis at that point, one faction inviting the

Lokrians; the epoikoi were, however, soon expelled, but dur-

ing their residence Messana was dependent on Lokroi

(Thuc. 5.5.1). In 396, 1,000 Lokrians were relocated by

Dionysios I of Syracuse to Sicilian Messana (Diod. 14.78.5).

The existence of a Lokrian navy is attested by Thuc. 4.1.2

(ten ships), 8.91.1, and Diod. 12.54.4 (r427) (five ships). A

contingent of 300 soldiers is mentioned at Thuc.3.103.3.Late

sources report 15,000 (Just. Epit. 20.3.4) or 10,000 (Strabo

6.1.10) Lokrian troops as having fought in the C6 battle at

the Sagra. Polemarchoi are attested in the Lokroi Tables

(I.Locri 21.5 (C4m–C3m)).

Sending of envoys is attested in Diod. 8.32.1 (rC6);

reception of envoys is attested in Diod. 14.44.6 (r398).

F.Delphes iii.1 176 (prior to 280) is a grant of proxeny etc. by

Delphi (no. 177) to a man described as Λοκρ�ς .κ τ+ν
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’Επι[ζε]φυρ�ων ‘Ιππωνιε�ς (on which see further

Hipponion (no. 53)). A citizen of Lokroi served as

Epidaurian theorodokos in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.41).

A system of three phylai, each subdivided into ten or

eleven demes, is attested by the C4m–C3m Lokrian Tables

(Jones, POAG 168–69). This system was used to fill boards of

officials comprising three members (Jones, POAG 169); the

eponymous magistracy rotated among the phylai (Jones,

POAG 170). The existence of phatrai is implied by the exist-

ence of a magistrate styled φ�ταρχος (De Franciscis (1972)

tab. 22; Costabile (1992) 212).

The constitution of Lokroi prior to the tyranny of

Dionysios II (infra) is described as an aristocracy in Arist.

Pol. 1307a34ff.According to Polyb. 12.5.6–7, nobility was con-

ditional upon being a descendant of the women who had

belonged to the “100 houses” of the founding Lokrians. In

addition to some unspecified archontes, Polyb. 12.16.6 men-

tions the office of κοσµ#πολις, who seems to have been the

chief magistrate at the time referred to (Walbank, HCP ad

loc.); at Polyb. 12.16.10 is a reference to the “1,000”, presum-

ably the council (Walbank, HCP ad loc.) or the assembly;

since βωλ� was the name of the council in C4s (infra) and

δ[µος that of the assembly in democratic Lokroi (infra),

Polybios’ information presumably refers to the aristocratic

constitution.A gerousia seems to be indicated by Porph. Vita

Pythagorae 56 (rC6l), but see RE xiii.2. 1347. A differentiated

system of officials for this period is indicated by Pl. Tim.

20A. Nomophylakes are attested in Stob. 4.2.19. In 356, when

Dionysios II was expelled from Syracuse, he found refuge in

Lokroi (Just. Epit. 21.2.9); in 352 he became tyrant and ruled

Lokroi for six years (Just. Epit. 21.3.9; RE xiii.2. 1335). In 346,

the Locrians expelled Dionysios, and a severe stasis broke

out, which led to the establishment of a more democratic

constitution (Arist. Pol. 1307a38; Strabo 6.1.8; Berger (1992)

27), which is reflected in the Lokrian Tables (infra), e.g. in

the formula �δοξε τ[ι βωλ[ι κα� τ+ι δ�µωι (I.Locri 4.7,

etc. (C4m–C3m)).

Ephor. fr. 138 (cf. Strabo 6.1.8) states that tradition held

the Lokrians to have been the earliest community to employ

written laws. The reference is to the code of Zaleukos, who

was nomothetes at Lokroi according to Arist. Pol. 1274a22 (cf.

Iambl. VP 130, 172) and whose activity is dated to not long

after the foundation of the city (Gagarin (1986) 129–30 n.

27). Civic turmoil is reported to have preceded the legal code

of Zaleukos (Arist. fr. 555; Gagarin (1986) 58–59). A law, pre-

sumably of C4 (cf. ν#µος .στ�), regulated the conditions

under which landed property could be alienated (Arist. Pol.

1266b19–21).

After the constitutional reforms of the 340s, the epony-

mous official was an archon (see SEG 30 1172; I.Locri 1.1, etc.

(C4m–C3m)). A βωλ� is mentioned in I.Locri 1.2, etc.

(C4m–C3m). The following boards of officials are attested

(all C4m–C3m): .πισκευαστ8ρες (I.Locri 21.2), .πιστ�ται

(I.Locri 3.13), Hεροµν�µονες (I.Locri 2.1), λογιστ8ρες

(I.Locri 32.7), πρ#βωλοι (I.Locri 2.3), πρ#δικοι (I.Locri 2.5)

and τοιχοποιο� (I.Locri 3.8). A φ�ταρχος is mentioned in

I.Locri 8.6 and a θευκ#λος in I.Locri 21.6 (both C4m–C3m).

Whether the βασιλε�ς mentioned in I.Locri 1.2, etc.

(C4m–C3m) was a civic magistracy is unresolved (SEG 45

1443). Decrees of the assembly are referred to in I.Locri 2.7, 9,

10, etc. (C4m–C3m). A probouleutic procedure is indicated

by the formula δ#γµατι βωλ[ς κα� δ�µω (I.Locri 2.7, 9, 10,

etc. (C4m–C3m)) or �δοξε τ[ι βωλ[ι κα� τ+ι δ�µωι

(I.Locri 4.7, etc. (C4m–C3m)).

The literary tradition mentions a first settlement of

Lokrians at Cape Zephyrion, but as yet there is no archaeo-

logical evidence for such a settlement (Van Compernolle

(1992)). After a few years the colonists relocated to the his-

torical site of Lokroi, with evidence of Greek settlers from

c.700, which fits Strabo’s chronology (6.1.7) but is earlier

than the Eusebian foundation date (Van Compernolle

(1992)). According to Foti (1976) 358 there is evidence of

indigenous “cohabitation”with the Greek settlers, reflecting

the tradition of a period of peaceful co-existence found in

Polyb. 12.5.10 (Sabbione (1982) 277–98). Lokroi was not,

therefore, founded on virgin soil, but on the site of an

indigenous community (RE xiii.2. 1310); C8l contacts

between the indigenous population and Greeks are attested

by ceramic evidence (Sabbione (1982) 279). The city was

founded on the slopes of a mountain ridge, the hill of Epopis

according to Strabo 6.1.7, with three peaks Mannella,

Abbadessa and Castellace (Foti (1976) pl. 27; survey of site:

Costamagna and Sabbione (1990)), incorporating the

coastal plain between the Portigliola and Ficareto river 

valleys. It must have had harbour facilities, now possibly

identified on the Ficareto estuary (infra).

The 7 km circuit wall (overall plan in Costabile (1992) 36,

pl. 13) encircled a vast area of c.240 ha, of which the area

south of the “Dromos” comprises c.80 ha. The upper part of

the city, though enclosed by the circuit wall, is morphologi-

cally irregular and not readily accessible for habitation. The

extant wall is mainly Hellenistic, but stretches of it use earli-

er, C6 elements in their structure, particularly in the areas of

Centocamere and of the Marasà sanctuary (Barra Bagnasco

(2000) 11–12, 30); lengths of isodomic structure are dated to

C5m–C4m, whereas the curtain-wall in ashlar strengthened
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with towers is dated to C4m–C3e (Foti (1976) 346–49; cf. De

Franciscis (1972) 163–69 on pyrgopoiia in the Lokrian

Tables). A siege is reported for C4m by Strabo 6.1.8. The vast

area encircled by the circuit wall was never fully urbanised.

The main zones of habitation comprised the two main

urban complexes on the lower plain inside the city wall and

the habitation area “Caruso” in the upper part of the city,

where the theatre was also located—possibly in the vicinity

of an (unidentified) agora (infra). The “Dromos”, a road of

ancient origin apparently preserving the ancient name,

divided the city into an upper and a lower part. Extensive

habitation areas have been excavated south of the

“Dromos”: to the west, the so-called Centocamere with sev-

eral insulae and a regular, orthogonal layout, and to the east,

the insulae near the Marasà sanctuary. The evidence points

to a C5e origin, and to two later, C3 phases (for the extensive

excavations of the lower city, see Barra Bagnasca (1977),

(1989a, b, c)). Habitation extended up the slopes north of the

“Dromos” (Osanna (1992) 218, fig. 16). The orientation of

the insulae (lengthwise following the slope, the short side

facing the sea) facilitated drainage.

To the south and nearer the coast—separated from the

habitation area of Centocamere by a 14 m-wide plateia—

insulae of irregular shape and various systems of drainage,

basins and kilns have revealed an industrial and artisan

quarter, primarily of C4 (Barra Bagnasco (1976) 380–82, pl.

35: H1–H3, 403–4). This area between the city wall and the

plateia of the city to the north seems not to have been occu-

pied in the Archaic period, apart from single stoas and the

monumental gate; a mercantile agora related to the sea and

harbour was situated here in this period (Osanna (1992)

215).

The chronological framework of the development of

urbanisation is not very clear, but there is testimony of a

C6m orthogonal urban organisation of the area between the

theatre and the sea, and of the monumentalisation of the

sanctuaries of Stoà ad U (infra), Marasà Sud, Marasà and

Marafioti, a culminating point of urban development—

reflected also in the territorial expansion in this period

(Barra Bagnasco (1996a); Parra (1998) 314).

The C6 circuit wall separated the habitation area from the

coast, but gates—with monumental drainage conduits—

sanctuaries and harbour facilities (cf. Thuc. 6.44.2; 7.25.2)

outside the city wall were all part of an early, integrated

urban layout (Barra Bagnasco (2000)).

The richly decorated house and a votive deposit located

outside the sanctuary of Aphrodite of Marasà Sud has been

interpreted as a hestiaterion or a prytaneion (Barra Bagnasco

(1996a) 57; cf. however, Barra Bagnasco (1996b) 28–29 ident-

ifying it as a sanctuary of Adonis-Aphrodite). The theatre,

situated in the upper part of the city, was built originally in

C4m, but since it was rebuilt in later periods, its seating

capacity of c.4,500 can only tentatively be assumed for the

original phase (Parra (1977–78), (1998)). It may have served

democratic assemblies as well (Costabile (1992) 322 n. 11).

Several sanctuaries were scattered across the upper parts

of the city and in the lowland areas, primarily in the vicinity

of the circuit wall (surveys: Torelli (1976); Zuntz (1971)

158–73). The “Casa Marafioti”Doric temple of 540–530, with

remains limited to parts of the foundation and foundation

trenches (Orsi (1911a) 27–41, 49–62), was situated inside the

circuit wall on a spur near the theatre and agora(?), and was

part of a larger temenos overlooking the lower city (for an

agora(?), theatre and temenos: Parra (1998) 311–12); the ded-

icatee of the sanctuary has been identified as Zeus Olympios

(which is not accepted unanimously) on the basis of the

Olympieion archive found in the vicinity (De Franciscis

(1972); SEG 29 950; Costabile (1992)). Votive deposits found

near the theatre attest to cults of Athena, Artemis,

Persephone, Dionysos and a local hero (Parra (1998) 315–17).

The sanctuary of Persephone, and of Demeter and

Aphrodite(?), at Mannella, probably “the most famous

Persephone sanctuary in Italy” mentioned by Diodorus

(23.4.3 (r205)), is located north of the city, outside the city

wall in the Mannella valley (see Torelli (1976) 158 n. 16 with

refs.; Hinz (1998) 203–6). The sanctuary is above all known

from the votive pinakes with the cultic representations of the

rape of Persephone, Hieros Gamos, sacrificial scenes, etc.

(Prückner (1968); Sabbione (1996)). An Athena sanctuary

with a simple naiskos of uncertain date lies inside the circuit

wall at the top of the Mannella hill, which may have formed

the acropolis of the city (Orsi (1909) 323; (1911a) 62). The

location could indicate a sanctuary of Athena Polias, but the

votive terracottas show Athena primarily as a Promachos.

The monumental C5 Ionic temple, placed within a larger

temenos in the Marasà area in the lower city, can be traced

back to C7 (De Franciscis (1979); Gullini (1976) 411–36). It

has without strong evidence been attributed to Aphrodite

(Prückner (1968) 12), but the possible origin of the Ludovisi

throne in the sanctuary may support this identification. In

the area of the Centocamere, south of the circuit wall, a

series of oikoi were laid out so as to form a U-shaped struc-

ture (conventionally called Stoà ad U); they formed a single

sacred structure, built in C7e with two short wings which

were prolonged and enlarged in C6m, on either side of a

central space. In the open space inside the wings of the stoa
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371 bothroi with remains of sacred meals and some votive

material indicate cult activity; C4 graffiti suggest that the

sanctuary was dedicated to Aphrodite (Torelli (1976) 147–56;

cf. Musti (1976) 65–70). A bronze phiale from the

Olympieion sanctuary with a dedication to Aphrodite may

refer to this or to the Marasà sanctuary (Costabile (1992)

97–101, 113). Twenty single square rooms laid out along the

south side of the circuit wall, with yet another complex fur-

ther to the south,are probably part of this extensive C4 sanc-

tuary complex (Barra Bagnasco (1976) 379–80, pl. 35,

“S1–S2”). An extra-mural sanctuary with remains of a

C6l–C5 cult building north-east of the Stoà ad U and south

of the circuit wall (Barra Bagnasco (1990b), (1996b) 28–30) is

attributed to Aphrodite on the basis of dedicatory graffiti

and a C5f votive inscription (Barra Bagnasco and Pugliese

Carratelli (1990)), and the cult is therefore to be seen in con-

junction with the Stoà ad U and the Marasà sanctuary.

Votive deposits discovered outside the city by the main route

to the eastern cemetery attest a C5–C4 cult of Zeus (Barra

Bagnasco (1996c)) and a sanctuary of Demeter, probably a

Thesmophorion, delimited by a temenos wall outside the

south-eastern corner of the city wall was in use from C6s

(Grattarola (1994); Milanesio (1996); Hinz (1998) 206–8).

The cemeteries are located mainly in the middle and

lower plain encircling the city at the localities of Vallone di

Canale, Contrada Lucifero (with 1,676 tombs, primarily C6:

Orsi (1909) 319, (1913)), Monaci (with Greek material from

C8l–C7e); Parapezza and Tribona (Foti (1976) 359–61;

Osanna (1992)).

The patron divinity was presumably Athena, who

appeared to Zaleukos in a dream to give him his laws (Arist.

fr. 555). A local calendar is attested by the Lokrian Tables,

which name twelve months and attest to an intercalary

month (see Niutta (1977) 266).

Communal oracle consultation is reported by Arist. fr. 555

and Aristox. fr. 117, Wehrli. Several citizens of Lokroi won

Olympic victories: Euthykles in 488 (Olympionikai 180

(pentathlon)), Euthymos in 484, 476 and 472 (Olympionikai

191, 214, 227 (boxing)), Hagesidamos in 476 (Olympionikai

218 (boys’ boxing)) and Keton in 448 (Olympionikai 297

(pentathlon)). Eunomos won a Pythian victory in a musical

contest (Timaeus (FGrHist 566) fr. 43).A communal dedica-

tion of 525–500 (cf. Lombardo (1989) 429) with Hipponion

(no. 53) and Medma (no. 60) at Olympia commemorates a

victory over Kroton (no. 56) (SEG 11 1211). Paus. 6.19.6

mentions an Archaic communal dedication of a boxwood

image of Apollo,possibly in commemoration of the battle of

the Sagra (LSAG 286). De La Genière suggests that the archi-

tectural remains of the so-called “Monoptoros of the

Sikyonians” at Delphi are the remains of a Lokrian treasury

(de La Genière (1986); Griffin (1982) 108 too is very doubtful

about the traditional attribution of this building to Sikyon).

The evidence, mainly iconographic, for a Western Greek

origin of this treasury is strong, though the Lokrian candi-

dature must remain hypothetical.

Lokroi did not strike its own coins until C4; the start of

minting is dated with some uncertainty to 375–350 (survey

of Lokrian mint: Pozzi Paolini (1976)). Staters and drachms

with Corinthian types and on the Corinthian standard were

issued from before C4m to C3e, revealing strong ties with

eastern Sicily: obv. Pegasos; rev. head of Athena in

Corinthian helmet, legends: Λ, ΛΟ, ΛΟΚ, ΛΟΚΡΩΝ

(Pozzi Paolini (1976) 221–33; Rutter, HN ³ 2336ff; SNG Cop.

Italy 1868–70). A contemporary issue of staters on an Italic

standard has obv. head of Zeus, legend: ΖΕΥΣ; rev. seated

Eirene, legend: ΕΙΡΕΝΕ (Pozzi Paolini (1976) 242–47;

Rutter, HN ³ 2310); this was followed c.C4m by an issue of

staters with obv. head of Zeus with unkempt hair and beard,

legend: ΛΟΚΡΩΝ; rev. eagle devouring hare, both types

with many variants (Pozzi Paolini (1976) 247–52; Rutter,

HN ³ 2311ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1858–59, 1861–62). Later issues

have obv. eagle devouring hare; rev. thunderbolt with differ-

ent symbols and legend: ΛΟΚΡΩΝ (Pozzi Paolini (1976)

255–61; Rutter, HN ³ 2318; SNG Cop. Italy 1865–66). Lower

denominations are triobols, diobols and obols (Pozzi

Paolini (1976) 267–73; Rutter, HN ³ 2329ff; SNG Cop. Italy

1860).The Lokrian Zeus type may reflect the Syracusan Zeus

Eleutherios (supra; cf. also Cutroni Tusa (1993–94) 478–79

for Lokrian–Syracusan contacts). At the time of Alexander

the Molossian or Pyrrhos, Lokroi also issued a gold coinage,

denomination one-tenth of a gold stater on the Attic stand-

ard: obv. head of eagle, legend:ΛΟ; rev. winged thunderbolt

(Pozzi Paolini (1976) 279–84; Rutter, HN ³ 2345; SNG Cop.

Italy 1857).

A unique tetradrachm on the Euboic–Attic standard has

obv. biga of mules driven by a charioteer crowned by Nike,

legend: ΛΟ; rev. running hare. It has been interpreted as a

Messanian–Lokrian alliance coinage of 425 (cf. Thuc. 5.5.1),

but see Pozzi Paolini (1976) 218–20 for typological and tech-

nical anomalies.

Bronze coinage commenced c.350; C4s types show main-

ly Zeus and Athena, C3e also Persephone, Apollo and

Herakles (Pozzi Paolini (1976) 284–96; Rutter, HN ³ 2353ff;

SNG Cop. Italy 1871–98).

Lokroi was the metropolis of Hipponion (no. 53) and

Medma (no.60) (Thuc.5.5.3; cf.Hornblower (1996) 434–35);
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the former founded in C7l, the latter in C7 (see further the

entries for these two cities). According to Steph. Byz. 437.3,

Metauros (no.62) was also a Lokrian foundation; see further

the entry for this city.

60. Medma (Medmaios) Map 46. Lat. 38.30, long. 16.00.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Μ/δµη, ! in

Hecat. fr. 81 apud Steph. Byz. 440.5; Ps.-Skylax 12 and C4

coins (infra) have Μ/σµα; Ps.-Skymnos has Μ/δµα and

Strabo 6.1.5 has Μ/δαµα,!. The city-ethnic is Μεδµα5ος in

SEG 11 1211 (525–500) and presumably at Thuc. 5.5.3, where

the MSS give Μελα5οι, which is commonly and probably

correctly emended to Μεδµα5οι (Hornblower (1996)

434–35); Μεσµα5ος is found on C4 coins (infra).

Mesma is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-Skylax 12 after

the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis

is used in the urban sense. Thuc. 5.5.3 describes the

Medmaians as apoikoi of Lokroi Epizephyrioi. The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C4 coins (infra);

the external collective use is found in SEG 11 1211 (525–500),

Thuc. 5.5.3 (supra), and Diod. 14.78.5 (r396). The external

individual use has been restored in Hermodorus, De Platone

fr. C.iii.35, Lasserre (rC4–C3) (cf. Steph. Byz. 440.7 with

Settis (1965) 131; Philippos of Opous (FGrHist 1011) fr. 1; Test.

5 and fr. 15b, Lasserre).

Medma was a foundation of Lokroi (no. 59; Thuc. 5.5.3;

Ps.-Skymnos 308; Strabo 6.1.5), bordering on Lokroi itself

(Thuc. 5.5.3, supra). Archaeological evidence points to a

foundation in C7 (Paoletti (1981b) 147). The scanty evidence

shows very varied relations with the metropolis: (a) SEG 11

1211 (525–500) is a dedication by Hipponion (no. 53), also a

Lokrian colony, Medma and Lokroi (cf. Lombardo (1989)

429) of spoils taken from Kroton (no. 56) and thus a testi-

mony to an alliance between colony and metropolis; (b)

Thuc. 5.5.3 (supra) attests to a war between Lokroi and its

two neighbouring colonies Medma and Hipponion c.422.

See further Hipponion (no. 53).

The foundation of Medma (and Hipponion) was the

result of Lokrian expansion across the Aspromonte through

the Métramo valley to gain access to the Tyrrhenian Sea by

circumventing Rhegion (no. 68) and Messana (no. 51) at the

straits (Bérard (1957) 209–10; Settis (1965) 121–22).As a result

of Lokrian expansion, the Chalkidian (Zanklaian) site of

Metauros on the Tyrrhenian coast near Medma came under

Lokrian influence or even occupation (see Metauros (no.

62)). For the chronology of the Lokrian expansion there is

useful evidence from local indigenous sites, such as that

from Torre Galli, where the cemetery reveals Greek influ-

ence C7l–C6m, which probably coincides with the founda-

tion of Medma and Hipponion (Guzzo (1982b) 250). Studies

in the hinterland of Medma have revealed Greek influence

from C7l (Cantarelli (1974–75) 34–37). The chora of Medma

was the Rosarno valley and the lower slopes of the

Aspromonte, the crest of these hills dividing Medma from

Lokrian territory; in all, the territory measured c.100

km². According to Strabo 6.1.5, Medma had a harbour

named Emporion, the location of which is uncertain (Settis

(1989)), though some locate it at Nicotera (cf. Pontrandolfo

(1993)).

An alliance between Lokroi (cf. Lombardo (1989) 429),

Hipponion and Medma is attested by SEG 11 1211 (525–500),

a joint dedication by these cities at Olympia of spoils taken

from Kroton (Settis (1965) 122). Some kind of treaty with or

dependency upon Kroton is probably indicated by C5e

Krotoniate coinage with the legend ΜΕ (Settis (1965) 123

and Gorini (1985); rejected by Moltrasio (1972–73) 175; cf.

infra). Thucydides’ phrasing at 5.5.3 (supra): W πρ�ς

‘Ιππωνι[ς κα� Μεδµα�ους π#λεµος, suggests that

Hipponion and Medma were allies in the war against Lokroi

c.422.

In 396, Dionysios I of Syracuse relocated 4,000 Med-

maians to Sicilian Messana (no. 51; Diod. 14.78.5); if this is

correct (and it was disputed by, for example, Beloch (1923)

iii.2 190), it probably meant a depopulation of Medma, but

depopulation is not supported by the archaeological evi-

dence (Paoletti (1981b) 150). When the populations of

Kaulonia (no. 55) and Hipponion (no. 53) were relocated to

Sicily in 389 (Diod. 14.106.3, 107.2), Dionysios handed over

their territories to Lokroi (no. 59), and it is not impossible

that the same happened in the case of Medma (RE xii.2.

1333). The figure of 4,000 is the only indication of the order

of size of the Medmaian population, and if it is historical, it

probably refers to the entire population (Settis (1965) 125).

The settlement of Medma was located on the site of

present-day Rosarno and has therefore been accessible to

sporadic investigations only. The ancient site joined a larger

plateau by a narrow, easily defendable isthmus. The larger

plateau had an extent of about 130–140 ha, but the urbanised

area in its western part comprised only about 30–35 ha (sur-

veys: Paoletti (1981a) 47–54 fig. 8; (2001)). There are traces of

habitation from the Archaic and Hellenistic periods, with

evidence of C5s urban layout joining habitation areas and

sanctuaries (Sabbione (1981a); Paoletti and Parra (1985)).

The C4 remains conflict with the passage in Diodorus

describing the C4e deportation of the inhabitants of Medma

to Messana by Dionysios I (Diod. 14.78.5; cf. Paoletti (1981b)
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150), at least if this passage is taken to indicate complete

depopulation.

The sanctuaries seem to have been situated on the out-

skirts of the habitation area (Iannelli (1996)). Most of the

archaeological evidence is from votive deposits and not

from structural remains (Orsi (1913); Paoletti (1996c); Hinz

(1998) 209–10). The votive terracottas are associated above

all with the C5f cult of Kore and Persephone. Finds also

emphasise the importance of Athena Promachos and possi-

bly Athena Hippia (Orsi (1913) 100–7; Agostino (1996)). The

Athena Promachos could indicate a poliad cult. On the

north-eastern edge of the plateau (zone “S. Anna”) outside

the urban centre, C6–C4 votive deposits are evidence of a

temenos with a cult of Athena, revealed by figurines of

Athena enthroned, and also of Athena Hippia as shown by

several horse figurines (Parra (1996a); Hinz (1998) 210).

C3–C2 epigraphical evidence attests a cult of Demeter

(Cygielman (1980)).

A C5–C4 cemetery has been investigated on the confining

plateau (Lattanzi (1988) 591–92).

Medma began striking coins in C4f, contemporaneously

with the metropolis Lokroi Epizephyrioi (no. 59). However,

an earlier coinage was issued as an ally or dependency of

Kroton, probably as early as C5e, as is indicated by two

Krotoniate series of staters carrying the legend ΜΕ: the

first series has obv. eagle standing on Ionic capital, legend

qΡΟ; rev. tripod, corn-grain, legend qΡΟΤ and in exer-

gue ΜΕ (Gorini (1985) 130–31); the second series, more

uncertainly interpreted as a Medmaian-Krotoniate

coinage, has obv. head of Hera Lakinia; rev. seated Herakles

holding cup, legends: ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ and ΜΕ

(Gorini (1985) 131); for the historical context of this

coinage, see Gorini (1985) 128–33; however, for the rejection

of such an alliance coinage, see Rutter, HN ³, p. 168. Staters

of Corinthian type were issued under the influence of

Syracuse and Dionysios I from C4m; two types have been

documented: (1) obv. winged Pegasos and monogram of

the letters ΜΕ; rev. helmeted head of Athena (Gorini

(1985) 133; Rutter, HN³ 2424; SNG Cop. Italy 1899); (2) obv.

winged Pegasos; rev. head of Athena and letter M (Gorini

(1985) 133; Rutter, HN³ 2425). Bronze coinage was issued

from C4e, the obvs. depicting heads of Apollo and

Persephone (?) and the revs. the nymph Mesma or Pan,

with various similar types; the obv. or rev. carries the leg-

end ΜΕΣΜΑΙΩΝ (Gorini (1985) 136–38; Rutter, HN³

2426ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1900–1), while some obvs. are

inscribed ΜΕΣΜΑ, possibly a reference to the epony-

mous nymph (Guarducci, EG ii. 626).

In 525–500, Medma, with Hipponion (no. 53) and Lokroi

(no. 59) (cf. Lombardo (1989) 429), dedicated at Olympia

spoils taken from Kroton (no. 56) (SEG 11 1211).

61. Metapontion (Metapontinos) Map 45. Lat. 40.25,

long. 16.50. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Μεταπ#ντιον, τ# (Bacchyl. 11.116, Maehler; Hdt. 4.15.1;

Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12; C5l coins, infra); Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 12 gives Μ/ταβον as an earlier name. The

city-ethnic is Μεταποντ5νος (Hdt. 4.15.1–3; Thuc. 7.33.5).

Metapontion is called a polis in primarily the territorial

sense, with the urban sense as a connotation (Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 12). It is listed as a polis in the urban sense at

Ps.-Skylax 14, where Metapontion is the second toponym

listed after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν α_δε.At Bacchyl. 11.114,

Mähler, polis presumably refers to legendary times (infra).

Asty is found in Bacchyl. 11.12, Maehler. The internal collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested abbreviated as

ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝΤΙΝ on C6s coins (Rutter (1997) 28); the

external collective use is attested in Hdt. 4.15.2–3 and Thuc.

7.33.5; and the external individual use in IG i³ 1007

(500–475), Syll.³ 25 (C5m) and Arist. Metaph. 984a7.

Metapontion was, according to Antiochos (FGrHist 555)

fr. 12, founded by Achaians (cf. Ps.-Skymnos 326ff) who had

been sent for by the Achaian Sybarites (no. 70.I) who want-

ed support against Taras (no. 71). Euseb. Chron. Arm. under

Ol. 1 dates the foundation to 733/2, but the archaeological

evidence suggests a foundation c.630 (infra). The founda-

tion legend was that the site had previously been occupied

by a Greek city founded by Nestor and the Pylians on their

return from Troy but later destroyed by the Samnitai

(Strabo 6.1.15); in, e.g., Bacchyl. Ep. 11.114, Mähler, Achaioi

should probably be understood in the Homeric sense as

referring to this mythical foundation (Pugliese Carratelli

(1973) 51).According to Ephor. fr. 141, the oecist was Daulios,

the tyrant of Krisa; according to Strabo 6.1.15, it was

Leukippos of Achaia, and this seems to have been the epi-

choric tradition, since his head is on some C4s coins (Head,

HN² 78; Rutter, HN ³ 1552–53, etc.). The historicity of this

tradition, however, is rendered suspect by Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. 19.3, where the trick by which Leukippos obtained the

site for his foundation is associated with Kallipolis (Morgan

and Hall (1996) 211; see also Mele (1996)).

The territory is termed χ)ρη at Hdt. 4.15.2; Strabo 6.1.4

names it ! Μεταποντ�νη, possibly deriving the name from

Antiochos (FGrHist 555, fr. 3a); it is the area confined by the

valleys of the rivers Cavone and Bradano, calculated to com-

prise about 200 km². The limit of the chora was inland about
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13 km from Metapontion at the border fortress at Cozzo

Presepe (Osanna (1992) 54, 82). The area of influence may

have been more extensive from C6m (Osanna (1992) 53–54),

when the territory of Siris (no. 69) was taken over by the

Achaian alliance of Metapontion (no. 61), Sybaris (no. 70.I)

and Kroton (no. 56) (Just. Epit. 20.2.4). The chora of

Metapontion is above all known for the agrarian land divi-

sion and scattered farmsteads, in evidence from C6s to C4,

over an area of c.20,000 ha (Carter (1990), (1993), (2000)).

Sanctuaries are attested in the chora of Metapontion from

C7m-l. An Artemision (?) is documented at San Biagio (cf.

votives and Bacchyl. 11.117, Mähler; Arena (1996) no. 64). A

sanctuary of Hera, epigraphically attested (Arena (1996) no.

75), on the border of Tarantine territory has votive material

going back to C7m; the temple (“Tavola Palatine”) is dated

c.530. From C6 a number of spring sanctuaries were spread

regularly across the territory, probably spaced according to

the land division of the chora. The most important are at

Incoronata, San Biagio and Pantanello (Osanna (1992) 40,

50, 54). The outermost border sanctuary at the site of Cozzo

Presepe was monumentalised C5 (Carter (1994)).

A war (possibly C5m: Morgan and Hall (1996) 210) with

Taras (no. 71) concerning control of territory is attested by

Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12.

On the basis of the seating capacity of the ekklesiasterion

(infra), the total population of the polis may tentatively 

be estimated at max. 40,000, of whom some 12,500 could

be accommodated in the town itself (Carter (1990) 406 with

n. 2).

Metapontion may have been a member of the Italiote

League (Staatsverträge 230). An alliance with Sybaris (no.

70.I) and Kroton (no. 56) in a C6f war against Siris (no. 69) is

reported by Just. Epit. 20.2.3–4. In C5s, Metapontion was,

with Taras (no. 71) and Kaulonia (no. 55), involved in arbitra-

tion between Kroton and returning exiles (Iambl. VP 262). A

treaty of symmachia with Athens (no. 361) is attested in Thuc.

7.33.5. Naval forces and akontistai are attested at Thuc. 7.33.5.

Reception of envoys in C4f is attested in Polyaen. 5.2.22.

Two citizens of Metapontion are listed as proxenoi of the

Aitolian Confederacy in IG ix² 1.17.A.ii.74–75 (c.260–230).A

citizen of Metapontion served as theorodokos of Epidauros

(no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.49).

Sources for the political organisation of Metapontion are

scanty, though there is some tenuous evidence of a tyranny

by Archelaos at Metapontion in the Archaic period (Berve

(1967) 610–11; Luraghi (1994) 76 with refs.; for archaeolog-

ical evidence possibly supporting the tradition of Archelaos’

murder, see De Siena (1999) 234–35). An aristocratic or 

oligarchic regime at Metapontion may perhaps be inferred

from the story that Pythagoras took refuge at Metapontion,

where he died (Aristox. fr. 18, Wehrli). According to Thuc.

7.57.11, the Metapontines supported Athens against

Syracuse in 413 because internal conflicts (stasiotikoi kairoi)

left them no other choice (cf. HCT ad loc.); this may mean

that in 413 democrats were in the ascendancy (Berger (1992)

28), and democracy may also be implied by the symmachia

with Athens mentioned at Thuc. 7.34.4. For a possible attes-

tation of an eponymous official (rendered in Oscan as med-

dix) in C4e, see Tagliamonte (1994) 167–68. A board of

officials called �κοαστ8ρες is mentioned in Hesych. s.v. A

private dedication of C4–C3e describes the female dedicator

as [--]α Πωγ. Θ/αντω, where Πωγ. is interpreted as an

“abbreviation of a deme or phyle, referring to the father of

the dedicator Θ/αντος” (SEG 38 997 comm.).

Metapontion was founded on a low plateau near the coast

between the rivers Basento and Bradano. C7e evidence has

revealed a mixed pre-colonial Greek (Ionic?) and indigen-

ous settlement(s) (cf. De Siena (1986)), whereas the Achaian

foundation can be dated to c.630 (Adamesteanu (1982)

309–13). A C6m circuit wall with extensive use of sun-dried

brick was raised on the edge of the settlement plateau

enclosing an area of 140–45 ha. C5 saw some restructuring,

and C4–C3 a strengthening with use of ashlar and reused

blocks from older buildings, and a systematisation of

drainage canals and city gates (Adamesteanu (1973b)

156–68). A sizeable agora (cf. Hdt. 4.15.4), delimiting the

southern side of the large temenos, was part of the urban lay-

out from its earliest phase. The main public monument is

the ekklesiasterion/theatre, with a history spanning C7–C3.

The seating capacity of the C5e structure has been calculat-

ed at about 7,500–8,000 (Mertens and De Siena (1982)). The

interpretation of the structure as an ekklesiasterion is sup-

ported by the related, circular meeting places in Akragas and

in Poseidonia (Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 65–67).

The monumental size and the apparently excessive seating

capacity imply a use also outside the purely political sphere

(Mertens (1982); Carter (1994) 182). The ekklesiasterion was

replaced C4–C3 by a theatre with a seating capacity of

c.6,500 (Paus. 6.19.12; Mertens and De Siena (1982)). A Zeus

Agoraios cult is attested by a C6f inscribed stele found near

the theatre (Adamesteanu (1979); the inscription may refer

to the function of the ekklesiasterion and not to the agora as

such, according to E. Greco (1995b) 89–90). Other sanctuar-

ies are evidenced by walled enclosures, the larger with two

altars, perhaps the sanctuary of Apollo mentioned by

Herodotos (4.15); C5 coins depicting Apollo testify to the
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importance of his cult (Stazio (1973) 83–84). For the manti-

neion of Apollo, cf. Theopomp. fr. 248.

There is numismatic evidence of athletic games at

Metapontion: the first C5m series of Metapontine double-

relief issues has as rev. type a standing figure of Acheloos,

naked and pouring a libation, accompanied by the legend

ΑΧΕΛΟΙΟ ΑΕΘΛΟΝ (infra).

The major urban temenos between the agora and the

habitation area was laid out on vast dimensions at the time

of foundation or shortly after; later it comprised four major

temples and several minor temples or shrines; by C4 it was

delimited from the agora by a fence-like structure, from the

kerameikos by a drainage canal, and from the habitation

zone by a stoa-like building (Mertens (1985)). It was dedicat-

ed to Athena (Adamesteanu (1976) 163); an Archaic cippus

has the epiklesis [Hy]gi[e]ias or [Ai]gi[d]ias (Arena (1996)

no. 68; see Graf (1981) 171, suggesting a cult of Athena

Polias). To Apollo Lykeios was dedicated the C6e “Peripteral

temple A1”, whence comes rich C6e votive material

(Adamesteanu (1970); Arena (1996) nos. 56, 57, 58). For

Apollo Lykeios Nikaios, possibly referring to a victory over

Siris (no. 69) in 530, see Adamesteanu (1970) 319 and Arena

(1996) no. 60. Stones shaped as anchors may reflect a cult of

Apollo Archegetes (Adamesteanu (1974) 28). It is not known

to which deity the C6m “Peripteral temple B1” was dedicat-

ed (Adamesteanu (1970) 319–20; Graf (1981) 170–71, 174 n.

61). The temple was reconstructed c.540 (�“Peripteral tem-

ple B2”; Adamesteanu (1974) 27; Mertens (1985) 658). The

“Peripteral temple A2” was constructed c.540, but the dedi-

catee deity is unknown. “Oikos C2” c.500 replaces an earlier

shrine. C6l–C5e witnessed a monumentalisation of the

sanctuary with the C5f “Temple D”(Mertens (1985) 661–63),

where the cult is again unknown. In addition to Apollo,

votives and various inscriptions mention Athena, Hera,

Aphrodite, Artemis and Hermes (cf. Graf (1981) 171), and a

C5 cult of Demeter is possibly attested as well (Hinz (1998)

217). For urban cults add Zeus Agoraios: Adamesteanu

(1979); Arena (1996) no. 59 (C6f). For the ∆ι�ς ’Αγλα˜ο cip-

pus and the reading “Zeus Aglaios”, cf. Bottini (1989) 565–66.

C5 coin types and votive deposits add further evidence of

the cult of Apollo,Apollo Karneios, Demeter, Zeus Ammon,

Athena, Hermes, Dionysos and Herakles (Stazio (1973)

84–86), but also of a number of lesser divinities and, in C4s,

the cult of the hero/oikistes Leukippos (Lacroix (1965)

85–89). Further epigraphic evidence: C5 sherds with graffiti

naming Athene (Hygieia?) (Arena (1996) no. 68 (C5f));

Aphrodite (Arena (1996) nos. 73 (C6l) and 74 (C5e)); for an

inscription naming Hermes, see Adamesteanu (1975a) 252.

Monumental drains delimiting the agora, kerameikos and

temenos are probably C4; however, the morphology of the

terrain presupposes a system of drainage at least from the

C6m (cf. Adamesteanu (1975a) 247–48, 251–52). The overall

layout and the delimitation of public spaces were in place by

C7s, but the basic elements of the orthogonal town plan are

C6m. The degree of development of the individual insulae is

not clarified, but a gradual development, as known from

most other sites, is probable (Adamesteanu (1973) 168–77,

(1982) 309–11; Mertens (1982) 104–7). The kerameikos dates

back to C6m (F. D’Andria (1975)). About 325 burials have

been investigated at Pantanello, c.3 km north of the city. C6e

Greek burials,probably those of the first settlers in the chora,

took over the originally indigenous burial place; from C6l

the number of burials increased significantly, and the ceme-

tery continued in use until C4 (Prohaszka (1995); Carter

(1998) 167ff, 236ff). The Crucina cemetery, just outside the

city wall, contained about 600 burials, including early, mon-

umental chamber tombs, possibly also that of the tyrant

Antileon (Carter (1998) 8, 26; De Siena (1999) 233–35; for the

topography of the cemeteries of Metapontion, see Lo Porto

(1966) 183–231).

Communal consultation of the Delphic oracle is attested

by Hdt. 4.15.3. Bacchyl. 11, Mähler, celebrates a Pythian victo-

ry by Alexidamos in boys’ wrestling. Metapontion had a

treasury at Olympia (Paus. 6.19.11; cf. Polemo fr. 20, Pr.).

Architectural remains at Olympia and at Delphi have been

attributed to Metapontian thesauroi (Mertens-Horn and

Viola (1990) 245–46).An image of Zeus was dedicated by the

people of Metapontion at Olympia (Paus. 5.22.5) but cannot

be dated.The famous golden harvest dedicated by the Pylian

founders at Delphi according to Strabo 6.1.15 (cf. Courby

(1927) 268; Lacroix (1965) 154–58) has been taken as evidence

of a Metapontine communal dedication (Vatin (1991) 55–56,

whose readings, however, must be treated with great cau-

tion).

The coinage of Metapontion began c.550, with silver

staters in the incuse fabric on the Achaian standard; the type

is an ear of barley, though some issues carry secondary sym-

bols such as a grasshopper or a dolphin, and on later issues:

ram’s head, mule’s head and lizard. Legends are ΜΕΤ,

ΜΕΤΑ, ΜΕΤΑΠ at times retrograde (Rutter, HN ³ 1459;

SNG Cop. Italy 1158–73; for the mint, see Stazio (1973); Noe

and Johnston (1984); Johnston (1990)). The staters were

struck in three phases on broad, medium and dumpy flans;

smaller denominations were struck in a complex system

which provides transitional issues between incuse and dou-

ble-relief fabrics: drachms, triobols, diobols, obols and a
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quarter-stater: types: obv. and rev. barley grain, sometimes

with revs. ox-head, or head of man-faced bull (Rutter, HN ³

1487, 1492; SNG Cop. Italy 1174–81, Suppl. 42). Double-relief

coinage was introduced c.C5m; staters: obv. ear of barley;

rev. five barley grains forming a star, legends:ΜΕΤΑ,

ΜΕΤΑΠ on obv. and rev. respectively (Rutter, HN ³ 1490;

SNG Cop. Italy 1182), followed by issues with obv. types and

legends as above, but with divinities as rev. types (cf. Stazio

(1973) 80–85 for interpretations of these): (a) river-god

Acheloos, legend ΑΧΕΛΟΙΟ ΑΕΘΛΟΝ (Noe and

Johnston (1984) 56–57, 90; Rutter, HN³ 1491; SNG Cop. Italy

1183 (late)); (b) Apollo holding branch and bow (Rutter,

HN ³ 1496; SNG Cop. Italy 1185); (c) Herakles with club over

shoulder (Rutter, HN ³ 1495; SNG Cop. Italy 1184), or

Herakles sacrificing at altar (Rutter, HN ³ 1494; Noe and

Johnston (1984) no. 312). Diobols have obv. as above, rev.

head of Acheloos (Rutter, HN ³ 1492; SNG Cop. Suppl. 42). A

new C5l issue of staters has as obv. types heads of divinities

(Rutter, HN ³ 1505ff): Apollo Karneios (or Hermes

Parammon or Zeus Ammon), Apollo, Zeus (at times with

epithet ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΟΣ), Dionysos, Demeter, and per-

sonifications such as Homonoia, Nike, Hygieia and Soteria

identified by epithets; rev. ear of barley, legends as above and

ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝΤΙΟΝ, ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝΤΙΝΩΝ (SNG Cop.

Italy 1186–1207; Noe and Johnston (1984) nos. 481, 495,

523–24 for full toponym and ethnic). Some dies were signed,

some unusually with the name Aristoxenos in full (Stazio

(1973) 87; Noe and Johnston (1984) 62–65). Lower denomi-

nations C5l have obv. ear of barley; rev. crescents and pellets

(Rutter, HN ³ 1498–99; SNG Cop. Italy 1230); later, from last

quarter of C4 obvs. with divinities as above (Rutter, HN ³

1594ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1231–38). Bronze coins were intro-

duced C5s (Johnston (1989)): obv. tripod, legend: ΜΕΤΑ;

rev. ear of barley (Rutter, HN ³ 1637; SNG Cop. Italy 1250,

1270); C4f issues have obv. Hermes sacrificing over thymia-

terion; rev. ear of barley, legend ΜΕ and an unusual ident-

ification of denomination, ΟΒΟΛΟΣ (Rutter, HN ³ 1639;

SNG Cop. Italy 1242); also bronze coins with obv. head of

Nike or Demeter, rev. ear of barley and ithyphallic herm

(Rutter, HN ³ 1641; SNG Cop. Italy 1243). In C4m more silver

issues were struck, depicting heads of divinities and person-

ifications as above (Johnston (1990); Rutter, HN ³ 1554ff;

SNG Cop. Italy 1218–29). A reference to the origin of the city

is found in an issue of staters and gold coinage with the head

of Leukippos (Lacroix (1965) 85–86; Stazio (1973) 89–91;

Rutter, HN ³ 1552; SNG Cop. Italy 1208–17). Gold tetrobols

were struck from c.340–330, perhaps at the time of

Alexander the Molossian to pay mercenaries: obv. head of

Leukippos, or of Nike, legend ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝ (Stazio (1973)

91–92; Johnston (1990) 41–45; Rutter, HN ³ 1629; SNG Cop.

Suppl. 43).

62. Metauros (Mataurinos) Map 46. Lat. 38.25, long. 15.55.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Μ/ταυρος

(Strabo 6.1.5) or Μ�ταυρος (Steph. Byz. 437.3). The city-

ethnic is Ματαυρ5νος (Steph. Byz. 437.4).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Metauros a polis. It is

included here as a type C on account of Steph. Byz. 437.4,

which describes the C6 poet Stesichoros as a native of

Metauros: Στησ�χορος Ε(φ�µου πα5ς Ματαυρ5νος

γ/νος, W τ+ν µελ+ν ποι�της. Stephanos does not provide

a source reference, but the fact that Stesichoros was normal-

ly considered a Himeraian (cf. Stesichoros TA33, 35–36,

Davies) tends to suggest that he drew this information from

a written account and not from memory. If this source real-

ly described Stesichoros by the city-ethnic of Metauros (see

Musti (1976)), then the city may have been a polis in C6 since

such use of the city-ethnic often indicates that the site to

whose toponym the ethnic is related was a polis (Hansen

(1996) 182–87), especially in external contexts as in this case.

Metauros was a foundation either of Zankle (no. 51)

(Solin. 2.11) or of Lokroi (no. 59; Steph. Byz. 437.3). As indi-

cated above, the political status of Metauros is highly uncer-

tain, and it is not clear whether we should envisage a

river-harbour settlement in Lokrian territory or a polis, at

least for a period, founded by Zankle and later subject to

Lokroi. The prevailing interpretation takes Metauros to be

an originally Chalkidian, i.e. Zanklean, foundation later

occupied by Lokroi, at about the time when that city found-

ed Hipponion (no. 53) and Medma (no. 60), i.e. C7s (De

Franciscis (1960); Settis (1965) 116–17; Musti (1976) 88–89).

The archaeological evidence (infra) suggests a Greek settle-

ment rather than a Hellenised non-Greek site.

The river Metauros delimited the territory of Rhegion

(no. 68) and Metauros, which may have been founded by

Zankle (and Rhegion?, infra) in opposition to Lokrian

expansion, later becoming part of Lokrian territory (supra).

The territory of Metauros is delimited to the south by the

Petracce (river Metauros) and to the north by the territory

of Medma. There is indirect evidence of an extra-urban

sanctuary 500 m to the south-east of the city (Orsi (1902),

(1923)). Sporadic finds of arulae c.1 km to the south may

indicate another extra-urban sanctuary, though habitation

or a cemetery cannot be ruled out (Sabbione and Soverini

(1950) 145). Architectural terracottas of a Greek temple have

been reported near Gioia Tauro (Gagliardi (1958)).
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The settlement of Metauros occupied a flat plateau,c.1 km

from the coast and c.2 km to the north of the river Metauros.

The extent of the settlement is unknown: it may have com-

prised the area of the plateau only, or part of the terrace

below as well, but a conservative estimate is that the settle-

ment comprised about 60 ha. De Franciscis (1960) 59

suggested that the settlement was located on the plain and

that the upper plateau was the acropolis of the city; however,

the few remains in the lower city are Roman.

The settlement was delimited northwards and south-

eastwards by cemeteries, where a large number of tombs

have yielded useful evidence of the cultural connections of

Metauros: the C7f–C6 tombs contained mixed Greek and

indigenous grave goods indicating a mixed population; the

Greek wares reveal ties with the Chalkidian cities of Zankle

and Rhegion and above all with Mylai, but overall a wide

commercial network is revealed by the tomb material (De

Franciscis (1960); Sabbione (1981b), (1986)). Later, Greek

acculturation was total, and a period of Lokrian influence is

revealed by Lokrian and Medmean coroplastic finds and a

change in funeral rites (Sabbione (1987); Cordiano (1995b)

91 n. 29). Burials cease C6l, and very few tombs are known

from C5. Such evidence may point to a termination of settle-

ment C5l–C4e, perhaps due to Leukanian pressure.

63. Neapolis (Neapolites) Map 44. Lat. 40.50, long. 14.15.

Size of territory: 1 or 2 Type: A. The toponym is Νε�πολις

(C5 coin, infra) or Νε�πολις (Ps.-Skylax 10; Strabo 5.4.7), !

(Dion. Hal. 15.6.2 (rC4s)). The city-ethnic, always on coins,

is Νεοπολ�τες, Νεοπολ�της, Νεοπολ�τας, Νηοπολ�τας,

Νευπολ�της, Νουπολ�της, or Νειοπολ�της: see Head,

HN² 39; Rutter (1979) 142–58.Νεαπολ�της is found in Diod.

16.18.1 (r356) and Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.5–6 (rC4s).

Neapolis is called a polis in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax

10), whereas the sources for polis used in the political sense

are late (SEG 12 378.6 (242); Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.5.1, 6.5

(rC4s)). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found on C5l coins (Rutter, HN³ 557); the external collective

use is found in Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 98 and Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 15.6.4 (rC4s); and the external individual use in

Diod. 16.18.1 (r356).

Neapolis was founded c.470 on the initiative of Kyme (no.

57; Ps.-Skymnos 242–43; cf. Strabo 5.4.7); the date is based

on the chronology of Syracusan involvement in Kymaian

history and upon evidence from the Castel Capuano ceme-

tery (Frederiksen (1984) 94, 101–7; Valenza Mele (1993)

197–98). The city was subsequently settled also by

Chalkidians (no. 365), Pithekoussaians (no. 65) and

Athenians (no. 361), taking its name “Neapolis” only at this

time (Strabo 5.4.7; cf. Lomas (2000) 174). Euboian involve-

ment in the foundation, via Kyme or Chalkis, is supported

by evidence from the calendar (Trümpy, Monat. 42–43).

Exactly how these later arrivals merged with the earlier

Kymaian foundation is uncertain (Raviola (1991) 20–23).

Neapolis had a C7 predecessor, Parthenope, but the 

relationship between the two settlements is not wholly 

clarified. Parthenope (Παρθεν#πη: Strabo 14.2.10; ethnic

Παρθενοπα5ος: Steph. Byz. 504.7) is called a polis in a late

source (Steph. Byz. 504.6), but its polis status is highly uncer-

tain. Parthenope was probably originally an epineion of

Kyme, comparable with the settlement of Dikaiarcheia (see

entry in list of non-polis sites supra). The identification of

Parthenope on the hill of Pizzofalcone, adjoining the later

settlement of Neapolis, is based upon evidence from its

cemetery with tombs dating to 675–550, implying that

Parthenope became the district of Palaiopolis when Kyme

founded neighbouring Neapolis in C5f, with an as yet unex-

plained hiatus in the chronology of the early and later settle-

ment (cf. Raviola (1990) 19). The more consistent tradition

is that Parthenope was either an apoikia or an epineion of

Kyme, and that the site was later destroyed by its metropolis

(Lutatius apud Serv. auct. ad Verg, G. 4.563 � fr. 7, Peter;

sources: Bérard (1957) 56; Raviola (1990)); but the sources

also seem to suggest that the settlement was autonomous

during its early history and not just an early stage of the later

Neapolis (summary of evidence: Raviola (1990) 59–60).

By C4s the two distinct, neighbouring urban nuclei,

Parthenope (�Palaiopolis) and Neapolis, formed one

political community (Livy 8.22.5), suggesting the absorp-

tion of the earlier site by the later settlement of Neapolis (cf.

Lomas (2000) 174; see further Parthenope in list of non-polis

sites supra).

Neapolis was founded within the Kymaian dominion (cf.

Strabo 5.4.7). Its territory was not extensive: c.20 km²

(Lepore (1967) 142, 146–48). The city was a maritime settle-

ment and had a narrow chora bounded by a number of

Oscan sites situated not far inland (Polyb. 3.91.4). The city

was separated from its hinterland by the river Clanis. Apart

from the uncertain evidence of a sanctuary of Athena at

Sorrento (Surrento) (Strabo 5.4.8), perhaps reflected in the

numismatic evidence (Rutter (1979) 94–95), extra-urban or

suburban sanctuaries are not attested. The Demeter sanctu-

ary of the “Convento di S. Gaudioso” within the urban area

of Neapolis had an Archaic pre-foundation phase and is

therefore interpreted as situated in the chora of Kyme prior

to the foundation of Neapolis, perhaps demarcating the
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southern limit of the territory of Kyme (E. Greco (1985a)

188–89). At some point after the Hieronian teichos on

Pithekoussai had been abandoned, Neapolis assumed con-

trol of the island (Strabo 5.4.9).

Neapolis may have obtained some understanding with

Rome as a bulwark against Dionysios of Syracuse (Timaios

(FGrHist 566) fr. 32; but see Jacoby, comm. ad loc.); in 327 the

city entered into a foedus aequum with Rome (Livy 8.26.6;

Staatsverträge 410). An alliance with the Samnites in C4s is

attested by Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.5.2. A navy is attested for

C4s (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.6.3).

Reception of envoys is attested in Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.5.1,

2 (rC4s). The presbeis sent by Taras to Neapolis in C4s were

proxenoi of Neapolis according to Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.5.2.

Neapolis received refugees from Kyme when that city fell

to the Samnites in 421, according to Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

15.6.4; it is not clear from the text whether the Kymaians were

granted citizenship, and the coins struck by the Neapolitan

mint in the name of Kyme (Rutter (1979) 96) may indicate

that Kymaian identity remained alive at Neapolis (cf. Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 15.6.4, reporting the existence of a group of

Kymaians at Neapolis c.327; cf. Lomas (2000) 178). At an

unknown date (C4?), Neapolis, after a stasis, received some

Kampanians as synoikoi; obviously these were granted citi-

zenship, since they were entitled to hold the office of demar-

chos (Strabo 5.4.7; cf. Livy 8.21ff; Lomas (2000) 177–78).

Neapolis experienced a stasis, presumably in C4 (Strabo

5.4.7). The office of demarchos, at first given only to Greeks,

but later to non-Greeks absorbed into the citizenry as well

(Strabo 5.4.7; cf. Lomas (2000) 177–78), may indicate a dem-

ocratic constitution. A boule, an ekklesia and the procedure

of probouleusis are attested for C4s by Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

15.6.1–3 (cf. Ghinatti (1996) 103–6).

Neapolis was founded on a sloping coastal plateau, where

bradyseism has caused changes to the coastline and hin-

dered an identification of the ancient harbour site. The

plateau was fortified by a circuit wall c.3.8 km long and

enclosing an area of c.75 ha; it is a C4 double curtain-wall in

ashlar with internal fill, but stretches built in another type of

tufa rock and in a different technique go back to the period

of foundation c.470 (Napoli (1959) 31–40; Fratta (2002)

68–69). One isolated stretch may testify to a diateichisma

wall rather than a C4 enlargement of the urban area. The

location of the gates of the Greek city is based upon the main

territorial routes, the mediaeval gates of Naples and upon

the location of the cemeteries (E. Greco (1985a) 191–99).

The layout of the ancient city is clearly mirrored in the

city plan of the mediaeval city, one of the most spectacular

examples of the survival of an ancient street plan, with three

east–west plateiai and about twenty north–south stenopoi

clearly revealing the orthogonal urban layout (Castagnoli

(1956) 36–37). The use of long narrow insulae is very similar

to the town plans of C5 Himera (no. 24) and Naxos (no. 41)

and therefore possibly comtemporary with the foundation,

or slightly later. To judge from the evidence provided by the

street plan as preserved in the mediaeval city, most of the

area inside the circuit wall was urbanised; there are, how-

ever, no structural remains of habitation, but on the basis of

better-known sites, E. Greco (1985a) 199–216 estimates two

rows of ten houses per insula, with seven or eight inhabit-

ants per house, and hence an urban population of

1,000–8,000 inhabitants. The elevated north-western part

of the city formed an acropolis-like area which fell outside

the regular urban layout and was very likely destined for

sanctuaries, as indicated by votive deposits (E. Greco

(1985a)).

The remains of monumental Roman structures in the

upper part of the city adjoining the “acropolis” provide

strong evidence for the location of an upper, probably polit-

ical agora, and a lower, probably mercantile agora (E. Greco

(1985a) 208, (1985b)); the Roman theatre of the lower agora

(forum) probably had a Greek predecessor, but there is no

archaeological evidence (Johannowsky (1985)). There is

evidence of ephebeia and gymnasia in the Hellenistic period

(Strabo 5.4.7).

Rich votive deposits from the area of S. Aniello, mainly

C5–C4 in date and of a type ascribed to Demeter and the

chthonic divinities, indicate a major sanctuary with a his-

tory going back to a pre-foundation phase situated in the

north-western “acropolis” area of the city (Borriello and De

Simone (1985)). A number of literary sources, albeit late,

attest the importance of the Demeter cult at Neapolis (Stat.

Silv. 3.5.79, 4.8.45–47; Cic. Balb. 55). A cult of the Siren

Parthenope, the eponymous nymph of Parthenope (on

which see the Introduction, supra), is attested in late sources

only, but a cult of her father, Acheloos, is indirectly attested

by representation of the river-god on C5 coins (Rutter (1979)

44–45 for sources). According to Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr.

98, the Athenian nauarchos Diotimos played an important

role as instigator of a torch race in honour of the Siren

Parthenope at Neapolis (Frederiksen (1984) 104–6; Raviola

(1991) 24–27; for an overall survey of sources, see Valenza

Mele (1993) 168, 171).

The four known cemeteries were situated along the cardi-

nal east, north, west and south/south-west radial roads, with

inhumation, cist-slab tombs and tile tombs dating to
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C5–C4, replaced in C4l by cremation tombs (Borriello et al.

(1985) 228–31). The evidence from the cemetery of Castel

Capuano confirms the foundation date, with burials from

c.470 (ibid. 232–74).

The coinage of Neapolis has been exhaustively treated by K.

Rutter, who divides it into four main periods between 450 and

385 (Rutter (1979) 42–59). Minting began c.450 (ibid. 46) or

c.470 at the time of foundation (Cantilena (1985); Valenza

Mele (1993) 172). The earliest coinage is represented by a single

specimen of a didrachm on the Euboian standard: obv.head of

Parthenope in profile; rev. forepart of bearded man-faced

bull, Acheloos, father of Parthenope; legend: ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΣ

(Rutter (1979) 46, 142; Rutter, HN ³ 545). There are stylistic

affinities with the coins of Gela (the rev. type) and Syracuse

(the obv. type). C.450 commenced a more regular issue of

didrachms, obols and minor fractions on the Phokaian stan-

dard (Rutter (1979) 46). The head of Parthenope, normally

shown in profile, at times in three-quarter view (Rutter (1979)

52; Rutter, HN ³ 546, 552, 563; SNG Cop. Italy 385), continues as

the most frequent obv. type until the city ceased to coin c.385.

The rev. has a river-god, either the local stream Sebethis or

Sebethos (named on an obol (Rutter, HN ³ 558)), or perhaps

rather Acheloos attested in local myths (Rutter (1979) 43–45),

here represented as a walking bull, at first as in nature, later

with a human face or head, at times accompanied by a 

female figure, probably Nike, flying above and crowning 

the bull with a garland (an allusion to games held in honour 

of Parthenope?: Rutter (1979) 45). The rev. has legend

ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΤΗΣ, ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΤΕΣ or variations, for

which see the onomastic section above (SNG Cop. Italy

386–94). One issue carries the ktetic ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΟΝon

the obv. (cf. Guarducci, EG ii. 623; Rutter (1979) 47; Rutter,

HN ³ 546). From c.420 some issues have on the obv. a helmet-

ed head of Athena of Corinthian inspiration (Rutter, HN ³ 554;

SNG Cop. Italy 382–83), not easily explained in C5s Neapolis,

but according to K. Rutter possibly reflecting Diotimos’ visit

there mentioned by Timaios (FGrHist (566) fr. 98; cf. Rutter

(1979) 45, 95; Frederiksen (1984) 104–5; for Athenian settlers at

Neapolis, see supra). Most obols have obv. head of Athena,

at times wearing Attic helmet; rev.mussel shell,on early issues,

later forepart of man-faced bull, legend ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ

and abbreviations thereof (Rutter (1979) 50–51, 58; Rutter,

HN ³ 548, 555; SNG Cop. Italy 384). Neapolis minted coins for

the Kampanian Samnite communities: Kyme c.420–380,

Capua c.415–400, Hyria 405–385, Nola 400–380, Allifae

400–395, and for the Fistelians 405–400 and the Fenserni

400–390 (Rutter (1979)).

64. Pandosia (Pandosinos) Map 46. Unlocated (see fur-

ther Ciaceri (1928)ii. 158–60; Storti (1994) 331–32); probably

near Cosentia in the upper Krathis valley, by the river

Acheron (Strabo 6.1.5; coins, infra); not to be confused with

Pandosia in the territory of Herakleia (no. 52). Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is Πανδοσ�α, ! (Ps.-Skylax

12; Strabo 6.1.5) or Πανδοσ�η (Dodonian oracle apud Steph.

Byz. 499.19). The city-ethnic is Πανδοσ5νος (Classical

coins, infra; IG vii 2225B.54 (C2f)).

Pandosia is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-Skylax 12

after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,where polis

is used in the urban sense. The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is found (as ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙΝ) on Classical coins

(infra). The external individual use is found in IG vii

2225B.54 (C2f).

Ps.-Skymnos 326–29 describes Pandosia (with Kroton

(no. 56), Thourioi (no. 74) and Metapontion (no. 61)) as an

Achaian foundation. Numismatic evidence (infra) suggests

that the city was a dependency of Sybaris (no. 70) and later

of Kroton (cf. Mazzarino (1963) 69; Storti (1994) 332 with

refs.). According to Eusebios (Helm 181; Schöne 78), the

foundation of Pandosia was contemporary with that of

Metapontion: Ol. 1.4 �773; it is not, however, clear whether

the reference is to this Pandosia or the one near Herakleia

(RE xviii. 551; Storti (1994) 332). In any case, the Eusebian

date for Metapontion is unreliable. According to Strabo

6.1.5, tradition held that Pandosia was once the royal seat of

the Oinotrians.

By c.500 Pandosia with Kroton struck staters on the

Achaian standard and with the incuse technique: obv. tripod,

legend qΡΟ; rev. bull of Sybarite type within incuse square,

legend: ΠΑΝ∆Ο (Gorini (1975) 27; Parise (1982) 105–6, 114;

Stazio (1983b) 967–69; Rutter, HN ³ 2097). The legends and

the obv. type suggest dependency upon Kroton, but the rev.

type depicting the Sybarite bull suggests earlier dependence

upon Sybaris (RE xviii. 552: Giangiulio (1989) 233 n. 67). By

C5s Pandosia was striking staters of its own in double relief:

obv. head of nymph Pandosia, legend: ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙΑ; rev.

naked youth offering libation, personification of river

Krathis, legend:ΚΡΑΘΙΣ (Rutter,HN ³ 2449).C.400, staters

and thirds depict obv. head of Hera Lakinia; rev. seated, naked

Pan with dog, in front herm with kerykeion affixed, legend:

ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙ, ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙΝ, in field mint-mark Φ, similar

to mint-marks known from Hyele, Neapolis, Thourioi and

other mints (Rutter, HN ³ 2450–52).

65. Pithekoussai (Pithekoussaios) Map 44. Lat. 40.45,

long. 13.55. Size of territory: 1. Type: A. The toponym is
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Πιθηκο%σ(σ)α,! (Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 54; Ps.-Skylax

10; Ptol. Geog. 3.1.69); Πιθηκο%σ(σ)αι, αH (Mir. ausc. 833a;

Strabo 5.4.9).For the change between singular (denoting the

main island) and plural (denoting the archipelago), see

Coretti and Soverini (1990) 327. The city-ethnic is

Πιθηκουσσα5ος (Strabo 5.4.7 (rC5?)).

Pithekoussai is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-

Skylax 10, and the external collective use of the city-ethnic is

found in Strabo 5.4.7 (rC5?). However, Pithekoussai has

often been denied the status of a polis and described as an

emporion, i.e. trading station (see Hansen 4 (1997b) 99 n. 91;

most recent discussion: Boffa (1998)). Bartoloni and

Cordano (1978) denied polis status to Pithekoussai because:

(a) the site is not described as an apoikia and no oecist is

named; (b) there is no evidence for a political organisation

of the community; (c) there is no evidence of social strat-

ification; (d) though predominantly Greek, the population

was of mixed ethnicity. While some of these points, such as

the mixed ethnic identity of the population, are irrefutable

(Buchner (1978); Ridgway (1992) 111–18, (1998b), (2000)

183–85), others are to a large degree based on absence of

evidence, and recent archaeological investigations suggest

that the community may not have been exclusively a trading

station; for a recent review of the status of Pithekoussai, see

Ridgway (2000) 185–86. The following should be noted:

(1) Some kind of political organisation and social strati-

fication is in fact suggested by Strabo’s report (5.4.9) of a 

stasis.

(2) As Ridgway (1992) 50–51 and d’Agostino (1999b)

213–17 point out, the mortuary evidence does actually indi-

cate some social stratification.

(3) A territory seems not to be absent: there is sporadic

evidence of C8–C7 Greek presence over much of the island,

which suggests that Pithekoussai had a chora and that the

settlement aimed at some agricultural self-sufficiency. The

extent of arable land has been estimated at c.10–20 km² (De

Caro (1994)). At Punta Chiarito on a promontory on the

south coast, c.12 km from the acropolis of Pithekoussai, two

LGI–LGII farmsteads, abandoned c.680, were succeeded in

C7s by a Greek settlement proper, probably destroyed in C6f

by a natural catastrophe (Gialanella (1994)). So even if

Pithekoussai may have been primarily a commercial settle-

ment, that cannot be considered to be its only role (see also

d’Agostino (1999b) 218–20).

(4) The urban characteristics of Pithekoussai are no dif-

ferent from other C8 western Greek settlements (for an

overall topographical plan, see Buchner and Ridgway (1993)

Carta topografica): Pithekoussai was situated on the island

of the same name (Ps.-Skylax 10) in the Gulf of Naples fac-

ing Kyme and Cape Misenum. The settlement was founded

on the promontory of Monte di Vico on the north-west

coast of the island, a site defended by natural steep slopes on

all sides, and with bays forming natural harbours on both

sides. The plateau, relatively flat, formed a habitation area of

about 6 ha. Although no habitation structures are extant,

sherds found over most of the surface of the plateau testify

to extensive C8 habitation (Buchner (1975) 63–64). There is

some evidence of pre-colonial trading contacts (Ridgway

(1992) 107–8; cf. d’Agostino (1999a) 56–58), but the archaeo-

logical data from the “Gosetti-Akropolis dump” and from

the Mazzola excavation date the foundation to c.750 (Neeft

(1994) 150 n. 9 (“c.740”); Coldstream (1995); d’Agostino

(1999a) 56–58). Surface finds on the Monte di Vico plateau

also give evidence of habitation from C6 to C4, and C6–C4

architectural terracottas are, with the foundation structures

of a temple, testimony of sanctuaries (Coretti and Soverini

(1990) 336–37; Ridgway (1992) 37–39, 86–87).

The finds from the plateau and from the “Gosetta dump”,

and from the workshop quarter of Mazzola (infra), seem to

indicate some interrruption, or at least regression, in the

habitation of the site c.700–600, seen by some as evidence of

Kymaian domination in this period (d’Agostino and

Soteriou (1998) 368).

The principal habitation site was on the Monte di Vico, but

during the early history of the settlement, habitation also

extended along the ridge of Mezzavia and Mazzola, where

noteworthy workshops have been excavated (Buchner (1975);

Ridgway (1992) 91–101). The whole area of Pithekoussai,

including the Valle di S. Montano with cemeteries, and the

lowland plain, with the probable harbour, between Monte di

Vico and the ridge of Mezzavia, comprises about 75 ha

(Buchner (1975) 66). Within the first generations after the

foundation the population may have risen to 5,000–10,000

(Ridgway (1992) 101–3). Morris (1996) 57 suggests a mini-

mum population of 4,000–5,000. A vast cemetery occupies

the Valle di S. Montano south and south-west of the Monte di

Vico, where the c.1,300 C8–C7 cremation and inhumation

tombs investigated correspond to about one-tenth of the esti-

mated extent of the cemetery (Buchner and Ridgway (1993)).

In terms of wealth, the cemetery is similar to those known

from most other Greek settlements in the West (Buchner

(1982); Ridgway (1992) 50–51; Neeft (1994) 154). The single

find of greatest interest is probably the late Geometric

“Nestor’s cup” (C. F. Russo (1993); Vos (1993)), the earliest

(C8s) attestation of the symposion (Murray (1984)). The C5

tombs are few and poor (Buchner and Ridgway (1993)).
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In the lower city, a sanctuary, possibly a Heraion, is like-

wise attested by C7l–C6e architectural terracottas from

Pastola, between the Mazzola ridge and the sea, west of the

acropolis (d’Agostino (1994–95) 86–91). A rich C7e votive

deposit from the same area has been taken as evidence of a

heroon on the assumption that a tomb found there was part

of the same complex as the deposit (d’Agostino (1994–95)).

At the very least, this evidence suggests that the political

status of Pithekoussai must remain an open question.

Little is known of the history of Pithekoussai. According

to Strabo 5.4.9, Pithekoussai was founded by Eretrians (no.

370) and Chalkidians (no. 365); Livy 8.22.6 (cf. Mele (1979)

32) names only Chalkidians. Apart from this, no account of

the foundation survives. The settlers found the site unoccu-

pied (Buchner (1975) 64), but mixed marriages—evidenced

by,e.g.,fibula typology—may have occurred in a later phase,

c.C8l (Buchner (1975) 77–80; Coldstream (1993)). According

to Livy (loc. cit.), the Chalkidians moved on to Kyme (no.

57); however, in the account of the foundation of Kyme by

Dionysios of Halikarnassos, Pithekoussai does not appear as

a first stage or halting place for the Chalkidian and Eretrian

founders of Kyme (Ant. Rom. 7.3.1). According to Strabo

5.4.7, Pithekoussaians participated, with Athenians and

Chalkidians, in a resettling of Neapolis at an unspecified

date. Hieron of Syracuse constructed a teichos on the island,

but the personnel had to abandon it because of seismic

activity (Strabo 5.4.9). The island was then taken over by

Neapolis, who lost it in an unspecified war (ibid.).

66. Poseidonia (Poseidoniatas) Map 45. Lat. 40.25, long.

15.00. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Ποσειδαν�α, ! (ML 10.6–7 (550–525)); Ποσειδων�α

(Ps.-Skylax 12; Strabo 6.4.13); or Ποσειδωνι�ς, ! (Ps.-

Skymnos 248). The city-ethnic is Ποσειδανι�τας (C5f

coins, infra); Ποσειδωνι�της (Aristox. fr. 124, Wehrli), or

Ποσειδωνι�της (Hdt. 1.167.4).

Poseidonia is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-Skylax 12

after the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,where polis

is used in the urban sense, and it is called a polis in the polit-

ical sense in ML 10.7 (550–525). The internal collective use of

the city-ethnic is found on C5f coins (infra); the external

collective use is found in Aristox. fr. 124, Wehrli, and Strabo

6.1.3 (rC5l–C4e); the external individual use is found in

Iambl. VP 239 and 267 (rC6l–C5m), Diod. 11.65.1 and Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 9.56.1 (r468).

Poseidonia was founded by Sybaris (no. 70.I) (Ps.-

Skymnos 249; cf. Strabo 6.1.1). According to Solin. 2.10, the

city was founded by unspecified Dorians; if historical, these

Dorians may have been Troizenians (no. 357), since, accord-

ing to Arist. Pol. 1303a30, Troizenians had participated in the

foundation of Sybaris itself (cf. Steph. Byz. 639.9, where

Steph. associates the toponym Troizen with Italy and cites

Charax �FGrHist 103, fr. 61). The literary tradition offers

only a terminus ante quem for the foundation, viz. c.530, pro-

vided by Herodotos, who at 1.167.4 refers to the city as in

existence when Hyele (no. 54) was founded (c.540–535).

Archaeological evidence suggests a foundation date of c.600

(E. Greco (1981a); Poseidonia ii. 73 n. 7). At Strabo 6.1.1 an

initial Sybarite settlement distinct from the later city is 

mentioned and described as a teichos; the location and sta-

tus of this teichos is still unsolved (Greco (1979); Tréziny

(1992); Junker (1993) 2–3).

Suburban sanctuaries of Demeter(?) 3–4 km to the east of

Poseidonia and of Artemis(?) (cf. Diod. 4.22.3.) reflect the

C6e expansion of the city’s influence (E. Greco (1987a)

480–81). The C6–C5 chora of Poseidonia was delimited to

the north by the river Sele and the important sanctuary of

Hera (infra), to the east by the foothills bordering the coastal

plain, and to the south by the sanctuary of Poseidon(?) at

Agropoli (Fiammenghi (1985a)). Other important extra-

urban sanctuaries of Demeter and Hera are known at 

S. Nicola di Albanella (Cipriani (1989); Cipriani and

Ardovino (1989–90); Hinz (1998) 176–80) and at Fonte, 14

km from Poseidonia (E. Greco (1979) 19). Greek and indige-

nous graves respectively mark the boundary of Poseidonian

territory c.14 km to the east of the city. There is evidence of

an Archaic Greek rural settlement near the Heraion at the

Foce del Sele and of harbour installations on the estuary of

the river Sele. The C6–C5 territory of Poseidonia comprised

about 200 km² (E. Greco (1979); Greco, Stazio and Vallet

(1987)).

The most important of the extra-urban sanctuaries was

the Heraion located on the left bank of the river Sele

(ancient Silaris) close to the estuary, on the northern border

of Poseidonian territory (Strabo 6.1.1; Solin. 2.7). The 

evidence suggests that the foundation of the Heraion was

contemporary with the foundation of Poseidonia (Tocco

Sciarelli et al. (1989) 67–90). On the sanctuary, see Zancani

Montuoro and Zanotti-Bianco (1951–54); Parise Badoni

(1989); de La Genière (1997b). The cult of Demeter is attest-

ed at several sanctuaries in the chora (Cipriani and Ardovino

(1989–90)).

In ML 10.7, a treaty of symmachia between Sybaris (no.

70.I) with allies and the Serdaioi, Poseidonia is listed as prox-

enos of the agreement; Poseidonia itself here appears to be

outside the Sybarite alliance, and its function as proxenos is
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not easy to interpret (ML ad loc.); however, the inscription

attests the ability of Poseidonia to conduct foreign policy

and to enter into interstate relations. According to Strabo

6.1.3, Poseidonia had a number of symmachoi in C5l–C4e

when the city was defeated by the Leukanians. A war of

uncertain date with Hyele (no. 54) is attested in Strabo 6.1.1.

Poseidonia was conquered by the Leukanians in C5l–C4e,

probably after the fall of Kyme (E. Greco (1992b) 249).

During C4s the Greek identity of the community was

effaced, and the Greek language was no longer spoken

(Aristox. fr. 124, Wehrli), but though the Poseidoniatai are

described as “wholly barbarianized” (Aristox. fr. 124,

Wehrli), the persistence of at least one ancient Greek reli-

gious festival is reported (ibid.; cf. Ampolo (1989–90)); in

Ps.-Skylax 12 Poseidonia is listed as a polis Hellenis and

Greek-style coinage persisted (infra), and Lomas (2000) 178

questions whether Poseidonia was in fact barbarianized “to

the extent that Aristoxenus would have us believe”.

The only evidence for the internal political life at

Poseidonia is the C5m ekklesiasterion (infra) with its impli-

cation of an assembly.A C6l–480 bronze olpe from a tomb in

the area of the city (Arena (1996) no. 32) is inscribed with

four Greek names, each of which is preceded by two letters

(πα, βυ, δυ bis); “the letters preceding the names are sigla

identifying the bearers as members of some civic sub-

division, whether a phyle, demos or otherwise” (SEG 43 855

comm.).

Poseidonia was founded on an irregular limestone

plateau, later bounded by a circuit wall, running for 4,750 m

and mainly of C4l Leukanian and Roman date (Schläger

(1962); Blum (1987)). There are, however, remains of a Greek

circuit wall inside the later walls, east of the south gate

(Schläger (1962) 22), and the Greek city probably did have a

circuit wall, at least contemporary with the building of the

large temples, as indicated by the fact that the north and

south gates were laid out in accordance with the orientation

of the temples.The extent of the C6–C5 habitation area,esti-

mated at c.125 ha, is indicated by several large cemeteries (E.

Greco (1979) 12–13; Pontrandolfo (1987)) and sanctuaries

situated along the edge of the urban area (Greco, Stazio and

Vallet (1987); Pedley et al. (1993)).

Although the orthogonal urban layout with narrow insu-

lae and the use of plateiai and stenopoi is of Roman date, it

was probably Greek in origin, as suggested by the very simi-

lar evidence from Metapontion (no. 61), also an Achaian

colony (Castagnoli (1956) 39–44; Schläger (1965) 188–97;

E. Greco and Theodorescu (1990) 87). The main divisions of

the city were formed by a broad central, civic belt: the agora

and the two large temene, dividing the habitation area into

two main zones. The public space constituted about 25 per

cent of the area inside the walls (E. Greco and Theodorescu

(1994) 236). There is no certain evidence of the extent of the

C6 habitation, but it probably comprised c.70 ha of the

urban area. The political function of the agora is revealed by

an ekklesiasterion and a heroon. The C5m–C4 circular ekkle-

siasterion had a seating capacity of 1,000–1,700 (E. Greco

and Theodorescu (1983) 34–49, 79–81; Hansen and Fischer-

Hansen (1994) 69–72). A heroon, or cenotaph, has been

recognised in the sunken limestone chamber containing

rich grave goods and in C4 surrounded by a peribolos wall

(Sestieri (1955a); E. Greco and Theodorescu (1983) 25–33,

74–79).The location of the structure suggests a political cult,

possibly that of the oikistes. The small ante-temple located

west of the ekklesiasterion possibly housed a poliad cult;

the altar in the ekklesiasterion lies on the axis of this temple,

thus suggesting some overall planning (E. Greco and

Theodorescu (1983) 65 fig. 8 “T”).

The major divinity of the southern temenos was Hera.

The main temple was the C6m “Basilica” (Heraion I), a

Heraion according to the epigraphic evidence (Guarducci

(1952); LSAG 252, 260 no. 3; SEG 29 982; Arena (1996) no. 19).

Apart from her warrior aspect, she was also kourotrophos

(Ardovino (1986) 107, 113). There were other cults (survey of

cults: Ardovino (1986)): Hera Hippia: G. Greco (1992)

254–55; Hera and Zeus: Stern (1980); but Hera, the patron

deity, enthroned and holding a phiale is the commonest

type of votive. The second major temple was the “Temple of

Poseidon”(Heraion II) (c.460–450), normally identified as a

Heraion, though Torelli (1987) 60–62) suggests Apollo

Hiatros (Cipriani (1997) 221–22 suggests Zeus). There were

several other structures in the sanctuary already from the

Archaic period, e.g. a C6l temple located on the northern

edge of the temenos (Bertarelli Sestieri (1987–88) 107–8 pl.2).

Votive finds indicate cults of Athena,Aphrodite and Artemis

in addition to that of Hera and kourotrophoi, and a number

of anatomical votives and the type of “infant in swaddling

clothes” suggest a healing divinity or a Meter (Bertarelli

Sestieri (1989)).The stele (a horos?) of Chiron (C6e) suggests

a “precinct of Chiron”(LSAG 252, 259 no. 2; Arena (1996) no.

50.25). A precinct of Zeus Xenios is inferred from a (lost)

inscription (Cipriani (1997) 223; Arena (1996) no. 23), and

several smaller temples, as well as various altars and votive

deposits add to the furnishings of the sanctuary (Sestieri

(1955b), (1956); Bertarelli Sestieri (1987–88); Cipriani (1997)

215–16; cf. also Mertens (1993) 93 n. 868: architectural

remains from at least eight different Archaic roofs). The row
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of altars, various votive deposits, and horoi east of the two

large temples indicate the eastern limit of the sanctuary

(Bertarelli Sestieri (1987–88) 94–95, 114).There is C6(?) evid-

ence of a Demeter sanctuary on the southern confines of the

Heraion (Cipriani and Ardovino (1989–90) 346 with refs.),

and the Demeter cult is attested in various locations of

Poseidonia (Cipriani (1997) 222–23; Hinz (1998) 171–76).

Finally there are epigraphic attestations of various cults: of

Pais, as an epiclesis of Hera (?), of Athena, Zeus Xenios,

Chiron (if not a personal name), and of the nymphs

(Ardovino (1980); Arena (1996) no. 51). A cult of Poseidon

must have played an important role in the city, as we can

infer from the city’s name and from the coin type depicting

a striding Poseidon. There is evidence of a Herakles cult in

the Leukanian period, but for the Greek period the evidence

is uncertain, though there are many references to Herakles

myths in the architectural sculptures of the Heraion del Sele

(see Cipriani (1997) 223–24, stressing the polis aspect of

Herakles cults). In the northern sanctuary there is one

major temple, a C6l–C5e “Temple of Demeter” (Krauss

(1959)), and a cult of Athena is inferred from votive material

(Sestieri (1955b) 40). A C6f sacellum located to the south of

the major temple is the earliest identified temple at

Poseidonia, known only from its architectural terracottas

(Mertens (1993) 93, 127). An Aphrodite shrine was probably

situated to the north of the Athena temple (Sestieri (1955b)

40), and a C6e naiskos lay between the Athenaion and the

agora (Poseidonia ii. 64). The cult of Poseidon must have

been important in the first settlement (at Agropolis?;

cf. schol. Lycoph. Alex. 724) but is not attested in the major

settlement except on the coins (infra). Important Greek

cemeteries occupied extensive areas to the north, south-east

and south of the city (Mello and Libero Mangieri (1996)

332–33, 335–37).

Parmenides of Poseidonia won both the stadion and the

diaulos at Olympia in 468 (Olympionikai 235–36).

Poseidonia began minting silver coins c.530–525 with

issues in the Achaian incuse fabric, although the weight 

system used was the “Phocaean–Phoenician” standard, as at

Hyele (see Taliercio Mensitieri (1987)). Drachms, obols and

hemiobols were struck in addition to staters (Rutter, HN ³

1107ff). The type depicts a striding Poseidon, a trident in 

his raised right hand; legends: ΠΟΣ, ΠΟΣΕΙ,

ΠΟΣΕΙ∆ΑΝΙ (Gorini (1975) 30–32; Rutter,HN ³ 1107; SNG

Cop. Italy 1271–76, 1294–96). Some coins carry the additional

legend gΙΣΣ, the meaning of which is disputed (Rutter,

HN ³ ad 1108). The suggestion that it refers to Is, oecist of

Sybaris, has won some acceptance (Guarducci, EG ii. 661),

though it cannot be excluded that the legend refers to an

unknown locality implying some sort of league membership

(Gorini (1975) 208). The minting of incuse staters stopped

c.510–500, perhaps as a result of the destruction of Sybaris,

and until c.470 the city struck only minor denominations

(Rutter (1997) 57). C.470 Poseidonia introduced a double-

relief coinage employing the Achaian weight standard,possi-

bly influenced by refugees from Sybaris (no. 70.II) (Kraay

(1967) 133; Rutter (1997) 42). Types depict obv. Poseidon

striding; rev. bull standing; legend: ΠΟΣ, ΠΟΣΕ,

ΠΟΣΕΙ,ΠΟΣΕΙ∆ΑΝΙ,ΠΟΣΕΙ∆ΑΝΙΑΤΑΝ (Rutter,

HN³ 1114; SNG Cop. Italy 1277–93, 1297–1308).

Denominations included staters, drachms, diobols, obols,

hemiobols and possibly octobols (Rutter, HN ³ 1116ff). The

additional legend ΣΕΙΛΑon one issue may refer to the river

Seilaros/Silaris (?) or, perhaps more plausibly, may read

ΜΕΓΥΛ, a name and a possible reference to an otherwise

undocumented oikistes (Guarducci, EG ii. 698–99; Rutter,

HN ³ 1114).Bronze coinage with types of the double-relief sil-

ver coinage and continued use of the city-ethnic for the leg-

end (ΠΟΣΕΙ, ΠΟΣΕΙ∆, ΠΟΣΕΙ∆ΑΝΙΑΤΑΝ) starts

c.420 (Grunauer (1973) 38; Rutter, HN ³ 1151ff; SNG Cop. Italy

1309–23). To the later C5 belongs a gold triobol inscribed

ΠΟΣ (Rutter, HN ³ 1115). The Leukanian conquest did not

mean the end of the coinage (Rutter (1997) 76–77).

67. Pyxous Map 46. Lat. 40.05, long. 15.30. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Πυξο%ς, -ο%ντος (Diod.

11.59.4 (r c.471); Strabo 6.1.1; Steph. Byz. 540.11: there

described as a polis Sikelias, but mistaken Sicilian locations

are not uncommon in Stephanos, cf. Bencivenga Trillmich

(1988) 725 n. 60. C6s coins inscribed ΠΥΞΟΕΣ (Libero

Mangieri (1981); Rutter, HN³ p. 143) may belong to this city,

and the legend may be the uncontracted toponym (so Head,

HN² 83–84; but see further Rutter, HN³ p. 143). Π�ξις in

Steph. Byz. 540.8, possibly derived from Hekataios, may

refer to Pyxous or, more likely, to another site (it is described

as .ν µεσογα�=η τ+ν Ο2ν)τρων).A city-ethnic is not attest-

ed apart from the entries in Steph. Byz. (540.8, 10).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Pyxous a polis, but it is

included as a type B here on account of the following evi-

dence: (a) Diod. 11.59.4, where it is reported that it was

founded as a polis in 471/0 by Mikythos, the tyrant of

Rhegion (no. 68) and Zankle/Messana (no. 51); it may have

been founded as a military outpost (Johannowsky (1992)),

but the classification suggested by Diodorus may well be

correct; (b) the C6s incuse coins (staters and a single speci-

men of a third-stater) on the Achaian standard depicting the
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Sybarite bull and inscribed obv. ΣΙΡΙ, ΣΙΡΙΝΟΣ, rev.

ΠΥΞ, ΠΥΞΟΕΣ (Gorini (1975) 9; Rutter, HN³ 1722, 1727;

SNG Cop. Italy 1387; SNG Cop. Suppl. 53). These coins may

have been struck by Pyxous under the aegis of Sybaris (cf.

Parise (1972) 102–4) and another community, presumably

Siris (no. 69) or a community, Sirinos(?), in the vicinity of

Pyxous (no. 67). The issue has been subdivided into either

four series (Libero Mangieri (1981)) or two series (Sternberg

(1980); cf. also Moscati Castelnuovo (1989) 94–100; Rutter,

HN³ p. 143). If the coins were so minted, it follows that

Pyxous existed prior to Mikythos’ foundation of the site,

and that the community was able to enter into close rela-

tions with Siris(?) and Sybaris (no.70), of which latter it may

have been a dependency. What is less clear, however, is

whether Pyxous can be considered a Hellenic community

prior to Mikythos’ foundation.

If Pyxous as founded by Mikythos was indeed a polis, it

may have been a failure, for Strabo 6.1.1 reports that it was

left by the settlers πλ�ν tλ�γων though he does not specify

a date for the depopulation; Pyxous does not appear in Ps.-

Skylax, pointing to C4m as a terminus ante quem. The C5m

indigenous settlement at Roccagloriosa 7 km from Pyxous

(Gualtieri (1993)) has been interpreted as a Leukanian

replacement of Pyxous. According to Cordiano (1995a), a

new reading of the Olympia inscription SEG 24 103, previ-

ously thought to refer to a conflict between Rhegion and

Gela, should rather be taken as evidence of conflicts between

Hyele and Rhegion, perhaps brought about by Rhegian

expansion and the foundation of Pyxous by Mikythos. The

extent of Pyxous’ territory is uncertain; prior to the defeat of

Sybaris by Kroton, Pyxous would hardly have been

autonomous, but rather part of the dominion of Sybaris; as

founded by Mikythos, it may have been a dependency of

Rhegion.

The site of ancient Pyxous is almost certainly to be ident-

ified with Roman Buxentum, mediaeval and present-day

Policastro, located on a knoll on the left bank of the river

Policastro on the Gulf of Laos (Talaos Kolpos) (Bencivenga

Trillmich (1988) fig. 1). Recent excavations have revealed two

phases of the circuit wall of the Greek settlement incor-

porated in the mediaeval walls: a C5f phase constructed in

ashlar with upper structures in sun-dried brick and a C4l

phase in a polygonal technique. The walls enclosed an area

of about 11 ha, of which perhaps only about 6 ha was used for

habitation. There are no other structural remains from the

Greek phase; there is evidence of cult activity in the form of

fragments of C5–C4 votive figurines. The C5f phase corres-

ponds well with the tradition of the foundation of Pyxous by

Mikythos. However, if Bencivenga Trillmich (1988) is right

in maintaining that there is no material of an earlier period,

the site did not have an earlier indigenous or Greek history

and cannot therefore have issued the C6l coins discussed

above (for a different view, see Johannowsky (1992)).

68. Rhegion (Rheginos) Map 46. Lat. 38.05, long. 15.40.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is ‘Ρ/γιον (C5

coins, infra); ‘Ρ�γιον, τ# (Hdt. 1.167.3; Thuc. 4.1.3; IG i³

1178.4 (433/2)). The city-ethnic is ‘Ρεγ5νος (SEG 48 1252

(c.550–500); C6l coins, infra; ML 63 (433/2)); ‘Ρηγ5νος

(Hdt. 7.170.3; Thuc. 6.46.2).

Rhegion is called a polis both in the political sense (Thuc.

3.86.2, 6.44.2–3; Arist. Pol. 1316a38) and in the urban sense

(Thuc. 6.44.3, Ps.-Skylax 12; Heracl. Lemb. 55). The

Aristotelian collection of 158 politeiai included a ‘Ρηγ�νων

πολιτε�α (Heracl. Lemb. 55; Arist. fr. 585, Gigon); �στ#ς is

found at Hdt. 7.170.3; π�τρα (�patris) is found in IG i³

1178.2 (433/2; cf. CEG i 12; ML 63).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

coins from C6l (infra). The external collective use is attested

in SEG 11 1205 (c.500), SEG 24 303–5 (C6–C5), ML 63.12

(433/2), Hdt. 7.170.3 and Thuc. 6.44.3; the external individ-

ual use is found in SEG 48 1252 (c.550–500), CEG i

388 (c.450–425), Arist. Pol. 1274b23 and Timaios (FGrHist

566) fr. 43.

Rhegion was a colony of Chalkis (no. 365) (Thuc. 6.44.3;

Ps.-Skymnos 311–12; Diod. 14.40.1; Strabo 6.1.6), and

Euboian involvement in the foundation is supported by cal-

endar evidence (Trümpy, Monat. 43–44); Peloponnesian

Messenians also participated in the foundation according to

Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 9 and Heracl. Lemb. 55.

According to Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 9, the Zanklaians

(no. 51) sent for the colonists and appointed the oikistes

Antimnestos. The participation of Messenian refugees from

the First Messenian War dates the foundation to C8s (CAH²

iii.3. 323–24).According to Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 19.2, the city

was founded by Artimedes of Chalkis. By the Classical peri-

od there existed a well-developed foundation myth

(Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 9; Heracl. Lemb. 55).

On the Ionian coast along the river Halex (cf. Cordiano

(1995b)) Rhegion was bounded by the territory of Lokroi

(no. 59), and on the Tyrrhenian coast by the river Petrace

and the territory of Metauros (no. 62) (Costamagna (1986)

479–84 fig. 1). The territory is termed γ8 at Thuc. 4.24.2; its

name was ! ‘Ρηγ�νη (Thuc. 7.35.2). The site of Rhegion is

perhaps the only site with agricultural resources on the

southern Aspromonte, and these were exploited from C7;
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the walled site of Serro di Tavola is interpreted as a C6s

phrourion in control of inland routes and the Tyrrhenian

coast (Costamagna (1986) 495–502; Cordiano (1995b) 83–88,

104–7). An extra-urban cult of Herakles is attested by a C5f

inscription from Castellace, south of Metauros (IGDGG no.

41; Givigliano (1987) 95; Cordiano (1995b) 103–4); evidence

of a Demeter cult at Grufò Saline Ioniche is offered by a C5s

inscription (IGDGG no. 42; for Demeter in Rhegian territo-

ry, see Hinz (1998) 169–70).An estimate of the size of the ter-

ritory is still largely based upon the evidence presented by

Vallet (1958) 133–37, who estimated it at c.1,000–1,300 km²

(cf. Cordiano (1995b)). The influence of Rhegion extended

over a much larger area, as shown by the foundation of

Pyxous (no. 67) c.476–465 (Diod. 11.59.4; Strabo 6.1.1) and

the pressure on Lokrian territorial aspirations (cf. Cordiano

(1995b) esp. 92–94).

Rhegion was presumably a member of the Italiote League

(Staatsverträge 230). The city was allied to Lokroi (no. 59) at

the battle of Sagra in C6 (Strabo 6.1.10), but war between it

and Lokroi is attested during the reign of Anaxilas (schol.

Pind. Pyth. 1.99a, 2.36c, Drachmann). An alliance with Taras

(no. 71) in 473 is implied by Hdt. 7.170.3, who reports that

3,000 Rhegians fell in a battle fought by the Rhegians and the

Tarantines against Iapygians (cf. Diod. 11.52.3–4, who calls

the Rhegians symmachoi of Taras). IGDGG no. 38 (c.450) is a

kerykeion inscribed ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ; ML 63 (�Staatsverträge

162) is a 433/2 renewal of an alliance with Athens (no. 361)

originally concluded in the 440s; in 415, however, the city

refrained from supporting the Athenian effort against

Syracuse (Thuc. 6.44.3, 46.2; Diod. 13.3.5), though it did

make a payment to Athens (IG i³ 291.b.ii.19 (c.415)). A sym-

machia with Leontinoi (no. 33) in 427 is attested by Thuc.

3.86.3. A peace treaty with Dionysios I of Syracuse was con-

cluded in 399 (Diod. 14.40.7; cf. 14.90.7) and in 389 (Diod.

14.107.4) when the city had to surrender its navy, pay 300 tal.,

and turn over 100 hostages to Dionysios. Rhegion was taken

and destroyed by Dionysios I of Syracuse in 387 (Diod.

14.111–12), who sold off as slaves those inhabitants who were

not able to raise a ransom of one silver mina. The city was

refounded by his son Dionysios II, and a part of the city was

for a short period called by the name of Phoibia (Strabo

6.1.6). The independence of Rhegion was restored by

Leptines and Kallipos of Syracuse in 351 (Diod. 16.45.9).

In C5s, Rhegion experienced a period of stasis (Thuc.

4.1.3), and there were Rhegian phygades at Lokroi urging

that city to invade Rhegian territory (Thuc. 4.1.3).

According to Hdt. 7.170.3, Rhegion lost 3,000 men in bat-

tle against the Iapygians in 473 (cf. Diod. 11.52.3–4). An army

of 6,000 foot, 600 horse and fifty triremes was deployed in

399 (Diod. 14.40.3). In 427 and 425, Rhegian naval forces

assisted the Athenian operations in the west (Diod. 12.54.4;

Thuc. 4.25.2). In C4e, Rhegion possessed a navy comprising

seventy triremes (Diod. 14.107.4; cf. 14.8.2; 14.40.3), but the

city was stripped of its navy by Dionysios I in 389 (Diod.

14.106.3). Appointment of strategoi is mentioned at Diod.

14.40.3 (r399) (cf. 14.87.1 (r394)), and 14.108.4 (r388) indi-

cates that such appointments were made by election.

Sending of envoys is attested by Thuc. 3.86.3 (cf. ML 63.1)

and by Diod. 14.40.7 (r399), 106.2 (r389). Reception of

envoys is attested in Diod. 14.8.2 (r404) and 44.4–6 (r398).

Diplomatic activity is further attested by the C5m kerykeion

(supra). Two or more citizens are listed as proxenoi of Tenos

(no.525) in IG xii Suppl.313.7 (C3m).According to Arist.Pol.

1274b23, Androdamas of Rhegion at an unknown date

(Zahrnt (1971) 16 n. 27) served the Thraceward Chalkidians

as nomothetes. A citizen of Rhegion served as theorodokos of

Epidauros (no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.47).

The constitution preceding the tyranny of Anaxilas is

described as an oligarchy at Arist. Pol. 1316a35ff. It is presum-

ably this constitution that is referred to in Heracl. Lemb. 55:

it is described as an aristocracy employing the laws of

Charondas and administered by 1,000 men αHρετο� �π�

τιµηµ�των. According to Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 9, the

Rhegian !γεµ#νες (� the 1,000?) were all of Messenian

genos in this period. In 494 the constitution changed “from

oligarchy to the tyranny of Anaxilas” (Arist. Pol. 1316a37f).

Anaxilas conquered Zankle (no. 51) and changed its name to

Messana (Hdt. 6.23.2; Thuc. 6.4.6); he was then tyrant of

both Rhegion and Zankle/Messana (Diod. 11.48.2; Berve

(1967) 156): Rhegion was governed by his son Leophron

while he himself ruled Zankle/Messana (schol. Pind. Pyth.

2.38).After the battle of Himera in 480 he concluded a treaty

with Gelon and was left in possession of Messana (schol.

Pind. Pyth. 1.112). At the death of Anaxilas in 476 Mikythos

succeeded to the tyranny (Diod. 11.48.2) both at Rhegion

and Zankle/Messana (Diod. 11.59.4). In 465 the sons of

Anaxilas took over power from Mikythos, but they were

soon expelled and Rhegion was “liberated” (Diod. 11.76.5

(r461)).C5s Rhegion went through a period of stasis culmin-

ating in 425 (Thuc. 4.1.3; Berger (1992) 29–30). Four nomo-

thetai are mentioned in Iambl. VP 172 (cf. 130 referring to

them as composers of a politeia (r c.C5m): Minar (1942) 48,

85). A meeting of the ekklesia is attested for 398 by Diod.

14.44.5 (cf. Arist. Oec. 1349b18; Ael. VH 5.20) and again for

345/4 (Diod. 16.68.5); for a survey of strategoi and assemblies

in C4f, see Costabile (1978).
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Rhegion was founded on a narrow sloping plateau near

the sea between the river Calopinace (ancient Apsias) and

the river Annunciata. It was one of the early Chalkidian

foundations, probably founded shortly after Naxos and

Zankle (730–720) as corroborated by C8l and C7 ceramic

finds, structural evidence being absent (Sabbione (1981b)

275–81; cf. also Spadea (1987)).

The harbour was located on the estuary of the ancient

Apsias, outside the urban area (Vallet (1958) 130–31;

Martorano (1985) 234–36). Spadea suggests a harbour loca-

tion on the estuary of the Fumara dell’Annunciata, below

the city and near the recent urban investigations at the Lido

(Spadea (1986) 461–62).

The urban layout is largely unknown, apart from the

remains of a few public buildings, the location of sanctuar-

ies, and the circuit wall. The course of the early fortification

remains uncertain, though part of a C6–C5(?) dried brick

wall is preserved (Guzzo (1982b) fig. at p. 129). Significant

stretches of a C4 double curtain-wall are preserved along the

coast and inland along the Aspromonte hills (refs.: Guzzo

(1982b) fig. at p. 130; Tréziny (1986) 192 n. 64). It is uncertain

whether the wall is earlier or later than the alleged destruc-

tion of the city by Dionysios I in 387 (cf. Diod. 14.111–12); for-

tifications are attested by Diodorus before (14.90.5 (r393))

and after (16.45.9 (r350)) the destruction. The area within

the C4 circuit wall comprised about 70 ha, obviously less

during the Archaic period if part of the Aspropomonte hills

were outside the fortified area.

Evidence of public architecture is mostly late. In connec-

tion with the ekklesia held by the Rhegians in 344, on the

occasion of Timoleon’s visit, a bema is mentioned (Diod.

16.68.4–5; Plut. Tim. 10.1–4; Costabile (1978) 45–49). Part of

a C4 koilon situated on the upper slopes of the city belong to

a theatre or an ekklesiasterion; the diameter of the structure,

c.50 m, gives a seating capacity of about 1,500–1,600.

Martorano (1985) interprets the structure as an ekklesiasteri-

on on the basis of size and features perhaps not compatible

with a theatre proper, and P. Orsi (1922) has interpreted the

remains as an odeion, but these interpretations are uncertain

(Todisco (1990) 137–41; Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994)

72–74).

Little is known of Rhegion’s major sanctuaries. The

importance of Apollo at Rhegion is reflected in the founda-

tion myth of the city (Lacroix (1965); Costabile (1979)) and

in the name “Phoibia” given to a quarter in the city (supra).

The oldest explicit evidence of a temple of Apollo, however,

is a C1l honorary decree (ILS 5471). The location is

unknown, but it was possibly in the lower part of the city

(Vallet (1958) 123–24, 250–51; cf. Sabbione (1981b) 278). A

sanctuary, possibly for the chthonic divinities, was located

close to the theatre and proves the public character of the

whole area (Vallet (1958) 121–23). A C5 graffito refers to Zeus

Keraunos (Mosino (1995)). According to Thuc. 6.44.3,

Artemis had a sanctuary outside the city by the coast (see

further Vallet (1958) 79, 130–31). There are remains of yet

another suburban temple, “de la Marina” (Vallet (1958) 124

pl. II.3 (number left out but temple indicated to the south-

west of Hellenistic cemetery no. 10)). So far no Archaic

tombs have been located, all tomb evidence being C4-

Hellenistic (Spadea (1986)).

Communal oracle consultation is reported by Aristox. fr.

117,Wehrli.Anaxilas was victorious in the mule race in 480 at

Olympia (Olympionikai 208) and the cithara-player Ariston

participated in the Pythian Games (Timaeus (FGrHist 566)

fr. 43). Rhegion possibly made a communal dedication at

Delphi shortly after the abolition of tyranny in 461 (IGDGG

no. 37; cf. also 38: a kerykeion possibly also connected with

the abolition of tyranny). At Olympia dedications of

weapons commemorate C6–C5 victories over Lokroi (no.

59) and Gela (no. 17) (Yalouris (1980) 15; OlBer viii. 102 pl.

48.1; pls. 36, 38; SEG 24 304–5; IGDGG nos. 33–34).

Rhegion commenced its coinage c.510 with a small issue of

drachms on the Euboic standard and in the incuse 

technique; the type depicts a man-faced bull (probably the

river-god of the river Apsias), above a locust; the obv.

legend ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ (retr.) is in the Chalkidian script 

(C. Boehringer (1984–85) 111–12; Rutter, HN³ 2468). The next

issue, struck c.494 at the beginning of the reign of Anaxilas,

consists of staters and drachms on the Euboic standard, in

double relief, similar to Messanian issues and like them

inspired by Samian types: obv. lion mask facing; rev. calf ’s

head and legend ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ (retr.) (Caccamo Caltabiano

(1993) 17–18, 25–26; Rutter, HN³ 2469; SNG Cop. Italy 1923).

Lower denominations have the same obv. type, rev. ΡΕΓ in

dotted circle (Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 26–27). A small

issue of tetradrachms on the Attic standard, with types as

above, were struck c.485–480 (Caccamo Caltabiano (1993)

28). C.480, still during the reign of Anaxilas, Rhegion and

Messana simultaneously struck tetradrachms and fractions

on the Attic standard: obv. mule biga; rev. running hare and,

on Rhegian coins, the legend ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ (retr.); lower

denominations have obv. running hare, rev. legend ΡΕΓ in

dotted circle (Caccamo Caltabiano (1993) 53–56; Rutter, HN³

2472ff; SNG Cop. Italy 1924–27). The abolition of tyrannical

rule at Rhegion in 461 led to a new coinage from c.C5m:

tetradrachms and drachms with obv. lion mask as above; rev.
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seated male figure surrounded by a wreath, probably the

oecist Iokastos, legendary founder of the city; legend:

ΡΕΓΙΝΟΝ, on later issues ΡΗΓΙΝΟΣ (Lacroix (1965)

44–45; Stazio (1978) 195–96; Rutter, HN³ 2477ff, 2488ff; SNG

Cop. Italy 1928–30, 1932 (obol)). The revival of coinage at

Rhegion has been connected with the appearance of over-

struck Athenian tetradrachms in this city and at Messana,

reflecting Athenian influence in South Italy and the founda-

tion of Thourioi in 444 (Kraay (1976) 219). The rev. type was

changed c.420 to a head of Apollo, legends ΡΗΓΙΝΟΣ,

ΡΗΓΙΝΟΝ, ΡΗΓΙΝΩΝ (Rutter, HN ³ 2494; SNG Cop.

Italy 1933–34). A later issue with obv. head of Apollo; rev. lion

mask (Rutter, HN³ 2501; SNG Cop. Italy 1945–52) is attrib-

uted to 356–351 and the refoundation of Rhegion by

Dionysios II, see supra (Kraay (1976) 22). Bronze coinage,

with types similar to the silver, was introduced in C5s

(Caccamo Caltabiano (1979); Rutter, HN ³ 2513ff; SNG Cop.

Italy 1939–40).

Rhegion was the metropolis of Pyxous, founded in

476–465 by Mikythos (Diod. 11.59; Strabo 6.1.1; see further

the entry for Pyxous).

69. Siris (Sirites) Map 46. Lat. 40.15, long. 16.40. The

location indicated by Barr. (lat. 40.10, long. 16.40) is not

followed here. Barr. locates Siris c.5 km south of Herakleia

Leukania in accordance with one literary tradition which

suggests separate locations for the two sites (infra).

However, in our entries for Siris and Herakleia Leukania we

locate both communities on the plateau of modern

Policoro, a location suggested by the archaeological evi-

dence and at present widely accepted. Size of territory: ?

Type: A. The toponym is Σ5ρις, ! (SEG 19 618 (C6–C5);

Hdt. 8.62.2); on the name Πολιε5ον (Mir. ausc. 106; Strabo

6.1.14; Steph. Byz. 531.12), see infra. Σ(ε)ιρ�τις, which prop-

erly denotes the territory, is sometimes used almost as a

toponym (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12; Strabo 6.1.14).

The city-ethnic is Σιρ�της (Hdt. 6.127.1); Σιρ5νος of the C6

coin legends may also be the city-ethnic (infra): Steph. Byz.

572.12 lists this as a form of the ethnic.

Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12 should probably be emend-

ed to read δυε5ν ο(σ+ν π#λεων, το% Μεταποντ�ου . . .

<τ8ς δ* Σιρ�τιδος>; if accepted, the text calls Siris a polis

in, primarily, the territorial sense, with the urban sense as a

connotation. The external collective use of the city-ethnic is

found in Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 51 (rC7) apud Ath.

12.232C; the external individual use is found in Hdt. 6.127.1

(rC6f). Siris is implicitly described as patre (�patris) in

Hdt. 6.127.1–4.

The literary tradition presents a number of traditions on

the origin, foundation and early history of Siris; the evid-

ence is quite confusing and difficult to correlate with the

archaeological evidence (see e.g. Lombardo (1986); Sacchi

(1990); Osborne (1998) 265–67). A synthesis yields the fol-

lowing picture.

According to Strabo 6.1.14, Ionians fleeing from Lydian

rule conquered a non-Greek (Chonian) polis and changed

the name from Siris to Polieion (cf. Mir. ausc. 106; Steph.

Byz. 531.11, 572.10; Etym. Magn. 680.11), a name that is, how-

ever, not often found in the sources relating to the Greek

city. Strabo does not specify who these Ionians were or the

date of their capture of Siris; but Ath. 12.523C (�Arist. fr.

601) and Timaeus (�FGrHist 566, fr. 51) identifies them as

from Kolophon (no. 848), and since Gyges (c.680–645) is

known to have conquered Kolophon (Hdt. 1.14.4), a syn-

chronisation of the capture of Kolophon and the founda-

tion of Polieion would produce a foundation date of

c.660 (Ronconi (1980); Lombardo (1986) 63–64). The his-

toricity of this tradition of a Kolophonian foundation was

rejected by Beloch (1894) 606–7, but is accepted by

Demand (1990) 31–33; a C6e–m loom weight inscribed in

the Ionian alphabet may possibly support an Ionian pres-

ence at Siris (LSAG 286). The foundation date of c.660

implied by the synchronisation with Gyges’ capture of

Kolophon does not square well with the archaeological evi-

dence, which points to a foundation date of C8l–C7e.

Strabo’s report (6.1.14) that Siris was a Rhodian foundation

is unique.

According to Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12, Sybaris (no.

70.I) invited Achaian colonists to settle in Italy to create a

buffer against Taras (no. 71); two sites were at the disposal of

the settlers, Metapontion and Siris, and the Sybarites

advised settling Metapontion since the new community

would then also control Siris. This seems to imply that Siris

lay empty or was controlled by Sybaris; Just. Epit. 20.2.4

reports that an alliance of Metapontion (no. 61), Sybaris

(70.I) and Kroton (no. 56) conquered Siris, and this would

seem the probable occasion after which Sybaris could con-

trol Siris; this conquest is usually dated to C6f (Giangiulio

(1989) 249–50; Sacchi (1990) 151) and archaeological evid-

ence confirms a c.C6m destruction of Siris (Adamesteanu

(1975b) 527). But Metapontion seems to have been founded

c.630 (see the entry for Metapontion), and in any case the

city can hardly have participated in the war that provided

the preconditions for its own foundation. This combination

of the evidence, then, runs into difficulties. Furthermore,

Siris seems to have existed and minted coins in C6l (infra),
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and with legends in Achaian script. According to Just. Epit.

20.2.10, Siris was allied to Lokroi (no. 59) during the conflict

with Metapontion, Sybaris and Kroton.

Though Hdt. 8.62.1 may imply that Siris was unoccupied

in C5e, it does seem to have been occupied when Taras (no.

71) and Thourioi (no.74) fought for control of the site short-

ly after the foundation of Thourioi; the war was ended by a

mutual agreement between the two cities to found a joint

colony (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 11; Staatsverträge 158).

Diod. 12.36.4 dates the foundation of this colony to 433/2,

and he reports that it was founded at the site of Siris,

whose inhabitants were deported. According to Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 11,“Herakleia” was not the original name of

the colony: the city was thus named only after having

changed its initial location. A combination of Diodorus and

Antiochos would suggest that the city was originally found-

ed as Siris on the site of Siris, but later relocated and then

named Herakleia; such a reconstruction is not, however,

supported by the archaeological evidence, which clearly

shows Herakleia to have occupied the site identified with

Siris (see further the entry for Herakleia). According to

Strabo 6.1.14, Siris served as the epineion of Herakleia, but

the reference here is not to the historical Greek Siris, but to a

legendary Siris, a polis Troike, of which there are no archaeo-

logical remains. So, by the 430s Siris had been replaced by

Herakleia (no. 52).

The territory is called Σ(ε)ιρ�τις (Antiochos (FGrHist

555) fr. 3; Arist. Pol. 1329b21). The sources refer to a founda-

tion near the river Siris, but there is no archaeological evid-

ence for such a site, and Siris is therefore normally identified

with the settlement on the hill of Policoro (infra). The

archaeological evidence indicates Greek settlers on the

plateau of Policoro from C8l, and the Kolophonian settlers

(supra) therefore had Greek predecessors. Greek presence in

the Siritis from the C8s has been documented at other sites

also, most importantly at Incoronata c.18 km to the north of

Siris. Incoronata had a cultural appearance very similar to

that of Siris, and the site is therefore interpreted as an empo-

rion of this city, located on the northern border of Sirite ter-

ritory (Orlandini (1986a), (1986b)); it was destroyed by

Metapontion (no. 61) at the time of the foundation of that

city c.630 (Osanna (1992) 40–42; Sacchi (1990) esp. 146–59).

Ionian influence was curtailed by the foundation of

Metapontion and so confined within the valley of the river

Cavone from C7s. The northern border of Siris’ territory

centred upon the Hellenised indigenous settlement at

Termitito (Osanna (1992) 94). The chora of Siris extended

along the coast and somewhat inland along the Sinni and

Agri river valleys, as attested by the border sites of S. Maria

d’Anglona and Piano Sollazzo, which are Hellenised from

C7s, but the influence of Siris undoubtedly reached the

Tyrrhenian coast (Osanna (1992) 92–96, 109–10). To the

south the territory was bounded by the Siris valley and

beyond that by Sybarite territory. There is no evidence of

sanctuaries in the territory of Siris prior to the foundation of

Herakleia (Osanna (1992) 96).

The C8l–C7e settlement founded on the narrow, coastal

east–west oriented plateau (c.1,700 � 100/150 m), modern

Policoro, is here identified with Siris. The easternmost part

of the plateau was fortified on its west side by a ditch and

forms an acropolis (Hänsel (1973) 401–4 fig. 1, 429–41,

443–46, 461–63). Remains of C7–C6 mudbrick circuit walls

along the edge of the Policoro plateau (Hänsel (1973)

429–43, 492; Adamesteanu (1980b) 82–85) show that habita-

tion, although concentrated in separate areas, covered most

of the plateau. The sporadic structural remains on the

plateau (Adamesteanu and Dilthey (1978) 521–25 fig. 12) and

ashlar foundations of two large structures (temples?) on the

acropolis date from c.700 (Adamesteanu (1980b) 76–78).

There are traces of habitation and workshops also outside

and south of the plateau; the location of several cemeteries

seems to indicate separate nuclei of habitation areas

(Tagliente (1986a), (1986b)). The archaeological evidence

confirms a destruction c.C6m (� the Achaian conquest of

Just. Epit. 20.3.4?), but there are also some signs of continu-

ous settlement (Adamesteanu (1975b) 527). The vast C5 pub-

lic area, an agora(?), on the southern slope above the

sanctuary of the “Archaic Temple”, may have had an Archaic

origin. Sanctuaries were located at springs rising on the

southern slope of the plateau. The sanctuary of Demeter

identified by C5–C4 epigraphic evidence (Neutsch (1967)

134‒36, (1980)) originated in C8l–C7e (Adamesteanu

(1980b) 78 n. 24, 86–87 with refs.; (1982) 301, 303 fig. 2; for

scepticism on the evidence, see Hinz (1998) 193–94). The

divinity of the C6e “Archaic Temple” to the west of the

Demeter sanctuary is unknown; cult was practised from

C7m (Adamesteanu (1974) 97, (1980b) 87–88; Mertens-Horn

and Viola (1990) 249–50). Further west, yet another sanctu-

ary with remains of two or three C6l naiskoi and votive

material testify to the overall public character of the south-

ern slope of the plateau. The cult is uncertain, though a

votive pinax found on the site with a representation of

Apollo and Herakles may point to these divinities (Neutsch

(1980) 153–54). Fragments of late Archaic architectural 

terracottas found above in the western area of the plateau

have been taken as evidence of one or more naiskoi
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(Adamesteanu and Dilthey (1978) 525 fig. 53; Adamesteanu

(1980b) 88–89). The major urban cult was that of Athena

Ilias, presumably the patron divinity (Mir. ausc. 106; Strabo

6.1.14). Other evidence of cult includes a C6l–C5e bronze

plaque listing objects, in Achaian script, belonging to the

sanctuary, epi Siri and epi dromo, of a female divinity which

is with some uncertainty identified as Hera, Athena or

Demeter (Guarducci (1958) 52, 57–58: C6s; LSAG 287: c.475;

Guarducci, EG i. 117–18). Circumstantial evidence suggests a

cult of Artemis Bendis (Hänsel (1973) 457). The Archaic

cemeteries are found on the outermost western part of the

plateau, with evidence of burials inside the circuit wall

(Adamesteanu (1975b) 526–27, (1980a)), but mainly in an

extensive area to the west of the plateau (Contrade

Cerchiarito, Schirone and Madonelle) (Adamesteanu (1974)

111–16). Such separate well-defined cemeteries point to sep-

arate nuclei of settlement. The funerary road, later the con-

tinuation of the plataia of Herakleia, was originally an

important artery of the territory, also leading to the chora of

Dionysos known from C4 but possibly of more ancient ori-

gin (see the entry for Herakleia Leukania).

An architectural fragment from Olympia has been taken

as evidence of a treasury of Siris (Mertens-Horn and Viola

(1990) 242).

Siris may have minted coins.An issue of C6s incuse staters

on the Achaian standard carry the Sybarite type of a bull

looking back and double legends in the Achaian alphabet:

obv. ΣΙΡΙΝΟΣ (retr.), rev. ΠΥΞΟΕΣ or ΠΥΞ (Gorini

(1975) 9, 95–98; Sternberg (1980); Rutter, HN ³ 1722; SNG

Cop. Italy 1387; SNG Cop. Suppl. 53). A single third-stater

with obv. legend ΣΙΡΙ is attested (Sternberg (1980) 127, 139;

Moscati Castelnuovo (1989) 94 n. 7; Rutter, HN³ 1727). The

interpretation of these coins is uncertain. The legend

ΣΙΡΙΝΟΣ is either a city-ethnic of Siris or a toponym

(Sirinos; see Pyxous (no. 67)). If it is the city-ethnic of Siris,

the coinage may be a joint issue of Siris and Pyxous, though

it is a problem that the two sites are situated far apart, or of

Siris and some otherwise unknown locality near Siris (cf.

Gallo (1996) 97–100). The initial issue is normally dated

c.550–540 (Moscati Castelnuovo (1989) 94–100; Sternberg

(1980) unconvincingly interprets the early Siris coinage as a

prototype for Sybaris’ coinage and dates it 560–550). The

Sybarite bull type dates the issue to after the destruction of

Siris by Sybaris et al. (supra), and the coinage therefore 

represents a Siris within Sybaris’ dominion, rather than an

issue of an independent city (cf. Parise (1972) 102–4; Guzzo

(1989) 41, 46). The coinage has been divided into four series

(Libero Mangieri (1981) or into two series (Sternberg

(1980)) terminating c.510 contemporary with the fall of

Sybaris.

70. Sybaris (Sybaritas) Map 46. Lat. 39.45, long. 16.30. Size

of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Σ�βαρις, ! (Hdt.

5.44.1; Ar. Vesp. 1435). The city-ethnic is Συβαρ�τας (ML 10

(550–525); C5l coin, infra), in the Ionic dialect Συβαρ�της

(Hdt. 6.127.1).

Sybaris I. Sybaris is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

5.45.1 and Theophr. Hist. pl. 1.9.5, and in the political sense at

Hdt. 6.21.1 and at Arist. Pol. 1303a26, 29, where Sybaris is the

first of eight examples listed under the heading polis. The

Aristotelian collection of politeiai seems to have included a

Συβαριτ+ν πολιτε�α (132, Gigon� fr. 583, Rose). It is called

an �ποικ�α at Ps.-Skymnos 340. The internal collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested on coins from C6l, once in nom.

sing. (infra). The external collective use is found in ML 10

(550–525); Hdt. 5.44.2; Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12; and

Arist. Pol. 1303a32. The external individual use is found at

Hdt. 5.47.1 (rC6s) and 6.127.1 (rC6f) and IG ii² 2326.4 �SEG

32 217 (C3, r616). Sybaris is implicitly described as patre

(�patris) in Hdt. 6.127.1–4.

Sybaris was founded in the last quarter of C8 (721/20: Ps.-

Skymnos 360; or 709/8: Euseb. Chron. 91b Helm),a date con-

firmed by archaeological evidence (Guzzo (1982a)). It was

commonly regarded as an Achaian foundation (Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 12; Ps.-Skymnos 340), but Arist. Pol. 1303a29

describes it as a joint foundation of Troizenians (no. 367)

and Achaians. Solin. 2.10 describes it as founded by

Troizenians and Sagaris, the son of the Lokrian Aias; Ant.

Lib. Met. 8.7 describes it as a Lokrian foundation, but this

Lokrian tradition is presumably simple aetiology, entirely

without historical value (Papathomopoulos ad Ant. Lib.

8.7). The oecist is reported to have been Is of Helike (Strabo

6.1.12; Pugliese Carratelli (1972–73) 17; Morgan and Hall

(1996) 204; Bugno (1999)).

Greek finds show that the chora of Sybaris extended as far

as the valleys of the rivers Krathis and Sybaris (modern

Coscile). Northwards the settlement of Amendolara

(�Lagaria according to de La Genière (1991b)) delimits the

Sybarite and Sirite areas of influence, southwards the border

between Sybarite and Krotoniate areas of influence is

unclear (Guzzo (1982a)). There is archaeological evidence,

as early as C8, of Sybarite influence far inland along the

routes offering shortcuts to the Tyrrhenian coast (survey in

de La Genière (1978) 344–54), and the defeat of Sybaris by

Kroton (no. 56) in 510 is reflected in the abandonment of
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sites on the Tyrrhenian coast, e.g. at Petrosa di Scalea (cf.

E. Greco (1990) 47, 51–52). An important Athena sanctuary

(cf. CEG 394; C5s graffito: Arena (1996) no. 28.9) with C7

temples was located in the hinterland of Sybaris on the

plateau of Timpone della Motta (Francavilla Marittima; de

La Genière (1989); R. Russo (1996); Maaskant Kleibrink

(2000); Ridgway (2002) 135–36), the site of an earlier

indigenous settlement identified by some as Lagaria (cf.

Strabo 6.1.14). There is evidence of a rural sanctuary of Hera

further inland en route for Laos, mentioned on the

inscribed axe found at S. Sosti (Arena (1996) no. 36.15; cf.

Steph. Byz. 589.14 with discussion by Lucca (1994)).

The heyday of Sybaris was the Archaic period down to

510, the date of its crushing defeat at the hands of the

Krotoniates. In the C6f war against Siris (no.69),Sybaris was

allied with Kroton (no. 56) and Metapontion (no. 61) (Just.

Epit. 20.2.3–4). By C6m at the latest Sybaris had come to

control a vast dominion (comprising, according to the

inflated report by Strabo 6.1.13, four neighbouring ethne and

twenty-five poleis hypekooi; cf. Ampolo (1992) 246 with

refs.); in extent, the dominion of Sybaris may have been as

large as c.3,000 km² (Ampolo (1992) 247). At least one of the

mechanisms employed by Sybaris to control its dependen-

cies was a hegemonic symmachia: ML 10 (550–525) shows

the city as the leader of an alliance including the Serdaioi

and other unspecified symmachoi. Apparently some of the

cities and communities in the dominion of Sybaris issued

coins, while others did not; this may perhaps be a reflection

of differences in degree of dependency. Numismatic evi-

dence suggests that Laos (no. 58), Temesa (no. 72) and the

unidentified settlements or communities of Ami[-] and the

So[-] were also subordinate to Sybaris (Parise (1984) 253,

(1988) 307–9; cf. also Rutter (1997) 22–27 and the list of pre-

Hellenistic settlements supra). According to Diod. 12.9.2

(rC6), Sybaris granted citizenship to many foreigners, and

this may possibly be connected with the control of the

dominion (Rutter (1970) 171). The city was also active as

coloniser, founding Laos (no. 58) prior to 510 and

Poseidonia (no. 66) c.600; see also Skidros in the list of non-

polis sites supra.

The large figures reported for the number of citizens

(100,000 astoi: Ps.-Skymnos 341; 300,000 politai: Diod.

10.23, 12.9.2) or armed forces (300,000 men: Diod. 10.23 and

Strabo 6.1.13; 50,000 horse: Ath. 519C �Timaeus (FGrHist

566) fr. 50), although obviously legendary, may all the same

indicate a very populous city; the size of the urban area

(c.500 ha, infra) confirms that Sybaris was indeed a large

city.

The city was founded on a row of coastal dunes parallel to

the coast between the rivers Krathis and Sybaris. It had a

perimeter of 50 stades (c.9–10 km) according to Strabo 6.1.13,

possibly implying a circuit wall though there is no archaeo-

logical evidence of such a wall. However, recent investiga-

tions indicate that the extent of the city was about 500 ha.

Most of the urban remains lie under 4 m-deep alluvial

deposits, not, however, unequivocally to be connected with

Kroton’s destruction of Sybaris (Strabo 6.1.13). However, the

destruction of 510 is archaeologically attested and revealed

by destroyed and flooded strata (Guzzo (1976) 51, (1997) 379).

Only about 5 ha (1 per cent of the presumed urban area!) has

been investigated by excavations. The earliest Greek materi-

al confirms a foundation in C8l (Guzzo (1982a)) but the

structural remains are later, and it is uncertain whether the

first phase comprised one large settlement or a plurality of

smaller nucleated settlements (Guzzo (1982a) 241, 243). The

C7–C6 remains came to light in two zones, “Parco di

Cavallo” and “Stombi”, c.1,800 m apart, and revealed some

consistent orientation though the overall urban layout of the

city is uncertain (Carando (1999)). An industrial quarter is

evidenced by kilns (Various authors (1972), (1973),

(1988–89)). Architectural fragments from “Parco di Cavallo”

testify to a major C6s temple (a Heraion?), and there is fur-

ther evidence of a monumental rectangular C6 building,

probably with a public purpose (Zancani Montuoro

(1972–73a); Various authors (1988–89) 27–28).

There is little evidence for cults: Zeus and Apollo are list-

ed as proxenoi (“guarantors”) of the symmachia treaty ML 10

(550–525). Dorieus, who had supported Kroton against

Sybaris (Hdt. 5.44–45), founded a sanctuary with a temple

for Athena Krathia (Hdt. 5.45) after the defeat of Sybaris by

Kroton, and votive material from “Stombi”possibly refers to

Athena (Zancani Montuoro (1972–73a) 67); further evid-

ence for Athena in CEG 394 (600–550). A number of sources

refer to the cult of Hera at Sybaris (Ael. VH 3.43; Ath. 518C;

cf. also Torelli (1988) 594), and c.C6m structural remains

have been attributed to a Heraion (supra).Whether the later

Thourian cults of Zeus, Athena, Aphrodite, Dionysos and

Herakles (see entry for Thourioi) were in vogue in Sybaris is

unknown (cf. Zancani Montuoro (1972–73a) 57). A festival

with large monetary prizes is hinted at by Ath. 522D.

Two citizens of Sybaris achieved Olympic victories:

Philytas in 616 (Olympionikai 71 (boys’ boxing)) and

Kleomrotos in C6f (CEG 394 (event unknown)), and it

seems that already by C6f Sybaris rewarded its victors hand-

somely (Mann (2001) 69–70, discussing CEG 394 (6f)). The

Sybarites seem to have had treasuries at Olympia (Paus.
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6.19.9; Mertens-Horn and Viola (1990) 240–46) and at

Delphi (Strabo 9.3.8) with rich dedications (Ath. 605A–B).

For attempts to identify a C6m treasury of the Sybarites in

the architectural remains at Delphi, see Partida (2000)

261–63. In C6m, the city published a public document at

Olympia (ML 10). Communal consultation of the Delphic

oracle is reported by Ael. VH 3.43 (rC6s).

For the possible existence of a system of civic sub-

divisions, see Jones, POAG 164–65. Little is known of the

constitution prior to 510; an early stasis is attested in Arist.

Pol. 1303a25–31: it seems to have been rooted in ethnic differ-

ences and ended with the expulsion of the Troizenians by

the Achaians. In general, the information relating to the

king/tyrant Telys and his rise to power suggests that prior to

his reign Sybaris was an oligarchy, and the importance of the

aristocracy is attested by the participation of Smindyrides of

Sybaris in the competition for the hand of the daughter of

the tyrant Kleisthenes of Sikyon (Hdt. 6.127; Diod. 8.19).

Telys is described as basileus at Hdt. 5.44.1, as tyrannos at

Hdt. 5.44.2; cf. Carlier (1984) 470, and his rule as a tyrannis at

Heraclid. Pont. fr. 49, Wehrli. Diod. 12.9.2 describes him as

having risen to power as a demagogos, e.g. by having per-

suaded the Sybarites to exile 500 of the euporotatoi citizens

and confiscate their property. The exiles found refuge at

Kroton (no. 56), and Telys sent an embassy demanding the

extradition of the exiles on threat of war (Diod. 12.9.3). The

Krotoniates opted for war, and in the ensuing battle in 510

they won a decisive victory (Diod. 12.9.5–6), killed off the

larger part of the Sybarite army and went on to sack the city

(Hdt. 6.21; Diod. 12.10.1). Thus Sybarite power was eliminat-

ed and the phase of Sybarite history often referred to as

“Sybaris I” came to an end.

Sybaris II. However, the defeat did not mean the annihila-

tion of Sybaris. Some citizens escaped to the Sybarite

colonies of Laos (no. 58) and Skidros (Hdt. 6.21.1), but other

survivors must have remained, as appears from several

pieces of evidence: (1) incuse coins inscribed with the abbre-

viated ethnics of both Kroton and Sybaris (qΡΟ-ΣΥ) indi-

cate that Sybaris passed into dependency on Kroton (see §2a

in the numismatic section infra and the entry for Kroton);

and this is confirmed by (2), the report that the Krotoniates

appointed a governor at Sybaris (Iambl. VP 74; Minar (1942)

74; Rutter (1970) 169); (3) when besieged by the Krotoniates

in 467, the Sybarites called on Hieron of Syracuse for help

(Diod. 11.48.4). This implies a (fortified) settlement at the

site of Sybaris (Rutter (1970) 174), the ability to conduct for-

eign policy, and an (unsuccessful) attempt to obtain some

independence from Krotoniate hegemony. There is, thus, no

doubt that a polis of Sybaris continued to exist, but it was

now a dependent polis of Kroton (cf. Kahrstedt (1918)

181–82). To this “Sybaris II” have been attributed the coins

described in §2b of the numismatic section infra.

The size or status of Sybarite territory in this period is

unknown. The earlier dominion of Sybaris was dissolved,

and cities like Temesa (no. 72) and Laos (no. 58) were now

probably dependencies of Kroton (no. 56) as revealed by the

second issue of Sybaris, Kroton and Laos mentioned in §2a

of the numismatic section infra. Iambl. VP 255 (rC6l) seems

to indicate that at least some Sybarite land was appropriated

by Kroton (Rutter (1970) 169).

Dorieus founded a sanctuary of Athena Krathia after the

defeat of Sybaris by Kroton (Hdt. 5.45) and the cult probably

continued during C5. The importance of the Athena sanctu-

ary on the plateau of Timpone della Motta (Francavilla

Marittima) remained undiminished during the C5 (de La

Genière (1989) 494–95).

For “Sybaris II”, as well as for the following phases of the

city, the archaeological evidence is limited. The destruction

of “Sybaris I” is documented (supra), but there is continuity

of life throughout C5, although the finds from and struc-

tures attributable to C5e are few. Attribution of single strata

or structural remains to the different phases outlined above

and below is not possible as the finds most often have a

longer lifespan than that allowed for the individual phases of

Sybarite history (Guzzo (1976) 51–52).

Sybaris III. According to Diod. 11.90.3–4 and 12.10.2, fifty-

eight years after the 510 catastrophe (i.e. in 453) a Thessalian

or a man named Thessalos (11.90.3) or, more unlikely,

Thessalians, refounded (12.10.3) the city (.ξ �ρχ8ς �nκισε

τ�ν Σ�βαριν: 11.90.3; συν�)κισαν: 12.10.2). However, after a

while (five years?) the Sybarites were driven out by the

Krotoniates (12.10.2, cf. 11.90.4), and sent presbeis to Sparta

(no. 345) and Athens (no. 361) requesting assistance and

reinforcements in their attempt to return (Diod. 12.10.3–4).

This phase,“Sybaris III”, from c.453 to the initial stages of the

foundation of Thourioi (no. 74), is probably reflected in a

new series of double-relief coins (cf. §3 in the numismatic

section infra).

Sybaris IV. During the first phase of the process which

eventually led to the foundation of Thourioi in 446/5,

Sybaris was reinforced by Athenians and Peloponnesians

(Diod. 12.10.4) and seems indeed still to have been called,

and located at, Sybaris (coins; cf. RE iv². 1008; Rutter (1973)

163). The community was strongly dominated by Sybarites,
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and a period of serious stasis was caused by the claims of the

original Sybarites to privileges in the political, cultic and

economic spheres of life; the Sybarites, however, were put to

death almost to the last man or expelled, thus paving the way

for the foundation of Thourioi proper (Diod. 12.11.1–4; cf.

Arist. Pol. 1303a31–33 and Strabo 6.1.13). To this initial

“Sybarite” phase of Thourioi �“Sybaris IV” have been

attributed the coins described in §4 of the numismatic 

section infra.

V. Sybaris on the Traeis. The Sybarites expelled from

Thourioi (no. 74) in 446/5 (cf.“Sybaris IV”, supra), settled by

the river Traeis according to Diod. 12.22.1 (this settlement

remains unlocated). According to Strabo 6.1.14, one tradi-

tion (τιν/ς) said that Sybaris on the Teuthras (emended to

Traeis by Meineke) was founded by Rhodians.This tradition

may reflect a Rhodian settlement, otherwise unknown, in

the region where the Sybarites later settled, or, more likely,

the tradition is mistaken (Walbank (2000) 24).To Sybaris on

the Traeis are ascribed the coins described in §5 of the

numismatic section infra.According to Polyb.2.39.6, Sybaris

combined with Kroton (no. 56) and Kaulonia (no. 55) to

form an Achaian confederation in imitation of the home-

land Achaians. The date of this confederation, and thus of

the Sybaris participating in it, is uncertain, but the date is

probably C5s, and the reference would then be to Sybaris on

the Traeis (Walbank, HCP ad loc. and (2000) 24; Mele

(1983a) 86 n. 546; Giangiulio (1989) 177 n. 52, 197). If the

alliance dates to 430–420, this is the best evidence for polis

status of Sybaris on the Traeis, apart from its coins. In any

case, the city was soon (after χρ#νον τιν�: Diod. 12.22.1)

destroyed by the Brettians and thus Sybaris came to a final

end (ibid.).

Sybaris seems to have struck coins in all its different phas-

es and manifestations.

§1. Coins of Sybaris I. Coins on the Achaian standard were

struck from c.540, possibly as the earliest of the Achaian

incuse coinages of South Italy. At first only staters were

minted, but gradually lower denominations with the same

type were also struck (drachms, triobols and obols). The

type shows a bull facing left with head turned back, normal-

ly interpreted as a river divinity. Legends: ΣΥ, ΣΥΒ,

ΣΥΒΑ, ΣΥΒΑΡΙΤΑΣ (Guarducci, EG i. 112, ii. 618;

Gorini (1975) 10–11; Rutter, HN³ 1729–39; SNG Cop. Italy

1388–93). Sybaris I struck coins in some quantity, coins

which circulated from the Ionian to the Tyrrhenian coast.

Alongside this coinage are found other series in the same

incuse fabric, on the Achaian standard and with the same

type (bull looking back), but with legends referring to cities

other than Sybaris itself: Siris (no. 69) or Sirinos/Pyxous

(no. 67), and two unknown sites named Ami- and So-

(Euboic standard). An issue of incuse staters and drachms

on the Achaian standard, though with the type of a boar and

the retrograde legends ΠΑΛ (obv.) and ΜΟΛ (rev.),

thought to have been made at some settlement of

Palinouros and/or Molpa, has also been placed within the

Sybarite sphere of influence (Parise (1972) esp. 102–11;

Gorini (1975) 9, 12–13).These issues are interpreted as having

been struck under a C6s hegemony or dominion of Sybaris,

rather than as an alliance coinage (see the entries for these

sites in Inventory and in list of non-polis sites supra).

§2. Coins of Sybaris II. (a) Incuse coins (staters and tri-

obols) with obv. Krotoniate tripod, legend: qΡΟ; rev.

Sybarite bull, legend: ΣΥ, as well as staters and triobols with

obv. Krotoniate tripod with ΣΥ r. and octopus l.; rev.

Sybarite bull, legend: ΛΑΙ (for Laos (no. 58)) in exergue

(Gorini (1975) 26.1; Rutter, HN ³ p. 145) can be ascribed to an

early phase of Sybaris II (C6l) when the city was subordinate

to Kroton (no. 56). (b) To this Sybaris may also belong

incuse staters similar to, but stylistically more advanced

than, those of §1, as well as triobols with obv. standing bull,

legend: ΣΥ; rev. amphora incuse; and obols with obv. bull;

rev. acorn incuse (Kraay (1958) 15–16; Gorini (1975) 12.10–11,

dated to 530–510; Rutter, HN³ 1740–43; SNG Cop. Italy

1394–95 (triobols)).

§3. Coins of Sybaris III. This phase,“Sybaris III”, from c.453

to the foundation of Thourioi (no. 74), is probably reflected

in a new series of double-relief coins issued under

Poseidonian influence. Staters: obv. striding Poseidon; rev.

bull facing right, legend: ΣΥΒ (Rutter, HN³ 1743). Triobols

and obols: obv. striding Poseidon; rev. bird (Rutter, HN³

1744–45; SNG Cop. Italy 1397). In this period Sybaris also

issued coins jointly with Poseidonia (no. 66) and Laos (no.

58). Poseidonia and Sybaris III: triobols with obv. Poseidon,

legend: ΣΥ; rev. bull facing right, legend: ΠΟΣ (Rutter,

HN ³ 1746–49; SNG Cop. Italy 1399–1401). Laos and Sybaris

III: diobols with obv. bull, legend: ethnic of Laos; rev. two

circles (as on diobols of Laos proper), legend: ΣΥΒΑ or Σ

and Λ, for Laos (Rutter, HN³ 2284). Some triobols of Laos:

obv. bull; rev. acorn (cf. §2b), legend:ΣΥ on the obv. (Rutter,

HN³ 2282; SNG Cop. Italy 1398).

§4. Coins of Sybaris IV. To the initial phase of the

Sybarite–Athenian settlement of Thourioi �Sybaris IV

have been ascribed two issues with the ethnic ΣΥΒΑΡΙ and

ΣΥΒΑ in the Ionic alphabet, and types obv. helmeted head

of Athena (a reference to the Athenian involvement in the
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foundation?); rev. (first series) bull looking back in the style

of Sybaris I (Rutter, HN³ 1750; SNG Cop. Italy 1402–4); rev.

(second series) bull with lowered head butting, in the exer-

gue a fish—a symbol not found on earlier Sybarite coinage

(Rutter, HN³ 1753; Rutter (1989) 251; Bugno (1997)).

§5. Coins of Sybaris on the Traeis. A late coinage in the

incuse technique: staters with the bull type and the obv. leg-

ends: in exergue ΣΥ retrograde and in field ΒΑΡ (Kraay

(1958) 29–32; Gorini (1975) 12.12, 105), is assigned to Sybaris

on the Traeis, as is a triobol of c.400: obv. horseman; rev.

standing bull, legend: ΣΥΒΑΡΙΤΟΝ (Rutter, HN ³

1754–56).

71. Taras (Tarantinos) Map 45. Lat. 40.30, long. 17.15. Size

of territory: 4 (C5). Type: A. The toponym is Τ�ρας

(C6l–C4 coins, infra; Hdt. 1.24.1; IG IV².1 95.43 (356/5)), W

(Thuc. 6.104.2) or ! (Strabo 6.3.3). The city-ethnic is

Ταραντ5νος (C5l–C4 coins, infra; Hdt. 7.130.3; Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 11).

Taras is called a polis in the urban sense by Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 13, and implicitly at Ps.-Skylax 14 where

Taras is the third toponym listed after the heading π#λεις

ε2σ�ν α_δε; in the political sense it is called a polis in Thuc.

6.44.2; Pl. Leg. 637B; Theopomp. fr. 233; and SGDI 1567/4620

(C4l–C3e). A Ταραντ�νων πολιτε�α (Heracl. Lemb. 57;

Arist. fr. 607, Gigon) was included among the 158

Aristotelian politeiai; politeuesthai is found at Pol. 1320b14.

Demos (ho Tarantinon) is found in Arist. Pol. 1320b13 and

Theopomp. fr. 100, and demosios in Theopomp. fr. 233. It is

calledπ�τρη (�patris) in AG 7.715.1 and patris in CEG ii 833

(C5l–C4e).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on

C5l coins (infra); the external collective use is found in

Lazzarini (1976) nos. 971–72 (500–475); IvO 254–56 (c.440);

Hdt. 3.136.2; Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12; and Theopomp.

fr. 233. The external individual use is found in IG xii.9 187A

(�ML 82 (c.411)) and IG xii.9 187B (C4e).

Taras was a colony of Sparta (no. 345; Antiochos (FGrHist

555) fr. 13; Ephor. fr. 216; Pl. Leg. 637B; Arist. Pol. 1306b31; cf.

Cartledge (1979) 123–24 and Malkin (1994) 128 with n. 68)

founded in C8l (706 according to Euseb. Chron. 91, Helm; cf.

Van Compernolle (1992) 774). By the late Archaic (Nafissi

(1999) 246, 255) and Classical periods there existed a full

legendary account of the foundation (locc. citt.): Taras was

founded by the so-called Partheniai (locc. citt.), a group of

Spartan citizens (.κ τ+ν Wµο�ων, Arist.) who had become

atimoi (Antiochos) and attempted revolution (Arist.). The

oikistes was Phalanthos (Antiochos). The city owed its name

to the hero Taras, eponym also of the river Taras

(Antiochos); see Lo Porto (1964) 178–84; Moscati

Castelnuovo (1991); Malkin (1994) 115–42; Nafissi (1999)

251–58. The foundation of Taras is connected with that of

Satyrion, mentioned in the oracle to Phalanthos (Diod.

8.21.3) and probably earlier than Taras. Satyrion is identified

with settlement remains at Saturo on the coast c.12 km to the

south-east of Taras, where Lakonians occupied the Iapygian

site a few years before settling at Taras (Lo Porto (1964)).

Satyrion probably continued as a trading station serving

Taras.

The name of the territory was ! Ταραντ�νη (Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 3 apud Strabo 6.1.4); it bordered on the ter-

ritory of Brentesion (no. 78) (Strabo 6.3.6). It was soon

occupied by sanctuaries, which seem to have delimited the

chora, and by several small Greek(?) settlements, at times

fortified, and cemeteries situated in the hills surrounding

the plain of Taras (Corchiaro (1981); E. Greco (1995b) 87);

however, none of these settlements is with certainty identi-

fied as Tarantine (Lamboley (1996) 6), and in any case they

were soon eclipsed by Taras itself (E. Greco (1981b); Nenci

(1987) 198 (Cavallino)). From C7 to C4m the chora gradual-

ly expanded towards the north-east and south-east, and

grew from c.350 km² to c.1,000 km² (Alessio and Guzzo

(1989–90); Osanna (1992) 11–16). Early warfare against

Metapontion (no. 61) for control or expansion of the territ-

ory seems implied by Strabo 6.1.15. In the Classical period

Taras fought several wars against both Greek and non-Greek

communities, presumably for territorial control: in 473, the

city was severely defeated by the Iapygians (Diod. 11.52.3–4;

cf. Hdt. 7.170.3–4); C5f victories over the Messapioi and the

Peuketioi were commemorated at Delphi (Lazzarini (1976)

no. 971; cf. Paus. 10.10.6: Messapioi; Lazzarini (1976) no. 972;

cf. Paus. 10.13.10: Peuketioi). Dedications of spoils taken

from Thourioi (no. 74) were made at Olympia c.440 (IvO

254–56 �ML 57); Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 11 explicitly

states that the latter war was fought for control of the 

Siritis. The war was ended by an agreement to found a 

joint colony which developed into Herakleia (no. 52)

(ibid. �Staatsverträge 158). In C4, the city under Archytas

had close ties with Dionysios II of Syracuse, securing

Syracusan influence in the Adriatic (Pl. Ep. 7.339D; Dem.

61.46; Brauer (1986) 43–59). Also in C4, Taras fought the

Messapioi (Iambl. VP 197), and the Leukanians (Diod.

16.61.4 (r356); cf. Diod. 16.62.4, 88.3). Such wars induced the

city to seek help from Sparta (no. 345) in 340 (Sparta sent

Archidamos: Theopomp. fr. 232; Diod. 16.62.4, 63.1) and

from Alexander I of Epeiros in 334–330 (Strabo 6.3.4; Just.
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Epit. 12.2.1, 23.1.15). Conflicts with the local population 

may have been a feature of Tarantine life right from the

beginning, for the city itself presumably took over the site 

of a pre-existing non-Greek community (Lo Porto (1970)

356).

During the period of democratic rule in C4 Taras was

very powerful, and its military forces comprised the largest

fleet of Magna Graecia (naval forces are attested already by

Thuc. 8.91.2). Allegedly, Taras could muster 30,000 infantry,

3,000 cavalry and 1,000 hipparchoi (Strabo 6.3.4) in the age

of Archytas. Diodorus has 20,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry

(20.104.2 (r303)) as the citizen troops mobilised by

Kleonymos in 303. And Taras was known as the most popu-

lous of the cities of Magna Graecia (Ps.-Skymnos 330). If the

army figures are of the right order of magnitude, Taras, at its

peak in C4, must have had a citizen population of over

100,000 plus an unknown number of foreigners and slaves

(on the basis of these army figures, Wuilleumier (1939)

173–74 calculates a C4m citizen population of 240,000 and a

C4l one of 155,000; Beloch (1886) 302 suggests 60,000 for

C3l). The large extent of the C5–C4 city, c.530 ha, may sup-

port a high population figure, though the intramural area

included the cemetery (Polyb. 8.28.7).

In C5l–C4e, Taras was presumably a member of the

Italiote League (Staatsverträge 230). A treaty of symmachia

with Rhegion (no. 68) is attested for 473 by Diod. 11.52.3 (cf.

Hdt. 7.170.3). Some kind of treaty (συµβ8ναι) between

Taras and Thourioi (no. 74) concerning a joint colony is

implied by Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12 �Staatsverträge

158, and Taras seems to have been the senior partner in this

collaboration (τ�ν �ποικ�αν κριθ8ναι Ταραντ�νων).

Thuc. 8.91.2 refers to Tarantine naval forces supporting

Sparta against Athens, thus implying a treaty with Sparta.

The arrangement with Sparta which led to the expedition of

Archidamos in 344 is described as a symmachia by

Theopomp. fr. 232 and Diod. 16.62.4, 63.1.

A board of strategoi is attested down to C3e (Zonar. 8.2);

their number is unknown (Urso (1998) 1–10). Diog. Laert.

8.79 (rC4m) refers to a law stipulating that the office of strat-

egos could not be held in two consecutive years. However,

Archytas exceptionally served continuously (from 367 or

from 356) for six (Ael. VH 7.14) or seven years (Aristox. fr. 48,

Wehrli; cf. Strabo 6.3.4; only Suda, s.v. ?ρχ�τας, describes

him as στρατηγ�ς α(τοκρ�τωρ, but it is uncertain

whether this refers to an office of the Italiote League or an

extraordinay office of the city as attested for C3e (Zonar. 8.2:

281)). Plut. Quaest. Graec. 42 (�Theophr. fr. 133, Wimmer)

describes a meeting of the assembly at which a strategos

refused to recognise the outcome of a vote taken by show 

of hands, but it is unclear whether he was relying on the con-

stitutional powers of the office to do so. Strategoi were

appointed by election (Ael. VH 7.14).

An exile is mentioned at Hdt. 3.138.1. Reception of envoys

in C4m is attested in Aristox. fr. 50, Wehrli, and implied by

Hdt. 3.138.2 (rC6l); sending of envoys is attested in

Theopomp. fr. 232 and Diod. 16.62.4 (r346/5). Citizens of

Taras were appointed proxenoi by Eretria (no. 370) c.411 (IG

xii.9 187A �ML 82) and C4e (IG xii.9 187B), by Athens (no.

361) in C4m (IG ii² 248), and by Delphi (no. 177) in C4l

(F.Delphes iii.1 135). Two citizens served as theorodokoi of

Epidauros (no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.44).

A C4l–C3e inscription may suggest the existence of some

system of civic subdivisions (Jones, POAG 161). At 3.126.2

Herodotos refers to a τ+ν Ταραντ�νων βασιλε�ς; if by

basileus Herodotos means tyrannos (the two terms are

sometimes interchangeable, cf. 5.44.1 and 44.2; Luraghi

(1994) 76–77), Taras may have experienced a tyranny in C6l.

However, since Taras was a Spartan colony, the existence of

some kind of formal monarchy is not impossible (Malkin

(1994) 132 with n. 87; add: Phot. s.v. s8τρα; Nafissi (1999)

251). Democracy was introduced shortly after the Persian

Wars (Arist. Pol. 1303a5); prior to that the constitution was a

politeia, presumably favouring the gnorimoi, since Aristotle

reports that the change of constitution was occasioned by

heavy losses among the gnorimoi in a war against the

Iapygians.At Pol. 1291b23, too,Aristotle presumably classifies

Taras as a democracy, and at Pol. 1320b11–14 Taras is again

classified as a democracy combining democratic sortition

and oligarchic election in the selection of magistrates: all

archai were dittai, and on each board some positions were

filled by lot and others by election; or, alternatively, some

magistracies were filled by election, others by sortition.

Strabo 6.3.4 refers to C4 Taras as a democracy. No stasis

proper is on record (Berger (1992) 53), but the foundation

legend included a stasis immediately after the foundation

(Just. Epit. 3.4.11) in which, among others, the oecist was

exiled (Malkin (1994) 129–30).

Arist. Pol. 1320b11ff refers to a plurality of boards of mag-

istrates. The existence of ephoroi at the metropolis Sparta as

well as the C5s Tarantine colony Herakleia (IG xiv 645.i.1

(C4l); SEG 30 1162–70 (C4l–C3e)) may suggest the existence

of this office at Archaic and Classical Taras as well, but it is

attested only from C3e (SEG 40 901), when the office was

eponymous. The sητροφ�λακες (Etym. Magn. s.v. s�τρα)

were probably charged with the custody of the laws. The

interpretation of the numerous monograms found on C4
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coins is disputed: they may be names of ephoroi (Brunetti

(1960) 48–50), monetary magistrates or artists, or of chief

civic magistrates (Rutter, HN ³ pp. 95–96). A prytanis and an

.πιστατ[-] are attested by C4–C2 epigraphic evidence

(Viola (1894) 61.3). The assembly was named -λ�αια (i.e.

-λ�α: Hesychius s.v.).

The almost triangular Tarentine peninsula terminates in

the isthmus, the akropolis according to Strabo 6.3.1. The

lagoon, Mare Piccolo, with the inner harbour was reached

by the natural waterway to the west of the isthmus, the stoma

tou limenos of Strabo 6.3.1 (the artificial canal between the

acropolis-isthmus and the eastern hinterland was cut in

C15 ad, and the modern island status of the isthmus is not

ancient). The acropolis, a low plateau measuring c.16 ha (Lo

Porto (1970) 362) surrounded by steep slopes,may have been

strengthened with an ashlar circuit wall in C6 (ibid. 359;

Strabo 6.3.1 seems to imply that the whole city, including the

acropolis, was fortified). The isthmus was the site of the 

earliest Greek settlement and the early sanctuaries; the

archaeological evidence confirms the traditional C8l date

for the foundation (Lo Porto (1970) 357–58; De Juliis (1983)

429; Boschung (1994) 177). No structural remains of the

early habitation phases are extant, but the evidence from

Ortygia (Syracuse) suggests a C6 origin for the east–west

plateia with orthogonally joined stenopoi in accordance

with a per strigas urban system (Lo Porto (1970) 361–62).

The early settlement had extended as far as the nearest

part of the adjoining eastern plateau at least by C5, and

Strabo 6.3.1 locates the agora immediately to the east below

the acropolis in the narrow space delimited to the west by

the Archaic cemetery. From C5s the urban area measured

c.530 ha (E. Greco (1981b) 150–51); a c.10 km-long circuit wall

built in 450–430 incorporated the new urban extension and

the Archaic cemeteries, with two long straight walls con-

structed as a double ashlar wall, joining the Mare Piccolo

and the Mare Grande (Lo Porto (1970) 362–64). Sporadic

evidence makes it possible to reconstruct a Hippodamian

urban plan, probably contemporary with that of Thourioi

(444/3; E. Greco (1981b) 157); new cemeteries and public

spaces were laid out inside the C5 circuit (for the Archaic

and later cemeteries: Moreschini (1988); Lippolis (1994b)).

The eastern and western ends of the acropolis were laid

out as sanctuaries from the early history of the colony: the

east was the location of the C6e “Temple of Poseidon”, the

earliest known monumental stone temple in Magna Graecia

(Filippi (1976)). The divinity to whom the temple was dedi-

cated is, however, uncertain: Stazio (1967) 306–7 suggests

Persephone, but Lippolis (1982) 90 Hera. To the west an ash-

lar foundation has been taken to be part of the stereobate of

a temple of monumental size (Lo Porto (1970) 376; but see

Lippolis (1982) 84–86). Sanctuaries were laid out outside the

acropolis on the eastern plateau, along the Mare Piccolo

where there is some evidence of C6 cult (Lippolis (1982)

117ff). The whole coastal zone seems to have been laid out as

a vast sanctuary with several heroa between the harbour and

the cemeteries which have produced C6 evidence of funeral

and foundation cults (Jacobone (1988)).

The inner harbour, the Mare Piccolo, was famous in

antiquity (Strabo 6.3.1; Polyb. 10.1); it was the only natural

harbour in the Gulf of Taranto and the basis for Taras’ econ-

omy and wealth. Ashlar walls of uncertain date are inter-

preted as piers (Lippolis (1982) 98).A harbour (limen) called

Hydrous is mentioned by Ps.-Skylax 14. Fishermen were,

according to Arist. Pol. 1291b23, very numerous at Taras.

Significant socio-economic differentiations are implied by

Arist. Pol. 1320b10, where it is reported that the aporoi were

allowed the use of private property in order to win their

favour for the constitution.

There is only sparse evidence of public buildings: a

stepped structure near the agora has been interpreted as a

bouleuterion or as a theatre (Todisco (1990) 149). A theatre

near the agora was used for a C3l reception of Roman

ambassadors (Dion. Hal. 19.5.8; Polyb. 8.30.7 (r213); cf.

Todisco (1990) 146–49). A prytaneion is attested c.360 (Ath.

700D; Miller (1978) no. 434).

A cult of, among others, the Atreidai is attested at Arist.

Mir. ausc. 840a6–7 (Malkin (1994) 57–60; for a survey of

Tarantine cults: Pugliese Carratelli (1970a); Hinz (1998)

182–87). A tomb of (Apollo) Hyakinthos is mentioned at

Polyb. 8.28.2, and Hyakinthos may be depicted on coins

(infra). A cult of Dionysos may be inferred from C5e numis-

matic evidence (infra); cf. Pl. Leg. 637B. A cult of the

Dioskouroi may be inferred from numismatic evidence

(infra; Wuilleumier (1939) 519–22). A cult of Zeus

Eleutherios is referred to in Hesych. s.v. ’Ελευθ/ριος Ζε�ς.

Anth. Pal. 6.129 (Leonidas of Taras) concerns a dedication to

Athena Koryphasia(?), of spoils taken from the Leukanians.

However, the occasion is uncertain (C3e?), and it is not cer-

tain that Athena Koryphasia was worshipped in Taras

(Gow-Page, HE 2 (xxxiv) 344–45). The evidence for other

cults is uncertain: Aphrodite Basilis (Osanna (1990));

Persephone (extra-urban sanctuary: Wuilleumier (1939)

396); Apollo Alaios (C4 inscription on marble louterion:

Buononato (1960)); hero cults of Phalanthos and Taras

(Lacroix (1965) 89–100; Leschhorn (1984) 31–41). Public 

sacrifices accompanied by demosiai hestiaseis are mentioned
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by Theopomp. fr. 233. A festival of Dionysos is attested by 

Pl. Leg. 637B.

Communal consultation of the oracle at Dodona is attest-

ed in SGDI 1567/4620 (C4l–C3e). Syll.³ 295 (C4) attests a

grant of promanteia by Delphi (no. 177) to the Tarantines

(Roux (1990)). From 520 to 336, Tarantine athletes won 

several Olympic victories (Olympionikai 130–31, 212, 230,

238, 307, 397, 436, 457). In 500–475, a monument

commemorating a victory over the Messapioi was dedicated

at Delphi (Lazzarini (1976) no. 971; cf. Paus. 10.10.6; Beschi

(1982) 232), and in the same period one commemorating a

victory over the Peuketioi was dedicated, also at Delphi

(Lazzarini (1976) no. 972; cf. Paus. 10.13.10; Beschi (1982)

236). Dedications of spoils taken from Thourioi (no. 74)

were made at Olympia c.440 (IvO 254–56 �ML 57). At

Delphi architectural terracottas have be taken as evidence of

a Tarantine treasury (Le Roy (1967) 70–87).

Taras initiated silver coinage about 520–510 (Cahn (1968))

or slightly later (Westermark (1979) 291; Rutter, HN³ p. 92)

in the incuse technique on the Achaean standard with nomoi

divided into thirds as at Metapontion (for surveys of

Tarantine coinage with refs., see Stazio (1970); Fischer-

Bossert (1999); Rutter, HN³ pp. 92–93). The earliest obv. type

shows a kneeling youth holding lyre and flower, presumably

Hyakinthos or Eros; legend: ΤΑΡΑΣ (Rutter, HN³ 824;

SNG Cop. Italy 766). The subsequent main obv. type of the

nomoi depicts a dolphin rider (Taras or Phalanthos); legend:

ΤΑΡΑΣ (Rutter, HN³ 826; SNG Cop. Italy 765). Double-

relief coins were minted from C5e: obv. dolphin rider; rev.

various types (e.g. hippocamp, four-spoked wheel, or

female head); legends: ΤΑΡΑΣ, ΤΑΡ (Westermark

(1979); Rutter, HN³ 827, 833, 838; SNG Cop. Italy 767–78).

These were accompanied by fractions of the nomos: third-,

sixth-, tenth- (� litra), twentieth- (�hemilitra), and sixth-

litra with a variety of obv. and rev. types (dolphin, shell,

wheel or hippocamp: Rutter, HN³ 828ff; SNG Cop. Italy

783–86).A unique stater in Naples has rev. seated male figure

holding a kantharos and distaff, probably the hero Taras,

normally referred to as the “oecist” type but here revealing a

connection with the cult of Dionysos (Cahn (1968) 71–72;

Rutter, HN³ 843), legend: ΤΑΡΑΣ; rev. dolphin rider, leg-

end: ΤΑΡΑΣ. From C5m the types of the nomoi are obv.

dolphin rider, legend: ΤΑΡΑΣ/ΤΑΡΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ; rev.

seated male figure, the “oecist” (Rutter, HN³ 844; SNG Cop.

Italy 779–82); half-nomoi (drachms) have obv. hippocamp;

rev. female head (Rutter, HN³ 839; SNG Cop. Italy 787–88).

From C5s a horseman becomes the normal obv. type; rev.

dolphin rider, legend: ΤΑΡΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ. These are the

main types throughout C4 with some variants (Rutter, HN³

847ff, 868ff; SNG Cop. Italy 797–829); obv. types have two

riders, the Dioskouroi (Rutter, HN³ 898; SNG Cop. Italy

830); new fractions appeared in C4 (Rutter, HN³ 907ff). In

C4s the city struck in gold on the Attic standard on more

than one occasion, usually with obv. type: head of Hera; rev.

young Taras appealing to seated Poseidon (stater), dolphin

rider (half-stater), infant Taras with wool and distaff (sixth-

stater), kantharos (twelfth-stater; Rutter, HN³ 901–4); time

of Alexander the Molossian: stater with usual obv., rev.

horseman, in field sometimes thunderbolt; twentieth-stater

with obv. Helios; rev. thunderbolt (Rutter, HN³ 905–6; SNG

Cop. Italy 831–34). Bronze coins were minted only in C3

(Rutter, HN³ p. 106).

Taras was the founder of Herakleia (no. 52), which was

originally a joint colony of Taras and Thourioi (no. 74)

(Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 12). The foundation of

Herakleia involved the displacement of the previous inhab-

itants of Siris (no. 69; Diod. 12.36.4 (r433)).

72. Temesa (Temesaios) Map 46. Lat. 39.05, long. 16.10.

Size of territory: ?. Type: B:β. The toponym is Τεµ/σεια, !

(Polyb. 13.10.3); Τεµ/ση, ! (Strabo 6.1.5; Steph. Byz. 615.1);

Τεµ/σ(σ)α, ! (Lycoph. Alex. 1067; Paus. 6.6.7); attractive,

but still uncertain, is the identification with Homeric

Τεµ/ση (Hom. Od. 1.184; Biraschi (1982)). Steph. Byz. 615.2

gives the city-ethnic as Τεµεσα5ος and this form is found

in Callim. Aet. fr. 85.10, Pfeiffer, and may be abbreviated as

ΤΕ and ΤΕΜ on C6–C5 coins (infra) unless the legends

abbreviate the toponym. For the location of Temesa, still

not resolved, at Casalina di S. Sosti or further southwards at

Fiumefreddo Bruzio, see Massaro (1982) 22 with refs.

Recently sporadic archaeological evidence has been investi-

gated on the fertile plain of Campora S. Giovanni near the

coast in the Savuto valley, but the evidence is inconclusive,

though the cultural assemblage is indeed C6s–C5f Greek

(De Sensi Sestito and Valentini (1990) esp. 137–42). Spadea

(followed by Barr.) argues for a location at the Piano

della Tirena, where the urban remains include parts of

a circuit wall and habitation. However, these are mainly

C4 and therefore belong primarily to the Oskan-Brettian-

Hellenistic period (Spadea (1990a)), leaving the location

of the Archaic city still unresolved (E. Greco (1986)

129–30, with reference also to the analogous case of

Laos).

Temesa is called polis only by late sources (Strabo 6.1.5;

Steph. Byz. 615.1; Paus. 6.6.11); however, its C6–C5 coinage

(infra) suggests that it was a polis in the Archaic and Classical
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periods,albeit probably mostly a dependency of larger poleis

(infra).

According to Strabo 6.1.5, Temesa was a foundation of the

Ausonians, and the settlement accordingly was originally

not Greek but indigenous. A later Greek or Hellenising

phase is, however, suggested by the tradition of heroic

colonisation by Aitolians led by Thoas, who in their turn

were later ousted by Brettians (Strabo 6.1.5). This tradition

may be connected with the activities of Alexander the

Molossian in South Italy (Biraschi (1982) 36–37). Other

Greek traditions are that of Polites, a companion of

Odysseus, who had a heroon near Temesa (Strabo 6.1.5; cf.

Mele (1983b)), and that of the Olympic victor Euthymos of

Lokroi who fought this Polites when the Lokrians had 

captured the city (Strabo 6.1.5; cf. Paus. 6.6.4–11 for a variant

of the myth, referring also to a painting depicting personifi-

cations of the young Sybaris and of the polis of Temesa).

Greek identity is suggested also by the Greek-style coinage

(infra). All these elements suggest that Temesa was an

Oinotrian city (schol. Hom. Od. 1.184), strongly Hellenised,

prior to 510 within the dominion of Sybaris (no. 70.I) and

after 510 in the dominion of Kroton (no. 56), and from c.480,

some time after the Medmean, Hipponian and Lokrian

defeat of Kroton, in the dominion of Lokroi (no. 59).

The territories of Temesa and Terina (at S. Eufemia

Vetere(?), cf. Terina (no. 73)) were adjacent (Strabo 6.1.5);

Temesa is often located in the area of the estuary of the river

Savuto, ancient Sabutus (supra). Sybaris controlled the val-

leys of the rivers Krathis and Sabutus and the access to the

Tyrrhenian Sea, and so Temesa may have been within

Sybaris’ dominion. After Kroton’s victory over Sybaris,

Temesa seems to have become a part of Kroton’s dominion,

as indicated by its coinage (infra). It was later held by Lokroi,

as suggested by the traditions associated with Euthymos

(supra); numismatic evidence dates Lokrian control to C5m

(infra), whereas dates based upon written evidence point

rather to c.480, in which case it was followed by a new peri-

od of Krotoniate influence (see De Sensi Sestito (1982a) for a

full discussion).

Temesa with Kroton struck silver coins on the Achaian

standard. Initially, i.e. C6l, it was an incuse coinage with the

tripod of Kroton and legends in the Achaian script: ΤΕ

(sometimes retrograde) and qΡΟ, one issue with the rev.

type: flying eagle, contemporary with the “dominion-

coinage” of Kroton (see the entry for Kroton, infra; Stazio

(1982) 96–99; Parise (1982) 107–10, (1990a); Rutter, HN³

p. 167); dumpy flan incuse issues (similar type and legend) of

c.480 are also known (Stazio (1982) 98). From C5m Temesa

struck double-relief staters: obv. tripod of Kroton; rev.

Corinthian helmet, the emblem of Temesa, legend: ΤΕ or

ΤΕΜ on obv. and rev. (Stazio (1982) 94–95, 99; Rutter, HN³

2566; SNG Cop. Italy 1828).A Krotoniate C5s issue of double-

relief staters has obv. tripod, legend qΡΟ, rev. Corinthian

helmet, legend ΤΕ; lower denominations are without ΤΕ,

but the rev. type ensures their attribution to this group

(Stazio (1982) 96; Rutter, HN³ 2122–24). The affiliation of

Temesa to Kroton is clear and the evidence suggests that

Temesa was part of the Krotoniate dominion from C6l,

though from C5m less dependent upon Kroton, as possibly

reflected in the tradition of Lokrian influence (supra;

Prontera (1982) 42, 47; De Sensi Sestito and Valentini

(1990)).

73. Terina (Terinaios) Map 46. Lat. 38.55, long. 16.15. Still

unlocated (Spadea (1979); cf. Spadea (1990a)) though most

often located at S. Eufemia Lamezia (thus Barr. with query).

Size of territory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is Τ/ρινα (IG

iv².1 95.45 (356/5); Ps.-Skylax 12), or Τ/ρεινα (Lycoph. Alex.

726; Ps.-Skymnos 306). The city-ethnic is Τερινα5ος (C5l

coins, infra; IG ii² 10438 (C4m)) or Τερεινα5ος ([Plut.] X

orat. 845C (rC4s)).

Terina is one of ten toponyms listed at Ps.-Skylax 12 after

the heading π#λεις ε2σ�ν ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis is

used in the urban sense (cf. Polyaen. 2.10.1 (rC5s); Diod.

16.15.2 (r356/5)). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found on C5 coins (infra); the external collective

use is found in Polyaen. 2.10.1 (rC5s); the external individual

use is found in IG ii² 10438 (C4m) and [Plut.] X orat. 845C

(rC4s).

Terina was founded by Kroton (no. 56) (Ps.-Skymnos

306–7; Phlegon (FGrHist 257) fr. 31); the date of foundation

is unknown, and the terminus ante quem is c.460, the date at

which the city began issuing coins (Rutter (1997) 61). Terina

may have been founded after the Krotoniate defeat of

Sybaris c.510 (De Sensi Sestito (1985) 199–200); if the foun-

dation was earlier, it probably antedated the C7–C6f

Lokrian foundations of Hipponion (no. 53) and Medma

(no. 60) (Spadea (1979); Giangiulio (1989) 233–38). After

c.510, Sybaritan influence in the area was replaced by

Krotoniate influence, as demonstrated by coin hoards (De

Sensi Sestito (1985)).

A war with Thourioi (no. 74) is attested a few years after

444/3 (Polyaen. 2.10.1). Terina was besieged and taken by the

Brettians in 356 (Diod. 16.15.2), and the city became a

Brettian community, surviving the conquest of Alexander

the Molossian c.325 (Livy 8.24.4).
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A citizen of Terina served as theorodokos of Epidauros

(no. 348) in 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.45). An inscribed bronze

plaque (of C4 or later) found near S. Eufemia Lamezia has

been tentatively attributed to Terina (IGSII no. 21); in l. 10 it

mentions a πρ�τανις, an office known also from Kroton

(Ath. 522C (rC5e)). The same inscription possibly attests the

existence of a system of civic subdivisions of a territorial 

disposition (Jones, POAG 167–68). Terina was presumably

fortified in 356/5 when it was besieged by the Brettians

(.κπολιορκε5ν: Diod. 16.15.2).

C5–C4 (infra) coins attest to cults of the eponymous

nymph and Nike, who seem to have become assimilated

(Lacroix (1965) 126; Rutter (1997) 61–62). A cult of the local

nymph Pandina may be indicated by C4 bronze issues, per-

haps reflecting the influence of Hipponion (Giannelli (1963)

171–74).

In all probability, a citizen of Terina was victorious at

Olympia in 392: the victor’s full name has been corrupted,

but Africanus gives Τερινα5ος as his first name, and the vic-

tor was thus probably from Terina (see Olympionikai 376).

Terina commenced minting c.460; c.460–440 there are

three main issues of staters and fractions on the Achaian

standard: (a) staters: obv. head of river-nymph Terina, leg-

end: ΤΕΡΙΝΑ; rev. standing wingless Nike holding

branch, legend: ΝΙΚΑ, within an olive wreath (Holloway

and Jenkins (1983) no. 1; Rutter, HN³ 2567); (b) staters: obv.

as above, but later style; rev. standing winged Nike with

branch and wreath (Holloway and Jenkins (1983) nos. 2–3;

Rutter, HN³ 2568); (c) staters: similar types, but Nike on rev.

has raised arms (Holloway and Jenkins (1983) no. 4; Rutter,

HN³ 2569; SNG Cop. Italy 1994). Smaller denominations are

drachms: obv. as above, legend ΤΕΡΕΙ; rev. winged Nike

standing facing; diobols have legend ΤΕΡΕ cruciform on

rev. (Holloway and Jenkins (1983) nos. 6–8; Rutter, HN³

2571–73). By C5l and C4f types are obv. head of Terina; rev.

winged Nike seated on amphora, cippus or four-legged seat

in various attitudes and holding various attributes (ball,

bird, kerykeion), on some issues a phiale with which she

pours a libation or draws water from a fountain—a merging

of the river-nymph Terina and Nike. From c.440, legend

ΤΕΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ; on C4f issues legend ΤΕΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ, and,

on some issues, rev. ΤΕΡΙΝΑ (Holloway and Jenkins

(1983) 10–93; Rutter, HN³ 2574ff, 2627ff; SNG Cop. Italy

1995–2013; SNG Cop. Suppl. 58). Smaller fractions are

drachms, triobols, diobols and obols, with similar types and

legends: ΤΕ, ΤΕΡΕ, ΤΕΡΙ (Holloway and Jenkins (1983)

25–29, 70; Rutter, HN³ 2631–32, 2634–42; SNG Cop. Italy

2014–27). Bronze coinage was introduced C4l (Holloway

and Jenkins (1983) nos. 119–28; Rutter, HN³ 2644ff), with

similar types (SNG Cop. Italy 2032–34), or with rev. crab, or

hare, or hippocamp (SNG Cop. Italy 2035–41); other types:

obv. lion mask; rev. head of Apollo (SNG Cop. Suppl. 59);

one issue has obv. head of goddess Pandina, legend:

ΠΑΝ∆ΙΝΑ, shared with coins of Hipponion; rev. winged

seated Nike (Holloway and Jenkins (1983) no. 125; Rutter,

HN³ 2650).

74. Thourioi (Thourios) Map 46. Lat. 39.45, long. 16.30.

Size of territory: 3/4. Type: A. The toponym is Θο�ριοι, οH

(Thuc. 6.61.6; Pl. Euthydemus 271C; IG iv².1 95.i.43 (356/5));

Thuc. 6.104.2 may use Θουρ�α as the name of the city (in

contradistinction to the territory for which it is the usual

Thucydidean name) and so may Ps.-Skylax 13 (but see Tod

(1953) for a full discussion of the toponym); Diod. 12.10.6

(r446) has Θο�ριον besides his usual Θο�ριοι, which he

uses in nine passages (e.g. 12.9.1; cf. Mir. ausc. 846b33). The

city-ethnic is Θο�ριος (Thuc. 6.104.3; C5 coins, infra; IG ii²

8895 (C4m); cf. Tod (1953) 202).

Thourioi is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax

13, and at Arist.Pol. 1303a26,31 Thourioi is the second of eight

examples listed under the heading polis. Politeia is found in

the sense of “citizenship”at Thuc. 6.104.2, and in the sense of

“constitution” at Arist. Pol. 1307a30 and 1307b7; politeuein is

found at Xen. Hell. 1.5.19. A C5s bronze kerykeion found at

Brindisi is inscribed δαµ#σιον Θουρ�ων, δαµ#σιον

Βρενδεσ�νων (IG xiv 672). It is called π�τρη (�patris) in

the epitaph of Herodotos transmitted in Steph. Byz.

315.16–316.2.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

coins from the 440s onwards (infra); the external collective

use is found in IvO 254–56 (�ML 57 (c.440): Tarantine ded-

ications of spoils taken from Thourioi; cf. Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 11); Thuc. 7.33.6; Pl. Leg. 636B; and Arist. Pol.

1307b6; and the external individual use is found in Xen. An.

5.1.2, IG ii² 8895 (C4m), CID ii 23.8 (341/0) and I.Lindos

2.C.38 (C1 rC5).

The foundation of Thourioi was the outcome of a process

which began with an appeal in 446 by refugee Sybarites

(Diod. 11.90.3–4) to Sparta (no. 345) and Athens (no. 361) for

assistance and reinforcement in their attempt to re-create

their city and community in the face of Krotoniate opposi-

tion (Diod. 12.10.3; for the sources of Diodorus, see Rutter

(1973) and De Sensi Sestito (1976); see also Sybaris (no.

70.IV)). This request was granted by the Athenians, who

sent ten ships, partly manned by Peloponnesians (Diod.

12.10.4; Ehrenberg (1965) 301). This expedition may have
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been led by the Athenians Lampon and Xenokrates (Diod.

12.10.4),but most scholars (cf. infra) refer their participation

to the 444/3 foundation of Thourioi proper (infra). In this

initial phase of the foundation of Thourioi, Sybaris was

reinforced by Athenians and Peloponnesians (Diod.

12.10.4), and seems indeed still to have been called, and

located at, Sybaris (coins; cf. RE iv². 1008; Rutter (1973) 163).

The community was strongly dominated by Sybarites.

However, their claims to privileges in political, cultic and

economic spheres of life resulted in a serious stasis, and they

were put to death almost to the last man or expelled, thus

paving the way for the foundation of Thourioi proper

(Diod. 12.11.1–4; cf. Arist. Pol. 1303a31–33). These events 

probably occurred in 445/4 (Diod. 12.22.1). The foundation

proper of Thourioi followed in 444/3 (in the archonship of

Praxiteles: Ps.-Plut. X orat. 835D; cf. Dion. Hal. Lys. 1.2).

According to Diod. 12.11.3, the victors of the stasis themselves

sent to Hellas for new settlers; Ps.-Plut. X orat. 835D seems to

think that Athens was in charge of the foundation, whereas

Dion. Hal. Lys. 1.2 says that the colonists were sent by

?θηνα5ο� τε κα� ! >λλη ‘Ελλ�ς. Diodorus’ description of

the initial system of phylai (infra) confirms that settlers had

a wide variety of origins (12.11.3; cf. 12.35.1: .κ πολλ+ν

π#λεων; on Athens’ role in the foundation, see Rutter (1973)

164–67, arguing that it has been exaggerated). It was, pre-

sumably, this second group of colonists from the mainland

that was led by Lampon and Xenokrates (cf. Kagan (1969)

158; De Sensi Sestito (1984a) 81), though Diod. 12.10.4 is then

guilty of confusion unless these men led both expeditions.

Lampon is named as the oikistes by Plut. Mor. 812D, though

other sources describe him as a mantis or exegetes (see refs.

in Kagan (1969) 168 n. 36) performing only a temporary task

(see Graham (1964) 36–37; Leschhorn (1984) 132–33; and

Malkin (1987) 254–57). The identity of the oecist was, in fact,

a matter of dispute which in 434 led to a stasis that was solved

by reference to the Delphic oracle, which declared that

Apollo himself should be recognised as the oecist (Diod.

12.35.3).

The name of the territory was ! Θουρ�α (Thuc. 6.61.7) or

Θουρι3ς γ8 (Thuc. 7.35.1); it is termed χ)ρα at Arist. Pol.

1307a29ff. Almost immediately after its foundation the city

engaged in extensive warfare, presumably to secure control

of a sizeable territory.The Spartan exile Kleandridas became

a citizen of Thourioi (Thuc. 6.104.2) and led campaigns

against Terina (no. 73) (Polyaen. 2.10.1), and this may attest

to territorial ambitions on the Tyrrhenian coast.

Kleandridas also led Thourian forces against the Leukanians

(Polyaen. 2.10.2) and was likewise the commander in a war

against Taras (no. 71) (Diod. 12.23.2 (r444)) in which both

cities struggled for influence in the Siritis (Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 11). Dedications by Taras at Olympia c.440

of spoils taken from Thourioi (IvO 254–56 �ML 57) attest to

some Tarantine success, and the territorial conflict was

finally ended c.434 by an agreement to found a joint colony,

though in the name of Taras (Antiochos, loc. cit.); the colony

developed into the city of Herakleia (no. 52). Iambl. VP 264

attests to C5s hostilities between Thourioi and Kroton (cf.

Guzzo (1986) 201), but according to Diod. 12.11.3 Thourioi

established philia with Kroton, presumably not long after

the foundation.

Smaller agricultural settlements, some in the form of

single villas, are above all known from the C4–C3 territory

(Osanna (1992) 148–49; Guzzo (1997) 379). The border

between Thourian and Leukanian/Brettian territory is not

very clear; the southern Brettian site at Castiglione di Paludi

is interpreted as a Brettian military installation (Osanna

(1992) 146–49; De Sensi Sestito (1992) 350–53). The border

was marked by a row of Thourian phrouria, such as the one

at Torre Mordillo, where a lead seal carrying the inscription

ΘΟΥ[-] has been found (Colburn (1977) 478, 521), and the

one at Sierra Castello (Guzzo (1986) 203). One phrourion

is known by name: Lagaria, located somewhere inland 

µετ3 Θουρ�ους (Strabo 6.1.14), as yet not identified with

certainty but sometimes identified with the settlement at

Amendolara (cf. de La Genière (1991b)). Phrouroi, presum-

ably the personnel manning these installations, are referred

to by Arist. Pol. 1307b9. Nothing is known of the size of the

population, the only available figures being army numbers

(infra).

Thourioi was a member of the Italiote League (Diod.

14.91.1 (r393) and 101.1 (r390); Staatsverträge 230). Some kind

of treaty with Kroton (no. 56) soon after the foundation is

implied by Diod. 12.11.3. The C5s bronze kerykeion inscribed

δαµ#σιον Θουρ�ων, δαµ#σιον Βρενδεσ�νων and found at

Brindisi (IG xiv 672) may also testify to some formalised col-

laboration between the two communities, possibly during

the conflict between Taras and Thourioi in the period prior to

the foundation of Herakleia in 434 (Antiochos (FGrHist 555)

fr. 11; De Simone (1956)). This conflict itself was also ended by

a treaty (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 11 �Staatsverträge 158).

According to Thuc. 7.33.6, Athens (no. 361) in 413 negotiated

for a full alliance with Thourioi; whether a treaty was con-

cluded is unclear, but Thourioi did assist the Athenian effort

against Syracuse (no. 47) (Thuc. 7.35.1, 57.11; cf. Diod. 13.11.1

(r413)). However, after the Athenian defeat at Syracuse,

Thourioi is found assisting Sparta (no. 345) with naval forces
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(Thuc. 8.35.1, 61.2; Xen. Hell. 1.5.9), which implies a treaty. In

389 the city suffered a severe defeat by the Leukanians but

managed to conclude peace via the mediation of Leptines of

Syracuse (Diod. 14.101.1–102.3). A little after 379, Dionysios I

sent a navy against Thourioi without success (Ael. VH 12.61

with Jacquemin (1979)). Collaboration with Corinthian

forces sent out to reinforce Timoleon is attested at Plut. Tim.

16.2. In 356 the city was subdued by the Brettians (Diod.

16.15.2; cf. Plut. Tim. 16.2).

In 413, Thourioi assisted the Athenian attack on Syracuse

with 700 hoplites and 300 akontistai (Thuc.7.35.1).Naval forces

(ten ships) are attested at Thuc. 8.35.1, commanded by Dorieus

tritos autos (cf. Thuc. 8.61.2 and Xen. Hell. 1.5.19). A contingent

of 14,000 pezoi and c.1,000 horse is recorded by Diod. 14.101.2

(r390). A board of strategoi was elected by the assembly (τ�ν

δ8µον . . . χειροτον�σοντα); a law stipulated a five-year peri-

od between strategiai; but the law was repealed, and this start-

ed off a process by which the constitution developed into a

dynasteia of the young reformers (Arist. Pol. 1307b6–19). Plato

may allude to this event at Leg. 636B, where he describes gym-

nasia and sysitia as breeding grounds of young citizens

inclined to revolution. The Spartan exile Kleandridas became

a citizen of Thourioi (Thuc. 6.104.2; Plut. Per. 22.3) and served

as strategos in wars against Taras (Strabo 6.1.14), Terina and the

Leukanians (Polyaen. 2.10.1–2).

Reception of envoys is recorded by Thuc. 6.104.2 and

sending of envoys at Diod. 14.101.2 (r390). F.Delphes iii.4 388

(325–300) may possibly be a grant by Delphi (no. 177) of

proxeny, etc. to a man of Thourioi. A man of Thourioi was

granted hereditary citizenship and other honours by Zeleia

(no. 764) in the Propontis c.330–300 (AM 9 (1884) 58–60 no.

3 �Michel 531). Theorodokoi of Epidauros (no. 348) at

Thourioi are attested by IG iv².1 95.ii.43, 52 (C4m).

A system of phylai was established soon after the founda-

tion, in which the citizens were enrolled on the basis of their

origin; the ten phylai were named: Arkas, Achaïs, Eleia,

Boiotia, Amphiktyonis, Doris, Ias, Athenaïs, Euboïs and

Nesiotis (Diod. 12.11.3; see Jones, POAG 165–67).

According to Diod. 12.11.3–4, Thourioi was founded as a

democracy, and the city’s law code was drawn up by

Charondas of Thourioi (apparently a namesake of the

famous legislator of the Archaic period, pace Mühl, Klio 22

(1929) 439), but Heraclid. Pont. tells us that it was Protagoras

of Abdera who wrote the laws (fr. 150, Wehrli �Diog. Laert.

9.8.50). It has been suggested that he based his laws on those

of Charondas and Zaleukos (De Sensi Sestito (1984a) 82).

Several staseis are recorded (Berger (1992) 33–34); one

involved the identity of the oecist (Diod. 12.35.3 (r434)) and

in another anti-Athenians were defeated and exiled (Thuc.

7.33.5–6; Berger (1992) 33). In 413, however, after the

Athenian defeat at Syracuse, 300 pro-Athenians were exiled,

one of them Lysias (Dion. Hal. Lys. 1; Plut. Mor. 835E).

Aristotle refers to two further staseis, both perhaps posterior

to 413: the first (Pol. 1307a27–33) is given as an example of

change from oligarchy in the direction of democracy: the

passage testifies to the existence of a property qualification

for office holding (archai); the qualification was lowered

and the number of magistracies (archeia) increased after

pressure from the demos; the chronological reference is

uncertain (De Sensi Sestito (1992) 344ff: 440s; Berger (1992)

33–34: c.413). The city seems to have attempted control of

land ownership,even among its own citizens; but large land-

holdings were acquired unconstitutionally by the gnorimoi

and had to be given up by the owners after a stasis (Arist. Pol.

1307a29–33; Jacquemin (1979)).

The second passage (Pol. 1307b6–19) describes a process

by which the constitution developed (from a democracy?)

into a dynasteia of young military leaders (supra); the

chronological reference is again uncertain. The passage tes-

tifies to the existence of symboloi: they seem to have been

entrusted with general supervision of the constitution; the

passage also refers to archontes in general.

Thourioi was situated on part of the site of Archaic Sybaris

(no. 70.I), and the assertion by Diod. 12.10.3 (cf. Strabo 6.1.13)

that the city was moved to another site is not convincing in

view of the archaeological evidence. According to Diod.

12.10.6 (rC5s), the city had a circuit wall, not archaeologically

attested so far. The city was laid out with four plateiai and

three stenopoi, named respectively Herakleia, Aphrodisia,

Olympias, Dionysias, and Heroa, Thuria, Thurina (Diod.

12.10.7; Castagnoli (1971); for the textual problems, see Vallet

(1976) 1030–32; Lapini (1997)). Hippodamos is called

Thourian in some traditions, and the town plan of Thourioi

has been attributed to him, though the tradition is ambigu-

ous (see e.g. E. Greco (1997)). Whether the streets named by

Diodorus correspond to twelve city quarters distributed to

the tribes, also listed by Diodorus (supra), is doubtful (Vallet

(1976) 1027–28), but the overall orthogonal urban layout as

described by Diodorus has found confirmation in the archae-

ological evidence: the C5l–C4f city plan was orthogonal, and

the sporadic remains of habitation are oriented according to

the urban layout (infra; cf. E. Greco (1997) 437–38; recent

investigation of Hippodamian layout: E. Greco and Luppino

(1999)). The technique of construction of the sparse habita-

tion remains is rather similar to that of Archaic Sybaris

(Guzzo (1988–89) 20–23, 87, 178, 240–48, 290–304, 365). There
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are overall traces of a levelling of the remains of the Sybarite

phase in preparation for the foundation of Thourioi (ibid.

23). An east–west-oriented plateia, going back to the time of

foundation (ibid. 20), terminated near the coast in C4(?) har-

bour structures of uncertain use (Zancani Montuoro

(1972–73b)). Remains of public architecture are meagre, and

the extant structures are mainly ascribable to Roman Copia.

The agora is mentioned at Theophr. fr. 97, but the tradition

that Herodotos was buried there is rejected outright by

Jacoby (RE suppl. ii. 214), although there can be no doubt that

Herodotos was a citizen of Thourioi (Arist. Rh. 1409a28) and

probably moved to Thourioi in 444/3 (Plut. Mor. 604F).

A cult of Athena may be inferred from coin types (infra).

A cult of Boreas was instituted by decree in C4f (Ael. VH

12.61) after this divinity had wrecked a navy of Dionysios I

on its way to Thourioi; Boreas was voted citizenship, and an

annual festival instituted (Jacquemin (1979)). The cults of

Sybaris and Thourioi are not always easily separated (cf.

Giannelli (1963) 101–16). The cult of Hera is documented for

Sybaris (see Sybaris (no. 70.I)) and may have continued in

Thourioi, though the coin type of Hera Lakinia (infra)

probably has no connection with the Sybarite cult of Hera

(cf. Giannelli (1963) 103). C3 numismatic evidence may sug-

gest at least C3 cults of Apollo, Demeter and Artemis (SNG

Cop. Italy 1507–10, 1513–18).A cult of Apollo is also suggested

by the tradition of Apollo as the oikistes (supra; and cf.

Giannelli (1963) 105). The division of Thourioi into quarters

by streets named after Herakles, Aphrodite, the Olympian

Zeus and Dionysos (Diod. 12.10.7) may indicate cults of

these divinities.A cult of Diomedes at Thourioi is attested at

Polemon, FGH iii 122 no. 23.

Communal consultation of the Delphic oracle is record-

ed in Diod. 12.35.3 (r434). Syll.³ 295 (C4) is a Delphic decree

confirming an earlier grant of promanteia to Thourioi

(Roux (1990); Gauthier, BE (1991) 486–87 no. 306). A grant

by an individual Thourian towards the rebuilding of the

Delphic temple is recorded in CID ii 23.8 (341/40).

Damon of Thourioi was victorious at Olympia in 376

(Olympionikai 403: stadion race) and in 372 (Olympionikai

407: stadion). The Rhodian exile Dorieus won several

Panhellenic victories also at Nemea, Isthmia and Delphi

(Syll.³ 82; Olympionikai 322); he was a Thourian citizen

(Xen. Hell. 1.5.19) and participated at Olympia, etc. as a

Thourian (Paus. 6.7.4), as did his relative Peisidoros (ibid.;

Olympionikai 356); cf. Pugliese Carratelli (1972–73) 29.

Thourioi struck coins in silver from c.440 on the Achaian

standard; denominations: distaters, staters and triobols

(Rutter (1979) 44–45; Rutter, HN³ p. 146). Thourioi took

over the types of Sybaris (no. 70.IV) with some changes: obv.

head of Athena wearing Attic helmet, reflecting Athenian

influence; rev. bull, derived from Sybaris but with butting

head, or, later, charging, and with fish in exergue. Legend on

rev. ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ; some issues have initials or symbols of

magistrates or names of die-engravers (Rutter, HN³ 1770ff;

SNG Cop. Italy 1405–30, 1432–63 (distaters, staters); 1470–88

(triobols)). The exceptionally abundant issues of distaters

and staters suggests that Thourioi had ample stocks of silver,

perhaps in the form of bullion brought from Athens (Kraay

(1976) 184–85). One specimen has obv. head of Hera Lakinia,

a Kampanian type and a unique example of die sharing by a

Kampanian mint and a Thourian mint (Rutter (1979) 60–61;

Rutter, HN³ 1796; SNG Cop. Italy 1431). Bronzes were issued

early and nearly contemporary with the silver coinage,

employing the same types (Rutter, HN³ 1903ff; SNG Cop.

Italy 1494–1506).
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I. The Region

The long arm of the Adriatic Sea extends for c.800 km

northwards with an average breadth of 175 km. In the south

at its narrowest point the Straits of Otranto are 75 km wide,

while further north the screen of islands along the east

(Dalmatian) shore reduces the width of open space to c.150

km. The east coast is rocky with long sections of steep cliffs,

but it has many inlets and bays, while on the west the Italian

shore is low and generally devoid of safe anchorages. In the

north the delta of the river Po, whose silting has advanced

the coast several miles since antiquity (cf. already Strabo

5.1.7), is flanked by marshy lagoons. The peninsula of Istria

separates the Gulfs of Rijeka (Fiume) from those of Venice

and Trieste, whose depth nowhere exceeds 25 fathoms.

Rainfall is heavy in the north-east (up to c.1,500 mm) and

further south along the coast of Montenegro and northern

Albania. The north-east wind (Bora) in winter and sudden

squalls in other seasons were the main hazards to Adriatic

navigation, well known in the Greek world. The ancient

name was Adrias (infra). In C5 it may have denoted only the

northern part, but by C4 the northern limit of Epeiros at

Cape Linguetta marked the boundary between the Ionian

and Adriatic Seas. The Adriatic may take its name from the

river (cf.Beaumont (1936) 204) or from the city of Adria (no.

75), perhaps more widely believed today (Colonna (1974) 13

n. 42; Braccesi (1977) 65). In Hdt. 4.33, 5.9.3, Adria is the area

north of the Eridanos, whereas the Ionian Sea is all of the

Adriatic (in the modern sense), from the Keraunian moun-

tains to the uppermost Adriatic: iΙ#νιος κ´ολπος (Hdt.

6.127.2, 7.20.2); and the uppermost Adriatic is designated .ν

το% iΙον�ου κ#λπου µυχ�+ς at Strabo 7.5.9. In Hecat. fr. 90

(�Steph. Byz. 28.14–29.5) the kolpos Adrias seems closely

knit with the river Adria and the city Adria (for further

analyses, see Braccesi (1977) 64–66; Vattuone (2000) esp. 14,

36–37).

There were close and reciprocal cultural contacts across

the Adriatic between the neighbouring regions of Apulia

and southern Illyria from the prehistoric and through the

historic periods. The tradition of Cretan settlers in the lower

Adriatic seems to reflect contacts between Iapygia and

Illyria (Strabo 6.3.2; Hellan. fr. 79; cf. analysis by Nenci

(1978) 50–58 with sources), and even a common origin of

Iapygian and Illyrian tribes is widely acknowledged (ibid.

51). Daunian pottery is found northwards along the western

Adriatic coast in Picenum and as far north as the Po delta, in

Istria and along the eastern Adriatic coast of modern

Slovenia, Bosnia and Croatia. Bronzes and other objects

from the various Balkan cultures are widely represented in

finds from the Salento peninsula and at Otranto, and a

C8–C6 “cultural koiné” has been suggested for the eastern

and western Adriatic (cf. also Colonna (1974) 16 n. 60;

D’Andria (1982) 110–14; Landolfi (1987)); even the Illyrian

and Messapian languages are to some extent similar (Wilkes

(1992) 68–69). There is evidence of local Illyrian red-figured

vase production as early as C4, which has been seen as an 

offshoot of the better-known Loukanian red-figured vase

production (D’Andria (1990); survey of C4 contacts across

the Adriatic: D’Andria (2002)). It should also be noted that

Illyrian pottery and metal wares are widely found in Apulia

and also further afield in the Greek world (D’Andria (1984)).

According to Hdt. 4.49, Illyria extended from Epeiros to

Venetia, whereas Illyris occupied a more restricted region

according to Ps.-Skylax 22. (For the political geography of

the eastern Adriatic as it was known to the C4 Greek world,

with an analysis of the relevant passages in Ps.-Skymnos and

Ps.-Skylax, see Wilkes (1992) 91–104.) Greek pottery from

indigenous tombs and the type of architecture employed in

the settlement fortifications show the penetration of Greek

influence into the Illyrian hinterland. A survey of early con-

tacts with the Greek world, from before the C7 colonisation

and later through the C6 and C5, with an account of the 

settlement pattern and urban development of the 

single Illyrian sites is found in Ceka (1983) and Wilkes

(1992). The Greek colonisers at Apollonia and Epidamnos
Carmine Ampolo has collaborated on the entry for Brentesion (no. 78) and on
the list of Hellenised Hellenistic Apulian sites.
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found developed proto-urban societies in the territory cho-

sen for their foundations, and the colonies in the Adriatic

were for this reason few in number and in any case limited to

the coastal zones (Wilkes (1992)).

The first Greek records of the area and its indigenous peo-

ples appear to have been compiled in C6 (names of local

peoples survive from the works of Hekataios of Miletos (frr.

86–97)), and one poet of C7 (Alcm. fr. 172) already knew of

the Adriatic (V)eneti. None of the early writers specifies a

historical Greek presence north of Epidamnos (no. 79)

before the end of C6, but there seems little doubt there was

such a presence, whether of established traders or colonis-

ers. The contemporary historical record commences with

Herodotos, while Thucydides furnishes much detail about

the affairs of Epidamnos, including the role of the Illyrian

Taulantii in their internal conflicts.

In the south-western Adriatic, Iapygia (comprising the

Salentine peninsula and, in some sources, the Gargano) was

traditionally subdivided into the territory of the Daunians

in the north, that of the Peuketians in the centre, and that of

the Messapians in the south.

According to Hdt. 4.99, Iapygia comprised the Salentine

peninsula from Leuca in the south to a line between

Brentesion (no. 78) and Taras (no. 71) in the north.

According to Thuc. 7.170, the Messapians were an Iapygian

tribe. Messapian culture, as revealed by the diffusion of the

Messapian language, is also represented further north in

Peuketia and Daunia. For Ps.-Skylax 14, Iapygia comprised

also the Greek cities of Herakleia (no. 52), Metapontion (no.

61) and Taras (no. 71); analysis of the ancient sources: Nenci

(1978) 43–50; Lamboley (1996) 304–6.

Iapygia was wide open to Greek influence from across the

Ionian Sea, but its urbanised settlements formed a bulwark

against Greek foundations, of which there are only few

examples, see infra. Daunians participated on the side of the

Etruscans in the 524/3 conflict with Kyme (no. 57) (Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3–4), and the strength of the C5e Messapian

settlements is attested by their defeat of Taras in 473 and the

subsequent Iapygian expedition as far as Rhegion (no. 68).

Though the outcome of this—the conquest of Rhegion,

according to Diod. 11.52—may have been exaggerated in the

sources, it does at least reflect the military strength of some

Messapian cities.

According to Strabo 6.3.5, the Peuketians and Daunians

had the same origin as the Iapygians, though epigraphy has

shown a strong Oskan element in Daunian culture. The

region of Daunia and Peuketia is also without Greek

colonies—apart from the uncertain example of Hyria in the

Gargano. However, Greek influence is documented by the

cult of Diomedes at Argyrippa and at other sites. But even

so, the Peuketians are seen as quite different from the

Oinotrians, who were more in contact with the Greek

colonies of Siris (no. 69) and Metapontion (no. 61) (cf.

Hecat. fr. 89 and later sources; Lamboley (1996) 305–6). The

mid-Adriatic region of the Pikenoi (Picenum) and the

Ombrikans (Umbria) has in recent years seen a spate of

research revealing the extent of Greek contacts. The earliest

evidence of Attic imports at Numana and at other sites in the

Picene region dates to c.520–510, and is therefore somewhat

later than that known at the Padanian sites of Spina (no. 85)

and Adria (no. 75). The region functioned as a commercial

intermediary between Greece and Etruria, and the Celtic

regions in the north (Landolfi (1987), (2000)).

The Adriatic coast of Italy from Apulia to Picenum and

Umbria is with few exceptions not so well provided with

natural harbours as the coast of Illyria and Epeiros (cf.

Strabo 7.5.10). Apart from the good harbours of Ankon and

Numana, there is evidence of other ports of call along the

mid-Adriatic coast at Santa Marina di Focara, at Pisaurum

and at Ariminum, where finds of Greek pottery confirm 

visits and coastal trade, probably to be seen in the perspec-

tive of the Greek trade with Spina and Adria (Luni (1982)

esp. 68–75, (1995)). The sites of Spina and Adria in Etruria

Padana are discussed in the site entries.

Etruscan thalassocracy in the Adriatic, undoubtedly

weakened by Hieron’s victory at Kyme in 474 (Diod. 11.51),

may have been on the wane already earlier as a result of

Greek expansion in Magna Graecia and the defeat of the

Etruscan and Daunian alliance at Kyme in 523/2 (Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 7.2). The Adriatic became wide open to Greek

trade from C6s, perhaps no less intense than that of the

Tyrrhenian coast, as shown by pottery and other Greek

products from the indigenous settlements in the hinterland,

see supra. Whether to define the status of these settlements,

and above all that of Spina and Adria, which provide the

most evidence, as trading stations—emporia rather than as

fully-fledged foundations, apoikiai or poleis—may in the

future be answered only by a close analysis of the political

and social organisation (cf. entries).

There are no grounds for the notion, advanced from time

to time, that Greeks of Archaic and Classical times were

repelled from penetrating the Adriatic by the climate or by

the hostility of the inhabitants. From the time when

Phokaian navigators first explored it (Hdt. 1.163), the

Adriatic was as much open to Greek seafarers as it was in a

later age to the Venetians, who, relying on ships of basically
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similar design, controlled it for centuries. Nor does it seem

that organised piracy was a significant deterrent before C4.

The Illyrian power of Agron and Teuta, which arose in C3s,

was reputedly the first organised threat to Adriatic shipping

to come from that quarter (Polyb. 2.2.4). Native hostility to

the Greek settlement on Pharos (no. 84) in C4e (Diod.

15.14.2) appears to have been a local quarrel, and not a symp-

tom of general hostility to the Greek presence in the area

(later the two groups were to unite against Roman and

Italian settlers). Etruscan expansion towards the Po in C6

might have proved as hostile to Greek activity on the eastern

shore of Italy as it had on the west, but the volume of com-

merce which appears to have passed through Spina seems to

negate this, while the other local groups (Piceni, Umbri and

Veneti) offered the prospect of stable relationships.

Several hero cults connected with the aftermath of the

Trojan War recall early voyages of exploration. That of

Diomedes is centred on his burial on the Tremitic islands

(Insulae Diomedeae) north of Monte Gargano, which over

the ages has been the landfall for many approaching Italy

from the south-east. His cult is found also at many places in

central and southern Italy but was concentrated among the

Peuketioi in northern Apulia; it also appears on the east

coast at Melaina Korkyra (no. 83), and in central Dalmatia

the promontory between Split and S̆ibenik (Cape Ploc̆a¹)

bore his name. He was also worshipped among the

Umbrians at Spina and Adria, and further north among the

(V)eneti near the source of the river Timavus deep in 

the Gulf of Trieste.

The tale of the exploits of Diomedes, playing the role of

oecist at various sites in Daunia (Fantasia (1972) 115–19) and

at Adria and Spina, and the diffusion of his cult along the

eastern and western Adriatic coast (Strabo 5.1.8–9, 6.3.9),

with a temple in his honour at Ankon (no. 76), has been

attributed to the influence of Syracuse (no. 47). The C4

foundations of Dionysios I corresponded in large measure

to those of Diomedes, reflecting a wish to legitimise the

Adriatic ambitions of the Syracusan dynast (Braccesi (1977);

Briquel (1987); Coppola (1988)). But the cult of Diomedes in

the Adriatic has a history going back to the late C6. The ded-

icatory graffiti to Diomedes and, probably, to Athena on

C6–C5 Attic sherds from the island of Palagruz̆a in the

Adriatic between the Gargano and the coast of Croatia have

recently revealed a sanctuary of Diomedes; this has with

near certainty identified the islands as the nesoi Diomedeiai,

where the hero had his tomb (Strabo 6.3.9; Plin. HN 3.151).

The graffiti are valuable evidence for a Greek trade route

along the lower Illyrian coast, across the middle Adriatic and

along the western Adriatic to Spina (no. 85) and Adria (no.

75); Kirigin and C̆ac̆e (1998); Colonna (1998)).

A healing cult associated with Podalirius at Monte S.

Angelo at the southern end of Gargano (Strabo’s Drion) was

already known in C4. Its oracular or divinatory role may

have passed to a shrine of a local Daunian hero later ident-

ified with the seer Kalchas on the same hill.

On the east shore the legend of Kadmos the Phoenician,

who with his queen Harmonia migrated from Thebes to

rule the Illyrian Enchelei around Lake Ohrid, was at least as

old as C5. He was credited with founding Lychnidos (Ohrid)

and Bouthoe (Budva) on the coast of Montenegro. He was

also linked with northern Epeiros, and further north with a

local serpent cult at a place named Epidaurum (Cavtat near

Dubrovnik). The tale of Phaethon, son of Helios, whose

misadventure with the horses of the solar chariot caused

Zeus to destroy him with a thunderbolt, ended with his fall

into the river Eridanos,where his grieving sisters were trans-

formed into amber-dropping trees. An identification with

the river Po had already been made in C6, while the name of

Hesiod’s Elektrides (Amber Islands) which lay at its mouth

was later attached to islands in the Quarnero (modern Cres

and Los̆inj). The story that the elderly and wise Trojan

Antenor brought the leaderless Eneti from Paphlagonia to a

home at the head of the Adriatic (he was later identified as

founder of Patavium) was current in C5e. Though he

appears also at Melaina Korkyra (no.83), the whole notion is

likely to be a fiction based on a coincidence between 

the names of the Eneti of Asia Minor and the Adriatic

Veneti.²

By C4s some islands in the Quarnero had been named

Apsyrtides after Apsyrtos, the ill-fated brother of Jason of

the Argonauts. The fantastic tale of their return voyage by a

branch of the Danube (Danuvius) which flowed into the

head of the Adriatic, described by Apollonios Rhodios, can

only be explained by the coincidence of the names Istria and

Ister, the Greek name for the lower Danube, though the

notion of a Danube–Adriatic passage appears to have been

current in C5. Similar coincidences can explain the alleged

Colchian foundation of Olkinion (Ulcinj) on the coast of

Montenegro and their settlement further south at Orikos in

the Bay of Vlora. Colchians are also credited with the foun-

dation of Pola near the southern tip of Istria. There is no 

reason to doubt the assumption that all Greek contact with

¹ For remains of a sanctuary here, see Dujmus̆ić (2002). ² For the tradition of Aineias at Melaina Korkyra, see Vanotti (2002).
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the Adriatic was by sea from the south.³ Tales of overland

contacts, though often repeated, have a consistently fantas-

tic quality. One might explain the tale, repeated by Strabo

7.5.9, that pottery from Thasos (no. 526) and Chios (no. 840)

could be found in the bed of the river Neretva as one of the

miracles of rivers in the limestone karst of Dalmatia, which

suddenly disappear underground and resurface on the

other side of a mountain range. In the same category must

be placed a story that ships sailing in the Black Sea were vis-

ible from a mountain near the Adriatic at a gap in which

there was a market where the goods of Lesbos, Thasos and

Chios coming from the direction of the Black Sea could be

exchanged for the amphorae of Korkyra coming from the

Adriatic (Arist. Mir. ausc. 104). Like the fantasy of a passage

into the Adriatic from the Danube, the stories were perhaps

based on the strange behaviour of rivers, coincidences of

names, and the equations of Greek and local myths. More

intriguing is Herodotos’ story of the offerings to Delian

Apollo by the Hyperboreans (4.33). Wrapped in wheat-

straw these were passed into Skythia and then through a 

succession of different peoples, which seems an authentic

echo of the mechanics of prehistoric trade. Their journey

continued westward as far as the Adriatic, where they first

came into Greek hands at Dodona in Epeiros. One inter-

pretation is that the offerings were pieces of amber which

had travelled the well-established route between the Baltic

and the head of the Adriatic, but the embellishment of the

tale arose from a wish to demonstrate that the fame of Delos

had spread even beyond the limits of the known world.

Tales of Kadmos the Phoenician in the Adriatic have from

time to time encouraged notions of a Phoenician presence,

but evidence to support this has proved hard to find, and the

first historical record of a Greek is the tradition of Cretans in

Iapygia preserved by Herodotos, while Hydrous (Otranto),

described as a λιµ�ν . . . .π� τ�+ το% ?δρ�ου k τ�+ το%

’Ιον�ου κ#λπου στ#µατι in C4 by Ps.-Skylax 14, also had a

Cretan foundation legend, though no similar traditions are

attached to Barion (Bari) (Andreassi and Cataldi (1984)) or

nearby Neapolis (Menchelli et al. (1996)), both of which

later struck coins with Greek legends. The first fully docu-

mented Greek presence is that of the Eretrians of Euboia,

who had preceded the Corinthians on Melaina Korkyra,

where they had enjoyed better relations with the local

inhabitants, and also established a settlement on the island

of Orikos in the Gulf of Vlora (�Vlora above?), which 

controlled several routes to the interior.

The mineral wealth of the region is often taken as the eco-

nomic reason behind the Syracusan C4 expansion into the

upper Adriatic, but the evidence is not unequivocal. The

passage in Strabo 7.7.8 referring to the silver mines of

Damastion is often used as evidence of mineral riches, but

these may not be so relevant for Illyria.⁴ The coinage of

Damastion (May (1939)), bullion rather than commercial

according to Schwabacher (1943), reveals kinship with the

coinage of the cities of Chalkidike, e.g. Olynthos (no. 588),

rather than with that of Corinth (no. 227) and Illyria (most

recently Ceka (1994b)). Bitumen, timber (Meiggs (1982)

355–56) and slaves were probably the merchandise traded.

In spite of their earlier hostility, Corinthians along with

other Dorians collaborated with Korkyra (no. 123) in the

foundation of Epidamnos (no. 79) in 627, a city known later

as Dyrrhachion, where the main incentive may have been a

closer access to the sources of Illyrian silver. The vigorous

contests between factions linked with local peoples suggest a

community that comprised a significant element of wealth

based on commerce with the hinterland, which was partly

under the control of a civic official. The settlement later

known as Apollonia (no. 77) was founded by Corinthians

around the end of C7 and, like Epidamnos, was a point of

departure for several routes inland and was also to receive

additional settlers from Mainland Greece (historical 

surveys: Salmon (1984) 270–80; De Fidio (1994)). Famed for

its rich pastures, the territorial expansion of Apollonia is

implied in the dedication at Olympia of spoils from the

destruction of the Euboian-Lokrian settlement at

Thronion. During C6 Corinthian products begin to appear

around the northern Adriatic but not in the quantity of Attic

products in the following century. In C7 the Rhodians,

already active in the colonisation of Sicily, joined with Kos in

a settlement of Elpiai on the coast of northern Apulia, but

there is no indication that it ever flourished or contributed

significantly to any links with the local Daunians, who were

evidently less receptive than their Messapian neighbours to

the south. A late tradition attributes its foundation to

Diomedes, along with Kanousion and Arpi, for which it

served as a port, and a similar tradition existed for Sipous or

Sipontion near Manfredonia,whose name was said to derive

from the Greek word for cuttlefish (sepia). Hyria in Calabria

was reputedly settled by Cretans returning from Sicily, while

Hyrion (Uria) on the coast north of Gargano struck coins

with a Greek legend, though only in C3. The harbour of

³ Evidence of shipwrecks from C5 is reviewed by Petrić (2002).
⁴ For Damastion, the sources of silver and the significance of the C5 hoard

from Hollm in Albania, see Cabanes (2002).
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Brentesion (Brindisi (no. 78)) was never exploited before

Roman times. Though doubtless known to Greek sailors

(one tradition makes it a Cretan foundation, another attrib-

utes it to Aitolians under Diomedes) and also serving as

occasional refuge to Tarentine exiles, the settlement at

Brentesion, although remaining mainly in the hands of the

Messapians, became somewhat assimilated to a Greek polis

(see no. 78).

In C8 Corinth, under the leadership of the Bakchiadai,

initiated trading contacts in the lower Adriatic region attest-

ed by finds from Brentesion and Hydrous. There is testi-

mony of Euboian and Corinthian imports from C8 and C7f

in the settlements of the central Salentine—at Cavallino,

Vaste, but above all at Hydrous; for a survey of Greek finds

from the Salentine peninsula: D’Andria (1982), esp. 115–16

for C8 Corinthian material, (1984); Various authors (1994).

The first Greek settlement in Dalmatia apparently took

place on Melaina Korkyra early in C6 when, in alliance

against Periander of Corinth, Knidos (no. 903) with the sup-

port of Korkyra (no. 123) sent a colony to the island which

they named in honour of their ally.

Greek imports to Etruscan settlements north of the

Apennines, notably Felsina, began in C6 and probably

reached there by way of Numana, perhaps at the same time

that Sicilian exiles occupied the harbour at Ankon on the

north side of Mt. Cornero in C4e. Further north lay the

Veneti, with their distinctive culture, while to the south of

the Etruscans in the Po valley dwelt the Umbrians and

Piceni, whose principal settlements lay inland. They appear

to have made little use of the harbour at Ankon, while their

other settlements at Numana, Ariminum, Pisaurum and

Ravenna never amounted to much. Strabo 5.1.7 records a

settlement of Thessalians at Ravenna, perhaps attracted by

the horses and rich soil of the region, but in spite of assist-

ance from the Umbrians, the venture failed, perhaps

because of hostility from the Etruscans.

A large volume of Greek goods reached the port of Spina

(no. 85) and the Po valley, probably to the exclusion of any

other area.⁵ A dedication of spoils in its treasury at Delphi

may derive from a successful elimination of a local competi-

tor in open warfare. Silting from the Po was a constant threat

to the city, but more damaging was the collapse of Etruscan

power north of the Apennines in the face of the advancing

Gauls.

According to Strabo 8.6.16, Aiginetans founded a colony

en ombrikois, probably archaeologically attested in Adria

(no. 75). Adria was a slightly later foundation and was never

to match Spina in the volume of its commerce; yet it was to

enjoy a longer history probably because of its superior loca-

tion for longer distance trading in tin and similar products

with northern and western Europe.

In Dalmatia the Knidian venture on Melaina Korkyra

may have failed, but by C4e two colonies had become estab-

lished in the islands of Pharos (Hvar (no. 84)) and Issa (Vis,

(no. 81)), both of which survived until the Roman conquest.

In 385 Dionysios of Syracuse assisted the Parians to establish

a settlement on Pharos, having already sent a colony to the

Adriatic and founded “a city called Lissos” (no. 82) (Diod.

15.13.4). In the following year, after the native Illyrians had

summoned help from the mainland against the Parians, the

commander of Lissos came with a force of triremes and

inflicted heavy losses on the Illyrians in their lighter ships.

The place from which Dionysios’ fleet came could be the

later Illyrian fortress of Lissos (Lezhe) at the mouth of the

river Drin in northern Albania, which has an impressive cir-

cuit of late Hellenistic masonry fortifications, but is more

likely to be in fact the other Greek colony in the area, Issa

(Vis) on the island of the same name and known from other

evidence to be a Syracusan foundation. Issa was the more

successful of the two, later establishing settlements on

Melaina Korkyra at Lumbarda, perhaps in C3, and on the

mainland among the Illyrians at Epetion (Stobrec̆) and

Tragourion (Trogir)⁶ which still existed in C2.

Dionysios I further secured his Syracusan Adriatic

empire with new foundations in the eastern Adriatic at

Ankon (no. 76), Spina (no. 85) and Adria (no. 75); the some-

what ambiguous term “Dionysios’Adriatic empire” is wide-

ly employed in modern scholarship.

Pharos (no. 84) later fell under Illyrian control, while Issa

(no. 81) maintained an independence which ended only

when, according to one tradition, it persuaded the Romans to

cross the Adriatic and crush the Illyrian power of Agron and

Teuta. The first surviving Greek account of the Adriatic is the

Periplous of c.330, attributed to Skylax of Karyanda, which

contains some material of much earlier date (15–27). In addi-

tion to the names of native peoples and places, including sev-

eral “cities” of the Liburnians in the north-east Adriatic and

those of the main Greek settlements, the text records the

Greek names for several of the lesser islands (Elektrides,

Apsyrtai, Mentorides, Proterius, Krateia, Olunta, Melite and

Elaphites).

⁵ Greek imports in Istria and Kvarner are surveyed by Mihovilić (2002).
⁶ For archaeological evidence for Greek settlement, including walls and

votives, see Kovac̆ić (2002) and Babić (2002).
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1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Bouthoe (Βουθ#η, Βουθο�η) Ps.-Skylax 24–25 (.µ-

π#ριον?); Etym. Magn. 207.11 (π#λις τ8ς ’Ιλλυρ�δος);

Steph. Byz. 219.19 (π#λις ’Ιλλυρ�δος). The few Greek

remains are primarily from the Hellenistic-Roman 

cemetery (Papović and Popović Ljubis̆a (1996)).

Barr. 49, C.

Elpiai (’Ελπ�αι) Strabo 14.2.10; Steph. Byz. 269.15 (π#λις

.ν ∆αυν�οις,κτ�σµα ‘Ροδ�ων). Lycoph. Alex. 1129 (π#λις).

Possibly a joint Rhodian and Koan colony which dis-

appeared in face of Daunian hostilities (Tiné Bertocchi

(1989); Lamboley (1996) 21–32). Barr. 45, AC.

Hydrous (‘Υδρο%ς, ‘Υδρ#εις) Ps.-Skylax 14 (λιµ�ν), 27

(π#λις .ν τ=8 ’Ιαπυγ��α); Steph. Byz. 62.3 (’Ιαπυγ�ας

π#λις), 646.13 (π#λις ’Ιταλ�ας); Strabo 6.3.5 (πολ�χνη);

Paus. 6.19.9. Allegedly founded by Cretans guided by

Biennos (Steph. Byz. 169.3–4). Though Hellenised to some

extent, it was principally an indigenous site, and almost all

remains are Roman (D’Andria and Moreschini (1994);

Lamboley (1996) 207–13). Barr. 45, AC.

Hyria (‘Υρ�α; ‘Υρ�η) Hdt. 7.170.2 (π#λις); a Iapygian–

Messapian polis allegedly founded by the Cretans under

Minos (Hdt. 7.170.2; cf. D’Andria (1993); Lamboley (1996)

120–35). Barr. 45, AC.

Kallipolis (Καλλ�πολις) Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 19.3

(.π�νειον). Allegedly an apoikia of Leukippos, but no Greek

remains have been found (Lamboley (1996) 243–45). Barr.

45, AC.

Pellion (Π/λλιον; Pelion) Arr. Anab. 1.5.5 (π#λις); Livy

31.40.4 (urbs).Pelion was a city in the Dassaretis (Hammond

and Walbank (1988) 41 n. 1; Ceka (1990) fig. 1.20; Wilkes

(1992) 123–24). Bosworth (1980) 68–70 argues that Arrian’s

Pellion is Pella.Barr.49,H,but C must be added, if the ident-

ity between Π/λλιον and Pelion is accepted.

Rhodiai (‘Ροδ�αι) Strabo 6.3.5 (π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς); Ptol.

3.1.67. A Messapian city partly Hellenised by C4 (Ciongoli

(1990); Lamboley (1996) 171–81). Barr. 45, AC.

Thronion (Θρ#νιον) CEG 390 (C5m) � I.Apoll. 303; Paus.

5.22.3 (π#λισµα (rC5m)). Unlocated but situated some-

where in the Abantis region, south-south-east of Apollonia,

probably near Amantia (Hammond (1967) 384–85, 493–95,

523; Ceka (1990) 217); Cabanes (1995) 32. Barr. 49, C.

Planned but unlocated Athenian colony An Athenian

decree of 325/4 lists ships and equipment for a colony

(apoikia) in the Adriatic (IG ii² 1629.165–271 �Tod 200). The

location of the planned colony is unknown and a matter of

conjecture—somewhere in the vicinity of Adria (no. 75) and

Spina (no. 85), where Athens had strong C5 trade contacts, or

on the coast of Apulia in the southern Adriatic. Possibly the

settlement was never realised, though the use of the term

epoikoi (224–25) may indicate that a foundation was indeed

carried out (Braccesi (1977) 296–300); the term has even been

taken to indicate a strengthening of an already existing

emporion (Fantasia (1972) 137). The site-classification used in

the decree is “naval station” (220: να�σταθµον).

The oecist was Miltiades of Lakiadai, probably a descen-

dant of the younger Miltiades. The foundation was planned

as a protection (φυλακ�) against Tyrrhenian pirates—by

Tyrrhenoi are probably meant Etruscans, though other

meanings cannot be excluded (Braccesi (1977) 287–96). For

the historical significance of the decree, see Vallet (1950);

Fantasia (1972) 136–39; Braccesi (1977) 300–6; Leschhorn

(1984) 186–88.

Two foundations by Dionysios the Younger Two colonies

in Apulia founded by Dionysios II in 359/8 are mentioned by

Diod. 16.5.3, but without any information about their names

and locations. The purpose was protection against Illyrian

pirates, and the foundations were most likely on the coast.

The sites are unknown, but conjectures have been put for-

ward, such as Hydrous, Istros, Neapolis and others (survey

in Uggeri (2002) 312–13).

II. The Poleis

75. Adria Map. 40. Lat. 45.05, long. 12.05. Size of territory:

? Type: C:β. The toponym is ?δρ�α, ! (Hecat. fr. 90; Strabo

5.1.8, MSS) or ?τρ�α (Strabo 5.1.8; Steph. Byz. 143.16). The

only source for a city-ethnic is Steph. Byz. 29.3–4. Hsch. s.v.

?δριανο� refers to the Celtic tribes living along the coastline

of the Adriatic. Adria is called a polis in the urban sense by

Strabo, once illustrious, but in his own times a polismation

(5.1.8 (rC5–C4)); in Hecat. fr. 90 we have no guarantee that

the classification of Adria as a polis stems from Hekataios.

Adria was possibly a C6l foundation of Aigina (no.358), as

indicated by some of the C5f dedicatory graffiti in the

Aiginetan alphabet from the site, combined with Strabo

8.6.16: �πο�κους δ’ �στειλαν Α2γιν8ται ε]ς . . .

’Οµβρικο�ς (Colonna (1974); Dubois, IGDGG pp. 181–87);
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however, a graffito in the Ionic alphabet is also known from

the site (Johnston (1979)). The foundation myths are linked

with the local dynast Adrios, son of Ionios (Theopomp. fr.

128) or with Diomedes (Steph. Byz. 143.16, see supra 000). In

C4f Adria was, apparently, refounded by Dionysios I

(Theopomp. fr. 128; Tzetzes ad Lycophr. 631; Etym. Magn.

18.54–57). According to Just. Epit. 20.1.9, Adria was a Greek

foundation (Graeca urbs); whereas the city was founded by

the Etruscans according to Plutarch and other Roman

sources (Plut. Cam. 16; Livy 5.33.7; Plin. HN 3.120).

Adria rose alongside an ancient branch of the river Po

(between the Adige and the Po), in the territory of the

Henetikians (Venetians) (implicitly Strabo 5.1.7), today

about 25 km from the coast of the Adriatic Sea, which took

its name from the city (Strabo 5.1.8; cf. also 7.5.9), if not from

the river Adria (Steph. Byz. 28.14–15). If the conjecture of an

Aiginetan foundation (supra) is valid, Adria lay in the terri-

tory of the Ombriakians (Umbrians). However, the border-

line between Venetian and Umbrian territory is rather fluid

(cf. Colonna (1974) 11–12) and, according to Steph. Byz.

143.16, Adria was situated in Tyrrhenia.

There are no extant urban Greek remains, though there

are vestiges of housing structures in wood, as known from

Venetian palafittic habitation structures. Attic sherds from

the settlement area attest contact with the Greek world

already from C6f, culminating in C5–C4, but decreasing in

the course of C4 (Colonna (1974) 5; Giangiulio (1984) 44),

and there is no archaeological evidence of a c.385 foundation

by Dionysios I. By C4m Adria fell victim to invasions by the

Gauls (Ps.-Skylax 18.2, see Colonna (1974) 11–12; Peretti

(1979) 201–2).

Dedicatory graffiti to Apollo (IGDGG no. 70) and Eris(?)

(IGDGG no. 72) have revealed a Greek sanctuary, no other

language being represented among the finds (Colonna

(1974) 8–10). The archaeological evidence, including the

nomenclature of the graffiti, suggests that C4 Syracusan set-

tlers at Adria were anticipated by settlers from Aigina.

Evidence of public works is scarce; the philistina fossa of

Plin. HN 3.16.120–21 has tentatively been interpreted as a

canal or drainage system built by Philistos the Syracusan

sent into exile by Dionysios I, with his residence at Adria(?).

The evidence is tenuous, and Philistos may have been exiled

in the Adriatic generally speaking or at Epeiros (Wikén

(1937) 144–45; cf. Fogolari and Scarfi (1970) 36 n. 23).

Extensive cemeteries east, south and south-west of the set-

tlement are mainly C4 and Roman. Tombs from the Archaic

period are so far rarely attested (Giangiulio (1984) 43).

As for the Late Classical period, it should be noted that the

tradition found in Just. Epit 20.1.9: Adria . . . Graeca urbs,

reflects the undoubted presence of Greeks at Adria, and the

Greek foundation myth according to which Adria was

founded by Diomedes (supra) may reflect a C4 attempt to

legitimise Syracuse’s Adriatic empire (Briquel (1987)

257–59).

Most likely we have to do with a Greek trading station in

Etruscan-Venetian territory—the pre-Roman finds have

revealed very strong ties with Etruscan culture; from C4s the

site was occupied by the Gauls.

76. Ankon (Ankonites) Map 42. Lat. 43.35, long. 13.30.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β, see infra. The toponym is

?γκ)ν, t (Ps.-Skylax 16; Strabo 6.3.10). The city-ethnic is

?νκωνε�της (I.Dyrrh. 20 (C2–C1)) or ?γκων�της (SGDI

2612.3; Steph. Byz. 18.17–18, quoting Artemidoros). Ankon is

called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 16 and

described retrospectively as a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς by Strabo

5.4.2 (r387). The internal and collective use of the city-ethnic

is probably attested in abbreviated form on some C3–C2

bronze coins (ΑΓΚΩΝ, SNG Cop. Italy 82–83). The exter-

nal and individual use is found in a Delphic proxeny decree

of 167 (SGDI 2612.3).

According to Strabo 5.4.2, Ankon was colonised c.387 by

Syracusan refugees who had fled from Dionysios I, but the

city may have been part of Dionysios’ Adriatic empire, and

he may have been responsible for the settlement (Woodhead

(1970) 511–12; Braccesi (1977) 220–22).According to Plin.HN

3.111, Ankon was, with Numana, a foundation of the Sikeloi,

and according to Catullus (36.13) and Juvenal (4.40), the city

was a Doric foundation. Strabo 5.4.2 locates Ankon in

Pikenian territory, Ps.-Skylax 16 among the Umbrians.

Braccesi and others seem to hold that Ankon was a Greek

trading post, possibly strengthened during the reign of

Dionysios I and his expansion into the Adriatic, but not a

colonial foundation with a well-defined urban layout

(Braccesi (1977) 220–23, 246); cf. Spina (no. 85) and Adria

(no. 75).

The C7 indigenous settlement rose on a coastal, bow-

shaped promontory which enclosed a harbour (Strabo 5.4.2;

settlement history: Luni (1995) 193–96 fig. 4). The settlement

consisted of an acropolis with a sanctuary and, below, a

town comprising both a public area and a habitation area—

at least in Roman times. There are remains of a C4 circuit

wall fortifying the acropolis (Sebastiani (1983)). The urban

remains are mainly Roman, but there are sporadic finds of

Greek sherds, mainly Attic of C6–C5. The remains of a

Greek temple on the acropolis have been dated to the period
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of Dionysios I, c.380–370, or to the period of Agathokles,

316–289 (Bacchielli (1985); D’Andria (2002) 120–22). The

sources suggest a temple dedicated to Aphrodite, perhaps

Euploia. But by analogy with various Dorian/Corinthian

Aphrodite sanctuaries, Cordano (1993) prefers Aphrodite

Akraia; cf. Juvenal (4.40) and Catullus (36.16.13) and the

obverse type of the C3s–C2 coins (SNG Cop. Italy 82–83). It

has recently been suggested that the Syracusan (Dionysian)

settlement was located on the neighbouring hill of

Montagnolo (EAA sec. suppl. 1971–94 1 (1994) 224).

77. Apollonia (Apolloniates) Map 49. Lat. 40.45, long.

19.30. Size of territory: probably 5. Type: A:α. The toponym

is ?πολλων�α, ! (Hdt. 9.92–93; I.Apoll. 303 �CEG 390

(C5m)). The city-ethnic is ?πολλωνι�της (Hdt. 9.92.2;

CID ii 4.i.18 (360)). Apollonia is called a polis both in the

urban sense (Hdt. 9.93.1, 94.2; Ps.-Skylax 26) and in the

political sense (Arist. Pol. 1290b11–12). In the accounts of the

Delphic naopoioi, Apollonia is listed under the heading

π#λεις κα� 2δι+ται (CID ii 4.i.14, ii.1–22 (360)). The cit-

izens are described as astoi in Hdt. 9.93–94. The collective

use of the ethnic is attested externally in the dedication on a

victory memorial set up by the Apolloniates at Olympia

(CEG 390 � I.Apoll. 303), also cited by Paus. 5.22.3 (cf. infra),

and in CEG 809 � I.Apoll. 307 (C4m). The individual use of

the ethnic is attested externally in literary sources (Hdt.

9.92.2) and in inscriptions (F.Delphes iii.1 4.3 � I.Apoll. 304

(C4f); IG ii² 350.10 �SEG 35 77 (C4s)).

According to Thuc. 1.26.2, Apollonia was founded by

Corinthians (no. 227) only (cf. Braccesi (1977) 92 n. 4), and

according to Plut. Mor. 552E the contingent was led by

Periander, which suggests a date of c.600 for the foundation.

According to a variant tradition, a contingent of 200

Corinthians was led by one Gylax, after whom the city was

named Gylakeia (Steph. Byz. 105.22, 214.9–10; cf. Γυ�λε5ον

πεδ�ον in a second century ad inscription from Apollonia,

I.Apoll. 213). Alternatively, Ps.-Skymnos 439–40 and Strabo

7.5.8 claim that Apollonia was founded by colonists from

Corinth and Korkyra (no. 123) (I.Dyrrh. 29). In Pol.

1303a25–28, 36–38,Aristotle adduces Apollonia as an (undat-

ed) example of stasis caused by the arrival of new colonists.

The foundation myth told by the Apolloniates was that their

city had been founded by Apollo (CEG 390 � I.Apoll.

303 �Paus. 5.22.3; cf. coins of the Roman period (Head,

HN ² 314)).

The tradition mentioning Periander indicates that the

foundation took place during his reign, although his personal

involvement remains uncertain (cf. Berve (1967) 21; Salmon

(1984) 211; foundation chronology c.600: Van Compernolle

(1953); Ducat (1962) 174–78).The foundation of Apollonia and

Epidamnos (no. 79) probably reflects Corinthian expansion

in the Adriatic after the subjugation of Korkyra (Salmon

(1984) 222–24) and Corinthian trade attracted by the mineral

wealth of the region (Braccesi (1977) 98–103).

The lack of Protocorinthian pottery confirms a founda-

tion date of c.600 (Mano (1983) 232–34; Apollonia d’Illyrie iv.

855). The population was Hellenic, and the colonists from

Corinth and Korkyra were reinforced by most of the inhab-

itants of Dyspontion (no. 250) near Olympia, who are said

to have fled to Epidamnos and Apollonia after the destruc-

tion of their city c.570 (Strabo 8.3.32; Ducat (1962) 175–76).

The growth and territorial aspirations of Apollonia may

have led to conflict with neighbouring settlements, such as

the C5m war with Thronion in the Abantis attested in the

inscription from Olympia (also cited by Paus. 5.22.3) which

commemorates spoils taken from Thronion by the

Apolloniates (I.Apoll. 303 (C5m); cf. Hammond (1967)

493–95). Paus. 5.22.4 records that spoils were also given to

the Corinthians. For Apollonia’s dominance over Thronion

and Byllis (no. 92), see Hammond (1967) 523. In the conflict

between Corinth and Korkyra in 435 Apollonia sided with

Corinth (Thuc. 1.26.2; see Salmon (1984) 274–80). In C4m

the Apolloniates are listed in the Corinthian inscription

commemorating Timoleon’s victory over Carthage at the

river Krimissos in 344 (CEG 809 � I.Apoll. 307; see Talbert

(1974) 76–77).

The constitution was organised democratically, but

offices of state were restricted to the descendants of the orig-

inal colonists, who constituted a minority of the citizens

(Arist. Pol. 1290b11–14). This peculiar form of democracy

may have been preceded by an oligarchy which was over-

turned because the ruling oligarchs embezzled public

money (Arist. Pol. 1305b39–40 with 1306a6–9). However, the

chronology is uncertain, and the sequence of constitutions

may have been the opposite (cf. Aubonnet in the Budé edn.,

p. 161 n. 5). The polis was famous for its good laws

(ε(νοµωτ�τη, Strabo 7.5.8), and is reputed to have prac-

tised expulsion of foreigners (xenelasia) on the Spartan

model (Ael. VH 13.15). There is a C4s Delphic proxeny decree

for a citizen of Apollonia (I.Apoll. 310), and an Apolloniate is

granted isopoliteia in the Molossian kingdom by a federal

decree of c.343–331 (I.Apoll. 308). Apollonia figures in the

C4s Argive list of theorodokoi as one of the most northerly

cities of the itinerary (SEG 23 189.i.14 � I.Apoll. 309).

Communal oracle consultations at Dodona and Delphi are

reported in an anecdote told at Hdt. 9.93–95; cf. Fontenrose
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(1978) Q161. Meneptolemos of Apollonia was victorious in

the boys’ race c.504–500 (Paus. 6.14.13; Olympionikai 162).

The colony was founded near the coast, .ν τ�+ ’Ιων��ω

κ#λπ�ω (Hdt. 9.92.2), in the land of the Taulantioi (Ps.-

Skylax 26), and now lies between the estuaries of the river

Seman (ancient Apsos) and the river Vjosë (ancient Aous) at

modern Pojani in southern Albania (morphology and site

plan: Apollonia d’Illyrie i. 523–26 fig. 3). The name of the 

territory was ! ?πολλων�α χ)ρα (Hdt. 9.93.1, 94.2).

Coin finds show that C4 Apollonia had contacts over a wide

territory, perhaps as extensive as modern Albania (Mano

(1976) fig. 3). There are traces of indigenous settlements and

ancient routes in the territory (Praschniker (1922–24) fig. 2),

remains of a C4 Doric temple of unknown cult at Stylassi

c.800 m south of the city, no longer extant (Praschniker

(1922–24) 40–42 fig. 14; I.Dyrrh. 14), and some indications of

a river harbour on the Aous (Praschniker (1922–24) 55–57).

Most of the urban remains are Hellenistic or Roman, and

are dispersed along the crest and on the slopes of the range

of hills on which the city was founded. A C6? ashlar circuit

wall fortified the acropolis and upper settlement area (c.20

ha). The lower city (c.110 ha) was protected by an extensive

C4–C3 ashlar and brick circuit wall, furnished with a num-

ber of gates (Koch (1989) 218–20; Apollonia d’Illyrie ii.

763–78; Apollonia d’Illyrie iii. 977–85; Apollonia d’Illyrie iv.

857–60); the city withstood sieges in C4l (Diod. 19.70.7

(r314); 81.1 (r312)). A C6s Doric hexastyle temple was raised

on the southern peak of the acropolis; fragments of a C6

sculptural frieze reveal Ionic traits. The cult was that of

Apollo (I.Apoll. 315.51) and possibly Artemis (Apollonia

d’Illyrie i. 529). Public buildings below the acropolis consist

of a C4s urban temple (Apollonia d’Illyrie iii. 976), a C3m

theatre seating c.8,000 (Isler, TGR i. 227), C4–C3 stoas and a

C3 nymphaeum (Strabo 9.3.16; see Koch (1989) 222–25), and

various structures probably from the time of Dionysios I

(Lamboley (2002)). There are vestiges of an urban layout

dating to 450–380, with a street grid of 61 m � 61 m and

streets 5.95–6.30 m wide (Koch (1989) 218–19).

The cemeteries were laid out in the Kryegyata valley east

of the city: C7l–C5 tumuli and sarcophagi, C4–C3 chamber

tombs, C3–C1 cremation tombs (Ceka (1994a); Apollonia

d’Illyrie iv. 854–56). Tomb gifts and rites were similar to

those at Epidamnos and Korkyra (Mano (1983) 232).

The major cult was probably that of Apollo, as indicated

by the foundation myth (supra) as well as the name of the

city. Also, the Apolloniatans dedicated summer crops fash-

ioned in gold to the Delphic Apollo (Plut. Mor. 402A). Other

communal cults are Helios (Hdt. 9.93) and Artemis, also fre-

quently invoked (I.Apoll. 1, 33). C3l inscriptions with dedica-

tions to Artemis Limnatis and Artemis Proscopa show the

importance of her cult (cf. Cabanes (1986) 152–55, and coin

evidence).

The calendar month Haliotropios (I.Apoll. 315.2) and

Psydreos (I.Apoll.387 (C4l)) are known also from Ambrakia,

Bouthrotos, Dodona, Epidamnos and Korkyra, and suggest

a Corinthian origin for the calendar (Hadzis (1994);

Trümpy, Monat. 155–59).

Apollonia struck silver coins c.450–350. Denominations:

stater (didrachms), tridrachms and drachms. Korkyraian

types: obv. cow suckling calf; rev. stellate squares; legend:

ΑΠ (SNG Cop. Illyricum 370). Bronze coins were struck

from C4l. Types: obv. lyre; rev. obelisk of Apollo; legend:

ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΟΣ (Lacroix (1965) 155). From C4m staters

on the Corinthian standard and with Corinthian types and

legend: ΑΠΟΛ (Kraay (1976) 126).

78. Brentesion (Brendesinos) Map. 45. Lat. 40.40, long.

18.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is

Βρεντ/σιον, τ# (Hdt. 4.99.5) or Βρεντ�σιον (Etym. Magn.

212.23). The city-ethnic is Βρενδεσ5νος (IG xiv 672 (C5m))

or Βρεντ/σιος (Heracl. Lemb. 56) or Βρεντ/σινος (Polyb.

10.1.8–9; Strabo 6.3.6). Brentesion is called a polis in late

sources only, in Polyb. 10.1.9 referring to the Roman colony

of C3m and retrospectively in Strabo 6.3.6 referring to the

mythical period. Strabo describes Brentesion as a barbarian

city in territory opposed to that of the Tarantines and with a

Messapian name. However, its status as a Greek or at least

partly Hellenised polis of the Classical period is indicated by

a C5m kerykeion inscribed δαµ#σιον Θουρ�ων. δαµ#σιον

Βρενδεσ�νων (IG xiv 672 � Jeffery, LSAG 284 no. 13, pl. 54),

perhaps a testimony of an alliance between Brentesion and

Thourioi (De Simone (1956); Greco (1993) 302). Though not

explicitly mentioned in the sources, Brentesion must have

played a leading role in the Iapygian wars with Taras (no. 71)

and Rhegion (no. 68) (Hdt. 7.170.3; Diod. 11.52 (r473)). The

importance of its use as a port is attested in Hdt. 4.99.5,

where we find the term limen. π#λις βασιλευοµ/νη at

Strabo 6.3.6 concerns the mythical period but may refer to

the Messapian kingships (C5). A boule of the Brendisioi is

known from a late source (Roman),but it is of some import-

ance because it refers to a Greek philosopher (IG xiv 674;

Ghinatti (1996) 120). The foundation story of Brentesion

has Cretan elements (Strabo 6.3.6), as has the origin of the

Iapygians (Hdt. 7.170.2; Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 6), per-

haps an indication of early Hellenisation. According to

Strabo 6.3.6, Phalanthos of Taras settled in Brentesion when
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he had been exiled from Taras, a tradition perhaps reflecting

early contacts between the Greek colony and Iapygia

(Fantasia (1972) 119–20).

The epigraphic evidence is mainly Messapian, the Greek

inscriptions being primarily from the Roman period.

Archaeological remains are mainly Hellenistic (Cataldi

(1985); Lamboley (1996) 58–79).

79. Epidamnos (Epidamnios)/Dyrrhachion (Dyrrachinos)

Map 49. Lat. 41.20, long. 19.25. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α.

The toponym is ’Επ�δαµνος, ! (Thuc. 1.2.1; SEG 43 335

(C6s)). The city-ethnic is ’Επιδ�µνιος (Hdt. 6.127.2; IG ii²

350.9 (331/0), 3052.2 (328/7)). The later toponym, ∆υρρ�χιον

(Strabo 7.5.8), is first attested in the C3l Delphic list of theo-

rodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) iv.57), whereas the corresponding

city-ethnic, ∆υρ(ρ)�χινος, is attested on coins as early as

C5m (infra). Epidamnos is called a polis in the urban sense

(Thuc. 1.24.1; Ps.-Skylax 26), in the territorial sense (Thuc.

1.24.5–6), and in the political sense (Thuc. 1.25.1). In Arist. Pol.

1304a13–14, Epidamnos is one of six communities subsumed

under the heading polis (1303b32). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra) and external-

ly in Thuc. 1.24.1. For the individual and external use, see

?µφ�µνηστος ’Επιστρ#φου ’Επιδ�µνιος, one of the suit-

ors of Agariste of Sikyon (Hdt. 6.127.2 (r c.580)), and the Attic

citizenship decree for a named Epidamnian (IG ii² 350 �SEG

35 77 (C4s)). It is implicitly described as patre (� patris) in

Hdt. 6.127.1–4.

Epidamnos was founded in either 627 or 625 (Hieron.

Chron. 97b, Helm) by Korkyraians (no. 123) (Thuc. 1.24.1;

Ps.-Skymnos 435–36) assisted by some Corinthians (no.227)

and other Dorians (Thuc. 1.24.2). The oecist was Φαλ�ος

’Ερατοκλε�δου Κορ�νθιος, a descendant of Herakles, and

he was summoned from Korkyra’s metropolis in accordance

with ancestral traditions (Thuc. 1.24.2). Epidamnos and

Apollonia (no. 77) were the only true C7 colonies in the

Adriatic, the outcome of Corinthian expansion and trade

attracted by the mineral wealth of the region (Braccesi

(1977) 98–103). In c.570 inhabitants from the destroyed

Eleian city of Dyspontion (no. 250) migrated to Epidamnos

and Apollonia (Strabo 8.3.32; for the chronology: Ducat

(1962) 175–76). The city was strong and populous (Thuc.

1.24.3), but civil strife over many years (στασι�σαντες) and

wars with the neighbouring indigenous towns left it weak.

Internal strife led ultimately to the conflicts between

Epidamnos, Korkyra and Corinth. C.437 the demos expelled

the aristocratic faction (οH δυνατο�), which then concluded

an alliance with the neighbouring peoples and with

Korkyra. In 435 Epidamnos sent envoys (presbeis) to

Korkyra pleading mediation, but this was rejected (Thuc.

1.24.5–7). Following the advice of Delphi, the Epidamnians

gave up their colony to Corinth, a garrison of Corinthians

was sent to the aid of Epidamnos,and the Epidamnians were

reinforced by new colonists of Corinthians, Leukadians (no.

126) and Ambrakiots (no. 113) (Thuc. 1.25), who obtained

equal rights with the other citizens (Thuc. 1.27.1). The result

was a siege of the city by the Korkyraians and the exiled

Epidamnians (Thuc. 1.26.5). The war between Corinth and

Korkyra led to the defeat of the Corinthian fleet, the con-

quest of Epidamnos in 434, and the reintroduction of an

“aristocratic” constitution (for the “Kerkyraika” (Thuc.

1.24–55), see Hornblower (1991) 66–97; Salmon (1984)

282–85; for the stasis, see Gehrke, Stasis 60–62).

There are few sources for the later history of Epidamnos

and Apollonia (no. 77), but in the C4s Illyrian kings came to

play a major part. Epidamnos was given over to Glaukias,

king of the Illyrians, by the Korkyraians in 313 (Diod. 19.78.1),

and Illyrian dynasts may have been in power before this if

coin legends naming Monoun, basileos, are C4s and refer to

the father of Glaukias, as argued by Ceka (1972) 25–27.

The constitution was originally a narrow oligarchy which

was changed piecemeal into a more moderate form of oli-

garchy (Arist. Pol. 1301b14–15): the phylarchs were replaced

by a council (boule); among the full citizens (politeuma) the

magistrates were under obligation to attend the assembly

(heliaia); and the single archon was another oligarchic 

element of the constitution (Arist. Pol. 1301b21–25). After a

stasis probably in 437, the oligarchic constitution was

changed into a democracy: the people (demos) exiled the

members of the ruling class (hoi dynatoi, Thuc. 1.24.5), and

citizens hitherto excluded from the politeia were apparently

enfranchised (Arist. Pol. 1304a13–17). But in 433 the

Epidamnian democrats had to surrender the city to the

besieging Korkyraians on the following terms: the new

colonists were sold into slavery, the Corinthian garrison was

imprisoned (Thuc. 1.29.5), and the exiles were restored to

Epidamnos (Diod. 12.30.5). As a result, the constitution was

changed once again: one supreme official (arche) was in

charge of the (financial) administration (Arist. Pol.

1287a4–8), and another official, called poletes, was in charge

of all trade between Epidamnos and its barbarian neigh-

bours (Plut. Mor. 297F). Artisans employed on public works

were public slaves (Arist. Pol. 1267b16–19).

Epidamnos was situated in Illyris, in the territory of the

Taulantioi, an Illyrian tribe (ethnos, Thuc. 1.24.1), on the

coast at modern Durrës in central Albania.
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The town was founded on an isthmus (Thuc. 1.26),

according to some later sources the name of the peninsula

was Dyrrhachion (Eratosthenes apud Steph. Byz. 244.10–11;

cf. Strabo 7.5.8), whereas according to App. B Civ. 2.39

Dyrrachion was the name of the harbour, Epidamnos the

name of the upper city. According to Paus. 6.10.8, there was

a short distance between the two cities. However, there is no

archaeological evidence for separate settlements. The few

Greek remains lie beneath the Roman, mediaeval and mod-

ern city, but they confirm a foundation date of c.625 (Hidri

(1987)); see also D’Andria (1990) 285 for noteworthy early

Archaic finds and also now Davis, et al. (2003). There are

architectural remains of two C6l sanctuaries situated on the

outskirts of the modern city, but the location in relation to

the ancient city is unknown (Korkuti (1994) 403). A fortifi-

cation wall is implicitly attested for the 430s by Thuc. 1.26.5.

A cult of Herakles is deduced from a C6–C5 relief of

Herakles with votive inscription (I.Dyrrh. 1); a C4–C3

inscription mentions Asklepios (I.Dyrrh. 2); and a C4–C3

inscription the theoi megaloi (I.Dyrrh. 3 (restored)). Coins

offer evidence of cults of Herakles and Zeus (infra).

According to Paus. 6.19.8, the Epidamnians dedicated a

treasury at Olympia, now identified in foundation III of the

Treasury Terrace. C6s roof fragments have been assigned to

the building (Mallwitz (1972) 165–71; Mertens-Horn and

Viola (1990) 239–40). Kleosthenes, son of Pontis, from

Epidamnos, was victor in the chariot race at Olympia in 516

(Paus. 6.10.6; Olympionikai 141).

The names of the months Haliotropios (I.Magnesia

46.3 �Rigsby no. 96), Apellaios, Machaneus and Panamos

(I.Dyrrh. 580, 582–83) suggest a Corinthian origin for the

calendar (Hadzis (1994): Trümpy, Monat. 161).

Dyrrhachion struck coins (1) c.450–350, staters with

Korkyraian types: obv. cow suckling calf; rev. stellate

squares; legend: ∆ΥΡ, or ∆ (SNG Cop. Illyricum 421–28);

(2) c.350–229, staters on the Corinthian standard and with

Corinthian types: obv. Pegasos; rev. Athena, behind club;

legend: ∆ΥΡΑΧΙΝΩΝ, ∆ΥΡ, ∆ (SNG Cop. Illyricum

429–32); (3) c.300–200, drachms with Corinthian types: obv.

head of Herakles; rev. Pegasos; legend as supra (SNG Cop.

433–42) (Ceka (1972) 22, 57–66).An otherwise unknown C4s

Illyrian dynast, Monoun, struck tridrachms of Korkyraian

type with the legend ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩ ΜΟΝΟΥΝΙΟΥ ∆ΥΡ

(Ceka (1972) 23–27; SNG Cop. Illyricum 528). (4) Bronze

coins were struck from C4l: obv. head of Dodonaian Zeus;

rev. tripod; legend: ∆ΥΡ, and magistrates’ names (SNG

Cop. Illyricum 501–23; Ceka (1972) dates to C4). Three silver

staters (obv. head of Athena, rev. Pegasos, legend: Ε orΕ and

q) struck in C5 and probably prior to the Peloponnesian

War may represent the earliest coins of the city (using the

name Epidamnos) presumably struck in collaboration with

Corinth (no. 227). Kraay (1976) 84 no. 248; Miraj (2002).

80. Herakleia (Herakleiotes) Map 20. Unlocated. Type

A:α. The toponym is ‘Ηρακλε�α, ! (Ps.-Skylax 22). The

city-ethnic is attested in the collective and internal sense on

C4 coins: ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΟΤΑΝ (infra). Herakleia is called a

polis Hellenis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 22. Its status as

a polis in the political sense is indicated by the C4 mint

(infra).

Herakleia had a harbour (limen, Ps.-Skylax 22), but its

location has not been established satisfactorily. Its origin is

unknown, though most scholars take it to be one of the

Adriatic foundations of Dionysios I (see coin evidence

below). Herakleia is usually located on the island of Pharos,

where most of the coins have been found (Bruns̆mid (1898)

54; Dukat and Mirnik (1976) 181–82. For a recent suvey of

coin distribution, see Kirigin (1990) 294–95). Attempts to

identify Herakleia with various sites in the eastern Adriatic,

such as the Knidian foundation on Korkyra Melaina, are

unconvincing (Braccesi (1977) 106–8).

Herakleia struck bronze coins in C4 on the Syracusan

standard. Types: (1) obv. Herakles; rev. bow and club; legend:

ΗΡΑ or ΗΡΑΚ or ΗΡΑΚΛ or ΗΡΑΚΛΕ (Bruns̆mid

(1898) 1–15; SNG Cop. Illyricum 535–37), and in one case

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΟΤΑΝ (Dukat and Mirnik (1976) 181). (2)

C4(?), obv. female head; rev. dolphin; legend: HRA

(Bruns̆mid (1898) 16).

81. Issa (Issaios) Map 20, island. Lat. 43.05, long. 16.05;

city not indicated on map. Size of territory: 3. Type: A:α. The

toponym ; Ισσα, ! is used about both the island and the city

(Ps.-Skylax 23). At Diod. 15.13.4, contra e.g. Stylianou (1998)

193–95, one should reject ; Ισσαν as a plausible emendation

of MS Λισσ#ν or Λ�σον. For the emendation of 15.14.2, see

infra. The city-ethnic is ; Ισσαιος (Syll.³ 141.2 (C4–C3)). Issa

is called a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

23. That Issa was a polis in the political sense too is indicated

by its mint (infra) and the colonisation decree of c.300

(infra). The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is

attested in the colonisation decree (Syll.³ 141.2) and on C3

bronze coins (infra).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 413–14, Issa was a Syracusan

foundation (apoikia),and this tradition is confirmed by some

of the names of the c.250 Issaian colonists sent to Melaina

Korkyra (no. 83) (SEG 40 511, 43 348). Issa is normally believed

to have been founded by Dionysios I in connection with his
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establishment of colonies in the Adriatic (Diod. 15.13.1–5

(r385); see esp. Braccesi (1977) 230–32; Stylianou (1998) 196),

although there is no unequivocal literary or archaeological

evidence for this (cf. Beaumont (1936) 202; and see infra), and

archaeological evidence indicates a settlement of Greeks

prior to Dionysios’ interference (Sanader (2002)), just as spo-

radic finds of Archaic Greek pottery from Issa and Pharos

attest earlier contacts with the Greek world; also, the hero

Ionios, though first attested on C4 coins from Issa (infra),

may have had an earlier cult on the island of Issa (Braccesi

(1977) 75–76, 229 n. 106).

Issa served as a naval station when Dionysios’ governor

(eparchos) of Issa in 384 engaged in a naval battle against the

Illyrians in support of the Knidian colony of Pharos (Diod.

15.14.2,where ; Ισσ=η is a plausible conjecture for MSS Λισσ�+

or Λισσ=8 or Λ�ισ=η (Vial (Budé), followed by Fraser (1993)

169 and Stylianou (1998) 197; the emendation is rejected by

Woodhead (1970) 508 n. 1 and Braccesi (1977) 227–32; how-

ever, the distance makes it unlikely that Dionysios’ ships

came from Lissos). The presence of a Syracusan eparchos at

Issa indicates that the colony was a dependent polis.

The main source for the political organisation of Issa is a

colonisation decree of c.300–250 (Syll.³ 141 �Staatsverträge

451), passed by the demos (l. 3: �δοξε τ�+ δ�µ�ω). The epony-

mous official is a hieromnamon (l. 1), and the Issaians sent as

colonists to Melaina Korkyra are divided into the three

Doric tribes: Dymanes, Hylleis and Pamphyloi (18ff). The

decree was passed in the month of Machaneus (1), also

attested in the Korkyraian calendar (Trümpy, Monat. 161).

The decree was previously connected with Dionysios I’s

activities in the northern Adriatic and dated c.385 (Syll.³

141), but has later been downdated to c.300 (Fraser (1993)

170ff; C4–C3 in LGPN 3) or C3f (Rendić-Mioc̆ević (1965);

Woodhead (1970) 508–10; cf. SEG 43 348).

Issa is situated at modern Vis on the north side of the

island off the coast of ancient Dalmatia, on a slope on the

west side of a large bay, one of the largest natural ports of

Dalmatia. The immediate hinterland covers about 1,000 ha,

but Issa probably controlled the entire island, a territory of

about 140 km². Possible evidence for Greek land division is

identified by Zaninović (2002). Greek finds go back to the

Archaic period, though the nature of the finds is uncertain

(Kirigin (1990) 303, 310). There are few urban remains of the

C4 Greek city. The C4 circuit wall, built in ashlar technique,

may have had an Archaic predecessor (ibid. (1990) 303). The

C4 wall enclosed an area of c.9.8 ha. There are traces of a

street grid and habitation structures (Zaninović (1976a);

Kirigin (1990); Cambi (2002) 49–55). The known cemetery

is Hellenistic (Kirigin (1990) 303). The present archaeologi-

cal record indicates that there was no Greek settlement

before c.330 (Kirigin (1990) 310; cf.Visonà (1995) 56–57), but

“Only approximately 10% of the city of Issa is said to have

been explored thus far” (Visonà (1995) 57 n. 10), and the

archaeological record is not necessarily incompatible with a

foundation date in the reign of Dionysios I.

Issa struck bronze coins from C4f (Gorini (1993)) or C4s

(Visonà (1995); Mandinić and Visonà (2002)): (1) according

to Gorini (1993), overstrikes on Dionysian issues; according

to Visonà (1995), rather c.330–320 transitional issues to Issa’s

civic issues. Types: obv. head of Ionios; rev. dolphin; legend:

ΙΟΝΙΟ(Σ) (SNG Cop. Illyricum 538–39); (2) C3, various

types. Legend: ΙΣ, on some ΙΣΣΑ (SNG Cop. Illyricum

540–44; Dukat and Mirnik (1976) 183–84).

82. Lissos (Lissates) Map. 49. Lat. 41.45, long. 19.35. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is Λ�σσος, ! (Diod.

15.13.4; on 14.2, see supra; App. Ill. 21) or W (Polyb. 2.12.3).

The collective and internal form of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed on C2 coins (SNG Cop. Illyricum 524: ΛΙΣΣΑΤΑΝ).

Lissos is called a polis in the urban sense by Diod. 15.13.4

(rC4e).

Lissos was founded shortly before 385 by Dionysios I

(Diod. 15.13.4; following Vial (Budé), Stylianou (1998) 194

defends the MS reading Λισσ#ν against the emendation

; Ισσαν, preferred by e.g. Beloch (1922) 118 n. 2).

Lissos was founded on the steep slope of a hill, modern

Lezha, on the south bank of the river Drin, near its estuary

(anc. Drilo) (May (1946) 54–56), a site already occupied by

Illyrian settlers (Prendi and Zheku (1972)). The site of

Akrolissos, listed by Strabo 7.5.8 as a polis apart, is normally

identified as the fortress lying above Lissos on the height of

Mali Selbuemit, an interpretation indicated by Polyb. 8.13.1,

who describes this as a fortress separated from the city 

itself (for the topography of Lissos and Akrolissos, see

Praschniker and Schober (1919)).

Extensive circuit walls are from different phases: a C4

phase comprised only an upper acropolis of c.2.3 ha. Walls in

ashlar blocks, strengthened with square towers, were raised

down the slope of the hill to the river Drin in C3–C2; with a

perimeter of 2,150 m they enclosed a lower settlement area of

c.22 ha (Prendi and Zheku (1972); Fraser (1993) 169 n. 17).

Diateichisma walls divided the city into zones, perhaps based

upon different functions. The city had a harbour on the river

bank (Koch (1989) 140–43; Ceka (1990) 222–23 fig. 11). The

urban features are rather similar to those of local Illyrian

sites, but the south-west gateway is very sophisticated and
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shows characteristics of Syracusan (Dionysian) C4 military

architecture. Although the archaeological remains, includ-

ing the circuit wall, are now dated mainly to the Hellenistic

period, it cannot be precluded that Lissos was a Dionysian

foundation on a smaller scale (Stylianou (1998) 194).

83. Melaina Korkyra (Korkyraios) Map 20. Lat. 43.00,

long. 17.00. Size of territory: 4 (c.300 km²). Type: A:α. The

toponym Μ/λαινα Κ#ρκυρα, ! (Ps.-Skymnos 428; Strabo

7.5.5.) is used for both the island and the city (Strabo 7.5.5).

The city-ethnic Κορκυρα5ος is attested on C3 coins (infra).

The colony is referred to as a polis in the urban sense in the

colonisation decree passed by the Issaians (no. 81; Syll.³

141.4, 9, 17) and in some late sources (Strabo 7.5.5; Plin. HN

3.152: oppidum). That it was a polis in the political sense too

is indicated by the C3 coins (infra).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 428, Strabo 7.5.5 and Plin. HN

3.152, Melaina Korkyra was a Knidian colony. But a C4–C3

decree passed by the Issaians and found in modern

Lumbarda (probably �ancient Melaina Korkyra) lays

down regulations for an ab novo colonisation by Issaians

(Syll.³ 141). Some historians assume that there were two

colonies on the island, the first one founded by Knidians in

perhaps C6 (Beaumont (1936) 174)—unlocated, but per-

haps situated at Vela Luka on the west coast—and the other

founded by Issaians—situated at modern Lumbarda on the

east coast—see (Braccesi (1977) 104–6; Kirigin (1990) 293).A

preferable reconstruction seems to be that the original

Knidian settlement had died out before the new Issaian

foundation, and that the Issaians were resettling a place

already occupied in the past by the Greeks (Graham (1964)

43).Note,however, that Melaina Korkyra was still referred to

as a Knidian colony in the Roman period.

The foundation by Issaians is attested in the inscription

found on Korc̆ula (Korkyra Melaina) near modern

Lumbarda (Syll.³ 141; SEG 17 312, 19 435, 40 511, 43

348 �Lombardo (1993) passim with rich bibliography;

Lombardo (2002)) now dated to C3f (Woodhead (1970)

508–9 following Rendić-Miocević (1983) 192) or C4–C3

(Fraser (1993) 170ff and LGPN 3), see also Braccesi (1977)

311–12. The decree may have been a treaty between Issa and

the otherwise unknown Illyrian dynasts Pyllos and Dazos,

allowing the foundation of a colony on their territory

(Staatsverträge 451). Or Pyllos and Dazos, being either

Issaians or Illyrians, were the oecists of the colony (Braccesi

(1977) 310). The Issaian foundation may have been located at

Lumbarda, where the inscription was found, in eastern

Korc̆ula; for archaeological remains and discussion of the

colony’s location, see Radić and Bass (2002). There are a few

urban remains and a C3 cemetery in the vicinity (Braccesi

(1977) 309–16; Kirigin (1990) 311). On the walls (Syll.³

141.4–5, 17), see Maier (1959–61) 204–6. The settlers were

Dorians, and the three Dorian tribes Hylleis, Dymanes and

Pamphyloi are named in the inscription (l.18). Onomastic

studies indicate that the Issaian colonisers came originally

from Syracuse (no. 47) (Fraser (1993)), but there was an

Illyrian element too (Woodhead (1970) 510). The inscrip-

tion throws valuable light on the distribution of land in the

city and in the chora of the colony (Asheri (1971)). For possi-

ble traces of land division, see Zaninović (2002).

A rare series of C4 bronze coins were struck by the

Korkyraians of Melaina Korkyra, whether the Knidian

foundation or the Issaian is not clear. Types: obv.Apollo; rev.

ear of corn; legend: ΚΟΡΚΥΡΑΙΩΝ (Bruns̆mid (1898) 69

listing specimens, one with legend ΚΟΡΚΥ (Dukat and

Mirnik (1976) 182)). For the uncertain evidence of a C4

bronze coinage with obv. male head; rev. “Knidian lion”, no

legend and no attested provenance from Korc̆ula—but

attested from the island of Issa (Kirigin (1990) 293).

84. Pharos (Pharios) Map. 20. Lat. 43.15, long. 16.35. Size

of territory: 1. Type: A:α. The toponym Φ�ρος, ! is used for

both the island and the polis (Ps.-Skylax 23). Φ�ρος, W is

attested only once (Polyb. 5.108.7).According to Strabo 7.5.5,

the toponym was originally Π�ρος. The city-ethnic is

Φ�ριος (C4 coins, infra). Pharos is called a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς

in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 23. The political sense is

attested in a funerary epigram of C4–C3 (SEG 31

604.1 �CEG 662).The collective and internal use of the city-

ethnic is attested on the C4 coins (infra). For the individual

and external use, see ∆ηµ�τριος W Φ�ριος (Polyb. 2.65.5

(r222)).

Pharos was a colony (apoikia) founded by Paros (no. 509)

in 385 with the assistance of Dionysios I of Syracuse accord-

ing to Diod. 15.13.4, 14.1–2, whereas only Paros is mentioned

as the founder by Ephor. fr. 89, by Ps.-Skymnos 426–27, and

by Strabo 7.5.5. Two decrees of C3l, one passed by the polis of

Pharos, the other by the polis of Paros, refer to Pharos as a

colony of Paros (SEG 23 489a11–16, 29–30; for the date: SEG

43 349).Archaeological evidence suggests the possibility that

the colony of 385 was preceded by “pre-colonial” Greek set-

tlement (Gaffney et al. (2002)).

Pharos, modern Stari Grad, lies innermost in a narrow

bay on the north side of the island of Pharos (modern

Hvar). The fertile hinterland (plain of Jelsa), c.20 km², is

cut off from the rest of the island by a mountain range; the
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easternmost part of the plain was retained under Illyrian

control (Kirigin (1990) 296 fig. 3, 301–2). The chora shows

traces of a land division, with 1,000 � 200 m lots, which may

go back to the Greek period (cf. Hellenistic(?) horos stone:

Bruns̆mid (1898) 20.5; Cambi (2002) 56–57; Slaps̆ak (2002)).

The Greek settlers found the site occupied by Illyrians (pre-

Greek defences: Kirigin (1990) 299; cf. Diod. 15.14.1), and an

armed conflict between the Illyrians and the colonists was

won by the colonists only because the Syracusan command-

er in, probably, Issa (no. 81) sent a squadron (Diod. 15.14.1–2;

see, Stylianou (1998) 193–97, and supra 332).

There are few urban remains; the size of the Greek city is

estimated to comprise between 1.5 ha and 6 ha (Kirigin

(1990) 299; Cambi (2002) 56–57). According to Diodorus,

the Parian settlers fortified their city (Diod. 15.14.1), and

there are traces of circuit walls in “Cyclopean” and in

masonry technique (Zaninović (1976b); Cambi (2002) 56,

70); for remains of walls and for local pottery, see Jelic̆ic̆-

Radonić (2002) and Kirigin et al. (2002).

Pharos struck a rich series of coins from C4 (Head, HN²

318; Dukat and Mirnik (1976) 182–83). Silver types: obv.Zeus;

rev. goat or serpent; legend: ΦΑΡ or ΦΑΡΙ (Bruns̆mid

(1898) 41–46). Bronze, in four denominations: (1) Types as

above. Legend: ΦΑ or ΦΑΡΙΩΝ (SNG Cop. Illyricum

545–46). (2) Types: obv. Persephone; rev. goat; legend: ΦΑ

(SNG Cop. Illyricum 547–48). (3) Types: obv. Dionysos; rev.

kantharos; legend: ΦΑ (SNG Cop. Illyricum 549–50). Coin

finds reveal a wide commercial network from Makedonia to

Sicily (Kirigin (1990) 301). A series of overstrikes carrying

the legend ∆Ι or ∆ΙΜ have been attributed to an otherwise

unknown polis of Dimos, but the type was most likely issued

by a Pharian magistrate or ruler (Dukat and Mirnik (1976)

182; Rendić-Mioc̆vić (1983) 193).

85. Spina (Spinites) Map. 40. Lat. 44.40, long. 12.05. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym isΣπ�να, ! (Eudoxus

fr.358,Lasserre; Strabo 5.1.7).No matter whether one accepts

Müller’s insertion of the toponym <Σπ�να> in Ps.-Skylax

17, there can be little doubt that Spina must be the π#λις

‘Ελλην�ς referred to in the passage.The text is probably cor-

rupt, but Spina is the only city which both topographically

and historically fits the text as transmitted (Peretti (1979)

202–16). Apart from a reconstructed form at Steph. Byz.

584.13, the only attestation of the city-ethnic is Σπινιτ+ν at

Strabo 5.1.7. According to Strabo 5.1.7, Spina had dwindled

to a small village but was once a famous Hellenic polis: !

Σπ�να, ν%ν µ*ν κωµ�ον, π�λαι δ* ‘Ελλην�ς π#λις

�νδοξος.The archaeological record indicates that the period

referred to is C6l–C4 (infra), and, combining the archaeo-

logical record with the almost universally accepted inter-

pretation of Ps.-Skylax, Spina is therefore included in this

Inventory as a polis.

According to one tradition, Spina was a Greek colony

(Strabo 5.1.7; Just. Epit. 20.1.11; Plin. HN 3.120: founded by

Diomedes), but Hellan. fr. 4 (�Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.18.4,

28.3) describes the town as a Pelasgian foundation. It was

founded in Umbrian territory (Just. Epit. 20.1.11) or what

was originally Umbrian territory before the C6 Etruscan

expansion (cf. Pareti (1961) 411–12). By C4m the city fell vic-

tim to Celtic invasions (Peretti (1979) 201–2).

The settlement, c.6 km west of present-day Comacchio

(prov. Ferrara), was originally situated on the coast (Strabo

5.1.7, though it lay further inland in his time) on the estuary

of one of the tributaries of the river Po, viz. the river Spinos

(Steph. Byz. 584.14).

Aerial photographs have revealed an irregular perimeter

and ramparts, a north-west/south-east street grid,with hous-

ing plots separated by channels and dykes, and excavations

have laid bare the remains of timber houses. The habitation

area extended over c.6 ha and was linked to the sea by a 15 m-

wide canal, probably built by Etruscan engineers (Uggeri and

Uggeri Patitucci (1974); for the urbanisation in an Etruscan

setting, see Gulletta (1994) 256 n. 43). The city is Etruscan, but

it is profoundly Hellenised with its Greek “merchant-houses”,

etc., involved in the dispersal of Greek goods. Greek presence

is attested by the finds of Greek graffiti from the site (Colonna

(1974)); cf. the vast quantity of Attic C6l–C4 vases from the

Valle Trebba cemetery (see infra). The evidence indicates a

substantial Greek presence at Spina.

Two sectors of the cemetery have been laid bare, one with

c.1,413 tombs, another with c.2,650 tombs. The grave goods,

primarily vases destined for use in banquets, reflect wide

commercial C6–C3 contacts with Greece—mainly Athens

(no. 361), with rich finds of Attic red-figure vases covering

the period 480–375 (Alfieri (1979), (1994); Berti and Guzzo

(1993)). The contacts with the Greek world were sealed by a

treasury at Delphi (see infra).

A cult of Apollo at Spina can be deduced from the

Spinetan treasury at Delphi, and graffiti attest cults of

Dionysos and Hermes at S. Maria della Tomba, and votive

busts a cult of Demeter (IGDGG no. 77b, c; Gulletta (1994)

258; Mambella (1984)).

According to Strabo 5.1.7, the city had a treasury at Delphi,

not archaeologically identified (for attempts, cf.Alfieri (1979)

xlvii n. 28). The description of the contents of the treasury

indicates some wealth (Polemon apud Ath. 13.606A).
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I. The Region

The basic meaning of ! vπειρος is “the mainland”, by con-

trast with the ocean or an island (Hom. Il. 3.90; Hdt. 8.66.1;

Ar. Ach. 534; Xen. Hell. 6.1.4; Pl. Phd. 111A). In the course of

the Archaic and Classical periods, however, the word

became common as a toponym designating a specific part of

north-western Greece (Franke (1955) 3–30). Whereas in

Homer the Akarnanian mainland opposite Ithaka is called !

;Ηπειρος (Il. 2.635), both Hekataios (frr. 26, 106) and later

Hellanikos (fr. 83) place the mainland called ;Ηπειρος fur-

ther north. The first precise delimitation of the region is

found in Pindar (Nem. 4.51–53), who says that - Xπειρος

stretches “from Dodone to the Ionian Sea”. Pindar’s state-

ment stands isolated, and neither ;Ηπειρος nor

’Ηπειρ+τις is used as a toponym in C5 prose and drama,

although Thucydides demonstrates that he has a detailed

knowledge of the ethnic and political organisation of the

region (2.80.5–6).

It is only in C4 that ! ;Ηπειρος (Xπειρος) becomes a

well-defined toponym designating the region stretching

from the Keraunian mountains in the north to the

Ambrakian Gulf in the south (Xen. Hell. 6.1.7; Ephor. fr.

129b; Lycurg. 1.26; IG iv².1 95.23, 73, 122.60). The exact delim-

itation of the region of Epeiros was in dispute throughout

Antiquity. Amphilocheia was part of Epeiros according to

Strabo 7.7.1 and 8; but did not belong to Epeiros according to

Strabo 9.5.1. There was no clearly defined boundary to the

north between Epeiros and Illyria and to the east between

Epeiros and the peoples living east of the Pindos Range.

Thus, Apollonia (no. 77) belongs to Epeiros according to

Strabo 2.5.40 and 16.2.43, but to Illyria according to Steph.

Byz. 105.20 and 214.9. The population of these regions was

culturally mixed and under shifting domination.

Accordingly, this chapter of the Inventory includes some

settlements in southern Illyria near the lower reach of the

river Aoos. The coastal cities in southern Illyria, on the other

hand, as well as Amphilocheia are treated in the chapter

about the Adriatic (321–37).

In C4 the toponyms ! ;Ηπειρος (Xπειρος) and

’Ηπειρ+τις were purely geographical (Theopomp. fr. 382;

Lycurg. 1.26); the inhabitants of the region invariably

described themselves as members of either a polis (SGDI

1351.5 (C4s): ?νδρ#κκας ∆ωδωνα5ος) or an ethnos (SGDI

1351.11: Φ�λων ’Ον#περνος (cf. Hammond (1967) 526,

538–39; cf. Ps.-Skylax 28, 30–32). The ethnic ?πειρωτ�ς

(?πιρωτ�ς,’Ηπειρωτ�ς) takes on a political connotation

only in C4 when, under Molossian leadership, all the previ-

ously independent Epeirotic tribes were united and called

σ�µµαχοι τ+ν ?πειρωτ[ν (SGDI 1336 (C4s); see Cabanes

(1976) 155–85). Thereafter the collective use of the regional

ethnic is attested both externally (I.Magnesia 32.5–6 (C2e);

see also SEG 23 189.11 (c.330)) and internally on C3 coins

(Franke (1961) 121, 125–33; SNG Cop. Epirus 104, 106) and in

the official designation of the federation and its magistrates

(SGDI 1350 (C2e); SEG 16 385 (C3l); I.Magnesia 32.42 (C2e)).

In the Epeirotic federation, the affiliation of a citizen with

his city and/or tribal unit is recorded by an ethnic added to

his name, either a city-ethnic (e.g. ’Ερχ/λαος ∆ωδωνα5ος:

Cabanes (1976) 586 no. 70.6 (C4)) or an ethnic denoting a

subdivision of one of the three major tribes: the Molossians,

the Thesprotians and the Chaonians (e.g. ?µφικ#ριος

?ρκτ�ν: SEG 15 384.9 (370–368)). Sometimes both the sub-

tribal ethnic and the city-ethnic are recorded (?νδροκ�δης

?ρκτ3ν Ε(ρυµενα5ος (SEG 15 384.10–11)). In lists of names

in which such subdivisional ethnics are recorded, the names

of the three major tribes are sometimes added as headings

(Μολοσσ+ν ?νδρ#κκας ∆ωδωνα5ος . . . Θεσπ<ρ>ωτ+ν

ο_δε ∆#κιµος Λαρισα5ος . . . (SGDI 1351 (C4s)). Before the

creation of the federation, names recorded in external con-

texts are specified by an ethnic indicating membership of

one of the three major tribes (Νικαρ/τα Θεσπρωτ�ς (IG

II² 8840 (C4m); ?ντ�νωρ Ε(θυµ�δου Χαον�ς (F.Delphes

iii.4 409.8 (C4l/C3e)). In the federation, the usual naming

custom is to use either the regional ethnic (Α]σωπος

’Ηπειρ)της (IG ii² 8855 (C4s)) or the regional and tribal

ethnics combined (Σ�µακος Φαλακρ�ωνος ’Ηπειρ)της

�π� Θεσπρωτ+ν (IG iv².1 98.19–20 (C3f)). The recording
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of the tribal affiliation by �π� plus an ethnic in the genitive

is attested only for the three major tribes and testifies to their

status as political sub-units of the federation.

The many different ways of recording the ethnikon testify

to the variety and development of the ethnic and political

structure of Epeiros. The tremendously complex organisa-

tion of the Epeirote tribes is difficult to analyse due to lack of

sources (cf. Franke (1955); Hammond (1967); Larsen (1968);

Cabanes (1976); Hammond (1994)). A high number of

ethnics is attested; but they do not form an unambiguous

pattern, due to the often multi-levelled hierarchical organ-

isation of the Epeirote tribes. Accordingly, it is impossible to

draw a clear line between “tribal ethnics” indicating mem-

bership of the overriding tribal structure and “city-ethnics”

in the proper sense.

The Epeirote tribes were settled κωµηδ#ν at least to the

end of C5. The political transformation of the region began

in C5 (Thuc. 2.80.5–6) and went hand in hand with a grad-

ual urbanisation, just as in the other parts of north-western

and central Greece. Ps.-Skylax 30–32 claims that Epeiros was

still settled κατ3 κ)µας in C4, but archaeological research

in the region has demonstrated that by C4 urban centres had

emerged in many places (Dakaris (1987); Ceka (1990);

Corvisier (1991)). In C3–C2 Epeiros became dotted with

urban centres, which were almost all destroyed by the

Romans when, in 168, Aemilius Paulus had seventy Epeirote

cities razed to the ground (Strabo 7.7.3, quoting Polyb. for

the information; Livy 45.34.1–6; Plut. Aem. 29.1–5).

This inventory of Epeirote poleis is restricted to commun-

ities whose status as polis is securely attested before 300.

Consequently we have excluded poleis founded in the

Hellenistic or Roman period on sites with no older remains

of urban settlement. Furthermore, we have omitted many

epigraphically attested ethnika, already listed in Cabanes

(1976) 134–41. Another community excluded from the

inventory is one attested in a question put to the oracle in

Dodona in C4l by the π#λις - τ+ν Χα#νων (SEG 15 397).

Since no toponym is added to the mention of the

Chaonians, it is impossible to decide whether the reference

is to Phoinike (no. 107)—the polis which was the centre of

the tribe of the Chaonians—or whether the term polis is

here used as a designation of the entire tribal organisation

(Larsen (1968) 280 n. 3; Cabanes (1976) 156, 174; Hansen

(1998) 130). In the latter case polis is used in the political

sense, without having the urban sense, as a connotation.

The written sources, on the one hand, contain only a few,

scattered pieces of information about Epeiros in the

Classical period and provide us with an inadequate picture

of the settlement pattern of the region before c.300. There is,

on the other hand, archaeological evidence of numerous

settlements of C5–C4. Many of them have significant

remains of urban structures: defence circuits and fortifica-

tions, habitation quarters, etc. (1) Some of these archaeolog-

ical sites have been identified with ancient toponyms and are

recorded in an alphabetically ordered list below. A number

of settlements which are classified as polis, limen or oppidum

by post-Classical authors are still unlocated. Since it cannot

be excluded that they existed in the pre-Hellenistic period,

they are also recorded in the list. (2) Others have not so far

been linked to a toponym attested in the written sources;

these settlements are named after the modern toponym and

are likewise recorded below in an alphabetically ordered list.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Baiake (Βαι�κη) Steph. Byz. 156.16: π#λις τ8ς Χαον�ας,

‘Εκατα5ος. Stephanos quotes Hecat. fr. 104 for the toponym

but not necessarily for the site-classification (Hansen (1997)

17–18). One MS (P) has Βαλ�κη, but the alphabetical

arrangement of Stephanos’ texts shows that Βαι�κη is the

preferable reading. Hammond (1967) 471–72, however,

prefers Βαλ�κη, which he takes to be identical with

Βαλλιακ�. According to Strabo 7.5.8, Balliake was located

between Apollonia (no. 77) and Orikos (no. 103). Next, fol-

lowing most editors of Strabo in believing that Βαλλιακ�

must be related to or identical with Β�λλις (infra no. 92), he

accepts Βυλλιακ� as a plausible emendation of both

Βαλλιακ� in Strabo and Βαι�κη in Stephanos. Finally, he

identifies this Bylliake (for which there is no ancient author-

ity whatsoever) with modern Plaka. As soon as the unwar-

ranted emendation of Strabo and Stephanos is discarded,

we are left with the unlocated settlement Βαι�κη, men-

tioned by Hekataios as quoted by Stephanos. Whether

Strabo’s Balliake is identical with Hekataios’ Baiake is a

moot point. Not in Barr., but Hecat. fr. 104 indicates A.

Bouneima (Βο�νειµα) Steph. Byz. 182.9 (π#λις ’Ηπε�ρου);

in Steph. Byz. 631.3 the reading is Βουν�µων. Hammond (1967)

660 identifies Bouneima with Moni Voutsa. In Barr. 54 unlo-

cated, A? C?.

Charadros (Χ�ραδρος) Polyb.21.26.7, or Χαρ�δρα (Polyb.

4.63.4). Identified with Palaia-Philippias. Polis status in 

the Hellenistic period is attested by a C2m treaty with

Ambrakia (no. 113) concerning the frontiers (SEG 35 665), but

there is no indication of polis status before C3 apart from a C4?
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defensive wall (Dakaris (1971b) Fig. 30); cf. Cabanes and

Andreou (1985); Charneux and Treheux (1988)). Barr. 54, C.

Cheimerion (Χειµ/ριον) Thuc. 1.46.4 (λιµ�ν); Strabo

7.7.5; Steph. Byz. 690.9 (>κρα). Dakaris identifies

Cheimerion with the ancient remains of modern Stigkia

about 4–5 km west of Ephyra. An acropolis of 1 ha was forti-

fied probably already in the Archaic period (Dakaris (1972)

80, 96, 134 fig. 22). Barr. 54, C but A may attested as well

(supra).

Chimera (Chimera) Plin. HN 4.1.4 (castellum). Identified

with Himarë, walls of C4s (Corvisier (1991) 219, 287). In

Barr. 49 only RL, but see loc. cit.

Elaias Limen (’Ελα�ας λιµ�ν) Ps.-Skylax 30; Ptol. Geog.

1.14.5, situated near Kerentza. It was probably the harbour of

Elea (no. 95; Dakaris (1972) 134). See also Cheimerion (s.v.

Ephyra (no. 96)). Barr. 54, C?.

Elina (’Ελ�να) SGDI 1561 (C1). Elina is identified with

Dymokastro (Dakaris (1972) 102), fortified in C4 (ibid. fig.

31). Barr. 54, C.

Hekatompedon (‘Εκατ#µπεδον) Ptol. Geog. 3.14.7

(π#λις). Corvisier (1991) 287 identifies Hekatompedon with

Lekel and he reports C4? walls. In Barr. 49 identified with

Saraquinishti and dated R.

Helikranon (‘Ελ�κρανον) Polyb. 2.6.3. Hammond (1967)

660 identifies Helikranon with Chrysorrachi, where some

remains from C5 have been found (Corvisier (1991) 202). In

Barr. 54 only H.

Ilium (Ilium) Town on the Peutinger Table; cf. also Verg.

Aen. 3.336. Hammond (1967) 660 identifies Ilium with

Dhespotikon; C4? walls (Corvisier (1991) 284). In Barr. 54

only R.

Kas(s)iope (Κασ(σ)ι#πη) Strabo 7.7.5; Ptol. Geog. 3.14.2

(λιµ�ν).Probably Kastrosykia,walled in C4 (Dakaris (1971b)

51). In Barr. Kastrosykia is identified with Berenike and

Kassiope with Kassiopi. Only HRL, but C seems to be attest-

ed too.

Nerikos (Ν�ρικος) Hsch.5.18.1 (π#λις ’Ηπε�ρου); prob-

ably a confusion with Nerikos in Akarnania: Steph. Byz.

473.20 (π#λις ?καρναν�ας); see also Thuc. 3.7.4. Barr. 54, C.

Onchesmos (’Ογχησµ#ς) Ptol. Geog. 3.14.2; Strabo 7.7.5

(λιµ�ν). Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.52.2; Cic. Att. 7.2.1. Located

north of Saranda (Hammond (1976b)); probably the sea-

port of Phoinike (no. 107). Barr. 54, C.

Oropos (’Ωρωπ#ς) Steph. Byz. 711.11–12 (π#λις .ν

Θεσπρωτ��α). Dakaris (1971b) 52, 80, 96 identifies Oropos

with Voulista Panaghia. Dakaris (1971b) 80 describes a

walled settlement in C. Barr. 54, A? C?

Panormos (Π�νορµος) Ptol. Geog. 3.14.2 (λιµ�ν); Strabo

7.7.5 (λιµ�ν µ/γας). Corvisier (1991) 287 identifies

Panormos with Borsh and reports C4? walls. Not in Barr.

Photike (Φωτικ�) Hierocl. Synecdoc. 652.5 (π#λις);

Procop. Aed. 4.1.37 (πολ�χνιον). Hammond (1967) 659

identifies it with Paramythia, where Dakaris (1972) 99, 115

fig. 31 shows a fortified C4 acropolis. Samsari (1994) 18 iden-

tifies Photike with the ancient remains at the sites of

Limponi and Lambobithra near Paramythia. In Barr. 54

only RL.

Sybota (Σ�βοτα λιµ�ν) Thuc. 1.50.3 (τ8ς Θεσπρωτ�δος

λιµ�ν .ρ8µος), 3.76.1 (λιµ�ν); Ptol. Geog. 3.14.5 (λιµ�ν).

Barr. 54, C.

Thesprotia (Θεσπρωτ�α) Steph. Byz. 310.16–17 (π#λις

κα� χ)ρα �ξω το% ?µβρακικο% κ#λπου); cf. Strabo 7.7.8.

Unlocated. Θεσπρωτ�α is possibly connected with the

C3l–C1e city-ethnic Θεσπρωτ#ς (IG ix².1 31A.47; F.Delphes

iii.2 83; SEG 27 203.13–14, 16–17; SEG 13 248.9) and could have

been the urban centre of the Thesprotians after C4l.

Barr. 54, C.

Trampya (Τραµπ�α) Steph. Byz. 631.3 (π#λις τ8ς

iΗπε�ρου πλησ�ον Βουν�µων); cf. Lycoph. Alex. 800

(mythological tradition). Hammond (1967) 660 identifies it

with Voutonosi. In Barr. 54 recorded s.v. Trampya, A? C? H.

2. Unidentified Classical Settlements

Ano Parakalamo C5e (Corvisier (1991) 202). Not in Barr.

Arachovitsa C5 (Corvisier (1991) 202). Not in Barr.

Belishove C5l (Corvisier (1991) 288). Not in Barr.

Elimi C4 defensive wall (Dakaris (1972) 100–2, fig. 31).

Hammond (1967) 79–80 describes the remains of the walls

but gives no precise dating. Barr. 54, C.

Grammenos/Vourta Walls dated C5–C4 (Corvisier (1991)

214, 282). Not in Barr.

Kalivo c.5 km east of Bouthroton (no. 91). C5–C4 fortifica-

tion wall (Corvisier (1991) 287). Barr. 54, AC.

Karos Walls dated C5–C4 (Corvisier (1991) 287). Not in

Barr.
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Kastriza Fortified in C4 (Dakaris (1972) 100, 115 fig. 31).

Only H recorded in Barr. 54.

Kastrosykia Fortified in C4; probably a seaport of Kassopa

(no. 100; Dakaris (1971b) 51 fig.30); cf.Kassopa (no. 100).Not

in Barr.

Khoika C4? defensive wall (Dakaris (1972) 97, 115 fig. 31).

Barr. 54, C.

Kleisoura With a C4? outer wall (Dakaris (1971b) 53 fig.30).

Barr. 54, C?

Klimatia Walls dated C5 (Corvisier (1991) 202). Barr. 54,

C?

Koutsi C4 (Dakaris (1972) 100–2, 115 fig. 31). Not in Barr.

Lukovë C4s (Corvisier (1991) 219). Not in Barr.

Matohasanaj Fortified in C5l (Corvisier (1991) 288).Not in

Barr.

Mouzakeika Probably fortified in C4 (Dakaris (1971b)

52–53 fig. 30). Barr. 54, C.

Oraiokastron (formerly Lachanokastro) Hammond (1967)

270–71, 660 describes the remains of the walls but gives no

precise dating. Barr. 54, C? H? L?

Phaskomelia Possibly fortified in C4 (Dakaris (1972) 102,

115 fig. 31). Barr. 54, C.

Psina Hammond (1967) 190–91 describes the remains of

the walls but gives no precise dating; Dakaris (1972) fig. 31

suggests C4? Barr. 54, C.

Pyrgos Walls dated C5 (Dakaris (1972) 104, fig. 52), probably

part of the peraia of Korkyra (no. 123) which is mentioned in

Thuc. 3.85.2. Barr. 54, A? C.

Ripes Walls dated C5–C4 (Corvisier (1991) 287). Not in

Barr.

Riza (near Preveza) Walls dated C5 though possibly

Archaic (Corvisier (1991) 201). Not in Barr.

Riziani Dakaris (1972) 112, fig. 31 supposes that a settle-

ment existed in C5 but that it was not fortified. Hammond

(1967) 88 reports ancient buildings but gives no precise dat-

ing. Barr. 54, C?

Selo C5 settlement (Corvisier (1991) 218). Only H recorded

in Barr.

Tatzat With reference to Philippson (1956) 63 n. 4, where

he reports an ancient fortification. Barr. 54, C?

Zuka d’ Ajtoj Settlement of C5–C4 (Corvisier (1991) 287).

Barr. 54, AC (Çukë e Ajtojt).¹

¹ The following sites are recorded in Barr, Map 54, as C but have not yielded
any sign of urban settlement: (1) Ag. Georgios—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies
Ag. Georgios as an open settlement in C4; (2) Ag. Panagia—Hammond (1967)
177–78 describes fortifications but gives no precise dating; (3) Aidonia—
Hammond (1967) 55, 67 refers only to remains of house foundations, which may
be ancient; Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Aidonia as an open settlement in C4;
(4) Alpokhori—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Alpokhori as an open settlement
in C4; (5) Anthousa—Dakaris (1972) 100–36 describes Anthousa as an open 
village in C4–C2; (6) Bestia—Dakaris (1971b) 52 describes Bestia as an unwalled
settlement in C4–C2; (7) Chalkis—even Hammond (1967) 255, 703 has doubts
that Chalkis is an ancient settlement; (8) Dhrovian—Hammond (1967) 120

describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (9) Doliane—
Hammond (1967) 86–87 refers just to a wall near Doliane but gives no dating; (10)
Dovroï—Hammond (1967) 251 mentions no signs of fortifications; (11)
Epitaphion—Hammond (1967) 152 without dating; (12) Gradetsi—Hammond
(1967) 181 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (13) Hani
Emin Aga—Hammond (1967) 157–58 describes the remains of the walls without
precise dating; (14) Kalarritai—Hammond (1967) 178–79 describes the remains
of the walls without precise dating; (15) Kalogeritsa—Hammond (1967) 158–59

describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (16) Kalokhori—
Hammond (1967) 189–90 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise
dating; (17) Kastri—Hammond (1967) 163–64 describes the remains of the walls
but gives no precise dating; (18) Kastrion—Hammond (1967) 67 describes the
remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (19) Kastriotissa—Hammond
(1967) 149–50 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (20)
Kastro—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Kastro as an open settlement in C4; (21)
Kato Zalongon—Hammond (1967) 188 describes the remains of the walls but
gives no precise dating; (22) Kerasson—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Kerasson
as an open settlement in C4; (23) Kheimadio—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies
Kheimadio as an open settlement in C4; (24) Malçan—Hammond (1967)
97 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (25)
Masklinitsa—Dakaris (1972) figs. 28, 31 record only graves in C5–C4; (26)
Mesokhora—Hammond (1967) 251 mentions no fortification; (27) Moni Sosinou
—Hammond (1967) 196 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise
dating; (28) Palaiokastro—Hammond (1967) 212 describes only a Byzantine 
fortification; (29) Palaiokhori—Hammond (1967) 164–65 mentions a walled
ancient site. Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Palaikhori as an open settlement in
C4; (30) Palaiokhori (Yiatelyio)—Hammond (1967) 251 describes a wall without
precise dating; (31) Paliouri-Dragoumi—Hammond (1967) 192–93 describes a
wall without precise dating; (32) Philiates—Hammond (1967) 86 reports only
remains of a tower but gives no precise dating; (33) Phloriada—Heuzey (1860)
307 describes the site as an enceinte with towers and dwellings inside and outside
the walls but gives no precise dating; (34) Polystaphylon—Hammond (1967) 57

mentions only that there was probably a village site in ancient times; (35)
Romano—Dakaris (1971b) 52 describes an unwalled settlement in C6–C4; (36)
Sinou—Hammond (1967) 90 mentions walls but gives no precise dating; (37)
Skamneli—Hammond (1967) 263–64 describes walls but gives no precise dating;
(38) Solomos—Hammond (1967) 242 describes the remains of the walls but gives
no precise dating; (39) Strongyli—Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30 classifies Strongyli as an
open settlement in C4; Hammond (1967) 61: “Although I have not visited the
place it is safe to assume that it was occupied in classical Greek times, as well as in
Roman times, and was a dependency of Rogous”; (40) Vagalat—Hammond
(1967) 96 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dating; (41)
Vitsa—Vokotopoulou (1986) passim calls Vitsa a village; (42) Voedros Han—
Hammond (1967) 151 describes the remains of the walls but gives no precise dat-
ing; (43) Voutonosi—Hammond (1967) 261 describes the remains of the walls but
gives no precise dating; (44) Vrosina—Hammond (1967) 187 describes the
remains of the walls but gives no precise dating.
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II. The Poleis

86. Amantia (Amantieus) Map 49. Lat. 40.25, long. 19.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is ?µαντ�α,! (Ps.-

Skylax 26; Lycoph. Alex. 1043) or ?βαντ�α (C3l/C2e Delphic

list of theorodokoi: Plassart (1921) col. iv 56). The city-ethnic

is ?µαντιε�ς (Ps.-Skylax 27).

Amantia is attested as a polis in the urban sense in Lycoph.

Alex. 1043 (ε2ς ?µαντ�αν π#λιν). Also, Ps.-Skylax indicates

that Amantia was of some importance by listing it as the

only site between the two poleis of Apollonia (no. 77) and

Orikos (no. 103) (Ps.-Skylax 26, where ?µαντ�α seems to

denote the territory rather than the urban centre of the polis;

cf. Steph. Byz. 82.23: ?µαντ�α ’Ιλλυρ�ων µο5ρα). Apart

from the collective and external use of the city-ethnic found

in Ps.-Skylax, the only attestation in Greek sources of the

city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz. 83.1.

Cults of Aphrodite (Ceka (1990) 218) and Athena

(Tzouvara-Souli (1979) fig. 1) are attested; they are probably

of Hellenistic date.

Amantia is identified with the ancient remains near Plocë

(Corvisier (1991) 288); it was fortified in C5; the walls were

about 2,100 m long and enclosed an area of roughly 20 ha. A

temple and a stadium have been found south of the walls

(Ceka (1990) 217–18). Ceka (1990) 217 suggests that Amantia

replaced Thronion (cf. 328), which was destroyed by

Apollonia (no. 77) in C5m.

87. Artichia Map 54. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C. The

toponym is ?ρτιχ�α, !. The only thing we know about

Artichia is that in, probably, 355 a theorodokos was appointed

to host theoroi from Epidauros: ?ρτιχ�α. Σχιδ[ς (IG iv².1

95.30), cf. Perlman (2000) 278. Cabanes (1997a) suggests

locating Artichia in the Parauaia in the Permet basin.

88. Batiai Map 54. Lat. 39.15, long. 20.50. Size of territory:

1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Βιτ�α,! (Theopomp. fr. 206)

or Βατ�αι, αH (Theopomp. fr. 382 apud Strabo 7.7.5).

The earliest evidence of Batiai as a polis is Theopomp. fr.

206, where Batiai is mentioned together with Elateia (no.

94),Pandosia (no. 104) and Boucheta (no.90) as π#λεις τ+ν

Κασσωπα�ων. Since these three sites are mentioned by

Dem. 7.32 as being colonies of Elis (no. 251), it seems reason-

able to suppose that Batiai too was an Elean colony. Batiai

was a polis belonging to the Kassopians (Theopomp. fr.206),

who in turn formed a section of the Thesprotians (Strabo

7.7.5). In C4s Batiai was a dependency of Kassopa (no. 100).

Batiai is identified with the ruins of the Kastri hill 3 km

south of Rizovouni (Podogora), 3.5 km east of the modern

village of Thesprotiko (plain of Lelovo), an advantageous

position controlling the plain and the main route to central

Epeiros (Dakaris (1971b) 183). The construction of a poly-

gonal wall around the hill makes good use of the natural for-

mation of the ground. Its construction is dated to the period

after 343/2. It was 1,400 m in circumference and enclosed an

area of 10.1 ha (ibid. 185). The principal northern side (main

entrance) was protected by large towers. Four other gates

have been identified in the north-east, south, south-west

and north-west corners (ibid. 186 figs. 45–46). Traces of a

polygonal wall are also visible inside the town, indicating the

existence of a walled acropolis (ibid.). In the northern 

part of the acropolis is preserved a wall, which may have

enclosed a shrine or a temenos (ibid.). Four cisterns have

been found with a total capacity of about 300–400 m³

(ibid.). Dakaris (1971b) 87 states that it is impossible to

determine the specific functions of the buildings inside the

town.

89. [Berenike] Map 54. Lat. 39.02, long. 20.45. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: C. Berenike was a polis founded by Pyrrhos II

in C3s (Steph. Byz. 164.3: App. Mithr. 4). The town was situ-

ated at modern Michalitsi (Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30, pace

Barr.). The place, however, was fortified already in C4s

(Dakaris (1971b) fig. 30). Dakaris (1971b) 51 supposes that

Berenike was a seaport of Kassopa (no. 100) in addition to

the one at modern Kastrosykia. Therefore the precursor of

Berenike can perhaps be recognised as a dependent polis

from C4s, viz. a dependency of Kassopa.

90. Boucheta (Bouchetios) Map 54. Lat. 39.10, long.

20.50. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Βο�χετα,τ� (Dem. 7.32; Theopomp. fr. 206) or Βουχ/τιον,

τ# (Theopomp. fr. 382; Strabo 7.7.5) or Βο�χετον, τ#

(Polyb. 21.26.8). The city-ethnic is Βουχ/τιος (IG ix².1 512

(C3)).

Boucheta is classified as a polis in the urban sense by Dem.

7.32 and by Theopomp. fr. 206. It is also regarded as a colony

of Elis (no. 251) (Dem. 7.32). The individual use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in a C3 sepulchral inscription

found in Palairos (no. 131) (IG ix².1 512). Boucheta was a polis

belonging to the Kassopians (Theopomp. fr. 206), who in

turn formed a section of the Thesprotians (Strabo 7.7.5). In

C4s Boucheta was a dependency of Kassopa (no. 100).

According to tradition, Boucheta was situated in the

Kassopaia at the river Louros at a short distance from the

sea. Dakaris (1971b) 177 fig. 9 and Hammond (1976a) locate

it on a secluded hill, where ruins of the Byzantine castle of

Rogoi are visible, on the right bank of the river Louros. This
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was an advantageous position near the Ambrakian Gulf, to

which Boucheta was connected by the navigable Louros.

Dakaris (1971b) 178 suggests that Boucheta was the port of

Elateia (no. 94) and Batiai (no. 88).

The site was settled from prehistoric times. Corvisier

(1991) 201 suggests that, already in the Archaic period, 0.75

ha was fortified. By C5l an isodomic wall with eight towers

had been built and enclosed an area of 1.5 ha. The only gate

was in the north-west corner (Dakaris (1971b) 181 fig. 47).

When in C4f the settlement extended westward, the wall

with interval towers was increased and now enclosed up to

3.5 ha, with a population of about 1,000. The gateway was

situated on the western side (ibid.).

The visible remains of the urban structure have been

destroyed by building activity in mediaeval and modern

times; the only traces are of a large ancient building on the

southern foothill which can be followed for about 80 m; it

might be a stoa-shaped structure which probably served as a

wharf or shipyard of the navigable river (ibid. 182–83 fig. 47).

91. Bouthroton (Bouthrotios) Map 54. Lat. 39.45, long.

20.00. Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is

Βουθρωτ#ς (Hecat. fr. 106 �Steph. Byz. 709.16–18) or

Βουθρωτ#ν (Strabo 7.7.5). The individual use of the 

city-ethnic Βουθρ)τιος is attested internally in a C3m ded-

ication (SEG 36 567).

Bouthroton is attested as a polis in the urban sense at

Hecat. fr. 106; it is unlikely that there was a polis in Epeiros as

early as 500, unless it was a Greek colony (Hansen (1997) 20).

There is no tradition of a Greek colony, but excavations have

yielded Protocorinthian, Corinthian and Attic pottery of C7

to C5. It is perfectly possible that there was a Greek colony

unattested but for the quote from Hekataios (Hammond

(1967) 474; Hansen (1997) 20).

Bouthroton was situated about 6 km from modern

Saranda. Ptol. Geog. 3.14.4 lists Bouthroton as part of

Thesprotia. Bouthroton was the urban centre of the

Prasaiboi, as is demonstrated by several Hellenistic proxeny

decrees and manumission inscriptions found in Bouthroton

(SEG 32 622–25, 36 561–68, 38 470–519).

The acropolis was protected by three circuit walls. The

oldest wall was constructed between C6 and C5. Further for-

tified extensions are dated from C5–C4 and C3 (Bergemann

(1998) 50). The walls surrounded 3.7 ha (Corvisier (1991)

287). A C4 stoa and a C4l theatre on the south slopes of the

acropolis have been excavated (Bergemann (1998) 50).

92. Byllis (Byllion) Map 49. Lat. 40.35, long. 19.45. Size of

territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Β�λλις, ! (SEG 38 542

(C3–C2); Plut. Brut. 26.4) or Βουλλ�ς (Ptol. Geog. 3.13.4).

The city-ethnic is Βυλλ�ων (SEG 43 334 (oracular lead tablet

of C4m); SEG 24 449.1 (C3s); Hellenistic coins (Head, HN²

314–15)) or Βουλιν#ς (Ps.-Skylax 27).

The only attestation of Byllis as a polis is in Steph. Byz.

190.12 (π#λις ’Ιλλυρ�δος). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in a C4m oracle inquiry (SEG 43

334) and internally by C3–C2 coins (Head, HN² 314–15).

The territory of the Bylliones is quite well identified by

Ceka (1987) 135–36. He describes a trapezoidal territory on

the right side of the rivers Luftinje and Aoos, extending in

the west to the Malakastra mountains, in the south-west to

Kalivac, and in the south-east to Rabie. This territory corre-

sponds quite well with the tradition (Strabo 7.5.8; Ptol.Geog.

3.13.4).

Byllis was part of the Atintania (Ceka (1987) 141, map).

Ptol. Geog. 3.13.4 mentions Byllis under the heading

’Ελυµιωτ+ν. Byllis was the urban centre of the κοιν�ν

Βυλλι#νων which is attested in C3s (SEG 24 449). Ceka

(1987) 137 traces the origin of the koinon back to C4m. The

Bylliones acted for the first time as a political unit c.C4m,

when they posed an oracle inquiry to Dodone (Dakaris et al.

(1993) 56).

The town of Byllis was situated at the right side of the

Aoos, at modern Gradisht. It was fortified in C4m (Ceka

(1990) 221). The wall enclosed an area of 28 ha (Corvisier

(1991) 288). The archaeological remains confirm that Byllis

was a political and cultural centre of the region in the

Hellenistic period. Excavations have brought to light an

agora, two stoas (C3s), a C3m theatre for c.7,500 spectators,

a stadium (C3s), a cistern and a peristyle temple of C3s

(Ceka (1990) 224–29).

93. Dodone (Dodonaios) Map 54. Lat. 39.30, long. 20.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is ∆ωδ)η, !

(Aesch. PV 658; Hdt. 1.46.2). The city-ethnic is ∆ωδωνα5ος,

and the external use is attested both collectively (Hdt. 2.57.1)

and individually (SGDI 1351 (C4s), 1355 (undated)).

Usually Dodone is mentioned as an oracle (Hdt. 2.52) or a

sanctuary (Eur. Phoen. 983). Dodone was the religious,

political and cultural centre of the Molossian League and

later of the Epirote League. Copies of the decrees (proxeny

and citizenship decrees, manumission records) of the

Molossian and Epirote League were set up in Dodone (the

oldest decrees: Cabanes (1976) 534–40 no. 1 (370–368), no. 2

(shortly before 330), no. 3 (before 330)). From these inscrip-

tions we know of the main institutions and the most

important magistrates of the Molossian and Epeirote
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League; but we have no information about the institutions

of the city itself. For the Molossian League are attested

basileus, prostates, grammateus, damiorgoi, synarchontes,

hieromnemones (Cabanes (1976) 534–40 nos. 1–3) and an

eklesia (sic) (ibid. 541 no. 5).

Attested cults include Zeus Dodonaios or Naios (Hom. Il.

16.233; Cabanes (1976) 550 no. 24 (C5); Dem. 18.253); Dione

(Cabanes (1976) 550 no. 24 (C5)); Themis (ibid. 560 no. 22

(C4)); Apollo (ibid. 560 no. 22 (C4)); Aphrodite and

Herakles (Dakaris (1993a) 19–20).

Dodone is situated 22 km south-west of modern

Ioannina at the foot of Mt. Tomaros (Dakaris (1993a) 6).

The acropolis was surrounded by a C4 polygonal wall which

enclosed an area of 3.4 ha (Dakaris (1971a) 72–73). It had ten

towers, two main gates (in the north-east and south-west)

and a small gate in the south (Dakaris (1993a) 34–35). On the

acropolis some foundations of buildings and a rectangular

cistern hewn out of the rock are noticeable, but not yet com-

pletely excavated (Dakaris (1971a) 75).

The main sanctuary was situated below the acropolis.The

central cult site was the prophetic oak. In C5l the first temple

was built, simple in construction with pronaos and cella

(Evangelidis and Dakaris (1959) 27; Dakaris (1960) 6;

Dieterle (1999) ch. iii.1).

The Molossian and Epeirote federal coins had among

other types the head of Zeus Dodonaios and Dione, eagle,

thunderbolt or oak leaves, all referring to the oracle at

Dodone. Legend: ΜΟΛΟΣΣΟΝ or ΑΠΕΙΡΩΤΑΝ

(Franke (1961) 93–97, 150–56; SNG Cop. Epirus 105–34).

94. Elateia Map 54. Lat. 39.10, long. 20.40. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: A. The toponym is ’Ελ�τεια,! (Dem. 7.32; Steph.

Byz. 264.3), ’Ελ�τρεια (Theopomp. fr. 206) and ’Ελ�τρια

(Strabo 7.7.5; Steph. Byz. 264.5). The only attestation of a

city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz. 264.4–5.

Elateia is classified as a polis in the urban sense by Dem.

7.32 and by Theopomp. fr. 206. It is also regarded as being a

colony of Elis (no. 251) (Dem. 7.32). Elateia was a polis

belonging to the Kassopians (Theopomp. fr. 206), who in

turn formed a part of the Thesprotians (Strabo 7.7.5). In C4s

Elateia was a dependency of Kassopa (no. 100).

Elateia controlled the plain east of the river Louros and

also the northern highland region (Dakaris (1971b) 173). The

location of Elateia has been much in dispute (cf. Dakaris

(1971b) n. 456). Hammond (1967) 477–78 and Dakaris

(1971b) 171 locate it convincingly at the foot of Mt. Zalongo

north of the village Paliorophoro. This site was settled from

prehistoric times. Probably colonists established themselves

on the north side of the hill, where the most ancient remains

of buildings have been found (Dakaris (1971b) 172). Dakaris

(ibid.) 172 suggests that in C5l the settlement was fortified

with a polygonal wall of 1,690 m in circumference, which

enclosed an area of 12.7 ha corresponding to a population of

about 3,800. The main gate was in the south-east leading to

the Louros plain and Boucheta (no. 90), a second gate was in

the south, a third in the east, and a fourth in the north (ibid.

174). There were at least two cemeteries outside the main

section of the walled town (ibid. 176). The uneven nature of

the terrain necessitated the construction of terraces and the

building of tiered streets.There are no signs of grid planning

of the town (ibid. 175 figs. 43 and 44).

95. Elea (Eleaios) Map 54. Lat. 39.25, long. 20.35. Size of

territory: ? Type: B.The toponym is ’Ελ/α,! (BCH 80 (1956)

300 (C4l–C3m)) or *Ελε�α (Franke (1961) 300–7, arguing

that MS ’Ελεδ in Ps.-Skylax 30 should be emended ’Ελε�α

or ’Ελ/α instead of ’Ελα�α, as the coins carry the legend

ΕΛΕΑΤΑΝ or ΕΛΕΑΙ(ΩΝ); according to Franke (1961)

300, the toponym ’Ελα�α—derived from Thuc. 1.46.4 (.ν

τ=8 ’Ελαι�τιδι) and Ptol. Geog. 3.14.5 (’Ελα�ας λιµ�ν)—is

erroneous, and the passages should be emended ’Ελε�τιδι

and ’Ελε�ας respectively. The city-ethnic is ’Ελεα5ος

(SGDI 1351 (C4s); coinage: Franke (1961) 43) and later

’Ελε�τας (coinage: Franke (1961) 44–45).

According to Ps.-Skylax 30, Elea was just a harbour

(λιµ�ν), but the archaeological, numismatic and epigraph-

ical record reveals that in C4s Elea must have been a polis.

Franke (1961) 301–2 suggests that Elea was a colony of

Corinth (no. 227). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on C4s coins (infra). The individual use

of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a C4s manumis-

sion inscription from Dodone (no. 93) which records the

name of a witness from Elea (SGDI 1351).

Elea was situated in the region of Elaiatis which, in turn,

was part of the region of Thesprotia (Thuc. 1.46.4; Ps.-

Skylax 30).This is confirmed by a C4s manumission inscrip-

tion from Dodona recording an ’Ελεα5ος among the

Thesprotian witnesses (SGDI 1351).

Dakaris (1972) 97 identifies Elea with Charauge (near

modern Veliani) on the slopes of the Korila and describes it

as a fortified settlement of 10 ha (Dakaris (1987) 75). Gates

are visible in the south-western and eastern part (Dakaris

(1972) figs. 42 and 43). The city was grid-planned and had

an agora (Dakaris (1971b) 184), a Hellenistic theatre compa-

rable in size to the small theatre of Kassopa (no. 100), and

two stoas to the west and east of the theatre (Dakaris
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(1971b) 178, (1972) figs. 42 and 43), probably of the

Hellenistic period.

For a short period between c.360 and 335 Elea struck

bronze coins: obv. head of Persephone facing, or Pegasos; rev.

Kerberos, or trident; legend: ΕΛΕΑΤΑΝ or ΕΛΕΑΙ(ΩΝ)

(Franke (1961) 40–41; SNG Cop. Epirus 49–50).

96. Ephyra (Ephyros) Map 54. Lat. 39.15, long. 20.30. Size

of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is ’Εφ�ρα, ! (Strabo

7.7.5) or ’Εφ�ρη (Thuc. 1.46.4), later Κ�χυρος (Strabo 7.7.5;

Paus. 1.17.4). Dakaris (1972) 29 suggests that the site was

renamed after 343/2. The city-ethnic is ;Εφυρος (Paus.

9.36.3).

Ephyra is called a polis in the urban sense by Thucydides

in a passage where he explicitly distinguishes between the

polis Ephyra and its harbour Cheimerion (1.46.4). Like Elea,

Ephyra was situated in the region of Elaiatis, which in turn

was part of the region of Thesprotia (Thuc. 1.46.4).

Thucydides’ description of Ephyra as lying inland and

above the harbour has led to the identification of Ephyra

with the ancient settlement at Xylokastro near modern

Likouresi, 800 m north of the junction of the river Kokkytos

with the Acheron. This site was inhabited from the pre-

historic period and was already in LH III a fully developed

settlement with a fortified acropolis enclosing an area of

4.24 ha (Dakaris (1972) 80 fig. 40); the settlement was the

same size in C4 (ibid. 115). A gate has been found in 

the southern part (ibid. fig. 40). The identification of the

ancient remains on the opposite hill (Dakaris (1993b)) with

the Nekromanteion mentioned in Hdt. 5.92γ is now unten-

able in the light of Baatz (1999), who shows that the excavat-

ed building was an aristocratic residence erected between

C4l and C3l, whereas the Nekromanteion must have been

situated at the foot of the hill instead.

97. Eurymenai (Eurymenaios) Map 54. Lat. 39.40, long.

20.55. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is

Ε(ρυµενα�, αH (Diod. 19.88.4: ε2ς ’Ευρυµεν3ς π#λιν

’Ηπειρωτικ�ν (rC4l)). The city-ethnic is ’Ευρυµενα5ος

(SEG 15 384 (370–368)).

Eurymenai is called a polis in the urban sense by Diod.

19.88.4, reporting the siege, conquest and destruction of the

polis in 312. The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in two C4f Molossian citizenship decrees

(SEG 15 384.11, 28) in which a citizen of Eurymenai occurs

as damiorgos: δαµιοργ+ν ?νδροκ�δεος ?ρκτ[νος

Ε(ρυµενα�ων. In C4f Eurymenai was a member of the

Molossian Koinon and belonged to the tribe of the

Arktanoi (ibid.).

Eurymenai is identified with the ancient remains of mod-

ern Kastritsa, which is situated on the south side of the lake

of Ioannina (Hammond (1997) 31); the site, however, is

identified with Tekmon (no. 109) by Cabanes (1997b) 116.

The site was settled from the prehistoric period (Dakaris

(1951), (1952)). In C4 the settlement on the hill was fortified.

The area enclosed by the circuit measures c.34.4 ha

(Corvisier (1991) 214; Vokotopoulou (1970)).

98. Gitana Map 54. Lat. 39.35, long. 20.15. Size of territory:

? Type: B. The toponym is Γ�τανα,τ� (Polyb. 27.16.5). In the

MSS the toponym is either Γ�τωνα (P) or Γε�τανα (Va) and

Γ�τανα is an emendation based on Gitana at Livy 42.38.1.

Dakaris (1972) 36 suggests that Γ�τανα is probably a corrup-

tion of Τ�τανα or Τιτ�νη, derived from the word τ�τανος,

“gyps”, which suits the location of the the site. For seal

impressions inscribed with the toponym, see Preka-

Alexandri (1996) 197–98.

Livy 42.38.1 calls Gitana a meeting place of the Epeirote

League (concilio Epirotarum).A C4m manumission inscrip-

tion naming the eponymous prostates of the Thesprotians

testifies to the importance of this town already in the

Classical period and shows that Gitana belonged to the

Thesprotian tribal community (SEG 26 717).

According to the C4m manumission inscription, Themis

was worshipped in Gitana (SEG 26 717); Tzouvara-Souli

(1979) appendix fig. 1 mentions a cult of Aphrodite but does

not suggest any date.

Gitana is situated near Philiates on the north-west side of

the limestone mountain Brysella at the confluence of the

Kalpakiotikos and Kalamas, which was navigable up to this

point (Dakaris (1972) 35). According to Polyb. 27.16.4–6,

Gitana was situated c.16 km from the sea.

In C4 an area of 28 ha was enclosed with a circuit wall 

running for 3,000 m (Dakaris (1972) 115), and the town was

grid-planned. The agora has been identified in the western

part, and a small theatre has been discovered outside the

wall (undated, but presumably C3–C2). The main gate was

in the northern side, and further gates were situated to the

north-west,west and between the lower town and the acrop-

olis (Dakaris (1987) 75 and (1972) figs. 53–54).

99. Horraon (Horraitas) Map 54. Lat. 39.15, long. 20.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: B/C. The toponym is U Ορραον, τ#

(SEG 35 665A.18 (C2m)). The city-ethnic is ‘Ορρα�τας

(Cabanes (1976) 586 no. 70.5) or ‘Ορραε�τας (SEG 35 665

(C2m)) or TΟρ(ρ)ε�τας (GGM I 239.45 �Dikaiarchos(?); cf.

BCH 109 (1985) 522–23). The rough breathing is attested in

the Latin form Horreum (Livy 45.26.4).
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Horraon is not explicitly classified as a polis in any source;

but in a decree of c.330, a citizen of Horraon is recorded

among the hieromnemones of the Molossian koinon

(Cabanes (1976) 539–40 no. 3; cf. BCH 109 (1985) 522). It 

follows that Horraon was a member of the koinon and

probably a polis in the political sense. The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested externally in a C2m treaty (SEG 35

665A.24). The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in a C4 manumission document (Cabanes (1976)

586 no. 70). Horraon has been identified by Cabanes and

Andreou (1985) 520 with the ancient remains near

Ammotopos. Excavations show that Horraon was fortified

before C4m (AR (1976–77) 43). The enclosed area measures

c.7.2 ha (Corvisier (1991) 284). The city was grid-planned,

and some houses of C4m–s have been excavated (Dakaris

(1989) 42–44; Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 147–50).

100. Kassopa (Kassopaios) Map 54. Lat. 39.10, long. 20.40.

Size of territory: 5 (c.900 km²: Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 120). Type: A. The toponym is Κασσ)πα (IG iv².1

95.25 (355); BCH 45 (1921) iv.51 (C3l)), in koine Κασσ)πη, !

(SEG 36 555 (C2s); Steph. Byz. 365.21) or Κασσωπ�α (Diod.

19.88.3 (rC4l)). The city-ethnic is Κασσωπα5ος (C4 coins

(infra); I.Magnesia 32.51 (C2e); IG vii 188.11 (C2e)) or

Κασσωπ#ς (Herodoros (FGrHist 31) fr. 35; Ps.-Skylax 31).

The earliest source classifying Kassopa explicitly as a polis

in the political sense is a C4l/C3e dedication on a statue base

(SEG 34 589). The evidence for Kassopa as a polis in the urban

sense is literary and retrospective (Diod. 19.88.3:Κασσωπ�αν

π#λιν (rC4l)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in IG vii 188.11 (�Ager (1996) no. 85) and internal-

ly on the C4 coins (Franke (1961) 69–70) and on weights

stamped with the inscription Κα[σσωπα�ων] (SEG 35 673).

The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

IG ix².1 243.4 (C3)).

Kassopa was situated in a region called Κασσωπ�α

(Dem. 7.32; Theopomp frr. 206–7; Ps.-Skylax 31–32) or

Κασσιοπα�α (Plut. Mor. 297B) or Κασσι#πη (Ptol. Geog.

3.14.8), which was part of Thesprotia (Strabo 7.7.5). In most

cases it is impossible to determine whether the evidence

concerns the polis Kassopa or the region Kassopia. The terri-

tory was delimited by the river Acheron, the Ionian Sea and

the Gulf of Ambrakia, and must have been c.900 km² in size

(Thuc. 1.46.4; Ps.-Skylax 31; Ps.-Skymnos 447, 453, and

Strabo 7.7.1, 5). To Kassopaia belonged in C4 four smaller

towns of 5 to 8 ha (Batiai (no. 88), Berenike (no. 89),

Boucheta (no. 90), and Kastrosykia (probably �Κασσι#πη

λιµ�ν, mentioned in Ptol. Geog. 3.14.2; Strabo 7.7.4)), one

medium-sized town (Elateia (no. 94)) and two large towns

(Pandosia (no. 104) and Kassopa (Corvisier (1991) 87; see

also the map in Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 116)).

According to Strabo 7.7.5, the Kassopaians were

Thesprotians, and c.330–325 they became members of the

Epeirote Federation (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994)

116). From C4m Kassopa was the political centre of the

region and is recorded in the C4m list of theorodokoi from

Epidauros (IG iv².1 95.25). The attested political institutions

are all of the Hellenistic period (SEG 15 383 (C2)). A C3–C2

honorific decree passed by the π#λις Κασσωπα�ων (SEG

35 671) suggests that there was a popular assembly. The

archaeological evidence (infra) indicates that these institu-

tions existed already in C4 (Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 119).

Kassopa is identified with the remains of an ancient set-

tlement near modern Kamarina. Situated on the slopes of

Mt. Zalongo, Kassopa had a dominating position with a

superb view of the Gulf of Ambrakia. The C4m defence cir-

cuit enclosed an area of 30 ha (Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 123). The agora is situated south of the main road, in

the westernmost part of the town. The place was probably

chosen because of its magnificent view. The town was grid-

planned, and the west side of the agora was probably from

the beginning reserved for public buildings. The open ekkle-

siasterion of C3l (Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 62–63)

most likely had a predecessor in the form of a natural the-

atre. A temple of Aphrodite was built about C4m (Hoepfner

and Schwandner (1994) 120–45 figs. 94 and 95). The main

deity of the town seems to have been Aphrodite (coins

(infra), temple, SEG 15 383 (C2)). A C4–C3 theatre is located

in the western part of the city (TGR ii. 231).

The Kassopaians struck silver and bronze coins in the

period 342–330/25: obv. head of Aphrodite wearing

stephanos or boucranion; rev. serpent or dove; legend

(sometimes on obv.): ΚΑΣΣΩΠΑΙΩΝ (Franke (1961)

69–75; SNG Cop. Epirus 43–45).

101. Nikaia Map 49. Lat. 40.30, long. 19.45. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: C. The toponym is Ν�καια (Steph. Byz. 474.17).

The only attestation of the city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz. 475.2.

Nikaia is called polis only by Steph. Byz. 474.20 (π#λις .ν

’Ιλλυρ�δι). It has been included in this inventory because of

the remains of a fortified C5–C4 settlement which is too

large to be a kome (infra), combined with the site-classifica-

tion in Steph. Byz. Nikaia was a member of the koinon of the

Bylliones, as is apparent from a C2l inscription which men-

tions a Σ)στρατος . . .Βυλλ�ων �π� Νικα�ας (Leonardou

(1925–26) 25 no. 140.11; Robert (1928) 433–34). A Hellenistic
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(?) manumission inscription found at Nikaia records the

strategos eponymos of the koinon of the Bylliones (SEG 35

696).

The ancient remains near Klos have been identified with

Nikaia. The site was fortified in C5. The area enclosed by the

wall measures c.18 ha (Corvisier (1991) 288). The city plan of

Nikaia is similar to that of Amantia (Ceka (1990) 218–19).

102. Olympa (Olympastas) Not in Barr. Lat. 40.25, long.

19.35. Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is ’Ολ�µπα,

- (terracotta stamp (infra)), in koine ’Ολ�µπη, ! (Steph.

Byz. 491.3). The city-ethnic is probably ’Ολυµπαστ�ς

(C3–C2 coins (infra)).

Olympa is called a polis only by Steph. Byz. 491.3 (π#λις

iΙλλυρ�ας). The reason for including Olympa in this inven-

tory is the evidence for polis status in the Hellenistic period,

combined with the remains of a fortified C5–C4 settlement

which is too large to be a kome (infra). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally on the C3s–C2f coins

(infra). A C3l dedication to Zeus Megistos mentions a

politarches, the synarchontes and a grammateus (SEG 35 697).

Bronze coins of C3s–C2f with the legend

ΟΛΥΜΠΑΣΤΑΝ and a terracotta stamped with

ΟΛΥΜΠΑΣ, all found near Mavrove, have led to the iden-

tification of the ancient remains at this site with Olympa

(Dautaj (1981); Ceka (1988)). The site was fortified in

C5l/C4e (ibid. 80–81). The enclosed area measures c.15 ha

(Corvisier (1991) 288). The plan of the town is similar to that

of Phoinike (Ceka (1990) 220).

103. Orikos (Orikios) Map 49. Lat. 40.20, long. 19.30. Size

of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is ;Ωρικος, W (Hdt.

9.93.1; Polyb. 7.14d) or ’Ωρικ#ς (SEG 43 339 (C5m); Ps.-

Skylax 26), W (Polyb. 7.14.d) or ’Ωρικ#ν, τ# (Cass. Dio

41.45.1; Strabo 7.5.8 (conj.)). The city-ethnic is ’Ωρ�κιος (IG

ix 12 4. 1203(C3) ).

Orikos is classified as a limen by Hecat. fr. 106 and

Hdt. 9.93.1. But it is called a polis in the urban sense at 

Ps.-Skylax 26 and in Hellenistic sources (Apollodoros 

fr. 300; Ps.-Skymnos 441, describing Orikos as a ‘Ελλην�ς

π#λις).

In the Classical period Orikos was probably part of the

peraia of Korkyra mentioned by Thuc. 3.85.2. The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a Korkyraian

decree of C3l (I.Magnesia 44.46 � IG ix².1 1196) and inter-

nally in a C3 oracle inquiry (IG ix 12 4. 1203) and on C3–C2

coins (Head, HN² 314–15; Hammond (1967) 639).

According to the ancient sources, Orikos was situated on

the Ionian coast near the Acroceraunian mountains at a 

distance of 80 miles from Salentinum (Plin. HN 3.145); the

site has been identified with the ancient remains found on

an island in the southern part of the Gulf of Valona, which

already in Antiquity became connected with the mainland

(Plin. HN 2.204), i.e. modern Pascha Liman (Hammond

(1976c)). Orikos is situated on a small promontory which is

easily defensible on the landward side. The settlement cov-

ered an area of 5 ha (Corvisier (1991) 287). The archaeologi-

cal remains are scarce. Hammond (1967) 127 reports a

post-Classical circuit wall and towers.

104. Pandosia (Pan-) Map 54. Lat. 39.15, long. 20.34. Size

of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Πανδοσ�α, ! (Dem.

7.32; Theopomp. fr. 206; Strabo 7.7.5). The only attestation

of a city-ethnic is in Steph.Byz.499.22.Hellenistic coins bear

an abbreviated form of the city-ethnic: ΠΑΝ (Head HN²

321; Dakaris (1971b) 169). Pandosia is classified as a polis in

the urban sense by Dem. 7.32 and by Theopomp. fr. 206. It is

also regarded as being a colony of Elis (no. 251) (Dem. 7.32).

Pandosia was a polis belonging to the Kassopians

(Theopomp. fr. 206), who in turn formed a section of the

Thesprotians (Strabo 7.7.5, 6.1.5). In C4s Pandosia was a

dependency of Kassopa (no. 100). Pandosia is recorded in

the C4m list of theorodokoi from Epidauros (IG iv².1 95.24).

An oracle from Dodona, misinterpreted by Alexander I,

shows that Pandosia was built on three hills near the

Acherusian lake and the river Acheron (Strabo 6.1.5) and

was situated in the region of Kassopaia (Dem. 7.32; Strabo

7.7.5). On the basis of the literary sources, Hammond

((1967) 477–78, 674–75, with map) identified Pandosia with

Gourana near modern Trikastro (accepted by Barr.).

Dakaris, on the other hand, combined the thesis of Leake

((1835) 4.55, 73, 75) with that of Philippson (1956) 106 and

identified Pandosia with the ancient remains of a site near

Kastri: a rounded hill in the middle of the Acheron plain ris-

ing to a height of 107 m between Kanalikon and Ephyra.

Contrary to the ancient description, the Acheron flows to

the south of this hill. Dakaris counters this objection with

the suggestion that the course of the Louros has changed

and that in Antiquity the river-bed was on the southern side

of the hill (Dakaris (1971b) 164).

Pandosia was connected with the sea by the Acherusian

lake and the navigable river Acheron. Dakaris believes that a

port existed on the south side of the lake at Dromos

Skalomatos, where oak keels of ancient vessels have been

found. Another port may have existed on the north side of

the lake near the south wall of Pandosia, because ancient

metal rings were formerly affixed to the rocks for tying up
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small ships. The bridge mentioned by Plin. HN 4.1.4 proba-

bly linked the main settlement on Kastri hill with the two

northern hillocks (Dakaris (1971b) 170).

The site was settled from the prehistoric period

(Corvisier (1991) 201). The way Philip besieged and pillaged

the land of the colonists (Dem. 7.32) was one normally

adopted against walled cities. Therefore the conquest of

Pandosia by Philip II (343/2) constitutes the terminus ante

quem of the older walls. This date is in accordance with the

style of the walls and the political role Pandosia played at

this time. Dakaris suggests that Pandosia was fortified

between C5l and 343/2; the polygonal enclosure encom-

passed an area of 13.1 ha (Dakaris (1971b) 167). The settle-

ment is divided into two parts by an inner wall (ibid. 167

with fig. 42; cf. AR (2000–1) 67). The wall was reinforced

with twenty-two towers and had two gates on the eastern

side, the southern one leading to the Acherousian lake

(Dakaris (1971b) 167 with fig. 42). From the very few remains

of buildings it is impossible to reconstruct the city plan

(ibid. 168). The nature of the terrain makes it most unlikely

that the city was grid-planned (ibid. 167). On the hill-top

two large cisterns are preserved (ibid. 169–70).

105. Passaron Map 54. Lat. 39.40, long. 20.45. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Πασσαρ)ν, -+νος (Plut.

Pyrrh. 5.5) and Passaron (Livy 45.26.4). Passaron is not called

a polis in any ancient source. It is described as an oppidum by

Livy 45.26.4 and as a χωρ�ον τ8ς Μολλοτ�δος by Plut.

Pyrrh. 5.5.

Passaron is located near Gardiki on the hill above

Radotovi in the north-west of modern Ioannina (Dakaris

(1987) 72). Decrees found at this site (SEG 26 719 mentioning

the prostates of the Molossoi (after 264); Cabanes (1976)

545–46 no. 13) as well as the literary tradition (Plut.Pyrrh.5.5)

indicate that Passaron with its temple was the political centre

of the Molossians, where the Molossian kings and people

exchanged oaths (Plut. Pyrrh. 5.5). The fortification of the

acropolis covering an area of 3.65 ha dates from C5s (Dakaris

(1987) 72); in C4l a new defence circuit enclosed an addition-

al area of 10 ha (Corvisier (1991) 213–14). Three cisterns and

three gates in the north, south-east and west have been ident-

ified. The cavea of a theatre, lying outside the fortification,

has been excavated (Dakaris (1987) 72 fig. 1). A C4 temple

(Evangelidis (1952) 306–8) at the foot of the hill is thought to

have been the official sanctuary of the Molossoi, where,

probably, Zeus Areios was worshipped (Plut. Pyrrh. 5.5).

106. Phanote (Phanoteus) Map 54. Lat. 39.35, long. 20.20.

Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Phanote (Livy

43.21.4, 45.26.3). The city-ethnic is Φανοτε�ς (Polyb. 5.96.6,

27.16.4).

Phanote is called a polis at Polyb. 5.96.4 (.π� τ8ς τ+ν

Φανοτ/ων π#λεως); Livy classifies it as urbs (45.26.3) and as

castellum Epiri (43.21.4). The only reason to include Phanote

as a possible polis in the Classical period is the combination

of the Hellenistic site-classification with the remains of a

fairly large C4l settlement (infra).

Phanote is no longer localised at Raveni (Hammond

(1967) 660; Barr.) but at modern Doliane (Dakaris (1972)

40–41). The town was built on a hill on the right side of the

Kalamas. An area of c.5.3 ha was fortified in C4l (ibid. 154).

The main gate was on the northern side (ibid. fig. 56). The

cemetery was discovered c.200 m further north (ibid. 155).

107. Phoinike Map 54. Lat. 39.50, long. 20.05. Size of

territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is [Φοιν]�κα, ! (SEG 23

189.i.12 (c.330)).

Phoinike is called a polis in the urban sense by Polyb. 2.5.5

and 2.8.4. Polis status in C4 is strongly indicated by the epi-

graphical and archaeological record: an oracle inquiry of

C4l/C3e from Dodone (no. 90) filed by - π#λις - τ+ν

Χα#νων is ascribed to Phoinike (Dakaris et al. (1993)

58 �SEG 15 397.4). Phoinike seems to have been the political

centre of the Chaonians from C4m (Cabanes (1976) 115–16).

Phoinike is recorded in the C4s list of theorodokoi from Argos

(SEG 23 189; Charneux (1966a) 156–239, (1966b). The patron

god was probably Athena Polias (SEG 15 397.4 (C4l/C3e)).

Phoinike has been identified with the ancient site on the

hill above modern Finik in southern Albania, where a small

walled acropolis of about 1.5 ha can be traced back to C5

(Corvisier (1991) 218; Budina (1986) 119: 6 ha). In the

Hellenistic period the city grew to cover up to 57 ha.

108. Poionos Map 54. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C.

The toponym is Ποιων#ς. The only thing we know about

Poionos is that in, probably, 355 a theorodokos was appoint-

ed to host theoroi from Epidauros: Ποιων#ς. Xδµατος (IG

iv².1 95.27), if the reading Ποιων#ς is correct. Cabanes

(1997a) 97 has no doubt, and Perlman (2000) 182 rejects the

conjecture Τ#ρωνος suggested by Baunack (1895) 56 and

again by Dakaris (1972) 34. Hammond (1967) 519 suggests

that Poinonos might be a personal name. If so, the

Thesprotians had four theorodokoi. Because of the

geographical order in the list, Cabanes (ibid.) supposes that

Poionos was a harbour between Thesprotia and Korkyra

(no. 123).

109. Tekmon Map 54. Lat. 39.40, long. 20.55. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Τ/κµων (Steph. Byz. 611.21)
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or Tecmon (Livy 45.26.4, 10). The only source for the city-

ethnic is Steph. Byz. 611.21.

Tekmon is called a polis by Steph. Byz. 611.21 (π#λις

Θεσπρωτ+ν) and an oppidum by Livy (45.26.4). The only

reason to include Tekmon in this inventory is the site-classifi-

cation in Steph. Byz. combined with the remains of a fortified

C4 settlement which is much too large to be a kome (infra).

Tekmon is identified with the ancient remains of modern

Kastritsa, which is situated on the south side of the lake of

Ioannina (Cabanes (1997b) 116). Hammond, however,

((1997) 31) prefers to identify this site with Eurymenai (no.

97). The site was settled from the prehistoric period

(Dakaris (1951), (1952)). In C4, the settlement on the hill was

fortified and the walls enclosed an area of c.34.4 ha

(Corvisier (1991) 214; Vokotopoulou (1970)). Unlocated in

Barr. and only H.

110. Torone Map 54. Lat. 39.31, long. 20.10. Size of territory:

1 or 2. Type: C. The toponym is Τορ)νη,! (Ptol. Geog. 3.14.5).

Torone is mentioned by Ptol. Geog. 3.14.5 in a context

which indicates that it was either a polis or a harbour. If we

accept Dakaris’ emendation of Πο�ωνος into Τ#ρωνος

(Dakaris 1972) 34), Torone may be recorded in the C4m list

of theorodokoi from Epidauros (IG iv².1 95.27 as emended

already by Baunack (1895) 56, rejected by Perlman (2000)

182, see supra 108), which would indicate that the settlement

was a polis in C4m.Against this view, see Cabanes (1997a) 97.

In Ptolemy’s list Torone is recorded between the mouth of

the Thyamis and Sybota. Accordingly, Dakaris (1972) 115

with fig. 49 locates Torone on a peninsula in the northern

part of Sybota Bay (�modern Lygia) and suggests that the

site belonged to the peraia of Korkyra (no. 123), referred to

by Thuc. 3.85.2. This place was settled from the Archaic peri-

od. Probably in C5 the open settlement was transformed

into a small fortified acropolis of 1.2 ha. It expanded to the

south and west; by 427 it had grown to 21.5 ha, and in C4 it

covered 58 ha (Corvisier (1991) 205–6; Dakaris (1972) 115 figs.

49–51). Three parts can be distinguished: part A, fortified

already before 427 with gates to the south, east and west

(ibid. fig. 51); part B, also fortified before 427 with a gate

probably in the east; and part C, fortified after 427 with a gate

in the west (ibid. fig. 50).

111. Zmaratha Map 54. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type:

C. The toponym is Ζµαρ�θα, ! The only thing we know

about Zmaratha is that in, probably, 340–338 a theorodokos

was appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros: Ζµαρ�θαι.

’Επ�ν(ι)κος Νικ�νδρου (IG iv².1 95.76); cf. also Perlman

(2000) 259.
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I. The Region

No ancient name for the region as a whole existed, but for the

main part of the mainland, the name ?καρναν�α is attested

(Hecat. frr. 110–11; Hdt. 2.10.3 (?καρναν�η); Thuc. 2.80.8;

Xen. Hell. 6.2.37; IG ii² 237.35 (C4); IG ix².1 393.3 (C3)). The

ethnic is ?καρν�ν (Hdt. 1.62.4, 7.221; SEG 42 1041 (C4)), the

feminine form ?καρναν�ς (IG ix².1 585.2 (Pagasai, c.300)) or

?καρν�νισσα (IG ii² 2332.97 (183/2)). The collective use of

the ethnic is attested externally in Attic inscriptions of C4 (IG

ii² 43.B.12 (�Staatsverträge 257 (377)); 96.8), internally in

local inscriptions of the Hellenistic period (IG ix².1 3A; IG

ix².1 583 (Olympia, 216)), and very often in literary sources

(e.g. Thuc. 2.30.1; Xen. Hell. 4.6.4; Arist. fr. 477); for the indi-

vidual and external use, cf. ?καρν3ν .ξ ?λυζ/ας (SEG 42

1041 (Ephesos, C4); cf. LGPN IIIA 367, s.v. Π#λλυς) and

?καρν3ν Θυρρειε�ς (SGDI 2658 (Delphi, 315–280)). The

region itself is called χ)ρα (Thuc. 2.102.2, 6) and �θνος (Ps.-

Skylax 34); this last term is also used to denote the communi-

ty of the Akarnanians (IG ix².1 583.11–12, 56 (Olympia, 216)),

for which we find τ� πλ8θος τ+ν ?καρν�νων as well (ibid.

56). The normal term for the political unit, i.e. the

Akarnanian federal state, is τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν ?καρν�νων

(Xen. Hell. 4.6.4; IG ix².1 208.7, 9–10 (C2)). Owing to the

nature of the region, there was a distinction between inland

Akarnania (! µεσ#γεια τ8ς ’Ακαρναν�ας, Thuc. 2.102.1),

part of which was τ� ’Ακαρνανικ�ν πεδ�ον near the river

Acheloos (Thuc. 2.102.2), and the coastal region (! >λλη

?καρναν�α ! περ� θ�λασσαν, Thuc. 2.33.2; cf. οH �π�

θαλ�σσης ?καρν[νες, Thuc. 2.80.1, and οH /π� θαλ�σσης

>νω ’Ακαρν[νες, Thuc. 2.83.1).

The frontiers of Akarnania were the Gulf of Arta to the

north, between Argos Amphilochikon (no. 115) and Actium

(cf.no.114; Strabo 7.7.56, 10.2.1,7), the Ionian Sea to the west,

from Actium to Oiniadai (no. 130) (Thuc. 2.102.2; Strabo

10.2.1), and the river Acheloos to the east (IG ix².1 3A; Strabo

8.2.3, 10.2.1; for the inconsistencies in Strabo, cf. Gehrke

(1994) 108–9), thus bordering on Argos Amphilochikon and

on the Agraians to the north-east, on Aitolia to the east.

The common designation of the islands opposite the west

coast of Greece, and especially of Akarnania, is “the Ionian

islands”. The name covers Korkyra (no. 123), Leukas (no.

126), Kephallenia, Ithaka (no. 122) and Zakynthos (no. 141),

and has been used since the last years of the eighteenth cen-

tury when the French called their new possessions in the

Ionian Sea “les îles Ioniennes”.¹ They adopted the ancient

terms for the sea in this region (cf. Treidler (1929)): ’Ι#νιος

κ#λπος (Hecat. frr. 91, 92; Skylax (FGrHist 709) T 4; Hdt.

6.127; Thuc. 1.24.1); other terms: ’Ι#νιος π#ντος (Hdt. 7.20;

Eur. Phoen. 208) or simply ’Ι#νιον (Arist. Pol. 1329b20) and,

poetically, ’Ι#νιον κ%µα (Hes. fr. 372.8, MW), ’Ι#νιος

π#ρος (Pind. Nem. 4.53; Aesch. fr. 32 B.327, Mette; Soph. fr.

337, Radt), named after Io (Aesch. PV 840) or a certain

Illyrian Ionios (Theopomp. fr. 128a). The terms normally

designated the southern part of the Adriatic Sea between

Greece and Italy. Occasionally, some islands were seen to

belong to the same regional unit as Akarnania (Thuc. 2.7.3:

Korkyra (no. 123), Kephallenia, the Akarnanians and

Zakynthos (no. 141); cf. Thuc. 2.30.2: the position of

Kephallenia κατ3 ?καρναν�αν κα� Λευκ�δα; and Strabo

8.2.2: ?καρναν�α κα� αH προκε�µεναι ν8σοι, Ζ�κυνθος

κα� Κεφαλλην�α κα� ’Ιθ�κη κα� ’Εχιν�δες).

Unlike the other islands, Kephallenia was divided

between four poleis (τετρ�πολις οwσα, Παλ8ς, Κρ�νιοι,

Σαµα5οι,Πρ+ννοι: Thuc. 2.30.2).A number of sources tes-

tify to co-operation between the four poleis and a common

identity of all Kephallenians: IG ii² 96 �Staatsverträge 262;

cf. also Κεφαλλ[νες .κ Κραν�ων (IG ix.1 276.3 (Opous,

C3–C2?)) or Κεφαλλ�ν/-8νες .κ Παλ/ων (F.Delphes iii.4

376.3–4 (suppl., 358/7); BCH 68–69 (1944–45) 121 no. 32.4

(Delphi, C3)) or Κεφαλλ3ν .κ Πρ)ννων (IG ix².1 8.3–4

(suppl., C3)). Dreher (1995b) 199 n. 116 and, implicitly,

Bengtson (Staatsverträge 262) have assumed the existence of

a Kephallenian federal state; but this seems unwarranted.

Unlike the Akarnanians and other federal states, the

¹ Steinhart and Wirbelauer (2002) 50. For this reason, the island of Kythera
was included among the Ionian islands. Since this island lies outside the Ionian
Sea, we have excluded it from the present study. Cf. also Thiry (2001) 132ff.
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Kephallenian poleis did not strike common coins, and each

of them seems to have been an independent polity (Paleis

(no. 132) in 435; Kranioi (no. 125) in 431/30(?); Pronnoi (no.

135) in 377; Same (no. 136) in 189/8). From outside, the

islanders were often seen simply as Kephallenians (especial-

ly at Athens; cf. Thuc. 3.94.1–2; Dem. 32.9, and Aristotle’s

Κεφαλλ�νων πολιτε�α no. 79, Gigon). A Kephallenian

Confederacy with common institutions is not explicitly

attested, and what united the Kephallenians seems to have

been a geographical and ethnic identity (cf. the eponymous

common ancestor, Kephalos) rather than some kind of

political organisation.

From C8, the whole region was one of the centres of

Corinthian colonisation, especially Korkyra (no. 123),

Ambrakia (no. 113), Anaktorion (no. 114), Leukas (no. 126);

cf. Domingo-Forasté (1988); Jouan (1990). One of the

Corinthian colonies on the mainland, Anaktorion, became

a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy during the

Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 4.49; see infra), while Ambrakia,

on the northern side of the Gulf of Arta, remained inde-

pendent.A special case is Amphilochian Argos (no. 115), east

of the Gulf: not belonging to the Akarnanian Confederacy, it

maintained special relations with the κοιν#ν (Gehrke

(1994–95) 43).

Akarnania was organised as a federal state already in

Classical times (Gehrke (1994–95) 42–43; Beck (1997) 31–43).

In C5s–C4, the mint of the Confederacy may have been at

Stratos (no. 138) (silver drachms and fractions). Types: obv.

head of Acheloos; rev. g within incuse square; cf. Kraay

(1976) 129 and no. 443; SNG Cop. Acarnania 405–6. Like

many poleis of the region, the Akarnanian koinon struck

coins on the Corinthian standard too (pegasi, c.350–330; cf.

BMC Corinth 113).² The interpretation of these coins as fed-

eral has been questioned by Dany (1999) 280–81.

The members of the Confederacy were divided into

π#λεις and �θνη (IG ix².1 583.40 (Olympia, 216); Habicht

(1957) 109–10), �θνος being the term designating a member

state of the Confederacy without an urban centre. Thus, the

Akarnanian communities are categorised as poleis only if

there are other indications of polis status—for example, an

urban centre. In the region as a whole, altogether thirty set-

tlements seem to have been poleis (including possible poleis

placed in category C). They are described in the inventory

below. The letters . . . λε[ις?] at the end of the list in IG ix².1

582.49 (from Magnesia, c.207) may indicate an Akarnanian

polis we cannot identify. We have classified it as C at the end

of the Inventory.

A number of communities are attested as poleis only by

Steph. Byz.: Akra (62.6), Apollonia (106.3–4), Aspalatheia

(134.5: π#λις Ταφ�ων), Athenai (35.1ff, from Demetrios of

Skepsis, perhaps founded as a fortification by the Athenians

c.450 (Kirsten (1937) 2210)), Erysiche (281.10ff, see infra),

Psophis (704.20–21; this name is also attested in Zakynthos

(no. 141), Taphos (609.3: π#λις Κεφαλλην�ας, ν%ν δ*

Ταφιο%σσα, attested as a polis also Eur.HF 60 (>στυ in 1080),

but in a mythological context (destruction by Amphitryon));

the question whether the island of Taphos (Meganisi?) was a

polis remains open. With Taphos was also connected the

place-name Telebois (µο5ρα τ8ς ?καρναν�ας, �π�

Τηλεβ#ου, 620.14), but likewise in a mythical context. Melos

is referred to by Steph. Byz. 450.14 only as κ)µη τ8ς

?καρναν�ας. Whether these names (except for Athenai) rep-

resent historical toponyms remains dubious.³

The remaining names attested in the sources and the

archaeological sites, especially those included in Barr., are

the following.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Ambrakos (Xµβρακος) Steph. Byz. 85.10 (πολ�χνιον);

Polyb. 4.61.4, 63.4. Ps.-Skylax 33 speaks of an .π� θαλ�ττης

τε5χος, meaning obviously Ambrakos; for τε5χος as “fort,

fortress”, i.e. a fortification located in the territory of a polis,

see Flensted-Jensen (1997) 120–21. Fortified settlement

(Hammond (1967) 138). Barr. C.

Dioryktos (∆ι#ρυκτος) Polyb. 5.5.12; Dion. Hal. Ant. 1.50.4.

In Barr. a settlement of C?, but no settlement is attested.

Ellomenon (’Ελλοµεν#ν) Thuc. 3.94.1 is our only source,

and there is no authority for Barr.’s Hellomenon. On Leukas

(no. 126), and probably a second-order settlement. Barr. C.

Euboia (Εdβοια) Strabo 10.1.15 (τ#πος). Mentioned by

Strabo in a retrospective context. Barr. A?

² Coins of the Akarnanian Confederacy are listed by Imhoof-Blumer (1878)
13–46; BMC Thessaly 168–70; BMC Corinth 113; Head, HN² 333–34; Grose (1926)
nos. 5387–97; SNG Copenhagen 418–24; IGCH nos. 145, 147, 201, 236, 312, 1971,
2187; SNG Stockholm 1365–69; SNG Paris, Delepierre 1209; SNG Tübingen
1564–66; Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli [1993] pl. 3; CH viii. 506.

³ The Epidaurian list of theorodokoi, IG iv².1 95.33–38,has,between Argos and
Aitolian Proschion, the places Akripos, Hyporeiai, Therminea and Phyleia.
According to Robert (1940) 107–8, Hyporeiai was Akarnanian. So the other
places, especially Akripos, which is named between Argos and Hyporeiai, may
have been part of Akarnania too. Nevertheless, we have excluded them from this
Inventory because there is no additional evidence for their being Akarnanian.
See Perlman (2000) 69.
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Idomene (’Ιδοµεν�) Thuc. 3.112.1. Place in Amphilochia,

north of Argos (no. 115), with two hills, a higher and a lower

one,according to Pritchett (1992) 37ff at modern Paliokoulia

and Alonaki (the last one perhaps the site of a sanctuary,

ibid. 45–46; cf. Schoch (1997) 39–40). According to Barr. a

fortress and a sanctuary. Barr. C.

Ithoria (’Ιθωρ�α) Polyb. 4.64.9 (χωρ�ον). Fortified hill-

top settlement (Bommeljé et al. (1987) 74, s.v. Agios Elias).

Barr. C.

Kraneia (Κρ�νεια) Theopomp. fr. 229 (χωρ�ον ?µβρα-

κιωτ+ν). Probably identical with Steph. Byz. 377.17:

Κορ)νεια . . . φρο�ριον τ8ς ?µβρακ�ας (Hammond

(1967) 140). Barr. C.

Krenai (Κρ8ναι) Thuc. 3.105.2 (χωρ�ον). Place in south-

ern Amphilochia, pace Pritchett (1992) 13ff and Schoch

(1997) 39, to be located at modern Palaioavli at the south-

east corner of the Gulf of Arta: Hammond (1967) 248 n. 1.

Barr. C.

Metropolis (Μητρ#πολις) Thuc. 3.107.1, location and

function unknown, near Olpai (Pritchett (1992) 26–27;

Schoch (1997) 48–49). Barr. C.

Nellos (Ν8λλος or -ον) IG ii² 43.B.37–38. Also called

Arkadia (Diod. 15.45.3). Unlocated fortified settlement on

Zakynthos (no. 141), where the exiled Zakynthian demo-

crats in 375 had established a temporary splinter community

(Dreher (1995b) 177–78). Barr. C.

Nerikos (Ν�ρικος) Hom. Od. 24.377 (πτολ�εθρον);

Thuc. 3.7.4; Strabo 10.2.8; Eust. Od. 2.327.31. Fortified place

perhaps in the peraia of Leukas (no. 126). Barr. C.

Nesos (Ν8σος) Probably the harbour of Thyrreion (no.

139). Not in Barr.

Olpai (;Ολπαι) Thuc. 3.105.1 (τε5χος). Fortified settle-

ment in the territory of Argos Amphilochikon (no. 115),used

by the Akarnanians and (probably) the Argeians as the seat

of their common law court, situated 25 stades from Argos,

usually located at modern Agrilovuni (see e.g. Pritchett

(1992) 22–25 or Schoch (1997) 37–38), where remains of a

peribolos wall (Hammond (1967) 204–5) and of a large tem-

ple (Rhomaios (1918) 116) have been found. Barr. C.

Ptychia (Πτυχ�α) Thuc. 4.46.3 (ν8σος); Steph. Byz.

538.10 (ν8σος παρ3 τ=8 Κερκ�ρ�α). The island of Ptychia

mentioned by Thuc. 4.46.3 has been identified with the

modern island of Vido (Bürchner (1922) 1411–12 no. 9;

Dontas (1965) 139–40 n. 3). Barr. C.

Sauria (Σαυρ�α) Diod. 19.67.4. Fortified place in central

Akarnania, to be located at modern Rigani (Pritchett (1991)

8–9, 13–14). In 314 a place of refuge for the population of

southern Akarnania, especially from Oiniadai (no. 130;

Diod. 19.67.4); for a discussion of the historical circum-

stances, see Freitag (1994) 222–23. Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Classical Settlements

Ag. Mina Remains of a “town of no small importance”

(Benton (1932) 233) on the island of Kalamos, probably of

the Classical and/or Hellenistic periods. Barr. C?

Ag. Pandeleimona Port and small fortress with finds from

the Classical and/or Hellenistic periods, perhaps belonging

to Astakos (no. 116) (Murray (1982) 57–61; Schoch (1997)

41–42). Barr. C.

Kalamos Benton (1932) 233–34 gives some information

about ruins of various periods on the island of Kalamos: e.g.

a round tower at Xylokastro. Not in Barr.

Kharakti (�Kastro tou Sordatou) See Pronnoi (no. 135).

Limena Vatheos (�Ormos Vathy) Remains of an ancient

settlement with “a classical foundation” (Benton (1932) 232)

on the island of Meganisi, which is usually identified with

ancient Taphos. Barr. A? or C?

Lykoniko Fortified place south of Monastiraki (Akarna-

nia), Pritchett (1992) 108–13: probably a fortress (or two),

but the existence of a settlement is not to be excluded.

Barr. C?

Palatia Possibly a settlement of the Classical period.

Psara Near the place Psara (or Psari), south of the modern

village of Konopina, remains of at least two ancient ceme-

teries, ruins of houses on two hills, one of them called Kastro

(information from local inhabitants), and numerous sherds

(many of them black-glazed) and tile fragments indicate a

settlement of Classical/Hellenistic times. The site is a candi-

date for an Akarnanian urban centre, which, however, in the

present state of research cannot be identified with any of the

places attested in our written sources. Not in Barr.

Sterna Fortified sanctuary and settlement on Mount

Sterne in the territory of Palairos (no. 131). Barr. A?C.
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II. The Poleis ⁴

112. Alyzeia (Alyzaios) Map 54. Lat. 38.45, long. 20.55. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?λ�ζεα, ! (SEG 15

393 (Dodona, C5–C4); SEG 42 1041 (Ephesos, C4)) and (in

literary sources) ?λ�ζια (Thuc. 7.31.2),?λ�ζεια (Xen. Hell.

5.4.65–66), ?λυζ�α (Ps.-Skylax 34) or Λ�ζεια (Hecat. fr.

111). The city-ethnic is ?λυζα5ος (on C4s coins, infra; IG vii

2418.18 (355–351), with a variant in the same inscription:

?λυζ8ος (ibid. 5, cf. SEG 37 531.11)), or ?λυζε�ς (IG ix².1

582.49 (Magnesia, c.207)), or—with reference to the

Confederacy—?καρν�ν .ξ ?λυζ/ας (SEG 42 1041

(Ephesos, C4); cf. LGPN IIIA 367, s.v. Π#λλυς).

Alyzeia is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 34.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

a decree from Thebes (no. 221) (IG vii 2418.5, 16, 18

(355–351)) and internally on coins (see infra) and on an

undated tile stamp (IG ix².1 450); the individual use is attest-

ed externally in two inscriptions from Dodona (SEG 15 395

(C5–C4)) and Ephesos (SEG 42 1041 (C4)).

Whether Alyzeia was founded by Corinth (no. 227) is dis-

puted (for a discussion, see Domingo-Forasté (1988) 23–25;

Schoch (1997) 33). According to ancient tradition, the

eponymous hero of the polis was Alyzeus, son of Penelope’s

father Ikarios and brother of Leukadios (Alkmaionis fr. 5,

Bernabé; Ephor. fr. 124; Strabo 10.2.9).

Alyzeia was a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy

(SEG 42 1041; cf. IG ix².1 582.49 (c.207)), during the Third

Sacred War allied with Thebes (no. 221) (IG vii 2418), and a

member of the Hellenic League of 323 (Staatsverträge 413).

In 413 slingers and javelin-throwers from Alyzeia were raised

by the Athenians (Thuc. 7.31.2, 5). An Athenian honorific

decree of C4s may have bestowed proxenia on a citizen of

Alyzeia (SEG 21 340.7–8: . . .κρ�τους ?λ[�ζειον πρ#ξενον];

cf.Diod. 18.11.1).Theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no.

347) and Epidauros (no. 348) are attested for C4 (SEG 23

189.i.6 (330–324); IG iv².1 95.19).

The urban centre lay at a distance of 15 stades from the sea,

the important harbour and precinct of Herakles at modern

Mytikas (Strabo 10.2.21; Murray (1982) 114–21).

Alyzeia must have been fortified before 391 (ibid. 112–13).

There are remains of the circuit walls 2.3 km long (apart

from the southern wall, which has almost completely disap-

peared), with twenty-four towers, mostly of polygonal con-

struction (ibid. 106–13), and a fortified acropolis at the

north-east extremity of the city (ibid. 110–11). The walls

enclosed an area of 27 ha.

Alyzeia struck coins between 350 and 330 (BMC Corinth,

lviii, with reference to Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 47; Head, HN²

329). Corinthian staters (c.340–290; types: obv. Pegasos; rev.

Athena) with the legend ΑΛΥΖΑΙΩΝ or ΑΛΥ were

found in Sicilian hoards (Talbert (1971) 61; IGCH nos. 88,

2144–45, 2151, 2180–81, 2187–88; Taliercio Mensitieri and

Spagnoli (1993) pl. 5f); SNG Cop. Acarnania 280–82.

Contemporary bronze coins show types related to the cult of

Herakles (Head, HN² 429).

113. Ambrakia (Ambrakiotes) Map 54. Lat. 39.10, long.

21.00. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

?νπρακ�α, ! (SEG 41 540A.7 (C6); cf. Cassio (1994) 103 l.7;

SEG 44 463) or ?µπρακ�α (Thuc. 4.42.3) or ?µβρακ�α

(most common; see e.g. Xen. Hell. 6.2.3; Ps.-Skylax 33). The

city-ethnic is ?µπρακι)τας, -της (Hdt. 8.45; Thuc. 1.46.1;

Xen. An. 1.7.18; ML 27.11 (479); CID ii 4.iii.28 (363), and coin

legends, see infra) or ?µβρακι+τας, -της (Hellan. fr. 83; IG

ii² 236.b.6 (338/7); and coin legends, see infra) or

?µβρακι�τ[ης] (Parke (1967) 267 no. 12; SGDI 3184:

?µβρακι�[τας] from Dodona (c.C3)) or ?µβρακ5νος

(Philistos (FGrHist 556) fr. 62).

Ambrakia is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc.

3.105.4, 110.1, 112.1, 8, 113.2, 4, 5; Ps.-Skylax 33; and in the polit-

ical sense by Thuc. 3.113.6 and 7.25.9; it is subsumed under

the heading poleis at Thuc. 2.9.2, 3. A polites is attested in an

inscription (SEG 41 540A.9 (C6)), and among the

Aristotelian politeiai there was one of Ambrakia (fr.481.1). In

an early inscription Ambrakia is referred to as patris (SEG 41

540A.9 (C6)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

on the Serpent Column from Delphi (ML 27.11) and in other

inscriptions (IG ii² 236.b.6; SEG 9 2.19, 56–57 �Tod 196

(330–325)), internally on coins (see infra; cf. the undated tile

stamp SEG 34 588c). The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally, especially in inscriptions at Delphi (CID

ii 4.iii.28; SEG 31 535.2 (both C4)).

The name of the territory was ?µβρακ�α (Archestratos

fr. 16.1, Olson and Sens �Suppl. Hell. 146.1; Ps.-Skylax 33;

Etym. Magn. 81.3–4). It is briefly described by Polyb.

21.26.3–4. Ambrakia bordered on the Thesprotians (Hdt.

⁴ According to the conventions of the database, the ethnics attested in the
inscriptions of the Akarnanian Confederacy are classified as external because
they were not found “inside”the respective poleis. On the other hand, the decrees
of Korkyra, Same and Ithaka recorded in Magnesia are considered to be internal,
because the written documentation alone is external whereas the decisions were
taken in the poleis mentioned and the wording is their own. By contrast, the
decrees summarised by the Magnesians with κατ3 τ3 α(τ3 δ* .ψηφ�σαντο
are seen as external, the original wording being unknown.
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8.47) and on the Amphilochians (Hecat. fr. 26; Thuc. 2.68.5),

and was situated in the region of Dryopis (Dion. Calliphon.

30,GGM i 239);Athanadas (FGrHist 303) fr. 1). It had a λιµ�ν

κλειστ#ς (Ps.-Skylax 33; Dion. Calliphon. 29–30, GGM I

239), and a fort Xµβρακος stood in the lagoons of the river

Arachthus (Polyb. 4.61.4–8, 63.1–2; Steph. Byz. 85.10 calls it a

πολ�χνιον), which can be identified with remains on the

island of Phidokastro (Hammond (1967) 138; Tzouvara-

Souli (1992) 208–9). Two other settlements are mentioned

by Steph. Byz. (381.13 with reference to Theopomp. fr. 229

(Κρ�νεια· χωρ�ον ?µβρακιωτ+ν), 377.17 (Κορ)νεια·

φρο�ριον τ8ς ?µβρακ�ας)). Another fortress, Herakleia,

with a sanctuary of Herakles, occurs in a Hellenistic inscrip-

tion (SEG 35 665.A.18, 27 (c.160)). The territory was divided

into µ/ρη (∆εξαµενα�, Steph. Byz. 225.10) and a µ/ρος

ποτ’ UΟρραον (SEG 35 665.A.18, 20 (c.160)) are attested), but

they must not have been administrative units.

Ambrakia was founded by Corinthians (no. 227) (Thuc.

2.80.3; Dem. 3.34) at the time of Kypselos (Strabo 7.6.6,

10.2.8; Ant. Lib. Met. 4.4), i.e. between 657/6 and 627/6 (for

the date of Kypselos, see Gehrke (1990) 34). The oecist was

Gorgos, son of Kypselos (Ps.-Skymnos 455; Nic. Dam.

(FGrHist 90) fr. 59.1; Strabo 10.2.8 (MS Gargasos); Ant. Lib.

Met. 4.4 (MS Torgos); one coin attested: Kraay (1976) no. 428

with the name added).

After the expulsion of the tyrant Periander (Arist. Pol.

1304a31–33, 1311a40–b1; cf. Plut. Mor. 768F (rC6)), Ambrakia

was organised as a moderate oligarchy with a low census,

later as a democracy (Arist. Pol. 1303a20–25; Diod. 17.3.3; cf.

Gehrke, Stasis 19; Schütrumpf and Gehrke (1996) 455). After

the battle of Chaironeia, an oligarchy was established, sup-

ported by a Makedonian garrison, but after the death of

Philip II, Ambrakia became democratic again (Diod. 17.3.3,

4.3; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 19). The historical circumstances of the

tyranny of a certain Phalaikos (or Phaylos) in Ambrakia

(e.g.Ant.Lib.Met.4.4–5) remain dubious,cf.Keyßner (1938)

1612.

Ambrakia was a member of the Hellenic League against

Persia (Hdt. 8.45, 47, 9.28.5, 9.31.4; Staatsverträge 130). Before

the Peloponnesian War, it sided with the Corinthians (no.

227) against Korkyra (no. 123) and acted, consistently, as a

Spartan ally during the war (Thuc. 2.9.2, 2.80.5, 3.105.1,

6.104.1, 8.106.3), although in 426 it was forced to conclude a

symmachia and a treaty with the Akarnanians and the

Amphilochians (Thuc. 3.114.3; Staatsverträge 175). In 395,

Ambrakia became a member of the alliance between

Boiotia, Athens (no. 361), Corinth (no. 227) and Argos (no.

347) against Sparta (no. 345) (Diod. 14.82.3; Staatsverträge

225), but it sided with Sparta against Athens and Korkyra in

375 and 373/2 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.65–66, 6.2.3).Ambrakia is attest-

ed as a member of the Corinthian League of 338/7 (IG ii²

236.b.6; Staatsverträge 130) and of the Hellenic League of 323

(Staatsverträge 413). In 317/16, it was allied with Olympias

(Diod. 19.35.7).

Ambrakia was engaged with contingents in the following

battles: against Korkyra on the river Arachthus c.600 (CEG i

145; cf. Hammond (1967) 493; Andreou (1991) 436–38);

against the Perrhaibians together with Corinth (no. 227) in

C6 (SEG 41 540A.7; cf. Cassio (1994) and SEG 44 463); at

Salamis with seven ships (Hdt. 8.45); at Plataiai with 500

hoplites (Hdt. 9.28.5, 31.4); at Epidamnos in 435 with eight

ships (Thuc. 1.27.2); at Sybota in 433 with 27 (Thuc. 1.46.1);

and against Korkyra together with Leukas (no. 126) in 427

with thirteen ships (Thuc. 3.69.1). In 425, Ambrakia went to

war against Akarnania and Amphilochian Argos (no. 115)

with at least 3,000 hoplites (Thuc. 3.105.1), and in 414, three

Ambrakian ships joined the Corinthian fleet (Thuc.

6.104.1). In 405, the Ambrakian Euantidas fought under

Lysander’s command at Aigos potamoi (Paus. 10.9.10). In

375 and 373/2, Ambrakia supported the Peloponnesian navy

with six ships (Xen. Hell. 5.4.65–66, 6.2.3).

The patron deities were Apollo Soter (or Agyieus) and

Herakles; cf. the aition reported by Ant. Lib. Met. 4 (cf. SEG

35 665.B.33–34, 45 (C2), with Cabanes and Andréou (1985)

513, 531, 533–34; Jacoby, comm. in Athanadas (FGrHist 303);

Tzouvara-Souli (1992) 197–200). The Ambrakians used a

Dorian calendar like Corinth (no. 227) and Korkyra

(Bischoff (1919) 1592 no. 32; cf. Cabanes and Andréou (1985)

536–37). Sophron of Ambrakia is recorded as a winner in the

Olympic Games of 432 (Olympionikai 321).

The eponymous hero of the polis was Ambrax, son of

Thesprotos and grandson of Lykaon (Steph. Byz. 84.22–85.1;

Eust. Comm. Dionys. Per. 493, but see Hecat. fr. 26) or son of

Dexamenos and grandson of Herakles (Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. 1.50.4). According to another version, Ambrakia,

daughter of the Dryopian king Melaneus or Augeas or

Phorbas, son of Helios, was eponymous (cf. Ant. Lib. Met.

4.3; Steph. Byz. 85.1–2, 225.11–12; Eust. Comm. Dionys. Per.

493).

Ambrakian theorodokoi are attested for theoroi from

Argos (no. 347; SEG 23 189.i.10 (330–324)), Delphi (no. 177)

(SEG 31 535.2 (c.320)) and Epidauros (no.348) (IG iv².1 95.32,

81–82 (356/5)). In the Delphic decree a grant of proxenia was

added to the grant of theorodokia (SEG 31 535.3).

Public architecture is not attested before the Hellenistic

period, nor are there ruins of older public buildings except
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for the remains of a late Archaic temple (Tzouvara-Souli

(1992) 43; Lang (1996) 296 with n.529).The acropolis was sit-

uated on the hill called Perranthes (Livy 38.4.1, 4.6, 5.2; cf.

Hammond (1967) 143).The walls mentioned by Livy (38.4.4)

belong primarily to the time of Pyrrhos; they enclose an area

of c.130 ha, but there are remains of the older walls of late

Archaic or Classical times (Hammond (1967) 141–44, 481,

584–85, 659; Cabanes and Andréou (1985) 525–27 (sketch);

Pritchett (1992) 120 with reference to Catling; Tzouvara-

Souli (1992) 26–31; Andréou (1993) 93–94; Lang (1996) 296).

The city buildings follow a plan with a rectangular road sys-

tem (Tzouvara-Souli (1992) 31–33; Andréou (1993) 93–94;

Lang (1996) 297–98) in both Archaic and Classical times. It

has been suggested that one of the two theatres attested by

archaeology goes back to C4l (TGR ii. 129) and is the one

referred to at Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.50.4 (cf. Frederiksen

(2002) 72).

Ambrakia struck coins on the Corinthian standard and

with Corinthian types (pegasi) in about 480, in the 430s and

in C4s (Kraay (1977), (1979), and Talbert (1971); IGCH pas-

sim (cf. p. 395); Kraay (1976) 126–28; Taliercio Mensitieri and

Spagnoli (1993), especially pls. 3 and 5b–f, h, i, l; CH viii. 226,

450, 530). They bear the legends ΑΜΠΡΑΚΙΟΤΑΝ,

ΑΜΠΡΑΚΙΩΤΑΝ, or ΑΜΒΡΑΚΙΩΤΑΝ and various

abbreviations (Head, HN² 319–20; Franke (1961) 323–32;

Hammond (1967) 717–31; Tzouvara-Souli (1992) 127–32; cf.

Kraay (1976) 123–27; Stazio (1995) 181 and the articles cited

above). SNG Cop. Acarnania 1–20.

114. Anaktorion (Anaktorieus) Map 54. Lat. 38.55, long.

20.50. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

?νακτ#ριον (Thuc. 1.55.1; IG iv².1 95.22 (356/5)), originally

gανακτ#ριον (cf. the city-ethnic gανακτοριε̃ς). The city-

ethnic is ?νακτοριε�ς (coins with ΑΝΑΚΤΟΡΙΕΩΝ

(infra); IG ix².1 3A.24 (263?)), originally gανακτοριε�ς (ML

27.10 (Delphi, 479), and the earliest coin legend), or

?νακτ#ριος (Hdt. 9.28.5; Thuc. 1.46.1; coins with

ΑΝΑΚΤΟΡΙΩΝ (infra)).

Anaktorion is called a polis in the urban and political

senses simultaneously by Thuc. 4.49 (Hansen (1998) 32–33);

in the urban sense implicitly by Ps.-Skylax 34, and in the

political sense Anaktorion is subsumed under the heading

poleis at Thuc. 1.46.1–2 and 2.9.2–3.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

on the Serpent Column from Delphi (ML 27.10 (479)) and

internally on coins (see infra). The individual use of the city-

ethnic is attested in the inscription concerning the cult of

Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia (IG ix².1 582.5 (c.207)).

The name of the territory was ?νακτορ�α γ8 (Thuc.

1.29.3) situated .π� τ�+ στ#µατι το% ?µβρακικο% κ#λπου

(Thuc. 1.55.1, 4.49), 40 stades from Actium (Strabo 10.2.7).

Anaktorion possessed a λιµ�ν (Ps.-Skylax 34) inside the

Gulf of Arta and another .κτ#ς, at the sanctuary of Apollo

Aktios (Strabo 10.2.7). Anaktorion was part of Akarnania

according to the theorodokoi lists (IG iv².1 95.8 � 22; SEG 36

331.A.15 � 20 (both C4s)) and Ps.-Skylax 34.

Anaktorion was founded by Corinthians (no. 227; Paus.

5.23.3; Steph. Byz. 92.15–16; the participation of Korkyra (no.

123) is disputed; cf. Domingo-Forasté (1988) 6–42; De Fidio

(1995) 125ff) at the time of Kypselos (657/6–627/6; for the

date, see Gehrke (1990) 34; Strabo 10.2.8; Nic.Dam.(FGrHist

90) fr. 57.7). For a discussion of Plut. Mor. 552E (colonisation

of Anaktorion under Periander’s rule), see Domingo-

Forasté (1988) 8–11. The oecist was Echiades (Nic. Dam. loc.

cit.). Thucydides’ description of Anaktorion as Κορινθ�ων

π#λις (4.49) indicates that in C5 it was still, at least to some

extent, controlled by its metropolis.

During the Great Persian War, Anaktorion belonged to

the Hellenic League (Hdt. 9.28.5, 31.4; ML 27.10;

Staatsverträge 130). It is attested as a symmachos of Sparta

(no. 345) in 431 and 429 (Thuc. 2.9.2, 80.5) and entered into

alliance with Thebes (no. 221) during the Third Sacred War

(IG vii 2418). In the battle of Plataiai, Anaktorion was pres-

ent, together with Leukas (no. 126), with 800 hoplites (Hdt.

9.28.5). During the Korkyra campaign of 435, it joined the

Corinthians (no. 227) with one ship under its own com-

mander (Thuc. 1.46.1).

Being founded by Corinthians, Anaktorion was κοιν�ν

Κερκυρα�ων κα� .κε�νων (Thuc. 1.55.1). In 432 it was 

captured by the Corinthians and received new Corinthian

settlers (ibid.; Losada (1972) 17). When it was captured by

Athenians and Akarnanians in 425, the Akarnanians 

sent new colonists (Thuc. 4.49, probably reflected in 

Ps.-Skymnos 460–61). After that, Anaktorion must have

been a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy (Freitag

(1996) 85–86, attested in IG ix².1 3A.24 (263?), 583.8 (216),

582.41 (c.207)).

Theorodokoi were appointed to host theoroi from Argos

(no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.3 (330–324)), Epidauros (no. 348) (IG

iv².1 95.22, 76–77 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.20–23

(331/30–313)). The public assembly of Anaktorion was called

halia, the eponymous magistrate was a prytanis (IG ix².1

212.1, 3 (C4–C3)); cf. Sherk (1990a) 257.

The famous sanctuary of Apollo Aktios was situated out-

side the city (Thuc. 1.29.3; cf. IG ix².1 583.14–15, 54 (Olympia,

216) and 582.40–41 (Magnesia, c.207)), with a temple of
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Apollo (Strabo 7.7.6), a Helenaion, other unknown struc-

tures .ν τ. [+ι >]λσει and parembolai, i.e. places for camping

visitors (IG ix².1 583.38–41; cf. Habicht (1957) 98–102). There

was a festival (! ?κτι�ς, IG ix².1 583.45; cf. BE (1956) 11)

with agones. From C4 onward, some types of coins refer to

this cult and festival.

The circuit of the city walls was described by Leake (1835)

493–94 (cf. Strauch (1996a) 377). Thucydides reports at 4.49

that Anaktorion in 425 was betrayed to the Athenians, an

indication that the town was fortified.

Anaktorion struck coins on the Corinthian standard and

with Corinthian types (pegasi) in the 430s and in C4s

(Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 53ff; Kraay (1979) 53, 55; Domingo-

Forasté (1988) 132–46 and (1993); Talbert (1971) 61; IGCH pas-

sim (cf. p. 395); Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993) pl. 3;

CH viii. 159, 167, 232; cf. in general Head, HN² 329). The coins

bear the legends ΑΝΑΚΤΟΡΙΕΩΝ, ΑΝΑΚΤΟΡΙΩΝ

and various abbreviations, the oldest coins use initial g.

115. Argos (Argeios) Map 54. Lat. 38.55, long. 21.10. Size of

territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Xργος, τ# (Thuc.

3.105.2; IG iv².1 95.33 (356/5)) or Xργος τ� ?µφιλοχικ#ν

(Hecat. fr. 102c; Thuc. 2.68.1, 3). The city-ethnic is ?ργε5ος

(Thuc. 3.105.1; Cabanes (1976) 586 no. 70.7 (Dodona, C4))

and ?ργε5ος W ?µφ�λοχος (IG ix².1 186.16 (Magnesia,

c.207)) or ?µφ�λοχος .ξ Xργεος (F.Delphes iii.4 407

(325–275)).⁵

Argos is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc. 2.68.9,

3.105.1, 106.3, and by Ps.-Skylax 34; the territorial sense is a

connotation at Thuc. 2.68.4 and 6, as is the political sense at

2.68.4. At Hecat. fr. 102c �Strabo 6.2.4 we cannot be certain

that the term polis stems from Hekataios.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

by Thucydides (see supra) and internally on C4s coins (see

infra). The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested exter-

nally in an Athenian proxeny decree (IG ii² 374.11–12 (322/1))

and in Dodona (see supra).

The territory was called ?ργε5α (Thuc. 3.105.1, 106.3) or

?µφιλοχ�α (Thuc. 3.105.2). There existed at least three

other settlements within the territory: Olpai (τε5χος, Thuc.

3.105.1), Metropolis (Thuc. 3.107.1; Pritchett (1992) 25–27)

and Krenai (χωρ�ον, Thuc. 3.105.2). In C5, Limnaia (no. 127)

was part of the Argeia too (Thuc. 2.80.8). The Argeia was 

situated between Epiros and Akarnania; cf. also IG iv².1

95.33.

The mythical founder of Argos was Amphilochos (Hecat.

fr. 102c; Thuc. 2.68.3; Ps.-Skymnos 455–57, according to

Ephor. fr. 123b together with his father and brother, sc.

Akarnan), the son of Alkmaion (Ephor. fr. 123b) or

Amphiaraos (Thuc. 2.68.3; Ps.-Skymnos 455–57). According

to Thuc. 2.68.5, only the Argeians (together with the

Ambrakiot settlers expelled at about 440 bc, see infra),

probably the population of the urban centre, were Hellenes

while the other Amphilochians were Barbarian (for a 

discussion of the problem cf. Hammond [1967] 419;

Hornblower [1991] 353–3).

Whether Argos was a member of the Akarnanian

Confederacy is disputed (Klaffenbach (1957) xviii against

Beloch (1922) 291). In about 440 the Amphilochians were

expelled by Ambrakian settlers, but some two years later,

with Athenian aid, they were resettled together with

Akarnanians in Argos, while the Ambrakian settlers were

exposed to andrapodismos (Thuc. 2.68.5–7; Gehrke, Stasis

34). At least there must have been a special relationship

between Argos and the Akarnanian Confederacy (Gehrke

(1994–95) 43 with n. 6).

The Argeian/Akarnanian physician Euenor was hon-

oured by the Athenians with proxeny (IG ii² 242 � 373

(337/6)), later citizenship (IG ii² 374 (322/1)). Argeian theo-

rodokoi hosted theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.9

(330–324)) and Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.33).

The surviving walls at the site of Neochori are described

by Pritchett (1992) 20–21 (with pls. 22–25), those of

Palaioavli, Pritchett’s candidate for Argos, ibid. 17 (with pls.

9–21).Argos is commonly connected with the ruins near Ag.

Ioannis/Neochori (Heuzey (1860) 282ff; Oberhummer

(1887) 26–27; Strauch (1996c); Barr.); for a recent discussion,

see Hammond (1967) 246 and Pritchett (1992) 13–21, who

locate Argos at Palaioavli (cf. Schoch (1997) 38); but the

remains at Neochori are much more impressive and thus a

better candidate for a major polis site than the ruins at

Palaioavli (probably ancient Krenai, see supra 353).

Thucydides’ description of the unsuccessful Ambrakian

attack on Argos in 430 indicates that the city was fortified

(Thuc. 2.68.9).

Argos struck coins of silver and bronze on the Corinthian

standard and with Corinthian types in C4s (Talbert (1971) 61;

IGCH passim (cf. p. 396); Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli

(1993) pls. 3, 5; CH viii. 159, 167, 232, 431; cf. in general Imhoof-

Blumer (1878) 82–97). The coins bear the legends ΑΡΓΙΩΝ,

⁵ Perhaps other Argeioi are mentioned in Greek inscriptions, but normally
an Argeios will be identified with a citizen of the famous city in the Argolid. But
the Argeios named in the inscription published by Cabanes (1976) 586 no. 70.7
(Dodona, C4) looks like a neighbour of the two other persons, a Horraitas and a
Dodonaios; cf. also the Argeioi in IG ix.1² 1 25.10, 49–50; 30.21, 24, 29.
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ΑΡΓΕΩΝ, ΑΡΓΕΙΩΝ, or ΑΜΦΙΛΟΧΩΝ and various

abbreviations. SNG Cop. Acarnania 308–22.

116. Astakos (Astakenos) Map 54. Lat. 38.35, long. 21.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?στακ#ς, !

(Thuc. 2.30.1, 33.1) or ?στακο� (only in inscriptions: IG

iv².1 95.14 (356/5); SEG 36 331.A.52 (331/30–313)). The city-

ethnic (not attested before the Hellenistic period) is

?στακ#ς (IG ix².1 443 (C3–C2); IG ix².1 208.4, 33 (C2); cf.

Klaffenbach (1957) 87) or ?στακην#ς (SEG 43 35 (C3)). A

C4 Attic inscription (IG ii² 266) has ?καρν[νες .ξ

?σ[τακο% (vel?σ[τακ+ν]).There was another city named

Astakos in Bithynia (no. 737). Well known, e.g. as a member

of the Delian League, this polis (destroyed and refounded by

the Bithynian king Zipoites near the former site) took the

name Nikomedeia in early C3. Therefore, all Astak(en)oi

attested in Hellenistic inscriptions must be seen as citizens

of the Akarnanian polis, e.g. the paroikos Nikon Astakenos at

Rhamnous (SEG 43 53 (C3 after 229)). Only the πατρ�ς

?στακ�η (SEG 4 105 (Rome, first century ad)) may refer

poetically to Nikomedeia, cf. e.g. Nonnus, Dion. 14.327,

16.166 or Anth. Pal. 7.627.3.

Astakos is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

34, who also classifies Astakos as a limen. Thuc. 2.30.1 has

χωρ�ον.

The collective use of the equivalent of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in an Athenian inscription (IG ii² 266)

and internally on a stamped tile (IG ix².1 443 (C3–C2)). The

individual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in, e.g.,

SEG 43 53 (Rhamnous, C3), see n. 7. The bay near Astakos is

named ?στακην�ς κ#λπος by Strabo 10.2.21.

Steph. Byz. 137.6 calls Astakos Κεφαλλην�ας >ποικον,

but, according to Kirsten ((1940) 298), it may have been a

colony of Corinth (no. 227), like Anaktorion (no. 114),

Ambrakia (no. 113) and Leukas (no. 126; cf. Wacker (1996a)

99 with n.6; Schoch (1997) 42; contra Klaffenbach (1957a) x).

According to the theorodokoi lists, Astakos was part of

Akarnania (IG iv².1 95.8 � 14 (356/5)).After the expulsion of

the tyrant Euarchos in 431 (Thuc. 2.30.1), repeated after his

return in 429, Astakos became an Athenian ally and, proba-

bly, a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy (cf. Gomme

ad Thuc. 2.102.1). The membership is attested only later (IG

ix².1 208, 209 (C2)). Theorodokoi to host theoroi are attested

in Epidauros (no. 348; IG iv².1 95.14, 63 (356/5)) and in

Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.52–53 (331/30–313)).

Ruins of a sanctuary of Zeus Kara(i)os have been found

200 m west of the western gate; they can be identified by an

inscription of C2 (IG ix².1 434). The remains of the ancient

walls, visible today as foundations of a mediaeval wall, are

poorly preserved (Wacker (1996a) 101). The masonry sug-

gests different phases (Murray (1982) 69–70), the first being

probably C5 (Oberhummer (1887) 212; Philippson and

Kirsten (1958) 395).

Astakos struck silver coins perhaps only in C4s, on the

Corinthian standard and with Corinthian types: obv.

Pegasos; rev. head of Athena with an astakos (i.e. a crayfish);

legend: ΑΣ (Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 97–99; Head, HN² 329;

CH viii. 232).

117. Derion (Derieus) Map 54. Lat. 38.40, long. 21.20. Size

of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ∆�ριον, τ# (SEG 36

331.A.41 (331/30–313)). The city-ethnic is ∆εριε�ς (IAEpi

42.61, 65 (C3); Diod. 19.67.4 (r314)) or ∆ηριε�ς (IG ix².1

3A.23 (263?)).

Derion is probably to be connected with the ruins at

Skourtou in central Akarnania (Rhomaios (1918) 113–14; cf.

the discussion by Pritchett (1992) 81–85); it is not attested as

a polis in our sources. If the identification with the ruins of

Skourtou is correct, Derion had an urban centre and may

have been a polis already in C5–C4, not just one of the �θνη

attested in IG ix².1 583.40 (Olympia, 216).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

by Diod. 19.67.4 (r314). The individual use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in an inscription from the Asklepieion

at Epidauros (IAEpi 42.61, 65 (C4l–C3e)) and in the treaty of

263(?) between the Aitolians and Akarnanians (IG ix².1

3A.23).

According to the Nemean theorodokoi list, Derion was

part of Akarnania (SEG 36 331.A.15 � 41 (331/30–313)). At

least in 314 it was a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy

(Diod. 19.67.4; IG ix².1 3A.23; cf. also the theorodokoi lists

cited below). In C4l–C3e Aristarchidas of Derion was

appointed proxenos by Epidauros (no. 348) for having host-

ed theoroi from there (IAEpi 42.61,65).Other theorodokoi are

attested in the Nemean List (SEG 36 331.A.41–43

(331/30–313)).

The remains of the site at Skourtou have recently been

described by Pritchett (1992) 81–85, who refers to the

acropolis, a possible temple site (citing Woodhouse) and the

walls, and mentions “pieces of glazed pottery” of C5 (ibid.

85). However, there is a problem concerning the walls:

Diodorus speaks of <�ν>οχ�ρων κα� µικρ+ν χωρ�ων and

of διεσπαρµ/νης τ8ς ο2κ�σεως and mentions ∆εριε5ς in

that context (19.67.3–5). But <�ν>οχ�ρων is a conjecture

(by Reiske and Dindorf); the MSS have tχ�ρων, and

Diodorus writes in general terms.
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118. Echinos (Echinaios) Map 54. Lat. 38.55, long. 20.55.

Size of territory: 1. Type: B. The toponym is ’Εχ�νεος, W (IG

iv².1 95.17 (356/5)) or ’Εχ5νος (SEG 36 331.A.24

(331/30–313)). The city-ethnic is ’Εχινα5ος (IG ii² 208.1, 7

(suppl.) �Staatsverträge 325 (349/8)). Perhaps more

Akarnanian Echinaioi are mentioned in Greek inscriptions,

but normally an Echinaios will be identified with a citizen of

the homonymous city in Malis, cf. e.g. SEG 25 642 (168/7).

Echinos is, in all probability, to be located at the ancient

site of the Kastro of Prophitis Elias (Pritchett (1992) 93–101).

Echinos is commonly located on the bay of Rouga (Heuzey

(1860) 375–76; Oberhummer (1887) 36; Philippson (1905);

Klaffenbach (1957) 33). But Rouga is an obvious place for the

harbour of Thyrreion (no. 139). According to an inscription

found during an excavation at Rouga by L. Kolonas (not yet

published), its probable name was Nesos.

Echinos is not attested as a polis. The Hellenistic poet

Rhianos of Bene called it >στυ (Steph. Byz. 292.16–17:

’Εχ�ονος >στυ, ;Εχιον(?) >στυ conj. Jacoby, FGrHist 265, fr.

34).As a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy which had

an urban centre and presumably struck coins, Echinos was

probably a polis, at least from C4 (infra).

The external use of the city-ethnic is attested in an Attic

decree of 349/8 (IG ii² 208, the individual use in line 1, the

collective in line 7 (suppl.)). For the individual use, see also

?καρν3ν �π’ ’Εχ�νου, in a funerary epigram from Kos (IG

ix².1 579.6 (C3)).

According to the theorodokoi lists, Echinos was part of

Akarnania (IG iv².1 95.8 � 17 (356/5); SEG 36 331.A.15 � 24

(331/30–313)). The mythical founder and eponym was

Echinos (Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 34 �Steph. Byz.

292.16–17). Membership of the Akarnanian Confederacy is

well attested (IG ii² 208.1, 6ff �Staatsverträge 325 (349/8), cf.

IG ix².1 579.6 (C3)).

Echinos sent envoys to Athens (no. 361) in 349/8 (IG ii²

208; cf. Wilhelm (1889) 127–30), and there were Echinaian

theorodokoi to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) and

from Nemea (supra).

The remains of the site of Kastro to be identified with

Echinos are described by Pritchett (1992) 93–97, who men-

tions Geometric, Classical and Hellenistic pottery. The walls

have been compared with those of Rhamnous and

Eleutherai by Heuzey (1860) 381–82. A temenos of Apollo is

attested in an epigram found at the Kastro (IG ix².1 238.5; cf.

now Pritchett (1992) 95).

A Pegasos-type stater on the Corinthian standard (obv.

head of Athena with fish-hook; legend: E) has tentatively

been attributed to Echinos (Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 100;

Head, HN² 329). Since then, eight coins of this type have

been found in Sicilian and South Italian hoards (Talbert

(1971) 62; IGCH no. 2187; Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli

(1993) especially pls. 1, 3; CH viii. 232); the coinage can be

dated to C4s: SNG Cop. Acarnania 324.

119. Euripos (Euripios) Map 54. Lat. 38.55, long. 21.00.

Size of territory: 1. Type: B. The toponym is Εdριπος,W (Ps.-

Skylax 34 according to the MS; cf. Marcotte (1985) 254; IG

iv².1 95.15 (356/5)). The city-ethnic is Ε(ρ�πιος (ArchDelt

22B.2 (1967) 321; BE (1970) 343 (C3s); cf. Antonetti (1987)

100–1; Strauch (1996a) 282–83, 319; but the connection with

the Akarnanian Euripos is not beyond doubt; there are also

inscriptions relating to other euripoi/Euripoi, e.g.SEG 3 415).

Euripos is presumably to be located west of the site

Saradiniko on the west bank of the river Nissis near Loutraki

(described by Pritchett (1994) 192–95). Pritchett (1992)

90–92 locates Euripos on the Bay of Rouga, but for the 

connection of that site with the harbour of Thyrreion, see

above Echinos (no. 118); cf. Kirsten (1941a) 108 n. 3;

Schwandner in AA (1991) 614. Euripos is not attested as a

polis in the sources, but from the passage of Ps.-Skylax

(supra) and, particularly, from the theorodokoi lists concern-

ing Akarnania (see infra), we have to infer that it was a mem-

ber of the Akarnanian Confederacy. Since remains of a

Classical and Hellenistic urban settlement with a cemetery

exist west of the above-mentioned Late Hellenistic/Roman

site of Saradiniko (information from E.-L. Schwandner),

Euripos was probably a polis, at least from C4.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in a C3s building inscription at Makryada (ArchDelt 22B.2

(1967), but see supra).

Euripian theorodokoi hosted theoroi from Epidauros (no.

348) (IG iv².1 95.15 (356/5); cf. SEG 35 306) and from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.A.28–30 (331/30–313)). The Pegasos-type staters

with an Ε assigned to Echinos (no. 118) may have been coins

of Euripos as well.

120. Herakleia Map 54. Lat. 38.55, long. 20.55? The loca-

tion of Herakleia is unknown, pace Barr. map 54, Pritchett

suggests the area of Vonitsa ((1992) 2–3, 97–101; cf. SEG 42

379), but the question has to remain open. Thus, there are no

identifiable ruins to show that Herakleia had an urban 

centre; nor is Herakleia mentioned in the theorodokoi lists.

Type: C. The toponym is ‘Ερ�κλεα (SEG 1 94; cf. LSAG²

127–28, 131 no. 13 (C7–C6)) or ‘Ηρ�κλεια (Steph. Byz.

303.16, 304.2).

Herakleia is not mentioned as a polis in the ancient sources.

Pliny records it under Acarnaniae . . . oppida (HN 4.5).
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Because of the Corinthian interests in the region, the inscrip-

tion on the golden phiale of C7–C6 found in Olympia (SEG 1

94; cf. supra) is connected with Pliny’s Heraclia by Pritchett

(1992) 100–1, contra L. Antonelli; cf. SEG 45 404.

Coins of C5s with the legend ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΩΝ or

monograms attributed by Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 101–12 to

the Akarnanian Herakleia may have been struck by another

Herakleia (cf. Head, HN² 328–34; Rhomaios (1918) 115). SNG

Cop. Acarnania 325.

121. Hyporeiai (Hyporeates) Map. 54. Unlocated, not in

Barr. Type: C. The toponym is ‘Υπ)ρειαι (IG iv².1 95.35

(356/5)). The ethnic is ‘Υπωρε�(της) (IG ix².1 587.3 (C4);

cf. SEG 39 281).

On the location, see Pritchett (1992) 79 n. 1: “L. Robert,

Hellenica 1 (1940) 106–108, has shown . . . that it [sc.

Hyporeiai] was an Akarnanian town and he suggests from

its position that it was in eastern Akarnania on the Aitolian

frontier ‘au pied des monts’.”

Hyporeiai is attested only twice: as a toponym in an

Epidaurian theorodokoi list, and on an Athenian grave stele

from the Piraeus (both cited above). Since the deceased of

IG ix².1 587 is called ?καρν�ν ‘Υπωρε�(της) (Robert

(1940) 106–8), Hyporeiai must have been a member of the

Akarnanian Confederacy in C4. So it may have been a polis

(cf. loc. cit.), although an �θνος (cf. Habicht (1957) 109–10)

cannot be excluded.

A theorodokos to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) is

attested for 356/5 (IG iv².1 95.35 (356/5)).

122. Ithaka (Ithakesios) Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 20.40.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ’Ιθ�κα, !

(I.Magnesia 35.37 �Rigsby (1996) 212–14 no. 85 (c.207)) or

’Ιθ�κη (Ps.-Skylax 34). The city-ethnic is ’Ιθακ�σιος

(Bacchyl. fr. 29; Eur. Cyc. 277; Arist. Ithac. Pol. fr. 511) or

;Ιθακος (I.Magnesia 36.4, 27; this form of the ethnic is also

found on coins (infra) but is otherwise confined to poetry

and to Odysseus, e.g. Eur. Cycl. 103).

Ithaka is attested as a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

34 and in the political sense by Eur. Cyc. 276 (but in a mythical

context). The earliest epigraphical attestation of the political

sense is in an Ithakan decree from Magnesia (I.Magnesia 36.4,

27 (c.207)). Polis status in C6 may be inferred from the cult of

the goddess Athena Polias (IG ix².1 1614 (C6), contra Cole

(1995) 301–4. Ithaka is included among the Aristotelian

politeiai (Arist. frr. 509–14).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in the Aristotelian ’Ιθακησ�ων πολιτε�α (no. 68, Gigon)

and internally on the coins (see infra).

The name of the island is ’Ιθ�κη (Hom. Il. 2.632; Od.

1.18). It is identical with that of the city and the territory (Ps.-

Skylax 34). The place ?λαλκοµενα� called ! τ+ν

’Ιθακησ�ων π#λις (Plut. Mor. 301D) or π#λις .ν ’Ιθ�κ=η

τ=8 ν�σ�ω (Steph. Byz. 75.14) is commonly identified with the

site at the Aëtos mountain (Partsch (1890) 57–58; Strauch

(1996b)), but it seems to be a mythological fiction

(Wirbelauer (1998) 248–51). Other toponyms on Ithaka

attested in ancient sources derive from the Odyssey. The

island is situated near Kephallenia (Strabo 10.2.11–12; Steph.

Byz. 328.12; cf. Strabo 8.2.2).

From the fact that Kephallenian cities were members 

of the Second Athenian Naval League, Dreher (1995b)

191, 199, infers Ithakan membership of the League too.

The only psaphisma of Ithaka known to us is the inscrip-

tion from Magnesia on the Maeander (I.Magnesia 36.29

(c.207)).

There was a sanctuary of Athena Polias and Hera Teleia

(IG ix².1 1614 (C6); cf. I.Magnesia 36.30) and a cave sanctu-

ary at the Polis bay (Benton (1934–35), (1938–39); Steinhart

and Wirbelauer (2002) 334–35, Mycenaean to Roman times)

with dedications, particularly to the Nymphs and to

Herakles and Odysseus. The veneration of Athena and

Odysseus is also attested on some coins (Head, HN² 428

(C4–C3)). A sanctuary and temple of Apollo were situated

in the saddle east of the Aëtos mountain (Symeonoglou,

Prakt (1986) 236–37, pl. 104a; cf. SEG 38 432 (C6–C3) and IG

ix².1 1685).The existence of a stadion is to be concluded from

the mention of the games called Odysseia in I.Magnesia

36.16.

The settlement in the saddle east of Aëtos, presumably the

urban centre of Ithaka, had a fortified acropolis on the sum-

mit of the mountain and polygonal city walls (C5–C4;

sketch map: Heurtley and Lorimer (1932–33) pl. 1; renewed:

Symeonoglou, Prakt (1985) 202; cf. especially Kilian (1975))

and several buildings (Symeonoglou, Prakt (1984ff); Ergon

(1984ff); Steinhart and Wirbelauer (2002) 331; Randsborg

(2002) 1.109, 2.282–83). The city walls enclose an area of c.12

ha. A harbour (λιµ�ν) is recorded by Ps.-Skylax 34. There

are other remains of polygonal walls scattered on various

sites in the northern part of the island.

The eponym of Ithaka was Ithakos (Hom. Od. 17.207),

brother of Neritos and son of Pterelaos (Akousilaos

(FGrHist 2) fr. 43), cf. Wirbelauer (1998) 280–83.

The patron deity of Ithaka was Athena Polias (IG ix².1

1614 (C6); cf. SEG 27 180; LSAG² 231 no. 3). There was a festi-

val called Odysseia at least in the Hellenistic period

(I.Magnesia 36.16).
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Ithaka struck bronze coins from C4 to C2. Types: obv.

head of Athena or Odysseus; rev. fulmen in olive wreath, or

Odysseus, or cock; legend: ΙΘΑ, ΙΘΑΚΩΝ (Postolakas

(1868) 90; Head, HN² 428; Grose (1926) nos. 6697–99; SNG

Cop. Acarnania 478).

123. Korkyra (Korkyraios) Map 54. Lat. 39.35, long. 19.55.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Κορκο�[ρα]

(Korinna col. ii.36, Campbell), Κ#ρκυρα, ! (IG i³ 364.1,

7 �ML 61 (433/2); IG iv².1 95.28 (356/5)) or Κ/ρκυρα (IG ii²

5224.2 �CEG 469 (C4f); Hdt. 7.145.2; Thuc. 3.70.3). The

name of the island is the same as that of the polis (Ps.-Skylax

29). The city-ethnic is qορqυρα5ος (F.Delphes iii.4

454 �LSAG² 233 and 234 no. 15 (c.500–475); cf. SEG 31 546,

547), Κορκυρα5ος (IG ii² 97 (375); on coins, cf. Head, HN²

327 (C4)) or Κερκυρα5ος (Agora xvii 517 (C5–C4)), which is

the only form attested in literary sources (Hdt. 7.15.3; Thuc.

3.70.1).⁶

Korkyra is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

3.72.3, 74.2; Xen. Hell. 6.2.17, 24; Ps.-Skylax 29) and in the

political sense (Thuc. 1.55.1, 3.70.1; Dem. 24.202). The terri-

torial sense is a connotation at Thuc. 1.37.3. The citizen of

Korkyra is called polites by Thuc. 3.70.2 and Xen. Hell. 6.2.22,

and the polis was included among the Aristotelian politeiai

(fr. 517.1).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in different inscriptions (e.g. IG ii² 97 (375)) and in Classical

authors (e.g. Hdt. 7.154.3; Thuc. 1.32.2), and internally on

coins (Head, HN ² 327 (C4)). The individual use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in Delphi (CID ii 5.I.2 (359/8))

and Athens (IG ii² 9010 (C4s)). It is called patris in IG ii²

5224, an inscription which is dated to c.375 on formal

grounds; however, the grave associated with the stele seems

to date to the third quarter of C5; the stele was presumably

erected in 375 when Korkyra joined the Second Athenian

Naval Confederacy (cf. IG ii² 96); see Knigge (1972) and

(1988) 99–100.

The name of the territory is Κερκυρα�α (Thuc. 1.30.1) or

Κορκυρα�α (Strabo 7.75). Κερκυρα�α (Strabo 7 fr. 6) as the

name of the peraia around Buthroton is supposed by

Bürchner (1922) 1401, 1417 (cf. Thuc. 3.85.2; Strauch (1997)

227). The island of Ptychia mentioned by Thuc. 4.46.3

has been identified with the modern island of Vido

(Bürchner (1922) 1411–12 no. 9; Dontas (1965) 139–40 n. 3).

The mountain ’Ιστ)νη had a τε5χος/τε�χισµα held by the

oligarchs in 427–425 with 600 men (Thuc. 3.85.4, 4.2.3, 46.2).

On the north coast of the island lay a town named Kassiope

with a port and a temple of Zeus Kasios (Adler (1919) 2267;

Bürchner (1919), (1922) 1413 no. 13; Schwabl (1972) 320–21,

see also SEG 23 395).

The position of Korkyra was excellent for the traffic

between Greece and Italy (Thuc. 1.36.2, 44.3; Xen. Hell.

6.2.9; cf. Partsch (1887) 57; Kiechle (1979); Thiry (2001)

139–40).

For the foundation of Korkyra we have two different tra-

ditions. Strabo 6.2.4 says that it was founded in the same

year as Syracuse (no. 47), i.e. traditionally in 733; Euseb.

Chron. (translated by Jerome), however, gives the year 706,

which better fits the archaeological evidence (cf.

Coldstream (1977) 185; Kalligas (1984); De Fidio (1995)

90–94; Lang (1996) 301). The metropolis was Corinth (no.

227) (Hdt. 3.49.1; Thuc. 1.25.3, 38.1; cf. Corinth viii.3

23 �SEG 28 380 (C4)), but we hear also of Eretrians (no.

370) from Euboia as colonists before the Corinthians (Plut.

Mor. 293AB; for a discussion, see Kalligas (1984); De Fidio

(1995) 64–65; Parker (1997) 55–57). The oecist was the

Bacchiad (Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 80; schol. Ap. Rhod.

4.1212–14, 1216) Chersikrates from Corinth (Strabo 6.2.4).

Perhaps the inscription Χερσικρατιδ[ν πατρωιστ[ν

(Klaffenbach (1940) 164–65 no. 3) is related to a cult for

Chersikrates as heros ktistes. The mythical eponym is

Korkyra, daughter of Asopos (Korinna, PMG 645 col. iii.21;

schol. Pind. Ol. 6.144; Diod. 4.72.1; Paus. 5.22.6).

The foreign relations of Korkyra are amply attested. The

Korkyraians concluded an .πιµαχ�α with Athens (no. 361) in

433 (Thuc. 1.144.1–2; Staatsverträge 161) and an alliance in 427

(Thuc. 3.75.1; Staatsverträge 172). In 375, Korkyra became a

member of the Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii²

96–97 �Staatsverträge 262–63; Dreher (1995a) 13–14; contra:

Cargill (1981) 68ff) and, in 340 or later, a member of the

Hellenic League against Philip II (Dem. 18.237; Staatsverträge

343; cf. CEG ii 809). For C4 (C3: Parke), a sympoliteia with the

Orikioi (no. 103) is attested (Parke (1967) 261 no. 6 �SEG 23

474; for further information, see Strauch (1997) 227 n. 72).

The Korkyraians were involved in the following wars and

engagements. In C7 (664?), Korkyra and Corinth (no. 227)

fought the first naval battle in Greek history, as far as

Thucydides knew (1.13.4). About 600, the Arniad Charops

(not Arniadas, cf. SEG 36 541) was killed in a naval campaign

⁶ Attic inscriptions of C5/C4 use both forms (Κερκ . . . , Κορκ . . .), while in
Hellenistic and Roman times Κορκ . . . is preferred. Outside Attika, the epi-
graphical evidence usually has Κορκ . . . (exception: SEG 31 548–50 (Delphi,
C5–C3), but cf. the note of the SEG editor on Vatin’s readings; SEG 25 354

(Sikyon, n. d.)). Therefore, editors (at least those of non-Attic inscriptions)
should avoid restoring Κερκ . . . without special arguments (e.g. in I.Didyma
214A.ii.11 (C1), the restoration [Κορ]κυρα5ος seems preferable), cf. now Hallof
in IG ix².1 4 p. 1.
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on the river Arachthus (CEG i 145; Hammond (1967) 493;

Andreou (1991) 436–38). Before the Persian wars, the

Korkyraian fleet was among the best in Greece (Thuc. 1.14.2;

Kiechle (1979) 175). Sixty ships were sent to Salamis, but

remained in western waters (Hdt. 7.168.3). Before the

Peloponnesian War, the Korkyraian navy was the second

largest in Hellas, surpassed only by the Athenian (Thuc.

1.33.1). Korkyra could muster 110 ships against the

Corinthians, of which about seventy were lost in the battle

of Sybota (in 433, Thuc. 1.47.1, 54.2). In 373/2, the Spartans

under Mnasippos besieged Korkyra without success (Xen.

Hell. 6.2.3–26). In 345/4, two Korkyraian ships joined

Timoleon (Plut. Tim. 8.5). Three strategoi (Mikiades,

Aisimides and Eurybatos) are attested as commanding the

fleet in 433 (Thuc. 1.47.1, 48.3).

Korkyraian envoys were sent to Athens in 433 (Thuc.

1.31.2–44), in 427 (Thuc. 3.71.2) and in 375 (IG ii² 96). The

envoys Thersandros and Simylos died in Athens (IG ii²

5224 �CEG ii 469 (C4f, r433/2?); cf. Knigge (1988) 99–100).

Before the Hellenistic period, Korkyra gave proxenia to

Menekrates of Oiantheia (no. 166) (CEG i 143 (625–600?);

but cf. SEG 44 441 and Nomima i 34 (c.550)) and to some

Corinthians (Thuc. 3.70.1), and Korkyraians were granted

proxenia in Delphi (no. 177) (SEG 31 534 (C4); F.Delphes iii.4

406.2–4 (C4–C3); for proxenoi of Delphi, cf. Empereur

(1981) 418).

Theorodokoi were appointed in Korkyra to host theoroi

from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.13 (330–324); cf. Cabanes

(1969) 551; SEG 26 427 and 36 337), Delphi (no. 177)

(F.Delphes iii.4 406.2–4 (C4–C3)), Epidauros (no. 348) (IG

iv².1 95.28 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.B.6–7

(331/30–313)).

Several Korkyraian Olympionikai are attested (111, 118,

155(?), 161, 168, 409? (C6–C4)). The famous bronze bull in

Delphi was a communal dedication of the Korkyraians

(Paus. 10.9.3–4; F.Delphes iii.1 2 (c.480); cf. LSAG² 113 no. 13;

F.Delphes iii.4 454 �LSAG² 233 and 234 no. 15 (c.500–475);

cf. Bommelaer (1991) 103–4 no. 104; Jacquemin (1999) 64–65,

320 no. 122). Another bronze bull was dedicated at Olympia

(Paus. 5.27.9).

In C7–C6, Korkyra was under the rule of the Corinthian

tyrant Periander (Hdt. 3.52.6). During the Archidamian

War, there was a stasis between democrats and oligarchs

(Thuc. 3.70–85; Diod. 12.57, 13.48; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 88–93).

Thereafter, Korkyra was democratic (for 375, see IG ii²

96 �Staatsverträge 262; IG ii² 97 �Staatsverträge 263), but

suffered from civil strife several times: in 411/10 (Diod.

13.48.5ff), in 375/4 (Diod. 15.46.2, 47.1) and in 361, when the

oligarchs came to power once again (Aen. Tact. 11.15).

The oldest public enactment (C7) is attested indirectly by

proxeny given by the damos to Menekrates of Oiantheia (no.

166) (CEG i 143.3).Nomoi are mentioned by Xen.Hell.5.4.64,

375. A law court can be inferred from Thuc. 3.70.3. The

eponymous magistrate was a prytanis (IG ix².1 786.1 (C4)),

together with whom synarchoi are mentioned (Klaffenbach

(1940) 163 no. 1 (C4)). A boule and bouleutai are attested by

Thuc. 3.70.5–6. Explicitly, the term halia does not occur 

earlier than in Hellenistic inscriptions (e.g. IG ix².1 786.5

(C4)). But since we know of decisions of the Korkyraian

people before that date (CEG i 143.3, 5–6; Thuc. 3.71.2), we

have to conclude that the halia had existed since the Archaic

period.

From inscribed lead tablets found at Palaiopolis (c.500)

we are informed about the Korkyraian system of civic sub-

divisions (Kalligas (1971); cf. Jones, POAG 159–61; Hadzis

(1993); Nomima ii 73), a combination of proper names given

in gen.pl./sing.with a feminine ordinal adjective.A different

kind of civic subdivision is attested in the form of a sub-

ethnic on the back of one of the tablets: Εdρυλλος

?µφινε�ς (SEG 41 543). Two members of the Dorian phyle

Hylleis are recorded in IG ix².1 798.3, 5 (C2); cf. SEG 25 609;

Kalligas (1971) 87).

The acropolis (Thuc. 3.72.3) was situated in the southern

part of the city (Bürchner (1922) 1411).A τε5χοςwithπ�ργοι

is mentioned by Xen. Hell. 6.2.15, 17, 20 (373/2). Whether the

remains of a wall with gates and towers between the ports of

Hyllos and Alkinoos can be identified with Xenophon’s

τε5χος is a matter of discussion; for: Schmidt (1890) 46 and

pl. II; Spetsieris-Choremis (1997) 12 (C5–C4); against:

Kaletsch in Lauffer (1989) 503, who dates this wall to the

Hellenistic period. Archaeological evidence for the urban

structure is reported by Lang (1996) 299–301.

The most important public buildings were the bouleuteri-

on (Thuc. 3.70.6: .ς τ�ν βουλ�ν) and the prytaneion

(I.Magnesia 44.40, 42 (c.207)). The agora, where in C5 most

of the oligarchs lived (Thuc. 3.72.3), was situated in the

northern part of the city near the northern harbour (Thuc.

3.72.3, 74.2).

A νε)ριον is attested by Thuc. 3.74.2 (cf. να)ριον: SEG 13

384.10, 11 (C2)), who likewise mentions two Korkyraian

ports (3.72.3), the ‘Υλλαϊκ#ς (‘Υλλικ#ς, Apoll. Rhod.

4.1125) or UΥλλου (schol. Dionys. Per. 493 �GGM ii.450)

λιµ�ν, and the λιµ�ν W πρ�ς α(τ=8 [sc.τ=8 �γορ�[]κα� πρ�ς

τ�ν vπειρον (commonly identified with the ?λκ�νου

λιµ�ν, schol. Dionys. Per. 493). Xen. Hell. 6.2.36 has only one

λιµ�ν τ+ν Κερκυρα�ων. According to Ps.-Skylax 29,
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Korkyra had three good harbours near the city, but the iden-

tification of the third remains doubtful.

The patron deity of Korkyra was Apollo Korkyraios

(Kalligas (1968) 313 �LSAG² 453 no. A (C5)). On his cult, see

also Kalligas (1969a) 54–58; (1968) 304–13 (C6 and later).

Sanctuaries for the following deities are attested: Artemis

(Rodenwaldt (1939); Schleif et al. (1940); Riemann (1943)

(C6); votive inscriptions: Klaffenbach (1940) 163–64 no. 1

(C4); no.2 (C3));Apollo Pythios (Klaffenbach (1940) 165–66

no. 5 �LSAG² 234 no. 17 (C5)); Hera Akr(a)ia (IG ix.1

698 �LSAG² 234 no. 18 (C5), identified by Dontas (1965),

(1976), and Kalligas (1969a) 51, 53, with one of the three tem-

ples known in the Mon Repos area; for the Heraion near the

polis, see Thuc. 3.81.2); the Dioskouroi (Thuc. 3.75.3; for a

horos ∆ιοσκο�ρων found near the Menekrates monument,

see IG ix².1 883.ii (C4)); Dionysos (Thuc. 3.81.5; for traces of

a possible cult place, see Cremer (1981); Lang (1996)

299–300). There was a temenos of Zeus (Thuc. 3.70.4; for the

cults of Zeus in Korkyra, see Schwabl (1972) 336 no. 9 (337);

(1978) 1477) and one of the heros Alkinoos (Thuc. 3.70.4).

Outside the city, a temple of Zeus Kasios existed in Kassiope

(see supra) and one of Artemis in the southern part of the

Kanopi peninsula (Lang (1996) 299 no. 540).

The Korkyraians used the Dorian calendar of Corinth

(no. 227) (Bischoff (1919) 1592 no. 31; Hadzis (1995)). The

oracle of Dodona was consulted by the Korkyraians in C5

(Parke (1967) 260 nos. 2, 3), and in C4 (C3: Parke) together

with the Orikioi (no. 103) (ibid. 261 no. 6 �SEG 23 474). In

Delphi, Korkyra held the promanteia (F.Delphes iii.4 389

(C4); cf. Vatin (1981) 445; SEG 31 555).

In about 627, Epidamnos (no. 79) was founded by

Korkyraians together with Corinthian and other Dorian

settlers (Thuc. 1.24.2; Diod. 12.30.2; cf. Gomme (1945–81)

i. 159; Gehrke, Stasis 60–61 n. 4). According to Strabo 

7.5.8, Apollonia (no. 77) was a κτ�σµα Κορινθ�ων κα�

Κερκυρα�ων, and Korkyra participated probably in the 

colonisation of Leukas (no. 126; together with Corinth (no.

227), Plut. Them. 24.1, from Theophrastos; Frost (1980)

201–2).

Anaktorion (no. 114) is recorded as a place common to

Korkyraians and Corinthians before 432 (Thuc. 1.55.1), which

may suggest that it was a shared foundation too (but see supra

356). Kiechle (1979) 179 supports the hypothesis that Korkyra

was involved in the colonisation of the Dalmatian island of

Melaina Korkyra (no. 83) carried out by the Knidians (no.

903).

During C6–C4, Korkyra struck coins (silver and bronze)

following local tradition in both standard and design. Silver

denominations: stater, drachm, triobol, diobol, obol. Types:

obv. often cow (suckling calf) or amphora; rev. often stellate

or floral pattern; legend: the Archaic coins are anepigraphic,

but from about 450 onward, they are generally inscribed

ΚΟΡ. After 338, Korkyra began to strike staters similar 

to those of Corinth but with the legends ΚΟΡ,

ΚΟΡΚΥΡΑΙΩΝ or Κ. A few have been found in hoards

from Sicily and Magna Graecia (Talbert (1971) 61; Taliercio

Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993) especially pls. 3, 5h). IG i³

383.91–93 (429/8) mentions Korkyraioi stateres (cf. Regling

(1929) 2175). Head, HN² 325–28; Kraay (1976) 123, 128–29;

IGCH passim (cf. p. 398); Spetsieris-Choremis (1981) �CH

viii. 41; cf. ibid. 52, 53, 160, 450; BMC Thessaly 115–67; BMC

Corinth 112; SNG Cop. Acarnania 140–69.

124. Koronta (Korontaios) Map 54. Lat. 38.35, long. 21.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Κ#ροντα, τ�

(Thuc. 2.102.1) or Κορ#νται, αH (IG iv².1 95.12 (356/5); SEG

36 331.A.49 (331/30–313)). The city–ethnic is Κοροντα5ος

(IG ix².1 583.6 (216), 582.2 (c.207)).

Koronta is not explicitly attested as a polis but named

together with Stratos (no. 138) κα� >λλων χωρ�ων (sc. of

Akarnania) by Thuc. 2.102.1. Since it was a member of the

Akarnanian Confederacy, struck coins in C4–C3 and had a

walled urban centre (with the highest degree of probability

the site near modern Chrysovitsa: Pritchett (1992) 102–3;

Schoch (1997) 43–44), it is to be classified as a polis of type B.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form (Κ (infra) or ΚΟ on coins (see s.v.

Torybeia (no. 140)). The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in Hellenistic inscriptions (see supra).

Koronta was part of Akarnania (IG iv².1 95.8 � 12 (356/5);

SEG 36 331.A.15 � 49 (331/30–313)), lying in the mesogeia

(Thuc. 2.102.1). From the account of Thucydides (especially

2.102.1) we have to conclude that Koronta belonged to the

Akarnanian Confederacy already in C5. It is explicitly attest-

ed as a member in C3 (IG ix².1 583, 582).

In 429, a group of citizens loyal to the Peloponnesians was

exiled by the Athenians (Thuc. 2.102.1).

Theorodokoi are attested in Koronta to host theoroi from

Epidauros (no. 348; IG iv².1 95.12 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG

36 331.A.49–51 (331/30–313)).

The walls of the presumed site of Koronta near

Chrysovitsa were built of polygonal and horizontal mason-

ry (Pritchett (1992) 103 with pls. 77–81). Kirsten dated them

to the Hellenistic period (Philippson and Kirsten (1958) 635

n. 15), but given the well-founded general observations by

Pritchett ((1992) 115ff), an earlier date seems preferable.
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A Pegasos-type stater of Corinthian standard has been

attributed to Koronta. Obv. Pegasos; rev. head of Athena

with Makedonian shield; legend: K (Imhoof-Blumer (1878)

114; Head, HN² 329). Since then, eight coins of this type have

been found in Sicilian and South Italian hoards (Talbert

(1971) 61; IGCH 88, 2030, 2180, 2185, 2187, 2198; Taliercio

Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993) especially pls. 1, 3); this

coinage can be dated to C4s. For other coins, see Torybeia

(no. 140); SNG Cop. Acarnania 323.

125. Kranioi (Kranios) Map 54.Lat.38.10, long.20.30. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is Κρ�νιοι (Thuc.

5.35.7; IG ix.1 276.3 (Opous, C3–C2?)) or Κρ�ναια (schol.

Thuc. 1.27.2, Hude). The city-ethnic is Κρ�νιος (Thuc.

2.30.2, 33.3; I.Magnesia 35.39 (c.207)) or Κρ�νειος (Etym.

Magn. 507.31).

Kranioi is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the

term τετρ�πολις at Thuc. 2.30.2, where the use of city-eth-

nics instead of toponyms indicates that the political sense is

a connotation (Hansen (2000) 174 n. 3 and 208); cf. Xen.

Hell. 6.2.33: τ3ς .ν τ=8 Κεφαλλην��α π#λεις.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in Hellenistic inscriptions (I.Magnesia 35.39 (c.207); IG ix.1

276.3 (Opous, C3–C2?)) and by Thuc. 2.30.2, 33.2, and inter-

nally in various abbreviations, on C5–C4 coins (see infra).

The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

an honorific decree from Delphi (F.Delphes iii.3 204.3

(162/1?)).

The name of the territory is given by Thuc. 2.33.3 as !

Κραν�ων γ8. It included the southern part of the island of

Kephallenia without the peninsula to the west (cf.Paleis (no.

132)).

The eponym of the island was the hero Kephalos, son of

Deion(eus) and father of Pronos, Samos, Peleus and

Kranios, the eponyms of the four Kephallenian poleis

(Gehrke (1994) 110–12; Wirbelauer (1998) 269–80).

In 431, an Athenian envoy was sent to Kephallenia to

ascertain the Kephallenian views on the growing conflict

(Thuc. 2.7.3; Diod. 12.43.5). The Corinthian aggression in

the winter of 431/30 (Thuc. 2.33.3) indicates that Kranioi was

pro-Athenian; its inhabitants may have been among the

Kephallenians who supplied ships to the Athenians under

Demosthenes during the campaign in 426 (Thuc. 3.94–98)

and hoplites in 413 (Thuc. 7.31.2). In 421 the Athenians set-

tled Messenians and other people from the Peloponnesos in

Kranioi (Thuc.5.35.7).They were expelled by the Spartans in

401 (Diod. 14.34.2–3). In 373/2 the Kranioi may have been

among the Kephallenians who became members of the

Second Athenian Naval League (Staatsverträge 262 and

267 �Agora xvi 46; Xen. Hell. 6.2.33, 37; cf. Dreher (1995b)

191, 199) and of the Corinthian League of 338/7

(Staatsverträge 403). The Argive theorodokoi list SEG 23

189.i.20 (330–324) mentions Kephallenia; so at least one of

the four Kephallenian poleis appointed theorodokoi to host

theoroi from Argos (no. 347).

Archontes as judges in one city of Kephallenia (probably

Kranioi or Paleis (no. 132): Wirbelauer (1998) 341–42) are

attested by Dem. 32.9; cf. 14, 22–23.

A sanctuary of Demeter and Kore is mentioned in a late

inscription (Kalligas (1978); SEG 30 517 (C1)). Whether the

foundations with orthostats on the acropolis belong to this

temple or to another one has to remain open (cf. Kalligas

(1969b) 270–72). A rural sanctuary of C6 was discovered at

Minies; its remains are now covered or destroyed by the

modern airport (Kalligas (1973) 83–84; Randsborg (1995)

97).

The acropolis is situated on the top of the hill in the

south-western part of the settlement (Kalligas (1969b)

270–72). Polygonal and ashlar walls exist on three sides of

the town, and there are two other stretches connecting the

main wall with the plain of Kútavos, probably the ancient

harbour of Kranioi (for Mycenaean remains and those of

C5–C4, see Partsch (1890) 80–84 with pl. 2; Benton (1932)

224–25; Kalligas (1969b) 272, (1978) 137; Steinhart and

Wirbelauer (2002) 333; Randsborg (2002) i.106–8, ii.275–81,

299–307).

According to Kraay (1976) 96, the Kranioi were the first

Kephallenians to strike coins: silver coins of C5–C4.

Denominations: triobol, trihemiobol, obol. Types: obv.

mostly ram’s head; rev. bow, often in incuse square; legend:

ΚΡ, ΚΡΑ, ΚΡΑΝΙ. Bronze coins were issued from C5

onward.Types: obv.head of ram or of bull,male figure, iden-

tified by head with Kephalos, the mythical eponym; rev.

head of Kephalos; legend: ΚΡΑ, ΚΡ, Κ or Η, monograms

(Babelon, Traité ii.1 no. 1229: ΚΕΦΑ; see Postolakas (1868)

91–94; Babelon, Traité ii.1. 907–10; 2. 791–96; Head, HN² 427,

and cf. Kraay (1976) 96; SNG Cop. Acarnania 452–59).

126. Leukas (Leukadios) Map 54. Lat. 38.50, long. 20.45.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Λευκ�ς, !

(Thuc. 3.94.2; Xen. Hell. 6.2.3; IG iv².1 95.20 (356/5)). The

city-ethnic is Λευκ�διος (Hdt. 8.45; Thuc. 3.94.2; ML 27.10

(479); IG ii² 104 �Staatsverträge 278 (368)). According to

Ps.-Skylax 34, the polis of Leukas was called ’Επιλευκ�διοι

in earlier times. This name of a π#λις µετ3 ?καρναν�αν is

known also to Steph. Byz. 274.11 (from Hecat. fr. 110).
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Leukas is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 34

and in the political sense by Thuc. 1.30.3.At Thuc. 3.94.2 polis

is used in the urban and political senses simultaneously. It

was included among the Aristotelian politeiai (no. 101,

Gigon); for the use of politeia in connection with Leukas, cf.

Arist. loc. cit.). At Hecat. fr. 102c �Strabo 6.2.4 we cannot be

certain that the term polis stems from Hekataios.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

on the Serpent Column from Delphi (ML 27.10) and in Hdt.

8.45 and Thuc. 3.94.2; internally it is found on C5–C4 coins

(ΛΕΥΚΑ∆ΙΩΝ and various abbreviations). The individ-

ual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in several

inscriptions (e.g. IAEpi 14 (Epidauros, C4–C3)) and by Hdt.

9.38.2.

The polis of Leukas (Ps.-Skylax 34) was situated on the

island of the same name (Harp. s.v.),which was also,qua ter-

ritory, called Λευκαδ�α (Thuc. 3.94.1). To the north and

north-east, the Leukadians bordered on the Thesprotians

(Hdt.8.47).An isthmus with an artificial channel (dioryktos)

connected the northern part of the island with the mainland

(Strabo 10.2.8; cf. Partsch (1889) 2–7; (1907), Fiedler (1996)

159). A part of the mainland opposite was, as peraia, under

Leukadian control (Thuc. 3.94.2). Part of this peraia may

have been the fortified place Nerikos (Thuc. 3.7.4; Strabo

10.2.8), which can be identified tentatively with the ruins

near Ag. Georgios (dominating the southern entrance into

the Leukas channel), as suggested by Fiedler ((1996) 159–60,

162) and others. Other place-names attested for Leukas

island are Ellomenon (Thuc. 3.94.1) and Phara (Ps.-Skylax

34); in all probability, they were dependent settlements; they

cannot be located with certainty (for the proposals, see

Fiedler (1996) 159–60 and s.v. Palairos (no. 131)). There are

various remains on the island (see in general Fiedler (1996)

161–68), among them a Doric temple at Agios Ioannis

Rodakis (Dörpfeld (1927) 263–64).

Leukas was founded during the reign of the tyrant

Kypselos (Strabo 10.2.8, for the date (657/6–627/6), see

Gehrke (1990) 34; Oberhummer (1887) 76 proposed c.635) by

Corinthians (no. 227) (e.g. Hdt. 8.45; Thuc. 1.30.2; Ps.-Skylax

34; Dem. 9.34.). New settlers arrived in the time of his succes-

sor Periander (Plut. Mor. 552E). The oecist was Pylades (Nic.

Dam. (FGrHist 90) fr. 57.7), and the colonists were sent out by

Kypselos and his son Gorgos (Strabo 10.2.8).

According to the Alkmaionis (fr. 5, Bernabé; Ephor. fr.

124 �Strabo 10.2.9), Leukadios, son of Ikarios, Penelope’s

father, was the eponym of Leukas.

Leukas was a member of the following leagues: Hellenic

League of 481 (ML 27.10; Hdt. 8.45 et passim; Staatsverträge

130), Peloponnesian League (Thuc. 2.9.3; Diod. 12.42.4

(r431); Paus. 10.9.10 (r405)), Second Athenian Naval League

(IG ii² 104 �Staatsverträge 278 (368); cf. Dreher (1995b) 191

with n. 122), Hellenic League against Philip II (Dem. 18.237;

Aeschin. 3.95–98 (256); cf. Staatsverträge 343) and against

Antipater in 323 (Staatsverträge 413). Leukas did not enter

the Akarnanian Confederacy until the years 280/265 (cf. IG

ix².1 3A.24 (263?); cf. Funke et al. (1993) 134; Schoch (1997)

74).

In 435, Leukas was allied with Corinth (no. 227) against

Epidamnos (no. 79) (Thuc. 1.26.1, 27.2) and against Korkyra

(no. 123) in 433 (Thuc. 1.46.1). During the Corinthian War, it

was allied with Boiotia, Athens (no. 361), Corinth and Argos

(no. 347) (Diod. 14.82.3; Staatsverträge 225). In 368, Leukas

concluded a treaty(?) with Athens (no. 361) (IG ii²

104 �Staatsverträge 278).

Leukas was engaged in the following campaigns and bat-

tles: in the battle of Salamis with three ships (Hdt. 8.45); at

Plataiai together with Anaktorion (no. 114) with 800

hoplites (Hdt. 9.28.5); at Epidamnos and Sybota with ten

ships (Thuc. 1.27.2, 46.1); in the campaign of 427 with thir-

teen ships (together with Ambrakia (no. 113); Thuc.3.69.1, cf.

Diod. 30.40.5); in 414 with two ships sent to Taras (no. 71;

Thuc. 6.104); in the battle of Aigos potamoi (405) under

Telykrates in Lysander’s fleet (Paus. 10.9.10); against

Korkyra, supporting the Lakedaimonian fleet, in 373/2 (Xen.

Hell. 6.2.3, 26); following Timoleon to Sicily with one ship in

345/4 (Plut. Tim. 8.5). The Leukadian mercenary leader

Euthymos first fought under Timoleon, later against him,

and was executed by him c.339 (ibid. 30.6–9 and 32).

Leukadian envoys took the oaths on a treaty with Athens

(IG ii² 104 �Staatsverträge 278). The Leukadians Nausigenes

and Euandros were appointed proxenoi by Epidauros (no.

348) (IAEpi 14 (C4–C3)).Theorodokoi were appointed to host

theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.8 (330–324)),

Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.20 (356/5); IAEpi 14) and

Nemea (SEG 36 331.B.9–13 (331/30–313)). In the 320s, Leukas

imported 15,000 medimnoi of grain from Kyrene (no. 1028)

(SEG 9 2.20 �Tod 196).

In the Archaic or early Classical period the constitution

changed from oligarchy to democracy.An Archaic law seems

to have prescribed the preservation of the old κλ8ροι. The

abolition of this law led to a democratisation of the

Leukadian constitution, perhaps in C6–C5 (Arist. Pol.

1266b21–24; Gehrke, Stasis 101). Magistrates are attested gen-

erally, as �ρχα�, by Arist. Pol. 1266b24. Münsterberg (1973) 43

records more than sixty names of officials on Leukadian

coins.
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An agora is attested explicitly only for the Hellenistic

period (forum, Livy 33.17.12 (r197)); no remains of it

have yet been found (Fiedler (1996) 162). From a votive

inscription on a miniature bronze helmet crest we know of

a dedication to Athena (IG ix².1 1237(C6)). A temple of

Apollo was situated near the isthmus and the polis of

Leukas (Thuc. 3.94.2; Strabo 10.2.9; Plut. Pomp. 24, but cf.

Dörpfeld (1927) 271). There were temples of Hera

(Heraeum, Livy 33.17.2, near the city) and of Aphrodite

Aineas (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.50.4, on an island between

the dioryktos and the polis, cf. the mention of a temple of

Aphrodite in a Messenian inscription of C2: Themelis

(1993) 35; Strauch (1997) 240 with n. 120); for the remains of

a temple at Ag. Ioannis Rodakis, see supra.

The site of the λιµ�ν (Ps.-Skylax 34) is unknown (Fiedler

(1996) 162). Two moles have been found at the southern end

of the Leukas channel (Murray (1982) 226ff; (1988) 101ff;

Fiedler (1996) 162; Schoch (1997) 20). The acropolis (arx,

Livy 33.17.11 (r197)) was presumably situated on the north-

ern hill of the city (Fiedler (1996) 162). There are only a few,

undated remains of a city wall (cf. muri, moenia: Livy 33.17.4,

9–10, 13 (r197)) and of other walls to the north and north-

west of the ancient polis (Fiedler (1996) 161–63).The remains

of houses dating to the Classical/Hellenistic period were laid

out in accordance with a grid-plan street system (Fiedler

(1996) 161–62).

The Leukadian mint is the oldest known in Akarnania,

and its coins had the widest circulation. The silver coinage

started in about 490 and was strongly influenced by

Corinth (no. 227) (Carter (1993); cf. Anaktorion (no. 114)).

Next to the Corinthian, the Leukadian pegasi are the coins

most frequently found in Sicilian and South Italian hoards

(Talbert (1971) 60, 62; IGCH passim (cf. p. 401); Taliercio

Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993) especially pls. 3, 5c (more

than 500 pieces); CH viii. 53, 95, 159, 160, 167, 226, 232, 264,

506). Denominations: stater, drachm and smaller fractions.

Types: obv. Pegasos; rev. head of Athena; legend: Λ, some-

times ΛΕΥ or ΛΕΥΚΑ∆ΙΩΝ. Smaller C4 denominations

struck in bronze with various types. More than sixty names

of officials are attested on Leukadian coins (Münsterberg

(1973) 43; for the coins, see generally Postolakas (1868)

54–89; Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 115–38; Head, HN² 329–31.

SNG Cop. Acarnania 326–76, Suppl. 249–50).

127. Limnaia (Limnaios) Map 54. Lat. 38.50, long. 21.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Λιµνα�α, !

(Thuc. 2.80.8, 3.106.2; IG iv².1 95.8 (356/5)). The city-ethnic

is Λιµνα5ος (IG ix².1 588.9–10 (Sparta, C2)).⁷

Limnaia is not attested as a polis in ancient sources. It is

mentioned under the heading ?καρναν�α in an Epidaurian

and a Nemean theorodokoi list (C4) and was, at least in

Hellenistic times, a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy

(see infra). Whether it was a polis or an ethnos in this

Confederacy in the Classical period has to remain open. It is

called a κ)µη �τε�χιστος by Thuc. 2.80.8. The walls at

Karvassaras (modern Amphilochia) to be identified with

the site of Limnaia, however, suggest an urban centre. But

they cannot be dated with certainty (cf. infra).

Thuc. 2.80.8 mentions Limnaia as a village in the Argeia,

i.e. the territory of Argos Amphilochikon (no. 115) which

was destroyed by a Spartan army under Knemon. Limnaia

seems to have had a common frontier with Medion (no. 129)

(to the south-west?) and with the Agraioi (Thuc. 3.106.2).

According to Polyb. 5.5.14, the καλουµ/νη Λιµνα�α was a

coastal site in the Gulf of Arta. Limnaia is attested as a part of

Akarnania in an Epidaurian theorodokoi list (IG iv².1 95.8).

It was a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy (IG ix².1

588.9–10 (Sparta, C2); cf. IG ix².1 3A). Theorodokoi were

appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348; IG iv².1

95.8) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.31–33 (331/30–313)).

As the evidence stands, the most likely reconstruction is

that, in C5s, Limnaia was a κ)µη belonging to Argos (no.

115), but by 356/5 it had become a political unit and acquired

the status of polis. The urban centre was fortified, and the

community became a member of the Akarnanian

Confederacy in its own right. See Medion (no. 129) and

Phoitiai (no. 134).

The walls at Amphilochia, with polygonal masonry, are

described and discussed by Pritchett (1992) 2–6, 118–19;

according to Winter (1971) 98, 111, they are not earlier than

the last quarter of C4.

128. *Matropolis (Matropolites) Map 54. Lat. 38.35, long.

21.15. Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is

*Ματρ#πολις, ! (see the ethnic), in koine: Μητρ#πολις

(Polyb. 6.64.3–4). The city-ethnic is Ματροπολ�τας (IG

ix².1 3B.4, 8 (C3); cf. Freitag (1994) 223–24 no. 11).⁸

⁷ Perhaps other Akarnanian Limnaians are mentioned in Greek inscriptions,
but normally a Limnaios will be identified with a citizen of the Thessalian city
Limnaion, see infra 679; see Stählin (1926); Daux (1955) 38; SEG 15 340 and 19 379.

⁸ Perhaps other Akarnanian Matropolitai are mentioned in Greek inscrip-
tions, but normally a Matropolitas will be identified with a citizen of the homo-
nym Thessalian city (no.403) (cf. e.g.SEG 27 123.11; Daux (1955) 37–38).The same
problem concerns the coinage of Matropolis (Isler (1996) 170–71 n. 17). This
Matropolis is not to be confused with the Μητρ#πολις καλουµ/νηmentioned
by Thuc. 3.107.1 in the territory of Argos Amphilochikon (Pritchett (1992)
25–27).
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*Matropolis is not attested as a polis before C3, when the

term is found in the urban sense in Polyb. 4.64.4 (r219) and

in the political sense in an inscription concerning a bound-

ary dispute between Oiniadai (no. 130) and *Matropolis

found in Aitolian Thermos (IG ix².1 3B.8 (C3)). But the polis

status of *Matropolis in the Classical period is strongly indi-

cated by the toponym itself, the coinage of C4 (see infra), the

membership of both the Aitolian and the Akarnanian

Confederacies (see infra), and the existence of an urban 

centre at the site of Palaiomanina (identified convincingly

with *Matropolis by Pritchett (1991) 8–15; cf. Freitag (1994)

224 and see infra).

In C3s *Matropolis belonged to the Stratos district

(Στρατικ�ν τ/λος) of the Aitolian Confederacy (IG ix².1

3B.2 (before 230); cf. Swoboda (1913) 332–33 n. 6; Klaffenbach

(1957) xx; Guarducci, EG ii 554; Freitag (1994) 223–24). Later

on, it is attested as a member of the Akarnanian koinon (IG

ix².1 209, 208 and 588.11 (C2); cf. IG ix.2 61.5 (Lamia,

216–212)), part of which it must have been before the Aitolian

conquest of about 250 (IG ix².1 3A; cf. Klaffenbach (1957) xx).

*Matropolis had an acropolis (>κρα) as a part distinct

from the city (Polyb. 4.64.4). The site of Palaiomanina fits

very well the Polybian report, which is decisive for the ident-

ification (Pritchett (1991) 11–12, with reference to Kirsten).

The walls of the acropolis, in trapezoidal masonry, are

flanked with towers, while the enceinte of the city is con-

structed of polygonal blocks (for a description, see Pritchett

(1991) 9–12, who reports Geometric pottery and metal

objects found on the site: ibid. 10).

A Pegasos-type stater of Corinthian standard (obv.

Pegasos; rev. head of Athena with Makedonian shield and

monogram ΜΑ) has been attributed to *Matropolis

(Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 142–43; Head, HN² 331). Since then

eighteen coins of this type have been found in Sicilian and

South Italian hoards (Talbert (1971) 62; IGCH 2030, 2180,

2183, 2185, 2187; Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993)

especially pls. 1, 3; CH viii. 167). This coinage can be dated to

C4s. SNG Cop. Acarnania 399.

129. Medion (Medionios) Map 54. Lat. 38.45, long. 21.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Μεδε)ν (Thuc.

3.106.2) or Μεδι)ν (IG iv².1 95.13 (356/5); SEG 23 189.i.2

(suppl., Argos, 330–324); cf. Cabanes (1969) 550; SEG 36

331.A.44 (Nemea, 331/30–313); Steph. Byz. 440.1). The city-

ethnic is Μεδι)νιος (Mastrokostas (1965) 159 no. 17 �SEG

25 633 (stamped roof-tile of C4–C3)).

Medion is not attested as a polis before Polyb. 2.2.7, 11, 2.3.1

and 6 (r231), where the term is found in the urban sense. But

in theorodokoi lists of C4 it is recorded under the heading

Akarnania, it is attested as a member of the Akarnanian

Confederacy in C3, it struck coins (see infra) and had a

walled urban centre (near modern Katouna (Pritchett

(1991) 83–88), where Medion is securely located by a tile

stamp (SEG 25 633) found there). So it was probably a polis

already in the Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in Hellenistic inscriptions (IG ix².1 388.1 (Megara, C3),

582.46 (Magnesia, c.207)) and internally by a tile stamp (SEG

25 633 (C4–C3)) and in abbreviated form (ΜΕ) on C4s coins

(infra). The individual use of the city-ethnic is likewise

attested externally in Hellenistic inscriptions (IG ix².1 583.21

(Olympia, 216), 582.4 (Magnesia, c.207)).

The name of the territory was Μεδιων�α (Polyb. 2.3.1).

Medion is named among the other Akarnanian places in

theorodokoi lists of C4 (see infra). It was a member of the

Akarnanian Confederacy (IG ix².1 583, 582) and appointed

theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23

189.i.2 (330–324); cf. Cabanes (1969) 550), Epidauros (no.

348) (IG iv².1 95.13 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.44–46

(331/30–313)).

The walls of Medion, today poorly preserved, were of

polygonal masonry (for a description, see Pritchett (1991)

85–88).Remains of a Doric temple (C4?) and a horos inscrip-

tion of a cult place of Asklepios are reported by Schwandner,

AA (1989) 651.

Some bronze coins of C4s have been attributed to Medion

by Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 139–41; Head, HN² 331; Hammond

(1967) 729.Types: obv.head of Athena or Apollo; rev. tripod or

owl between Μ and Ε. SNG Cop. Acarnania 397–98.

130. Oiniadai (Oiniadas) Map 54. Lat. 38.25, long. 21.10.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Ο2νι�δαι, οH

(Thuc. 1.111.3; Soph. Tr. 510; Polyb. 4.65.4–5; IG iv².1 95.9

(356/5)); Ο2νει�δαι (Hippoc. Epid. 5.1.3–8). According to

Steph. Byz. 281.10–11, the original toponym was ’Ερυσ�χη,

probably a construct by Hellenistic authors (Freitag (1994)

22). The city-ethnic is Ο2νι�δας (Thuc. 2.82, 3.94.1; IG ix².1

3A.22, 24–25 (263?)).

Oiniadai is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc.

2.102.2 and Ps.-Skylax 34. The earliest attestation of the

political sense is in a C3 decree (IG ix².1 3B.7–8). The word

πατρ�ς is used by Diod. 18.8.6 (r c.325/4; see Jehne (1994)

241–43).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

by Thuc. 2.82 and 3.94.1 as well as in an inscription concern-

ing a boundary dispute (IG ix².1 3B.3–4,7–8 (C3 before 230))
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and internally on C3 coins (infra) and on a stamped tile

(SEG 42 486 (C3–C2)).

The territory is called χ)ρα (IG ix².1 3B.3–4 (C3); Polyb.

21.32.14) or οH περ� Ο2νι�δαις τ#ποι (Thuc. 2.102.6) or !

Ο2νι�ς (schol. Thuc. 2.102). It was situated in south-western

Akarnania, at a distance of about 70 stades from the mouth

of the river Acheloos (Strabo 10.2.2). It is attested as part of

Akarnania in the theorodokoi lists (see infra). To the north,

Oiniadai bordered on the territory of *Matropolis (no. 128)

(IG ix².1 3B).

The Argive hero Alkmaion passes for the founder of

Oiniadai, while his son Akarnan gave his name to the whole

region (Thuc. 2.102.5–6; Jouan (1990); Gehrke (1994–95)

46–48).

Messenians from Naupaktos (no. 165) attacked Oiniadai

in 456/5 and forced its population to leave their town, but in

the next year the Oiniadai returned (Paus. 4.25.3). In 325/4

(Jehne (1994) 241–43), the Oiniadai were driven out by the

Aitolians (Diod. 18.8.6; Plut. Alex. 49.8). On Kassander’s

advice the Oiniadai left their settlement in 314 and moved to

Sauria (Diod. 19.67.4; cf.Freitag (1994) 222–23).Strabo 10.2.2

mentions an old Oiniadai at a greater distance from the sea;

the matter remains a mystery (for a discussion, see Freitag

(1994) 226–27).

According to Freitag (1994) 236 with n. 97, Oiniadai did

not become a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy until

424, when the polis was forced to join the Athenian League

(Thuc. 4.77.2; Kagan (1974) 281). In the years before,

Oiniadai had supported the Lakedaimonians against the

Akarnanians and Athenians (Thuc.2.82). In 263(?),Oiniadai

is attested as part of the Akarnanian koinon (IG ix².1 3A.22).

Oiniadai appointed theorodokoi to host theoroi from

Epidauros (no. 348; IG iv².1 95.9 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG

36 331.A.34–7 (331/30–313)).

An acropolis (>κρα) is attested by Polyb. 4.65.5–11 (r219).

Remains of an edifice consisting of a complex of thirteen

rooms on a hill-top near the acropolis may have been a

dwelling house (cf. Powell (1904) 214). The existence of a city

wall in the 450s is indicated by Thucydides’ reference to a

poliorkia by the Athenians (1.111.3; cf. Paus. 4.25.2 claiming

that in 456/5 the Messenians of Naupaktos (no. 165) tried to

take Oiniadai using scaling ladders and µηχαν�µατα);

Plutarch mentions a wall of Oiniadai at the time of the

Periklean expedition to Akarnania (Plut. Per. 19.3); in 219,

Philip V fortified Oiniadai (again?; Polyb. 4.65.5ff). There

are substantial remains of a regular polygonal wall over 6 km

in length (described by Powell (1904) 146ff and Kirsten

(1937) 2215ff). It enclosed the acropolis and the lower city, an

area of altogether 59 ha, and may date from C5–C4 (Winter

(1971) 236; Pritchett (1992) 117–18, against Kirsten (1937)

2224, who argued that only the acropolis had been enclosed

by a wall until Philip V fortified Oiniadai in 219). Inside the

circuit, few remains of streets and houses are discernible (cf.

the plan by Kirsten (1937) 2217–18). The results of recent

archaeological investigations have been published by

Kolonas, Serbetis and Schmidt (1992).

There are remains of a small temple on the western side of

the harbour of Oiniadai, where a fragment of a foot from a

statue has been found. Powell (1904) 205 suggests that it

might have been Athena the Saviour, who was worshipped

as the goddess of the sailors in the Piraeus.

The evidence for silver coins remains doubtful (Head,

HN² 331). Bronze coins of C3 have the legend ΟΙΝΙΑ∆ΑΝ

(Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 15–17, 151; Grose (1926) 5372–9;

IGCH 145, 311–12; SNG Cop. Acarnania 400–3).

131. Palairos (Palaireus) Map 54. Lat. 38.50, long. 20.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Π�λαιρος

(Epicharm. fr. 38, Kaibel (CGF); IG iv².1 95.21 (356/5)). The

city-ethnic is Παλαιρε�ς (Thuc. 2.30.1; IG ix².1 582.47

(Magnesia, c.207)) or Παλαιρα5ος (SEG 9 2.35 �Tod 196

(Kyrene, 330–325)).

Palairos is not attested as a polis before the Hellenistic

period unless one accepts a conjecture in the text of Ps.-

Skylax 34: the MS has an otherwise unknown polis Φαρ�

listed between Leukas (no. 126) and Alyzeia and situated

opposite Ithaka (and Kephallenia); instead of Φαρ�,

Wirbelauer (1998) 221–22 conjectures Π�λαιρος. Palairos

was probably a polis already in C5: it was a member of the

Akarnanian Confederacy, it had an urban centre, and it

seems to have struck coins (see infra). Palairos is called a

polis in two inscriptions of C2–C1 (SEG 27 156, 157).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in an inscription from Kyrene (SEG 9 2.35 �Tod 196

(330–326)) as well as by Thuc. 2.30.1 and internally in two

mutilated honorific inscriptions (SEG 27 156, 157 (C2–C1)).

The external and individual use is attested in the feminine

form on a grave stele: Παλαιρα�α (IG ix².1 379.2 (undat-

ed)).

Palairos was situated on the Plagia peninsula and bor-

dered to the west on the Leukadian peraia (Wacker (1999)).

In 431 the Corinthian polisma Sollion (no. 137) on the south-

ern side of the peninsula (supra) was given to Palairos by the

Athenians (Thuc. 2.30.1).

c.330–325, the polis received 10,000 medimnoi of grain

from Kyrene (no. 1028) (SEG 9 2.35 �Tod 196).
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Palairos was part of Akarnania according to the theo-

rodokoi lists (see infra). The earliest explicit attestation of

Palairos as a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy is of

C3l (IG ix².1 582 (Magnesia, c.207); cf. IG ix².1 3A), but 

the addition of ?καρν�νων to the city-ethnic found both in

Thuc. 2.30.1 (Παλαιρε%σι ?καρν�νων) and in the

Kyrenaian grain inscription (SEG 9 2.35 �Tod 196

(330–326): ?καρν�νων Παλαιρα�οις) is a very strong 

indication that Palairos was a member from C5 onwards.

Palairos appointed theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos

(no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.5 (330–324)), Epidauros (no. 348) (IG

iv².1 95.21 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.16–19

(331/30–313)).

The agora of Palairos with public buildings was possibly

situated in the northern part of the upper city (Wacker

(1996b) 94). Several cults of different deities are attested for

Palairos but cannot be connected with existing remains.

Outside the city, on the mountain Profitis Ilias, was a C4

extra-urban sanctuary (Faisst and Kolonas (1990)). On the

way to this site, about 100 m from the north-western corner

of the city wall, a shrine of Artemis has been located (Camp

(1977) 280–81; Wacker (1996b) 97–98). To the south-west of

Profitis Ilias, on the summit of the mountain Sterna above

the old village of Plagia, there are impressive remains of

what must have been a fortified sanctuary controlled by

Palairos (according to unpublished tile stamps: information

from E.-L. Schwandner); other references concerning the

site are given by Pritchett (1994) 205–7, who identifies it

erroneously with Sollion (no. 137) (see supra).

There are virtually no traces left of walls or public archi-

tecture on the acropolis of Palairos, situated on the eastern

summit of the upper city (Kirsten (1942) 2458). The acro-

polis and lower town were fortified. The existing circuit of

walls of cyclopean, polygonal and horizontal masonry was

not erected as late as C3, as suggested by Kirsten, but most

likely in C5; see Murray (1982) 145; Pritchett (1992) 115–19.

Wacker (1999) 81–90 gives a description of the different

phases of the construction of the walls. In the whole area of

the city, remains of houses are visible, in the western part of

the upper city in an orthogonal structure (Wacker (1996b)

94; cf. Lang (1994) 243).

There is only slight evidence for Palaerean coinage: a

Pegasos with monogram read by Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 153

as ΠΑΛΑΙΡ(ΟΣ); cf. Head, HN² 331.

132. Paleis (Paleus) Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 20.25. Size of

territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is Παλε5ς (F.Delphes

iii.4 376.4 (suppl. 358/7)) or Π�λη, ! (schol. Thuc. 1.27.2,

Hude). The city-ethnic is Παλε�ς (Hdt. 9.28.5; Thuc. 1.27.2,

2.30.2; I.Magnesia 35.39 (c.207); Paus. 6.15.7; Etym. Magn.

507.31) or Παλαιε�ς (Polyb. 5.3.4, 5.2, 16.6, 17.5, 100.8).

Paleis is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the

term τετρ�πολις at Thuc. 2.30.2, where the use of city-

ethnics instead of toponyms indicates that the political

sense is a connotation (Hansen (2000) 174 n. 3, 208); cf. Xen.

Hell. 6.2.33: τ3ς .ν τ=8 Κεφαλλην��α π#λεις.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

by Hdt. 9.28.5, 31.4; Thuc. 1.27.2, 2.30.2; and in a Hellenistic

inscription from Magnesia (I.Magnesia 35.39) and internal-

ly, in abbreviation, on coins (see infra). The individual use

is attested externally as Κεφαλλ�ν .κ Παλ/ων in a

Delphic inscription (BCH 68/9 (1944–45) 121 no. 32.4

(C3)).

The territory of Paleis lies in the western part of the island

of Kephallenia (cf. Thuc. 2.30.2; Paus. 6.15.7), today called

Paliki.

Hdt. 9.28.5 (cf. 31.4) erroneously lists 200 hoplites from

Paleis among the Greeks fighting at Plataiai (cf. Bürchner

(1921) 210, 212–13; Wirbelauer (1998) 319–20).

In 435 the Paleis supported the Corinthian campaign

against Korkyra (no. 123) with four ships (Thuc. 1.27.2). For

membership in the Second Athenian Naval League and the

Corinthian League,other alliances,military matters, envoys,

theorodokoi, officials, taxation and founding myth, see the

collective attestations of Kephallenians cited s.v. Kranioi

(no. 125).

A [. . .]στρατ�δας was appointed proxenos by Delphi (no.

177) in 358/7 (F.Delphes iii.4 376.4 (suppl.)).

A sanctuary of Poseidon(?) was discovered in the south-

ern part of the Paliki peninsula at Valtsa (cf. Randsborg

(1995) 97 and (2002) ii.59, 310). The acropolis of Paleis was

situated on a hill at a distance of 1.5 km to the north of the

modern town of Lixuri. Remains of the walls described by

travellers up to the eighteenth century have disappeared

because the stones were reused in buildings in Lixuri

(Bürchner (1921) 211; Steinhart and Wirbelauer (2002)

333–34; Randsborg (2002) ii. 281–82).

The silver coinage of Paleis started with a single type

(BMC Peloponnesus 84 no. 1: obv. ram with legend Π; rev.

pine-cone and sprays, all in incuse square), before 431. From

431 onward, Paleis struck silver coins. Denominations:

tetrobols and smaller fractions. Types: Kephalos or

Persephone (wearing barley wreath); legend: ΠΑ and/or

ΚΕΦΑΛΟΣ or ΚΕΦΑ. Bronze coins date from C5–C2

(see in general Postolakas (1868) 94–96; Biedermann (1887)

67–68; Head, HN² 427–28; Babelon, Traité ii.2. 795–802;
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Grose (1926) nos. 6684–93; Kraay (1976) 96; SNG Cop.

Acarnania 460–68).

133. Phara Map 54. Lat. 38.40, long. 21.35. Size of territory:

? Type: A. Our only source is Ps.-Skylax 34, where π�λις

Φαρ� is listed between Leukas (no. 126) and Ithaka (no. 122).

Following Partsch (1889) 20, Barr. places Phara on Leukas

and identifies the settlement with modern Pyrgi. But in Ps.-

Skylax, Phara is listed after Leukas, and if Phara had been a

polis on Leukas, Ps.-Skylax would undoubtedly have classi-

fied Leukas as a dipolis island. Thus, Phara must either have

been one of the small islands between Leukas and Ithaka or

situated on the coast of Akarnania in the peraia of Leukas. If

we accept Ps.-Skylax’s text as it stands, Phara must be classi-

fied as an unlocated polis in Akarnania. Alternatively, one

may assume a corruption and conjecture Π�λαιρος

(Wirbelauer (1998) 221–22; see supra 368).

134. Phoitiai (Phoitieus) Map 54. Lat. 38.40, long. 21.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Φοιτ�αι, αH

(IG iv².1 95.11 (356/5)) or Φυτ�α,! (Thuc. 3.106.2). The city-

ethnic is Φοιτιε�ς (CID ii 1.ii.16, 23 (362/1)) or Φοιτι�ς (IG

ix².1 390.10 (C5)) or Φο�τιος (Hellan. fr. 30 �Steph. Byz.

669.15).

The only attestation of Phoitiai as a polis (in the urban

sense) is at Polyb. 4.63.7–9, but in the Delphic naopoioi’s

accounts of C4f the Phoitieis are recorded under the head-

ing τα�δε τ+ν π#λεων (CID ii 1.i.27 and ii.16). It was prob-

ably a polis already in C5: it was a member of the Akarnanian

Confederacy and it had an urban centre (see infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in the Delphic accounts (CID ii 1.ii.16 (362/1)). The individ-

ual use is attested externally in a proxeny decree of Stratos

(IG ix².1 390.10 (C5)) and in CID ii 1.ii.23 (362/1).

The territory (! Φυτ�α, Thuc. 3.106.2) belonged to the

Akarnanian region, according to the theorodokoi lists (see

infra). The eponym of Phoitiai was Phoitios, son of

Alkmaion and grandson of Amphiaraos (Steph. Byz.

669.13–14).

The fact that a Phoitian is attested as bolarchos of Stratos

(no. 138) in a proxeny decree of C5l (IG ix².1 390.9–10) shows

that Phoitiai was either a civic subdivision of Stratos or a

dependent polis. In 362/1 Phoitiai and Stratos contributed

jointly to the Delphic naopoioi’s fund (CID ii 1.ii.16, 23),

which indicates that Phoitiai was (now?) a polis side by side

with Stratos and undoubtedly, like Stratos, a member of the

Akarnanian Confederacy. Membership is explicitly stated in

the Aitolian–Akarnanian treaty of c.263 (IG ix².1 3A.23).

Phoitiai appointed theorodokoi to host theoroi from

Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.11 (356/5)) and from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.A.47–48 (331/30–313)).

Ruins of a Doric temple are visible near Vlyziana (Kirsten

(1941b) 440; Philippson and Kirsten (1958) 397; Schoch

(1997) 57). Phoitiai is commonly located at the site of the

Porta hills, 2 km to the north of Bambini (Pritchett (1991)

4–7; Schoch (1997) 56–58). There one can find remains of

two acropoleis, to the north and to the south (Kirsten

(1941b) 438–39), and a circuit of walls about 2.8 km long,

with eighteen (Noack) or eleven (Kirsten) towers, mostly of

polygonal masonry (Noack (1916) 217ff; Kirsten (1941b)

438–42; Pritchett (1991) 6–9). The date proposed by Noack

and Schoch ((1997) 57–58), C5–C4, is preferable to that of

Kirsten ((1941b) 440: C3, before 219).

The attribution to Phoitiai of some silver and bronze

coins of C4m–C3m with the legend ΦΥ or Φ is not beyond

doubt; cf. Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 152–55; Head, HN ² 331;

Kirsten (1941b) 437.

135. Pronnoi (Pronnos) Map 54. Lat. 38.10, long. 20.45. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is Πρ#ννοι, οH

(Polyb.5.3.3) or Πρ+ννοι,οH (IG ix².1 8.3–4 (suppl.,C3); BCH

45 (1921) col. ii.142 (C3–C2)) or Πρ)ναια (schol. Thuc.

1.27.2,Hude); cf.Πρ)νησος in Strabo 10.2.13.The city-ethnic

is Προννα5ος (Thuc. 2.30.2) or Πρ+ννος (IG ii²

43.B.12 �Staatsverträge 257 (377)) or Πρ#νοος (Etym.Magn.

507.31).

Pronnoi is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the

term τετρ�πολις at Thuc. 2.30.2, where the use of city-

ethnics instead of toponyms indicates that the political

sense is a connotation (Hansen (2000) 174 n. 3, 208); cf. Xen.

Hell. 6.2.33: τ3ς .ν τ=8 Κεφαλλην��α π#λεις.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in an Athenian psephisma (IG ii² 43.B.12 (377)) and internal-

ly on the coins (see infra). The individual use is attested

externally in Hellenistic inscriptions (see supra).

Pronnoi was situated in the south-eastern part of the

island of Kephallenia (cf. Thuc. 2.30.2).

Pronnoi was a member of the Second Athenian Naval

League (IG ii² 43.B.12 �Staatsverträge 257 (377); cf. Dreher

(1995b) 190) and of the Corinthian League of 338/7 (IG ii²

236.b.12 �Staatsverträge 403). For other alliances, military

matters, envoys and theorodokoi, taxation and founding

myth, see the collective attestations of Kephallenians cited

s.v. Kranioi (no. 125).

Pronnoi is commonly identified with the site on the

Pachni hill, where there are some remains of a Classical and

Hellenistic settlement (C5–C3; Randsborg (2002) i. 30, 87; ii.
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57, 261–64). This site matches Polybios’ description of

Pronnoi as a πολισµ�τιον δυσπολι#ρκητον almost to per-

fection (Polyb. 5.3.4). But we know about another acropolis

in the Pronnoi territory, at Palaiokastro with remains of

Mycenaean and Byzantine walls, and a rock-cut altar with

three steps within (Steinhart and Wirbelauer (2002) 157 pls.

63–64; Randsborg (2002) i. 15–20, 84–86; ii. 57, 258–62). For

other finds, see now the catalogue in Randsborg (2002) i.

4–36; ii. 54–59. Near the chapel of Ag. Georgios, 3 km north

of Skala, the foundations of a Doric temple (C6–C3) are vis-

ible (Kalligas (1969b) 273–76; Steinhart and Wirbelauer

(2002) 156, 158, pls. 65–66, 335; Randsborg (2002) i. 12–13; ii.

58),perhaps a cult of Poseidon in reaction to earthquakes, cf.

Wirbelauer (1998) 182–88).

Pronnoi struck silver (triobols and smaller fractions) and

bronze coins in C4 and/or C3. Silver types: obv. head of

Kephalos, or female head; rev. club; legend: ΠΡΩΝΝΩΝ

or monogram with barley-corn. Bronze types: obv. head of

Zeus; rev. monogram with pine-cone, which is interpreted

as the symbol of Zeus Aine(s)ios (Postolakos (1868) 97–98;

Biedermann (1887) 71; Head, HN² 428; Babelon, Traité ii. 2.

807–8; Grose (1926) 6694; Kraay (1976) 96; SNG Cop.

Acarnania 469–71).

136. Same (Samaios) Map 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 20.40. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is Σ�µα, ! (BCH

45 (1921) col. ii.136, 140; IG ix².1 2.9, 27 (both C3–C2)) or

Σ�µη (Strabo 10.2.10; schol. Thuc. 2.30.2) or Σ�µος, W

(Strabo 10.2.10; schol. Thuc. 2.30.2; schol. Dionys. Per.

524 �GGM ii 450; schol. Hom. Il. 2.634, Erbse) or Σ�µαια

(schol. Thuc. 1.27.2, Hude). The city-ethnic is Σαµα5ος

(Thuc. 2.30.2; I.Magnesia 35.15, 16, 18, 27, 29 (c.207); Etym.

Magn. 507.31; schol. Thuc. 2.30.2, Hude).⁹

Same is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the term

τετρ�πολις at Thuc. 2.30.2, where the use of city-ethnics

instead of toponyms indicates that the political sense is a

connotation (Hansen (2000) 174 n. 3, 208); cf. Xen. Hell.

6.2.33: τ3ς .ν τ=8 Κεφαλλην��α π#λεις.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a Samaian decree from Magnesia (I.Magnesia 35.15, 16, 18,

27, 29 (c.207)) and on coins (see infra).

Same was situated in the northern and north-eastern part

of Kephallenia (cf. Thuc. 2.30.2). In the northern peninsula

today called Erisos, in the Pylaros valley, there are some

remains of settlements and fortified places, e.g. a small

fortress of polygonal masonry at Pyrgos (C5–C3; Partsch

(1890) 64–65; Steinhart and Wirbelauer (2002) 194 pl. 78; for

a survey, see Randsborg (2002) i. 53–60; ii. 54–59). There are

foundations of a temple outside the polis on the top of the

hill Alpovuni (Partsch (1890) 72 and pl. 2; Randsborg (1995)

96 and (2002) ii.58).

For league membership, alliances, military matters,

envoys, theorodokoi, taxation and foundation myth, see the

collective attestations of Kephallenians cited s.v. Kranioi

(no. 125).

Two acropoleis are known to Livy (38.29.10), one called

Cyneatis or Cyatis. Partsch (1890) 59–72 gives a description

of their wall circuit and of the walls joining them. The

remains are of polygonal and rectangular masonry (C4?,

certainly C3; Randsborg (2002) i. 43–52; ii. 57–58, 264–75).

Same struck various silver and bronze coins from C5

onward. Denominations: tetrobols and smaller fractions.

Obv. male head (Apollo? or Kephalos?) or Athena; rev.

hound or ram; legend: ΣΑΜΑΙΩΝ, ΣΑΜΑΙ, ΣΑ or

monogram (Postolakas (1868) 98–101; Biedermann (1887)

69–71; Head, HN² 428; Babelon, Traité ii. 2. 803–6; Grose

(1926) nos. 6695–6; cf. also IGCH 183; Kraay (1976) 96; SNG

Cop. Acarnania 472–77).

137. Sollion Map 54. Unlocated. Type: A. The toponym is

Σ#λλιον,τ# (Thuc. 2.30.1 with schol.; 3.95.1, 5.30.2). The only

source for a city-ethnic is Steph. Byz. 581.9–10, who suggests

Σολλιε�ς. Sollion is called both a polisma and a polis in the

urban sense at Thuc. 2.30.1. At 3.95.1 and 5.30.2 Thucydides

uses the toponym without any site-classification.

Thucydides describes Sollion as Κορινθ�ων π#λισµα

(2.30.1),which indicates that Sollion was a colony of Corinth

(no. 227) (Graham (1962), (1964) 118–19), pace Salmon

(1984) 277–78, who overlooked that Thuc. 2.30.1 uses polis

synonymously with polisma. However, the colony was not

an independent community, for at Thuc. 5.30.2 we are told

that the Athenians had not complied with the terms of the

Peace of Nikias and surrendered Sollion to the Corinthians.

The inference is that Sollion was a dependent polis, a colony

that to some extent was under Corinthian supremacy

(Graham (1964) 118–42). Sollion was conquered by the

Athenians in 431/0 and handed over to the polis of Palairos

(no. 131), Thuc. 2.30.1: οH . . . ?θηνα5οι . . . Σ#λλιον τε

Κορινθ�ων π#λισµα αHρο%σι κα� παραδιδ#ασι

Παλαιρε%σιν ?καρν�νων µ#νοις τ8ν γ8ν κα� π#λιν

ν/µεσθαι. The presumption is that Sollion thereafter was

the harbour of Palairos (Thuc. 3.95.1) and had ceased to be a

polis.

⁹ Perhaps other Samaioi are mentioned in Greek inscriptions, but sometimes
the distinction between the various cities or ethnics beginning with Σαµ- is
impossible.
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The exact location is unknown (cf. Pritchett (1992) 87–88,

(1994) 205–7, who identifies Sollion with the ruins of Sterna

(see Palairos (no. 131)) and the recent discussions: Wacker

(1996b) 96–97 and Schoch (1997) 21–22), but from Thuc.

3.95.1 one has to infer that Sollion lay on the south side of the

Plagia peninsula, probably in or near Zaverda Bay.

138. Stratos (Stratios) Map 54. Lat. 38.40, long. 21.20. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Στρ�τος (Thuc.

2.80.8; IG iv².1 95.10 (356/5)), W (Polyb. 5.13.10), or ! (Paus.

6.2.1). The city-ethnic is Στρ�τιος (Thuc. 2.81.2; IG ix².1

390.1–2 (C5); CID ii 1.ii.17, 22 (362/1); cf.Στρατικ#ς, IG ix².1

3A.25 (263?)).

Stratos is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc. 2.81.2,

4–5, 2.102.2, 3.106.1. The territorial sense is a connotation at

Thuc. 2.80.8. The political sense is attested in a C5 proxeny

decree of Stratos (IG ix².1 390.1–2). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally in the Delphic contribution

list CID ii 1.ii.17 (362/1) and by Thucydides (see supra), and

internally in the proxeny decree mentioned above as well as

on the coins (see infra). The individual use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in CID ii 1.ii.22 (362/1), and internally

in a manumission inscription (IG ix².1 394.4, 10 (C2)).

Stratos was part of Akarnania (IG iv².1 95.8 � 10 (356/5);

SEG 36 331.A.15 � 38 (331/0–313); Strabo 10.2.2), lying in the

interior (Thuc. 2.102.1; Strabo 10.2.3) beside the river Acheloos

(Polyb. 5.6.6) as π#λις µεγ�στη τ8ς ?καρναν�ας (Thuc.

2.80.8). Its territory is called Στρατ�ων γ8 (Thuc. 3.106.2).

The Στρατικ�ν τ/λος of the Aitolian Confederacy included

at least, besides Stratos itself, the poleis of Oiniadai (no. 130)

and Matropolis (no. 128) (IG ix².1 3B.2 (C3 before 230)).

Stratos was a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy

and the seat of the federal institutions (Xen. Hell. 4.6.4

(r389); IG ix².1 393 (C3)). Klaffenbach (1957a) xiv suggests

that the central position of Stratos in the Confederacy—

attested by Xen. Hell. 4.6.4)—may be traced back to 424.

During the Peloponnesian War (in 429), citizens loyal to

the Peloponnesians suffered expulsion by the Athenians

(Thuc. 2.102.1). In 314, on the advice of Cassander, many

Akarnanians moved to Stratos (Diod. 19.67.4; see Freitag

(1994) 222–23 for the historical circumstances).

Stratos honoured Lysias from Megara (no. 225) and his

two sons with proxenia (IG ix².1 390 (C5)) and appointed

theorodokoi to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG

iv².1 95.10 (356/5)) and Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.38–40, B.38–40

(331/30–313)). A Stratian Olympic winner with unknown

name is attested for 368 (Olympionikai 416(?)). He was hon-

oured with a statue by Lysippos (Paus. 6.2.1).

The oldest attested public enactment is the proxeny

decree of C5 (IG ix².1 390), which mentions a bolarchos from

Phoitiai (no. 134) (ibid. 390.9).

To the west of the middle hill lay the agora of Stratos, with

large stoai, a bouleuterion and a great altar, all of C4

(Schwandner, AA (1991) 614, (1992) 669, (1993) 678, (1995)

783, (1996) 555–56 with pls. 2–3, (1997) 509–10; Lang (1994)

243). The ruins of the Doric temple of Zeus (C4; cf. IG ix².1

394.4, 18 (suppl., C2), and IG ix².1 395 (C4, perhaps a list with

contributions to the temple building)) have been studied by

Picard and Courby ((1924); cf. Zschietzschmann (1931)

334–35; Wurster (1973) 209–10; Bankel (1984)). At a distance

of about 4 km to the west of Stratos (site of Spathari),

remains of an Archaic temple (C6, with Hellenistic restora-

tions and, probably, a Geometric predecessor) have recently

been excavated (Schwandner (1994), AA (1995) 784–86,

(1996) 557–58). Midway between this temple and the city,

another extra-urban sanctuary existed, which was discov-

ered in 1993 (Schwandner,AA (1995) 783–84).The C4 theatre

of Stratos (now excavated: Schwandner, AA (1993) 678,

(1996) 555–56, (1997) 509; TGR ii: 302) accommodated

c.8,000 spectators (Lang (1994) 243).

The acropolis of Stratos was situated on the northern

edge of the city. The circuit of walls (Pritchett (1989) 137–39)

built of pseudo-isodomic masonry and surrounding both

the fortified acropolis and the town was about 7.5 km long

and enclosed an area of c.80 ha. According to Thuc. 2.81.2,

Stratos was a walled city in 429, which suggests (pace Winter

(1971) 112 n. 26) that the existing enceinte dates from at least

C5 (Pritchett (1992) 115–16; Gehrke (1994–95) 44–45); at

present archaeology dates the fortification to C4l

(Schwander and Kolonas (1996)).

Stratos struck silver coins c.450–400. Denominations:

pentobols and smaller fractions. Types: obv. head of

Acheloos; rev. head of Kallirhoë; legend: ΣΤΡΑΤΙΩΝ,

ΣΤΡΑ, ΣΤΡ, Σ (Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 156–67; Head,

HN² 331–32; Grose (1926) no. 5380; IGCH nos. 88, 208; SNG

Cop. Acarnania 404). Besides that, there is a Pegasos type of

C4s (Talbert (1971) 62; Kraay (1976) 126 with pl. 24 no. 437).

For the federal coins struck at Stratos, see 352 supra.

139. Thyrreion (Thyrieus) Map 54. Lat. 38.50, long. 21.00.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Θ�ρρειον, τ#

(IG iv².1 95.16 (356/5); SEG 36 331.A.26 (331/30–313); in Ps.-

Skylax 34 one should read Θ�ρρειον instead of the MS’s

Ο(ριτ#ν; see Kirsten (1961); Marcotte (1985) 255) or Θ�ριον

(Polyb. 4.6.2, 24.3; Θο�ριον in Polyb. 18.10.10, 28.5.1). The

city-ethnic is Θ�ρρειος (IG ix².1 3A.23 (263?)) or Θυρρε�ς
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(IG ix².1 582.46 (c.207)), Θυριε�ς (Xen. Hell. 6.2.37),

Θυρρειε�ς (SGDI 2658 (315–280)) or Θο�ριος (Androtion

(FGrHist 324) fr. 65 �Steph. Byz. 320.21).

Thyrreion was never called a polis before Hellenistic times

(IG ix².1 243.2 (C3), 244.5–6 (C3–C2, restored); SEG 13

327.7–8 (c.192, restored)), unless one accepts Kirsten’s emen-

dation of Ps.-Skylax 34 (see supra). Xenophon speaks, in

connection with poleis in Akarnania, of the Thyrreians hav-

ing a χωρ�ον καρτερ#ν (Hell. 6.2.37). However, Thyrreion

was a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy, had a walled

urban centre and struck coins in C4 (see infra); so it was

probably a polis in the Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in inscriptions of C3 (IG ix².1 3B.3; ix².2 243.2) and by Xen.

Hell. 6.2.37, and internally on coins and tile stamps (IG ix².1

366; SEG 25 632 (C3)). The individual use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in Hellenistic inscriptions (SGDI 2658

(Delphi, 315–280); IG ix².1 3A.23 (263?)) and internally in

SEG 43 227.4–6 (167?).

Thyrreion was part of Akarnania (Xen. Hell. 6.2.37; IG

iv².1 95.8 � 16 (356/5); SEG 36 331.A.15 � 26 (331/30–313)). As

a member of the Akarnanian Confederacy, it is not explicit-

ly attested before about 263 (IG ix².1 3A.23; cf. also ix².2 582

(Magnesia, c.207)),but considering the mention of the com-

munity in Xen. Hell. 6.2.37 and in the theorodokoi lists

(supra), membership can be traced back at least to C4.

Xenophon regarded the Thyrreians as brave soldiers

(Hell. 6.2.37). c.300, Herakleitos of Thyrreion was appointed

proxenos by Delphi (no. 177) (SGDI 2658; cf. LGPN iiiA 195

s.v. ‘Ηρ�κλειτος). Thyrreion appointed theorodokoi to

host theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.4 (330–324,

restored)), Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.16 (356/5)) and

Nemea (SEG 36 331.A.26–7 (331/30–313)). A sanctuary of

Zeus Meilichios is attested in a C5 horos inscription

(Mastrokostas (1965) 157 no. 11 �SEG 25 630).

The acropolis of Thyrreion is mentioned in an unpub-

lished inscription of C3; for the ruins, see Pritchett (1992)

89–90 with references. The walls are described by Kirsten

(1956) 58–59 (with Noack’s plan) and Pritchett (1992) 89–90

(with bibliography); for recent excavations at Thyrreion, see

BCH 114 (1990) 758.According to Xen.Hell.6.2.37,Thyrreion

must have been fortified already in C4 (cf. Lang (1994) 242).

According to an inscription found during excavation at

Rouga by L. Kolonas, Thyrreion had a harbour, probably by

the name of “Nesos”.

In C4s, Thyrreion struck staters of Corinthian type and

standard (pegasi), with the legends Θ, ΘΥ, ΘΥΡ, ΘΥΡΡ

(Imhoof-Blumer (1878) 168–74). Most of the surviving 

specimens (more than 300 pieces) have been found in

hoards from Sicily and Magna Graecia (Talbert (1971) 62;

Taliercio Mensitieri and Spagnoli (1993) especially pl. 3).

Some bronze coins were struck in the same period. Types:

obv. Athena; rev. owl; legend: ΘΥΡΡΕΩ (Head, HN²

332–33; Grose (1926) nos. 5381–86; Hammond (1967) 726,

729; IGCH passim (cf. p. 408); Taliercio Mensitieri and

Spagnoli (1993) especially pl. 5l; CH viii. 159, 167, 232, 506,

580; Liampi (1996) 174; SNG Cop. Acarnania 407–16).

140. Torybeia (Torybeieus) Map 54. Lat. 38.45, long.

21.05(?). Size of territory: 2(?). Type: B. The toponym is

Τορ�βεια, ! (IG iv².1 95.18 with SEG 11 411 (356/5)) or

Τ�ρβειον, τ# (SEG 23 189.i.7 (suppl., 330–324); F.Delphes

iii.3 203.5 and Flacelière (1937) 441 n. 1 (suppl., both 272)).

The city-ethnic is Τορυβειε�ς (CID II 26.18, 19 (suppl., C4))

or ?καρν�ν .κ Τυρβε�υν (F.Delphes iii.3 203.5 and

Flacelière (1937) 441 n. 1 (suppl.)).

Torybeia is not attested as a polis. But in C4 theorodokoi

lists it is recorded under the heading Akarnania, and in C3 it

is attested as a member of the Confederacy (see infra). If one

accepts the identification of the ruins of Komboti with

Torybeia (cf. Kirsten (1940) 298ff; Klaffenbach (1957) 36;

Pritchett (1992) 104–8; Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994)

340 n. 333) and the interpretation of the coins given below,

there can be little doubt that Torybeia was a polis already in

the Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is perhaps attested

internally on coins (in abbreviation, see infra); the external

and individual use is attested in two Delphic inscriptions

(CID ii 26.18, 19 (suppl., C4); F.Delphes iii.3 203.5 (C3)).

Torybeia was part of Akarnania (IG iv².1 95.8 � 18 with

SEG 11 411) and is attested in 272 as a member of the

Akarnanian koinon (F.Delphes iii.3 203.5 and Flacelière

(1937) 441 n. 1 (restored)). It appointed theorodokoi to host

theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.i.7 (330–324,

restored)) and Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.18; SEG 11

411); cf. Cabanes (1985) 346–47.

The kastro of Komboti, presumably the site of Torybeia,

shows remains of an agora and stoas (Heuzey (1860) 350ff;

Pritchett (1992) 104–8) as well as a circuit wall of mostly

polygonal masonry (Pritchett loc. cit.). The city was built on a

grid plan (“Streifenstadt”) with characteristic house types of

a certain luxury (bathrooms); see Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 218, 306, 320 with fig. 305; Lang (1994) 242–43.

Imhoof-Blumer ((1878) 112–13) reports two small silver

coins of similar type and of equal weight with types: obv.

Acheloos; rev.ΚΟorΤΟbelow the cross of a capital Τ. Since
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Imhoof-Blumer could not know of the inscriptions attesting

Akarnanian Torybeia, he interpreted ΚΟ and ΤΟ as names

of officials. Both Koronta (no. 124) and Torybeia were situat-

ed in central Akarnania and, in the light of the epigraphical

evidence, we should now tentatively interpret the letters as

abbreviations of the city-ethnics ΚΟ(ΡΟΝΤΑΙΩΝ) and

ΤΟ(ΡΥΒΕΙΩΝ). If so, this would be the first evidence of

Torybeian coinage.

141. Zakynthos (Zakynthios) Map 54. Lat. 37.45, long.

20.55. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Ζ�κυνθος,

! (Hdt. 6.70.2, 9.37.4; Thuc. 2.80.1; IG iv 619.9 (Argos, C3)).

The city-ethnic is Ζακ�νθιος (Hdt. 3.59.1, 6.70.2; Thuc. 1.47.2,

2.9.4; SEG 40 507 (C5–C4); IG ii² 43.B.35 �Staatsverträge 257

(373/2); for the date, see now Dreher (1995a) 18).

Zakynthos is called a polis in the urban sense by Xen. Hell.

6.2.3 and Ps.-Skylax 43. Under the heading π#λεις,

Zakynthos is listed as an ally of Athens (no.361) in 431 (Thuc.

2.9.1, 4) and in 373/2 as a member of the Second Athenian

Naval League (IG ii² 43.32, 70, 78, B.35–38).

The use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in an Attic

inscription (IG ii² 43.B.35) and in the authors quoted above,

and internally on the coins (see infra). The individual use is

attested externally in various inscriptions (e.g. SEG 40 507

(Michalitsi, C5–C4); IG v 1 1457.7 (Messene, C4–C3)).

The name of the territory is ν8σος Ζ�κυνθος (Thuc.

2.66.1). There was a place Ν8λλος occupied by democrats

during a stasis in 373/2 (IG ii² 43.B.35; cf. Xen. Hell. 6.2.2;

Diod. 15.45.2 calls it ?ρκαδ�α; for a discussion, see Mitchel

(1981) 73ff). The island was situated πρ� το% Κορινθιακο%

κ#λπου (Strabo 2.5.20) near Elis (no. 251) (Thuc. 2.66.1; cf.

Strabo 8.2.2, 10.2.18, 17.3.20), Kephallenia (Diod. 16.6.5, 9.4)

and Ithaka (no. 122) (Heliod. Aeth. 5.22.5). Zakynthos

formed a regional unit together with Korkyra (no. 123),

Kephallenia and Akarnania (Thuc. 2.7.3).

According to Thuc. 2.66, Zakynthos was a colony of the

Achaians. This seems not implausible. In the mythical tradi-

tion, the founder of the city was Zakynthos, son of

Dardanos, from Arkadian Psophis (no. 294; Paus. 8.24.3),

which is perhaps spun out of the name of the Zakynthian

acropolis (cf. the alternative name ?ρκαδ�α for Ν8λλος;

see supra). Another tradition is reflected in Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. 1.50.3 and Steph. Byz. 294.3, who mentions Bateia as

the oecist of the island.

In 433, 1,000 Zakynthian hoplites joined the Korkyraians

against Corinth (no. 227) (Thuc. 1.47.2). At the beginning of

the Peloponnesian War (431), Athens sent an envoy to

Zakynthos to ascertain the Kephallenians’ loyalty (Thuc.

2.7.3; cf. Diod. 12.43.5). During the Peloponnesian War,

Zakynthos was allied with Athens (e.g. Thuc. 2.7.3, 9.4, 66; Ar.

Lys. 394) and supported the Athenians with money, infantry

and ships (Thuc. 2.9.4–5, 3.94–95, 4.8.2–5, 4.13.2, 7.31.2, 57.7).

After the Peloponnesian War, Zakynthos became oli-

garchic. At the beginning of C4, the tyrant Dionysios of

Syracuse settled, among others, 600 Messenian exiles from

Naupaktos (no. 165) and Zakynthos in Sicilian Messana (no.

51) (Diod. 14.78.5 (r396)). Probably during the Corinthian

War, the oligarchs were driven out of Zakynthos by the dem-

ocratic faction (Diod. 15.45.2, misplaced); but a few years

later, presumably after the King’s Peace (386), they in turn

exiled the democrats. These democrats were brought to

Ν8λλος by the Athenian general Timotheos in 375. They

sided with the Athenians, while the oligarchs in the town

were allied with Sparta (no. 345), sent envoys to Sparta, and

in 374 supported the Peloponnesian fleet under Mnasippos

against Korkyra (Xen. Hell. 6.2.2–3; Diod. 15.45.2–3; IG ii²

43.B.37–38; Gehrke, Stasis 198–99). Zakynthos entered the

Second Athenian Naval League, probably in 373/2 (IG ii²

43.B.35–38 �Staatsverträge 257; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 198). The

island was the base for Dion’s operations before his return to

Sicily (Plut. Dio 22.8–25.2), and he had Zakynthian mercen-

aries in his army (Diod. 16.31.7; Plut. Dio 57.2, 4 (r357–354)).

In 338/7 Zakynthos became a member of the Corinthian

League (IG ii² 236.b.12 (suppl.); cf. Staatsverträge 403).

The Zakynthian Menalkos was appointed proxenos by the

Messenians (IG v.1 1425 (C4–C3)). A Zakynthian winner is

attested for an unknown Athenian festival (IG ii² 2312.7

(suppl., C4f)).

The following cult sites are attested: a temple of Apollo

(Plut. Dio 23.3 (r357)) and a temple of Aphrodite (Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 1.50.3) with statues of Aphrodite and Aineias.

Benton (1932) 217 reports traces of another temple.

There existed a stadion in Zakynthos (Plut. Dio 23.4

(r357)) and a harbour (Ps.-Skylax 43), situated near the town

(Heliod. Aeth. 5.18.3). The name of the acropolis was Ψωφ�ς

(Paus. 8.24.3; Steph. Byz. 705.4, citing Paus.).

According to Strabo 3.4.6 and App. Hisp. 25, Saguntum in

Spain was a colony of Zakynthos, but that seems to be

derived from the similarity of the names (cf. SEG 42 972.2).

Steph. Byz. (159.11–13) calls the Libyan city of Barka a

κτ�σµα Π/ρσεως Ζακ�νθου ?ριστοµ/δοντος Λ�κου,

obviously a mythographical construction possibly connect-

ed with Psophis, which is attested as a Libyan polis in Steph.

Byz. 705.2. Hdt. 3.59 mentions Zakynthians in Cretan

Kydonia (no. 968). Their relationship to the inhabitants of

our island is not clear.
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From C5 onward, Zakynthos struck silver “drachms and

smaller fractions with the type of a tripod, thus initiating the

Apolline theme which was to remain prominent throughout

Zacynthian coinage” (Kraay (1976) 96). Types: obv. Apollo

laureate; rev. tripod; legend: ΖΑ, ΖΑΚΥΝΘΙΩΝ, or

ΖΑΚΥΝΘΟΣ on the reverse (Postolakas (1868) 102–8; BMC

Peloponnesus xxxix–xlii, 94–104; Babelon, Traité ii. i. 901–6; ii.

2. 773–92; Head, HN² 429–31; Grose (1926) nos. 6700–11; Kraay

(1976) 96, cf. IGCH 153; SNG Cop. Acarnania 479–81).
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I. The Region

Already in the Homeric period (Hom. Il. 2.638) ! Α2τωλ�α

(Hecat. fr. 15; Thuc. 3.96.1; Xen. Hell. 4.6.1) was a region north

of the Corinthian Gulf bounded to the west by the river

Acheloos and to the east by Cape Antirrhion. In the north

Aitolia bordered on the tribal territories of the Perrhaibians,

the Athamanians, the Ainians and the Oitaians (Strabo

10.2.21). Of the coastal cities Homer and Hesiod mention

only those connected with mythology (Hom. Il. 2.638–40;

Hes. fr. 10.a63). In C6?/C5 they had developed into fully-

fledged poleis which, apart from Proschion, were independ-

ent of the Aitolian tribal organisation (Thuc. 3.102.5), whose

sphere of influence was restricted to the hinterland (Hdt.

6.127.2; Thuc. 3.94.3–98.5). Only in C5l/C4 did the Aitolians

regain possession of the coastal region, and only in stiff com-

petition with the neighbouring Akarnanians, Achaians and

Lokrians. The territorial changes are reflected in Strabo’s

self-contradictory account of the western boundary of

Aitolia (8.2.3 versus 10.2.1; cf. Funke (1991a) 181f; cf. also

Strabo’s subdivision of Aitolia into Α2τωλ�α �ρχα�α and

Α2τωλ�α .π�κτητος (10.2.3)).

The reintegration of the Aitolian coast seems to have been

closely connected with the transformation of the region

from a tribal state into a federation (Larsen (1968) 78–80,

195–215; Funke (1997); Corsten (1999) 133–59; Grainger

(1999); Scholten (2000) 9–25). Originally, the three major

Aitolian tribes—the Apodotai, the Ophiones and the

Eurytanes—had been subdivided into numerous smaller

units (Thuc. 3.94.4–5, 101.1). This organisation was now

abandoned and replaced by a federal structure which com-

bined a strong central power with a plurality of member

states, formed by an emancipation of the sub-tribes. In C4,

if not earlier, the old Aitolian coastal cities (Xen. Hell. 4.6.1)

joined the federation as new member states.

The tribal ethnic is Α2τωλ#ς, attested externally in

numerous archaic and classical sources (Hom. Il. 2.638; Hes.

fr. 198.9; Hdt. 6.127.2; Thuc. 1.5.3; Soph. OC 1315; Ar. Eq. 79;

SEG 28.408; IG i³ 190). A rare variant form is Α2τ)λιος

(Hom. Il. 4.399; Steph. Byz. 55.13). From C4 onwards the

tribal ethnic denotes membership of the new federal state

and is attested externally (RO 35 (367); Syll.³ 563 � IG ix².1

192 (C3l)) as well as internally on coins (Head, HN² 334–35)

and in federal decrees (IG ix².1 1.5 (C3m)). The federation

itself is called τ� κοιν�ν (τ�) τ+ν Α2τωλ+ν (IG ix².1 6.1

(C3f); RO 35.8 (367)). The names of the member states are

sometimes recorded in interstate relations (I. Magnesia

28.9–26 (c.200); SEG 38 1476 (206/5). Inside the Aitolian

Federation a citizen’s affiliation with his polis is indicated by

the addition of a city-ethnic, and usually in the form: name

(� patronymic) � city-ethnic. Internally the city-ethnic is

added directly to the name (� patronymic): Πολ�κριτος

Καλλιε�ς (IG ix².1 3A.16 (C3f)); Κλεισ�ας Λ�κου

Πλευρ)νιος (IG ix².1 53.1 (C3m)); ∆αµ#κριτος

Στρατ�γου Καλυδ)νιος (IG ix².1 30.21 (C2e)). Externally

an Aitolian is identified either by the tribal ethnic alone:

Φ�λλακος Α2τωλ#ς (IG ii² 7994 (C4); F. Delphes iii 4

387.1–4 (c.320–310)) or by the city-ethnic alone:

Θρασ�βουλος Καλυδ)νιος (Lys. 13.71), or in the form of

Α2τωλ�ς .κ/�π# � city-ethnic in the genitive: (—name

patronymic—ο]υ Α2τω[λ+ι .κ Μ]ακυν/ας (BCH 23

(1899) 356 no. 2 (C4l)). The ethnics which signify affiliation

with a member state of the Federation can reasonably be

described as city-ethnics, in so far as the members of the

Aitolian Federation seem frequently to fulfil the political

criteria for being a polis and, furthermore, seem frequently

to have had an urban centre, thus conforming to the obser-

vation expressed in the Lex Hafniensis.

These ethnics are attested in great numbers in sources of

C3/C2, but most of them have not yet been located, mainly

because the archaeological investigation of Aitolia is still in

its first stage. For a good survey of the state of research, see

Bommeljé (1987). An additional problem is that almost all

these ethnics are attested in Hellenistic sources only, and

cannot be adduced as evidence of classical poleis unless they

are supported by archaeological evidence of earlier periods.

Recently this problem has become a focus of discussion. The

investigations once conducted by E. Kirsten induced him to
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argue that, in large parts of north-western Greece, urbanisa-

tion began in C3/C2. But recent research shows that urbani-

sation in Aitolia was contemporaneous with the political

shift from a tribal to a federal state, which in several member

states began in C4 and resulted in the formation of urban

habitation centres (Funke (1987), (1997)).

One example is the Aitolian city of Kallion/Kallipolis.

According to Thucydides (3.96.3) the Καλλιε5ς were still a

sub-tribe of the Ophionians, one of the three large Aitolian

tribes, but later they became inhabitants of a separate mem-

ber state of the Aitolian Federation, with an urban centre,

called Κ�λλιον or, significantly, Καλλ�πολις (Polyb.

20.11.11). The affiliation with the Aitolian tribe of the

Ophionians had become obsolete, and instead we find in

C3/C2 inscriptions one of the following forms of a city-

ethnic: Καλλιε�ς (IG ix².1 3A.16, 19) or Α2τωλ�ς .κ

Καλλ�ον (SEG 11 415.38) or Καλλιπολ�τας (IG ix².1 18.4,

206.3) or Α2τωλ�ς .κ Καλλιπ#λιος (IG ix².1 783). In the

1970s the excavations of the ancient nucleated settlement at

Veluchovo (west of modern Lidoriki) not only confirmed

the identification of this town with Kallipolis (SEG 28 504);

they also showed that the town grew up already in C4

(Themelis (1979), (1983) 237ff; Bakhuizen (1992)).

Archaeological evidence of the same kind from other sites

of inland Aitolia supports the inference that numerous

member states of the Aitolian Federation were centred on a

large nucleated settlement, i.e. a town. This conclusion

matches the description of Aitolia at Ps.-Skylax 35; and the

distinction between π#λεις and �θνη attested in an

Akarnanian inscription of C3l (IG ix².1 583.40) points in the

same direction and seems to reflect the settlement pattern of

north-western Greece in general.

The numerous unlocated Aitolian ethnics of C3/C2

combined with the unidentified remains of Aitolian urban

settlements of C5/C4 must lead to the conclusion that, as the

evidence stands, it is impossible to suggest even a rough esti-

mate of the number of Aitolian poleis in the Classical period.

What one can do is, as an appendix to the Inventory of

identifiable poleis, add (1) a list of all the unlocated Aitolian

ethnics (infra 386–87) and (2) a list of Hellenistic and undat-

ed settlements which may have been poleis already in the

Classical period (infra 387–88).

Finally, there are four communities which are attested in

C4 sources, but excluded from the Inventory infra, because

we cannot prove that they were poleis rather than ethne.

Among the relatively few Aitolian inscriptions of the

Classical period are two boundary stones, each recording

the border between two named communities. One marks

the border between the Eiteaioi and the Eoitanes (IG ix².1

116.1–3 (C4): τ/ρµων Ε2τεα�ων ’Εοιτ�νω[ν]), the other

the border between the Arysaioi and the Nomenaioi (AD

22 (1967) 322 (C4): τ/ρµων ?ρυσ�ων Νωµενα�ων). The

two stones provide us with information about four com-

munities which were all members of the Aitolian

Federation (Funke (1997) 162 with n. 75). What we cannot

know is whether these communities were organised as

tribes settled in komai, like the Kallieis mentioned by

Thucydides at 3.96.3, or were poleis, like Makynea (see

infra). It is impossible to ascertain whether the four ethnics

recorded on the two stones are city-ethnics (testifying to

polis status) or regional ethnics (testifying to some form of

tribal organisation). In 1987, however, a C3 tombstone set

over a certain Στοµ[ς Νουµεναι<ε>�ς was found at

Palairos in Akarnania (Antonetti (1987b) 97; cf. SEG 38

435). The editor connected the ethnic Νουµεναι<ε>�ς

with the Aitolian ethnic Νωµενα5ος, and, if she is right, the

individual and the external use of an ethnic suggests that it

was a city-ethnic rather than a regional ethnic (Funke

(1997) 183 n. 75). Thus, one might list the Noumenaioi in

the Inventory as a polis type C. But, as the evidence stands,

it seems preferable to list all four communities here rather

than in the Inventory.

The Inventory of poleis, here, as elsewhere, is preceded 

by a list of pre-Hellenistic settlements excluded from the

Inventory. The list consists of two parts: (1) named and

identified settlements of the Archaic and Classical periods

which seem not to have been poleis, or for which the inform-

ation derived from written sources and archaeological evi-

dence is insufficient to warrent inclusion in the Inventory.

(2) Unidentified archaeological sites which have significant

remains of urban structures of the Classical period (defence

circuit, habitation quarters, etc.); see Bommeljé (1987)

75–113.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Akragas (?κρ�γας) Steph.Byz.62.16 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας).

Probably, Akragas, Akrai and Akropolis designate the same

site (Pritchett (1989) 134f). Akragas is identified with the

ancient remains of Lithovounion. Bommeljé (1987) 93f

report on a totally vanished double-scaled wall which has

never been dated precisely, some very scanty architectural

remains probably of a temple, and a large cemetery dated

from C5l–C4e. Barr. C.
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Akrai (Xκραι) Polyb. 5.13.9 (περ� τ�ν καλουµ/νην

π#λιν Xκρας), probably identical with Akragas (Pritchett

(1989) 134f; Antonetti (1990) 237f); see supra Akragas.

Akropolis (?κρ#πολις) Steph. Byz. 63.20 (π#λις

Α2τωλ�ας), probably identical with Akragas (Pritchett

(1989) 134f); see supra Akragas.

Ithoria (’Ιθωρ�α) Polyb. 4.64.9f (χωρ�ον . . . tχυρ#τητι

δ* φυσικ=8 κα� χειροποι�τ�ω διαφ/ρει). Ithoria is ident-

ified with Ag. Ilias: C/H fortification, habitation site, acrop-

olis walls, wall of a lower town, finds from C4 to C1 AD

(Bommeljé (1987) 74). Not in Barr.

Krokyleion (Κροκ�λειον) Thuc. 3.96.2 (without any site-

classification). Krokyleion is identified with Filothei

(Goumaioi). Hellenistic? fortified settlement, acropolis wall

(Bommeljé (1987) 82). Barr. C.

Oichalia (Ο2χαλ�α) Hom. Il. 2.730 (π#λις Ε(ρ�του); cf.

also Steph. Byz. 488.1; Strabo. 10.1.10 (Ο2χαλ�α, κ)µη .ν

Α2τωλ��α περ� τοLς Ε(ρυτ[νας). No indication of polis

status in the Classical and Hellenistic periods. Perhaps to be

identified with modern Koryskhades. Barr. C.

Olenos (;Ωλενος) Hom. Il. 2.638f (Α2τωλ+ν δ’ !γε5το

Θ#ας ?νδρα�µονος υH#ς, οx Πλευρ+ν’ .ν/µοντο κα�

;Ωλενον Oδ* Πυλ�νην); Hellan. (FGrHist 4) fr.

118 �Strabo. 10.2.6 ( ;Ωλενον δ* κα� Πυλ�νην tνοµ�ζει

π#λεις W ποιητ�ς Α2τωλικ�ς) referring to Homer; Steph.

Byz. 707.12 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας). No indication of polis status

in C7–C4. Unlocated (discussion see Kirsten (1937) 2444f;

Antonetti (1990) 277f). Barr. undated.

Paianion (Παι�νιον) Polyb. 4.65.3 (π#λις). No indica-

tion of polis status before C3. Paianion is identified with

Mastron. C?/H remains of fortifications, double-scaled wall

(Kirsten (1942); Bommeljé (1987) 96; cf. also Funke (1987)

92–94; Antonetti (1990) 277). Not in Barr.

Potidania (Ποτιδαν�α) Thuc. 3.96.2 (without any site-

classification); cf. Livy 28.8.9 (in propinquis castellis

Potidaniae atque Apolloniae); Steph. Byz. 533.18 (π#λις

Α2τωλ�ας). The city is also mentioned in the C3/C2 theo-

rodokoi list from Delphi: .ν Ποτειδαν�αι (BCH (1921) col.

iv 58). The city-ethnic is Ποτειδανιε�ς (IG ix².1 9.13 (C3f)).

Potidania is located near Kambos (Lerat (1952) i. 8, 76, 192;

Antonetti (1990) 294f). Potidania issued coins in C3s/C2f

(Liampi (1996) passim). Not in Barr.

Pylene (Πυλ�νη) See the Inventory s.v. Proschion.

Rhion (‘Ρ�ον) Steph. Byz. 545.14 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας); cf.

Thuc. 2.86.2 (τ� ‘Ρ�ον τ� Μολυκρικ#ν). Dependent har-

bour of Molykreion (see the Inventory s.v.Molykreion).Not

in Barr.

Teichion (Τε�χιον) Thuc. 3.96.2 (without any site-classi-

fication). Teichion was part of the region of the Apodotoi. It

must have been situated near the Locrian border (Fiehn

(1934)). Barr. C.

Thermos (Θ/ρµος) Steph. Byz. 310.3 (πολ�χνιον

Α2τωλ�ας); Polyb. 5.6.6 (τ�ν .ν το5ς Θ/ρµοις τ#πον);

Strabo. 10.3.2 (.ν Θ/ρµοις τ8ς Α2τωλ�ας). In Archaic and

Classical times Thermos was the religious centre of the

Aitolian tribes, since C4 of the Aitolian Federation (Funke

(1997) 154). There is no explicit indication of polis-ness apart

from the city-ethnic: Θ/ρµιος (IG ix².1 102.8 (C2e)),

Θρ/µιος (IG ix².1 91.1.4 (C5e)); ktetikon: Θερµικ#ς (Steph.

Byz. 310.3). Barr. AC.

2. Unidentified Classical Settlements

Amvrakia Situated north of Thermos. C/H, scanty remains

of an acropolis wall (Bommeljé (1987) 76; Antonetti (1990)

224f). Not in Barr.

Analipsis C/H, remains of a fortified settlement (Bommeljé

(1987) 76; Antonetti (1990) 237). Not in Barr.

Dorikon C/H, remains of a wall (Bommeljé (1987) 80).

Barr. AC.

Drymon C/H, small fortification (Bommeljé (1987) 81.

Not in Barr.

Dyo Ekklesies C?/H, remains of a fort (Bommeljé (1987)

107). Not in Barr.

Klepa C/H?, scanty remains of a fortified settlement

(Bommeljé (1987) 89). Not in Barr.

Klima C/H, a fortified hill-top settlement (Bommeljé

(1987) 89). Not in Barr.

Koniakos C/H, fortified settlement (Bommeljé (1987) 90).

Barr. C.

Kryonerion (Galatas) In the past the site was probably

erroneously identified with ancient Chalkis, or with the har-

bour of Kalydon. C/H, scanty remains of walls (Bommeljé

(1987) 91; Antonetti (1990) 283). Not in Barr.

Levka C/H, remains of walls, ancient buildings (Bommeljé

(1987) 91). Not in Barr.
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Lidorikion C/H, remains of a fortified settlement (Bommeljé

(1987) 92–93). Barr. A?C.

Makrini-Mount Gyros C/H, scanty remains of a fortified

settlement (Bommeljé (1987) 94). Not in Barr.

Malevros C/H, remains of an ancient fortified settlement;

remains of a C5 Doric temple on the acropolis (Bommeljé

(1987) 95; Antonetti (1990) 236). A C4 boundary stone has

been found there, marking the border between two tribes:

Τ/ρµων—?ρυσ�ων Νωµενα�ων (Mastrokostas (1967)

322). Not in Barr.

Milea-Mount Bouchori C/H, remains of a circuit wall

(Bommeljé (1987) 97). Not in Barr.

Perista C/H,remains of a fortified settlement,an aqueduct

(Bommeljé (1987) 102). Barr. A?C.

Petrokhorion C/H, remains of a fortification wall

(Bommeljé (1987) 103). Not in Barr.

Sykea (Palaiokastro Koniakos) C/H, fortified settlement

and (fortified) acropolis (Bommeljé (1987) 108). Barr. C.

Tsoukka C/H, small fortified settlement (Bommeljé (1987)

111). Barr. C.

II. The Poleis

142. Agrinion (Agrinieus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 21.20.

Size of territory: 2? Type: B. The toponym is ?γρ�νιον, τ#

(Polyb. 5.7.7; Hsch. A797). The city-ethnic is ?γρινιε�ς

(Syll.³ 603.3 (C2e)) or, once and probably in error:

?γλινιε�ς (IG ix².1 625.2 (C2e)).

Agrinion is called a polis in the urban sense (Diod. 19.67.4

(r314)). The individual and internal use of the city-ethnic is

attested for citizens serving as magistrates in the Aitolian

Confederacy (IG ix².1 618.3); the external use is attested for a

Delphic hieromnemon (Syll.³ 603.3, C2e).

At 19.67.4 Diodoros reports that, in 314, King Kassander of

Macedon convened an ekklesia of the Akarnanians and per-

suaded them to leave the small and unfortified settlements

and move into a few poleis of which Stratos, Sauria and

Agrinion are explicitly mentioned. As a result the Derieis

(SEG 36 331.A.41 (C4s); IG iv²1 96.61, 65 (C3m)) and other

Akarnanians were synoecised into Agrinion (Diod. 19.67.4).

Shortly afterwards Agrinion was besieged and conquered by

the Aitolians (Diod. 19.68.1). It seems reasonable to infer

that Agrinion must have been a polis during the last decades

of the Classical period. Agrinion may have been an urban

settlement founded by the Agrinian ethnos, but there is no

evidence (Antonetti (1987a); 236; Dany (1999) 37f).

Agrinion is identified with Megali Chora (once Zapandi)

situated c.3 km north-west of modern Agrinion, with

remains of a fortified settlement (defence circuit, stoa,hous-

es) of uncertain date but undoubtedly going back to C4

(Bommeljé (1987) 96; Antonetti (1990) 236f; Strauch (1996)

255f).

143. Aigition Map. 55. Lat. 38.30, long. 22.10. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Α2γ�τιον, τ# (Thuc. 3.97.3).

In his account of the Athenian attack on Aigition in 426.

Thucydides calls Aigition a polis in the urban sense, describ-

ing how the inhabitants found refuge in the hills above the

city: 6π/φευγον γ3ρ οH >νθρωποι κα� .κ�θηντο .π� τ+ν

λ#φων τ+ν 6π*ρ τ8ς π#λεως. From Thucydides’ account

it is reasonable to infer that Aigition was a relatively small

fortified settlement. On its polis status, see the exchange of

views between M. H. Hansen and P. Funke in Funke (1997)

173–76 and Hansen (2000) 200. There is no other mention of

Aigition in any source. Aigition was situated some 80 stades

from the sea in the country settled by the Apodotai, one of

the three major Aitolian tribes (Thuc. 3.97.2; Funke (1997)

148). It must have been close to the border between Aitolia

and Lokris, and has been identified with the ancient

Classical–Hellenistic remains near Strouza. One km west of

the village Strouza—now abandoned—is a fortified settle-

ment (“Strouza A”) and a hill-top stronghold (“Strouza B”)

and not far away is the so-called Fortress on Mt. Boucheri

(Bommeljé (1987) 75; Bommeljé et al. (1981–88); Pritchett

(1991) 67–75; Strauch (1996) 256).

144. Akripos Map 55. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C.

The toponym is Xκριπος (-ον?). The only thing we know

about Akripos is that in, probably, 355 a theorodokos was

appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros: ?κρ�πωι.

Μ�στρων (IG iv²1 95.34). In the document, Akripos,

Hyporeiai, Therminea, Phylea, and Proschion (ll. 34–38) are

listed after Amphilocheian Argos (l. 33) and before Syracuse

(l. 39). While Hyporeiai seems to have been part of

Akarnania (cf. Robert (1940); LGPN s.v. ’Εχεµ/νης and

Φιλο�τιος), the other sites were presumably Aitolian towns

situated in the borderland between Aitolia and Akarnania;

see Antonetti (1987b) 100f and Funke (1997) 183 n. 73.

145. Chalkis (Chalkideus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 21.35.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Χαλκ�ς, !

(Hom. Il. 2.640; Thuc. 1.108.5; Strabo 9.4.8), or Χ�λκεια, !
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(Polyb. 5.94.8; cf. Walbank (1957) 625), or ‘Υποχαλκ�ς

(Hecat. quoted by Steph. Byz. at 651.13, not recorded as a

fragment in FGrHist 1).

The city-ethnic is, possibly, Χαλκ[ιδε5ς] (Alcm. fr. 24.18,

Calame), perhaps denoting both Euboian and Aitolian

Chalkis.

Chalkis is called a π#λιν Κορινθ�ων at Thuc. 1.108.5. It is

unwarranted with some editors to delete π#λιν. Thus,

Thucydides classified Chalkis as a polis, primarily in the

urban sense, but the genitive Κορινθ�ων points to the polit-

ical sense as a connotation. Quoting Hekataios, Steph. Byz.

(651.13) lists Hypochalkis as a polis, but it is uncertain

whether the site-classification stems from Hekataios

(Hansen (1997) 17–18).

Chalkis is called Aitolian by Homer (Il. 2.639) and

Alkman (fr. 24, Calame); but Thucydides’ description of the

city as Corinthian indicates that Chalkis was a Corinthian

dependency, though probably not a colony settled by

Corinthians (Salmon (1984) 213, 268, 277–79). During the

later part of the Archidamian War Chalkis was controlled by

Athens (Thuc. 2.83.3).

Chalkis was situated on a small coastal plain between 

M. Chalkis (Varassova) and M. Taphiassos (Klokova)

(Strabo. 9.4.8). On the coast, upon the hill Hag. Triadha at

modern Kato Vasiliki, are the remains of a defence circuit

and some houses belonging to a settlement of the Classical

and Hellenistic periods (Woodhouse (1897/1973) 106–14;

Bommeljé (1987) 112; Antonetti (1990) 283f; Dietz et al.

(1998), (2000)).

For the control of the Corinthian Gulf, Chalkis was a

strategically important harbour (Thuc. 2.83.3; Polyb. 5.94.8;

cf. Freitag (2000) 53–57). Above the city on the southern

slope of M. Varassova are substantial remains of a C5?–C4

fortress (Noack (1916) 238f; Bommeljé (1987) 112; Ober

(1992) 165; Houby-Nielsen and Moschos in Dietz et al.

(1998) 255–57). Chalkis may have struck coins in C4 (unpub-

lished).

146. Halikyrna Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 21.30. Size of ter-

ritory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is yλ�κυρνα, !

(Strabo 10.2.21; Steph. Byz. 74.17). At Ps.-Skylax 35

yλ�καρνα is a conjecture for MS Μ�καρνα; cf. Plin. HN

4.6). The only attestation of a city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz.

74.17.

At Ps.-Skylax 35 Halikyrna is one of three toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις .ν α(τ=8 ε2σ�ν α_δε, where the

term polis is used in the urban sense. The late sources have

κ)µη.

According to Ps.-Skylax, Halikyrna was situated between

Kalydon and Pleuron.Halikyrna is identified with the ancient

remains near modern Agios Symeon (Khilia Spitia). Among

the archaeological remains are scanty remains of a fortified

settlement (C?) and graves of C8 (Bommeljé (1987) 74).

147. Kallion (Kallieus)/Kallipolis (Kallipolites) Map. 55.

Lat. 38.35, long. 22.10. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The

toponym is Καλλ�πολις, ! (IG ix².1 783.2 (C3l), 676.11

(C2m); Polyb. 20.11.11) or Κ�λλιον (SEG 11 415.38 (C3s)).

The city-ethnic is Καλλιε�ς (IG ix².1 3.A.16, 19 (C3m)) or

Καλλιπολ�τας (IG ix².1 154 (C3e); SEG 28 504 (C2/C1); SEG

48 602 (undated); cf. Nachmanson (1907) 64; Klaffenbach

(1936) 367; Funke (1987) 95 Anm. 44).

The earliest references to Kallipolis as a polis are of the

Hellenistic period (IG ix².1 154), but the toponym as well as

the archaeological remains show that the polis status of the

settlement goes back to the Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on a preserved specimen of the seal of the polis (Pantos

(1985) 545f), and externally in a decree of C3l (IG ix².1 186);

the individual and external use is found in a Delphic proxe-

ny decree of c.425–375 (F.Delphes iii.1 422.3–4) and in refer-

ences to citizens serving as federal magistrates (IG ix².1

3.A.16, 19 (C3)).

The city was situated in the interior of Aitolia at

Velouchovo, in the central part of the Mornos valley

(�ancient Daphnos) (Laffineur (1977); SEG 28 504

(C2/C1)). In C4 Kallion/Kallipolis became the urban centre

of the tribe of the Kallieis, who in C5/C4 were still part of the

large Aitolian tribe of the Ophiones (Thuc. 3.96.3).

Kallipolis was founded in C4m at the latest, and was from

the outset laid out as a planned city. Excavations have

revealed substantial remains of a defence circuit (enclosing

an area of c.25 ha) with a separate wall of the acropolis, a C3

bouleuterion (Gneisz (1990) no.29), a stoa,a theatre, and two

sanctuaries (Antonetti (1990) 289–92). Among the excavat-

ed houses are remains of an archive (C4s) in which were

found over 600 seals of C3/C2 (Pantos (1985); Habicht (1985)

44–46; Funke (1987) 95f, (1991b) 326, (1997) 171–72; Themelis

(1999) 431–36). On the archaeological remains, see Themelis

(1979), (1999); Bakhuizen (1992), (1994); Vroom (1993);

Strauch (1996) 291–94.

Votive offerings of the Hellenistic period testify to cults of

Demeter and Kore (SEG 40 458 (C3–C2)), Artemis (IG ix².1

155 (C3–C2)) and Eileithya (IG ix².1 156, undated). A C5 lex

sacra contains a ban on entering an otherwise unknown

sanctuary (SEG 16 368; cf. Antonetti (1990) 287–96).
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148. Kalydon (Kalydonios) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 21.30.

Size of territory: 2? Type: [A]. The toponym is Καλυδ)ν, !

(Hom. Il. 2.640; Thuc. 3.102.5; Xen. Hell. 4.6.1). The city-

ethnic is Καλυδ)νιος (Lys. 13.71; Pantos (1985) no. 238).

In the Iliad Kalydon is described as a polis in the Heroic

Age (Hom. Il. 9.531). At Ps.-Skylax 35 Kalydon is the first of

three toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις .ν α(τ=8

ε2σ�ν α_δε, where the term polis is used in the urban sense.

The earliest epigraphical reference to a π#λις Καλυδων�ων

is on a C2 statue base (IG ix².1 140.1).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a dedication of C5l (SEG 32 550, partly restored) as well as

in the public seal (Pantos (1985) no. 238; cf. Pantos (1988),

undated), and externally in Xen. Hell. 4.6.1. The individual

and external use is attested in an Athenian citizenship decree

for Thrasyboulos of Kalydon (Lys. 13.71; cf. IG i³ 102 � add.

946).

In the Catalogue of Ships Kalydon is recorded as an

Aitolian city (Il. 2.640), but it can be inferred from Thuc.

3.102.5 that in C6/C5 Kalydon had parted company with the

other Aitolians. Originally an independent polis, Kalydon

became in C5/C4 a member of the Early Achaian Federation

and in 389 Kalydon was besieged by the Akarnanians and

their allies (Xen. Hell. 4.6.1–4); but in 367/6 Epameinondas

expelled the Achaian garrison from Kalydon (Diod.

15.75.1–2), whereafter the city seems to have joined the

Aitolian Federation (Buckler (1980) 188–91; Merker (1989);

Bommeljé (1988) 310). A pair of damiourgoi served as

eponymic officials (IG ix².1 138 (C4l)); cf. Veligianni-Terzi

(1977) 64f; Sherk (1990) 260). In, probably, 355, theorodokoi

were appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros (IG iv²1 95.7).

According to Thucydides, Kalydon and its neighbour

Pleuron were situated near the Corinthian Gulf in the

northern part of the littoral in the region called Α2ολ�ς

(Thuc. 3.102.5; Hsch. s.v. Α2ολικ�ν θ/αµα). According to

Strabo 10.2.21 and Plin. HN 4.6, Kalydon was situated 7.5

Roman miles from the coast, near the river Euenos. The city

possessed its own harbour at the coast (Paus. 7.21.5; cf.

Freitag (2000) 40–52).

Kalydon is securely identified with the ancient settlement

at the spur of Mt.Arakynthos c.9 km east of Messolonghion;

and the archaeological investigation of the remains shows

that, as early as the Archaic period, the city had close cultur-

al connections with the other centres of the Corinthian

Gulf, especially Corinth.

A C4 defence circuit of c.4 km with gates and towers

encloses a settlement situated on and between two hills of

which the western constituted a separately fortified acropo-

lis with a citadel. The walls enclosed an area of c.25 ha. Of the

ancient remains the most important are the temples of

Artemis Laphria (C7, rebuilt several times),Apollo Laphrios

and Dionysos, all situated in a suburban temenos a little to

the south of the city. On the archaeological evidence, see von

Geisau (1919); Poulsen and Rhomaios (1927) 50f; Dyggve et

al. (1934); Dyggve (1948), (1951); Knell (1973) 448–53. See also

AR (2001–2) 44–45 for the new Danish–Greek excavations at

the site.

The principal cult of Kalydonian Artemis Laphria goes

back to the Archaic period (Paus. 4.31.7, 7.18.8–19.1, 7.20.2);

the sanctuary of Apollo Laphrios is attested through a C6

boundary stone (IG ix².1 149; cf. Strabo 10.2.21). A cult of

Zeus Soter is mentioned in Hellenistic manumission

records (IG ix².1 137.86 (C2m); SEG 25 621.8 (C2)), and

Pausanias (7.21.1) has a reference to a cult of Dionysos

Kalydonios (Antonetti (1990) 241–69). Stelai inscribed with

public documents were set up in the sanctuary of Laphreion

(IG ix².1 170.4 (C4l/3e); 186.6–7 (C3l)).

149. Makynea (Makyneus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long.

21.45. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is

Μακυν/α, ! (Bourguet (1899) 356 no. 2), Μακυν�α (Strabo

10.2.21), Μακ�νεια (Steph. Byz. 429.9–10), Μ�κυνα

(Archytas of Amphissa fr. 1, Powell). The city-ethnic is

Μακυνε�ς (IG ix².1 13.vi.22 (C3l)), Μακ�νιος (SEG 25

621.11f (C2s)).

Makynea is not explicitly called a polis in any Archaic or

Classical text. Strabo wavers between polichnion (10.2.4) and

polis (10.2.21; cf. Steph. Byz. 429.16), and at 10.2.6 he criticis-

es Hellanikos (fr. 118) for classifying Makynea as a polis

founded in the Heroic Age. That Makynea was a polis in the

Classical period is indicated by a C4 proxeny decree from

Delphi, in which the individual and external use of the city-

ethnic is attested (Bourguet (1899) 356 no. 2: Α2τω[λ+ι .κ

Μα]κυν/ας; cf. Sordi (1969) 356; Funke (1997) 161).

Makynea seems originally to have been a Lokrian com-

munity (Plut. Mor. 294E; cf. Lerat (1952) i. 7, 34f), but by C5

it had become part of Aitolia (Hohmann (1908) 17f;

Bosworth (1974) 177).

Makynea was situated in the borderland between Aitolia

and Lokris near Cape Rhion at the eastern spur of Mt.

Taphiassos (modern Klokova). A suggested identification is

with Palaiokastro at Mamaku, c.3 km north-west of Rhion.

Here are the remains of a fortified settlement of C4(?)/C3

with a theatre extra muros (Woodhouse (1897/1973) 327;

Lerat (1952) i. 82–84, 189–91; Bommeljé (1987) 95; Bommeljé

and Vroom (1995) 94).
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150. Molykreion (Molykreus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long.

21.45. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Μολ�κρειον, τ� (Thuc. 2.84.4, 3.102.2), Μολ�κρεια, !

(Hellan. (FGrHist 4) fr. 118; Ps.-Skylax 35; Strabo 9.4.8, 10.2.6;

Plut.Mor. 162E),Μολυκρ�α (Polyb.5.94.7; Diod.Sic. 12.60.3;

Paus. 9.31.6; Steph. Byz. 455.12), Μολ�κριον (Paus. 5.3.6), or

’Ολ�κραι (Hecat. fr. 112). The city-ethnic is Μολυκρε�ς (IG

ix².1 14.6 (C3f), 35.7 (C2m)) with Μολ�κριος and

Μολυκρα5ος as attested variant forms (Steph. Byz.

455.14–16).

At Ps.-Skylax 35 Molykreia is the last of three toponyms

listed after the heading π#λεις .ν α(τ=8 ε2σ�ν α_δε, where

the term polis is used in the urban sense. Molykreion is

explicitly called a polis at Diod. Sic. 12.60.3 (r 426) again in

the urban sense.

In C6/C5 Molykreion was within the Corinthian sphere

of influence (Gschnitzer (1958) 124f; Graham (1962), (1983)

137ff), but by C5m it had passed into the Athenian sphere

(Salmon (1984) 266) and from, probably, C5l it was under

Aitolian influence (Benecke (1934) 8). Thucydides (3.102.2)

describes Molykreion as a Corinthian colony that had

become an Athenian satellite (τ�ν Κορινθ�ων µ*ν

�ποικ�αν, ?θηνα�ων δ* 6π�κοον).

In the sources Molykreion is located at the spur of Mt.

Taphiassos (modern Varassova) (Strabo 10.2.4, 21) near

Cape Rion (Polyb. 5.94.7; Strabo 9.4.8, 10.2.21; Plut. Mor.

162E; Plin. HN 9.28; Ptol. 3.15.3; Steph. Byz. 545.13–14). The

phrase τ� ‘Ρ�ον τ� Μολυκρικ�ν (Thuc. 2.86.2; cf. Strabo.

8.2.3; Steph. Byz. 545.14) indicates that the cape was within

the territory of the city,which, then,must have been situated

at the cape itself (Oldfather (1918), (1933) 36), or a little

inland by modern Velvina. Here, c.4 km from the coast at

modern Helleniko, are the remains of a C4 settlement

(defence circuit, temple, stoa and houses; cf. Woodhouse

(1897/1973) 328; Lerat (1952) i. 84–86; 188–89; Bommeljé

(1987) 112; cf. Freitag (2000) 58–67). At Cape Rhion was a

major sanctuary of Poseidon (Thuc. 2.84.4; Ps.-Skylax 35;

Paus. 10.11.6; Diod. Sic. 12.48.1; Plut. Mor. 345C). Molykreion

was responsible for the administration of the sanctuary and

the organisation of the festival associated with the sanctu-

ary, called τ3 ‘Ρ�εια (IG iv 428.10 (C3); Plut. Mor. 162E; cf.

Klaffenbach (1936) 375; Pfister (1914); Knell (1973) 454ff;

Cabanes (1988) 65ff).

151. *Phola (Pholaieus) Map 55. Unlocated, not in Barr.

Type: C. The toponym is, presumably, *Φ#λα (reconstruct-

ed from the various forms of the city-ethnic). The city-

ethnic is either Φολαιε�ς (IG ii² 10482 (C4f)) or Φολ�ντιος

(IG ix².1 17.28, 24.11, 13 (C3s); 25.61, 71 (C3s)) or Φολ[ς (IG

ix².1 31.115, 138 (C2f)). Phola was indisputably a polis in the

Hellenistic period (strategos (IG ix².1 31.115, 138), gramma-

teus (IG ix².1 25.61,71)).The only evidence that it was already

a polis in the Classical period is the name Τ�τυρµος

Φολαιε�ς, recorded in two Attic sepulchral inscriptions (IG

ii² 10036 (C5l–C4e), 10482) where the individual and exter-

nal use of the ethnic indicates that it is a city-ethnic rather

than a sub-ethnic; see Hansen (1996) 172–73, 195.

152. Phylea Map. 55. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C. The

toponym is Φυλ/α,!. The only thing we know about Phylea

is that in, probably, 355 a theorodokos was appointed to host

theoroi from Epidauros: Φυλ/ια. Φιλο�τιος (IG iv²1 95.37),

see Akripos (supra).

153. Pleuron (Pleuronios) Map. 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 21.25.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Πλευρ)ν, !

(Hom. Il. 2.639; Thuc. 3.102.5). The city-ethnic is

Πλευρ)νιος (Hom. Il. 23.635; IG ix².1 3A.17 (C3); Strabo

10.2.24).

Pleuron is called a polis in the urban sense by Bacchylides

at Ep. 5.149–51; cf. Daimachos (FGrHist 65) fr. 1. The earliest

epigraphical reference to a π#λις Πλευρων�ων is on a C3

statue base (IG ix².1 70.1.) The collective internal use of the

city-ethnic is attested at IG ix².1 70.1. For the external use,

see IvMag 28.9 � IG ix².1 186.9 (C3l). The individual and

external use is attested in a proxeny decree from Delphi

(Syll.³ 621.1–2 (C2f)).

In the Catalogue of Ships Pleuron is recorded as an

Aitolian city (Il. 2.639; cf. Visser (1997) 601ff); but it can be

inferred from Thuc. 3.102.5 that in C6/C5 Pleuron had part-

ed company with the other Aitolians. Pleuron was original-

ly an independent polis. In C5/C4 it became—like

Kalydon—a member of the early Achaian Federation. In

C4m/s it became integrated into the Aitolian Federation, as

did the neighbouring poleis (Bommeljé (1988) 302ff). The

affiliation with Aitolia, however, is not explicitly attested

until C3, when citizens of Pleuron repeatedly filled federal

offices (e.g. IG ix².1 13.13–14 (C3f)).

In C3s Pleuron was destroyed, but the city was soon

rebuilt at a nearby but more elevated place (Strabo 10.2.4; cf.

Ehrhardt (1978) 251f.; Funke (1987) 94 with n. 40).According

to Strabo 10.2.23, old Pleuron was situated on the coast

between the rivers Acheloos and Euenos near Kalydon (cf.

Strabo 10.2.4, 3.6). The settlement has not yet been found,

but presumably it was close to new Pleuron, which has been

identified with the ancient settlement at modern Kato

Retsina, on the southern side of Mt. Arakynthos; cf.
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Woodhouse (1897/1973) 128ff; Kirsten (1951a); Bommeljé

(1987) 104; Antonetti (1990) 281f; Weißl (1999) 106ff.

The only cult attested is one of Athene (Stat. Theb. 2.727;

Dion. Calliphon. 57; cf. Antonetti (1990) 282).

154. Proschion (Proscheios) Map. 55. Unlocated. Type: B.

The toponym is Πρ#σχιον, τ# (Thuc. 3.102.5, 106.1; Steph.

Byz. 536.22) or Πρ#σχεον (IG iv²1 95.38 (355)). The city-

ethnic is Πρ#σχειος (F.Delphes iii 4 213.2 (325–275)).

Proschion is not called a polis in any ancient text, but in,

probably, 355 theorodokoi were appointed to host theoroi

from Epidauros (IG iv² 95.38), and a citizen of Proschion is

honoured in a Delphic proxeny decree of the early

Hellenistic period (supra). Combined, the two sources indi-

cate that Proschion was a polis, at least in the late Classical

period. The individual and external use of the city-ethnic is

attested in the proxeny decree from Delphi (supra).

According to Strabo (10.2.6) Pylene—mentioned in the

Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.639)—was later moved to

a more elevated place and renamed Proschion; cf. Ath. 411A;

Hsch. s.v. Πυλ�νη. Proschion was situated west of Pleuron

and Kalydon near the river Acheloos (Thuc. 3.102.5, 106.1).

The city must have been close to modern Aitolikon, but has

not yet been securely identified; cf. Woodhouse (1897/1973)

138f.; Kirsten (1951b); Antonetti (1990) 278–80; Pritchett

(1991) 18ff; Strauch (1996) 356f.

155. Therminea Map 55. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C.

The toponym is Θερµιν/α, !. The only thing we know

about Therminea is that in, probably, 355 a theorodokos was

appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros: Θερµιν/αι.

’Εχεµ/νης (IG iv².1 95.36), see Akripos (supra).

156. Trichoneion (Trichonieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.30; long.

21.30. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is

Τριχ#νειον, τ# (F.Delphes iii 4 125.1 (C3s); Syll.³ 509.9

(C3s)), Τριχ)νιον (Polyb. 5.7.8). The city-ethnic is

Τριχονιε�ς (IG ix².1 5.6 (C3m)), Τριχονειε�ς (Tod 137.12),

Τριχονε�ς (IG ix².1 17.8 (C3f)), Τριχωνιε�ς (Pol. 18.10.9),

Τριχωνε�ς (Pol. 4.3.5), Τριχ#νιος (IG ix².1 3A.2),

Τρικωνιε�ς (Paus. 2.37.3); for other forms, see also Steph.

Byz. 638.8–10.

The only author to call Trichoneion a polis is Steph. Byz.

(638.8), but that Trichoneion was a polis and a member of

the Aitolian Federation already in C4f is implied by an

Athenian decree of 367 in which the Trichoneians are

charged with having broken a sacred truce (Tod 137). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in this

decree (l. 12) and internally on two stamped tiles (IG ix².1

125–6 (undated)). The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in an inscription from Magnesia (IG ix²

187.2–3 (C2e)).

Trichoneion was one of the most important cities in

Aitolia. The identification of Trichoneion with modern

Gavalou on the south bank of Lake Trichonian was first sug-

gested by Leake (1835) 55. In this area have been found very

scanty remains of a large fortified settlement of the Classical

and Hellenistic periods, as well as numerous tombs

(Bommeljé (1987) 83, 110f; Antonetti (1990) 238–240).

1. Unidentified Ethnics Attested 
in Hellenistic Sources

Only one occurrence recorded for each ethnic.

Aiklymios IG ix².1 36.8 (C2m): Νικ#βουλος Α2κλ�µιος.

Andreatas IG ix².1 101.10 (C2m): ?ριστ/ας ?νδρε�τας.

Antaieus IG ix².1 17.11 (C3m):Γρ�παλος ?νταιε�ς.Perhaps

part of Locris or Phocis (Lerat (1952) i. 72).

Aperantos Syll.³ 539A.8f (C3l): Θε#δοτος ?περαντ#ς; cf.

Antonetti (1987b) 98).

Ap(e)irikos F.Delphes iii.4 163 �Rigsby (1996) 163.3 (C3l):

Τελ/σαρχος ?π[ε]ιρικ#ς.

Arakyneus IG ix².1 17.81 (C3m): ?στ�λος (?) ?ρακυνε�ς.

Attaleus IG ix².1 95.2 (C3l): Ε(ξ�θεος ?τταλε�ς.

Boutaieus IG ix².1 13.34 (C3f): Φιλ/ας Α2γ�σθου

Βουταιε�ς. Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat [1952) i. 20f, ii.

183; cf. infra 391.

Chasilios IG ix².1 17.92 (C3m): (name) Φυσκ�νιος Χασ�λιος

(�Kasilios?).

Choleos IG ix².1 9.10 (C3): ?ρχ�δαµος Χωλ/ος.

Daian IG ix².1 3A.21 (C3f): ?ρ�στων ∆αι�ν.

Dardios, -eos IG ix².1 96.21 (C2): Σ�µµαχος Ε(ρυδ�µου

∆�ρδιος; IG ix².1 99.12 (C2m): Φερ/νικος ∆�ρδεος.

Dastiadas Syll.³ 539A.6 (C3l): Λ�µιος ∆αστι�δας. Perhaps

part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 68; cf. infra 391.
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Dexieus IG ix².1 25.71–2 (C3s): zΑγις ∆εξιε�ς. Perhaps part

of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 71, ii. 184).

Eggoraios IG ix².1 31.51 (C3s): Εdαρχος ’Εγγορα5ος.

Eidaios IG ix².1 177.21 (C3l): Λυκ�σκος Ε2δα5ος.

Ertaios IG ix².1 3A.18 (C3m): ’Αρ�σταρχος ’Ερτα5ος.

Ethanios IG ix².1 31.185–6 (C3s): Φαλαυσ�ας ’Ηθ�νιος.

Eukyleis IG ix².1 625.15 (C2e): Ε(κυληjς; cf. Lerat (1952) i. 91.

Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 70) (�Oikyleis?).

Haimonieus F.Delphes iii 3 221.3 (C3l): Νυµφ#δοτος

ΑHµονιε�ς.

Hermattios IG ix².1 188.35 (C3l): ?λ/ξων ‘Ερµ�ττιος.

Hyposeirios IG ix².1 17.6–7 (C3m): Στρατ#νικος

‘Υποσε�ριος.

Istorios IG ix².1 638.3.5 (C2⁾: ’Επ�λαος Ξενν�α ‘Ιστ)ριος.

Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 66); cf. also Kirsten

(1942) 2367 and infra.

Kaphreus IG ix².1 632.3 (C2m): Λ�κος Καφρε´�ς. Perhaps

part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 66; cf infra 391.

Kasilios IG ix².1 25.56 (C3s):∆�ων Κασ�λιος (�Chasilios?).

Kerreatas Syll.³ 603.4 (C2e):—λαος Κερρε�τας.

Kottaeus F.Delphes iii 4 103.5–6 (C3l): Θε#δωρος

Κοτταε�ς.

Lepadaios F.Delphes iii 4 362.6–7 (C3l): Μενεκρ�τας

Λεπαδα5ος. Part of Aitolia (?) (LGPN s.v. Μενεκρ�της).

Machetieus IG ix².1 69.3–4 (C2f): Στ#µιος Χαβρ�α

Μαχετιε�ς. Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 71).

Mystakeus IG ix².1 59.B7 (C3l): Ταυρ�ων Μυστακε�ς.

Perhaps part of Lokris (Lerat (1952) i. 64).

Neapolitas IG ix².1 96.15 (C2): yγ�ας Νεοπολ�τας.

Oikyle(i)eus IG ix².1 31.90 (C3s): ∆αµ#κριτος Ο2κυληε�ς;

Syll.³ 564.4 (C3l): Λ�µιος Ο2κυλεε�ς. Perhaps part of

Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 70) (�Eukyleis?).

Oribatos IG ix².1 137.25 (C2m): ?ντ�φιλος ’Ορ�βατος.

Paphanos IG ix².1 17.13 (C3m): ?λεξιµ/νης Π�φανος.

Peleios IG ix².1 97.14f (C2e): ∆ρωπ�νας Πελ�ιος.

Pellotios IG ix².1 12.23 (C3f): Παντ�ρχης Πελλ)τιος.

Perochtheos IG ix².1 639.8.9f (C2m): Τελ/σαρχος

Νικοµ�χου Περ#χθεος. Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat

(1952) i. 67; cf. infra 391.

Phalikaioi SGDI 2136.2 (C2s): Φαλικα5οι. Perhaps part of

Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 63f).

Philotaieus IG ix².1 96.23 (C3l): Λ/ων Μικκ�α Φιλωταιε�ς;

cf. IG ix².1 105.2f (C2m): ΝικασV Φιλωταjς.

Phoistan Syll.³ 523.5 (C3s): (name) Φοιστ�ν.

Phyllaios IG ix².1 634.8 (C2s): Στρατ#λαος Φυλλα5ος.

Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 65; cf. infra 391.

Phyrtaios SGDI 1949.16 (C2f): Θωπ�ας Φυρτα5ος; cf. also

the first list s.v. Phytaion.

Plygoneus SGDI 1978.7 (C2e): Κλ/ων Πλυγονε�ς. Perhaps

part of Locris or Phocis (Lerat (1952) i. 59; cf. infra

391).

Porios IG ix².1 638.13.14 (C2m): Ν�καρχος Π)ριος.

Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 65f; cf. infra 391.

Potanaios SGDI 2137.15 (C2s): ’Επ�νικος Καλλιµ�χου

Ποτανα5ος.

Proennios IG ix².1 109.10 (C2m): Xνδρων Προ/ννιος.

Psolountios SEG 25 621.10 (C2): Xγριος Κλεοξ/νου

Ψολο�ντιος.

Ptolemaieus F.Delphes iii 3 220.6 (C3l): Τ�µαρχος

Πτολεµαιε�ς.

Pyrrh(aios) Jardé (1902) 263 no. 14.4 (C3s): Ε(ρ�δαµος

Πυρρ[α5ος]. Perhaps part of Locris or Phocis (Lerat

(1952) i. 62).

Rhadanios F.Delphes iii 4 362.8 (C3l): Λυκ/ας ‘Ραδ�νιος.

Rhadeos IG ix².1 96.24–5 (C2): Νικ#στρατος ?ρ�στωνος

‘Ρ�δεος.

Spattios IG ix².1 188.33–4 (C3l): Πειθ#λαος Σπ�ττιος.

Perhaps part of Locris (Lerat (1952) i. 67).

Tapheieus IG ix².1 13.18 (C3f): ?ντιλ/ων Ταφειε�ς.

Thai(i)os IG ix².1 638.13.11 (C2): Πολεµα�νετος Θα5ος; IG

ix².1 639 2.13 (C2): Λ/ων Θαι5ος. Perhaps part of Locris

(Lerat (1952) i. 66f, 69; Nachmanson (1907) 65; cf. infra

391.

Thyriskaios IG ix².1 4.7–8 (C3l): Πολ/µαρχος Θυρισκα5ος.

Titdaios IG ix².1 9.11 (C3): (name) Τιτδα5ος (�Titraios?).

Titraios IG ix².1 11.48 (C3m): Λ�µιος Τιτρα5ος

(�Titdaios?).

Tnimaios IG ix².1 105.11–2 (C2m): Ξενν�ας Τνιµα5ος.

Tragantios IG ix².1 109.7–8 (C2m): ’Εµπεδ�χων

Τραγ�ντιος.

2. Hellenistic and Undated Settlements

Aigai (Α2γα�). Steph. Byz. 39.2f (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας).

Unlocated, not in Barr.

Apollonia (?πολλων�α). Livy 28.8.9 (in propinquis castellis

Potidaniae atque Apolloniae); city-ethnic: ?πολλωνιε�ς

(F.Delphes iii 4 164.6f (C3l)). Apollonia probably issued

coins in C3s/C2f (Liampi (1996) passim). Unlocated.

Arsinoe (?ρσιν#η). Cf. Konope.

Boukation (?). IG ix².1 97.14 (Βουκατιε5ς (C2e)).

Boukation (?) is identified by some with the remains of a

large fortified Hellenistic settlement in the modern vil-

lage of Paravola; cf. Bommeljé (1987) 101.

Ellopion (’Ελλ#πιον). Polyb. 11.7.4; Steph. Byz. 269.1 (π#λις

Α2τωλ�ας). Identified with ancient remains near to
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Mesovouni, south-east of Morosklava (Woodhouse

(1897/1973) 1f), not in Barr.

Ephyra (’Εφ�ρα). Strabo 8.3.5 (κα� .ν τ=8 ?γρα��α τ8ς

Α2τωλ�ας ;Εφυρα κ)µη); Steph. Byz. 291.4 (κ)µη

Α2τωλ�ας ’Εφ�ρα); Plin. HN 4.6 (Aetolorum populi . . .

Ephyri). Unlocated, not in Barr.

Konope/Arsinoe (Κων)πη/?ρσιν#η). Strabo 10.2.22

(?ρσιν#ης π#λεως, e κ)µη µ*ν lν πρ#τερον

καλουµ/νη Κων)πα, κτ�σµα δ’ 6π8ρξεν ?ρσιν#ης);

Steph. Byz. 126.1 (?ρσιν#η, π#λις Α2τωλ�ας), 401.6

(Κων)πη, π#λις ?καρναν�ας); cf. also Polyb. 4.64.3f,

5.7.7, 5.13.9 (without any site-classification); city-ethnic:

?ρσινοε�ς (IG ix².1 624.4 (C2)). Konope/Arsinoe is

identified with modern Angelokastron. Hellenistic

remains (Bommeljé (1987) 77). Arsinoe is a city founda-

tion of C3f (Antonetti (1989) 73f, (1990) 273–76). It is

uncertain whether Konope—the settlement replaced by

Arsinoe—can be classified as a polis; at Strabo 10.2.22 it is

classified as a κ)µη.

Kyniadai (Κυνι�δαι). C3/C2 theorodokoi list from Delphi:

.γ Κυνι�δαις (BCH (1921) col. iv 121); cf. Strabo 10.2.21

(λ�µνη Κυν�α). Unlocated, not in Barr.

Lysimacheia (Λυσιµ�χεια). Steph. Byz. 423.10f

(Λυσιµ�χεια. π#λις Α2τωλ�ας); cf. also Polyb. 5.7.7f

and Strabo 10.2.22 (polis status not indicated). The city is

also mentioned in the C3/C2 theorodokoi list from Delphi:

.ν Λυσιµαχε�α (BCH (1921) col. iv 74). The city-ethnic is

Λυσιµαχε�ς (IG ix².1 3A.20 (C3m)). Lysimacheia is

identified with modern Mourstianou. Scanty Hellenistic

remains of a walled settlement (Bommeljé (1987) 94). The

city of Lysimacheia was founded between 285 and 281

(Antonetti (1989) 73f; Hatzopoulos (1988) 21); there is no

indication of polis status before this time.

Mesata (Μεσ�τα). IG xii 8 151.12 (Σε�ρακον ’Ισχοµ�χου

Α2τωλ�ν .γ Μεσ�τας (C3)). Unlocated, not in 

Barr.

Metapa (Μ/ταπα). Polyb. 5.7.8f (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 448.12

(π#λις ?καρναν�ας); city-ethnic: Μετ�πιος (Syll.³ 539

A.8f (C3l)). No indication of polis status before C3.

Metapa is identified with modern Ano Bourlesa, where

remains of an ancient habitation have been found

(Bommeljé (1987) 97).

Pamphia (Παµφ�α). Polyb. 5.8.1 (κ)µη Παµφ�α); cf. also

Polyb. 5.13.7; city-ethnic: Πανφιε�ς (IG ix².1 105.9

(C2m)). Pamphia is identified with the modern site

Goustiani (�Foustiani). “Ancient remains are only sug-

gested” (Bommeljé (1987) 100).

Perantia (Περαντ�α). Steph. Byz. 517.3 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας).

Unlocated, not in Barr.

Phana (Φ�να). Herod. De prosod. cath. 3.1.256.11 (π#λις

Α2τωλ�ας); Paus. 10.18.2 (Φ�ναν πυργ�ρεα κ)µην).

Steph. Byz. 657.15 calls Phana π#λις ’Ιταλ�ας, convinc-

ingly emended by Klaffenbach (IG ix².1 p. 81.53f) to π#λις

Α2τωλ�ας; cf. the note in Herod. (supra). Phana is identi-

fied by Bommeljé ((1987) 107) with the ancient remains at

the modern site Stamna (Stathmos Sideroporta), whereas

Pritchett (1991) 36f localises Phana at modern Treis

Ekklesies; not in Barr.

Pherai (Φερα�). Steph. Byz. 662.16 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας).

Unlocated, not in Barr.

Phistyon (Φ�στυον). IG ix².1 97.2 (C2e); cf. Nikandros

(FGrHist 271–2) fr. 3). The ethnic is Φ�στυος (IG ix².1

100.9 (C2m)). The identification of Phistyon with the

remains of the modern site Neromanna is only a conjec-

ture. The suggestion is based mainly on the proximity of

the sanctuary of Aphrodite Phistyis at nearby Kryonero.

Bommeljé ((1987) 99f; cf. Antonetti (1990) 230) reports

undated remains of a well-preserved fortified settlement.

The principal cult was that of the Syrian Aphrodite in

Phistyon (IG ix².1 108.4–5 (C2m), 95.2 (C3l); cf. Antonetti

(1990) 230–35.

Phytaion (Φ�τειον). C3/C2 theorodokoi list from Delphi: .ν

Φυτα�ωι (BCH (1921) col. iv 46); Polyb. 11.7.5 �Steph.

Byz. 675.15 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας); cf. also Polyb. 5.7.7 (with-

out any site-classification); city-ethnic: Φυταιε�ς (IG

ix².1 24.6f (C3e); 186.14 (C3l)); perhaps also Φυρτα5ος

(SGDI 1949.16 (C2f)). Phytaion is identified by Pritchett

(1989) 133f with the ruins at Palaiochori south of

Kapsorachi; cf. also Bommeljé (1987) 100.

The(s)stiai (Θεσστια�). C3/C2 theorodokoi list from Delphi:

.ν Θεσστια5ς (BCH (1921) col. iv 75); Polyb. 5.7.7

(Θεστιε5ς); city-ethnic: Θεστιε�ς (IG ix².1 30.6 (C3l);

F.Delphes. iii 3 220.4 (C3l)). Civic institutions (.κκλησ�α,

ταµ�ας, πολιτικ�ς ν#µος τ[ς π#λιος τ+ν Θεστι/ων)

in C2 (SEG 23 398). Thestiai is identified with modern

Ano Volochos. Hellenistic fortifications (Bommeljé

(1987) 112).

Thorax (Θ)ραξ). Steph. Byz. 321.3 (π#λις Α2τωλ�ας).

Unlocated, not in Barr.
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Λοκρ�ς,! (Thuc. 3.95.3; Hell. Oxy.

21.3; Ps.-Skylax 35). The same name is used for the region

inhabited by the East Lokrians (see Nielsen (2000) 95–96

and infra). The East and West Lokrians belonged in fact to

the same ethnos, as is apparent from Aeschin. 2.116 and the

lists of hieromnemones of the Amphiktyonic League in

which the two seats for the Lokrians were given one to the

East and one to the West Lokrians (Lefèvre (1998) 79–83).

Thus the ethnic Λοκρ#ς without further qualifications may

designate a West Lokrian (e.g. CID ii 31.34; IG vii 3055

(C4m); cf. Hecat. fr. 113; Thuc. 3.97.2; Dem. 18.150). Within

the region, Λοκρ#ς alone is used both collectively (IG ix².1

667: τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν Λοκρ+ν (C2m)) and individually (IG

ix².1 681 (C2m)).

In inscriptions the official and unambiguous designation

of the West Lokrians is Λοκρο� οH TΕσπ/ριοι. This regional

ethnic is attested in the collective and internal sense in IG

ix².1 718: Λοqρο̃ν το̃ν gεσπαρ�ον (C5f) and IG ix².1 665:

τ+ν Λοκρ+ν τ+ν ‘Εσ[περ�ων] (C4m). The collective and

external use is attested in CID ii 5.ii.46 (C4m). For the indi-

vidual and external use, see CID ii 74.i.70 (337). This form of

the regional ethnic is also found in literary sources (Hell.

Oxy. 21.3; Arist. fr. 574; Theopomp. fr. 80.7; Ps.-Skylax 36); cf.

προσεσπ/ριοι in Diod. 14.34.2 (r404). The designation οH

’Οζ#λαι Λοκρο�, however, is attested in literary sources

only from C5m onwards (Hdt. 8.32.2; Thuc. 1.5.3; Xen. Hell.

4.2.17; Ps.-Skylax 36; Arist. fr. 574).

The frontiers of the region inhabited by the West

Lokrians are difficult to establish, because lists of Lokrian

cities are few and fragmentary, and because the boundary

between the Lokrians and the Aitolians was drawn different-

ly at different periods.To the east the Lokrian cities bordered

on the port of Kirrha, the hiera chora dedicated to Apollo

and the polis of Delphi (no. 177). Towards the north-east the

Lokrians extended as far as the foothills of Parnassos and the

Phokian poleis (infra 399).To the north, it is hard to establish

the precise extent of the mountainous hinterland inhabited

by Lokrians. There is no doubt that the frontier with Aitolia

ran north of Physkeis and the land belonging to the Laphrioi

(located only recently: BCH 93 (1969) 86; infra). But in the

Hellenistic period there were many communities whose

affiliation with either Lokris or Aitolia is unknown, such as

the Peleoi, the Phalikaioi and the Potanaioi, all in the neigh-

bourhood of Amphissa (Lerat (1952) i. 62–64; Rousset

(2002) 13–15). North of Naupaktos (no. 165) and near 

the Bouttians there were several communities that have 

not yet been located (Akotieis, Boutaieis, Dastiadai,

Istorioi, Kaphreis, Perochtheoi, Phyllaioi, Porioi and

Thaioi); see Lerat (1952) i. 65–70, 192. Finally, to the west,

Makynea and Molykrion, both originally belonging to

Lokris, became Aitolian at an early date,¹ and that happened

to Naupaktos too after 338 (infra). Similarly, other cities,

such as Eupalion, became part of what Strabo at 10.2.3 calls

Extended Aitolia (Α2τωλ�α ’Επ�κτητος); see Lerat (1952)

i. 7, ii. 62.

The Lokrian settlements were scattered along the north

coast of the Corinthian Gulf and in the mountainous hin-

terland, which no doubt explains the region’s lack of polit-

ical unity in the Classical period and later. In C4m, as well as

after 167, the centre of the Lokrian Federation was Physkeis,

a mountain town near the Aitolian border (infra). But the

two major Lokrian cities—the port of Naupaktos (no. 165)

and Amphissa (no. 158), facing the plain of Kirrha—each

had its own history. Furthermore, Amphissa seems not to

have belonged to the Lokrian Federation.

Were it not for Thucydides’ account of the events of 426

(3.95.3–96.2 and 101–2), we would know almost nothing of

the Lokrian communities of the Classical period, apart from

Amphissa and Naupaktos. Thucydides, however, did not

describe the communities he mentions in 3.101.2–102.1 as

poleis, and one may ask whether the ethnics he lists are 

¹ Makynea, originally a Lokrian settlement (Plut. Mor. 295A; Lerat (1952) i. 7,
34) but Aitolian from the Classical period onwards (supra 384). Molykrion, pre-
sumably originally a Lokrian settlement (Plut. Mor. 162E; Ptol. 3.14.3; Lerat
(1952) i. 7, 35–36) but Aitolian from the Classical period onwards (supra 385).
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city-ethnics or regional ethnics denoting peoples scattered

across quite a wide area and settled in a number of villages.

It is worth remembering that, according to Thuc. 1.5.3, the

Lokrians—like the Aitolians and Akarnanians—lived in the

old-fashioned way, i.e. in unfortified villages. In that case,

when did the West Lokrians begin to live in urban fortified

centres, each organised as a polis in the political sense? Given

the absence of archaeological excavations in the region, it is

better to follow Lerat ((1952) i. 218–19) and refrain from dat-

ing the preserved fortifications to C4 rather than to the

Hellenistic period. It is therefore impossible with any cer-

tainty to date the organisation of West Lokris into poleis

before the Hellenistic period. This uncertainty is a serious

obstacle to classifying all the Lokrian communities accord-

ing to the categories applied in the present work. Some set-

tlements, however, can tentatively be classified as type C

poleis on the basis of what is known about their status in the

Classical and Hellenistic periods combined with an eval-

uation of how far it might be legitimate to interpret this 

evidence retrospectively.

A final note of warning: our ignorance about the north-

ern frontier of West Lokris and about the number of separ-

ate communities and cities, including their location, makes

it hard to assess the size of their territories. An estimate is

given only for some of the cities in the eastern part of the

region, near Delphi (no. 177), where the political map can be

reconstructed with some confidence, at least for the

Hellenistic period.

Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Erythrai (’Ερυθρα�) Port of Aitolia Epiktetos near

Eupalion (Livy 28.8.8; cf. Pantos (1985) 159 no. 132 �SEG 37

427). Called a polis by Steph. Byz. 280.10 and perhaps to be

located at Monastiraki (Lerat (1952) i. 29–30 and 192–95;

Pritchett (1991) 52–60). Barr. C.

Eupalion (Ε(π�λιον) Lokrian settlement mentioned by

Thucydides at 3.96.2 and 3.102.1.References in post-Classical

sources include Strabo 9.4.8, 10.2.3; Steph. Byz. 286.8–9. The

ethnic Ε(παλιε�ς is attested in C3–C2 inscriptions from

Thermos and the Naupaktos region (IG ix².1 10, 13, 17, 640;

SEG 17 265–66). Apart from Steph. Byz., Eupalion is not

attested as a polis in any source. Eupalion was situated at

modern Soulè-Eupalion, where there is an undated defence

circuit enclosing an area of c.2 ha (Lerat (1952) i. 98–102,

192–95; Pritchett (1991) 60–61). Barr. C.

Laphron (Λαφρον -ος?) Known from the C3l list of

Delphic theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) 26.iv.122: .ν Λαφρωι)

and from a C2s manumission inscription (BCH 93 (1969)

86) testifying to the ethnic, membership of the Lokrian

Federation, and a location near modern Milea. Barr. C.

Oineon (Ο2νε)ν) Lokrian settlement mentioned by

Thucydides at 3.95.3, 98.3 and 102.1. It was probably a har-

bour, as stated by Steph. Byz. 485.18–19: Ο2νε)ν, Λοκρ�δος

λιµ�ν; cf. Lerat (1952) i. 195–96. Near Oineon was a sanctu-

ary of Nemean Zeus, where, reputedly, Hesiod died (Thuc.

3.96.1). This Ο2νε)ν is probably identical with Ο2ν#η,

where Hesiod died according to two other sources

(Certamen Homeri et Hesiodi 14; Tzetzes, Vita Hesiodi).

Similarly, it is possible that the Ο2νοα5οι—attested in

inscriptions from Aitolia (IG ix².1 6, 7 (C3f)), Delphi (Syll.³

539A (C3l)) and Lokris (IG ix².1 681 (C2m))—were the

inhabitants of Ο2νε)ν/Ο2ν#η. The settlement must be

located east of Eupalion and Erythrai in the region of Klima,

Marathias or Glypha (Lerat (1952) i. 195–97; Pritchett (1991)

52–60). Barr. C.

Phaistinos (Φαιστ5νος) A Lokrian from Phaistinos is

honoured with proxenia in a C3s inscription from Delphi

(F.Delphes iii.1 442), and C2s manumission inscriptions

found in Panormos testify to its sanctuary of Apollo (Lerat

(1952) i. 47–48, 115–23). Barr. C.

Physkeis (Φυσκε5ς) IG ix².1 680.ii.2; Plut. Mor. 294E. In

the Hellenistic period a polis (IG ix².1 704.1 (c.200)) but

unattested in sources of the Archaic and Classical periods. It

was the centre of the Lokrian Federation after 167 (IG ix².1

667; Lerat (1952) ii. 97–98) and an inscription of C4m found

in Physkeis shows that it must by then have been the capital

of the federation of the Hesperian Lokrians (IG ix².1 665).

There is, however, no indication that Physkeis was a polis at

that time. Physkeis was situated at modern Malandrino.

Some remains date from the Classical period, but the

impressive fortifications enclosing an area of c.15 ha are still

undated (Lerat (1952) i. 123–37, esp. 136). Barr. AC.

Polis (Π#λις) Classified as a kome by Thuc. 3.102.1, a civic

subdivision of the Hyaians (no. 160). Barr. C.

II. The Poleis

157. Alpa (Alpaios) Map. 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.10, but see

infra. Type: C. The toponym is Xλπα (BCH 45 (1921) 25
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iv.120 (C3l)) or ?λ#πη (Strabo 9.4.9; Steph. Byz. 77.12). The

city-ethnic is ?λπα5ος, used in the external and individual

sense in three inscriptions of C2 (Rousset (2002) 251.51, 89;

IG ix².1 672 and 708), and in the external and collective sense

in Thuc. 3.101.2, where the evidence of the three Hellenistic

inscriptions shows that ?λπα5οι is a convincing conjecture

for MSS ’Ολπα5οι.

Apart from Steph. Byz. 77.12, Alpa is not called a polis in

any source, and the main reason for interpreting ?λπα5ος

as a city-ethnic and including Alpa in this inventory of

Archaic and Classical poleis is the C3 list of theorodokoi,

interpreted retrospectively, and combined with Thucydides’

information at 3.101.2 that, in 426, the Alpaioi had to provide

hostages to the Peloponnesian League alongside a number

of other Lokrian communities, three of which were presum-

ably poleis (Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and

Oianthea (no. 166)) and the others of which may have been.

The passage shows that Alpa must have been a political 

community, and may perhaps have been a polis.

Lerat ((1952) i. 13–15 and 212–13) showed that the Alpaioi

must have been settled in the neighbourhood of Physkeis

and Phaistinos, but he refrained from placing Alpa on the

map. Philippson and Kirsten ((1951) map and 740 no. 64)

suggested one possible location, but a different one in (1958)

629 n. 34 and 669 no. 62: viz. Makrysi-Kokorista, accepted in

Barr. for no good reason.As the evidence stands,Alpa ought

to be left unlocated.

158. Amphissa (Amphisseus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.30, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Xµφισσα, ! (Hdt. 8.32.2; Dem. 18.143; Aeschin. 3.125; Ps.-

Skylax 36; IG iv².1 95.4 (C4m)) or, in inscriptions, some-

times Xνφισσα (SEG 39 441 (C3)). The city-ethnic is

?µφισσε�ς (Thuc. 3.101.2; Dem. 18.150; Aeschin. 3.113; CID

ii 118.5 (C4f)) or, in inscriptions, sometimes ?νφισσε�ς

(CID v index s.v.). Apart from the feminine ?µφισσ�ς,

?µφισσα�α is also attested (IG ii² 8088 (C3l)). Both the

toponym and the ethnic may have the geminate -σσ- writ-

ten simplex (CID ii 31.79 (C4m)). Amphissa is called a polis

in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.32.2 and Ps.-Skylax 36. That it

was a polis in the political sense as well is indicated by the

appointment of an Epidaurian theorodokos in Amphissa (IG

iv².1 95.4 (C4m)), the presence of Amphissaians among the

Delphic naopoioi (CID ii 31.79 (C4m)) and hieromnemones

(CID ii 43.23 (341)), and by the Amphiktyonic League’s dec-

laration of war upon Amphissa in 340/39 (Aeschin.

3.128–29). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally in an inscription of C2 (BCH 126 (2002) 85; IG

ix².1 750.29) and on Hellenistic coins (Head, HN² 337), and

externally in Thuc. 3.101.2 and in a Delphic dedicatory

inscription of C4–C3 (BCH 73 (1949) 258). The individual

use is attested externally in Delphic C4 inscriptions (CID ii

118.5, 31.79) and internally in a first century ad inscription

from Amphissa (IG ix².1 755.4).

The territory of Amphissa bordered on that of Myania

(no. 164) to the south (Thuc. 3.101.2). To the north it extend-

ed as far as the Phokian poleis, as appears from the sources

for the conflict of 395 (Hell. Oxy. 21.2–3; Paus. 3.9.9; contra

Xen. Hell. 3.5.3; cf. Rousset (2002) 162–64). To the east the C4

frontier with Delphi (no. 177) is mentioned at Plut. Mor.

249F (r354 or 353). To the south-east the territory of

Amphissa was contiguous with the sacred land of Apollo.

The occupation of the hiera chora at the beginning of the

Fourth Sacred War of 340–338 (Dem. 18.150; Aeschin. 3.113)

was followed by a redrawing of the frontier to the detriment

of the Amphissaians (Rousset (2002) 86.8.30–31 (r335/4)).

From these Classical sources, as well as from later docu-

ments, it appears that Amphissa possessed a larger territory

than the other Lokrian poleis.

In 480 Amphissa served as a place of refuge for the

Phokians and the Delphians (Hdt. 8.32.2, 36.2). Amphissa is

then not mentioned again in the sources until the

Peloponnesian War (on the reference to the Amphissaians at

Diod. 12.42.4 (r431), see Lerat (1952) ii. 37). Among the West

Lokrians, who in 426 were allied with Athens, the

Amphissaians were the first to change sides and join the

Spartans (Thuc. 3.101.2). In the Third Sacred War, the

Amphissaians were prepared to relieve Delphi from

Phokian occupation (Diod. 16.24.4 (r356)), but soon had to

submit to the Phokians (Diod. 16.33.3 (r354 or 353)). The

Fourth Sacred War (340–338) was provoked by the

Amphissaians (Aeschin. 3.113–29; Dem. 18.140–59), and

ended with Philip’s conquest of the city (Polyaen. 4.2.8) and

the exile of some of the citizens.Aeschin. 3.129 states that the

Amphissaians recalled the exiles soon after, and had their

opponents exiled instead, but according to Diod. 18.56.5, the

exile of the Amphissaians who had caused the Sacred War

was still effective in 319. However, in spite of Strabo 9.4.8 (cf.

9.3.4), it seems that the city was not destroyed in 338 (Lerat

(1952) ii. 53–54). It is apparent from the Amphiktyonic lists

of 341–323 that Amphissa was not a member of the C4m fed-

eration of the Hesperian Lokrians which had its centre at

Physkeis (supra). During this period an Amphissaian and a

Hesperian took turns serving as the hieromnemon of the

West Lokrians (Lerat (1952) ii. 57–60; Lefèvre (1998) 79,

295–96).
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The mythical founder of Amphissa was Andraimon

(Arist. fr. 569), whose tomb could still be seen in Amphissa

in the second century ad (Paus. 10.38.5). Nothing is known

about the political institutions of Amphissa prior to C2. In

C4m the Amphissaians appointed a theorodokos to host the

theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.4).

In 321, when Amphissa was besieged by the Aitolians

(Diod. 18.38.2), the city must have been fortified. There are

still remains of the ancient acropolis wall, built partly in

Lesbian masonry and enclosing an area of 1 ha.

Furthermore, excavations have revealed sections of what

may be a C4s defence circuit enclosing the town (ArchDelt 37

(1982) 208–10, 44 (1989) Chron. 190, 198–99, 50 (1995) Chron.

358, 51 (1996) Chron. 328.

159. Chaleion (Chaleieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 2? Type: A. The toponym is Χαλει#ν (IG

ix².1 717.7 (C5m); BCH 45 (1921) 23 iv.69 (C3l)) or, once,

Χ�λαιον (Hecat. fr. 113) or, in late inscriptions, Χαλε#ν,

Χαλη#ν (CID v 862, 1115 (C1)). The city-ethnic is Χαλειε�ς

(IG ix².1 718.47 (C5f), 717.7 (C5m)). Variant forms are

Χαλε�ς (IG ix².1 738 (C5)), Χαλεε�ς (BCH 92 (1968) 30

(C4l–C3e)),Χαληε�ς (CID v 20 (198/7)),Χαλε�της (CID v

1249 (first century ad)) or Χαλα5ος (Thuc. 3.101.2).

Chaleion is attested as a polis both in the urban sense (Hecat.

fr. 113; IG ix².1 717.4 (C5m)) and in the political sense (BCH

92 (1968) 30 (C4l–C3e) � IG ix².1 739). The citizen is called

astos (IG ix².1 717.14). The collective and internal use of the

city-ethnic is attested in the treaty with Oianthea (IG ix².1

717 (C5m)) and on a C5 weight (IG ix².1 738); the collective

and external use is attested at Thuc. 3.101.2. The individual

use is attested both internally (IG ix².1 721C.5, 7 (C3)) and

externally (BCH 92 (1968) 30.14 (C4l–C3e), Delphi).

The inscription, BCH 92 (1968) 30, which concerns the

ownership of landed property in one polis by citizens from

another polis, shows that Chaleion bordered on Tritea (no.

168). The treaty with Oianthea (IG ix2.1 717) mentions the

name of the territory (1: Χαλε�ς) and refers to the harbour

of the city (4: λιµ/νος το̃ κατ3 π#λις).

Apart from IG ix².1 718—attesting to the participation of

Chaleion in the C5f colonisation of Naupaktos (no. 165)—

the best source for the status of Chaleion in C5 is the treaty

with Oianthea (no. 166) IG ix².1 717; see Gauthier (1972)

222–25, 242–44, 286–92). It regulates the presence of

Chaleian metics (6: µεταgοικε̃ν) in Oianthea, and vice

versa. The inscription refers to proxenoi, xenodikai,

damiourgoi, and to institutions of an aristocratic type, e.g.

that jurors are to be appointed aristindan. The Chaleian

board of damiourgoi is also attested in a C5f dedication to an

unnamed hero (IG ix².1 720).

On the basis of the epigraphical evidence, Lerat ((1952) i.

198–205) has shown that Chaleion was situated at modern

Galaxidi. The defence circuit at this site encloses an area of

8 ha and dates from C4l or C3e (ibid. 152–58; ArchDelt 33

(1978) Chron. 147–48, 44 (1989) Chron. 201 and 204).

160. *Hyaia (Hyaios) (with Polis) Map 55. Hyaia unlocat-

ed and not in Barr.; Polis located at lat. 38.25, long. 22.05, but

see infra. Type: C. The toponym is ‘Υα�α (Steph. Byz. 644.4:

‘Υα�α, π#λις Λοκρ+ν τ+ν ’Οζολ+ν. τ� .θνικ�ν ‘Υα5ος.

Θουκυδ�δης τρ�τ�ω (‘Υα�ους at Thuc. 3.101.2)). In this note

the toponym is probably generated by Stephanos from the

ethnic in Thucydides and has no authority. Hyaia is attested

as a polis in Hellenistic sources only (infra). The collective

and external use of the city-ethnic is attested at Thuc.3.101.2;

for the individual and external use, see F.Delphes iii.3 221

(C3l); SEG 44 438.6 (C2); IG ix².1 34.18 (C2).

Among the Lokrian peoples who were in contact with the

Spartan Eurylochos in 426, Thucydides mentions the

Hyaioi,“who did not submit to giving hostages until he had

taken their village called Polis” (‘Υα5οι ο(κ �δοσαν

Wµ�ρους πρ�ν α(τ+ν ε{λον κ)µην Π#λιν Sνοµα

�χουσαν, 3.101.2). This, our only early source, is open to sev-

eral interpretations: (a) most of the Hyaians lived scattered

around a single village which they called Polis; (b) the

Hyaians were settled in a number of villages, one of which

was called Polis; (c) the Hyaians were settled in one town

(polis) plus one or more villages (komai), one of which was

called Polis. Irrespective of which of the three interpreta-

tions one prefers, it can be assumed that the name Polis is

derived from the term polis in the sense of akropolis (Hansen

(1996) 36).

In the Hellenistic period the Hyaioi and the Polieis were

distinct political communities, and each was a polis: c.200 the

π#λις ‘Υα�ων set up a statue in Thermos (IG ix².1 71a), in

C3e a ∆ρ�κων Πολιε�ς served as hipparch of the Aitolian

Federation (IG ix².1 8.12–13; cf. 17.5), and in 208 the Πολιε5ς

were among those who recognised the Leukophryeneia of

Magnesia on the Maiander (I.Magnesia 28.13).

If the Polieis of the Hellenistic period can be connected

with the kome called Polis at Thuc. 3.101.2, the inference is

that Polis had changed its status from kome to polis. A fur-

ther inference is that the polis of the Hyaians did not have its

urban centre at the settlement which in 426 was called Polis.

Lerat ((1952) i. 197, ii. 239) refrained from locating the

Hyaians and Polis. Polis was tentatively located at modern
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Glypha by Philippson and Kirsten (1951) 1391–96 and (1958)

319 n.2,636 n. 19; accepted in Barr. for no good reason.As the

evidence stands, Polis ought to be left unlocated.

161. Hypnia (Hypneus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ‘Υπν�α, !

(F.Delphes iii.4 352.ii.4 (c.190)). The city-ethnic is ‘Υπνιε�ς

(F.Delphes iii.4 352.ii.24). In Steph. Byz. 335.17 the toponym

is ; Ιπνος, ’Ιπν/α, possibly generated from the city-ethnic

’Ιπν/ας (acc. plur.) at Thuc. 3.101.2, where, however,

‘Υπν/ας is a plausible conjecture for MSS ’Ιπν/ας.

Hypnia is explicitly called a polis in the C2e sympoliteia

with neighbouring Myania (no. 164; F.Delphes iii.4

352.ii.4–5). The treaty records the name of the territory

(‘Υπνι�ς, ii.24–25), and refers to troops and officials in

Hypnia (ii.14–16). The Hellenistic evidence should be com-

bined, retrospectively, with Thucydides’ information at

3.101.2 that, in 426, the Hypnians had to provide hostages to

the Peloponnesian League alongside a number of other

Lokrian communities, three of which were presumably

poleis (Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and Oianthea

(no. 166)) and the others of which may have been. The pas-

sage shows that the Hypnians must have been a political

community, and may perhaps have been a polis.

162. (Issioi) Map. 55. Unlocated. Type: C. Only the city-

ethnic is known, viz. ;Ισσιος, attested in numerous

Hellenistic inscriptions (IG ix².1 17A.56 (C3f), 638.13; CID v

17, 22, 104; SEG 41.514?). In Steph. Byz. 304.17 the toponym

’Ησσ#ς is probably generated from the city-ethnic

‘Ησσ�ους (acc. plur.) at Thuc. 3.101.2, where, however,

’Ισσ�ους is a plausible conjecture for MSS ‘Ησσ�ους. Apart

from Steph. Byz. 304.17, the Issioi are not described as a polis

in any source, and the main reason for interpreting ;Ισσιος

as a city-ethnic and including the Issioi in this inventory of

Archaic and Classical poleis is Thucydides’ information at

3.101.2 that, in 426, the Issioi had to provide hostages to the

Peloponnesian League alongside a number of other Lokrian

communities, three of which were presumably poleis

(Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and Oianthea (no.

166)) and the others may have been. The passage shows that

the Issians must have been a political community, and may

perhaps have been a polis. The Issioi were probably settled

between Tolophon (no. 167) and Oianthea (no. 166) (Lerat

(1952) i. 32–34, 212–13).

163. (Messapioi) Map. 55. Unlocated. Type: [A]. Only the

city-ethnic is known, viz. Μεσσ�πιος, attested at Thuc.

3.101.2 in the collective and external sense, and in the 

individual and external sense in a single Delphic inscription

recording a West Lokrian treasurer of 337 named Χαιρ/ας

’Ορθαγ#ρ[α Μ]εσ[σ]�πιος (CID ii 74.i.51). The list of

treasurers is headed by the stipulation τ�ν ταµ�αν

�ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (l.4), an indication that the

Messapioi were a polis in the political sense. There is no

longer any basis for the traditional view (cf.Lerat (1952) i.35)

that Messapioi was the earlier name of the community

called Physkeis from C3 onwards (Rousset (2002) 18). The

attestation of a Messapian treasurer of 337/6 should be com-

bined, retrospectively, with Thucydides’ information at

3.101.2 that, in 426, the Messapians had to provide hostages

to the Peloponnesian League alongside a number of other

Lokrian communities, three of which were presumably

poleis (Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and Oianthea

(no. 166)) and the others of which may have been. The pas-

sage shows that the Messapians must have been a political

community, and may perhaps have been a polis.

164. Myania (Myaneus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.30, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Μυαν�α, !

(F.Delphes iii.4 352.iii.15 (c.190); CID v 631, 632 (138/7)) or

Μυον�α (Paus. 10.38.8; Steph. Byz. 462.9) or, once, Μ�ων

(Steph. Byz. 465.17). The city-ethnic is, apparently, Μυ[νες

(pl.), on an ancient shield dedicated to Zeus in Olympia and

quoted by Pausanias at 6.19.4–5 (Μυ�νων) and 10.38.8

(Μυ[νες). The form Μυανε5ς (Μυανε�ς) appears in

F.Delphes iii.4 352.ii.23–24, and the Attic-Ionic form

Μυονε5ς (Μυονε�ς) at Thuc. 3.101.2.

Myania is attested as a polis in the sympoliteia with Hypnia

(no. 161) of c.190 (F.Delphes iii.4 352.ii.12–13). The main rea-

son for classifying Myania as a polis in the Archaic and

Classical periods is Thucydides’ information at 3.101.2 that,

in 426, the Myonians had to provide hostages to the

Peloponnesian League alongside a number of other Lokrian

communities, three of which were presumably poleis

(Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and Oianthea (no.

166)) and the others of which may have been. The passage

shows that the Myonians must have been a political com-

munity, and may perhaps have been a polis.

The persistence of the toponym down to the sixteenth

century has made it possible to locate Myania at modern

Agia Efthymia, where there are remains of an ancient ceme-

tery and of a defence circuit enclosing an area of c.8 ha (Lerat

(1952) i. 78–80, 170–72) and at least in part to be dated to C4

(ArchDelt 44 (1989) Chron. 214).

165. Naupaktos (Naupaktios) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long.

21.50. Size of territory: 2? Type: A. The toponym is
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Να�πακτος, ! (IG ix².1 718 (C5f); IG iv² 1 95.6 (C4m);

Thuc. 1.103.3; Isoc. 12.94; Dem. 9.34). The city-ethnic is,

once, Ναgπ�κτιος (IG ix².1 718.40), but elsewhere in the

same inscription (ll. 2, 14, 16, etc.) and in all other sources

Ναυπ�κτιος (IvO 259 (C5l?); Thuc. 2.92.3). Naupaktos is

called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc. 3.102.5 and Ps.-

Skylax 35. For polis in the political sense, see IG ix².1 609.10,

a law of C6l, often assigned to Naupaktos (Koerner (1993)

no. 47), though the ascription is far from certain (Nomima i

no. 44). At Thuc. 2.9.1 and 4, the Messenians in Naupaktos

are subsumed under the heading poleis and listed among the

allies of Athens in 431. See also Diod. 15.66.5 (r460/59 or

456/5), 12.48.1 (r429). The city-ethnic is used in the collective

and external sense in IG ix².1 718.2, etc.; IvO 259.1. The indi-

vidual use is attested from C4s onwards, both externally

(SEG 26 697 (C4); IG ix².1 3A.17; F.Delphes iii.4 12.3 (C3f))

and internally (IG ix².1 613.5 (C3l)).

The territory is called Ναυπακτ�α (Aesch. Suppl. 262;

Thuc.3.102.2). Its frontiers are virtually unknown (see intro-

duction supra). In the Hellenistic period the Bouttioi, situ-

ated c.5 km north of Naupaktos,are attested as a dependency

of Naupaktos (Lerat (1952) i. 20–23, 76, 93–96, 191–92). On

the frontier between Lokris and Aitolia north of Naupaktos,

see supra 391. An Archaic law on landed property (IG ix².1

609) concerns the region of Naupaktos or the borderland

towards Aitolia, but the ascription of the law to the city of

Naupaktos is uncertain (supra).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 479, Naupaktos was a Dorian

polis founded in the Heroic Age by Temenos. In C5f contin-

gents of colonists were sent to Naupaktos from East Lokris

and Chaleion (no. 159) (IG ix².1 718 �ML 20 �Koerner

(1993) no. 47). In 456/5 the Athenians took Naupaktos away

from the West Lokrians and gave it to Messenian exiles from

the Peloponnese (Thuc. 1.103.3; Diod. 11.84.7; cf.

Hornblower (1991) 160). The Messenians and the

Naupaktians formed a sympoliteia (IG ix².1 fasc.3 ix; see also

Nielsen (2002) 60 n. 87; for a C2 echo of this sympoliteia, see

SEG 41 331 and BE 1994 no. 341); they won several victories:

one over Kalydon (no. 148), commemorated at Delphi (BCH

106 (1982) 196–99, 204), and one over the Akarnanians and

Oiniadai (no. 130), commemorated in Olympia (IvO 259

(C5l?); Paus. 5.26.1). The Messenians of Naupaktos

remained loyal to Athens during the Peloponnesian War

(Thuc. 2.9.4; Diod. 12.48.1) and provided strong contingents

of hoplites, testifying to the large size of the population (500

hoplites in 427 (Thuc. 3.75.1), 600 in 410 (Diod. 13.48.6)). In

400, after the end of the war, the Messenians were expelled,

and Naupaktos was given back to the Lokrians (Diod.

14.34.2; Paus. 4.26.2, 10.38.10). Twice in C4 Naupaktos

became an Achaian dependency, first between 389 and 367,

and then again during the Third Sacred War and down to

338 (Diod. 15.75.2; Dem. 9.34; Lerat (1952) ii. 44–45, 49). In

that year Naupaktos was captured by Philip II, who killed

the Achaian garrison and gave the city to the Aitolians

(Theopomp. fr. 235; Strabo 9.4.7; cf. Lerat (1952) ii. 54–55;

Freitag (2000) 87).

IG ix².1 718 contains some information about the Lokrian

political institutions in C5f. The inscription regulates the

status and rights of the new colonists from Naupaktos,men-

tions the laws of Naupaktos, and refers to an official called

archos, and the agora as the place where proclamations take

place. IG ix².1 609 refers to damiourgoi and to three types of

assembly: preiga, polis and apoklesia, but the ascription to

Naukratos remains doubtful.

The divinities attested in the Classical period are Athena

Polias (unpublished sympoliteia, cf. supra) and Apollo

(Thuc. 2.91.1). In C4m Naupaktos appointed a theorodokos

to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 95.6).

Naupaktos is the only Lokrian city that we know for cer-

tain was fortified in C5. Thuc. 3.102.2–4 distinguishes an

unfortified suburb (proasteion) from the “big wall” (µ/γα

τε5χος), which ought to be a wall enclosing the town below

the acropolis. The harbour seems to have been fortified too

(Lerat (1952) i. 89). Remains of the ancient fortifications and

other buildings have been unearthed during numerous

excavations, but there is not yet a chronologically organised

synthesis that indicates which of the urban remains can be

dated to the Archaic and Classical periods.

166. Oianthea (Oiantheus) Map.55.Lat.38.15, long.22.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Ο2ανθ/α, ! (IG

ix².1 717.7 (C5m); IG iv².1 95.5) or Ο2�νθη (Hecat. fr. 113) or

Ο2�νθεια (Hellan. fr. 120); Polyb. 4.57.2; Paus. 10.38.9; and in

the C2 manumission inscriptions (see infra), or Ε(ανθ�ς

(Ps.-Skylax 36) or Ε(�νθεια (Ptol. 3.14.3). The city-ethnic is

Ο2ανθε�ς in the Archaic and Classical periods (ML 4.2

(C7–C6); IG ix².1 717.7 (C5m); Thuc. 3.101.2). Ε(ανθε�ς is

an alternative form attested in the Hellenistic period (CID v

17 (C2f); IG ix².1 709a.2 (C2m)); cf. Lerat (1952) i. 41–44.

Oianthea is called a polis in the urban sense at Hecat. fr.

113; IG ix².1 717.4 (C5m) and Ps.-Skylax 36. The earliest attes-

tation of Oianthea as a polis in the political sense is in a C2

manumission inscription (IG ix².1 709a.2); that it was a polis

community in the Classical period as well is apparent from

the treaty with Chaleion of C5m (IG ix².1 717) and the attes-

tation of a C4m theorodokos to host theoroi from Epidauros
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(no. 348) (IG iv² 95.5). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on Hellenistic coins (Head, HN² 338) and

externally at Thuc. 3.101.2. The individual and external use is

found on a C7–C6 cenotaph of a Korkyrean proxenos (ML

4.2); patris (gaia) is found ibid.

The treaty with Chaleion (no. 159) (IG ix² .1 717 (C5m))

mentions the name of the territory (2: Ο2ανθ�ς) and refers to

the harbour of the city (4: λιµ/νος το̃ κατ3 π#λιν). Apart

from this treaty—which concerns the presence of Oianthean

citizens in Chaleion and vice versa—little is known of the his-

tory of Oianthea in the Classical period. In 426 Oianthea had

to provide hostages to the Peloponnesian League (Thuc.

3.101.2). C.373 the city was ruled by a tyrant (Polyaen. 8.46).

Oianthea’s relations with the Greek world are attested, for the

Archaic period, by the proxenos buried in Korkyra (ML 4; see

Nomima i no. 34) and, for the Classical period, by the theo-

rodokos of C4m (IG iv².1 95.5). According to Plut. Mor. 294E,

the city was founded by the hero Lokros. Plutarch’s account

may stem from an Aristotelian politeia (no. 104, Gigon).

167. Tolophon (Tolophonios) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long.

22.15. Size of territory: 1? Type: C. The toponym is Τολφ)ν

(BCH 45 (1921) 23.iv.70 (C3l); CID v 560, 564 (C2m); IG ix².1

715 (C2m)) or Τολοφ)ν, ! (Dion. Calliphon. 66, Marcotte;

Steph. Byz. 628.1). The city-ethnic is Τολοφ)νιος, attested

at Thuc. 3.101.2, where it is used in the collective and external

sense. The individual use is attested both internally (IG ix².1

715 (C2m): Τολφ)νιος) and externally at Delphi (Rousset

(2002) 251.14 (C2)).

Tolophon is attested as a polis in the political sense in an

inscription of C2m (IG ix².1 715) found in situ at

Vidavi/Marmara and thus identifying the site. The reason

for including Tolophon in this inventory of Archaic and

Classical poleis is Thucydides’ information at 3.101.2 that, in

426, the Tolophonians had to provide hostages to the

Peloponnesian League alongside a number of other Lokrian

communities, three which were presumably poleis

(Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and Oianthea (no.

166)) and the others of which may have been. The passage

shows that the Tolophonians must have been a political

community,and may perhaps have been a polis.The remains

of a defence circuit enclosing an area of c.3 ha are still undat-

ed (Lerat (1952) i. 50–51, 138–44).

168. Tritea (Triteus) Map. 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 22.20. Size

of territory: 1. Type: A. The toponym is Τριτ/α, ! (BCH 92

(1968) 30.8–9 (C4l–C3e) � IG ix².1 739). The city-ethnic is

Τριτε�ς (ibid. 14). Tritea is attested as a polis in the political

sense (ibid. 14). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed externally at Thuc. 3.101.2 and BCH 92 (1968) 30.14

(C4l–C3e). For the individual and external use, see IG ix².1

31.148, 174, 177 (214/13), and CID iv 96 (204/3).

The treaty between Chaleion (no. 159) and Triteia (BCH

92 (1968) 30, Delphi), which concerns the ownership of

landed property in one polis by citizens from the other polis,

shows that Tritea bordered on Chaleion, and that both com-

munities were poleis. For C5 we have Thucydides’ informa-

tion at 3.101.2 that, in 426, the Triteians had to provide

hostages to the Peloponnesian League alongside a number

of other Lokrian communities, three of which were presum-

ably poleis (Amphissa (no. 158), Chaleion (no. 159) and

Oianthea (no. 166)) and the others of which may have been.

The passage shows that Tritea must have been a political

community, and may perhaps have been a polis. These

sources as well as the manumission inscriptions from

Delphi show that Tritea was situated at modern Pendeoria,

where there is an undated defence circuit enclosing an area

of c.1 ha (Lerat (1952) i. 51–52, 145–49, 211).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Φωκ�ς, ! (Hdt. 8.32.2; Thuc.

4.76.3; Xen. Hell. 3.5.4). The regional ethnic is Φωκε�ς

(Hom. Il. 2.517; Hdt. 1.46.2; Thuc. 1.107.2). The collective and

internal use of the ethnic and/or ktetic is attested in abbrevi-

ated form (ΦΩ or ΦΩΚΙ) on coins of, allegedly, C6l/C5e

(Williams (1972) 9ff) and in its proper ethnic form on C4

coins (ΦΩΚΕΩΝ; Head, HN² 339) and in inscriptions

(CID ii 1.i.24 (361); IG ix.1 111.3 (C4s)), sometimes combined

with a city-ethnic (CID ii 5.ii.50: Φωκε5ς Τειθρ)νιοι

(C4f)). The collective and external use is attested in inscrip-

tions (IG ii² 70 (C4f); cf. Klaffenbach (1949) 224; IG ii²

236b.ii.8 (338/7)) and in literature (Hdt. 7.203; Thuc. 1.107).

The individual and internal use is attested in the naopoioi

accounts (CID ii 5.i.14 (C4f); cf. CEG ii 799 (C4l)). The indi-

vidual and external use is found on a C4 Attic tombstone (IG

ii² 10493) and in literature (Dem. 23.124). Phokis is

described as a χ)ρα (Hdt. 8.32.2; Thuc. 8.108.3) and is once

called πατρ�ς (CEG ii 799 (C4l); cf. Nielsen, Patris). The

term �θνος is used about the Phokians in various contexts

(Hell. Oxy. 21.3; Ps.-Skylax 37) and in particular as a member

of the Amphiktyonic League (Aeschin. 2.116). For W δ8µος W

τ+ν Φωκ/ων, see Dem. 19.81.

To the east Phokis borders on Boiotia (Thuc. 3.95.1), and

the territory of Phanoteus (no. 190) is explicitly described as

the frontier district (Thuc. 4.76.3). Mt. Heduleion, which

lies north-east of Parapotamioi (no. 188), is often taken to be

the boundary between Phokis and Boiotia (Strabo 9.3.16;

schol. Dem. 19.148, 313–14c, Dilts). Orchomenos (no. 213) is

the Boiotian frontier town to the north-east (Hdt. 8.34).

According to Ps.-Skylax 37 and Paus. 10.1.2 (who do not

mention Boulis (no. 174)), Antikyra (no. 173) is the eastern-

most Phokian town towards the south-east. To the west

Phokis borders on West Lokris. To the south-west, the plain

of Kirrha is sometimes described as Lokrian (schol. Hom. Il.

2.520, Erbse). Hell. Oxy. 21.2–3 mentions a disputed region

near Parnassos as being the origin of a conflict between the

Phokians and the West Lokrians. Paus. 3.9.9 specifies that

the Lokrians involved were the Amphissaians (no. 158).

Xenophon, however, traces the origin of the conflict to a dis-

puted region between Phokis and East Lokris (Hell.3.5.3).To

the north-east Phokis borders on Doris (Hdt. 8.31–32), and

to the north it borders on East Lokris (Xen. Hell. 3.5.3). The

strategic importance of the mountain pass at Hyampolis

(no. 182) has been stressed by Ellinger (1993) 22–24, contra

Pritchett (1996)). Strabo 9.3.1 reports that, previously,

Phokis reached the coast of the Euboian Gulf, where it con-

trolled the port of Daphnous (infra 401).

Involvement in the Persian War is the first securely dated

attestation of the Phokians in Greek history (Hdt. 7.203.1).

There can be no doubt that the Phokian koinon (IG ix.1 101

(C3l)) antedated the Persian War, but neither Phokian par-

ticipation in the Delphic Amphiktyony nor the war between

Phokis and Thessalia can be securely dated (Larsen (1968)

43–44; Giovannini (1971) 50–51; Sanchez (2001) 37–44;

Ellinger (1993) 17–22). For the Phokian dedications in

Delphi, see Jacquemin (1999) 52–53. In the sanctuary of

Kalapodi, the oldest Archaic temples of C7e and the building

programme of C6f have been attributed to the Phokian

koinon (Felsch (1987); Kalapodi i: xvi; Ellinger (1993) 27–34).

On purely a priori grounds the beginning of the Phokian

coinage has been dated to C6l/C5e (Williams (1972) 11–12).

Next to nothing is known about the place of the poleis in

the organisation of the koinon. Lack of sources makes it

impossible to determine whether the dioikismos of 346 was

accompanied by a shift from a primary assembly open to all

Phokians to a federal assembly of representatives from the

poleis (Daverio-Rocchi (1994); contra Larsen (1968) 40–48,

300–8). In a C6 context Plutarch mentions magistrates and

tyrants installed by the Thessalians (Mor. 244B), but else-

where he mentions a C6 tyrant of the Phokians (Mor. 859C).

From the Archaic period (C6?) onwards, the strategoi were

the principal magistrates (Kazarow (1899) 7–12), and in

I would like to thank my friend D. Rousset for discussing with me several of the
issues treated in this chapter and for letting me see the manuscript of Rousset
(2002) prior to its publication. I also owe a debt of gratitude to M. H. Hansen for
his suggestions and improvements—and for his patience.
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Pausanias two of the Phokian strategoi in the war against

Thessalia are identified by city-ethnic: Roios of Ambryssos

(no. 171) and Daiphantes of Hyampolis (no. 182) (Paus. 10.1.8

(rC6?); cf. Plut. Mor. 244C). The magistrates were elected by

an assembly of unknown composition (Diod. 27.2 (rC4)),

and the criterion for election was competence, which

excludes rotation among the poleis. Strategoi were elected

from those who had served as phylarchoi or tamiai (Vat.Gr.

2306B.205–15). The poleis seem to have retained some inde-

pendence in foreign policy; thus, Abai (no. 169) was not

forced to join the other poleis in the Third Sacred War (Paus.

10.3.2). Also, the Phokian envoys were those of the poleis

(Aeschin. 2.142 (343)). Some C5 Phokian coins are inscribed

with the abbreviated legend of one of the poleis: Lilaia in

C5e? (Williams (1972) 17–18) and Neon in C5l (ibid. 42).

The Hellenistic treaty by Polemon on the foundation of

Phokian poleis is lost except for the title: Κτ�σεις τ+ν .ν

Φωκ�δι π#λεων κα� περ� τ8ς πρ�ς ?θηνα�ους

συγγενε�ας α(τ+ν (FGrHist IIIB p. 484). The Homeric

Catalogue of Ships records the following nine(?) communi-

ties: Kyparissos, Python, Krisa, Daulis, Panopeus

(�Phanoteus), Anemoreia, Hyampolis, Parapotamioi(?)

and Lilaia (Hom. Il. 517–26).

In the Archaic period the Phokian poleis appear in the

accounts of the First Sacred War (Robertson (1978); Càssola

(1980); Davies (1994)) and the war between the Phokians

and the Thessalians (Ellinger (1993) 12–22), but the historio-

graphic tradition of these events poses serious problems of

interpretation. Only three poleis are attested: Krisa/Kirrha

(no. 183), Hyampolis (no. 182 (city-ethnic, supra)) and

Ambryssos (no. 171 (city-ethnic, supra)), and the status of

Kirrha is highly questionable. Phokian participation in

colonisation is so poorly attested that it is impossible to sug-

gest a diffusion of the Phokian political system in the

Archaic period (Schober (1924) 57–58).

For C5 there is no epigraphical evidence, apart from the

attestion of two city-ethnics: Delphoi (CID I 8) and

Hyampolioi (SEG 37 422).However,Phokian cities are attest-

ed by Herodotos (8.32–38; cf. Paus. 10.3.2, 33.8), who, howev-

er, restricts his list to sixteen π#λεις passed and destroyed by

the Persians in 480: viz. Drymos, Charadra, Erochos,

Tethronion, Amphikaia, Neon, Pedieis, Triteis, Elateia,

Hyampolis, Parapotamioi, Abai, Panopeus (�Phanoteus),

Daulis, *Aiolidai and Delphoi. The cities of southern Phokis

are missing from the catalogue. Lilaia and Neon are also

attested, by their C5 coinage.

In C4 sources, on the other hand, the Phokian poleis

appear in several sources and in different contexts. In his

account of the prelude to the Corinthian War, Hell. Oxy. 21

mentions Parapotamioi, Daulis, Phanoteus (no. 190),

Elateia, Pedieis and Hyampolis, which reappears in

Xenophon’s account of Jason of Pherai’s attack in 371 (Hell.

6.4.27).

Several Phokian poleis appear in the Delphic naopoioi’s

lists of contributions to the rebuilding of the temple of

Apollo in 373–346 (cf. CID ii 4.14–15: τ�δε π#λεις κα�

2δι+ται .π�ρξαντο). Some of these contributions are from

the poleis themselves, viz. Charadra (CID ii 8.I.5), Pedieis

(CID ii 5.ii.54) and Teithronion (CID II 5.ii.50), some are

from individual citizens identified by city-ethnic, viz. Lilaia

(CID ii 2.i.6) and Phanoteus (CID ii 24.ii.14).

Above all, the Phokian cities are attested in connection

with the Third Sacred War. Their destruction in 346 is men-

tioned by Demosthenes at 19.61, and at 19.123 he reports that

there were twenty-two poleis altogether. Pausanias has a list

of twenty named poleis (in the urban sense) which were

destroyed at the end of the Third Sacred War (10.3.2: κα� .ς

�δαφος -λο%σαι κατεβλ�θησαν τ+ν Φωκ/ων αH

π#λεις). Pausanias distinguishes between (a) ancient cities

known, first of all, from Homer: Lilaia, Hyampolis,

Antikyra, Parapotamioi, Panopeus (�Phanoteus) and

Daulis (Antikyra is missing from the Catalogue of Ships but

included by Paus at 10.36.5); (b) the cities burnt down by

Xerxes: Erochos, Charadra, Amphikleia, Neon, Tithronion

and Drymea; and, finally, (c) the other cities which, apart

from Elateia, had no record in history prior to 346: Trachis,

Medeon, Echedamia, Ambryssos, Ledon, Phlygonion and

Stiris. To these cities, all exposed to dioikismos (Diod. 16.60),

Pausanias adds Abai, the only one that was not split 

up into komai (10.3.2: τ#τε δ* κατεσκ�φησ�ν τε αH

κατειλεγµ/ναι κα� .ς κ)µας πλ�ν Xβας �|κ�σθησαν αH

>λλαι). Thus, Pausanias records twenty-one poleis,

Demosthenes has twenty-two. The difference of one is vari-

ously explained (Beloch (1911) 439–40, contra Schober (1941)

477).

Due to the paucity of Classical sources about the regions

of central Greece, the Hellenistic inscriptions must some-

times be used retrospectively, and they testify to the reliabil-

ity of the list found in Pausanias; thus, the inclusion of

Echedamia and Phlygonion may be based on an older

inscription (Paus. 10.33.11). On the other hand, the list in

Pausanias and the number of poleis reported by

Demosthenes are not above suspicion. Inscriptions and the

coins of C4 testify to the existence of some of the cities listed

by Pausanias, but also to the existence of some cities which

are absent from the list. Thus, Pedieis is mentioned in a list
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of 358 of contributions to the rebuilding of the temple of

Apollo (CID ii 5.ii.55) but is omitted by Pausanias.

Furthermore, the payments of the Phokian fine to Delphi

suggest the existence of two (?) other poleis, of which a bro-

ken city-ethnic is all that is preserved: Πο[. . .]ου (CID ii 38.5

(C4s)) and Τρωνειε5ς (CID ii 108.9). Finally, the existence of

Triteis and *Aiolidai in C4 may seem suspicious but, con-

versely, of the cities attested exclusively in later sources

(Boulis, Helikonioi, Stephane), at least Boulis seems to have

existed in C4. Thus, the total of twenty-two poleis is a mini-

mum. Furthermore the number may have varied over time

due to ecological factors (changes of the stream bed of the

Kephisos), external military pressures, and rivalry between

neighbouring poleis. Triteis and *Aiolidai are attested only

in Herodotos, and they may well have disappeared with

their destruction in 480. Conversely, Boulis may have been

founded in the course of C5.

The dioikismos suffered by the Phokian poleis in 346 did

not lead to their disappearance as polities, and the poleis

appear in the payments of the Phokian fine to Delphi:

Elateia, Erochos, Lilaia, Medon, Po[---] in c.340 (CID

ii 37–38) and Charadra, Lilaia, Medeon, Teithronioi,

Tronieis(?) and [Phlyg]oneis in c.320 (CID ii 108). The dioik-

ismos (Diod. 16.60) consisted in the destruction of the urban

centres and their defence circuits and in the breaking up of

the urban centres into villages.

Furthermore, one may question the degree of the

destruction,presumably exaggerated by Demosthenes in his

emotional description (19.65) and by the example of

Ambryssos, adduced by Pausanias (4.31.5, 10.36.3). Here the

archaeological evidence calls for circumspection. There are

impressive remains of numerous defence circuits in Phokis,

but there is no stratigraphic analysis of the evidence.

Nevertheless, the communis opinio is that these walls are

later than 346.The typology and date of these walls are based

on the a priori assumption that all Phokian fortifications

were completely destroyed in 346, and that this year, or

rather the year 339/8, constitutes the terminus post quem.

Even with the help of the Athenians and Thebans, one won-

ders how the Phokians, in addition to the huge fine, could

afford such fortifications before C4l. But recent analyses of

several Phokian defence circuits tend to place their date 

earlier than 346 (Ober (1992) 163–64: Lilaia c.356–346;

Winter (1997) 262: Tithorea, Lilaia; McInerney (1999)

340–51). Whatever the merit of these dates, careful handling

of the data is required. All Phokian fortifications were not

razed to the ground in 346, and it seems that some of them

underwent various repairs at various times.

However that may be, by Athenian and Theban interven-

tion the Phokian cities were apparently refounded soon

after the dioikismos (Paus. 10.33.8). Pausanias tells us that the

Thebans in 339/8 had Ambryssos fortified with a double

defence circuit (10.36.3). Without reporting the date or the

context, Pausanias refers to the anoikismos of Lilaia (10.33.3)

and that of Neon, refounded with the name of Tithorea

(10.32.9). One may add Elateia, apparently fortified in 338

(Aeschin. 3.140, but cf. Dem. 6.15).

We do not know whether all cities were rebuilt.At least, the

dioikismos resulted in the disappearance of Parapotamioi as a

polis. Pausanias reports that the population of Parapotamioi

had become impoverished and reduced in size, and that the

Athenians and Thebans had it distributed among the other

poleis (10.33.9). Other poleis may have suffered the same fate.

Pedieis, already absent from Pausanias’ list of dioikised poleis

at 10.1.3, is unattested in later sources, and so is Trachis; but

the silence of our sources may be fallacious.

Several sympoliteiai resulted in the temporary or defini-

tive disappearance of Phokian cities. Some of them date

from C2 (Phlygonion–Delphi, Phlygonion–Ambryssos,

Stiris–Medeon). On the other hand, the annexation of

Troneia by Daulis (infra 427) and of Erochos by Lilaia (infra

421) may go back to the Classical period.

In consequence of their expansionist policy, the Phokians

succeeded for shorter periods in conquering poleis situated

outside Phokis, and it is difficult to ascertain whether the

Phokians’ control of these poleis resulted in their incorpora-

tion into the Phokian koinon. In 457 the Phokians were

forced by the Lakedaimonians to cede a polis in Doris which

they had occupied (Thuc. 1.107.2). During the Third Sacred

War Onomarchos took possession of three Boiotian poleis:

Orchomenos (no. 213; Diod. 16.33.4) and Koroneia (no. 210;

Diod. 16.35.3), both in 353/2, and, at an unknown date,

Chorsiai (no. 202) and the fort of Tilphosaion (Dem. 19.148;

Diod. 16.58.1). Two of these poleis, and perhaps all three,

were exposed to andrapodismos in 346 (Dem. 19.325) and,

perhaps, the destruction of their walls as well (Diod. 16.60.1;

contra Sanchez (2001) 208–9 and 218). The inference is that

they had been members of the Phokian koinon. Similarly,

the Phokians took possession of some poleis in East Lokris in

351/50 (Diod. 16.38.2): Alponos (no. 379), Nikaia (no. 385)

and Thronion (no. 388) (Aeschin. 2.138; Diod. 16.33.3).

Strabo holds that once (τ� παλαι#ν) Daphnous in East

Lokris belonged to Phokis (9.3.1), and refers to Daphnous as

a Phokian polis at 9.3.17; cf.Steph.Byz.222.14. It is not known

when this Lokrian port belonged to Phokis (Glotz (1909)

531; Nielsen (2000) 107–8; contra Beloch (1911)). Onchoe
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(infra 406), Pharygai (infra 403) and Knemis (Ps.-Skylax 61)

may belong in the same context.

We know next to nothing about the exact size of the territ-

ory of the Phokian poleis, and comparison with modern

centres does not help (contra Ruschenbusch (1991)).

Furthermore, it is impossible to determine the frontiers of

the poleis around Mt. Parnassos, of which at least a part was

a no man’s land. Here the approximate size of the territories

is assessed by the drawing of Thiessen polygons, admittedly

an imprecise method, but often sufficient when the purpose

is to place a polis in one, or at most two, of the five groups

used in this work.

1. Ancient Toponyms not Denoting 
Pre-Hellenistic Poleis

Some toponyms and names of communities are excluded

from the inventory of poleis. They are listed below and

belong to at least one of the following five categories. (1)

Communities of unknown status mentioned in Classical lit-

erary sources: Kragalidai. (2) Communities not attested as

Phokian poleis earlier than the Hellenistic period: Antaieis,

Helikonioi, Pharygai, Pyrrha(?), Stephane. (3) Toponyms

erroneously classified as Phokian poleis in late sources: (a)

sites belonging in other regions: Aigostheneia, Erannos; (b)

toponyms invented by misreading manuscripts: Groneia,

Larisa,Patronis(?); (c) extrapolation or misinterpretation in

late sources of information in earlier sources: Anemoreia,

Apollonia, Boukaia, Hya(m)peia, Kirphis/Skirphai, Krisa,

Kyparissos, Lykoreia, Melainai, Onchoe(?); (d) mythologi-

cal poleis: Agatheia, Lykoreia; (e) pseudo-historical poleis:

Krisa. (4) Toponyms designating sites attested in a context in

which polis status is questionable: Naulochos. (5) Sites

erroneously interpreted as poleis by modern historians:

Glechon, Kleonai, Marathon.

1.1 Communities of unknown status 
mentioned in Classical literary sources

Kragalidai (Κραγαλ�δαι) Unlocated. Various spellings

of the name are attested in lexicographers and scholiasts, all

probably derived from poor copies of Aeschin. 3.107–8:

Κραγαλ�δαι (Aeschin. 3.107, 108, Dilts; schol. Aeschin.

3.107); Κραγαλλ�δαι (Aeschin. 3.107k; Suda Σ2349);

Κραυαλλ�δαι (Harp. Κ80; Suda Σ2349); Κραυγαλλ�δαι

(Didymos in Harp. Κ80); Κρακαλ�δαι (Hsch. Κ3923);

?κραγ(γ)αλ(λ)�δαι (Aeschin. 3.107βf); ?κραγαλ�ς (Suda

Α951). The hinterland of Kirrha is called Κραυγ�λλιον by

the C3 historian Xenokrates (FGrHist 240) fr. 22, but this

toponym is probably derived from Κραυγαλλ�δαι

(Schober (1924) 34; Rousset (2002) 33–34). Reminding his

audience of the exploitations leading up to the First Sacred

War, Aischines (3.107) mentions that the Kirrhaioi 

and Kragalidai had settled in the sacred land: τ�ν 

χ)ραν κατ�)κησαν Κιρρα5οι κα� Κραγαλ�δαι, γ/νη

παρονοµ)τατα. And these Kragalidai are once again asso-

ciated with the Kirrhaioi in the oracle quoted in 3.108:

�ναιρε5 ! Πυθ�α πολεµε5ν Κιρρα5οις κα� Κραγαλ�δαις

. . . κα� τ�ν χ)ραν κα� τ�ν π#λιν .κπορθ�σαντας κα�

α(τοLς �νδραποδισαµ/νους �ναθε5ναι τ�+ ?π#λλωνι.

The historiographic context of the First Sacred War is a

moot point (Robertson (1978); Davies (1994)), and the

absence of the Kragalidai in other sources for the war calls

for circumspection. Some modern historians have connect-

ed the Kragalidai with an undatable crystallisation of local

legends of Delphi (Davies (1994) 202). Thus, the existence of

a hero Kragaleus allied with Herakles against Apollo (Ant.

Lib. 4) may have led to the invention of these Kragalidai at

the time when the struggle between Apollo and Herakles

over the tripod came to constitute a representation of the

First Sacred War (Parke and Boardman (1957) 276–78).

Thus, even the existence of the Kragalidai is subject to

doubt. The variant spellings attested in the lexicographers

testify to their ignorance. But since there is no explicit evid-

ence to the contrary, it seems better to assume the historicity

of the Kragalidai. On the other hand, it is more difficult to

decide their status. The text of Aischines is open to several

interpretations, depending on (a) whether the term γ/νος

denotes a race or a lineage or a civic subdivision; (b) whether

the word γ/νη qualifies the Kragalidai only, or the Kirrhaioi

and the Kragalidai combined; (c) whether the word π#λιν in

the singular means the polis of the Kirrhaioi and the

Kragalidai, or the polis of the Kirrhaioi and the polis of the

Kragalidai. There is no way we can decide these issues, and it

seems prudent not to trust the account of the Presbeutikos

Logos (Hippoc. Ep. 27), who in connection with the Sacred

War mentions the ethnos of the Krisaians and the cities

found there in order to represent the Kragalidai as a polis.

The description of the Κρακαλ�δαι as τ+ν Κρισσα�ων

βασιλε5ς (Hsch.Κ3923) is probably just an interpretation of

Aichines’ text. Not in Barr.
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1.2 Communities not attested as Phokian poleis
earlier than the Hellenistic period

Antaieis (?νταιε5ς) The ethnic yνταιε�ς is attested in

post-Classical inscriptions (e.g. IG ix² 1.1 17A.i.11 (C3m–s)),

but it cannot be determined whether this possible polis was

Aitolian, Lokrian or Phokian (Lerat (1952) i. 72). No date or

location in Barr.

Helikonioi (‘Ελικ)νιος) Unlocated. The Delphic manu-

mission inscriptions of C2 provide us with at least one

unquestionable attestation of the ethnic ‘Ελικ)νιος (SGDI

2241 (C2e); cf. F.Delphes iii.1 333 (C2l): ‘Ελι[κ)νιος]). A

C2–C1 sepulchral inscription from Thisbe (Νε�κη

‘Ελικων�α (IG vii 2348)) may provide us with the only

other attestation of the ethnic. That this community should

be located in the south-eastern part of Phokis is apparent

from (1) the similarity between the ethnic and the name of

Mt. Helikon, (2) the origin of the guarantor (Medeon) and

the witnesses (Ambryssos) listed in the C2 manumission

inscription, (3) the provenance of IG vii 2348. It can be cau-

tiously suggested that the Helikonioi inhabited the site of

Kyriaki, where some ancient remains have been dated to C4

(Fossey (1986) 35–39; Rousset (1999) 43–44); but the exis-

tence of a city in western Boiotia cannot be precluded. The

nature of the inscriptions does not allow us to presume 

that the ethnic is a sub-ethnic rather than a city-ethnic

(Robert (1946) 87; Hansen (1996) 194; Rousset (1999) 55).

Irrespective of the status of the Helikonioi in the Hellenistic

period, the silence of the sources for the Archaic and

Classical periods precludes the inclusion in the Inventory of

a polis of the Helikonioi. Not in Barr.

Pharygai (Φαρ�γαι) reporting an embassy of 318, Plut.

Phoc. 33.7 mentions the toponym Φαρ�γαι, which he calls a

κ)µη τ8ς Φωκ�δος, but at Strabo 9.4.6 Φαρ�γαι is ident-

ified with Τ�ρφη in East Lokris. Pritchett (1992) 151–55

denied its existence and took it to be an error for Ναρ�κα,

but Buckler (1989) 96 n. 17 has defended Plutarch’s reference

to a Pharygai in Phokis. Not in Barr.

Pyrrha (Pyrrha) In his list of Lokrian and Phokian

toponyms (HN 4.7), Pliny mentions Pyrrha, which has been

associated with Πυρρ[α5ος] in a list of Aitolian hierom-

nemones of C3s (CID iv 81). The site is unlocated and 

unattested before the Hellenistic period (Lerat (1952) i. 62).

Barr. unlocated and undated.

Stephane (Στεφ�νη) Unlocated. Both Herodian and

Steph. Byz. mention a π#λις Φωκ�δος called sometimes

Στεφ�νη (Hdn. iii.1 328.24, 370.18; Steph. Byz. 585.9) and

sometimes Στεφανα5ον (Hdn. III.1 370.18).

Two other passages are sometimes adduced in connection

with this π#λις Φωκ�δος: Herodian mentions a

Στεφανα5ον, Sνοµα τ#που (iii.2 426.33) and Suda has the

entry Στεφ�νη π#λις (Σ1065). Finally, Steph. Byz. has the

ethnic Στεφανα5ος. A Boiotian inscription confirms the

information brought by the lexica. In a C1f list of proxenoi of

an unknown polis is the heading Στεφαν5ται followed by

three names, of which the second is . . . )νδης

∆ιονυσοδ)ρου (SEG 37 388.14–17). Although Stephanos

attributes the ethnic Στεφαν�της to a Stephane in

Paphlagonia, a name ending in -)νδης suggests a proxenos

coming from central Greece (SEG 42 436); thus the link

between the ethnic and the toponym is likely, but not

enough to show that Stephane was a Phokian polis in the

Archaic and Classical periods. Barr. unlocated, C, town in

Phokis, but no evidence supports C.

1.3 Toponyms erroneously classified as Phokian
poleis in late sources

1.3a Sites belonging in other regions

Aigostheneia (Α2γοσθ/νεια) Called a π#λις Φωκ�δος

by Steph. Byz. 44.7, quoting Arkadios. The toponym is men-

tioned by Ptol. Geog. 3.14.17 among the τ#ποι Φωκ�δος

µεσ#γειοι and is probably mistaken for Megarian

Aigosthena (no. 224) (cf. implicitly Meyer, RE xv. 164) rather

than for one of the Phokian toponyms Α2γ)νεια (F.Delphes

iii.2 136) or Α]γαι (schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.1165c) or Α2γα5ον

πεδ�ον (Eusth. Comm. ad Dionys. Per., GGM ii.240.6–7).

Rousset (2002) 16.

Erannos ( ; Εραννος) See Kyparissos (infra).

1.3b Toponyms invented by misreading manuscripts

Groneia (Γρ)νεια) At Steph. Byz. 213.16, Γρ)νεια is a

misreading by Stephanos or his source of Τρ)νεια

(Schober (1924) 30; Robert (1960) 75; cf. no. 197). Barr. lists it

as an unlocated Phokian city.

Larisa (Λ�ρισα) A Larisa is mentioned among other

Phokian toponyms in two sources of the Roman imperial

period: Dion. Calliphon. 81, Marcotte: ’Εν τ=8 µεσογε�ω . . .

Κυπαρ�σσου π#λις, Λαρισ� τε, µετ’ α(τ�ν ∆αυλ�ς,

a passage which is probably the source of Plin. HN 4.27:

introrsus autem Larisa, Elatea et in ripa Cephesi, ut diximus,

Lilaea (cf. Rousset (1994) 302, contra Marcotte (1990) 135).
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But even if one rejects the plausible conjecture of Κρ�σα

(Marcotte (1990) 133), there is no reason to make a polis of

this Larisa, which is otherwise unattested in Archaic and

Classical sources. Not in Barr.

Patronis (Πατρων�ς) The only source for this toponym

is the account in Plut. Sull. 15.6 of the preparations for the

battle of Chaironeia in 86. Some commentators have sug-

gested an emendation of Plutarch’s text. His Πατρων�ς was

situated north-east of Tithorea near Τρων�ς, which is epi-

graphically attested and according to Pausanias was situated

in the territory of Daulis (cf. Troneia (no. 197)). It is tempt-

ing in Plutarch to read {πα}Τρων�ς.On the other hand,a C4

Delphic inscription may provide us with an attestation of

the ethnic Πατρνωε5ς. At CID ii 108.9 [. . .]ΤΡΩΝΕΙΕΙΣ

is normally interpreted as Τρωνειε5ς, the ethnic correspon-

ding to Τρνω�ς, but an equally possible restoration is [. . .

Πα]τρωνειε5ς. Thus, Robert (1960) 75 (pace Schober (1924)

43) argues in favour of two distinct cities. But the topo-

graphical argument which permitted Robert to establish a

distinction between Troneia and Patronis has been coun-

tered persuasively by McInerney (1997) 197–99. There is no

proof that the sanctuary of a hero Archegetes at Troneia is to

be located in the neighbourhood of the Phokikon. Thus,

there is no basis for arguing that Troneia was situated south

of Daulis and was different from Patronis, probably to be

located north of Daulis (Plut. Sulla 15). As the evidence

stands, the identification of Πατρων�ς with Τρων�ς seems

the preferable solution (Leake (1835) ii. 104; Tillard (1911) 65;

Kirsten (1951) 713; Barr.). Barr. C.

1.3c Extrapolation or misinterpretation 
in late sources

Anemoreia (?νεµ)ρεια) Unlocated. The toponym is

?νεµ)ρεια, ! (Hom. Il. 2.521; cf. schol. 521a, Erbse; Eust. Il.

1 421.17, van der Valk; Lycoph. Alex. 1073; Strabo 9.3.15; Hdn.

iii.1 276.23, 2 476.10; Steph. Byz. 95.1; Hsch. Α4483; Eust. Il.

421.17, van der Valk) or ?νεµ)λεια (Strabo 9.3.13; Steph.

Byz.95.1, taking it to be the contemporary toponym; cf.Eust.

Il. 1 421.17, van der Valk). Eustathios’ statement that the

toponym Anemoreia was changed into Hyampolis rests on a

misreading of Strabo. The only sources to classify

Anemoreia as a π#λις Φωκ�δος are lexicographers (Steph.

Byz.; Hsch.), grammarians (Herodian) and scholiasts (in

Lycoph. Alex.). Apart from the scholiast, these sources para-

phrase Strabo. He describes Anemoreia as a τ#πος serving

as the boundary between the Delphians and the Phokians

after the Second Sacred War in C5m. Such an economical

solution, which reduces the polis status of Anemoreia to a

mistaken item of information in sources all derived from

Strabo, does not accord with the observation that some

items of information are absent from Strabo’s account and

too precise to be pure invention: .ξ οh δι’ !µ/ρας κα�

νυκτ�ς καταιγ�ζεται (Herodian; Steph. Byz.) and κειµ/νη

.π� λ#φου 6ψηλο% (Steph. Byz.). These details must stem

from an independent source,and so may the classification of

Anemoreia as a polis. On the other hand, the evidence is

insufficient to show that Anemoreia was a polis in the

Archaic and Classical periods. It was probably just a topos

(Rousset (2002) 29–30). It is not possible to verify the ident-

ification with the toponym ?ν/µαια, mentioned in the

Amphiktyonic regulations of 380 (CID i 115 n. 147).Attempts

to locate Homeric Anemoreia are unconvincing. The fron-

tier regulation attested at F.Delphes iii.2 136 mentions a place

called Katopterion, which must have been situated some-

where between Phlygonion and Delphi. According to

Strabo, Anemoreia was situated below Katopterion: “a cliff

extending from Parnassos”. However, since it is impossible

to locate Katopterion, there is no basis for the common

identification of Anemoreia with the prehistoric site at

Kastrouli or the village of Arachova (pace Lazenby and Hope

Simpson (1970) 43; Dassios (1992) no. 114; CID i 115 n. 147;

McInerney (1999) 307–8). Barr. unlocated and undated.

Apollonia (?πολλων�α) Lexicographers and scholiasts

mention an ?πολλων�α (Steph. Byz. 106.7) or

?πολλωνι�ς (Steph. Byz. 395.10 �schol. Hom. Il. 519; Eust.

Il. 519), stating that it was a new name for Homeric

Κυπ�ρισσος (Il. 2.519). In Steph. Byz. 106.7 it is listed

among the poleis called Apollonia. It is undoubtedly a

“ghost-toponym”, derived from the adjective ?πολλ)νιος,

often used to designate some locality in the territory of

Delphi; cf., e.g., Pind. Pyth. 6.8–9 with schol.: θησαυρ�ς .ν

πολυχρ�σ�ω ?πολλων��α τετε�χισται ν�π�α. The ident-

ification with Kyparissos is explained by the juxtaposition of

Kyparissos and Delphi (Πυθ+ν) at Hom. Il. 2.519. Any

attempt to locate Apollonia is therefore doomed to fail (pace

McInerney (1999) 306). Barr. unlocated and undated.

Boukaia (Βο�καια) The only source is Etym. Magn.

207.23: Βο�καια. π#λις Φωκ�δος .ν τ�+ Παρνασ�+. But

the entry shows that Βο�καια is the name of a famous sac-

rifice performed on Parnassos in memory of Deukalion and

Pyrrha. The toponym Βο�καια is coined either directly

from the name of the sacrifice or from the adjective

βουκαιε�ς (signifying a person participating in the 

sacrifice?),misinterpreted as an ethnic.The only other attes-
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tation of the toponym is Schober’s conjecture Βο�καια for

MSS Βο* κα� ∆ριµ�α in Hierokles Synekdemos (643.9,

Honigmann). By rejecting this conjecture and suggesting

instead Βοα� κα�, Honigmann has eliminated the other

source for a polis called Boukaia. Not in Barr.

Hya(m)peia (‘Υ�µπεια) The toponym Hyampeia desig-

nates one of the cliffs surmounting the sanctuary of Apollo

at Delphi (Hdt. 8.39.1; Plut. Mor. 557A). But, knowing only

the spelling ‘Υ�πεια, Steph. Byz. 644.14 classifies

Hya(m)peia as a π#λις Φωκ�δος. His interpretation is

based on an erroneous interpretation of Strabo 9.3.15, where

the geographer distinguishes Hyampolis from Hyampeia.

Conversely, Eust. Il. 2.521 imagines a Hyampolis on

Parnassos. Barr.: unlocated Phokian town.

Kirphis (Κ�ρφις) See Skirphai (infra).

Krisa (Κρ5σα) Hom. Il. 2.520 (Κρ�σα); Pind. Isthm. 2.26

(Κρ�ση); Hymn. Hom. Ap. 269 (Κρ�σσα); schol. Pind. Pyth. I,

inscr. b. There is no epigraphical attestation. For the relation

to the toponyms Κ�ρρα and Κ�ρσα, see infra 419. Κρ5σα is a

Homeric toponym from which is derived the ethnic

Κρισα5οι (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 446). The aetiological aspect of

this hymn is probably the reason why the future sanctuary of

Apollo is called Κρ�ση and its inhabitants Κρισα5οι (Lerat

(1948), contra Skorda (1992) 62–63). The attestations in

Homer and the hymn do not allow any localisation of the site

(contra: Lerat (1948), but see infra). Later occurrences of the

toponym Κρ5σα and the ethnic Κρισα5οι are often a mere

citation or reminiscence of the Homeric name in a poetic

context (Pind. Isthm. 2.26; Soph. El. 180) or in a mythical con-

text (Hecat. fr. 115a; Ephor. fr. 141). Alternatively, they are late

authors’ often confused attempts to give a historical inte-

rpretation of the Homeric poems (Strabo 9.3.3–4), and/or

they are second-hand citations of sources referring some-

times to Κρ5σα and sometimes to Κ�ρρα (Plin. HN 4.7; Dion.

Calliphon. 81(?); cf. supra s.v. Larisa; Ptol. Geog. 3.14.17).

Modern scholars have mostly identified Homeric Krisa with

the fortified Mycenaean site at Ag. Georgios (Hope Simpson

(1981) 77; Skorda (1992) 44–46; Dassios (1992) no. 124), which,

however, has no remains of the Archaic period. Scholars

believing in an Archaic Krisa, as attested in the Hymn to

Apollo or the sources for the First Sacred War, have suggested

alternative locations, none of which is convincing (Skorda

(1992) 62–65 followed by Barr.: Ag. Varvara; McInerney

(1999) 312: Khrysso). With the toponym is associated an area

called Κρι(σ)σα5ον πεδ�ον in Classical sources (Hdt. 8.32.2;

Isoc. 14.31). This plain—situated between Amphissa and the

port of Kirrha—is identical with the Κιρρα5ον πεδ�ον which

constituted part of the Sacred Land (infra 419). For the con-

fusion of the two toponyms, see Lerat (1948); Robertson

(1978); Càssola (1980); and Rousset (2002) 32–33. It may have

added to the confusion that, in sources which had no connec-

tion with the First Sacred War, the name Κρισα5ος κ#λπος

was used to designate the Corinthian Gulf (Thuc. 2.69.1).

Krisa is classified as a polis in numerous late sources (Paus.

10.37.5; Steph. Byz. 385.4; Hsch. Κ4145; Suda Κ2440; Eust. Il. I

419.7–8, 420.15, van der Valk). Stephanos and Eustathios cite

Hekataios, but the context is probably mythological, so that

nothing can be inferred from their use of the term polis. In the

other sources it is impossible to determine whether the refer-

ence is to Homeric Krisa, in which case their use of the term

polis can be dismissed, or to the Krisa mentioned in connec-

tion with the notoriously problematical First Sacred War, for

which see Robertson (1978); Càssola (1980); and Davies

(1994). The variation between the toponyms of Krisa and

Kirrha is inextricably bound up with the historiographical

tradition about the First Sacred War, and anything said about

Krisa can be said about Kirrha as well; see infra 419. The dis-

tinction between the two entries in this inventory is purely

formal. The First Sacred War, called Κρισα5ος π#λεµος by

Kallisthenes ((FGrHist 124) fr. 1), was conducted against a

polity called Κρισα5οι in some sources and Κιρρα5οι in oth-

ers (catalogue in Robertson (1978) 43; Càssola (1980) 258–59).

The longest account we have of the First Sacred War is a

rhetorical composition of C4–C3, called Presbeutikos Logos

and inserted into the Hippocratic corpus (Littré 9.404–28 no.

27; cf. Smith (1990) 2–4). The speaker mentions the Κρ�σαιον

πεδ�ον, inhabited by the Κρ�σαιον �θνος which was settled

in numerous π#λεις, of which one, lying near the later hip-

podrome, was fortified and exposed to a long siege (Littré

9.406–8). To conclude: (1) whatever historical reality may be

hidden behind this tradition, its inaccuracies and inconsist-

encies preclude any reliable reconstruction, and nothing can

be deduced from the terminology used in these sources. (2)

There is much to be said for the view that the polis status of

Krisa/Kirrha in C6e is an aetiological invention which

became prominent in the context of the Third and Fourth

Sacred Wars in order to explain the obscure origin of the hiera

ge. In that case, there is no reason to debate the historicity of

such a polis any longer (cf. Kirrha (no. 183)). Barr. ACH.

Kyparissos (Κυπ�ρισσος) The first Phokian community

recorded in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.519). A

variant form Κυπαρισσο%ς is found at Steph. Byz.

395.2 �Eust. Il. 2.519. Believed to have been the residence of
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the hero Kyparissos (Nonnos, Dion. 13.123–24; Steph. Byz.

395.3; schol. Hom. Il. 2.519), it is also attested in the peri-

phrastic form Κυπαρ�σσου π#λις (Dion. Calliphon. 80).

Citing Homer, Steph. Byz. 395.6 describes Kyparissos as a

π#λις .ν Παρνασσ�+ κατ3 τοLς ∆ελφο�ς. On the other

hand, Strabo 9.3.13 �Eust. Il. 2.519 classifies Kyparissos as a

κ)µη 6π� τ=8 Λυκωρε��α. The absence of sources antedat-

ing the Roman period indicates that the information found

in the late authors is pure guesswork concerning the status

and location of a community known exclusively from

Homer’s text. The ignorance explains Pausanias’ suggestion

at 10.36.5 that Kyparissos was the ancient name for Antikyra.

According to Steph. Byz. 295.10, Kyparissos was called

Apollonia in a later period (supra 404).That its former name

was Erannos (;Εραννος) stems from its being mixed up with

the Messenian Kyparissia (Steph. Byz. 395.7 with the note).

The various attempts to locate Kyparissos are highly hypo-

thetical (contra Lazenby and Hope Simpson (1970) 40;

McInerney (1999) 306). Not in Barr.

Lykoreia (Λυκ)ρεια) In the Roman imperial period,

apart from the Corycian Cave, the pilgrims coming to

Delphi visited on Parnassos a site called Λυκ)ρεια (Plut.

Mor. 394F, emendation of MS Λυκουρ�αν). No matter

whether this Lykoreia was a natural site or some kind of

building, it was just a place in the territory of Delphi (cf.

Rousset (2002) 34–35). But some ancient sources took

Lykoreia to be a mythological polis founded by Deukalion

(see supra 404). The sources do in fact disagree, some classi-

fying Lykoreia as a polis (Paus. 10.6.2; SudaΛ829; Marm. Par.

(FGrHist 239) A2, A4), others as a kome (Steph. Byz. 422.15)

or just a topos (Strabo 9.3.3, cf. 9.3.13). The formulas used are

even self-contradictory (Etym. Magn. 571.46: π#λις

∆ελφ�δος; Steph. Byz. 422.16–17: κ)µη versus πολ�της).

Barr. unlocated, C, but no evidence supports C.

Melainai (Μελαινα�) Quoting Dioscorides, Galen men-

tions a polis called Melainai: . . . βο%ς µελα5νις. κα�

δηλο%σθα� φησι τ�ν .κ Μελαιν+ν. π#λις δ* α&τη κατ3

τ� Κρισα5ον πεδ�ον προκειµ/νη Κιρφ��ω . . . The same

toponym appears as the name of a simple locality in the

Presbeutikos Logos in the Hippocratic corpus: τ� µ*ν

Κρισα5ον πεδ�ον . . . �} Μελαινα� πρ#σεισι ((Ep.) 27,

9.406, Littré). The classification of Melainai as a polis rests

on Dioscorides’ misinterpretation of the Hippocrates pas-

sage (Rousset (2002) 35–37). Barr. unlocated and undated.

Onchoe (’Ονχ#η) Hdn. iii.1 306.20 and Steph. Byz. 483.10

record an ’Ονχ#η, π#λις Φωκ�δος. There is no other 

evidence, but see ad Stephane supra). K. O. Müller (1824) 51

suggested that in Steph. Byz. ’Ονχ#η had been mixed up

with ?νχ#αι, attested as an East Lokrian toponym at Strabo

9.2.18 and Plin. HN 4.26; cf. Oldfather (1918); Fossey (1990)

27–32. The reason for placing Anchoe in Phokis may have

been either that the Kephisos, principally a Phokian river,

was supposed to reappear at Anchoai (Strabo 9.2.18) or that

this part of Lokris had once been under Phokian control; cf.

supra 399. Not in Barr.

Skirphai (Σκ�ρφαι) Steph. Byz. 576.9 records Skirphai as

a π#λις Φωκικ�, and he quotes the C4 historian

Dieuchidas for the ethnics Σκ�ρφιος and Σκιρφα5ος

((FGrHist 485) fr. 11). Stephanos provides us with the only

attestation of the toponym, which must be a variant form of

Κ�ρφις. In Strabo 9.3.1 Kirphis is juxtaposed with Delphi

and Daulis, and all three are called χωρ�α; but Κ�ρφις is

nevertheless not a community but a mountain to the south

of Delphi (Strabo 9.3.3; Hippoc. Ep. 27: Κ�ρφιον; Ant. Lib.

8.1; Pind. Hyp. Pyth. b, d; cf. Rousset (2002) 32). Not in Barr.

1.3d Mythological poleis

Agatheia (?γ�θεια) Called a π#λις Φωκ�δος by Steph.

Byz. 10.19, quoting Hellan. fr. 11. The fragment is about

Deukalion, the father of Phokos, the eponymous hero of

Phokis, and the reference is probably to an imaginary polis.

However, it cannot be precluded that Stephanos is mistak-

ing ?γ�θεια for ?γ�θα, a colony founded by the

Phokaians of Massalia (cf. Ps.–Skym. 208).

Lykoreia (Λυκ)ρεια) See supra.

1.3e Pseudo-historical poleis

Krisa (Κρ5σα) See supra.

1.4 Toponyms designating sites attested 
in a context in which polis status is 
questionable

*Naulochos (Naulochus) The toponym Naulochum

appears in Plin. HN 4.7 in a muddled list of Phokian and

Lokrian toponyms, some of which were names of poleis. The

toponym reappears in the form Nolo[chum] in a second

century ad delineation of frontiers (F.Delphes iii.4 294),

which permits us to place Naulochum somewhere between

Kirrha and Antikyra, but as a local toponym without the sta-

tus of polis (cf. Rousset (2002) 37). Barr. C.
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1.5 Sites erroneously interpreted as poleis
by modern historians

Glechon From Strabo’s erroneous quote of Hesiod at

9.3.16: παρ*κ Πανοπ8α δι3 Γλ�χων� τ’ .ρ�µνην,

Schober (1924) 30 assumed the existence of a Phokian

Glechon situated between Phanoteus (no. 190) and

Orchomenos (no. 213). The improved reading [δι3

Γ]ληχ+να τ/ρειναν in PYale 1.17 (�Hes. fr. 70.21, MW) has

disposed of Glechon as a “ghost-toponym”. Not in Barr.

Kleonai (Κλεωνα�) In his account of a war between the

Phokians and the Thessalians, Plutarch (Mor. 244D) tells us

that the decisive battle took place περ� Κλεων3ς τ8ς

‘Υαµπ#λιδος. Thus, Kleonai must have been a site some-

where in the territory of Hyampolis (no. 182). A mutilated

inscription has led to the assumption that there was a com-

munity of “Kleoneis” (AJA 19 (1916) 334: Κλεων/[ων]

Κλεωνε[5ς]; see Schober (1924) 33). But a different reading

of the inscription, which is probably just an ordinary tomb-

stone, gives ΚΛΕΩΝΙ, e.g. Κλεων�[δας]. As the evidence

stands, there is no reason to assume the existence of a 

community of Kleoneis. The identification of Kleonai with

modern Smixi, suggested by Pritchett (1996) 141–45, is

unconvincing. Barr. unlocated, HR, but A attested as well.

Marathon (Μαραθ)ν) At 9.3.13 Strabo writes: Gξ8ς γ3ρ

.ν τ=8 παραλ��α µετ3 τ�ν ?ντ�κυραν πολ�χνιον Sπισθεν

W Μαραθ)ν. On the basis of this passage some have

assumed the existence of a polichnion called Marathon

(Schober (1924) 36; cf. Baladié’s translation in the Budé

edn.). But the term polichnion may just as well be construed

with Antikyra, in which case Marathon is a site in the terri-

tory of the polichnion of Antikyra. Even on the traditional

interpretation of the passage, it must be taken into account

that Strabo’s site-classifications cannot be interpreted retro-

spectively, and that there is no other attestation of Marathon

in Archaic or Classical sources.Marathon may have been sit-

uated at modern Aspra-Spitia, where there are no ancient

remains antedating the Roman period (contra Rousset

(1999) 74 and map no. 46; on the site, see Fossey (1986) 25;

Dassios (1992) no. 91). Pace Dassios (1992) no. 83, the ruins

mentioned at Palaiotarsos are not impressive enough to be

those of a polis. The same may be said of the small remains at

Grammatiko (�Dassios (1992) no. 84), where Rousset

(1999) 74 no. 46 and (2002) 61 no. 45 tentatively proposes to

locate Marathon. Not in Barr.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Of the archaeological sites mentioned in the bibliography

(Dassios (1992)), some have not been identified and some

are unidentifiable (Rousset (1999)). One must distinguish

between (1) sites that should presumably be identified with

a Phokian polis, although which one is not beyond doubt;

(2) sites whose identification with a named polis can be

questioned; (3) sites whose identification with a named polis

must be rejected.

2.1

Drossochori Possibly not in Phokis (Dassios (1992) no. 122;

Rousset (1999) no. 81, (2002) 66 no. 96). The precise date of

the remains is unknown (from Archaic to Hellenistic?). Not

in Barr.

Kastro Tseresi Fossey (1986) 54–56; Dassios (1992) no. 62;

Rousset (1999) no. 36, (2002) 61 no. 36; cf. *Aiolidai (no. 170)

and Trachis (no. 195). The site has produced ceramic mater-

ial dating from C4 to Imperial times. Barr. registers the site

as “Ano Tseresi, Palaiokastro” and (wrongly) identifies it

with Phlygonion (no. 191).

Kyriaki Fossey (1986) 35–39; Dassios (1992) no. 72; Rousset

(1999) no. 42, (2002) 61 no. 41; cf. supra 403, s.v. Helikonioi.

Barr., following Fossey (1986) 35–39, tentatively identifies

the site with Trachis (no. 195).

Modi Dassios (1992) no. 21; Rousset (1999) no. 18, (2002) 61

no. 19, Barr. dates the site C, but the reference to Dassios (1992)

42 is wrong (Dassios is discussing Gournes (infra), tentatively

(and questionably) identifying it with Ledon (no. 184)).

Palaia Phiva Dassios (1999) no. 26; Rousset (1992) no. 19,

(2002) 61 no. 19; cf. Pedieis (no. 189). Barr. (following

Dassios (1992) 40–41) tentatively identifies this site with

Pedieis and dates it C.

Vourlia Amphikleias Dassios (1992) no. 20; Rousset (1999)

no. 16, (2002) 60 no. 16; cf. Pedieis (no. 189) and Triteis (no.

196). Tentatively described as Classical by Dassios (1992) no.

20, but the date remains unknown. Not in Barr.

2.2

Gournes Dassios (1992) no. 32; Rousset (1999) no. 21,

(2002) 61 no. 21. The nature and the date of the remains are

poorly known; Dassios (1992) no. 32 tentatively suggests a C

date; cf. Ledon (no. 184). Not in Barr.
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Karakolithos Lolling (1989) 608; Fossey (1986) 59–61;

Dassios (1992) no. 57; Rousset (1999) no. 37, (2002) 61 no. 37.

The nature of the remains is poorly known; Fossey (1986) 56

and Dassios (1992) no. 57 tentatively propose a

C–Hellenistic date; cf. Trachis (no. 195). Barr. identifies the

site with Aiolidai (no. 170), but calls it “Bania”, a modern site

not marked on the map itself.

Rosoufi Dassios (1992) no. 68. The nature of the remains is

poorly known; cf. *Aiolidai (no. 170); Dassios (1992) no. 67

hypothetically describes the scanty ceramic material at the

site as prehistoric and Classical. Not in Barr.

Theotokos Dassios (1992) no. 3; cf. Lilaia (no. 185). The site

has produced ceramic material dating from prehistoric to

Byzantine times. The fortification may be C6 (Kase et al.

(1991) 53). Not in Barr.

2.3

Grammatiko Dassios (1992) no. 84. Traces of walls hypo-

thetically described as Classical(?) and Hellenistic(?) by

Dassios; here Rousset (1999) 74 no. 46 and (2002) 61 no. 45

tentatively proposes to locate Marathon (cf. supra 407).

Kastrouli Zemenou Dassios (1992) no. 112; Rousset (2002)

63 no. 68. Dated to the Mycenean period (cf. S. Müller (1992)

490 no. 18). Identified with Kyparissos by McInerney (1999)

303; but cf. supra 406. Not in Barr.

Palaiotarsos-Kyriaki Pace Dassios (1992) no. 83; cf. supra

s.v. Marathon. Dassios (1992) no. 32 hypothetically describes

the remains as Classical. Not in Barr.

Panagitsa Dassios (1992) no. 30, pace Kirsten (1951) 741; cf.

Triteis (no. 196). Finds from tombs excavated at the site have

been dated from Geometric to Classical times (cf. Dassios

(1992) no. 30). Not in Barr.

II. The Poleis

169. Abai (Abaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.35, long. 22.55. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Xβαι,αH (Hdt. 8.33;

Diod. 16.58.4; F.Delphes iii.2 230.5 (C2s)) or ?βα�

(Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 11) or Xβα/Xβη (Arist. fr. 617;

Hdn. iii.1 308.24–26; Steph. Byz. 1.1) or Xβαντα (Hsch.

Α65). The city-ethnic is ?βα5ος (IG ix.1 78.2 (C3l); Paus.

10.3.2). Abai is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33 in

connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when

Abai was burnt to the ground and, retrospectively, at Paus.

10.3.2 (r346). The collective and external use of the city-

ethnic is attested in a letter of Philip V to the Abaians (IG ix.1

78.2) and, retrospectively, in Paus. 10.3.2 (rC4m); cf. also

10.35.4. The individual and external use is attested in a C2s

Delphic manumission (F.Delphes iii.2 230.7) and in a first

century ad proxeny decree (F.Delphes iii.4 443).

Abai is commonly mentioned in literary sources in con-

nection with the oracle of Apollo situated in its territory

(Hdt. 8.27.5 (rC6?); for the date, see Ellinger (1993) 17–22;

Hdt. 1.46.2 (rC6m), 8.33, 8.134; Soph. OT 899; Paus. 4.32.5

(r371); Diod. 16.58 (r347/6); Paus. 10.35.1–5). The location of

the sanctuary is unknown (Ellinger (1993) 25, contra Yorke

(1896) 298–302; McInerney (1999) 288–89). Abaios as the

epithet of Apollo is attested in Hsch. Α50 and confirmed by

onomastic material (Sittig (1911) 52). The identity between

the epithet and the city-ethnic may be the explanation of the

use of the toponym to designate the sanctuary itself (Strabo

9.3.13).

There can be no doubt that Abai was a member of the

Phokian koinon, although there is no explicit attestation. In

the idiom .ς Xβας τ3ς Φωκ/ων (Hdt. 1.46.2 (rC6m) and

8.134.1 (rC5f)) the reference to the Phokians indicates loca-

tion rather than political status, and that applies also to

Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 11. On the other hand,

Pausanias’ account of the fate of Abai in 346 implies that

Abai belonged to the Phokian koinon. Pausanias asserts that

Abai avoided the dioikismos because it participated neither

in the occupation of the sanctuary in Delphi nor in the war

(10.3.2). Diodorus, on the other hand, tells us that in 347 the

Phokians built a phrourion on what was undoubtedly

Abaian territory (16.58.4; cf. Dassios (1995), (1992) no. 43).

The possible inferences from these two pieces of informa-

tion are (a) that in 347 the Abaians no longer had control of

their own territory, or (b) that Abai’s participation in the

war was purely defensive, or (c) that Abai’s pacifist attitude

is a later rewriting of history.

The site is enclosed by a fortification wall in polygonal

masonry, a part of it in Lesbian style. Both the acropolis and

the lower town were fortified, and the walls enclosed an area

of c.16 ha.The wall enclosing the acropolis may be older than

that enclosing the lower town, but the dates, based on style

and a priori historical arguments, are disputed (Yorke (1896)

294–96: C5 or earlier; Scranton (1941) 160: C6; Fossey (1986)

78–79, 122–27: C5; Winter (1971) 103: the wall enclosing the

lower town not earlier than C4). Pausanias mentions an

agora and a theatre both of ancient construction (10.35.4:

κατασκευ8ς �ρχα�ας). The remains found in the neigh-
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bouring sanctuary and in the cemetery date back to C7

(Fossey (1986) 164–65).

170. *Aiolidai (Aiolideus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.45.

Barr. (with a query) locates it at modern Karakolithos,

although in the directory this site is named “Bania”, a mod-

ern site not marked on the map itself; cf. supra 408, s. v.

karakolithos, and see infra). Size of territory: ? Type: A. The

toponym is unattested and reconstructed from the city-

ethnic. The city-ethnic is Α2ολιδε�ς, attested at Hdt. 8.35.1

in its collective and external use. The π#λις of the Α2ολιδε5ς

is known exclusively from Herodotos’ account at 8.35.1

of Xerxes’ march in 480 from Phanoteus towards Delphi

when *Aiolidai was burnt to the ground: Κα� γ3ρ τ+ν

Πανοπ/ων τ�ν π#λιν .ν/πρησαν κα� ∆αυλ�ων

Α2ολιδ/ων (Α2ολ�δων MS P). Tillard (1911) 64 demonstrat-

ed that Valckenaer’s conjecture Λιλαι/ων must be rejected

for topographical reasons. At Mor. 418A Plutarch mentions

a group of persons in Delphi perhaps called the Α2ολ�δαι,

but there is no reason to connect them with the Α2ολιδε5ς

attested in Herodotos (Rousset (2002) 28).

At Hdt. 8.35.1 polis is used in the urban sense, but the use

of the city-ethnic instead of the toponym indicates that the

political sense is a connotation; see Hansen (2000) 176, 205.

The passage from Herodotos shows that the polis of the

Aiolideis must have been situated between Daulis and

Delphi. Assuming that the polis was fortified, one would

have to exclude the site of Phokikon, where, however, some

epitaphs of the Archaic period have been found (Fossey

(1986) 57). On the other hand, *Aiolidai must then be iden-

tified with one of the three sites found along this route: (a)

Rosoufi (�Dassios (1992) no. 68), the remains of which,

however, are poorly attested; or (b) Kastro-Zemenou

(McInerney (1999) 304 �Dassios (1992) no. 112), but the

remains do not look like a permanent settlement and the

alleged Archaic remains are questionable; (c) Kastro Teresi,

where no remains of the Archaic period have been 

found (Tillard (1911) 66–68 �*Aiolidai; Fossey (1986)

54–56 �Phlygonion; Rousset (2002) 43 n. 46 �Trachis). In

any case, one must abandon the identification of *Aiolidai

with the remains at Bania (Schober (1924) 22). This site is to

be identified with ancient Phlygonion (no. 191), and there is

no basis for assuming a change of name from *Aiolidai to

Phlygonion. To conclude, the location of *Aiolidai remains

unresolved.

171. Ambryssos (Ambryssios) Map 55. Lat. 37.55, long.

22.40. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: B. The toponym is

Xµβρυσ(σ)ος, ! (SGDI 2147.1 (C2m); Strabo 9.3.13; SGDI

2314.1 (C2l); Polyb. 4.25.2 (rC3s)). In late sources the

toponym is sometimes ;Αµβροσσος (IG ix.1 12.2–3 (third

century ad); Paus. 10.36.3) or ;Αµβροσσ#ς (schol.Ap. Rhod.

A54) or Xµφρυσος (Steph. Byz. 91.9). The city-ethnic is

?µβρ�σ(σ)ιος (SGDI 2125.2 (C2e), 2147.5–6 (C2s) or

?µφρ�σιος (Lycoph. Alex. 900) or, in late sources only,

?µβρ#σσιος (F.Delphes iii.3 431.6 (C1m)) or ?µβρυσσε�ς

(F.Delphes iii.2 136.24 (C2m)) or ?µβρο/ωσσε�ς (IG ix.1

18.12 (third century ad); Paus. 10.1.8 (rC6?); IG ix.1 18.12

(third century ad)). The earliest attestation of Ambryssos as

a polis is of C2 (IG ix.1 10.1–2), but it is retrospectively attest-

ed as a polis in the urban sense at Paus. 10.3.2, where it is list-

ed among the Phokian cities dioikised in 346. The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in IG ix.1 10.1–2.

The individual and external use is attested in a proxeny

decree of C3 (IG ix.1 1.4) and in Pausanias’ account of the

C6(?) war between the Phokians and the Thessalians, where

‘Ρο5ος ?µβροσσε�ς was the general of the Phokian

infantry (Paus. 10.1.7–8). If one accepts the historicity of this

war (but cf. Ellinger (1993) 17–22, contra Pritchett (1996)) we

have here the oldest attestation of Ambryssos as a polis.

By C2s Ambryssos and Phlygonion (no. 191) had formed a

sympoliteia with Phlygonion as the subordinate party, and a

preserved delimitation of frontiers (F.Delphes iii.2 136)

shows that, at least then, the two communities bordered on

Delphi (Rousset (2002) 128, 140, 155–60).

The dioikismos suffered in 346 shows that Ambryssos

belonged to the Phokian koinon. Pausanias tells us that the

defence circuit he saw had been built by the Thebans when

they were at war with Philip II of Makedon, probably in the

year between the Theban–Athenian alliance of 339 and the

battle of Chaironeia in 338 (Ellis (1994) 781).

Ambryssos had a double defence circuit built by the

Thebans in 339/8 (Paus. 4.31.5, 10.36.3). But some sections of

the walls found during the excavations are a little later

(Fossey (1986) 30; BCH 110 (1986) 706, 114 (1990) 762; for the

date, see ArchDelt 38 (1983) 190–91). Pausanias mentions a

small agora of unknown date. The principal sanctuary was

that of Artemis Diktynnaia, whose statue was of Aiginetan

workmanship (Rolley (1994) 276–77).

172. Amphikaia (Amphikleieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long.

22.35. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

?µφ�καια, ! (Hdt. 8.33, most MSS; Steph. Byz. 90.3) or τ�

(Hdt. 8.33,Vat. gr. 123) or ?µφ�κλεια (Paus. 10.33.9, quoting

the dioikismos decree of 346 as his source for the changed

spelling of the toponym). A local tradition according to

which the toponym was ’Οφιτε�α is reported by Paus.
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10.33.11. Apart from Steph. Byz. 90.4, our only attestation of

the city-ethnic is ?µφικλειε�ς at Paus. 10.33.11.

Amphikaia is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33

and, retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.1 and 2, in both passages in

connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when

Amphikaia was burnt to the ground. Pausanias treats

Amphikaia as a polis once again in connection with the

dioikismos of the Phokian cities in 346 after the Third Sacred

War (10.3.2–3 and 10.33.9: in the decree (dogma) about the

destruction of the Phokian poleis the Amphiktyonians

called it Amphikleia). Both sources show that Amphikaia

was a member of the Phokian koinon.

The almost quadrangular fortification wall (c.250 m

(east-west) � c.200 m (north–south)) is in trapezoidal

masonry and has at least three towers on the western and

two on the eastern side. A diateichisma encloses a small area

in the eastern part of the fortification. The wall cannot be

dated more precisely than C4–C3 (Frazer (1898) 420).

173. Antikyra (Antikyreus) Map 55.Lat.38.20, long.22.35.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?ντ�κυρα, !

(Ps.-Skylax 37; Polyb. 27.16.6; Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist

85) fr. 5; Paus 10.3.1; BCH 66–67 (1942–43) 69 no. 1 (C2m)) or

?ντικ�ρα, ! (Strabo 9.3.1). Paus. 10.36.5 reports a local tra-

dition according to which the original toponym was

Κυπ�ρισσος. Thus, the Antikyreis could claim mention in

the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.519; cf. Paus. 10.3.1).

This invention of a glorious past (for which see also Paus.

10.36.6, 10 and Steph. Byz. 99.4–5) may date from the time of

the Third Sacred War (Diod. 16.23.5–6). The city-ethnic is

?ντικυρε�ς (SGDI 1872.8 (C2f); Polyb. 9.39.2 (rC3l)).

Antikyra is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 37

and, retrospectively, by Paus. 10.3.1 in connection with the

dioikismos of 346. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on Hellenistic coins (Head, HN² 339) and

in Hellenistic proxeny decrees (IG ix.1 1–3) and externally in

Polyb. 9.39.2 (rC3l). The individual and external use is

attested in Delphic inscriptions of C2 (SGDI 1872.8; SEG 18

190.5). In C3–C2 some federal coins were inscribed ΑΝ,

probably an abbreviation of the city-ethnic ?ντικυρε�ς

(Head, HN² 339; SNG Cop. Phocis 134).

A bronze statuette found in a sanctuary of Athena that

was probably situated in the territory of Antikyra (Rousset

(1999) 77 n. 55) has a dedicatory inscription which, accord-

ing to the editor, is “Archaic”: ∆ι#νδαι µ’ �ν/θεκαν τ’

?θ�ναι (BCH 89 (1955) 257 (C6–C5?)). It is tempting to take

the Diondai to be a civic subdivision, in which case the

inscription is the oldest testimony we possess about

Antikyra’s political institutions.

A defence circuit is attested for C3l (Livy 26.26.1–3), but

the few uncovered remains do not allow of a more precise

date (ArchDelt 37 (1982) 205–6; Dassios (1992) no. 76).

Pausanias lists an agora,a fountain and two gymnasia,one of

which is called “ancient”, but none can be dated. Excavations

have revealed a sanctuary of Athena of the Archaic and

Classical periods (BCH 89 (1955) 257 (C6f)). Pausanias men-

tions other sanctuaries: one of Poseidon and, first of all, one

of Artemis (10.37.1), whose statue, by Praxiteles or his sons,

was reproduced on the C2 coins struck by the city (AM 14

(1989) 229–32; Lacroix (1949) 309–10; Head, HN² 339).

174. Boulis (Boulios) Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.50. Size

of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is Βο%λις, !, exclu-

sively attested in late literary sources (Paus. 10.37.2–3; Steph.

Byz. 182.5) or Βο�λια, Βο�λεια, Βουλε�α (Ptol. Geog.

3.14.18). The city-ethnic is Βο�λιος (Paus. 10.37.1–2, most

MSS) or Βουλ�διος (some MSS and Steph. Byz. 182.6).

According to Pausanias, the toponym was derived from the

name Βο�λων, the oecist of this colony founded by some of

the poleis of Doris: tνοµ�ζεται �π� Βο�λωνος

�γαγ#ντος τ�ν �ποικ�αν �νδρ#ς, συν�ωκ�σθη δ* .κ

π#λεων τ+ν .ν �ρχα��α ∆ωρ�δι (10.37.2).

The only sources in which Boulis is classified as a polis are

Steph. Byz. and Ptol. Geog., which lists Boulis among the

π#λεις µεσ#γειοι, using polis in a purely topographical

sense, as in the case of the Attic demes which are also called

π#λεις µεσ#γειοι (3.15.22). Even if Pausanias’ link between

Boulis and Boulon is suspicious, there is no reason to reject

his testimony about the foundation of Boulis.And the status

of apoikia implies the status of polis. The date of the founda-

tion, however, is unknown. With Herakleia as a possible

analogy (Thuc. 3.92), it is tempting to connect the founda-

tion with the strained relations between Doris and its neigh-

bours in C5 (Thuc. 1.107). But that remains a hypothesis.

It is problematic, on the other hand, that Boulis is not list-

ed by Pausanias as one of the poleis subjected to dioikismos in

346 (10.3.1–2). But this list is not exhaustive (see supra 400),

and an argument from silence carries no weight. On the

contrary, in a mutilated passage Pausanias connects the

Boulioi with Philomelos, the Phokians and their assembly:

λ/γονται δ* οH Βο�λιοι Φιλοµ�λου κα� Φωκ/ων . . .

σ�λλογον τ�ν κοιν#ν (Paus. 10.37.2). No matter how the

passage is emended, there must be some connection

between the Boulioi and the Phokian assembly in the period

356–354. The inference seems to be that Boulis was a polis in

the years 356–354. It is unknown whether the relations

between the Boulioi and the Phokians were friendly or hos-

tile. That depends on how the passage is emended. The text
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has been interpreted in different ways (see the apparatus in

the editions by Hitzig-Bluemner (1896–1910) and Rocha

Pereira (1973–81)). The attempt to restore a form of the city-

ethnic in IG ix.1 111.5 �CID ii 38 is too far-fetched to be fur-

ther discussed here; cf. infra no. 192.

The remains of Boulis’ city walls are undated. The circuit

is partly constructed in local limestone in trapezoidal

masonry and a part of reddish poros stone in ashlar mason-

ry (Leake (1835) ii.520–23; Dassios (1992) 65 no. 70; ArchDelt

36 (1981) 193–94 pl. 122d). The discovery of sherds of the

Classical period ensures that the site was inhabited at that

time (ArchDelt 36 (1981) 193). Pausanias mentions three

sanctuaries: one of Megistos (undoubtedly Zeus), one of

Artemis and one of Dionysos. The cult statues of the two last

gods were of wood, but that does not warrant any conclu-

sion about their date (Donohue (1988) 173–74).

175. Charadra (Charadraios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long.

22.30. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Χαρ�δρα, ! (Hdt. 8.33; BCH 57 (1933) 68 (C3e)). The city-

ethnic is Χαραδρα5ος (SGDI 1789.11 (C2f); Paus. 10.33.6).

The form [Χαρα]δρα5οι [Φωκ]ε5ς is attested in a C4f

Delphic inscription (CID ii 8.i.5). A C3e proxeny decree has

ΦωκεLς .κ Χαρ�δρας (BCH 57 (1933) 68.2–3).

Charadra is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33

and, retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.2, in both passages in con-

nection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when

Charadra was burnt to the ground. In the accounts of the

Delphic naopoioi the [Chara]draioi are recorded as contrib-

utors (CID ii 8.i.5: [Χαρα]δρα5οι [Φωκ]ε5ς) in a fragmen-

tary list whose lost heading undoubtedly had τα�δε τ[µ

πολ�ων vνικαν vel sim. (cf. CID ii 4.1.3–4), and here polis is

used in the political sense. Pausanias treats Charadra as a

polis once again in connection with the dioikismos of the

Phokian cities in 346 after the Third Sacred War (10.3.2–3).

Pausanias’ information is confirmed by the Delphic

accounts where the Charadraioi are recorded among the

Phokian communities that paid the annual fine (CID ii

108.2 (322)). The collective and external use of the city-eth-

nic is attested in Delphic inscriptions (CID ii 8.i.4, ii 108.2).

The individual and external use is found in the C3 Delphic

proxeny decree (BCH 57 (1933) 68.2–3). The dioikismos suf-

fered in 346 and the fine paid in 322 show that Charadra

belonged to the Phokian koinon.

The identification of Charadra with Mariolata was estab-

lished definitively by Tillard (1911) 62–64. The site is protect-

ed by an undated defence circuit in trapezoidal and

pseudo-isodomic masonry, in some cases joggled. A diate-

ichisma separated the acropolis to the south from the lower

town to the north (Frazer (1898) 416). The southern part of

the wall was enforced with at least five towers. The northern

part is too poorly preserved to estimate the area enclosed by

the city wall.

176. Daulis (Daulieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long. 22.45. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym recorded in

inscriptions and in authors of the Classical period is

∆αυλ�α, ! (SGDI 2118.3 (C2e); Thuc. 2.29.3; Hell. Oxy. 21.5,

Chambers), in later literary sources ∆α�λεια (Steph. Byz.

221.10; Eust. Il. 2.520). Nevertheless, the lexicographers treat

this form as recent (Steph. Byz. 221.10; Etym. Magn. 250.7),

compared with ∆αυλ�ς, -�δος,! attested in the Catalogue of

Ships (Hom. Il. 2.520). The Homeric form is probably the

reason why Daulis is the only form attested in Strabo (7.7.1,

9.3.1, 13) and Pausanias (10.3.1, 35.8). The form ∆α�λιον, τ#

is found once in Polyb. 4.25.2 (rC3s). The restoration of the

proxeny decree for ∆�ων [Β]ο�[λων]ος .γ ∆αυλ�ο[υ]

(ArchEph (1907) 102 (C1)) is questionable, and a preferable

restoration is ’Επ<ι>δαυρ�ου. The city-ethnic is ∆αυλιε�ς

attested both in inscriptions (SGDI 1969.5 (C2e)) and in lit-

erary sources (Aesch. Cho. 674; Theopomp. fr. 385; Paus.

10.4.9), whereas ∆α�λιος is found exclusively in literary

sources (Hdt. 8.35.1; Hell. Oxy. 21.5).

Daulis is called polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 8.35.1 in

connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Greece in 480, when

Daulis was burnt to the ground, and by Hell. Oxy. 21.5 in

connection with a Theban attack on some Phokian cities in

395. In both passages the political sense is a connotation

(Hansen (2000) 176). The collective use of the ethnic is

attested internally in a decree of C2s passed by the polis of

the Daulieis (BCH 59 (1935) 206–7) and externally in texts of

the Classical period (Hdt. 8.35.1 and Hell. Oxy. 21.5). The

individual and external use is attested in a C4s Delphic

account in which a Daulian grammateus witnesses the pay-

ment of the fine imposed on the Phokians poleis (CID ii

112.11: [∆αυ]λιε�ς γραµ[---]). Daulis is recorded by Paus.

10.3.2 among the cities exposed to dioikismos in 346, which

shows that it belonged to the Phokian koinon, an inference

further confirmed by the Daulian citizen who witnessed the

payment of the fine (supra). The territory is indirectly

termed χ)ρα at Hell. Oxy. 21.5.

In 395 the Boiotians failed to conquer Daulis (Hell. Oxy.

21.5). The abortive attack suggests that Daulis was fortified;

but the location of Daulis on the top of a steep hill may in

itself have provided sufficient protection. The undated

remains of the ancient defence circuit enclose an area of
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c.200 � 250 m (Frazer (1898) 222; Dassios (1992) no. 54).

Some sections are in polygonal masonry, some in trape-

zoidal, which is interpreted by Scranton (1941) 162 and 172 as

evidence of successive phases of construction. The principal

gate in the western side of the wall is cautiously dated by

Winter (1971) 216 as “late Classical or Hellenistic”.A terminus

ante quem is, in any case, 198, when Daulis was conquered by

the Romans (Livy 32.18.7).

177. Delphoi (Delphos) Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long. 32.30.

Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is

normally ∆ελφο�, οH (Hdt. 1.50.1; Pl. Ap. 20E; F.Delphes iii.1

68.1 (c.400)); the epichoric form is sometimes ∆αλφο�

(coins (infra); F.Delphes III.1 294.13 (C5l/C4e)). The

Boiotian form is Βελφο� (Syll.³ 201.23 (C4m)). The

toponym is used with the definite article (οH ∆ελφο�) only

rarely (Diod. 16.27.3). Referring to the sanctuary of Apollo

rather than the town of Delphi, poets prefer the toponym

Πυθ+ν (Hom. Il. 2.519; Soph. OT 152) or Πυθ) (Hymn.

Hom. Ap. 372; Ar. Av. 188–89). In prose ∆ελφο�often denotes

the whole settlement, of which the sanctuary of Apollo was

only a part (Thuc. 1.112.5), but sometimes the sanctuary

alone (Thuc. 3.57.2). In Hymn. Hom. Ap. 269 the use of the

toponym Krisa to designate Delphi is aetiological (Lerat

(1948), contra Skorda (1992) 62–63). For the toponym Krisa,

see 419. The city-ethnic is ∆ελφ#ς (Bacchyl. 3.21, Maehler;

CID i 8.1 (c.400)). Delphi is called a polis both in the urban

sense (Hdt. 8.36.2; Ps.-Skylax 37) and in the political sense

(CID i 9A.2–3 (C4m)). The earliest epigraphical attestation

of a π#λις τ+ν ∆ελφ+ν is of 363/2 (IG ii² 109a.27; cf. CID ii

31.1 (358/7)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally in ktetic or abbreviated form on coins (infra) and

in decrees (CID i 8 (c.400); SEG 16 307.3 (C4f); F.Delphes

iii.1.391.3 (C4f)) and externally in inscriptions (IG iv².1

122.77 (C4)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 8.36.2; Aeschin.

3.122). The individual use is attested internally in the

naopoioi accounts (CID ii 10.i.10 (357/6)) and externally in

sepulchral inscriptions (IG ii² 8478: ∆ελφ�ς (C4s)) and in

literary sources (Hdt. 5.72.4).

It is difficult to determine the exact relation between the

sanctuary of Apollo Pythios and the polis of Delphi.As far as

territory is concerned, as demonstrated by Rousset (2002)

passim, cf. 286–88, one must distinguish between (a) the ter-

ritory of the polis, called ∆ελφ�ς (F.Delphes iii.4 175 (C3l)),

in which houses and landed property were owned by the cit-

izens (CID ii 67.11–13 (C4f)) and controlled by them

through grants of enktesis (F.Delphes iii.4 378.7: �µπασις

(C4s)); (b) land which was part of ∆ελφ�ς, but consecrated

to Apollo (?) (cf. Rousset (2002) 292); it was let out to indi-

viduals (CID ii 67.1) or communities (CID ii 67.5) and was a

source of income administered by the Amphiktyony

(Sanchez (2001) 142–44); (c) the hiera chora, the former ter-

ritory of Krisa/Kirrha(?), consecrated to Apollo after the

First Sacred War; it was administered by the Amphiktyony

and strictly separated from the territory of Delphi in the

Classical and Hellenistic periods, see infra 419–20.

The extent of the territory of Delphi in the Classical peri-

od is not known, but the presumption is that it was roughly

the same as in the Hellenistic period (cf. Rousset (2002)

71–175). To the west Delphi bordered on Amphissa (no. 158)

(F.Delphes iii.3 383 (C2e); Plut. Mor. 249E–F (rC4m)); to the

east it bordered on the Phlygonioi (no. 191), incorporated

into Delphi in C2e, whereafter the borderland was the terri-

tory owned in common (?) by Ambryssians (no. 171) and

Phlygonians (F.Delphes iii.2 136 (C2m)). According to

Strabo 9.3.15 (rC5m), the site called Anemoreia (unlocated)

was made the frontier between Delphi and the Phokians

when the Lakedaimonians cut Delphi out of the Phokian

koinon. To the south and south-west the territory bordered

on the “Sacred Land” (cf. Krisa/Kirrha). To the north, it is

unknown how far the territory stretched up Parnassos; it

may have reached the Korykian Grotto (Rousset (2002)

160–62).

We have no information about the total number of cit-

izens (Rousset (2002) 290), but the minimum number of

adult male citizens can be established from some decrees

passed by the Delphian assembly. When the people voted

with pebbles, the decree passed sometimes records the num-

ber of votes cast, and three such decrees are preserved: the

first records a total of 454 votes (F.Delphes iii.1 294.i.2–3

(C4f); cf. Rougemont (1998) 164), the second over 400 votes

(CID i 13.35–37 (C4f)), and the third 353 votes (Lerat (1943)

63). A decision made in C4m by the Labyades, one of the

civic subdivisions (infra 414),was passed with 182 votes (CID

i 9.A.21–22).

Being the seat of one of the two sanctuaries of the

Pylo–Delphic Amphiktyony, Delphi, as the only polis, had

two seats in the Amphiktyonic Council (CID ii 36.i.24–25

(343/2); cf. Lefèvre (1998) 34–51). Delphi’s participation in

the Council is securely attested in 343/2 (CID ii 36.i.24; cf.

Lefèvre (1998) 34–51), but probably antedates this occur-

rence (Theopomp. fr. 63; cf. Sanchez (2001) 119). The orig-

inal date of Delphi’s admission to the Amphiktyony,

however, cannot be positively established (Sanchez (2001)

118–20). It has sometimes been dated to the Archaic period

and seen as a consequence of the First Sacred War in C6e
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(e.g. Roux (1979) 16–19). Alternatively, it has been dated to

the Classical period and seen as a consequence of the

Lakedaimonian invasion of Phokis in C5m (e.g. Kahrstedt

(1953) 750).

The original position of the sanctuary of Apollo, serving

both the polis and the Amphiktyony, promoted collabora-

tion as well as competition between the two organisations in

religious (Lefèvre (1998) 239), military (ibid. 43) and finan-

cial (ibid. 257–64) matters. Nevertheless, the disputed view

that the independence of the polis was sometimes interfered

with by the Amphiktyony may merely reflect our ignorance

of the organisation and working of the institutions; cf. for

example the opposed interpretations of the Amphiktyonic

involvement in the exile of Astykrates (Lefèvre (1998) 49,

contra Sanchez (2001) 142–44, 171).

Geographically, Delphi was situated in Phokis (Hdt.

8.35.1; Eur. Or. 1094; Ps.-Skylax 37), but the Delphians

refused to be called Phokians (Paus. 4.34.11). Supported by

interested allies, the Delphians often clashed with the

Phokians who tried to control the sanctuary of Pythian

Apollo.

There is no mention of Delphi in the sources for the First

Sacred War against Kirrha/Krisa (see 419–20 and no. 183). A

number of sometimes conflicting sources concern what

modern scholars call the Second Sacred War (cf. Thuc.

1.112.4), in which the Lakedaimonians opposed Phokian

attempts to control the resources of Apollo’s sanctuary in

Delphi (schol. Eur. Tro. 9; Diod. 16.33.1; Paus. 10.15.1). The

issue is difficult; thus it remains problematic that there is no

mention of the Amphiktyony (Sanchez (2001) 106–9), and

modern scholars agree in preferring Thucydides’ account of

a single Lakedaimonian intervention in 449 (1.112.4) to

other sources’ accounts of two interventions, one in 457

(Plut. Cim. 17.4) and one in 449, as well as a Boiotian inter-

vention (Philoch. fr. 34a). Thucydides reports that the

Lakedaimonians took possession of the sanctuary and gave

it to the Delphians. Strabo (9.3.15) adds that the

Lakedaimonians separated Delphi from the Phokian

koinon. When the Lakedaimonians had left Phokis (Thuc.

1.112.5)—or three years later (Philoch. fr. 34b)—the

Athenians sent an army, took possession of Delphi, and gave

it to the Phokians (Thuc. 1.112.5). (Sanchez (2001) 116 prefers

to connect the Strabo passage with the Peace of Nikias in 421,

and Meiggs (1972) 423 is convinced that the Athenian cam-

paign took place immediately after the Lakedaimonians’

retreat.)

The status of the polis of Delphi was guaranteed in the

Peace of Nikias in 421: “The sanctuary and the temple at

Delphi, and the Delphian people shall be their own masters

in legislation, in taxation and in administration of justice,

both concerning their persons and their territory, according

to their ancestral customs” (Thuc. 5.18.2; cf. Hornblower

(1996) 472). This clause probably means that Delphi was free

of the Phokian koinon after 421, and this state of affairs

seems to have persisted in 356 when, at the beginning of the

Third Sacred War, the Phokians justified their occupation of

the sanctuary with a reference to their ancestral right to the

oracle. Such a legitimation would have been superfluous if

Delphi had been a member of the Phokian koinon. It was in

all cases the Delphians who made decisions about access to

the oracle, granted to the Phaselitans (no. 942) (CID i 8

(c.400) �Staatsverträge 218) and the Asklepiadai (CID i 11

(C4s?)), and the Skiathians (no. 520) (CID i 11 (C4s?)

�Staatsverträge 295). There is no evidence that, during the

Sacred War, the Delphians were forced to join the koinon.On

the contrary, independence of the koinon is indicated by the

fact that the Delphians kept their seats in the Amphictyony

while the Phokians were excluded in 346.

Internal strife in, probably, C4f is indicated by the men-

tion of penalties for “organisation of stasis” ([τ][ς

στασιαρ[χ�ας] in the so-called Law of Kadys (BCH 50

(1926) 18.vii.14). In, presumably, C4e (but cf. Rougemont

(1998) 161–62), the first of a number of staseis was caused by

the dispute between two Delphic families (Arist. Pol.

1303b37–4a3; Heracl. Lemb. 52; Plut. Mor. 825B–C; Carrère

(1984)). In 363, Astykrates and his associates, all Delphian

citizens, were exiled by the Amphiktyonic Council and fled

to Athens, where they obtained Athenian citizenship (IG ii²

109). Their property was confiscated and leased as property

belonging to Apollo (CID ii 67–72 (C4s)). Perhaps their 

enemies were, in turn, sent into exile a little later (CID ii 73

(C4m)). This episode is often seen as reflecting inter-

national interference in the government of Delphi in C4f

(Pomtow (1906); cf. Syll.³ 175–78; Buckler (1985); contra

Sanchez (2001) 170). The penalty of exile, however, is attest-

ed already in C5e, when the Delphian Kobon was exiled for

having subverted the Pythia (Hdt. 6.66).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a consti-

tution of the Delphians (fr. 494; see Musielak (1993)). In C2

Delphi was a democracy (Gauthier (1992)). The constitu-

tion of the Classical period has often been interpreted as an

oligarchy (Roux (1979) 61–93; Salviat (1984); contra Gauthier

(1990); Musielak (1993)), but, pace Roux (1979) 62–65, there

is no basis for the view that the citizens were divided into

two classes with different political rights. There was a popu-

lar assembly (Lerat (1943) 70–79), to which apparently all
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citizens were admitted (contra Roux (1979) 70); it was called

�γορ� (F.Delphes iii.1 294.i.1 (C4f)), which is the ancient

term (Lerat (1943) 74), and later .κκλησ�α (CID ii 32.58–60

(C4s)). An ordinary meeting of this assembly was called

τ/λειος. The formula σLµ ψ�φοις τ[ις .νν#µοις is not

attested before C3, but similar phrases show that a quorum

was also required in C4: πλεθο[�]σης �γορ[ς (Syll.³ 257.14

(340/39)), or σLµ ψ�φωι τ[ι νικεο�σαι (Syll.³ 265.3

(336/5); cf. Lerat (1943); Gauthier (1990) 86–89). Further-

more, three documents record the number of votes cast in

favour of the motion (Gauthier (1990) 87): 454 votes

(F.Delphes iii.1 294.i.2–3 (C4f)), 400� (CID i 13.35–37

(C4f)), and 353 (Lerat (1943) 63); for another fragmentary

attestation, see Salviat and Vatin (1971) 52. The quorum is

not known, but the strange formulation of CID i 13 suggests

that it could have been 400 votes (Roux (1979) 69). The deci-

sions passed by the assembly were tethmoi (F.Delphes iii.1

294.i.1:Iδ’ W τεθµ#ς) or nomoi (Lerat (1943) 62: τ�ν ν#µ[ον

�]νγρ�ψαι), or treaties (CID ¾ 13 (C4f)) or honorific

decrees (Syll.³ 265 (336/5)). The boula had thirty members,

divided into two sections of fifteen members, each serving

six months (CID II 32.78–86; cf. Roux (1979) 71–77); the view

that it may have been further subdivided into subsections is

unconvincing (Tréheux (1980) 523–24).There is no evidence

of probouleusis before C2 (Gauthier (1992) 123–26). In C4 the

powers of the Council were primarily judicial and financial

(Roux (1979) 76–77; Salviat (1984)). It did not, however, pos-

sess full powers in either judicial matters (Gauthier (1992)

130) or in financial administration, where, at least on one

occasion, the boula was assisted by a board of thirteen

προαιρετο� 6π� τ[ς π#λιος (CID ii 32.26–29 (C4s); cf.

Bousquet (1988) 184; Roux (1979) 71, 76–77). There is no

information about the composition of the Delphian law-

courts in C5–C4, but the existence of lawcourts in C4m is

ensured by the grant of προδικ�α ποτ� ∆ελφο�ς (F.Delphes

iii.1 392.7–8). A C4 law on maltreatment of parents men-

tions a public prison (Lerat (1943) 63: δαµοσ�αν ο2κ�αν).

The archon who was the eponymous official is indisputably

attested in C4f (F.Delphes iii.1 391), possibly in C6 (Roux

(1969) 47; contra Rougemont (1998) 161–62), and perhaps

even in C6e (Pind. Hyp. Pyth. b). He must be distinguished

from the board of eight prytaneis, a financial magistracy in

charge of the sacred treasures of Apollo (Bousquet (1988)

143m; contra Roux (1979) 81–92).

Of the civic subdivisions, phylai are not attested earlier

than C2 (F.Delphes iii.3 238.10–11), and their number is

unknown (for a hypothesis, see Roux (1979) 88). An enfran-

chisement act of C1 (F.Delphes iii.6 79) mentions money

lent by the tribe δ�νειον φυλοτικ#ν. The entry Λαφρι�δαι

in Hsch. Λ436 is the only explicit attestation of phratriai.

The Labyades are often called a phratria (cf. CID i p. 43 n.

68); however, we have no explicit evidence (Sebillote

(1997)), but the mention of Poseidon Phratrios in CID i

9.B.13–14 supports the view. The Labyades are first attested

in, presumably, C6l (CID i 1.9 bis; Roux (1969) 47–56). In

C4m they had an assembly (alia A.41), some of its decisions

required a quorum of 101 votes (B.9–10), and one of the

enactments was passed with 182 votes (A.21–23). The group

had laws (A.3) and magistrates (tagoi: A.23, damiorgoi:

D.19–20); they performed public functions which in Attika

were performed by the phratriai (CID i pp. 26–88). The

group was subdivided into patriai. In the Law of Kadys on

interest on loans (BCH 50 (1926) 15.9–10) a patria is men-

tioned alongside other groups called !ρωισστα� and

Θ�ασος, which may or may not have been civic subdivi-

sions. We are totally ignorant of the nature of the Thrakidai

mentioned at Diod. 16.24.3 in connection with the

Phokians’ occupation of the sanctuary in 356.

In C4s the Delphians conferred proxenia and other hon-

ours on citizens from e.g. Selinous (no. 44), Pellene (no.

240), Arethousa (no. 546) and Phleious (no. 355) (F.Delphes

iii.1 391, 395, 396; SEG 16 309). A citizen of Delphi was grant-

ed proxenia by the Athenians (no. 361) in C4e (IG ii² 51). In

C6l Timesitheos of Delphi was victorious in the Olympic

and in the Pythian Games (Olympionikai 140, 146; Hdt.

5.72.4; Paus. 6.8.6).

Apollo Pythios was the protective divinity of the

Delphians (CID i 10.8, 35 (C4e)). The Delphians controlled

the oracle; they had the exclusive right to grant promanteia,

and themselves possessed the first claim to consult the ora-

cle (F.Delphes iii.4 375 (C4m); Pouilloux (1952)). Strangers

needed the assistance of Delphian proxenoi in order to con-

sult the oracle (CID i 5.4 (C5?); Syll.³ 548 (C3s); cf. Gauthier

(1972) 46–52; Pouilloux (1974)). Treaties about consultation

of the oracle were concluded between Delphi and Phaselis

(no. 942) (CID i 8; Staatsverträge 218 (c.400)) and Delphi

and Skiathos (no. 520) (CID i 13 �Staatsverträge 295 (C4f)).

Some of the revenues of the Delphians, such as the pelanos,

were directly connected with the oracle (Amandry (1950)

86–103; cf. CID i 11: �τ/λειαν τ+ν Wσ�ων). The temple of

Apollo was, if not the property, then at least the possession

of the Amphiktyones. In C6l (La Coste-Messelière (1946)),

when the Amphiktyones had undertaken for the sum of 300

talents to reconstruct the temple, the Delphians had to pay a

quarter of the costs and send out envoys to the various poleis

to ask for contributions (Hdt. 2.180). Remains of this temple
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are preserved, whereas the attribution to the previous tem-

ple of some architectural remains of C7 is still a moot point

(Bommelaer (1991) 181–84). The Amphiktyony organised

the Pythian Games, but the theoroi who performed the

epangelia were sent out by the Delphians (CID i 10.45–46

(380) with pp. 118–19; SEG 24 379 (C4m); cf. Sourvinou-

Inwood (1990) 299). These theoroi were hosted by theo-

rodokoi appointed by the Delphian polis (Daux (1949)

4–11 �Syll.³ 90 (C5s?); F.Delphes iii.4 4 (C4s)). Conversely, a

Delphian theorodokos was appointed to host theoroi from

Epidauros (no. 348) in 356 (IG iv².1 95.3). The other major

sanctuary of the Delphian polis was that of Athena (Hdt.

8.39), whose temple of the Archaic period has been dated to

C7–C6 (Bommelaer (1991) 56–59). Cults of other gods are

known, but their existence in the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods is often unattested (Pomtow (1912); Roux (1976)

165–208). For the religious festivals, see CID i 58–60.

Apart from remains of the Mycenaean period (S. Müller

(1992) 455–90), evidence of a settlement within the sanctu-

ary can be traced back to C10, and remains of a house have

been dated to C8m (Luce (1993)). The earliest dedications to

Apollo(?) date from C9l (Rolley (1977) 135), and the first

traces of the administration of the sanctuary can be dated to

C7e (La Coste-Messelière (1969) 731–40). The first peribolos

of c.575 may be connected with the formation of the

Amphiktyony in Delphi (Luce (1992) 704). In its original

form the fountain of Kastalia may date from C7l–C6m

(Bommelaer (1991) 81–83). The Pythian hippodrome and

stadion were probably placed in the Kirrhaian plain in the

Classical period (Bommelaer (1991) 215; cf. infra 419).

The Panhellenic sanctuary at Delphi has been excavated

and studied in detail by, principally, the French school. The

sanctuary (2.3 ha) is densely built and centres on the so-

called Sacred Way which winds its way down the slopes of

the temenos. The most conspicuous features are: (1) the C4

Doric peripteral (6 � 15) temple of Apollo,which dominates

the sanctuary; built after the earthquake of 373, it replaced a

monumental C6 temple adorned with pedimental sculp-

tures, which itself replaced one or more earlier buildings.

Later tradition locates the oracle of Apollo in an under-

ground chamber of the temple, no trace of which, however,

has been found (Bommelaer (1991) 176–84); (2) a

C4–Hellenistic theatre (TGR ii. 188–90; Bommelaer (1991)

207–12); (3) the treasuries: twenty buildings among the

numerous constructions in the sanctuary have been identi-

fied, with varying degrees of certainty, as treasuries dedicat-

ed by individual Greek poleis or even non-Greek polities (cf.

Strabo 5.1.3 (Etruscan Agylla)); apparently, most treasuries

were constructed prior to the Hellenistic period, but the

attribution of individual buildings to specific poleis depends

largely on Pausanias. The poleis known to have constructed

treasuries are (numerals prefaced with # refer to pl. V in

Bommelaer (1991)): Syracuse (no. 47), cf. Jacquemin (1999)

no. 453 (after 413); Kroton (no. 56), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no.

127 (C6l); Sybaris (no.70), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no.445 (C6);

Spina (no. 85), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 443 (C5?); Korkyra

(no. 123), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 123 (c.580); #124 Thebes

(no. 221), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 461 (after 371 or after 346);

#216 Megara (no. 225), cf. F.Delphes iii.1 91–111, Jacquemin

(1999) no.659 and p.54 (C6l/C5e); #308 Corinth (no.227), cf.

Hdt. 1.14.2, 51.3, 4.162.3, and Jacquemin (1999) no. 124 (C7l?);

#121 Sikyon (no. 228), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 436 (C6l);

#223 Athens (no. 361), cf.Xen.An.5.3.5 and Jacquemin (1999)

nos. 85 (C6e) and 86 (C5e); #122 Siphnos (no. 519), cf. Hdt.

3.57.2 and Jacquemin (1999) no. 441 (c.525); Akanthos (no.

559), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 2 (C5l or earlier); Poteidaia

(no. 598), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 414 (C6 or C5);

Klazomenai (no. 847), cf. Hdt. 1.51.2 and Jacquemin (1999)

no. 112 (C6l); #219 Knidos (no. 903), cf. Jacquemin (1999) no.

118 (C6m; for the C6m dedicatory inscription F.Delphes iii.1

289, see Bommelaer (1991) 142); #302 Kyrene (no. 1028), cf.

F.Delphes II and BCH 112 (1988) 291–305, and Jacquemin

(1999) no. 132 (334–324). The treasuries of the Athenians, the

Sikyonians and the Siphnians were decorated with pedi-

mental sculptures and reliefs in exquisite late Archaic style

(Bommelaer (1991) 118–26, 133–36). And (4) commemora-

tive dedications, outstanding among which are e.g. the

Monument of the Admirals, dedicated to commemorate the

Spartan victory at Aigos potamoi (cf. ML 95 (405)), and the

Athenian thank offering for the victory at Marathon, hon-

ouring the commander Miltiades (Bommelaer (1991)

108–11),and,of course, the Greek thank offering for victories

in the Persian War (ML 27). For treasuries and other monu-

mental dedications, see the synthetic study by Jacquemin

(1999).

Below the sanctuary of Apollo is the sanctuary of Athena

(0.5 ha). The central features of this sanctuary are, from west

to east: (1) the C6l temple of Athena Pronaia, which replaced

an earlier construction; it is Doric peripteral (6 � 12); (2) a

C5e Doric treasury,of unknown ownership; (3) the C6s Aiolic

Treasury generally ascribed to Massalia (no. 3), which also

housed dedications by Rome (cf. Diod. 14.93.4 (r393)); (4) a

C4e tholos; and (5) a C4f Doric prostyle hexastyle temple, of

Athena or possibly Artemis (Bommelaer (1991) 46–71).

The town of the Archaic and Classical periods is poorly

attested, and occasional references in the inscriptions are
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obscure (on the toponym of Thuia, see Jacquemin (1992)). It is

not known where the assembly met (contra Roux (1979) 70); a

public prison (δαµοσ�α ο2κ�α) is mentioned in a C4 text

(Lerat (1943) 63); texts of C2 mention a bouleion (F.Delphes

iii.2 89) which has not been securely located (Bommelaer

(1991) 144); and the location of the prytaneion is likewise

unknown (CID ii 81.A.16 (C4s)). A dikasterion—either a law-

court or a court room—is mentioned in a C4f document

(F.Delphes iii.1 295, inv. 1373). The gymnasion in Delphi is of

C4s (Bommelaer (1991) 72–79). It is commonly believed that

the town of Delphi was unfortified. The walls situated on the

rocky ridge west of the sanctuary have, tentatively,been attrib-

uted to Philomelos (Diod. 16.25.1; Bommelaer (1991) 217). The

Logari tower east of the sanctuary may date from the same

period (Bommelaer (1991) 41). South of the sanctuary are

some undated remains of walls (P. Leriche, pers. comm.).

Delphi struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard from

C6l to C4m (356/5). (1) Several series of small denomina-

tions struck from C6l to C5m, and from C5l to C4m.

Trihemiobol: obv. ram’s head, beneath: dolphin; rev. goat’s

head facing between two dolphins; legend: at first anepi-

graphic, then ∆ΑΛ on coins of C5m, ∆ΕΛ on coins of C4.

Tritartemorion: obv. head of (Ethiopian) negro; rev. goat’s

head facing between ∆Α reversed, or three Τs in triangular

pattern. Tetartemorion: obv. bull’s head; rev. goat’s head fac-

ing between ∆Α reversed. (2) Tridrachms and didrachms

struck in C5f. Tridrachm: obv. two rams’ heads in juxtaposi-

tion, faces downwards, above two dolphins; legend:

∆ΑΛΦΙΚΟΝ; rev. four incuse squares, in each of which a

dolphin and a flower. Didrachm: obv. ram’s head, beneath

dolphin; legend: ∆ΑΛΦΙΚΟΝ; rev. four incuse squares, in

each of which a star (Kraay (1976) 121–22; Picard (1991)

33–36; SNG Cop. Aetolia-Euboea 139–48).

178. Drymos (Drymios) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A. The toponym is

∆ρυµ#ς (Hdt. 8.33) or ∆ρ�µος, W (Eust. Il. 2.298.7, van der

Valk) or ∆ρυµα�α, ! (Paus. 10.3.2; 33.12) or ∆ρυµ�α (Steph.

Byz. 239.18). The city-ethnic is ∆ρ�µιος (IG ix.1 226.2 (C2f);

F.Delphes iii.4 277.25 (C2s); SGDI 1712.1 (C2m)). Apart from

∆ρυµιε�ς at Steph.Byz.239.19–20, the only attestation in lit-

erary sources of a city-ethnic is ∆ρυµα5ος in Paus. 10.33.12.

According to Paus. 10.32.12, the original toponym (or city-

ethnic?) was Ναυβολε5ς.

Drymos is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33

and, retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.1 and 2, in both passages in

connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when

Drymos was burnt to the ground. Paus. 10.3.2 treats Drymos

as a polis in the urban sense in connection with the 

dioikismos of the Phokian cities in 346 after the Third Sacred

War. The dioikismos suffered in 346 shows that Drymos

belonged to the Phokian koinon. The collective and internal

use of the city-ethnic is attested in a C2f agreement between

Drymos and the Oitaian Federation (IG ix.1 226.2: ! π#λις

τ+ν ∆ρυµ�ων). The individual and external use is attested

in Delphic inscriptions (F.Delphes iii.4 277.25 (C2s)).

Drymos was protected by a large defence circuit of trian-

gular shape. Today its base toward the south has completely

disappeared, but remains of it were seen by Frazer (1898)

423–24. The western and eastern side stretched c.450 m and

350 m respectively, and were equipped with towers at regular

intervals of c.50 m.At the northern end the circuit was divid-

ed by two diateichismata also equipped with towers. The

whole fortification was thus subdivided into three sections

of unequal size. The upper part enclosed an area of c.20 ha

(Frazer (1898) 423–24; Dassios (1992) no. 2). It was built in

irregular isodomic masonry, and was dated to C4l by Winter

(1971) 36, 158. Paus. 10.33.12 mentions an ancient sanctuary

of Demeter Thesmophoros and the celebration of

Thesmophoria.

179. Echedameia (Echedamieus). Map 55. Unlocated.

Type: B. The toponym is ’Εχεδ�µεια, ! (Paus. 10.3.2) The

city-ethnic is ’Εχεδαµιε�ς (SGDI 1983.13 (C2e)).

Echedameia is listed by Paus. 10.3.2 among the poleis (in the

urban sense) exposed by Philip to dioikismos in 346.

Pausanias was the only source for Echedameia until the dis-

covery in 1863 (Wescher-Foucart) of a Delphic manumission

inscription of 194 (SGDI 1983) in which both the vendors and

one of the guarantors are recorded with the city-ethnic

’Εχεδαµιε�ς as the second part of their name. The two ven-

dors are further described as living in Tithronion.

Echedamia is still unlocated. Its absence from the list of

cities sacked by the Persians in 480 has induced some schol-

ars to assume a location in the southern part of Phokis

(Bursian (1862) 1.182), but Lilaia is likewise absent from the

list, which calls for circumspection. No topographical con-

clusion can be based on the fact that two Echedamieis were

living in Tithronion (SGDI 1983).

180. Elateia (Elateus) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.50. Size

of territory: 3 or 4. Type: A. The toponym is ’Ελ�τεια, !

(Hdt. 8.33; Hell. Oxy. 21.5; F.Delphes iii.4 219.2 (C4l)) or

’Ελ�τη (Hsch.Ε1887) or gελατ�η in a Boiotian inscription

of C3s (IG vii 3171.26). The city-ethnic is ’Ελατε�ς (CID ii

38.14–16 (C4s)) or iΕλατειε�ς (CID ii 38.3–5 (C4s); SEG 1

199.3 (C3m)). Elateia is called a polis in the urban sense at
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Hdt. 8.33, and in Ps.-Skylax 61 Elateia is the third toponym

listed after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε, where polis is again

used in the urban sense; the political sense is found in IG ix.1

130.2 (C4). The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally in a Hellenistic proxeny decree (IG ix.1

100.1: - π#λις τ+ν ’Ελατ/ων (C3l)). The individual and

external use is found in a Delphic proxeny decree of C4s

(BCH 73 (1949) 263 no. 11.4–5).

The territory is called ’Ελ�τεια (Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.8.2)

and it covered a large part of the Kephisos valley (Hell. Oxy.

21.5; Plut. Sull. 16.1: τ3 ’Ελατικ3 πεδ�α). Elateia controlled

the valley, and its strategic importance is frequently attested

(Dem. 18.169; Diod. 16.84.2; Strabo 9.3.2; see Pritchett (1982)

123–75). In later sources Elateia is repeatedly, and sometimes

retrospectively, singled out as the largest of the Phokian

poleis (schol. Dem. 18 no. 262, Dilts; Harp.Ε32; Strabo 9.2.19;

Paus. 10.3.2, 34.1; Steph. Byz. 264.3). The exact size of the ter-

ritory is unknown, but the possible disappearance of Pedieis

(no. 189) after 346 and the unquestionable diappearance of

Parapotamioi (no. 188) may have made Elateia the largest

polis of Phokis. Thus, Elateia came to control the main pass

between Phokis and Boiotia, which would explain the

Athenian panic in 339 at the news of the fall of the city (Dem.

18.169).

Like the other Phokian poleis, Elateia was sacked and the

city burned down by the Persians in 480 (Hdt. 8.33). In 395

the Boiotians overran the plain around Elateia and Pedieis

(no. 189), and the population settled in the plain (Hell. Oxy.

21.5). In 346 it was one of the cities dioikised by Philip (Paus.

10.3.1). Membership of the Phokian koinon is ensured by the

recording in C4s of two Elateians among the archontes of the

Phokians (CID ii 38.3–5) and by the Phokian dedication in

Delphi in 304 and 301 celebrating the liberation of Elateia

(F.Delphes iii.4 219; Paus. 1.26.3, 10.18.7, 34.2; cf. Flacelière

(1937) 47, 53–55, 61; Jacquemin (1999) 347).

The principal divinity of Elateia was Athena Kranaia

(Paus. 10.34.7). Enactments of the Phokian koinon were set

up in her sanctuary from at least C4 onwards. The records of

the payments of the Phokian fine to Delphi were found there

(IG ix.1 109–15 �CID ii 37–42; cf. also IG ix.1 96 (C3)).

Excavations of the sanctuary have revealed remains of the

Archaic and Classical periods (Paris (1892) 253–99).

According to a tradition reported by Paus. 8.4.4, 10.34.2–3

and attested already in C2 (SEG 11 1107 (C2e); Paus. 7.15.5

(rC2m); cf. Habicht (1998) 67–69), Elateia was founded by

the Arkadian Elatos, the son of Arkas. If it is true that the C5

Delphic statue group of Zeus, Kallisto and Elatos was dedi-

cated by the Elateians, this foundation myth can be traced

back to the Classical period. However, the attribution of the

group to the Elateians is not above suspicion (F.Delphes iii.4

142–44 (C5 reinscribed in C4; see Jacquemin (1999) 53)).

In C5 Elateia had a defence circuit,part of which collapsed

in the earthquake of 426 (Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85)

fr.6).An anecdote of doubtful value reports a siege of Elateia

by Pelopidas in 374 and refers to the gates of the wall

(Polyaen. 2.38.1; cf. Schober (1924) 69, contra Ellinger (1993)

332). The defence circuit, or at least part of it, must have been

destroyed as a consequence of the dioikismos in 346, as is

confirmed by Demosthenes, who in 344 told the Athenians

that there were rumours that Philip intended to have Elateia

fortified (Dem. 6.14). In 338, after his capture of Elateia,

Philip built a palisade and placed a garrison in the city

(Aeschin. 3.140). In C2e both the acropolis and the lower

town were protected by a circuit (Livy 32.24). Remains of

walls in polygonal masonry were reported by ninettenth-

century travellers (Lolling (1989) 177; Paris (1892) 25–33). All

that can be seen today are some parts of a wall in Lesbian

masonry and some of one in isodomic masonry (Dassios

(1992) no. 38). The wall in isodomic masonry uncovered in

the early twentieth century is undoubtedly the circuit

enclosing the lower town (Paris (1892) 39).

The Archaic-looking drachm with the legend

ΕΛΑΤΕΟΝ (retr.) recorded in Head, HN² 342 is rejected

as a forgery by Babelon, Traité ii.3. 317–18 n. 2.

181. Erochos (Erochos) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ;Ερωχος

(Hdt. 8.33) or ’Ερωχ#ς (Hdt. 8.33, Codex D; Paus. 10.3.2).

The form ’Ερ#χ[οι] attested in an undated inscription

(SEG 27 143) is probably an Archaic spelling of ’Ερ)χωι; cf.

infra. The city-ethnic is ’Ερωχ#ς (CID ii 38.6 (337/6)).

Erochos is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33 and,

retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.2, in both passages in connec-

tion with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when Erochos

was burnt to the ground. Paus. 10.3.2 treats Erochos as a polis

once again in connection with the dioikismos of the Phokian

cities in 346 after the Third Sacred War. The external and

individual use of the city-ethnic is attested for two magis-

trates of the Phokian koinon, an archon and a grammateus,

and a witness to the payment of the fine (CID ii 38.4,6, 14–15;

cf. IG ix.1 111 (337/6)).

Erochos was situated at Ano Souvala (not Kato-Souvala

as misprinted in Barr.). The location was definitively estab-

lished by Tillard (1911) 61–63 and has been confirmed by the

discovery of a dedication to ∆�µατρι .ν ’Ερ)χωι found in

a sanctuary of Demeter situated c.2.5 km north-east of the
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fortified settlement (SEG 27 143) at Kato-Souvala. In the

sanctuary were found votive offerings of the Archaic,

Classical and Hellenistic periods (ArchDelt 27 (1972) Chron.

386). The inscriptions are published only provisionally and

cannot be dated with precision. But since all other attesta-

tions of toponym and ethnic have omega, the omicron in

ΕΡΟΧ[ΟΙ] must stand for an omega. It follows that the ter-

minus ante quem of the dedication is C4e, when omega

became used for the long sound and omicron was restricted

to the short.

The phrase .ν ‘Ερ#χ[οι] shows that in C4e the sanctu-

ary was situated in the territory of Erochos and that the

toponym ;Ερωχος could be used to denote the territory as

well as the city. But in the sanctuary were also found

stamped tiles inscribed ΛΙΛΑΙΕΩΝ in letters datable to

the Hellenistic period. Thus, at least the sanctuary was now

controlled by the Lilaieis (no. 185), and, following Robert

and Robert (BE (1978) 236), the presumption is that, when

the tiles were made, Erochos had been incorporated into

Lilaia. This assumption is probably confirmed by the dou-

ble eponymous archons attested in Lilaia in C3l (F.Delphes

iii.4 133–35). To have two eponymous officials is not attest-

ed in any other Phokian polis, and a sympoliteia with

Erochos offers a plausible explanation of the anomaly.

When the incorporation took place is not known, but a ter-

minus post quem is 337/6, the date of CID ii 38 � IG ix.1 111;

see supra.

The town of Erochos was situated on the top of the hill of

Ag. Vassilios and was protected by a defence circuit, the

foundations of which are still visible. The habitation quar-

ters seem to have covered some of the area outside the wall

(Dassios (1992) no. 10). The cemetery excavated at Kato-

Souvala contains remains of C8 onwards (AAA 15 (1982)

76–85).

182. Hyampolis (Hyampolios) Map 55. Lat. 38.35, long.

22.55. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is usual-

ly ‘Υ�µπολις, ! (Hom. Il. 2.521; Hdt. 8.28; Paus. 10.1.3; IG

ix.1 86.1 (c.ad 100)). However, a scholiast on Homer (schol.

Hom. Il. 521) and Eust. Il. 275.5, both citing the same source,

claim that the locals (.γχ)ριοι) call it ‘Υσ�µπολις. In

inscriptions, the city-ethnic is invariably ‘Υαµπ#λιος (SEG

37 422 (C5s)), whereas literary sources have ‘Υαµπολ�της

(Xen. Hell. 6.4.27). The interpretation of the toponym as a

composite word whose second part is π#λις—whether cor-

rect or not—has led to the construction of variant forms of

both toponym and city-ethnic. From the accusative written

in two words, UΥην π#λιν (Hell. Oxy. 21.5) or UΥαν π#λιν

(Diod. 16.56.1), some authors invented the nominative UΥα

(Strabo 9.2.3, 3.15), and this form was then connected with

the Hyantes of Thebes (Paus. 10.35.5; Strabo 9.2.3), whereas

the schol. Eur.Or. 1094 claim that Hyampolis is a foundation

of Hyamos, the son of Lykoros. By analogy with polis—

polites, the authors construct the city-ethnic ‘Υαµπολ�της,

which is the only form found in literary sources (Xen. Hell.

6.4.27; Paus. 10.1.8; Steph. Byz. 644.10).

Hyampolis is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 8.33

in connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when

Hyampolis was burnt to the ground; by Hell. Oxy. 21.5 in

connection with the Boiotian campaign into Phokis in 395;

and retrospectively by Paus. 10.3.1, where Hyampolis is listed

as one of the poleis exposed to dioikismos in 346. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in SEG 37

422.5 (C5s), where the ‘Υανπ#λιοι appear as guarantors of a

loan. For the individual and external use, see IG vii 3055.39

(C4m), where an [‘Υαµ]π#λιος is attested as consulting the

oracle of Trophonios at Lebadeia (no. 211).

The city was situated in the middle of a pass which was

one of the main approaches to Phokis from the north (Paus.

10.1.11; Ellinger (1993) 22–27). In C1 the city bordered on

Opous (no. 386; Strabo 9.2.23) and, being a border town,

Hyampolis became the centre of legendary stories about the

conflicts between Phokis and Thessalia in the Archaic peri-

od (C6?; cf. Ellinger (1993) 17–22). The sanctuary of Artemis

Elaphebolia was situated in the territory of Hyampolis (SEG

37 422–23), and from C6(?) the Phokians celebrated the

annual Elaphebolia in this sanctuary, commemorating their

victory over the Thessalians (Plut. Mor. 244B–D, 660D,

1099E–F; cf.Ellinger (1993) 22–37).The recent excavations of

the sanctuary of Artemis Elaphebolia and Apollo have

revealed continuous habitation and utilisation from the

Mycenaean age (LH iiiC) to the Byzantine period (Felsch

and Kienast (1975); Felsch et al. (1980), (1987); Felsch and

Siewert (1987); Kalapodi i: xvi–xvii). A C2 inscription lists

the landed property belonging to Apollo and Artemis (IG

ix.1 87). In connection with the Archaic wars between the

Phokians and the Thessalians, Plut. Mor. 244D (rC6) men-

tions the toponym Κλε)ναι, and some commentators have

erroneously assumed the existence of a community depend-

ent on Hyampolis (supra 407).

If one can trust Pausanias’ piece of information that, in

the C6 war against Thessalia, the Phokian cavalry was com-

manded by a ∆αιφ�ντης ‘Υαµπολ�της, it follows that

Hyampolis was a member of the Phokian koinon, and that is

further confirmed by the Phokian federal coinage: the

female head on the reverse of some of the triobols struck in
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C6l by the Phokians is usually taken to be the head of

Artemis Elaphebolia (Williams (1972) 2), and a rare issue of

C5m has on the obverse a kneeling Artemis armed with bow

and quiver (Williams (1972) 43; Felsch and Siewert (1987)

687).

In C4e Hyampolis was fortified with a defence circuit,

and in 395 the Boiotians made an abortive attack on the 

walls of the city (Hell. Oxy. 21.5). In 371 Jason of Pherai

invaded Phokis, conquered the suburb (τ� προ�στιον) of

Hyampolis and ravaged the χ)ρα (Xen. Hell. 6.4.27).

Remains of the fortifications are still visible on the plateau

where Hyampolis once lay. A circuit wall encloses an area of

some 280 m (north–south) by 200 m (east–west). The wall is

in trapezoidal masonry, with a dozen interval towers and is

usually dated to C4s (Fossey (1986) 72–73). Paus. 10.35.6

mentions a small bouleuterion, a theatre near the gate and an

ancient agora, and he believes that these buildings antedat-

ed the dioikismos of 346.

183. Kirrha (Kirrhaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: ? Type A. The toponym is Κ�ρρα, ! (CID II

31.45, 46, 56 (C4m); Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 1). Κ�ρρα

is a hapax attested in Marm. Par. (FGrHist 239) A37. The

relation between Κ�ρρα (supra),Κρ�σα (Hom. Il.2.520) and

Κ�ρσα (Alc. fr. 7) has been debated since Antiquity (Etym.

Magn. 515.18; Eust. Il. 1.420.15, van der Valk; cf. Robertson

(1978); Parker (1997)). From a linguistic point of view the

attested forms can easily be explained as phonetic variants

of the same toponym; but an identification depends on (a)

an identification of the corresponding ethnics Κιρρα5οι

and Κρισα5οι, mentioned in accounts of the First Sacred

War; (b) the location of Homeric Krisa and Classical Kirrha.

These questions have been debated since Antiquity (Strabo

9.3.3–4; Paus. 10.37.5; Steph. Byz. 385.7; for modern contro-

versies over the First Sacred War, see infra 420). The 

city-ethnic is Κιρρα5ος (Aeschin. 3.107–8; Dem. 18.152;

Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 1). Kirrha is called a polis in the

urban sense at Aeschin. 3.108–9. All attestations of the city-

ethnic testify to the collective and external use.

Since C4 at least, Kirrha was the name of the port of

Delphi (CID ii 31 (C4f); Polyb. 5.27.3; F.Delphes iii.1 318 (C1);

Paus. 10.37.4: τ� .π�νειον ∆ελφ+ν). Kirrha is classified as a

χωρ�ον in Paus. 10.37.5, and at 10.37.6 he quotes an oracle in

which it is described as a citadel (π#ληος . . . π�ργον; cf.

Diod. 9.16; Aeschin. 3.112; Fontenrose (1978) Q71).

With this harbour town was associated a territory called

Κιρρα�α χ)ρα (Dem. 18.149) or Κιρρα5ον πεδ�ον (Ps.-

Skylax 37; cf. Rousset (2002) 183–87). In the Classical period

this plain corresponded to the lower Pleistos valley, which

stretches from Delphi and Amphissa to the port of Kirrha.

Such a location explains the exploitation by the

Amphissaians (Aeschin.3.119) as well as the occasional refer-

ence to the plain as being Lokrian (schol. Hom. Il. 2.520). In

other sources the plain is called Κρισα5ον πεδ�ον (Hdt.

8.32.2; Isoc. 14.31). The Pythian hippodrome and stadium

were probably placed here in the Classical period

(Bommelaer (1991) 215), and accordingly each of these two

sports grounds were called Κ�ρρα by Pindar (Pyth. 3.74;

8.19) and Bacchylides (11.13).The variant Κρ�σα (Pind.Pyth.

6.18; Soph. El. 730) has a Homeric touch (Lerat (1948)).

The port of Kirrha is ideally situated at modern

Xeropighado (Dassios (1992) no. 128). There are some prehis-

toric remains (Hope Simpson (1981) 78; Skorda (1992) 42–43,

60–61), then a complete break, and then again partly excavat-

ed remains of C6s and later: (a) a defence circuit, part of

which is described by the excavator as Classical (ArchDelt 49

(1994) Chron. 317–18). The circuit was still visible in the mid-

nineteenth century (Ulrichs (1863) 207–8); (b) remains of

Classical habitation (ArchDelt 34 (1979) Chron. 207, 49 (1994)

Chron. 317) and habitation of the Roman period; (c) remains

of the harbour and warehouses(?) (Rolley et al. (1990) 28–29);

(d) a sanctuary probably dedicated to Apollo, Artemis and

Leto with offerings dating back to C6m (Luce (1991)). It is

probably(?) in Kirrha that one should place the common

παστ�δες mentioned in the Amphiktyonic law of 380 (CID i

10.22). The site was apparently not destroyed by the interven-

tion of the hieromnemones instigated by Aischines in 340

(Aeschin. 3.123; Luce (1991)).

The port of Kirrha was situated on the territory conse-

crated to Apollo (Aeschin. 3.107) and administered by the

Amphiktyony, which interfered with the collection of har-

bour dues (Aeschin. 3.119; BCH 118 (1994) 99–112 (C5)) and

in the accommodation arrangements (CID i 10.2.2 (380)).

Consequently, the port did not belong to the city of Delphi.

The extra-territorial status of Kirrha fits the only secure

attestation of the ethnic Κιρρα5οι not related to the First

Sacred War. At Dem. 18.152 the collective form Κιρρα5οι

appears as a kind of pseudo-ethnic denoting the persons

who in C4m had fraudulently settled the land consecrated to

Apollo, the Κιρρα�α χ)ρα (18.149). The suggestion that the

Kirrhaioi struck coins is based on an erroneous reading

(Williams (1972) 72), and the only epigraphical attestation

of the ethnic is questionable (SGDI 2505 (C4–C3); cf.

Rousset (2002) 33, 213).

The Κιρρα�α χ)ρα was part of a larger area called 

γ8 Hερ� (CID i 10.21; Aeschin. 3.118). This sacred area 
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comprised, to the south, a large part of the Desphina penin-

sula (Rousset (1996), (2002) 58–59), and to the east it bor-

dered on the Phokian poleis of Antikyra (no. 173) and

Ambryssos (no. 171) (F.Delphes iii.4 280B–D (C2s); Rousset

(2002) 168–69). Agriculture and, in general, any kind of

exploitation of the territory consecrated to Apollo was pro-

hibited (CID i 10.15–17; Aeschin. 3.108–9); only the herds of

Apollo were allowed to graze the plain (Rousset (2002)

192–205). The prohibition was repeatedly ignored by the

Phokians during the Second and Third Sacred Wars (Paus.

10.15.1 (C5m); cf.Parke (1939) 65–71; Diod. 16.23.3 (C4m)). In

340, in the prelude to the Fourth Sacred War, the

Amphissaians were accused by Aischines of having built

farms and brickworks in the plain, of having refortified and

resettled the harbour town, and of having levied taxes from

the visitors (Aeschin. 3.113, 119).

The only Classical classification of Kirrha as a polis occurs

in this context. In a speech delivered in 340, Aischines

reminds the Amphiktyonic Council of the oracle which trig-

gered the First Sacred War in C6e: to fight the Kirrhaioi and

Kragalidai (described as γ/νη), to ravage their territory

(χ)ρα) and their town (π#λις used in the urban sense), to

expose the population to andrapodismos, to consecrate the

land to Apollo, Artemis, Leto and Athena Pronoia, and to

leave it untilled (Aeschin. 3.108; Fontenrose (1978) Q70).

According to Aischines, the Council voted for war, and the

Kirrhaioi and Kragalidai were exposed to the penalties

described in the oracle, including the destruction of the polis

(Aeschin. 3.109–11). It is unclear what genos denotes, and

whether the polis is that of the Kirrhaioi or the Kragalidai, or

a city common to both groups; see supra 402.

In addition to Aischines’ account of the historical 

background to the Fourth Sacred War, we have a number of

later historiographic accounts of the First Sacred War

(Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 1; Hippoc. Ep. 27, pp. 406–8,

Littré; Diod. 9.16; Strabo 9.3.3–4; Plut. Sol. 11; Polyaen. 3.5,

6.13; Paus. 10.37.4–8; Pind. Hyp. Pyth. a and b). But these

accounts are notoriously muddled and contradict one

another (Robertson (1978); Lehmann (1980); Càssola

(1980); Davies (1994)).

No Archaic remains antedating C6m have been found at

Xeropighado (supra 419). No site fits the historiographic

account of the events (siege and destruction of a fortified

settlement), or the location (between Delphi and the

Corinthian Gulf), or the chronology (C6e) (cf. Rousset

(2002) 43–44). Another point to be taken into account is the

marginal location of the port of Kirrha in relation to the

peninsula of Desphina, which constituted the central part of

the sacred land. This topography does not fit the historical

traditions (cf., however, Pind. Hyp. Pyth. b).

The state of the evidence speaks against accepting Kirrha

as a polis destroyed in C6e.On the contrary, the sources seem

to substantiate the opposite view: that, in the Archaic period

down to C6e, there was no polis of the Kirrhaioi whose

territory had been consecrated to Apollo. The polis status of

Krisa/Kirrha in C6e is an aetiological invention which

became prominent in the context of the Third and Fourth

Sacred Wars in order to explain the obscure origin of the

hiera ge. In that case, there is no reason to debate the his-

toricity of such a polis any longer (see Krisa, supra 419).

184. Ledon (Ledontios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.40,

but see infra. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The only attes-

tations of the toponym Λ/δων, -οντος, ! are in Paus. 10.2.2

and 33.1, also our only source for the city-ethnic: Λεδ#ντιος

(10.33.1). The C2 bronze coins inscribed ΛΕ must be

assigned to Elateia (no. 180); cf. supra 417.

Ledon is retrospectively called a polis by Pausanias, both

in the political and in the urban sense: he tells us that Ledon,

one of the poleis among the Phokians, was the fatherland of

the strategos Philomelos (πατρ�ς δ* α(τ�+ Λ/δων τ+ν .ν

Φωκε%σιν lν π#λεων (10.2.2 (r357))); and we hear that

Ledon was one of the poleis exposed to dioikismos in 346

(10.3.2). The urban sense is dominant at 10.33.1, where

Pausanias reports that Ledon had once been a polis, but that

in his time the few surviving Ledontians had abandoned

their polis and settled near the Kephisos. Ledon’s fate in 346

shows that it was a member of the Phokian koinon (Paus.

10.3.2). The absence of Ledon from Herodotos’ account at

8.35 has induced some scholars to suppose that Ledon may

have been the successor of one of the settlements that disap-

pear in the course of the Classical period, e.g. Pedieis (no.

189) (Leake (1835) ii. 89), but such an assumption does not

square with the documents found later (Hell. Oxy.; CID ii 5;

cf. infra 424).

The location of Ledon cannot be established with certain-

ty. According to Paus. 10.33.1, it lay in the Kephisos valley: a

road leads from Tithorea to the ancient site of Ledon, situat-

ed some 40 stades from the river Kephisos, where the

Ledontians were settled in the time of Pausanias. In light of

the uncertain nature of the physical remains, the identifica-

tion of Ledon with the site of Gournes Aghia Marina

(Dassios (1992) no. 32) is questionable. An identification

with Modi remains more satisfactory (Tillard (1911) map;

Klaffenbach (1937); Kirsten (1951) 716, 741; Barr.), although

others have suggested an identification of Modi with Triteis
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(no. 196) (Dassios (1992) no. 21; McInerney (1999) 281–83).

At Modi are the remains of a small fortification (100 � 100

m) in isodomic masonry, presumably of the Classical or

Hellenistic period, whereas Tillard (1911) 54 suggests 338 as

the terminus ante quem. The remains fit Ledon better than

Triteis, a polis that disappears completely from all sources

after 480 (cf. no. 196).

185. Lilaia (Lilaieus) Map 55.Lat.38.40, long.22.30. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is Λ�λαια,! (Hom. Il.

2.523; Theopomp. fr. 385; Paus. 10.3.1 (rC4m); BCH 45 (1921)

iv.41 (C2f), Oulhen). The form Λ�λαιον is late and is only

found in literary sources (Ptol. Geog. 3.14.14; Suda Λ538).

The city-ethnic is Λιλαιε�ς (IG ix.1 111 (C4s)).

Lilaia is not explicitly called a polis in any Archaic or

Classical source. Paraphrasing Theopompos (fr. 385) and

quoting the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.523), Strabo

classifies Lilaia as a polis in the territorial sense (9.3.16).

Theopompos is cited for the information that the river

Kephisos rose near Lilaia (.κ Λιλα�ας . . . Φωκικ8ς

π#λεως). We cannot be sure, however, that the term polis

stems from Theopompos (cf. Jacoby ad loc.). Lilaia is retro-

spectively listed as a polis in the urban sense at Paus. 10.3.1,

describing the dioikismos of the Phokian poleis in 346, and at

10.33.3 Pausanias reports that the city was refounded

(�ν�ωκ�σθη α(το5ς ! π#λις), presumably in C4l (infra).

The collective and external use of the city-ethnic is found

in abbreviated form on some C5f coins (infra) and in an

inscription of 322 recording the Phokians’ payment of the

fine imposed in 346 (CID ii 108.6). For the individual and

external use, see the [Λι]λαιε5ς and the [Λι]λαιε�ς who

made a contribution to the sanctuary of Apollo in Delphi

(CID ii 2.i.6, 9 (C4f)) and Νικ#δωρος Λιλαιε�ς who in

337/6 witnessed the Phokians’ payment of the fine imposed

in 346 (IG ix.1 111.14 �CID ii 38).

Lilaia is not mentioned by Hdt. 8.33, 35, among the cities

destroyed by the Persians in 480. Several commentators have

suggested a topographical or historical explanation for the

absence of Lilaia from Herodotos’ list. For Valckenaer’s

unconvincing conjecture Λιλαι/ων instead of MSS

Α2ολιδ/ων at Hdt. 8.35, see supra 409. Some have taken

Herodotos’ omission of Lilaia as proof that, in 480, the city

was part of Doris and had joined the other Dorian cities in

siding with the Persians (Hdt. 8.31; cf. Leake (1835) ii. 89–90).

A slightly modified version of this explanation has induced

Williams (1972) 16–18 to interpret the coins inscribed ΛΙ as

an autonomous issue struck immediately after the Persian

invasion. But the coins are federal, and the precise dating is

questionable, although stylistic criteria do point to a date in

C5f (infra). The coins, the dioikismos in 346, and the record-

ing of a Lilaian witnessing the payment of the Phokians’fine

in 337/6 (IG ix.1 111) are sufficient proof that Lilaia was a

member of the Phokian koinon in C5 and C4. Consequently,

the inclusion of Lilaia as one of a Dorian hexapolis must be

abandoned (Rousset (1989) 224–25).

After the dioikismos of 346 (Paus. 10.3.2) Lilaia was

refounded (Paus. 10.33.3). Stamped tiles of the Hellenistic

period (C3?) inscribed ΛΙΛΑΙΕΩΝ have been found in

the sanctuary of Artemis at Erochos, from which Robert and

Robert (BE (1978) 236) inferred that a sympoliteia had

resulted in the incorporation of Erochos (no. 181) into Lilaia.

In this context it may be worth noting that Lilaia is the only

Phokian polis that had two eponymous officials, as attested

in a series of documents of C3l (F.Delphes iii.4 133–35).

Later documents mention only one eponymous archon

(F.Delphes iii.2 125 (C2s)).

Lilaia bordered to the south on the foothills of Parnassos,

to the east on a declivity dominating a small valley beneath

which was the source of the river Kephisos. The lower town

was presumably situated here (Frazer (1898) 411–14; Dassios

(1992) 29–30 no. 5). Today only the uppermost part of the

circuit wall is preserved (plan in Tillard (1911) 70). It is a kind

of acropolis, and its connection with the circuit wall enclos-

ing the lower town can no longer be determined. It is in

isodomic masonry, with bevelled joints, and cannot be

dated with certainty. A date after 338 was suggested by

Tillard (1911) 75, a date c.356–46 by Ober (1992) 163–64. The

wall is mentioned in connection with the siege of Lilaia by

Philip V in C3l (Paus. 10.33.3).

It is uncertain, however, whether Archaic Lilaia was situat-

ed here. On a hill c.1 km north-west of the C4 fortifications

are remains of a wall in polygonal masonry, perhaps of C6,

covering an area of c.100 by 60 m (Keramopoulos (1917) 53

(C6?); Kase et al. (1991) 53 pl. 4.14 and 35; Dassios (1992) no. 3).

Sherds of the early, middle and late Helladic periods have

been found as well (Lazenby and Hope Simpson (1970) 44;

Teiresias (1979) 19–27). Rather than a second-order settle-

ment depending on Lilaia (Dassios (1992) no. 3), this site may

well be Archaic Lilaia. Such a hypothesis is supported by the

fact that excavations of the Classical site of Lilaia have pro-

duced no material of the Archaic period (ArchDelt 33 (1978)

B1, 154–64). The hypothesis disproves the topographical

argument adduced by Tillard (1911) 63 in order to explain the

absence of Lilaia from Herodotos’ account at 8.33–35 (supra).

Pausanias mentions an agora and a theatre, both undated

(10.33.4). The source of the river Kephisos was traditionally
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located at Lilaia (Hom. Il. 2.523; Theopomp. fr. 385; Paus.

9.24.1). It was the object of a cult performed by the Lilaians

(Paus. 10.8.10), and a priest of Kephisos is mentioned in the

documents of C3l mentioned above (F.Delphes iii.4 133–35).

A retaining wall in polygonal masonry near the source of the

river may be dated to C6 (Frazer (1898) 414).

Some silver coins, usually dated to the period 480–421,

were struck by the Phokian koinon, but instead of ΦΟ the

legend is ΛΙ, probably an abbreviated form of Λιλαι/ων,

indicating that they were struck for Lilaia in particular.

Denominations: triobol, diobol and obol on the Aiginetan

standard. Types: obv. bull’s head facing; rev. head of nymph

or forepart of wild boar; legend: ΛΙ (Head, HN² 343;

Babelon, Traité ii.3: 349–50 nos. 420–21).

186. Medeon (Medeonios) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 22.40.

Size of territory: probably 2. Type: B. The toponym is

Μεδε)ν -+νος, W (Syll.³ 667.36 (C2 or C2f); Paus. 10.3.2;

Steph. Byz. 439.19). The city-ethnic is Μεδε)νιος (CID ii

37.3–4 (C4s); SGDI 2057.2 (C2e)). Medeon is not called a

polis in any Archaic or Classical source, and the first explicit

attestation of a π#λις Μεδεων�ων is in a C2e sympoliteia

agreement between Medeon and Stiris (no. 193) (Syll.³ 667.6

(C2 or C2f); cf. Migeotte (1984) no. 28); but Medeon is 

retrospectively attested as a polis in the urban sense at Paus.

10.3.2,where it is listed among the Phokian cities dioikised in

346. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested external-

ly in an inscription of 322 recording the Phokians’ payment

of the fine imposed in 346 (CID ii 108.1: [Μεδε])νιοι) and

internally in the C2f sympoliteia agreement (supra). For 

the individual and external use, see Θρασ�βουλος

Α2σχρ�ωνος Μεδε)νιος, the archon of the Phokian koinon

in 342 (CID ii 37.3–4).

The fate of the city in 346 as well as the federal archon of

342 ensure that Medeon was a member of the Phokian

koinon. There is no other public act of Medeon than the C2

sympoliteia agreement according to which Medeon disap-

pears as a polis and becomes a phratria of Stiris.

The defence circuit surrounding the town of Medeon is

built in an unparalleled type of regular polygonal masonry,

with three towers in the north-western part (Camp (2000)

42). It measures 200 m (east–west) by 150 m (north–south)

(Vatin (1969) 4 fig. 4). On the top of the hill are numerous

terraces on which are the remains of some (public?) build-

ings. The cemetery was abandoned in C3m, according to

Robert and Robert (BE (1970) 310) in connection with the

sympoliteia which was probably entailed by a synoikismos.

Only ruins were left in the time of Pausanias (10.36.6).

187. Neon (Ne(-))/Tithorea (Tithoreus) Map 55. Lat.

38.35, long. 22.40. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A. The

older toponym is Ν/ων (Hdt. 8.32.1) or Νε)ν (Paus. 10.2.4)

or Ν/ωνες (Dem. 19.148) or Νε+νες (Androtion (FGrHist

324) fr. 23; Paus. 10.3.2; cf. Harding (1994) 119–20). The cor-

responding city-ethnic is attested only in abbreviated form

(as ΝΕ) on some C5 coins (infra). Steph. Byz. 473.11 suggests

the forms Νε)νιος and Νεωνα5ος. The later toponym is

Τιθορ/α, ! (Hdt. 8.32, cited by Paus. 10.32.8–9, in both

sources designating a summit of Parnassos). At Paus. 10.32.9

the toponym is taken to designate first the region and later

the town, replacing the older toponym of Νε)ν. The form

Τιθ#ρα is attested both in texts and in inscriptions (Plut.

Sull. 15.5 (rC1); IG ix.1 190.2 (2nd century ad)). Τιθ#ρρα

(BCH 45 (1921) iii.29, Oulhen (C2f)) and Τιθ�ρρα (CID ii

131.9 (C3)) are variant forms found only in inscriptions. The

city-ethnic is Τιθορρε�ς, attested only in inscriptions (IG

XI.1 99.3 (C3l)); Τιθορε�ς is attested both in inscriptions

and in literary texts (IG ix.1 66.25 (C2m); Paus. 10.32.11).

Τιθορεε�ς is attested once (Paus. 9.17.4).

Neon is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.32.1 and

8.33 and, retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.2 and 32.9, in both

authors in connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in

480, when Neon was burnt to the ground. Pausanias men-

tions Neon as a polis in the urban sense in connection with

the battle of Neon in 354 (10.2.4) and also in connection with

the dioikismos of the Phokian cities in 346 after the Third

Sacred War (10.3.2–3). The collective and internal use of the

city-ethnic is attested in abbreviated form (ΝΕ) on C5 coins

(infra). All attestations of the city-ethnic Τιθο(ρ)ρε�ς are

Hellenistic or later (supra).

The problem of whether Tithorea was built on the top of

the ruins of Neon depends on how one interprets Hdt. 8.32.1

and the slightly different story told by Plut. Sull. 15.5 and

Paus. 10.32.9. Pace Leake (1835) ii. 79 and Ulrichs (1863) 119,

the preferable solution is, with Tillard (1911) 56–60, to follow

the account found in Pausanias: (a) in 480 Tithorea was the

name of the peak of the mountain towering over the polis of

Neon (Hdt. 8.32.1; Paus. 10.32.9); (b) the toponym Tithorea

came to designate the surrounding region, i.e the territory

of the polis of Neon (Paus. 10.32.9:-π�σ=η τ=8 χ)ρ�α); (c) the

polis of Neon, demolished in 346, took the name of Tithorea

when it was refounded on the same site by people returning

from their temporary residence in the surrounding villages

(Paus. 10.32.9: �ν�ωκ�σθησαν �π� τ+ν κωµ+ν). It follows

that the attempts to locate Neon somewhere in the Kephisos

valley must be abandoned (Dassios (1992) no.26,who ident-

ifies Neon with Palai Thiva; see Pedieis (no. 189)). The date
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of the refoundation is not known, and the earliest attesta-

tions of the new toponym (CID ii 131) and city-ethnic (IG

ix.1 99) are of C3.

The federal coins inscribed ΝΕ, as well the fate of the city

in 346, ensure that Neon was a member of the Phokian

koinon. The classification of Tithorea as a Boiotian polis at

Steph. Byz. 623.14 is probably just a mistake: the Theban

occupation of Neon during the Third Sacred War, from 354

to 349, was apparently not followed by a political annexation

of the city (Paus. 10.2.4; Dem. 19.148; Buckler (1989) 44–45,

100–11).

The events of 349 (Dem. 19.148) suggest that the city was

fortified, but the remains of fortifications still visible may

well be of a later date. The north-eastern part of the wall

with its towers is in a fine state of preservation, and the date

is much debated (after 338: Tillard (1911) 59–61, 75; Winter

(1971) 158; c.356–46: Ober (1992) 163–64). A deep gorge lay

immediately west of the town, and the town was protected

by a defence circuit on the northern and eastern sides only.

The wall was built in isodomic masonry with interval tow-

ers, ten of which are still visible. The wall enclosed an area of

max. c.580 m (north–south) � 250 m (east–west). Paus.

10.32.10 mentions a peribolos wall enclosing an ancient

agora. He also mentions several undated sanctuaries and the

tomb of Antiope and Phokos (10.17.4, 32.10). According to

legend, the region of Phokis was named after Phokos, who

settled at Tithorea (Paus. 2.4.3, 29.3, 10.1.1).

Some silver obols, usually dated to the period 480–421,

were struck by the Phokian koinon, but with the legend ΝΕ

on the reverse, probably an abbreviated form of the city-

ethnic, indicating that they were struck for Neon in particu-

lar. Types: obv. bull’s head facing; legend: ΟΦ; rev. forepart

of wild boar in incuse square; legend: ΝΕ (Head, HN² 343;

Babelon, Traité ii.3. 349–52 no. 422; Williams (1972) 42).

188. Parapotamioi (Parapotamios) Map 55. Lat. 38.35,

long. 22.50. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Παραποτ�µιοι, οH (Hdt. 8.33; Strabo 9.3.16;

Paus. 10.3.1); the form Παραποταµ�α, ! is attested only

twice (Strabo 9.3.16 and Steph. Byz. 503.4), and dates from a

time when Parapotamioi had disappeared as a city and

denoted a geographical area only. The city-ethnic is

Παραποτ�µιος (Hell. Oxy. 21.5; Paus. 10.33.8 (r586)). In the

Homeric Catalogue of Ships the line οH τ’ >ρα παρ’

ποταµ�ν Κηφισ�ν �ναιον (Il.2.522) is commonly interpret-

ed as a periphrastic reference to the Parapotaimoi (Paus.

10.3.2, contra 10.33.7). The pseudo-ethnics ’Επικηφ�σιοι

(schol. Hom. Il. 2.522) and Παρακηφ�σιοι (Steph. Byz.

707.6) are derived from the line in Homer and have no inde-

pendent authority. All indisputable attestations of the city-

ethnic are in literary sources, and at SEG 3 408.7

[Τ]αρα[ν]τ[�νωι] could be proposed as a possible alterna-

tive to [Π]αρα[πο]τ[αµ�ωι]. Parapotamioi is called a polis

in the urban sense by Hdt. 8.33 in connection with Xerxes’

invasion of Phokis in 480, when Parapotamioi was burnt to

the ground, and by Paus. 10.3.1–2 in connection with the

dioikismos in 346. It is implicitly called a polis by Hell. Oxy.

21.5 in connection with the Boiotian campaign into Phokis in

395, where polis is used in the urban sense with the political

sense as a possible connotation (Hansen and Nielsen (2000)

146). The collective and external use of the city-ethnic is

attested in Hell. Oxy. 21.5. The only attestation of the individ-

ual and external use is Pausanias’ mention of an Α2χµ/ας

Παραποτ�µιος, allegedly a victor in the first Pythian

Games of 586 (10.33.7). The merging of the toponym and the

city-ethnic makes it difficult to distinguish between attesta-

tions of the city-ethnic (found at Hell. Oxy. 21.5: ! τ+ν

Παραποταµ�ων χ)ρα) and the toponym (found at Plut.

Sull. 16.12: ! �κρ#πολις τ+ν Παραποταµ�ων).

Parapotamioi was situated on the north-western side of a

hill called ‘Ηδ�λειον, at a strategic point controlling the

access to the Kephisos valley and close to the frontier of

Phokis (schol. Dem. 19.148, nos. 313–14c, Dilts; cf. Daviero-

Rocchi (1993)). Owing to its strategic position, it repeatedly

became the battleground where the Phokian and Boiotian

armies clashed during the Third Sacred War (Theopomp. fr.

385 �Strabo 9.3.16; schol. Dem. 19.20, no. 73b, Dilts; cf. Plut.

Sull. 16.8).

At Hell. Oxy. 21.5 the territory is referred to as ! τ+ν

Παραποταµ�ων χ)ρα. According to Theopomp. fr. 385,

Parapotamioi bordered on the poleis of Ambryssos (no. 171),

Phanoteus (no. 190) and Daulis (no. 176). (Ambryssos is a

mistake, but so far no satisfactory emendation has been 

suggested (Fossey (1986) 69; Marcotte (1988) 489; cf. the

comment in the Budé edn. ad loc.).

Parapotamioi was never rebuilt after the dioikismos in

346, but its population was distributed between the other

poleis refounded in the 330s by the Boiotians and Athenians

(Paus. 10.33.8 (rC4s); cf. Plut. Sull. 16.12; Strabo 9.3.16). The

polis ceased to exist, and its territory was presumably divid-

ed among some or all of the neighbouring poleis.

Parapotamioi had a small defence circuit of c.100 m � 80

m (Fossey (1986) 69–71; Dassios (1992) no. 51). The wall was

built of small stones in Lesbian polygonal masonry. The

workmanship is undistinguished, and the wall is difficult to

date (Frazer (1898) 419; Fossey (1986) 69). This defence 
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circuit was retrospectively described as the akropolis of

Parapotamioi by Plut. Sull. 16.12.

189. Pedieis (Pedieis) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.40, but

see infra for a discussion of the unresolved location. Size of

territory: probably 2 (if identified with Palaia Phiva). Type:

A. The toponym is Πεδιε5ς, οH (Hdt. 8.35; Hell. Oxy. 21.5).

The city-ethnic is Πεδιε�ς (CID ii 5.ii.54: Πε[διε]5ς

(373–346)). Pedieis is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

8.33 in connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480,

when the town was burnt to the ground, and it is listed as a

polis in the political sense in the Delphic naopoioi accounts,

where the Pedieis appear as contributors in a list dated

between 373 and 346 (CID ii 5.ii.55) and headed by the for-

mula: τα�δε τ+µ πολ�ων vνικαν (ii.25–26). This list testi-

fies to the collective and external use of the city-ethnic.

In 395 the Boiotians overran the plain round Elateia and

Pedieis (no. 189), and the population settled in the plain (Hell.

Oxy. 21.5). Pedieis is not listed by Pausanias among the poleis

exposed to dioikismos in 346; but that Pedieis was still a mem-

ber of the Phokian koinon in C4f can be inferred from the

Boiotian attack in 395 and the occurrence of the city-ethnic in

CID ii 5.ii.54: Φωκε5ς Πε[διε]5ς), dated between 373 and

346. The presumption is that Pausanias omitted the city from

his list by mistake, and that it disappeared for good in 346 (cf.

Parapotamioi (no. 188)). But, depending on the date of CID ii

5, Pedieis may have disappeared earlier, which would also

explain Pausanias’silence.For some historians’unconvincing

link between Ledon (no. 184) and Pedieis, see supra 420.

Pedieis is still unlocated. The toponym as well as the

account of Hell.Oxy. indicate that the city was situated in the

plain, and probably adjacent to Elateia (no. 180). In Hdt.

8.33, Pedieis is placed between Neon (no. 187) and Triteis

(no. 196), itself an unlocated town. Consequently, Pedieis is

normally identified with the ancient site of Palaia Phiva

(Schober (1924) 38; Klaffenbach (1937); Barr.). The remains

described by early travellers are no longer visible (Ulrichs

(1863) ii. 119; Frazer (1898) 407; Dassios (1992) no. 26): viz. a

quadrangular defence circuit with a side of c.790 m and

interval towers, semicircular on the outside and rectangular

on the inner side. Such a description does not fit an Archaic

wall, and accordingly Klaffenbach (1937) preferred to identi-

fy this site with the later site of Ledon (Paus. 10.33.1). But that

remains a doubtful hypothesis. The recently described

defence circuit at Vourlia (Rousset (1999) no. 16) is an alter-

native candidate according to Dassios (1992) no. 20.

190. Phanoteus, Panopeus (Phanoteus, Panopeus) Map

55. Lat. 38.30, long. 22.50. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Πανοπε�ς (Hom. Il. 2.520; Ps.-Skylax 61; Ephor.

fr. 31a),W (Paus. 10.4.2),! (Etym. Magn. 111.25) or, in the plu-

ral, Πανοπε5ς (Hdt. 8.34; Strabo 9.3.12 �Ephor. fr. 31b) or

Φανοτε�ς (Thuc. 4.89.1; Strabo 9.3.14) or Φανατε�ς (CID i

9.D.29–30 (C4m); IG vii 3376.9 (C2)). A variant form,

Φανοτε�α, is exclusively attested in late authors (Polyb.

29.12.7; Livy 32.18). For other forms invented by the gram-

marians, see Steph. Byz. 657.17–18. The city-ethnic is identi-

cal with the toponym, and is either Πανοπε�ς (Hdt. 8.35.1;

Theopomp. fr. 385) or Φανοτε�ς (Hell. Oxy. 21.5; CID ii

24.ii.14 (C4s); SEG 42 479.4 (C3)) or Φανατε�ς (SGDI 1770.1

(C2f); IG vii 3376.12 (C2)). According to Strabo 9.3.14,

Πανοπε�ς is the older, and Φανοτε�ς the later, form of the

toponym, and the same observation applies to the city-

ethnic. Πανοπε�ς is found in literary sources only,

Φανοτε�ς both in literary sources and in inscriptions,

whereas Φανατε�ς is an epichoric variant form attested

exclusively in inscriptions. At SEG 3 345.3, the restoration of

[Παν]οπε5α is not beyond suspicion.

Phanoteus is called a polis in the urban sense, with the

political sense as a connotation, at Hdt. 8.35.1 in connection

with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when the town was

burned to the ground (Hansen (2000) 175–76), and at Hell.

Oxy. 21.5 in connection with the Boiotian campaign into

Phokis in 395 (Hansen and Nielsen (2000) 146). The urban

sense occurs at Ps.-Skylax 61 and, retrospectively, in Paus.

10.3.1–2 in connection with the dioikismos in 346. The collec-

tive and external use of the city-ethnic is found at Hdt.8.35.1;

Hell. Oxy. 21.5; SEG 42 479.4 (C3). The individual and exter-

nal use is applied to the Phokian from Phanoteus who in 424

told the Lakedaimonians about the Athenian plan to attack

Boiotia (Thuc. 4.89.1) and to an exile who in C4s con-

tributed to the rebuilding of the temple in Delphi (CID ii

24.ii.14).

The territory of Phanoteus is called ! Φανοτ�ς at Thuc.

4.76.3, and is designated by the toponym at Hdt. 8.34; it is

indirectly termed χ)ρα at Hell. Oxy. 21.5. Phanoteus is the

easternmost polis of Phokis, bordering on Boiotian

Chaironeia (no. 201) (Thuc. 4.76.3; Plut. Lys. 29.4 (rC4e);

Paus. 9.40.12). A C3 inscription lays down the frontier

between Phanoteus and Stiris (no. 193), situated south of

Mt. Helikon (SEG 42 479), and according to Strabo 9.3.14,

Phanoteus bordered on “the region round Lebadeia” (no.

211). In 395 the body of Lysandros was carried over the

frontier of Boiotia and buried in the territory of Phanoteus

(Plut. Lys. 29.4), testimony of Lakedaimonian alliance with

Phokis in general rather than with Phanoteus in part-

icular.
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The Boiotian attack on Phanoteus in 395, as well as the

dioikismos in 346, ensure that the polis belonged to the

Phokian koinon in C4. Membership in C5, too, is to be

assumed, but there is no explicit evidence (Thuc. 4.76.3,

89.1).

The eponymous hero of Phanoteus was Phanoteus, son of

Phokos (Steph. Byz. 500.19; Paus. 2.29.2), and this founda-

tion myth can be traced back to Archaic and Classical

sources (Hom. Il. 23.665; Soph. El. 45; Pl. Ion 533B, Resp.

620C).

Phanoteus is situated on a steep-sided hill measuring

c.600 m by 100 m, described as an >κρα by Polyb. 5.96.5.

From Hell. Oxy. 21.5 it can be inferred that the site was forti-

fied in 395. On the eminence are two types of remains: (a) on

the southern slope is a stretch of a wall in “cyclopean”

masonry, often interpreted as traces of a Mycenaean acrop-

olis (Lazenby and Hope Simpson (1970) 42–43; Fossey

(1986) 63–64; cf. Hom. Il. 17.307–8; Paus. 10.4.2); (b) apart

from stretches where the escarpment offers sufficient 

protection, the entire hill is enclosed by a defence circuit,

with eight interval towers on the western and southern

sides. The length of the peribolos was seven stades according

to Paus. 10.4.2. The wall was built partly in irregular trape-

zoidal masonry, unique in Phokis, and partly in isodomic

masonry (Kirsten (1949a) 641–47; Fossey (1986) 63–64). A

part of the wall may correspond to an internal diateichisma.

This fortification, of which the western and southern parts

are well preserved, cannot be dated with certainty: Camp

(2000) 45 suggests the late 340s; but according to Winter

(1971) it is “post Chaironeian”, see supra 401. The early trav-

ellers describe a section of a wall which is no longer visible,

perhaps the defence circuit of the lower town (Leake (1835)

ii. 110–11; Frazer (1898) 218; Camp et al. (1997) 267 n. 29). The

occupation of the suburbs (proastion) by the Boiotians,

mentioned at Hell. Oxy. 21.5, indicates that the lower town

was unfortified in 395. The famous passage in Paus. 10.4.1

about the absence of public buildings of Phanoteus in his

own time carries no weight as evidence for the Archaic and

Classical periods (Alcock (1995) 326–27).

191. Phlygonion (P(h)lygoneus) Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long.

22.45. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: B. In literary sources

the toponym is Φλυγ#νιον, τ# (Paus. 10.3.2 (rC4m); Steph.

Byz. 668.11; cf. Phlegya at Plin. HN 4.7.12). The variant form

Φλυγον�α, suggested by Steph. Byz. 668.12, is either a mere

invention of the grammarians or a misinterpreted form of

the name of the territory. In inscriptions of C3l and C2e the

city-ethnic is invariably Πλυγονε�ς (SGDI 2049 (C3l); for a

list of attestations, see Daux (1936) 234–58; Lerat (1952) i.

59–60), but in a C2m regulation of the frontiers the city-eth-

nic is Φλυγονε�ς (F.Delphes iii.2 136.22) or Φλυγωνε�ς

(F.Delphes iii.2 136.29). The only attestation of the city-

ethnic in an inscription of the Classical period is restored,

viz. [Φλυγ]ονε5ς or [Πλυγ]ονε5ς in CID ii 108.10 (322).

Φλυγονιε�ς and Φλυγ#νιος are found only in Steph. Byz.

668.12 and are presumably invented by the grammarians.

Phlygonion is recorded in Pausanias’ list of poleis exposed

to dioikismos in 346 (10.3.2). Pausanias’ information is 

confirmed by the Delphic accounts, where the Phlygonians

([Φ/Πλυγ]ονε5ς) are recorded among the Phokian com-

munities that paid the annual fine (CID ii 108.10 (322)).Both

sources ensure that Phlygonion belonged to the Phokian

koinon in C4. The collective and external use of the city-

ethnic is attested in this inscription. The individual and

external use is attested in the Delphic manumission inscrip-

tions of C3l/C2e (SGDI 2049.3, 20).

The existence of two different city-ethnics—viz.

Πλυγονε�ς versus Φλυγονε�ς derived from Φλυγ#νιον—

has for a long time induced commentators to postulate the

existence of two different cities: the Phokian city of

Φλυγ#νιον inhabited by the Φλυγονε5ς, and the Lokrian

city of *Πλυγ#νιον, an unattested toponym derived from

the city-ethnic Πλυγονε�ς (Schober (1924) 39–40; Daux

(1936) 234–58; Lerat (1952) i. 59–61; contra Colin at F.Delphes

iii.2 136), but both city-ethnics do in fact denote the same

city (Rousset (1999) 43 n. 37 and (2002) 20–27).

Although the Persians must have passed Phlygonion on

their march in 480 from Phanoteus to Delphi, the city is

absent from Herodotos’ list at 8.35. But no argument from

silence can be based on this chapter. The dioikismos of

Phlygonion in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2), as well as the Phlygonians’

contribution to the fine in 322 (CID ii 108) ensure that

Phlygonion was a member of the Phokian koinon. The

inscriptions of C2f show that, in 191/90, all Phlygonians had

become Delphians (Daux (1936) 252–53). The C2m regula-

tion of the frontiers between the Delphians (no. 177) and, on

the other hand, the Ambryssians (no. 171) and Phlygonians

shows that the two latter cities by then were united in a sym-

politeia (F.Delphes iii.2 136).

The ruins at Bania, where *Aiolidai has often been locat-

ed (no. 170), are to be identified with Phlygonion (Robert

and Robert, BE (1941) 8; Rousset (1999) 43 n. 37, (2002) 45).

At the site is a small defence circuit in isodomic masonry,

but its poor state of preservation does not allow of any more

precise description (Schober (1924) 22; Dassios (1992) no.

113; Rousset (2002) 63 no. 69).
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192. Po[---] Map 55. Unlocated. Type: C. The preamble of

a payment in 337/6 of the fine imposed on the Phokians in

346 lists as one of the archons of the Phokians a Κρ�τωνος

Πο[----]ου (CID ii 38.5). The letters Πο[----]ου must be a

city-ethnic in the genitive case, but no other source testifies

to a Phokian city whose city-ethnic fits Πο[. . . 4–5 . . .]ος. So

far no satisfactory restoration or emendation has been sug-

gested. J. Bousquet’s suggestion at CID ii 38 is unconvincing.

The place called Πο�ρεον (Syll.³ 826.iii.34 �F.Delphes iii.4

280.C.34) from which he derived Πο[υρε�τ]ου is certainly

not the name of a community. We have a choice among four

possibilities: (a) an error by the mason; (b) a dialectal vari-

ant of a well-known Phokian ethnic Π/Βο[υλιδ�]ου; (c) an

ethnic of an unlocated polis of central Greece called

Πο[τανα�]ου (Lerat (1952) i. 62–64, contra Rousset (2002)

15, 38); or (d) an ethnic of an otherwise unknown Phokian

polis.

193. Stiris (Stirios) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.45. Size of

territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Στ5ρις, -ιος (Syll.³

647.24 (C2f); Paus. 10.3.2 (r346)) or Στε5ρις (IG IX.1 36.1

(C2f); Plut. Cim. 1.9). The city-ethnic is Στ�ριος (SGDI

1727.6 (C2f); Syll.³ 647.15) or Στε�ριος (SEG 42 479.3 (C3l);

Syll.³ 647.5). The variant form Στιριε�ς is attested once in

an inscription of the Roman Imperial period (IG ix.1 48.7

(third century ad), and Στιρ�της is found once (Paus.

10.3.2). Neither the toponym nor the city-ethnic is attested

prior to the Hellenistic period; but Stiris is listed by Paus.

10.2.3 as one of the poleis exposed to dioikismos in 346, which

shows that, in C4m, it was a member of the Phokian koinon.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a sympoliteia agreement with Medeon (no. 186) of C2f?

(Syll.³ 647) and externally in a C3 inscription which regu-

lates the frontier between Stiris and Phanoteus (no. 190; SEG

42 479 (C3l)). The individual and external use is found in a

Delphic manumission inscription of C2f (SGDI 1727).

Paus. 10.35.10 records a sanctuary of Demeter Stiritis with

a temple in mudbrick in which was a very old image of the

goddess. The epithet indicates that Demeter was the protec-

tive divinity of Stiris.

Stiris is situated on a low rocky hill, c.700 m long and 100

m across. Along the east side are the remains of an undated

defence circuit in isodomic masonry (Fossey (1986) 32–33;

Dassios (1992) no. 75; McInerney (1999) 319–20).

194. Teithronion (Teithronios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long.

22.35. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A. As attested in

inscriptions, the toponym is Τε�θρων (SEG 1 198.5 (C4l/C3e);

SEG 16 351.3 (c.200); SGDI 1983.3–4 (C2e)); in literary sources

it is Τεθρ)νιον, τ# (Hdt. 8.33 most MSS; Paus. 10.3.2) or

Τεθρ#νιον (Hdt. 8.33, RSV) or Τιθρ)νιον (Paus. 10.33.12;

Steph. Byz. 624.6). On Θρ#νιον at Ps.-Skylax 61, see Nielsen

(2000) 107–8. The city-ethnic is Τειθρ)νιος (CID ii 108.7,

322; SGDI 1983.13 (C2e); in CID ii 5.ii.50 (C4f) it is combined

with the regional ethnic: Φωκε5ς Τειθρ)νιοι).

Teithronion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.33

and, retrospectively, at Paus. 10.3.1 and 2, in both passages in

connection with Xerxes’ invasion of Phokis in 480, when the

town was burned to the ground. Paus. 10.3.2–3 treats

Teithronion as a polis in the urban sense in connection with

the dioikismos of the Phokian cities in 346 after the Third

Sacred War. The city is listed as a polis in the political sense in

the Delphic naopoioi accounts,where the Teithronioi appear

as contributors in a list (CID ii 5.ii.50) headed by the formu-

la: τα�δε τ+µ πολ�ων vνικαν (ii.25–26). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested externally in one of the receipts

of the Phokian fine (CID ii 108.7 (322)), and internally in a

proxeny decree of C3–C2 (IG ix.1 222.10); the individual use

is attested externally in a C4–C3 proxeny decree from Delphi

(no. 177) (SEG 1 198.5).

The dioikismos of Teithronion in 346 (Paus. 10.3.2), as well

as the city’s contribution in 322 to the payment of the fine

(CID ii 108.7), ensure that Teithronion was a member of the

Phokian koinon.

Teithronion is situated north of the river Kephisos at a

bend of the river which surrounds the southern part of the

city. It was protected by a defence circuit (c.400 � 200 m) in

pseudo-isodomic masonry, with interval towers (Frazer

(1898) 422–23; Dassios (1992) no. 14).

Tithorea (Tithoreus) See 187. Neon (Ne(-)).

195. Trachis (Trachinios) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 22.45,

but see infra for a discussion of the unresolved location.

Type: B. The toponym is Τραχ�ν, ! (Strabo 9.3.14) or

Τραχ�ς (Paus. 10.3.2). The only attestation of a city-ethnic is

at Strabo 9.3.14: οH δ’ .νοικο%ντες Τραχ�νιοι. Neither the

toponym nor the city-ethnic is attested prior to the

Hellenistic period; but Trachis is listed by Paus. 10.2.3 as one

of the poleis exposed to dioikismos in 346, which shows that,

in C4m, it was a member of the Phokian koinon.

The location of Trachis is unknown. The only indication

is provided by Strabo, who places Trachis near Lebadeia (no.

211) (9.3.14: πλησ�ον δ* Λεβαδε�ας κα� ! Τραχ�ν). This

piece of evidence leaves us with a choice between three dif-

ferent sites: Kyriaki (Fossey (1986) 35–39; Barr.), Kastro-

Tseresi (Tillard (1911) 66–68; Fossey (1986) 54–56; Dassios

(1992) no. 62) and Korakolithos (Dassios (1992) no. 57;
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McInerney (1999) 300–2). Kastraki should probably be

identified with Helikonioi (supra 403). At Kastro-Tseresi

there is a small enclosure of roughly triangular shape, but

only the north-western side of c.100 m and the north-east-

ern side of c.180 m are fortified. The longer southern side is

protected by steep cliffs. The wall is in rusticated isodomic

masonry which cannot antedate the Classical period,and no

traces of the Archaic period have been found. Thus, the

identification with *Aiolidai as proposed by Tillard (1911)

66–68 is dubious, whereas the site might fit Trachis (Rousset

(1999) 43 n. 46, but more cautiously (2002) 45–46). The

topographic information found in Strabo, however, makes a

third site a better candidate: viz. Korakolithos. A small emi-

nence is all that is still visible (Fossey (1986) 59; Dassios

(1992) no. 57), but the existence of a settlement is indicated

by a C5f–C2f cemetery found c.1 km to the west (ArchDelt 33

(1978) 152). Furthermore, Lolling mentions the remains—

no longer visible—of a defence circuit of 240 “paces”

(�200m?) with the foundations of a tower. However, the

regulation of the frontier between Phanoteus (no. 190) and

Stiris (no. 193) (SEG 42 479) is not easily compatible with a

C3 polis situated at Korakolithos; cf. the map in Rousset and

Katzouros (1992) 211.

196. Triteis Map 55. Unlocated. Type: A. Triteis is known

exclusively from one passage in Herodotos: at 8.35, enumer-

ating the Phokian poleis burnt down by the Persians in 480,

Herodotos records Τριτε5ς between Pedieis (no. 189) and

Elateia (no. 180). The city is not mentioned in any other

source (Lerat (1952) i. 51 n. 7). At 8.32.2 Herodotos tells us

that many Phokians found refuge at Amphissa (no. 158) in

Lokris, and Steph. Byz. 637.16 reports that there was a

Τρ�τεια situated between Phokis and West Lokris. On the

basis of these two pieces of evidence Oldfather (1939) sug-

gests that Lokrian Tritea, attested from C5m only, may have

been founded by Triteians coming from Phokis; but cf.

Klaffenbach (1937).

The location of Triteis is discussed by McInerney (1999)

281–83. The text of Herodotos suggests a location west of

Elateia, which has induced some scholars to identify Triteis

with the fortified enclosure at Modi (Lolling (1989) 90;

Schober (1924) 43). But the chronology of this small fortifi-

cation fits Ledon (no. 184) better than Triteis. Alternatively,

Triteis has been located between Modi and Elateia at the vil-

lage of Turkochorion-Panagitsa (Kirsten (1951) 741 no. 106,

followed by Dakoronia, ArchDelt (1979) 194). To date, how-

ever, the only remains found there are of a cemetery used

from the Geometric to the Classical period (ArchDelt 34

(1979) 193–94, 36 (1981) 222, 43 (1988) 232–33, 44 (1989) 221).

The recent discovery of a fortification 2 km south-east of

Modi (Dassios (1992) no. 20; cf. supra Pedieis) invites a

reassessment of the issue.

197. Troneia (Troneieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.40.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is Τρ)νεια, !,

attested in a Delphic manumission act to designate the place

of origin of the slave (SGDI 2132.3 (188/7)). Steph. Byz. 213.16

and Hdn. iii.1 276.35 both mention a Γρ)νεια, π#λις

Φωκ�δος. This Γρ)νεια is usually interpreted as a misread-

ing of Τρ)νεια (Robert (1960) 74–75; cf. supra 403, s. v.

Groneia). The masculine form of the city-ethnic has become

an issue. In an inscription of 322 recording the Phokians’pay-

ment of the fine imposed in 346 (CID ii 108), one of the con-

tributing communities is recorded as [---]ΤΡΩΝΕΙΕΙΣ

(9), usually interpreted as the city-ethnic Τρωνειε5ς. But an

equally possible restoration is [---Πα]τρωνειε5ς, derived

from the toponym Πατρων�ς attested in Plut. Sull. 15.6

(Robert (1960) 75). Patronis, however, seems to be a ghost

toponym (supra 404), from which it follows that the Troneieis

are in fact attested in the inscription.

The only sources to classify Troneia as a polis are Steph.

Byz. and Herodian (accepting the conjecture Τρ)νεια for

Γρ)νεια). Furthermore, Troneia is absent from Pausanias’

list of poleis exposed to dioikismos in 346 (10.3.1–2), but its

contribution to the fine in 322 ensures that it was a member

of the Phokian koinon and undoubtedly a polis. The external

use of the city-ethnic is attested collectively in the payment

of 322 (CID ii 108.9). The individual and external use of the

city-ethnic can be deduced from a manumission of C2s in

which the origin of a slave is recorded as τ� γ/νος Τρων�δα

(SGDI 2130.3).

Paus. 10.4.10 mentions a part of the territory of Daulis

(no. 176) called Τρων�ς in which was situated the shrine of a

founder hero, either Xanthippos or Phokos, who reappears

in a second century ad inscription from Daulis (IG ix.1

61.50). This Tronis is undoubtedly the name of the territory

of the city of Troneia, and the presumption is that, in the

time of Pausanias, Troneia had been incorporated into

Daulis (Robert (1960) 78–80).

Interpreting the three sources (Paus. 10.4.10; Plut. Sull.

15.6; IG ix.1 61), all commentators agree that Troneia should

be located in the neighbourhood of Daulis, and two identi-

fications have been suggested: (a) Kato Tseresi, south of

Daulis, and (b) Ag. Marina west of Daulis.

Re (a): the historians who distinguished Troneia from

Patronis suggested the site of Kato Tseresi lying south of
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Daulis (Kirsten (1939)). Considering that this site can be

identified with a small fort only, Robert (1960) 78–82 cau-

tiously suggested a location somewhat south of Daulis (con-

tra McInerney (1997) 197–99).

Re (b): a preferable site for Troneia has been proposed by

historians who identify Patronis with Troneia (Tillard (1911)

64–66; Kirsten (1951) 713; cautiously Fossey (1986) 53; Barr.)

and thus follow the topographical indication given by Plut.

Sull. 15.6. This site is identified with Patronis by historians

who, wrongly in my opinion, distinguish between Troneia

and Patronis (Schober (1924) 38; Kirsten (1949b); Robert

(1960). The site in question is at Ag. Marina, where there are

remains on a rocky hill of which only the northern and east-

ern part had to be fortified. The wall is in two different types

of masonry: the curtain is in joggled trapezoidal masonry,

and the towers in isodomic masonry. The wall and the west-

ern escarpment enclose an area of c.100 m north–south by

150 m west–east and rise above the remains of a grid-

planned lower town.
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Βοιωτ�α (Hes. fr. 181; Ar. Ach. 160;

Thuc. 1.12.3; SEG 28 461.28 (287–280)). The ethnic is

Βοιωτ#ς (Hom. Il.2.494; Ducat (1971) no. 257) or Βοι)τιος

(Hom. Il. 14.476; CID ii 31.93 (C4f)).The collective use of the

ethnic is attested externally in the epigram commemorating

the Athenian victory over the Boiotians in 506 (�θνεα

Βοιοτ˜ον: IG i³ 501 �CEG 179, restored from Hdt. 5.77.3–4)

and internally on the obverse of the coins (ΒΟΙ, ΒΟΙΩ:

Head (1881) 21, 54) and in the C4f Boiotian proxeny decrees

(πρ#ξενον ε1µεν Βοιωτ+ν: IG vii 2407–8). For the indi-

vidual and external use, see [’Ε]π�δδαλος τtπ#[λλονι]

Βοι#τιος .χς ’Ερχ[οµεν˜ο] (Lazzarini (1976) 374 (C5f)); for

the internal use, see Εdβουλος Παναρµ#στου Βοι)τιος

(BCH 99 (1975) 51.4 (C3f)). The Boiotian region is described

with the terms χ)ρα (Hdt. 8.44.1; Hell. Oxy. 19.2) or γ8

(Soph. fr. 314.31, Radt; Hdt. 5.57.1), and from c.500 the term

�θνος is used of the people (IG i³ 501; Hdt. 9.31.5–32.1; Hell.

Oxy. 19.4; Aeschin. 2.116; Bakhuizen (1989)).

In the Homeric Catalogue of Ships, Orchomenos (no.

213) and Aspledon are described as Minyan settlements out-

side Boiotia (Hom. Il. 2.511; cf. Thuc. 4.76.3). In later sources

both Orchomenos (Hdt. 8.34.1; Thuc. 1.113.1) and Aspledon

(Strabo 9.2.41; Paus. 9.38.9) were considered Boiotian, and

in the Archaic and Classical periods the frontiers of the

whole region were the following: Boiotia bordered on

Phokis, and the westernmost Boiotian poleis were

Orchomenos (Hdt. 8.34.1), Chaironeia (no. 201) (Hecat. fr.

116; Thuc. 4.76.3), Lebadeia (no. 211) (Strabo 9.3.14) and

Chorsiai (no. 202) (Ps.-Skylax 38). To the north Boiotia bor-

dered on East Lokris, and the frontier must have run north

of Hyettos (no. 207) and Kopai (no. 209) (no explicit evid-

ence, Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 197) and west of

Anthedon (no. 200) (Strabo 9.2.13; cf. Hom. Il. 2.508). The

easternmost Boiotian settlement was Delphinion in the

Oropia (Strabo 9.2.6). Oropos (no. 214) was contiguous

with Attika (Thuc. 4.99.1); it was under Athenian domina-

tion in the years c.500–411, c.375–366 and 338–322, but never

integrated into Attika. Moving westward from Oropos

(Heracl. Cret. 7–8, GGM i.101) the Boiotian poleis bordering

on Attika were Tanagra (no. 220) (Thuc. 3.91.3–5; Dem.

18.96), Hysiai (no. 208) (Hdt. 6.108.6) and Plataiai (no. 216)

(Hdt. 6.108.3). In the years around 500 Hysiai was an Attic

“deme” (Hdt. 5.74.1), and Plataiai may have been part of

Attika as well (see infra 450). Eleutherai was originally a

Boiotian settlement (Polemon fr. 2; Steph. Byz. 265.10)

incorporated into Attika (Paus. 1.38.8) in, probably, 506

(Connor (1989) 8–16).After the Athenian defeat at Koroneia

in 447, it became a Theban military outpost (Schachter

(forthcoming)). It is a moot point whether it belonged to

Boiotia once again in C4 (for: Camp (1991); against: Munn

(1993) 8–9). Towards the Isthmus Boiotia bordered on

Megaris, and the frontier ran along the ridge of Kithairon

between Boiotian Kreusis and Megarian Aigosthena (no.

224) (Xen. Hell. 5.4.17–18).

The earliest attestation of a liaison among Boiotian poleis

is a C6e dedication to Apollo Karykaios in Tanagra (no. 220)

by a group of soldiers from Thebes (no. 221) (LSAG 94 no. 7;

cf. Schachter (1996b) 16–17). Collaboration between the

Boiotian poleis is attested in numerous sources of C6l. (a)

Several Boiotian poleis began to strike coins in C6l, and from

the very beginning all coins except those struck by

Orchomenos (no. 213) had a common obverse type: the

“Boiotian” shield. These early coins were struck by

Akraiphia (no. 198), Hyettos (no. 207), Koroneia (no. 210),

Mykalessos (no. 212), Tanagra (no. 220), Thebes (no. 221)

and Thespiai (no. 222). (b) From c.520 onwards Herodotos

and other sources refer to the Boiotians and make it clear

that in war and diplomacy the Boiotian cities often acted in

concert (Hdt. 5.74.2, 77.1–4, 6.108.4–5; Thuc. 3.65.2). (c) A

Delphic inscription from c.500 records a treaty between the

Boiotians and the Lokrians (SEG 41 506), and an Athenian

dedication of 506 commemorates a victory over the

Boiotians (IG i³ 501 �CEG 179). (d) Boiotarchs are attested

in connection with Mardonios’ invasion of Boiotia in 479

(Hdt. 9.15.1). This is commonly taken as evidence of an early

federation or league led by Thebes and subsequently 

BOIOTIA
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dissolved in connection with the subjection of that city in

479 (Busolt and Swoboda (1926) 1413; Larsen (1968) 29–32).

An alternative view is that the federation or league persisted,

and from some coins of C5f with the legends Τ or ΤΑ (obv.)

and ΒΟ or ΒΟΙ (rev.) it is inferred that Tanagra took the

place of Thebes as the head of the union (Buck (1979)

141–42; Beck (1997) 89).

A proper Boiotian federation, however, cannot be traced

further back than C5m, and I shall here follow the generally

accepted terminology and refer to the First Federation

446–386, the Second Federation 378–338, and the Third

Federation 338–171.

(1) The constitution of the First Federation is known

from Hell. Oxy. 19, describing its organisation in 395

(Salmon (1978)).The earliest explicit references to the feder-

ation are Thucydides’ mention of Boiotarchs at the battle of

Delion in 424 (Thuc. 4.91), and his mention of the

Boiotarchs and the federal council in connection with the

Boiotians’ refusal to join an alliance with Corinth (no. 227)

and Megara (no. 225) (Thuc. 5.38.2). There is no explicit

evidence antedating the Peloponnesian War, but it is com-

monly (and reasonably) believed that this federation was

formed in 447/6 after the Athenian defeat at Koroneia

(Thuc. 1.113), and that Plataiai (no.216) controlled two of the

eleven Boiotian districts in the period down to 431 (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3). The federation was dissolved in 386 in conse-

quence of the King’s Peace (Xen. Hell. 5.1.33).

(2) The federation was re-established in 378 (Xen. Hell.

5.4.63, 6.1.1; Isoc. 14.9; Diod. 15.28.1; cf. Buckler (1980) 15–45),

and new Boiotarchs elected (Plut. Pel. 13.1; Ages. 24.6; cf.

Buckler (1979)). The dissolution of this federation after the

battle of Chaironeia in 338 is inferred from late sources

(Diod. 16.87.3; Paus. 9.1.8, 4.27.10). A dissolution is rejected

by Busolt and Swoboda (1926) 1431 n. 4, followed by Larsen

(1968) 175–80. A re-establishment of the federation is

assumed by Roesch (1965) 46–71, followed by Etienne and

Knoepfler (1976) 241–42.

(3) That the defeat of Thebes in 338 and its destruction 

in 335 resulted in a reorganisation, perhaps even a re-

establishment of the federation, is indicated (a) by the trans-

fer of the capital of the federation from Thebes to

Onchestos, infra 435; (b) by a new board of aphedria-

teuontes, attested from C3e onwards (IG vii 2723–4b; for the

date, see Knoepfler (1992) 451, (2001b) 15–19).

The Boiotian ethnos was one of the members of the

Amphiktyonic League (Lefèvre (1998) 70–73) and provided

two hieromnemones (Aeschin. 2.116). Poleis attested in C4s as

providing a hieromnemon are Haliartos (no. 206), Lebadeia

(no. 211), Orchomenos (no. 213), Plataiai (no. 216), Tanagra

(no. 220), Thebes (no. 221) and Thespiai (no. 222).

In Boiotia names of months are attested from C3 onwards,

and since the same sequence of months is attested in all poleis

without any discernible variation, the inference is that it is a

federal calendar adopted by all the members during the

Classical period. There is no evidence of individual polis cal-

endars of the Archaic period. Some of the months are pecu-

liar to Boiotia (Παµβοι)τιος and ?λαλκοµ/νιος). Others,

like TΕρµα5ος, are found in Thessaly and north-west Greece

(Roesch (1982) 1–85; Trümpy, Monat. 244–46).

In recent years the traditional dates of Boiotian coins have

been changed as follows. (a) In Head, HN ² and in SNG vol-

umes published before the 1970s the earliest Boiotian coins

are dated c.600–550; today a more recent date is universally

accepted, either c.550–500 (Kraay (1976) 109) or c.500

(Schachter (1989) 85 n. 44). (b) The generally accepted

chronology of the Boiotian coinage of the Classical period is

based on the a priori assumption that, apart from Thebes, the

individual poleis struck coins only when the federation was

dissolved, i.e. in the years after the battle of Oinophyta

(457–446), then after the King’s Peace (386–374), and after the

battle of Chaironeia in 338. The following three observations

must lead to a revision of this chronology. (1) Some of the

coins allegedly struck in the years 386–374 have legends in the

epichoric alphabet, indicating a date before c.394 (Salmon

(1978) 45–47). (2) There was no activity in the sanctuary of

Nemea between c.410 and c.330, and of over 4,000 coins

found in Nemea only four have been dated to that period:

viz. one of Thebes (395–386), two of Tanagra (386–374), and

one of Thespiai (386–374). Now, of the two coins of Tanagra,

one (C1177) was found in a context of which 99 per cent ante-

date c.410 and 1 per cent postdate c.330, and the other (C1401)

in a context of which 30 per cent antedate c.410, 70 per cent

postdate c.330. The coin from Thespiai was found in a C3

context (Hesperia 48 (1979) pl. 25e, 51 (1982) pl. 15c, 53 (1984)

pl. 34d; letter from S. G. Miller of 17 March 1995). The pre-

sumption is that the first coin was struck before c.410 and the

two others presumably after 374. (3) The Myron hoard

(IGCH 62), buried c.365 (Hepworth (1986) 37), includes fif-

teen of the so-called autonomous staters traditionally dated

386–374; two are from Haliartos (no. 206) and thirteen from

Orchomenos (no. 213). Most of these coins are more worn

than even the earliest of the Theban coins which were struck

c.390 or even earlier (Hansen (1995a) 63 additional note).

The inference from these three observations is that some of

the “autonomous”Boiotian coins were struck before 386 and

others after 374. Similarly, it seems likely that the period
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457–446 has been too narrowly defined as well, and that

many of the coins assigned to this period should be dated

either before 457 or after 446.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements
not Attested as Poleis

Apart from major extra-urban sanctuaries,¹ our written

sources provide us with information about sixty-six named

Boiotian sites of the Archaic and Classical periods.² Of these

sixty-one have been identified, most beyond reasonable

doubt, some with a certain degree of probability only.³ Five

ancient toponyms, however, remain unlocated,⁴ and, con-

versely, we have remains of two fairly small ancient settle-

ments which cannot be convincingly matched with any of

the toponyms found in the written sources.⁵ Thus we know

of a total of sixty-eight Archaic and Classical sites. Twenty-

six are described below in the inventory of poleis. Of the

remaining forty-two sites, ten were probably not settle-

ments of the Archaic and Classical periods; some were just

alternative names of poleis, some did not belong in Boiotia,

etc.⁶ It follows that, in addition to the twenty-six poleis, we

have evidence of thirty-two non-polis settlements of which

only one is an unidentified site known exclusively from the

physical remains. Including two unidintified sites, forty-two

sites are as follows.

Askra (Xσκρη) Hes. Op. 639–40 (κ)µη); Ephor. fr. 1

(κ)µη); Strabo 9.2.25; Paus. 9.29.1–2; Steph. Byz. 133.12

(π#λις). Askra had a walled acropolis with a C4 signalling

tower surrounded by a presumed Archaic circuit with gates

enclosing an area of c.4,000 m². The whole settlement covered

an area of c.10 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 244). Sherds show resettle-

ment of the site in the Dark Ages and a peak of activity in the

Archaic and Classical periods, dropping off in the Hellenistic

period. Askra was apparently under Thespiai (no. 222) in

Hesiod’s lifetime, but Arist. fr. 580 suggests that the Thespians

drove out the Askra people after Hesiod’s death (Snodgrass

(1985); Fossey (1988) 142–45; Bintliff (1996)). Barr. AC.

Aspledon (?σπληδ)ν) Hom. Il. 2.511; cf. Hes. fr. 77;

Strabo 9.2.41; Paus. 9.38.9 (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 135.8 (π#λις).

Fossey (1988) 361–63. Barr. C, but A also attested through lit-

erary sources.

Aulis (Α(λ�ς) Hom. Il. 2.496; Hes. Op. 651; Aesch. Ag. 191;

Xen. Hell. 3.4.3; Ephor. fr. 119; Hell. Oxy. 20.3 (?); Ps.-Skylax

59 (Hερ#ν); Nikokrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1; Ps.-Skymnos 495

(π#λις); Dion. Calliphon. 88, GGM i.241 (π#λις); Strabo

9.2.8 (χωρ�ον, κ)µη, λιµ�ν); Paus. 9.19.6; Steph. Byz. 147.1.

The sanctuary was that of Artemis Aulideia (SEG 25 542

(Roman)). The cult is attested from C6l (SEG 25 543;

Schachter (1981–94) i. 94–98), and the remains of an

aperipteral Doric temple are still visible.Aulis was one of the

small unwalled settlements whose population was moved to

Thebes (no. 221) (Hell. Oxy. 20.3: [Α(]λ�δος) in connection

with the major synoecism at the outbreak of the

Peloponnesian War (Demand (1990) 83–85; Moggi, Sin.

197–204 prefers a date c.426–424). The archaeological record

shows that the settlement was still inhabited in C4 and later

(Fossey (1988) 68–74). Barr. AC.

Chalia (Χαλ�α) Theopomp. frr. 211–12 �Steph. Byz.

681.4–8 (π#λις). In fr. 212, Theopompos lists the Chalioi

(Χαλ�οις) alongside Aiolians, Boiotians, Orchomenians and

Thebans. According to Jacoby’s comment on the fragment,

the context is a digression in book 15 about the prehistory of

Thebes, which means that it is impossible from the use of the

ethnic to make any inference about the status of Chalia in the

Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 77–78). Barr. AC.

Delion (∆�λιον) Hdt. 6.118.2; Thuc. 4.76.4–5 (Hερ#ν); Ps.-

Skylax 59 (Hερ#ν); Strabo 9.2.7 (Hερ#ν, πολ�χνιον); Paus.

9.20.1; Steph. Byz. 226.13–14 (Hερ#ν,πολ�χνιον). A sanctuary

of Apollo with a gilded statue allegedly dedicated by the

Thebans (no. 221; Hdt. 1.118.2). In 424, when only a ruined

stoa was left in the sanctuary, it was fortified by the

Athenians (Thuc. 4.90.2) (Fossey (1988) 62–66; Schachter

(1981–94) i. 44–47). Barr. C.

¹ The list of settlements excludes extra-urban sanctuaries (cf. Fossey (1988)
435 n. 107), each briefly treated under the polis to which it belonged: the
Amphiaraion (Oropos), the Kabeirion (Thebes), Apollo Ptoios and the hero
Ptoios (Akraiphia), Apollo Tegyraios (Orchomenos), Apollo Thourios
(Chaironeia), Athena Itonia (Koroneia), Dionysos (Orchomenos), the Muses
(Thespiai) and Zeus Hypatos (Thebes).

² Doubtful or spurious settlements mentioned in late sources only include a
number of toponyms recorded in Strabo: Θερ�πναι (9.2.24) and Φοινικ�ς
(9.2.27) or in Steph. Byz.: ;Αστυρα (140.18), ;Αχναι (152.17–18), Γ/φυρα
(�Tanagra, Fossey (1988) 54), Ζα5α (293.20), ’Ισµ�νη (338.21), ;Ιτων (342.10;
cf. Armenidas (FGrHist 378) fr. 1), Κελα�θρα (372.8), ;Ολµιον (490.3),
Φιλην#ριον (665.21) and Φλεγ�α (667.15). Furthermore, following Bakhuizen
((1989) 65–66), I have left out ;Αρνη (Hom. Il. 2.507; Hes. fr. 218; Strabo 9.2.35;
Steph. Byz. 123.18, π#λις), which allegedly was swallowed up by Lake Kopais
(Strabo 9.2.35). It seems to be a mythical toponym, not even to be placed on an
atlas of Bronze Age settlements. However, Fossey (1988) 382–83 identifies
Homeric Arne with a settlement (Magoula Balomenou) which has substantial
remains from the Bronze Age plus some Roman and Late Roman.

³ Viz. Aspledon, Delphinion, Donakon, Heleon, Hyle, Oinophyta, Okalea,
Pharai, Skolos, Stephon, Tegyra, Tilphosaion and Trapheia; see Fossey (1988)
390–91.

⁴ Eteonos/Skaph(l)ai, Keressos, Mideia, Metachoion and Nisa.
⁵ Gla and Mali both recorded in Barr. as settlements of the smallest size.
⁶ Viz. Drymos, Eleutherai, Graia, Kyrtone, Metachoion, Mideia, Nisa,

Oinophyta, Tilphosaion and Gla.
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Delphinion (∆ελφ�νιον) Strabo 9.2.6 (Hερ�ς λιµ�ν).

Fossey (1988) 37–38. Barr. C.

Donakon (∆ονακ)ν) Paus. 9.31.7. Fossey (1988) 147–49.

Barr. C.

Drymos (∆ρυµ#ς) Harp. ∆81 (π#λις) �Arist. fr. 405.

Unlocated settlement near Panaktos and sometimes belong-

ing to Athens (no. 361); see 624. Drymos means “oak wood”.

At Paus 9.3.4 it is uncertain whether the reference is to anoth-

er settlement near Alalkomenai (no. 199) called ∆ρυµ#ς, or to

an oak wood described as a δρυµ#ς. Barr. 59 C.

Eilesion (Ε2λ/σιον) Hom. Il. 2.499; Strabo 9.2.17; Steph.

Byz. 261.13 (π#λις). The form Ε2ρ/σιον is found at Etym.

Magn. 303.11 (π#λις) and Suda ΕΙ 183 (π#λις); ’Ερ/σιον is

an unconvincing emendation at Dion. Calliphon. 90, GGM

i.241 (Fossey (1988) 127–30). Barr. AC.

Eleutherai (’Ελευθερα�) Strabo 9.2.31; Steph. Byz. 265.10

(π#λις). Originally a Boiotian settlement which passed to

Athens (no. 361) in, presumably, 506, but was not incorpor-

ated into Attika; see 431 supra and 624 infra. Eleutherai was

famous for its sanctuary of Dionysos, with a xoanon

removed to Athens (Schachter (1981–94) i. 174–76).Barr.AC.

Glisas (Γλ�σας) Hom. Il.2.504; Hdt.9.43.2; Hellan. fr. 100;

Strabo 9.2.31 (κατοικ�α); Paus. 9.19.2 (.ρε�πια); Steph. Byz.

209.16 (π#λις). Remains of a walled acropolis and (once) a

walled lower town, both walls in polygonal masonry, with

structures of C6l–C5f. Above it was the sanctuary of Zeus

Hypatos (Fossey (1988) 217–23). Barr. AC.

Graia (Γρα5α) Hom. Il. 2.498. In the sources Graia was

identified sometimes with Tanagra (no. 220) (Callim. fr. 711;

Strabo 9.2.10; Paus. 9.20.1–2; Etym. Magn. 228.58), some-

times with Oropos (no. 214) or, rather, a place in the territ-

ory of Oropos (Arist. fr. 406.1–2; Strabo 9.2.10; Thuc. 2.22.3

and 3.91.3 as emended in accordance with Steph. Byz.

712.6–7). Most modern historians prefer the Aristotelian

view, but disagree about the location. Fossey ((1970), (1988)

66–67; Barr.) suggests an identification with a Bronze Age

settlement and points to modern Dhramesi. Beister (1985)

prefers an identification with a settlement of the Archaic

and Classical periods situated somewhere on the coast, but

not yet located. See also Cosmopoulos (2001) 14, 127 n. 37.

Barr. AC.

Harma (aρµα) Hom. Il. 2.499; Philoch. fr. 113

(κωµητα�) �Strabo 9.2.11 (κ)µη �ρηµος), 14 (τ8ς

τετρακωµ�ας); Paus. 9.19.4 (.ρε�πια π#λεως); Steph. Byz.

122.6 (π#λις). Settlement centred on a walled acropolis with

structures of the Classical period. The walls, in polygonal

masonry, are older than the buildings (Fossey (1988) 85–89).

Barr. AC.

Heleon (’Ελε)ν) Hom. Il. 2.500; Strabo 9.2.12 (κ)µη), 14

(τ8ς τετρακωµ�ας); Plut.Mor.301A; Paus. 1.29.6.Acropolis

settlement with well-preserved walls in Lesbian masonry

and remains of several buildings (Fossey (1988) 89–95). The

settlement covered c.3.3 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 244). Barr. AC.

Hippotai (‘Ιππ#ται) Plut. Mor. 775A (κ)µη). Walled

acropolis? (Fossey (1988) 339–40). Barr. C.

Hyle (U Υλη or U Υλαι) Hom. Il. 2.500; 5.708; Mosch. Ep.

Bion. 3.88 (cf. Gaertner (2001)); Strabo 9.2.20 (κ)µη);

Steph. Byz. 647.13. Remains of a walled acropolis and a

walled lower town. The acropolis had two walls: a larger one

of LH iii B and a smaller one of the Archaic period, both in

rubble masonry. In the lower town a small aperipteral tem-

ple of the late Geometric period (Fossey (1988) 235–43).

Barr. AC.

Hyria (‘Υρ�α) Hom. Il. 2.496; Theopomp. fr. 211 �Steph.

Byz. 651.15 (πρ#τερον πολ�διον); Strabo 9.2.12. Settlement

with traces of an ancient circuit wall reported in 1966

(Fossey (1988) 75–76). Barr. AR.

Isos ( ; Ισος) Strabo 9.2.14 (]χνη π#λεως). Substantial set-

tlement with walled acropolis, perhaps a refortification of a

Mycenaean enceinte (Fossey (1988) 257–61). Barr. AC.

Keressos (Κερησσ#ς) Plut.Cam. 19.4; cf.Mor.866F; Paus.

9.14.2–4 (.χυρ�ν χωρ�ον �Anth. Pal. App. 6.73; see

Fontenrose (1978) Q 204). Cf. the tombstone set over

Κερεσ#δοτος (IG vii 1927 (C5)) and the dedication by

Κερεσ#τιµος (SEG 28 458 (C6–C5)). Unlocated fortified

settlement in the territory of Thespiai (no. 222), where a

major battle was fought between Boiotians and Thessalians

in the Archaic period, but variously dated (Buck (1979)

108–10; Sordi (1993)). Not in Barr.

Korseia (Κορσε�α) Paus. 9.24.5 (π#λισµα). Settlement

with remains of a circuit wall in polygonal masonry and

three towers in ashlar masonry (Fossey (1990) 58–61).

Barr. C.

Kreusis (Κρε%σις) Xen. Hell. 5.4.16–17, 6.4.3 (τε5χος);

Xen. Ages. 2.18; Strabo 9.2.25 (.π�νειον); Paus. 9.32.1

(.π�νειον); Steph. Byz. 383.6 (π#λις); .ν Κρε�συϊ (SEG 24

361.27 (C4f)) is either a misspelling or a variant. Fortified

port with substantial remains of a C4 circuit wall in ashlar

masonry with a small section in Lesbian and polygonal
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masonry (Fossey (1988) 157–63). The major Boiotian naval

harbour on the Corinthian Gulf (Freitag (2000) 164–71).

Barr. AC.

Kyrtone (Κυρτ)νη, later Κ�ρτωνες) Paus 9.24.4

(π#λισµα) �Steph. Byz. 398.9 (π#λις). Settlement with

remains of a circuit wall in polygonal masonry and a tower

in ashlar masonry. In the neighbourhood, remains of what

was possibly a temple (Fossey (1990) 52–57). Barr. C, but

classified as a sanctuary.Perhaps an East Lokrian settlement;

see 664.

Leuktra (Λε%κτρα) Xen. Hell. 6.4.4 (.ν Λε�κτροις τ8ς

Θεσπικ8ς); Dem. 9.23; Diod. 15.53.2 (τ� Λευκτρικ�ν

πεδ�ον); Harp. Λ14 (χωρ�ον Βοι)τιον περ� Θεσπι�ς);

Plut. Mor. 773B (κ)µιον τ8ς τ+ν Θεσπι/ων χ)ρας);

Strabo 9.2.39 (τ#πος). Possibly a settlement (Fossey (1988)

154–57). Barr. C.

Medeon (Μεδε)ν) Hom. Il. 2.501 (.ϋκτ�µενον

πτολ�εθρον); Strabo 9.2.26; Dion. Calliphon. 99, GGM i.241

(π#λις); Steph. Byz. 439.19 (π#λις). Settlement with remains

of a circuit wall in polygonal masonry (Fossey (1988) 312–14).

Barr. AC.

Metachoion (Μετ�χοιον) Ephor. fr. 94a–b (a) �schol.

Arist. Eth. Nic. 1116b6 (Μετατο�χου MSS: Μεταχο�ου

Marx); (b) �Steph. Byz. 448.19 (φρο�ριον). A Classical

fortress between Orchomenos (no. 213) and Koroneia (no.

210), perhaps near or on Mt. Laphystion (Buckler (1989) 72).

Not in Barr.

Mideia (Μ�δεια) Hom. Il. 2.507; Strabo 8.6.11 (Μ�δεα);

Steph. Byz. 451.17 (π#λις). Perhaps to be identified with

Lebadeia (no. 211) (Paus. 9.39.1). If not, an unlocated settle-

ment. Not in Barr.

Nisa (Ν5σα) Hom. Il. 2.508; Dion. Calliphon. 102, GGM

i.242. Unlocated.

Oinophyta (’Ο2ν#φυτα) Thuc. 1.108.3, 4.95.3, Pl. Menex.

242B; Arist. Pol. 1302b29; Diod. 11.83.1; SEG 19 363 (C4s).

Fossey (1988) 58–60. Barr. C, but neither the literary nor the

archaeological evidence supports Barr.’s classification of

Oinophyta as a settlement.

Okalea (’Ωκαλ/α) Hom. Il. 2.501; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 242

(’Ωκαλ/ην πολ�πυργον); Strabo 9.2.26–27; Dion.

Calliphon. 99, GGM i.241 (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 706.11

(π#λις). Fossey (1988) 314–18. Barr. C, but the literary evid-

ence shows that it was a walled settlement in the Archaic

period.

Olmones (; Ολµωνες) Paus. 9.24.3, 34.10 (κ)µη); Steph.

Byz. 490.7 (κ)µη); IG vii 2808a15 (after ad 212).Walled hill-

top settlement with remains of a small number of buildings,

one of them perhaps an early aperipteral temple (Fossey

(1988) 296–98). Barr. C.

Onchestos (’Ογχηστ#ς) Hom. Il. 2.506; IG ix².1 170.5

(292); Heracl. Cret. 25, GGM i.104 (π#λις); Paus 9.26.5

(π#λις). In 338 Onchestos became the capital of the Boiotian

Federation (Roesch (1982) 266–82), and the federal archon

was thereafter referred to as the “Archon in Onchestos”(SEG

27 60 (C4l); IG vii 1747.1 (C3f)). The remains of a C6s tem-

ple of Poseidon have been found (Schachter (1981–94) ii.

207). The settlement itself has been tentatively identified

with a site of c.5 ha about 1 km west of the sanctuary of

Poseidon. On the site were found fragments of monumental

Doric architecture, traces of a fortification wall and of a

Hellenistic bouleuterion, perhaps serving the Federation,

and the plan of what appears to be an agora of Hellenistic

date (Bintliff and Snodgrass (1985) 140; Schachter (1981–94)

ii. 208). Barr. AC.

Peteon (Πετε)ν) Hom. Il. 2.500; Strabo 9.2.26 (κ)µη);

Steph. Byz. 519.13 (π#λις). Fossey (1988) 233–34. Barr. AC.

Salganeus (Σαλγανε�ς) Nicocrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1;

Heracl. Cret. 26, GGM i.105; Strabo 9.2.9 (χωρ�ον); Steph.

Byz. 551.6 (π#λις). Settlement fortified in 313/12 (Diod.

19.77.4) with very few remains of the Classical period, and

the circuit walls seen by early travellers were probably not

ancient (Bakhuizen (1970) 6–12; Fossey (1988) 78–80;

Gehrke (1988)). Barr. C.

Schedia (Σχεδ�α) Etym. Magn. 229.2 (κ)µη). Hill-top

settlement with remains of Ionic capitals, drums and bases

(Fossey (1988) 52–56). Barr. AC.

Schoinos (Σχο5νος) Hom. Il. 2.497; Strabo 9.2.22.

Schoinos was one of the small unwalled settlements whose

population was moved to Thebes (no. 221) (Hell. Oxy. 20.3)

in connection with the major synoecism at the outbreak of

the Peloponnesian War (Demand (1990) 83–85; Moggi, Sin.

197–204 prefers a date c.426–424). Remains of a circuit wall

partly in polygonal masonry (C5l?, postdating the synoe-

cism?) and partly in rubble work (C4f?) (Fossey (1988)

229–32). Barr. AC.

Stephon (Στ/φων) Plut. Mor. 299C: fortified place

(χωρ�ον) in the Heroic period when Tanagra (no. 220) was

still settled in villages (�τι τ8ς Ταναγρικ8ς κατ3 κ)µας
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ο2κουµ/νης). Walled acropolis with defence circuit in

polygonal masonry but no structural remains inside the

walls (Fossey (1988) 49–52, 56). Barr. AC.

Tegyra (Τεγ�ρα) Lycoph. Alex. 646; Callisthenes

(FGrHist 124) fr. 11 �Steph. Byz. 611.3 (π#λις); Plut. Pelop.

16–19. Settlement with a temple of Apollo Tegyraios and an

oracle active in the Archaic period but closed down in C4

(Plut. Pelop. 16.5; Mor. 412B–D; Schachter (1981–94) i. 75).

Walled acropolis with defence circuit in polygonal masonry

observed by early travellers. In the neighbourhood, remains

of what may be an aperipteral temple (Fossey (1988)

367–72). Barr. AC.

Teumessos (Τευµησσ#ς) Hymn. Hom. Ap. 224; Eur.

Phoen. 1100; Demosthenes Bithynius fr. 3 (>στυ); Strabo

9.2.24; Paus. 9.19.1 (χωρ�ον); Steph. Byz. 618.21 (Sρος).

Fossey (1988) 212–16. Barr. AC.

Tilphosaion (Τιλφωσα5ον) According to Strabo

(9.2.27), Tilfossa was a spring (! Τιλφ+σσα κρ�νη)

beneath Mt. Tilfossion (τ� Τιλφωσσ5ον Sρος) with a

sanctuary of Apollo Tilfossios (W Τιλφ)σσιος ?π#λλων).

Again, τ� Τιλφωσα5ον is attested as a mountain (schol.

Dem. 19.141, 314c, Dilts; Ephor. fr. 153; Theopomp. fr. 301)

and as a spring (Aristophanes Boeotus (FGrHist 379) fr. 4

(κρ�νη δ’ .ν Βοιωτ��α ! Τιλφ+σσα)). The spring was

deified as a goddess Τελφο%σα or Τιλφ+σσα (Pind. fr.

198b) and worshipped together with Apollo (Hymn. Hom.

Ap. 383–87) and Artemis (SEG 27 74 (C4–C3)). Remains of

the sanctuary have been found c.400 m from the spring

perhaps consecrated to the Praxidikai (Schachter (1990),

(1981–94) iii. 60–62). According to Dem. 19.141, 148, there

was a fort on the mountain; cf. Fossey (1992) 112–14, fol-

lowed by Barr. (C).

Trapheia (Τρ�φεια) Nicander Ther. 887; Steph.Byz.632.4

(π#λις). A primarily Mycenaean settlement with some

remains of the Archaic period (Fossey (1988) 244–46). Barr.

AC?

2. Unidentified Settlements

Gla Mycenaean settlement with a few remains of the

Classical period, lying in the north-east bay of the Kopaïs in

the territory of Kopai (no. 209) (Fossey (1988) 288). Barr., C.

Mali Walled settlement with a separately walled acropolis

and remains of buildings, lying south-east of Chorsiai (no.

202) (Fossey (1988) 194–95). Barr., A.

Of these forty-two sites, thirty-two were probably settle-

ments of the Archaic and Classical periods.⁷ But some of

them may have been poleis rather than non-polis settle-

ments. Heleon, for example, seems to have had a territory of

its own bordering on the territory of Tanagra (no. 220)

(Paus. 1.29.6), and that is an indication that the settlement

was a polis. Similarly, Harma is a rather sizeable settlement

with impressive fortifications (Fossey (1988) 86–88) and is

described by Pausanias as the ruins of a polis (9.19.4). Thus

we must consider the possibility that all four members of

what in the Hellenistic period was called the Tetrakomia, i.e.

Pharai (no. 215), Mykalessos (no. 212), Heleon and Harma

(Strabo 9.2.14), were poleis in the Archaic and/or Classical

period (Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 225–26). Conversely,

some of the settlements included in the Inventory of poleis

might perhaps be omitted, e.g. Alalkomenai (no. 199). Even

allowing for some uncertainty, the Inventory leads to the

conclusion that more than two-fifths of all the Boiotian set-

tlements must have been considered to be poleis, either

throughout the Archaic and Classical periods or at least for

some time within these periods.

Many of these poleis, however, were small dependencies,

and at least in the Classical period the Boiotian poleis seem to

have formed a hierarchy with at least three different layers:

during the First and Second Federations (c.446–386 and

378–338), the only truly independent polis was Thebes (no.

221), which, in addition to being the leading member of the

confederacy, preserved its capacity to enter into relations

with other poleis (Staatsverträge 273, 277, 283, 345; see infra

455). Below Thebes were several poleis which, being member

states of the Federation, provided magistrates and council-

lors to the federal government and contingents to the federal

army. Below these poleis were several little poleis, each

depending on one of the larger poleis and with its own territ-

ory inside the territory of the larger polis but without any rep-

resentation in the federal government. Chorsiai (no. 202),

Eutresis (no. 205), Siphai (no. 218) and Thisbai (no. 223) were

poleis depending on Thespiai (no. 222); Mykalessos (no. 212)

and Pharai (no. 215) belonged to Tanagra; Erythrai (no. 203),

Skolos (no. 219), Eteonos/Skaphlai (no. 204) and Hysiai (no.

208) were first connected with Plataiai (no. 216) in some form

⁷ Of the 42 non-polis sites recorded above I exclude the following 10: Drymos
(belongs rather with Attika), Eleutherai (Athenian after C6l), Gla (the Classical
remains too insignificant to ensure that Gla was a settlement after the
Mycenaean period),Graia (a settlement listed in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships,
but unknown to all later commentators), Kyrtone (perhaps an East Lokrian set-
tlement), Metachoion (a fortress rather than a settlement), Mideia (probably an
old name for Lebadeia), Nisa (known only from the Catalogue of Ships, perhaps
identical with Isos), Oinophyta (a fortress, not a settlement) and Tilphosaion (a
fortress, not a settlement).
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of sympoliteia, but were later subdued by Thebes, which also

possessed Anthedon (no. 200), Oropos (no. 214) and Potniai

(no. 217); Chaironeia (no. 201) lay within the territory of

Orchomenos (no. 213) until after 424.

We are poorly informed about the status of all the settle-

ments which were not poleis. The orthodoxy is that they

were komai and,mutatis mutandis,had a status similar to the

Attic demes (see Hansen (1995b) 69–71). But apart from

phratries, attested in the late Hellenistic period only

(Knoepfler (1981) 148–49), we know of no civic subdivisions

in Boiotia (Jones, POAG 79). So, even supposing that these

settlements were in fact komai, there is no evidence to show

that komai were an element in the political organisation of

Boiotia in the same way as they must have been in, e.g.,

Mantinea (no. 281) or Megara (no. 225).

Furthermore, only one Boiotian settlement is called kome

in Archaic and Classical sources, viz. Askra (Hes. Op.

639–40; Ephor. fr. 1). Philoch. fr. 113 may have used the term

kometai about the inhabitants of Harma. In all other cases

the authority for Boiotian komai is either Strabo or

Pausanias, but it is not legitimate to project their site-

classifications back into the Archaic and Classical periods

(see Hansen (1995b) 48–52). To conclude: the territory of a

major Boiotian polis, e.g. Thebes or Thespiai or Tanagra,

comprised a number of settlements of which some were

poleis but some were not, and the relation between depend-

ent poleis and other dependencies remains obscure.

II. The Poleis

198. Akraiphia (Akraiphieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long

23.15. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?κρα�φια,

τ� (IG vii 4135.6 (C3s), 2871.1 (C1)) or (in literary sources

only) ?κραιφ�α,! (Hdt. 8.135.1; Steph. Byz. 63.1),?κραιφ�αι

(Strabo 9.2.27), ?κρα�φνιον (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), ?κρα�φνια

(Theopomp. fr. 362). The toponym denotes either the town

(Hdt. 8.135) or the polity (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The city-ethnic is

?κραιφιε�ς (Ducat (1971) no. 260 �SEG 31 393 (C5f)) or (in

literary sources only) ?κραιφνιε�ς (Theopomp. (FGrHist

115) fr. 362); ?κρα�φνιος, ?κραιφνε)της (Ephor. fr. 229).

Akraiphia is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt.

8.135.1) and in the political sense (Hell. Oxy. 19.3).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a dedication from Ptoion (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 13; SEG 22

430 (both C6l)) and externally on a boundary stone of

C4f–C3m (IG vii 2792; cf.Vottéro (2001) 115). The individual

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in a dedication:

Πυθ�ας tκραιφ[ιε�ς] (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 15 (c.500)) and

externally in a list of aphedriateuontes (IG vii 2724a.2

(c.280–270)).

An inscription of C4f–C3m cut in the rock near Vristika

marked the border between Akraiphia and Kopai (no. 209)

as determined by the Boiotians (IG vii 2792; SEG 36 411;

Lauffer (1986) 136; Vottéro (2001) 115), and, similarly, a C6

horos (Vottéro (2001) 117) probably records the border

between the two poleis (SEG 30 440, 42 407): [h#ρος

?]κραι[φι/ον κ]α� Κο[πα�ον].The size of the territory has

been assessed at c.35 km² (Fossey (1988) 264, 198).

The eponymous official of Akraiphia was an archon

(LSAG 93 and 95 no. 13 (C6l)). In C4e Akraiphia was united

with Chaironeia (no. 201) and Kopai, and constituted one of

the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The principal

body of government was a boule to which only propertied

citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3). There is no explic-

it evidence for membership of the Second Federation

whereas the attestation of an aphedriateuon from Akraiphia

testifies to membership of the Third Federation (IG vii

2724.a.2 (c.280–270)). An eponymous archon is attested in

C6s (LSAG 93, 95 no. 13).

The protecting god of Akraiphia was perhaps Zeus of

some sort (IG vii 2733 (C5); Schachter (1981–94) iii. 93–95);

cf. the C6l–C5e dedication to Zeus Oporeus (SEG 46 528).

On Mt. Ptoion (Paus. 9.23.5–7; Pind. frr. 51b, 52f), c.4 km east

of Akraiphia, was an oracular shrine (Hdt. 8.135; Pind. fr.

52g.A), since C7m consecrated to Apollo Ptoieus (Ducat

(1971) 89 no. 50b (c.640); IG vii 27–29 (c.640–620), 4155

(C4l)) in association with a goddess and served by a male

Akraiphian prophet (IG vii 4155). The oracle was especially

famous in C6s (Schachter (1981–94) i. 52–73). Dedications of

this period abound (Ducat (1971); Schachter (1981–94) iii.

295), including two by the Alkmaionids and Peisistratids (IG

i³ 1469–70). At the sanctuary are remains of a peribolos, an

oracular cave and a temple of C4l built on top of an older

one (Lauffer (1959) 1528–40). The sanctuary was controlled

by Akraiphia in the Archaic period (Ducat (1971) 448–50) as

well as in the Hellenistic age (IG vii 4139.20–21 (C2l); Roesch

(1982) 225ff); but when the oracle was consulted by Mys in

479, it was under Theban control (Hdt. 8.135.1; cf. Strabo

9.2.34). The Thebans may have dispossessed the

Akraiphians of the oracle in C6s (Gullath (1989) 166), but a

preferable explanation is that “the oracle may have

remained within the direction of Akraiphia, although for-

mally the sanctuary and the territory of Akraiphia were

under Theban control” (Schachter (1981–94) i. 69).
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Halfway (as the crow flies) between Akraiphia and the

sanctuary of Apollo Ptoieus was a sanctuary of the Hero

Ptoios, the descendant of Athamas, here worshipped in

association with some goddess. A lower terrace has altars

and a stoa of the Archaic period, the upper terrace a temple

of C4l built over a C7 edifice. Between the two levels is an

avenue of monumental tripod bases, dedicated by the polis

of Akraiphia c.525–450 (IG vii 2734–35; SEG 22 430;

Schachter (1981–94) iii. 11–21).

The acropolis was fortified with a double-faced wall: an

outer face of hard limestone in trapezoidal coursed mason-

ry, perhaps of C4, and an inner face of poros stone in ashlar

coursed masonry, built in C3 and probably destroyed in 196.

A diateichisma in polygonal work is either contemporary

with or older than the limestone wall. There are substantial

remains of a pentagonal tower of the Hellenistic period. The

circuit enclosed an area of c.17 ha (Fossey (1988) 266–68;

Garlan (1974) 98–112 and information from John Camp).

The size of the lower town is unknown (Bintliff (1997a)

231) nor do we know whether there was a defence circuit

enclosing the entire town. Buildings and streets have been

uncovered at the western end of the town, and outside the

town are four cemeteries with remains from the late

Geometric, Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988)

268). So far, more than 2,000 graves have been found (AR

(1999–2000) 56). The settlement can be traced back to C8

(Fossey (1988) 269).

Akraiphia struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.500 to 480, from 456 to 446, and from 386 (or earlier)

to 374 (or later). Denominations: stater, obol, hemiobol, tri-

hemitartemorion; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. kantharos in

incuse square (some). Legend: Α (C5e) or ΑΚ (C5m) or

ΑΚΡΗ (C4e) (Head, HN² 344; Babelon, Traité ii.3. 257–58;

Schachter (1989) 85; Baldwin Brett (1955) 137 no. 1011;

Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 221 n. 768 suggest that the ear-

liest issues may have been minted at (H)aliartos).

199. Alalkomenai Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.00. Located

at Vouno c.1 km east of Solinarion (Knauss (1987) 42–68).

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ?λαλκοµενα�,

αH (Strabo 9.2.27; Paus. 9.33.5). Apart from Steph. Byz. 68.19,

there is no attestation of a city-ethnic.

The only author to call Alalkomenai a polis is Strabo, who

retrospectively describes the site as a small polis situated in a

plain (9.2.36). According to Paus. 9.33.5, the settlement was

just a κ)µη. But it may deserve inclusion in this inventory

of poleis because it seems to have had a territory of its own,

and especially because of its famous sanctuary of Athena,τ�

?λαλκοµενε5ον (IG ix².1 170.5 (C4l–C3e)) dedicated to the

cult of ?λαλκοµενη�ς ?θ�νη (Hom. Il. 4.8; see Schachter

(1981–94) i. 111–14). According to Steph. Byz. 68.18–19, the

goddess had the epithet Polias, and her cult was linked with

that of Zeus Polieus (Etym. Magn. 56.8–10; Schachter

(1981–94) iii. 96). Since the sanctuary was in the lowlands

(Paus. 9.33.5), the epithets Polias and Polieus must refer not

to an acropolis cult but rather to cults of divinities protect-

ing the polis (cf. Cole (1995) 301–3). The cult of Athena at the

Alalkomenion was presumably an old one (Schachter

(1981–94) i. 12), which would indicate that at least in the

Archaic period Alalkomenai was probably a polis (Hansen

(1995a) 32–33) with the cult of its protecting god located in

an extra-mural sanctuary. Later Alalkomenai was incorpo-

rated into Koroneia (no. 210). The territory is called

?λαλκοµεν�α; it must have been very small, but at least it

included the fortified mountain Tilphosion (Ephor. fr. 153;

Diod. 19.53.7). The Alalkomenion was located c.300 m north

of Alalkomenai (Knauss (1987) 50).

200. Anthedon (Anthedonios). Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long.

23.25. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?νθηδ)ν,

! (Hom. Il. 2.508; Ps.-Skylax 59; Archestratos fr. 15.1;

I.Stratonikeia 508.43 (C1)). The city-ethnic is ?νθηδ#νιος

(Palaiphatos 27; IG ix².1 27.4 (C3)), in the Boiotian dialect:

?νθαδ#νιος (IG vii 2723.4 (C3e)).

Anthedon is called a polis in the urban sense in a C4

mythological treatise (Palaiphatos 27) and again in Heracl.

Cret. (23, CGM i.104 (C3s)); that it was a polis in the political

sense as well is apparent from the fact that ?ριστοκλε5ς

?γασι�ω ?νθαδ#νιος appears c.285–280 among the

aphedriateuontes (IG vii 2723.4). That its status as a polis in

the political sense stems at least from the beginning of the

Third Federation (i.e. from 338) is indicated by the eight vic-

tories at the four major Panhellenic games won c.300 by the

pankratist Nikon of Anthedon (Steph. Byz. 96. 17–18;

Phlegon of Tralles (FGrHist 257a) �P Oxy. 2082 4.27; see

Knoepfler (1986a) 602–3). In Ps.-Skylax 59 Anthedon is

described as a teichos, but it is unclear whether he took it to

be a polis as well. The only epigraphical reference to

Anthedon as a polis is a heavily restored proxeny decree of C3

(SEG 36 413 �Knoepfler (1986a) 624–30. The individual and

external use of the city-ethnic is attested at IG vii 2723.4

(C3f); Plut. Mor. 300F: Μυρτ�ς ! ?νθηδον�α ποι�τρια

(rC5); and Steph. Byz. 96.18–19 Λεων�δης Ζωγρ�φος,

Ε(φρ�νορος µαθητ�ς, ?νθηδ#νιος (rC4).

The territory is called ! Ανθηδον�α (Strabo 9.2.13) and its

size has been assessed at c.85 km² (Fossey (1988) 250).
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Anthedon bordered on Tanagra (no. 220) to the south-east

(Nicocrates (FGrHist 376 fr. 1) and on Thebes (no. 221) to the

south-west (Heracl. Cret. 23, GGM i.104). Herakleides tells

us that the soil was poor and that almost all the inhabitants

lived as fishermen (Heracl. Cret. 23, GGM i.104; cf.

Archestratos fr. 15.1). Although there is no explicit evidence,

it is usually assumed that Anthedon belonged to Thebes (no.

221) and that its harbour was used as a naval base by the

Thebans when in the 360s they built a fleet (Schläger et al.

(1968–69) 90), but see Fossey (1992) 117–20). The attestation

of an aphedriateuon from Anthedon testifies to membership

of the Third Federation (IG vii 2723.4 (c.280–270)).

The protecting god of Anthedon was probably Zeus

Karaios and Anthas, whose cult, however, is unattested

before C2 (IG ii² 2360; Schachter (1981–94) iii. 97 and letter

of Dec. 1994).

The ancient town lay beside the sea around a tiny harbour

(Strabo 9.2.13; Schläger et al. (1968–69)).A separately fortified

hill about 30 m high was used for the acropolis. On the north

side of the hill are the remains of a Hellenistic (Roesch (1976))

fortification wall built in ashlar masonry with interval tow-

ers. The city walls encompassed both the hill and the harbour

and enclosed an area of 30 ha (Wallace (1979) 58; Bintliff

(1997a) 244). Herakleides mentions an agora flanked with

two stoas. The settlement can be traced back to the Neolithic

period, and there are remains of the Geometric, Archaic and

Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 255).

201. Chaironeia (Chaironeus) Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long.

22.55. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Χαιρ)νεια, ! (Thuc. 1.113.1; F.Delphes iii.3 96 �SEG 32 529

(c.313–300)), but in some Boiotian inscriptions Χ[η]ρ)νια

(IG vii 3170.10 (C3)) or Χαιρων�α (SEG 38 380.1 (C1)). The

toponym denotes either the town (Thuc. 1.113.1) or the 

polity (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) or the territory (Lycurg. 1.16).

The city-ethnic is Χαιρωνε�ς (SEG 15 282.4 (263–255)).

Chaironeia is called a polis presumably in the urban sense

(Hecat. fr. 116; cf. Hansen (1995a) 55 n. 44) and in the politi-

cal sense (Thuc. 4.76.3, 89.2; cf. Hansen (1995a) 21–24;

Theopomp. fr. 407; Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The term π#λισµα is

used by Aristophanes Boeotus (FGrHist 379) fr. 3 (C4)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

as ΧΑΙΡΩΝΕ on coins of C4e (Head (1881) 44) and exter-

nally by Polyb. 27.1.4. For the individual use of the city-

ethnic, see e.g. Ε(ρυφ�οντος Καλλ�φρονος Χαιρων/ως

(SEG 15 282.4, grammateus (263–255)).

The territory is called Χαιρ)νεια (Lycurg. 1.16: ! .ν

Χαιρωνε��α µ�χη), and it was the westernmost region of

Boiotia, bordered by Phokis to the west (Thuc. 4.76.3; cf.

Hecat. fr. 116) and by Orchomenos (no. 213) to the north

(Plut. Cim. 2.1). In C5f its territory was a part of the territory

of Orchomenos (inference from Hdt. 8.34.1). The size of the

territory has been assessed at c.55 km² (Fossey (1988) 342).

In C5 Chaironeia was a dependent polis under

Orchomenos (π#λιν ’Ορχοµεν�ων: Theopomp. fr. 407,

probably referring to 446; .ς ’Ορχοµεν�ν ξυντελε5ν: Thuc.

4.76.3, referring to 424), and was perhaps without any repre-

sentation in the federal government. In 395, however,

Chaironeia was united with Akraiphia (no. 198) and Kopai

(no. 209), and constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). It is not known when Chaironeia changed its

status from an Orchomenian dependency to one of the six

poleis that provided one Boiotarch every third year. The prin-

cipal body of government was a boule, to which only proper-

tied citizens were admitted (Hell.Oxy. 19.2,3).Chaironeia was

a member of the Second Federation (.πιβοηθε5ν, Diod.

16.39.8) and of the Third Federation as well (IG vii 2724c.6

(245–240)). After 457 Chaironeia and Orchomenos served as

a refuge for oligarchs from the other Boiotian poleis (Hellan.

fr. 81); but in 446 Chaironeia was conquered by the Athenians

and exposed to andrapodismos (Thuc. 1.113.1; Theopomp. fr.

407). From the abortive attempt in 424 to introduce a democ-

racy, we can infer that Chaironeia must have had an oli-

garchic constitution. The democratic faction was supported

by Athens and by some Orchomenians, but the stasis was

quelled by armed assistance from the other Boiotians (Thuc.

4.76.2–3, 89.2; Hansen (1995a) 21–24).

Chaironeia must have been fortified in 424 (Thuc. 4.89.2)

and again in 354 when the town was besieged by

Onomarchos (Diod. 16.33.4; cf. Buckler (1989) 56). On the

acropolis there are remains of (1) a circuit of cyclopean

masonry, probably of the Archaic period; (2) Lesbian

blocks, presumably Archaic; (3) a C4 ashlar circuit. Small

extensions at the north-east corner of the cyclopean wall

and at the north-west corner of the ashlar wall suggest that

the lower city in the Archaic and Classical periods was

walled and lay north of the acropolis. The acropolis walls

enclose an area of c.15 ha. The size of the lower city is

unknown (Fossey (1988) 376–79); Bintliff ’s guesstimate is

c.23 ha ((1997a) 244). The settlement can be traced back to

the early Helladic period (Fossey (1988) 380). Of public

architecture the only known building is a small rock-cut

theatre. A rectilinear koilon with eight steps, probably of the

Classical period, was replaced in the early Hellenistic period

by a curvilinear koilon of which fifteen steps are preserved

(Dilke 45 (1950) 35–37; Isler (1994) 146).
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The protecting god of Chaironeia may have been Zeus

(Paus. 9.41.6; Schachter (1981–94) iii. 99). Other major

divinities presumably worshipped in the Archaic and

Classical periods are Apollo Thourios (Plut. Sulla 17.7, inter-

preted retrospectively by Schachter (1981–94) i. 43–44) with

an extra-urban sanctuary at Thourion (Camp et al. (1992)

454–55), Dionysos (Plut. Cim. 2.2; Schachter (1981–94) i.

173–74) and Herakles (Plut. Dem. 19.2; Schachter (1981–94)

ii. 2).

Chaironeia struck hemidrachms on the Aiginetan stan-

dard and bronze coins between 386 (or earlier) and 374 (or

later). (1) Silver: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. club. Legend:

ΧΑΙ. (2) Bronze: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. club. Legend:

ΧΑΙΡΩΝΕ (Head (1881) 44, HN² 344).

202. Chorsiai (Chorsieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.55.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym Κορσια�, αH

(Dem. 19.141 codd. AY; Harp. Κ77; Ps.-Skylax 38) is attested

in literary sources, and from the city-ethnic Χορσιε�ς (SEG

3 342; Migeotte (1984) no. 11 (C2e)) we can infer that in the

Boiotian dialect the toponym must have been Χορσια�,

which is the spelling offered by Steph. Byz. at 696.1, and per-

haps attested in the Delphic list of theorodokoi of c.230–210

(SEG 36 500). It has been suggested that the Κορσια�

referred to by Demosthenes must be Κορσε�α in north-west

Boiotia near East Lokris (Etienne and Knoepfler (1976)

32–41), but Demosthenes’ mention of Orchomenos (no.

213), Koroneia (no. 210) and Tilphoseion side by side with

Κορσια�, as well as the notes in Harp. and Ps.-Skylax,

strongly support the traditional location of the site in south-

ern Boiotia.

Ps.-Skylax 38 lists Chorsiai as the first toponym after the

heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the urban sense,

and the settlement is presumably called a polis by

Theopomp. fr. 167 �Harp. Κ77, quoting Dem. 19.141 for the

toponym and Theopompos for the site-classification.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in a treaty with Thisbai (SEG 3 342 (C2e)) and internally in a

proxeny decree (SEG 22 410 (C2f)). There is no attestation of

the individual use.

The name of the territory is unknown; its size has been

assessed at c.40 km² (Fossey (1988) 186). A C4f inventory of

hestiatorion equipment, presumably found in Chorsiai,

indicates that Chorsiai in C4e was a dependent polis lying

inside the territory of Thespiai (no. 222) (SEG 24 361, 30 441

(386–380), but cf. 47 520). The inscription testifies to a

Heraion and a cult of Hera in Chorsiai (Schachter (1981–94)

i. 238). For a possible cult of Zeus Soter, see SEG 36 417

(C6–C4 but heavily restored: Schachter (1981–94) iii.

99–100).

In 346 Chorsiai was destroyed by the Thebans, had its

walls demolished and, like Orchomenos and Koroneia, the

city was perhaps exposed to an andrapodismos (Dem.

19.141). The epigraphical and archaeological evidence shows

that the city was soon resettled.

The only reference in written sources to walls is

|χυρωµ/νος at Diod. 16.58.1, describing the Phokians’ occu-

pation of Chorsiai during the Sacred War down to 346.

Remains of a coursed trapezoidal wall enclosed both the

acropolis and the lower town on the east, north and west

sides, whereas the south side was protected by cliffs. This cir-

cuit seems to date from the years after the battle of Leuktra; it

was probably destroyed by the Thebans in 346 (Dem. 19.141),

but re-erected later on in C4 in isodomic ashlar work. The

walls enclose residential quarters of c.1 ha (Büsing and

Büsing-Kolbe (1972) 79–87; Fossey (1986). According to

Bintliff (1997a) 244, the habitation area amounted to between

1.7 and 4.5 ha. The settlement can be traced back to the early

Helladic period, and there are remains of the Geometric,

Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 193).

203. Erythrai Map. 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.25. Size of terri-

tory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ’Ερ�θραι, αH (Hom. Il.

2.499 (for the accent see schol. ad loc.); Thuc. 3.24.2), denot-

ing either the town (Eur. Bacch. 751) or the polity (Hell. Oxy.

19.3). There is no attestation of the toponym in epigraphical

sources, and the only attestation of a city-ethnic is

’Ερυθρα5ος Παντ�α[ς] (SEG 30 457 (C6l); cf. Fossey (1991)

181–89; Hansen (1995a) 46–47; for the sequence ethnic–

name, see IG vii 2796). But [∆]ηµαρ/τ[η Μ]οιρ�χου

[’Ε]ρυθρα�[α] (IG ii² 8500 �SEG 14 194 (C4s)) may come

from Boiotian Erythrai too, since Μο�ριχος is a good

Boiotian name, and since the stele was found in Eleusis,

where several other sepulchral inscriptions commemorat-

ing Boiotians have been found (Koumanoudis (1961) 104).

The only reference in ancient literature to Erythrai having

been a polis is Pausanias’ remark: ‘Υσι+ν κα� ’Ερυθρ+ν

.ρε�πι� .στι. π#λεις δ/ ποτε τ+ν Βοιωτ+ν lσαν (9.2.1).

Pausanias’ retrospective site-classification is supported by

two observations: (a) in 479 Erythrai had a territory which

must have been very small (Hdt. 9.15.3, 25.2: W ’Ερυθρα5ος

χ+ρος), and (b) a sympoliteia with Plataiai (no. 216) in C5m

suggests that Erythrai had been a polis before it joined the

sympoliteia and may perhaps still have been a dependent

polis even after the union (Hell. Oxy. 19.3; Hansen (1995a) 16)

by which its territory seems to have become a part of Plataiïs
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(Strabo 9.2.24). Erythrai must have been annexed by Thebes

(no. 221) before the synoecism of c.431 when its population

was moved to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3; Demand (1990)

83–85; Moggi, Sin. 197–204). By 395, however, Erythrai had

been repopulated, but was still lying within the territory of

Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 19.3).

The acropolis was fortified by an undated defence circuit

of rubble with no pretence to style enclosing an area of 1,600

m² (Fossey (1988) 117–18). A wall of the lower town “is only

visible as a line in the fall of the land”(letter from Fossey, Jan.

1995). The walls are probably later than 431, when Erythrai is

described as unfortified (Hell. Oxy. 20.3). Apart from a few

LH iii sherds, the settlement cannot be traced further back

than the Classical period (Fossey (1988) 118).

204. Eteonos/Skaphai (Skaph(l)eus) Map 55. Unlocated.

Type: C. The toponym was originally ’Ετεων#ς, W (Hom. Il.

2.497; Strabo 9.2.24), but it was changed into Σκαφα�, αH

(Hell. Oxy. 20.3) or alternatively Σκαφλα� (IG ii² 11654

(C4m); Strabo 9.2.24, erroneously emended Σκ�ρφη by all

eds.). The change of name may perhaps be connected with the

refoundation of the town in c.400 after the synoecism with

Thebes (no. 221) in c.431. We know that Eteonos/Skaphlai was

located near Skolos (no. 219) and occupied a hill (Hom. Il.

2.497) in the Parasopia (Strabo 9.2.24), but the precise loca-

tion is unknown (Fossey (1988) 130–31).

Apart from Steph. Byz. (283.8), Eteonos/Skaphai is never

called a polis, and the reasons for including the site in this

inventory are (a) that a city-ethnic is attested in Classical

sources (Hansen (1995a) 28, 48) and (b) that a sympoliteia

with Plataiai in C5m suggests that Eteonos/Skaphlai had

been a polis before it joined the sympoliteia and may perhaps

still have been a dependent polis even after the union (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3; Hansen (1995a) 16). Skaphai was one of the small

unwalled settlements whose population was moved to

Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3) in connection with the major syn-

oecism at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Demand

(1990) 83–85; Moggi. Sin. 197–204 prefers a date c.426–424).

Apart from Steph. Byz. 283.10, there is no attestation of a

city-ethnic derived from the toponym Eteonos, but the city-

ethnic Σκαφ(λ)ε�ς is attested in three Attic sepulchral

inscriptions of C4: IG ii² 11202:Σακφλε�ς (C4f); SEG 15 161:

Σκαφλικ�, Σκαφλικα� (C4m, Eleusis); SEG 22 191:

Σκαφλικα� (C4s, Eleusis); cf. also SEG 22 192 (second and

third centuries ad). The only other attestation is in Men.

Dysc. hypoth. 14: 6πεκρ�νατο ?ριστ#δηµος Σκαφε�ς. Cf.

IG ii² 11654: .Σκαφλ�ων (C4m) (Koumanoudis: α<�>ων,

but see δραχµαων in IG vii 3055.4).

205. Eutresis (Eutretidieus) Map. 54. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.15.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Εdτρησις, !

(Hom. Il. 2.502; Eust. Il. 1.409.20, van der Valk; Hell. Oxy. 19.3,

where the toponym denotes the polity). The only surviving

attestation of the city-ethnic is in a Hellenistic dedication to

Apollo: Ε(τρειτιδιε5ες ?π#λλωνι (BCH 28 (1904) 430–31

no. 1).

Strabo calls Eutresis a κωµ�ον Θεσπι/ων (9.2.28), and in

Steph. Byz. (287.21) it is classified as a kome. Eutresis is not

called a polis in any extant source, but the reference at Hell.

Oxy. 19.3 to what was probably a sympoliteia between

Thespiai (no. 222), Thisbai (no. 223) and Eutresis suggests

that Eutresis during the First Federation was a dependent

polis dominated by Thespiai (Siewert (1977) 463; Hansen

(1995a) 16); cf. το5 Θεσπι/σσιν κα� το5ρ σLν α(τ�ς (SEG

31 358.5 (C5f)).The attestation of the city-ethnic further sug-

gests that Eutresis was still a polis in the Hellenistic period

during the Third Federation.

Excavations have revealed a part of a circuit wall. Its com-

partment construction has been taken to suggest a C4m date

(Fossey (1988) 152), and it enclosed an area of between 13 and

20 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 244). The settlement can be traced

back to the Neolithic period (Fossey (1988) 152).

206. Haliartos (Haliartios) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?ρ�αρτος, W

(Armenidas (FGrHist 378) fr.7) or ?λ�αρτος, W (Hom. Il.

2.503, cf. PLond. Lit. 6; Lys. 16.13; IG vii 2850 (C2–C1)),

denoting either the town (Diod. 14.81.2 (r395)) or the territ-

ory (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17). In Boiotia the city-ethnic is either

?ρι�ρτιος (SEG 25 554 (C5); Etienne and Knoepfler (1976)

221–25) or ?λι�ρτιος (IG vii 2724.4–5 (c.280–270)); outside

Boiotia it is always ?λι�ρτιος (Thuc. 4.93.4). For the late

appearance of the form yλι�ρτιος, see most recently

Knoepfler (1992) 480–81.

Haliartos is listed as one of the Boiotian poleis in

Thucydides’ description of the battle of Delion (4.91.1, 93.4).

It is called a polis in the urban sense by Heracl. Cret. 25 (GGM

i.104 (C3)) and in the political sense by the Oxyrhynchus his-

torian (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The term [πο]λιτε�α (citizenship) in

a proxeny and citizenship decree of C4l (SEG 28 453.8)

strongly supports Knoepfler’s restoration [τ[ς π#λιος

?ριαρτ�ων] in lines 3–4 of the decree (BCH 102 (1978) 381,

pace Fossey in Boeotia Antiqua 4 (1994) 49–51).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the reverse of a coin of C4f (ΑΡΙΑΡΤΙΟΝ: Head, HN²

345; see Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 222 n. 771) and exter-

nally in a C5 dedication found near Onchestos (SEG 25 554).
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For the individual and external use, see [yλι]�ρτιος (CID ii

94.5), a hieromnemon of 327.

The territory was called yλ�αρτος (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17) or

yλιαρτ�α (Strabo 9.2.33; Paus. 9.33.4). Together with

Lebadeia (no. 211) and Koroneia (no. 210), Haliartos consti-

tuted one of the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3).

The size of the territory has been assessed at c.80 km² (Fossey

(1988) 300). It comprised Onchestos (Strabo 9.2.33; SEG 25

554; Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 223; Schachter (1981–94) ii.

206), Tilphossa and Okalea, as well as Medeon (Strabo

9.2.26). A line of fortifications, now dated to 371 (Fossey

(1992) 112–14), indicates the border of the city towards

Koroneia (Fossey (1988) 320). The Cambridge/Bradford sur-

vey of Boiotia has revealed that there is a band of almost

empty territory running east–west just north of Askra, prob-

ably the border zone between the territory of Haliartos and

that of Thespiai (no. 222) (Snodgrass (1990) 129). The

Thebans’ remark at Hdt. 5.79.2 that the Koroneians and

Thespians are their neighbours indicates that Haliartos in

507/6 was a dependent polis and situated in what was then the

territory of either Koroneia or Thebes.

Haliartos was a member of the First Federation (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3), and the principal body of government was a boule

to which only propertied citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy.

19.2, 3). Haliartos was a member of the Third Federation; it

provided one of the hieromnemones in 327 (CID ii 94.5) and

one of the aphedriateuontes in c.280–270 (IG vii 2724b.2).

We have no evidence relating to the Second Federation. In

C4l Haliartos seems to have awarded proxenia and politeia to

a citizen from an unknown polis (SEG 28 453, restored).

On the acropolis have been found the remains of an

Archaic sanctuary with a stoa (Coulton (1976) 240) and a

temple of Athena (C7–C6), and the protecting god of

Haliartos was probably Athena Itonia (SEG 32 456.8–9, cf. 44

408 (C3l); Schachter (1981–94) i. 116). Cults of Dionysos,

Alkmene and the hero Aleas have been inferred from Plut.

Lys. 28 (Schachter (1981–94) i. 9–10, 11–12, 176).

A small circuit of cyclopean masonry (Mycenaean?) with

Lesbian (Archaic?) and trapezoidal (Classical?) repairs

encloses the acropolis. An ashlar circuit, probably of C4,

encloses the lower city and covers an area of c.42 ha (Fossey

(1988) 301–5; Bintliff (1997a) 244). Haliartos was fortified

when attacked by Lysandros in 395/4 (Xen. Hell. 3.5.17–19;

Diod. 14.81.2; Paus. 3.5.3–5). All three passages refer to a cir-

cuit wall enclosing the whole city and not just the acropolis.

Haliartos seems to have been an early Iron Age settlement

located in and round the acropolis, and from there it spread

down the slope to the south. The settlement can be traced

back to the Neolithic period (Fossey (1988) 305–6). The

urban centre reached its maximum size in C4 (Bintliff and

Snodgrass (1988) 61–65). An important Classical cemetery

outside Haliartos is reported in AR (1999–2000) 56.

Haliartos struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.456 to 446 and from c.400 (or earlier) to 374 (or later),

and bronze coins from c.338 to 315. (1) Silver, 456–446:

denominations: stater, triobol, obol, tetartemorion; obv.

Boiotian shield, rev. amphora or kantharos in incuse square.

Legend: Α or ΑΡ or ΑΡΙ. (2) Silver, C5l–C4f: denomina-

tions: stater, hemiobol; obv. Boiotian shield on which tri-

dent; rev. naked Poseidon. Legend: ΑΡΙΑΡΤΙΟΝ (or

-ΙΟΣ) in epichoric letters, which points to a date around

400 rather than after 386 (supra 432). (3) Bronze, 338–315:

obv. Boiotian shield; rev. legend: ΑΡΙ or ΑΛΙ in concave

field (Head, HN² 345; Babelon, Traité ii.3. 270–74; Kraay

(1976) 111–12; Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 222; Hansen

(1995a) 63 add. note; SNG Cop. Boeotia 187). The Archaic

coins inscribed with an epichoric H and traditionally

assigned to Haliartos are now believed to have been struck

by Hyettos (no. 207; Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 218–26).

Conversely, Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 221 n. 768 suggest

that the C5e issues usually ascribed to Akraiphia (no. 198)

may have been minted at (H)aliartos).

207. Hyettos (Hyettios) Map 55. Lat. 38.35, long. 23.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. Apart from the Latinised ver-

sion in Plin. HN 36.128, the toponym U Υηττος, W is attested

in two late sources only: Paus. 9.24.3–4, 36.6 and Steph. Byz.

646.14–15. But the personal name U Υηττος (Hes. fr. 257

(C7–C6)) implies that the toponym goes back to the Archaic

period. The city-ethnic is ‘Υ/τιος (SEG 24 300 (C6s)),

‘Υε�ττιος (IG vii 1673.4 (c.240)), ‘Υ/ττιος (IG vii 416.78

(C1)) or ‘Υ�ττιος (IG vii 2833.4 (c.ad 200)).

The earliest explicit reference to Hyettos as a polis is in a

military catalogue of c.250 (SEG 26 498.3–4). But other evi-

dence implies that Hyettos was a polis in the Archaic and

Classical periods as well. (a) SEG 24 300 (C6s): Θεβα5οι τ˜ον

hυετ�ον inscribed on a greave and undoubtedly commemo-

rating a Theban victory over the Hyettans. (b) Hell. Oxy.

19.3: δ�ο δ* παρε�χοντο βοιωτ�ρχας ’Ορχοµ/νιοι κα�

‘Υ�ττιοι (conj. Wilamowitz; Etienne and Knoepfler (1976)

230: MS ‘Υσια5οι), which shows that in c.400 Hyettos was

one of the poleis that participated in the running of the fed-

eral administration; cf. 19.2: παρ’ Gκ�στ=η τ+ν π#λεων.

Further evidence of the close relations between Hyettos and

Orchomenos (no. 213) is provided by a public dedication of

c.400 set up by the Orchomenians on the acropolis of
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Hyettos (now lost but seen in 1938 by M. Feyel, BCH 62

(1938) 165 n. 5; Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 228–29).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins if is an abbreviation of hυετ�ον (infra), and

externally in the Theban dedication SEG 24 300 (C6s). The

individual and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in a

list of aphedriateuontes: . . . ?ριστοµ�χω ‘Υειττ�ω: IG vii

1673.4 (c.240). The name of the territory is unknown; its size

has been assessed at c.55 km² (Fossey (1988) 292).

During the First Federation, Orchomenos and Hyettos

constituted two of the Boiotian districts and provided two

Boiotarchs (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The difference in size between

the two cities indicates that, like the other small poleis

around Lake Kopais, Hyettos provided one Boiotarch every

third year and Orchomenos all the others (Etienne and

Knoepfler (1976) 229–33). The principal body of govern-

ment was a boule to which only propertied citizens were

admitted (Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3). Hyettos was a member of the

Third Federation (IG vii 1673.4 (c.240)). There is no evi-

dence concerning the Second Federation.

The acropolis was fortified by a wall of Lesbian masonry

dating from c.500 with repairs of C4 and C2. The circuit

encloses an area of c.6 ha. There are no traces of any wall

around the lower city, which seems to have lain south and

east of the acropolis (Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 45–65).A

surface survey of the urban centre shows that it covered c.26

ha (Bintliff (1999) 15). There are no traces of habitation

antedating the Archaic period (Fossey (1988) 294–95).

Hyettos struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.500 to c.480. Denominations: stater, drachm,

hemidrachm, obol, tetartemorion; obv. Boiotian shield; rev.

mill-sail punch. Legend (first on obv. later on rev.): the epi-

choric letter h ( ) (Head (1881) 14–15, HN² 345; Kraay (1976)

109–10 under Haliartos (no. 206), but assigned to Hyettos by

Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 218–26 and 383–90; Schachter

(1989) 85; SNG Cop. Boeotia 187–88).

208. Hysiai Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.20. Size of territo-

ry: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ‘Υσια�, αH (Hdt. 5.74.2; Eur.

Bacch. 751), denoting the polity (Hdt. 6.108.6) or the town

(Hdt. 9.15.3) or the territory (Thuc. 3.24.2). There is no attes-

tation of the toponym in epigraphical sources, and the only

attestation of a city-ethnic is in Steph. Byz. 653.9.

Apart from Pausanias’ description of Hysiai as the ruins

of what had once been a Boiotian polis (9.2.1), the only refer-

ence in ancient literature to Hysiai as a polis is in Harp. Υ15:

‘Υσια�, τ8ς Βοιωτ�ας π#λις, quoting Hypereides’ speech

For Xenophilos (fr. 156, Sauppe) for the toponym and

Euripides’ Antiope (fr. 180, Nauck) for the site-classification,

which, however, is applied to the Heroic Age and cannot be

used as evidence for the status of Hysiai in the Archaic and

Classical periods.The two main reasons for including Hysiai

in this inventory are (a) that it had a territory of its own and

(b) that it was placed right between Plataiai (no. 216) and the

three small cities which are named by the Oxyrhynchus his-

torian as συµπολιτευ#µεναι with Plataiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3):

viz.Erythrai (no.203),Skolos (no.219) and Eteonos/Skaphai

(no. 204). This location strongly indicates that Hysiai must

have been one of the small members of the sympoliteia not

mentioned explicitly by the Oxyrhynchus historian but

referred to in the phrase τ+ν >λλων χωρ�ων, and thus

Hysiai was presumably a polis, perhaps a dependent polis

after it joined the sympoliteia.

Hysiai had been annexed by Athens, probably in 519, and

was still part of Attika in 506 (Hdt. 5.74.2, 6.108.6); but in 479

Hysiai was lying in Plataian territory (Hdt. 9.101.1), yet at the

same time had a territory of its own which, however, must

have been very small (Hdt. 9.25.3, cf. 6.108.6) bordering on

Plataiai to the west (Hdt. 9.15.3, 25.3), Thebes to the north

(Hdt. 6.108.6), Erythrai to the east (Hdt. 9.15.3) and

Eleutherai to the south (Paus. 9.1.6). Later in C5 Hysiai

seems to have been a member of the sympoliteia led by

Plataiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) and must accordingly have been a

part of Plataiïs (cf. Paus. 9.2.1).

A cult of Demeter is attested in inscriptions (IG vii

1670–71 (both C5e)) and in the sources for the battle of

Plataiai, in which the sanctuary is described as that of

Demeter Eleusinia (Hdt. 9.57.2, 62.2, 65.2, 69.1; Plut. Arist.

11.6; Paus. 9.4.3; Schachter (1981–94) i. 152–54). Pritchett

(1979) associated the sanctuary with some remains of C5e

found in the plain near modern Pantanassa, but a location

on the hills just north of modern Kriekouki was suggested

by Wallace (1985) 97–99. Of the settlement itself, remains of

a circuit wall (undated) could still be seen at Kriekouki in

the early twentieth century (Fossey (1988) 113), and there are

pottery and small finds of the Archaic and Classical periods

(ibid. 114).

209. Kopai (Kopaieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.30, long. 23.10. Size

of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym Κ+παι, αH is attest-

ed in literary sources only (Hom. Il. 2.502; Hell. Oxy. 19.3,

where it denotes the polity). The city-ethnic is Κωπαιε�ς

(Thuc. 4.93.4; IG vii 4149.15 (C1f)) or Κωπα5ος (Head, HN²

344 (C4f)) or Κωπ8ος (IG vii 2792 (C4s)), which is the

more common form in Boiotian inscriptions (Fossey in

LCM 10 (1985) 39).
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Kopai is listed as one of the Boiotian poleis in Thucydides’

description of the battle of Delion (4.91.1, 93.4) and in the

Oxyrhynchus historian’s account of the federal constitution

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3), both passages using polis in the political

sense.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

on a C4s boundary stone (IG vii 2792) and internally on the

reverse of a coin of C4f (ΚΩΠΑΙΩΝ: Head, HN² 344); the

individual use is attested externally in a list of aphedria-

teuontes: ?ρισστοκρ�τιος [’Εµ]τ/δωνος Κωτ[�]ω (IG

vii 2724d.5 (c.240)) and internally in a Hellenistic grave 

epigram (IG vii 2796.1).

An inscription of c.315 cut in the rock near Vristika

marked the border between Kopai and Akraiphia (no. 198)

(IG vii 2792; SEG 36 411; Lauffer (1986) 136), and, similarly, a

horos of the late Archaic period probably records the border

between the two poleis (SEG 30 440). The size of the territo-

ry has been assessed at c.105 km² (Fossey (1988) 264).

In 395 Kopai was united with Akraiphia and Chaironeia

(no. 201) and constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The principal body of government was a

boule, to which only propertied citizens were admitted (Hell.

Oxy. 19.2, 3). There is no explicit evidence concerning the

Second Federation, but Kopai was a member of the Third

Federation (IG vii 2724d.5 (c.240)).

A temple of Demeter is mentioned in Pausanias’ descrip-

tion of Kopai (9.24.1), and a cult of Demeter Tauropolos is

attested in an undated inscription found in Kopai (IG vii

2793, now lost); the bull on the C4 coins of Kopai (infra)

indicates that Demeter Tauropolos was worshipped in

Kopai already in the Classical period (Schachter (1981–94) i.

154–55).

A line of an ashlar wall (presumably of C4s) and possibly

the position of a tower can still be observed (Fossey (1988)

278). The settlement is supposed to have covered c.23 ha

(Bintliff (1997a) 244); it can be traced back to the Neolithic

period, and there are remains of the Geometric,Archaic and

Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 279).

Kopai struck silver obols on the Aiginetan standard and

bronze coins between 386 (or earlier) and 374 (or later). (1)

Silver: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. forepart of bull. Legend:

ΚΩΠΑΙΩΝ. (2) Bronze: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. head of

bull. Legend: ΚΩ (Head, HN² 344).

210. Koroneia (Koroneus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.55.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Κορ)νεια, !

(Hom. Il. 2.503; Thuc. 1.113.2; IG ii² 5222 (394); SEG 19 363

(C4s)),but a C6 dedication in Olympia has qορ#νεια (LSAG

93 and 95 no. 11). The toponym denotes either the town (IG

iv².1 94.a.7) or the polity (Dem. 19.325) or the territory (IG

ii² 5222.vii.1 (394)). In most literary sources the city-ethnic

is Κορωνα5ος (Hdt. 5.79.2; Thuc. 4.93.4), but in inscriptions

and some literary sources it is Κορωνε�ς (Lazzarini (1976)

916; CID ii 74.i.50 (337/6); Hell. Oxy. 19.3); once it is

Κορ)νιος (Strabo 9.2.29). Again, [qο]ρονε[ε̃ς] has been

restored on a C6l helmet dedicated to Olympian Zeus (SEG

42 381), and the oldest coins (500–480) are marked with a q,

whereas the coins of the next series (from c.456–446) have

the legend ΚΟΡΟ (Head, HN² 345).

Koroneia is perhaps called a polis in the urban sense by

Hecat. fr. 117 (�Steph. Byz. 377.12, where Hekataios is quot-

ed for the toponym but not necessarily for the site-

classification). Koroneia is called a polis in the political sense

in Thucydides’ description of the battle of Delion (4.91.1,

93.4) and in the Oxyrhynchus historian’s description of the

Boiotian constitution (Hell. Oxy. 19.3).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and externally in a C6

dedication in Thebes (Lazzarini (1976) 916) as well as in 

literary sources (Hdt. 5.79.2; Thuc. 4.93.4). The individual

use is attested internally in a list of victors at the Pamboiotia

(SEG 26 551 (C3s)) and externally in a sepulchral inscription

from Thespiai: Ε(κρ�τη Κορωνε% χα5ρε (IG vii

2114 �Choix 49 (Hellenistic)).

The territory was called Κορ)νεια (Thuc. 1.113.2; Arist.

Mir. ausc. 842b3) or ! Κορωνειακ� (Strabo 9.2.19, 28). The

territory comprised Hermaion (a valley), Metachoion (a

fortress between Koroneia and Orchomenos (no. 213),

Ephor. fr. 94a), the sanctuary of Athena Itonia (Strabo

9.2.29; schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.551a) and Alalkomenai (no. 199)

(Schachter (1981–94) i. 113). Its size has been assessed at c.95

km² (Fossey (1988) 322). Together with Haliartos (no. 206)

and Lebadeia (no. 211), Koroneia constituted one of the

eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The principal

body of government was a boule, to which only propertied

citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3).

Koroneia was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt.

5.79.2). The city was a member of the First Federation (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3–4), the Second Federation (Diod. 16.35.3) and the

Third Federation (CID ii 74.50). A citizen of Koroneia was

appointed proxenos by Delphi (no. 177) (F.Delphes iii.3 102

(C4l)). In 359 a theorodokos was appointed to host theoroi

from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 94.a.7).

The protecting god of Koroneia was Athena Itonia, whose

sanctuary seems to have been located just to the north of the

acropolis (Alc. fr. 325; Bacchyl. fr. 15; Schachter (1981–94) i.
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117–27), where excavations have uncovered the foundations

of three buildings that can be traced back to C6 (Fossey

(1988) 326). The cult is attested on a C6 lekane (Brit. Mus.

B80) depicting Athena, her priestess and a serpentine con-

sort, later identified with the chthonic Zeus. Her festival

included hippic competitions (Pind. Parth. 2.46–49). The

pan-Boiotian festival postdates the Classical period.

Another important deity at Koroneia was Herakles Charops

(Schachter (1981–94) ii. 3–10), whose sanctuary was close to

and possibly shared with Zeus Laphystios (SEG 23 297.6–7;

Schachter (1981–94) iii. 104–6). In inscriptions of C4–C3 is

attested a cult of Demeter Thesmophoros (IG vii 2876;

Schachter (1981–94) i. 155).

In 353/2 Koroneia was conquered by Onomarchos

(Ephor. fr. 94a; Diod. 16.35.3) and became a Phokian strong-

hold (Dem. 19.148; Diod. 16.58.1) until 346, when Philip had

the city handed over to the Thebans (Dem. 5.22, 6.13), who

exposed it to an andrapodismos (Dem. 19.112, 325); but short-

ly afterwards Koroneia must have been resettled, since in

337/6 one of the Boiotian tamiai in Delphi was a Koroneian

citizen (CID ii 74.50).

Koroneia was a walled city when conquered by the

Phokians in 353 (Ephor. fr. 94a; Diod. 16.58.1). There are

remains of an undated polygonal circuit around the acrop-

olis, enclosing an area of 38 ha (Fossey (1988) 325–26, letter of

Jan. 1995); another circuit of unknown date enclosing the

lower town could still be seen in the nineteenth century

(Frazer (1898) v.70).The settlement is supposed to have cov-

ered c.94 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 244); it can be traced back to the

Neolithic period, and there are remains of the Geometric,

Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 326). The site of

a possible theatre and above it remains of a Doric temple

were noted by early travellers (Fossey (1988) 325).

Koroneia struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

c.500–480, c.456–446 and in C5l–C4f, and bronze coins

c.338–315. (1) Silver, c.500–480, denominations: drachm, obol,

hemiobol, tetartemorion; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. letter q in

mill-sail or incuse square. (2) Silver, c.456–446, denomina-

tion: hemidrachm; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. Gorgon head.

Legend: ΚΟΡΟ. (3) Silver, C5l–C4f, denominations:

hemidrachm, obol; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. head of Athena

Itonia or Gorgoneion. Legend: ΚΟ or ΚΟΡ or ΚΟΡΟ. (4)

Bronze, 338–315; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. legend: ΚΟΡ in

concave field (Head (1881) 14, 26, 45; HN² 345; Kraay (1976)

110–11; Schachter (1989) 85; SNG Cop. Boeotia 182–86).

211. Lebadeia (Lebadeus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 22.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Λεβ�δεια, !

(Hdt 8.134.1; IG vii 3083.4–5 (C3s)), denoting either the town

(IG iv².1 94.a.9; Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.11.8) or the territory

(Xen. Mem. 3.5.4). According to Paus. 9.39.1, the original

toponym was Μ�δεια, mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue

of Ships (Hom. Il. 2.507). The city-ethnic is Λεβαδε�ς (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3; CID ii 102.i.11 (324/3)) or,once,Λεπαδε�ς (IG xii.5

542.25 (C4m)), but in some Boiotian inscriptions it is

Λεβαδει8ος (IG vii 3068.1 �Michel 635 (C3)).

Lebadeia is called a polis in the political sense at Hell. Oxy

19.3 and in a sacred law of C4m (IG vii 3055). The formula

[τ[ς π#λιος τ[ς]Λεβαδε[ι]α[�]ω[ν] is restored in IG vii

3086 of c.400, but see Schachter (1981–94) iii. 76 n.1.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a sacred law (IG vii 3055 (C4s); Schachter (1981–94) iii.

86–88) and externally in Hell. Oxy. 19.3. For the individual

and external use, see IG xii.5 542.25 (C4m), a Karthaian

proxenos, or CID ii 102.i.11: Σωκρ�τε[ος Λ]εβαδει/ο[ς],

hieromnemon in 324/3.

The territory was called Λεβ�δεια (Cratinus fr. 220; Xen.

Mem. 3.5.4; Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.11.8) or ! Λεβαδιακ� (Arist.

Hist. an. 606a1). Together with Koroneia (no. 210) and

Haliartos (no. 206), Lebadeia constituted one of the eleven

Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). A horos of C4–C3 found

some 4 km south-east of Lebadeia marks the border

between Lebadeia and Koroneia (SEG 23 297). To the north-

east Lebadeia bordered on the territory of Orchomenos (no.

213) (Arist. Hist. an. 606a1, a passage which shows that Lake

Kopais in C4 was considerably smaller than indicated in

Barr.; cf. also Lauffer (1986) 136). The adjoining city to the

north was Chaironeia (no. 201) (Plut. Mor. 849A (rC4)). The

size of the territory has been assessed at c.95 km² (Fossey

(1988) 322, 342).

Lebadeia was a member of the First Federation (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3), and the principal body of government was a

boule, to which only propertied citizens were admitted (Hell.

Oxy. 19.2, 3). The city was sacked by Lysandros in 395 (Plut.

Lys. 28.2). The city must have been a member of the Second

Federation as well, since the panegyris celebrating the

Boiotian victory at Leuktra took place in Lebadeia (infra),

and the attestation of a hieromnemon in 324/3 testifies to

membership of the Third Federation (CID ii 102.i.11).

Theorodokoi were appointed c.400 to host theoroi from

Delphi (no. 177) (Syll.³ 90.14–15), and in 359 to host theoroi

from Epidauros (no. 348) (restored in IG iv².1 94.a.9).

Lebadeia was famous for its oracle of Trophonios, with

his brother Agamedes the mythical architect of Apollo’s

temple at Delphi (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 296). In his subterranean

cave just outside Lebadeia, Trophonios was consulted
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allegedly by Kroisos of Lydia (Hdt. 1.46.2) and Mys of Persia

(Hdt. 8.134.1), and certainly in C4m by King Amyntas of

Macedon (IG vii 3055.7–8). The cult is attested from C6 to

the end of Antiquity (IG vii 3055: a sacred law of C4m regu-

lating the consultations; Eur. Ion 300–2, 404–9; Paus.

9.39.2–14; Schachter (1991–94) iii. 66–89).

The protecting god of Lebadeia was probably Zeus

Basileus and, allegedly following an oracle of Trophonios

given before the battle of Leuktra in 371, a pan-Boiotian fes-

tival was set up at Lebadeia in honour of Zeus Basileus

(Diod. 15.53.4). The festival was held under Theban spon-

sorship to celebrate their victory and included gymnic and

hippic competitions (IG vii 552, 2532; SEG 23 332 (all C4m);

Schachter (1981–94) iii. 109–18).

The city of Lebadeia was situated on the eastern bank of

the river Herkyna (Paus. 9.39.2) beneath the modern city.

The size of the city is still unknown (Bintliff (1997a) 231),

and so far no traces of an ancient defence circuit have been

found. Excavations have revealed some remains of C4 mon-

umental buildings including a stoa and a temple of the

Megale Meter (Fossey (1988) 345; Schachter (1981–94) ii.

127–30; Turner (1994)).To the west of the river Herkyna were

the famous oracle of Trophonios and the sanctuary of Zeus

Basileios with a Doric temple, of which there are still some

remains, presumably dating from C3 (Fossey (1988) 345;

Schachter (1981–94) iv. 112–13).

Lebadeia struck silver diobols on the Aiginetan standard

from c.386 (or earlier) to 374 (or later) and bronze coins

from c.338 to 315. (1) Silver: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. thun-

derbolt. Legend: ΛΕΒΑ. (2) Bronze: obv. Boiotian shield;

rev. legend: ΛΕΒ in concave field (Head, HN² 346).

212. Mykalessos (Mykalessios) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long.

23.30. Size of territory: 2? Type: A. The toponym is

Μυκαλησσ#ς, ! (Hom. Il. 2.498; Thuc. 7.29.2–3), denoting

either the town (Thuc. 7.29.3–4) or the polity (Thuc. 7.30.3)

or the territory (Hom. Il. 2.498). The city-ethnic is

Μυκαλ�σσιος (Thuc. 7.30.3). Neither the toponym nor the

city-ethnic is attested in epigraphical sources.

Mykalessos is called a polis both in the urban and in the

political sense by Thuc. 7.29–30.According to Strabo it was a

kome (9.2.11, 14), whereas Paus. 9.19.4, retrospectively,

describes Mykalessos as the ruins of a polis.

The collective form of the city-ethnic is attested internal-

ly in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and externally in

Thuc. 7.30.3, paraphrased by Pausanias at 1.23.3.

In the Hellenistic and Roman periods Mykalessos was

located in the territory of Tanagra (no. 220) (Strabo 9.2.11,

14; Paus. 9.19.8), and that seems to have been the case already

in C5e (Fossey (1988) 83–84, 222–23; Hansen (1995a) 36–37).

Within the Tanagraian territory, however, Mykalessos had

its own territory, called Μυκαλησσ#ς, which seems to have

stretched as far as the Euboian Gulf (Paus. 9.19.5; Bakhuizen

(1970) 20–21, 148–49), and so its area must be assessed as at

least 50 and perhaps more than 100 km².

In 413 the city was sacked by Thrakian mercenaries, and a

large part of the population was killed (Thuc. 7.29–30).

Mykalessos was walled, but the circuit was not very high,

and parts of it had collapsed (Thuc. 7.29.3). The wall 

reported by Lolling (1989) 508 may have been the remains of

a circuit (Fossey (1988) 80–81). Thucydides describes

Mykalessos as a small polis, and apart from houses the only

buildings mentioned are some sanctuaries and a school

(Thuc. 7.29.4–5). At the site are remains of an undated cir-

cuit wall in polygonal masonry and considerable architec-

tural fragments. The settlement can be traced back to EH ii

and there are remains of the Archaic and Classical periods

(Fossey (1988) 80–83). The large cemetery testifies to a peak

of population in C6s (Ure (1940); Sparkes (1967) 128–30).

Mykalessos struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.500 to 480 and from 386 (or earlier) to 374 (or later).

(1) c.500–480, denominations: stater, drachm, hemiobol;

obv. Boiotian shield; rev. letter Μ in mill-sail or incuse

square. (2) C5l–C4f, denominations: obol, hemiobol,

tetartemorion, 1/8 obol; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. thunder-

bolt (some). Legend: Μ or ΜΥ (Head (1881) 47, HN² 346;

Kraay (1976) 110; Schachter (1989) 85; SNG. Cop. Boeotia

190–91).

213. Orchomenos (Orchomenios) Map 55. Lat. 38.30,

long. 23.00. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is

’Ορχοµεν#ς, W (Hom. Il. 2.511; Thuc. 3.87.4) or, in the

Boiotian dialect, ’Ερχοµεν#ς (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 17

(c.475–450?)). The toponym denotes either the town (IG

iv².1 94.a.8) or the polity (Dem. 19.325) or the territory

(Thuc. 1.113.2). The city-ethnic is ’Ορχοµ/νιος (Hdt. 9.16.1;

CID ii 74.i.36), but in Boiotian inscriptions almost always

’Ερχοµ/νιος (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 11 (C6m)) and only occa-

sionally ’Ορχοµ/νιος (both forms are attested in IG vii

3172.17, 51–52 (223)).

Orchomenos is called a polis in the urban sense (Dem.

16.25 and implicitly in Ps.-Skylax 59), in the political sense

(Thuc. 4.91.1, 93.4; Hell. Oxy. 19.2–3) and in the territorial

sense (Pind. fr. 333.a.8, Maehler).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in an abbreviated form on coins (infra) and externally on a
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C6m helmet at Olympia commemorating a victory over

Koroneia (no. 210) (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 11). For the individ-

ual and external use, see Νικ�ας ‘Ερµα�ου ’Ερχοµ/νιος

(IG ii² 10036 (410–390)). See also in the C5 dedication from

Delphi: [’Ε]π�δδαλος . . . Βοι#τιος .χς ’Ερχ[οµεν˜ο]

(LSAG 93 and 95 no. 17 (c.475–450)).

The territory was called γ8 ! ’Ορχοµεν�ων (Hdt. 8.34)

or ! iΟρχοµεν�α (Theophr. Hist. pl. 9.13.1; Strabo 9.2.19) or

! ’Ορχοµεν#ς (Thuc. 1.113.2). (When denoting the city, the

gender of the toponym is invariably masculine—the excep-

tion is Apol. Rhod. Arg. 4.257—thus ! ’Ορχοµεν#ς proba-

bly denotes the territory of Orchomenos with either γ8 or

χ)ρα implied.)

To the north, Orchomenos bordered on Phokis and

included Aspledon (Paus. 9.38.9), Kyrtone and Korseia

(Paus. 9.39.1; cf. Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 196) and

Tegyra (Plut. Pelop. 16.1–3). To the south Orchomenos bor-

dered on the territory of Lebadeia (no. 211) (Arist. Hist. an.

605b31; Paus. 9.39.1). Down to c.400 the territory of

Orchomenos seems to have included Chaironeia (no. 201)

(Hdt. 8.34.1; Thuc. 4.76.3; Theopomp. fr. 407), and after 457

Chaironeia and Orchomenos served as a refuge for oligarchs

from the other Boiotian poleis (Hellan. fr. 81). But

Chaironeia became free of Orchomenos at some time after

424 (Thuc. 4.76.3, 93.4) but before 395 (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The

size of the territory has been assessed at c.105 km² (Fossey

(1988) 342); including Kyrtone and Korseia it was c.150 km.

Together with Hyettos (no. 207), Orchomenos constituted

two of the eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3).

In the Catalogue of Ships Orchomenos is called Μιν�ειος

and is not a part of Boiotia (Hom. Il. 2.511; cf. Thuc. 4.76.3).

According to this tradition, Orchomenos and the Minyans

had once ruled Boiotia and received tribute from the

Boiotian cities (Isoc. 14.10; Diod. 15.79.5). On the Bronze Age

palace and Mycenaean remains in Orchomenos, see Hiller

(1989).

Orchomenos was a member of the First Federation, and,

together with Hyettos, supplied two of the eleven Boiotarchs

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3); but in 395 at the outbreak of the Corinthian

War the Orchomenians joined Sparta and defected from the

Federation (Xen. Hell. 3.5.6). The city was garrisoned by the

Spartans from 395 to 375 or even later (Xen. Hell. 4.3.15,

5.1.29; Diod. 15.37.1), and the war between Thebes and

Orchomenos went on until 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.4.10). In 370,

however, Orchomenos was forced to rejoin the Boiotian

Federation (Diod. 15.57.1), apparently without any represen-

tation in the federal government (only seven Boiotarchs in

365: SEG 34 355). An abortive coup d’état planned by the

Orchomenian knights in collusion with some Theban exiles

resulted in a Theban attack on Orchomenos in 364. The city

was conquered, destroyed and exposed to an andrapodismos

by which all men were killed while women and children

were sold into slavery (Diod. 15.79.3–6; Dem. 16.4, 16.25,

20.109). But the site was not abandoned: and in 359 an

Orchomenian theorodokos was appointed to host a theoros

from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 94.a.8). So in 364

Orchomenos must have been given to settlers who were

loyal to Thebes. In 354 Orchomenos was conquered by

Onomarchos (Diod. 16.33.4; Buckler (1989) 56) and occu-

pied by the Phokians until their capitulation in the summer

of 346 (Dem. 19.148; Aeschin. 2.141; Diod. 16.58.1). During

the Phokian occupation the city was resettled by some

Orchomenians, probably those who had escaped the

andrapodismos of 364 (Aeschin. 2.141; Dem. 16.25; schol.

Dem. 6.13, 21, Dilts). After the peace with the Phokians,

Philip surrendered Orchomenos to the Thebans (Dem.

5.21–22), and the city seems to have suffered yet another

andrapodismos (Dem. 19.112, 141, 325). When the Thebans

had been defeated at Chaironeia, however, Orchomenos was

refounded, this time with Philip’s support, and the city was

given back to the surviving Orchomenians (Paus. 4.27.10,

9.37.8); it joined the Federation again,and in 337/6 one of the

Boiotian hieromnemones at Delphi was an Orchomenian

(CID ii 74.i.36, ii.27). After the destruction of Thebes in 335,

Orchomenos became once again a walled city (Arr. Anab.

1.9.10).

Orchomenos was a member of the Kalaurian

Amphiktyony (Strabo 8.6.14; Schachter (1981–94) ii. 213–14;

Tausend (1992) 12–13). In 452 Orchomenos may have been a

member of the Delian League (IG i³ 260.ix.9, as restored by

D. Lewis; see CAH v. 50).

The constitution of Orchomenos was oligarchic (Thuc.

4.76.3; Diod. 15.79.3), and we hear about some Orchomenian

exiles who in 424 planned to set up democracies in Siphai

(no. 218) and Chaironeia (Thuc. 4.76.3; cf. Hansen (1995a)

22). The principal body of government was a boule, to which

only propertied citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a

Constitution of the Orchomenians (Arist. frr. 578–82).

Pausanias’reference at 9.34.10 to two Orchomenian phylai, if

trustworthy, must refer to his own day (Jones,POAG 78–79).

Orchomenian citizens were appointed proxenoi by Delphi

(no. 177) (F.Delphes iii.4 394 (C4s, but heavily restored)).

The protecting god of Orchomenos was Zeus with vari-

ous epithets, of which Karaios (SEG 32 478 (C4f)) and Soter

(Tod 197 (330/29)) are attested in Classical sources
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(Schachter (1981–94) iii. 120–24). Other major divinities

attested in the Archaic and Classical periods are (a) the

Charites (Pind. Ol. 14.3–4; Ephor. fr. 152), whose sanctuary

according to Paus. 9.38.1 was the oldest in Orchomenos

(Schachter (1981–94) i. 140–41); (b) Dionysos,whose sanctu-

ary housed a cult image by Myron (Paus. 9.30.1 (rC5m));

musical contests are attested c.400 (Schachter (1981–94) i.

180 n. 2), and a biennial rite in which the priest of Dionysos

pursued women in ritual flight (and if he caught one might

kill her) must antedate the Classical period (Plut. Mor. 299F;

Schachter (1981–94) i. 179–81). An extra-urban sanctuary of

the Classical period c.3.5 km north of Orchomenos has been

assigned to Dionysos (Schachter (1981–94) i. 181). Asopichos

of Orchomenos is recorded as victor in the Olympic Games

of 488 (Pind. Ol. 14; Olympionikai 182).

The only explicit reference in written sources to walls 

is |χυρωµ/νος at Diod. 16.58.1, which shows that

Orchomenos was fortified during the Phokian occupation,

353–346. Substantial remains of a polygonal and irregular

trapezoidal wall enclose the acropolis and the western part

of the town; it is crowned by a keep of ashlar masonry. The

existing walls enclose an area of less than 40 ha,but the lower

city must have extended further to the south, and the settle-

ment may have covered altogether c.90 ha (Bintliff (1997a)

243). The date of the wall is disputed. Fossey (1988) 353 sug-

gests the Archaic period for the polygonal masonry and the

Classical for the ashlar; Scranton (1941) prefers C4m, where-

as Lauffer (1974) 297–99 prefers to identify the remains with

the walls erected in the 330s after the sack of Thebes in 335

(Arr. Anab. 1.9.10). For the Archaic and Classical periods the

degree of urbanisation is virtually unknown, partly because

the Classical remains were destroyed by the later Byzantine

occupation and partly because the relevant material from

Bulle’s excavations was never published (Lauffer (1974) 311).

Remains have been found of Archaic temples, one of them

possibly the shrine of the Charites or of Dionysos (Fossey

(1988) 354), and a theatre of C4s (Spyropoulos in AR 20

(1973–74) 20), apparently dedicated to the Charites (BCH 98

(1974) 224; Isler (1994) 268). The settlement can be traced

back to the Neolithic period, and there are remains of the

Geometric, Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988)

353–59).

Orchomenos struck silver coins on the Aiginetan stan-

dard from c.500 to 480 and from c.400 (or earlier, supra 432)

to 374 (or later), and bronze coins c.338–315. (1) Silver,

c.500–480, denominations: obol, tritartemorion, hemiobol;

obv. incuse; rev. sprouting corn-grain. Legend (on obv. or

rev.):Ε or ΕΡ. (2) Silver, C5l–C4f: (a) denominations stater,

hemidrachm; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. running horse 

or amphora. Legend: ΕΡ, ΕΡΧ or ΕΡΧΟ. (b)

Denominations tritartemorion, hemiobol, tetartemorion;

obv. sprouting grain of corn; rev. horse or wreath or ear of

corn. Legend (on obv. or rev.): ΕΡ. (3) Bronze, c.338–315,

obv. Boiotian shield; rev. legend: ΟΡΧ in concave field

(Head (1881) 18–19, 48–49, 79, HN² 346–47; Kraay (1976) 110;

Schachter (1989) 85; SNG Cop. Boeotia 192–208).

214. Oropos (Oropios) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.45.

Size of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is ’Ωρωπ#ς, W

(Hdt. 6.101.1; Dem. 16.11; SEG 19 363 (C4s); SEG 3 117.14

(303/2)), or, once, ! (Steph. Byz. 601.3) denoting either the

town (Thuc. 8.60.1) or the territory (Hyp. 3.16). The city-

ethnic is ’Ωρ)πιος (Thuc. 2.23.3; I.Oropos 1–2 � IG vii

4250–51 �RO 75 A–B (338–335); cf. Rhodes, DGS 116).

All attestations of Oropos as a polis are Hellenistic.

Oropos is called a polis in the urban sense by Heracl. Cret. 7

(GGM i.100 (C3s)) and in the political sense by Diod. 14.17.3

(rC4), and in some citizenship decrees of 322–312 (I.Oropos

4.7–8, 5.8–9, 6.9–10 � IG vii 4256–57 and SEG 15.264 (all

C4l)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in two proxeny decrees of C4m (I.Oropos 1–2) and external-

ly in many literary sources (Thuc. 2.23.3; Isoc. 14.20). The

individual use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in a

sepulchral inscription of C2 (SEG 15 303) and externally in

an Attic naval catalogue of C5l (IG i³ 1032.170) and in a list of

aphedriateuontes of 312–304: [Κ]ρατ�λλω ?µφιδαµ�ω

’Ωρωπ�ω (IG vii 2724a.5 (c.280–270)).

The name of the territory is ’Ωρωπ�α (Thuc. 4.99.1) or

’Ωρωπ#ς (Hyp. 3.16), W (Steph. Byz. 711.2) or ! (Steph. Byz.

601.3). It is sometimes referred to as being contiguous with

Boiotia (SEG 37 100.142 (c.330)) and sometimes as being part

of Boiotia (Paus. 1.34.1). Thucydides’ account of the after-

math of the battle of Delion shows that Oropos was a border

district between Attika and Boiotia (Thuc. 4.99.1). The size

of the territory has been assessed at c.110 km² (Fossey (1988)

28). A survey has been conducted in the territory

(Cosmopoulos (2001)).

According to the Boiotian historian Nikokrates (FGrHist

376) fr. 1, Oropos was originally a colony of Eretria (no. 370),

and this piece of information is supported by a study of the

local dialect, which was neither Boiotian nor Attic but a

form of Ionic very close to that spoken by the Eretrians

(Wilamowitz-Möllendorff (1886) 97–103). Oropos fell to

Athens probably after 507/6 (since the settlement did not

become an Attic deme), perhaps before 490 (Hdt. 6.101.1),
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but perhaps only after the Persian destruction of Eretria

(Knoepfler (1985) 52). During most of C5 Oropos was an

Athenian dependency (Thuc. 2.23.3), but in 412/11 the city

was conquered by the Boiotians, assisted by some Oropians

(Thuc. 8.60.1; Gehrke, Stasis 125), and enjoyed a short period

of independence (Lys. 31.9) until 402, when the losing side in

a civil war appealed to Thebes. The Thebans captured the

city and forced its population to leave their settlement on

the coast and move 7 stades inland. The Oropians were first

allowed to retain their political institutions, probably as a

Theban dependency, but after a few years Oropos was

annexed to the Boiotian Federation and all Oropians were

made citizens of Thebes (Diod. 14.17.1–3; Theopomp. fr. 12).

When the Boiotian federation was dissolved in 386 after the

King’s Peace, Oropos must have regained its independence,

but some time between 375 and 373 the Oropians preferred

to join Athens once again rather than be forced by Thebes to

join the new Boiotian Federation (Isoc. 14.20, 37; Knoepfler

(1986b) 90–93; SEG 36 442). Already in 366 (Diod. 15.76.1),

however, Oropos was captured by the Eretrian tyrants

(Aeschin. 3.85; Dem. 18.99). Faced with the threat of a major

Athenian attack, they agreed to hand over Oropos to the

Thebans and submit to international arbitration. The

Thebans garrisoned the city, but the arbitration came to

nothing, and Thebes annexed Oropos once again (Xen. Hell.

7.4.1; Diod. 15.76.1; schol. Dem. 18.99, 176, Dilts; 21.64, 204,

Dilts). Two proxeny decrees passed by the Oropians in their

ekklesia (RO 75 A–B) in probably 359/8 (Coulton (1968) 182)

strongly suggest that Oropos, though depending on Thebes,

was still a polis, and not just a municipality (Hansen (1995a)

39). After the defeat at Chaironeia, Oropos was transferred

to Athens, perhaps already by Philip in 338 (Paus. 1.34.1;

schol. Dem. 18.99, 176, Dilts; Robert (1960) 195), perhaps

only in 335 after Alexander’s destruction of Thebes

(Knoepfler (1993) 295). During this period Oropos was

ruled by a demarchos (IG ii² 1672.272–3). Oropos regained its

independence in 322, had it confirmed in 319 (Diod. 18.56.6),

but became a member of the Third Boiotian Federation in

the years 312–304 (Diod. 19.78.3; IG vii 2724a.5 (c.280–270)).

In C4s Oropos awarded proxenia to a member of the

Makedonian royal family and to a Makedonian nobleman

(I.Oropos 1–2).

Remains of an undated fortification wall enclosing the

acropolis are still visible along the west side, but only as a fall

in the land with some debris.All remains of ancient structures

have disappeared (Fossey (1988) 30 and letter of Jan. 1995).

Oropos was famous for its sanctuary of Amphiaraos situ-

ated east of the city. The Amphiareion was originally an

underground oracle, allegedly consulted by Kroisos of Lydia

(Hdt. 1.46.2) and by Mys of Persia (Hdt. 8.134), in C4s by

Euxenippos on behalf of the Athenian polis (Hyp. 3.14–17). It

was rebuilt and reorganised in C5s as a predominantly iatro-

mantic sanctuary (Ar. fr. 21, PCG) administered by a hiereus

and a neokoros (I.Oropos 276–77 (C4f); Schachter (1981–94)

i. 19–26; Petrakos (1968) 61–129). The visible remains are

mostly of C5l–C4s, and include a temple, an altar, separate

baths for men and women, a small theatre, a Doric stoa and

a larger theatre behind the stoa (I.Oropos 290–93 (C4s);

Petrakos (1974) 26–57; Travlos (1988) 301–18).

In 329/8 the Athenians instituted the Great Amphiaraia as

a Panhellenic quadrennial festival with competitions in 

athletics and music (I.Oropos 298). A contemporary list of

victors records participants from, e.g. Sinope (no. 729),

Kolophon (no. 848), Argos (no. 347) and Thebes (no. 221) in

addition to numerous Athenians (no. 361) (IG vii

414 � I.Oropos 520; cf. Knoepfler (1993)).

215. Pharai Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.40. Size of territ-

ory: 1? Type: B. The toponym is Φαρα�,αH, attested in Strabo

9.2.14 and Steph. Byz. 658.5 but not in any other source. The

full form of the city-ethnic is unknown since it is attested

only in the abbreviated form ΦΑ on the reverse of some

coins of C4e (infra). The identification of Pharai with mod-

ern Ag. Pandeleimon is uncertain (Fossey (1988) 96; Barr.).

Pharai is not called a polis in any extant source, but the

existence of a C4 mint strongly suggests that it must have

been a polis, at least in the period after the King’s Peace of

386.

According to Strabo (9.2.14–15), Pharai, Heleon, Harma

and Mykalessos (no. 212) formed a τετρακωµ�α which lay

in the territory of Tanagra (no. 220). All sherds and tombs

found in the area date from the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods (Fossey (1988) 97).

Pharai struck silver obols on the Aiginetan standard

between c.386 (or earlier) and 374 (or later): obv. Boiotian

shield; rev. amphora. Legend: ΦΑ (Head, HN² 347; SNG

Cop. Boeotia 211). On the Archaic issues traditionally

assigned to Pharai, see s.v. Thespiai (no. 222).

216. Plataiai (Plataieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.15.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Πλαταια�, αH

(RO 88.34–35 (C4m); IG iv².1 629 (C2); Hdt. 9.25.2), but

some authors use the singular: Πλ�ταια, ! (Hom. Il 2.504;

Thuc. 2.2.1 et alibi). The toponym denotes either the town

(Thuc. 2.2.1) or the polity (Thuc. 2.2.3) or the territory (Xen.

Hell. 5.4.48). The city-ethnic is Πλαταιε�ς (ML 27.6 (479);

SEG 9 2.44 (C4s); IG vii 1664.2–3 (C3); Hdt. 8.44.1; Thuc.
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2.3.1; Lys. 23.2), and the ktetikon Πλαταικ#ς is used as an

ethnic only in the feminine (IG ii² 10096 (C4m)); for one

possible exception, see Aeschin. 3.162.

Plataiai is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt.

8.50.2; Thuc. 2.5.4, 3.68.3; Aen. Tact. 2.3) and in the political

sense (Thuc. 2.2.2, 3.57.2; Isoc. 8.17, 14.1; Dem.16.25, 59.98);

cf. polites at Thuc. 2.2.2, 3.65.3. At RO 88.34 (C4), polis is used

in the urban and political senses simultaneously. The term

>στυ is used by Hdt. 7.233.2.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form on coins of C4e (infra; cf. also IG vii

1664.2–3 (C3)) and externally on the Serpent Column (ML

27.6 (479)). For the individual and external use, see, e.g.

’Εχ�λαος Φιλων�δου Πλαταιε�ς in a Troizenian citizen-

ship decree of 369 (Syll.³ 162.2–3 (369)). Patris is used about

the community at Isoc. 14.13.

The name of the territory is γ8 Πλαται�ς (Thuc. 2.71.4);

χ)ρα Πλαται�ς (Thuc. 3.58.5); Πλαται[σιν (Thuc.

4.72.1); .ν τα5ς Πλαταια5ς (Xen. Hell. 5.4.48). In 506 the

river Asopos was made the border between Plataiai and

Thebes (Hdt. 6.108.6; Paus. 9.4.4). To the west Plataiai bor-

dered on Thespiai (no. 222) (Hdt 8.50.2) and to the east on

Hysiai (no. 208) (Hdt. 6.108.6), which was then a part of

Attika (Hdt. 5.74.2). The size of the territory has been

assessed at c.170 km² (Fossey (1988) 100). It is debated

whether Plataiai too was a part of Attika from 519 onwards

(for: Badian (1993) 117; against: Hammond (1992) 145). But

at least from 479 Plataiai was a part of Boiotia. Plataiïs came

to constitute two of the eleven Boiotian districts and includ-

ed the small towns in the Parasopia which by then had

entered into a sympoliteia with Plataiai; viz. Skolos (no. 219),

Erythrai (no. 203), Eteonos/Skaphai (no. 204) and,

undoubtedly, Hysiai (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). In 429 King

Archidamos summoned the Plataians to show him the bor-

ders of Plataian territory (Thuc. 2.72.3). In 427/6 the territo-

ry was annexed by Thebes (Thuc. 3.68.2–3, 5.17.2).

Plataiai is described as a small town (Thuc. 2.77.2), and

according to Poseidippos (fr. 29, C3e) it deserved to be called

a polis only during the celebration of the Eleutheria (infra).

Six hundred Plataian hoplites fought at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt.

9.28.6). When the Thebans made their nocturnal attack on

Plataiai in 431, the urban population must have totalled at

least some 2,000 persons (Thuc. 2.3.2; Hansen (1997) 27–28),

and there were 400 to defend the city when the siege began

in 429 (Thuc. 2.78.3).

In 519 (Thuc. 3.68.5; Hornblower (1991) 464–65) Plataiai

entered into an alliance with Athens (Thuc. 2.73.3, 3.68.5;

Hammond (1992) 144) whereby the Plataians were granted

Athenian citizenship collectively (Thuc. 3.55.3, 63.2; Amit

(1973) 75–78; Hornblower (1991) 449); the grant probably

implied that a Plataian who moved to Athens was inscribed

as a citizen without an individual decree passed by the peo-

ple. The Plataians fought side by side with the Athenians at

Marathon (Hdt. 6.108.1), and those who died in battle were

buried with the Athenian (manumitted) slaves (Paus. 1.32.3;

Hammond (1992) 147–50). In 480 the Persians occupied

Plataiai, and destroyed the city by fire (Hdt. 8.50.2).

Plataians fought in the battle of Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.6),

and after the battle Pausanias had all the victors take an oath

that guaranteed the independence of the Plataian polis

(Thuc. 2.71.2). At some time between the Persian and the

Peloponnesian Wars, when the First Federation was organ-

ised as described by the Oxyrhynchus historian, Plataiai had

some kind of sympoliteia with the small towns in the

Parasopia, controlled two of the eleven districts of Boiotia,

and provided two Boiotarchs (Hell. Oxy. 19.3; Kirsten (1950)

2302–3). It is apparent, however, from Thucydides’ account

(Thuc. 2.2.4, 3.65.2; Buck (1979) 153–54) that Plataiai had left

the Federation when in the spring of 431 the city was

attacked by the Thebans (Thuc. 2.2–6), assisted by some

Plataian collaborators (Thuc. 2.2.2–3) of oligarchic convic-

tions (Thuc. 3.65.2; Gehrke, Stasis 132).

During this period Plataiai was a democracy in which

major decisions were made by the people in assembly

(Thuc. 2.72.2; see Amit (1973) 66–71). In the years 429–427

Plataiai was besieged by the Lakedaimonians and the mem-

bers of the Peloponnesian League (Thuc. 2.71–78, 3.20–24,

3.52–68). After its capture in 427, the men were killed, while

the women were exposed to andrapodismos (Thuc. 3.68.2;

Dem. 59.103). In 426 the city was razed to the ground (Thuc.

3.68.3) and settled by some Megarians plus a few Plataians

who were loyal to Sparta (Thuc. 3.68.3). Some Plataian evac-

uees of 431 (Thuc. 2.6.4) and some who in 428 escaped the

siege (Thuc. 3.24.2) were all granted Athenian citizenship

(Dem. 59.103–4; Isoc. 12.94; Osborne (1982) D 1) and

inscribed in the Attic tribes and demes (Lys. 23.2–3). After

the destruction of Skione (no. 609) in 421, the Athenians

gave the place to the Plataians (Thuc. 5.32.1), but many

remained in Athens (Lys. 23.5–7). The Plataians were

restored to their native city only after the King’s Peace of 386

(Paus 9.1.4), and perhaps in connection with Sparta’s occu-

pation of the Kadmeia in 382 (Isoc. 14, hypoth.). They

remained loyal to the Lakedaimonians after the liberation of

Thebes in 379 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.14), and when the Thebans put

pressure on the Plataians to join the Second Federation, they

refused (Isoc. 14.8–9). As a result, Plataiai was conquered
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and destroyed once again by the Thebans (Xen. Hell. 6.3.1,

3.5; Isoc. 14.1, 5, 7, 19, 35, 46), probably in 373 (Paus. 9.1.5–8;

Tuplin (1986) 321 n.2) rather than in 374 (Diod. 15.46.6). This

time the Plataians were allowed to go into exile (Paus. 9.1.7).

They found refuge in Athens once again, and had their 

previous grant of citizenship renewed (Diod. 15.46.6; cf.

Isoc. 14.51–52).The town was still deserted and unfortified in

343 (Dem. 19.21, 112, 325), but the Plataians were repatriated

by Philip II (Paus. 4.27.10, 9.1.8), undoubtedly in conse-

quence of the peace of 338. They took an active part in the

destruction of Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.8.8; Diod. 17.13.5),

whereupon the members of the Corinthian League decided

to rebuild and refortify Plataiai (Arr. Anab. 1.9.10).Yet it may

have taken another four years before the town and its walls

were re-erected in 331 (Plut. Alex. 34.2, Arist. 11.9). Plataiai

provided one of the naopoioi of 336/5 and must accordingly

have joined the Boiotian Federation already before the

destruction of Thebes (CID ii 32.32). Plataiai is attested in

331 as providing one of the hieromnemones (CID ii 86.13)

and in C3e as providing one of the aphedriateuontes; it must

accordingly have been a member of the Third Federation

(IG vii 2724.5–6 (c.280–270)). Plataian citizens were

appointed proxenoi by Aigina (no. 358) (Hdt. 9.85.3),

Lakedaimon (no. 345) (Thuc. 3.52.5), and Chios (no. 840)

(PEP Chios 50 (C4m)).

The protecting god of Plataiai was Hera (Plut. Arist. 18.1

(r479)), whose sanctuary before the destruction of Plataiai

in 427 was outside the city (Hdt. 9.52.1), whereas the temple

for Hera built by the Thebans in 427/6 was probably inside

the walls alongside a new katagogeion measuring 200 � 200

feet (Thuc. 3.68.3). The goddess was worshipped by the

Plataians at a festival called the “Little” Daidala. At irregular

intervals were held the Greater Daidala, in which several

Boiotian poleis participated—in the end perhaps all

Boiotian poleis. The key features were a procession carrying

a log dressed like a woman and a sacrifice in which the ani-

mals were burned up completely, together with the wooden

altar on which they were placed (Paus. 9.2.7–3.9; Schachter

(1981–94) i. 242–50). The hostel built by the Thebans indi-

cates that the Daidala were an inter-polis festival already in

C5s, and C6 terracotta figurines have been interpreted as

evidence of the festival in the Archaic period (Schachter

(1981–94) i. 244). What we know about the festival, however,

belongs in the Hellenistic period (Knoepfler (2001a)). After

the victory in 479 Pausanias made a sacrifice to Zeus

Eleutherios in the agora of Plataiai (Thuc. 2.71.2–4), and

thereafter the Plataians carried out annual rituals in honour

of the fallen (Thuc. 3.58.4; Isoc. 14.61); but a regular cult of

Zeus Eleutherios and the associated festival of Eleutheria

were not instituted until C3 (Schachter (1981–94) iii.

124–43). The most famous temple in Plataiai was that of

Athena Araia, with a cult image by Pheidias and paintings by

Polygnotos and Onasias (Paus. 9.4.1–2; Plut. Arist 20.3).

Plataiai was a fortified city when attacked by Thebes in 431

(Thuc. 2.4.4, 75.4), but in 426 the walls were demolished

(Thuc. 3.68.3), and were not re-erected until after the King’s

Peace of 386, now with Spartan help (Paus. 9.1.6). This cir-

cuit, however, was destroyed once again by the Thebans in

373 (Isoc. 14.19, 35; Dem. 6.30), and new walls were built only

after the sack of Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.9.10). Remains of

all three phases are still to be seen: (1) Plataiai had no proper

acropolis, but the oldest part of the settlement to the north-

west, an area of 10 ha, was enclosed by a wall in Lesbian

masonry—probably the one that was demolished in 426. (2)

A new and much larger wall in polygonal masonry with

interval towers enclosed an area of 80 ha. (3) Refounded in

335, the city was protected by a wall of coursed ashlar blocks

enclosing an area of 70 ha (Fossey (1988) 102–7). The settle-

ment can be traced back to the Neolithic period and there

are remains of the Geometric, Archaic and Classical periods

(Fossey (1988) 109). Traces of a (still undated) orthogonal

town plan have been found in recent excavations (AR

(1999–2000) 57).

Plataiai struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from c.386

(or earlier) to 374 (or later). Denominations: hemidrachm,

diobol, obol; obv. Boiotian shield; rev. head of Hera. Legend:

ΠΛΑ (Head, HN² 347; SNG Cop. Boeotia 212–14).

217. Potniai (Potnieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.20.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Ποτνια�, αH

(Hell.Oxy. 20.3; Xen. Hell. 5.4.51). The city-ethnic is

Ποτνιε�ς (ArchDelt 3 (1917) 64 (C6)).

Potniai is called a polis in late sources only (Strabo 9.2.24;

schol. Eur. Or. 317–18; Steph. Byz. 533.21), and Paus. 9.8.1 has

just .ρε�πια. The reason for including Potniai in this inven-

tory of poleis is the C6 attestation of a city-ethnic inscribed

on a poros column drum dedicated to Apollo: [?π#λ]λονι

Ποτνιε̃ς (ArchDelt 3 (1917) 64; cf. Hansen (1995a) 32, 48).

The only other attestation of the ethnic is as an epithet to

Glaukos, the heroic founder of Anthedon: Γλα%κος

Ποτνιε�ς (Aesch. frr. 450–53, Mette; cf. Schachter (1981–94)

i. 228).

We have no information about the name of the territory.

Potniai was one of the small unwalled settlements whose

population was moved to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3) in con-

nection with the major synoecism at the outbreak of the
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Peloponnesian War (Demand (1990) 83–85; Moggi, Sin.

197–204 prefers a date c.426–424). The absence of physical

remains of the Hellenistic period (Fossey (1988) 209) may

indicate that, unlike the other small towns synoecised with

Thebes in 431, Potniai was not resettled. Potniai was famous

for its sanctuary of Demeter and Kore (Paus. 9.8.1), which

was an ancient one (Schachter (1981–94) i. 159–60). The set-

tlement can be traced back to the Protogeometric period

(Fossey (1988) 209), but po-ti-ni-ja on a Theban Linear B

tablet suggests that Potniai was inhabited in the Mycenaean

period too (Schachter (1981–94) i. 159).

218. Siphai (Siphaieus) Map 55.Lat.38.10, long.23.05. Size

of territory: 1. Type: A. The toponym is Σ5φαι, αH (Thuc.

4.76.2), but the singular form is also attested (Steph. Byz.

573.1), and according to Paus. 9.32.4 the toponym was Τ�φα.

The toponym denotes either the town (Thuc. 4.76.3) or the

territory (Arist. Part. an. 696a5). The only preserved attesta-

tion of the city-ethnic is Σιφειε�ς (IG vii 207 �Michel 170

(C3s)).

Siphai is called a polis in the political sense by Thuc.

4.76.2–3, 89.2 (cf. Hansen (1995a) 21–23), and in the urban

sense implicitly at Ps.-Skylax 38, where Σ�φαι κα� λιµ�ν is

a convincing emendation of MSS Σφ�σις κα� λιµ�ν. In

Ps.-Skylax κα� λιµ�ν, an ellipsis of π#λις κα� λιµ�ν

(Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142, 145), invariably

goes with the preceding and not the following toponym

(pace Müller in GGM).

The territory is called Σ5φαι (Arist. Part. an. 696a5;

Schwandner (1977) 519–20). It constituted the coastal region

of the territory of Thespiai (no. 222) (Thuc. 4.76.3), and its

size has been assessed at c.25 km² (Fossey (1988) 134). Steph.

Byz. 573.1 calls Siphai an .π�νειον τ8ς Θεσπιακ8ς. A C4f

inventory of Thespian hestiatorion equipment includes

some in Siphai (SEG 24 361.25), which supports the assump-

tion that Siphai was a dependent polis in Thespian territory.

From the abortive attempt in 424 to introduce a demo-

cracy, we can infer that Siphai must have had an oligarchic

constitution. The democratic faction was supported by

Athens, but the stasis was quelled by armed assistance from

the other Boiotians (Thuc. 4.76.2–3, 89.2, 101.3; Hansen

(1995a) 21–24).

Siphai was walled in 424 (προδ)σειν: Thuc. 4.76.3). The

existing circuit in ashlar masonry with square towers (of

which seven are preserved) encloses both the acropolis and

the settlement below to the north, east and south. A wall to

the south separated the acropolis from the lower city. To the

west was the Corinthian Gulf, and no traces of a wall have

been found here. The wall is of C4 and, partly for historical

reasons, Schwandner suggests a date between 363 and 330,

but the nearby tower at Mavrovouni (Ano-Siphai) from

c.400 points to earlier fortifications at Siphai as well

(Schwandner (1977) 548–51). The circuit encloses an area of

c.3 ha, of which only a part was used for settlement. The har-

bour was presumably to the south of the city. The settlement

can be traced back to EH i–ii, and there are remains of the

Geometric, Archaic and Classical periods (Fossey (1988)

171).

Siphai had no mint, but stray finds on the acropolis of

Thespian coins (Schwandner (1977) 547 n. 32) may suggest

that such coins were legal tender in Siphai.

219. Skolos Map 55. Lat. 38.20/38.15, long. 23.25. Size of

territory: 1. Type: C. Down to c.404 probably north of the

river Asopos, after 404 south of the river, see infra. The

toponym is Σκ+λος,W (Hom. Il. 2.497; Eust. Il. 1.404.24, van

der Valk), denoting either the town (Xen. Ages. 2.22) or the

polity (Hell. Oxy. 19.3). The toponym may have been derived

from σκ#λοπες “palisade” (letter from Schachter). Apart

from Steph. Byz. 580.8, there is no attestation of an ethnic.

The only classification of Skolos as a polis is in Steph. Byz.

580.7. According to Strabo 9.2.23 it was a κ)µη τ8ς

Παρασωπ�ας, and Paus. 9.4.4 has just .ρε�πια. What justi-

fies the inclusion of Skolos in this inventory is only its mem-

bership of the sympoliteia headed by Plataiai (no. 216) (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3; Hansen (1995a) 16).

We have no information about the name of the territory,

which must have been very small. Down to 479 Skolos was in

Theban territory (Hdt. 9.15.2, 65.1) and probably situated

north of the river Asopos, which was the southern border of

the territory of Thebes (Hdt. 6.108.6; cf.most recently Munn

(1987) 121–24). After the Persian Wars Skolos became part of

Plataian territory and a member of the sympoliteia which for

some time constituted two of the eleven Boiotian districts

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3). But by 431 Skolos must have been annexed

by Thebes once again, since it was one of the small unwalled

settlements whose population was moved to Thebes (Hell.

Oxy. 20.3) in connection with the major synoecism at the

outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Demand (1990) 82–85;

Moggi, Sin. 197–204). By 395 Skolos had been repopulated. It

still belonged to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), but since both

Strabo 9.2.23 and, more importantly, Paus. 9.4.4 (cf. Wallace

(1979) 89) place Skolos south of the river Asopos, the

refounded village was probably located south of the Asopos

in land that had been Theban territory since the destruction

of Plataiai in 426.
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220. Tanagra (Tanagraios) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.35.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Τ�ναγρα, !

(ML 35, 36 �Lazzarini (1976) 998 (c.458); Thuc. 4.97.1),

denoting either the town (Heracl. Cret. 8, GGM i.101) or the

polity (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) or the territory (Thuc. 1.108.1). The

city-ethnic is Ταναγρα5ος (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 12 (C6); SEG

9 2.32 (C4s); Dem. 25.60) but in Boiotian inscriptions from

C4 onwards mostly Ταναγρ8ος (IG vii 3055.25 (C4m),

2723.2–3 (C3e)), attested already in C5f (SEG 29 1788.7; for

the date, see Vottéro (2001) 183), and sometimes

Ταναγρε5ος (IG vii 522.10 (C3s)). Roller (1989a) does not

record the city-ethnic.

Tanagra is called a polis in the urban sense (Aristophanes

Boeotus (FGrHist 379) fr. 2 bis �P Oxy. 2463.26; cf. Heracl.

Cret. 8–10, GGM i.101 (C3s)) and in the territorial sense

(Xen. Hell. 5.4.49), and is listed as a polis in the political sense

(Thuc. 4.91.1, 93.4; Hell. Oxy. 19.2–3).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on a stamped tile of C5f (SEG 29 1788.7: δαµοσ�α

Ταναγρ�ων) and in abbreviated form on coins (infra), and

externally on a late C6 shield at Olympia commemorating a

victory over an unknown enemy (LSAG 93 and 95 no. 12).

For the individual and external use of the city-ethnic, see e.g.

Σ[κ]υθρ�ωνι Φορµ�δα Τανα[γρα�ω]ι, naopoios at Delphi

in 335 (CID ii 76.ii.19–20).

The territory is called Τ�ναγρα (Thuc. 3.91.3–4) or !

Ταναγρα�α (Thuc. 4.76.4) or (later) ! Ταναγραϊκ�

(Strabo 9.2.11). During the First Federation the territory of

Tanagra constituted one of the eleven Boiotian districts

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it comprised Delion (Thuc. 4.76.4), Aulis

(Nicocrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1; Strabo 9.2.8), Salganeus

(Nicocrates (FGrHist 376) fr. 1), and what was later called the

Tetrakomia, i.e. Heleon, Harma, Mykalessos (no. 212) and

Pharai (no. 215) (Strabo 9.2.14; Fossey (1988) 43–99 and

222–23). Tanagra was bordered on the east by Oropos (no.

214) (Heracl. Cret. 7–8, GGM i.101), on the west by Skolos

(no. 219), belonging to Thebes (Hdt. 9.15.2, 5.79.2; Xen. Hell.

5.4.49) and on the north by Anthedon (no. 200) (Nicocrates

(FGrHist 376) fr. 1) and Glisas (Hdt. 9.43.2), belonging to

Thebes (Strabo 9.2.31). Inclusive of the small dependent

poleis, its size has been assessed at c.530 km² (Fossey (1988)

28).

Tanagra was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt.

5.79.2). The city was a member of the First Federation (Hell.

Oxy. 19.3), during which the principal body of government

was a boule, to which only propertied citizens were admitted

(Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3). It was a member of the Second

Federation (Isoc. 14.9), providing one Boiotarch (SEG 25

553 �32 476.14 (C4f); for the date, see SEG 45 431 and Vottéro

(2001) 71), and of the Third Federation (IG vii 2724.7

(c.280–270)). Tanagran citizens were appointed proxenoi by

Delphi (no. 177; SGDI 2674 (c.328)) and Eretria (no. 370) (IG

xii.9 203 (C4s)). The Aristotelian collection of politeiai

seems to have included a Constitution of Tanagra (Plut. Mor.

299C; Hansen (1995a) 53), which reported a tradition that

the territory of Tanagra had once been inhabited κατ3

κ)µας (Moggi, Sin. 82–84). During the crisis of 330–326,

Tanagra received 10,000 medimnoi of grain from Kyrene

(no. 1028) (RO 96.32).

The protecting god of Tanagra seems to have been

Hermes, with the epithets Kriophoros and Promachos, each

with his own temple—that of Promachos near the theatre

(Paus. 9.22.1–2 (rC5m); LSAG 92 and 94 no. 7 (C7l–C6e);

Schachter (1981–94) ii. 44–50; iii. 50). Other major divinities

attested in the Archaic and Classical periods are Artemis

Eileithyia (IG vii 546 (C5), 458 (C4–C3); Paus. 9.22.1;

Schachter (1981–94) i. 193), Athena Longatis (SEG 31 497

(C4l–C3e)), Demeter Gephyraia (Hdt. 5.57–61; REG 12

(1899) 53–115; Schachter (1981–94) i. 162–63); Dionysos (IG

vii 550 (C5); Paus. 9.20.4 (rC5); Schachter (1981–94) i.

183–85), Herakles (SEG 34 367: kantharoi inscribed Hαρ#ς

and ‘Ηρακλ/ους (C6s); Schachter (1981–94) ii. 12;

Andriomenou (1985) 113).

According to Thuc. 1.108.2–3, Tanagra was a walled city in

457, but following the battle of Oinophyta the Tanagrans

had their walls demolished by the Athenians (cf. Diod.

11.82.5). The existing circuit of 2.2 km with forty-three tow-

ers was of mudbrick on a mostly isodomic ashlar sockle; it

can be dated to the period c.425–375 and may have been

erected after the King’s Peace in 386 (Roller (1974), (1987)).

Xenophon’s mention at Hell. 5.4.49 of τ� τε5χος, however,

must refer to the Theban stockade and not to the walls of

Tanagra (Munn (1987) 124–26). The city walls enclose an

area of 30 ha (Roller (1987) 223). Except, perhaps, for a tem-

ple of Hermes Promachos near the theatre (Paus. 9.22.2), all

architectural remains seem to be later than the C4 circuit;

and the orthogonal town plan, with insulae of 52 � 102 m,

was clearly devised to fit the existing walls. Nothing of

Archaic and C5 Tanagra is visible today (Roller (1989b) 157);

but a surface survey of the town has been carried out by a

team from Leiden, and a geo-prospection team has recon-

structed the C4 street and insula plan across the city

(Teiresias 32 (2002) 1). A depression in the ground is all that

is left of a theatre seen by early travellers. It seems to be an

integral part of the urban plan of C4f (Roller (1989b)

152–54). Herakleides describes Tanagra as a town inhabited
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by farmers (9, GGM i.101, 9). Outside the city walls a ceme-

tery has been excavated with some 500 graves, the majority

from C6l and C5s (Andriomenou (1985)).

Tanagra struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.500 to 446, and from before 410 to 374 (or later)

(Hansen (1995a) 20–21), and bronze coins from c.338 to 315.

Denominations: drachm, hemidrachm, obol. (1) Silver,

c.500–480: obv. Boiotian shield with ΤΤ or ΤΑ in the side

openings; rev. mill-sail incuse. Legend: Τ or ΤΤ (some). (2)

Silver, c.480–456: obv. Boiotian shield with ΤΤ or ΤΑ in the

side openings; rev. spokes of a wheel. Legend:ΒΟ or ΒΟΙ or

ΤΑ. (3) Silver, c.456–446 and C5l–C4f: obv. Boiotian shield;

rev. forepart or head of horse (mostly). Legend: ΤΑ or

ΤΑΝ or ΤΑΝΑ. (4) Bronze, c.338–315: obv. Boiotian shield;

rev. Legend: ΤΑΝ in concave field. (Head, HN² 347–48;

Kraay (1976) 109–14; Schachter (1989) 85; SNG Cop. Boeotia

215–35).

C.560 Tanagra joined Megara (no. 225) in colonising

Herakleia Pontike (no. 715) (Paus. 5.26.7; Burstein (1976)

15–18).

221. Thebai (Thebaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 23.20.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Φ8βαι, αH

(LSAG 93 and 95 no. 16 (c.470); Hom. Il. 5.804); the singular

Θ�βη or Θ�βα is sometimes found in poetry (Hom. Il.

4.378; IG vii 2470.1 (c.300)).The toponym denotes either the

town (Hdt. 1.92.1) or the polity (Dem. 19.325) or the territory

(Xen. Hell. 5.2.25). The toponym is attested in linear B

tablets. The composite ‘Υπ#θηβαι (Hom. Il 2.505) may

refer to the early town built at the base of the

Kadmeia �Thebai proper (letter from Schachter). The city-

ethnic is Θηβα�ος (LSAG 92 and 94 no. 7 (C6f); Hdt. 5.79.2),

in the Boiotian dialect often Θειβ8ος (SEG 28 465.4 (C4s)).

Thebes is called a polis in the urban sense (Hes. Scut. 105

(C6); Thgn. 1.1209; Pind. Pyth. 12.26; Bacchyl. 9.54; Hdt.

9.86.1; Dem. 18.216), in the political sense (Hdt. 9.13.3; Thuc.

3.62.3–4; Xen. Hell. 3.5.8; Arist. Rh. 1398b18–20; Dem.

19.138–41; RO 88.33 (C4); SEG 28 265.3–4 (C4m, but C4l by

Gullath (1982) 112–13)), and in the territorial sense (Xen.

Hell. 5.4.49; Isoc. 14.35). The term polisma is found at Men.

Sam. 325, and >στυ is used by Dem. 18.215.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on coins of C5s (Head (1881) 31–32) and externally on a ded-

ication in Olympia of C6s (SEG 24 300). For the individual

and external use of the city-ethnic, see Ducat (1971) no. 232:

’Επιχ�ρες hο Θεβ[α5ος] (dedication in Ptoion (C6s)).

Patris is found in Pind. Isthm. 1.12; Xen. Hell. 7.5.18, An. 3.1.4;

Dem. 18.177; Aeschin. 2.164; CEG ii 635 (C4).

The territory is called Θηβαjς (Hdt. 9.65.1; Thuc. 3.58.5) or

Θ8βαι (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25) or in later sources sometimes

Θηβα�α (Strabo 9.2.26). Before 506 Thebaïs extended south

of the Asopos, but in 506 the river was made the border

between Thebes and Plataiai (no. 216) (Hdt. 6.108.6; Paus.

9.4.4), and the territory of Thebes may then have comprised

both Haliartos (no.206) (inference from Hdt.5.79.2) and pre-

sumably Akraiphia (no. 198) with Apollo’s sanctuary at

Ptoion (Hdt. 8.135.1; Schachter (1981–94) i. 69; cf. also Strabo

9.2.34; Paus. 9.23.5). To the east, Theban territory may have

reached the coast and included Delion (Hdt. 6.118.2;

Schachter (1981–94) i. 46). After the battle of Plataiai, Thebes

was probably deprived of most of its former territory includ-

ing the Tetrakomia (Hdt. 9.43.2; Fossey (1988) 222–23, proba-

bly relating to the period c.450–430; cf. Hansen (1995a) 37

with n. 137) and Delion (Thuc. 4.76.4). But at the beginning of

the Peloponnesian War the Thebaïs must have comprised all

the small towns that joined the synoecism and had their 

populations moved to Thebes (Hell. Oxy. 20.3). The size of its

territory c.435 has been assessed at c.650 km² (Bakhuizen

(1994) 314). In 427/6 the territory of Plataiai was incorporated

into Thebes (Thuc. 3.68.2–3, 5.17.2). In 395 the Thebaïs consti-

tuted two of the eleven Boiotian districts and controlled the

two Plataian districts as well (Hell. Oxy. 19.3) plus Oropos

(no. 214) (Diod. 14.17.1–3) and Aulis (Xen. Hell. 3.5.5). Thebes

suffered its next major set-back during the Spartan occupa-

tion in 382–379 (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25–36, 4.1–12), but when the

Boiotian Federation had been re-established in 378–374,

Thebes extended its territory to include Plataiai (from 373:

Xen. Hell. 6.3.1; Paus. 9.1.5–8), Thespiai (after 377: Xen. Hell.

5.4.46–48, but before the autumn of 371: Xen. Hell. 6.3.5; Isoc.

8.17), Kreusis (Xen. Hell. 6.4.3) and Oropos (from 366: Xen.

Hell. 7.4.1). We have no information about Anthedon (no.

200) (Gullath (1989) 164), and we do not know whether

Orchomenos (no. 213) was annexed by Thebes after its

destruction in 364 (Diod. 15.79.3–6). During the Third Sacred

War, Koroneia (no. 210) and Orchomenos were held by the

Phokians, but in 346 Philip handed them back to the Thebans

(Dem. 5.21–22). Thebaïs must now have been bordered by

Thisbai, Haliartos, Akraiphia, Tanagra (Xen. Hell. 5.4.49) and

Athens (π#λις �στυγε�των: Aeschin. 3.133; Din. 1.38) and

most have covered c.800 km². In 338 Thebes lost Plataiai,

Orchomenos (Paus. 4.27.10), Thespiai and Oropos (Paus.

1.34.1), and after the destruction of Thebes in 335, what

remained of its territory was given to the neighbouring cities

(Hyp. 6.17; Diod. 18.11.3–4; Paus. 1.25.4; Gullath (1982) 77–82).

After the victory at Plataiai in 479, Thebes was besieged by

the Greek army until it surrendered the leaders of the 
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pro-Persian faction (Hdt. 9.86–88). Shortly after the out-

break of the Peloponnesian War many small unfortified

Boiotian towns were synoecised with Thebes, which thereby

doubled its population. The towns merged with Thebes

included Erythrai (no. 203), Eteonos/Skaphai (no. 204),

Skolos (no. 219), (Au)lis, Schoinos and Potniai (no. 217)

(Hell. Oxy. 20.3; Demand (1990) 83–85; Moggi, Sin. 197–204

prefers a date c.426–424). From 382 to 379 Thebes had to suf-

fer a Spartan occupation (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25–36, 4.1–12); and

by the peace of 338 a Makedonian garrison was placed on the

Kadmeia (Diod. 16.87.3).

In 335 Thebes was conquered by Alexander and razed to

the ground (Din. 1.24; Arr. Anab. 1.7–9; Diod. 17.7–14; Plut.

Alex. 11.6–12; Gullath (1982) 60–85). More than 6,000 men

were killed, and the remaining population, some 30,000

men, women and children, were exposed to andrapodismos

and sold into slavery (Din. 1.24; Arr. Anab. 1.9.9; Diod.

17.13.3, 14.1; Plut. Alex. 11.12).

Thebes was the leading member of the First Federation

(Thuc. 4.91.1; Hell. Oxy. 19.3); it re-established the Federation

immediately after the liberation of the city in 379 (Plut. Pelop.

13.1) and dominated all the other member states (Isoc.

14.8–10; Aeschin. 3.142); and in spite of the defeat in 338,

Thebes was still a member of the Third Federation between

338 and the destruction of the city in 335 (Arr.Anab. 1.7.11; CID

ii 74.i.72 (337/6)).

Membership of the Boiotian Federation did not prevent

Thebes from joining one of the major leagues or from enter-

ing into alliance with other poleis: during the 370s Thebes

was a member of the Second Athenian Naval Confederacy

(IG ii² 40, 43.24–25, 79; IG ii² 1607.155) and in 339 Athens

concluded an alliance with Thebes, not with the Boiotian

Federation (Aeschin. 3.142; Staatsverträge 345).

Theban laws were traditionally ascribed to Philolaos of

Corinth (Arist. Pol. 1274a31–32), who probably lived in C7s.

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a

Constitution of Thebes (Arist. frr. 506–7). Down to the

Spartan occupation of Kadmeia in 382–379 Thebes was an

oligarchy, in C6l–C5e of the narrow type (dynasteia: Thuc.

3.62.3), later a more moderate oligarchy (ibid.; Arist. Pol.

1278a25) ruled by a boule based on a property qualification

(Hell. Oxy. 19.2). A bronze phiale of C6f is dedicated by

λεqτο� Θεβα5οι, perhaps members of the nobility

(Lazzarini (1976) no. 920, cf. p. 156), perhaps a body of offi-

cials (LSAG 92 and 94 no. 7; cf. Schachter (1989) 79), or,

rather, a military elite (Schachter, forthcoming).

The Athenian victory at Oinophyta in 457 (Thuc. 1.108.3;

Pl. Menex. 242B) and stasis in Thebes (Thuc. 3.62.5, 4.92.6)

were followed by a brief period of democracy (Arist. Pol.

1302b28–9). The Athenians were expelled, autonomia recov-

ered, exiles recalled and oligarchy restored after the

Athenian defeat at Koroneia in 447/6 (Thuc. 1.113.2–4,

3.62.3). The principal body of government was a boule, to

which only propertied citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy.

19.2, 3). In C4e the leading oligarchs were divided into a pro-

Athenian and a pro-Lakedaimonian faction (Hell. Oxy. 19.1,

20.1), and after a protracted stasis the pro-Lakedaimonians

came to power in 382 with the Spartan occupation of Thebes

(Xen. Hell. 5.2.25–36). Between 382 and 379 the constitution

was again a dynasteia (Xen. Hell. 5.4.46). From 379 onwards

Thebes was a democracy (Diod. 15.79.3; Polyb. 6.43; Buckler

(1980) 20). In collusion with a faction in Thebes, some

Theban exiles made an abortive attempt in 364 to reintro-

duce an aristocratic constitution (Diod. 15.79.3–5).

Thebes had a boule (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29), which prepared the

matters to be put to the assembly (Diod. 17.9.1). An oracular

response refers to a meeting of the popular assembly in 506

(Hdt. 5.79.1). It is unknown what powers it had during the

oligarchy down to 379, but from then on major decisions

were made by the people in assembly (Aeschin. 2.105; Dem.

18.213; Ar. Anab. 1.7.2). An eponymous archon is attested in

C4s (SEG 28 466 (c.338)) and polemarchs from 382 (Xen.

Hell. 5.2.25; Schaefer (1956) 1108–11). Thebes awarded proxe-

nia to citizens from Opous (no. 386) (schol. Pind. Ol. 9.123c

(C5f)), from Athens (no. 361) (Demosthenes: Aeschin. 2.141;

Thrason: Aeschin. 3.138), and from unknown poleis (IG vii

2409 (C4m–C3m); cf.Vottéro (2001) 159; SEG 28 465 (C4s)).

Theban citizens were appointed proxenoi by Athens (no.

361) (Pindar, Isoc. 15.166), Delphi (no. 177) (F.Delphes iii.1

356 (327)); and Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.27 (C4m)).

The protective divinities of Thebes were probably

Demeter Thesmophoros and Dionysos Kadmeios (Pind.

Isthm. 7.1–5; Eur. Bacch. 1–12; Xen. Hell. 5.2.29; Paus. 9.15.5–6;

Brackertz (1976) 73–78; Schachter (1981–94) i. 168, 187), but

Athena Onka (Aesch. Sept. 164–65) and Athena Pronoia

(ArchDelt 3 (1917) 36.2) are also attested as the protectors of

Thebes (Soph. OT 18–19; SEG 32 493 (C4l); Schachter

(1981–94) i. 129–32). Other major divinities attested in the

Archaic and Classical periods are Herakles Promachos,

whose sanctuary was outside the walls (Pind. Nem. 4.22–24;

Isoc. 5.32; Xen. Hell. 6.4.7; Paus. 9.11.4; Schachter (1981–94) ii.

14–30); Aphrodite, the divine patron of the Theban pole-

marchs, whose sanctuary was on the Kadmeia (Xen. Hell.

5.4.4–7; Schachter (1981–94) i. 38–41); Apollo Ismenios,

whose sanctuary was on the Ismenion hill (IG vii 2455 (C6);

SEG 22 417 (C6); Pind. Pyth. 11.1–11; Paus. 9.10.2; Schachter
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(1981–94) i. 77–85). The major extra-urban cults were Zeus

Hypatos (Paus. 9.19.3), in whose sanctuary on Mt. Hypaton

some remains of the Classical period have been found

(Schachter (1981–94) iii. 102); and the Kabiroi: a mother

goddess,her consort and two attending Kabiroi,usually rep-

resented as Hermes and Pan. It was a mystery cult reserved

for the initiated and situated at the Kabirion, a natural cavi-

ty c.5.5 km west of Thebes. Monumental architecture at the

sanctuary dates from the Hellenistic and Roman periods.

The cult is attested from the Geometric to the Roman impe-

rial period (IG vii 2457 (C6–C5), cf. SEG 36 458; Schachter

(1986–94) ii. 66–110, (2003)). Theorodokoi were appointed in

359 to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1

94.a.4); in 360/59 Thebes was granted promanteia by the

Delphians (no. 177) (F.Delphes. iii.4 375). The Theban

Ismenias was hieromnemon in 341 (CID ii 43.229).

Citizens of Thebes are frequently attested as victors at the

major Panhellenic festivals, e.g. at the Isthmian Games

(Pind. Isthm. 1, 3–4, 7 (in 474, 458 and 454)), at the Nemean

Games (schol. Pind. Isthm. 223.10, Drachmann (470s)), at

the Olympic Games (Paus. 5.8.7 (680); see Olympionikai 33,

69, 136, 206, 352, 427, 441), at the Pythian Games (Pind. Pyth.

11 (474); Paus. 10.7.7 (r378), 7.8 (r346)), and at the

Amphiareia (IG vii 414.4, 24, � I.Oropos 520 (329/8)). The

city dedicated a treasury at Delphi to commemorate the vic-

tory at Leuktra (Bommelaer (1991) 129–30).

Thebes is called a fortified city in c.540 (Thgn. 1.1209) and

again in 479 (Hdt. 9.41.2, 9.86–88), but it is uncertain

whether the references are to the acropolis wall or to a wall

enclosing the lower city as well, referred to at Xen. Hell.

5.4.53. In C4 the city had two circuits (Arr. Anab. 1.7.9–10,

8.5–6): an acropolis wall around the Kadmeia with the seven

famous gates (Pind. Pyth. 11.12; Paus. 9.8.4) enclosed an area

of c.32 ha, and a wall around the lower city enclosed an area

of 350 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 243). Only a few traces are left

(Symeonoglou (1985) 119). The acropolis wall seems to have

followed the line of the late Helladic cyclopean wall, and the

surviving traces of polygonal and isodomic masonry may be

no more than Archaic and Classical repairs of the late

Helladic wall (cf. Hes. Scut. 105). The short south side of the

acropolis wall seems to have been a part of the city wall as

well (Arr. Anab. 1.7.9–10). The great city wall was of mud-

brick superimposed on a foundation of isodomic masonry

and covered with tiles. The masonry suggests a C5 date. The

synoecism of 431 must be the terminus ante quem, and the

most likely terminus post quem seems to be the liberation of

Boiotia from Athenian domination in 446 (Symeonoglou

(1985) 118–22). The city wall was demolished in 335 (Aeschin.

3.157), but the acropolis wall was probably left to protect the

Makedonian garrison on the Kadmeia (Hyp. 6.17; Arr. Anab.

1.9.9).

In the Archaic period much of the Kadmeia was inhabit-

ed (Fossey (1988) 204), but some Thebans, including Pindar,

lived in the lower city (Paus. 9.25.3), which became densely

populated after the erection of the greater circuit in C5m

and the synoecism of c.431 (Hell. Oxy. 20.3). In the Classical

period Thebes had at least twenty-three sanctuaries, twelve

on the Kadmeia and eleven in the lower city (Symeonoglou

(1985) 123–37). South-east of the Kadmeia are remains of the

temple of Apollo Ismenias, built in C8s, rebuilt c.700 and

again in C4 (Symeonoglou (1985) site 8 pp.236–8),and in the

lower town were found the foundations of a temple of the

Classical period (Symeonoglou (1985) site 229 p. 299). The

Theban boule (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29), as well as the federal coun-

cil (Hell. Oxy. 19.4) and the Boiotarchs (Aeschin. 3.145), had

their meeting place on the Kadmeia. In lower Thebes was the

polemarcheion (Xen. Hell. 5.4.6), a hippodrome (Paus 9.23.2;

Symeonoglou (1985) 140 and cat. no. 106), a C5 stadion and

gymnasion (Paus. 9.23.1; Symeonoglou (1985) 140 cat. nos.

65, 169); an earlier stadion and gymnasion (of C6?) was situ-

ated outside the walls (Xen. Hell. 5.2.25; Symeonoglou (1985)

108–9). The agora in the lower city was flanked with several

stoas (Xen. Hell. 5.2.29; Diod. 12.70.5). Thebes had a theatre

(Paus. 9.16.6), which in C4 was used for meetings of the

assembly (Plut. Mor. 799E–F); traces have been found in the

northern part of the lower city (Symeonoglou (1985)

189–90). The city got most of its water through an impres-

sive system of subterranean aqueducts already famous in

antiquity (Heracl. Cret. 13, GGM i.102) and still partly pre-

served (Symeonoglou (1985) 141–44).

Thebes struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard from

c.500 to 335. Denominations: stater, drachm, hemidrachm,

obol, hemiobol, tetartemorion, in C4 also tritemorion; obv.

mostly Boiotian shield; rev. down to 479: mill-sail; thereafter

Herakles or Dionysos or amphora with symbols relating to

Herakles or Dionysos. Legend: first Θ, later various abbrevi-

ations of the city-ethnic or occasionally the full form:

ΘΕΒΑΙΟΝ. An abbreviated personal name, denoting the

issuing magistrate, appears on the C4 amphora-type coins,

and forty-five separate magistrates can be identified

(Hepworth (1986) 35). A series of probably Theban coins

struck c.386–379 have a kantharos on the rev. and the legend

ΒΟΙ or ΒΟΙΩ. Some rare gold coins of C5l have obv. head

of bearded Dionysos; rev. infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents. Legend: ΘΕ. A small series of C4 bronze obols have

obv. head of young Herakles; rev. club and other symbols
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and magistrate’s name (Head (1881) 11, 16–18, 23–24, 29–42,

54–55, 61–72; Kraay (1976) 109–14; Schachter (1989) 85; SNG

Cop. Boeotia 241–355).

C.560 Thebes joined Megara (no. 225) in colonising

Herakleia Pontike (no. 715) (Suda Η461; cf. Burstein (1976)

15–18).

222. Thespiai (Thespieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.10.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Θεσπια�, αH

(Xen. Hell. 5.4.10; IG vii 1862 (Roman)), but Θ/σπεια at

Hom. Il. 2.498 and Hdt. 8.50.2. The toponym denotes either

the town (IG iv².1 94.a.6; Dem. 6.30) or the polity (Isoc 8.17)

or the territory (Xen. Hell. 5.4.41). The city-ethnic is

Θεσπιε�ς (F.Delphes iii.4 148 (C5f); Xen. Hell. 4.2.20).

At Hes. Op. 222, π#λις probably denotes Thespiai. In

sources of the Classical period Thespiai is called a polis in the

urban sense (Hdt. 8.50.2; Xen. Hell. 6.3.1; Dem. 16.25) and in

the political sense (IG i³ 72.6, 16 (C5l); Xen. Hell. 5.4.46; Hell.

Oxy. 19.2–3; Isoc. 8.17; Dem. 16.25).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a proxeny decree of C3m (SEG 32 496.2–3) and externally

on the Serpent Column (ML 27.6:Θεσπιε̃ς (479)).The indi-

vidual and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in an

Athenian proxeny decree of C5m for four named Thespians

(IG i³ 23) and in Delphic inscriptions where a Thespian

appears as naopoios at Delphi in 334 (CID ii 79A.15). In the

feminine, the ktetikon Θεσπικ� is sometimes used (IG ii²

8834 (C4)). Patra (�patris) has been restored in CEG ii 788

(c.350).

The territory is called ! Θεσπικ� γ8 (Thuc. 4.76.3); !

τ+ν Θεσπι+ν χ)ρα (Xen. Hell. 5.4.42) or just ! Θεσπικ�

(Xen. Hell. 6.4.4); Anth. Pal. iii.19.2 (r480) has Θεσπι�ς.

During the First Federation, Thespiai constituted two of the

eleven Boiotian districts (Hell. Oxy. 19.3), including Siphai

(no. 218) (Thuc. 4.76.3), Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 6.4.4), Eutresis

(no. 205) and Thisbai (no. 223; Hell. Oxy. 19.3), Chorsiai (no.

202) (SEG 24 361, but cf. 47 520), Kreusis (Ps.-Skylax 38, as

restored by Roesch (1980); Livy 36.21.5; but Xen. Hell. 6.4.3

shows that in 371 it belonged to Thebes), Askra (Hes. Op.

639–40 with 222; Arist. fr. 580), Keressos (Paus.9.14.1–4; Plut.

Cam. 19.4; Mor. 866F), Donakon (Paus. 9.31.7) and perhaps

Hippotai (Plut. Mor 775A; Schachter (1996a) 104). Including

the dependent poleis of Chorsiai, Thisbai, Siphai and

Eutresis (no. 205), its territory covered c.425 km². Excluding

these, it came to some 200 km². Thespiai bordered on

Haliartos (no. 206) to the north, on Thebes to the east (Hdt.

5.79.2), on Plataiai (no. 216) to the south-east (Hdt. 8.50.2),

and on Thisbai to the south-west (Xen. Hell. 6.4.3–4).

Thespiai was allied with Thebes in 506 and earlier (Hdt.

5.79.2).Seven hundred Thespians were killed at Thermopylai

in 480 (Hdt. 7.202.1; cf. Anth. Pal. iii.19), and the Thespians

fled to the Peloponnese when the Persians attacked Boiotia

and burned down the city of Thespiai (Hdt. 8.50.2). A force

of 1,800 light-armed Thespians fought in the battle of

Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.30.1), and the Thespians are duly

recorded on the Serpent Column commemorating the victo-

ry (ML 27.6). Thespiai was resettled and the Thespians

admitted extra citizens to make up for the losses during the

war (Hdt. 8.75.5; Schachter (1996a) 115). The city was a mem-

ber of the First Federation and provided two Boiotarchs

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3–4). The Thespians suffered severe losses in

424 in the battle of Delion (Thuc. 4.96.3, 133.1) and 101 names

are recorded in the public funeral monument set up after the

battle (IG vii 1888). The Thespians fought in the Boiotian

army in the battle of the Nemea in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.20; cf.

SEG 2 186, 47 519). Thespiai was garrisoned by the Spartans in

379 and 378, under the supremacy of a harmost (Xen. Hell.

5.4.15, 41), but by the mid-370s Thebes had regained control

of the neighbouring poleis, probably including Thespiai

(Xen. Hell. 5.4.63). By 372 the Thespians had been forced by

the Thebans to join the Second Federation (Isoc. 14.9:

συντελε5ν ε2ς τ3ς Θ�βας), providing one Boiotarch (SEG

25 553.14 (C4f: for the date, see SEG 45 431 and Vottéro (2001)

71)). Before the autumn of 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.3.5, 6.4.10) the

city was sacked by the Thebans and depopulated (Diod.

15.46.6; Isoc. 6.27; Dem. 16.4, 25, 28). The Thespians, or some

of them, withdrew to nearby Keressos (Paus. 9.14.2), but

probably only after the sack of Thespiai (Tuplin (1986)

333–34; Buck (1994) 110 with n. 46). In 359, however, a

Thespian theorodokos hosted theoroi sent from Epidauros

(no. 348) (IG iv².1 94.a.6), and Aischylos of Thespiai was a

victor in the Olympic Games, probably in 348 (IAG 26;

Olympionikai 444); so Demosthenes’ contention (19.325)

that the city was still not rebuilt in 346 must be taken with a

grain of salt. The Thespians took an active part in the

destruction of Thebes in 335 (Diod. 17.13.5), and in C3e the

city was resettled (Plut. Dem. 39.5; IG vii 1747 and 1751, mili-

tary catalogues of C3e).

The constitution of Thespiai was oligarchic and based on

a property qualification (Hell. Oxy. 19.3; Xen. Hell. 5.4.46). A

democratic uprising in 414 was immediately quelled by the

Thebans (Thuc. 6.95.2; Gehrke, Stasis 172). In 378 the consti-

tution is classified as a dynasteia, and the democratic faction

as living in exile in Thebes (Xen. Hell. 5.4.46). The principal

body of government was a boule, to which only propertied

citizens were admitted (Hell. Oxy. 19.2, 3). An eponymous
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archon is attested c.386 (SEG 24 361.3; Sherk (1990) 287). The

Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a Constitution of

Thespiai (Heracl. Lemb. 76 �no. 59, Gigon). Thespian cit-

izens were appointed proxenoi by Athens (no. 361) (IG i³ 23)

and Delphi (no. 177) (F.Delphes iii.1 96 (318–306), 416 (C4l)).

Apollo Archegetas seems to have been the protecting god

of Thespiai. His cult was associated with the foundation of

the polis, and was performed in a Doric peristyle temple of

C5, c.2 km south-west of Thespiai (SEG 2 237 (C5f);

Schachter (1981–94) i. 88–89, (1996a) 103). Other major cults

attested in the Archaic and Classical periods are the nine

Muses, whose sanctuary was in the Valley of the Muses c.6

km west of Thespiai (Hes. Op. 654–59; Paus. 9.30.1 (rC4e);

Schachter (1981–94) ii. 151–58), Herakles (BCH 50 (1926)

390.4; SEG 15 324 (C5f); Schachter (1981–94) ii. 34–35),

Dionysos (IG vii 1794 (C5); Schachter (1981–94) i. 192–95),

Zeus Karaios (SEG 32 505 (C4l)); Zeus Saotes (Anth. Pal.

6.344 (330/29); Schachter (1981–94) iii. 150–53), and the

Daimones (Michel 1102 (c.300); Schachter (1981–94) i. 149).

Surveys have shown that “the early city consisted of at

least four separate nuclei, spread out over a total area of

about 100 ha”. In C5 and C4 they were merged together into

one large conurbation (Snodgrass (1987–89) 57). Remains of

the Geometric and Archaic periods, however, are scarce, and

it has been suggested that the centre of Thespiai before 480

was at the temple of Apollo, and that the settlement was

moved to its Classical site only after the Persian destruction

in 480 (Schachter (1996a) 103–4).

The walls were demolished by the Thebans in 423 (Thuc.

4.133.1), re-erected with Spartan help in 378 (Xen. Hell. 5.4.41),

demolished once more by the Thebans (Dem. 6.30; Isoc.

14.19, 35), probably before 373/2 (the date of Isoc. Plat.) and

not yet rebuilt in 343 (Dem. 19.112). Three huge square blocks

of the Classical city wall were discovered in 1987 (Bintliff and

Snodgrass (1988) 67). The settlements covered an area of at

least 50 and perhaps more than 100 ha (Bintliff (1997a) 243).

Thespiai struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard from

c.500 to 480 and from 386 (or earlier) to 374 (or later), and

bronze coins from c.338 to 315. (1) Silver, c.500–480, denomina-

tions: stater, drachm, hemidrachm, obol; obv. Boiotian shield,

some with Θ in one of the openings of the shield; rev. the letter

Θ in mill-sail incuse square. The epichoric letter ( ), original-

ly interpreted as a Φ and associated with Pharai (no. 215), but

now interpreted as a Θ signifying Thespiai (Etienne and

Knoepfler (1976) 219). (2) Silver, C5l–C4f, denominations:

stater, hemidrachm, obol, hemiobol, tetartemorion; rev.

Boiotian shield; rev. crescent and (on some) amphora or head

of Aphrodite. Legend: ΘΕΣ or ΘΕΣΠΙ or ΘΕΣΠΙΚΟΝ.

Some have the epichoric sigma ( ), pointing to a date earlier

than 386. (3) Bronze, c.338–315: obv. Boiotian shield; rev. leg-

end: ΘΕΣ in concave field (Head (1881) 15–16, 55–56; HN² 354;

Etienne and Knoepfler (1976) 219; Schachter (1996a) 113; SNG

Cop. Boeotia 397–405).

223. Thisbai (Thisbeus) Map 55. Lat. 38.15, long. 23.00.

Size of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is Θ�σβη,! (Hom.

Il. 2.502) or more frequently Θ�σβαι in the plural (Hell. Oxy.

19.3; F.Delphes iii.3 103.3 (300–280)), denoting the polity

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3) or the territory (Xen. Hell. 6.4.3). The city-

ethnic is Θισβε�ς (IG vii 2724.b.6 (c.280–270); SEG 15, 282.4

(263–255)).

The earliest attestation of Thisbai as a polis is in a treaty

with Chorsiai of C2e (SEG 3 342.4 �Migeotte (1984) no. 11),

and the only attestation in a literary source is Paus. 9.32.2.

The occurrence in C4l of a Thisban among the aphedria-

teuontes, however, shows that Thisbai was a polis at least

from the beginning of the Third Federation (IG vii 2724b.6

(c.280–270)), and the reference at Hell. Oxy. 19.3 to what was

probably a sympoliteia between Thespiai (no. 222), Eutresis

(no. 205) and Thisbai suggests that during the First

Federation Thisbai was a dependent polis dominated by

Thespiai (Roesch (1965) 37; Siewert (1977) 463; Hansen

(1995a) 16); cf. το5 Θεσπι/σσιν κα� το5ρ σLν α(τ�ς (SEG

31 358.5 (C5f)). The size of its territory has been assessed at

just over 100 km² (Fossey (1988) 176). A funeral epigram of

c.500 indicates that the population of Thisbai consisted of

citizens (astoi) and foreigners (xenoi) (CEG 112).

The only cults at Thisbai attested in sources of the Archaic

and Classical periods are of Athena (IG vii 2230 (C6–C5);

Schachter (1981–94) i. 133) and, perhaps, Demeter Achaia

(BCH 50 (1926) 418 n. 4 (C3s); Schachter (1981–94) i. 170; for

the date, see Vottéro (2001) 256).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

Thisbai’s copy of a treaty with Chorsiai (SEG 3 342 �Migeotte

(1984) no. 11 (C2e)), but externally only in a Roman inscrip-

tion (IG vii 2870.13 (ad 155)). For the individual and external

use, see e.g. Π�ρρακος ’Ιθουδαµ�ω Θισβε5ος in a list of

aphedriateuontes (IG vii 2724b.4 (c.280–270)). The territory

was called Θ�σβαι (Xen. Hell. 6.4.3).

Thisbai is attested as a member of the First Federation

(Hell. Oxy. 19.3) and of the Third Federation (IG vii 2724b.4

(c.280–270)).

A circuit of c.2.5 km with interval square towers enclosed

the city, which was situated with a rocky hill to the north, the

foot of Mt. Helikon to the south, and in the narrow corridor

between the two. Most of the wall is of pseudo-isodomic
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trapezoidal or ashlar work, but one round tower on the

northern hill (the acropolis) is in Lesbian masonry (Maier

(1958)). The circuit enclosed an area of c.48.5 ha (Bintliff

(1997a) 244). Maier (1958) 24–25 suggests a date between

c.325 and 175, but the tower indicates a date between 375 and

325 (Buckler (1980) 283 n. 19) and Camp (2000) 43 suggests a

date of 375–60. No remains of buildings have been ident-

ified. The settlement can be traced back to the early Helladic

period, and there are remains of the Geometric,Archaic and

Classical periods (Fossey (1988) 180).
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I. The Region

Megaris, Corinthia and Sikyonia constitute the Isthmus of

Corinth and the territory immediately south of the Isthmus

in the north-eastern Peloponnese. See Maps 57–58. This

region has no specific identity in Greek nomenclature. It is set

off from the territory of Attika and Boiotia by the mountains

of Kithairon, Pateras and Kerata, but, despite these physical

barriers, the Athenians regarded Megaris as originally part of

Attika (Strabo 8.1.5–7). The region was conquered and settled

by the Dorian Greeks between C11 and C9. Although there is

no universal agreement regarding early Dorian settlement

patterns, it seems most likely that their initial settlements

were agricultural communities referred to as komai. By C8, in

a process that is little recorded or understood (see Roebuck

(1972) and Salmon (1984) 57–58), these komai coalesced into

the city-states of Corinth (no. 227), Megara (no. 225) and

Sikyon (no. 228), each with one major urban centre. From

that point forward, throughout C7–C4, these states were

remarkably stable, politically and territorially.

Many of the initial komai survived as towns within the

consolidated poleis, and numerous other settlements are

known within their territories. There seems to have been at

least five second-order settlements in Megaris, eleven in

Korinthia and five in the territory of Sikyon. These localities

are enumerated in the entries for each of the three major

poleis. Pagai (no. 226) and Aigosthena (no. 224), two

Corinthian Gulf ports of Megara, were minor poleis by C3,

but may have been poleis already in C4; they are described,

along with Megara, in the Inventory below. Tenea, in the

Corinthia, attained the status of polis only in Hellenistic

times (SEG 13 248 (C1); Head, HN² 418).

In addition to controlling territory suitable for agricul-

ture and animal husbandry, the Isthmian states occupied

territory of the greatest military and commercial sig-

nificance in Mainland Greece. Both Corinth and Megara

straddled the narrow land bridge joining the Peloponnese to

central Greece, and were in a position to interdict land traf-

fic in both directions, although they were seldom powerful

enough to accomplish this without the involvement of

greater military powers. Equally important, both poleis pos-

sessed ports on the Saronic and Corinthian Gulfs, making

them crucial transfer points and entrepôts in the trans-

Hellenic and trans-Mediterranean sea trade, and contribut-

ing greatly to their prosperity, particularly in the case of

Corinth, which controlled the shortest route across the

Isthmus. The strategic location of the Isthmus states made

them frequently the cockpit of power struggles among the

Greek poleis, and, at crucial junctures in their history, with

the external forces of Persia, Makedon and Rome. These 

circumstances make all the more remarkable the relative

stability of the major poleis of the region.

II. The Poleis

1. Megaris

224. Aigosthena (Aigosthenitas) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long.

23.15. Size of territory: probably 1. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Α2γ#σθενα, τ� (Xen. Hell. 5.4.18). The city-ethnic is

Α2γοσθεν�τας (IG vii 1.5 (c.300); 43.2 (C3)) or ’Ηγοσθεν�της

(IG vii 207.4 (C3s)).

Aigosthena was situated in the territory of Megara (Xen.

Hell. 5.4.18: τ8ς Μεγαρικ8ς .ν Α2γοσθ/νοις; cf. 6.4.26). In

a difficult chapter, Ps.-Skylax 39 (on which see Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142–43) refers to a plurality of

poleis in Megaris under the heading π#λεις α_δε, and the

toponym Aigosthena has been plausibly restored from the

MS reading λιγ#θθειναιwhich follows this heading; accept-

ing this,Aigosthena is here listed as a polis in the urban sense

in a C4 source. C3 sources use polis in the political sense

about the city (IG vii 207.4, 10 (C3s); 208.19, 21; 213.10, 219.5

(C3s–C2e)) and in C3s a citizen of Aigosthena served as
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Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921) ii.28).This suggests that

Aigosthena may in fact have been a polis by C4, as indicated

by Ps.-Skylax. However, an inscription of c.300 describes

Aigosthena as a kome of Megara (IG vii 1.19), so the city may

have had a double status as both a kome and a polis, and in

this case a dependent polis within the territory of Megara

(Hansen (1995) 74–75); alternatively, the city developed into

a polis only in the Hellenistic period.

The date of the impressive fortifications at Aigosthena is

uncertain, but probably C4l–C3e (PECS s.v.; Winter (1971)

142 n. 56); on the site, see Benson (1895).

225. Megara (Megareus) Map 58. Lat. 38.00, long 23.20.

Size of territory: 4.Type:A.The toponym is Μ/γαρα,τ� (IG

i³ 1353 (C5s); Hdt.9.14).The ethnic is Μεγαρε�ς (Hdt.9.21.1;

Thuc. 1.103.4; CID ii 4.1.6 (361/60); SGDI 3034 (C4)).

Megara is called a polis in the political sense by the C6m

poet Theognis (53–58, etc.), in a late copy of a rC5 inscription

(IG vii 53 �Tod 20.15) and in CID ii 5.i.3–4, 6 (360). Thuc.

1.103.4 and Xen. Vect. 4.46 refer to Megara as a polis in the

urban sense.The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included

one of the Megarians (fr. 561). Thgn. 219 refers to his fellow

Megarians as πολιητ/ων, but also as �στο5σιν (24; cf. Tod

20.13 (c.479)). At Thgn. 788, patre (�patris) is used about

Megara, and at Dem. 18.291–92 it is implicitly described as

patris.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in

Tod 20.5, 13 (c.479) and on C4 coins (infra) and in a C4l

inscription: W δ[µος [W Μ]εγαρ/ων (IG vii 1.12, 17); the

external collective use is attested on the Serpent Column

(ML 27.4 (479/8)) and in, e.g., Hdt. 9.21.1 and Thuc. 1.103.4.

The internal individual use of the city-ethnic may be found

as early as Theognis’ self-description: Θε�γνιδ#ς . . . το%

Μεγαρ/ως (22–23); the external individual use is attested in

Hdt. 3.60.3 (rC6s), on a C4 gravestone (Χα5ρις Θεγε�του

Μεγα[ρ]ε�[ς] (SGDI 3034, from Sparta)) and in CID ii

63.16 (C4m). The territory is called τ3 Μ/γαρα (.γ

Μεγ�ρω<ν>: IG I³ 1353 (C5m); Thuc. 2.31.1) or ! Μεγαρ�ς

(Hdt. 9.14; Thuc. 4.70.1) or ! Μεγαρικ� (Xen. Hell. 5.4.18).

It is called χ)ρα in Ps.-Skylax 39.

Megara was situated on the Isthmus of Corinth, bounded

by the Corinthian Gulf on the north, Mts. Kithairon, Pateras

and Kerata on the east, separating Megarian territory from

Attika and Boiotia, the Saronic Gulf on the south, and Mt.

Gerania on the west, dividing Megaris and Corinthia. Legon

(1981) 59–70 argues that Krommyon, Mt. Gerania and the

Perachora peninsula were controlled by Megara after the

Dorian invasions and were taken by Corinth (no. 227) in 

the conflicts of C8. Salmon (1984) 46–48 places the tran-

sition at least a century earlier. The Dorians seem to have

settled the Megarid in five komai: ‘Ηραε5ς, Πιραε5ς,

Μεγαρε5ς, Κυνοσουρε5ς and Τριποδ�σκιοι (Plut. Quaest.

Graec. 17; cf. Arist. Poet. 1448a30ff; Legon (1981) 47–55; Jones,

POAG 94–96). Another version of the early settlement pat-

tern may be inferred from Strabo (9.1.10), where he reports

that the Megarians interpolated a passage in Homer’s Iliad

linking Salamis with Polichna, Aigiroussa, Nisaia and

Tripodes, to prove the pre-Dorian antiquity of their claim to

Salamis.The implication is that the latter four places were all

within Megarian territory. Rigsby (1987) 98–102 argues that

this couplet presents a more accurate picture of the Megarid

in the Dark Ages than does Plutarch’s testimony. Synoecism

appears to have occurred in C8 through the union of five

komai, including the kome of Megara (Plut. Quaest. Graec.

17; cf. Moggi, Sin. 29–34).

Attested place-names in the Megarid include Aigiros,

perhaps in the region of Vathikhoria, based on the incident of

the “waggon-rollers” (Plut. Quaest. Graec. 59); Aigosthena

(no. 224), in C4 a kome of Megara (IG vii 1.19) and possibly a

dependent polis of Megara as well (supra); Eirenea, a village

(Paus. 7.22.8); Kynosoura, Archaic–Classical evidence is lack-

ing, but a C3 inscription (IG iv².1 42) refers to the hekatostyes

of Kynosoura (see Legon (1981) 53 and nn. 23 and 32); Nisaia,

the Saronic Gulf port of Megara (Thuc. 4.69; Paus. 1.39.4)

associated with the island or promontory of Minoa (Thuc.

4.67; Paus. 1.44.3; Legon (1981) 29–32); Pagai (no. 226) (IG i³

1353.5 (C5m)) was possibly a dependent polis of Megara by C4

(infra); Panormos, a harbour between Pagai and Aigosthena

(Paus. 7.22.10); and Tripodiskos, tentatively identified in a

central depression of Mt. Gerania, near the western edge of

the Megarian plain (Thuc. 4.70.1; Paus. 1.43.8; Plut. Quaest.

Graec. 17; Nicopoulou (1969), (1970); and Rigsby (1987)).

Megara’s estimated peak population (C5) was 40,000,

including 15,000 slaves and free non-citizens (Legon (1981)

23–24, 167–68, 258–59, 268–71).

Megara is attested as a member of the Peloponnesian

League in C5e (e.g. Thuc. 1.103.4), probably having accepted

the obligatory bilateral alliance with Sparta (no. 345) in C6l

at approximately the same time as Corinth (no. 227) (see

Legon (1981) 143–45). Megara broke away from the

Peloponnesian League to become an ally of Athens (no. 361)

in 461, but returned to the League in 448 (Thuc. 1.103.3–114;

cf. Diod. 11.79 and 12.5). In C4 and beyond Megara frequent-

ly shifted allegiance and attempted to maintain neutrality

among its larger neighbours and more distant powers

(Legon (1981) 257–79, 285–95, 299–303).
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Megara awarded proxenia to citizens of, e.g., Argos (no.

347) (IG vii 2 (C4l)), and Megarian citizens were appointed

proxenoi by Athens (no. 361) in C4f (SEG 40 57) and by

Delphi (no. 177) in 320–310 (F.Delphes iii.1 161). A citizen of

Megara served as Epidaurian theorodokos in 360/59 (IG iv².1

94.ia.2).

Megara mustered 3,000 hoplite troops at full mobilisa-

tion during the C5e battles of the Persian Wars (Hdt. 9.28.6,

31.5), but less than half this number under similar circum-

stances in C4e (Legon (1981) 268–71, based on Diod. 15.31

and Xen. Hell. 5.2.11–22). Six strategoi are attested in C4s (IG

vii 1–7; cf. Heath (1912–13)). Naval power is attested for

Megara as early as its C7l sea battle with Samos (no. 864)

(Plut. Quaest. Graec. 57). Megara contributed twenty

triremes to the Greek fleets at Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.1) and

Salamis (Hdt. 8.45).

The Megarians maintained that citizenship had been

granted to only two non-Megarians: the hero Herakles and

Alexander the Great (Plut. Mor. 826C). The denial of citi-

zenship to Hermon the metic is recorded by Dem.23.212,but

see Paus. 10.9.4. For Athenians living as metics in Megara,

see also Dem. 29.3; Lycurg 1.21; Plut. Mor. 605D. A casualty

list of c.425–400 (SEG 39 411) attests to a group of �ποικοι (l.

22), i.e. free non-citizens.

The existence of the three Dorian phylai at Classical

Megara is attested by SEG 39 411, a casualty list of c.425–400

listing the fallen soldiers under the rubrics Ηυλλε̃ς, etc. A

hekatostys is attested in C3s (IG iv².1 42.18–21), but evidence

from Megarian colonies (infra) suggests that such units

existed at a much earlier date (Jones, POAG 94). Plut. Mor.

295B reports the early existence of five komai (‘Ηραε5ς,

Πιραε5ς, Μεγαρε5ς, Κυνοσουρε5ς, Τριποδ�σκιοι) in

Megaris, and one of these, Tripodiskos, is called a kome at

Thuc. 4.70.1 as well. There is no compelling evidence that

these komai functioned as civic subdivisions or as units of

public organisation (Jones, POAG 95–96; Hansen (1995)

72–73), though it is worth noting that the C6–C5 poet

Sousarion refers to himself as a Μεγαρ#υεν Τριποδ�σκιος

(fr. 1, West).

The Megarian constitution was oligarchic for most of the

period between C7 and C5, briefly interrupted by the tyran-

ny of Theagenes in C7s (Thuc. 1.126; Arist. Pol. 1305a, Rh.

1357b; Plut. Quaest. Graec. 18; Paus. 1.40.1, 41.2) and by the

“unbridled democracy” in C6e (Arist. Pol. 1300a15–19,

1302b31–32, 1304b35–40; Plut. Quaest. Graec. 18 and 59).

Legon (1981) 105–19 argues that much of the Theognidea, e.g.

43–48, 43–60 and 182–92, also refers to the latter regime; cf.

Robinson (1997) 114–17. A democratic faction seized power

in 427 and had the leading oligarchs exiled. Renewed stasis in

424, however, resulted in the Athenian conquest of Nisaia

and the long walls, whereupon the Megarians opened their

gates to the Lakedaimonians under Brasidas. A radical oli-

garchic constitution was introduced, and, of the leaders of

the democratic faction, some went into exile while others

were executed (Thuc. 3.68.3, 4.66–74; Gehrke, Stasis 106–10).

This oligarchy was still in power in C4e (Thuc. 4.74.3, cf.

5.31.6; Dem. 18.96). Diod. 15.40.4 reports an attempted coup

that was defeated by the demos in 375, though it is more like-

ly to have occurred in 369 after Leuktra (Legon (1981)

276–78). C.343 an attempt to introduce a pro-Makedonian

faction into power was reported to Athens and thwarted by

an Athenian relieving force under Phokion that fortified

Nisaia and reconstructed Megara’s long walls from the city

to Nisaia (Dem. 19.294–95; Plut. Phoc. 15.1; cf. Legon (1981)

289–94).

The institution of ostracism is reported by schol. Ar. Eq.

855 (|στρακοφ#ρουν . . .κα� Μεγαρε5ς), a report now sup-

ported by the finding of an inscribed C5l–C4e ostrakon at

Megara (Kritzas (1987)). Decrees of C4l show that decisions

were made by the boule and the demos in accordance with a

probouleumatic procedure (IG vii 1–14; Rhodes, DGS

109–12), but these decrees reflect the constitution after 307.

Other institutions known from C4 and later sources include

a high court, “the three hundred” (Dem. 19.295), the aisym-

natai (IG vii 15), five demiourgoi in C4 (IG vii 41) and five

polemarchoi in C3 (IG vii 27–28). A basileus is attested as the

eponymous official (IG vii 1–14); cf. a grammateus boulas kai

demou (IG vii 1–14); a grammateus tou damou (IG vii 29);

and a grammateus ton synhedron (IG vii 31).

The town centres on the twin hills of Karia and Alkathoa,

both under 300 m (Threpsiades and Travlos (1934) and

(1936), which are encircled by a 3.5 km perimeter wall (of

C4?) enclosing an area of 140 ha (Alexandris (1970)). Long

walls from the perimeter wall to the port of Nisaia, approxi-

mately 1.5 km distant, were built in C5m (Thuc. 1.103.4),

destroyed in 424/3 (Thuc. 4.109.1), and briefly rebuilt in

C4m (Plut. Phoc. 15); a section of the long walls has been

uncovered; see P. Zoridis in ArchDelt 38 Chron. 1983 (1989)

39–40 with plate 22B; cf. AR (1990–91) 12.

The site and main physical features of the town of Megara

are well known. Excavations have identified the agora, stoas,

major arteries and portions of the circuit wall (Threpsiades

and Travlos (1936)). The fountain house of Theagenes (C6)

is Megara’s most famous surviving monument (Gruben

(1964)). The divinities honoured include Apollo, Artemis,

Athena, Demeter, Dionysos and Zeus (Paus. 1.39–44; Hanell
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(1934)). The principal divinity was Apollo Pythios (Paus.

1.42.5; Syll.³ 653.22 (C2); Meyer (1931) 201–2). On Alkathoa

have been found the remains of a temple of Athena (Lauffer

(1989) 415).

Orsippos was victor at Olympia in 720 (IG vii 52; Paus.

1.44.1 �Olympionikai 16; cf. nos. 23, 48, 49, 468).A Megarian

treasury was built at Olympia in C6l–C5e (Paus. 6.19.12–14;

Bol (1974)) and one at Delphi in C5–C4 (Bommelaer (1991)

126–28). In C4l the trumpeter Herodoros of Megara won the

prize in all the four major Panhellenic games, ten times

according Ath. 414F–415A, seventeen times according to

Poll. 4.89–90); Ath. probably refers to the Olympia and

Pythia, Poll. to the Isthmia and Nemea. From the time of the

First Sacred War in C6e, Megara seems to have been fre-

quently at odds with Delphi (no. 177) over the question of

tolls levied on pilgrims to the sanctuary, and to have been

involved in territorial disputes with its neighbours, Athens

(no. 361) and Corinth (no.227) (see Legon (1981) for details).

The Megarians dedicated a statue of Apollo at Delphi in

C5m for a victory over the Athenians at Nisaia (Paus. 10.15.1);

cf. MEFR (1983) 631, 1.1. In C4m Megara contributed money

to the rebuilding of Apollo’s temple at Delphi after its col-

lapse in 369 (CID ii 4.i.6, ii.55 (360)), and Megarians appear

among the naopoioi (CID ii 31.34 (354/3, etc.)).

Megara may have minted the disputed C6 “waggon

wheel” coins (Head, HN² 393), but its first authenticated

coinage is dated to C4: obv. head of Apollo; rev.Apollo’s lyre.

Legend: ΜΕΓΑΡΕ on the didrachm, ΜΕΓΑ and ΜΕΓ

on smaller coins (Head, HN² 329–30; SNG Cop. Attica-

Aegina 459–65).

Megara was an active coloniser from C8s to C7m, found-

ing Megara Hyblaia (no. 36), one of the earliest Sicilian

colonies c.750 (Thuc. 6.2.2; Strabo 5.270–82; Hellan. fr. 82; cf.

Vallet and Villard (1952) for discussion of literary and

archaeological evidence). Megara also sent the oecist

Pammilos for Selinous (no. 44) in Sicily in C7m (Thuc.

6.4.2), but concentrated its further colonising activities in

the Hellespontine and Black Sea regions. Megara was prin-

cipal or sole founder of Kalchedon (no. 743) c.675 (Thuc.

4.75.2; Strabo 12.4.2; Pompon. 1.101), Selymbria (no. 679)

c.660 (Ps.-Skymnos 715–16), Byzantion (no. 674) c.658 (Hdt.

4.144.2; Hsch. Patria Constantinoupoleos 5.3), Astakos (no.

737) (Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 12), Herakleia Pontike (no.

715) in C6m (Paus. 5.26.7) and possibly Olbia (no. 753). Since

Megara was not a major factor in later Greek history, many

of its early foundations were disputed in late sources. See

Hanell (1934), esp. 161–204, for cult and calendar evidence

that confirms Megarian influence in the colonies.

226. Pagai (Pagaios) Map 58. Lat. 38.05, long. 23.10. Size of

territory: probably 1. Type: [A]. The toponym is Παγα�, αH

(IG i³ 1353.5 (C5m)) or Πηγα�, αH (Thuc. 1.111.2; Ps.-Skylax

39). The city-ethnic is Παγα5ος (C2 coins: Head, HN² 417).

Pagai was situated in Megaris, according to Hellan. fr. 44

and Ps.-Skylax 39. In a difficult chapter (on which see

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142–43), Ps.-Skylax 39

(C4) refers to a plurality of poleis in Megaris by the heading

π#λεις α_δε, and among the toponyms which follow this

heading Πηγα� is securely preserved; it is thus likely that

Pagai is here listed as a polis in the urban sense. Several

sources indicate that Pagai was a polis in the political sense in

the Hellenistic period: it legislated (IG vii 190), one of its 

citizens served as Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921) ii.29

(230–220)), and it was a member of the Achaian

Confederacy (Head, HN² 417). That it may already have

been a polis by C4 is suggested by Ps.-Skylax 39. An inscrip-

tion of c.300 refers to a plurality of komai in Megaris (IG VII

1.19); it seems likely that, like Aigosthena (no. 224), Pagai was

one of these komai, and so the city may have had a double

status as both a kome and a polis and in this case a dependent

polis within the territory of Megara (Hansen (1995) 74–75);

alternatively, the city developed into a polis only in the

Hellenistic period. An Archaic inscription suggests a cult of

Apollo Lykeios (IG vii 35). On the site are remains of undat-

ed walls (Hammond (1973) 438–40). Thuc. 1.103.4 shows

that Pagai was fortified in C5m.

2. Corinthia

227. Korinthos (Korinthios) Map 58. Lat. 37.55, long.

23.55. Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Κ#ρινθος,

! (Anac. 195, Gentili; Simon. fr. 40, Page; Hdt. 3.50.3), also

spelled q#ρινθος (ML 24 � IG i³ 1143 (480/79)). The city-

ethnic is Κορ�νθιος (IG iv 355 (C5e); Hdt. 1.23), also spelled

qορ�νθιος (SEG 41 540B.1 (C6m); SEG 23 264a.3 (540–525)).

Corinth is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 8.61.2

and Thuc. 1.13.5. The territorial sense is a connotation at

Thuc. 1.13.5 (second occurrence). The political sense is

attested in C6m (Thgn. 893) and later by Xen. Hell. 4.4.2 and

CID ii 4.ii.35 and 58. Aristotle also included Corinth in his

collection of 158 politeiai (frr. 521–22). The term asty is used

for Corinth on a C5e gravestone found on Salamis (ML

24 � IG i³ 1143) and by Simon. fr. 10, West.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

C4 bronze coinage (infra), and externally in a C6 oracle

reported by Hdt. 5.92β3 and on the Serpent Column (ML 27.2

(479/8)). The external individual city-ethnic is attested, e.g. in
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SEG 41 540B.1 (C6m) and SEG 23 264a.3 (540–525), in IG iv 355

(C5e) and in Thuc. 6.104.1. Corinth is called patris in Xen. Hell.

4.4.6; Dem. 18.291–92, 20.52–54; and CEG ii 720 (C4f; cf. SEG

27 298, 30 579 (with a suggestion of a slightly earlier date)).

The territory is called ! Κορινθ�α (Thuc. 4.42.1, 45.1; Xen.

Hell. 4.8.8) or Κ#ρινMος: Anakreon uses the phrase

ε(ρυχ#ροιο Κορ�νMου (fr. 195, Gentili). Estimated area 

was 900 km² (Beloch (1922) 276), situated in the north-

eastern Peloponnese, and extending on to the Isthmus of

Corinth (see Wiseman (1978) for a thorough survey). The

boundary between Corinth and Megaris was Mt. Gerania.

The peninsula of Perachora on the Isthmus passed into

Corinthian control no later than C8l (Legon (1981) 67–69).

Salmon (1984) 46–48 would place the transition at least a

century earlier. On the east, the Corinthian coast was

washed by the Saronic Gulf, in the north-west by the

Corinthian Gulf. The river Nemea formed Corinth’s west-

ern boundary with Sikyon (no. 228) (Strabo 8.6.25). The

complexities of Corinth’s southern boundaries with

Kleonai (no. 351), Argos (no. 347) and Epidauros (no. 348)

are discussed by Salmon (1984) 3–6. Horoi are recorded

along the border between Corinth and Argos by Xen. Hell.

4.4.60. No other poleis are recorded as having existed within

Corinthian territory in the Archaic and Classical periods.

Located settlements in the territory of Corinth (see

Wiseman (1978)) comprise Boukephalos (Bucephalus: Plin.

HN 4.18; Barr., AC); Kromna (Κρ)µνα: Lycoph. Alex. 522

with schol; Barr., AC; cf. SEG 22 219 (325–280), a sepulchral

inscription over or a dedication by ?γ�θων Κρωµν�της);

Krommyon (Κροµµυ)ν: Thuc. 4.45.1; Ps.-Skylax 55; Xen.

Hell. 4.4.13, 19, τε5χος; Strabo 8.6.22; Barr., AC); Oinoe

(Ο2ν#η: Xen. Hell. 4.5.19; Strabo 8.6.22; Barr. C); Schoinous

(Σχοινο%ς: Strabo 8.6.4, 22; λιµ�ν Barr., AC); Sidous

(Σιδο%ς: Ps.-Skylax 55; Xen. Hell. 4.4.13, 19, τε5χος; Ath.

82A–B, Barr.; AC); Solygeia (Σολ�γεια: Thuc. 4.42.2–43.5,

κ)µη; Barr., AC); Tenea (Τεν/α: Xen. Hell. 4.4.19; Strabo

8.6.22,κ)µη; Paus. 2.5.4; Barr.,AC), which developed into a

polis in the Hellenistic period (see SEG 13 348 (C1) and Head,

HN² 418); and Therme (Θερµ�: Xen. Hell. 4.5.8; Barr., AC);

furthermore, Lechaion (Xen. Hell. 4.4.7; Pl. Menex. 245E)

and Kenchreai (Κεγχρε�α(ι): Thuc. 8.23.1, 5; Xen. Hell.

4.5.1), the two harbours of Corinth (Ps.-Skylax 40, 55; Paus.

2.2.3; Strabo 8.6.22; Barr. AC). Note also that Hdt. 5.92β1

refers to a δ8µος called Π/τρη, and that Theopomp. fr. 173

refers to two κ+µαι µεγ�λαι κα� πολυ�νθρωποι called

Asai and Mausos; Asai is unlocated (Barr.), whereas Barr.

(following Wiseman (1978) 81) tentatively identifies Mausos

with the C site at modern Mapsos.

The estimated C5 population is 70,000, including slaves

and any non-citizens (Salmon (1984) 165–69). The three

Dorian phylai (Hylleis, Pamphyloi and Dymanes), are

attested only indirectly, through their presence in

Corinthian colonies (Salmon (1984) 57). In C6, probably

during the reign of the Kypselidai, the three Dorian phylai

were replaced for political and military purposes by eight

territorially defined phylai, in which districts of the various

regions of the Corinthia were intentionally mixed by means

of subdivisions designated as hemiogdoa and triakada (C2

decree found at Delos and reported by Robert (1948),

(1960); cf. Jones (1980), POAG 97–103). There is no 

compelling evidence that subordinate settlements (supra)

functioned as units of public administration (Salmon

(1984) 417 n. 18), though a sub-ethnic (Κρωµν�της (SEG 22

219 (325–280)) was presumably coined from the toponym of

one of them.

Corinth was among the most steadfast allies of Sparta

(no. 345) and most active members of the Peloponnesian

League throughout C5 (Salmon (1984) 240–380). Corinth

was probably allied to Sparta by C6m (ibid. 240ff), some

time before they jointly participated in the Samian expedi-

tion c.525/4 (Hdt. 3.44–46). Corinth’s prominence in the

Peloponnesian League is widely attested in Herodotos (e.g.

5.92–93) and Thucydides (e.g. 1.67–72, 119–25.1). In 421

Corinth was an equal party to an alliance with Mantinea

(no. 281), Elis (no. 251), Chalkidike and Argos (no. 347)

(Thuc. 5.27ff), but did not repudiate the alliance with

Sparta. In 395 Corinth broke away from Sparta and was

instrumental in organising a series of bilateral alliances link-

ing Corinth, Argos, Athens (no. 361) and Boiotia, but dis-

solved these arrangements and made a new alliance with

Sparta at the time of the King’s Peace (Diod. 14.82; Xen. Hell.

4.2.17, 5.1.36; Andoc. 3.22; cf. Salmon (1984) 348ff). Corinth

attempted to remain neutral in C4m (Xen. Hell. 7.4.7–10;

Salmon (1984) 379–82, 427–28), but joined Athens against

Makedonia, probably without concluding a formal alliance

(Dem. 18.237; Aeschin. 3.95; Strabo 9.2.37; cf. Salmon (1984)

383). Corinth was garrisoned by the Makedonians after

Chaironeia (Polyb. 38.3.3; Ael. VH 6.1).

The founding of Corinth was described in myth. Aletes is

alleged to have consulted the oracle at Dodona, and received

Zeus’s blessing for a foundation at Corinth (Paus. 2.4.3;

Pind.Ol. 13.14; Satyros P Oxy.2465 fr.3.2 12–20).The proverb

“δ/χεται κα� β+λον ?λ�της” (Diogenian. 4.27; Zen. 3.22;

Douris (FGrHist 76) fr. 84) may be traced back to Eumelos

(Salmon (1984) 38).Based on a king list (Diod.7.9),however,

Bacchis may have been the actual founder, c.900. Legend
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attributed the Corinthian synoecism to King Aletes at the

time of the foundation. Salmon (1984) 57–58 concludes that

Corinthia was unified from the time of the Dorian conquest,

c.900 (Phot. Lexicon: π�ντα Sκτω).

During the Persian War Corinth mustered 5,000 hoplites

at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.3) and forty triremes at

Artemision and Salamis (Hdt. 8.1, 43). In the Peloponnesian

War Corinth sent 3,000 hoplites and thirty triremes to

Leukimme (Thuc. 1.27.2), ninety triremes to Sybota (Thuc.

1.46.1), forty triremes and 1,500 hoplites to restore the tyrant

of Astakos (no. 116) (Thuc. 2.33.1), and 2,000 hoplites to

Boiotia after Delion in 424 (Thuc. 4.100.1). Some 3,000

Corinthian hoplites fought at Nemea in 394 (Xen. Hell.

4.2.17). Corinth appointed eight strategoi to command its

forces, one per tribe (Thuc. 1.46.2, 2.33.1, 7.7.1, 19.4, 34.2).

Salmon (1984) 232–33 suggests that they “acted as a college,

without an overall commander”.

Few diplomatic envoys are named in the sources, but Hdt.

5.93.1 (rC6l) describes Sokles as �π� Κορ�νMου

πρεσβε�ων, and Aineas, son of Okytos, and Euphamidas,

son of Aristonymos,were signers of the Peloponnesian truce

with Athens in 423 (Thuc. 4.119.2). Corinth awarded proxe-

nia to citizens of Korkyra (no. 123) (Thuc. 3.70.1), and

Corinthian citizens were appointed proxenoi by Karthaia

(no. 492) (IG xii 5 542.14 (C4m)) and Delphi (no. 177)

(F.Delphes iii.1 178–79 (C4l)). In 356 a theorodokos was

appointed to host theoroi from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1

95.2).

Monarchy gave way to the Bacchiad aristocracy in C8m

(Diod. 7.9; Salmon (1984) 55–56). The tyranny of the

Kypselids lasted from C7m to C6e (Arist. Pol. 1315b22–26;

Salmon (1984) 186–230). Thereafter, an oligarchic constitu-

tion characterised Corinth throughout C6, C5 and C4,

interrupted only by a brief period of democracy 392–386

(infra) and the tyranny of Timophanes in 366 (Arist. Pol.

1306a21–24). A Council of Eighty comprised of eight

probouloi and seventy-two ordinary members (Nic. Dam.

(FGrHist 90) fr. 60.2; cf. Will (1955) 609–15) existed by C4

and probably goes back to the time of the tyranny. This

Council is probably the γερουσ�α mentioned by Diod.

(16.65.6, 9) as involved in the dispatch of Timoleon to Sicily

in 346/5 (Salmon (1984) 231). Thuc. 5.30.5 mentions a

Corinthian ξ�λλογος in 421, which must be an assembly.

Isopoliteia with Argos (no. 347) in C4e (Xen. Hell. 4.4.6;

Diod. 14.92.1) led to joint administration of the Isthmian

Games and some reciprocal political rights, but its further

significance is disputed. Xen. Hell. 4.4.6 took it as a step

toward the merger of the two poleis. Salmon (1984) 357–71

disputes this interpretation. Corinthian exiles are attested at

the time of these events: 150 of these exiles fought under the

Spartan Praxitas to retake Corinth (Xen. Hell. 4.4.9). The

isopoliteia was dissolved by the terms of the King’s Peace

(Xen. Hell. 5.1.32–34). Salmon (1984) 354–62 argues that even

the revolution of 392 (Xen. Hell. 4.4.2–5; Diod. 14.86.1–2) did

not overturn the oligarchy, but Xen. Hell. 4.4.6 supports the

view of Kagan (1962) 447–53 and Hamilton (1979) 260–78

that a democratic regime came to power briefly.

Corinth suffered threats and outbreaks of stasis

during the tyranny of Periander (Hdt. 5.92ζ–η; Arist. Pol.

1284a26–33, 1311a20–22, 1313a36–37, b21–23), in connection

with the overthrow of the tyranny (Nic. Dam. (FGrHist 90)

fr. 60), and in C4f during and after the Corinthian War: sta-

sis between pro-Lakedaimonian and anti-Lakedaimonian

factions broke out in 395 (Hell. Oxy. 10.3), and the core of the

pro-Lakedaimonian faction was massacred in 392 (Xen.

Hell. 4.4.1–5; cf. Buckler (1999)). Later in 392 the Corinthian

exiles and their allies conquered Lecheion and won a battle

fought against the Corinthians in the city (Xen. Hell.

4.4.9–11). The anti-Lakedaimonian democrats were

expelled in turn after the King’s Peace in 386, when the pro-

Spartan oligarchy had been restored (Xen. Hell. 5.1.34).

Corinthian exiles are found in Argos (Diod. 15.40.3) and in

Athens (Dem. 20.51–57), and an attempted return in 375

ended in bloodshed (Diod. 15.40.3; for the date, see

Stylianou (1998) 330–31). Another stasis occurred in 366/5,

when Timophanes was appointed commander of a standing

force of 400 mercenaries, but then set himself up as tyrant of

Corinth, whereupon he was murdered by his brother

Timoleon (Plut. Tim. 4.4; Arist. Pol. 1306a22–24; Diod.

16.65.3–8).

The Akrokorinth was a “natural fortress” (Salmon (1984)

220) and traces of what are most likely Archaic fortifications

have been found there (Carpenter in Bon et al. (1936) 1ff).

Kypselos is credited with building the earliest fortifications

around the city (rubble-filled stone with an average width of

2.4 m) and joining it to the Akrokorinth (A. N. Stillwell

(1948) 14). Remains are dated to C7f (ibid.; Lang (1996) 171).

The Classical city walls of Corinth were approximately

7.5 km in length, enclosing an urban area of 600–700 ha

(Carpenter in Bon et al. (1936) 1–83). In C5m, long walls were

built between Corinth and the port of Lechaion (Parsons in

Bon et al. (1936) 84–125). These were breached by Praxitas in

392 (Xen. Hell. 4.4.13).

Public buildings included the bouleuterion (Diod. 16.65.6

(r346)), the Kyklopeian Springs constructed by the

Bacchiads in C8–C7, the Sacred Spring, the springs of
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Glauke (Paus. 2.3.5) and Peirene (Paus. 2.3.3; cf. Salmon

(1984) 78–80 on the springs); and remains have been found

of a stadion of C5f (Romano (1993) 43). Pausanias visited

what remained of the Corinthian agora (2.2.5–3.1); the

north stoa was built in several stages in C5; the early stage of

the north building consisted of a stoa and shops (R. Stillwell

et al. (1941) 212–28), the south stoa built in C4l (Broneer

(1954) 1.4 and Williams (1980) 121), and a theatre (Paus.

2.3.6). The earliest theatre was built in C5l (R. Stillwell (1952)

131–33; cf. TGR ii. 152–55). Xen. Hell. 4.4.3 mentions a theatre

in the context of Corinthian stasis in 392.Among the temples

and shrines observed by Pausanias were the shrine of Tyche

(2.2.7), the temple of Aphrodite (Strabo 8.6.20), the temple

of Athena of the Bridle, and the temple of Zeus Supreme

(2.4.5). Pausanias omits mention of the temple of Apollo

built under the tyranny in C6m, which superseded an earli-

er temple of Apollo built in C7 by the Bacchiads (Salmon

(1984) 78–79, 180). At Isthmia, the Corinthians built a tem-

ple of Poseidon and a sanctuary of Kyklopes (Ps.-Skylax 55;

Paus. 2.2.2). At Perachora, Kypselos built the temple and

altar of Hera Akraia in C6.

Among the cults attested in Corinth are those associated

with Aphrodite, Hera, Medea, Athena, Bellerophon, Apollo,

Poseidon, Ephesian Artemis, Dionysos, Hermes, Zeus of the

Underworld,Zeus the All-Highest,Demeter,Kore, the Fates,

Necessity and Violence, Pelagian and Egyptian Isis, and

Serapis. (See Odelberg (1896) and Will (1955) 81–236.)

Corinth was custodian of the sanctuary at Isthmia and

presided over the Isthmian Games (Thuc. 8.9–10.1; Xen.

Hell. 4.5.1–2; Paus. 2.2.2).

Consultation of the oracle at Delphi by the Bacchiad

regime (C6e) is recorded by Hdt. 5.92β3. Corinthian victo-

ries are reported in the Olympic Games (Olympionikai 13,

14, 147, 152, 154, 229, 249–50, 367c), the Pythian Games (Pind.

Ol. 13.37; Anth. Pal. 13.19), the Nemean Games (Pind. Ol.

13.44; Anth. Pal. 13.19), the Panathenaic Games (Anth. Pal.

13.19), and, of course, the Isthmian Games (Pind. Ol. 13.41;

Anth. Pal. 13.19). The earliest known treasury at Delphi was

dedicated by the Corinthian tyrant Kypselos (Hdt. 1.14.2;

Plut. Mor. 164A, 400D–E). He also dedicated a gold colossus

at Olympia in C7m (Pl. Phdr. 236B). The Olympieion

allegedly built by Periander, near Corinth, was destroyed in

C4e (Paus. 2.5.5).

Corinth had one of the most prolific mints in ancient

Greece (see Kraay (1976) 78–88). C6f and later silver coins

bore an image of Pegasos and the letter q on the obv., and a

helmeted Athena on the rev., with Aphrodite substituted for

Athena on drachms and smaller denominations. The

Corinthian weight standard was adopted in much of north-

west Greece. Minting ceased during the greater part of the

Peloponnesian War in C5l and resumed in C4e (Kraay (1976)

85–86). On C4 bronze coinage we find Κ, ΚΟΡ, and

ΚΟΡΙΝΘΙΩΝ (Head, HN² xlvii and 399ff; SNG Cop.

Corinth 1–67).

Corinth was involved in the colonisation of Syracuse (no.

47), oecist Archias (Thuc. 6.3.2); Apollonia (no. 77), which

was either a Corinthian foundation (Thuc. 1.26.2; Plin. HN

3.145; Plut. Dio 41.45.1; Steph. Byz. 105.21–22) or a joint 

foundation with Korkyra (Strabo 7.5.8; Ps.-Skymnos

439–40); Elea (no. 95); possibly Alyzeia (no. 112); Ambrakia

(no. 113), oecist Gorgos (Strabo 7.7.6; Ps.-Skymnos 453–55;

Thuc. 2.80.3); Anaktorion (no. 114) in C7l–C6e (Nic. Dam.

(FGrHist 90) fr. 57.7; Strabo 10.2.8); Plut. Mor. 552E credits

Periander with this foundation, but Anaktorion may have

been jointly founded with Korkyra (Thuc. 1.55.1); possibly

Astakos (no. 116); Korkyra (no. 123), oecist Chersikrates

(Thuc. 1.26; Ap. Rhod. 4.1212 with schol.; Timaeus (FGrHist

566) fr. 80); Leukas (no. 126), founded by Kypselos (Hdt.

8.45; Thuc. 1.30.2; Ps.-Skylax 34); Sollion (no. 137); Chalkis

(no. 145); Molykreion (no. 150); and Poteidaia (no. 598) in

C6e, said to have been founded by Periander (Nic. Dam.

(FGrHist 90) fr. 59.1). Corinth maintained active relations

with its colonies. Thus, a Corinthian, Phalios, son of

Eratokleides, was oecist at the Korkyran colony of

Epidamnos in C7lm (Thuc. 1.24.1–2); in C5e, Corinth and

Korkyra arbitrated between Syracuse and Hippokrates of

Gela (Hdt. 7.154.3); as late as C5s, magistrates called

.πιδηµιουργο� were sent to Poteidaia (Thuc. 1.56.2), and in

346/5 Timoleon was sent to Syracuse on that city’s own

request to end the political chaos there (Diod. 16–65; see

Talbert (1974)). See further Graham (1964) 118–53.

3. Sikyonia

228. Sikyon (Sikyonios) Map 58. Lat. 38.00, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Σικυ)ν, W

(Pind. Ol. 13.109; Thuc. 1.111.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.14) or ! (Pind.

Nem. 9.53); in local script up to C4l, it appears as Σεκυ)ν

(SEG 11 257 (C5f)). The ethnic is Σικυ#νιος (ML 27.3

(479/8)), Σικυ)νιος (IG v.1 1565 �Tod 120; Hdt. 5.69.1), or

Σεκυ)νιος (SGDI 3162; Griffin (1982) 62); Σεqυgονιιος is

found in LSAG 140 and pl. 23 (C7).

In Classical sources Sikyon is called a polis in the political

sense by Thuc. 8.3.2 and Xen. Hell. 7.1.44; the urban sense is

found at Ps.-Skylax 41, and asty appears in Xen. Hell. 7.3.4

and Theopomp. fr. 176; polis in the territorial sense is found
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in Xen. Hell. 7.3.3 (Iλην . . .τ�ν π#λις). The term asty is used

for Sikyon at Xen. Hell. 7.3.4 and Theopomp. fr. 176 and 311.

Xenophon refers to the politeia at Hell. 7.1.44 (κατ3 τοLς

�ρχα�ους ν#µους ! πολιτε�α lν), and Aristotle included

Sikyon in his collection of 158 politeiai (Arist. fr. 598).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in

IG iv 429.3 (C4s); the external collective use is attested in

IvO 649 (C5f), on a C5m bronze greave dedicated at

Olympia (Griffin (1982) 62; cf. SEG 31 369), and on the

Serpent Column (ML 27.3 (479/8)); the external individual

use is found on a C7 graffito from Delphi: Σεqυgονιιος

(LSAG 140 and pl. 23), in IG i³ 741 (C5e), on a C4f limestone

base at Delphi: [Κλ]/ων .π#ησε Σικυ)νιος (Tod 120),

and in the historians (e.g. Hdt. 5.69.1; Thuc. 7.19.4). Sikyon

is called patra (�patris) in CEG ii 811 (356) and is implicit-

ly called patris at Dem. 18.291–92 (cf. IG ii² 448.55–56

(318/7)).

The territory is called Σικυ)ν (Hdt. 1.145, 5.67.1; Thuc.

5.81.2) or Σικυων�α (Thuc. 4.101.3); it is called χ)ρη at Hdt.

5.67. The size of the territory has been estimated at

360–400 km² (Beloch (1922) 276). Sikyon’s eastern bound-

ary was the river Nemea, which divided its territory from

Corinthia (Strabo 8.6.25). Sikyon was bounded by the

Corinthian Gulf on the north, and by the river Sythas and

the territory of Pellene (no. 240) on the west (Paus. 7.27.12).

In the south, Sikyon was separated from the territory of

Phleious (no. 355) by mountains—Apesas, Spiria and

Trikaranon (Skalet (1928) 28). The main area of occupation

and the city of Sikyon were located in a triangular coastal

plain bounded by the rivers Asopus and Helisson (Skalet

(1928) 1–4). Urban sites within Sikyonia included Titane,

probably the most important site after Sikyon itself,but with

little remaining (Paus. 2.11.3; Barr., AC); Ephyra (Strabo

8.3.4; not in Barr.), Plataiai (Strabo 9.2.31; not in Barr.),

Donoussa (Gonoussa; not in Barr.) (Paus. 5.18.7, 7.26.6;

Hom. Il. 2.573), and Phoibia (alias Bouphia: Steph. Byz.

184.5 �Ephor. fr. 81; not in Barr.) called a π#λισµα (town)

by Paus. 9.15.2. Forts identified in the sources are Epieikia

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.14, 4.13); Derai (Gerai), a stronghold (Xen.

Hell. 7.1.22); and Thyamia (Xen. Hell. 7.2.1, 23, 4.1.11).

The free population in C5 and C4 is estimated at 20,000

(Beloch (1922) 276). The three Dorian phylai—Hylleis,

Pamphyloi and Dymanes—are attested, and an additional

tribe, Aigialeis, established for the pre-Dorian population

(Hdt. 5.68). These were abolished by the tyrant Kleisthenes,

but restored after the fall of the tyranny in C6m (Hdt. 5.68).

Sikyon was dominated by Argos (no. 347) until the period

of the Sikyonian tyranny, when Kleisthenes (C6e) fought a

war with Argos (Hdt. 5.67–68). It was a member of the

Peloponnesian League from C6l to 369 (the earliest notice of

Sikyon’s membership being in 494, when it supplied ships to

the Spartan king, Kleomenes: Hdt. 6.92.1). In the reorgani-

sation of the Peloponnesian League in 377, Sikyon was

paired with Phleious (no. 355) and the communities of Akte

in one of the ten divisions (Diod. 15.31.2). Sikyon was includ-

ed as a subordinate party in the Athenian/Spartan alliance of

369 (Xen. Hell. 7.1.1, 15–23, 2.2). After Sparta’s defeat at

Leuktra in the same year, Sikyonia was invaded by

Epameinondas, conquered and forced to join the Theban

alliance (Xen. Hell. 7.1.18, 22, 44; 2.2, 3.2; Diod. 15.69.1). A

Theban harmost is attested in Sikyon c.366 (Xen. Hell. 7.2.11

and 3.4, 9). By the time of Alexander’s death a Makedonian

garrison held Sikyon (IG ii² 448). An inscription from C4l

records a treaty between Athens (no. 361) and Sikyon

(Staatsverträge no. 445).

In 480, Sikyon sent twelve ships to the Hellenic fleet at

Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.2) and, later, fifteen to Salamis (Hdt.

8.43). In 479, Sikyon mustered 3,000 hoplites at Plataiai

(Hdt. 9.28.4, 31.3). At Nemea, a century later, Sikyon mus-

tered only 1,500 hoplites (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). The tyrant

Orthagoras was a general (polemarchos) according to P Oxy.

11, 1365, and Herodotos calls Perileos, the Sikyonian general

who died at Mykale in 479, strategos (Hdt. 9.103.1). In C4m

Euphron asked the people of Sikyon to choose strategoi,

which they did (Xen. Hell. 7.1.45).

Few Sikyonian diplomats are named, but Damotimos,

son of Naukrates, and Onesimos, son of Megakles, are

recorded as signers of the one-year truce in 423 (Thuc.

4.119.2); cf. Thuc. 1.28.1 for Sikyonian presbeis. ?γαMοκλε5ς

?µο�νταο was Sikyonian proxenos at Thespiai (no. 222) in

Boiotia (IG vii 1724); and three Sikyonian proxenoi are

noted in Messenia in C4s or later (Paus. 4.14). Kleandros and

Sokles were proxenoi and theorodokoi of the Pisatans (no.

262) c.365–363 (Syll.³ 171; Perlman (2000) 64–65, 175). There

is no evidence of grants of citizenship by Sikyon, or of free

non-citizens. A citizen of Sikyon was granted citizenship by

Athens (no. 361) in 323/2 (IG ii² 448), and another by Eretria

(no. 370) in C4s (Eretria xi 1).

The Dorian aristocracy of C8–C7 gave way to tyranny in

C7m. Sikyon experienced a century of tyrannical rule (Arist.

Pol. 1315b; Diod. 8.24; cf. Skalet (1928) 51–62 and Griffin

(1982) 40–59, esp. 43–47 on chronology) under Orthagoras,

Myron, Aristonymos, Isodemos, Kleisthenes and Aischines.

The tyrant Kleisthenes reformed the tribal structure in C6f

(Hdt. 5.67–68; Jones, POAG 103–6). After the overthrow of

the tyranny of Aischines in C6m (Plut. De Herod. Mal. 21),
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probably through Spartan intervention, oligarchy prevailed

in Sikyon through most of C6, C5 and C4. Fearing that

Sikyon might go over to Argos, the Spartans intervened

again in 417 to establish a more extreme oligarchic regime

(Thuc. 5.81.2). We do not know how long this regime

remained in power, but Sikyon is referred to as supporting

Sparta several years later, during the Sicilian campaign,

under compulsion (Thuc.7.58.3).There was an unsuccessful

revolution in Sikyon in 375/4 (Diod. 15.40.4; for the date, see

Stylianou 1998) 330–31), and the oligarchy survived a shift 

to the Theban alliance in 369 except for the brief democrat-

ic/tyrannical coup of Euphron in 367 (Xen. Hell. 7.1.44–46,

3.4–12; Diod. 15.70.3; Plut. Arat. 53). Outbreaks of stasis

occurred in C6m when the tyranny was abolished (Plut.

Mor. 859D), in 417 when a more narrow form of oligarchy

was established (Thuc. 5.81.2), c.375 when a coup failed,

probably planned by a democratic faction (Diod 15.40.4), in

367–366 when Euphron established a short-lived tyranny

(Xen. Hell. 7.1.44–46, 2.11–15, 2–12), and c.340 when a pro-

Macedonian group was headed by the “traitors” Aristratos

and Epichares (Dem. 18.48, 295).

Artemis was the chief goddess of Sikyon, and Apollo the

most revered god. The presence of Athena Polias or

Poliouchos is disputed (for: Odelberg (1896) 31; against:

Hitzig-Blümner, Pausanias 1.2, p. 537). SEG 11 257.6 (C5f)

attests to athletic games at Sikyon (cf. Pind. Nem. 9).

The Sikyonians consulted the Delphic oracle on several

important occasions in rC6m (Parke and Wormell (1956)

nos. 23 (cf. Diod. 8.24 and Plut. Mor. 553A) and 28; Pliny, HN

36.9). Sikyonians are listed among the temple-builders

(naopoioi) who restored the temple of Apollo at Delphi in

C4m, e.g. Ξεν#τιµος Σικυ)νιος (CID ii 31.12 (356/5)). A

collective donation of money by Sikyon towards this pur-

pose is recorded in CID ii 8.ii.9 (C4m).

Tellis won the stadion at Olympia in 708 (Olympionikai

20); Myron, the tyrant, was chariot victor in 648 (Paus.

6.19.2; Olympionikai 52), and Kleisthenes, his descendant,

won the chariot race in 576 or 572 (Hdt. 6.126.2;

Olympionikai 96). Pythokritos, son of Kallinikos, the flute-

player,won six consecutive victories at the Pythian Games in

C6, and was honoured with a statue at Olympia (Paus.

6.14.9–10). Boukelos won the boys’ boxing some time

between 412 and 360 (Paus. 6.13.7; Hyde (1921) 120;

Olympionikai 360). Sostratos was most prolific of all, win-

ning the pancratic contests at Isthmia, Nemea, Olympia

(Olympionikai 420, 425, 433) and Delphi (Paus. 6.4.2).

Sikyon built a prominent treasury at Delphi (Paus.

10.11.1). Archaeology has established a C5s building, but

older C6f foundations beneath may be remains of a

Sikyonian treasury of Kleisthenes’ time, though the tradi-

tional attribution of the building to Sikyon is uncertain

(Griffin (1982) 106–11). A treasury at Olympia was dedicated

by the Sikyonian Olympic victor and tyrant “Myron and the

Sikyonian demos” in C7m (Paus. 6.19.1–6), but letter-form

dating assigns the archaeological remains to C5f (Jeffery

(1990) 143–44). There may have been an earlier C7l structure

(Herrman (1972) 99–100).

The town of Sikyon had a two-level acropolis. A C5 wall

surrounded the city, and another wall protected the acropo-

lis. The city walls enclosed an area of approximately 175 ha

(this wall is mentioned in Xen. Hell. 4.4.14; Aen. Tact. 29.12;

Diod. 11.88.2 (r453)). The agora is mentioned at Hdt. 5.67.1.

The harbour must have had its own fortifications (see Skalet

(1928) 7). In C4l, the city was relocated by Demeterios

Poliorketes: the outer city wall was demolished, the lower

acropolis wall was strengthened (2.5 m thickness), and a new

wall was built surrounding the upper acropolis. The urban

population moved from the old city on the plain below the

acropolis to what had been the lower acropolis (Diod.

20.102; Plut. Demetr. 25; Strabo 8.6.25; Paus. 2.7.1; cf. Skalet

(1928) 2–3; Griffin (1982) 23–24, 78).

The remains of public buildings in the city and on the

acropolis are surveyed by Griffin (1982) 6–24. Most of the

visible ruins date from Hellenistic and Roman times,

including a theatre on the slope of the acropolis (TGR ii.

291–92; cf. Paus. 2.7.5; cf. Polyb. 29.24.6 and 25.2); but there is

an Archaic temple rebuilt in the Hellenistic period. Paus.

2.9.6 mentiones a bouleuterion in the agora and a stoa

ascribed to Kleisthenes, the C6 tyrant who also had a part of

the prytaneion turned into a sanctuary for Melanippos

(Hdt. 5.67). The C4l remains of a quadrangular hypostyle

hall on the east side of the agora are usually identified with

the bouleuterion referred to by Pausanias (Gneisz (1990)

351–52). Xen. Hell. 7.1.45 describes a gathering of the demos

in the agora in 367–366. Pausanias describes (2.11.1–2) the

remains of older temples on the original acropolis, whose

precise location is still in dispute (Griffin (1982) 21–24).

These sacred buildings include the temple of Athena, the

sanctuaries of Artemis and Apollo, Hera, and Demeter, and

the shrines of Karneian Apollo and Hera Prodromia.

The earliest Sikyonian coinage dated to C6l. Sikyon used

the Aiginetan weight standard (Kraay (1976) 329). C5 silver

coinage had types: obv. Chimaera, or Apollo kneeling with

his bow and arrows; rev. dove (a symbol of Artemis) and the

letter Σ. C4e coinage with legend ΣΕ or ΣΙ. See Head, HN²

409–12 and SNG Cop. Phliasia-Laconia 18–72.
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I. The Region

The name of the region is ?χαjα, ! (Thuc. 2.83.3, 84.3; Xen.

Hell. 3.2.23, 7.1.41). The ethnic is ?χαι#ς (IvO 630.3

(C6–C5); Hdt. 1.145). The collective use of the ethnic is

attested externally (Hdt. 1.145; Thuc. 2.9.2; Xen. Hell. 4.6.1;

IG ii² 112 (362/1)), and internally on federal coins dating to

c.370–360 and inscribed ΑΧΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 416); cf.

SEG 14 375 (C4l). The external individual use is found in IG

i³ 174.5: Λ�κωνα τ�ν ?χαι#ν (425–410), and is frequently

combined with an indication of local origin: ?χαι�ς

’Ολ/νιος (SEG 39 370a.A.7 (427–414)); ?ριστ/[αν τ�ν

?χαι]�ν τ�ν Α2γι[ (IG ii² 13 (399/8)); Κλ/ων ?χαι�ς .χ

Φ�ρας (IG xii.8 637 (C4)); or Μαν�δαι ?ψεφ/ος [?]χαι+ι

.ξ Α2γ�ρας (BCH 22 (1898) 261 n. 1 with BCH 62 (1938)

340–41 (326/5)). The region of Achaia is described as γ8 at

Hdt. 8.73.1 and χ)ρα at Ps.-Skylax 42, while the population

is termed �θνος τ� ?χαιϊκ#ν at Hdt. 8.73.1.

Achaia spans the north coast of the Peloponnese, from the

border with Sikyon at the river Sythas in the east to the river

Larisos which marked the Eleian frontier in the west (Strabo

9.5). Mt. Skollis served as a common frontier between Elis,

Dyme and Tritaia (Strabo 8.3.10) and in the south, Mts.

Erymanthos, Aroania and Kyllini in northern Arkadia

formed a striking natural barrier dividing Achaia from the

central Peloponnese (Paus. 8.15.8–9, 17.5). Geographically

and culturally,Achaia may be divided into four sub-regions,

which show great variety in the pace and pattern of local

development (Morgan and Hall (1996) 166–93).The narrow,

alluvial coastal plain that runs from Aigeira to Neos Erineos

attains a depth greater than one mile only east of Aigion,and

is characterised by a series of headlands punctuated by the

outflow of the rivers which originate in the inland moun-

tains (Pellene, further to the east, appears distinct both in its

topography and its role in history). The northern escarp-

ments of the inland mountains are abrupt—Mt. Kyllini

being a mere 13 miles from the coast—and rivers cut deep

valleys which are mainly dry in summer. Routes inland are

few—notably along the river Vouraikos towards modern

Kalavryta, and the Meganeitas and Selinous valleys inland

from Aigion—and the easiest communication in Antiquity

was via the coast. To the west of this area lies the chora of

Patrai, which in Classical times extended from Drepanon

perhaps as far as Tsoukaleika, although the exact boundary

of the chora of Olenos is hard to define. The interior is dom-

inated by Mt. Panachaikon, situated 9 miles inland from

Drepanon, with uplands—many over 5,000 feet—offering

good summer pasture to complement the broad coastal

plain. The Gulfs of Corinth and Patras reach their narrowest

point at modern Rion, just outside Patras, offering the easi-

est crossing north to Aitolia. Thirdly, the area of Dyme

(modern Kato Achaia) west of the river Peiros has a broad,

continuous coastal plain surrounding lower and more

undulating hill country (rising to 2,300 feet), which is well

watered due to a comparatively high rainfall. It is possible

that this area was extensively forested in Antiquity. Finally,

the Pharai valley runs inland south of Panachaikon, rising in

elevation and growing increasingly narrow towards the east;

it is punctuated by small, well-watered plains (Philippson

(1959) ch. 1; NID (1945) 162–66, 189–93).

According to literary sources, Achaia was divided into

twelve regions. Hdt. 1.145 names these as Pellene, Aigeira,

Aigai, Boura, Helike, Aigion, Rhypes, Patrees (Patrai),

Pharees (Pharai), Olenos, Dyme and Tritaiees (Tritaia).

Strabo 8.7.4,drawing on Herodotos,gives the same names in

the same order. Ps.-Skylax 42 also follows this order, but

omits Boura, Helike, Pharai, Olenos and Tritaia. The

absence of inland Pharai and Tritaia is, of course, under-

standable in a treatise which purports to be a periplous.

Helike had been engulfed by a tidal wave occasioned by an

earthquake in 373 (Polyb. 2.41; Strabo 8.7.2; Paus. 7.24.6),

while Boura was affected by the same event but was swiftly

resettled by survivors who had escaped thanks to their

absence on military service (Paus. 7.25.8–9)—an omission

that may suggest that this particular section of Ps.-Skylax’s

work dates to a period immediately after the earthquake (see

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 137–38). Olenos had

been abandoned due to weakness (Paus. 7.18.1), and its
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inhabitants incorporated within Dyme (Strabo 8.7.4).

Leontion and Keryneia, neither of which is mentioned by

Classical sources, may have originally been hill sites

(Anderson (1954) 73): Pausanias implies that Keryneia, situ-

ated between Helike and Boura, already existed when it

received refugees from Mykenai (no. 353) shortly after 468,

but that it was this increase in population that guaranteed

Keryneia’s future importance. Other late authors reflect

these various reversals. Polyb. 2.41.7–8 omits Aigai, Rhypes,

Helike and Olenos, but adds Keryneia and Leontion.

Pausanias’ list (7.6.1; cf. 7.18.7, 22.1, 22.6) largely accords with

that of Herodotos, though he too adds the name of Keryneia

and omits that of Patrai—perhaps because by his day it had

been refounded as a Roman colony.

For Hdt. 1.145–146.1, the Ionians of Asia Minor had origi-

nated from Peloponnesian Achaia; the reason why they were

organised into twelve poleis and were reluctant to admit new

members was that they had been divided into twelve mere

when they had occupied Achaia. At first sight, Herodotos

appears to be establishing a direct contrast between the

poleis of Ionia and the mere of Achaia, and this has led

Sakellariou (1991) 14 to hypothesise that the emergence of

poleis in Achaia must postdate the time of Herodotos. Yet if

this was Herodotos’ intention, it was misunderstood by later

writers. Paus. 7.6.1 says that the Achaians immediately estab-

lished poleis upon their arrival in Achaia, and Strabo 8.7.4

contrasts the village settlements of the Ionians with the

poleis founded by the Achaians (although he had previously

(8.7.1) described Achaia as already settled in poleis at the

time of the Ionian “occupation”). However, far from being

concerned with the political geography of Achaia in histori-

cal times, Herodotos’ aim was to provide an aition for the

restriction of membership of the Panionion to twelve cities.

The mere of Achaia are introduced in the context of the pro-

tohistoric period prior to the return of the Herakleidai,

whose arrival in Argos and Sparta supposedly forced the

Achaians to migrate to the north Peloponnese (Paus. 7.1.5;

cf. Hdt. 7.94; Strabo 8.7.1). If Herodotos subscribes to a view

of Achaia at this time as relatively unurbanised, he is almost

certainly reflecting a commonly held opinion: Homer men-

tions only Hyperesia (Aigeira), Gonoessa (Donoussa?),

Pellene, Aigion, Aigai and Helike, and attaches to none a

term such as polis or ptoliethron (Hom. Il. 2.573–75, 8.203; cf.

2.501, 505, 538, 546, 569, 584, 648–49, 677, 739).And since polis

would have been an unsuitable term in this period,

Herodotos uses the term meros which, together with its cog-

nate meris, continued to be employed in Achaian contexts as

a synonym for chora even after the appearance of urban cen-

tres (Strabo 8.7.2, 4, 5; Paus. 7.17.13). In short, the dictates of

Herodotos’ argument, together with the fact that meros

could be used to describe a chora with or without an urban

centre, makes it difficult to maintain that poleis cannot have

existed by Herodotos’ day.

According to Strabo 8.7.5, each of the twelve mere of

Achaia was formed from seven or eight demoi. While it is

possible that the “prehistory” of these demoi was invented

during the Hellenistic period to bestow a deeper historical

pedigree upon the members of the Achaian Confederacy, it

is equally likely that they had existed during the Archaic

period at least. Unfortunately, there is no epigraphic evi-

dence for their existence in Achaia at any period—indeed,

the only testimony for civic subdivisions comes in a C3 law

(Syll.³ 531) which regulates citizenship at Dyme (no. 234)

and names three phylai: Stratis (or Spatis), Dymaia and

Thesmiaia. Jones, POAG 130–32, argues that the absence of

demoi in this inscription indicates that they played no role in

public administration, although he suggests that the

phylai—which in Dyme, at any rate, seem to have had a geo-

graphical significance—were modelled on a pre-existing

system of demoi.Archaeological evidence appears to suggest

that the physical existence of the demoi continued long after

the Archaic period, even if their political identity was lost

after synoecism (see generally Rizakis (1995)).

Poleis are certainly attested in Achaia by C4. Xen. Hell.

6.5.29 includes Pellene (no. 240) in a list of poleis that gave

aid to the Spartans during the Theban invasion of Lakonia

in the winter of 370/69. Cicero says that Dikaiarchos, a pupil

of Aristotle, wrote a Constitution of the Pellenians (Cic. ad

Att. II 2 �no. 125, Gigon), and IG ii² 220 (344/3) refers to

presbeis from Pellene being entertained in the prytaneion at

Athens. More explicit evidence is available for 367, when the

Thebans decided to send harmostai to the poleis of Achaia

(Xen. Hell. 7.1.43), and in a document thought to date to C4

(see supra), Ps.-Skylax 42 refers to the settlements of Achaia

as poleis. Nevertheless, we are unable to find any good evi-

dence that would allow us to date the emergence of Achaian

poleis much, if at all,before C5 (Morgan and Hall (1996) 193).

Particularly relevant to this question is the issue of synoe-

cism, which represents a frequent topos within the literary

sources. Koerner (1974) has argued that many of these syn-

oecisms should have already taken place by the end of C6,

and cites the example of Dyme (no. 234), which is first

named as the home city of an Olympic victor in 496

(Olympionikai 171); since the settlement of Paleia is named

as the home of an earlier local victor (Paus. 7.17.6–7;

Olympionikai 6), Koerner (1974) 469 assumes that the
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toponym Dyme was adopted after the synoecism of former-

ly independent demes such as Paleia and Stratos (cf. Strabo

8.7.5; Steph. Byz. s.v. ∆�µη). It is unclear whether Strabo

8.3.2 sought to imply a synchronism in juxtaposing the syn-

oecisms of Dyme (no. 234), Aigion (no. 231) and Patrai (no.

239) with those of Mantinea (no. 281), Tegea (no. 297),

Heraia (no.274) and Elis (no.251)—the last of which is dated

to the period after the Persian Wars—but the archaeological

record generally argues against C6 synoecisms (see also

Moggi, Sin.) 93, 124, 126; Demand (1990) 61–64). It is not

until the Classical period that there is any discernible

emphasis on urban centres at the expense of rural sites in the

Dyme region (Lakakis (1991); Lakakis and Rizakis (1992)).

At Patrai the establishment of large rural sites some distance

from the urban centre may indicate a certain degree of aban-

donment among intervening settlements (Petropoulos and

Rizakis (1994)), while the commencement of urbanisation

within the city of Aigion was a phenomenon of C5

(Papakosta (1991)).The process of synoecism was,no doubt,

a lengthy one, but there is no evidence that would allow us to

place the start of this process before 500—the date at which

the issue of coinage, probably at Aigai (no. 229) (Babelon,

Traité ii.1. 823–26; Head, HN² 412; Kroll (1996) 52 n. 14;

contra Imhoof-Blumer (1883) 157; Jeffery (1990) 222), may

provide the first clear indication of a self-conscious political

identity (though see Martin (1995)).

It is often assumed that even if poleis were a relatively late

phenomenon in Achaia, some form of overarching political

organisation existed from an early period. Yet, while there is

good evidence to indicate that the Achaian Confederacy

existed prior to its refoundation in 280, it is difficult to sub-

scribe to the view (e.g. Larsen (1968) 83) that the legend of

Achaian colonial foundations in South Italy allows us to

trace Achaian political unity back as far as C8 (Hall (forth-

coming)). The local traditions recorded by Paus. 7.6.1–2

speak of a plurality of basileis in the early period. After the

death of Teisamenos, son of Orestes and reputedly the leader

of the Achaian migration to the northern Peloponnese, the

rule (κρ�τος) of the Achaians was distributed among the

four sons of Teisamenos—Daïmenes, Sparton, Tellis and

Leontomenes—as well as being extended to their cousin,

Damasias, and the unrelated Preugenes and his son, Patreus.

The first explicit reference to a collective boule of the

Achaians is found in an inscription (SEG 14 375) dating to

C4l, though Hypereides (Dem. 5.18), in describing events of

324, speaks of a syllogos of the Achaians. However, the exist-

ence of the double politeia (i.e. citizenship of both an

Achaian polis and the Achaian Confederacy) which was so

central to the refounded Confederacy can probably be

traced back to the first third of C4, since at some point short-

ly before 389 the Achaians enrolled the Aitolian city of

Kalydon (no. 148) in the politeia of the Confederacy (Xen.

Hell. 4.6.1; Larsen (1953) 809, (1968) 9; Koerner (1974) 485; cf.

Polyb. 2.41.7–8). Xen. Hell. 6.4.18 even appears to regard

Achaia itself as a polis in his description of the allies who ral-

lied to the aid of Sparta immediately after the battle of

Leuktra. The fact that a shipowner named Lykon is

described as Achaios in IG i³ 174 (an Athenian honorific

inscription which should predate 413) may—if it is not a

simple ethnic (see infra)—testify to the Confederacy’s exist-

ence at this date (cf. the grant of Athenian proxenia to

?ριστ/αν τ�ν ?χαι�ν τ�ν Α2γι[ in IG ii² 13 (C4e)), but

earlier indications are difficult to substantiate. Patrai (no.

239) seems not to have consulted with other Achaian cities

when it responded to Alkibiades’ request to extend its walls

to the sea (Thuc. 5.52.2), and Pellene (no. 240) appears to

have acted independently in joining the Peloponnesian

League in 431 (Thuc. 2.9.2). Nor does Thucydides’ reference

(1.111.3) to Perikles taking Achaians with him on his siege of

Akarnanian Oiniadai in the 460s necessarily imply the exist-

ence of the Achaian Confederacy: they are simply referred to

as ?χαιο�ς without any definite article and could be

Achaian mercenaries as much as citizen-soldiers. Indeed,

Thucydides refers far more frequently to the region of

Achaia as a geographical pawn in Athenian and Spartan

attempts to control the Corinthian Gulf than he does to the

Achaians as a collective political entity (e.g. Thuc. 1.115.1,

2.86.1, 4, 2.92.5, 4.21.3, 5.82.1).

According to Polyb. 2.39.5–6, in C5m the Italian cities of

Kroton (no. 56), Sybaris (no. 70) and Kaulonia (no. 55) met

and decided to adopt the politeia of the Achaians. It has gen-

erally been assumed from this notice that by this date the

Achaians both possessed a common politeia and held regu-

lar synodoi in the sanctuary of Zeus (see most recently

Walbank (2000)). However, it should be remembered that

Polybios’ intention was not to document early Achaian his-

tory per se but to establish a historical credential which

might prove his contention that the Achaian League of his

own day enshrined age-old principles of equality and fair-

ness. To emphasise these qualities, it was necessary to retro-

ject them, and it should be noted that elsewhere (2.41.3–6)

he attempts to trace the origins of the Achaian Confederacy

back to the time of Teisamenos. Furthermore, it is not at all

clear that the sanctuary of Zeus Hamarios/Homarios did act

as a centre for the Achaian Confederacy as early as C5 (as

argued by Aymard (1935) 454, among others). There is no
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doubt that the Confederacy met in the sanctuary after its

refoundation. Strabo (8.7.3; cf. Aymard (1935) 454 n. 1)

describes how the koinon of the Achaians met in the

Homarion from 280; Polyb. 5.93.10 recounts that a stele was

erected here in 217 recording a mediation by the federal gen-

eral, Aratos, to re-establish peace in Megalopolis; and an

inscription from Arkadian Orchomenos which dates to

234–224 stipulates that the representatives of the Achaian

Federation have to invoke Zeus Amarios and Athena Amaria

(Foucart (1876)).This literary terminus ante quem of 280 can

be pushed back to the late 370s or 360s—the date of the first

stater coined by the Achaian Confederacy and depicting the

head of Zeus (Head, HN² 416; cf. Kraay (1976) 101).

The sanctuary of Zeus Homarios belonged to Aigion (no.

231) (Livy 38.30.2), but almost certainly lay outside the city

itself (Strabo 8.7.5). Interestingly, Pausanias does not men-

tion the Homarion, which should not be confused with the

coastal sanctuary of Zeus Homagyrios at Aigion (Paus.

7.24.2; cf. Aymard (1935) 454 n. 1, (1938) 279–80; Rizakis

(1995) 200–1). Instead,he mentions (7.24.4) that the synedri-

on of the Achaians met at Aigion in his own day, but he

implies elsewhere (7.7.2) that Aigion assumed a prominent

place within Achaian historical consciousness only after the

destruction of Helike (no. 235). Aymard (1938) 286–87, 293

therefore hypothesised that the sanctuary lay midway

between Helike and Aigion, and that it was originally part of

the chora of Helike, but became part of the territory of

Aigion after the destruction of Helike and the redistribution

of its chora. Yet this forces the meaning of Pausanias’ testi-

mony, which does appear to distinguish between an earlier

meeting place at Helike and a later one near Aigion, and is

now contradicted by the discovery of Achaian federal

inscriptions which indicate that the Homarion lay not

between Aigion and Helike but to the north-west of Aigion

(see Parker (1998) 31 n. 77; Walbank (2000) 26). If any loca-

tion functioned as a place of union for the Achaians in an

earlier period, it is more likely to have been the sanctuary of

Poseidon Helikonios than that of Zeus Homarios. The cult

of Poseidon was associated with Helike as early as the

Homeric epics (Il. 8.203; cf. Rizakis (1995) 101–2), and

although it was traditionally treated as the meeting place of

the Ionians of Achaia, it clearly retained its importance

through to the destruction of Helike in 373 (Hdt. 1.148.1;

Paus. 7.24.5, 6; Strabo 8.7.2). Indeed, one might argue that it

could not have continued to act as a potent symbol of Ionian

ancestral origins in the northern Peloponnese had it not

retained its importance throughout the historical period. If

so, then one might suppose that the sanctuary of Zeus

Homarios became the federal sanctuary of the Achaians

only after the destruction of Helike—the fact that federal

coinage bearing the head of Zeus appeared very shortly after

this destruction is particularly suggestive. In the absence of

archaeological evidence, certainty is impossible, but there

are good reasons to doubt the early existence of the

Homarion as a federal centre and to view Polybios’ testimo-

ny as an attempt to construct a historical legitimation for the

Achaian Confederacy of his own day.

Two earlier events sometimes invoked in support of an

early Achaian Confederacy command no greater credence.

According to Paus. 7.25.6, when the Argives (no. 347)

destroyed Mykenai (no. 353) in 468, Mykenaian refugees fled

to Kleonai (no. 351), Makedon and Keryneia (no. 236) in the

vicinity of Aigion and Helike. It has been argued (e.g. Larsen

(1968) 81–82; Anderson (1954) 81) that this indicates the

existence of a federal government which extended free pas-

sage to the foreign refugees through the “string of city-

states” that lay to the east of Aigion. However, this argument

seems predicated on an anachronistic view of state bound-

aries and ignores the fact that by tracing descent from the

Herakleidai, the Mykenaians could claim ethnic ties with the

Achaians (Hall (1997) 94–107). Finally, Anderson (1954) 80

has suggested that the independent stance of the Achaians

during the Persian Wars indicates a common policy deci-

sion. Again, however, this is not an inevitable conclusion,

especially since Achaia was barely—if at all—affected by the

invasion of Xerxes. Collective participation would surely

have been much more significant than collective non-

participation. In short, there is little solid evidence for the

existence of an Achaian Confederacy much before the very

end of C5. And if the Confederacy postdates the emergence

of poleis in Achaia, it becomes easier to explain why in the

later period there are clear differences between the constitu-

tions of individual Achaian poleis. Damiourgoi, for example,

are not attested in every Achaian polis, and at Dyme (no.234)

an official named the theokolos appears to share equal rank

with the damiourgoi (Koerner (1974) 474). Nevertheless, if

the Confederacy itself is late, there is some evidence for an

earlier, less formal and looser association of Achaian mere

based on perceived ethnic affinity.

By C5 at the very latest, the Achaians were thought to con-

stitute an ethnos. Hdt. 8.73.1 describes them as one of the

seven ethne which inhabit the Peloponnese and adds that

they have always been indigenous there, even if they had

originally occupied another region within the Peloponnese.

Thuc. 3.92.5, in describing the foundation of Herakleia

Trachinia (no. 430) in 426, reports that the Spartans made a
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proclamation to the effect that any Greek could join the new

settlement with the exception of ethne such as the Ionians

and Achaians. In Greek, the word ethnos carries a far wider

semantic scope than its English derivations (Giovannini

(1971) 14–16; Donlan (1985) 295), though it can certainly be

applied to ethnic groups—that is, those whose common

identity is predicated on kinship (however fictive) and an

association with a primordial territory (Hall (1997) 25–26).

The centrality of descent to notions of Achaian ethnic affin-

ity is demonstrated by Herodotos’ comment (8.47) that the

people of Kroton (no. 56) are Achaian “by birth”. A sense of

collective identity was engendered among the historical

Achaians by their belief that they were descended from

heroes who, after being expelled by the Dorians from their

original homes in Argos and Sparta, had migrated to Achaia,

where they replaced the former Ionian population.

Archaeologically, there are few material indications of sharp

cultural discontinuity in Achaia, and we prefer to regard

Achaian ethnicity as a constructed identity of the Early Iron

Age rather than as the hazy memory of genuine migrations

(Morgan and Hall (1996) 198, contra Sakellariou (1991)). For

the Ionians of Asia Minor, origins in Mainland Greece

formed an important aspect of their collective identity;

Achaia was an obvious candidate, since the Achaians had to

regard themselves as newcomers to the region if they were to

substantiate their claim to being the descendants of the

Homeric Achaians who had ruled in the Argolid and

Lakonia. In fact, with the notable exception of the Athenians

and the Arkadians who claimed autochthony, it was general-

ly the rule for Greek populations to regard themselves as

immigrants from other regions, and thus to circumvent the

problem of ultimate origins. Nevertheless, the inventive

character of this Ionian tradition is revealed by the existence

of alternative, competing myths of ethnic origins which sit-

uated their Urheimat elsewhere in Greece, in Messenia

(Mimnermos fr. 9, West; cf. Hom. Il. 11.690–93; Hes. fr. 33a,

MW; Hellan. fr. 125; Hdt. 9.97; Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 155;

Strabo 14.1.3; Paus. 7.2.1–2), or Boiotia (Hellan. fr. 101; Hdt.

1.146.1–2).

Territoriality is an important component of ethnos states,

yet, as already noted, Achaia does not form a natural 

geographical or cultural unity. For this reason, we should

perhaps follow Pausanias’ view (7.1.1) that the geographical

definition of Achaia was structured around the ethnic defin-

ition of its inhabitants, and not vice versa (Gschnitzer

(1955); Koerner (1974) 458). The notion of Achaian territor-

iality was probably a gradual and aggregative creation,

which began in the east of the region. It is the northern

coastal mere of Pellene, Aigeira, Aigai, Helike and Aigion

which are first attested in the literary sources (Hom. Il.

2.573–75, 8.203), and it is here that the earliest evidence for

cult is attested. By contrast, references to the western and

inland regions of Achaia are scarce in the literary record,

although Olenos appears to be listed among the contingent

from Eleia in the Catalogue of Ships (Hom. Il. 2.617).

Furthermore, a variety of sources (Hom. Il. 2.575; Hdt. 7.94;

Strabo 8.7.1; Paus. 7.1.1.) state that the earlier name of Achaia

was Aigialos/Aigialeia—a designation more appropriate to

the northern coastal area with its settlements of Aigion,

Aigai and Aigeira.

The very latest terminus ante quem for the association of

ethnic Achaians with the north coast of Achaia is C6m—the

date at which the Spartans decided to repatriate the bones of

the Achaian king, Teisamenos, which were said to have been

discovered in the region of Helike (Paus. 7.1.8). Leahy (1955)

dates this transferral between 560 and 555, and while there is

no suggestion that the Achaians had been aware of

Teisamenos’ tomb prior to the Spartan “discovery”, the con-

nection of Teisamenos with eastern Achaia must have

already been established for the Spartans to have made any

political capital out of the event. If, on the other hand,

Strabo 8.7.5 is right to derive the name of Dyme (no. 234)

from the fact that it was the most westerly of the Achaian

cities, then this should mark the completion of the territori-

al construction of Achaia (at least in a westerly direction).

Mendone (1991) 68 argues that Dyme is attested in Hymn.

Hom. Ap. 416–26, normally dated c.600, though the fact that

it is mentioned as part of a sea voyage around the

Peloponnese after Pylos and before Elis, Ithaka, Doulichion

and Zakynthos may suggest that this is a different Dyme. In

fact, a combination of literary and archaeological evidence

suggests a date in C5 (and possibly even late in that century)

for the synoecism of Dyme, and thus for the final stage in the

territorial construction of Achaia (Lakakis and Rizakis

(1992)).

Certainly in C5, Achaios appears to be used as a region-

al/ethnic designation rather than as a political label in the

strict sense. The clearest indication of this is the bronze 

statue group, seen by Paus. 5.25.8–10 at Olympia, which

depicted the Achaian heroes casting lots to see who would

meet Hektor in single combat. Jeffery (1990) 221 assumed

that this was a dedication by the Achaian Confederacy, but

Paus.5.25.8 simply describes it as the donation .ν κοιν�+ το%

?χαι+ν �θνους, and the ethnic signification of the τ�χαιο�

named on the monument is emphasised not only by the

subject matter of the statue group but by the self-professed
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derivation of descent from Pelops (via Teisamenos, Orestes

and Agamemnon). A similar usage of Achaios appears to be

indicated on the base of a statue erected at Olympia in 460

for the athlete Oibotas (Paus. 7.17.7). The inscription

describes Oibotas as an Achaian, but his patris as Paleia (one

of the demes of Dyme). It is possible that the attestation of

Paleia is deliberately archaising, or it may provide evidence

for a synoecism of Dyme later than 460 (cf. Demand (1990)

63–64). On another statue base at Olympia (IvO 630–31

(480–475)), the sculptor Athanodoros is described as

Achaios: that this is not simply a political label may be sug-

gested by the fact that his collaborator, Asopodoros, is

described not as Argeios but as W δ’.ξ Xργεος ε(ρυχ#ρω

(probably indicating the Argive plain rather than the city of

Argos itself). It is possible too that the Achaios attached to

the shipowner Lykon in IG i³ 174 or to Aristeas of Aigion in

IG ii² 13 (see supra) is meant to indicate their ethnos rather

than act as a political label, especially since in both cases it is

applied externally (contra Koerner (1974) 486). In short, it

should be reiterated that there is, at this period, no good

evidence that the term “Achaian” carried its later political

and juridical definition.

The inventory of poleis describes the sixteen settlements

which were certainly (type A), probably (type B) or possibly

(type C) poleis during the Archaic and/or Classical period.

In addition, we have information about nine further

Archaic and/or Classical settlements whose precise status is

unknown.¹

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Antheia (Xνθεια) Paus. 7.18.6 (π#λισµα). Antheia, prob-

ably to be located at modern Ano Sykaina, was (re)settled

after the dioikismos of Patrai (no. 239) in 279 (Paus. 7.18.6). It

may have formerly been a demos of Patrai (Curtius (1851)

453; Moggi, Sin. 92–93). Although there is no firm evidence

that it was ever a polis in the Archaic or Classical periods,

Ath. 11.460d does refer to the chora of the Antheioi. Archaic

sherds and burials on the site of a Classical villa complex at

Ano Sykaina suggest settlement in the Late Archaic and

Classical periods (Petropoulos and Rizakis (1994) sites 102,

103; AR (1955) 17). See Patrai (no. 239). No date in Barr.

Arba (Xρβα) Paus. 7.18.6 (π#λισµα). Arba, possibly to be

located at modern Ano Kastritsi, was (re)settled after the

dioikismos of Patrai (no. 239) in 279 (Paus. 7.18.6). It may

have formerly been a demos of Patrai (Curtius (1851) 453;

Moggi, Sin. 92–93), but there is no evidence that it was ever a

polis in the Archaic or Classical periods. Slight indications

for pre-Hellenistic settlement may be offered by C8 burial

evidence at Ano Kastritsi (ArchDelt 30B (1975) 118;

Petropoulos and Rizakis (1994) sites 113–16). See Patrai (no.

239). No date in Barr.

Argyra (?ργ�ρα) Paus. 7.18.6 (π#λισµα). Argyra, proba-

bly to be located at modern Mavropodia, was (re)settled

after the dioikismos of Patrai (no. 239) in 279 (Paus. 7.18.6). It

may formerly have been a demos of Patrai (Curtius (1851)

453; Moggi, Sin. 92–93), but there is no evidence that it was

ever a polis in the Archaic or Classical periods. Settlement

evidence from the Geometric and Classical periods has been

reported (Petropoulos (1991) 256). See Patrai (no. 239). No

date in Barr.

Boline (Βολ�να) (Paus. 7.23.4), Βολ�νη (Paus. 7.18.6;

Steph. Byz. 174.14),Β#λινον (Etym. Magn. 204.33–38)). Paus.

7.23.4 (π#λις), 7.2.6, 18.6 (π#λισµα); Etym. Magn. 204.33

(κ)µη). Boline, probably to be located at Drepaneiko (2 km

south of modern Drepano), was (re)settled after the dioik-

ismos of Patrai (no. 239) in 279 (Paus. 7.18.6). It may former-

ly have been a demos of Patrai (Curtius (1851) 453; Moggi,

Sin. 92–93), but there is no evidence that it was ever a polis in

the Archaic or Classical periods. Surface remains from near

Drepano suggest continuous and perhaps extensive settle-

ment from the Protogeometric to Roman periods

(Petropoulos (1991) 254; Morgan and Hall (1996) 183–84).

See Patrai (no. 239). No date in Barr.

Donoussa (∆ονο%σσα) Paus. 7.26.13 says that Donoussa,

which lay between Aigeira (no. 230) and Pellene (no. 240)

and should probably be located at modern Ano Taratses

(Rizakis (1995) 223–24), was a π#λισµα 6π�κοον of Sikyon

(no. 228). The periegete equates Donoussa with Homeric

Γον#εσσα (Il. 2.573), which Eustathios (Il. 291.40) describes

as an �κρωτ�ριον of Pellene and which Hesychios

(4.442.23) classifies as a π#λις of the Peloponnese. Surface

remains include sherds that predate the Hellenistic period

(Anderson and Anderson (1975)). No date in Barr.

Erineos (’Ερινε#ς, ’Ερινε�ος) Paus. 7.22.10 (λιµ�ν). In

C5, Erineos lay within the territory of Rhypes (no. 243)

(Thuc. 7.34.1). See Rhypes (no. 243). Barr. AC.

¹ Teichos Dymaion is omitted from this list. It is described by Polyb. 4.59.4
and 4.83.1 as a φρο�ριον, but there are no indications that it was permanently
settled.
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Mesatis (Μεσ�τις) Paus. 7.18.6 (π#λισµα). Mesatis,

probably to be located at modern Mygdalia, was (re)settled

after the dioikismos of Patrai in 279 (Paus. 7.18.6). It may for-

merly have been a demos of Patrai (no. 239) (Curtius (1851)

453; Moggi, Sin. 92–93), but there is no evidence that it was

ever a polis in the Archaic or Classical periods. Late

Geometric and Classical burials at Mygdalia suggest occu-

pation prior to the Hellenistic period (ArchDelt 43 B (1988)

168; Petropoulos (1990) 517 n. 28, (1991) 253; Petropoulos and

Rizakis (1994) site 57). See Patrai (no. 239). No date in Barr.

Olouros ( ; Ολουρος) Xen. Hell. 7.4.17. Olouros lay within

the territory of Pellene (no. 240). See Pellene (no. 240).

Barr. C.

Panormos (Π�νορµος) Thuc. 2.86.1; 4, cf. 2.92.1. Panormos’

precise status is not specified by Thucydides, but it is clear that

the settlement was a naval station within the territory of Patrai

(no. 239). Barr. C.

None of these settlements is likely to have been a polis,

although Archaic and Classical sources fail to specify

whether they were considered demes or komai. All that can

be said on the basis of evidence currently available is that

sixteen of twenty-five known Archaic or Classical settle-

ments were considered to be poleis throughout their period

of existence or for at least some time within this period.

Almost all the poleis described in the inventory below are

known to have been members of the Achaian Confederacy

whose development was traced above. The Confederacy was

not ethnically exclusive, however, and “at least as early as the

beginning of the fourth century, overstepped the ethnic

boundary and admitted non-Achaeans to citizenship”

(Larsen (1968) 80), when the Kalydonians (no. 148) of

Aitolia were made Achaian politai (Xen. Hell. 4.6.1; cf. Diod.

15.75.2 (r367/6) and Dem. 9.34 (suggesting that Lokrian

Naupaktos (no. 165) was also a member of the

Confederacy)). Its name was presumably τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν

?χαι+ν (Diod. 15.49.2; Beck (1997) 63). It seems to have

been highly stable: no secessionist movements or internal

wars are on record (Beck (1997) 66), though Pellene (no.

240) sometimes acted independently (cf. Thuc. 2.9.2; Beck

(1997) 62). The Confederacy struck coins c.370–360 (Head,

HN² 416), and its constitution was described in the

Aristotelian ?χαι+ν πολιτε�α (no. 30, Gigon). It was pre-

sumably oligarchic (Beck (1997) 64), but not much is known

about it: SEG 14 375 (C4l) attests the existence of a βουλ[3]

τ+ν ?χαι+ν together with a board of damiorgoi, composed

of contingents from individual member cities. The

Confederacy conducted the foreign policy of the region,

sending out embassies (Xen. Hell. 4.6.1) and concluding

treaties (Staatsverträge 283, 290, 337, 343, 452). It was a mem-

ber of the Peloponnesian League (Xen. Hell. 4.6.2–3; Beck

(1997) 59). Federal forces are attested at Xen. Hell. 6.2.3

(naval forces) and 6.4.18 (infantry).

In C4f the constitutions of the Achaian poleis were oli-

garchic (Xen. Hell. 7.1.43), and had probably been so since

417, when the Lakedaimonians had forced the Achaians to

adopt a political system that suited Sparta (no. 345) (Thuc.

5.82.1; Anderson (1954) 83–85). But after Epameinondas’

conquest of Achaia in 366, the Thebans sent harmosts to the

Achaian poleis, had the constitutions changed into democ-

racies, and got the new democratic regime to send members

of the oligarchic factions into exile. However, the exiles 

soon returned to their poleis, regained their position, re-

established the alliance with Lakedaimon and undoubtedly

the oligarchic constitutions as well (Xen. Hell. 7.1.41–43;

Buckler (1980) 188–91; Gehrke, Stasis 13–15).

II. The Poleis

229. Aigai (Aigaios) Map 58.Lat.38.20, long.22.20. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The precise location of Aigai,

which Paus. 7.27.12 situates close to the river Krathis, is

uncertain, although it should probably be sought at either

modern Akrata (Morgan and Hall (1996) 174; Barr.) or

Kokinies near the village of Ambelos (Rizakis (1995) 214).

The toponym is normally Α2γα� (Hom. Il. 8.203; Hdt. 1.145;

Ps.-Skylax 42), αH (Strabo 8.7.4), though Α2γ�, ! is also

attested (IG ii² 8404 (C4–C3e); Strabo 8.7.5).The city-ethnic

is Α2γα5ος (Classical coins (infra); Strabo 8.7.4).

The only Classical source to call Aigai a polis is Ps.-Skylax

at 42, where Α2γα� is the third toponym listed after the

heading π#λεις . . . α_δε, where polis is used in the urban

sense. However, the appearance of coinage c.500 should

probably be seen as a strong indication that Aigai was

already a polis in the political sense by this date (Morgan and

Hall (1996) 174, though see Martin (1995)). The internal col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested on coins from c.500

onwards.

The toponym is already attested in Hom. Il. 8.203, and Hdt

1.145 (C5s) records Aigai as one of the original twelve Achaian

mere—a term that is often used synonymously with chora in

Achaian contexts, but need not necessarily imply the exist-

ence of an urban centre (Morgan and Hall (1996) 168–69).
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According to Paus. 7.25.12 and 8.15.9, Aigai was aban-

doned due to “weakness”, and its inhabitants incorporated

within the polis of Aigeira (no. 230), where they were never-

theless permitted to retain their own ethnic (Strabo 8.7.4).

The date at which this happened is not easy to determine: a

terminus post quem may be provided by Aigai’s inclusion in

Ps.-Skylax’s list of Achaian poleis (42)—a section which

should probably be dated to the years around 370 (Morgan

and Hall (1996) 167), and it may not be coincidental that

coinage issues cease at about the same time (Head, HN ²

412). Aigai is omitted from Polybios’ list of Achaian poleis

(2.41.7–8), which purports to describe the Achaian

Confederacy prior to the time of Philip II and Alexander.On

the other hand, IG ii² 8404 (C4–C3e) commemorates a man

who is described as an ?χαι�ς .ξ Α2γ[ς, which might sug-

gest that Aigai had not yet been abandoned by the beginning

of C3 if indeed the inscription is C3e.

There is no explicit literary testimony for any colonial

foundations originating from Aigai, but the homonymy

between the river Krathis near Aigai and the river Krathis in

the territory of Sybaris (no. 70) in South Italy has sometimes

been taken to imply that some of the founders of Sybaris

originated from the region of Aigai (Dunbabin (1948) 24;

Bérard (1957) 141; Koerner (1974) 464; Giangiulio (1989)

166–67).

Aigai struck silver coins from c.500 to c.370 (Head, HN ²

412). Minted on the Aiginetan standard and including tri-

obols and obols, this coinage had previously been assigned

to Aigion (no. 231) by both Imhoof-Blumer (1883) 157 and

Jeffery (1990) 222, though the original attribution to Aigai

has recently been defended by Rizakis (1995) no. 530 and

Kroll (1996) 52 n. 14. The obv. is a punning type depicting the

forepart of a goat and accompanied by the legend AIG; the

rev.depicts the ivy-crowned head of a bearded Dionysos and

has the legend ΑΙΓΑΙΟΝ or ΑΙΓΑΙΩΝ (Rizakis (1995)

no. 530; SNG Cop. Phliasia-Laconia 125–26).

230. Aigeira (Aigeirates) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. Aigeira, which ancient

authors situated on a steep hill (Polyb. 4.57.5; Strabo 8.7.5), is

located east of modern Krathio (Rizakis (1995) 215–16;

Barr.) The toponym is Α]γειρα,! (Hdt. 1.145; Ps.-Skylax 42;

Polyb. 2.41.8; Paus. 7.26.4), though Α]γιρα is attested in

BCH 22 (1898) 261 n. 1 (325 (cf. BCH 62 (1938) 340–41)) and

IG xii.9 1187.34 (C3). The city-ethnic is regularly

Α2γειρ�της from C4 onwards (infra).

Classified by Hdt 1.145 as one of the original twelve

Achaian mere, it is listed by Ps.-Skylax 42 as the second

toponym after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε, where polis is

used in the urban sense; Theophr. Phys. op. 12.122 also uses

polis in the urban sense, and the internal use of the collective

city-ethnic on coinage from c.330 (infra) would indicate that

Aigeira was by this period also a polis in the political sense;

Polyb. 2.41.7–8 (rC4) calls it a polis in the political sense and

attests to its membership of the Achaian Confederacy prior

to the time of Philip II and Alexander. A citizen of Aigeira

was appointed proxenos by Delphi (no. 177) in 325 (?χαι�ς

.ξ Α2γ�ρας: BCH 22 (1898) 261 n. 1 with BCH 62 (1938)

340–41).

Paus. 7.26.2 says that Aigeira was formerly called

‘Υπερησ�α—a name known from Hom. Il. 2.573—though

he seems to date this shift in nomenclature to the period of

the Ionian settlement of Achaia (i.e. the Heroic Age). It is

therefore surprising that he should attach the ethnic

Hyperesieus to an athlete from Aigeira named Ikaros who

won the stade in 688 (Paus. 4.15.1; Olympionikai 28). The

term could be archaising, or it could indicate a period prior

to the synoecism of Aigeira (Morgan and Hall (1996) 173).

Such a synoecism is not explicitly attested by any source,

though is perhaps suggested by the existence of a homony-

mous port (.π�νειον) of Aigeira some two and a half miles

from the acropolis (Paus. 7.26.1). It may be that the name

Hyperesia was originally applied to the acropolis area—

known in later periods as the >κρα (Polyb. 4.58.4) or the

>νω π#λιν (Paus. 7.26.1) and almost certainly to be associat-

ed with the plateau excavated since 1972 by the Austrian

Archaeological Institute (see Alzinger (1972–73), (1976–77),

(1981–82), (1983), (1985), (1986); Bammer (forthcoming))—

but that after synoecism the .π�νειον of Aigeira gave its

name to the whole polis (Morgan and Hall (1996) 173). The

population of Aigeira expanded again when the polis incor-

porated the inhabitants of Aigai (Strabo 8.7.4). The date at

which this happened is not easy to determine (cf. Aigai (no.

229)).

The archaeological evidence from the acropolis shows

settlement dating back more or less continuously to the

Neolithic period. Reappraisal of evidence from the acropo-

lis has cast doubt upon the interpretation of foundations

dating to C7s as those of a temple which Paus. 7.26.5 assigns

to Artemis and Iphigeneia, and also upon the identification

of an earlier C8 structure as a temple (Bammer (forth-

coming), contra Gogos (1986); Alzinger (1982) 13–18, (1985)

426–30, 449–50). This evidence is more likely to relate to

continuous settlement.Walls are certainly attested at Aigeira

by C2 (Polyb. 4.57.3, 58.7), and their circuit—encompassing

a separately acropolis wall enclosing 3.5 ha—has been traced
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on the ground (Alzinger (1985) 392); recent investigations

suggest that city walls existed prior to Hellenistic times (AR

(2001–2) 36).

Aigeira began minting bronze coins c.C4m: obv. helmeted

Athena or veiled female head; rev. forepart of a goat or stand-

ing goat in a wreath. Legends: ΑΙΓΙ or ΑΙΓΙΡΑΤΑΝ

(Head, HN² 412; SNG Cop. Phliasia-Laconia 127).

231. Aigion (Aigieus) Map 58. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.05. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is Α]γιον, τ#

(Hom. Il. 2.574; Hdt. 1.145; Ps.-Skylax 42). The city-ethnic is

usually Α2γιε�ς (SEG 40 54 (399/8); Diod. 19.66.3; Strabo

8.7.5) but IG ii² 7946 (c.400) has Α2γαιε�ς.

Located at modern Egio (Barr.), Aigion was one of the

original twelve Achaian mere (Hdt. 1.145). It is first described

as a polis in the urban sense in Ps.-Skylax 42, where it is list-

ed as the fourth toponym after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε;

Polyb. 2.41.7–8 (rC4) calls it a polis in the political sense, and

attests to its membership of the Achaian Confederacy prior

to the time of Philip II and Alexander. The external collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic (Α2γι/ες) is attested in a suppos-

edly C7 Delphic oracle cited by Ion of Chios (apud Anth. Pal.

14.73; Zenob. 1.57), but it is debatable whether Aigion’s status

as a polis in the political sense can really be retrojected as far

back as C7—the date supposedly attributed to this apoc-

ryphal and much-cited Delphic consultation. The external

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested in Diod. 19.66.3

(r313).The external individual use of the city-ethnic is found

in an Athenian proxeny decree of 399/8 for ?ριστ/ας W

?χαι�ς W Α2γιε�ς (SEG 40 54); cf. IG ii² 7946 (c.400,

epitaph).

Strabo says that Aigion was synoecised from seven or

eight demoi (8.3.2; Moggi, Sin. 125–27), but although a num-

ber of rural sites appear in the archaeological record (see

Morgan and Hall (1996) 177), we are poorly informed as to

their ancient names.

Rescue excavations are beginning to yield a clearer pic-

ture of the urbanisation of Aigion (Papakosta (1991)). The

evidence of Polyb. 11.9.8 reveals that a bouleuterion—proba-

bly housing meetings of the Achaian Confederacy (Walbank

(1967) 280; Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 38)—was in

existence by C3 at least, while Pausanias’ description (3.12.7,

7.24.1) of the mnema of Talthybios in the agora of Aigion

ought to suggest that the agora already existed by the late

Classical period. Diod. 19.66.3 suggests that the city was for-

tified by C4l and mentions private houses within the circuit.

The sanctuary of Zeus Homarios, which belonged to

Aigion, although it lay outside the city (Aymard (1935)),

was certainly in existence by 280, when the koinon of the

Achaians met there (Strabo 8.7.3). It is not entirely certain,

however, that it had always served as a common meeting

place for the Achaians. The fact that the issue of the earliest

Achaian federal coinage, depicting the head of Zeus, can-

not be pushed back further than the 360s may suggest that

the sanctuary of Poseidon at Helike (no. 235) had formerly

been a place of union for the Achaians and that this func-

tion was transferred to the Homarion after the destruction

of Helike in 373 (Morgan and Hall (1996) 196, but see

Walbank (2000)). From C5, an inscribed bronze oinochoe

provides evidence for a sanctuary of Aigeus, although it is

not known whether this signifies the hero or is a cult epi-

thet for Poseidon (Robinson (1942); Morgan and Hall

(1996) 177).

Xenophon of Aigion was victorious in the pankration at

the Olympic Games of 380 (Paus. 6.3.13; Olympionikai 400).

A series of silver triobols, struck on the Aiginetan stand-

ard, was formerly assigned to Aigion (Imhoof-Blumer

(1883) 157; Jeffery (1990) 222), but is now attributed to Aigai

(no. 229) (Rizakis (1995) no. 530; Kroll (1996) 52 n. 14).

According to Paus. 6.3.12, Kaulonia (no. 55) in South Italy

was colonised by Typhon of Aigion, though this receives no

other literary support (Anderson (1954) 78; Koerner (1974)

464; Morgan and Hall (1996) 208–9).

232. Ascheion (Ascheieus) Unlocated. Type: B. The

toponym is Xσχεον, τ# (CID ii 51.8 (339/8)) or Xσχειον

(BCH 45 (1921) ii.63 (230–220)). The city-ethnic is

?σχειε�ς (F.Delphes iii.1 413 (C4s)) or ?σχε�ς (SEG 1 74

(229/8)).

Ascheion is never identified explicitly as a polis, though a

Delphic decree granting proxenia to two of its citizens

(F.Delphes iii.1 413 (C4s)) suggests that it was a polis in C4;

there may also be some retrospective value in the fact that

two men of Ascheion are listed as Delphic theorodokoi in

BCH 45 (1921) ii.63 (230–220).

233. Boura (Bourios) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 22.15. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. Situated near Keryneia (no. 236)

by Paus. 7.25.8 and 40 stades from the sea by Strabo 8.7.5,

Boura should probably be located either near Ano

Diakophto (Morgan and Hall (1996) 175; Barr.) or on the left

bank of the river Bouraïkos near Ag. Stephanos (Rizakis

(1995) 209–10). The toponym is Βο%ρα, ! (Aesch. fr. 745a,

Mette; Hdt. 1.145; Polyb. 2.41.8). The city-ethnic is usually

Βο�ριος (Polyb. 2.41.13; SEG 1 74 (229/8), 12 1122 (C3)),

though Βουρα5ος (Tzetz. Chil. 37.179 (rC4s)) and Βουρε�ς

(Paus. 7.25.8–9 (r373)) are also found.
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Classified by Hdt 1.145 as a meros, it is called a polis in the

urban sense by Theophr. Phys. op. 12.122 (r373), and retro-

spective evidence is furnished by Polyb. 2.41.7–8 (rC4), who

uses polis in the political sense and attests to its membership

of the Achaian Confederacy in the time prior to Philip II and

Alexander, and by Diod. 15.48.3 (r373), who uses the term in

its urban sense. The external collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested at Paus.7.25.8–9 (r373); the external individual use

is found at Tzetz. Chil. 37.179 (rC4s).

Boura was affected severely by the earthquake of 373

which destroyed Helike (no. 235) (Paus. 7.25.8–9), and is

absent from the list of Achaian poleis in Ps.-Skylax 42 (C4f).

Pausanias’ comment (7.25.8–9) that Boura was swiftly

refounded by inhabitants who had been away on military

service during the earthquake may find some confirmation

in the archaeological record from Kastro (if, indeed, Kastro

is to be identified with ancient Boura; see supra) which

appears to indicate virtual continuity from the late

Archaic/early Classical period through until Roman times

(Lauffer (1989) 160; Rizakis (1995) 209–12; Morgan and Hall

(1996) 175). If so, then Ovid’s assertion (Met. 15.293–95) that

a city named Buris was under water by his own day is either

mistaken or indicates that Buris should not be identified

with Boura. That Boura was a polis after its refoundation is

virtually certain, since in C3 the collective city-ethnic is used

internally (SEG 1 1122), while the external use of the city-

ethnic for an individual is also attested (SEG 1 74 (229/8)); cf.

also Tzetz. Chil. 37.179 (rC4s). Similarly, in C3m a citizen of

Boura named Archedamos was granted proxenia by

Thermon (IG ix 1.1² 12e); cf. also Polyb. 2.41.7–8. That Boura

was a polis prior to its destruction is impossible to prove,

although it is highly likely.

There is no explicit testimony that Boura engaged in any

colonial ventures to South Italy, though this is sometimes

assumed on the basis of the homonymy between the river

Sybaris in Sybarite territory and the Sybaris spring near

Boura (Dunbabin (1948) 24; Bérard (1957) 141; Koerner

(1974) 464; Giangiulio (1989) 166–67).

234. Dyme (Dymaios) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 21.35. Size

of territory:? Type: [A]. Paus. 7.17.5 locates Dyme near the

river Larisos, marking the border between Achaia and Elis,

which has led to its being associated with modern Kato

Achaia (Rizakis (1995) 156; Barr.). The toponym is normally

∆�µη,! (Hdt 1.145; Thuc. 2.84.5; Ephor. fr. 84; Ps.-Skylax 42),

though ∆�µα (IdiCos ED 232.14 (C2)), ∆�µαι (Plut. Cleom.

14.4) and ∆υµα5αι (Etym. Magn. 291.12–16) are also attested.

The city-ethnic is ∆υµα5ος (Ephor. fr. 84; SEG 14 375 (C4l)).

Hdt. 1.145 lists it among the original twelve mere of

Achaia, but the only Classical source to call it a polis in the

urban sense is Ps.-Skylax 42, where it is listed as the seventh

toponym after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε; Polyb. 2.41.7–8

(rC4) calls it a polis in the political sense, and attests to its

membership of the Achaian Confederacy prior to the time

of Philip II and Alexander (cf. SEG 14 375 (C4l)). The inter-

nal collective use of the city-ethnic is found abbreviated on

C4m coins (infra); the external collective use is found in

Ephor. fr. 84; the external individual use is found in

Theopomp. fr. 194 and probably in SEG 14 375 (C4l).

Strabo says that Dyme was synoecised from eight demoi

(8.3.2; Moggi, Sin. 121–25), and there are other indications in

generally late sources that the toponym was adopted rela-

tively late. Thus Paus. 7.17.5 says that Dyme’s original name

was Paleia, while Steph. Byz. (s.v. ∆�µη) say that its original

name was Stratos; Strabo 8.7.5 compromises by hypothesis-

ing that Dyme was originally called Paleia and then Stratos.²

It is possible that Paleia and Stratos were the names of two of

the demoi that were synoecised, along with the πολ�χνη of

Teuthea (Strabo 8.3.11; Morgan and Hall (1996) 186–87).

Determining the date of this synoecism is not easy: the

toponym Paleia is attested as the πατρ�ςof an athlete named

Oibotas on the base of a dedication referring to an Olympic

victory in 756 but erected in 460 (Paus. 7.17.7, cf. 6.3.8;

Olympionikai 6), though the name of Dyme appears to be

familiar already to Hecat. fr. 121 (c.500). Koerner (1974) 469

argues that Dyme must have been synoecised prior to 496,

the year in which Pataikos of Dyme won the trotting race at

Olympia (Paus. 5.9.1; Olympionikai 171), though Pausanias

does not attach the city-ethnic to Pataikos’ name but merely

says that he was an Achaian from Dyme. Demand (1990)

61–64 suggests that the synoecism that Strabo imagines

must have involved the incorporation of Olenos (no. 238)—

an event that would have to postdate Hdt. 1.145. On the other

hand, the city-ethnic, which is certainly used on coinage

dating to C4m (infra), is already attached to Oibotas’ name

on the retrospective victory dedication mentioned above.

This should indicate that Dyme was a synoecised polis by

460. At this point, the demoi may have been reorganised

within the three phylai of Stratis (or Spatis), Dymaia and

Thesmiaia, which are attested in C3 (Syll.³ 531, with Jones,

POAG 130–32). By C3, an eponymous magistrate named the

theokolos is attested (Sherk (1990) 258), though there is no

way of determining the antiquity of this office.

² The phrase κα� �τι πρ#τερον Π�λ[ι]εια, Iτι >ρ’ .ν�)κησαν <.ν> το5ς
Παλ<ε>ει)ταις does not appear in all manuscripts. It is included in the Budé
edition but omitted from the Loeb.
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A late tradition told of a war between Dyme and Elis (no.

251) in 668 (Euseb.Chron. 1.28; Philostr.Gymn.7), though this

provides no explicit indications of Dyme’s status in the

Archaic period. In 367, it was “liberated” along with

Naupaktos (no. 165) and Kalydon (no. 148) by Epameinondas

of Thebes (Diod. 15.75.2).

According to Steph. Byz. (s.v. ∆�µη), the original name

of the chora was ∆�µη, while for Polyb. 2.51.3 and Paus.

7.17.3 it was ∆υµα�α. The chora included the polichne of

Teuthea (Strabo 8.3.11) and the phrourion of Teichos

(Polyb. 4.59.4). The archaeological evidence suggests a dis-

persed settlement pattern until well into the Classical peri-

od (Morgan and Hall (1996) 189), with the foundations of a

small Archaic temple being found at Santameri, in the

south of the territory of Dyme (ArchDelt 22 B (1967) 216),

and Classical elements—possibly to be associated with the

temple of Athena Larisaia (Paus. 7.17)—being found to the

south-west, at Katarchia. An urban centre is attested c.400

by Antimachos of Kolophon (apud Steph. Byz. s.v. ∆�µη),

who refers to ∆�µιον >στυ, though archaeological evi-

dence suggests the existence of settlement in the area of the

later centre already from the Archaic period (Morgan and

Hall (1996) 187).

In 496, Pataikos of Dyme won the trotting race at

Olympia (Olympionikai 171). On Oibotas of Paleia, see supra

473–74.

Dyme minted in both silver (obols) and bronze by C4m;

the standard employed was the Aiginetan.Types: obv. female

head. Legend: ∆Υ. Rev. amphora or broad fish. Legend:

∆ΥΜΑ (Head, HN² 414; SNG Cop. Phliasia-Laconia

143–46).

235. Helike (Helikeus) Map 58. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.10. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. Paus. 7.24.5 locates Helike 40

stades from Aigion (no. 231), while Strabo 8.7.2 (following

Herakleides) places it 12 stades from the sea. This should put

it between the rivers Selinous and Kerynitis (Morgan and

Hall (1996) 175; Barr.). The city, which was overwhelmed by

a tidal wave occasioned by an earthquake in 373 (Diod.

15.48.1–49.4; Polyb. 2.41.7; Strabo 8.7.2; Paus. 7.24.6; Ael. NA

11.19), was normally supposed to lie under water (cf. Ov.

Met. 15.293–95), but sonar investigation suggests that it may

actually lie inland under massive sedimentary deposits in

the vicinity of Nea Keryneia (Petropoulos (1983); cf. Ptol.

Geog. 3.14.36, who lists Helike among the inland cities of

Achaia). However, Rizakis (1995) 203–4 finds all candidates

for ancient Helike unconvincing. The toponym is usually

‘Ελ�κη, ! (Hom. Il. 2.575; SEG 36 718 (C5e); Hdt. 1.145) or

‘Ελ�κα (Syll.³ 90.12), though Theophr. Phys. Op. 12.122 cites

a verse which gives the toponym as ‘Ελ�κεια. The city-

ethnic is ‘Ελικε�ς (Diod. 15.49.3).

Helike is called a polis in the urban sense in Heraclid.

Pont. fr. 46a (r373) and Theophr. Phys. op. 12.122 (r373), but is

absent from Ps.-Skylax’s list of Achaian poleis (42), which

may suggest that this chapter was composed after 373.

Retrospective evidence is provided by Polyb. 2.41.7 (rC4),

who calls it a polis in the political sense, and by Diod. 15.48.3

(r373), who describes it as a polis in the urban sense. The

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is probably found

(abbreviated) on C4 coins (infra), and the external collective

use is found in Diod. 15.49.3 (r ante 373). A citizen of Helike

served as Delphic theorodokos in C5l (Syll.³ 90.12).According

to Polyb. 2.41.6–7 (rC4), Helike had been a member of the

Achaian Confederacy.

The early physical existence of Helike is attested in Hom.

Il. 2.575 and in a C5e inscription (SEG 36 718; see also Soter

and Katsonopoulou (1999)). Archaeological investigations

have revealed the foundations of two small temples, one

Archaic, the other Classical, at Nea Keryneia, which may

possibly be associated with the acropolis of ancient Helike

(Petropoulos (1990)). The most important sanctuary at

Helike was, however, that of Poseidon Helikonios (Hom. Il.

8.203; Diod. 15.49.2–3; Strabo 8.7.2; Paus. 7.24.5–6), and it is

quite likely that this sanctuary acted as a common place of

union for the Achaians prior to the destruction of

Helike, when that function was assumed by the sanctuary

of Zeus Homarios near Aigion (Morgan and Hall (1996)

195–96, contra Aymard (1938) 286–87, 293; Walbank

(2000)).

According to Strabo 6.1.13, Is of Helike was the founder of

Sybaris (no. 70) in South Italy. The reading (ο2κιστ�ς δ’

α(τ8ς Ο2σ<. . . W> ‘Ελικε�ς) is, however, unsure, and

Bérard (1957) 141 n. 2 proposed either <Σ�βαρ>ις or

<Σ�γαρ>ις.

A series of bronze coins, dating to C4f, depicts obv. head

of Poseidon. Legend: ΕΛΙΚ (retr.). Rev. trident between

dolphins in wreath (Head, HN² 414).

236. Keryneia (Keryneus) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 22.10.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. Paus. 7.25.5 situates Keryneia

above the road in an elevated position, and it is almost cer-

tainly to be located just south of the modern village of

Mamousia, near Derveni (Rizakis (1995) 206; Barr.). The

toponym is Κερ�νεια, ! (Paus. 7.25.5); epichoric form:

Καρ�νεια (Polyb. 2.41.8). However, Κερυν�α (Ael. VH 13.6)

and Καρυν�α (schol. Soph. OC 42) are also attested. The 
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epichoric city-ethnic is Καρυνε�ς (SEG 15 113.34 (C3l), 254

(C2s); Polyb. 2.41.14 (rC4s)). Καρυννε�ς is also attested

(I.Magnesia 38 (C2l)).

Keryneia is not described as a polis in any Archaic or

Classical source, but Polyb. 2.41.7–8 states that it was one of

the poleis (in a political sense) that formed the Achaian

Confederacy prior to the time of Philip II and Alexander. It

was certainly a polis by C3, when it began to strike Achaian

Confederate coinage (Head, HN² 417; SNG Cop. Phliasia-

Laconia 236–38). Its precise status in earlier times is unsure,

though Paus. 7.25.3–5 describes it as a π#λισµα and describes

how it owed its strength to taking in refugees after the

destruction of Mykenai (no. 353) in C5m (see also Anderson

(1954) 73). Sculptural fragments appear to testify to the exist-

ence of an Archaic temple (ArchDelt 39 B (1984) 99).

237. Leontion (Leontesios) Map 58.Lat.38.00, long.21.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: C. Leontion is probably to be locat-

ed 3 km north of Kastritsi (Lauffer (1989) 380; Barr.). The

toponym is Λε#ντιον (Polyb. 2.41). The city-ethnic is

Λεοντ�σιος (IvO 300 (C2f); SEG 15 254 (C2s)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Leontion a polis, but

Polyb. 2.41.7–8 records it as one of the poleis (in the political

sense) that constituted the Achaian Confederacy in the 

period prior to Philip II and Alexander. The external use of

individual (SEG 26 530 (200); IvO 300 (C2f)) and collective

(SEG 15 254 (120)) city-ethnics suggests strongly that it was a

polis in the political sense by the end of C3, though this dates

to after its refoundation by Antigonos Gonatas (Strabo 8.7.5;

cf. Baladié ad loc.; Lauffer (1989) 380; Rizakis (1995) 308).

The walls date back only as far as the Hellenistic period,

though a theatre appears to belong to C4 (Lauffer (1989)

380; TGR ii. 251). By the Roman period, the territory was

called Λεοντησ�α (Strabo 8.7.5).³

238. Olenos (Olenios) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 21.40. Size

of territory: ? Type: B. Paus. 7.18.1–2 and Strabo 8.7.4 situate

Olenos between Dyme (no. 234) and Patrai (no. 239), and it

is probably to be located west of modern Tsoukaleika

(Rizakis (1995) 159–60; Morgan and Hall (1996) 181; Barr.).

The toponym is ; Ωλενος, !/W (Aesch. fr. 745b, Mette; Hdt

1.145; Polyb. 2.41.7). The city-ethnic is ’Ολ/νιος (IG v.1 1

(C5s)), ’Ωλ/νιος (SEG 14 375.10 (C4l)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Olenos a polis, but

Polyb. 2.41.7 (rC4) calls it a polis in the political sense and

attests to its membership of the Achaian Confederacy in the

time prior to Philip II and Alexander (cf. SEG 14 375 (C4l)).

Furthermore, a citizen of Olenos who made contributions

to Sparta (no. 345) in the middle phase of the Peloponnesian

War is described as ?χαι�ς ’Ολ/νιος (IG v.1 1; cf. IG ii² 62.6

where the restoration τ�ν ’Ωλ[/νιον] produces a pre-378

honorary decree for an Olenian) and this, together with the

external application of the individual city-ethnic in a C4l

inscription (SEG 14 375.10), ought to suggest that Olenos

was a Classical polis in the political sense. The external col-

lective use of the ethnic is found in Aesch. fr. 745c, Mette,

and—referring to exiles—Ael. NA 5.29 (citing Theophr. fr.

109). Olenos is called a π#λισµα by the C3e poet

Hermesianax (Paus. 7.18.1).

Olenos was abandoned due to “weakness” (Paus. 7.18.1),

and its inhabitants were incorporated within Dyme (no.

234) (Strabo 8.7.1). Demand (1990) 61–64 argues that this

must have taken place after the time at which Herodotos was

writing, though Strabo 8.7.1 seems to imply that Olenos still

existed by 280; it had certainly been abandoned by C2

(Polyb. 2.41.7). The territory (called ; Ωλενος γ8 by Soph. fr.

300, Radt) probably included the settlements of Peirai and

Euryteiai (Paus. 7.18.2).According to an ancient commenta-

tor (schol. vet. Pind. Ol. 1.37a), Pelops is supposed to have

originated from the polis of Olenos.

239. Patrai (Patreus) Map 58. Lat. 38.15, long. 21.45. Size of

territory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is Π�τραι, αH (Thuc.

2.83.3; Ps.-Skylax 42). The city-ethnic is Πατρε�ς (Hdt.

1.145; Thuc. 5.52.2; SEG 14 375 (C4l)), though Πατραιε�ς

appears to be attested in Polyb. 5.30.3, 95.7.

Underlying the modern coastal city of Patras (Barr.),

Patrai is listed by Hdt. 1.145 as one of the original twelve mere

of Achaia and is described as a polis (in the urban sense) by

Ps.-Skylax 42 (C4f), where it is listed as the sixth toponym

after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε. That it was considered to

be a polis in the urban sense during C5l is rendered likely by

Thucydides’ notice (5.52.2) that in 419 the citizens of Patrai

were persuaded by Alkibiades to extend their walls down to

the sea; traces of these long walls have recently been found

(ArchDelt 52 (1997) Chron. 273–75). Polyb. 2.41.7–8 (rC4)

calls it a polis in the political sense, and attests to its mem-

bership of the Achaian Confederacy prior to the time of

Philip II and Alexander (cf. SEG 14 375.9 (C4l)). The external

collective use of the city-ethnic is found in Hdt. 1.145 and

Thuc.5.52.2, the external individual use in SEG 14 375.9 (C4l)

and Paus. 6.4.6 (rC4s).

According to tradition, Patrai was originally formed by

the synoecism of Aroe,Antheia and Mesatis (Paus. 7.18.2–6),

³ The phrase ‘Η δ* Τριτα�α τ8ς Φαραϊκ8ς .φ�πτεται κα<�
Λ>εοντησ�ας κα� Λασιων�ας does not appear in all manuscripts. It is includ-
ed in the Budé edition but omitted from the Loeb.
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three communities which shared the common cult of

Artemis Triklaria (Paus. 7.19.1). In 279, Patrai underwent a

dioikismos, and its inhabitants settled in the polismata of

Mesatis, Antheia, Boline, Argyra and Arba as well as Patrai

(Paus. 7.18.6). This suggested to Curtius ((1851) 437, 453) that

these polismata had formerly been demoi, which had earlier

been incorporated through a second process of synoecism.

Moggi, Sin. 89–95 dates this latter synoecism to C6l or C5e,

though it is worth noting that Herodotos’ use in his list of

Achaian mere (1.145) of the plural city-ethnic rather than the

toponym may suggest that a multifocal settlement pattern

still existed in C5m (Nilsson (1951) 22–23). In 429, the

Peloponnesian fleet used Patrai, Panormos and Rhion as

naval bases (Thuc. 2.83.3, 86.1–2, 92.5), and this has suggest-

ed to Larsen (1953) 802–3 that Patrai was by this time part of

the Peloponnesian League.

The territory was called Πατραϊκ� (Theophr. Hist. pl.

9.15.8, 20.2) and included the naval station of Panormos—

modern Golimi—(Thuc. 2.86.1, 4, cf. 2.92.1) together with

the settlements which were later to be resettled after dioik-

ismos.

In C4m, Cheilon of Patrai won a string of wrestling victo-

ries at the Isthmian, Nemean, Olympic (Olympionikai 461,

465) and Pythian Games (Paus 6.4.6–7).

240. Pellene (Pelleneus) Map 58. Lat. 38.05, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: 3 or 4. Type: A. The Attic–Ionic form of the

toponym is regularly Πελλ�νη,! (Hom. Il. 2.574; Hdt. 1.145;

Xen. Hell. 7.2.18; Ps.-Skylax 42); the epichoric form is

Πελ(λ)�να (SEG 11 1272 (C6); IG iv 510 (C6l); Pind. Ol.

9.98), though Πελλ�να is also attested (Steph. Byz. 515.12).

The city-ethnic is Πελληνε�ς in Attic–Ionic (Thuc.2.9.2; IG

ii² 1388A.34 (398/7)) and Πελλανε�ς in the epichoric dialect

(SEG 3 83 (365–335); IG ii² 220 (344/3)); later sources retro-

spectively use Πελληνα5ος (Cic. ad Att. ii 2; Plut. Mor.

399B). Πελλπ�νιος is also attested (Lycoph. Alex. 922).

Almost certainly to be located on the Tserkova hill near

the modern village of Pellini (Rizakis (1995) 225; Barr.),

Pellene is the best-documented polis of Achaia. It is called a

polis in the urban sense by Xen.Hell.7.4.18 and Ps.-Skylax 42,

where it is listed as the first toponym after the heading

π#λεις . . . α_δε, and in the political sense by Thuc. 8.3.2 and

Xen. Hell. 6.5.29. In an honorific decree for some Pellenian

presbeis passed by the Athenians in C4m (IG ii² 220), [!

π#λις τ+ν Π]ελλα[ν/ων] is restored in 15–16. Polyb.

2.41.7–8 attests to its membership of the Achaian

Confederacy in the time prior to Philip II and Alexander.

There was a Πελλην/ων πολιτε�α among the 158 constitu-

tions collected by Aristotle (frr. 583–84), and Dikaiarchos (fr.

69,Wehrli) wrote a similar work (Cic.ad Att. ii 2).Polites and

demos are found in [Dem.] 17.10.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found

(abbreviated) on C4s coins (infra); the external collective use

is attested in Thuc. 2.9.2, 8.3.2; Xen. Hell. 6.5.29; and IG ii²

220.8 (344/3). The external individual use is attested in Xen.

Hell. 3.2.11 and IG ii² 1388A.34 (398/7) and SEG 3 83 (365–335).

The fact that a homonymous kome of Pellene existed

between Pellene and Aigion (no. 231) (Strabo 8.7.5) may sug-

gest that the polis of Pellene was the result of a series of syn-

oecisms to which one of its constitutents gave its name

(Koerner (1974) 468; Morgan and Hall (1996) 171). Other

possible participants in this synoecism are Mysaion (Paus.

7.27.9), Kyros (Paus. 7.27.11), the harbour of Aristonautai

(Paus. 7.26.14, cf. 2.12.2), Poseidion—which is explicitly

called a δ8µος (Paus. 7.27.8)—and Olouros, which Xen.

Hell. 7.4.17 describes as being besieged by the Pelleneis after

its capture by the Arkadians (thus implying some form of

urban settlement).

According to tradition, Pellene was exposed to andra-

podismos and destroyed by Sikyon (no. 228) in C6e, but

refounded shortly afterwards (Zenob. 1.57, citing

Anaxandridas (FGrHist 404) fr. 1; P Oxy. 1241.iii.2–12, citing

Aristotle (not in Gigon), 1365.28–45). This is not definitive

proof of Pellene’s status as a polis in the Archaic period (con-

tra Koerner (1974) 469),and it may be that the settlement that

was destroyed was the kome of Pellene (Haussoullier (1917)

165–66). At the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War in 431,

Pellene was the first Achaian city to join the Peloponnesian

League (Thuc. 2.9.2–3; cf. Ar. Lys. 996); it was still allied with

Sparta (no. 345) shortly after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell.

7.2.2); action by its naval forces is attested at the battle of

Abydos in 411 (Thuc. 8.106.3; Diod. 13.40.5; cf. Thuc. 2.9.3,

8.3.2, attesting to naval forces); infantry forces are attested at

Thuc. 5.60.3, at the battle of the Nemea in 395 (Xen. Hell.

4.2.20), at Oneion in 369 (Xen. Hell. 7.1.15–16) and at

Lechaion in 369 (Paus.9.15.4). In 367, following the expulsion

of oligarchs from the poleis of Achaia, Pellene allied herself

with Thebes (no. 221) (Xen. Hell. 7.2.11), though the oligarchs

swiftly resumed power and forged new alliances with both

Sparta and Elis (no. 251) (Xen. Hell. 7.4.16–18). In the 330s, the

Makedonians installed the tyrant Chairon ([Dem.] 17.10;

Paus. 7.27.7; Ath. 509B) and Pellene was the only Achaian city

not to join King Agis’ anti-Makedonian league (Aeschin.

3.165; Curt. 6.1). By and large, the constitution of Pellene was

normally oligarchic, and according to Harp. s.v. Μαστ8ρες,

the Aristotelian Πελλην/ων πολιτε�α attested the existence
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of magistrates named mastroi (fr. 583). A period of democra-

cy is implied by [Dem.] 17.10.

C4 sees a number of citizens of Pellene appointed to

diplomatic offices: apart from the hospitality afforded to

presbeis of Pellene by Athens (IG ii² 220 (344/3)), a similar

invitation to dine in the Athenian prytaneion is proffered to

Andrion, son of Pausanias (SEG 3 83 (365–335)); Xen. Hell.

7.2.16 refers to a proxenos of the Phliasians (no. 355); in

340/39, Ekephylos, son of Charmides, was granted proxenia,

politeia, promanteia and prodikia by Delphi (no. 177) (BCH

23 (1899) 349); and shortly after 338, Oikles was granted

proxenia by the Boiotians (SEG 25 553).

Pellene’s renown in the Panhellenic athletic circuit dates

back as far as 542, when Phanas won victories in the stade,

the diaulos and the hoplitodromos at the Olympic Games

(Euseb. Chron. 1.67; Olympionikai 142–44). Sostratos won a

victory in the boys’ foot-race at Olympia in 460 (Paus. 6.8.1;

Olympionikai 263), Promachos won the Olympic pankra-

tion in 404 (Paus. 7.27.5; Olympionikai 355) and in the third

quarter of C4 the tyrant Chairon won two wrestling victo-

ries at Isthmia and four at Olympia (Paus. 7.27.5;

Olympionikai 432, 437, 443, 447).A victory in boys’boxing by

Philip, described as ?ζ3ν .κ Πελλ�νας, is recorded by

Paus. 6.8.5 and dated to 436 in Olympionikai 319 (see Nielsen

and Roy (1998) 36–39). Pellene even hosted her own prize

games, known variously as the Heraia (schol. Ar. Av. 1421),

the Hermaia (schol. Ar. Av. 1421; schol. Pind. Ol. 9.116c) or

the Theoxenia (Paus 7.27.4; schol. Pind. Ol. 7.156a). The

games are already attested by C6l (IG iv 510; Anth. Pal. 13.19;

cf. Bacchyl. 9.33, Jebb).

A cult to (Zeus) Mellichios is known in C6 (SEG 11 1272),

but Apollo’s importance at Pellene is suggested by the 

depiction of his head on silver and bronze coins dating to

the period 370–322 (Head, HN² 415).

Pellene struck coins in both silver (triobols) and bronze

in C4s: obv. head of Apollo or a lyre; rev. tripod or ram’s head

in a wreath. Legend: ΠΕ or ΠΕΛ (Head, HN² 415–16; SNG

Cop. Phliasia-Laconia 209–23).

241. Pharai (Pharaieus) Map 58. Lat. 38.05, long. 21.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. Paus. 7.22.1 situates Pharai near

the river Peiros, and it is probably to be located at the mod-

ern village of Prevedos on the left bank of the river (Rizakis

(1995) 186; Barr.). The toponym is regularly Φαρα� (Polyb.

2.41.8), though Φ�ρα, ! is attested in a C4 inscription (IG

xii.8 637). The city-ethnic is normally Φαραιε�ς (SEG 1 74

(C3s); IG v.2 392 (C4–C3); Polyb. 2.41.12); the Ionic form is

Φαρε�ς (Hdt. 1.145).

Designated by Hdt. 1.145 as one of the original twelve mere

of Achaia, Pharai is absent from Ps.-Skylax’s list of Achaian

poleis (42), though in this case the negative evidence should

not be overstressed, since we would not expect to find an

inland settlement recorded in a treatise composed as a

periplous (Morgan and Hall (1996) 167). Polyb. 2.41.7–8 states

that Pharai was one of the Achaian poleis (in the political

sense) that constituted the Achaian Confederacy prior to the

time of Philip II and Alexander. The external collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in Hdt. 1.145 and Polyb. 2.41.12 (r280);

the external individual use is found in IG v.2 392 (C4–C3).

A man of Φ�ρα is recorded in a C5l inscription listing

Delphic theorodokoi (Syll.³ 90.3), and if this is a reference to

a citizen of Achaian Pharai, then it might indicate polis sta-

tus before 400. It is possible, however, that the reference is to

Arkadian Phara (no. 290).A citizen of Pharai was appointed

proxenos and theorodokos by Arkadian Lousoi (no. 279) in

C4–C3 (IG v.2 392). The territory was called Φαραϊκ�

(Strabo 8.7.5; cf. Baladié ad loc.

242. Phelloe Map 58. Lat. 38.05, long. 22.25. Size of territ-

ory: 1 or 2. Type: B. Paus. 7.26.10 locates Phelloe on the

mountain road from Aigeira (no. 230), and it may possibly

be situated at Zachali/Seliana (Morgan and Hall (1996) 174;

Barr.). The toponym is Φελλ#α (-η),! (BCH 70 (1946) 39B;

Paus. 7.26.10).

Paus. 7.26.10 calls Phelloe a π#λισµα and claims that it

had been settled ever since the Ionian occupation of Achaia.

A C4m decree granting Delphic proxenia to an ?χαι�ς .κ

Φελλ#ας (BCH 70 (1946) 39B) indicates that Phelloe was a

polis in the political sense by C4. If an eponymous mythical

hero named Phellos,mentioned in Hes. fr. 167 (MW), is to be

associated with Achaian Phelloe (see West (1985) 91), this

might suggest the existence of a political community in the

Archaic period. Certainly, surface exploration and limited

excavation in the area have revealed settlement evidence and

burials dating from C8s and continuing into the Archaic and

Classical periods (Alzinger (1986) 319–26; Morgan and Hall

(1996) 174).

243. Rhypes (Rhyps) Map 58. Lat. 38.15, long. 22.00. Size

of territory: ? Type: [A]. Paus. 7.23.4 situates Rhypes a little

above the Aigion–Patrai road, some 30 stades from Aigion

(no. 231). The identification is not certain, but it is often

located on the Trapeza hill, 7 km west of Aigion (Rizakis

(1995) 193; Morgan and Hall (1996) 179; Barr.). The toponym

is ‘Ρ�πες (Ps.-Skylax 42), ‘Ρ�παι (Strabo 8.7.5; Paus. 7.18.7)

or ‘Ρ�πη (Diod. 8.17.1). Steph. Byz. 548.4 also attests

‘Ρυπα�η. The city-ethnic is ‘Ρ�ψ (SGDI 1644 (C6); Hdt.
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1.145; SEG 14 375 (C4l)). Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 163 has

Xρυπες, presumably for the ethnic.

Rhypes is one of the original twelve mere of Achaia (Hdt

1.145) and is cited as a polis in the urban sense in Ps.-Skylax

42, where it is listed as the fifth toponym after the heading

π#λεις . . . α_δε. That status may possibly be retrojected,

however, since according to Phot. Lex. p. 492.10, Aischylos

(fr. 394, Nauck) had described Rhypes as a π#λις τ+ν

’Ωλεν�ων ?χαι+ν. An even earlier attestation of what

appears to be the external individual city-ethnic ‘Ρυπ(#)[ς]

in an Archaic inscription (SGDI 1644) may just possibly

indicate that Rhypes was a polis in the political sense during

C6. In C4l, the external application of the individual city-

ethnic is attested in SEG 14 375. The external collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in Hdt. 1.145 (cf. Pherecydes

(FGrHist 3) fr. 163). C4l membership of the Achaian

Confederacy is suggested by SEG 14 375.8.

Anderson (1954) 73 suggests that Rhypes was abandoned in

C4, though this does not accord with the archaeological evi-

dence (Rizakis (1995) 193–94; Morgan and Hall (1996) 216 n.

19; Vordos (forthcoming)), and it would appear that it per-

sisted until its destruction by Augustus, when its territory was

distributed between Aigion (no. 231) and Pharai (no. 241)

(Strabo 8.7.5),as well as Patrai (no.239) (Paus.7.18.7).The ter-

ritory of Rhypes is designated variously (.ν τ=8 ‘Ρυπικ=8

(Thuc. 7.34.1); τ�ν δ* χ)ραν ‘Ρυπ�δα (Strabo 8.7.5)), and

seems to have included Erineos, in the vicinity of the modern

Lambiri (Thuc. 7.34.1), and Leuktron (Strabo 8.7.5).

Kroton (no. 56) in South Italy was reputedly founded by

Myskellos of Rhypes (Antiochos (FGrHist 555) fr. 10; Hippys of

Rhegion (FGrHist 554) fr. 1; Ps.-Skymnos 325; Diod. 8.17; Dion.

Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.59.3; Strabo 6.1.12, 8.7.5; Solin. 2.10; Zenob.

3.42). However, Paus. 3.3.1 attributes Kroton’s foundation to

the Spartans (no. 345) (see further Giannelli (1963) 148–51;

Koerner (1974) 463; Malkin (1987) 44–46, (1994) 62–64;

Leschhorn (1984) 30; Giangiulio (1989) 136–39, 183–84).

244. Tritaia (Tritaieus) Map 58.Lat.37.55, long.21.40. Size

of territory: ? Type: B. Paus. 7.22.6, 10 describes Tritaia as an

inland city 120 stades from Pharai (no. 241), and it should

probably be located on the Voundoukla plateau near the

modern village of Hagia Marina (Rizakis (1995) 189; Barr.).

The toponym is Τριτα�α (Polyb. 2.41.8; Strabo 8.3.10),

though Τρ�τεια is also attested (Paus. 6.12.9, 7.22.6). The

city-ethnic is Τριταιε�ς (Hdt. 1.145; SEG 1 74 (C3s); Polyb.

2.41.12).

Tritaia is described as one of the original twelve mere of

Achaia by Hdt 1.145. It is absent from Ps.-Skylax’s list (42),

though—as in the case of Pharai (no. 241)—negative evid-

ence is not conclusive, since one would normally not expect

to find an inland polis listed in a treatise composed as a

periplous (Morgan and Hall (1996) 167). Polyb. 2.41.7–8 (rC4)

calls it a polis in the political sense, and attests its member-

ship of the Achaian Confederacy in the period prior to Philip

II and Alexander. The external collective use of the city-eth-

nic appears in Hdt. 1.145 and Polyb. 2.41.12. In C3, the city-

ethnic is used externally and individually (SEG 1 74; IG v.2

368.77ff (ante 280)). Citizens of Tritaia are listed as proxenoi

of Arkadian Kleitor (no. 276) in IG v.2 368.77ff (ante 280).

Cicero (ad Att. 6.2.2) implies that Tritaia was attached to

Arkadia after the foundation of Megalopolis (no. 282), but

this is contradicted by Paus. 6.12.8–9, who appears to attest

Tritaia’s independence in C2m (cf. Nielsen and Roy (1998)

38). Tritaia was eventually annexed by Augustus, and its ter-

ritory assigned to Patrai (Paus. 7.22.6). An eponymous

damiorgos is attested in C3 (Sherk (1990) 258–59).
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I. The Region

The region of Elis was bordered by Achaia to the north and

north-east, by Arkadia to the east and south-east, and by

Messenia to the south. The boundaries changed with time,

especially that with Arkadia (Roy (2000)). The Eleians’ origi-

nal home appears to have been in the valley of the river

Peneios in κο�λη zΗλις (a name first found in Thuc. 2.25.3).

In Homer they are usually called ’Επειο� (e.g. Il. 4.537), but

also ’Ηλε5οι (Il. 11.671); their home was z Ηλις (Il. 2.615, etc.).

From their homeland they eventually expanded their power

over the entire area later known as Elis (or Eleia, e.g. Thuc.

5.34.1), incorporating some territory directly into the Eleian

state while imposing perioikic status on other communities.

Early Eleian expansion, and in particular the struggle

with Pisa for control of Olympia, is obscure (RE v. 2373–91,

xx. 1747–53). Surviving accounts are distorted by a desire to

identify people and places mentioned by Homer (see espe-

cially the material from Apollodoros in Strabo book 8), and

by the influence of later political interests (see Sordi (1994);

Ulf (1997); Bilik (1998–99); and Nafissi (2001) on the histor-

iography of Olympia and Elis).By C6,however,Elis (no. 251)

dominated Pisa, and with it Olympia, and probably also

Akroreia to the east and some territory south of the river

Alpheios, and in C5 Elis extended its power to the Messenian

border. Pisatis was incorporated directly into the Eleian

state proper, as was territory down the coast at least as far as

the harbour Pheia, while other areas (Akroreia, Lasion (no.

256) on the Arkadian border, Letrinoi (no. 258), Marganeis

(no. 259) and Amphidolia (no. 247) near Pisatis, and all

Triphylia) became perioikic (Roy (1997), (1999)). Elis then

lost all perioikic territory after a war with Sparta c.400, but

made considerable efforts—with varying success—to win it

back. A notable, but brief, set-back was the breakaway of

Pisa as an independent state from 365 until c.362. Elis ulti-

mately achieved lasting control of the entire area, probably

in 146 (Roy (1999); RE v. 2391–2416). The region of Elis from

C6 onwards can therefore be divided into two categories:

(1) the territory of the Eleian state proper, all north of the

river Alpheios, and including Pisatis except during its

brief independence, 365–c.362; and

(2) the remaining territory, which was perioikic when

under Eleian control, and otherwise independent or

associated with states other than Elis.

The second category includes Triphylia, but in this Invent-

ory the communities of Triphylia are treated in a separate

chapter by Nielsen (540–46). The present chapter therefore

deals with the Eleian state proper and with other Eleian ter-

ritory north of the Alpheios. The total area of Eleian and

perioikic territory north of the Alpheios was 2,120 km²

according to Yalouris (1972a) 96.

There was considerable settlement within the region of

Elis as a whole. Yalouris reported (PECS 299–300, in 1976)

that 120 settlements have been found by excavation, and a

further 160 by surface finds, adding that these settlements

range from Paleolithic to Byzantine, and must mainly be

small villages, hamlets and isolated farms. Cf. Yalouris

(1972a), with the same figures, and also the statement that

forty-nine towns—not identified—are recorded in the area

by literary sources, twenty-seven north of the river Alpheios

and twenty-two south of it; and see also Roy (1999).

Few known urban sites north of the river Alpheios have

benefited from intensive archaeological investigation: apart

from the town of Elis, Pylos (no. 263) has been thoroughly

excavated (and Olympia, not a town), and Kyllene (no. 254)

and Pheia have been examined. There remain, however, sites

with archaeological material which may have been urban

settlements but need further exploration, particularly at

Elaionas (formerly Malapasi) (Sperling (1942) 83 no. 22);

Goumero (Bon (1946) 29–30): Korifi (formerly

Koukouvitsa) (Sperling (1942) 82 no. 13); and Vartholomio

I wish to thank the British Academy, the Fondation Hardt and the University of
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chapter. I am grateful to Dr. S. Minon for permission to cite her unpublished
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(ArchDelt 44 (1989) B.1.104–5). It is also the case that north of

the river Alpheios very few ancient towns known from liter-

ary or epigraphical evidence have been precisely located:

Elis,Pheia,Kyllene and Lasion have been identified with cer-

tainty, and Pylos very plausibly, while sites have been sug-

gested for other communities (e.g. Gartsiko for Opous (no.

261)) but lack proof, and yet other ancient settlements can

be located only approximately, or not at all.

Besides towns, Classical Elis had many villages and 

scattered farmsteads. Polyb. 4.73.5–9 described considerable

settlement in C3l in villages, places of refuge and open coun-

tryside, which offered protection against attack, and clearly

believed that this pattern of settlement was old. Much evid-

ence for settlements in Classical Elis comes, however, from

sources even later than Polybios, notably Strabo and

Pausanias, and even Stephanos of Byzantion. Such evidence

mentions numerous nucleated settlements, but its value

varies.

Concerning the perioikic communities north of the

river Alpheios there is less difficulty. Available evidence

suggests that all such communities were poleis in the

Classical period, and they are described below in the

Inventory of poleis. In addition to evidence on particular

communities, both Xen. Hell. 3.2.23 and Diod. 14.17.5 use

the term polis for the perioikic communities of Elis gener-

ally at the time of the Eleian–Spartan War c.400. Moreover,

the relationship between Elis and the perioikic communi-

ties was structured as a military alliance (symmachia) by

C6l (Siewert (1994a); Ebert and Siewert (1999); Roy (1997)).

The internal structure of the Eleian state is sometimes

described as federal, but the limited evidence for the rela-

tionship between the Eleian state and settlements within

that state’s territory does not show a federal structure.¹

There may have been an amphiktyony of states connected

with Olympia, though there is little evidence for it (Roy

(1997) 296; cf. Taita (1999)): if it existed, it lost importance

by 500 to the hegemonial alliance by which Elis structured

its relations with its perioikoi. As subordinate allies, the

perioikic poleis were enrolled by Elis in Elis’ alliance of 420

with Athens (no. 361), Argos (no. 347) and Mantinea (no.

281) (Thuc. 5.47.8–9), and while of perioikic status they

presumably contributed to the Peloponnesian League dur-

ing Elis’ own membership, though no such effort is direct-

ly recorded for perioikoi north of the river Alpheios (as it is

implicitly for Lepreon (no. 306) in Triphylia, Thuc.

5.31.2–3). The perioikic communities in question are

Letrinoi (no. 258), Marganeis (no. 259) and Amphidolia

(no. 247), all fairly near Olympia; the four poleis of

Akroreia (Alion (no. 246), Eupagion (no. 252), Opous (no.

261) and Thraistos (no. 264)), and Lasion (no. 256) east of

Akroreia. (Both Xen. Hell. 3.2.30, 4.2.16, and Diod. 14.17.8

distinguish Lasion from Akroreia.) The four Akroreian

communities (on which see Siewert (1987–88)) at least

occasionally acted collectively. Once free from Eleian con-

trol c.400 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30), the Akroreians sent a collec-

tive military contingent to support Sparta (no. 345) in 394

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.16), and may have formed a federal state.

Their collective dedication at Olympia, made jointly with

the Alasyes, may be dated either in C5l, when Akroreia was

perioikic, or during independence in C4e (Siewert

(1987–88) 8 n. 3). The Akroreians were again under Eleian

control by 365, when Arkadia captured all the Akroreian

poleis except Thraistos (no. 264) (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14). The

Akroreians then again formed a state, possibly federal,

since they and Pisa (no. 262) allied with Arkadia (Ringel et

al. (1999)). This Akroreian state is not heard of again after

the battle of Mantinea in 362, and Akroreia presumably

reverted to Eleian control.

Four other communities which are each attested only by a

single epigraphic reference—the Anaitoi (no. 248), the

Metapioi (no. 260), the Chaladrioi (no. 249) and the Ewaoioi

(no. 253)—were evidently poleis. They used the Eleian dialect

and presumably belonged to the region of Elis in the widest

sense, but it is impossible to determine whether they fell

within the Eleian state proper or lay in perioikic territory

(either north or south of the river Alpheios). They are includ-

ed in the Inventory of Eleian poleis (though they may in fact

have been Triphylian).

Within the Eleian state proper there were certainly towns

other than Elis itself, but there is only limited Classical evid-

ence that any of these settlements were considered to be

poleis. Ps.-Skylax 43 calls Kyllene a polis, and for the inhabi-

tants of Eleian Pylos Xenophon uses an ethnic (Hell. 7.4.26),

which may be a sign of polis status (Hansen (1996)): Kyllene

and Pylos are included, as possible cases, in the Inventory of

poleis. There is, however, much later evidence of varying

value. Strabo 8.3.31 reports a tradition that there were eight

poleis in Pisatis: the report is probably taken from

Apollodoros, and is antiquarian rather than contemporary

(RE xx. 1737–39; Roy (2002a)). (No Classical source refers to

any Pisatan community as a polis: cf. in Xen. Hell. 3.2.31 the

¹ Walter (1993) 118–21 considers seriously the possibility that there were sub-
ordinate poleis within the Elean state, and suggests that it may have been federal.
Van Effenterre and Ruzé (1994–95) write without comment about “la
Confédération des Eléens” (e.g. i no. 21). Siewert (1994b) 30 argues against the
suggestion that Elis was a “Stammstaat”.
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term “rustics” (χωρ�τας) referring to the Pisatans.) The

obscure Pisatan community of the Alasyeis (no. 245) is

included in the Inventory because, using its ethnic, it made a

joint dedication at Olympia with the Akroreians in C5l or

C4e (Siewert (1991)). (Pisa itself, because it briefly operated

as an independent state 365–c.362, is also included in the

Inventory.) For Elis apart from Pisatis there is also evidence

of nucleated settlements, sometimes described as poleis.

Paus. 5.16.2–8 states that the Sixteen Women, responsible for

an important cult,were originally chosen from sixteen poleis

which once existed in Elis (Bultrighini (1990) 165–73).

Reports of the synoecism of Elis in 471 mention other settle-

ments, called poleis by Diod. 11.54.1 (cf. Strabo 8.3.2). Ps.-

Skylax 43, after calling Kyllene a polis, speaks of a synoikia of

poleis farther inland in Elis (possibly a reflection of the syn-

oecism). The archaeological evidence on Kyllene, Pheia and

Pylos does not help to determine their formal status

(though in the case of Pylos it does not suggest a highly

developed community). Finally there are scattered post-

Classical reports, often from Stephanos, describing individ-

ual settlements as poleis. This range of evidence raises

problems.

First, there is the difficulty of deciding whether any 

individual subordinate settlement within the Eleian state

proper was considered to be a polis in the Classical period.

(It is unlikely that there would be only one single sub-

ordinate polis within the Eleian state: if any single sub-

ordinate settlement can be shown to have been a polis, that

increases the likelihood that others were too.) The Anaitoi

(no. 248), Metapioi (no. 260), Chaladrioi (no. 249) and

Ewaoioi (no.253) were probably poleis,but may not have lain

within the Eleian state in the narrow sense. Dyspontion (no.

250) and Lenos (no. 257) produced Olympic victors, but are

otherwise little known. Of communities that can be secure-

ly located within the Eleian state proper there is Classical

evidence (however limited) for polis status only for Kyllene

(no. 254), Pylos (no. 263) and the Alasyeis (no. 245). For

other communities there is only later evidence, of varying

value. It is thus possible that there were a number of sub-

ordinate poleis within the Eleian state, but the evidence to

support this view is limited. Since there is, however, no

direct evidence of a federal structure, Elis probably func-

tioned as a unitary state, with internal subdivisions of a kind

normal in a unitary polis (and possibly with dependent

poleis within its territory).

The Inventory below describes twenty certain, probable,

or possible poleis certainly or probably located in Elis as

defined here. The following Archaic and Classical settle-

ments have not been included in the Inventory. They are

grouped in three categories: (1) settlements in Pisatis;² (2)

settlements within the Eleian state proper but not described

as Pisatan;³ and (3) a settlement which might be located any-

where within the region of Elis (including Triphylia).⁴

² Other settlements in Pisatis may have existed in the Classical period, but
evidence is lacking. Kikysion (Κικ�σιον) was the biggest of the eight poleis of
Pisatis (Strabo 8.3.31, 32), but its existence is not attested before the Hellenistic
period. Pharaia/Pheraia (Φαρα�α, Φηρα�α) is mentioned only by Polybios
4.77.5 and Strabo 8.3.32, both identifying a road by it: Strabo puts it in Arkadia,
but his text is corrupt when giving the location, and if it is correctly located at
modern Nemuta (Pritchett (1989) 35–37), it was in territory considered Eleian in
Pausanias’ day (Paus. 8.26.3–4) and could have been part of Pisatis. However, the
existence of Pharaia is not attested before the Hellenistic period, though it is
dated C by the Princeton Classical Atlas.

³ Other settlements are reported in Elis north of the river Alpheios, but their
existence in the A or C periods is not attested. Oinoe (Ο2ν#η, or Βοιν)α) is
known only from Strabo 8.3.5 as a place 120 stades from Elis on the road to Lasion
(MSS emended: a different emendation would put Oinoe on the road to the sea).
A location at ruins near modern Kulogli (officially Oinoe) has been suggested,
but questioned (RE xvii. 2240–44 no. 10): Sperling (1942) 83 n. 14 found no
remains there earlier than Roman. Ancient attempts were made (RE xvii.
2240–44 no. 10) to identify Oinoe with a probably non-existent polis Ephyra (on
which see below) related to Homeric Ephyra. Orthia (’Ορθ�α) was a demos of
Koile Elis, home of Physkoa, who bore Narkaios to Dionysos (Paus. 5.16.6), but is
not otherwise attested. Petra (Π/τρα): Paus. 6.24.5 reports the tomb of the
sophist Pyrrhon (c.360–271) at Petra, near the town of Elis, and says that in
ancient times Petra was a demos, without mentioning other remains: Petra pre-
sumably existed at the time of Pyrrhon’s death, but is not attested earlier.
Phyteion (Φ�τειον) was referred to in C3 by Istros (FGrHist 334) fr. 40, but is not
attested earlier: Steph. Byz. 675.17–19 calls it a polis of Koile Elis, with ethnic.
Pyrgus is mentioned only by Livy 27.32.7 (r209) as a castellum not far from the
town of Elis, apparently capable of sheltering 4,000 people and 20,000 animals
(which must be exaggerated, but suggests a settlement larger than a simple fort).
It is not identical with Pyrgos or Pyrgoi in Triphylia (Pritchett (1989) 73), and,
though some MSS have Phyrcum vel sim. for the name, it is most unlikely to be
identical with Phyrkon near Lepreon mentioned by Thuc. 5.49.1. Thalamai
(Θαλ�µαι) was a C locality in Koile Elis: a location near Mt. Skollis has been
suggested (KlPauly v. 642 no. 2). Polyb. 4.75.2 (cf. 4.84.2) “the chorion which they
call Thalamai”shows that it was not a polis in his day, and Xen. Hell. 7.4.26 might
refer to a fortress or a natural stronghold rather than a settlement: there is there-
fore no good evidence that Thalamai was ever a settlement. Thrious (Θριο%ς)
was a polis of Achaia, and later of Elis, bordering on Patrai (Steph. Byz. 318.7–10;
cf. Pliny HN 4.22). Clearly a real community, as an inscription of C2 or C1 shows
(SEG 15 524, Θρι�σιοι: cf. SEG 45 409), it is unknown earlier. Bon (1946) 20–23

proposed for Thrious a location at Aspra Litharia near Santameri where he
found C material; but Thrious is likely to have been Eleian—if it ever was—after
boundary changes in the Roman period (KlPauly iv. 549–551 on Patrai).

⁴ Asiane (?σιαν�) is known only from Steph. Byz. 131.4–5 as a polis of Elis.
Mention of Bouprasion (Βουπρ�σιον) in Homer (Il. 2.615, etc.) caused a clear
ancient desire to identify it as a town (Strabo 8.3.8), but there is no evidence that
it was a polis (RE iii. 1058). Brysiai (Βρυσια�) is known only from Steph. Byz.
188.2–3 as a polis of Elis: this is possibly a mistake for Lakonian Bryseai (RE iii.
927). Mention of Ephyra (’Εφ�ρη, ;Εφυρα) in Homer Il. 2.659, etc. provoked
later attempts to locate it in Elis (Strabo 8.3.5), but there are no good grounds for
believing in an Eleian Ephyra (KlPauly ii. 301 no. 4): cf. Oinoe (above). Kyme
(Κ�µη) is known only from Steph. Byz. 392.22 as a polis of Eleia. Pind. Ol. 6.34

said that Aipytos ruled Arkadians at Phaisana (Φαισ�να) on the Alpheios, but
Istros (FGrHist 334) fr. 41 (C3) said Phaisana was in Elis: if indeed in Elis, it could
be north or south of the Alpheios, though it has been suggested that it should be
identified with Phrixa in Triphylia (KlPauly iv. 695). Phaisana could in any case
be purely mythical.
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1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

A. Settlements of Pisatis

Harpina (aρπινα) Ethnic only in Steph. Byz. 125.3–5. One

of the eight poleis of Pisatis (Strabo 8.3.32). Paus. 6.21.8 saw

the ruins of the polis Harpina, including altars. Probably to

be located near modern Miraka (Baladié (1978) 268;

Papahatzis (1979) 382 n. 8, despite RE vii. 2407–9 art.

Harpina): at the locality Frangonisi there are archaeological

remains ranging from the Archaic to the Roman periods and

including traces of Archaic and Classical walls and Classical

graves (McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972) 320–21 no. 723;

cf. ibid.306–7 nos.323 and 324).See also Luc.De mort. Peregr.

35; cf. Pritchett (1989) 35–36. Thuc. 5.50.3 is emended to give

a reference to Harpina. According to Paus. 6.21.8, Oinomaos

founded Harpina. Roy (2002a) 232–33, 235–43, (2002b) 254.

Barr. AC.

Herakleia (‘Ηρ�κλεια) An ethnic is not attested, save for

the forms given by Steph. Byz.304.3–5, cf. 303.21, after a list of

communities of this name. Strabo 8.3.32 calls it one of the

eight poleis of Pisatis, and Paus. 6.22.7 a kome of Elis (no.

251): both mention a shrine of the nymphs Ioni(a)des, with

healing waters. On a likely location beside medicinal springs

near modern Pournari, see Panayotopoulos (1991). Barr.

dates Herakleia AC; there is, however, no evidence attesting

its existence in the Archaic period, and the only evidence of

its existence in the Classical period is surface finds at the site

proposed by Panayotopoulos. Identifying Herakleia in

Pisatis with the Herakleia of the Archaic Kypselid dedication

at Olympia (see SEG 45 404) is purely speculative, and

implausible. Roy (2002a) 232–33, 235–39, 242–43.

Salmone (Σαλµ)νη, also Σαλαµ)να and Σαλµων�α)

Ethnic only in Steph. Byz. Salmone is one of the eight poleis

of Pisatis, near the source of the river Enipeus (modern

Lestenitsa) (Strabo 8.3.31–32). Salmoneus, son of Aiolos,

founded the polis Salmonia in Elis beside the Alpheios

(Diod. 4.68.1). Steph. Byz. 552.5–7: a polis of Pisatis. IvO 18

(c.425, LSAG no. 20) is an agreement between two individu-

als for one to rent to the other 18 plethra of “the land in

Salamona”. On a likely location, see Panayotopoulos (1991).

Roy (2002a) 232–33, 235, 237–42. Barr. C.

B. Settlements of Elis Proper

<A>griades (?γρι�δες) Apparently one of the commu-

nities from which Elis was synoecised in 471 (Strabo 8.3.2),

but there is manuscript corruption, and the name—if

indeed truly a name—is uncertain. Not attested elsewhere.

Roy (2002b) 254. Not in Barr., but C would be attested by

acceptance of its inclusion in the synoecism.

Hyrmine (‘Υρµ�νη, also ‘Υρµ�να and UΟρµιναι) In Hom.

Il. 2.616 one of the limits of the land of the Epeioi. Paus. 5.1.11

gives Aktor as the (mythical) founder of the polis Hyrmina

in Eleia: Strabo 8.3.10 says that Hyrmine was a polichnion,

but no longer exists. Mentioned also by Echephylidas

(FGrHist 409) fr.3 (probably C4),Menelaos (FGrHist 384) fr.

2 and Pliny,HN 4.13. It has not been certainly located,but the

name apparently survived for a hill near Kyllene (no. 254)

(Servais (1964)). To be dated AC (so Barr. with a query) if it

existed from Homeric times.

Myrtountion (Μυρτο�ντιον) Steph. Byz. 464.14–16 s.v.

Μ�ρσινος: a polis of Elis, later called Myrtountion, with 

ethnic. Strabo 8.3.10: Myrsinos (Hom. Il. 2.616) is the pres-

ent-day Myrtountion, a katoikia by the sea on the road from

Dyme (no. 234) to Elis (no. 251). On a suggested site near the

lagoon of Kotiki, see Servais (1964) 37. To be dated AC (so

Barr.) if it existed from Homeric times.

Pheia (Φει�, and several variant forms, KlPauly iv. 721)

An important harbour town (e.g. Thuc. 2.25.3–5), with for-

tifications (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30; Roy (1999) 162–63). Diod.

12.43.4 (r430) describes it as a chorion, Strabo 8.3.12 calls it a

polichne; cf. Paus. 5.18.6, referring to Hom. Il. 7.132–35. The

site has been explored archaeologically, including examina-

tion of remains now under the sea (Yalouris (1957);

Themelis (1968)); there was settlement from prehistoric

times, and in particular a flourishing town from the Archaic

period to later Roman times (though oddly not dated A in

Barr.).Yalouris did not report traces of a city wall round the

settlement as a whole, but did record ancient fortification of

the hill Pontikokastro, which he identified as the ancient

acropolis.

C. Settlement within the Entire Region 
of Elis

Andria (?νδρ�α) Known as a polis of Elis with ethnic

?νδριε�ς only from Steph. Byz. 94.15–17 (citing Teupalos

(FGrHist 408) fr. 1 (probably C4)).The ethnic may have been

in Teupalos’ text. Unlocated. No date in Barr., but C if

Teupalos (supra) is C4.

There are also archaeological remains of Classical (or

Archaic–Classical) settlements, not yet identified with
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known ancient communities, at the following sites in Elis

north of the Alpheios.⁵

2. Unidentified Settlements

Elaionas (formerly Malapasi) Small Classical settlement:

Sperling (1942) 83 no. 22. Not in Barr.

Goumero Fortified Classical settlement: Bon (1946) 29–30.

Not in Barr.

Korifi (formerly Koukouvitsa) Fortified Classical settle-

ment: Sperling (1942) 82 no. 13. Not in Barr.

Vartholomio Archaic–Classical settlement (reported as

prehistoric to Roman): ArchDelt 44 (1989) B.1.104–5. Not in

Barr.

Thus, we know of thirty-two settlements in Archaic and

Classical Elis as defined here.As already stated, twenty of these

were poleis throughout the Archaic and Classical periods or at

least for some time during these periods. About the status of

the remaining twelve settlements we are too poorly informed

to allow any inference. It should,however,be stressed here that

Andria may possibly have been located outside Elis as defined

here (and the same is true of four of the settlements described

in the Inventory: the Anaitoi (no. 248), Metapioi (no. 260),

Chaladrioi (no. 249) and Ewaoioi (no. 253)).

The polis structure of Archaic and Classical Elis as defined

here depends of course on the evidence currently available.

It should be noted that, given the large area concerned and

the often lacunose evidence, it is possible, even likely, that

other settlements, though not at present explicitly attested

for the Archaic and Classical periods, did in fact exist then,

and it is also possible that some settlements (especially with-

in the Eleian state proper) for which there is currently no

clear evidence of polis status in the Archaic and Classical

periods were in fact poleis. These, however, are mere possi-

bilities which could be tested only if new evidence appears.

On present evidence the pattern is as follows. Throughout

the perioikic areas the polis was the universal form of politi-

cal organisation at least by C5l; in most cases we have little

evidence about earlier circumstances. The very large territo-

ry of the Eleian state proper was organised as a polis by C6m;

but there is evidence that Alasyaion (no. 245), Kyllene (no.

254) and Pylos (no. 263) also had the status of polis, and they

were therefore presumably subordinate poleis within the

territory of Elis. It follows that at least from the Classical

period the entire area was organised in poleis, much of it

admittedly in the exceptionally large polis of Elis.

II. The Poleis

245. Alasyaion (Alasyeus) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: C.

The toponym is ?λασυα5ων (MSS at Strabo 8.3.10, usually

amended); the city-ethnic is ?λασυε�ς (>?λασ%ες (nom.

pl.) in Siewert (1991) no. 3 � IvO 258 (C5m–C4e)); Steph.

Byz. 72.17–20 s.v. ?λ�σιον suggests ?λησιε�ς. Ale(i)sion, a

Homeric place in Elis (Il. 2.617) with a hill or mound (Il.

11.757), was later (Strabo 8.3.10) identified with Alasyaion,

described by Strabo as a chora around Amphidolia (no. 247)

with a monthly market and previously a polis of Pisatis. In

C5l or C4e the Alasyeis and the Akroreioi made a joint

inscribed dedication at Olympia (Siewert (1991) no. 3): the

dedication with collective ethnics suggests that Alasyaion

may at the time have been a dependent polis of Elis (no. 251).

It was presumably situated at the border of Pisatis and

Amphidolia, and therefore probably not adjacent to

Akroreia. According to Steph. Byz. 72.17–20 its founder was

Alesios, son of Skillous or of Gargettos.

246. Alion Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B. The toponym

Xλιον (or Xλιος) occurs only in Diod. 14.17.8 (following

MS P, most editors print aλιον). It was a perioikic commu-

nity. It is described retrospectively as a polis (in the political

⁵ Material at other sites may also be from A or C settlements, as follows.
Probable cases are Aspra Spitia, map 58, lat. 21.47, long. 37.38 (McDonald and
Hope Simpson (1972) 308–9 no. 329); Flokas, map 58, lat. 21.37, long. 37.39 (ibid.
304–5 no. 316 and ArchDelt 25 (1970) B.1.194, 26 (1971) B.1.194, 28 (1973)
B.1.199–201, 38 (1983) B.1.109); Kafkonia, map 58, lat. 21.37, long. 37.42

(McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972) 320–21 no. 733; cf. 306–9 nos. 327 and 328

(listed as Kavkania); BCH 83 (1959) Chron. 656; ArchDelt 20 (1965) B.1.210, 27

(1972) B.1.270, 39 (1984) B.1.78); Koskinas, map 58, lat. 21.38, long. 37.46 (see esp.
ArchDelt 25 (1970) B.1.191–93, also 33 (1978) B.1.78, 45 (1990) B.1.109, 47 (1992)
B.1.120–21, 48 (1993) B.1 105–6); Strefi, map 58, lat. 21.33, long. 37.40 (McDonald
and Hope Simpson (1972) 320–21 no. 718; cf. 304–5 no. 309). Possible cases are
Kladheos, map 58, lat. 21.39, long. 37.40 (ibid. 306–7 no. 325); Latzoï, map 58, lat.
21.34, long. 37.43 (ibid. no. 320 (with a note on its commanding position in the
Lestenitsa valley)); Mayiros, map 58, lat. 21.41, long. 37.41 (ibid. no. 319 (listed as
Mayira)); Palaiochori, map 58, lat. 21.16, long. 37.49 (Sperling (1942) 84 no. 28);
Platanos, map 58, lat. 21.37, long. 37.40 (McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972)
306–7 no. 318). At Olena, map 58, lat. 21.34, long. 37.45, there is an ancient village,
not closely dated (Bon (1946) 29).

Cemeteries at the following sites suggest that there will have been settlements
nearby: Borsi, map 5, lat. 21.26, long. 37.55 (C) (ArchDelt 48 (1993) B.1.103); Glifa,
map 58, lat. 21.08, long. 37.51 (C6) (ArchDelt 45 (1990) B.1.111); Paliokritharies,
map 58, lat. 21.21, long. 37.54 (ancient) (ArchDelt 48 (1993) B.1.102); Palouki, map
58, lat. 21.20, long. 37.46 (C) (ArchDelt 35 (1980) A.37–59, B.1.170, Hatzi (1982) and
(1980)); Stafidhokambos, map 58, lat. 21.17, long. 37.54 (C) (ArchDelt 47 (1992)
B.1.113–14, 48 (1993) B.1.103–5, 49 (1994) B.1.194; Arapoyianni (1996–97)); Yeraki,
map 58, lat. 21.24, long. 37.47, ancient, possibly connected with fortified settle-
ment of Korifi (Koukovitsa) to east) (ArchDelt 35 (1980) B.1.169–71).
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sense) of the Akroreians c.400 (Diod. 14.17.8); Xen. Hell.

7.4.14 refers collectively to the poleis of the Akroreians in 365,

without naming Alion (supra, on Akroreia).

247. Amphidolia (Amphidolos) Map 58. Unlocated.

Type: A. The toponym is ?µφιδολ�α, ! (Strabo 8.3.24) and

?µφιδολ�ς, -�δος, ! (Strabo 8.3.10). The city-ethnic is

?νφ�δολος (Siewert (1991) no. 2 (C5–C4e)) or ?µφ�δολος

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.25). Though not precisely located,

Amphidolia lay in hilly territory west of Olympia; Meyer

(RE xx. 1739) suggests that it did not extend into the upper

valley of the river Lestenitsa, leaving a route on purely Eleian

territory between Elis (no. 251) and Pisatis. In Strabo’s day

Margalai (presumably �Marganeis) was in Amphidolia

(8.3.24), and Alasyaion (no. 245) near it (8.3.10).

In the years following c.400 it is seen to function as a

polis: it is described as a (perioikic) polis in the political

sense at Xen. Hell. 3.2.23 and 30, and the Amphidoloi made

a dedication at Olympia in C5 or C4e (Siewert (1991) no. 2),

which provides an instance of the external collective use of

the city-ethnic, as does Xen. Hell. 3.2.26 (cf. 4.2.16, where it

is used to name a military contingent). It is not known

when Amphidolia became subordinate to Elis, but presum-

ably no later than adjacent Pisatis. Like all Eleian perioikoi,

it was freed at the end of the Eleian–Spartan war c.400

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 30; Roy (1997) 299–304). It probably then

joined the Peloponnesian League, and in 394 sent troops

(sphendonetai) to fight with Sparta (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). Its

later history is unknown; it was presumably regained by

Elis c.362 if not before (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.2 with Tuplin

(1993) 183–85).

248. (Anaitoi) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B. The toponym

is not attested. The city-ethnic is ?να�το[ς], known only

from IvO 10 (c.475–450), where the collective and external

use is attested in a 50-year treaty of friendship with the

equally unknown Metapioi (no. 260) (Minon (1994) no. 10;

Staatsverträge 111). Since the treaty is in Eleian dialect, both

the Anaitoi and the Metapioi presumably belong to the

region of Elis, but may have been located anywhere in the

region, either within the Eleian state proper or in perioikic

territory north or south of the river Alpheios. The existence

of an ethnic and the capacity to enter into a treaty with

another community strongly suggest that the Anaitoi were a

polis. Failure to observe the treaty is to be sanctioned by the

proxenoi and the manteis (in Eleian mantier), and ultimate-

ly by the iaromaoi: these are all known as Eleian officials at

Olympia, but do not necessarily imply direct subordination

to Elis (251). Cf. Metapioi (no. 260).

249. (Chaladrioi) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B. The

toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Χαλ�δριος

known only from IvO 11 �Minon (1994) no.9, an agreement

of C5e in which the internal and collective use is attested:

hereditary Chaladrian citizenship is granted to a man called

Deukalion, together with status equal to a proxenos and to a

damiorgos (Gauthier (1972) 42–44) and possession of “the

land in Pisa”. The community evidently had officials with

the titles proxenos and damiorgos. The damos had consider-

able authority: the final clause in the decree is to apply

“unless the damos decides otherwise”. There seems no doubt

that the Chaladrioi formed a polis. The text is in Eleian

dialect, but the community is otherwise entirely unknown,

and could belong anywhere in the region, either within the

Eleian state proper or in perioikic territory north or south of

the river Alpheios. For the suggestion that the land which

the Chaladrioi evidently controlled in Pisa was land for

camping during Olympic festivals, available for use at other

times, see Roy (1997) 313 n. 31: control of such a plot need not

mean that the territory of the Chaladrioi was in or even very

close to Pisatis.

250. Dyspontion (Dyspontios) Map 58. Unlocated. Type:

C. The toponym is ∆υσπ#ντιον, τ# (Strabo 8.3.32; Tryphon

fr. 15.5). The city-ethnic is ∆υσποντε�ς (Tryphon fr. 15.5) or

∆υσπ#ντιος (Paus. 6.22.4 (rC6f)).

It is called a polis in the urban sense in Tryphon fr.

15.5 �Steph. Byz. 245.19; Paus. 6.22.4 provides an instance of

the external collective use of the city-ethnic in reference to

C6f.

Strabo 8.3.32 puts it in Pisatis on the mountain road from

Olympia to Elis (no. 251) (RE xx. 1737; contra Baladié (1978)

114), but does not call it one of the eight poleis of Pisatis. It

produced one or two early Olympic victors (Phlegon

(FGrHist) 257 fr. 4 (r772) and possibly fr. 6 (r672), where the

text is disturbed), described as “Eleian(s) from Dyspontion”.

Paus. 6.22.4 reports that it was a perioikic community,

though presumably not Pisatan since it joined Pisa in revolt

against Elis c.570, and was destroyed. Strabo 8.3.32 says that

Dyspontion was destroyed and that most of its inhabitants

emigrated to Epidamnos (no. 79) and Apollonia (no. 77).

There is no evidence of its later existence. Because of the

Olympic victors, it may have been a polis. Dysponteus (or

Dyspontos, Tryphon fr. 15.5), son of Oinomaos, was the oecist

of Dyspontion (Paus. 6.22.4).

251. Elis (Eleios) Map 58. Lat. 21.20, long. 37.55. Size of ter-

ritory: 5 (not precisely known, but in excess of 1,000km²).

Type: A. The toponym is in local dialect g[λις (SEG 12
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371.38), elsewhere zΑλις (Pind. Ol. 1.78; SEG 27 1194 (c.335))

or zΗλις, -ιδος,! (Hom. Il.2.615; Pl.Hp. mai.281A; Xen.Hell.

3.2.23). The city-ethnic is in local dialect gαλε5ος (IvO 2) or

rarely on coins ΑΛΕΙΟΝ (Seltman (1921) 30 no. 120), else-

where ?λε5ος (Pind. Isthm. 2.24) or ’Ηλε5ος (Hom. Il.

11.671; Xen. Hell. 3.2.25). On distinguishing the Eleian ethnic

from that of Alea (no. 265) in Arkadia, see Nielsen (1996) 118.

Elis is attested as a polis both in the urban sense (Xen.Hell.

3.2.27, 7.4.14; Ps.-Skylax 43) and in the political sense (Hdt.

8.73.2; Thuc. 5.47.3 (cf. IG i³ 83); Gorgias fr. 10 (�Arist. Rh.

1416a1–4); Pl. Hp. mai. 281C; Xen. Hell. 3.2.27, 7.4.17). Politai

is used of the citizens by Hdt. 2.160 and Pl. Hp. mai. 282E and

Xen. Hell. 7.4.16. There was an Aristotelian politeia of the

Eleians (Heracl. Lemb. 21; Arist. frr. 499–500); cf. Plut. Adv.

Col. 1126C (reform of the politeia of the Eleians by Plato’s

pupil Phormio) and Arist. Pol. 1306a16–19 (politeia as con-

duct of state business among the Eleians). Asty is used of the

town Elis by Xen. Hell. 3.2.26, 7.4.32 (cf. 3.2.27: τ3

προ�στια).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

Siewert (1991) no. 4 (C6l) and on C6l–C5 coins (infra) and

externally in ML 27.9 (479–478); Hecat. fr. 25.2; Hdt. 4.148.4;

Thuc. 1.27.2. The individual use is found internally in IvO

271 �LSAG no. 19 (c.450–425?) and externally in Hdt. 5.45.2;

Pl. Ap. 19E; Dem. 18.295; IG ii² 8528 (C4e); IG vii 414.22–23,

25–26 (C4m); and IG ii² 3827 (C4m). Elis is implicitly

described as patris at Dem. 18.291–92 (cf. Hdt. 6.127.1–4

implicitly describing it as patre).

The territory was called zΗλις (already in Hom. Il 2.615;

also Hdt. 6.70.2; Thuc. 2.66.1), and also ’Ηλε5α (Hdt. 4.30.1;

Thuc. 2.25.3). Κο�λη zΗλις was used for the area of the val-

ley of the river Peneios (first by Thuc. 2.25.3), believed to be

the area originally controlled by the Eleians (cf. Arist. fr.

500). The territory was at least sometimes understood as

including perioikic areas: Thuc. 5.34.1, putting Lepreon (no.

306) on the border of Lakonike and Eleia, must include in

Eleia at least Triphylia north of Lepreon, if not Lepreon

itself; and Diod. 14.17.8 (r400) apparently includes Lasion

(no.256) in Elis.There is,however,no reason to suppose that

perioikic territory was formally incorporated into the

Eleian state proper in the Classical period (Roy (1997)

297–98; cf. Roy (1999)).

Apart from the town of Elis, there were numerous other

settlements in Eleia, including urban sites, though their sta-

tus is often not clear. Within the Eleian state proper

Alasyaion (no. 245), Kyllene (no. 254) and Pylos (no. 263)

may have been (dependent) poleis, while other settlements

are reliably or plausibly reported especially at Harpina,

Herakleia and Salmone (all in Pisatis), and at Hyrmine,

Myrtountion and Pheia. There was also the sanctuary at

Olympia, run by Elis at least from C6. Elis also controlled

perioikic communities north of the river Alpheios at

Amphidolia (no. 247), Letrinoi (no. 258), Marganeis (no.

259), Lasion (no. 256) and (in Akroreia) Alion (no. 246),

Eupagion (no.252),Opous (no.261) and Thraistos (no.264),

besides numerous perioikic communities in Triphylia south

of the Alpheios (on which see Nielsen, in this volume

540–46).

There is very limited evidence on population size: 3,000

hoplites from Elis are recorded in 418 (Thuc. 5.58.1, 75.5) and

3,000 jointly from Elis, Triphylia,Akroreia and Lasion in 394

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.16).

Though there is no hard evidence of a Spartan–Eleian

alliance before the Persian Wars (Hdt. 8.72, 9.77.3; Paus.

5.4.7), Elis may have been among the earliest members of the

Peloponnesian League (Tausend (1992) 167); membership

lasted till Elis quarrelled with Sparta (no. 345) over Lepreon

in 420 (Thuc. 5.31.1–5, 34.1). War between Sparta and Elis

c.400 (Roy (1997) 283–84, 299–304) was ended by a treaty

under which Elis evidently rejoined the Peloponnesian

League, since it is seen as Sparta’s ally in 394 (Xen. Hell.

4.2.16), 382 (Diod. 15.31.2) and 374 (Xen. Hell. 6.2.3). Elis’

membership of the League finally ended in the aftermath of

Leuktra (Roy (1994)). C.500 Elis made a treaty, for 100 years

and agreeing inter alia mutual military support, with the

otherwise unknown Ewaoioi (no. 253) (IvO 9), in which Elis

was the superior partner (Roy (1998) 367–68; Roy and

Schofield (1999)). Treaties of symmachia with Corinth (no.

227), Argos (no. 347) and Lepreon (no. 306) are mentioned

at Thuc. 5.31.1; Elis formed a major alliance in 420–418 with

Athens (no. 361), Argos (no. 347) and Mantinea (no. 281)

(Thuc. 5.47; IG i³ 83), and in 370 an alliance with Arkadia,

Argos (no. 347) and Thebes (no. 221) (Diod. 15.62.3; Dem.

16.12, 19–20; see Roy (1994) 190), which broke down when

Elis and Arkadia went to war in 365 (Xen. Hell. 7.4.12; Diod.

15.77.1–2). IG ii² 112 (362/1) records a treaty of symmachia

between Elis and Athens (no. 361), Arkadia, Achaia and

Phleious (no. 355). Elis was a member of the League of

Corinth set up by Philip II in 338–337 (cf. RO 76; Hammond

and Griffith (1979) 623–46).

A supposed early synoecism of Elis (Paus. 5.4.3) by Oxylos

seems unhistorical (so rightly Moggi, Sin. 160). In 471 (Diod.

11.54.1), “after the Persian Wars” (Strabo 8.3.2), the Eleians

were synoecised (συν�ωκ�σθησαν, both authors). Diodorus

says the Eleians were synoecised from numerous small poleis

into one; Strabo that they had previously lived κωµηδ#ν,
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and then came together into the polis Elis from many demoi.

Strabo also says that the Eleians were synoecised from the

perioikides, a term presumably used in a purely local sense,

not suggesting that subordinate perioikic communities were

incorporated (Roy (1997) 285–89). There may be other refer-

ences to this synoecism in Ps.-Skylax 43 (a συνοικ�α π#λεων

in Elis) and in Leandr(i)os (FGrHist 492) fr. 13 (Eleians lived

in komai and were then gathered into one polis). The ancient

sources do not clarify the nature of the synoecism (Moggi,

Sin. 157–66; Roy (1997) 286–89, (2002b)). A unitary Eleian

state certainly existed before 471, as did the town Elis (Eder

and Mitsopoulos (1999); see also Yalouris (1994) on the town

in the Archaic period and later). Political restructuring with-

in Elis may have accompanied the synoecism: see Gehrke,

Stasis 55, 365–67; but note the scepticism of Walter (1993) 118

and n. 19, 124 and n. 55. Strabo’s report (8.3.15) that Hypana in

Triphylia was synoecised into Elis must—if accurate—refer

to a period after C3 (Moggi, Sin. 164 n. 18).

The following Eleian refugees are attested: commanders

exiled during the Persian Wars (Hdt. 9.77.3); oligarchs, after

a failed oligarchic coup c.400 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.27–29: cf. Paus.

3.8.4–5); democrats driven out of the town of Elis in 365

(Xen. Hell. 7.4.16, 26); Eleians exiled by oligarchs in 343

(Dem. 19.260, 294; Paus. 4.28.4, 5.4.9; Diod. 16.63.4–5; cf.

Dem. 9.27 and 18.295); and pro-Makedonian exiles restored

after Alexander overcame Thebes in 335 (Arr. Anab. 1.10.1:

presumably exiled when Elis tried to leave the League of

Corinth on the death of Philip (Diod. 17.3.5, cf. 17.8.5)).

C.350(?) a law was passed (supplementing an earlier text)

about the return of exiles and the treatment of their relatives

and property (DGE 424). In 365 there were Arkadian exiles

in Elis (Diod. 15.77.1).

Elis took part in the Persian Wars (ML 27.9; cf. Hdt. 8.72.3,

9.77.3). Eleian hoplite contingents are recorded in 418 (Thuc.

5.58.1) and 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16); 300 logades are mentioned

by Thuc. 2.25.4; 300 was also the number of the special guard

which is attested in C4 (Xen. Hell. 7.4.13, 16, 31) and whose

commander is mentioned at Xen. Hell. 7.4.31 (Pritchett

(1974) 223). Commanders (hegemones) are mentioned at

Hdt. 9.77. A hipparchos is attested at Xen. Hell. 7.4.19, and

hippeis are mentioned at Hell. 7.4.16, 26. An Eleian navy is

mentioned or implied by Thuc. 1.27.2, 46.1, 2.9.3 (cf. Diod.

14.34.1); it was presumably served by the harbours at Pheia

(Thuc. 2.25.4) and Kyllene (2.84.5). The Eleian Teutiaplos

was evidently a commander in the Peloponnesian fleet in 427

(Thuc. 3.29.2).

An Eleian embassy went to Corinth (no. 227) and then

Argos (no. 347) in 421 (Thuc. 5.31.1, cf. 5.44.2); for Eleian

diplomatic activity cf. Hippias’ claims to be preferred as

ambassador (Pl. Hp. mai. 281A) and Hdt. 2.160.1 and Xen.

Hell. 7.1.38. A quarrel between Elis and Lepreon (no. 306)

was arbitrated by Sparta (no. 345), but Elis refused to accept

the verdict (Thuc.5.31.3; Roy (1998)). In C5f,Elis itself passed

a verdict in a case of unknown nature, involving Athens (no.

361), Thespiai (no. 222), the Boiotians and the Thessalians

(SEG 26 475, 31 358).

The earliest award of proxeny by Elis (with a guarantor) is

recorded by an unpublished inscription of c.550–500

(Marek (1984) 23; Taeuber (1991) 112).An inscription of C5m

records an award of citizenship (Taita (2001) 57–60). If the

Chaladrians (no. 249) were a community within Elis proper,

the award of Chaladrian citizenship (IvO 11 (c.500–475);

Minon (1994) no. 9) presumably made the recipient an

Eleian citizen; but the Chaladrians may have been perioikic.

Elis announced the holding of the Olympic Games, and

the beginning of the Olympic truce (Rougemont (1973);

Jameson et al. (1993); cf. Thuc. 5.49.1–4). An unpublished

inscription of C5m records an award of citizenship and the-

orodokia (Taeuber (1991) 112). The Tenedian honorand of

IvO 39 (C3 or C2e) was hereditary theorodokos of Elis, and

entertained theoroi. It may have been Elis which developed

the system of theorodokia (Perlman (2000) 18–20), naturally

in order to facilitate the epangelia for the Olympics. Hippias

of Elis dated the first Olympic Games to 776, but archaeo-

logical evidence suggests that the Games gained major

popularity only from C8l (Morgan (1990) 26–56). Besides

that of Zeus, numerous other cults developed at the sanctu-

ary of Olympia (Paus. 5.15.3–10). There was also an impor-

tant oracle of Zeus (Jacquemin (1999–2002), hereafter J.) on

Paus. 5.13.11). The first temple at Olympia was that of Hera

(c.600) (J. on Paus. 5.16.1), followed by the temple of Zeus in

the second quarter of C5 (J. on Paus. 5.10.2–12.8). No earlier

than C5 the shrine of Pelops (Pelopion) was surrounded by

a hexagonal enclosure, and a monumental porch was added

in C4 (J. on Paus. 5.13.1). The last temple built in the Altis was

the Metröon (C5l) (J. on Paus. 5.20.9). All these buildings

stood within the defined sacred area, the Altis (see J.on Paus.

5.10.1). On a terrace north of the Altis twelve (?) treasuries

were built by different Greek poleis to store offerings: the

earliest was that of Gela (no. 17) (c.600), while others

belonged to Megara (no. 225), Metapontion (no. 61),

Selinous (no. 44), Kyrene (no. 1028), Sybaris (no. 70),

Byzantion (no. 674), Epidamnos (no. 79), Syracuse (no. 47),

Sikyon (no. 228) and an unknown state (J. on Paus. 6.19.1–15;

there are difficulties reconciling Pausanias and the archaeo-

logical findings). Two buildings were built close to each
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other south of the Altis, the older c.550–500 and the other

C5e, and they were joined by further construction in C4;

they have been identified as the bouleuterion, though it has

been doubted whether that was their original function

(Gneisz (1990) 340–1; J. on Paus. 5.23.1; note the reservations

of Morgan and Coulton (1997) 112–13). North of the Altis a

prytaneion was constructed in C5e (Miller (1978) 86–91,

235–239). The original stadion was moved east out of the

Altis by C6m, and developed and extended later (Mallwitz

(1988)). Classical Greeks believed in early conflict between

Elis and Pisatis for control of Olympia, but it is difficult to

construct a reliable narrative from the surviving accounts: at

any rate Elis effectively controlled Olympia by some time in

C6. Both the town of Elis and the Olympic sanctuary served

as political centres for the polis Elis from the C6 onwards.

Various Elean officials (e.g. the hellanodikai) carried out

duties at both places, and their duties concerning the sanc-

tuary and the Games overlapped with their other responsi-

bilities (Minon (1994) ii. 508–9; Roy (1999) 159, (2002b) 257).

The use of both Elis and Olympia for political purposes

made the Elean polis remarkably bicentral. The sanctuary,

though under Elean control and sometimes exploited by

Elis (Roy (1998)), attracted Greeks from other communities

in large numbers, and received a multitude of dedications

(described by Paus.) from both individuals and poleis,

including armour and weapons dedicated to celebrate vic-

tory in war. Texts of documents such as inter-state treaties

were displayed there, and the large gatherings at the Games

were an occasion for political speeches and pronounce-

ments to the Greek world. The sanctuary’s Panhellenic 

character of course made control all the more valuable to

Elis.

As civic subdivisions, twelve phylai are attested in 368.The

number was reduced to eight in 364 because of territory lost

in war with Arkadia (Paus. 5.9.4–6), and apparently

remained at eight (Paus. 5.16.7). See Jones, POAG 142–45,

and Roy (1997) 297–98.

The form of constitution changed several times in Elis

(Gehrke, Stasis 52–57, 365–67; cf. Bultrighini (1990)). In C6

an extreme oligarchy was largely controlled by a few families

(Arist. Pol. 1306a13–19), though probably later became more

moderate (but, pace Gehrke, the Chaladrian decree IvO 11

may not be directly relevant). Elis then became democratic,

possibly in the synoecism of 471 (Diod. 11.54.1; Strabo 8.3.2),

and—despite an attempted oligarchic coup d’état c.400

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.27–29; cf. Paus. 3.8.4–5)—retained democrat-

ic constitutional forms until 365, when oligarchs took con-

trol (Xen. Hell. 7.4.15–16). Reconciliation between oligarchs

and democrats (DGE 24) may be dated c.350, and may have

been followed by constitutional reform by Plato’s pupil

Phormio (Plut. Adv. Col. 1206C). Probably in 343 there was

an oligarchic coup d’état (Dem. 19.260, 294; Paus. 4.28.4,

5.4.9; Diod. 16.63.4–5; cf.Dem.9.27 and 18.295).After Philip’s

death Elis tried to break away from the League of Corinth

(Diod. 17.3.5, cf. 17.8.5), apparently exiling pro-

Makedonians; after Alexander overcame Thebes, Elis took

back these exiles (Arr. Anab. 1.10.1).

On public enactments, see Minon (1994) ii. 514–16.

Examples of laws are IvO 4 (Minon (1994) no. 6 (c.500–480),

law concerning the theokolos); IvO 2 (Minon (1994) no. 14

(c.475–450), decree concerning Patrias); DGE 424 (c.350(?),

law concerning exiles). Lawcourts are attested in an inscrip-

tion of C6 found at the town of Elis (Siewert (1994b) and

(2001)). It is notable that Olympian Zeus was often involved

in sanctions for offences (e.g. IvO 2, 3; Minon (1994) ii.

516–26); this involvement extended to the treaty with the

Ewaoioi (no. 253) (IvO 9; Roy and Schofield (1999)), and to

the penalty imposed on Sparta (no. 345) for alleged breach

of the Olympic truce in 420 (Thuc. 5.49.1–50.4; Roy (1998)).

Elis also held Olympic tribunals, delivering judgments and

penalties (Thuc. 5.49.1–50.4 (cf. Hyp. frr. 111–12); Siewert

(1981); Minon (1994) ii. 490–95; Roy (1998)).

As eponymous officials (Sherk (1990b) 233–34), damior-

goi are attested in IvO 17 (C5l–C4e, number unknown), SEG

15 241 (C4, two damiorgoi), DGE 424 (C4m, one damiorgos).

Cf. IvO 39 (C3 or C2e), with eponymous hellanodikai.

On the boule, see Minon (1994) ii. 509–11. There was an

early oligarchic council of ninety gerontes, in which mem-

bership was for life, and election was dominated by a few

families so that, even among the oligarchs, few gained 

membership (Arist. Pol. 1306a13–19). By c.525–500 there was

a council of 500 (IvO 7 �Minon (1994) no. 1; cf. reference to

a council in IvO 3 �Minon (1994) no. 5 (c.500–475)),

presumably later replaced by the council of 600 found in 420

(Thuc. 5.47.9).

On other officials, see e.g. Thuc. 5.47.9 (demiourgoi and

thesmophylakes) and Minon (1994) ii. 473–509. In IvO 9

(c.500) τελεστ3 appears as a generic term for an official, as

opposed to an ordinary citizen (g/τας). Officials called

mastroi had powers to review actions of other magistrates

(IvO 2 (c.475–450)) and judicial decisions (SEG 31 358

(c.475–470)). Among other officials the hellanodikai were

important, but the development of the office is not clear

(Jones, POAG 142–45 with nn. at 152–53; Bultrighini (1990)

146–65); the original title was possibly diaitater (Ebert and

Siewert (1999)). The administration of Olympic affairs
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overlapped considerably with other functions of Eleian offi-

cials (Minon (1994) ii. 508–9; Roy (1999) 159).

On the assembly, see Minon (1994) ii. 511–13. There are

references to meetings of an assembly as damos plethyon in

IvO 7 (�Minon (1994) no. 1 (c.525–500)) and 3 (�Minon

(1994) no. 5 (c.500–475)). There is a reference to a decision of

the damos in IvO 13 (�Minon (1994) no. 12 (c.475–450)),and

in IvO 7 the damos has power to take a definitive decision in

jurisdiction.

For the public architecture of Elis, see the description of

the town Elis by Paus. 6.23.1–26.3. Architectural fragments

suggest that there were several monumental structures

already in the Archaic period (Yalouris, PECS 299–300

(“Elis”); Eder and Mitsopoulos (1999) 25–35). While at least

some functions of the state took place at the town Elis by C6

(Siewert (1994b)), there were also buildings for such pur-

poses at Olympia, which may have been the major seat of

Eleian government in C6 (Hansen and Fischer-Hansen

(1994) 86–89).

There was a bouleuterion at Olympia (see Gneisz (1990)

340–41, dating its first phase to C6s). On the C5e prytaneion

at Olympia, see Miller (1978) 86–91, 235–39. There was an

agora at Elis (Xen. Hell. 3.2.28 (r c.400); Martin (1951) 311–13,

cf. 241–44 on two areas at Olympia which he saw as agoras).

On the south stoa (c.450–425) and the west stoa (C5 or early

C4) at Elis, see Coulton (1976) 237; at Olympia there were the

Echo Stoa of c.340–330 (Jacquemin (1999–2002) on Paus.

5.21.17), and others. At Elis the temple of Athena on the

acropolis was probably erected in the Archaic period

(Yalouris, PECS). The cult site at Olympia was already well

established in the Archaic period (Morgan (1990) 26–56;

Sinn (1994) on early developments); see also Yalouris, PECS

646–650. The theatre at Elis was first built c.300 (Glaser

(2001); TGR ii. 207). On gymnasia at Elis, see Xen. Hell. 3.2.27

(c.400); on the gymnasion at Olympia, see Wacker (1996),

dating the first phase (p. 24) to C4 or C3e.

On a plan of settlement in the town of Elis from the

Classical to the Roman periods the area of settlement is

shown as between 4 and 5 km², extending north of the river

Peneios (Yalouris (1972b) 141; see also Yalouris (1994)). Xen.

Hell. 3.2.27 says that c.400 the gymnasia were near the sub-

urbs (proastia), but on Yalouris’ plan they are shown near

the centre of the area of settlement, which may have grown

after c.400. The hill Kaloskopi became the acropolis of Elis

(Yalouris, PECS: cf. Xen. Hell. 7.4.15 (r365) and Paus. 6.26.3),

but was apparently not fortified until 312 (note the wording

of Diod. 19.87.2–3). The town of Elis was unwalled c.400

according to Xen. Hell. 3.2.27 (Roy (1997) 299–304). No walls

are shown on Yalouris’ plan, and no remains of walls have

been reported from subsequent archaeological investiga-

tion.

The most important cult at Elis was that of Zeus

Olympios, under Eleian control at least from C6 (Siewert

(1987–88) 7), and Elis organised the Olympic festival and the

Heraia at Olympia (KlPauly iv. 286–88, ii. 1031–32). On

Eleian victors at Olympia, Delphi and Nemea, see Crowther

(1988). Eleians did not participate in the Isthmian Games

(e.g. Paus. 5.2.2). Communal dedications by the Eleians at

Olympia are attested in C6 (Siewert (1991b) nos.4–8) and C4

(DGE 423); on the surprising rarity of Eleian dedications at

Olympia, see Taeuber (1991) 113.

Elis had its own calendar, with some month names not

known from elsewhere (Samuel (1972) 95–97, 284, 288, 294;

Trümpy, Monat. 199–201).

From C6l Elis struck silver coinage on the Aiginetan

standard, mainly staters but also smaller denominations.

From C5l bronze coins were also struck. Most coins carried

the Eleian city-ethnic (or an abbreviation), but from C5e

coins were also struck with the legend ΟΛΥΝΠΙΚΟΝ

(spelt with kappa or koppa), clearly in connection with

Olympic festivals. Frequent types were Olympian Zeus and

his attributes (thunderbolt, eagle), and also Hera (Head,

HN² 419–25; Seltman (1921) on silver coinage only; Kraay

(1976) 103–7; Franke (1984); SNG Cop. Phliasia-Laconia

352–418). There is no reason to accept Seltman’s view that

Eleian coinage was essentially a “temple coinage” (Warren

(1962); Nicolet-Pierre (1975)).

Elis established four colonies in southern Epeiros:

Boucheta (no. 90), Elateia (no. 94), Pandosia (no. 104) and

Batiai (no. 88) (Theopomp. fr. 206; Dem. 7.32; Strabo 7.7.5).

Though not precisely dated, the foundations are assigned to

C8–C6 (Hammond (1967) 427, 478; Dakaris (1971) 16,

30–33).

Varying legendary accounts of the foundation of Elis

existed in the Classical period, giving prominence to the role

of Oxylos,but also reflecting in one way or another Elis’rela-

tions with Aitolia (cf. Hdt. 8.73), Elis’ relations with Sparta,

and Elis’ struggle with Pisa for control of Olympia. The

accounts are heavily affected by political considerations of

the Classical period. See Sordi (1994).

252. Eupagion Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B. The toponym

Ε(π�γιον occurs only in Diod. 14.17.8 (all modern editors

wrongly accept Wesseling’s emendation: ’Επιτ�λιον,

impossible because it lay south of the Alpheios). A city-

ethnic is not attested. It was a perioikic community. It is
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described as a polis (in the political sense) of the Akroreians

c.400 (Diod. 14.17.8); Xen. Hell. 7.4.14 refers collectively to

the poleis of the Akroreians in 365, without naming

Eupagion (supra, on Akroreia).

253. (Ewaoioi) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B. The toponym

is not attested. The city-ethnic is ’Εgαο�ος (IvO 9; Roy and

Schofield (1999)); the ethnic had previously been read as

’Ερgαο�ος and referred to Heraia (no. 274) in Arkadia, or as

’Ευgαο�ος and referred to an unknown Eleian community;

but see Roy and Schofield (1999). The inscription attests the

collective and external use of the city-ethnic.

The community is known only from IvO 9 of c.500, a 100-

year alliance with Elis (no. 251). The alliance may well be an

example of the hegemonial alliance by which Elis structured

its relations with its perioikoi (Siewert (1994a); Ebert and

Siewert (1999); Roy (1997) 292–95); if so, the Ewaoioi will

have been a perioikic polis somewhere in the region of Elis.

254. Kyllene (Kyllenios) Map 58. Lat. 21.05, long. 37.55.

Size of territory: unknown, presumably 1 or 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Κυλλ�νη, ! (Thuc. 1.30.2; Ps.-Skylax 43). The

external and individual use of the city-ethnic Κυλλ�νιος

occurs in Hom. Il. 15.518), but is not found in Classical

sources. Called a polis (and limen) only by Ps.-Skylax 43

(Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 148), Kyllene is often

called epineion as a base for the Eleian fleet (e.g. Thuc.

1.30.2). By c.400 it was fortified (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30; Roy (1997)

299–304; cf. Diod. 19.66.2 (r314); Polyb. 5.3.1 (r218)). Strabo

8.3.4 calls it a kome metria, with a remarkable ivory statue of

Asklepios; Paus. 6.26.4 mentions sanctuaries of Asklepios

and Aphrodite and a popular cult of Hermes. On its location

and archaeological remains, see Servais (1961), who makes a

convincing case for identifying it with the physical remains

immediately adjacent to modern Killini (despite the lack of

conclusive documentary evidence). There was a town on

that site at least from C5 to the Roman imperial period; there

is no direct evidence of ancient fortifications in place, but

Servais (1961) 140) found numerous large blocks of stone

which he identified as having once belonged to ancient for-

tifications. Kyllene had cults of Asklepios (Strabo 8.3.4;

Paus. 6.26.4), Aphrodite (Paus. 6.26.4) and Hermes (Paus.

6.26.4). Only the reference in Ps.-Skylax 43 suggests that

Kyllene had the status of a polis.

255. Laris(s)a Map 58. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: A.

Larisa was situated in the borderland between Elis (no. 251)

and Achaian Dyme (no. 234) according to Theopomp. fr.

386, who calls it a polis in the urban sense. The location may

be confirmed by a reference in the MSS of Xen. Hell. 3.2.23

(κατ3 Λ�ρισσαν) to a toponym “Larissa” on a route

through Achaia into Elis, though modern editors generally

follow Portus’ emendation to κατ3 Λ�ρισον, referring to

the river between Achaia and Elis (Strabo 8.7.5). Nothing

else is known about this Laris(s)a (cf. Hansen (2000) 193),

and, according to the references in Theopompos and

Xenophon, it could have been in either Achaia or Elis.

256. Lasion (Lasionios) Map 58. Lat. 21.45, long. 37.50.

Size of territory: unknown but probably 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Λασι+ν, W (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30). The city-ethnic is

Λασι)νιος (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). Lasion is described by Polyb.

4.73.1 (r219/18) as a polis in the urban sense; Xen. Hell. 3.2.23,

30 describes it as a (perioikic) polis in the political sense. The

external collective city-ethnic is used by Xen. Hell. 4.2.16

(r394) for a military contingent; the external individual use

is attested in the Hellenistic period (Euphorion of Chalkis fr.

47, de Cuenca, apud Ath. 44F).

It is not known when Lasion became perioikic: it certainly

was by the Eleian–Spartan war of c.400, after which it became

independent (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30) and probably joined the

Peloponnesian League, sending troops (hoplites) to support

Sparta (no. 256) in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). It was claimed as

Arkadian c.400 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30), and joined the Arkadian

League in the 360s (Xen. Hell. 7.1.26, where “the others” must

refer to Lasion). In 365 it was captured by Elis (no. 251), or

Arkadian exiles backed by Elis, but was soon recaptured by

Arkadia (Xen. Hell. 7.4.12–13; Diod. 15.77.1). The site has been

identified (though without documentary proof) and exam-

ined but not excavated (Pritchett (1989) 28–30).

257. Lenos Map 58. Unlocated. Type: C. The community

is known only from Phlegon (FGrHist 257) fr. 7, quoted by

Steph. Byz. 413.17–18 for the toponym Λ8νος and the city-

ethnic Ληνα5ος.

A Ληνα5ος was Olympic victor in 588 (Phlegon (FGrHist

257) fr. 7 �Steph. Byz. 413.17–18). Steph. Byz. 413.17 describes

it as a chora of Pisatis, but it may have been a polis because of

the Olympic victor, whose ethnic was presumably given by

Phlegon.

258. Letrinoi (Letrinos) Map 58. Probably lat. 21.25, long.

37.40. Size of territory: unknown,presumably 1 or 2.Type:A.

The toponym is Λετρ5νοι, οH (Paus. 6.22.8) or Λ/τρινα, !

(Lyc. Alex. 54). The city-ethnic is Λετρ5νος (Xen. Hell.

3.2.25), or Λεδρ5νος (Siewert (1991b) no. 9 (C6s)).

Letrinoi lay 120 stades from Olympia and 180 from Elis

(no. 251) on the Olympia–Elis road through the plain (Paus.
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6.22.8); locations near modern Ag. Ioannis (RE xii. 2148, xx.

1732–55) and near Pirgos (Sperling (1942) 85) have been sug-

gested: Pirgos is more likely because Classical remains have

been found there but not at Ag. Ioannis (Pirgos: BCH 108

(1984) Chron. 770 and McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972)

320–21 no. 717; Ag. Ioannis: ibid. 302–3 no. 306).

It is described as a (perioikic) polis in the political sense at

Xen. Hell. 3.2.23, 30. The external collective city-ethnic is

used on a C6s dedication at Olympia (Siewert (1991) no. 9),

and by Xen. Hell. 3.2.25 and 4.2.16 ((r394) for a military con-

tingent). When Letrinoi became perioikic is not known: it

was certainly perioikic by the Eleian–Spartan war of c.400. It

then became independent (Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 30) and proba-

bly joined the Peloponnesian League, sending troops

(sphendonetai) to support Sparta (no. 345) in 394 (Xen. Hell.

4.2.16). Elis probably recovered it by c.362 (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.2

with Tuplin (1993) 183–85). Paus. 6.22.8 says that it was orig-

inally a polisma, but in his day had only a few buildings with

a temple and statue of Artemis Alpheiaia. According to Lyc.

Alex. 53–55, the bones of Pelops were at Letrina. Letreus, son

of Pelops, was oecist of Letrinoi (Paus. 6.22.8).

259. Marganeis (Marganeus) Map 58. At or near lat.

21.30, long. 37.40. Size of territory: unknown, presumably 1

or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Μαργανε5ς (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14)

or Μ�ργανα (Diod. 15.77.4), and the same site is probably

meant by Μαργ�λαι (MS at Strabo 8.3.24) and Μ�ργαια

(Steph. Byz. 432.11–12). The city-ethnic is Μαργανε�ς (Xen.

Hell. 3.2.25).

It was apparently near Olympia (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14).A loca-

tion between modern Floka and Strefi west of Olympia has

been suggested (KlPauly iii. 1020), but the site with Classical

material at Salmoni (formerly Koukoura) (McDonald and

Hope Simpson (1972) 304–5 no. 308: see also ibid. 320–21 no.

722) would suit well.

It is called a (perioikic) polis in the political sense at Xen.

Hell. 3.2.23–25, 30. The external collective use of the city-eth-

nic is found in Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 4.2.16.

When Marganeis became perioikic is not known: it was

certainly perioikic by the Eleian–Spartan war of c.400, after

which it became independent (Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 30). It then

probably joined the Peloponnesian League. It sent troops to

support Sparta (no. 345) in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). In 371/0

Elis (no. 251) claimed that Marganeis should belong to Elis

(Xen. Hell. 6.5.2); it was Eleian by 365, when it was captured

by Arkadia (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14; Diod. 15.77.4), but was soon

recaptured by Elis (Xen. Hell. 7.4.26). It was probably forti-

fied; Xen. Hell. 7.4.14 notes that it was captured because of

treachery, and Strabo 8.3.24 says that it was not a natural

stronghold, implying man-made defences. In Strabo’s day

(ibid.) it was part of Amphidolia (no. 247).

260. (Metapioi) Map 58. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: B.

The toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Μετ�πιος,

known only from IvO 10 (c.475–450), where the collective

and external use is attested in a 50-year treaty of friendship

with the equally unknown Anaitoi (no. 248) (cf. Minon

(1994) no. 10; Staatsverträge 111). Since the treaty is in Eleian

dialect,both Anaitoi and Metapioi presumably belong to the

region of Elis, but may have been located anywhere in the

region, either within the Eleian state proper or in perioikic

territory north or south of the river Alpheios. The collective

use of the city-ethnic and the capacity to enter into a treaty

with another community strongly suggest that the Metapioi

were a polis. On the difficulty of identifying the Classical

community with the Mycenaean Me-ta-pa, see Roy (1997)

313–14. Cf. Anaitoi (no. 248).

261. Opous (Opountios) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B.

The toponym is ’Οπο�ς (Diod. 14.17.8), also ’Οφιο%ς (BCH

45 (1921) ii.128). The city-ethnic is ’Οπο�ντιος (IG v.2

368.135–7 (C3)). It was a perioikic community, perhaps to be

identified with the ruins of an ancient acropolis at Gartsiko

(KlPauly iv. 323 no. 2). It is described as a polis (in a political

sense) of the Akroreians c.400 (Diod. 14.17.8); Xen. Hell.

7.4.14 refers collectively to the poleis of the Akroreians in 365,

without naming Opous. There were two Opountian prox-

enoi at Kleitor in Arkadia at a date before 221 (IG v.2

368.135–37). Strabo 9.4.2 regarded Opous as insignificant,

but noted that it renewed its kinship with the Opuntian

Lokrians (supra, on Akroreia).

262. Pisa (Pisatas) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: B (in c.365–

362). The toponym is Π�σα,! (Ringel et al. (1999) a � c line

7 (365–362); Pind. Ol. 1.18). The city-ethnic is Πισ�τας (IvO

36 �DGE 422 (365–362); Xen. Hell. 7.4.28).

It seems clear that in the Archaic period Elis struggled

with an independent community Pisa; the ethnic Πισα5ος

is often used of it (e.g. Paus. 6.22.4), and Stesichoros (fr. 86,

Page �Strabo 8.3.31, on which see Hansen (1998) 124–32)

called it a polis; in its territory lay Olympia (where one of its

own citizens was victorious in 724, according to Paus.

5.8.6 �Olympionikai 15), and it struggled with Elis for con-

trol of Olympia and of Pisatan territory generally. Elis even-

tually prevailed—perhaps c.570—and incorporated Pisatan

territory into the Eleian state. Because reports of these

events are distorted by later interests (Sordi (1994)), little is
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known about the Archaic Pisatan state save that its rulers

were remembered as kings or tyrants (on early Pisatan his-

tory, see RE xx. 1746–53). Pisa later broke away from Eleian

control, and again formed an independent, or at least self-

governing, state 365–c.362, but was then reabsorbed into the

Eleian state. It merits inclusion in this Inventory primarily

because it was quite possibly a polis in 365–c.362. No source

explicitly calls it a polis, but the internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is found in IvO 36 �DGE 422 (365–362) and the

external collective use in Xen. Hell. 7.4.28; it issued coins and

conducted a foreign policy (infra). However, several points

should be borne in mind when assessing the form taken by

the independent Pisatan state of 365–c.362. First, there is no

reason to believe in the existence of a town Pisa (infra).

Secondly, there were other towns in Classical Pisatis:

Alasyaion (no. 245) is included in this Inventory, and

Harpina, Herakleia and Salmone are listed above among the

settlements not included, but a strong case can be made that

yet other towns also existed in Classical Pisatis (Roy

(2002a)). According to the criteria used in the present work

to determine whether a community should be included,

only Alasyaion merits inclusion: but the evidence on towns

in Pisatis is such that there is a real possibility that several

Pisatan towns were poleis in the Classical period (Roy

(2002a)). If there were such poleis, then presumably during

the Classical period, except for the period 365–c.362, they

were subordinate poleis within the territory of Elis (cf. the

cases of Kyllene (no. 254) and Pylos (no. 263), both within

Elis but not in Pisatis). In that case the towns could have

been subordinate poleis of Pisatis in 365–c.362. Alternatively,

the independent state of Pisatis may have been not a polis,

but a confederacy of several small poleis: in the limited sur-

viving evidence there is no indication of a federal structure,

but equally nothing to exclude it. Thus Pisatis in 365–c.362

may have been (1) a polis with no central town Pisa but with

several towns not of polis status within its territory; or (2) a

polis with no central town Pisa but with several subordinate

poleis within its territory; or (3) not a polis but a confederacy

uniting several small poleis. Despite this last possibility, Pisa

is here included in the Inventory of poleis because its status

as a polis is likely; but, if in fact a polis, it may have had a

somewhat anomalous composition.

The extent of the territory of the independent Pisatan

state is unknown, but presumably included some or all of

the supposed eight poleis of Pisatis (see the Introduction

and Alasyaion (no. 245) in this Inventory). Despite ancient

attempts to argue for a town Pisa (countered by Apollodoros

in Strabo 8.3.31), there is no reliable evidence, literary or

archaeological, for a town of that name, and no reason to

believe in it (KlPauly iv. 866–67).

Pisa’s claim to Olympia was still remembered c.400 (Xen.

Hell. 3.2.31, where the other claimants, besides the Eleians,

must be Pisatan).When war broke out between Arkadia and

Elis (no. 251) in 365, the Arkadians occupied various pieces

of Eleian territory (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14), including Pisa, which

became an independent state. It was probably a puppet-state

of the Arkadians: the Arkadians were able to draw on

Olympic treasures (Xen. Hell. 7.4.33–34; Diod. 15.82.1), as the

Pisatans themselves may have done for their gold coinage,

and it was often said that the Olympic Games of 364, regard-

ed as a non-Olympiad by the Eleians (Diod. 15.78.3), were

held by the Pisatans and the Arkadians (Xen. Hell. 7.4.28–29;

Diod. 15.82.1; Paus. 6.4.2) or even by the Arkadians alone

(Paus. 6.8.3, 6.22.3; cf. Xen. Hell. 7.4.35). The Pisatan state

none the less appears to have had the forms of an independ-

ent state. It is not heard of again after the battle of Mantinea

in 362, and presumably rapidly returned to Elis, which had

regained control of Olympia before the Olympic Games of

360.

Pisa made treaties with Arkadia and Akroreia and with

Messenia and Sikyon (no. 228) (Ringel et al. (1999)). A

Pisatan decree (IvO 36 �DGE 422) appointed two Sikyon-

ians proxenoi and theorodokoi: the decree was dated by three

eponymous Pisatan hellanodikai (not noted in Sherk

(1990b)).

Pisa minted gold coins bearing the head of Zeus and with

the legend ΠΙΣΑ (Head, HN² 426). Pisa held the Olympic

Games of 364 (Diod. 15.78.2–3), though (as noted supra)

Arkadia was often said to have been involved in organising

the games. It is clear that for a brief period Pisa discharged

typical functions of an independent Greek state, and can be

regarded as such, even if it was probably in fact a puppet-

state of the Arkadian federation.

Pisos was founder of Pisa (RE xx. 1806 no. 1). The

genealogical claim that Olympia, consort of Pisos, was a

daughter of Arkas (Etym. Magn. s.v. Olympia) may be an

attempt, from the period of Pisatan independence, to con-

nect Pisa and Arkadia.

263. Pylos (Pylios) Map 58. Lat. 21.30, long. 37.55. Size of

territory: unknown, presumably 1 or 2. Type: C. The

toponym is Π�λος, W (Xen. Hell. 7.4.16; Strabo 8.3.7). The

city-ethnic is Π�λιος (Xen. Hell. 7.4.26).

The only evidence which suggests that Pylos may have

been a polis is the use of a collective ethnic twice in a single

passage by Xenophon (Hell. 7.4.26), but it is notable that
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Xenophon appears to include in the “Pylians” both Eleian

exiles and non-Eleian foreigners, though possibly through

imprecision in the narrative.

There was ancient confusion about the location because

of the desire to identify Homeric Pylos, and the existence of

other sites called Pylos in the western Peloponnese (RE xxiii.

2131–33 no. 3). The site at modern Armatova near

Agrapidokhori, which has been thoroughly excavated

(Coleman (1986)), is very probably Pylos. Xen. Hell. 7.4.16

(r365) says that Eleian exiles seized Pylos and were joined by

many of the Eleian demos because it was a chorion kalon; the

Eleians captured the Pylians and their chorion (ibid.26). The

excavation has shown a significant Classical nucleated set-

tlement from c.425, but without monumental architecture

of any kind: communal buildings, if any, must have been of

the same character as the houses (Coleman (1986) 67). The

archaeological findings are compatible with destruction in

the 360s. Pylos was reputedly founded by the Megarian

Pylon, then destroyed by Herakles, and refounded by the

Eleians (Paus. 6.22.5).

264. Thraistos (Thraistios) Map 58. Unlocated. Type: A.

The toponym is Θρα5στος or Θρα5στον (Diod. 14.17.8), but

Θρα%στοςorΘρα%στον in Xen.Hell.7.4.14.The city-ethnic

is Θρα�στιος (IG ix.1²138 (C4e)).

Thraistos was an Akroreian community, and therefore

perioikic, but is not more precisely located. It is described

as a polis of the Akroreians (either as a town or as a politi-

cal community) in 365 by Xen. Hell. 7.4.14. The external

collective use of the city-ethnic is found in IG ix.1² 138

(C4e).

It sent judges to Kalydon (no. 148) in Aitolia, probably in

C4e (IG ix.1² 138), because the inscription is dated by two sets

of eponymous officials, the second set (two damonomoi) are

likely to have been officials of Thraistos (Sherk (1990a) 260).

Unlike the other Akroreian poleis, Thraistos was not captured

by the Arkadians in 365 (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14); it is therefore

unknown whether it formed part of the Akroreian state of

365–c.362. Its own particular history is not otherwise known:

it will have shared the fate of the Akroreians (see

Introduction). On Thraistos, see Nielsen (1995) 93.
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I. The Region

The name of the region is ?ρκαδ�α, ! (IvO 266 (C6l–C5e);

Thuc. 1.2.3), or ?ρκαδ�η in the Ionic dialect (Hom. Il. 2.603;

Hdt. 1.66.2). The ethnic proper is invariably ?ρκ�ς (Hom.

Il. 2.611; IvO 147.148 (C5f)), but the ktetic ?ρκαδικ#ν some-

times serves as the plural (infra). The collective use of the

ethnic proper is attested externally in Hom. Il. 2.611 and

often in literature, whereas it does not occur in inscriptions

before the foundation of the Confederacy in 370 (CEG ii

824.10 (369)); IG ii² 112.15 (362)); internally it is attested (in

the form ΑΡΚΑ∆ΙΚΟΝ or different abbreviations there-

of (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.6) on C5 coins (for which see R. T.

Williams (1965) and SNG Cop. Argolis 164–90) and in the C4

federal decree IG v.2 1.3 (360s). The individual use is found

externally in IvO 147.148 (C5f) and Thuc. 5.49.1, and inter-

nally in IG v.2 549.550 (C4l).The region Arkadia is described

asχ)ρα (Hdt. 1.66.1; Xen.Hell.6.5.21), and from C5 onwards

the people are described by such terms as �θνος (Hdt.

8.73.1), φυλ� (Xen. Hell. 7.1.23) and λα#ς (CEG ii 824.2

(369)); see further Nielsen (1999).

The earliest source for the extent of Arkadia is probably

the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.603–14), which

describes the eastern plain and Parrhasia as Arkadian, in

addition to Rhipe, Stratie and Enispe, communities that are

otherwise unknown.¹ The northern border with Achaia is

not very well attested in Archaic and Classical sources, but

Herodotos includes Nonakris (no. 285) and Pheneos (no.

291) in Arkadia (Hdt. 6.74.2). The border with Achaia ran

north of Kynaitha (no. 278), always described as Arkadian

(e.g. by Polyb. 4.20–21), but exactly where it ran in the earli-

er period is uncertain, since it is possible that the northern

district Azania once included territory later considered to be

Achaian (Nielsen and Roy (1998) 36–39); in the present

Inventory, however, Kynaitha is considered to be the north-

ernmost Arkadian community. The western border with

Elis (no. 251) and Triphylia was particularly unstable. The

city of Lasion (no. 256) must have been right in the border

zone between Elis and Arkadia, since it was the object of dis-

pute between Eleians and Arkadians for long periods in

Antiquity (cf. Xen. Hell. 3.2.30, 7.4.12; Diod. 14.17.8, 15.77.1;

Polyb. 4.73.1, 74.1); in the present context the border is 

considered to run slightly to the east of Lasion, which is

therefore not included here but treated by Roy in the Eleian

Inventory (no. 256). The border with Triphylia is a problem

in itself: though the area was under Eleian control during C5

(Roy (1997)), some of the communities in Triphylia were

sometimes considered to be Arkadian; Phrixa(i) (no. 309),

for example, was described as Arkadian by Pherekydes

(FGrHist 3) fr. 161, and Triphylia as such ended up being con-

sidered a part of Arkadia (cf. Ps.-Skylax 44; Nielsen (1997)

131, 155–56). In the present work, however, Triphylia is treat-

ed as an individual region (next chapter). For a full discus-

sion of the western border of Arkadia, see Roy (2000a). The

southern border with Lakonike ran from Phigaleia (no. 292)

in south-western Arkadia (Hdt. 6.83.2) to Parrhasia, which

bordered on Lakonike (Thuc. 5.33.2), to Eutaia (no. 270),

south of Tegea (no. 297), which was on the Lakonian border

(Xen. Hell. 6.5.12). The western border with Thyreatis and

Argolis was quite stable, but it is possible, it should be noted,

that the Arkadian Eua mentioned by Theopomp. fr. 60 was

the one in the Thyreatis (no. 331) (for which see Christien

and Spyropoulos (1985)), and that the Hysia mentioned as

Arkadian by Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 5 was Hysiai in the

Argolid (so Bölte in RE ix (1916) 540 and Shaw (1999)

284–85). If so, the border here may also have fluctuated a 

I would like to thank Dr. Björn Forsén, Dr. Jeannette Forsén, Prof. Hector
Williams and Dr. James Roy for valuable comments on this chapter.

¹ See however Steph. Byz. 271.1–3 for Enispe. For an attempt to locate Enispe,
see Syriopoulos (1973). Other Archaic/Classical toponyms which are mere
names to us are ?λλ�ντιον: Theopomp. fr. 33 �Steph. Byz. 76.1–2:π#λις . . .κα�
?ρκαδ�ας (Hejnic (1961) 119).A mistake is not impossible (RE i (1894) 1583–84);
confusion with Pallantion seems possible as well. Βουκολι)ν: Thuc. 4.134.2.
∆ελφουσ�α: Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 7 �Steph. Byz. 225.3: �στι κα�
∆ελφουσ�α π#λις ?ρκαδ�ας, Bς ?νδροτ�ων .ν β’ ?τθ�δος; commonly
taken to be a mistake for Thelphousia; cf. Harding (1994) 98–99 with refs.
∆ι#πη: Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 159 �Steph. Byz. 233.10: π#λις ?ρκαδ�ας,
Bς Φερεκ�δης (Hejnic (1961) 119). ’Ελυµ�α: Xen. Hell. 6.5.13. Λαοδικε5ον: in
Oresthis, place of battle in 423. Φ/α: Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 159: π#λις τ8ς
’Ηλ�δος,οH δ* τ8ς ?ρκαδ�ας (Hejnic (1961) 119).Confusion with Eleian Pheia
seems likely. See also Hejnic (1961) 119–20.
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little, but in the present Inventory neither Eua nor Hysia(i)

is considered to be Arkadian.

Our written sources provide us with information about

seventy named settlements of the Archaic and Classical

periods in Arkadia as thus delimited.² Of these, fifty-three

have been located, with certainty or with varying degrees of

probability. Fifteen ancient toponyms, however, remain

unlocated; there is no example of a major urban settlement

that cannot be matched with a toponym attested in the 

written sources (but see, e.g., Dipoina(i) and Kallia(i) in the

following list for identifications that remain hypothetical).

Thirty-nine settlements are described in the Inventory of

poleis below. The other thirty-one settlements in alphabeti-

cal order are as follows.³

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Akakesion (?κακ�σιον) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις), 8.36.10 (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 56.5 (π#λις). Barr. R, but

C is indicated by Paus. 8.27.4.

Akontion (?κ#ντιον) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις); Steph. Byz. 61.15 (π#λις). Barr. R, but C is indicated

by Paus. 8.27.4.

Aphrodision (?φροδ�σιον) Paus. 8.44.2 (χωρ�ον). Barr.

AC.

Athenaion (?θ�ναιον) Paus. 8.44.2 (χωρ�ον). Barr. C.

Basilis (Β�σιλις) Paus. 8.29.1, without indication of type

of site, but presumably a settlement, since a mythical oikistes

is mentioned (so Barr.). Barr. dates it AC with reference to

Paus. 8.29.5, which, however, gives no indication of the date

of its existence (it was in ruins in Pausanias’ day).⁴ But

Basilis is possibly to be located near modern Kyparissia, c.20

km north-west of Megalopolis (no. 282): here recent rescue

excavations by A. V. Karapanagiotou have brought to light a

candidate for Basilis: a city with a rectangular street plan and

a fortification wall with rectangular towers, of considerable

size (18 ha) though not excavated in its entirety, and dated by

the excavator to C5e; the earliest material is C6 ceramic

material; a C6–C4 sanctuary is located 1.5 km from the 

city (information derived from public lecture by 

A. V. Karapanagiotou in Athens, May 2002; for earlier finds

at the site, see Bather and Yorke (1892–93) 229–30; Jost (1985)

170). If not to be equated with Basilis, the site may be ancient

Trapezous (no. 303) (Paus. 8.29.5).

Bathos (Β�θος) Paus. 8.29.1. Regarded as a settlement by

Barr., but perhaps rather a sanctuary (Paus. 8.29.1: Β�θος

.στ�ν tνοµαζ#µενον, �νθα >γουσι τελετ�ν δι3 �τους

τρ�του θεα5ς <τα5ς> Μεγ�λαις; Bather and Yorke

(1892–93) 229: “The site excavated appears to be that of a

small shrine”. No date in Barr., but AC is attested (Bather

and Yorke (1892–93) 228–29; Jost (1985) 170).

Charisia(i) (Χαρισ�α(ι)) Unlocated. Paus. 8.3.4, 27.3

(r371/70,π#λις). No date in Barr., but C is indicated by Paus.

8.27.3.

Dasea(i) (∆ασ/α(ι)) Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70, π#λις), 8.36.9

(.ρε�πια); Steph. Byz. 220.7 (π#λις). Barr.AC (but the refer-

ence is to Paus. 8.36.3; C is indicated, however, by Paus.

8.27.4).

Dipoina(i) (∆�ποινα(ι); but cf. Jost (1986a) 152 n. 69)

Unlocated (but see infra). Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/0, π#λις). With

Kallia and Nonakris (for both of which see the present list) it

formed a Tripolis, reportedly synoecised into Megalopolis

(no. 282) (Paus. 8.27.3). No date in Barr., but C is indicated

by Paus. 8.27.3. Meyer (1939a) 50–58 briefly describes two

ancient settlements (not in Barr.) at Kastro Galatas/Kastro

tis Monovizas and Kerpini (both on the map in Jost (1985)),

which should probably be identified with two of the three

² For some toponyms which may or may not be names of settlements, see the
preceding note; they are disregarded in the following.

³ The following list diverges from the Barr. directory of Map 58 by excluding
the following settlements from consideration as not demonstrably Archaic or
Classical or not demonstrably settlements vel sim.: Apheidantes: an urban deme
of Tegea; Boukolion: a mere toponym, cf. n. 1 above; Brenthe: listed as C, but see
Jost, Comm. 28.7; Anemosa: listed as AC but the reference is to Paus. 8.35.9 (cf.
Jost, Comm. 35.9); Delphousia: see n. 1 above; Diope: a mere toponym; cf. n. 1

above; Elymia: not demonstrably a settlement; Enispe: see n. 1 above;
Eugeia �Eutaia, cf. the entry for Eutaia; Gareatai: a deme of Tegea (Paus. 8.45.1),
but not demonstrably a settlement and not attested for A or C; Hypsous: listed as
AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.35.7 (cf. Jost, Comm. 35.7); Korytheis: a deme of
Tegea (Paus. 8.45.1) but not demonstrably a settlement and not demonstrably A
or C; Laodikeion: a mere toponym, cf. n. 1 above; Manthouria: not securely
located or dated, cf. Jost, Comm. 44.7–8; Melea: Lakonian, not Arkadian (cf.
Shipley, infra 575); Nostia: a variant name of Nestane, cf. the entry for Nestane in
the Inventory; Oios/Oiatai: Lakonian, not Arkadian, cf. Shipley, infra no. 339;
Potarchidai: a deme of Tegea (Paus. 8.45.1), unlocated and undated (Jost, Comm.
45.1); Propous: not a settlement (Pritchett (1969) 128); Rhipe: cf. n. 1 above;
Stratie: cf. n. 1 above; Thyraion: listed as AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.35.7
(cf. Jost, Comm. 35.7). On the other hand, some sites are included in the list
though dated outside the Archaic–Classical period by Barr., e.g. Akakesion
which is dated R by Barr., but for which C is indicated by Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70);
such cases are noted in the text of the list.

⁴ Το% δ* χωρ�ου το% tνοµαζοµ/νου Β�θους σταδ�ους Bς δ/κα
�φ/στηκε καλουµ/νη Β�σιλις· τα�της .γ/νετο ο2κ�στης Κ�ψελος W
Κρεσφ#ντ=η τ�+ ?ριστοµ�χου τ�ν θυγατ/ρα .κδο�ς· .π’ .µο% δ*
.ρε�πια ! Β�σιλις lν κα� ∆�µητρος Hερ�ν .ν α(το5ς .λε�πετο
’Ελευσιν�ας. Cf. Jost, Comm.
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communities constituting the Tripolis (Dipoina(i) and

Kallia(i), according to Meyer).

Haimoniai (ΑHµονια�) Paus. 8.44.1 (ΑHµονια� π#λις lσαν

τ� �ρχα5ον); Steph. Byz. 50.4 (π#λις). Barr. AC (cf. Roy et al.

(1992)).

Iasaia (’Ιασα�α) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70, π#λις). Not in

Barr.; C indicated by Paus. 8.27.3.

Kallia(i) (Καλλ�α(ι)) Unlocated (but see infra). Paus.

8.27.4 (r371/70, π#λις), 27.7 (κ)µη). With Dipoina(i) and

Nonakris (for both of which see the present list) it formed a

Tripolis, reportedly synoecised into Megalopolis (no. 282;

Paus. 8.27.3). No date in Barr., but C is indicated by Paus.

8.27.3. Meyer (1939a) 50–58 briefly describes two ancient set-

tlements (not in Barr.) at Kastro Galatas/Kastro tis

Monovizas and Kerpini (both on the map in Jost (1985)),

which should probably be identified with two of the three

communities constituting the Tripolis (Dipoina(i) and

Kallia(i), according to Meyer).

Kaous (Καο%ς) Listed in Barr. as unlocated; for a suggest-

ed location, see Jost (1985) 65–66, (1986b). Paus. 8.25.1

(κ)µη), Steph. Byz. 355.13 (κ)µη). Barr. attaches no date,

but C is attested (cf. Jost (1985) 65–66, (1986b)).

Knauson (Κνα%σον) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70,

π#λις). No date in Barr., but C is indicated by Paus.

8.27.3.

Lykoa, Lykaia (Λυκ#α, Λ�καια) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70,

π#λις). Barr. AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.36.7; Paus.

8.27.3 indicates C, and there are remains of a late

Archaic–Classical temple (Voyatzis (1999) 154 (Mainalon);

Pikoulas (1999c) 126–27).

Lykoatai, Lykoa (Λυκο[ται, Λυκ#α) Unlocated. Polyb.

16.17; Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70, π#λις). Listed in Barr. (as

“Lykaia”) as unlocated and not given a date; but Paus.

8.27.4–5 indicates C.

Lykouria (Λυκουρ�α) Paus. 8.19.4 (χωρ�ον). Barr. AC?,

but the reference is to Paus. 8.19.4; however, AC is archaeo-

logically attested; cf. Erath (1999a) 223–25.

Mainalos (Μα�ναλος) Paus. 8.2.3 (π#λις “in ancient

times”). Located by Barr. near Daria, but the location is

uncertain (Jost, Comm. 36.8); cf., however, Pikoulas (1999c)

120–21, 127–28. Barr. AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.36.8;

C existence is indicated by its Olympic victors

(Olympionikai 362, 377); cf. Jost, Comm. 36.8.

Makaria (Μακαρ�α, Μακαρ/αι) Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις). Barr. puts it on the map near the river Alpheios, but its

ruins have disappeared (Jost, Comm. 36.9). Barr. AC, but the

reference is to Paus. 8.36.9; Paus. 8.27.4 indicates C existence.

Melainai (Μελαινα�) Paus. 8.26.8. Listed in the Barr.

directory as unlocated and with no date attached; however,

Pikoulas (1999a) 304–5 suggests that it should be located at

Helliniko of Paloumba, an “important archaeological site 

. . . unquestionably occupied by a settlement”, which is

proved by pottery to have been Archaic and Classical.

Nonakris (Ν)νακρις) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις).With Dipoina(i) and Kallia(i) (for both of which see

the present list) it formed a Tripolis, reportedly synoecised

into Megalopolis (no. 282) (Paus. 8.27.3). Not in Barr., but C

is indicated by Paus. 8.27.3. Not to be confused with the polis

of Nonakris (no. 285). Meyer (1939a) 50–58 briefly describes

two ancient settlements (not in Barr.) at Kastro

Galatas/Kastro tis Monovizas and Kerpini (both on the map

in Jost (1985)),which should probably be identified with two

of the three communities constituting the Tripolis

(Dipoina(i) and Kallia(i), according to Meyer).

Onkeion (;Ογκειον) Paus. 8.25.4. Listed as unlocated by

Barr. and with no date attached, but see Meyer (1957b) 13ff

for a possible location with AC remains.

Paror(e)ia (Παρωρ(ε)�α) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70, π#λις),

8.35.6–7. No date is attached in Barr., but Paus. 8.27.3 indi-

cates C.

Peraitheis (Περαιθε5ς) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70, π#λις),

8.36.7. Barr. AC, though the reference is to Paus. 8.3.4; Paus.

8.27.3 indicates C, and there are some A archaeological

remains (Pikoulas (1999a) 276).

Proseis (Προσε5ς) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις). No date is attached in Barr., but C is indicated by

Paus. 8.27.4.

Ptolederma (Πτολ/δερµα) Unlocated. Paus. 8.27.3

(r371/70,π#λις). No date is attached in Barr., but Paus.8.27.3

indicates C.

Soumateion (Σουµ�τειον) Unlocated in Barr., but see

Pikoulas (1999c) 127. Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70,π#λις). No date is

attached in Barr., but Paus. 8.27.3 indicates C, and so the site

proposed by Pikoulas (1999c) 116.

Thisoa (Θισ#α) Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70, π#λις); Barr. gives

HR, but Paus. 8.27.4 indicates C. Cf. Pharos 2 (1994) 39–89.
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Thoknia (Θωκν�α, Θωκνε5ς) Paus. 8.27.4 (r371/70,

π#λις), 8.29.5. Barr. AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.29.5;

Paus. 8.27.4 indicates C.

Trikolonoi (Τρικ#λωνοι) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70, π#λις).

Barr. AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.35.6; Paus. 8.27.3

indicates C. Jost, Comm. 35.6.

Zoiteion (Ζοιτε�ον) Paus. 8.27.3 (r371/70, π#λις). Barr.

AC, but the reference is to Paus. 8.35.6–7; Paus. 8.27.3 indi-

cates C.

Some of these settlements may have been poleis. Mainalos,

for example, probably produced an Olympic victor in 400

(Olympionikai 362, 377; cf. Roy (1972b) 49) and was presum-

ably a Mainalian community (Nielsen (1996a) 148); so it

may have been a polis by analogy with Mainalian commun-

ities such as Pallantion (no. 289) and Helisson (no. 273).

Conversely, communities such as, e.g., Pylai (no. 295) and

Phorieia (no. 293) which have been included in the

Inventory might perhaps be omitted. But even allowing for

a margin of uncertainty, the Inventory points to the conclu-

sion that c.60 per cent of all Arkadian settlements were con-

sidered to be poleis at some time or throughout the Archaic

and Classical periods.

A distinctive feature of the Arkadian polis structure was

the existence of the so-called tribal states, states based on

populations living settled in several minor communities

(Roy (1972b), (1996); Nielsen (1996a) 132–43). In the

Classical period there existed four such tribal states:

the Eutresians, the Kynourians, the Mainalians and the

Parrhasians. In the Archaic period a fifth tribe, the Azanians,

existed, but if they ever formed a tribal state, this had disin-

tegrated before C5, and during the Classical period the for-

mer Azanian communities appear as individual poleis and

are described as such below in the Inventory (Nielsen

(1996a) 139; Nielsen and Roy (1998)).We know next to noth-

ing about the internal political structure of the Eutresians;

the Mainalians, on the other hand, are quite well document-

ed (Nielsen (1996a) 134–38): their state was composed of a

number of local communities which were organised as

poleis, and six such Mainalian poleis are described in the

Inventory below. It is very likely that both the Parrhasians

and the Kynourians were subdivided into poleis as well, but

the evidence is less substantial in these cases, and only two

communities of each of these two tribal states are described

in the Inventory.

Besides the tribal poleis there were in Arkadia a number of

more conventional poleis. Some of the larger poleis devel-

oped local dominions. Mantinea (no. 281), for example, cre-

ated a hegemonic league in C5s (Nielsen (1996c) 79–84), and

so did Orchomenos (no. 286) in C4f (Nielsen (1996c)

84–86). However, the small communities subjugated by

Mantinea and Orchomenos continued to function as poleis:

they became dependent poleis and are duly described as such

in the Inventory.

There is hardly any contemporary evidence for the status

of those settlements which were not poleis. It is clear, how-

ever, from Xen. Hell. 5.2.6–7 and IPArk no. 9.7–8 that

Mantinea possessed a number of komai, which played a role

in the organisation of the polis. In his description of the syn-

oecism of Megalopolis (no. 282), Diod. 15.72.4 refers to

twenty unnamed Mainalian and Parrhasian communities as

komai, but this classification runs counter to contemporary

sources which regularly describe, e.g., Mainalian commun-

ities as poleis; it is probably prompted by the context of syn-

oecism, for according to C4 theory poleis arose through

synoecisms of komai (Arist. Pol. 1252b27 with Demand

(1990) 14–27 and Hansen (1995b) 52–61). But apart from

Helisson (no. 273) (which became a Mantinean kome by the

conclusion of the C4f treaty IPArk no. 9), no individual

community is classified as a kome by Archaic or Classical

sources. So although we have evidence for second-order set-

tlements in several Arkadian poleis, we do not know what

status they enjoyed, since we do not know whether the 

evidence pertaining to Mantinea can be generalised.

Even though the existence of a C5 Arkadian Confederacy

has been argued by, for instance, Wallace (1954), there is very

little evidence for such an organisation (Roy (1972d); Nielsen

(1996d)), and the only attested political unification of the

region remains the short-lived C4 Confederacy (for which

see Larsen (1968) 180–95; Dus̆anić (1970); Nielsen (1996c)

93–100; Roy (2000b)) that united Arkadia from 370 to 363. At

the latter date it split into two factions, which seem never to

have been reunited (Nielsen (1996b) 356–59), although some

kind of Confederacy still existed in C4l (Piérart (1982)).

II. The Poleis

265. Alea (Aleos) Map 58. Lat. 37.50, long. 22.25. Size of

territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is ?λ/α,! (IG iv.1² 103.45

(C4m); SEG 23 189 (c.330)). The city-ethnic is ?λε#ς (IG i³

80 (421)); IvO 30 (C5s–C4f) has ?λει#ς (cf. Nielsen (1996a)

118); Classical coins use the form ?λε�τας (often abbreviat-

ed) in the legends (infra; cf. Roy (1972a) 331).
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There is no certain attestation of polis in references to

Alea, but Theopomp. fr. 242 (�Steph. Byz. 69.20) may have

classed Alea as a polis (cf. Whitehead (1994) 119), and the

π#λις τ+ν ?λει+ν of IvO 295 (c.275–250) is probably our

city (cf. Nielsen (1996a) 118).

The collective use of the ethnic is attested internally in

Classical coin legends (infra; cf. Roy (1972a) 331) and exter-

nally in IvO 30 (C5s–C4f), for which see Nielsen (1996a) 118.

The individual use is found externally on IG i³ 80 (421).

The territory occupied c.110 km².⁵ There is a temple(?) at

Anemomilo, in the pass leading to Orchomenos (no. 286);

with it are associated Classical sherds (Meyer (1939a) 29; Jost

(1985) 108).

It may be assumed that Alea was a member both of the

Peloponnesian League (Nielsen (1996c) 87) and the

Arkadian Confederacy (ibid. 94–95). IG iv.1² 103.45 (C4m)

records a payment of .φ#δια to two people .ς ?λ/αν, and

the presumption is that Alea received an embassy from

Epidauros (no. 348). IvO 30 (C5s–C4f) is a grant of proxenia

by Alea to an Athenian (cf. Nielsen (1996a) 118), and IG i³ 80

(421) is a grant by Athens (no. 361) of proxenia to a man of

Alea; SEG 23 189.25 (c.330) records an Argive theorodokos in

Alea.

IvO 30 (C5s–C4f), a grant of proxenia, is the oldest known

public enactment of Alea; from its enactment formula

(�δοξε ?λειο5ς) the existence of an assembly may be

inferred, but otherwise the political institutions of the city

are unknown.

The well-preserved walls of Alea are probably C3 (Meyer

(1939a) 26). The acropolis measured 14.3 ha, and on it was a

building which Meyer identified as a military barracks. The

city below the “Stadtberg” occupied 14.6 ha; no substantial

remains are extant, but scattered remains seem to be of

houses. See Meyer (1939a) 19–29; Papachatzis (1994) 265–66.

Head, HN² 446 dates the first coinage of Alea to c.430;

Babelon,Traité ii.3.630 proposes 421.The legend abbreviates

the ethnic ?λε�τας (Roy (1972a) 331) to ΑΛ, ΑΛΕ,

ΑΛΕΑ; Lacroix (1968) 325 n. 4 cites the legend

ΑΛΕ[Α]ΤΑΝ (C4 according to Jost (1985) 526). The types

show Artemis (Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos. 946–49), Athena

(ibid. no. 950), Herakles (ibid. no. 951) and Helios (Lacroix

(1968) 325 n. 4). Both bronze and silver coins are known.

Denominations are triobol (Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 951),

obol (ibid. no. 946), and tritartemorion (ibid. no. 947). SNG

Cop. Argolis 213–14.

Alean coins seem to indicate cults of Athena Alea and

Artemis (Jost (1985) 107–9). Alea may have consulted the

oracle at Delphi before 300 (cf. Paus. 8.23.1 with Fontenrose

(1978) 353); IvO 295 (c.275–250) is probably an Alean dedica-

tion, and IvO 30 (C5s–C4f), although an Alean document

(cf. Nielsen (1996a) 118), was put up at Olympia.

266. Alipheira (Alipheireus) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long.

21.50. Size of territory: 2–3. Type: C. The toponym is

?λ�φειρα, ! (Polyb. 4.78.3; SEG 25 448.15 (C3s)), or

?λ�φηρα (Paus. 8.27.4). The city-ethnic is ?λιφειρε�ς

(Polyb. 4.77.10; SEG 25 449.2 (C2)) or ?λιφηρε�ς (CIG 1936

(Hell.); Paus. 8.27.7); see Orlandos (1967–68) 9–10.

Alipheira is well attested only in Hellenistic sources,

where it is called a polis both in the urban sense (Polyb.

4.78.11 (r219)) and in the political sense (SEG 25 447.9 (C3)).

Since Alipheira certainly existed before C3 (infra), the city

may possibly have been a polis.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

SEG 25 449 (C2f) and externally in Polyb. 4.77.10 and IvO 48

(C2); the external individual use is found in CIG 1936 (Hell.).

The territory covered c.100 km²; SEG 25 449 (C2f) has

been interpreted as a demarcation of the border of

Alipheira.

According to Paus.8.27.4,Alipheira was in 371 a part of the

tribal state of the Kynourians (Nielsen (1996a) 132–34,

140–41), and it can be inferred from a combination of IG v.2

1.40 (360s) and Paus. 8.27.4 (r371) (with Nielsen (1996a)

132–34) that the city was a member of the Arkadian

Confederacy. Membership of the Peloponnesian League

may also be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87).

According to Paus. 8.27.4, Alipheira was one of the cities

that the Arkadian Confederacy had voted to incorporate

into Megalopolis (no. 282); whether this decision was imple-

mented is not certain.According to Paus. 8.26.5, a part of the

population actually relocated to Megalopolis, but the city

was not abandoned. In C3 Alipheira was, at least sometimes,

controlled by Megalopolis (Polyb. 4.77.10); but it also

appears as a polis (SEG 25 447).

Alipheira was centred on a hill rising to 686 m above sea

level. The hill measures 800 � 65 m and was fortified before

370 (Orlandos (1967–68) 32). The city proper seems to have

lain outside these walls and to have occupied the area 

⁵ Most of the territorial sizes given in this Inventory are based on the map in
Jost (1985); on this map Jost has indicated the probable borders of the major
poleis. She comments: “Il va de soi que les limites . . . sont approximatives: elles
marquent la zone frontalière dont seuls quelques points . . . sont assurés.” It may
be added that these points are most often known from Pausanias, and so the bor-
ders indicated reflect the Roman period. In general, there is no way of knowing
whether this corresponds to Archaic and Classical conditions, a problem further
complicated by the fact that we do have information which indicates that 
borders could fluctuate even within the Archaic and Classical periods (Nielsen
(1996b) 181). So the territorial sizes given here are merely educated guesses.
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north-east of the acropolis (ibid. 41). The lower city too was

fortified (Pritchett (1989) 44, no dates). In the eastern part of

the acropolis was the sanctuary of Athena, with a temple

constructed c.500–490; votives go back to C6m (Jost (1985)

80). In addition to the temple, the sanctuary included a

colossal statue of Athena dating to C5 (ibid. 81). In the

north-western part of the hill was a sanctuary of Asklepios

with a C4s temple (ibid. 81).

267. Asea (Aseates) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long. 22.20. Size of

territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?σ/α, ! (Xen. Hell.

6.5.15); in the great Delphic catalogue of theorodokoi

(c.230–210) we find the entry .ν ?σ/ωι, but this form is

unique (BCH 45 (1921) iii.9). The city-ethnic is ΑΣΕΑΤΑΝ

on the Achaian federal bronze coinage of the city (Head, HN²

418 (c.190s)); this enables us to emend the �θε[ται/�σθε[ται

of the MSS at Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 to ?σε[ται.

Asea is classified as a polis in the territorial sense (with the

political sense as a possible connotation) at Xen. Hell. 7.5.5, a

passage that also provides an instance of the external collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic. Strabo 8.3.12 classifies Asea as a

κ)µη τ8ς Μεγαλοπολιτ�δος, but the reference is to C1.

The territory is implicitly referred to at Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 as

polis (Nielsen (1996c) 72–73). The size of the territory has

been estimated at c.60 km² by Forsén and Forsén (1997) 175.

The city of Asea was not the only place of habitation: Forsén

and Forsén (1997) 173 report that they have found between

twenty and thirty sites dating from the Archaic to the

Hellenistic periods in the chora. Some of these were presum-

ably isolated farmsteads, but at least four seem to have been

small villages connected with sanctuaries: one is situated

only 1.5 km from the Vigla temple, while another was prob-

ably situated close to a temple of Athena of which Forsén

and Forsén have found scattered architectural remains 

dating to C4; in addition, two other sites may have been vil-

lages and one of these was possibly also connected with a

sanctuary (Forsén and Forsén (1997) 172–74).

Two important temples have been excavated in the territ-

ory of Asea. (a) At Vigla, on the border with Pallantion (no.

289) (Forsén and Forsén (1997) 170), is a temple dedicated to

Athena and Poseidon; it is dated to C6 (Østby (1995b)

348–50). This temple was preceded by a smaller temple built

of wood and clay c.630–620 (Voyatzis (1990) 34). (b) At Ag.

Elias, on the border with (presumably) Peraitheis, a large

temple dates from c.500 (Forsén et al. (1999)).

Forsén and Forsén (1997) 176 estimate that the urban

population could have been max. 2,000–3,000. The total

population of the polis is estimated at 2,500–3,500 at the

most. It is impossible to give any estimate of the number of

adult male citizens.

Asea was a Mainalian city (Paus. 8.27.3; Nielsen (1996a)

132–34). Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy can be

assumed, both on the basis of Xen. Hell. 6.5.11, where the city

is described as the rallying place of the federal army in 370,

and because the Mainalians as such were members of the

Confederacy (IG v.2 1.16 (360s)); membership of the

Peloponnesian League may also be assumed, probably medi-

ated by the Mainalian tribal state (Nielsen (1996c) 87, 100).

According to Paus. 8.27.3, Asea was among the commun-

ities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relocate to

Megalopolis (no. 282); however, it is not known whether this

relocation was ever wholly or partly carried out (Moggi

(1974) 87–88).

Asea was centred on a fortified acropolis rising to 54 m

and measuring 240 � 120 m. The fortification may be C4e

(Forsén and Forsén (1997) 169; Forsén et al. (2002) 96);

Forsén et al. (2002) 100 suggest that a temple was erected on

the acropolis during the late Archaic–Classical (?) period.

The lower city was fortified too, but the wall here seems to be

later than the acropolis wall, probably C3 (Forsén et al.

(2002) 96; Forsén and Forsén (1997) 167–68; Holmberg

(1944) 132–42); it probably enclosed all of the lower city.

Forsén and Forsén (1997) 166–67 and Forsén et al. (2002)

100–2 report that they found Archaic and Classical pottery

around the acropolis, and that the area yielding finds was at

least 13 ha, but perhaps twice as large (the eastern area of the

site having been covered with alluvium brought down by the

river Alpheios). The area inside the lower wall was built up

for habitation; some of the houses contained Hellenistic

finds, but others contained nothing and may possibly be

older (Forsén and Forsén (1997) 169).

268. Dipaia (Dipaeus) Map 58. Not securely located, but

it is clear from Paus. 8.30.1 that Dipaia must have been 

situated in the upper Helisson valley; it is probably to be

identified with the ancient remains near Davia (Jost (1973)

pl. 9.1–3; Pikoulas (1992–93) 204; Pikoulas (1999c) 126): lat.

37.20, long. 22.15. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is

the plural of the ethnic at Hdt. 9.35.2 (.ν ∆ιπαιε%σι; cf. the

comment by Steph. Byz. 234.14–15), but at Isoc. 6.99 we find

∆�παια, !. The city-ethnic is ∆ιπαε�ς in SEG 23 179 (C4f);

at Paus. 6.7.9 ∆ιπαιε�ς is an emendation of ∆ιπεε�ς; Paus.

8.30.1 has ∆ιπαιε�ς, and the C2 coinage of the city uses the

legend ∆ΙΠΑΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 418).

At 8.27.3 (r371) Pausanias retrospectively lists Dipaia as a

polis, and at 3.11.7 (rC5f) it is classified as a polisma. The
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collective use of the ethnic is attested externally in Hdt.

9.35.2 and on SEG 23 179 (C4f); the individual use of the eth-

nic is attested externally at Paus. 6.7.9 (r440) (Olympionikai

314).

The name of the territory is unknown; Paus. 8.30.1 refers

to it, contemporaneously, as ! ∆ιπαι/ων χ)ρα. In the 460s

an apparently major battle was fought near Dipaia between

Sparta (no. 345) and an Arkadian alliance (Hdt. 9.35.2; Isoc.

6.99).

A C4f inscription (SEG 23 179) mentions the ∆ιπαε/ς; the

nature of the inscription is not clear, but Bradeen (1966) 321

thinks that it is a fragment of a record of a judgment by a for-

eign board of arbitration in a dispute involving the city of

Dipaia.Dipaia was a Mainalian city (Paus. 3.11.7,6.7.9,8.27.3;

for the last passage, see Nielsen (1996a) 132–34), but this is

the only explicitly attested membership of a larger organisa-

tion; however, membership of the Arkadian Confederacy

can be inferred from a combination of Paus. 8.27.3 (r271)

and IG v.2 1.16 (360s; see further Nielsen (1996c) 95–96,

100–1), and membership of the Peloponnesian League may

be assumed (ibid. 87). According to Paus. 8.27.3 (r371),

Dipaia was among the communities that the Arkadian

Confederacy voted to relocate to Megalopolis (no. 282);

however, it is unknown whether this decision was imple-

mented (Moggi (1974) 83–84).

If Dipaia is to be identified with the remains at Davia

(supra), then the city was centred on a fortified acropolis.

In C5m, c.440 according to Olympionikai 314, Dipaia pro-

duced an Olympic victor.

269. Euaimon (Euaimnios) Unlocated (but see Howell

(1970) 82). Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is

Ε(α�µων (IG V.2 343 � IPArk no. 15.7, 49–50 (C4m); Steph.

Byz. 283.14). The city-ethnic is Ε(α�µνιος (IG v.2 343 � IPArk

no. 15.3 (C4m)).

No Archaic or Classical source describes Euaimon as a

polis, though Theopomp. fr.61 (�Steph.Byz.283.14–15) may

have done so (Whitehead (1994) 119; Nielsen (1996c) 71); IG

v.2 343 � IPArk no. 15 is a treaty between Euaimon and

Orchomenos (no. 286), concluded .π� το5ς g�σgοις κα�

το5ς 6µο�οις (ll. 4–6), and the nature of the document thus

suggests that Euaimon was a polis; Dubois (1986) 148, 159

proposes to restore [2ν π#λι gε]κατ/ραι in ll. 56–57. The

same treaty uses the collective ethnic to refer to the

community of Euaimon (2–3, 53–54, 75–76, 83).

The treaty IPArk no. 15.2 describes itself as an agreement of

συgοικ�α and provides for the inclusion of the Euaiminians

into the Orchomenian citizen body (IPArk p. 135); however,

Euaimon probably continued to exist (cf. Steph. Byz.

283.14–15; Dus̆anić (1978) 338; Nielsen (1996c) 71), and may

thereafter have been a dependent polis of Orchomenos.

In IPArk no. 15.6–7, τ3 δ* Hερ3 τ3 2ν Ε(α�µονι is

presumably a reference to communal cults in Euaimon

which were to be preserved after the agreement, but the local

pantheon is otherwise unknown (Jost (1985) 115, 120).

270. Eutaia Map 58. Lat. 37.20, long. 22.20. Size of territ-

ory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The MSS of Xen. Hell. (at 6.5.12, 21) vary

between Εdταια, Ε(γα�α and Ε(γ/α, ! (Tuplin (1986)

27–28); since later sources such as Paus. 8.27.3 and Steph.

Byz. 287.19 use the τ-form, this form has become customary

in scholarly literature.

At Hell. 6.5.12 Xenophon uses polis three times about

Eutaia, presumably primarily in the sense of town, although

the meaning “territory” may be a connotation in the phrase

π#λιν Iµορον οwσαν and “political community” in ο(κ

Oδ�κησε τ�ν π#λιν.

The name of the territory is unknown, but the territory is

probably referred to as polis by Xen. Hell. 6.5.12. To the south

Eutaia bordered on Lakonia (Xen. Hell. 6.5.12).

Eutaia was a Mainalian city (Paus. 8.27.3; Nielsen (1996a)

132–34). Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy is

proved by Xen. Hell. 6.5.12; membership was probably medi-

ated by the tribal state of the Mainalians (Nielsen (1996c)

95). Membership of the Peloponnesian League may be

assumed (ibid. 87).

According to Paus. 8.27.3, Eutaia was among the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relo-

cate to Megalopolis (no. 282). It is unknown whether the

relocation was ever carried out: the site seems not to have

been abandoned, since coins of the Arkadian and Achaian

Confederacies have been found there (Loring (1895) 50;

Pikoulas (1988) 70–73).

At Hell. 6.5.12, Xenophon mentions that in 370 Eutaia

raised troops, which were put under the command of the

Arkadian Confederacy.

Eutaia was located at modern Lianos; the site has not been

excavated. Xen. Hell. 6.5.12 mentions ο2κ�αι, and Loring

(1895) 50 as well as Pikoulas (1988) report numerous antiq-

uities at Lianos; Pikoulas (1988) reports an abundance of

sherds and minor architectural fragments in the fields.

At Hell. 6.5.12 Xenophon mentions a τε5χος. The refer-

ence may be to the poor fortification found on the hill

of Agios Konstantinos which overlooks the site

(Pikoulas (1988) 75). If so, the lower city proper was possi-

bly unfortified.
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271. Gortys (Kortynios) Map 58. Lat. 37.30, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: B. The toponym is

Κ#ρτυς, ! (Hsch. s.v. Κορτ�νιοι) or Γ#ρτυς, -υνος, ! (Pl.

Leg. 708A); Paus. 5.7.1 and Hsch. s.v. ‘Εκατοµβα5ος have

Γ#ρτυνα, -ης, !. The city-ethnic is Κορτ�νιος (Syll.³ 49

(C5f)); ΚΟΡΤΥΝΕΩΝ from *Κορτυνε�ς is found on C2

coins (Dubois (1986) 287).

The only source that classifies Gortys as a polis is Paus.

8.27.4 (r371) and 28.1 (κ)µη τ3 .π’ .µο%, τ3 δ* �τι

�ρχαι#τερα π#λις), but the external collective use of the

city-ethnic is found on a C5f dedication of spoils at Delphi

(Syll.³ 49). The ethnic is attested as a personal name already

in C6 (Nielsen (1996a) 122).

Gortys was a Kynourian community (Paus. 8.27.4;

Nielsen (1996a) 132–34). Membership of the Peloponnesian

League can be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87); membership of

the Arkadian Confederacy is proved by a combination of IG

v.2 1.40 (360s) and Paus. 8.27.4 (Nielsen (1996a) 132–34).

According to Paus. 8.27.4, Gortys was among the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relo-

cate to Megalopolis (no. 282). It is, however, unknown

whether this decision was implemented, and the site seems

not to have been abandoned (Moggi (1974) 91–92).

C5f military activity by Gortys can be inferred from Syll.³

49 (Κορτ�νιοι δεκ�ταν πολεµ�ον), a dedication of spoils

set up at Delphi.

The site of Gortys is situated on the western bank of the

river Lousios/Gortynios near the modern village of

Atsicholo. It is dominated by two sanctuaries: an upper

sanctuary with a fortified “acropolis” and a lower sanctuary.

The upper sanctuary was dedicated to Asklepios and con-

tains a C4e stoa (Jost (1985) 204), a C5l–C4e fountain house

(ibid.), and a C5l–C4e prostyle Doric temple (ibid.). The

acropolis measures 425 � 160/100 m. The fortifications were

constructed entirely in local stone, at least some of which

was quarried on the acropolis itself (Martin (1947–48) 112).

In general, archaeology points to a date after 370 for the 

fortifications. Martin (1947–48) 139 believes that the fort-

ifications were erected by Megalopolis/the Arkadian

Confederacy as a military outpost protecting Megalopolitan

territory; a large number of C4 Arkadian federal coins have

been found on the acropolis (ibid.), pointing to a C4m date

for the fortifications. Furthermore, there are no remains on

the acropolis linking the fortifications to the city of Gortys

(Martin (1947–48) 142). If Martin is right, this is not really

the acropolis of Gortys, but a military fort; this interpreta-

tion is accepted by Jost (1999) 197, but the fortification may

also have served the local population, turning Gortys into a

settlement of the ville acropole type described by Jost (1999)

193–98. The lower sanctuary lay 500 m north of the acropo-

lis, and the residential area was presumably situated

between the two sanctuaries (BCH 79 (1955) 335): at least one

house excavated there dates to C4 (BCH 80 (1956) 402), but

in contrast to the sanctuaries, the city proper is not well

known, and no sketch of it can be given (for a plan, see

Papachatzis (1994) 298). The lower sanctuary was likewise

dedicated to Asklepios and contains a stoa of, possibly, C4

(BCH 79 (1955) 340), a C4s bath (Jost (1985) 205) and a large

temple, laid out c.370 but apparently never finished (ibid.

206–7). There is no obvious explanation for the existence of

two Asklepieia, and apart from Asklepios the local pantheon

is not well known (ibid. 202–3, 205).

272. Halous Map 58. Lat. 37.45, long. 22.00. Size of terri-

tory: probably 2 or 3. Type: C. The toponym is yλο%ς

(-ο%ντος), W at Paus. 8.25.2; the entry .ν hαλ/ιος in the

Delphic catalogue of theorodokoi of C5l–C4e (ed. by Daux

in REG 62 (1949) p. 6 l. 10) may refer to this site, using an

older form of the toponym (Daux ad loc. and Meyer

(1957a) 86).

The city deserves inclusion in this Inventory only because

it may have had a Delphic theorodokos in C5l–C4e (supra),

and thus was possibly a polis (Perlman (1995) 116, 121, 135).

Meyer (1939a) 78–83 identified Halous with the Palaiokastro

at Syriamou, south-west of Thaliades (no. 299). The site

consists of a small walled hill with the habitation area,

unwalled, below. The wall runs for c.640 m and encloses an

area of 1.7 ha; it dates from C4, according to Meyer; sherds

and tiles from the walled area date to the Classical and

Hellenistic periods. In the habitation area outside the wall

Meyer made “massenhaften Ziegel- und Scherbefunde”. The

inhabited area was considerable, according to Meyer, but he

does not estimate the size of the city proper.

273. Helisson (Heliswasios) Map 58 (not precisely locat-

ed; cf. Bölte (1913a); Pikoulas (1992–93) 204, (1999c) 125–26).

Lat. 37.35, long. 22.15. Size of territory: probably 1 or 2. Type:

A. The toponym is ‘Ελισ#ντι in SEG 37 340.9–10 (C4f),

which points to the nominative ‘Ελισ(σ)ο%ς or

‘Ελισ(σ)+ν (< ‘Ελισg-), W, for which see te Riele (1987)

171–72 and Dubois (1988) 289; Paus. 8.27.3 (r371) has

‘Ελισσ)ν and Diod. 16.39.5 (r352) ‘Ελισ(σ)ο%ς. The city-

ethnic is ‘Ελισg�σιος in SEG 37 340; it is later written

‘Ελισφ�σιος (IG iv².1 42.2, 16–17 (c.300); Polyb. 11.11.6); see

Dubois (1988) 288.

Helisson is called polis in the urban sense by SEG 37

340.6–7 (C4f) and Diod. 16.39.5 (r352), and in the political
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sense by SEG 37 340.5 (C4f). The individual use of the ethnic

is unattested, but the collective use is found externally in

SEG 37 340 (C4f), IG iv².1 42.2 (c.300) and in Polyb. 11.11.6.

The territory is referred to as χ)ρα by SEG 37 340.5 (C4f)

and Polyb. 11.11.6 (r207).

Helisson was a Mainalian city (Paus. 8.27.3 (r371); Nielsen

(1996a) 132–34), and it can be inferred from a combination

of IG v.2 1.16 (360s) and Paus. 8.27.3 (r371) (cf. Nielsen

(1996a) 132–34) that the city was a member of the Arkadian

Confederacy. Membership of the Peloponnesian League

may be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87).

In C4f, Helisson concluded a treaty with Mantinea (no.

281) (SEG 37 340), whereby all citizens of Helisson became

Mantinean citizens; the city of Helisson was left in existence

as a κ)µη of Mantinea, but continued to be a polis none the

less (SEG 37 340.6–7); it is debatable whether Helisson was to

survive as a polis merely in the urban sense (so Rhodes (1995)

97), or whether the city was constituted as a dependent polis

within the Mantinike (so Hansen (1995a) 39, (1995b) 73–74;

Nielsen (1996c) 67–70). The treaty does not call itself a sym-

politeia, but simply a σ�νθεσις (SEG 37 340.2); it has, how-

ever, become customary to refer to the agreement as a

sympoliteia, for which concept see Hansen (1995b) 56. After

the treaty, Helisson—like the other dependencies of

Mantinea—was entitled to send a thearos to the Mantinean

board of thearoi (8–9: θεαρ�ν lναι .ξ ‘Ελισ#[ν]τι

κατ�περ .ς τα5ς >λλαις π#λισι).

According to Paus. 8.27.3 (r371), Helisson was among the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relo-

cate to Megalopolis (no. 282); it is not known, however,

whether this decision was implemented, and the city still

existed in 352, when it was captured and pillaged by the

Spartans (Diod. 16.39.5).

No theorodokos is attested for Helisson, but SEG 37

340.9–10: τ3ς θεαρ�ας δ/κεσθαι κ3 τ3 π�τρια suggests

that the city was connected to some system of theorodokia.

By the treaty SEG 37 340 (C4f), Helisson adopted the

Mantinean constitution and thus became a democracy

(Nielsen (1996c) 69–70); it is, however, clear from the

inscription (which among other things mentions a body of

local laws, ν#µοι (l. 15)) that Helisson had its own constitu-

tion before the agreement, although what form it took is

unknown. The treaty is the only surviving public enactment

of Helisson; at l. 17 it refers to a local board of .πιµελητα� (te

Riele (1987) 180; Nielsen (1996a) 160 n. 56).

The local pantheon is unknown, but in SEG 37 340.9–10

τ3ς θυσ�ας . . . τ3ς 2ν ‘Ελισ#[ν]/τι is presumably a refer-

ence to local communal cults which were to be preserved

after the unification of Helisson and Mantinea. For a C4

hero relief from Helisson, see Damaskos (1990–91).

274. Heraia (Heraieus) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 21.50. Size

of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Ηερ[α�]α in REG 62

(1949) p. 6 ll. 11–12 (C5l–C4f); ‘Ηρα�α, ! is found at Xen.

Hell. 2.30.9, 6.5.22; Ps.-Skylax 44; and IPArk no. 23.7 (C3).

The city-ethnic is ’Εραε�ς in SEG 11 1045 (c.500); IPArk no.

15.19 (C4m) and Xen. Hell. 6.5.11 have ‘Ηραε�ς; Thuc. 5.67.1

and Xen. Hell. 6.5.22 have ‘Ηραιε�ς; coins have ΗΡΑΕΩΝ

(Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 1015).

Heraia is listed as the third toponym after the heading

π#λεις αH µεγ�λαι α_δε (where polis is used in the urban

sense) in Ps.-Skylax 44; at Xen. Hell. 3.2.30 it is implicitly

described as a polis in the urban and territorial senses com-

bined (for the idiom, cf. Diod. 2.43.6 and see Smyth, Greek

Grammar §1096); at Arist. Pol. 1303a15–16 there is a reference

to a change of politeia in Heraia, in a passage (1302b40,

1303a15) where Heraia is listed as the fourth of six examples

of the observation that a polis (in the political sense) consists

of sometimes disproportionate parts. At Paus. 8.26.1 there is

a reference to a temple of Dionysos Polites, but its date is

unknown.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on

coins (Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 1015), and externally in SEG 11

1045 (c.500); Thuc. 5.67.1; IPArk no. 15.19 (C4m); and Xen.

Hell. 6.5.11. The individual use is found externally on IG ii²

2327 (rC6) and IG iv².1 96.35 (C3f).

Xen. Hell. 6.5.22 (�παλλ�ττονται (sc. the Arkadian

federal troops) .κ τ8ς ‘Ηρα�ας) suggests that the

toponym could designate the territory as well as the city,

since it is a reasonable inference from the context that the

federal troops were operating not in the city, but in the ter-

ritory of Heraia (so Bölte (1913b) 415). Its size was c.265

km². Bölte (1913b) estimated the citizen population at min.

2,000.

According to Strabo 8.3.2, Heraia was synoecised (at an

unknown date: Bergese (1985)) from nine δ8µοι. These

demes were perhaps minor settlements in the territory.

Their identity is unknown, but Bölte (1913b) 412 counted

Melainai and Bouphagion among them. A site which he

identified with Bouphagion is described by Meyer (1939a)

103–6, but Jost (1985) 76–77 rejects the identification of this

site with Bouphagion. The impressive fortifications of the

site and its acropolis are Hellenistic (Meyer (1939a) 106; Jost

(1985) 76 states that they are Classical), but large quantities

of Archaic and Classical sherds were found at the site (Meyer

(1939a) 102), which perhaps had a temple on the acropolis
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(ibid. 106). Meyer (1957b) 20 identified another site, Loutra

Ireas, near Betsi as another Heraian “Dorf”.

A number of fortresses in the territory are known; one at

Ochthia on the border with Thelphousa (no. 300) is

described by Meyer (1939a) 100–1: sherds at the site go back

to the Archaic period.Near Paloumba is another fortified site

(including a temple) with sherds going back to the Archaic

period, for which see Meyer (1939a) 102 and Pikoulas (1999a)

304–5 (suggesting that this may be Melainai).

The symmachy treaty ML 17 (c.500) was traditionally

thought of as concluded between Elis (no. 251) and Heraia;

however, Dubois (1985) correctly pointed out that the form

’Ερgαο5οι (the then accepted reading) would be unique for

the Heraian ethnic (cf. Roy (1997) 293–94); a recent re-

examination of the text (by Roy and Schofield (1999)) has

established that the name of Elis’ partner was in fact

’Εgαο5οι, which should probably be thought of as an other-

wise unknown minor community in Eleia (see Ewaoioi (no.

253)).

Heraia fought with Sparta (no. 345) at Mantinea in 418

(Thuc. 5.67.1), and was thus a member of the Peloponnesian

League. The city was loyal to Sparta even after Leuktra (Xen.

Hell. 6.5.11), although it eventually joined the Arkadian

Confederacy (IG v.2 1.58 (360s)). Heraian military activity is

attested, in addition to Thuc. 5.67.1, by Xen. Hell. 6.5.11 and

SEG 11 1045 (c.500), a dedication of spoils taken from the

Heraians and set up by an unknown Arkadian community.

IPArk no. 15.19 (a treaty of sympoliteia between Euaimon

(no. 269) and Orchomenos (no. 286)) stipulates that the

Heraians are to act as arbiters in case of conflicts over

property rights. A Delphic theorodokos resided in Heraia in

C5l–C4e (REG 62 (1949) p. 6 ll. 11–12). Nothing is known

about the form of constitution at Heraia, but from the pas-

sage at Arist. Pol. 1303a15–16 it can be inferred that at some

point there was a constitutional reform there whereby the

procedure for the appointment of magistrates was changed

from election to sortition. Bölte (1913b) 415 dates the reform

to 370.

At Diod. 15.40.2 (r375) a Heraia is described as a χωρ�ον

tχυρ�ν; if this is a reference to this city (which has been dis-

puted; cf. Stylianou (1998) ad loc.), it may mean that the city

was fortified (Bölte (1913b) 414): early travellers saw the

remains of well-built walls, but these may have been

Hellenistic (ibid. 408 and 415). The city of Heraia seems to

have occupied a large area (Jost (1985) 73), but since the site

has not been systematically investigated, no description of

the urban layout is possible (Philadelpheus (1931–32)

reviews the remains at Heraia).

Heraian coinage began c.510; the earliest coins are

hemidrachms and obols: obv. head of Hera; rev.Ε,ΕΡ,ΕΡΑ

or ΕΡΑΙ; see R. T. Williams (1970) and SNG Cop. Argolis

231–33. By C5l–C4 the city struck in silver (SNG Cop. Argolis

234–36) and possibly even in iron (for which see Köhler

(1882a)), and by C4 in bronze (SNG Cop. Argolis 236–41).

Attested denominations are triobol, diobol, trihemiobol,

obol and hemiobol. The legends are Ε,ΕΡ,ΕΡΑ,ΕΡΑΙ,Η,

ΗΡ, ΗΡΑΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 448; Babelon, Traité ii.1 nos.

1211–23 and ii.3 nos. 1000–15). The most common types depict

female deities (Artemis and Athena), but Pan is found too

(Imhoof-Blumer and Gardner (1964) 103).

The pantheon of Heraia is discussed by Jost (1985) 70–77.

Heraians achieved two Olympic victories in C6

(Olympionikai 132, 138) and six in C5 (Olympionikai 189, 200,

205, 313, 317, 344).

275. Kaphy(i)ai (Kaphyieus) Map 58. Lat. 37.45, long.

22.15. Size of territory: 4. Type: B. The toponym is Καφυια�,

αH in IG iv².1 122 (C4); it is Καφ�αι in Michel 489 (C4) and

Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.13.2. The city-ethnic is Καφυιε�ς in

F.Delphes iii.4 191 (C5f) and CID ii 12.i.2 (341/40); Καφυε�ς

is found in IG ii² 66c (c.400); cf. Roy (1972a) 333–34.

There is no certain attestation of polis in any Archaic or

Classical source: in Theopomp. fr. 77.3 π#λις probably does

not stem from Theopompos. The earliest source that classi-

fies Kaphy(i)ai as a polis is Staatsverträge 476.25, 92 (c.265).

The city-ethnic is found externally in the collective use in

F.Delphes iii.4 191 (C5f), and in the individual use in IG ii²

66c (c.400) and CID ii 12.i.2 (341/40).

The territory occupied c.220 km².A Classical sanctuary in

the territory is reported by ArchDelt 37 (1982) 116 and AR 37

(1991) 25; for another, see Pritchett (1969) 125 and Jost (1985)

112. For a possible fortress, see Jost (1985) 112.

Kaphy(i)ai was a member of the revived Peloponnesian

League of King Areus of Sparta (no. 345) for the

Chremonidean War (Staatsverträge 476.25), but member-

ship of the early Peloponnesian League may be assumed as

well (Nielsen (1996c) 87). Membership of the Arkadian

Confederacy is not explicitly attested, but may be assumed

(ibid. 95).

Kaphy(i)an military activity can be inferred from F.Delphes

iii.4 191 (C5f), a dedication of spoils taken ΤΟΝ

[ΠΟ]ΛΕΜΙΟΝ and set up at Delphi. A citizen of Kaphyiai

was Athenian proxenos in C5l and had the grant renewed after

the fall of the Thirty (IG ii² 66c with Walbank (1978) 151–53).

The city of Kaphy(i)ai was, like Mantinea (no. 281), situat-

ed in a plain and not centred on an acropolis (Pritchett
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(1969) 123–24). It was located south-east of the modern vil-

lage of Chotoussa, and the site is covered with Classical

sherds and other remains (Pritchett (1969) 123–24; Howell

(1970) 81; Jost (1985) 111). There are also remains of a circuit

wall with round towers at Kaphy(i)ai,but they have not been

systematically investigated (Pritchett (1969) 123–24).

Among isolated finds from the city is an Archaic bronze stat-

uette, reported by von Gaertringen and Lattermann (1911)

42 with table 13.2.

The Kaphy(i)an pantheon is almost unknown (Jost (1985)

110–11); Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.13.2 reports that Agamemnon was

held to have planted a platanos in the city.

276. Kleitor (Kleitorios) Map 58. Lat. 37.55, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is found as

[Κλε(ι)]τορ in IG iv 510 (C5f), as Κλε�τωρ,W in Pind. Nem.

10.47; SEG 20 716 (C4), and as Κλ�τωρ in SEG 23 189 (c.330).

The city-ethnic is Κλειτ#ριος (Paus. 5.23.7 (rC6s); Maddoli

(1992) 260; Syll.³ 291 (332)) or Κλητ#ριος (Xen. Hell. 5.4.36;

IG v.2 1.52 (360s)), abbreviated to ΚΛΕΤΟ on C5 coins

(Head, HN² 446).

No Archaic or Classical source explicitly calls Kleitor a

polis, but at Xen. Hell. 5.4.37 the city is referred to as a polis in

the political sense.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on C5 coins (Head, HN² 446) and externally in Paus. 5.23.7

(rC6s) (cf. Maddoli (1992) 260); IG v.2 1.52 (360s); and Xen.

Hell. 5.4.36. The individual use is attested externally in IvO

167 (C4f) and CID ii 51.7 (C4m).

The name of the territory was Κλειτορ�α (Theophr. Hist.

pl. 9.15.6; Polyb. 4.11.2). Pausanias mentions a number of

sites inside the territory: Leukasion, Mesoboa, Nasoi, Oryx,

Halous (no. 272), Thaliades (no. 299) (8.23.8–24.3), Soron,

Paion (no. 288), Seirai, Argeathai, Lykountes and Skotane

(cf. Jost (1985) 42–46). Of these, Paion and Thaliades were

probably, and Halous possibly, poleis at some time (see the

respective entries); but whether they were dependent poleis

within Kleitorian territory in the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods is unknown, though not impossible. About the other

toponyms, nothing is known. On the basis of the map in Jost

(1985), the size of the territory can be estimated at c.625 km²,

but this includes Lousoi (no. 279), Paion, Thaliades and

Halous: it is unknown whether all of these ever formed part

of Kleitor prior to the Roman era. For two C4s fortresses, see

Pikoulas (1999b) 144–53.

Kleitor was almost certainly an Azanian community (K.

Tausend (1993) 15); however, if the Azanians ever formed a

political unit, this had broken up before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44,

(1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a) 139). Kleitor may just possibly

have headed a small hegemonic league in northern Arkadia

(Nielsen (1996c) 86–87). The city was a member of the

Peloponnesian League (Xen. Hell. 5.4.36–37) before the

foundation of the Arkadian Confederacy of which it was a

member (IG v.2 1.52 (360s)), and probably a leading one

since it, like Mantinea (no. 281) and Tegea (no. 297), provid-

ed two of the ten oecists who founded Megalopolis (no. 282)

(Paus. 8.27.2 (r371)).

C6s military activity can be inferred from Paus. 5.23.2

(Maddoli (1992) 260), referring to spoils dedicated at

Olympia and, according to the accompanying epigram,

taken by the Kleitorians πολλ[ν .κ πολ�ων χερσ�

βιασσ�µενοι.At Hell. 5.4.36 Xenophon has a brief reference

to a war in 379 between Kleitor and Orchomenos (no. 286)

(cf. Roy (1972c)); for this war the Kleitorians had hired mer-

cenaries (ibid.), but it is not clear whether they conducted

the war exclusively with mercenaries. Xen. Hell. 5.4.37 refers

to the >ρχων τ+ν παρ3 το5ς Κλητορ�οις ξ/νων, but it is

not clear whether he was a citizen or a mercenary as well.

Xen. Hell. 5.4.36 mentions negotiations between Sparta

(no. 345) and Kleitor, and SEG 20 716.14–15 refers to an

embassy which travelled from Kyrene (no. 1028) to Kleitor; a

Kleitorian was appointed Delphic proxenos in 332 (Syll.³

291), and IG v.2 368 is a long C3e catalogue of proxenoi of

Kleitor. IPArk no. 30, a sacred law of c.525, may belong to

Kleitor. C.330 an Argive theorodokos resided at Kleitor (SEG

23 189.ii.22). In C4f the constitution was presumably demo-

cratic (Roy (1972c) 79). SEG 20 716.18–19 (C4m) mentions a

sentence of exile passed by the Kleitorians.

Like Mantinea, Kleitor was situated in a plain and had no

acropolis (Jost (1985) 40; Winter (1989) 198 with fig. 3). The

Hellenistic fortification wall is 2,500 m long and encloses an

area of c.58 ha (Petritaki (1996) 83–84). It is built of stone

throughout (Winter (1989) 198); it is “among the most

advanced anywhere in the Peloponnese”, and so Winter

(1989) 199 dates it to c.300. Inside the walled area are numer-

ous ancient remains, and a theatre is discernible (Petritaki

(1996) 85; cf. TGR ii. 237); ceramic evidence suggests that the

earliest phases of the construction may go back to C4

(Petritaki (2001)). Outside the wall are late Archaic and

Classical graves (Petritaki (1996) 84).

According to Head, HN² 446, minting at Kleitor began

c.C5m; Babelon, Traité ii.1. 877–88 dates its start somewhat

earlier. The city struck in both silver (SNG Cop. Argolis

217–25) and bronze (from C4; SNG Cop. Argolis 226–30).

Known denominations are triobol, obol, hemiobol and 

possibly tetartemorion (SNG Cop. Argolis 218). Recurrent
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types show Athena, horses and Helios (cf. Lacroix (1968)).

Legends are ΚΛ, ΚΛΗ, ΚΛΕΤΟ.

The Kleitorian pantheon is imperfectly known; Athena

Koria was probably the most important divinity (Jost (1985)

41–42). Prestigious games were celebrated at Kleitor (Pind.

Nem. 10.47; Lazzarini (1976) no. 865 (C5f)).

Delphic promanteia is granted to a Kleitorian by Syll.³ 291

(332). Two Olympic victors from the city are on record, in

384 (Olympionikai 395) and in 376 (Olympionikai 406). In

C6s (Paus. 5.23.7; for which see Maddoli (1992) 260), the city

set up a dedication of spoils at Olympia.

277. Koila Unlocated (Meyer (1957a) 86). Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Κο�λα in REG 62 (1949) p. 6

ll. 4–5 (C5l–C4e); an ethnic is not attested. Koila deserves

inclusion in this Inventory solely because it may have had a

Delphic theorodokos in C5l–C4e (REG 62 (1949) p. 6 ll. 4–5),

and thus was possibly a polis (Perlman (1995) 116, 121, 135).

278. Kynaitha (Kynaitheus) Map. 58. Lat. 38.00, long.

22.05. Size of territory: 3. Type: C. The toponym is Κ�ναιθα,

-ης, ! (Polyb. 4.17.3, 9.17.1). The city-ethnic is Κυναιθε�ς

(Aristox. fr. 135, Wehrli; Polyb. 4.16.11); Paus. 5.22.1 has

Κυναιθαε�ς, and Steph. Byz. 393.4 cites Κυναιθαιε�ς in

addition to the two forms listed here.

No Archaic or Classical source mentions Kynaitha, but

Polybios at 4.16.11 calls it a polis in the political sense, and at

9.17.1 in the urban sense; at 4.17.10 he uses πατρ�ς, and at

17.11 πολιτε�α. However, since there is a C4 occurrence of

the city-ethnic in the external individual use (Aristox. fr. 135,

Wehrli), the city must have existed in the Classical period

and was possibly a polis (Nielsen (1996a) 131–32), as it cer-

tainly was in C3 (see, e.g., the description of a stasis given by

Polyb. 4.17–18 and 9.17).

The name of the territory is unknown; at 4.17.5, Polybios

terms it γ8. It occupied c.125 km². There are no important

remains in the territory (Jost (1985) 53), and the major part

of the city itself is probably hidden beneath modern

Kalavryta (Meyer (1939a) 107 and Howell (1970) 96; but see

Petropoulos (1985) 65–66).

279. Lousoi (Lousiatas) Map 58. Lat. 38.00, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Λουσο� in IG v.2

399 (C5e); Bacchyl. Ep. 11.96 has Λο%σος, but this refers to a

spring at the sanctuary of Artemis Hemera, and need not be

the form behind the locative Λουσο5 found in IG v.2 394.132

(c.200); see Bölte (1927) 1891. Arist. Mir. ausc. 842b2 and IG

v.1 1387.2 (C3) have Λουσο�,ο�. Theophr. Hist. pl. 9.15.8, 16.8

has Σο%σα, commonly taken to be a corruption of Λο%σα,

τ3, see Bölte (1927) 1891. In C5, the ethnic is found both as

Λουσε�τας (IG v.2 387.8 (C5s)) and as Λουσι�τας (IG v.2

387.2 (C5s)); later only Λουσι�τας is found, e.g. Xen. An.

7.6.40; Xen. An. 4.2.21, 7.11–12 has Λουσιε�ς (cf. Philostr. De

gymnastica 12 (r708)); Paus. 8.18.8 uses Λουσε�ς retrospec-

tively (rC6).

Lousoi may be called a polis in a treaty dating to 500–475

(Nomima i no. 57, but cf. Dubois (1986) 220); a series of

decrees dating to C4l onwards (IG v.2 388–96) frequently

refers to the city as a polis in the political sense.The collective

use of the city-ethnic is found internally in IG v.2 387 (C5s)

and externally in IG v.2 358 (C3f?) and Polyb. 4.18.11. The

external individual use is found in Xen. An. 7.6.40 (cf.

Philostr. De gymnastica 12 (r708) and Paus. 8.18.8 (r546)).

The name and size of the territory are unknown; IPArk

no. 22 (C3) may be a delimitation of the border between

Lousoi and Achaian Boura (no. 233). Stangl (1999b)

estimates that the territory could support max. 1,000 indi-

viduals. For a Classical watch-tower in the territory, see 

K. Tausend (1999b) 306–7.

Lousoi was probably an Azanian community (K. Tausend

(1993) 15); however, if the Azanians ever formed a political

unit, this had broken up before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44, (1996)

110; Nielsen (1996a) 138). The city may have been party to a

treaty as early as 500–475 (Nomima i no. 57, but cf. Dubois

(1986) 220).A C3f(?) treaty with Stymphalos (no.296) is pre-

served as IG v.2 358 (�Staatsverträge 560).

The earliest public enactment of Lousoi is a C5s list of

proxenoi (IG v.2 387); IPArk no. 20, a sacred law of c.525, may

belong to Lousoi. The decrees IG v.2 388–96 (C4l onwards)

attest to an eponymous damiorgos, a board of damiorgoi and

an oikonomos. From the enactment formulas (e.g.�δοξε τ[ι

π#λι τ+λ Λουσιατ[ν (IG v.2 389), �δοξε τ+ι δ�µω(ι)

τ+λ Λουσ[ι]ατ[ν (IG v.2 390)), the existence of an assem-

bly may be inferred. An enktesis grant is found in IG v.2 394

(C3l). According to Paus. 8.18.8, Agesilas of Lousoi was vic-

torious in the Pythian Games in 546; Eurybatos of Lousoi is

recorded as Olympic victor as early as 708 (Olympionikai

22); cf. S. Tausend (1999).

The acropolis of Lousoi is crowned by a C4 fortification

wall, possibly of mudbrick on a polygonal stone foundation,

and encloses an area of 0.3 ha (Petropoulos (1985) 67–73).

South of the acropolis is the most important feature of the

community of Lousoi: the sanctuary of Artemis Hemera

(Jost (1985) 47), the pre-eminent divinity of the city.

The temple is Hellenistic, but an older structure probably

existed (Jost (1985) 49; Voyatzis (1990) 36). For a plan of the

sanctuary, see Jost (1985) pl. 5.1. K. Tausend (1993) suggests
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that the sanctuary at Lousoi was originally the cultic centre

of the Azanian tribe, and owed its continual importance to

this fact. The city lay c.1 km west of the sanctuary, at

Phournoi, where there are numerous ancient remains (Jost

(1985) 48). Private houses of C4–C3 have been found; see AR

(1984–85) 23, (1985–86) 28, (1988–89) 33–34, and

Mitsopoulos-Leon (1985) 96.

Apart from Artemis, no other divinities are securely

attested at Lousoi (Jost (1985) 50) unless IPArk no. 20,

mentioning Demeter, belongs to Lousoi. The city certainly

celebrated games in honour of Artemis by C3 (IG v.1 1387)

but may already have done so in C4 when the series of

decrees granting theorodokia commences (IG v.2 388–96);

cf. S. Tausend (1999) 372–73.

280. Lykosoura (Lykourasios) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long.

22.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is

Λυκ#σουρα, ! (SEG 41 332.45 (c.230–190)); the MSS of

Pausanias have different variants of this form (Meyer (1927)

2417–18). The city-ethnic is Λυκουρ�σιος in SEG 41 332.1

(c.230–190); Pausanias (e.g. 8.27.6 (r371/70)) uses

Λυκοσουρε�ς (Meyer (1927) 2417).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

SEG 41 332.22–23 (c.230–190) and externally in Paus. 8.27.5

(r371) (probably taken over from a historiographic source,

see Nielsen (1996b) 296). No Archaic or Classical source

mentions Lykosoura. At 8.27.4 (r371), Pausanias states that

Lykosoura was among the communities that the Arkadian

Confederacy voted to relocate to Megalopolis (no. 282);

however, he goes on to explain that this decision was not

implemented (8.27.6), because the city resisted the reloca-

tion. Since the very first source that mentions Lykosoura

(SEG 41 332 (c.230–190)) describes it as a polis (in the polit-

ical sense, e.g. l. 3) and refers to the politai (ll. 7–8), it is pos-

sible that at the foundation of Megalopolis the city was left

as a dependent polis inside Megalopolitan territory. Three

other cities that resisted the synoecism (Lykaia, Trikolonoi

and Trapezous (no. 303)) were either forced to relocate

(Lykaia and Trikolonoi) or annihilated (Trapezous). It is

thus rather remarkable that Lykosoura was spared, and we

should look for an explanation. According to Paus. 8.27.6,

the inhabitants of the city took shelter in the sanctuary of

Despoina and were spared “∆�µητρ#ς τε �νεκα κα�

∆εσπο�νης”. The best explanation, then, seems to be that

the city was allowed to exist in order to look after the

important sanctuary at which it was situated (see also the

judicious remarks by Meyer (1927) 2431 on the importance

of the sanctuary in comparison with the city). And in fact,

the decree SEG 41 332 (c.223–190) that shows Lykosoura act-

ing as a polis concerns business related to the sanctuary. This

points to the conclusion that after the synoecism Lykosoura

was a dependent polis in charge of an important sanctuary

inside the polis of Megalopolis (see Meyer (1927) 2431–32,

suggesting that citizens of Lykosoura were also citizens of

Megalopolis; cf. Jost (1999) 194).

Before the synoecism of Megalopolis, Lykosoura

belonged to the Parrhasian tribe (Paus. 8.27.4; Nielsen

(1996a) 132–34). In C5s the Parrhasians, and thus probably

Lykosoura, were members of a local hegemonic league led

by Mantinea (no. 281), for which see Nielsen (1996c) 79–86.

Membership of the Peloponnesian League may be assumed;

it was probably mediated by the Parrhasian tribe (Nielsen

(1996c) 97, 89, 100–1). Membership of the Arkadian

Confederacy through the Parrhasian tribe can be inferred

from Paus. 8.27.4 (cf. Nielsen (1996c) 87, 89, 100–1).

The date at which the monumental buildings in the sanc-

tuary at Lykosoura were erected is not certain, but may be

C4 (Jost (1985) 178). Above the sanctuary is the walled

acropolis of the city; Meyer (1927) 2426 dates the wall to

C5–C4 (so PECS). Ancient temple remains were reused in a

chapel (Meyer (1927) 2426). The city proper (termed >στυ

by Paus. 8.27.5) was on the northern slope of the acropolis,

west of the sanctuary; Meyer (1927) 2426 reports that “der

ganze Nord- und Ostabhang ist mit antiken Trümmern

übersät”.

281. Mantinea (Mantineus) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long.

22.25. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The epichoric and Doric

form of the toponym is Μαντιν/α,! (SEG 37 340.6 (C4f); IG

v.1 1124 (C5l)); the regular Ionic form is Μαντιν/η (Hom. Il.

2.607; Hdt. 4.161.2), but Hecat. fr. 123 (�Steph. Byz. 13.8)

apparently used the synaloiphic form Μαντ�νη. The Attic

form is Μαντ�νεια (Eupolis fr. 99.30, K&A; Thuc. 5.55.1).

The city-ethnic is invariably Μαντινε�ς (Hdt. 4.162.2; CID

ii 1.ii.24 (360)). For ethnic and toponym, see further Bölte

(1930) 1290–92.

Mantinea is called polis in the urban sense at Thuc. 5.33.2,

Ephor. fr. 79, Ps.-Skylax 44 (who lists it as the second

toponym after the heading π#λεις αH µεγ�λαι α_δε, where

polis is used in the urban sense), and at Isoc. Paneg. 126; in

the territorial sense at Xen. Hell. 5.2.6; and in the political

sense at Hdt. 7.202 and 204, Thuc. 5.47.3, and IG i³ 83.15–17

(420). Hermippos apud Ath. 4.41 (rC6) uses πολ5ται (Hdt.

4.161.2 (rC6m) has �στο�); Isoc. Paneg. 125 uses πολιτε�α

(opposed to µοναρχ�αι); Ael. VH 2.23 (rC5s) uses

πολιτε�εσθαι; and Polyb. 6.43.1 πολ�τευµα (achronic 
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reference). At 5.69.1 Thucydides uses πατρ�ς (cf. CEG ii 887

(C4)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

SEG 37 340 (C4f), and externally at Hdt. 4.161.2 (rC6m),

Bacchyl. fr. 21, Thuc. 3.107.4, IvO 16.17 (C5m) and IG i³ 83.4

(420); the individual use is attested externally only, e.g. Hdt.

4.162.2 (rC6m), SEG 26 330 (C4), CID ii 1.ii.24 (360) and

Xen. Hell. 7.1.23.

The territory occupied c.295 km² (cf. Hodkinson and

Hodkinson (1981) 275 n. 128), and its name was ! Μαντινικ�

(Thuc. 5.64.5; Xen. Hell. 6.5.15). However, the passage at Thuc.

5.64.4 (βοηθε5ν δ* κα� ?θηνα�ους .ς . . . Μαντ�νειαν) sug-

gests that the toponym could also designate the territory. The

territory is termed γ8 by Hdt. 9.77.3, Thuc. 5.64.5 and Xen.

Hell. 5.2.4, and χ)ρα at Xen. Hell. 6.5.15; for the territory, see

Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 242–46. The neighbours

were, to the north, Orchomenos (no. 286); to the east, Argos

(no. 347); to the south, Tegea (no. 297); and to the west,

Mainalia. Extra-urban sanctuaries are known, e.g. one of

Herakles mentioned at Thuc. 5.64.5 (for which see Pritchett

(1969) 46–49); see also Jost (1985) 132–41. The important

sanctuary of Poseidon Hippios, the tutelary god of the city

(Brackertz (1976) 68–71),was situated 1.3 km south of the city;

it has been located, but no substantial finds have been pub-

lished (Jost (1985) 136); however, the web site of the Hellenic

Ministry of Culture (www.culture.gr s.v. ‘The Sanctuary of

Hippios Poseidon’ as assessed 21 January 2003) reports: “The

excavations of Th. Spyropoulos in 1985–95 revealed remains

of the Archaic temple and important objects of the same peri-

od (clay akroterion of Lakonic type bearing Gorgoneion,

pottery of Archaic and Classical date, idols, etc.). The excava-

tions also uncovered later buildings and tombs preserving

ancient liberative inscriptions dedicated to Hippios

Poseidon.” For a group of four C4 fortified watch-towers in

the territory, see Pikoulas (1995) cat. nos. 38–41; see also Jost

(2001–2) esp. fig. 1, noting a new tower at Simiades.

The town of Mantinea (the date of whose foundation is

uncertain; see Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 256–61)

was not the only settlement in Mantinean territory. A num-

ber of sources state that at the dioikismos in 385 (infra) the

Mantineans were dispersed to the old villages, komai, which

was their old pre-synoecistic way of life. It seems likely that

these villages were the ones from which the city was orig-

inally synoecised (infra); but it is unknown whether they

were inhabited between the original synoecism and the

dioikismos (Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 261–63),

although it seems probable (Bölte (1930) 1318; Hodkinson

and Hodkinson (1981) 264; Jost (1986a) 155). The identity of

these komai is not clear from Classical sources, but

Pausanias mentions a number of sites that are possibly to be

identified with at least some of them (Jost (1986a) 155–56).

Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 262 have identified two of

the villages with surviving remains: (a) Nestane (no. 284),

c.7.5 km west of Mantinea town. The site occupies the hill of

Nestani, measures 160 � 40 m, and was fortified c.370

(Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 247). There are some

foundations on the summit, and a few Classical and

Hellenistic sherds were found there (Howell (1970) 87). A

lower ridge runs east–west for 350 m and is probably the site

of the village (Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 246–48);

(b) Maira, c.5.7 km north of Mantinea town (ibid. 248–50).

At modern Gourtsouli,probably ancient Ptolis, just north of

the town, there is evidence of cult and habitation down to

C6l, thereafter of cult only (ibid. 252–56); see, however, AR

(1990–91) 26 reporting early Hellenistic habitation on the

eastern slope.

It seems reasonably certain that at least in some periods

the Mantinike included a number of settlements which were

themselves organised as poleis. Thus, Nestane had its own

ethnic in C4, which indicates that the city was organised as a

polis (and thus as a dependent polis within Mantinean territ-

ory) since no Arkadian sub-ethnics are known (Nielsen

(1996a) 117–32); it is likely that during the dioikismos

Nestane and (some of) the other individual komai rose to

polis status (Polyb. 4.27.6 (r385)), and that this was recog-

nised at the new synoecism in 370 (Xen. Hell. 6.5.3).

However, even prior to the dioikismos the Mantinike includ-

ed other poleis besides Mantinea. Thus, it is clear from the

treaty SEG 37 340 (C4f) that by this treaty the Mantinike was

enlarged to cover the territory of Helisson (no. 273), and that

Helisson persisted as a (dependent) polis within Mantinean

territory; the text furthermore shows that Helisson was not

the only polis in this position; others may have been some of

the original komai or other Mainalian communities such as

Dipaia (no. 268), etc.; cf. Nielsen (1996c) 66–70.

At Thermopylai Mantinea contributed 500 hoplites (Hdt.

7.202), and in 420, 1,000 soldiers helped to protect the

Olympic Games against an anticipated Spartan attack.

According to Lys. 34.7, the Mantineans did not number

3,000; it is not possible to give any exact estimate of the size

of population on this basis (cf. Forsén (2000) 36–39); Xen.

Hell. 5.2.7 implies that in 385 residence in the town was the

norm in Mantinea.

Mantinea was a member of the Hellenic League against

Persia (Hdt. 7.202) and of the Peloponnesian League (Thuc.

5.29.2; Xen. Hell. 5.2.3; cf. Tuplin (1977)), but relations with
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Sparta (no. 345) were very varied and seldom easy (Nielsen

(1996c) 90–91). In 421 Mantinea defected from the League

and concluded an alliance with Argos (Thuc. 5.29.1), which

was followed the next year by the conclusion of a quadruple

alliance of Argos (no. 347), Athens (no. 361), Elis (no. 251)

and Mantinea (Thuc. 5.47 � IG i³ 80). However, after the

defeat at Mantinea in 418 (exactly when is unknown),

Mantinea came to terms with Sparta again (Thuc. 5.81.1);

and it remained an ally of Sparta (Xen. Hell. 5.2.1) down to

the foundation of the Arkadian Confederacy after Leuktra.

Inside Arkadia,Mantinea was a major power,and in C5s it

led a league that included all the Parrhasians and some of the

Mainalians (see Nielsen (1996c) 79–84 for details), who were

reduced to dependencies. In C4f Helisson was reduced to

dependent status through a treaty of what amounts to sym-

politeia (SEG 37 340). The city was also a leading member of

the Arkadian Confederacy (IG v.2 1.34 (360s)); the move

towards the foundation of the Confederacy probably began

in Mantinea (Larsen (1968) 183; Dus̆anić (1970) 285), and it

was the home town of the important federal leader

Lykomedes (for whom see Xen. Hell. 7.1.23–24, 1.39, 4.2–3),

who was one of the two oecists that the city supplied for the

foundation of Megalopolis (no. 282) (Paus. 8.27.2).

Mantinea was likewise a chief actor in the crisis that led to

the dismemberment of the Confederacy in 363 (Xen. Hell.

7.4.33ff; Larsen (1968) 189; Roy (1971a) 588). After the

Confederacy split up, Mantinea seems, like Megalopolis, to

have been the leading city of a continued but smaller

Confederacy (Staatsverträge 290; Diod. 15.94.1–3 (r361),

16.39.1–3 (r352); Staatsverträge 337, 342; cf. Nielsen (1996b)

356–59).

According to Strabo 8.3.2, Mantinea was originally synoe-

cised from five demoi (termed komai at Diod. 15.5.4; cf.

Ephor. fr. 79).At Xen. Hell. 5.2.7, it is stated that settlement in

(four) komai was the old way of the Mantineans, given up by

385; but the dioikismos that year meant a return to this settle-

ment pattern, and the implication is that the original synoe-

cism was the reverse process. The synoecism cannot be

dated (Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 257–61). In 385, the

Spartans undid the synoecism by dioikismos, described in

our sources by the terms διοικ�ζειν (Xen. Hell. 5.2.7; Isoc. De

Pace 100; Ephor. fr. 79.2; Polyb. 4.27.6), µετοικε5ν (Diod.

15.12.2) and �ν�στατον ποιε5ν (Isoc. Paneg. 126). However,

in 370 the city was synoecised again (Xen. Hell. 6.5.3–5).

Mantinean military activity is attested by, e.g., Hdt. 7.202

and Thuc. 5.69.1; commanders are mentioned at Hdt. 7.203

and Thuc. 5.69.1. Ephor. fr. 54 implies that public instruction

in fighting under arms was given at Mantinea from an early

date; Bölte (1930) 1317 assumes that this institution was

inspired by Sparta. Bacchyl. Ep. fr. 1.2–3 with schol. Pind. Ol.

10.83a suggest that Mantinean hoplites carried the trident of

Poseidon as a blazon (Anderson (1970) 18).

The military leaders who were late for Plataiai were exiled

(Hdt. 9.77.2); in IG v.2 261.18 � IPArk no. 7 (C5m) there is a

reference to φε�γοντες, and in connection with the dioik-

ismos 60 προστ�ται το% δ�µου went into exile (Xen. Hell.

5.2.6). Reception of an embassy is implied by Hdt. 4.161.2

(rC6m), and Thuc. 5.44.2 mentions the sending of an

embassy.

According to Thuc. 5.29.1 and Xen. Hell. 5.2.7, Mantinea

was a democracy, and according to Arist. Pol. 1318b27 it had

been a democracy of the old, moderate type in which offi-

cials were appointed by electors chosen by election from all

citizens and serving in rotation (Larsen (1950)). Political

decision making, on the other hand, was left to the demos

in assembly (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.4–5). This old type of demo-

cracy corresponds to a C4 politeia (Arist. Pol. 1297b24–5) in

the sense of “citizen constitution”, and Mantinea is in fact

described as a πολιτε�α in this sense by Isoc. Paneg.

4.125–26 (r385). Robinson (1997) 113–14 believes that

Mantinea was a democracy already by C6, and Waisglas

(1956) argues for the C6m existence at Mantinea of an elec-

tive office of βασιλε�ς. During the dioikismos, the constitu-

tion was aristocratic (Xen. Hell. 5.2.7). In connection with

the dioikismos there is evidence of a sharp divide within the

citizenry between on the one side οH �ργολ�ζοντες and οH

το% δ�µου προστ�ται and on the other οH β/λτιστοι

(Xen. Hell. 5.2.6).

The earliest surviving public enactments are a fragmen-

tary law (IG v.2 261 � IPArk no. 7 (C5m)) and the treaties

recorded at Thuc. 5.47 and SEG 37 340 (C4f). IG v.2

262 � IPArk no. 8 (C5m) records a verdict and refers to

δικασστα� at l. 19. Ael. VH 2.23 (rC5s) mentions a

νοµοθ/της, and in SEG 37 340.6 (C4f) there is a general ref-

erence to ν#µοι τ+ν Μαντιν/ων as well as a reference to

procedural laws (ll. 11–12).

A council is attested by Thuc. 5.47.9 (cf. IG v.2 289 (C4),

for ΖεLς Ε(βωλ�ς); it possibly had 300 members (SEG 37

340.24 (C4f)). The eponymous official was a δαµιοργ#ς

(SEG 37 340.20 (C4f)) who probably headed a board (Thuc.

5.47.9). Boards of ταµ�αι (IG v.2 261.7 (C5m)), θεωρο�

(Thuc. 5.47.9), πολ/µαρχοι (Thuc. 5.47.9), σταλογρ�φοι

(SEG 37 340.18 (C4f)) and θεσµοτ#αροι (SEG 37 340.20) are

attested as well. For the assembly, see Xen. Hell. 6.5.4–5. A

system of five phylai is attested, but its function is unknown

(IG v.2 271 (C4m); Jones, POAG 132–35).
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The city of Mantinea was situated on level ground and

had no acropolis. The town had two periods of existence:

down to the dioikismos in 385, and from the new synoecism

in 370. The first town was fortified (Xen. Hell. 5.2.1), but the

wall was pulled down at the dioikismos when the site was

abandoned (Xen. Hell. 5.2.7). In 370 it was decided to refor-

tify (and obviously reoccupy) the town (Xen. Hell. 6.5.3).

The preserved wall, though probably following the course of

the pre-385 wall (Hodkinson and Hodkinson (1981) 257–58),

is the one built in 370 (though it has been thought to incor-

porate parts of the earlier wall (Scranton (1941) 57ff)). It

encloses an area of 124 ha (Hodkinson and Hodkinson

(1981) 256) and runs for 3,942 m with ten gates and 126 tow-

ers; it was constructed in mudbrick on a stone foundation

(Winter (1989) 191). Not much is known about the degree of

urbanisation reached by the pre-385 city; archaeology does

not reveal much, and the best information comes, in fact,

from the written sources. From Thuc. 5.47.11 it appears that

it had an agora with a sanctuary of Zeus; from SEG 37 340 it

appears that there was a boleion (for which see Winter (1987)

240–41), and Xen. Hell. 5.2.1–7 refers to houses. But even the

post-370 city is imperfectly known, since the excavations

have been directed primarily towards the area of the agora,

which was laid out on the site of the old agora (Winter (1987)

240). Here several stoas have been found, one of which may

be a relic of the first town (ibid. 239–40). West of the agora is

a C4 theatre (ibid. 240; cf. TGR ii. 313) with an artificial

embankment (Dilke (1950) 45–46). Near the theatre are sev-

eral Classical temples (Jost (1985) 130–31). The “vast private

sector” of the city is completely unknown (Hodkinson and

Hodkinson (1981) 259), but at Hell. 7.5.15 Xenophon refers to

houses in the second city too.

The rich pantheon of Mantinea is discussed by Jost (1985)

124–42. The patron divinity was Poseidon Hippios, in whose

honour festivals were celebrated (Jost (1985) 133, 290).

According to Xen. Hell. 5.2.1, the Spartans in 386/5 accused

the Mantineans of manipulating .κεχειρ�α to avoid cam-

paigning. C5 communal consultation of the Delphic oracle

is suggested by Paus. 8.36.8 (Hejnic (1961) 29).

Several C5 Olympic victors are on record (Olympionikai

163, 193, 202, 254, 256, 265); spoils were dedicated at Delphi

c.423 (Thuc. 4.134.2), and a C5 dedication in Olympia is

mentioned at Paus. 5.26.6 (a wingless Nike by Kalamis, for

whom see Pollitt (1990) 46).

Mantinea struck silver coins from c.500 to 385, and silver

and bronze from 370 onwards. Denominations: tritetarte-

morion, hemiobol, obol, trihemiobol, triobol and drachm.

(1) Silver, 500–385. Types: obv. bear or acorn; rev. acorn(s);

legend (sometimes on obv.):ΜorΜΑorΜΑΝorΜΑΝΤ.

(2) Silver, 370 onwards. Types: obv. Odysseus or Athena; rev.

altar of Poseidon or trident; legend (sometimes on obv.): Μ

or ΜΑΝΤΙ or ΜΑΝΤΙΝ. (3) Bronze, 370 onwards. Types:

obv. Athena; rev. Poseidon or trident; legend: ΜΑΝ. (4) A

particularly interesting C4 issue showing a dancing hoplite

has been studied by Lacroix (1967). Head, HN² 449–50; SNG

Cop. Argolis 242–54.

282. Megale polis (Megalopolites) Map. 58. Lat. 37.25,

long. 22.05. Size of territory: 4–5. Type: A. The toponym is

Μεγ�λα π#λις,! (CID ii 5.i.24 (358)), or Μεγ�λη π#λις in

Attic (Dem. 16.4); the form Μεγαλ#πολις is late but occurs,

e.g., at Strabo 8.4.5. The city-ethnic is Μεγαλοπολ�τας

(CID ii 4.iii.50 (360)) or in Attic Μεγαλοπολ�της (IG ii²

161.2 (C4m)).

Megalopolis is called a polis in the urban sense at Dem.

16.25 and Syll.³ 559.29 (r371–368), and it is listed (as

Μεγαλοπολ5ται) as a polis in the political sense in the

accounts of the Delphic naopoioi at CID ii 4.iii.1, 50 (360)

under the heading τ�δε π#λεις κα� 2δι+ται .π�ρξαντο;

Diod. 18.70.1 (r318) refers to the πολ5ται. The territorial

sense of polis (with the political sense as a possible connota-

tion) occurs in Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 (for which see Nielsen (1996c)

72–73). The collective use of the ethnic is attested externally

in, e.g., CID ii 4.iii.50 (360) and Isoc. 5.97; the individual use

is attested externally in CID ii 4.iii.55–56 (360).

Megalopolis was a creation of the Arkadian Confederacy

and was synoecised by a board of ten oikistai, two each from

Mantinea (no. 281), Tegea (no. 297), Kleitor (no. 276), the

Mainalians and the Parrhasians (Paus. 8.27.2). The synoe-

cism is known principally from Diod. 15.72.4, who gives a

compressed account of an event and dates the synoecism to

368; and from Paus. 8.27.1–8, who gives a detailed account of

the original plan for the foundation as well as an account of

the implementation of this plan, and dates the synoecism to

shortly after Leuktra. The two accounts are, apparently,

irreconcilable, and it has been customary to follow one and

reject the other; however, the differences concern chiefly the

date and the extent of the synoecism, and the difficulties

may be at least partly removed by the realisation that

Pausanias’ account is primarily prescriptive, whereas that of

Diodoros is descriptive: thus, the decision to synoecise may

have been taken shortly after Leuktra (Paus.) but the imple-

mentation may have been postponed to 368 (Diod.). The

real problem, however, is the extent of the synoecism.

According to Diod. 15.72.4, the city was created by a synoe-

cism whereby twenty komai belonging to the Parrhasians
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and Mainalians were relocated to a new site (accepted by,

e.g., Moggi (1974) and Demand (1990) 113); according to

Paus. 8.27.3–4, the synoecism was planned as a much larger

enterprise, which was to absorb thirty-nine different poleis,

among them some former Lakedaimonian perioikic com-

munities. However, Pausanias himself goes on to explain

that the decision was not implemented exactly as planned

(8.27.5–8). So, although by the Roman period Megalopolis

seems to have controlled all the sites listed by Pausanias (Roy

et al. (1988) 180), it is not safe to assume that the synoecism

originally had the extent implied by his list. What happened

in 368 was thus a synoecism of smaller dimensions than

originally envisaged, and the synoecism may primarily have

involved Parrhasian and Mainalian communities (Diod.),

though Eutresian communities are likely to have been

involved as well (cf. Paus. 8.27.5, stating that Eutresian

Trikolonoi unsuccessfully resisted incorporation). As in

many other cases, the synoecism was probably planned, and

certainly carried out, as a relocation of only a part of the

population of the settlements concerned (Roy (1968) 159).

Among the communities situated in Megalopolitan territo-

ry, at least Lykosoura (no. 280) seems to have survived as a

dependent polis, and there may have been some others (Roy

(2000a) 139).

The ancient sources (Paus. 8.27; Diod. 15.72.4) agree that

Megalopolis was intended to serve as protection against

Sparta (no. 345). For a modern but highly speculative dis-

cussion of the ideology behind the foundation, see Braunert

and Petersen (1972). In 361 the city suffered a serious crisis as

some of the relocated populations left for their old settle-

ments and called upon Mantinea for support; the rebellion

was, however, overcome with Theban assistance (Diod.

15.94.1); nor did the Spartans succeed in a dioikismos of the

city in 352 (Dem. 16.30; Diod. 16.39).

If the territory comprised all the communities listed at

Paus. 8.27.3–4, it will have occupied 1,500 km² (Roy et al.

(1988) 179). If, however, the reconstruction of Moggi (1974),

based on Diodoros, is preferred, the territory will have

measured c.400 km², somewhat larger than that of Tegea but

smaller than that of Kleitor.A survey has been carried out in

the territory; from the preliminary reports it appears that

even after the synoecism there was considerable habitation

in the rural areas, both in dispersed farmsteads and in

nucleated settlements (Roy et al. (1992)). Almost all other

information about the territory comes from the late account

of Pausanias, which is discussed in detail by Jost (1973).

There is no good evidence relating to the size of the popu-

lation; for what it is worth, Diod. 18.70.1 states that in 318 the

city managed to put 15,000 men under arms, but this figure

includes metics and slaves (Bury (1898) 16); Gardner et al.

(1893) 3 supposes a total population of 65,000.

Megalopolis was a federal foundation, and the city was, of

course, a member of the Arkadian Confederacy (IG v.2 1.23

(360s)). It is often believed that the city was intended to serve

as the capital of the Confederacy (Bury (1898); Braunert and

Petersen (1972) 81ff). Certainly, the fact that the city provid-

ed ten damiorgoi for the Confederacy, whereas Tegea (no.

297) and Mantinea provided only five each (IG v.2 1.1, 23, 34

(360s)), suggests that the city did somehow enjoy a favoured

position within the Confederacy, but greater precision on

this point is impossible (Roy (2000b); Tsiolis (1995) 51, 54).

When the Confederacy split in 363, Megalopolis sided with

Tegea and Boiotia against Mantinea, Athens (no. 361) and

Sparta. According to Polyb. 4.33.9, after the battle of

Mantinea in 362, Megalopolis was the centre of an Arkadian

alliance: Μεγαλοπολ5ται κα� π�ντες οH κοινωνο%ντες

?ρκ�δων τ8ς α(τ+ν συµµαχ�ας κτλ. This presumably

means that the city posed as the leader of one faction of the

Confederacy; at least, we know that the federal assembly,

Myrioi, held a session in Megalopolis in 348/7 (Dem. 19.10;

Aeschin. 2.157); since there is no reason to believe that the

Confederacy had reunited by this date (cf. Staatsverträge 337

(342)), this probably means that Megalopolis claimed to

represent the Arkadian Confederacy; but Mantinea proba-

bly did so as well; see Nielsen (1996b) 356–59 for further dis-

cussion.

From Dem. 16.28 it appears that in the 350s Megalopolis

was allied to Thebes (no. 221); from Diod. 16.39 it is clear that

the city had alliances with Argos (no. 347), Sikyon (no. 228),

Messene (no. 318) and Orneai (no. 354) as well.

Staatsverträge 337 attests to an alliance with Athens in 342.

Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 refers to Megalopolitan troops. Diod.

18.56.5 (r318) refers to exiles from the city. Dem. 16.1 refers to

the sending of an embassy, and Dem. 19.10, Aeschin. 2.157

and SEG 20 716.20 (C4) to reception of embassies. Two cit-

izens were appointed Athenian proxenoi in C4m (IG ii² 161),

and another received Delphic proxenia in the 330s (I.Delphes

iii.4 380–81). An Epidaurian theorodokos resided in the city

in C4l–C3e (IAEpid 42.3).

Being a federal foundation, Megalopolis was probably

originally a democracy, since the Confederacy was demo-

cratic (Larsen (1968) 180). The earliest reference to a public

enactment is Diod. 18.70.1 (r318): οH Μεγαλοπολ5ται . . .

.ψηφ�σαντο; IG v.2 431.3 (C4) has been restored to refer to a

council. A board of damiorgoi is referred to in IG v.2 431.2;

the office of agonothetes is attested by IG V.2 450 (C4s). It is
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as good as certain that a system of six phylai was created at

the foundation of the city, but on its functions we have no

information (IG v.2 451 (C3l–C2e) and 468 (C4–C3) with

Jones, POAG 135–38).

The public architecture included a bouleuterion (Paus.

8.30.9, without indication of its date; cf. Hansen and

Fischer-Hansen (1994) 40), a stoa erected by Philip II of

Makedon (Paus. 8.30.6; cf. Gardner et al. (1893) 59–66 and

AR (1993–94) 17–18, (1994–95) 13); in addition, Paus. 8.30.7

has a reference to unspecified �ρχε5α. In the agora (for

which see Gardner et al. (1893) 101–6) there was a sanctuary

with a temple of Zeus Soter (C4) (cf. AR (1993–94) 17). The

theatre had a seating capacity of c.20,000 (Gardner et al.

(1893) 42; TGR ii. 262–63) and was built when the city was

founded (Gardner et al. (1893) 69, 75; cf. AR (2001–2) 28).

Finally, the city housed a C4m assembly hall which served

the Confederacy (Paus. 8.32.1; cf. Gardner et al. (1893) 17–23)

as well as the city itself (Tsiolis (1995) 51–54). So the city was

able to house federal institutions, and a federal assembly

met in the city in 348/7 (Dem. 19.10; Aeschin. 2.165); it is

unknown, however, whether the assembly met in the city in

the 360s; Harp. s.v. Myrioi states: Μ�ριοι .ν Μεγ�λ=η π#λει

. . .πολλ�κις µνηµονε�ουσι οH Hστορικο�,but this need not

refer to meetings in the 360s (cf. Dem. 19.10; Aeschin. 2.165).

None the less, Braunert and Petersen (1972) 81 believe that

the city was planned as the capital of the Confederacy.

The city wall of Megalopolis was erected when the city

was founded and was c.9 km long (Loring in Gardner et al.

(1893) 115); it withstood a siege during the revolt of Agis

(Aeschin. 3.165) in 331, but in 318 certain sections had to be

repaired (Diod. 18.70.2). It was a mudbrick wall on a stone

foundation (ibid.). The area enclosed by walls measured

c.350 ha; this area, however, includes the river Helisson,

which divided the city in two. Since the excavations have

been directed exclusively at the agora and the theatre, there

is no way of knowing how densely populated this large area

was; it is usually assumed that the city was much too large for

its population (Gardner et al. (1893) 116). This was certainly

the case in C3l (Polyb. 2.55.2, 5.93.5); however, as Moggi

(1974) 105–7 has argued, the extreme lack of population in

C3l was probably due to exceptional circumstances. In any

case, a drop in population is normally assumed for C3

Arkadia in general (Sallares (1991) 106), and so it is problem-

atical to use the evidence about the C3 level of population

retrospectively for C4. Even on the most cautious esti-

mate—that only 100 ha was occupied by habitation and that

each ha accommodated only 100 people—the urban popu-

lation of the city would have been 10,000.

Free non-citizens, ξ/νοι, are referred to by Diod. 18.70.1

(r318). The patron deity was either Athena Polias (Paus.

8.31.9; Jost (1985) 230) or Zeus Lykaios (Brackertz (1976)

85–87). In general, the Megalopolitan pantheon reflects the

fact that the city was founded by synoecism of pre-existing

states: in the city are found several doublets of cults that

belonged to the communities from which the city was syn-

oecised (Nilsson (1951) 18–22; Jost (1985) 221–33, (1994)

225–28). Most importantly, there was a peribolos of Zeus

Lykaios in the agora. Cf. Jost (1996).

In C4m Megalopolis applied to the Amphiktyonic League

for membership (Syll.³ 224).

During the 360s and later, Megalopolis struck staters with

obv. Pan; rev. Zeus Lykaios; legend: ΑΡΚ in monogram

(Head, HN² 445). A series of triobols and obols with similar

types and legends may belong to C4l (Head, HN² 445;

Warren (1969) 39; SNG Cop. Argolis 191–200). In addition,

bronze coins with similar types and legends were struck

(Head, HN² 445; SNG Cop. Argolis 201–10); SNG Cop. Argolis

208 shows Athena and Pan.

283. Methydrion (Methydrieus) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long.

22.10. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: B. The toponym is

Μεθ�δριον, τ# (Thuc. 5.58.2; REG 62 (1949) p. 6 l. 6

(C5l–C4e); Paus. 8.12.2). The city-ethnic is Μεθυδριε�ς at

Xen. An. 4.1.27; IPArk no. 14.6–7 (360s, from Orchomenos)

has Μετιδρι�ων, which points to an epichoric toponym

*Μετ�δριον.

The only Classical source that possibly classified

Methydrion as a polis is Theopomp. fr. 344.18 (�Porph. Abst.

2.16); at Paus. 8.27.4 (r371) the city is listed as a polis. The

collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on coin

legends (Head, HN² 451) and externally in IPArk no. 14.6–7;

the individual use is found externally at Xen. An. 4.6.20.

Thuc.5.58.2 (προϊ#ντες �παντ+σι το5ς Λακεδαιµον�οις

.ν Μεθυδρ��ω) suggests that the toponym could designate the

territory as well. An inscription from Orchomenos refers to a

point where the borders of Methydrion met those of

Orchomenos (no. 286) and Torthyneion (no. 302) (IPArk no.

14.4–6); this allows the conclusion that C4m Methydrion had

a well-defined territory and that it abutted those of

Torthyneion and Orchomenos; in the fragmentary C5l–C4e

Delphic list of theorodokoi, the city is listed just before

Torthyneion (REG 62 (1949) p. 6 ll. 6–9).

According to Paus. 8.27.4, Methydrion was in 371 one of a

number of communities whose relationship to Orchomenos

could be described by the phrase συντελε5ν ε2ς. It is unclear

exactly what this means, but Methydrion was presumably in
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one way or another a dependency of Orchomenos (cf. Hejnic

(1961) 37–38; Roy (1972c) 78; Nielsen (1996b) 231–36; (1996c)

84–86).

At Petrovouni, 3 km west of the city, a sanctuary has been

found; the temple is Hellenistic, but architectural fragments

and votives go back to C7 (Jost (1985) 215).

Membership of the Peloponnesian League may be

assumed; in 418, a League army camped in the territory of the

city (Thuc.5.58.2).Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy

can be inferred from Paus. 8.27.4 (r371). It is furthermore not

impossible that the synteleia of Orchomenos mentioned at

Paus. 8.27.4, and of which Methydrion was a part, was an

organisation based on formal treaties (Nielsen (1996b) 234).

According to Paus. 8.27.4, Methydrion was among the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relo-

cate to Megalopolis (no. 282). IPArk no. 14 (360s) seems to

demarcate the border with Orchomenos and may be taken

to indicate that steps were taken to implement this decision

(cf. IPArk on no. 14; Nielsen (1996c) 84).However, it is uncer-

tain whether Megalopolis in the Classical period effectively

controlled the city, which was clearly not abandoned

(Moggi (1974) 93–94; Nielsen (1996b) 316–19).

In C5l–C4e a Delphic theorodokos resided in the city (REG

62 (1949) p. 6 l. 6). The earliest surviving reference to a pub-

lic enactment by Methydrion is I.Magnesia 38.61, which

attests to a C3l asylia decree for Magnesia.

The preserved fortification wall at Methydrion is

Classical, C5 according to von Gaertringen and Lattermann

(1911) 31, C4 according to Jost (1985) 213 n. 8. The wall enclos-

es an area of 11 ha (von Gaertringen and Lattermann (1911)

31). They noted some foundations, sherds and tiles inside

the wall, and suggested the existence of a large temple (but

gave no date, ibid. 23, 31). The oldest find at the site is an

Archaic statuette of Zeus (Jost (1985) 214–15). According to

Theopomp. fr. 344.27–8 (�Porph. Abst. 2.16), Methydrion

was a small, poor place (µικρο% κα� ταπεινο% Sντος τ�

µ/γεθος το% χωρ�ου). Several Arkadian towns, such as

Halous (no. 272) and Pallantion (no. 289), consist of a forti-

fied acropolis with the residential area unfortified below. It

is not clear whether Methydrion was such a city; if it was, the

fortified area can be equated with the acropolis.

Cults of Zeus Hoplosmios and Poseidon Hippios are

attested (Jost (1985) 214), and Theopomp. fr. 344 mentions

θυσ�αι δηµοτελε5ς and public Gορτα�. According to Paus.

8.36.2, citizens of Methydrion achieved Olympic victories

before 371 (Olympionikai 410–11).

From Methydrion comes a bronze coinage of, presum-

ably, C4 (Meyer (1932) 1389–90), though other dates have

been proposed, see ibid. and Moggi (1974) 93 n. 72. The leg-

end is ΜΕΘΥ∆ΡΙΕΩΝ; the types show rev. Zeus; obv.

Kallisto in the shape of a woman, falling back pierced by an

arrow with Arkas on the ground beside her: this type is “aus

Orchomenos entlehnt” (Meyer (1932) 1389); on the signific-

ance of this, see Nielsen (1996b) 234–36.

284. Nestane (Nestanios) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. Steph. Byz. 478.7 uses the

toponym Νοστ�α and cites Theopomp. fr. 175; Paus. 8.7.4

has Νεστ�νη,!.An ethnic derived from the latter toponym,

Νεστ�νιος, was used by Ephor. fr. 234 (�Steph. Byz. 478.8).

In C4m, Nestane may have been a dependent polis inside

Mantinean territory; see above Mantinea (no. 281) and

Hansen (1995b) 74, Nielsen (1996a) 131–32, (1996c) 66–67.

For the site, see above Mantinea (no. 281).

285. Nonakris (Nonakrieus) Map 58. Lat. 38.00, long.

22.15; for the location, see Pikoulas (1986a). Size of territory:

1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Ν)νακρις, ! (Hdt. 6.74.2).

The ethnic is Νωνακριε�ς (Steph. Byz. 480.3–4, citing

Aristophanes �Ar. fr. 861 (PCG)).

Nonakris is called polis three times at Hdt. 6.74.1–2, in the

territorial sense. Name and size of the territory are

unknown. In Theophrastos’ day Nonakris was presumably

situated inside the territory of Pheneos (no. 291) (Theophr.

fr. 160; Meyer (1937a) 860); if the city was still in existence,

the presumption is that it was a dependent polis within the

territory of Pheneos. But it may already have been so in C5,

since Herodotos (6.74.2) describes it as a π#λις . . .

?ρκαδ�ας πρ�ς Φενε�+.

Nonakris was probably an Azanian community 

(K. Tausend (1993) 15); however, if the Azanians ever formed

a political unit, this had broken up before C5 (Roy (1972b)

44, (1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a) 138). At the presumed site of

Nonakris, Archaic and Classical pottery has been found,

together with some poor architectural fragments (Pikoulas

(1986a)).

286. Orchomenos (Orchomenios) Map 58. Lat. 37.45,

long. 22.20. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The literary form of

the toponym is ’Ορχοµεν#ς,W (Hom. Il. 2.605; Thuc. 5.61.4;

Xen. Hell. 6.5.15), and the corresponding city-ethnic

’Ορχοµ/νιος. In the epigraphical record we find the

toponym ’Ερχοµεν#ς (BCH 45 (1921) ii.114 (c.230–210))

with the ethnic ’Ερχοµ/νιος (ML 27.4 (479)); the epichoric

ethnic ’Ερχοµ�νιος is found in IPArk no. 15.3–4 (360–350)

and the toponym is restored [’Ερχοµιν]#ς in l. 51 (for

Arkadian ι for ε before nasal, see Buck (1955) 145).
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Orchomenos is classified as a polis in the political sense at

Hdt. 7.202, 204, and called polis in the urban sense at Xen.

Hell. 6.5.11 and Ps.-Skylax 44, who lists it as the fourth

toponym after the heading π#λεις αH µεγ�λαι α_δε where

polis is used in the urban sense; Diod. 19.63.5 (r315) uses

πολ5ται. The collective use of the city-ethnic is found exter-

nally in ML 27.4 (479) and Thuc. 5.61.5, and internally on

coin legends (Head, HN² 451 (C4)). The individual use is

found externally in IvOlb 4 (C4) and Xen. An. 2.5.37.

The territory occupied c.145 km² or, according to Meyer

(1939b) 890, c.230 km². For a short description of the territo-

ry, see Jost (1985) 113–14. It was divided into two sub-plains:

the southern was the smaller and higher (630 m); the 

northern was larger and lower (620 m), but suffered from

drainage problems (Jost (1985) 114). The city itself was cen-

tred on a hill rising to 929 m and situated in a dominating

position between the two plains.A number of sanctuaries in

the border zones of the territory are attested by written

sources, but none has been securely identified (cf. Jost (1985)

119–21). Prior to the foundation of Megalopolis (no. 282),

Orchomenos was, presumably, the centre of an organisation

comprising a number of minor poleis dependent on it,

among which were Methydrion (no. 283), Thisoa (no. 301)

and Teuthis (no. 298) (Paus. 8.27.4 (r371)); exactly how this

organisation functioned is unclear, and it is also unclear

whether these minor poleis were conceived of as situated

within Orchomenian territory. Cf. Nielsen (1996b) 231–36,

(1996c) 84–86.

The only indication we have of the order of size of the

Orchomenian population is the fact that the city fielded 600

hoplites at Plataiai in 479 (cf. Forsén (2000) 36–39).

C4 membership of the Peloponnesian League is proved by

Xen. Hell. 5.4.37, and can be inferred for C5 on the basis of

Thuc. 5.61.4, 63.2. At 5.61.5 Thucydides relates how

Orchomenos in 418 joined the quadruple alliance of Argos

(no. 347), Athens (no. 361), Elis (no. 251) and Mantinea (no.

281): after a siege, the city agreed to join the alliance and give

hostages to the Mantineans, and we may therefore consider

Orchomenos to be the subordinate party to this treaty.On the

other hand, the C4m treaty of sympoliteia between

Orchomenos and Euaimon (no. 269) (IPArk no. 15) was

expressly concluded .π� το5ς g�σgοις κα� το5ς 6µο�οις (ll.

4–5). Although the city at first opposed the Arkadian

Confederacy, owing to hatred (�χθρα) of Mantinea (Xen.

Hell. 6.5.11), Orchomenos did eventually join the

Confederacy (IG v.2 1.46 (360s)).

In 480, 120 Orchomenian hoplites were present at

Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202), and the next year 600 fought at

Plataiai (Hdt. 9.28.4). In 378/7 Orchomenos fought a war

with Kleitor (no. 276) (Xen. Hell. 5.4.36), and in 370 hoplites

of the city fought against Mantinean troops in

Orchomenian territory (Xen. Hell. 6.5.13).An Orchomenian

strategos is implied by Hdt. 7.202 and 204, and a board of

πολ/µαρχοι is attested by IPArk no. 14.31–32 (360s). A cit-

izen of Orchomenos was appointed proxenos by Olbia (no.

690) in C4 (I.Olbia 4 �Dubois (1996) 17) and one by Tegea

(no. 297) in C4l (SEG 11 1051); the earliest attested grant by

the city itself dates to C3f (SEG 25 443). The earliest surviv-

ing public enactment is IPArk no. 15 of 360–350, a treaty of

sympoliteia with Euaimon; the earliest decrees date to C3f:

e.g. SEG 25 443. Execution of citizens is referred to by Diod.

19.63–65 (r315). In C4 we find boards of θεαορο� and

πολ/µαρχοι (IPArk no. 14.30–31 (360s)).

Orchomenos occupied the top and southern slope of the

Kalpaki hill, which rises to 939 m. The hill was enclosed with

a circuit wall c.350–325 (Winter (1989) 195). It has been 

suggested that there was no proper urban site within the 

fortifications (Osborne (1987) 118), and certainly no substan-

tial residential area has yet come to light, which, however,

may not be very significant since the archaeological investi-

gations have been directed primarily towards the agora, the

theatre and the temple of Artemis. Furthermore, it should be

noted that von Gaertringen and Lattermann (1911) 20 con-

cluded that there was habitation within the circuit “bis tief in

die Hellenistische Zeit”. Cf. Jost (1999) 240 n. 51.

The city proper seems to have been situated at the foot of

the southern slope of the Kalpaki hill (Meyer (1939b) 890)

both before the construction of the circuit wall and after its

abandonment; here Geometric and Archaic material has

come to light (Blum and Plassart (1914) 81–88), as well as

Roman material (Meyer (1939b) 893). Attention has been

directed primarily at sacred buildings. At least one and 

perhaps two temples were built in the Archaic period in the

lower city; the building which was definitely a temple meas-

ured 31.3 � 13.3 m with six times thirteen columns; it is

unknown to which divinity it was dedicated (Jost (1985)

118–19; Voyatzis (1990) 32–33).

Pausanias at 8.13.2 explicitly states that the προτ/ρα

π#λις was on the Kalpaki hill, but that in his day habitation

was under (6π#) the circuit wall, and so far the archaeologi-

cal material supports this.We may then believe him when he

implies that in the Classical period habitation was within

the circuit wall. The inference is that in C4 the city was

moved from the southern slope to the hill when the wall was

constructed (so Winter (1989) 194–95), although habitation

in the former town seems not to have ceased (cf. PECS s.v.
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Orchomenos, p. 654). But the urban history of Orchomenos

is by no means entirely clear.

The fortification wall encloses the upper part of the

Kalpaki hill; it was 2,300 m long and enclosed an area of c.20

ha. It was constructed c.350–325 (Winter (1989) 195); how-

ever, Thuc. 5.61.5, Diod. 12.79.2 (r418) and Xen. Hell. 6.5.13

mention a τε5χος, but where this ran is unknown.

The agora was laid out in a single building programme in

C4s (Winter (1987) 235–39). The northern and eastern edges

of the agora were flanked by stoas of C4s; the eastern stoa is

sometimes thought to have been a bouleuterion (e.g. Blum

and Plassart (1914) 73); but Winter (1987) 238–39 thinks that

it was simply a stoa. West of the agora is a C4l theatre

(Winter (1987) 235; TGR ii. 229), and south of the agora, on a

terrace supported by a retaining wall is a poros temple of

Artemis Mesopolitis (Jost (1985) 117–18); the preserved

remains are probably C4, but Winter (1991) 213 suggests that

it had an Archaic predecessor.

The patron divinity was presumably Artemis Mesopolitis

(Meyer (1939b) 904); on the basis of the theatre and a

C4l–C3e dedication describing a man as �γωνοθετ�σας

∆ιον�σωι and found in the theatre (SEG 11 1104) we may

assume the existence of a festival of Dionysos.

The Orchomenian mint was late; according to Head, HN²

451 it began to function immediately after 370; according to

Babelon, Traité ii.3. 624 it began after 362. The legend is ΕΡ

(SNG Cop. Argolis 267), or ΕΡΧΟΜΕΝΙΩΝ (SNG Cop.

Argolis 265–66). All known coins are of bronze. Some inter-

esting coin types show obv. Artemis kneeling, sometimes

with a dog behind her, shooting an arrow; rev. Kallisto

falling back pierced by an arrow, on the ground beside her

her child Arkas, sometimes with his name in monogram

(SNG Cop. Argolis 265–66); these types are found copied at

Methydrion, one of the cities thought to have been a

dependency of Orchomenos (see Methydrion (no. 283)).

287. Oresthasion (Oresthasios) Map 58, probably at mod-

ern Anemodhouri (see Pikoulas (1988) 102ff); lat. 37.25, long.

22.10. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

’Ορ/σθειον, τ# (Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 135a; Thuc.

5.64.2); at Paus. 8.27.3 (r371) the toponym is ’Ορεσθ�σιον.

The city-ethnic is ’Ορεσθ�σιος (IvO 147.148). For a discus-

sion of onomastics, see Meyer (1939c) 1014–15.

Oresthasion is called a polis by Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr.

135a and by Eur. El. 1273–75, in both cases presumably in the

urban sense; Paus. 8.27.3 (r371) retrospectively lists it as a

polis. The external individual use of the city-ethnic is found

in IvO 147.148 (C5f) and SEG 20 716.23 (C4m).

The name of the territory was ’Ορεσθ�ς (Thuc. 4.134.1);

its size is unknown. In 423 a battle was fought in the territory

between the Tegean and Mantinean Leagues (for which see

Nielsen (1996c) 79–86) at a place called Λαοδικε5ον (Thuc.

4.134.1).

Oresthasion was a Mainalian city (Paus. 8.27.3; Nielsen

(1996a) 132–34). The city seems to have been an important

centre for assembling Peloponnesian League troops (Hdt.

9.11.2; Thuc. 5.64.3; Pikoulas (1988) 109–10, 205–11);

membership of the League may thus be assumed, but it was

probably via the Mainalian tribal state (Nielsen (1996c)

100–1). Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy can be

inferred from Paus. 8.27.3, and was probably again via the

Mainalian tribe.

According to Paus. 8.27.3, Oresthasion was one of the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relo-

cate to Megalopolis (no. 282). It is likely that the city came

under Megalopolitan control, but it was probably not aban-

doned since a surface survey has brought to light numerous

Hellenistic sherds at the probable site of the city, see

Pikoulas (1988) 102–4.

According to Pikoulas (1988) 102, the hill of Groumourou

at Anemodhouri, rising to 70 m, was an ideal acropolis for

the site at Anemodhouri (�Oresthasion). The hill-top

measures 44 � 30 m; it has yielded sherds and remains of a

pre-Classical fortification wall (Pikoulas (1988) 104).

According to Pikoulas (1988) 102, the megalos archaios oik-

ismos of Oresthasion covered an area of 450 � 200 m. The

area is filled with sherds spanning the Archaic to Hellenistic

periods, and column drums lie exposed (ibid.). No remains

of fortifications of the lower city are visible.

In C5f, in 472 according to Olympionikai 231, a citizen of

Oresthasion won an Olympic victory (IvO 147.148).

288. Paion Map 58. Lat. 37.55, long. 22.00. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: A. The toponym is Πα5ον at Hdt. 6.127.3 (cf.

Nielsen and Roy (1998) 8 n. 17). No city-ethnic is attested.

The city is called polis at Hdt. 6.127.3, and in the same pas-

sageπ�τρη is implicitly used about it (cf.Hdt.6.126.3, 127.3).

C.230–210 a Delphic theorodokos resided in the city (BCH 45

(1921) ii.72).

Paion was an Azanian community (Hdt. 6.127.3); howev-

er, if the Azanians ever formed a political unit, this had bro-

ken up before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44, (1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a)

138).

Paion was situated at modern Skoupi. The acropolis was

constituted by a small, separately fortified plateau measur-

ing 34 � 65 m (Meyer (1942) 2399). Here Papandreou
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believed he saw the foundations of a temple and another

building (Prakt (1920) 125).

The city wall did not enclose the whole city, but just the

upper city (Meyer (1942) 2399). It was 516 m long and possi-

bly dates to C4 (ibid.). A large cistern (11 � 8 m) was built

into the city wall (ibid.).

The extent of the city is not stated by any authority, but

there was probably occupation both inside and outside the

wall (ibid.). Papandreou seems to believe that the site was of

considerable size (Prakt (1920) 128–29). Inside the wall there

are remains of foundations, and tiles and sherds cover the

ground.A plan of the site is found in Papachatzis (1994) 269.

For a possible suburban temple (undated), see Prakt

(1920) 128; a passage in Herodotos connects the Dioskouroi

with Paion (Hdt. 6.127.3), but that is all we know about the

pantheon of the city.

289. Pallantion (Pallanteus) Map 58. Lat. 37.30, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Βαλλ�[ντιο]ν in a Delphic catalogue of C5l–C4e (Daux

(1949) 6–8) and Παλλ�ντιον,τ# in Xen. Hell. 6.5.9 and SEG

11 1084.21–22 (c.318–316); the toponym was possibly used by

Stesichoros; cf.Paus.8.3.2 �Stesichoros; fr.85,Davies � fr.5,

Page. SEG 11 1084.6 (c.318–316) gives the ethnic as το�

Παλλαντ/ες; the singular is found as Παλλαντε�ς in CID

ii 5.21 (358); the MSS of Xen. Hell. have Παλλαντε5ς at 7.5.5,

but editors often print Παλλαντιε5ς. At Diod. 15.59.3 the

MSS have οH Παλλ�ντιοι or Παλλαντ�νοι, but this form is

unique (cf., however, the entry in Steph. Byz. with Meyer

(1949) 231).According to Meyer (1949) 231, the genuine form

of the toponym (coined on the basis of the ethnic

Παλλαντ/υς) is Παλλ�ντειον; this form is found only

once, in the great Delphic catalogue of theorodokoi dating to

c.230–210 (BCH 45 (1921) iii.7).For a discussion of name and

ethnic, see Meyer (1949) 231–32.

Pallantion is described as a polis in the political sense in

SEG 11 1084.10 (cf. SEG 25 442 and 33 276 (c.318–316)), and in

the territorial sense (with the political sense as a possible

connotation) at Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 (for which see Nielsen

(1996c) 72–73). The collective use of the city-ethnic is found

internally on Classical coins (infra) and in SEG 11 1084.6

(c.318–316), and externally in Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 and SEG 33

276.9 (c.318–316).

The name of the territory is unknown; Paus. 8.44.5 terms

it Παλλαντικ�ν πεδ�ον, and it is referred to as polis by Xen.

Hell. 7.5.5 (for which see Nielsen (1996c) 72–73). Meyer

(1949) 233 estimates its size at c.30 km², but Jost (1985) at c.55

km². The Suda s.v. Stesichoros states that this poet was an

exile from Pallantion (�Stesichoros Test. A19 and 35,

Davies).

Pallantion was a Mainalian city (Paus. 8.27.3; Nielsen

(1996a) 132–34). Membership of the Peloponnesian League

is not explicitly attested, but may be assumed (Nielsen

(1996c) 87, 101) and it was probably via the Mainalian tribe.

Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy may be inferred

from Diod. 15.59.3 (r370) and Paus. 8.27.3 (r371). In c.318–316,

Pallantion concluded a treaty of friendship with Argos (no.

347) (SEG 11 1084).

According to Paus. 8.27.3, Pallantion was among the com-

munities that the Arkadian Confederacy voted to relocate to

Megalopolis (no. 282); but, for whatever reason, the decision

seems not to have been implemented (Moggi (1974) 85–87),

and the city was not under Megalopolitan control in 318: in

this year the city was captured by Polyperchon, and some

citizens were taken captives, but Pallantion negotiated for

their release via Argos (no. 347), not Megalopolis (SEG 11

1084).

According to Xen. Hell. 7.5.5, Epameinondas counted on

Pallantion as an ally for the battle of Mantinea in 362, but it

is unknown whether Pallantian troops actually fought in the

battle. In c.318–316, Pallantion sent an embassy to Argos, and

the envoys were all granted Argive proxenia (SEG 11 1084.27).

In C5l–C4e a Delphic theorodokos resided in Pallantion

(Daux (1949) 6–8).

Pallantion was centred on a hill of moderate height; the

city proper was situated in the plain at the northern and

eastern foot of the hill; it appears to have occupied a consid-

erable area (Frazer (1898) iv. 421). The lower town has not

been excavated,but remains of Classical buildings have been

found reused, and Classical sherds have also come to light

(Jost (1985) 199). A Classical cemetery has also been identi-

fied (ibid.).

The acropolis of Pallantion was fortified, but the date of

the wall has not been established. Inside the wall, on the top

of the acropolis and on its southern slope, are no fewer than

four modest temple buildings (for which see Østby (1995a));

all the buildings seem to belong to a single programme of

construction dating to c.600–550, and later modifications

are discernible (ibid. 54).

According to Head, HN² 451, Pallantion began to strike

coins c.400; Babelon, Traité ii.3. 665–68 dates the coinage to

421–371; it is a silver coinage on the Aiginetan standard; all

known coins have a young beardless male (�Apollo or the

eponymous hero Pallas) on the obv. and the legend ΠΑΛ,

ΠΑΛΛΑΝ on the rev. Known denominations are the obol

and the hemiobol. SNG Cop. Argolis 270.
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290. Phara Unlocated, but presumably in western Arka-

dia, see Meyer (1957a) 82–86 and Pritchett (1989) 36–37. Size

of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Φ�ρα, ! in REG 62

(1949) p. 6 l. 3. An ethnic is not attested. Phara deserves

inclusion in this Inventory solely because it may have had a

Delphic theorodokos in C5l–C4e (REG 62 (1949) p. 6 ll. 4–5),

and thus was possibly a polis (Perlman (1995) 116, 121, 135).

But the Phara in question may well be that in Achaia (Rizakis

(1995) no.689; cf.Pharai (no.241) in the Achaian Inventory).

291. Pheneos (Pheneeus) Map 58. Lat. 37.55, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 4. Type: B. The toponym is Φενε#ς (W/!; cf.

Steph. Byz. 662.5) in Hom. Il. 2.605; IG v.2 360 (C5–C4); SEG

23 189.23 (c.330). The ethnic is Φενεε�ς in SEG 39 1365

(470–450). Other forms are Φενικ#ς and Φενε�της;

the former may lie behind the Classical coin legend

ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ (Head, HN² 452; Roy (1972a) 334–36), whereas

the latter seems to make its appearance only in C3 (ibid.

335–36).

No Archaic or Classical source describes Pheneos as a

polis, but Hejnic (1961) 42 has pointed out that it follows a

fortiori from Hdt. 6.75.1: Ν)νακρις . . . π#λις .στ� τ8ς

?ρκαδ�ας πρ�ς Φενε�+, that Herodotos considered

Pheneos to be a polis; Polyb. 2.52.2 (r225) calls it a polis in the

political sense, and Eratosthenes fr. iiiB 105, Berger

(�Strabo 8.8.4) in the urban sense.

The collective use of city-ethnic is attested internally on

C4 coin legends (Head, HN² 452) and externally in SEG 39

1365 (470–450); the individual use is found in IG iv².1 96.48

(C3f).

The territory occupied c.345 km²; this, however, includes

Nonakris (no. 285), which perhaps as early as C5 was a

dependent polis inside the territory of Pheneos (see supra

s.v. Nonakris). Its name was Φενικ� (Polyb. 4.68.1) or !

Φενεατικ� χ)ρα (Paus. 8.14.5); Theophr. fr. 160, Wimmer,

suggests that the toponym could designate the territory as

well. The territory is termed πεδ�ον by Theophr. Hist. pl.

3.1.2, 5.4.6. It must have suffered from severe problems of

drainage (Strabo 8.8.4; Baker-Penoyre (1902); Knauss

(1990)). Stangl (1999a), (1999b), estimates that the territory

could support max. 5,000 individuals. In addition to

Nonakris and Pheneos itself, the territory included Lykouria

c.4 km south-west of Pheneos, a site that seems to have been

a substantial village (Knauss (1990) 50–51; cf. K. Tausend

(1999c)). For Classical watch-towers, see K. Tausend and

Erath (1997) 2; K. Tausend (1999b) 308–12. Three extra-

urban sanctuaries are archaeologically attested (K. Tausend

and Erath (1997); Erath (1999b)).

Pheneos was an Azanian community (Steph. Byz. 662.6);

however, if the Azanians ever formed a political unit, this

had broken up before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44, (1996) 110; Nielsen

(1996a) 138).

C.330 an Argive theorodokos resided in Pheneos, and c.300

(SEG 23 189.23) one of its citizens was granted Argive proxe-

nia (SEG 30 356).

In Pheneos only the sanctuary of Asklepios in the lower

city has been excavated (Jost (1985) 29–30). It was a city with

a habitation area beneath a fortified acropolis. The earliest

part of the acropolis wall dates to C4 (Bölte (1938) 1970; Jost

(1985) 31); good C5 sherds have been found at the site

(Simpson and Lazenby (1970) 91). A recent survey suggests

that the urban centre occupied c.20 ha (Stangl (1999b) 178).

The principal deity of Pheneos was Hermes (Paus. 8.14.10;

Bölte (1938) 1972–73; cf. Jost (1985) 27–37), in whose honour

games were celebrated (schol. Pind. Ol. 7.153a).A festival with

games in honour of the Dioskouroi is attested by SEG 39 1365

(470–450). Before 460, Pheneos set up a statue of Hermes in

Olympia (Paus. 5.27.8); it was made by Onatas (for whom see

Pollitt (1990) 36–39). Neolaidas of Pheneos won the boys’

boxing contest at Olympia c.392 (Olympionikai 380).

The coinage of Pheneos begins C5l (421, according to

both Head, HN² 452 and Babelon, Traité ii.3. 598). The leg-

ends are: ΦΕ, ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ, ΦΕΝΕΩΝ. The city struck in

both silver (SNG Cop. Argolis 271–73) and bronze (SNG Cop.

Argolis 274–77). Known denominations are hemiobol, obol,

triobol, drachm and stater. The most commonly depicted

divinities are Demeter and Hermes. The magnificent C4

staters depict Demeter (Maia?) on the obv.; rev.Hermes run-

ning with the infant Arkas, to which is sometimes added the

legend ΑΡΚΑΣ. The staters are collected and described by

Schultz (1991), who dates them to 360–340.

292. Phigaleia (Phigaleus) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long. 21.20.

Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The city-ethnic is Φιγαλε�ς

(Hdt. 6.83.2; IvO 161 (C4e)). The toponym is not attested in

Archaic or Classical sources; Rhianos apud Steph. Byz.

664.10 and Polyb. 4.3.8 have Φιγ�λεια, !, but IG v.2 419.6

(c.240) and Diod. 15.40.2 (r374) have Φι�λεια,!; see further

Meyer (1938) 2065–67, who argues for the forms Φιγαλ/α

and Φιγαλ�α.

Phigaleia is listed (as Φιγαλε5ς ?ρκ�δες) as a polis in the

political sense in the accounts of the Delphic naopoioi at

CID ii 4.iii.1, 45 (c.360) under the heading τ�δε π#λεις κα�

2δι+ται .π�ρξαντο and in Diod. 15.40.1, 40.2 (r374), and in

the urban sense at Polyb. 4.3.7. IvO 161 (C4e) uses πατρ�ς

about the city. The collective use of the city-ethnic is 
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attested externally in CID ii 4.iii.45 (c.360); the individual

use is found externally at Hdt. 6.83.2 and in IvO 161 (C4e).

The territory occupied c.125 km²; its mountainous char-

acter is well brought out by Jost (1985) 82–83. It is termed

χ)ρα by IG v.2 419 (c.240) and Polyb. 4.3.7. A possible

inland port on the river Neda is described by Cooper (1972)

359–62. On a promontory overlooking the Neda valley 

and with city and port within sight is a free-standing C4

watch-tower (ibid. 363). Phigaleia probably had a number of

second-order settlements; one such, c.1 km west of the city,

is briefly noticed by Cooper and Myers (1981) 133, who

hypothesise “a number of satellite villages” (ibid.); one such

was associated with the sanctuary at Bassai (Yalouris (1979)

90). At Bassai, on the southern slope of Mt. Kotilion, the

sanctuary of Apollo Bassitas or Epikourios (cf. Cooper

(1968) 103 n. 5) can be traced back to c.C8s or c.700 (Jost

(1985) 93; Voyatzis (1990) 43). C.620–580 a monumental

temple was built (for a plan, see Jost (1985) pl. 22.2; Kelly

(1995) fig. 1) which was oriented north–south. It is possible

that the construction of a new temple was begun c.500

(Yalouris (1979) 94–96; Jost (1985) 94); however, the famous

Classical temple was built in C5s (Jost (1985) 95). It is a Doric

peripteral temple measuring 16.13 � 38.87 m and oriented

north–south, with six times fifteen columns, and is built of

local limestone (for a plan, see Cooper (1968) 104). A large

number of other Archaic and Classical buildings stood

within the sanctuary (Yalouris (1979) 90). Just above Bassai,

on Mt. Kotilion, two simple temples without peristasis have

been excavated (see Jost (1985) pl. 22.3 for a plan). They were

presumably parts of a single sanctuary (Jost (1985) 97) that

can be traced back to C8–C7 (ibid.). The temples were erect-

ed contemporaneously with the first temple at Bassai, i.e.

c.625–600 (Cooper (1968) 103 n. 7). For other extra-urban

sanctuaries, see Cooper (1972) 363–67 and AR (1995–96) 12.

K. Tausend (1993) 16 argues that Phigaleia was an Azanian

city, but this is highly unlikely (Roy (1972b) 44 n. 6; Nielsen

(1996a) 160 n. 61; Nielsen and Roy (1998) 33–36); in any case,

if the Azanians ever formed a political unit, this had broken

up before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44, (1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a)

138). Membership of the Peloponnesian League is not

explicitly attested, but can be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87,

92); the same is true of membership of the Arkadian

Confederacy (ibid. 94–95). According to Polyaen. 6.27.2,

Phigaleia sent an embassy to Argos (no. 347) to conclude a

symmachia; Meyer (1938) 2070, 2082, believes that the pas-

sage refers to C5l; see, however, Robertson (1992) 234–35,

240, 243–44 and esp. 250–52, arguing that this passage simply

reflects an aetiological mythic complex. The earliest attested

treaty to which Phigaleia was a party is Staatsverträge 476 of

c.267–265, a treaty between Athens (no. 361) and Sparta (no.

345) with allies. A citizen of Phigaleia was appointed prox-

enos by the Aitolian Confederacy c.270 (IG ix.1 13.19).

Phigaleian exiles are mentioned by Diod. 15.40.2 (r374).

From the same passage it can be inferred that Phigaleia was

a democracy in 374 (Roy (1973) 138). A system of phylai is

attested in IG v.2 421 (undated); damiorgoi are mentioned in

IG v.2 423 (undated).

The agora is mentioned in IG v.2 421.7 (undated); Polyb.

4.79.5 refers to a polemarchion; Diod. 15.40.2 (r374) mentions

a theatre.A C4–C3 fountain is found too (Papachatzis (1994)

352–53). The acropolis was separately fortified (Cooper and

Myers (1981) fig. 4); there are no remains on the acropolis

(Jost (1985) 86). “Fortifications embrace a large area,

approximately 1.5 km north–south and 1.3 km east–west”

(Cooper and Myers (1981) 124; a plan is found as fig. 4);

“Stretches of the circuit may date as early as the 5th c. B.C.

but in the mid 4th c. B.C. portions were rebuilt” (Cooper in

PECS s.v. Phigalia). Meyer (1938) 2069 supposes that not all

the area of the city was actually occupied by habitation, but

that the city was built to give shelter to herds of cattle; on the

other hand,Cooper and Myers (1981) 133 note that roof-tiles,

some Classical, are scattered across most of the site, indicat-

ing habitation and/or other roofed buildings. According to

Cooper in PECS s.v. Phigalia, “considerable remains of the

Archaic, Classical, and Roman periods lie exposed”. For a C4

intra-mural temple of Zeus Soter and Athena, see AR

(1996–97) 47.

A Polias divinity is attested by IG v.2 421 (undated). The

principal deity of the city was Dionysos (Meyer (1938)

2083–84), in whose honour festivals (Diod. 15.40.2 (r374))

and mysteries (Jost (1985) 85 with refs.) were celebrated;

recently, a C4 intramural temple dedicated to Athena and

Zeus Soter has been excavated; at the temple a number of

inscriptions were found, among which grants of proxenia to

citizens of Megalopolis (no. 282) and Byzantion (no. 674),

etc., and an Archaic votive inscription to Athena (Ergon

(1996) 41–47). SEG 23 240 is a C4 dedication to Hygieia.

Citizens of Phigaleia achieved Olympic victories in C6

(Olympionikai 95, 99, 102) and C4 (Olympionikai 392); the

latter athlete won three Isthmian victories as well (CEG ii

826).The city as such donated money for the construction of

the new temple at Delphi in the 360s (CID ii 4.iii.45).

293. Phorieia (Phoriaeus) Unlocated. Type: C. The topo-

nym is Φορ�εια in Steph. Byz. 670.7, who cites Ephor.

fr. 55 for the ethnic Φοριαε�ς. The city’s only claim to 
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inclusion in this Inventory is the fact that it had its own eth-

nic; since sub-ethnics are practically unknown in Arkadia,

the ethnic may be a city-ethnic; cf. Nielsen (1996a) 117–32.

294. Psophis (Psophidios) Map 58. Lat. 37.50, long. 21.55.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Ψωφ�ς, !

(Theophr. Hist. pl. 9.15.2; Polyb. 4.70.3). The city-ethnic is

invariably Ψωφ�διος (Hecat. fr. 6). Psophis is called polis in

the political sense in IvO 294 (C4s; see comm. IvO and Meyer

(1959) 1426), and in the urban sense at Polyb. 4.70.4 (r219).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

C5 coins (Head,HN² 453) and externally in SEG 24 299 (C6s)

and at Hecat. fr. 6.

The territory occupied c.280 km². No second-order set-

tlements are known. The mountains Malea and Lampeia

were sacred to Pan (Jost (1985) 57). On Mt. Aphrodision was

a sanctuary with several buildings, among which a C5 tem-

ple (9.9 � 7.4 m) and a C5 stoa stand out; the votives date

back to the Archaic period (Jost (1985) 58–59). According to

Paus. 8.25.1, the border with Thelphousa (no. 300) was

marked by a stele with �ρχα5α γρ�µµατα.

Psophis is not attested as having been a member of any

larger organisation during our period, but according to

Polyb. 4.70.3, it was an Azanian community; however, if the

Azanians ever formed a political unit, this had broken up

before C5 (Roy (1972b) 44, (1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a) 138).

Paus. 5.24.2 refers to undatable military activities by

Psophis; however, SEG 24 299 is a C6s dedication of a shield

by the city at Olympia, indicating that it was conducting

military campaigns by that time.

No Psophidian proxenoi are known, but at 6.16.7

Pausanias refers to an (undatable) sculptural group at

Olympia which he thought represented Eleian proxenoi of

Psophis.

Psophis was situated in a remarkable, almost peninsular

position between the rivers Erymanthos and Aroanios (see

Jost (1985) pl. 10.1), a position commented upon by Polyb.

4.70.7–10 and well brought out by Pritchett (1989) 23–24.For

what it is worth, Polybios at 4.70.3 calls the city a παλαι�ν

?ρκ�δων κτ�σµα. For Archaic stray finds from the site, see

Jost (1985) 57. Several sections of retaining walls can be

found inside the circuit (Papandreou (1920) 138).Within the

circuit are numerous ancient remains and sherds (ibid.

138–41); some of the larger foundations may be of temples

(cf. Jost (1985) 55–57), and there are traces of a proasteion as

well (Papandreou (1920) 142). The circuit wall enclosed an

area of 80 ha (Meyer (1959) 1424). It is of Scranton’s class C5

(isodomic trapezoidal: quarry face, p. 170), which he dates

425–375 (Scranton (1941) 85). Polybios refers to private

houses in Psophis three times (4.72.1 twice (ο2κι+ν), 8

(ο2κ�σεις)). The acropolis, too, is mentioned by Polyb.

4.71.11, 72.1 (r219). An acropolis wall is not visible (Pritchett

(1989) 28) and there are no ancient remains on the acropolis

(Papandreou (1920) 138).

Athena Polias is presumably attested on coin types (Jost

(1985) 55), and Papandreou (1920) 139 assumes that Artemis

Erykine was the patron divinity of the city.

The coinage of Psophis began in C5f (Head, HN² 453).

The Classical coinage was in silver only. Known denomina-

tions are tritemorion, hemiobol, obol, trihemiobol and

tetrobol. The legend is ΨΟΦΙ∆ΙΟΝ or abbreviations

thereof. Frequent types are obv. Keryneian stag; rev. fish

(with acorn) in incuse square, and obv. head of Athena; rev.

club (of Herakles). In C4l the city began to strike in bronze.

SNG Cop. Argolis 280–82.

295. Pylai (Parpylaios) Unlocated, but presumably in

western Arkadia (Meyer (1957a) 81). Type: C. Steph. Byz.

538.19 mentions a Π�λαι as a τ#πος ?ρκαδ�ας; Meyer

(1957a) 81 connects this place with the ethnic Παρπυλα5ος

(SEG 18 157 (C5)). If accepted, Pylai may claim inclusion in

this Inventory because it had its own ethnic; since sub-

ethnics are practically unknown in Arkadia, the ethnic may

be a city-ethnic; cf. further Nielsen (1996a) 117–32.

296. Stymphalos (Stymphalios) Map 58. Lat. 37.50, long.

22.30. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Στ�νφαλος in SEG 35 371 (C5f); Ps.-Skylax 44, SEG 36 147.B

fr. d.7 (c.368) and Polyb. 4.68.6 have Στ�µφαλος, W (cf. ! at

Paus. 8.22.2), and Hom. Il. 2.608 has Στ�µφηλος. The

city-ethnic is Στυµφ�λιος (Pind. Ol. 6.99; SEG 20 716.20

(C4m)).

Stymphalos is listed as the fifth toponym after the head-

ing π#λεις αH µεγ�λαι α_δε (where polis is used in the

urban sense) at Ps.-Skylax 44. In the political sense polis is

used about the city in, e.g., IG v.2 352 (C4s) and SEG 32 370

quater (c.315); πολ�της is found in IG v.2 351.3 (C4l),

πολιτε�α in IG v.2 358 (C3f), and πολιτε�ειν in IPArk no.

17.176 (C4l). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found in IG v.2 352.1–2 (C4l) and on C4 coins (Head, HN²

454); externally, the individual use is found at Xen. An. 1.1.11

and in IG iv²1 102 A23 (C4), and the collective use in Pind.

Ol. 6.99 and SEG 20 716.20 (C4m).

The lake near the city was called ! Στυµφηλ�ς λ�µνη

(Hdt. 6.76.3); the size of this lake varied, and it sometimes

extended to the southern part of the city, which itself occu-

pied the lacustrine plain. The size of the territory was c.180
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km². Near Lafka, c.6 km south-west of the city, is a late

Classical/Hellenistic cemetery, and Doric architectural frag-

ments.

Stymphalian membership of the Peloponnesian League

may be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87). Membership of the

Arkadian Confederacy is proved by Xen. Hell. 7.3.1 (Bölte

(1931) 447). A treaty of symbola was concluded with Athens

(no. 361) in C4m (cf. Staatsverträge 279; SEG 36 147), and one

with Demetrias �Sikyon (no. 228) in C4l (IPArk no. 17); in

C3f a treaty of sympoliteia vel sim. was concluded with

Lousoi (no. 279) (IG V.2 358).

In SEG 36 147 fr. a.4 (c.368) occurs the expression

πρ]οξ/νων πρεσβ[, which may indicate the exchange of

envoys and the existence of proxenia relations between

Athens and Stymphalos before the final conclusion of the

treaty (of symbola); see Walbank (1986) 333 note ad fr. a.4 and

350–51; Stymphalos granted proxenia to an unknown man in

C4s (IG v.2 352), and had one of its own citizens appointed

Delphic proxenos and theorodokos c.360 (Syll.³ 189); an Argive

theorodokos resided in the city c.330 (SEG 23 189.24).

The earliest surviving public enactments are a series of

C4s decrees (IG v.2 351–56), for which see Taueber (1981). A

death sentence is recorded at SEG 20 716.20 (C4m). A boule

is attested at IG v.2 351 and 356 (C4s), and a board of

prostatai bolas at IG v.2 351; a board of damiorgoi at IG v.2 351

too. An assembly (.κκλησ�α) is attested at IPArk no. 17.194;

its ordinary name was probably polis (IG v.2 352 (C4s)).

The public architecture of Stymphalos is still imperfectly

known; the agora has not been located with certainty (H.

Williams (1984) 186; but see Bölte (1931) 443 and Jost (1985)

104–5). An area of seating cut in the bare rock south of the

acropolis suggests the existence of a theatre (H. Williams

(1983) 200, (1984) 176–77; cf. Frederiksen (2002) 67). The

acropolis is included within the circuit; here three temples

are known, not all of them firmly dated, but one possibly

dedicated to Athena Polias is C4m (H. Williams, pers.

comm.) and has yielded late Archaic and Classical sculpture

(H. Williams et al. (1997) 44, pers. comm.).

Pind. Ol. 6.99 uses the phrase �π� Στυµφαλ�ων

τειχ/ων, thus suggesting the existence of a C5f fortification;

at 8.8.4, Strabo mentions a siege of Stymphalos by

Iphikrates, which probably occurred in 369 (Dus̆anić (1970)

332 n. 9). The preserved wall is C4m or C4l, and is construct-

ed in mudbrick on a stone foundation (H. Williams and

Price (1995) 8; Williams et al. (1997) 66). It was 2,300 m long

and is described by H. Williams (1983), (1984); it seems to

have enclosed an area of at least 40 ha (calculated on the

basis of H. Williams (1983) fig. 1).

According to Paus. 8.22.1–2, old Stymphalos was not in

the same place as the known city, but we have no idea about

where this can have been (Jost (1985) 101, 105); however, at

the village of Lafka, part of a well-preserved polygonal cir-

cuit wall has been found, thus providing a possible candi-

date for early Stymphalos (H. Williams, pers. comm.). The

later city was “laid out as an orthogonally planned town

some time in the fourth century (�375–350, p. 8); it had a

sophisticated grid of streets and blocks apparently laid out

on a module of 110 Doric feet,or 36 m,for width of street and

block, inside a well-built circuit of stone and mud brick

walls that encompassed a relatively low acropolis near the

lake as well as the flat terrain to the north and east of it”

(H. Williams and Price (1995) 1). So far, the earliest pottery

from the site is Late Archaic (ibid. 8); sufficient Classical

pottery has now been found to push the existence of the

town back into C5 (H.Williams et al. (1997) 41, 43; part of the

road system may also predate C4: ibid. 42). There is evidence

for several late Archaic or early Classical peri-urban Doric

temples (H. Williams and Price (1995) 20; H. Williams et al.

(1997) 67).

Athena Polias is attested by SEG 11 1111 (C4), but the

patron deity of the city was probably Artemis: she is depict-

ed on coins, and her sanctuary was used for publication of

decrees (IG v.2 351.9–10 (C4l)). In C5, Dromeus of

Stymphalos was periodonikes (Knab (1934) no. 3).

According to Head, HN², the coinage of Stymphalos began

c.400; according to Babelon, Traité ii.3. 593–94 it began c.420.

The city struck in both silver and bronze. The legend is ΣΤ,

ΣΤΥΜΦΑ (bronze coins), and ΣΤΥΜ, ΣΤΥΜΦΑ,

ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛ, ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΙΟΝ, ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΙΩΝ (sil-

ver coins). Known denominations are obol, triobol and

stater. The types depict Artemis, Herakles and the

Stymphalian birds. The rev. type of the staters (Herakles with

club) is discussed by Schefold (1963–64). SNG Cop. Argolis

283–87.

297. Tegea (Tegeatas) Map 58. Lat. 37.30, long. 22.25. Size

of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Τεγ/α, ! (IG iv 510

(C5f); Pind. Ol. 10.66), or in Ionic Τεγ/η (Hom. Il. 2.607;

IvO 268 (c.460)); Diod. 11.66.3 (r467/6) has Τεγ/αι. The

city–ethnic is invariably Τεγε�τας (IG v.2 159 (C5); SEG 37

676 (C4f)), of which the Ionic form is Τεγε�της (Hdt.

1.65.1).

Tegea is called a polis in the political sense at Simon. 122,

Diehl �Anth. Pal. 7.512, possibly C5f (Molyneux (1992) 201),

or c.369 (Pritchett (1985) 217–19), Hdt. 7.202, 204, and SEG 11

1051 (C4e); in the urban sense polis is used about it at Thuc.
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5.62.2, Xen. Hell. 7.5.8 and Ps.-Skylax 44, who lists it as the

first toponym after the heading π#λεις αH µεγ�λαι α_δε,

where polis is used in the urban sense.The territorial sense of

polis (with the political sense as a possible connotation)

occurs in Xen. Hell. 7.5.5 (for which see Nielsen (1996c)

72–73). Xen. Hell. 6.5.7 and IG v.2 39 (C4) use πολ5ται,

whereas IG v.2 3.11 (C5l–C4e) makes a distinction between

gαστ#ς and ξ/νος. There was an Aristotelian Τεγεατ+ν

πολιτε�α (frr. 608–9). IPArk no. 5 (c.324) uses πολιτε�ειν at

l. 21, and at l. 28 it uses πολιτικ#ς to distinguish the ordinary

lawcourt of the city from an ad hoc court, called τ�

δικαστ�ριον τ� ξενικ#ν and presumably composed of

citizens from a foreign polis (IPArk p. 65), established to

adjudicate the claims of returning exiles. SEG 22 287 (C3)

uses πατρ�ς about the city and the poetess Anyte π�τρα

(Anth. Pal. 6.153 �Gow and Page ii). A C4 tile is stamped

∆ΑΜΟΣΙΟΣ (IG v.2 170.1).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

IG v.2 159 (C5), and externally in ML 27.3, Hdt. 1.65.1 and

Thuc. 4.143.1. The individual use is found externally in Hdt.

9.9.1, Thuc. 2.67.1, IG i³ 1371 bis (c.410) and SEG 37 676 (C4f).

The territory occupied c.385 km². It is described as a

καλ�ν πεδ�ον in a C6 oracle reported at Hdt. 1.66.2. Its

name was (!) Τεγε[τις (χ)ρα) (Thuc. 5.64.4; Xen. Hell.

6.5.15). Hdt. 1.66.4 calls the territory τ� πεδ�ον τ� τ+ν

Τεγεητ/ων, and it is termed χ)ρα at Xen. Hell. 6.5.6. The

border with Lakonia is referred to at Hdt. 8.124.3 (οwροι οH

Τεγεητικο�). Near this border, at Analipsis, was a Classical

sanctuary which seems to have been associated with a small

settlement (Jost (1985) 161).At Mavriki south-east of the city

was a C6 Doric marble temple (Voyatzis (1990) 29–30). Just

north of the city,on Ag.Sostis, is an Archaic sanctuary which

perhaps included a C5 temple (Jost (1985) 155). For two C4

fortified watch-towers in the territory, see Pikoulas (1995)

cat. nos. 42–43. According to Strabo 8.3.2, Tegea was (at an

uncertain date) synoecised from nine demes, whose names

are given at Paus. 8.45.1. The nature of the settlement pattern

and the political organisation before the synoecism are

completely unknown, but the areas of the demes can be

roughly located (cf. Voyatzis (1990) 10–11 with fig. 2); two of

the demes, those of the Karyatai and the Oiatai, seem to have

been annexed by the Spartans at an early date and to have

alternated between inclusion in Tegea and Sparta (no. 345)

(cf. Shipley (1997) 233–34, 238–39; Nielsen (1999) 49).

Tegea fielded 500 hoplites for Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202),

but at Plataiai the city provided 1,500 (Hdt. 9.27.3) in addi-

tion to 1,500 psiloi (Hdt. 9.61.2); at the battle of Nemea in 394

the city may have fielded upwards of 2,400 hoplites (Roy

(1971b) 440). Finally, the stasis of 370 sent 800 oligarchs into

exile at Sparta (Xen. Hell. 6.5.10). These figures suggest a

substantial population, but its exact size cannot be estimat-

ed (cf. Forsén (2000) 36–39), and it is, furthermore, not

known how large a fraction of the population resided in the

town.

According to Hdt. 1.66.3, the Spartans in C6f planned to

subject Tegea to an exandrapodismos, but were unsuccessful.

It is often believed that it was this conflict that led, around

C6m, to the conclusion of the treaty Staatsverträge 112 (cf.

p. 11); an alliance between Tegea and Sparta antedating the

Persian Wars is certainly implied by Hdt. 9.26.2, but the

treaty Staatsverträge 112 is now thought to belong to C5f

(Cawkwell (1993) 368–70; Braun (1994) 42–45; cf. Osborne

(1996) 287–89). C5 membership of the Peloponnesian

League can be inferred from numerous passages in

Thucydides (2.67.1, 5.32.3, 57.2, 67.1), and C4 membership is

proved by, e.g., Xen. Hell. 4.2.13. A C5f alliance with Argos

(no. 347) can be inferred from Hdt. 9.35.2 (cf. Strabo 8.6.19,

who gives a vague chronological reference: µετ3 δ* τ�ν .ν

Σαλαµ5νι ναυµαχ�αν): Argos assisted Tegea in a battle

against Sparta (Hdt.), and Tegea assisted Argos against

Mykenai (no. 353) (Strabo). The same Herodotean passage

allows the inference that Tegea at one point in C5f was the

leader of an anti-Spartan alliance comprising all Arkadia

except Mantinea (no. 281); cf. Nielsen (1996b) 218–20. From

Thuc. 4.134.1 it appears that Tegea, like Mantinea, was the

leader of a local alliance; cf. Nielsen (1996c) 79–86.

In 370, Tegea joined the Arkadian Confederacy, but only

after a bloody civil war which sent 800 oligarchs into exile

(Xen. Hell. 6.5.6–9). Tegea became a leading member pro-

viding oecists for the foundation of Megalopolis (no. 282)

(Paus. 8.27.2). When the Confederacy split in two in 363,

Tegea with Megalopolis remained loyal to Boiotia (Xen.

Hell. 7.5.5), whereas Mantinea joined Sparta; Diod. 15.82.2

refers to Tegea as the leader of the faction opposing

Mantinea.

Tegean military commanders are referred to at Hdt. 7.202

and 204, and στραταγο� are mentioned in a C4m law (IPArk

no. 3.9). Five hundred Tegean hoplites were present at

Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202); 1,500 hoplites and 1,500 other

troops fought at Plataiai (Hdt. 9.28.3, 61.2), and Tegean

troops fought at Mantinea in 418 (Thuc. 5.67.1) and at

Nemea in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.20).

A Tegean envoy to the Persian king is mentioned at Thuc.

2.67.1, and according to Diod. 15.82.3 Tegea in 362 sent an

embassy to Boiotia; Tegea received envoys from Corinth

(no. 227) and Argos (no. 347) in 421 (Thuc. 5.32.3) and from
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Epidauros (no. 348) in C4f (IG iv²1 102.A.ii.102). In C4e, the

city granted proxenia to a man from Orchomenos (no. 286)

(SEG 11 1051), and in C4m two Tegeans were granted Delphic

proxenia (SEG 31 560); in C4–C3 an Argive theorodokos

resided in Tegea (SEG 33 283).

A system of four, presumably territorial, phylai is attested,

but its functions are unknown; Paus. 8.53.6 names them

Κλαρε+τις, ‘Ιπποθο5τις,?πολλωνι[τις and ?θανε[τις,

and these names occur on a C3 inscription (IG v.2 36) as

‘Ιπποθο5ται, ?πολλωνι[ται, etc.; Jones, POAG 139–42.

There was an Aristotelian Τεγεατ+ν πολιτε�α (fr. 608), but

there is no direct evidence about the form of constitution;

however, a stasis is described at Xen. Hell. 6.5.7; this stasis

brought the demos to power, and it can be inferred that prior

to the stasis Tegea was an oligarchy governed in accordance

with οH π�τριοι ν#µοι; a θεσµ#ς is referred to in IPArk no.

1.8, 19–20 (C5). The earliest surviving public enactment is

SEG 11 1051 of C4e (�δοξε τ[ι π#λι τ+ν Τεγεατ[ν). The

eponymous official was presumably the priest of Athena

Alea (IPArk no. 4 n. 1 (C4)); a board called οH Τριακ�σιοι

(IPArk nos. 2.20–21, 3.8 (C5l–C4e)) was presumably a coun-

cil, and one called οH πεντ/κοντα possibly its executive

committee (IPArk no. 1.20 with n. 7 (C5l–C4e)). In addition,

there is evidence of boards of θεαρο� (Xen. Hell. 6.5.7);

δαµιοργο� (IPArk no. 2.28 (C5l–C4e)); .σδοτ8ρες (�pole-

tai) (IPArk no. 3.48 (C4m)); and hιεροµν�µονες (IPArk no.

2.22–23 (C5l–C4e)). In addition, IPArk no. 2.5 attests to a

hιεροθ�τας, and SEG 11 1070 (C4l) to an agonothetes. The

existence of an assembly can be inferred from SEG 11 1051

(C4e): �δοξε τ[ι π#λι, for which formula see Rhodes (1995)

95–96. A local calendar is attested by IPArk no. 2.29–30

(C5l–C4e).

The layout of the city of Tegea is not well known, though

there are indications that by the end of the Archaic period

the sanctuary of Athena Alea was at the heart of a well-devel-

oped site (Morgan (1999) 396–97); Ødegård (AR (2000–1)

32) refers to various C6s and C5 finds from the city area. A

circuit wall and two gates are mentioned at Xen. Hell. 6.5.8–9

in reference to 370; however, Diod. 12.79.3 (r418) mentions a

poliorkia of Tegea, thus suggesting that the city was walled at

this date. Furthermore, at 5.62.2 Thucydides states that in

418 some people in Tegea were willing to betray the city to

the democratic quadruple alliance (κα� τινες α(το5ς κα�

τ+ν .ν τ=8 π#λει [sc. of Tegea] .νεδ�δοσαν τ3 πρ�γµατα);

if insiders were necessary to conquer the city, we may

assume that it was fortified. The preserved remains of the

C4e wall show it to have been constructed in mudbrick on a

stone foundation (Bérard (1892) 548; cf. Voyatzis (1990) 12);

traces of the wall were reportedly found in four places, thus

giving a very rough indication of its course (Bérard (1892)

547; cf. Voyatzis (1990) fig. 3), and this course has now been

confirmed in its basic assumptions (AR (2000–1) 32) except

for the fact that the sanctuary of Athena Alea seems to have

been outside the wall. The area enclosed by the wall seems to

have had the shape of “an irregular ellipse, with the long axis

measuring 2,000 metres and the short axis 1,400 metres”

(Voyatzis (1990) 12; cf. Bérard (1892) 547). It measured max.

c.190 ha. IPArk no. 5 (324) refers to oikiai, but there is, unfor-

tunately, no way of knowing how densely populated the

large area inside the wall was. At 5.17.2 Polybios refers to the

acropolis, but this has so far escaped identification (Voyatzis

(1990) 16–17; cf. Bérard (1892) 541–42).

Little is known about public architecture. Xen. Hell. 7.4.36

refers to a desmoterion and to a demosia oikia. There are

remains of a C4 theatre (Callmer (1943) 121; TGR ii. 270). A

C3 inscription refers to the agora (SEG 22 280.24). But the

most famous Tegean structure was, of course, the temple of

Athena Alea; the first monumental temple was constructed

C7l (Voyatzis (1990) 11); the Classical temple was construct-

ed c.345–335 (Norman (1984) 191–93).

An Athena Poliatis is attested by Paus. 8.47.5 and IG v.2 77

(Roman, but the divinity is presumably much earlier; see

Burkert (1995) 208), but the real patron divinity of Tegea was

Athena Alea (Voyatzis (1990) 14; cf. Jost (1985) 142–65).

Festivals are attested by IPArk no. 2.26 (C5l–C4e) and IPArk

no. 5.21–22 (324); games in honour of Athena Alea are attest-

ed as early as Pind. Ol. 7.83 (cf. IG v.2 75 (C6l), 113 (C5e); Jost

(1985) 374); a στ�διον χ+µα γ8ς is mentioned by Paus.

8.47.4; a starting line block of uncertain but possibly late

Classical date is published by Pakkanen, Tegea Stadium. A

Pythian victor is attested for 554 (Paus. 10.7.7), a Nemean for

C5 (Dubois (1986) TE 1), and an Olympic for 308 (Diod.

20.37.1). Dedications of Spartan and Persian spoils were set

up in the temple of Athena Alea (Hdt. 1.66.4, 9.70.3), and in

423 the city sent Mantinean spoils to Delphi (Thuc. 4.134.1);

in Delphi, too, the city dedicated Spartan spoils and erected

a stoa in c.369 (cf. SEG 31 558–59; Vatin (1988) 453–59).

According to Head, HN² 454, the mint at Tegea began to

strike c.420; hoard evidence, however, may point to the

Archaic period for the first coinage (cf. IGCH 11, buried

c.480; Hesperia 24 (1955) 135–36). The city struck on the

Aiginetan standard and minted in silver, bronze and iron;

the single surviving iron coin (C5s) is discussed by Köhler

(1882b) (cf. also MacIsaac (1988) 48–49): obv. Gorgoneion;

rev. owl � ΤΕΓΕ. Known denominations are hemiobol,

trihemiobol, obol and triobol; in addition, a single
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didrachm is known, for which see Schwabacher (1939) 15–18.

The most common types are Gorgoneion, head of Athena

Alea and owl. Legends: Τ, ΤΕ, ΤΕΓ, ΤΕΓΕ, ΤΕΓΕΑ,

ΤΕΓΕΑΤΑΝ (-ΩΝ) or ΑΘΑΝΑΣ ΑΛΕΑΣ. SNG Cop.

Argolis 288–313.

298. Teuthis (Teuthidas) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 22.00.

Located at modern Dimitsana; see Jost (1985) 212 and

Pikoulas (1986b). Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is

Τε%θις, ! (Paus. 8.28.4); the ethnic is Τευθ�δας, attested on

Hellenistic coins (Head, HN² 418). At 8.28.4 Pausanias states

that π�λαι δ* lν π#λισµα ! Τε%θις, but the only reason

for including it in this Inventory is the fact that according to

Paus. 8.27.4 (r371) Teuthis was, prior to the foundation of

Megalopolis (no. 282), among the communities whose rela-

tionship to Orchomenos (no. 286) could be described by the

phrase συντελε5ν .ς. The other communities so described

are Methydrion (no. 283) and Thisoa (no. 301), both of

which were probably poleis. So, by analogy, we may class

Teuthis as a possible polis.

According to Paus. 8.27.4, Teuthis was among the com-

munities that the Arkadian Confederacy decreed to relocate

to Megalopolis; it is unknown, however, whether this deci-

sion was implemented, and the site seems not to have been

abandoned at the synoecism (Pikoulas (1986b)).

The city proper lay below the acropolis. The site is now

occupied by the village of Dimitsana, and so the degree of

ancient urbanisation cannot be estimated; but Pikoulas

(1986b) 116 reports considerable numbers of Archaic and

Hellenistic sherds, but fewer Classical. The acropolis was

fortified (ibid. 110 with map 1 at 101). The date of the impres-

sive fortification is uncertain, but it is not earlier than C4

and is probably Hellenistic (ibid. 113).

299. Thaliades Map 58. Lat. 37.45, long. 21.55. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: C. Paus. 8.25.2 has the toponym Θαλι�δες, αH;

the Archaic coinage of the city has the legend ΘΑΛΙ, proba-

bly an abbreviation of the otherwise unattested city-ethnic.

The only reason for including the city in this Inventory is the

existence of this Archaic coinage (Head, HN² 456; Six (1888)

103). The obv. type shows Hermes; attested denominations

are obol and tetrobol. SNG Cop. Argolis 317.

Meyer (1939a) 75–78 describes “pseudopolygonale” forti-

fication walls at the site of Thaliades (modern Vaklia), a

small temple on the separately fortified acropolis and three

further small temples in the immediate surroundings of the

city (all four temples undated); the sherds at the site range

from Classical to Hellenistic, but Jost (1985) 44 refers to ear-

lier material. Cf. Jost (1985) 44–45.

300. Thelphousa (Thelphousios) Map 58. Lat. 37.45,

long. 21.55. Size of territory: 4. Type: B. The toponym shows

several variants: (1) Θ/λφουσα (IG v.2 412 (Classical));

(2) Θελ[φ]ο�σσα (BCH 45 (1921) ii.73 (c.230–210));

(3) Τ/λφουσα, ! (Polyb. 2.54.13); (4) Θ/λπουσα, ! (Paus.

8.25.1). The ethnic shows the corresponding variations: (1)

Θελφο�σιος (IG v.2 1.64 (360s)); (2) [Θε]λ[π]ο�σ[σ]ιος

(IG iv 727.B.13 (C4l)); (3) Τελφο�σιος (Polyb. 4.73.2); (4)

Θελπο�σιος (Head, HN² 418). In addition, Steph. Byz. s.v.

has Θ�λπουσα, Θαλπο�σιος. Finally, a C5e dedication at

Olympia has κ[ρυξ δαµ#σιος Θελφο�σιος (SEG 11 1254a),

which points to the form *Θ/λφοισα for the toponym. For

a discussion of toponym and ethnic, see Meyer (1934) 1618.

Thelphousa is called a polis in the political sense at SEG 12

371 (242), and in the urban sense at Polyb. 2.54.13; it is

referred to as π�τρα in IG v.2 412.2 (Classical). The city-eth-

nic is found in the external individual use in IG ix.1² 31.89

(C3l) and Phld. Acad. Ind. 20.8, Dorandi (rC3f); the collec-

tive use is found internally on C4 coins (abbreviated to

ΘΕΛ: Head, HN² 456) and externally in IG v.2 1.64 (360s).

The territory occupied c.275 km² and was called

Τελφουσ�α (Lycoph. Alex. 1040; Polyb. 4.60.4). Steph. Byz.

306.5 describes Thelphousa as a π#λις ?ρκαδ�ας το%

’Ορχοµενο%. Orchomenos (no. 286) seems to have ruled a

number of dependent poleis (Nielsen (1996c) 84–86), but

there is no other evidence that Thelphousa was one of these

(Meyer (1934) 1619). At 8.25.1 Pausanias mentions a kome by

the name of Καο%ς; the settlement may have existed by C4e

(Jost (1986b) 644), and its raison d’être was presumably to

look after the sanctuary of Asklepios Kaousios (Jost (1986a)

149). Kaous, at modern Voutsi, lay 6.5 km north of the city

(Jost (1985) 63). C.2 km south of the city Meyer (1957b) 13ff

found traces of a settlement which includes a C6l–C5e tem-

ple and thus existed in the Classical period; it must have con-

stituted a second-order settlement of Thelphousa, possibly

to be identified with ancient Onkeion (Paus. 8.25.4; cf. Jost

(1985) 66). Another small settlement in the same general

area is mentioned by Meyer (1957b) 15. For a possible settle-

ment at Bertsia, see Jost (1985) 67.A fortress called Στρ�τος,

! was likewise situated in Thelphousian territory (Polyb.

4.73.2; Meyer (1934) 1619). It has not yet been located. The

territory was dotted with sanctuaries (see Jost (1985) 66

(Classical), 67 (Archaic/Classical), 68 (possibly a temple),

68–69, 69 (a temple and Archaic votives)).

K. Tausend (1993) 18 argues that Thelphousa was an

Azanian community, but certainty is impossible (Nielsen

and Roy (1998) 33–36). In any case, even if the Azanians ever

formed a political unity, this had broken up before C5 (Roy
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(1972b) 44, (1996) 110; Nielsen (1996a) 139). Membership of

the Peloponnesian League is not explicitly attested, but may

be assumed (Nielsen (1996c) 87); membership of the

Arkadian Confederacy is attested by IG v.2 1.64 (360s).

IG v.2 412 is a Classical epigram commemorating fallen

warriors, and may perhaps be connected with the battle

fought at Thelphousa in 352 (Diod. 16.39.6). Thelphousian

diplomatic activity is implied by the C5e dedication of a her-

ald’s staff at Olympia which was inscribed κ[ρυξ δαµ#σιος

Θελφο�σιος (SEG 11 1254a).

The form of constitution is unknown; a Classical epigram

commemorating fallen warriors refers to their saving the

ε(νοµ�αν . . . πατ/ρων (IG v.2 412.6). Otherwise the earliest

preserved public enactment is SEG 12 371 of 242, an asylia

decree for Kos; it attests to an assembly in the enactment for-

mula �δοξε τ[ι π#λι τ+[ν] Θελφουσ�ων.

“Ancient Thelphousa is situated on the left bank of the

Ladon about one kilometer north of the hamlet of Toubitsi”

(Pritchett (1989) 38). The city was situated on a hill and cov-

ered an extensive area on the lower slopes, not all of which

was occupied (Jost (1985) 62). Numerous scattered remains

have been found, particularly in the lower city (ibid.). For a

plan, see Jost (1986b) fig. 4. The only well-known feature of

the city is the agora. It was huge, measuring 130 � c.120 m,

and was laid out on an artificial terrace supported by a

retaining wall (Jost (1986b) 638). The agora was flanked by

stoas on all four sides, the western stoa,however, running for

only half the length of the agora; on the southern side, the

agora was flanked by a C4 stoa which measured at least 78 �

7 m (ibid.). For a plan, see Jost (1986a) fig. 5.All in all, the lay-

out and construction of the agora is C4 (Jost (1986b) 642).

No monumental structures have been found on the acro-

polis (ibid. 637). The city was walled, and traces of the wall

are extant, but have not been investigated separately; cf.

Meyer (1939a) 86–87. It may, however, be noted that a

Classical epigram (� IG v.2 412) commemorating fallen

warriors probably refers to the wall (�ρκεα π�ργων).

Thelphousa began minting c.400 and struck in both silver

and bronze, the bronze issues beginning perhaps only c.323

(Babelon, Traité ii.3. 621–22); the legends used are: Θ, ΘΕΛ

(Head, HN² 456; Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos. 935–39). Types:

Demeter Erinys, the horse Erion (�Arion), and later

Apollo. The known silver coins are obols on the Aiginetan

standard. SNG Cop. Argolis 318.

301. Thisoa (Thisoaios) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B (?). The toponym does not

appear until BCH 45 (1921) iii.5 (c.230–210), which gives

Θισ#α, !; the MSS of Pausanias have Θεισ#α (which

Rocha-Pereira prints) and Θισ#α (which Casevitz prints);

cf. 8.27.4, 28.3. The city-ethnic is Θισοα5ος, which points to

the toponym Θισ#α; the ethnic occurs in, e.g., CID ii

5.i.23–24 (358) and IG v.2 511 (C3l–C2e).

Thisoa is listed as a polis in the urban or political sense at

Paus.8.27.4 (r371), and refers to itself as a polis in the political

sense in IG v.2 510–11 (C3l–C2e). The ethnic is found in the

external individual use in SEG 14 455 (C4f), for which see

Roy (1972c) 78; the internal collective use is found in IG v.2

510–11 (C3l–C2e).

The name and size of the territory are unknown; Paus.

8.28.3 (.ν Θεισ#�α τ=8 Μεθυδριε%σιν Wµ#ρ�ω) and 8.28.4

(τ=8 χ)ρ�α δ* τ=8 Θεισ#�α) suggest that the toponym could

be used as the name of the territory. At Paus. 8.27.3 (r371)

Thisoa is listed among a number of communities whose

relationship to Orchomenos (no. 286) could be described by

the expression συντελε5ν .ς. It is not clear what this means,

but it suggests that prior to 371 Thisoa was a dependency of

Orchomenos (Nielsen (1996c) 84–86).

Membership of the Arkadian Confederacy can be

inferred from Paus. 8.27.4; the same passage claims that

Thisoa was one of the communities that the Arkadian

Confederacy decreed to relocate to Megalopolis (no. 282),

but it is not known whether the decision was implemented.

SEG 14 455 (C4f) attests to a Delphic grant of proxenia to

a Thisoaian; this man could conceivably originate from

Kynourian Thisoa (for which see Paus. 8.27.3), but it is more

likely that he was a citizen of the Thisoa under discussion

(Roy (1972c) 78).

Thisoa was located at modern Karkalou. The city proper,

unwalled, lay below the acropolis on a plateau (Jost (1985)

212). The acropolis was walled, but the fortification has not

been dated; it may be C3 (Jost (1985) 212 n. 1). Remains of

buildings have been found both on the acropolis and in the

lower city; the oldest remains reported are C3 (Prakt

(1911–12) 243).

302. Torthyneion (Torthyneus) Map 58 (at the Kolinos

hill 1 km north-west of Lasta; see Pikoulas (1990–91)). Lat.

37.40, long. 22.10. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is

Τορθ�[νε]ον, τ# (Syll.³ 90.9 �REG 62 (1949) 4–12

(C5l–C4e)). The ethnic is found in the genitive plural as

Τορθυν�ων in IPArk no. 14.6 (360s).

Though Torthyneion occurs in two Classical sources only,

these are enough to establish the community as a probable

polis: (1) Syll.³ 90.9 �REG 62 (1949) 4–12 (C5l–C4e) attests

the existence of a Delphic theorodokos at Torthyneion, and
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(2) IPArk no. 14.5–7 has the ethnic in the external collective

use (cf. Nielsen (1996a) 131–32) and attests to a Torthynean

territory with fixed borders: �πL τ+ι Wρ�οι τ+ι . . . τ+ν

iΟρχοµεν�ων κα� τ+ν Τορθυν�ων κα� Μετιδρι�ων

κοινο5. In 262, a citizen of Torthyneion was awarded Aitolian

proxenia (IG ix.1² 17).

There are clear indications of habitation at Torthyneion,

with abundant sherds ranging from the Geometric to the

Hellenistic periods (Howell (1970) 99–100; Pikoulas

(1990–91) 140–43). There are remains of fortification walls

too (Pikoulas (1990–91) 144–45).

303. Trapezous (Trapezountios) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long.

22.05. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. The toponym is

Τραπεζο%ς (Hdt. 6.127.3); the ethnic is Τραπεζο�ντιος

(Paus 8.27.5 (r371)).

Trapezous is called polis in the urban or political sense at

Paus. 8.27.4 (r371) and—implicitly—π�τρη at Hdt. 6.127.3.

The collective use of the ethnic is found at Paus.8.27.5 (r371),

probably taken over from a historiographic source.

The territory is called χ)ραΤραπεζουντ�α at Paus.

8.29.1. According to Paus. 8.27.4, Trapezous was among the

communities that the Arkadian Confederacy decreed

to relocate to Megalopolis (no. 282); however, the

Trapezountioi resisted the decision, but a part of the popu-

lation was relocated by use of force, whereas another part

left the Peloponnese (Paus. 8.27.5). The synoecism thus

meant the end of the city’s existence (cf. Meyer (1937b)

2213).

The city was a Parrhasian community and a member of

the Arkadian Confederacy (Paus. 8.27.4; Nielsen (1996a)

132–34). Membership of the Peloponnesian League is not

explicitly attested, but may be assumed; it was probably

mediated by the tribal state of the Parrhasians (Nielsen

(1996c) 100–1), and the same is true of the C5 alliance with

Mantinea (no. 281) (ibid. 79–86).

There is a very brief report on an excavation at a site

which may be Trapezous (modern Mavria) by Stephanos in

Prakt (1907) 123; he reports remains of several buildings and

sherds “of Hellenic times” (i.e. Hellenistic; cf. Jost (1985)

170). However, recent rescue excavations near modern

Kyparissia (c.20 km north-west of Megalopolis) by 

A. V. Karapanagiotou have brought to light a new candidate

for Trapezous: a city with a rectangular street plan and a for-

tification wall with rectangular towers, of considerable size

(18 ha) though not excavated in its entirety, and dated by the

excavator to the earlier fifth century; the earliest material is

C6 ceramic material; a C6–C4 sanctuary is located 1.5 km

from the city (information derived from public lecture by 

A. V. Karapanagiotou in Athens, May 2002; for earlier finds

at the site, see Bather and Yorke (1892–93) 229–30; Jost (1985)

170). If not to be equated with Trapezous, the site may be

ancient Basilis (Paus. 8.29.5).

According to Paus. 8.31.5, some old xoana of Hera, Apollo

and the Muses found at Megalopolis had been transferred to

the city from Trapezous; the likely date is the 360s, and we

may thus assume that before that date Trapezous possessed

cults of these divinities; cf. Jost (1985) 169.
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Τριφυλ�α, ! (Dem. 16.16; Diod.

15.77.2 (r366)). The ethnic is Τριφ�λιος (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16;

SEG 35 389.1 (c.399–369)). The collective use of the ethnic is

attested externally in Xen. Hell. 6.5.2, and internally in a

decree found at Makiston (no. 307) (SEG 35 389

(c.399–369)). The individual use is attested—externally—

only once, on a C4 gravestone from Attika, IG ii² 10461:

Μαρσ�ας ?νδροκλ/ους Τριφ�λιος. No Classical source

describes Triphylia by the terms χ)ρα or γ8, but Hdt.

4.148.4 usesχ)ραof the area occupied by Lepreon (no.306),

Makiston, Phrixa(i) (no. 309), Pyrgos (no. 310), Ep(e)ion

(no. 304) and Noudion (no. 308); a late source, Dionysios

Periegetes (at 409), uses the expression Τριφυλ�ς γα�η. No

source describes the Triphylians as an �θνος vel sim., proba-

bly by coincidence.

Geographically, Triphylia is equated by modern scholars

with the area between the river Alpheios south of Olympia

and the river Neda north of Messenia (e.g. Tuplin (1993)

184); there are, however, considerable difficulties involved in

establishing what the ancient Greeks themselves considered

to be Triphylia, because (a) before C4, the concept of

Triphylia probably did not yet exist (Niese (1910) 13; Nielsen

(1997) 133–44); this means that no information about the

extent of “Triphylia” can be found in Herodotos or

Thucydides; (b) later sources such as Strabo and Pausanias

are influenced by the debate of Homeric scholars who locat-

ed the kingdom of Nestor in Pisatis and what was later called

Triphylia (Strabo 8.3.3; Niese (1910) 35ff).¹

For an outline of what was in Antiquity considered to be

Triphylia we must begin with Polybios and work backwards

to the period when the region was created.At 4.77.9 Polybios

states that Triphylia comprised the following poleis:

Samikon, Lepreon (no. 306), Hypana, Typaneiai, Pyrgos

(no. 310), Ep(e)ion (�Aipion) (no. 304), Bolax, Stylangion

and Phrixa(i) (no. 309). From Polyb. 4.80.13 it appears that

Epitalion (no. 305) too was considered to be Triphylian. The

passage at 4.77.9 employs the present tense (�χει [sc. !

Τριφυλ�α] .ν α(τ=8 π#λεις τα�τας), and thus strictly

speaking refers to C2; but the passage at 4.80.14 employs the

past tense (παρ/λαβε . . . π[σαν 6φ’ Gαυτ�ν πεποιηµ/νος

τ�ν Τριφυλ�αν), and thus refers to the year 219. Since the

extent of Triphylia implied by the two passages is virtually

identical, this does not constitute a problem. It may be noted

that all communities treated as Triphylian by Polybios were

situated in the area between the river Alpheios and the river

Neda.

Moving back into C4, Makiston (no. 307) is explicitly

attested as Triphylian by a C4 inscription originating from

the Triphylian federation itself (SEG 35 389). The import-

ance of this should be stressed: since Makiston does not

appear in Polybios’ list, this list cannot simply be retrojected

back into the Classical period. But Makiston too was situat-

ed between the Neda and the Alpheios.

At Hell. 3.2.30 Xenophon reports that one of the terms of

the peace treaty agreed upon by Elis (no.251) and Sparta (no.

345) c.400 was the following: τ3ς Τριφυλ�δας π#λεις

�φε5ναι (sc. the Eleians) Φρ�ξαν κα� ’Επιτ�λιον κα�

Λετρ�νους κα� ?µφιδ#λους κα� Μαργαν/ας. This pas-

sage is open to more than one interpretation: (a) it may—on

a strict reading—be taken to mean that all communities list-

ed were Triphylian; (b) since Amphidoloi (no. 247) and

probably also Letrinoi (no. 258) and Marganeis (no. 259)

were north of the Alpheios (see Map 58), it may mean that

only Phrixa(i) (no. 309) and Epitalion (no. 305) are thought

of as Triphylian; (c) accepting Grote’s κα� after �φε5ναι, it

may be taken to mean that Phrixa(i) and Epitalion (and by

implication the other items on the list) are not considered

Triphylian. Item (c) would eliminate the significance of the

passage as a source for the extent of Triphylia, and accepting

it means tampering with the text. Item (b) seems more like-

ly, since Phrixa(i) and Epitalion are both considered

Triphylian by Polybios. Certainty is impossible, however,

TRIPHYLIA
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since Triphylia was also a political concept which may well

have included communities outside geographical Triphylia

proper (whatever that was). For example, Diodoros records

in reference to the year 366/5 that Lasion (no. 256) was a

Τριφυλ�ας χωρ�ον (Diod. 15.77.1); this may simply be a slip

(Nielsen (1997) 150 n. 133; cf. Stylianou (1998) ad loc.), but it

cannot entirely be excluded that Lasion had been a part of

Triphylia as a political entity (Lasion is treated as Eleian in

the present work, supra 499). On balance, it seems best to

accept (a); it must then be emphasised that (a) means

accepting that sites north of the Alpheios are here described

as Triphylian although the only other sources to do so are

Diod. 15.77.1 (on Lasion; cf. Stylianou (1998) ad loc.) and

Stephanos of Byzantion (s.v. ?κρ)ρειοι and ?µφ�δολοι,

in both cases without source reference). This may mean that

Xenophon was careless, though this is an unsatisfactory

hypothesis in the light of his personal acquaintance with the

area. A better explanation is that Triphylian identity may

initially have been claimed by/for communities north of the

Alpheios but that this was a short-lived phenomenon of

which there are no traces in later sources of any note. (The

communities north of the Alpheios are treated by Roy, supra

489–504).

Four of the communities described as Triphylian by

Polybios reappear in Hdt. 4.148.4, in a list of Minyan foun-

dations: viz. Lepreon (no. 306), Phrixa(i) (no. 309), Pyrgos

(no. 310) and Ep(e)ion (no. 304). Herodotos’ list includes

Makiston (no. 307) and Noudion (no. 308) as well. Since

Makiston is explicitly attested as Triphylian by a C4 inscrip-

tion (SEG 35 389), we may assume that Noudion became

Triphylian too (if it survived into C4).

Summing up, we may tentatively conclude that Triphylia

came to be conceived of as the area west of Arkadia between

the Neda and the Alpheios, and that it comprised the follow-

ing major sites: Bolax, Ep(e)ion (no. 304), Epitalion (no.

305), Hypana, Lepreon (no. 306), Makiston (no. 307),

Noudion (no. 308), Phrixa(i) (no. 309), Pyrgos (no. 310),

Samikon, Stylangion and Typaneiai, although it is uncertain

whether all of these ever existed contemporaneously. Of the

communities explicitly described as Triphylian, those

securely located were all south of the Alpheios and north of

the Neda; so was Skillous, which we may then include,

although it is described as Triphylian only by Pausanias at

5.6.4 (see, however, Xen. Hell. 6.5.2 with Tuplin (1993)

183–84). The border towards Arkadia is not explicitly attest-

ed, but it presumably ran west of Heraia and Alipheira, but

east of Ep(e)ion and Typaneiai (Nielsen (1997) 155; cf. Roy

(2000)).

The written sources associate thirty² toponyms with

Triphylia.³ Of these, three (Akroreioi, Amphidoloi (no. 247)

and Lasion (no. 256)) are probably described as Triphylian

by mistake;⁴ another nine (Aipy, Amphigeneia, Arene,

Dorion, Helos, Kyparissia, Pteleos, Samos and Thryon)

seem to be purely legendary or prehistoric; one (Chaa) is the

name of a fort, and eight (Epeion, Epitalion, Lepreon,

Makiston, Noudion, Phrixa[i], Pyrgos and Skillous) of the

remaining seventeen belong to communities which are

described as poleis in the Inventory below; three (Alorion,

Chalkis and Bolax) of the remaining nine are unlocated, and

it is unknown whether they existed in the Archaic and

Classical periods. The remaining six are as follows.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Hypana (UΥπανα) Polyb. 4.79.9 (π#λις). Meyer (1957)

33–34; Pritchett (1989) 49–50, 55–58. Among the remains are

those of a possibly C4 theatre, and a phase of the fortifica-

tion wall is C4 as well (Nielsen (2002) 609–10 with refs.).

Barr. C.

Pylos (Π�λος) Unlocated. Strabo 8.3.1 (π#λις), 3.14, 3.26.

According to Strabo 8.3.30, Pylos was at an unspecified date

(Moggi, Sin. 168 proposes a date c.460; cf. Demand (1990) 64

who proposes a C5m date) synoecised into Lepreon (no.

306) by Elis (no. 251). Moggi, Sin. no. 26; Neue Pauly x. 618.

Barr. AC.

Pyrgoi (Π�ργοι) Strabo 8.3.22; Steph. Byz. 541.6 (π#λις);

presumably to be distinguished from the Pyrgos (no. 310) of

² Four unlocated communities (the Anaitoi, the Ewaoioi, the Metapioi and
the Chaladrioi) known only from epigraphical documents may possibly have
been located in Triphylia; they are treated by Roy in the Eleian Inventory, supra
489–504. On the Ewaoioi, see also Roy and Schofield (1999).

³ 1. Aipy (Strabo 8.3.24); 2. Akroreioi (Steph. Byz. 64.5); 3. Alorion (Strabo
8.3.25); 4. Amphidoloi (Steph. Byz. 89.19); 5. Amphigeneia (Strabo 8.3.25); 6.
Arene (Steph. Byz. 117.15; Eust. Il. 1.459.2); 7. Bolax (Polyb. 4.77.9); 8. Chaa
(Strabo 8.3.21); 9. Chalkis (Strabo 8.3.13); 10. Dorion (Strabo 8.3.25); 11. Ep(e)ion
(Xen. Hell. 3.2.30; cf. Tuplin (1993) 183–84; Polyb. 4.77.9); 12. Epitalion (Xen. Hell.
3.2.30; cf. Tuplin (1993) 183–84; Polyb. 4.80.13); 13. Helos (Strabo 8.3.25); 14.
Hypana (Polyb. 4.77.9; Strabo 8.3.13); 15. Kyparissia (Strabo 8.3.22; Steph. Byz.
395.1); 16. Lasion (Diod. 15.77.1); 17. Lepreon (Polyb. 4.77.9; Strabo 8.3.11; Paus.
5.5.3); 18. Makiston (SEG 35 389 (c.399–369); Paus. 6.22.4; Strabo 8.3.13); 19.
Noudion (Hdt. 4.148, cf. supra); 20. Phrixa(i) (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30; cf. Tuplin (1993)
183–84; Polyb. 4.77.9); 21. Pylos (Strabo 8.3.7; Eust Il. 1.458.33); 22. Pyrgoi (Strabo
8.3.22; cf. KlPauly iv. 1259); 23. Pyrgos (Polyb. 4.77.9); 24. Pteleos (Strabo 8.3.25);
25. Samikon (Polyb. 4.77.9; Paus. 6.25.6; Steph. Byz. 553.4); 26. Samos (Strabo
8.3.19); 27. Skillous (Xen. Hell. 6.5.2; cf. Tuplin (1993) 183–84; Paus. 5.6.4; Steph.
Byz. 575.3); 28. Stylangion (Polyb. 4.77.9; Steph. Byz. 588.9); 29. Thryon (Strabo
8.3.24); 30. Typaneai (Polyb. 4.77; Strabo 8.3.15).

⁴ On these three communities, see Roy’s introduction to the Eleian Inventory.
supra 489–93.
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Hdt. 4.148.4 and Polyb. 4.77.9; cf. KlPauly iv. 1259; Pritchett

(1989) 75; however, Müller (1987) 840–41 (followed by Barr.)

identifies the two. Barr. AC.

Samikon (Σαµικ#ν) Polyb. 4.79.9 (π#λις); cf. Pritchett

(1989) 64; Nielsen (2002) 610. Barr. C.

Stylangion (Στυλ�γγιον) Polyb. 4.79.9 (π#λις). Barr. H,

but cf. Pritchett (1989) 72 for “definitely Classical” sherds;

Nielsen (2002) 611.

Typaneiai (Τυπαν/αι) Polyb. 4.77.9, 79.4 (π#λις). Barr.

C, but cf. Meyer (1957) 56–59 for A. See also Pritchett (1989)

46–58 and Nielsen (2002) 611–12.

At least four (Hypana, Samikon, Stylangion and Typaneiai)

of these may in fact possibly have been poleis.Admittedly, we

have no evidence whatsoever for their political status prior

to the Hellenistic period,but they are listed as poleis at Polyb.

4.77.9, and there is good reason to trust Polybios’ site-

classification for this period (Nielsen (1997) 132). Since the

archaeological record at these sites goes back to the Archaic

and/or Classical periods, they surely existed in these periods

and may possibly already have been poleis. Pyrgoi was 

presumably a second-order settlement in the territory of

Lepreon (Pritchett (1989) 75) and so was Pylos after its inclu-

sion in Lepreon.

2. Unidentified Settlements ⁵

Prasidaki Settlement associated with Archaic–Classical

sanctuary,described below,s.v.Lepreon (no.306); cannot be

convincingly connected with any ancient toponym.⁶

So, of fifteen settlements known to have existed in the

Archaic and Classical periods, eight were considered to be

poleis either throughout these periods or at least for some

time within them. The topography of the region was thor-

oughly studied by Pritchett (1989) 1–78, whose identifica-

tions are followed here. In addition to such settlements,

there was an important sanctuary of Artemis Limnatis at

Kombothekra, but it is unknown which polis/poleis had the

supervision of it (Sinn (1978), (1981)).

In C5, all communities of the later Triphylia were depend-

encies of Elis (no.251) (Roy (1997) 283–85); however,when the

Eleian perioikis was broken up by Sparta (no. 345) c.400, the

former Eleian dependencies united and formed a small feder-

al state (Nielsen (1997) 148–55). Two decrees (SEG 35 389 and

40 392 (both C4f)) passed by this state have survived (cf.

Siewert (1987); Nielsen (1997) 148–49; Ruggeri, L’État fédéral).

The decrees mention a body called το� Τριφ�λιοι (SEG 35

389.1 and 40 392.1), presumably an assembly, and an epony-

mous damiorgos who was the head of a board (SEG 40 392.3).

One decree grants Triphylian citizenship as such (SEG 40 392;

Siewert (1987) 276), whereas the other grants citizenship in

Makiston (no. 307) (SEG 35 389; Siewert (1987) 275; Nielsen

(1997) 149). It thus seems that there were two levels of citizen-

ship in Triphylia, which may then reasonably be described as

a small federal state. See further Nielsen (1997) 148–55.

The Triphylians supplied Sparta with hoplites who fought

in the battle of Nemea in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16) and were thus

members of the Peloponnesian League; from Xen. Hell.

6.5.2–3 it can be inferred that the Triphylians took the oath of

the second Common Peace of 371. In the 360s the Triphylians

were members of the Arkadian Confederacy (IG v.2 1.20;

Xen. Hell. 7.1.26). It is uncertain when the Triphylian

Federation broke down; from Polyb. 4.77–80 it appears that it

no longer existed in 219. See further Nielsen (1997) 152–53.

II. The Poleis

304. Ep(e)ion Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 21.50. Size of territ-

ory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ;Επιον (Hdt. 4.148.4),τ#

(cf. Steph. Byz. 302.16, who enters it as ;Ηπιον); Xen. Hell.

3.2.30 has ;Ηπειον, and Polyb. 4.77.9 has Α]πιον. A city-

ethnic is attested only in Steph. Byz.

Ep(e)ion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.4.148.4;

Xen. Hell. 3.2.31 uses polis of the city twice, first in the urban,

then in the political sense, in both cases with the territorial

sense as a connotation; and a comparison between Hell.

3.2.23 and 31 shows that Xenophon thought of Ep(e)ion as a

polis in the political sense too (Nielsen (1995) 88).

The territory is termed χ)ρα by Xen. Hell. 3.2.30. From

Hdt. 4.148.4 and Xen. Hell. 3.2.23, 31 it appears that in C5s (at

the latest) Ep(e)ion was a perioikic community of Elis (no.

251) (Roy (1997) 283–85). Xenophon attributes to the Eleians

the claim that they had originally bought the territory of

Ep(e)ion from τ+ν τ#τε .χ#ντων τ�ν π#λιν (Hell. 3.2.31).

The identity of these “holders” is unknown; Xenophon’s

phrasing suggests that, at the time of the sale, Ep(e)ion was

not controlled by its own original population; Niese (1910) 7

suggested that it was held by Arkadians (cf. Roy (1997) 290).

⁵ The minor archaeological sites of the district are surveyed by Yalouris
(1973). Some of these may have been settlements; see e.g. Yalouris (1973) 158; cf.
Pritchett (1989) 75; Müller (1987) 839–40.

⁶ Recently, Arapogianni (1999) 168 has suggested that the site at Prasidaki is
ancient Pyrgos.
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C.400 Ep(e)ion was liberated from Eleian rule and made

autonomos (Xen. Hell. 3.2.31); presumably the city now

joined the Triphylian Federation and through it, in 369 at the

latest, the Arkadian Confederacy (Nielsen (1997) 152–54).

Pritchett (1989) 57 (followed by Barr.) located Ep(e)ion at

modern Trypiti (formerly Bitsibardi). Here are “a good sprin-

kling of sherds, convincing evidence for a settlement”, the sty-

lobate foundations of an ancient structure, a retaining wall

and many tiles (Pritchett (1989) 52). Earlier scholars have

noted walls of ashlar masonry, tiles and pottery of the

Classical period, as well as blocks and column drums (ibid.

51).The acropolis covers an area of 150 � 25 m.The oldest find

noted thus far is an Archaic sima (Papakonstantinou (1982)).

305. Epitalion (Epitalieus) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long. 21.30.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ’Επιτ�λιον

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.30), τ# (Strabo 8.3.24). The city-ethnic is

’Επιταλιε�ς (Xen. Hell. 3.2.25).

Epitalion is called a polis in the political sense by Xen.Hell.

3.2.30. The city-ethnic is found in the external collective use

at Xen. Hell. 3.2.25.

The territory is termed χ)ρα by Strabo 8.3.24. It appears

from a combination of Xen. Hell. 3.2.20, 25 and 30 that by C5l

(at the latest) Epitalion was a perioikic community of Elis

(no. 251) (cf. Roy (1997) 283–85). During the war between

Sparta (no. 345) and Elis c.400 Epitalion seceded from Elis

and joined Sparta (Xen. Hell. 3.2.25). The Spartans placed a

garrison and a harmost in the city with some Eleian refugees

after the second Spartan invasion of Elis (Xen. Hell. 3.2.29).

According to Xen. Hell. 3.2.30, Epitalion was formally liber-

ated from Eleian rule by the peace treaty concluded between

Sparta and Elis after the war (Nielsen (1997) 137–39); it is a

safe inference from Xenophon’s description of the city as a

Τριφυλ�ς π#λις (Hell. 3.2.30) that Epitalion now joined the

Triphylian Federation with which it presumably joined the

Arkadian Confederacy c.369 (Nielsen (1997) 153–55).

The site of Epitalion, at modern Aghulinitsa, has as yet

yielded no Archaic or Classical finds, though the Hellenistic

and Roman town has been found (Themelis (1968);

Papachatzes (1982) 223; Pritchett (1989) 75–76).

306. Lepreon (Lepreatas) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long. 21.45.

Size of territory: probably 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Λ/πρεον (Hdt. 4.148.4; Thuc. 5.31.4); Ps.-Skylax 44 has

Λεπρ/ων, and Paus. 5.5.3 Λ/πρεος; the gender of the

toponym in the Classical period is commonly taken to be

neuter (for which see Polyb. 4.79.2), but Ar. Aves 149 (τ�ν

’Ηλε5ον Λ/πρεον) presupposes the masculine (cf. Paus.

5.5.3). The city-ethnic is Λεπρε�τας (-της); Heracl. Lemb.

42 has Λεπρεε5ς as if from *Λεπρεε�ς.

Lepreon is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 4.148.4

and Aristotle (Heracl. Lemb. 42; Arist. no. 99, Gigon) and in

the political sense by Thuc. 5.31.5. The city-ethnic is attested

epigraphically in the external collective use on the Serpent

Column (ML 27.11) and in IG v.2 1.20 (360s); in literature it

is found at Hdt.9.28.4,Thuc.5.31 quater,Xen.Hell.3.2.25 and

Ps.-Skylax 44. The external individual use is found in

Dubois (1986) Phi. 5.2 (C3). Patris is found in CEG ii 382

(C5f; completely restored).

The territory of Lepreon is described as χ)ρα in Ps.-

Skylax 44, and as γ8 by Thuc. 5.31.2, 3. Sometime before the

Peloponnesian War the city ceded half its territory to the

Eleians as part of a treaty of symmachia and now had to pay

1 tal. (presumably each year) for the right to exploit this part

of the territory (Thuc. 5.31.2; Staatsverträge 164). According

to Strabo 8.3.30, Lepreon at some point absorbed Pylos by

synoecism (Moggi, Sin. 168 proposes a date c.460; cf.

Demand (1990) 64). There were a number of second-order

settlements in the territory of Lepreon: one was associated

with a large temple at Prasidaki (see infra) unless this was in

fact Pyrgos (no. 310), as suggested by Arapogianni (1999)

168, itself a polis (infra).East of modern Tholo is a settlement

which existed from the Archaic period (Yalouris (1973) 158;

cf. Pritchett (1989) 75; Müller (1987) 839–40). At modern

Kakovatos Classical sherds are reported by Yalouris (1973)

164. At 5.49.1, Thucydides mentions a teichos called Phyrkon

which must have been in Lepreatan territory (see HCT ad

loc.). A fortress that is a possible candidate for Strabo’s Χ�α

(8.3.21) is briefly discussed by Pritchett (1989) 61–62; it may

have existed in the Classical period. A temple by the river

Neda, at modern Prasidaki, is thought to have belonged to

Lepreon (Pritchett (1989) 60 n. 138; see, however,

Arapogianni (1999) 168, suggesting that Prasidaki was in fact

Pyrgos). It was a monumental Doric limestone temple of the

late Classical period; it had an Archaic predecessor; the

votives at the site go back to C7m and, according to Yalouris,

there was an �ξι#λογος �ρχα�ος ο2κισµ#ς associated with

the temple, which thus was perhaps situated in a second-

order settlement of Lepreon (Yalouris (1971); cf. Yalouris

(1973) 155, reporting remains of a wall and many buildings).

The temple was dedicated to Athena Agorios (Arapogianni

(1999), who interprets the epithet as equivalent to Agoraios).

Lepreon provided 200 hoplites for the battle of Plataiai in

479 (Hdt. 9.28.4), but this is the only indication we have for

the order of size of the population.

Lepreon was a member of the Hellenic League against

Persia (ML 27.11; Hdt. 9.28.4); in C5s the city was a perioikic
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community of Elis (cf. Hdt. 4.148.4; Xen. Hell. 3.2.23, 25;

Paus. 3.8.3; Roy (1997) 283–85). The city was briefly liberated

from Eleian rule by Sparta (no. 345) in 421 and received a

Spartan garrison (Thuc. 5.31.4; cf. 5.34.1; Roy (1998); Hunt

(1998) 174; Falkner (1999)); however, the city was recon-

quered by Elis (no. 251) before the end of C5 (cf. Xen. Hell.

3.2.23, 25), but must have been liberated again by the peace

treaty concluded between Elis and Sparta c.400 (Roy (1997)

291). Nothing is known with certainty about the position of

Lepreon in the united Triphylian state of c.400–369, but it

was probably the central city of Triphylia, since it seems that

Lepreon represented Triphylia in the Arkadian Confederacy

of which it is securely attested as a member (IG v.2 1.20

(360s); Nielsen (1997) 153–54).

Nothing is known about the form of constitution, but

there was an Aristotelian treatise on the politeia of Lepreon;

the only surviving fragment attests to the existence of laws

on adultery, on atimia and on admission to citizenship

(Heracl. Lemb. 42; Arist. no. 99, Gigon).

Lepreon was situated on a steep hill north of modern

Lepreo (formerly Strovitzi), c.7 km from the coast. The

acropolis was fortified; the remains are mostly of the

Hellenistic period, but an earlier phase may be C4 (PECS s.v.

Lepreon, 499). On the acropolis was a Doric temple of

Demeter dating to c.375–350; it was without sculptural orna-

mentation but had a predecessor (Knell (1979), (1983)).

The lower city was fortified too (Pritchett (1989) 60), but

the wall has not been dated. The extent of the lower city was

considerable, according to Frazer (1898) iii. 474 (cf. Pritchett

(1989) 59). Heracl. Lemb. 42 refers to an agora.

In the Classical period, Lepreon may have produced as

many as seven Olympic victors: Olympionikai 267 (c.460);

nos. 276, 309 (c.C5m); no. 331 (424); no. 338 (420); no. 360

(c.400); no. 405 (c.376); no. 426 (c.360). Furthermore,

Antiochos (Olympionikai 360) was victorious in the pen-

tathlon twice in both the Isthmian Games (cf. Nielsen,

Lepreon) and the Nemean Games.

307. Makiston (Makistios) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 21.40.

Size of territory: possibly 3. Type: A. The toponym is found

mostly in oblique cases in the Classical period: Hdt. 4.148.4

gives Μ�κιστον in the accusative, Xen. Hell. 3.2.30

Μακ�στου in the genitive; Arist. Heracl. Lemb. 55 and a C3

inscription (for which see AR (1996–97) 49) have Μακ�στ�ω

in the dative; thus the gender is unknown. Strabo has τ�

Μ�κιστον at 8.3.18, but τ�ν Μ�κιστον at 8.3.16; Steph. Byz.

at 428.11 gives Μ�κιστος without source reference; how-

ever, at 450.3 he cites Hekataios (�FGrHist 1, fr. 122) for the

form Μ�κιστον, which tips the balance in favour of the

neuter for C5. The city-ethnic is Μακ�στιος (SEG 35 389.2–3

(c.399–369); Xen. An. 7.4.16). Schol. Eur. Or. 4 has .ν

Τριφυλ��α . . . .ν Μακ/στ�ω, and correspondingly Steph.

Byz. 428.14–15 states: τ� .θνικ�ν . . . ε&ρηται κα�

Μακ/στιος δι3 το% ε ψιλο%.

Makiston is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 4.148.4;

there is no attestation of polis in the political sense specifical-

ly applied to Makiston, but from Hdt. 4.148.4 and Xen. Hell.

3.2.23, 25 it appears that Makiston was one of the perioikides

poleis of Elis (no. 251) (Roy (1997) 283–85); for the urban and

territorial senses combined, see Xen. Hell. 3.2.30 (for the

idiom, cf. Diod. 2.43.6, and see Smyth, Greek Grammar

§1096); πολιτε�εσθαι is attested in SEG 35 389 (c.399–369).

The external collective use of the city-ethnic is attested in SEG

35 389.2–3 (c.399–369) and at Xen. Hell. 3.2.25; Paus. 6.22.4

provides an instance referring to C6f. The external individual

use is found in Xen. An. 7.4.16 (Σιλαν�ς Μακ�στιος).

It is likely that the city controlled the sanctuary of

Poseidon Samios at Samikon (Strabo 8.3.13; Bölte (1930)

777–78; Tausend (1992) 19–21).

In C5s (at the latest) Makiston was a perioikic commun-

ity of Elis (cf.Hdt. 4.148.4 and Xen.Hell.3.2.23,25; Roy (1997)

283–85); in the period c.400–369 Makiston was a member of

the Triphylian federation (SEG 35 389 (c.399–369)), an

organisation that was capable of granting Makistian citizen-

ship to foreigners (SEG 35 389; cf. Nielsen (1997) 149); mag-

istracies (τ/λεα) and a nomos are attested for C4f (ibid.; cf.

Siewert (1987) 276). The city presumably joined the

Arkadian Confederacy with the rest of Triphylia c.369 at the

latest (Nielsen (1997) 152–55).

Makiston was presumably situated at modern Mázi

(Pritchett (1989) 65; followed by Barr.); this site was a large

town and there are remains of houses and probably of public

buildings (Trianti (1985) 22). Two burial areas of C4 have been

excavated (ibid.); the acropolis was fortified (Trianti (1985) 21;

Pritchett (1989) 68) and contained a Doric peripteral temple,

probably of C5e (Trianti (1985) 23–24); the temple was pre-

sumably dedicated to Athena (ibid. 24–33). After c.400–369

(SEG 35 389) the city is mentioned as existing only once (AR

(1996–97) 49 (C3)), and it is absent from Polybios’ list of

Triphylian cities at 4.77.9; it may have ceased to exist by 219, the

date to which Polybios’ description of Triphylia refers.

308. Noudion Unlocated. Type: A. The toponym is

Νο�διον at Hdt. 4.148.4. A city-ethnic is not attested.

Noudion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 4.148.4.

Herodotos is the only source to mention Noudion; it may

possibly have been destroyed by the Eleians during their

expansion into Triphylia.
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309. Phrixa(i) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long. 21.45. Size of terri-

tory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Φρ�ξαι, αH in Hdt.

4.148.4; Xen. Hell. 3.2.30 has Φρ�ξα, ! (as Polyb. 4.77.9).

Strabo 8.3.12 has Φρ�ξη. A city-ethnic is unattested apart

from the entry in Steph. Byz. The territory was possibly

homonymous with the city (Strabo 8.3.12).

Phrixa(i) is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 4.148.4

and in the political sense at Xen. Hell. 3.2.30. In C5m

Phrixa(i) seems to have been considered to be Arkadian

(Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 161), but from a combination of

Hdt. 4.148.4 and Xen. Hell. 3.2.23, 30 it appears that in C5l (at

the latest) the city was a perioikic community of Elis (no.

251) (Roy (1997) 283–85). However, according to Xen. Hell.

3.2.30, Phrixa(i) was formally liberated from Eleian rule by

the peace treaty concluded between Sparta (no. 345) and Elis

after their war in c.400; it is a safe inference from

Xenophon’s description of the city as a Τριφυλ�ς π#λις

(Hell. 3.2.30) that Phrixa(i) now joined the Triphylian

Federation with which it presumably entered the Arkadian

Confederacy c.369 (Nielsen (1997) 152–54).

Phrixa(i) was located on a steep hill on the left bank of the

river Alpheios (Pritchett (1989) 70–71; followed by Barr.).

Yalouris describes the site as a Classical town with an acrop-

olis, and reports remains of walls, abundant sherds and tiles,

and the foundations of a large building (Yalouris (1973)

170–71).

310. Pyrgos Map 58. Barr. follows Müller (1987) 839–40 in

identifying Pyrgos with the Pyrgoi of Strabo 8.3.22 and

locating it at Ag. Ilias south-west of Lepreon at lat. 37.25,

long. 21.40; Arapogianni (1999) 168 identifies Pyrgos with

the site at Prasidaki; here, however, both these sites are con-

sidered second-order settlements of Lepreon (no. 306), and

Pyrgos is located at Bambes in accordance with Pritchett

(1989) 73–75, more or less where Barr. puts ‘Selinous’ (cf.

Lauffer (1989) 352–53), at lat. 37.35, long. 21.35. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Π�ργος, W at Hdt. 148.8 and

Polyb. 4.77.9, 80.13 (both giving the accusative without arti-

cle, though). The city-ethnic is unattested.

Pyrgos is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 4.148.4;

Polyb.4.77.9 describes it as a polis too,and c.230–210 a Delphic

theorodokos resided in Pyrgos. (If Pyrgos is identified with

Bambes (infra), then the Delphic theorodokos .ν Π�ργωι

(for which see Oulhen (1992) 43, l. 89) presumably resided in

Herodotos’ Pyrgos, since Phrixa(i), located only 5 km north-

east of Bambes, is the next Triphylian entry in the list.) In C5

Pyrgos was probably the victim of Eleian aggression (Hdt.

4.148.4), but apart from that nothing is known about the

political history of the city in the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods; it may be assumed, however, that it became a perioikic

dependency of Elis (no. 251) (Roy (1997) 283–85), was liberat-

ed c.400, joined the Triphylian Federation and through it the

Arkadian Confederacy (Nielsen (1997) 152–54).

Pyrgos was probably located at modern Bambes

(Pritchett (1989) 73–75). Here a small C5e temple of Zeus has

been found, situated on a hill (Yalouris (1954) 290). Around

the hill have been found four groups of houses, thus reveal-

ing a city of C5s (ibid. 291) with traces of earlier occupation

(Yalouris (1958) 194).According to the excavator, the site was

an important city occupying a considerable area, which has

yielded Archaic and Classical pottery as well as displaced

Archaic and Classical Doric columns (Yalouris (1956) 187,

191; Yalouris (1958) 194, 198).

311. Skillous (Skillountios) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 21.35.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Σκιλλο%ς, W

(Xen. An. 5.3.7, 8; Paus. 5.6.6). The city-ethnic is

Σκιλλο�ντιος (Xen. Hell. 6.5.2). Siewert (1991) 82 restores

IvO 930 Σκι[λλ#ντιοι]. The territory of the city is called !

γ8 ! Σκιλλουντ�α at Paus. 5.6.6, but the toponym could

presumably also be used to denote the territory (Paus. 5.6.6:

παρ/χεται δ* W Σκιλλο%ς κα� >γρας θηρ�ων κτλ).

Skillous is—presumably—repeatedly referred to as a

polis in the political sense in IvO 16 (c.450–425) (for which

see Koerner (1993) no. 44 at 130 and Roy (1997) 296). Xen.

Hell. 6.5.2 describes Skillous as a polis in the political sense

too, and Xen. An. 5.3.7–8 twice uses πολ5ται about the

inhabitants. The city-ethnic is found in the external collec-

tive use in IvO 16 and Xen. Hell. 6.5.2; Paus. 6.22.4 provides

an instance referring to C6f.

In C5s Skillous was presumably a perioikic community of

Elis (no. 251) (Roy (1997) 283–85); if so, it must have been lib-

erated from Eleian rule by the peace treaty concluded by

Sparta (no. 345) and Elis after their war in C5l–C4e (for

which see Xen. Hell. 3.2.23–31), and it may have joined the

new Triphylian Federation and through it the Arkadian

Confederacy (Nielsen (1997) 152–54); a board of officials

(damiorgoi) is attested for C5m (IvO 16; Koerner (1993) 130).

However, not much is known about the history of Skillous

in C4e, apart from the fact that Xenophon lived there;

according to An. 5.3.7, he was settled there by 

the Lakedaimonians (6π� τ+ν Λακεδαιµον�ων

ο2κισθ/ντος), but it is not clear how the Lakedaimonians

could grant land in a foreign polis unless they did so with

Skillountian acceptance and collaboration (cf. Hunt (1998)

174). Skillous may have granted citizenship to Xenophon: in

An. 5.3.10 he refers to his own sons and those of τ+ν >λλων

πολιτ+ν which seems to indicate that Xenophon too was a
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citizen; if so, it may be suggested that he served as proxenos of

the Lakedaimonians at Skillous, since at Diog. Laert. 2.51 it is

reported that α(τ�+ προξεν�αν �δοσαν οH Λακεδαιµ#νιοι

but not in which state. In 371, the Eleians claimed that

Skillous was a polis belonging to them, but the implications

of this claim are uncertain (Tuplin (1993) 183–85). After 371,

Skillous disappears from the records.

Skillous probably dedicated a bronze vessel in Olympia

C5l–C4e (IvO 930; cf. Siewert (1991) 82).

Skillous was presumably situated at modern Kampouli at

Makrisia; here abundant evidence of Classical habitation

has been found (Pritchett (1989) 67 n. 151 with refs.; followed

by Barr.).
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I. The Region

Perhaps no region of Mainland Greece can be regarded as

typical in how it adopted the polis, but Messenia may be

more unusual than most, for the simple reason that between

C8l and C4e it had no autonomous civic communities, but

was ruled by a colonial power, the Lakedaimonians. Such

poleis as existed before its first, partial liberation in 369 were

perioikic poleis dependent on Sparta. Four can be identified

with a high degree of confidence: Aithaia (no. 312), Asine

(no. 313), Mothone (no. 319) and Thouria (no. 322). A fifth,

Kyparissos (no. 317), may have been perioikic, though it did

not necessarily become a polis at all until after 369. Five

more—Aulon (no. 314), Kardamyle (no. 315), Korone (no.

316), Pharai (no. 320) and Thalamai (no. 321)—are candi-

dates for polis status before 369, though Aulon’s status is

especially uncertain.

For the relatively short period between 369 or 338 and the

notional cut-off date of the Copenhagen Polis Project, 323,

the coarse resolution afforded by the literary and archaeo-

logical evidence in its present state makes it difficult to

ascertain exactly how many poleis existed. The chief polis

was the new “capital”, Messene-Ithome (no. 318), founded in

369. Chance has preserved epigraphic attestations of Asine

and Thouria from just before and just after 300. At this time

and in the Hellenistic period, these and probably other for-

mer perioikic poleis, such as Mothone, continued to exist as

poleis within Messenia, probably in a federal arrangement

(see Messene (no. 318)). Others, such as the possible

Classical poleis of Aulon and Kardamyle, continued to exist

as settlements, but we do not know whether they remained

poleis. New poleis may have been created after 369 as coun-

terweights to those still in Spartan hands.

For C2–C1 we possess documents from the poleis of the 

new “Laconian League” (more precisely, koinon of the

Lakedaimonians), probably founded by Flamininus, which

embraced some places west of Taygetos (e.g. Gerenia).¹ Of the

four later Eleutherolaconian poleis (members of the “League

of Free Laconians”or koinon of the Eleutherolaconians, set up

by Augustus) in this region—Leuktra, Thalamai, Alagonia

and Gerenia—only Thalamai provides convincing evidence

that it was earlier a perioikic polis of Sparta.

The fragmentary evidence at our disposal almost certainly

underrepresents the number of poleis at any given time, as

well as concealing the appearance of new cities and the disap-

pearance of existing ones. Earlier scholarship on Messenian

landscapes is dominated by topographical research, notably

the extended explorations of Valmin ((1930) and other works

of his) and the excellent doctoral thesis by Roebuck (1941).

Excavation has tended to focus on the important prehistoric

sites such as “Nestor’s palace”, while much historical discus-

sion centres on the Second Messenian War and the topogra-

phy of the surrounding legends, as told by Pausanias and

others (see e.g. Kiechle (1959)). The post-Second World War

Minnesota Messenia Expedition, or MME (McDonald and

Rapp (1972)), set a benchmark for multi-period surveys, but

despite the extended discussion of the ancient periods by

Lazenby and Hope Simpson (1972), as well as other relevant

studies by Hope Simpson, the main focus of that survey was

explicitly prehistoric and its methods largely non-intensive.

The data produced did not permit full differentiation

between Classical and Hellenistic times, though they did

allow broad conclusions to be drawn about the distribution

of settlements and changes through time. The recent PRAP

survey (infra) has refined our understanding of the landscape

in some respects, but a renewal of exploration of larger cen-

tres, and a comprehensive synthesis of ancient settlement in

Messenia, are still to be hoped for.

Archaeology has thus produced only piecemeal evidence

for the major centres.² Detailed site histories cannot be 

written except for Messene (no. 318), where a successful

campaign of excavations has been conducted for many years

by the Archaeological Society of Athens. Generally, the

¹ On the history of the League, see most recently the synthetic treatment by
Kennell (1999).

² For an overview of topographical and historical problems, the articles of
Meyer in RE, reprinted as Meyer (1978), can scarcely be bettered; his conclusions
are summarised in his various articles in KlPauly.
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chronological data are extremely crude—understandably,

given the state of knowledge in pottery chronology for the

Hellenistic and Roman periods at the times when most

exploration took place. Major questions of toponymic

identification remain unresolved,and a number of first- and

especially second-order sites doubtless lie completely unde-

tected. The lack of historical writings about Classical

Messenia, let alone writings by Messenians during the

Spartan occupation, caused our ancient counterparts, such

as Strabo, the same kinds of onomastic problems as our-

selves. We can only hope to do better once we have fuller

archaeological and, if possible, epigraphic evidence.

For the general character of the system of perioikic poleis

in Archaic and Classical Lakonike (the Spartan-dominated

territory), the reader should consult the introduction to the

Lakedaimon inventory. Up to now, scholars have had diffi-

culty in establishing which Messenian communities were

perioikic. As a result of the work of the Copenhagen Polis

Centre, however, it seems clear that the Spartan perioikic

system was intrinsically polis-based: perioikoi normally lived

in poleis (see the introduction to the Lakedaimon invent-

ory), and these were dependent upon Sparta (see Shipley

(1997)). Harrison and Spencer (1998) 160 raise (though they

also reject) the possibility that any nucleated settlement in

Messenia must be perioikic, but this is to put the cart before

the horse; the correct approach is to find out first which set-

tlements were poleis, and this will reveal which settlements

were probably perioikic. For example, although Harrison

and Spencer (1998) 156 state that the known communities of

the west coast, such as Kyparissos and Aulon, were “clearly”

perioikic, closer examination shows that the evidence for

the polis status of those settlements, and therefore their 

perioikic nature, is not clear-cut. In the following pages the

normal criteria of the Copenhagen Polis Centre have been

adopted.

While it is true that, given the inadequacies of the evid-

ence, the only safe assumption is that at any given period

there were more poleis than can be demonstrated, it seems

likely that the small number of known poleis does in part

reflect a relatively sparse population. Beloch (1886) 149

argued for low population levels in both Laconia and

Messenia, and although Roebuck (1941) proposed a poten-

tial population of 112,000 for Messenia south of the river

Neda in the late Hellenistic period, this has been considered

too high.³ Archaeological survey has tended to confirm the

existence of a relatively sparse population. The MME ident-

ified a sharp increase in rural site numbers in the Classical

period in the richer agricultural regions of Messenia (the

Alpheios valley, Stenyklaros, the Pamisos valley) and an

increase in coastal settlement, perhaps reflecting improved

trading conditions during independence (McDonald and

Hope Simpson (1972) 145). There remained, however, a gen-

eral lack of dispersed rural sites and a marked gap in settle-

ment in the west. The Pylos Regional Archaeological Project

(PRAP) has built on the work of the MME in the west, and

its work has important implications for the nature of rural

settlement in Spartan Messenia (Davis (1998a, b, c) and

other works). Through a more intensive survey method the

PRAP confirmed, at least for the area around Pylos, the find-

ing of the MME that Messenia lacked a scatter of small rural

sites,making the region untypical of Mainland Greece in the

Classical period (see Davis (1998b) 284–88). Harrison and

Spencer (1998) 159–60 link this unusual settlement pattern

to Spartan domination, which may have inhibited normal

demographic patterns and settlement evolution.

The situation of the numerically dominant semi-free, or

unfree, population of Messenia, the helots (heilotai), has

been outlined in the Lakedaimon chapter. Thucydides states

that most were “descendants of the old-time Messenians

who had once been enslaved, whereby they were all called

Messenians” (1.101.2). Earlier debates centred around the

number and timing of helot revolts (e.g. Wade-Gery (1966);

de Ste Croix (2002)). It is agreed that helots worked the land

and gave up a large part of their produce to the Spartans,

though the precise degree of freedom they enjoyed and the

extent to which they were able to construct and reproduce a

“normal” social structure and economic environment are

endlessly debated.⁴

Zunino (1997) has explored the evidence for Messenian

religion during the Spartan occupation, concluding that the

Messenians were not denatured but maintained their ident-

ity through Hellenic cult practices even under the colonial

yoke. Her work has tilted the balance towards the view that

the Messenian helots were more like other Greek agricultur-

al communities than used to be imagined.⁵ The complex

question of how Messenian identity crystallised and was

rhetorically exploited by Spartans and Athenians in C5 has

been perceptively examined by Figueira (1999) and Luraghi

(2002).

³ Hope Simpson (1972) 99 n. 131; McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972) 144,
145; McDonald and Rapp (1972) 254–55.

⁴ Oliva (1986); Talbert (1989); Ducat (1990), (1994), (2002); Cartledge (1991);
Hodkinson (1992); Whitby (1994). See also now Luraghi and Alcock (2003).

⁵ For a concise list of known cults, see Meyer (1978). See also Singor (1993) or
Alcock (2002). On dependency relations in Laconia, see also Shipley (2002).
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Harrison and Spencer’s rejection of the view that any

nucleated settlement must be perioikic is based not on an

appreciation of the polis-based nature of perioikic status,

but on the evidence of the unique eleven-roomed late

Archaic farmhouse at Kopanaki in north-central Messenia

(Kaltsas (1983)), tentatively interpreted as evidence against

the view that helot communities were dispersed. It is, how-

ever, strictly irrelevant, for it is not a nucleated settlement

but a single building and (since perioikoi lived in poleis as far

as we know) does not bear on the matter of perioikic settle-

ment. That said, the Kopanaki building, violently destroyed

around 475, is susceptible of various interpretations. Did

helots work there for an absentee Spartan landlord? Did

they work under the supervision of one or more Spartiates,

or of perioikoi, or without supervision? Did citizens of a

perioikic polis occupy this outlying large farmstead—

though no polis can be conclusively shown to have lain with-

in easy reach? We cannot yet answer these fundamental

questions about society in Messenia. However, the lack of

dispersed small sites, detected by the MME for Messenia in

general and confirmed for the west coast by the PRAP

(Harrison and Spencer (1998) 160), tells against a landscape

dotted with dispersed helot farms and in favour of a high

degree of centralised residence in “a few fairly large towns or

villages”, whether perioikic or in some cases run by helots

themselves—or, one might add, in helot barracks such as we

may have at Kopanaki.

Regarding the perioikoi of Messenia as opposed to

Laconia, a special question arises: were they normally of

Lakedaimonian or Messenian origin? It may be significant

that two of the most prominent and securely attested perioi-

kic poleis, Asine (no. 313) and Mothone (no. 319), had popu-

lations that were believed to be (wholly or partly) neither

Messenian nor Lakedaimonian in origin but descended

from exiles from the Argolid to whom the Lakedaimonians

had given new homes. Perhaps the Spartans hoped to

increase security and control of the helot population by

introducing alien ethnic communities who were heavily

indebted to them.⁶ The same model may have been followed

in another marginal area of Lakonike, at Thyrea (no. 346) in

north-eastern Laconia. Indeed, the only specific non-helot

communities where we hear of actual or potential unrest in

the Classical period, Aithaia (no. 312) and Thouria (no. 322)

in C5m and Aulon (no. 314) c.399, are places where an alien

population had not, so far as we know, been installed. This

leaves it open whether the restless communities were

descended from Messenians rather than Lakedaimonians, a

possibility raised by Harrison and Spencer (1998) 156,

though there is no direct evidence either way. Whichever

was the case, the perioikoi of Messenia surely had the status

of Lakedaimonians, like those of Laconia.

For the purposes of this Inventory, the division of Laconia

from Messenia is set between Oitylos (no. 340) and

Thalamai (no. 321), to the second of which (or at least the

nearby islet of Pephnos and the mainland opposite) the

Messenians of Pausanias’ time laid claim (Paus. 3.20.6; cf.

3.26.3, 6). In the Roman period, however, the boundary lay

between Laconian Gerenia and Alagonia on the one side

(Paus. 3.26.11) and Messenian Abia on the other (Paus.

4.30.1), specifically at Choirios Nape (modern Sandava

gorge; Paus. 4.1.1). Gerenia and Alagonia had, it appears,

been given to Sparta by Octavian (as was Kardamyle, Paus.

3.26.7) in punishment for the Messenians having supported

Antony and Cleopatra.⁷ Messenia in this study will thus

include the district and islet of Pephnos between Thalamai

and Leuktra, as well as the sometime poleis of Thalamai,

Leuktra, Kardamyle, Gerenia and Alagonia, even though

four of these were Eleutherolaconian poleis in the early

Imperial period (the exception, Kardamyle, being directly

subject to Sparta at that time).

Messenia is not named by Homer, Messene only at Od.

2.15, where Ortilochos’ home is wrongly located in

Messenian Pharai instead of Arkadian (Meyer, KlPauly iii.

1251). Some settlements later situated in Messenia, however,

are named by the poet. At Il. 9.150–52 �9.292–94 (repeated

by Strabo 8.4.5) we have a list of the seven cities that

Agamemnon, lord of Sparta, gave to Achilles: Kardamyle,

Enope, holy Poieessa (or “grassy Hire”), fertile Pharai, deep-

meadowed Antheia, fine Aipeia and vine-clad Pedasos—all

said to be near Pylos and the sea. Enope was later identified

with Pellana, Kardamyle or Gerenia; Hire with Mesola or

Abia;Antheia with Asine or Thouria,Aipeia with Thouria or

Mothone, and Pedasos with Mothone or Korone (see infra);

even if these identifications were imaginary, the list may

imply that Sparta already possessed south-eastern Messenia

in Homer’s day (Meyer, KlPauly iii. 1251). The seven cities are

discussed by Valmin (1930) 206–13 and Hope Simpson

(1966).

The Spartans’ conquest of Messenia probably proceeded

by stages (Lazenby (1972) 84–86). In C8l they captured 

⁶ Müller (1855) 40–41 points out that the Spartan retention of Mothone and
Asine after 369 may have been facilitated by the fact that populations were not
ethnic Messenians.

⁷ On the boundaries reflected in Strabo and Pausanias, see Le Roy (2001)
232–36.
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mainly “the Stenyklaros plain and the lower plain west of the

Pamisos” (ibid. 85). In the Second Messenian War (C7m),

centred around Stenyklaros (Forrest (1980) 70–71; Lazenby

(1972) 85–86), the inhabitants of the Hyameitis, Pylos and

Mothone, still unconquered, were among those fighting

against the Spartans (ibid. 85). The Spartans captured

Arkadian Phigaleia (no. 292) in 659 (ibid. 86; Paus. 8.39.3)

and the Messenian stronghold on Mt. Eira some time later

(on its location, see Valmin (1930) 118–20). Paus. 4.27.9 refers

to 287 years of Messenian exile, implying (if one counts back

from 369) that it began in 656. Epameinondas’allusion (Plut.

Mor. 194B) to 230 years of Messenian oppression may imply

a C7l stage in the conquest, when the Nauplians were settled

at Mothone (no. 319) (Paus. 4.35.2), but we should not place

too much weight on such seemingly exact dates (even leaving

aside the more radical chronological anxieties of Shaw

(1999), (2003)). By c.600 at the latest, then, the whole of

Messenia was under Spartan control (Lazenby (1972) 86).

At the end of the colonial period, there were two main

stages in the removal of Messenia from Spartan control (cf.

Meyer (1978) 265–68; Shipley (2000)). In 369 and the years

immediately following, Messene (no. 318) was founded and

parts of central and northern Messenia detached from Sparta;

but the process was still going on in 365/4 when the Arkadians

attacked Kyparissos and Koryphasion (Diod. 15.77.4). Ps.-

Skylax’s (46) laconic description of“Lakedaimon”begins with

Mothone (no. 319) and Asine (no. 313), and thus reflects the

situation between 369 and 338. After Philip II’s victory at

Chaironeia in 338, Messenia received extra territory as a

reward for supporting the king and for having remained neu-

tral (summary at Alcock (1998) 182).

The usual name for the region before the foundation of

the new capital was Μεσσ�να (Pind. Pyth. 4.126) or

Μεσσ�νη (Tyrtaios fr. 5, West; Hellan. fr. 124; Ar. Lys. 1141;

Ephor. fr. 18b; Xen. Hell. 5.2.3, 7.4.9 (but at 7.1.27 and 36 of the

city); Pl. Leg. 683C, D (early Messene as a polis); Ps.-Skylax

45; Isoc. 12.72 (Μεσσ�νη counterposed to Λακεδα�µων);

ibid. 177 etc.; Isoc. 4.61, 6.11, 16, 19, etc., referring to Messenia

generally). Thuc. 4.41.2 refers to Pylos as located “in the for-

mer Μεσσην�ς γ8”, whereas at 4.3.2 he locates it .ν τ=8

Μεσσην��α ποτ* οdσ=η γ=8.

The region is called Μεσσαν�α (!) in SEG 12 219 (322–310)

and Μεσσην�α by Polyb. 2.5.1 and by Strabo 8.4.1, who says it

was originally named Μεσσ�νη. The Classical usages of the

feminine adjective,as in τ=8 Μεσσηνι�α ποτ* οdσ=η γ=8 (Thuc.

4.3.2),γ8 Μεσσην��α (Eur. P. Oxy. 27.2458),Μεσσην�α χ)ρα

(Ps.-Skylax 45), are not evidence for Μεσσην�α tout court

being used as a name for the region; that is a later usage,

perhaps from C3 on (Meyer (1978) 159–60, 284), though

Theophr. fr. 172 (if accurately quoted by Steph. Byz.) could be

the earliest attestation. Μεσσην�α does not occur in literary

texts after Thucydides until Menander (and then perhaps as a

feminine ethnic?); cf. Diod. 12.61.4 (with reference to the

Pylos incidents).⁸

The ethnic is Μεθ�νιος (IvO 247 (C5f); cf. Bauslaugh

(1990)),Μεσ�νιος (IG i³ 1355 (c.475–450)),Μεσσ�νιος (ML

74 (c.421)), or Μεσσ�νιος (Thuc. 1.101.2, 2.9.4). Prior to 369,

the ethnic is found in the internal collective use in a C5f ded-

ication of Athenian spoils from Korone (LSAG Messenia no.

3); externally, the collective use is found in IvO 247 (C5f);

ML 74 (c.421) and in Thuc. 1.101.2, 2.9.4. The external 

individual use is found in IG i³ 1455 (c.475–450). For the con-

struction of Messenian identity to which these instances of

the ethnic testify, see Figueira (1999). After 369, Μεσσ�νιος

developed into the city-ethnic of the new polis of Messene

(no. 318).

Before 369 Messenia (or Messene) may have comprised

only the two plains of Stenyklaros and Makaria. After 369

Sparta retained control of Asine (no. 313), Mothone (no. 319)

and perhaps Pharai (no. 320), while Thouria (no. 322) may

have become independent (Valmin (1930) 24–25). Ps.-

Skylax 45 in C4m makes Kyparissos (no. 317) already

Messenian. After 338 it is enlarged on all sides and was prob-

ably bounded by the Neda on the north, the Pamisos in the

south-east, the Taygetos on the east, and the sea on the west.

Control of the Dentheliatis in the south-east was disputed

with Sparta for centuries (Tac. Ann. 4.43; Pikoulas (1991)).

Valmin (1930) 26–30 discusses its Hellenistic extent,30–33 its

Roman. Valmin (1930) 39 notes that the name Makaria for

the lower plain is only in Strabo, though Steph. Byz. 427.8–9

may preserve a reference.⁹ For boundary markers between

Messenia and Lakonike in Roman times, see Hope Simpson

(1972) 99 n. 129 with references, including IG v.1 1431.

1. Identification of Place-names 
with Known Locations

Excluding geographical items such as capes, mountains and

rivers, and names of cult places consisting simply of the

name of a deity and a term such as “sanctuary” or “temple”,

⁸ For a map showing modern sites and ancient places, see Meyer (1978)
171–74. Roebuck (1941) 30 n. 12, notes that Bölte (RE iii. 1278–79) and Larsen (RE
xix. 817) rebut Kahrstedt’s suggestion (Griechische Staatsrecht i. 5–6) that
Λακωνικ� refers only to perioikic territory.

⁹ s.v. Makareai, a town of Arkadia also known as Makaria and called Beata by
the Romans.
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our sources purport to transmit the names of fifty-five

places in Messenia from the Archaic to Roman periods. First

it is necessary to dispose of one name that is probably cor-

rupt: (S120)¹⁰ †Thea (Θ/α, Philoch. apud Steph. Byz.

308.4; probably a doublet of Aithaia, q.v. infra).

A further five alleged settlements or poleis appear to be

doublets of real places elsewhere:

(S121) Haliartos (yλ�αρτος) Listed by Ptol. Geog. 3.14.42;

perhaps a doublet of Haliartos (no. 206) in Boiotia.

(—) Pteleon (Πτελε#ν) Included by Hom. Il. 2.594

among Pylian places, which oddly include Helos. Plin. HN

4.5.15 includes Pteleon, Helos and Dorion among inland

towns in Messenia. This Pteleon is otherwise unattested

(that at 2.697 is in Achaia Phthiotis; others are in Ionia and

Boiotia), and given the presence of Laconian Helos in

Homer’s list, it cannot be presumed to be Messenian. MME

no. 701 Vresto (Pikoulas (2001), hereafter ΛΟΠ no. 504;

Archaic to mediaeval, 10 ha in area) is tentatively identified

as Pteleai (sic) (cf. Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 108), but the

question remains open.

(S122) Tripolis (Τρ�πολις) Mentioned without further

details by Steph. Byz. 637.8; KlPauly v. 964.

(S123) Troizen (Τροιζ�ν) Listed by Ptol. Geog. 3.14.42;

perhaps a doublet of the Troizen (no. 357) in the Argolid.

(S124) Zankle (Zancle) Plin. HN 4.5.15. Was an epitoma-

tor confused by mention of Sicilian Zankle (no. 51) at Paus.

4.23.7?

In two cases, while the place-name is real, there is no firm

basis for regarding it as the name of a settlement:

(—) Dera (∆/ρα) IG v.1 1429 �SEG 41 325 (C2); probably

the same as Derai (∆/ραι), Paus. 4.15.4. Probably a district.

(S119) Pephnos or Pephnon (Π/φνος or Π/φνον) Islet

with cult, and the coastal locality opposite (Apollod. fr. 196

apud Steph. Byz. 520.5–9; Paus. 3.26.2, citing but not quoting

Alkman). Valmin (1930) 204 follows Forster in locating it at

modern Pephnos (LS ii. 300, ll149, formerly Platsa).

Two places, though very probably settlements at certain

periods, did not exist primarily as nucleated settlements: the

first may have been a settlement only during the Messenian

revolt of C5m; the second may have existed primarily to

service a cult site.

(S76) Ithome (’Ιθ)µη) A mountain; the source of the

cult title of Zeus Ithomatas, whose sanctuary lay in the polis

of Messene (no. 318) from 369. A settlement in Hom. Il.

2.729; allegedly a polisma during the First Messenian War

(Paus. 4.9.1, etc.), but not necessarily more than a fortified

place (see Hope Simpson (1972) 97 n. 90). Defended and for-

tified in the Messenian Revolt of the 460s (e.g. Thuc.

1.101.2–3, 102.2); a χωρ�ον at Thuc. 1.102.3, perhaps suggest-

ing a settlement. Archaeological survey suggests limited

occupation in the surrounding area before the foundation

of Messene (McDonald and Hope Simpson (1972) 145, 146).

Ithome was also, however, the official name of the new polis

of Messene for a time (infra).

(S136) Limnai (Λ�µναι) A χωρ�ον with a famous sanctu-

ary of Artemis Limnatis (Paus. 4.4.2, 31.3); probably MME

no. 138,Volimnos Artemisias (Bronze to Classical and espe-

cially Hellenistic, 2 ha in size), a “[p]robable refuge site and

shrine” (rather than no. 548, Brinda: see infra under

Alagonia; see also Meyer (1978) 179–80). KlPauly iii. 668

(Meyer, “Limnai 2”) with further references, including RE

iiiA. 1312 (Bölte). Meyer rejects the suggestion of Valmin

(1930) 190–94 that it is Ag. Phloros. Hope Simpson (1972) 98

n. 104 follows Roebuck (1941) 118–21; cf. Hope Simpson

(1966) 115–16. Findspot of IG v.1 1375–77 (Roman).

A further nine places may be legendary, or may not have

existed as nucleated settlements after the Lakedaimonian

conquest of Messenia:

(S70) Amphigeneia (?µφιγ/νεια) Hom. Il. 2.593; Strabo

8.3.24, 25; Steph. Byz. 89.12–18, citing Apollod. fr. 186 and

Antimachos, presumably the Kolophonian commentator

on Homer.

(S88) Denthalioi Steph. Byz. 225.8–9: “a polis, one of

those disputed between the Messenians and Lake-

daimonians”, with an ethnic of the same form; cf.

Denthiades (∆ενθι�δες), Ath. 1.31C–D, who cites Alkman

(PMG 92) for wine from this place, a fort (�ρυµα) in

Spartan territory; also the toponymic adjective (in its mas-

culine singular accusative form), ∆/νθιν, ibid. (this is the

word Alkman, as quoted, actually uses; it suggests a shorter

place-name than Denthiades). Cf. also the river Dentheios,

Etymologicum Symeonis 1.344.22. All these should be situat-

ed in the Dentheliates ager, whose history is outlined by

Tac. Ann. 4.43. Probably Denthalioi vel sim. was believed to

have been a settlement at the time of the First Messenian

War. On Dentheliatis, see Pikoulas (1991) and Shipley

(2000) 386.¹⁰ Serial numbers prefixed by S refer to the catalogue in Shipley (1997).
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(S89) Echeiai (’Εχεια�) Strabo 8.4.4: the Spartan king

Teleklos (reigned c.760–c.740) is said to have founded

(ο2κ�σαι) this along with Poiaessa and Tragion. Lazenby

(1972) 84 assumes it was in the vicinity of the river Nedon.

(S90) Hyameia (‘Υ�µεια (Paus. 4.14.3; Steph. Byz.

644.6–7)) or Hyameitis (‘Υαµε5τις (Ephor. fr. 116 apud

Strabo 8.4.7)) Both are described as one of the five poleis

into which Kresphontes “divided Messene” about two gen-

erations after the Trojan War, the others being Stenyklaros,

Pylos, Rhion and Mesola. Probably, in Classical times at

least, these were districts rather than nucleated settlements.

Hope Simpson (1972) 97 n. 87 concurs, following Valmin

(1930) 24.

(S91) Mesola (Μεσ#λα) Another polis of Kresphontes;

evidently, from the description by Ephor. fr. 116 apud Strabo

8.4.7 (repeated by Nic. Dam. apud Steph. Byz. 447.1–2), a dis-

trict. In Strabo it extends to the gulf between Taygetos and

Messenia; he says it may be Homeric Ire/Hire, 8.4.5. Hope

Simpson (1972) 97 n. 86 follows Valmin (1930) 23, 207–8,

making Mesola approximate to the territories of Thouria

(no. 322) and Pharai (no. 320).

(S93) Rhion (‘Ρ�ον) Another polis of Kresphontes; possi-

bly, like Hyameia, Mesola and Stenyklaros, a district rather

than a settlement; “opposite Tainaron” (Ephor. fr. 116 apud

Strabo 8.4.7); possibly Korone (no. 316), but Hope Simpson

(1972) 97 n. 88 follows Valmin (1930) 169 and Hope Simpson

(1966) 127 n. 11 in placing Rhion at or near Asine (no. 313),

perhaps at MME no. 512 itself (ancient Asine, mediaeval

Coron, modern Koroni).

(S94) Stenyklaros (Στεν�κλαρος) Another polis of

Kresphontes (Ephor. fr. 116 apud Strabo 8.4.7). Named by

Hdt. 9.64.2 but not called a polis; it could be a district. Cf.

πεδ�ον . . . Στενυκληρικ#ν (Paus. 4.33.4, cf. 4.3.7). Hope

Simpson (1972) 97 n. 85 follows Valmin (1933–34) 12 (contra

Valmin (1930) 82–85) and Roebuck (1941)) in proposing no

site. Probably removed from Messene (no. 318 in 182

(Lazenby (1972) 92, citing Roebuck (1941) 102 and n. 167);

probably regained 146 (Syll.³ 736).KlPauly v.358 (Meyer); RE

iiiA. 2339ff (Bölte).

(S95) Tragion (Τρ�γιον) See Echeiai supra.

(S82) Trikka (Τρ�κκα) Mentioned by Hom. Il. 2.729

(Τρ�κκη) alongside Ithome and Oichalia but not again until

Paus. 4.3.2, for whom it was a deserted spot in Messenia.¹¹

We may note in passing that the Makareai or Makaria

recorded as an Arkadian polis by Steph. Byz. 427.7–9 may be

a doublet of the plain of Makaria in central Messenia (cf.

Valmin (1930) 39).

Of the thirty-six historical settlements that remain, eight-

een have locations that are disputed or highly uncertain; at

best we know the general area where they lay. Two of these

may refer to a single place (Hire, Poiaessa). Some may be

more mythical than real, while some may have been (or were

believed to have been) predecessors of known places under

different names.

(S68) Aipeia (Α]πεια) One of Agamemnon’s seven ptoli-

ethra (Hom. Il. 9.152 �9.294). For Strabo 8.4.5 it is Thouria

(no. 322), though he says others located it at Mothone (no.

319); for Steph. Byz. 53.15 it is a polis in Lakonike. Modern

Aipeia, formerly Phormi (ΛΟΠ no. 305), is no guide.

(S69) Aipy (Α2π� or Α1πυ) The .�κτιτον Α2π� of Hom.

Il. 2.592, it is located in Messenia by Steph. Byz. but was per-

haps in Triphylia (e.g. MME no. 245, Ag. Dimitrios, near

ancient Lepreon (no. 306); Neolithic, Bronze Age). A polis

only in Steph. Byz. 54.4, not in Homer or in Strabo 8.3.24,

who considers that either word may be the name and either

the epithet, and that Aipy is the former name of one of (a)

Margalai in Amphidolia, (b) a place in Makistia, or (c)

Epitalion (see infra under Thryon). Zachos (1984) links Aipy

with Strabo’s Aipasian plain and reaffirms the identification

with Ag. Dimitrios.

(S18) Aithaia (Α]θαια (no. 312)) In south-central Messenia

(probably fairly close to, but not at, modern Aithaia, formerly

Delimimi (ΛΟΠ no. 304; the fortified acropolis near Aithaia

is probably Thouria (no. 322)).

(S85) Ampheia (Xµφεια) Alleged town in north-eastern

Messenia at the time of the First Messenian War (C8l).

It is not mentioned by Homer or Strabo. It was a former

polisma (π#λισµα lν), small and located on a lofty 

hill-top close to Lakonike (Paus. 4.5.9). (See Lazenby (1972)

84; Hope Simpson (1972) 97 n. 89. It is unlikely to be 

attested in IG v.1 1426 (C4l–C3e); see Roebuck (1941) 9 n. 20

but now Matthaiou (1990–91) 269 n. 1.) The proposed site

(MME no. 211, Kokkala Loutrou; cf. Pikoulas (1987–88))

has no reported finds later than Geometric. (Valmin 

(1930) 13, 74–77 proposes MME no. 608, Elliniko Desylla

(Desyllas is formerly Dousila, ΛΟΠ no. 984): late Classical

fortifications, Hellenistic pottery; but this is perhaps a fort

rather than a town,see MME 319.Modern Ano Ampheia and

Kato Ampheia in south-central Messenia, both correspon-
¹¹ Strabo 8.4.4 reports a temple of Asklepios Trikkaios in Messenian Gerenia,

a replica of that in Thessalian Trikka.
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ding to the former Gardiki (ΛΟΠ nos. 397–98), are no

guide).

(S86) Andania (?νδαν�α) North-west of Messene, this

was a settlement by 217 (Polyb. 5.92.6) and a parvum

oppidum in 191 (Livy 36.31.7) but may well, even then, have

been a community centred upon a sanctuary rather than a

polis; the Messenians did not wish to resettle it in 369 (Paus.

4.26.6). Lazenby (1972) 92 (see also Hope Simpson (1972) 98

n. 92), citing Roebuck (1941) 102 and n. 167, suggests that it

was detached from Messene (no. 318) in 182, when Messene

was required to rejoin the Achaian Confederacy, and was

regained in 146. It was revived with new regulations in 

92/1 (IG v.1 1390 �Syll.³ 736), but Paus. 4.33.6 saw ruins. A

possible site is MME no. 607, Ag. Athanasios (Divari) at

Konstandinoi (Classical to Roman; see also Valmin (1930)

89–99; for the name Konstandinoi, cf. ΛΟΠ no. 2020; see

also Meyer (1978) 186), with a Bronze Age predecessor at

MME no. 212, Ag. Taxiarchos Polichnis (MH? LH iiiC).

Pikoulas (1987–88) 483 suggests that Andania is to be located

at Desyllas.

(S71) Antheia (Xνθεια) One of Agamemnon’s seven

ptoliethra (Hom. Il. 9.151 �9.293). Strabo 8.4.5 seems

inclined to identify it as Asine (no. 313), though others say

Thouria (no. 322). IG v.1 1426 (SEG 11 1029, Messene

(C4l–C3e)) was once thought to name either Antheia or

Ampheia, but see now under Ampheia (supra). KlPauly i. 371

(Kiechle, suggesting that the identification with Thouria

was made only because the site was unknown); Kiechle

(1960) 56ff (modern Antheia, formerly Venzami or Veis Aga

(ΛΟΠ no. 434), is no guide).

(S72) Arene (?ρ�νη) A sometime Spartan possession, in

north-eastern Messenia (Hom. Il. 2.591; Paus. 4.2.4, 5; Strabo

8.3.19 (cf. 8.3.23, 24, 8.4.6); Steph. Byz. 117.15–17). For Strabo,

it was perhaps Samikon and certainly not Erana; possibly

MME no.302,Kleidi Kato Samikou (Bronze Age site, c.1.5 ha;

Samiko is the former Ali Tselepi, ΛΟΠ no. 3688) with no.

707 Kastro Kato Samikou (Archaic to Roman, c.1.8 ha). See

Hope Simpson (1972) 94 and nn. 97, 99 (also 98 n. 110), refer-

ring to MME nos. 701, 707.

(S20) Aulon (no. 314) In north-western Messenia, near

Kyparissos and the river Neda.

(S87) Charadra (Χαρ�δρα) Strabo 8.4.4. Founded by

Pelops along with Leuktron and “Thalamoi”, it may have

lain in the area of Kardamyle (no. 315) (Niese (1906) 117;

KlPauly i. 1130 (E. Meyer)).

(S73) Dorion (∆)ριον) Hom. Il. 2.594. Strabo 8.3.24 saw

nothing, but Paus. 4.33.7 saw ruins near Andania. It appears

to be attested epigraphically as ∆ο�ρεον, BCH 44 (1921) 12

col. ii.84 (Delphi (c.200): .ν ∆ουρ/ωι; this observation is

due to Meyer (1978) 211, but I have corrected the spelling).

Possibly MME no. 222, Malthi Vasilikou (Valmin (1938) 13,

(1930) 112–17 on the excavations, 104–7, 111–12, 116–18 on

questions of identification; Roebuck (1941) 7 n. 16), but this

site is Bronze Age only); if there was a historical Doureon,

this would also rule out a less likely candidate, MME no. 201,

Elliniko Mouriatadas, which existed only in LH iii times.

(S74) Enope (’Εν#πη) Another of Agamemnon’s seven

ptoliethra (Hom. Il. 9.150 �9.292). For Strabo 8.4.5 it is

Pellana, Kardamyle or Gerenia; Paus. 3.25.8 simply identifies

it as Gerenia (see infra), in which case it lay on the eastern

side of the Messenian Gulf.

(S56) Erana (;Ερανα) Placed by Strabo 8.3.23 (where MSS

have ;Ερενα, UΕρενα) on the coast between Kyparissos and

Pylos and distinguished from Arene (supra). MME no. 406,

Dialiskari Marathopolis (or D. Marathou,ΛΟΠ no. 2341) is

suggested by Valmin (1930) 136–41 (H, R), but Stone and

Kampke (1998) regard that site as a Roman villa; another

suggestion is MME no. 408, Aghia Kyriaki (Roman) (sug-

gested in the MME catalogue but not at Hope Simpson

(1972) 98 n. 102).

(S75) Ire/Hire (’Ιρ�/‘Ιρ�) One of Agamemnon’s seven

ptoliethra (Hom. Il. 9.150 �9.292, ’Ιρ�/‘Ιρ� ποι�εσσα,

“grassy (H)Ire”, or Hρ� Ποι�εσσα, “holy Poieessa”). Either

Ire or Poiaessa (infra) must be a concoction of ancient schol-

arship. For Strabo 8.4.5 (cf. 8.4.1) it is either a place near

Megalopolis (no. 282) or the same as Mesola. Paus. 4.30.1

(followed by MME) identifies it with Abia, but if it was con-

nected with Mt. (H)Eira (Paus. 4.7.10–23.4 passim and

4.27.4, 9) it is, rather, in north-central Messenia and may be

correctly identified with MME no. 611, Ag. Athanasios

Kakaletriou (two forts, one Archaic, the other Classical and

Hellenistic; for the spelling of Kakaletriou, see ΛΟΠ no.

1278); cf. Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 93.

(S77) Oichalia (Ο2χαλ�α) Homeric site (Hom. Il. 2.730);

c.8 stades (1.5 km) from Andania (Paus. 4.33.4). Pherekydes

(FGrHist 3) fr. 82a (schol. Soph. Trach. 354) located it “at

Thoule (i.e. “goodness knows where”) in Arkadia”; cf. Eust.

Il. 1.461.18, 21–22, 31–32, 516.26–27. KlPauly iv. 251; RE xvii.

2097ff no. 2.

(S78) Pedasos (Π�δασος) One of Agamemnon’s seven

ptoliethra (Hom. Il. 9.152 �9.294). For Strabo (8.4.3 with
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8.4.5) it is Mothone (no. 319), though some say Korone (no.

316).

(S92) Poiaessa (Ποι�εσσα) Possibly an area; but 

since Homer only twice mentions Hρ�ν Ποι�εσσαν (or

’Ιρ�ν/‘Ιρ�ν ποι�εσσαν; Il. 9.150 �292), either Ire/Hire or

Poiaessa must be a fiction. See under Ire/Hire.

(S60) Polichne (Πολ�χνη) Attested only in Pausanias

(4.33.6), who locates it in north-western Messenia; no evid-

ence of polis status beyond the suggestive name. Marked in

north-western Messenia, Barr. Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n.

103 does not contest the suggestion of Valmin (1930) 79–81,

101–3, to locate it at MME no. 233, Stilari Ano Kopanakiou

(Bronze Age, Classical, Hellenistic, possibly Roman; 0.4 ha;

the “Ano” is unofficial, ΛΟΠ no. 1788), but notes that

Roebuck (1941) 12 stresses the difficulty of locating

toponyms in the Soulima valley.

(S62) Thryon/Thryoessa (Θρ�ον/Θρυ#εσσα) Steph. Byz.

318.15–20; Plin. HN 4.5.15; in Homer (Il. 2.592 �Hom. Hymn

to Apollo, 423 and 11.711–12) Thryoessa is a Pylian town on

the river Alpheios, in Pliny and Steph. Byz. a Messenian

town; for Strabo 8.3.24 it is later Epitalion (’Επιτ�λιον (no.

305) (Steph. 274.15–16)); not listed separately here since it is

never attested as Spartan or Messenian, only as Triphylian

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.25; it joins Sparta) and later Eleian (Polyb.

4.80); proposed sites include MME no. 303, Ag. Georgios

Epitaliou (Epitalio was formerly Agoulinitsa, ΛΟΠ no.

1147; BA, Cl–R, c.3 ha) and no. 715, Samakia Epitaliou

(Archaic to Roman, c.5 ha).

A further eight are placed with probability at or near known

sites:

(S55) Abia/Abea/Abeia (?β�α/?β/α/?βε�α) This was a

polis in 182, when it separated from Messene (no. 318) and

joined the Achaian Confederacy (Polyb. 23.17.2: ?β�α; cf. IG

i.1 1374.4–6 (late Hellenistic?): ?βεατ+ν π#λις; IG ff.1 1353

(Hellenistic?): ?βει[ται) and down to Hadrianic times (IG

v.1 1352 �SEG 11 967; Paus. 4.30.1, etc.: ?β�α). It may have

been a polis since 338 or earlier, but there is no written or

archaeological evidence before C2. Pausanias says it is

Homeric Hire or Ire (4.30.1), but that is more plausibly

placed at Mt. (H)Eira near Andania (see supra). IG v.1 1356

(C5? cf. LSAG 206 no. 6 (c.C5e?)) and 1357 (C5; LSAG 206 no.

9, “c.450?”) are votive stelae possibly from Abia, the former

dedicated by two hιαρο�,perhaps on behalf of the commun-

ity. Abia is probably MME no. 545, Avia (formerly

Paliochora,ΛΟΠno. 3; Hellenistic? Roman);Valmin (1930)

181–82; Meyer (1978) 178 notes Classical finds at MME no.

144, Ag. Georgios, c.500 m from Mikra Mantineia.

(S38) Alagonia Probably MME no. 548, Ag. Ilias Brindas

(Classical to Roman), see infra.

(S102) Kalamai Probably Giannitsa near modern Kala-

mata, see infra.

(S58) Kolonis/Kolonides On the western side of the Mes-

senian Gulf; plausibly identified as one of two sites, see 

infra.

(S57) Gerenia Probably MME no. 146, Zarnata Kambou

(Classical to Roman), see infra.

(S48) Leuktron At or near MME no. 148, Lefktro Stoupas,

see infra.

(S21) Thalamai (no. 321) Probably MME no. 150, Svina

Koutiphariou (now Platanos Thalamon, ΛΟΠ no. 3427).

(S21) Thouria (no. 322) Probably MME no. 137, Ellinika

Aithaias, not far north of modern Thouria.

Finally, ten names are attached with certainty, or high prob-

ability, to known settlement remains (two of them refer to

the same place), though some identifications remain infer-

ential.

(S19) Asine (no. 313) MME no. 512, Bourgo Koronis (med-

iaeval Coron).

(S34) Kardamyle (no. 315) MME no. 147, Kastro Kard-

amylis.

(S59) Korone (no. 316) MME no. 502, Petalidi.

(S109) Koryphasion MME no. 9, Paliokastro Petrochoriou

(Bronze Age, Protogeometric and Classical to Roman finds;

1.4 ha), see infra.

(S35) Kyparissos (no. 317) MME no. 70, Kastro Kypa-

rissias.

(S11) Messene (no. 318) MME no. 529, Mavrommati (for

spelling  with mm cf. ΛΟΠ no. 2393).

(S36) Mothone (no. 319) MME no. 412, Methoni.

(S79) Pharai (no. 320) MME no. 142, Kastro Kalamatas.

(—) Prote MME no. 407, Proti, see infra.

(S81) Pylos The same as Koryphasion, see infra.
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Messenia is a much more “Homeric” landscape than

Laconia. The scholarly industry of trying to identify leg-

endary and Homeric places began early, perhaps because of

the lack of sources and documents for the Classical period.

Homeric Pteleon, Amphigeneia and Trikka have no plausi-

ble location in the landscape, and only the first is assumed to

have been a settlement. Homeric Ithome has a known 

location, but was not necessarily a settlement. Among the

thirty-six places with certain or possible locations, eight that

have Homeric names and were presumably real places at

some early date are located only in a general area or are

assigned (usually by ancient authorities) to different places:

Aipeia (Thouria (no. 322) or Mothone (no. 319)).

Aipy (Margalai, or a place in Triphylia, or Epitalion (no.

305); possibly MME no. 245).

Antheia (Asine (no. 313) or Thouria (no. 322)).

Arene (possibly Samikon, possibly MME no. 302).

Enope (Pellana, Kardamyle (no. 315), or Gerenia).

Pedasos (Mothone (no. 319) or Korone (no. 316)).

Thryon/Thryoessa (possibly Epitalion (no. 305), for

which two locations have been proposed).

Hire/Ire/Poiaessa (either in north-central or in south-

eastern Messenia).

Homeric Dorion (possibly at the Bronze Age site known by

its modern name of Malthi) and Oichalia (near ancient

Andania) are not certainly identified, but are more confid-

ently tied to specific localities. Homeric Kyparisseeis may

have been succeeded at a different location by Messenian

Kyparissos (no. 317), whose site is known. Homeric

Kardamyle (no. 315) and Phere (if it is Pharai (no. 320)) are

more or less securely tied to actual historical sites. Homeric

Pylos is presumed to be a different site from Classical Pylos

(see under Pylos, infra). An oddity is that of the five poleis of

Kresphontes (Hyameia, Stenyklaros, Pylos, Rhion and

Mesola) only the third is mentioned in Homer, while of

Teleklos’ three foundations of Echeiai,Poiaessa and Tragion,

only the second—perhaps—occurs in Homer.

2. Identification of Poleis

Of the fifty-five place-names with which we started, we

should first exclude spurious names and non-settlements

(including Ithome). The thirty-six historical settlements

can now be classified for the purposes of investigating the

Archaic and Classical poleis of Messenia.

The Inventory describes eleven settlements, covering

every place that, in the Archaic or Classical period, was 

certainly a polis (Asine (no. 313), Kyparissos (no. 317),

Mothone (no. 319) and, after 369, Messene (no. 318) itself),

probably a polis (Aithaia (no. 312) and Thouria (no. 322)), or

possibly a polis (Aulon (no. 314), Kardamyle (no. 315),

Korone (no. 316), Pharai (no. 320) and Thalamai (no. 321)).

Before the eleven Archaic and Classical poleis are cata-

logued, the other twenty-five settlements of all periods will

be described briefly. There is a strong possibility that some

were poleis before 300—either perioikic poleis before 369 or

settlements subsequently elevated to polis status—but hap-

pen not to have been recorded in surviving evidence from

the Classical period. Because in some cases the issues are

more problematic than for similar places in Laconia, and

because it is sometimes possible to be more precise than was

the case in Shipley (1997), a little more detail will be given

here than for the equivalent places in the Lakedaimon

inventory.

3. Ancient Settlements without
Demonstrable Archaic or Classical
Occupation

In seventeen cases among the twenty-five known settle-

ments, there is no firm evidence that the place was a settle-

ment in the Archaic or Classical periods, but only at some

later or (usually) earlier date. Details of some have already

been given in the list of possible settlements supra:

(S55) Abea/Abia/Abeia (see supra) may not have existed

before C2.

(S68) Aipeia (see supra) did not exist under this name in

Classical times, though possibly it had been renamed

Thouria.

(S69) Aipy (see supra) did not exist under this name in

Classical times, though possibly it had changed its name.

(S85) Ampheia (see supra) probably did not exist in

Classical times.

(S86) Andania (see supra) was a settlement by C3l and pre-

sumably existed earlier as a sanctuary, but the Messenians

reportedly did not wish to resettle it after 369 (Paus. 4.26.6).

(S71) Antheia (see supra) did not exist under this name in

Classical times, but possibly had been renamed Asine; it is

extremely doubtful whether it is named in a C4l–C3e

inscription (see under Ampheia supra).

(S72) Arene did not exist under this name in Classical

times, though possibly it had been renamed Samikon.

(S87) Charadra is only attested in Strabo and is possibly

legendary.
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(S73) Dorion is not mentioned after Homer and before

Strabo, unless it existed as Doureon c.200 (BCH 44 (1921) 12

col. ii.84 (Delphi (c.200)); it must be doubtful whether

Pausanias could be sure the ruins he was shown were those

of Dorion, let alone whether it existed in the

Archaic/Classical periods.

(S74) Enope did not exist under this name in Classical

times, though possibly it existed under the name Gerenia or

under another name.

(S56) Erana is attested only in Strabo 8.3.23 (who distin-

guishes it from Arene), and may have existed only in the

Roman period.

(S75) Ire/Hire is either a doublet of Poiaessa or existed

under another name in Classical times, possibly Abia.

(S77) Oichalia was shown to Pausanias as “the place for-

merly called Oichalia”(4.2.2), where the Messenians did not

wish to resettle after 369; probably only Homeric (the name

Oichalia has been adopted by the former Ali Tselepi, ΛΟΠ

no. 3080).

(S78) Pedasos did not exist under this name in Classical

times, though possibly it had been renamed Mothone or

Korone.

(S92) Poiaessa is probably purely Homeric (if not a dou-

blet of Hire/Ire).

(S60) Polichne, attested only in Paus. 4.33.6. Cf. Valmin

(1930) 92, 99–103.

(S62) Thryon did not exist under this name in Classical

times, though possibly it had been renamed Epitalion.

The remaining seven settlements had, or probably had,

Archaic or Classical occupation but cannot plausibly be

shown to have been poleis at that time (two names refer to

the same site):

4. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Alagonia (?λαγον�α) (S38) Attested only in the

Imperial period, when it was an Eleutherolaconian polis

(Paus. 3.12.7; 30 stades (5.6 km) from Gerenia, 3.26.11); but

the highly probable location (MME no. 548, Aghios Ilias, or

Gaitses, at Brinda, the last now renamed Voreio, ΛΟΠ no.

719), adjoining the Sandava gorge (ancient Choirios Nape,

Paus. 4.1.1), has Classical to mediaeval finds. Meyer (1978)

177–78; Hope Simpson (1972) 95 fig.6.2,98 n. 105, concurring

with Valmin (1930) 187–89. (Alternatively, at Zarnata

Kambou: see infra, under Gerenia; Meyer (1978) 177–78.)

Barr. locates it at Anatoliko and dates it C.

Gerenia, Gerena (Γερην�α, Γ/ρηνα) (S57) First attested

in IG v.1 1336 �SEG 11 950 (date corrected to C2 at SEG 13

268; C3–C2 in LGPN iiia, s.v. Νικ�νδριππος). Cf. Strabo

8.3.29, 4.4–5. Paus. 3.26.8 says its population is Messenian,

though it is Eleutherolaconian (cf. 3.21.7). It may have 

existed shortly after Messenia’s independence; there is no

definite evidence, though its identification with MME no.

146, Zarnata Kambou, is reasonably certain (prehistoric,

Classical to Roman,mediaeval; traces of ancient circuit wall;

probable findspot of C5 stelae IG v.1 1337–38; cf. another

(C5?) in SEG 11 951). (Another proposed location, Kitries,

has few finds, but Zarnata may nevertheless be Alagonia

(Meyer (1978) 177)). For the location, see Valmin (1930)

182–86; Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 105 with refs. It may have

belonged to the Messenian koinon after 338/7 (Lazenby

(1972) 90). Since Kardamyle, further south-east, had to be

detached from Messenia in order to be given to Sparta by

Augustus (Paus.3.21.6), it seems that Gerenia, too,must have

been Messenian at that time, and therefore not a member of

the koinon of the Lakedaimonians founded after 195; this

would be consistent with its having ceased to be perioikic in

338. Sanctuary of Machaon attested in C2 (IG V.1 1336.19;

SEG 11 949). Barr. C (Zarnatas?).

Kalamai (Καλ�µαι) (S102) First attested in Polyb. 5.92.4,

where it is a settlement (χωρ�ον) captured by Lykourgos in

217—implicitly a defensible one since it is taken by treach-

ery. Although Kalamai probably existed in C4, there is no

evidence that it was a polis. It is a kome in Paus. 4.31.3; Steph.

Byz. 347.16 alone calls it a polis, but cites only Pausanias, who

does not. Plausibly located at MME no. 537, Giannitsa, c.6

km east of Kalamata (Classical and Hellenistic site with

C4–C3 buildings, fortifications; now Elaiochori, ΛΟΠ no.

1106) or at nearby MME no. 140, Sola Perivolakion (LH iii,

Hellenistic? Roman, 0.8 ha; squared blocks, inscriptions).

(Cf. Meyer (1978) 180–81 for full references; Roebuck (1941)

122–23, followed by Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 104; cf. Hope

Simpson (1966) 119 and n. 27.) This locality is argued for on

topographical grounds regarding Lykourgos’ invasion route

in 217, supported by epigraphic finds naming Kalamai (IG

v.1 1369–70) from the area of the church 20 minutes (c.2

km?) away at Ag. Vasileios. Meyer, KlPauly v. 51 (with refs. to

earlier literature), prefers to put it at modern Kalamai c.2 km

north-west of Kalamata (usually identified with Pharai).

Barr. HR (Perivolakia/Sola).

Kolonis, Kolonides (Κολων�ς,Κολων�δες) (S58) It was a

settlement by 188 and is plausibly linked with an excavated

Classical cemetery, but is not attested before Plut. Philop.
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18.3 (cf. Paus. 4.34.8, 12), unless possibly in Hom. Il. 17.111. In

Plut. Philop. 18.3 it is a kome. It remains possible that it was

founded as a polis after 369 to isolate Asine (no. 313) and

Mothone (no. 319), which were still Spartan (Lazenby (1972)

89). One proposed site, Kastelia–Vounarion (MME no. 507;

excavated by Valmin (1930) 171–73; presumably ΛΟΠ no.

1589, Kasteli Neas Koronis, formerly in the dimos of

Kollonides) is Classical to Roman and mediaeval; Hope

Simpson (1972) 99 n. 125 (following Hope Simpson (1966)

125) prefers MME no. 107, Kaphirio (Roman settlement).

The people of Kolonides in Pausanias’ time claimed to be

Athenians by origin who later dorianised (Paus. 4.34.8). Full

bibliography in Meyer (1978) 197. Lazenby (1972) 89 suggests

that Kolonides and Korone (which bordered it: Paus. 4.34.8)

may have been founded post-369 to isolate still-perioikic

Asine and Mothone; if so, Kolonis was probably made

“independent” from Messene (no. 318) when it was required

to join the Achaian Confederacy in 191 (Lazenby (1972) 92).

Barr. C (Vournaria).

Koryphasion (Κορυφ�σιον) (S109) Koryphasion (which

presumably meant “headland”; cf. LSJ s.v. κορυφ�, i. 3) was

the Lakedaimonian name for the then uninhabited

promontory of Pylos, opposite the island of Sphakteria, on

the northern side of modern Navarino Bay (Thuc. 4.3.2).

Pylos (Π�λος) (S81) was presumably the Messenian name

for the same place (preserving the Bronze Age pu-ro, found

in Linear B tablets from the nearby “palace of Nestor”).

Paus. 4.36.1–5 (referring to ! Π�λος on Koryphasion) takes

it to be Nestor’s home (Hom. Il. 2.153, etc.; Od. 3.4, where it is

called a ptoliethron). Pylos is located in Messenia, and is 

distinguished from other Pyloi, by Strabo 8.3.7 (το%

Μεσσηνιακο% Π�λου, masc., το% κατ3 Κορυφ�σιον),

8.4.2 (Π�λος ! Μεσσηνιακ�, this time fem.), etc. It is

implicitly called a polis at 8.4.6, but this is vague. It is differ-

ent from Triphylian Pylos and Eleian Pylos; Homer’s Pylos

may be a fourth site, that of the excavated Bronze Age palace,

MME no. 1, Ano Englianos Choras. (On the tablets, see

Bennet (1998).) On all four sites, see Meyer in KlPauly iv.

1249–51. Modern Pylos is a fifth site, formerly Neokastro

Navarinou (ΛΟΠ no. 3549), on the south side of the bay.

Valmin (1930) 146–51 discusses the locations of Pylos,

Sphakteria and Koryphasion. For the migration of the name

“Pylos” since the Bronze Age, see Davis (1998a) p. xx. The

headland was garrisoned during 425–421 and 418–409 (or

408) by Messenian exiles (Thuc. 4.41.2, 5.35.6–7; Xen. Hell.

1.2.18). In 365 it was taken by Arkadians (not Argives as

Alcock (1998) 183 has it) (Diod. 15.77.4). The headland site

(MME no. 9, Paliokastro Petrochoriou) has Bronze Age,

Protogeometric and Classical to Roman finds, including the

C5 fortification connected with the Athenians’operations in

425. Lazenby (1972) 86 suggests that it was left uninhabited

after the conquest of Messenia was completed c.600. Recent

survey confirms the dearth of Classical settlement in the

area (Harrison and Spencer (1998) 160).The lower-lying set-

tlement between the lagoon (smaller than in modern times)

and the bay, at MME no. 401, Divari Gialova (cf. ΛΟΠ no.

841), had Archaic to Roman monument bases, etc., and was

substantial in Hellenistic times (at least 1.5 ha; MME 310–11

no. 401; see also Pritchett (1965) 6–29). Alcock (1998) 183

speculates that the fort and the “true” polis may date from

post-365; but it is not certain that it ever was a polis. Meyer,

KlPauly iii. 312 notes that Osmanaga village is now

Koryphasion (cf. ΛΟΠ no. 1806) and cross-refers to his

article on Pylos at KlPauly iv.2149–50,where he notes C5 for-

tification. It was a small place in Imperial times, but claimed

to be Nestor’s home; the fort is late thirteenth century ad,

named Palaiokastro, later Palaio Avarino, once the Turkish

fort was built on the south side of the bay at modern Pylos.

Meyer also cites Pompon. 2.52; Plin. HN 4.55; Ptol. Geog.

3.14.31; Tab. Peut. 7.5; Meyer (1951); idem, RE xxiii. 2114–15;

Marinatos, PP 16 (1961) 225–26; plan, JHS 16 (1896) fig. 3

(reproduced in Spencer (1998) 175).Full refs. in Meyer (1978)

201–3. IG v.1 1418 (�SEG 11 1004) and 1419 (�SEG 11 1003)

are LCl stelae found in the vicinity, with single names on

them. KlPauly iv. 1249–51 (Meyer): “Pylos 1” (cols. 1249–50),

Koryphasion; “Pylos 2” (col. 1250), Triphylian Pylos; “Pylos

3” (col. 1250), Eleian Pylos; “Pylos 4” (cols. 1250–51), site of

the BA palace,Hom. Il.2.153 �2.295,9.591, 11.682,712; Od.3.4

(πτολ�εθρον), similarly 3.485, 15.193. Barr. AC.

Leuktron, Leuktra (Λε%κτρον, Λε%κτρα) (S48) Leuktron

is not attested (except in Linear B) before Strabo 8.4.4, though

he claims it was founded by Pelops. Plut. Pelop. 20.7 tells that

in the run-up to the battle of Leuktra in 371 the Thebans were

uncertain whether the πολ�χνιον of Leuktron in Laconia was

meant in the relevant oracle, but we cannot rely on this as evi-

dence for its existence then. Plin. HN 4.5.16 lists it, and in

Paus. 3.21.7 it is an Eleutherolaconian polis. Valmin (1930)

203–4 locates it at the village of Leftro. If re-u-ko-to-ro

(“Leuktron”?) in the Pylos tablets is the name of the prede-

cessor of Thouria (no. 322) (see Bennet (1998) 122, 124), the

toponym has migrated to its present site. The probable site,

MME no. 148, Leftro Stoupas, has Bronze Age, Classical to

Roman,and mediaeval remains. IG v.1 1329 is a late Archaic or

Classical cultic stele found in a field near Leuktra; Hope
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Simpson (1972) 98 n. 100 says that Leuktron must have been

occupied in the Archaic period, but direct evidence seems

lacking. Roebuck (1941) 30–31 n. 17, notes that Heidemann

(1904) 51 suggests it was a Messenian foundation after 369,but

again evidence is lacking. See also Meyer (1978) 176. Barr. AC

(Stoupa).

Prote (Πρωτ�) A deserted island, Thuc. 4.13.3; Ps.-Skylax

45 (depending on the orthography: TLG reads πρ)τη

Μεσσ�νη κα� λιµ�ν, Κυπ�ρισσος, but one could read (as

Meyer evidently does) Πρωτ�, Μεσσ�νη, κα� λιµ�ν

Κυπ�ρισσος. Ps.-Skylax uses πρ)τη elsewhere to pick out

the first polis in a region, though in every other case the

phrase πρ)τη π#λις occurs, so Meyer may be right.) See

Meyer, KlPauly iv. 1195–96. It is described as νησ�ον κα�

πολ�χνιον in Strabo 8.3.23. It is also named in Plin. HN 4.55,

Ptol. 3.14.44 and Steph. Byz. 537.16–17, who claims the ethnic

is Protaios, but there are no parallels. The island has a 

substantial late Classical (?) and Hellenistic settlement,

including a Hellenistic fortress enclosing 2.8 ha (MME no.

407, Próti; better Protí, ΛΟΠ no. 3536). Archaeological

evidence confirms that it was apparently uninhabited in C5

but was a settlement by C1, and possibly as early as C4.

Valmin (1930) 141–45: rock-cut inscriptions (including IG

v.1 1533 (C5); SEG 11 1005 (C6) �LSAG 206 no. 2 (C6?));

ancient fortress on south point, probably C4e at earliest;

pottery (cites Niese (1906) 131).Full refs. in Meyer (1978) 204.

Barr. C.

In addition, a few significant Archaic or Classical settle-

ments might be linked with unlocated known toponyms.

They include MME no. 216, Krebeni Kato Melpeias (Krebeni

Melpeias was formerly Krebeni Garantza, ΛΟΠ no. 2430;

Bronze Age, Classical, Hellenistic, c.9 ha), in northern

Messenia. Others are cited under particular sites in this

introduction or in the main Inventory.

Some of the settlements listed supra, both those attested

in sources and those known only from archaeological evid-

ence, may have been poleis in the Classical period. Indeed,

good candidates for Classical polis status, in addition to the

“possible” poleis in the main part of the Inventory, are not

hard to find: the strongest candidates are perhaps Alagonia,

Gerenia, Kolonis and Leuktron. If any of these places was a

polis before 369, it presumably had perioikic status.

On the other hand, many of these settlements had only

small territories, and at least two, neither of which has been

assigned to the Inventory of poleis, are described as komai (a

category not inconsistent with polis status) after the

Classical period: Kolonis (Plut. Philop. 18.3) and Kalamai

(Paus. 4.31.3).¹² There is also the stray comic reference from

the Hellenistic period to an unnamed kome in the vicinity of

Thouria (no. 322). As with poleis, since no place is called a

kome twice, there were probably more of which we hear

nothing. Such places may have been dependent upon larger

perioikic centres. On local settlement hierarchies, see

Shipley (1992).

II. The Poleis

312. Aithaia (Aithaieus) Unlocated. Type: B. (S18). The

toponym is probably Α]θαια (Philoch. fr. 32a apud Steph.

Byz. 46.4; vv.ll. Α2θα�α, Α2θ�λα); Θ/α at Philoch. fr. 32b

(apud Steph. Byz. 308.4 s.v. Θε�, also citing Thuc.), is prob-

ably a doublet. The city-ethnic is probably Α2θαιε�ς (Thuc.

1.101.2; vv.ll. Α2θαλε�ς, Α2θεε5ς, Α2θνεε5ς; restored on the

basis of Steph. Byz. 46.5, who attributes it to Thuc.).

Aithaia is not located with certainty, but may have been

near Thouria (no. 322) in south-eastern Messenia, the only

other perioikic polis to revolt in 465 (Thuc. 1.101.2). Valmin

(1930) 61–64 suggests Samarina (Santa Marina), north-east

of the village of Kalogeraki (or rather Kalogerorachi: see

MME 314), or one of several sites in the vicinity, such as

Karteroli further south (Mycenaean, Hellenistic). See also

Roebuck (1941) 30–31 and 7 n. 16; Lazenby (1972) 86; Hope

Simpson (1972) 94 and 98 n.95.One possible site is MME no.

137, Ellinika Aithaias (at Aithaia, formerly Delimimi, ΛΟΠ

no.304: Meyer (1978) 183); but this is more probably Thouria

(no. 322). If it is Karteroli, it had a Hellenistic existence and

so did not cease to exist after the liberation of Messenia; but

nothing is known about the status of Aithaia after C5.

Aithaia is never called a polis in Classical sources, but

apparently it was by Philoch. fr. 32a, who included it as “one

of the 100”. It may be assumed to have been a perioikic polis

during Spartan rule on the basis of Thuc. 1.101.2, the only

Archaic or Classical use of the city-ethnic (external collec-

tive). There is no evidence for the name or extent of its

territory; it is assigned to Lakonike in Philoch. fr. 32a (as is

Thea, its possible double, in fr. 32b).

Unlike Mothone (no. 319) and Asine (no. 313), Aithaia is

not said to have been the home of exiles from another polis.

The ethnic affiliation of its population therefore depends 

on whether the perioikoi in Messenia were originally

Lakedaimonians, even Spartiates, or ethnic Messenians 

¹² References to komai in Laconia and Messenia are assembled by Shipley
(1997) 261–63.
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elevated above their helot compatriots. Malkin (1994) 85

tentatively advances Thouria (no. 322) and Aithaia as possi-

ble C8 foundations. Lazenby (1972) 86 assumes that the peo-

ple of Thouria and elsewhere were still “free Messenians”

after the conquest.

Given its possible location, it would have been detached

from Sparta (no. 345) in 338 rather than 369. Lazenby (1972)

90 suggests it may have belonged to a Messenian koinon after

338/7.

313. Asine (Asinaios) Map 58. Lat. 36.45, long. 21.55. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]. (S19). The toponym is ?σ�νη,

! (Hdt. 8.73.2; Thuc. 4.13.1; Xen. Hell. 7.1.25; Ps.-Skylax 46).

Although Xen. Hell. 7.1.25 places it in Λ�καινα, the

Messenian town is presumably meant, since Lakaina is

probably equivalent to Lakonike, the territory controlled by

Sparta (no. 345); it is explicitly distinguished from Laconian

Asine at e.g. Strabo 8.4.1 (τ8ς Μεσσηνιακ8ς ?σ�νης) and

Steph. Byz. 131.11–13 (?σ�νη, π#λις Λακωνικ� . . . δευτ/ρα

Μεσσ�νης παρ3 τ�ν Λακωνικ�ν). The city-ethnic is

?σινα5ος (Xen. An. 5.3.4; Hell. 7.1.25; IG ii² 8387a (C4)); it is

specified as ?σινα5ος .γ Μεσσαν[�ας] in SEG 12

219 �BCH 77 (1953) 166 (Delphi, 322–310).

Paus. 4.34.12 locates Asine 40 stades (7.3 km) from

Kolonides and a similar distance from Cape Akritas. Hdt.

8.73.2 locates it πρ�ς τ=8 Καρδαµ�λ=η, which must mean

opposite Kardamyle. The polis is usually (so Barr.) located at

MME no. 512, Bourgo Koronis (mediaeval Coron, the name

having migrated hither), possibly legendary Rhion (see

introduction to this chapter). Asine was sometimes ident-

ified with Homer’s Antheia (Strabo 8.4.5).Valmin (1930) 169

suggests that Rhion is the eastern part of Cape Akritas, on

the western side of the Thouriate Gulf, rather than its north-

eastern side. For a summary of the arguments about its loca-

tion, see Hope Simpson (1972) 97–98 n. 91 (citing Roebuck

(1941) 19–22; contra Valmin (1930) 164–68, 169, (1934–35)

44–46). The earliest find is an early Archaic Protocorinthian

sherd (cf.Valmin (1930) 178; Hope Simpson (1957) 249). Cf.,

however, SEG 11 985 (second century ad), a decree of Korone

found at modern Koroni, which the editors in SEG suspect

may cause the orthodox view to be revised, though Roebuck

(1941) 19–22 presumes that the stone was transported from

the site of ancient Korone (no. 316) at Petalidi. See also

Meyer (1978) 198–99.

Asine is implicitly called a polis in Hdt. 8.73.2, where polis

is used in the urban and/or political sense; in Ps.-Skylax 46,

where polis is used in the urban sense,Asine (presumably the

Messenian one, cf. infra) is listed as the first toponym after

the heading π#λεις α_δε (though Mothone (no. 319), listed

second, ought to have been named first). Otherwise it is

called a polis only in post-Classical sources: e.g. IG iv 679

(C3l–C2e) where the polis of the ?σινα�ων asks to take part

in the rites of Demeter at Hermione.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic occurs in

Hellenistic decrees (e.g. SEG 11 986 (C3–C2)). The external

collective use occurs in Xen. Hell. 7.1.25, and the external indi-

vidual use in Xenophon’s references to Neon of Asine (infra),

in IG ii² 8387a (C4) and in SEG 12 219 (322–310), a grant of

proxeny, theorodokia, etc. by Delphi to two citizens of Asine.

Asine was peopled with the expelled population of

Argolic Asine (Dryopians, cf. Hdt. 8.73.2) when it was

destroyed (Theopomp. fr. 383 apud Strabo 8.6.11; Paus. 3.7.4,

4.8.3, 14.3; cf. 4.24.4, 34.9) after the First Messenian War

(Lazenby (1972) 85; Harrison and Spencer (1998) 154). Its ter-

ritory was supposedly exempt from the general allotment of

land after the conquest of Messenia (Paus. 4.24.4).

In 425, during the Sphakteria campaign, the Spartans sent

to Asine for timber with which to make siege engines (Thuc.

4.13.1). Later, in the Peloponnesian War, the Spartan com-

mander Gylippos had ships sent there (Thuc. 6.93.3).

Neon of Asine (most likely from Messenian Asine) took a

leading part in the expedition of the Ten Thousand (Xen.

An. 5.3.4, etc.; he is also called Λακωνικ#ς, 7.2.29 (for a pos-

sible reason for the variation, see Shipley (1997) 209)). In 369

or 368 the Arkadians attacked Asine; again, presumably

Messenian Asine is meant (and it is not contradicted by τ8ς

Λακα�νης) since there was a Spartan garrison (φρουρ�)

there; they defeated it, killing its Spartiate commander and

devastating the outskirts (proasteion) of the city (Xen. Hell.

7.1.25). After the Spartans lost part of Messenia, the

Asinaians were allowed to remain in their homeland (κατ3

χ)ραν, Paus. 4.27.8); Asine was in fact within the part of

Messenia retained by Sparta until 338 (Shipley (2000) 385).

Hence, perhaps, it is put in Lakedaimon, not Messenia, by

Ps.-Skylax 46. After 338/7 it may have belonged to a

Messenian koinon (cf. Lazenby (1972) 90). The population

was presumably a mixture of Argolic Asinaians (Dryopians;

cf. Hdt. 8.73.2) and pre-existing Messenians and/or

Lakedaimonians.

Asine was certainly perioikic; the use of its ethnic for its

citizen Neon conforms to the rule whereby Lakedaimonian

perioikoi are identified by their city-ethnics (Shipley (1997)

209; Hansen (1996) 185).

314. Aulon (Aulonites) Map 58.Lat.37.20, long.21.40. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. (S20). The toponym is Α(λ)ν,W
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(Xen. Hell. 3.2.25, 3.3.8, 3.3.10; Strabo 8.3.25, cf. 8.5.1; Paus.

4.36.7), which presumably describes the location (LSJ s.v.

α(λ)ν, “hollow, defile, glen”). The (possible) city-ethnic is

Α(λων�της (Xen. Hell. 3.3.8; Steph. Byz. 147.7).

Paus. 4.36.7 places Aulon between Kyparissos (no. 317)

and the river Neda. Valmin (1930) 107–11 (and Barr.) locates

it at MME no. 601, Vounaki Palioneriou (cf. Roebuck (1941)

25–26 n. 95; for the name Palioneri, cf.ΛΟΠ no. 3124), a for-

tified site with an area of 0.8 ha,and with Hellenistic,Roman

and possibly Classical finds. Hope Simpson (1972) 94 and n.

101, however, suggests MME no. 602,Ag. Ilias, a Classical and

Hellenistic site of at least 3 ha with a good view over the

coastal route.

Aulon is called a polis only by Steph. Byz. 147.6, who lists it

as “one of the 100 poleis”, suggesting a Classical or Hellenistic

source such as Theopompos; it is not clear whether polis is

here used in the urban or the political sense. It is not certain,

however, that Aulon was a polis in the Classical period. A

possible comparandum is Laconian Σκιρ5ται, whose name

may be a sub-regional ethnic rather than a city-ethnic.

Roebuck (1941) 25–26 n. 95 (followed by Hope Simpson

(1972) 98 n. 101) takes Aulon in Xen. Hell. 3.2.25 (where Agis

invades Elis δι’ Α(λ+νος, “via Aulon” or “through the

aulon”) to be a district. At Hell. 3.3.10 Xenophon uses the

preposition .π� with the dative to locate men previously

sent to Aulon (.π’ Α(λ+νι); this, again, may possibly sug-

gest that the name denotes a geographical location rather

than a polis, though there may also have been a polis. At 3.3.8

Xenophon says (with reference to c.399) that the conspirator

Kinadon was sent to Aulon to bring back “certain of the

Aulonitai” and certain helots; Roebuck (ibid.) accepts that

this passage probably refers to a town. It is implicitly called

an oppidum by Plin. HN 4.5.14, who lists it first among the

westward oppida of Elis.

Aulon may well have been a perioikic polis during the peri-

od of Spartan rule in Messenia. Kinadon, the conspirator sent

to arrest certain Aulonitai, is described by Xen. Hell. 3.3.5 as

“not of the homoioi” (the full-citizen Spartiates), while at

3.3.11 he is reported to have said that he aspired to be ”a lesser

man (rττων) than none in Lakedaimon”. He has generally

been assumed to have belonged to the class of “inferiors”

(6ποµε�ονες) attested only in the enumeration of his fellow-

plotters at Xen. Hell. 3.3.6. As a demoted Spartiate, Kinadon

could still have had authority over perioikoi. Roebuck (1941)

30 n. 13 and Spencer (1998) 176 assume that Aulon was perioi-

kic. If perioikic, the population of Aulon may have been eth-

nically Messenian or Lakedaimonian, depending on whether

colonists were sent by Sparta.

The external collective use of the city-ethnic (if it is one)

occurs at Xen. Hell. 3.3.8.

No name is given to the territory of Aulon. Given its pro-

posed location, it would have been lost by Sparta (no. 345) in

369. It was probably bounded by the territory of Triphylia on

the north. Aulon may have belonged to a Messenian koinon

after 338/7 (cf. Lazenby (1972) 90).

315. Kardamyle (Skardamylites) Map 58. Lat. 36.50, long.

22.15. Size of territory: 1. Type: C. (S34). The toponym is

Καρδαµ�λη, ! (Hom. Il. 9.150 �9.252; Hdt. 8.73.2;

Strabo 8.4.1, etc.; Paus. 3.26.7). The city-ethnic may be

Καρδαµυλ�της (Hdn. iii.2 530.22; Steph. Byz. 357.17; these

could refer to Kardamyle in Chios (no. 840; Thuc. 8.24.3),

but that was not a polis). Both late authors state that the

locals used the form Σκαρδαµυλ�της.

Strabo 8.4.4 locates Kardamyle “on a deserted rock”

between Leuktron and Pharai (no. 320), which does not

mean that it had been abandoned. Paus. 3.26.7 locates it 60

stades (11 km) after Leuktra (overestimating by a factor of

two; Valmin (1930) 199) and an unspecified distance before

Gerenia. It is generally identified with MME no. 147, Kastro

Kardamylis (Archaic to mediaeval remains, as well as pre-

historic). Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 100 notes that early

Doric columns have been found (citing ArchDelt 22 (1967)

B.1 206; see also ArchDelt 20 (1965) B 208).

Kardamyle is not called a polis in Classical sources, but

Hdt. 8.73.2 identifies Messenian Asine (no. 313), which he

describes as a polis, as “the Asine by (or opposite) the

Laconian Kardamyle (Καρδαµ�λ=η τ=8 Λακωνικ=8)”, possi-

bly implying that Kardamyle was at least as prominent a

place as Asine, and so possibly a polis. It is called a polisma by

Paus. 3.26.7. Herodotos’ description of Kardamyle as

“Laconian” (Λακωνικ�) implicitly places it in Lakonike,

the territory of Sparta (no. 345). Steph. Byz. 357.17, while cit-

ing Herodotos, places it in Messenia, perhaps reflecting the

changed circumstances of the Roman period (though the

words π#λις Μεσσην�ας are restored from the parallel pas-

sage in Eust. Il. 743.17).

Kardamyle is one of Agamemnon’s seven ptoliethra

(Hom. Il. 9.150 �9.292). It is generally thought to have been

a perioikic polis during Spartan rule over Messenia (e.g.

Roebuck (1941) 30–31 n. 17). Though situated between two

Eleutherolaconian poleis, Leuktra and Gerenia, it did not

join that League when it was founded under Augustus,being

instead detached from Messenia and given to Sparta (Paus.

3.26.7). Since the Eleutherolaconian league was largely a

refoundation of the koinon of the Lakedaimonians that was
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set up after after the Roman take-over in 195, Kardamyle had

probably not been a member of that body either, which

probably means that it ceased to be perioikic in 338, when

Philip II detached southern Messenia and the Dentheliatis

from Sparta (Shipley (2000) 385–86).

316. Korone (Koronaios) Map 58. Lat. 36.50, long. 21.55.

Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: C. (S59). The toponym is

Κορ)νη, ! (Apollodoros apud Steph. Byz. 378.1; Strabo

8.4.5; Paus. 4.34.4) or Κορωνε�α (IG v.1 34 �SEG 11 479

(second century ad)). Strabo 8.4.5 cites the view that it was

Homer’s Pedasos; Paus. 4.34.5 states that its original name

was Aipeia.The city-ethnic is Κορωνα5οςbut occurs first on

C2m coins of the Achaian Confederacy inscribed ?χαι+ν

Κορωνα�ων (Head, HN² 433); cf. SEG 11 985 (second cen-

tury ad), a decree of the polis. On Korone’s location, see

Hope Simpson (1972) 97–98 n. 91; Roebuck (1941) 19–22;

Valmin (1930) 171–80, (1934–35) 44–46; Meyer (1978) 195–96.

Korone is called a polis only by late sources such as Strabo

8.4.5, Paus. 4.34.4, SEG 11 985 (second century ad), and

Steph. Byz. 378.1. However, if Korone is correctly identified

with MME no. 502, Petalidhi (rather than mediaeval Coron,

modern Koroni, which is identified with ancient Asine), the

archaeological evidence suggests the possibility that it was a

Classical polis.The main evidence is the supposed date of the

substantial city walls, which Valmin (1930) 178 regards as

including renovations from Epameinondas’ time.

At 4.34.5, Pausanias says that it was originally called

Aipeia, but was renamed Koroneia by its Theban oecist,

Epimelides (for whom there was a hero shrine at Korone,

4.34.6), after the liberation of Messenia; the name was short-

ened to Korone by the Messenians (Κορ)νεια is actually

found in inscriptions of Roman date from Sparta (supra)).

This suggests a refoundation c.369; however, Lazenby (1972)

89 and Hope Simpson (1972) 99 n. 125 suggest that Korone

(and Kolonides) were founded in the aftermath of 369 to iso-

late perioikic Asine (no. 313) and Mothone (no. 319).

Under Spartan rule, the surrounding area was one of the

most densely settled in Messenia (Harrison and Spencer

(1998) 159). The important Classical sanctuary of Apollo

Korythos (Paus. 4.34.7) probably lay in Korone’s territory.

Votives there include SEG 42 342, 40 362� (c.460?), a bronze

spear-butt dedicated by the Messenians, possibly celebrat-

ing a victory over the Spartans during the revolt of the 460s

(cf. Bauslaugh (1990); LSAG Messenia no. 3 (c.C5e?)). Other

early votives include SEG 11 993 (c.500). Full refs. in Meyer

(1978) 196–97. Paus. 4.34.4 locates Korone 20 stades (3.7 km)

from an inland spring, Plataniston, which supplied the

town. At 4.34.6 he notes temples of Artemis Paidotrophos,

Dionysos and Asklepios, as well as a hero shrine to

Epimelides.

317. Kyparissos (Kyparissieus) Map 58. Lat. 37.15, long.

21.40. Size of territory: 3 or 4. Type: [A]. (S35). The toponym

is Κυπ�ρισσος,!, in Ps.-Skylax 45 (cf. Plin. HN 4.5.15); else-

where it is Κυπαρισσ�α, ! (Strabo 8.3.22; Κυπαρισ(σ)5να

in MSS; cf. 8.3.25; Steph. Byz. 395.1) or Κυπαρισσια� (Paus.

4.36.7). The city-ethnic is Κυπαρισσιε�ς (IG v.1 1421

(C4–C3); Head, HN² 433) or Κυπαρισσε�ς (Polyb. 5.92.5;

SEG 11 1021 (C2–C1); Strabo 8.3.22). The polis is plausibly

located at MME no. 70 (Kyparissia), a site with Classical

walls, Hellenistic and Roman buildings; a settlement of 1 ha

or more (modern Kyparissia is also called Arkadia, ΛΟΠ

no. 2000). For the walls, see Valmin (1930) 129–31 (parts are

C5 or later; some black-figured pottery); Hope Simpson

(1972) 99 n. 123 (where “#72”should read “#70”) cites Valmin

(1930) 131–32 on the extent of the fortifications. Full refer-

ences in Meyer (1978) 204–5.

In Ps.-Skylax 45, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Kyparissos may be the first toponym listed after the heading

π#λεις α_δε. It seems also to be implicitly described as a

polis in the urban sense in Diod. 15.77.4 (r365/4). In the polit-

ical sense, polis is not attested until the Roman era (SEG 11

1025 (C2–C1); π#λει is a near-certain restoration). However,

the decree IG v.1 1421 (C4–C3) demonstrates that it was a

polis in the political sense long before that date: it uses the

internal collective city-ethnic (1–2), attests to the existence

of a territory ruled by the Kyparissians (ε[]] τ�ς κα .σ�γ=η

ε2ς τ3ν χ)ραν τ+ν Κυπαρισσι/ων . . . , 1–2), and names a

board of officials called οH πεντηκοστολ#γοι (9), a name

that suggests the raising of customs dues. Moreover, IG v.2

390 (C4l–C3e) is a grant of proxeny and theorodokia by

Arkadian Lousoi (no. 279) to two citizens of Kyparissos (cf.

Perlman (2000) 241–42); and Polyb. 5.92.5 attests that in 217

the people were able to mobilise military forces.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic occurs in IG

v.1 1421 (C4–C3); the external collective use is attested at

Polyb. 5.92.5, and the external individual use in IG v.2 390

(C4l–C3e).

In 365/4, when Kyparissos was captured by Arkadian

forces, it was evidently a defended settlement (Diod. 15.77.4)

and thus quite probably perioikic; alternatively, it became a

polis only after this time; cf. Roebuck (1941) 30 n. 12;

Harrison and Spencer (1998) 156.

318. Messene (Messenios)/Ithome (Ithomaios) Map 58.

Lat. 37.10, long. 21.55. Size of territory: 4 or 5. Type: A. (S11).
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The name of the polis founded in 369 is regularly Μεσσ�νη,

! (Dem. 16.25; Lycurg. 1.62), to which corresponds the city-

ethnic Μεσσ�νιος (CID ii 4.i.28 (360)), but it is also called

’Ιθ)µη,! (Ps.-Skylax 45; F.Delphes iii.4 6 (326 or 316); Diod.

19.54.4 (r316)), to which the corresponding city-ethnic was

probably ’Ιθωµα5ος, abbreviated as ΙΘΩΜ on C4s coins

(Head, HN² 432).Μεσσ�νη, as is normal in earlier literature

(supra 550), could still denote the region (e.g.Xen.Hell.5.2.3;

see Meyer (1978) 159–60, 283). The two names are combined

at Ps.-Skylax 45: �θνος Μεσσ�νη (the regional name) κα�

π#λεις .ν α(τ=8 α_δε· . . . ’Ιθ)µη .ν µεσογε��α κτλ. (the

name of the polis). Roebuck (1941) 37 and Lazenby (1972) 89

note that until at least the end of C4 the polis was apparently

called Ithome; thereafter Messene was the usual name (cf.

KlPauly ii. 1488).

In CID ii 4.i.14–15 and 28 (360), where polis is used in the

political sense, Messene is one of the polities listed (as

Μεσσ�νιοι) after the heading τ�δε π#λεις κα� 2δι+ται

.π�ρ[ξαν]το; the political sense is found also at Isoc. 6.87.

In the urban sense, polis is found in Dem. 16.25. The earliest

literary mention of Messene as an existing polis is in Xen.

Hell. 7.1.27; here he does not explicitly call it a polis; however,

later he mentions the recognition of its autonomia (7.1.36:

α(τ#νοµον ε1ναι �π� Λακεδαιµον�ων), which suggests

that he did consider it a polis.

The usual city-ethnic, Μεσσ�νιος, is of course attested

before the foundation of the polis, for it was also the region-

al ethnic of the Messenians (e.g. IG i³ 1355 (475–450); ML 74

(c.421); Thuc. 4.9.1; see Figueira (1999) and Luraghi (2002)

for the development of Messenian identity). After 369, the

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested by coins

inscribed ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ (infra) and in IG v.1 1425.10

(C4l–C3e); the external collective use is found e.g. in SEG 29

405.10 (365/4), CID ii 4.i.28 (360), IG ii² 225.6 (343/2) and in

Xen. Hell. 7.4.27, 7.5.5. The external individual use is found

in F.Delphes iii.4 4 (340), IG ii² 9347 (C4m), IG iv².1 122.129

(C4) and IvO 172 (360–300). We cannot, however, always

determine whether the ethnic functions as a city-ethnic and

thus refers to citizens of the polis of Messene specifically, or

as a regional ethnic and thus to members of the wider com-

munity (ethnos) of Messenians. A particularly ambiguous

instance is found in Syll.³ 224 (c.345), a response by the

Amphictyonic League to a request by the Μεγαλοπολ5ται

and the Μεσσ�νιοι for membership of the League: the fact

that Μεσσ�νιοι occurs alongside Μεγαλοπολ5ται suggests

that it is here a city-ethnic, whereas the request to become an

Amphictyonic member suggests that it may be the regional

ethnic, since the League was organised on the basis of ethne

(Lefèvre (1998) 17–20). When it functions as the regional

ethnic, it is sometimes amplified by the addition of a phrase

denoting a local community of Messenia, e.g. Μεσσ�νιος

.κ Θουρ�ας (BCH 6 (1882) 221 no. 53 �F.Delphes iii.4 5

(315–280)) and Μεσσ�νιος .ξ ’Ιθ)µης (BCH 6 (1882) 221

no. 52 �F.Delphes iii.4 6 (post-327/6)); cf. ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ

ΙΘΩΜ[ΑΙΩΝ] on coins of c.330–280 (Head, HN ² 431–32).

This plurality of usage may reflect the fact that a federal

structure was probably introduced after 369, no doubt

under Theban influence, in which the new polis played the

leading role. The koinon is attested in I.Magnesia 43 (207/6):

τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν Μεσσην�ων (cf. Lazenby (1972) 90; Meyer

(1978) 283, arguing for isopolity rather than sympolity; see

Polyb. 23.17.2 on Abia, Thouria and Pharai; also McDonald

and Hope Simpson (1972) 145; Davis (1998a) p. xxx). In that

case the symmachia treaty of the Arkadian Confederacy

with the Messenians (SEG 22 339, Olympia (365/4)) may

have been concluded with a Messenian koinon rather than

with the polis of Messene alone, as may the treaty of sym-

machia with Athens (no. 361) et al. attested in IG ii² 225

(343/2). The city of Messene was no doubt meant to be dom-

inant, not least for the sake of the stability and security of the

region. To that extent the other poleis of post-liberation

Messenia can be regarded as dependent poleis, but there

seems to have been considerable polis autonomy: see

Kyparissos (no. 317) for a decree on customs and proxeny

relations of that polis in C4–C3; note also that Mothone (no.

319) minted its own coins c.C3 (Head, HN² 433). Even c.240

the polis of Messene made its own treaty of isopolity with

Phigaleia (no. 292) (IG v.2 419 �Syll.³ 472; Meyer (1978)

283). These indications may hold good for C4 also; strong

central control by Messene was perhaps a development of

C3s or even C3l rather than C4. It was perhaps during C3 that

Messenia came to replace Messene as the usual name of the

region (Meyer (1978) 284). The federal arrangement appears

to have ended in 182, when Messene was required to rejoin

the Achaian Confederacy separately from the three poleis to

its south-east—Abia, Thouria (no. 322) and Pharai (no.

320), which joined the league individually (Polyb. 23.17.2).

Cf. also under Mothone infra, with reference to 191.

Messene was founded after the first Boiotian invasion of

Laconia by Epameinondas and his allies in 370/69 (Roebuck

(1941) 27–39). Although Epiteles of Argos was put in charge

of building the polis (Paus. 4.26.7), Epameinondas was evid-

ently regarded as the oecist, since statues were erected to him

(Paus. 4.31.10, 32.1); he was revered as such in the second cen-

tury ad (Paus. 9.14.5, 15.6). For an account of how he organ-

ised the construction of Messene and other polismata, see
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Paus. 4.27.5–7 (cf. Roebuck (1941) 31–32 n. 21). Philip II was

honoured as second oecist for his benefactions after

Chaironeia (Strabo 8.4.8). The inhabitants of the new polis

included former helots (Isoc. 6.28; cf. Roebuck (1941) 34),

expatriated Messenians, and “others who so wished” (Diod.

15.66.1; cf. Lycurg. 1.62: Μεσσ�νην . . . .κ τ+ν τυχ#ντων

�νθρ)πων συνοικισθε5σαν).

The territory of the new polis probably embraced the

upper Messenian plain and the western part of the lower

one, marching with those of Korone (no. 316) to the south,

Pylos to the south-west (if it was a polis), and Kyparissos (no.

317) to the west and north-west (Meyer (1978) 150); probably

also with that of Thouria (no. 322) to the east; and with those

of the Arkadian poleis to the north—unless Dorion and

Andania to the north, and Ampheia to the north-east, were

poleis. For a possible network of Late Classical/Early

Hellenistic forts in the chora, see Hope Simpson (1972) 94

with 98–99 nn. 117–20; Roebuck (1941) 39–40 n. 68, 59–60,

64–65, 122–24; Valmin (1930) 67–73, 78–82, 90, 92–93. SEG 34

321 lists graffiti from a fort at Vasiliko near Messene, proba-

bly dating to C5m and later.

C4 treaties concluded by Messene include one with Pisa

(no. 262) and Sikyon (no. 228) (Ringel et al. (1999) 417–20),

and at least two with Athens (no. 361) (Staatsverträge 337 and

343 (on which see, however, Roebuck (1941) 52 n. 113); Dem.

16.9 with Roebuck (1941) 47); though not explicitly attested,

alliances with Boiotia/Thebes (no. 221) (cf. Xen. Hell.

7.5.4–5), Arkadia and Argos (no. 347) may be assumed to

have been concluded immediately after the foundation

(Roebuck (1941) 40–41). Messenian troops fought on the

anti-Spartan side in the battle of Mantinea in 362 (Diod.

15.85.2). Messene was a party to the koine eirene concluded

after the battle (Diod. 15.89.1; Ryder (1965) 84–85, 140–44)

and thus gained international recognition of its existence

(Roebuck (1941) 47). An alliance with Megalopolis (no. 282)

is attested by Diod. 16.39.2–3 (r352/1) and one with Philip II

was concluded c.344 (Roebuck (1941) 49). Messene also

became a member of the Corinthian League ([Dem.] 17.4;

Roebuck (1941) 55 n. 120); see, however, supra for the possi-

bility that the contracting party in such cases was the ethnos

of the Messenians and not the polis of Messene.

Exiles restored by Alexander the Great are attested in

[Dem.] 17.4. IG v.1 1425 (C4l–C3e) is a grant of proxeny by

Messene to a citizen of Zakynthos (no. 141); citizens of

Messene were granted proxeny by Delphi (no. 177) in 340

(F.Delphes iii.4 4) and 326–316 (F.Delphes iii.4 6). Grants of

proxeny and theorodokia by Argos (no. 347) to citizens of

Messene are listed in SEG 13 243 (post-315).

A C4l–C3e decree (IG v.1 1425.2) attests to the existence of

a phyle named ∆αϊφοντ�ς, and it seems probable that a sys-

tem of five phylai was created at the foundation in 369

(Jones, POAG 146–48). The existence of a calendar is attest-

ed by IG v.1 1425 (C4l–C3), where a month is referred to by

number: δυωδ(εκ�τω) ε´.

Although Meyer (1978) 151 supposes the city’s original

constitution to have been “oligarchic-timocratic”, decrees of

the polis demonstrate the existence of democratic institu-

tions. IG v.1 1426 (C4l–C3e) is a decree for citizens of anoth-

er polis (cf. under Ampheia in the introduction, supra) who

receive 2σ[οπολιτε�αν] and [γ[ς τε κα� ο2κ�ας �γκτ]ασιν

(SEG 11 1029, 41 321). IG v.1 1425 is a possibly C4–C3 proxeny

decree of the damos (�δοξε τ+ι δ�µωι) for a citizen of

Zakynthos (no. 141) (though it is downdated to C2–C1 by

Roebuck at SEG 11 1030). IG v.1 1435 (�SEG 11 1037) is a

C4–C3 list of names. In SEG 43 135 �41 320 (317), the

Messenians made a treaty with Polyperchon and his son

Alexandros for the installation of a garrison on Mt. Ithome;

the text mentions the damos, presumably of Messene. SEG

45 290 �41 322 (C3e), an alliance of Messene with

Lysimachos, probably dates from immediately before 295/4

(Matthaiou (1990–91)) and mentions ephors of the city (line

23; cf. Polyb. 4.4.2–3, 4.31.2). IG v.1 1471 (C4), from the

Artemis Limnatis sanctuary, suggests that a priest, presum-

ably that of Zeus Ithomatas, was the annual eponym of the

city. Arist. Rh. 1418b11 refers to the Μεσσηνιακ� .κκλησ�α,

presumably the assembly of the polis (or the Messenian

Federation?).

The site is located below Mt. Ithome by Paus. 4.31.4, at a

distance of c.40 stades (7.3 km) from the sources of the river

Pamisos (4.31.4) and c.80 stades (15 km) from its mouth

(4.34.1). It is MME no. 529, Mavrommati (Geometric to

Roman, including a Geometric figurine), where excavations

have been carried out for the Archaeological Society of

Athens, latterly by Themelis (see e.g. AR 47 (2000–1) 48–49;

references prior to 1973 collected by Meyer (1978) 137). The

site is at a considerable elevation (350–400 m above sea level:

ibid. 139), in a hollow between three hills. Diod. 15.67.1

appears to say that the city was built in 85 days, though this

can hardly have extended beyond a fort capable of housing

the Theban garrison. The completed walls are among the

finest (cf. Paus. 4.31.5) and best preserved in Greece. They

cannot be shown to postdate C4, and should predate

Cassander’s unsuccessful siege of 316–315 (Diod. 19.54.4,

64.1; Meyer (1978) 140–41, 142). They are c.8 km long and

enclose c.290 ha (Meyer (1978) 138), not all of which was

built up. The “Arkadian gate” in the north wall is the 
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best-known city gate surviving from ancient Greece (photo-

graph of part of the wall and a tower: MME pl. 9.3). Mt.

Ithome, above the town, has polygonal fortifications proba-

bly dating from the helot revolt of the 460s (Meyer (1978)

149). An unpublished C4 inscription (SEG 45 297) contains

financial accounts of the construction and repair of public

and cult buildings. Stamped roof-tiles with fragmentary

legends have been found in the C4l construction fill of the

sanctuary of Demeter (see SEG 45 333–34). The city exhibits

a Hippodamian plan. Some C4 buildings have been excavat-

ed (e.g. a two-storey hall with Ionic interior colonnade,

dated C4s: Orlandos, Ergon (1957) 147–48). Most buildings

and sculptures, however, notably the Asklepieion complex,

are Hellenistic or Roman; see e.g. Themelis (1994a) on the

sculptor Damophon (also Alcock (1998) 183, 186–87).

The important Messenian cult of Zeus Ithomatas, depict-

ed on the city’s first coins (infra), was based at Messene

(Paus. 4.33.2). Other cults from the generations after its

foundation include Artemis Limnatis (IG v.1 1442 (C3–C2);

temple excavated: Le Bas (1844–45); Meyer (1978) 149);

Artemis Ortheia (Themelis (1994b)); Athena Kyparissia,

with cult officials (SEG 23 209–10 (C3)); Asklepios and

Hygieia (e.g. SEG 38 339 (c.220?), 45 301 (C2)); Acheloös

(SEG 41 360� (early Hellenistic)); the Dioskouroi (SEG 45

302 (c.300)); Eilethyia (SEG 41 359 (C4–C3), 45 303 (C3));

Herakles (SEG 41 362 (C3)); Hermes (SEG 41 361 (C3–C2));

and Poseidon (SEG 45 305 (seemingly Late Classical/Early

Hellenistic)). See also Jost (1996). On hero cults, see

Themelis (2000). Note also SEG 45 324 (C4?), a musical

notation (cf. SEG 43 164, 44 382) in Doric mode, found in the

Hierothysion and presumably originating from a cult. The

temple of Pamisos at MME no. 530, Ag. Phloros (ACHR),

excavated by Valmin (1938), may have lain in the territory of

Messene. An Archaic stele was dedicated to the river

Pamisos: LSAG 206 no. 1 (“c.550?”; now C6 or later, LSAG²

448 no. A; Richter (1949) 89–90).

As early as 368, Damiskos of Messene (whose later career

included Nemean and Isthmian victories) won the boys’

stadion at Olympia (Olympionikai 417); the victory of

Damaretos of Messene in boys’ boxing is placed c.344 by

Moretti (Olympionikai 448), and that of Telestas, also in

boys’ boxing, in 340 (Olympionikai 453).

Messene initiated minting in both silver and bronze

shortly after the foundation. Silver of 369–330 (staters, tri-

obols, obols, hemiobols on the Aiginetan standard): obv.

head of Demeter; rev. Zeus Ithomatas striding and wielding

thunderbolt and holding eagle, or tripod. Legends: ΜΕΣ,

ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ. Bronze of 369–330: obv. head of Demeter;

rev.ΜΕ in plain concave field, or tripod, or Zeus Ithomatas.

Legend: ΜΕ. A series of Milesian staters is dated by Babelon

to 338–336: obv. head of Demeter; rev. Zeus Ithomatas with

thunderbolt and eagle. Legend:ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ.A series of

Attic tetradrachms postdates 330: obv. head of Demeter;

rev. Zeus Ithomatas wielding thunderbolt and holding

eagle, in front a tripod. Legends: ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ

or ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΩΝ ΙΘΩΜ(ΑΙΩΝ). Head, HN² 431–32;

Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos. 1025–34; SNG Cop. Phliasia–Laconia

496–503.

319. Mothone (Mothonaios) Map 58. Lat. 36.50, long.

21.40. Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. (S36). The toponym is

given as Μεθ)νη, !, by Thuc. 2.25.1 (cf. Plin. HN 4.51.5;

Strabo 8.4.3; Steph. Byz. 440–41); but as Μοθ)νη in Ps.-

Skylax 46 (also Paus. 4.3.10). That the latter is correct for the

Classical and at least the early Hellenistic period is suggest-

ed by C3 coins with the legend ΜΟ (Head, HN² 433;

Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 1035; SNG Cop. Phliasia–Laconia

537). The former spelling was perhaps an assimilation to

Methone (no. 541) in Makedonia, just as Methana (no. 352)

in the Argolid was sometimes misspelled Methone in some

MSS of Thucydides (as noted by Strabo 8.6.15 �Theopomp.

fr. 384). The city-ethnic is Μοθωνα5ος in Paus. 4.18.1 and on

third century ad coins (Head, HN² 433).

Mothone is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc.

2.25.2; at Ps.-Skylax 46, where polis is used in the urban

sense, Mothone is the second (or first) toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις α_δε.

Mothone is located in Lakonike by Thuc. 2.25.1 (cf. Diod.

11.84.6 (r454)), and in Lakedaimon by Ps.-Skylax 46.

Mothone’s territory (! Μοθωνα�α,Paus.4.35.6) would have

been bounded by those of Asine (no. 313) to the east, Pylos to

the north, and possibly Korone (no. 316) to the north-east

and Kolonides (if, as Lazenby and Hope Simpson (1972) sug-

gest, it was founded post-369 to isolate Asine and Mothone).

Mothone is assumed to have been perioikic by Harrison and

Spencer (1998) 156; this seems certain, since the Athenians

twice thought it worth attacking. It remained perioikic after

369, being listed under Lakedaimon by Ps.-Skylax 46. It was

probably dependent upon Messene after 338, perhaps as a

member of a Messenian Federation (see under Messene,

supra).

The city is securely located at MME no. 412, Methoni

(Archaic to mediaeval pottery, graves, architectural 

fragments), mediaeval Modon with its Venetian fortress.

Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 96 notes evidence of late Archaic

habitation, citing ArchDelt 21 (1966) B.1 164; at p. 99 n. 121,
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however, it is stated that the precise date of (sc. other)

remains at Methoni is uncertain. Full references in Meyer

(1978) 200–1. Valmin (1930) 152–54 notes a Classical or

Hellenistic cemetery c.1.5 km to the north. In 454, it was

taken by Tolmides (Diod. 11.84.6); in 431 it was fortified, but

weak and unmanned (Thuc. 2.25.1; cf. HCT ad loc.; cf. also

Diod. 12.43.2–3, which mentions an unsuccessful Athenian

siege). The walls and harbour mole were incorporated into

the spectacular Venetian fortifications (Meyer (1978) 200).

Pausanias gives Mothone a legendary origin, its harbour

having been built by King Dotadas (4.3.10), and its name

before the Trojan War having been Pedasos (see Hom. Il.

9.152 �9.294 and supra 549, 553–54). The same is asserted by

Strabo 8.4.3, who notes that some people locate Homer’s

Aipeia here. More plausibly, at 4.24.4 Pausanias says that

Mothone was founded by exiles from Nauplia, who were not

expelled after Leuktra (4.37.8).

320. Pharai (Pharaiates) Map 58. Lat. 37.00, long. 22.10.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. (S79). The toponym is

Φαρα�, αH, in Xen. Hell. 4.8.7, Polyb. 16.16.3, Paus. 4.16.8;

Φηρα� is found in Strabo 8.4.4 and Steph. Byz. 658.4 (cf.

Pherae at Nep. Conon 1.1); Ptol. Geog. 3.14.31 has Φερα�. The

city-ethnic was Φαραι�της, according to Strabo 8.7.5, who

explicitly distinguishes it from the ethnic of Achaian Pharai

(no. 241); cf. Paus. 4.30.3; Φαραjτης is found in Steph. Byz.

658.5.

Pharai was clearly a polis by 182, when it joined the

Achaian Confederacy separately from Messene (Polyb.

23.17.2); but earlier references are vague about its status.Xen.

Hell. 4.8.7 refers to it as a chora, but not in such a way as to

exclude a polis, and it was clearly already a settlement.

Archaeological evidence suggests that it was a significant

settlement from early times, and a fortified polis at least

post-369. It is plausibly located at modern Kalamata (offi-

cially Kalamai), specifically MME no. 142, Kastro Kalamatas

(LH iii, Geometric to mediaeval; extent not stated;

Hellenistic foundations, C4(?) city walls, Archaic to Roman

funerary reliefs). The Classical fortifications appear to have

occupied a much smaller area than those of the Hellenistic

period (Hope Simpson (1972) 99 n. 124). See Meyer (1978)

181 for full bibliography. Ancient authors identified it with

Pharai or Phere (Φ�ρη, !), home of Diokles (a descendant

of the river Alpheios: Hom. Il. 5.543, Od. 3.488 � 15.186) and

one of Agamemnon’s seven ptoliethra (Il. 9.151 �9.293; cf.

2.743). In Pausanias, it has a legendary oecist (4.30.2) and is

described as having been a polis during the Second

Messenian War (4.16.8).

To the west, the temple of Poseidon at Akovitika will have

lain within the territory of Pharai; finds there include C6

and C5 votives to Pohoidan (SEG 25 431), tiles with

δαµ#σιος stamps (SEG 25 432 (C6–C5)), and the earliest

Messenian text, a C6m(?) relief pithos dedicated to

Poseidon (LSAG² addenda, p.448 no. 1a; Themelis (1969) fig.

4, (1970) figs 1–2, pl. 37). Cultic rock-cut inscriptions, seem-

ingly Late Archaic or Early Classical, are found about an

hour away (c. 6km?)and include votives to Kore, Pan and the

Tityroi(?) (see IG v.1, addenda): IG v.1 1362 a–g; cf. SEG 11

969 (LSAG 206 no. 5 (c.C5e?)). Paus. 4.31.1 mentions the

grove of Apollo Karneios; if correctly identified with MME

no. 540, 1 km east of Ag. Pantes near Kalamata, this should

date back to Geometric and Archaic times.

After 369, Pharai may, like Mothone (no. 319), have been

dependent on Messene within a loose federal structure (cf.

Lazenby (1972) 90).

321. Thalamai (Thalamates) Map 58. Lat. 36.45, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 1. Type: C. (S33); LS ii. 299–300 ll150.

The toponym is Θαλ�µαι, αH (Theopomp. fr. 172 apud

Steph. Byz. 306.1; Polyb. 16.16.3). The city-ethnic is

Θαλαµ�της (IG v.1 1312 �SEG 11 945 (Hell.); Paus. 3.21.7).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Thalamai a polis, but

archaeological evidence suggests that it was a settlement and

thus possibly a polis. Its location is very probably MME no.

150, Svina Koutiphariou (now Platanos Thalamon, ΛΟΠ

no. 3427; for modern Thalamai see ΛΟΠ no. 1222), where

there are Classical walls and a Hellenistic well-house, and

where Archaic to Roman finds have been made, including a

C7(?) terracotta statuette (cf. LS ii. 299–300, ll150; Levi

(1971) ii. 96 n. 271; Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 100; Dickins

(1904–5); Valmin (1930) 204–5).

Theopomp. fr. 172 apud Steph. Byz. 306.1 assigns

Thalamai to Messenia; Pausanias implicitly places it in

Lakonike, since he includes it in book 3, but attributes it to

Messenia in connection with the legend of Tyndareos (3.1.4)

and says that the Messenians claim that the district contain-

ing Pephnos (only 4 km away) was once theirs (3.26.3).

Wide (1893) 313 collects references to the famous cult of

the Dioskouroi at Thalamai. IG v.1 1316, a C5e votive stele to

Apollo Kabatas, is probably from Thalamai; IG v.1 1317 is a

C4–C3 votive statue to Pasiphae.

322. Thouria (Thouriates) Map 58. Lat. 37.05, long. 21.00.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. (S21). The toponym is

Θουρ�α, ! (Polyb. 23.17.2; restored in IG v.1 1387.4 (C3));

Θευρ�α, ! is found in IG v.1 213.19 (�SEG 38 333�; now

dated post-403, LSAG² 201 no. 52, addenda p. 448). Ptol.
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Geog. 3.14.43 has Θο�ριον. Strabo 8.4.5 says that it is

Homeric Aipeia (Hom. Il. 9.152 �9.294) but notes that oth-

ers locate Antheia (9.151, 293) here. Paus. 4.31.1 opts for the

latter identification. The city-ethnic is Θουρι�της (Thuc.

1.101.2; SEG 11 972� (C2m); Paus. 4.31.1) and Θουριε�ς (IvO

46 (C2m)). Θου[ρι/]|ων is restored in SEG 11 974 (C1),

though Θου[ριατ]|+ν seems equally possible. Androtion

apud Steph. Byz. 320.22, s.v. Θυρ/α, where the ethnic is

unexpectedly Θο�ριος, may be a garbled C4 reference to

this polis and may preserve a further variant of the name.

Thouria would have been detached from Sparta either in 338

or, perhaps more likely, in 369, and under the probably fed-

eral arrangements that followed the foundation of Messene

(supra) we find the phrase Μεσσ�νιος .κ Θουρ�ας applied

to a citizen of the polis (BCH 6 (1882) 221 no. 53 �F.Delphes

iii.4 5 (315–280)). The feminine Θουρ�α (IG ii² 8895 (C4m))

may refer to this or another, similarly named polis.

Thouria was the only perioikic polity apart from Aithaia

(no. 312) to revolt in 465 (Thuc. 1.101.2). It is not explicitly

called a polis,however,before IvO 46 (a C2m boundary adju-

dication with Megalopolis (no. 282)), where it is called polis

in the political sense. But it was probably a polis long before:

Thuc. 1.101.2 uses the external collective city-ethnic, and if it

refers to the present city, IG ii² 8895 (C4m) attests the exter-

nal individual use. Finally, a citizen of Thouria was granted

proxeny at Delphi (no. 177) c.316 (BCH 6 (1882), 221 no. 53;

F.Delphes iii.4 5).

The site of Thouria is probably MME no. 137, Ellinika

Aithaias, not far north of modern Thouria (Aithaia is the for-

mer Delimimi, ΛΟΠ no. 304; the latter was formerly

Phroutzalokamara, ΛΟΠ no. 1237). From Ellinika come

Bronze Age and Protogeometric to Roman finds; the extent of

the historical site is not stated in the literature (cf. McDonald

and Rapp (1972) 243). See Lazenby (1972) 86 and Hope

Simpson (1972) 98 n. 94 for more details; Valmin (1930) 51,

56–61; Meyer in KlPauly v.801–2, s.v.Thuria; Meyer (1978) 182.

The late Classical or Hellenistic fortifications at Ellinika are

C4l–C3e (Hope Simpson (1972) 98 n. 111, (1966) 123–24; illus-

trated, MME pl. 9.4). Paus. 4.31.2 says that the city was for-

merly on higher ground, where he saw ruined walls and a

sanctuary of the Syrian goddess; while the sanctuary would

have been Hellenistic, the walls may have been Classical.

Paus. 4.31.1 includes Thouria in his account of Messenia.

Strabo 8.4.4 implies that it is a polis with a territory. It was

probably detached from Sparta (no. 345) in 338/7 rather than

369, since Sparta seems to have retained the land around the

head of the Messenian (or Thouriate) Gulf (Shipley (2000)

385). In the early Hellenistic period, Stephanus Comicus,

Philolakon, fr. 1 apud Athen. 469 a–b (κ)µη µ*ν οwν τ�ς

.στι περ� τ�ν Θουρ�αν) implies that at least one subordi-

nate centre existed in this district in the time of King

Pyrrhos.

Various public institutions and officials are named in

inscriptions, but only in the Hellenistic period: e.g. IG v.1

1379 (C2–C1), 1380 (C2), 1384 (C2l), 1386 (c.C2), 1388 (undat-

ed). They imply a democratic constitution at that time,

which may have existed since 369 or 338.

In c.C4e a festival of Poseidon, the Ποhο�δια, was held at

Thouria (IG v.1 213).
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I. The Region

The polis of Sparte (no. 345) (in the local Doric dialect Sparta)

was also called Lakedaimon. Its citizens, the Spartiatai

(Spartans, Spartiates) were the dominant class in a larger

state whose members were the Lakedaimonioi. Thus all

Spartans were Lakedaimonians, but most Lakedaimonians

were not Spartans. All Lakedaimonians were free and were

citizens of poleis; but the other poleis were dependent upon

Sparta, and their citizens were known as the perioikoi,

“dwellers around” (sc. around Sparta). The perioikic com-

munities could be referred to as perioikides poleis (see refs. in

Shipley (1997) 207–9) and the territory in which they were

located was sometimes called the perioikis (ibid. 200,

216–17).¹

The army that earned such a spectacular reputation

between C6 and C4 was not the Spartan army but the

Lakedaimonian. Sparta exercised military power and polit-

ical leadership while depending heavily upon the perioikoi,

who made roughly the same numerical contribution to the

army as themselves (cf. Hdt. 9.10.1, 11.3: 5,000 Spartietai and

5,000 select perioikoi for the Plataiai campaign in 479). The

perioikoi seem to have conceded to Sparta the right to decide

on peace and war, and to have regarded Sparta’s wars as their

wars (Thuc. 4.8.1; Xen. Hell. 1.3.15, 6.5.21; Shipley (1997)

214–15). Sparta’s two kings were in fact “kings of the

Lakedaimonians” (e.g. Alcm. fr. 5.2.1.20, Page; Hdt. 6.58.2;

Hampl (1937) 22). By C6l Sparta had a naval capability (Hdt.

4.54.1; Cartledge (1979) 142–43), even though it was one of

the most important Greek city-states not situated on a coast;

doubtless those of the perioikoi who lived in coastal towns

played a major role in the Lakedaimonian navy. For access to

the sea, the Spartans relied upon the port of Gytheion (no.

333) (Diod. 11.84.6 (r456/5); Xen. Hell. 6.5.32; Ps.-Skylax 46;

Cartledge (1979) 228), some 40 km to the south of Sparta,

which was possibly a perioikic polis in Classical times.

The third main group in the population, and the one that

arguably made the greatest numerical contribution to

Lakedaimonian military success (Hdt. 9.10.1, 28.2; Hunt

(1998) 33–39), was the helots or heilotai.Variously explained in

etymological terms as the descendants of the people of Helos

or of captives (from the root of ε{λον), they were composed

mainly of the subjugated population of the pre-existing towns

and villages of Messenia, the south-west Peloponnese west of

Mt. Taÿgetos, an area the Lakedaimonians had conquered in

C8. The suppression of a Messenian rising in C7m was per-

haps the point at which the Spartans set up the full-blown

helot system. Helots were akin in some respects to the land-

bound serfs of mediaeval Europe and early modern Russia,

but were tied to the Spartan polis rather than to individual

landowners. They were required to surrender part of their

agricultural produce to support a non-productive Spartiate

citizen body which devoted its energies, at least in the late

Archaic and Classical periods, to military and (on a narrow

front) cultural excellence. They were periodically terrorized

by the Spartans. They were allegedly subject to periodic decla-

rations of war by the Spartan ephors (Plut. Lyc. 28.7;

MacDowell (1986) 37). Plutarch goes on to describe the

Krypteia, a sort of initiation ritual whereby young Spartiate

soldiers would randomly murder able-bodied helots (for a

bloodless version see Pl. Leg. 633B–C). Yet they seem, like the

perioikoi, to have identified Sparta’s wars as theirs (supra). At

Plataia in 479 they heavily outnumbered their Spartan mas-

ters and the perioikoi (Hdt. 9.10.1, 28.2); yet they remained

loyal, though there were periodic helot revolts before and after

this date. Spartan and Lakedaimonian control of the

Messenian helots was no doubt exercised partly through the

several perioikic poleis west of Taÿgetos. The helots should not

be thought of as slave gangs, estate slaves, or even state slaves,

¹ The areas covered include Sparta/Lakedaimon, the island of Kythera, and
areas that were under Spartan control for prolonged periods, but excluding
Messenia. Although much of Messenia was Lakedaimonian territory in the
Classical period, I end Laconia before Kardamyle, since the latter was Messenian
immediately before Augustus’ boundary changes (Paus. 3.26.7). In Pausanias’
day, Messenia began just north-west of Gerenia, at the Choirios valley (4.1.1).

The following abbreviations are used in addition to standard ones:
LS i, ii �W. G. Cavanagh et al., Continuity and Change in a Greek Rural

Landscape: The Laconia Survey, i (London, 2001); ii (London, 1996).
Distances are prefaced by “c.” only if an ancient author gives them as approx-

imate. Serial numbers prefixed by “S” refer to the catalogue in Shipley (1997).
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but as communities which were typically Greek in all respects

(some may even have lived in nucleated settlements) but were

prevented from organising politically: that is to say, into poleis.

Intermediate groups included “inferiors” (6ποµε�ονες),

a term that occurs only once (Xen. Hell. 3.3.6) and may cover

more than one kind of demoted Spartiate.² Mothakes

(µ#θακες, Phylarchos (FGrHist 81) fr. 43) were probably the

sons of poor Spartiates who were sponsored through the

training by wealthier men (rather than being, as some have

supposed, the illegitimate children of Spartiates by helot

women).³ The trophimoi (Xen.Hell.5.3.9), sons of xenoi who

had been admitted to the Spartan upbringing or agoge

(�γωγ�), would have been a similar group.⁴ From mothakes

we should probably distinguish mothones (µ#θωνες), who

may have been sons of helot families who were attached to

Spartan households and brought up as personal attendants

to Spartans.⁵ Neodamodeis (νεοδαµ)δεις) were probably

full Spartiates who had been promoted from the helot

ranks.⁶ Chattel slaves probably existed too.⁷ Most of the

population of Lakonike (infra), however, was made up of

Spartiatai, perioikoi and helots.

Beloch’s estimate for the combined C5l population of

Laconia and Messenia,55,000 including 18,000 free men and

their families, is probably of the right order; it makes

Laconia–Messenia the least populous part of the

Peloponnese, with one-tenth of its inhabitants.⁸ As archae-

ological survey progresses, it may be possible to improve on

these estimates. R. Catling, for example, has estimated the

population of the Laconia Survey area (c.70 km², not prime

land but near Sparta) as 875 in late Archaic and early

Classical times, falling to 705 in the late Classical period.

From these figures, crude totals for mainland Laconia may

be extrapolated of 45,000 and 32,000 respectively, or 64,000

and 45,000 if Thyreatis and Kythera (no. 336) are included.⁹

Λακεδα�µων, one of the two names of the polis of Sparta,

also serves as a geographical term for the region around

Sparta. Ps.-Skylax divides the central and southern

Peloponnese into Elis (43), Arkadia (44), Messene (45),

“Lakedaimon ethnos” (46) and Argos with the Argeia (49).

Lakedaimon is the nearest part of Europe to Crete (47). His

Lakedaimon begins with Methone (no. 319) and (presum-

ably Messenian) Asine (no. 313), reflecting the continued

Spartan possession of southern Messenia after 369.¹⁰ It ends

at Prasiai (no. 342), which is in Kynouria, and “Methana”

(possibly a corruption of Anthana (no. 324), which was in

Thyreatis, the northernmost part of Kynouria). He then

mentions the inland poleis: Sparta (no. 345) “and many 

others” which he does not name.

In Homer, Lakedaimon is both a settlement (Od. 4.702,

paired with Pylos; 13.414) and a region containing Sparte

and eight other centres of population (Il. 2.581–85). Five of

these (Pharis, Bryseiai, Augeiai—later Aigaiai/Aigiai—

Amyklai and Helos) are in the Eurotas valley, three (Messe,

Laas and Oitylos) in the Tainaron peninsula (modern

Mani). In Herodotos’ striking formulation, “there is in

Lakedaimon the polis of Sparta” (Hdt. 7.234.2: �στι .ν τ=8

Λακεδα�µονι Σπ�ρτη π#λις); elsewhere, he makes “the

whole of Lakedaimon”embrace the homelands of both peri-

oikoi and Spartiatai (Hdt. 6.58.2). As a geographical term in

Classical authors, Lakedaimon approximates to Sparta’s

core territory, but extends wider, embracing the middle

Eurotas valley and possibly (in Homer) the Helos plain and

Tainaron peninsula. It may thus have included the territo-

ries of perioikic poleis such as Geronthrai (no. 332) and

Pellana (no. 341). Since Hom. Il. 2.581 describes Lakedaimon

as “hollow”(koile), which certainly does not describe the sit-

uations of Messe, Las and Oitylos, the passage may perhaps

be evidence of the extent of Spartan power even before the

conquest of Messenia in c.735–710.Perhaps the Spartans also

conquered the Malea peninsula¹¹ of south-eastern Laconia

at this time; the foundation of Boia, for example, is attrib-

uted to a Heraklid (son of Herakles), suggesting an early ori-

gin (Paus. 3.22.11).

In Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 168 (Ο]τυλος . . . ! π#λις !

.ν τ=8 Σπαρτ=8) Sparte seems, as Lakedaimon often does, to

denote the region and not the town of the Spartiates.

However, the wider Lakedaimonian territory formed by

the chorai of Sparta and those of the perioikic towns, plus

Messenia, was generally called Lakonike (Λακωνικ�, from

Λ�κων) rather than Lakedaimon (or Sparta).¹² Perioikic

Kythera (no. 336), however, is repeatedly said by Thucydides
² MacDowell (1986) 42–46.
³ MacDowell (1986) 46–51; Hodkinson (2000) 355–56.
⁴ Hodkinson (2000) 342. Agoge: Xen. Hell. 5.3.9.
⁵ Etym. Magn. s.v. µ#θων; Hodkinson (2000) 336.
⁶ Thuc. 5.34.1; MacDowell (1986) 39–42.
⁷ Myron (FGrHist 106) fr. 1 apud Ath. 271f; MacDowell (1986) 37–39.
⁸ Beloch (1886) 149; at p. 150 he cites Clinton’s earlier estimates of c.99,000

including a free population of c.24,000, making Laconia–Messenia about one-
sixth of the total population of the Peloponnese.

⁹ R. W. V. Catling (2002).

¹⁰ Müller, GGM i: 40–41, points out that the Spartan retention of Methone and
Asine was facilitated by the fact that populations were not ethnic Messenians but
descendants of exiled Argives and Naupaktians to whom the Lakedaimonians had
granted a home.

¹¹ Ps.-Skylax 46. Also called Maleai (fem. pl., Polyb. 34.7.12 �Strabo 8.5.1).
Also Maleia, Ephor. fr. 145 �Ps.-Skymnos 537.

¹² The name “Lakonia” (modern Greek Λακων�α) has no justification
beyond the Imperial Latin form Laconia (e.g. Plin. HN 4.5.16).
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to “lie opposite” Lakonike (4.53.2, 54.3; cf. 7.26.2), suggesting

that Lakonike may be restricted to the mainland. It occurs as

a toponym first in Herodotos (1.69.4, cf. 6.58.1; but cf. Hymn.

Hom. Ap. 410: Λακων�δα γα5αν); later as an adjective with

chora (Xen. Hell. 6.2.9). Damaratos (Hdt. 7.235.1) uses τ�ν

Λ�καιναν χ)ραν, by which Herodotos perhaps intends to

convey the Spartan habit of speech or simply the change of

voice.

Since Lakonike denoted the total territory controlled by

Sparta and the Lakedaimonians, its extent varied through

time. In Classical sources, it includes coastal territories

(Thuc. 3.7.2; cf. 8.6.5) as well as places in the Spartan chora

proper such as Therapnai (Isoc. Hel. 63.4) and Thornax

(Hdt. 1.69.4). Pellana (no. 341) and Geronthrai (no. 332),

both within easy reach of Sparta, were probably dependent

poleis in the Archaic and Classical periods, and presumably

within Lakonike. Writers include Messenia within Lakonike,

since the Spartans conquered it in C8l (southern Messenia is

included even after the rest was lost in 369): west of Taÿgetos,

Lakonike includes Kardamyle (no. 315) (Hdt. 8.73.2),

Methone (no. 319) (Thuc. 2.25.1), Messenian Asine (no. 313)

(in τ8ς Λακα�νης, Xen. Hell. 7.1.25), and even the Sphagiai

islands off the west coast (Xen. Hell. 6.2.31). By C8l or earlier

Sparta controlled the peninsulas of Tainaron and Malea; in

Classical sources Lakonike explicitly includes Tainaron

(Thuc. 7.19.4), Epidauros Limera (no. 329) (Thuc. 7.26.2),

and Las (no. 337) (Thuc. 8.91.2). In C6 or earlier Sparta

gained Kynouria, the eastern seaboard beyond the crest of

Parnon (a mountain named only at Paus. 2.38.7).¹³ Prasiai in

Kynouria was now part of Lakonike (Thuc. 2.56.6). The

northern part of Kynouria, Thyreatis on the borders of

Argeia and Lakonike (Thuc. 2.27.2, 4.56.2), was captured

from the Argives c.545 and thereafter administered by the

Lakedaimonians (Hdt. 1.82.2). Lakonike was now bounded

on the north-east by Argive territory. In the area containing

the headwaters of the two great rivers of the Peloponnese,

Eurotas and Alpheios, the frontier was with Arkadia, specif-

ically Tegea (no. 297) (cf. Hdt. 8.124.3). The borderland of

Skiritis was in Lakonike (Thuc. 5.3.3); it contained the settle-

ment of Oios (no. 339) or Oion (Xen. Hell. 6.5.24). Nearby

Karyai may have been placed in Lakonike by Theopomp. fr.

238 (apud Steph. Byz. 362.5). Closer to Sparta, Sellasia is

“close to Lakonike” in the MSS of Xen. Hell. 2.2.13 (but see

Sellasia (no. 343)); it was, rather, part of Lakonike from the

time of its foundation in C6s.The Lakedaimonians also pos-

sessed Aigytis, in the hill-land bordering the western

Arkadian plain; this area, too, may have contained depend-

ent poleis (Paus. 8.27.4).¹⁴

After Epameinondas’ invasions of 370/69 and 369, much

of Messenia was confiscated and given to the new founda-

tion of Messene, while in the north-west Aigytis and part or

all of Skiritis were absorbed into the new Arkadian capital of

Megalopolis (no. 282). In 338/7 Philip II confiscated the

remaining northern lands as well as Thyreatis.After the bat-

tle of Sellasia (222) the eastern seaboard and several inland

towns were detached from Sparta, probably for the first

time. Finally, the Roman general Flamininus removed the

southern perioikoi in 195. The Dentheliatis continued to

alternate between Spartan and Messenian control from C2

until well into the Roman period, but after 195 other changes

were modest.¹⁵

Excluding geographical items such as capes, mountains

and rivers, and names of cult places consisting simply of the

name of a deity and a term such as “sanctuary” or “temple”,

our sources purport to transmit the names of eighty-four

places in Laconia (including the islands of Kythera and

Aigilia) from the Archaic to Roman periods.

First it is necessary to dispose of four names that are prob-

ably erroneous, spurious, invented or corrupt:

(S116) Lerne (from Ptol. Geog. 3.14.43, misplaced from the

Argolid)

(S117) †Litai (Apollodoros apud Steph. Byz. 418.15)

�Aigiai?

(S118) Oinoë (Ptol. Geog. 3.14.43)�Oinous (no. 338)?

Oios (no. 339?)

(S120) †Thea (Philoch. apud Steph. Byz. 308.4)

�Messenian Aithaia (no. 312)?

A further five alleged settlements or poleis are recorded in

the surviving epitome of Stephanos of Byzantion without a

source being named, and there is no other evidence for

them:

(S127) Aphidna (Steph. Byz. 149.16–17)

(S112) †Ataia (Steph. Byz. 141.10) �Aigiai?

(S113) Dyrrhachion (Steph. Byz. 244.4–5)

(S114) Etaieis (Steph. Byz. 283.6–7), related to Etis (no.

330)?

(S52) Tenos (Steph. Byz. 622.2–3), unless IG v.1 931.12

(SEG 13 259�) refers to this Tenos

¹³ Cf. Cartledge (1979) 15.

¹⁴ Lepreon, however, is between Lakonike and Eleia (Thuc. 5.34) and not in
Lakonike.

¹⁵ For details of Spartan territory after 369, see Shipley (2000) esp. summary
at 386–87.
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In nine cases among the seventy-five valid place-names that

remain, there is no firm basis in the source evidence for

regarding the place as a settlement: (S119) Pephnos (modern

Platsa?) is an islet with cult activity but no probable settle-

ment; (S130) Harpleia (Xirokambi?) and (S106) Skiritis are

geographical areas, though the latter may have had some

sort of political organisation (see infra); (S104) Onogloi

(spelling uncertain) and (S107) Stathmoi,¹⁶ both inferred

from adjectives in Alkman (fr. 92, Page) but lacking confir-

mation, may also be districts; they have no known locations;

(S125) Aigila (Kionia?), (S129) Epidelion (near Voutama?),

and (S108) Therapne (Menelaia) are probably exclusively

cult places—the last despite the statements of Pliny and late

authors that it was a polis (Plin. HN 4.5.16; cf. Shipley (1997)

264–65); finally, (S105) Phoinikous, on Kythera, may be only

a harbour (possibly Avlemon[as]).¹⁷

Of the remaining sixty-six possible settlements for which

names are plausibly preserved, two have no plausible loca-

tion or even an approximate locality: (S110) Aitolia (if real)

and (S13) Chen (no. 328) if real, though possibly it was near

Etis (no. 330).

Eighteen named settlements have suggested locations

that are disputed or highly uncertain, though we know the

general area in which they lay:

(S126) Alesiai (Tseramio?)¹⁸

(S83) Aphroditia (no. 325) (east of Neapoli Voion?)

(S111) Astron (Astros?)

(S40) Biadina (eastern side of Laconian gulf)

(S64) Bryseiai (Ag. Vasileios?)

(S84) Etis (no. 330) (area of Neapoli Voion)

(S115) Genesion (north-eastern Laconia, possibly Argive,

no proposed site)

(S65) Helos (one of several sites)

(S43) Hypsoi (outer Mani, no proposed site)

(S44) Iasos (headwaters of Evrotas)

(S103) Karystos (area of Dyrrachi or upper Xerilas valley)

(S47) Leukai (near Molaoi?)

(S66) Messe (Cape Tigani?)

(S15) Oinous (no. 338) (upper Kelephina valley)

(S67) Pharis (Vapheio?)

(S99) Pleiai/Palaia (Apidia?)

(S100) Selinous (Ag. Athanasios Nerotriviou?)

(S8) Side (no. 344) (east of Neapolis Voion)

Another eight are placed with confidence in particular areas,

though their identification with actual sites is more specula-

tive or debatable:

(S1) Anthana (no. 324) (Tsiorovos? Nisi Ag. Andrea? Nisi

Paraliou Astrous?)

(S128) Arainos (Ageranos)

(S29) Asine (Laconian) (Skoutari?)

(S30) Eua (no. 331) (Elliniko? Loukou?)

(S96) Glympeis (Glyppia? Kosmas?)

(S97) Krokeai (one of various sites near Krokees)

(S98) Neris (Kourmeki? Tsiorovos?)

(S10) Thyrea (no. 346) (Nisi Paraliou Astrous? Nisi Ag.

Andrea?)

A further twenty-three are placed with reasonable certainty

at or near known settlement sites:

(S63) Aigaiai/Aigiai (Palaiochora Aigion; see infra)

(S12) Aigys (no. 323) (Tsamaina Kamaras)

(S37) Akriai (Kokkinia; see infra)

(S39) Asopos (Plytra; see Kyparissia)

(S22) Belbina (no. 326) (one of various sites near Chelmos)

(S42) Hippola (Kipoula)

(S24) Karyai (Analipsi Vourvouras? see infra)

(S31) Kotyrta (Kastelli Daimonias)

(S25) Kromnos (no. 334) (Martiakos Paradision)

(S46) Kyparissia (Boza and Kastelli Goula)

(S14) Kyphanta (no. 335) (Kyparissi)

(S26) Leuktra (north-western Laconia, Leondari?)

(S27) Malea (north-western Laconia, Mali or Maliokambos

Voutsara)

(S49) Marios (one of various sites near Mari)

(S131) Messapeai (Analipsi Anthchoriou; see infra)¹⁹

(S16) Oios (no. 339) (Ai-Gianni Kerasias)

(S17) Pellana (no. 341) (one of various sites at or near

Pellana)

(S50) Polichna (Poulithra)

(S32) Psamathous (Porto Kagio? see infra)

(S28) Sellasia (no. 343) (Palaiogoulas)

(S53) Teuthrone (Skopas Kotrona)

(S134) Thornax (Geladari? see infra)²⁰

(S135) Trinasos (Trinisa; see infra)²¹

¹⁶ Cartledge (1979) 172 gives the name as Stathmos.
¹⁷ Cartledge (1979) 283, following Huxley (1972) 37, suggests the bay of

Avlemon/Avlemonas.
¹⁸ Identified as a settlement from archaeological evidence.

¹⁹ Messapeai is identified as a settlement rather than purely a cult site on the
basis of archaeological evidence (LS ii. 293, gg108 with refs.).

²⁰ Thornax is identified as a settlement rather than purely a cult site on the
basis of archaeological evidence (LS ii. 355–57, h45).

²¹ Trinasos was unlike a polis in Pausanias’ judgement (3.22.3): a phrourion
rather than a polis; Ptol. Geog. 3.14.32: an epineion; however, it may have been a
settlement as well as a guard-post: LS ii. 296, jj126 with ref.; Doukas (1922) 91–93.
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Finally, fifteen names are attached with certainty to known

archaeological settlement remains:

Aigilia Island

(S2) Boia (no. 327) (Neapoli Voion)

(S3) Epidauros Limera (no. 329) (Epidavros Limira)

(S41) Geronthrai (no. 332) (Geraki)

(S23) Gytheion (no. 333) (Gytheio)

(S45) Kainepolis (Kyparissos; see infra s.v. Tainaron)

(S4) Kythera (no. 336) (Palaiokastro, Kythira)

(S5) Las (no. 337) (Passava)

(S6) Oitylos (no. 340) (Oitylo)

(S7) Prasiai (no. 342) (Leonidi)

(S51) Pyrrhichos (Pyrrichos; Paus. 3.21.7)

Sparta (no. 345) (Sparti)

(S9) Tainaron (Sternes)

(S101) Tyros (Kastri Tyrou)

(S54) Zarax (Ierakas)

As a footnote to this list, we may note that Homer names ten

places in Laconia. Four that presumably belonged to real

places at some early date cannot be securely related to

remains on the ground: Bryse(i)ai, Helos, Messe and Pharis.

Another four are securely tied to actual Archaic to Roman

sites: Augeiai (assuming it is Aigai), Las, Oitylos and Sparte

(Il 2.584), to which two not listed above can be added:

Lakedaimon (as the name of a settlement) and Amyklai (Il.

2.584), one of the five constituent villages of Classical Sparta

(for all five of which, see Sparta (no. 345).

The sixty-six settlements (or possible settlements (i.e.

excluding the nine non-valid names and nine non-

settlement toponyms) can now be classified for the purpos-

es of the investigation into Archaic and Classical poleis.

The main Inventory below describes twenty-four settle-

ments, covering every place in Laconia (including Kythera

and the borderlands) that, in the Archaic or Classical period,

was certainly a polis (type A, nine places), probably a polis

(type B, five places), or possibly a polis (type C, ten places).

Ten places were settlements, and in some cases poleis, at

some period other than Archaic or Classical, and are not

described in detail:

(S128) Arainos (Roman place)

(S39) Asopos (middle Hellenistic and Roman; see infra

s.v. Kyparissia)

(S40) Biadina (Roman polis)

(S115) Genesion/Genese (Roman place)

(S43) Hypsoi (Roman, possibly Hellenistic place)

(S45) Kainepolis (Eleutherolaconian polis; see under infra

s.v. Tainaron)

(S47) Leukai (possible Hellenistic polis)

(S66) Messe (early place, Roman polis)

(S67) Pharis (early place)²²

(S51) Pyrrhichos (Eleutherolaconian polis)

Before the Inventory, the remaining thirty-two named

settlements that had, or may have had, an Archaic or

Classical existence, but were not poleis, are described briefly

in alphabetical order, with the addition of a non-settlement,

Skiritis, the subject of a special discussion at the end of this

section.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aigiai, Aigaiai (Α]γιαι, Α]γαιαι) (S63; cf. S112, S117).

Possibly a settlement; Strabo 8.5.3 identifies it with Homer’s

Augeiai (cf. Il. 2.583); Paus. 3.21.5 (π#γ�σµα), 3.21.7; etc.

Located at Palaiochora Aigion near Aigies (Waterhouse and

Hope Simpson (1961) 114; LS ii.296, jj124; followed by Barr.).

Archaic to Roman cult site now excavated and identified as

sanctuary of Artemis (Bonias (1998)). Barr. AC.

Aigilia (Α2γιλ�α)/Ogylos (;Ωγυλος) Steph. Byz. 41.5–6

refers to an island named Α]γιλα (Α2γ�λιος) and situated

µεταξL Κρ�της κα� Πελοπονν�σου (cf. Ps.-Skylax 113;

Plut. Cleom. 31(52).2, 32(53).1); at 706.3–4, he refers to an

islandµεταξL Πελοπονν�σου κα� Κρ�τηςwhich is called

;Ωγυλος (’Ωγ�λιος); these two names presumably both

refer to the island of Antikythera/Lious (RE xvii.2. 2079).

This small island was the site of a C5 fortification (Spartan

or Athenian?) at Palaiokastro (cf. Barr. Map 57); it may have

been the scene of military action during the expedition of

Konon and Pharnabazos against Kythera (no. 336) (Xen.

Hell. 4.8.7–8; Foss (1974–75) ad no. 10). In C4f, the fort was

enlarged to enclose c.30 ha (Waterhouse and Simpson (1961)

160–63), perhaps by Konon (Foss (1974–75) 42; Cartledge

(1979) 283). There is no explicit evidence to link the island

with Sparta (no. 345). It may possibly have been a polis,

though the evidence is exiguous: undated sling bullets may

preserve abbreviated forms of the ethnic Α2γ�λιος (IG v.1

951; cf. Foss (1974–75) no. 9); IG v.1 948 (C4), a dedication to

?π#λλων Α2γιλε�ς by two foreigners. No date in Barr., but

C is attested by archaeology and epigraphy (supra).

²² Jeffery (1976) 114 suggests that since Pharis and Geronthrai were conquered
at the same time (Paus. 3.2.6), they may both have become perioikic. The differ-
ence between them is that Paus. 3.20.3 speaks of Pharis as a former polis.
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Aitolia (Α2τωλ�α) (S110) Doubtful Classical polis.

Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 63 apud Steph. Byz. 55.13–15

apparently catalogued Aitolia among Laconian poleis. The

rather precise citation by Stephanos suggests a genuine quo-

tation, but the implausible name and the absence of other

evidence leave this an uncertain case. Possibly the name is a

corruption of another, genuine name. No date in Barr. but

Androtion (supra) attests C.

Akriai (?κρια�) (S37) Probable Archaic and Classical cult

site and/or settlement; later a polis (e.g. IG v.1 1189 (c.C2); IG

vii 415, late Hellenistic or early Roman; name restored in

417; etc.; cf. Polyb. 5.19.8). Located at Kokkinia (S37)

(followed by Barr.), a large middle Geometric to mediaeval

settlement, but in Archaic and Classical times possibly only

a cult site (temple of Mother of Gods; LS ii. 308–9, mm219).

Barr. gives only HRL, but see supra.

Alesiai (?λεσ�αι) (S126) Possible Classical settlement;

Paus. 3.20.2 (χωρ�ον). Possibly at Tseramio Ag. Ioanni

(extensive Classical site, probably also Hellenistic or Roman;

LS ii. 289, gg85; S126, followed by Barr. (without indication of

date)).

Asine (?σ�νη) (S29) Thuc. 4.54.4; Xen. Hell. 7.1.25 (?);²³

Polyb. 5.19.5; Strabo 8.5.2. Classical settlement, possibly at

Skoutari (LS ii. 301, ll162; S29 followed by Barr.). Barr. AC.

Astron (Xστρον) (S111) Ptol. Geog. 3.14.33 (implicit

π#λις). Possible Archaic and Classical settlement, possibly

at Nisi Paraliou Astrous (fortified Bronze Age and

Protogeometric to Roman settlement with acropolis; LS ii.

277, aa6; Phaklaris (1990) 56–78; Goester (1993) 91–93, 99;

S111, followed by Barr. (C)); but see Anthana (no. 324) and

Thyrea (no. 346).

Bryseai (Βρυσ/αι) (S64) Early and possibly Classical set-

tlement; e.g. Hom. Il. 2.583; Paus. 3.20.3 (χωρ�ον, former

π#λις), 3.20.4. Possibly at Ag. Vasileios (prehistoric,

Classical–Hellenistic site; Waterhouse and Hope Simpson

(1960) 80–81; LS ii. 290, 291–92, gg87, gg339, gg101 respective-

ly; treated as unlocated by Barr. without indication of date).

Glyppia, Glympeis (Γλυππ�α,Γλυµπε5ς) (S96) Possible

Classical settlement and Hellenistic kome and/or polis; e.g.

Polyb. 4.36.5 (Γλυµπε5ς, a seeming city-ethnic possibly

implying polis status); Paus. 3.22.8 (κ)µη). Probably at

Glyppia (formerly Lymbiada, Ta Lymbia); C4 to Roman

finds, mainly post-C4; LS ii. 281–82, bb31; Phaklaris (1990)

153–57; Shipley (2000) 379). Barr., though citing S96, dates it

H; but see supra.

Helos (UΕλος) (S65) Hom. Il. 2.584 (πτολ�εθρον); Hellan.

fr. 188; Thuc. 4.54.4; Xen. Hell. 6.5.32; Theopomp. fr. 13;

Strabo 8.5.2 (κ)µη, former π#λις), 8.3.12; Paus. 3.2.7, 20.6,

22.3. Early settlement, perhaps revived as a kome and/or polis

in late Hellenistic or Roman times; in C4e a site of festivals

(IG v.1 213). Possibly at Ag. Stephanos, a possible Classical or

Hellenistic settlement (LS ii. 299, kk141; S65, followed by

Barr. (A?)).

Hippola (‘Ιππ#λα) (S42) Classical settlement. Paus.

3.25.9 (π#λις); IG v.1 1336 (π#λις). The ethnic, ‘Ιππολα5ος,

occurs in e.g. IG v.1 1312 (SEG 11 945 (Hell.)); Steph. Byz.

336.2 gives ‘Ιππολαjτης, which may be invented. From the

distances given by Pausanias, Hippola is probably a

Geometric to Hellenistic site near Kipoula, which preserves

the name (LS ii. 304, ll188). Ruined in Pausanias’ day

(3.25.9), it may by then have relocated c.1.4 km south to

Kounos (LS ii. 304, ll193). Barr. AC.

Iasos ( ;Ιασος) (S44) Paus. 7.13.7 (π#λισµα (rC2)), 8.27.3

(r371, but text uncertain; cf. S44). Possible Archaic and

Classical settlement, possibly at dd45, Analipsi Vourvouras,

but see Karyai (infra); Iasos was probably nearer Sparta (no.

345) (Pikoulas (1987) 137–39; LS ii.284).Barr. tentatively sug-

gests that Iasos be equated with Karyai.

Karyai (Καρ�αι) (S24) Thuc. 5.55.3; Xen. Hell. 6.5.25,

7.1.28; Theopomp. fr. 238; Paus. 3.10.7 (χωρ�ον), 4.16.9.

Archaic and Classical settlement, whose destruction for

medism gave rise to Caryatid statues (Vitruv. 1.1.5; Huxley

(1967)). Probably at Analipsi (Geometric to Hellenistic

acropolis, Classical houses, pottery including C5m–C2m; LS

ii. 284, dd45; Pikoulas (1987) 137–39; Barr.).²⁴

Karystos (Κ�ρυστος) (S103) Strabo 10.1.6 (τ#πος of

Aigys), citing Alkman (cf. fr. 92d, Page, apud Ath. 31D) for

wine from Karystos. Possible Archaic settlement, possibly

near Dyrrachi or the upper Xerilas valley (Pikoulas (1988a)

239, no. II); Barr., citing S103, treats it as unlocated, with no

indication of date, though Alkman (supra) attests to A.

Kotyrta (Κοτ�ρτα) (S31) Classical settlement. Thuc.

4.56.1; IG v.1 951.10–11 (C2; polis). The ethnic, Κοτυρτ�της,

occurs in e.g. IG v.1 961.8–9, 11 (post-195); Steph. Byz. 379.14

gives Κοτυρτα5ος, which may be invented. Probably at

Kastelli Daimonias, a hill with ancient foundations and

Geometric, Classical to Hellenistic, and possible Roman
²³ Cartledge (1979) 300 gives reasons for seeing Xen. Hell. 7.1.25 as a reference

to Messenian Asine, despite τ8ς Λακα�νης. ²⁴ “Karyatis” as the name of a district is an invention of modern scholarship.
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finds (LS ii. 311, nn239). Public buildings are evidenced by

C5l terracotta reliefs; there are architectural fragments, cul-

tic and cemetery material, and evidence of cults of Artemis

and Asklepios (e.g. AR 2 (1955) 15). Barr. AC.

Krokeai (Κροκ/αι) (S97) Paus. 3.21.4 (κ)µη with quarry,

cf. 2.3.5), 3.12.5; Steph. Byz. 385.13. Possible Archaic and

Classical settlement and later kome, near the source of lapis

lacedaemonius; probably at Krikiles (Archaic to Roman?)

rather than Krokées (formerly Levetsova); Protogeometric

finds nearby (LS ii. 295, jj120; S97, followed by Barr. (AC)).

Kyparissia (Κυπαρισσ�α) (S46) Classical cult site and

settlement. Strabo 8.5.2 (polis). Probably the same as the

ruined “polis of the Parakyparissian Achaians” (i.e.

Achaeans beside Kyparissia), of Paus. 8.22.9. (Possible attes-

tations of an ethnic—e.g. IG iv².1 390; SEG 33 290 (c.90–80);

Grunauer-von Hoerschelmann (1978) 60, 162—are incon-

clusive, or may refer to places with similar names. Cf.

Kennell (1999) 195.) Very probably at Cape Kastelli, the evi-

dent location of the sanctuary of Athena Kyparissia (Paus.

3.22.9), where ancient remains around the foot of of the hill

may be at the site of Pausanias’ruins and Strabo’s Kyparissia.

It appears to have moved less than 2 km east–south-east to

Asopos (e.g. IG v.1 962.7 (Hell.); Strabo 8.5.2; modern Plytra,

mediaeval Asopolis; see Kourinou and Pikoulas (1989)),

which had the Athena sanctuary on its acropolis. Since the

inhabitants of Kyparissia were known as Achaians,

Kyparissia may have been believed to be a pre-Dorian foun-

dation like Geronthrai. The Hyperteleaton, the perioikic

sanctuary of Apollo at modern Phoiniki, was in the territo-

ry of Asopos (Paus. 3.22.10), so will have been in the territo-

ry of Kyparissia earlier. Barr. C.

Leuktra, Leuktron (Λε%κτρα, Λε%κτρον) (S26) Thuc.

5.54.1; Xen. Hell. 6.5.24. Classical settlement in north-west-

ern Laconia. (Not to be confused with Messenian Leuktron

or Leuktra.) Called a polis only by Paus. 8.27.4 (r371).

Probably Leondari, which partly preserves the name

(Hellenistic architectural fragments; Archaic, Classical but

mainly Hellenistic; Roman sherds; fortified acropolis; possi-

ble Archaic cemetery: Pikoulas (1988a) 131–35, no. 92). Paus.

8.27.4, if we accept the Niese–Pikoulas emendation, includes

it among the former Aigytian and/or Skiritan poleis taken

from Sparta and synoecised into Megalopolis (no. 282) (it

was in Aigytis rather than Skiritis; for its Megalopolitan

affiliation see Plut. Cleom. 6.3 (27.3); Pelop. 20.7). It may have

been settled by Spartans and/or other Lakedaimonians in

the late Archaic period. Barr. AC.

Malea, Melea (Μηλ/α, Μαλ/α, presumably the original

Doric form) (S27) Xen. Hell. 7.1.28; Paus. 8.27.4. Classical

settlement in north-west Laconia. (Not to be confused with

Cape Malea in the south-east.) Probably Mali (also called

Maliokambos) at Voutsaras (formerly Zaimi; Pikoulas

(1988a) 129–31 no. 91), which preserves the name. Called a

polis only by Paus. 8.27.4 (r371), in the same context as

Leuktra; it certainly belonged to Aigytis. Its territory is !

Μαλε[τις (Xen. Hell. 6.5.24). The large settlement (15 ha)

has Archaic and early Classical tiles and pottery, a C5e

inscribed grave stele, walls, architectural fragments includ-

ing a possible stoa, and probably a cemetery (Pikoulas

(1988a) 130, (1985) 85–86 no. 1; SEG 35 357). The evidence is

consistent with abandonment or relocation around the time

of the founding of Megalopolis (no. 282). Barr. AC.

Marios (Μαρι#ς) (S49) Classical settlement. Paus. 3.21.7

(polis), 3.22.8 (polisma). Modern Mari is consistent with

Pausanias’ distances; there are several possible sites nearby

(LS ii. 286, ff263, 287, 262 and 66). The archaeological evid-

ence suggests an Archaic and Classical settlement, and Paus.

3.22.8 mentions an “old” sanctuary of all the gods (as well as

another of Artemis). Barr. gives no date.

Messapeai (Μεσσαπ/αι) (S131) Theopomp. fr. 245 apud

Steph. Byz. 447.8; Paus. 3.20.3 (temenos of Zeus Messapeus; cf.

SEG 26 460, 39 373). Archaic to Hellenistic settlement 

and cult site, at Analipsi Anthochoriou (prehistoric,

Protogeometric to Hellenistic settlement and cult site; LS ii.

293, gg108). For another shrine of Zeus Messapeus, see under

Sparta (no. 345). Treated as unlocated by Barr. (C), citing S131.

Neris (Νηρ�ς) (S98) Possible Classical town site and later

kome, e.g. Paus. 2.38.6 (κ)µη). Possibly at Kourmeki Kato

Dolianas (late Hellenistic to late Roman unfortified site; LS

II: 277, aa3; Phaklaris (1990) 94–96; Barr., following S98,

and adding a question mark), alternatively (or earlier?) at

Tsiorovos (C5–late Roman fortified town site with C5l/C4e

walls; LS ii. 276, aa1, but see Anthana (no. 324)).

Pleiai, Palaia (Πλε5αι, Παλαι�) (S99) Possible Archaic

and Classical settlement and later kome: Livy 25.27.2

(Pleiae); Paus. 3.22.6 (Παλαι�, κ)µη); IG v.1 602 (early

third century ad). Possibly at Apidea (prehistoric,

Protogeometric to Hellenistic, Roman (?), and Byzantine

site; LS ii. 307–8, mm216; Barr. (AC), following S99). Possibly

two separate settlements, however.

Polichna (Πολ�χνα) (S50) Classical settlement. Polyb.

4.36.5 (r220). Probably Poulithra, approximately preserving
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the name (fortification, Classical pottery, Hellenistic tombs:

LS ii. 282, bb35; Phaklaris (1990) 141–42). The name may

imply polis status, but it may be too close to Prasiai to be a

separate polis. Barr. H, but see supra.

Psamathous (Ψαµαθο%ς) (S32) Ps.-Skylax 46 (λιµ�ν);

Strabo 8.5.2 (π#λις); Paus. 3.25.4. Classical harbour and pos-

sibly settlement, possibly near Porto Kagio (Hellenistic,

post-Roman; LS ii. 306, ll209; Barr. following S32, but with-

out indication of date, though Ps.-Skylax 46 attests C).

Selinous (Σελινο%ς) (S100) Paus. 3.22.8 (κ)µη). Possible

Classical settlement and later kome, possibly at Ag.

Athanasios Nerotriviou (ashlar walls, BG pottery; LS ii. 286,

ff98; same location as Barr.).

Skiritis (Σκιρ5τις) See at end of this list.

Tainaron (Τα�ναρον) (S9) Classical sanctuary with prob-

able Classical settlement and possible polis; also a geograph-

ical location (Hdt. 7.168.2; Thuc. 7.19.4), specifically the cape

of that name (Strabo 8.4.1) with its famous sanctuary of

Poseidon (e.g. Paus. 3.25.4–8). Pherekydes (FGrHist 3, fr.

39 �schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.102) calls it a polis (named after its

founder, Tainaros), a cape and a sanctuary, but it is uncer-

tain whether polis here stems from Pherekydes or the scho-

liast. Τα�ναρος, !, in Pind. Pyth. 4.43–44 (462), may refer to

the cape or the cult site. Tainaros is later the official name of

the “New City”, Kainepolis (neatly rendered “New

Taenarum” by Cartledge and Spawforth (1989) 174, 175;

named e.g. in IG v.1 1249 �SEG 23 200 (second to third cen-

tury ad; cf. Paus. 3.21.7, Eleutherolaconian polis), which

probably came into existence after Gytheion (no. 333)

became independent of Sparta (no. 345) c.195 and before C.

Iulius Lakon was honoured there (IG v.1 1243, found near

Kainepolis (early first centuryad)). Ταιν�ριος is attested as

an ethnic from Late Hellenistic times (e.g. IG v.1 210,

211–12 �SEG 11 648–49 (C1 or earlier); possibly in IG v.1 1271

(Hell.?), but may already refer to Kainepolis (as in IG v.1

1244 �SEG 23 199 (198–211 ad)). The Classical settlement of

Tainaron probably lay beside the sanctuary of Poseidon at

Ag. Asomatoi (also called Kionia) at Sternes on the east side

of the cape (LS ii. 306, ll210; cf. ii. 305, ll201; Moschou

(1975); Moskou (1976–78)). Tainaron was the site of a merce-

nary hiring fair at least from the late 330s (Cartledge and

Spawforth (1989) 21). Barr. AC.

Teuthrone (Τευθρ)νη) (S53) Classical settlement. Paus.

3.21.7 (polis). The ethnic is Τευθρ)νιος (IG v.2 538 (C1/first

century ad)). Its acropolis was very probably Paliokastro

Kolokythias (LS ii. 306, ll204; C4e fortification), with the

main settlement probably at Skopas Kotrona (large site finds

including Classical to Roman, mainly late Classical and

Roman; LS ii. 305–6, ll203). Paliokastro may have formed

part of a system of coastal defence during the Corinthian

War (Moschou and Moschos (1981)). The story of an

Athenian oikistes named Teuthras (Paus. 3.25.4) could be

classical. Barr. C.

Thornax (Θ#ρναξ) (S134) Archaic and Classical settle-

ment with important cult of Apollo, not polis; e.g. Paus.

3.10.8, 11.1. Probably Laconia Survey site h45, Geladari (pre-

historic and Late Archaic to Ottoman settlement and cult

site, LS ii. 355–57; Barr., tentatively and citing S134). So close

to Sparta, it cannot have had a corporate existence unless it

was part of the obe of Pitana (see Sparta (no. 345)); it may

have been simply a cult site.

Trinasos (Τρινασ#ς) (S135) Paus. 3.22.3 (φρο�ριον rather

than π#λις); Ptol. Geog. 3.14.32 (Τρ�νασος, .π�νειον).

Possible Archaic and Classical settlement, not polis; proba-

bly at Trinisa, but there are no clear remains (LS ii. 296, jj126;

Barr. (C) following S135).

Tyros (Τ�ρος) (S101) Classical sanctuary and probable set-

tlement.Τ�ρος (Steph. Byz. 643.5, no site-classification). The

ethnic is attested in the early Hellenistic period (Τυρ5ται,

Syll.³ 407 �F.Delphes iii.1 68 (275)). If Tyros was a polis, its

chora would have included the major cult site of Apollo

Tyritas; the cult of Apollo Tyritas is attested earlier by votives,

e.g. IG v.1 1517 (SEG 11 893; late Archaic?). Cf. Hansen (1995a)

68. The alternative restorations of an ethnic, Τ[υρ�της] and

Ζ[αρ�χιος], on the same block as Syll.³ 407 (part of the Aigos

potamoi monument) would be strong evidence that one of

these places was a perioikic polis in C5l (cf. ML 95 j–k).

Admittedly, Tyros is a κ)µα Λακεδαιµον�ων in Syll.³ 407,

but being a kome in C3e is not incompatible with being a polis

then or earlier.The site is very probably the acropolis of Kastri

Tyrou (formerly Lygarias; late Classical to late Roman;

Roman inscriptions, coins; fortification wall including

polygonal masonry; LS ii. 281, bb28; Phaklaris (1990) 142–45),

near the cult site of Apollo Tyritas (C7–C4l; C6 temple,

votives; LS ii. 281, bb29; Phaklaris (1990) 173–78). Barr. C.

Zarax (Ζ�ραξ) (S54) Possible Classical settlement. Polyb.

4.36.5 (r219); Paus. 3.21.7 (polis). The ethnic is Ζ�ραξ (sic),

SEG 17 143 (with 18 146; Argos, probably C3l), also the earli-

est attestation of the place; later Ζαρ�χιος (IG v.1 931

(c.C2m)). A possible restoration of the Aigos potamoi mon-

ument (cf. s.v. Tyros) would make Zarax a probable 
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perioikic polis in C5l. The acropolis at Ierakas (formerly

Limin Ierakos) is consistent with Pausanias’ distances; its

name partly preserves the ancient name. It is a fortified hill

with Late Classical or Hellenistic masonry (LS ii.310,nn231).

For Paus. 3.24.1 it has a good harbour, but by 272 had

declined more than any other future Eleutherolaconian

polis; he clearly assumes it existed much earlier. It repulsed

Lykourgos in 219 (Polyb. 4.36.5; Cartledge and Spawforth

(1989) 34 suggest the fortifications postdate 274). Paus. 3.24.1

refers to a temple of Apollo, but it need not be older than

300. According to Paus. 1.38.4 the polis was named after the

Lakedaimonian hero Zarex, who had a shrine on the Sacred

Way west of Athens; this could be a Classical myth, though it

recalls possible anti-Spartan inventions like the Athenian

origin of Tyrtaios (Figueira (1999) 230–31). Barr. C.

The Skiritis (Σκιρ5τις) (S106) deserves a special word.²⁵ For

the name of this upland territory between Sparta and Tegea

(no. 297), see e.g. Thuc. 5.33.1, Xen. Hell. 6.5.24, Cyr. 4.2.1; for

its extent (c.100 km²), see Pikoulas (1987) 127–34. The ethnic

is Σκιρ�της (e.g. Thuc. 5.67.1). The Skiritai were a special

corps within the Lakedaimonian army, having the privilege

of occupying the left wing while the Spartans held the right.

In view of their geographical location, they may have been

Arkadians by descent, as they asserted in C2m (Syll.³

665 � IvO 47; cf. Pikoulas (1987) 122). Skiritis was presum-

ably not a polis (Bölte (1929) 1323; contra Niese (1906) 112 n.

2). The name Skiritai presumably derives from a place, how-

ever, putting it in the category of Ortsnamen rather than

primitive Volksnamen (cf. Hansen (1996) 174 with refs.; the

toponym [Σ]κ�ρον (acc.) occurs in F.Delphes iii.4 239

(220–217)). In Classical sources it occurs only in the plural²⁶

and as the name of a group; in principle it could be either a

city-ethnic or a (sub-)regional ethnic.²⁷ Which of these it

was depends on whether there was an urban centre from

which the name derived, and on whether the Skiritai were

organised as a political community. The Skiritai may in fact

have belonged, in Classical times or earlier, to a settlement of

Skiros, as asserted by Steph. Byz. 575.7–8, who calls Skiros a

κατοικ�α in Arkadia near the Mainalians and Parrhasians.

One might support this with an argument from analogy: the

other sub-regions of Laconia whose names have similar

feminine terminations (Thyreatis, Belbinatis, Aigytis,

Maleatis) were also in the north, and each contained a set-

tlement from which its name presumably derived. On the

other hand, the link with Arkadia could refer to the period

after 338 when part or all of the Skiritis had probably been

awarded to Tegea (no. 297) by Philip II (cf. Polyb. 9.28.7, etc.;

Shipley (2000) 371). The Skiritai may have enjoyed perioikic

status (as suggested by Pikoulas (1987) 144), but Σκιρ5ται is

nowhere used in any way that suggests a community organ-

ised into a polis, and there is as yet no Classical evidence for

the existence of a central settlement, let alone a polis.At Hell.

5.2.24, indeed, Xenophon appears to distinguish the Skiritai

from the perioikoi. Σκιρ5ται, then, is probably a “regional

ethnic” denoting the inhabitants of a region but not a polis.

(Cf. also discussion of Aigys, infra.)

In addition, a few significant Archaic or Classical settle-

ments have not been linked with known toponyms. They

include the following.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Armakades LS ii. 279, aa20: upland settlement (or cult

site) in Thyreatis. Not in Barr.

Marmaralono, Ag. Petros LS ii. 280, aa23: hill-top (forti-

fied?) with late Classical to early Hellenistic settlement,

controlling the route west from Thyreatis (Argive?). Not in

Barr.

Paliochora LS ii. 281, bb27: settlement in fertile upland

plain c.8 km west of ancient Tyros (supra). Not in Barr.

Keramidaki, Kamara LS ii. 283, cc259: C4l–second century

ad settlement. Not in Barr.

Paizoulia, Valtaki LS ii. 296, jj125: substantial Classical to

Roman pottery scatter with Roman structures. Not in Barr.

Some of the settlements listed above, both those attested in

sources and those known only from archaeological evid-

ence, may have been poleis in the Classical period.

Statistically, indeed, this is highly likely to have been the case:

given that some of the places of whose polis status we can be

confident are attested as poleis in only one or two sources, it

must be a matter of chance that they and not others are so

recorded. Good candidates for polis status are not hard to

find. The cult places at Aigiai and Akriai have substantial

remains, possibly indicative of full-blown settlements.

Other significant Classical sites include Alesiai, Astron,

Bryseai, Iasos, Messapeai and Pleiai, if their locations are

correctly identified. Some of these were poleis in the

²⁵ The fundamental modern study is Pikoulas (1987).
²⁶ Σκιρ�της is used in the singular only as a ktetic: Diod. 15.32.1, Σκιρ�της

λ#χος.
²⁷ For these terms see Hansen (1996) esp. 174–76, 187–90.
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Hellenistic period, namely Akriai (cf. S37) and possibly

Asine (cf. S29) and Glyppia (cf. S96); they may simply have

failed to be named in surviving sources. Helos is also possi-

ble, since Xenophon may imply polis status; but it seems

unlikely that the Spartans recognized a polis whose

name mirrored that of the helots. Karyai may have had a

city-ethnic corresponding to the feminine form used for the

well-known statue type, and may have been politically

organised if it did medise in the Persian wars; if the story is

true, however, it also ceased to exist thereafter. More specu-

latively, the Skiritis may have contained a polis (supra). If any

of these places were poleis, they presumably had perioikic

status. On the other hand, many of these settlements had

only small territories, and several are described as komai (a

category not inconsistent with polis status) in the Classical

or Hellenistic period.²⁸ As with poleis, since no place is called

a kome in two sources, there were probably more of them

than we hear of. Such places may have been dependent upon

larger perioikic centres.²⁹

Thus, of 56 known Archaic and/or Classical settlements,

24 were organised as poleis.

II. The Poleis

323. Aigys (Aigyeus) Map 58. Lat. 37.15, long. 22.10. Size of

territory: 1? Type: C. (S12). The toponym is Α1γυς, !, not

used before Ephor. fr. 117 apud Strabo 8.5.4 (dat. Α]γυι;

Α]τυι codd.); Steph. Byz. 45.1. The ethnic attested in

Classical times is Α2γυε�ς (Theopomp. fr. 361 apud Steph.

Byz. 45.6–7); in post-C4 sources Α2γ�της (e.g. Paus. 3.2.5).

It is possible that Ephor. fr. 117 regards Aigys as a polis in the

political and urban senses; however, he refers to legendary

times, and the passage is not conclusive evidence that Aigys

was a polis in Ephoros’ day. Paus. 3.2.5 (rC8e) gives an anach-

ronistic version of history in which Aigys, already a perioikic

polis, was enslaved by the Lakedaimonians under Archelaos

(c.775–c.760).The (external) collective use of the ethnic Aigyeis

occurs only in Theopomp. fr. 361 apud Steph. Byz. 45.6–7

(Α2γυ/ας α(το�ς φησιν), but we do not know whether he

used it as a “sub-regional” ethnic or as a city-ethnic.

If Aigys existed as a named settlement from late Classical

to Roman times, it was probably Tsamaina Kamaras in the

south of Megalopolitan territory, which has C4l–second

century ad pottery (LS ii. 283, cc258; Pikoulas (1982–83) 264,

(1988a) 139–47 no. 95). Both Paus. 8.27.4 and Theopomp. fr.

361 would be consistent with Aigys existing as a named set-

tlement only from c.C4l.We are left with no certain evidence

that Aigys was ever a perioikic polis, but it was a settlement

after C4m and perhaps in early times. If it was not an Archaic

and Classical polis, then Aigyeis (like the later Aigytai and

possibly like Skiritai) may have been a sub-regional ethnic

denoting inhabitants of this area who were not politically

organised.

The territory was Aigytis (e.g. Polyb. 2.54.3; Syll.³ 665,

post-164). Pikoulas ((1988a) 141, 143) identifies it as the val-

ley of the Xerilas, ancient Karnion, on the basis of Paus.

8.34.5. Strabo 10.1.6 (citing Alkman, PMG 92) may be correct

in calling Karystos a “place (τ#πος) of Aigys near Arkadia”

(Shipley (1997) 263 no. 103). In Strabo and Steph. Byz., Aigys

belongs to Lakonike. Aigytis may have embraced Leuktron

and perhaps Kromoi (Pikoulas (1988a) 143; Shipley (2000)

371–72).

324. Anthana Map 58. Lat. 37.20, long. 22.50. Size of terri-

tory: 1? Type: A. (S1). The toponym is ?νθ�νη, ! (Thuc.

5.41.2; Lys. fr. 21, Sauppe). In the Doric dialect it is ?νθ�να

(Steph. Byz. 95.11), which is a plausible restoration (in place

of Μ/θανα) in Ps.-Skylax 46. The city-ethnic ?νθανε�ς is

attested (or was invented) by Steph. Byz. 95.15.

Anthana is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc.5.41.2,

and presumably by Ps.-Skylax 46 (accepting ?νθ�να for

Μ/θανα).

Thuc. 5.41.2 places Anthana (with Thyrea) in Kynouria,

and says it was a Lakedaimonian possession in C5l

(ν/µονται . . .Λακεδαιµ#νιοι); Harp. s.v. (quoting Lys. fr. 31

for the toponym) puts it in Lakonike, and Ps.-Skylax (as

restored, supra) in Lakedaimon; Paus. 2.38.6 seemingly in

Thyreatis. It will have remained Spartan until 338, when

Philip II assigned some Spartan territory to Argos (no. 347)

(Shipley (2000) 371, 376–77); it may never have been retaken.

Given that its location is disputed, the extent and borders of

its territory must remain uncertain. Several possible loca-

tions have been proposed in Thyreatis, the northern part of

Kynouria, the area long disputed by Sparta and Argos (cf.

Thuc. 5.41.2). Tsiorovos and Nisi Agiou Andrea both have

Classical to Roman pottery (Shipley (1997) 226 no. 1; cf.

230–31 no. 10; see also under Neris, supra 575), but Frazer

(1898) iii. 309 points out that, if we read ?νθ�να in

²⁸ References to komai are assembled by Shipley (1997) 261–63. The only pre-
Hellenistic reference to a kome is Xenophon’s description of S16, Oion (Hell.
6.5.25). The inhabitants of S101, Tyros, described their town as a kome in 275. Two
settlements are described as komai in Hellenistic sources: S22, Belbina (C1

papyrus, perhaps quoting Phylarchos) and S65, Helos (Strabo). Pausanias adds
the rest: S1, Anthana; S30, Eua; S96, Glyppia; S97, Krokeai; S98, Neris; S99,
Pleiai/Palaia; and S100, Selinous.

²⁹ On local settlement hierarchies, see Shipley (1992).
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Ps.-Skylax 46, it would be a coastal place; this would rule out

Tsiorovos. (On the problems of identification, see summary

in Shipley (1993) 132–33.) Barr.’s location, “on Mt. Zavitsa”,

presumably derives from the possible location of Athana at

Tsiorovos, a village 2 km west–south-west of the mountain

(cf. Phaklaris (1990) 41 fig. 3).

According to Paus. 2.38.6, Anthana was formerly inhabit-

ed by Aiginetans; these would be the ones who in C5l also

settled at nearby Thyrea with the permission of the

Lakedaimonians (Thuc. 2.27.2), as Pausanias is aware

(2.29.5).

Whether Anthana is Nisi Paraliou Astrous or Nisi Agiou

Andrea, it was a fortified acropolis in late Classical and early

Hellenistic times (for Nisi Paraliou Astrous, see Shipley LS ii.

277, aa6; Phaklaris (1990) 56–78; Waterhouse and Hope

Simpson (1961) 131; Goester (1993) 91–93, 99; for Nisi Agiou

Andrea, see Shipley LS ii. 279, aa19; Phaklaris (1990) 47–55;

Goester (1993) 84–88, 97–98).

325. Aphroditia, Aphrodisia Unlocated. Type: C. (S83).

The toponym is ?φροδισ�α,! (Thuc. 4.56.1 codd.), perhaps

best emended to the laconizing ?φροδιτ�α, as by Herodian

(repeated by Steph. Byz. 150.24), less plausibly ?φροδισι�ς

(Paus. 3.22.11, 8.12.8; Steph. Byz. 150.17). A city-ethnic is not

attested. Aphroditia’s location is unknown (LS ii. 312–13,

nn251), but was presumably in the same region as Etis and

Side, the other two poleis from which Boia is said to have

been synoecised (Paus. 3.22.11).

In Thuc. 4.56.1, Aphroditia is a coastal place with a guard-

post. The only reference to it as a polis is Paus. 3.22.11 (retro-

spective but referring to legendary times), apparently in

both the topographical and the personal/political senses

(repeated by Steph. Byz. 150.17). Steph. Byz. 150.24 seems to

inferχωρ�ον from Thuc.Aphroditia may still have existed in

C4m or later (see Boia (no.327)).The only reason for includ-

ing it here is analogy with Side, which was, according to

Paus. 3.22.11, like Aphroditia synoecised into Boia, presum-

ably in C4s; Side is described as a polis (in the urban sense)

by Ps.-Skylax 46 and was, then, a polis before the synoecism;

Aphroditia may possibly have been one as well. See further

Boia (no. 327), Etis (no. 330) and Side (no. 344).

The name implies a cult of Aphrodite. Paus. (3.22.11,

8.12.8) says the town was founded by Aineias. It is not attest-

ed after C4 (except in Paus. 3.22.11), and if it disappeared as a

polis by c.300, both cult and legend should predate that time.

326. Belbina (Belbinetes?) Map 58. Lat. 37.15, long. 22.15.

Size of territory: 1? Type: C. (S22). The toponym is Βελβ�να,

! (Plut. Cleom. 4.1 (25.1), 4.4 (25.4); Ptol. Geog. 3.14.43; Hsch.

s.v.; restored in Phylarchos apud P Oxy. xv. 1801 (C1l) (PGC

Adesp. 1043 (K/A) � fr. 343, Austin); Phylarchos is thus the

earliest source.Βελεµ�να is regular in Paus.; but at 3.21.3 and

8.35.3–4 it is a sub-region, not a settlement. (At 8.27.4

Βλ/νινα (Teubner) is presumably a scribal error.) The city-

ethnic Βελβιν�της is attested (or invented?) by Steph. Byz.

161.13. Paus. 3.21.3 locates Belemina 100 stades (18 km)

beyond Pellana. The settlement was probably not on the hill

of Chelmos (LS ii. 283, cc41); Pikoulas (1988a) 122 regards

Belminatis chora or Belemina as the area around Chelmos.

Possible sites for Classical Belemina/Belbina, if there was

one, are Vardouka Skortsinou (C4 to Roman finds) and

three less precisely dated sites near Giakoumaiika (Pikoulas

(1988a) 120–21 nos. 75, 77). Geometric to Archaic finds in the

area (Pikoulas (1988a) 119 no. 74, i, ii) tend to push the exist-

ence of this possible polis back before 300.

Belbina is called a polis in the topographical sense by Ptol.

Geog. 3.14.43 and Steph. Byz. 161.12, in the (urban and) polit-

ical sense only by Paus. 8.27.4 (r369), in his list of poleis from

which Megalopolis (no. 282) was founded. It is called a kome

by Phylarchos and Hsch.

Belbina is explicitly placed in Lakonike by Phylarchos and

by Paus. 3.21.3. The area is Βελµιν[τις χ)ρα (Polyb. 2.54.3),

ager Belbinates (Livy 38.34.8), or Βλεµιν[τις (Strabo 8.3.12).

As the territory of a polis, if it existed before the synoecism of

Megalopolis, it will have bordered on those of its fellow

Aigytian towns Leuktron and Malea to the north-west and

of the Arkadian towns of Oresthasion (no. 287) to the north

and Eutaia (no. 270) to the north–north-east. Athenaion, a

C3l fort (Plut. Cleom. 4.1 (25.1)), may have been an import-

ant pre-C3 cult place.

327. Boia (Boiates) Map 58. Lat. 36.30, long. 23.04. Size of

territory: 2? Type: A. (S2). The toponym is Βοjα, ! (Ps.-

Skylax 46); Βο�α, ! (Strabo 8.5.2); or Βοια�, αH (e.g. Polyb.

5.19.8; Paus. 1.27.5, 3.21.7, 3.22.11, etc.; second century ad

grave-epigram, Forrest (1972)). The city-ethnic is Βοι�της

(e.g. Paus. 3.22.13; restored in IG v.1 932 (C2m); cf. SEG 11

894). The polis is located c.200 stades (c.37 km) from

Epidauros Limera by Paus.3.23.6. It lay in the Malea (Malias)

peninsula, at or immediately north of Neapolis Voion 

(formerly Vatika; LS ii. 312–13, nn251; Pikoulas (1988b); (S2),

followed by Barr.). Epigraphic finds (especially IG v.1 952,

late Hellenistic) confirm the presence of a polis before

Roman times even if they do not preserve its name.

Boia is first called a polis, in the urban sense, by Ps.-Skylax

46; in the political sense in IG v.1 932 (if correctly restored

(C2m)). According to Paus. 3.22.11, Boia was founded by
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Boios the Heraklid,who brought men from three poleis,Etis,

Aphrodisia and Side; but since Aphroditia (no. 325) existed

in C5l and Side (no. 344) was a polis in or not long before

C4m, it seems that the three did not disappear early; in fact

the ruins of Etis (no. 330) were still visible in the second cen-

tury ad. Neither Aphroditia nor Side is attested after C4

except in Paus. 3.22.11 (retrospectively) and Steph. Byz.

(derivatively). Possibly these poleis or settlements synoe-

cised with an existing polis of Boia in the late Classical peri-

od, perhaps as a result of changes in the Spartan state

following 369. See further Aphroditia (no. 325),Etis (no.330)

and Side (no. 344).

The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic occurs

only on Roman coins (Head, HN² 433). The collective and

external use occurs in IG v.1 932, otherwise only in literary

texts such as Paus. 3.23.13.

Ps.-Skylax 46 lists Boia under Λακεδα�µων �θνος, and

the polis can be assumed to have been perioikic (cf. Paus.

1.27.5 (r456/5): τ+ν περιο�κων Βοι�ς). The only evidence

for the extent of its territory, or for cult places, is post-C4

(Paus. 3.23.2, 6). Supposing Boia to have been founded in

C4m (supra), it certainly absorbed the territory of Etis, less

than a mile away (if Paus. 3.22.13 is correctly restored).

Archaeological evidence for the Classical polis is so far

lacking, though Paus. 3.22.13 mentions temples that could be

Classical.

328. Chen (Cheneus) Unlocated. Type: C. (S13). The

toponym is Χ�ν,W (oracle apud Diog. Laert. 1.30, 106, whose

source may be Eudoxos of Knidos, c.390–c.340; see 1.29–30).

The Classically attested city-ethnic is Χηνε�ς e.g. Pl. Prt.

343A, the earliest evidence for the place. Paus. 10.24.2 and

Diod. 9 frr. 5–7 put Chen, birthplace of Myson (one of the

seven wise men), in Thessalia, but sources cited by Diog.

Laert. 1.106–7, of whom the earliest is Aristoxenos (born

c.370), located it in Laconia or Arkadia.

Chen is called a polis only by Steph. Byz. 692.13; Aristox. fr.

130,Wehrli,apud Diog.Laert. 1.108 implicitly calls it a κ)µη.
The C1 gravestone of a Lakedaimonian from Koroneia

(IG vii 2936) is the only epigraphic evidence for the external

use of the individual city-ethnic (in the form Χ�ν); the lit-

erary evidence comprises Plato and Eudoxos (supra).

329. Epidauros (Epidaurios) Map 58. Lat. 36.45, long.

23.00. Size of territory: 2? Type: A. (S3). The toponym is

’Επ�δαυρος, ! (Thuc. 4.56.2, 6.105.2; Ps.-Skylax 46), distin-

guished from its famous homonym in the Argolid by the

addition of ! Λιµ�ρα (Thuc. 4.56.2, 6.105.2; cf. Strabo 8.6.1:

! Λιµ�ρα ’Επ�δαυρος, citing Artemidoros). The city-

ethnic is ’Επιδα�ριος, restored in IG v.1 931.24–25 (SEG 11

894, 13 259 (c.C2m); for the attribution to Epidauros Limera

see SEG ad loc.; J. and L. Robert, BE (1953) 138 no. 76),

and occurs on votives from the Hyperteleaton (e.g. IG

v.1 1005 (Hellenistic)). In a proxeny decree of one of the

poleis of Keos (IG xii.5 542.22–23; Karthaia (no. 492)?

(C4m)), it is [’Επιδ]α�ριος .κ τ[8]ς Λακ[ωνικ8ς] (or

Λακ[εδα�µονος]?).

Epidauros is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

46 (π#λις κα� λιµ�ν); the first references to it as a polis in

the political sense are Hellenistic: e.g. IG v.1 932 (Epidauros

Limera (C2m); cf. SEG 11 894). The proxeny decree from

Keos is the only example of the external individual use of the

city-ethnic.

Ps.-Skylax 46 lists the city under Λακεδα�µων �θνος; in

IG xii.5 542.22–23 it belongs to Λακ[ωνικ8ς] or

Λακ[εδα�µονος]. Its territory is not directly named, but

Thucydides refers to its γ8 being ravaged by the Athenians

(4.56.2, 6.105.2; cf. 7.18.3, 7.26.2). It is presumed to have been

a perioikic polis; in Thuc. 6.105.2 an attack upon it is an

attack upon the Lakedaimonians. Its C2 boundary dispute

with Zarax is recorded in IG v.1 931 (supra); in Paus. 3.23.6 its

territory marches with that of Boia (no. 327).

According to Paus. 3.23.6–7, Epidauros Limera was found-

ed by envoys from the Asklepieion of Argolic Epidauros. If

true, this would imply a date after c.500. Pausanias records

various features in the town and its territory (3.23.7–10). The

fortification walls on the acropolis may be C5 in part, with an

extension possibly in C4m (Lawrence (1979) 147). The forti-

fied area enclosed c.3 ha; the lower town was probably much

more extensive (Hasluck (1907–8) 179–82; Lawrence (1979)

146–47; LS ii. 310–11, nn235; Zavvou (1996–97)).

330. Etis (Eteios?) (Map 58.) Lat. c.36.30 (?), long. c.23.05.

Size of territory: ? Type: C. (S84). The toponym is zΗτις,

-ιδος, ! (first in Paus. 3.22.11). The city-ethnic is ’Ητε5ος

(Steph. Byz. 305.2), and it occurs in one of the two versions

of an oracle quoted by Diog. Laert. 1.106–7, which may have

a C4 or earlier origin (see Chen (no. 328)). The obscure polis

of ’Εταιε5ς (Steph. Byz. 283.6–7; Shipley (1997) 266 no. 114)

may be a doublet of Etis. If Etis is correctly restored in Paus.

3.22.13, it was “not more than 7 stades” (1.3 km) from Boia. A

possible location is Palaiokastro Neapoleos (LS ii. 313,

nn253), but there is no definite archaeological evidence.

Etis is called a polis only by Paus. 3.22.11 (retrospectively);

it is here reported that Etis, with Aphroditia and Side, were

synoecised into Boia, presumably in C4s (cf. no. 327); since

Side is described as a polis (in the urban sense) by Ps.-Skylax
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46, it was presumably a polis prior to the synoecism, and Etis

may possibly have been one as well. See further Aphroditia

(no. 325), Boia (no. 327) and Side (no. 344). The only possible

attestation of the city-ethnic is individual and external, if it

is recognized in the oracle cited supra.

Paus. 3.22.13 (if correctly restored) describes Etis as in

ruins. It may have disappeared in C4m. If so, Pausanias’

sanctuary of Asklepios and Hygieia will have been Classical.

According to Paus. 3.22.11, 8.12.8, it was founded by

Aineias; if it disappeared before 300, this myth, too, may

have a Classical or Archaic origin.

331. Eua (Euitas) Map 58. Lat. 37.20 (?), long. 22.40 (?).

Size of territory: ? Type: C. (S30). The toponym is Εdα, !

(Theopomp. fr. 60, if this refers to Eua in Thyreatis (Nielsen

(1996a) 44, (2002) 106–7); again at Paus. 2.38.6).

A city-ethnic may be attested as early as c.500 in the form

Εdgαος (SEG 35 378 (ML 17, Syll.³ 9, LSAG 220 no. 6, IvO 9

(c.500)), assuming it refers to this place (see Dubois (1985);

contra Morgan (1999) 414, 450–51 n. 212; see now also Roy

and Schofield (1999) suggesting that the inscription refers to

an otherwise unknown community of the Ewaoioi (no. 253)

in the wider region of Elis)). Other forms occur once each:

Ε(�τας (SEG 13 267, from Phonemenoi (C4));Ε(�της, on a

Hellenistic stamped tile (SEG 30 377; cf. 35 287, 39 367) from

Anemomylos Ellinikou; Ε(αε�ς, on a coin of Eua when a

member of the Achaean League (BCH 39 (1915) 118). Hill

(1917) notes an Achaean League hemidrachm with the leg-

end ΕΥ (cf. Nielsen (1996b) 119–20; SEG 35 287); Phaklaris

(1990) 103–4 doubts that the coin belongs to Eua. Ε(α5ος

(Steph. Byz. 283.13) may be an invention.

Eua is probably Elliniko, a settlement with Geometric to

Roman finds near Anemomylos, the findspot of SEG 30 377.

Anemomylos, a Classical to Roman cult site, is possibly the

sanctuary of Asklepios, of whom a statuette was found. Less

plausibly, Eua could be the nearby site now renamed Eva

(near Moni Loukous) with the excavated villa of Herodes

Atticus and a cult of Asklepios (so Phaklaris (1990) 78–90,

96–104, 185–92); but Eva is mainly Roman, and for Pritchett

not a nucleated settlement ((1965–91) vi. 87–89). (See also LS

ii. 277, aa5 Eva, Moni Loukous; 278, aa10 Anemomylos,

Elliniko; 278, aa13 Elliniko; Goester (1993) 81–84, 100–6).

It is possible that Eua was called a polis by Theopomp. fr.

60, but there is no certainty that Steph. Byz. (the source of

the fragment) is not adding his own gloss. The city-ethnic is

used individually and presumably internally on the C4

gravestone from Phonemenoi (SEG 13 267), and this is the

primary reason for its inclusion here (cf. Hansen (1996)).

The Hellenistic stamped tile cited above preserves a collec-

tive internal use, as does the Achaean League coin. The 

city-ethnic is used collectively and externally in the Eleian

treaty of c.500, if it refers to Eua (see supra).

Pausanias appears to place Eua in Thyreatis. It will have

been Spartan between C6m and C4m (Shipley (2000) 377).

It was later a member of the Achaean Confederacy (BCH 39

(1915) 118). The extent and borders of Eua’s territory are

uncertain, but it will have included the important cult site of

Asklepios at modern Eva, which may have had a late

Classical origin. If the ethnics all refer to the same place, and

it is Elliniko, it has a long life, though the archaeological evi-

dence suggests late Classical and Hellenistic decline. The

nearby sanctuary, however, may have continued to flourish.

The Hellenistic stamped tile is evidence of the capacity to

take a communal decision about a building project, perhaps

at the nearby sanctuary. Elliniko also has fortification walls

(Phaklaris (1990) 78–90, esp. 80–81).

332. Geronthrai (Geronthretes) Map 58. Lat. 36.60, long.

22.45. Size of territory: 2? Type: C. (S41). The toponym is

Γερ#νθραι, αH (e.g. Paus. 3.21.7, but MSS also have

Γερ�νθραι (e.g. Paus. 3.2.6, repeated by Steph. Byz. 203.13));

Γερ/νθραι occurs later (Hierocl. Synecd. 647.9,

second half of sixth century ad)). The city-ethnic is

Γερονθρ�της (IG v.1 1111; cf. SEG 11 911� (C2s), the earliest

attestation of the place); Doricised as Γερονθρ�τας (IG v.1

1113 (Hellenistic); Γερανθρ�της (Paus. 3.2.6; Steph. Byz.

203.14).

Geronthrai is first called a polis in the political sense in IG

v.1 1111 (C2s). Paus. 3.2.6 (rC8m) says it was a perioikic polis

when captured by King Teleklos (c.760–740) (Cartledge

(1979) 109), but this cannot be relied upon. If the name lists

IG v.1 1133–34 (infra) are public records of athletic victories

by people (citizens) of Geronthrai (Hodkinson (1999)

156–57), then it was possibly a polis by c.500. Decrees of the

polis use the city-ethnic collectively and internally; see IG v.1

1111, 1113 (both Hellenistic). Externally it is used collectively

by Paus. 3.2.6.

According to Pausanias, the Dorians of Lakedaimon

under Teleklos replaced the Achaian population of the pre-

Heraklid settlement with .πο�κους from among their own

number (3.22.6, cf. 3.2.6). The probable Archaic and

Classical polis was presumably perioikic. It was probably lost

to Sparta in 195 (Shipley (2000) 379–80).Archaeological and

epigraphic finds, especially the name lists IG v.1 1133–34

(c.500; LSAG 201 no. 46, SEG 11 918) and the victory stele, IG

v.1 1120 (C5; SEG 17 189�), found on the acropolis, make the
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existence of an important Archaic and Classical settlement a

virtual certainty. In the Hellenistic period the city granted

proxenies with various combinations of rights (IG v.1

1110–13).

Two sepulchral inscriptions commemorating men fallen

in battle (.µ πολ/µοι) may provide evidence of Geronthriate

military forces (IG v.1 1124 (�SEG 11 915, 33 313; LSAG 202 no.

60 (C5s)) and 1125 (�SEG 11 916, 33 313; LSAG 201 no. 58

(C4e)); see Hodkinson (2000) 250–54.

Paus. 3.22.7 names a temple of Apollo on the acropolis;

Archaic and Classical sculptures may derive from it (Wace

and Hasluck (1904–5); Wace (1904–5); de Waele (1997)

77–81). Excavations have confirmed the existence of a

Hellenistic circuit wall and of Classical and Hellenistic

buildings, abandoned in C3l (Crouwel et al. (1995) 47–52,

(1996) 90–98, (1997) esp. 58–60, 63–65, 70, 72, (1999) 24,

25–33).

IG v.1 1120 (C5) lists athletic victories, but the name and

location of the festival are missing. Pausanias and

Hellenistic votives testify to cults, but none need be early

other than the temple of Apollo destroyed by fire (Paus.

3.22.7); probable capitals and votives from it have been

found, as well as Archaic to Classical votive pottery, relief

sculptures, and architectural fragments (Crouwel et al.

(1995), (1996), (1997); Wace and Hasluck (1904–5)). IG v.1

1113 (Hellenistic) refers to the sanctuary of Apollo. IG v.1 1118

is a C3l/C2 votive relief to Eleusia (i.e. Demeter); her cult

may have existed earlier.

333. Gytheion (Gytheates) Map 58. Lat. 36.5, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: 2? Type: B (but see infra). (S23). The

toponym is Γ�θειον, τ# (Xen. Hell. 1.4.11; Ps.-Skylax 46;

Strabo 8.5.2), later also Γ�θιον (Strabo 8.3.12; Paus. 1.27.5);

once Γ�θυον (Jalabert (1904) 8–9, no. 5, Sidon (C2)). The

city-ethnic is Γυθε�της, first in IG v.1 1165 (C2s) and usual-

ly thus in Hellenistic and Roman texts, also coins (Head,HN²

433–34); once Γυθει�της (IG v.1 1111 (SEG 11 911 (C2s))).

No Archaic or Classical source explicitly calls Gytheion a

polis, but is seems very likely that Xen. Hell. 6.5.32 thinks of it

as a polis in the urban sense: κα� τ3ς µ*ν �τειχ�στους τ+ν

π#λεων .νεπ�µπρασαν, Γυθε��ω δ/, .νθ3 τ3 νε)ρια το5ς

Λακεδαιµον�οις lν,κα� προσ/βαλλον τρε5ς !µ/ρας; it is

explicitly called a polis (in the urban sense) by Diod. 11.84.6

(r456) only. The only individual internal use of the city-

ethnic is IG v.1 1176 (Imperial date). The only individual

external use is IG v.1 1111 (C2s); in Jalabert (1904) 8–9, no. 5

(supra) the fuller specification Λακεδαιµ#νιος �π�

Γυθ�ου is used. The city-ethnic is used collectively and

internally in IG v.1 1165 (C2s) and on Roman coins; exter-

nally in IG v.1 1147 (SEG 15 222�, c.ad 122–135).

Gytheion is placed in Lakedaimon by Ps.-Skylax 46;

implicitly in Lakonike by Diod. 11.84.6 (r456). Tolmides rav-

aged its chora in 456 (Diod. 11.84.6). Paus. 3.21.6 locates

Gytheion 30 stades (5.5 km) from Aigiai, on the sea, and

about the same distance from Trinasos (3.22.3). Epigraphic

and archaeological finds confirm the site as the modern

town of Gytheio (formerly Marathonisi). The city was

evidently fortified in 370–369 (Xen. Hell. 6.5.32, quoted

supra; Ps.-Skylax 46: τε5χος). Archaeological finds, howev-

er, begin in the Archaic period. SEG 11 926 (C5) is a bronze

goat dedicated to Apollo—ineios (Karneios?). Nearby,

rock-cut cult inscriptions have been found: IG v.1 1154

(SEG 11 927 (C5)) is to Zeus Terastios; IG v.1 1155 (SEG 11

928, 15 223 (c.C5)) may relate to Zeus Kappotas (Paus.

3.22.1); IG v.1 1153 is a Classical (?) relief to the Eleusinian

goddess. For Hellenistic cults of the polis, see e.g. IG v.1 1152

(C2), 1144 (C2/C1e). Rescue archaeology has brought to

light Hellenistic structures and many more of Roman date

(AR 26 (1979–80) 32; 35 (1988–89) 31; Roman at AR 38

(1990–91) 27 and earlier). See generally Giannakopoulos

(1987); LS ii. 296–97, jj218�.

Gytheion served the Lakedaimonians as naval base: Diod.

11.84.6 (r456) refers to it as an .π�νειον where there are

νε)ρια (similarly Paus. 1.27.5; Cic. Off. 3.11.49 (rC5e)). For

other references to the Spartan dockyards here, see e.g.

Thuc. 1.108.5 (not naming Gytheion); Xen. Hell. 1.4.11. Ps.-

Skylax 46 adds a fort. Falkner (1994) argues that Gytheion

developed into a naval base only in C5l. For Roman-period

ship sheds, see Scoufopoulos and McKernan (1975).

334. Kromnos (Kromnites) Map 58. Lat. 37.20, long.

22.05. Size of territory: 1? Type: C. (S25). The toponym is

Κρ+µνος, W, first in Xen. Hell. 7.4.20, 26; used alongside

Κρ)µνα or Κρ+µνα, !, by Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 13

apud Ath. 452AB (cf. Steph. Byz. 388.3–7; Suda s.v.);

Κρ+µοι, οH, e.g. Paus. 8.3.4, 27.4 (r371). The possible city-

ethnic Κρωµν�της occurs in IG ii² 9094 (365–340), and in

SEG 22 219 (Corinth, 325–280); but both could belong to

Paphlagonian Kromna (no. 723) (cf. Steph. Byz. 388.4–5),

though it seems much more likely that in particular SEG 22

219, found at Corinth, refers to the Kromna which was a

subordinate settlement of Corinth (no. 227).

Kromnos is called a polichnion in the urban sense by

Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 13 apud Ath. 452AB, if the

words in question are not added by Athenaios. It is called a

polis, apparently in the urban and political senses, by Paus.
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8.27.4 (r371). IG ii² 9094 and SEG 22 219, if they belong to this

Kromnos (supra), both attest the external individual use of

the city-ethnic.

The town probably lay at Martiakos Paradision (Classical

to early Hellenistic pottery: Pikoulas (1988a) 161–64 no. 121;

Roy et al. (1992) 190–93; Barr.). Accepting the Niese–Pikoulas

emendation of Paus. 8.27.4 (Niese (1899) 540 n. 1; Pikoulas

(1987) 137, 148), it belonged to Aigytis and/or Skiritis in his day

or earlier. It was temporarily recaptured from the Arkadians

in 365 (Xen. Hell. 7.4.20, 27) by Archidamos, who left a garri-

son (φρο�ρα) there. Now or earlier, the town was synoecised

into Megalopolis (no. 282) (Paus. 8.27.4); it was ruined but

“not quite vanished” in Pausanias’ day (8.34.6). The pottery

(C5m–C4) suggests a Classical foundation (Pikoulas (1988a)

161–64; AR 29 (1982–83) 28–29; BCH 107 (1983) 764–67),

possibly by Lakedaimonians. The finds are consistent with

abandonment during or after C4.

The story that the town was named after Krom(n)os, son

of Lykaon (Paus. 8.3.4 with Steph. Byz. 388.7) could be a

Classical myth (Roy (1968)).

335. Kyphanta (Kyphantaseus) Map 58. Lat. 37.00, long.

23.00. Size of territory: 1? Type: B. (S14). The toponym is

Κ�φαντα, τ� (Polyb. 4.36.5; Paus. 3.24.2); Κ�φας, W, is

found in Hdn. iii.1 57.16. The city-ethnic is Κυφαντασε�ς,

restored with certainty in IG xii.5 542.21 (Karthaia (no.492)?

(C4m)), the earliest evidence for the place.

It is called a polis only by Ptol. Geog. 3.14.43 (urban sense);

however, the appearance of one of its citizens in a catalogue

of proxenoi from Keos (IG xii.5 542.21, Karthaia (no. 492)?

(C4m)) proves that it was a polity already in the Classical

period.

Pausanias implicitly places Kyphanta in Lakonike

(named at e.g. 3.23.11). Its territory perhaps marched with

that of Prasiai (no. 342), since Pausanias gives the distance

from Prasiai to Kyphanta (3.24.3): Kyphanta is c.100 stades

(c.18 km) from Zarax and c.10 stades (c.1.8 km) inland

(3.24.2); 200 stades (37 km) from Prasiai by sea (3.24.3). It

was probably at Kyparissi (ancient fort with polygonal

masonry, presumably late Classical or Hellenistic; LS ii.

282–83, bb38). It was ruined in Pausanias’ day (3.24.2); if

correctly identified, the archaeology points to occupation

into Roman times (Wace and Hasluck (1908–9) 173–74;

Hood (1956) 12).

336. Kythera (Kytherios) Map 58. Lat. 36.15, long. 23.05.

Size of territory: 4 (262 km²). Type: A. (S4). The island

(called Κ�θηρα at Hdt. 7.235.2 and ! Κυθηρ�η ν8σος at

1.82.2) and the town were homonymous, so the toponym

was Κ�θηρα, τ� (Ps.-Skylax 46: ν8σος κα� π#λις). The

city-ethnic is Κυθ�ριος (Thuc. 4.54.1, the earliest evidence

for the town; IG ii² 9110, C4e).

Kythera is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

46. There are many references to a π#λις τ+ν Κυθηρ�ων in

the urban sense (e.g. Thuc. 4.54.1 and Xen. Hell. 4.8.8), but it

appears that no source uses polis in the political sense about

the community, surely by coincidence. Its politeia was the

subject of an Aristotelian treatise (Heracl. Lemb. 54; Arist.

no. 88, Gigon).

The external individual use of the city-ethnic is found in

Ephor. fr. 2 (apud Ath. 352C) and IG ii² 9110 (C4e); the exter-

nal collective use occurs in Thuc. 4.54.1, 2; Xen. Hell. 4.8.8;

RO 96.48, 52 (Kyrene, 330–326), a record of grain donations

by Kyrene (no. 1028) to the Kytherioi amounting to 8,100

medimnoi.

Ps.-Skylax 46 places Kythera in Lakedaimon. Thuc. 4.53.2

and perhaps 7.26.2 seem to imply that Lakonike does not

include Kythera, though usually it includes all places under

Spartan control; at 4.53.2 he locates Kythera the island oppo-

site Lakonike (.π�κειται . . .τ=8 Λακωνικ=8). The territory of

the polis is ! Κυθηρ�α (Xen. Hell. 4.8.7). Its inhabitants are

Lakedaimonians and perioikoi, but used (in C5l?) to be

administered by a magistrate called the kytherodikes and

were garrisoned (Thuc. 4.53.2). According to Hdt. 1.82.2, the

island had been taken from the Argives prior to C6m.For the

strategic importance of the island to Sparta (no. 345), see

Hdt. 7.235.2.

The polis was on the homonymous island, c.10 stades

(c.1.8 km) inland (Paus. 3.23.1) at Palaiokastro (Huxley

(1972) 38–39; Cartledge (1979) 122). Xen. Hell. 4.8.8 mentions

the fortification walls of the polis; cf. Huxley (1972) 38–39.

The second settlement on the island was (!) Σκ�νδεια

(KlPauly v. 221; RE iiiA. 438), probably at Palaiopolis

Kastriou; post-Bronze Age archaeological evidence begins

in C6 (Huxley (1972) 34). Skandeia, the epineion of Kythera

according to Paus. 3.23.1, is called ! .π� θ�λασσ=η π#λις at

Thuc. 4.54.1 (to be contrasted with ! >νω π#λις, i.e. Kythera

town itself, at 4.52.2) and τ� .π� τ�+ λιµ/νι π#λισµα at

4.54.4; it is apparently thought of as a part of Kythera town

and not as a polis in its own right (Hansen (1995b) 43–44;

Shipley (1997) 227–28; see also the note by Hansen in

CPCActs 4: 173–75). Hdt. 1.105.3 mentions the famous sanc-

tuary of Aphrodite, which was at Palaiokastro (Waterhouse

and Hope Simpson (1961) 148ff; alternative location: Huxley

(1972) 35 with fig. 6, pl. 4). (The island was the mythical place

of arrival of the goddess (Hes. Theog. 198).) For lead sling-

bullets found on Kythera, on the island of Antikythera, and
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in its main town of Aigilia (fortified in C5), see IG v.1 951. On

Antikythera/Aigilia, see further supra 573.

In 424, the Athenians with allies attacked Kythera (Thuc.

4.53.1), captured Skandeia (54.1), and defeated the

Kytherians in battle outside the city (54.2); there had already

been contact between the Athenians and some of the

Kytherians before the attack (54.3), and soon after the battle

an agreement was reached (54.4, ξ�µβασις): the Athenians

took over Skandeia and placed a garrison in the city of

Kythera (ibid.). A little later, the Kytherians were enrolled in

the Delian League on the conditions ο2κο%ντας τ�ν

Gαυτ+ν φ#ρον τ/σσαρα τ�λαντα φ/ρειν (Thuc. 4.57.4);

they are not, however, named in the extant tribute quota

lists. The Athenian–Spartan treaty in Thuc. 4.118.4 stipulates

that the Athenians on Kythera are not to have dealings with

Peloponnesian League members (µ� .πιµισγοµ/νους .ς

τ�ν ξυµµαχ�αν). The Peace of Nikias stipulated that the

Athenians restore Kythera to the Lakedaimonians (Thuc.

5.18.7); however, Kytherian forces joined the Athenians in

the attack on Syracuse (Thuc. 7.57.6), so “it had evidently

not been evacuated by 413” (HCT iv: 399 ad 7.26.2). In 393,

Pharnabazos landed on Kythera;οH �χοντες τ�ν π#λιν τ+ν

Κυθηρ�ων left the fortifications and were sent hypospondoi

to Lakonike, whereupon Pharnabazos had the teichos

repaired and left a garrison and the Athenian Nikophemos

as harmost (Xen. Hell. 4.8.8).

According to Thuc. 7.57.6 the Kytherians were Dorians

and colonists (>ποικοι) of the Lakedaimonians. They had

the capacity to organise themselves militarily during the

Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 4.54.1, cf. 7.57.6).

IG v.1 937 (SEG 11 896 (C4)) is a dedication to the

Tyndaridai by an -ρµοστ�ρ, perhaps the Spartan

Kytherodikes (Cartledge (1979) 244) or possibly an Athenian

commander (cf. Xen. Hell. 4.8.8; MacDowell (1986) 30).

337. Las (Laos) Map 58. Lat. 36.40, long. 22.30. Size of ter-

ritory: 1? Type: A. (S5). The toponym is Λ[ς, W (Ps.-Skylax

46); alternativelyΛ[,! (Thuc. 8.91.2, 92.3). Steph. Byz. 404.5

lists the feminine, but comments (6–7) λ/γεται κα�

�ρσενικ+ς. Sometimes it is unclear which is being declined:

e.g. at Hom. Il. 2.585, the earliest mention. The city-ethnic

Λ[ος in Steph. Byz. 404.9 is confirmed by coins of ad

193–211 (Head, HN² 436) and Horos 10–12 (1992–98) 564

(Hadrianic).

Las is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 46

(π#λις κα� λιµ�ν).

Paus. at 3.24.6 locates Las 40 stades (7 km) “right” (i.e.

west) of Gytheion (no. 333) and 10 stades (1.8 km) from the

sea; at 3.24.8 it is c.30 stades (c.5.5 km) from Hypsoi, which is

at the edge of Spartan territory. It was probably near

Chosiari, on the hill with the Frankish castle of Passava (so

Barr., following S5); in the land beneath the acropolis,

Classical finds have been noted (LS ii. 300, ll153;

Giannakopoulos (1987) 52–54 and 51 fig. 12 notes Archaic

finds from Chosiari).

Las is explicitly assigned to Lakonike by Thuc. 8.91.2. Its

territory would have been bounded on the east by that of

Gytheion (cf. Paus. 3.24.6), on the west by that of Pyrrhichos

(3.25.2). Paus. 3.24.7 refers to the spring of Galako, which

presumably existed earlier; his sanctuaries of Asklepios and

Artemis Daphnaia at Hypsoi (3.24.8), and of Diktynna

Artemis on a cape (3.24.9), need not be Classical, but the

tomb of the hero Las at nearby Arainos (3.24.10) is more

likely to be.

The acropolis has produced Protogeometric to Roman

finds, including a late Archaic or early Classical votive stele

(IG v.1 1217).Paus.3.24.6 says that the city was formerly on the

summit of Asia, where the ruins of the old city and its fortifi-

cation walls were situated. A stretch of polygonal walling has

been found (Forster (1906–7) 232–34; cf. Traquair (1905–6)

262 fig. 3), suggesting that Passava is Mt. Asia.

On the acropolis was Pausanias’ ruined temple of Athena

Asia (3.24.7); it could be Classical, as could his “ancient”

statue of Hermes (ibid.). His temples of Dionysos and of

Asklepios on Mt. Ilion, and of Apollo Karneios by

Knakadion, need not be old, though Apollo Karneios is a

classic cult of Laconia. His story of the oecist Las, buried at

Arainos (3.24.10), may have a Classical origin.

According to Ephor. fr. 117 apud Strabo 8.5.4, Las was euli-

menos, and Ps.-Skylax mentions a limen; Thuc. 8.91.2, 92.3,

mentions naval activities at, presumably, this harbour. The

harbour of Las was probably at Vathy Bay, where there are

Roman remains (Forster (1906–7) 233). This is supported by

the location of the tomb of the founding hero, Las, on the

promontory of Arainos (Paus. 3.24.10), probably modern

Ageranos on the south side of Vathy Bay (Waterhouse and

Hope Simpson (1961) 118 n. 28).

338. Oinous (Woinountios) Unlocated. Type: B. (S15).

The toponym is Ο2νο%ς, t, Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 49

apud Steph. Byz. 486.9; Ath. 31CD. The city-ethnic is

gοιν#ντιος on the bronze plaque SEG 13 239 (LSAG 169 no.

22; BCH 77 (1953) 395ff; Argos, c.475?), the earliest evidence

for Oinous and the only attestation of the city-ethnic (an

external, individual use) apart from Steph. Byz. 486.10,

Ο2νο�ντιος.
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Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 49 apud Steph. Byz. 486.9

calls Oinous a πολ�χνιον, if accurately cited by Steph. Byz.

(the unusual noun and the use of Bς may make this more

likely). Ath. 31CD makes it a χωρ�ον near Pitane, but may be

drawing an inference from Alkman. Oinous is ascribed to

Lakonike by Steph. Byz. 486.9–10; doubtless it lay in the val-

ley of the river Oinous (Ptol. Geog. 2.65.7ff, 66.7.; Livy

34.28.1), the modern Kelephina.

The attestation of a C5e proxeny decree of Argos (no. 347)

in favour of a citizen of Oinous (SEG 13 239; LSAG 169 no. 22;

BCH 77 (1953) 395ff: ?λια�αι �δοξξε πρ#ξενον �µεν

Γν#σσταν τ�ν gοιν#ντιον το5ς ?ργε�οις) is a salutary

reminder of the paucity of our evidence and the likelihood

that a significant number of Classical perioikic poleis simply

fail to be named in our written sources.

339. Oios (Oiates) Map 58. Lat. 37.20 (?), long. 22.25. Size

of territory: 1 (2?). Type: C? (S16). The toponym is Ο2#ς, W

(Aesch. Mysoi fr. 416, the earliest mention, but preserved

only by Steph. Byz. 487.5);Ο2�+ (dat.) at Xen. Hell. 6.4.24 and

Ο2#ν (acc.) at 6.5.25 could be masculine or neuter; the

assumption that the nominative is τ� Ο2#ν may have no

foundation other than similarity with the Attic deme. At

Paus. 8.27.4, however, Ο2#ν (nom.) is a likelier emendation

than Ο2#ς (Pikoulas (1987) 137, 148, (1988a) 145 n. 445, 239,

following Niese (1899) 540 n. 1). The city-ethnic is Ο2�της

(Xen. Hell. 6.5.26). (Paus. 8.45.1 refers to Ο2[ται, a δ8µος of

Tegea (no. 297) in early times; it may refer to the same place.)

Attestations of Oios as a polis are only post-C4 and

implicit. Paus. 8.27.4 (r371) may combine the topographical

and political senses.

The only attested collective external use of the ethnic is at

Xen. Hell. 6.5.26, where he calls it a κ)µη (Hansen (1995a) 74).

At Hell. 6.5.24 Xenophon assigns Oios to Lakonike; at

6.5.24, 25, specifically to Skiritis. It is the only settlement

explicitly included in Skiritis in any source (Pikoulas (1987)

135). In Paus. 8.27.4 (r371), if correctly read, Oion is an

Aigytian and/or Skiritan polis; but Skiritis had probably

been subsumed under Aigytis by then.

Oios was possibly at Ai-Gianni Kerasias (Kerasia was for-

merly Arvanitokerasia; Loring (1895) 60 and n. 141; Pikoulas

(1987) 135–37 and n. 35; cf. (1988a) 239 no. i) where Romaios

identified a sanctuary of Demeter (PAE 1907: 121); unautho-

rized excavation later revealed a large building. Xen. Hell.

6.5.26 mentions that attacking Arkadians went up on to the

roofs of houses (.π� τ+ν ο2κι+ν). (See also LS ii. 283, dd43.)

If correctly identified, Oios may have existed only in the

Classical period.

340. Oitylos (Oitylios?)/Beitylos (Beityleus) Map 58. Lat.

36.40, long. 22.25. Size of territory: 1 (2?). Type: C. (S6). The

toponym is Ο]τυλος, W, first in Il. 2.585; Pherekydes (FGrHist

3) fr. 168; Paus. 3.21.7, etc.; but *Βε�τυλος is implied by the

earliest epigraphic attestations of the city-ethnic, in

Hellenistic and Roman inscriptions. Strabo 8.4.4 gives

Βα�τυλος as an alternative, perhaps an error for Βε�τυλος;

cf. Β�τυλα, Ptol. Geog. 3.14.43. The city-ethnic Ο2τ�λιος

given by Steph. Byz. 487.17 is perhaps purely inferential. The

few genuine attestations, all post-C4, are of Βειτυλε�ς, e.g.

IG v.1 935 (Kythera, C2).

Oitylos is called a polis in the topographical sense by

Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 168 using the unusual expression

“the polis in Sparta”; but as he is writing about mythological

material, and as this usage is unparalleled, it does not

amount to reliable evidence of polis status (cf. Hansen and

Nielsen (2000) 148–49).

Paus. locates Oitylos 150 stades (27 km) from Hippola

(3.25.10) and c.80 stades (c.15 km) from Thalamai (3.26.1). It

is near modern Oitylo (formerly Vitylo). Architectural frag-

ments found in churches could be from the ancient polis;

part of a possible cult building has been uncovered, and a

possible defensive wall (AR (4) (1957) 10; LS ii. 300–1, ll154;

Waterhouse and Hope Simpson (1961) 121). Pausanias’

xoanon of Karneian Apollo in the agora may be old. The

archaeological evidence to date is too imprecise to confirm

that Oitylos was a Classical polis, though that remains a pos-

sibility.

341. Pellana (Pellaneus) Map 58. Lat. 37.10, long. 22.20.

Size of territory: 1 (2?). Type: B. (S17). The Doric form of the

toponym is Πελλ�να, !, as in Pausanias’ citation (3.26.2) of

Alkman (fr. 23, Page). In earlier sources the name is

Πελλ�νη, !: e.g. Xen. Hell. 7.5.9. In Strabo 8.4.5 (Π/λαννα,

Π/λανα codd.) and 8.7.5, however, it is neuter plural:

Π/λλανα,τ�.The city-ethnic is Πελλανε�ςorΠελληνε�ς;

either can be restored in IG xii.5 542.20 (Karthaia (no. 492)?

(C4m)). Πελληνε�ς occurs at Polyb. 18.17.1.

Pellana is called a polis only retrospectively, by Diod.

15.67.2 bis (r369/8) (Παλλ�νην, Παλλ�νην codd.), using

polis in both the topographical and the political senses.

Polyb. 4.81.7 makes it part of a τρ�πολις, implying that it is

itself a polis. For Paus. 3.21.2 Pellana was a polis “of old”. The

only Classical attestation of the city-ethnic is individual and

external, in IG xii.5 542.20–1 (Karthaia (no. 492)? (C4m)),

which lists a man of Pellana as proxenos of the issuing polis

and provides confirmation that it was a polity in C4m.A C4l

sepulchral inscription commemorating a man fallen in 
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battle (.ν πολ/µοι) may provide evidence of Pellanian mil-

itary forces (Zavvou (1999) 65–66 no. 6); see Hodkinson

(2000) 250–54.

Pellana belongs to Lakonike (or Lakedaimon?) in IG xii.5

542; to Lakonike in Diod. 15.67.2 (r369/8); it is a Λακωνικ�ν

χωρ�ον in Strabo 8.7.5. Polyb. 4.81.7 refers to τ�ν .ν τ=8

τριπ#λει . . . Πελλ�νην, possibly referring to Aigys (no.

323), Belbina (no. 326) and Pellana (no. 341) with their chorai

(cf. perhaps the tripolim bordering on Megalopolitan territ-

ory in Livy 35.27.10). In Diod. 15.67.2 (r369/8) it has a χ)ρα

that is ravaged by the Arkadians. It was 100 stades (18 km)

from Belemina (Paus. 3.21.3), and more than c.50 stades (c.9

km) from Sparta (3.20.10 with 3.21.1). It is probably

Palaiokastro Pellanas and/or Spilies Pellanas (major pre-

historic site with Hellenistic (?) and Roman (?) finds). (LS ii.

288, gg69; ibid. gg264; cf. Spyropoulos (1998) and Pikoulas

(1999)).

Pausanias’ sanctuary of Asklepios (3.21.2) may be late

Classical or post-C4. According to Paus. 3.21.2 (cf. 3.1.4) it

was founded by Tyndareos; this could well be a pre-

Hellenistic legend.

342. Prasiai (Brasiates) Map 58.Lat.37.10, long.22.55. Size

of territory: 2? Type: A. (S7). The toponym is Πρασια�, αH,

first in Ar. Pax 242; Thuc. 2.56.6, 6.105.2; Xen. Hell. 7.2.2–3;

Πρασ�α (Ps.-Skylax 46); Βρασια� (e.g. Paus. 3.21.7).

According to Paus. 3.24.4 its name was ’Ορει[ται before the

Lakedaimonians took it over; an archaizing or poetic form

of that name, ’Ορειο�, appears in the grave epigram IG v.1

723 (SEG 11 864.3 (C3f or possibly C4s)). The city-ethnic is

Βρασι�της (e.g. Paus. 3.24.4; Steph. Byz. 184.10) and

Πρασιε�ς (Strabo 8.6.14; Steph. Byz. 534.17).

Prasiai is called a polis (kai limen) at Ps.-Skylax 46, using

polis in the urban sense; Thuc. 2.56.6 twice calls it a π#λισµα

(cf. Flensted-Jensen (1995) 129–31; Hansen (1998) 21, 25),

once adding .πιθαλ�σσιον. If IG v.1 723 (supra) refers to it,

it is here called patris.

The territory is termed γ8 by Thuc. 2.56.6. The C7–C5

sanctuary of Apollo Tyritas at the kome of Tyros (11 km

north of Plaka), and that of Apollo Maleatas at Kosmas in

Mt. Parnon, may both have lain in the territory of Prasiai

(unless Tyros was a polis). Thuc. 2.54.6 assigns Prasiai to

Lakonike, Ps.-Skylax 46 to Lakedaimon. It also belonged to

Kynouria (as indicated by the extent of this area), periodi-

cally disputed between Sparta and Argos (Thuc. 5.14.4, 41.2).

By C3l it was Argive again (Polyb.4.36.5; Shipley (2000) 378).

Strabo 8.6.2 locates it on the ?ργολικ�ς κ#λπος; Pausanias

calls the area Lakonike (e.g. 3.23.11).

According to Strabo 8.6.14, Prasiai was one of seven cities

in the Kalaureian Amphiktyony, the Lakedaimonians 

paying their dues on their behalf (presumably after they

captured Kynouria in C6m). This perhaps preserves a non-

Lakedaimonian ethnic categorization of Prasiai (OCD³

273).

In 430, Prasiai was captured and plundered by the

Athenians who also ravaged its territory (Thuc. 2.56.6; cf.Ar.

Pax 242); it was raided by Athenian forces twice again later

(Thuc. 6.105.2, 7.18.3). In 366, Peloponnesian League troops

assembled at Prasiai (Xen. Hell. 7.2.2–3).

Prasiai was 200 stades (37 km) by sea from Kyphanta (no.

335) (Paus. 3.24.3). The town was at Paralia Leonidiou, with

an acropolis at Plaka, south of Leonidi, where ancient

remains have been found; there has been no systematic

investigation of the area. Finds from c.C7l to Roman are evi-

dence of a nucleated settlement. There are ancient towers

and foundations on the acropolis hill between the two har-

bours (LS ii. 282, bb33; Phaklaris (1990) 129–37). We have no

Classical evidence of cults, but Paus. 3.10.7 names Ino and

Dionysos, sanctuaries of Asklepios and Achilles which may

be Classical, and a headland cult with small statues. Paus.

3.24.3–4 gives the story of Semele and the baby Dionysos in

explanation of the name of the polis; this may have had a

Classical origin.

343. Sellasia (Sellasieus?) Map 58. Lat. 37.10, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 1 (2?). Type: B. (S28). The toponym is

Σελλασ�α, !, first at Xen. Hell. 2.2.13, etc., unless we read

Σελλασ�ην at Hdt. 6.74.1. Σελασ�α (e.g. Polyb. 2.65.7) may

be a genuine alternative, as may ‘Ελλασ�α in MSS of Diod.

15.64.1, 6 bis (cf. Stylianou (1998) ad 64.1). The city-ethnic

may be Σελλασιε�ς, not attested before (and perhaps

invented by) Steph. Byz. 561.4, or Σελασιε�ς (ibid. 559.13).

Sellasia is called a polis in the urban and political senses

combined (cf. Hansen (2000) 175–76) by Diod. 15.64.1

(r369/8); it is nowhere explicitly called a polis in the political

sense, but Diod. 15.64.1 (r369/8) may imply perioikic status.

There is no direct evidence for Sellasia’s territory, but

Plut. Agis 8.1 makes it one of the boundaries of Spartan ter-

ritory in Agis IV’s proposals. Sellasia is placed in Lakonike by

Theopomp. fr. 11, if correctly reproduced by Steph. Byz.

(561.2–3). The phrase πλησ�ον τ8ς Λακωνικ8ς is deleted

by editors of Xen. Hell. 2.2.13; perhaps another word (such as

π#λει, πολιχν��ω or πολ�σµατι) stood before τ8ς

Λακωνικ8ς (e.g. .ν Σελλασ��α, π#λει τ8ς Λακωνικ8ς).

Paus. 3.10.7 places the ruins on the main road just before

Thornax. Polyaen. 3.11.6 probably implies that Sellasia was
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200 stades (37 km) from Sparta (it is actually 20–25 km). The

probable location is the rounded hill of Palaiogoulas (so

Barr.), Laconia Survey site a118 (late Archaic to early

Hellenistic; LS ii. 321–23, a118), rather than the nearby moun-

tain-top fortress at Ag. Konstantinos (b111, late Archaic to

middle Hellenistic). From archaeological evidence, Sellasia

was probably founded in C6m and abandoned in C3 (Catling

(2002) 238–40). It was seen in ruins by Pausanias (3.10.7).

A cult of Artemis at Sellasia is implied by Hsch. s.v.

Σελασ�α. A cult of the Dioskouroi in or near Sellasia is indi-

cated by IG v.1 919 (LSAG 200 no. 24; SEG 42 307� (c.525?)),

a votive found near the modern village of Sellasia (formerly

Vourlia). IG v.1 920 (SEG 11 889 (C6)) is a votive to an

unnamed deity.

344. Side Map 58. Lat. 36.30(?), long. 23.10(?) Size of

territory: 1? Type: A. (S8): no archaeological site known;

nn354 Velanidia proposed on topographical grounds

(Hasluck (1907–8) 174; LS ii. 313, nn354; Ag. Georgios near

Velandia is supported by Pikoulas (2002) 236).The toponym

is Σ�δη, !, only in Ps.-Skylax 46; Paus. 3.22.11. A city-ethnic

is not attested.

Side is called a polis (in the urban sense) only by Ps.-

Skylax 46 (π#λις κα� λιµ�ν), and retrospectively by

Pausanias, who says that it was one of three poleis from

which Boia was synoecised in early times (see Boia (no. 327);

cf. also Aphroditia (no. 325) and Etis (no. 330)).

Ps.-Skylax 46 lists Side under Lakedaimon. Paus. 3.22.11

says it was named after Side, daughter of Danaos; this could

reflect a Classical foundation myth.

345. Sparta (Spartiates)/Lakedaimon (Lakedaimonios)

Map 58. Lat. 37.05, long. 22.30. Size of territory: 5. Type: A.

Two different toponyms are used for the central settlement

of Lakonike:

(1) Σπ�ρτη, !, (Hom. Il. 2.582; Tyrtaios fr. 4.4; Thgn.

785 �Anon. Megarensis (c.480); Hdt. 1.68.5; Thuc. 1.130.1,

4.3.2; Xen. Hell. 7.1.28; Ps.-Skylax 46; SEG 22 460 post 369); in

Doric Σπ�ρτα (Alc. fr. 360.2, Liberman (Aeolic); Pind.

Pyth. 1.77; IG xii.9 286 (c.500–475); IvO 160.1 (C4e); IG v.2

173.37 (C4m)). Sometimes Homer seems to think of Sparte

as an area (Od. 11.460), as does Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 168

(cf. Oitylos (no. 340)).

(2) Λακεδα�µων, ! (Hdt. 1.82.1), also a word for the

region (see supra 570). It was already the name of the settle-

ment in the late Bronze Age (Hall (2000)). Lakedaimon,

probably in the sense of the city of Sparta, includes the

Amyklaion (treaty quoted at Thuc. 5.18.10). For Lakedaimon

(without π#λις) as probably meaning the town, see Pind.

Pyth. 4.49; Hdt. 1.82.1; Thuc. 1.43.1; Xen. Hell. 2.3.8; IG iv².1

122.xxi.1 (C4s); Polyb. 8.33.8. In a C4l dedication by a

Lakedaimonian victor at Olympia (Syll.³ 1069 � IvO 171,

316), Lakedaimon is said to be 660 stades (121 km) from

Olympia,which should refer to the city of Sparta rather than

its territory. See further Hall (2000) 78–79.

Sometimes the two seem to be combined for variety’s

sake: Maiandrios sails “to Lakedaimon” (though this could

be the region) and meets Kleomenes who is “ruling Sparta”

(Hdt. 3.148.1). At other times the distinction seems deliber-

ate: if Dorieus had remained in Sparta, he would have been

king of Lakedaimon (Hdt. 5.48). On other occasions the

variation seems to have no special significance: the kings

may rule in Sparta (Hdt. 1.65.1) or in Lakedaimon (Hdt.

1.67.1); Ainesias is ephor in Sparta (Thuc. 2.2.1), Pleistolas in

Lakedaimon (Thuc. 5.25.1).

The city-ethnic also has two versions:

(1) Σπαρτι�της (Thuc. 1.128.3, 2.25.2; Xen. Hell. 3.3.5,

7.4.19); Doric Σπαρτι�τας (LSAG² 446 no. 16a (c.550); IvO

263 (C6); IvO 244 (C6/C5e)); Ionic Σπαρτι�της (Hdt.

8.42.2, 9.54.2).

(2) Λακεδαιµ#νιος (Pind. Pyth. 4.257; Hdt. 1.6.2; Thuc.

1.6.4; Xen. Hell. 1.2.18; SEG 11 1180a (C6f); SEG 26 476 (C6?);

IvO 247 (C6l/C5e); ML 22 (490–480), no. 67 (c.427); IG ii²

43.A.9 (378/7)).

Σπαρτι[ται denotes only the citizens of Sparta, the

dominant polis. Λακεδαιµ#νιοι strictly denotes all

Lakedaimonians (Spartans and perioikoi), but today it is

often translated as if Greek authors used it as a synonym for

“Spartans”. This misconception may be based partly on the

false premiss that the perioikoi were treated almost as badly

as helots. It is, of course, true that the Spartans held almost

all decision-making power in Lakonike; and when Thuc.

1.10.2 comments on the underdeveloped physical urban

form of the “polis of the Lakedaimonians”, he certainly

means the town of Sparta. Sparta was the dominant political

community, purporting to speak for all Lakedaimonians;

this may be why “Lakedaimonians” often appears to denote

the Spartans. This need not be true in every case, however.

When Simonides, in his epigram on Thermopylai (Hdt.

7.228.2), asks the passer-by to take a message to “the

Lakedaimonians”, he may mean what he says. The same con-

sideration may apply to Thucydides’ statements that the

Lakedaimonians do not make their allies pay tribute but

favour oligarchies (1.19.1), and that it was Lakedaimonian

fear of growing Athenian power that led to war (1.24.5). A

telling pairing of the two ethnics is at Thuc. 1.128.3, where

King Pausanias W Λακεδαιµ#νιος is sent for by the
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Σπαρτι[ται: though king of the wider Lakedaimonian

community, he is recalled because the Spartans will it.

The claim to “speak for Lakonike” may explain why a

Spartiate abroad is usually called Lakedaimonios, the only

epigraphic exception being the lion dedicated to Hera in

Samos by Eumnastos Spartiates (Dunst (1972) 140–44;

LSAG² 446 no. 16a (c.550)). On the other hand, there are no

demonstrable examples of “Lakedaimonios” being used as

the ethnic of an individual perioikos: as far as we know, he is

always called by the ethnic of his own polis (e.g. Gytheates,

Oinountios; Hansen (1996) 185 and n. 96; Shipley (1997)

209). Therefore, when we encounter Λακεδαιµ#νιος indi-

vidually, we can probably assume it means a Spartan. Thus,

in IG xii.5 542, a C4m catalogue of proxenoi from (presum-

ably) Karthaia (no. 492), while three citizens of perioikic

poleis of Lakonike are listed with their city-ethnics (20–22), a

Lakedaimonios is also catalogued (18), and he ought to be a

Spartan, as ought the two Lakedaimonians attested as Eleian

proxenoi in C6 (SEG 11 1180a (C6f); SEG 26 476 (C6?)) and

the Lakedaimonian sculptor who signed Corinth viii.3 15

(C5l–C4e).

The short form Λ�κων (SEG 31 559 (369/8); Arist. Pol.

1271b28) is less common. It is sometimes used in poetic and

colloquial contexts (Ar. Ach. 305; Hdt. 1.68.2) or for variety.

It seems to be interchangeable with Λακεδαιµ#νιος, but

can be applied specifically to Spartiatai (Xen. An. 2.1.3, 5,

5.31) as well as to Lakedaimonians in general (cf. Xen. An.

5.1.15, where it is applied to a man explicitly described as

being a perioikos).

Both Sparte and Lakedaimon are described as a polis.

(1) Sparte: A rare, perhaps unique, epigraphic descrip-

tion of Sparta as a polis is in Tod 204 (κα� ο(κ �ναστ�σω

?θ�νας ο(δ* Σπ�ρτην . . . ο(δ* τ+ν >λλων π#λεων

ο(δεµ�αν), where the political sense may also be present.

For the Archaic period we have Tyrtaios fr. 4.4, West, with

connotations of state and perhaps country; frr. 8 and 10

seem to use polis in the political sense. Hdt. 7.234.2 combines

the urban and political senses of polis with a reference to

Lakedaimon the district, and includes the polis of Sparte

within Lakedaimon (�στι .ν τ=8 Λακεδα�µονι Σπ�ρτη

π#λις). Ps.-Skylax 46 implicitly includes Sparte among the

inland poleis of Lakedaimon. Couplings of π#λις in the

urban sense with Σπαρτι[ται occur at Xen. Hell. 6.5.28: οH

δ* Σπαρτι[ται �τε�χιστον �χοντες τ�ν π#λιν and 7.5.11:

.ν τ=8 π#λει τ+ν Σπαρτιατ+ν.Whereas the urban sense of

polis is somewhat rare, the political sense occurs somewhat

more frequently (e.g. Xen. Lac. 1.1, cf. 10.4). Phrases combin-

ing π#λις and Σπαρτι[ται occur more often (Thuc. 1.132.1;

Anaximenes, Ars rhetorica 24.3; Isoc. Hel. 63, Panath. 41, 65;

Arist. Pol. 1271b11). There seem to be no examples of Sparta

or the Spartiatai being described as a polis in the rarer terri-

torial sense, unless Tyrt. fr. 4 (supra) or Thuc. 5.63.4

(�π�γειν στρατι3ν .κ τ8ς π#λεως) are examples.

(2) Lakedaimon: Lakedaimon is never explicitly called a

polis in the urban sense, though Λακεδα�µων on its own

often clearly denotes the city (e.g. the Corinthians deliver 

a speech .ν Λακεδα�µονι (Thuc. 1.43.1)) and !

Λακεδαιµον�ων π#λις in the urban sense is found at Thuc.

1.10.2; note also that at Aen. Tact. 2.2 the ethnic

Λακεδαιµ#νιοι is coupled with π#λισµα (cf. Flensted-

Jensen (1995) 129). However, at Pl. Leg. 683D polis is used

about Lakedaimon primarily in the urban sense (τρε5ς

π#λεις κατοικ�ζειν, Xργος, Μεσσ�νην, Λακεδα�µονα; cf.

Hansen (2000) 178), but the political sense is a connotation,

and the reference is to the mythical period. Lakedaimon is

also called a polis in the political sense (Xen. Hell. 5.2.32; cf.

5.3.25, 4.23; Lac. 9.4; Pl. Resp. 599D; Isoc. Paneg. 64). The

phrase “polis of the Lakedaimonians” in the political sense

also occurs at Thuc. 5.23.2, where the text of a treaty couples

“the Lakedaimonians and Athenians” as τV π#λεε; cf. 8.2.3;

Xen. Hell. 2.1.14, 3.5.6; Arist. Eth. Nic. 1180a25; CID ii 4.ii.48,

360). Sometimes, when Λακεδα�µων is not called a polis, the

name possibly refers to the wider polis embracing Spartiatai

and perioikoi (Thuc. 5.28.2).Apparently,Λακεδα�µων is not

described as a polis in the territorial sense. For

Λακεδαιµ#νιοι, Thuc. 8.40.2 provides a probable example

(there are more slaves in Chios than in any polis except that of

the Lakedaimonians). Lakedaimon is also called an �θνος in

the sense of an ethnic territory containing poleis (Ps.-Skylax

46: Λακεδα�µων �θνος . . . κα� π#λεις .ν α(τ=8, including

Sparta itself). For the perioikic poleis see Hdt. 7.234.2:

Λακεδαιµον�ων . . . π#λιες πολλα� (perioikoi and Spartans

together); Isoc. Areop. 7: Λακεδαιµ#νιοι . . . .κ φα�λων κα�

ταπειν+ν π#λεων; Ps.-Skylax 46: ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι πολλα�

π#λεις Λακεδαιµον�ων.

Without being explicitly coupled with Sparte or

Lakedaimon the urban sense of polis occurs at Hdt. 6.58.1,

Thuc. 1.134.1; Xen. Hell. 3.3.10–11; Isoc. 5.48; the political

sense occurs at Xen. Hell. 1.6.5, 3.3.4, 4.2.9.

The term πολ5ται is applied to Spartans (Hdt. 6.85.2,

9.35.1) and Lakedaimonians (Xen. Hell. 5.4.13, 7.4.20, 21;

Aeschin. 1.180). Without being explicitly coupled with

Spartiates or Lakedaimonians, politai occurs at Xen. Hell.

5.4.28, 23, 6.4.26.

There are many references to the πολιτε�α of the

Lakedaimonian or Spartan state. Sometimes it is that of the
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Spartiatai (Isoc. Panath. 109), much more often that of the

Lakedaimonioi (Thuc. 1.18.1; Xen. Hell. 2.3.34; Arist. Pol.

1269a29). Λακεδαιµον�ων πολιτε�α was the title of works

by Xenophon (Lac.), Kritias (DK no. 88 frr. 6–9, 32–37), and

Aristotle (frr. 539–51). Occasionally πολιτε�α is linked with

Λακεδα�µων (Pl. Leg. 712D). We also find ! Λακωνικ�

πολιτε�α (Arist. Pol. 1272b33) and ! Λακ)νων πολιτε�α

(Ephor. fr. 118 apud Strabo 8.5.5).

The verb πολιτε�οµαι is used in laudatory accounts of

the Lakedaimonian constitution (Isoc. 3.24; Dem. 20.105).

The terms τ� πολιτικ#ν (Xen. Hell. 4.4.19) and οH

πολιτικο� (Xen. Hell. 7.1.28) are used to distinguish

Lakedaimonian (including perioikic) forces from those of

the allies. Polyb. 6.45.3 refers to τ8ς πολιτικ8ς χ)ρας, “the

land divided among the citizens”(see Hodkinson (1986) 385).

Sparte is called an asty in Thgn. 785 �Anon. Megarensis

(c.480,Hdt.7.220.4; and Simon. fr. 11.29,West²;>στοιoccurs

at Hdt. 6.57.2, 61.2 (cf. Hansen (1997) 10–11).

Sparta is called patris in IG xii.9 286 (Eretria, C6) and

Xen. Lac. 1.2 and [πατ]ρ)ιη π[#]λις in Simon. fr. 11.32,

West². Lakedaimon is called “the akropolis of Greece” and

patris in Lysander’s monument commemorating the battle

of Aigos potamoi (ML 95c; SEG 33 439; F.Delphes iii.1 50). Cf.

Xen. Hell. 7.1.30 (patris) and Hdt. 9.76.1 (patre).

The different uses of the two city-ethnics are found as 

follows.

(1) Spartiates: internally, Spartiates is not attested in the

Archaic or Classical periods. The external individual use is

found in LSAG² 446 no. 16a (c.550) and IvO 263 (C6) (Dunst

(1972) 140–44); and in Hdt. 7.226.1, 8.42.2; Thuc. 2.66.2,

4.11.2; Xen. Hell. 5.4.39, 7.1.25; An. 4.8.25. The external collec-

tive use is found in IvO 244 (�LSAG 199 no. 10 (C6f?)); and

in Hdt. 1.65.4, 67.1; Thuc. 1.28.3, 132.1; Xen. Hell. 3.3.5, 4.3.23,

6.5.21.

(2) Lakedaimonios is much more common than

Spartiates. The internal collective use occurs in the list of

contributions to the “Spartan” war fund (IG v.1 1; ML 67,

with SEG 39 370�, 44 342; LSAG 201 no. 55 and Matthaiou

and Pikoulas (1989); Loomis (1992) (C5l/C4e)) and the

treaty with the Aitoloi/Erxadieis (ML 67 bis (c.426?); cf. IG v.1

219.2 (C5)).The external individual use (on which see supra)

is found in C6 in SEG 11 1180a (C6f) and 29 408� (LSAG 199

no. 20; Olympia (c.C6s)); in C5 in SEG 28 724 (Eretria, C5l)

and IG xi.2 161.B.59 (Delos), votive by Λυσ�νδρου

Λακεδαιµον�ου (Lysander was a mothax, see supra 570);

and in C4 in Tod 135 (367); IG xii.5 542.18 (C4m). The exter-

nal collective use is found in ML 22 (c.490–80); IvO 247

(C5e); IG i³ 522, 425; F.Delphes iii.4 462.A.3 (375/4); CID ii

4.ii.48 (360); Hdt. 1.6.3; Thuc. 5.77.1 (certainly equivalent to

Spartiatai here); Xen. Hell. 1.2.18. Coupled with the wider

ethnic “Dorian” it occurs in CID ii 32.43: ∆ωρι/ων

Εdθιππος Λα[κε]δαιµ#νιος (C4l). For the use of the vari-

ant ethnic Lakon, see SEG 31 559 (Delphi, 369–368), weapons

captured from Λακ#νων; the external individual use is

found in Xen. An. 2.1.5, 5.31.

The territory, when referred to as ge or chora in prose, is

always that of the Lakedaimonians (Thuc. 8.58.3; Xen. Hell.

6.5.24; Ps.-Skylax 46; F.Delphes iii.1 6, 369), never of the

Spartans. Between C6s and 371 Sparta controlled two-fifths

of the Peloponnese (Thuc. 1.10.2), an area of c.8,500 km²

(Cartledge (1979) 7). (For Lakedaimon the region, and for

Lakonike, see Introduction).

The Eurotas valley, with or without the hills of Vardounia

and the coastal plain of Helos including Gytheion (no. 333)

to its west, has sometimes been considered the Spartan “core

territory”. Even if such an entity was not juridically defined

or precisely bounded (which it may have been), it seems

likely that Sparta had a contiguous territory which was

ringed by those of perioikic poleis. In the Classical period it

would have been bounded on the north by those of Pellana

(no. 341) (Plut. Agis 8.1) and Sellasia (no. 343), on the east by

that of Geronthrai (no. 332), to the south perhaps by that of

Gytheion, and on the west by the crest of Taÿgetos and/or

the area known as Dentheliatis. The Archaic and Classical

territory of Sparta proper amounted to c.270 km², of which

almost half was prime arable land (Catling (2002)). There

are no ancient references to the so-called Spartiatike ge, a fig-

ment of modern scholarship. Instead, post-Classical

authors refer to “the land belonging to the asty” (Plut. Lyc.

8.5) or “the civic land” (πολιτικ� γ8: Polyb. 6.45.3; see

MacDowell (1986) 91–92; Hodkinson (1986) 385).

Notoriously, the Spartan land economy was based on

extraction. The Spartans expropriated a large part of the

agricultural produce of helot cultivators, mostly in

Messenia but also in Laconia (Tyrt. frr. 6–7 apud Paus. 4.14.5;

Myron (FGrHist 106) fr. 2 apud Ath. 657d; Plut. Lyc. 24.2;

Mor. 239D–E). Their farms were allegedly assigned as kleroi

(plots) to individual Spartiates from which to draw their

contributions to the communal messes (syssitia). Lykourgos

was believed to have allocated 9,000 kleroi to the Spartiates

and 30,000 to the perioikoi (Plut. Lyc. 8.5). The Spartans 

supposedly held equal kleroi from the state (possibly called

“the ancient portion”,Heracl.Lemb. 12; or “the anciently dis-

tributed portion”, Plut. Mor. 238E); but Hodkinson (2000)

argues that it is the helots’ tribute, and doubts that the kleros

system existed.
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Spartiate numbers probably peaked in C5e; they may have

increased after new farmland was opened up in C6m

(Catling (2002) 210–11). Referring to 480, Hdt. 7.234.2 makes

Damaratos say that the polis of Sparta contains approxi-

mately 8,000 men—possibly the only remotely reliable esti-

mate of total Spartiate numbers.At Plataiai in 479 there were

5,000 Spartans (Hdt. 9.28.2), perhaps formally two-thirds of

the total levy (Cartledge (1979) 207–8). Arist. Pol. 1270a36–38

reports that there were “once” 10,000 Spartiatai. According

to Diod. 11.63.1–2, the earthquake of c.465 and subsequent

shocks killed more than 20,000 Lakedaimonians, but this is

no basis for reliable statistics (Cartledge (1979) 218, 222). In

480, the total population in citizen families may have been

c.35,000–40,000 (Cartledge (1979) 222). At Nemea in 394,

there were some 6,000 Lakedaimonian hoplites (Xen. Hell.

4.2.16). At Leuktra in 371, there were only 700 Spartiates

(Xen. Hell. 6.4.15), plus half as many left at home (6.4.17),

suggesting a total Spartiate class of c.1,050. On the causes of

the decline in Spartiate numbers, commonly called “oligan-

thropy”, see Hodkinson (1986), (2000) 406–23.

The Lakedaimonians were the leaders of the Hellenic

League which defeated the Persian invasion of 480–479

(Thuc. 1.18.2; ML 27 coil 2; Brunt (1953)). They were likewise

the leaders of the “Peloponnesian League” (a modern

name), referred to in our sources as “the Lakedaimonians

and the allies” (Thuc. 1.108.1) or “the Peloponnesians”

(Thuc. 1.1.1). This system of alliances, often one-sided, prob-

ably came into being during C6 and functioned until the

League was dissolved after the Spartans’ defeat at Leuktra

(371),which caused the loss of most of Messenia and some of

the perioikoi. (These alliances did not involve the perioikoi;

as members of the Lakedaimonian polis, they and the

Spartans formed a single party in treaties.) In 506 the

Corinthians (no. 227) showed that allies could restrain

Sparta, causing an expedition to be halted (Hdt. 5.91–93).

Soon after, c.504, decision-making procedures were regu-

larised (Cartledge (1979) 147–48). On the League, see

Cartledge (2002); Salmon (1984) ch. 17; Gschnitzer (1978).

There are many references to the Lakedaimonian–

Peloponnesian alliance (e.g. Thuc. 1.108.1) and to other

alliances made by the Lakedaimonians (e.g. Staatsverträge ii

nos. 112, 144, etc.). An important epigraphic example from

Sparta, dating from perhaps 460–380, is the treaty between

the Lakedaimonians and the Aitolian Erxadieis (ML 67 bis (p.

312); SEG 26 461, 42 308�; LSAG² 447g, 448), which contains

the key phrase hεποµ]/νος h#πυι κα Λα[κεδαιµ#νιο]ι

h�γιονται (for similar formulations, see Hdt. 1.151.3; Xen.

Hell. 2.2.20, 4.6.2, 5.3.26; Lac. 15.2; Isoc. 12.180). When a treaty

or alliance involves Sparta, the contracting party is the

Λακεδαιµ#νιοι: I.Dél. 6–7 87 fr. a.1 (402–399): hι�λε τ3 τ/λε

τ˜ον Λακεδαιµον�ον; Thuc. 5.18.1: σπονδ3ς .ποι�σαντο

?θηνα5οι κα� Λακεδαιµ#νιοι κα� οH ξ�µµαχοι.

Exiles are attested at Thuc.5.72.1; Xen.Hell. 1.1.32,An. 1.1.9;

and Theopomp. fr. 240.

The Spartans, with the Lakedaimonians, enjoyed the

greatest military reputation of any hoplite army from the

late Archaic period until their catastrophic defeat by 

the Thebans at Boiotian Leuktra in 371. On the Serpent

Column celebrating victory over Xerxes, the Lake-

daimonians head the list of Greek allies (ML 27). As in other

matters, it is generally as Lakedaimonians,not Spartans, that

the army takes the field (Hdt. 6.72.1; Thuc. 2.66.1, 5.33.1; Xen.

An. 7.6.1; cf. IG i³ 86.d–g.14, 417; IG ii² 107.43 (368/7)), and

indeed the shield badge was often a Λ for Λακεδαιµ#νιοι

(Eupolis fr. 359, Kock; Theopomp. fr. 402; cf. Xen. Hell.

4.4.10, 7.5.20; see further Lazenby (1985) 30); booty is taken

from the Lakedaimonians (IvO 247; LSAG 182 no. 4

(c.C5m?); Bauslaugh (1990); IG i³ 522, 425; F.Delphes iii.4

462.A.3 (375/4)); Leuktra was remembered as a Lake-

daimonian defeat (Parian Chronicle of 264/3: IG xii.5 444;

Tod 205.84). It is possible that in practice each of the five

divisions, lochoi, of the hoplite army was recruited primari-

ly from one oba of the polis (infra), without there being any

formal link (Singor (1999) 74–75). Chief command of the

land army was normally held by one or both kings; that of

the navy in the Classical period by a nauarchos (Thuc. 2.66.2;

Xen. Hell. 1.5.1), sometimes with an epistoleus, secretary

(Hell. 2.1.7). Further details of Spartan military organisation

and its chronological development may be found in

Lazenby (1985) and Sekunda and Hook (1998).

The perioikoi were integral to the army; at Plataiai there

were 10,000 Lakedaimonians, of whom only half were

Spartans (Hdt. 9.28.2). Until the late Classical period, how-

ever, they were probably brigaded separately from Spartiates

(Lazenby (1985) 15–16). At times they exercised command in

the navy (Thuc. 8.22.1). Helots also normally served: Hdt.

9.10.1 says that at Plataiai there were seven helots to each

Spartan (no doubt an exaggeration; see further Hunt (1998)

33–39).

Spartans of military age were required to reside in the city

(Xen. Lac. 5; Plut. Lyc. 15.3–4), but their private farms were

presumably spread all over the core territory of Lakedaimon

and probably the whole of Lakonike; perhaps their families

resided there.

Envoys are regularly sent to and from Lakedaimon or the

Lakedaimonians, not Sparta or the Spartans (though see
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Hdt. 1.141.4, 6.85.1, 7.149.2, etc.): (a) to Lakedaimon: Hdt.

9.7.1; Thuc. 3.85.3, 92.3; Xen. Hell. 3.2.12; cf. IG ii² 1.45 (403/2);

(b) to the Lakedaimonians: Ktesias (FGrHist 688) T 7, cf. fr.

30); Dem. 20.73; Arist. Ath. Pol. 32.3; (c) from Lakedaimon:

Thuc. 1.139.3; IG ii² 106.7 (368/7); (d) from the

Lakedaimonians: Hdt. 7.153.1; Thuc. 1.28.1; Xen. Hell. 5.4.22;

Ktesias (FGrHist 688) T 7. The Lakedaimonians acted as

arbitrators between Elis (no. 251) and Lepreon (no. 306) in

421 (Thuc. 5.31.4).

Proxenia, too, is conducted in the name of the

Lakedaimonians. For proxenoi of the Lakedaimonians in

other poleis, see e.g. Thuc. 3.52.5 (Plataiai (no. 216)); 5.43.2

(Athens (no. 361)); 5.59.5 (Argos (no. 347)); Xen. Hell. 5.4.22

(Athens); 6.1.3 (Pharsalos (no. 413)). For Lakedaimonians act-

ing as proxenoi of other poleis, see SEG 11 1180a (LSAG 199 no.

15 (C6f) (Elis (no. 251)); SEG 26 467 (C6?) (Elis); IG xii.5 542.18

(Karthaia (no. 492)? (C4m)); Thuc. 5.76.3 (Argos). According

to Hdt. 6.57.2, it was a royal privilege to appoint Spartans

(astoi) to act as proxenoi of foreign states (Cartledge (1987)

108, 245–46); however, grants of proxeny to Lakedaimonians

by foreign poleis are attested, e.g. IG ii² 106.14 (368/7).

Citizenship grants may have been enacted by allowing the

sons of favoured xenoi, such as Xenophon (Diog. Laert.

2.54), to proceed through the agoge and join the

Lakedaimonian army (cf. the τρ#φιµοι of Xen. Hell. 5.3.9).

Poor Spartans could be sponsored through the upbringing

(cf. Introduction). At times of crisis even helots might be

offered citizenship in return for military service (Thuc.

4.80.3, 5.34.2; Xen. Hell. 6.5.28–29); some were selected for

elevation to the citizen body as νεοδαµ)δεις (Thuc. 7.19.3,

8.5.1; Xen. Hell. 3.1.4), presumably as members of the

Lakedaimonian damos rather than the Spartan. A grant of

citizenship is attested prior to the Persian War by Hdt. 9.35.1.

In later political theory the Spartan constitution was

famously “balanced”, containing elements of monarchy, oli-

garchy and democracy through the combination of king-

ship, council and popular assembly. To these were added five

ephors elected annually by shouting. This constitution—

the renowned eunomia—and the social organisation that

went with it were attributed to Lykourgos, who, if he was not

wholly legendary, may have enacted reforms in C7e (Forrest

(1980) 55–58). (On Archaic developments see Hodkinson

(1997).) The Great Rhetra, of which a seemingly genuine

(C7e?) text in early Doric has come down to us (Plut. Lyc. 6),

established (or recognised) the phylai and obai (tribes and

villages), the gerousia, or council of elders (twenty-eight

plus the two kings), and an apella or assembly of Spartan cit-

izens. The phylai (civic tribes) may have been the standard

Dorian ones: Pamphyloi, Hylleis, and Dymanes (Tyrt. fr. 19,

West; Jones, POAG 118). The peculiar social practices of

Classical Sparta, however, were perhaps partly “reinstitu-

tionalizations” (Finley (1981)) of traditional customs, given

new meaning c.C6m in order to strengthen Sparta’s military

security.

The C4 Athenian orator Lykourgos was able to produce a

text of a Spartan law (Leoc. 129), so at least some laws were

written down. New laws probably required the initial back-

ing of an ephor, after which they were discussed by the ger-

ousia and only then by the assembly (MacDowell (1986)

6–7). In the Archaic and Classical periods the Spartans

inscribed few public documents, but important examples

include the list of war contributions and the treaty with the

Erxadieis, both cited above. A stele recording a treaty with

Athens is to be put up at the Amyklaion (rather than Sparta),

according to Thuc. 5.18.10 (cf. 5.23.6). Possibly the earliest

preserved decree of the Lakedaimonians is a C3 resolution in

Doric dialect granting asylia to Kos (SEG 12 371 (Kos, 242)),

beginning Λακεδαιµον�ων δ#γµα. It avoids, perhaps

deliberately, the wordy formulas of normal Hellenistic

decrees. Cf. Thuc. 5.77.

Spartan civic order was famously stable (Thuc. 1.18.1), but

the accounts of the foundation of its colony at Taras (no. 71)

in C8l include references to instability and stasis (Antiochos

(FGrHist 555) fr. 13; Arist. Pol. 1306b31).

On trial procedures and punishments, see MacDowell

(1986) 135–50. Hdt. 6.57.4–5 states that the kings adjudicated

cases concerning heiresses (cf. Hodkinson (2000) 94–95),

adoption and public roads. Arist. Pol. 1285a6–7 adds reli-

gious matters. Beyond that, the extent of kings’ functions is

debatable (MacDowell (1986) 123–26; see supra on prox-

enoi). The gerousia was the ultimate capital court for

Spartiatai (Xen. Lac. 10.2; cf. Arist. Pol. 1294b33–34, 1275b10).

Ephors could perhaps impose the death penalty on perioikoi

(Isoc. 12.181), no doubt after due process. They probably did

so upon the rebel Kinadon, apparently an inferior (Xen.

Hell. 3.3.11). Probably the assembly did not try cases except

those involving disputed royal succession, and then not

automatically (MacDowell (1986) 133–35). A death sentence

against a king is attested by Xen. Hell. 3.5.25 (on trials of

kings, see de Ste Croix (1972) 350–53).

The eponymous official was the ephoros (IG v.1 213.66,

73–74, 81, 90 (C5s or C4e), 1228; Thuc. 2.2.1), who acted as

chairman (Sherk (1990) 241–43) of the board of five (Arist.

Pol. 1272a6). According to tradition, the high office of

ephoros was instituted by Lykourgos (Hdt. 1.65.6) or by King

Theopompos (Arist. Pol. 1313a26ff). Ephors are attested in
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manumission stelai from Tainaron, e.g. IG v.1 1228–33

(C5l–C4e). The ephors were elected annually .κ το% δ�µου

παντ#ς (Arist. Pol. 1270b7–8; see Rahe (1980); Rhodes

(1981)). The ephors’ official residence was the ephoreion

(Xen. Ages. 1.36).

The council was called γερουσ�α (Dem. 20.107; Arist. Pol.

1270b24, 1272b37; Ar. Lys. 980 has γερωχ�α; Xen. Lac. 10.3

calls it γεροντ�α). It was composed of thirty members who

held tenure for life and acted as the probouleumatic body:

the two kings were members ex officio, and the remaining

twenty-eight members were chosen by the assembly from

among citizens above the age of 60 (Pl. Leg. 691D–692A;

Plut. Lyc. 26; Michell (1952) 135–40).

The post of kytherodikes, magistrate in charge of Kythera

(no. 336), was probably a special institution; there is no evi-

dence that Sparta appointed harmostai as governors of peri-

oikic poleis in the normal course of events (Cartledge (1979)

179; MacDowell (1986) 28–30). The existence of lesser mag-

istrates seems certain from Xen. Lac. 8.3.

The existence of an assembly is attested already in the

Great Rhetra (Plut. Lyc. 6.2). Meetings of the assembly are

attested in Thuc. 6.88.18 (cf. 1.67.3, 87.1) and Xen. Hell. 2.2.19,

3.2.23, 5.2.11, etc. (Andrewes (1966) 6). The assembly was

presided over by the ephorate (Thuc. 1.87.1–2; Andrewes

(1966) 13–14). In Thuc. 5.77.1, a treaty with Argos voted by

the assembly, the name is .κκλησ�α τ+ν Λακεδαιµον�ων

(cf. Thuc. 1.87.2; 5.34.1; Aeschin. 1.180). Its early epichoric

name was possibly apella (Plut. Lyc. 6.2), but see de Ste Croix

(1972) 346–7. In Xen. Hell. 3.3.8 is a unique reference to !

µικρ3 καλουµ/νη .κκλησ�α.

The city of Sparta is 48 km from the sea, further than most

major poleis. Its location is modern Sparti. The low acropo-

lis (now Palaiokastro), “standing out to no conspicuous

height” (Paus. 3.17.1), overlooks the northern end of the

town. The layout of the town is increasingly well understood

(Cartledge (1979) 102–29; Raftopoulou (1998); Kourinou

(2000)). In Classical and even Hellenistic times the city had

no regular street plan (Raftopoulou (1998) 127). It was, as

Thucydides famously remarked (1.10.2), an unimpressive

urban entity, discontinuously settled (κατ3 κ)µας; cf.

Hansen (1997) 34–35), but apparently somewhat densely

built up in the 360s (Aen. Tact. 2.2). Only the completion of

the city wall paved the way for the infilling of the asty (prob-

ably from C3l on: Kourinou (2000) 59–60, 277). Sparta com-

prised four neighbouring villages: Pitana in the northern

and north-western part of the city, Limnai to the east, Mesoa

in the south and south-west, and Kynosoura (Konooura,

Konosoura) in the south-east (Kourinou (2000) 89–95,

279–80). (Xenophon mentions rich houses on the east bank

of the Eurotas, Hell. 6.5.27; cf. 7.5.11.) A fifth village,Amyklai,

lay c.6 km south at modern Amykles and included the sanc-

tuary of Apollo Hyakinthios. These probably corresponded

to the five Classical obai (civic subdivisions) of the polis (on

which see Wade-Gery (1958) and Lazenby (1985) 51–52). The

main roads and gates have been traced in part (Kourinou

(2000) 67–75, 131–54, 277–78), as have the bridges across the

Eurotas and its tributaries (Armstrong, Cavanagh and

Shipley (1992); superseded by Kourinou (2000) 77–88,

278–79). The agora (Xen. Hell. 3.3.5; Paus. 3.11.2–11), once

thought to lie east or south-east of the acropolis (Cartledge

and Spawforth (1989) 128), has now been placed on its sum-

mit (Kourinou (2000) 99–129, 280, esp. 108). The C5 Persian

stoa (Paus. 3.11.3) built to celebrate the victory over Xerxes

may have lain on the north-western side of the agora

(Kourinou (2000) 109–14, 281). The famous C6m Skias was

designed by Theodoros of Samos (Paus. 3.12.10). The exca-

vated “Round Building”, sometimes thought to be the Skias,

is now tentatively dated C3/C2 and identified as the Choros

(Paus. 3.11.9), successor to an earlier structure or space

where the Gymnopaidiai took place (Kourinou (2000)

114–27, 281). Palaistrai are referred to at Pl. Tht. 162B.

The Archaic and Classical town of Sparta was without a

city wall (Xen. Hell. 6.5.28), a fact which contributed to

Spartans’ military reputation (Lys. 33.7). They apparently

built a rudimentary one in 317 under the threat of invasion

from Cassander (Just. Epit. 14.5.5, 7), though this is not

archaeologically confirmed. The C3e ditches and palisades

(Paus. 1.13.6; Plut. Pyrrh. 27.5; Polyb. 5.19.4) were expanded

into walls with a circuit of 48 stades (Polyb. 9.26a.2), enclos-

ing c.209 ha (Cartledge and Spawforth (1989) 133). (For

details of the walls, see Kourinou (2000) 35–66.)

Burials took place at the margin of each of the four main

obai and thus within the “urban” area, continuing for several

generations after the single city wall was built in C3. The ear-

liest burials are thus evidence for the boundaries of the obai

(Kourinou (2000) 215–19, 283–84). One C6e–C5m cemetery

contained two-storey tombs (Raftopoulou (1998) 134–35).

There is little evidence for the Classical management of

water-supply and drainage before C3, only some C4 drains

in different obai (Kourinou (2000) 229–33, 284–85).

The Rhetra of Epitadeus, alleged by Plut. Agis 5.2–4 (cf.

Arist. Pol. 1270a15–34) to be a C5 decree allowing land to be

disposed by will, is probably fictitious (Hodkinson (1986)

389–91, (2000) 90–94). Spartans could certainly acquire and

dispose of private land; on the mechanisms of inheritance,

notably the effects of partible transmission, see MacDowell
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(1986) 89–110; Hodkinson (1986), (2000). Sparta differed

from many poleis in permitting women to own and

bequeath land; Arist. Pol. 1270a15–34 estimates that in his day

two-fifths of the land belonged to them. (On other aspects

of women’s life in Sparta, see Cartledge (1981); Schaps

(1979); MacDowell (1986) 71–88.) Some land in perioikic

communities was assigned to the kings (Xen. Lac. 15.3). Land

in Lakonike was sometimes granted to homeless groups of

outsiders: at Methone (no. 319) to Nauplians (Paus. 4.24.4,

27.8), at Messenian Asine (no. 313) to the Argive Asinaians

(Paus. 4.8.3, 14.3, 27.8, 34.9), and at Thyrea (no. 346) to the

Aiginetans (Thuc. 2.27.2, 4.57.1, 3). We do not know whether

in such a case the perioikic community in question was con-

sulted, but it is possible.

Spartan citizens made regular contributions in kind to

the common messes (syssitia) (Arist. Pol. 1271a26–37,

1272a13–15; Hodkinson (2000) 190–99), and probably paid

the cost of their sons’ education (Ducat (1999) 48). A system

of eisphora is mentioned (and criticised) by Arist. Pol.

1271b11–15 (Hodkinson (2000) 189–90). It is disputed

whether the perioikoi paid taxes; the account of Ephor. fr. 117

(apud Strabo 8.5.4) is not creditworthy (but see Hodkinson

(2000) 188, 190). Helots, of course, paid a fixed proportion of

their agricultural produce, or a fixed amount, to the Spartan

state. On the realities of wealth and property in Classical

Sparta, which recent research suggests was closer to “nor-

mal” Greek societies than previously thought, Hodkinson

(2000) supersedes previous studies.

Despite the notorious secrecy of Sparta (Thuc. 5.68.2)

and periodic expulsions of aliens (Ar. Av. 1012–13; Thuc.

1.144.2, 2.39.1), foreigners did reside there: Xen. Mem. 1.2.6

refers to xenoi “visiting Lakedaimon” (.πιδηµε5ν .ν

Λακεδα�µονι; cf. Hodkinson (2000) 337 with n. 6).

The Lakedaimonians were proverbially pious (on cults

see Wide (1893); Ziehen (1929); Parker (1989)). The

Dioskouroi were among the most popular heroes. At Sparta,

cult worship was also paid to Leukippides, Lykourgos,

Agamemnon,Orestes,Talthybios and the ephor Chilon.The

major festivals were devoted to Apollo: the Karneia (Hdt.

7.206.1, 8.72); Gymnopaidia(i) (Thuc. 5.82.2, 3; Xen. Hell.

6.4.16); and Hyakinthia (Hdt. 9.11.1). Important Archaic and

Classical cult places include the temple of Athena

Chalkioikos, built on the acropolis by Gitiadas (Paus. 3.17.2;

Dickins (1906–7); on Gitiadas, see Romano (1980) 129–32: he

may have been active C6m). That of Athena Poliachos was

the premier intra-urban cult site, shared by all five obai

(Cartledge (1979) 55, 106). At the edge of the city, beside the

river Eurotas, was the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia (first

temple c.700, second c.575–560; Dawkins (1929); Boardman

(1963)). Other sanctuaries identified from archaeological

evidence include those of Athena Alea (Xen. Hell. 6.5.27),

Artemis Agrotera (converted to or combined with Artemis

Kyparissia c.C3), Poseidon Tainarios and the Phoibaion

(Hdt. 6.61.3; on these see Kourinou (2000) 155–213). There

was another important cult of Apollo at Thornax just 

north of the city (Paus. 3.10.8; probably LS site h45,

Geladari).

On a ridge overlooking the south-eastern part of the city

across the Eurotas stands the Menelaion, or sanctuary of

Menelaos and Helen, established c.700 near the site of a late

Bronze Age mansion; the third Menelaion dates from C5e

(Cartledge (1979) 120–21, 155). At Amyklai, Bathykles of

Magnesia built the temple of Apollo known as the

Amyklaion, where important public documents were

lodged (Thuc. 5.18.11; Paus. 3.18.9; Tomlinson (1992)). Its

colossal Archaic statue of Apollo, some 15 m high, was a key

monument in Laconia (Parker (1989) 146). Amyklai was one

of a ring of sacred sites protecting the city at a few kilome-

tres’ distance, such as Zeus Messapeus on the Tsakona ridge

(Catling and Shipley (1989); Catling (1990)), another cult

site of Messapian Zeus at Messapeai in the plain to the south,

a hill-top sanctuary of unknown identity to the east at

Phagia (LS site u3002), and the Eleusinion at Kalyvia Sochas

to the south. Most or all of these were mutually inter-visible.

A regular calendar of festivals involving both Spartans

and perioikoi took place around Laconia. (Agonistic culture

within Laconia is discussed by Hodkinson (1999) 148–60.)

The “Damonon inscription” IG v.1 213 (SEG 38 333�; LSAG²

201 no. 52, addenda p. 448 (post-403)) records the victories

of Damonon, and his son at several of them: the Pohoidaia

for Poseidon (in Sparta, Thouria and Helos), the Athanaia

(at Sparta), the Eleuhinia (at Kalyvia Sochas?), the Ariontiai

(probably at Sparta), the Lithehia (in the Malea peninsula?),

the Parparonia in Thyreatis, and the Maleateia (probably at

the sanctuary of Apollo Maleatas at modern Kosmas). IG v.1

222 (SEG 30 402�; LSAG 199 no. 22 (c.530–500?)), a votive to

(Apollo) Karneios, commemorates a victor at the Athanaia.

The calendar appears to have been same throughout

Lakedaimon. It began in midsummer (Trümpy, Monat.

140). Months attested as Lakedaimonian (never Spartan) in

Archaic or Classical texts are ?ρτεµ�σιος (Thuc. 5.19.1; also

IG v.1. 11 (C1)), Γερ�στιος (Thuc. 4.119.2) and Καρνε5ος

(Thuc. 5.54.2; cf. Epidauros Limera (no. 329) (Hellenistic)).

The Spartans not infrequently consulted the Delphic ora-

cle, for example in C8l (Parke and Wormell (1956) i. 71–73; ii.

no. 46), C7e (Hdt. 1.65.2–4; Xen. Lac. 8.5; Plut. Lyc. 6), C6e
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(Hdt. 1.66.2, 67.4), and in 426 (Thuc. 3.92.5). In C4,

Lakedaimonians served the Delphic Amphiktyony as

naopoioi (CID ii 31.35, 356; 31.75, 345) and hieromnamones

(CID ii 32.43 (C4l)).

Numerous Spartan victors at international games are

known, particularly from Archaic and Classical times

(Olympionikai 17–18, 21–22, 24, 30, 32, 34–35, 37, 40–47, 50, 55,

57, 59, 60–68, 70, 72–73, 75–76, 78, 80, 82–86, 91, 108, etc.; for

the importance of Olympic competition to Spartans, see

Hodkinson (1999) 160–76, (2000) 307–11, 319–23); two peri-

odonikai are on record (Paus. 6.1.7, 2.1; Knab (1934) 8). In

surviving victory dedications, victors use the ethnic

Λακεδαιµ#νιος, e.g. SEG 11 1227 (c.500) (cf. SEG 32 217.3–4

(r628); 15 (r384)). In 420, Spartans were excluded from the

Olympic Games by the Eleian authorities due to an alleged

breach of the Olympic Truce (Thuc. 5.49.1–50.4, on which

see Roy (1998); cf. Hodkinson (2000) 329 n. 10).

Communal dedications by the Spartiatai are rare: see IvO

244 (C6f?). Those in the name of the Lakedaimonians

include ML 22, a dedication to Zeus Olympios; cf. Hdt.

1.51.4; CID ii 4.ii.48 (360); 3.ii.28 (358); 24.i.15 (336) (dona-

tions to Delphi).

Coinage, like luxuries generally, was proverbially

eschewed by the late Archaic and Classical Spartans (Xen.

Lac.7.2; Plut.Lyc.24.2), though Xen. Lac. 14.3 alleges that this

law is no longer observed (cf. Hodkinson (2000) 154–76).

Only under Areus I (309/8–265) and intermittently there-

after was coinage struck (Grunauer-von Hoerschelmann

(1978)).

It is often asserted that Sparta founded only one overseas

colony, at Taras (no. 71), founded according to tradition in

706 (Antiochos of Syracuse (FGrHist 555) fr. 13; see Cartledge

(1979) 123–24; Malkin (1994) 115–42). Malkin (1994), howev-

er, has shown that the Spartans were active colonizers, both

inside and outside the Peloponnese. According to Strabo

8.4.4, King Teleklos (c.760–740) established colonies at

Poieëssa, Echeiai and Tragion in south-eastern Messenia

some time before the main conquest of Messenia. Whether

the perioikic towns of Messenia were colonies is debatable;

Malkin (1994) 85 tentatively advances Thouria (no. 322) and

Aithaia (no. 312) as possible C8 foundations. Both

Geronthrai (no. 332) and Pharis (S67) are said to have been

captured from their Achaian inhabitants (Paus. 3.2.6).

Geronthrai was resettled by the “Dorians occupying

Lakedaimon”(3.22.6), but Pharis may have gone out of exis-

tence (cf. 3.20.3). The Spartans settled Minyans in six

Triphylian towns (Hdt. 4.148.4), of which Lepreon (no. 306)

was resettled in 421 (Thuc. 5.31.4, 34.1). Sparta colonized

Herakleia in Trachis (no. 430) in 432 (Thuc. 3.92.1; Malkin

(1994) 219–35). Links with Sparta as a metropolis were

claimed by various communities. Thera (no. 527) was

allegedly an apoikia of Lakedaimon (Hdt. 4.147.1), as were

Knidos (no. 903) (Hdt. 1.174.2; Malkin (1994) 80–81),

Kythera (no. 336) (Thuc. 7.57.6; Malkin (1994) 81–82), and

Melos (no. 505) (Hdt. 8.48; Thuc. 5.84.2, etc.; Malkin (1994)

74–76). Several Cretan cities came to believe the same

(Malkin (1994) 8, 78–80).

The Spartans and/or Lakedaimonians regarded them-

selves as an immigrant population, having arrived as

Dorians (Thuc. 3.92.3) or, in a developed version of the

myth, returned (a feature of Dorian ideology unique to

Sparta) after the Trojan War together with the descendants

of Herakles, the Herakleidai (Hdt. 9.26.2, 4; Malkin (1994)

15–45, esp. 43).

346. Thyrea Map 58. Lat. 37.25(?), long. 22.40. Size of ter-

ritory: 1? Type: A. (S10). The toponym is Θυρ/α, ! (Thuc.

4.56.2, 57.3), which is also a name for the surrounding area

(cf. Hdt. 1.82.2; Thuc. 4.57.3, if the wording implies that the

place captured was not the polis town). The plural form

Θυρ/αι seems to be used only of the district (e.g. Hdt. 1.82.2,

who uses it despite having just given the singular form for

the district; Isoc. 6.99). A city-ethnic is not attested in

Classical evidence.

Although Thyrea is never quite explicitly called a polis,

Thucydides in effect twice calls it a polis in the topographical

sense (4.57.1 with 4.57.3).

Thuc. 2.27.2 and 4.56.2 says that the Lakedaimonians gave

the exiled Aiginetans one of their own frontier possessions,

Thyrea in Kynouria, as a new home.At 2.27.2 the expressions

“Thyrea to live in (ο2κε5ν) and the land to cultivate . . . The

land (named) Thyreatis . . .” clearly imply that Thyrea was

already a nucleated settlement, and Thyreatis its territory.

Later he tells how the Athenians attacked the Aiginetans as

they were building a fort on the coast, whereupon they

retreated .ς . . . τ�ν >νω π#λιν .ν =� �nκουν (4.57.1). Here,

too, it is a reasonable inference that the inland town existed

before the Aiginetans started building the coastal fort. When

the Athenians “capture Thyrea and burn the polis” (4.57.3),

this equally implies that the town was called Thyrea like the

district, otherwise Thucydides would have given its name.

The “upper polis”, the main part of Thyrea, has been vari-

ously located (see Shipley (1997) 231, and cf. Shipley (1993)).

The MSS of Thuc. place it c.10 stades (c.1.8 km) inland, which

might suit Kastraki Kato Meligous, but archaeological confir-

mation is lacking (Phaklaris (1990) 104–5, late Hellenistic and
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Roman sherds; Goester (1993) 93 and 99, Roman architectur-

al fragments, pottery including Classical to Hellenistic).

Other proposed locations are LS ii. 278, aa13, Elliniko

(favoured by Phaklaris (1990) 78–90, Geometric to Roman;

Goester (1993) 55–81, fortifications C4s), identified above 

as Eua (no. 331); 277, aa5, Eva Monis Loukous (Phaklaris

(1990) 96–104, mainly Roman); 279, aa16, Marmaralona

Xerokambiou (Phaklaris (1990) 111–17, prehistoric,

Geometric to Classical). (See also Phaklaris (1990) 18–20 on

Thyreatis; Pritchett (1965–91) vi. 94–101, vii. 215–22.)

The Aiginetan fort next to the sea must be one of three

promontories in the bay of Astros. It is unlikely to be at

Cherronisi in the centre of the bay, which is a small, round-

ed hill not easy to fortify; pottery may include Classical and

probably Hellenistic pieces (Goester (1993) 88, 98, though

Phaklaris (1990) 40–46 reports nothing later than C6). The

fort may have been at Nisi Agiou Andréa (LS ii. 279, aa19;

Phaklaris (1990) 51 fig. 12; Goester (1993) 84–88, 97–98),

which has a street grid and a Classical circuit wall with tow-

ers. This could, however, be a late Classical to Hellenistic

successor of the fort on the same site, since the Aiginetans

had not completed their work when the Athenians attacked

and may have had no opportunity to resume it.

Alternatively, this site may be Anthana (no. 324), and the site

of the Aiginetan fort might be Nisi Paraliou Astrous, where

there is a Classical circuit wall (Goester (1993) 91–93, undat-

ed; 99). Of course, no trace of the fort may survive at all.

The district of Thyrea is placed in Argolis by Hdt. 1.82.2

prior to c.545; at 6.76.2 it is a coastal place within reach of

Tiryns and Nauplion. It is placed on the borders of Argeia

and Lakonike by Thuc. 4.56.2 (cf. 8); in Kynouria by Thuc.

5.41.2.

Thuc. 2.27.3 suggests that Thyreatis (or Thyrea, cf. 4.56.2)

is the chora of a polis. Hdt.’s χ+ρος . . . Θυρ/η (1.82.1) and

Θυρ/αι (1.82.2), like Thuc.’s Θυρ/α (2.27.2, 4.56.2, 5.41.2),

Θυρε[τις γ8 (supra) and χ)ραν (4.57.2), will be different

names for the chora of the polis of Thyrea, which existed

before the Aiginetans came (though there may have been a

time when the area was called Thyrea but did not contain a

polis).The cult of Polemokrates at Eua (Paus.2.38.6; modern

Eva) and that of Parparos on a nearby mountain

(Marmaralona, Xerokambi) may have been in the territory

of Thyrea.

Though there is implicit evidence that the polis existed

before the Lakedaimonians’ grant to the Aiginetans, there is

no written evidence that it survived later. Thucydides’ juxta-

position of “Thyrea and the polis of Anthana” (no. 324)

(5.41.2) could imply that Thyrea is not now a polis; perhaps it

ceased to exist in 424. If, however, Thyrea was Nisi Agiou

Andrea, it had a long post-C4 life.
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I. The Region

The hinterland of the Argolic Gulf (W ?ργολικ�ς κ#λπος

(Ps.-Skylax 49, 50)) comprises the Kynouria to the west, the

Argive plain, or Argeia (IG iv 506.3 (C6m); Ps.-Skylax 49), to

the north, and the peninsula known as the Argolic Akte

(Ephor. fr. 18c; Diod. 12.43.1; Polyb. 5.91.8; cf. Jameson et al.

(1994) 13–15) to the east.

At the western end of an alluvial plain of c.250 km², on the

site where later the city of Argos grew up,habitation is attest-

ed from the Neolithic period. From MH onwards the site

had become a nucleated settlement of some size, but not

large enough to deserve the name of “city” or “town”.

Further extended in LH, it was still smaller than Mykenai

and Tiryns. The toponym Xργος, which was used in the fol-

lowing period, seems to be a Greek word, which is rather

surprising for a site of that time (Leukart (1994) 307; but see

Frisk (1960) s.v. “Unerklärt, sicher vorgriechisch” and

Chantraine (1968) s.v.). In Homer, however, the toponym

designates one of the cities of the Achaians in the broad

sense of this term (Hom. Il. 2.115, 3.75, 4.52), and in particu-

lar the “capital” of the kingdom of Diomedes (Il. 2.559). In

the poem, the plural of the corresponding ethnic (?ργε5οι)

is used metonymically about all the Greeks. It is not always

easy to distinguish the mythical sources from those relating

to the Dorian town. The earliest attestation of the adjective

?ργε5ος used as a proper city-ethnic seems to be in C7m in

Tyrtaios (fr. 23a.15, West). Later the inhabitants of Argos

always claimed that they were the descendants of the Argeioi

of the Homeric poems.

According to Hdt. 1.82.2, the Argives once controlled the

entire western coast of the Argolic Gulf as far as Cape Malea

and the island of Kythera (cf. no. 336); but this is extremely

unlikely (Kelly (1976) 40, 73, 116–17). From C6m until 338,

the plain of Thyrea or Kynouria was controlled by Sparta

(Piérart (1997) 326–27, (2001) 34–36, for the name). In a

study of the natural borders of the Argive plain, the water-

shed offers a reliable guide-line: to the north, the Tretos Pass

separates the Corinthian Gulf from that of Argos; to the east

is the Arachnaion massif; to the west rises the range of the

Arkadian mountains. It follows that Argos (no.347) natural-

ly tried to secure for itself the political control of the entire

valley of the rivers Inachos and Charadros. The plan was

implemented by destroying and incorporating Tiryns (no.

356) in C5m, Mykenai (no. 353) in C5m, Orneai (no. 354) in

C5l and Kleonai (no. 351) with the sanctuary at Nemea in

C4l. Furthermore, the following settlements were depend-

encies of Argos: Oinoe in the valley of Charadros, Lyrkeion

in the upper valley of Inachos, Nauplia and Asine on the

coast, and Hysiai situated in its own valley towards Arkadia.

The name of the region is ?ργολ�ς, -�δος, ! (Hdt. 1.82.2,

6.92.1; Aesch. Suppl. 236, adjective) with ?ργ#λας as a rare

ethnic, attested only in poetry (Eur. Rhes. 41; Ar. fr. 311, PCG),

and ?ργολικ#ς as the corresponding ktetikon (Dem. 52.5;

Ps.-Skylax 49; Polyb. 5.91.8).All are derived from Xργος, but

not coined before the Dorian period (Leukart (1994) 307–8).

In modern scholarship “Argeia and Akte together are known

as the Argolid (Argolis in Greek)” (Jameson et al. (1994) 13);

but the ancient Greek nomenclature was, in fact, more 

variable. Argolis (Paus. 8.1.2) and even Argeia (Paus. 8.1.1)

designates sometimes the whole north-eastern part of the

Peloponnese, including Corinthia and Sikyonia. The

periploi mention Kleonai (no. 351) (Ps.-Skylax 49) and

Phleious (no. 355) (Ps.-Skymnos 523–24) as adjacent to the

Argolic Gulf (Ps.-Skylax) and Akte (Ps.-Skymnos). Both

dominated a fertile valley, traversed by a road of major com-

mercial and military importance.

Epidauros (no. 348) (Paus. 2.8.5) and Troizen (no. 357)

(Paus. 2.8.5), Hermion (no. 350) (Hdn. III.2 724.2–3) and

Halieis (no. 349) (Ephor. fr. 56), where the inhabitants of

Tiryns (no. 356) were settled after their expulsion by the

Argives, were all called Argolic cities. Thus, from Antiquity

onwards, the toponym ?ργολ�ς denoted the entire penin-

sula connected with the Argive plain, but the mountains

divided the region into two parts: the territory of Argos itself

and the peninsula called Akte, adjacent to the Saronic Gulf.

In the sources it is not always easy to determine how many

cities are included under the heading “the cities of Akte”.The
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phrase Iσαι κατ/χουσι τ�ν ?κτ�ν π#λεις (Ps.-Skymnos

523) implies that there were several, but according to Paus.

2.8.5, the inhabitants of Argolid Akte (οH τ�ν ?ργολ�δα

?κτ�ν ο2κο%ντες) were the Epidaurians and the

Troizenians only.Viewed from the sea,Akte lies at the south-

eastern limit of the Saronic Gulf and separated from the

Gulf of Hermion by Cape Skyllaion (Eudoxos, fr. 350.9,

Lasserre; Polyb. 5.91.8). In addition to the cities mentioned

above, Akte comprised the peninsula of Methana (cf. no.

352) and the island of Kalauria (cf. no. 360). On the island

was a sanctuary of Poseidon which, according to Strabo

8.6.14, was the seat of an amphiktyony of seven cities, viz.,

originally, Hermion (no. 350), Epidauros (no. 348), Aigina

(no. 358), Athens (no. 361), Prasieis (no. 342) (later replaced

by Sparta (no. 345)), Nauplia (later replaced by Argos (no.

347)) and Boiotian Orchomenos (no. 213) (Tausend (1992)

12–19; Hall (1995) 584–85).

The historians tend to juxtapose Epidauros, Troizen,

Hermion (and Halieis), and the soldiers from these poleis

often fought side by side (Hdt. 8.43, 72, 9.28.4, 31.3–4; Thuc.

1.27.2, 8.3.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16, 6.2.3, 7.2.2). But the solidarity

attested in the army of the Peloponnesian League does not

exclude fervent local disputes between neighbours (cf.

Troizen and Epidauros: IG iv².1 75 (cf. SEG 11 505, 31 328);

Troizen and Hermion: IG iv 751, 791 (all late Hellenistic)).

The Argolic poleis supported themselves by agriculture

and stock breeding, in the coastal regions supplemented by

fishing (cf. Baladié (1980) 215–16). Stock breeding was 

normally confined to the border regions and resulted in dis-

putes over boundaries, difficult to determine in mountain-

ous terrain (Jameson et al. (1994) 596–606).

Both the date and the composition of the periplous

ascribed to Ps.-Skylax are disputed, but the chapters on

Argos and Argolis (49–52, 54) seem to reflect the period after

the Tirynthians (no. 356) had moved to Halieis (no. 349) in

C5f: of the coastline of the Argolic Gulf,Argos (no. 347) con-

trols 150 stades, Epidauros (no. 348) 30, Halieis (no. 349) 100,

Hermion (no. 350) 80, and Cape Skyllaion is in the territory

of Troizen (no. 357) (Baladié (1980) 215; Jameson et al. (1994)

568–72). The inhabitants of the poleis on Akte in particular

supported themselves by fishing (Baladié (1980) 211–20).

Looking sea-wards, the cities of the peninsula were open to

cultural influences from overseas communities, and as a

result came to differ from the polis of Argos. Cut off from the

sea by a belt of marshes along the coast, Argos became pri-

marily an inland polis, whose policy was shaped, above all,

by its opposition to neighbouring Sparta (no. 345), the great

power of Greece.

Our written sources provide us with information about

twenty-nine named settlements in Argolis of the Archaic

and Classical periods. With one exception (Kerkas) they

have all been identified, most beyond reasonable doubt,

some with a certain amount of probability only. As against

eleven poleis there are eighteen non-polis settlements.¹

Furthermore, we have remains of no fewer than thirty-two

small nucleated settlements which cannot be convincingly

matched with any of the toponyms found in the written

sources.² Thus we know of sixty-one Archaic and Classical

settlements altogether, of which eleven were poleis and are

described below in the Inventory. With a few additions and

omissions, the following list comprises those sites listed in

Barr. as settlements of the Archaic and/or Classical periods.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Asine (?σ�νη) Hom. Il. 2.560; Strabo 8.4.4, 6.3, 10, 11, 17;

Paus. 2.36.4. Captured by the Argives in C8l (Frödin and

Persson (1938) 437) and reduced to the status of kome; cf.

Vollgraff (1916) 221.32 �SEG 19.317 (C4l): ?σ�να. Barr. AC.

Eileoi (Ε2λεο�) Paus. 2.34.6 (χωρ�ον). Jameson et al.

(1994) 30–33. Barr. AC.

Elaious (’Ελαιο%ς) Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.2; Steph. Byz.

263.23. Pritchett (1991) 170–73. Barr. AC.

Genesion (Γεν/σιον) or Genethlion (Γεν/θλιον) Paus.

2.38.4 (χωρ�ον), 8.7.2. Pritchett (1965) 131–34. Shipley (1997)

266 adduces Steph. Byz. 202.11: Γεν/ση π#λις Λακωνικ8ς;

a C5m dedication found at Xeropighado shows that the site

was at that time in Argolis (Piérart (2001) 28–29). Barr. AC.

¹ Doubtful or spurious settlements, mostly mentioned in late sources only, are
Argos (Xργος) (Steph. Byz. 112.24: π#λις . . .κατ3 Τροιζ8να); Dia (∆5α) (Steph.
Byz. 229.1–3: π#λις . . .Πελοπονν�σου περ� τ� Σκ�λλειον); Dryope (∆ρυ#πη)
(Steph. Byz. 239.23:π#λις περ� τ�ν ’Ερµι#να); Eiones (’Ηι#νες) (Hom. Il. 2.561;
Strabo 8.6.13 (κ)µη,να�σταθµον); Jameson et al. (1994) 121–22, 480); Genethlion
(Γεν/θλιον) �Genesion (Paus. 2.34.9 (χωρ�ον)), cf. Pritchett (1965) 131–34, set-
tlement near Troizen; Halioussa (yλιο%σσα) (Paus. 2.34.8 (λιµ�ν); island near
Spetsai); Hyrnethion (‘Υρν�θιον) (Paus. 2.28.3 (χωρ�ον); settlement near
Epidauros); Kelenderis (Κελ/νδερις) (Paus. 2.32.9 (λιµ�ν); harbour near
Troizen); Kyneteia (Κυν/τεια) (Steph. Byz. 393.7 (π#λις Xργους) citing
Kallimachos (fr. 55, Pfeiffer)); Lampe (Λ�µπη) (Steph. Byz. 410.5 (π#λις . . . τ8ς
?ργολ�δος), citing Philon); Melina (Μ/λινα) (Steph. Byz. 442.11 (π#λις
Xργους), citing Lycophron Alex.403); Rhodoussa (‘Ροδο%σσα) (Steph.Byz.547.3
(π#λις τ8ς ?ργε�ας)); Saminthos (Σ�µινθος) (Thuc.5.58.5, a passage that offers
no clue to whether Saminthos was a tract of land or a settlement); Sphairia
(Σφαιρ�α) (Paus.2.33.1; island near Kalauria, sometimes identified with Kalauria).

² The list includes only sites that are explicitly called “settlement”,“village” or
“town”in the inventories of Faraklas (1972a and b), (1973); Foley (1988), Runnels
and Munn (1994), and Mee and Forbes (1997). None of the settlements is record-
ed in Barr.
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Hysia or Hysiai (‘Υσ�α, ‘Υσια�) Thuc. 5.83.2; Strabo

8.6.17; Paus. 2.24.7 (.ρε�πια ‘Υσι+ν .στι π#λε)ς ποτε .ν

τ=8 ?ργολ�δι), 2.27.1, 54.7. Cf. Vollgraff (1915) 372 D

10 �SEG 13 242 (C3s)). Pritchett (1980) 54–64. Barr. AC.

Kenchreai (Κεγχρεα�) Paus. 2.24.7 (χωρ�ον); Strabo

8.6.17. Pritchett (1980) 54–64; Pikoulas (1995) 270–71. Barr.

AC.

Kerkas (Κερκ�ς) Suda Α942 (π#λις) �FGrHist 2 T1;

near Nauplia(?). Later attested as a kome (SEG 11 1084 (C4l);

cf. Piérart (1997) 335). Not in Barr. Unlocated.

Lerna (Λ/ρνα) Aesch.Prom.652,677; Tetr. 15 D fr. 130; Eur.

Phoen. 613; Strabo 8.6.2 (χωρ�ον); Paus. 2.36.6–7. Baladié

(1980) 87–88, 111–12. Barr. AC.

Lessa (Λ8σσα) Paus. 2.25.10 (κ)µη). Rupp (1976). Barr.

C.

Lyrkeia (Λ�ρκεια) Strabo 6.2.4, 8.6.17; Paus. 2.25.4–5;

Hesych. Λ632 (Λυρκε�ου δ8µον . . . �στι δ* κα� Sρος κα�

π#λις); SEG 17 143.3 (C3s) (Λ�ρκειον). Pritchett (1980)

12–17; Pikoulas (1995) 263–64. Prior to C5f, Lyrkeia may have

been a dependent polis; cf. the sub-ethnic Λυρκειε�ς

(Piérart (1997) 334–35 (C6l/C5e)). No date in Barr., but the

inscription published by Piérart (1997) suggests AC.

Mases (Μ�σης) Hom. Il. 2.562; Strabo 8.6.10, 17; Paus.

2.35.11, 36.1–3 (.π�νειον); Steph. Byz. 435.5 (π#λις). Jameson

et al. (1994) 374–76: “If Mases ever reached the status of a

polis,by the classical period it could only have been a subunit

of Hermion” (376). Barr. AC.

Midea (Μιδ/α) or Mideia (Μ�δεια) Strabo. 8.6.11; Paus.

2.25.9, 6.20.7, 8.27.1 (π#λισµα). Barr. No date.

Mysia (Μυσ�α) Paus. 2.18.3 (χωρ�ον). Barr. AC(?).

Nauplia (Ναυπλ�α) See s.v. Argos (no. 347).

Oinoa (Ο2ν#α) or Oinoe (Ο2ν#η) or Oine (Ο]νη) IG iv

823.57 (C4); Paus. 1.15.1 (.ν Ο2ν#=η τ8ς ?ργε�ας), 2.25.2–3

(cf. SEG 38 314), 10.10.4; Apollod. Bibl. 1.8.6, 2.5.3; Hsch.

Ο316; Pediasimus, De duodecim Herculis laboris 8 (Myth.

Graec. I). Pritchett (1980) 2–12, (1991) 222–26; Pikoulas

(1995) 260–61. Barr. AC.

Philanorion (Φιλαν#ριον) IG iv².1 75.16, 34 (Φιλανορε�α);

Paus. 2.36.3. Jameson et al. (1994) 33–36, 596–606. Barr.

AC.

Temenion (Τηµ/νιον) Strabo 8.6.2; Paus. 2.38.1.

Dorovinis (1997). Barr. AC.

Thermasia (?) Paus. 2.34.6 (Hερ�ν ∆�µητρος .στιν

.π�κλησιν Θερµασ�ας). Jameson et al. (1994) 121–22, 480.

Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ano Phanari Faraklas (1972a) figs. 15a–b; Foley (1988) 172:

7 (settlement and watch-tower in the territory of Epidauros

(no. 348)). C.

Ag. Ioannis Runnels and Munn (1994) F4 (village, region

of Fournni). ACH.

Ag. Ioannis Faraklas (1972a) 12; Foley (1988) 176: 15.

Settlement and sanctuary (territory of Epidauros (no. 348)).

C.

Ag. Leonidhas Faraklas (1972a) 11; Foley (1988) 176: 16.

Settlement and watch-tower (territory of Epidauros (no.

348)). C.

Berbati Foley (1988) 177:19. Settlement, in the Argive plain.

C.

Brinies (or Dherpeza) Runnels and Munn (1994) 475: C42

(village (?), region of Koiladha). H.

Chinitsa Runnels and Munn (1994) 424: A 12 (village(?),

region of Porto-Cheli (Halieis (no. 349))). C.

Choritsa Foley (1988) 177: 20.“In the C period, it was prob-

ably a town.”AC.

Fousia Faraklas (1973) figs. 12a–16b; Foley (1988) 193: 85

(unfortified settlement; territory of Troizen (no. 357)). AC.

Giftokastro Faraklas (1972a) 12; Foley (1988) 180: 31.

Settlement (territory of Epidauros (no. 348)). AC.

Helliniko Faraklas (1972a) 12; Foley (1988) 181: 33. Fortified

settlement in the territory of Epidauros (no. 348). C.

Iria (?) Faraklas (1972a) 13; Foley (1988) 182: 40 (fortified

settlement(?) in the territory of Epidauros (no. 348)).A(?)C.

Kalloni (Ag. Yioryios) Faraklas (1972b) 15; Foley (1988) 182:

42 (settlement in the territory of Troizen (no. 357)). C.

Kapari Runnels and Munn (1994) 504: E78 (village(?),

region of Hermioni). H.

Katsingri (Prophitis Ilias) Foley (1988) 183: 48 (temple and

lower town in the territory of Argos (no. 347)). A.

Kinetta Hill-top west of Kinetta. Runnels and Munn

(1994) 492: E36 (village, region of Hermioni). AC.
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Korakia Island Runnels and Munn (1994) 463: B105 (vil-

lage(?), region of Kranidhi). H.

Koroni Faraklas (1972a) 12; Foley (1988) 185: 58 (fortified

settlement in the territory of Epidauros (no. 348)). C.

Koufo Runnels and Munn (1994) 522: G11 (village(?),

region of Iliokastro). A(C).

Koukouras Runnels and Munn (1994) 431: A 49 (village(?),

region of Porto-Cheli (Halieis (no. 349))). (C)H.

Lemonodhasos Faraklas (1972b) 15; Foley (1988) 185: 63

(settlement uncertain in C). C(?).

Loutro Runnels and Munn (1994) 444: B5 (village(?),

region of Kranidhi). C.

Magoula sta Ilia Runnels and Munn (1994) 519: G1: (vil-

lage(?), region of Iliokastro). AC.

Magoula Mee and Forbes (1997) 65, 68, 143–44: MS 60 (set-

tlement of Methana Peninsula (no. 352)). AC.

Melindra (Milindra) Runnels and Munn (1994) 438: B20

(village, region of Kranidhi). H.

Oga Mee and Forbes (1997) 65, 68, 146–48: MS 67 (settle-

ment of Methana Peninsula (no. 352)). C.

Panayitsa Runnels and Munn (1994) 438: B4 (village(?),

region of Kranidhi). H.

Petrothalassa Faraklas (1973) 9; Foley (1988) 196: 105

(where it is called Thalassopetra); Runnels and Munn (1994)

483: E6 (village or small town, region of Hermioni). H.

Pigadhaki Faraklas (1972a) 11; Foley (1988) 193: 89 (forti-

fied settlement in the territory of Epidauros (no. 348)). C.

Sambariza Magoula Runnels and Munn (1994) 484: E9

(village, region of Hermioni). A.

Thermisi Kastro Runnels and Munn (1994) 480: E3 (vil-

lage, region of Hermioni). A(C).

Tracheia Faraklas (1972a) 12; Foley (1988) 198: 109 (forti-

fied settlement in the territory of Epidauros (no. 348)). C.

II. The Poleis

347. Argos (Argeios) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long. 22.45. Size

of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Xργος, τ# (Hdt.

1.82.5; IvO 630.3 �SEG 11 1249 (480–475?); ML 77.15 � IG i³

370 (418–414); IG iv 583.1 (C4l); on this name, see Hall (1995)

580). The city-ethnic is ?ργε5ος (SEG 3 395 �LSAG 168.4

(C7l/C6e); NIEpi 10.4–5 (470s); Bacchyl. Ep. 1.142, 2.4–5).

Argos is called a polis in the urban sense (SEG 11 1084.6 (C4l);

Hdt. 6.82.1; Thuc. 5.59.3; Xen. Hell. 4.7.3), in the political

sense (ML 42B.32–33 (C5m); SEG 11 1084.25 (C4l); Thuc.

5.67.2; Aen. Tact. 11.8), and in the territorial sense (Xen. Hell.

4.7.2).Πολι�της is found in Hdt. 6.76.2. The oldest attesta-

tion of the city-ethnic in a historical context is in Tyrtaios

(fr. 23a.15, West �P Oxy. 3316). The collective use is attested

internally in SEG 13 239 (c.475), on coins (infra) and in a

C4l/C3e dedicatory inscription (IG iv 487) and externally in

a dedication of Corinthian spoils at Olympia (SEG 11 1203

(c.500–480)), in the list of Argives killed at Tanagra in 458

(ML 35 � IG i³ 1149) and in literary sources (Hdt. 1.31.2;

Thuc. 1.102.4; Arist. Pol. 1270a2). The individual use is attest-

ed internally in a C3 honorific decree (IG iv 585) and exter-

nally on a bronze plaque found in Epidauros (SEG 26 449

(C5e)), in an honorific decree of Epidauros (NIEpi 10.5–6

(470s)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 9.75; Xen. Hell. 1.3.13).

Patris is found in Thuc. 2.68.4 and IG iv².1 618 (C4).

The territory of Argos is referred to as γ[ς τ[ς ?ργε�ας

in a law of C6m (IG iv 506.3, 10 �Nomima i 100; cf. Thuc.

2.27.2) and as ! ?ργε�ων χ)ρη at Hdt. 7.149.3; at Thuc.

4.133.2 the toponym Xργος designates the territory of the

city (W νεVς τ8ς UΗρας . . . .ν Xργει). The plain of Argos

covers c.275 km² and is surrounded by mountains from

which streams flow into the valley. The whole region covers

almost 1,300 km², most of which is mountainous. To the

north the divide between the hinterland of the Argolic Gulf

and that of the Corinthian Gulf follows the Tretos range.

The Arkadian mountains tower over the plain to the west:

Lyrkeion, Artemision, Kreopolos and Parthenion. To the

east is the Arachnaion massif, and to the south the plain ends

at the Argolic Gulf. After the destruction of Asine in C8l and 

the conquest of Nauplia in C7, Argos dominated the entire

valley, which seems to form a natural unit and is well suited

to being the territory of one polity (Piérart (1997)). But the

political status of some dependent communities remains

obscure. Nauplia may just possibly have been a dependent

polis: it is called ?ργε�ων να�σταθµον at Strabo 8.6.2; but

Ps.-Skylax 49 calls it π#λις κα� λιµ�ν, thus suggesting that

as late as C4 it may have been more than just a harbour town

(cf. Hansen (1997) 36–37). There is, however, no other evid-

ence to support Ps.-Skylax’s classification of Nauplia as a

polis, and the application of the term to Nauplia may be an

error (cf. Hansen (2000) 196 n. 49). Others were allies—e.g.

Orneai (no. 354) (Thuc. 5.47.1) and perhaps Mykenai (no.
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353)—and some were perioikic cities—e.g. Lyrkeia and

probably Tiryns (no. 356) (Piérart (1997) 334–36). From

C5m the territory of Argos comprised Hysiai, Tiryns, Midea

and Mykenai (Paus. 8.27.1). Orneai—almost certainly situ-

ated at Kato Belesi �modern Lyrkeia—was incorporated in

C5l (Moggi (1974)) but was still a polis in 352/1 according to

Diod. 16.34.3, 39.4. The boundary stones between Argos and

Corinth (no. 227) were removed in 392 when the two poleis

united (Xen. Hell. 4.4.6), but the occupation of Corinth by

Argos was terminated in 387/6 by the King’s Peace (Xen.

Hell. 5.1.34). In c.C4l the territory of Argos grew to c.1,400

km² by the annexation of Kleonai (no. 351) (Piérart (1982);

Perlman (2000) 148–49), which dominated the neighbour-

ing valley of Nemea with the sanctuary of Zeus where one of

the four Panhellenic festivals was celebrated every second

year (Golden (1998) 11, table i). It is more difficult to assess

the increase in territory due to the incorporation of

Kynouria to the south-west. The toponym denotes both the

plain of Thyrea and the plateau further south, which was

probably acquired by the Argives in 338 as far as and includ-

ing Zarax (Piérart (2001); but see Shipley (2000) 378). Argos

was mainly an agricultural polis (Piérart (1997) 332), and

according to Lehmann (1937) 77–78 the Argive plain may in

Antiquity have produced some 320,000 hl of grain per year.

Nevertheless, Argos was one of the principal recipients of

grain from Kyrene (no. 1028) during the grain crisis of

330–326 (Tod 196.7).

For the size of population the only information we pos-

sess is some army figures. According to Hdt. 7.148.2, 6,000

Argives were killed in 494 at the battle of Sepeia, and the city

suffered a severe shortage of manpower during the next gen-

eration (Hdt. 6.83.1). Nevertheless, at Nemea in 394, the

Argives could muster c.7,000 hoplites (Xen. Hell. 4.2.17), to

whom should be added a contingent of knights (Charneux

(1991) 316 n. 126). A total of perhaps 7,500 hoplites and

knights in the field army corresponds to some 12,000 adult

male citizens of hoplite status (Hansen (1985) 11–13, 16–21).

The early history of Argos and the rule of King Pheidon

(Hdt. 6.127.3; Arist. Pol. 1310b26–28; Ephor. fr. 115) is too

obscure to be told. Similarly, the existence of amphiktyonies

dominated by Argos in the Archaic period is still a moot

point (Tausend (1992) 8–12; Piérart (1995)). After the crush-

ing defeat at Sepeia in 494 (Hdt. 6.77–80), Argos observed a

strict neutrality and declined the invitation to join the

Hellenic League against Persia (Hdt. 7.148–52). The Argive

resentment of Sparta (no. 345) led to a rapprochement with

Athens (no. 361), but after his ostracism Themistokles found

refuge in Argos (Thuc. 1.135.3). Argos took advantage of the

weakening of Sparta during the revolt of the helots and suc-

ceeded in destroying Mykenai (no. 353) and expelling its

population (Diod. 11.65; Paus. 2.16.5, 5.23.3, 7.25.5–6, 8.27.1,

33.2; Strabo 8.6.19; Piérart (1992) 377–82). A few years later

Argos, now a democratic polis, concluded an alliance with

Athens (Thuc. 1.102.4 (c.460)), and in 458, 1,000 Argives sup-

ported the Athenians in the battle of Tanagra (Thuc. 1.107.5).

At the same time Argos played a dominant role in a treaty

(ML 42 (C5m)) between Knosos (no. 967) and Tylisos (no.

992) and concluded alliances with neighbouring poleis (cf.

Hdt. 9.35.2 implying a C5f alliance with Tegea (no. 297) and

the decree SEG 11 1084 (C4l) renewing friendly relations

with Pallantion (no. 289)).

In 451 a thirty years’ peace was concluded between Argos

and Sparta (Thuc. 5.14.4; Staatsverträge 144). It was strictly

observed; but those Peloponnesians who in 421 were dissat-

isfied with the Peace of Nikias approached Argos, and a

treaty was concluded with Mantinea (no. 281), Elis (no. 251),

Corinth (no. 227) and the Chalkidians (Thuc. 5.28,

31 �Staatsverträge 190). After the breakdown of the attempt

to renew the thirty years’ peace, a new treaty was concluded

in 420 with Mantinea, Elis and Athens (Thuc. 5.47.8; IG i³

83 �Staatsverträge 193). According to Thucydides, the ensu-

ing war between Argos and Epidauros (no. 348) was pro-

voked by the Athenians for strategic reasons (Thuc. 5.26.2,

53–58, 75.4–5). It resulted in 418 in the battle of Mantinea

(Thuc. 5.66–73) in which Argos, Orneai (no. 354) and

Kleonai (no. 351) lost 700 men (Thuc. 5.74.3). A fifty-year

alliance was concluded in 418 between Sparta and Argos,

now dominated by a pro-Lakedaimonian faction (Thuc.

5.77–79 �Staatsverträge 194), but the restoration of the

democratic regime at Argos led to a new rapprochement with

Athens (Thuc. 5.82.5; IG i³ 86 �Staatsverträge 196).

By forming a quadruple alliance in 395 with Boiotia,

Athens (no. 361) and Corinth (no. 227), Argos for the first

time joined an organisation ruled by a synedrion (Diod.

14.82.1 �Staatsverträge 225). In the Corinthian War Argos

was involved in numerous military operations, some of

which took place in its own territory (Xen. Hell. 4.2.17–22,

3.15–21, 4.19, 7.2.1–4). In 392 the Argives annexed Corinth

and forced their own laws on the Corinthians (Xen. Hell.

4.4.1–6), but Corinth regained its independence by the

King’s Peace in 387/6 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.34–36).Argos was a party

to the koine eirene of 362 (IG iv 556 �Staatsverträge 292) and

observed neutrality during the war against Philip of

Makedon in 340–338 (Dem. 18.64), but in 338/7 the Argives

joined the Corinthian League (Arr. Anab. 1.17.8), and in the

330s they were appointed arbitrators in a dispute referred to
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the synedrion of the League by two of the members (IG xii.3

1259 �RO 82 �Ager (1996) 3). Argos recovered Thyrea

(supra) and may for a short period have dominated

Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 69 and SEG 11 400, see infra

607). After the death of Alexander the Great, Argos joined

the anti-Makedonian alliance (Diod. 18.11.2).

In the course of the Archaic and Classical periods the con-

stitution of Argos changed from monarchy to oligarchy and

then to democracy. According to tradition, the dynasty of

Temenids was deposed two generations after Pheidon (in

C6f, if one accepts the synchronism suggested at Hdt.

6.127.3). But the king (βασιλε�ς) was kept as an eponymous

official (ML 42.43 (C5m); cf. Hdt. 7.149.2). The principal

body of government was now the damiourgoi (δαµιοργο�),

a board of first nine and later six officials with judicial and

financial powers (IG iv 614 �Nomima i 87 (575–550); SEG 11

314 (C6) �Nomima i 88). In spite of growing resentment

among the commoners, the oligarchy was still upheld after

the defeat at Sepeia (Diod. 10.26; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 24–25);

but after the Persian Wars the constitution was changed into

a democracy (Gehrke, Stasis 361–63), and ostracism was

introduced in order to avoid a return to monarchy or a

dynasteia (Arist. Pol. 1302b18–19). Apart from two short oli-

garchic episodes, the democracy lasted to the end of the

Classical period. The democratic constitution was briefly

overturned in 417 and was seriously under threat in 370

(Gehrke, Stasis 26–33). (1) During the Heraia celebrated in

February 417 a pro-Lakedaimonian faction of Argives sup-

ported by the Lakedaimonians overthrew the democracy

and introduced an oligarchic constitution (Thuc. 5.81.2;

Arist. Pol. 1304a25–27; Aen. Tact. 17.2–4, but see Labarbe

(1974)). But only half a year later a counter-revolution

brought the democrats back to power; some of the oligarchs

were killed, and others were exiled (Thuc. 5.82.2; Diod.

12.80.3; Plut. Alc. 15.4). (2) After the battle of Leuktra, the 

oligarchs planned a coup d’état; but their plans were dis-

closed. In the aftermath 1,200 wealthy citizens were killed,

and others exiled (Diod. 15.57.3–58.4). It is a moot point

whether the stasis described at Aen. Tact. 11.7–8 refers to (1)

or (2) (Stylianou (1998) 414).

During the democracy, decisions (called δ#κηµα, SEG 34

282.15 (330–300)) were made by the people (W δ[µος τ+ν

?ργε�ων, SEG 34 282.4; cf. Thuc. 5.28.1) meeting in assem-

bly (-λια�α τελε�α, SEG 30 355.1 (330–300); cf. SEG 34 282.6

(330–300)) at regular intervals, probably every month (SEG

30 355.1), but a meeting could be adjourned and held as an

extraordinary meeting in the following month (-µβ#λιµος,

SEG 11 1084.1–2 (C4l)). The assembly was chaired by the

president of the council (�ρ�τευε βωλ[ς W δε5να, SEG 34

282.3), which indicates a probouleumatic procedure

(Piérart (2000) 303, pace Rhodes, DGS 71). The council was

assisted by a secretary (γροφεLς βωλ[ς) and seems to have

had a term of office of six months (Tod 179.15; cf. Rhodes,

DGS 71). Alongside the βωλ� there was another council,

called “The Eighty” (tγδο�κοντα, Thuc. 5.47.9), presum-

ably subdivided into four sections of twenty, one for each of

the four phylai (gικαδ/ες; SEG 33 286 (C4l)).

Other boards of officials were the five strategoi (Thuc.

5.59.5; SEG 29 361 (400)) and, as commanders of the cavalry,

two ilarchoi from each phyle (SEG 11 293 (C4–C3); Charneux

(1991) 314–17), further a board of four hieromnemones, one

from each phyle, associated with the administration of the

Heraion (IG iv 517 (C5)), and a board of artynai (�ρτ%ναι)

mentioned in the treaty of 420 alongside the Council and

the Eighty (Thuc. 5.47.9). See Piérart (2000) 305–6 for

details.

After the destruction of Tiryns (no. 356) and Mykenai

(no. 353), Argos possessed a large public domain, called

δαµοσ�α κα� Hερ3 χ)ρα (SEG 41 282 (C1)) and presumably

administered by the phylai (Kritzas (1992) 236–40; cf. SEG 41

284; Piérart (1997) 332–33). Argos had its own calendar, and

nine months are known (Charneux (1990) 397–402;

Trümpy, Monat. 143–44).

The Argive citizens were subdivided into the three Dorian

phylai (Hylleis, Dymanes, Pamphyloi), to which a fourth

phyle was added perhaps as late as C5m: viz. the Hyrnathioi

(Ephor. fr. 15; IG iv 487–88 (C4l/C3e) �SEG 11 293). Each

phyle was further subdivided into twelve artificial units,

probably called phatrai (φ�τραι) and named after local

heroes, e.g. Τεµεν�δαι (SEG 29 361.iii.18 (400); cf. Piérart

(2000) 299). In each phyle, finances were handled by a board

of twelve (δυ)δεκα), probably one from each phatra (SEG

41 284). In c.330 a new civic subdivision was added to the two

others: in all probability the pentekostys (πεντηκοστ�ς),

e.g. Κλεωνα� (SEG 30 355.3 (330–300)). Members of the

same phatra might belong to different pentekostyes.

Membership of the civic subdivisions was hereditary, but

the subdivision into pentekostyes was at least to some extent

territorial. From c.330 naturalised citizens had to be

inscribed in a phyle, a phatra and a pentekostys (ISE no.

41.11–13 (C3f)). In personal names a sub-ethnic was some-

times added to the name and patronymic, first the phyle (IG

iv 517 (C5)), later the phatra (SEG 30 355.4–5) or the pen-

tekostys (SEG 30 355.3) or a combination of the two (IG iv

616 (C4l) �SEG 33 288); for the whole system and its

chronology, see Piérart (2000) 297–301.
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In C4l block grants of citizenship were bestowed on the

cities of Rhodos (no. 1000), Aspendos (no. 1001) and Soloi

(no. 1011) (SEG 34 282.4–8). In C5f Argos granted proxeny to

a citizen of Oinous (no. 338), one of the Lakedaimonian

perioikic poleis (SEG 13 239), in C5s to a citizen of Sparta (no.

345) (Thuc. 5.76.3), and later in C4 to citizens of Athens (no.

361) (SEG 30 355), Pheneos (no. 291) (SEG 30 356) and

Lampsakos (no. 748) (SEG 30 360). Argive citizens received

grants of proxeny from Sparta (Thuc. 5.59.5), Athens (IG ii²

78, ethnic restored), Epidauros (no. 348) (SEG 26 445

(C4m)) and Megara (no. 225) (IG vii 2 (C4)). Reception of

envoys is recorded in Hdt. 7.148.1 and in Thuc. 5.31.1; IG iv².1

102B.ii.203 (400–350) records a payment to a κ�ρυκι .ς

Xργος. Sending of envoys is attested at Hdt. 7.151, 9.12;

Thuc. 5.30.3 and Xen. Hell. 1.3.13 (cf. 4.7.3).

Metics (πεδ�gοικοι) are attested in lists of C5 (IG iv 552,

615 (C5?); Inv. E 88 (C5m)). According to Hdt. 6.83, followed

by Diod. 10.26, the slaves (οH δο%λοι) seized power in Argos

in 494 and married the widows of the Argives killed in the

battle of Sepeia. They were later expelled by the descendants

of the Argive citizens and found refuge in Tiryns (no. 356).

However, Arist. Pol. 1303a6–8, followed by Plut. Mor. 245F,

calls them περ�οικοι and asserts that many of them became

citizens after the defeat at Sepeia. There is no clue to resolv-

ing this problem. Probably, the inhabitants of the dependent

poleis had an inferior status and acquired the status of full

citizens only with the introduction of the democracy in

c.470–460 (Paus. 8.27.1; cf. Piérart (1997) 327–31).

The protective deity of Argos was Apollo Lykeios (Cole

(1995) 302; Foley (1988) 139–40; SEG 13 240.9 (C4l/C3e)). His

temple in the agora has not been found, but the remains of

an altar, inscribed as belonging to Apollo Lykeios, have been

recovered (Pariente et al. (1998) 218). Other important

urban cults were those of Zeus Larisaios (Paus. 2.24.3;

Piérart (1996)) and Athena Polias (SEG 11 314 (C6f)), both

with their sanctuaries on the Larisa hill. On the south slope

of the Deiras hill were the sanctuaries of Athena Oxyderkas

(Paus. 2.24.2; Piérart (1996)) and the oracular shrine of

Apollo Pythaeus or Deiradiotas (Paus. 2.24.1; BCH 33 (1909)

172; Foley (1988) 140; Piérart (1990)).

The territory of Argos was protected by the goddess Hera,

whose principal sanctuary lay some 10 km north-east of

Argos (Billot (1997)). The most famous festival of Argos was

the Heraia celebrated at the Heraion in connection with a

procession from the town (Hdt. 1.31.2; Pind. Nem. 10.24;

Paus. 2.20.3; Hall (1995) 592–96). The Heraia were a

Panhellenic festival announced by theoroi, since c.330 hosted

in the various poleis by theorodokoi, of whom a fragmentary

list has been preserved (SEG 23 189 (c.330), see Perlman

(2000) 100–4, 149–55). The festival of Hera Argeia included

competitions called Hekatombaia, and a C5f bronze prize

hydria from the games has been found in Sinope (no. 729)

(SEG 30 1456; cf. SEG 30 52 (430–420), 366 (460–450), 367

(440), 648 (430–420) with Amandry (1980) 211–17). The

priestesses of Argive Hera served for life, and the list of

priestesses, collected by Hellan. frr. 74–84, served in C5s as a

kind of Panhellenic chronology (Thuc. 2.2.1). After the sub-

jection of Kleonai (no. 351), Argos assumed the presidency

of the Nemean Games, and the C4l list of theorodokoi found

at Nemea was probably drawn up by the Argives (SEG 36 331;

Perlman (2000) 131–55).

Argive citizens were victorious in the Olympic Games

(Olympionikai 204 (480), 210 (476), 222 (472), 241 (468), 260

(460), 298 (448), 335 (420) and 464 (328)); in the Pythian

Games (Paus. 10.7.4 (586, 582, 578); Pind. Nem. 10.25); in the

Isthmian Games (Pind. Nem. 10.26); in the Nemean Games

(Paus. 1.29.5 (rC5f), 2.20.6); in the Lykaia (IG v 2 549 (C4s));

and in the Amphiaraia (IG vii 414 (C4s)).Argos made sever-

al communal dedications at Olympia (IvO 250 �SEG 11 1203

(500–480?), 251 (500–480); SEG 11 1203 nos. 3–5 (500–480):

Corinthian spoils) and Delphi (Jacquemin (1999) nos. 71

(C6e), 72 (C6e), 74 (C5f), 70 (456), 68 (C5m), 67 (C5l), 69

(369)). Consultation of the oracle at Delphi is recorded by

Hdt. 6.19.1.

The site of Argos is dominated by two hills, one much

higher than the other: to the south, Larisa with escarpments

rising to c.290 m (>κρα: Strabo 8.6.7; �κρ#πολις: Strabo

8.6.9; Paus. 2.24.1), and to the north Profites Elias, called

Aspis (the shield), a rocky outcrop of less than 90 m. Its real

name was almost certainly Deiras (Piérart (1990) 327–28).

Larisa and Deiras were both surrounded by a defence cir-

cuit, of which only parts have been recovered. The oldest

remains date from C6. In the Classical period the walls seem

to have enclosed an area of over 200 ha (Lang (1996) 174 and

Abb. 34).An attempt in 417/16 to construct a set of long walls

down to the sea was stopped by Spartan intervention (Thuc.

5.82.5–83.2). The ancient town grew up on the south side of

the Larisa hill.The habitation area was organised around the

axes of the thoroughfares. The oldest of the city’s two the-

atres was built into the eastern spur of Larisa hill, called Pron

(the promontory). It had a nearly rectangular koilon of

between thirty-seven and thirty-eight straight rows of seats

accommodating c.2,700–3,000 persons, and it seems to have

served as meeting-place of the assembly and the courts

(TGR ii. 123). In C3e a curved theatre of the canonical type

was constructed in its vicinity (Piérart (1998) 344–45;
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Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 56–57; TGR ii. 125–26).

The agora (Thuc. 5.47.11) occupied a low-lying area below

the theatre. Here stood the temple of Apollo Lykeios, the

most famous sanctuary of the city of Argos (Paus. 2.19.3),

where public enactments were set up (Thuc. 5.47.11; SEG 34

282.16). The oldest known public political building is the

hypostyle hall; it was constructed c.475–450 and probably

served as bouleuterion (Bommelaer and des Courtils (1994))

(SEG 31 315, 41 284). East of this, some Archaic buildings

apparently used for administrative purposes were replaced

in the period 450–425 by a large building flanked by three

colonnades. It was used as a gymnasion and served a number

of other purposes. It contained a long narrow court flanked

by a colonnade (Pariente et al. (1998) 213–14, 218). North of

this building a C4s stadion 180 m (� 1 stade) long was laid

out towards the east (ibid. 216, 218–19). The north and east

sides of the agora were bordered by two stoas (ibid. 214–15).

In, probably, 315 Kassander’s general Apollonides had the

prytaneion burnt down and killed 500 Argives who were

gathered in the building (Diod. 19.63.2). The prison of Argos

is mentioned in Arist. Rh. 1375a5–6.

In literary sources (Ephor. frr. 115, 176) the invention of

coinage is erroneously attributed to Pheidon, the C7f king of

Argos. But Argos struck coins only from C5e (before c.480)

and onwards. (1) Silver, from before 480 onwards; denomin-

ations: drachm, tetrobol, hemidrachm and smaller denom-

inations down to tetartemorion; types: obv. forepart of wolf;

rev. Α in incuse. (2) These types are also found on a C5–C4

issue of iron coins. (3) Silver, from c.421 onwards; denomi-

nations: stater, drachm and smaller denominations; types:

obv. head of Hera wearing stephanos; rev. various types,

often two dolphins swimming in opposite direction, legend:

on some ΑΡΓΕΙΟΝ or ΑΡΓΕΙΩΝ. (4) Bronze from C4

onwards with various types (for the date, see IGCH no. 11

and Kraay (1976) 96); Babelon, Traité ii.3. 447–75; SNG Cop.

Argolis 1–66).

348. Epidauros (Epidaurios) Map 58. Lat. 37.40, long.

23.10. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

’Επ�δαυρος (Pind. Isthm. 8.68; IG iv².1 122.12 (C4)), either W

(Hom. Il. 2.561) or ! (Hdt. 3.52.7; Thuc. 2.56.4–5). The city-

ethnic is ’Επιδα�ριος (ML 27.4 (479); IG iv².1 47.2–3 (C4);

Hdt. 5.82–84). Epidauros is called a polis both in the urban

sense (Thuc. 5.75.5; Ps.-Skylax 54; IG iv².1 115.14, 25 (C4l))

and in the political sense (IG iv².1 48–51 (C4s–C3f); Xen.

Hell. 6.5.29). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally in an honorific decree (NIEpi 10.5–5 (470s):

τtπιδα�ριοι) and in a dedication of an Argive (SEG 26

449 �Nomima ii 28 (C5f)), and externally on the Serpent

Column in Delphi (ML 23.4) and in literary sources (Hdt.

5.82–84; Thuc. 1.27.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). The individual use is

found internally in a dedication of an Epidaurian (SEG 11

438 (C4s)) and externally at Delphi, where an Epidaurian

made a dedication to Apollo in C5 (F.Delphes iii.4 195)

and an Astias of Epidauros served as naopoios in 356/5 (CID

ii 31.35), and in Olympia on a monument commemorating

the Olympic victor Aristion (IvO 165 (C4m); Olympionikai

415). It is presumably called patra (�patris) in IG iv².1 619

(C4?).

The name of the territory is ! ’Επιδαυρ�α γ8 (Thuc.

4.45.2) or ! ’Επ�δαυρος, where the toponym denotes the

territory (Thuc. 5.55.1, 77.1; Xen. Hell. 7.1.18; cf. Ps.-Skylax 50,

54:! ’Επ�δαυρος χ)ρα). It covered 473 km² (Jameson et al.

(1994) 18). The frontier between Epidauros and Troizen (no.

357) was near Methana (no. 352) (Thuc. 4.45.2); to the west,

the frontier towards Argos (no. 347) was at Mt. Arachnaion.

The Epidaurians possessed part of the coast of the Argolic

Gulf but had no harbour there (Ps.-Skylax 50). A C5 dedica-

tion found in the Iria plain indicates that the plain belonged

to Epidauros (SEG 24 274; cf. Jameson et al. (1994) 570).

In 480 Epidauros provided eight triremes at Artemision

(Hdt. 8.1.2) and ten at Salamis (Hdt. 8.43), as well as 800 men

at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.4). Assuming that there is no

overlap between the forces, Jameson et al. (1994) 556–59 esti-

mates the military strength of Troizen at 2,800 men, and the

total population at c.16,000 minimum and 23,500 maxi-

mum.

Epidauros was a member of the Kalaurian amphiktyony

(Strabo 8.6.14; Tausend (1992) 12–19). In C5e, after the 

Argive defeat at Sepeia, Epidauros gave shelter to some

Argive refugees (SEG 26 449 �Nomima ii 28 (C5f); cf.

Lambrinoudakis (1990)).

Epidauros fought on the Greek side in the Persian War

(Hdt. 8.1.2, 43, 9.28.4), and is recorded on the Serpent

Column in Delphi (ML 27.4) and in Olympia (Paus.

5.23.1–2). It was a member of the Peloponnesian League

(Thuc. 5.57.1). Alongside the Corinthians they defeated the

Athenians at Halieis in 460/59 (Thuc. 1.105.1). In 435 the

Epidaurians supported Corinth (no. 227) against Korkyra

(no. 123) with five triremes (Thuc. 1.27.2). From 430 the

Athenians ravaged the territory of Epidauros (Thuc.

2.56.4–5, 4.45.2, 6.31.2).

Controlling a territory which bordered on the Gulf of

Argos but also had an excellent harbour on the Saronic Gulf,

Epidauros occupied a strategic position and was an indis-

pensable link in all relations between Athens (no. 361) and
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Argos (no. 347). A war between Argos and Epidauros was

fought in 419–418, caused by a sacrifice owed by the

Epidaurians to Apollo Pythaios (Thuc. 5.53.1). The territory

of Epidauros was repeatedly plundered by the Argives

(Thuc. 5.54.3–55.4). The Epidaurians received a

Lakedaimonian garrison, and an Argive attack on the town

was called off (Thuc. 5.56). After the battle of Mantinea, the

Athenians, being allied with the Argives, built a blockading

wall around the town of Epidauros, but in 418/17 a peace was

concluded between Lakedaimon and Argos in which it was

stipulated that the blockading wall be pulled down and the

Argive and Athenian troops withdrawn from the territory of

Epidauros (Thuc. 5.77.1). After the Athenian defeat at

Syracuse, Epidauros took an active part in the mobilisation

of a Peloponnesian fleet (Thuc. 8.3.2), and after the battle of

Aigos potamoi in 405, a statue was set up in Delphi of the

commander of the Epidaurian squadron (Paus. 10.9.10).

Epidauros fought on the Spartan side in the battle of Nemea

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.16) and remained loyal to Sparta (no. 345)

even after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 6.2.3, 7.2.2). In 369

Epaminondas ravaged the territory of Epidauros but failed

to conquer the city (Diod. 15.69.1). Alongside Sparta and

other members of the Peloponnesian League, Epidauros

concluded an alliance with Athens in 370/69 (Xen. Hell. 7.1.1,

2.2; Arist. Rh. 1411a11–13; cf. Staatsverträge 274); but in 366/5

Epidauros appears as an ally of Thebes (no. 221) (Isoc. 6.91;

cf. Staatsverträge 285). After the battle of Chaironeia in 338,

Epidauros may have become a dependency of Argos

(Burford (1969) 17), and there may have been an Argive kler-

ouchy in Epidauros (IG iv².1 69 and SEG 11 400, if restored:

[ε(εργ/]ταν ε1µεν το% [δ�µου ?ργε�ων .ν ’Ε]πιδα�ρωι

κα[τοικο�ντων. �λεξε] Πειθ�λα[ς]). Epidauros joined the

revolt against Makedonia after the death of Alexander the

Great (Diod. 18.11.2).

In C5s the sanctuary of Asklepios transformed Epidauros

into a Panhellenic site visited by pilgrims from all parts.

Contacts with other poleis increased because of the pilgrims

and the erection of monumental buildings in the sanctuary.

Construction began in the second quarter of C4, and the

accounts mention heralds sent not only to neighbouring

poleis but even to some more remote cities, such as Athens,

Tegea (no. 297) and Thebes (no. 221) (IG iv².1 102, 103), from

which artisans came to Epidauros (Burford (1969) 16–18).

From the 350s, inscriptions attest to the sending out of theo-

roi and the appointment of theorodokoi in other poleis. We

have preserved lists of theorodokoi in the various poleis

recorded region by region in accordance with the itinerary

of the theoroi (IG iv².1 94–95 �Perlman (2000) E1–2 (350s)),

decrees endowing individuals with the title of theorodokos,

sometimes connected with the title of proxenos (SEG 26

445 �Perlman (2000) E12 p. 200 (C4m)), and chronologi-

cally organised surveys of such decrees passed by the

Epidaurians (IG iv².1 96 �Perlman (2000) E3 (C3f)). For an

account of the institution of theorodokia, see Perlman

(2000) 81–95. Citizens of Epidauros were appointed prox-

enoi by Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.4 542.15–16 (C4m)) and

Megara (no. 225) (IG vii 13 (C4l)).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a consti-

tution of the Epidaurians (Arist. fr. 498), and the first entry

in Plutarch’s Aitia Graeca may stem from this work: there

were in Epidauros 180 enfranchised citizens; they constitut-

ed the politeuma from which were elected the councillors

(bouleutai), in Epidauros called artynoi. Most of the com-

mon people were settled in the countryside and nicknamed

κον�ποδες, i.e. those with dust on their feet (Plut. Mor.

291E). No date is indicated, but the narrow politeuma points

to an oligarchy in the Archaic period. In C7s Epidauros was

ruled by a tyrant called Prokles, whose daughter was mar-

ried to Periander, the tyrant of Corinth (no. 227) (Hdt.

3.50–52). The numerous decrees passed in C4 by boule and

demos (Rhodes, DGS 74) point to a democratic constitution.

The Epidaurians were Dorians (Hdt. 1.146.1, 7.99.2–3),

and in C4 the citizens were organised into four phylai: two of

the old Dorian phylai, Dymanes and Hylleis, and two other

phylai, Azantioi and Hysminatai (IG iv².1 106.iii.37–40

(C4)). The subdivision into phylai was applied in the work-

ing of political institutions, the composition of boards of

officials, and the organisation of the army. The four phylai

were further subdivided into at least thirty-nine territorial

units (Jones, POAG 107–11; Perlman (2000) 85–87). The

names of these units were used as sub-ethnics to identify

Epidaurian citizens) (see IG iv².1 58.5: Τιµοκρ�της

Παγασ�να). The combination of a personal and a territori-

al subdivision of the citizenry remains problematic. Perhaps

the citizens were reassigned to the various phylai in accor-

dance with their place of residence.

In C4 decrees were passed by the boule and the demos and

authenticated by a magistrate called κατ�λογος βουλ[ς

(SEG 26 445 (C4m); cf. Rhodes, DGS 73–74). The priest of

Asklepios served as eponymous official (IG iv².1 103; cf.

Sherk (1990) 267–68). The Epidaurian calendar was of the

Doric type, and all months are attested (Trümpy, Monat.

140–43).

At Ps.-Skylax 54 (cf. Paus. 2.29.1) the urban centre is

described as π#λις κα� λιµ�ν. It lay on the Saronic Gulf west

of Aigina (no. 358) and the peninsula of Methana (no. 352).
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The remains are partly submerged and have not been sys-

tematically explored. The town occupied a peninsula con-

sisting of two hills, Nisi, with a harbour on either side.

Pausanias saw six temples in the town, on the acropolis and

near the harbour (2.29.1). The theatre was situated on the

western slope of the acropolis and has been excavated

(Deilaki-Protonotariou (1972), (1973)). It dates to C4–Hell.

(TGR ii. 213), accommodated some 5,000–6,000 persons,

and had seats inscribed with the names of magistrates and

citizens of the period c.350–200 (SEG 26 452). A boundary

stone inscribed Iρος �γορ[ς found on the neck of the

peninsula indicates that the agora was near the theatre (SEG

26 452). Epidauros was fortified in C5 (Thuc. 5.56.5, 75.5).

The sanctuary of Asklepios was situated inland some 9

km south of the harbour. The peak of Mt. Kynortion, which

rises behind the theatre, was consecrated to Apollo

Maleatas,whose sanctuary was believed to be very old (Paus.

2.27.7). The remains indicate that it was in continuous use

from C7s onwards (Paus. 2.27.7; Lambrinoudakis (1980)).

Apollo Maleatas was persistently associated with Asklepios,

originally a hero with healing powers, later worshipped as

the god of medicine and the tutelary god of Epidauros

(Paus. 2.26.3). His cult can be traced back to C6 (IG iv².1 136

(C6l/C5e)). From C4f onwards the Epidaurians implement-

ed an ambitious building programme. The accounts are

partially preserved (IG iv².1 102–20 (C4–C3e)). Famous

architects and sculptors were invited, among them

Polykleitos the Younger, allegedly responsible for the plans

of the theatre (TGR ii. 208–10) and the tholos (Paus. 2.27–8.1;

cf. Roux (1961); Burford (1969)).

Several Epidaurian citizens were victorious in the

Olympic Games (Olympionikai 19 (712), 74 (608), 77 (600),

223 (472), 415 (368)). Participation in the Nemean Games is

indicated by the city’s possession of an oikos in Nemea (SEG

26 420; Miller (1990) 71, 119). The Asklepiaia can be traced

back to C6l through the victory in boxing and pankration

won by Themistios, the ancestor of Pytheas of Aigina, who

was active c.490–480 (Pind. Nem. 5.53). Whereas Apollo

Maleatas is closely associated with Asklepios in the healing

inscriptions, there is no connection with the Games before

C3m (Perlman (2000) 82). In the beginning the Games

mostly attracted local contestants, but in C4 they acquired

Panhellenic status. Thus, the rhapsode Ion of Ephesos (no.

844) took part in the games c.390 (Pl. Io 530B; cf. Sève

(1993)).

Epidauros struck coins of silver and bronze from c.350

onwards. (1) Silver on the Aiginetan standard, c.350–323 or

later; denominations: drachm, hemidrachm, obol, tetarte-

morion; types: obv. head of Asklepios laureate; rev.Ε or ΕΠ

within laurel wreath; or obv. head of Apollo; rev. Asklepios

enthroned holding sceptre and extending his right hand

over a serpent, with a dog beneath the throne (a depiction of

the cult statue of Asklepios described in Paus. 2.27.2); leg-

end: ΕΠ. (2) Bronze, after c.350; types: obv. head of

Asklepios; rev. Epione (the wife of Asklepios) holding a

phiale; legend: ΕΠ (Head, HN² 441–42; SNG Cop. Argolis

114–30).

According to Hdt. 7.99.3, Epidauros colonised Kos (no.

499), Nisyros (no. 508) and Kalymna (no. 485); in the

Archaic period the Epidaurians controlled Aigina (no. 358;

Hdt. 5.83.1).

349. Halieis (Halikos) Map 58. Lat. 37.20, long. 23.10. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is yλιε5ς, οH (IG i³

1147.3 (c.460); Xen. Hell. 6.2.3; Diod. 11.78.2), or yλ�α,! (Ps.-

Skylax 50) or, in a late source only,yλικ� (Paus. 2.36.1). The

city-ethnic is, in the plural form, yλιε5ς (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16),

from *yλιε�ς which, however, is unattested (Steph. Byz.

73.12); instead we find the ktetikon yλικ#ς (IG iv².1 122.69

(C4)), which is attested in the plural form as well (Bacchyl.

fr. 4.49; IG iv².1 122.80: [- π#λι]ς - τ+ν yλικ+ν). Halieis is

called a polis implicitly in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 50; cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and explicitly in the

political sense (IG iv².1 122.74, 80 (C4)). The external use of

the city-ethnic is attested both collectively (IG i³ 75.6–7, 19,

27 (424/3); IG iv².1 122.80 (C4); Xen. Hell. 4.2.16, 7.2.2) and

individually (IG iv².1 121.120 (C4), 122.69 (C4)). The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic Tirynthioi is attested on C5

coins (infra).

The territory is called γ8 yλι�ς (Thuc. 2.56.5, 4.45.2) and

its area is estimated at 84 km² (Jameson et al. (1994) 18). The

earliest community was probably Dryopian (Bacchyl. fr

4.49; Callim. fr. 705, Pfeiffer; cf. Jameson et al. (1994) 63–65).

Remains of a settlement at Halieis can be traced back to the

Geometric period. The town flourished in the Archaic and

Classical periods (Jameson et al. (1994) 435–37). It may have

been a polis already in the Archaic period, but the absence of

Halieis from the victory dedications at Olympia and Delphi

(Paus. 5.23.1–2; ML 27) indicates that, if it was a polis, it must

have been a dependent polis, dominated by, probably,

Hermion (no. 350) as may be inferred from Ephor. fr. 56 (cf.

Jameson et al. (1994) 75). In c.460 Halieis must have been

ceded by Hermion to the Tirynthians (no. 356) after they

had been expelled from Tiryns by the Argives (Hdt. 6.83.1–2;

Strabo 8.6.11–12; Paus. 2.25.8). They formed a community

called yλιε5ς οH .κ Τ�ρυνθος at Hdt. 7.137.2, though 
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on their coins they used their original city-ethnic:

ΤΙΡΥΝΘΙΩΝ (infra). In 460/59 a battle between the

Athenians and the Peloponnesians was fought at Halieis

(Thuc. 1.105; IG i³ 1147.3); the territory of Halieis was repeat-

edly ravaged by the Athenians during the Peloponnesian

War (Thuc. 2.56.5, 4.45.2 (r425)), and in 425/4 the Halieis

concluded an alliance with the Athenians in which they

handed over a fortified port for the duration of the war (IG

i³ 75 �Staatsverträge 184). Halieis was a member of the

Peloponnesian League (Diod. 11.78.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16) until

after the battle of Leuktra in 371. Halieis may have been

among the poleis won over by Epameinondas in 369 (Diod

15.69.1; cf. Jameson et al. (1994) 80).

The only known source for the constitution of Halieis is a

bronze plaque inscribed in the Argive alphabet with a public

enactment of C5f, allegedly found at Hermion but now

commonly assigned to Halieis (IG iv 554 �SEG 11

315 �Nomima i 107; cf. Jameson (1974) 68–69; contra Brandt

(1992)). A tentative date of c.480, suggested at LSAG 169 no.

20, is probably too high. The document concerns the calling

to account of officials in charge of the treasures of Athena

and mentions an assembly (haliaia), a boule, and some mag-

istrates (synartyontes and tamiai).

The natural harbour of Halieis (limen at Ps.-Skylax 50)

was one of the best along the coast; the sea-ward approach

stretched for 1,300 m and narrowed to less than 300 m. The

town, today partly submerged, was situated on a small

promontory dominating the southern bay of Porto-Cheli.A

defence circuit connected the town with an acropolis on

which there was a modest temple, perhaps to Athena

(Jameson (1974) 73–74). Halieis was fortified in C5 (cf. IG i³

75.11 (425/4)); the circuit was of mudbrick on conglomerate

foundations with interval towers; fortification on the site

can be traced back to at least C7 (Jameson et al. (1994) 435);

Lang (1996) 176 with refs.). The walls enclosed an area of 18

ha, of which some 15 ha were suitable for habitation in C4m.

Assuming a population density of 250 per ha, the town may

in C4m have had some 3,750 inhabitants (Jameson et al.

(1994) 551).The north-eastern quarter of the lower town was

built on a grid plan from C6f (Rudolph (1984)). Outside the

walls were found remains of a Classical stadion (Romano

(1993) 36),a stoa and a C7e temple to Apollo (Jameson (1974)

71–72). In C4, after the miraculous cure of a citizen by a

snake from the Asklepieion in Epidauros, the polis of Halieis

consulted the Delphic oracle and was instructed to build a

temple with a statue of Asklepios (IG iv².1 122.69–82; cf.

Edelstein and Edelstein (1945) 423.33). Excavations show

that the town was abandoned in C3e at the latest (Jameson et

al. (1994) 436–37),but an inscription still uses the city-ethnic

yλικ#ς in Epidauros in 220/19 (IG iv².1 42.10–11).

Fishermen may have used the site sporadically, as they had

when the Tirynthians settled in Halieis in C5f (Baladié

(1980) 267).

Halieis struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. head of

bearded Herakles or head of Apollo laureate; rev. palm tree

or club; legend:ΤΙorΤΙΡΥorΤΙΡΥΝΘΙΩΝ (Head,HN²

443; SNG Cop. Argolis 148–55).

350. Hermion (Hermioneus) Map 58. Lat. 37.25, long.

23.15. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The epichoric form of the

toponym is ‘ΕρµιVν, -#νος !, attested both in inscriptions

(IG iv².1 102.107, 204, 228 (C4f)) and in literary sources

(Hdt. 8.73.2; Xen. Hell. 6.2.4; Polyb. 2.52.2). The Ionic form

‘Ερµι#νη, ! is mostly attested in literature (Hom. Il. 2.560;

Aristocles in Anth. Pal. App. 4.45 (C3); Strabo 8.6.3; Paus.

2.32.7; but see also IG iv 619.5 (late?)). The city-ethnic is

‘Ερµιονε�ς (IG iv 683 �Hesperia 22 (1953) 148–54 no.

1 �LSAG 182.8 (C5m); IG i³ 31.2 (C5m)). Hermion is called a

polis in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 51) and is repeatedly list-

ed under the heading of polis used in the political sense

(Hdt. 8.42.1, 43.1, 49.l; Thuc. 8.3.2). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated form on

coins from C4m on (infra) and externally in inscriptions

(ML 27.5 (479); Syll.³ 32 �LSAG 182.7 (C5f); IG i³ 31.2 (C5))

and in literature (Hdt. 9.28.4; Thuc. 1.27.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16).

The individual use is found internally in dedications to

Demeter Chthonia (Hesperia 22 (1953) 148–54 nos. 1–4

(C5–C4)) and externally in inscriptions (CID ii 5.i.12 (C4f))

and in literature (Hdt. 7.6.3 (rC6m)).

The name of the territory is ! ‘Ερµιον�ς γ8 (Thuc.

2.56.5). It comprised the south-eastern part of Akte.

Hermion bordered on Troizen (no. 357) to the north-east,

on Epidauros (no. 348) to the north-west, and on Halieis

(no. 349) to the south-west (Thuc. 2.56.5). The territory cov-

ered 276 km² (Jameson et al. (1994) 18). It also comprised the

islands of Pityoussa (Spetses), Aristera (Spetsopoula),

Aperopia (Dokos) and Hydrea (Hydra) (Paus. 2.34.8–9). In

C6s a group of Samian refugees bought the island of Hydra

from Hermion for some money they had exacted from the

Siphnians, whereupon they handed over the island in trust

to the Troizenians (Hdt. 3.59.1). Prior to c.460, when the

Tirynthians settled at Halieis, that site may have been con-

trolled by Hermion (Ephor. fr. 56; Jameson et al. (1994) 75).

Hermion provided three triremes at Salamis in 480 (Hdt.

8.43) and 300 men at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.4). Assuming

that there is no overlap between the two forces, Jameson et
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al. (1994) 556–59 estimate the military strength of Hermion

at 900 men, and the total population at c.5,000 minimum

and 7,500 maximum. During the grain crisis in 330–326

Hermion received 8,000 medimnoi from Kyrene (no. 1028)

(Tod 196.40). A communal dedication at Delphi is attested

by Syll.³ 32 (C5f); cf. Jacquemin (1999) no. 314.

Hermion was a Dryopian community (Hdt. 8.43, 78.2). It

was a member of the Kalaurian amphictyony (Strabo 8.6.14;

Tausend (1992) 12–19) and of the Peloponnesian League

(Thuc. 8.3.2). It fought on the Greek side in the Persian War

(Hdt. 8.43, 72, 9.28.4, 31.4), and is recorded on the Serpent

Column in Delphi (ML 27.5) and in Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2).

The importance of the cities on Akte for Athenian maritime

interests resulted in an alliance between Hermion and

Athens (no. 361), concluded either c.450 (IG i³

31 �Staatsverträge 150) or c.425 (Mattingly (1996) 34–35). In

435 Hermion supported Corinth (no. 227) against Korkyra

(no. 123) with one trireme (Thuc. 1.27.2). During the

Peloponnesian War the territory of Hermion was plundered

by the Athenians (Thuc. 2.56.5). After the Athenian defeat at

Syracuse,Hermion took an active part in the mobilisation of

a Peloponnesian fleet (Thuc. 8.3.2), and after the battle of

Aigos potamoi in 405, a statue was set up in Delphi of the

commander of the squadron from Hermion (Paus. 10.9.10).

Hermion fought on the Spartan side in the battle of Nemea

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.16) and remained loyal to Sparta (no. 345)

even after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 6.2.3, 7.2.2).

Hermion may have been among the poleis won over by

Epameinondas in 369 (Diod 15.69.1; cf. Jameson et al. (1994)

80). Alongside Sparta and other members of the

Peloponnesian League,Hermion concluded an alliance with

Athens in 370/69 (Xen. Hell. 7.2.2; cf. Staatsverträge 274).

Hermion joined the revolt against Makedonia after the

death of Alexander the Great (Diod. 18.11.2). IG iv².1

102B.ii.203 (400–350) records a payment to a κ�ρυκι . . . .ς

‘Ερµι#να.

We have no information about the political institutions

of Hermion, and there is no support in the sources for the

view that the Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a

constitution of the Hermionians (pace Arist. iii p. 635,

Gigon).

In Ps.-Skylax 51 Hermion is classified as a π#λις κα�

λιµ�ν. The town lay on the Gulf of Hydra. In the Archaic

and Classical periods it was situated at the tip of a headland

between two well-protected natural harbours, but later, per-

haps in C2 or C1, it was moved c.1 km westwards to the far

end of the peninsula and to the lower slopes of Mt. Pron

(Paus. 2.34.9; Jameson et al. (1994) 584–90). The older town

was fortified with a defence circuit in trapezoidal masonry.

Some stretches of the wall and the remains of a round tower

can still be seen. The wall has tentatively been dated to C4,

perhaps C4l (Jameson et al. (1994) 585–86). The walls

enclosed an area of 22.5 ha, of which some 8.5 ha were avail-

able for habitation in C6, and almost 17 ha in C4. Assuming

a population density of 250 per ha, the town may in C4m

have had some 4,200 inhabitants (ibid. 551). Paus. 2.34.10

records seven sanctuaries in the old town; that of Poseidon

has been matched with the foundations of a temple of C6l

(ibid. 589–90). The most famous cult was that of Demeter

Chthonia, for whom Lasos of Hermion composed a dithyra-

mb (fr. 702, PMG (C6s); Paus. 2.35.5–8; Ael. NA 11.4).

Hermion struck coins of silver and bronze from c.350. (1)

Silver triobols and obols on the Aiginetan standard; types:

obv. head of Demeter Chthonia wearing corn-wreath; rev.

corn-wreath and, sometimes, torch(es); legend: ΕΡ. (2)

Bronze: obv. head of Demeter Chthonia, sometimes facing;

rev. torch and ΕΡwithin corn-wreath (Head,HN² 442; SNG

Cop. Argolis 136–44). The full form of the city-ethnic,

ΕΡΜΙΟΝΕΩΝ, is attested on coins of the Roman period

(SNG Cop. Argolis 145).

351. Kleonai (Kleonaios) Map 58. Lat. 37.50, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is Κλεωνα�, αH

(Hom. Il. 2.570; Thuc. 6.95.1; Ps.-Skylax 49; IG iv².1 103.69

(C4f)). The city-ethnic is Κλεωνα5ος (SEG 11 290.6

(c.560?) �ML 9; Pind. Nem. 10.42). Kleonai is attested as a

polis in late sources only (Polyb. 2.52.1, 2; Paus. 2.15.1), but its

status as a polis in the Archaic and Classical periods is

ensured by its mint, its control of the Nemean Games, its

Panhellenic victors, and the proxeny decrees for Kleonaian

citizens (infra). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed internally in abbreviated form on C5–C4 coins (infra)

and externally on a C6f bronze plate from Olympia (SEG 31

365) and in literary sources (Pind. Nem. 10.42; Thuc. 5.67.2).

The individual use is attested internally in a C6m dedication

(SEG 11 290.6) and externally in two Athenian C4 proxeny

decrees for citizens of Kleonai (IG ii² 63 and 365 (on which

latter, see infra)).

Kleonai was squeezed in between Corinth (no. 227) and

Argos (no. 347) (Paus. 2.15.1–2; Strabo 8.6.19). Its territory

covered some 135 km², and its total population has been

assessed at c.8,000 persons (Sakellariou and Faraklas (1971)

122, 125, 128). Hostile relations with Corinth (Plut. Cim.

17.1–2) made Kleonai an ally of Argos, and the Kleonaians

assisted the Argives when, in the 460s, they conquered and

destroyed Mykenai (no. 353) (Strabo 8.6.19; cf. Diod. 11.65).
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Some of the surviving Mykenaians settled in Kleonai (Paus.

7.25.6). During the Peloponnesian War Kleonai was still

allied to Argos (Thuc. 5.67.2, 72.4, 74.3). A citizen of Kleonai

was appointed proxenos by Athens prior to 378/7 (IG ii² 63).

If the restoration [Κλεωνα5]ον in an Athenian proxeny

decree of 323/2 (IG ii² 365; cf. Piérart and Touchais (1996)

62–64) is accepted, the inference is that Kleonai was still a

polis in C4l (Piérart (1982) 129) and that is further confirmed

by the bronze coins struck by Kleonai in C4l (infra). But at

some point in C4l Kleonai was incorporated into Argos and

became a civic subdivision of that polis (SEG 30 355 (C4l); IG

iv 616 (c.315)). Remains of a polygonal acropolis fortifica-

tion with interval towers and a defence circuit of the lower

town (Scheer (1989) 332) may antedate the incorporation of

Kleonai into Argos.

The biennial Panhellenic games held in the sanctuary of

Zeus in Nemea (on which see Hart (1977)) were controlled

by Kleonai in C5f (Pind. Nem. 4.17, 10.42); they had probably

been organised by Kleonai from their foundation in 573

(Euseb. 101b, Helm) and continued to be so until Kleonai

was integrated into Argos in C4l. Citizens of Kleonai were

victors in the Olympic Games in 732 and 456 (Olympionikai

12 and 273) and in the Nemean Games in C6m (SEG 11

290 �ML 9).

Paus. 2.15.1 records a sanctuary of Athena, apparently of

the Archaic period. A sanctuary of Herakles is mentioned at

Diod. 4.33.3. Remains found at Archaia Nemea have been

tentatively identified with this sanctuary by Frickenhaus

(Karo (1913) 114).

The sanctuary of Zeus in the valley of Nemea was exca-

vated by S. Miller (1990), and in it was found a C4l list of the-

orodokoi for the Nemean Games, presumably drawn up by

Argos when it took over control of the games c.315 (Perlman

(2000) 105–55).

Kleonai struck coins of silver on the Aiginetan standard

c.471–421 and of bronze in C4l. (1) Silver (C5); types: obv.

head of Herakles (obol), or lion’s skin (hemiobol), or bunch

of grapes (tetartemorion); rev. incuse square; legend: Κ. (2)

Bronze (C4l); types: obv. head of Herakles; rev. parsley

wreath; legend: ΚΛ or ΚΛΕ or ΚΛΕΩ (Babelon, Traité

ii.3. 481–84; SNG Cop. Argolis 111–13). For the date of the

bronze coins, see Miller (1976) 192). On later coins the city-

ethnic is spelled out: ΚΛΕΩΝΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 441).

352. Methana (Methanaios) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long.

23.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: A? The toponym is Μεθ�να,

! (IG iv 853.20 (first century ad)), in the Ionic dialect

Μεθ�νη, ! (Ps.-Skylax 46; cf. infra) or Μεθ)νη, ! (Thuc.

4.45.2 bis, but most editors emend the first occurrence and

delete the second; see Maurer (1995) 75) or Μ/θανα, τ�

(Thuc.5.18.7; Strabo 8.6.15; Paus.2.34.1,3–4).The city-ethnic

is Μεθανα5ος, attested in the full form exclusively on coins

of the Roman period, in abbreviated form on C4l/C3e coins

(infra). Methana is called a polis in the urban sense (Ps.-

Skylax 46), provided that Müller ad loc. is right in supposing

that Μεθ�να π#λις κα� λιµ�ν is misplaced from the

Argolic section and erroneously listed among the

Lakedaimonian perioikic poleis (Shipley (1997) 226).

The territory of Methana was the volcanic peninsula on

the south coast of the Saronic Gulf. The last attested erup-

tion of the volcano was in C3f (Strabo 1.3.18; Paus. 2.34.1; cf.

Baladié (1980) 158–63). The peninsula is separated from the

continent by an isthmus 1,200 m long and 300 m wide. It was

an ideal military base, and in 425 the Athenians (no. 361)

occupied Methana and built a wall across the isthmus

(Thuc. 4.45.2). The Peace of Nikias stipulated the restitution

of the peninsula to the Lakedaimonians (no. 345) (Thuc.

5.18.7).

In C5 and probably C4 Methana was under Troizenian

domination (Thuc. 4.118.4; cf. HCT ad loc.; Paus. 2.34.1). The

classification of Methana as a polis in Ps.-Skylax (if correctly

interpreted supra) and the C4 coins (infra) indicate that

Methana was a dependent polis (Mee and Forbes (1997)

68–69). In the Hellenistic period Methana was controlled by

the Ptolemaic kings (Robert (1960) 156–60) and renamed

?ρσιν#η ! .ν Πελοπονν�σωι (OGIS 102; SNG Cop. Argolis

147).

The town was on the west coast of the peninsula; it cov-

ered an area of c.5 ha in the Archaic and c.8 ha in the Classical

period. The acropolis was protected by a defence circuit

partly in trapezoidal irregular and partly in isodomic ashlar

masonry with square towers; it covered an area of c.1 ha. The

probable date is C4s.Apart from the urban centre there were

two large second-order settlements on the eastern side of the

peninsula, one at Oga (c.6 ha) and one at Magoula (c.2 ha),

neither of them recorded in Barr. Furthermore, the penin-

sula is dotted with smaller sites, some of which can be inter-

preted as farmsteads and some as small hamlets. The

number of sites reached its peak in C5l, and there were con-

siderably fewer sites in C4 (Mee and Forbes (1997) 57–69).

Methana struck bronze coins in C4l and C3e: obv. head of

Hephaistos in conical pilos; rev. ΜΕ or ΜΕΘ in corn-

wreath (Gill (1997) 278–79; SNG Cop. Argolis 146).

353. Mykenai (Mykenaios) Map 58. Lat. 37.45, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: 2? Type: A. The Doric form of the toponym
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is Μυκ�να, - (IG iv 498.11; cf. Mitsos (1949) 74) or, in the

plural, Μυκ�ναι, αH (Pind. Pyth. 4.49). In the Ionic dialect

the toponym is Μυκ�νη (Hom. Il. 4.52, 7.180, 11.46); in later

literature, however, the preferred form is Μυκ8ναι in the

plural (Pind. Pyth. 4.49; Eur. Heracl. 85; Thuc. 1.10.1; Diod.

11.65.5; Strabo 8.6.10), first attested in the Catalogue of Ships

(Hom. Il. 569). The Doric form of the city-ethnic is

Μυκανε�ς (ML 27.7 (479); IG iv 497 (C2e)); in literature it is

Μυκηνα5ος (Hom. Il. 15.638; Hdt. 7.202; Eur. Heracl. 187;

Thuc. 1.9.2). The collective and external use of the city-

ethnic is attested in inscriptions (ML 27.7) and in literature

(Hdt. 7.202). The individual use of the adverbial equivalent

is attested internally (IG iv 492.1–2: Φραhιαρ�δας

Μυκαν/αθεν; cf. SEG 40 334 (C5e)).

Mykenai is referred to as being a polis in a bronze plaque

of C5e (IG iv 492.3, cf. SEG 40 334: παρ’ ?θανα�ας .ς

π#λιος 2κ/τας �γεντο), where polis is used either in the

sense of acropolis (Lambrinoudakis (1990) 180) or in the

urban sense (Marcadé apud Lambrinoudakis (1990)

183–85). Mykenai is not called a polis in any other Archaic or

Classical source, but retrospectively by Diod. 11.65.5 (r468)

and Paus. 5.23.3 (r480). Polis status in the political sense is

strongly indicated by the role Mykenai played in the Persian

War. At Hdt. 7.202.1 and 204.1 the Mykenaians are listed

among the poleis that defended Thermopylai, and they are

mentioned on the Serpent Column in Delphi (ML 27.7).

There is no clue to the problem of whether Mykenai was a

dependent polis in the Archaic period (Piérart (1997)). In the

Hellenistic period Mykenai was a kome of Argos (no. 347)

(IG iv 498.2 (C3–C2)).

After the battle of Sepeia, Mykenai dissociated itself from

Argos. It provided 80 men at Thermopylai in 480 (Hdt.

7.202) and, together with Tiryns (no. 356), 400 men at

Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.4). As a result, Mykenai is recorded

on the Serpent Column in Delphi (ML 27.7) and in Olympia

(Paus. 5.23.2: ?ργε�ων οH Μυκ�νας �χοντες). During this

period Mykenai may have been in charge of the Argive

Heraion (Kritzas (1992) 232). In c.460, taking advantage of

the weakness of Sparta after the earthquake in 464, the

Argives and their allies besieged the Mykenaians, who found

refuge behind their Cyclopean walls (Diod. 11.65.3; Paus.

7.25.5–6). Mykenai was starved into surrender and exposed

to an andrapodismos (Diod. 11.65.5) whereby the surviving

Mykenaians were transferred, some to Kleonai (no.

351), some to Keryneia (no. 236), and some to Makedonia

(Paus. 7.25.6). The city itself was demolished and its territo-

ry divided among Argos, Kleonai and Tenea (Diod.

11.65.2–5; Paus. 2.16.5, 5.23.3, 8.27.1; Strabo 8.6.19, where

Τενεατ+ν is a convincing emendation of MS Τεγεατ+ν;

cf. Piérart (1992) 377–82). The walls were probably disman-

tled on this occasion (Boethius (1921–23) 415).

354. Orneai (Orneates) Map 58. Lat. 37.45, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: 1–2. Type: C. The toponym is ’Ορνεα�, αH

(Ar. Av. 399; Thuc. 6.7.1–2) or ’Ορνεια� (Hom. Il. 2.571). The

city-ethnic is ’Ορνε�της (Thuc. 5.67.2; Plut. Mor. 401D,

quoting a dedication of C4l), in Ionic ’Ορνε�της (Hdt.

8.73.3). The collective and external use is the only one attest-

ed in the sources (e.g. Hdt. 8.73.3; Thuc. 5.67.2). The only

source in which Orneai is called a polis (in the urban sense)

is Diod. 16.34.3 (r353/2) and 39.4 (r352/1: .π� π#λιν ’Ορνε3ς

τ8ς ?ργε�ας). Paus. 8.27.1 (rC5) calls Orneai a polisma, but,

referring to his own time, Strabo classifies Orneai as a kome

(8.6.17; cf. Steph. Byz. 496.1). If Diodorus’ classification of

Orneai as a polis can be trusted, it must have been a depend-

ent polis lying in Argive territory. Orneai’s status as an ally of

Argos (no. 347) (Thuc. 5.67.2) as well as the use of the collec-

tive city-ethnic in a C4l communal dedication set up in

Delphi (Jacquemin (1999) no. 381, see infra) support the

information obtained from Diodorus that Orneai was still a

political community and not just an Argive municipality.

Pausanias (8.27.1) cites the Argive synoecism of Tiryns

(no. 356), Hysiai, Orneai (no. 354), Mykenai (no. 353) and

Mideia as a model for the synoecism of Megalopolis (no.

282) decided in 371/70 and carried out in 368. The Argive

subjection of the other cities in Argolis, however, was a pro-

tracted process, not a proper synoecism, and Pausanias’

information about Orneai is in conflict with other sources

testifying to the polis status of Orneai in C4 (Demand (1990)

59–60; Piérart (1997) 334–38).

After the battle of Mantinea in 418, Orneai and Kleonai

(no. 351) are described by Thucydides as being allies of Argos

(Thuc. 5.67.2, 72.4, 74.3). In 416/15 a Lakedaimonian army

invaded the territory of Argos. The Lakedaimonians con-

quered Orneai, fortified the place, settled it with exiled

Argives, and left a garrison when they withdrew. But assist-

ed by an Athenian expeditionary force, the Argive army

attacked Orneai, chased the settlers away and demolished

their settlement (Thuc. 6.7.1–2; Diod. 12.81.4–5). According

to Paus. 2.25.6, the inhabitants were transferred to Argos

(Moggi, Sin. 210–13). Subsequently, Orneai was resettled,

and in 353/2 the Lakedaimonians defeated an Argive army in

a battle near Orneai and conquered the town after a short

siege (Diod. 16.34.3 and 39.4, where the same story is told

once again, but in reverse order: at 39.4 the conquest of

Orneai precedes the battle). According to Diod. 16.39.4, the
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Lakedaimonians attacked Orneai because it was allied with

Megalopolis (no. 282). In, probably, C4l the Orneatai defeat-

ed a Sikyonian invasion army and had their victory com-

memorated by a communal dedication in Delphi

(Jacquemin (1999) no. 381; Paus. 10.18.5; Plut. Mor. 401D:

’Ορνε[ται �π� Σικυων�ων).

Orneai has been located at Palaiokastraki, i.e. modern

Lirkia (Paus. 2.25.5). Remains of a defence circuit in polygo-

nal masonry are still visible; it is undated but perhaps of C4s

(Pritchett (1980) 25–27; Pikoulas (1995) 267–70).

355. Phleious (Phleiasios) Map 58. Lat. 37.50, long. 22.40.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Φλειο%ς, -ντος,

W (Simon. 9.4, Maehler; Hdt. 7.202; Thuc. 5.58.1); the adver-

bial form Φλειg#νταθεν is attested in a C5f dedication from

Olympia (SEG 11 1212). The city-ethnic is Φλει�σιος (Hdt.

8.72; CID ii 31.78 (C4m)), or occasionally Φλει�σιος (CID ii

4.i.49–53 (C4f)), in late sources often Φλι�σιος (Diod.

11.32.1). The epichoric form is [Φλει]g�σιος (SEG 26 415

(c.500)). Phleious is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Xen. Hell. 4.4.15) and in the political sense (Xen. Hell.

5.3.10–12; IG iv².1 620 (C4–C3), where [- π#λι]ς - τ+ν

Φλειασ[�ων] is a plausible restoration). Phleious is called

an asty at Xen. Hell. 7.2.6 and 15. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally on C5 coins (infra) and

externally in inscriptions (ML 27.5 (479); IG ii² 112.3 (362/1);

CID ii 10.i.16 (357/6)) and in literature (Hdt. 9.28.4; Thuc.

4.70.1; Pl.Phd.57A).The individual and internal use is found

in SEG 29 415 (c.500),and the external use is found in IG iv².1

69 �SEG 11 400.5 (C4f)) and in Xen. Hell. 7.1.1.

The name of the territory was ! Φλειασ�α (Thuc. 5.83.3,

115.1, 6.105.3) or Φλειο%ς (Xen. Hell. 4.4.15). It covered c.135

km² of fertile plain (Meyer (1941) 272) along the upper reach

of the river Asopos. The valley is ringed by mountains and it

bordered to the south on Argos (no. 347) and Orneai (no.

354) (Xen. Hell. 7.2.1), to the east on Kleonai (no. 351) and the

plain of Nemea (Xen.Hell.7.2.5), to the north on Sikyon (no.

228) (Xen. Hell. 7.2.1) and to the west on Arkadia (Xen. Hell.

7.2.10). The roads through its territory gave access to the

other regions of the Peloponnese, and its strategic impor-

tance is reflected in the sources.

Phleious provided 200 men at Thermopylai in 480 (Hdt.

7.202), 1,000 men at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.4), and 400

men to Brasidas’ expedition in 424 (Thuc. 4.70.1). At 

Hell. 5.3.16 Xenophon quotes the Lakedaimonians for the

statement that Phleious had 5,000 adult male citizens, prob-

ably an exaggerated figure (�a total population of 20,000

minimum, with 150 persons per km²!) and hardly compati-

ble with Prokles of Phleious’ concession that Phleious was

one of the small poleis (Xen. Hell. 6.5.44). On the other hand,

if Xenophon is right that more than 1,000 pro-Spartan

Phleiasians were in exile in 381 (Hell. 5.3.17), Phleious must

have been among the most populous Peloponnesian poleis.

Phleious fought on the Greek side in the Persian War

(Hdt. 7.202, 8.72, 9.28.4), and is recorded on the Serpent

Column in Delphi (ML 27.5) and in Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2).

It was a member of the Peloponnesian League (Thuc. 7.57.2;

Xen. Hell. 5.2.8). Having Argos (no. 347) as its arch-enemy

and being involved in numerous wars with the Argives,

Phleious usually sided with Sparta (no. 345) and the mem-

bers of the Peloponnesian League. Thus, in 435 the

Phleiasians supported Corinth (no. 227) against Korkyra

(no. 127) (Thuc. 1.27.2); 400 men joined Brasidas in 424

(Thuc. 4.70.1); and in 418, when Agis attacked Argos, the

invasion army rallied at Phleious (Thuc. 5.57). After the oli-

garchic coup d’état in Argos in 417, Phleious sheltered the

exiled Argives (Thuc. 5.83.3) and was subsequently exposed

to several Argive incursions into its territory (Thuc. 5.83.3,

115.1, 6.105.3). At the beginning of the Corinthian War

Phleious remained neutral (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16), but numerous

raids by Iphikrates’ mercenaries forced the Phleiasians to

ask for and admit a Spartan garrison (Xen. Hell. 4.4.15,

5.3.15). The government imposed by the Spartans (infra)

remained loyal to Sparta after Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 7.2.2).

Together with Sparta the Phleiasians approached the

Athenians in 369 (Xen. Hell. 7.1.1; Staatsverträge 274), and in

362/1 they concluded an alliance with the Athenians (IG ii²

112; Staatsverträge 290). Phleious joined the Greek revolt

against Makedonia after the death of Alexander the Great

(Paus. 1.25.4).

Phleiasian citizens received grants of proxeny from

Athens (no. 361) (IG i³ 80.14–16 (421/20)) and from

Epidauros (no. 348) (SEG 11 400 (375–350)). Phleious grant-

ed proxeny to a citizen of Pellene (no. 240) and released him

without ransom when he was taken prisoner (Xen. Hell.

7.2.16). The Phleiasians sheltered the Argive priestess of

Hera who fled Argos after having set the temple on fire

(Thuc. 4.133.3).

Information about diplomatic activities is sparse, but we

hear about Phleiasian envoys to Sparta (Xen. Hell. 5.3.14, 24)

and Athens (Xen. Hell. 7.1.1). Several Phleiasians served as

naopoioi in Delphi (CID ii 74.77 (337/6), 75.ii.50 (336/5)). In

498 Timainetos of Phleious won the hoplite race in Nemea

(Paus. 10.7.7), and another Nemean victor is celebrated by

Bacchyl. 9, Maehler.

The only information we have about the constitution of
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Phleious in the Archaic period is the tradition that in C6 the

city was ruled by a tyrant called Leon, allegedly a friend of

Pythagoras (Diog. Laert. 1.12, 8.8). There is no foundation

for Gigon’s view that the Aristotelian collection of politeiai

included a constitution of Phleious (Arist. no. 142). In C4e

Phleious seems to have been a democracy with ekklesiai

attended by all citizens (Xen. Hell. 5.3.16; cf.ψηφισ�µενοι at

5.3.21). In 395 some pro-Spartan citizens were exiled and had

their property confiscated (Xen. Hell. 4.4.15, 5.2.10). With

Spartan support they were repatriated in 384 (Xen. Hell.

5.2.9), but in 381 they appealed to Sparta once again because

they could not recover the property confiscated in 395. A

Lakedaimonian army under Agesilaos invaded Phleious and

laid siege to the city assisted by more than 1,000 exiled

Phleiasians whom he had trained and organised into syssitia

(Xen. Hell. 5.3.10–17). The Phleiasians endured a siege of 20

months but were starved into surrender in 379. The judicial

purge after the conquest was carried out by a commission of

100 men (50 of the exiles and 50 of the besieged); Agesilaos

imposed a new constitution, presumably an oligarchy, and

left a garrison in Phleious (Xen. Hell. 5.3.21–25; Isoc. 4.126;

Diod. 15.19.3; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 127–31). A number of the

besieged Phleiasians went into exile (Diod. 15.40.5; Xen.

Hell. 7.2.5) but took possession of two strongholds in

Phleiasian territory: with Sikyonian support they held

Thyamia, and with Argive support they held Trikaranon

(Xen. Hell. 7.2.1, 7.4.1, 11), from where they attacked Phleious

in 374 (Diod. 15.40.5; Roy (1973); Stylianou (1998) 330–31) or

perhaps in 370 (Buckler (1980) 292 n. 1). In 367/6, with the

support of an army from Arkadia and Elis (no. 251), the

exiles organised a major nocturnal attack on Phleious,

which failed (Xen. Hell. 7.2.5–9), as did later attacks

launched first by the Argives and the Arkadians and later by

the Sikyonians (no. 228) and Pellenians (no. 240) (Xen. Hell.

7.2.10–15).

The only known public act is a sacred law, perhaps of C6f

(IG iv 439 �LSAG 150 n. 1). A decree found on Delos was

attributed to Phleious by Robert (1948) 5–15, but to Corinth

(no. 227) by Jones (1980).

The town of Phleious lay on a ridge rising to c.60 m above

the plain. On the top of the ridge was a citadel called akra

(Xen. Hell. 4.4.15) or akropolis (Xen. Hell. 5.3.15); it was most-

ly uninhabited and used for growing grain (Xen. Hell. 7.2.8).

An urban survey of the town indicates that it covered an area

of c.60 ha (Alcock (1991) 428 fig. 3). The town was fortified

with a defence circuit, c.4 km long, probably of mudbrick on

a stone socle in ashlar masonry and with interval towers.

Some stretches of the stone socle can still be seen in the

foundations of the “Corinthian Gate” (Xen. Hell. 7.2.11) in

the north-east corner of the wall. The acropolis was sepa-

rately fortified. The wall has tentatively been dated to C4e

(Xen. Hell. 7.2.7–8; Alcock (1991) 435–37).

An agora has been identified at the western end of the

acropolis ridge (Alcock (1991) 432). Of the monumental

buildings only two antedate the Hellenistic period: the

“Hypostyle Hall” tentatively dated to the Archaic period

(Blegen (1925) 30–31; Biers (1971) 445), and the “Palati”, a 

rectangular “basilica” (c.34 � 26 m) with a courtyard 

surrounded by columns and open to the sky, probably of

C5s. It may have had rows of seats arranged to look out on

the central courtyard, and it may have been used as a bouleu-

terion and/or a dikasterion (Biers (1971), (1973)). A

πολεµ�ρχειος στο� of c.500 is attested in literary sources

(Ath. 210B; cf. Roux (1958) 161–70). A theatre north of the

Hypostyle Hall may go back to C4 (TGR ii. 117).

The principal cult was that of Ganymede (Hebe), whose

sanctuary on the acropolis is known exclusively from Paus.

2.13.3–4. An extra-urban sanctuary of Hera is mentioned by

Xen. Hell. 7.2.1, 6, 11–13.

Phleious may have struck silver staters on the Euboic

standard in C6, and undoubtedly struck coins of silver and

bronze on the Aiginetan standard from c.431 to c.322. (1)

Silver, C6; types: obv. Φ between the legs of a triskeles; rev.

incuse square divided into eight triangles. (2) Silver 

and bronze, c.431 to c.322; denominations: drachm,

hemidrachm, trihemiobol, obol and fractions in bronze;

types: obv. bull or forepart of bull, first walking, then butting

and later butting with head facing; rev. wheel, or ivy-wreath,

or wavy exergue line (river Asopos). Some C4 bronze coins

have obv. head of Asopos. Legends: on C5 drachms: obv.

ΦΛΕΙΑ, rev. ΣΙΟΝ. Other denominations: rev. Φ.

(Babelon, Traité ii.3. 509–16; Head, HN² 408–9; Kraay (1976)

100; SNG Cop. Phliasia 1–17.)

356. Tiryns (Tirynthios) Map 58. Lat. 37.35, long. 22.50.

Size of territory: 2? Type: B. The toponym is Τ�ρυνς -νθος, !

(Hom. Il. 2.559; Hdt. 6.77.1, 83.2; Ps.-Skylax 49). A variant

form, Τ�ρυνθος, is found in [Hes]. Sc. 81. The city-ethnic is

Τιρ�νθιος (ML 27.6 (479); Hdt. 9.28.4, 31.3); these examples

testify to the collective and external use of the city-ethnic. For

the external and individual use, see P Oxy. 222.i.42 (r468).

Apart from Pind. Ol. 10.68, where Tiryns is called a polis in

a mythological context, Tiryns is classified as a polis in late

sources only (Mosch. Megara 38; Paus. 2.25.8; Steph. Byz.

625.17); asty is found at Bacchyl. 10.57, Maehler, but again in

a mythological context. Polis status in the Archaic and early
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Classical periods, however, is strongly indicated by the

sacred laws of c.600 (SEG 30 380; see infra) and by Tiryns’

participation in the Persian War on a par with communities

which were all poleis (ML 27.6). In the Archaic period Tiryns

was probably a polis dependent on Argos (no. 347) (Piérart

(1997) 335–36). After the battle of Sepeia, however, Tiryns

was freed from Argive supremacy and, together with

Mykenai (no. 353), it provided 400 men at Plataiai in 479

(Hdt. 9.28.4) and is recorded on the Serpent Column in

Delphi (ML 27.6) and in Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2: .κ δ*

χ)ρας τ8ς ?ργε�ας Τιρ�νθιοι). In Olympia in 468 a

Tirynthian was the winning pugilist in the boys’ category

(Olympionikai 244; P Oxy. 222.i.42). Shortly afterwards

Tiryns was taken over by Argive slaves (douloi; cf. supra 605)

expelled from Argos by the sons of those who fell at Sepeia;

after some years of peaceful relations, war broke out

between Argos and the former slaves in Tiryns, who eventu-

ally were defeated by the Argives (Hdt. 6.83.1–2). They found

refuge in Epidauros (no. 348) and Hermion (no. 350), and

settled Halieis (no. 349) (Hdt. 7.137.2; Strabo 8.6.11). Some of

the inhabitants may have been incorporated into the popu-

lation of Argos (no. 347) (Paus. 8.27.1). Tiryns was dem-

olished, and part of the booty won by the Argives on this

occasion could still be seen by Pausanias in the Argive

Heraion and in the temple of Apollo Lykeios (2.17.5, 8.46.3).

The sacred laws of c.600, inscribed in “serpentine” style,

are the oldest known documents in which haliaia and demos

are juxtaposed (SEG 30 380, 1–4, 8–9: �λιια�ια, δ[µος); and

magistrates mentioned repeatedly in the laws are the

hieromnamones and the plativoinarchos (SEG 30

380 �Nomima i 78: Hαροµν�µονες, πλατιgο�ναρχος).

In Pausanias’ day only ruins were left of Tiryns, but the

acropolis, called Likymna, with its Cyclopean walls was still

impressive (Paus. 2.25.8, 9.36.5). The Archaic temple on the

top of the acropolis has been attributed sometimes to Hera

(Frickenhaus (1912)), sometimes to Athena (Foley (1988)

145–47). An Archaic sanctuary of Herakles is attested in the

serpentine inscriptions (SEG 30 380 n. 15). Further C6 archi-

tectural spolia from the acropolis include the probable

remains of a propylon or stoa (Schwandner (1988)).

So far no remains of an Archaic settlement have been

found on the plain below the acropolis. Evidence of a sub-

stantial post-Mycenaean settlement on the “Unterburg” is

well documented, and although occasional sections of post-

Geometric walls have been found, along with a couple of C7

graves on the surrounding plain, the location of the related

settlement(s) has yet to be securely established. This has

tempted some historians to see Tiryns as a polis without an

urban centre (Koerner (1985)). It would, however, be most

unwise, given the very limited extent of excavation on the

surrounding plain, to draw negative conclusions about an

absence of related settlement. The location of graves and

settlement traces throughout the Early Iron Age (from

LHiiiC onwards) suggests that the inhabitants of Tiryns

lived in settlements clustered on the plain immediately sur-

rounding the acropolis (Morgan and Coulton (1997) 93).

357. Troizen (Troizenios) Map 58. Lat. 37.30, long. 23.25.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The epichoric form of the

toponym is Τροζ�ν, -[νος, ! (IG iv 748.3 (C4f)). The Ionic

form Τροιζ�ν, -8νος, ! is found in most of the literary

sources (Hom. Il. 2.561; Hdt. 8.41.1; Thuc. 1.115.1; Xen. Hell.

6.2.3) and in inscriptions (ML 23.8; Michel 452.1 (C4l); IG iv

798.2 (Imp.)); variant forms are Τροζ�ν (Andoc. 3.3) and

Τρυζ�ν (IG iv 619.4 (late?)). Ps.-Skylax 52, 54 uses the

toponym Τροιζην�α,!. The Doric form of the city-ethnic is

Τροζ�νιος (ML 27.5, 95h; IG iv².1 122.10 (C4); IG iv 748.6

(C4f)); the Ionic form is Τροιζ�νιος (Hdt. 3.59.1; Thuc.

1.27.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16); mixed forms are Τροζ�νιος (Dem.

Ep. 2.19; IG ii² 1425.227 (C4f)), Τροιζ�νιος (SEG 9 2.43

(C4l); IG iv 727A.2 (C3)) and Τροιζε�νιος in a C3l Boiotian

proxeny decree (SEG 23 286.2).

Troizen is called a polis in the urban sense (Dem. Ep. 2.18;

Ps.-Skylax 52), in the political sense (Arist. Pol. 1335a15, 20;

Hyp. 5.32; Michel 452.6 (C4l)) and in the territorial sense

(Hyp. 5.31). In the C4f accounts of the Delphic naopoioi the

Troizenioi are recorded as contributors (CID ii 4.i.9) under

the heading τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν (CID ii 4.i.3–4),

where polis is used in the political sense (cf. also Diod. 12.78.2

(r419/18) and IG iv 750.12 �Bielman (1994) 19 (C3e)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a citizenship decree of 369(?): W δ[µος W Τροζαν�ων (IG

iv 748.6, 17–18 �Syll.³ 162) and externally on the Serpent

Column in Delphi (ML 27.5 (479)) and in Hdt. 3.59.1; Thuc.

8.3.2; Xen. Hell. 4.2.16. The individual and external use is

attested in the thank-offering for the victory at Aigos pota-

moi (?πολλ#δωρος Καλλιφ+νος Τροζ�νιος: ML 95;

Paus. 10.9.10 (r405/4)).

The name of the territory is Τροιζεν�α (Thuc. 5.45.2) or

γ8 Τροιζην�ς (Thuc. 2.65.5); χ)ρα is found at IG iv 748.4.

It covered 354 km² and included the west coast of the Saronic

Gulf from Methana (no. 352) to Cape Skyllaion (Jameson et

al. (1994) 18).After the death of Alexander the Great, Troizen

lost the island of Kalauria (no. 360), which then became an

independent polis.

Troizen provided five triremes at Salamis in 480 (Hdt.
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8.43), and 1,000 men at Plataiai in 479 (Hdt. 9.28.4).

Assuming that there is no overlap between the two forces,

Jameson et al. (1994) 556–59 estimate the military strength of

Troizen at 2,000 men, and the total population at c.11,500

minimum and 16,500 maximum. During the grain crisis in

330–326 Troizen received 6,000 medimnoi from Kyrene (no.

1028) (Tod 196.45). IG iv².1 102B.ii.203 (400–350) records a

payment to a κ�ρυκι . . . .ς Τροζ�να.

Troizen presided over the Kalaurian amphiktyony

(Strabo 8.6.14; Tausend (1992) 12–19) and was a member of

the Peloponnesian League (Diod. 12.78.2 (r420)). It fought

on the Greek side in the Persian War (Hdt. 8.1.2, 43, 9.28.4,

102.3, 105), and is recorded on the Serpent Column in Delphi

(ML 27.5) and in Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2). During the Persian

occupation of Attika the Athenians’ wives and children

found refuge in Troizen (Hdt. 8.41.1; Plut. Them. 10.5; ML

23.8, a C3 copy found in Troizen of a C4m text, quoted by

Aischines in 348 (Dem. 19.303)). It was occupied by the

Athenians in 460/59, but these had to surrender the city

again in the peace of 446/5 (Thuc. 1.115.1, 4.21.3). In 435 the

Troizenians supported Corinth (no. 227) against Korkyra

(no. 123) with two triremes (Thuc. 1.27.2). In 425 the

Athenians occupied and fortified Methana (no. 352) and

used it as a base for raids against the neighbouring comm-

munities. After the Athenian defeat at Syracuse, Troizen

took an active part in the mobilisation of a Peloponnesian

fleet (Thuc. 8.3.2) and in the naval operations (ML 95 (405)).

Troizen fought on the Spartan side in the battle of Nemea

(Xen. Hell. 4.2.16) and remained loyal to the Spartans even

after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 6.2.3, 7.2.2). In 369(?)

Epaminondas ravaged the territory of Troizen but failed to

conquer the city (Diod. 15.69.1). Alongside Sparta and other

members of the Peloponnesian League, Troizen concluded

an alliance with Athens in 370/69 (IG iv 748 (369); IG ii²

1425.227, 230 (368/7); Xen. Hell. 7.2.2; cf. Staatsverträge 274).

After the Greek defeat at Chaironeia, a pro-Makedonian fac-

tion came to control Troizen (Hyp. 5.31; Lycurg. 1.42; cf.

Whitehead (2000) 340), possibly as the result of a stasis,

since a number of citizens were sent into exile and at least

some of them obtained citizen rights in Athens (Hyp. 3.31;

Osborne (1983) T72). In 325 Demosthenes found refuge in

Troizen (Dem. Ep. 2.18–19; Plut. Dem. 26.5), and after the

death of Alexander the Great in 323,Troizen joined the revolt

against Makedonia (Diod. 18.11.2; Paus. 1.23.3–5).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a consti-

tution of the Troizenians (Arist. frr. 613–15). The only pre-

served psephisma of the Classical period is a citizenship

decree proposed by a named citizen and passed by the boule

and the demos (IG iv 748 �Syll.³ 162 (369?)), apparently in

accordance with a probouleumatic procedure (Rhodes,

DGS 77–78). Another citizenship decree is referred to at

Hyp. 5.31. A decree of C4l or C3e records the name of the

proposer and of the prostates of the boule, and refers to a

board of damiourgoi (Wilhelm (1974) i. 38). A C4 dedication

of fourteen named damiourgoi and prytaneis (δαµιοργο�

κα� πρυτ�νιες) is consecrated to τ[ι !ρ)σσαι, i.e. Phaedra

(IG iv 764). Public enactments were set up in the sanctuary

of Apollo Thearios (IG iv 748.15–16).

The citizens were organised into phylai (IG iv 748), of

which there were at least three and presumably four. Of the

three Dorian tribes, the Hylleis are attested (IG iv 750.8

(C3e)); the existence of the Dymanes is indicated at Steph.

Byz. 74.8, and it is then a fair guess that the Pamphyloi were

to be found in Troizen too. The Scheliadai (Σχελι�δας: IG

iv 748.24) constituted another phyle, which, pace Jones,

POAG 111, cannot have contained all the non-Dorian cit-

izens, since sortition conducted by a magistrate called

δεκαδε�ς was used when a naturalised citizen was assigned

to a phyle (IG iv 748.20–22). In c.390 exiles from Siphnos

(no. 519) found refuge in Troizen (Isoc. 19.23). Two

Troizenians are attested as Athenian metics in C4s (IG ii²

1673 �SEG 34 122.57–58). In C4l a citizen of Troizen was

appointed proxenos by Megara (no. 225) (IG vii 7; cf.

Rhodes, DGS 111).

Baukis of Troizen is attested as victor in the Olympic

Games in 400 (Olympionikai 358), and in C6s Damotimos of

Troizen won a race in Thebes (IG iv 801 �LSAG 181.2).

The calendar was of the Doric type, to judge from the

months attested in Troizen: viz. Geraistios (Ath. 639C; cf.

Trümpy, Monat. 199), Artemitios (IG iv 840.9 (C3)) and

Apellaios (Wilhelm (1908) 73 (C3?)).

The urban centre was situated below Mt. Aderes and

dominated a coastal plain c.2 km wide along the Gulf of

Poros. The town had an acropolis with a sanctuary of

Athena Sthenias (Paus. 2.32.5). In C6m a temple was built on

the slopes of the acropolis (Jameson et al. (1994) 72), which

Welter (1941) 20 tentatively identified as that of Aphrodite

Akraia (Paus. 2.32.6). The agora was situated in the upper

part of the habitation area, and the temple of Apollo

Thearios in the agora was the oldest of all temples known to

Paus. 2.31.6. A prytaneion is attested in a decree of C4l/C3e

(Wilhelm (1974) i. 38). An extra-urban complex with a sta-

dion, associated with Asklepios and Hippolytos, dates from

C4l or C3e (Welter (1941) 35–38; Jameson et al. (1994) 83).

Troizen was apparently fortified in 369 (Diod. 15.69.1) but

the sparse remains of a defence circuit in polygonal mason-
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ry are tentatively dated to C3e (Welter (1941) 12), a date

which, according to Maier (1959) no. 32, is pure guesswork.

For the construction of a diateichismos in 146, see IG iv

757 �Maier (1959) no. 32.

At Ps.-Skylax 52 Troizen is classified as a π#λις κα� λιµ�ν.

The name of the harbour was Π)γων, and the Greek fleet

rallied there before the battle of Salamis (Hdt. 8.42.1; Strabo

8.6.14).

The foundation myth, like that of Athens, involved both

Athena and Poseidon. According to Paus. 2.30.6, the myth

was reflected in the oldest types of Troizenian coins, which

combined the head of Athena with the trident of Poseidon.

Troizen struck silver coins on the Attic standard from c.460

onwards. Denominations: drachm, pentobol, triobol,

diobol, obol. Types: obv. head of Athena facing, or head of

Apollo (Thearios?); rev. trident, sometimes in incuse

square; legend: ΤΡΟ (Head, HN² 443; SNG Cop. Argolis

156–59).

Troizen was the metropolis of Halikarnassos (no. 886)

(Hdt. 7.99.3; IG iv 750 �Bielman (1994) 19.27–28), Myndos

(no. 914) (Paus. 2.30.9) and Theangela (no. 931) (Robert,

Coll. Froehner 53 �Bielman (1994) 40.5–6 (c.200)).

Continued close relations between the colonies and their

metropolis are attested in several inscriptions (Wilhelm

(1974) i. 39; Rostovtzeff (1931); Bielman (1994) 19, 40, 43).

Furthermore, in collaboration with Achaians from Helike

(no. 235), the Troizenians colonised Sybaris (no. 70), but

were soon expelled (Arist. Pol. 1303a29–30) and founded

Poseidonia (no. 66) instead (Bérard (1957) 215–17).
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I. The Region

Enumeration of the Saronic Gulf islands was incorporated

into ancient geographical surveys. Pliny, who does not dis-

tinguish the Saronic Gulf from the Gulf of Nauplia, men-

tions Calauria, Plateis, Belbina, Lasia and Baucidias as

opposite Troizen (no. 357), and, opposite Epidauros (no.

348), Cecryphalos, Pityonesos and Aegina (HN 4.56–57).

Moreover, off Cape Speiraion, lay Eleusa, Adendros, the two

Craugiae, the two Caeciae and Selacosa (Plin. HN 4.57);

Aspis (Steph. Byz. 134.17) was off Cenchreae (Plin. HN 4.57),

and the Methouriades (Steph.Byz.440.12; Methurides,Plin.)

in the bay of Megara (Plin.). Pomponius Mela notes

Pitynussa and Aegina, adjoining the Epidaurian coast, and

Calauria near the Troizenian shore (Chor. 2.109). Tiny size,

lack of attestations, and a nomenclature in which naming

after gross features predominates indicate the insignificance

of these islands (Philippson and Kirsten (1959) 42–46).

Kekryphaleia was the largest of the Saronic islands lying

between Aigina and Epidauros, and in 459 it was the site of a

naval battle of the First Peloponnesian War in which Athens

(no. 361) defeated Corinth (no. 227) and its allies (Thuc.

1.105.1; Diod. 11.78.2; Steph. Byz. 372.1–3). There is no evid-

ence regarding its political status and history, which were

probably linked with those of Aigina (Bürchner (1921)).

II. The Poleis

358. Aigina (Aiginatas) Map. 57. Lat. 37.45, long. 23.30.

Size of territory: 2 (85.9 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Α]γινα, ! (Hom. Il. 2.562; Thuc. 1.105.2; IG iv².1 102.270

(C4f)). The city-ethnic is Α2γιν�της (IG i³ 259.vi.18), in

Doric Α2γιν�τας (IvO 143.2 (488); SEG 46 474 (C5e)).

Aigina is attested as a polis in the political sense (εdνοµος:

Pind. Isthm. 5.22; Bacchyl. 13.185; Hdt. 2.178.3), in the urban

sense (Hdt. 6.88.1; Dem. 23.211; Ps.-Skylax 53) and as totality

of territory �asty � chora (Xen. Hell. 2.2.9). At Bacchyl.

13.71 (π#λιν 6ψι�γυιαν) the reference is presumably to the

acropolis. For a reference to Aigina as asty, see Bacchyl.

13.188. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally on C4 coins (abbreviated as ΑΙΓΙ (Head, HN² 397))

and externally in inscriptions (ML 27.3 (479–478); ATL (IG

i³ 259.vi.18); the Spartan War Contribution Accounts (SEG

39 370.A3 (C5 or C4)), and in literature (Hdt. 3.59.4, 8.93.1;

Thuc. 1.14.3; Xen. Hell. 5.1.2). The external individual use is

found in Hdt. 4.152.3, 8.93.1; IvO 143.2 (488); SEG 46 474

(C5e); CID ii 31.78 (345)). Patra (�patris) is attested in Pind.

Ol. 8.20 and IG ii² 7965 (C4m).

Aigina was structurally atypical because of high econom-

ic output from commerce (Arist. Pol. 1291b24). It had two or

three harbours (cf. Ps.-Skylax 53) and a flourishing empori-

on (Dem. 23.211; Ephor. fr. 176). Demographic indicators

derive from fleet mobilisations. During the C5e acme, the

total population was 35,000–45,000, with 7,000–10,000

slaves/freedmen and 1,500–2,500 males of or above hoplite

rank (Figueira (1981) 22–52). This level was attained through

assimilation of mainly servile immigrants. In spite of seri-

ous exaggeration, Arist. fr. 475.1 testifies to an exceptionally

high number of slaves, and fr. 475.2 may imply a high num-

ber of foreigners (Figueira (1991) 84–86, (1993) 206–8).

Naturalisation was limited or protracted. Even an euergetes,

the naukleros Lampis (C4m),only achieved ateleia as a metic

(Dem. 23.211). Refounded Aigina (C4) had a substantially

lower population. Inscriptions attest to foreigners in resid-

ence (e.g. IG iv 50). For Aigina, geographical perceptions

reinforced cultural affinities. On social structure, cf.

Winterscheidt (1938).

For Aiginetan history, see the chronological table in

Figueira (1993) 409–18 with refs.; also Amit (1973) 9–60. In

C8m–C7l, Aigina had sub-political status under foreign

hegemony. Hegemony by Argos (no. 347) was mediated

through the cult league of Apollo Pythaieus (Hdt. 6.92.1–2;

cf. Pheidon’s apocryphal minting: Ephor. fr. 115).Aigina par-

ticipated in the Kalaurian Amphiktyony (Strabo 8.6.14). In

C7l, Aigina was controlled by Epidauros (no. 348) and

became independent in a violent secession (Hdt. 5.83.1–2).

THE SARONIC GULF
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Hellenistic inscriptions mention a pentapolis that might

indicate a synoecism (Felten (1975) 42–52). Subsequent

Aiginetan membership in the Peloponnesian League is

unlikely. In 506, the “Heraldless War” began with the

Athenians (no. 361) (Hdt. 5.80.2).Aigina submitted to Persia

before Marathon (Hdt. 6.49.1). Effective medising was pre-

cluded by a hostage taking by Kleomenes I (Hdt. 6.73.2). In

the early 480s, stasis flared in an Athenian-inspired populist

uprising under Nikodromos (an aristocratic exile). After

brutal suppression, fugitives became Athenians, later assist-

ing against Aigina (Hdt. 6.88–91); see Gehrke, Stasis 15–16. In

481, the Aiginetans joined the Hellenic League (Hdt. 7.145.1;

ML 27.3), winning the aristeia at Salamis (Hdt. 8.93.1).

Remaining aloof from the Delian League until 457–456,

Aigina was reduced to tributary status (Thuc. 1.108.4). It

belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 270.v.37) and is regis-

tered in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.18) to 432/1

(IG i³ 279.i.88) a total of ten times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 30 tal. in all years except 450/49, when the

payment was 26 tal., 1,200 dr. (IG i³ 263.iv.39, ethnic

restored), and 432/1, when it was either 9 or 14 tal. Returning

fugitives and pro-Athenians promoted a cult of Athena

Polias (IG iv 29–32). Tributary status ended with an expul-

sion in 431.Aiginetans scattered, fled to Kydonia (no. 968), or

were harboured in the Thyreatis (as a Spartan dependency:

Thuc. 2.27.2); some assisted Spartan campaigning (4.57.1–4).

An Attic apoikia, in which a remnant population was supple-

mented by reinforcing settlers, occupied Aigina, claiming to

represent the Aiginetan polis (Thuc. 2.27.1; 8.69.3); the 5 per

cent import/export tax was levied there (Ar. Ran. 362–64,

380–81 with schol.). See also Figueira (1991) 79–128.

In 405, Lysander refounded Aigina (Xen. Hell. 2.2.9).

Under Spartan harmostai, Aigina fought in the Corinthian

War (Hell. 5.1.1–24), causing damage that helped motivate

Athens toward the King’s Peace (Hell. 5.1.29). When fighting

flared up in 378, the Aiginetans resumed raiding (Hell.5.4.61,

6.2.1) that is unclearly demarcated from later attacks

(350–340s) probably taken in conjunction with Makedonia

(Demades fr. 67).

Except for the Attic apoikia, politics was dominated by

aristocratic clans or phratries (patrai), celebrated by Pindar

(Pyth. 8.38), the status of whose members (pakhees: Hdt.

6.91.1; dynatoi: Paus. 3.4.2) is also witnessed by chamber

tombs (see Jeffery (1974)). An Aristoteleian politeia is attest-

ed (Arist. fr. 475). Two outstanding figures were Krios, who

resisted Kleomenes (Hdt. 6.50.2–3), and his son Polykritos, a

leader at Salamis (8.92.1–2). Aigina’s fleet was the predom-

inant military instrument (Thuc. 1.14.3), supposedly mak-

ing the Aiginetans thalassocrats 490–480 (Diod. 7 fr. 11). An

agreement with Athens (450–446) makes security arrange-

ments (IG i³ 38).A notable C4e enactment mandated execu-

tion for Athenians taken on Aigina (Diog. Laert. 3.19

(r390s)).Significant Aiginetan diplomacy included the mes-

sage of Polyarchos, probably a Spartan proxenos, that the

walls of Athens were being reconstructed in 478 (Plut.Them.

19.2) and covert agitation at Sparta (no.345) on the eve of the

Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 1.67.2). In the 480s and later,

Aigina was a haven for Attic ostracised (Dem. 26.6; Adespota

Comica 3.40, Kock). Likely Aiginetan proxenoi at Athens

were Aristeides and Thoukydides Melesiou. A proxenos at

Plataia is attested (Hdt. 9.85.3). For a possible Aiginetan

proxenos for Rhodos at Naukratis (no. 1023), see Syll.³ 110.

The epinicia of Pindar and the status of Aiakos as a judge

of souls attest to the quality of the legal system (especially

toward xenoi). The Aegineticus of Isokrates (19) was deliv-

ered in an Aiginetan court by a Siphnian exile. The boule and

demos are attested in post-Classical inscriptions only (e.g.

IG iv 1.1). The thearoi were a prestigious board, whose duties

probably transcended cult supervision (schol. Pind. Nem.

3.122a–b with Figueira (1981) 314–21). A doubtful civic

eponymous is the priest of Aphaia used to date Archaic con-

struction at the sanctuary (IG iv 1580). Tribes and demes are

attested in an inscription of 159–144 (IG iv 1.43–44).

Additional cults (with attested festival: *):Athena,Aiakos*,

Aiakidai, Aphaia*, Aphrodite*, Apollo Pythios/Delphinios*,

Apollo and Poseidon, Damia and Auxesia*, Poseidon

Hippourios* and Zeus Hellanios*. The Hydrophoria was cel-

ebrated in the month Delphinios to Apollo Delphinios as oik-

istes (schol. Pind. Nem. 5.81a–b). At Salamis the Aiakidai were

ritually summoned (Hdt. 8.64.2, 83–84). A doubtful Delphic

consultation by the Aiginetan exiles none the less became

proverbial (CPG 1.22–23). Gold stars were dedicated for the

aristeia at Salamis (Hdt. 8.122).A polyandrion, commemorat-

ing casualties at Plataia, was dedicated in 469 (Hdt. 9.85.3).

Aiginetans were prominent at Delphi after the Third Sacred

War (Figueira (1993) 356–58). IG iv 39 and 1588 are inventories

of dedications inscribed under the apoikia. Aiginetans are

attested as victors at all the major Panhellenic games: the

Olympic (Pind. Ol. 8), the Pythian (Pind. Pyth. 8), the

Nemean (Pind. Nem. 3–8; Bacchyl. 12–13) and the Isthmian

(Pind. Isthm. 5–6, 8–9). Aiginetans won altogether twenty-

eight attested major victories (e.g. SEG 39 255). Note

Praxidamas Olympionikes in 544, victorious in the Nemean

and Isthmian Games as well, and the first to have his statue set

up at Olympia (Pind. Nem. 6.15–18; Paus. 6.18.7); see further

Mann (2001) 192–235.
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Public architecture and art (on which Aigina lavished its

wealth) can only be summarised. See Welter (1938b) and

Walter (1993). Pausanias mentions a temple of Aphrodite,

Aiakeion, Phokeion, kryptos limen and its mole, theatre,

stadion (C5–C4 according to Krinzinger (1968)), temples of

Apollo, Artemis and Dionysos, Asklepieion, a temple of

Hekate, and extra-urban sanctuaries of Aphaia and

Damia/Auxesia (2.29.6–30.5). The acropolis on Cape

Colonna was impressive as excavations of (e.g.) the C6l

Apollo temple(s) and Thearion have confirmed (published

in the series Alt-Ägina). The temenos and temple of Aphaia

have had a long history of excavation, since the recovery of

sculptures by the Dilettanti in 1811 (Ohly (1976) pp. xi–xiii;

Bankel (1993)). The Hellanion on Mt. Oros is demonstrated

by excavation to have been another important sanctuary.

The military harbour with its ship sheds (480s) was a “state

of the art” facility (see Knoblauch (1972)). Remains have

been found of the circuit of fortifications of the city, extend-

ed in C5e against the Attic threat (Welter (1938a) 480–85).

The walls enclosed an area of c.52 ha (Figueira (1981) 39–40.

Aigina was besieged in 460/59 (Thuc. 1.105.2; Lys. 2.49), and

the walls demolished in 457 (Thuc. 1.108.4). Aigina is attest-

ed as a walled city in 389 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.2; cf. Aen. Tact. 20.5).

The mint was the earliest producer of silver (from 560 to

540). The Aiginetan standard was much imitated. Its “tur-

tles”, the coins par excellence of the Peloponnesos (Poll.9.74),

minted in huge numbers and with high purity, were widely

disseminated, dominating circulation in several regions

(IGCH (1974) 394; Figueira (1998) 36–41, 116–27). Aiginetan

money was critical in the monetisation of the Archaic econ-

omy. In C5m,the obverse design became a tortoise,while the

reverse type remained a conventional incuse square. In C4,

the city-ethnic in abbreviation (e.g. ΑΙΓΙ) was affixed to

the reverse. Denominations: didrachm stater, drachm,

triobol, obol, hemiobol (C6–456); stater, drachm, triobol,

obol, hemiobol (from C4e). Bronze coins were struck in C4l

or C3: obv. two or three dolphins circling around the letter

Α; rev. incuse square divided into five compartments, some-

times with legend ΑΙ in upper compartments (Head, HN²

394–98; SNG Cop. Attica-Aegina 501–39; SNG München,

Attika, Megaris, Äigina).

As a long-distance trading community, Aigina was not an

active coloniser, but colonised Kydonia (no. 968) in 519,

Adria (no. 75) c.C6l, and Damastion in Illyria after 431

(Strabo 8.6.16). With Miletos (no. 854) and Samos (no. 864),

Aigina was significant at Naukratis (no. 1023) (Hdt. 2.178.3).

The Aiginetan claim to autochthony (Hellan. fr. 27) rest-

ed on their identity as the Myrmidons metamorphosed

from ants by Zeus at the behest of his son Aiakos (Hes. fr.

205, MW; hence the toponym Myrmidonia: Steph. Byz. s.v.

Μυρµιδον�α). Historiography suggests successive waves of

settlers (Paus. 2.29.5).

359. Belbina (Belbinites) Map. 58. Lat. 37.30, long. 23.55.

Size of territory: 1 (c.7 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Β/λβινα, !, the name of the island being identical with that

of its polis (Ps.-Skylax 51; Strabo 8.6.16). The city-ethnic is

Βελβιν�της (Hdt. 8.125.2) or Βελβινε�της (Teles, Peri

Phyges p. 27, Hense (C3f)). Belbina is called a polis in the

urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 51. Its status as a polis in the polit-

ical sense is indicated by its appearance among the members

of the Delian League in the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.88), where the city-ethnic is used in the external and col-

lective sense. For the individual sense, see the ancedote in

Hdt. 8.125.2, where Themistokles admits that he would

never have come to fame if he had been a Belbinites. For

Belbina’s proverbial insignificance see also Teles (supra).

In the decree of 425/4 (supra) Belbina was assessed at the

modest sum of 300 drachms. Poor and sparsely populated,

Belbina may not have seemed worth assessing before, in

which case 425 may be its first actual assessment. Or Belbina

may have been assessed in an apotaxis from a larger 

neighbour, in which an overarching dependency on Athens

weakened an earlier regional subordination. Remains of a

nucleated settlement have not been excavated (Ross

(1840–43) i. 4, ii. 172–73).

360. Kalaureia (Kalaureates) Map. 58. Lat. 37.30, long.

23.30. Size of territory: 2 (31 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Καλα�ρεα, ! (Syll.³ 359.1–2 (C4l)) or Καλα�ρεια (Dem.

49.13) or Καλαυρ�α (Ps.-Skylax 52). According to the C3

historian Antikleides ((FGrHist 140) fr. 9) the island was 

originally called Ε2ρ�νη, but Καλα�ρεια is attested as early as

Hecat. fr. 125.The city-ethnic is Καλαυρε�τας (Syll.³ 359.4–5).

Kalaureia is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 52

and in the political sense in a C4s decree: �δοξε τ[ι π#λι τ8ν

Καλαυρεατ[ν (Syll.³ 359.3–5) where the city-ethnic is used in

the collective and internal sense. The external individual use is

attested in C3 honorary decrees from Epidauros (no. 348) (IG

iv² 96.43) and Delphi (no. 177) (SEG 14 402).

From possibly C6l (Hdt. 3.59.1) and during C5–C4l

Kalaureia was a possession of Troizen (no. 357); the

Aristotelian constitution of the Troizenians treated

Kalaureia (Arist. fr. 614), and the C5l sculptor Pison could be

described as “from Kalaureia of the Troizenians” (.κ

Καλαυρε�ας τ8ς Τροιζην�ων) (Paus. 10.9.8; cf. 6.3.5). The

island served as a naval station: a fleet of Timotheos used it
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in 374 (Dem. 49). After the Lamian War, the polis is present-

ed as the political authority for a grant of ateleia to Siphnos

in IG iv 839 �Syll.³ 359 (C4l)). The eponymous magistrate

was a tamias (IG iv 839, 841). [Plut.] Mor. 846F has been

taken to imply the authority of local officials at Kalaureia

just before the death of Demosthenes. In general, see Welter

(1941) 53–57.

According to Ps.-Skylax 52, Kalaureia had a harbour

(limen) and its urban centre contained an agora in which a

(Hellenistic?) bouleuterion has been excavated (cf. IG iv

841.24). The nearby Heroon may be connected with both

Asklepios and/or Demosthenes (IG iv 847; see Welter (1941)

51–52). At Kalaureia was located the sanctuary of Poseidon

Kalauros, known from C8e with a temple from 6Cl, expand-

ed in C5l–C4 (ibid. 45–50) and four stoas of C5l–C4l

(Coulton (1976) 242–43). The sanctuary served as an asylum

(Ephor. fr. 150), hence the alternative toponym Eirene. In

refuge there, Demosthenes committed suicide; and his

µν8µα stood within the sanctuary, perhaps represented by a

circular foundation west of the temple (Attic decree cited in

[Plut.] Mor. 851C; [Dem.] Ep. 2.20; Plut. Dem. 29.1–30.6). At

some point, probably during the First Peloponnesian War, a

cult of Ποσειδ+ν Καλαυρε�της was begun in Attica or

cult treasures were transferred there from Kalaureia (note

IG i³ 369.74; cf. Thuc. 1.115.1, 4.21.3; in general, see Wide and

Kjellberg (1895); Welter (1941) 43–50).

The Kalaurian Amphiktyony centred on the sanctuary of

Poseidon, having a membership of Hermion (no. 350),

Epidauros (no. 348), Aigina (no. 358), Nauplia, Athens (no.

361), Prasiai (no. 342) and Minyan (Boiotian) Orchomenos

(no. 213); cf. Strabo 8.6.14. Argos (no. 347) later participated

for Nauplia, and Sparta (no. 345) for Prasiai. It may have orig-

inated c.700 (before the synoecism of Troizen) as a sacralized

site for the ransoming of captives, redemption of property,

and protected interaction. The amphiktyony existed in the

Hellenistic period (IG iv 842 (C3 or C2)). See Wilamowitz-

Moellendorff (1896); Harland (1925); Kelly (1966); Figueira

(1981) 185–88, 219–20; Tausend (1992) 12–19; Hall (1995)

584–85). Cults of Aphrodite, Artemis, Asklepios, Athena

Apaturia and Zeus Soter are also attested (Welter (1941) 62).
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I. The Region

The region is usually called ! ?ττικ� (SEG 21 644.13 (C4s);

Thuc. 1.2.5; Xen. Hell. 1.7.22; Lycurg. 1.115; Arist. Ath. Pol. 33.1;

Men. Dysc. 1), to which γ8 (Hdt. 6.102) or χ)ρη (Hdt.

5.64.2) is sometimes added. But, seen as the territory of the

Athenian polis, Attika is also called ! γ8 ! ?θηνα�ων

(Thuc. 2.57). To the north, Attika bordered on Boiotia

(Dem. 18.96; Xen. Mem. 3.5.25), and to the west on Megaris

(Ps.-Skylax 57). Including the small islands but excluding

Oropos, Attika covered c.2,550 km² (Busolt and Swoboda

(1926) 758). Oropos covered some 110 km² and was contigu-

ous to Attika (Thuc. 4.99.1); it was under Athenian domina-

tion in the years c.500–411, c.375–366 and 338–322, but never

integrated into Attika (see supra 449). Moving westward

from Oropos (Heracl. Cret. 7–8, GGM i 101), the Boiotian

poleis bordering on Attika were Tanagra (Dem. 18.96),

Hysiai (Hdt. 6.108.6) and Plataiai (Hdt. 6.108.3). In the years

around 500, Hysiai was an Attic “deme” (Hdt. 5.74.2), and

Plataiai may have been part of Attika as well (see supra 450).

The northernmost Attic demes were Rhamnous (Paus.

1.33.2), Aphidna (Heracl. Cret. 6, GGM i 101), Dekeleia

(Thuc. 7.19.2; Hdt. 9.15.1), Phyle (Strabo 9.2.11), Oinoe (Hdt.

5.74.2; Thuc. 2.18.1–2) and Eleusis (Thuc. 1.114.2; Ps.-Skylax

57). North of these demes, in the western part of Attika, lay

three strongholds: Drymos, Panakton and Eleutherai.

Drymos, still unlocated, was divided between Boiotia and

Attika (Arist. fr. 405 �Harp. ∆81; cf. Dem. 19.326; IG ii²

1672.271 (329/8)). Panakton was at first a bone of contention

(Hellan. fr. 126), but in the Classical period it belonged to

Attika (Thuc. 5.3.5, 42.1; cf. Rocchi (1988) 180–81). Eleutherai

was originally a Boiotian settlement (Polemon fr. 2; Steph.

Byz. 265.10) incorporated into Attika (Paus. 1.38.8) in, prob-

ably, 506 (Connor (1990) 8–16). It is a moot point whether it

belonged to Boiotia once again in C4 (for: Camp (1991);

against: Munn (1993) 8–9). On the roads leading from Attika

into Boiotia, see Ober (1985) 111–29; Funke (2000).

Towards the Isthmus, the frontier with Megara ran along

the ridge of Mt. Kerata (Van de Maele (1992)). Between

Attika and Megaris there was an untilled borderland, called

‘Ιερ3 ’Οργ�ς, which was sacred to the Eleusinian goddess-

es. After a dispute between the two poleis settled by arbitra-

tion, the Hiera Orgas was defined and marked with stone

stelai in the years 352/1–350/49 (Dem. 13.32; Didymus, In

Dem. Comm. 14.31–15.10 �Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 30;

IG ii² 204; cf. Rocchi (1988) 188–94).

Along the northern frontier major forts were placed at

Rhamnous (Ober (1985) 7.1d), Aphidna (2a), Dekeleia (2b),

Phyle (3a), Panakton (4a), Oinoe (4b) and Eleusis (8f).

Dekeleia was conquered and garrisoned by the Pelopon-

nesians during the second part of the Peloponnesian War,

from 413 to 404 (Thuc. 7.18.1, 19.1–2; Xen. Hell. 1.1.33–35, 2.3.3).

In the 370s a long wall (the so-called Dema wall) was built in

north-west Attika to close the gap between Mt. Parnes and

Mt. Aigaleos (Munn (1993)). In southern Attika, major forts

were placed along the coast at Anaphlystos (Ps.-Skylax 57),

Sounion (Thuc. 8.4; Ps.-Skylax 57) and Thorikos (Xen. Hell.

1.2.1; Ps.-Skylax 57).

The sources for the unification of Attika are conveniently

collected and carefully discussed in Moggi, Sin. 44–81, who

also gives a copious literature survey. For a recent judicious

account, see Parker (1996) 11–17. The local myth was that,

alongside Athens, there were eleven (Steph. Byz. 33.18–20;

Etym. Magn. 352.53) or twelve (Philoch. fr. 94) other poleis in

Attika which, eventually, were incorporated into Athens by

Theseus. The other poleis included Tetrapolis (sic), Dekeleia,

Eleusis, Aphidna, Brauron and Thorikos (Philoch. fr. 94).

This tradition can be traced back to Hekataios (fr. 126; cf.

Hansen (1997) 25–26); the unification of Attika is presup-

posed in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.546–56), and

it is described in Thucydides 2.15.1–2: originally Attika was

divided between a number of poleis; but Theseus closed

down the prytaneia and bouleuteria of all the other poleis,

had their magistracies discontinued and created instead one

centralised polis with one bouleuterion and one prytaneion.

The settlement pattern continued unchanged, and Theseus’

alleged unification of Attika is in fact the only example 

in our sources of a political synoecism which was not

ATTIKA
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accompanied by a relocation of (part of) the population. In

other sources the unification of Attika is described as a prop-

er physical synoecism (Isoc. 10.35; Diod. 4.61.8; Plut. Thes.

24.1). In Classical Athens Theseus’ synoecism of Attika was

celebrated at a festival called Synoikia (Thuc. 2.15.2; IG i³

244C.16; Deubner (1966) 36–38; Parker (1996) 14).

Thucydides seems to have shared the Athenians’ belief that

the political unification of Attika took place almost a thou-

sand years before the Peloponnesian War (in 1259 according

to Marm. Par. A 20).

Modern historians are divided over the issue, and, by and

large, there are three different positions. (1) There was a

once-and-for-all synoecism in the Mycenaean period, and

the core of Thucydides’ account can be accepted, if stripped

of its mythological dress (Padgug (1972)); (2) the unification

of Attika was a piecemeal process that took place in C9 and

C8 (Snodgrass (1982) 668; Whitehead (1986) 9; Hornblower

(1991) 263–64); (3) the unification was an even more pro-

tracted process, and the subjection of Eleusis and the

Tetrapolis took place in C7 (Hignett (1952) 35–37; Moggi,

Sin. 68).

Re (1) The archaeological evidence does not lend much

support to the idea of a C14 unification of Attika (Diamant

(1982) 43; cf. Parker (1996) 11). And, if there was a unified

Mycenaean kingdom of Attika, it probably collapsed

towards the end of the Bronze Age (Andrewes (1982a) 362).

Moreover, from the late Protogeometric through the Middle

Geometric period, i.e. c.950–800,Athens seems to have been

the only nucleated settlement in Attika, and the rest of the

region may even have been uninhabited (Mersch (1996) 83).

Re (3) The evidence for a late incorporation of Eleusis

and the Tetrapolis is thin. (a) The reference to a king of

Eleusis in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter 96–97 concerns

the Heroic period and is probably part of the later founda-

tion myth; and Herodotos’ story about a battle at Eleusis in

which Tellos was killed need not refer to a battle against the

Eleusinians (Padgug (1972) 136–40); (b) in the prevailing

version of the Athenian foundation myth τετρ�πολις is

used not as an adjective meaning “with four poleis”, but as a

proper name denoting one polis, allegedly created by some

kind of sympoliteia between its four constituent parts:

Marathon, Trikorinthos, Oinoe and Probalinthos (cf. Syll.³

930 (C4m)). Tetrapolis is recorded as one only of the twelve

original Attic poleis (Philoch. fr. 94). The citizens had their

own city-ethnic *Τετραπολε�ς, of which (so far) only the

plural form is attested (IG ii² 1358.ii.40 (C4m)). Tetrapolis

had its own archon (ibid.), and its own representation in

Delphi (Syll.³ 541 �F.Delphes iii.2 18 (C3l)) and on Delos

(Philoch. fr. 75). This foundation myth can be traced back to

C5s (Eur. Heracl. 80). The Athenians obviously believed that

the rites practised in the Classical period were the last ves-

tiges of what had once been a polis in the proper sense, i.e. a

self-governing polity. But we must not infer from the foun-

dation myth that it reflects a historical fact and that

Tetrapolis was an independent community in the Dark

Ages. The absence of remains of settlements in north-east

Attika before c.800 indicates that the tradition about the

polis of Tetrapolis is an invention of C7–C6. The co-

operation between the four communities and their com-

mon institutions may have been a result of the stasis in C7s

and C6f (infra 628–29). Also, a modified version of

Tetrapolis was an administrative unit in the Classical and

Hellenistic periods, being the coastal trittys of Aiantis (IG i³

1131 (C5m)), but Probalinthos was transferred to Pandionis.

And the old unit of all four communities persisted as a cult

organisation (Syll.³ 930 (C4m)).

Re (2) We are left with a piecemeal unification in C9–C8

as the most likely solution to the problem: the population of

Attika, living in and around Athens in C10 and C9, grew rap-

idly in the course of C8–C7, and step by step it occupied the

hitherto thinly populated or even uninhabited parts of

Attika (Mersch (1996) 83–84). But then Athens must have

been the only community in Attika in the Early and Middle

Geometric period, and the unification of the region cannot

have consisted in the incorporation into Athens of commu-

nities which were poleis with their own bouleuteria and pry-

taneia. An acceptance of the archaeological evidence as it

stands today implies not just a downdating, but a rejection

of Thucydides’ account of the unification of Attika and of

the Athenian foundation myth. It follows that there is no

reason in this inventory to include separate entries for an

Archaic Eleusis or an Archaic Tetrapolis.

The prevailing view of the settlement pattern of Attika in

the late Archaic and Classical periods has been that each of

the 139 Kleisthenic demes was centred on a nucleated settle-

ment, either a village or in some cases a township

(Whitehead (1986) 9–10, 29), and that there is no clear evid-

ence of anyone living and farming out on his own in the

country (R. Osborne (1985) 15–22: literary evidence; 22–36:

archaeological evidence). An alternative view is that only a

part of the population was settled in the nucleated centre

and that a significant part of the population of a deme lived

in isolated farmsteads (Langdon (1991)).

The latter view is supported (a) by the rapidly growing

archaeological evidence, e.g. the isolated houses found 

during the excavations conducted at the new airport
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(Steinhauer (2001)); (b) by a growing consensus that the

towers and houses found in great numbers all over Attika

must have been the homes of the cultivators and not just

used for bivouacking (Hoepfner (1999) 247, 253, 259–60); (c)

by a new study of the epigraphical evidence which shows

that an oikia situated in rural Attika often denotes a residen-

tial house, and that both leases and security horoi provide us

with ample evidence of isolated farmsteads (Jones (2000));

(d) by the hypothesis of alternating residence in town and

countryside according to the seasons. Ownership of one

oikia in Athens and one in the countryside is well attested, at

least for wealthy Athenians,and double residence (cf.Pl.Leg.

745E) is an important but neglected problem (Hansen

(1987a) 64).

The evidence for nucleated settlements in Attika is, in

fact, more problematical than the evidence for dispersed

settlement. In spite of intensive archaeological fieldwork

conducted in all parts of Attika, only two other nucleated

settlements of the Classical period, apart from Athens and

the Peiraieus, have been found so far: Thorikos and Halai

Aixonides (Hoepfner (1999) 247–56; Goette (1999) 162–64).

The houses found in Rhamnous postdate the Classical peri-

od, and the houses found in Sounion are supposed to be

directly connected with the administration of the sanctuary

(Travlos (1988) 405; contra Goette (1999) 165–66). Remains

of other nucleated centres of any importance are conspicu-

ous by their absence. Conversely, the survey of one small

coastal deme, Atene, seems to show that this deme cannot

have had a nucleated centre (Lohmann (1993) 126–36); and

Dem. 57.10 indicates that in C4m most members of the

deme Halimous lived dispersed on their farms (Hansen

(1997) 71 n. 111).

On the other hand, the written sources show that the 

typical Attic deme had a nucleated centre. Admittedly, no

literary source refers to or describes the urban centre of any

of the demes; and the ten relevant occurrences in Herodotos

(Powell (1938) 85) do not substantiate the claim that demos

in Herodotos is best translated as “village” (Whitehead

(1986) 48); but Aristotle states that the Athenians used the

word demos to denote what the Dorians call a kome, i.e. a vil-

lage (Poet. 1448a35–37; Hansen (1995) 71); a C4 deme decree

about the demarcation of the agora of Sounion forbids the

erection of houses inside the boundaries (IG ii² 1180), and

archontes komes are attested for Phaleron in the rationes

centessimarum (IG ii² 1598A.9, 18; cf. IG ii² 3103). This piece

of evidence fits what we know from a late source: that

Peiraieus, Phaleron, Xypete and Thymaitadai formed what

was called the Tetrakomos (Pollux 4.105: τετρ�κωµος; cf.

Lewis (1963) 33). Thus, in spite of the absence of physical

remains, most Attic demes must have been centred on a

nucleated settlement. It is superfluous in this publication to

provide a list of the 139 Attic demes, for which see Traill’s

directory to Barr. map 59, based on Traill (1986). According

to Traill (Barr. 59) there were no settlements in Classical

Attika other than the centres of the demes. Other sites of the

Archaic and Classical periods are classified as forts, sanctu-

aries, tumuli, etc. On forts, see supra. The major extra-urban

sanctuaries were those of Artemis at Brauron (Travlos

(1988) 55–80), of Poseidon at Sounion (ibid. 404–29), and of

Demeter and Persephone at Eleusis (ibid. 91–169). Theatres

of the Classical period are found and/or attested outside

Athens-Peiraieus in six demes: viz.Acharnai (IG ii² 1206.6–7

(C4l)), Aixone (IG ii² 1197.21 (c.300); Isler (1994) 311–12

(C5l)), Eleusis (IG ii² 1187.10–11 (C4m)), Ikaria (Isler (1994)

199 (C4)), Sphettos (SEG 36 187.10 (C4s)) and Thorikos

(Isler (1994) 308–9 (C5e)).

II. The Poleis

361. Athenai (Athenaios) Map 59. Lat. 38.00, long. 23.45.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is ?θ8ναι, αH

(Hom. Il. 2.546; Ar. Nub. 207; Lys. 6.25; Pl. Leg. 753A; IG i³

1178.1 (433/2)), in Doric ?θ[ναι (IG iv² 1 94.3 (359)). The

toponym usually denotes the town (Dem. 56.9; Ps.-Skylax

57), but sometimes the town plus its hinterland (ML 23.4;

Din. 2.25) and sometimes the political community (Thuc.

1.44.2; Pl. Leg. 753A; Arist. Ath. Pol. 19.4). The city-ethnic is

?θηνα5ος (Solon fr. 4.30, West; Dem. 1.1; ML 15 (506), 27.2

(479/8); CID ii 32.33 (C4m)), in the Doric dialect ?θανα5ος

(IvO 30 (C5)).

Athens is called a polis in the territorial sense (Thuc. 2.48;

Dem. 10.63; Din. 1.77; ML 23.4 (C4m)), in the urban sense

(Hdt. 7.133.2; Thuc. 2.57; Dem. 18.204, 230; IG i³ 136.4

(413/12)), and in the political sense (Hdt. 6.106.2; Thuc.

1.70.6; Hell. Oxy. 9.3; Theopomp. fr. 88; Arist. Pol. 1304a10; IG

i³ 92.8 (416/15)). Polis in the sense of akropolis is used in fixed

idioms down to C4e (IG i³ 4B.3 (485/4); IG ii² 17.10 (394/3),

see Henry (1982); Thuc. 2.15.6). The urban centre is called

asty (Pl. Phdr. 230D; Dem. 42.7; Hesperia suppl. 29 p. 4.13),

and during the civil war of 404/3 the oligarchs residing in

Athens are frequently referred to as οH .ξ >στεως (Lys. 12.55;

Xen. Hell. 2.4.7; Dem. 20.12); the term polisma is found at

Hdt. 1.143.2 and Aesch. Eum. 668. For Athens as the patris of

the Athenians, see Solon fr. 36.8, West; Plato Com. fr. 217,
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PCG; Isoc. 10.35). A C4 epigram describes an Athenian kler-

ouchos as having a double patris: viz. Athens and Samos

(CEG 594.10–11).

The collective sense of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in abbreviated form on coins (infra), in inscriptions

(IG i³ 14.22–24 (C5m); IG ii² 1.3–4 (403/2)) and in literary

sources (Solon fr. 4.30, West; Pl. Euthphr. 2A; Dem. 1.1) and

externally in inscriptions (ML 25 (479); SEG 33 440A

(375/4)) and literary sources (Pind. Pyth. 1.76; Hdt. 1.29.1;

Hell. Oxy. 1.2). The individual use is in a few cases attested

internally (Thuc. 1.1.1; Pl. Prt. 311C), whereas attestations of

the external use abound (ML 27.2 (479/8); CID ii 4.i.67

(361/60); IG xii.5 542.36–41 (C4m); Tod 196.5 (330–326)).

Kleisthenes wanted membership of a demos (infra) to

become part of an Athenian citizen’s full name (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 21.4), and in C4 this reform had caught on so that, inside

Attika, a citizen was called by name, patronymic and demot-

ic (IG ii² 5228–7855; Whitehead (1986) 69–75). Klerouchies

excepted (IG xii.6 252–76: Samos (366–322)), attestations of

the demotic used outside Athens and Attika are rare (IG

xii.5 113 (C4s from Paros)).

In the Classical period, Athens was probably the most

populous of all the Hellenic poleis. In the Persian War,Athens

provided 9,000 hoplites at Marathon (Nep. Milt. 5; Suda

Ι545; cf. Paus. 10.20.2) and 8,000 at Plataiai (Hdt. 9.28.6). At

Artemision they provided 127 ships (Hdt. 8.1.1), and 180 at

Salamis (Hdt. 8.44.1). In 431 Athens had a field army of 15,800

men, of whom 13,000 were citizen hoplites; a defence force of

16,000, of whom 3,000 were metic hoplites, and a navy of 300

triremes (Thuc. 2.13.6–7; Hansen (1981)). There were alto-

gether some 50,000–60,000 adult male citizens (Rhodes

(1988) 271–77; Hansen (1988) 23–25). Due to the plague in

430–426, war casualties during the Peloponnesian War, and

the siege of 405/4, the number of citizens dropped to some

25,000–30,000 in c.400 (Hansen (1988) 14–28). During C4

the number of Athenian citizens living in Attika must have

been in the range of 30,000, � a few thousand (Hansen

(1985) 65–69; (1994)). The war effort in the Lamian War of

323/2 (Diod. 18.10.2, 11.3; IG ii² 1631.167–74) presupposes that

there must have been no fewer than 30,000 full citizens living

in Attika (Hansen (1985) 37–40; (1994) 308–10). The result of

a census conducted by Demetrios of Phaleron during the

decade 317–307 was 21,000 Athenians and 10,000 metics

(Ath. 272C). The census, called exetasmos, was probably a

military review of able-bodied citizens of military age

(Hansen (1985) 29–35; (1994) 301–2). For lower population

figures, see Gomme (1933) 27: 43,000 in 431; Ruschenbusch

(1984) and Sekunda (1992): c.21,000 in C4. Numbers of free

foreigners and slaves fluctuated constantly in accordance

with trade and prosperity (Xen. Vect. 2.1–7; Hansen (1988)

10–12). Ten thousand metics were counted in Demetrios’

census (Ath. 272C), perhaps an army figure rather than a

population figure (Hansen (1985) 31–32), and comparing the

number of C4 tombstones commemorating metics (650, of

whom 40 per cent are women) with those commemorating

citizens (2,110, of whom 35 per cent are women), we can infer

that there must have been a sizeable population of metics

(Nielsen et al. (1989) 419; Hansen et al. (1990) 26). Down to

the end of C4, c.875 citizens of 149 different poleis (Abdera,

Abydos, etc.) and c.150 persons from forty different regions

and islands (Achaia, Aitolia, etc.) are attested as foreign resi-

dents of Athens (Osborne and Byrne (1996)). Classical

sources testify to more than 100 citizenship decrees

(Osborne (1981–83) D 1–25 and T 1–82), in most cases indi-

vidual and purely honorific grants of citizenship to foreign

notables, but foreign residents were naturalised too (T

30–31), and especially in C5 there were also some block grants

to, for example, the Plataians in 427 (Dem. 59.104–5; D 1) and

to the Samians in 405/4 (IG ii² 1.51–5; D 4). We have no reli-

able evidence for the number of slaves, but rough, exaggerat-

ed estimates indicate that the number of slaves may even

have equalled the number of free (Hyp. fr. 33, Sauppe; Ath.

272C; Isager and Hansen (1975) 15–18). However, the estimate

of 30,000 slaves working in the silver mines in C4s is on the

high side (Lauffer (1979) 155–62). Sallares (1991) 57 suggests

11,000 max. in C5m.

This is not the place to survey the history of Athens, and

the rest of this entry comprises (A) the relations with other

poleis; (B) the constitution, including the civic subdivisions;

(C) the Athenian religion; (D) the urban centre of Athens,

including Peiraieus; and (E) the Athenian coinage.

(A) Athenian membership of leagues and large alliances

starts with the Hellenic League, formed in 481 against Persia

(Hdt. 7.132.2, 145.1; Staatsverträge 130) and the Athenians are

recorded among the victors on the Serpent Column in

Delphi (ML 27.2) and in Olympia (Paus. 5.23.1). The

Athenians were the hegemonic leaders of the Delian League,

478–404 (Arist. Ath. Pol. 23.5; Thuc. 1.95–97; Staatsverträge

132; Meiggs (1972); Schuller (1974)). In the years 404–395 they

were members of the Peloponnesian League (Xen. Hell.

2.2.20; Staatsverträge 211). Between 378/7 and 338 they were

the hegemonic leaders of the Second Athenian Naval League

(IG ii² 43; Paus. 1.25.3; Staatsverträge 257; Cargill (1981);

Dreher (1995)), and in 338/7 they joined the Corinthian

League (IG ii² 236; Staatsverträge 403). Athens was a 
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member of the Delphic amphiktyony and provided ex officio

one of the two Ionic hieromnemones (Aeschin. 2.116; CID ii

94.4 (328/7); Lefèvre (1998) 63–69). The Athenians possessed

a treasury in Delphi (Partida (2000) 48–70), and eight com-

munal dedications by the Athenians have been found

(Jacquemin (1999) 315–16). SEG 14 350 is a c.500 dedication

at Olympia (?θενα5οι [τ]ο̃ν .γ Λ/µν[ο]), and SEG 22 346

(C5f) is one of Persian spoils.

The Athenians sent out heralds (κ�ρυκες, ML 45.9 (C5s))

and envoys, called first >γγελοι (Hdt. 5.73.1), from C5s

mostly πρ/σβεις (IG ii² 43.72–77 (378/7)); the envoys were

sent to other poleis (Thuc. 5.22.3) or to monarchs (Thuc.

2.67.2) or to federal governments (IG ii² 116, 176: Thessaly in

361/60) or to international peace conferences (Xen. Hell.

6.3.1–3 (372/1)). Mostly boards of envoys were sent out, often

ten at a time (Aeschin. 2.18 (347/6); Mosley (1973) 55–63). For

an (incomplete) list of ninety-two attested embassies sent

out from Athens in the Archaic and Classical periods, see

Kienast (1973) 595–611. Conversely, foreign embassies were

received in Athens by the prytaneis and admitted to the boule

and the ekklesia (IG i³ 40.12–14 (446/5); Mosley (1973)

78–79). Two examples are envoys from Leontinoi in 433/2

(IG i³ 54) and envoys from Dionysios I of Syracuse in 368/7

(IG ii² 105). Athenian theorodokoi hosted theoroi sent from

Delphi in C5l (Syll.³ 90.16–17) and from Epidauros in 359 (IG

iv²1 94.ia.3).

Athens had proxenoi in most Greek poleis. To the end of

the Classical period close to 100 are attested in inscriptions.

These proxenoi are citizens of sixty-three different Hellenic

poleis, of two Phoenician city-states—Sidon (IG ii² 141, 343)

and Tyros (IG ii² 342)—and three were the kings of

Makedon (Walbank (1978) 1), of the Pelagonians (IG ii² 190)

and of the Messapians (Walbank (1978) 70; Marek (1984),

excluding 5, 8, 14, 21, 42, 53, 59, 65, 68, 72, 76 and 80, but

adding SEG 40 57, 72; SEG 45 59, 76). To these proxenoi must

be added all those mentioned in literary sources (Thuc.

3.2.3; Dem. 7.38, etc.; Monceaux (1886) 321–23, fourteen

attestations). Conversely, in the same period, Athenian cit-

izens are attested as proxenoi appointed by different Hellenic

poleis. Thus, in C4m, Karthaia on Keos lists a minimum of

fifteen and perhaps twenty different Athenians as their prox-

enoi in Athens (IG xii.5 542.35–45). For attestations in liter-

ary sources, cf. Aeschin. 3.138 and Monceaux (1886) 323–25,

fourteen attestations)

Athenians were victorious in all the Panhellenic games. In

the Olympic Games, thirty-five victories are attested cover-

ing the period 696–328. Victors include Kylon (640?) (Hdt.

5.71.1), Miltiades (560) (Hdt. 6.36.1), Peisistratos (532) (Hdt.

6.103.2), Alkibiades (416) (Thuc. 6.16.2) and, perhaps,

Demades (328) (Suda ∆414); see Olympionikai 56, 106, 124,

345, 467. In the Pythian Games, twenty victories from c.542

to 374.Victors include Chabrias in 374 (Dem. 59.34); see Kyle

(1987) A3, 4, 15, 17, 29, 30, 42, 43, 58, 71, P95, 107; Krause (1841)

105–6). In the Nemean Games, thirty victories from C6l to

C4e. Victors include Alkibiades (Paus. 1.22.6) and Lysis (Pl.

Lysis 205C); see Kyle (1987) A1, 4, 15, 29, 42, 45, 57, 58, 64, 74,

78). In the Isthmian Games, twenty-four victories from C5e

to C4f. Victors include, perhaps, Plato (Proleg. Plat. Phil. 2,

p. 198, Hermann); see Kyle (1987) A1, 15, 18, 29, 42, 57, 74, 78,

P86, P107 (Plato); Krause (1841) 222). The Athenians organ-

ised the Panathenaic Games, which were Panhellenic (IG ii²

2311 (C4f); Pl. Leg. 833A–B; Arist. Ath. Pol. 54.7, 60.3; Kyle

(1987) 33–39). In addition to Athenians, many foreigners are

attested as victors (IG ii² 2312 (C4); Kyle (1987) 38 n. 28.

(B) The Constitution of the Athenians is the only surviving

one out of the 158 Aristotelian politeiai (Rhodes (1981);

Chambers (1990); Keaney (1992)), and since its rediscovery

in 1890 it has been the backbone of any reconstruction of the

history of the Athenian constitution, starting with

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1893).

According to the local traditions, Athens was originally

ruled by hereditary basileis (Arist. Ath. Pol. 41.2, frr. 1–2;

Hellan. (FGrHist 323a) fr. 23), and these traditions are usually

believed to contain a core of truth (Carlier (1984) 359–72).

Kingship was replaced by government by magistrates

appointed from the rich and well-born (Arist. Ath. Pol. 3.1:

�ριστ�νδην κα� πλουτ�νδην). The most powerful magis-

trates were the nine archontes (Thuc. 1.126.8: Arist. Ath. Pol.

13.3), of whom the chief was the eponymous official (IG i³

4A.14–175 (485/4)). The Athenian list of archontes, published

in C5l (ML 6), went back to the archonship of Kreon in 683/2

(Hieronymus p. 93, Helm), or 684/3 (Develin (1989) 27–28)).

According to Herodotos (5.71.2), an important political

assembly was the prytaneis of the forty-eight naukrariai; but

we do not know what a naukraria was, nor even whether the

word is connected with naus (“ship”) or naos (“temple”)

(Billigmeier and Dusing (1981)). That Athens had an

Assembly of the People is extrapolated from later evidence

(Solon fr. 36.1–2; Andrewes (1982) 387). And the Athenians did

not themselves know whether the Council of the Areopagos—

composed of all ex-archons—had been instituted by Solon

(Plut. Sol. 19; Arist. Pol. 1273b35–41) or had existed long before

his time (Arist. Ath. Pol. 1273b41–74a3; see Wallace (1989) 3–47).

During C7 growing social and economic tensions pro-

duced a series of political crises from about 630 to 530, of
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which the most important resulted in the coup of Kylon, the

laws of Drakon, the reforms of Solon, and the tyranny of

Peisistratos. In 636 or 632 an Athenian called Kylon attempt-

ed to set himself up as tyrannos of the city. The coup failed,

Kylon fled, and his followers were put to death (Hdt. 5.71;

Thuc. 1.126.3–12; Welwei (1992) 133–37). A few years later, in

621 (Develin (1989) 31),Athens acquired its first written code

of laws, compiled by Drakon (Arist. Ath. Pol. 7.1; Arist. Pol.

1274b15–16). His law of homicide remained in force, with

modifications (IG i³ 104; Tulin (1996) 3–19), right down to

the time of Demosthenes (Dem. 23.51); but the rest of his

laws, whose penalties were “written not in ink but in 

blood” (Plut. Sol. 17.3; Arist. Pol. 1274b15–18), were supersed-

ed in the very next generation by those of Solon (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 7.1).

In 594, rich and poor united to give the archon Solon ple-

nary power to dictate a compromise (Welwei (1992)

161–206). He began with a general amnesty (Plut. Sol. 19.4),

then abolished enslavement for debt (Arist. Ath. Pol. 6.1) and

gave freedom to those so enslaved, even those who had been

sold abroad (Solon fr. 36.8–15). Next, he freed the indebted

tenants, the hektemoroi, from the sixth-parts they paid to

their landlords and allowed them to hold their land free of

obligations (Arist. Ath. Pol. 6.1; Solon fr. 36.3–6); but he set

himself against a redistribution of the land (Solon fr. 34;

Arist. Ath. Pol. 11.2). Besides his economic reforms, Solon

also reformed the administration of justice. According to

later tradition he set up a People’s Court, called the Heliaia

(Arist. Pol. 1273b35–a3; Arist. Ath. Pol. 7.3, 9.1), manned by

sworn jurors (Arist. Pol. 1274a3; Hansen (1983) 153–55, (1989)

242–49, 258–61 contra Ostwald (1986) 10–11) and gave every

party to any lawsuit the right to appeal to the Heliaia against

the award of the magistrates (Lys. 10.16; Arist. Ath. Pol. 9.1).

Since Solon’s time the Athenians were divided into four

property classes: pentakosiomedimnoi (men worth 500 med-

imnoi “measures” of natural produce), hippeis (knights),

zeugitai (owners of a yoke of oxen) and thetes (literally

“menials”, day-labourers) (Arist. Ath. Pol. 7.3). The thetes

were excluded from all state offices (Arist. Ath. Pol. 7.3–4),

and to the most important offices the electors—probably

the People’s Assembly (Solon fr. 5.1–2)—could appoint only

citizens from the top two classes (Arist. Ath. Pol. 8.1, 26.2,

47.1; Hignett (1952) 101–2). However, of Solon’s constitu-

tional reforms the most important, according to the tradi-

tion, was his creation of a Council of Four Hundred, 100

from each of the four tribes (Arist. Ath. Pol. 8.4). Solon 

carried out a new codification of the laws (Solon fr. 36.18–20;

Hdt. 1.29.1; Arist. Ath. Pol. 7.1; Rhodes (1981) 130–35; frag-

ments in Ruschenbusch (1966)), and “the Laws of Solon”

were not revised till 410–399, when they were recodified.

Neither side was satisfied with Solon’s compromise

(Solon frr. 34, 37), and the citizen body was soon split into

three competing factions (staseis): the “Men of the Plain”

(i.e. the plain around Athens) led by Lykourgos, the “Men

beyond the Mountains” (i.e. beyond Hymettos and

Pentelikon) led by Peisistratos, and the “Men of the Coast”

led by the Alkmaionid Megakles (Hdt. 1.59.3; Arist. Ath. Pol.

13.4; Andrewes (1982b) 393–98). In 561 Peisistratos became

tyrant in a coup (Hdt. 1.59.4–6; Arist. Ath. Pol. 14.1). Apart

from two long periods of exile, he ruled Athens until 527

(Hdt. 1.59.3–64.3; Arist. Ath. Pol. 14.1–17.2). He was succeed-

ed by his son Hippias (527–510), who met gradually increas-

ing opposition from the aristocrats, many of whom were

forced into exile (Hdt. 5.62.2; Thuc. 6.59.4; Arist. Ath. Pol.

19.3). Two of those who remained attempted a coup in 514:

the young Harmodios and his lover Aristogeiton tried to

murder Hippias at the Panathenaia festival, but succeeded

only in killing Hippias’ younger brother, Hipparchos. They

were instantly put to death (Hdt. 5.55–57; Thuc. 6.54–58;

Arist. Ath. Pol. 18), and were later regarded as democratic

heroes (Thuc. 1.20.2, 6.53.3; Ath. 695B). Statues of the tyrant-

slayers were put up in 509 and again in 477 (Plin. HN. 34.17

(509); Marm. Par. (FGrHist 239) A54 (477)), and a cult for

Harmodios and Aristogeiton was instituted (Arist. Ath. Pol.

58.1).

In 510 the Peisistratid tyrants were expelled from Athens,

but the revolution ended in a power struggle between the

returning aristocrats, led by Kleisthenes, and those who had

stayed behind, led by Isagoras. With the help of the ordinary

people (the demos), Kleisthenes successfully opposed

Isagoras (Hdt. 5.66–73), and, reforming the Solonian insti-

tutions of 594, he made Athens a democracy. The term

demokratia can be traced back to c.470 (SEG 34 199; Aesch.

Supp. 604; Hansen (1986); contra Raaflaub (1998) 37) and

may go back to Kleisthenes’ reforms of 508/7 (Hdt. 6.131.1).

Kleisthenes’ major reforms were to divide Attika into 139

municipalities (demoi), which in turn were distributed

among ten tribes (phylai). Citizen rights were linked to

membership of a deme, and a Council of Five Hundred was

introduced, with fifty representatives from each of the ten

tribes and a fixed number of seats assigned to each of the

demes (Arist. Ath. Pol. 21.2–6). Finally, to avoid a new tyran-

ny (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.3) or, rather, to avoid a repeat of the

power struggle of 510–507, Kleisthenes introduced

ostracism (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.1, 3–4; Brenne (2001); Siewert

(2002)).
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During the next century the new democracy was but-

tressed by other reforms: in 501, command of the army and

the navy was transferred from the polemarch to a board of ten

popularly elected generals (strategoi) (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.2). In

487/6 the method of selection of the nine archons was

changed from election to selection by lot from an elected

short list (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.5). Ephialtes’ reforms of 462

deprived the Council of the Areopagos of its political powers,

which were divided between the Assembly (ekklesia), the

Council of Five Hundred (boule) and the People’s Court

(dikasterion) (Arist. Ath. Pol. 25.2). Shortly afterwards, on the

initiative of Perikles, political pay was introduced for the

People’s Court (Arist. Pol. 1274a8–9) and the Council (IG i³

82.20), so that even poor citizens could exercise their political

rights. Athenian citizenship became a much-coveted privi-

lege,and in 451 Perikles had a law passed confining citizenship

to the legitimate sons of an Athenian mother as well as father

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 26.4; Patterson (1981); Hansen (1985) 73–76).

The defeats in the Peloponnesian War resulted in a grow-

ing opposition to democracy, and twice the anti-democratic

factions succeeded for some months in establishing an oli-

garchy: in 411 an oligarchy led by a Council of Four Hundred

(Thuc.8.47–98;Arist.Ath.Pol.29–33; Gomme,Andrewes and

Dover (1981) 153–256), followed by an equally short-lived

mixed constitution in 411/10 based on 5,000 enfranchised cit-

izens (Thuc. 8.97.1–2; Arist. Ath. Pol. 33.1–2); and in 404/3 a

radical oligarchy under a junta which fully earned the name

“the Thirty Tyrants” (Xen. Hell. 2.2–4; Arist. Ath. Pol. 35–38;

Diod. 14.3.7). In 403/2 democracy was restored in a modified

form (Hansen (1999) 300–4; contra Bleicken (1994) 64–66).

Legislation (in 403) and all jurisdiction in political trials

(c.355) were transferred from the people in assembly to the

panel of 6,000 jurors acting as both legislators (nomothetai)

and judges (dikastai) (Hansen (1999) 167–68, 181–83). In the

330s a kind of minister of finance was introduced (ho epi te

dioikesei) (SEG 19 119). He was elected for a four-year period

and could be re-elected, and for twelve consecutive years the

administration of Athens was entrusted to Lykourgos (Hyp.

fr. 139, Sauppe; Burke (1985)). Most of these reforms were

allegedly a return to the “ancestral”or “Solonian”democracy

(Andoc. 1.83; Aeschin. 3.257; Hansen (1999) 296–300), but the

gradual and moderate transformation of the democratic

institutions came to an abrupt end in 322/1 when the

Makedonians after their victory in the Lamian War abol-

ished the democracy and had it replaced by a “Solonian” oli-

garchy (Diod. 18.18.4–5).

After the restoration of democracy in 403/2, more specif-

ically in the age of Demosthenes (355–322), the Athenian

democracy was organised as follows (Hansen (1999)

55–295). Political rights were restricted to adult male

Athenians. Women, foreigners and slaves were excluded

(Dem.9.3).An Athenian was inscribed into his father’s phra-

tria (infra 632) at the age of 3 or 4 (P Oxy. 2538.ii.24–28), and

at the age of 18 he became a member of his father’s deme

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 42.1; Dem. 30.15, 39.29), with his name

inscribed in the deme’s roster (the lexiarchikon gram-

mateion: Aeschin. 1.103; Harp. Λ17); but as ephebes, most

young Athenians (Lycurg. 1.76; Hansen (1988) 3–6, (1994)

302–4; contra Rhodes (1981) 503) were liable for military

service for two years (Arist. Ath. Pol. 42; Burckhardt (1996)

26–75) before, at the age of 20, they could be inscribed in the

roster of citizens who had access to the Assembly (the pinax

ekklesiastikos: Dem. 44.35). Full political rights were

obtained only at the age of 30, when a citizen was allowed to

present himself as a candidate at the annual sortition of

magistrates (Xen. Mem. 1.2.35) and of jurors (Arist. Ath. Pol.

63.3) (who served both as legislators and as judges).

In the People’s Assembly (Hansen (1987a)), called he

ekklesia, any citizen over 20 years of age had the right to

speak and to vote (Xen. Mem. 3.6.1). The people (demos) met

forty times a year (Arist. Ath. Pol. 43.3), mostly on the Pnyx

hill (Aeschin. 3.34); a meeting was normally attended by at

least 6,000 citizens, the quorum required for, among other

things, ratification of citizenship decrees (Dem. 59.89), and

a session lasted only a couple of hours (Aeschin. 1.112). The

Assembly was summoned by the fifty prytaneis and chaired

by the nine proedroi (Arist. Ath. Pol. 44.2–3). Apart from

some obligatory items on the agenda, all matters debated by

the people had to be debated first in the Council of Five

Hundred and passed in the form of a probouleuma (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 45.4). The debate consisted of a number of speech-

es made by the politically active citizens (Dem. 1–10, 13–16),

and all votes were taken by a show of hands (cheirotonia),

assessed by the proedroi without any exact count of the

hands (Arist. Ath. Pol. 44.3). The Athenians distinguished

between laws (general and permanent rules, called nomoi)

and decrees (temporary and/or individual rules, called

psephismata: Andoc. 1.87; SEG 26 72.55–56 (375/4)). The

Assembly was not allowed to pass nomoi (Dem. 1.19, 3.10–11)

but did, by decree, make decisions on foreign policy and on

major issues of domestic policy (Arist. Ath. Pol. 43.6).

Furthermore, the Assembly was empowered (a) to elect the

military and financial magistrates (Arist.Ath. Pol. 43.1, 44.4),

(b) to initiate legislation (nomothesia) by appointing a panel

of legislators (nomothetai, Dem. 3.10–13), and (c) to initiate

a political trial (eisangelia eis ton demon) by appointing a
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panel of judges (a dikasterion: Arist. Ath. Pol. 43.4; Dem.

19.116).

Citizens over 30 years of age were eligible to participate in

the annual sortition of a panel of 6,000 jurors (hoi

omomokotes: Ar. Vesp. 662) who for one year served both as

legislators (Dem. 24.21) and as judges (Dem. 24.148–51).

When a nomos was to be enacted, the Assembly decreed to

appoint for one day a board of, e.g., 1,000 legislators (nomo-

thetai) selected by lot from the 6,000 jurors (Dem. 24.20–38;

Aeschin. 3.38–40). Having listened to a debate, the nomo-

thetai decided by show of hands about all amendments of

“Solon’s laws”, i.e. the Solonian law code of 594/3 as revised

and codified in 403/2 (Andoc. 1.82–85). Boards of nomo-

thetai were appointed only infrequently, and to legislate

once in a month was considered excessive (Dem. 24.142)

(Hansen (1999) 161–77).

Jurisdiction was much more time-consuming (Hansen

(1999) 178–224; Todd (1993)). The People’s Court (dikasteri-

on) met c.200 days in a year. On a court day, members of the

panel of 6,000 jurors came to the agora in the morning, and

by sortition from among those who presented themselves

were appointed a number of courts, made up of 201 or 401

judges each in private actions and 501 or more in public

actions. Each court was presided over by a magistrate, and in

a session of some eight hours the judges had to hear and

decide either one public action or a number of private

actions (Arist. Ath. Pol. 63–69). The two most important

types of political trial were the public action against uncon-

stitutional proposals (graphe paranomon), against pro-

posers of decrees (Aeschin. 3.3–8), and the denunciation to

the people in assembly (eisangelia eis ton demon: Hyp.

3.7–8), used most frequently against generals charged with

treason and corruption (Dem. 13.5).

In addition to the decision-making organs of govern-

ment (ekklesia—nomothetai—dikasterion), Athens had

about 1,200 magistrates, called archai (Hansen (1999)

225–45; Develin (1989)). They were appointed from among

citizens over 30 who presented themselves as candidates

(Lys. 6.4). About 100 were elected by the ekklesia (Aeschin.

3.14), whereas the other 1,100 were picked by lot (Dem.

39.10): viz. 500 councillors and c.600 other magistrates,

often organised in boards of ten with one representative

from each tribe (IG ii² 1388.1–12). The period of office was

restricted to one year, and magistrates selected by lot could

not hold the same office more than once (Arist. Ath. Pol.

62.3). Prior to entering office, magistrates had to undergo an

examination (dokimasia) before a dikasterion (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 55.2–5) and, when their term of office expired, they had

to render accounts (euthynai) before another dikasterion

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 54.2, 48.4–5).

The magistrates’ principal tasks were to summon and

preside over the decision-making bodies and to see to the

execution of the decisions made (Arist. Pol. 1322b12–17).

Apart from routine matters, the magistrates could not

decide anything but only prepare the decisions (Arist. Pol.

1298a28–32). The Council of Five Hundred prepared busi-

ness for the ekklesia (Arist. Ath. Pol. 45.4) and the nomothetai

(Dem. 24.48), the other magistrates for the dikasteria

(Aeschin. 3.29).

By far the most important board of magistrates was the

Council of Five Hundred, called he boule hoi pentakosioi

(Andoc. 1.96; Rhodes (1972)). It was composed of fifty per-

sons from each of the ten phylai, who for a tenth of the year

(a prytany of 36 or 35 days) served as prytaneis, i.e. as an exec-

utive committee of the Council, which in turn served as an

executive committee of the Assembly. The Council met

every day except holidays in the bouleuterion on the agora to

run the financial administration of Athens and to consider

in advance every matter to be put before the demos (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 43.2–49.5).

Of the other boards of magistrates, the most important

were the ten generals (strategoi) who commanded the

Athenian army and navy (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61.1–2; Hamel

(1998)); the Board for the Theoric Fund (hoi epi to theor-

ikon), who in the 350s under Euboulos supervised the

Athenian financial administration (Aeschin. 3.24–25); and

the nine archons who in most public and private actions had

to summon and preside over the People’s Court and super-

vised the major festivals, e.g. the Panathenaia and the

Dionysia (Arist. Ath. Pol. 55–59).

In all matters the initiative was left to the individual cit-

izen, in this capacity called ton Athenaion ho boulomenos

hois exestin (SEG 26 72.34; Hansen (1999) 266–68). At any

time about 1,000 citizens must have been active as speakers

and proposers of nomoi and psephismata or as prosecutors

and synegoroi before the People’s Court. But it was always a

small group of about a score of citizens who more or less

professionally initiated Athenian policy (Hansen (1999)

268–72). They were called rhetores (Hyp. 3.4, 8) or poli-

teuomenoi (Dem. 3.29–31), whereas the ordinary politically

active citizen is referred to as an idiotes (Dem. Prooem. 13).

There were no political parties, and the people did not vote

according to the crack of their leaders’ whip (Hansen (1999)

277–87). But by persuasion and charisma major political

leaders sometimes succeeded in dominating the political

assemblies for a longer period, as did Perikles from 443 to his
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death in 429 (Thuc. 2.65.10), and Demosthenes in the period

341–338 (Dem. 18.320).

The ordinary citizens were reimbursed for their political

activity as ekklesiastai or nomothetai or dikastai or bouleutai

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 62.2; Dem. 24.21).Very few of the magistrates

were paid on a regular basis (Hansen (1979); contra

Gabrielsen (1981)), but many obtained perquisites instead

(Isoc. 7.24–27; Hansen (1980a)). Speakers and proposers in

the political assemblies were unpaid, and those who

attempted to make a profit out of politics were regarded as

sycophants and liable to punishment (Dem. 59.43).

The Council of the Areopagos was a survival of the

Archaic period (Wallace (1989)), and in the period 461–404

mainly a court for cases of homicide (Philoch. fr. 64). In C4,

however, the activity of the Areopagos was again progres-

sively enlarged in connection with the attempts to revive the

“ancestral” or “Solonian” democracy (Din. 1.62–63; Lycurg.

1.52; Hansen (1989)).

Athenian civic subdivisions comprise phylai, trittyes,

demoi and phratriai (Jones (1999) 51–220). During the 

periods covered by our sources neither the genos (Parker

(1996) 59–65) nor the oikos (Hansen (1998) 135–37) was a

civic subdivision in the proper sense. In the Archaic period

the Athenian citizens were organised into four phylai: viz.

Geleontes, Argadeis, Aigikoreis and Hopletes (Hdt. 5.66.2).

Each phyle was headed by a “king” (phylobasileus) and sub-

divided into three trittyes and twelve naukrariai (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 8.3). This organisation was still maintained in C4 for

religious purposes (Hesperia 4 (1935) 19–32 no. 2.33–35). In

the years after 508/7 Kleisthenes implemented a new organ-

isation whereby Attika was divided partly into three dis-

tricts—the town of Athens with its immediate hinterland

(asty), the coast (paralia), and the inland (mesogeia)—and

partly into 139 municipalities of varying size, called demoi.

Each demos was headed by a demarchos, and many had a

nucleated centre where the members held their meetings,

called agorai (Osborne (1985); Whitehead (1986)). Next, the

139 demoi were distributed over thirty trittyes, with ten trit-

tyes in each of the three districts. Each trittys consisted of

from one to ten demoi (Siewert (1982)). Finally, ten phylai

were formed, each consisting of three trittyes, one picked by

lot (Hansen (1987b)) from each of the three districts.The ten

phylai were named after local heroes and called Erechtheis,

Aigeis, Pandionis, Leontis, Akamantis, Oineis, Kekropis,

Hippothontis, Aiantis and Antiochis (Jones (1999) 151–94).

All these civic subdivisions were basically territorial, but

membership was hereditary (Hdt. 5.69; Arist. Ath. Pol.

21.2–4; Arist. Pol. 1319b19–27; Traill (1975), (1986)).According

to Traill (1986) 123, there were 140 demes, Acharnai being a

divided deme, but see Whitehead (1987) 443. In the Archaic

period, all Athenians were organised into phratriai (IG i³

104.18, 23 (C7l)), gentilician groups with hereditary mem-

bership, but also locally based (Lambert (1993); Jones (1999)

195–220). This system persisted in the Classical period and

was not co-ordinated with the distribution into demes.

Thus, Theodoros of Dekeleia (LGPN no. 96) and Pantakles

of Oion (LGPN no. 19) both belonged to the phratria of the

Demotionidai (IG ii² 1237.2, 11 (396/5)).

(C) The patron divinity of Athens was Athena, in this func-

tion called “Athena who watches over Athens” (?θην[ !

?θην+ν µεδ/ουσα: ML 23.4–5 (C4m but r480)), or Athena

Poliouchos (Ar. Eq. 581–85) or Athena Polias (Aeschin.

2.147), an epithet which originally denoted the akropolis

rather than the polis (Cole (1995) 301–2). Athena was wor-

shipped under many different forms, each specified by an

epithet denoting function or origin, and each manifestation

of Athena had its own sanctuary, its own personnel and its

own rites. In the Archaic and Classical periods at least seven-

teen different manifestations are attested: viz. Athena Areia

(Paus. 1.28.5), Boulaia (Ant. 6.45), Epi Palladio (IG i³ 369.71

(423/2)), Ergane (IG i² 561 (C4)), Hephaistia (IG ii² 223B.4

(343/2)),Hippia (Paus. 1.30.4; cf.Thuc.8.67.2),Hygieia (IG i³

506 (C5m)), Itonia (IG i³ 383.151–52 (429/8)), Lemnia (Paus.

1.28.3), Nike (IG i³ 36.5–6 (424/3)), Pallas (IG i³ 647 (C6l)),

Pallenis (IG i³ 383.121–22 (429/8)), Parthenos (IG i³ 850

(C5f)), Phratria (IG ii² 2344.1 (C4e)), Polias (IG i³ 375.6

(410/9)), Poliouchos (IG i³ 775 (C5e)) and Zosteria (IG i³

369.92 (423/2)). For the other gods, see Nilsson (1967)

383–601.

In addition to the cults of all the gods, there were cults of

heroes, of whom some 300 are attested in the sources

(Kearns (1989) 139–207), ranging from Herakles (Dem.

19.125; Harp. Η14; Woodford (1971)) to the poet Sophokles

under the name of Dexion (Etym. Magn. 256.6–12; Kearns

(1989) 154).

During the democracy many new cults were introduced.

Some of them were purely or primarily political, viz. the

cults of the tyrannicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 58.1), of the ten eponymous heroes (IG ii²

1140 (C4e); Kron (1976)), of Zeus Boulaios and Athena

Boulaia in the bouleuterion (Ant. 6.45), of Zeus Eleutherios,

connected with the victory over the Persians at Plataiai

(Thuc.2.71.2; Raaflaub (1985) 125–47),of Theseus in the (still

unlocated) Theseion (Aeschin.3.13), reformed c.475 with the

recovery of his bones (Plut. Thes. 36.2) and culminating in
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C4 with Theseus seen as the father of Athenian democracy

(Dem. 59.75; Paus. 1.3.3–4; Garland (1992) 82–98), and in C4

of Demokratia, democracy personified (IG ii² 1496.131–41

(332/1); Alexandri-Zahou (1986)). Other new cults were

those of foreign gods, such as Thracian Bendis (Pl. Resp.

327A–28A; Simms (1988)), or cults of gods of foreigners,

such as Phoenician Aphrodite worshipped by Kitians, or Isis

worshipped by Egyptians (IG ii² 337 �RO 91 (333/2)).

A substantial part of the Athenian law code consisted of a

sacrificial calendar regulating all public sacrifices (Hesperia

4 (1935) 5–32; Lys. 30.18; Clinton (1982)), and of the c.600

civilian archai, some 200 were exclusively or principally

engaged in the administration of the sanctuaries and organ-

isation of the sacrifices and festivals in honour of the divin-

ity of the sanctuary in question (Hansen (1980b) 155,

162–63). The rites were performed by priests (hiereis) and

priestesses (hiereiai) who were not themselves archai (Dem.

Prooem. 55.2; Busolt and Swoboda (1926) 1171). In the

Archaic period, all public priesthoods were filled for life

from among members of the gene, hereditary groups of

upper-class Athenians,based on descent in the male line and

apparently subdivisions of the phratriai (Aeschin. 2.147; IG

i³ 6 (C5f); Parker (1996) 56–66, 284–327). In the course of the

Classical period the democratic polis took over, and an

increasing number of priesthoods were filled from among

all Athenians. The first attested example is the priestess of

Athena Nike (IG i³ 35 �ML 44 (C5m)).

In a year of 354 days, some 60 days were devoted to annu-

al festivals (Mikalson (1975)) paid for by the polis and organ-

ised by polis officials (Deubner (1966)). The Athenian

festival calendar is different from, but closely related to, the

Ionian calendar: the Athenian months of Poseideon and

Anthesterion are found in many Ionian poleis, but

Mounychion is peculiar to Athens, and the common Ionian

months of Artemision and Apatourion are not found in

Athens (Trümpy, Monat. 6–18).

The major Athenian festivals were: (a) Panathenaia: a fes-

tival of the goddess Athena, celebrated in the days around

her birthday on 28 Hekatombaion (schol. Pl. Resp. 327A).

The Athenians distinguished between the Greater

Panathenaia, introduced in 566/5 and held every four years

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 18.2–3, 60.1–3; IG ii² 2311–12 (C4f)), and the

Lesser Panathenaia, celebrated in the other three years

(Agora xvi 75 (C4s)).At the Greater Panathenaia Athena was

honoured with a grand procession, Panhellenic athletic

competitions (IG ii² 2311–12 (C4f); Neils (1992)), and recita-

tion of the Homeric poems (Lycurg. 1.102; Jensen (1980)

145–49). (b) The Eleusinian Mysteries: a festival of Demeter

and Persephone, celebrated in Athens and Eleusis in the

month of Boedromion and restricted to those who had

been, or wished to be, initiated into the Mysteries (with no

distinction drawn between citizens, foreigners and slaves)

(SEG 30 61 (C4m); Arist. Ath. Pol. 57.1; Andoc. 1.110ff;

Clinton (1974)). (c) Thesmophoria: a fertility festival, cele-

brated in the month of Pyanopsion on the Pnyx by married

women of citizen status in honour of Demeter (schol. Ar.

Thesm. 80; Brumfield (1985) 70–103). (d) Apatouria: a festi-

val celebrated in the phratriai in the month of Pyanopsion

(schol. Ar. Ach. 146). On the third day of the festival citizens

had their sons registered in their phratries (Dem. 39.4), and

their daughters were presented to the members (Isae. 3.73,

76, 79; Cole (1984) 233–37). (e) Ta kat’ agrous Dionysia: the

rural Dionysia were celebrated in the month of Poseideon in

all the demes (SEG 33 147.31 (C4f)). The principal ceremony

was a phallic procession (Ar. Ach. 241–83; Whitehead (1986)

212–22). (f) Anthesteria: a festival of Dionysos celebrated in

the month of Anthesterion when the Athenians opened and

drank the new wine (Plut. Mor. 655E) and celebrated a cere-

monial wedding between Dionysos and the wife of the

archon basileus (Dem. 59.74–84; Hamilton (1992)). (g) Ta en

astei Dionysia: the Greater Dionysia, celebrated in the

month of Elaphebolion for Dionysos Eleuthereus, whose

sanctuary was situated on the south slope of the Acropolis.

In addition to phallic and other processions, the Greater

Dionysia were the setting for performances of tragedies,

comedies, satyr plays and dithyrambs (IG ii² 2319–23 (C3e,

rC4); Pickard-Cambridge (1968)). (h) Thargelia: a festival of

Apollo, celebrated in the month of Thargelion. Two scape-

goats (pharmakoi) were driven out of the city. The festival

included a procession and choral competitions for choirs of

men and boys (Ant. 6.11–13; Harp. Φ5; Bremmer (1983)). (i)

Dipolieia: a festival of Zeus Polieus, celebrated in the month

of Skirophorion. The sacrifice of a bull with an axe was fol-

lowed by a ceremonial homicide trial of the axe, conducted

before the Court of the Prytaneion (Paus. 1.24.4, 28.10; Parke

(1977) 162–67).

(D) Settlements beneath the Acropolis can be traced back

to C8 (Lang (1996) 152–63), and Snodgrass (1987–89) 60–62

has classified Athens as an instance of his “Model B”(56),viz.

“a sprawling loose-knit group of settlements” which over

time grew to form a conurbation. The change from a group

of small villages to a conurbation took place when the lower

town was enclosed with a defence circuit (infra). The agora

of the Archaic town with the prytaneion and the Theseion

(Paus. 1.17–18) lay north-east of the Acropolis (Dontas
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(1983)). Both the Acropolis and the lower town were sacked

and burnt down by the Persians in 480 (Hdt. 8.53.2) and

again in 479 (Hdt. 9.13.2). For archaeological remains of the

Persian destruction of the Akropolis, see Hurwit (1999) 136.

During the Dark Ages and the early Archaic period the

only fortification was the C13l cyclopean walls of the

Acropolis (Hurwit (1999) 74–80). In C6l, however, the town

had a separate defence circuit (Thuc. 6.57.1–3), demolished

by the Persians in 480/79 (Hdt. 9.13.2; Thuc. 1.89.3, 93.2).

This wall may have been constructed in C6f (Vanderpool

(1974); Weir (1995)), but no traces have yet been found. In

spite of Spartan protests, a new larger wall was built in 479/8

(Thuc. 1.89.3–93.2). This so-called Themistoklean wall was

built of mudbrick on a stone socle with seventeen gates and

numerous interval towers (Wycherley (1978) 11–18; Judeich

(1931) 124–44). It was repaired twice in the Classical period:

in the years 395/4–392/1 at the instigation of Konon (Xen.

Hell. 4.8.9–10) and again in 338/7 at the instigation of

Demosthenes (Aeschin. 3.27; Dem. 18.300); both repairs are

visible in the preserved part of the wall at Kerameikos (Ohly

(1965) 360–76). The line of the Themistoklean wall has been

accurately traced, and it can be established that it enclosed

an area of almost 211 ha. The walls of Peiraieus were first

built by Themistokles during his archonship in 493/2 (Thuc.

1.93.3), but demolished in 480/79 (supra), then rebuilt in

479/8 (Thuc. 1.93.3–8). The walls, of polygonal masonry

(Garland (1987) 163–65), were 60 stades long (Thuc. 2.13.7)

and enclosed an area of c.305 ha. The Long Walls were built

in the years 458–457. The northern wall ran from Athens to

Peiraieus, the southern wall from Athens to Phaleron (Thuc.

1.107.1 and 108.2). A new wall, running parallel to the north-

ern wall, c.184 m to the south, was built c.445 (Harp ∆44; Pl.

Grg. 455E; Judeich (1931) 155–60). The Long Walls and the

walls of Peiraieus were demolished in 404 (Xen. Hell. 2.2.20,

23), but rebuilt, in ashlar masonry (Garland (1987) 165–67),

in the years 395/4–392/1 (Xen. Hell. 4.8.9–10; IG ii² 1656–64)

and repaired in the years after 338/7 (IG ii² 244; Maier (1961)

nos. 1–10). For a preserved section of the Long Walls, see

AAA 5 (1972) 339–46. The Acropolis was besieged by the

Athenians opposing Kylon c.636 (Thuc. 1.126.9), by the

Lakedaimonians and the Athenians opposing Hippias in 510

(Hdt. 5.64.2), by the Athenians opposing Isagoras in 508

(Hdt. 5.72.2), and by the Persians in 480 (Hdt. 8.52). Athens

with Peiraieus was besieged by the Lakedaimonians and

their allies in 405/4 (Xen. Hell. 2.2.4, 10–20).

Most of the buildings serving the major Athenian polit-

ical institutions have been located, and of several, substan-

tial remains are still visible. The prytaneion lay somewhere

north-east of the Acropolis (Plut. Sol. 19.4, quoting a

Solonian law of C6e; SEG 33 115 (C3m); Dontas (1983)

60–62). The bouleuterion has been found on the west side of

the agora (Arist. Ath. Pol. 48.1; Wycherley (1957) 128–37;

Thompson and Wycherley (1972) 29–38). The “Old

Bouleuterion” of c.500 (Shear (1995); contra Miller (1995))

was from c.400 used as a Metroon and housed the public

archives (Dem. 19.129; Sickinger (1999)) and was replaced by

the new bouleuterion (Thompson and Wycherley (1972)

31–34). South of the bouleuterion was a building called tholos

(Andoc. 1.45) or prytanikon (Agora xv 89.40 (C3m)) where

the fifty prytaneis resided (Wycherley (1957) 179–84;

Thompson and Wycherley (1972) 41–46). In front of this

complex lay the monument of the ten eponymous heroes

where bills and some public enactments were set up (Isae.

5.38; Wycherley (1957) 85–90; Thompson and Wycherley

(1972) 41–46).

Athens was one of the few poleis that had a separate meet-

ing-place of the popular assembly. Since c.500 or perhaps

c.460 it was placed on the hill of the Pnyx (Pnyx I), and it was

twice reconstructed: c.400 (Pnyx II) and again in the 330s

(Pnyx III) (Thompson (1982); Hansen (1989) 129–65; Forsén

and Stanton (1996)).

No remains have been found of the homicide courts

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 57.3). The most important was the

Areopagos, meeting on the Hill of Ares (Dem. 23.65–66), the

Palladion, presumably in Phaleron (schol. Aeschin. 2.87),

the Delphinion near the Olympieion (Paus. 1.19.1), and a

court en Phreatto near the Zea harbour in Peiraieus

(Boegehold (1995) 43–50).The People’s Court had its princi-

pal rooms in the agora (Ant. 5.10–11; Lys. 19.55). In the north-

east corner of the agora beneath the stoa of Attalos have

been found the foundations of a large square peristyle of

c.300, and beneath that the foundations of five buildings

(A–E). Building A of C5l had a floor area of 900 m² and may

have been the so-called Heliaia (Dem. 47.12), i.e. the Heliaia

of the Thesmothetai (IG i³ 75.6) (Hansen (1989) 232–37;

Boegehold (1995) 11–15). In the Lykourgan period there was

a central law court (Arist. Ath. Pol. 63.2), probably a pre-

decessor of the square peristyle (Boegehold (1995) 15–16,

108–13). Other public buildings used as court-rooms were

the Stoa Poikile (IG ii² 1641B.38–40 (C4m)) and the

Periklean Odeion (Dem. 59.52), which is in fact the only

known building large enough to accommodate the occa-

sional panels of 2,000 or even 2,500 dikastai (Lys. 13.35; Din.

1.52). Associated with the lawcourts was the prison (desmo-

terion) (Pl. Phd. 59D; Hunter (1997)), perhaps to be ident-

ified with a building of C5m in the south-west corner of the
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agora (Camp (1986) 113–16). Some of the offices serving

(boards of) magistrates are known from written sources

(Wycherley (1957) 20–25, 126–84) and/or from archaeologi-

cal evidence (Camp (1986) 100–35), viz. the Stoa Basileios

(Dem. 25.23), the Thesmotheteion (Arist. Ath. Pol. 3.5), the

Strategion (Dem. 42.14), the Poleterion (Dem. 25.57) and the

Argyrokopion (IG i³ 1453.5, 8, 11).

Apart from the walls and the purely political architecture,

Athens had an abundance of monumental buildings erected

by the polis, including temples and shrines and elaborate

edifices serving the navy. In this context it suffices to single

out three peaks of building activity: the first under

Peisistratos and his sons in C6s, the second under Perikles in

C5s, and the third under Lykourgos in C4s.

(1) On the Acropolis the Peisistratids’ principal activity

was the renovation of the temple of Athena Polias (Boersma

(1970) no. 48); in the agora they were responsible for the

altar of the Twelve Gods (Thuc. 6.54.6–7; Gadbery (1992)),

the enneakrounos which was the most famous fountain of

Athens (Thuc. 2.15.5; Boersma (1970) no. 100) and, on the

west side, a trapezoidal building with a columned courtyard

(Building F, Boersma (1970) no. 144), believed by some to

have served the Solonian boule (Rhodes (1972) 18–19), by

others to have housed the Peisistratid family (Camp (1986)

45). East of the Acropolis they laid the foundations of a giant

dipteral temple for Zeus Olympios (Arist. Pol. 1313b23;

Boersma (1970) no. 70).

(2) The monuments invariably associated with Perikles

are the temples on the Acropolis (Thuc. 2.13.3; Lycurg. fr. 58;

Hurwit (1999) 154–221,313–18): the Parthenon (447–432), the

Propylaia (437–432) and, after his death, the temple of

Athena Nike (427–422) and the Erechtheion (421–407).

Furthermore, the Odeion south of the Acropolis (c.440–430;

Hurwit (1999) 216–17, 317), and the Hephaisteion, west of the

agora (450–440?: Boersma (1970) 59–61, no. 58). The most

expensive single item of Perikles’ building programme,

however, was the construction of ship sheds for the triremes

in Peiraieus (neosoikoi: Dem. 22.76), which presumably cost

1,000 tal. but were demolished under the Thirty in 404/3

(Isoc. 7.66).

(3) A building programme begun under Euboulos was

interrupted by the war against Makedon, but resumed and

finished under Lykourgos during the twelve years he was in

charge of the Athenian finances (Hintzen-Bohlen (1997)).

The programme is attested in a posthumous honorary

decree for Lykourgos of 307/6 which singles out, in the

Peiraieus, the completion of altogether 372 ship sheds,

neosoikoi (IG ii² 1627.398–405) and the Arsenal, skeuotheke

(IG ii² 1668 (347/6)); in Athens, the erection of a

Panathenaic stadion, the furnishing of the theatre of

Dionysos with a grand auditorium (koilon) in marble, the

gymnasium at the Lykeion (IG ii² 457.5–9; Plut. Mor. 852C),

and, we can add, the rebuilding and extension of the assem-

bly place on the Pnyx (�Pnyx III, supra).

C.600 the agora was moved to its later place, and c.500 it

was marked with horoi (IG i³ 1087–89; Camp (1986) 38). In

addition to sanctuaries and buildings serving the Council

and the courts, the agora was adorned with a number of

stoas: the Stoa Basileios from perhaps C6m (Lang (1996)

152–53), the Stoa Poikile from C5f (Camp (1986) 68–72), the

Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios from c.430–420 (Camp (1986)

105–7), and the South Stoa from c.430–420 (Camp (1986)

122–28). Finally, the large square building formerly called

the Heliaia was probably a shrine of Aiax and in C4f was

used as storeroom for large quantities of imported grain

(Stroud (1998) 85–108).

In Athens and Peiraieus there were at least three theatres:

the famous theatre of Dionysos on the south slope of the

Acropolis (IG ii² 410.39 (335/4); Pickard-Cambridge

(1946)), an unlocated theatre known exclusively from a C4s

account of leases (Agora xix L6.147–48), and the theatre in

Mounichia (Lys. 13.32; McDonald (1943) 51–54; Garland

(1987) 161).

In addition to private gymnasia (Xen. Ath. Pol. 2.10),

Athens had three major public gymnasia (Dem. 24.114; Hyp.

1.26.22–4), all placed outside the walls in the suburbs of

Athens (Kyle (1987) 71–92): Akademeia (IG i³ 1091; Harp.

Α56), where Plato had his school (Diog. Laert. 3.5–7),

Lykeion (IG ii² 457B.7–8 (307/6); Harp. Λ30) where

Aristotle taught (Diog. Laert. 5.2, 10) recently found in the

excavations of Odos Rigilles (AR (2001–2) 8), and

Kynosarges (IG i³ 134; Plut. Them. 1.3) frequented by

Antisthenes (Diog. Laert. 6.13). There was no monumental

stadion in Athens until Lykourgos had one built near the

river Ilissos for the Great Panathenaia of 330 (IG ii² 351.16–20

(330/29); Plut. Mor. 841D; Kyle (1987) 92–95). There was also

a hippodrome (Dem. 47.53; Xen. Hipparch. 3.14) which lay

outside the city near Echelidai (Etym. Magn. 340.53) and was

not necessarily a monumental building (Kyle (1987) 95–97).

Very little is known about the residential quarters of

Athens in the Classical period (Hoepfner (1999) 239–45),

and the best evidence is still part of an industrial quarter

between the agora and the Pnyx, excavated in the 1950s

(Thompson and Wycherley (1972) 173–82).

The inhabitants of Athens were buried outside the walls.

Graves lined all the major roads, and several large cemeteries
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were placed along the northern part of the walls stretching

from the Sacred Gate in the north-west to the Diocharian

Gate in the north-east (Kurtz and Boardman (1971) 91–96).

From C6 onwards the main cemetery was at Kerameikos

(Knigge (1988)).

In the Archaic period, the Athenian harbour was at

Phaleron (Hdt. 6.116). In the Classical period, Athens had

three harbours, all in Peiraieus (Ps.-Skylax 57): two smaller

ones, Zea (SEG 19 80.10 (C3s)) and Mounichia (SEG 41 13

(C5f)), both east of the Akte peninsula, and a larger one,

Kantharos (schol.Ar. Pax 145), west of the peninsula (map in

Travlos (1988) 347). Zea, Mounichia and the southern side of

Kantharos were military harbours (IG ii² 1627.401–5

(330/29)). The commercial harbour, the emporion, (SEG 26

72.21; IG i³ 1101.A–B (C5m)) stretched along the eastern and

northern sides of Kantharos (Garland (1987) 83–95). The

emporion was reserved for overseas commerce (Dem.

34.26–28, 42–44; Arist. Ath. Pol. 51.4; Gauthier (1981) 7–13).

The emporion included five large pillared halls (schol. Ar.

Pax 145). The Great Stoa, or Barley Hall, was the storage

place for imported grain (schol. Ar. Ach. 548). The second,

called Deigma,was a market-hall for merchants and bankers

(Xen. Hell. 5.1.21). The urban centre of Peiraieus was laid out

by Hippodamos of Miletos in C5f (Arist. Pol. 1267b22–23).

The residential area was laid out on a grid plan with insulae

subdivided into plots of equal size, on which were built

roughly similar terrace houses (Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 22–50).

Only a very rough guesstimate can give us an idea of the

size of the urban population. The walls of Athens and

Peiraieus enclosed altogether 600 ha (Athens: 211 ha,

Peiraieus: 300 ha; the space between the Long Walls:

100 ha). The space between the Long Walls was probably

uninhabited except during the Peloponnesian War (Thuc.

2.17.3). If we assume that half of the remaining 500 ha were

inhabited, and that the population density was 250 persons

per ha (Jameson et al. (1994) 549–51), the result is an urban

population of c.62,500 persons to which must be added the

population of the suburbs (Isoc. 16.13). Now, tombstones

and bouleutic quotas indicate that in C4 c.7.5–9 per cent of

the citizens belonged to the six urban demes (Hansen et al.

(1990) 32–35). Let us assume that they lived in the urban

area; that, say, twice as many had migrated from Attika into

Athens (Hansen (1989) 87–90); and that the number of

metics and slaves living in Athens-Peiraieus equalled the

number of citizens. The result is an urban population of

between 47,000 and 56,000 persons in the age of

Demosthenes.

(E) Athens had its own mint from c.550. The first series of

coins, the so-called Wappenmünzen, may have been struck

from silver imported from Thrace (Kraay (1962) 33); the sil-

ver used for the so-called owls came from the Laureion

mines (Ar. Av. 1106: γλα%κες Λαυρειωτικα�). (1) Silver

coins on the Euboic standard c.550–525, the so-called

Wappenmünzen. Denominations: mostly didrachm, but in

the later phase also tetradrachm, drachm and obol. Types:

obv. a great variety of types including triskeles, amphora,

owl, wheel, Gorgoneion, etc.; rev. incuse square, sometimes

diagonally quartered and sometimes with head of panther.

(2) Silver coins on the Attic standard c.520 onwards, the so-

called owls. Denominations: decadrachm (only in C5f),

tetradrachm, didrachm, drachm, triobol, diobol, obol and

(in C4) fractions down to hemitartemorion. Types: obv.

head of Athena in helmet adorned with three olive leaves;

rev. owl in incuse square with olive branch in top left corner.

Legend: ΑΘΕ. The minting of silver coins was interrupted

during the Decelean War and resumed not later than c.393

(Ar. Eccl. 819). During this period the Athenians struck coins

of gold and bronze with similar types, the gold coins proba-

bly in 407/6, the bronze coins down to 393. The minting of

silver coins was resumed in C4e, and the C5 types were used

with small stylistic changes, the most important being that

Athena’s full face eye was replaced by a profile representa-

tion. (3) In C4s the small fractions were replaced by bronze

coins with similar types (Starr (1970); Kraay (1976) 55–77;

Kroll and Walker (1993); SNG Cop. Attica 1–82). In C5–C4

imitations of Athenian silver coins were struck in Egypt, in

Phoenicia, in Asia Minor and in India (Mørkholm (1974);

Kraay (1976) 73–74, 76–77, 292–93; Buttrey (1982); SNG Cop.

Attica 105–10; Suppl. 1244–45). Athenian coins and imita-

tions in great numbers have been found in Sicily, in Egypt,

along the Syrian coast, and in southern Asia Minor. None

has been found in the Pontic region and in the Propontis,

and very few in Thrace and along the west coast of Asia

Minor (Isager and Hansen (1975) 46–49, 215–17, 222).

That Athens did not take part in the Archaic colonisation

is a widespread but seriously misleading belief. In the

Archaic period Athens colonised Sigeion (no. 791) (C7l);

Elaious (no. 663) (C7l and C6m); Chersonesos (no. 661)

(C6m); Paktye (no. 671) (C6m); Sestos (no. 672) (C6m);

Kardia (no. 665) (C6m); Lemnos (nos. 502–3) (c.500);

Imbros (no. 483) (c.500), and sent klerouchs (?) to Chalkis

(no. 365) (506–C5e). In C5 Athens sent colonists and/or kler-

ouchs to Skyros (no. 521) (476/5); Eion (no. 630) (476);

Neapolis (no. 677) (C5?); Neapolis (no. 63) (C5m); Andros

(no. 475) (C5m); Sybaris 3 (no. 70) (446/5); Thourioi (no.74)
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(444/3); Brea (no. 624) (c.445); Chersonesos (no. 661)

(C5m); Histiaia (no. 372) (446–404?); Karystos (no. 373)

(C5m); Amphipolis (no. 553) (437/6); Astakos (no. 737)

(435/4); Amisos (no. 712) (430s); Sinope (no. 729) (430s);

Aigina (no. 358) (431–405); Naxos (no. 507) (C5m); Poteidaia

(no. 598) (430–404?); Kolophon (no. 848) (427); Antissa 

(no. 794) (427); Eresos (no. 796) (427); Mytilene (no. 798)

(427); Pyrrha (no. 799) (427); Skione (no. 609) (421); Melos

(no. 505) (415); Miletouteichos (no. 751) (c.410); Plakia 

(no. 757) (?); Skylake (no. 761) (?). In C4 Athens sent

colonists and/or klerouchs to Poteidaia (no. 598) (362/1);

Chersonesos (no. 661) (C4f); Elaious (no. 663) (353–43);

Sestos (no. 672) (353/2); Samos (no. 865) (365–22); naustath-

mon in the Adriatic (IG ii² 1629.165–272) (425/4).

362. Eleusis Map 59. Lat. 38.05, long. 23.35. Size of territo-

ry: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is ’Ελευσ�ς, -5νος, ! (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 39.1; Xen. Hell. 2.4.43; Diod. 14.35.6). No city-ethnic

is attested, but the official name of the polity seems to have

been οH ?θηνα5οι οH ’Ελευσ5νι κατοικο%ντες (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 39.2, 5, 40.4). There is no reason to assume that Eleusis

was a polis in the early Archaic period, but in the years

403–401 it was a self-governing polity settled with the core of

the oligarchic faction in the civil war 404/3. It is not called a

polis in any source, but it seems to have had the same status

as a klerouchy. The Eleusinians remained Athenian citizens

and are described as epitimoi and Athenaioi. The official

name of the polity seems to have been οH ?θηνα5οι οH

’Ελευσ5νι κατοικο%ντες (supra), just as the C4 klerouchs

in Poteidaia were called οH ?θηνα5οι οH .ν Ποτειδα��α

κατοικο%ντες (Dem. 7.10). Like klerouchs, they could

return to Athens and reactivate their full Athenian citizen-

ship. Considering the full self-government enjoyed by the

community, Eleusis in 403–401 must be included in this

inventory as a polis type B.

During the oligarchic regime in 404/3, the Thirty wanted

to secure Eleusis for themselves as a possible refuge and had

many of the Eleusinians executed (Xen. Hell. 2.4.8–10). In

connection with the restoration of the democracy in 403, it

was decided that those of the oligarchs from Athens who so

wished could leave Athens and have Eleusis as their resid-

ence alongside those of the Eleusinians whom they wanted

to retain. Thus, the new polis was created by a synoecism of

oligarchs from both communities (Arist. Ath. Pol. 39.3:

συνοικε5ν). The oligarchs in Eleusis were banned from

Athens, and the democrats in Athens from Eleusis. The

Eleusinian oligarchs were still Athenian citizens (.π�τιµοι),

but self-governing (κυρ�ους κα� α(τοκρ�τορας Gαυτ+ν

κα� τ3 Gαυτ+ν καρπουµ/νους). They were explicitly

banned from holding office in Athens, unless they left

Eleusis and registered as ordinary Athenian citizens once

again. Eleusis was to be a member of the Peloponnesian

League like Athens, and the Eleusinians and Athenians were

to share the Eleusinian sanctuary and the mysteries (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 39.1–5; Diod. 14.35.6; Cloché (1915) 256–59, 278–95;

Loening (1987)).

Soon afterwards it was reported to Athens that the oli-

garchs in Eleusis had begun to hire mercenaries (Xen. Hell.

2.4.43), and, according to a late source (Just. Epit. 5.10.8–11),

they even attacked Athens. In 401/0 (Arist. Ath. Pol. 40.4) the

Athenians marched out in full force (Xen. Hell. 2.4.43) and

laid siege to Eleusis (Lys. 25.9). Some of the oligarchs desert-

ed and joined the Athenian democrats (ibid.). During a

meeting between the two sides, the Athenians killed the

Eleusinian strategoi and persuaded the Eleusinians to give

up Eleusis and move back to Athens, where a new amnesty

was declared (Xen. Hell. 2.4.43; Arist. Ath. Pol. 40.4).

The bronze coins struck in C4–C3 and inscribed ΕΛΕΥΣΙ

were for the requirements of the Eleusinian festivals and have

no relation to the oligarchic polis of 403–401. Types: obv.

Triptolemos in winged car drawn by snakes; rev. pig standing

on bacchos. Legend: ΕΛΕΥΣΙ and, on one, ΑΘΕ (Head,

HN² 391; SNG Cop. Attica 414–19). The legend is probably an

abbreviated form not of the ethnic ΕΛΕΥΣΙ(ΝΙΩΝ) but of

the ktetikon ΕΛΕΥΣΙ(ΝΙΑΚΟΝ), and the coin inscribed

ΑΘΕ reveals that such coins were struck by the Athenian

mint for the festival of the Mysteries, not by the Eleusinians

(Kroll and Walker (1993) 26–28).

363. Salamis (Salaminios) Map. 59. Lat. 38.00, long. 23.35.

Size of territory: 2 (93 km²). Type: A. The toponyn is

Σαλαµ�ς, -5νος, ! (Hom. Il. 2.557; Aesch. Pers. 273; Thuc.

2.93.4; IG i³ 1.2 (C6l)), denoting both the island (Hdt. 8.76.2)

and the town (Ps.-Skylax 57; cf. Strabo 9.1.9). An older

toponym is Κυχρε�α (Aesch. Pers. 570; SEG 26 121.32 (C1l);

Strabo 9.1.9). The city-ethnic is Σαλαµ�νιος (IG i³ 748

(C5e); Dem. 19.251). Salamis is called a polis in the urban

sense at Ps.-Skylax 57, and in the territorial sense (but in a

mythological context) at Cratinus fr. 246. Salamis is called

the metropolis of Cypriote Salamis at Aesch. Pers. 894. The

collective use of the city-ethnic is probably attested internal-

ly in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and externally in an

Athenian decree of C4l (IG ii² 1260.19) and in literature

(Aeschin. 1.25; Dem. 19.251). The individual use is attested

internally in sepulchral monuments found on Salamis (IG

ii² 10173, undated) and externally in those found in Attika
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(IG ii² 10176 (C4m)) and in literary sources (Λ/ων W

Σαλαµ�νιος, killed by the Thirty in 404 (Xen. Hell. 2.3.39)).

In C6e a war between Athens and Megara over Salamis

(Solon frr. 1–3, West; Plut. Sol. 8) ended with an Athenian

victory and the conquest of Salamis. The credit for the vic-

tory goes in some sources to Solon (Plut. Sol. 9; Dem. 19.251;

Arist. Ath. Pol. 17.2), in others to Peisistratos (Aen. Tact.

4.8–12). During the stasis in C6f Athens seems to have lost

Salamis once again to the Megarians (Plut. Sol. 12.5), and the

dispute over Salamis was eventually submitted to

Lakedaimonian arbitration. The Athenians seem to have

invoked an allegedly interpolated line about the Athenians

in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.558), and the

Lakedaimonians found for the Athenians (Plut. Sol. 10;

Arist. Rh. 1375a29–30). In the sources the Athenian side was

represented by either Solon or Peisisteros (Strabo 9.1.10),

but modern historians prefer a date of c.520–510, associating

the Lakedaimonian arbitrator Kleomenes (Plut. Sol. 10.6)

with King Kleomenes of Sparta. For a full account, see

Taylor (1997) 21–47.

In C6l Salamis was settled with a contingent of Athenians

who were liable to pay taxes and give military service to

Athens (IG i³ 1). The commonly accepted view is that these

Athenians were klerouchs, although perhaps of a peculiar

kind (Cargill (1995) pp. xxiv, 60; for a different view see

Taylor (1997) 63–74). The only explicit evidence is schol.

Pind. Nem. 2.19. In the C6l Athenian decree concerning

Salamis, τ[�ς . Σ]αλαµ[5νι κλερ#χ]ος has been restored

by most editors (IG i³ 1.1 �ML 14; Koerner (1993) 1). More

important is that a lease of confiscated property on Lemnos

of 387/6 compares “klerouchs on Lemnos” to “those on

Salamis” (Agora xix L3.33–34: γ8ν τ�ς κλερ#χος κα� [----

καθ�]περ το5ς .ς Σαλαµ[5να]. And in an honorary

inscription of c.325, ?θηνα�ων W δ8µος W .ν Σαλαµ5νι

appears alongside ?θηνα�ων W δ8µος W .ν ; Ιµβρωι (IG ii²

3206; SEG 46 261; cf., however, Salomon (1997) 96–101).

The epigraphic evidence, principally sepulchral monu-

ments, shows that, in addition to metics and slaves (IG ii²

1570.ii.42 (c.330)), the population of Salamis consisted part-

ly of Athenians registered with their demotics and partly of

so-called Salaminioi. A good many tombstones found on

Salamis commemorate Athenians with ordinary demotics

(IG ii² 7101 (C4, etc.); Lys. 13.44; see Taylor (1997) 267–316,

nos. 9, 10, 16, 18, 29, etc.). Some two score tombstones with

known provenance were set over Salaminioi; a few were

found on Salamis, but the majority in Attika (IG ii²

10171–215 with addenda in Taylor (1997) 263–316). Who 

these Salaminians were is still a moot point. No link can be

established between the genos of the Salaminioi attested in

Athens in C4 (IG ii² 1232 (C4l); Agora xix L4a (363/2)) and

the Salaminioi who were named after the island of Salamis

(Taylor (1997) 47–63; Parker (1996) 312). Salaminians named

after the island of Salamis must be distinguished from

Salaminioi from the polis on Cyprus. The latter are some-

times specified as being Σαλαµ�νιοι �π� Κ�πρου (IG ii²

10217–18 (C4)). Pace Taylor (1997) 136, 264, it is unbelievable

that all the tombstones found in Attika commemorate

Salaminioi from Cypriot Salamis. Most of them, perhaps all,

are probably Salaminioi from the island in the Saronic Gulf

(so also Osborne and Byrne (1996) 272–76). Finally, in spite

of all the prosopographical information we possess, there is

not one single attestation of a person who is recorded both

as a Salaminian and as belonging to one of the Athenian

demes. The only evidence of an Athenian who is both a

Salaminian and a member of a deme is Moirokles of Eleusis

(SEG 28 103.6–7 (332/1); cf. SEG 31 109A), who is presumably

identical with Μοιροκλ8ς Σαλαµ�νιος at Harp. Μ36. He

may be a Salaminios naturalised by the Athenians, like

‘Ηρακλε�δης W Κλαζοµ/νιος (Arist. Ath. Pol. 41.3), or he

may be one of the Athenians living on Salamis. The sources

do not support Taylor’s view that the ethnic Salaminios des-

ignates a full Athenian citizen who happens to reside on

Salamis and that all Salaminians were inscribed in the 139

demes ((1997) 123–58). The population of Salamis was prob-

ably divided into Salaminians and Athenians (for a parallel,

see IG xii.8 668, a decree mentioning side by side the

Athenian demos (sc. on Skyros) and those who live on

Skyros, infra 774). The presumption is that the so-called

Salaminians were never integrated into the Athenian state.

They had no representation in the Council of Five Hundred,

and never filled any other Athenian office (Develin (1989));

they are not attested as jurors in the People’s Court (Kroll

(1972)), and were presumably excluded from the ekklesia as

well. Both groups were entitled to pass decrees, both the

demos of the Athenians on Salamis (IG ii² 3206 (c.325)) and

the demos of the Salaminians (IG ii² 1260.19 (C4l); IG ii²

1225.4 (C3m)). The eponymous official was the >ρχων ε2ς

Σαλαµ5να (IG i³ 1.7–12 (C6l); IG ii² 3093 (C4e); IG ii² 1227.1

(C2s)), who was an Athenian magistrate, selected by lot

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 54.8) and paid by the Athenians (Ath. Pol.

62.2) like other overseas magistrates.

The rural Dionysia were celebrated on Salamis (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 54.8; IG ii² 3093 (C4e)), and there were cults of the

nymph Salamis (IG ii² 1955 (c.320); obv. of C4 coins (infra)),

of Aias (Hdt. 8.64.2; SEG 26 121.32 (C1l); rev. of C4 coins

(infra)), and of Athena Skiras (Hdt. 8.94.2).
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The town was situated on the eastern side of the island,

north of Kynousura. It was fortified, but the C4 circuit wall

was rebuilt in C3m (IG ii² 1225.11–12) and later, but today

only the faint outline of the walls can be observed (Haider

(1989) 596). In the town was an agora with a C4e statue of

Solon (Aeschin. 1.25; Dem. 19.251) and one of three monu-

ments commemorating the battle of 480 (Paus. 1.36.1; schol.

Aesch. Pers. 303; Lycurg. 1.73; IG ii² 1228.27–28 (C1)); anoth-

er was on Kynousura, where remains of it were seen by

Stewart and Revett (Hammond (1973) 304–10). On the

north-west tip of the island at Boudoron was a fortress men-

tioned in connection with the Peloponnesian raid on

Salamis in 429/8 (Thuc. 2.93.4, 94.3, cf. 3.51.2).

The Salaminians struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv.

female head (nymph Salamis?); rev. Boiotian shield and

sword in sheath with strap (shield of Aias?). Legend:

ΣΑΛΑ. The beginning of this coinage is now dated c.400

(Kroll and Walker (1993) 215). The legend is probably the

abbreviated form of the ethnic, Σαλα(µιν�ων), indicating

that the coins were struck on Salamis by the Salaminians.

Taylor (1997) 193–95 suggests as an alternative that the leg-

end is Σαλα(µ5νος) or Σαλα(µινιακ#ν), and that the coins

were struck in Athens (Head, HN ² 392; SNG Cop. Attica

455–58).
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I. The Island

The name of the island is Εdβοια, ! (Hom. Il. 2.535–36;

Pind. Ol. 13.112; Hdt. 4.33.2; Dem. 19.87; Aeschin. 3.88; IG i³

40.77 (C5s); IG xii.9 207.44 (C3e)), meaning “rich in cattle”;

cf. the obv. types of the coins of Eretria (no. 370) and

Karystos (no.373).Alternative toponyms are Μ�κρις,“Long

Island”, because it stretched for 1,200 stades from Cape

Kenaion to Cape Geraistos (Callim. Hymn 4.20; Strabo

10.1.2; Steph. Byz. 283.20) or ?βαντ�ς (Hes. fr. 296, MW; cf.

Hom. Il. 2.536: Xβαντες) or ’Ελλοπ�α, after the people

inhabiting the northern part of the island (Strabo 10.1.3;

Steph. Byz. 268.17), or ;Οχη, after the mountain near

Karystos (Strabo 10.1.3; but see Knoepfler (1997) 353 n. 14).

The ethnic is Ε(βοε�ς (Hdt. 8.20.1; Thuc. 1.113.2; Hyp. 6.11)

or Ε(βοιε�ς (IG ii² 149.6 (C4m); IG xii.9 207.72 (C3e)). In

poetry the term polis is sometimes used about the whole

island (Eur. Ion 294; fr. 658; cf. Hansen (1998) 130–31). The

collective use of the ethnic is found internally on C4 coins

(infra) and in inscriptions (IG xii.9 207.72 (C3e)), and exter-

nally in inscriptions (CID ii 129A.3 (C3)) and in literary

sources (Hdt. 8.4.2; Dem. 22.72). The individual and exter-

nal use is found in inscriptions (CID ii 74.ii.26 (337/6)).

In the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.536–39) Euboia is

inhabited by the Abantes, and they are settled in seven cities:

Chalkis (no. 365), Eretria (no. 370), Histiaia (no. 372),

Kerinthos, Dion (no. 368), Karystos (no. 373) and Styra (no.

377). Five others are recorded in the Athenian tribute lists:

viz. Athenai Diades (no. 364), Grynchai (no. 371), Posideion

(no. 376), the Diakrioi en Euboia (no. 366) and the Diakreis

at Chalkis (∆ιακρ˜ες �π� Χαλκιδ/ων (no. 367)). Kerinthos,

on the other hand, is missing from the lists. Two settlements

not recorded in the tribute lists are called polis in sources of

the Classical period: viz. Orobiai (no. 374) (Thuc. 3.89.2) and

Dystos (no. 369) (Theopomp. fr. 149). Altogether thirteen

communities deserve inclusion in the inventory as having

been poleis, or having possibly been poleis, in the period

down to C4m. By then Euboia had become a tetrapolis island

(Ps.-Skylax 58; cf. Dem. 23.213), divided between Chalkis,

Eretria, Histiaia/Oreos and Karystos (IG ii² 124.8, 16; cf.

Knoepfler (1997) 352).

On the basis of some coins issued in Chalkis (no. 365) and

inscribed ΕΥ or ΕΥΒ, it is still a widespread belief that

there was an Euboian federal state in C4e and perhaps even

in C5l (Wallace (1956); Brunt (1969); Cawkwell (1978);

Picard (1979)). However, following Larsen (1968) 97–103 and

Beck (1997) 28, we prefer to believe that, apart from a short-

lived or even abortive attempt to organise a koinon in 340,

there was no Euboian federation before C2e (Knoepfler

(2001) 122 with n. 97).

In addition to these four poleis there were about 100 other

settlements, principally attested as demes of Eretria (no.

370) and Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372).

In the Hellenistic period Eretria was subdivided into

some fifty-five to sixty demes (infra 652). Most of them are

first attested in inscriptions of C3e, but several have a history

that stretches back into the Classical period, occasionally

even into the Archaic period. Some of them were originally

poleis (Dystos (no. 369), Grynchai (no. 371), Peraia (no. 375)

and Styra (no. 377)), but others were probably demes from

the outset. Of all these demes, some were centred on a nucle-

ated settlement,but we cannot be sure that all had such a set-

tlement; dispersed settlement may have dominated in some

of the demes.

In the Hellenistic period Histiaia/Oreos was subdivided

into some thirty demes, of which only a few can be traced

back to the Classical period (infra 656), principally those

which were originally poleis (Athenai Diades (no. 364), Dion

(no. 368), Orobiai (no. 378) and Posideion (no. 376)).

Herodotos, however, mentions a number of komai (8.23.2),

and the presumption is that in the Classical period there

were quite a few second-order settlements in Histiaian

territory, in addition to the poleis mentioned above.

This chapter is written jointly by Karl Reber and Mogens Herman Hansen,
except for the description of Eretria (no. 370), which is by Mogens Herman
Hansen (651–54 and 655) and Pierre Ducrey (654–55). We are grateful to Denis
Knoepfler for his numerous and very helpful notes on our manuscript.
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Only one single deme of Chalkis is known (infra 648), and

none of Karystos (infra 658), but the presumption is that

these two poleis were organised like Histiaia/Oreos and

Eretria.

The inference is that on the island of Euboia there may

have been over 100 nucleated settlements, of which only a

dozen or so were poleis in the Archaic and early Classical

periods, and only four were left by C4m. Thus, like Attika

but unlike most other regions, there was in Euboia an aston-

ishing number of second-order settlements compared with

poleis.With a few additions and omissions, the following list

comprises those listed in Barr. as settlements of the Archaic

and/or Classical periods.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aidepsos (Α2δηψ#ς or Α]δηψος) Strabo 10.1.3, 9.4.2;

Steph. Byz. 45.13 (π#λις); Plin. HN 4.64; Ath. 73C; Arist.

Mete. 366a29; Plut. Mor. 668C; Plut. Sulla 26.5. Prehistoric

settlement at modern Koumbi. Later moved south to the

region near the sulphur springs. Settlement in the territory

of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) which obtained polis status only

after the reign of Gordian III (Papavasiliou (1907); Geyer

(1903) 89–91; Gregory (1979)). Barr. AC.

Aigai (Α2γα�) Hom. Il. 13.21 and Od. 5.381; Theophr. Hist. pl.

9.20.5; Strabo 9.2.13, 8.7.4; Steph. Byz. 39.3; Nonnus, Dion.

13.164. Not precisely located, possibly situated near the

monastery of Galataki at modern Limni. A deme of Chalkis

(no. 365) attested in a Delphic proxeny decree of C4l–C3e

(F.Delphes iii.1 424; cf. Knoepfler (1997) 406 n. 11).A sanctuary

of Poseidon is attested (Strabo 9.2.13, but see Knoepfler (2000)

338. According to Bakhuizen (1985) 125–27, not a settlement

but the name of Mt. Kandili (Geyer (1903) 91–93). Barr. AC.

Aigilea (Α2γ�λεα) Hdt.6.101.1 (χωρ�ον).Pace Barr.not an

island but a site on the coast of Euboia near Eretria

(Knoepfler (1997) 402); the name of the small island west of

Styra (no. 377) is Aigleia (Hdt. 6.107.3). Perhaps to be ident-

ified with Aigalea (Knoepfler (1997) 425 n. 142), an Eretrian

deme belonging to the first district (Knoepfler (1997) 379)

and second phyle (IG xii.9 246A.5). Barr. C.

Aiglepheira (Α2γλ/φειρα) IG xii.9 249B.333. Aiglepheira

is attested in C3e as a deme of Eretria (no. 370) belonging to

the fourth phyle and the first district, and probably situated

near nineteenth-century Aglephira (Knoepfler (1997) 366,

403). Barr. C.

Amarynthos (?µ�ρυνθος) IG xii.9 188.17–18 (c.400);

Strabo 10.1.10 (κ)µη); Steph. Byz. 83.17 (ν8σος (corrup-

tion)); Paus. 1.31.5; Ael. NA 12.34. A deme of Eretria (no. 370)

attested in lists of citizens of C3e (IG xii.9 247; Knoepfler

(1997) 397). The famous sanctuary of Artemis Amarysia was

probably situated somewhere north of the hill of

Palaioekklesias, where there are remains of an ancient settle-

ment (Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1992); Knoepfler (1988), (2001)

139 n. 201). Barr. AC.

Argoura (Xργουρα) Dem. 21.132, 164; Harp.Α222 (π#λις);

Steph. Byz. 37.19 (π#λις), 114.1 (τ#πος). Situated in the 

territory of Chalkis (no. 365) (Harp.), but precise location

unknown. Whereas Baumeister places Argoura north of

Chalkis (Geyer (1903) 44–45), Knoepfler prefers to identify

Argoura with modern Lefkandi on the estuary of the Lelas

river (Knoepfler (1981), (1997) 353 with n. 12). Bérard (1985),

however, favours the neighbouring “bay of Shelman”. Tritle

(1992) points to the ancient remains on the hill of Vrakchos at

Vasiliko; cf. Coulton (1996). Barr. C.

Choireai (Χοιρ/αι) Hdt. 6.101.1. Situated in the territory

of Eretria (no. 370) (Hdt.) and in C3 attested as a deme of

Eretria (IG xii.9 222.1) situated somewhere in the first dis-

trict (Knoepfler (1997) 359, 403; cf. Knoepfler (2001) 103–4).

Undated in Barr. but AC are attested in Hdt.

Ellopia (’Ελλοπ�α) Hdt. 8.23.2 (τ8ς ’Ελλοπ�ας µο�ρας;

cf. Müller (1987) 320); P Oxy. 2528.5–12; Steph. Byz. 268.17

(χωρ�ον); Eusth. Il. 1.431.13. Unlocated. Part of the territory

of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) (Hdt. 8.23.2), but treated as a sep-

arate circuit of jurisdiction in the Athenian regulations for

Hestiaia of C5s (IG i³ 41.102–3; Koch (1991) 203). The tyrant

Philistides forced the Ellopians to move to Histiaia/Oreos

(Strabo 10.1.3, perhaps quoting Theopomp. fr. 387),

describes the migration as a metoikesis which took place

after the battle of Leuktra [sic]). Undated in Barr. but C

attested.

Elymnion (’Ελ�µνιον, ’Ελυµν�α) Ar. Pax 1126 with

schol.; Soph. frr. 437, 888; erroneously described as an island

by Steph. Byz. 269.19 (ν8σος Ε(βο�ας π#λιν �χουσα) and

Hesych. (Ε2226). Tentatively located at modern Limni

(Knoepfler (1997) 418 n. 102). In the Archaic period

Elymnion belonged to Chalkis (no. 365), and Elymnians

were allegedly among those who colonised Kleonai (no.580)

on Athos (Heracl. Lemb. 62), but in the Hellenistic period

Elymnion is attested as a deme of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372)

(IG xii.9 1187.2 (C3); cf. Gehrke (1994) 339–40; Reber (2002)

42). Barr. AC.
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Geraistos (Γεραιστ#ς) Hom. Od. 3.177; Hdt. 8.7.1; Thuc.

3.3.5; Eur. Cyc. 295; Dem. 4.34; Arist. Ath. Pol. 22.8; Strabo

10.1.2, 7 (κατοικ�αν �ξι#λογον); schol. Lucian 21.25

(π#λις). The southern promontory of Euboia

(�κρωτ�ριον, Philoch. fr. 30) with a harbour (Thuc. 3.3.5;

schol. Hom. Od. 3.177) and a sanctuary of Poseidon (Ps.-

Skylax 58; IG xii.9 44.14 �Hesperia 37 (1968) 189.39ff �SEG

44 710 (C3s); Schumacher (1993)). Situated in the territory

of Karystos (no. 373) (Hdt. 9.105) at modern Kastri

(Hesperia 37 (1968) 185). Barr. AC.

Harpagion (yρπ�γιον) Ath. 601F (τ#πος). Unlocated

settlement probably situated in the territory of Chalkis (no.

365) (Geyer (1903) 44) perhaps near Vatonda (Ulrichs (1863)

224) or modern Nea Lampsaksos (Themelis (1969), pace

Bakhuizen (1985) 142 n. 59). Barr. C.

Kerinthos (Κ�ρινθος) Hom. Il. 2.538; Theogn. 891; Ps.-

Skymnos 576; Strabo 10.1.3, 5 (πολε�διον); Plin. HN 4.64

(urbs). Located to a hill near the sea at modern Krya Vrysi,

north of Mantoudi and east of modern Kerinthos, on the

estuary of a river identified with the ancient Boudoros

(Ulrichs (1863) 227; Pernier (1921); Sampson (1975)).

Homer’s mention of Kerinthos in the Catalogue of Ships

indicates that it was an independent community (Gehrke

(1994) 338). According to Strabo 10.1.3, Kerinthos was con-

quered by the Ellopians and is sometimes classified as a

deme of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) (Vischer (1877) 598ff;

Bakhuizen (1985) 127). A preferable view is that, from the

Archaic period on, Kerinthos belonged to Chalkis (Theogn.

891; cf. Gehrke (1994) 338; Knoepfler (1997) 353). Barr. AC.

Kotylaion (Κοτ�λαιον) Nonnus, Dion. 13.163. A deme of

Eretria (no. 370) (IG xii.9 249B.31–44, 368–69; Knoepfler

(1997) 368, 384). Named after the neighbouring mountain

(Aeschin. 3.86; Steph. Byz. 379.11). The exact location is dis-

puted. Gehrke (1988) 20–30 locates Kotylaion in the region

of Mt. Servouni, whereas Knoepfler (1997) 368 prefers a

location at modern Vrysi/Episkopi where the mediaeval 

castle of La Cuppa (Koder (1973) 105–6) stands on top of C4

fortification walls. Barr. C.

Kyme (Κ�µη) Steph.Byz.392.22 (π#λις).The existence of

an Euboian Kyme is doubted by some scholars (Knoepfler

(1997) 358 and n. 47). According to Gehrke (1994) 341–42,

however, the toponym can be traced back to the fifteenth

century, which supports the attestation in the sources of an

ancient Kyme and indicates a location near modern Kyme

on the east coast of Euboia (cf. Reber (2001) 453–54).

Possible locations are the hill of Kastro at Ano Potamia

(Sampson (1981) 42–45) or the hill of Viglatouri at Oxylithos

(Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1998) 59–61). Not in Barr.

Kyrnos (Κ�ρνος) Hdt. 9.105. Kyrnos lay in the territory of

Karystos (no. 373) but is still unlocated. Herodotos connects

the toponym with the battle between the Athenians and the

Karystians in the years 476–469. Since Kyrnos is not explic-

itly called a settlement by Herodotos, it is only hesitatingly

included in this list (cf. Geyer (1903) 107; Keller (1985) 200).

Not in Barr.

Marmarion (Μαρµ�ριον) Strabo 10.1.6; Steph. Byz. 434.2

(π#λις); Nonnus, Dion. 13.164. Settlement in southern

Euboia between Styra (no. 377) and Karystos (no. 373), lying

in the territory of Karystos. Renowned for its marble quar-

ries and a sanctuary of Apollo Marmarios. Undated in Barr.

Metropolis (Μητρ#πολις) Steph. Byz. 451.8 (π#λις). An

unlocated site situated on an eminence in the territory of

Histiaia/Oreos (no.372), fortified and garrisoned by Chabrias

in 377/6 (Diod. 15.30.5; see Bakhuizen (1985) 39). Bakhuizen’s

view ((1972) 137–38, repeated (1985) 39) that Metropolis was

the urban centre of Chalkis (no. 365) is correctly rejected by

Picard (1979) 253–55,who takes Metropolis to be a small unlo-

cated fortress. However, the name Metropolis suggests that it

was the original urban centre of the polis of Histiaia (no. 372)

before the metoikesis to Oreos (Kastro); see infra 657.Undated

in Barr. but C attested by Diod.

Oichalia (Ο2χαλ�α) Hecat. fr.28 (as emended by Knoepfler

(1997) 386–87); Strabo 10.1.10 (κ)µη); Steph. Byz. 488.2

(π#λις); Plin.HN 4.64. In the myths Oichalia was a polis ruled

by Eurytos and destroyed by Herakles (Soph. Trach. 74–75,

244, 351–65; Strabo 10.1.10). It is attested in C3e as a deme of

Eretria (no. 370) belonging to the first phyle (IG xii.9

245B.12). It also belonged to the fifth district and has tenta-

tively been located near modern Kyme (Knoepfler (1981) 312,

(1997) 385–87). Barr. C, but A is attested by Hecat. fr. 28.

Panakton (Π�νακτον) Knoepfler (2001) 11.1 (C3–C2). It

is attested in C3e as a deme of Eretria (no. 370) belonging 

to the third phyle (IG xii.9 247.i.1). It also belonged to 

the third district and has tentatively been located in the 

valley of Prasino (Knoepfler (1997), (2001) 155–58). Undated

in Barr.

Parthenion (Παρθ/νιον) Steph. Byz. 503.19 (π#λις). It is

attested in C3e as a deme of Eretria (no. 370) belonging to

the fourth phyle (IG xii.9 249B.218–19). It also belonged to

the third or fourth district and has tentatively been located

at modern Partheni (Knoepfler (1997) 366, 402). Barr. C.
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Porthmos (Πορθµ#ς) Harp. Π82 (π#λις); schol. Dem.

9.33, no. 37, Dilts (.π�νειον τ8ς ’Ερετρ�ας); Suda Π2074

(π#λις). A fortified settlement destroyed by Philip II in 342

(Dem. 9.58, 10.8) situated in the territory of Eretria (no. 370)

(Dem. 9.33), but not (yet?) attested as a deme (Knoepfler

(1997) 358). On the basis of the similarity with the mediaeval

toponym Protimo, a location near modern Aliveri is com-

monly assumed (Knoepfler (1997) 354, 358); cf. also IG xii.9

99 (C2), found in Aliveri and restored [Πορθ]µ/ων in

Lauffer and Kirsten (1953) 344. Barr. C.

Tamynai (Ταµ�ναι) Aeschin. 3.88; Dem. 21.162; Strabo

10.1.10 (π#λις); Harp. T3 (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 600.6 (π#λις);

Suda Τ66 (π#λις). Situated in the territory of Eretria

(Strabo). In C3e attested as a deme of Eretria (no. 370) (IG

xii.9 249B.87) belonging to the fourth phyle and the fourth

district and situated at modern Palaiokastro near modern

Avlonari (Knoepfler (1997) 403, 438 n. 236). Strabo mentions

a sanctuary of Apollo, and Aischines mentions a hippo-

drome. In 348 a battle was fought at Tamynai between an

Athenian force under Phokion and a faction of the Eretrians

under Kleitarchos (Aeschin. 2.169; Plut. Phoc. 12; cf.

Knoepfler (1981); Tritle (1992)). Barr. AC.

Teleidai (Τηλε�δαι) IG xii suppl. 555.i.21. Teleidai is

attested in C3e as a deme of Eretria (no. 370) belonging to

the first phyle (IG xii.9 245B.306). It also belonged to the

fifth district and has tentatively been located near C19 Tilida

(Gehrke (1994) 332; Knoepfler (1997) 385). Barr. C.

Zarex (Ζ�ρητρα, presumably a corruption of *Ζ�ρηκα,

Knoepfler (1997) 418 n. 106). Plut. Phoc. 13.4. A deme of

Eretria (no. 370) (IG xii.9 191C.7 (C4l)) belonging to the first

phyle (IG xii.9 245A.7) and the second district (Knoepfler

(1997) 403) and situated near modern Zakra/Zarakes (ibid.

357). For recently recovered remains of the Archaic period,

see BCH 123 (1999) 793–94. Barr. AC.¹

2. Unidentified Settlements of the Archaic
and Classical Periods ²

Ag. Ilias Classical sherds at the top of a prominent hill near

modern Psachna (Sackett et al. (1966) 54 no. 30). Barr. AC.

Ag. Paraskevi Classical sherds and tombs, walls of monu-

mental building (temple?) (Sackett et al. (1966) 56 no. 33)

Barr. AC.

Ag. Triada Sackett et al. (1966) 66 notes a Classical tomb.

The modern village of Triada is about 5 km east of Paschna,

called Kriezoti in memory of Nikolaus Kriezoti. Barr. C.

Ag. Vasileios Abundant evidence of a Classical fortified

settlement (Sackett et al. (1966) 44–45 no. 14). Barr. C.

Arkhampolis The ancient name is not known. M. Wallace

(in Keller (1985) 265) suggests Aigai. It is an Archaic and

Classical settlement situated in a deep gorge near modern

Evangelismos. It covers an area of c.1.6 ha and was fortified

with walls and towers. Remains of houses, temples and ter-

race walls are visible (Keller (1985) 263; Panagopoulou

(1995); Reber (2001) 451–53). A large quantity of slag testifies

to an iron industry from the Archaic period through late

Antiquity. Barr. C.

Helleniko According to Sackett et al. (1966) 42 no. 11, a

minor farming settlement, but at Kastradakhi there are

remains of a fortification wall. Possibly the site of Posideion

(no. 376). Barr. AC.

Khironisi A fair-sized Classical site, perhaps to be ident-

ified with ancient Dion (no. 378) (Sackett et al. (1966) 38–39

no. 4). Barr. AC.

Lefkandi A very large settlement from the LH iiiC period

through the Geometric period. Deserted c.700 (Popham et

al. (1980); Popham et al. (1990–93); Popham and Lemos

(1996); see also Morris (2000) 218–56) and Argoura (supra

644).

Palaiochori Classical sherds and remains of walls with

blocks in position (Sackett et al. (1966) 48 no. 20). See

Orobiai (no. 374). Barr. AC.

Philagra A Classical–Hellenistic fortified site on a hill on

the east coast of Euboia near modern Giannitsi. Under the

walls of the Venetian castle remains of Classical and

¹ A number of unlocated and undated settlements, some of them presumably
spurious, are attested in late sources only: Akontion (?κ#ντιον), Steph. Byz.
61.16 (π#λις); Akra (Xκρα), Steph. Byz. 62.5 (π#λις); Akragas (?κρ�γας),
Steph. Byz. 62.16 (π#λις); Ares Aretos (Xρης ?ρητος), Steph. Byz. 117.18, quot-
ing Theopomp. fr. 148 (χωρ�ον), cf. Knoepfler (1997) 411 n. 49; Arethousa
(?ρ/θουσα), Steph. Byz. 116.5 (π#λις), erroneously mixed up with the fountain
near Chalkis (Knoepfler (1997) 353 n. 13); Chios (Χ�ος), Steph. Byz. 693.14
(π#λις); Dia (∆5α), Steph. Byz. 229.2 (π#λις), erroneously mixed up with
Thessalian Dia (Hatzopoulos and Psoma (1998–99)); Eteonos (’Ετεων#ς),
Steph. Byz. 283.8 (π#λις); Kaphereus (Καφηρε�ς), Steph. Byz. 370.12
(.π�νειον); Methone (Μεθ)νη), Steph. Byz. 441.2 (π#λις); Nysa (Ν%σαι),
Steph. Byz. 479.10 (π#λις) and Plin. HN 4.64; Oreste (’Ορ/στη), Steph. Byz.
495.7 (π#λις); Rynchai (‘Ρ�γχαι), Steph. Byz. 547.17 (χωρ�ον); cf. no. 371; Siris
(Σιρ�ς), Nonnus, Dion. 13.163 (�δρα); Skia (Σκι�), Steph. Byz. 574.15
(πολ�χνιον); Styga (Στ�γα), Nonnus, Dion. 13.163; Sphekeia (Σφηκε�α),
Steph. Byz. 595.7 (π#λις); Trychai (Τρ%χαι), Steph. Byz. 639.15; cf. no. 371.

² We have omitted two sites recorded as settlements in Barr. (1) Graia, accord-
ing to Barr. unlocated settlement near Eretria in A and C. (2) Khili, Barr.’s refer-
ence is Sackett et al. (1966) 83. According to Knoepfler (1997) 388, Khili is a cape.
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Hellenistic fortification walls are visible, and the surface is

scattered with sherds of these two periods. It is either a fort

or a settlement of C4l or C3e (Reber (2001) 454–56).

Prokopion, Kastro A substantial settlement in the Classical

period (Sackett et al. (1966) 45–46 no. 16). Barr. C.

II. The Poleis

364. Athenai Diades (Athenites) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long.

23.00. Size of territory: 1? Type: [A]. The toponym is ?θ8ναι

∆ι�δες,αH (Aesch. fr. 61, Mette; IG i³ 268.v.28; Strabo 10.1.5).

The city-ethnic is ?θην�της (IG i³ 71.i.79; IG ii² 43.90) or,

once, ?θην�της (Eratosthenes fr. iiiB 102, Berger) or

?θηνα5ος (IG i³ 264.iv.20). Athenai Diades is called a polis

in the urban sense by Ephor. fr. 24, but only in a mythologi-

cal context: Ephoros states that the polis was founded by

Dias, the son of Abas. The political sense is attested in IG ii²

43.78 and 90, where the Athenitai under the heading π#λεις

are listed as members of the Second Athenian Naval League.

The collective and external use of the city-ethnic is attested

in the Athenian tribute lists (supra). In C3m the ethnic

appears as a demotic (IG xii.9 1186.2).

According to Strabo 10.1.5, Athenai Diades was situated at

Cape Kenaion near Oreos. However, the urban centre has

not yet been precisely located. Ulrichs (1863) 237 identified

Athenai Diades with Dion (no.368) and suggested a location

at modern Lichas. The separate listing of Dion and Athenai

Diades in the Athenian tribute lists disproves the identifica-

tion, and, following Vischer (1857) 661, the prevailing view is

that Athenai Diades should be identified with the hill of

Kastelli at Gialtra Loutra (Sackett et al. (1966) 37 no. 3).

Nothing is known about the size of the territory; but since

the Kenaion peninsula accommodated both Athenai Diades

and Dion, the territory can hardly have exceeded 25 km².

The hill of Kastelli at Gialtra Loutra has never been excavat-

ed. It seems appropriate for an acropolis, and remains of

walls can be seen at various places. Surface finds indicate

that the site was settled continuously from the Neolithic

until the Roman period (Sackett et al. (1966) 37 no. 3; Reber

(2001) 456 fig. 13).

Athenai Diades was a member of the Delian League and

may have been among the original members (ATL iii.

198–99). It belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 269.v.26) and

is recorded in the tribute lists mostly by toponym (IG i³

263.iv.32) but sometimes by city-ethnic (IG i³ 279.i.85) from

452/1 (IG i³ 261.iii.26) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.12), a total of

thirteen times, three times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 264.iv.20) raised to 4,000 dr. (IG i³

268.v.28) in, probably, 445/4 (IG i³ 267.iv.28), reduced to

2,000 dr. in 443/2 (IG i³ 269.v.26) and raised again to 4,000

dr. in 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.12). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.i.79 (1 tal.)). Athenai Diades (and Dion (no. 368))

are attested as dependencies of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) in

the last decade of C5 (IG xii.9 188.18–19 �Staatsverträge 205:

post-411; Knoepfler (2001) nn. 338–39: post-404).

Athenai Diades must have recovered its independence in

C4e since it is recorded among the original members of the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.90), whereas the

Histiaians are recorded somewhat later (B18). The Athenitai

may have left the League together with Thebes (no. 221) in

371 or shortly afterwards (Dreher (1995) 173).

Thus the presumption is that Athenai Diades was a polis

in the political sense down to C4f. In Ps.-Skylax 58, however,

Euboia is described as a tetrapolis, cf. Dem. 23.213 and lines

14–15 of IG ii² 124 which seem to presuppose a total of four

poleis on Euboia in 357. The inference is that by C4m Athenai

must have been incorporated into Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372)

(Knoepfler (1997) 352), and in C3m it is duly attested as a

Histiaian deme (IG xii.9 1186.2).

365. Chalkis (Chalkideus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.35.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Χαλκ�ς, -�δος,

! (Hom. Il. 2.537; Hecat. fr. 129; Aeschin. 3.89; IG i³ 41.71). In

order to distinguish Euboian Chalkis from homonymous

cities, it is sometimes called Χαλκ�ς ! .ν Ε(ρ�π�ω (Aen.

Tact. 4.1). According to Hecat. fr. 129 the toponym was origi-

nally Εdβοια, perhaps to be identified with modern

Lefkandi (Bakhuizen (1985) 96). The city-ethnic is

Χαλκιδε�ς (Aeschin. 3.89; CEG 179.3 (c.505)), sometimes

further specified: Χαλκιδε�ς τ+ν �π’ Ε(ρ�που (IG xii.6

42.15 (C4l)) or Χαλκιδε5ς οH .ξ Ε(βο�ας (Xen. Hell. 4.2.17).

Chalkis is called a polis both in the political sense (IG i³ 40.5;

IG ii² 44.14; Philiskos fr. 3, CGF) and in the urban sense

(Hecat. fr. 129; Eur. Iph. Aul. 168; Aen. Tact. 4.1; Ps.-Skylax

58). The collective use of the the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in abbreviated form on C6–C5 coins (infra) and exter-

nally in inscriptions (CEG 179.3; IG i³ 40.5, 21) and in literary

sources (Hdt. 5.99; Arist. Pol. 1289b39). The individual and

external use is attested in inscriptions (CID ii 31.79 (345/4))

and in literary sources (Aeschin. 3.89).

The territory of Chalkis is called ! .ν Ε(βο��α

Χαλκιδικ� (Arist. Hist. an. 496b25–26). To the south

Chalkis bordered on Eretria (no. 370), and according to

Bakhuizen (1985) 127–31 the frontier followed the mountain
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ridge of Voudochi, Olympos, Xirovouni and Skoteini, end-

ing at modern Kimi.According to Knoepfler, however, it ran

east of the river Lelantos,and the territory of Chalkis includ-

ed Argoura,now located south of the river (Knoepfler (1997)

353; cf. (1981)). To the north Chalkis bordered on

Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372). The frontier was at Mts. Kandili

and Pyxaria (Bakhuizen (1985) 127–31), but, at least in the

Archaic period, the territory included Kerinthos north of

Pyxaria (Thgn. 891–94; Gehrke (1994) 336–39; Knoepfler

(1997) 352–53 with n. 10) but not Elymnion (Gehrke (1994)

339–40; Knoepfler (1997) 418 with n. 102). In C4 it covered

c.825 km².

Part of Euboia was called ∆ιακρ�α (Etym. Magn. 268.3;

schol. Lycoph. Alex. 374), presumably to be located in

Chalkidian territory north-east of Chalkis (Geyer (1903) 45;

Knoepfler (1997) 376 with n. 194). This region seems, at least

in C5, to have been the home of two different communities,

which, in the Athenian tribute lists, are recorded separately

from the Χαλκιδε̃ς (IG i³ 71.i.71), sc. the ∆ιακρε̃ς �π�

Χαλκιδ/ον (no. 367; IG i³ 71.i.83–84) and the ∆ι�κριοι .ν

Ε(βο�αι (no. 366) (IG i³ 71.i.93–94); see infra 650.

Like most other Euboian poleis, Chalkis was subdivided

into demoi, of which only one is attested: a Delphian decree

of c.315–285 (F.Delphes iii.1 424.1–2) bestows proxeny on

[Kl]eochares of Chalkis of the deme of Aigai, (δ�µου

Α2[γ]α�ων, a restoration of ΛΙ.ΛΙΩΝ; cf. Strabo 8.7.4,

9.2.13; see Jones, POAG 73; Knoepfler (1997) 406 n. 11).

Next to nothing is known about the history of Chalkis

before 506. Apart from colonisation (infra 649), the only

event reported in the sources is the semi-mythical Lelantine

War, fought in C8s or C7f between Eretria (no. 370) and

Chalkis and their allies over the possession of the Lelantine

Plain (Parker (1997); infra 652). In 506 the Chalkidians

joined the Peloponnesians and the Boiotians in an abortive

attack on Athens (no. 361) (Hdt. 5.74.2). The Athenians then

invaded Euboia and inflicted a defeat on the Chalkidians;

they confiscated the land belonging to the hippobotai and

gave it to 4,000 klerouchs (Hdt. 5.77; CEG 179). In 480 the

Athenians handed over twenty hulls of triremes to the

Chalkidians on which they fought in the battles of

Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.2) and Salamis (Hdt. 8.46.2). They are

recorded on the Serpent Column (ML 27.8). Chalkis was a

member of the Delian League, and may have been among

the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It belonged to the

Island district (IG i³ 269.v.31) and is recorded in the tribute

lists from 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iv.23) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.31,

partly restored), a total of eleven times, three times com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 5 tal. in 448/7 (IG i³

264.iv.23), reduced (sic) to 3 tal. after the revolt of 446 (IG i³

270.v.32 (442/1)). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.71, 10 tal.), and in 413 Chalkis was still listed among the

paying members (Thuc. 7.57.4). In 446 Chalkis defected

from Athens; but the revolt was quenched by an Athenian

army under Perikles (Thuc. 1.114.1–3; Plut. Per. 23.4). Chalkis

may have defected once again in 424/3 together with other

Euboian poleis (Philoch. fr. 130). The treaty between Athens

and Chalkis (IG i³ 40) by which Chalkis was brought back

into the League may belong in either year. It is dated to 446/5

in IG i³ but to 424/3 by Mattingly (1996) 53–67, 161–62,

372–77, 391–94. The treaty prescribed that the Chalkidians

swear loyalty towards Athens (21–23) and give hostages (47);

moreover, their self-government in administration of jus-

tice was restricted in matters punishable by death, exile or

loss of rights (74–76); cf. Balcer (1978). Chalkis was still loyal

to Athens in 411 (Thuc. 8.95.6) but defected after the

Athenian defeat at Eretria (Thuc. 8.95.7; Arist. Ath. Pol. 33.1;

Diod. 13.47.3). During the rule of the Thirty, many Athenian

democrats fled to Chalkis (Lys. 24.25).

Chalkis was among the original members of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.80; Diod. 15.30.1), and a

treaty between Athens and Chalkis was concluded in 378/7

(IG ii² 44). But together with Thebes (no. 221) and the other

Euboian poleis, Chalkis left the League in 371 (Xen. Hell.

6.5.23; Dreher (1995) 173) and fought against the Athenians at

Mantinea in 362 (Diod. 15.85.2, 6). In 357, Chalkis was torn by

stasis between a pro-Theban and a pro-Athenian faction

(Aeschin. 3.85–86; Diod. 16.7.2), and was presumably con-

quered by exiles operating from Eretria (Aen. Tact. 4.1–4).

Both the Thebans and the Athenians invaded Euboia; the

Thebans were expelled from Euboia (Dem. 22.14); a new

treaty was concluded, and Chalkis rejoined the Naval League

(IG ii² 124.16, 147; Aeschin. 3.85). In 349/8 an Athenian army

under Phokion was sent to assist Ploutarchos of Eretria. It

landed at Argoura on Chalkidian territory (Dem. 21.132) and

was opposed by an Euboian army under Kallias of Chalkis

(Aeschin. 3.86–87). Phokion won the battle of Tamynai

(Aeschin. 2.169–70; Plut. Phoc. 12–13), a peace was concluded,

and Chalkis rejoined the Naval League (IG ii² 125; Aeschin.

2.12,3.88). In 340 some kind of short-lived league with a com-

mon council was established under the leadership of Kallias

of Chalkis (Aeschin. 3.89, 94; Staatsverträge 342); it included

Chalkis, Eretria (no. 370) and Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372).

Because of the contemporary issue of a common Euboian

coinage (supra 643; infra) the union has sometimes been

interpreted as a federation (Staatsverträge 342; Picard

(1979)), but see Beck (1997) 28.
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The constitution of Chalkis (Gehrke, Stasis 37–41) was

among the 158 politeiai described by Aristotle and his pupils

(frr. 618–20). In the Archaic period oligarchy alternated with

tyranny (Arist. Pol. 1316a31–32; Hes. Op. 654–57), and in one

case a tyranny may even have been followed by what Aristotle

classifies as a democracy (Arist. Pol. 1304a29–31; see

Aubonnet ad loc. and LGPN i s.v.Φ#ξος). In C6l Chalkis was

an oligarchy governed by a class of hippobotai (Arist. Pol.

1289b36–39; Hdt. 77.2), in another context described as an

aristocracy based on a census requirement (Arist. fr. 618).

After the Athenian victory in 506, the hippobotai were

expelled, and their property handed over to 4,000 Athenian

klerouchs (Hdt. 5.77.2). A brief democratic interlude may

have followed (Thgn. 893–94); but the hippobotai returned

when the Athenian klerouchs were withdrawn in 490 in con-

nection with the Persian invasion of Euboia (Hdt. 6.100),

and they were still in power when Perikles invaded Euboia in

446 (Plut. Per. 23.4). After the surrender of Chalkis, the hip-

pobotai’s property was confiscated, divided into 2,000 kleroi

and given to, probably, the other Chalkidians and some for-

eigners (Ael. VH 6.1). It is unlikely that the Athenians sent

klerouchs to Chalkis as they did to Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372)

(Figueira (1991) 256–60). There is no direct evidence, but the

ensuing treaty between Athens and Chalkis (IG i³ 40) indi-

cates that from now on Chalkis had a democratic constitu-

tion (Gehrke, Stasis 40). In 357 there may have been an

outbreak of stasis in Chalkis as there was in the other

Euboian poleis (Diod. 16.7.2). In the 340s Chalkis was ruled

by Mnesarchos and his sons, Taurosthenes and, especially,

Kallias. They were probably democratic leaders, and there is

no reason to trust Aischines’allegation that they were tyrants

(3.89, 92). Both obtained Athenian citizenship (Hyp. 1.20;

Din 1.44), probably in 341/40 (Osborne (1983) T 73).

Together with the other Euboian poleis, Chalkis was a

member of the Amphictyonic League (Lefèvre (1998) 59–63)

and provided in some years one of the two Ionian hierom-

nemones (CID ii 32.44; 74.i.34–35). Athenian envoys were

sent to Chalkis (IG ii² 124.16), and Chalkidian envoys were

sent to Athens (IG i³ 40.12–17; IG ii² 44.8; Aeschin. 3.91).

No public enactment antedating the Hellenistic period is

preserved and the only attested political institution is a boule

referred to as a decision-making institution in 446/5 (IG i³

40.62–63).

The only cults attested in classical sources are those of

Zeus Olympios (IG i³ 40.35,61–62) and Athena (IG ii² 44.17).

Two Chalkidian citizens are attested as victors in the

Olympic Games (Olympionikai 121 in 532 and 459 in 332) and

one in the Pythian games (Plin. HN 35.35 (C5)). In C4m

Chalkis was a walled city with an agora (Aen. Tact. 4.1–4; cf.

Strabo 10.1.8 (r334)) and, in the agora, a funeral monument

of C6? set over Kleomachos of Pharsalos (Plut. Mor. 761A;

Bakhuizen (1985) 24–25). The acropolis was at Mt.

Vathrovoúnia in the south-east part of the city. The acropo-

lis and part of the city as well were protected by a C4e circuit

wall of c.2 km enclosing an area of c.12.5 ha. In 411 the town

of Chalkis was connected with the mainland by a bridge,

and in 334 a fortress was erected on a hill immediately west

of the bridge near Aulis (Diod. 13.47.3–6; Strabo 10.1.8;

Bakhuizen (1985) 48–52). The harbour is mentioned at Ps.-

Skylax 58; cf. Thuc. 8.95.6. At Chalkis there are a number of

natural harbours, but no ancient remains have been found

(Bakhuizen (1985) 54–57). A rock on the Kallimani hill is

inscribed ΦΟΙ : ΟΡΟΣ, probably a boundary mark of C4e

(ArchDelt 31 (1976) 147).

Chalkis struck silver coins c.550–506, c.490–465, and coins

of silver and bronze c.337–308. Coins were struck first on the

Euboic standard (tridrachm, drachm, hemidrachm), later

on the Attic standard (tetradrachm, didrachm and

tetrobol). (1) Silver C6: obv. facing quadriga (tridrachm) or

facing horseman and horse (drachm) or facing horseman

(hemidrachm); rev. incuse of mill-sail pattern. (2) Silver

C6–C5: obv. eagle in flight, sometimes carrying a snake; rev.

wheel in square or triangular incuse. Legend: ΨΑΛ. (3) A

small issue of tetradrachms of probably 506 has obv.

Boiotian shield. Legend: Ψ. Rev. wheel of Chalkis (Kraay

(1976) 90). (4) Silver (drachm, hemidrachm, obol,

hemiobol) and bronze 337–308; obv. head of the nymph

Chalkis (silver) or bust of Hera (bronze); rev. eagle carrying

a snake. Legend: ΧΑΛ (Picard (1979) 16–54). (5) “Federal”

issues of C4. Silver (tetradrachm, didrachm, drachm): obv.

head of nymph Euboia; rev. bull. Bronze: obv. head of

nymph Euboia or bull; rev. grapes. Legend: ΕΥ or ΕΥΒ

(Head, HN ² 357–59; Kraay (1976) 89–91; SNG Cop. Aetolia-

Euboea 432–46; for the “federal” issues, see Wallace (1956);

Kraay (1976) 93; Picard (1979); Brunner (1998)).

Chalkis was involved in the colonisation of Naxos (no.

41), Zankle (no. 51), Kyme (no. 57), Neapolis (no. 63),

Pithekoussai (no. 65), Rhegion (no. 68), Kleonai (no. 580)

and possibly Skiathos (no. 520). Furthermore, on the basis

primarily of onomastic similarity, Chalkis is often assumed

to have been heavily involved in the colonisation of the

Chalkidic peninsula; see further Flensted-Jensen (1998)

57–70 with refs. and (2000) 125–31 with refs.

366. Diakrioi en Euboia Map 55. Unlocated, not in Barr.

Type: C. ∆ιακρ�α (Etym. Magn. 268.3) or ∆ι�κρια (schol.
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Lycoph. Alex. 374) denotes the Euboian mountain district

north-east of Chalkis (no. 365) (Bakhuizen (1985) 141 n. 49).

This region was inhabited by the ∆ι�κριοι (IG i³ 71.i.94;

Lycoph. Alex. 375) and the ∆ιακρε̃ς (no. 367) (IG i³ 71.i.83;

see supra 643).

The ∆ι�κριοι .ν Ε(βο�αι were members of the Delian

League. They belonged to the Island district (IG i³

71.i.93–94) and are recorded twice in the tribute lists, in

429/8 (IG i³ 282.iii.24) and in 417/16 (IG i³ 288.i.2–3), in both

cases heavily but plausibly restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal.

and 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 282.iii.24). They were assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.94: 1 tal., 2,000 dr.).

Membership of the Delian League indicates that the

Diakrioi constituted a self-governing political community,

but there is no indication that it was centred on a nucleated

settlement. For the possible identification of the Diakrioi en

Euboia with the Eretrian deme of Peraia, see no. 375.

367. Diakres apo Chalkideon Map 55. Unlocated. Type:

[A]. On Diakria, see no. 366. The Athenian assessment

decree of 425/4 records both the ∆ιακρε̃ς �π� Χαλκιδ/ον

(IG i³ 71.i.83–84) and the ∆ι�κριοι .ν Ε(βο�αι (no. 366)

(IG i³ 71.i.93–94). The Diakres must accordingly have been

different from the Diakrioi, and formed perhaps a short-

lived splinter community of Chalkis (no. 365) settled in the

Diakria in the northern part of the territory of Chalkis in the

years after 446 when Chalkis was controlled by Athens (no.

361) (Geyer (1924) 224).The Diakres are recorded in the trib-

ute lists from 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.25–26) to 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.15–16), a total of six times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of first 800 dr. (IG i³ 278.vi.25) but 3,000 dr.

in 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.15–16). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.83–84: 2,000 dr.). In 434/3 the Diakres

appear as the fourth of thirteen communities listed under

the heading π#λες (IG i³ 278.vi.18 and 25–26).

Membership of the Delian League indicates that the

Diakres constituted a self-governing political community,

but there is no indication that it was centred on a nucleated

settlement.

368. Dion (Dieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 22.50. Size of

territory: 1? Type: [A]. The toponym is ∆5ον, τ# (Hom. Il.

2.538; Strabo 10.1.5; Steph. Byz. 232.2). The city-ethnic is

∆ιε�ς (IG ii² 43.88). Apart from πτολ�εθρον at Hom.Il.

2.538, Steph. Byz. is the only source in which Dion explicitly

is called a polis; but the political sense is implicitly attested in

IG ii² 43.78 and 88, where the Dieis under the heading

π#λεις are listed as members of the Second Athenian Naval

League; and membership of the Delian League and the

Second Athenian Naval League strongly indicates polis

status until, at least, 371 (infra). The external use of the city-

ethnic/demotic is attested collectively in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 263.iv.31) and individually in Hellenistic

inscriptions (IG xii.9 1187.3 (C3m); SEG 34 909.52 (C2–C1)).

According to Strabo 10.1.5, Dion was situated at Cape

Kenaion near Oreos. However, the urban centre has not yet

been precisely located. Following Ulrichs ((1863) 237, see

supra 647), Geyer (1903) 99 suggested a location at modern

Lichas. Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1994–95), followed by Barr.,

prefers the hill of Kastri on the western shore of the Kenaion

peninsula. But Homer describes Dion as an α2πL

πτολ�εθρον (Hom. Il. 2.538; cf. Nonnus, Dion. 13.161:

κρανα�ν π/δον), and in the Athenian tribute lists the Dians

are often specified as ∆ιε̃ς �π� Κενα�ο (IG i³ 279.i.86). The

presumption is that Dion was situated somewhere on Mt.

Kenaion. Lichas would fit, but autopsy (Reber) revealed

nothing but remains of the Byzantine period. An alternative

location is Khironisi, whose position fits the information

given by Ptol. Geog. 3.15.25 (cf. Reber (2001) 456–60).

Dion was a member of the Delian League, and may have

been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It

belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 269.v.25) and is record-

ed in the tribute lists from 451/50 (IG i³ 262.i.28) to 432/1 (IG

i³ 280.i.80),a total of twelve times,once completely restored,

paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in 451/50, but in all subsequent

years 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 264.iv.31). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.78). From the Athenian regulations for

Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) of C5s it appears that Dion was a

deme of Histiaia/Oreos, but was a separate circuit of juris-

diction (IG i³ 41.100–2 �SEG 32 3; Koch (1991) 175, 202).

Similarly, Dion (and Athenai Diades (no. 364)) are attested

as dependencies of Histiaia/Oreos in the last decade of C5

(IG xii.9 188.18–19 �Staatsverträge 205, post-411; Knoepfler

(2001) nn. 338–39, post-404). Thus, in C5s, Dion seems to

have had a double status partly as a polis depending on

Histiaia/Oreos and partly as a demos of Histiaia/Oreos.

Dion must have recovered its independence in C4e, since

it is recorded among the original members of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.88), whereas the Histiaians

are recorded somewhat later (B18). Dion may have left the

League together with Thebes (no. 221) in 371 or shortly after-

wards (Dreher (1995) 173). The presumption is that Dion

was a polis in the political sense down to C4f. In Ps.-Skylax

58, however, Euboia is described as a tetrapolis; cf. Dem.

23.213 and the treaty with Athens of 357 (IG ii² 124.15–16),

which testifies to a total of four poleis on Euboia in 357. The

inference is that by C4m Dion had been incorporated into
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Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) (Moggi, Sin. 290–92). In C3m Dion

is attested as a deme of Histiaia/Oreos (IG xii.9 1187.3).

369. Dystos Map 55. Lat. 38.20, long. 24.10. Size of territ-

ory: 1? Type: A. The toponym is ∆�στος, W (Theopomp. fr.

149; IG xii.9 88.3, Rom.). Steph. Byz. 246.5 suggests an ethnic

∆�στιος, but inscriptions invariably record the ablative

form of the toponym: ∆υστ#(θεν) (IG xii.9 191.9; cf.

Knoepfler (2001) 357), mostly in an even more abbreviated

form: either ∆υστ or ∆υς or ∆υ (ibid.).

Dystos is called a polis in the urban sense by Theopomp. fr.

149: Θε#ποµπος .ν Φιλιππικ+ν κδ “�ποστ�σας δ* τοLς

.ν α(τ=8 τ=8 περιοκ�δι τ+ν ’Ερετρι/ων .στρ�τευσεν .π�

π#λιν ∆�στον”. Since the fragment comes from the four-

teenth book of the Philippika, the year must be 349/8.

Following Knoepfler (1981) 301, we believe that the subject of

the verb is probably Kleitarchos, the exiled political leader

who with a contingent of Phokian mercenaries and support-

ed by Eretrian citizens attacked the tyrant Ploutarchos, con-

trolled the Eretrian perioikis, and attacked the polis of Dystos.

Theopompos’ use of the term polis is open to three different

interpretations: (1) Polis is used in the sense of town without

any implications about the political status of the community

(thus Knoepfler (1997) 332). (2) Theopompos was misin-

formed and believed, erroneously, that Dystos was a polis (a

possibility suggested by Hansen and Nielsen (2000) 145). (3)

Like Grynchai (no. 371) and Styra (no. 377), Dystos had once

been a polis, but was transformed into an Eretrian deme in,

probably, C5f, and now combined the status of being an

Eretrian civic subdivision with being a kind of dependent

polis (thus Hansen and Nielsen (2000) 145–46; cf. Hansen

(2000) 209–10). This view is supported by the fact that Dystos

was the dominant, perhaps even the only deme of the sixth

Eretrian phyle (cf. Knoepfler (1997) 403).

The size of the territory is unknown. At the southern end

of the valley of Dystos is a rock inscription ΟΡΟΣ

∆ΗΜΟΥ (Apostolidis and Apostolidis (1990–91), and a

boundary stone with the same inscription was found at the

foot of the hill near the chapel of Ag. Giorgios (IG xii.9 78

(C5–C4); Apostolidis and Apostolidis (1990–91)). Dystos is

attested as a settlement in the prehistoric period (Sackett et

al. (1966) 76 no. 84) and was refounded in the Archaic peri-

od (Hoepfner (1999) 352). Dystos may have been a Dryopian

settlement (Geyer (1903) 111). In C4 it was an Eretrian deme

belonging to the second district (Knoepfler (1997) 381).

The characteristic hill in the valley of Dystos accommo-

dated both the acropolis and the settlement. Long stretches

are preserved of a C4 defence circuit with interval towers

and a gate in the eastern part. The circuit encloses an area of

c.5 ha. From the gate a road leads to a large terrace in the

northern part of the town where, probably, the agora was

situated. Many of the houses are well preserved and in some

cases a second storey can be traced. House K dates from C6,

and the more elaborate house J probably from C4. The

acropolis on the top of the hill was fortified with a separate

defence circuit. Some foundations of buildings not yet exca-

vated may be remains of sanctuaries. An undated sub-

terranean gallery was discovered in 1998 (BCH 123 (1999)

794). The cemeteries lay at the foot of the hill (Hoepfner

(1999)). West of the hill was a lake, now drained. This lake

has traditionally been identified as the lake drained by

Chairephanes (IG xii.9 191 (322–308)), but Knoepfler (1997)

380–81 has pointed out that this lake was situated near

Ptechai, which belonged to a different district from that of

Dystos; cf. Knoepfler (2001) 191–94.

370. Eretria (Eretrieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long. 23.50.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is ’Ερ/τρια,! (IG

xii.9 196.10, 12 (C4s); Hdt. 1.61.2; Lys. 20.14). The toponym

usually denotes the urban centre (Ps.-Skylax 58) but some-

times the city plus hinterland � the territory of Eretria (IG

xii.9 197.12–14 (C4); cf. Knoepfler (2001) 53). The city-ethnic

is ’Ερετριε�ς (IvO 248 (C5e); ML 27.8 (479); IG xii.9 188.17

(c.400); Xen. An. 7.8.8; Arist. Pol. 1289b39). Variant forms of

the city-ethnic are ’Ερ/τριος or ’Ερετρια5ος or

’Ερετρι�της. But they are found only in late lexicographers

and have no authority (Steph. Byz. 276.8–9; Etym. Magn.

371.7; Phot. Lex.).

Eretria is called a polis both in the urban sense (IG xii.9

196.10–11; Thuc. 8.95.3, 6; Dem. 9.57; Ps.-Skylax 58) and in

the political sense (IG xii.9 187.9 (c.410); IG ii² 16.B.2

(394/3); Knoepfler (2001) 1.6–7 (C4s), 3.7 (330–320); Hdt.

6.106.2;Aeschin.3.94). In an inscription of C6s,polis denotes

the urban centre rather than the acropolis (SEG 41

725B �Nomima i 91; cf. Flensted-Jensen et al. (2000) 165).

The community is described as patris in one of Plato’s epi-

grams (AG 7 256 �Diehl fr. 10, but perhaps spurious) and

the town as an asty (Thuc. 8.95.4). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in Eretrian citizenship and

proxeny decrees (Knoepfler (2001) 1.10–11; IG xii.9 187B.12

(C4f), 195.5 (C4s)) and externally in a C5e dedication in

Olympia (IvO 248) and on the Serpent Column (ML 27.8).

The individual and external use is attested in a casualty list 

of 424/3(?) from Tanagra (IG vii 585.i.16–17), in a Delphic

list of tamiai of 337/6 (CID ii 74.47), and in a C4m list of

proxenoi of Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542a8).
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The territory of Eretria is called ! ’Ερετρ�α (Thuc.

8.60.1, 8.95.6) or ! ’Ερετρικ� χ)ρη (Hdt. 6.101.1; cf. Pl. Leg.

698D). In C4m it covered c.1500 km² and was subdivided

into five districts (Knoepfler (1997) 371–73, map on 402),

called χ+ροι (IG xii.9 189.24–25; Knoepfler (1997) 376). To

date, only one district is known by name: viz. Μεσ#χωρος

(IG xii.9 241.37; Knoepfler (1997) 375–77). Each district was

further subdivided into a number of territorial demes (IG

xii.9 241; Wallace (1947) 119–24; Knoepfler (1997) 371), actu-

ally called δ8µοι (SEG 41 723; Knoepfler (1997) 374) and each

headed by a demarch (∆�µαρχος, IG xii.9 189.23–24).

There were altogether some fifty-five to sixty demes

(Knoepfler (1997) 358), of which more than fifty are attested

in the preserved inscriptions (Jones, POAG 75–76 with corri-

genda in Knoepfler (1997) 355–58). Some of the demes were

former poleis which had been incorporated into Eretria and

reduced to the status of demoi. Such were Styra (no. 377),

possibly, Grynchai (no. 371) and Dystos (no. 369) and, per-

haps, Peraia (no. 375).

The Eretrian citizen body was subdivided into, probably,

six tribes (Knoepfler (1997) 390–92), called phylai (SEG 45

1141). Two of them are known by name: viz. Μηκισστ�ς (IG

xii suppl. 548.4–5 �Nomima i 39 (C5e)) and Ναρκ�ττις

(REG 108 (1995) p. xxxix). A third was probably called

Μελανη�ς (Strabo 10.1.10; Knoepfler (1997) 393). They were

named after local heroes and were thus different from the six

old Ionian phylai (Knoepfler (1997) 392–93). Each phyle was

composed of a number of demes drawn from all five choroi.

Thus, one phyle comprised all citizens from twelve demes

plus some citizens from the demes of Grynchai, Pereia and

Styra whose members were divided between all six Eretrian

phylai (IG xii.9 245 and Suppl.555; Knoepfler (1997) 393–400).

Whereas the organisation into phylai must go back to c.500 or

earlier, the subdivision into five districts must have been

introduced some time in C4f (Knoepfler (1997) 392).

According to Strabo 10.1.10, Eretrias’ military strength

was recorded on an ancient stele set up in the sanctuary of

Artemis Amarysia. The figures he reports are 3,000 hoplites,

600 hippeis and 60 chariots. For the andrapodismos of 490,

see infra. In C4l Eretria had some 6,000 adult male citizens,

as can be inferred retrospectively from a cluster of lists of

names of c.280 (Knoepfler (1997) 395). (a) From a fragmen-

tary list of ephebes organised into the five districts (IG xii.9

241 �Wallace (1947) 120 (C4l–C3e)) it can be inferred that a

year class of ephebes numbered some 150–200 young

Eretrians, both hoplites and psiloi (cf. Knoepfler (1997) 404).

(b) Some large lists of names with patronymics and

demotics are probably a roster of Eretrians organised into

their phylai (I: IG xii.9 245; II: IG xii.9 246; iii: IG xii.9 247

� 252 � unpublished fragment (Knoepfler (1997) 397); IV:

unpublished fragment (Knoepfler (1997) n. 318); V–VI: no

lists preserved)); see Knoepfler (1997) 395–400. IG xii.9 245

is almost complete and has 869 names preserved, plus about

sixty names now lost �a total of 930 names. On the assump-

tion that there were six phylai of equal size, c.5,500 Eretrians

were recorded on the lists. A year class of 150–200 ephebes

corresponds to a force of some 4,200–5,000 citizens of milit-

ary age (18–59) and fit for military service, and to a total

adult male citizen population of c.5,750–6,850 minimum,

including those over 60 and those unfit for military service

(Hansen (1985) 12). Since the army seems to have been

organised in accordance with the five districts, the presump-

tion is that the lists organised into phylai were a roster of all

adult male Eretrian citizens.

Next to nothing is known about the history of Eretria

before c.500. Apart from colonisation (infra), the only event

reported in the sources is the semi-mythical Lelantine War,

fought in C8s or in C7f (Plut. Mor. 868E; Parker (1997))

between Eretria and Chalkis (no. 365) and their allies over

the possession of the Lelantine Plain (Thuc. 1.15.3; Hdt.

5.99.1; Strabo 10.1.12; Hes. Op. 654 and Plut. Mor. 153F,

760E–761A; cf. Staatsverträge 102). In 499 Eretria supported

the Ionian revolt with five triremes (Hdt.5.99.1).Their crews

assisted in the capture of Sardes, and their strategos was

killed in the ensuing battle of Ephesos (Hdt. 5.102.3; cf. also

Lysanias (FGrHist 426) fr. 1). Therefore, Eretria was the first

main target of the Persian punitive expedition against Hellas

in 490 (Hdt. 6.98.1). Having pillaged the countryside, the

Persians laid siege to Eretria, and on the seventh day the city

was betrayed by two leading citizens and conquered (Hdt.

6.100–1); the sanctuaries were burnt down, and the popula-

tion exposed to andrapodismos: men, women and children

were sent to Sousa and were settled in the neighbourhood

where their descendants still lived in C5m (Hdt. 6.106.2,

107.2, 115, 118–19; Pl. Menex. 240A; Philostr. VA 1.24, probably

based on Ktesias (letter from Knoepfler)). In spite of the

andrapodismos the Eretrians were capable of fighting with

seven triremes at Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.2) and at Salamis

(Hdt. 8.46.2). Together with Styra (no. 377) they provided

600 hoplites at Plataiai (Hdt.9.28.5) and are duly recorded

on the Serpent Column (ML 27.8).

Eretria was a member of the Delian League, and may have

been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It

belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 269.v.30) and is record-

ed in the tribute lists from 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iv.11) to 430/29

(IG i³ 281.ii.51), a total of nine times, twice completely
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restored, paying a phoros of, perhaps, 6 tal. (IG i³ 264.ic.11)

but later 3 tal. (IG i³ 281.ii.51), perhaps from 441/40 (IG i³

271.ii.97). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.67: 15

tal.), and in 413 Eretria was still listed among the paying

members (Thuc. 7.57.4). In 446 Eretria joined Chalkis in

defecting from Athens; but the revolt was quenched by an

Athenian army under Perikles (Thuc. 1.114.1–3). The condi-

tions imposed on Eretria seem to have been similar to those

of Chalkis (IG i³ 39; 40.40–43; supra 648), and no klerouchy

is attested (Gehrke, Stasis 64 n. 9). On the other hand, a

decree of 442/1 ordered that the sons of the richest Eretrians

be sent to Athens as hostages (Hesych. Ε5746; Phot.Ε1908).

The assessment in 425/4 resulted in yet another Euboian

revolt, which Eretria probably joined (Philoch. fr. 130; Paus.

1.29.2; cf. Knoepfler (1996)). After initial contacts with

Sparta (no. 345) in 413 (Thuc. 8.5.1), Eretria defected from

Athens once again in 411 in connection with the Athenian

defeat in the naval battle fought outside the harbour of the

city (Thuc. 8.95.3–6).

In c.400 Eretria concluded an alliance with

Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) (IG xii.9 188 �Staatsverträge 205;

cf.Knoepfler (2001) 82), and in 394 one with Athens (no.361)

(IG ii² 16 �Staatsverträge 229). In C4e a sympoliteia agree-

ment was concluded with Keos (SEG 14 530 �Staatsverträge

232; but see Cargill (1981) 136 n. 14). The Eretrians were

among the original members of the Second Athenian Naval

League (IG ii² 43.81). But they probably left the League

together with Thebes (no. 221) in 371 or shortly afterwards

(Dreher (1995) 173; Knoepfler (1995) 331–33). In any case,

Eretria cannot have been a member of the League when in

366 Themison, the tyrant of Eretria, dispossessed Athens of

Oropos (no. 214) (Diod. 15.76.1). Like the other Euboian

poleis, however, Eretria was torn by stasis between a pro-

Theban and a pro-Athenian faction (Gehrke, Stasis 65). In

357 both Athenian and Theban forces invaded the island and

clashed in several battles and skirmishes. The Athenians

won, and the Euboian poleis rejoined the League (Diod.

16.7.2; Aeschin. 3.85; Dem. 8.74; IG ii² 124.16 �Tod 153,

improved readings in Knoepfler (1995) 335–37; Brunt (1969)

247–48). In 349/8 an Athenian army under Phokion came to

the rescue of Ploutarchos, the tyrant of Eretria, who, how-

ever, betrayed the Athenians (Plut. Phoc. 12–13; Gehrke

(1976) 7–11). After the Athenian victory at Tamynai, Eretria

joined the League again, as attested in the Athenian decree

of, probably, 343 (IG ii² 125; cf. SEG 34 67, 45 1210). The

Eretrians provided synedroi for the synedrion and con-

tributed a syntaxis of 5 tal. (Aeschin. 3.94, 100). In the same

period Philip of Makedon seems to have infiltrated Euboia

(Dem. 9.57, 10.8; Brunt (1969) 251–52), and in 342 he had the

leaders of his faction in Eretria installed as tyrants (infra).

After their expulsion in 341 a new alliance between Athens

and Eretria was concluded (IG ii² 230; see Knoepfler (1985)).

In 340 some kind of short-lived league with a common

council was established under the leadership of Kallias of

Chalkis (Aeschin. 3.89, 94; Staatsverträge 342); it included

Eretria, Chalkis (no. 365) and Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372).

Because of the contemporary issue of a common Euboian

coinage (supra 643) the union has sometimes been inter-

preted as a federation (Staatsverträge 342; Picard (1979)),but

see Beck (1997) 28.

The Eretrian constitution was one of the 158 politeiai

described by Aristotle and his pupils (Heracl. Lemb.

40 �Arist. no. 45, Gigon; cf. Plut. Mor. 293A, 298B). In the

Archaic period Eretria was an oligarchy governed by the

class of hippeis who formed the core of the Eretrian army

(Arist. Pol. 1289b33–39, 1306a33–39; Ath. Pol. 15.2). This con-

stitution was overturned in C6s and perhaps before 510 (IG

xii.9 p. 147.111–24) at the instigation of a certain Diagoras

(Arist. Pol. 1306a35–36; Heracl. Lemb. 40), and it was

replaced by “a democracy” (Gehrke, Stasis 63; cf. IG xii

Suppl. 549A: [�δοξε τ8ι βουλ8]ι κα� τ+ι [δ�µωι] (C5e);

cf. Knoepfler (2001) 74 n. 293). The common view that, in

446, a democratic constitution was either maintained or,

alternatively, imposed by the Athenians (Balcer (1978) 56;

Gehrke, Stasis 64) is based on an analogy with a not alto-

gether convincing interpretation of the Athenian regula-

tions for Chalkis (ATL iii. 150 no. 15). An honorary decree of

c.411, passed by the boule alone and not by (the boule and)

the demos, indicates that the defection from Athens in 411

was followed by the introduction of an oligarchic constitu-

tion (IG xii.9 187A). But a somewhat later honorary decree

inscribed on the same stele is passed by the boule and the

demos, suggesting a democracy in C4e (IG xii.9 187B).

Later in C4 Eretria was ruled by a number of tyrants (Berve

(1967) 301–2): Themison from before 366 to 357 (Aeschin.

3.85; Dem. 18.99; Diod 15.76.1), Menestratos in 352 (Dem.

23.124), Plutarchos from before 350 to 348 (Dem. 5.5, 9.57,

21.110, 200; Aeschin. 3.86; Plut. Phoc. 12–13). Plutarchos was

deposed by the Eretrian demos led by Kleitarchos (schol.

Dem. 5.5), but after a short period of democratic government

(Dem. 9.57), Kleitarchos was himself in 342 installed by Philip

of Makedon as tyrannos of Eretria together with Hipparchos

and Automedon (Dem. 9.58; cf. 18.71, 79–81, 295; Aeschin.

3.103; Harp. Ι15; Gehrke (1976)). In the following year, how-

ever, Eretria was besieged and conquered by an Athenian

force (Philoch. fr. 160), and the tyrants were expelled again
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(schol. Aeschin. 3.85; Diod. 16.74.1). A democracy was set up

(Philoch. fr. 160), an anti-tyranny law passed by the Eretrian

people (IG xii.9 190 (c.340)), and a sacred law belongs in the

same context (IG xii.9 189 �LSCG 92). Decrees passed under

the new democratic regime are introduced with the formula

�δοξεν τ˜ει βουλε5 κα� τ˜οι δ�µοι (IG xii.9 189.4 (c.340)), or

�δοξεν τ˜οι δ�µοι (Knoepfler (2001) 2 (330–320)) or, once,

�δοξε τ˜ει .κκλησ�ει (Knoepfler (2001) 1.2–3), and bills are

often moved by a board of probouloi (IG xii.9 191.35).

The eponymous officials were a board of three archontes

(LSAG 84 no. 9; SEG 34 898 (C6l); IG xii.9 191.A.8 (C4l); cf.

Sherk (1990) 238). The principal military officials were a

board of strategoi (IG xii.9 191.44; Hdt. 5.102.3) and a board

of five taxiarchoi (IG ii² 230b.12–17), each presumably com-

manding a regiment provided by one of the five districts

(Knoepfler (1997) 372).Alongside the five(?) taxeis there was

a cavalry of, probably, 500 hippeis � 100 per district (IG ii²

230a.3–4 as restored by Knoepfler (1985) �SEG 35 59).

Together with the other Euboian poleis Eretria was a mem-

ber of the Amphiktyonic League (Lefèvre (1998) 59–63), and

provided in some years one of the two Ionian hieromnemones

(Aeschin. 2.116; CID ii 102.i.9), in other years a tamias (CID ii

74.47). Athenian envoys were sent to Eretria in 357/6 (IG ii²

124.16) and in 340 (Aeschin. 3.100). Eretrian envoys were sent

to Athens (IG ii² 230b). Eretria granted citizenship to a man

of Sikyon (no. 228) (Knoepfler (2001) 1 (C4s)) and proxenia to

citizens of Opous (no. 386) (Knoepfler (2001) 4 (C4l)) and

Taras (no. 71) (IG xii.9 187A and B (C5–C4) �Knoepfler

(2001) ii–iii); see also Knoepfler (2001) 2 (330–320). Eretrian

citizens received proxenia from Delphi (no. 177) (SEG 16 319

(C4–C3)) and Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.8 (C4m)). In

C4s Eretria had a theorodokos to host theoroi from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.B.41–43 (331/0–313)).

Only one Eretrian citizen is attested as victor in the

Olympic Games (Olympionikai 177 (c.492)), and none in

any of the other major Panhellenic games.

The Pantheon of Eretria in the Classical period is almost

exclusively known from inscriptions and archaeological

evidence (Schachter (1992) 18–21; Novaro (1996)). The tute-

lary god of Eretria was Apollo Daphnephoros (IG xii.9

191.10, 49; Knoepfler (2001) 17), in whose sanctuary public

enactments were published (IG xii.9 210.26–29). Divinities

worshipped in the town itself were Aphrodite? (Themelis

(1982) 179), Asklepios (IG xii.9 194 (C4–C3); LSCG 93),

Dionysos (IG xii.9 192, 207.45 with SEG 34 896 (C3e?)), Hera

(IG xii.9 189.27), Poseidon (Knoepfler (2000)) and

Demeter, for whom thesmophoria are attested (Plut. Mor.

298B, probably derived from the Aristotelian Politeia; cf.

Metzger (1985); Willers (1991)). The two major extra-urban

cults were those of Artemis Amarysia at Amarynthos with

musical contests (IG xii.9 189 �LSGC 92; IG xii.9 191.57, 59,

195.10–12; Knoepfler (1988) 383–91) and Apollo at Tamynai

(Harp. Τ3; Strabo 10.1.10; IG xii.9 90–92).

The Eretrian calendar is typically Euboian. The month

Antestherion is attested in C4s (IG xii.9 189 �LSCG 92),

and the months Apatourion, Lenaion and Heraion in the C3

law concerning the Dionysian artists (IG xii.9 207; see

Trümpy, Monat. 39–41).

The city of Eretria is bordered to the south by the sea, to

the west by a stream, to the north by a hill which naturally

became the acropolis; to the east was an area of marshy

ground. The ancient port lay partly in the same vicinity as

the modern port.

The urban area of modern Eretria in the 1960s gives some

idea of its extent in C4. At that time, it was surrounded by a

high city wall which, starting from the sea in the west, fol-

lowed the western side of the acropolis, then ran along its

steepest slope on the north, then turned south to the sea to

complete the circuit. The port itself was fortified by a cur-

tain-wall and towers. At intervals along the city wall were

posterns, a monumental gate to the west (Krause (1972))

and an eastern gate that has not been found. We know that

the city was protected by a wall in 490, since the Persians had

to lay siege for six days, and Eretria fell only because of

treachery (Hdt. 6.101.2), whereafter the walls were demol-

ished (Strabo 10.1.10). In our current state of knowledge it is

impossible to date the first fortifications with any certainty.

The existing wall, with its gates, posterns and towers, dates

from C4. It was about 4,260 m in length; the total area

enclosed by the wall was about 81.5 ha. The top of the acrop-

olis was 123 m from the sea. Eretria was besieged in 341

(Philoch. fr. 160).

The first traces of occupation on the acropolis date to the

second millennium (AntK (1994) 94–96, (1995) 108–19,

(1996) 107–11). Middle Helladic remains have been found in

the plain, not far from the future agora. During the

Protogeometric period (C9), only the tombs attest to some

sort of human presence (AntK (2000) 134–45). The first

evidence of settlement, dating from C8, comes from three

areas: near the port, on the site of the later sanctuary of

Apollo, and at several places at the foot of the acropolis. The

buildings were oval or apsidal in plan, with the entrance on

the short side (AntK (1981) 85–86, (2000) 128–30, (2001)

84–87). A group of tombs also dates from C8; their location

was marked on the ground by a triangular stone structure,

and they contained exceptionally rich grave-goods (bronze
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cauldrons, gold jewellery, iron weapons, a bronze spear-

head). They have been interpreted as a heroon. The remains

of later buildings nearby have been attributed to a heroic

cult (Bérard (1970)).

The oldest buildings in the area of the sanctuary of Apollo

Daphnephoros, apsidal in plan, were followed at the end of

C8 by a longer edifice (a hekatompedon), also with an apse.

Because of the altar at its east end and the finds of offerings

and pottery, this has been identified as the first temple of

Apollo, the city’s chief divinity. A second temple, rectangu-

lar in plan,perhaps Ionic,preceded the large Doric hexastyle

temple of C6l which was burned down by the Persians in 490

(Hdt. 6.101.3; Auberson (1968)).

To the north of the temple of Apollo,a sacrificial area with

a deposit of sacred objects has yielded numerous offerings,

the earliest dating from C8; some came from the Middle

East, others from Egypt and from the West. The cult cele-

brated there was perhaps dedicated to a female divinity

(Huber (2003)). The foundations of another sanctuary were

discovered cut in the rock at the top of the acropolis; they

were accompanied by offerings similar to those found in the

sacred deposit in the sacrificial area. The divinity honoured

is uncertain, but the offerings suggest that it may have been

female (AntK (1994) 97–99).

Among the other religious buildings for which there is

archaeological evidence, the temple of Dionysos, located

next to the theatre (Auberson (1976)), may date from C4e,

while the siting of a thesmophorion on the south slope of the

acropolis is controversial (Metzger (1985); Muller (1996)

165–68; Willers (1991)). Several clues suggest that a sanctuary

of Asklepios was situated in the neighbourhood of the

House of the Mosaics. The large sanctuary of Artemis

Amarynthia lies outside the city but in the chora, about 10

km to the south. Its approximate location is known, but the

temple proper has not yet been found (Knoepfler (1988)).

No public or official buildings have yet come to light.

However, we do know the location of the agora from the

Archaic and Classical periods, which was near the sanctuary

of Apollo Daphnephoros.The porticos along four sides have

been located or partially cleared. The function of an elegant

circular building (tholos) on the east side of the agora

remains unknown.To the north of the agora a large fountain

provided a public water-supply; long sections of the con-

duits have been uncovered. Other conduits for supplying

fresh water and carrying away waste have been found under

several streets.

The main street linked the west gate to the east gate, pass-

ing to the south of the theatre and along the southern flank

of the acropolis. Halfway between the two gates, another

street branched off towards the agora, skirting the sanctuary

of Apollo on the way. Other streets have been found in vari-

ous parts of the city, the longest in the western quarter

(Reber (1998)).

Eretria had a huge theatre (TGR ii. 215–16), and some of

the earliest phases may date to C4; cf. IG xii.9 193.6 (C4l), a

gymnasium, a palaestra and baths. Although the visible

remains of these buildings are no older than the Hellenistic

period, it is reasonable to suppose that they were already

functioning in C4 or even earlier.

The Classical and Hellenistic areas of the city are well

known thanks to the systematic exploration of the vast

houses, some of which are particularly luxurious (Reber

(1998); Ducrey et al. (1993)).

Eretria struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard,

c.525–446 and c.411–400. Denominations: tetradrachm,

didrachm, drachm, diobol, obol, hemiobol. The most com-

mon types are obv. cow scratching itself, sometimes with a

bird on its back; rev. octopus in incuse square. The legend

ΕΡΕΤΡΙΕΩΝ is found only on C2 bronze coins (Head,

HN² 360–64; Kraay (1976) 91–92; SNG Cop. Aetolia-Euboea

468–96). It is not known whether the C4 and C3 “federal”

issues were struck by Eretria (Wallace (1956)) or by Chalkis

(no. 365) (Picard (1979)); see also Brunner (1998) and supra

649.

Eretria was involved in the colonisation of Dikaia (no. 568),

Mende (no. 584), Methone (541), Okolon (626), Pharbelos

(no. 591), Pithekoussai (no. 65) and Skabala (no. 607).

371. *Grynchai (Gryncheus) Map 55. Lat. 38.25, long.

24.10. Size of territory unknown but presumably 1 or 2.Type:

B. The toponym is *Γρ�γχαι or *Γρ�νχαι,αH (reconstruct-

ed from the form Γρυνχ8θεν (IG xii.9 249B.361 (C3)) com-

bined with the variant forms; cf. Knoepfler (1997) 359);

variant forms are TΡ�γκαι (Steph. Byz. 547.17) and Τρ�χαι

(Steph. Byz. 639.15). The city-ethnic is Γρυνχε�ς (IG i³

270.v.22) or Γρυγχε�ς (IG i³ 71.i.81) or Βρυνχειε�ς (IG i³

264.iv.12) or Βρυγχειε�ς (IG i³ 265.ii.69). Grynchai is not

called a polis in any source, but the attestation of the com-

munity in the Athenian tribute lists is an indication of polis

status, as is the peculiar incorporation of the Gryncheis into

all six Eretrian phylai (infra). Grynchai has been located

near modern Krieza, where tombs and architectural frag-

ments have been found (Gehrke (1988) 33–34; Knoepfler

(1997) 384 with n. 250).

Grynchai was a member of the Delian League, and may

have been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It
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belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 270.v.22) and is record-

ed in the tribute lists from 451/50 (IG i³ 262.i.24) to 416/5 (IG

i³ 289.i.23), a total of thirteen times, three times completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 262.i.24). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.81: 2,000 dr.).

In C5l (Knoepfler (1997) 354), Grynchai became a deme of

Eretria (no. 370), belonging to the third district (Knoepfler

(1997) 384, 402). The Gryncheis were divided among all six

Eretrian phylai (IG xii.9 245A.158, 246A.181ff, 247.i.9;

Knoepfler (1997) 393–400).

372. Histiaia (Histiaieus)/Oreos (Oreites) Map 55. Lat.

38.55, long. 23.05. Size of territory: down to C4m probably 4,

in C4m 5. Type: A. The toponym is first ‘Ιστ�αια,! (Hom. Il.

2.537; Strabo 10.1.3); or ‘Ιστια�α, ! (IG xii.5 594.2; Hdt.

8.66.1); or TΕστ�αια,! (Thuc. 7.57.2; Ps.-Skylax 58; Arist. Pol.

1303b33; IG i³ 41.89); later it is ’Ωρε#ς (Aeschin. 3.103; Arist.

Ath. Pol. 33.1; Dem. 18.79; IG ii² 682.14 (C3e)), either ! (Thuc.

8.95.7; Paus. 7.26.4) or W (Xen. Hell. 5.4.56; Strabo 10.1.3, 5).

The corresponding city-ethnics are ‘Ιστιαιε�ς (Hdt. 8.23.1;

Xen. Hell. 2.2.3; CID ii 75.ii.47 (336/5); IG ii² 8939 (C4)),

‘Εστιαιε�ς (Thuc. 7.57.2) and ’Ωρε�της (Xen. Hell. 5.4.56;

SEG 27 17.5 (C4m); IG iv 617.3 (C4l); CID ii 93.51 (329/8)).

The change of name (Robert (1951) 179 n. 2) is explicitly

mentioned in several sources (Paus. 7.26.4; schol. Thuc.

1.114), and at Strabo 10.1.3 it is connected with the establish-

ment of an Athenian klerouchy in 446. But the sources testi-

fy to a considerable overlap between the two names (cf.

Strabo 10.1.4). Both toponyms are attested in Thucydides,

Hestiaia at 7.57.2 and Oreos at 8.95.7. The earliest attestation

of the toponym Oreos is in Ar. Pax 1047, 1057, whereas the

toponym Histiaia (in a contemporary context) is attested as

late as C4f (IG xii.5 594.12 �Staatsverträge 287), and the

city-ethnic Histiaieus in inscriptions of C3 (CID ii 126.2

(C3f); IG xii.9 1186.12 (C3s)) and on coins of C2 (Head, HN²

364–65). Histiaia/Oreos is called a polis both in the urban

sense (Hdt. 8.23.2; Ps.-Skylax 58; Dem. 9.61, 62) and in the

political sense (Xen. Hell. 5.4.57; Dem. 9.59–60; Aeschin.

3.94; Arist. Pol. 1303b32–3; IG xii.5 594.3 (C4f); IG xii.9

188.6–7 (C4f)). Πολ�της is found in Semon. 9.62. The col-

lective sense of the city-ethnic is attested internally on C4

coins (infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG xii.5 594.15

(C4f)) and in literature (Hdt. 8.23.2; Thuc. 7.57.2; Dem.

23.213). The individual and external use is attested in

inscriptions (IG xii.9 7.9 (C4m); CID ii 93.51 (329/8)) and in

literature (Hdt. 8.23.1; Aeschin. 3.223).

The territory is called ! γ8 ! ‘Ιστιαι)τις (Hdt. 7.175.2,

8.23.2). From C4m it comprised all of northern Euboia,

some 850 km², and bordered on the territory of Chalkis (no.

365). At 23.213 Demosthenes claims that the Oreitans inhab-

ited a quarter of the island (µ/ρος τ/ταρτον). The exact

frontier is unknown, but it seems to have crossed the island

north of Kerinthos but south of Elymnion (Gehrke (1994)

336–41). Down to C4f Dion (no. 368) and Athenai Diades

(no. 364), both on the Kenaion peninsula, were self-govern-

ing poleis, and so were, probably, Orobiai (no. 374) on the

west coast of Euboia and Poseidion (no. 376) on the east

coast (infra 660). In the Hellenistic period all four are attest-

ed as demes of Oreos: Athenai Diades (IG xii.9 1186.2), Dion

(IG xii.9 1187.3), Orobiai (IG xii.9 1186.3) and Poseidion (IG

xii.9 1189.20, 28, 39). Some thirty demes are recorded in

Hellenistic inscriptions (IG xii.9 1186–89; Jones, POAG

77–78). We hear about Histiaian demes already in C5s (IG i³

41.100), and in C4m the citizens of Histiaia/Oreos 

were organised into tribes and demes (IG xii.5

594.10 �Staatsverträge 287). The board of six archontes

(infra) indicates that there were six phylai as in Eretria 

(no. 370) (Knoepfler by letter). Oreos (Theopomp. fr. 387)

and Dion (IG i³ 41.101) are the only named Hellenistic

demes which can be traced back to the Classical period

(supra). In 480, however, the core territory of Histiaia/Oreos

comprised a number of komai along the coast (Hdt. 8.23.2),

of which two may have been Khironisi and Oreos (Sackett et

al. (1966) 111; for Khironisi/Dion, see also Reber (2001)

456–60).

After the battle of Artemision in 480 Histiaia/Oreos was

conquered by the Persians, and its territory was ravaged

(Hdt. 8.23.2). Histiaia/Oreos was a member of the Delian

League, and may have been among the original members

(ATL iii. 198–99). It is recorded in the tribute lists in 450/49

(IG i³ 263.iv.34), 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.6) and 447/6 (IG i³

265.ii.36), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 265.ii.36).

In 446 Hestiaia joined the other Euboian poleis and

defected from Athens; but the revolt was soon quenched by

an Athenian army under Perikles; the Histiaians were

expelled from their city and sent to Makedonia, while

Histiaia/Oreos was settled with Athenians (Thuc. 1.114.1–3,

7.57.2, 8.95.7; Theopomp. fr. 387; Philoch. fr. 118; Diod. 12.7.1,

22.2; Plut. Per. 23.4). The Athenians are described as

colonists (apoikoi, Thuc. 7.57.2; Figueira (1991) 223) and

numbered 2,000 (Theopomp. fr. 387) rather than the 

1,000 reported at Diod. 12.22.2, where, probably,

κατεκληρο�χησαν is used in a non-technical sense (cf. Ael.

VH 6.1 with Figueira (1991) 258–60). The Athenian regula-

tions for the new colony include references to a Histiaian

boule, a dikasterion and an archon (IG i³ 41; cf. Koch (1991)
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181–82, 192–93). They also show that a part of the original

population remained in the territory (ibid. 182–83). In 415 a

contingent of the Athenian colonists joined the expedition

to Sicily (Thuc. 7.57.2), and in 411 Histiaia/Oreos remained

loyal and did not join the other Euboian cities in defecting

from Athens (Thuc. 8.95.7; Arist. Ath. Pol. 33.1). At the end of

the Peloponnesian War, the Athenian colonists in

Histiaia/Oreos were undoubtedly among those sent back to

Athens (Plut. Lys. 13.3), and Histiaia/Oreos was probably

given back to the citizens expelled in 446.

In the Corinthian War, the Oreitans must have been

among the Euboians who fought against Sparta (no. 345) in

the battle of the Nemea in 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.17). In c.380

Iason of Pherai had a certain Neogenes set up as tyrant of

Histiaia/Oreos. Two years later he was deposed by a

Lakedaimonian force (Diod. 15.30.3–4). A Lakedaimonian

garrison was placed on the acropolis (Xen. Hell. 5.4.56; Plut.

Mor. 773F). In 377 the Athenians ravaged the territory of

Histiaia/Oreos (Diod. 15.30.2, 5) and later in the same year

the Lakedaimonians were expelled from Oreos (Xen. Hell.

5.4.57). Histiaia/Oreos joined the Second Athenian Naval

League in 375 or shortly after (IG ii² 43.B.18). It left the

League after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell. 6.5.23), but

joined once again in 357 (IG ii² 124.16). The Oreitans provid-

ed synedroi for the synedrion and contributed a syntaxis of 5

tal. (Aeschin. 3.94, 100). In 340 some kind of short-lived

league with a common council was established under the

leadership of Kallias of Chalkis (Aeschin. 3.89, 94;

Staatsverträge 342); it included Histiaia/Oreos, Chalkis (no.

365) and Eretria (no. 370). Because of the contemporary

issue of a common Euboian coinage (supra 643) the 

union has sometimes been interpreted as a federation

(Staatsverträge 342; Picard (1979)), but see Beck (1997) 28.

After the Persian War Histiaia/Oreos was an oligarchy. At

one point a dispute between two brothers belonging to the

gnorimoi resulted in a stasis in which one brother rallied the

wealthy (euporoi), the other the commoners (demotikoi)

(Arist. Pol. 1303b31–37; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 73). The Athenian

colony of 446 or the 420s (Mattingly (1996) 246–48) was

organised as a democracy (IG i³ 41).After the Peloponnesian

War the constitution was an oligarchy, which, in c.395, with-

out any stasis or revolution, was changed into a constitution

described by Aristotle as a politeia or a demokratia (Pol.

1303a16–20). Apart from a short period of tyranny in

380–378 under Neogenes (Diod. 15.30.3), the constitution

was democratic (Aeschin. 3.103). In 357 Histiaia/Oreos, like

the other the Euboian poleis, was torn by stasis between a

pro-Theban and a pro-Athenian faction (Diod. 16.7.2), and

in the 340s Histiaia/Oreos was split between a pro-

Makedonian faction, headed by Philistides and an 

anti-Makedonian faction, headed by Euphraios, a pupil of

Plato (Trampedach (1994) 96–97). The majority of the

Oreitan demos supported the pro-Makedonian faction, and

Euphraios was imprisoned (Dem. 9.59–62; cf. Ath. 506E,

508D). In 342 Philip of Makedon succeeded in making

Philistides tyrant of Histiaia/Oreos (Dem. 9.33, 18.71;

Theopomp. fr. 387). But a year later, on the motion of

Demosthenes, the Athenians sent a force against

Histiaia/Oreos; the city was conquered, Philistides killed,

and democracy restored (Dem. 18.73; Charax (FGrHist 103)

fr. 19; schol. Aeschin. 3.85). Strabo reports that Philistides

during his short reign had the population of Ellopia trans-

ferred to Oreos (10.1.3; cf. Moggi, Sin. 351–54).

The only known public enactment of the Classical period

is a decree of the people (psephisma tou demou) whereby the

Oreitans pledged the public revenue of Histiaia/Oreos as

security for 1 tal., which the polis owed to Demosthenes

(Aeschin. 2.104 and 105, where the psephisma (now lost) was

read out to the jurors; Migeotte (1984) 244–45). The epony-

mous officials were a board of six archontes (SEG 29 817.8–12

(c.300); IG xii.9 1187.1–5 (C3m)). A Histiaian citizen is

recorded as lending money at interest to the city of Karystos

(no. 373) (IG xii.9 7.5–11). An isopoliteia treaty was conclud-

ed between Histiaia/Oreos and Keos c.364 (IG xii.5

594 �Staatsverträge 287). Athenian envoys were sent to

Histiaia/Oreos in 357/6 (IG ii² 124.16) and in 341/40

(Aeschin. 3.100). Histiaia/Oreos granted proxenia to

Aeschines of Athens (no. 361) (Dem. 18.82) and to Kallikles

of Larisa (no. 401) (SEG 29 817 (c.300)), and Oreitan citizens

received proxenia from Athens (no.361) (IG ii² 149.10 (c.375);

Knoepfler (1995) 324ff).

Histiaia/Oreos possesssed an extra-urban sanctuary of

Artemis Proseoea at Artemision (Hdt. 7.176.1; Plut. Them.

8.4; Lolling Symposium 1994, forthcoming); the cult includ-

ed Pyrrhic games (SEG 33 716, C5f; IG xii.9 1190; Ceccarelli

(1998) 94–95); a cult of the nymph Histiaia can be inferred

from the C4 coins (infra).

The exact location of the urban centre of Histiaia is

unknown, but it was probably in the neighbourhood of

modern Histiaia (Xerochori). After 446 the urban centre

was moved to Oreos at modern Kastro, and the inhabitants

of the two settlements were merged by an synoikismos

(Strabo 10.1.4; Moggi, Sin. 114–20). So far, only scanty

remains have been found (ArchDelt 29 (1973–74) 487–90).

We know from literary sources that the town had an acrop-

olis (Xen. Hell. 5.4.56) and a harbour (Ps.-Skylax 58). In the
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earthquake of 426, 700 houses and part of the walls were

destroyed (Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6), but the

town was fortified again in C4m (Dem. 9.61). The strong-

hold called Metropolis which was fortified by Chabrias in

377/6 (Diod. 15.30.2, 5) may have been the original urban

centre of Histiaia/Oreos, deserted after the metoikesis in

C5m; see supra 657. The prison of Oreos is mentioned at

Dem. 9.60.

In C4m Histiaia/Oreos struck coins of silver and bronze

on the Euboian standard. Types: obv. head of nymph

Histiaia wearing vine wreath; rev. heifer and vine. Legend:

ΙΣΤΙ or, once, ΙΣΤΙΕ. An issue of silver coins on the Attic

standard has rev. Histiaia seated on the stern of a ship and

holding a naval standard inscribed ΑΘΑΝΑ. Legend:

ΙΣΤΙΑΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 364; Robert (1951) 179ff; Kraay

(1976) 93–94; Picard (1979) 176–78; SNG Cop. Aetolia-

Euboea 510–16).

373. Karystos (Karystios) Map 58. Lat. 38.00, long. 24.25.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Κ�ρυστος, !

(Hom. Il. 2.539; Hdt. 4.33.2; Archestratos fr. 51.2; Eust. Il.

1.432.7; IG xii.9 207.14 (C3e)). Quoting the C3 poet

Theodoridas (fr. 746, Suppl. Hell.), Steph. Byz. lists

Χειρων�α as an alternative toponym (362.14); yet another

alternative toponym is Α2γα�α (Steph. Byz. 363.1; schol. Ap.

Rhod. 1.1165). The city-ethnic is Καρ�στιος (Hdt. 4.33.2;

Thuc. 1.98.3; Ar. Lys. 1059; IG xii.9 7.20 (C4f)). Karystos is

called a polis both in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 58:

τετρ�πολις, where the political sense may be a connota-

tion) and in the political sense (IG xii.9 12.1 �ArchDelt 26

(1971) Chron. 262 no. 13 (C5–C4); IG ii² 12.11–12; Hdt. 4.33.2,

where the urban sense may be a connotation). The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in inscriptions

(IG xii.9 7.20 (C4f)) and in abbreviated form on C6–C4

coins (infra), and externally in inscriptions (I.Délos 98B.10

(377–373)) as well as in literary sources (Hdt. 6.99.2; Thuc.

4.42.1).The individual and external use is attested in inscrip-

tions (CID ii 4.iii.9 (C4f)) as well as in literary sources (Hdt.

7.214.1; Dem. 35.8–10). Patris is restored in IG ii² 467.21

(306/5).

The territory is called ! Καρυστ�η χ)ρη (Hdt. 9.105) or

! Καρυστ�α (Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.4.4). In C4 it bordered on

that of Styra (no. 377), then an Eretrian deme (infra 660),

and comprised the southern part of Euboia,altogether some

450 km². The principal site in the territory of Karystos is the

harbour of Geraistos with a sanctuary of Poseidon (Ps.-

Skylax 58; Arr. Anab. 2.1.2; Schumacher (1993) 77–80). The

only other known Archaic and Classical settlements are

Kyrnos (Hdt. 9.105) and Marmarion (Strabo 10.1.6), which

may have existed in C4 (Knoepfler by letter), and the

archaeological sites at Arkhampolis (Barr. 55, C, supra 646)

and Philagra (Barr. 55, C, supra 646–47).

Coins of C6m (infra) and a Panhellenic victor of C6s

(infra) are the only evidence we have for Karystos before the

Persian War. In 490 the Persian forces laid siege to Karystos,

ravaged its territory and forced the Karystians to surrender

(Hdt. 6.99.2). In 480 the Karystians joined the Persian army

(Hdt. 8.66.2), and after Salamis they were forced by

Themistokles to pay an indemnity (Hdt. 8.112.2) and had

their territory ravaged by the Greek army (Hdt. 8.121.1).

Nevertheless, the Karystians dedicated a bronze bull in

Delphi from spoils taken in the Persian War (Paus.10.16.6).

In a war between Athens and Karystos c.476–469 (Thuc.

1.98.3; Brock (1996) 359), the Karystians were defeated in a

battle at Kyrnos (Hdt. 9.105) and forced to join the Delian

League. Karystos belonged to the Island district (IG i³

270.v.21) and is recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³

259.ii.16) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.22), a total of eleven times,

once completely restored, paying a phoros of 12 tal. in 454/3,

reduced to 7½ tal. in 451/50 (IG i³ 262.i.23), and further

reduced to 5 tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.26). It was assessed

for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.70: 5 tal.) and in 410/9 (IG i³

100.i.4). In spite of Thuc. 1.114.2, the silence of our sources

indicates that Karystos did not join the other Euboian poleis

in defecting from the Delian League in 446. But, in addition

to the reduction in phoros, there is some archaeological

evidence to support the view that one of the C5m Athenian

klerouchies on Euboia (Diod. 11.88.5; Paus. 1.27.3; schol. Ar.

Nu. 213) was placed in Karystos (Figueira (1991) 225, y; Brock

(1996) 365–66; Salomon (1997) 209). In 413 Karystos was still

listed among the paying members (Thuc. 7.57.4). The con-

stitution of Karystos seems to have been changed into an oli-

garchy in consequence of the revolution in Athens in 411

(Thuc. 8.64.1, 65.1, 69.3; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 76).

Karystos was among the original members of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.84), but probably left the

League together with Thebes (no. 221) in 371 or shortly after-

wards (Xen. Hell. 6.5.23; Dreher (1995) 173). In 357 Karystos,

like the other Euboian poleis, was torn by stasis between a

pro-Theban and a pro-Athenian faction (Diod. 16.7.2), and

when the Thebans had been expelled from Euboia by the

Athenians, a new treaty was concluded between Athens (no.

361) and Karystos (IG ii² 124; cf. SEG 45 54). It is not known

whether Karystos in the 340s was a member of the ephemer-

al Euboian league or federation. In 323/2 Karystos was the

only Euboian polis to support Athens in the Lamian War
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(Diod. 18.11.2; Paus. 1.25.4).

In C4 Karystos had close relations with Histiaia/Oreos

(no. 372) and Thebes (no. 221), and had taken up some loans

from citizens of these two poleis. Payments on these loans

are attested in an inscription of c.370 (IG xii.9 7 �Migeotte

(1984) no. 73) which shows that the eponymous official in

Karystos was an archon and that there was a board of tamiai.

An undated (C4–C3?) public enactment mentions a board

of strategoi and, probably, a popular assembly (IG xii.9 1). A

citizen of Karystos was granted proxenia by Eretria (no. 370)

in C4l (IG xii.9 211; cf. Knoepfler (2001) 212). During the

grain crisis of 330–326 Karystos obtained 15,000 medimnoi

from Kyrene (no. 1028) (SEG ix 2 �Tod 196.21; cf. SEG 38

1880). Karystos was a member of the Delian amphiktyony

(Hdt. 4.33.2; I.Délos 98.120 (377–373)) and had a treasury on

Delos (IG xi.2 144.A.88).

In the Archaic period the urban centre was situated on the

Plakari hill (Keller (1985) 200–1), and it may have remained

there during C5. In C4, if not before, it was moved to

Palaiochori. From the siege of Karystos in 490 it can be

inferred that the city was fortified (Hdt. 6.99.2). There are few

remains. There was a fortified acropolis (Livy 32.17) on the

Montofoli hill (Keller (1985) 218), and a large cemetery to the

south. A temple of Dionysos is attested (Keller (1985) 217).

Karystos had one citizen who distinguished himself in all

the four major Panhellenic games: viz. Glaukos the pugilist

(Simon. fr. 4, PMG; Dem. 18.319) who in 520 won one victo-

ry in the Olympic Games (Olympionikai 134), and then two

in the Pythian, eight in the Nemean, and eight in the

Isthmian Games (Paus. 6.10.1–3).

Karystos struck coins of silver c.550–445 and of silver and

bronze c.411–336 (the chronology is based on the traditional

date of the Athenian Coinage Decree and on the belief that

Greek poleis stopped minting coins during the Makedonian

supremacy). (1) Silver: denominations: tetradrachm,

didrachm, drachm, hemidrachm and fractions down to trite-

morion. Types: obv. ox scratching itself with its horns or cow

suckling calf or forepart of bull or bull’s head; or head of

Herakles; rev. incuse square or cock in incuse square or bull or

palm tree(s). Legend: ΚΑΡΥΣ or shorter forms down to Κ.

The obv. of one Archaic tetradrachm has ΚΑΡΥΣΤΙΟ[Ν].

(2) Bronze in C4: obv.head of Herakles or head of Athena; rev.

bull’s head or palm. Legend: ΚΑ (Head, HN² 356–57; Wallace

(1968); SNG. Cop. Aetolia-Euboea 414–18).

374. Orobiai (Orobieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 23.15. Size

of territory: 1? Type: A. The toponym is ’Ορ#βιαι, αH (Thuc.

3.89.2; IG i³ 418a.6). The city-ethnic is ’Οροβιε�ς (IG xii.9

923.2–3). In the notes to the Budé edn. of Diod. 15, Vial sug-

gests that ’Ωρωπ�ων (30.3) and ’Ωρωπ�οις (30.4) may be

corruptions of ’Οροβ�ων and ’Οροβ�οις. It seems better to

obelise the MSS readings and to leave the mystery unsolved.

Orobiai is called a polis in the urban sense at Thuc. 3.89.2.

Orobiai was situated at modern Rovies and was famous

for its oracle of Apollo Selinuntios (Strabo 10.1.3; Steph. Byz.

376.3–4).At Thuc 3.89.2 Orobiai is described as a polis which

was partly engulfed by the great seismic sea wave of 426. We

know from other sources that a large part of Histiaia/Oreos

(no. 372) was destroyed by the same disaster (Demetrias of

Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6; Fossey (1990) 183–84).

An Attic inscription of c.430–410 shows that Orobiai was

situated in the territory of Histiaia/Oreos (no. 372) (IG i³

418a.6). The individual use of the ethnic ’Οροβιε�ς is attest-

ed twice in a C5 inscription (IG xii.9 923.2–3; AE (1963) 5).

Histiaia/Oreos was organised into tribes and demes (supra

656); but the stone inscribed with IG xii.9 923 was found in

Chalkis (no. 365), not in the Histiaia/Oreos area, which

points to the ethnic being a city-ethnic rather than a demot-

ic. Knoepfler (by letter) suggests that it may be a pierre

errante, inscribed by the Athenians settled in Histiaia/Oreos.

In Hellenistic inscriptions from the Histiaia/Oreos area,

however, ’Οροβιε�ς is attested again, and now indisputably

as a demotic (IG xii.9 1186.3, 1189.27, 37). Like Athenai

Diades (no. 364), Dion (no. 368), Poseidion (no. 376), and

perhaps some others as well, Orobiai may in C5 have been a

dependent polis lying inside the territory of Histiaia/Oreos

but transformed into a Histiaian deme in the course of C4 or

C3 (Hansen (1997) 31, (2000) 209–10).

Some ancient remains have been found in the neighbour-

hood of Palaiochori, Ag. Iannako, but there are a few traces

only of the ancient town. It was probably situated at Ag. Ilias

north of Rovies where some sherds of C4 have been found

(Sackett et al. (1966) 46–47, fig. 5).

375. *Peraia (Peraeus) Map 55. Unlocated. Type: C. The

toponym *Περα�α is not attested in any source but recon-

structed from the demotic Περαε5ς (IG xii.9 249B.138 (C3))

and the adverbial form Περα#θεν (IG xii.9 249B.445).

Peraia was a deme of Eretria (no. 370) and is not called a polis

in any source, but an analogy with Grynchai (no. 371) and

Styra (no. 377) indicates that it was a polis down to c.400.

The Eretrian C3e lists of citizens show that the members

of three of the demes, viz. Grynchai, Peraia and Styra, did

not belong to one phyle but were distributed among all the

six phylai (Knoepfler (1997) 396–403). The evidence for

Peraia is IG xii.9 245A.11 (phyle 1), 246A.6 (phyle 2), 247.2
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(phyle 3), 249B.138–49 (phyle 4). In the case of Styra and

Grynchai the most likely explanation of this anomaly is that

both settlements had been poleis which were amalgamated

with Eretria in C5l–C4e and integrated into the pre-existing

organisation of Eretrian citizens into six tribes. By analogy,

it seems reasonable to infer that Peraia too was once a polis

which had been absorbed by Eretria c.400. By contrast with

Grynchai and Styra, however, Peraia is not recorded in the

Athenian tribute lists as a member of the Delian League. By

letter, Knoepfler suggests as a possibility that Peraia be

identical with the ∆ι�κριοι .ν Ε(βο�αι (no. 367), attested

as members of the Delian League.

376. Posideion (Posideites) Map 55. Lat. 39.00, long.

23.20, but Knoepfler (1999) 230 n. 3 now suggests locating

Posideion further north at modern Helleniko. Size of territ-

ory: unknown but presumably 1 or 2. Type: C. The toponym

is Ποσ�δειον, τ# (IG i³ 71.i.91–92). The city-ethnic is

Ποσειδ�της (IG xii.9 1189.20, 28, 39 (C2)). Posideion is not

called a polis in any source, but the attestation of the com-

munity in the C5 Athenian assessment decrees is an indica-

tion of polis status. Posideion, further described as

Ποσ�δειον .ν ’Ευβο�αι, was assessed for phoros in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.i.91–92: 100 dr.). The only other reference to the

community is in a C2 catalogue of citizens of Histiaia/Oreos

(no. 372), in which Ποσειδ�της appears as a demotic (IG

xii.9 1189.20, 28, 39 (C2)). The change from polis to deme of

Histiaia/Oreos may have taken place in C4f (Moggi, Sin.

236–37; see supra 656). The precise location is unknown.

Philippson (1951) 577 n. 1 and Sackett et al. (1966) 42, fol-

lowed by Barr., suggest Vasilika, Palaiokastro.

377. Styra (Styreus) Map 58. Lat. 38.10, long. 24.15. Size of

territory: unknown but presumably 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The

toponym is Στ�ρα, τ� (Hom. Il. 2.539; Dem. 21.167; Strabo

10.1.6). The city-ethnic is Στυρε�ς (ML 27.9, 479; Hdt.

8.46.4; Thuc. 7.57.4). Steph. Byz. 588.14 is the only source in

which Styra is explicitly called a polis; but at Hdt. 8.46.4 it is

subsumed under the heading polis, where polis occurs in the

political sense (Hdt. 8.42.1, 49.1). Furthermore, the attesta-

tion of the community in the Athenian tribute lists is an indi-

cation of polis status, as is the peculiar incorporation of the

Styreans into all six phylai of Eretria (no. 370) (infra). The

collective and external use of the city-ethnic is attested on the

Serpent Column (ML 27.9), in the Athenian tribute lists

(infra) and in literature (Hdt. 8.46.4; Thuc. 7.57.4). The indi-

vidual and external use is attested only as a demotic (infra).

The exact location of Styra is not known, but it must have

been situated near modern Nea Styra (Knoepfler (1997) 365;

Reber (2002) 43–45). The size of the territory is unknown.

The northern frontier towards Zarex and Dystos (no. 369)

cannot be determined. The southern frontier, on the other

hand, is attested by a boundary stone inscribed on a rock

south-east of modern Styra (ΟΡΟΣ ∆Η[µου]:

Moutsopoulos (1982) 340, where the ∆ is misread as a Λ; cf.

Reber (2002) 45). Styra controlled a small island called

Aiglea (Hdt.6.107.2).At Mt.Ag. Nikolas/Kliosi, east of Styra,

are the remains of an ancient fortification wall and a gate,

probably a fortress for the defence of the southern frontier

of Styra and perhaps of the territory of Eretria (Reber

(2002)). Cults of Zeus Hypsistos (IG xii.9 59) and Zeus Soter

(IG xii.9 58) are attested, as well as a cult of Asklepios (IG

xii.9 57 (C4)) and of the Kytherian goddess, i.e. Aphrodite

(Knoepfler (2001) 244–45 with n. 337 (C4?)).

In 480 the Styreans provided two triremes at Artemision

(Hdt. 8.1.2) and at Salamis (Hdt. 8.46.4). Together with Eretria

(no. 371) they provided 600 hoplites at Plataiai (Hdt.9.28.5)

and are duly recorded on the Serpent Column (ML 27.9).

Styra was a member of the Delian League, and may have

been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It

belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 269.v.29) and is recorded

in the tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.28) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.iii.21), a total of eleven times, three times completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 263.iv.28). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.74: 2 tal.), and in 413

Styra was still listed among the paying members (Thuc.7.57.4).

Some 500 lead tablets were found in 1860 in the territory

of Styra (IG xii.9 56 with add. p. 176; cf. SEG 42 794). They

were inscribed in C5f with names, mostly in the nominative.

Sometimes another name is added (a patronymic in the

nominative?) and/or an abbreviation which presumably

indicates a kind of civic subdivision (e.g.ΜΑ or ΜΑΡ, nos.

167, 210, 395, 405, 433). There are signs of reuse. The tablets

are probably identification cards of Styrean citizens, to be

used for sortition and similar purposes (Masson (1992)

61–72; Murray (1997) 499).

In the Hellenistic period Styra is attested as a deme of

Eretria, belonging to the second district (Knoepfler (1997)

383, 402). The Styreans were divided among all six Eretrian

phylai (IG xii.9 245A.36, 246A.36, 247.i.17 (C3e); cf.

Knoepfler (1997) 393–400). In the Athenian decree of 378/7

(IG ii² 43) the Styreans are not listed as members of the

Second Athenian Naval League, and the presumption is that

the change of status from polis to deme took place in C5l or

C4e (Knoepfler (1971) 242–44; Moggi, Sin. 227–33). During

the Lamian War (323/2) Styra was conquered and destroyed

by the Athenians (Strabo 10.1.6; cf. Knoepfler (1971)).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Λοκρ�ς, ! (without attribute),

mostly used in such a way that it is clear from the context

that the reference is not to West Lokris (Thuc. 2.32.1; Ar. Av.

152; Xen. Hell. 3.5.3). The ethnic is Λοκρ#ς. Collectively and

unqualified it is used in Hom. Il. 2.527, Hdt. 7.132.1 (on

which see Macan ad loc.), Thuc. 2.9.2 (on which see HCT)

and Xen. Hell. 3.5.4, again mostly in such a way that confu-

sion with the West Lokrians is avoided. However, the collec-

tive ethnic is often qualified: Λοqρο� οH hυποκναµ�διοι is

found internally (and presumably in opposition to Λοqρο�

οH gεσπ�ριοι) in ML 20 (500–450) and on C4l coins (BMC

Locris nos. 38–40; Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 438); less well

attested is Λοκρο� οH ’Επικναµ�διοι, which may, however,

have been used by Hellan. fr. 12 (�Steph. Byz. 78.16–17), and

is found in Diod. 16.38.3 (r352) and on C4l coins (BMC

Locris nos. 71–76; Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 456; SNG Cop.

Aetolia-Euboea nos. 74–76); finally, Λοκρο� οH ’Οπο�ντιοι

is found in the historians (Hdt. 7.203.1, 8.1.2; Thuc. 1.108.3,

2.32.1, 3.89.3; Xen. Hell. 3.5.3, 4.2.17; Ephor. fr. 138a (apud

Strabo 6.1.7), fr. 138b (�Ps.-Skymnos 312); Diod. 11.83.2

(r456)). The latter designation is used by outsiders, certain-

ly in recognition of the predominance of Opous (no. 386)

within the region; of the two former designations,

’Επικναµ�διος may have been used both broadly to refer to

all East Lokrians and more narrowly to refer to those living

in that part of the region that lay north-west of Opous (for

details, see Nielsen (2000) 103–7), whereas ‘Υποκναµ�διος

may have been used narrowly about the region around

Opous (cf. Etym. Magn. 360.32); in any case, it cannot be

shown that the Epiknemidians and the Hypoknemidians

formed two separate political groups within the region in

the Archaic and Classical periods (Nielsen (2000) 108–18).

In order for us to be able to distinguish an individual

described as a Λοκρ#ς as an East Lokrian in contradistinc-

tion to a West Lokrian, Λοκρ#ς must be qualified by,

e.g., the city-ethnic of an East Lokrian city; such qualifica-

tions of the ethnic are fairly frequent: CID ii 43.22:

Λοκρ+ν· Σµ�[νου] ’Οπουντ�ου (340/39); CID ii 97.

24–25: yγησ�λαι Α2νησ�α [Λο]κρ+ι ’Οπουντ�[ω]ι,

?γ�αι ?ριστ�ρχου Λοκρ+ι Θρονιε5 (327/6); see also CID

ii 74.i.37, 51, ii.28 (337/6); CID ii 76.ii.30 (335); CID ii 82.24

(333/2).

Χ)ρα is used about the territory at Ps.-Skylax 60 and

Diod. 12.65.5 (r424), and γ8 at Diod. 16.25.2 (r353); apart

from Ps.-Skylax 60, no Archaic or Classical source applies

the term �θνος explicitly to the East Lokrians, but they were

probably considered an ethnos like the West Lokrians (Hell.

Oxy. 21.3, Chambers) and must be included among the

Lokrians mentioned at Aeschin. 2.116 as an ethnos which was

a member of the Delphic Amphiktyony; the Lokrians sent

two hieromnemones to the Amphiktyonic Council (e.g. CID

ii 36.i.30–1 (343–340)); of these two, one came from West

Lokris, and one from East Lokris (e.g. CID ii 43.22–23

(340/39); CID ii 74.i.37–38, ii.28–29 (337/6); CID ii 76.i.22–23

(335)), and in C4 he came invariably from Opous (no. 386),

the chief city of the region (see further Nielsen (2000)).

According to Hdt. 7.216, Alponos (no. 379) was the first of

the Lokrides poleis as one approached from Malis, which

means that the border must have run between Anthele (no.

427) and Alponos. There is no explicit evidence for the bor-

der with Boiotia, but it must have run north of Boiotian

Hyettos (no. 207) and Kopai (no. 209) (cf. 431); Kyrtones,

which is treated as Boiotian in the present work (see supra

435; for the proposed sites, see Fossey (1990) 52–57,

and Katsonopoulou (1990) 71–86), is indeed described 

as Boiotian by late sources (Paus. 9.24.4; Steph. Byz. 398.9);

but since regional affiliations are known to have been sub-

ject to changes in southern East Lokris (Lokrian sites

becoming Boiotian: Goldman and Walker (1915) 420–22),

Kyrtones may perhaps have been East Lokrian in the

Classical period, but certainty is impossible. The same is
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true of Korseia, which is counted as East Lokrian here (cf.,

however, Étienne and Knoepfler (1976) 37–38, 39). In the

south-west, Ps.-Skylax 60 lists Larymna (no. 383) as the first

East Lokrian polis µετ3 . . . Βοιωτο�ς; however, Anchoe

further south must have belonged to East Lokris as well

(Fossey (1990) 27–32). The border with Phokis was Mt.

Knemis. On the southern ridge of Mt. Knemis were the

sanctuaries of Athena Kranaia and of Artemis Elaphebolia;

the former belonged to Phokian Elateia (no. 180)

(Philippson (1951) 351), the latter to Phokian Hyampolis (no.

182) (SEG 37 422–23). According to Strabo (9.3.1, 3.17),

Daphnous, a coastal site in East Lokris, once belonged to

Phokis. Unfortunately, the Phokian seizure of Daphnous

cannot be dated (cf. RE suppl. iii, s.v. Daphnus col. 326). It

should, however, be noted that Ps.-Skylax 61 gives the fol-

lowing list of Phokian (sic) poleis: Θρ#νιον, Κν8µις,

’Ελ�τεια, Πανοπε�ς. Since Thronion (no. 388) is com-

monly regarded as East Lokrian (Thuc. 2.26.2), but is here

treated as Phokian, it is possible that Phokis at the time of

composition controlled Thronion, and thus presumably

Daphnous, etc., at the same time and then in C4. Another

possibility is that the transmitted text of Ps.-Skylax is not

sound, and that Θρ#νιον is a corruption of Τιθρ)νιον (cf.

Nielsen (2000) 108); if that is accepted, we will have a list of

exclusively Phokian localities, opening with a polis

(Teithronion (no. 194)), going on to a mountain (Knemis),

and ending with two poleis (Elateia (no. 180) and Panopeus

(no. 190)), a list which then resembles, e.g., the one found in

Ps.-Skylax 62: Thermopylai (a pass), Trachis (a polis (no.

432)), Oite (a mountain), Herakleia (a polis (no. 430)),

Spercheios (a river); see further Flensted-Jensen and Hansen

(1996) 141. This emendation will remove the only scrap of

(indirect) evidence for the date of the Phokian seizure of

Daphnous.

Our written sources provide us with information about

eighteen¹ East Lokrian settlements of the Archaic and

Classical periods.² Of these, seventeen have been identified,

with very varying degrees of certainty (Buckler (1989) 93;

Fossey (1990) 94–95; Pritchett (1982) 123–75, (1985) 166–89,

(1992) 145–55; Dakoronia (1993); Coleman (1998)), the

topography of the area being far from completely clear. One

ancient toponym is still unlocated,³ whereas we have

remains of a Classical settlement⁴ that cannot be convinc-

ingly matched with any ancient toponym.⁵ Thus we know of

nineteen Archaic and Classical settlements altogether.⁶

Eleven are described in the Inventory below, which com-

prises every East Lokrian settlement that was certainly (type

A), probably (type B), or possibly (type C) a polis. The other

eight settlements are as follows.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Anastasis (AC toponym unknown, late toponym perhaps

?ν�στασις) Hierokles Synekdesmos (π#λις); Fossey

(1990) 62–65, but see also Coleman (1998); cf. also Blegen

(1926) and Dakoronia (1993) 117. Barr. AC.

Anchoe (?γχ#η) Strabo 9.2.18 (τ#πος); Fossey (1990)

27–32. C.

*Boumelitaia (ancient toponym not transmitted; F.Delphes

iii.1 362 � iii.4 354 (C2) has τ8]ι π#λει Βου[µελιται/]ων)

F.Delphes iii.1 362 � iii.4 354 (π#λις (C2)); RE suppl. iii.

219–20; Étienne and Knoepfler (1976) 41–44; Fossey (1990)

44–50; Katsonopoulou (1990) 100–12. Barr. AC.

¹ Pritchett (1985) 171 suggests “that Homeric Tarphe and Classical Naryka are
the same, and that Pharygai did not exist as a Lokrian city”. But see Buckler
(1989) 95–96, who also denies Pharygai to East Lokris, and doubts the existence
of Tarphe in historical times. The number eighteen for known settlements
includes Mendenitsa, tentatively identified as Argolas, following Buckler (1989)
41–42. I.Delphes iii.1 102 is a Delphic proxeny decree of c.315–280 for a man
described as Λοκρ�ς .γ Βουµ�του; it is uncertain whether Boumatos was
West or East Lokrian; cf. Lerat (1952) i.72. In Certamen Homeri et Hesiodi 226–32

an Ο2ν#η is ascribed to East Lokris, certainly by mistake; cf. Lerat (1952) i.45.
² Two sites mentioned in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships are not mentioned

by other Archaic or Classical sources and have not been located: (1) Augeiai
(Α(γεια�); it is believed that this site may be referred to in C4 in BCH 19 (1895)
p. 402 l. 16, but the toponym is heavily restored; (2) Bessa (Β8σσα) (Hom. Il.
2.532); for a possible candidate with C remains, see Dakoronia (1993) 126. In

addition, Lycoph. Alex. at 1147 mentions Φαλωρ�ας (�Steph. Byz. 657.3:
Φαλωρι�ς, π#λις Λοκρ�δος) and at 1149 Πυρωνα5α (�Steph. Byz. 541.13:
Πυρωνα�α, π#λις Λοκρ�δος, and 541.7: Πυρηνα�α, π#λις Λοκρ�δος , “an
obvious doublet” (Fossey (1990) 172)). Since neither of these can be matched
with a known site (Fossey (1990) 168), it is impossible to know whether they
existed in our period, or whether they are legendary.

³ This is Skarpheia, probably in the plain of Molos; Barr. 54 has tentatively
placed Skarpheia at modern Molos, a site with AC remains. See, however,
Buckler (1989) 94–95; cf. Pritchett (1992) 145–48.

⁴ At Roustiana, see Dakoronia (1993) 126, who thinks it may be Homeric
Bessa. This may be Fossey’s Golemi (Fossey (1990) 180–82).

⁵ Fossey (1990) discusses several sites which have not made it on to Barr. map
55. Some of these are probably left out because their toponym is unknown or
because they formed part of a larger settlement; see e.g. the discussion of the site
at Martinon (Fossey (1990) 33–35), believed to be a part of Larymna; such sites I
have not counted here, though they are mentioned in the Inventory if appropri-
ate. See further Fossey (1990) 49 (Tragana), 50 (Mitro peninsula: C), 51

(Anderas), 76–78 (Megaloplatanos), 79–80 (Skanderaga: AC), 85–86 (Villovo:
AC), 87 (Palaiokastro Livanaton), 88–90 (Arkitsa).

⁶ In addition to settlements, we have some information on military installa-
tions, e.g.Oion (Ο1ον): Strabo 1.3.20 (φρο�ριον (r426); C (Fossey (1990) 66–67);
Prophitis Elias at Megaloplatanos (ancient toponym unknown): C (Fossey (1990)
78); Fossey (ibid.) calls the site an “obviously temporary and essentially military”
one. On military installations etc. in the southern part of the region, see Fossey
(1990) 138–50.
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Daphnous (∆αφνο%ς) Strabo 9.3.1 (π#λισµα), 9.3.17

(π#λις); Steph. Byz. 222.14 (π#λις). Barr. AC.

Kalliaros (Καλλ�αρος) Hom. Il. 2.532; Hellan. fr. 13

(�Steph. Byz. 349.8: π#λις Λοκρ+ν κτλ). Fossey (1990) 75;

cf., however, Dakoronia (1993) 120–24. Barr. CH.

Korseia (Κ#ρσεια) Taken to be East Lokrian by Oldfather

in RE xi. 1438; see also Coleman (1998); cf., however, Étienne

and Knoepfler (1976) 37–38, 39; Paus. 9.24.5 calls it a

π#λισµα, but presumably takes it to be Boiotian; see the

remarks about Kyrtones above. For Dem. 19.141, see Hansen

(1996) 83. Fossey (1990) 58–61; Katsonopoulou (1990)

86–99. Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Mendenitsa (possibly the ancient toponym was ?ργ#λας

(Diod. 16.30.4 with Buckler (1989) 41–42)) Diod. 16.31.1 (for

which see Buckler (1989) 41–42). Pritchett (1982) 167–68,

Buckler (1989) 41–42. Barr. C.

Roustiana Dakoronia (1993) 126. Not in Barr.; C.

It is difficult to say whether any of these sites were poleis; the

site identified as Anastasis is perhaps a candidate, since it

was clearly a substantial town (Dakoronia (1993) 117), but it

must be emphasised that it is extremely difficult to deduce

polis status from archaeological evidence. On the other

hand, some of the communities described as poleis in the

Inventory below might perhaps be omitted: viz. Knemides

(no. 381) and Nikaia (no. 385). But even allowing for some

uncertainty, the Inventory points to the conclusion that

more than two-thirds of all known East Lokrian settlements

were organised as poleis either throughout the Classical

period or at least for some time within that period.

The plurality of poleis in East Lokris is acknowledged by

several sources (ML 20 with Larsen (1968) 51–52; Hdt. 7.216;

Ps.-Skylax 60; Diod. 16.38.3 (r352); see also Ap. Rhod. 4.1780:

’Οπο�ντι� τε >στεα Λοκρ+ν). It is commonly assumed

that these poleis were united in a confederacy (on which see

Larsen (1968) 48–58) that probably comprised the whole

region (Nielsen (2000) 117, although pointing out that the

nature of the organisation attested in ML 20 is not clear

(115)). ML 20 shows that this “confederacy” was in existence

by 500–450, and Fossey (1990) 161 thinks that this unit possi-

bly existed by the later Archaic period, which is clearly the

implication of SEG 41 506 (C6–C5) if the Lokrians who con-

cluded that treaty with the Boiotians were the East Lokrians.

The leading polis of the region and of the “confederacy” was

without doubt Opous (no. 386), and this city may have

turned (some of) the other poleis into its dependencies

(Nielsen (2000) 111–14; infra s.v. Alponos (no. 379)).

During the Persian Wars the attitude of the East Lokrians

was ambiguous: according to Hdt. 7.132 the East Lokrians

gave earth and water to Xerxes, but they nevertheless fought

πανστρατι� 8 at Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.203.1) and supplied

seven pentekonteroi for the Artemision campaign (Hdt.

8.1.2); after Thermopylai they joined the Persians (Hdt.

8.66.2). During the Peloponnesian War the East Lokrians

were allied to Sparta (no. 345) (Thuc. 2.9.2–3, on which see

HCT), but they joined the anti-Spartan side in the

Corinthian War (Xen. Hell. 4.2.17, 3.15). In the Third Sacred

War the East Lokrians opposed the Phokians, and their ter-

ritory saw much hard fighting (Diod. 16.29.1; Buckler (1989),

e.g. at 93–97).

On the status of those settlements which were not poleis

we can only hypothesise. A fair hypothesis would be that

they were komai: kome is actually applied to Alponos (no.

379) by Herodotos (7.176.5), and though Alponos was prob-

ably a polis (see Inventory), other settlements may well have

been komai, although no individual settlement is so

described; however, Lerat (1952) ii.44 and Tuplin (1993) 69

n. 13 take the general reference to Lokrian komai at Xen. Hell.

4.3.22 to refer to East Lokris.

II. The Poleis

378. Alope (Alopaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.55

(Fossey (1990) 91–92). Size of territory: probably 1, perhaps

2. Type: [A]. The toponym is ?λ#πη, ! (Thuc. 2.26.2). The

city-ethnic is ?λοπα5ος (IG ix.1 222 (C3–C2); cf. Lerat

(1952) i.15 n. 1).

At Ps.-Skylax 60, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Alope is the last of four toponyms listed between the heading

π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι πολλα�

Λοκρο5ς. For a retrospective attestation of polis in the urban

sense, see Diod. 12.44.1 (r430).The only occurrence of the eth-

nic is external and individual (IG ix.1 222 (C3–C2)), a grant of

proxeny to an Alopaios by Teithronion (no. 194).

Thuc. 2.26.2 suggests that the toponym (?λ#πη) may

have designated the territory as well; a battle (µ�χη) was

fought there in 431 (ibid.), but apart from that we have no

evidence about the territory and only a little about the city.

According to Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr.

6 �Strabo 1.3.20, Alope suffered seriously from the earth-

quake of 426 (Fossey (1990) 183–84). The city was centred on
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a flat-topped, fortified hill; the polygonal circuit wall has not

been dated, but may belong to C6 (ibid. 140–41); it enclosed

an area measuring c.165 � 70 m, within which building

remains and Archaic and Classical sherds as well as tiles

attest to activity (Pritchett (1982) 148–49; Fossey (1990)

91–92). The lower city lay at the northern foot of the hill and

shows extensive Archaic and Classical structures (Haas

(1998) 110–12).

379. Alponos (Alponios) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. Herodotos gives the

toponym as ?λπηνο�, οH at 7.176.2, but as ?λπην#ς, ! at

7.216; ?λπων#ς is found in Aeschin. 2.132, 138, and was pos-

sibly used by Hellan. fr. 12 (�Steph. Byz. 78.15–16) and

Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 �Strabo 1.3.20. An

ethnic derived from the latter toponym, ?λπ)νιος, is

found in CID ii 126.1 (C3) and Syll.³ 419 (C3f), both external

and individual uses.

Alponos is described as a polis at Hdt. 7.216.2, but as a

kome at Hdt. 7.176.5, an inconsistency which is difficult to

explain. Another site in the same general area, Anthele (no.

427), is similarly described both as a polis (Hdt. 7.176.2) and

a kome (Hdt. 7.200.2). So, if there is an explanation, it may be

one that is peculiar to this general area, such as the modest

size of the settlements. In the case of Alponos, it is also pos-

sible that its classification as a kome is a reflection of depend-

ent status (cf. Hansen (1995a) 73–75), and it may be

suggested that the city was dependent on Opous (no. 386),

the leading city of the East Lokrian “confederacy”(see infra).

Strangely, though, Steph. Byz. 78.12–13 reports (without

source reference) that Alponos was µητρ#πολις Λοκρ+ν.

The city served as a base for the Greeks during the

Thermopylai campaign (Hdt. 7.176.5, 229.1).

Alponos is poorly attested: there is no evidence about its

territory, and only a little about the city. According to

Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6, as reported by

Strabo 1.3.20, Alponos suffered seriously from the earth-

quake of 426 (Fossey (1990) 183–84). The fragment, more-

over, refers to a pyrgos, which was one of several such

constructions at the harbour of Alponos (π�ργον τ+ν

.λλιµεν�ων). The reference may indicate that the city was

walled (Pritchett (1982) 160). In C5 Alponos was probably

centred on a walled acropolis to the east of Thermopylai (for

which see Pritchett (1982) 160–61 and (1992) 148–50), but the

city was possibly relocated uphill to a new site after the

earthquake of 426 (Pritchett (1982) 164; but see Buckler

(1989) 93–94); Pritchett (1982) 164–66 describes the proba-

ble new site as a walled city.

The celebration of Thesmophoria is attested in Demetrios

of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 �Strabo 1.3.20 (r426).

380. Halai (Haleeus) Map 55. Lat. 35.40, long. 23.10. Size

of territory: probably 2. Type: B. The toponym is not found

in Archaic or Classical sources, but Strabo 9.2.13 and 4.2 (MS

Qλλαι) has been emended to read yλα�, αH (cf. Plut. Sull.

26.3–4; Paus. 9.24.5; Steph. Byz. 68.5). The ethnic is yλεε�ς

(AJA 19 (1915) 442–44 no. 2 (C5f)).

The earliest sources to classify Halai as a polis are two

Hellenistic inscriptions: AJA 19 (1915) no. 3.2 (206/5) and no.

4.2 (208/7, restored), where the term is used in the political

sense; however, the city deserves inclusion in this Inventory

as a type B since (i) AJA 19 (1915) 442–44 no. 2 (C5f) testifies

to the existence of a board of three eponymous archontes (cf.

Sherk (1990) 244); (ii) the internal collective use of the eth-

nic is attested in the same inscription and sub-ethnics are

unknown in East Lokris; (iii) the city had a cult of Athena

Poliouchos in C6s (AJA 19 (1915) 439–42 no. 1); though the

polis element of this (and similar) epithet(s) may originally

have meant akropolis (Cole (1995) 301–5), the absence of a

proper acropolis at Halai (see infra) indicates that

Poliouchos should here be taken as the “Possessor of the

polis”, not of the akropolis (Hansen (1995b) 32–33).

Halai must originally have formed part of East Lokris,⁷

but in C3 the city was part of Boiotia (cf. AJA 19 (1915) no. 3);

exactly when the regional affiliation changed is unknown,

but it may have been as early as C4m (so Goldman and

Walker (1915) 420–21; cf. Argoud (1997) 254). The evidence

on Halai relates mostly to the city, not the territory. The

“acropolis” of Halai “hardly deserves the name of acropolis,

for at no point does it rise more than four metres above the

level of the bay” (Goldman (1940) 382; cf. Argoud (1997)

255–56). This “acropolis” was fortified, and the preserved

remains belong to two main periods of construction. The

earlier fortification was built c.600 or slightly earlier

(Goldman (1940) 430; cf. Fossey (1990) 40) at the “founda-

tion” of the site. Constructed in large rough polygonal

blocks of limestone, the wall had an average width of 3.10 m

and had at least three circular towers. It enclosed c.0.7 ha

(calculated on the basis of fig. 6 in Fossey (1990)). This ini-

tial fortification was repaired in C5 (McFadden (2001) 62),

and the second main period of construction, dating to

c.350–330 (Goldman (1940) 396; McFadden (2001) 68) or

⁷ This is generally (and rightly) assumed, though no Archaic or Classical
source states so explicitly; it can, however, be deduced from Ps.-Skylax 60, which
enumerates the cities of the (East) Lokrians from south to north, beginning with
Larymna and ending with Alope; if Larymna was Lokrian, so must Halai, situat-
ed between Larymna and Alope, have been.
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C4l (Fossey (1990) 41; McFadden (2001) 62, 68) enlarged the

enclosed area to c.0.85 ha (Goldman (1940) 388), the new

sections being constructed in isodomic ashlar in emplek-

tron. The acropolis was bisected by a street running from

north-west to south-east in the Archaic period. Buildings

aligned with both the main street and the Archaic fortifica-

tion wall have been found, suggesting the existence of a sub-

stantial Archaic community within the acropolis circuit

(Coleman (1992) 274–75; cf., however, AR (1992–93) 49–50).

No Classical remains have yet been found on the acropolis

(Coleman (1992) 275). The surface survey carried out by the

Cornell Halai East Lokris Project team revealed traces of a

C4 or Hellenistic circuit wall surrounding a lower town and

enclosing an area of c.12–13 ha (Coleman (1992) 268 with fig.

2). The cemetery was situated to the north and east of the

acropolis, probably along the main route to the site; here

more than 280 graves have been found, with the earliest dat-

ing to C6m and several to C5 (Goldman and Walker (1915)

424, 429; cf. also ArchDelt (1987) B.1 Chron. 228–31).

The epithet [Πολ]ιο̃χ[ος] is found in a C6s inscription

(Goldman (1940) 401 �AJA 19 (1915) 439–42 no. 1), from a

C6e precinct of Athena on the acropolis that included a

small C6e temple. This sanctuary was completely recon-

structed in C6l–C5e, and a new splendidly decorated temple

was erected on a bastion engaging the western part of the

circuit (Goldman (1940) 452–54; cf.Wren (1996) 17–59, argu-

ing that the temple was destroyed c.480, possibly by the

Persians); the dedication of the temple is commemorated by

AJA 19 (1915) 442–44 no. 2: Hαλεε̃ς �ν/θεαν τ’ ?θ�ναι

(C5f). For the possibility of a hero cult of the city-founder

on the acropolis, see Wren (1996) 60–84.

381. Knemi(de)s Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.50. Size of

territory: probably 1. Type: [A] (?). Knemis was the moun-

tain range dividing Phokis from East Lokris (Oldfather

(1922b) 909), but also the name of a promontory (Serv. Aen.

iii 399). According to Strabo 9.4.4, there was on the coast of

East Lokris a χωρ�ον tχυρ#ν by the name of Κνηµ5δες; in

Ps.-Skylax 61 we find the following list of Phokian (sic)

poleis: Θρ#νιον, Κν8µις, ’Ελ�τεια, Πανοπε�ς. Unless we

accept the emendation proposed above (665), then, since

Thronion (no. 388) was in East Lokris (Thuc. 2.26.2), the

Knemis listed here may be Strabo’s Knemides, and unless

Ps.-Skylax has here included a promontory in a list of poleis,

which is not at all impossible (cf. Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 140–42), it may be presumed that he has 

confused the name of the promontory with the name of a

settlement (so Oldfather (1922a) 908). If so, he classifies

Knemides as a polis. There is, however, no evidence to sup-

port this classification. For the probable site, see Pritchett

(1985) 187–89 with fig. 9.

382. Kynos (Kynios) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 23.05. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. Location: see infra. The toponym is

Κ%νος, ! (Hom. Il. 2.531). According to Steph. Byz.

393.22–23, the city-ethnic was Κ�νιος or Κυνα5ος; attested

only in a Roman-date epitaph from Attika commemorating

yρµοδ�α Κυν�α (IG ii² 9118).

Kynos is called a polis in the urban sense by Hecat. fr. 131

(for which see Hansen (1997) 17, 23–24) and by Ps.-Skylax

60, where, reading Κ%νος, ’Οπο%ς for MS Κυνοσο%ρος,

Kynos then appears as the second of four toponyms listed

between the heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ�

δ* κα� >λλαι πολλα� Λοκρο5ς.

Kynos is poorly documented, and its location is debated.

According to Fossey (1990) 81, the focus of ancient Kynos

was the Pyrgos hill 2 km north of modern Livanates (and the

city may have included the sites at Arkitsa and Villovo; cf.

Fossey (1990) 85–90). The Pyrgos hill-top measures 200 �

70 m and is crowned by a Hellenistic fortification wall; a har-

bour lies just north of Pyrgos and may have included a tem-

ple (Fossey (1990) 81–83). Hope Simpson and Lazenby

(1970) 47 reported Archaic and Classical sherds from the

Pyrgos area. However, Dakoronia (1993) 125–26 suggests

that Pyrgos was simply the harbour site of Kynos, while the

city proper was at Palaiokastro, 2.5 km south-east of Pyrgos:

here are “many rich graves of the Classical period” and an

extensive and fortified acropolis which was the centre “of a

large and important town”. According to Demetrios of

Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 apud Strabo 1.3.20, Kynos suffered

seriously from the earthquake of 426 (Fossey (1990) 183–84).

Late sources such as Strabo 9.4.2 and Paus. 10.1.2 describe

Kynos as merely the harbour of Opous (no. 386), but

Oldfather (1925) 32 believes that Kynos was originally more

than that. According to a tradition preserved in Strabo

13.1.68, Kanai on Lesbos was a πολ�χνιον Λοκρ+ν τ+ν .κ

Κ�νου.

383. Larymna (Larymnaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.35, long.

23.15. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Λ�ρυµνα, ! (Ps.-Skylax 60; SGDI 2593 (273)). The city-

ethnic is Λαρυµνα5ος in CIG ii 1936 (Hell.) and Λαρυµνε�ς

in IG ix.1 235.4 (C2–C1).

In Ps.-Skylax 60, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Larymna is the first of four toponyms listed between the

heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλα�

πολλα� Λοκρο5ς. IG ix.1 235.6 (Hell.) uses polis in the 
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personal sense; �στ#ς is used about the citizens in IG ix.1

235.3 (Hell.), and πατρ�ς is applied to the city in BCH 26

(1902) 330 no.35c.16 (Hell.).The internal collective use of the

city-ethnic is found abbreviated as ΛΑ on a C4 coin (infra).

The name and size of the territory are unknown, but it

must have included the plain at the bay of Larmes (Fossey

(1990) 22). Fossey (1990) 35 argues that the Classical sites at

Bazaráki, probably ancient ?γχ#η (for which see Fossey

(1990) 27–32) and Palaiokhóri (for which see ibid. 33–35) sit-

uated 2.5 km south and 6 km west of Larymna respectively,

were“satellites”of Larymna; in that case, Larymna had a ter-

ritory measuring at least 20 km², although it was probably

larger. A Hellenistic metric epitaph includes the expression

[.]γ χθον� . . . / Λαρ�µνας (BCH 26 (1902) 330 no. 35c.1–2).

Larymna was originally a part of East Lokris (Ps.-Skylax 60;

SGDI 2593 (273)), but later it ranked as Boiotian (Paus. 9.23.7);

exactly when the regional affiliation changed is unknown, but

Goldman and Walker (1915) 420–21 assume it occurred in

C4m; however, SGDI 2593 is a Delphic grant of proxeny from

273 to Εdβιος ?λ�που Λοκρ�ς .γ Λαρ�µνας.

The pantheon of Larymna is unknown, but Fossey (1990)

154 suggests that Dionysos was an important divinity here.

Larymna is situated in the bay of Larmes and is centred on

a small peninsula with a harbour on its south-east (cf.

Schäfer (1967) 540; Lawrence (1979) 472; Haas (1998) 101–2).

An elevation of a few metres height on the peninsula served

as “acropolis” (Schäfer (1967) 530). Fortifications and

ancient remains indicate the existence of the ancient settle-

ment on the peninsula and on the mainland, but modern

constructions impede observation of the degree of urbani-

sation; there are both Archaic and Classical sherds at the site

(Fossey (1990) 22–24; see fig. 4 for a plan of the site), enough

to indicate “significant Classical period habitation” (Haas

(1998) 106). Schäfer (1967) 533 suggests that originally the

town occupied only the peninsula (i.e. slightly more than 1

ha). This peninsula was fortified, and the remains of fortifi-

cation date to two different periods. The oldest remains, in

“Cyclopean” and polygonal styles, are possibly late Archaic

(ibid. 542). The second phase was in isodomic style and

probably dates to C4 (ibid.). It seems that the enclosed area

was now enlarged to cover land outside the peninsula (see

the probable line of the circuit in Schäfer (1967) Abb. 1 at 528,

indicating that the enclosed area grew to c.6.5 ha). The forti-

fications at Larymna were all constructed in local breccia

stone (Schäfer (1967) 530–31).

The J. Hirsch auction catalogue of 15 May 1905 mentions

that the collector attributed two silver coins (nos. 1628–29)

to Larymna; no. 1628 is a hemiobol: obv. bearded male; rev.

grapes; legend: ΚΡ, which rather suggests [ΛΟ]ΚΡ(+ν);

but no. 1629, likewise a hemiobol: obv. beardless youth; rev.

grapes, has the rev. legend ΛΑ, which may possibly abbrevi-

ate the ethnic of Larymna; Oldfather (1908) 470 accepts the

attribution without discussion and assigns no. 1628 to C4,

and no. 1629 should be contemporary with it.

384. Naryka (Narykaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is Ναρ�κα, !

in IG ix.1² 3 706A (C3f); Steph. Byz. 470.4–5 gives Ν[ρυξ,

Ναρ�κη and Ναρ�κιον, but without source reference (see

further Oldfather (1935) 1773); Pritchett (1985) 169–71 sug-

gests that Naryka is the descendant of Homeric Tarphe

(Hom. Il. 2.533). The ethnic is Ναρυκα5ος (IG ix.1² 3 706A.1

(C3f); Diod. 16.38.5 (r352)).

Naryka is called a polis in the political sense in IG ix.1² 3

706A.1 (C3f), and in the urban sense at Diod. 16.38.5 (r352);

Lycoph. Alex. 1148 refers to Ναρ�κειον >στυ. The internal

collective use of the ethnic is found in IG ix.1² 3 706A.1 (C3f),

the external use at Diod. 16.38.5 (r352).

The name of the territory is unknown, but Diod. 14.82.8

(καταστρατοπεδε�σαντος . . .ε2ς Ν�ρυκα (r395)) may sug-

gest that the toponym could designate the territory.

According to Pritchett (1985) 168–69,Naryka was an extensive

and thriving city in C4; he notes that the acropolis “is covered

with blocks and sherds”, and furthermore mentions a possi-

ble theatre. In 352 the city was besieged (Diod. 16.38.5) and

must thus have been walled; a fortification on the acropolis is

briefly mentioned in Pritchett (1985) 168–69. In 352 the city

was destroyed by the Phokian Phayllos (Diod. 16.38.5: τ�ν δ*

π#λιν GλVν κατ3 κρ�τος δι�ρπασε κα� κατ/σκαψεν);

however, the city emerges again in C3f in IG ix.1² 3 706A. This

document is the earliest surviving public enactment of the

city: it is a law of Naryka and the Aianteioi laying down regu-

lations concerning the Lokrian Maiden Tribute which went

to Ilion to atone for Lokrian Aias’ outrage of Kassandra (see

e.g. Hughes (1991) 166–84); Naryka was presumably involved

because this city was considered the hometown of Lokrian

Aias (Diod. 14.82.8; Strabo 9.4.4; cf., however, Eur. IA 263–64,

suggesting Thronion (no. 388) as the home of Aias).

A Λοκρ�ς Α2αντ�ς, attested in IG ix.1² 3 706A (C3f), is

possibly Athena in epichoric dress (Oldfather (1935) 1775;

but see Lerat (1952) ii.157).

385. Nikaia (Nikaeus) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 22.35. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C. The toponym is Ν�καια (or pos-

sibly Νε�καια, cf. Oldfather (1937) 222), ! (Aeschin. 2.132;

Dem. 11.4; Diod. 16.59.2). The ethnic is given as Νικαε�ς by

Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 28.10 (rC4l).
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Nikaia is called a polis in the urban sense by the C3 writer

Timosthenes, Peri limenon, quoted verbatim in Didymos In

Dem. Comm., Pearson and Stephens, col. 11.33; πατρ�ς is

used twice in Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 28.10 (rC4l); the

same fragment uses the ethnic about survivors of the

destruction of the city (see infra).

Oldfather (1937) 225–26 argues that Nikaia was founded

only after 426 and probably in C4 by Thebes (no. 221) under

Epameinondas; schol. Dem. 11.12 calls the city an >ποικοςof

the Thebans. From Didymos In Dem. Comm., Pearson and

Stephens, col. 11 26–51, it appears that in C4 the city was held

by Philip II and the Thebans at different points, and

Phokian occupation is attested by Diod. 16.59.2 (cf. Pritchett

(1982) 162). The site is briefly described in Pritchett (1982)

162–66 and Buckler (1989) 93–94.

The city was destroyed by the Phokians (Memnon

(FGrHist 434) fr. 28.10: the terms used are καταστροφ� and

�φανισµ#ς), probably in 353 (Oldfather (1937) 224), but it is

referred to again in 339 as held by Thebes (Philoch. fr. 56b)

and is mentioned by Timosthenes as well (see supra);

survivors of the destruction seem to have served with

Alexander the Great in Asia (Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr.

28.9), where they reportedly founded Nikaia in Bithynia

(ibid.).

386. Opous (Opountios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 23.00.

Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A. Located at modern Atalandi

(Fossey (1990) 71–74); but see Dakoronia (1993) 117–20. The

toponym is ’Οπ#εις, ! (Hom. Il. 2.531; Pind. Ol. 9.14; ML 20

l. 33 (500–450)) or ’Οπο%ς (Thuc. 2.32.1; Arist. Hist. an.

576b25). The city-ethnic is ’Οπ#ντιος (ML 20 l. 14 (500–450;

SEG 23 415 (450–425)) or ’Οπο/ντιος (SEG 23 420 (C4)) or

’Οπο�ντιος (CID ii 97.25 (327/6)).

Opous is called a polis in the political sense by Pind. Ol.

9.21 and in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 60, where, reading

Κ%νος, ’Οπο%ς for MS Κυνοσο%ρος, Opous then appears

as the third of four toponyms listed between the heading

π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι πολλα�

Λοκρο5ς.πολ5ται is found in Arist. fr. 561, Rose, which Rose

believes is a Plutarchean paraphrase of a passage in

Aristotle’s ’Οπουντ�ων πολιτε�α (Rose frr. 560–64);

µητρ#πολις is applied to Opous in a C5 inscription quoted

by Strabo 9.4.2; Klio 15 (1918) 66 no. 94 (cf. AM 67 (1942) 269

(345–310)), and CEG ii 651 (C4?) use πατρ�ς and �κρ#πολις

is found in the latter as well.>στυ is found Pind. Ol. 9.42 (cf.

Gerber (2002) ad loc.).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4 coins (Head, HN² 336), whereas the use of ’Οπ#ντιος in

ML 20 (500–450) is ambiguous: it may be used to refer to the

East Lokrians in general (Larsen (1968) 51), or it may be the

city-ethnic of Opous (Nielsen (2000) 111ff). The external

collective use is found in Ar. Av. 152; Tod 196.25–26

(330–326); and IG ii² 572.6 (C4l).The external individual use

is found in SEG 27 18.5 (352/1), SEG 27 18–19 (C4m) and SEG

23 420 (C4).

Opous was without doubt the leading city of East Lokris

and the centre or “capital”of the East Lokrian “confederacy”,

as is clearly borne out by ML 20 (500–450) (Gschnitzer

(1958) 56–59; Larsen (1968) 51–54; Nielsen (2000) 109–14, all

commenting on the inscription); Opous may even have

turned the other East Lokrian poleis into dependencies

(Nielsen (2000) 111ff, and supra under Alponos (no. 379)).

Evidence confirming this Opountian predominance is

found in an inscription from Thermopylai quoted by Strabo

9.4.2 in which Opous is called µηρ#πολις Λοκρ+ν; the epi-

gram commemorates warriors who died 6π*ρ ‘Ελλ�δος

�ντ�α Μ�δων, and so probably dates to C5 (see further

Lorenz (1976) no. 9 and Molyneux (1992) 182–83); Pindar,

too, in Ol. 9.20 calls Opous Λοκρ+ν . . .µατ�ρ, and the frag-

ments of the Aristotelian ’Οπουντ�ων πολιτε�α likewise

point to Opountian predominance within Lokris; thus, frr.

561–62, Rose, relate myths about how West Lokrian cities

were founded from Opous. Furthermore, CIG ii 789

(312–280) closely associates Opous and the Lokrians as if

there was no difference between these two entities, and

finally,as pointed out supra, all C4 hieromnemones from East

Lokris came from Opous. See also infra on coins. It was cer-

tainly this predominance that gave rise to the literary

expression Lokroi hoi Opountioi (Nielsen (2000) 102).

At Ol. 9.15 Pindar describes Opous as the possession of

Θ/µις θυγ�τηρ τ/ οH σ)τειρα . . .µεγαλ#δοξος Ε(νοµ�α

(Gerber (2002) 28), thus pointing to an oligarchic or aristo-

cratic constitution in Opous; it is also possible that Aristotle

at Pol. 1287a5–8 refers to Opous as an example of aristokratia;

Aristotle here points out that πολλο� ποιο%σιν �να κ�ριον

τ8ς διοικ�σεως, and gives Opous as an example of this; he

adds, however, that at Opous this was κατ� τι µ/ρος

�λαττον “to a certain smaller extent” (Newman ad loc.).

Another official is mentioned by Plutarch: Quaest. Graecae

293b11 mentions a κριθ#λογος among the Opountians;

there is no indication of the date,but the passage may rely on

Aristotle’s ’Οπουντ�ων πολιτε�α or Philippos of Opous’

(C4) Περ� Λοκρ+ν τ+ν ’Οπουντ�ων (RE xix. 2354–55;

Giesen (1901) 465–66 and Lasserre (1987) 600.)

Envoys of the city are mentioned in IG ii² 572.9 (C4l) (an

honorary decree for [πρ/σ]βεις). SEG 23 415 (450–425) is a
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grant of proxeny by Thessalian Pherai (no. 414) to a citizen

of Opous; SEG 23 420 is one of C4. The earliest surviving

enactment of the city itself (i.e. apart from ML 20) is IG ix.1

268 (Hell.), a grant of proxeny that refers to an eponymous

archon and possibly to the assembly and council.

CEG ii 651 (C4?) refers to the �κρ#πολις; for the poor

remains of what is probably the acropolis, see Fossey (1990)

68–70. According to Diod. 19.78.5, Opous was subjected to a

poliorkia in 313. The existence of an extensive C4l–C3 fortifi-

cation wall is now securely established (Dakoronia (1993)

120 with fig. 4 at 122). There are Archaic and Classical sherds

at Opous (Fossey (1990) 70). Inside the wall, remains of

Classical buildings have been found, enough to establish

that the site was “a great city” (Dakoronia (1993) 120). For

two kilns that seem to have been producing in C4l, see

Lambropoulou (1983). According to Demetrios of Kallatis

(FGrHist 85) fr. 6 apud Strabo 1.3.20, Opous suffered seri-

ously from the earthquake of 426 (Fossey (1990) 183–84).

The city received grain from Kyrene in 330–326 (Tod 196.26).

On a C4 (IG ix.1 280) statue base, Dionysos and Apollo

are mentioned, and presumably they were honoured by the

dedication. Opous seems to have celebrated Aianteia; cf.

Pind. Ol. 9 with scholia.

Promanteia is granted to a man of Opous by F.Delphes iii.1

92 (318–306). An Opountian won the Olympic pankration

contest in 536 (Moretti no. 119); Νικ/ας Λοκρ�ς .ξ

’Οπο%ντος won the stadion race in 500 (Dion. Hal. AR

5.50.1); and Pind. Ol. 9 was composed for Epharmostos of

Opous, who won the Olympic wrestling contest in 468

(FGrHist 415 fr. 1.38) and in addition achieved victories in the

three other Panhellenic games (Pythian: Ol.9.12, 17; Isthmian:

Ol. 9.84–86; Nemean: Ol. 9.87; with Gerber (2002) ad locc.

citt.) as well as in numerous other games (Pind. Ol. 9.88ff lists

victories at Argos, Athens, Mt. Lykaion and Pellene). Also in

468, Menalkes of Opous was victorious at Olympia in boxing

(FGrHist 415 fr. 1.39). According to the schol. 123c Pind. Ol. 9.,

the Isthmionikian (Pind. Ol. 9.84) athlete Lampromachos

was also proxenos of Thebes (no. 221) at Opous in C5f (Gerber

(2002) 57–58 with refs.). Plut. De Pyth. or. 401f5ff mentions a

C4 dedication at Delphi by the Opountians.

Opous struck coins from C5 onwards. From C5 come sil-

ver trihemiobols and obols on the Aiginetan standard: obv.

amphora; rev. Ο in incuse square (Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos.

423–44). C4 silver coins (obv. amphora with grapes,

ΟΠΟΝ; rev. star; Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos. 436, 436 bis) are

similar and confirm that the C5 coins belong to Opous. It is

interesting that coins of the same appearance are struck, in

the name not of the Opountians, but of the Lokrians; thus a

coin of, probably, C5 has the amphora on the obv., and

Λ(οκρ+ν) in a border of dots on the rev. (Babelon,Traité ii.3

no. 425). The legend confirms the impression that there was

no real difference between the two entities of “Opous” and

“the Lokrians”. Similarly, the C4 coins inscribed ΟΠΟΝ

(supra) have close parallels in later coins inscribed ΛΟ or

ΛΟΚΡ (Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos. 442–43). One coin even has

the legend ΟΠΟΝ on the obv. and ΛΟ(κρ+ν) on the rev.

(Babelon, Traité ii.3 no. 435). In C4 Opous struck a well-

known series of silver coins: obv. head of Demeter r. or l.; rev.

Lokrian Aias in fighting attitude; legend: ΟΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ

(Head, HN² 336 fig. 190). These coins, again, are paralleled

later in C4 by coins inscribed ΛΟΚΡΩΝ (Babelon, Traité

ii.3 no. 451), or ΛΟΚΡΩΝ ΥΠΟ(κνηµιδ�ων) (Babelon,

Traité ii.3 nos. 438, 439–41), again suggesting that “Opous”,

“the Lokrians” and “the Hypoknemidian Lokrians” were

more or less the same thing.A C4s issue of bronze coins have

obv. Athena; rev. grapes; legend: ΟΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ or

ΛΟΚΡΩΝ (Head, HN ² 336–37; Babelon, Traité ii.3 nos.

362–78; SNG Cop. Aetolia-Euboea 42–58).

The foundation myth of Opous is reinterpreted by Pindar

in Ol. 9 (for which see the Introduction in the translation by

Nisetich (1980) 122–23).

387. Skarpheia (Skarpheus) Unlocated, but presumably

in the plain of Molos (Pritchett (1982) 166–67, (1992) 145–48;

Buckler (1989) 94–95). Type: B. The toponym is Σκ�ρφη, !

in Hom. Il. 2.532; Σκ�ρφεια,! is found in Lycoph. Alex. 1147,

Strabo 1.3.20 and BCH 45 (1921) col. iii.139 (230–210); see fur-

ther Oldfather (1929) 460–61. Σκαρφε�ς is the ordinary

form of the city-ethnic and is found in CID ii 43.65 (340/39)

and Syll.³ 270 (335/4), and C4 coins carry the legend

ΣΚΑΡΦΕΩΝ (Head, HN ² 337). On the basis of Steph. Byz.

574.3, [Σκ]αρφ[α5]ος has been tentatively restored in IG ii²

3045 (C4m); Σκαρφαιε�ς is found in Anth. Pal. 7.639.4.

The earliest source to describe Skarpheia as a polis is IG

ix.1² 3 750.5 of C2f, but the external individual use of the eth-

nic is found in CID ii 43.65 (340/39) and Syll.³ 270 (335/4), a

Delphic grant of proxeny, etc., to citizens of Skarpheia, while

the internal collective use is attested on C4 coins, and the

external use in C3m (CID ii 130.2).

If Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 is correctly

reported at Strabo 1.3.20, then 1,700 persons (σ)µατα

χιλ�ων κα� Gπτακοσ�ων ο(κ .λ�ττω) living in Skarpheia

were drowned during the great earthquake of 426 (Fossey

(1990) 183–84). It is impossible to know how precise this fig-

ure is, and if precise, how many of the victims were of citizen

status.
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The earliest reference to a public enactment by the city is

I. Magnesia 31.3.9 (C3l).

Skarpheia struck bronze coins in C4: obv. Lokrian Aias,

legend: ΣΚΑΡΦΕΩΝ; rev. female head (Head, HN² 337;

SNG Cop. Aetolia-Euboea 81). Hsch. Ε7145.1 mentions

Demeter Euryodeia, but that completes the information on

the pantheon of Skarpheia.

388. Thronion (Thronieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long.

22.45. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Θρ#νιον,τ# (Hom. Il. 2.533; Thuc. 2.26.2). The city-ethnic is

Θρονιε�ς (CID ii 31.79 (C4l)), abbreviated to ΘΡΟΝΙ on

C5 coins (Head, HN ² 337). Steph. Byz. 318.12 furthermore

gives Θρ#νιος, which is possibly used in SEG 30 42.2

([Θρ]ον�οισι (c.450)).

Thronion is called a polis in the urban sense by Eur. IA 264

(Θρονι3ς π#λις) and by Ps.-Skylax 61, where Thronion is

the first of four toponyms listed between the heading π#λεις

α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις α(το5ς

.ν µεσογε��α, but see the remarks supra 665); cf. also Diod.

12.44.1 (r431); the earliest use of polis in the political sense is

in a C3l inscription from Tenos, but this is wholly restored

(IG xii.5 812.9).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in

abbreviated form on C5 coins (Head, HN ² 337); the external

collective use is possibly attested in SEG 30 42.2

([Θρ]ον�οισι, c.450). The external individual use is found

CID ii 31.79, 32.37, 97.25 (C4).

The name of the territory is unknown; it is termed ! τ+ν

Θρονι/ων χ)ρα at Polyb. 9.41.11, and a strip of coast

belonging to it is referred to at 18.9.3; according to Strabo

9.4.4, there was a limen here. According to Hom. Il. 2.533 and

Theopomp. fr. 298 (apud Harp. s.v. Θρ#νιον) and (implicit-

ly) Thuc. 2.26, Thronion was a Lokrian city, but Ps.-Skylax

lists it in his Phokian chapter (61), presumably a reflection of

the Phokian annihilation of the town in 353 (Diod. 16.33.3);

however, see supra 665 for another explanation of this 

passage.

In 1840 the ruins of Thronion supplied stone material for

the building of a factory (Pritchett (1982) 152–53).According

to Pritchett (1982) 154, the site is large and has many sherds.

The literary sources (Diod. 12.44.1 (r431) and 16.33.3 (r353))

indicate that the city was walled: Oldfather (1936) 613 states

that by 1928 the course of the wall could no longer be traced

in its entirety; he also mentions foundations of buildings

and a temple in the city (ibid.). According to Strabo’s

account of Demetrios of Kallatis’ description of an earth-

quake (FGrHist 85 fr. 6), probably that of 426 (Fossey (1990)

183–84), c.850 people were engulfed (καταδ%ναι) at

Thronion. It is impossible to know how precise this figure is,

and if precise, how many of the victims were of citizen 

status.

In 431 the city was captured by Athens (no. 361) and had to

provide hostages (Wµ�ρους . . . �λαβεν α(τ+ν (sc. the peo-

ple of Thronion)). According to Diod. 12.44.1, the city fell

after a siege (.ξεπολι#ρκησε). In 353 Thronion was subject-

ed to exandrapodismos by the Phokian general Onomarchos

(Θρ#νιον µ*ν .κπολιορκ�σας .ξηνδραποδ�σατο, Diod.

16.33.3), but the city was in existence once again in C4l (CID

ii 31.79, 32.37).

The earliest preserved public enactments are two

Hellenistic decrees (IG ix.1 308–9); the earliest recorded

communal action is the giving of hostages to the Athenians

in 431 (Thuc. 2.26.2).

The pantheon of Thronion is virtually unknown

(Oldfather (1936) 612 sets out the meagre evidence). For

speculations that the city was active as coloniser, see

Oldfather (1936) 610; see also SEG 15 251 with Paus.

5.22.3.

In C5f Thronion struck silver obols on the Aiginetan

standard: obv. bearded male head; rev. greave; legend:

ΘΡΟΝΙ (knemis) in incuse square, presumably a reference

to Mt. Knemis in Lokris (Rauch (1846) no. 12; BMC

Thronium no. 1; Head, HN ² 337; Babelon, Traité ii.3 no.

460). The full form of the city-ethnic is attested on C3–C2

bronze coins (SNG Cop. Aetolia-Euboea 82).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is ∆ωρ�ς (Hdt. 8.31.1), and it is

described as a χ)ρα (Hdt. 8.31.1, 43.1; Diod. 11.14.2 (r480);

16.33.4 (r353)). Due to the common belief that the region

accommodated the Dorians during their migration to the

Peloponnese, it is often called the Metropolis of the Dorians

(Andron (FGrHist 10) fr. 16a) or the Metropolis of the

Lakedaimonians (Thuc. 1.107.2, 3.92.3).

The ethnic is ∆ωριε�ς (Hdt.8.66.1; Thuc. 1.107.2;

Aeschin. 2.116). The external and individual use is attested in

the lists of hieromnemones of the Delphic Amphiktyony:

∆ωριεLς .γ Ματροπ#λιος (CID ii 36.i.25 (343)) or

Ματροπολ�τας (CID ii 74.i.33 (337)). For the external and

collective use, see CID ii 7.B.4 (c.357). The internal and col-

lective use is found in a letter of 206/5 (SEG 38 1476.88).

Doris lay west of Phokis in the valley of Kephisos (Hdt.

8.31–2). There is no agreement in the sources about the other

neighbouring communities and their frontiers with Doris:

Malians (Hdt. 8.31.1), Aitolians, East Lokrians, West

Lokrians and Oitaians (Strabo 9.3.1, 4.10; cf. Rousset (1989)

203, 235–6). The frontier between Oitaia and Doris must

have changed over time, since the city of Akyphas/Pindos

seems to have belonged now with the Oitaians, now with the

Dorians (infra). The alternating regional affiliation of

Akyphas/Pindos explains the two opposed traditions of

describing Doris as being either tripolis (Andron (FGrHist

10) fr. 16a; cf. Thuc. 1.107.2) or tetrapolis (unnamed histor-

ians quoted by Strabo at 9.3.1, 4.10, 10.4.6; see Rousset (1989)

235).

The Dorian poleis are hardly ever mentioned in the

Archaic and Classical sources and have left very few physical

traces of their existence. Only Kytinion has been securely

identified thanks to the discovery of some Hellenistic

decrees (SEG 40 440–2). The locations of the other poleis

have to be deduced from the not very precise indications

found in the literary sources. Remains of city walls are too

scanty to be dated or to provide us with an idea of the extent

of the urban centres in the Archaic and Classical periods.

Chlomo is the only site which has substantial remains of for-

tifications. The masonry is Lesbian with curved joints and

may date from the Archaic period. Nevertheless, it has been

impossible to identify the site with any of the settlements

mentioned in the sources (Rousset (1989) 210–11 and 229).

The Dorians of the Metropolis supplied one of the hierom-

nemones (CID ii 36.i.25 (343) and Aeschin.2.116),but, appar-

ently, the poleis were not amalgamated to form a federation

until after the Aitolian domination of the region had come

to an end c.165 (Syll.³ 653; cf. Rousset (1989) 239 n. 168; cf.

F.Delphes iii.1 490 and Rousset (1994) 370 n. 39).

The estimated sizes of the polis territories indicated infra

are based on the assumptions that the whole region covered

c.100 km² and that we know all poleis within the region.

II. The Poleis

389. Akyphas/Pindos Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.20. Size

of territory 1. Type: B. Of the two toponyms,Π�νδος,! is the

more common (Hdt. 8.43.1; Plin. HN 4.28: Pindus; Strabo

9.4.10 adds τιν*ς δ’ ?κ�φαντα λ/γουσι τ�ν Π�νδον). The

toponym ?κ�φας is attested in Theopompos (FGrHist 115)

fr. 364. There is no city-ethnic matching the toponym

Pindos, but the city-ethnic ?κυφ�νιος is attested in

Hellenistic inscriptions (SEG 27 123.12 (191/0), restored in IG

ix 1 227 (C2f); Rousset (1989) 223).

Pindos is implicitly classified as a polis by the term

τετρ�πολις used by the unnamed historians quoted by

Strabo at 10.4.6. Ps.-Skymnos 594 counts Pindos as the

fourth Dorian polis; and Strabo 9.4.10 lists four poleis:

Erineos, Boion, Pindos and Kytinion.

Quoting Theopompos ((FGrHist 115) fr. 364) Steph. Byz.

66.3–4 classifies Akyphas as a Dorian polis; we cannot be sure,

however, that the site-classification polis is part of the quote.

At Strabo 9.5.10 Akyphas is placed in Oitaia. The individual

and external use of the city-ethnic ?κυφ�νιος is attested in a

Delphic inscription (Rousset (2002) 252.12 (191/0)). It is also

DORIS
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restored in two C2f inscriptions, one from Phokis mention-

ing some Oitaian magistrates (IG ix 1 227; cf. BCH 113 (1989)

223), the other from Pharsalos (Inscriptions de Thessalie, i:

Vallée de l’Énipeus (1995) no. 101).

It seems that the city called sometimes Pindos, sometimes

Akyphas, changed its regional affiliation a couple of times. It

was probably not part of Doris in C5s, when the region had

only three cities (Thuc. 1.107.2; Diod. 11.79.4). It became part

of Doris in C4 (Theopomp. and Ps.-Skymnos). By C2s it

belonged to Oitaia (IG ix 1 227), but may have become

Dorian once again at the end of the Hellenistic period

(Strabo 9.4.10); see Rousset (1989) 231–3, (1994) 367. The

only remains of the urban centre are a section of an undated

defence circuit (Rousset (1989) 217).

390. Boion (Boiaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.25. Size

of territory 1. Type: A. The toponym is Βοι#ν, τ# (Thuc.

1.107.2; Steph. Byz. 172.18), and some later authors also use

the form Βο5ον (Strabo 9.4.10) or Βοια� (Steph. Byz. 172.19).

In inscriptions the toponym, not attested before C1, is Βοα�

(CID v 826). The individual and external form of the city-

ethnic Βοα5ος is found from C2e onwards (CID v 6).

Βοια5ος is attested in Ephoros ((FGrHist 70) fr. 231).

Boion is classified as a polisma at Thuc. 1.107.2, but a few

lines further on polis is used synonymously with polisma.

Andron (FGrHist 10) counts Erineos among the three poleis

of the Dorians (fr. 16a: τρ�πολις); cf. also Diod. 11.79.4–6

(r457). The only remains of the urban centre are a section of

an undated defence circuit with a tower (Rousset (1989) 213).

391. Erineos (Erinaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.40, long. 22.25.

Size of territory 1. Type: A. The toponym is ’Ερινε#ς

(Hdt.8.43; Thuc. 1.107.2),W (Tyrt. fr. 2.13,West) or ! (Andron

(FGrHist 10) fr. 16a). The oldest epigraphical attestation of

the toponym is in CID v 322 (C2f). The city-ethnic

’Ερινα5ος is attested in the external and individual sense at

CID ii 43.19 (341) and 74.i.45 (337).

Erineos is classified as a polisma at Thuc. 1.107.2, but a few

lines further on polis is used synonymously with polisma.

Andron (FGrHist 10) counts Erineos among the three poleis

of the Dorians (fr. 16a: τρ�πολις); cf. also Diod. 11.79.4–6

(r457). Tyrtaios calls it an asty (fr. 2.13). The only remains of

the urban centre are a section of an undated defence circuit

with a tower (Rousset (1989) 214).

392. Kytinion (Kytinieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.30.

Size of territory 1. Type: A. The toponym is Κυτ�νιον, τ#

(Thuc. 1.107.2, 3.95.1, 102.1; Aeschin. 2.116) or, in inscriptions,

Κυτ/νιον, τ# (IG vii 3055.12 (C4m)). The city-ethnic is

Κυτινιε�ς (CID ii 102.i.47 (324)) or Κυτενιε�ς (CID ii

123.10 (C3f)).

Kytinion is classified as a polisma at Thuc. 1.107.2, but a

few lines further on polis is used synonymously with polis-

ma. Andron (FGrHist 10) counts Kytinion among the three

poleis of the Dorians (fr. 16a: τρ�πολις); cf. Diod. 11.79.4–6

(r457). The earliest mention of a π#λις τ+ν Κυτενι/ων in

epigraphical sources is in IG ix².1 68 (C3). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested internally in some C2m proxeny

decrees (SEG 40 440–2) and externally on a statue base from

Thermos (IG ix².1 68 (C3)). The city-ethnic is attested in the

individual and external sense at CID ii 102.i.7 (324)).

Being mentioned more frequently in the sources than the

neighbouring Dorian poleis, Kytinion was probably the

most important of the poleis. The only remains of the urban

centre are a section of an undated defence circuit with a

tower (Rousset (1989) 208). On remains of the urban centre,

see Rousset (1999) 73.
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I. The Regions

As a geographical term, Thessalia was used with a wide 

variety of meanings in Antiquity.¹ In the narrow sense it 

designated simply the four tetrades of the Thessalian

Confederacy (Pelasgiotis, Hestiaiotis, Thessaliotis and

Phthiotis (Arist. fr. 497, Rose; Andron (FGrHist 10) fr. 16a));

whereas in a broader sense it came to include areas such as

Ainis, which supplied the Thessalian Confederacy of the

Roman era with at least one strategos (cf. IG ix.2 p. xxv; see

also infra on Strabo’s conception of the region). It has

become common modern practice to use the term in this

broader sense; thus Kip’s book of 1910, Thessalische Studien,

offers basic discussions of the areas of Ainis, Oitaia, Malis,

Achaia, Magnesia, Perrhaibia and Dolopia; Stählin’s book of

1924, Das hellenische Thessalien, includes chapters on

Perrhaibia, Magnesia, Dolopia, Achaia, etc.; and the pub-

lished proceedings of the 1990 conference Θεσσαλ�α

(�Dekapente Chronia) include contributions on Proerna

and Thebai in Achaia, on Magnesia as such and on

Demetrias and Meliboia in particular, on Ainis as such and

on Sosthenis in particular, as well as on Oloosson in

Perrhaibia. The present chapter, again, is devoted to

Thessalia in the broader sense. However, both introduction

and inventory are subdivided into sections dealing with (1)

Thessalia proper and (2) Adjacent regions: (2.1) Dolopia,

(2.2) Ainis, (2.3) Oita, (2.4) Malis, (2.5) Achaia, (2.6)

Magnesia, (2.7) Perrhaibia and (2.8) Athamania.

This subdivision of the exposition reflects the fact that

each adjacent area was in fact considered to be an individual

entity and not part of Thessalia in the Classical period, as is

readily apparent from Classical authors. Re (2.1): the

toponym Dolopia is found in Thuc. 2.102.3, and the corre-

sponding ethnic Dolops is found in its external collective

application in Herodotos’ list of medisers at 7.132.1, where

the Dolopians are explicitly distinguished from the

Thessaloi, who are also listed. Re (2.2): again, the Ainianes

are found in Herodotos’ list of medisers and are there distin-

guished from the Thessalians (7.132.1; cf. Ps.-Skylax 62); no

Classical source preserves the toponym Ainis (IG ix.2 5b.10

(150–125)), but Theopomp. fr. 80 may have used the expres-

sion Α2νι�νων χ)ρα. Re (2.3): the toponym Oitaia is not

securely attested in a Classical source, but it may have to be

restored as Ο2τα�η at Hdt. 7.185 (cf. Legrand (1951) 184 app.

crit. and 185 n. 3); the collective ethnic occurs at Hdt. 7.217

and Thuc. 3.92.3 and 8.3.1, where it seems to be implicitly

distinguished from that of the Thessaloi. Re (2.4): the

toponym Malis is found in Hdt. 7.198.1, where it is explicitly

distinguished from the toponym Thessalie, and the collec-

tive ethnic occurs in Herodotos’ list of medisers at 7.132.1,

where it is explictly distinguished from the ethnic Thessaloi;

Ps.-Skylax devotes a separate chapter to the Malians (62) as

well as one to Thessalia proper (64). Re (2.5): the toponym

Achaie is found explicitly distinguished from Thessalie in

Hdt. 7.173.1 and 7.198.1; the collective ethnic Achaioi is found

explicitly distinguished from the ethnic Thessaloi in

Herodotos’ list of medisers at 7.132.1; Ps.-Skylax devotes a

separate chapter to the Achaians (63) as well as one to

Thessalia proper (64). Re (2.6): the toponym Magnesia is

THESSALIA AND ADJACENT
REGIONS

jean-claude decourt,  thomas heine nielsen,  bruno helly

(with the assistance of Richard Bouchon, Laurence Darmezin, Gérard Lucas, Isabelle Pernin)

¹ Daux (1936) 673: “Aucun terme géographique n’est, je crois, susceptible
d’acceptions aussi diverses que celui-ci.Au sens étroit la Thessalie ne désigne que
les ‘tétrades’ (Pelasgiotide, Hestiaeotide, Thessaliotide, et Phthiotide); au sens
large elle englobe ou peut englober les Perrhèbes, les Magnètes, les Dolopes et
l’Achaïe Phthiotide, et même la vallée du Sperchios avec les Énianes, l’Oitaia et la
Malide.” Helly (2001b) discusses the “ambiguïté de l’appellation ‘Thessalie,
thessalien’ ” and proposes to use (a) the term “Thessalia” (Thessalie) in an exclu-
sively geographical sense, to refer to the extent given to it by ancient sources; (b)
the phrase “Thessalian state” (État thessalien) to denote “l’espace organisé à
l’époque historique sur la base des quatre tétrades”; (c) Thessaloi to designate “le
groupe envahisseur de l’époque submycénienne”; (d) and, finally,“Thessalians”
(Thessaliens) to denote the totality of the “habitants de la Thessalie, quelle que
soit leur origine ou l’époque considérée” with specifications such as Achaian,
Perrhaibian, etc., if necessary.



found explicitly distinguished from Thettalia in Aeschin.

3.83; and the collective ethnic Magnetes is explicitly distin-

guished from the ethnic Thessaloi in Herodotos’ list of

medisers at 7.132.1; Ps.-Skylax devotes a separate chapter to

the Magnesians (65) as well as one to Thessalia proper (64).

Re (2.7): the toponym Perrhaibia is found implicitly distin-

guished from that of Thessalia in Thuc. 4.78.6, a passage

which explicitly distinguishes the Perrhaiboi from the

Thessaloi. Re (2.8): the toponym Athamania is not attested

prior to C3 (Antig. Car. Mirabilia 148.1; BCH 45 (1921) iii.34

(230–220)), but the collective ethnic Athamanes is found in

Heracl. Lemb. 53, and the existence of an Aristotelian

?θαµ�νων πολιτε�α (Gigon no. 4) is extremely significant

when contrasted with the Κοιν� Θετταλ+ν πολιτε�α

(Gigon no. 60). So, for seven of the eight adjacent areas

treated in this chapter a toponym is attested by Classical

sources, and for all eight an ethnic is attested. It may also be

noted that in C4 the Dolopians, the Ainians, the Malians, the

Achaians, the Magnesians and the Perrhaibians were all sep-

arate members of the Amphiktyonic League (cf. Lefèvre

(1998)). Accordingly, there cannot be any doubt that the

adjacent areas were conceived of as individual regions and

were distinct from Thessalia in the Classical period.

1. Thessalia

The name of the region is Θεσσαλ�α,! (Anac. fr. 107, Diehl;²

Pind. Pyth. 10.2; Thuc. 1.111.1; CEG ii 637.2 (C5m); F.Delphes

iii.4 460.5.2 (337–333)); Θετταλ�α in Attic (IG ii² 116.19

(361/60); Xen. Hell. 2.3.4) and Θεσσαλ�η in Ionic (Hdt.

3.96.1).³ The corresponding ethnic is Θεσ(σ)αλ#ς (Alkman

fr. 16.1.3; Simon. fr. 6.1b, Page; Pind. Pyth. 10.70; Aesch. Pers.

489; SEG 26 475 (C5f); IG i³ 1375 (C5l)), in Attic Θετ(τ)αλ#ς

(IG i³ 92.1 (416/15); IG ii² 109a.16 (363/2); IG ii² 8850.1

(C4m)). The epichoric form of the ethnic is Πετθαλ#ς (AM

59: 57, 15.2 (C4 proxeny decree); C4 bronze coins (Rogers

(1932) 16)), which is found abbreviated as ΦΕΘΑ, ΦΕΤΑ

andΠΕΘΑon silver coins on the Aiginetan standard dating

to 470–450. The ktetic adjective is Θεσσαλικ#ς (Hdt. 7.128.1:

Sρεα τ3 Θεσσαλικ�; IG ii² 1641.C.47 (C4m)), in Attic

Θετταλικ#ς (IG ii² 1421.IV.104 (374/3); Xen. Hell. 6.1.3).

Thessalia is called polis at [Lys.] 6.6 (on which see Hansen

(1998) 126, 131) and in Arist. fr. 498, Rose (on which see

Larsen (1968) 17 and Hansen (1998) 129, 132; Helly (1995)

153–54 argues that the text refers to the city of Larisa, not to

Thessalia). The region is called ! Θεσσαλ+ν γ8 at Thuc.

4.78.4 and is termed χ)ρα by Isoc. 8.117 and Simon. De re

equestri 1; the people are called an �Mνος at Thuc. 5.51.2 and

in Aeschin. 2.116; as an ethnos, the Thessalians were among

the members of the Amphiktyonic League (Aeschin. 2.116),

and provided two hieromnemones who in C4 were sent by

Pelinna, Pharsalos and Pherai (Lefèvre (1998) 24). The inter-

nal collective use of the ethnic is found (abbreviated as ΦΕ,

ΦΕΘΑ, ΦΕΤΑ, ΠΕΘΑ) on C5 silver coins on the

Aiginetan standard (Franke (1970)), on C4 bronze coins

(Rogers (1932) 16), and in AM 59: 57, 15,2 (C4). The external

collective use is found in SEG 26 475 (C5f); IG ii² 116 passim

(361/0); and Hdt. 5.94.1; Thuc. 1.102.4; Xen. Hell. 2.3.4. The

external individual use of the ethnic is found in IG ii²

1388B.59 (398/7); IG iv².1 121.48 (C4s); Xen. An. 1.1.10. In its

external uses the ethnic is very often accompanied by a spec-

ification referring to a local community, both in the collec-

tive use: Ματροπολ5ται Θεσσαλο� (CID ii 5.ii.33 (358));

and in the individual use: Θεσσαλ�ς .ξ Xτραγος

(Philologus (1921) 195, 2 (c.345)); Θεσσαλ�ς .κ Γ#µφων

(I.Iasos 57 (C4l–C3e)); Θετταλ�ς Γυρτ)νιος (IG i³ 92.6

(416/15)); Θεσσαλ�ς .γ Λαρ�σας (F.Delphes iii.1 401.3

(333/2), iii.4 378.4 (342/1); CID ii 25.i.2 (C4m); IG ix.2 60

(C4)); Θεσσαλ�ς .ξ ;Ορθου (CID ii 12.i.67 (341/40));

Θετταλ�ς Σκοτοσσα5ος (IG ii² 8843 (C4f));Θεσσαλ�ς .ξ

Σκοτο�σσης (F.Delphes iii.5 p. 321 nn. 1–2 (C4l));

Θεσσαλ�ς .κ Φαρσ�λου (IG xii.3 251.5 (C4m));

Θεσσαλ�ς .κ Φερ+ν (IG v.1 948.2 (C4); F.Delphes iii.4

385.1 (338–320)).

Kritias wrote a work entitled Πολιτε�α Θετταλ+ν (fr.31,

DK); Hellanikos a Θετταλικ� (FGrHist 4 fr. 52); and there

was a Κοιν� Θετταλ+ν πολιτε�α among the constitutions

described by Aristotle (frr. 495–500, Rose). Thessalia is

absent from Homer. The poet does, however, mention nine

kingdoms occupying the later Thessalia as well as some peri-

oikic territory; twenty-nine cities are mentioned, of which

some are the direct ancestors of poleis (e.g. Trikka: Il. 2.729);

others may have changed their name (e.g.Asterion: Il.2.735).

Some of these Homeric sites have been located with certain-

ty (e.g. Pherai: Il. 2.711), whereas others remain unlocated

(e.g. Oichalie: Il. 2.730). In addition, Homer refers to four of

the later perioikic peoples: the Ainians, the Perrhaibians, the

Magnesians (Il. 2.749, 756) and the Dolopians (Il. 9.484).

Finally, he mentions Φθ�η and TΕλλ�ς; it is debatable

² For which see Helly (1995) 43–44.
³ The toponym is unknown to Homer; it may just possibly have been used by

Hes. fr. 6, MW, though certainty is impossible; no fragment of Hekataios
employs the toponym in a way which proves that he used it (cf. Hecat. frr. 2–3, 14,
119, 133–66, 168, 224, 372). The earliest epigraphical evidence for the existence of
the toponym is a C6l/C5e epitaph from Perrhaibian Oloosson for a girl named
“Thesalia” (Lorenz (1976) no. 10); the employment of the term as a personal
name presumably presupposes its use for the name of the region.
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whether these toponyms should be understood as designa-

ting towns or regions (Stählin (1924a) index s.vv.; Decourt

(1990) 212–14). The earliest geographical sketch of Thessalia

is chapter 64 of Ps.-Skylax; Thessalia is there described as

consisting of the inland plains above Ainis, Dolopia, Malis,

Achaia and Magnesia, and as extending as far as Tempe. The

only stretch of coastline is at the Pagasitic Gulf, where the

cities of Amphanaion and Pagasai were situated. Ps.-

Skymnos 614–19 describes Thessalia as bordered by

Athamania, Dolopia, Perrhaibia, Ainis and Makedonia. The

most complete ancient description of the region is provided

by Strabo; he begins (9.5.1) by placing the borders as they

were in his day: to the north, Makedonia; to the east, from

Thermopylai to the Peneios delta, the sea; to the south, the

mountainous massifs of Oita and Aitolia; to the west,

the countries of the Aitolians, the Akarnanians and the

Amphilochians, as well as of a number of Epeirote tribes

which he groups under the heading οH περ� Π�νδον.

Ps.-Skylax names eight poleis in the mesogeia but adds

ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις Θετταλ+ν .ν µεσογε��α. Other

sources describing Thessalia as a region settled in poleis are,

e.g., Pind. Pyth. 10.72; Aesch. Pers. 489; Thuc. 2.22.3; Xen.

Hell. 6.1.14, 19. The Inventory below describes twenty-five

poleis of Thessalia in the proper sense. These poleis have

been identified with remains on the ground with very vary-

ing degrees of certainty: only one city is known from full

excavations: Larisa. Moreover, inscriptions with city-

ethnics are not very numerous. Under these circumstances,

locations often rely on analysis of literary testimonies, in

particular descriptions of military campaigns (Helly (1991)

30–31; Decourt (1990)), or on numismatic material (e.g.

Orthos: Helly (1992) 78), on epigraphy (e.g. Matropolis: IG

ix.2 284, found on site), or on employment of models bor-

rowed from human geography (Decourt (1992)).

In addition to the twenty-five poleis, there were in Archaic

and Classical Thessalia the following settlements which can-

not be shown to have been poleis.⁴

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Armenion (?ρµ/νιον or ’Ορµ/νιον) Strabo 11.4.8

(π#λις), 11.14.12 (π#λις). Cf. Perlman (2000) E.1 l. 44

(post-316): an Epidaurian theorodokos at Orminion, where

⁴ A number of toponyms are left out of consideration here, since they cannot
be shown to denote historical settlements in existence in the Archaic and/or
Classical periods or because they are incorrectly ascribed to Thessalia vel sim.
They include Aiginion: IG ix.2 329 (π#λις Α2γιν/ων (C3l)); Strabo 7.7.9; Steph.
Byz. 43.11; Barr. H. Alea: Harp. s.v. ?λ/ας; Steph. Byz. 69.20: confusion with
Halos in Achaia.Aloion: known exclusively from Steph. Byz.79.20.Antheia: Hes.
Scut. 381, 475 (π#λις); unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 3. Aperantheia:
Steph. Byz. 104.11; fabrication on the basis of or misunderstanding of the region-
al name Aperantia; cf. Polyb. 21.25.3; Livy 36.33.7; Plut. Flam. 15.6. Argos
Pelasgikon: Hom. Il. 2.680, on which see RE ii. 789: not certainly a settlement, not
certainly historical. Deipnias: Callim. fr. 87, Pfeiffer; Steph. Byz. 223.12: κ)µη
Θεσσαλ�ας περ� Λ�ρισσαν; not certainly Classical; Helly (1987) 140–41 for
location. Dodone: Steph. Byz. 246.9–10; non-existent, cf. Helly (1973) 58. Dotion:
Steph. Byz. 256.14; not a historical city but a fabrication on the basis of the Dotion
pedion; cf. Helly (1987). Elateia: BCH 45 (1921) iii.36 and 133 (230–220): .ν

’Ελετ�αις; Ptol. Geog. 3.12.39; unlocated; Stählin (1924a) 88–89. Erineos: Strabo
9.5.10; Steph. Byz. 277.7; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 167 n. 2, 185 n. 4.
Eurymenae: known only from Livy 39.25.3; unlocated, and the very existence of a
Thessalian (in contradistinction to a Magnesian) Eurymenai is not beyond
doubt, since the MSS of Livy present various corruptions. Helike: Hes. Scut. 381,
475; Strabo 8.7.2; Steph. Byz. 267.4; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 5. Hellas:
Hom. Il. 2.683, 9.395, etc.; Od. 11.496; not certainly a city, not certainly historical;
Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1970) 128–30; Neue Pauly v. 297–98. Ichnai: Strabo
9.5.14; Steph. Byz. 152.16 (π#λις); unlocated. Ilion: Steph. Byz. 330.18, 20–21: ;Ιλιον
. . . τετ�ρτη Θεσσαλ�ας; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 10; unlocated. Iope: Steph.
Byz. 333.13, 18: ’Ι#πη . . . �στι κα� Θεσσαλ�ας >λλη; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no.
11; unlocated. Kyphos: Steph. Byz. 399.18. Kytina: Steph. Byz. 399.7: Κ�τινα,
π#λις Θεσσαλ�ας, Bς Θ/ων .ν 6ποµν�µατι Λυκ#φρονος; cf. Stählin
(1924a) 227 no. 15: “Κ�τινα, Steph. s.v. nach Theon zu Lykophr. 1389. Dort ist
Κυτινα5οι des Metrums halber für das unbequeme Κυτινι)της, das gebräuch-
liche Ethnikon des dorischen Kytinion, genommen. Theon aber schloß daraus
irrtümlich auf eine thessalische Stadt Kytina, vgl. Holzinger zu Lyk. 1389”.
Lapithe: known exclusively from the note at Steph. Byz. 412.9: Λαπ�θη, π#λις
Θεσσαλ�ας, Bς ’Επαφρ#διτος .ν το5ς ‘Οµηρικο5ς. Makkarai: Theopomp.
fr. 55 apud Steph. Byz. 428.16–17: Μακκ�ραι,χ)ρα (π*ρ Φ�ρσαλον; this place
may, as suggested by Heuzey and Daumet (1876) 425–28, be identical with the
Makouniai: mentioned in I.Thessalie i 50.3 (C3l), though this remains conjecture
(Decourt (1990) 183); on Pharsalian territory but not precisely located; treated as
a fort/tower by Barr. Megara: Steph. Byz. 438.13, 439.8–9: Μ/γαρα . . . �στι κα�
Μ/γαρα .ν Θετταλ��α; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 17 and RE xv. 205; unlocated.
Meliboea: unlocated community known exclusively from Livy 36.13. Minye:
Steph. Byz. 454.1–4; IG ix.2 521.10 (C3); unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 93. Oichalie:
mentioned in Hom. Il.2.730,but not traceable in the historical period,Neue Pauly
viii. 1127(2). Omarion: at Theopomp. fr. 137: ’Οµ�ριον, π#λις Θετταλ�ας·
Θε#ποµπος Φιλιππικ+ν κβ’, apud Steph. Byz. 491.22; Θετταλ�ας should
probably be emended to ’Ιταλ�ας (Meineke, app. crit.), which will eliminate all
evidence for a Thessalian Omarion. Pele: two sites known exclusively from Steph.
Byz. 514.18: Π/λη, π#λις Θεσσαλικ� διττ�; cf. Stählin (1924a) 228 no. 20.
Pelion: Steph. Byz. 521.4: Π�λιον, π#λις Θεσσαλ�ας; unlocated; cf. Stählin
(1924a) 43 with n. 6. Pella: Clem. Al. Protr. 3.42.4: Π/λλη ! Θετταλ�ας; Steph.
Byz. 515.6: Π/λλα, π#λις . . . Θεσσαλ�ας; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 228 no.
21. Pelousion: known only from Steph. Byz. 521.17: �στι κα� Πηλο�σιον λιµ�ν
Θεσσαλ�ας; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 228 no. 22. Perrhaibos: Steph. Byz.
518.5: unattested elsewhere and probably a simple error. Phaeca: known only
from Livy 32.14.1; not precisely located though Barr. locates it at the HR site of
Pheke (formerly Varybopi). Phthia: Hom. Il. 1.155, 2.683, etc.; Od. 11.496; not cer-
tainly a city, not certainly historical; Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1970) 128–30;
Neue Pauly ix. 975. Pialeia: pace Barr., which locates Pialeia at Skoumbos, the pre-
cise location of this town remains unresolved, thus, all evidence pertaining to it is
late: Anth. Pal. 9.264 (Πιαλε�ς) and Steph. Byz. 522.2: π#λις Θεσσαλικ�.
Proana: Steph. Byz. 537.11: Πρ)ανα, π#λις Θεσσαλικ�; otherwise unknown
and possibly a ghost toponym arisen from a misreading of a source referring to
Proerna in Achaia. Silana: known only from Livy 36.13.6; unlocated but in
Hestiaiotis. Tenos: known only from [Arist.] Mir. ausc. 151. Thegonion: known
only from Hellan. fr. 8 apud Steph. Byz. 313.7: Θηγ)νιον, π#λις Θεσσαλ�ας.
TΕλλ�νικος πρ)τ=η ∆ευκαλιωνε�ας, where it is in all probability a corruption
of Θητ)νιον; cf. the entry for Thetonion. Thespeia: Steph. Byz. 310.17: Θ/σπεια
. . .δευτ/ρα Θεσσαλ�ας; Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 107:Θ/σπεια δ* κα� π#λις
Θεσσαλ�ας. Φερεκ�δης δ* Ποτνι/α Hστορε5 τ�ν Τ5φυν; obviously,
Pherecydes is not cited for a reference to a Thessalian Thespeia, but for a detail on
Tiphys; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 9. Thetideion: a sanctuary in
Pharsalian territory; cf. CPCPapers 5 (2000) 148–49. Titaron: Steph. Byz. 627.3;
Lycoph. Alex. 905 (implicitly); unlocated; cf. Lucas (1997) 30–31.
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the reference could possibly be to the present settlement; but

see Magnesian Orminion infra 689. Barr. AC.

Asbotos (Xσβωτος) Steph. Byz. 130.8 (π#λις); .ξ

?σ[β)του] is possibly to be restored in IG iv 617.14 (cf. AJA

98 (1986) 211), a list of payments made by Thessalian polities

to Argive theoroi and dating to 316–293 (Perlman (2000)

74–75); Plassart reads .ν [?]σβωτ[ε]�αι in BCH 45 (1921)

col. vD(b).6 �p. 30 l. 6 (230–220); Euphorion fr. 25.1 (v.

Groningen)/31.1, de Cuenca). Unlocated, but in Thessalia

(Steph. Byz. s.v.); cf. Stählin (1924a) 227 no. 4. Barr. dates it L,

but it probably existed H and perhaps even C (supra); if its

name is correctly restored in IG iv 617, then it may even have

been a polis in C4l/C3e, and so possibly even in C4 prior to

323.

Boibe (Βο�βη) Hom. Il. 2.712; Strabo 9.5.15, 5.18:πολ�χνη;

Steph. Byz. 172.9: π#λις Θεσσαλ�ας. RE iii. 628. Barr. A, but

the fact that it existed in 293 (Strabo 9.5.15) indicates C as

well.

Callithera (Callithera) Mentioned only by Livy 32.13.11,

but possibly to be identified with the C site at Paliouri: Helly

(1992) 85–88, followed by Barr.

Chalkai (Χαλκα�) Theopomp. fr. 34 (on which see

Martin (1982)). D. Kontogiannis (1992); Helly (1995) 293.

Barr. C.

Eretria (’Ερ/τρια) Polyb. 18.20.5; Ptol. Geog. 3.13.43; IG

ix.2 176 (C3). Steph. Byz. 276.6 (π#λις); Strabo 9.5.10

(κατοικ�α). Kip (1910) 28; Blum (1992). Barr. AC.

Euhydrium (Euhydrium) The toponym was presumably

*Ε(�δριον: it is not attested in Greek sources but may be

reconstructed from its Latin form Euhydrium (Livy 32.13.9).

I.Thessalie 35 (κατ3 τ� τ8ς π#λεως ψ�φισµα (Hell.)).

Béquignon (1932) 125–29, 140–43, 194; Decourt (1990)

196–98, 214–15. Barr. C.

Ithome, Thamiai (’Ιθ)µη/Θαµ�αι) Hom. Il. 2.729; SEG

37 494 (230–200), 43 290; Strabo 9.5.17 (πολ�χνιον); Steph.

Byz. 306.9 (π#λις), 329.1 (π#λις). On onomastics, see Helly

(1971). Barr. AC.

Kelaitha (Κελα�θα) BCH 45 (1921) iii.28 (230–220); IG iv

617.9 (316–293): [.κ Κε]λα�θας (Cabanes (1976) 124). In

SEG 15 384 (370–368), a man described as Εdστρατος

Κελα�θων (“Eustratos of the Kelaithoi”) is listed as damior-

gos of the Molossian Federation (though it is commonly

accepted that the community was situated in or near west-

ern Thessalia (Cabanes (1976) 124)). The toponym Κελα�θα

is probably to be connected with the ethnic Κ/λαιθος found

here (ibid.); but whereas the Kelaithans presumably consti-

tuted a polis in the Hellenistic period (donating money to

the Argives (IG iv 617) and having a Delphic theorodokos

(BCH 45 (1921)), it is not certain that they formed a polis

already by c.370: Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 18 apud Steph.

Byz. 372.6 describes them as an �θνος (Cabanes (1976)

123–24), and this classification is accepted by Hammond

(1967) 526. Helly (1992) 85–88. Barr. H, but see supra.

Lakereia (Λακ/ρεια) Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 3a; Pind.

Pyth. 3.34; Hellan. fr. 10 apud Steph. Byz. 408.8–9 (π#λις). RE

xii. 523–24; Helly (1987). Barr. A.

Limnaeum (Limnaeum) Toponym known only from Livy

36.13.9, 14.1–2. Probably to be identified with the city site at

Strongylovouni/Keusseukli-Dag, Vlochos (Decourt (1990)

120–21, 159–63). The preserved urban remains are mostly

Hellenistic and later, but certain remains are C4 or even C5,

and the site has yielded Archaic and Classical inscriptions

(I.Thessalie 1–3, 6–7). Barr. AC.

Misgomenai (Μισγοµενα�) Hellan. fr. 9 apud Steph. Byz.

454.12: Μισγοµενα�, π#λις Θετταλ�ας. ‘Ελλ�νικος

πρ)τ�ω ∆ευκαλιωνε�ας. Unlocated (cf. Stählin (1924a) 227

no. 18). No date in Barr. but the occurrence of the toponym

in Hellan. fr. 9 suggests C.

Onthyrion (’Ονθ�ριον) Strabo 9.5.17 (πολ�χνιον,π#λις);

Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 24 apud Steph. Byz. 493.12:

’Ονθ�ριον,π#λις Θεσσαλικ� περ� τ�ν Xρνην.τ� .θνικ�ν

iΟνθυριε�ς. ‘Ριαν�ς tγδ#�ω. Unlocated by Barr. (but possi-

bly at Kallithiro (formerly Seklitsa); cf. Indzesiloglou (1997)

58. According to Strabo 9.5.15, Onthyrion was one of three

insignificant settlements (πολ�χνια >σηµα) merged by syn-

oecism to produce Metropolis (of which it was a phyle in

Hellenistic times (Habicht (1978–79)). The terminus ante

quem for this synoecism is 358 (see entry infra), and if

Strabo’s report is historical, Onthyrion must have existed

prior to the Hellenistic period, but nothing is known about

its political status. Barr. AC.

Palaipharsalos (Παλαιφ�ρσαλος) Strabo 9.5.6, 17.1.11;

Livy 32.13.9 (oppidum). On the site, see Decourt (1990)

184–223. Barr. AC.

Phayttos (Φ�υττος,Φαιστ#ς) IG ix.2 489 (Hell.): π#λις;

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.41. Barr. AC.

Photinaion (Φωτ�ναιον) Hecat. fr. 134 apud Steph. Byz.

676.7–8: Φωτ�ναιον . . . π#λις Θεσσαλ�ας, Bς ‘Εκατα5ος

περιηγ�σει Ε(ρ)πης. Not in Barr.; Hecat. fr. 134 proves A.
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Phyllos (Φ�λλος) Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 25; Strabo

9.5.14; Steph. Byz. 674.14 (π#λις). Decourt (1990) 148–52,

174–80. Barr. AC.

Sykyrion (Συκ�ριον) Polyb. 27.8.15. An acropolis with C5

fortification, but no circuit around the lower city (autopsy

by B. Helly). Barr. AC.

Symaitha (Σ�µαιθα) Unlocated, but in Thessalia,

according to Steph. Byz. 591.13–14: Σ�µαιθα, π#λις

Θετταλ�ας. W πολ�της Συµαιθ/υς, Bς Θε#ποµπος

Φιλιππικ+ν ε2κοστ�+ δευτ/ρ�ω; for Stephanos’ use of

polites, see Whitehead (1994) 124. Barr. dates it only H, but

Theopomp. fr. 138 proves C.

Tripolis Larisaia (Tripolis) Livy 42.55.6, on which see

Helly (1995) 161 n. 85. Barr. AC.

On the status of these communities nothing is known; some

may have been poleis (cf. the comments on Asbotos), others

civic subdivisions (cf. the comments on Onthyrion).

A common political organisation comprising the com-

munities of Thessalia becomes visible in the later sixth cen-

tury. Common political and military action is attested for

this period by e.g. Hdt. 5.63.3, where it is stated that the

Θεσσαλο� sent military support to the Peisistratidai in

accordance with a treaty of συµµαχ�η and after having

voted to send the reinforcement:�π/πεµψαν κοιν=8 γν)µ=η

χρε)µενοι χιλ�ην . . . _ππον.A war waged by the Θεσσαλο�

and their σ�µµαχοι against Phokis is briefly mentioned at

Hdt.8.27 and dated “not many years before”Xerxes’ invasion

of Greece. During the Persian Wars, the Thessalians at first

collaborated with the Hellenic League (Hdt. 7.172–74); later,

however, when the large Greek army sent to Thessalia had

left, possibly due to medism on the part of the Aleuadai, the

Thessalians as such medised (Hdt. 7.174, 9.31.5; see further

Robertson (1976)).A symmachia with Athens in 461 is attest-

ed at Thuc. 1.102.4. External collective dedications by the

Thessalians are attested in BCH (1958) 329, 1 (458/7), and

BCH (1963) 206–7, no. 6 (c.369). In C5f, the Thessalians were

party to a dispute adjudged by Elis (no. 251) and involving

also Athens (no. 361), Thespiai (no. 222) and the Boiotians

(SEG 26 475, 31 358).

In form, this political organisation was presumably a fed-

eral state (Larsen (1968) 12–26, 281–94; Beck (1997) 119–34).

Federal citizenship, in addition to polis citizenship, is not

explicitly attested, but may be assumed if there was a region-

al primary assembly, as argued by Larsen (1968) 19 with n. 4,

and Beck (1997) 126, both referring to Hdt. 5.63.3 (quoted

supra) and Thuc. 4.78.3: τ� π�ντων κοιν#ν with HCT ad

loc. (cf. also IG ii² 116.18 (361/60) attesting election of the

chief magistrate, presumably by an assembly, and AM 59: 57,

15.2, a C4 grant of proxeny by the Petthaloi which mentions

prostatai; cf. also the use of συµπολιτε�εσθαι in Isoc. 5.20).

For the purpose of federal administration, the region was

divided into four units, tetrades: Thessaliotis, Phthiotis,

Pelasgiotis and Hestiaiotis (Hellan. fr. 52; on these units, see

further infra). The tetrades were created by Aleuas the Red

(Arist. fr. 497, Rose; cf. Helly (1995) 150–67); the terminus

ante quem for their creation would be c.500 if the word

Πελασγι)τιδος in Hecat. fr. 133 apud Steph. Byz. 381.21 is

derived from Hekataios—which is, however, far from cer-

tain; a date in C6 is, on the other hand, commonly assumed

(cf. Helly (1995) 170–75). The chief function of the tetradic

system seems to have been as units of military conscription

(Gschnitzer (1954); Beck (1997) 125). Other attested federal

institutions include coinage (Martin (1985) 37–40); a board

of polemarchoi (SEG 17 243 (c.458/7); IG ii² 116.23 (361/60);

IG ii² 175.6 (C4m)) selected on a tetradic basis (IG ii²

175.5–8), a board of hipparchoi (IG ii² 116.24), a board of

hippeis (IG ii² 116.24), a board of pezarchoi (IG ii² 175.8), a

board of hieromnemones (IG ii² 116.24), presbeia (IG ii²

116.8–9) and proxenia (AM 59: 57, 15.2 (C4)). The chief mag-

istrate of the federation is called ταγ#ς in Xen. Hell. 6.1.18,

but this title is not attested prior to the era of Jason (Helly

(1995) 67). The usual title of the highest magistrate was pre-

sumably �ρχ#ς (Anac. fr. 107, Diehl; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom.

5.74.3),>ρχων (IG ii² 116.18 (361/60)), or τ/τραρχος (CEG ii

795i (rC5)); on these titles, see Helly (1995) 39–68. The tetrar-

choi are sometimes conceived of as heads of the tetrades

(Beck (1997) 125), but see the discussion by Helly (loc. cit.);

according to Theopomp. fr. 208, Philip II of Makedon

installed an archon at the head of each tetras (Helly (1995)

56–57). The office of archos, i.e. the chief office of the federa-

tion, was elective in 361/60 (IG ii² 116.18) and presumably

long before that date (Larsen (1968) 14–15); the office was

held for life (Larsen (1968) 13; cf. CEG ii 795.16 (330s) for a

reign of 27 years).

Despite the existence of a federal structure, Thessalia was

not always de facto firmly united; cf. e.g. Xen. Hell. 2.3.4 for a

battle fought between Lykophron I of Pherai and forces

from (among others) Larisa, a battle fought over the hege-

mony of Thessalia (>ρξαι Iλης τ8ς Θετταλ�ας). However,

when the region was firmly united, it was capable of con-

trolling the minor adjacent regions; cf. Xen. Hell. 6.1.9–12

where Xenophon has Jason say that when Thessalia is gov-

erned by a tagos, all the surrounding peoples (π�ντα τ3

κ�κλ�ω �θνη)—commonly referred to as perioikoi in
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modern literature (Martin (1985) 69–73; Helly (1995)

181ff)—are its subjects (6π�κοα; cf. 6.1.19 for the expression

οH περ�οικοι to refer to these peoples). Not much is known

about the position of these dependent peoples (perioikoi)

vis-à-vis the Thessalians, but the following seems reason-

ably clear.

(1) The subjection of the adjacent regions was completed

before the end of C6; this appears from (a) the fact that the

Thessalians in 510 offered Iolkos on the coast of the Pagasitic

Gulf to Hippias of Athens (Hdt. 5.94.1) and thus must have

controlled this region (Kip (1910) 11; Gschnitzer (1958) 2 n. 3;

Martin (1985) 70); and (b) the probability that the subjec-

tion had taken place before the prolonged conflicts between

Thessalia and Phokis (Kip (1910) 10; Lehmann (1983);

McInerney (1999) 145–46, 174–78) and Boiotia (Buck (1979)

107–20), which antedate the Persian Wars (Gschnitzer (1958)

2 n. 3). That the subjection was effected by force of arms is a

reasonable inference from Aristotle’s reference to ancient

warfare between the Thessalians and the Achaians,

Perrhaibians and Magnesians (Pol. 1267b5–7).

(2) Among the subjected peoples were (a) the Achaians: at

8.3.1, Thucydides refers to the Achaians as among the

hypekooi of the Thessalians (cf. Arist. Pol. 1267b5–7 for

ancient warfare between the Achaians and the Thessalians);

(b) the Magnesians: at 5.94.1, Herodotos relates that the

Athenian tyrant Hippias, upon his expulsion from Athens,

was offered Iolkos on the coast of the Pagasitic Gulf by the

Thessalians, and this suggests that the area around Iolkos

was subjected to the Thessalians by C6s (cf. Martin (1985)

70); at 2.101.2, Thucydides refers to hypekooi of the

Thessalians and names the Magnesians as among them (cf.

Arist. Pol. 1269b5–7 for ancient warfare between the

Magnesians and the Thessalians); (c) the Perrhaibians: at

4.78.6, Thucydides describes the Perrhaibians as hypekooi of

the Thessalians (cf. Arist. Pol. 1269b5–7 for ancient warfare

between the Perrhaibians and the Thessalians). These are

the only specifically named dependants, but there may well

have been others: (i) at 3.93.2, Thucydides describes the

Thessalians as in control of the areas in which Herakleia

Trachinia was founded in 426 (i.e. presumably areas such as

Ainis, Malis and Trachis); (ii) Xen. Hell. 6.1.9 has Jason say

that all (π�ντα) neighbouring ethne were subjects of the

Thessalians, and this may include, e.g., the Athamanians

and the Dolopians; (iii) Thucydides twice (2.101.1, 8.3.1) uses

οH >λλοι to refer to unspecified subjects.

(3) The dependent peoples (i) paid phoros to the

Thessalian Confederacy (Kip (1910) 12): (a) Jason fixed the

tribute to be paid (Xen. Hell. 6.1.19) by putting it at the level

it had been (b) in the time of Skopas; the date and identity of

this Skopas is unknown, but he is often placed in C6 (Larsen

(1968) 18; cf. Helly (1995) 171–72, 183–86); (ii) were obliged to

render military service, as is clear from Xen. Hell. 6.1.9 (cf.

Kip (1910) 12).

(4) The dependent peoples continued to constitute polit-

ical communities of their own and were not absorbed by the

Thessalians; this is clear (a) from Herodotos’ list of those

who gave earth and water to the Great King (7.132.1), which

in addition to the Thessalians includes (i) the Perrhaibians,

(ii) the Magnesians, (iii) the Achaians, as well as (iv) the

Dolopians, Ainians and Malians, who may also have been

subjects of the Thessalians; (b) from the fact that (i) the

Perrhaibians (Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 43.45,

44.8), (ii) the Magnesians (Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63;

CID ii 43.24, 49), (iii) the Achaians (Aeschin. 2.116;

Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 36.i.31, 43.24), as well as (iv) the

Dolopians (Aeschin. <2.116>; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii

43.46),Ainians (Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 43.25) and Malians

(Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 71.46) were mem-

bers in their own right of the Amphiktyonic League; (c)

from the fact that, despite Thessalian protests, the Achaians

(and other subjects) entered into bilateral relations with

Sparta in 413/12 (Thuc. 8.3.1); (d) from the fact that four of

these peoples struck their own coins: the Achaians (BMC

1963: 48 (C4l/C3e); cf. infra), the Ainians (Head, HN ² 291; cf.

infra), the Oitaians (Head, HN ² 302; cf. infra) and the

Perrhaibians (Head, HN ² 304; cf. infra); and finally (e) from

the fact that the Oitaians, the Malians, the Ainians, the

Dolopians and the Perrhaibians joined the Corinthian

League of 338/7 (IG ii² 236b (338/7)). Moreover, poleis are

found in all of these regions (see sections 2.1–8 infra).

Exactly what the formal status of the subjects was is

unknown. The story of the offer of Iolkos to Hippias (Hdt.

5.94.1) suggests that the Thessalians could on occasion con-

sider perioikic land as Thessalian possession (cf. Soph. fr. 915

with Helly (1995) 137–40), but this reveals little about for-

malities. One possibility is that the perioikoi were in fact

symmachoi: (1) at 8.27.2,Herodotos states that at a point “not

many years before” the Persian War the Θεσσαλο� κα� οH

σ�µµαχοι made an attack on Phokis; these symmachoi may

possibly have been the subjects discussed here, and the for-

mula “the Thessalians and the allies” is reminiscent of such

formulas as “the Lakedaimonians and the allies” and may

suggest that the Thessalians were leaders of a hegemonic

alliance (cf. Nielsen (1997) 139–41); (2) a similar suggestion

may be made on the basis of IG ii² 116.13–14: this is a treaty 

of symmachia between Athens and the Thessalian
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Confederacy, and it stipulates that all allies of the

Thessalians are to be allies of Athens; this suggests that the

Thessalians had dependent allies in 361/0, the date of

the treaty (though, as pointed out by Kahrstedt (1925) 150,

the Magnesians and the Achaians were probably not among

them at this date).

As already mentioned, Thessalia proper was subdivided

into four tetrades: Thessaliotis, Phthiotis, Pelasgiotis and

Hestiaiotis (on which see in general Gschnitzer (1954) and

Helly (1995)).

Thessaliotis The toponym is Θετταλι+τις, ! (Hellan. fr.

52 apud Harp.; Strabo 9.5.17), called ! γ8 ! ν%ν

Θεσσαλι+τις καλεοµ/νη at Hdt. 1.57.1. The corresponding

“ethnic” is Θετταλι)της (IG ii² 175.7 (Θετ[ταλιωτ+ν]

(C4m)) or Θεσσαλι)της (SEG 34 558.34 (C2s)). This 

“ethnic”is attested by only one Classical source,which clear-

ly shows that it is not an ethnic proper but a term used 

to refer to an administrative/geographical unit of the

Thessalian state (supra): [ο_δε] nµοσαν Θετταλ+ν

[---]/ [π]ολ/µαρχοι· Πελασγιωτ[+ν ---]/ Φθιωτ+ν·

Μεγ�λος. Θετ[ταλιωτ+ν ---]/ [‘Ε]στ[ι]ωτ[+]ν· Ε]ρων

(IG ii² 175.5–8 (C4m)). For the origin of the term, see

Gschnitzer (1954) and Helly (1995) 159–60.

The tetras of Thessaliotis and its “ethnic” is not as fre-

quently attested as the other tetrades, and the reason is pre-

sumably the similarity between the names Θεσσαλ�α and

Θεσσαλι+τις and the confusion to which this similarity

could potentially give rise: Ptol. Geog. 3.12, e.g., knows the

correct names of the other tetrades, but for Thessaliotis gives

simply Θεσσαλ+ν (followed by an absurd list of cities); and

Steph. Byz. 310.23–24 treats Θεσσαλι)της/Θετταλι)της

as a variant form of Θεσσαλ#ς.

Thessaliotis occupies the southern part of the western

plain of Thessalia. For a suggestion of which four commun-

ities constituted the administrative unit created by Aleuas

the Red in C6, see Helly (1995) 177: Methylion, Limnaion,

Kieron and Thetonion. The Inventory below describes the

following six poleis situated in Thessaliotis: Kierion,

Methylion, Orthos, Peirasia, Phakion and Thetonion.

Phthiotis The toponym is Φθι+τις, ! (Hellan. fr. 52), to

which the corresponding “ethnic” is Φθι)της (IG ii² 175.7

(C4m); SEG 34 558.34 (C2s)). Like Thettaliotes, Phthiotes is

attested only once in Classical inscriptions (IG ii² 175, cited

supra); the inscription demonstrates that it is not an ethnic

proper but a term used to refer to an administrative/geo-

graphical unit of the Thessalian state (supra). For the origin

of the term, see Gschnitzer (1954) and Helly (1995) 159–60.

Most instances of the terms Φθι+τις and Φθι)της do

not refer to the tetras of the Thessalian state, but to the

Phthiotic Achaians (Thuc. 8.3.1: ?χαιο� οH Φθι+ται; IG ii²

1132.56: ?χαιο� Φθι+ται (278/7); cf. infra 2.5) or to mytho-

logical matters (Hdt. 1.56.3: Φθι+τις; Thuc. 1.3.2–3:

Φθι+τις; Eur. Andr. 664: Φθι+τις; Tro. 187: Φθι+ται).

Phthiotis was the smallest of the four tetrades, occupying

the lower and middle valley of the river Enipeus (Decourt

(1990)). For a suggestion as to which four communities con-

stituted the administrative unit created by Aleuas the Red in

C6, see Helly (1995) 177: Peirasia, Pharsalos, Phyllos and

Euhydrion; possibly, Eretria too was considered part of

Phthiotis. The Inventory below describes one polis situated

in Phthiotis: Pharsalos.

Pelasgiotis The toponym is Πελασγι+τις, ! (Hellan. fr.

52; Hecat. fr. 133); Dicaearchus fr. 61,Wehrli, apud Steph. Byz.

251.9–10 has ! Πελασγι+τις χ)ρα (but not obviously in

reference to the area of the Thessalian tetras); Diod. 4.37.4

has ! Πελασγι+τις γ8. The corresponding “ethnic” is

Πελασγι)της (IG ii² 175.6 (C4m); cf. Simon. fr. 632, Page,

where it is used in a, presumably, mythological context); like

Thettaliotes and Phthiotes, Pelasgiotes is attested only once in

Classical inscriptions (IG ii² 175, cited supra); the inscription

demonstrates that it is not an ethnic proper but a term used

to refer to an administrative/geographical unit of the

Thessalian state (supra). For the origin of the term, see

Gschnitzer (1954) and Helly (1995) 159–60.

Pelasgiotis bordered on all three other tetrades as well as

on three perioikic areas: Perrhaibia, Magnesia and Achaia.

By and large, it consisted of the plain of Larisa with its exten-

sion towards Pherai and the Pagasitic Gulf. For a suggestion

as to which four communities constituted the administra-

tive unit created by Aleuas the Red in C6, see Helly (1995) 177:

Larisa, Pherai, Krannon and Skotoussa. The Inventory

below describes the following eleven poleis situated in

Pelasgiotis: Amphanai, Argoussa, Atrax, Gyrton, Kondaia,

Krannon, Larisa, Mopsion, Pagasai, Pherai and Skotoussa.

Hestiaiotis The toponym is ‘Εστιαι+τις, ! (Hellan. fr. 52;

Andron (FGrHist 10) fr. 16a); Steph. Byz. 254.10 (citing

Andron) gives ’Ιστιαι+τις, and Hdt. 1.56.3 has ‘Ιστιαι+τις

(but not in reference to the area of the historical tetras; Helly

(2001a)). The corresponding “ethnic” is restored as

‘Εστι)της in IG ii² 175.8 (C4m); the inscription demon-

strates that it is not an ethnic proper but a term used to refer

to an administrative/geographical unit of the Thessalian

state (supra). For the origin of the term, see Gschnitzer

(1954) and Helly (1995) 159–60.
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Hestiaiotis was the north-western tetras; for a suggestion as

to which four communities constituted the administrative

unit created by Aleuas the Red in C6, see Helly (1995) 177:

Trikka, Pharkadon, Gomphoi and Pelinna. The Inventory

below describes the following six poleis situated in Hestiaiotis:

Gomphoi, Metropolis, Pelinna, Phaloria, Pharkadon and

Trikka.⁵

2. Adjacent Regions

2.1 Dolopia

The toponym is ∆ολοπ�α, ! (Thuc. 2.202.2; Teles, De exilio

22.10, Hense). The corresponding ethnic is ∆#λοψ (Hdt.

7.132.1), of which the external individual use has been

restored in IG ii² 546 (C4l) (cf. JHS 104 (1984) 153 n. 16); in

Amphiktyonic documents, individuals are listed under the

heading ∆ολ#πων, mostly without a city-ethnic (e.g. CID ii

43.46 (340/39), 96.7 (327/6)), but sometimes with one (CID

ii 74.i.48–49: Κτιµενα5ος (337/6)). The external collective

use of the ethnic is found in Hdt. 7.185.2; Thuc. 5.51.1; Xen.

Hell. 6.1.7; Ps.-Skylax 64 and IG ii² 236b.10 (338/7). The

Dolopians are classified as an ethnos by Hdt. 7.185.2 and

Thuc. 5.51.2. As an ethnos, the Dolopians were a member of

the Amphiktyonic League (Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 43.46

(340/39)); they provided a single hieromnemon who in C4

was sent by Ktimene (CID ii 32.45, 102.ii.fr.A.9; Lefèvre

(1998) 84–85).

The only explicit evidence that the Dolopians were sub-

jected to the Thessalians is at Xen. Hell. 6.1.9, where Jason of

Pherai is made to claim that the Dolopians were his

hypekooi; it may, however, be assumed that the Dolopians

were among the peoples commonly subjected to the

Thessalians when these were effectively united (ibid.). Even

so, the Dolopians seem to have constituted an individual

political entity; thus, they gave earth and water to the Great

King and sided with the Persians in 480 (Hdt. 7.132, 185; cf.

Diod. 11.3.2); in 420/19 they waged war on Herakleia

Trachinia with the Ainians and some Thessalians (Thuc.

5.51.1; Diod. 12.77.4, who substitutes Malians for

Thucydides’ Θεσσαλ+ν τιν�ς; cf. Diod. 16.29.1 (the Sacred

War) and 18.11.1 (the Lamian War)); and in C4 they joined

the Corinthian League of Philip II (IG ii² 236b.10 (338/7)).

Dolopia is not well explored, and its borders are imprecise-

ly known. In the historical period, they occupied a large part

of southern Mt. Pindos (Flacelière (1937) 23), south of

Thessalia proper, bordering on the east on Achaia (Helly

(1992) 81), to the south on Ainis, and to the north-west on

Athamania. Only two Dolopian communities, Angeia and

Ktimene, are known in the Archaic and Classical periods

(Helly (1992)); they are both described in the Inventory below.

2.2 Ainis

The toponym is Α2ν�ς, ! (Plut. Quaest. Graec. 26; IG ix.2

5b.10 (150–125)); it does not occur prior to the Roman peri-

od; in the Archaic and Classical periods, only the ethnic is

found: it is Α2νι�ν in Thuc. 5.51.1; Xen. Hell. 4.13.15; Ps.-

Skylax 35; and ’Ενι�ν (v.l.Α2νι�ν; cf. Hym. Hom. Ap. 217) in

Hdt. 7.132, 198.

Theopomp. fr. 80 may possibly have used Α2νι�νων

χ)ρα about the territory which is called Α2νιακ� χ)ρα in

Arist. Mir. ausc. 843b17. The Ainians are classified as an eth-

nos by Hdt.7.185 and Thuc.5.51.2, and as an ethnos, they were

a member of the Amphiktyonic League (Theopomp. fr. 63;

CID ii 36.i.8 (343–340), etc.); they provided two hierom-

nemones who in C4 came, at least sometimes, from Korophe

and Phyrrax (Lefèvre (1998) 21–23).

The internal collective use of the ethnic is found on C4

coins (Head, HN² 291; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 451–53) and

in IG ix.2 3b (shortly after 323), a grant of proxeny to a man

of Athens by [τ� κοιν�ν] τ+ν Α2νι�νων. The external indi-

vidual use of the ethnic is found in Diod. 18.7.2 (r323); CID ii

43.58 (340/39); and SEG 8 513 (C4). The external collective

use is found in Thuc. 5.51.1; Xen. Hell. 3.5.6; Ps.-Skylax 62;

and Philoch. fr. 56. In its external uses, the regional ethnic

may be specified by a city-ethnic vel sim.: Α2νι�νων . . .

Καφελε�ς (CID ii 74.i.55–56 (337/6)); Α2νι�νων . . .

Κοροφα5ος (CID ii 97.64 (327/6)); .κ Ταλ�νας . . . Α2νι�ν

(CID ii 1.i.45 (362/1)); [Α]2[νι[νες ‘Υ]πα[τα5οι] (CID ii 3.7

(362–357)); Α2νι3ν Φυρρ�γιος (CID ii 1.i.40 (362/1)).

There is no direct evidence that the Ainians were subject-

ed to the Thessalians, but two passages in Thucydides indi-

cate that they were within the Thessalian sphere of interest

and power: (i) at 3.93.3 he describes the Thessalians as in

control (.ν δυν�µει Sντες) of the areas in which Herakleia

Trachinia was situated, and (ii) at 5.51 he describes the

Ainians as an ethnos bordering on Herakleia and thus as

within the areas of Thessalian control and interest.

A C4 koinon of the Ainians is suggested by silver coins

struck in the name of the ethnos (triobols and obols on the

⁵ A few polities cannot be assigned to any specific tetras: Asbotos (Thessalian,
according to Steph. Byz. 130.8); Oxynion, which may have been in Hestiaiotis, or
in Perrhaibia (Strabo 7.7.9). In the Inventories below they are both described s.v.
Thessalia.
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Aiginetan standard). Types: obv. head of Zeus; rev. warrior

hurling javelin, or sword in sheath and javelin. Legend:

ΑΙΝΙΑΝ, ΑΙΝΙΑΝΩΝ (Head, HN² 291; Babelon, Traité

ii.4 nos. 451–53). It is also suggested by IG ix.2 3b, a grant of

proxeny passed by the Ainians shortly after 323.

During Xerxes’ invasion, the Ainians medised (Hdt. 7.132,

185; Diod. 11.3.2); in 420/416, the Ainians, with the Dolopians

and some Thessalians, waged war on Herakleia Trachinia

(Thuc. 5.51; Diod. 12.77.4, who substitutes Malians for

Thucydides’ Θεσσαλ+ν τιν�ς). A treaty with the

Lakedaimonians is attested by Xen. Hell. 3.5.6 and Diod.

14.82.7 (r395); the Ainians joined the anti-Spartan alliance in

the Corinthian War (Xen. Hell. 4.3.15) and were allied to

Boiotia at the battle of Mantinea in 362 (Diod. 15.85.2

(r363/2)); IG ii² 236b.10 (338/7) has been restored

[Α2νι�νων], thus indicating membership of the Corinthian

League of Philip II; in the Lamian War, the Ainians joined

the Greek alliance (Diod. 18.11.1 (r323)).

Ainis was constituted by the basins of the middle and

upper Spercheios valley (cf. Hdt. 7.198) and its principal

tributary, Inachos. To the east, Ainis bordered on Malis and

Oita, to the south on Aitolia, and to the north on Dolopia

and Achaia. The Inventory below describes five poleis situat-

ed in Ainis (Hypata,Kapheleis,Korophaioi,Phyrrhagioi and

Talana); in addition there were in the area in the pre-

Hellenistic period the following settlements.⁶

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Erythrai (’Ερυθρα5ος) A toponym is not explicitly

attested,but the city-ethnic ’Ερυθρα5ος suggests ’Ερ�θραι.

F.Delphes iii.1 514 (c.278):! π#λις ’Ερυθ[ρα�ων]; IG ix.2 7a

(C2m): ! π#λις ’Ερυθρη�ων; I.Erythrai i 36 (C3m); Syll.³

492 (C3s). Stählin (1924a) 222; Helly (1978). Barr. C.

Macra Come (Macra Come) Mentioned only by Livy

32.13.10 and probably to be identified with the site at

Varybopi. Béquignon (1937b) 316–22; Roux (1954); classified

as a fort/tower by Barr. Barr. C?.

Side (Side) CIL 586.8. Kip (1910) 47; RE² ii 2208; classified

as a fort/tower by Barr. Barr. C.

Sosthenis (Σωσθεν�ς) BCH 45 (1921) iii.128 (230–220);

IG ix.1² 34 (C2f); Ptol. Geog. 3.12.42. Kontogiannis (1994).

Barr. C.

Spercheiai (Σπερχε�αι) BCH 45 (1921) iii.20 (230–220);

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.14. Béquignon (1937b) 313–15; classified as a

fort/tower by Barr. Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ano Phteri Béquignon (1937b) 305–6; Philippson (1950)

244. Barr. C?.

Vounous Kase (1991) 47. Barr. C.

On the status of these communities in the Archaic and

Classical periods,nothing is known.Some of them may pos-

sibly have been poleis, as Erythrai certainly was in C3m

(supra).

2.3 Oita

In Strabo 9.5.10, the toponym is Ο2τα�α, !; this toponym

may have to be restored (as Ο2τα�ης) at Hdt. 7.185 (cf.

Legrand (1951) 184 app. crit. and 185 n. 3), and Ο2τα�α χθ)ν

is found in Soph. Phil. 479; IG ix.1 227.1 (C2f) has Ο]τα, !.

The ethnic is Ο2τ[ος on C4f coins (Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

438, 442); Ο2τα5ος is found in Aeschin. 2.116; IG ii² 236b.9

(338/7); and Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 439 (C4f), etc.

The internal collective use of the ethnic is found on C4

coins (Head, HN ² 302; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 227–30). The

external collective use of the ethnic is found in Hdt. 7.217;

Thuc. 3.92.2; Aeschin. 2.116, 142; [Dem.] 59.101; IG ii² 236b.9

(338/7). The external individual use is found in Xen. An.

4.6.20 and Tit. Cal. 3.5 (C4).

In Aeschin. 2.116, the Oitaians are described as an ethnos

and are listed as a member of the Amphiktyonic League;

they are, however, absent from the list of Amphiktyonic

members found in Theopomp. fr. 63, and they do not appear

in C4 Amphiktyonic documents (Lefèvre (1998) 92; cf. Kip

(1910) 19–20).

Oitaian subjection to the Thessalians is not explicitly

attested, but may perhaps be inferred from Thuc. 3.93.2,

where the Thessalians are described as in control of (.ν

δυν�µει Sντες) the areas in which Herakleia Trachinia was

founded.

The Oitaians as such presumably formed a political unit,

as is suggested by the following evidence. (1) In C4f, they

struck silver and bronze coins: silver (triobols and obols on

the Aiginetan standard): obv. head of lion, spear in mouth,

⁶ A number of toponyms are left out of consideration here since they cannot
be shown to denote historical settlements in existence in the Archaic and/or
Classical periods or because they are incorrectly ascribed to Ainis vel sim. They
include Apeitheion: BCH 45 (1921) iii.126 (230–220) and IG ix.2 6a.7 (C2m) with
A. Kontogiannis (1990) 87; unlocated; no date in Barr.; Latyia: a polis known
exclusively from a post-Classical inscription (IG ix.2 59).
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or laureate head of Apollo; rev. naked Herakles with club, or

lion’s head, or spear and knife, or bow and quiver; legend:

ΟΙΤ, ΟΙΤΑ, ΟΙΤΑΩΝ, ΟΙΤΑΙΩΝ. Bronze: obv. lion’s

head, spear in mouth, or head of Apollo, or head of young

Herakles crowned with vine wreath; rev. spear and knife, or

spearhead and jawbone of boar and bunch of grapes; leg-

end: ΟΙΤ, ΟΙΤΑΩΝ, ΟΙΤΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 302;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 227–30; Rogers (1932) nos. 414–20).

(2) Warfare by the Oitaioi is attested at Thuc. 3.92.3 (a war

with the Malians) and Xen. Hell. 1.2.18 (a war against

Herakleia Trachinia and the Achaians). (3) In 370, Jason of

Pherai handed over to the Oitaians and the Malians the city

of Herakleia Trachinia (Xen. Hell. 6.4.27; Diod. 15.57.2). (4)

Πραξιτ/λης ’Ισχοµ[�]χου Ο2τα5ος was granted proxeny

by Kalymna in C4 (Tit. Cal. 3) and Phylarchos (FGrHist 81)

fr. 70 (r350s) apud Part. Amat. narr. 25 describes a man as

Ο2τα�ων προστ�της. (5) Treaties/alliances are attested as

follows: (a) a treaty with the Lakedaimonians is implied by

Xen.Hell.3.5.6; (b) membership of the Corinthian League of

Philip II is attested by IG ii² 236b.9 (338/7); and (c) except for

Herakleia Trachinia, the Oitaians joined the Greek alliance

set up for the Lamian War (Diod. 18.11.1 (r323)).

The Oitaians seem to have been a group composed ethni-

cally of Dryopes, Malians and Ainians (Béquignon (1937b)

168–69; Baladié (1996) 277); they originally occupied the

upper valley of the river Asopos (Flacelière (1937) 16), and

later controlled the eastern part of Mt. Oita as far as the

southern bank of the river Spercheios. Their only well-

known polis is Herakleia Trachinia, which was founded in

order to protect the Malians against the Oitaians (Thuc.

3.92) but was handed over to the Oitaians and the Malians by

Jason of Pherai in 370 (Xen. Hell. 6.4.27; Diod. 15.57.2) and is

described as Oitaian in reference to 323 by Diod. 18.11.1 (but

is Malian in C4 Amphiktyonic documents, e.g. CID ii 43.27

(340); see, however, Kip (1910) 19, 39–41, and Lefèvre (1998)

92, suggesting that this may be mere Amphiktyonic chan-

cellery style, obscuring the fact that the Oitaians were rep-

resented by Herakleia). In addition to Herakleia, the

Inventory below describes two other Oitaian poleis (Chen

and Parasopioi). Finally, the area comprised the following

pre-Hellenistic settlement, which cannot be shown to have

been a polis, although it is unknown what status it did have.⁷

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlement 
not Attested as a Polis

Homilai (UΟµιλαι) SGDI 2527.7 (C3l); IG ix.1 227, 229, 230

(C2m); Ptol. Geog. 3.12.15. Stählin (1924a) 210–11; Béquignon

(1937b) 260–63; Kase (1991) 49–50. Barr. AC.

2.4 Malis

The toponym is Μηλ�ς,! (Hdt. 7.198.1, 201, 8.31). The corre-

sponding ethnic is Μηλιε�ς (Hdt. 7.132.1; Thuc. 3.93.1) or

Μαλιε�ς (Aeschin. 2.116; Ps.-Skylax 62; CID ii 43.26 (340)).

The territory is called ! Μηλ�ς γ8 in Hdt. 7.198.1 and !

Μαλι/ων χ)ρα in Ps.-Skylax 62. The internal collective use

of the ethnic is found on C4 coins (Head, HN ² 296; Babelon,

Traité ii.4 nos. 458, 462). The external individual use of the

ethnic is found in Hdt. 7.213.1, and C4 Amphiktyonic docu-

ments list individuals under the heading Μαλι/ων, some-

times without a city-ethnic (e.g. CID ii 69.25), sometimes

with the addition of Λαµιε�ς or ‘Ηρακλει)τας (e.g. CID

ii 32.49 (358/7)). The external collective use of the ethnic is

found in Hdt. 7.132.1, 9.31.5; Thuc. 3.93.1, 5.51.1; Xen. Hell.

3.5.6, 4.2.17; and IG ii² 236b.9 (338/7).

Thuc. 5.51.2 describes the Malians as an ethnos, and as an

ethnos they were a member of the Amphiktyonic League

(Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 43.26 (340)).

According to Thuc. 3.93.2, the Malians were subdivided into

three parts (τρ�α µ/ρη): the Παρ�λιοι, the ’Ιρι8ς (on

which form see HCT ad loc.) and the Τραχ�νιοι; the latter

were the neighbours of the Oitaians (Thuc. 3.92.2),but apart

from that these groups cannot be located.

A plurality of poleis in Malis is securely attested, e.g. (1) by

Hdt. 7.198–99, who mentions first Antikyre and then Trachis

as poleis; at 7.176.2, he furthermore calls Anthela polis (a city

which, by implication, he considers Malian; cf. 7.216

describing Alpenos as the first East Lokrian polis after Malis;

it is called kome at 7.200.2); and (2) by Ps.-Skylax 62, who

names Lamia and Echinos and adds ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι

π#λεις Μαλιε%σι. Thus, Malis was a region subdivided into

poleis. But the region as such may also have constituted a

⁷ A number of toponyms are left out of consideration here, since they cannot be
shown to denote historical settlements in existence in the Archaic and/or Classical
periods or because they are incorrectly ascribed to Oita vel sim. They include
*Kottai: a community attested by its ethnic (Κοτταε�ς) in some C3 inscriptions
and possibly to be located in Oita (Lefèvre (1998) 92 n. 448); Oite: a city called Ο]τη
is sometimes (cf. refs. in Kip (1910) 38 n. 6) assumed on the basis, e.g., of Ps.
-Skylax 62: .ντα%θα Θερµοπ�λαι, Τραχ�ς, Ο]τη, ‘Ηρ�κλεια, Στερχει#ς 

ποταµ#ς; however,Ο]τη here is probably the mountain, just as Mt. Knemis is list-
ed in the preceding chapter: κα� π#λεις α(το5ς ε2σ�ν α_δε· Θρ#νιον, Κν8µις,
’Ελ�τεια, Πανοπε�ς (cf. Nielsen (2000) 108). Cf. Müller’s remark: “Inepte Œta
mons inter Trachinis et Heracleæ mentionem intruditur” and Kip (1910) 38–39.
Accordingly, the present text takes no account of a city of Oita; Olea: IG ix.1 227

(C2m) lists as an Oitaian official a man named Μενεκρ�της ’Ολεα5ος; *Olea is
unlocated and otherwise unknown. Kip (1910) 26; Phaleron: Steph. Byz. 656 s.v.
Φ�ληρον: �στι κα� Θεσσαλ�ας >λλη πρ�ς τ=8 Ο]τ=η ‘Ριαν�ς . . . (�Rhianos
(FGrHist 265) fr. 36); probably confused with Phalara in Malis (see entry for
Lamia).
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political unit, as is indicated by the following: (1) the fact

that the Malians as such are described as medisers by Hdt.

7.132.1; (2) in 420/19, the Malians as such, according to Thuc.

5.51.1, were involved in a war against Herakleia Trachinia; (3)

a treaty with the Lakedaimonians is implied by Xen. Hell.

3.5.6, one with the anti-Spartan alliance during the

Corinthian War is implied by Hell. 4.2.17, and one with the

Boiotians by Hell. 6.5.23. Membership of the Corinthian

League of Philip II is attested by IG ii² 236b.9 (338/7), and the

Malians excluding the Lamians joined the Greek alliance

during the Lamian War (Diod. 18.11.1); (4) the Malians’

politeia was described in an Aristotelian treatise (Arist. frr.

553–54, Rose). Furthermore, a detail is given at Arist. Pol.

1297b14–16, where it is stated that at an unspecified point in

the past the politeia (citizenry or constitution) of the

Malians had consisted of both active and superannuated

hoplites, whereas the magistracies had been open only to

those actually serving in the ranks; (5) in C4, the Malians

struck both silver and bronze coins. Silver (triobols on the

Aiginetan standard). Types: obv. head of young Dionysos;

rev. amphora; legend: ΜΑΛΙΕΩΝ. Bronze: obv. head of

Athena; rev. Philoktetes with bow; legend: ΜΑΛΙΕΩΝ

(Head, HN² 296; Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 462; Rogers (1932)

no. 384).

Thucydides’ account of the antecedents of the founding

of Herakleia Trachinia, however, suggests that Malian unity

was not always equally strong: the Trachinians, a meros

(�polis; cf. Trachis (no. 432)) of the Malians, were

hard pressed by the Oitaians and thus, apparently on their

own, first contemplated an alliance with Athens, but then

elected an ambassador and sent him to Sparta in the com-

pany of, not other Malians, but metropolitic Dorians

(3.93.1–3).

According to Hdt. 8.31, to the south-west Malis bordered

on Doris; according to Thuc. 3.92.2, the Malian Trachinians

bordered on the Oitaians to the west, and according to Hdt.

7.126, East Lokris was also a southern neighbour, the last

Malian community in this direction being Anthela; the

neighbours >νωθεν �π� µεσογε�ας were the Ainians (Ps.-

Skylax 63), and the northern neighbours were the Achaians

(Ps.-Skylax 63 continues with Achaia). The area of Malis was

modest, and its extent was limited further by the Spartan

foundation of Herakleia on Malian territory in 426. None

the less, it was an area subdivided into poleis (supra), and the

Inventory below describes six Malian poleis (Anthele,

Antikyre, Echinos, Herakleia (on which see supra s.v. Oita),

Lamia and Trachis). Finally, the area comprised the follow-

ing pre-Hellenistic settlements which cannot be shown to

have been poleis, though it is not known what status they 

did have.⁸

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aia (Α1α, Α2αι�α) Soph. fr. 915, Pearson, apud Steph. Byz.

37.2; Callim. Hymn. 4.287 (cf. White (1984b)); inscribed C5

hydria (Helly (1995) 137); unlocated, but presumably a har-

bour settlement (Helly (1995) 137–40); no date in Barr., but

the written evidence attests to C.

Aigoneia (Α2γ)νεια, Α2γ)νη) Hecat. fr. 132 apud

Steph. Byz. 45.8–10: Α2γ)νεια, π#λις Μηλι/ων.

Λυκ#φρων “}ν οH µ*ν Α2γ)νειαν >θλιοι π�τραν”. κα�

‘Εκατα5ος. RE i. 977. Not in Barr., but Hecat. fr. 132 indi-

cates A.

Kolakeia (Κολακε�α) Theopomp. fr. 170 apud Ath.

6.254F: τ�ν καλουµ/νην π#λιν Κολακε�αν rν Μηλιε5ς

.ν/µοντο; IG ix.1 230.2 (C2m). Described as .ν Ο]τ�α in IG

ix.1 230. Béquignon (1937b) 305, 361. Not in Barr. but

Theopomp. fr. 170 indicates C.

Phalara (Φ�λαρα) Polyb. 20.10.16; Steph. Byz. 656.3.

Probably the harbour settlement of Lamia. Not precisely

located (cf. entry for Lamia). Barr. C.

2.5 Achaia

The simple toponym is ?χαjα,! (Thuc. 4.78.1; cf. Kip (1910)

54–55), in Ionic ?χαι�η (Hdt. 7.198.2); toponyms denoting

cities often make clear that the reference is not to the

Peloponnesian Achaia (τ8ς ?χαι�ης Xλος (Hdt. 7.173.1,

197.1); Μελ�τεια τ8ς ?χαjας (Thuc. 4.78.1)), but the

toponym itself is sometimes qualified by Φθι+τις (Diod.

5.50.5: ! Φθι+τις ?χαjα; IG vii 288.5 (240): [?χαj]ας τ8ς

Φθι)τιδος). The corresponding ethnic is ?χαι#ς (Hdt.

7.185.2; CID ii 31.i.31 (343/2)), which is used either on its own

(Hdt. 7.197.2; Xen. Hell. 1.2.18; Arist. Pol. 1269b6; CID ii 43.2

(340/39)) or qualified by Φθι)της (Hdt. 7.132.1; Thuc. 8.3.1;

Ps.-Skylax 63; Theopomp. fr.63; IG ii² 1132.56).Aeschin.2.116

uses simply Φθι+ται.

The internal collective use of the ethnic is found on

C4l/C3e coins (BMC 1963: 48). The external collective use is

⁸ Paralos in Steph. Byz. 503.1 (.ν Θετταλ��α π#λις τ+ν Μηλι/ων) must be
a fabrication on the basis of the name of the Παρ�λιοι (on whom supra); like-
wise, Iros (Lycoph. Alex. 905; Steph. Byz. 337.8)/Ira (Steph. Byz. 337.2) is probably
a fabrication based on the name of the ’Ιρι8ς (on whom see supra).
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found in Hdt. 7.185.2; Thuc. 8.3.1; Xen. Hell. 1.2.18;

Theopomp. fr. 63 and Ps.-Skylax 63. The external individual

use is found in CID ii 118.5–6 (365–360), and Amphiktyonic

documents list individuals under the heading ?χαι+ν

either without (CID ii 36.i.6 (341/0), 43.2 (340/39), 72.8

(327)) or with a city-ethnic (Λαρισα5ος: CID ii 32.47

(340/39), 76.i.23 (335), 84.A.2–3 (332/1); or Μελιταιε�ς: CID

ii 32.47 (340/39), 74.i.39 (337/6), 76.i.24 (335)).

The territory is termed χ)ρη at Hdt. 7.197.3, and the peo-

ple are called an �θνος at Hdt. 7.185.2; Theopomp. fr. 63;

and Aeschin. 2.166, and as an ethnos the Achaians were a

member of the Amphiktyonic League (Theopomp. fr. 63;

Aeschin. 2.116; CID ii 36.i.6, 43.2, 72.8). They provided the

Amphiktyonic League with two hieromnemones who in C4

were sent by Larisa and Melitaia (Lefèvre (1998) 87).

At Pol. 1267b5–7, Aristotle refers to ancient warfare

between the Achaians and the Thessalians, and it is very

probable that this warfare led to Achaian subjection to

Thessalia: at 8.3.1, Thucydides mentions the Achaians as

among the hypekooi of the Thessalians. However, it seems

that Achaia was not absorbed by Thessalia, but continued to

constitute an individual political unit; thus, they are listed

individually in Herodotos’ list of medisers (7.132); in 413/12,

the Achaians, despite Thessalian protests, entered into bilat-

eral relations with Sparta; an alliance with Herakleia

Trachinia seems implied for 409/8 by Xen. Hell. 1.2.18; and in

C4l/C3e, the Achaians struck coins inscribed ΑΧΑΙΩΝ

(BMC 1963: 48). Furthermore, a number of poleis existed in

Achaia: the Inventory below describes twelve Achaian poleis

(Antron, Ekkarra, Halos, Kypaira, Larisa, Melitaia, Peuma,

Phylake, Proerna, Pyrasos, Thaumakoi and Thebai).

In essence, Achaia was constituted by the Othrys massif

and its northerly extensions. It stretched from the Pagasitic

Gulf in the east to the territory of Pharsalos and the tetras of

Thessaliotis in the west; to the north-west, it bordered on

the tetras of Pelasgiotis with the territory of Pherai; to the

south, the neighbours were Malis, Ainis and Dolopia. As

stated above, there were several poleis in this area; in addi-

tion, the area comprised the following pre-Hellenistic settle-

ments which cannot be shown to have been poleis.⁹

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Alope (?λ#πη) Hom. Il. 2.682; Strabo 9.4.9; Pherecydes

(FGrHist 3) fr. 147 apud Steph. Byz. 77.8–9 (π#λις). RE i. 1595.

Barr. AC.

*Chalai(on) (Χαλα5ος) A toponym is not attested and

must be reconstructed from the ethnic Χαλα5ος (F.Delphes

iii.4 351 (C3f); Ager (1989) 109, (1996) 99–101). Stählin

(1924a) 169–70 and Cantarelli (1995) locate Chalai(on) at

Tsournati Vrysi (AC), whereas Barr. (following Kirsten, RE

suppl. vii. 885–92) locates it at the AC site near Petroto (for-

merly Tsatma); cf. Helly (2001b) 241–49.

Dion (∆�ον, ∆5α, *∆�α) Diod. 20.110.3 (r302) (π#λις);

Steph. Byz. 229.1 (π#λις). According to Diod. 20.110.3, in 302

Cassander planned to metoecise (the population of) Dion

to Phthiotic Thebes (a metoecism prevented by Demetrios);

though the city is unlocated, it may be assumed that if it was

a candidate for metoecism in 302, it existed in the Classical

period. The same would follow if C4 coins inscribed

∆ΙΑΩΝ (Demetriadi (1998)) belong to this Dion

(Hatzopoulos and Psoma (1998–99)). Unlocated in Barr.

but see A. Batziou-Eustathiou, Deltio Othryos (1997) B.1:

69–85; ArchDelt 49 (1994) Chron. 325–26 for a possible loca-

tion.

Koroneia (Κορ)νεια) Syll.³ 240.O.10 (308): [Κο]ρωνειε5ς;

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.43; Strabo 9.5.10; Steph. Byz. 377.16–17.

Unlocated. Stählin (1924a) 167 n. 2 and 185; RE xi. 1431; White

(1984a). Barr. dates it AC, but it is in fact not attested till c.308

(Syll.³ 240.O.10); however, if it really donated money towards

the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi in C4l, it may be

assumed to have existed prior to that date and thus at least in

the Classical period.

Narthakion (Ναρθ�κιον) Xen. Hell. 4.3.9; BCH 45 (1921)

iv.28; IG ix.2 89.31 (c.140). Béquignon (1937b) 286–92. Barr.

C. There may just possibly be some evidence that

Narthakion was constituted as a polis in C4: an inscription of

c.140 (Ager (1996) no. 156) records a verdict by the Senate in

a territorial conflict between Narthakion and Melitaia,

which was a polis in C4 (see entry infra); the evidence pre-

sented by the Melitaians before the Senate refers retrospec-

tively to what may possibly be a C4 verdict in a similar

conflict (Ager (1989) 108). If Narthakion really had a

territorial conflict with Melitaia settled by international

arbitration in C4, then it must have been a polis.

⁹ The toponym Karandai (IG ix.2 205.13 (C3s); treated as a fortress by Barr.
which dates it H) is left out of consideration here, since it cannot be shown to
denote a historical settlement in existence in the Archaic and/or Classical peri-
ods. Phorbas is likewise left out; it is known exclusively from Steph. Byz. 670.5:
π#λις τ+ν .ν Θεσσαλ��α ?χαι+ν.
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Orchomenos (’Ορχοµεν#ς) Diod. 20.110.3 (r302) (π#λις).

According to Diod. 20.110.3, in 302 Cassander planned to

metoecise (the population of) Orchomenos to Phthiotic

Thebes (a metoecism prevented by Demetrios); though the

city is unlocated and unattested prior to this date, it may be

assumed that if it was a candidate for metoecism in 302, it

existed in the Classical period. Not in Barr.

Pereia (Π�ρεια) IG ix.2 205.19 (C3l): π#λις; F.Delphes

iii.4 351 (C3f) (collective city-ethnic). Located at the AC site

near Petroto (formerly Tsatma) by Stählin (1924a) 167; Barr.

follows Kirsten, RE suppl. vii. (1940) 885–92 and Philippson

(1950) 200, 272, in preferring the AC site at Tsournati Vrysi,

where Cantarelli (1995) and Helly (2001b) 241–49 place

Chalai(on).

Phyliadon (Φυλιαδ)ν) F.Delphes iii.4 351.18–19 (C3f):

Φυλλαδ#νιοι; IG ix.2 205.13 (C3l). Stählin (1924a) 168;

Lauffer (1989) 549; Cantarelli (1995) 320–21. Barr. treats

Phyliadon as a fortress, but in C3f it had a territorial conflict

with Peuma settled by international arbitration (Ager

(1996) no. 31), and the record of the verdict describes

Phyliadon by the collective city-ethnic. These two facts 

suggest that Phyliadon was, in C3f, not a fortress but a

community of citizens. Barr. C?

Pras (Πρ[ς) Xen. Hell. 4.3.9; Steph. Byz. 534.12 (π#λις).

Presumably to be identified with the fortified Classical site

(fortress?) at Divri, for which see Stählin (1924a) 39 n. 3, 187,

228; Béquignon (1937b) 287ff; RE suppl. x. 651–52. Unlocated

in Barr.

Pteleon (Πτελε#ν) Hom. Il. 2.697; Diod. 20.110.3 (r302);

Strabo 9.5.8; Steph. Byz. 537.20 (π#λις); Eust. Il. 1.505.28

(π#λις); IG ix.2 520 (C2f): ! π#λις τ+ν [Πτε]λεει+ν.

Stählin (1924a) 181; Prakt (1951) 129–54, (1952) 164–85, (1953)

120–32. RE xxiii.2. 1481–82. Barr. AC.

Xyniai (Ξυν�αι) IG ix.1² 177 (214/13) �Ager (1996) no. 55;

Polyb. 9.45.3 �Steph. Byz. 481.19 (π#λις). Barr. AC.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ano Ktimeni Helly (1992) 49–58. Barr. C.

Karatsadagli Philippson (1950) 180; Helly (2001b) 241–49.

Barr. C.

It is unknown what status these communities had. Some of

them, such as Dion and Narthakion, may have been poleis,

as, e.g., Pteleon was in the Hellenistic period (supra).

2.6 Magnesia

The toponym is Μαγνησ�α, ! (Aeschin. 3.83; Dem. 1.13; IG

ix.2 1101.4 (C2)); the Ionic form is Μαγνησ�η (Hdt. 7.176.1).

The corresponding ethnic is Μ�γνης (Hdt. 7.132; Thuc.

2.101.2; Xen. An. 6.1.7; CID ii 12.i.68 (341)).

The external collective use of the ethnic is found in Hdt.

7.132, 185; Thuc. 2.101.2; Isoc. 5.21; and Arist. Pol. 1269b7. In

addition, Μ�γνητες is used in conjunction with collective

city-ethnics: Μ�γνητες Κροκα5οι (CID ii 5.ii.36 (358));

Μ�γνητες Μεθωνα5οι (CID ii 5.ii.39); Μ�γνητες

’Οξωνια5οι (CID ii 5.ii.42). The external individual use of

the ethnic is found in CID ii 12.i.68–72 (341), which list three

individuals; furthermore, Amphiktyonic documents list

individuals under the heading Μαγν�των, either without

(CID ii 36.i.7, 33, ii.21 (341/0), 43.2 (341/0), 102.ii.A.32

(324/3)) or with a city-ethnic (Κ(ο)ροκα5ος: CID ii 32.48

(C4l); Μεθωνα5ος: CID ii 74.i.55 (337/6); ’Ολιζ)νιος: CID

ii 84.A.4 (332/1); TΟµολιε�ς: CID ii 74.i.39 (337/6)).

The territory is called ! Μαγνησ�η χ)ρη at Hdt. 7.183.3,

188.1, and Μαγνητικ� γα5α at Aesch. Pers. 492. The people

are called an ethnos in Hdt. 7.132, and as an ethnos the

Magnesians were a member of the Amphiktyonic League

(Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 36.i.33 (341/40));

they provided the Amphiktyonic League with two hierom-

nemones who in C4 were sent by Homolion and either

Methone, Korakai or Olizon (Lefèvre (1998) 89).

The Magnesians are described as among the hypekooi of

the Thessalians by Thuc. 2.101.2; it would appear from Arist.

Pol. 1267b5–7, mentioning ancient warfare between the

Magnesians and the Thessalians, that the subjection of the

Magnesians was effected by force of arms, and from Hdt.

5.94.1 (on which see Kip (1910) 11; Gschnitzer (1958) 2 n. 3

and Martin (1985) 70), mentioning a Thessalian offer of the

Pagasitic city of Iolkos to Hippias after his expulsion from

Athens, that it had been carried out before 510. However, the

Magnesians were not absorbed by the Thessalians, as is 

indicated by the fact that they are listed individually in

Herodotos’ list of medisers at 7.132 and the fact that they

formed a member of the Amphiktyonic League (Aeschin.

2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63; CID ii 36.i.33 (341/40)). In addition,

there were several poleis in Magnesia; the Inventory below

describes fourteen Magnesian poleis (Amyros, Eureaioi,

Eurymenai, Homolion, Iolkos, Kasthanaie, Kikynethos,

Korakai, Meliboia, Methone, Olizon, Oxoniaioi, Rhizous

and Spalauthra).

In the Archaic and Classical periods, the area of Magnesia

corresponded to the peninsula traditionally called Magnesia,
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except for the western coast of the Pagasitic Gulf with the

Thessalian cities of Amphanai (no.393) and Pagasai (no.407),

and Pyrasos (no. 442) in Achaia. In this area there were, in

addition to the poleis listed above, the following settlements

which cannot be shown to have been poleis and about whose

status nothing is known.¹⁰

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aphetai (?φ/ται) Hdt. 7.193, etc.; Hellan. fr. 130 apud

Steph. Byz. 149.6: π#λις Μαγνησ�ας. ‘Ελλ�νικος. Müller

(1987) 305–8. Barr. AC.

Glaphyrai (Γλ�φυραι) Hom. Il.2.712; BCH 95 (1971) 555 l.

9 (C2s); Steph. Byz. 209.2 (π#λις). Wace (1906); Stählin

(1924a) 61; di Salvatore (1994) 106–7; PECS 357. Barr. AC.

Isai Limen ( ; Ισαι λιµ�ν) Ps.-Skylax 65. Unlocated; cf.

Stählin (1924a) 56. Not in Barr. but Ps.-Skylax 65 attests to C.

Kerkinion (Κερκιν/ον) Livy 31.41; Procop. Aed. 4.4.163;

EAM no. 47 (C2–C1). RE xi. 1279; ArchEph (1931) 175. Barr.

AC.

Korope (Κορ#πη) Steph. Byz. 375.8 (π#λις). Settlement

with major sanctuary of Apollo. Stählin (1924a) 53–54;

Papachatzis (1960); PECS 463–64; Lauffer (1989) 346. Barr.

AC.

Neleia (Ν�λεια) Strabo 9.5.15 (r293) (πολ�χνη).

According to Strabo (loc. cit.), Neleia was in 293 synoecised

into Demetrias and became a kome of the new polis. Prior to

that, it was probably the port of Iolkos (Baladié (1996) on

Strabo 9.5.15 in Lexique des noms de lieux 275). Barr. treats it

as unlocated, but it may have been situated on the hill of

Pevkakia (formerly Tarsanas); cf. Baladié (loc. cit.).

However, excavations here have unearthed only prehistoric

material (cf. Die deutschen Ausgrabungen auf der Pevkakia-

Magula in Thessalien i–iii.2 (1989–92)). However, since it

existed in 293 when it was merged into Demetrias, the pre-

sumption is that it existed in C4 as well. Cf. however

Bakhuizen (1996), seriously questioning the existence of

Neleia by suggesting that it is a metonymic appellation for

Iolkos (“city of Neleus”), and thus providing an excellent

reason for the unresolved location. Barr. HR, but see supra.

Orminion (‘Ορµ�νιον, ’Ορµ�νιον, ’Ορµ/νιον) Perlman

(2000) E.1 l. 44 (post-316): an Epidaurian theorodokos at

Orminion (though the reference could well be to

Armenion/Ormenion (supra 678)); Strabo 9.5.15 (r293):

Orminion, a polichne synoecised into Demetrias; Strabo

9.5.18. Unattested in the Classical period, but the fact that it

existed in C4l/C3e (supra) suggests that it existed prior to the

death of Alexander. Unlocated (cf. Indzesiloglou (1994)).

Undated by Barr.

Sepias (Σηπι�ς) Strabo 9.5.15 (r293): πολ�χνη; McDevitt

(1970) no. 683 (second century ad). Stählin (1924a) 52; Wisse

(1994) 3–4; treated as a fort/tower by Barr. Barr. AC.

Thaumakie (Θαυµακ�η) Hom. Il. 2.716. RE v.A. 1331.

Barr. AC.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Dimini Identified with Aison by Barr., but see Bakhuizen

(1996). Possibly the site of Iolkos (Adrimi-Sismani (1994)).

Barr. C.

Goritsa Bakhuizen (1986), (1992). A major urban site of

c.325–300, whose fortification wall encloses an area of 33 ha,

its ancient name is unknown, but it may possibly have been

the site of Methone (no. 454) (Helly (2001b)). Barr. C?

It is unknown what status these communities had. Some of

them may possibly have been poleis; e.g. Orminion seems to

have been a polis in C4l when it had an Epidaurian theo-

rodokos (supra).

2.7 Perrhaibia

The toponym is Περραιβ�α, ! (Thuc. 4.78.6; Theophr.

De lapidibus fr. 2, Wimmer; Diod. 15.57.2 (r370/69)); the 

¹⁰ A number of toponyms are left out of consideration here, since they can-
not be shown to denote historical settlements in existence in the Archaic and/or
Classical periods or because they are incorrectly ascribed to Magnesia vel sim.
They include Aison(ia): Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) 103b; Steph. Byz. 54.16 (π#λις);
but see Bakhuizen (1996) 92–93; Aixoneia: Steph. Byz. 52.12: Α2ξ)νεια, π#λις
Μαγνησ�ας; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a) 78 n. 2 no. 2; and Kip (1910) 84–85;
Amolbos: Balagros (FGrHist 773) fr. 1 apud Steph. Byz. 86.7: Xµολβος, π#λις
Μαγν�των, Bς Β�λαγρος Μακεδονικ+ν β´; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a)
78 n. 2 no. 3; Boudeion: Hom. Il. 16.572; Steph. Byz. 180.3: Βο�δεια, π#λις .ν
Μαγνησι�α . . . UΟµηρος Βο�δειον �φη; unlocated; cf.Stählin (1924a) 78 n.2 no.
4; Corynthya: Stählin (1924a) 78 n. 2 no. 5 refers to Pomponius Mela 3.35 for a
Magnesian toponym Corudra or Corynthya; however, standard editions of
Pomponius vary here: (a) Silberman prints: a Peneo ad Sepiada Eurymenae,
Meliboea, Castanea . . . with the following variant in the app. crit.: Erymne,
Ciacconius, Corynthya; (b) Ranstrand prints: a Peneo ad Sepiada Corynthya,
Meliboea Castanaea. So, Corynthya is nothing but an uncertain reading;
Euryampos: Steph. Byz. 286.19: Ε(ρ�αµπος,π#λις Μαγνησ�ας. Lycoph. Alex.
900: ?µφρυσ�ων σκηπτο%χον Ε(ρυαµπ�ων; unlocated; cf. Stählin (1924a)
78 n. 2 no. 6; Magnesia: pace Papachatzis (1959) and others, this is a ghost city; cf.
Stählin (1924a) 69–70; Peiresiai (Πειρεσ�αι): Hymn. Hom. Ap. 32; Ap. Rhod.
1.584; Steph. Byz. 514.8; unlocated; not in Barr.
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corresponding ethnic is Περ(ρ)αιβ#ς (Hym. Hom. Ap. 218;

Hecat. fr. 137); an undated inscription from Koroneia has

Περρηβ#ς (IG vii 2858). The internal collective use of the

ethnic is found abbreviated as Π, ΠΕ, ΠΕΡ, ΠΕΡΑ on

silver coins dating to 480–400 (drachms, triobols, tri-

hemiobols, obols, hemiobols on the Aiginetan standard)

with types: obv. man restraining bull, or forepart of bull,

or horseman, or head of Athena; rev. galloping horse, or

forepart of horse, or Athena seated or running with spear, or

horse’s head, or nymph (Head, HN ² 304; Babelon, Traité ii.4

nos. 571–80; Liampi (1996) 109–10; SNG Cop. Thessaly

193–95). The ethnic is given in full as ΠΕΡΡΑΙΒΩΝ on

C4f bronze coins: obv. laureate head of Apollo, or veiled

head of Hera, or head of Zeus; rev. head of nymph, or naked

hero, or Hera seated (Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 581–82; Rogers

(1932) nos. 437–39; SNG Cop. Thessaly 196). The external col-

lective use is found in Thuc. 4.78.6; Isoc. 5.21; Ps.-Skylax 65;

IG ii² 236b.11 (338/7) and in CID ii 9.4 (C4m), where it is

coupled with a city-ethnic (Παρραιβο� ’Ερικινε5ς); and

the external individual use is found in CID ii 12.i.59, 66

(341/40), 31.78 (345/4), etc. In Amphiktyonic lists, individu-

als are listed under the heading Περραιβ+ν (e.g. CID ii

43.45 and 44.8 (339/8)), sometimes with the addition of the

city-ethnic of Phalanna (CID ii 96.6–7 (327/6) and 97.60

(327/6)).

The Perrhaibians are described as an ethnos at Hdt.

7.185.2, and as an ethnos they were a member of the

Amphiktyonic League (Aeschin. 2.116; Theopomp. fr. 63;

CID ii 43.45 and 44.8); they provided the Amphiktyonic

League with a single hieromnemon who in C4 was sent by

Phalanna (Lefèvre (1998) 85). Thuc. 4.78.6 describes the

Perrhaibians as hypekooi of the Thessalians, and Arist. Pol.

1267b5–7, mentioning ancient warfare between the

Perrhaibians and the Thessalians, suggests that the subjec-

tion was initially effected by force of arms. However, the

Perrhaibians were not absorbed by the Thessalians, as is

apparent not only from their membership of the

Amphiktyonic League, but also by the facts (1) that

Herodotos records the Perrhaibians individually in his list of

medisers at 7.132.1; (2) that the Perrhaibians struck coins in

C5 and C4 (supra); (3) that in 375–350 the Perrhaibian poleis

(infra) made a joint dedication to Apollo Pythios at

Oloosson (SEG 29 546, on which see Helly (1979b)); (4) that

they joined the Corinthian League of Philip II as a separate

entity (IG ii² 236b.11 (338/7)); (5) and that a plurality of poleis

is attested by Diod. 15.57.2 for 370/69, by which time Jason of

Pherai had subjected them by a combination of force and

negotiation. The Inventory below describes eleven

Perrhaibian poleis (Azoros, Chyretiai, Doliche, Ereikinion,

Gonnos, Malloia, Mondaia, Mylai, Oloosson, Phalanna and

Pythoion). Nos. 1–4 also suggest that the Perrhaibians as

such constituted a political unit (cf. Helly (1979b) 184–88 on

no. 4).

Perrhaibia is bounded on the north by Makedonia and to

the south-east and south-west by the tetrades of Hestiaiotis

and Pelasgiotis. In Perrhaibia there were, in addition to the

poleis listed above, the following pre-Hellenistic settlements

which cannot be shown to have been poleis:¹¹

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Askyris (no toponym attested; the ethnic is ?σκυριε�ς: IG

ix.2 521 (C3e)) Lucas (1991). Barr. C?.

Condylus (Condylus) Livy 44.6.10. Helly (1973) 44–46.

Barr. C.

Leimone (Λειµ)νη) The earlier name was ’Ηλ)νη (cf.

Hom. Il. 2.739), according to Strabo 9.5.19; Steph. Byz. 301.11

(π#λις Περραιβικ�). Barr. AC.

Olympias, Gonnocondylos Livy 39.25.16. Helly (1973)

39–44. Barr. C.

It is unknown what status these settlements had.

Gonnocondylus and Condylus were presumably second-

order settlements of Gonnoi (Helly (1973) 46:

“Gonnocondylus et Condylus . . . ne sont pas des cités,

π#λεις, mais des villages. Les ruines qu’on y trouve, comme

les inscriptions, montrent qu’ils étaient des κ+µαι, disper-

sées sur le territoire de Gonnoi.”). About the remaining two

nothing is known.

2.8 Athamania

The toponym is ?θαµαν�α, ! (Antig. Car. Mirabilia 148.1;

BCH 45 (1921) iii.34 (230–220)); the corresponding ethnic is

?θαµ�ν (Heracl. Lemb. 53; IG ii² 1956.iii.156 (c.300); SEG 8

¹¹ Oxynion (Strabo 7.7.9) may have belonged to Perrhaibia or to Hestiaiotis.
Bodone: Steph. Byz. 190.20; Cineas (FGrHist 603) fr. 2; as it is unknown in what
context Cineas (c.355/277? according to Jacoby) discussed Bodone, and since this
city has left no other literary, epigraphical or archaeological trace, it is better
considered unhistorical, possibly a confusion with Homeric Dodone (infra);
Helly (1973) 58; Dodone: Hom. Il. 2.749; Steph. Byz. 246.9; has no historical exist-
ence; cf. Helly (1973) 58; Gonoussa (Steph. Byz. 211.4; schol. in Lycoph. Alex. 870,
906) is merely a corruption of Gonnoi (Helly (1973) 63). Kyphos: Hom. Il. 2.748;
Lycoph. Alex. 897; Strabo 9.5.20; Steph. Byz. 399.15; has no historical existence
(Helly (1973) 51–71).
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518 (C3–C2)). The territory is called χ)ρα in Heracl. Lemb.

53, and the people are called an ethnos at Diod. 16.29.1

(r354/3) and Strabo 7.7.1 (cf. gens at Nep. Timoth. 2.1). The

external collective use of the ethnic is found in Heracl.

Lemb. 53 and Diod. 14.82.7 (r395), 16.29.1 (r354/3); in IG ii²

1956, an Athenian catalogue of mercenaries of c.300, a man is

listed under the heading ?θαµ[νες (iii.156).

An Athamanian koinon is attested by Hellenistic inscrip-

tions (Syll.³ 657A.7; IG ix.2 613) and coins (Head, HN² 320).

Presumably, the Athamanes as such also constituted a polit-

ical unit in C4, as is indicated by (1) the report of Diod.

14.87.2 that in 395 they left their alliance with Sparta and

joined the anti-Spartan league of the Corinthian War, a

report which implies the existence of at least two treaties of

alliance; (2) the report of Nep. Timoth. 2.1 that in 375 they

allied themselves with Athens; (3) the fact that they joined

the anti-Phokian faction in the Third Sacred War as an indi-

vidual unit (Diod. 16.29.1); (4) the fact that they joined the

anti-Makedonian alliance during the Lamian War as an

individual unit (Diod. 18.11.1); and (5) the fact that their

politeia was described in an Aristotelian treatise (Heracl.

Lemb. 53).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 614, Athamania bordered on

Thessalia (τ=8 Θετταλ��α δ’ �σθ’ Iµορος yθαµαν�α);

Steph. Byz. 33.10 describes it as part of Illyria, but notes that

others treated it as part of Thessalia (?θαµαν�α, χ)ρα

’Ιλλυρ�ας, οH δ* Θεσσαλ�ας); Strabo 7.7.1 lists the

Athamanes under the heading ’Ηπειρωτικ3 �θνη. In

Strabo’s day, the Athamanes no longer existed as an individ-

ual people (9.4.17) but had been absorbed by the Thessalians

(9.5.11).Athamania was constituted by the mountainous (cf.

Strabo 7.7.8) upper valley of the river Acheloos. To the north

it was bordered by Aithikia, to the east by the Thessalian

tetrades of Hestiaiotis and Thessaliotis, to the south by

Amphilochia, and to the west by Epeiros (Maps 54 and 55).

The Inventory below describes one Athamanian polis,

Argethia; only one other settlement is attested by Classical

sources: viz. the unlocated Krannon (not in Barr.) which,

according to Steph. Byz., was mentioned by Theopompos:

Κρανν)ν . . . π#λις ?θαµαν�ας, �π� Κρ�ννωνος το%

Πελασγο%. .ν τα�τ=η δ�ο κ#ρακας ε1να� φασι µ#νους,

Bς Καλλ�µαχος .ν το5ς Θαυµασ�οις κα� Θε#ποµπος

(Theopomp. fr. 267b apud Steph. Byz. 382.1–4).¹² On its sta-

tus nothing can be said.

II. The Poleis

1. Thessalia

393. Amphanai (Amphanaieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long.

22.55. Size of territory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is

?µφανα�, αH (Hecat. fr. 3) or ?µφανα�α, ! (Theopomp. fr.

54) or ?µφανα5ον, τ# (Ps.-Skylax 64). A city-ethnic is

attested only in late sources: IG ix.1 227.5 (C2) has

[?µ]φ�νιος; Polemon 1 (1929) 126–27 no. 423 (C2s) has

?µφαναιε�ς; Steph. Byz. 89.5 adds ?µφανα5ος to the latter.

In Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Amphanaion is the first of nine toponyms listed between the

heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι

π#λεις Θετταλ+ν.

The city remains unlocated, though the palaiokastro of

Sesklou, proposed by di Salvatore (1994) 115–16, seems the

best candidate (infra). Several locations have been proposed

for Amphanai. (1) Soros, above Alykes Volou, proposed by

e.g. Stählin (1924a) 68; Indzesiloglou (1994) 46; and

Triantophyllopoulou (2000), followed by Barr. Soros has

commonly been identified with Amphanai, but recent exca-

vations (AAA 7 (1974) 60–75) have made it more likely that

Soros is to be identified with Pagasai; cf. Marzolff (1994b) 274

n. 10. (2) Damari or Velanidia, proposed by Bakhuizen (1987)

323 n. 2. (3) Palio-Alikes, proposed by Marzolff (1994a) 70 n.

6. (4) The palaiokastro Sesklou, proposed by di Salvatore

(1994) 115–16. It would be reasonable to begin by locating the

harbour. The harbour must have been situated on the south-

ern shore of the peninsula terminated by Cap Ankistri. The

site most suitable for a harbour is found at the inlet of Chrysi

Akti Panaghia (formerly Kandir Aga). The urban centre

proper must be sought in the hinterland at a place which sat-

isfies the socio-economic needs of the community; the site at

Palio Alikes does not fulfil this requirement, and the

palaiokastro Sesklou is a preferable site within reasonable dis-

tance of the proposed location of the harbour.

Hekataios may have described Amphanai as a Dorian city

(FGrHist 1 fr. 3 �Steph. Byz. 89.4–5), but presumably in ref-

erence to the Heroic Age (cf. Jacoby, comm. ad loc.; cf. how-

ever Helly (2001b), dating it to the early first millennium).

Ps.-Skylax 64 puts it in Thessalia (Pelasgiotis; cf. infra on

Pagasai). Philip II of Makedon presumably handed over

Amphanai (with Pagasai) to the Magnesians (see the entry

for Pagasai).

394. Argoussa (Argoussios) Map 55. Lat. 39.40, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Xργισσα,

¹² The following sites in the border area between Athamania and Gomphoi
are known only from Livy 32.14.3: Athenaeum, Argenta, Lampsus, Ligynae,
Pherinium, Poetaneum, Strymo, Tetraphylia, Theudoria and Timarum.
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! (Hom. Il. 2.738), later Xργουσσα (Strabo 9.5.19:

Xργισσα,! ν%ν Xργουσσα); Steph.Byz. 113.19 (followed by

Barr.) mistakenly gives Xργουρα, presumably by confusion

with the Euboian Argoura mentioned at 114.1 (Knoepfler

(1981) 315–16). The city-ethnic is ?ργο�σσιος (IG ix² 1.1

31.A.103; cf. SEG 33 447 (C3)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Argoussa a polis, but it

deserves inclusion in this Inventory as a probable polis on

account of the C5f inscription published in ArchEph

(1934–35) 140–45 (cf. Helly (1979a)): it describes itself as a

θεθµ#ς of the damos (l. 1), refers to a local board of tagoi (ll.

7–8) and to Athena Polias (ll. 11–12). Cf. Helly (1995) 30–31.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in the

abbreviated legends (ΑΡΓ) of C3 coins (Franke (1955)).

The external individual use is found in IG ix² 1.1 31.A.103 (cf.

SEG 33 447), a C3l grant of politeia by the Aitolians to a cit-

izen of Argoussa.

Argoussa was situated in the tetras of Pelasgiotis (Strabo

9.5.19). At the site are remains of a C5–C4 isodomic circuit

wall with square towers; the agora has been located, and

temples identified (AA (1955) 191–219, (1956) 166–79, (1957)

37–51, (1959) 74–76). The ceramic material covers C7 to the

third century ad (Hanschmann (1981) 120). In addition to

Athena Polias, Hellenistic dedications attest to cults of

Apollo Pythios and Artemis (Helly (1979a) 250).

395. Atrax (Atragios, Atrakios) Map 55. Lat. 39.35; long.

22.10. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Xτραξ, -

αγος (SEG 34 560.3 (c.450); IG iv 617.7 (316–293)) or -ακος

(Strabo 9.5.20; Steph. Byz. 143.5–10); Steph. Byz. 143.5 also

has ?τρακ�α. The Epidaurian catalogue of theorodokoi, IG

iv².1 94.b.3 (360/59), has the unique nominative form

Xδρακος (cf. Perlman (2000) 178, E.1 b.3). The city-ethnic is

?τρ�γιος (C4f coins (infra); CID ii 100.ii.5 (325); Tod

196.24 (330–326)); ?τρ�κιος (cf. Suda s.v. Κιλ�κιος) and

Xτραξ are given as variant forms by Steph. Byz. 143.7.

Atrax is called a polis in the political sense in a funerary

epigram of c.450 (SEG 34 560). The internal collective use of

the city-ethnic is found on C4f coins (infra), the external

collective use in Tod 196.24 (330–326), and the external indi-

vidual use in CID ii 100.ii.5 (325).

Atrax was a Thessalian community (Marcadé, Signatures

i no. 35 (C4m)), situated in the tetras of Pelasgiotis (Steph.

Byz. 143.5). Prior to the expansion of the Thessalians, the

area was Perrhaibian (Strabo 9.5.19–20). To the north its

territory was bounded by that of Phalanna, and to the

north-east by that of Argoussa; and to the south-east by

Krannon.

A board of tagoi is attested by SEG 45 553 (C6–C5) (Helly

(1995) 31–32, 148).SEG 27 184 (C4e) lists >ρχοντες (cf.SEG 35

494). During the crisis of 330–326 Atrax received 10,000

medimnoi of grain from Kyrene (Tod 196.24).

A survey by the Institut Courby and the ephorate of

Larisa in 1977 produced evidence of public architecture, all

presumably of C4 and Hellenistic times, including remains

of sanctuaries of unidentified divinities (cf. infra on cults) as

well as remains of a theatre. In C5e the acropolis and the

slope of the hill were enclosed by a polygonal circuit, which

was rearranged in C4m in connection with new construc-

tion work. C4 saw reconstruction on the summit of the

acropolis: a quadrangular main tower and strengthening by

a new wall with five towers, one of them including a fortified

gate. The eastern part of the wall on the slope was reinforced

by serration dated to C4m on account of its similarity with

constructions at Halos (Reinders (1988) 54). The lower city

proper was enclosed by a C4 isodomic wall with quadrangu-

lar towers. The wall ran for 3 km and enclosed an area of c.64

ha. The main gate was to the north-west above the level of

the plain, and access was provided by a long ramp support-

ed by a polygonal retaining wall.

Attested cults include those of Apollo Hebdomaios (SEG

33 454 (C4–C3)), Athena Agoraia (SEG 27 184 (C5)), Themis

Agoraia (SEG 27 183 (C5)), Zeus Kataibates (ArchDelt 48

(1993) Chron. 255 no. 27 (C4); SEG 47 674), Zeus Thaulios

(SEG 32 569 (450–425)), Zeus Homoloios (SEG 35 493 (C5))

and Zeus Tritodios (SEG 34 494 (c.300)).

IG iv².1 94b.3 (360/59) lists a man of Atrax as theorodokos

of Epidauros (Perlman (2000) 178). IG iv 617.7 (316–293)

records a monetary donation by Atrax “to the θεωρο� sent

out from Argos to announce the celebration of the Nemean

Games and the Heraia”(Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). Cf. CID

ii 100.ii.5ff (325), presumably a collective donation towards

the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi.

Atrax struck coins in both silver and bronze from C4f. (1)

Silver (triobols and obols on the Aiginetan standard). Types:

obv. head of nymph r.; rev. galloping horse; legend:

ΑΤΡΑΓΙΟΝ; or obv. prancing horse; rev. monogram in

wreath of laurels. (2) Bronze: obv. bearded head (of Atrax?),

or laureate Apollo, or prancing horseman, or head of

nymph; rev. drinking cup, or butting bull, or free horse

standing or feeding, or horseman in chlamys; legends:

ΑΤΡΑ, ΑΤΡΑΓΙΟΝ, ΑΤΡΑΓΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 292;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 736–40; Rogers (1932) nos. 159–68;

SNG Cop. Thessaly 27–31).

396. Gomphoi (Gompheus) Map 55. Lat. 39.25, long.

21.40. Size of territory: 2. Type: B (classified as a fort/tower
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by Barr., but see infra). The toponym is Γ#νφοι, οH (IG iv

617.10 (316–293)) and Γ#µφοι (BCH 45 (1921) iii.32

(230–220); App. B Civ. 2.10.64); the city-ethnic is Γοµφε�ς

(C4m coins, infra) or Γοµφ�της (C4l coins, infra).

According to Steph. Byz. 666.7, the name was changed to

Φ�λιπποι, and this is borne out by C4m coins inscribed

ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ (infra); Livy 39.25 has

Philippopolis, presumably a reference to Gomphoi.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Gomphoi a polis, but

it may be included here on account of its C4 coins and its

monetary donation “to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to

announce the celebration of the Nemean Games and the

Heraia”(IG iv 617.10 (C4l); cf.Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29); in

addition, the use of -πολ�τας for the city-ethnic of the

renamed community may be significant. Later sources vari-

ously describe it as a polis (IG ix.2 287 (C1); Plut. Caes. 41.7;

App. B Civ. 2.10.64), as a polichne (Cass. Dio 41.51.4) and as a

phrourion (Strabo 9.5.17). The only attested Classical usage

of the city-ethnic is the internal collective use found on C4

coins (infra).

Gomphoi was situated in Thessalia (Plut. Caes. 41.7),

more specifically in Hestiaiotis (Strabo 9.5.17). It is located at

Episkopi (Turkish Rapsista), about 5 km north-east of

Mouzaki and 10 km south-west of Trikala, on the eastern

side of Mt. Kerketion, close to the border with Epeiros

(Caes. B Civ. 3.80), i.e. via Athamania. The remains at the

site, which include foundations of public buildings, fortifi-

cations and habitation, are essentially of Roman date.

Gomphoi struck coins of silver and bronze from C4m

onwards. (1) Silver, C4m. Denominations: didrachm 

and drachm on the Aiginetan standard. Types: obv. head of

Hera facing; rev. Zeus Akraios; legend:

ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ. (2) Bronze, C4s–C3e: obv. head

of Hera, or head of Apollo; rev. Zeus seated; legend: ΓΟΜΦ

or ΓΟΜΦΕΩΝ or ΓΟΜΦΙΤΟΥΝ (Head, HN² 295;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 531–37; Rogers (1932) no. 214; Martin

(1985) 39, 56; SNG Cop. Thessaly 50).

397. Gyrton, Gyrtone (Gyrtonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.50,

long. 22.35. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Γυρτ)νη in Hom. Il. 2.738 (cf. Steph. Byz. 215.20) but other-

wiseΓυρτ)ν,! (IG iv².1 94b.4 (360/59); Ephor. fr.93; Strabo

9.5.19). The city-ethnic is Γυρτ)νιος (Thuc. 2.22.3; IG i³

92.6 (c.416); CID ii 31.72 (345/4)), or Κυρτ)νιος (CID ii

102.ii.B.20 (324/3), 119 (C4l)).

Gyrton is listed as a polis in the political sense at Thuc.

2.22.3; it is called >στυ in a mythological context in Orphica

Argonautika 145. The internal collective use of the city-eth-

nic is found on C4 coins (infra); the external collective use is

found in Thuc. 2.22.3; the external individual use is found in

e.g. IG i³ 92 (c.416) and CID ii 31.72 (345/4), 85 (344/3).

The mythological people Phlegyai were associated with

Gyrton (Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 41e), and Strabo

describes it as both Perrhaibian and Magnesian (7a.1.14,

9.5.19; cf. Steph. Byz. 215.20); however, by the Classical peri-

od Gyrton was definitely a Thessalian community (Thuc.

2.22.2–3; IG i³ 92 (c.416)) in the tetras of Pelasgiotis.

A citizen of Gyrton was awarded hereditary proxenia by

Athens in c.416 (IG i³ 92). In 360/59, a citizen of Gyrton

served as Epidaurian theorodokos (IG iv².1 94b.4). For cit-

izens of Gyrton serving the Amphiktyonic League as

naopoioi, see CID ii 31.72 (345/4), 85 (344/3), 74.i.67 (337/6),

75.ii.41 (336), 76.ii.16 (335), 79A.i.10 (334/3), 102.ii.B.20

(324/3). A Gyrtonian cavalry contingent and its command-

ers (>ρχοντες) are mentioned at Thuc. 2.22.2–3.

Both the acropolis and the lower city were fortified, pos-

sibly already in the Archaic period, and both fortifications

were built of slate (Stählin (1924a) 88–89 (the site is not

identified as Gyrton here)). A cult of Zeus may be inferred

from C4s coin types (infra).

Gyrton struck coins of silver and bronze in C4. (1) Silver

(Aiginetan standard): Head, HN ² 295 and Babelon, Traité

ii.4 no. 741 describe a C4f triobol: obv. head of nymph facing;

rev. horse feeding; legend:ΓΥΡΤΩΝΙΩΝ. (2) Bronze, C4s:

obv. youthful Gyrton beside horse’s head, or Apollo, or Zeus

laureate; rev. nymph Gyrtona, or bridled horse; legends:

ΓΥΡΤΟΝΙΟΝ, ΓΥΡΤΩΝΙΟΝ or ΓΥΡΤΩΝΙΩΝ

(Head, HN² 295; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 741–44; Rogers

(1932) nos. 227–37; Moustaka (1983) 101, 112, 119 and 125; SNG

Cop. Thessaly 55–61).

398. Kierion (Kierieus) Map 52. Lat. 39.20, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Κι/ριον, τ#

(IG iv 617.8 (316–293)); at Ps.-Skylax 64, Müller (GGM i)

prints Κ�ερον (an emendation from Hερ#ν); Strabo 9.5.14

has Κ�ερος; I.Thessalie 15.2 (C2e) has Κι�ριον. Tradition

claims that before the arrival of the Thessalians the city was

called Xρνη (Steph. Byz. 123.22). The city-ethnic is Κιεριε�ς

(Head, HN ² 292–93 (c.400–344)), or Κι�ριος (I.Thessalie 14

(C3–C2)).

In Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Kierion is one of nine toponyms listed between the heading

π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις

Θετταλ+ν; it is also called a polis in, e.g., I.Thessalie 15.13

(C2e). [∆α]µ#σιον is found in IG ix.2 269 (C4?). The inter-

nal and collective use of the city-ethnic is found on coins
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(Head, HN ² 292–93 (C4)). In C3s a citizen of Kierion served

as Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921) iii.26 (230–220)).

According to Ps.-Skylax 64, Kierion was situated in

Thessalia, and according to Strabo 9.5.14, it belonged to the

tetras of Thessaliotis (Helly (1995) 165). Because the city lay

in very flat and open land, its boundaries are not clearly

defined.

At Kierion are remains of a circuit wall, the earliest phas-

es of which go back to the Classical or perhaps the Archaic

period. On the acropolis a Hellenistic kastro is visible, but

earlier activity there cannot be excluded. Otherwise, practi-

cally nothing is known about the lower town, which was

probably situated on the eastern side of the hill (Stählin

(1924a) 130–32; autopsy by J.-C. Decourt).

Kierion struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.400. Denominations: didrachms, triobols, tri-

hemiobols, obols and hemiobols. Types: obv. head of Zeus,

or Arne, or Poseidon, or Apollo, or horse feeding or gallop-

ing; rev. youthful male god (Asklepios?) seated on a throne

or rock, or nymph Arne kneeling, or head of Arne, or naked

hero warrior fighting; legend: ΚΙ, ΚΙΕ, ΚΙΕΡΙΕ,

ΚΙΕΡΙΑΙΟΝ, ΚΙΕΡΙΕΙΩΝ. Bronze coinage likewise

begins c.400. Obv. head of Poseidon, or head of Zeus laure-

ate, or head of Apollo; rev. Arne kneeling, or bridled horse

prancing, or naked Zeus standing holding eagle; legends:

ΚΙΕ, ΚΙΕΡ, ΚΙΕΡΙ, ΚΙΕΡΙΕΩΝ, ΚΙΕΡΙΕΙΩΝ,

ΚΙΕΡΙΩΝ. Head, HN ² 292–93; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

507–18; SNG Cop. Thessaly 32–37; Rogers (1932) nos. 173–78.

In addition to these divinities there is evidence of cults of

Artemis (IG ix.2 271 (C5)), Herakles (I.Thessalie 15 (C2e)),

and Poseidon Kouerios (I.Thessalie 20 (C3–C2)).

399. *Kondaia (Kondaieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long.

22.25, but see infra. Size of territory: 2. Type: C (classified as

a fort/tower by Barr., but see infra). A toponym is not attest-

ed,but *Κονδα�αmay be assumed (cf. infra Mondaia); it has

been proposed to emend MS Κονια5ος at Hdt. 5.63.3 to

Κονδα5ος (cf. Helly (1995) 103), but the city-ethnic found in

Hellenistic sources is Κονδαιε�ς (Gonnoi ii no. 3.3 (C3f)).

The location is uncertain, but the community should

probably be located at the ancient site at Orthe Magoula,

near the modern village of Phalanni Larisis (Helly (1999));

Barr. locates it at Bakrina. Both locations put it in the tetras

of Pelasgiotis.

At 5.63.3 Herodotos states that the Θεσσαλο� . . .

�π/πεµψαν κοιν=8 γν)µ=η χρε)µενοι χιλ�ην τε _ππον

κα� τ�ν βασιλ/α σφ/τερον Κιν/ην >νδρα Κονια5ον to

support the Peisistratidai of Athens.Κονια5ος is most prob-

ably a corruption of a Thessalian city-ethnic, and it has been

proposed to restore Κονδα5ος, to be interpreted as the city-

ethnic of Kondaia (Helly (1995) 103). Since there is no other

evidence for the political status of Kondaia in the Archaic

(or Classical) period, the inclusion of Kondaia in this

Inventory depends upon acceptance of this emendation,

which would provide an attestation of the external individ-

ual use of the city-ethnic; such a usage is often indicative

that the site to whose toponym the ethnic is related was a

polis (Hansen (1996) 182–87). In C3 Kondaia was undoubt-

edly a polis: Gonnoi ii no. 3 is a C3f grant of proxeny by

Gonnoi to Χ/ναρχος ‘Ιπ[π�ρχου] Κονδαιε�ς.

At the site identified with Kondaia (supra) ancient archi-

tectural elements have been found, as well as a temple foun-

dation (Helly (1977)).

400. Krannon (Krannonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.30, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Κρ�ννων -ωνος, ! ([Arist.] Mir. ausc. 842b10; Theopomp.

fr. 267a), Κρανν)ν (Hecat. fr. 133), Κρ�ννουν (Hdn. iii.1

261.17) or Κρ�ννους (Kineas (FGrHist 603) fr. 1). The city-

ethnic is Κραν(ν)ο�νιος (Head, HN ² 293–94 (C5–C4); SEG

23 421 (C4)), Κρανν)νιος (Hdt. 6.127; Head, HN ² 293–94),

or Κραν)νιος (Diog. Laert. 2.25). Tradition claims that

before the arrival of the Thessalians the city was called

’Εφ�ρη or ’Εφ�ρα (Kineas (FGrHist 603) fr. 1) or ;Εφυροι

(Apollodoros (FGrHist 224) fr. 179).

Krannon is listed as a polis in the political sense at Thuc.

2.22.3; in Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban

sense, Krannon is one of nine toponyms listed between the

heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι

π#λεις Θετταλ+ν. Cf. also [Arist.] Mir. ausc. 842b10 and

Diod. 15.61.5 (r369); πολ5ται is found in Polyaen. 2.34 (pos-

sibly rC4) (cf. RE xi. 1583); and at Hdt. 6.126, 127, π�τρη is

used about Krannon. The earliest epigraphical reference to a

π#λις Κραννουν�ουν is in a C3s honorific decree (IG ix.2

458). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally on coins (Head, HN ² 293–94 (C5–C4)) and in the

decree IG ix.2 458 (C3s); externally it is attested in Thuc.

2.22.3; Xen. Hell. 4.3.3; and CID ii 7B.2 (c.357). The external

and individual use is found, e.g., at Hdt. 6.127.4, in SEG 23

421 (C4) and in CID ii 24.i.14 (c.336–323).Krannon is implic-

itly described as patre (�patris) in Hdt. 6.127.1–4.

Krannon was situated in Thessalia (Hdt. 6.127.4; Thuc.

2.22.3), and more precisely in the tetras of Pelasgiotis

(Simon. 127, Page; Hecat. fr. 133; cf. Helly (1995) 166). The ter-

ritory is called πεδ�ον Κρανν)νιον in Callim. Hymn 4.138.

To the north, it was bounded by the territory of Larisa, to the

west by that of Atrax, to the east by that of Skotoussa, while

to the south the crest line of the Revenia hills separated it
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from the Enipeus valley (Decourt (1990) fig. 27).

In C6 the most prominent family in the political life of the

city was the Skopadai (RE iiiA. 567–69; Helly (1995) 107–12).

Cavalry and an anonymous cavalry commander are attested

in Thuc.2.22.3,when Krannon was allied with Athens along-

side other Thessalian cities. Xen. Hell. 4.3.3 mentions

Krannon among the allies of the Boiotians, again alongside

other Thessalian cities. If the story about Deinias in Polyaen.

2.34 refers to C4 (cf.RE xi. 1583; Berve (1967) 294–95), the city

experienced a tyranny in this period. (The same source

refers to Krannonian farming out of ! φυλακ� τ8ς π#λεως

and ! το% σ�του δεκ�τη.) In 369, Krannon joined

Alexander II of Makedon, who had been called in by the

Aleuadai of Larisa in their struggle against Alexander of

Pherai, and the city was presumably garrisoned by the

Makedonian king (Diod. 15.61.5); the garrison was probably

removed, as was a similar one at Larisa, when Pelopidas

arrived at the head of a Boiotian army later in the year

(Diod. 15.67.4).

SEG 23 421 is probably a C4 grant of proxenia by Pherai to

two citizens of Krannon. Krauxidas of Krannon was victori-

ous in the horse-race at Olympia in 648 (Paus. 5.8.8;

Olympionikai 53).

At an unknown date Krannon became a walled and forti-

fied city, but almost nothing is known about the acropolis

and the urban centre, except for a possible temple of Athena

Polias on the acropolis (Arvanitopoulos (1922–24)).

The main cults of the Krannonians seem to be those of

Athena (IG ix.2 460 (C2); cf. Arvanitopoulos (1922–24) 37),

Asklepios (ArchDelt 43B: 280 (C3); IG ix.2 461 (C2)) and

Apollo (Prournios: Habicht (1981) (c.200); Tempeitas: Prakt

(1915) 17 (C3?)). Other cults: Ennodia (LIMC ii 882

(C4s)), Poseidon (Head, HN ² 293–94 (C4)) and Zeus

(Megas: ArchDelt 43B: 280 (C3?); Notios: ArchDelt 16B: 182

(C4)).

Krannon struck silver coins in C5 and bronze coins in C4.

(1) Silver, 480–400. Denominations: drachms, tetrobols, tri-

obols, obols and hemiobols on the Aiginetan standard.

Types: obv. naked man subduing a bull, or bull’s head, or

bull’s hoof; rev. forepart of galloping horse and trident in

incuse square, or horse’s head; legend: ΚΡΑ or ΚΡΑΝ or

ΚΡΑΝΟ. For similarities between these coins and 

contemporary coins of Larisa, the Perrhaibians, Pharkadon,

Trikka, Pherai and Skotoussa, see Kraay (1976) 114–16 and

Martin (1985) 36–37. (2) Bronze, c.400–344, or later. Obv.

Poseidon laureate, or Thessalian horseman; rev. Thessalian

horseman, or rushing bull, or hydria on wheel; legend:

ΚΡ, ΚΡΑ, ΚΡΑΝ, ΚΡΑΝΝΟ, ΚΡΑΝΩΝΙΩΝ,

ΚΡΑΝΝΟΥΝΙΟΥΝ (Head, HN² 293–94; Babelon, Traité

ii.1 nos. 1425–26, ii.4 nos. 634–40; Rogers (1932) 179–204;

Liampi (1996) 106, 111–12; SNG Cop. Thessaly 38–44).

401. Larisa (Larisaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.40, long. 22.25. Size

of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Λ�ρισ(σ)α, !

(Bacchyl. 16.8, Maehler; Thuc. 4.78.2; Xen. Hell. 6.4.31; Ps.-

Skylax 64; IG iv².1 94b.5 (360/59); SEG 31 585 (C4)). The city-

ethnic is Λαρισ(σ)α5ος (Thuc. 2.22.3; Xen. Hell. 2.3.4; Tod

196.8 (330–324); IG ix.2 518.2 (undated); Diod. 14.19.8).

Some early coins are inscribed ΛΑΡΙΣΑΕΟΝ as if from

Λαρισαε�ς (Head, HN ² 298; Babelon, Traité ii.1 no. 1412).

The Ionic form is Ληρισα5ος (Hdt. 9.1).

Larisa is implicitly called a polis in the political sense in

Thuc. 2.22.3; in Pl. Meno 70B, polis is used in the urban sense,

and in Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is again used in the urban

sense, Λ�ρισσα is the second toponym listed between the

heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι

π#λεις Θετταλ+ν. Polites is found in Pl. Meno 70B; akropo-

lis is found in Antiochos (FGrHist 29) fr. 2; asty is found in

Theophr. Caus. pl. 5.14.3; andgαστικ� appears as epiklesis of

the goddess Enodia in IG ix.2 574 of 450–425; patris is found

in SEG 31 585 (C4) (cf. CEG ii 639).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C5f coins (infra); the external collective use is found in

Thuc. 2.22.3; Xen. Hell. 4.3.3; CID ii 68.ii.14 (338–330); Tod

196.8 (330–324); and the external individual use in Hdt. 9.1,

9.58.1; CID ii 4.i.44 (360); SEG 26 327 (c.350); IG vii 414.14

(C4m–s); IG ii² 353.11 (329/8).

Larisa was a Thessalian community (F.Delphes iii.4 378

(342/1)) and belonged to the tetras of Pelasgiotis (schol. Ap.

Rhod. 1.40). The name of the territory was ! Λαρισσα�α

(Theopomp. fr. 34; on this fragment, see Martin (1982)); it is

termed χ)ρα in Theophr. Caus. pl. 5.14.2. Theopomp. fr. 34

mentions a site called Χαλκα� in the territory; it is probably

to be located at Nikaia Larisis, a site with Classical material

(D. Kontogiannis (1992) 386). Apollo Leschaios was wor-

shipped in the territory (IG ix.2 1027 (C5l)). On the territo-

ry, see further Helly (1984).

The resemblance of the C5 coinage of the Perrhaibians

(see entry for Oloosson) to that of Larisa (see infra) has been

taken to indicate that Larisa may have brought the

Perrhaibians into dependence upon itself (Martin (1985)

72–73).

Early in the Peloponnesian War, Larisaian cavalry assisted

the Athenians (Thuc. 2.22.3) alongside other Thessalian

poleis which were allied to Athens. In the 390s, Larisa, along-

side other Thessalian poleis, was allied to Boiotia (Xen. Hell.
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4.3.3). In 404, forces from Larisa and other unspecified

Thessalian polities were defeated by Lykophron I of Pherai,

who struggled for pan-Thessalian hegemony (Xen. Hell.

2.3.4). The conflict continued into the 390s, when, during

the Corinthian War, Medeios of Larisa was supported by the

anti-Spartan alliance (Diod. 14.82.5 (r395)) and captured

Pharsalos. In 369, the Aleuadai of Larisa called in the

Makedonian king Alexander II to support them in their

struggle with Alexander of Pherai; the king, however, took

the city by force and placed a garrison on the acropolis

(Diod. 15.61.3–5), a garrison which was withdrawn at the

arrival of Theban troops under Pelopidas (Diod. 15.67.4

(r369/8)). In 357/6, the Aleuadai again called upon the king

of Makedon, Philip II, who responded favourably and thus

started his interference in Greek politics (Diod. 16.14.2).

During the crisis of 330–324, Larisa received 50,000 med-

imnoi of grain from Kyrene (Tod 196.8). A man from Larisa

is listed in an Athenian catalogue of mercenaries (IG ii²

1156.i.61–63 (c.300)).

A refugee is attested in 399 by Arist. Pol. 1311b17; as tagos of

Thessalia,Polyphron II of Pherai (370/69) had many citizens

of Larisa sent into exile (Xen. Hell. 6.4.34). Reception of

envoys, sent by Agesilaos of Sparta during his march home

from Asia Minor in 394, is recorded in Plut. Ages. 16; the

Larisaians, allied to Sparta’s enemies, arrested these envoys,

who were released only after a truce had been negotiated.

Citizens of Larisa were appointed proxenoi by Delphi in

342/1 (F.Delphes iii.4 378) and 333/2 (F.Delphes iii.1 401), by

Lamia in C4l (IG ix.2 60), and by Gonnoi in C4l/C3e

(Gonnoi ii 1); but note that Aristonous of Larisa (for whom

see Thuc. 2.22.3) was, presumably, appointed proxenos by

Athens c.430 (IG i³ 55 with Walbank (1978) 158–66) and that

IG ii² 39.13 (379/8) has been restored [Λαρ]ισα�[οις],

which, if accepted, is an Athenian grant of proxeny to four

citizens of Larisa.

A mass grant of citizenship by Larisa seems to be implied

by Arist. Pol. 1275b29ff (Helly (1984) 229). Residence of free

non-citizens is implied by Pl. Meno 70B. Grants of citizen-

ship to citizens of Larisa are attested by F.Delphes iii.4 378

(342/1); IG ii² 558 (c.303/2), and IG ix.2 60 (C4l) (Lamia). IG

iv².1 94b.5 (360–359) lists a citizen of Larisa as theorodokos of

Epidauros. A monetary donation by Larisa to “theoroi sent

out from Argos to announce the celebration of the Nemean

Games and the Heraia” is recorded by IG iv 617.6 (316–293);

Perlman (2000) 74–75, 127–29.

According to Arist. Pol. 1305b22–30 and 1306a20–30, Larisa

was an oligarchy; the most powerful family was that of the

Aleuadai (RE i.2. 1372–74; Helly (1995) 112–24), who domi-

nated Larisaian, and Thessalian, politics for long periods. A

board of demiourgoi is implied by Arist. Pol. 1275b29; polito-

phylakes are mentioned at Pol. 1305b29: they were elected by

the assembly (ibid.). An >ρχων µεσ�διος in, possibly, C4m

(cf. Dem. 18.48; but see Martin (1985) 255–60) is mentioned

at Pol. 1306a28–30. A stasis is attested for C5l (Xen. An. 1.1.10;

RE xii. 850); one faction in this stasis may have sought the

support of Archelaos of Makedon: Thrasymachos fr. 2, DK,

obviously suggests Makedonian interference at Larisa

(Westlake (1935) 51ff; Hammond and Griffith (1979) 140–41;

Martin (1985) 89). Further outbreaks of stasis are attested in

370/69 (Xen. Hell. 6.4.34) and c.344/3 (Arist. Pol. 1306a26–30;

Callim. fr. 588, Pfeiffer; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 189–97).

At Pol. 1331a30ff, Aristotle describes as Thessalian the

institution of the eleuthera agora: that is, an agora from

which artisans and traders were banned and to which they

could have access only if invited by the magistrates. An

eleuthera agora may have been identified at Larisa, south of

the acropolis (Tziaphalias (1994b) 158–59, 169–70, 173–74, cf.

plan 155). A “commercial agora” was probably located to the

west on the bank of the river Peneios (Tziaphalias (1994b)

159, plan 155). A C4 amphora stamp (ΘΑΣΙΩΝ) indicates

trade (SEG 35 635).

A temple of Athena on the acropolis is mentioned by

Antiochos (FGrHist 29) fr. 2; in it was the grave of the myth-

ical founder of the city, Akrisios (cf. schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.40;

Paus. 2.16.2); on the acropolis are traces of a Classical road

and remains of buildings constructed in mudbrick

(Tziaphalias (1994b) 157–58); there are no remains of a sepa-

rate fortification of the acropolis, but at 15.61.4 (r369/8)

Diodorus mentions a siege of the acropolis which suggests

that it was fortified.

The teichos is mentioned by Diod. 15.61.4 (r369). The

undated circuit wall runs for some 4,000 m, but is not

known for its entire course, and accordingly the area

enclosed by it cannot be estimated. The wall is constructed

in mudbrick on a stone socle (Tziaphalias (1994b) 177–78,

plan 155). Since the ancient city is overlaid by the modern,

not many remains are visible, and it cannot be ascertained

whether it was built on a grid plan (ibid. 158). In the city are

remains of what was probably a C4 Doric temple of Apollo

Kerdoios; here public documents were displayed (ibid.

169–70). The cemeteries span the period from C5 onwards

(ibid. 177–78).

Attested cults include those of Athena Polias (IG ix.2 592

(C3), but cf. Antiochos (FGrHist 29) fr. 2), Apollo Leschaios

(supra), Dionysos Karpios (SEG 35 590 (450–425)), Enodia

Wastika (IG ix.2 575 (450–425)), Gaia (SEG 29 533 (C4)),
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Herakles (IG ix.2 580 (C4)), Poseidon Patroios (SEG 35 647,

650 (both c.300)), and Zeus Thaulios (SEG 35 613 (c.300)).

Three citizens of Larisa achieved Olympic victories:

Echekratidas in 464 (Olympionikai 258), Lykos in 452

(Olympionikai 281) and Krokinas in 404 and 396

(Olympionikai 351, 367a). In 366–338, Epikrates of Larisa

won the pentathlon for ageneioi at the Amphiaraia at

Oropos (IG vii 414.14); Lykormas was victorious at the

Pythian Games in 310 (Paus. 10.7.8).

Several citizens of Larisa served the Amphiktyonic

League as naopoioi (CID ii 10A.i.7 (357/6); 31.73, 96 (345/4);

32.3 (341/40), etc.). After the Third Sacred War, the

Larisaians rented one of the houses confiscated from exiled

pro-Phokian Delphians (CID ii 68.i.13 and ii.14 (338–330)).

Larisa was the first Thessalian polity to strike coins. The

earliest silver issues of drachms, triobols, trihemiobols and

obols antedate the Persian War and are on the Persian stan-

dard (Lavva (2001) 42).Types: obv.horse biting its foreleg,or

head of Jason, or head of nymph, or bull’s head, or horse-

man with two spears; rev. sandal of Jason (sometimes with

double axe above) in incuse square, or horse’s head in incuse

square, or bearded male figure seated in incuse square;

legends: ΛΑ, ΛΑΡΙ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΟΝ,

ΛΑΡΙΣΑΕΟΝ (Head, HN ² 298; Babelon, Traité ii.1 nos.

1410–16; Kraay (1976) 115; SNG Cop. Thessaly 89–92; Martin

(1985) 34–35).

Immediately after the Persian War the city switched to the

Aiginetan standard and initially used the same types and

even the same dies (cf. SNG Cop. Thessaly on no. 89). From

this point onwards until its issues ceased c.320 (Martin

(1985) 52, 163), Larisa was the most important mint of

Thessalia and struck didrachms, drachms, triobols, diobols,

trihemiobols, obols and hemiobols. Obv. types depict youth

restraining bull, horseman, horse (C5); head of nymph

Larisa,or running bull (C4), etc.; rev. types depict free horse,

seated nymph Larisa, or Asklepios (C5, in incuse square);

and galloping horse or galloping horseman, etc.; legends:

ΛΑ, ΛΑΡΙ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΑ,

ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΟΝ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΩΝ. Some coins of c.370–360

carry on the rev. the inscription ΣΙΜΟΣ in tiny script, but

the significance of the inscription is unclear (Martin (1985)

103; cf. Martin (1983) 13–16); another C4 issue has obv. male

head � ΑΛΕΥΑ (i.e. presumably a depiction of Aleuas the

Red); rev. eagle on fulmen �ΕΛΛΑ and ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΑ; the

message intended is disputed, see Helly (1995) 119–20 (Head,

HN² 298–99; SNG Cop. Thessaly 93–135; Hermann

(1924–25); Martin (1983)). For similarities between the C5

coins with obv. youth restraining bull; rev. horse, and con-

temporary coins of Krannon, the Perrhaibians, Pharkadon,

Trikka, Pherai and Skotoussa, see Kraay (1976) 115–16 and

Martin (1985) 36–37.

The bronze issues of Larisa began c.400: obv. head of

fountain nymph Larisa; rev. horse trotting or feeding, or

horseman with petasos and lance, or head of Asklepios,

bearded and laureate; various letters, symbols and mono-

grams; legends: ΛΑΡΙΣΑ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙ ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΩΝ

(Head, HN ² 297–99; Babelon, Traité ii.1 nos. 1009–18, ii.4

nos. 367–410; SNG Cop. Thessaly 136–46, Suppl. 245–47;

Rogers (1932) 93–100; Liampi (1996) 101–5, 110–11).

402. Methylion (Methylieus) Map 55. Unlocated, but see

infra. Type: B. The toponym is Μεθ�λιον,τ# (BCH 45 (1921)

iii.29 (230–220)). The city-ethnic is Μεθυλιε�ς (C5–C4

coins (infra)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Methylion a polis, but

it merits inclusion in this Inventory because (1) it minted

coins in C5–C4 (infra); (2) a man of Methylion served as

Delphic theorodokos in 230–220 (BCH 45 (1921) iii.29); (3)

some C3 tiles are stamped with the collective city-ethnic

(infra); cf. also Biesantz (1965) 140 n. 235 for an—undated—

inscription: Μεθυλι/ων δηµ#σιον (C5?). The only

Classical source attesting to the existence and status of

Methylion is its C5–C4m coinage.

Methylion was situated in Thessalia (Steph. Byz. 440.16

s.v. Μεθυδρ�ον, where the passage κα� Gτ/ρα π#λις

Θεσσαλ�ας, Bς Φ�λων possibly refers to Methylion), more

precisely in Thessaliotis (Heyman (1970); Helly (1995)

165, 229–30). It is probably to be located at the village of

Myrina near Prodomos Karditsis, whence come C3 tiles

stamped Μεθυλι/ων (information kindly provided by 

C. Indzesiloglou). A cult of Athena is presumably indicated

by the coin types depicting this goddess (Heyman (1970)

nos. 6–7).

Methylion struck coins in silver and bronze in C4; a

drachm on the Aiginetan standard is presumably C5. It

shows obv. forepart of horse; rev. grain (ΜΕΘΥ); for simi-

larities between this coin and coins of Skotoussa and coins

struck in the name of “the Thessalians”(possibly by Pherai),

see Kraay (1976) 116 and Martin (1985) 37–38. C4 obols: obv.

male head, or Nike; rev. female head, or a warrior, or Athena;

legend: ΜΕΘΥ, ΜΕΘΥΛΙΕΩΝ. Bronzes: obv. young

male head, or head of nymph; rev. Nike, or horseman with

spear; legend: ΜΕΘΥΛΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN ² 301–2;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 505–7; Heyman (1970)).

403. Metropolis (Matropolitas) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long.

21.50. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is
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Ματρ#πολις, ! (BCH 45 (1921) iii.30 (230–220)); the 

city-ethnic is Ματροπολ�τας (CID ii 5.ii.32 (358)) or

Μητροπολ�της (C4f coins, infra).

Metropolis is listed as a polis in the political sense under

the heading τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν in CID ii 5.ii.25–26,

32–33 (358). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found on C4f coins (infra) and the external collective use in

CID ii 5.ii.32–33 (358).

According to Strabo 9.5.17, Metropolis was founded by a

synoecism (συν�)κιστο) of τρι+ν . . . πολιχν�ων �σ�µων.

The terminus ante quem for this synoecism is 358, the year in

which the city is mentioned in the naopic accounts in

Delphi (CID ii 5.ii.32–33; Diod. 15.30.5 (r377) does not refer

to Thessalian Metropolis; cf. Stylianou (1998) 280). The cir-

cular fortifications, running for 5 km,are located in the plain

and encompass an isolated hill; the masonry style of the cir-

cuit (isodomic with moat) points to a date in C4f for its con-

struction (C. Indzesiloglou, pers. comm.). The earliest coins

of the city are likewise dated to C4f (infra).Among the com-

munities originally participating in the synoecism were

Onthyrion (Strabo 9.5.17) and probably Polichnai (cf. Helly

in BCH 94 (1970) 187), but the city expanded after the 

foundation (Strabo 9.5.17: &στερον δ* κα� πλε�ους

προσελ�φθησαν). Remains are reported in ArchDelt 35

([1980] 1988) Chron. 268–69 and 36 (1981) Chron. 254; BCH

113 (1989) Chron. 637 and fig. 116.

Metropolis was a Thessalian community (CID ii

5.ii.32–33) situated in Hestiaiotis (Strabo 9.5.17). To the

north the neighbours were Ithome, which was eventually

absorbed by Metropolis (Strabo 9.5.17), Gomphoi and

Pelinna; to the east were Methylion and Kieron; to the south

was Onthyrion, which was also absorbed by Metropolis

(supra); to the west was the Pindos range.

The entry Ματροπολ5ται Θεσσαλο� in CID ii 5.ii.32–33

(358) presumably indicates membership of the Thessalian

Confederacy. A grant of C3l proxeny, etc. to a citizen of

Krannon is published by Habicht in Klio 52 (1970) 143; the

inscription also testifies to a system of phylai and boards of

magistrates. A cult of Aphrodite, the patron divinity, is

attested by coins (no. (1) infra) and Strabo 9.5.17 (citing

Callim. fr. 200a, Pfeiffer); public documents were displayed

at the temple of Aphrodite (cf. PECS 576); Apollo is likewise

attested by coins, and a C6s suburban temple dedicated to

Apollo Hekatombios has been excavated by C.

Indzesiloglou.

A collective donation of 120 dr. towards the rebuilding of

the temple at Delphi is recorded in CID ii 5.ii.32–33 (358); IG

iv 617.9 (316–293) has been restored Μα[τροπολ5ται]

(Foucard, accepted by Perlman (2000) 75); the inscription

records monetary donations by Thessalian cities “to the

θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce the celebration of

the Nemean Games and the Heraia” (IG iv 617.10 (C4l); cf.

Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). Cf. CID ii 100.ii.5ff (325), pre-

sumably another collective donation towards the rebuilding

of the temple at Delphi.

Metropolis struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

c.400–c.344. (1) Diobol: obv. head of Aphrodite facing, bird

to the right, Nike crowning her; rev. standing Dionysos; leg-

end: ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟ[ΛΙΤΩΝ]. (2) Trihemiobol: obv. as (1),

rev.Apollo Kitharoidos; legend:ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ. (3)

Obol: obv. bearded head facing; rev. figure (Aphrodite?)

holding thyrsos and seated on rock under tree; legend:

ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟΛ (Head, HN ² 302; Babelon, Traité ii.4

520–22; Martin (1985) 39).

404. Mopsion (Mopseus) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long. 22.25.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym, Μ#ψιον, τ# is

attested only in post-Classical sources (Strabo 9.5.22; Steph.

Byz. 480.11). The city-ethnic is Μοψε�ς (C4f coins, infra;

Horos 10–12 (1992–98) 356 l. 2 (C3m)) or Μοψε(ι)�τας (C4f

coins, infra; Horos 10–12 (1992–98) 356 l. 14).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Mopsion a polis; it is

included as a probable polis here on account of its C4f

coinage (infra). The community refers to itself as a polis in

the political sense in Horos 10–12 (1992–98) 356 l. 2, a C3m

grant of politeia and other privileges to three men of Atrax

(cf. IG ix.2 1056 (C3)). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found on C4f bronze coins (infra); the external

individual use of the city-ethnic is found in IG ix.2 521.21

(C2m).

Mopsion was a Thessalian community in the tetras of

Pelasgiotis (Steph. Byz. 480.11), situated 0.5 km inside the

pass of Rhodia (Helly (1999) 102–3). Archaeological investi-

gations of the site remain unpublished.

Mopsion struck bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. head of

Zeus facing with fulmen to the right; rev. Lapith fighting

centaur; legend: ΜΟΨΕΙΩΝ or ΜΟΨΕΑΤΩΝ; or obv.

draped female bust r.; rev. standing Aphrodite with dove in

hand; legend: ΜΟΨΕΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 302; Babelon,

Traité ii.4 no.744a; Rogers (1932) nos.412–13).The coin types

point to cults of Zeus and Aphrodite.

405. Orthos (Orthieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.15, long. 22.00.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is ;Ορθος or ;Ορθοι

or ;Ορθα; the genitive ;Ορθου is found in CID ii 12.i.68

(C4m); and the forms .ν ;Ορθαι and .ν ;Ορθοις are both

found in the Delphic catalogue of theorodokoi of c.230–220
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(BCH 45 (1921) iii.27, iv.25). The city-ethnic is ’Ορθιε�ς

(coins, infra).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Orthos a polis, but it

deserves inclusion in this Inventory as a probable polis on

account of its late Classical bronze coinage (infra). In addi-

tion, CID ii 12.i.68 records a contribution by a man

described as Θεσσαλ�ς .ξ ;Ορθου (C4m).

The site of Orthos—not to be confused with the Homeric

Orthe, the probable ancestor of Phalanna—lay north-east

of the village of Kedros (Helly (1992) 78) and so in the tetras

of Thessaliotis. However, there is no published material on

this site.A cult of Athena may be assumed on the basis of the

coin types (see infra), and outside the walls is a sanctuary of

Demeter (C. Indzesiloglou, pers. comm.).

Orthos struck bronze coins c.350/340–200. Obv. Athena;

rev. springing horse in wreath of olive, or trident in wreath

of olive; legend: ΟΡΘΙ or ΟΡΘΙΕΩΝ, ΟΡΘΙΕΙΩΝ

(Head, HN² 303; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 595–96; Rogers

(1932) nos. 421–25; SNG Cop. Thessaly 183–84).

406. Oxynion Map 55. Unlocated. Type: C. The toponym

is ’Οξ�νιο[ν] (IG iv².1 94.b.1 (359)) or ’Οξ�νεια, ! (Strabo

7.7.9). A city-ethnic is not attested.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Oxynion a polis,

though Strabo 7.7.9 does. The reason for including it in this

Inventory is the attestation in 359 of an Epidaurian theo-

rodokos (IG iv² 1.94.b.1); note, however, that Perlman (2000)

E.1 fr.b.1 prints Π/λιν[να], not ’Οξ�νιον as IG. Nothing

further is known about the city.

Oxynion has traditionally been located at Meritsa (mod-

ern Oxyneia) north-west of Kalambaka, but this location

does not fit the indications provided by Strabo 7.7.9 that it

was 120 stades from Azoros. The same applies to the site at

Nea-Smolia (Darmezin (1992)). A site near Dasochori may

fit: a hill on the left bank of the river Paliomandano at

Paliogourtsia, with some architectural remains on the sur-

face and ceramics covering C4 to Roman times; however,

epigraphical confirmation is lacking (Darmezin (1994)).

407. Pagasai (Pagasitas) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long. 22.55.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Παγασα�, αH

(Hdt. 7.193.2; Dem. 1.9; Xen. Hell. 5.4.56). The city-ethnic is

Παγασ�τας (CID ii 100.ii.8 (325)) or Παγασα5ος (IG iv

617.4 (316–293)).

In Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Pagasai is one of nine toponyms listed between the heading

π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις

Θετταλ+ν. Theopomp. fr. 53 described it as the epineion of

Pherai (cf. Plut. Them. 20.1). The external collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in IG iv 617.4 (316–293), and the

external individual use in CID ii 100.ii.8 (325).

Theopompos’ description of Pagasai as the epineion of

Pherai (FGrHist 115 fr. 53) does not mean that it cannot have

been a polis (Hansen (1997) 36–37); the exact relationship

between the two cities is unknown, but Pagasai may possibly

have been a dependent polis of Pherai serving as its harbour

(cf. ibid. for parallels); or Theopompos’ statement may sim-

ply mean that the city was within the general sphere of

Pheraian influence (a brother of Jason resided there:

Polyaen. 6.1.6).

Ps.-Skylax 64 describes Pagasai as Thessalian (cf. CID

ii 100.i.20, ii.8), and Theopompos’ description of it as

.π�νειον Φερα�ων puts it in Pelasgiotis (FGrHist 115 fr. 53).

Dem. 1.12, 22, 2.11 (cf. Ath. 43A; Polyaen. 6.2.1) distinguishes

between Pagasai and Magnesia, so Pagasai was accordingly

not Magnesian; but in 353 the city was taken by Philip II (pre-

sumably after a siege: Dem. 1.9) and forced into submission

(Oν�γκασεν 6ποταγ8ναι, Diod. 16.31.6; cf. Dem. 1.22, 2.11).

Presumably from then on it was regarded as Magnesian and

may have been handed over to the Magnesians by Philip (RE

xviii. 2308), though according to schol. Dem. 1.22 the

incomes from the harbours and the agora were given to

Philip himself; Philip probably installed a garrison at

Pagasai (Martin (1985) 97).

Hes. Scut. 70 mentions a bomos of Apollo Pagasaios, and a

C5–C4 temple of Apollo and a stoa have been found outside

the circuit on the saddle south of the acropolis (Milojcic

(1974)). The rocky summit of the hill of Soros, the acropolis

of Pagasai, was crowned by a presumably C6l–C5e circular

wall, and the lower city was surrounded by a contemporary

triple wall (Prakt (1909) 165–70) which enclosed an area of

c.6–7 ha. For a plan, see Marzolff (1994b) 256 fig. 1. The earli-

est indications of occupation are late Archaic, and there are

no Hellenistic sherds either in the city proper or in the extra-

mural sanctuary, or in the graves (Triantaphyllopoulou

(2000) 60), a fact which fits the report of its relocation to

Demetrias in 293 (Strabo 9.5.15).

The central social and economic feature of Pagasai was, it

seems, its harbour. In 477/6 a Delian League fleet wintered at

the harbour (Plut. Them. 20.1), and Pagasai was a trading

port exporting grain (Xen. Hell. 5.4.56), meat (Plut. Mor.

193DE) and slaves (Ar. Plut. 521; Hermippos fr. 63.19 (PCG)).

The cult of Apollo Pagasaios is frequently mentioned (RE

xviii.2. 2303). A cult of Poseidon is attested by a C5f dedica-

tion (ArchEph (1932) 27 no. 12), and a cult of Artemis may be

inferred from IG ix.2 1123 (C3e); a cult of Dionysos Pelagios

is attested in Theopomp. fr. 352, and Alexander of Pherai
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may possibly have been worshipped as a hero at Pagasai (RE

xviii. 2307).

IG iv 617.4 (316–293) records a monetary donation by the

Pagasaians “to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce

the celebration of the Nemean Games and the Heraia”

(Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29); cf. CID ii 100.ii.5ff (325), pre-

sumably a collective donation towards the rebuilding of the

temple at Delphi.

408. Peirasia (Peirasieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.30, long. 22.15.

Size of territory: 1. Type: [A]. The toponym is Πειρεσ�α in

Ap. Rhod. 1.37, the earliest attestation, but the city-ethnic

regularly uses a stem in -ρα for -ρε: Πειρ�σιος (Thuc.

2.22.2), or Πειρασιε�ς (C4 coins, infra).

Peirasia is listed as a polis in the political sense at Thuc.

2.22.2. Similarly, in the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts the

Peirasians are recorded in a fragmentary list (CID ii 8.ii.6),

the heading of which undoubtedly included the formula:

τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν (CID ii 5.ii.25–26) vel sim. The

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on C4

coins (infra), and the external collective use in Thuc. 2.22.2

and CID ii 8.ii.6 (c.360/59).

Peirasia was Thessalian (Steph. Byz. 138.17; Livy 32.13.9)

and most probably belonged to the tetras of Thessaliotis.

Cavalry and an unnamed cavalry commander are attested in

Thuc. 2.22.3. A contribution of more than 200 dr. to the

naopic board at Delphi is recorded in CID ii 8.ii.6

(c.360/59).

The fortification of the acropolis and lower town is very

badly preserved, difficult to describe and impossible to date

(Decourt (1990) 157); the habitation area seems to have been

situated to the south-west of the lower city, close to the val-

ley of the Enipeus (autopsy by J.-C. Decourt).

Peirasia struck silver trihemiobols on the Aiginetan stan-

dard c.400–344. Types: obv. head of Athena; rev. horseman;

legend: ΠΕΙΡΑΣΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 303; Babelon, Traité

ii.4 no. 519).

409. Pelinna(ion) (Pelinna(i)eus) Map 55. Lat. 39.35,

long. 22.00. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Πελιννα5ον,τ# (Pind.Pyth. 10.4; Ps.-Skylax 64);Π/λιννα,!

is found in Arr. Anab. 1.7.5; Steph. Byz. 515.4. IG iv 617.11

(316–293) has been restored [.]κκ Πελ[�]νν[ας], while

Perlman (2000) E.1 fr. b1 prints Π/λιν[να] (note, however,

that IG iv².1 94/95.1b.1 prints this entry as ’Οξ�νιον). The

city-ethnic is variously Πελινναιε�ς (CID II 31.73 (345/4)),

Πελινναε�ς (coins c.300, infra), and Πελιννα5ος (coins

c.300, infra; Diod. 18.11.1 (r323); Polyaen. 4.2.19 (r356)).

In Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Pelinna(ion) is the seventh of nine toponyms listed between

the heading π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα�

>λλαι π#λεις Θετταλ+ν, and Diod. 18.11.1 (r323) by impli-

cation describes Pelinna(ion) as a polis in the political sense.

Strabo 9.5.17 calls it a phrourion in an achronic reference.

The internal collective use of the (abbreviated) city-ethnic is

found on C4 coins (infra); the external collective use of the

city-ethnic is found in Polyaen.4.2.19 (r356) and Diod. 18.11.1

(r323). The external individual use is found repeatedly in

CID ii, e.g. 24.i.13 (336/5), 31.73 (345/4), 32.10 (340/39).

Pelinna(ion) was a Thessalian city (Ps.-Skylax 64); Steph.

Byz. 515.3 locates it in Phthiotis, but Strabo 9.5.17 in

Hestiaiotis, which is more likely to be correct. It was situated

at Palaiogardiki on the left bank of the Peneios, 3 km north-

east of Petroporo and 14 km east of Trikala (see, however,

infra Pharkadon). The acropolis was separately walled: the

wall is a C5 polygonal structure running for 1,630 m and has

square towers (Stählin (1938); Tziaphalias (1992) 124–31).

The lower city was enclosed by a C4 wall descending from

the northernmost point of the acropolis wall; it runs for

2,600 m and encloses an area of 59 ha south of the acropolis

(Stählin (1938) 335); it has numerous towers and three gates

(Stählin (1938); Tziaphalias (1992) 124–31). In the lower city

are undated remains of such public constructions as stoas

(Stählin (1938)), temples (ibid.; Tziaphalias (1992) 125–27),

cisterns (Tziaphalias (1992) 125), and possibly a theatre

(Stählin (1938) 335). Traces of a C4 Hippodamian grid plan

are found as well (Tziaphalias (1992) 126–27).

The history of the city is almost unknown, but Polyaen.

4.2.19 (r356) mentions a war between Pelinna(ion) and

Pharsalos (in which both seem to have had allies and in

which Philip II of Makedon played a part (Hammond (1994)

48)), and according to Diod. 18.11.1, Pelinna(ion) was the

only Thessalian city that did not join the Hellenic alliance in

the Lamian War; so it seems to have favoured Makedonia. IG

iv 617.11 (316–293) records a monetary donation by Pelinna

“to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce the cele-

bration of the Nemean Games and the Heraia” (Perlman

(2000) 74, 127–29). A citizen of Pelinna possibly served as

theorodokos for Epidauros in 360/59 (Perlman (2000) E.1 fr.

b1, printed as Π/λιν[να]; note, however, that IG iv².1

94/95.1b.1 prints this entry as ‘Οξ�νιον).

Citizens of Pelinna(ion) served the Amphiktyonic 

League in various capacities: �ργυρολογ/ων (CID ii 24.i.13

(336/5)); naopoios (ibid. 31.73 (345/4), 32.10 (340/39); hierom-

nemon (ibid. 96.3, 97.57 (both 327/6), 32.42 (C4l)). In 498,

Hippokleas of Pelinna(ion) was victorious in the Pythian

double stadium race (Pind. Pyth. 10); in C6l his father
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Phrikias was a double Olympionikes (Olympionikai 150, 156),

and Hippokleas himself later likewise became a double

Olympionikes (Olympionikai 175, 184).

Coin types indicate a cult of the sibyl Manetho, and ivy-

shaped gold leaves one of Dionysos (Tziaphalias (1992)

136–37).

Pelinna struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard in C5f.

Obols: obv. youth restraining bull, or forepart of bull; rev.

horse’s head; legend: ΠΕΛ, [ΠΕ]ΛΙΝ. Hemiobols: obv.

bull’s hoof; rev. horse’s head; legend: ΠΕΛΙ. In C4, the city

struck in both silver and bronze. (1) Silver (drachm, triobol,

trihemiobols). Obv. horseman galloping or spearing prostrate

foe; rev. armed warrior; legends: ΠΕΛΙΝ, ΠΕΛΛΙΝΑ,

ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙ or ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙΚΟΝ. (2) Bronze, C4. Same

types and legends but sometimes [ΠΕΛΙΝ]ΝΕΑΩΝ. (3)

Bronze, C3: obv. horseman; rev. sibyl Manetho in different

poses or head alone; legend: ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑ or ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙ

or ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙΕ or ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 303;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 523–30; Rogers (1932) 140–42 nos.

426–35; Liampi (1996) 109, 112; SNG Cop. Thessaly 185–87).

410. Phakion (Phakiastas) Map 55. Unlocated (cf. Decourt

(1990) 155–58) but presumably in Thessaliotis (Helly 

(1995) 165). Size of territory: ? Type: [A]. The top-

onym is Φ�κιον, τ# (Thuc. 4.78.5); cf. Phacium at Livy

32.13.9. The city-ethnic is Φακιαστ�ς (C3 coins, infra). No

Archaic or Classical source calls Phakion a polis, but

Phakion seems to be indirectly attested as a polis in the polit-

ical sense in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74): if the

restoration Φ[ακ]ι[ασ]τ�ς is accepted in i.43 (cf. 77.i.4 and

the index p.305) it follows that a tamias of Phakion is record-

ed after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις

in i.4. A citizen of Phakion served as Delphic theorodokos in

230–220 (BCH 45 (1921) iii.25), and Phakion struck bronze

coins in C3. Types: obv. head of crowned nymph; rev. horse-

man; legend: ΦΑΚΙΑΣΤΩΝ (Head, HN ² 304; Rogers

(1932) 146 nos. 444–45).

411. Phaloria (Phaloriastes) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long.

21.30, but see infra. Size of territory: ? Type: C. Steph.

Byz. 657.1 gives the toponym as Φαλ)ρη, but cites 

Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 37 for the form Φαλωρ�α; the

230–220 Delphic list of theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921)) has

Φαλορ�α or Φαλορ/α (Oulhen) at iii.35, but Φαλευρ�α

at v.C.7 (BCH; Oulhen reads Φαλε[..]�αι). The city-ethnic

is Φαλωριαστ�ς, attested in inscriptions (IG ix.1² 13.31

(271/70)) and on coins (infra). Steph. Byz. suggests

Φαλωρε�ς andΦαλωρε�της,but neither form is attested in

any other source.

The exact location of Phaloria is unknown, but it must

have been situated in Hestiaiotis. Some travellers (e.g.

Bursian (1862) 49; Heuzey and Daumet (1876) 413) located it

at the site of Skoumbos near Megarchi, south of Kalambaka.

At the site are important architectural remains (of walls, a

tower, a lower city) and a cemetery; these remains attest to

the existence of a city, occupied at least during the Classical

period. However, most travellers (e.g. Stählin (1924a) 124;

Philippson (1950) 275; Meyer, RE suppl. x s.v.) have identi-

fied this site with Pialeia (cf. n. 4). Following Philippson

(1950) 305 (who himself followed Stählin (1924a) 114), who

seems not to have examined the site), Barr. prefers a location

at Meritsa (now Oxynia) where, however, (unpublished)

surveys conducted in 1991–92 by Darmezin, Decourt et al.

failed to locate ancient remains.Another possible location is

at Nea Koutsouphliani near Malakasi (cf. Hammond (1967)

260 and 681), where quarrying has unfortunately destroyed

the ancient site (unpublished survey by Darmezin, Decourt

et al.).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Phaloria a polis, and

the reason for its inclusion in this Inventory is the existence

of bronze coins dated to 302–286 by both Head, HN ² 305

and Rogers (1932) 149–50; if these coins are correctly dated to

C4l, the presumption is that Phaloria possibly existed as a

polis prior to their minting, i.e. in C4s. In 271–270 a Thessalos

Phaloriastas was awarded proxeny by the Aitolian koinon

(IG ix.1² 13.31), and in 230–220 a Delphic theorodokos resided

in the city.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on

the rare bronze coins dated to 302–286. (1) Obv. head of

Athena; rev. wolf running; legend: ΦΑΛΩΡ. (2) Obv. head

of Apollo; rev.Apollo seated on a rock holding an arrow; leg-

end: ΦΑΛΩΡΙΑΣΤΩΝ (Head, HN² 305; Rogers (1932)

nos. 459–61). The types suggest cults of Athena and Apollo.

412. Pharkadon (Pharkadonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.35, long.

22.05, but see infra. Size of territory: 2(?). Type: B. The

toponym is Φαρκαδ)ν (IG iv².1 94.B.i.2 (359); Theopomp.

fr. 82) or Φαρκηδ)ν (Polyaen. 4.2.18 (r356)). The city-

ethnic is Φαρκαδ#νιος (C5 coins, infra) or Φαρκαδ)νιος

(Diod. 18.56.5 (r319)) or Φαρκηδ#νιος (Polyaen. 4.2.18

(r356)). No Archaic or Classical source calls Pharkadon a

polis, but it deserves inclusion here as a probable polis on

account of its C5–C4 coinage and the fact that in 360/59 an

Epidaurian theorodokos resided at Pharkadon (IG iv².1

94.B.i.2). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally on C5 coins (infra) and externally in Polyaen.

4.2.18 (r356) and Diod. 18.56.5 (r319).
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Pharkadon was a Thessalian city (Polyaen. 4.2.18 (r356))

situated in the tetras of Hestiaiotis (Strabo 9.5.17). It has tra-

ditionally been located on a double-peaked hill, Sykia, above

the modern village of Klotoko, about 20 km east of Trikkala

(PECS followed by Barr.). However, the find of an inscrip-

tion referring to τ� κοιν�ν Φαρκαδον�ων at Palaiogardiki

(Tziaphalias (1992) 116–20), a site normally identified as

Pelinna, may cast some doubt on the identification of

Pharkadon with Sykia and serve as a reminder that the

ancient topography of this part of Hestiaiotis is still not

completely understood. For the site at Palaiogardiki, see

supra s.v. Pelinna.

At the site of Sykia are remains of Classical and later forti-

fications enclosing both peaks and a lower city (Kirsten

(1938) with a plan at 1836). Polyaen. 4.2.18 (r356) mentions a

poliorkia of Pharkadon by Philip II of Makedon and uses

such terms as teichos and pyrgos to describe the fortifica-

tions. The account refers to stegai as well, and thus implies

the existence of buildings inside the wall; there are, however,

no remains of such buildings. In 319, Pharkadonian exiles

were explicitly excluded from the general amnesty decreed

by Polyperchon (Diod. 18.56.5; cf. Martin (1985) 104).

Nothing further is known about these exiles, but their very

existence indicates a defined body of citizens. A C3l inscrip-

tion refers to τ� κοιν�ν Φαρκαδον�ων and a system of phy-

lai (Tziaphalias (1992) 116–20). Philip’s siege and the fact

that exiles from Pharkadon were explicitly excluded from

Polyperchon’s general amnesty of 319 (Diod. 18.56.5) suggest

that the city had followed an anti-Makedonian line of poli-

cy (Martin (1985) 194; Hammond (1994) 48). The silver coin

depicting Athena (infra) suggests a cult of Athena.

Pharkadon struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

c.480–400, and bronze coins in C4f. (1) Silver.

Denominations: triobols, obols and hemiobols. Triobols:

obv. youth restraining forepart of bull; rev. forepart of horse

in incuse square; legends: ΦΑΡΚ, ΦΑΡΚΑ∆Ο,

ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ΟΝΙ (for similarities between coins with these

types and contemporary coins of Krannon, Larisa, the

Perrhaibians, Trikka, Pherai and Skotoussa, see Kraay (1976)

115–16 and Martin (1985) 36–37). Obols: obv. free horse walk-

ing; rev. Athena standing; legends: ΦΑΡΚΑ, ΦΑΡΚΑ∆,

ΦΑΡΚΑ∆Ο,ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ΟΝΙΟΝ; or obv. bull’s head; rev.

horse’s head; legend: ΦΑΡ; or obv. bull’s head; rev. horse’s

head and trident, or ram; legend: ΦΑ, ΦΑΡ, ΦΑΡΚ.

Hemiobols: obv. bull’s head; rev. ram; legends: ΦΑ,

ΦΑΡΚ. (2) Bronze: obv. head of nymph; rev. horseman;

legend: ΦΑΡΚΑ,ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ (retrogr.); or obv. horse feed-

ing; rev. star beneath inverted crescent; legend:

ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ΟΝΙΩΝ; or obv. feeding horse; rev. thyrsos

below inverted crescent; legend: ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ΟΝΙΟΝ (ret-

rogr.) (Head, HN ² 305; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 560–71;

Rogers (1932) nos. 462–63; Liampi (1996) 108–9; SNG Cop.

Thessaly 209–16).

413. Pharsalos (Pharsalios) Map 55.Lat.39.15, long.22.20.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Φ�ρσαλος, !

(Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 1; Thuc. 1.111.1; Xen. Hell. 6.1.8).

The regular city-ethnic is Φαρσ�λιος (Xen. Hell. 4.3.3;

I.Thessalie 56 (C4); and on coins, infra), though Hippoc.

Epid. 6.8.18 has Φ�ρσαλος; Φαρρ�λιος is found in Hdn.

iii.1 123.8.

Pharsalos is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc.

1.111.1, and in Ps.-Skylax 64 Pharsalos is the fifth of nine

toponyms listed between the heading π#λεις α_δε and the

addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις Θετταλ+ν; asty is

found in Anac. fr. 107, Diehl (see Helly (1995) 43–44). Polis in

the political sense is found in Xen. Hell. 6.1.5 and implicitly

at Thuc. 2.22.3. In the C4 dedication I.Thessalie 56 polis is

restored: [ UΟ]µηρον Φαρσαλ�ων ! [π#λις]; the earliest cer-

tain epigraphical reference to a π#λις Φαρσαλ�ουν is in a C3

decree (I.Thessalie 50). Arist. Pol. 1306a11 has the phrase ! .ν

Φαρσ�λ�ω πολιτε�α; πολ5ται is found at Xen. Hell. 6.4.34,

and πατρ�ς in I.Thessalie 57.4 (330s); CEG ii 795 (330s); Xen.

Hell. 6.1.13.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on C5–C4 coins (Head, HN² 306) and in I.Thessalie 56 (C4),

and externally in the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts of 357/6

(CID ii 8.i.8), in a dedication at Delphi (SEG 1 210 (C4m)),

and in Thuc. 2.22.3. The external and individual use is found

in Thuc. 8.92.8; IG ii² 26 (394–387); and CID ii.4.i.31 (c.360).

Pharsalos was situated in Thessalia (Thuc. 1.111.1), more

precisely in Phthiotis (Strabo 9.5.3, 10; Kip (1910) 68). The

territory is referred to as γ8 at Thuc. 1.111.1; it was bounded

to the north-east by the territory of Skotoussa and Eretria

Phthiotis (Strabo 10.1.10 says explicitly that Eretria was near

Pharsalos, and Polyb. 5.9.3 that it was near Thebai

Phthiotis), to the south by the territories of Peuma and

Proerna; and to the west by that of Euhydrion. In the territo-

ry were the rivers of Apidanos (Thuc. 4.78.5), Enipeus

(Strabo 9.5.6) and Louerchos (I.Thessalie 50). The

Thetideion was situated near the eastern border of the

Pharsalion pedion (Eur. Andr. 16 with Decourt (1990)

205–8), and it was most probably the same (on the other

bank of the Enipeus) for the place called Palaipharsalos by

Strabo 9.5.6, 17.1.11 (Decourt (1990) 200–23). Two other

toponyms are known, but not precisely located: Makouniai
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(I.Thessalie 50 (C3l)), possibly near modern Rizi; and

Makkarai (Theopomp. fr. 55); they may refer to the same

place. The ruins called Hellas by Strabo 9.5.6 were, in his day,

60 stades from Pharsalos, with the two springs of Messeïs

and Hypereia close to them.When Philip II of Makedon had

destroyed Halos, it was handed over to Pharsalos (Dem. 11.1

with schol.).

The political system of Pharsalos was clearly a narrow oli-

garchy: δυναστε�α µ[λλον k 2σονοµ�α (Thuc. 4.78.3),

Wµονοο%σα tλιγαρχ�α (Arist. Pol. 1305b; cf. 1306a11–12);

and some families, especially the Daochids and the

Menonids (on whom see Larsen (1968) 22), are well known

from the literary and epigraphical record (on Daochids see,

e.g., Béquignon (1970) 1053–56; Helly (1995) 51–52, 63–67; on

Menonids: Helly (1995) 233–35, 263–64, 303–6). A stasis is

mentioned by Xen. Hell. 6.1.2, and this conflict seems to have

been solved by granting exceptional powers to a single indi-

vidual, Polydamas (Gehrke, Stasis 126), who was subjected

to an annual rendering of accounts (Hell. 6.1.2:

�πελογ�ζετο κατ’ .νιαυτ#ν). A set of laws (ν#µοι) that

specified (inter alia?) public incomes is referred to at Xen.

Hell. 6.1.2.

The Thessalian cavalry took part in the Lelantine War

under the Pharsalian Kleomachos (Arist. fr. 98, Rose). The

city was attacked by Athenians with allies in 457/6, but these

forces did not manage to capture the city (Thuc. 1.111.1).

Cavalry and an anonymous cavalry commander from

Pharsalos are attested in Thuc. 2.22.3, when the city was

allied with Athens (alongside other Thessalian cities); a hip-

parchos is also mentioned at Xen. Hell. 4.3.8 and polemarchoi

in SEG 1 210 (C4m). With Larisa, Krannon and Skotoussa,

Pharsalos is mentioned as being allied with the Boiotians in

395/4 (Xen. Hell. 4.3.3). In 374, Polydamas failed to gain help

from Sparta and accordingly had to ally Pharsalos with

Jason of Pherai (Xen. Hell. 6.1.19); as tagos, Polyphron II of

Pherai had nine citizens of Pharsalos, including Polydamas,

executed (Xen. Hell. 6.4.34). A war against Pelinna(ion) in

the time of Philip II is mentioned in Polyaen. 4.2.19;

Pharsalos was allied with Philip II of Makedon against the

Achaian city of Halos (Dem. 11.1; Strabo 9.5.8), and

Kottyphos of Pharsalos was the strategos of the

Amphiktyonic League against Amphissa (Aeschin. 3.128).

Pharsalian cavalry fought with Alexander the Great in Asia

(Arr. Anab. 3.10.11).

According to Diod. 14.82.6, Pharsalos, though garrisoned

by Lakedaimonians, was captured by Medios of Larisa in

395, and the inhabitants (τοLς .ν α(τ=8 κατοικο%ντας)

were sold off as booty (λαφυροπωλε5ν). Medios may have

placed a mercenary garrison in Pharsalos after his capture of

the city: Arist. Hist. an. 618b13–14 refers to “the time when

Meidios’ mercenaries were killed at Pharsalos”.

In 374 Pharsalos may have ruled over an unknown num-

ber of unidentifiable but presumably minor poleis: at Hell.

6.1.8 Xenophon has Jason of Pherai state that if he is joined

by Pharsalos and αH .ξ 6µ+ν (sc. τ+ν Φαρσαλ�ων)

Oρτηµ/ναι π#λεις he will easily become tagos of Thessalia.

Thessalian allies of Pharsalos are implied by Polyaen. 4.2.19

(r time of Philip II).

Thoukydides of Pharsalos was proxenos of Athens (Thuc.

8.92.8), and Polydamas was hereditary proxenos of Sparta

(Xen.Hell.6.1.4); in C4 Daochos was proxenos of Anaphe (IG

xii.3 251 (c.345–330)), and Iphitos was honoured by Athens

(IG ii² 26). Reception of an Athenian embassy seems

implied by Ar. Vesp. 1271.

The patron divinity of Pharsalos was probably Zeus:

Olympios (I.Thessalie 58 (C4e)); Soter (ibid. i 59 (C3l) and

60 (C3s)) or Thaulios (ibid. i 62–63 (C4)). The Pharsalians

also had cults of Aphrodite Peitho (ibid. i 67 (450–430)),

Apollo (ibid. i 65 (C4s)), Artemis (ibid. i 66 (C3)), Athena

(coins, infra; cf. Lavva (2001) 31–32, stressing the importance

of this goddess), Demeter (Daffa-Nikonanou (1973) 27–28),

Hestia and Symmachos (I.Thessalie 68 (C4f)), Hermes

(ibid. i 69 (C5m)), Pan and the Nymphs (ibid. i 72 (C5f), 73

(C4)). The locations of the cult sites are uncertain, except

that of Pan and the Nymphs in the so-called Alogopati grot-

to (ibid. i 72–73) and perhaps that of Demeter at Ambelia

Pharsalou (ArchDelt 43B1: 273 (C6l–C5m)), and, of course,

the Thetideion (supra); the Thetideion is actually called a

polis by Pherecydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 1a, but in a purely mytho-

logical context and without implications for its status in the

Classical period (cf. Hansen and Nielsen (2000) 148–49).

Several Pharsalians are known as victors in the

Panhellenic games: in the Olympic Games victories were

won by Phaidros (Olympionikai 107, in 556) and Agias

(Olympionikai 192, in 484); Pythian victories were won by

Agias (I.Thessalie 57, in c.490–480) and Telemachos

(Olympionikai 190 (C5)); and Agias and Telemachos were

both periodonikai (Knab (1934) nos. 11–12). In 366–338,

Melanippos of Pharsalos was victorious in the hoplite race

at the Amphiaraia at Oropos (IG vii 414.27–28).

I.Thessalie 56 (C4) is an internal communal dedication,

while SEG 1 210 (C4m) is a dedication to Pythian Apollo.

Donations of money to Delphi and Argos are attested in

CID ii 8.i.8 (C4m) and IG iv 617 (316–293). Citizens of

Pharsalos served the Amphiktyonic League in various

capacities: as argyrologos (CID ii 11A.5, B.6); hieromnemon
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(CID ii 32.42, 89.6, 94.2); naopoios (CID ii 31.72, 32.30, 33.8,

74.I.66–67, 79A.i.9, 95.6) and tamias (CID ii 74.i.42, 77.i.4).

The acropolis of Pharsalos is mentioned by Xen. Hell.

6.1.2, 18; it was located on the Profitis Ilias hill, and was c.500

m long (east–west) and 50 m wide; the preserved walls are all

Byzantine. The upper (c.750 � 400 m) and the lower (c.1,500

� 1,200 m) town were situated on the northern slope of the

hill and in the plain near the Apidanos spring. The walls

(polygonal and trapezoidal or rectangular isodomic), not

well preserved except near the acropolis itself, are between

2.70 m and 4.0 m wide. There are remains of four gates and

a postern, as well as at least twenty-four towers. Part of the

city wall was constructed in C5e (cf. Diod. 11.83.3–4 for a

poliorkia in 457/6), but most of it dates to C4s (Stählin

(1924a) 139–41; Katakouta and Toufexis (1994)).A C6l tholos

tomb was found outside the circuit wall (Prakt (1951) 155–63,

(1952) 185–202, (1953) 127–32), but almost nothing is known

about the degree of urbanisation during the Archaic and

Classical periods: some houses have been excavated, but

they all date to the Hellenistic or Roman periods (see further

Lavva (2001) 4–10).An extensive Archaic-Classical cemetery

is located west of the city (ibid. 9).

Pharsalos struck coins in silver on the Aiginetan standard

and bronze between c.480 and c.320. Denominations:

drachms, triobols, trihemiobols, obols, hemiobols and frac-

tions in bronze (from C5l). The most common types are:

obv. head of Athena, in C4 facing; rev. forepart of horse, or

horse’s head, or horseman (cf. Lavva (2001) 19ff); legends:

ΦΑΡ or ΦΑΡΣ or ΦΑΡΣΑ or ΦΑΡΣΑΛΙΩΝ (Head,

HN² 306; for the end of minting, see Martin (1985) 161;

Babelon, Traité ii.1 nos. 1422–23, ii.4 nos. 476–504; Rogers

(1932) 151–61; Lavva (2001); SNG Cop. Thessaly 217–33).

414. Pherai (Pheraios) Map 55. Lat. 39.25, long. 22.45. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Φερα�, αH (Dem. 1.13;

IG v.1 948.2 (C4); Diod. 15.61.5). The city-ethnic is Φερα5ος

(Xen. Hell. 2.3.4; SEG 23 416 (450–425); IG iv 617.4 (316–293)).

Pherai is called a polis in the political sense in SEG 23 433.5

(C4) and is listed as a polis in this sense at Thuc. 2.22.3; polis

in the urban sense is found in Dem. 7.32; at Ps.-Skylax 64,

Pherai is the first toponym listed between the heading

π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις

Θετταλ+ν; akropolis is found in Dem. 7.32.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in

SEG 23 416.1 (450–425) and 417.3 (C5l); the external collec-

tive use is found in Thuc.2.22.3; Xen.Hell.6.4.31; CID ii 1.i.47

(362/1); IG iv 617.4 (316–293); and the external individual use

in Xen. Hell. 2.3.4; CID ii 31.73 (345); IG iv².1 122.26 (C4).

Pherai was a Thessalian community (IG v.1 948.2 (C4)),

belonging to the tetras of Pelasgiotis (Strabo 9.5.10).

Archaeological material demonstrates the existence of sev-

eral military installations and second-order settlements

(often fortified) in the territory in the Archaic and Classical

periods; for details, see Di Salvatore (1994). Pagasai is

described as the epineion of Pherai by Theopomp. fr. 53 (see

further the entry for Pagasai, supra). A C4 decree (SEG 23

418), by extending privileges granted to Iσσ[ας γ[ς]

Φερα5οι >ρχοντι, suggests that the city controlled territory

other than the civic territory proper.

Early in the Peloponnesian War, Pheraian cavalry assisted

the Athenians (Thuc. 2.22.3) alongside other Thessalian

poleis which were allied to Athens. The C5l–C4 history of

Pherai, as it appears from our sources, was dominated by a

series of powerful individuals who struggled for pan-

Thessalian hegemony, made extensive use of mercenary

forces (Parke (1933) 100ff), and were referred to as tyrannoi

(e.g. Ephor. fr. 95; Berve (1967) 283–95). The first of these was

Lykophron I, who in 404 defeated the Larisaians and other

Thessalians in battle βουλ#µενος >ρξαι Iλης τ8ς

Θετταλ�ας (Xen. Hell. 2.3.4; Westlake (1935) 54–55); conflict

between Lykophron and Larisa continued into the 390s

(Diod. 14.81.5 (r395)), and Lykophron seems to have had

Spartan support (Xen. Hell. 6.4.24; Cartledge (1987) 354;

Neue Pauly vii. 568). Nothing is known about the end of

Lykophron’s rule; he may have been succeeded by a certain

Polyalkes, who may have been a relative of his (Westlake

(1935) 68; Berve (1967) 285), but his true successor was his

son (Westlake (1935) 68), the famous Jason of Pherai (on

whom see Mandel (1980) and Sprawski (1999)). He appears

for the first time c.382–379, when he assisted Neogenes of

Histiaia in establishing a tyranny (Diod. 15.30.3; Stylianou

(1998) ad loc.).By the middle of the 370s,he possessed a mer-

cenary army of 6,000 foot and had by force of arms subdued

not only Alketas of Epeiros (Xen. Hell. 6.1.7; cf. Hammond

(1967) 524 and Mitchel (1984) 57–58) but also most of the

poleis of Thessalia and made them symmachoi (Xen. Hell.

6.1.5). During the fighting, he was regularly opposed by

Pharsalos (ibid.), but Pharsalos itself (presumably with its

dependent poleis) was made a symmachos not by force of

arms but by negotiation (Xen. Hell. 6.1.2–18), after a

Pharsalian plea for Spartan assistance had been rejected

(ibid.). After this, presumably in 375/4, Jason was elected

tagos of Thessalia and went on to organise the military and

economic affairs of the Thessalians (Xen. Hell. 6.1.18; Helly

(1995) 345–53); his command of a fleet of triremes is attested

by Xen. Hell. 6.4.21, but it is unclear whether the reference is
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to a Pheraian, a Thessalian, or even a personal navy. His

extra-Thessalian policy seems to have been to oppose Sparta

(Xen. Hell. 6.1.10; Mandel (1980) 54), and he became an ally

of Athens ([Dem.] 49.10) and possibly a member of the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.15; Jehne (1991);

Dreher (1995) 173–74; see, however, Mitchel (1984), who

restores IG ii² 43B.1–2 as [Φε]ρα�ων [W δ]8µος and argues

that the Pheraians as such, and not Jason, were enrolled as a

member of the League); Jason also concluded a treaty of

symmachia with King Amyntas of Makedon (Diod. 15.60.2;

Stylianou (1998) ad loc.). As an ally of Thebes, Jason 

negotiated spondai between the Boiotians and the

Lakedaimonians after the battle of Leuktra (Xen. Hell.

6.4.19–25); on his foreign policy, see in general Westlake

(1935) 84–102. Jason was assassinated in 370/69 (Xen. Hell.

6.4.31). On his successors, see Westlake (1935) 126–95 and

Berve (1967) 289–95. In 353/2 the tyrants Lykophron II and

Peitholaos handed over Pherai to Philip II of Makedon and

left the city (Diod. 16.37.3, 38.1; on chronology, see Martin

(1981)). Peitholaos may have returned only to be driven out

by Philip, according to Diod. 16.52.9, 349/8 (Westlake (1935)

183; Berve (1967) 294; Buckler (1989) 106–7). In 344, Philip

defeated a rebellious Pherai and installed a permanent gar-

rison on its acropolis (Dem. [7.32], 8.59, 9.12; Westlake (1935)

192).

Pherai made grants of proxeny to citizens of Opous (SEG

23 415 (450–425); SEG 420 (C4)), Proerna (SEG 23 416

(450–425)), Thebes (SEG 23 417 (C5l–C4); SEG 422 (C4)),

Skotoussa (SEG 23 419 (C4)) and Krannon (SEG 23 421

(C4)). F.Delphes iii.4 385 (338–320) is possibly a grant of

proxeny by Delphi to a citizen of Pherai.

Pheraian cavalry are attested at Thuc.2.22.3 and Xen.Hell.

6.4.31 (τ� Φερα�ων Hππικ#ν).

The earliest preserved public enactments are two grants

of proxeny dating to 450–425 (SEG 23 415–16); the term

ψε[φ�σµατα] is found in SEG 23 424.6 (C4). A board of

tagoi is attested by SEG 23 425.6 (C4). SEG 23 420 (C4) con-

tains a grant of προδικ�α to a man of East Lokrian Opous.

The raising of taxes is implied by several grants of �τ/λεια

(cf. SEG 23 418, 419, 420, 422, 425 (all C4)). SEG 23 418 (C4)

extends privileges granted to Iσσ[ας γ[ς] Φερα5οι

>ρχοντι. Grants of epinomia are found in SEG 23 422 and

424 (both C4).

There are few remains of the ancient city of Pherai (RE

suppl. vii. 993–94; PECS 702), the most important being the

remains of a suburban temple of En(n)odia (or En(n)odia

and Zeus Thaulios; it was erected in the Doric style in C6e

(Béquignon (1937a) 44–47), and rebuilt in C4l with a peri-

style of 6 � 12 columns (Østby (1992), (1994)). A

Dioskoureion in the city is mentioned at Dem. 19.158 (cf.

Chrysostomou (1983)). A C5e marble statue of Athena was

found on the acropolis, which may indicate a sanctuary of

the goddess there (PECS 702).

Dem. 8.59 and 10.61 refer to the τε�χη of Pherai; the city

wall was constructed in C4f (Camp (2000) 43); it is 3–5 m

thick, built of rough-faced rectangular and trapezoidal

blocks laid in fairly regular courses (PECS 702) and runs for

c.5 km; at the Athanassios hill, a gate and six towers have

been identified (Kakavoyiannis (1977)); the area enclosed

measures at least 82 ha (� the upper city) but perhaps as

much as c.120 (including the lower city; M. Di Salvatore,

pers. comm.); to the south-west, there may have been a sec-

ond wall; to the south it was an emplektron wall (ArchDelt 50

(1995) B.1: 363).

The patron divinity was En(n)odia, who is depicted 

on Classical coins (infra; Chrysostomou (1998); LIMC

iii.1 744). Other cults include those of Artemis (IG ix.2

417.2 (C4)), the Dioskouroi (Dem. 19.158), Poseidon

(Chrysostomou (1998) 249), Zeus Thaulios (Béquignon

(1937a) 92, 66.2 (Archaic)), as well as those of Aphrodite,

Athena, Demeter, Hestia and Themis (Chrysostomou

(1998) 48–49).

Citizens of Pherai served the Amphiktyonic League in the

capacities of naopoios (CID ii 31.73, 85 (345), 74.i.69 (337/6),

75.ii.40 (336/5), etc.) and hieromnemon (CID ii 102.ii.A.25

(324/3); cf. 118.1). A monetary donation by Pherai towards

the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi is recorded in CID ii

1.i.47 (362/1) and one to “theoroi sent out from Argos to

announce the celebration of the Nemean Games and the

Heraia” is recorded by IG iv 617.4 (316–293; Perlman (2000)

74–75, 127–29).

Pherai began minting silver coins in C5f, striking

drachms, triobols, obols and hemiobols on the Aiginetan

standard. Types: obv. Thessalian subduing bull, or head and

neck of bull clasped by bull-fighter, or bull’s hoof; rev. horse

with loose rein and lion’s head fountain in incuse square, or

horse springing from rock in incuse square, or naked rider

in incuse square, or horse’s head in incuse square; legends:

ΦΕ,ΦΕΡ,ΦΕΡΑ,ΦΕΡΑΙ,ΦΕΡΑΙΟΝ. For similarities

between these coins and contemporary coins of Krannon,

Larisa, the Perrhaibians, Pharkadon, Trikka and Skotoussa,

see Kraay (1976) 115–16 and Martin (1985) 36–37. Pherai may,

in addition, have been the city that struck coins in the name

of the Thessalians c.470–450; see Kraay (1976) 116 and

Martin (1985) 37–38. For similarities between these putative

coins of Pherai and contemporary coins of Skotoussa and
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Methylion, see ibid.; see, however, Helly (1995) 229–30 and

Liampi (1996) 124–25.

In C4, drachms and triobols were minted: obv. head of

nymph Hypereia, or head of Ennodia, or lion’s head; rev.

Ennodia with two torches riding on a galloping horse, or

standing nymph Hyperia with her hand on lion’s head foun-

tain, or lion’s head fountain; legends: ΦΕΡΑΙΟΝ,

ΦΕΡΑΙΟΥΝ. Bronze coins appear c.400: obv. head of

Ennodia,or lion’s head; rev. lion’s head fountain,or Ennodia

with torches riding on a horse (two denominations); legend:

ΦΕΡΑΙΟΝ. Two of Jason’s successors struck coins in their

own name. Alexander (369–357) struck both silver and

bronze coins. Silver (didrachms, drachms, triobols, and

obols): obv. head of Ennodia (sometimes with

ΕΝΝΟ∆ΙΑΣ added), or young male head in petasos,

or wheel; rev. armed horseman prancing, or lion’s 

head, or leg and foot of horse, or double axe; legends:

ΑΛΕ, ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΕΙΑ, ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΕΙΟΝ,

ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΕΙΟΣ, ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΟΥ (of which the

adjectival forms denote denominations). Bronze: obv.

young male head in petasos, or forepart of rushing bull; rev.

leg and foot of horse, or forepart of horse; legend:

ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΟΥ . Teisiphonos struck bronze coins (two

denominations): obv. forepart of rushing bull; rev. forepart

of horse; legend: ΤΕΙΣΙΦΟΝΟΥ (Head, HN² 306–9;

Babelon, Traité ii.1. 1023–30, ii.4. 339–58; Rogers (1932)

162–68; Liampi (1996) 107–8, 112; SNG Cop. Thessaly 234–47).

415. Skotoussa (Skotoussaios) Map 54. Lat. 39.25, long.

22.35. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Σκοτο%σσα, ! (Simon. fr. 127, Page), Σκοτο%σα (Ps.-

Skylax 64), Σκοτο%σαι (Arist. Mir. ausc. 841b9) or

Σκοτ#εσσα (Paus. 7.27.6). The city-ethnic is Σκοτοσσα5ος

(IG ii² 8843 (C4f); SEG 23 419 (C4)), Σκοτουσσα5ος (Xen.

Hell. 4.3.3; SEG 34 452 (C4)), Σκοτοεσσα5ος (SEG 43 310

(C3)); Steph. Byz. 578.2 gives Σκοτουσα5ος.

In Ps.-Skylax 64, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Skotoussa is one of nine toponyms listed between the head-

ing π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι

π#λεις Θετταλ+ν. The political sense is found at Diod.

15.75.1 (r367). The earliest epigraphical reference to a π#λις

Σκοτοεσσα�ουν is in a citizenship decree of C4l–C3e (SEG 43

310). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internal-

ly on coins of C5–C4 (infra) and in the decree SEG 43 310;

externally it is found at Xen. Hell. 4.3.3. The external individ-

ual use is found in SEG 34 452 (C4) and CID ii 10.A.i.8 (357/6).

Skotoussa was situated in Thessalia (IG ii² 8843 (C4f);

Xen. Hell. 4.3.3), more precisely in Pelasgiotis (Simon. fr. 127,

Page; Kineas (FGrHist 603) fr. 3). Its territory included the

river Onchestos (Polyb. 17.20.5), Kynos Kephalai (hills

and/or kome: Polyb. 18.22.9; Strabo 9.5.20), Melambion

(another kome?: Polyb. 18.20.6) and a hill, Phagoeis (schol.

Hom. Il. 16.233α); none of these toponyms can be equated

with sites on the ground. Skotoussa was bounded to the

north by the crest line of the Revenia hills, to the east by the

territory of Pherai, and to the south by the territories of

Eretria Phthiotis and, in particular, Pharsalos (Decourt

(1990) fig. 27).

Alongside Larisa, Krannon and Pharsalos, Skotoussa is

mentioned by Xen. Hell. 4.3.3 as being allied to the Boiotians

in 395/4. Later in C4 Skotoussa was conquered by Alexander

of Pherai, who in 367/6 summoned a meeting of the ekklesia

(Diod. 15.75.1) to be held in the theatre (Paus. 6.5.2; cf.

Stählin (1924a) 109, and Dilke (1948) 138–39), whereupon he

had his mercenaries kill all the participants.

A citizen of Skotoussa was appointed as proxenos by

Pherai in C4 (SEG 23 419), and one by Delphi c.320 (SEG 18

179).

Skotoussa was a walled and fortified city in 367 (Diod.

15.75.1), but there are no visible remains of the Classical wall,

the preserved remains being Hellenistic (Missailidou-

Despotidou (1993)). Remains of a wall enclosing the acrop-

olis in the south-western corner of the city could still be seen

by Leake in 1809, but were already badly preserved (Leake

(1835) iv. 454ff).

Skotoussa had cults of Apollo Kerdoios (Missailidou-

Despotidou (1993) A71), Asklepios (ibid. A1), Demeter

(Moustaka (1983) 94 (C5s)), Dionysos (ibid. 106 (C4m)),

Herakles (ibid. 162, 163, 199 (C5l, C4m, C3)); Peek (1974) 26

(C5); Missailidou-Despotidou (1993) B4–5 (C2)), Pan and

the Nymphs (Volos Museum Λ 764 (C4)), Poseidon

(ArchDelt 48B: 257 (C3?)), and Zeus (schol. Hom. Il.

16.233α).

Poulydamas of Skotoussa achieved an Olympic victory in

the pankration in 408 (Olympionikai 348).

Skotoussa struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

c.480–400 and coins of silver and bronze from c.400 to,

probably, 367. (1) Silver, C5 (drachm, triobol, obol): (i) obv.

man wrestling bull; rev. forepart of horse; or obv. bull’s head;

rev. horse’s head; legend: ΣΚΟ (on similarities between

these coins and contemporary coins of Krannon, Larisa, the

Perrhaibians, Pharkadon, Pherai and Trikka, see Kraay

(1976) 115–16 and Martin (1985) 36–37); (ii) obv. forepart of

horse; rev. corn-grain in deep incuse square; legend: ΣΚΟ;

on similarities between these coins and contemporary coins

of Methylion and coins struck in the name of “the
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Thessalians”(possibly by Pherai, supra), see Kraay (1976) 116

and Martin (1985) 37–38. (2) Silver, 400–367 (triobol, tri-

hemiobol): obv. head of bearded Herakles; rev. forepart of

horse; legend: ΣΚΟ; or obv. head of young Herakles; rev.

Demeter(?); legend: ΣΚΟΤΟΥΣΣΑΙΩΝ. (3) Bronze,

c.400–367: obv. head of young Herakles, or female head fac-

ing; rev. forepart of horse, or vine-branch with grapes; leg-

end: ΣΚΟ or ΣΚΟΤΟΥΣΣΑΙΩΝ. Babelon, Traité ii.1.

1030–31, ii.4 nos. 626–33; Head, HN² 309; Rogers (1932) nos.

539–545; Liampi (1996) 107; SNG Cop. Thessaly 250–52.

416. Thetonion (Thetonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long.

22.10. For the location, see Helly (1992) 84. Size of territory:

2. Type: B. The toponym is presumably Θητ)νιον, τ# (cf.

Hellan. fr. 8 and Keil (1899) 192). The city-ethnic is Θετ#νιος

in IG ix.2 257.2 (C5m).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Thetonion a polis, but

it deserves inclusion in this Inventory because of an honorif-

ic decree passed by the Thetonians in C5m (IG ix.2 257) which

(1) attests an eponymous official, a hyloros (cf., however,

Sherk (1990) 259); (2) has the internal collective use of the

city-ethnic; (3) grants a foreigner �συλ�α and �τ/λεια; (4)

bestows the title of ε(gεργ/τας upon him; and (5) records

the magistracy of τ�γος in the community itself (see Helly

(1995) 29–35). The expression Θετ#νιοι �δοκαν points to a

session of an assembly. Finally, the inscription attests to a cult

of Apollo Delphinios (ll. 10–11). Thetonion probably

belonged to the tetras of Thessaliotis (Helly (1995) 165).

417. Trikka (Trikkaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.35, long. 21.45. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is Τρ�κ(κ)η, !

(Hom. Il. 2.729, 4.202; Strabo 9.5.17) or Τρ�κκα (IG ix.2

301.2 (C2); Ptol. Geog. 3.12.41). The city-ethnic is Τρικκα5ος

(CID ii 1.i.16; Diod. 18.56.5 (r319)).

In the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts of 362/1 (CID ii 1) the

Trikkaians are recorded (i.16) under the heading τα�δε τ[ν

πολ�ων vνικαν (i.11); Strabo 9.5.17 calls it a phrourion.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on

C5 coins (infra) and externally in CID ii 1.i.16 (362/1) and

Diod. 18.56.5 (r319); the external individual use is found in

CID ii 48.i.46 (338/7), 79.A.i.46 (334/3).

Trikka was situated in Thessalia (IG iv².1 128.29 (c.280);

IG xi.4 606 fr. b.8 (C3f)), more specifically in Hestiaotis

(Strabo 9.5.17). It is located in north-western Thessalia at

modern Trikala. The site was inhabited in the Archaic and

Classical periods, but the preserved building remains are all

from a later date (Tziaphalias (1988) 186–92).

Diod. 18.56.5 reports that Trikkaian exiles were explicitly

excluded from the general amnesty decreed by Polyperchon

in 319, and this suggests that the city had followed a policy

opposed to Philip II of Makedon (Martin (1985) 104;

Hammond (1994) 48). Nothing further is known about

these exiles, but their very existence indicates a defined body

of citizens.

The patron divinity was Asklepios, who, according to

Strabo, was born at Trikka (14.1.39) and there had his oldest

and most famous sanctuary (9.5.17); the Asklepieion has not

yet been identified (Tziaphalias (1988) 188–92). Coin types

(infra) suggest cults of Athena and the eponymous nymph.

Trikka struck coins in both silver and bronze; the silver

issues are dated to 480–400, the bronze issues to 400–344. (1)

Silver (Aiginetan standard). Triobols: obv. Thessalian sub-

duing bull or forepart of bull; rev. forepart of horse in incuse

square; legend: ΤΡΙΚ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙ,

ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟΝ or ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΩΝ; on sim-

ilarities between these coins and contemporary coins of

Krannon, Larisa, the Perrhaibians, Pharkadon, Pherai and

Skotoussa, see Kraay (1976) 115–16 and Martin (1985) 36–37.

Trihemiobols: obv. horseman; rev. nymph Trikka seated

with phiale and mirror; legend: ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟ. Obols: obv.

horse; rev. nymph engaged in various activities, or Athena

running; legend: ΤΡΙΚΚ, ΤΡΙΚΑ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑ,

ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟΝ. Hemiobols: obv. bull’s hoof; rev. forepart

of horse; legend: ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟΝ. (2) Bronze: obv. head of

nymph Trikka; rev. armed warrior advancing, or Asklepios

seated with serpent and serpent erect below chair or serpent

erect before chair being fed a bird by the god; legend:

ΤΡΙΚΚΑ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟΝ, ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN ²

310–11; Babelon, Traité ii.1 no. 1443, ii.4 nos. 538–59; Rogers

(1932) 176–78; Liampi (1996) 112; SNG Cop. Thessaly 262–67).

2. Adjacent Regions

2.1 Dolopia

418. Angeia (Angeieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long. 22.40.

Size of territory: 2? Type: [A] (classified as a fort/tower by

Barr., but see infra). The toponym has been restored as

?γγε�α,! (.ν ?γ[γε�αι]) in a C3s catalogue of theorodokoi

from Delphi (CID ii p. 26). The city-ethnic is ?νγειε�ς

(CID ii 8.ii.16 (C4f)) or ?γγει�της (F.Delphes iii.2 68.10

(C2f)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Angeia a polis; but in

the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts the ?νγειε5ς are recorded

in a fragmentary list (CID ii 8.ii.16), the heading of which

undoubtedly included the formula τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων

vνικαν (cf. CID ii 5.ii.25–26) vel sim. Ager (1996) no. 65 is a
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C3l/C2e arbitration between Ktimene and Angeia, which

refers to both these communities as poleis (ll. 21, 25). Since

the external collective use of the city-ethnic occurs in CID ii

8.16 (C4f) to record a collective donation by the Angeians of

100 dr. towards the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi, it was

possibly a polis in C4. Angeia was a Dolopian community

(IG ii² 1132.59 (C2)), but it apparently did not provide the

Amphiktyonic League with Dolopian hieromnemones in C4

when these were provided by Ktimene (Lefèvre (1998) 85).

At the site (for which see Helly (1992)) are remains of a poly-

gonous circuit with diateichisma, gate and towers (Stählin

(1924a) 149).

419. Ktimene (Ktimenaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long.

22.00. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Κτιµ/νη, ! (Ap. Rhod. 1.68; Steph. Byz. 388.17); in REG 62

(1949) 28 l. 16 (C2) Daux restored the plural form .ν

Κτιµ/[ναις]. The city-ethnic is Κτιµενα5ος (CID ii 74.i.49

(337/6)).

Ktimene is not explicitly called a polis in any Archaic or

Classical source, but the political sense is indirectly attested

in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74), where a tamias

of Ktimene is recorded (i.49) after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν

�ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). For an explicit attestation,

see Ager (1996) no. 65, a C3l/C2e arbitration between

Ktimene and Angeia which refers to both these communi-

ties as poleis (ll. 21, 25). The external and individual use of the

city-ethnic in C4s (CID ii 32.45, 74.i.49, 77.i.10, 100.i.10,

102.i.A.11) is further proof of polis status in this period.

Ktimene was a Dolopian community (CID ii 74.i.49; Ap.

Rhod. 1.68) and as such sometimes provided the

Amphiktyonic League with the Dolopian hieromnemon

(CID ii 32.45 (C4l)).

At Ktimene, a C3 wall crowns the acropolis (Stählin

(1924a) 148), and a second fortified place was found “½

Stunde südöstlich” from Rentina (ibid.).

2.2 Ainis

420. Hypata (Hypataios) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 22.15.

Size of territory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is ‘Υπ�τα, !

(BCH 45 (1921) iii.127 (230–220); ArchEph (1914) 88, 2.9

(C3)) or ‘Υπ�τη (Arist. Mir. ausc. 843b16). The city-ethnic is

‘Υπατα5ος (CID ii 3.8 (362–357); C4f coins (infra); IG ix.2

3a.1 (C4)), and ‘Υπαταιε�ς (IG iv 617.2 (316–293)).

If [τ]α[�δε τ[ν πολ�ων] and [‘Υ]πα[τα5οι] are correct-

ly restored in CID ii 3.1 and 8, then Hypata is there listed as a

polis in the political sense; later sources frequently apply

polis in the political sense to the city (e.g. IG ix.2 7a, passim).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found in IG

ix.2 3a.1 (C4) and on C4f coins (infra). The external collec-

tive use is found in CID ii 3.8 (362–357, heavily restored) and

IG iv 617.2 (316–293); see further Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29.

The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested only in

Hellenistic sources, e.g. F.Delphes iii.4 363.2 (225–210).

Hypata was an Ainian city (Arist. Mir. ausc. 843b16).At the

site are remains of an acropolis wall (Béquignon (1937b)

with fig. 13) and a circuit wall, certain parts of which date to

C4–C3 (Stählin (1924a) 211; Béquignon (1937b) 310–11).

Inside the walls are undated remains of walls (Béquignon

(1937b) 310).

A C4 grant of proxeny (along with epinomia and enktesis)

by Hypata is recorded in IG ix.2 3a, which also attests to the

existence of a board of >ρχοντες (3a.4).

Coin types suggest cults of Zeus and Athena; Hermes is

attested by IG ix.2 31 (Hell.?). Apollo Hypataios is attested

outside the city itself in Epidauros (IG iv².1 451 (C3)), and

Asklepios Hypataios on Paros (IG xii.5 156 (“late”) and

Thera (IG xii.3 suppl. 1330 (C2)). Relations to Panhellenic

sanctuaries are attested by a collective donation of money by

the city towards the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi (CID

ii 3.8 (362–357), heavily restored). IG iv 617.2 (316–293)

records a monetary donation by the Hypataians “to the

θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce the celebration of

the Nemean Games and the Heraia” (Perlman (2000) 74,

127–29).

Hypata struck bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. laureate

head of Zeus and thunderbolt within border of dots; rev.

Athena Nikephoros with spear and shield; legend:

ΥΠΑΤΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 296; Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 454;

Rogers (1932) nos. 267–68; SNG Cop. Thessaly 74).

421. (Kapheleis) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: [A]. A

toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic Καφελε�ς is attest-

ed only once in a Classical source: viz. in the Delphic

accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74), where a Kaphelian tamias is

recorded (i.56) after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν

τ3ς π#λεις (i.4).The same source assigns the community to

Ainis.

422. (Korophaioi) Map 55. Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type:

C. A toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Κοροφα5ος

(CID ii 97.64 (327/6)). The community is mentioned in a

single type of source: the Delphic naopic accounts, which

four times mention Κ/λων Κοροφα5ος as Ainian hierom-

nemon (CID ii 92.5 (328), 94.8 (328/7), 96.10 (327/6), 97.64

(327/6)).
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423. (Phyrrhagioi) Map 55.Unlocated.Not in Barr.Type:

[A]. A toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is

Φυρρ�γιος (CID ii 1.i.40 (362/1)). Polis in the political sense

is indirectly attested in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii

74), where a tamias of the Phyrrhagioi is recorded (i.57) after

the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). Cf.

also CID ii 1 (362/1), a list of contributions towards the

rebuilding of the temple at Delphi headed by the phrase

τα�δε τ[ν πολ�ων vνικαν (i.28): one donation is described

as handed in by an Α2νι3ν Φυρρ�γιος Στρ�των (i.40),

which shows that the Phyrrhagioi were conceived of as a

polis. Other Phyrrhagioi were mentioned in the Delphic

naopic accounts as Ainian hieromnemones: Agion

Phyrrhagios in 331/30 (CID ii 86.18) and Nikanor

Phyrrhagios in 328 (92.5), 327 (94.8) and 327/6 (96.11, 97.64).

Nothing else is known about the community.

424. Talana Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: [A]. The

toponym is Ταλ�να,! (CID ii 1.i.44 (362/1)). No city-ethnic

is attested, unless Ταλ�ωνος in IG xi² 31.126 (C3l) is to be

associated with Ainian Talana.

In the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts of 362/1 (CID ii 1)

Talana is recorded (i.44) under the heading τα�δε τ[ν

πολ�ων vνικαν (i.11), and its gift of 67 dr. is handed in by

?θαν�δας Α2νι�ν. Nothing else is known about this Ainian

community, unless in IG xi² 31.126, a C3l grant of privileges

by the Aitolian Confederacy to Dokimos Antiochou Talaonos,

Ταλ�ωνος refers to Ainian Talana.

2.3 Oita

425. Chen (Cheneus) Map 55. Unlocated. Type: C. The

toponym is Χ�ν (Diog. Laert. 1.106) or Χ8ναι, αH (Paus.

10.24.1; cf. Diod. 9.6). The city-ethnic is Χηνε�ς (Pl. Prt.

343A; Paus. 10.24.1; Diog. Laert. 1.106) or Χηνα5ος

(Musonius Rufus 11.39; Stob. Flor. 4.15a.18.46).

Chen is always mentioned in connection with Myson,one

of the Seven Sages of the Archaic period (Pl. Prt. 343A).

According to Diog. Laert. 1.107–8, the location of Chen was

subject to dispute already in Antiquity, but there is a reason-

ably consistent tradition associating it with the area of Oita

and Malis (Diod. 9.6; Paus. 10.24.1; Diog. Laert. 1.106). Its

only claim to inclusion in this Inventory is the existence of

an ethnic closely related to the toponym and used as a part of

Myson’s name as early as Plato (Prt. 343A); such a usage is

often indicative that the site to whose toponym the ethnic is

related was a polis (Hansen (1996) 182–87), especially in

external contexts. If Χηνε�ς/Χηνα5ος is not a sub-ethnic

(ibid. 171–73, 182), then Chen was possibly a polis. However,

Χηνε�ς/Χηνα5οςmay very well be a sub-ethnic: our sources

consistently describe Chen as a kome (Diod. 9.6; Paus.

10.24.1; Diog. Laert. 1.106), and Aristoxenos is cited by

Diogenes as saying that Myson the Sage did not live in a polis

but a kome (Aristox. fr. 130, Wehrli �Diog. Laert. 1.107); if it

was a kome, it is not known to which polis it belonged.

426. Parasopioi (Parasopieus) Map 55. Unlocated (de-

scribed by Strabo 9.2.23 as .ν ‘Ηρακλε��α τ=8 Τραχιν��α).

Type: B. The toponym is Παρασ)πιοι (F.Delphes iii.2 183.3

(c.300); Strabo 8.6.24, 9.2.23) or Παρασωπι�ς (Strabo

9.5.10). The city-ethnic is Παρασωπιε�ς (F.Delphes iii.1 118.3

(324/3)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Parasopioi a polis

(Strabo 8.6.24, 9.2.23 calls it a kome in reference to his own

day); but it may be included as a probable polis here on

account of two Delphic grants of proxeny to men from the

community: F.Delphes iii.1 118 is a grant of 324/3 to a man

described as Παρασωπιε�ς, and F.Delphes iii.2 183 one of

c.300 to an [Ο2]τα5ος .κ Παρασωπ�ων. It was thus an

Oitaian community.

2.4 Malis

427. Anthele Map 55. Lat. 38.45, long. 22.30. Size of terri-

tory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?νθ�λη, ! in Hdt.

7.176.2, 200.2. No city-ethnic is attested. At 7.176.2,

Herodotos describes Anthele as a polis in the urban sense; at

7.200.2, however, he describes it as a kome associated with

the sanctuary of Demeter Amphiktyonis. There is no obvi-

ous explanation for these two different classifications

(Hansen (2000) 197), and there is no evidence either to sup-

port or to reject Herodotos’ polis classification. Hdt. 7.216

implicitly places Anthele in Malis. For the site, see

Béquignon (1937b) 181–91; Thalmann (1980).

428. Antikyre (Antikyritas) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long.

22.25. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

?ντικ�ρη, ! (Hdt. 7.198.2). The city-ethnic is ?ντικυρε�ς

in Hdt. 7.214.1, 8.21.1, or ?ντικυρ�τας (IG ix.1 227 (C2m)).

The only Classical source to mention Antikyre is Herodotos,

who at 7.198.2 calls it a polis in the urban sense, and at 7.214.1

and 8.21.1 applies the city-ethnic to two individuals of the

city.

Antikyre has not yet been securely located, but it was in

Malis (Hdt. 7.198.1–2) and most probably lay on the south-

ern bank of the river Spercheios, between Komma and

Phrantzi, upstream from the confluence with the
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Gorgopotamos, possibly at Kostalexi (Béquignon (1937b)

305–6; Kase (1991) 78, followed by Barr.).

429. Echinos (Echinaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.55, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is ’Εχινο%ς, W (Ar.

Lys. 1169) or ’Εχ5νος (Dem. 9.34; IG iv 617.2 (316–293)) or

iΕχιν/ος (BCH 45 (1921) iii.131 (230–220)). The city-ethnic

is ’Εχινα5ος (CID ii 67.27 (C4s)).

Echinos is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 62

(cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 145, 154), but apart

from that the earliest references to a π#λις ’Εχινα�ων are

SEG 25 642 (C2f) and Polyb. 9.42.1 (r210). The C3 poet

Rhianos (FGrHist 265) fr. 34 uses >στυ about Echinos. The

external and collective use of the city-ethnic is found in CID

ii 67.27, 71.28 (C4s). The external and individual use of the

city-ethnic is attested in F.Delphes iii.4 377 (346). IG iv 617.2

(316–293) records a monetary donation by Echinos “to the

θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce the celebration of

the Nemean Games and the Heraia” (Perlman (2000) 74,

127–29).

Not much is known about the history of Echinos:

F.Delphes iii.4 377 �Syll.³ 222 (346) is a grant of proxeny by

Delphi to an Echinian, and Dem. 9.34 implies Theban con-

trol of, or influence at, Echinos in the time of Philip II,

brought to an end by Philip.

Echinos was situated in Malis according to Ps.-Skylax 62;

the territory is described as γ8 π�µφορος by Polyb. 9.41.11.

The urban history of Archaic/Classical Echinos is unknown,

most remains being Hellenistic; but a piece of isodomic cir-

cuit wall undoubtedly dates from C4 (ArchDelt 43 ([1988]

1992) B.1: 211–16). According to Demetrios of Kallatis

(FGrHist 85) fr. 6 (apud Strabo 1.3.20), Echinos suffered ter-

ribly from an earthquake,presumably the one in 426 (Fossey

(1990) 183–84).

430. Herakleia (Herakle(i)otes) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long.

22.25. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is

‘Ηρ�κλεια (Thuc. 3.92.6; Xen. Hell. 6.4.27; Diod. 12.59.3

(r426)), distinguished from homonyms by the addition of

! Τραχιν�α (IG xii.5 542.33 (C4m); Xen. Hell. 1.2.18;

Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.15.2), ! .ν Τραχιν��α (Thuc. 3.92.1;

Diod. 15.57.2 (r370)),! .ν Τραχ5νι (Thuc. 4.78.1), or ! περ�

Τραχ5να (Diod. 14.38.4 (r399)) vel sim. The city-ethnic is

‘Ηρακλε)της (Thuc. 5.51.2; Xen. Hell. 6.5.23; CID ii 32.49

(C4l)), or ‘Ηρακλει)τας (CID ii 36.i.9 (340s)), distin-

guished from that of homonyms by the addition of W .ν

Τραχ5νι (Thuc. 5.51.1).

Herakleia is called a polis in the urban sense at Thuc.

3.92.6, 93.1 and Hermippos fr. 4.21, West; it is called κτ�σµα

at Strabo 9.4.13; polis in the political sense is found at Thuc.

3.92.4, 5.51.1–2; it is called �ποικ�α at Thuc. 3.92.1.

The C4e coin legend ΗΡΑΚ (infra) is presumably an

abbreviation of the internal collective city-ethnic; the exter-

nal collective use of the city-ethnic is found at Thuc. 5.51.1–2;

Xen.Hell.3.5.6,6.5.23; and IG iv 617.1 (316–293).The external

individual use is found at, e.g., CID ii 36.i.9, 35 (340s).

Herakleia was founded in 426 by the Lakedaimonians

(Thuc. 3.92.1), who provided the three oecists Leon, Alkidas

and Damagon (Thuc. 3.92.5). Pressed in war by the Oitaians

(πολ/µ�ω .φθαρµ/νοι: Thuc. 3.92.2; τοLς πλε�ους τ+ν

πολιτ+ν �π/βαλον . . . .ρ�µου οdσης τ8ς π#λεως: Diod.

12.59.4), the Trachinians (one of the three mere of the

Malians; cf. the entry on Trachis infra) and the Dorians of

central Greece had sent an embassy to Lakedaimon (Thuc.

3.92.2–3). Neither Thucydides nor Diodorus states exactly

what was asked of the Lakedaimonians (cf. Malkin (1994)

221), but they decided to grant help in the form of a colony

(Thuc. 3.92.4) and proceeded to consult the Delphic oracle,

which recommended the foundation (Thuc. 3.92.5). The

settlers were drawn from the Spartans themselves, from the

perioikoi and from other Hellenes to the exclusion of certain

ethne such as the Achaians and the Ionians (Thuc. 3.92.5);

Diod. 12.59.4 says that the settlers were drawn from

Lakedaimonians, Peloponnesians and other Hellenes.

Thuc. 3.92.6 presumably means that Herakleia was a new

foundation (cf.HCT ad loc.; Malkin (1994) 221),and Strabo’s

statement that Herakleia was 6 stades from the site of

Trachis (9.4.13) confirms this if the reference is to the origi-

nal site; however, Diod. 12.59.3 says that Trachis was

renamed Herakleia (cf. Strabo 9.4.13) whereby he possibly

means to locate the city at the site of Trachis. If Strabo’s

statement about the location of Herakleia is accepted as

referring to the original site, then Diodorus must be wrong,

or his statement about the renaming must be taken to refer

to the community, not the site, of old Trachis. That would

indicate that the Trachinians themselves were enrolled as

citizens of Herakleia (cf. Diod. 14.82.6; Polyaen. 2.21), as

would the fact that a new distribution of land followed the

foundation (Diod. 12.59.5). Cf. also Paus. 10.22.1 (r280), who

distinguishes the ruins of old Trachis from the city of

Herakleia; and Stählin (1924a) 208 with fig. 27 at 206, who

locates old Trachis in the lower city of Herakleia. See also

Béquignon (1937b) 244, who locates old Trachis on the later

acropolis of Herakleia; both locations imply that Trachis

was merged with Herakleia at the latter’s foundation. (Ps.-

Skylax 62 lists Τραχ�ς alongside ‘Ηρ�κλεια. However, this

is presumably irrelevant for the discussion above, since it is
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likely that the compiler has merged sources of different

dates.)

From the outset the ethnic identity of the city was mixed

(see supra). In the context of the Amphiktyonic League,

Herakleia counted as Malian, at least in C4s when its citizens

are seen serving the Amphiktyony as Malian hierom-

nemones, of which Herakleia regularly provided one (CID ii

36.i.9, 35, ii.23 (340s), 43.27 (340), 76.i.27 (335), 77.i.2 (334/3),

97.65 (327/6), 102.i.17 (324/3), 102.ii.A33 (324/3), 32.49 (C4l);

cf. 74.i.58 (337/6) for one serving as tamias), the other being

provided by Lamia. However, Diod. 18.11.1 (r323) describes it

as Oitaian (cf. Diod. 15.57.2), and so does Strabo (9.5.10).

According to Thuc. 3.93.2, the city was originally populous

(π�νυ πολλο�ς); Diod. 12.59.5 (cf. Ps.-Skymnos 597) gives

the number of settlers as 10,000 (4,000 Lakedaimonians and

other Peloponnesians, and 6,000 from the rest of the

Hellenes; but see Schaefer (1961)). However, the city was

soon depopulated due to Spartan maladministration (Thuc.

3.93.2, 5.52.1): the Spartans sent out >ρχοντες to govern

Herakleia, which was clearly treated as a Spartan dependen-

cy (Thuc. 3.93.2; cf. Xen. Hell. 1.2.18, where such a Spartan

officer is termed -ρµοστ�ς; cf. the sketch of the political his-

tory infra). Ten thousand settlers (Diod.; Ps.-Skymnos) is

probably not a historical figure, but an ideological number

(Schaefer (1961); for another view, see Helly (1995) 280–87, a

discussion of Thessalian military figures). For information

on the level of population there are only hoplite numbers vel

sim.: in 426, 500 hoplites served with Sparta (Thuc. 3.100.2),

and in 409/8, 700 hoplites fell in battle against the Oitaians

(Xen. Hell. 1.2.18); in 399, 500 citizens were executed during a

stasis (Diod. 14.38.4). But the composition of the population

underwent several modifications as the city was drawn into

the power struggles of the larger poleis.

In 422/1 a Spartan army on the march for Thrace inter-

fered in the political life of the city (Thuc.5.12). In 420/19, the

Herakleots were defeated in battle by the Ainians,

Dolopians, Malians and some Thessalians (Thuc. 5.51.2;

Diod. 12.77.4 reporting heavy losses); these people had been

hostile towards the foundation from the beginning (Thuc.

5.51.2). In 419/18 the Boiotians (possibly sent for by

Herakleia itself, cf. Diod. 12.77.4) took over the city and

expelled the Spartan archon Agesippidas (Thuc. 5.52.1);

however, by 395 it was apparently once again a Spartan ally

(Xen. Hell. 3.5.6). In 409/8, the Herakleots again fought the

Oitaians, losing 700 men due to betrayal by their Achaian

allies (Xen. Hell. 1.2.18). A stasis is attested for 399 (Diod.

14.38.4 and infra); citizens exiled by the Lakedaimonians are

reported for 395 (Diod. 14.82.6), and they may have been

exiled on this occasion. In 399, the Spartan officer

Herippidas successfully fought off the Oitaian threat 

(Diod. 14.38.5). In 395 the city was captured (with inside

help) by the Boiotians and Argives, who killed captured

Lakedaimonians, sent off other Peloponnesians, and

restored citizens previously exiled by the Lakedaimonians

(Diod. 14.82.6–7). In 371/70, Jason of Pherai took the city by

treachery, razed the walls (Xen. Hell. 6.4.27), made it anas-

tatos, and handed over the territory to the Oitaians and the

Malians (Diod. 15.57.2). The community must, however,

have been reconstituted, since it appears in C4s: cf. the

Delphic inscriptions cited supra and Diod. 18.11.1, 56.5.

The city was initially an ally of Sparta (Thuc. 3.100.2), and

again on later occasions such as the battle of Leuktra (Xen.

Hell. 6.4.9); an alliance with the Phthiotic Achaians is

implied by Xen. Hell. 1.2.18.An alliance with Boiotia is attest-

ed by Xen. Hell. 6.5.23.

A stasis occurred in 399 (Diod. 14.38.4): the

Lakedaimonians sent out Herippidas to settle the problems;

he called a meeting of the ekklesia and proceeded to execute

500 citizens (Diod. 14.38.4); Polyaen. 2.21 describes the 

citizens here executed as Trachinioi; the exiles restored by 

the Boiotians and Argives in 395 are likewise described 

as Trachinioi (Diod. 14.82.7), and this suggests that the 

city experienced severe difficulties in integrating the

Trachinians and the new settlers (Gehrke, Stasis 73; Malkin

(1994) 221–27). Exiles are attested in 395 (Diod. 14.82.6) and

again in 319, when they were explicitly excluded from the

general amnesty issued by Philip Arrhidaios (Diod. 18.56.5).

A citizen of Herakleia is listed as proxenos of Karthaia on

Keos in IG xii.5 542.33 (C4m).

Herakleia was situated at a distance of 20 stades from the

sea, 40 stades from Thermopylai (Thuc. 3.92.6), and 6 stades

from the site of Trachis (Strabo 9.4.13). To the west the

neighbours were Ainis and Oitaia, to the north Malis and

Lamia, and to the south was Doris, and to the south-east

Thermopylai. In Strabo’s day Parasopias was a kome in the

territory (8.6.24, 9.2.23); in the Classical period it was possi-

bly a polis (see the entry for Parasopioi).

Herakleia was fortified at its foundation (Thuc. 3.92.6; cf.

Xen. Hell. 6.4.27); traces of fortifications (acropolis wall and

city wall) are briefly mentioned by Stählin (1924a) 207.

Docks (νε)ρια) were constructed at the foundation as well

(Thuc. 3.92.6). The agora is mentioned in IG ix.2 103.9

(C2m). Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 (apud Strabo

1.3.20) reports that the city was badly damaged by an earth-

quake, presumably the one in 426 (Fossey (1990) 183) and

thus at or shortly after the foundation.
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The chief cult was presumably that of Herakles (Diod.

12.59.4); other attested deities are Artemis (Livy 36.22) and

Asklepios (A. Kontogiannis (1997) 176). A festival called

Herakleia is attested by IG ix.1 229.10 (C2).

IG iv 617.1 (316–293) records a monetary donation by the

Herakleots “to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to

announce the celebration of the Nemean Games and the

Heraia” (Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). Donations, presum-

ably by individual Herakleots, towards the rebuilding of

the temple at Delphi are recorded by CID ii 12.i.54, 56

(341/40).

Herakleia struck coins in silver and bronze from C4e. (1)

Silver: denominations: obol, hemiobol, tetartemorion on

the Aiginetan standard; types: obv. lion’s head; rev. club with

different symbols, or bow and quiver; legend: ΗΡΑ,

ΗΡΑΚ. (2) Bronze: obv. lion’s head, or head of nymph; rev.

club with different symbols, or lion’s head; legend: ΗΡΑ

(Head, HN² 296; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 444–50; Rogers

(1932) nos. 247–53; SNG Cop. Thessaly 66–69).

431. Lamia (Lamieus) Map 55. Lat. 38.50, long. 22.25. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Λαµ�α, ! (Ps.-

Skylax 62; Hyp. 6.18; CID ii 118.3 (c.365–360); BCH 45 (1921)

iii.135 (230–220)); the city-ethnic is Λαµιε�ς (CID ii 8.ii.13

(before 356), 32.49 (325)).

Lamia is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 62

(�στι δ* Μαλιε%σιν ! πρ)τη π#λις Λαµ�α) and Diod.

18.12.4 (r323); in the political sense, polis is indirectly attested

in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74), where a tamias

of Lamia is recorded (i.57) after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν

�ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). The internal collective use of

the city-ethnic is found on C4f coins (infra) and in IG ix.2 60

(C4l); the external collective use is found in CID ii 8.ii.13

(before 356), Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 5 (r426)

(cf. Fossey (1990) 183–84) apud Strabo 1.3.20, and Diod.

18.11.1 (r323/2); and the external individual use is found in

CID ii 36.i.10 (343–340), 43.5 (340).

Lamia was a Malian community (Ps.-Skylax 62; Diod.

18.11.1 (r323); cf. infra on coins) and regularly provided the

Amphiktyonic League with one of the Malian hierom-

nemones (CID ii 32.49 (325), 36.i.10 (343–340), 36.i.36

(343–340), etc.), the other being provided by Herakleia

(Stählin (1924b) 554). (For the possibility that Lamia

belonged to Achaia prior to 413, see Kip (1910) 42–43 and

Stählin (1924b) 553). A citizen of Lamia served the

Amphiktyonic League as tamias (CID ii 74.i.57 (337/6)), and

another fulfilled an unidentifiable function (CID ii 118.2–3

(c.365–360) with comm.). A collective donation by Lamia of

600 dr. towards the rebuilding of the temple at Delphi is

recorded in CID ii 8.ii.13 (before 356).

In contradistinction to the other Malians, the Lamians

did not join the Greek alliance during the Lamian War

(Diod. 18.11.1) but served Antipatros as a refuge (Diod. 18.13).

A grant of politeia and proxenia to two men of Larisa is

attested by IG ix.2 60 (C4l). The same decree attests to the

existence of a board of archons, a strategos, a hipparchos and

a grammateus (13–18); cf. SEG 16 373 (C3f) attesting to the

same magistracies. A grant of �νκτησ[ι]ς γ[ς κα� ο2κ�ας is

included in IG ix.2 60.7–8 (C4l) as well.

According to Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6, as

transmitted by Strabo 1.3.20, the city of Lamia suffered con-

siderably from the earthquake of 426 (cf. Fossey (1990)

183–84), but no details are given. The earliest urban remains

at the site are on the acropolis, which rises to 173 m; there are

remains of a C6 polygonal fortification wall and of a second

phase dating to C5–C4 (Stählin (1924b) 548; Scranton (1941)

91–92; Lauffer (1989) 365–66). During the Lamian War,

Antipatros was besieged by Leosthenes in Lamia (Hyp. 6.12),

but its city walls, whose fine construction Diodorus empha-

sises (τε�χους πολυτελο%ς κατεσκευασµ/νου), were 

able to withstand the assaults (Diod. 18.13.1–3). The course

of these walls can be traced or reasonably hypothesised for

its entirety. The Classical fortification (c.400) consisted of

an inner and an outer wall, the inner running for c.3 km and

the outer for c.4 km (see the plan in Stählin (1924b) 549–50),

and enclosed an area of 80 ha (ibid. 552). Polyaen. 4.4.2 refers

to houses (oikiai) in Lamia during the Lamian War.

Phalara (τ3 Φ�λαρα: Polyb. 20.10.16) was, according to

Steph. Byz. 656.3, a place πλησ�ον Λαµ�ας; it is described by

Livy 27.30.3 as having a “good harbour”(egregius portus) and

so was probably the harbour of Lamia; its precise location is

disputed (cf. Stählin (1924a) 217; Béquignon (1937b) 295–97;

PECS 697; Lauffer (1989) 533); it is mentioned as existing in

426 by Strabo 1.3.20.

The principal divinity was presumably Dionysos, who is

depicted on coins (infra) and whose sanctuary seems to have

been used for publishing official documents (IG ii² 861.28

(C3l)).

Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 464 is a silver diobol: obv. naked

and bearded Herakles seated on rock holding kantharos in

extended right hand and club in left; legend:

ΛΑ(ΜΙΕΩΝ?); rev. hydria in incuse square; legend:

ΤΡ(ΑΧΙΝΙΩΝ?). If the legends are correctly understood

as abbreviations of the city-ethnics of Lamia and Trachis,

then this coin may represent a joint issue of these two

Malian cities (in which case the coin should predate 426,
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which fits Babelon’s date of C5m; cf. Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

465–66 for two other coins possibly to be ascribed to Lamia).

However that may be, Lamia is known to have struck in both

silver and bronze from c.400. Silver (triobols and obols on

the Aiginetan standard): obv. head of young ivy-crowned

Dionysos; rev. amphora; legend:ΛΑΜΙΕΩΝ.The legend is

sometimes ΜΑΛΙΕΩΝ, presumably indicating a leading

role for Lamia in the Malian ethnos.Also obv. head of nymph

(Lamia?); rev. Philoktetes wearing pilos seated on rock, or

Philoktetes kneeling and shooting with bow; legends:

ΛΑΜΙ, ΛΑΜΙΕΩΝ. Bronze: obv. head of nymph

(Lamia?); rev. Philoktetes on one knee or kneeling on rock

shooting with bow; legend: ΛΑΜΙΕΩΝ; or obv. head of

nymph (Lamia?); rev. naked Philoktetes seated on rock, bow

in front, or sitting on island with dolphin swimming in sea;

legend: ΛΑΜΙ; or obv. head of nymph (Lamia?); rev.

Philoktetes kneeling, sometimes on rock, and shooting with

bow; legends: ΛΑΜ, ΛΑΜΙΕΩΝ; or obv. head of nymph;

rev. amphora with ivy leaf above; legend: ΛΑΜ; or, finally,

obv. head of Athena; rev. standing Philoktetes shooting with

bow; legend: ΜΑΛΙΕΩΝ (cf. supra). Head, HN ² 296;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 455–62; Rogers (1932) nos. 385–88;

SNG Cop. Thessaly 75–81.

432. Trachis (Trachinios) Map 55, location as Herakleia

(q.v.). Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is

Τρηχ�ς in Hdt. 7.199, and Τραχ�ς in Ps.-Skylax 62 and

Strabo 9.5.8. The city-ethnic is Τραχ�νιος (Thuc. 3.92.2) or

Τρηχ�νιος (Hdt. 7.175.2). Trachis is called a polis in the

urban sense in Hdt. 7.199, a passage which also uses the verb

πεπ#λισται about the city. At Thuc. 3.92.2 the Τραχ�νιοι

are described not as a polis, but as one of three µ/ρη into

which the Malians were subdivided; however, the use of

meros need not mean that Trachis was not a polis, as is clear

from Hdt. 1.145, where merea is used to describe twelve com-

munities in Peloponnesian Achaia which were all poleis in

the Classical period. Moreover, Diod. 12.59.3 (r426)

describes the Trachinioi as the politai of Trachis, and Diod.

14.82.7 and Polyaen. 2.21 use Trachinios in a manner which

indicates that it was in fact the city-ethnic of Trachis. On the

assumption that Trachinios is a city-ethnic, the following

should be noted: the internal collective use is possibly found

abbreviated as ΤΡ on C5m coins which may be a joint issue

of Trachis and Lamia (infra). The external collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in Hdt. 7.175.2, 217.1; Thuc. 3.92.2;

and Ctesias (FGrHist 688) fr. 13.128 (which also implies some

social stratification: Τραχιν�ων οH δυνατο�, Καλλι�δης

κα� Τιµαφ/ρνης). The external individual use is found at

Hdt. 7.213.3, 214.2. Thuc. 3.92.2 attests to a war fought by the

Trachinians (πολ/µ�ω .φθαρµ/νοι), which implies the exis-

tence of armed forces,as may—for what it is worth—Ctesias

(FGrHist 688) fr. 13.128 (Θ)ραξ δ* W Θεσσαλ�ς κα�

Τραχιν�ων οH δυνατο�, Καλλι�δης κα� Τιµαφ/ρνης,

παρ8σαν στρατι3ν �χοντες). The sending of an embassy

to Lakedaimon is attested by Thuc. 3.92.2. The territory is

referred to as ! γ8 ! Τραχιν�η at Hdt. 7.199 and as τ8ς

Μηλ�δος ! Τραχιν�η at 7.201.

In 426, the city was either renamed Herakleia or absorbed

by a new Sparta-sponsored foundation of that name (see

further the entry for Herakleia). Babelon, Traité ii.4 no.

464 is a C5m silver diobol on the Aiginetan standard: obv.

naked and bearded Herakles seated on rock holding 

kantharos in extended right hand and club in left; legend:

ΛΑ(ΜΙΕΩΝ?); rev. Hydria in incuse square; legend:

ΤΡ(ΑΧΙΝΙΩΝ?). If the legends are correctly understood

as abbreviations of the city-ethnics of Lamia and Trachis,

then this coin may represent a joint issue of these two

Malian cities.

2.5 Achaia

433. Antron Map 55. Lat. 38.55, long. 22.55. Size of territo-

ry ? Type: [A]. The toponym is ?ντρ)ν (Hom. Il. 2.697),

either W (Strabo 9.5.8) or ! (Eust. Il. 2.697), or ?ντρ+νες

([Dem.] 10.9; Ps.-Skylax 63; Strabo 9.5.7). A city-ethnic is

not attested except in late sources, such as the entry in Steph.

Byz. 101.16.

In Ps.-Skylax 63, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Antron is the first of five toponyms listed between the head-

ing ?χαι+ν π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ* κα�

>λλαι π#λεις ?χαιο5ς; polis in the political sense is not

attested, but is possibly implied by Diod. 20.110.3 (r302). A

citizen of Antron served as Delphic theorodokos in 230–220

(BCH 45: v.C(b).3).

The history of Antron is almost completely unknown;

[Dem.] 10.9 states that Philip II “bought”(.πρ�ατο) the city,

and Diod. 20.110.3 (r302) that it joined Demetrios after his

capture of Larisa Kremaste.

Antron was situated in Achaia (Ps.-Skylax 63; Strabo

9.5.8). At the site of the city are traces of both an extremely

badly preserved acropolis wall (Stählin (1924a) 182) and a

polygonal circuit wall (ibid.). At modern Phano a cemetery

of Classical and later times has been identified (ArchDelt 41

([1986] 1990) Chron. 74; 42 ([1988] 1993) B.1: 223 and later

issues).
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434. *Ekkarra (Ekkarreus) Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long. 22.10.

Size of territory: 2? Type: B. The toponym is Xκαρρα in

Steph. Byz. 58.9, who .κ τ8ς τ/χνης suggests the city-eth-

nics ?καρρα5ος and ?καρρ�της; C4s coins, however, have

’Εκκαρρε�ς.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Ekkarra a polis, but

polis status is suggested by the bronze coinage of C4s (infra).

IG ix.2 223 is a C3l(?) proxeny decree by Ekkarra which uses

polis and attests to the existence of archons.

Ekkarra was situated in Achaia (Steph. Byz. 58.9; Livy

32.13.13), and has been located at Kaitsa (Helly (1992) 85–89,

pace Stählin (1924a) 154). The site at modern Ano Ktimeni

(formerly Ano Dranista) was probably a second-order set-

tlement in its territory.At the site of Ekkarra itself is a C4 cir-

cuit wall running for 775 m and with quadrangular towers;

the acropolis was separately walled (Stählin (1924a) 159;

Béquignon (1928) 463–65).

Ekkarra struck bronze coins in C4s: obv. head of Zeus, or

Apollo; rev. Artemis standing; legend: ΕΚΚΑΡΡΕΩΝ

(Head, HN² 294; Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 475; Rogers (1932)

nos. 207–9; SNG Cop. Thessaly 47–48, Suppl. 244).

435. Halos (Haleus) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long. 22.50, but see

infra. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Xλος

(Hom. Il. 2.682; Hdt. 7.173.1), aλος, W (Dem. 19.163); cf.

Strabo 9.5.8: W aλος k ! aλος, λ/γεται γ3ρ �µφοτ/ρως.

The city-ethnic is yλε�ς (Dem. 19.36, 39; coins, infra);

Steph. Byz. 78.6 cites Sophokles (fr. 998, Pearson) for the

form ?λο�σιος and glossographoi for Xλιος.

Halos is called polis in the urban sense at Dem. 19.39, and

the political sense is presumably implied at Dem. 19.36. The

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on C4–C3

coins (infra), and the external collective use is found in

Dem. 19.36, 39.

Halos was situated in Achaia (Hdt. 7.173, 197; cf. C3 bronze

coins with ΑΧ in monogram: Head, HN ² 295). Its location,

certainly close to the sea (Hdt. 7.173.1; Dem. 19.163), remains

unknown; Reinders (1988) 159–63 proposes to locate it at

Magoula Plataniotiki. In its territory were some minor set-

tlements, presumably villages (Stählin (1924a) 176–77;

Reinders (1988) 155–57, 161, 172), and a temple with

Geometric pottery (Stählin (1924a) 177). Several military

installations are attested as well (Stählin (1924a) 177, 185;

Reinders (1988) 171; Haagsma et al. (1993); ArchDelt 49

(1994) Chron. 325–26; Malakassioti et al. (1994)), some of

them with C4 phases.

The urban centre itself, then, remains unlocated (Barr.

follows e.g. PECS in putting it at modern Halmyros, which is

unlikely). At 7.197.2, Herodotos mentions a prytaneion

(called λ�ιτον in the local dialect), but it is unclear whether

it is thought of as belonging to the local community of Halos

(so Miller (1978) no. 324 and Hansen and Fischer-Hansen

(1994) 32) or to the Achaians as such. From the mention of a

siege by Parmenion at Dem. 19.163 (aλου πολιορκουµ/νου)

it may be inferred that Halos was fortified by C4m; upon its

capture, it became depopulated (�ν�στατος . . . γ/γονεν,

Dem. 19.39) and the territory was handed over to the

Pharsalians (Dem. 11.1) with whom Halos had had a conflict

prior to its capture (Dem. 19.36). It was refounded in the

early Hellenistic period (c.302) on the initiative of Demetrios

Poliorketes. See Reinders (1988).

A sanctuary of Zeus Laphystios is mentioned by Hdt.

7.197.1, where a legend associated with it is recounted. The

patron divinity was presumably Artemis Panachaia (IG ix.2

add. 205.i.A.22, B.49 (Hell.)).

Halos minted in bronze in C4–C3. Types: obv. Zeus

Laphystios; rev. Phrixos or Helle with ram; legend:

ΑΛΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 296; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 467–69;

Rogers (1932) nos. 238–40; Reinders (1988) 236–51; SNG Cop.

Thessaly 62–65).

436. Kypaira (Kypharreus) Map 55. Lat. 39.00, long.

22.05. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Κ�φαιρα, ! (BCH 45 (1921) iii.138 (230–220)), or Κ�παιρα

(Ptol. Geog. 3.12.42). The city-ethnic is Κυφαρρε�ς (CID ii

2.i.21 (C4m)).

Kypaira was situated at Kydonia according to Helly (1992)

79–80 (followed by Barr.), who rejects Kaitsa (championed

by Stählin (1924a) 159–60 and Béquignon (1937b) 336). At

Kydonia are undated remains of an upper circuit measuring

120 � 40 m with a width of 2–2.5 m, constructed in rectan-

gular blocks in regular courses; three towers are preserved;

to the south is a poorly preserved lower circuit (Béquignon

(1937b) 326–29, fig. 17). According to Ptol. Geog. 3.12.42,

Kypaira was situated in Thessaliotis, but its geographical

position puts it in Achaia (cf. Kip (1910) 73). Kypaira is listed

as a polis in the political sense in CID ii 4.3–4, 12 (C4m); cf.

1.i.11,21 (C4m).These same sources attest to the external col-

lective use of the city-ethnic. Apart from these inscriptions,

the information on Kypaira postdates our period, but worth

noting is BCH 45 (1921) iii.138 (230–220) listing - π#λις as

theorodokos of Delphi.

437. Larisa (Larisaios) Map 55. Lat. 38.55, long. 22.50. Size

of territory: ? Type: [A]. The toponym is Λ�ρισσα (Ps.-

Skylax 63), specified as Λ�ρισσα ! Κρεµαστ� by Heracl.

Cret. 3.2 (GGM i 109) and Polyb. 18.38.3; Strabo 9.5.13 men-
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tions another epithet: Πελασγ�α (cf. Steph. Byz. 412.19).

The city-ethnic is Λαρισα5ος (CID ii 78.i.54 (337/6)), speci-

fied as [Λα]ρισα5ος .κ Φθι[)τιδος] in IG xii.5 542.32

(C4).

In Ps.-Skylax 63, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Larisa is the second of five toponyms listed between the

heading ?χαι+ν π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ*

κα� >λλαι π#λεις ?χαιο5ς; the urban sense of polis is

found in Diod. 20.110.2 (r302) as well. The political sense is

indirectly attested in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii

74),where a tamias of Larisa is recorded (i.54) after the head-

ing τ�ν ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). For an

explicit attestation, see an undated inscription from the city

itself (IG ix.2 94.5). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found on C4l/C3e coins (Rogers (1932) no. 312), the

external use in Demetrios of Kallatis (FGrHist 85) fr. 6 apud

Strabo 1.3.20 (r426) (cf. Fossey (1990) 183–84) and Diod.

20.110.2 (r302). The external individual use is found in, e.g.,

CID ii 118.6–7 (365–360), 78.i.38 (337/6); IG xii.5 542.32 (C4).

A citizen of Larisa is listed in a C4 catalogue of proxenoi from

Karthaia on Keos (IG xii.5 542.32).

Larisa was situated in Achaia (Heracl. Cret. 3.2; IG xii.5

542.32 (C4); Syll.³ 492.36 (232)) and was thus an Achaian

community (CID ii 78.i.38 (337/6)); the city regularly pro-

vided the Amphiktyonic League with one of the Achaian

hieromnemones (CID ii 32.47, 74.i.38, 76.i.23, 86.16, 118.6),

the other being provided by Melitaia.

According to Strabo 9.5.13, Larisa was situated 20 stades

from the coast; Diod. 20.110.2 (r302) mentions a harbour

(limen) at Larisa. The Archaic/Classical urban history of

Larisa is almost unknown, all remains being Hellenistic

(Stählin (1924a) 182–84), but a city was presumably in exis-

tence in C5l since, according to Demetrios of Kallatis

(FGrHist 85) fr. 6 (apud Strabo 1.3.20), Larisa suffered seri-

ously from an earthquake, certainly the one in 426 (Fossey

(1990) 183–84).

Larisa struck bronze coins in C4l/C3e; types vary, the

most interesting being obv. head of, presumably, Achilles;

rev. Thetis riding on a sea-horse and carrying the shield of

Achilles; legend: ΛΑΡΙ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΩΝ and ΑΧΑΙΩΝ in

monogram (Rogers (1932) no. 312; SNG Cop. Thessaly

151–52). For a possible C4 bronze state seal of the city depict-

ing obv. riding Thetis bringing shield � ΛΑ; rev. Skylla, see

Robinson (1934).

438. Melitaia (Melitaieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.00, long. 22.25.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Μελιτα�α, !

(Ps.-Skylax 63),Μελ�τεια (Thuc. 4.78.1; Theopomp. fr. 373),

or Μελιτ/α (CID ii 118.6 (C4m)). The city-ethnic is

Μελιταιε�ς (Ephor. fr. 95.4; CID ii 74.i.38; C4 coins, infra).

In Ps.-Skylax 63, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Melitaia is the third of five toponyms listed between the

heading ?χαι+ν π#λεις α_δε and the addendum ε2σ� δ*

κα� >λλαι π#λεις ?χαιο5ς. The political sense is indirectly

attested in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74), where a

tamias of Melitaia is recorded (i.53) after the heading τ�ν

ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). An explicit attesta-

tion of the political sense is found in IG ix.2 208.3 (C3e). The

internal and collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4m coins (Head, HN² 301). The external and individual

use is found in CID ii 32.47 (C4l), 74.i.38 (337/6). The exter-

nal and collective use is found in Ephor. fr. 95.4.

According to Ephor. fr. 95, the Melitaians had at one point

entertained friendly relations with the tyrants of Pherai, but

apart from that the political history of the city is unknown;

a citizen of Melitaia was granted proxeny by Delphi in 271

(F.Delphes iii.2 187). An inscription of c.140 (Ager (1996) no.

156) refers retrospectively to a possibly C4 arbitration

between Melitaia and Narthakion (Ager (1989) 108).

Melitaia was situated in Achaia (Thuc. 4.78.1; Ps.-Skylax

63; CID ii 118.5–6 (C4m)). The city regularly provided the

Amphiktyonic League with one of the Achaian hierom-

nemones (e.g. CID ii 32.47 (C4l), 79A.ii.14 (334/3)), the other

being provided by Larisa. The territory is referred to as !

τ+ν Μελιται+ν χ)ρα at Polyb. 18.6.4; c.270–260 its bor-

ders were regulated by international arbitration (Ager

(1996) no. 30). At the site of the city, traces of a circuit wall,

running for c.4 km, are visible, constructed in irregular rec-

tangular blocks (Stählin (1924a) 162). At modern Haloni a

C4 sanctuary of Asklepios has been found (BCH 96 (1972)

711).

In C4m Melitaia struck coins in both silver and bronze.

(1) Silver. Denominations: drachm, diobol, obol on the

Aiginetan standard. Obv. head of Zeus, or of young

Dionysos; rev. bull, or lion’s head, or bee (alluding to the

name of the city); legends: ΜΕ, ΜΕΛ, ΜΕΛΙ and

ΜΕΛΙΤΑΙΩΝ. (2) Bronze. Obv. head of Zeus; rev. bee;

legend: ΜΕΛΙ, ΜΕΛΙΤΑΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 301;

Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 470–74; Rogers (1932) nos. 394–401;

SNG Cop. Thessaly 172–73).

439. Peuma (Peumatios) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Πε%µα, τ#

(BCH 45 (1921) iv.39 (230–220)). The city-ethnic is

Πευµ�τιος (C3e coins, infra; Arvanitopoulos (1909) 451

(c.300); I.Thessalie 131 (C2e)).
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Peuma is called a polis in the political sense in a C2e hon-

orific decree (I.Thessalie 131) and implicitly in F.Delphes iii.4

351 (C3m). In I.Thessalie 131 πολ5ται is found as well as the

internal collective use of the city-ethnic. The external collec-

tive use is found in F.Delphes iii.4 351, and the external and

individual use is attested in, e.g., Arvanitopoulos (1909) 451

(Demetrias, c.300). On a retrospective interpretation of

these sources it can be presumed that Peuma was a polis in

C4s.

Peuma was situated in Achaia. F.Delphes iii.4 351 (C3m)

records a boundary and territorial conflict between Peuma

and at least two of its neighbours,Meliteia and Chalai, a con-

flict which the city lost by arbitration (cf. Cantarelli (1995)).

In 230–220, two Delphic therorodokoi resided in Peuma

(BCH 45 (1921) iv.39, v.25).

The well-preserved remains of Peuma at Kallithea/Kislar

date to the very end of C4 or, better, to the beginning of C3.

The fortification comprises a circuit wall c.2,400 m long,

with many towers and several gates, a diateichisma and a

small acropolis with towers, perhaps of an earlier date.

Remains of civic buildings (agora and cisterns) and houses

as well as streets are still visible on the top of the flat hill.

Peuma struck bronze coins c.302–286. Types: obv. head of

nymph; rev. helmet and Achaean monogram; legend:

ΠΕΥΜΑΤΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 304; Rogers (1932) nos.

442–43; SNG Cop. Thessaly 198).

440. Phylake Possibly a polis (type B) more or less at the

site of the later Thebai (no. 444), with which it was merged

by synoecism in C4s; see further the entry for Thebai.

441. Proerna (Proernios) Map 55. Lat. 39.15, long. 22.15.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Προ/ρνα,

! (Daffa-Nikonanou (1973) 34–35 (C2); Strabo 9.5.10).

The city-ethnic is Προ/ρνιος (CID ii 8.i.12 (338/7)) or

Πρω/ρνιος (coins (c.300–200), infra); in SEG 23 416.7

(450–425), Προ/λνιος is presumably a variant form of the

city-ethnic.

No Archaic or Classical source explicitly calls Proerna a

polis, but it merits inclusion here on account of (1) SEG 23

416 (450–425), a grant of proxeny by Pherai to men

described as Προ/λνιοι (�external individual use of the

city-ethnic), and thus presumably citizens of Proerna

(supra); (2) in the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts the

Proernians are presumably recorded in a fragmentary list

(CID ii 8.i.12: [Προ/ρ]νιοι (�external collective use of the

city-ethnic)), the heading of which undoubtedly included

the formula: τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν (CID ii 5.ii.25–26)

vel sim.; (3) furthermore, coins dated c.306–283 (Rogers

(1932) no. 534) indicate the prior existence of the communi-

ty in C4s; (4) the fact that a man of Proerna served as

Delphic theorodokos in C3 may also be of some significance

(see the note on Proerna in CID ii p. 26).

Proerna probably belonged to Achaia (Strabo 9.5.10; Kip

(1910) 70–71). At the site are remains of a trapezoidal circuit

wall in grey limestone with an average width of c.2.5 m and

at least three gates or posterns; it may go back to C4 but has

seen many repairs. The acropolis itself was walled as well

(Daux and La Coste Messelière (1924) 356–59; Stählin

(1924a) 157–58). Some remains of the lower city have been

excavated to the south of the Tapsi hill (Papakonstantinou

(1994) 236–38). Outside the city-wall too is a C5–C4 sanctu-

ary of Demeter, where numerous votives, etc., have been

found (Daffa-Nikonanou (1973)).

Proerna struck bronze coins c.306–283. Types: obv. head

of nymph facing; rev. Demeter with torch and corn-ears;

legend:ΠΡΩΕΡΝΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 309; Rogers (1932) no.

534; SNG Cop. Thessaly 248).

442. Pyrasos (Pyrasios) Map 55. Lat. 39.15, long. 22.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Π�ρασος, !

(Hom. Il. 2.695; Strabo 9.5.14); the city-ethnic is Πυρ�σιος

(Thuc. 2.22.3 with Helly (1995) 233 n. 88). Strabo 9.5.14 gives

∆ηµ�τριον as the contemporary name of Pyrasos and a

∆ηµ�τριον is listed by Ps.-Skylax 63 among the cities of

Achaia.

Pyrasos is listed by Thuc.2.22.3 (for which see Helly (1995)

233 n. 88) as a polis in the political sense. In Ps.-Skylax 63,

Demetrion is the fourth of five toponyms listed after the

heading ?χαι+ν π#λεις α_δε and followed by ε2σ� δ* κα�

>λλαι π#λεις ?χαιο5ς, but here the reference may be to the

community as absorbed by the synoecism of Thebai

Phthiotides (Stählin (1924a) 174; RE xxiv. 12). The external

collective use of the city-ethnic is found in Thuc. 2.22.3.

Given its geographical location in Achaia, compared with

Thucydides’ description of it as Thessalian (2.22.3), a good

parallel to the status of Pyrasos (i.e. a polis of Thessalian

Pelasgiotis geographically situated in Achaia) would be

Pagasai (cf. Helly (1995) 233 n. 88 with refs.). Ps.-Skylax

describes it as belonging to the Achaians (cf. Steph. Byz.

541.2), and it seems that the city was synoecised into Thebai

Phthiotides (no. 444) some time in C4 (Stählin (1924a) 174;

RE xxiv. 12). See further the entry for Thebai Phthiotides.

According to Strabo 9.5.14, Pyrasos had been (lν) a polis

with a good harbour and a sanctuary of Demeter.

443. Thaumakoi (Thaumakos) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: B(?). The toponym is
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Θαυµακο� (Strabo 9.5.10), or, by confusion with the

Homeric Θαυµακ�η in Magnesia (Hom. Il. 2.716),

Θαυµακ�α (AG 7 544.2; Steph. Byz. 307.5). The city-ethnic is

Θαυµακ#ς (IG ix.2 216.1 (C3e)). Possibly the external indi-

vidual use is attested already in ArchDelt 26 (1971) B.1 237.4:

ΘΑΥΜΑΚΩ vac. (C4).

The earliest attestation of a π#λις Θαυµακ+ν is in IG

ix.2 216.1, 12 (C3e), an inscription that records two grants of

proxeny and other privileges, and refers to a board of

archons. However, an inscription of C4 (ArchDelt 26: B.1

237) is possibly a grant of proxeny, etc. to a citizen of

Thaumakoi; so Thaumakos may be included in this

Inventory as a possible polis.An unattributed epigram of the

Anthologia Graeca (7 544.2) refers to Thaumakoi as a π#λις

�ρχα�α.

Thaumakoi was situated on the main road between the

Spercheios valley to the south and the Koile to the north, in

Achaia (Strabo 8.8.5; AG 7 544; Steph. Byz. 307.5; Eust. Il.

513.). According to Strabo 8.8.5 (quoting Artemidoros),

Thaumakoi was 500 stades from Kirrha via Herakleia, and

340 from Larisa.

The acropolis is situated under the mediaeval kastro (ris-

ing to 639 m), immediately west of the road (Daux and de La

Coste Messelière (1924) 354; RE² v.2. 1332); it has a rough rec-

tangular shape measuring c.100 � 70 m. The upper town

was enclosed by a circuit running for c.800–900 m; it is con-

structed in polygonal or rectangular isodomic masonry, but

is not very well preserved; there is evidence for two semicir-

cular towers; short stretches of the circuit wall date to C4,

but the remains are mainly later (PECS 324;

Papakonstantinou (1994) 235). A lower city probably exist-

ed, but nothing is known about it.

444. Thebai (Thebaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.15, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: 4 (RE² v.2. 1584). Type: [A]. The toponym is

Θ8βαι, αH (Ps.-Skylax 63; Diod. 20.110.3 (r302)), distin-

guished from that of homonyms by the addition of αH

?χα�δες (Heracl. Cret. 3.2 (GGM i)), or (αH) Φθι)τιδες

(Diod.26.9; Strabo 9.5.6) or Φθι)τιδος (Ptol.Geog.3.12.14);

according to Steph. Byz. 666.6, it was also called Φ�λιπποι

(.κλ�θησαν Φ�λιπποι κα� αH Θ8βαι Θεσσαλ�ας). The

city-ethnic is Θηβα5ος (Diod. 18.11.1 (r323)); in SEG 12 375.5

(242) it was specified in some way now lost; in IG vii 288

(C3m) it is distinguished from that of homonyms by the

addition of .ξ ?χαjας τ8ς Φθι)τιδος.

In Ps.-Skylax 63, Thebai is the last of five toponyms listed

between the heading ?χαι+ν π#λεις α_δε and the adden-

dum ε2σ� δ* κα� >λλαι π#λεις ?χαιο5ς. Thebai refers to

itself as a polis in the political sense in SEG 12 372 (242). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on coins

of C4l (infra) and externally in Diod. 18.11.1 (r323). The

external individual use is found in IG vii 288 (C3m).

Thebai belonged to Achaia (Ps.-Skylax 63; Diod. 18.11.1

(r323)). To the north the neighbour was Pherai, to the north-

east it was Amphanai, to the east (until C4s) Pyrasos, to the

south Halos, to the south-west Peuma, and to the west

Eretria and Pharsalos. On the territory, see di Salvatore

((1994): minor settlements and fortresses). On the frontier

with Halos was a sanctuary of Athena shared by the two

adjoining cities (BCH 59 (1935) 208–9).

In contradistinction to the rest of the Achaians, the

Thebans did not join the Greek alliance opposing

Makedonia in the Lamian War (Diod. 18.11.1). A board of

�ρχ/σκοποι is attested by a C4l dedication (IG ix.2 1322; cf.

Prakt (1907) 165).

Recent rescue excavations have revealed a city with

cemetery, antedating C4f and situated on the western slope

of the hill on which Thebai itself lay (ArchDelt 47 (1992)

222–29); Heracl. Cret. 3.2 (GGM i) claims that Φυλ�κη was

an earlier name of Thebai, and the present site may possi-

bly be that of Phylake; a synoecism of Phylake and Pyrasos

is commonly assumed to have occurred in C4s (RE² v.2.

1587–88) and is presumably to be regarded as the founding

of Thebai (in which case the pre-C4s evidence from the

site, notably that belonging to the cult of Athena Polias,

strictly speaking belongs to Phylake, which must then be

regarded as a polis (type B) in its own right prior to the

synoecism); a Demetrion is listed as a polis in the urban

sense under the heading π#λεις α_δε by Ps.-Skylax 64, and

the reference may be to Pyrasos (renamed as Demetrion at

one point; cf. Strabo 9.5.14) as absorbed by the synoecism

of Thebai (Stählin (1924a) 174; RE xxiv. 12) and functioning

as the harbour of Thebai (cf. Hansen (1997) 36–37). Cf.

Diod. 20.110.3 for a planned C4l expansion of the synoe-

cism attempted by Kassandros but prevented by Dionysios

Poliorketes.

A cult of Athena Polias is attested by a C4l dedication (IG

ix.2 1322; cf. Prakt (1907) 165); by C6 she had a temple on the

acropolis (Prakt (1907) 161, (1908) 163), which was rebuilt in

C5 and again in C4 (ArchDelt 49 (1994) 324). The acropolis

itself measures 1.9 ha (RE² v.2. 1584) and shows remains of a

“sehr altertümlischen kyklopischen Mauer” (RE² v.2. 1584).

On the north and west sides an isodomic wall was added in

the early Hellenistic period (RE² v.2. 1584–85).

The C4l/C3e (RE² v.2. 1589) circuit wall runs for 2,400 m

and encloses an area of 40 ha (RE² v.2. 1585). It consisted of
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an isodomic stone socle supporting a mudbrick wall; some

forty towers are discernible. For a recent plan, see ArchDelt

47 (1992) Chron. 224. Outside the circuit are cemeteries

(Adrimi-Sismani (2000)). A C4–C3 stoa with wooden

columns is reported in Prakt (1907) 162. In C4m a theatre was

constructed (ArchDelt 47 (1992) Chron. 222–25).

In addition to Athena Polias, cults included those of

Athena Illais (Prakt (1908) 171–72, 175 (C4)), Demeter

Panachaia (SEG 25 643 (Hell.); coins, infra), Protesilaos

(Pind. Isthm. 1.58; coins, infra), Nika (Prakt (1907) 171–72, 175

(C4)) and Leukothea (ibid. (C4–C3)).

Thebai struck triobols of silver (Aiginetan standard) and

small fractions of bronze c.302–286. Types: obv. Demeter

veiled; rev. Protesilaos; legend: ΘΗΒΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN ²

310; Rogers (1932) 174–75 nos. 550–52; SNG Cop. Thessaly

259–60).

2.6 Magnesia

445. Amyros (Amyreus) Map 55. Lat. 39.40, long. 22.40.

Size of territory: ? Type: [A]. For the location, see Helly

(1987) 152–53 and Tziaphalias (1994a). The toponym is

Xµυρος, ! (Hes. fr. 59.3; Steph. Byz. 88.11); according to

Steph. Byz. 89.2–3, the C4–C3 writer Suidas used the

toponym ?µυρικ� (�FGrHist 602, fr. 4). In Ps.-Skylax 65,

Μ�ραι is presumably a corruption of Xµυρος. The city-

ethnic is ?µυρε�ς (IG ii² 5227 (C4l/C3e?)); according to

Steph. Byz. 88.15, Eupolis (� fr. 423 (PCG)) used the city-

ethnic Xµυρος (�?µ�ριος?; cf. 708.12); Steph. Byz. 88.16

suggests ?µυρα5ος as an alternative.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Amyros a polis, but as

paraphrased by Steph. Byz. (89.2), Suidas (FGrHist 602) fr. 4

may have classified Amyrike as a polis (κα� τ�ν π#λιν

?µυρικ�ν καλε5), and if the restoration of Xµυρος in Ps.-

Skylax 65 is accepted, Amyros is there one of the cities men-

tioned under the heading π#λεις α_δε. That Amyros was a

polis is also indicated by the occurrence of the external col-

lective city-ethnic (Eupolis fr. 423 (PCG)) and IG ii² 5227

(C4–C3e(?)), a sepulchral inscription set up by the city of

Kasthanaie to commemorate Μαγν�των ?µυρε5ς, who

had fallen in battle; the external collective use of the city-

ethnic and the existence of Amyrian troops both indicate

that it may have been a polis in C4l/C3e, and since the city

certainly existed prior to C4l, it may possibly have been a

polis. However, the site identified as Amyros was abandoned

c.400, and no new site of the Amyreis has been identified; the

community may possibly have been installed somewhere

else, perhaps at Kasthanaie. It was a Magnesian community

(IG ii² 5227 (C4–C3e) and Ps.-Skylax 65 if the restoration

Xµυρος for Μ�ραι is accepted).

446. (Eureaioi) Map 55. Unlocated, not in Barr. A possi-

ble location is at Kato Polydendri-Skiatha (Helly (forth-

coming (a))). Type: C. The Ε(ρεα5οι are known solely from

very rare C4m bronze coins: obv. head of maenad in border

of dots; rev. vine branch with grapes and letter Λ above or

below; legend: ΕΥΡΕΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 294; Babelon,

Traité ii.4 no. 745; Rogers (1932) 74–75 nos. 210–11; SNG Cop.

Thessaly 49). On the basis of the types (which recall those of

Larisa, as Stählin (1924a) 227 noted) the Eureaioi may possi-

bly be assigned to Pelasgiotis; but, also on the basis of the

types, Moustaka (1983) 45 assigned them to Magnesia (cf.

Westlake (1935) 4 with n. 2). The Dionysiac iconography and

the style of the coins along with the letter Λ do in fact asso-

ciate these coins with those of Eurymenai, and it is not

impossible that they indeed belong to this city. However, if

they belong to an otherwise unattested community, this

community may be classed as a possible polis in C4m.

447. Eurymenai (Eurymenios) Map 55. Unlocated, but

see infra. Type: [A]. The toponym is Ε(ρυµενα�, αH (Hecat.

fr. 136 �Steph. Byz. 287.1; Ps.-Skylax 65). The city-ethnic is

Ε(ρυµενα5ος (C4f coins, infra).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Eurymenai a polis,but

in Ps.-Skylax 65 Eurymenai is one of the toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the

urban sense. That it was a polis in the political sense too is

indicated by its C4f bronze coinage (infra).

Eurymenai was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65). For the

location, Ap. Rhod. 1.594–95 is decisive, and Eurymenai

should be located at the entrance to the Tempe valley at the

site traditionally identified with Homolion (Barr. lat. 39.50,

long. 22.50). The acropolis was enclosed by a wall construct-

ed in irregular slabs of slate; on it has been found the

remains of a temple with which were associated C5–C4

black-glazed sherds and a foot of a colossal statue (Stählin

(1924a) 47). The lower city was fortified as well (ibid.).

Eurymenai struck bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. head of

Dionysos; rev. grapes, sometimes with letter Λ; legend:

ΕΥΡΥΜΕΝΑΙΩΝ. Babelon, Traité ii.4 no. 428; Rogers

(1932) 75–76 nos. 212–13. Cf. also the entry on Eureaioi.

448. Homolion (Homolieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.55, long.

22.40, but see infra. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The

toponym is ‘Οµ#λιον, τ# (Ps.-Skylax 33; IG iv².1 94.i.b.6

(C4m–s)). The city-ethnic is ‘Οµολιε�ς (CID ii 1.i.18

(362/1)).
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Homolion is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax

33. The political sense is indirectly attested in the Delphic

accounts of 362/1 (CID ii 1), where the city is listed (i.18)

under the heading [τ[µ πολ�ων vνικ]αν (i.11), and those of

337/6 (CID ii 74), where a tamias of Homolion is recorded

(i.55) after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς

π#λεις (i.4). The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found on C4 coins (infra); the external collective use is

found in CID ii 1.i.18 (362/1). The external individual use is

found in CID ii 32.48 (C4l) and 74.i.55 (337/6).

Homolion was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 33; CID ii

74.i.55 (337/6)); for the location, Ap. Rhod. 1.594–95 is clear,

and pace Stählin (1924a) 46–47 and Giesinger (1956), it

should be located at Palaiokastro Karitsas, though the only

evidence there is a Byzantine wall (Helly (forthcoming

(b))), and not in the immediate vicinity of Tempe at modern

Homolio, formerly Laspochori (PECS, etc., followed by

Barr.). Homolion regularly provided the Amphiktyonic

League with one of the Magnesian hieromnemones (e.g. CID

ii 32.48 (C4l), 74.40 (337/6); see Lefèvre (1998) 89), the other

being provided by Korakai, Methone or Olizon; an

Amphiktyonic tamias provided by Homolion is listed in

CID ii 74.55 (337/6). A donation of 300 dr. toward the

rebuilding of the temple at Delphi is attested by CID ii 1.i.18

(362/1), and IG iv 617.13 (316–293) records a monetary dona-

tion by Homoloion “to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to

announce the celebration of the Nemean Games and the

Heraia” (Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). In 360/59, a citizen of

Homolion served as Epidaurian theorodokos (IG iv².1 94

i.b.6).

In C4, Homolion struck bronze coins. Types: obv. head of

Philoktetes; rev. snake; legend: ΟΜΟΛΙΕΩΝ or

ΟΜΟΛΙΚΟΝ (Head, HN² 296; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

754–56; Rogers (1932) nos. 257–66; SNG Cop. Thessaly 70–73).

449. Iolkos (Iolkeus) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long. 22.55. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is ’Ιαολκ#ς

(Pind. Pyth. 4.77), ’Ιαωλκ#ς (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 218), or

’Ιωλκ#ς (Hdt.5.94.1; Ps.-Skylax 65),! (Pind.Pyth.4.77) and

W (schol. Pind. Nem. 3.57). The city-ethnic is ’Ιωλκε�ς on

C4f coins (infra) and ’Ι)λκιος in a decree of 276–236

(Meyer (1936)).

Iolkos is primarily connected with Thessalian mythology

(Bakhuizen (1996) 89–90), and evidence for the historical

community is exiguous (ibid. 103). By C6l at the latest, it

must have been a dependency of the Thessalians: it is report-

ed by Hdt. 5.94.1 that the Thessalians offered Iolkos to the

Athenian tyrant Hippias upon his expulsion from Athens in

511/10. The evidence for its polis status is C4s: in Ps.-Skylax 65

Iolkos is the first toponym listed after the heading π#λεις

α_δε, where polis is used in the urban sense, and the city

struck coins inscribed ΙΩΛΚΕΩΝ (A. Furtwängler and 

K. Liampi, pers. comm.; no further details).

In C4s, Iolkos was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65), and it

is commonly located at Kastro Volou (so Barr.; cf.

Indzesiloglou (1994)). Here is a settlement with which are

associated inter al. C6 and C5 graves (Lauffer (1989) 709)

and remains of a temple (RE ix. 1853). The principal divinity

was Artemis (Meyer (1936) 371).

450. Kasthanaie (Kassanaeus) Map 55. Lat. 39.35, long.

22.55. Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The only Classical source

for the toponym is Herodotos, who gives Κασθανα�η, !

(7.183.3, 188.1, 3); later sources have Κασθανα�α (Strabo

9.5.22),Κασθαν/α (Hsch.Κ 967) and Καστανα�α (Lycoph.

Alex. 907; Steph. Byz. 366.11). The city-ethnic is

Κασσαναε�ς (IG ii² 5227.1 (C4l/C3e)); Steph. Byz. 366.13

has Καστανα5ος.

Kasthanaie is called a polis in the urban sense by

Herodotos (7.183.3, 188.1). The (external?) collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in IG ii² 5227.1 (C4l/C3e), a sepul-

chral inscription set up by the city of Kasthanaie to com-

memorate Μαγν�των ?µυρε5ς, who had fallen in battle.

Kasthanaie was a Magnesian city (Hdt. 7.183.3), situated

right on the coast.At the site are remains of C5 isodomic for-

tifications of both the acropolis and the lower city (Stählin

(1924a) 51–52; Pritchett (1963) 3; Müller (1987) 332–34 with

Abb. 1–3).

451. Kikynethos Map 55.Lat.39.10, long.23.05. Size of ter-

ritory: 1 (�size of island: 4.25 km² (RE xi. 382)). Type: A. The

toponym is Κικ�νηθος (Ps.-Skylax 64; Strabo 9.5.15). No

city-ethnic is attested. Unlocated, but on homonymous

island (Ps.-Skylax 64; Strabo 9.5.15). This polis is known

exclusively from Ps.-Skylax 64 (.ν δ* τ�+ Παγασητικ�+

κ#λπ�ω .στ� ν8σος Κικ�νηθος κα� π#λις) and Strabo

9.5.15, citing Artemidoros (.ν δ* τ�+ κ#λπ�ω φησ�ν ε1ναι

τ�ν Κικ�νηθον ν8σον κα� πολ�χνην Wµ)νυµον).

452. Korakai (Korokaios) Map 55. Unlocated, but see

infra. Type: [A]. In Ps.-Skylax 65 is a reference to a

Magnesian settlement by the name of Κορακα�, listed

between Methone and Spalauthra. Delphic inscriptions

mention a Magnesian ethnic as Κροκα5ος (CID II 5.III.36

(362–360)) or Κοροκα5ος (CID ii 32.48 (C4l)), and it seems

reasonable to regard the K(o)rokaioi as the inhabitants of

Korakai (cf. Stählin (1921) 1371). Korakai is listed as a polis in
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the urban sense in Ps.-Skylax 65 under the heading π#λεις

α_δε; in CID ii 5.ii.25, 36 (362–360) the community is listed

as a polis in the political sense under the heading τα�δε τ[µ

πολ�ων vνικαν. The external collective use of the city-

ethnic is found in CID ii 5.ii.36 (362–360), and the external

individual use in CID ii 74.ii.30 (337/6).

Korakai is possibly to be located at Nevestiki near

Lechonia, a hill with a pre-C4 fortification and black-glazed

pottery (Wace (1906) 153–54); this site was presumably

Thessalian until C4m; a parallel is provided by Iolkos and

Pyrasos and by Pagasai and its sanctuary of Apollo Aktios

(or Pagasites), situated on the southern shore of the bay of

Volos opposite Korope. Pagasai is described as Thessalian by

Ps.-Skylax 64 (see further the entry for Pagasai). This part of

the Gulf of Pagasai, then, was Thessalian in the Classical

period until the arrival of the Magnesians in this part of

Thessaly, when it was detached from the Thessalians by

Philip II (cf. Pagasai (no. 407)). The identification is, howev-

er, uncertain, and the site has also been identified as that of

Magnesian Methone (Masson (1968) 97 n. 5; Barr.).

Korakai was a Magnesian community (Ps.-Skylax 65),

and it sometimes provided the Amphiktyony with one of

the Magnesian hieromnemones (CID ii 32.48 (C4l), 74.i.39,

ii.30 (337/6),76.i.25 (324/4), 100.i.16 (325/4), 102.i.15 (324/3)),

the other being provided by Homolion (and by Methone or

Olizon when Korakai did not provide one). An Archaic

inscription (SEG 17 287 (c.550)) from the possible site of

Korakai (see supra) records building activity, presumably

connected with a public construction, and describes a man

as δικαστορε�gων (see further Masson (1968) and idem in

RPhil 54 (1980) 226–27).

453. Meliboia (Meliboieus) Map 55. Unlocated, but see

infra. Size of territory: 2.Type:A.The toponym is Μελ�βοια,

! (Hom. Il. 2.717; Hdt. 7.188.3; Ps.-Skylax 65; I.Iasos 54.7

(C4l)). The city-ethnic is Μελιβοιε�ς (IG ii² 9331 (C4m);

I.Iasos 54.5 (C4l) and on C4f coins (infra)) or Μελιβοε�ς

(Theopomp. fr. 372; Tod 196.13, 37 (330–326) and on C4f

coins, infra).

Meliboia is called a polis in the territorial sense by Hdt.

7.188.3, and in Ps.-Skylax 65 it is one of the toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the

urban sense. It is called a polis in the political sense at Plut.

Pel. 29.4 (r367–366). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested by C4f coins and on undated tiles stamped

∆ηµ[οσ]�α Μελιβοι/ων (Stählin (1924a) 50); the external

individual use is attested by IG ii² 9331 (C4m); I.Iasos 54.5

(C4l), and the external collective use by Tod 196.13

(330–326). During the crisis of 330–326 Meliboia received

28,500 medimnoi of grain from Kyrene (Tod 196.13, 37).

Meliboia was a polis enspondos of Alexander of Pherai, who

nevertheless massacred those attending an ekklesia in

367–366 (Plut. Pel. 29.4). A citizen of Meliboia was granted

proxeny by Iasos in C4l (I.Iasos 54).

Meliboia was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65) and was

probably situated at Kastro Velika near Velika, north of the

Agiokambos plain (Tziaphalias (1994a)), a site which

remains to be archaeologically investigated. C5 cults are

attested for Apollo, Poseidon and Athena (ArchEph (1930) 19

nos. 2–4).

In C4f, Meliboia minted in both silver and bronze. (1)

Silver (obols on the Aiginetan standard): obv. head of

nymph facing crowned with grapes; rev. grapes; legend:

ΜΕΛΙΒΟΕ. (2) Bronze: obv. head of Dionysos, or of

nymph; rev. grapes; legends: ΜΕΛ, ΜΕΛΙ, ΜΕΛΙΒΟΕ,

ΜΕΛΙΒΟΙΕΩΝ (Head, HN² 301; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

749–51; Martin (1985) 39; SNG Cop. Thessaly 170–71).

454. Methone (Methonaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long.

23.05. Size of territory: 1 or 2.Type: [A].The toponym is given

as Μοθ)νη by the MS of Ps.-Skylax 65, usually emended to

Μεθ)νη, !, the form suggested by the city-ethnic (which is

Μεθωνα5ος (CID ii 5.ii.39)) and transmitted in Strabo

9.5.16; Hom. Il. 2.716 has Μηθ)νη, and Strabo 9.5.16 obvi-

ously took this passage to refer to Magnesian Methone.

In Ps.-Skylax 65, Methone is the second toponym listed

after the heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the

urban sense; in the political sense polis is attested in CID ii

5.ii.25–26, 39 (358), where Μ�γνητες Μεθωνα5οι (39) are

listed under the heading τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν (25–26)

(cf. CID ii 74.i.4, 55), and in CID ii 74, where a tamias of

Methone is recorded (i.55) after the heading τ�ν ταµ�αν

�ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). The external collective use of

the city-ethnic is found in CID ii 5.ii.39 (358), and the exter-

nal individual use is found in CID ii 74.i.55 (337/6) and 97.63

(327/6), etc.

Methone was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65; CID ii

5.ii.39 (358)), and it often provided the Amphiktyonic

League with one of the Magnesian hieromnemones (CID ii

79A.ii.15 (334/3), 86.18 (331), 89.14 (329/8), 92.4 (329/8), 94.7

(328/7), 96.10 (327/6), 97.63 (327/6)), the other being provid-

ed by Homolion (and by Korakai or Olizon when Methone

did not provide one). A citizen of Methone served the

Amphiktyony as tamias (CID ii 74.i.55 (337/6)). A collective

donation by Methone of 306 dr. towards the rebuilding of

the temple at Delphi is recorded in CID ii 5.ii.39 (358).
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The location of Methone on the Pagasitic Gulf is not

beyond dispute, but it is most often located at Nevestiki near

Lechonia (Stählin (1924a) 53; Barr.); on the hill of Nevestiki

are remains of a pre-C4 fortification wall and black-glazed

pottery (Wace (1906) 153–54); if not Methone, this site may

possibly be that of Korakai (see entry supra). Helly (2001b)

suggests that it could be located at Goritsa. An Archaic

inscription (SEG 17 287 (c.550)) from the site of Nevestiki, a

possible location for Methone (supra), records building

activity, presumably connected with a public construction,

and describes a man as δικαστορε�gων (see further

Masson (1968) and idem in RPhil 54 (1980) 226–27).

455. Olizon (Olizonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long. 23.15.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is ’Ολιζ)ν, !

(Hom. Il. 2.717; Hecat. fr. 135 �Steph. Byz. 489.14; Ps.-Skylax

65). The city-ethnic is ’Ολιζ)νιος (CID ii 84.A.4 (332)).

In Ps.-Skylax 65 Olizon is the fifth toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the urban

sense. It is called a polichne by Strabo 9.5.15 in reference to

C3e. The external individual use of the city-ethnic is found

in CID ii 84.A.4 (332).

Olizon was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65; CID ii

84.A.4) and as such sometimes provided the Amphiktyonic

League with a hieromnemon (CID ii 84.A.4 (332)), the other

being provided by Homolion (and by Methone or Korakai

when Olizon did not provide one). At the site are remains of

“a wall built of big blocks in irregular courses . . . the wall

went all around the hill” (Wace (1906) 148) and possibly of a

small prostyle marble temple (ibid. 149).

456. (Oxoniaioi) Map 55. Unlocated, but a Magnesian

community (CID ii 5.ii.42 (358)). Size of territory: ? Type:

[A]. No toponym is attested (but cf. Kip (1910) 84–85). The

city-ethnic is ’Οξωνια5ος (CID ii 5.ii.42 (358)). The

Oxoniaioi are known from a single source: CID ii 5.ii of 358,

where the Μ�γνητες ’Οξωνια5οι (42) are listed under 

the heading τα�δε τ[µ πολ�ων vνικαν. The Oxoniaian

donation amounted to 19 dr. and 3 obols.

457. Rhizous (Rhizousios) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long. 22.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is ‘Ριζο%ς,

-ο%ντος, W (Ps.-Skylax 65; Strabo 9.5.22). The city-ethnic is

‘Ριζο�σιος (C4m coins, infra); Steph. Byz. 545.4 gives

‘Ριζο�ντιος.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Rhizous a polis; but in

Ps.-Skylax 65 it is one of the toponyms listed after the head-

ing π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the urban sense. It is

called polichne by Strabo 9.5.15 in reference to C3e. That it

was a polis in the political sense too is indicated by its C4f

bronze coinage (infra).

Rhizous was a Magnesian community (Ps.-Skylax 65). It

struck bronze coins in C4m. Types: obv. head of Zeus, or of

Artemis; rev. star, or vine branches; legend: ΡΙΖΟΥΣ or

ΡΙΖΟΥΣΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 309; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos.

746–48a; Rogers (1932) nos. 535–38; SNG Cop. Thessaly 249).

458. Spalauthra (Spalauthreus) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long.

23.15. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Σπ�λαυθρα, τ� (Ps.-Skylax 65; IG ix.2 1111.35 (c.130));

Steph. Byz. 583.13 has Σπαλ/θρη but cites Hellan. fr. 201 for

a form which Jacoby prints as Σπαλ�θραν and Meineke

(loc. cit.) as Σπ�λαθρον (cf. Meineke’s app. crit. ad loc.). The

city-ethnic is Σπαλαυθρε�ς (IG ix.2 1111.1 (c.130)).

Spalauthra is listed as a polis in the urban sense in Ps.-

Skylax 65 under the heading π#λεις α_δε. The city-ethnic is

attested only at a time when the city was a constituency of

Demetrias (IG ix.2 1111 (c.130)).

Spalauthra was a Magnesian city (Ps.-Skylax 65). To the

south the neighbour was Olizon, to the north-west Korope

and Korakai. Although it does not appear in Strabo’s

account of the synoecism of Demetrias (9.5.15 (r293)), it

appears as a constituent community of Demetrias in

Hellenistic and later inscriptions (IG ix.2 1111 (c.130); SEG 23

405 (first to second centuries ad)) and so was included in the

synoecism at some point. On top of the hill of Chortokastro

the church of Ag. Nikolaos presumably stands on the site of

an ancient temple (Koder and Hild (1976) 140); if so, this hill

was probably the acropolis of Spalauthra.

2.7 Perrhaibia

459. Azoros (Azoriastas) Map 55. Lat. 40.00, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C (classified as a fort/tower by

Barr., but see infra). The toponym is Xζωρος (Gonnoi

93.B.28 (C3l)) or ?ζ)ριον,τ# (Polyb. 28.13.1; IG xii.8 178.a.2

(C2)); Rhianos apud Steph. Byz. 32.19 uses ?ζ)ρεια; Steph.

Byz. 32.18 states that a plural form was also found (.ν

?ζ)ροις). The city-ethnic is ?ζωριαστ�ς (IG ix.1 689.17

(C2e)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Azoros a polis, but it

may possibly have been one: according to Livy 42.53.5, it was

one of the three oppida making up the Perrhaibian Tripolis

(<Perseus> descendit ad Azorum, Pythoum, Dolichen:

tripolim vocant incolentes haec tria oppida), an association

for which C4f bronze coins are attested (infra). If the name

Tripolis means that the constituent communities were
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poleis, then Azoros was a polis. (See also the entries for

Doliche and Pythoion.) Furthermore, the name of the city

has been restored at Diod. 19.52.6, and this passage uses polis

in the urban sense retrospectively in reference to 316; Strabo

7.7.9 uses polis about it retrospectively too, but with no pre-

cise indication of date. It is also called polis in a C3l inscrip-

tion (Gonnoi 93.B.28). The city-ethnic is attested only in the

Hellenistic period: the external collective use is found in IG

ix.1 689.17 (C2e), and the external individual use in ArchEph

(1923) 144, 379.C.16 (first century ad).

The territory of Azoros to the north bordered on that of

Doliche (a fellow member of the Tripolis), to the east on the

territories of Askyris and Oloosson, to the south on that of

Malloia, and to the west on that of Mondaia. See the map in

Lucas (1995) 130. On the territory, see further Lucas (1997)

149–51.

Azoros was situated in Perrhaibia (Diod. 19.52.6; Polyb.

28.13.1; IG ix.1 689.5 (C2)) or Pelagonia (Strabo 7.7.9);

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.39 places it in Pelasgiotis. With Pythoion 

and Doliche, Azoros formed the Perrhaibian Tripolis

(Livy 42.53.5, quoted supra; IG xii.8 178.a.2 (C2); Strabo

7.7.9; Steph. Byz. 32.16, 637, s.v. Τρ�πολις: κα� >λλη

Περραιβ�ας). Like Doliche and Pythoion—fellow mem-

bers of the Tripolis—Azoros is absent from the list of

Perrhaibian polities in SEG 29 546 (375–350); this fact (and

the fact that the dispute between Doliche and Eleimiotis was

settled by the Makedonian king, Amyntas, see s.v. Doliche)

suggests that in C4e the Tripolis was under Makedonian rule

(Lucas (1997) 80–81, 211–16).

The acropolis was separately walled (Lucas (1997)

162–65). The preserved remains of the circuit wall are of the

later Hellenistic period (ibid.), but Diod. 19.52.6 (r316) men-

tions a siege of Azoros and thus implies the existence of for-

tifications. There are numerous traces of buildings at

Azoros, but in the absence of excavation they cannot be

identified (Lucas (1997) 166–68).

A few divinities are known from dedications: Apollo

Lykeios (C4–C3, unpublished), Apollo Doreios (C3–C2,

unpublished), Apollo Pythios (Peek (1974) 7 (C3–C2)), and

Asklepios (C3f, unpublished), but the patron divinity has

not been identified.

The Tripolis of Azoros, Pythoion and Doliche struck

bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. Apollo; legend:

ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ; rev. tripod (Liampi (1990)).

460. Chyretiai (Chyretiaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long.

22.10. Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is Χυρετ�αι,

αH (Ptol. Geog. 3.12; ArchEph (1917) 1, 301.3 (C2e)). The city-

ethnic is Χυρετια5ος (SEG 29 546.10–11 (375–350)) or

Χυρετιε�ς (EAM 40.8 �GVi 40.8 (C3l/C2e)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Chyretiai a polis, but

two men from the city are listed under the heading

Χυρετια�ων in an inscription of 375–350 which has been

interpreted as a catalogue of Perrhaibian polities making a

joint dedication to Apollo Pythios at Oloosson and which

includes such Perrhaibian communities as Phalanna and

Gonnoi (SEG 29 546 (375–350)). It is called polis in the polit-

ical sense in Hellenistic documents, e.g. ArchEph (1917) 1,

301.8 (�δοξε τ=8 Χυρετι/ων π#λει (191)). The external indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic is found on a C3 tombstone

(EAM 40.8 �GVI 40.8 (C3l/C2e)).

Chyretiai was situated in Perrhaibia (SEG 29 546, by

implication; see the map in Lucas (1995) 130), though Ptol.

Geog. 3.12 places it in Pelasgiotis. (For C5 coins of the

Perrhaibians, see the entry for Oloosson.) Stählin (1924a) 25

briefly mentions an acropolis wall and traces of an isodom-

ic city wall.

461. Doliche (Dolichaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.05, long. 22.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is ∆ολ�χη, !

(Polyb. 28.13.1; IG ix.2 1296 (C1)); the city-ethnic is

∆ολιχα5ος (EAM 6.2 (C1)). No Archaic or Classical source

calls Doliche a polis, but it may possibly have been one:

according to Livy 42.53.5, it was one of the three oppida mak-

ing up the Perrhaibian Tripolis (<Perseus> descendit ad

Azorum, Pythoum, Dolichen: tripolim vocant incolentes haec

tria oppida), an association for which C4f bronze coins are

attested (infra). If the name Tripolis means that the con-

stituent communities were poleis, then Doliche was a polis.

(See also the entries for Azoros and Pythoion).

Furthermore, C4f possession of a territory by Doliche is

attested by a document dating to the reign of Trajan: the

document concerns a territorial conflict between Doliche

and the Elimiotes and refers to a similar conflict between the

same communities during the reign of Amyntas III

(390–371), the father of Philip II (Wace and Thompson

(1910–11) 195, ll. 16–18, 198; Lucas (1992) 132–34, (1997)

148–49). The external individual use of the city-ethnic is

found in C1 (EAM 6.2). The external collective use of the

ethnic may have been used on the stele of Amyntas’ arbitra-

tion which was set up in the forum at Doliche (l. 13) and was

pronounced inter Dolichanos et Eleimiotes (ll. 18–19; Wace

and Thompson (1910–11)).

Doliche was situated in Perrhaibia (Polyb. 28.13.1; cf. Ptol.

Geog. 3.12.39, who places it in Pelasgiotis). Like Azoros and

Pythoion (with whom Doliche formed the Perrhaibian
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Tripolis), it is absent from the list of Perrhaibian polities in

SEG 29 546 (375–350); this fact (and the fact that the dispute

between Doliche and Eleimiotis was settled by the

Makedonian king, see supra) suggests that in C4e the

Tripolis was under Makedonian rule (Lucas (1997) 80–81,

211–16). To the south its territory bordered on that of Azoros

(a fellow member of the Tripolis), to the west on that of the

Elimiotes, and to the east on that of Pythion (a fellow mem-

ber of the Tripolis). See the map in Lucas (1995) 130. In C4f

Doliche had a territorial conflict with the Elimiotes (Wace

and Thompson (1910–11); Lucas (1992) 132–34, (1997)

148–49).

The acropolis was separately walled, but the wall, built of

quadrangular blocks, has been destroyed by modern con-

structions (Lucas (1997) 175–77). Since the publication of

Lucas (1997) new archaeological investigation has (1)

demonstrated the existence of a C4–C3 city wall, and (2)

unearthed several remains of buildings (possibly the agora);

ArchDelt 51 (1996) 363–64.

The Tripolis of Azoros, Pythoion and Doliche struck

bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. Apollo; legend:

ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ; rev. tripod (Liampi (1990)).

462. *Ereikinion (Ereikineus) Map 55. Lat. 39.45, long.

22.00. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is proba-

bly *Ερεικ�νιον reconstructed from Latin Ericinium (Livy

36.13.6) and the city-ethnic ’Ερεικινε�ς (SEG 29 546; cf. 33

457 (375–350)) or ’Ερικινε�ς (CID ii 9.4 (C4m)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls *Ereikinion a polis,

but in the Delphic naopoioi’s accounts the ’Ερικινε5ς are

recorded in a fragmentary list (CID ii 9.4), the heading of

which undoubtedly included the formula τα�δε τ[µ

πολ�ων vνικαν (CID ii 5.ii.25–26) vel sim. Furthermore,

two men from the city are listed under the heading

’Ερεικινε�ων in an inscription of 375–350 which has been

interpreted as a catalogue of Perrhaibian polities making a

dedication to Apollo Pythios at Oloosson and includes such

Perrhaibian communities as Phalanna and Gonnoi (SEG 29

546). Furthermore, CID ii 9.4 (C4m) records a donation by

the ’Ερεικινε5ς. A C2 inscription attests the external indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic (Gonnoi 42).

*Ereikinion was situated near the village of Mega-

Eleftherochori (formerly Kebir); cf. Lucas (1995). It was a

Perrhaibian city (CID ii 9.4 (C4m); see the map in Lucas

(1995) 130) and is listed in SEG 29 546 (375–350). (For C5

coins of the Perrhaibians, see the entry for Oloosson.)

463. Gonnos (Gonneus) Map 55. Lat. 39.50, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Γ#ννος,! (Hdt.

7.128.1; Eust. Il. 2.739) or Γ#ννοι (BCH 45 (1921) iii.39

(230–220)). The city-ethnic is Γοννε�ς (C4 coins, infra; SEG

29 546.16 (375–350); cf. 33 457); Steph. Byz. 211.3 gives

Γονατ�ς and Γ#ννιος, both unattested.

Gonnos is called polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 7.128.1,

173.4; polis in the political sense occurs in SEG 35 566 (c.300)

and frequently in Hellenistic decrees of the city, e.g. Gonnoi

2.8 (C3e), which also has [politai] (l. 9). Patris is found in

Gonnoi 211 (C3). The internal collective use of the city-

ethnic is found on C4 coins (infra) and in, e.g., Gonnoi 1.3

(C4l/C3e). The external collective use is attested in SEG 29

546.16 (375–350) and IG iv 617.13 ([Γον]νε5ς (C4l)). At Hdt.

5.63.3, the transmitted Κονια5ος is sometimes emended to

Γοννα5ος (e.g. How and Wells (1928) ad loc.), but see Helly

(1995) 103. The external individual use is found in IG ii²

1132.66 (c.278).

Gonnos was situated in Perrhaibia (Hdt. 7.128.1, 173.4; IG ii²

1132.66 (130/29)), and is recorded in SEG 29 546 (375–350), a list

of Perrhaibian polities making a joint dedication to Apollo

Pythios at Oloosson. (For C5 coins of the Perrhaibians, see the

entry for Oloosson.)

On military matters, all evidence is Hellenistic (see Helly

(1973) 145–46); evidence on the political organisation is like-

wise Hellenistic (Helly (1973) 138–45). Gonnoi 1 (C4l/C3e) is

a grant of proxeny to a man from Larisa. Gonnoi 5 (C3) com-

bines proxeny with enktesis, epinomia, etc. IG iv 617.13

(316–293) records a monetary donation by Gonnos “to the

θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce the celebration of

the Nemean Games and the Heraia” (Perlman (2000) 74,

127–29).

Situated on the end of a ridge on the lower slopes of Mt.

Olympos, the city of Gonnos was centred on three hills, the

northernmost of which formed the acropolis with a temple

of Athena Polias constructed 650–600 (Helly (1973) 72 with

map i); in this sanctuary public documents were published;

it was restored in C4l (ibid. 95). The acropolis was separate-

ly walled, possibly from the Archaic period (PECS 359). In

the Hellenistic period (PECS 360) the city was protected by

a fortification wall (for which see Helly (1973) 23–28 with

map i) which incorporated all three hills in the fortified area.

The area enclosed measured c.6 ha. For two Classical 

second-order sites in the territory, see Helly (1973) 39–47.

Gonnoi 147 (C3?) attests to a cult of Athena Polias and SEG

35 567 (c.300) to one of Athena Patroia; Gonnoi 158 (C4f) is a

dedication to Apollo Pythios, and Gonnoi 162 (C4l/C3e) is

one to Artemis. Asklepios is attested by SEG 35 565 (C4) and

Gonnoi 199 (C3), Ennodia by Gonnoi 201 (C3) and Herakles

by 202 (C3).
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Gonnos struck bronze coins in C4. Types: Obv. female

head (nymph?) in border of dots; rev. lion standing; legend:

ΓΟΝΝΕ, ΓΟΝΝΕΩΝ (Rogers (1932) 79–80 nos. 223–26;

Helly (1973) 155; SNG Cop. Thessaly 53–54).

464. *Malloia (Malloiatas) Map 55. Lat. 39.55, long. 22.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C (classified as a fort/tower by

Barr., but see infra). The toponym is not recorded in Greek

sources, but is given as Malloea by Livy 31.41, 36.10, etc.,

which with the city-ethnic (infra) suggests Μαλλο�α,!. The

city-ethnic is Μαλλοι�τας (SEG 29 546.13 (375–350)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Malloia a polis, but

two men from the city are listed under the heading

Μαλλοιατ[ν in an inscription of 375–350 which has been

interpreted as a catalogue of Perrhaibian polities making a

dedication to Apollo and which includes such Perrhaibian

communities as Phalanna and Gonnoi (SEG 29 546); note

also SEG 35 636 (C5s), an epitaph that uses >ρχων about the

deceased, which presumably indicates that he died while in

office and suggests the existence of magistracies at Malloia.

Malloia was a Perrhaibian city (Livy 31.41, 36.10, etc.) situ-

ated at the site of Margara north-west of the village of

Palaiokastro (Lucas (1995) 124 and map at 130). It is record-

ed in SEG 29 546 (375–350), a list of Perrhaibian polities

making a joint dedication to Apollo Pythios at Oloosson. A

circuit wall is visible at the site, but the city remains to be

investigated archaeologically. (For C5 coins of the

Perrhaibians, see the entry for Oloosson.)

465. Mondaia (Mondaieus) Map 55. Lat. 40.00, long.

21.55. Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Μονδα�α

(BCH 45 (1921) v.C(b).6 (230–220); cf. infra). The city-

ethnic Μονδαι�τας was originally restored in SEG 29 546.14

(Μονδα[ιατ[]ν), and this form is found also in Syll.² 793

(presumably C3e); however, Knoepfler has suggested restor-

ing Μονδαιε�ς (Μονδα[ιε�ω]ν; cf. SEG 33 457), a form also

found in C4s (BE (1994) 111); apart from Syll.² 793 (presum-

ably C3e), later sources invariably have Μονδαιε�ς (IG ix.1

689.9; Gonnoi 69.6 (both C2e)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Mondaia a polis, but

two men from the city are listed under the heading

Μονδα[ιατ[]ν vel Μονδα[ιει+]ν in an inscription of

375–350 which has been interpreted as a catalogue of

Perrhaibian polities making a joint dedication to Apollo

Pythios at Oloosson and which includes such Perrhaibian

communities as Phalanna and Gonnoi (SEG 29 546).

Mondaia is called a polis in the political sense in Gonnoi 69.7

(178) while Syll.² 793 (presumably C3e) terms the communi-

ty Μον[δ]αιατ[ν τ� κοιν#ν. The external collective use of

the city-ethnic occurs on C4s stamped tiles found in Pella

(BE (1994) 111), as well as in SEG 29 546 (375–350). In 230–220

a citizen of Mondaia may have served as Delphic theorodokos

(BCH 45 (1921) v.C(b).6), but certainty is impossible, since

the first letter is illegible, which means that [K]ondaia, a city

of the Larisaian plain, is also a possible reading (Lucas (1997)

87).

Mondaia was a Perrhaibian city and is recorded in SEG 29

546 (375–350), a list of Perrhaibian polities making a joint

dedication to Apollo Pythios. It was situated at the site of

Kastri, east of the village of Loutro Elassonas (Lucas (1997)

155, 199–201 with map at 130).At the site, remains of walls are

visible on the acropolis and in the lower city; on the acropo-

lis are remains of fine buildings as well (autopsy by 

G. Lucas).

The patron divinity was presumably Themis, in whose

sanctuary documents were published (Gonnoi 69; cf. Syll.²

793). Syll.² 793 (presumably C3e) records a consultation by

Mondaia of the oracle at Dodona. (For C5 coins of the

Perrhaibians, see the entry for Oloosson.)

466. Mylai (Mylaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.45, long. 22.05. Size

of territory: 2.Type: C (classified as a fort/tower by Barr., but

see infra). The toponym is Μυλα�, αH (BCH 45 (1921) iii.134

(230–220); Steph. Byz. 461.9). The city-ethnic is Μυλα5ος

(SEG 29 546.9 (375–350)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Mylai a polis, but

three men from the city are listed under the heading

Μυλα�ων in an inscription of 375–350 which has been inter-

preted as a catalogue of Perrhaibian polities making a joint

dedication to Apollo Pythios at Oloosson and which

includes such Perrhaibian communities as Phalanna and

Gonnoi (SEG 29 546). In 230–220, a citizen of Mylai served as

Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921) iii.134).

Mylai was a Perrhaibian city, and it is recorded in SEG 29

546 (375–350), a list of Perrhaibian polities making a joint

dedication to Apollo Pythios. (For C5 coins of the

Perrhaibians, see the entry for Oloosson). Mylai was situat-

ed at Kastri, north of the village of Vlachogianni (Lucas

(1995) 122). To the north its territory bordered on that of

Malloia, to the north-west on that of Chyretiai, to the south-

east on that of Phalanna, to the south on that of Erikinion,

and to the west on the territories of Phakion and Oxyneia.

See the map at Lucas (1995) 130. The acropolis of Mylai was

enclosed by a wall; it runs for c.400 m and is constructed in

large irregular blocks which do not join; there may have

been an entrance in the south-east, and gates or sally-ports

were possibly located to the south and north-west; and a
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ruined square tower (possibly Hellenistic) was found on the

highest point of the wall (autopsy by G. Lucas). To the north

a wall is seen descending towards the city wall, though no

trace of the latter has been found (autopsy by G. Lucas). In

the centre of the acropolis are the foundations of a rectan-

gular building; and there are numerous traces of habitation

to the west, north-west and south-west (autopsy by 

G. Lucas).

467. Oloosson (Oloossonios) Map 55. Lat. 39.55, long.

22.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is

’Ολοοσσ)ν, ! (Hom. Il. 2.739; Eust. Il. 520.25), ’Ολ#σσων

(Gonnoi 93.B.23 (C3l); Strabo 9.5.19). The city-ethnic is

’Ολοσσ#νιος (Gonnoi 11.3 (C3f), and presumably C4 coins

(infra)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Oloosson a polis, but

it is included as a probable polis here because (1) it struck

coins in C4, and (2) it is highly likely that [’Ολοσσον�ον

(gen. pl.)] should be restored in SEG 29 546.4, an inscription

of 375–350 found at Oloosson which has been interpreted as

a catalogue of Perrhaibian polities making a dedication to

Apollo Pythios and which includes such Perrhaibian com-

munities as Phalanna and Gonnoi. Oloosoon is called a polis

in the political sense in Gonnoi 18.14 (C3l). The internal 

collective city-ethnic is abbreviated on C4 coins (infra) and

has been restored at SEG 29 546.4 (375–350). The external

individual use is found in Gonnoi 11.3 and SEG 23 455 (both

C3f). In C3s Gonnoi conferred proxenia and other privileges

upon two citizens of Oloosson (Gonnoi 11, 18).

Oloosson was Perrhaibian (Strabo 9.5.19; though Steph.

Byz. 490.11 places it in Magnesia, presumably confusing it

with Magnesian Olizon, which at 489.14 he places in

Thessalia). It was situated at modern Elasson, and in 375–350

it was probably listed in SEG 29 546 (cf. app. crit.), a list

found at Oloosson itself and cataloguing Perrhaibian poli-

ties making a joint dedication to Apollo Pythios at

Oloosson. Oloosson was presumably a leading city of the

Perrhaibian ethnos if the hypothesis that the C5 silver

coinage of the Perrhaibians (infra) was struck by Oloosson

is accepted (Babelon, Traité ii.4 327–28; Liampi (1996) 119);

for the similarities between these coins and contemporary

coins of Krannon, Larisa, Pharkadon, Trikka, Pherai 

and Skotoussa, see Kraay (1976) 115–16 and Martin (1985)

36–37.

An unpublished inscription (C3s) mentions a sanctuary

of Asklepios, and on the basis of coin types a cult of Zeus

may be assumed as well. SEG 29 546, a joint dedication to

Apollo Pythios by the Perrhaibian polities, was found in

Oloosson. On the northern slope of the acropolis traces of

an isodomic wall are visible (Stählin (1924a) 24).

The C5 silver and C4 bronze coinage of the Perrhaibians

was probably struck by Oloosson (Babelon, Traité ii.4

327–28): (1) Silver, denominations: drachm, triobol, tri-

hemiobol, obol and hemiobol on the Aiginetan standard;

types: obv. young man restraining a bull, or forepart of bull,

or horseman, or galloping horse, or head of Athena; rev. gal-

loping horse, or forepart of horse, or Athena running, or

horse’s head; legend: ΠΕ or ΠΕΡΑ. (2) Bronze: obv. veiled

Hera facing; rev. Zeus; legend: (Π)ΕΡΡΑΙΒΩΝ (Head,

HN² 304; Rogers (1932) nos. 437–39; Gardner (1963) 39;

Liampi (1996) 109–10; SNG Cop. Thessaly 193–97). In C4

Oloosson struck its own bronze coins: obv. horseman; rev.

Zeus brandishing thunderbolt; legend: ΟΛΟΣΣΟΝ(ΙΩΝ)

(Lavva (1994)).

468. Phalanna (Phalannaios) Map 55. Lat. 39.45, long.

22.10. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is

Φαλ�ννα,! in SEG 38 649 (C4) (cf.Voutiras (1991)); BCH 45

(1921) v.43 (230–220); and Strabo 9.5.19.According to Steph.

Byz. 655.20, Ephoros (�FGrHist 70) fr. 62 used the toponym

Φ�λλανος (cf. Eust. Il. 520.18: ! Φ�λλανος). Hecat. fr. 5 is

quoted by Steph. Byz. 655.19 for the variant name ‘Ιππ�α,

which is taken by Jacoby (ad loc.) to be a variant name not of

the city, but of the eponymous heroine Phalanna.According

to Strabo 9.5.15, “some” (τιν/ς) used the toponym ;Ορθη

(cf. Hom. Il. 2.739) about the acropolis of Phalanna, where-

as Ael. Herod. De pros. cath. 3.1, 321.5 takes ;Ορθη to be a

π#λις Περραιβ�ας k Θετταλ�ας, καλουµ/νη, φασ�, κα�

Κορσ/α. However, according to Eust. Il. 1.520.28, Korsea was

another name for the acropolis. The city-ethnic was

Φαλαννα5ος (C4 coins, infra; SEG 29 546.6 (375–350); CID ii

32.45 (C4l)); an inscription from Argos uses Φαλαννε�ς (IG

iv 617.12 (316–293)).

No Archaic or Classical source explicitly describes

Phallana as a polis; but the political sense is indirectly attest-

ed in the Delphic accounts of 337/6 (CID ii 74), where a

tamias of Phalanna is recorded (i.48) after the heading τ�ν

ταµ�αν �ποπ/µπειν τ3ς π#λεις (i.4). For an explicit attes-

tation, see ArchEph (1916) 18,272, 1 (C3e); IG ix.2 1228.a13,b17

(C3) has πολιτε�α in ll. 17–18. The term �στ#ς (�gασστ#ς)

in the sense of “citizen” is found in a C5 law (IG ix.2 1226.a3)

which describes itself as a ν#µος (a1) and refers to κοιν3

χ[ρ]/µατα (a6–7). Phalanna is described as πατρ�ς in SEG

38 649 (C4); cf. Voutiras (1991).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4 coins (infra) and in ArchEph (1916) 18, 272, 1 (C3e). The
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external collective use is found in SEG 29 546.6 (375–350)

and IG iv 617.12 (316–293), an inscription recording a

collective donation of money by the Phalannians (see fur-

ther Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). The external individual

use is found in CID ii 32.45 (C4l), 74.i.48 (337/6), 77.i.9

(334/3), 96.7 (327/6), 100.i.9 (325/4), 102.i.10 (324/3).

Phalanna was a Perrhaibian city (CID ii 77.i.9, 96.7), and

it is listed in SEG 29 546 (375–350), a list of Perrhaibian poli-

ties making a joint dedication to Apollo Pythios at

Oloosson. (For C5 coins of the Perrhaibians, see the entry

for Oloosson.) It was probably situated at Damasi (Lucas

(1995) 122 with map at 130).

Citizens of Phalanna served the Amphiktyonic League

on behalf of the Perrhaibians as hieromnemones (CID ii

32.45 (C4l), 96.7 (327/6), 100.i.9 (325/4), 102.i.10 (324/3))

and as tamiai (CID ii 74.i.9 (337/6), 77.9 (334/3)). With the

other Perrhaibian communities, Phalanna in 375–350 made

a dedication to Apollo Pythios at Oloosson (SEG 29 546).

IG iv 617.4 (316–293) records a monetary donation by

Phalanna “to the θεωρο� sent out from Argos to announce

the celebration of the Nemean Games and the Heraia”

(Perlman (2000) 74, 127–29). In 230–220 a citizen of

Phalanna served as Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921)

v.43).

The earliest public enactment is a C5 law (ν#µος) con-

cerning public finances (IG ix.2 1226). Hellenistic inscrip-

tions refer to several officials (ArchEph (1916) 18, 272, 1 (C3e);

IG ix.2 1233 (C3)).

A theatre is mentioned in a C2 inscription (IG ix.2 1230),

and recent explorations have revealed traces of a polygonal

wall on the acropolis (autopsy by G. Lucas), but apart from

that there is no evidence for the urban centre.

Phalanna minted in both silver and bronze in C4. (1)

Silver, denominations: drachms, triobols, trihemiobols,

obols on the Aiginetan standard; types: obv. young man with

short hair (Ares?), or Hekate holding two torches seated on

lion (beneath ΠΟ); rev. bridled horse, or hunter with dog;

legend: ΦΑΛΑΝΝΑΙΩΝ. (2) Bronze: obv. head of young

man (Ares?), or Zeus, or nymph; rev. head of nymph, or

horseman, or the eponymous heroine Phalanna seated, her

left hand stretched toward a stork; legend: ΦΑΛΑ or

ΦΑΛ-ΩΝ or ΦΑΛΑΝΝΑ or ΦΑΛΑΝΝΑΙΩΝ (Head,

HN² 305; Babelon, Traité ii.4 nos. 583–94; Rogers (1932)

147–49 nos. 446–58; Gardner (1963) 41; SNG Cop. Thessaly

199–208).

469. Pythoion (Pythoiastas) Map 50. Lat. 40.05, long.

22.15. Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is Π�θοιον,

τ# (IG iv².1 94.b.ii.39 (post-316)) or Π�θειον (F.Delphes

iii.4 417.iii.5 (c.257/3)); Π�θιον is found in late literary

sources (Plut. Aem. 15.2; Ptol. Geog. 3.12.39). The city-ethnic

is Πυθοι�στας, but attested only in the Hellenistic period

(SEG 36 554.4 (C2f)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Pythoion a polis, but

it may possibly have been one: according to Livy 42.53.5, it

was one of the three oppida making up the Perrhaibian

Tripolis (<Perseus> descendit ad Azorum, Pythoum,

Dolichen: tripolim vocant incolentes haec tria oppida), an

association for which C4f bronze coins are attested (infra).

If the name Tripolis means that the constituent communi-

ties were poleis, then Pythoion was a polis. Furthermore, in

C4l a citizen of Pythoion served as Epidaurian theorodokos

(IG iv².1 94 i.b.39). Pythoion calls itself ! π#λις !

Πυθοιαστ+ν in a C2f proxeny decree (SEG 36 552.4). A

coin inscribed ΠΥΘΙΑΤΩΝ is a forgery (Lucas (1997)

77).

Pythoion was situated on the hill of Ag. Apostoli south of

the present village of Pythion, formerly Selos (Lucas (1997)

182–85). Though geographically located in Perrhaibia (Plut.

Aem. 15.2), Pythoion (like Azoros and Doliche, with which it

formed the Perrhaibian Tripolis) is absent from the list of

Perrhaibian polities in SEG 29 546 (375–350; cf. Lucas (1997)

80–81); this fact (and the fact that the dispute between

Doliche and Eleimiotis was settled by the Makedonian king,

s.v. Doliche) suggests that in C4e the Tripolis was under

Makedonian rule (Lucas (1997) 80–81, 211–16). In addition,

the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi (IG iv².1 94 I.b.39 (post-

316)) seems to record Pythoion in the Makedonian section

(Lucas (1997) 81–82), and F.Delphes iii.4 417.iii.5 (c.257–253)

is a grant of proxeny to a man described as ΜακεδVν

’Ε[λ]ειµι)τ[ης] .κ Πυθε�ου; Steph. Byz. 538.21 also

locates it in Makedonia; another passage of Steph. Byz.

(157.12–13) possibly attests to the settlement of Makedonians

in Pythoion in C4–C3: Θεαγ/νης .ν Μακεδον��α

“Βαλλα�ους µεταγαγVν ε2ς τ�ν ν%ν λεγ#µενον Π�θιον

τ#πον” (see Lucas (1997) 76, 216).

A temple of Apollo Pythios, the patron divinity, is men-

tioned in a C2m inscription (SEG 36 552; cf. Plut.Aem. 15.10),

and recent excavations have unearthed two temples of

Roman date (ArchDelt 51 ([1996] 2001) 364).

The acropolis was surrounded by a wall constructed in

small flat stones (Lucas (1997) 183–84). A wall surrounding

the lower city, probably isodomic to judge from the visible

remains, has recently been located, but is as yet unpublished

and undated. To the south and south-west are numerous

traces of occupation (ibid. 184).
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The Tripolis of Azoros, Pythoion and Doliche struck

bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. Apollo; legend:

ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ; rev. tripod (Liampi (1990)).

2.8 Athamania

470. Argethia (Argethieus) Map 55. Lat. 39.20, long.

21.30. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is ?ργεθ�α,

! (BCH 45 (1921) iii.132 (230–220)). The city-ethnic is

?ργεθιε�ς (SGDI 1341 (C4s)).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Argethia a polis, but it

is included as a possible polis here on account of SGDI 1341, a

C4s grant of proxeny by the Molossoi to a man of Argethia

([Θε]#δωρον Στοµ�ου ?ρ[γε]θι8 Μολοσσο� πρ#ξε[νον]

.πο�ησαν). In c.230–220, a citizen of Argethia served as

Delphic theorodokos (BCH 45 (1921) iii.132).

The city was situated on the east side of Mt. Pindos, in

Athamania (or Thessalia, the exact border between the two

regions being unclear); the site is at Hellinika, c.2 km west of

modern Argithea (formerly Knisovo, in the nomos of

Karditsa). There are traces of a Hellenistic circuit wall

(Indzesiloglou (1987) 345) and a Classical–Hellenistic ceme-

tery (ArchDelt 43 ([1988]) 252).
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I. The Region

The islands of the Aegean, which number in the thousands,

no more formed a logical unit in the Archaic and Classical

periods than they do today. The two main groupings are the

Kyklades (Κυκλ�δες) and the Sporades (Σπορ�δες). The

designation “Kyklades” is attested in Classical sources (Eur.

Ion 1583; Hdt. 5.31.2; Thuc. 1.4; Isoc. 4.136; Ephor. fr. 63; Ps.-

Skylax 48, 58). “Sporades” is apparently a Hellenistic inven-

tion (Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1711; Strabo 2.5.21, 10.4.1; Arist.

[Mund.] 393a14). Both names were geographical terms only,

embracing different islands at different times and according

to different authors. These groupings posed difficult prob-

lems for ancient geographers, especially when they tried to

insert discussions of the islands into larger geographic texts;

this explains why treatment of islands that are neighbours

may occur far apart in a text (e.g., Ps.-Skylax treats Amorgos

at chapter 58 but Astypalaia at 48; see generally now

Counillon (2001)). It is rare, however, that geographical

groups corresponded to political associations. For example,

while both Melos and Thera counted among the Kyklades

for Thucydides (1.4, 2.9.4), both avoided Athenian domina-

tion until almost the 420s or later; in both cases, this resist-

ance was probably connected with the islands’ foundations

as Doric colonies, in contrast to the Ionic Kyklades, many of

which recognised Athens as metropolis. Of the neighbour-

ing northern Sporades, Skyros and Ikos, the one was 

subjected to direct Athenian control, probably from 476/5,

while the other remained an independent polis (or two).

These examples could be multiplied.

Perhaps no man is an island, but every island is potential-

ly a polis, or more than one (Reger (1997)). The Inventory

that follows includes fifty-seven certain or likely poleis dis-

tributed among forty-two islands. None of them is unlocat-

ed (except, in a few cases, where a secondary polis attested on

an island like Ikos has yet to be associated with a site).

However, these represent only a very small number of

potentially inhabitable islands in the Aegean Sea. If we can

be confident, even without direct evidence, that a mass of

rocks like the Melanteioi Skopeloi east of Mykonos was

always uninhabited, the same is not true for many other

islands. Some islands may have been used only as pasturage,

such as perhaps the three small islands disputed between

Kimolos and Melos in C4l (IG xii.3 1259 �Ager (1996) no.

3�Magnetto (1997) no. 1). Cycles of population growth and

depopulation are characteristic of the Aegean Islands over

the longue durée, although recent work has suggested that

the Archaic and especially the Classical period constituted a

high point in island populousness and prosperity (see espe-

cially Brun (1993), (1996)). For example, Donoussa support-

ed a habitation site in the Geometric period,but whether the

island continued to be occupied into historical times is not

known (Ph. Zapheiropoulou (1973)).

Even when islands were inhabited, it is not always clear

whether they were poleis. Here are two examples. The Korsiai

are a cluster of islands between Samos (no. 864) and Ikaros

(Map 61; lat. 37.35, long. 26.30; 45 km² total area of group;

main island, 30 km²). The toponym, which has a number of

variants, is attested as Κορσεα� as early as Hecat. fr. 143 (for

the variants, see infra). The ethnic is attested as Κορση�της

or Κορσηιτ#ς in an undated rock-cut inscription of C5l or

C4 found on the island on the hill of Ag. Giorgios (IG xii.6

1213.xi); the version in Steph. Byz. 376.12 differs. This evi-

dence suffices to show that the islands, or at least the chief

one, were inhabited. The fact that marble seems to have been

quarried here for use on Samos in C6 implies occupation at
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least that early (Shipley (1987) 21 n. 82). But were they a polis?

The rock cut inscriptions show that these islands were con-

trolled by Samos (no. 864) during the Classical period, and

that at some point there was a Samian garrison on the acrop-

olis (Rehm (1929) 20; Dunst (1974) 137, and see the tantalising

inscription at 118–21 no. 2; Ehrhardt (1983) 17 with 200 n. 63).

On mistaken grounds, Haussoulier suggested ((1902) 142; cf.

Dunst (1974) 137) that perhaps earlier they were under

Milesian control. Rehm (1929) 19–20 argued that as long as

the Milesians controlled Leros and Patmos, they could assure

passage to the Aegean via the strait between those islands,

which was more important for them than the strait between

Patmos and Korsiai. As the evidence stands, it is impossible

to decide whether the Korsiai were a dependent polis under

Samian control or just a Samian possession.

The other example is Gyaros (Γ�αρος), an island of 17

km². In 31 Strabo visited it and found “a village inhabited by

fishermen”(κ)µιον 6π� -λι/ων συνοικο�µενον) who were

sending an ambassador (πρεσβευτ�ς) to Octavian to ask for

a reduction of a payment of tribute of 150 dr. they could not

afford (10.5.3). The ethnic, attested in Steph. Byz. 214.2 as

Γυαρε�ς, has now been found on rock-cut inscriptions of

early Byzantine date (C5–C7) on Syros as Γυαρ�της

(Kiourtzian (2000) 153 no. 80, 181 no. 117, 184 no. 121 (much

improved versions respectively of IG xii.5 712 84B" and 86B";

for the date, p. 142). The inscriptions originated with sailors

who anchored in the bay beside which they were carved (ibid.

135–38). Thus it is clear that, at least in the late Hellenistic and

Roman periods, Gyaros was inhabited; perhaps the same can

be inferred for an earlier period from Strabo’s citing Aratos as

calling Gyaros “worthless”. Moreover, Strabo’s story shows

that in his day the island was not subject to another authori-

ty. There is a C2? proxeny decree passed by the Gyarioi (IG

xii.6 470), and there are bronze coins of C1 (Head, HN ² 486).

Thus, there can be little doubt that Gyaros was a polis in the

later Hellenistic period (though Strabo’s use of komion

remains striking). But there is no warrant for retrojecting this

status into the Archaic and Classical periods.

Of the many islands mentioned one way or another in our

sources, here are some of the more important which were

probably inhabited. In no case is there evidence to show, or

even suggest, that these islands were poleis, but it is possible

that some of them were.¹

Araiai or Arai (?ραια�) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 27.10.

Dieuchidas (FGrHist 485) fr. 7.

Askania (?σκαν�α) Map 61. Lat. 36.15, long. 25.05. Hom.

Il. 2.862–63, 13.793.

Gyaros (Γ�αρος) Map 57. Lat 37.35, long. 24.45. Plut. Mor.

602C; IG xii.5 651 (undated); IG xii suppl. p. 117 � IG xii.6

470 (C2?); Strabo 10.5.3; Steph. Byz. 213.18; Kiourtzian

(2000) 153 no. 80, 181 no. 117, 184 no. 121.

Halonnesos (yλ#ννησος) Map 57. Lat. 39.30, long. 25.00.

Dem. 7.2, 12.12, 18.69; Aeschin. 3.83; Plut. Dem. 9.5; Dion.

Hal. Dem. 9, 13; Ath. 6 223D–224B; Strabo 9.5.16; Pompon.

2.106; Harp. Α80.

Istros (;Ιστρος) Map 61. Lat. 27.10, long. 27.40. Steph. Byz.

341.7.

Kinaros (Κ�ναρος) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 26.15. Plut.

Mor. 602C; Semos of Delos (FGrHist 396) fr. 17; Pompon.

2.111; Stadiasmus 282; IG xii.7 510 (C4).

Korseai (Κορσεα�, but with many variants) Map 61. Lat.

37.35, long. 26.30. Hecat. fr. 143 �Steph. Byz. 376.10; Strabo

10.5.13 (Κορασσ�αι); Stadiasmus 283–84 (Κορσ�αι); Steph.

Byz. s.v.; Plin. HN 5.135; Dunst (1974) 116–18 no. 1 ([.ν

Κορ]σ�αι[ς], Hellenistic of perhaps C4). The ethnic

Κορση�της is attested in an inscription of C5l or C4 which

shows that a garrison of Samian and foreign mercenaries

held the acropolis (IG xii.6 1213.xi, cf. vi and x). See

Ehrhardt (1983) 17 with 200 n. 63. Given the attestation of an

ethnic, it is possible that a dependent polis was located here.

Barr. C(?).

Lebinthos (Λ/βινθος) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 26.25.

Strabo 10.5.12; Pompon. 2.7; Steph. Byz. 238.16; Hsch. Λ486;

Stadiasmus 281; Plin. HN 4.70.

*Lepsia (Lepsia) Map 61. Lat. 37.20, long. 26.45. Lycoph.

Alex. 1207 (Λ/ψιος), 1454 (Λεψιε�ς); Plin. NH 5.133

(Lepsia); Manganaro (1963–64) 317–29; Ehrhardt (1983)

16–17. Barr. AC.

Patmos (Π�τµος) Map 61. Lat. 37.20, long. 26.35. Thuc.

3.33.3; Strabo 10.5.13; Stadiasmus 280, 283; Plin. HN 4.69;

Manganaro (1963–64) 329–46; Syll.³ 1068, 1152; Saffrey

(1975); Ehrhardt (1983) 17, 149–51. Barr. AC.

Pharmakoussa (Φαρµακο%σσα) Map 61. Lat. 37.15, long.

27.05. Plut. Caes. 1.4; Suet. Caes. 4; Steph. Byz. 659.1–2.

Tragia (Τραγ�α) Map 61. Lat. 37.30, long. 27.00. Thuc.

1.116.1; Plut. Per. 25; Steph. Byz. 630.6–7; possibly Eupolis fr.

487 (PCG) (Τραγ/αι); Rehm (1929) 22 finds it hard to

believe that the island was inhabited.¹ Islands mentioned in the main text as dependencies or part of the territory
of other poleis are not included here.
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II. The Poleis

Amorgos (Amorgios) Map 61. Lat. 36.50, long. 25.55.

Size of island: 124 km². The toponym is ?µοργ#ς, ! (Thuc.

8.28.5; IG xii.7 69.23 (C4l–C3e)). The ethnic is ?µ#ργιος

(IG ii² 43.B28; Ath. 480D: Σιµων�δης W ?µ#ργιος). The

alternative forms ?µοργ5νος and ?µοργ�της are attested

only in late sources (Suda Σ446; Steph. Byz. 86.12–13).

Stephanos 86.9 makes the island one of the Kyklades.

Amorgos was divided among three poleis (Ps.-Skylax 58:

τρ�πολις; IG xii.7 68.1–2 �Migeotte (1984) 189–92 no. 54

(C4l/C3e): ! π#λις [! ?ρκεσι]ν/ων κα� ! π#λις !

Α2γιαλ/ων κα� [! π#]λις ! Μινοητ+ν). They were

allegedly founded by the poet Semonides as a Samian colony

more than 400 years after the Trojan War ((FGrHist 534) T

1a–b). The view that the three Amorgian poleis were Samian

colonies may derive some support from the names of the

months (Loukopoulou (1989) 116–17 n. 2). They paid tribute

to the Athenians in C5 as a synteleia (IG i³ 278.vi.10,

279.ii.80, 280.ii.73, 281.iii.58, 282.ii.41) and were united once

again in joining the Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii²

43.B28). An Aristotelian Constitution of the Amorgians is

attested (Heracl. Lemb. 47). The collective use of the ethnic

is attested internally on coins: ΑΜΟ (Head, HN² 481 (C4))

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists and on the stele

listing the members of the Second Athenian Naval League

(supra). The individual ethnic is used externally on Delos in 

364/3 (?µοργ�η, I.Délos 104.72) and in Eretria c.300

(?µ#ργιος, IG xii.9 799). Thus, persons from the island

were often regarded as simply Amorgioi, regardless of

their polis of origin or the precise political situation of

the island. Loukopoulou (1989) 116–19 argues that the 

three poleis used the same calendar, but the evidence for 

several months is Hellenistic (Trümpy, Monat. 73–78). It is

clear that the poleis of Amorgos combined for various pur-

poses in C5 and C4, especially when dealing with outside

powers. But there is ample evidence that on land the poleis

retained their individual identities. For the political institu-

tions of the poleis, with reservations, see Ruppel (1927)

313–19.

Amorgos struck bronze coins in C4s. Types: obv. star and

crescent, or head of Asklepios, or cupping vessel; rev. two

thyrsoi crossed, or bee; legend: ΑΜΟ (Head, HN² 481).

471. Aigiale (Aigialeus) Map 61. Lat. 36.55, long. 26.00.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Α2γι�λη, ! (IG

xii.7 515.56 (C2)), but Α2γιαλ#ς/-#ν, W/τ# is also reported

(IG xii.7 388.35 �Migeotte (1984) 196–98 no. 56 (C2)).

According to Steph. Byz. 121.2, an alternative toponym was

Μελαν�α. The city-ethnic is Α2γιαλε�ς (IG xii.7 68.1

(C4/C3)).Aigiale is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by

the term τρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58, and is called polis in the

political sense in IG xii.7 68.1 (C4/C3), where the internal

and collective sense of the city-ethnic is used. The external

use seems to be unattested until C2l, when the collective use

is found in an inscription of Magnesia (Syll.³ 562.83).Aigiale

was situated at the eastern end of Amorgos; there are walls of

Archaic or Classical date, and sherds testify to occupation

until C4l (Leekley and Noyes (1975) 40). The territory 

of Aigiale bordered on that of Minoa (no. 573). In light of

the limited archaeological work in the Amorgian country-

side, nothing can be said with confidence about the extent 

of the territory, but it seems to have been larger than 

25 km². The protective divinity of Aigiale was Athena 

Polias, who had a sanctuary where stelai were sometimes

erected (IG xii.7 386.42 �Syll.³ 521 (C3)); she is once 

attested as sharing a sanctuary with Zeus Polieus (IG xii.7

387.23 (C3)).

472. Arkesine (Arkesineus) Map 61. Lat 36.50, long. 25.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?ρκεσ�νη, !

(IG xii.7 53.38 (C1)) or ?ρκεσ�να (IG xii.7 50.2 (C2)). Steph.

Byz. 121.2–3 quotes Polybios as regarding it as masculine (fr.

20). The city-ethnic is ?ρκεσινε�ς (IG xii.7 5.2, 22.10

(C4m)). Arkesine is referred to as a polis in the urban sense

by the term τρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58 (cf. IG xii suppl. 330

(C2)) and is called polis in the political sense in IG xii.7 5.4,

6, 7–8, 10, 12, 22. The collective use of the city-ethnic appears

internally in C4 decrees (IG xii.7 5.2). Arkesine was situated

toward the western end of Amorgos, and its territory bor-

dered on that of Minoa (no. 473). The size of the territory

was between 25 and 100 km².

The eponymous official was an archon serving as chief of

a board of archons (IG xii suppl. 331 (C4); IG xii.7 55 �Syll.³

1200 (C4/C3); Sherk (1990) 262). Of other officials the most

important is a strategos (IG xii.7 69.47 (C4l/C3e)). Laws and

decrees (IG xii.7 69.47 (C4l/C3e)) were proposed in accor-

dance with a probouleumatic procedure (IG xii.7 46 � add

(C4)) and passed by a boule and a demos (IG xii.7 1.1 (C5), 2.1

(C4)) presided over by a board of prytaneis (IG xii.7 3.37,

4.6 (C4)). A number of honorific decrees of C4 or C4l–

C3e grant proxenia to citizens of Athens (no. 361), Thera 

(no. 527), Rhithymnos (no. 987) and Rhodos (no. 1000) (IG

xii.7 5–11). Public enactments were stored in an archive

(δηµ#σιον) and in the sanctuary of Hera (IG xii.7 67.83
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(C4l/C3e)). Trials were brought before an official called

.σαγωγε�ς (IG xii.7 3.39, 42 (C4f)) and heard by a 

dikasterion situated in the urban centre (τ� �στικ�ν

δικαστ�ριον) (IG xii.7 3.32, 49–50). The protective deity is

not known. The cults of Athena Itonia were very important

in the Hellenistic period (IG xii.7 22–23, 33–35), but in the

Classical period the cult may have been that of Hera (IG

xii.7 1, 2), in whose sanctuary public enactments were kept

(IG xii.7 30.5–8 (C3l/C2e), 67.83 (C4l/C3e), 69.52

(C4l/C3e)); a public law forbidding access to foreigners 

is preserved (IG xii.7 2 (C4); cf. Butz (1996) 86–88).

The acropolis of Arkesine was called Aspis (IG xii.7

57.5 (C3)). Four months of the calendar, in order, are 

known from C4: Eiraphion, Anthesterion, Taureion and

Thargelion (IG xii.7 62.28, 9, 10, 4, 49; Trümpy, Monat.

73–77). The fortification walls are probably Hellenistic

(Rougemont et al. (1993) 104–12) but may go back to C4s

(Brun (1996) 151).

473. Minoa (Minoetes) Map 61. Lat 36.50, long. 25.55. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Μιν�)α, ! (IG xii.7

228.10 (C2)). The city-ethnic is Μινο�της (IG xii.7

68.2 �Migeotte (1984) 189–92 no. 54 (C4/C3)) or

Μινω�της (IG xii.7 223.6 (C2)) or Μινω�της (Androtion

(FGrHist 324) fr. 22). Minoa is referred to as a polis in the

urban sense by the term τρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58 and is

called polis in the political sense in IG xii.7 68.2 (C4/C3),

where the collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is

attested. The external use is attested collectively in

Androtion (FGrHist 324 fr.22) and individually in a C3 prox-

eny decree from Tenos (IG xii.5 821.3). A board of prytaneis

is attested in a citizenship decree of C5–C4 (IG xii.7 219). A

cult of Apollo Pythios (or possibly Delios), who may have

been the protective deity, is known from a sacred nomos of

C5–C4 (IG xii.7 220). The urban centre was walled starting

in the Geometric period (Marangou (1990)). The walls

enclosed an area of c.20 ha. A separately walled acropolis

inside the polis covered an area of c.4.5 ha. (AR 47

(2000–2001) 122). There are remains of a C4 gymnasium

(Marangou (1987) 255).

474. Anaphe (Anaphaios) Map 61. Lat. 36.20, long. 25.45.

Size of territory: 2 (40 km²). Type: B. The toponym is

?ν�φη, ! (Ap. Rhod. 4.1717; Ath. 400Ε �Hegesandros

(FHG iv 421) (C3)). The city-ethnic is ?ναφα5ος (IG i³

71.i.85; IG xii.3 251) or ?ναφαιε�ς (IG i³ 283.ii.31). The ear-

liest explicit attestation of Anaphe as a polis is in a decree of

C2 (IG xii.3 248), but the island’s status as a polis is strongly

indicated by membership of the Delian League combined

with the C4 network of proxenoi in other poleis (infra). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in C4

lists of proxenoi (IG xii.3 250.15, 251 passim) and externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (supra). The individual and exter-

nal use is attested in a C3m citizenship decree from Kalymna

(Tit. Cal. 41.2).

Strabo classes Anaphe among the islands in the Cretan

Sea (10.5.1), but Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1711 and 1717 and Steph.

Byz. 93.10 among the Sporades. The territory of Anaphe was

coterminous with the island. Anaphe was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Island district (IG i³

287.i.9) and is recorded three times in the tribute lists, in

428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.31), in 418/17 (IG i³ 287.i.9) and in 416/15

(IG i³ 289.i.9), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 283.ii.31). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.85) (1,000 dr.). It

has been suggested that the island was brought into the

League only in 428/7 by Lysikles (Thuc. 3.19.2; Mattingly

(1996) 77 with n. 27), and also to restore Anaphe as a mem-

ber of the Second Athenian Naval League (Accame (1941) 79

and 82 at IG ii² 43.86, but see Cargill (1981) 35).

Three fragmentary inscriptions contain lists of proxenoi

of Anaphe. The two first are of C4 and record proxenoi in

Olynthos (no.588),Thessalian Pharsalos (no.413),Mykonos

(no. 506), Knidos (no. 903), Paros (no. 509), Chios (no. 840)

and Telemessos (no. 936) (IG xii.3 250–51).

The protective deity was Apollo Asgelatas—by lapsus

Agelatos on the map—(IG xii.3 248.8 (C2)), or Aigletes

(Callim. fr. 7.19, etc.), whose sanctuary was located a few

kilometres east of the polis centre and was connected to the

polis centre by a sacred way (Hiller von Gaertringen

(1899–1909) i. 352–53). The sanctuary and the cult are attest-

ed in dedications of the Classical period (IG xii.3 256 (C4 or

C3), 257 (C4), 258 (C4/C3). The polis centre had temples of

Apollo Pythios and Artemis Soteira (IG xii.3.268–71

(Hell.)); there was also a sanctuary for Asklepios (IG xii.3

248.29). Remains of fortification walls and harbour are

probably Hellenistic (Hiller von Gaertringen (1899–1909) i.

351–58). For an updated description of the archaeological

remains and especially the fortification walls, see Matthaiou

and Pikoulas (1990–91).

Some anepigraphic coins on the Milesian–Phoenician

standard have been dated to C5e and assigned to Anaphe.

Denominations: half-stater and quarter-stater. Types: obv.

amphora; rev. four-part incuse square. The attribution to

Anaphe is not secure (Erxleben (1970) 69–70; Figueira

(1998) 577).
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475. Andros (Andrios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 37.20, long.

24.50. Size of territory: 4 (380 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Xνδρος, ! (Hdt. 5.31.2; IG ii² 123.20 �Tod 156.20 (356)),

denoting both the island (Hdt. 5.31.2) and the town (Hdt.

4.33.2). The city-ethnic is Xνδριος (Pl. Ion 541D; IG ii²

123.9). Hdt. 5.31.2 classes Andros among the Kyklades; cf.

Strabo 10.5.3. Andros is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Xen. Hell. 1.4.22; Ps.-Skylax 58) and in the political sense

(Hdt. 4.33.2; Arist. Pol. 1270b12–13; SEG 12 390.6, 31, 44

(c.320); for the date see SEG 30 1070). The territory, which

was coterminous with the island itself, is called ! ?νδρ�α

χ)ρα by Xenophon (Hell. 1.4.22). The collective use of the

city-ethnic appears externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(infra) and on Delos in 377/6 (I.Délos 98.B.9–10). Internally

its first appearance is in a decree of C4f (IG xii suppl. 245.3).

The individual and external use is attested in Athens in C5s

(IG i³ 1342–43; Pl. Ion 541D), in Epidauros (IG iv².1 323) and

in Delphi in C5 (CID i 7 Aa6) and in C4 (CID ii 22–23).

Andros was said to be under Naxian control in 494 (Hdt.

5.31.2). Herodotos reports Andrians participating in Xerxes’

invasion of Greece (Hdt. 8.66.2; Aesch. Pers. 887). The island

was besieged by Themistokles after an unsuccessful attempt

at extortion (Hdt. 8.111–12). Andros was a member of the

Delian League, and may have been among the original mem-

bers (ATL iii. 198–99). It belonged to the Island district (IG i³

270.v.20) and is recorded in the tribute lists from 451/0 (IG i³

262.i.19) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.21), a total of fourteen times,

twice completely restored, paying a phoros of first 12 tal. (IG

i³ 262.i.19), reduced to 6 tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.22), but

raised to 7 tal. in 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.21). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.64) (15 tal.). Plutarch (Per. 11.5)

mentions the dispatch of 250 Athenian klerouchoi, plausibly

dated to c.453–448 (Figueira (1991) 220 with note W). Naval

forces, probably with marines, participated in actions during

the Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 4.42.1, 7.57.4, 8.69.3). In the

last phase of the war they fought on the Spartan side (Diod.

13.69.4–5; Xen. Hell. 2.1.31). In C4 Andros joined the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.16). In 356 the Athenians

had a garrison and a general on Andros whose position was

called an arche (Aeschin. 1.107; IG ii² 123 �Tod 156); see Reger

(1994a) 314–15). In the 370s and later the Andrians participat-

ed closely enough with the Athenians in the administration

of the amphiktyony on Delos to be punished by the Delians

in 314 (Tréheux (1987) 386).

In 411 a contingent of Andrian soldiers supported the

Four Hundred in Athens (Thuc. 8.69.3), and from this

Gehrke, Stasis 22 infers that Andros must have been one of

the poleis in which the constitution was changed from a

democracy to an oligarchy after the oligarchic revolution in

Athens (cf. Thuc. 8.64.1). The Athenian decree on Andros of

357/6 (IG ii² 123.9) indicates that the constitution had

changed back to a democracy, probably in C4e. The only

known public enactments of the Classical period are a treaty

with Delphi (no. 177) about theoroi (CID i 7 (C5s)) and a cit-

izenship decree of C4 (IG xii suppl. 245). We hear about a

boule with a grammateus and a board of tamiai attached

(CID 1 7; IG xii suppl. 245). The eponymous official was an

archon, indisputably attested from C3 onwards (IG xii.5

715), but probably referred to already in the Classical period

(CID i 7A.9, cf. p. 22; Sherk (1990) 263). The Andrians dedi-

cated at Delphi a statue of their oecist Andreus (Paus. 10.13.4;

for the date, 412/11 or 308, see Jacquemin (1999) 313 no. 63).

Andros bestowed proxenia on a citizen from an unknown

polis (IG xii suppl. 245 (C4)), and a citizen of Andros was

appointed proxenos by Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.b.3–7

(C4m)). C.330 a theorodokos was appointed to host theoroi

from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.ii.13).

The protective deity was probably Apollo Pythios (IG xii

suppl. 245.14), though explicit testimony from the Archaic

and Classical periods is absent. A stele recording a C4 proxe-

ny decree was erected in his sanctuary (IG xii suppl. 245.14).

An inscription of perhaps C4 mentions a cult of Zeus

Meilichios (IG xii.5 727). The Andrians dedicated an ο1κος

on Delos (I.Délos 104–24.36; cf. Tréheux (1987) 381–83). Two

Andrians are attested as victors in the Olympic Games

(Olympionikai 339, 588; Hdt. 9.33.2; Paus. 3.11.6, 6.14.13). An

Andrian boy is attested as victor at Oropos in, probably,

329/8 (Petrakos (1997) 409–15 no. 520.19 � IG vii 414;

Knoepfler (1993) for the date).

The polis centre was located on the south-western coast of

the island at the unoccupied site called Palaiopolis. It still

has magnificent walls, which undoubtedly belong to C4 (so

Sauciuc (1914) 10–16) rather than to the Hellenistic period

(so Tzedakis (1975) 323). The walls are implied in connection

with the siege in 480 (Hdt. 8.112) and Alkibiades’ attack in

408 (Diod. 13.69.4). Remains of the western wall stretch

from the coast to the acropolis, c.1600 m from the coast.

Nothing is left of the other walls but, to judge from burials,

the circuit must have enclosed an area of over 100 ha

(Sauciac (1914) 10–16). For the urban centre, see

Palaiokrassa-Kopitsa (1996). The Pythion, attested in C4 (IG

xii suppl. 245), is probably the same as the sanctuary of

Apollo (τ� Hερ�ν το% ?π#λλωνος) mentioned repeatedly

in Hellenistic inscriptions (e.g. IG xii.5 715 8 (C3)). A stoa of

Classical date has been reported (ArchEph (1964) 2–4). A

rock-cut inscription of perhaps C4e bearing the words µ�
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χ/ζειν γυνα5κα (Palaiokrassa (1993) 125–26) may indicate a

sanctuary dedicated to a female deity (Sève, BE (1995) 451).

At least two important settlements are known outside the

polis centre at Andros, one to the east at Zagora

(Cambitoglou et al. (1971), (1988)), the other west at Hypsele

(Televantou (1996), (1999)), both of which began in the

Geometric period but continued to be occupied later.

Hypsele had a temple (cf. Reger (1997) 469). A phrourion at

Gaurion on the north-east coast was fortified by Alkibiades

in 408 (Diod. 13.69.4).

In the Archaic period Andros struck silver coins on the

Aiginetan standard. Denominations: stater (didrachm),

drachm and fractions. Types: obv. amphora; rev. incuse

square (Paschalis (1898)). The coinage stopped c.478

(Figueira (1998) 577). Later coins have been attributed to C4f

(Paschalis (1898) 348; Sauciuc (1914) 77; Erxleben (1970) 70),

but are perhaps better seen as Hellenistic (Head, HN² 482).

The Andrians founded colonies at Argilos (no. 554),

Stagiros (no. 613), Akanthos (no. 559) and Sane (no. 600)

(Thuc. 4.84.1, 88.2, 103.3, 109.3, 5.6.1). A disagreement with

Chalkis (no. 365) over the distribution of territory in the

colony at Sane led to arbitration by Erythraians (no. 845),

Samians (no. 864) and Parians (no. 509) (Plut. Mor. 298A–B;

Piccirilli (1973) 7–11 no. 2).

476. Astypalaia (Astypaleieus) Map 61. Lat. 36.35, long.

26.20. Size of territory: 2 (97 km²). Type: B. The toponym 

is?στυπ�λαια,! (Ps.-Skylax 48; Arist. fr. 366, Rose; IG xii.3

172.3 (C3); cf. SEG 27 503). The city-ethnic is ?στυπαλαιε�ς

(IG i² 1046 with i³ p.973 (C4); Ant. Pal.App.6.44 (r492)).The

earliest reference to Astypalaia as a polis (in the political

sense) is in I.Priene 8.48–49, traditionally dated to the 320s,

but now downdated to the 280s; see SEG 46 1479. Polis status

in the Classical period is indicated by Astypalaia’s member-

ship of the Delian League (infra), and by the C4 grant of

ateleia obtained from Epidauros (infra). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested internally on Hellenistic coins

(Head, HN² 630) and in inscriptions (IG xii.3 215 (C3); Peek

(1969) 38–40 no. 87.11–12), and externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (infra). The individual and external use is attest-

ed in an Epidaurian proxeny decree (IG iv².1 48 (c.300)), in a

private dedication from Delphi (Pomtow (1918) 64 no. 90

(C4m)), in a grant of citizenship (IG iv².1 615 (C4)), both 

for citizens of Astypalaia and for a group of individuals 

at Arkesine on Amorgos (IG xii.7 67.A.3–4�Migeotte

(1984) 183–87 no. 51 (C4l/C3e)).Alexander the Great’s steers-

man Onesikritos was from Astypalaia (FGrHist 134 T 1

(some say he was from Aigina), T 4; cf. Giannantoni (1990)

ii.511–12). Patris is found in IG xii.3 211 �CEG ii 866

(C4l/C3e).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 551, Astypalaia was a colony of

Megara (no.225),but a C4 inscription claims Epidauros (no.

348) as the metropolis (IG iv².1 47).Astypalaia was a member

of the Delian League. It belonged to the Karian district (IG i³

269.iv.17) and is recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG

i³ 259.iii.14) to 428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.29), a total of thirteen

times, three times completely restored, paying a phoros of 2

tal. (IG i³ 259.iii.14), reduced to 1½ tal. in 443/2 (IG i³

269.iv.17) but raised to 2 tal. again in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.18). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.143). In C4s the

Astypalaians obtained a grant of ateleia from Epidauros (IG

iv²1.47). Astypalaia received grain from Kyrene (no. 1028)

c.330–326 (Tod 196.47 �SEG 9.2.47). Citizens from

Astypalaia were appointed proxenoi by Epidauros (IG iv².1

48 (c.300)) and by Chios (no. 840) (PEP Chios 50 (C4)).

Aristotle wrote of ! ?στυπαλαι/ων γ8 (De anim. fr. 4

(C4m)). The earliest attestation of the eponymous official, a

demiourgos, dates to C4l or C3e (IG xii.7 67.A.8 �Migeotte

(1984) 183–87 no. 51; Sherk (1990) 263). A sacred law of C4

is preserved in an inscription (IG xii.3 183, which gives a 

date of c.300; Le Guen-Pollet (1991) 80–81 no. 24). A single

month of the calendar, Artamitios, is known (IG xii.7

67.A.7 �Migeotte (1984) 183–87 no. 51; cf. Trümpy, Monat.

197–98).

Pausanias reports a sanctuary of Athena in the story he

tells of the Olympic victor Kleomedes of Astypalaia, who in

492 killed his opponent wrestling and went mad; he pulled

down the roof of a school so that it fell upon sixty children,

but he was later made a hero on the basis of advice from the

oracle at Delphi (Paus. 6.9.6–8; Anth. Pal. App. 6.44;

Olympionikai 397).For a cult of Athena in C4, see IG xii.3 184.

Apollo had a sanctuary with at least one oikos and a cult stat-

ue (Peek (1969) 43 no. 89 (c.400); cf. IG xii.3 185).A sanctuary

of Artemis Lochia is reported in C4 (Peek (1969) 44 no. 92),

and a cult of Hera in C4 (or C3) is also attested (IG xii.3 196).

The ancient urban centre was located at modern Chora; a

small site dated to the Classical period has been reported at

Armenochori (perhaps a farm?: Hope Simpson and

Lazenby (1973) 159–62).

To Astypalaia have been assigned some silver coins dated

C5e to c.460. Denominations: stater, obol and fractions.

Types: obv. amphora (stater), or vessel with handle (obol),

or rose (tetartemorion); rev. oinochoe with lyre; legend:

ΑΣΤΥ in incuse square (stater); obv. oinochoe with Α

(obol); rev. incuse square with Α (tetartemorion). A differ-

ent, anepigraphic series of staters on the Aiginetan standard
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has recently been assigned to the island. Types: obv. two dol-

phins; rev. two incuse squares in four compartments

(Boutin (1986) 6–10; as belonging only to an island in the

Dodecanese, Hackens (1973) 210; see also Sheedy (1998a)

321). Another series of anepigraphic hemidrachms has 

been assigned to C4. Types: obv. head of Helios; rev. Bow 

(E. S. G. Robinson (1949) 330; see Erxleben (1970) 83;

Figueira (1998) 580).

477. Chalke (Chalkeates) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 36.15, long.

27.35. Size of territory: 2 (28 km²). Type: B. The toponym is

Χ�λκη, ! (Thuc. 8.55.1, 60.3; Steph. Byz. 682.1) or Χαλκ�α

(Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.2.9; Strabo 10.5.14–15) or Χ�λκεια (Ps.-

Skylax 99), denoting both the island and the town (Strabo

10.5.15). The city-ethnic is Χαλκε�τας (I.Knidos 605 (C4m);

IG i³ 280.i.54) or Χαλκει�της (IG i³ 270.iv.7);Χαλκ�τας is

attested in C3 and later (Susini (1963–64) 259 nos. 1–2; Tit.

Cam. 3 D c 54, 4.b.8 and 11, 109.4–5; IG xii.1 844.33–34 (C1)).

Chalke is not called a polis in any source, but its membership

of the Delian League (infra) and a C4m treaty concluded

with Knidos (infra) strongly suggest that Chalke was a polis

in C5–C4. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 280.i.54) and in

the inscription from Knidos (I.Knidos 605). The individual

use is attested internally (IG xii.1 216 (Hell.)) and externally

at Kameiros (Tit. Cam. 3 ∆ c 54 (C1l)).

Chalke was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district (IG i³ 269.iv.6) and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.i.10) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG

i³ 284.19), a total of seventeen times, three times completely

restored, paying a phoros of first 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 263.i.10),

reduced to 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 267.iii.22) in 445/4 or possibly

already in 446/5 (IG i³ 266.iii.27, completely restored). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.104, 2,000� dr.).

In C4m the Chalkeatai concluded what is presumably an

isopoliteia treaty with Knidos (no. 903) (I.Knidos 605; cf.

Gawantka (1975) 209 no. 11 and 38 n. 79). The Knidians

granted the Chalkeatai the right to purchase landed proper-

ty and to participate in Knidian citizenship (politeia). The

last preserved line of the inscription records the beginning

of the decree of the Chalkeatai which presumably granted

the Knidians the same privileges.

By C4l, however, Chalke had become part of the Rhodian

state, for Theophrastos calls it Χαλκ�αν τ�ν ν8σον τ�ν

‘Ροδ�ων (Hist. pl. 8.2.9). More specifically, it was turned

into a deme of Kameiros (no. 996) (Tit. Cam. 109 (C4l); in

C3 lists of damiourgoi: Tit. Cam. 3 ∆ c 54 (C1l), 4.b.8, 11 (first

century ad)), although perhaps the process of incorporat-

ing its inhabitants into the political structure of Kameiros

had not yet been completed by about 325, since the

Chalkeatai are treated as exceptions in a law of approximate-

ly that date (Tit. Cam. 109.4–5).

According to Strabo (10.5.15), the island had a harbour

(limen); its location has been a matter of dispute (see Susini

(1963–64) 249). Strabo also mentions a sanctuary of Apollo,

who may have been the protective deity. A dedication to

Asklepios is known from C4 or perhaps C3 (IG xii.1 956);

mention of Zeus and Hekate is likely to have been late (IG

xii.1 958). The polis centre lay to the north and east of the

modern settlement, which occupies the acropolis with 

its castle of the Knights of St John (Hope Simpson and

Lazenby (1973) 156; Susini (1963–64) 247). The preserved

wall includes sections that have been dated to C6, but much

of it is undoubtedly Hellenistic (Susini (1963–64) 248). No

coinage is known.

Some C4 coins inscribed ΧΑ may belong to the present

community or to Karian Chalketor (no. 881); obv. female

head, rev. spearhead (BMC 18 (Caria and Islands)).

478. Delos (Delios) Map 61. Lat. 37.25, long. 25.15. Size of

territory: 1 (3 km²). Type: A. The toponym is ∆8λος, !

(Hom. Od. 6.162; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 27; Hdt. 1.64.2; IG i³

402.15, 1460.9, 1461.6), in Doric ∆[λος (Pind. Ol. 6.59),

denoting both the island (Thuc. 3.104.1) and the town (Ps.-

Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is ∆�λιος (I.Délos 98A.16

(377/6)). Delos is called a polis in the political sense through-

out C4 (I.Délos 36.2 �CEG ii 836; I.Délos 74.15–16: τ8ς

π#λεως τ8ς ∆ηλ�ων). In Ps.-Skylax 58 ∆8λος is one of the

toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις α_δε .ν τα5ς

ν�σοις. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in inscriptions (IG i³ 1460.14 (410/9); I.Délos 71.2

(C5/C4), 74.7 (C4s)) and on coins (infra) and externally in

inscriptions (IG i³ 130.19 (c.432)) and in literary sources

(Hdt. 6.97.1; Thuc. 5.1; Hyp. fr. 74, Sauppe). The individual

use is attested both internally (I.Délos 98A.16 (377/6)) and

externally at Athens and Karthaia on Keos (IG i³ 1349 (c.530);

IG xii.5 542.49 (C4)).

Strabo (10.5.1) carefully excludes Delos from the

Kyklades, which are, rather, the islands around it. The territ-

ory of Delos was of course fundamentally the island itself,

but ever since Polykrates of Samos attached Rheneia (no.

514) to Delos by a chain (Thuc. 3.104.2, cf. 1.13.6; Shipley

(1987) 94–97), the Delians controlled the southern half of

Rheneia below the isthmus which divides the island into two

unequal halves, as well as the eastern part of the half above

the isthmus (see the sketch map in Kent (1948) 248 fig. 3).
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This land supported several sanctuaries (see infra) and the

necessary Delian cemeteries, given the prohibition against

burial on the sacred island (see Couilloud (1974)). By C4 the

rest of Delian territory on Rheneia was divided into eleven

sacred estates (temene), which were rented out on contract;

these no doubt were established soon after the Rheneian ter-

ritory came into Delian possession (I.Délos 89, 104–11A;

Kent (1948) 245–52; Charre and Couilloud-Le Dinahet

(1999)). The Delians also owned property on Syros (I.Délos

104–11A21) and Tenos (I.Délos 104–8B46 (C4s); cf. I.Délos

104–32.4, apparently under an entry referring to houses

rented out: .ν Τ�νωι .ν >σ[τει ---), perhaps having come

into Delian possession as a result of foreclosure for unpaid

loans (Étienne (1990) 183; contra Reger (1994b) 227–28, and

infra).

In the Archaic period Delos was under the sway of the

Naxians (no. 507) (generally, see Gallet de Santerre (1958)),

though there is no reason to believe that the Delians thereby

ceased to enjoy the status of a polis. Under Peisistratos the

Athenians claimed Delos and carried out a purification (cf.

Lanzillotta (1996) 275–79). When Datis passed by Delos in

490, the islanders fled to Tenos, but he respected the sancti-

ty of the island and called them back (Hdt. 6.97.1). After the

end of the Persian War the Athenians chose Delos as head-

quarters of the Delian League; meetings were held in the

sanctuary (Thuc. 1.96.2). The sanctuary was controlled by

an amphiktyony under the Athenians (478?–404). In 426/5

the Athenians carried out renewed purifications (Thuc.

1.8.1, 3.104), and in 422 they expelled the Delians, who were

permitted by the Persians to live at Adramyttion (no. 800)

(Thuc. 5.1, 8.108.4: calling the action a metoikismos; Paus.

4.27.9); but at least some of them were brought back to

Delos in 421 (Thuc. 5.32.1). After the end of the

Peloponnesian War the Delians enjoyed political autonomy

from 404 to 394, though subject to a subordinate treaty with

the Spartans (no. 345) (I.Délos 87 �Choix no. 8 (402–399);

see Prost (2001)). In 394 the Athenians again secured control

over the sanctuary (though not the Delian polis), which they

held and administered through another amphiktyony until

314, sometimes with the co-operation of the Andrians (no.

475) (see e.g. I.Délos 97.5; 97bis 1‒2; 98.A63, 64, 96; 100.7, 10,

Andrian amphiktyoneis).

Aristotle wrote a Constitution of the Delians (no. 38 and

frr. 495–97, Gigon). Several Delian laws have been preserved

epigraphically, including an exclusion of xenoi from a sanc-

tuary, perhaps the temenos of the Archegetes (I.Délos 68

(C4), with Butz (1996) 78–82; Le Guen-Pollet (1991) 77–79

no. 22, and Vallois (1929) 209 n. 2), and a regulation to keep a

spring clean (I.Délos 69 (C4f); Le Guen-Pollet (1991) 61–62

no. 14 (C5)). A grant of ateleia is known (I.Délos 71 �Choix

no. 6 (C4?)). In 376/5 a fine and permanent exile was

imposed on Delians who had seized amphiktyoneis in the

sanctuary of Apollo, dragged them out, and beaten them

(I.Délos 98B24–52). A stasis between a pro-Athenian and an

anti-Athenian faction in the 330s can be inferred from an

Athenian citizenship decree to an exiled citizen of Delos and

his family (IG ii² 222; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 49). A fragment of

Hyperides’Delian Speech (fr. 74) recounts a lawsuit between

the Delians and the Rheneians over responsibility for the

deaths of Aiolian visitors on Rheneia.

The Delians bestowed proxenia on citizens of Athens (no.

361) (I.Délos 74 (C4l)), Ios (no. 484) (I.Délos 76), and Kition

(IG xi.4 512 (C4l)), and proxenia combined with citizenship

on a citizen of Byzantion (no. 674) (IG xi.4 510 (C4l)).

Delian citizens were appointed proxenoi by Athens (I.Délos

88 (368)), Karthaia (IG xii.5 542.49 (C4m)); see Marek

(1984) 71–73, 247–80.

The eponymous official of Delos was an archon (IG i³

1460.9–10 (410/9); I.Délos 87 (c.403); Sherk (1990) 269–70).

We hear of prytaneis (I.Délos 88 �Choix 10 (369/8)), a boule

(I.Délos 71 (C5/C4), 72) and an assembly (I.Délos 88 (369/8)).

Decrees were passed typically by the boule and the demos

(I.Délos 71–73 (C5/C4–390s)), the latter sometimes simply as

∆�λιοι (I.Délos 71); occasionally a named person moved 

the decree (I.Délos 73 (390s), 74 (C4e)). Other known offi-

cials include an arxas stephanephoros (I.Délos 37 (C4)),

hieropoioi (I.Délos 73 (390s)), grammateus of the boule

(I.Délos 88), an epistates (I.Délos 88), and strategoi (I.Délos

88). Neokoroi appear as helpers of the amphiktyoneis until

409 or 408; thereafter they are called episkopoi or epitropoi

(I.Délos 93.10–15 and 94.4). The civic subdivisions (clearly

modelled on Athens) (Jones, POAG 211–12) comprised four

phylai (only ?ργαδε5ς is known by name: IG xi.4 1155.3

(C3f)), several trittyes (e.g. ! τριττLς ! Μαψιχιδ+ν (IG

xi.2 199A.12 (275); cf. Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 123). The

protective deity was of course Apollo Delios (Ananios 

1.1, West²; Hymn. Hom. Ap. passim; Pind. Pae. 5, Race;

on Pindar’s conections with Delos, see Simon (1997); on 

the tradition of Apollo’s birth, see Le Roy (1973)). The 

cult statue of Apollo made by Tektaios and Angelion 

(Paus. 2.32.5, 9.35.3) replaced a xoanon taken to Epidelion 

(Paus. 3.23.3). There was also a xoanon of Aphrodite (Paus.

9.40.3–4). The dedication to Athena Polias (I.Délos

15 �LSAG 306 no. 42 (C6l)), which is carved on a column of

the bouleuterion, should probably be attributed to the

Athenians.
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Apollo’s sanctuary, which can be traced back to Bronze

Age roots, was the chief Hερ#ν of Delos (Courby (1931) 1–106;

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 130–33), but of course the tiny

island was saturated with sanctuaries. These include an

Artemision on Delos which dates in its original form to C7

(I.Délos 73 (390s); Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 154–59) and an

?ρτεµ�σιον .ν ν�σωf recently shown to have been located

on Rheneia (Tréheux (1995)); a Heraion dating from C7

(Plassart (1928); Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 230–31); a

Letoon built c.540 (Gallet de Santerre (1959) 37–72; Bruneau

and Ducat (1983) 168–71); a Dodekatheon to the Twelve

Gods, but which had only altars in C5–C4 (Will (1955);

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 165–66); an Archegesion for

Anios, the founder of Delos, of C6e (F. Robert (1953);

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 200–1; Bruneau (1970) 413–30 on

the cult); an Aphrodision which was consecrated C4l

(Roussel (1987) 240–42; Bruneau (1970) 331–44; Bruneau

and Ducat (1983) 213–14). Delos is also rich in public build-

ings: the ekklesiasterion dates from C5e (Hansen and

Fischer-Hansen (1994) 61–62; Vallois (1929) 278–302;

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 159); the bouleuterion from C6f

(Gneisz (1990) 45–46, 315 no. 17; cf. I.Délos 84 (c.300)); the

prytaneion was begun before C4m (Étienne (1997); Bruneau

and Ducat (1983) 135–37; S. G. Miller (1978) 67–78, as C5;

cf. also IG xi 2.144.A.98, 101); the hieropoion is C4l

(Tréheux (1987)). The impressive theatre (TGR ii. 192–94)

goes back to C4 but was not finished till C3m (IG xi.2 287.A

92–93, work still going on in 250; Vallois (1944) 220–38).

As a sacred site Delos was always unwalled (see Rigsby

(1996) 51–53); for Datis, see supra; on the “battle of Delos”

inferred from Hippoc. Epid. 5.61 and 7.33, see F. Robert

(1973)). The city seems originally to have occupied land

north of the sanctuary; the habitation quarter known as the

Quartier du Théâtre was a C3 development (Chamonard

(1922)), and of course the great period of expansion on

Delos fell in the decades after the Romans gave Delos back to

the Athenians in 167 (Roussel (1987) passim; Habicht (1997)

246–63). On the harbour facilities of Delos, see Duchêne

and Fraisse (2001).

Delos struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from C6l

to C5e, stopping after 478. The Archaic and Classical coinage

of Delos still lacks a thorough scholarly study (Hackens

(1973); Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 107–11; V. Chankowski is

planning such a study). Types: obv. lyre, sometimes with leg-

end ∆; rev. incuse square in eight or four compartments; or

spokes of wheel with retrograde legend ∆ΗΛΙ (Head, HN²

485; Erxleben (1970) 70; Kraay (1976) 45–46).

479. Helene Map 59 (by a lapsus there as Helena). Lat.

37.40, long. 24.05. Size of territory: 1 (18 km²). Type: [A]. The

toponym is ‘Ελ/νη, ! (Strabo 10.5.3), denoting both the

island and the town (Ps.-Skylax 58), or Μ�κρις (Steph. Byz.

265.5).Steph.Byz.265.6–7 conjectures two different forms of

the city-ethnic. Artemidoros (apud Strabo) starts the

Kyklades with Helene; Strabo excludes it. In Ps.-Skylax 58

‘Ελ/νη is one of the toponyms listed after π#λεις α_δε .ν

τα5ς ν�σοις.

Ikaros (IKARIOS) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 26.10. Size of ter-

ritory: 4 (256 km²). The toponym is ;Ικαρος,! (IG i³ 261.v.6;

F.Delphes iii.1 497.12 (C4l/C3e); Hdt. 6.95.2; Thuc. 3.29.1), in

late sources sometimes ’Ικαρ�α, ! (Strabo 14.1.19; Papalas

(1992) 183 no.5, 185 no. 11). The ethnic is ’Ικ�ριος (IG ii² 8935

(C4s)), in late sources sometimes ’Ικαριε�ς (IG xii.5 723.18

(C2)). According to Ps.-Skylax 58, Ikaros was δ�πολις, and

indeed two poleis, Oinoe and Thermai, are known. Unlike

other islands with multiple poleis, the inhabitants do not

always appear simply as Ikarians. Both poleis were members

of the Delian League but always paid separately; in the trib-

ute lists they are recorded as Ο2να5οι .ν ’Ικ�ροι (IG i³

263.ii.2–3) or .χς ’Ικ�ρο (IG i³ 262.ii.9–10) and as

Θερµα5οι .ν ’Ικ�ροι (IG i³ 261.vV.6–7) or .χς ’Ικ�ρο (IG

i³ 262.ii.2–3). Both poleis are attested fifteen times in 

the tribute lists (infra), but only twice are they recorded 

next to each other (264.i.27–8, 265.i.29–30). According to

Anaximenes of Lampsakos, Ikaros was “settled” by

Milesians (no. 854) (FGrHist 72) fr. 26); the date must be C4

or earlier, perhaps in the Archaic period (Manganaro

(1963–64) 297); if Archaic, perhaps starting with the

Milesian expedition against Naxos, the island had expelled

the Milesians by c.478 (see Ehrhardt (1983) 18–19). There are

no known coins struck as island issues (see L. Robert

(1969–90) i. 333–34 n. 2, 554–55 n. 4).

480. Oine (Oin(o)aios) Map. 61. Lat. 37.40, long. 26.10.

Size of territory: 3 (c.125 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Ο]νη,! (IG xi.4 539.7 (C4l/C3e); but note that this is an hon-

orific decree for an individual described as ’Ικ�ριον .ξ

Ο]νης; cf. also L. Robert (1938) 113 n. 1 and SEG 42 779) or

sometimes in later sources Ο2ν#η, ! (Strabo 14.1.19; Ath.

30D). The city-ethnic is Ο2να5ος (IG i³ 262.ii.9; I.Délos

98.A.13; coins, see infra), in late sources sometimes

Ο2ν#αιος (Ath. 30D, perhaps quoting Eparchides (FGrHist

437) fr. 1). In the Athenian tribute lists the community is

referred to as Ο2να5οι .χς ’Ικ�ρο (IG i³ 262.ii.9,262.ii.9–10,

263.ii.2–3) or .ν ’Ικ�ροι (IG i³ 263.ii.2). Oine is referred to

as a polis in the urban sense by the term δ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax
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58. It is called a polis in the political sense in a C4 proxeny

decree (IG xii.6 1224.5; see also I.Délos 98.A.13 and B.5

(377–373), where the Ο2να5οι .ξ ’Ικ�ρο are listed under the

heading: α_δε τ+ν π#λεων (A.11, B.1). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins: ΟΙΝΑΙΩΝ

(Head, HN² 602, from c.300) and externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 262.ii.9). The earliest attestation of the

individual use of the city-ethnic is from C2e (IG xi.4

811.3–4).

Oine was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district (IG i³ 269.i.9) and is recorded in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.7) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.iv.57)

a total of fifteen times, once completely restored, paying a

phoros of first 1 tal., 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.iv.7–8), reduced to 1

tal. in 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.30) and further reduced to 4,000 dr.

in the following year (IG i³ 266.i.9), but raised again to 1 tal.

in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.52–53). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.175–76). Apart from membership of the

Delian League and contributions to the Delian

Amphiktyony, the only two pieces of information we have

about Oine as a political community are the Oinaians’ grant

of proxenia to a citizen of Byzantion (no. 674) (IG xii.6 1224

(C4)) and a grant of proxenia by the Delians (no. 478) to a

citizen of Oine (IG xi.4 539 (C4l/C3e)).

The ancient settlement was once thought to occupy a hill

(an acropolis) near modern Kambos, but in 1939 Politis

showed that there was no ancient settlement on the hill; he

favoured a location by the sea on the left bank of the river that

flows by Kambos into the sea (Politis (1939–40) 139–43). The

polis centre is located on the north coast. It seems likely that

Oine’s territory included the western part of the island, and

thus the temple of Artemis Tauropolos. Graves and villages of

Classical date have been reported (N. Zapheiropoulos

(1963a), (1963b)).

The Tauropolion, the sanctuary of Artemis (Strabo

14.1.19), was located on the north coast, c.9 km west of Oine,

in whose territory it surely was (though it seems to have

operated in some sense as an island-wide sanctuary, perhaps

rather like Klopedi on Lesbos). Ceramics start in C7, and

building by C6, and continuously thereafter (Papalas (1983);

Politis (1939–40); Ph. Zapheiropoulou (1989)). Recent finds

of rock-cut inscriptions mention the Theoi Samothrakoi

(Hatzianastasiou (1981) 378).

481. *Therma (Thermaios) Map. 61. Lat. 37.40, long.

26.10. Size of territory: 3 (125 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

unattested. In the Hellenistic period the urban centre was

called ∆ρ�κανον (Strabo 14.1.19) after the nearby promon-

tory. The city-ethnic is Θερµα5ος (IG i³ 259.iii.9–10,

261.v.6–7). In the Athenian tribute lists the community is

referred to as Θερµα5οι .χς ’Ικ�ρο (262.ii.2–3) or .ν

’Ικ�ροι (IG i³ 263.ii.36–37). The Thermaioi are referred to

as having a polis in the urban sense by the term δ�πολις at

Ps.-Skylax 58. For polis in the political sense, see I.Délos

98.A.14 and B.4–5 (377–373), where the Θερµα5οι .ξ ’Ικ�ρο

are listed under the heading α_δε τ+ν π#λεων (A.11, B.1).

The collective use of the ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 259.iii.9–10). The earliest attes-

tation of the individual use of the city-ethnic is from C2e (IG

xi.4 811.3–4). Asklepios has been suggested as the chief deity

on the basis of the Hellenistic renaming of the city as

Asklepieis (L. Robert (1969–90) i.549–68).

Therma was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district (IG i³ 269.i.4) and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.9–10) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.iv.35), a total of fifteen times, once completely restored,

paying a phoros of 3,000 dr. in all years (IG i³ 259.iii.9–10).

The urban centre was located on the south-east coast of

the island. A nearby cemetery shows use from the Archaic

period (Leekley and Noyes (1975) 20). Ancient remains are

few (a bath complex has been reported (Lauffer (1989) 278;

Pleket (1960)) because most of the site slid into the sea, per-

haps as a result of an earthquake in 198 (Papalas (1992) 122).

482. Ikos (Ikios) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long. 23.55. Size of ter-

ritory: 2 (65 km²). Type: A. The toponym is ; Ικος, ! (Ps.-

Skymnos 582) or ’Ικ#ς (Strabo 9.5.16), denoting both the

island and the town (Ps.-Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is ; Ικιος

(IG i³ 262.iv.2). The island is sometimes regarded as one of

the Kyklades (Steph. Byz. 330.8), but Strabo groups it with

the islands that lie off Magnesia (Strabo 9.5.16). Ps.-Skylax 58

calls the island δ�πολις, principally in the urban sense, but

no trace of two poleis recurs in the sources (which are mea-

gre) or the archaeology (likewise). The political sense is

attested in IG ii² 43.78 and 84,where the Ikioi under the head-

ing π#λεις are listed as members of the Second Athenian

Naval League. The collective use of the city-ethnic appears

internally on amphora stamps (infra) and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.iv.2). The individual and

external use is attested in an Attic sepulchral inscription (IG

ii² 8936 (C4f)). The amphora stamps inscribed ΙΚΙΩΝ (IG

xii.8 665) or ΙΚΙΟΝ (nominative neuter singular) are from

C3 or earlier (Doulgeri-Intzessiloglou and Garlan (1990) 388

with n. 78, 373 fig. 7; cf. Garlan (1999) 19).

Ikos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district (IG i³ 271.ii.51) and is recorded in the
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tribute lists from 451/0 (IG i³ 262.iv.2) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.ii.18), a total of seventeen times, twice completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,500 dr. in all years (IG i³

262.iv.2). Ikos also joined the Second Athenian Confederacy

in the 370s (IG ii² 43.84). Remains of the ancient urban cen-

tre on the south-eastern coast of the island include fortifica-

tion walls of C4 (Philippson (1959) 48). An atelier for the

production of amphoras has been found at Tsoukalia, dat-

ing from the Classical period and later; finds include stamps

marked ΙΚΙΟΝ or ΙΚΙΩΝ (supra). Farmsteads of C4 have

also been located (BCH 124 (2000) 960–61).

483. Imbros (Imbrios) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long. 25.45. Size

of territory: 4 (275 km²). Type: A. The toponym is ; Ιµβρος,!

(Hom. Il. 13.33; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 36; Thuc. 8.102.2; F.Delphes

iii.1 497.14 (C4l/C3e)), denoting both the island and the

town (Ps.-Skylax 67). The city-ethnic is ; Ιµβριος (Archil.

114.3, West; IG i³ 265.ii.112). Imbros is called a polis in the

urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 67 and in the political sense in the

King’s Peace (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). In the Athenian tribute lists

the Imbrians are twice recorded under the heading hα�δε

π#λες (IG i³ 282.Bi.15–16, 19, 285.i.107–8, 110). The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra)

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (infra). For the

external and individual use, see Archil. 114.3. A C5s Athenian

sepulchral inscription has, instead, .ξ ; Ιµβρου (IG i³ 1350).

Like Lemnos, Imbros was seized by the Athenians c.500

(Hdt. 6.41.2–4, 104.1; see Salomon (1997) 45) and resettled

with expatriate Athenians. The Imbrians were members of

the Delian League. Imbros belonged to the Island district (IG

i³ 269.v.34), which indicates that, like the Lemnians, the

Imbrians were allies (Thuc. 3.5.1, 7.57.2, 8.102–3) and not

Athenian klerouchs like the Skyrians (Graham (1983) 175–84;

Salomon (1997) 31–66; cf. Cargill (1995) 5–6). Imbros is

recorded in the tribute lists from 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.112) to

421/20 (IG i³ 285.i.110) a total of twelve times, five times com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 3,300 dr. in 447/6 (IG i³

265.ii.112), raised to 1 tal. in,perhaps,442/1 (IG i³ 270.v.36). In

429/8 Imbros is listed among poleis which καταδελο̃σι τ�µ

φ#ρον (present a voucher for tribute), presumably con-

tributing to the maintenance of the Hellespontophylakes and

serving as bases for the fleet patrolling the Hellespontine

waters (IG i³ 282.Bi.15–16, 19; cf. IG i³ 285.i.107–8, 10; Thuc.

2.24.1). Imbros was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.98)

(1 tal., but both ethnic and amount restored). In the Peace of

404 Athens had to surrender Imbros (Andoc. 3.12; Aeschin.

2.76–77), but by 392, after a short period of independence

(Andoc. 3.12, 14) the Athenians had regained control of the

island (Xen. Hell. 4.8.15), and Athenian possession was con-

firmed by the King’s Peace of 386 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). Like

Lemnos (Agora xix L3.13, 20, 22, 33, 42, 47), Imbros was now

inhabited by Athenian klerouchs. For the view that only

some of the inhabitants were klerouchs, whereas the rest

were naturalised Imbrians, see Salomon (1997) 75–76.

Imbros was still Athenian in the 320s (Arist. Ath. Pol. 62.2; IG

ii² 3206; cf. SEG 39 211), and remained Athenian by the Peace

of 322 (Diod. 18.18.4; see Cargill (1995) 42–58). In C4 the

Imbrians were in full possession of Athenian citizenship

(Dem. 4.34, 7.4; Aeschin. 2.72).

As an Athenian dependency the Imbrian state is called

?θηνα�ων W δ8µος W .ν ; Ιµβρ�ω (IG xii.8 46; IG ii² 3206, cf.

SEG 39.211 (c.325)) or W δ8µος W .ν ; Ιµβρ�ω (IG ii² 3203

(C4m)), but in the Athenian tribute lists it is given as

;Ιµβριοι (IG i³ 265.ii.112, etc.).All attestations of civic subdi-

visions copy Athens: citizens were organised into the

Kleisthenic phylai and demoi (IG xii.8 63 (352/1)), and

retained this system even after Imbros had broken away

from Athens (IG xii.8 47 (c.318–307)); see Jones, POAG

187–88. Both when the Imbrians were part of the Athenian

state (IG xii.8 46 (c.350–325)) and when they were inde-

pendent (IG xii.8 47–48 (c.318–307)), decrees were proposed

in accordance with a probouleumatic procedure (46.4–7)

and passed by the boule and the demos (46.1, 47.13, 48.6–7) in

an .κκλησ�α (47.3, 48.4) presided over by an epistates and

two symproedroi (47.3–4, 48.4–5). The eponymous official

was the Athenian archon when Imbros was part of the

Athenian state (IG xii.8 63.1) and the island’s own archon

when Imbros was independent (IG xii.8 47.9), but see

Cargill (1995) 146; Sherk (1990) 270–72. An Athenian law of

374/3 regulates the 8⅓ per cent tax on grain imports from

Imbros (Stroud (1998) 4–5; cf. IG ii² 1672.297). One month-

name is known: Hekatombaion, an Athenian reflection (IG

xii.8 47; see Trümpy, Monat. 117).

The patron deity was Athena Polias (IG xii.8 58.10). There

was a cult of the Twelve Gods (IG xii.8 63 (352/1)), and the

famous Kabeirion for the Θεο� Μεγ�λοι attested in

inscriptions (IG xii.8 51, 71–74 (all Hell.); cf. Fredrich (1908)

97–99) and by Strabo (10.3.21) (see Hemberg (1950) 37–43).

Steph. Byz. 331.14–15 reports a sanctuary of Hermes, whose

worship is attested in C4 (IG xii.8 68–69; Fredrich (1908)

100). The chief Imbrian river was called the Ilisus (Plin. HN

4.72), no doubt an echo of Attika to be attributed to the kler-

ouchs (see Fredrich (1908) 82). The urban centre has

remains, including a city wall, that have been dated to C4

(Fredrich (1908) 85–88). The island is still little explored

archaeologically.
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The Imbrians struck bronze coins in C4s. Types: (1) obv.

female head; rev. naked ithyphallic figure of Hermes

Imbramos; legend: ΙΜΒΡΟΥ. (2) Obv. head of Athena; rev.

owl; legend: ΙΜΒΡΟΥ. (3) Obv. head of Athena; rev. caps of

the Dioskouroi; legend: ΙΝΒΡΙ (Head, HN² 261; SNG Cop.

Thrace 952–61).

484. Ios (Ietes) Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long. 25.15. Size of ter-

ritory: 3 (109 km²). Type: A. The toponym is ; Ιος, ! (IG

xii.5 1004.4 (C4/C3); F.Delphes iii.1 497.13 (C4l/C3e);

Strabo 10.5.1), denoting both the island (Ath. Pal. 7.1) and

the town (Ps.-Skylax 67). The city-ethnic is ’Ι�της (IG xii.5

1002.3 (C4); I.Délos 98A.13 (377/6)). Ios is called a polis both

in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 58) and in the political sense

(IG xii.5 1002.3 (C4)). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally on coins (infra) and in inscriptions

(IG xii.5 1002–4 (C4l); IG xii suppl. 168 (C4 in LGPN, but

for the Antigonos as Gonatas, not Monophthalmos, see

Habicht (1996)) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(infra) and on Delos (I.Délos 98A.13 (377/6)). The individ-

ual and external use appears also on inscriptions of Delos

(I.Délos 76.3 (C4s); I.Délos 104‒26.C.2 �Choix no. 12 (C4),

104–26B (C4m), which record the acquittal of an Ietan

tried in Athens; cf. Stumpf (1987) 211–13). Patris is found in

Arist. fr. 76, Rose.

Ios was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to the

Island district (IG i³ 269.v.27) and is recorded in the tribute

lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 259.vi.14) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.20), a

total of sixteen times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of 1 tal. in 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.14) to 452/1 (261.i.13),

lowered to 840 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.23), but raised to

3,000 dr. in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.87) or some years before. Ios

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.77) (1 tal., but

amount restored). In C4 Ios was a member of the Delian

Amphiktyony (I.Délos 98.A.13, 104–28aA.14, bA 20).

Decrees (psephismata) moved by named individuals (IG

xii.5 1001–4 (C4–C3e)) were put to the vote by prytaneis (IG

xii suppl. 168) or four proedroi (IG xii.5 1002, 1004) and

passed by the boule and demos (IG xii.5 2, 1002, 1004) or

sometimes just the demos (IG xii.5 1001, suppl. 168) presided

over by an epistates (IG xii.5 2, 1001). Attested officials are a

board of strategoi and some trierarchs (IG xii.5 1004), a

board of praktores (IG xii.5 1001), a board of eklogeis (IG

xii.5 1001–2, 1004) and a board of hieropoioi (IG xii.5

2 �LSCG 199–200 no. 105).A decree of C4l (308–306) speaks

of the restoration of the ancestral laws (τοLς ν#µους τοLς

πατρ�ους) (IG xii suppl. 168.3)). From C5l and C4 are pre-

served two laws about grazing sheep (IG xii.5 1, 2A �LSCG

nos. 104–5). There is no real evidence for civic subdivisions

(Jones, POAG 214).

Ios bestowed proxenia on citizens of Karystos (no. 373)

(IG xii.5 2A (C4)), Athens (no. 361) (IG xii.5 1000 (C4)) and

Astypalaia (no. 476) (IG xii.5 1003 (c.300)). Citizens of Ios

were appointed proxenoi by Delos (no. 478) (I.Délos 76

(C4s)) and Pholegandros (no. 513) (IG xii.5 9 (C4)).

The protective deities were Athena Polias and Zeus

Polieus (IG xii.5 8 (C3s)). The Ietan calendar included a

month named after Homer, though from when is not clear

(Masouris (1992)); the poet’s mother is said to have been

from Ios ([Plut.] Vit. Hom. 4). An extra-mural sanctuary of

Poseidon Phytalmios(?) has been reported (Graindor (1904)

310). There was a sanctuary of Apollo Pythios, where public

enactments were published (IG xii.5 3 (C5), 1000.16–17

(C4)), and a communal cult of Homer, which probably had

a sanctuary or heroon of some sort (Paus. 10.24.2; Strabo

10.5.1; IG xii.5 *11–*16).

The urban centre lies under modern Chora, but remains

of the temple of Apollo Pythios have been identified (IG

xii.5 100 with Graindor (1904) 308–9, 311–12).An inscription

mentions a place called Philotos (IG xii.5 1005.4), but it 

has not been further identified. Remains of an undated

defence circuit are still visible; it enclosed an area of less than

10 ha, perhaps, 5–9 ha (Brun (1996) 149–50 and personal

information).

Ios struck coins of silver and bronze from C4l on. Types:

obv. head of Homer; legend:ΟΜΗΡΟΥ; rev. laurel wreath,

or Athena hurling spear, or palm-tree; legend: ΙΗΤΩΝ

(Head, HN² 486; SNG Cop. Argolis-Aegaean Islands 673–77).

485. Kalymna (Kalymnios) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long.

27.00. Size of territory: 2 (93 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

originally Κ�λυδνα, ! (Hom. Il 2.677; Diod. 5.54.1; Steph.

Byz. 350.6; cf. Segre in Tit. Cal. p. 2), from C4 Κ�λυµνα, !

(Ps.-Skylax 99; Tit. Cal. x.1 (C4–C3); 1B.16 (C4); Strabo

10.5.19; Steph. Byz. 350.12). In Homer (Il. 2.677: ν�σους τε

Καλ�δνας), and in a number of late interpretations of this

line (Strabo 10.5.14, 19; Eust. Il. 1.495.4ff, 49612ff; Hsch.

Κ527) the toponym occurs in the plural, and it seems rea-

sonable to suppose that the islands in the vicinity of

Kalymna were subsumed under the plural toponym

Kalydnai, even if we cannot say for sure which islands were

included. The contrast ATL finds in a Kalymnian inscription

between the Kalydnian islands and the demos of the

Kalymnians (Tit. Cal. 64 (C3l) �Syll.3 567; ATL cites SGDI

iii 3586) rests on a false restoration; lines 9–10 are better

restored as .π� τ3ν π#λιν κα� τ3ν χ)ραν κα� τ3ς ν�σος
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τ3ς Κα[λυµν�ων] as proposed by Herzog (1902) 319, who

saw in the islands Pserimos, Telendos and other small

islands near Kalymna.

The city-ethnic was originally Καλ�δνιος (IG i³ 261.i.10;

Hdt. 7.99.2; Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 27), from C4

Καλ�µνιος (Tit. Cal. 1 (C4); Men. fr. 348). Kalymna is called

a polis both in the urban sense (Tit. Cal. 11.9 (C4–C3)) and in

the political sense (Tit. Cal. 7.15–16 (C4l/C3e); I.Knidos

221A.6–7, 15, 35–36, B36 (c.300)). The collective use of the

city-ethnic appears internally in Kalymnian decrees of C4

(Tit. Cal. 1A–C) and externally in the Knidian arbitration

between Kos (no. 497) and Kalymna (I.Knidos 221A.15

(c.300)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 7.99.2). The external

and individual use of the ethnic is attested in the arbitration

decree (I.Knidos 221B.36–37) and in a fragment of Menander

(fr. 348). It is called patris in Tit. Cal. 235 (C5) and Tit. Cal 

no. x�CEG ii 716 (C4l/C3e).

According to Hdt. 7.99.2–3, Kalymna was colonised by

Epidauros (no. 348). Diodorus’ version (5.54.3), which

replaces Epidauros with Kos (no. 497), should almost cer-

tainly be seen as an invention related to the absorption of

Kalymna by Kos in C3l (Tit. Cal. xii). Diodorus gives

Thettalos, son of Herakles, as the oecist (5.54.1).

Herodotos noted one or two warships of the Kalydnians

under the command of Artemisia at Salamis (7.99.2). The

Kalydnians were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Karian district (IG i³ 269.v.7) and are

recorded in the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.i.10) to

415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.19) a total of fourteen times, twice com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal. 3,000 dr. down to

433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.55) and thereafter an unknown amount

(IG i³ 280.i.50). The Kalydnians were assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.148). It seems clear that here we have some

kind of grouping around Kalymna to pay tribute, since there

seems to be no evidence that the Kalydnai islands were a

polis.

On the other hand, some scholars have proposed that

Kalymna hosted three poleis, none of which was called

Kalymna. Bean and Cook ((1957) 131–33), following and sys-

tematising earlier suggestions, argue that Kalymna had

three poleis, called Pothaia, located by modern Damos and

encompassing the whole valley there, Orkatos, which would

have occupied the region of modern Rina (Vathy) and its

valley (cf. Newton (1865) i. 319–20), and Panormos, located

on the nearby island of Telendos, or possibly at Sykia. Our

evidence for the organisation of these entities is Hellenistic,

but it seems clear that by some point in C4 there was a

Kalymnian polis, well attested epigraphically (see infra; but

see also Bean and Cook (1957) 131–33, who argue that there

never was a single state called Kalymna on Kalymna). If

there were in fact three poleis on Kalymna before c.C4m,

which had formed some kind of synteleia with several of the

smaller nearby islands to pay Athenian tribute in C5, per-

haps they, like Kos, may have undergone a synoecism at

roughly the same time.

In C4 the Kalymnians had a council (boule) (Tit. Cal. 3.1,

8.1) and an assembly, called ekklesia (Tit. Cal. 1A–B, 2.1–2,

3.2) or damos (Tit. Cal. 7.3, 8.1). Decrees (psephismata) were

passed by the ekklesia (Tit. Cal. 1A–B, 2.1–2) or by the boule

and the damos (Tit. Cal. 8.1, 9.1) or by the damos alone (Tit.

Cal. 7.19); sometimes proposals were put forward by a board

of prostatai (Tit. Cal. 7.1, 8.2), and sometimes they were

brought forward on the motion of an individual (Tit. Cal.

2.3–4, 3.3). Kalymna bestowed proxenia on citizens of Delphi

(no. 177) (Tit. Cal. 1B), Sikyon (no. 228) (Tit. Cal. 1C),Athens

(no. 361) and (the region of) Oita (Tit. Cal. 3), and citizen-

ship on citizens of Thera (no. 527) (Tit. Cal. 8) and Miletos

(no. 854) (Tit. Cal. 7.23).

The citizens were organised into tribes (φυλα�) and

demes (δ[µοι). In the Hellenistic period there were a mini-

mum of five phylai and seven damoi (Jones, POAG 231–36).

The three ancient Doric phylai are attested in C2 (Tit. Cal.

88), probably as a survival of a much earlier period. A citi-

zenship decree of C4l/C3e stipulates that the new citizen be

inscribed in the phyle called Περφ�δαι and in the damos

calledΠοθα�ων (Tit. Cal.8.20–23; cf.9.7).The names of two

months are attested in C4 inscriptions (Tit. Cal. 1A–B); they

show that the Kalymnian calendar was identical with that of

Kos already in the Classical period (Trümpy, Monat. 179–81).

A late inscription attests directly to Apollo Delios as the chief

deity (Iscr. Cos EV 232 (first/second century ad), but there is

no doubt that he had served in this role earlier as well (see

infra).

The site of the polis centre of Kalymna has not been

identified with certainty, though it may well have occupied

the site of the modern town of Embolos, which has pro-

duced remains of Classical and Hellenistic date as well as

Roman period sigillata (Bean and Cook (1957) 128–29).

Others have suggested a site at Sykia (Maiuri (1925–26b)

323 n. 1, “Periboli”). The main Kalymnian sanctuary was

dedicated to Apollo (Tit. Cal. 8.25–26) and lay outside the

putative polis centre. It was in use throughout the Archaic

and Classical periods (Newton (1865) i. 304–12). Near it was

a theatre possibly antedating C3 (TGR ii. 144).

The territory of Kalymna included not only the island 

of the same name, but several neighbouring islands. Of
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these perhaps only Telendos, Kalinos and Pserimos were

large enough to have been occupied permanently. On

Telendos have been reported ruins of a theatre and other

evidence of habitation (Segre (1944–45) 219); Pserimos 

has yielded an inscription of (probably) third century 

ad, which confirms the island’s toponym as Ψ�ριµος (Tit.

Cal. 250.1).

The C6 coins long attributed to Kalymna (Head, HN² 631;

Segre (1944–45) 5) have now been dissociated from the

island (Wartenberg (1998), unknown to Figueira (1998)

578), which leaves Kalymna to the best of my knowledge

without coinage before the Hellenistic period.

Karpathos (Karpathios) Map 60 (inset). Lat.

35.25–55, long. 27.5–15. Size of territory: 4 (301 km², or, if

Saros is included, 324 km²). The toponym is Κ�ρπαθος, !

(Hdt. 3.45.1; Diod. 20.93.2); the form Κρ�παθος occurs in

the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.676). The toponym

denotes both the island (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 43; Diod. 5.54.4;

Strabo 10.5.17; Steph. Byz. 361.8) and one of the towns on 

the island (IG i³ 1454.35–37 (C5s), see infra). The regional

ethnic is Καρπ�θιος (Archil. fr. 248; Arist. Rhet. 1413a19;

IG i³ 271.i.66); for Καρπ�θιος as a city-ethnic, see infra.

Ps.-Skylax 99 calls Karpathos tripolis, and the names of

three poleis are attested independently, viz. Arkes(s)ia,

Brykous and Karpathos (infra); but in C5 the island was also

home to the semi-independent koinon of the Eteoka-

rpathians (infra). Strabo (10.5.17), however, calls the 

island tetrapolis. This must reflect Strabo’s confusion (Reger

(1997) 453) and not the absorption of Saros as suggested 

by Susini (1963–64) 245 (see under Saros for further 

discussion).

Hsch. Κ3967 speaks of Karpathos as ν8σον ‘Ρ#δου. The

island was indeed incorporated by the Rhodians (no. 1000),

but the date is not certain (Papachristodoulou (1989)

45–46); some scholars see the incorporation as a process that

occurred across C4 (Susini (1963–64) 231). Karpathos had a

sanctuary of Poseidon Porthmios, who was perhaps the

guardian deity. Epigraphic evidence in the form of decrees

published at the sanctuary belongs in the Hellenistic period

(IG xii.1 1031–37), but the archaeological record reaches

back into the Archaic period (Hope Simpson and Lazenby

(1962) 167), when the sanctuary must have been in the territ-

ory of Brykous.

On Karpathos have been found remains of three settle-

ments of the Archaic and Classical periods, one at modern

Ag. Ioannis, identified with ancient Brykous, one at modern

Arkassa, identified with ancient Arkessia, and one at 

modern Pegadi, identified with ancient Potidaion (Hope

Simpson and Lazenby (1962) 158).

The Athenian tribute lists record four communities on

Karpathos as members of the Delian League: Arkesia, the

Brykontioi, the Karpathioi and the Eteokarpathioi. A com-

bination of the tribute lists with the other sources and the

archaeological evidence results in the following reconstruc-

tion.

486. Arke(s)seia (Arkesieus) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 35.30,

long. 27.05. Size of territory: presumably 1 or 2. Type: A. The

toponym is ?ρκ/σεια, ! (IG i³ 271.i.66–67) or ?ρκ/σσεια

(IG i³ 272.i.77). The city-ethnic is ?ρκασ(ε)ιε�ς, attested in

late sources only (IG xii.1 218 (Hell.), 990 (Roman)).

Arkeseia is convincingly identified with modern Arkassa,

where an abundance of sherds from the Geometric through

the Hellenistic periods were found in and around an acrop-

olis with walls of the late Classical or Hellenistic period

enclosing an area of c.1.5 ha (Della Seta (1924–25) 91–92;

Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962) 162–63). It follows that

Arkeseia is one of the three poleis referred to by tripolis at Ps.-

Skylax 99 and thus attested as a polis in the urban sense of the

term.

Arkeseia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district (IG i³ 269.iv.22) and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.26–27) to 428/7 (IG i³

283.iii.3) a total of nine times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 263.ii.26–27). It is listed by

toponym (IG i³ 265.ii.49: ?ρ[κ/σσεια]), usually specified

asΚαρπ�θο ?ρκ/σσεια, that is,“Arkes(s)eia of Karpathos”

(IG i³ 272.i.77), or as Καρπαθ�ο[ν] ?ρκ/σεια, “Arkeseia of

the Karpathians” (IG i³ 271.i.66–67). Since there seems to be

no pattern to the use, no change in status should be inferred.

487. Brykous (Brykountios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 35.50,

long. 27.10. Size of territory: presumably 1 or 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Βρυκο%ς, -ντος (IG xii.1 995 (first century ad);

IG i³ 282.iv.9–10, completely restored). The city-ethnic is

Βρυκ#ντιος (IG i³ 71.ii.139) or Βρυκο�ντιος (IG xii.1 220.3

(Hell.); IG i³ 100.ii.4, restored). Inscriptions (IG xii.1

994–1009 (C2 and later)) secure identification with modern

Ag. Ioannis, with remains from the Archaic through the late

Roman period, including a city wall of the late Classical or

Hellenistic period (Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962)

161–62), but Susini (1963–64) 233 gives no date for the 

fortifications. It follows that Brykous is one of the three

poleis referred to by tripolis at Ps.-Skylax 99 and thus 

attested as a polis in the urban sense of the term. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in late
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inscriptions (IG xii.1 994–95 (first century ad)) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 71.ii.139). The indi-

vidual use is attested both internally (IG xii.1 1000–9) and

externally (IG xii.1 220 (Hell.)).

Brykous was a member of the Delian League and is

recorded in the tribute lists mostly by city-ethnic but once

probably by toponym (IG i³ 282.iv.9–10) from 448/7 (IG i³

264.iii.17) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.iv.9–10) a total of three times,

once completely restored, paying a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³

264.iii.17). Brykous is absent from the full panel of 441/0 (IG

i³ 271.i–ii.64–86), and in 429/8 it paid the phoros of that year

and the preceding year (IG i³ 282.iv.9–10). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.139) (500 dr.) and perhaps also in

410/9 (IG i³ 100.ii.4). The sanctuary of Poseidon Porthmios

was presumably in the territory of Brykous; perhaps

Poseidon was the chief deity. Inscriptions starting in the

Hellenistic period attest to a temple of Athena Lindia on the

acropolis: that is, in the period when Karpathos was con-

trolled by the Rhodians and formed part of the Rhodian

state (IG xii.1 997–98). On the unlikely possibility that the

island of Saros was part of the territory of Brykous, see

under Saros, infra.

488. Eteokarpathioi Map 60 (inset). Lat. 35.35, long.

27.10. Type: [A]. Since the Eteokarpathians were organised

as a koinon (IG i³ 1454.7, 12, restored), there is no toponym.

The ethnic, attested only in the plural, is ’Ετεοκαρπ�θιοι

(IG i³ 1454.6, 11, 21, 28 (445–430)). In the Athenian tribute

lists the Eteokarpathians are listed under the heading

π#λεις α(τα� φ#ρον ταχσ�µεναι (IG i³ 279.ii.76–77,

81–82). C.445–430 the Athenians declared a Karpathian, his

children and τ� ’Ετεοκαρπαθ�ων κοιν#ν as euergetai of

the Athenians,and the koinon was declared autonomous (IG

i³ 1454.12: [α](τον#µος). This inscription is said to have

been found at Pini (see IG i³ p. 899), which is located in the

south-central part of the island. If the inscription was found

in situ, or at least near its original position, this site should

then be that of the sanctuary of Apollo where the cypress

was cut for Athena in Athens (for a copy of the inscription

was to be erected .ν Καρ[π�θωι .ν τ+ι] Hερ+ι το̃

?π#λλ[ωνος Iθεν] .τµ�θη ! κυπ�ρι[ττος] (IG i³ 1454

35–37) (for the view that the tree was used on Karpathos, not

in Athens, see Alfieri Tonini (1999)).No material earlier than

the Hellenistic period seems, however, to have been report-

ed (Leekley and Noyes (1975) 27). Sites in the general region

with Archaic and/or Classical period remains have been

suggested as villages of the Eteokarpathians (Hope Simpson

and Lazenby (1962) 163–65). After the Eteokarpathians had

been declared autonomous, they appear in the Athenian

tribute lists among the poleis that voluntarily paid phoros

(π#λεις α(τα� φ#ρον ταχσ�µεναι), viz. in the years 434/3

(IG i³ 278.vi.14), 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.81–82) and 432/1 (IG i³

280.ii.75, restored). Thereafter they appear twice as regular

members of the League, in 428/7 (IG i³ 283.iii.1) and in

415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.23). The Eteokarpathians seem to have

had no separate city, but a separate organisation (ATL i.

497), probably set up by the Athenians as a short-lived splin-

ter community of Karpathos. There is no trace of their exis-

tence after C5. Thus, they are not likely to have been one of

the three poleis on Karpathos recorded by Ps.-Skylax in C4s.

489. Karpathos (Karpathios) Map 60 (inset). Unlocated,

not in Barr. Type: A. The toponym is Κ�ρπαθος (IG

i³ 1454.35–37: .γ Καρ[π�θωι .ν τ+ι] Hερ+ι το̃

?π#λλ[ωνος], probably referring to a site on Karpathos

and not to the island as a whole, c.445–430, see now Alfieri

Tonini (1999). The city-ethnic is Καρπ�θιος (IG i³ 1454.5),

recorded in, e.g., the Athenian tribute list of 428/7 (IG i³

283.iii.5) alongside the Eteokarpathians (iii.1) and Arkeseia

on Karpathos (iii.2–3), which “implies a geographical unit

less than the entire island for Καρπ�θιοι alone” (ATL i.

497). It follows that Karpathos is one of the three poleis

referred to by tripolis at Ps.-Skylax 99 and thus attested as a

polis in the urban sense of the term. The external use of the

city-ethnic is attested collectively in the Athenian tribute

lists (IG i³ 269.iv.19) and individually in an Athenian hon-

orific decree (IG i³ 1454.5). Karpathos was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Karian district (IG i³

269.IV.19) and is recorded in the tribute lists from 445/4 (IG

i³ 267.iii.23) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.5) a total of nine times,

twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

267.iii.23), raised to 1,500 dr. in or before 415/14 (IG i³

290.i.5). The urban centre of the Karpathioi remains

unidentified (Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962) 164–65

suggests a site near modern Aperi, but see Susini (1963–64)

232–33). A stater attributed to Karpathos was found in a

hoard dated to c.375 (IGCH 1790).

In, probably, the territory of Karpathos, at modern

Pegadi, are the remains of “a sizeable classical town . . . con-

vincingly identified with Potidaion” (Hope Simpson and

Lazenby (1962) 159). The toponym is Ποτ�δαιον, τ#

(I.Lindos p. 1009, l. 25 (Maier (1959–61) i. 188–91 no. 50)

(C2m);Ποσε�διον π#λις in Ptol. Geog. 5.2.33). The ethnic is

Ποτιδαιε�ς (I. Lindos p. 1009, ll. 31–32 (Maier (1959–61) i.

188–91 no. 50), C2m). Our written sources for this place are

all post-Classical and refer to the κτο�να of the Potidaieis
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when it was part of the Rhodian state. Because Potidaion

does not appear in the Athenian tribute lists, it has been

taken to be the polis centre of the Eteokarpathioi (Head,

HN² 631; but see infra). Others have seen it as the port

(epineion) of the Karpathioi (so Hiller von Gaertringen in

IG xii.1 p. 158, followed by Hope Simpson and Lazenby

(1962) 159). But given the lateness of our sources, it is diffi-

cult to be confident that this entity existed before the

Hellenistic period, and in any case it is not needed to make

up the number of poleis attested by Ps.-Skylax. Perhaps the

best solution is to connect it, as Hiller von Gaertringen does,

with the Karpathioi, who otherwise have no obvious civic

centre, and who—if they reappear as the Rhodian deme of

the Καρπαθιοπολ5ται in the Hellenistic period, as seems

very likely—are closely associated in our epigraphical evid-

ence with the ktoina of the Potidaieis (see, e.g., I. Lindos p.

1009; Susini (1963–64) 231). The acropolis of Potidaion has

walls that have been attributed to C4, and it has yielded pot-

tery of Classical date (Melas (1991) M–25).

The coins long attributed to this city (silver staters with

obv. three dolphins; rev. incuse square) in fact belong else-

where (Cahn (1957), and already Hiller von Gaertringen in

IG xii.1 p. 158). The Elmali hoard, which was buried in C5m,

is said to contain a Karpathian coin (Figueira (1998) 578).

490. Kasos (Kasios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 35.25, long.

27.00. Size of territory: 2 (69 km²). Type: [A]. The toponym

is Κ�σος,! (Hom. Il. 2.676; Ps.-Skylax 99 emended by Voss,

MSSΚρ�σος; Steph. Byz. 364.3; Hsch.Κ977), denoting both

the island and the town (Strabo 10.5.18). The city–ethnic is

Κ�σιος (IG i³ 279.ii.83; IG xi.2 199.B.14). In the Athenian

tribute lists of 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.5–6, 11) and 433/2 (IG i³

279.ii.76–77, 83) the Kasioi are recorded under the heading

π#λες α(τα� φ#ρον ταχσ�µεναι. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(supra).

Steph. Byz. 364.3 catalogues the island among the

Kyklades. The islands around Kasos, the Κασ�ων ν8σοι

(Strabo 10.5.18), were part of its territory. Kasos was a mem-

ber of the Delian League. It belonged to the Ionian–Karian

district (IG i³ 283.iii.4) and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 434/3 (IG i³ 278.ci.11) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.6) a total of

six times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000

dr. (IG i³ 279.ii.83). The presence of Kasian theoroi on Delos

in 274 provides a terminus post quem for the absorption of

Kasos by the Rhodians (IG xi.2 199.B.14 with Fraser and

Bean (1954) 152; Papachristodoulou (1989) 48). The urban

centre and its harbour were connected by an ancient road

(Susini (1963–64) 206). A sanctuary of Apollo Temenitas is

attested from the Hellenistic period (I.Cret. I xxii 4.C.xii.

I.66–69; cf. Susini (1963–64) 211). Otherwise, physical

remains are sparse; see Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962)

168.

Keos (Keios) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 24.20. Size of terri-

tory: 3 (159 km²). The toponym is Κ/ος (Bacchyl. Epin. 6.5;

Hdt. 8.76.1) or Κ/ως,! (Ps.-Skylax 58; IG ii² 404.6–7 (C4s)).

The ethnic is Κε5ος (IG xii.5 594.7) or Κ�ιος (CID ii

6.B.10–26). Strabo, quoting Artemidoros, places Keos

among the Kyklades (Strabo 10.5.3). Keos had four poleis

(Ps.-Skylax 58: τετρ�πολις). Harpokration s.v. Κε5οι

quotes Lysias (fr. 96, Sauppe) for referring to Keos as being

one polis: “οH Κε5οι µ*ν π#λις τοσα�τη”. Harpokration

notes the anomaly and takes polis to be used synonymously

with nesos: τ�ν ν8σον δ* π#λιν |ν#µασεν W s�τωρ. But

Lysias’ use of the ethnic instead of the toponym indicates

that the reference is to Keos as a kind of political communi-

ty (CPCActs 5: 126–27). The individual use of the ethnic is

attested internally in C4 decrees (SEG 14 531.7) and external-

ly in the Athenian tribute lists (infra) and in the C4 lists of

the Delian Amphiktyony (I.Délos 98.A.12 � IG ii² 1635.113

(377/6)). The individual and external use is attested in an

Athenian list of crews of ships of 405 (IG i³ 1032.vi.72–82)

and in Delphic inscriptions (CID ii 4.iii.40 and 6.B.10–26).

In the accounts of the Delphian naopoioi we find Κε5ος .ξ

’Ιουλ�δος (CID ii 12.i.33) and Κε5ος .ξ Καρθα�ας (CID ii

12.i.1) alongside the simple Κε5ος (CID ii 17), also attested 

in a Delphic proxeny decree of C4l (SEG 31 536). This 

probably reflects the federation (cf. Reger and Risser (1991)

316–17).

It is not always easy to distinguish between the use of the

island ethnic Κε5ος (IG xii.5 594.7�SEG 14 531) or Κ�ιος

(CID ii 6.10–26) to designate merely “a person from Keos”

(without reference to his or her polis of origin) and its use to

denote “a citizen of (one of) the Keian federation(s)” of

three of the four poleis in C5 and C4 (cf. Reger (1997) 474 and

infra). “Keios” probably means “from the island of Keos”, in

Bacchylides (Epigr. 1.4: Κ�ϊος; 17.130: Κ�ϊοι), in the expres-

sion Κη�α φλυαρ�α in Timokreon (10.1–2 West (C5f)), and

in the Parian Chronicle mentioning Simonides as a Keian

(IG xii.5 444.70 (FGrHist 239)). Cf. also the Keians in Plato:

Simonides, Prodikos and Pythokleides (Pl. Hipparch. 228C;

Ap. 19E; Prt. 314C (all rC5)), as again in the Athenian list of

crews (IG i³ 1032.vi.72–82) or in the victor lists for the

Olympic, Nemean and Isthmian Games (Olympionikai 116

(540), 203 (480), 288 (452)). But when Herodotos speaks of
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the Hestiatorion of the Keians on Delos (4.35.4) (the build-

ing has not been identified: see Bruneau and Ducat (1983)

160), a building publicly dedicated to Apollo, it is far more

likely that he wants his reader to understand that a political

body, “the Keians”, dedicated it. Moreover, Herodotos has

the Keians supply two ships at Artemision (Hdt. 8.1.2) and

seven at Salamis (Hdt. 8.46.2). The Keians are recorded on

the Serpent Column commemorating the victory at Plataiai

(ML 27.7), and at Olympia after the Persian War (Paus.

5.23.2).

The Keians were members of the Delian League, and may

have been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99).

They belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 270.v.23) and are

recorded in the tribute lists from 451/50 (IG i³ 262.v.22) to

416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.13) a total of thirteen times, twice com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of at first more than 1 tal.

(IG i³ 262.v.22), raised to 4 tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.21),

reduced to 3 tal. in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.74), but raised again to 6

tal. in 417/16 (IG i³ 288.i.10).They were assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.69) (10 tal.) and in 410/9 (IG i³ 100.Ii.3).

They are recorded among the paying members in 413 (Thuc.

7.57.4). Although the most recent study of Keian coinage

assigns no coins with the legend ΚΕΙ(ΩΝ) to before the

end of C4 (Papageorgiadou-Banis (1997) 43; but cf. Sheedy

(1998b)), this need mean only that a C5 federation did not

issue coins. Archaic coins minted by Ioulis, Karthaia and

Koresia have a dolphin alongside the individual type of each

polis (infra 749, 750 and 751). On balance the evidence

strongly suggests, as already argued by Brun (1989), that the

Keian poleis created in C5 a federal state of some kind with

ties between the participant poleis that reached beyond

merely joint payment of a phoros to Athens.

In C4 under the heading Κε�ων, the Ioulitai, Karthaieis

and Koresioi are listed individually as members of the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43B.23–26); the

Poiessians are recorded separately (l. 82). Two isopoliteiai

agreements between the Keians and the Euboian cities of

Histiaia (no. 372) (SEG 14.531 � improved text of IG xii.5

594 �Tod 141) and Eretria (no. 370) (SEG 14 530), both of

perhaps c.364 (cf. Brun (1989) 124), show that at least the

three usual Keian poleis formed a federation again at this

time: there was a common citizenship for all Keians, and the

citizens were subdivided into phylai, trittyes and choroi

(χ+ροι) (Jones, POAG 203–4).A common boule and boards

of thesmophylakes,probouloi and astynomoi are also attested.

According to Heracl. Lemb. 28, quoting Aristotle, the Keians

passed a law (nomos) forbidding girls and boys from drink-

ing wine (cf. Villard (1997)); but he also says (26) that Keos

was settled by one Keos from Naupaktos (no. 165), a story

which may owe its origins to Keian relations with that town

in C3 (see IG xii.5 527); otherwise the best ancient testimony

agrees that the Keians were Ionians from Athens (Hdt. 8.46;

Thuc. 7.57.4; schol. Dionys. Perig. 525, giving Thersidamas as

the leader). Ioulis seems to have been the capital of the fed-

eration. The Keians appear as debtors on Delos in 377/6

(I.Délos 98.A.12). An Aristotelian Constitution of the Keians

is attested (Heracl.Lemb.26–29).Lys. fr.96 indicates that the

federation was formed before c.380, and it may go back to 411

(D. M. Lewis (1962) 3–4). The Keians defected from the

Athenian League in 364 but were subdued by a squadron

under Chabrias and forced to dissolve the federation (IG ii²

111 �Tod 142). The injunction to remain as separate poleis is

repeated in a decree of 354–338 (IG ii² 404.13–14 with Dreher

(1985) 268; for the date, see Hansen (1984) 125 n. 6). Again, in

the list of recipients of grain from Kyrene c.330 (SEG 9 2),

Ioulis, Koresia and Karthaia are listed individually alongside

an amount to the Keians as such (45, 51–55); Ruschenbusch

(1982) 183 argues that the Poiessians are inadvertently omit-

ted after the Keians; contra Brun (1989) 137. It has been sug-

gested that IG xii.5 609 was a list of citizens of a C4l

sympoliteia between Ioulis and Koresia (Ruschenbusch

(1982); see still D. M. Lewis (1962)). Poiessa seems never to

have participated in any of these federal states (Phylarchos,

FHG 1.346; Brun (1989) 131–32). Trümpy, Monat. 55–60

argues that the calendars of all four Keian poleis must have

been identical, but the evidence to support this is slim.

491. Ioulis (Ioulietes) Map 57. Lat. 37.40, long. 24.20. Size

of territory: 2 (c.47 km²). Type: A. The toponym is ’Ιουλ�ς,!

(CID ii 12.ii.30).The city-ethnic is ’Ιουλι�της (IG ii² 43B24;

as iΙολι�της in IG ii² 1128.25 �Ro 40) or (once) Ο(λι�της

(SEG 9 2.45, but the ethnics in this inscription are generally

odd). Ioulis is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the

term τετρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58. It is called polis in the

political sense in IG ii² 111.6 �Tod 142, and in the territorial

sense (city plus hinterland) in SEG 14.532.3�Migeotte

(1992) no. 56 (C4l/C3e). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested both externally (IG ii² 43.B24; SEG 9 2.45) and

internally (IG ii² 1128.25). The individual use of the city-eth-

nic is probably attested in a Delian inscription of 301 (IG xi.2

146.45). For a later unquestionable attestation, see I.Délos

2634.17 (C2), with SEG 45 1049 for the date.

A fragmentary C4m list of citizens (or rather citizens fit

for military service) must originally have recorded about

480 names, corresponding to a citizenry of about 700 adult

males and a population of roughly 3,500 persons (IG xii.5
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609; see Ruschenbusch (1982); Cherry, Davis and

Mantzourani (1991) 236–37; Hansen (1997) 28–29 with n.

147; Brun (1989) 126–27 for the date). The citizens were

organised into seven phylai, of which the names of four are

preserved: Leodai, Hylichidai, Thyssidai and Koresioi. The

presence of the Koresioi shows that in this period Koresia

had already been turned into a subdivision of Ioulis (but this

absorption did not last, since Koresia appears once again in

the Hellenistic period as an independent polis before Ioulis

finally absorbs it; see Reger (1998)). The number of adult

male citizens of Ioulis before the incorporation of Koresia

comes to c.550 and the population to c.2,500 persons.

‘Υλιχ�δης is attested as a sub-ethnic in an undated sepul-

chral inscription: IG xii.5 637 (Jones, POAG 204–6). In

C4l/C3e the citizens were further subdivided in units called

κοινε5α (SEG 14 532.16–17).

Ioulis occupied the north-eastern quadrant of the island

and bordered on the territories of Koresia and Karthaia

(infra). Its harbour (limen) (IG ii² 1128.38) lay at Otzias,

where recent work has revealed the traces of docks and other

facilities (Spondyles (1998)). The river Elixos (Strabo 10.5.6)

rose near Ioulis and flowed down into the sea by Koresia.

The approximate boundaries of Ioulis can be worked out on

the basis of topography and some of the sites that recent

intensive fieldwork by several teams have discovered (see

generally Reger (1998) and the map at Cherry, Davis and

Mantzourani (1991) 6).

The eponymous official was an archon, known first from

Hellenistic texts (IG xii.5 610.1 (C3l), 597 with Mendoni

(1989) 292–95 no. ii (C3), 595 (C3–C2)).As early as C5s, how-

ever, we hear of a boule and a demos meeting in an ekklesia

(IG xii.5 593.B.1–3, C.1). Other C4 officials include a board

of, probably, five strategoi (IG ii² 111.15–17), a board of judi-

cial officials called prostatai (IG ii² 1128.36) and a gramma-

teus (SEG 14 532.18). The references to Thesmophylakes and a

grammateus may be C4 or C3e (IG xii.5 595B; SEG 14 532).

Laws (nomoi) and decrees were passed by the boule and the

ekklesia (IG xii.5 593 (C5); IG ii² 1128 (C4m)). Of public

enactments preserved in inscriptions the most notable is the

C5s law on burial rites and customs (IG xii.5.593; cf. SEG 45

2263). In connection with the abortive revolt against Athens

in the 360s, the death penalty and confiscation of property

were imposed on pro-Athenian citizens, and the Ioulitai

murdered the citizen who served as Athenian proxenos (IG

ii² 111). The protective deity was certainly Apollo Pythios (cf.

IG ii² 111.22). Other communal cults include Athena (IG

xii.5 611 (C6–C5)). The month of Hermaion is attested (IG

ii² 1128; Trümpy, Monat. 55).

The urban centre lay inland at modern Chora, about 3 km

from the coast. Part of the C5 acropolis fortification wall still

exists (Welter (1954) 71–74). The walls were repaired in

C4l/C3e (SEG 14 532 �Migeotte (1992)no.56). In C4 inscrip-

tions are mentioned a prytaneion (IG ii² 1128.34–35), a sanc-

tuary of Apollo Pythios where many public documents were

inscribed (IG ii² 111.22; IG xii.5 1102 �Migeotte (1984) no. 63

(C4–C3); cf. Welter (1954) 74–78), and a Lykeion (SEG 14

532.19). A theatre is attested for C3 (IG xii.5 597.8). A sanctu-

ary of Zeus Ikmaios may have stood on the border between

Ioulis and Karthaia (IG xii.5 543; K. Manthos (1991) 62–63

with 135 n.328; Bürchner (1921) 186; for sacrifices by Aristaios

to Zeus on Keos, see Theophr. De vent. 14). Within the terri-

tory of Ioulis K. Manthos believed he had identified a sanc-

tuary of Aphrodite, but this has been doubted (Manthos

(1991) 46 with Mendoni’s comments at 119 n. 179); two other

sanctuaries have been identified archaeologically but not

assigned to deities (Georgiou and Faraklas (1985) nos. 18.08,

13.06).Miltos,which figured so importantly in relations with

Athens in C4 (and undoubtedly earlier as well), was mined

at two or more sites in the territory of Ioulis (Georgiou and

Faraklas (1985) no. 17.04; Mendoni (1985‒86) 181–82), and

the Ioulietan decree on the export of miltos refers to the 

harbour (limen) of the city (IG ii² 1128.38).

Ioulis struck coins of silver and bronze from C6m

onward. The most recent study of Keian coins assigns four

series of silver coins to Ioulis in C6–C4. (1) Silver on the

Aiginetan standard. Types: obv. bunch of grapes; rev. incuse

square. (2)–(3) Silver, c.520–480 and after 480. Types: obv.

grapes, or dolphin; rev. incuse square. (4) Silver, C4. Types:

obv. Zeus Aristaieus; rev. bee, or head of Sirius. Ioulis may

also have struck a bronze coinage in C4. Types: obv. Zeus

Aristaieus; rev. bee; legend: ΙΟΥ or ΙΟΥΛΙΕ (Head, HN²

484; Papageorgiadou-Banis (1997) 25–27; SNG Cop. Argolis-

Aegean Islands 646–49).

492. Karthaia (Karthaieus) Map 57. Lat. 37.35, long.

24.20. Size of territory: 2 (c.67 km²). Type: A. The toponym

is Κ�ρθαια,! (Pind. Pae. 4.13–14; CID ii 12.ii.66 (C4s)). The

city-ethnic is Καρθαιε�ς (IG ii² 43.B.25); the dative plural

Καρθα/σσι is attested at SEG 9 2.51. Karthaia is referred to

as a polis in the urban sense by the term τετρ�πολις at Ps.-

Skylax 58 (for MS Α1ραι, read Καρθα�α). It is called polis in

the political sense in several C4s decrees (IG xii.5 528.2–3, 5;

537.6–7; 538.6, dates: Brun (1989) 126–28). The collective use

of the city-ethnic can be found internally on Karthaian

coins (infra) and decrees (IG xii.5 528.4) and externally in

C4 Athenian decrees (IG ii² 43.B.25, 111.54). The individual
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and external use is first attested in a C3f proxeny decree from

Delos (IG xi.4 592.3–4, 12). In C3, and presumably in C4 as

well, the citizens were organised into phylai and oikoi (IG

xii.5 540.15; see Jones, POAG 206).

The eponymous official was the archon (IG xii.5 544.A1.8,

12 (C4–C3); cf. also 552). Other officials attested in Classical

sources are a board of, probably three, strategoi (IG xii.5

544.A1.15–19, A2.11–15, 19–23) and envoys (presbeis) sent to

Karystos (IG xii.5 537.2). Decrees were passed by the boule

and the demos on the motion of an individual (IG xii.5 537.1,

528, 538 with add. (C4/C3)). Public enactments preserved on

inscriptions include an undated and rather obscure sacred

law (IG xii.5 530) and a regulation about a spring in the

sanctuary of Demeter of C4l (IG xii.5 569). Public enact-

ments were set up in the sanctuary of Apollo (IG xii.5 528.16,

538.12). Particularly important is a fragmentary C4m list of

Karthaian proxenoi comprising a total of 110� proxenoi in,

probably, 50� different poleis (IG xii.5 542).

The protective deity was probably Apollo (IG xii.5 544,

found inter rudera templi Apollinis), whose temple as

Pythios dates from about C6l (Mendoni (1985–86) 163–65).

Public cults of him (IG xii.5 545 (C4)) and Hestia, or possi-

bly private, (IG xii.5 554 (C5)) are known before Alexander.

An official has left a dedication to Aphrodite, which prob-

ably dates from C4 (IG xii.5 552 with Mitsos (1957) 164 no. 1

and BE (1962) 264) and an hieron of Hermes is mentioned in

an inscription (IG xii.5 553). The temple of Athena, which

was rebuilt in C4 (Mendoni (1990)), dates originally from

C6l (Mendoni (1985–86) 161); see also the construction his-

tory of both temples in Papanikolaou (1998).We hear also of

a sanctuary of Demeter (IG xii.5 569 (C4l), with Graindor

(1905) 333–37); that to Hermes is mentioned in an undated

inscription (IG xii.5 553).

The site of the town has long been known, on the east

coast at one of the island’s best anchorages, with a produc-

tive plain that stretches out at the mouth of the river that

flows down off the Keian plateau. The town walls were prob-

ably demolished by Chabrias in 364, but with the Athenians’

permission the Karthaians were thereafter allowed to restore

a rather slim defence circuit, probably as protection against

pirates (IG ii² 404 (C4s), with Maier (1959–61) no. 37; cf. also

Maier (1958)). A prytaneion was present by C5 (IG xii.5

1060.2).For the temple of Apollo,which sits on a little acrop-

olis jutting out from the surrounding rock, see supra.

Karthaia struck coins of silver and bronze from C6s

onwards. Four series of coins seem to belong to the Archaic

and Classical periods. (1)–(2) The first series seems to start

c.510 (or 530 at the earliest), the second by c.500, though

there are problems with both the attributions of the coins

and the dates. Types: obv. amphora, or amphora and dol-

phin; rev. incuse square. (3) Silver, C4. Types: obv. Zeus

Aristaieus; rev. Sirius; legend: ΚΑΡΘΑΙ. (4) Bronze, C4.

Types: obv. amphora; rev. grapes; legend: ΚΑΡ (Head, HN²

483; Papageorgiadou-Banis (1997) 34–39; SNG Cop. Argolis-

Aegean Islands 628).

493. Koresia (Koresios) Map 57.Lat.37.40, long.24.20. Size

of territory: 1 (c.15 km²; cf. Cherry, Davis and Mantzourani

(1991) 235). Type: A. The toponym appears variously as

Κορησ�α, ! (IG xii.5 647.11 (C3e)) and Κορησσ�α (Ps.-

Skylax 58; Strabo 10.5.6). The only attestation of Κορησσ#ς

referring to the polis on Keos is in a spurious letter (Aeschin.

Ep. 1.1).For the distinction between Κορησ(σ)�αon Keos and

Κορησσ#ς in Asia Minor, see L. Robert (1960a) 144–45.

The city-ethnic is Κορ�σιος (SEG 9 2.55 (c.330)). Koresia 

is referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the term

τετρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58. It is called polis in the political

sense in an inscription recording a series of loans extended to

the polis by“the god”,probably Apollo: .δ�νεισεν W θε�ς τε[5
π#]λει (IG xii suppl. 236; cf. SEG 39 873 (C4); but Migeotte

(1984) 156 n. 32 assigns this inscription possibly to Karthaia).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins in abbreviated form (infra) and in inscriptions (IG ii²

1128.12), and externally in inscriptions (IG ii² 43.B.26; SEG 9

2.55). The earliest individual and external use of the city-

ethnic is in a C3 decree of Karthaia (IG xii.5 531).

An Archaic inscription in the Eretrian alphabet has some-

times been cited as evidence of Eretrian domination (IG

xii.5 649; see LSAG 297–98 with 648 by lapsus). Koresia was

a member of the Delian League. In their first appearance in

the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.i.21), the Koresians are

recorded separately from the Keians (IG i³ 262.v.22); later

they are subsumed under a synteleia (supra 748). In the list of

members of the Second Athenian League they appear as

Keians along with the Ioulietai and the Karthaians (IG ii²

43.B.23–26). Koresia was undoubtedly a member of the

Keian Federation, dissolved by the Athenians in 362 (IG ii²

1128 and 404; see supra). Koresia was incorporated into

Ioulis for a while in C4s (IG xii.5 609.175), but was again a

separate polis in C3 until finally completely absorbed by

Ioulis (Strabo 10.5.6; Reger (1998)). In C4s Koresia may have

been both a dependent polis and a phyle of Ioulis. For the

double status as dependent polis and civic subdivision of a

major polis, see Hansen (1997) 37. But its status as an inde-

pendent polis in C3–C2 follows not only from the evidence

of its inscriptions—which could be compatible with a status
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of dependent polis (IG xii.5 647.9; SEG 14 541; PEP Chios

51)—but also from its status as the chief station of the

Ptolemaic fleet in C3, when it was renamed Arsinoe and is

attested operating as an independent polis as late as c.207

(Davis and Cherry (1991); L. Robert (1960a); I.Magnesia 50).

Decrees were passed by the boule and the demos (IG ii²

1128.9, where the restoration of τ+ι δ�µωι in l. 9 is virtual-

ly certain).Public enactments were set up in the sanctuary of

Apollo (ibid. ll. 15–16), which is probably the sanctuary of

Apollo Smintheus attested by Strabo 10.5.6. A board of

astynomoi (l. 17) and a dikasterion (l. 18) are known from the

same inscription and likewise a prytaneion (l. 24).

In C4l Koresia seems to have had some 154 citizens fit for

military service, corresponding to c.230 adult male citizens

and a total population of c.1,200 persons (IG xii.5 609.175ff)

(see Ruschenbusch (1982); Cherry, Davis and Mantzourani

(1991) 236–37; Hansen (1997) 28–29 with n. 147).

The urban centre, located on the hill above the present

harbour town, has been thoroughly studied (Cherry, Davis

and Mantzourani (1991) 265–81). Koresia was permitted to

restore its walls after the revolt of the 360s and 350s (IG ii²

404.16 �Maier (1959–61) no. 37 and Maier (1958)). The

northern part is preserved, and the circuit may have

enclosed an area of c.18 ha (Cherry, Davis and Mantzourani

(1991) 236). The countryside was full of structures during

the Archaic and Classical periods, but most of the popula-

tion lived in the urban centre (Cherry, Davis and

Mantzourani (1991) 327–47, esp. 337).

Koresia struck silver coins from C6e to c.480. Three series

of coins have been assigned to Koresia. Types: obv. cuttlefish,

or dolphin and cuttlefish, or dolphin; legend: q or qο; rev.

incuse square; legend: Κ (third series only). The identifica-

tion and dating remain somewhat problematic. No C4

issues are assigned till the end of the century (Head, HN²

483–84; Papageorgiadou-Banis (1997) 19–21; SNG Cop.

Argolis-Aegean Islands 637–41).

494. Poiessa (Poiessios) Map 57. Lat. 37.35, long. 24.25.

Size of territory: 2 (c.30 km²). Type: A. The toponym is vari-

ously reported as Ποι8σσα, ! (IG xii.5 1076.53 (C4–C3)) or

Ποι�εσσα (Strabo 10.5.6) or Ποι[σσα (IG xii.5 568.10

(C5)). The city-ethnic is Ποι�σσιος (IG ii² 43.82) or

Ποι�σσιος (IG xii.5 568.1 (C5)). That Poiessa is a polis in the

urban sense is implied by the term τετρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax

58. It is called polis in the political sense in a decree of

C4l–C3e (IG xii.5 570.A7); for the date see Brun (1996) 114.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

inscriptions of C5l/C4e (IG xii.5 568.1, 1100.1) and external-

ly in Athenian inscriptions (IG ii² 43.82). The individual use

of the city-ethnic is unattested.

A text inscribed in stoichedon strongly suggests that the

chief official was the prytanis (Mendoni (1989) 295–96 no.

III). In C4l/C3e decrees were passed by the boule and the

demos; a board of praktores is also mentioned (IG xii.5

570.A1, B2). By C5l there was a sanctuary of Apollo Pythios,

a Pythion (IG xii.5 1100, see also 571 i); he may well have been

the protective deity. Public enactments were set up in the

sanctuary (IG xii.5 1100.7–9 (C5)). A dedication of C5 is

made to Apollo without epithet (Dunant and Thomopoulos

(1954) 346–48 no. 17 �SEG 14.547). But there is also evidence

of a temple dedicated to Apollo Smintheus within the terri-

tory of Poiessa (IG xii.5 1101 with Graindor (1903) 290;

Galani et al. (1982–84) 242). An individual who served in a

public office (arxas) made a dedication (C5? C4?) to Hermes

Prytaneios (Mendoni (1989) 295–96 no. III). Strabo men-

tions a sanctuary of Athena Nedousia (10.5.6). Communal

cults of Apollo Melanthios (IG xii.5 1101 (undated)) and an

Apollo without epithet (and so perhaps Pythios?,SEG 14.547

(C5)) are attested. Poiessa was probably among the Keian

cities permitted to restore their fortification walls in the

period 354–338 (IG ii² 404 with Maier (1959–61) no. 37 and

Maier (1958)).Remains of city walls have been dated as start-

ing in C6l (Galani et al. (1982–84) 239). If correctly restored

by Müller, Ps.-Skylax 58 refers to Poiessa’s harbour. The

approximate boundaries of its territory have been worked

out (see Papageorgiadou-Banis (1999) 161 fig. 1). The territo-

ry is referred to as Ποιασσ�ων ! γ8 (IG xii.5 568.1, 1100.1).

For the boundary, see Galani et al. (1982–84) 238). No coins

are known (see Papageorgiadou-Banis (1997) 51–52 re a false

attribution).

495. Keria (Keraitas) Map 61. Lat. 36.55, long. 25.40. Size

of territory: 1 (15 km²). Type: C. Κερ�α, ! (IG i³ 71.i.86). In

Stadiasmus 282 Κ/ρεια is an emendation of MSS

ΚΟΡΣΙΑ. The city-ethnic is Κεραjτας (I.Cret. iv 206K

(C3–C2)). The Kerians were assessed for tribute by the

Athenians in 425/4 (supra), apparently 13 dr., but the entry is

exceptional in being the only one in which the sum is

recorded to the right of the toponym/ethnic. In the

Hellenistic period a Kerian citizen received proxenia from

Gortyns (no. 960) on Crete (supra). Despite the lack of

explicit attestation, it seems reasonable to infer that Keria

was possibly a polis in the Classical period.

496. Kimolos (Kimolios) Map 58. Lat. 36.45, long. 24.30.

Size of territory: 2 (36 km²). Type: B. The toponym is

Κ�µωλος,! (Strabo 10.5.1; IG i³ 71.i.89; F.Delphes iii.1 497.12
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(C4l/C3e)). The city-ethnic is Κιµ)λιος (IG i³ 289.i.18; per-

haps also at 1032.87, where Osborne and Byrne (1996) 123

suggest reading Κιµ)<λι>(ος) instead of Κ�µων). There is

no explicit Classical attestation of Kimolos as a polis, but in

C5s the Kimolians were members of the Delian League

(infra); in a C4s arbitration they were on equal terms with

the polis of Melos (infra), and a C3s text from Karystos does

explicitly refer to τ[ς π#λευς τ[ς Κιµωλ�ων (SEG 44

710.28). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally on coins of C3 (Head, HN² 484) and externally in

inscriptions (IG i² 289.i.18; IG xii.3 1259.7 (C4s) �Tod 179;

Ager (1996) no. 3; Magnetto (1997) no. 1). The individual and

external use is attested in the Athenian naval catalogue of

C5l (IG i³ 1032.87).

Kimolos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Island district, but is absent from the full panel of

441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.88–101). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.89) (1,000 dr.), but is recorded only once in

the tribute lists, viz. in 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.18), paying an

unknown amount.

Soon after 338 the Kimolians were involved in a dispute

with the Melians (no. 505) over the possession of the three

small islands of Polyaiga (which, later at least, had no per-

manent population but was used as pasturage (L. Robert

(1949) 167)), Etereia and Libeia. In accordance with a deci-

sion of the synedrion of the League of Corinth, the dispute

was submitted to arbitration by Argos (no. 347), and the

Argives decided in favour of Kimolos (IG xii.3 1259 �Tod

179; Ager (1996) no. 3; Magnetto (1997) 1–8 no. 1). A certain

amount of the ancient polis centre (which, unlike most

Aegean Islands, does not lie under modern Chora) has been

lost due to sea level changes (Mustakas (1954–55) 153–54).

Lauffer (1989) 329 has references to walls, sanctuaries and

other remains.

497. Kos (Koos) Map 61. Lat. 36.50, long. 27.15. Size of ter-

ritory: 4 (290 km²).Type:A (from 366/5, infra).The toponym

is Κ+ς, ! (Hom. Il. 2.677; Hdt. 9.76.2; Thuc. 8.41.3; Herzog

(1928) 14–16 no. 5.B.8 (C4m); Head, HN² 632 (C5)) or Κ#ως

(Hymn. Hom. Ap. 42; Hes. fr. 43a.57). The toponym denotes

sometimes the island (Thuc. 8.41.3), sometimes, probably,

the city Κ+ς ! Μεροπ�ς (Hdt. 1.144.3; Thuc. 8.41.2), and

sometimes the C4 synoecised polis (Dem. 15.27). The ethnic

is Κ�+ος (IG i³ 262.iv.15; Hdt. 7.99.2). It sometimes denotes

the inhabitants of the island (Hdt. 9.76.2–3; Pl. Prt. 311B), and

sometimes the citizens of the polis (IG i³ 1454.A.29; Iscr. Cos

ED 34.5 (C4)). Kos is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Ps.-Skylax 99; Dem. 35.35, see Hansen (2000) 154; LSCG

151.55 (C4m); perhaps Paton and Hicks (1891) no. 5.7–8) and

in the political sense (Dem. 15.27 and inscriptions of after

366/5: Iscr. Cos ED 19.4–5 (C4–C3), 20.1, 3, 11 (all C4l), 54.8–9

(C4), 55.A11, 17, B10, 13 (C4), 241.26 (C4)). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested internally in inscriptions (Iscr.

Cos ED 19.5, 54.4, 55.B.3) and externally in literary sources

(Hdt. 1.144.3, 7.99.2) and in inscriptions (IG i³ 262.iv.15; CID

i 12.2 (C4f); F.Delphes iii.1 497.11 (C4l/C3e); SEG 9 2.28,

Kyrene (c.330–326)). The external and individual use of the

ethnic is attested in literary sources (Hdt. 7.163.2, 9.76.2; Pl.

Prt. 311B) and in inscriptions (IG i³ 1454.29 (C5s); IG ii² 9143

(C4f); Peek (1969) 25 no. 53 (C5)).

The Koans belonged to the Dorian pentapolis (Hdt.

1.144.3 with Sherwin-White (1978) 47) and to the Delian

League, paying tribute (infra). Within this framework fit at

least two poleis up until 366/5, and it is not always easy to dis-

tinguish before this date the use of the ethnic as a city-ethnic

from its use as a regional ethnic denoting an inhabitant of

the island of Kos.

In Homer Kos and the Kalydnian islands (no. 485) are

explicitly decribed as “the poleis of Eurypylos” (Hom. Il.

2.677, see also 14.255, 15.28). Hymn. Hom. Ap 42 describes Kos

as π#λις Μερ#πων �νθρ)πων. According to Herodotos

(7.99.3), Kos was settled by the Epidaurians (no. 348).

After the collapse of Kroisos’ Lydian kingdom and the

imposition of Achaemenid suzerainty in western Asia

Minor in 546, Kos was controlled by the tyrant Skythes.

C.490 his son Kadmos voluntarily abdicated the tyranny

(Hdt. 7.164.1), and control of Kos passed to the Karian

dynasty under Artemisia, whose command at Salamis

included Koan sailors (Hdt. 6.22–24, 7.99.2, 163–64, ). Kos

may have controlled the island of Nisyros (no. 508) c.500

(Hdt. 7.99 with Hicks in Paton and Hicks (1891) p. xii).

Kos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district (IG i³ 269.iv.15) and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 451/0 (IG i³ 262.iv.15) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG

i³ 284.18) a total of eleven times, once completely restored,

paying a phoros of 5 tal. (IG i³ 271.ii.67); but in some years

(450/49, 447/6) the phoros is split up into smaller amounts

(IG i³ 263.i.7 and v.40).The explanation may be that in these

years two poleis on Kos paid separately, whereas in other

years they paid together in a synteleia. Kos was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.132).

Some time in the same period a temenos of Athena

Medeousa, an indication of Athenian authority, was

installed; but from this a klerouchia should not necessarily

be inferred (Iscr. Cos EV 361, see also EV 333; Mattingly

(1996) 65). A copy of the famous Athenian Coinage Decree
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was posted on Kos (Iscr. Cos ED 1 �ML 45). Kos remained

under the Athenians until 411 (Thuc. 8.108.2); over the next

five years its position shifted, till apparently coming under

Spartan sway for good in 407 (Diod. 13.69.5; Xen. Hell. 1.5.1;

cf. Hicks in Paton and Hicks (1891) pp. xxv–xxvi). The Koans

fell away from the Spartans in 394 following the battle of

Knidos (Diod. 14.84.3), but their name does not appear on

the stele of Aristoteles among the members of the Second

Athenian Naval League (for membership: Cargill (1981)

37–38; contra Hornblower (1982) 133; non liquet Dreher

(1995) 123). But in 357, when Chios (no. 840), Rhodos (no.

1000) and Byzantion (no. 674) seceded from the Naval

League, Kos joined the alliance concluded with Mausolos

and took part in the Social War against Athens (Dem. 15.3,

27; Diod. 16.7.3; cf. Staatsverträge 305).

In C4m Kos was controlled by the Hekatomnids (Suda

∆238 with Hornblower (1982) 132–33). In 333 the island was

conquered by Alexander (Arr. Anab. 2.5.7), won back by the

Persians, but conquered definitively in 332 (Arr. Anab. 3.2.6).

During the crisis of c.330–326, Kos received 10,000 medim-

noi of grain from Kyrene (no. 1028) (SEG 9 2.28).

A unified Koan state was created in 366/5 by the metoik-

ismos of at least two pre-existing poleis, Astypalaia and Kos

Meropis (see infra). This action is attested by Diodorus

(15.76.2) and Strabo (14.2.19). The event has been treated

often: e.g. Hicks in Paton and Hicks (1891) p. xxvii; Moggi,

Sin. 333–41 no. 47; Sherwin-White (1978) 63–67; Hornblower

(1982) 83–84, 103–4 n. 197; Demand (1990) 127–32; Reger

(2001) 171–74. Strabo attributes the decision to stasis. The

incident referred to by Arist. Pol. 1304b25 is surely later

(Sherwin-White (1978) 65–66, contra Gehrke, Stasis 98). It

has been denied that a political unification of separate poleis

in fact occurred, as has been virtually the universal scholar-

ly opinion until recently (Stylianou (1998) 484–85), but the

details of the organisation of the two poleis leave little doubt

that the standard view is right (see now Reger (2001) 171–74

and infra), except in so far as the Koans, like other islanders

and certain other small states, paid their tribute to Athens as

a group and were identified as a group of islands.

The eponymous magistrate of the unified Koan polis was

the monarchos (Herzog (1928) 20–25 no. 8.A1 (C3f); cf.

Gehrke, Stasis 97 n.1; Sherk (1990) 265–66). Decrees were

passed by the boule and the ekklesia (Iscr. Cos ED 54.1 (C4))

or by the ekklesia (Iscr. Cos ED 34.1 (C4)) on the motion of a

board of prostatai as moved by the head of the board (Iscr.

Cos ED 40.1–4; Paton and Hicks (1891) no. 2.9–10) or by an

individual (Iscr. Cos ED 34.2, 54.1–2). An epistates is also

attested (Iscr. Cos ED 106.2–3 (C4)); cf. Rhodes, DGS 237.

Koan officials included a board of poletai (Iscr. Cos ED 20.16

(C4l), 54.13–14 (C4)). One text mentions �κκλητοι

δικαστ[α� (Iscr. Cos ED 26c5 (C4l?)), and a dikasterion is

mentioned in Iscr. Cos ED 90.4, 9 (C4e).

Aristotle says that the Koan constitition was a democracy

subverted by demagogues and then replaced by an oligarchy

(Arist. Pol. 1304b25–27). Kos became a democracy once again

in, probably, 332 (Gehrke, Stasis 99 n. 18).

A fragmentary early sacred law mentions τ� Hερ#ν (Iscr.

Cos ED 53 (C4; C5–C4 according to Herzog (1899) 128–30 no.

194)); a later law of C4 protects the trees of the temenos of

Apollo Kyparissios and Asklepios from being cut down for

any reason, and forbade even the introduction of a motion

to that effect (Herzog (1928) 32 no. 12 � Iscr. Cos ED 181). A

series of sacred laws of C4m seems to regulate religious

observances of the newly constructed Koan state (Herzog

(1928) 5–10 no. 1, 12–14 no. 4 �LSCG 151, 19–25 nos. 6–8,

32–33 no. 12 �LSCG 150 � Iscr. Cos ED 55, 140, 181, 241; per-

haps also ED 53 of C4). The many public cults known from

Kos thanks in large part to the rich harvest of sacred laws

include those of (1) Apollo Kyparissios (cf. Hymn. Hom. Ap.

42) and (2) Asklepios (Herzog (1928) 32–33 no. 12 � Iscr. Cos

ED 181); (3) Hera (Makareus, FGH 4.442 (Ath. 262C)); (4)

Rhea, Hera Argeia Eleia Basileia, Zeus Machanes, the Twelve

Gods, Zeus Polieus, Athena Machanis (Iscr. Cos ED 241); (5)

Homonoia, Hekate, Histia Tamia, Aphrodite Pandemos

(Pugliese Carratelli (1963–64) 158 no. I; Paton and Hicks

(1891) 401; LSCG 295–98 no. 169 (C3)) with the important

discussion of the circumstances of the origin of the cult of

Homonoia in Thériault (1996) 134–36); (6) Zeus Basileus

(Iscr. Cos EV 27 (C4)); (7) Kore (Iscr. Cos EV 235 (C4l)); (8)

Demeter (Iscr. Cos EV 270 (C4)); (9) the Nymphs (LSCG

152–53); and (10) Herakles (Iscr. Cos ED 140.8–9; cf. also ED

149), whose worship should no doubt be associated with his

adventure on Kos in which he was wounded (see Koenen

and Merkelbach (1976)).

In C4 the Koans awarded proxenia to citizens of Tyros

(Iscr. Cos ED 54), Knidos (no. 903) (Iscr. Cos ED 34),

Byzantion (no. 674) (Iscr. Cos ED 40), Mytilene (no. 798)

(Iscr. Cos ED 106) and Sinope (no. 729) (Iscr. Cos ED 20).

Koan citizens were awarded proxenia by Epidauros (no. 348)

(IAEpid. 42.58 (C4l/C3e)) and the Plataseis (Labraunda

48 �Mausolos M8).

The Koan state was organised into the three traditional

Dorian tribes of Pamphyloi, Hylleis and Dymanes, further

subdivided into three chiliastyes each, also called enatai

(LSCG 151A.5, 16 (C4m); Herzog (1928) 6 no. 1.7, 11, 12, 15; cf.

Jones,POAG 236–38).Each tribe had its own special location
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for sacrifice (Iscr. Cos ED 140.2–5 (C4)). In addition there

were an unknown number of triakades (Iscr. Cos ED 55.A2

(C4m)) and pentekostyes (Iscr. Cos ED 91.3 (C4)) whose rela-

tionship to the tribes and their subdivisions remains uncer-

tain (Jones, POAG 238–39). Cutting across this system of

personal groupings there was a subdivision into at least ten

demes (cf. the list in Jones, POAG 239). One of these,

Isthmos (demotic: W δ8µος W ’Ισθµιατ+ν, IG xi.2 287.B.45

(C3m)), was located at the site of Astypalaia (see infra).

Another deme—which one is not known, unfortunately—

also had at least one tribal subdivision (Iscr. Cos ED 138.1–2

(c.206/5); see Habicht (2000) 309–10, 327 (date)).

Parts of Kos town have been the object of intensive exca-

vation, particularly after a severe earthquake of the 1930s

opened up opportunities for the Italian archaeologists

working there; no final excavation reports have ever been

published, but there is a good summary of the state of work

as of the 1940s (Morricone (1950)). Long runs of the fortifi-

cation walls have been uncovered (des Courtils et al. (1982)

414; BCH 118 (1994) 798), perhaps the walls of 366/5 (Diod.

15.76.2). Sanctuaries include the great Asklepieion, begun in

C4 but a site of worship originally of Apollo in C5

(Schatzmann (1932) “Zeittafel”; for an altar of C4 bearing

the names of some of Asklepios’ children, see p. 26); a sanc-

tuary for Artemis, Zeus Hikesios and the Theoi Patrioi (SEG

14 529 (C2)); temples for Demeter and Dionysos in the town

centre (Iscr. Cos ED 140.5 (C4); BCH 118 (1994) 795).

Remains of the theatre (TGR ii. 147) are Hellenistic

(Sherwin-White (1978) 25); but references to the theatre in

Eudoxos (fr. 363, Lasserre) testify to a C4 antecedent.A sanc-

tuary of the Twelve Gods is attested in a C4 inscription (Iscr.

Cos ED 54.15; see also their worship at the Charmyleion:

Paton and Hicks (1891) no. 349 with Kader (1995) 201–2). A

sanctuary of Demeter, a ∆αµ�τριον, is attested (Iscr. Cos ED

140.5). A sanctuary starting in C4m to the Eleusinian gods

has been located at Kyparisi (Laurenzi (1931) 623–25). A stoa

by the harbour may date from C4 (Coulton (1976) 248).

Next to nothing is known about Hippokrates of Kos (Pl.

Phdr. 270C; Prt. 311B) and his medical school of Asklepiadai

(CID i 12 (C4f)). The various pseudepigraphica about

Hippokrates and Kos are late innovations and cannot be

used for reliable information about the institutions and his-

tory of the Koan polis in C6l–C5s (Jouanna (1999) 12–16,

21–24; for the writings, see now Smith (1990)).

Kos struck coins of electrum and silver on the Aeginetan

standard in C6, coins of silver on the Persic standard in C5f,

and coins of silver and bronze after 366/5. (1) Silver and elec-

trum, C6. Types: obv. crab; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver, C5f.

Types: obv. naked diskobolos with tripod behind; legend:

ΚΟΣ or ΚΩΣ or ΚΩΙΟΝ; rev. crab in incuse square. (3)

Silver from 395: obv. head of bearded or beardless Herakles

often with lion’s scalp, facing l. or r.; rev. crab and club in

dotted incuse square, or draped female head facing l.

(Demeter?); legend: ΚΩΙ or ΚΩΙΟΝ and magistrate’s

name. (4) Bronze from c.330: obv.head of beardless Herakles

with lion’s scalp; rev. crab; legend: ΚΩΙ and magistrate’s

name (Head, HN² 632–34; Paton and Hicks (1891) pp. 305–6;

Barron (1968); Erxleben (1970) 87–88; Kraay (1976) 245–46;

Ingvaldsen (2002); SNG Cop. Caria 615–26). There has been

some discussion about whether the legend ΚΩΙΟΝ on

some coins should be taken as a Doric genitive plural (hence

the ethnic) or as a ktetikon (so Sherwin-White (1978) 45); in

light of the widespread variability in practice with respect to

amphora stamps, even in poleis that used the Ionic alphabet

(see Garlan (1999) 19–20), final judgement must be sus-

pended. (Koray Konuk (pers. comm.) reports that he has

reinvestigated Koan coins and come up with important new

results, but these have not been published.)

The Koans are said to have participated in the colonisa-

tion of Elpia in Apulia (Strabo 14.2.10). In an inscription of

C3m the Koans are called synoikistai of Kamarina (no. 28)

(SEG 12 379 �Rigsby (1996) no. 48 (C3m); Plut. Tim. 35.1–2

(emended); see Talbert (1974) 204).

There are two poleis well attested for Kos before the

metoikismos of 366/5: Astypalaia and Kos Meropis.

498. Astypalaia Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long. 27.00. Size of

territory: 3 (c.145 km² or less). Type: C. The toponym is

?στυπ�λαια, ! (Strabo 14.2.19; Steph. Byz. 140.8). There is

no explicit attestation of the city-ethnic (infra). The name of

this town is known certainly only from the description by

Strabo (14.2.19) of the metoikismos of Kos in 366/5 (supra).

For the possibility that the city was mentioned in Galen, see

Walzer (1935) 336 app. with further references. Astypalaia

became the deme of Isthmos in the unified Koan state

(Sherwin-White (1978) 59 and especially Pugliese Carratelli

(1963–64)). The toponym is ’Ισθµ#ς (LSCG 154A.18 (C3f)).

The demotic is ’Ισθµι)τας (Iscr. Cos ED 55B.9 (C4)).

Isthmos displayed its own internal organisation: in the

Hellenistic period the deme was itself divided into three

tribes, the Theadai, Kyniadai and Melainadai (Pugliese

Carratelli (1963–64) 161–63 no. VI.a4–5 and a25 with a8;

165–81 nos. IX–XVIII with Jones, POAG 239–41). Although

there is no explicit evidence, the peculiarity of this deme in

having its own tribal organisation would seem to find its

best explanation in Isthmos’ earlier status, like that of
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Astypalaia, as a self-governing polis before the metoikismos,

or in the possibility that it persisted to function as a polis,

albeit a dependent polis, after the synoecism. Another possi-

ble piece of evidence is the fact that Isthmos dispatched a

theoria on its own account to Delos in 250 (IG xi.2 287.B.45).

A monarchos attested at Astypalaia should be taken as the

eponymous magistrate (Reger (2001) 173–74 with refs.; con-

tra Pugliese Carratelli (1957)). A sanctuary of C5 sits on the

acropolis at Kephalos, the urban site of Astypalaia

(MacKenzie (1897–98); Herzog (1901) 138, (1903) 2–4;

Sherwin-White (1978) 27 n. 84 for more refs.). The cult of

Asklepios was a local cult here before the metoikismos,which

introduced it to the island as a whole.

499. Kos Meropis Map 61. Lat. 36.50, long. 27.15. Size of

territory: 3 (c.145 km² or less). Type: A. The toponym is Κ+ς

! Μεροπ�ς (Thuc. 8.41.2; Paus. 6.14.12) or just Κ+ς (Thuc.

8.108.2). The city-ethnic is Κ�+ος (Ebert (1972) 154–57 no. 49

with Reger (2001) and supra). Kos Meropis is called a polis in

the urban sense by Thucydides at 8.41.2. The eponymous

office may have been a board of prostatai (Iscr. Cos ED 272

with Pugliese Carratelli (1957) 335 n. 3, a decree of C4f dated

.π� προστ[ατ[ν]) who continued to play an important role

in the Koan polity after 366 (see Iscr. Cos ED 57.2–3: .π�

προστατ[ν τ+ν σLν---κα� Μον�ρχο .γ Κ+ι . . . , but

which may be a decree of a deme (Herzog (1928) 20–25

8.A.1–3)). Two citizens of Kos Meropis were Olympic victors

(Olympionikai 340 (420) and 363 (400)).

The urban centre seems to have been located at modern

Chora. The later site of the Asklepieion was occupied in C5

by a sanctuary of Apollo Kyparissios overseen by a board of

.πιµελητα� το% τεµ/νεος (Herzog (1928) 32–33 no. 11.8–9).

A sacred law forbade the cutting down of cypress trees in the

temenos except for public need (Herzog (1928) 32 no. 11); this

law was strengthened after the metoikismos and the estab-

lishment of Asklepios in the sanctuary (see supra). The site

had a temple of Demeter and a sacred spring (dating not

clear). Kos Meropis was unfortified in 412 (Thuc. 8.41.2) but

was fortified by Alkibiades in the following year (Thuc.

8.108.2). Remains of a fortification wall have been identified

with that mentioned by Thucydides (Kantzia (1988) 182;

Bean and Cook (1957) 121, followed by Pugliese Carratelli

(1963–64) 148).

It has been suggested from time to time that Kos may have

hosted other poleis as well (Sherwin-White (1978) 63), and

certainly every deme attested from after the metoikismos is a

potential candidate for being seen as such a polis. The men-

tion in Ps.-Hippoc. Ep. 27 of τεσσ�ρων . . . τειχ/ων .ν τ=8

ν�σ�ω has been cited as evidence of additional towns (Hicks

in Paton and Hicks (1891) p. xix; cf. generally Sherwin-White

(1978) 58–63 but also Reger (1997) 454–55, 483–84 n. 32). Of

the possibilities, only Halasarna is noted here.

500. Halasarna (Halasarnitas) Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long.

27.10. Size of territory: 1? Type: B. The toponym is

yλασ�ρνα (Paton and Hicks (1891) no. 7.3; -η Hsch.Α2772)

or yλισ�ρνα (Strabo 14.2.19). The ethnic is yλασαρν�τας

(Paton and Hicks (1891) 372–74 (all late)). Halasarna is called

a polisma in an inscription of C4l (Paton and Hicks (1891)

no. 7.3; for the date, see Herzog (1942) 13–18 6B.6)), and a

chorion in Strabo 14.2.19 (657). There was a temple of C6–C4

apparently dedicated to Apollo Pythaios (Kantzia (1988)

176); Aleura et al. (1990), more evidence now in the form of

sherds inscribed ΑΠΟΛ (λωνι), but some doubts about

the identification are expressed by Kokkorou-Aleuras et al.

(1995–96) 318). The urban centre was occupied from C6

(Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962) 171–72; see also

Kokkorou-Aleuras et al. (1995–96) 324 for pottery dating

c.575–550). Cults attested at the site include those of Apollo,

Herakles, Leto, Artemis, Hekate Stratia, Aphrodite, Zeus

Polieus, Athena Polias and the Dioskouroi (Kokkorou-

Aleuras et al. (1995–96) 313–15, with refs.).

501. Kythnos (Kythnios) Map 58. Lat. 37.55, long. 24.25.

Size of territory: 2 (100 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Κ�θνος, ! (Hdt. 7.90, 8.67.1; Strabo 10.5.3), denoting both

the island and the town (Ps.-Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is

Κ�θνιος (Hdt. 8.46.4; Dem. 13.34; Agora xvii 526 (C4)) or,

once, Κ�θνιος (SEG 9.2.25). Artemidoros and Strabo agree

in placing Kythnos among the Kyklades (Strabo 10.5.3).

Kythnos is called a polis in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 58),

and in Hdt. 8.46.1 it is subsumed under the heading polis

where polis occurs in the political sense (Hdt. 8.42.1, 49.1).

The external use of the city-ethnic is attested collectively 

in inscriptions (IG i³ 264.iv.37; SEG 25 357, Nemea (C4l))

and in literary sources (Hdt. 8.46; Dem. 13.34), and individ-

ually in Athenian sepulchral inscriptions (IG ii² 9115;

Agora xvii 526 (both C4)) and in a C5l list of sailors (IG i³

1032.vi.88–89).

The Kythnians contributed two ships to the Greek fleet at

Salamis (Hdt. 8.46.4) and participated in the communal

dedications at Delphi and Olympia after Plataia (ML 27.10;

Paus. 5.23.2). Kythnos was a member of the Delian League,

and may have been among the original members (ATL iii.

198–99). It belonged to the Island district (IG i³ 271.i.91) and

is recorded in the tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.27) to

416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.19) a total of eleven times, three times
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completely restored, paying a phoros of first 3 tal. (IG i³

263.iv.27), raised to 6 tal. in, probably, 425/4 (IG i³ 288.i.5). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.72) (6 tal.) and in

410/9 (IG i³ 100.i.2). Hypereides wrote a Κυθνιακ�ς λ#γος

(fr. 138, Sauppe) and Aristotle a Κυθν�ων πολιτε�α (Harp.

Κ90). In C4s the Kythnians had a board of five strategoi, of

whom three were elected from among those who had served

as strategoi before (Vat. Gr. 2306.B.i.134–40). During the cri-

sis of 330–326 Kythnos received 10,000 medimnoi of grain

from Kyrene (no. 1028) (SEG 9.2.25).

The urban centre was situated in the north-western part

of the island and was walled, probably by C4s (Mazarakis

Ainian (1993), (1996) 251, 256–70, (1998) 368–70; Gounaris

(1998)). A temple on the acropolis, which has produced

material of the Archaic through the Hellenistic periods, has

been attributed to Demeter, or, less probably, Artemis or

Hera (Mazarakis Ainian (1998) 370–71); for a temenos on

Kythnos controlled by the Athenian sanctuary of Demeter

at Eleusis, see IG i³ 386.iii.147. Other temples of uncertain

identity have been discovered; one of these may be a sanctu-

ary of Aphrodite, whose cult, long known from the

Hellenistic period (IG v 123.100–20 with Themelis (1998)),

can now be attested from a C4 dedication (SEG 47 1300;

Mazarakis Ainian (1998) 372–73). A C4 sanctuary to the

Samothrakian gods is attested epigraphically (IG xii.5 1057

(C4l/C3e); see Hemberg (1950) 220; Mazarakis Ainian (1998)

372) and archaeologically (Mazarakis Ainian (1996) 252).

The doubts of Cole (1984) 68 can now be dismissed. There is

now evidence for a settlement starting in the Geometric

period at the island of Vryokastraki (Mazarakis Ainian

(1998) 374).

The island is said to have taken its name from one

Kythnos (Steph. Byz. 392.2); later it was settled by Athenians

under Kestor and Kephalenos (Dio Chrys. 80.26.9)

The Kythnians now seem to have coined in silver in C6l or

C5e. Denominations: one-third stater down to hemiobol.

Types: obv. head of a wild boar, or Gorgoneion, or lily, or

seated dog; rev. incuse square or plain flat surfaces (Kyrou

and Artemis (1998)).

Lemnos (Lemnios) Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long. 29.15. Size of

territory: 4 (478 km²). The toponym is Λ8µνος, ! (Hom.

Od. 8.283; Hdt. 6.139.4; IG i³ 1466). The ethnic is Λ�µνιος

(Thuc. 3.5.1; IG i³ 261.i.3). Lemnos is called a polis in the

political sense in the King’s Peace (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). Lemnos

is described as δ�πολις in Eth. Magn. 279.6; cf. schol.

Ap. Rhod. 1.601. The collective use of the ethnic is attested

internally on coins: ΛΗΜΝΙ (Head, HN² 262 (C4m)) and

externally in a list of mercenaries (IG ii² 1956.91 (c.300)). For

the individual and external use of the ethnic, see ?ντ�δωρος

Λ�µνιος (Hdt. 8.11.3); Antilochos, the philosopher oppo-

nent of Sokrates (Diog. Laert. 2.46); Apollodoros, a writer

on farming (Arist. Pol. 1259a1); and Ληµν�αν (Isae. 6.13) and

Theoris (Dem. 25.79–80 (C4); see Collins (2001)).

Ancient sources mention many non-Greek peoples as

inhabiting Lemnos before the arrival of the Greeks (see IG

xii.8, pp. 2–3). C.511 the Persians conquered Lemnos,

exposed the island to an andrapodismos, and appointed a

hyparchos (Hdt.5.27.1–2).The Lemnians are said to have had

military forces and penteconters (Hdt. 6.138.1). In 499

Lemnos was seized by the Athenians (Hdt.6.137–40; IG i³ 552

bis and 1466 with Rausch (1999); the restoration of IG i³ 518

is uncertain; see also Salomon (1997) 31–37), and thereafter

the Lemnians were organised into the Kleisthenic tribes and

demes (IG i³ 522 bis, 1164–65 (C5s); IG xii suppl.337 (C5e); cf.

Jones, POAG 187–88). Colonists, however, though losing cit-

izen rights in their metropolis, often copied its civic subdivi-

sion, and it seems likely that in C5 the Lemnians, though

organised like the Athenians, were not Athenian citizens

(Salomon (1997) 31–66), but in C5m they were probably

supplemented with klerouchs (Graham (1983) 175–84,

(2001) 325‒26). For a brief period between 404 and 394/3,

Lemnos was free of Athenian control; see Aeschin. 2.76;

Andoc. 3.12. In C4, on the other hand, the Lemnians were

indisputably Athenian klerouchs (Agora xix L3 passim;

Cargill (1995) 59‒60) and Athenian citizens (Dem. 4.34). It is

a moot point whether it is possible to distinguish between

Athenian klerouchs and Athenians permanently settled on

the island, as argued by Salomon (1997) 91–155.

In 480 a Lemnian ship defected from the Persian fleet

(Hdt.8.11.3).The Lemnians are recorded once in the ATL (IG

i³ 261.i.3 (452/1)). Thereafter all payments of phoros were

made by the Hephaistieis and the Myrinaioi separately

(infra). By the Peace of 404 Athens had to surrender Lemnos

(Andoc. 3.12; Aeschin. 2.76–77),but by 392, after a short peri-

od of independence (Andoc. 3.12, 14, which Salomon (1997)

63–66 sees,however,as in reality a Spartan hegemony,reject-

ing the standard interpretation of IG xii.8 2 of Myrina), the

Athenians had regained control of the island (Xen. Hell.

4.8.15), and Athenian possession was confirmed by the

King’s Peace of 386 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). The grain law of 374/3

shows that Lemnos was an Athenian possession (Hesperia

suppl. 29 5.6–8), in spite of the decision of 378/7 to renounce

the klerouchies (Diod. 15.29.8). Lemnos was still Athenian in

the 320s (Arist. Ath. Pol. 62.2; IG ii² 3207.28; cf. Cargill (1995)

63–64) and remained Athenian by the Peace of 322 (Diod.
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18.18.4; see Cargill (1995) 42–58). In C4 the Athenians seem

to have had an archon on Lemnos (Agora xix L3.5 (387/6)),

and from the 350s onwards they appointed a salaried hippar-

chos eis Lemnon (Arist. Ath. Pol. 61.6, 62.2; Dem. 4.26; Bugh

(1988) 209–18).

In C4m the Lemnians struck bronze coins. Types: obv.

bearded head of Zeus(?); rev. ram walking in incuse square;

legend: ΛΗΜΝΙ (Head, HN² 262; Steinhardt (2000)).

502. Myrina (Myrinaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.50, long. 25.05.

Size of territory: probably 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Μ�ρινα, ! (Hecat. fr. 138c; Hyp. 2.18; IG ii² 550.16; SEG 19 59

(307/6); IG xii.8 4.7, 12 (C4m)). The city-ethnic is

Μυρινα5ος (IG xii.8 2.8).Myrina is called a polis in the polit-

ical sense by Hypereides at 2.18, and in the urban and politi-

cal senses combined by Dionysios of Chalkis (FGH iv 393 fr.

2 (C4?)). The collective use of the ethnic is attested internal-

ly in a proxeny decree of c.400 (IG xii.8 2) and externally in

the ATL (IG i³ 267.iv.30). The only attestation of the indi-

vidual use is in a sepulchral inscription of C2:Μυρινα�α (IG

ii² 9975).

As an Athenian dependency Myrina is called W δ8[µος W]

?θ[ηνα]�ων W .[ν Μυρ]�νει ο2κ+ν (IG xii.8 4.1–2 (C4m);

cf. Cargill (1995) 13). In IG xii.8 2 W δ8µος W Μυρινα5ων (ll.

2–3, usually dated 404–394/3; see also IG xii.8 7.19 (C4l))

granting a citizen of Akrothooi (no. 560) proxenia with

ateleia; the standard view, that this represents a briefly inde-

pendent Myrina, has been rejected by Salomon (1997)

63–66. In the Athenian tribute lists Myrina is listed as

Μυρινα5οι (IG i³ 267.iv.30, etc.). All attestations of civic

subdivisions copy Athens: citizens were organised into the

Kleisthenic phylai and demoi (IG xii.8 5 (C4m); IG i³ 1164

(C5m)). Both when the Myrinaians were part of the

Athenian state (IG xii.8 3–5 (C4m)) and when they were

independent (IG xii.8 2 (c.400) and 7 (c.318–307)), decrees

were proposed and carried by the boule and the demos

presided over by an epistates (IG xii.8 5.5).

The Athenian siege of Myrina c.500 implies city walls

(Hdt. 6.140.2). We hear of walls again in 307/6 (IG ii² 550; cf.

Maier (1959–61)  no. 54). The urban centre which covered an

area of c.25 ha lay on a peninsula outside modern Kastro.

There are remains of an older acropolis wall in polygonal

masonry; and the settlement was cut off from the island by a

younger wall across the neck of the peninsula (Fredrich

(1906a) 243–47; Sealey (1918–19) 159–60; cf. Lang (1996)

249). There were two sanctuaries of Artemis: one on the

acropolis attested by remains (Fredrich (1906a) 246; see also

Sealy (1918–19) 160–61) and boundary horoi (Segre (1932–33)

297–98 no.5).An extra-mural sanctuary to Athena,probably

as Selene, is attested by archaeological evidence from the

Archaic period (Fredrich (1906a) 244, 246, identifying the

archaeological remains as a temple associated with the Great

Goddess; Archontidou-Arghyri (1994) 53; BCH 122 (1998)

912–13) and by horoi (Segre (1932–33) 294–97 no. 4 with

Jeffery (1990) 299; SEG 45 1192, 40 745); archaeological evi-

dence places its start in the Archaic period (Archontidou-

Arghyri (1994); BCH 122 (1998) 912–13). Many decrees have

been discovered at this sanctuary, which may well have been

the Myrinaians’ state archive and the goddess the protective

deity (so Parker (1993); on Athena Lemnia, see further

Steinhart (2000)). Generally, see Archontidou-Arghyri

(1994). A community of Chalkideans living in Myrina

passed a decree honouring the Athenian epimeletes (IG xii.8

4 (after 348: see SEG 45 1182)).

Myrina struck bronze coins from C4f onwards. Types:

obv. head of Athena; rev. owl; legend: ΜΥΡΙ (Head, HN²

263; for the date, see Kroll and Walker (1993) 179).

503. Hephaistia (Hephaistieus) Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long.

25.20. Size of territory: probably 3. Type: A. The toponym is

‘Ηφαιστ�α,! (Hyp. 2.18; fr. 7, Sauppe; IG ii² 1672.277 (329/8;

IG xii.8 5.5)). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηφαιστιε�ς (Hdt. 6.140.2)

or (late) ‘Ηφαιστια5ος (IG xii.8 28.13–14 (third century

ad)). Hephaistia is called a polis in the political sense by

Hypereides at 2.18, and in the urban and political senses

combined by Dionysios of Chalkis (FGH iv 393 fr. 2 (C4?)).

The collective use of the ethnic is attested internally on coins

(infra) and externally in the ATL (IG i³ 267.iv.31).

Individuals are described as .ξ ‘Ηφαιστ�ας (IG ii² 8826

(C4f)).

As an Athenian dependency Hephaistia is called τ�ν

[δ8µον τ+ν ?θηνα�ων τ+ν .ν ‘Ηφαιστ�αι] (IG xii.8

15.3–4 (C4s); cf.26b),or just W δ8µος W .ν ‘Ηφαιστ��α (Hyp.

2.18). In the ATL Hephaistia is listed as ‘Εφαιστιε̃ς (IG i³

267.iv.31, etc.). All attestations of civic subdivisions copy

Athens: citizens were organised into the Kleisthenic phylai

and demoi (IG i³ 1477 (C5e); SEG 45 1181 (C4l/C3e); SEG 45

1189 (C4)). A number of decrees concerning the Kabeireion

were passed by the demos of the initiated (W δ8µος τ+ν

τετελεσµ/νων). The organisation of the ekklesia is an exact

copy of the Athenian ekklesia (SEG 45 1181, 1187, 1189; cf.

Cargill (1995) 181–82). The eponymous official was an

archon (SEG 45 1181 (c.300)).

The name of the polis derives from Hephaistos, who is

said to have landed on Lemnos after Zeus threw him out of

Olympos (Hom. Il. 1.593); in a late inscription Hephaistia is
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called “the polis of Hephaistos” (IG xii.8 27.1–2). The

Kabeireion, the sanctuary of the Dioskouroi, started in C8

and was in continuous use thereafter (Akousilaos (FGrHist

2) fr. 20; Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 48, etc.; see Accame

(1941–43) for the inscriptions; Hemberg (1950) 160–70;

Beschi (1994), non vidi; cf. SEG 45 1194). Temples of Herakles

and of course of Hephaistos are known (Fredrich (1906a)

251, 255; Sealey (1918–19) 168–69); the theatre is early

Hellenistic (TGR ii. 244). A possible fort or settlement with-

in the territory of the polis has been reported at Kaminia

(Fredrich (1906a) 252–53). The famous Lemnian earth was

mined here, though our earliest sources are late (Hasluck

(1909–10)). In the territory of Hephaistia a number of horos

inscriptions have been found, all modelled on the Athenian

horoi (Finley (1985) nos. 103–10; SEG 45 1185–91). Recent

Italian excavations have revealed town walls probably of C4

or later (see E. Carando, ASAtene forthcoming; AR

(2000–2001) 111; A. Di Vita, ASAtene (1998/2000) 386, for the

opinion that the walls are Archaic, perhaps as old as C7).

They enclosed an area of 31.6 ha (Lang (1996) 56).

Hephaistia struck bronze coins from C4f onwards. Types:

obv. head of Athena in Corinthian helmet; rev. owl facing;

legend: ΗΦΑΙΣΤΙ (Head, HN² 262; for the date, see Kroll

and Walker (1993) 179).

504. Leros (Lerios) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 26.50. Size of

territory: 2 (53 km²). Type: C. The toponym is Λ/ρος, !

(Thuc. 8.26.1; Hdt. 5.125). The city-ethnic is Λ/ριος

(Demodokos fr. 2.1–2, West; in Strabo 10.5.12 erroneously

ascribed to Phokylides). The fragment runs: κα� τ#δε

∆ηµοδ#κου.Λ/ριοι κακο�.ο(χ � µ/ν,�ς δ’ ο(. / Π�ντες,

πλ�ν Προκλ/ους—κα� Προκλ/ης Λ/ριος (Anth. Pal.

11.235). If Prokles was the tyrant of Leros, as suggested by

Manganaro (1963–64) 297, Leros was probably a tyrannical-

ly governed polis in C6, and Λ/ριος is a city-ethnic attested

externally both collectively and individually. But, even so, it

is far from clear whether Prokles was a creature of the

Milesians (no. 854) or was overthrown by them, as has been

suggested on the basis of Demodokos’ verses (see

Manganaro (1963–64) 297). A Milesian settlement on Leros,

mentioned by Anaximenes in a list of Milesian colonies,

cannot be closely dated and need not mean, as some have

suggested, a Milesian klerouchia on Leros (FGrHist 72 fr. 26,

from Strabo 14.1.6; Manganaro (1963–64) 297; N. Ehrhardt

(1983) 16). Hekataios urged Aristagoras during the Ionian

Revolt to fortify Leros as a refuge, lest he be expelled from

Miletos (Hdt. 5.125); Leros may therefore have been a

Milesian possession by c.495, or the circumstances of the

Revolt may have impelled the Milesians to take full control

of the island. In any case the island was clearly Milesian by

454/3, when the Athenian tribute lists record payment by

Μιλ/σιοι [.]χς Λ/ρο (IG i³ 259.vi.19–20; see infra 1085),

who are probably to be regarded as citizens who stayed loyal

to Athens after the Milesians revolted (Meiggs (1972) 112).

The main settlement shows occupation from C6. There is,

however, some dispute about its location (Bean and Cook

(1957) 135; Benson (1963) 2–12, (1976) 501; Bürchner (1925)

2095–96). At the north end of the island stood an extra-

mural sanctuary dedicated to Parthenos and attested by C4l

(Klytos of Miletos (FGrHist 490) fr. 1; Manganaro (1963–64)

306–8 no. 3.22–23: [.ν τ+ι Hερ]+ι τ8ς Παρθ/νου .ν

[Λ/ρωι] (C3–C2); see 308–9 no. 4.9, where the expression

appears in full; Benson (1963) 16–19); she was probably the

protective deity. She is also mentioned as Παρθ/νος Λερ�α

in a dedication found on Thera (IG xii.3 440). She has been

identified as a type of Artemis (Manganaro (1963–64) 301; cf.

Nikandros in Anth. lib. 2, non vidi), but others see her as 

an indigenous goddess (Laumonier (1958) 550; see also 

N. Ehrhardt (1983) 149). Benson (1963) 12–13 believed he had

identified remains of an Asklepieion. The fort or fortified

settlement at Xerokambos starts only in C4 (Hope Simpson

and Lazenby (1970) 54). See Gorman (2001) 49–51 for an

overview. For the other so-called Milesian islands, see the

Introduction.

505. Melos (Melios) Map 58. Lat. 36.45, long. 24.25. Size of

territory: 3 (151 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Μ[λος (SEG

20 716.29 (c.330); I.Cret. ii xxiii 2.4 (C3)) or Μ8λος,! (Thuc.

3.91.1; Isoc. 19.21; IG i³ 370.72, restored) denoting both the

island and the town (Steph. Byz. 450.9–10). An alternative

toponym is Ζεφυρ�α (Steph. Byz. 450.11; Plin. HN

4.70 �Arist. fr. 564). The city-ethnic is Μ�λιος (IvO

272 �CEG i 419 (C6l); IG xii.3 1259.6 Tod i79; Ager (1996)

no. 3; Magnetto (1997) no. 1 (C4s)) or Μ�λιος (Thuc. 3.91.2;

IG i³ 71.i.65; I.Délos 104.73 (364/3)) or Μηλι�ς (IG ii² 9356

(C4m)). Melos is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Andoc. 4.23) and in the political sense (Thuc. 5.87, 91.2,

112.2). Isokrates describes Melos as a polichnion (12.98), per-

haps as part of his effort to minimise the atrocities commit-

ted in C5 by the Athenians. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally on some coins of C5 (infra)

and on an inscription of C2 (IG xii.3 1097) and externally in

inscriptions (ML 27.7 (479); IG xii.3 1259 (C4s) �Tod 179.6;

Ager (1996) no. 3; Magnetto (1997) 1–8 no. 1) and in literary

sources (Thuc. 5.84.3; Dem. 58.56). For the individual and

external use, see IvO 272 (C6l); IG ii² 9356 (C4m); IG xii.5
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801 (C3f)). The most famous Melians were the poet

Melanippides, victorious in Athens in 494/3 (IG xii.5

444.61–62 �FGrHist 239 fr. 47), and Diagoras the Melian,

condemned in Athens as atheos in 416/15; a price of 1 tal. was

offered for his death (Ar. Av. 1073–74; Lys. 6.17; Diod. 13.6.7;

see Woodbury (1965) and Janko (2001), (2002)). Patris is

found in Thuc. 5.111.5.

Strabo, quoting Artemidoros, places Melos among the

Kyklades (10.5.3). The Melians were allegedly colonists from

Lakedaimon (no. 345) (Hdt. 8.48; Thuc. 5.84.2; Xen. Hell.

2.2.3; Diod. 12.65.2; cf. Malkin (1994) 74–76; Cartledge (2002)

93–94), and the Melians believed themselves that this coloni-

sation took place 700 years before the Athenian attack in

416/15 (Thuc. 5.112.2; see Malkin (1994) 74–77). A C1 histor-

ian reports that the Milesians (no. 854) attacked Melos, per-

haps in C8e or C7 (Konon (FGrHist 26) fr. 1.44); perhaps this

event, if historical, should be associated with the Parian and

Milesian struggles in the Archaic period (see 765 and 1084

infra). The Melians refused Persian demands to submit in

490, and supplied troops and two pentekonters to the war

effort in 480 (Hdt. 8.46.4, 48); they are recorded on the

Serpent Column in Delphi (ML 27.7) and also appear in the

dedication at Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2; cf. Hdt. 9.81.1). The

Melians, however, did not join the Delian League (Thuc.

2.9.4). They are recorded as having contributed to the

Spartan war fund (ML 67.1–7, 13–17, with Loomis (1992),

perhaps in the earlier phases of the Peloponnesian War, per-

haps around 410–405 (so Piérart (1995)). At about the same

time the Athenians ravaged the island (Thuc. 3.91.1–3

(426/5)) and soon thereafter added the Melians to the assess-

ment for 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.65) (15 tal.). Thucydides’ descrip-

tion of the famous Athenian siege of 416/15 shows Melian

troops active, often quite successfully, on the island in oppo-

sition to the Athenian invaders (5.84, 114.1–2, 115.4, 116.2–4),

but the town was betrayed, and at defeat the Athenians killed

the adult male citizens and subjected the rest of the popula-

tion to andropodismos (Thuc. 5.116.4; cf. also Isoc. 12.63;

Andoc. 4.22). Five hundred Athenian colonists were installed

in 415 (Thuc. 5.116.4; see Figueira (1991) 220). A tombstone of

C5l probably commemorates one of the Melian traitors who

was afterwards rewarded with Athenian citizenship (IG xii.3

1187). It is to this period that most of our evidence about

civic organisation dates (see Jones, POAG 214–15). The

Spartans took Melos in 405 from the Athenians and allowed

the population to return (Xen. Hell. 2.2.9; Plut. Lys. 14.4). In

C4m Melos was a pirates’ nest, and Athens had the Melians

fined 10 tal. for harbouring the pirates (Dem. 58.56). Soon

after 338 the Melians were involved in a dispute with the

Kimolians (no. 496) over the possession of the three small

islands of Polyaiga, Eteireia and Libeia. In accordance with a

decision of the synedrion of the League of Corinth, the dis-

pute was submitted to arbitration by Argos (no. 347), and

the Argives decided in favour of Kimolos (IG xii.3

1259 �Tod 179; Ager (1996) no. 3; Magnetto (1997) 1–8 no. 1).

C.330, in consequence of an offence committed by, among

others, a Melian Olympic victor, the Melians, alongside a

number of Peloponnesian poleis, paid damages to envoys

sent from Kyrene (no. 1028) (SEG 20 716; for the context, see

SEG 39 1717; for the date, see SEG 46 2198 p. 636).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai seems to have

included a Constitution of the Melians (fr. 564); but we know

next to nothing about the Melian political institutions. In

416/15 Thucydides (5.84.4–86) notes the absence of a deci-

sion-making popular assembly (τ� πλ8θος), combined with

the presence of Melian magistrates (�ρχα�) and a council

(σ�νεδροι) described as “the few”(οH tλ�γοι). The presump-

tion is that Melos was oligarchically governed; but we cannot

tell whether that was the normal situation or the result of the

Athenian attack. The betrayal of Melos to the Athenians in

416 testifies to a stasis between a pro-Athenian and an anti-

Athenian faction (Thuc. 5.116.3). A Melian proxenos has been

restored in a C4m inscription from Karthaia (IG xii.5 542.30,

but dubiously).

The urban centre of Melos must have been fortified in

424, when the Athenians under Nikias attacked the island

(Thuc. 3.91.1–3, 94.1; Diod. 12.65.3), but the walls mentioned

in Thucydides’ account were built by the Athenians as part

of their operations; the isodomic sections may represent

repair and enhancement of a pre-existing (C6l–C5e?) wall in

Lesbian/polygonal masonry (Thuc. 5.114.1, 115.4, 116.2;

Cherry and Sparkes (1982), with further refs.; Wagstaff and

Cherry (1982b) 261). The agora mentioned by Thucydides in

the same context (5.115.4) may actually refer not to the

Melians’, but to a military agora serving the Athenian

besiegers. However, Melos did have an agora in the Classical

period, which has been identified archaeologically (Kenzler

(1999) 112–13, with further refs.).A C6 inscription may attest

to a cult of Athena (IG xii.3 1075 with Pontani (1937); Jeffery

(1990) 320). A cult of Asklepios has been inferred for C4

(Semeria (1986) 954).

The Melian countryside appears to have supported a con-

siderable number of settlements, some of which may have

been large enough to be regarded as villages (Cherry (1982)

18 fig. 2.1, 22 fig. 2.6; Wagstaff and Cherry (1982a) 142–45).

Growth of the urban centre to a maximum size of about 

19 ha during the Classical period has been interpreted as
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nucleation, perhaps in response to the Athenian conquest of

416/15 (so Snodgrass (1987–89) 60).

In C6l (c.515: Boutin (1986) 3) the Melians began to pro-

duce silver coins on the Milesian–Phoenician standard,

although a stater on the Aiginetan standard has been attrib-

uted to the island (see Erxleben (1970) 72). (1) Silver, C6.

Denomination: stater. Types: obv. ewer; legend: ΜΑΛΙ; rev.

incuse square with diagonal bands. (2) Silver, C5.

Denominations: stater, hemiobol. Types: obv. pomegranate

with leaves; legend: ΜΑΛΙ (sometimes retrograde); rev.

incuse square with diagonal bands; legend: ΜΑ. Some

staters have rev. triskeles or crescent; legend:ΜΑΛΙΟΝ. (3)

Silver on the Rhodian standard, C4. Denominations:

didrachm, drachm. Types: obv. pomegranate (both denom-

inations); rev. on didrachms: trident, or kantharos, or ram’s

head; legend: ΜΑ. On drachms: spearhead, or eagle on rock

with crescent; legend:ΜΑ, or naked archer shooting (Head,

HN² 486–87; Kraay (1976) 45–49; SNG Cop. Aegean Islands

679–89).A hoard of about 100 staters found on Melos in 1907

(IGCH 27) has been argued to reflect anxieties about possi-

ble Athenian attacks c.420 (Kraay (1964)).

The Melians colonised Kryassos in Karia, an event that

cannot be closely dated (Plut. Mor. 246D–E; Polyaen. 8.64;

cf. Nigdelis (1990) 199; Malkin (1994) 76).

506. Mykonos (Mykonios) Map 61. Lat. 37.25; long.

25.20. Size of territory: 2 (86 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Μ�κονος, ! (Aesch. Pers. 885; Hdt. 6.118.1; Eph. fr. 63;

I.Délos 104.26 (364/3)). The city-ethnic is Μυκ#νιος

(Archil. fr. 124a; IG xii.3 251.9). Mykonos is attested as a

polis in the urban sense in an inscription of C4–C3 (Syll.³

1215.19) and appears under the heading polis used in the

political sense in the so-called Charter of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.32, 70, 78, B19) and in the

accounts of the Delian amphiktyones (I.Délos 98.A11,

B3�IG ii² 1635 (377–373)). Ps.-Skylax (58) calls Mykonos

dipolis. We do not know anything more about these two

poleis except that they merged completely in C3s; it is likely

that they were always involved in a federation or that one

was dependent on the other (Syll.³ 1024.3 (c.200): Iτε

συνοικ�σθησαν αH π#λεις; cf. Reger (2001)). The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated

form on coins of C4 (infra) and externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 264.iv.8) and in Archilochos fr. 124a. For

the individual and external use, see the C4 dedication by a

Mykonian woman at Delos (I.Délos 52).

Strabo, citing Artemidoros, classes Mykonos with the

Kyklades (10.5.3). There seem to be the remains of a sanctu-

ary at Leno, located south-east of the modern town. The

locations of the two polis centres remain uncertain,

although one is likely to have been at Palaiokastro and the

other at the site of the modern town (see Reger (2001)

163–67).

Mykonos was subdued by Persia during the reign of

Dareios (Aesch. Pers. 885; Hdt. 6.118.1). After Xerxes’ inva-

sion of Greece, Mykonos became a member of the Delian

League. It belonged to the Island district and is recorded in

the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.ii.7) to 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.28) a total of thirteen times, three times completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1½ tal. in 452/1, reduced to 1 tal.

(IG i³ 271.i.90) in 443/2 (IG i³ 269.v.23). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.75) (2 tal., restored). Mykonos also

belonged in the 370s to the Second Athenian Naval League

(IG ii² 43.B.19). In C4 a citizen of Mykonos received proxenia

from Anaphe (no. 474) (IG xii.3 251.8–11).

Bronze coins with the legend ΜΥ or ΜΥΚΟ and obvers-

es often bearing the head of Dionysos are dated starting C4

by Head, HN² 487; see also Svoronos (1893)), but this may be

too early (Reger (2001) 178–79).

507. Naxos (Naxios) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 25.25. Size of

territory: 4 (430 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Ν�ξος, !

(Aesch. Pers. 885; Hdt. 5.28; Ant. 1.16; SEG 19 204.A3 (c.375)),

denoting both the island (Hdt. 5.31.2) and the town (Thuc.

1.137.2). The city-ethnic is Ν�ξιος (I.Délos 1.3 (c.600); IG vii

3225.1 (c.500); IG i³ 1357.3 �CEG i.58 (510–500); Hdt.8.46.3).

Naxos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 6.96;

Arist. fr. 566, Gigon (rC6)) and in the political sense (Hdt.

5.30.1; Thuc. 1.98.4; SEG 12.390.6–7, 32, 44 (c.320); cf. SEG 30

1070). The territorial sense is attested at Hdt. 5.30.3–4. In the

Delphic naopoioi accounts the Naxians appear as contribu-

tors in a list headed by the formula: τ�δε π#λεις κα�

2δι+ται .π�ρξαντο (CID ii 4.i.14–16). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins of C4 (infra)

and externally in inscriptions (ML 27.8 (479); I.Délos 98B.9

(377/6); CID ii 4.i.16, 20, 21 (C4f)) and in literary sources

(Archil. fr. 89.6, West; Hdt. 8.4.3; Thuc. 1.98.4; Arist. Pol.

1305b1). The individual use is attested internally on a tomb-

stone of C4–C3 (IG xii.5 67,but perhaps a pierre errante) and

externally in inscriptions from Delos of C7 (I.Délos 2),

Athens of C6l (IG i³ 1357 �CEG i.58), Delphi of C4f (CID ii

4.i.20, 21, 24, 26), and Olympia of C4s (IvO 651) and in liter-

ary sources (Hdt. 1.61.4; Arist. Ath. Pol. 15.2; Oec. 1346b7:

Λ�γδαµις Ν�ξιος). Patris is found in Arist. fr. 558, Rose.

Naxos is the largest Kykladic island (Strabo 10.5.3). In the

Archaic period some of the wealthy Naxians lived in the asty
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and some in komai, of which one was called Λ=ηστ�δαι

(Arist. fr. 566). Steph. Byz. claims that on Naxos there was a

polis named Ν�σα (479.9) and another named Τραγ�α

(630.8), where a certain Tragios Apollo was worshipped; he

cites Eupolis for the plural form Τραγ/αι (PCG fr. 487), but

it is not wholly clear whether the plural form denotes the

polis on Naxos (in which case we have testimony for it from

C5s) or the homonymous island (less likely). Herbst (1935)

2083 associates this sanctuary with a horos inscribed Iρος

χωρ�ου Hερο% ?π#λλωνος (IG xii.5 43 (C4–C3?)); cf. also

the remarks of F. Hiller von Gaertringen apud IG xii.5 50).

An inscription of C4 gives the toponyms .ν ’Ελαιο%ντι and

.µ Μ/λανι, persuasively identified with modern Melanes, so

rich in sanctuaries (IG xii suppl. 194.16 with Hiller von

Gaertringen’s comm. there, 14–15). Πολ�χνη was a district

on the east coast (IG xii.5 test. 1415). The famous Naxian

marble quarries had been opened by C7 and continued to

operate throughout the Archaic and Classical periods

(Kokkorou-Aleura (1992); Brun (1997) 407–8).

Naxos was said to have been occupied first by Thracians

and then by Karians from Mt. Latmos under the leadership

of Naxos, son of Polemon (Diod. 5.50.2–7, 51.1–2 and 3–4;

schol. Dionys. Per. 525, GGM ii 451; Steph. Byz. 468.7–8).

Later, Ionians from Athens colonised the island (Hdt. 8.46.3;

Ael. VH 8.5; Paus. 7.3.3; Costa (1997) 51).

The Naxians played a predominant role in the central

Aegean during the Archaic period; their activities left

remains both in the decoration of Delos and in a continuing

hostility to Paros (no. 509). The Naxians and the Parians

fought on and off in C7f (cf. Kontoleon (1952) E2 col. i ll.

4–32 (SEG 15 517); Lanzillotta (1987) 71–88; Berranger (1992)

205–7; Costa (1997) 115–28); at least once, the Parians

imposed a severe defeat on the Naxians (IG xii.5 445.54: the

Parians). In C6s an oligarchy was followed by the tyranny of

Lygdamis (Arist. Pol. 1305a39–b1) after a major stasis (Arist.

fr. 566). Helped by “the Naxian man Lygdamis”(Hdt. 1.61.4),

Peisistratos in turn installed Lygdamis as tyrant on Naxos

(540–524) (Hdt. 1.61.3–4, 64.1–2; Arist. Ath. Pol. 15.2–3; Arist.

Oec. 1346b6–12; see also Ath. 348A–C; Costa (1996), (1997)

147–68). Lygdamis’ tyranny was replaced by an oligarchy of

οH παχε5ς (Hdt. 5.30.1)—established perhaps with assist-

ance of the Spartans who overthrew him (Plut. Mor.

859D)—until it in turn was overthrown c.500 by the demos

(E. W. Robinson (1997) 117–18) after a new stasis (Gehrke,

Stasis 123–24); the oligarchs fled to Miletos (no. 854) and

contributed to the outbreak of the Ionian Revolt against the

Persians in 494 (Hdt. 5.30). The so-called list of thalassocra-

cies in Eusebios (Chronikon, p. 226, Schoene; M. Miller

(1971) 5–6, 40–41) credits the Naxians with one in 515–505.

Naxos was subdued by Persia during the reign of Dareios

(Aesch. Pers. 885). In 499 the Naxians are said to have con-

trolled Paros (no. 509), Andros (no. 475) and the other

Kyklades around it (Hdt.5.31.2; Paros doubted by Lanzillotta

(1987) 105–6). Led by Aristagoras and Megabates, the

Persians attacked Naxos, but the Naxians learned about

their plans beforehand and prepared for a siege by complet-

ing their walls and storing food and water, and the operation

failed (Hdt. 5.34). Nine years later in 490 another Persian

force successfully took the island when the Naxians aban-

doned their city and fled into the mountains; the Persians

burned the city and temples and exposed the inhabitants

they captured to an andrapodismos (Hdt. 6.96; see Costa

(1997) 171–80). The Naxian ships (four, five or six) under

Persian authority at Salamis defected to the Greek side (Hdt.

8.46.3; cf. Aesch. Pers. 879–887; for the numbers, Hdt. 8.46.3,

four; Hellanikos (FGrHist iii B 323a) fr. 28, six; Ephor. fr. 187,

five, both cited at Plut. Mor. 869A).

The Naxians joined the Delian League in the summer of

477 as a π#λις συµµαχ�ς, contributing ships (Thuc. 1.98.4,

99). Naxos belonged to the Island district and is recorded in

the tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.35, restored) to

416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.27) a total of eleven times, three times com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 6 tal., 4,000 dr. (IG i³

264.iii.25), raised to 9 tal. in or before 417/16 (IG i³ 288.i.4). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.63) (15 tal.).

C.475–470 (Rhodes (1985) 12–13) Naxos defected from the

League but was reduced after a siege (Thuc. 1.98.4, 137.2;

Polyaen. Strat. 1.30.8). In 453–448, 500 Athenian klerouchs

were settled on Naxos (Plut. Per. 11.5–6; Diod. 11.88.3; Paus.

1.27.5; Pl. Euthphr. 4C; Aeschin. 2.175; cf. Figueira (1991) 220).

In C4e Naxos was allied with Sparta (no. 345), and in 376 an

Athenian squadron under Chabrias laid siege to the city and

defeated the Lakedaimonian auxiliary squadron in a major

sea battle fought between Naxos and Paros (Diod. 15.34.3–5;

SEG 19 204). Thereafter the Naxians may have joined the

Second Athenian Naval League in the 370s (I.Délos

98.B9 � IG ii² 1635.119; cf. Dreher (1995) 219 with 137–38), but

they are not recorded among the members listed in IG ii² 43.

They struck a treaty with Athens some time before 353/2 (IG

ii² 179 with Gauthier (1972) 168, 331). In 345/4 the Naxians

awarded the Athenian demos a crown (IG ii² 1443.114).

Naxian military prowess is relatively well attested. The

war with the Milesians (C6?), recorded in two different 

traditions, by Plutarch (Mor. 254B–F, probably based on 

the Aristotelian Constitution of Naxos (fr. 567.1)) and

Parthenios, probably following Andriskos (FGrHist 500 fr.
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1.9), involved a siege in which the Naxians were locked up

within the city walls and an expedition against the besiegers

by Naxian forces. Polykrates the Samian tyrant borrowed

troops from Lygdamis to secure his tyranny (Polyaen. Strat.

1.23.2). The Constitution of Naxos mentioned a strategia of

Lygdamis (fr. 566), and the Naxians are said to have been

able to muster 8,000 hoplites and “many big ships” in 499

(Hdt. 5.30.4); a few years later they manned several triremes

for the invasion of Greece (Hdt. 8.46.3; on the number, cf.

supra).

The Aristotelian collection of constitutions included a

Ναξ�ων πολιτε�α (fr. 566). In C4l decrees were passed by

the boule and/or the demos (SEG 33 676.5–6, 10 (c.300)).

They were published by the grammateus of the boule, and set

up in the sanctuary of Apollo at the expense of a board of

tamiai (Matthaiou (1990–91) 114). In C2 the eponymous

official was the priest of Dionysos (IG xii.5 128.23 in add.

p. 308), but an inscription from Arkesine on Amorgos of

325–275 is dated by a board of aisymnontes (IG xii.7

67B.36�Migeotte (1984) 168–77 no. 49)). A court in Naxos

([δικασ]τ�ριον) is mentioned in the C4f treaty between

Athens (no. 361) and Naxos (IG ii² 179.9). Naxos granted

proxenia to a citizen of Megaran (no. 225) (SEG 33 676

(c.300)), and five Naxians received proxenia and citizenship

from Chios (no. 840) (SEG 12 390.2, 27, 49–54 (c.320); cf. SEG

30 1070).

The protective deity was Dionysos (so the coins, see infra;

Diod. 3.66.1, 4.61.5, 5.52; Plut. Thes. 20.1; Plut. Mor. 741A),

who appears both without an epithet (IG xii.5 45 (C5–C4))

and as Dionysos Meilichios and Dionysos Bakcheus (Ath.

78C, quoting the local historians Aglaosthenes (FGrHist

499) fr 4. and Andriskos (FGrHist 500) fr. 3 (both C4s–C3f)).

Ananios, however, speaks of Apollo who “has” (�χεις)

Naxos (Ananios fr. 1.2, West; cf. Hymn. Hom. Ap. 44; IG xii.5

42 (C6–C5), 43 (C4–C3); and see the Delion of C6, supra).

We hear in C4 also of Athena Poliouchos (IG xii.5 41),

Athena without an epithet (IG xii.5 40 (C6–C5)) and a sanc-

tuary of the Kabeiroi (SEG 25 939). Other communal cults

include Zeus Melosios (IG xii.5 48 (C4); cf. Herbst (1935)

2082–83), Zeus Euboulos (IG xii suppl. 196 (C4), with

Matthaiou (1992–98a), Zeus Olympios (IG xii.5 49 (date not

clear)), and Zeus Stratios (IG xii.5 50 (date not clear));

Demeter and Kore (IG xii suppl. 196 (C4), with Matthaiou

(1992–98a); Demeter Hadreus (Lambrinoudakis (1979)

252–54); Poseidon Helikonios (SEG 36 761 (C5–C4); cf. SEG

45 1138); the Nymphai Mychieis (IG xii.5 53 (C4)); and

Hestia (Plut. Mor. 254B (C6)). Only three Naxian months

are attested: Ekatombaion, Kronion and Artemision (IG

xii.7 67B.36 �Migeotte (1984) no. 49 (325–275); IG xii.5 45

(C4?); IG xii.5 38.2 (C1); see Trümpy, Monat. 72–73 and

Loukopoulou (1989) 119).

The town of Naxos was walled by C6 (Andriskos (FGrHist

500) fr. 1.1; Hdt. 5.34), in the 470s (Thuc. 1.98.4, 137.2; Ar. Vesp.

355) and in 376 (Diod. 15.34.4). (At Aen. Tact. 22.20 .ν Ν�ξ�ω

is an unconvincing conjecture.) Remains of an undated city

wall were seen by Dugit (1867) 35–37, but are no longer visi-

ble. To judge from preserved tombs and other remains, the

walled town seems to have covered an area of 20� ha. Traces

of occupation from the Geometric period have been discov-

ered toward the northern end of the present town (ArchDelt

39 Chron. 292–95 and 29 Chron. 867–70). There was a Delion

just outside the city walls in C6 (Andriskos (FGrHist 500) fr.

1.1); for confirmation of the date, see BCH 96 (1972) 772, re

Geometric sherds from the site), which was probably at the

site of the temple of Apollo Delios begun by Lygdamis c.530

that still dominates the harbour (Welter (1924); Gruben and

Koenigs (1968), (1970); briefly Gruben (1986) 344–47;

Koenigs (1972)). A prytaneion and a theatre (restored) are

attested in C3 (IG xii.5 35 with S. G. Miller (1978) 200–1 nos.

368–69), but a seat from the koilon of, probably, the theatre

has been recovered, and Gruben (1982a) 165–66 reports the

discovery under the heading “Archaische Bauten”. Pindar

mentions a public cult of Hieros and Ephialtas (Pyth. 4.88; cf.

IG xii.5 56); a horos of Zeus Melosios of C4 (IG xii.5 48) and

two of Apollo from C6e–C5s (Psarras (1999)) and C4–C3

(IG xii.5 42) indicate the existence of sanctuaries. Excavation

has recovered a sanctuary dating from c.570 at Yria

(Lambrinoudakis and Gruben (1987–88); Lambrinoudakis

(1992); Gruben (1993) 99–105); this has recently been

assigned to Dionysos and identified as the chief sanctuary of

the island (Gruben (1997) 300); the unfinished statue at

Apollona, now seen as Dionysos, may have been intended to

stand by this temple like the colossus of Apollo on Delos ded-

icated by the Naxians (ibid. 293–300). There is an Archaic

sanctuary for Demeter at Sangri (Kontoleon (1954); Lambri-

noudakis et al. (1977) 382–86; Gruben (1993) 106–9), and

another nearby at Gyroulos (Ergon (1977) 156–61, (1979)

24–25; Prakt (1977) 382–86), which may be dedicated to

Apollo (SEG 31 744).A sanctuary of Athena was located in the

vicinity of modern Sangri (IG xii.5 40 (C6–C5) with test.

1421); Athena Poliouchos’ sanctuary was situated north-

east of the town at Engares (IG xii.5 41 with test. 1421). The

sanctuary of Zeus Melosios was on the east side of Mt. Drios

(the modern Ozia) (cf. Diod. 5.51.4), near Philoti (IG xii.5 48

with the map at IG xii.5 fasc. 2 p. xxiii). The grotto of the

Nymphai Mychieis lay north-east of the town (IG xii.5 53).
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Finally, the sanctuary of Otos and Ephialtas was at Melanes

(IG xii.5 56).

Many communal dedications of the Naxians are attested

from several sanctuaries.The Naxian Leonidas,honoured in

Olympia by the Arkadian polis of Psophis (no. 294) (Paus.

6.16.5; IvO 294), dedicated out of his own funds a

Leonideion in 330–320 (Paus. 5.15.2; IvO 651; Mallwitz (1972)

246–54). On Delos, the Naxians dedicated a palm (Ath. 502B

with Bruneau (1990) 568–71) and the famous colossus of

Apollo dating to 590–580 (I.Délos 4 and 49; Bruneau and

Ducat (1983) 125–28; Bruneau (1988) 577–82; Gruben (1997)

267–87). Excavation and identification of the oikos of the

Naxians known from C4 texts (I.Délos 104–25.5, etc.) have

shown that the building began in C7s (Courbin (1980);

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 119–23; Gruben (1997) 301–50).

The Propylaia I and II of C5 have recently been claimed as

Naxian work (Gruben (1997) 350–72). The Naxians dedicat-

ed a stoa in C6l (Hellmann and Fraisse (1979) 85–124;

Bruneau and Ducat (1983) 146–47). The famous lions, one of

the original sixteen now gracing St. Mark’s Square in Venice,

were given in C7l (Gallet de Santerre (1959) 21–36; Bruneau

and Ducat (1983) 171–74).A less spectacular dedication is the

gold φι�λη καρυωτ�, attested by an inscription of 365/3

and, as has recently been shown, by Athenaios (I.Délos

104.34–35 with Bruneau (1990) 568–71; for the gold, see IG

xi.2 161.B.31). At Delphi, the Naxians dedicated the famous

Sphinx, for which they had received promanteia (Syll.³ 292

with 17a (from 332); Amandry (1953); a base reinscribed in

C4 suggests another dedication, but may be related to the

Sphinx; see Jacquemin (1999) 69, and contributed funds to

rebuilding the sanctuary after the earthquake of 373 (CID ii

4.i.16–17 for the polis as a whole, 20–27 for individual

Naxians). The Naxians also participated in the communal

dedications at Delphi and Olympia after Plataia (ML 27.8;

Paus. 5.23.2; cf. Hdt. 9.81).

The Naxians may well have controlled some of the small-

er islands to the south-east, although there is no direct evi-

dence. These would include the archipelago of the

Phakous(s)ai (Steph. Byz. 655.3–4; late inscriptions: IG xii.7

507–8), Herakleia (IG xii.7 509 with L. Robert (1949)) and

Nikasia (Suda N 377; Plin. HN 4.68).

The Naxians minted coins from c.600, first silver staters

and trihemiobols on the Aiginetan standard. Types: obv.

kantharos with or without a crown; rev. incuse square. The

coins with kantharos and crown were apparently replaced

c.500 by coins with the plain kantharos, which had begun

production a few years earlier. The Naxians continued to

strike these types until their defection from the Delian

League in c.475–470 (Nicolet-Pierre (1997)). In C4 they

struck silver drachms and obols on the Rhodian standard as

well as bronze coins. Types: obv. Dionysos; rev. kantharos;

legend: ΝΑΞΙΩΝ or ΝΑ (Head, HN² 488; SNG Cop.

Aegean Islands 702–9). A Naxian tetradrachm appears in the

Delian accounts starting in 364/3 (I.Délos 104.66–67). For

possible attribution of some half-staters on the

Milesian/Phoenician standard to Naxos instead of Anaphe

(no. 474), see Erxleben (1970) 69–70, 73.

Naxian participation in the colonisation of Naxos (no.41)

on Sicily is suggested by Hellan. fr. 82; it has sometimes been

doubted, but now seems confirmed by an inscription

(Guarducci (1985); for a good summary, see Costa (1997)

87–102). Naxian claims of colonisation on Amorgos (Steph.

Byz. 86.14; schol. Dionys. Per. 525) may be Hellenistic inven-

tions designed to justify the occupation of Aigiale (no. 471)

and Minoa (no. 473) (Nigdelis (1990) 23).

508. Nisyros (Nisyrios) Map 61. Lat. 36.35, long. 27.10.

Size of territory: 2 (37 km², 49 km² including the islets, see

infra). Type: A. The toponym is Ν�συρος, ! (Hom. Il. 2.676;

Theophr. De lap. 21; Diod. 5.54.3), denoting both the island

(Ps.-Skylax 99) and the town (Strabo 10.5.17). The city-

ethnic is Νισ�ριος (Hdt. 7.99.2; IG i³ 270.i.9) or Νισο�ριος

(CID ii 4.iii.61 (360/59), 5.i.51–60 (359/8)). Nisyros is attest-

ed as a polis in the political sense at Hdt. 7.99.2–3. The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on C4

coins (infra) and in C3 inscriptions (IG xii.3 88.6), and

externally in inscriptions and literary sources (Hdt. 7.99.2).

The individual and external use is attested in the accounts of

the Delphic Naopoioi (CID ii 4.iii.61 (360/59), 5.i.51–60

(359/8)).

Ps.-Skylax 99 places Nisyros in Karia,but Steph.Byz.477.7

among the Kyklades. The small islands off Nisyros (Strabo

10.5.16) were part of its territory. The island was supposed to

have been created when Poseidon ripped off part of Kos and

threw it into the sea (Paus. 1.2.4; Strabo 10.5.16; Apollod.

Bibl. 1.6.2.4), a foundation myth reflected in the trident on

the C4 coins (infra).Nisyros is said to have been colonised by

Epidauros (no. 348) (Hdt. 7.99.2–3). Kos (no. 497) may have

controlled the island of Nisyros c.500 (Hdt. 7.99 with Hicks

in Paton and Hicks (1891) p. xii); but if so, Nisyros was inde-

pendent by c.478 (see infra). Two ships from Nisyros fought

under Artemisia’s command at Salamis (Hdt. 7.99.2).

Nisyros was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district (IG i³ 269.i.8),but in 429/8 to the Island

district (IG i³ 282.iii.20) and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.4) to 428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.30) a total of
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nine times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1

tal. 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 261.iv.4), reduced to 1 tal. in or before

442/1 (IG i³ 270.i.9). After the end of the Peloponnesian War

Nisyros fell under Spartan authority, for in 394 Diodorus

mentions the island among the states brought by

Pharnabazos and Konon to revolt (14.83.3). Throughout C4

Nisyros was independent (see Papachristodoulou (1989)

47).

The protective deity, appropriately for a volcanic island

(see Buchholz and Althaus (1982) 17–18, 21–22), was proba-

bly Poseidon (see the coins; Ashton (1999a) 23 with (1999b)

for the Knidian comparanda); in a Hellenistic inscription he

bears the epithet Argeios (IG xii.3 103.13 �Syll.³ 673). Strabo

mentions a sanctuary of Poseidon (Strabo 10.5.16).

A remarkable law of C4s, inscribed on the outside of the

city wall, declares that land lying 5 feet from the wall is pub-

lic land (δαµ#σιον χωρ�ον) (IG xii.3 86 �Syll.³

936 �Maier (1959–61) no. 47)). The remains of the wall date

at the earliest from after the earthquake of 413 (Buchholtz

and Althaus (1982) 15–16; see Bean and Cook (1957) 118–19);

it has been suggested to have been put up as part of

Mausolos’ strategy of fortifying sites under his control

(Bean and Cook (1957) 142; Hornblower (1982) 331–32;

Sherwin-White (1978) 70 n. 212 is sceptical). The wall

enclosed an area of 10 ha (Hoepfner (1999) 134–35). A har-

bour is attested at Ps.-Skylax 99.

In C4 Nisyros struck coins in silver and bronze. (1) Silver

drachms (only one genuine example known), which should

probably be dated to C4m/e (Ashton (1999a) 23; (1999c)).

Types: obv. head of Aphrodite; rev. Poseidon seated with tri-

dent; legend: ΝΙΣΥΡΙΟΝ. (2) Bronze. Types: obv. head of

Helios, or Aphrodite, or unidentified female head; rev.

Aphrodite with rose, or dolphin, or grapes, or eagle, or cow

or bull, or dolphin and trident; legend: ΝΙ or ΝΙΣΥ (Head,

HN² 635; SNG Cop. Caria 706–8, but 709 is not of Nisyros:

see Ashton (1999a) 15–16).

509. Paros (Parios) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 25.10. Size of

territory: 3 (196 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Π�ρος, !

(Archil. fr. 89.22; Hymn. Hom. Ap. 44; Aesch. Pers. 884),

denoting both the island (Hdt. 5.31.2) and the town (Ps.-

Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is Π�ριος (IG xii.5 216 (C6l);

Thuc. 4.104.4; Pl. Ap. 20A–B). Paros is called a polis both in

the urban sense (Hdt. 6.134.2; Isoc. 19.19; Ephor. fr. 63;

Matthaiou and Kouragios (1992–98) 438–40 (C4s)) and in

the political sense (IG xii.5 110.6, 111.6 (both C4e);

Matthaiou (1992–98b) 430–31 no.3 (both C4m); Archil. fr.

13.2). The territorial sense is possibly attested in Archil. fr.

204. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internal-

ly in inscriptions (IG xii.5 110.6, 111.6 (both C4e)) and in

abbreviated form on coins (infra), and externally in inscrip-

tions (SEG 27 249 (C6l/C5e); IG i³ 263.iv.24; I.Délos 98B.5

(377/6)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 6.133.1–2; Pl. Menex.

245B). For the individual and external use, see Hdt. 1.12.2:

?ρχ�λοχος W Π�ριος; Lazzarini (1976) no. 304 (C6m);

Syll.³ 16; Arist. Pol. 1258b40. Patris is found in Hdt. 6.135.2.

Strabo, citing Artemidoros, places Paros among the

Kyklades (Strabo 10.5.3). Apart from the urban centre, Paros

had many habitation sites in the Geometric and Archaic

periods, and it remains unclear what relation they had to the

main town centre of Archaic and later periods and to the

formation of Paros as a unified polity. These settlements

include (1) a fortified habitation site at Naoussa in the

north-east quadrant of the island (Rubensohn (1901)

163–70, (1949) 1791; cf. also BCH 114 (1990) 818, not in Barr.);

(2) an Archaic fortified site with a building identified by the

excavator as a “temple” at Oikonomos (Schilardi (1973),

(1975b) 93); (3) the Archaic “acropolis” at Koukounaries

(Berranger (1992) 121; Reger (1997) 460), which has recently

been claimed as a full-blown polis with Athena as its tutelary

deity (Schilardi (1996)); (4) ‘Υρ�η (perhaps to be located at

Marmara: Berranger (1992) 126; Rubensohn (1949) 1791,

misprinted as Hydria in Barr.; (5) Myrsineai (IG xii.5 244)

was perhaps a civic subdivision of the Archaic period (infra)

and seems well fixed by modern Piskopiana (Rubensohn

(1901) 175–76; Berranger (1992) 132); (6) at Dryos, recorded

in Barr. conventionally as a settlement, perhaps of the

Classical period, have been reported a tower and harbour

fittings (Rubensohn (1901) 173–74, (1949) 1791). (7)–(8) We

have from later periods names for a number of settlements

on Paros; most of these are located only with some uncer-

tainty, and none seems associated clearly with any of the set-

tlements known archaeologically. They include Μ�ρπησσα

(Steph. Byz. 434.6; Rubensohn (1901) 158), and Τεµ/νιον

(IG xii.5 116 (C4)), both unlocated.

Paros was said to have been colonised by Arkadia, with

Paros as the oecist (Heracl. Lemb. fr. 25, from the

Aristotelian Constitution of the Parians). The Athenians call

the Parians their apoikoi in 373/2 (SEG 31 67.6).

From a study of the fragments of the poetry of

Archilochos, Lanzillotta has concluded that Paros was ruled

by an aristocracy controlled by a few families in the Archaic

period (Lanzillotta (1987) 58–61; see also Berranger (1992)

328–31). It may be doubted that Paros was actually under the

control of Naxos (no. 507) in 499 (as at Hdt. 5.31.2; cf.

Lanzillotta (1987) 105–6). During the Archaic period the
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Parians and the Naxians fought a series of wars which imply

naval and land forces (cf.Berranger (1992) 205–7). It is in this

context that a Milesian ambassador is said to have been res-

cued from a shipwreck by a dolphin (IG xii.5 445.10–19).

C.655–650 the Parians participated in arbitrating a dispute

between Chalkis (no. 365) and Andros (no. 475) over

Akanthos (no. 559) (Plut. Mor. 298A–B; Piccirilli (1973) 7–11

no. 2). C.525 the Milesians (no. 854) requested Parian “state-

reformers” (καταρτιστ8ρες) to settle an internal dispute

(Hdt. 5.28–29). Paros was subdued by Persia during the

reign of Dareios (Aesch. Pers. 882). The Parians sent a

trireme to Marathon with the Persian expedition in 490

(Hdt. 6.133.1). In 489 Miltiades launched an expedition

against the Parians, which failed (Hdt. 6.132–36; for a differ-

ent tradition, see Ephor. fr. 63). The Parians remained loyal

to the Persians for the next decade (cf. Hdt. 8.67.1 with

Lanzillotta (1987) 113 and Berranger-Auserve (2000) 88).

After the battle of Salamis, Themistokles led another

Athenian expedition against the Parians, who deterred him

with a bribe (Hdt. 8.112). Soon thereafter they joined the

Delian League (ATL iii. 190, 198). Paros belonged to the

Island district and is recorded in the tribute lists from 450/49

(IG i³ 263.iv.24) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.24) a total of eleven

times, four times completely restored, paying a phoros of 16

tal., 1,200 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.24), raised to 18 tal. in

446/5 (IG i³ 266.iv.25). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.i.62) (30 tal.). The nature of the regime for most of

C5 is unknown (Berranger-Auserve (2000) 93), though

there was an oligarchy in the polis in 410/9 abolished by

Theramenes when, supporting the demos, he restored

democracy and imposed heavy fines on the oligarchs (Diod.

13.47.8). Probably soon after 407 the Parians helped effect a

reconciliation between the Thasians (no. 526) and the

Neapolitans (no. 634) (IG xii.5 109 with Pouilloux (1954)

178–92; Piccirilli (1973) 144–49 no. 33; Berranger-Auserve

(2000) 94–95); a bas-relief found at Delphi depicts the rec-

onciliation (Moretti (1953)). In C4e Paros came under the

control of one Pasinos (Isoc. 19.18), and for a few years Paros

was probably a tyranny or a narrow oligarchy (Gehrke,Stasis

125); but democracy was soon reintroduced: Plato (Menex.

245B) speaks of the Athenians fighting “on behalf of the

Parians” after the reconstruction of the long walls, probably

c.393; and shortly afterwards the Parians borrowed money

from Apollo of Delos under the amphiktyony created by the

Athenians (e.g. I.Délos 97.13 � IG ii² 1634 (391/0)). That the

Parians thereafter had a democratic government along

Athenian lines is suggested most recently by the discovery of

part of a kleroterion of Athenian style on the island, though

the machine cannot be dated more closely than C4–C2

(Müller (1998)). The Parians joined the Second Athenian

Naval League in 377/6 (IG ii² 43.A.89). An important

inscription of 373/2, a rare example of a decision of the

synedrion of the League, has recently been interpreted as an

effort by the League, through the appointment of diallagai,

to resolve bitter internal political factionalism among the

Parians (SEG 31 67 with now Dreher (1995) 109–54; cf. also

Matthaiou (1992–98b) 435 n. 24). A Parian-Thasian sympo-

liteia should not be inferred, as some have, from the singular

of demos in the phrase [περ]� τ�ν δ8µο[ν]τ�[µ]Π[α]ρ�ων

κα� Θασ�ων in an inscription of roughly 350–330 (IG xii.5

114.10–12 with p. 308 and IG xii suppl. p. 105; L. Robert (1935)

313, (1960b) 525 n. 3; contra Berranger (1992) 311–12; on IG

xii suppl. 412 �CEG i 416 (C6), see now Pouilloux (1989)

and N. Ehrhardt (1987), non vidi; the objections of Juri

Vinogradov, BE (1990) 499, have much less force after the

work of the Polis Centre). The Parians awarded the

Athenian boule a crown in 348/7 (IG ii² 1441.5–7). The

Parians received 10,000 medimnoi of grain from Kyrene (no.

1028) c.330 (SEG 9 2.29 �Tod 196; cf. Marasco (1992)).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a

Constitution of the Parians (Heracl. Lemb. 25). In C4

decrees were passed by the boule and the demos. They were

published by the prytaneis (IG xii.5 110.10) or the gramma-

teus (IG xii.5 118.5) at the expense of a tamias (Matthaiou

(1992–98b) 430–31 no. 3.10, 24). The eponymous official was

the archon (IG xii.5 112.6–7 �Migeotte (1984) 213–15 no. 61

(C4)) from no later than the lifetime of Archilochos (IG

xii.5 445.8–9). Other attested officials are theoroi and a

neokoros (IG xii.5 108 �LSCG 205–6 no. 111 (C5)), theo-

propoi (Hdt. 6.135.2) and a hypostrategos (IG xii.5 1019A

(C4–C3?)), although we must wait till C3 to hear of the strat-

egoi themselves, here of course a political, not military, office

(IG xii.5 220). Archilochos does mention, however, a milit-

ary strategos in C7 (Archil. fr. 114.1; cf. 95.1). Parian envoys to

Athens (no. 361) are mentioned in the Naval Synedrion’s

decree of 372 (SEG 31 67.13–14). Paros granted proxenia to

citizens of Chios (no. 840) (IG xii.5 110–11 (C4e)) and

Athens (IG xii.5 114 � p. 308; SEG 48 1135 (all C4m)), and

Parians received proxenia from Anaphe (no. 474) (IG xii.3

251.15–17 (C4?)).

Several Parian public enactments are preserved on

inscriptions. They include a law of 475–450 forbidding

throwing rubbish in a public road (IG xii.5 107 �LSCG

202–3 no. 108; Koerner (1993) 215–17 no. 57 and SEG 45 1142

for the date), a law of C5 forbidding cutting something,

perhaps sacred trees (IG xii.5 108 �LSCG 205–6 no. 111;
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Koerner (1993) 217–19 no. 58), a C5 horos of (Zeus?) Hypatos

forbidding access(?) to the uninitiated and to women (IG

xii.5 183 �LSCG 203 no. 109 (C5), with, however, the reser-

vations of Berranger (1992) 327), and what may be a law of

c.450 forbidding foreigners from participating in a cult (IG

xii.5 225 �LSCG 204–5 no. 110,with the differing interpreta-

tions of Berranger (1992) 93–95 and Butz (1996) 82–86). The

Parian state owned public land (IG xii.5 115 (C5)).

The civic organisation of Paros into demes has been

inferred from the appearance of ?ρχ�λοχος Μυρινα5ος on

a vase in the Bosco Reale treasure (Rubensohn (1949) 1807).

In an inscription of the Roman period Μυρσ�νεαι is attest-

ed as the name of a village on Paros (IG xii.5 244; cf. SEG 28

709), and combining the two sources, it has been inferred

that Myrrhineai must be the name of a Parian civic subdivi-

sion, possibly a deme (Berranger (1989–90)). Patrai are

attested in a C4 dedication by the Dordopes to their

Archegetes (SEG 33 687; pace Lanzillotta (1987) 191–94).

Only one month of the Parian calendar, Anthesterion, is

attested before 300 (IG xii.5 112.7 �Migeotte (1984) no. 61

(C4)); for the four months attested later and a possible

reconstruction, see Trümpy, Monat. 65–72.

The protective deity was Athena Poliouchos (IG xii.5

134.17 (C4–C3); the restoration of her epithet at 1029.5 is very

likely because of the stoichedon arrangement, but cf.

Berranger (1992) 72–73, 187),who helped the Parians in C7 in

battle (Archil. fr. 94). Temple A (c.530–520) on the Parian

acropolis, where cult is attested from C7, may be hers

(Gruben (1982b) 221, 229 with Rubensohn (1949) 1842; reser-

vations: Berranger (1992) 71–73). Athena is also Kynthie (IG

xii.5 210; cf. Berranger (1992) 266–67 no. 4, with a date of

525–500) and Pontie (SEG 28 707 (C4)). Demeter was wor-

shipped from C7 on Paros (Hymn. Hom. Dem. 491; see also

Archil. frr. 169 and 322) and her Thesmophorion, still unlo-

cated (Berranger (1992) 85–90), played an important role in

a story in Herodotos (6.134.2); her priests seem to have been

called Κ�βαρνοι (Hsch. Κ8, but see Hemberg (1950)

171–72). Zeus is attested under multiple epithets: Aigiochos

(IG xii.5 215.6 (C5e); Berranger (1992) 267–69 no. 6),

Elasteros (IG xii.5 1027 (c.500), as restored by Berranger

(1992) 278–80 no. 13; IG xii suppl. 208; BE (1963) 199;

Matthaiou (1992–98b) 424–26 no. 1 (an altar with inscrip-

tion dated to C6l) and 426–30 nos. 2–3 (which may be horoi

of his sanctuary, see also Matthaiou (1999)), Eleutherios

(SEG 26 978 (C5)), once probably also as Patroios (IG xii

suppl. 208 (C4), following Berranger (1992) 186). There is

also a horos of Hypatos of C5 which may be an epithet of

Zeus (IG xii.5 183 �LSCG 203 no. 109, with Berranger (1992)

185). This inscription comes from Mt. Kounados, where

Zeus had a sanctuary that may be quite ancient.Apollo’s cult

was widespread with multiple epithets: Hekebolos (IG xii.5

148 (C5?); the deity is restored on the basis of the epithet);

Delios (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 44; IG xii.5 214 (C4), a horos; five

further examples in BE (1964) 341), and with Artemis and

Leto as the Delian triad in C5l (Matthaiou and Kouragios

(1992–98) 438 no. 2), Pythios (IG xii.5 134.8 � add. p. 309),

whose Pythion was the archive for public documents (IG

xii.5 110.9–11 (C4)); it is uncertain whether the Pythion is to

be identified with the temple, surely Apollo’s, located out-

side the city walls on a terrace above the Asklepieion and in

use from C7 but reconstructed in C4f (Schuller (1982b)

245–46, 262–64; Berranger (1992) 97–103 for the doubts).

Artemis appears without epithet and as Delios (IG xii.5 216

(C5), 211 (C4)), and there is evidence for the cult of Hermes

(yµαξε�της, Ergon (1960) 184). Aphrodite (Matthaiou and

Kouragios (1992–98) 437–38 no. 1 (C4f)), and Ge, although

her cult may have been private rather than official (Despinis

(1979) 228‒29) (C4m)). Worship of the Charites, attested in

C2 (IG xii suppl. 206), would seem to go back much earlier

(Apollod. Bibl. 3.15.7.7). Herakles, who had important

mythological connections with Paros (Apollod. Bibl.

2.5.9.3–6), is mentioned as Kallinikos by Archilochos (fr.

324.1). Dionysos appears in a catalogue (IG xii.5 134.9).

Asklepios (IG xii.5 119 (C4), name not wholly clear) had 

a sanctuary outside the city, probably begun around 

C4s (Berranger (1992) 104–5; Semeria (1986) 953). Hestia’s

cult, attested by an inscription of c.525–500 (IG xii.5 238

with Gruben (1982a) 673), was practised in a building 

that has been identified as a prytaneion (Gruben (1982a)

673).

The Parians consulted oracles as a community with some

frequency throughout their history; instances relating to

Apollo at Delphi before 323 are recounted in a Hellenistic

account of the founding of Thasos (SEG 15 517.ii.43–47,

50–52 with Anth. Pal. 14.113 and Berranger (1992) 178–80), in

Herodotos (6.135.2–3) and in Diodorus (15.13.4, before

founding the colony at Pharos, after 385; cf. Fontenrose

(1978) 248–49 H14).

The polis centre was walled from perhaps as early as C7,

but certainly in C6; the wall encompassed the hill that served

as the Parian acropolis, and much of its course has now been

traced. It enclosed an area of c.50 ha (Berranger (1992)

62–65; Schilardi (1975a) 197–203 with 198 fig. 1). More sec-

tions continue to be discovered (see Zapheiropoulou (1987)

490–91, (1990) 403, (1992) 541). Some additional archaeolog-

ical finds in the polis centre are discussed in Kouragios
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(1996). The wall is mentioned in literary sources (Hdt.

6.133.2 (rC6l); Ephor. fr. 63 (r489)). A C4s horos inscribed

Iρος π#λεως was presumably set up to mark the line

between the town (polis) and its hinterland (Hansen (1996)

37 with nn. 148 and 149) and/or between the town and its

harbour (Gauthier in BE (1999) 420); for a different inter-

pretation, see Matthaiou (1992–98b) 441–47). Paros had two

harbours, one of which is described as closed (κλειστ#ς,

Ps.-Skylax 58). For remains of the harbour, see Berranger

(1992) 57–58.

A prytaneion, mentioned in 207/6 (I.Magnesia 50.67–68),

may have existed as early as C5 and was rebuilt in C4s

(Gruben (1982a) 676–83; see IG xii.5.281.3 (undated)).

Probable remains of a bouleuterion of C4 have been identi-

fied (Berranger-Auserve (2000) 101). Sanctuaries and cult

sites include perhaps one of Poseidon up by Kargadousa

(Rubensohn (1949) 1854; Schilardi (1975b) 95 (C5 or C4);

Berranger (1992) 123), sites of Eileithyaia, Zeus Hypatos, and

perhaps Aphrodite (C6–C4) (Berranger (1992) 82–85),

which may be identical with the sanctuary reported on

Kounados hill (Rubensohn (1901) 181, 215) of C6m or earlier

date (Ohnesorg (1994); Hübner (1994)); Kore had a sanctu-

ary in C5 (IG xii.5 225 �LSCG 205 no. 110, with Berranger

(1992) 93–95), but whether this should be identified with

Temple B on the Parian acropolis (as Gruben (1982a)

174–79) is uncertain (Berranger (1992) 241); Apollo Delios

was worshipped at the famous Delion a few kilometres

north of town on a hill called Kynthos (Rubensohn (1962);

cf. Schuller (1982a); Berranger (1992) 81–82; for a horos, see

IG xii.5 214 (C4)), which included a temple of Artemis

(Schuller (1991)); a sanctuary of Apollo (possibly the

Pythion, but see Berranger (1992) 97–103) and an

Asklepieion were located on a hill east of town that may also

house the Thesmophorion (Berranger (1992) 90–105),

which was in any case outside the city walls (Hdt. 6.134.2),

and another sanctuary for Demeter Karpophoros based on

a dedication (Schilardi (1977) 376–77). Finally, there was the

famous sanctuary of Archilochos, the Archilocheion, built

about 350, where his poetry and a biography were inscribed

and whose location is still a matter for uncertainty (though

it is probably at Elitas, as often suggested: Ohnesorg (1982);

cf. Berranger (1992) 108–12). Further from the central polis, a

temple of Athena has been discovered at Koukounaries dat-

ing from c.700 into C4 (Schilardi (1996) 42–53). Evidence of

several temples of Archaic or Classical date has come to light

near the bay of Marmara; that at least one sanctuary existed

there is proved by an inscription of Classical date (IG xii.5

256; cf. Schnieringer (1982) and Berranger (1992) 125–29).

Paros struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard from

c.525. The earliest are staters. Types: obv. kneeling goat facing

left accompanied by a fish/dolphin, or goat looking right, or

goat within circle of pearls, or goat turning left, or leaping

goat; rev. incuse square sometimes with star. These contin-

ued into C5e, with the addition of two goats butting heads to

the reverse types. c.510–480, drachms were struck. Types:

obv. goat looking right, with or without a circlet of pearls;

legend on some: ΠΑ or ΠΑΡΙ; rev. incuse square, or goat

looking back (Berranger (1992) 283–89). An epigram of

Simonides (C6s–C5f) refers to a statue of Artemis costing

200 Parian dr. (Simon. fr. 114, Diehl, from Diog. Laert. 4.45).

Coinage was resumed in 357 on the Rhodian standard (after

338 according to Berranger-Auserve (2000) 109–10).

Denominations: tetradrachms, didrachms, drachms. Silver

types: obv. goat; legend on some: ΠΑΡ; rev. ear of grain, or

wreaths of grain: legend: ΠΑ or ΠΑΡΙ or ΠΑΡΙΩΝ.

Bronze types: obv. goat facing right or left, or female head

(possibly Demeter); rev. ear of grain, or goat (Head, HN²

489; SNG Cop. Aegean Islands 715–20; Berranger (1992)

283–89; Sheedy (1996)).

The Parians colonised Parion (no. 756) in Asia Minor

c.708 with the Milesians (no. 854) and the Erythrians (no.

845) (Strabo 13.1.14; Euseb. Chron. 2, 18th Olymp. 1;

Berranger (1992) 168–69), and Thasos (no. 526) c.710–680

under the oecist Telesikles, the poet Archilochos’ father

(Thuc. 4.104.4; Strabo 10.5.7 (487); Steph. Byz. 306.20–307.2;

Berranger (1992) 170–84, esp. 176–78 on the date of 680

inferred from IG xii.5 444.48–49 (FGrHist 239); for

Herakles’ mythological role, see Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.9.13). One

thousand men are said to have been dispatched (IG xii.5

445.iv.22, quoting Archil. fr. 97). Continued close political

relations between Paros and its colony Thasos are attested in

an epigram of C6l in which a certain Akeratos boasts that he

(alone) had held high office in both poleis (IG xii suppl. 412;

CEG i 416; see Graham (1983) 74–76). It is possible that the

Parians were involved in C6e or C5s in Eion (no. 630)

(Lazaridis (1976); Berranger (1992) 169–70). At some time,

but possibly later (the date remains very uncertain), Paros

may have tried to found a colony at Anchiale in the Adriatic

(Steph. Byz. 24.13; Berranger (1992) 162–64). Pharos (no. 84),

originally called Paros (so Strabo 7.5.5), followed in 385/4

(Steph. Byz. 659.7, from Ephor. fr. 89; Diod. 15.4; Parke and

Wormell (1956) 2.76 no. 177, 164, no. 429; L. Robert (1935);

see also (1960b)).

Oliaros (’Ωλ�αρος: Ps.-Skylax 48; Strabo 10.5.3) and

Prepesinthos (Πρεπ/σινθος: Strabo 10.5.3), the two small

islands west of Paros (Map 60, inset), have been suggested,
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reasonably, as dependencies of Paros (Lanzillotta (1987) 190;

Sherk (1990) 278). Steph. Byz. 708.9–12 reports that Oliaros

was a colony (apoikia) of the Sidonians. IG xii.5 471 is from

Siphnos, not Oliaros (cf. IG xii suppl. p. 111; SEG 33 680).

Peparethos (Peparethios) Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long.

23.45. Size of territory: 2 (97 km²). The toponym is

Πεπ�ρηθος, ! (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 32; Dem. 18.70), denoting

both the island (Soph. Phil. 548–49) and one of the towns

(Dem. 35.35; Steph. Byz. 516.23–24). The city-ethnic is

Πεπαρ�θιος (IG i³ 270.iii.10; Anaximenes (FGrHist 72) fr.

41 �Dem. 12.12). In the so-called Charter of the Second

Athenian Naval League,Peparethos is listed under the heading

polis (IG ii² 43.A.78 and 85). Peparethos is called a polis in the

urban sense by Dem. 35.35 and in Ps.-Skylax 58, where the

island is described as τρ�πολις κα� λιµ�ν (cf. Flensted-Jensen

and Hansen (1996) 156). The principal polis was Peparethos;

the names of the other two poleis were Panormos (Diod.

15.95.2; Polyaen. Strat. 6.2) and Seleinous (IG xii.8 661.3). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in abbre-

viated form on coins (infra) and externally in inscriptions

(CEG i 325.2 �F. Delphes iii.4 179 (480/79)) and in literary

sources (Pl. Alc. 116D). For the individual and external use, see

the Athenian naval list of C5l (IG i³ 1033.85–86).

Peparethos is listed among the Kyklades by Ps.-Skylax

(58) and Diodorus (15.30.5, 95.1), whereas the island is

described by Strabo at 9.5.16 as one of the islands off

Magnesia, and at 2.5.21 it is classed with the islands lying off

Greece as far as Makedonia and Thrace. According to Ps.-

Skymnos 580 and 586, Peparethos was colonised by the

Chalkidians from Euboia.

Fighting on the Greek side in the Persian War, the

Peparethians captured two Karian ships at Salamis and ded-

icated one tenth of the booty to Apollo at Delphi (CEG i

325 �F.Delphes iii.4 179). The Peparethians were members

of the Delian League. They belonged to the Thracian district

(IG i³ 269.iii.10) and are recorded in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.18) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.7) a total of sev-

enteen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of 3

tal. (IG i³ 261.iii.5). They were assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.169). Under Spartan hegemony from the end of

the Peloponnesian War until Chabrias’ expedition in the

Aegean in 377/6 (Diod. 15.30.5), the Peparethians joined the

Second Athenian Naval League in the 370s (IG ii² 43.A.85).

In 362/1 (Hansen (1975) 95) the island was attacked by forces

of Alexander of Pherai, which beseiged Peparethos town.

The Athenians dispatched assistance, trapped Alexander’s

forces in Panormos and laid siege to the town; he extracted

them after a successful sea battle in which one Peparethian

and five Athenian triremes were captured (Diod. 15.95.1–2;

Polyaen. Strat. 6.2.1; Dreher (1995) 29–30). C.342 the

Peparethians conquered Halonnesos, which by then was

garrisoned by the Makedonians, but Philip of Makedon

deprived them soon after of the possession of this island,

and in 340 he attacked and ravaged Peparethos (Dem.

12.12–15, 18.70 with schol. no. 128, Dilts). In, probably, 338

Peparethos was made subject to Makedonia (Strabo 9.5.16).

The only piece of evidence we have about the political

institutions is a casual remark in Plato that one may advise

the Peparethians, probably in their assembly (Alc. 116D).

We hear of two communal dedications at Delphi: one of

booty from Salamis in 480 (supra � Jacquemin (1999) 346

no. 387), the other a gold crown of laurels recorded probably

by Theopomp. fr. 248 and so C4 or earlier.

Hagnon Peparethios was Olympic victor in 568

(Olympionikai 97).

The Peparethians struck mostly anepigraphic silver coins

on the Euboic standard c.520–480. Denominations:

tetradrachms, didrachms, tetrobols. Types: obv. single and

triple grape clusters, or grape cluster with four dolphins; rev.

incuse square with a winged running figure (“Agon” or

“Boreas”, Balcer (1967) 29), or head of Herakles, or crested

Corinthian helmet, or rosette, or dolphin rider in incuse

square, or Dionysos or Staphylos. The last bears on the obv.

the legend ΠΕ. A new series, all bronze, starts after c.350.

Types: obv. Dionysos, or Athena; rev. kantharos, or thyrsos,

or grapes; legend: ΠΕ or ΠΕΠΑ (Head, HN² 312–13;

Balcer (1967), (1975); Kraay (1976) 119–20; Wartenberg

(1998) 368–69; SNG Cop. Thessaly 359–60).

510. Panormos Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long. 23.40. Size of terri-

tory: 1. Type: A. The toponym is Πανορµ#ς,W (Diod. 15.95.2).

Panormos is implicitly referred to as a polis in the urban sense

by the term τρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58. It is the second polis of

the island, known best from Diodorus’ narrative of a siege by

Alexander of Pherai in 361/0 (Diod. 15.95.1–2; Polyaen. 6.2.1).

The site was fortified in C4m (see Diod. 15.95.2; Fredrich

(1906b) 117–21, but see Scranton (1941) 170). Panormos is best

regarded as a dependent polis of Peparethos.

511. Peparethos Map 55. Lat. 39.05, long. 23.45. Size of ter-

ritory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Πεπ�ρηθος, ! (Dem.

18.70); The city-ethnic is Πεπαρ�θιος (IG i³ 270.iii.10). The

urban centre of Peparethos was walled by 426 and had a 

prytaneion (Thuc. 3.89.4; S. G. Miller (1978) nos. 384–86).

A sanctuary of C4l/C3e dedicated to Asklepios lay about 1 km

east of the modern town (Liagkouras (1962)). Six other 
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possible sanctuary sites have been identified, including

two—above the main town and at Panaghia Polemistria

(Fredrich (1906b) 115–16, 117)—that may have belonged to

Athena Polias, who served as the protective deity (Herbst

(1937) 556). Another of these sites, which includes a terrace

with polygonal blocks,may date to C5 (Fredrich (1906b) 127).

512. Seleinous Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long 23.40. Size of terri-

tory: 1. Type: A. No toponym is attested. The city-ethnic is

Σελεινο�σιος (IG vii.8 661 (Roman Imperial)). Seleinous is

implicitly referred to as a polis in the urban sense by the term

τρ�πολις at Ps.-Skylax 58. The only explicit testimony for

Seleinous as a polis is an inscription of Roman imperial date,

at which time the island was under Athenian control (IG

xii.8 661.3). It has been identified as a polis from C4 mainly

because Ps.-Skylax says that Peparethos was tripolate, and it

is the only other known candidate. But city walls are pre-

served at Seleinous that have been dated to C4, and a temple

has been reported (Fredrich (1906b) 122–23; but see

Scranton (1941) 168 on the walls). Seleinous is best regarded

as a dependent polis of Peparethos.

513. Pholegandros (Pholegandrios) Map 60 (inset). Lat.

36.40, long. 24.55. Size of territory: 2 (32 km²). Type: B. The

toponym is Φολ/γανδρος, ! (IG i³ 71.i.87; Strabo 10.5.1) or

Φελ/γανδρος (F.Delphes iii.1 497.15 (C4l/C3e)). The city-

ethnic is Φολεγ�νδριος (IG xii.5 9 (C4)); Solon fr.2.1; Hsch.

F 761). Pholegandros is not called a polis in any source, but

deserves inclusion as being probably a polis because (1)

Solon (fr. 2) mentions the possibility that, changing his

patris, he might become a Pholegandrios or a Sikinites

instead of an Athenaios; (2) because the island was a paying

member of the Delian League (infra); and (3) because we

possess a C4 proxeny decree passed by the Pholegandrians;

for the date, see Brun (1996) 299. The collective form of the

city-ethnic appears internally in the proxeny decree (IG xii.5

9.15) and externally in the Solonian poem (fr. 2).

Steph. Byz. 669.17 assigns the island to the Sporades.

Pholegandros was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Island district, but is absent from the full

panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.88–101). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.87) for 2,000 dr. and is recorded in the

tribute lists in 417/16 (IG i³ 288.i.7) and 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.25)

paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. In the assessment decree it is

recorded by toponym. In the tribute lists the city-ethnic is

restored by the editors, but the toponym is an equally possi-

ble restoration.

What we know about the political institutions comes

from a C4 proxeny decree for a citizen of Ios (no. 484), to be

set up in the sanctuary of Apollo Pythios on Ios where the

stone was found. The decree was passed by the boule and the

demos of the Pholegandrians (IG xii.5 9).

514. Rheneia (Rhenaieus, Rheneus) Map 61. Lat. 37.25,

long. 25.15. Size of territory: 1 (14 km²). Type: A. ‘Ρ�νεια, !

(Thuc. 3.104.2; Hyp. fr. 74, Sauppe; IG i³ 402.11, 1460.20) or

‘Ρ�ναια, ! (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 44; Hdt. 6.97.1; Strabo 10.5.5)

or ‘Ρ�νη,! (Ps.-Skylax 58; Steph. Byz. 544.17). The toponym

denotes both the island (Thuc. 3.194.2) and the city (Hyp. fr.

74). The city-ethnic is ‘Ρηναιε�ς (IG i³ 1636.A.4 (C4m)) or

‘Ρηνε�ς (Hyp. fr. 74). In Hypereides’ Delian speech Rheneia

is called a polis both in the urban and in the political sense

(Hyp. fr. 74). The collective form of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.i.22) and

in Hypereides’ Delian speech (fr. 74). The individual and

external form is attested in inscriptions (I.Délos 104–3A.4

(C4f); IG i³ 1636A.4 (C4m)).

Rheneia is listed among the Kyklades in Ps.-Skylax 58, but

Strabo does not mention it in his list (10.5.3). In C6s Rheneia

was conquered by Polykrates of Samos, who dedicated the

island to Apollo (Thuc. 1.13.6, 3.104.2). Rheneia was a mem-

ber of the Delian League. It belonged to the Island district

and is recorded in the tribute lists from 451/0 (IG i³ 262.i.22)

to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.14) a total of eleven times, three times

completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in 451/0,

reduced to 300 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.29), but raised to

500 dr. in or before 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.14). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.82) for 1,000 dr.

The preserved fragments of Hypereides’ speech entitled

Deliakos logos (fr. xii, Sauppe) testify to a lawsuit c.344/3

(Dem. 18.134) between the Rheneians and the Delians (no.

478) over responsibility for the death of Aiolian visitors to

Delos whose bodies were found on Rheneia. It appears from

the fragments that Rheneia did not even possess a harbour

(limen) and that the distance from the landing-place facing

Delos to the urban centre was 30 stadia (fr. 74). Much of the

southern half of the island was under Delian control,

whether as cemeteries for Delos or as estates belonging to

Apollo (see supra 740).When Delos was purified in 426/5, all

remains from the tombs were removed, presumably to

Rheneia (Thuc. 3.104.2). Excavations at the urban centre of

Rheneia, located on the west coast of the northern half of the

island, revealed the remains of an undated temple of

Herakles (Charre and Couilloud-Le Dinahet (1999) 135 n. 3).

515. Samothrake (Samothrax) Map 57. Lat. 40.30, long.

25.35. Size of territory: 3 (178 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Σαµοθρ��κη, ! (Ar. Pax 277; Xen. Hell. 5.1.7), in the Ionian
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dialect Σαµοθρ=�κη (Hdt. 2.51.3), denoting both the island

(Hdt.2.51.3) and the town (Ps.-Skylax 67,Klausen).An alter-

native, allegedly earlier toponym is Λευκαν�α, O (Arist. frr.

596–97). The city-ethnic is Σαµοθρ��ξ (IG i³ 259.iii.13;

Herzog (1899) 17–21 no. 6.1 (C3); I.Lindos ii 93b.5 (C3s)).

Samothrake is called a polis in the political sense in an

inscription of C4m or 350–325 (Fraser (1960) 21 no. 1.3–4),

and is implicitly called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-

Skylax 67. The MS has Σαµοθρ��κη κατατ κα� λιµ�ν.

Klausen restores Σαµοθρ��κη κατ3 τα�τας κα� λιµ�ν,

which seems to be a much more convincing restoration than

κατ3 τα%τα Σαµοθρ��κη ν8σος κα� λιµ�ν preferred in

GGM by Müller following Voss (for κα� λιµ�ν, see Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in the C4 proxeny decree

(Fraser (1960) 21 no. 1.3–4, convincingly restored) and on

coins of C5f (infra), and externally in the Athenian tribute

lists (IG i³ 263.iii.25) and in literature (Hdt. 2.51.2–3; PCG,

Adespota fr. 1063.15). For the individual and external use, see

the Athenian naval list of C5l (IG i³ 1032.vi.84, as restored in

IG ii² 1951).

Ps.-Skylax 67 places Samothrake in Thrace, and Strabo

classes Samothrake with the islands lying off Greece as far as

Makedonia and Thrace (2.5.21). Accounts of the colonisa-

tion of the island found in Classical sources derive from a

combination of the toponyms Samos and Thrake, whether

because Samothrake was settled by exiles from Samos (no.

864) and was near Thrace (Ant. fr. 1.1, Gernet; Paus. 7.4.3;

Strabo 10.2.17 commenting on Hom. Il. 13.13) or because the

island was settled first by Thracians and then by Samians

(Heracl. Lemb. 49; schol. Hom. Il. 24.78, both derived from

Aristotle; Diod. 5.48.1); these Samians are said to have been

expelled by a tyrant (Heracl. Lemb. 49, derived from

Aristotle; Suda Σ79 citing Antiphon); for a collection of all

sources, see Graham (2002) 232–39. Herodotos reports that

the Pelasgians who fled Athens settled there (2.51). A recent

review of all the evidence places the arrival of Greeks from

Samos in C6f (Graham (2002); for a date of 700 from the

archaeological record, see Lazarides (1971) 18).

The Samothrakians came under Persian domination in

C5e, and at least one Samothrakian ship participated in the

battle of Salamis on the Persian side (Hdt. 8.90.2).

Samothrake was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district (IG i³ 272.ii.63) and is

recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.13) to

429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.31) a total of twenty-one times, three times

completely restored, paying a phoros of 6 tal. (IG i³

259.iii.13), reduced to 2 tal. in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.16). It was

presumably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.158 (15

tal.), completely restored). Antiphon delivered a speech On

the Tribute of the Samothrakians (fr. 1, Gernet), which should

be associated either with the reduction in tribute in 430/29

(see Lazaridis (1971) 20) or with the new assessment of 425/4

(Gernet’s preface 161). In 404/3 the island fell under the con-

trol of the Spartans (anecdote in Plut. Mor. 229D), but in

389/8 the Athenians recovered the island (Xen. Hell. 5.1.7),

and in the 370s the Samothrakians joined the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.8). By C5e at the latest,

Samothrake controlled a peraia on the Thracian mainland

opposite (Hdt. 7.59.2, 108.2) comprising the poleis of Drys

(no. 644) (Ps.-Skylax 67), Masambrie (no. 647) (Hdt.

7.108.2),Sale (no.649) (Hdt.7.59.2) and Zone (no.651) (Hdt.

7.59.2; Ps.-Skylax 67) and a fortification called Charakoma

(Strabo 7 fr. 47, infra 871). They lost their peraia by 422/1; it

was recovered after the end of the Peloponnesian War, then

lost again in C4m (Gschnitzer (1958) 32–34; IG xii.8 p. 40).

The Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a

Constitution of the Samothrakians (frr. 596–97; Heracl.

Lemb. 49). But almost all the information we have about

political institutions is Hellenistic or later. The only pre-

served public enactment of the Classical period is a grant of

proxenia to a citizen of an unknown polis (Fraser (1960) 21

no. 1.6 (c.350–325)), and in 345/4 the Samothrakians offered

a series of crowns to Athens (no. 361) (IG ii² 1443.ii.108–14).

Diod. 5.48.1 reports a system of five phylai; the reference is to

primordial times, but the myth may be aetiological (Jones,

POAG 186).

The protective deity appears to have been Athena (see

Lehmann-Hartleben (1939) 144), whose sanctuary served as

the civic archive, at least in the Hellenistic period (IG xii.8

153.10–11 (C3)). But Samothrake was most famous for its

great sanctuary of the Kabeiroi; earliest cult activity at the

site has been dated to C7 or earlier, and building began in

C6, with considerable elaboration in C4 (Hdt. 2.51.2–3; cf.

Strabo 10.3.19–21; Hemberg (1950) 49–131; Lehmann (1969)

2.51–70; Lehmann and Spittle (1982) 269; Cole (1984)

10–20; for a collection of literary sources, see N. Lewis (1958)

63–112; for a synoptic overview of what we know of the cult,

which included mysteries, see Burkert (1993)). The round

building on Samothrake in the sanctuary, dated to 289–281

and sometimes regarded as a bouleuterion, is actually a cult

structure (Gneisz (1990) 350–51 no. 58). Aphrodite and

Pothos were worshipped within the sanctuary of the Great

Gods (Lehmann and Spittle (1982) i.277–89). A sanctuary to

Artemis is reported to have been founded before the arrival

of the Greek colonists (BCH 118 (1994) 779).
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The urban centre was walled from C7–C6 (Scranton

(1941) 31–33, 154; Lazaridis (1971) 19). The preserved walls of,

probably, C6, with later repairs, enclose an area of c.20 ha

(H. Ehrhardt (1985) 25–30). Otherwise very little seems to

have been published about the urban centre, as archaeolog-

ical work has concentrated on the sanctuary. A harbour is

recorded at Ps.-Skylax 67.

The Samothrakians struck largely anepigraphic silver

coins c.500–465 in two series. Denominations: staters, tri-

obols and smaller fractions. Types: obv. Sphinx, or Athena;

rev. incuse square, sometimes with lion’s head, sometimes

with bearded head with Corinthian helmet. A few examples

bear legends: ΣΑΜΟ or ΣΑ (Schwabacher (1938), (1952);

IGCH no. 696; Erxleben (1970) 117; Schönert Geiss (1996)

271–72; SNG Cop. Thrace 991). No coins are known after

c.465; the next series begins about 280 (Head, HN² 263).

516. *Saros (Sarios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 35.55, long. 27.15.

Size of territory: 1 (23 km²). Type: B. No toponym is attested

(Susini (1963–64) 245) but one is inferred from the ethnic

Σ�ριος (IG i³ 283.iii.21,290.i.4).The Sarioi were members of

the Delian League and are recorded twice in the tribute lists,

in 428/7 paying a phoros of 300 dr. (IG i³ 283.iii.21) and in

415/14 paying a phoros of 200 dr. (IG i³ 290.i.4). The Sarioi are

absent from the full panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.64–86).

Mattingly ((1996) 77 n. 27) has suggested that Saros may have

been brought under Athenian control by Lysikles in 426.

A private dedication “to all gods”, is known from C4e (IG

xii.1 1040; Susini (1963–64) 246 for date). It has been sug-

gested that a village on Saros called τ� Xργοςmust have had

a Classical origin (Susini (1963–64) 244; cf. Hiller von

Gaertringen (1892) 309; I.Lindos p. 1013), but no ancient

remains have been found there (Hope Simpson and

Lazenby (1962) 168).

It has sometimes been argued that Saros was one of the

entities included under Karpathos (Papachristodoulou

(1989) 45), but this seems unlikely. Karpathos had three

poleis according to Ps.-Skylax, and all are accounted for by

written and archaeological evidence placing them on the

island. Strabo alone (10.5.17) attributes four poleis to the

island of Karpathos, but to accept his view as attesting to

Saros as a fourth polis requires identifying his Nisyros as

Saros (so Dawkins (1902–3) 204, followed by Bürchner

(1919) 2003), or supposing that Saros had two poleis (as

pointed out by Susini (1963–64) 245; see also Fraser and Bean

(1954) 141–42). This is convoluted, and it is easier and better

simply to see Strabo’s four as an error (Reger (1997) 453 and

supra 745). It is just possible that Saros could have been part

of Brykous (no. 487), for the two are never listed together in

ATL. If so, they will have been separated later, when

Karpathos and Saros were incorporated into the Rhodian

state, for both Σ�ριος andΒρυκο�ντιος appear as demotics

(IG xii.1 1010–1011, 220–23, etc.). However, the evidence of

the tribute lists is fragmentary and inconclusive. While 

certainty in this matter is perhaps impossible, it seems 

simplest to suppose that Saros was in fact a separate entity in

C5 and C4.

517. Seriphos (Seriphios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 37.10, long.

24.30. Size of territory: 2 (75 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Σ/ριφος,! (Cratinus, PCG fr. 225; Isoc. 19.9; SEG 36 331.A.11

(323/2)), denoting both the island (Pind. Pyth. 12.12) and the

town (Ps.-Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is Σερ�φιος (IG i³

262.i.20; Pl. Resp. 329E–330A). Seriphos is called a polis both

in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 58) and in the political sense

(Isoc. 19.9), and in the accounts of the Delian amphiktyones

the Seriphians are recorded under the heading α_δε τ+ν

π#λεων (I.Délos 98A.12 � IG ii² 1635 (377/6–375/4)). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

abbreviated form on C3 coins (Head, HN² 490) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.i.20) and as the

title of a comedy by Kratinos (Cratinus, PCG frr. 218–32).

For the individual and external use, see the Karthaian C4m

list of proxenoi, of whom at least one is a citizen of Seriphos

(IG xii.5 542.48), and Plato’s report of the exchange of words

between Themistokles and an unnamed Seriphian (Pl. Resp.

329E; Plut. Them. 18.3).

Stephanos assigns the island to the Sporades, whereas

Strabo 10.5.3, quoting Artemidoros, assigns it to the

Kyklades. Seriphos was considered a small polis, and its

almost proverbial insignificance is reflected in several

sources (Pl. Resp. 329E–330A; Isoc. 19.9; Stob. Flor. 3.39.29);

for the ancient (and modern) insignificance of Seriphos, see

Brun (1993a).

Seriphos was allegedly colonised by Ionians from Athens

(Hdt. 8.48). In 490 the Seriphians refused the Persian

demand to surrender,and Seriphos fought on the Greek side

in the Persian War, contributing one ship (Hdt. 8.46.4, 48).

Seriphos was a member of the Delian League and probably

among the original members (ATL iii. 198). It belonged to

the Island district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

451/0 (IG i³ 262.i.20) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.11) a total of four-

teen times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 2

tal. in 451/0 (IG i³ 262.i.20) but 1 tal. in all subsequent years

(IG i³ 264.iv.2). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.76) for 2 tal. Seriphos may have been a member of the
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Second Athenian Naval League (I.Délos 98A.12; Cargill

(1981) 37; but see Dreher (1995) 24.1, 245–47). In C4s

Seriphos had a theorodokos to host theoroi from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.A.11–13 (331/0–313)).

There are virtually no remains of the ancient town of

Seriphos, which lay beneath modern Seriphos (cf. BCH 119

(1995) 998). The temenos of Perseus and altars of Diktys and

Klymene which Pausanias says were erected by the

Athenians (2.18.1) perhaps belong to C5.

Seriphos apparently minted staters in C6 on the

Aiginetan standard with a frog on the obverse; see IGCH no.

4 and Erxleben (1970) 73.

518. Sikinos (Sikinetes) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 36.40, long.

25.05. Size of territory: 2 (43 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Σ�κινος, ! (IG xii suppl. 177.6 (C4l); Strabo 10.5.1; Steph.

Byz. 568.17), denoting both the island (Ap. Rhod. 1.624) and

the town (Ps.-Skylax 48). The city-ethnic is Σικιν�της

(Solon fr.2.1; IG i³ 71.i.90).Sikinos is called a polis both in the

urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 48) and in the political sense (IG

xii.5 24.5; for the date, see Rhodes, DGS 289). Solon refers to

it by implication as a patris (fr. 2.2). The collective use of the

city-ethnic appears internally on C3 coins (Head, HN² 491)

and in a proxeny decree of C4l (IG xii suppl. 177.2, 5) and

externally in inscriptions (IG i³ 287.i.16; IG ii² 43.B.31) and

in literature (Solon fr. 2.1).

Sikinos is usually placed among the Kyklades (Lauffer

(1989) 614), but Steph. Byz. 568.17, citing Strabo (10.5.1), calls

it “an island by Krete”. Apart from the urban centre at mod-

ern Ag. Marina, no other settlements are known.

Sikinos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Island district and is recorded in the tribute lists in

418/17 (IG i³ 287.i.16), 417/16 (IG i³ 288.i.6) and 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.17) paying a phoros of 500 dr. It is absent from the full

panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.89–101). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.90) for 1,000 dr. Sikinos joined the

Second Athenian Naval League in the 370s (IG ii² 43.B.31).

Sikinos awarded proxenia and other benefits to a citizen of

Athens (no. 361) (IG xii suppl. 177 (C4l)) and to one of Paros

(no. 509) (IG xii.5 24 (C4l/C3e)). Our only source for the

political institutions is the proxeny decree for the Parian (IG

xii.5 24). Decrees were passed by the boule and the demos (ll.

2–3; cf. ll. 12–13); they were published by a board of archontes

(ll. 19–20) and set up in the sanctuary of Apollo Pythios (l.

18) at the expense of a board of praktores (l. 21).

For the urban centre, walls and an agora are mentioned

(Lauffer (1989) 614–15), but the remains have not been stud-

ied carefully.

519. Siphnos (Siphnios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 37.00, long.

24.45. Size of territory: 2 (74 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Σ�φνος, ! (Hdt. 3.58.1; Isoc. 19.7), denoting both the island

(Theophr. Lap. 42) and the town (Hdt. 3.57.4; Ps.-Skylax 58).

The city-ethnic is Σ�φνιος (Hdt. 3.57.2; IG iv 839.6 (C4)).

Siphnos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 3.58.1;

Isoc. 19.19, 38–39) and in the political sense (Isoc. 19.10; IG iv

839.5–6 (C4)). The Siphnians are listed as one of the poleis

providing ships for the Greek fleet at Salamis (Hdt. 8.42.1,

46.4, 48, 49.1). The territorial sense may be a connotation at

Isoc. 19.20. In Siphnos was found a copy of the Athenian

Coinage Decree (IG xii.5 480 � IG i³ 1453E), to be set up in

the agora of all the poleis of the Delian League (ll. 4–5).

Siphnos is called an asty at Hdt. 3.58.4. The collective use of

the city-ethnic appears internally in abbreviated form on

coins (infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG i³ 263.iv.20;

I.Délos 98A.12 (377/6); Agora xvi 50.10 (365–355)) and in lit-

erary sources (Hdt. 3.57.2, 8.46; Dem. 13.34). For the individ-

ual and external use, see IG xii.5 611.2 �CEG i 410 (C6l); IG

i³ 1032.163 (405). Patris is found in Isoc. 19.7 and 23.

Strabo, quoting Artemidoros, lists Siphnos among the

Kyklades (10.5.3; cf. Steph. Byz. 454.6). The Siphnian coun-

tryside is littered with towers (N. G. Ashton (1991)); the

famous mines, which began to be exploited in C6, have been

well studied (Wagner and Weisgerber (1985)). The

Siphnians distributed the income from these mines each

year among themselves (Hdt. 3.57.2). Late sources report

settlements called ?πολλων�α (Steph. Byz. 106.11) and

Μιν�)α (Steph. Byz.454.6), both undated and unlocated.We

do not know the name of the large settlement at Ag.Andreas

occupied from the Geometric through the Hellenistic peri-

od; it is possible that this settlement rivalled the main one at

modern Kastro for a while before Siphnos was consolidated

as a single polis (Philippaki (1973); cf. Reger (1997) 459–60).

Siphnos was allegedly colonised by Ionians from Athens

(Hdt. 8.48). Herodotos extols Siphnian wealth in C6l,

famous enough to tempt Samians who needed money in

their fight against Polykrates; after destroying the Siphnians’

countryside,defeating them in battle, and besieging the asty,

the Samians exacted 100 tal. (Hdt. 3.57–58). In 490 the

Siphnians refused the Persian demand to surrender (Hdt.

8.46.4). Siphnos fought on the Greek side in the Persian War,

contributing one ship (Hdt. 8.46.4, 48) and is recorded on

the Serpent Column in Delphi (ML 27.10).

Siphnos was a member of the Delian League and proba-

bly among the original members (ATL iii. 198). It belonged

to the Island district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.20) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.26) a total of
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eleven times, four times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 3 tal. in all years (IG i³ 263.iv.20). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.66) for 9 tal. Siphnos joined the

Second Athenian Naval League in the 370s (IG ii² 43.B.30),

and in 370/69 the Siphnians dedicated a crown to Athena in

Athens (IG ii² 1425.125). A treaty between the Siphnians and

the Athenians (no. 361) regulated capital crimes, among

other matters (Agora xvi 50 (c.360–350)). To the same peri-

od belongs a treaty between Siphnos and Kalaureia (no. 360)

(IG iv 839). During the initial phases of Alexander’s war

against the Persian Empire, Datames held the island, which

was used as a forward naval base (Arr. Anab. 2.2.4, 13.4).

In C5 the Siphnian constitution was democratic; but in,

probably, 405/4 an oligarchic (Isoc. 19.13, 38) government

was set up supported by a Lakedaimonian(?) garrison. The

oligarchs were in turn expelled by the democratic exiles,

probably in 394/3 (Isoc. 19.19–20). Supported by some mer-

cenaries, the oligarchic exiles ventured an attack on the

island, but they were defeated in a battle fought outside the

town (Isoc. 19.38–39), and the constitution was still demo-

cratic in C4m (Agora xvi 50.9–10 �SEG 17 19 (365–355)). For

the reconstruction of this stasis, see Blass (1892) ii 235‒36;

Gehrke, Stasis 151).

Our only source for Siphnian political institutions in the

Classical period is Isokrates’ Aiginetan speech in which we

hear of Siphnian nomoi on adoption and inheritance (13, 15),

a system of liturgies incumbent on the wealthy (36), and the

office of basileus (36). An embassy to Siphnos, sent by

Samian exiles in the 520s, is mentioned at Hdt. 3.58.1. The

existence of a prytaneion (infra) implies prytaneis.

Communal cults include one for the Nymphs (IG xii.5

483), who had a cult site. The Siphnians consulted the oracle

at Delphi c.520 (Hdt. 3.57.3–58.1; Paus. 10.11.2; Suda Σ511;

Fontenrose (1978) 307 Q 115) and built the famous Siphnian

Treasury with a tenth of the income from their mines (Hdt.

3.57.2; Daux and Hansen (1987); Jacquemin (1999) 352 no.

441; Neer (2001).

The polis site was on the east coast of the island and was

presumably walled by c.500 (Brock and Macworth Young

(1949) 2). By c.525 the Siphnians had a prytaneion built

of Parian marble (Hdt. 3.57.4) and an agora (Hdt. 3.57.4)

where probably the Athenian Coinage Decree was set up

(supra).

The Siphnians struck silver coins on the Aiginetan stan-

dard starting in C6. (1) Staters and hemidrachms, C6. Types:

obv. eagle flying; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver staters and

fractions on the Aiginetan standard, some drachms on the

Attic standard, C5. Types: obv. head of Apollo; rev. eagle 

flying in incuse square accompanied by barley; legend: ΣΙΦ

reversed and with three-bar sigma. (3) In C4 the Siphnians

coined in both silver and bronze. Types: obv. Apollo (silver);

Artemis (bronze); rev. eagle flying with serpent in beak; leg-

end:ΣΙΦ (Head, HN² 491; Erxleben (1970) 73–74; SNG Cop.

Aegean Islands 744–50).

520. Skiathos (Skiathios) Map 55. Lat. 39.10, long. 23.27.

Size of territory: 2 (50 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Σκ�αθος, ! (Simonides fr. 1; Hdt. 7.179; IG ii² 1623Aa35

(333/2)). The city-ethnic is Σκι�θιος (IG i³ 266.ii:5; CID i

13.1 (C4f); Theopomp. fr.375). In the so-called Charter of the

Second Athenian Naval League, Skiathos is listed under the

heading polis (IG ii² 43.A.78, 86). For polis used in the urban

sense, see Ps.-Skylax 58, where Skiathos is described as

δ�πολις κα� λιµ�ν (cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996)

156–57). One of these towns was the Palaiskiathos whose cit-

izen Ο2νι�δης W Παλαισκι�θιος was honoured by the

Athenians in 408/7 (IG i³ 109).That the territory of this town

and the island were coterminous may be inferred from the

language of the Athenian decree, which praises him for

treating well Athenians who arrived “into Skiathos” (IG i³

110.7–8, 10–12). But there was clearly confusion in Athens

between Skiathians and Palaiskiathians, because the decree

includes an amendment to the effect that Oiniades be

named Παλαισκι�θιος instead of Σκι�θιος (IG i³ 110

26–31). The collective use of the ethnic is attested internally

on coins of C4s (infra) and externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 266.ii 5). For the individual and external use,

see the Athenian C5l proxeny decree (IG i³ 110.29).

Skiathos is listed among the Kyklades by Ps.-Skylax 58 and

Diod. 15.30.5, whereas the island is described in Strabo 9.5.16

as one of the islands off Magnesia. According to Ps.-

Skymnos 580 and 586, Skiathos was colonised by the

Chalkidians from Euboia.

In 480 the Greeks stationed three ships by Skiathos to

watch over the Persian fleet; signal fires lit on the island

communicated information back to the Greeks at

Artemision (Hdt. 7.179–83). The Skiathians were members

of the Delian League. They belonged to the Thracian district

(IG i³ 269.ii.30) and are recorded in the tribute lists from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.40) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.14) a total of

fourteen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 266.ii.5). By 408/7 there was an Athenian

archon on Skiathos charged in the Athenian decree men-

tioned above with seeing to it that the Palaiskiathians not 

be mistreated (IG i² 110.19–20). Under Spartan hegemony

from the end of the Peloponnesian War until Chabrias’
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expedition in the Aegean in 377/6 (Diod. 15.30.5), the

Skiathians joined the Second Athenian Naval League in the

370s (IG ii² 43.A.86). In 351 Demosthenes praised Skiathos

and other nearby islands for the logistical support they

offered the Athenian fleet (4.32); in 345/4 an Athenian garri-

son stationed on Skiathos offered the Athenian demos a

crown (IG ii² 1443.ii.106–8; Dreher (1995) 291 n. 55), and

ships were sent to Skiathos commanded by a strategos (IG ii²

1623.35–49). Inscriptions from Delphi include a treaty

between the Delphians (no. 177) and Skiathians about con-

sultation of the oracle (CID i 13 �Staatsverträge 295). The

treaty opens with a reference to the Skiathian demos and

colonists (apoikoi).

The town of Skiathos was probably located at modern

Skiathos town (cf. Fredrich (1906b) 103; see also Reger (1997)

483 n. 25). There are no remains of any other settlement on

the island. A Samian funerary inscription of C5 has been

found on Skiathos (Johnston (1998)).

The Skiathians seem to have begun to strike bronze coins

in C4m. Types: obv. head of Apollo or Hermes, or Gorgon

head facing; rev. caduceus; legend: ΣΚΙΑΘΙ or ΣΚ (Head,

HN² 313; SNG Cop. Thessaly 366–67).

521. Skyros (Skyrios) Map 55. Lat. 38.55, long. 24.35. Size

of territory 4 (223 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Σκ%ρος,!

(Soph. Phil. 240; IG xii.8 668.5 (C4)), denoting both the

island and the town (Ps.-Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is

Σκ�ριος (Hdt. 7.183.3; Stephanis (1988) no. 1797 (C4)).

Skyros is called a polis both in the urban sense (Ps.-

Skylax 58) and in the political sense (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31).

Two lost tragedies both entitled Σκ�ριοι testify to the 

collective and external use of the city-ethnic (Soph. frr.

507–10 and Eur. frr. 683–86, Nauck), which is also known

from inscriptions (IG i³ 285.iv.107–10). The individual 

and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in Hdt. 7.183.3;

the internal in an undated sepulchral inscription (IG xii.8

676).

Skyros was originally inhabited by Pelasgians (IG xii.8

p. 175). The island was seized by the Athenians under Kimon

(Diod. 11.60.2 ; Ephor. fr. 191; Plut. Cim. 8.3–7) in, probably,

476/5 (Plut. Thes. 36.1). The inhabitants were subjected to

andrapodismos, and Skyros was resettled with Athenians

(Thuc. 1.98.2), apparently described as klerouchs by Ephor.

fr. 191 �Diod. 11.60.2: κατεκληρο�χησε, see also Graham

(1983) 184–85; Cargill (1995) 6). By contrast with the

Lemnians and Imbrians, the Skyrians are never mentioned

as members of the Delian League, and so, probably,

remained Athenian citizens. For the view that Skyros may

have been a colony, see Figueira (1991) 217, 221; Salomon

(1997) 68 takes no position on Skyros.

Athens had to surrender Skyros in the Peace of 404

(Andoc. 3.12; Aeschin. 2.76–77), but by 392, after a short peri-

od of independence (Andoc. 3.12, 14), the Athenians had

regained control of the island (Xen. Hell. 4.8.15), and

Athenian possession was confirmed by the King’s Peace of

386 (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31). The grain law of 374/3 shows that

Skyros was still an Athenian possession (Hesperia suppl. 29

5.6–8), in spite of the decision of 378/7 to renounce the kler-

ouchies (Diod. 15.29.8). Philip II must have recognised

Skyros as an Athenian possession in 338 (Paus. 1.25.3), for

Skyros was still Athenian in the 320s (Arist. Ath. Pol. 62.2),

and remained Athenian by the Peace of 322 (Diod. 18.18.4;

see Cargill (1995) 42–58).

The only preserved C4 decree passed by the Skyrian kler-

ouchs (IG xii.8 668) indicates that the C4 population of

Skyros was divided into Athenians and inhabitants (ll. 4–5:

τ�ν δ8[µον τ�ν ?θηνα�ων] κα� τοLς κατοικο%ντας .ν

Σκ�ρωιwithκα� to be restored in l. 2),who seem to have had

the same status as Athenian metics (Dem. 52.3, 9). Such civic

subdivisions as are attested belong to the Athenians (IG xii.8

669; Cargill (1995) 389 no. 1124; Jones, POAG 188). The only

important river was called the Kephissos, an obvious echo of

Attika (Strabo 9.3.16). Considerable remains of the main city

fortification walls are preserved; they have been dated, exclu-

sively on style, to C4s; the walls enclosed an area of 4.5 ha,

including a separately fortified acropolis of 0.5 ha (Fredrich

(1906c) 262–71). The reference at Diod. 11.60.2 to a siege of

Skyros indicates that the city was fortified in C5e. Remains of

a small temple have been reported (Fredrich (1906c) 275–76).

A C4 horos inscription has been found (Finley (1985) no. 111:

πρ[σις .π� λ�σει). Plutarch notes a settlement named

Κρ�σιον (Cim. 8.3), which has been identified with exten-

sive ruins on the south-west coast (Fredrich (1906c) 274). A

scholiast to Diodorus repeats this name and adds another:

Smyros: �χουσα ?χ�λλειον κα� Κρ�σιον (schol. Diod.

T326). Achilleion has been taken as the name of the main

anchorage on the north-east side of the island, south of the

main settlement, and not as a settlement, because of the

absence of ancient remains there (Fredrich (1906c) 273–74).

No coins appear to be known (Erxleben (1970) 120).

522. Syme (Symaios) Map 61. Lat. 36.35, long. 27.50. Size

of territory: 2 (58 km²). Type: [A]. The toponym is Σ�µη, !

(Hom. Il. 2.671; Hdt. 1.174.3; Thuc. 8.41.4; IG i³ 278.vi.28), in

the Doric dialect Σ�µα (IG xii.3 suppl. 1269.7 (C2)), denot-

ing both the island and the town (Steph. Byz. 591.17–18). The
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city-ethnic is Συµα5ος (IG i³ 282.ii.45). In the Athenian trib-

ute lists Syme is recorded under the heading π#λες h3ς hοι

2διο̃ται .ν/γραφσαν φ#ρον φ/ρεν (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 28).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found in the tribute

lists (IG i³ 282.ii.45).

According to Diodorus (5.53.1–4), Syme was settled by

Lakedaimonians and Argives, later joined by Knidians and

Rhodians. Syme was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district (IG i³ 71.ii.148) and is record-

ed in the tribute lists either by toponym (IG i³ 278.vi.28) or

by city-ethnic (IG i³ 282.ii.45) from 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.28) to

429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.45) a total of five times, three times com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 1,800 dr. (IG i³ 278.vi.28).

The first four payments are recorded among those by poleis

that private persons had inscribed (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21); the

fifth payment is assessed by the boule and the dikasterion (IG

i³ 282.ii.43–44). Syme was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.ii.148) for 3,000 dr. Two fragments of the Athenian

Coinage Decree were found on Syme (IG i³ 1453A, D). In

412/11 the Peloponnesians defeated the Athenians in a naval

battle fought off Syme (Thuc. 8.41–43).

The town in the north-eastern part of the island had a

walled acropolis with a sanctuary of Athena.There are traces

of two circuits in polygonal masonry with interval towers,

probably of the Hellenistic period (Zschietzschmann (1931)

1098; Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1962) 168–69, (1970)

63–64). The lower wall enclosed an area of c.0.3 ha. The only

inscription antedating the Hellenistic period seems to be a

C4 tombstone set over a soldier killed in battle (IG xii.3

9 �CEG ii 694).

Coins sometimes assigned to Syme (see Erxleben (1970)

93) can now be assigned rather to Syangela (no. 931) in Karia

on the basis of new finds (Yarkin (1975), (1977)).

523. Syros (Syrios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 37.26, long. 24.56.

Size of territory: 3 (85 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Σ%ρος,

! (SEG 19 204A.3 (c.375); I. Délos 104–11A2.1� IG ii²

1638.A.21 (359/8); Theopomp. fr. 111; Strabo 10.5.3, 8; Steph.

Byz. 230.1), denoting both the island (Strabo 10.5.3) and the

town (Ps.-Skylax 58). The city-ethnic is Σ�ριος (IG i³

261.iv.31; Arist. Hist. an. 557a3). In Ps.-Skylax 58, where polis

is used in the urban sense, Syros is one of the toponyms list-

ed after the heading π#λεις α_δε; Syros is called a polis in the

political sense at Theopomp. fr. 111 (rC4f according to

Jacoby’s commentary), and in the accounts of the Delian

amphiktyones, where polis is used in the political sense, the

Syrians are recorded under the heading α_δε τ+ν π#λεων

(I.Délos 97.13 (C4f)). The collective use of the city-ethnic

appears internally on its Hellenistic coins (Head, HN² 492)

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 261.iv.31)

and in the accounts of the Delian amphiktyones (IG ii²

1635.1–2 (377–373)). The individual and external use of the

ethnic appears in Aristotle (Hist. an. 557a3), referring to the

C6 poet Pherekydes of Syros, and in Theopomp. fr. 111.

Strabo, citing Artemidoros, lists Syros among the

Kyklades (10.5.3). Homeric Syrie (Συρ�η in Od. 15.403) is

erroneously identified with Syros by both Zschietzschmann

(1932b) 1790 and Meyer (1975).

Syros was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Island district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.31) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.30) a total of

twelve times, four times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 1,500 dr. in 452/1, reduced to 1,000 dr. (IG i³

270.v.33) in or before 448/7 (IG i³ 264.ii.17), but raised again

to 1,500 dr. in or before 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.80). It was assessed

for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.80) (1 tal.). Syros may have

joined the Second Athenian Naval League in the 370s

(I.Délos 98A.11–12, B3=IG ii² 1635A.11–12, 113 (377–375); SEG

19 204 (375); cf. Dreher (1995) 201 n. 22), but is not recorded

among the members listed in IG ii² 43. In the thirteenth

book of his Philippika Theopompos reports that a Syrian

citizen, Kallikon, betrayed Syros to the Samians (fr. 111).

Jacoby ad loc. dates the incident to C4f. The C4m list of prox-

enoi of Karthaia (no. 492) included at least two from Syros

(IG xii.5 542.46).

The principal civic divisions were three tribes (IG xii.5

654 (undated), with Jones, POAG 211), the names of two of

which are known: the Naxiatai (IG xii.5 652 (C2), with

Gauthier (1996) 35–43) and the Galessioi (I.Délos 98B.18

(C4)). Galessa, which must have been the centre of the tribe

of the same name, was located on the western side of the

island; this suggests that the Syrian tribes were territorially

based. Delian Apollo owned some property on the island

(I.Délos 104–11A21).

The chief gods were very likely the Kabeiroi, although the

inscription that supposedly attests to a sanctuary remains

enigmatic (IG xii.5 673 with commentary there by Hiller von

Gaertringen (undated); see also Nicolet-Pierre and Amandry

(1992) 305–6 n. 32, for a late coin referring to this cult; Head,

HN² 492; Hemberg (1950) 182–84). Archaeological material

from the Geometric to Roman periods that might be associat-

ed with such a sanctuary has been reported (Manthos (1979)).

The ancient polis lies beneath the modern city of Ermoupolis

and is therefore unexplored (Leekley and Noyes (1975) 51).

Syrian drachmas (Σ�ριαι δραχµα�) are recorded in Delian

accounts of C4m (I.Délos 104.105 (364/3)); in consequence,
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Head’s date of c.300 for the start of Syrian coinage is too late by

at least 65 years (Head, HN ² 492). But the known coins attrib-

uted to the pre-Hellenistic period have now been shown to be

modern forgeries (Nicolet-Pierre and Amandry (1992)).

525. Telos (Telios) Map 61. Lat. 36.30, long. 27.20. Size of

territory: 2 (63 km²). Type: B. The toponym is Τ8λος,! (Hdt.

7.153.1; Ps.-Skylax 99; IG i³ 71.ii.145). An alternative toponym

is ?γαθο%σσα (Hsch. Α280; Steph. Byz. 621.1; cf. Callim. fr.

581). The city-ethnic is Τ�λιος (IG i³ 284.12; RivFil 70 15.1

(c.300)). Telos is not explicitly called a polis until C3f (IG xii.3

29.6), but an unpublished arbitration of c.300 strongly sug-

gests polis status in C4s (infra), and membership of the Delian

League indicates polis status in C5s. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in the arbitration of c.300

(supra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (supra).

The external and individual use is attested in an epitaph from

Mesambria Pontica (SEG 47 1075 (C5–C4)).

Ps.-Skylax 99 lists Telos in his chapter on Karia among the

inhabited islands near Rhodos. According to Strabo, it

belonged to the Sporades (10.5.14), whereas Steph. Byz.

assigns it to the Kyklades (620.22).

Telos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district (IG i³ 71.ii.145) and is recorded in the trib-

ute lists by city-ethnic (IG i³ 284.12), but in the assessment

decree of 425/4 by toponym (IG i³ 71.ii.145). It is recorded

twice, in 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.12) and in 415/14 (IG i³

290.i.27) paying an unknown amount.Telos was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.145) (2 tal.) and in 410/9 (IG i³

100.ii.5 (1 tal.), but city-ethnic almost completely restored).

Telos was under Spartan control from 404 until liberated in

394 by Pharnabazes and Konon; it remained independent of

Rhodos (no. 1000) throughout C4 (Diod. 14.84.3 with L.

Robert (1969–90) i.569–74; for absorption by Rhodos in C3,

see Papachristodoulou (1989) 46–47).

An unpublished Koan arbitration for Telos of c.300

includes a civic oath in which the citizens swear to stand by

the existing political organisation (politeuma), to preserve

the damokratia, and not to oppose the damos (RivFil 70 no.

15; cf. Rhodes, DGS 290).

The cult of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus is epigraphi-

cally attested in C3e (IG xii.3 40.9; cf. SEG 3 715.8 (second

century ad)) and probably to be connected with the obverse

types of the C4 coins (infra; Fiehn (1934) 430). A C4 dedica-

tion inscribed Ποτειδ[[]νος testifies to a cult of Poseidon

(IG xii.3 37).

The town was situated in the northern part of the island

and was apparently the only settlement. So far no traces have

been found of villages, hamlets or even isolated farmsteads

(Hoepfner (1999) 170). Remains of the city walls are still

extant (Dawkins (1905–6) 1–3); they have been dated to the

Hellenistic period (Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1970)

63–66) or in C4 (Scranton (1941) 172; Hoepfner (1999) 174)

and seen as part of Mausolos’building programme (Bean and

Cook (1957) 142; Hornblower (1982) 331–32; sceptical:

Sherwin-White (1978) 70 n. 212). On the acropolis are

remains of a tower and the sanctuary of Athena Polias (Fiehn

(1934) 427; Lauffer (1989) 653). The walls enclosed an area of

just over 10 ha, but the town lay on a steep slope and most of

the houses had to be built on terraces.There cannot have been

more than c.150 houses in the town (Hoepfner (1999) 185).

Telos struck bronze coins in C4s. Types: obv. head of Zeus,

or of Athena (on some, head of Athena with aegis outspread

behind); legend: ∆ΑΜΟΚΡΑΤΙΑΣ; rev. crab; legend:

ΤΗΛΙ and sometimes magistrate’s name (Head, HN² 642).

Telos joined Lindos in colonising Gela (Hdt. 7.153.1; see

supra 192).

525. Tenos (Tenios) Map 60 (inset). Lat. 37.30; long. 25.10.

Size of territory: 3 (195 km²). Type: A. The toponym is

Τ8νος, ! (Hdt. 4.33.2), denoting the island (Aesch. Pers.

885), the town (Ps.-Skylax 58) and the political community

(Eupolis fr. 245, PCG). According to Arist. fr. 612, alternative

toponyms were ‘Υδρ#εσσα and ’Οφιο%σσα. The city-

ethnic is Τ�νιος (IG² ii 1635A.20 (377/6–374/3); Thuc.

8.69.3). Steph. Byz. 622.4–6 records Τηνε�ς as a variant

form, perhaps attested in a C4s inscription from Kyrene

(SEG 9.2.15:Τ[ην/σ]σι �Tod 196; cf.SEG 42 1663 and infra).

Tenos is implicitly called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-

Skylax 58 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142), and the

Tenians appear under the heading polis used in the political

sense in the so-called Charter of the Second Athenian Naval

League (IG ii² 43.32, 70, 78, B17) and in the accounts of the

Delian amphiktyones (I.Délos 98Aa12, Ba4 � IG ii² 1635

(377/6–374/3)); cf. also Hdt. 4.33.2. After C4m the preposi-

tional group .κΠ#λεως denotes one of the phylai (Étienne

(1990) 22), but the noun π#λις is still being used in its usual

sense, denoting the political community (IG xii.5 798.6

(C3)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in abbreviated form on coins of C4l (infra) and exter-

nally on the Serpent Column at Delphi (ML 27.7), in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i² 263.iv.19), on Delos (I.Délos

98A12 (377/6)) and in Thucydides (7.57.4). Several inscrip-

tions of C4 give the external individual ethnic (IG ii² 10446;

IG xii.5 542.45; I.Délos 98A20). Patris is found in IG ii²

466b.38 (307/6).
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Strabo, citing Artemidoros, places Tenos among the

Kyklades (Strabo 10.5.3). Tenos was settled by Ionians c.1000

(Lauffer (1989) 655). The island seems to have fallen under

the control of Eretria (no. 370) in C8; this control would

have ended by c.650 (Strabo 10.1.10). The Persians captured

the island in 490 (as implied by Hdt. 6.96–97; cf. Aesch. Pers.

885). Tenians served in Xerxes’ fleet at Salamis (Hdt. 8.66.2),

but desertion to the Greek side by one commander earned

the Tenians a place on the Serpent Column at Delphi (Hdt.

8.82.1; ML 27.7); they appear also in the dedication at

Olympia (Paus.5.23.2).

Tenos was a member of the Delian League, and may have

been among the original members (ATL iii. 198–99). It

belonged to the Island district and is recorded in the tribute

lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.19) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.29) a

total of twelve times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of first 3 tal. (IG i³ 263.iv.19), reduced to 2 tal. (IG i³

271.i.89) in or before 443/2 (IG i³ 269.v.15). It was assessed

for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.73) of 10 tal. They were still

paying members in 413, and naval forces, probably with

marines, participated in the Sicilian expedition (Thuc.

7.57.4). In 411 a contingent of soldiers from Tenos supported

the Four Hundred in Athens (Thuc. 8.69.3), and from this

Gehrke, Stasis 159 infers that Tenos must have been one of

the poleis in which the constitution was changed from a

democracy to an oligarchy after the oligarchic revolution in

Athens (cf. Thuc. 8.64.1).

The Tenians joined the Second Athenian Naval League in

the 370s (IG ii² 43B.17); one, Bion, served as Tenian envoy to

Athens (no. 361) in connection with League business

c.370–340 (IG ii² 279 with D.M.Lewis (1954) 50).Other Tenian

envoys to Athens are mentioned in a later inscription in which

Tenians residing in Attika were awarded isoteleia in C4s (IG ii²

660 with Pec̆irka (1966) 93–95). Tenos was subjected in 362 to

andrapodismos by Alexander of Pherai (Dem. 50.4). The relo-

cation of the town in C4m (infra) and the reorganisation of

the civic subdivisions were probably caused by the

andrapodismos and carried out in connection with a repopu-

lation of the island (Étienne (1984) 211). If Τ[. . .]σι at SEG 9

2.15 refers to Tenos, the Tenians received 20,000 medimnoi of

grain from Kyrene (no. 1028) during the grain crisis of 330–326

(see SEG 92 1663; Gasperini (1996) 103 improperly corrects the

text to read Τ[ην�οις]; Brun (1993b) 187–88 rejects both

restorations and prefers to leave the text unemended; but,

given the multiple odd ethnics in this inscription, it would not

be surprising if the Kyrenaians simply got it wrong).

Pace Hiller von Gaertringen (IG xii.5 xxiii, 1516) and

Gigon (no. 138), there is no evidence to support the view that

the Aristotelian collection of politeiai included a constitu-

tion of the Tenians. The eponymous official was the archon

(IG xii.5 872.1); the theory that the office lasted only six

months rather than a year is to be rejected (Gauthier (1992)

against Étienne (1990) 42–45). Prytaneis are restored in an

Athenian decree of C4m (IG ii² 279.2–3; cf. D. M. Lewis

(1954) 50; Pec̆irka (1966) 53–54). Astynomoi appear in the

register of sales of land of C4e (IG xii.5 872.1). Citizens from

Tenos were appointed proxenoi by Karthaia (no. 492) (IG

xii.5 542.45 (C4m)) and by Chios (no. 840) (PEP Chios 50

(C4)).

The Tenian citizens were subdivided into, presumably,

ten territorial phylai. These tribes may have been created or

reorganised as part of a large-scale civic reform of C4m in

which the moving of the urban centre was an important ele-

ment (Étienne (1990) 45–47).The names of Tenian tribes are

attested epigraphically, typically in the form of phyletics

added to name and patronymic; all are known from the

large register of sales of land of C4l (IG xii.5 872); after each

one listed below, only additional references to earlier attes-

tations are noted: Γυρα(ιε�ς) (873.9, 12 (C4s), 875.17 (C4s));

∆ονα(κε�ς) (873.9 (C4s)); ’Ελειθυ(αιε�ς) (875.31 (C4s));

’Εσχα(τι)της) (873.3 (C4s), 875.15 (C4s)); ‘Ηρακλε�δης

(876.4 (C4l?)); Θεστιε�ς (875.9, 16 (C4s)); Θρυ�σιος (876.1

(C4l?)); ‘Ιακινθε�ς (875.30 (C4s)); Κλυµενε�ς (872.109

(C4l)); .κΠολεως (872, 875.8 (C4s)). The name of an

“eleventh” tribe, Σησταjς, seems to be a false reading (Éti-

enne (1990) 46). The tribe called .κΠολεως refers to

Tenians registered in the former polis site at Xombourgo

(see supra) and probably embraced the majority of the

inhabitants of the new asty on the seashore (so Étienne

(1990) 22).

Inhabitants were registered in one of at least eleven tonoi,

neighbourhoods, of the asty (IG xii.5 872.6, 21, 25, 36, 44, 72,

123 with Étienne (1990) 22–23). As many as twenty-three

toponyms are attested, mostly in the large register of sales of

land (IG xii.5 872); their locations throughout the island

have been debated (Étienne (1990) 24–30; Psarras (1994)).

The Thryesioi were probably located in the central part of

the island at modern Komi, persuasively identified with the

Κ)µη recorded in IG xii.5 872.19 (Étienne (1990) 29). From

the toponym it can be inferred that ancient Kome was a vil-

lage. There is no evidence of any other nucleated settlement

on Tenos.

A different gentilician civic subdivision was into π�τραι.

By contrast with the phylai, the patrai may be seen as an 

aristocratic holdover: the law of introduction, ν#µος

ε2σαγωγ8ς, which very likely regulates induction into the
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patrai, insists on legitimacy through the male line and sets

an age restriction of at least 50 years (IG xii suppl. 303 with

Étienne (1990) 40–42 no. 2). A decree of the patra of the

Androkleidai survives (Étienne (1990) 37–39 no. 1

(C4e–C3s)).

The huge register of sales of land (IG xii.5 872) and a few

small related inscriptions (873–79) provide us with valuable

information about ownership of landed property, inherit-

ance and size of families (often more than two adult chil-

dren in a family); see the analysis in Étienne (1990) 51–84.

The protective deities were Poseidon and Amphytrite,

whose sanctuary lay on the sea 2.5 km west of the post-C4m

urban centre (see infra). There was probably a cult and a

sanctuary of Demeter Thesmophoros from c.700 (see infra).

An inscription of C4m attests to a cult of Ge,possibly private

only (Despinis (1979) 228–29).

The Tenian calendar is known most completely through

IG xii.5 872. The names of nine months are given. Some are

identical with the Athenian months, but apart from Tenos,

?πελλει)ν (872.15) is attested only in Dorian and north-

western poleis (Étienne (1990) 47–50; Trümpy, Monat.

60–63).

The urban centre of Tenos in the Archaic and most of

the Classical periods was located at Xombourgo above the

modern town (not in Barr.). This site was walled by C7 or

later, and had a sanctuary in use from C8e which has been

plausibly assigned to Demeter Thesmophoros (see

Themelis (1976) 4–23 for good overall plans and a summa-

ry of the excavations, which were never published as an

ensemble; his interpretations, however, are to be rejected

(Boardman (1978))). Some time around or after C4m, this

centre was abandoned, and the urban centre of the polis

was transferred to its present site by the sea. In Tenian

sources, this new urban centre is usually referred to as the

asty (IG xii.5 872.21 et passim; I.Délos 104–32.4 (320s?); cf.

Étienne (1984), (1990) 15–24). The new asty was equipped

with massive fortification walls dated to C4s (see the

detailed description of Graindor (1910) 236–42, with cor-

rections and commentary by Étienne (1990) 15–18); the

walls are mentioned in an inscription of C1 (IG xii suppl.

315 with Étienne (1990) 139) and enclosed an area of c.10 ha

(Étienne (1990) 17 with plate II). The main sanctuary of the

chief deities Poseidon and Amphytrite was located 2.5 km

west of the new urban centre on the sea; started in C4m or

after, the sanctuary and the asty form part of a coherent

plan to reconfigure Tenian urban and sacred space (Éti-

enne and Braun (1986)). Philoch. fr. 175 claims that

Poseidon was honoured there as a doctor.

The Tenians began striking anepigraphic silver coins on

the Aiginetan standard from c.600 to c.500. Denominations:

staters (rare), hemidrachms and triobols. Types: obv. bunch

of grapes; rev. incuse square (Head, HN² 492–93; Artemis-

Gyselen (1977)). Minting was resumed in C4l, and the oldest

series of tetradrachms on the Attic standard is now dated to

the period c.315–308. Types: Obv. head of Herakles in lion’s

skin; rev. Zeus enthroned, holding eagle and sceptre; legend:

ΤΗ (Head, HN² 493; Étienne (1990) 225–52; SNG Cop.

Aegean Islands 766–68).

526. Thasos (Thasios) Map 51. Lat. 40.45; long. 24.45. Size

of territory: 4 (380 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Θ�σος, !

(IG i3 1144.43, 130 (465/4); SEG 38 851.B.22 (407); Archil. fr.

228.1; Thuc. 8.64.2), denoting both the island (Arist. Hist. an.

549b16) and the town (Archestratos fr. 5.9, Olson and Sens).

The city-ethnic is Θ�σιος (IG xii.8 264.11 �Koerner (1993)

no. 71 (C4e); Thuc. 1.100.2). Thasos is called a polis both in the

urban sense (Archil. fr. 49.7; Thuc. 8.64.3, 4, first occurrence;

Dem. 35.35; Ps.-Skylax 67; Duchêne (1992) 125 no. 24.1, 15

(C5m)) and in the political sense (IG xii.8 356.2 �CEG i 415

(C6l); IG xii suppl. 412.2 �CEG i 416 (C6l); SEG 42 785 passim

(C5f); ML 83 passim (C5l); SEG 26 1029.5 (C4s); Hdt. 6.44.1;

Thuc.8.64.4, second occurrence); the first occurrence at Thuc.

8.64.4 has the territorial sense as a connotation. The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra) and

amphora stamps (Garlan (1999) 17–20) and in inscriptions

(IG xii suppl. 412.1 �CEG 416 (C6l); ML 83.ii.7, before 407

(Graham and Smith (1989)); IG xii.8 264.11 (C4e)) and exter-

nally in both literary texts (Archil. fr. 20; Thuc. 1.100.2; Dem.

20.59) and inscriptions (IG i³ 101.31 (410/9); IG xii.4 109 (C5);

Moretti (1953); SEG 43 486.33 (C4m)). The individual and

external use is attested in inscriptions (IG i³ 1373–74 (c.407); IG

iv².1 122.7 (C4m/C4s)) and in literary sources (Lys. 13.54; Dem.

20.61; Arist. Poet. i448a12). Patris is found in Dem. 20.59.

Ps.-Skylax 67 places Thasos in Thrace, and Strabo classes

Thasos among the islands lying off Greece as far as

Makedonia and Thrace (2.5.21). Though Herodotos men-

tions a Phoenician colony on Thasos (2.44.4; cf. also Paus.

5.25.12), the island was more famously colonised by the

Parians (no. 509) under Telesikles in 710–680 (Thuc. 4.104.4;

Strabo 10.5.7; Steph. Byz. 306.14); for a foundation date of

C7m, see Graham (2001) 228–29, 365–402. Archilochos has a

good deal to say about the circumstances of the early colony

(frr.92–112).An inscription of C5 mentions as archegetes one

Sotion (Pouilloux (1954) 335 no. 127; cf. Leschhorn (1984)

56–60 and the useful summary in Pouilloux (1982));

Hippoc. Epid. 1 case 5 mentions the archegetes.
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In C6l Thasos was controlled by the tyrant Symmachos,

expelled by the Spartans (Plut. Mor. 859D; Salviat (1979)

123–25; Bowen (1992) 119). The Thasians were probably

under an oligarchy in the earlier part of C5 (Pouilloux (1954)

43). They had an income from their mines on the island and

the peraia ranging between 200 and 300 tal./year c.500 (Hdt.

6.46.3). Histiaios attacked the island in 494, but was repelled

by the arrival of a Phoenician fleet (Hdt. 6.28). In 492 the

Thasians surrendered to Mardonios and remained under

Persian control until 479 (Hdt. 6.44.1). They joined the

Delian League as contributors of ships, but revolted in

466/5; the Athenians besieged the island for three years

before finally defeating the rebels. The Thasians were forced

to pull down their walls, to surrender their fleet, to pay an

indemnity, to pay phoros in the future and to cede their pos-

sessions on the mainland (Thuc. 1.100–1; Plut. Kim. 14.1–2

Polyaen. 2.33, 8.67; IG i³ 1144B.iii.43, 130; cf. Pébarthe

(1999)). Thasians appear thereafter serving in the Athenian

fleet (IG i³ 1032.431), and Athenians owned property on

Thasos (IG i³ 426.45, 144). The Thasians became paying

members of the Delian League. They belonged to the

Thracian district (IG i³ 272.ii.56) and are recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.14) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.ii.17) a total of fourteen times, once completely restored,

paying a phoros of 3 tal. (IG i³ 259.v.14), raised to 30 tal. in

446/5 (IG i³ 266.iii.8) or the year before when the Thasians

are recorded three times (IG i³ 265.i.94, 107, ii.66, restored).

The Thasians were assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.155) of 60 tal.

In 411, in the wake of the revolution of the Four Hundred,

the Athenian strategos Dieitrephes abolished the democracy

in Thasos (Thuc. 8.64.2) and established an oligarchy, called

�ριστοκρατ�α and ε(νοµ�α by the Athenians in 411 (64.3, 5)

but tλιγαρχ�α by Thucydides (64.5) and by the Athenians

in 407 in a contemporary inscription (SEG 38 851.A.4, 19,

B.2–3, 20). But soon afterwards the anti-Athenian faction

got the upper hand, and the Thasians defected from Athens

with the help of a squadron commanded by Timolaos of

Corinth (Hell. Oxy. 10.4–5; IG xii.8 402). The polis brought

back its old institutions, restored its fortification walls and

fleet (Thuc. 8.64.3–5), and accepted a Lakedaimonian har-

most (Xen. Hell. 1.1.32). They punished Athenian supporters

(IG xii.8 263; ML 83; cf.Pouilloux (1954) 139–42 no. 18; on the

date of this inscription as C5l but not autumn 411 or spring

410, see Graham and Smith (1989)). In the following year a

stasis among the Thasians resulted in a short-lived expulsion

of the pro-Lakedaimonian faction (Xen. Hell. 1.1.32; Gehrke,

Stasis 161). Thasos must have defected once again, for in

410/9 the Thasian colony Neapolis (no. 634) was besieged by

Thasians and Peloponnesians, but resisted with Athenian

support (IG i³ 101 �ML 89; see Pouilloux (1954) 155–60),

and in the spring of 407 the Athenians under Thrasyboulos

recovered the island after a siege and restored the democra-

cy (Xen. Hell. 1.4.9; Diod. 13.72.1), called explicitly

δηµοκρατ�α in a contemporary inscription (SEG 38

851.A.7 �Grandjean and Salviat (1988)). The Parians facil-

itated a reconciliation between the Thasians and the

Neapolitans probably soon after 407 (IG xii.5 109 as reinter-

preted by Pouilloux (1954) 178–92; Piccirilli (1973) 144–49

no. 33; see also the bas-relief from Delphi: Moretti (1953)).

Thasos’ mainland possessions were apparently recovered

only gradually, in 410–407 and the 390s (Brunet (1997)).

With Spartan victory at the end of the war, a squadron

under Eteonikos captured Thasos (Xen. Hell. 2.2.5). In

Polyaenus the conquest is ascribed to Lysandros, and we are

told that, after a battle, he tricked Athenian sympathisers

who had taken refuge in the temple of Herakles to surrender,

whereupon they were executed (Polyaen. Strat. 1.45.4; the

story is questioned by Gehrke, Stasis 162–63). Thasians who

supported the democracy (IG ii² 6) and had been exiled

from Thasos for supporting Athens (IG ii² 33.6–7 with

Pouilloux (1954) 203, and Polyaen. Strat. 1.45.4) were hon-

oured by the Athenians in C5l and C4e (IG ii² 6, 17, 24, 25, 33;

cf. SEG 15 83–87, with Pouilloux (1954) 203; Salviat (1979)

120–25 and Karamoutzou-Teza (1987)).

The Spartans controlled Thasos from 404, but, with the

help of a pro-Athenian faction, the Athenians recovered the

island for themselves in 389/8 (Dem. 20.59; IG ii² 17). A few

years later the pro-Athenians were expelled and found

refuge in Athens (IG ii² 24, 33; Dem. 20.61; cf. Osborne

(1981–83) ii.48–57). But in c.375 the Thasians joined the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.4: [Θ�σι]οι).

Philip II gained control of Thasos in (probably) 340/39 with

the help of Thasian supporters (Dem. 18.197). The Thasians

belonged to the League of Corinth in 338 (IG ii²

236.b.5 �Staatsverträge 403).

Thasian presbeis in Athens (no. 361) are attested in C4e

(IG ii² 24.b.16), and in the same period Thasians are hon-

oured with Athenian citizenship (IG ii² 17). The Thasians

granted proxenia to a citizen from an unknown polis (IG xii

suppl. 352 (C4l)) and to a citizen from Olynthos (no. 588)

(Ét. Thas. 5 p. 223 no. 376 (C4l/C3e)), and Thasians were

granted proxenia by Athens (IG ii² 6 (C5l/C4e), with

Walbank (1978) 324–28 no. 61 (doubts about the identity of

the family as Thasian) and Grandjean and Salviat (1988)).

Thasian theorodokoi are recorded as hosts of theoroi from
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Epidauros (no.348) in 359 (IG iv².1 94.31) and as hosts of the-

oroi from Argos (no. 347) in c.330 (SEG 23 189.ii.20). The

Thasians gave the Athenians a gold crown in 354/3 (IG ii²

1437.10–11, 1438.15–16).

Many public enactments are known from Thasos. There

are several wine laws. The earliest dates from c.460 (SEG 36

790 �Koerner (1993) no. 66); later parts belong to C5l and

C4e (IG xii suppl. 347.i–ii �Koerner (1993) nos. 68–69; cf.

SEG 36 791 and Salviat (1986)). A law regulating the cleanli-

ness of the streets was passed in the 480–460s (SEG 42

785 �Duchêne (1992); cf. Graham (1998) with Gauthier in BE

(1999) 428). A law on commerce of 425–415 regulated exports

and imposed fines (SEG 36 792 �Koerner (1993) no. 67). The

revolutionary government of 411–408 established rewards for

informers in the last years of the Peloponnesian War (ML

83 �Koerner (1993) no. 70).A decree of C5l/C4e set up funer-

ary honours for those who died for the fatherland (Pouilloux

(1954) 371–80 no. 141). A law set out conditions for accepting

foreigners into the civic body of Thasos soon after the end of

the Peloponnesian War (IG xii.8 264 �Koerner (1993) no. 71,

pace Pouilloux (1954) 204–13). A sacred law of C5m regulated

a cult of Herakles (IG xii suppl. 414 �Duchêne (1992) 124–25

no. 23); another, dated (perhaps over-precisely?) to 430–420,

deals with a cult instituted by an individual (SEG 38 853). A

law from C4l seems to give a complete list of the city’s festivals

(SEG 17 415; Salviat (1958b)).

At least from C5l on, public enactments were passed by the

boule and/or the demos. The only preserved attestation is a law

about naturalisation passed in C5l by the boule, with a major

amendment passed by the demos (IG xii.8 264 �Koerner

(1993) no. 71). For a C4l example of a decision presumably

made by (boule and) demos, see IG xii suppl. 352.5.

Lists of theoroi beginning about C6m (IG xii.8 273–330,

283, 285) refer to the government of the Three Hundred and

Sixty (IG xii.8 276.5–7 (rC6l)); this may be a boule, with a

member for every day of the year (Salviat (1979)). The wine

law of C5f (SEG 36 790.8), the denunciation law of C5l (ML

83.3) and a C5l decision about confiscation of property (IG

xii.8 263.7) all mention a board of “Three Hundred”, pre-

sumably a lawcourt (ML p. 264; Koerner (1993) 246, 264).

The usual Thasian eponymous official was the archon,

who served with two colleagues (ML 83.i.6; SEG 38

851.B.22–23 (both C5l)); many fragments of archon lists sur-

vive, starting in C6 (but inscribed in C4): Pouilloux (1954)

259–75 nos. 28–34 and Dunant and Pouilloux (1957) nos.

199–220 with p. 104; Sherk (1990) 292–94). But during the

period of Athenian domination from 463, only a single

archon served (Salviat (1984) 243–46). In 397 the Spartan

Lichas occupied the office (Salviat (1983)). The theoroi

appear also occasionally as eponymous officials (IG xii.8

263.a.1 (412/11)). The archons forming a board of unknown

number attested by c.480–460 are not to be confused with

the eponymous officials (SEG 42 785.27; Duchêne (1992)

64–68). Inscriptions provide evidence of a raft of public offi-

cials, including polemarchoi (Pouilloux (1954) 371–80 no. 141

(c.400)), theoroi (IG xii.8 263 (C5l)), prostatai (IG xii.8

264.13 �Koerner (1993) no. 71, with Pouilloux (1954)

204–13), a grammateus, once called “of the boule” (IG xii.8

264.13 �Koerner (1993) no. 71 with Pouilloux (1954) 204–13,

371–80 no. 141 (c.400)), agoranomoi and gynaikonomoi

(Pouilloux (1954) 371–80 no. 141 (c.400); Salviat (1958a)

319–23 no. 1 (C4)), and epistatai (SEG 42 785.29–30; Duchêne

(1992) 68–71). Apologoi are known from dedications

(Bernard and Salviat (1962) no. 10=Duchêne (1992) 124 no.

23; Salviat (1957)). Karpologoi appear in the famous law on

commerce (SEG 36 792.2, 9 with Pouilloux (1954) 121–34,

date: 425–415).

Inscriptions of C5l–C4e attest to groups designated by

plural patronymic names: e.g. Φαστ�δαι (Rolley (1965)

441–42 no. 1). They are usually identified with the π�τραι

known from C3 grants of citizenship (IG xii suppl. 355.4)

and are interpreted by Jones, POAG 184–86 as civic sub-

divisions of an “essentially private nature”. He argues too

that one of the groups, the Γελ/οντες (Rolley (1965) 449 no.

8), was in fact not a patra but a larger subdivision, possibly a

phyle, contra Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 221.

Many communal cults and sanctuaries are attested for

Thasos (brief surveys in Schachter (1992) 22–25; Cole (1995)

309–12). From the earliest written records we can see that

Thasos was not identified with a single primary divinity, but

with a constellation of divinities who catered to the needs of

the community. Four of these divinities—Artemis

(Hekate), Herakles, Apollo (Pythios) and Athena

(Poliouchos)—seem to have been more prominent than

others. Thasos therefore had not one major sanctuary, but

four. Apollo Pythios and Athena Poliochos were located on

the double summit, and Artemis and Herakles in the lower

area (Cole (1995) 310). (1) Artemis, whose Artemision

(Hippoc. Epid. 3.17α) was begun in C6s (Grandjean and

Salviat (2000) 89–91), was sometimes known by various epi-

thets, including Hekate (SEG 42 785.49 (C5f)). (2) Herakles

sometimes bore the epithet Thasios (IG xii suppl. 414); he is

attested in C6l as one of the protective divinities of Thasos

(IG xii.8 264.16, 351.3); his cult was supposed to have been

founded by the Phoenicians, and his temple existed by

480–460 (Hdt. 2.44.4; Hippoc. Epid. 3.17γ; Polyaen. Strat.
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1.45.4; Paus. 5.25.12–13; SEG 42 785.2, 23–24 (C5f); IG xii

suppl. 412 = CEG i 416 (C6); IG xii suppl. 350 (C5); cf.

Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 142–45; Launey (1944)). (3)

Apollo Pythios (SEG 36 790.6 (C5f) (restored); SEG 42

785.9) was worshipped in the Pythion, which is attested epi-

graphically in C4 (IG xii suppl. 350 (C4)) and has produced

sherds of 525–500 (Grandjean and Salviat (1995); cf. also SEG

45 1205; Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 111–12). (4) Athena is

attested as Poliochos from C5f (SEG 36 790.6); her sanctuary

dominated the acropolis (Grandjean and Salviat (2000)

114–16). Finally, Dionysos is attested alongside Herakles as a

protective divinity of Thasos (IG xii.8 356 (C6l), 262.16; IG

xii suppl. 398 (C4)); the earliest archaeological remains of

his sanctuary are C4 (Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 92–94),

but it is attested by Hippokrates by C5s (Hippoc. Epid. 1.21)

public enactments were sometimes inscribed there (IG xii.8

262.16–17), and dramatic festivals connected with Dionysos

are attested in inscriptions (SEG 38 851.A.17 (C5l); IG xii

suppl. 354.a.21–22 (c.300)).

Other gods worshipped by the Thasians included Hera,

who had a sanctuary by C5e, though it has not yet been

located (Hippoc. Epid. 1.14). Zeus is attested with various

epithets, as Zeus Katharsios (Pouilloux (1954) no. 101 with

LSCG suppl. p. 124 (C4)) and Zeus Agoraios, who had a

sanctuary dating from C4e (BCH 74 (1950) 333–41; Pouilloux

(1954) 230–31 with IG xii.8 361; Grandjean and Salviat

(2000) 76). Zeus also served, under three different epithets,

as patron deity of three of the Thasian patrai: Zeus Alastos,

Zeus Ktesios and Zeus Patroios, along with Athena Mykesis

and Athena Patroia (IG xii suppl. 407 (c.400); Rolley (1965);

Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 102–5). Poseidon had a sanc-

tuary dating from C5e/C4s (IG xii suppl. 432 (C4); Bon and

Seyrig (1929); Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 97–98).

Demeter Thesmophoros had her sanctuary the

Thesmophorion (Paus. 10.28.3 (rC7); Rolley (1965); Müller

(1996); Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 102–5).Pan had a sanc-

tuary (IG xii suppl. 429; Grandjean and Salviat (2000)

117–19). The Charites’ sanctuary was in place by 480–460

(SEG 42 785.41; Duchêne (1992) 75–77, 93–94; Berranger

(1992) 184–203). An Asklepieion is also attested (Salviat

(1958c)). Hippokrates mentions a temple of Ge (Epid. 3.1a).

Among the cults of heroes may be mentioned the Mnema

of Glaukos, which was located in the corner of the agora; the

inscription which identifies it dates to c.600 (Pouilloux

(1955); Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 69–70; cf. also Jeffery

(1990) 300–1). Infamously, the Thasians wanted to establish

a cult for Agesilaos in 394, though he refused (Plut. Mor.

210C–D).

The Thasians are known as a community to have consult-

ed Apollo at Delphi twice in C5 (Paus. 6.11.7–9). They made

a communal dedication of a statue of Herakles at Olympia

after their liberation from the Persians in 479/8 (Paus.

5.25.12–13). Thanks to Pausanias (6.11.2–9), we know a good

deal about the athlete-hero Theogenes, whose cult had

begun by the start of C4. His victories included two in the

Olympic Games (in 480 and 476: Olympionikai 201 and 215),

ten in the Isthmian, nine in the Nemean, and three in the

Pythian (Pouilloux (1994) with the other sources; on the

date of SEG 18 359 as 346, see Holzman (1994) 152; Grandjean

and Salviat (2000) 73–76); statues of him were erected at

Delphi (Syll.³ 36A; Jacquemin (1999) 354 no. 459) and

Olympia (Syll.³ 36B).

The Thasian calendar was of the Ionian type and was vir-

tually identical with that of Paros (Salviat (1992) 263;

Trümpy, Monat. 65–72).

The city itself, at the north-east corner of the island, was

oriented towards the sea and exploited the natural land-

scape, rising gradually on a series of terraces to a striking and

steep acropolis. There were two major centres. The lower

city developed around the agora and harbour. To the south,

the upper city was organised around the acropolis. The

major sanctuaries determined the pattern of settlement and

the orientation of major streets. There were two primary

areas of habitation: one near the Artemision, the other near

the Herakleion (Grandjean (1988) i.312–23, 336–46).

In C6l the city was surrounded by a defence circuit

(Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 94–139) with gates named

after specific divinities (IG xii.8 356; Picard (1962)). The

walls enclosed an area of almost 70 ha. Following the attack

of Histiaios in 494, the Thasians used their great wealth to

strengthen their existing fortification walls (Hdt. 6.46.2). In

491 Dareios ordered these walls to be torn down and the

Thasian fleet conveyed to Abdera (Hdt. 6.46.1). These walls

must have been rebuilt (or perhaps the order was never fully

carried out), for the Thasian urban centre was fortified in

463, when the Athenians ordered the walls to be torn down

again after the Thasian Revolt (Thuc. 1.101.3). In 411 the

Thasians rebuilt their walls (Thuc. 8.64.3). These walls are

mentioned in an inscription of C4l–C3e (Ét. Thas. 5 223 no.

376 �Maier (1959–61) no. 55), and ruins of them, with gates

and towers, are still to be seen in the city (Grandjean and

Salviat (1999), (1995), (1990), (1993)).

Thasian public architecture included a prytaneion, attest-

ed as early as C5f (SEG 42 785.43–44) and frequently there-

after (IG xii.8 262.1 (C5l); restored, see SEG 38 851); Theophr.

De Odoribus 51; cf. S. G. Miller (1978) no. 439; Duchêne
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(1992) 98–99).The theatre claimed by Grandjean and Salviat

(2000) 105 after Hippoc. Epid. 1.20 seems to be a misreading;

Arist. Poet. 1448a12 attests to a Thasian actor, but this does

not prove that a pre-Hellenistic theatre existed on Thasos;

the earliest evidence seems to be I.Lampsakos 1.21 (c.300), IG

xii suppl. 354.a.21–2 (c.300) and the Hellenistic archaeolog-

ical remains (TGR ii. 303–4). By C5f Thasos had an agora

(Grandjean (1988) 480–85; Duchêne (1992) 101–4;

Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 62–64; for an “agora of liars”,

see Hippoc. Epid. 3 cases 8 and 12). From C4m the agora was

flanked with stoas, and in the north-eastern corner was a

building of C4l with offices for magistrates (Grandjean and

Salviat (2000) 62–71). Most extraordinary is the epigraphic

attestation of a building called the �ργυραµοιβ�ϊον in

c.480–460, where Thasian civic officials oversaw the

exchange and circulation of money (Duchêne (1992) 19–20

ll. 41–42, 79–85). Next to it stood a συµπ#σιον (Duchêne

(1992) 19–20 ll. 41–42, pp. 79–85). Thasos had two harbours,

one of which is described as κλειστ#ς (Ps.-Skylax 67). The

Thasians had military facilities for their ships by c.500

(Grandjean and Salviat (2000) 52–57).

We know a fair amount about settlement patterns in the

Thasian countryside, thanks in part to a remarkable inscrip-

tion found at Aliki (see infra) which gives directions and dis-

tances around the island (Salviat and Servais (1964)). The

inscription mentions two places. The first from the city

(polis),Α]νυρα, was known already from Herodotos in con-

nection with the Thasian mines (6.47.2) and must be a

region rather than a village (Salviat and Servais (1964) 282

with n. 1; which is not to say that there might not also have

been a settlement with the same name). The other is called

τ� ∆ι�σιον τ� .ν ∆ηµητρ��ω, which was a sanctuary of

Zeus located at a place, probably a settlement, called

Demetrion (ibid. 285); if this place has been rightly located,

the village’s god will have been Apollo Komaios (ibid. 287).

Koinyra (Hdt. 6.47.2) was a village with mines nearby (Barr.

C). The modern village of Aliki lies at the site of an ancient

settlement with a sanctuary that began in C7m, soon after

the Parian colonisation of the island; Grandjean and Salviat

(2000) 161–68), and of important marble mines that began

to be exploited in C6 (Barr. AC). Remains of a Classical set-

tlement have been found at modern Koukos, near the south-

ern tip of the island (Barr. C). The name Α2γγροκλ8ς may

derive from the Thasian river Angros (Hdt. 4.49.2 with L.

Robert (1938) 201–2). The mines and quarries found in

many places on the island were exploited from at least C6

(Muller (1979); des Courtils et al. (1982); Weisgerber and

Wagner (1988a), (1988b); Sodini et al. (1980)). The remains

of many towers no doubt represent farmsteads (Bon (1930);

Osborne (1986)), but there is also a lighthouse (pharos) con-

structed in C6e in memory of Akeratos (IG xii.8 683 with

Koz̆elj and Wurch-Koz̆elj (1989)). Ateliers of amphoras con-

tinue to be found throughout the Thasian countryside

(Garlan (1999) 2–4).

The Thasians struck silver coins on the so-called

Thrako–Makedonian standard from C6l (perhaps first in

520–510) up until C5l. It is hard to find much sign of the

defeat of the Thasians by the Athenians on Thasian coinage

(Duchêne (1992) 87). The coins have been sorted into three

general groups on the basis of variations in details of the

types, especially in the appearance of the maenad; the date

of the groups is imprecise, but they fall roughly in order

from C6l/C5e through C5 to perhaps 412–404 for the third

group.Types: obv. satyr/Silenos with a maenad (stater, trite),

or satyr alone (hemihekte), or head of satyr (hekte), or two

dolphins (quarter hekte), or dolphin (eighth hekte); rev.

incuse square (all denominations). Anepigraphic till C5e,

when legends appear: ΘΑΣΙ (hekte), ΘΑΣΙΩΝ (hemi-

hekte), ΘΑ (quarter and eighth hekte). After an apparent

pause in minting (404–391), a new coinage on a new system

(but the same standard) starts (probably) in 390, with the

return of democracy to Thasos, and runs to c.335; some

modifications were introduced c.360. The new coinage

includes issues in gold and bronze along with silver.

Denominations now include tetradrachms and drachms

(replacing the old trite of the stater) in gold and silver;

dichalkons, triobols, hemiobols and chalkous in bronze.

Types: obv. Dionysos, bearded or juvenile (gold, silver), or

head of Herakles (bronze); rev. Herakles as archer; legend:

ΘΑΣΙΟΝ (gold, silver), or Silenos with kantharos or

amphora (gold), or Herakles’ symbols (bow, club, star); leg-

end: ΘΑΣΙΟΝ (bronze; Pouilloux (1954) 216–17; Picard

(1982), (1987); Duchêne (1992) 85–87; Grandjean and Salviat

(2000) 303–9; SNG Cop. Thrace 1007–35).

The Thasians are said to have colonised the Hedonian city

of Myrkinos (no. 633), Galepsos (no. 631) and Oisyme (no.

635); cf. Thuc. 4.107.3 and 5.61.1. An inscription attests to

their colonisation of Neapolis (no. 634) (IG i³ 101.7 �ML

89.7: >ποικοι Sντες Θασ�ων (110/9)) (infra 863). For the

Thasian peraia, see Hdt. 6.46.2–3, 7.109.2; Dem. 50.47; Diod.

11.68.4, 16.3.7. Thasian magistrates in the peraia are attested

c.400 (IG xii suppl. 347II�Salviat (1986) 147–48; cf.

Loukopoulou (1989) 62, 185).

527. Thera (Theraios) Map 61. Lat. 36.20; long. 25.30. Size

of territory: 2 (83 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Θ�ρα, !
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(Pind. Pyth. 4.20; Arist. Pol. 1290b11; IG xii.7 6.6; F.Delphes

iii.1 497.12 (C4l/C3e)), in the Ionic dialect Θ�ρη (Hdt.

4.147.4); the toponym denotes both the island and the town

(Strabo 8.3.19). The city-ethnic is Θηρα5ος (ML 5.6 (C4f);

Pind. Pyth. 4.10). Thera is called a polis in the political sense

(ML 5.37 (C7); Arist. Pol. 1290b11–12); the territorial sense

seems to be a connotation at Hdt. 4.150.2.At Pind. Pyth. 4.20

Thera is called a matropolis. The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally in a C4f version of what claims to

be a Theraian decree of C7s (ML 5.25) and in abbreviated

form on bronze coins of C4 (infra); it is attested externally in

inscriptions (IG i³ 71.i.68 (425/4); ML 5.2 (C4)) and in liter-

ary sources (Hdt. 4.150.1). The individual and external use is

found in Athenian C5 inscriptions (IG i³ 30.5 (C5m), IG i³

977–80 (C5s)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 4.154.3).

Thera was regarded as one of the Kyklades (Thuc. 2.9.4);

for Strabo it is one of the islands near Crete (10.5.1). The

names of a number of smaller settlements around Thera are

known, and some of them have been located and explored

archaeologically. Oia (IG xii.3 suppl. 1291.10) shows traces of

settlement from the Archaic period to the end of Antiquity

(see especially IG xii.3 526), and Eleusis has produced evi-

dence of settlement from the Classical period (Hiller von

Gaertringen (1899–1909) i.299–308). There may have been a

settlement of Archaic and Classical date at modern Perissa

(Sperling (1973) 30–31).

Thera was generally recognised to be a colony of Sparta

(no. 345) under the oecist Theras (Hdt. 4.147–49; Pind. Pyth.

4.251–59 and 5.72–76; Paus. 3.1.7–8, cf. IG xii.3 382 (C4);

Malkin (1994) 89–111); in C4f Akesandros claimed that the

oecist was called Samos and that a descendant called

Aristoteles led the colony to Kyrene (no. 1028) ((FGrHist

469) fr. 5a). The early and better version attributes the foun-

dation of Kyrene, around 631, to Battos (Hdt. 4.150–58; Pind.

Pyth. 4.4–8, 5.85–95; ML 5; see Malkin (1987) 60–69; on the

oath in ML 5, see now Dobias-Lalou (1994), who argues that

the text was Theraian). In Herodotos’ version, it was a severe

and prolonged drought that drove the Therans to consult

Apollo at Delphi and dispatch colonists. Menekles of Barka

(C2) claims rather that stasis on Thera drove one of the fac-

tions off the island,but this may be a reflection of Hellenistic

history making or of C4e problems on the island ((FGrHist

270) fr. 6; cf. Ager (2001) 107). The Therans at Kyrene main-

tained their identity separately from settlers from the

Peloponnesos and Crete until C6 (Hdt. 4.161.3).

Hostile to Athens in 431 (Thuc. 2.9.4), the Theraians are

recorded as paying members of the Delian League from

430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.54, completely restored) or 429/8 (IG i³

282.iii.23, partially restored) to at least 418/17 (IG i³ 287.i.10)

and possibly 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.10, completely restored).

Mattingly (1996) 77 argues that IG i³ 282 should be dated

rather to 427/6 and that Thera was added to the Athenian

sphere of authority at that date.Thera belonged to the Island

district and was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.68) (5

tal.); cf. the decree of 426/5 (IG i³ 68) in which Thera, paired

with Samos, was denied the privilege of electing eklogeis to

collect the tribute, perhaps as a punishment (IV i³ 68 21–24).

Thera fell under Spartan hegemony after the

Peloponnesian War and may have continued to be under that

authority until Chabrias’ expedition in the Aegean in 377/6

(Diod. 15.30.5). Part of the Theraian state, [Θη]ρα�ων [W

δ8]µος (IG ii² 43.B.1–2), may have joined the Second

Athenian Naval League in the early 370s (Coleman and

Bradeen (1967); but cf. Cargill (1981) 45–47: [- c.2 -]ρα�ων [W

δ]8µος), which is restored in IG ii² as [Κερκυ] ρα�ων; the

expression here has recently been interpreted to reflect stasis

on the island between oligarchic and democratic factions

(Ager (2001); see infra). The Kyrenaians (no. 1028) renewed in

C4f the isopoliteia the Theraians had long enjoyed at Kyrene

(ML 5.12–13 (C4f)). The Theraians received grain from

Kyrene during the crisis of c.330–326 (SEG 9 2.17; cf. Marasco

(1992) and Gasperini (1996) 106 n. 18).

As befits a colony of Sparta (see supra), the eponymous offi-

cial on Thera was a board of three ephoroi (IG xii.3 336 (C3 but

presumably to be interpreted retrospectively)). In the Archaic

period Thera had a king (Hdt. 4.150.2). From Arist. Pol.

1290b11–14 it can be inferred that, in an earlier period, Thera

had been an oligarchy in which citizen rights were restricted to

the descendants of the original colonists. The presumption is

that Thera in C4s had become a democracy. It cannot be

established when the constitution was changed from monar-

chy to oligarchy and from oligarchy to democracy.

Recently stasis between oligarchic and democratic fac-

tions has been suggested for the 370s; evidence includes the

restoration of [Θη]ρα�ων [W δ]8µος at IG ii² 43B.1–2 (see

supra), the appearance of an ekklesia in an inscription of C4

(IG xii.3 suppl. 1289, infra), and the unlikely assumption

that, in the famous inscription from Kyrene (ML 5), the polis

referred to in line 3 is Thera and not Kyrene itself; see on all

this Ager (2001) 101–13, with other arguments; but it is better

to be cautious here (Dreher (1995) 13–14 n. 14).

There is no basis for Gigon’s view that the Aristotelian col-

lection of politeiai included a Constitution of the Theraians

(no. 62). Damiorgoi are known from inscriptions of c.500(?)

and C4 (IG xii.3 450.2–3, 16–17; Jeffery (1990) 323 for the date;

IG xii.3 suppl. 1289 (C4)); the later inscription may also attest
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to an assembly (.κκλησια) functioning as a court in criminal

actions (IG xii.3 suppl. 1289).Public enactments include a sac-

rificial regulation c.500(?) apparently regulating sacrifice to

Athena (IG xii.3 450 with Jeffery (1990) 323), another of C4e

(IG xii.3 452; LSCG no. 133; Gialelis (1997) 50–51 (but cf.SEG 45

1104)), and a law regulating sacrifice to the Mother of the Gods

(IG xii.3 436 (C4)).The Theraians may have had an agreement

or treaty with the Athenians (no. 361) in C4f (IG ii² 179c with

Ager (2001) 101, 109–10). A Theraian citizen received proxenia

from Arkesine (no. 472) (IG xii.7 6 (C4)).

Theraian citizens were organised into phylai (Hdt.

4.148.1), obviously the three Dorian phylai all attested on the

island: Hylleis (IG xii.3 378 (C4)), Dymanes (IG xii.3 377

(C4), restored) and Pamphyloi (IG xii.3 626 (Roman),

abbreviated). The seven choroi noted by Herodotos (4.153)

should perhaps be associated with the toponyms of Eleusis,

Melainai and Oia (so Jones, POAG 215–16).

The patron deities were Zens Polias and Athena Polias (IG

xii.3 suppl. 1362 (C5?; for the date, see at IG xii.3 427 with IG

xii.3 495 (first century ad) IG xii.3 427 may also refer to Zeus

Polias). Other communal cults included those of Artemis(?)

Soteira (IG xii.3 155a (no date)) and Zeus Damatrios (?) (IG

xii.3 418 with Kose (1997); SEG 45 1105). A wide variety of

deities is mentioned in rock-cut inscriptions of Archaic and

Classical date (IG xii.3 350–83, 399–406, suppl. 1312–13,

1316–18). The Theraians consulted Apollo at Delphi in con-

nection with the founding of a colony at Kyrene (Hdt. 4.155.3;

ML 5.10–11, 24–25; cf. Fontenrose (1978) 283–85 Q45–9, Q51).

As for the calendar, two months are attested in C4, Artamitios

and Hyakinthios (IG xii.3 452 �LSCG no. 133; IG xii.3 436);

the first is known in Kyrene too, the second shows Thera’s con-

nection with Lakedaimon (Trümpy, Monat. 186).

We have no information on whether Thera was walled

before the Hellenistic period (W. Dörpfeld argued in favour

of an early fortification wall in Hiller von Gaertringen

(1899–1909) i.190–96, but withdrew his interpretation of the

evidence in iii.160–61; cf. Sperling (1973) 90); the ruins seen

today date mostly from the massive Hellenistic rebuilding of

the city in connection with its use as a major Ptolemaic base

(Bagnall (1976) 123–34). A basilike stoa (IG xii.3 326.18–20

(second century ad)) has been thought “conceivably . . .

archaic” (Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 80), but was

rebuilt in any case and dedicated in 161/60 by P. Mummius

Sisenna Rutilianus (see now Dietz (1993)); it is possible that

the original structure was erected by or in honour of the

island’s Ptolemaic hegemons. A temple of Apollo Karneios,

which may have been the chief archive of the city, is known

from c.600 (Hiller von Gaertringen (1899–1909) i.275–83,

iii.63–70; Sperling (1973) 82–84) and one of Apollo Pythios

from C6 (IG xii.3 322.20 (C2)). Thera had an agora of

Archaic and Classical date (Witschel (1997) 24–25). A sanc-

tuary of Athena existed from at least C5s at modern Skaros

(IG xii.3 411; Sperling (1973) 35–36). Property belonging to

the Mother of the Gods is attested by an inscription of C4

(IG xii.3 436; Sperling (1973) 33–34).

The island of Therasia lies opposite Thera, across the

flooded caldera of the volcano that exploded in about 1648

to create the topography of this little archipelago. (The

smaller islands in the caldera were created by post-Classical

eruptions; see Forsyth (1992).) Although there is some evi-

dence to suggest that Therasia had an independent political

existence for a time in C3 (an ethnic in IG xi.2 120.48 (236)

with L. Robert (1946) 93), there is no evidence for the

Archaic or Classical periods to suggest that it was anything

more than a dependency of Thera at best, or simply a part of

the territory of Thera at the least. For the toponym Therasia

(Θηρασ�α), see Strabo 1.3.16, 10.5.1; Plut. Mor. 399C; Steph.

Byz. 313.18–20; Ptol. Geog. 3.15.28. Ruins reported on the

north-west part of the island have been associated with the

polis of Ptolemy (3.15.28; cf. Sperling (1973) 40–41).

Anepigraphic silver staters of C7 on the Aiginetan standard

have sometimes been assigned to Thera. Types: obv. two dol-

phins swimming right and left; rev. incuse square (Head HN²

480; Boutin (1986) 1–6 reasserts the attribution; accepted by

Sheedy (1998a) 321). Otherwise Thera seems to have coined

only in bronze starting in C4. Types: obv. head of Apollo, fac-

ing or in profile, or head of Zeus, or head of Hermes, or

female head; rev. rushing bull sometimes with dolphins, or

three dolphins, or lyre, or fulmen, or caduceus; legend: ΘΗ

or ΘΗΡ (Head, HN² 493; SNG Cop. Aegean Islands 789–91).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Μακεδον�α, -η (Hdt. 5.17.1; Thuc.

1.58.1; Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 1.B9). It is derived from the

ethnicΜακεδ)ν (Hdt.5.18.2; Thuc. 1.57.2; IG i³ 89.26), in the

Thessalian dialect Μακετο�ν (SEG 27 202.10); the feminine

form is normally Μακ/τα (IG ii² 9258 (C3)). As Makedonia

is simply the land of the Makedones, its extent followed

Makedonian expansion. By the time of Alexander’s acces-

sion, it ranged from the foothills of the Pierian mountains to

the whole region between Mt. Pindos and the Strymon val-

ley, and between the Peneios and roughly the present Greek

frontier. To the south Makedonia bordered on Thessaly. Its

southernmost cities were, from east to west, Herakleion and

Balla in Pieria,Aiane in Elemia,Aiginion in Tymphaia.To the

west it bordered on Epeiros, and its westernmost city was

Argos Orestikon in Orestis. To the north-west it bordered on

Illyria, and its north-westernmost city was Herakleia in

Lynkos. To the north of Makedonia lay Paionia (including

Pelagonia). The northernmost Makedonian cities, from west

to east, were Styberra in Derriopos, Idomene in Parorbelia,

and Herakleia in Sintike. To the east Makedonia bordered on

Thrace and, until the annexation of the plain of Philippoi in

late Hellenistic times, its easternmost cities, from north to

south, were Serrhai in Odomantike, the Bisaltic Pentapolis,

and Amphipolis in Edonis. In Roman times, Makedonia

reached the Nestos valley in the east and encompassed

Pelagonia and Paionia as far north as Mt. Golesnic̆a.

The Makedonian expansion was a gradual process, but

the strongest impetus both to conquest and to colonisation

was given by Philip II (360–336), who also systematically

divided Makedonia into self-governing cities, each with its

civic territory, and into administrative districts (see

Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 167–260). For practical reasons, the

“greater Makedonia” of the reign of Philip II and his

Temenid and Antigonid successors has been subdivided into

(a) a western part comprising the Old Kingdom, cradle of

the Makedonian power, and Upper Makedonia—that is to

say all Makedonian territories west of the Axios—and (b) an

eastern part consisting of the new territories between the

Axios and the plain of Philippoi, which were incorporated

into Makedonia proper by Philip II and his successors. The

former areas had been almost entirely settled by

Makedonians (who had subjected and mostly driven out or

exterminated the indigenous populations), at least since the

end of the Archaic period, whereas the latter were colonised

in later times, and their former inhabitants had in most

cases been permitted to remain in their old homes. Both of

these parts, however, were integrated into a unified state, the

citizens of which shared the same politeia and formed τ�ν

. . . χ)ραν τ�ν Μακεδ#νων (SEG 12 374.6), Makedonia

proper, as opposed to the external possessions of the

Makedonian kings south of the Peneios, Mt. Olympos and

the Kambounian mountains, west of Mt. Pindos and Lake

Lychnitis, north of the present Greek frontier and east of the

Strymon valley. The “greater Makedonia” created by Philip

II was subdivided into four administrative districts called

ethne in our sources: from west to east, Upper Makedonia

(between Mt. Pindos and Mt. Bermion), Bottia (between

Mt. Bermion and the Axios), Amphaxitis (between the

Axios and modern Mt. Bertiskos) and Paroreia and

Parastrymonia, also known as the First Meris (between Mt.

Bertiskos and the plain of Philippoi). Within these large

administrative districts subsisted older regional names,

often derived from the ethnika of their actual or former

inhabitants: Elemia, Orestis, Tymphaia-Parauaia, Lynkos,

Derriopos in Upper Makedonia; Pieria,Bottia (or Emathia),

Almopia in the administrative district of Bottia; Mygdonia,

Krestonia, Parorbelia, Bottike, Chalkidike, Anthemous,

Krousis in Amphaxitis; Sintike, Odomantike, Bisaltia,

Edonis, Pieris in the First Meris. Eordaia, although geo-

graphically part of Upper Makedonia, was considered from

the political point of view as being part of Bottia since it had

always belonged to the Temenid kingdom.
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The collective use of the ethnic is attested externally for

the first time in the C5l treaty between Perdikkas II and

Athens (IG i³ 89.26) and internally in the C4l list of priests of

Asklepios from Kalindoia (Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 62.6)

and in the dedication of Kassandros from Dion, also C4l

(ibid. no. 23). For the oldest individual and external use, see,

perhaps, IG i³ 422.i.79–80 (414/13) (a slave) and SEG 34

355.4–6 (365). As expected, we find no individual and inter-

nal use, since for a Makedonian within Makedonia the eth-

nic Μακεδ)ν would normally be superfluous.

The region Makedonia is described by the term χ)ρα -η

(Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 1.A6 (C4e, restored) and 58.6

(243). If not from C5l (Thuc. 2.99.6, implicitly), from C4f

onwards the term �θνος is used for the people (Ps.-Skylax 66).

Makedonia attracted the interest of city-state writers and

developed an indigenous literary tradition only from the

reign of Philip II onwards, when it became the dominant

power in Greek politics. For this reason, evidence about

Makedonian cities is relatively late, although by then urban

settlements already had a long history in the area. Thus,

many cities attested for the first time in the Hellenistic peri-

od most probably existed in the previous period too. Since

the rules set down for the present project stipulate that only

cities attested as such in the Archaic and Classical periods

should be included in the Inventory, cities first appearing in

Hellenistic times have been separated from the rest and are

listed below along with other doubtful cases. On the other

hand, toponyms which have been erroneously regarded as

denoting cities by ancient authors or modern scholars have

been entirely omitted; the same applies to settlements

(mostly villages) first attested in Roman times, or which are

mere lexicographical entries without indication of their—

even approximate—location and/or date, although many of

them, as their dialectal forms show, surely existed in earlier

periods.

A special problem arises from urban settlements in Upper

Makedonia, particularly Aiane in Elemia, Bokeria in

Eordaia, and Herakleia in Lynkos, which are sometimes

actually described, expressis verbis, as poleis. From the

administrative point of view, however, the equivalent of the

Lower Makedonian poleis was not the urban settlement but

each of the Upper Makedonian ethne such as the Orestai or

the Elemiotai, comprising both cities and villages. After

some hesitation, I have decided to include Aiane, for which

there is enough evidence to allow it to qualify as a polis type

C, but to exclude Bokeria and Herakleia from the Inventory

itself and instead to list them with the other non-polis

settlements.

Finally, I have decided not to consider unidentified

ancient settlements. Makedonia is a vast country which has

not been surveyed methodically.We know of many trapezai,

which are a certain sign of a settlement in historical times.

However, the absence of systematic investigation does not

allow us to date these settlements precisely, even less to

determine their status. A random inclusion of such cases

would only contribute to creating an inexact image of the

settlement pattern without enhancing our understanding of

the polis phenomenon in Makedonia.

In Makedonia west of the Axios I have counted forty-two

settlements attested either in Archaic and Classical or in

Hellenistic times but which can most probably be dated to

earlier periods: Agassai, Aiane, Aigeai, Aiginion in Pieria,

Aiginion in Tymphaia, Alebaia, Alkomena, Allante, Aloros,

Argos Orestikon, Arnisa, Balla, Beroia, Bokeria, Bryanion,

Dion, Edessa, Euia, Europos, Gaimeion, Galadrai,

Genderrhos, Gortynia, Greia, Herakleia Lynkou,

Herakleion, Ichnai, Keletron, Kyrrhos, Leibethra, Marinia,

Methone, Mieza, Nea[---], Pella, Petra, Phylakai, Pimpleia,

Pydna, Skydra, Styberra and Tyrissa. Of these, five almost

certainly (Gaimeion, Genderrhos, Greia, Nea[---] and

Pimpleia) and one most probably (Arnisa) did not enjoy

polis status. Of the remaining thirty-six, only seventeen

(those in italics) can be positively dated to the pre-

Hellenistic period and qualify certainly (type A), probably

(type B), or possibly (type C) as poleis and are described in

the Inventory below. Two (Bokeria and Herakleia) were,

probably, the principal town in a whole region. The

remaining seventeen settlements, which are first attested in

the Hellenistic period, along with the six villages men-

tioned above, are listed here in alphabetical order. The

principal towns in Eordaia (Bokeria) and Lynkos

(Herakleia) have been given a somewhat fuller treatment

than the others.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Agassai (Agassae, ?κεσα�?) Livy 44.7.5, 45.27.1 (urbs);

Steph. Byz. 59.3 (π#λις); ethnikon: ?κεσα5ος or ?κεσ�της?

(Steph. Byz. 59.3); unlocated settlement, somewhere in

Pieria (Papazoglou (1988) 118–19; Hammond (1972) 139 n. 1;

Hatzopoulos (1996b) 109–10 n. 8). Barr. 50, H.

*Aiginion (Aeginium) Livy 44.46.3 (oppidum) and 45.27.1–3

(urbs); Plin. HN 4.33; unidentified location, somewhere in

Pieria (Papazoglou (1988) 119–20). Barr. 50, R.
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Aiginion (Α2γ�νιον) Livy 32.15.4, 36.13.6; Strabo 7.7.9;

Gonnoi no. 35B.6 (δ8µος (C2m)); cf. IG ix.2 324 (π#λις), 329

(π#λις (c.ad 200, when it was no longer part of Makedonia,

but belonged to Thessaly)). Capital of Tymphaia-Parauaia.

Gonnoi pp. 35–36. Barr. 54, H.

Alkomena (?λκοµεν�) Strabo 7.7.9 (π#λις); Steph. Byz.

75.15 (π#λις); IG x.2.2 348 (κ)µη (ad 192/3)); ethnikon:

?λκοµενε�ς (Arr. Ind. 18.6); ?λκοµενα5ος (IG x.2.2 348).

At Buc̆in near Bela Cerkva in Derriopos. Papazoglou (1988)

302–3; Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 85–87, 411–16). Alkomena was

apparently one of the urban centres of Derriopos, which as

a whole constituted a political entity (cf. SEG 46 807: .ν

∆ερρι#π�ω . . . βουλευτ�ριον). Barr. 49, HR.

Argos Orestikon (Xργος ’Ορεστικ#ν) Strabo 7.7.8

(π#λις); App. Syr. 63; Steph. Byz. 113.1 (π#λις); ethnikon:

?ργεστα5ος (Livy 27.33.1 (Argestaeum campum)). Most

probably at modern Argos Orestikon (Papazoglou (1988)

236–38). Barr. 49, RL.

Arnisa (Xρνισα) Thuc. 4.128.3. At Vegora or, less proba-

bly, at Petrai/Gradista, in Eordaia (Papazoglou (1988)

161–64; Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 94, n. 4). Barr. 49, C.

Balla (Β�λλα) Theagenes (FGrHist 774) fr. 3; Ptol. Geog.

3.12.37 (cf. 17: π#λις); Steph. Byz. 157.11 (π#λις); ethnikon:

Βαλλα5ος (Theagenes); Vallaeus (Plin. HN 4.34). Possibly at

Palaiogratsianon in Pieria (Papazoglou (1988) 120–22;

Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 109–10 and (2003)). Undated and

unlocated in Barr. 50.

Bokeria (Βοκερ�α) EAM 109 (C4/C3, stadium stone);

ethnikon: Βοκ/ρριος (AG 9.149; Papazoglou (1988) 164–66

and J. and L. Robert, BE (1971) no. 392 mistakenly write

Βοκκ/ριος) or Βοκερρα5ος (Bocerraeus, in an unpublished

boundary stone of the Roman period; cf. BE (1997) 364). At

Pharangi in Eordaia (cf. Petsas (1966–67) 351, no. 245;

Mackay (1976)); probable remnants of a circuit wall

(Hammond and Hatzopoulos (1982) 143). Bokeria was the

principal urban centre of the ethnos of the Eordaioi, who as

a whole constituted a political unit equivalent to the poleis of

coastal Makedonia (cf. the βουλ� ’Εορ[δα�ων] of the

Roman period in SEG 48 800). Barr. 50, HR.

Bryanion (Βρυ�νιον) Livy 31.39.5; Strabo 7.7.9 (π#λις).

Unidentified location in Derriopos (Papazoglou (1988)

303). Barr. 49 (Grais̆te?), CHR.

Euia, Euboia (Εdια, Εdβοια) Diod. 19.11.2; Strabo 10.1.15

(π#λις); Steph. Byz. 284.2 (π#λις); ethnikon: Ε(ι/στης

(EAM 87 (181–180); Livy 42.51.4); cf. the Ε(ιαστικ� π�λη in

Beroia (I.Beroia 41). At Polymylos in Elemia or Eordaia

(I.Beroia 41 with comm.; Karamitrou-Mentesidi and Vatali

(1997)). Barr. 50 (Euboia at Sevastiana?), L.

Gaimeion (Γα�µειον) SEG 24 524.B21, 35 (C3).

Unidentified location, probably in Bottia (Papazoglou

(1988) 150). Not in Barr.

Galadrai (Γαλ�δρα, Γαλ�δραι) Lycoph. Alex. 1444;

Polyb. book 13, apud Steph. Byz. 196.5 (π#λις); ethnikon:

Γαλαδρα5ος (Lycoph. Alex. 1342). Unidentified location in

Pieria (Papazoglou (1988) 120). Undated in Barr. 50.

Genderrhos (Γ/νδερρος) Vavritsas (1977) 10 (κ)µη)

(C3); ethnikon: Γενδερρα5ος (ibid.), Γενδ/ρριος (SEG 27

258, app. crit.). Unidentified location near Kyrrhos in Bottia,

possibly at Mandalon (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 112). Barr. 50

tentatively puts it at Mylotopos (following Papazoglou

(1988) 154) but indicates no date.

Gortynia (Γορτυν�α) Thuc. 2.100.3; Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36

(π#λις); Plin. HN 4.34; Strabo 7 fr. 4 (π#λις); Steph. Byz.

212.1.Perhaps located at Vardarski Rid,near Gevgelija,where

recent excavations have revealed several building phases of a

walled settlement; most important are the C6–C5e and the

C5m–C4 phases, the latter with remains of a monumental

public building (Mitrevski (1996)). Papazoglou (1988)

181–82. Barr. 50, CHRL.

Greia (Γρ�ια) EAM 87 (181–180). Kome of Eordaia or

Elemia (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 96–102). Undated in Barr. 50.

Herakleia (‘Ηρ�κλεια) Polyb. 34.12.7 (δι3 ‘Ηρακλε�ας

κα� Λυγκηστ+ν); IGBulg i 13.35 (.π� το% Λ�κου); SEG 15

380 (πρ�ς Λ�γγον); perhaps one of the poleis mentioned by

Demosthenes at 4.48; IG x.2.2 53 (polis (second century

ad)); IG x.2.2 73 (polis (second century ad)); ethnikon:

‘Ηρακλε)της (SEG 15 380; IG x.2.2 74). Near Bitola in

Lynkestis. Not Herakleia alone, but the ethnos of the

Lynkestai as a whole constituted a political unit equivalent to

the poleis of Lower Makedonia. For the evidence from the

Roman period, see Papazoglou (1988) 259–68, Mikulc̆ic̆

(1974) 199–202, Gounaropoulou and Hatzopoulos (1985)

14–22 and IG x.2.2 pp. 29–74. Barr. 49, CHRL.

*Keletron (Celetrum) Livy 31.40.1 (r199) (oppidum). At

Kastoria in Orestis (Papazoglou (1988) 238). Barr. 49, HRL.

*Marinia (Μαρινια5ος) SEG 24 524 (C3). At Marina in

Bottia (Petsas (1961) 49–55). Not in Barr.

Nea[---] (Νεα[---]) SEG 24 524 (C3). Unknown location

in Bottia, probably a kome of Mieza. Not in Barr.
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*Petra (Petra) Livy 39.26.1, 44.32.9, 45.41.4. At modern Petra

in Pieria. (Papazoglou (1988) 116–17). Barr. 50, HRL.

Phylakai (Φυλακα�) Ptol. Geog. 3.12.37 (cf. 17:π#λις); eth-

nikon: Φυλακα5ος (I.Beroia 140 (C3/C2)), Phylacaeus (Plin.

HN 4.34). Possibly at Moschopotamos, in Pieria

(Papazoglou (1988) 120; Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 109–10).

Undated and unlocated in Barr. 50.

Pimpleia (Π�µπλεια) Callim. Hymn 4.7; Posidippus 118;

Strabo 7 frf. 17 and 18 (κ)µη of Dion). Possibly at Ag.

Paraskevi near Litochoron, in Pieria (Schmidt (1950);

Papazoglou (1988) 112). Barr. 50, HR.

Skydra (Σκ�δρα) Theagenes (FGrHist 774) fr. 13 apud

Steph. Byz. 578.8 (π#λις); Plin. HN 4.34 (civitas); Ptol. Geog.

3.12.36 (cf. 17: π#λις); SEG 24 530 (third century ad); eth-

nikon: Σκυδρα5ος (SEG 24 524 (C3)). At Arseni in Bottia

(Petsas (1961) 44–48). Barr. 50 (Loutrokhoroi?), HR.

Styberra (Στ�βερρα) Polyb. 28.8.8; Strabo 7.7.9 (π#λις);

Livy 31.39.4; IG x.2.2 323–28, 330 (π#λις) (all from the

Imperial period); ethnikon: Στυβερρα5ος (IGBulg v 5003

(C2/C1)). At Čepigovo in Derriopos (Papazoglou (1988)

298–302). Barr. 49, HRL.

Tyrissa (Τ�ρισσα) Plin. HN 4.34 (Tyrissaei); Ptol. Geog.

3.12.36 (cf. 17: π#λις). Most probably at Pentaplanos in

Pieria. If the five tagoi recorded in a C2e deed of sale found at

Asvestario, 6 km to the north of Pentaplanos (SEG 47 999)

are the supreme magistrates of Tyrissa and not of Pella,

Tyrissa was a polis in the Hellenistic period (Papazoglou

(1988) 158–59; P. Chrysostomou (1997); BE (1999) 349). Not

in Barr.

Of the twenty-five settlements listed above, three (Alebaia,

Genderrhos, Pimpleia) are described expressis verbis in our

sources as komai. In any case, all settlements in Upper

Makedonia (including Eordaia), even when these are called

poleis, did not enjoy the full prerogatives of the cities of

Lower Makedonia, for these were reserved for the territorial

units called ethne in our sources, which included both cities

and villages, called politeiai in our sources of the Roman

period. Examples of other such Upper Makedonian settle-

ments are Aiginion in Tymphaia, Alkomena, Bryanion and

Styberra in Derriopos, Argos Orestikon and Keletron in

Orestis, Euia and Greia in Elemia or Eordaia. Of the remain-

ing nine, Agassai and Aiginion are called urbes in Hellenistic

times, and Tyrissa seems to have had its own magistrates in

the same period. They most probably had inherited this 

status from the previous period. The same is true of Balla,

mentioned by the C3 writer Theagenes referring to an event

that probably took place in the reign of Philip II. Galadrai is

mentioned by Lykophron in the early Hellenistic period. Its

presence in the work of Polybios guarantees that it was not a

mythological invention. Its existence in Classical times is

possible and even probable. We should have even fewer

doubts concerning Marinia and Skydra, the ethnika of

which figure in a C3 register of sales. Phylakai, too, the eth-

nikon of which appears in an Early Hellenistic agonistic cat-

alogue, was most probably a city in the previous period.

Such favourable indications are lacking in the case of

Gaimeion and Nea[---], probably a small place, and also of

Petra, the site of which can hardly “contain more than thirty

little houses”(Heuzey (1860) 147). To conclude, at least eight

more poleis (Agassai, Aiginion, Balla, Galadrai, Marinia,

Skydra, Phylakai and Tyrissa) should probably be added to

the seventeen listed in the following Inventory.

II. The Poleis

528. Aiane (Aianaios?) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.10, long.

21.50. Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is Α2αν�, !

(EAM 47; Steph. Byz. 37.7; later spelt ’Εαν� (EAM 15)); pos-

sibly Aeane in Livy 43.21.5 (Megas (1976)). The city-ethnic

Α2ανα5ος is given by Steph. Byz. 37.9.

Aiane is called a polis in the political sense in EAM 15,

which dates from the second century ad. The ethnic is

attested only by Steph. Byz., but there is no reason to doubt

its authenticity.

Although Aiane, as the recent excavations at Megale

Rachi have shown, was the capital of the kings of Elemia

from Archaic times, it is not mentioned in the surviving his-

torical works with the possible exception of Livy 43.21.5 in

connection with the first military operations of the Third

Makedonian War (Megas (1976)).

The three monumental buildings discovered on the top

and on the slopes of the acropolis, one of which is certainly

a portico belonging to an agora complex, as well as the

urban planning of the residential area, show that Aiane had

the external aspect of a polis from C6l, to which the oldest of

these buildings belong (Karamitrou-Mentesidi (1993),

(1994), (1996a) 16–32, (1996b) 25–29). The power of the

Elemiote kings, which in the C4e equalled that of the

Temenids of Lower Makedonia, goes a long way to explain

the early promotion of their residence to a full-blown city

comparable to Aigeai. After the annexation of Upper
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Makedonia to the Temenid kingdom and its reorganisation

by Philip II, Aiane remained the capital of Elemia, although

from the administrative point of view not Aiane alone but

the whole of Elemia with its other towns and villages consti-

tuted a political unit equal to the poleis of Lower Makedonia

(Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. 89–91).

At Aiane probably were struck the bronze coins of King

Derdas in the C4e. Types: obv. galloping horseman, or

youthful Apollo, or youthful Herakles; rev. club and spear-

head, or galloping horseman; legend: ∆ΕΡ∆Α,

∆ΕΡ∆ΑΙΟΝ (Liampi (1998)).

529. Aigeai (Aigaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.30, long. 22.15. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Α2γεα�, αH (IG iv

617.15) or Α2γ/αι (Diod. 16.92.1) or Α2γα5αι (Diyllos

(FGrHist 73) fr. 1) or Α2γαια� (Diod. 19.52.5; I.Leukopetra

103) or Α2γα� (Diod. 16.3.5) or Α2γεια� (Theophr. fr. 5.27;

Syll.³ 269L) or Α2γα�α (Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36). The city-ethnic

is Α2γα5ος (Plut. Pyrrh. 26.11; IG xii.8 206.12 (C1l)), later

spelled ’Εγ/ος (I.Leukopetra 73 (ad 229)). Aigeai is called a

polis in the urban sense by Euphorion fr. 33, van Groningen

(rC7) and Plut. Pyrrh. 26.11 (r274). A combined description

of the urban and political aspects of the community is found

in the phrase >στυ κτ�ζε π#ληος (where asty is Aigeai and

the polis is the Makedonian state), referring to the founda-

tion of Aigeai in C7 and attested in a Delphic oracle of c.500

(Diod. 7.16; for the date see Hatzopoulos (1996b) 464–65).

The epithet µηλοβ#τειρα shows that the toponym was used

for the territory as well as for the urban centre (Steph. Byz.

39.1; cf. Just. 7.1.10). The political sense is implicit in the des-

ignation of Makedonians as belonging to the citizen body of

Aigeai (cf. Syll.³ 269L and I.Magnesia 10.11–12: Α2σχρ�ων

?µ[�]ντα Μακε[δVν .ξ] Α2γε+ν (C3); for the date, see

Gauthier, Prakt (1984) 98). The earliest attestation of the

individual use of the city-ethnic occurs in IG xii.8 206.12

(C1l), but in Plut. Alex. 41.9 a C4 Makedonian citizen is

called Ε(ρ�λοχος Α2γα5ος.

The territory of Aigeai bordered on that of Beroia to the

west and Aloros to the east. The marshes of the mouth of

the Haliakmon formed its northern limit, and the heights of

the Pierians its southern one. Thus it extended over c.12.5

km from the gorges of the Haliakmon to the river-bed of the

Krasopoulis, and over c.5 km of arable territory between the

mountain and the marshes (62.5 km²). The territory of

Aigeai comprised several minor settlements, of which only

one has been identified: Blaganoi (Hatzopoulos (1987a),

(1990) 59–60). Although situated on the right bank of the

Haliakmon, Aigeai did not belong to Pieria, but, just like

Aloros, to Bottia (Diod. 7.16) or Emathia (Ptol. Geog.

3.12.36), as this region was called in later times (Hatzopoulos

(1996b) i. 239–47, (1996a)).

According to its foundation legend, Aigeai was originally

a Phrygian (Brygian) city called Edessa, and the name Aigeai

was first given to it by its Greek Makedonian conquerors

(Euphorion fr. 33, van Groningen; Just. 7.1.10 (rC7)).

From then on it was the Temenid capital, and it remained 

a part-time royal residence even after the transfer of the

usual residence to Pella under King Amyntas III

(Hatzopoulos (1987b)); in particular, it retained its charac-

ter of royal cemetery at least until the end of the Temenid

dynasty.

Citizens of Aigeai are known to have been proxenoi of

several cities: Delphi (no. 177) (Syll.³ 269L (c.300 or 272)),

Histiaia (no. 372) (IG xii.9 1187.30 (c.266)) and Magnesia on

the Maiandros (no. 852), where the recipient also received

citizenship (I.Magnesia 10 (C3)).

Aigeai does not appear in the list of the theorodokoi of

Nemea (in 323), but its name can be safely restored on the

Argive list of contributors (IG iv 617.15 (c.300)),which could

be a reference to theoroi (cf. Perlman (2000) 74). Its main

deities were Zeus (Arr. Anab. 1.11.1) and Herakles Patroos

(Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 30). Eukleia (Saatsoglou-

Paliadeli (1987), (1992)) and the Mother of the Gods

(Drougou (1996)) were also popular.

Excavations at Vergina-Palatitsia, begun by L. Heuzey in

the middle of the nineteenth century and continued since by

C. Romaios, and by M. Andronicos and his students, have

unearthed, besides the extensive cemetery (Kottaridi

(2002)), two palaces, a theatre, an agora, several sanctuaries

and other facilities. The great palace (104.5 � 88.5 m), built

around a peristyle court, with porticoes on the north and

east sides, an extended balcony beyond the north portico

and a monumental gate on the east side, belongs to the C4s,

but the smaller one, to the west, seems to be earlier and 

may be the very structure decorated by Zeuxis in C5l

(Andronicos (1984) 38–46; Ginouvès (1993) 84–88;

Saatsoglou-Paliadeli (2001)). The C4s theatre (TGR ii. 317)

lay immediately to the north of the palace. Stone benches

rose only to the second row (Drougou (1997)). The theatre is

mentioned by Diodorus in his account of the murder of

Philip in 336 (Diod. 16.92.5ff). The agora of the city lay to the

north of the theatre; it comprised the C4m temple dedicat-

ed to Eukleia (Saatsoglou-Paliadeli (1996)). To the north-

east of the palace a sanctuary of the Mother of the Gods was

discovered, the earliest building phase of which belongs to

C4l (Drougou (1996)).
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On the acropolis, south of the palace, which dominated

the city, no major public buildings have been found

(Phaklaris (1996) 70–74).

The C4l circuit wall roughly forms a triangle,with its apex

to the south on the acropolis and its base on a line joining

the two streams on either side of the acropolis hill probably

to the south of the Rhomaios tomb. It is a pseudo-isodomic

structure of local stone with towers at irregular intervals.

Monumental gates opened from the acropolis to the south,

towards Pieria, to the north towards the city, and west of the

theatre towards Upper Makedonia (Andronicos et al. (1983)

42–45, (1987) 146–48; Phaklaris (1996) 69–70).

According to legend, Aigeai was founded by the Temenid

Perdikkas or Karanos or Archelaos, alone or with an army of

Argive colonists in the C7m or C8e (Hammond and Griffith

(1979) 3–14).

530. Alebaia Map 50. Unlocated (but see Hatzopoulos

(2003) for a possible identification with Bravas). Type: A

(rC7). The toponym is Λεβα�η, ! (Hdt. 8.137.1)

?λ(α)ιβα5οι (sc. τ#ποι) (I.Leukopetra 12.4 (ad 171/2)),

?λεβ�α (κ)µη: I.Leukopetra 106.14 (ad 253/4)). The city-

ethnic is unattested but was presumably ?λεβα5ος

(I.Leukopetra 12.4). Alebaia is called a polis, in the urban

sense, exclusively in Hdt. 8.137.1, in the mythical context of

the foundation of the Makedonian state by the Temenids. It

is not clear whether Herodotos is considering (A)lebaia to

be a polis in his own time or only in the C7, when the legend

he narrates is dated. It is clear, however, that by the Roman

period (A)lebaia was not an independent polis but a kome of

Elemia, and it is probable that even earlier not (A)lebaia

alone but the whole ethnos of the Elemiotai constituted a

political unit equivalent to the poleis of Lower Makedonia.

531. Allante (Allantaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.45, long. 22.35.

(Allante was most probably situated at Nea Chalkedon

(Gounaropoulou and Hatzopoulos (1985) 56–61). Military

action during the First World War and the construction of a

modern settlement after 1922 have destroyed practically all

ancient remains.) Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym

is ?ταλ�ντη, ! (Thuc. 2.100.3) or ?λλ�ντειον, τ#

(Theopomp. fr. 33; BCH 45 (1921) 17 iii.64 (230–220)) or

?λ�ντη (SEG 36 331B.21) or ?λλ�ντη (Steph. Byz. 76.1).

The city-ethnic is [?ταλα]- vel [?λλα]-ντα5ος (IG iv 617.17

(C4l); ?λλαντα5ος SEG 35 753.12 (c.ad 198)); Steph. Byz.

76.3 suggests?λλ�ντιος; Pliny’s Allantenses (HN 4.35) is not

helpful. The only classification in literary sources of Allante

as a polis is in Steph. Byz. 76.1. The only epigraphic attesta-

tion of a π#λις ?λλαντα�ων is on a c.ad 198 milestone from

Allante (SEG 35 753.12), where the term polis is used in the

political sense. Allante is called a chorion in Thuc. 2.100.3.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested both inter-

nally (SEG 35 753.12) and externally (IG iv 617.17).

The territory of Allante bordered on that of Pella to the

north-west, Ichnai to the north and Herakleia to the east,

across the Axios; to the south it reached the ancient shore-

line. Allante was probably a C5e Makedonian foundation

designed to cut off the then Paionian city of Ichnai from the

sea (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 111).

Allantaian theorodokoi were appointed to host theoroi

from Nemea (SEG 36 331.B.21 (331/30–313)). If the ethnic is

correctly restored in IG iv 617.17, Allante is recorded on the

Argive list of contributors of C4l, which may be connected

with the dispatching of theoroi (cf. Perlman (2000) 74).

532. Aloros (Alorites) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.35, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Xλωρος, ! (Ps.-

Skylax 66; Strabo 7 fr. 20), and the city-ethnic ?λωρ�της

(Diod. 15.71.1). Aloros is called a polis in the urban sense by

Ps.-Skylax 66 (C4m). The individual use of the ethnic is

attested externally in Diod. 15.71.1 (r368) and Arr. Ind. 18.6

(r320s).

The territory of Aloros bordered on that of Aigeai to the

west and Methone to the south, while to the north it must

have been delimited by the marshes of Lake Loudiake.

Traces of a circuit wall of poros blocks c.1 km long have

been spotted (Hatzopoulos (1987b) 38). Excavations begun

in 1988 (Apostolou (1998)) have revealed a C4 two-room

building, probably a temple, with an adjoining Archaic

structure, probably an altar (Apostolou (1991)).

533. Beroia (Beroiaios) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.30; long.

22.10. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Β/ροια,!

(Thuc. 1.61.4), later spelled Β/ρροια (App. Syr. 57 and late

Roman sources). The city-ethnic is Βεροια5ος (unpub-

lished C4s inscription from the Perrhaibian tripolis; Polyb.

28.8.2); Βεροιε̃ος in I.Leukopetra 31.5; Βαιροια5ος in

I.Leukopetra 84.4–5 or Βεροιε�ς (Polyb. 27.8.6); Βερωα5ος

(IG iv².1 96.22) is probably a mistake. Beroia is first attested

as a polis in the political sense in a C4l dedication (I.Beroia

29 �Hatzopoulos (1996b) no. 73) and is called a polis in the

urban sense in Ps.-Skymnos 626 (C2). The term chorion is

used by Thuc. 1.61.4, and the term polisma by App. Syr. 57.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

an honorific inscription (I.Beroia 59 (C1)). The individual

use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in a consecration

from the sanctuary of Leukopetra (I.Leukopetra 31.5 (ad

192/3)) and externally in an unpublished dedication from
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the Perrhaibian Tripolis (cf. Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 156, n. 15

(C4s)) and in a C3f Epidaurian list of theorodokoi (IG iv².1

96.22).

The territory of Beroia bordered on that of Mieza to the

north, Pella to the north-east, Aigeai to the south-east and

on the regions of Eordaia to the north-west and Elemia to

the south-west. Among the secondary settlements of the

original territory of Beroia, we know the names of Kyneoi,

Auranton, Kannonea and Droga (Hatzopoulos (1990)).

The constitution of Beroia, like the constitution of all the

cities of Makedonia, had a pronounced aristocratic char-

acter. Not only slaves, but also freedmen, their sons, male

prostitutes and craftsmen were excluded from civic life

(Gauthier and Hatzopoulos (1993) 78–87), and full enfran-

chisement probably was subject to a minimum census in

landed property (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 209 n. 1). The chief

executive official was the epistates (Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii.

no. 73), who—at least later—was assisted by a board of mag-

istrates who may have been called tagoi (Hatzopoulos

(1996b) i. 156).

The patron deity of Beroia was Herakles Kynagidas, who

was revered as the ancestor of the royal family—not only of

the Temenids, but also later of the Antigonids (Edson (1934)

226–32; Allamani-Souri (1993b); Hatzopoulos (1994a)

102–11). The cult of Asklepios was also important (Voutiras

(1993) 257), and his priest was eponymous, as in all

Makedonian cities (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 152–54). His cult

was, at least later, associated with those of Apollo and

Hygieia (I.Beroia 16 (C3s)). The cult of Dionysos was an

ancient one (cf. the epistylion of the theatre bearing a dedi-

cation to the god, I.Beroia 21 (C4l)); with the epithets Agrios,

Erikryptos, Pseudanor it is attested only in Imperial times,

but, given its archaic character, it certainly had much earlier

origins (Hatzopoulos (1994a) 65–85). From the Hellenistic

period are attested cults of Athena (I.Beroia 17), Ennodia

(I.Beroia 23), Hermes (I.Beroia 24), Pan (I.Beroia 37) and

Atargatis (I.Beroia 19). Beroia is recorded on the Argive list

of contributors (IG iv 617.17 (C4l)), which may be connect-

ed with the dispatching of theoroi (cf. Perlman (2000) 74).

The failure of the Athenians to capture Beroia in 432

(Thuc. 1.61.4) probably implies that at least part of the city,

such as the acropolis situated in the western extremity, was

already fortified. Traces of a C4l circuit wall made of local

poros have been discovered in different parts of the modern

town (Petkos (1997) 272). There were at least three gates, one

of which bore the name Ε(ιαστικ� (I.Beroia 41; cf. Brocas-

Deflassieux (1999) 37–41). The continuous habitation of the

site from the Iron Age to the present (cf. Allamani-Souri

(1993a); Allamani-Souri and Apostolou (1992) 97) have left

very few traces of the ancient town plan. It is presumed that

the ancient agora and main road axes correspond to the

modern civic centre and road system (Brocas-Deflassieux

(1999) 99–101). The stadion has been located in the eastern

outskirts of the city. Epigraphic finds have permitted the

location of the gymnasion—first attested in the Hellenistic

period—in the same area south of the stadion (Brocas-

Deflassieux (1999) 87–90). A late Classical or early

Hellenistic epistylion with a dedication to Dionysos

(I.Beroia 21) provides evidence for the functioning of the

theatre in that period.

534. Dion (Diestes) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.10, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 4. Type: [A]. The toponym is ∆5ον, τ#

(Thuc. 4.78.6; Staatsverträge 308.9),∆ε5ον (SEG 31 630). The

city-ethnic is ∆ι/στης (SEG 48 785; Steph. Byz. 522.3) or

∆ι�στης (Paus. 9.30.8) or ∆ε5ος (Oikonomos (1915) no. 4)

or ∆ιε�ς (Steph. Byz. 232.5). The form ∆ια5ος attested on

coins (Hatzopoulos and Psoma (1999) 10–12) has nothing to

do with Makedonian Dion.

In Ps.-Skylax, the chapter about Makedonia (66) opens

with πρ)τη π#λις Μακεδον�ας ‘Ηρ�κλειον, ∆5ον . . .

Thus, Dion is implicitly classified as a polis in the urban

sense in C4f, and explicit references are found in later

sources, both literary (Paus. 10.13.5 (rC6l/C5e); cf. CID i 1)

and epigraphical (Oikonomos (1915) no. 4 (early second

century ad)). Thuc. 4.78.6 calls Dion a polisma. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in a C2e letter

of Philip V to the city (SEG 48 785). In the same letter polites

occurs (cf. the χ8ραι πολ�τιδες in a Hellenistic catalogue of

names: Pandermalis (2002) 381–82).

The territory of Classical Dion bordered on that of

Leibethra to the south, Pydna to the north-east and possibly

Phylakai to the north-west. We know the name of only one

of its secondary settlements: Pimpleia, called kome by

Strabo at 7 fr. 17,which was famous because of its connection

with the legend of Orpheus and the cult of the Muses

(Schmidt (1950)).

Dion was the religious centre of Makedonia at least from

C5 and probably much earlier (cf. Diod. 17.16.3). The patron

deity of Dion was Olympian Zeus, to whom the city owed its

name (Just. 24.2.8) and who was venerated along with the

Muses (Diod. 7.16.3). Other communal cults were those of

Demeter, Dionysos, the Mother of the Gods, Aphrodite,

Baubo, Orpheus, Athena, Eileithyia, Asklepios and Hermes.

Sarapis and Isis are also attested from early Hellenistic times

onwards (Pandermalis (1977), (1993); Hatzopoulos (1994b)
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106).The most important religious but also political event at

Dion, and in Makedonia as a whole, was the panegyris of

Olympia held in the month of Dios and lasting nine days

(Diod. 17.16.4). Among other contests it included the pen-

tathlon, the dolichos and the taurotheria (Hatzopoulos

(1996b) i. 129 n. 2; cf. BE (1978) no. 232). Dion maintained

close relations with Delphi from the Archaic period (CID i 1

(C6/C5e); cf. Paus. 10.13.5 and Mari (2002) 29–31).

From a C4m fiscal law (Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 56)

and a C4l decree (ibid. no. 57), both unpublished, we are

informed that Dion had fewer than ten archontes and at least

two tamiai.

The site of Dion comprises the sanctuaries area in the

open plain and the walled city to its north. The latter occu-

pies an area of c.43 ha, which justifies the descriptions of

Thuc. 4.78.6 (π#λισµα) and Livy 44.7.3 (urbem non mag-

nam). The rectangular grid-line of the street planning, leav-

ing an open space for the agora, is contemporary with the

erection of the walls (Stephanidou-Tiveriou (1998) 216–23).

These, 2.60–3.30 m wide, date from C4l and were probably

built by Kassandros (after 305?). In their pre-Roman phase

they had a regular rectangular perimeter of c.2,625 m and

about sixty towers. Of a probable total of at least six or seven

gates, four have been identified so far. One of the northern

ones, leading to two consecutive courtyards, was probably

the main entry to the city. The walls were built from 

local conglomerate stone. Above the stone substructure 

rose a brick superstructure of indeterminate height

(Stephanidou-Tiveriou (1988)).

In the open plain several sanctuaries have been located:

two megaron-shaped temples of Demeter adjacent to each

other (in which the Mother of the Gods, Baubo and

Hypolympidia Aphrodite were probably worshipped as

well) date from C6l (Pingiatoglou (1996); Pandermalis

(1999) 60–73); near the theatre lay the small C5 temple of

Asklepios (Pandermalis (1999) 84–87); finally, the famous

temple and temenos of Olympian Zeus has now been locat-

ed in the south-eastern part of the sanctuaries area

(Pandermalis (1999) 44–59, (2000) 291–92). Other impor-

tant public buildings in the open plain are the C4e theatre,

which was rebuilt in Hellenistic times (Karadedos (1986)

337–40) and the C6l stadion (Leake (1835) 409 and now

Pandermalis (1999) 76, 80–81).

535. Edessa (Edessaios) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.45, long.

22.05. Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is ;Εδεσσα,!

(IG iv 617.16 (C4l); Strabo 7.7.4). The city-ethnic is

’Εδεσσα5ος (F. Delphes iii.3 207.2 (C3m)), also spelt

’Εδεσσε̃ος (Tataki (1994) no. 56). Edessa is called a polis in

Diod. 31.8.8 (r167), probably in the political, urban and ter-

ritorial senses combined. For late attestations of the urban

sense, see Ptol. Geog. 3.12.39 (cf. 17), and for the political

sense, see Demitsas no. 3 (second or third century ad). The

term polisma is attested in App. Syr. 57, and the term polites

in Antoninus (1879) 227, no. 26. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in SEG 36 615.4 (c.ad 200).

The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

Cormack (1973) no. 4 (second century ad) and externally in

F.Delphes iii.3 207.2 (C3m).

The territory of Edessa bordered on the region of

Almopia to the north, on the territories of Kyrrhos to 

the east, on those of Marinia and Skydra to the south, and on

the region of Eordaia to the west (Hatzopoulos (1996b)

i. 112).

The constitution of Edessa is known to us only from

inscriptions of the Roman period (e.g. SEG 24 531.6 (ad

180/1)), which is also the earliest attested public enactment;

Antoninus (1879) 227, no. 26). Edessaians were granted prox-

enia by Delphi (F.Delphes iii.3 207.2 (C3m)) and Haliartos

(IG vii 2848.4 (C3?)), and received citizenship from Larisa

(SEG 27 202 (220–210)). Edessa is recorded on the Argive list

of contributors of C4l, which may be connected with the

dispatching of theoroi (IG iv 617.16; cf. Perlman (2000) 74).

The cult of Herakles is mentioned by Hesychius, s.v.

’Εδεσσα5ος, and is attested epigraphically (Struck (1902)

310 no. 15 and, with the epithet Kynagidas, in two 

unpublished C2s and C1m inscriptions). From the same

period date inscriptions referring to the cults of

Zeus Hypsistos (P. Chrysostomou (1989–91) 30–34) and

Parthenos (Hatzopoulos (1995)). Evidence for other cults is

of later date.

A probably C4l (A. Chrysostomou (1988) 60, (1996) 174)

wall enclosed both the acropolis (triangular perimeter, one

tower on the north-west apex of the triangle and one on

each of the west and north sides) and the lower city (polyg-

onal perimeter, 2.4–3 m wide) covering an area of 3.5 and 23

ha respectively (A. Chrysostomou (1987), (1996)). The walls

are mentioned by Polyaen. 2.29.2 (r274). The only public

monuments known are the temple of Ma and its stoas,

which are epigraphically attested (Hatzopoulos (1995) 126).

The site has been occupied continuously since the Bronze

Age, which accounts for the lack of Archaic and Classical

remains (A. Chrysostomou (1996) 180–82); however, Livy

45.30.5 refers to Edessa as among the urbes nobiles of central

Makedonia in 167, and it was presumably already so in the

Classical period.
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536. Europos (Europaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.55, long. 22.35.

Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Ε(ρωπ#ς, !

(Thuc. 2.100.3; Strabo 7.7.9; cf. Kotzias, AA 54 (1939) 257

(inscribed tiles)), ’Ωρωπ#ς (App. Syr. 57; BCH 45 (1921) 17,

iii.62). The city-ethnic is Ε(ρωπα5ος (F.Delphes iii.4 405.3

(C3e)) or Ε(ρ)πιος (I. Oropos 98 (C3l)). Europos is called a

polis in the urban sense in Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36 (cf. 17) and in

the political sense in two honorific decrees for Roman gen-

erals (SEG 41 570 (c.110), 42 575 (c.39–38)). Thuc. 2.100.3 calls

Europos a chorion. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in SEG 41 570 (c.110) and externally in the

C4l contribution list from Argos (IG iv 617.17). For the ear-

liest individual use of the city-ethnic, see the proxenia decree

from Delphi (F.Delphes iii.4 405.3 (C4l)).

The territory of Europos bordered on those of Pella to the

south-west, Ichnai to the south-east and Gortynia to the

north.

Citizens of Europos received the proxenia at Delphi

(F.Delphes iii.4 405.3 (C4l)).A cult of Artemis Elaphebolos is

attested in a C3 inscription (SEG 43 399).The Europaians are

recorded in the Argive list of contributors of C4l, which may

be connected with the dispatching of theoroi (IG iv 617.17; cf.

Perlman (2000) 74).

Europos was most probably a walled city in 429, since

Sitalkes besieged it but was unable to capture it (Thuc.

2.100.3). Of its public buildings we know only of an aque-

duct mentioned in an inscription of Imperial times (SEG 38

608). Ongoing excavations aim to delimit the settlement;

sporadic finds, such as an unpublished late Archaic kouros

(Savvopoulou (1988) 137), testify to Europos’ importance as

a trading centre of the Axios valley.

537. Herakleion (Herakleiotes) Map 50. Lat. 40.00, long.

22.40. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is

‘Ηρ�κλειον,τ# (Damastes (FGrHist 5) fr. 4.3; Ps.-Skylax 66;

IG i³ 77.v.21 ( TΕρ�κλειον)), ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (Steph. Byz.

304.3). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηρακλει)της (Gonnoi 93).

Herakleion is called a polis in the urban sense in Ps.-Skylax

66. The collective use of the ethnic is attested externally in

Gonnoi 93B.24 (C3l)).

The territory of Herakleion bordered on that of Gonnoi

to the south-west (see the dossier in Gonnoi 93–107),

Leibethra on the north and possibly Homolion, beyond the

Peneios, before the foundation of Phila on the mouth of that

river in Hellenistic times.

Herakleion became a member of the Delian League some

time between 430/29 and 425/4 or, at least, the Athenians

claimed its membership and had it assessed for a tribute of

1,000 drachmas (IG i³ 71.iv.108, completely restored;

77.v.21).

Herakleion appears as a walled city in 169 (Polyb. 28.11.1;

Livy 44.9.1–9), but its fortifications most probably date from

C5, since the city could successfully challenge the authority

of Perdikkas II and remain a member of the Delian League

for years. Presumably, the walls covered the entire hill, since

Heuzey (1860) 92–93 saw remains of them at the bottom of

the hill, near the river bank.

538. Ichnai (Ichnaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.45, long. 22.35. (On

the location of Ichnai on the right bank of the Axios, see

Hatzopoulos (2001) 159–60.) Size of territory: ? Type: A. The

toponym is ;Ιχναι, αH (Hdt. 7.123.3; BCH 45 (1921) 17.iii.63),

Xχναι (Eratosthenes according to Steph. Byz. 342.17, but

probably referring to the Thessalian Ichnai; cf. Steph. Byz.

152.16). The city-ethnic is ’Ιχνα5ος (IG ii² 8944 (undated)).

Ichnai is called a polis in the urban sense in Hdt. 7.123.3 and

in the political sense in a treaty(?) between that city and

Dikaia(?) (Struck (1902) 310 no. 15.2 (undated)). The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins of

C5e (infra) and in inscriptions (Struck (1902) 309 no. 14.6

and 310 no. 15.2). The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested in a Delphic C3m proxeny decree (F.Delphes iii.3

207.3 (C3m)) and in an undated Attic sepulchral inscription

(IG ii² 8944).

The name of the territory of Ichnai might be ’Ιχνα�ων

χ)ρα (Hsch. s.v. ’Ιχνα�αν, unless the reference is to the

homonymous Thessalian city). It bordered on the territo-

ries of Pella to the south-west,Allante to the south,Tyrissa to

the north-west, and probably Herakleia in Mygdonia to the

east, across the Axios. The probable site of the urban centre

has been totally destroyed by intense agricultural activity

(ArchDelt 49 (1994) Chron. 455).

Two fragments of an inscription of unknown date might

belong to a treaty between Ichnai and Dikaia (Papazoglou

(1988) 155–56). A citizen of Ichnai was awarded proxenia by

Delphi (F.Delphes iii.3 207.3 (C3m)); another Ichnaian was

appointed theorodokos for theoroi arriving from the same

city (BCH 45 (1921) 17 iii.63 (c.220)).

Judging by the onomastic evidence, Ichnai must have

been originally a Paionian settlement which already in

Archaic times received an influx of Southern Greek

colonists. After the Makedonian conquest, settlers from the

Old Kingdom were added to its population (cf.Hatzopoulos

(1996b) i. 107 n. 1). It seems that citizens of Ichnai, in their

turn, participated in the Makedonian colonisation of

Amphipolis (Hatzopoulos (1991) 86).
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Before the Makedonian conquest, Ichnai struck silver

staters and octadrachms (c.490–480). Types: obv. male fig-

ure, usually between two bulls, or beside a horse; rev. wheel,

or cross in an incuse square; legend: [ΙΧ]ΝΑΙ[ΟΝ],

ΙΧΝΑΙ, ΙΧΝΑΟΝ, ΙΧΝΑΙΟΝ (Gaebler (1935) 63–65;

Price and Waggoner (1975) 29–30, 117; Papazoglou (1988) 155;

SNG Cop. Macedonia 183–84).

539. Kyrrhos (Kyrrhestes) Map 50. Lat. 40.50, long. 22.15.

Size of territory: 4? Type: B. The toponym is Κ�ρρος, !

(Thuc. 2.100.4; Steph. Byz. 430.17; Vavritsas (1977) 8),

Κ�ρνος (Diod. 18.4.5, MSS, apparently a mistake), Κ�ριος

(in the MS of Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36; cf. the form Scurio (It. Burd.

606.3). The city-ethnic is Κυρρ/στης (SEG 40 520; Plin. HN

4.34: Cyrrestae; cf. SEG 27 258 (Roman)) or Κυρρα5ος (SEG

43 435.3 (early third century ad)). The only attestations of

Kyrrhos as a polis (in the urban sense) are Plin. HN 4.34 and

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36 (cf. 17), but its mention alongside Dion

and Amphipolis in Alexander’s ‘Υποµν�µατα (infra)

leaves no doubt that Kyrrhos too was a polis already in C4.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

a second century ad boundary stone (SEG 40 520). For the

individual and external use of the city-ethnic, see SEG 43 435

(early third century ad).

The territory of Kyrrhos bordered on the territories of

Edessa to the west, Skydra to the south-west, Pella to the

south-east, Tyrissa to the east, and Europos to the north-

east. An unpublished C3 decree (cf. Vavritsas (1977)) reveals

that Genderrhos was a kome of Kyrrhos.The name of anoth-

er meros (kome?) of the city, Mandarai, is preserved in Steph.

Byz. 430.17.

The earliest public enactment of Kyrrhos is an unpub-

lished C3 decree concerning public works in the vicinity and

in the agora of the city (Vavritsas (1977)).

Kyrrhos was renowned for its sanctuary of Athena

Kyrrhestis, which was located on the hill of Palaiokastron

(Vavritsas (1977)). It would be tempting to interpret the

mass of semi-worked limestone blocks in a nearby C4s

quarry (Bakalakis (1970)) as preliminary work for the να�ς

πολυτελ�ς of Athena which Alexander was planning to

built in Kyrrhos (Diod. 18.4.5); two C4l/C3e poros capitals—

probably of a temple—may attest a later attempt to imple-

ment Alexander’s plan (Haddad (1993); Adam-Veleni (1998)

6). The sanctuary of Artemis Agrotera is known from 

dedications of the Roman period (Panayotou and

Chrysostomou (1993) 379–80). The agora of the city is men-

tioned several times in the C3 unpublished decree (Vavritsas

(1977) 8; Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 438–39).

The patron deity of Kyrrhos was Athena, for whom

Alexander was planning to build a magnificent temple at the

time of his death (Diod. 18.4.5). The cult of Athena

Kyrrhestis, which is also attested epigraphically (SEG 27 258

(Roman)), was transferred to the homonymous city in

Syria. Other communal cults were those of Artemis

Agrotera (attested by Roman evidence: SEG 30 553–54, 35

750, 43 404–5) and of Zeus Hypsistos (P. Chrysostomou

(1989–91) 40–41).

540. Leibethra (Leibethrios) Map 50. Lat. 40.50, long.

22.30. Size of territory: 3. Type: C. The toponym is

Λε�βηθρα, τ� (Aesch. fr. 83a.9; BCH 45 (1921) 17 iii.53) or

Λε�βηθρον (Strabo 10.3.17) or Λ�βηθρα (Paus. 9.30.9). The

city-ethnic is Λειβ�θριος (Arist. fr. 552; Gonnoi 2.6) or

Λιβ�θριος (Paus. 9.30.11).

Leibethra is called a polis in the urban sense in Paus.

9.30.9, referring to the mythical period. The term patris is

used in Orph. Argonaut. 1374. Alternative site-classifications

are ethnos (Arist. fr. 552), chorion or oros (Strabo 10.3.17),

topos (Hsch., s.v. λε�βηθρον) and σκοπι� (Lyc. Alex. 275).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

an inscribed weight of one mina (SEG 27 283 (undated)) and

externally in Arist. fr. 563 and in a C3e decree from Gonnoi

(Gonnoi 2.6).

Originally populated by Thracian Pieres, Leibethra and

this part of Pieria were conquered by the Makedonians c.C7

(Strabo 10.3.17; cf. Hammond (1972) 417).

According to the legend mentioned by Pausanias (9.30.11),

the city was destroyed by the river Sys. The topography of the

site and the remains of the walls make such a “destruction”by

the four torrents in the area quite possible (Kotzias (1948–49)

33–34), although the continued existence of the city is secured

by Classical (Pritchett (1991) 127) and Hellenistic (Kotzias

(1948–49) 34) remains, by the mention of the city in the C3

inscription from Gonnoi (Gonnoi 2.6) and by the C3l Delphic

list of theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) 17 iii.53).

The territory of Leibethra probably extended from the

mountainous area of Lower Olympos to the valley of Sys

(Helly (1973) 35–36; Gonnoi 5). The city bordered on Gonnoi

to the south-west, presumably on Herakleion to the south,

and Dion to the north.

The cults of Orpheus, the Nymphs, the Muses and

Dionysos are attested in literary sources (Kotzias (1948–49)

26–28). The cult of the latter deity has now found a possible

archaeological confirmation (SEG 27 283).

The legend of the city’s destruction mentions the exist-

ence of walls (Paus. 9.30.11). Kotzias ((1948–49) 33–34), who
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excavated the site, discovered part of a circuit of 1.5 m-wide

walls. According to Pritchett ((1991) 127), the circuit was no

more than 500 m long. Recent work has confirmed that the

acropolis (1.5 ha) was walled and that the site was not aban-

doned until C1 (ArchDelt 50 (1995) Chron. 497–98).

541. Methone (Methonaios) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.30,

long. 22.35. Size of territory: 3? Type: A. The toponym is

Μεθ)νη, ! (Thuc. 6.7.3; IG ii² 130), Μεθ)να (IG iv².1

94.ib.8). The city-ethnic is Μεθωνα5ος (IG i³ 61; Thuc.

4.129.4; Arist. frr. 551–52). Methone is called a polis both in

the urban sense (Dem. 9.26; Ps.-Skylax 66) and in the polit-

ical sense (IG i³ 61.44–45; Plut. Mor. 293B, probably derived

from Aristotle’s treatise). In Din. 1.14 polis is used in both

senses simultaneously. The politai of Methone are men-

tioned in Diod. 16.34.5 (r354), and there was an Aristotelian

Methonaion politeia (frr. 551–52). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated form on

coins (infra) and externally in IG i³ 61.1. For the individual

and external use of the city-ethnic, see e.g. IG ii² 9330 (C5l).

According to Thuc. 6.7.3, Methone bordered on

Makedonia (τ�ν Iµορον Μακεδον��α), and its territory

(τε̃ς χ#ρας τε̃ς Μεθ[ο]να�ον) is mentioned in IG i³ 61.22.

The territory of Classical Methone bordered on that of

Pydna to the south and Aloros to the north-west. The size of

the territory must have been close to 100 km², perhaps a lit-

tle more. After 354 it must have been added to that of Pydna

(Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 181).

Methone was originally a Thracian settlement. It was

colonised by Eretrians c.730 (Hammond (1972) 425–26) and

joined the Delian League after 431 (for the date and the erro-

neous restoration of the ethnic in IG i³ 280.ii.67, see Piérart

(1988)). It belonged to the Thracian district and is registered

in the tribute lists from 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.33, restored) to

415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.8) a total of three times, paying a phoros

of 3 tal. (IG i³ 282.ii.53). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.157 (5 tal.), ethnic completely restored).

In 364 or 363 it was captured by the Athenian Timotheos

(Din. 1.14 �3.17) and became an ally of Athens but probably

without becoming a member of the Second Athenian Naval

League (Dreher (1995) 26). Methone was conquered and

destroyed by Philip II in 354 (Dem. 4.4; Diod. 16.31.6 and

34.4–5). The inhabitants were allowed to leave the city with

one garment each; the city itself was razed to the ground,

and its territory distributed to Makedonian settlers. A few

decades later, old Methone was succeeded by a new settle-

ment 1 km to the north-west of the former city, which, how-

ever, did not enjoy the status of polis but was probably a

kome of Pydna (Hatzopoulos et al. (1990); for the origin of

the new settlers, see Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 180–81).

Our only information about the constitutional arrange-

ments of Methone concerns its magistrates, the archontes

and the polemarchos mentioned in Arist. fr. 551. A

Methonaian theorodokos hosted the theoroi from Epidauros

(no. 348) (IG iv².1 94.b.8) c.360. Another Methonaian is

known to have been granted citizenship in Ephesos

(I.Ephesos 48 (C4l)).

Methone was a walled city in 354 (Dem. 1.9; Theopomp.

fr. 52; Polyaen. 4.2.15; Just. Epit. 7.6.14). No remains of the

walls are visible today.

Methone struck only one type of bronze coinage in C4f.

Types: obv. female head to the r.; rev. lion breaking spear;

legend: ΜΕΘΩ (Gaebler (1935) 78–79; Psoma (2001) 115).

542. Mieza (Miezaios/Miezeus) Map 50. Lat. 40.40, long.

22.05. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Μ�εζα, !

(Plut. Alex. 7.4), Μ/ζα (BCH 45 (1921) 17, iii.59), Μ�εζα (in

the MS of Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36); the alternative name

Στρυµ#νιον given by Steph. Byz. 452.1 (perhaps quoting

Theagenes (FGrHist 774) fr. 7) is probably an epithet. The

city-ethnic is Μιεζα5ος (Theagenes (FGrHist 774) fr. 7),

later spelt Μιεζε̃ος (I.Leukopetra 71.8–9), or Μιεζε�ς (Arr.

Ind. 18.6 (r325)).

Mieza is called a polis in the urban sense by Steph. Byz.

452.1, possibly quoting Theagenes (FGrHist 774) fr.7 (C3); cf.

Ptol. Geog. 3.12.36 (cf. 17). For the individual use of the city-

ethnic, see Arr. Ind. 18.6.

The territory of Mieza is called Μιεζε̃οι τ#ποι in

I.Leukopetra 71.8–9; we know the names of two settlements

that were probably its komai, Gaimeion and Nea [---] (SEG

24 524 (C3)). It bordered on the territory of Beroia to the

south, Marinia to the north-west, and Skydra to the north-

east.

Among the magistrates, the eponymous priest of

Asklepios, the epistates, tagoi and dikastai are attested in the

Hellenistic period (SEG 24 524 (C2f)), and at least the priest

of Asklepios and the epistates are likely to have existed since

C4 (Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 156). The cults of Asklepios (SEG

24 524 (C2f)), the Nymphs (Plut. Alex. 7.4),Artemis (SEG 24

525–26), Herakles Kallinikos (Demitsas (1896) no. 18) and

the river god Olganos (Kallipolitis (1952)) are attested in

Mieza.

Although the archaeological complex of Leukadia–

Kopanos–Naoussa was well known from the nineteenth

century, only most recently have excavations started at the

very site of the ancient city (Rhomiopoulou (1997)). A large
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(over 106 m long) C4 stoa, which might form part of a

Asklepieion complex, has come to light (Allamani-Souri

and Misaelidou (1992) 203–12; Allamani-Souri et al. (2002)).

Moreover, the school that Aristotle founded in Mieza (Plut.

Alex. 7.4) is almost certainly to be identified with the build-

ing complex at Isvoria, to the south-west of the civic centre,

where three caves are joined by elaborate peripatoi, niches,

stoas and staircases (Siganidou and Trochides (199o), with

earlier refs.).

543. Pella (Pellaios) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.45, long. 22.30.

Size of territory: 4 (P. Chrysostomou (1990) 223). Type: A.

The toponym is Π/λλα, ! (Hdt. 7.123.3; Thuc. 2.99.4; Syll.³

267A.4), earlier (or as an epithet?) Βο�νοµος or Βουν#µεια

(Steph. Byz. 515.7–8). The city-ethnic is Πελλα5ος

(Arvanitopoulos (1909) no. 16; Arr. Anab. 3.5.3). The alterna-

tive forms Πελληνα5ος of Plut. Mor. 339B and Πελλην#ς of

Steph. Byz. 515.9–10 are otherwise unknown. Pella is called a

polis in the urban sense in Hdt. 7.123.3 and Ps.-Skylax 66. At

Xen. Hell. 5.2.13, µεγ�στη τ+ν .ν Μακεδον�ας π#λεων is

used about Pella both in the personal-political and in the

urban sense.The earliest attestation of polis in a purely polit-

ical sense is in the asylia decree for Kos (SEG 12 374.9 (243)).

In a verse dedication of Queen Eurydika, wife of Amyntas II,

πολ5τις is used about the female citizens, presumably of

Pella (Plut. Mor. 14B with BE (1984) 249). Pella is called a

polisma in App. Syr. 57 and a metropolis in Strabo 16.2.10. Ps.-

Skylax 66 writes: π#λις κα� βασ�λειον .ν α(τ=8 (C4m).

πατρ�ς is used about Pella in a C4s epigram from Delphi

(SEG 18 222a), in AG 7.139 (C1) and in Strabo 16.2.10.

Demosthenes’ description of Pella as a χωρ��ω �δ#ξ�ω . . .

κα� µικρ�+ (18.68 (rC4e)) is clearly a rhetorical distortion

(cf. Xen. Hell. 5.2.13). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in the C2f coinage of the city (Gaebler

(1935) 93–97) and externally in the asylia decree for Kos (SEG

12 374 (243)). For the individual use of the city-ethnic, see

Arr. Ind. 18.3 (r325), and Arvanitopoulos (1909) no. 16 (C3e).

Pella’s extensive territory, Πελλα�α (Strabo 7 fr. 20), bor-

dered on the territories of Allante to the south-east, Ichnai to

the east, Tyrissa to the north, and Kyrrhos to the north-west

and to the west. We know the sites of five secondary settle-

ments, at Archontikon, Damianon B, Agrosykia, Leptokarya

B and Ag. Nikolaos (Krya Vrysi), and two suburbs, one to the

north-west and one to the west of the city (P. Chrysostomou

(1990); Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 111–12).

Pella,originally a Paionian settlement, received an impor-

tant Ionian influx from early Archaic times. It became a

member of the Chalkidian Federation for a brief period in

the 380s (Xen. Hell. 5.2.13). The transfer of the royal resid-

ence to the city in the reign of Amyntas III was accompanied

by a significant Makedonian migration which transformed

the character of the city, as the onomastics and the archaeo-

logical remains show (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 56;

Hatzopoulos (1996b) i. 171–73).

There is no evidence for the Classical constitution of

Pella; in C3 there is evidence of an archon, an epistates (SEG

48 818), a boule and a demos (SEG 48 817) as well as tamiai

(SEG 12 374). In C4s (Syll.³ 267; SEG 18 222a) and in C3m

(F.Delphes iii.3 207.2) several citizens of Pella received the

proxenia of Delphi.

The patron divinity of Pella was Athena Alkidemos (Livy

42.51.2; cf. Gaebler (1935) 93–97). Among other cults, those

of Apollo, Artemis, Asklepios, Dionysos, Zeus Meilichios,

Herakles Kynagidas, Herakles Phylakos, the Muses and Pan

are attested from epigraphic, literary and archaeological

sources (SEG 24 540; Papakonstantinou-Diamantourou

(1971) 38–51; P. Chrysostomou (1989) 105–6). Moreover, the

C4l sanctuaries of the Mother of the Gods, of Demeter and

of Darron have been uncovered in or near the city

(Lilimpaki-Akamati (1987), (1990), (1991), (1996), (2000),

(2002)). For none of the cults do we have evidence from the

Classical period. A Pellaian theorodokos was appointed to

host theoroi from Nemea (SEG 36 331.B.23–24 (323–317); for

the identification of the theorodokos, see Knoepfler (2001)

187–90).A citizen of Pella was victorious in the Isthmian and

Pythian Games (SEG 18 222a (C4s)).

Pella was the largest city of Makedonia; for a general

description, see Lilimpaki-Akamati (2002). The rectangular

C4s wall is of mudbrick upon a stone foundation and pre-

dates the C4l grid plan of the town (Siganidou (1987a)). The

city had two citadels. The acropolis, situated on the north-

ern hill and covering an area of 6 ha, is entirely occupied by

the palatial complex. At the southern end of the city the islet

Phakos in Lake Loudiake, which was connected with the

mainland via a drawbridge,qualified as an >κρα and housed

the central Makedonian treasury (Strabo 7 fr. 20). The city

was built on a regular Hippodamian grid line with two main

north–south roads and one west–east road crossing them in

the agora area (Siganidou (1990)). The 200 � 182 m-wide

agora is surrounded by stoas: the north one probably

housed the seat of the politarchs, while on the north-west

side of the agora probably lay the city archive; along with the

building complex around it, the agora covers an area of ten

blocks in the centre of the city (Akamatis (1999)). The palace

of the Makedonian kings (central complex C4f) covers the

entire acropolis area (6 ha) north of the agora. It consists of
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three building complexes, along an east–west axis. Each

building complex is composed of two buildings, one to the

south, towards the city, and one to the north. All three

southern buildings have a large peristyle court. The north-

ern buildings of the west and central complex have bathing

facilities. A long stoa of more than 153 m with a 15 m-wide

propylon forms the southern façade of the central and east

complex facing the city (Siganidou (1987b), (1996);

Ginouvès (1994) 88–91; P. Chrysostomou (1996)). Other

public buildings uncovered are a large C4l tholos, probably

a heroon of Herakles and used as bouleuterion by the

Makedonian Council (Hadzisteliou-Price (1973)) and the

sanctuaries of the Mother of the Gods and Aphrodite in

the agora area, of Demeter in the south-east quarter of the

city, and of Darron in the south-west quarter (Lilimbaki-

Akamati (1987), (1990), (1991), (1996), (2000)). A theatre is

mentioned by Plutarch in a C4s context (Mor. 1096B).

544. Pydna (Pydnaios) Maps 49–50. Lat. 40.25, long.

22.35. Size of territory: 3 or 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Π�δνα, ! (Thuc. 1.61.2; Gonnoi 98.7), Π�τνα (IG ii²

329.13 �Staatsverträge 403), Κ�δνα, which is considered to

be the authentic form of the name (Theagenes (FGrHist 774)

fr. 5 �Steph. Byz. 390.8–10). The city-ethnic is Πυδνα5ος

(Dem. 1.5; Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 55), Πυνδνα5ος,

Πυδδνα5ος (only on coins: Tselekas (1996) 14); Πυτνα5ος

(IG ii² 339.b.3). Pydna is called a polis in the urban sense at

Ps.-Skylax 66) and is listed as a polis in the urban and politi-

cal senses simultaneously at Din. 1.14 �3.17. The term asty is

attested in Polyaen. 4.11.3 (r317), and the term polichnion in a

scholion on Arist. Rh. 1411a9. The earliest epigraphical attes-

tation of the π#λις Πυδνα�ων is in an honorific decree of

c.169 (Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii. no. 55). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra) and

externally perhaps on a fragmentary asylia decree (SEG 12

374.16 (243)). The individual use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed internally in an honorific decree (Hatzopoulos (1996b) ii.

no. 55.2 (c.169)) and externally in a C4s Athenian proxeny

decree (IG ii² 339.b.3 (333)).

The territory of Classical Pydna bordered on that of

Methone to the north and of Dion to the south, and may

have covered over 200 km².

As the recent excavations have shown, Pydna was not a

colonial foundation but a Makedonian settlement (Bessios

and Pappa (1996) 5). Already in the reign of Alexander I it

belonged to the Makedonian kingdom (Thuc. 1.137.1). In 432

it was unsuccessfully besieged by the Athenians (Thuc. 1.61).

In 410 it rebelled against King Archelaos and seceded from

the kingdom, but it was besieged again, and captured after a

long siege. Its inhabitants were transferred some 4 km

inland, perhaps to modern Kitros (Diod. 13.49.2).

Apparently the old site was reoccupied already in C4e

(Bessios (1990) 241), and in the reign of Amyntas III Pydna

seems for a time to have again successfully seceded from the

kingdom, since it struck its own coins; but in the reign of

Alexander II, at the latest, it seems to have returned to the

fold of the kingdom (Hatzopoulos (1985) 253 n. 66; for a dif-

ferent interpretation of the numismatic evidence, see

Tselekas (1996) 19–24). In 364 or 363 it was captured by

Timotheos (Din. 1.14 �3.17; for the date see Diod. 15.81.6)

and became an ally of Athens, but probably without becom-

ing a member of the Second Athenian Naval League (Dreher

(1995) 26). In 357 it was besieged and captured by Philip II

(Dem. 1.9; Diod. 16.8.3), presumably by being betrayed to

the Makedonians (Dem. 20.63, see Hammond and Griffith

(1979) 242–44); it thereafter remained an integral part of the

Makedonian kingdom.

Only two temples are attested in the Classical period: that

of Athena (IG ii² 329.13 �Staatsverträge 403 (336)) and that

posthumously erected in honour of Amyntas III (Habicht

(1970) 11–12). Pydnaian theorodokoi received theoroi from

Epidauros c.360 (IG iv² 94 i.b.7).

Pydna was a walled city at least from 432 (Thuc. 1.61.3,

implicitly; cf. Diod. 19.49.1 (r317)), but probably already in

C5e (Bessios and Pappa (1996) 5–6). Traces of the walls

were seen by Hammond ((1984) 377). The area enclosed

by the walls was c.25 ha, making Pydna one of the

largest Makedonian cities in C5e, undoubtedly because of

the importance of its harbour (Bessios and Pappa (1996)

6).

Pydna struck bronze coins in C4f. (1) During the reign of

Amyntas III, types: obv. head of young Herakles wearing

lion skin to the r.; rev. eagle with closed wings to the 

r. devouring serpent which it holds with its talons;

legend: ΠΥ∆ΝΑΙΩΝ or ΠΥΝ∆ΝΑΙΩΝ and once

ΠΥ∆∆ΝΑΙΩΝ. (2) C.364–357: obv. female head facing l.or

r., wearing ear-ring and necklace, her hair in a sphendone;

rev. owl to the r., standing on olive branch; legend:

ΠΥ∆ΝΑΙΩΝ (Gaebler (1935) 105–6; Tselekas (1996) 14,

26–30; SNG Cop. Macedonia 317).
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I. The Region

The region “from the Axios river to the Strymon river” is

wholly artificial and consisted, in Antiquity, of a number of

smaller regions of various ethnic affiliations. These regions

were situated in two broader regions: Makedonia

(Μακεδον�η, Hdt. 5.17; Μακεδον�α, Thuc. 6.7.3) and

Thrace (Θρη�κη, Hdt. 8.185.1; Θρ��κη, Thuc. 1.100.2).

About these two regions, see the introductions by 

M. B. Hatzopoulos (794–95) and L. D. Loukopoulou

(854–56). Until C6 the border between Makedonia and

Thrace was roughly the river Axios, but after that the border

seems to have fluctuated. Thucydides, for instance, evident-

ly locates Pydna (no. 544) and Therme (no. 552) in

Makedonia (1.61.2), but in the Athenian tribute lists the

poleis of the Chalkidic peninsula and even Methone (no.

541), north of Pydna, are included in the Θρ�ικιος φ#ρος

(probably for practical purposes). By the time of Philip II

the river Strymon constituted the border between

Makedonia and Thrace (Flensted-Jensen (2000) 121–25).

Within these two larger regions there were a number of

smaller regions.

1. Mygdonia

Mygdonia (Μυγδον�η, Hdt. 7.123.3; Μυγδον�α, Thuc.

2.100.4) was the district north and south of Lake Bolbe

(Thuc. 1.58.2), from the Thermaic Gulf to the eastern end of

Lake Bolbe. In C5 it was annexed by the Makedonians, but it

was probably not incorporated into Makedonia until the

time of Philip II (Hatzopoulos (1996a) 171–74). The

Inventory describes eight poleis situated in Mygdonia (nos.

545–52).

2. Bisaltia

Bisaltia (Βισαλτ�η, Hdt. 7.115.1; Βισαλτ�α, Thuc. 2.99.6)

was the district west of the lower Strymon, up to Herakleia

Sintika (no. 549). According to Hdt. 7.115.1, Bisaltia was the

coast west of the Strymon and the land above the coast. The

river Strymon constituted the border between Bisaltia and

Edonia (Papazoglou (1988) 351). In C5e the Bisaltians were

ruled by a Thracian king (Hdt. 8.116.1). It seems that the

Bisaltians were not driven out of their district when the

Temenids took over large parts of what became Makedonia

(Thuc. 2.99, esp. 2.99.4). The Bisaltians struck coins on the

Phoenician standard in the Archaic period.Denominations:

octadrachms, tetradrachms, drachms, octobols and

tetrobols. Types: obv. naked warrior with two spears and

horse; legend: ΒΙΣΑΛΤΙΚΟΝ; rev. quadripartite incuse

square (Gaebler (1935) 48–50; SNG Cop. Macedonia 135). The

coins without legend are indistinguishable from those of

Alexander I (Head, HN² 200). There were three poleis in

Bisaltia (nos. 553–55), of which one, Argilos (no. 554), was

considered a colony of Andros (no. 475) (Thuc. 4.103.3).

Thuc. 4.109.4 mentions that there were Bisaltians in Athos in

his day.

3. The Chalkidic Peninsula

There was no name in antiquity for the Chalkidic peninsula

as a whole. It is possible that Hekataios called it ! .ν Θρ�κ=η

χερρ#νησος (see Zahrnt (1971) 4ff; cf. Flensted-Jensen

(2000) 122 n. 3) and Thucydides refers to it as τ3 .π�

Θρ�
|
κης (e.g. at 1.59.1; cf. Xen. Hell. 5.2.24). Traditionally, the

Chalkidic peninsula was colonised during C8 and C7, by 

the Corinthians (no. 227), the Andrians (no. 475) and the

Eretrians (no. 370), but it was clearly inhabited by Greeks

prior to that period (cf. Mende (no. 584) and Torone (no.

620)).

Until C4m the northern parts of the Chalkidic peninsula,

i.e. Anthemous (no. 562) and Mygdonia, belonged to

Makedonia, whereas the rest was considered part of Thrace.

THRACE FROM AXIOS TO STRYMON

pernille flensted-jensen

Cities founded after the Makedonian expansion are not considered in the pres-
ent chapter. Accordingly, the following cities do not appear in the discussion:
Antigoneia, Stratonike, Kassandreia, Ouranopolis and Thessalonike.



In 356 Philip took Poteidaia (no. 598), and in 348 Olynthos

(no. 588) was taken and destroyed, a fate it probably shared

with Stagiros (no. 613). Dem. 9.26 asserts that Philip

destroyed thirty-two cities, which is probably an exaggera-

tion (see useful discussion in Hammond and Griffith (1979)

365–79). The whole region, up to the river Strymon, was

incorporated into Makedonia. Some inscriptions are evid-

ence that the territories of (former?) poleis were given to

Makedonians (Syll.³ 332 (306–297); SEG 38 619 (c.285)), but

some scholars argue that the region was left more or less

intact (Borza (1990) 219). Thus, in the Archaic and Classical

periods the region as a whole was inhabited by Greeks,

Makedonians and probably also various Thracian peoples

(Thuc. 4.109; Hatzopoulos (1989)). The Chalkidic peninsu-

la had only a few large and well-known poleis—Akanthos

(no. 559), Olynthos (no. 588), Mende (no. 584), Skione (no.

609), Torone (no. 620) and Poteidaia (no. 598)—and a large

number of smaller poleis which in many cases must have

been situated within a few kilometres of each other.

3.1 Krousis

The western coast of the Chalkidic peninsula was called

χ)ρη Κροσσα�η (Hdt. 7.123.2) or Κρουσ�ς γ8 (Thuc.

2.79.4; cf.Strabo 7 fr.21:Κρο%σις).According to Hdt.7.123.2,

there were seven poleis in Krousis. Only one, Aineia (no.

557), is relatively well known. Dionysios of Halikarnassos

mentions οH Κρουσα5οι and calls them an �θνος Θρ��κιον

(Ant. Rom. 1.47, 49). According to Dionysios (Ant. Rom.

1.48), they inhabited Pallene at the time of Aineias, and he

may have this information from Hellanikos (cf. FGrHist 4 fr.

31). The Krousaians may have been the original inhabitants

of Krousis. If so, they were Hellenised relatively early. The

Inventory describes seven poleis situated in Krousis (nos.

557, 572–73, 577, 581–82, 611).

3.2 Bottike

The name of the region was Βοττικ� (Thuc. 1.65.2), which

was derived from the ethnic Βοττια5ος (Hdt. 8.127). Bottike

was the region inhabited by the Bottiaians, who, according to

Hdt. 8.127 and Thuc. 2.99.3, were expelled from the

Makedonian district Bottiaia in C7 or C6. In C5 their chief

polis was Spartolos (no. 612) (Thuc. 2.79). To the west Bottike

bordered on Krousis, to the north on Makedonia, to the east

on Chalkidike, and to the south on the territory of Poteidaia.

In C5 the Bottiaians were members of the Delian

League—normally they are represented by Spartolos in the

Athenian tribute lists (e.g. IG i³ 277.v.15), but in 446/5 the

entry in the Athenian tribute lists is Βοττια[5οι κα�

σ(υντελε5ς)] (IG i³ 266.ii.19). In 432 the Bottiaians revolted

from Athens (Thuc. 1.58), but c.422 they entered into an

alliance with the Athenians (IG i³ 76). It seems from the

inscription that they had probably formed a confederacy

(Flensted-Jensen (1995) 126–28). The Bottiaians struck silver

coins on the Phoenician standard, and also bronze coins,

c.430–c.348. Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols and

hemiobols. Types: obv. head of Apollo, or Demeter; rev. lyre;

legend: ΒΟΤΤΙΑΩΙΝ or ΒΟΤΤΙΑΙΕΩΝ (Psoma

(1996); SNG Cop. Macedonia 140–45). There were between

six and twelve Bottiaian poleis (see Flensted-Jensen (1995);

cf. nos. 558, 575–76, 579, 595, 599, 606, 612, 619, 621). In addi-

tion, it may be noted that according to Hdt. 8.127, Olynthos

(no. 588) was originally a Bottiaian community: after their

defeat, the Persians (whose dependency Olynthos was)

feared that the city would revolt, and consequently it was

conquered by Artabazos, subjected to an andrapodismos and

handed over to Kritoboulos of Torone and the Chalkidians

(Flensted-Jensen (1995) 122).

3.3 Chalkidike

The name of the region was Χαλκιδικ� (Thuc. 1.65.2). Hdt.

7.185 calls the inhabitants τ� Χαλκιδικ�ν γ/νος, but other

authors call them οH (.π� Θρ��κης) Χαλκιδε5ς (Thuc.

2.79.1; Diod. 12.50.3).

Chalkidike was the area inhabited by the Chalkidians. By

excluding all the areas which were demonstrably not

Chalkidian, Harrison (1912) 96 concluded that Chalkidike

covered the area north of Sithonia in C5. The exact borders

of Chalkidike are not known, nor which towns were

Chalkidian. However, the Chalkidians themselves are men-

tioned twice by Herodotos: at 7.185 he lists them among

many tribes that supplied Xerxes with auxiliaries in 480. He

uses the curious phrase τ� Χαλκιδικ�ν γ/νος about them.

At 8.127 Herodotos tells us that Artabazos suspected that the

inhabitants of Olynthos (no. 588), then belonging to the

Bottiaians, would revolt and therefore he killed the popula-

tion of Olynthos and gave the town to the Chalkidians and

Kritoboulos from Torone. Thus, from 479 Olynthos was a

Chalkidian town.

In 432 the Chalkidians, the Bottiaians and Poteidaia (no.

598) made an agreement with Perdikkas (Thuc. 1.58, 62–63)

and revolted from Athens.Furthermore,at the instigation of

Perdikkas, the Chalkidians left their poleis along the coast

(τ3ς .π� θαλ�σσης π#λεις) in order to create one strong
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city at Olynthos. It is evident from Thucydides’ description

that the Chalkidians possessed several poleis and that at least

some of them were situated on the littoral. Scholars do not

agree as to the political significance of the synoecism; some

hold that it was a purely military measure, whereas others

think that the move brought a political change (Demand

(1990) 77–83 with refs.).

In the following years the political life of the Chalkidians

was rather tumultuous: in 431 Perdikkas became reconciled

with the Athenians (Phormion) and made an expedition

against the Chalkidians (Thuc. 2.29), and in the following

year Hagnon campaigned against the Chalkidians (2.58).

Despite new campaigns, led by Xenophon in 429, the

Athenians were not able to subjugate the Chalkidians. In 425

they were still unvanquished (Thuc. 4.7). In 424/3 Brasidas

campaigned in the Chalkidic peninsula and won over many

more poleis. Perdikkas and the Chalkidians were again on

good terms (Thuc. 4.78–79). Some of the poleis which were

probably or possibly Chalkidian are treated in separate sec-

tions in the Peace of Nikias of 421: Stolos (no. 614) and

Olynthos (no. 588) are mentioned at Thuc. 5.18.5,

Mekyberna (no. 583), Sane (no. 600) and Singos (no. 605) at

Thuc. 5.18.6, and Sermylia (no. 604) along with Skione (no.

609) and Torone (no. 620) at Thuc. 5.18.8. But the recal-

citrant Chalkidians refused to accept the peace terms, and

they were still enemies of the Athenians in 416 (Thuc.

4.83.4). However, in 415 the Spartans urged the Chalkidians

to assist Perdikkas, but they refused, because they had a ten-

day truce with the Athenians (Thuc. 6.7.4).

Next followed 20 years in which virtually nothing is

known about the Chalkidians. When they re-entered the

arena, in 395, they concluded a treaty with the Boiotians,

the Athenians, the Corinthians and the Argives, to fight on

their side in the Corinthian War (Isae. 5.46; Diod. 14.82.3).

A few years later, probably in 393 (Zahrnt (1971) 81 n. 4),

they were allied with Amyntas III (Tod 111 �Staatsverträge

231).¹ The famous alliance will not be discussed in detail

here, but it will be noted that from a political point of view

it is of interest that the Chalkidians were evidently no

longer on good terms with the Bottiaians, since it was

clearly stipulated that neither the Chalkidians nor

Perdikkas were to enter into alliance with them (except by

common action). Other communities mentioned in that

section are Mende (no. 584), Amphipolis (no. 553) and

Akanthos (no. 559).

In 393/2, and probably again in 383/2, Amyntas III gave

some land to the Chalkidians (Diod. 14.92.3, 15.19.3; Ellis

(1969)). At this time, i.e. in 383, it seems that the Chalkidians

were a prominent power, because in that year Akanthos (no.

559) and Apollonia (no. 545) sent envoys to Sparta to ask for

help against the expanding federation (Xen. Hell. 5.2.11). At

the time the federation evidently covered the western part of

the Chalkidic peninsula all the way to Pella (no. 543). This

resulted in the so-called Olynthian War, after which the fed-

eration was suppressed or dissolved (Xen. 5.3.26; Diod.

15.23.3; siege mentioned by Isoc. 4.126). However, the feder-

ation was formed again shortly after: the Chalkidians are

listed in the Charter of the Second Athenian Naval League

(restored: [Χαλκι]δ8ς �π� [Θρ�ικης]), which they left

again at some point before 365 (IG ii² 43.5–6; cf. Cargill

(1981) 42; Dreher (1995) 186–87). A few years later the

Chalkidians entered into an alliance with the Athenians,as is

attested by the very fragmentary treaty Staatsverträge 250,

probably dating to the middle of the 370s (Zahrnt (1971)

127). However, the alliance did not last long, as we find the

Athenians allied with Amyntas some time between 375 and

373 (IG ii² 102). Aristotle, in two somewhat obscure pas-

sages, states that some Chalkidian settlers (�ποικοι), led by

a certain Kleotimos, expelled the majority of the

Amphipolitans (Pol. 1303b3, 1306a2). This may be seen in

connection with the fact that the Chalkidians held

Amphipolis (no. 553) c.363 (Dem. 23.149; Zahrnt (1971) 101).

In 357/6 the Chalkidians entered into an alliance with

Grabos, king of the Illyrians (SEG 37 567 with refs.), but

shortly afterwards they entered into a new alliance, this time

with Philip II (Robinson (1934) �Tod 158; cf. Hammond

and Griffith (1979) 243–46). Philip ejected the Athenians

from Poteidaia (no. 598) and handed it over to the

Chalkidians (Dem. 2.7, 2.14, 6.20). The Chalkidians’ alliance

with Philip did not last long, because in 352 they concluded

a treaty with the Athenians (Staatsverträge 317), and a few

years later they entered into an alliance according to which

the Athenians were to aid the Chalkidians against Philip

(Staatsverträge 323). However, in 348 Olynthos (no. 588) was

betrayed to Philip, who destroyed the city completely (Hyp.

fr. 19; Dem. 9.26, 19.266; cf. App. B Civ. 4.102). According to

Dem. 9.26, Philip destroyed thirty-two towns in Thrace,

apart from Olynthos, Methone (no. 541) and Apollonia (no.

545), while Hyp. fr. 76 says that the Chalkidians had forty

poleis—both numbers probably exaggerated. IG xii.8 4 is an

inscription from Myrina (no. 502), showing that (some of)

the Chalkidians sought refuge there after the destruction of

Olynthos (Χαλκιδ/ες οH Gν Μυρ�νει). The Chalkidians
¹ Zahrnt (1971) 122–24 argues that the inscription is in fact two treaties, to be

dated c.393 and 382 respectively.
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may also have been listed in the peace treaty of 338/7 between

Philip and the Greeks (Tod 177). Line 31 reads: ---�]π�

Θρ�ικης κα� [---·] Φωκ/ων.

When did the Chalkidians form a state? A body known as

οH Χαλκιδε5ς is mentioned by Herodotos and Thucydides.

Furthermore, these Chalkidians were settled in poleis. Was

there a change in the political structure after 432? The vocab-

ulary of Thucydides does not change; he still calls them οH

Χαλκιδε5ς after 432, and his description of the synoecism

does not indicate that there was a political change. However,

in 424 we hear of a Στρ#φακος πρ#ξενος �ν Χαλκιδ/ων

(Thuc. 4.78.1; see Gerolymatos (1986) 30), and about οH

Χαλκιδ/ων πρ/σβεις (Thuc. 4.83.3). Furthermore, in 422

the Chalkidians entered into an alliance with Argos (no.

347): οH .π� Θρ��κης Χαλκιδ8ς ?ργε�ων ξ�µµαχοι

(Thuc. 5.31.6). All this shows that the Chalkidians had some

kind of common political organisation. The C5l coins

inscribed Χαλκιδ/ων are sometimes taken as an indication

of the formation of the federation (SNG Cop. Macedonia

233–49). Coins inscribed with a (tribal) ethnic are not in

themselves proof that the tribe had formed a federal state,

but in this case they may be. Shortly before the synoecism

Olynthos struck coins inscribed with ΟΛΥΝ, but these

were struck for a short period only and were replaced by

coins inscribed with Χαλκιδ/ων (for the dates of the coins,

see Robinson and Clement (1938) 112ff; Westermark (1988);

see also s.v. Olynthos (no. 588)). Thus, there cannot be much

doubt that the Chalkidians constituted a state, which was

formed in 432 or during the subsequent years.

But what kind of state was formed? Some scholars believe

that it was a federal state (West (1918) 31, 140; Larsen (1968)

59 with n. 1), whereas others argue that it was a unitary state

that developed into a federal state in C4—Hampl suggests

that the unitary state existed even before 432 (Hampl (1935)

182; Zahrnt (1971) 65–66). Is anything known about the sta-

tus of the participating poleis after 432? At 1.65.2 Thucydides

explains that many Sermyliaians were killed near their polis

(no. 604) in 432, but after the revolt. However, it appears

from the passage that the Sermyliaians (or at least some of

them) were enemies of the Chalkidians at the time, so they

may not have taken part in the formation of the state (yet).

In the Peace of Nikias, Stolos (no. 614), Mekyberna (no. 583),

Sane (no. 600), Singos (no. 605) and Sermylia are men-

tioned (Thuc. 5.18.5, 6, 8), and there is no doubt that they are

all called polis. Mekyberna, Sane and Singos may have been

depopulated, but there is no doubt about the remaining two

towns. The character of the Olynthian constitution is

unknown: some scholars think that Olynthos (no. 588) was

an oligarchy (Zahrnt (1971) 94; Larsen (1968) 58ff, esp. 76),

while others argue that it was a democracy (Gehrke, Stasis

124).

In C4 there is more information available about the

organisation of the Chalkidian Federation. From Xen. Hell.

5.2.12 it is known that in c.383 there were common laws and

sympoliteia, common citizenship (Hell. 5.2.18), epigamia

and enktesis (Hell. 5.2.19). Furthermore, the Chalkidians

possessed a federal army (Xen. Hell. 5.2.14). Xenophon does

not specify which cities in the Chalkidic peninsula had

become members of the Federation, except Poteidaia (no.

598) (Xen. Hell. 5.2.15), but it is evident that it included sev-

eral cities, some of them large (Xen. Hell. 5.2.12). They had

also captured several cities in Makedonia, among them

Pella (no. 543) (Xen. Hell. 5.2.13). Finally, Xen. Hell. 5.2.16

mentions that the Federation had revenues from many har-

bours and emporia, and that it was a populous state.

Furthermore, the existence of eponymous federal priests is

attested (Hatzopoulos (1996a) 196, 388–89). Last but not

least, Aristotle may have written a politeia of the

Chalkidians (Arist. fr. 44). In this connection it is of inter-

est that several possible members struck (bronze) coins in

C4, probably in C4f. They are Sermylia (no. 604), the

Skapsaians (no. 608), Torone (no. 620) and possibly

Gale(psos) (no. 571). This could indicate that civic mints

existed alongside the federal mint.

In C4 the Federation was called οH Χαλκιδε5ς in official

documents, such as the alliance of Amyntas and the

Chalkidians, the Charter of the Second Athenian Naval

League, etc., but it was often called οH Ολ�νθιοι in literary

sources (e.g. Xen. Hell. 5.2.13; Dem. 1.5; see, however, Arist.

Pol. 1274b23). Diodorus and Isaios, referring to the same

events, call them οH Χαλκιδε5ς οH πρ�ς τ=8 Θρ��κ=η and οH

’Ολ�νθιοι respectively (Diod. 14.82.3; Isae. 5.46).

3.4 Pallene, Sithonia and Athos

The three peninsulae of (a) Pallene, (b) Sithonia, and (c)

Athos are natural geographical subdivisions. (a) There were

eight poleis in Pallene (Hdt.7.123.1; nos.556,563,584,586,598,

601, 609, 616), which, according to Herodotos, was formerly

called Phlegra. One polis, Poteidaia (no. 598), was a colony of

Corinth (no. 227) (Thuc. 1.56.2); Mende (no. 584) was prob-

ably a colony of Eretria (no. 370) (Thuc. 4.123.1); Neapolis

(no. 586) was probably a colony of Mende (IG i³

263.iii.26–27); and the inhabitants of Skione (no. 609)

claimed that they were colonists from Achaia (Thuc.

4.120.1).
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(b) Athos had six poleis (Hdt. 7.22.3; nos. 560, 569, 580, 587,

600, 618) including Sane (no. 600) on the isthmus. Sane may

have been a colony of Andros (no. 475) (Thuc. 4.109.3),

whereas the other five poleis had a mixed, bilingual popula-

tion in C5 (Thuc. 4.109.3; see Papadopoulos (1996) 170).

(c) Sithonia is more difficult to define. Herodotos, who is

our only source to name the area Sithonia—apart from

Steph. Byz., who simply paraphrases Herodotos—includes

Torone (no. 620), Gale(psos) (no. 571), Sermylia (no. 604),

Mekyberna (no. 583) and Olynthos (no. 588) in the area of

Sithonia (7.122), which means that “Sithonia” was the west-

ern part of the peninsula and the area north of it. The poleis

on the eastern side of the peninsula (Singos (no. 605) and

Sarte (no. 602)) were located, according to Hdt. 7.122,“in the

bay [of Singos]”.

3.5 The Edonians

It is highly probable that the Edonians, a Thracian tribe

ruled by a king, inhabited at least part of the Chalkidic

peninsula. Thuc. 4.109.4 mentions that there were Edonians

in Athos. The Edonian king Getas struck silver octadrachms

around 500. Some of the coins bear the legend ΓΕΤΑΣ

Η∆ΟΝΕΟΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ (Gaebler (1935) 144).

4. Unlocated

Four poleis—Aison (no. 623), Brea (no. 624), Kossaia (no.

625) and Okolon (no. 626)—have been included in the pres-

ent chapter. They are all unlocated, but in all four cases it is

known that they were situated somewhere in Thrace.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aigialos (Α2γιαλ#ς) Hecat. fr. 155; Kleidemos (FGrHist

323) fr. 3. According to Steph. Byz. 40.18–19, perhaps follow-

ing Hekataios fr. 155, located in Thrace near the river

Strymon. Not in Barr. Hecat. fr. 155 indicates A.

Ampelos (Xµπελος) The cape of Sithonia was called

Ampelos (Hdt. 7.122). Ampelos is called oppidum and polis

by Pliny and Hesychios respectively (Plin. HN 4.37; Hsch.

Α3778). Hdt. 7.122 calls it simply ! Τορωνα�η >κρη, and for

that reason Zahrnt (1971) 152 is right in thinking that there

never existed a polis Ampelos. Unlocated. Barr. 51, C.

*Apollonia (Apollonia) Unlocated. In Barr. 51 dated C,but

the only evidence is Plin. HN 4.37.

Arnai (?ρνα�) Thuc. 4.103.3. South of Bormiskos (no.

547). Zahrnt (1971) 161–62. Barr. 51, C.

Chalkis (Χαλκ�ς) The only source for this Chalkis is

Steph. Byz. 685.2–5, who locates it on Athos and quotes

Eudoxos (fr. 309, Lasserre), according to whom it was the

name of a gulf, not a settlement. Unlocated. Barr. 51, C.

(Kallipolitai) (Καλλιπολ5ται) The Kallipolitai are men-

tioned in the so-called Holomondas inscription (SEG 40

542.32), which probably originates from the north-western

part of the Chalkidic peninsula and dates to C4m

(Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (1992) 123–45, pace

Vokotopoulou (1996)). The inscription deals with bound-

aries between various communities. A number of ethnics

occur: Παραιπ[�ος] (2–3), Ραµ�οις (14), Κισσε�τα[ις]

(14), ’Οσβα�οις (26, 30 (restored), 32), [Πρα]σσιλ�ους (28)

and Καλλιπολ�τας (32). The Kallipolitai are said by

Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (1992) 130–31 to be known

from the Athenian tribute lists, and it is true that some

Kallipolitai are recorded under the headings α(τα� and

τ�κται from 434/3 onwards (see e.g. IG i³ 279.ii.87).

Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou suggest that *Kallipolis

belongs in the Thracian panel (like some other commun-

ities in the rubrics), and tentatively suggest that *Kallipolis

and Kalindoia (no. 575) are identical. But the Kallipolis

recorded in the tribute lists belong in the Hellespontine

phoros (see no. 744). Furthermore, it is unlikely that

*Kallipolis and Kalindoia are identical unless that city 

actually had two names, of which only one (Kalindoia) is

attested as a toponym. Therefore, Vokotopoulou (1996) 215

suggests that *Kallipolis may be identified with a mound

near Ormylia (not far from ancient Sermylia), because that

mound “preserves the name of Kallipolis . . . the place-name

could well have survived since the ancient period, as have

many other place-names in Chalcidice”. It is not impossible

that the name has been preserved since Antiquity, although

perhaps unlikely. Barr. 50, C.

Kerdylion (Κερδυλ�ον) In the territory of Argilos (no.

554) (Thuc. 5.6.3). A site in the vicinity of Nea Kerdyllia has

been identified with the Kerdylion of Thucydides. Here a

part of a Classical circuit wall has been found along with a

gate (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 177–78). Barr. 51, C.

Kophos (Κωφ#ς) Called a limen in the territory of

Torone (no. 620) at Thuc. 5.2.2–3. Meritt (1923) 453–54;

Hornblower (1996) 425–26. Barr. 51, C.

Panormos (Πανορµ#ς) In Barr. 51 dated C, but the only

evidence is Ptol. Geog. 3.12.9.
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(Paraipioi) (Παρα�πιοι) See Kallipolitai (supra). Un-

located. Barr. 50, C.

Parthenopolis At Parthenonas, about 5 km inland from

the presumed site of Gale(psos) (no. 571), and thus possibly

in its territory, a worship area (4 � 8 m, oriented

north–south) has been excavated. The area was in use from

C7 to C3, and inscribed sherds attest to the nature of the

area: for instance, a sherd from a C5e Attic vessel with the

inscription [�ν]/θεκεν. The site was perhaps consecrated to

Zeus Koryphaios; a sherd from a C5 Attic kylix bears the

inscription ∆ΙΟΣ. The excavators claim that the area

belonged to a certain Parthenopolis mentioned in ancient

sources (Vokotopoulou et al. (1990)). However, the only

source to mention a Parthenopolis is Stephanos of

Byzantion, who calls it a π#λις Μακεδον�ας and then con-

tinues: �π� τ+ν θυγατ/ρων Γραστο% το% Μ�γδονος

παιδ#ς, Bς Θεαγ/νης .ν Μακεδονικο5ς “�π� δ* τ+ν

θυγατ/ρων δι3 τ� >γροικον α(τ+ν τ8ς δια�της κα� τ�

>µικτον �κτισε π#λιν κτλ” (504.8ff). Although the men-

tion of Grastos and Mygdon indicates that Parthenopolis

had some connection with Krestonia and Mygdonia, this

piece of evidence is not sufficient to identify the worship

area with the Parthenopolis mentioned by Stephanos. Barr.

51, C.

Physka (Φ�σκα) Thuc. 2.99.5; Theagenes (FGrHist 774)

fr. 15; Steph. Byz. 675.12 (π#λις). In Ptol. Geog. 3.12.33 listed

under Mygdonia. Barr. 51, undated, but C is attested by

Thuc. 2.99.5.

Physkelle, Myskella (Miscella) In Barr. 50 dated C, but

there is no other evidence than Plin. HN 4.37 and

Pomponius Mela 2.34.

Rhaikelos (‘Ρα�κηλος) Arist. Ath. Pol. 15.2 (χωρ�ον);

Lycoph. Alex. 1236; Steph. Byz. 543.2 (π#λις). Fortified vil-

lage or strong point near the Thermaic Gulf (Edson (1947)

89–91). Barr. AC.

(Rhamioi) (Ραµ�οι) See Kallipolitai (supra). Unlocated.

Barr. 50, C.

Trapezous (Τραπεζο%ς) Syll.³ 332.5–6 (306–297); SEG 38

619.12 (285–284), area or territory near Olynthos. Barr. 50, C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ag. Ioannis, near Nikiti Traces of an early settlement no

later than C7; fifty-seven graves from the Archaic and

Classical periods (ArchDelt 32 (1977) Chron. 204). Remains

of a Classical house, pieces of tile roof. Also forty-five graves

from the Iron Age (900–750) (ArchDelt 43 (1988) Chron.

361–62; cf. ArchDelt 39 (1984) Chron. 224). Of the forty-five

graves, forty were inhumations in pithoi, and five were cre-

mations. Some of the inhumations were placed inside

perimeter walls. The cemetery was used in the Iron Age and

the Archaic period (Trakosopoulou-Salakidou (1988)). Not

in Barr.

Anchialos Excavations at Anchialos (north-west of

Thessaloniki) have been conducted. Layers from the late

Mycenaean period and Iron Age were reached, while a big

pit contained sherds from the Classical period. The pottery

was partly imported, partly local ware. The excavators argue

that Anchialos can be identified with Sindos (no. 551), and

Chalastre (no. 548) with the site at Ag. Athanasios (Tiverios

(1992), pace Hatzopoulos (1996a) 107 nn. 2 and 3; idem

(1996b) 602 no. 262). A single inscription has been found at

Anchialos. A C5m Attic black-figured sherd is incised with

the name ?ργανθ#νιος in Ionic lettering (Panayotou (1996)

150 n. 39). Not in Barr.

Epanomi Four late Archaic and Classical graves were exca-

vated in 1989 (Tsibidou-Auloniti (1989)). Not in Barr.

Koukos About 4 km from Torone (no. 620), at modern

Koukos, a hill-top site has been investigated. There are

remains of a fortification wall, a settlement and a cemetery.

The original height of the wall, which is preserved to a

height of 60–80 cm, was probably more than 2 m, and the

average width is 1.25 m. The extensive settlement was proba-

bly crowded, and apparently there was no urban planning.

The area tested covers 274 m². The settlement, which was

used in the early Iron Age, and probably later, was built in six

phases. Remains of walls of ten or eleven buildings have

been found, all oriented in different directions. They proba-

bly all date to the early Iron Age. The most substantial build-

ing consists of a porch and one long chamber, 5 � 14� m. In

the cemetery ninety-eight graves have been found, appar-

ently with cremation as the only rite. There are three types of

grave: (1) cist graves (forty-nine), (2) pit graves (fifteen),and

(3) pithoi (thirty-four). There are two types of pottery: (1)

handmade northern types, of which some are Chalkidian,

and some are like the early Iron Age types found at e.g.

Vergina; part of a bowl, of the “pre-Persian” type known

from Olynthos (no. 588), was found; (2) wheel-made types,

related to late Protogeometric and sub-Protogeometric

styles at Euboia and the surrounding areas. Other finds
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include fibulae, beads, bracelets, knives and stone tools. A

mould and other finds show that metal working took place

at Koukos. The site was probably abandoned about 700.

(Carington-Smith and Vokotopoulou (1988), (1989), (1990),

(1992), (1992–93); ArchDelt 42 (1987) 370–71; Snodgrass

(1994)). Not in Barr.

Krini An unknown number of graves from the Classical

and following periods (ArchDelt 39 (1984) Chron. 224). Not

in Barr.

Nea Triglia Traces of an ancient settlement and a ceme-

tery, C5–C4 potsherds (ArchDelt 32 (1977) Chron. 202). Not

in Barr.

Ossa An urban settlement (in ancient Bisaltia) with a for-

tification wall and a citadel, which was founded in C4

(Adam-Veleni (1988)). Not in Barr.

Sourota C4 graves (ArchDelt 29 (1977–74) Chron. 697). Not

in Barr.

Thermi At modern Thermi (the so-called table of Sedhes,

a few km south of Thessaloniki) a cemetery has been exca-

vated. The 303 graves date from C8e to C4. The oldest pot-

tery dates to C8–C7, and similar pottery has been found at

Vergina, Dion, Kozani and other places. There is also C6

Corinthian pottery, pottery of Ionian type, C6m–C5e

Chalkidian ware, along with Attic black-figure pottery and

pottery dating to C5–C4. The male graves contained

weapons, and the female jewellery (ArchDelt 45 (1990)

Chron. 308–9). Moschonisioti (1988) has examined ninety-

nine graves dating from C6e to C5e. The male graves faced

west, the female east. 70 per cent of the men were buried

with weapons, while the women were buried with jewellery.

Among the finds was a C5e coin from Dikaia (no. 568). Not

in Barr.

II. The Poleis

1. Mygdonia

545. Apollonia (Apolloniates) Map 50. Lat. 40.40, long.

23.30. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

?πολλων�α, ! (Xen. Hell. 5.2.11; Dem. 9.26; IG iv².1 94.i.b.5

(359)). The city-ethnic is ?πολλωνι�της (Xen. Hell. 5.2.13).

Apollonia is called a polis in the political and urban senses

combined by Xen. Hell. 5.2.11 (Hansen (2000a) 210), and in

the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 142) and Dem. 9.26. The collective use of the

city-ethnic (abbreviated as ΑΠΟΛΛΩ) is attested inter-

nally on coins (infra) and externally at Xen. Hell. 5.2.13. It

appears from Xen. Hell. 5.3.11 that the toponym ?πολλων�α

could denote the territory as well as the town.

There has been some discussion as to how many

Apollonias there were in the Chalkidic peninsula and where

exactly they were located. Hatzopoulos (1994) has come to

the conclusion that there was only one Apollonia, and that it

was located near the southern shores of Lake Bolbe, i.e. in

ancient Mygdonia; see also Flensted-Jensen (1997) 117–21.

Xen.Hell.5.2.11 calls Apollonia and Akanthos (no.559) the

two largest poleis around Olynthos (no. 588), and relates

how in 382 they sent envoys to Sparta (no.345) to ask for help

against the expanding Chalkidian Federation. Apollonia is

recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of 359 (IG iv².1

94.i.b.15).

Remains of an undated city wall are reported by

Hatzopoulos (1994) 178. Xen. Hell. 5.3.6 mentions

Apollonia’s proasteion and its gates. According to Dem. 9.26,

Apollonia was destroyed by Philip II, though when is

unknown.

Apollonia struck coins in C4, and after 187 (Gaebler

(1926), (1935) 46–47). Obv. head of Apollo; rev. aquatic bird,

or fish; legend: ΑΠΟΛΛΩ.

Since Apollonia is called ! Χαλκιδικ� by Hegesandros

(FHG p. 420 fr. 40), it is generally assumed that Apollonia

could have been founded by the Chalkidians (West (1923) 49

n. 2; Hatzopoulos (1994) 165), when they were given a piece

of land near Lake Bolbe in 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2).

546. Arethousa (Arethousios) Map 51. Lat. 40.40, long.

23.40. Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The

toponym is ?ρ/θουσα, ! (Ps.-Skylax 66; Plut. Lyc. 31.5; IG

iv².1 94.i.b.16 (359)). The city-ethnic is recorded as

?ρεθο�σιος �π� Θρ��κης (Syll.³ 268G (C4m) �F.Delphes

iii.1 396), and after the Makedonian expansion as

’Ερεθο�σιος (probably a misspelling) Μακεδ)ν (Syll.³ 269

(c.300) �F.Delphes iii.1 186 (188?)).

Arethousa is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

66 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142). The political

sense is attested in IG ii² 43.78 and 83, where Arethousa

under the heading π#λεις α_δε is listed as one of the mem-

bers of the Second Athenian Naval League. The collective

city-ethnic is attested externally in a C4m inventory of

crowns donated to Athena in Athens (IG ii² 1437.i.18; cf. SEG

28 112). The individual city-ethnic is attested externally in a

Delphic proxeny decree of C4m (Syll.³ 268G).
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Arethousa was located in Mygdonia, on the eastern shore

of Lake Bolbe (Strabo 7 fr. 36; cf. Ps.-Skylax 66), which was

part of Makedonia in 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2). Arethousa may well

have existed in C5 (although no sources confirm that), and if

it did, it must have gained independence from Makedonia at

some time in the beginning of C4, for a brief period.

Arethousa was a member of the Second Athenian Naval

League (IG ii² 43.82). It seems certain that this was

Arethousa in Chalkidike, not the one in Euboia (Dreher

(1995) n. 103).Arethousa is recorded in the Epidaurian list of

theorodokoi of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.16).

In the cemetery (see infra) a judicial lead tablet has been

found (Moschonisioti et al. (1997)). The tablet dates from

c.300. There is no doubt that the rather mutilated text con-

cerns judicial matters: the verb καταγρ�φω (“register,

enrol”) occurs several times, in Β4 δικαστ3ς Iσα

�γ<ρ>αφο[ν] can be read, and in ∆2 τ+]ν συνδ[ικων

(195–96).

The recently excavated remains of an ancient town near

modern Rentina have been identified with Arethousa by the

excavator (Moschonisioti (1992)). One hundred and 

twenty-nine graves have been excavated, yielding pottery,

jewellery, etc. The graves date from C4m to C2m. Part of a

circuit wall was excavated, along with the foundation of a

C4l circular tower. There are reports of “Archaic and

Classical finds” from a neighbouring hill, which has been

identified with Bormiskos (no. 547). However, as the excava-

tor points out (Moschonisioti (1992) 410), it is remarkable to

find two towns located within such a short distance (and on

the same side of the river), and since there are no Archaic or

Classical finds from the hill that has been identified with

Arethousa, we may simply suggest (as already in RE s.v.) that

Bormiskos and Arethousa are connected; that for some rea-

son the inhabitants of Bormiskos left the settlement and

moved to the neighbouring hill.

547. Bormiskos Map 51. Lat. 40.40, long. 23.40. Size of

territory: 2. Type: C? Bormiskos was located near the Gulf of

Strymon, where Lake Bolbe runs into the sea (Thuc. 4.103.1),

which (at least in 432) was a part of Makedonia (Thuc.

1.58.2). The toponym is Βροµ�σκος (Thuc. 4.103.1) or

Βορµ�σκος (IG i³ 77.v.26). Apart from Steph. Byz. 176.4–5,

there is no attestation of the city-ethnic.

Thuc. 4.103.1 mentions that Brasidas stopped at

Bormiskos, but he does not give it any site-classification

(and Stephanos calls it a chorion at 176.1). However,

Bormiskos was assessed at 1,000 dr. in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.26).

Furthermore, it may have been recorded in the assessment

decree of 425/4 (the toponym is restored in IG i³ 71.iv.113).

Consequently, Bormiskos was probably a member of the

Delian League, and thus a political community.

548. Chalestre Map 50. Lat. 40.40, long. 22.45. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: A:γ. The toponym is Χαλ�στρη (Hecat. fr.

146) or Χαλ/στρη (Hdt. 7.123.3). Apart from Steph. Byz.

679.8, the city-ethnic is attested only in a very late source: IG

x.2.1 815, a second to third century ad gravestone which in

the first line has W Χαλεστρε̃[ος] (with dots under all the

letters except -εσ-). Hecat. fr. 146 calls Chalestre a polis in the

urban sense (cf. Hansen (1997b) 19). Hdt. 7.123.3 locates

Chalestre in Mygdonia, in the Thermaic Gulf.

Modern Sindos is probably identical with ancient

Chalestre (Hatzopoulos (1996a) 197).At the site a rich ceme-

tery, containing 121 graves, has been excavated. Although

half of the graves had been robbed in Antiquity, the finds

were still remarkable. Most of the graves were rectangular

pits, but there were also some cists and sarcophagi. In the

graves were found weapons and other military equipment,

and a large amount of Makedonian jewellery of exceptional

quality. Most of the vessels, however, were imported ware

from southern Greece. The finds date the cemetery to the

period C6m to C5e (Macedonians 162 with tables 153–76). At

the settlement have been found a floor with C8 pottery,

mudbrick walls destroyed in C7, successive building strata

dating from C7 to c.570 (Tiverios (1990)).A gold ring, dating

to C5m, is inscribed with the word δ+ρον in Ionic script

(Panayotou (1996) 150 n. 39).

Chalestre is called a polis in the urban sense by Hekataios

(fr. 146) and Herodotos (7.123.3). Hekataios calls it a π#λις

Θρη�κων and juxtaposes the town with Therme, which is

called a π#λις ‘Ελλ�νων Θρη�κων. The evidence suggests

that it was a Thracian polis in close contact with the Greek

world, in which case it should be deleted from this Inventory

as a non-Greek polis. Hatzopoulos, however, thinks that

Chalestre was probably a mixed settlement ((1996a) 107).

549. Herakleia (Herakleotes) Not in Barr. Lat. 40.45,

long. 22.40 (cf. Gounaropoulou and Hatzopoulos (1985)

62–71). Size of territory: ? Type: C:α? The toponym

‘Ηρ�κλεια is known only from late sources (Demitsas

160.10 (Hell. or Roman)). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηρακλε)της

(SEG 27 299 (C4e)), attested at Pella. All sources concerning

Herakleia are late (e.g. a second century ad milestone men-

tioning ! π#λις ‘Ηρακλεωτ+ν (SEG 35 754.A12–13)), but

the existence of a C4f city-ethnic indicates that the town

existed in the Classical period (see Hatzopoulos (1996a)

176), and Steph. Byz. mentions a ‘Ηρ�κλεια Μακεδον�ας,
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?µ�ντου το% Φιλ�ππου κτ�σµα (304.3). Herakleia may

have been situated on the eastern bank of the river Axios

(Hatzopoulos (1996a) 176).

A burial mound near modern Ag. Athanasios (north-

west of Thessaloniki) turned out to be an extended Archaic

and Hellenistic cemetery. It is probably the cemetery of

Herakleia (if the site near the river Axios is Herakleia). In the

excavated area ten graves were found; eight of them dated to

C6, one to C4s, and one to C3e. The Archaic graves are simi-

lar to those found at Sindos and Ag. Paraskevi. Most of the

pottery was Corinthian, but an intact Chian chalice was also

found (Tsibidou-Auloniti (1992)).

550. Lete (Letaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.45; long. 23.00. Size of

territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is Λ�τη (SEG 36 331.19

(323/2); Steph. Byz. 413.19, possibly quoting Theagenes

(C3?)) or Λητ� (Harp. Λ19, quoting Hyp. fr. 87, Sauppe).

The city-ethnic is Λητα5ος (SEG 24 544 (C4–C3)). Lete is

called a polis in late sources only (Syll.³ 700 (second century

ad); Harp.Λ19), but polis status in the Archaic and Classical

periods is indicated by the C6–C5 mint and the Nemean the-

orodokos (infra). The collective city-ethnic is used internally

on Archaic coins (infra). The individual city-ethnic is used

externally on a gravestone from Pella (SEG 24 544 (C4–C3)).

In the C4s list of Nemean theorodokoi Lete is placed after

the heading Makedonia (SEG 36 331.19), but it cannot have

become a part of Makedonia proper until after c.480, since

no city of Makedonia proper minted its own coins until C2

(Hatzopoulos (1996a) 172). Lete is recorded in the Nemean

list of theorodokoi of 323/2 (SEG 36 331.19).

Lete struck silver coins on the so-called Babylonian

standard c.530–480. Denominations: stater, ⅛ stater, and 1½

obols. Types: obv. Silen and nymph; rev. incuse square; leg-

end: sometimes ΛΕΤΑΙΟΝ (Head, HN² 197–98; Gaebler

(1935) 67–72; SNG Cop. Macedonia 191–94). However, Kraay

((1976) 148–49) does not believe that all the coins attributed

to Lete were actually issued by Lete: “Another important

coinage of this area . . . has long passed under the name of

‘Lete’, on the strength of a tentative reading of an obscure

coin-legend. Lete . . . certainly minted a few coins clearly

inscribed with its ethnic, but it is unlikely to have been

responsible for the considerable coinage under discussion.”

See also Smith (2000).

At the site of ancient Lete two cemeteries have been

found, one consisting of four C4l graves and one of twenty

C4m–C3e graves (Tsakalou-Tzanavari (1989)).

Judging from the onomastic material, Lete probably had

a mixed Greco–barbarian population until its conquest by

the Makedonians; the considerable influx of Makedonians

that followed did not lead to the extinction of the native ele-

ment (Hatzopoulos (1996a) 211–13).

551. Sindos (Sindonaios?) Map 50. Lat. 40.40, long. 22.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Σ�νδος (Hdt.

7.123.3) or Σ�νδοι (schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.4.322; Steph. Byz.

569.27). The corresponding city-ethnic may be Σινδονα5ος

(Steph. Byz. 570.3: Σινδονα5οι, Θρ��κιον �θνος, Bς

‘Εκατα5ος .ν Ε(ρ)π=η �Hecat. fr. 147). Sindos is called a

polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 7.123.3.

Hdt. 7.123.3 locates Sindos in Mygdonia, in the Thermaic

Gulf. Hatzopoulos thinks that Sindos was situated at mod-

ern Thessaloniki ((1996a) 107 n. 3). Papazoglou (1988) 201

suggests that Sindos was one of the settlements that con-

tributed to the foundation of Thessalonike in 316/15.

At modern Thessaloniki—at the so-called Toumba—

have been found remains of buildings, built in several phas-

es dating from C10 to C4 (Souereph (1990), (1992)). The

excavations clearly show that there was an important settle-

ment at the site before the foundation of Thessalonike in

316/15.

Sindos was probably a mixed settlement (Hatzopoulos

(1996a) 107).

552. Therme Map 50. Lat. 40.35, long. 22.55. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Θ/ρµη, ! (Hdt. 7.124).

Apart from Steph. Byz. 310.1, there is no attestation of the

city-ethnic. Therme is called a polis in the urban sense by

Hecat. fr. 146 (cf. Hansen (1997b) 19); Hdt. 7.124; and Ps.-

Skylax 66 (cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 151). There

is no evidence that it was a polis in the political sense as well.

Theopomp. fr. 140 seems to have called it a Thracian polisma

(cf. Hansen (2000b) 144–45).

Hdt. 7.123.3 locates Therme in Mygdonia, on the

Thermaic Gulf. The exact location of Therme is unknown,

although many scholars hold that it was the predecessor of

Thessalonike (Vickers (1981) with refs.), and others that it

was situated to the south of it, at Mikro Karabournaki

(Borza (1990) 105 n. 21; Hatzopoulos (1996a) 107 n. 4).

According to Hdt. 7.124, Therme was a base for the

Persian fleet in 480. In 432 Therme was captured by the

Athenians (Thuc. 1.61.2), but it was given back to Perdikkas

shortly after (Thuc. 2.29.6). Furthermore, Therme was one

of the three places occupied by the pretender to the throne,

Pausanias, in 368 (Aeschin. 2.27). Some Archaic coins attrib-

uted by Head, HN² 203 to Therme (cf. Zahrnt (1971) 188

n. 196) have recently been reattributed to Argilos (Liampi

(1994)).
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Therme is believed by archaeologists to have been located

near modern Karabournaki; Rhomaios examined the site in

the 1920s and found C5 sherds of Rhodian, Corinthian and

Attic pottery, as well as seventeen graves of unknown date

(they had been robbed several times) and traces of habita-

tion, also undated, along with prehistoric Makedonian pot-

tery.Rhomaios assumed that the site was inhabited from C8l

to C5s (BCH 54 (1930) 497–98). More recent investigations

have confirmed Rhomaios’findings: remains of a settlement

have been found during excavations, and the latest phase

seems datable to c.500. The pottery, both imported and

local, dates from C8 to C5. Remains of C6l brick and stone

walls of houses have been found (Tiverios et al. (1994)). In

1998 the remains of a semi-subterranean dwelling were

found; similar buildings have been found in other areas on

the fringes of the Greek world, e.g. the Euxine (Tiverios et al.

(1998) 225). For the sherds of the Mycenaean period and

later, see Tiverios (1987). About 150 m to the east of the set-

tlement a cemetery has been located, and so far twenty-eight

graves dating to C6–C5 have been excavated (Pandermali

and Trakosopoulou (1994)).

Therme was called a π#λις ‘Ελλ�νων Θρη�κων by

Hecat. fr. 146 �Steph. Byz. 679.5–6 (cf. Theopomp. fr. 140:

Θρ��κιον . . . π#λισµα (apud Harp.)), even though it seems

to have belonged to Makedonia all the time, except in 432/1.

Perhaps it was originally a mixed settlement that was taken

over by the Makedonians at an early period (see

Hatzopoulos (1996a) 107). Therme is also mentioned by Ps.-

Skylax 66, who specifically calls it a polis (on the distinction

between polis and polis Hellenis in Ps.-Skylax, see Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 151; for a different interpretation,

see Hatzopoulos (1996a) 473).

2. Bisaltia

553. Amphipolis (Amphipolites) Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long.

23.50. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

?µφ�πολις,! (Thuc. 1.106.4; Tod 150.5 (357)). The city-eth-

nic is ?µφιπολ�της (Thuc. 4.104.1; Tod 111.20 ( 380s)).

Amphipolis is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

4.102.4; Isoc. 5.2; Dem. 12.22; Aeschin. 2.27–28) and in the

political sense (Thuc. 4.106.3; Dem. 1.5, 8). The urban centre

is called polisma at Thuc. 4.103.5. The territory of

Amphipolis (called chora) is mentioned at Aeschin. 2.27 and

Tod 150.4 (called ge). The collective city-ethnic is used inter-

nally on C5l coins (infra), and in a decree of 357 (Tod

150.4–5), and externally in a treaty between the Chalkidians

and Amyntas (Tod 111.20). For the individual and external

use, see ’Επισθ/νης ?µφιπολ�της, the commander of the

peltasts of the Ten Thousand (Xen. An. 1.10.7) and the

Athenian C4 honorific decree for an Amphipolitan (IG ii²

421.5).

The site of Amphipolis was originally an Edonian settle-

ment called ’Ενν/α ‘Οδο�. In 497 Aristagoras of Miletos

tried in vain to settle the place (Thuc. 4.102.2; Diod. 12.68.3),

and in 465 the Athenians made another abortive attempt to

settle it with 10,000 colonists (Thuc. 1.100.3, 4.102.2; Diod.

12.68.2; schol. Aeschin. 2.34). They did not succeed until

437/6, when they founded a colony just south of Ennea

Hodoi and called it Amphipolis (Thuc. 4.102.3; Diod.

12.68.2; schol. Aeschin. 2.34). Hagnon was the oecist. Later

Brasidas was celebrated as the oecist of Amphipolis (Thuc.

5.11.1, alluded to at Dem. 12.21; see Malkin (1987) 228–32,

(1994) 136–37).

The population of Amphipolis consisted of Greeks from

different areas of Greece (Thuc. 4.106.1), among them a

group of Argilians (Thuc. 4.103.3) and one of Athenians

(Diod. 12.32.2). Apparently some additional Chalkidian set-

tlers (�ποικοι), led by a certain Kleotimos, caused a stasis

and had the majority of the population expelled (Arist. Pol.

1303b2–3, 1306a2). This may be connected with the fact that

the Chalkidians held Amphipolis c.363 (Dem. 23.149; see

Zahrnt (1971) 101). Expulsion of Athenians is also men-

tioned at Dem. 12.21.

In 424 Brasidas marched against Amphipolis (Thuc.

4.103; Diod. 12.68.3); his arrival triggered a stasis between a

ruling pro-Athenian faction and an anti-Athenian faction of

“traitors”; Brasidas won the town over by an agreement

whereby the pro-Athenian faction was allowed to leave

(Thuc. 4.103.5–106.3). For the history of Amphipolis in the

420s, see Hornblower (1996) 319–42,435–57.Amphipolis was

evidently an enemy of Makedonia and the Chalkidians c.393

(Tod 111.19). In 370/69 the Spartans and other Greeks, along

with Amyntas, voted that Amphipolis should be given back

to the Athenians (Aeschin. 2.32), who accordingly sent

Iphikrates to Amphipolis in the following year in order to

take the city (Aeschin. 2.27), but he did not succeed. In the

following years the Athenians made several attempts to take

Amphipolis (see Papastavru (1936) 24–31 with refs.). In 360

Philip withdrew the Makedonian garrison placed in

Amphipolis by Perdikkas III and left the city autonomos

(Diod. 16.3.3). He abandoned his claim to Amphipolis

(Diod. 16.4.1), a measure which the Athenians later took to

be a promise to restore Amphipolis to them (Dem. 2.6,

23.116). However, in 357 he laid siege to Amphipolis (Dem.

23.116) and captured the city (Dem. 12.21; Diod. 16.8.2).
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Philon and Stratokles were exiled from Amphipolis in 357/6

(Tod 150 �Syll.³ 194). Stratokles is probably the envoy who,

along with Hierax (see Theopomp. fr.42),was sent to Athens

in 357 to request them to take over Amphipolis (Dem. 1.8).

For the history of Amphipolis 395–357, see Hammond and

Griffith (1979) 230–42.

Being originally an Athenian foundation, Amphipolis

probably had a democratic constitution. Thuc. 4.104.4 men-

tions a strategos named Eukles who functioned as phylax tou

choriou. There is no evidence that the constitution changed

after Brasidas’ conquest in 424, although he appointed

Klearidas as governor (archon) of the city (Thuc. 4.132.3).

However, when Kleotimos brought in the Chalkidian settlers,

Amphipolis seems to have been ruled by the wealthy

(euporoi), and in order to obtain tyrannic powers, he

attempted a coup d’état (Arist. Pol. 1305b40–1306a4). Whether

or not he succeeded is unknown, but a decree (psephisma) of

357 was passed by the demos (�δοξεν τ+ι δ�µωι), which

points to a democratic constitution (Tod 150 �Syll.³ 194). C4

deeds of sale show that an epistates served as eponymous offi-

cial (SEG 41 562.8), and Tod 150.17 (357) refers to a board of

prostatai. For constitution and officials, see also Papastavru

(1936) 47–50. A priest of Asklepios is mentioned in several

C4m deeds of sale (Hatzopoulos (1991) �SEG 41 555–66). A

man from Amphipolis was granted proxenia at Kos in C4l

(Iscr. Cos ED 190). Amphipolis is recorded in the Epidaurian

catalogue of theorodokoi of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.18) as well

as in the Nemean of 323/2 (SEG 36 331B.17).

The urban centre of Amphipolis has been excavated, but,

apart from the fortifications, most of the remains are

Hellenistic or later (D. Lazaridis (1993)).

Thucydides mentions the agora (5.11.1) and the city wall

of Amphipolis (4.102.4, 104.1), along with the gates (4.104.4).

There were houses in the proasteion (Thuc. 4.103.5; Diod.

12.68.1). The city walls have been excavated. They are built in

isodomic or pseudo-isodomic masonry and stand to a

height of 7.25 m in some places (AAA 8.1 (1975) 56–76). The

circumference of the city wall is 7,450 m, and that of the

acropolis 2,220 m (Lorber (1990) 9; cf. D. Lazaridis (1993)

24–52). The city wall encloses an area of 250 ha, the acropo-

lis wall an area of 37 ha. The gymnasion of Amphipolis goes

back to C4 (K. Lazaridis (1988), (1989)). There was a monu-

ment to Rhesos and a temple for his mother Kleio at

Amphipolis (Marsyas, FGH 135 fr. 7; see Malkin (1987)

81–84). A temple of Athena is mentioned by Thuc. 5.10.2. A

temple of Apollo and Strymon is recorded in Syll.³ 194.15.

Lorber surveys the archaeological remains ((1990) 7–11) and

the cults of Amphipolis (ibid. 11–14).

Amphipolis struck silver coins on the Phoenician stand-

ard (and rare gold coins on the Attic, c.400) from c.413 to

c.357 (Gaebler (1935) 30ff; Head, HN² 214ff; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 37–41) or from 370 to 354 (Lorber (1990) 107).

Denominations: tetradrachms, drachms, hemidrachms,

tetrobols, triobols and obols. Types: obv. head of Apollo; rev.

race-torch in a raised frame; legend: ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ

or ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ (rare). Amphipolis struck bronze

coins as well (SNG Cop. Macedonia 42–49).

554. Argilos (Argilios) Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 23.50. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xργιλος (Hdt.

7.115.1) or Xρκιλος (IG iv².1 94.i.b.17 (359)). The city-ethnic

is ?ργ�λιος (IG i³ 270.iii.21) or ?ρκ�(λιος) (C5e–C4 coins,

infra). Argilos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt.

7.115.1; Thuc. 4.103.4) and in the political sense (Thuc.

4.103.4, 5.18.5: Peace of Nikias). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated form on C5e–C4

coins (infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 271.ii.56). For the individual and external use, see Thuc.

1.132.5 (r467).

In C5 Argilos was considered a colony of Andros (Thuc.

4.103.3). The existence of Argilos is not attested in written

sources prior to 480, but if it was an Andrian colony, it may

have been founded in C7, since it is generally assumed that

Andros established its colonies c.655 (Lauffer (1989) 114,

probably on the basis of Eusebius, who gives 655 as the foun-

dation year of Akanthos and Stagiros, Chron. 95b).

According to Hdt. 7.115.1, Argilos was located in Bisaltia.

In the territory of Argilos, across the river from

Amphipolis, was a place called Kerdylion (Thuc. 5.6.3). A

site in the vicinity of Nea Kerdyllia has been identified with

this Kerdylion. Here a section of a Classical circuit wall has

been found along with a gate (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron.

177–78). At Vrasna, also in the territory of Argilos, a five-

sided phrourion with towers has been excavated. The

phrourion dates to C4 (one coin of Philip II was found

inside it), and its perimeter was c.70 m (Adam-Veleni

(1992)).

Argilos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.iv.22) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.9) a total of twelve times. In

454/3 it paid the enormous sum of 10½ tal. (IG i³ 259.iv.22).

Some scholars find it unbelievable that Argilos could have

paid that much and want to correct the amount to 1½ tal.

(Lewis in IG i³), while others think that the amount can be

explained (Isaac (1986) 53–54). From 446/5 (IG i³ 266.ii.30)

to 438/7 (IG i³ 274.vi.15) Argilos paid 1 tal., and after that
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1,000 dr. (IG i³ 279.ii.54). Argilos is absent from the full

panel of 432/1 (IG i³ 280.ii.37–67), which may mean that it

took part in the revolt of 432, but it is listed in 430/29 (IG i³

281.ii.24) and 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.9). It was probably assessed

in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.177: [?ρ]γ�[λιοι]).

Argilos followed Brasidas (Thuc. 4.103.4), along with the

two other Andrian colonies in the area (sc. Akanthos (no.

559) and Stagiros (no. 613); Sane (no. 600), the fourth

Andrian colony, remained a loyal member of the Delian

League). In the Peace of Nikias it is stipulated that Argilos be

autonomos and liable to the tribute assessed by Aristeides

(Thuc. 5.18.5).

Argilos is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of

c.359 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.17).

There was an Aristotelian politeia of the Argilians (no.

23 �Heracl. Lemb. 75). A C4 deed of sale shows that an epis-

tates served as eponymous official (Hatzopoulos (1991)

14–19 �SEG 24 583.1–2, supposedly from Argilos:

Hatzopoulos (1996a) 192).

Apparently a group of Argilians resided in Amphipolis

and acquired citizenship there (Thuc. 4.103.4). Thucydides

uses the verb .µπολιτε�ω about them, but it is uncertain

whether this means that they had retained their civil rights

in Argilos or whether they had lost their citizenship in

Argilos when they settled in Amphipolis (Hornblower

(1996) 329).

Argilos was situated on a hill about 4 km west of the

Strymon estuary. On the southern side of the hill there were

houses, of which the earliest date from C6m, and on the

eastern side a cemetery. Parts of the city wall have been

found near the coast. The earliest finds are sherds dated to

C7m. According to the excavators, the city flourished in

C6–C5, but it lost some of its territory to Amphipolis when

that city was founded in 437, and Argilos had ceased to exist

by C3. They also claim that Argilos was destroyed by Philip

and that only the acropolis was inhabited after that. A large

square building of the Hellenistic period may be the seat of

some member of the royal Makedonian retinue (Bonias and

Perrault (1996)). East of the settlement three graves have

been found, dating from C4l/C3e.

Some late Archaic coins, formerly attributed to Therme

(Head, HN² 203), have recently been attributed to Argilos

(Liampi (1994)). Argilos struck silver coins in C5e and

bronze coins in C4. (1) Silver: denominations: tetrobols,

obols and hemiobols; obv. forepart of Pegasos; rev. incuse

square; legend: ΑΡΚΙ (SNG Cop. Macedonia 343–45). (2)

Bronze: obv. head of Apollo; rev. ΑΡΚΙ between bow and

arrow (Liampi (1994) 29–31).

555. Traïlos (Traïlios) Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long. 23.45. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is Τρ�ϊλος (IG i³

77.v.25) or Τρ�γιλα (IG iv².1 94.i.b.20 (359)) or, later,

Τρ�γιλος (Steph. Byz. 630.11); see Masson (1995). The city-

ethnic is Τραγ�λιος (Syll.³ 239B.35 (364/3)) or, on C5 coins,

Τρα�λιος (infra). The only source in which Traïlos is called

a polis is Steph. Byz. 630.11, but polis status in the Archaic and

Classical periods is indicated by membership of the Delian

League, the C5–C4 mint, and the appointment of a theor-

odokos in C4m (infra). The collective city-ethnic is used

internally on coins (infra).The external individual use of the

city-ethnic is found in CID ii 4.i.35 (360). Traïlos was the

home town of the C4 mythographer Asklepiades ((FGrHist

12) T1 �Steph. Byz. 630.12–13).

Traïlos has been identified with the site at modern

Aidonichori, c.12 km north-west of Amphipolis.A C6l–C4m

cemetery has been found, along with a large C4s–C3e

building (Nikolaïdou-Patera (1989), (1990)). See also Isaac

((1986) 5–6), who summarises the result of the excavations

carried out in 1971, and Koukouli-Chrysanthaki (1983).

Traïlos may have been a member of the Delian League. It

was assessed at 1 tal. in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.25), but it may also

have been assessed in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.112—the toponym is

restored, but the amount (1 tal.) is legible).

Traïlos is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of

360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.20).

Traïlos struck silver coins on the Phoenician standard in

C5 and bronze coins in C4f. Denomination: hemiobol.

Types: obv. corn-ear, or bunch of grapes, or head of Hermes;

rev. incuse square with ΤΡΑΙ, or ΤΡΑΙΛΙΟΝ around a

rose (Head, HN² 217; Gaebler (1935) 131–32; Robinson and

Clement (1938); SNG Cop. Macedonia 445–53).

The onomastic material from Traïlos does not support

the view that it was originally a barbarian town

(Hatzopoulos (1996a) 214, pace, e.g., Hammond and

Griffith (1979) 121 n. 5).

3. The Chalkidic Peninsula

556. Aige (Aigantios) Map 51. Lat. 40.00, long. 23.40. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Α2γ� (Hdt.

7.123.1). The city-ethnic is Α2γ�ντιος (IG i³ 269.iii.5). The

only source in which Aige is explicitly called a polis is Steph.

Byz. 38.9–39.1; but at 7.123.1 Herodotos uses the pronoun

αhται about Aige and seven other poleis on Pallene, and it is

an almost certain inference that the noun to be supplied is

π#λεις. The collective city-ethnic is attested externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 269.iii.5).
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Hdt. 7.123.1 locates Aige on Pallene, between Neapolis and

Therambos. According to Hdt. 7.123.1, Xerxes received ships

and troops from Aige in 480, which indicates that it may

have been a polis at that time. Aige was probably one of

Poteidaia’s allies when that city fought against the Persians

in 479 (Hdt. 8.128).Aige was a member of the Delian League.

It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.17) to 415/14 (IG i³

290.iii.9) a total of eighteen times, paying either 2,000 dr.

(IG i³ 259.iii.17) or 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 262.i.6). After C5 Aige is

not heard of. It is possible that it was absorbed by one of its

larger neighbours.

557. Aineia (Aineiates) Map 50. Lat. 40.30, long. 22.50. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Α]νεια (Hdt.

7.123.2) or Α]νεα (Perlman (2000) 177–78, E.1b.10 (360/59)).

The city-ethnic is Α2νι�της (IG i³ 262.iv.12) or Α2νε�της (IG

i³ 278.v.18), or Α2νει�της (IG i³ 281.ii.20), all attested in the

Athenian tribute lists. On C5l/C4f coins the variants

ΑΙΝΕΙΑΤΩΝ, ΑΙΝΕΗΤΩΝ and ΑΙΝΕΗΤΩΝ are

found (Gaebler (1935) 22).

Aineia is called a <polis> Hellenis in the urban sense by

Ps.-Skylax 66 (cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142).

Hdt. 7.123.2–3 calls it a polis mainly in the urban, but proba-

bly also in the political sense (cf. Hansen (2000a) 175–76).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins of C4 (Gaebler (1935) 22), and externally on the

Athenian tribute lists (e.g. IG i³ 278.v.18).

According to Hdt. 7.123.2, Aineia was a polis in Krousis

which in 480 provided Xerxes with troops. Aineia was a

member of the Delian League. It belonged to the Thracian

district and is registered in the tribute lists from 451/50 (IG i³

262.iv.12) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.24) a total of sixteen times,

once completely restored, paying 3 tal. (IG i³ 266.ii.34) until

430/29, when the tribute was lowered to 1,000 dr. (IG i³

281.ii.20). Aineia is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theo-

rodokoi of 360/59 (Perlman (2000) 177–78, E.1b.10). Aineia

existed down to the time of Kassandros, when it was

destroyed together with twenty-five other settlements, all

synoecised into Thessalonike (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.49.4;

Strabo 7 frr. 21, 24). Livy, however, mentions Aineia three

times in a C2 context (40.4.9; 45.27.4, 30.4), and it is record-

ed in the list of Delphic theorodokoi of 230–220 (BCH 45

(1921) 18, iii.75).

The urban centre of Aineia must have been at modern

Nea Michaniona, where there are abundant sherds and

other remains of C5–C4 (Zahrnt (1971) 143). A rescue exca-

vation has revealed twenty graves, all except one dating to

C4l, the exception being a C5 burial; between 1979 and 1982

three burial mounds were excavated; they belong to a well-

known cemetery of the Archaic and Classical periods

(Tsigarida (1994)).

Aineia struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

C6l to c.424, and on the Phoenician standard from c.424 to

c.350. Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols and diobols.

Types: obv. Aineias, Anchises, Kreusa and Askanios; legend:

ΑΙΝΕΑΣ; rev. incuse square. Later coins have obv. head of

Athena, or head of Aineias; rev. bull; legend: ΑΙΝΕΑΣ or

ΑΙΝΕ(Ι)ΑΤΩΝ, or ΑΙΝΕΗΤΩΝ. In C4f Aineia struck

bronze coins with the same types and legends (Head, HN²

214; Gaebler (1935) 20–22; SNG Cop. Macedonia 33–35).

Aineia was said to have been founded by Aineias. C6l

coins depict Aineias carrying Anchises on his shoulders,

behind Kreusa, who carries a small girl on her shoulders

(Gaebler (1935) 20; cf. Kraay (1976) 134 with no. 469). The

legend on the coin is, remarkably,ΑΙΝΕΑΣ, interpreted as

the name of the city Aineia in the genitive (Gaebler (1935)

21), although it could also be the name Aineias in the nomi-

native. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.47.6, 48.1, 49.4 also credits

Aineias with the foundation of Aineia, and he evidently has

this piece of information from Hellanikos (FGrHist 4) fr. 31.

558. Aioleion (Aiolites) Map 50. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.10:

Aioleion was situated in Bottike (infra), but the precise loca-

tion of the town is unknown; Barr.’s recording of Aioleion

south of Spartolos (no. 612) and north of Pleume (no. 595) is

just a guess; see Zahrnt (1971) 145. Size of territory: ? Type:

A:α? The toponym is hαι#λειον (IG i³ 76.53 (c.422) �Tod

68; restored: hαι#[λειον]—though hαιο[λ5ται] is equally

possible) or Α2#λειον (Theopomp. fr. 144, apud Steph. Byz.

53.2). The city-ethnic is Α2ολ�της (IG i³ 278.vi.7). Aioleion

is listed after the heading α_δε π#λες in a treaty of c.422 (IG

i³ 76.44, 53), and in the Athenian tribute lists the city-ethnic

occurs twice after the heading π#λεις α(τα� φ#ρον

ταξ�µεναι (IG i³ 278.vi.5–7, 279.ii.76–77 and 84) and once

after the heading τα5σδε (sc. π#λεσιν) �ταξαν οH τ�κται

(IG i³ 282.ii.34–36, 42); in all four cases polis is used in the

political sense. At Theopomp. fr. 144 Aioleion is attested as a

polis in the political and urban senses simultaneously. The

collective city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 278.vi.7).

Aioleion was a Bottiaian polis (Flensted-Jensen (1995)

117–18), but its exact location is unknown. C.422 the

Bottiaians entered into an alliance with the Athenians (Tod

68 � IG i³ 76). The same inscription seems to show that the

Bottiaians had formed a confederacy at that time (Flensted-
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Jensen (1995) 126–28). If they did, Aioleion must have been

one of the members (cf. IG i³ 76.53).

Aioleion was a member of the Delian League, and it is

recorded in the tribute lists three times, in 434/3 (IG i³

278.vi.7), 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.84) and 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.42),

paying 500 dr. in all three years. It is absent from the full

panel of 432/1 (IG i³ 280.ii.37–67) but was assessed for trib-

ute in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.17) (500 dr.). In C4 Aioleion may have

been a member of the Chalkidian Federation (Flensted-

Jensen (1995) 117).

559. Akanthos (Akanthios) Map 51. Lat. 40.25, long. 23.50.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xκανθος, !

(Thuc. 4.114.3; IG iv².1 94.i.b.22 (360/59)). The city-ethnic is

?κ�νθιος (Xen. Hell. 5.2.11; IG i³ 266.ii.29). Akanthos is

called a polis both in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 66; cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and in the political

sense (Thuc. 4.85.6, 5.18.5: Peace of Nikias). At Thuc. 5.18.6:

Peace of Nikias, the territorial sense is a connotation, and at

Xen. Hell. 5.2.11 polis is used in the urban and political senses

combined (Hansen (2000a) 210). The collective city-ethnic is

used internally on C5 coins (infra) and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 266.ii.29). The individual city-

ethnic is used externally by Xen. Hell. 5.2.12. Patris is found in

Amphis fr. 36, KA.

Munro (1896) 313 describes a fragment of an undated

inscription which is probably a boundary stone; only ΟΡ

∆Η ΑΚ is left; it could be restored Iρος δ�µου ?κ�νθιων,

pace CIG add.2007k,where it is interpreted Iρος ∆�µητρος

?κανθ�ας.

Akanthos may have been a colony of Andros (Thuc.

4.84.1; Strabo 7 fr. 31; Ps.-Skymnos 647), probably founded

in C7e (Panayotou (1991) 127). Although one C5e graffito

found at Akanthos was inscribed in the Andrian alphabet

(SEG 36 580), a preliminary examination of the grave mate-

rial from Akanthos does not in itself indicate that Akanthos

was an Andrian colony (H. Trakosopoulou per litt.). The

first time Akanthos is mentioned in a literary source is in

connection with Xerxes’ march in 480; from Hdt. 7.116 it

appears that Akanthos entertained Xerxes and his army in

480. Herodotos does not call Akanthos a polis, but Xerxes

declared that there existed xenia between Akanthos and

himself, which indicates status as a political unit.

Akanthos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.34) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.13) a total of

eleven times, paying 5 tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.34)

(amount not implausibly restored) and thereafter 3 tal. (IG

i³ 266.ii.29). In 424 Brasidas made an expedition against

Akanthos (Thuc. 4.84). His arrival triggered a stasis between

two opposing factions: Chalkidian supporters of Brasidas

and the demos (Thuc. 4.84.2). The Akanthians voted to

revolt against the Athenians and make a treaty with Brasidas

(Thuc. 4.88.1; cf. Syll.³ 79). According to Diod. 12.67.2,

Akanthos was the first town that Brasidas persuaded to

break away from Athens. In 423 Akanthos sent troops into

Lynkestis with Brasidas (Thuc. 4.123.1). In the Peace of

Nikias it is stipulated that Akanthos be autonomos and pay

the tribute as fixed by Aristeides (Thuc. 5.18.5). The

Akanthians were enemies of the Chalkidians in the 380s,

according to the second of the treaties between Amyntas III

and the Chalkidians (Syll.³ 135; Zahrnt (1971) 122ff). That

Akanthos was not a member of the Chalkidian Federation is

also clear from Xenophon’s description at Hell. 5.2.11 of how

in 382 Akanthos sent envoys to Sparta to obtain aid from

Sparta in order to avoid being incorporated into the

expanding Chalkidian Federation. It is highly probable that

Ass(er)a (no. 564), Akanthos’ nearest neighbour to the west,

was now a member of the Chalkidian Federation (see infra).

Apparently, Akanthos was a not unimportant town in 382:

Xenophon calls Akanthos and Apollonia “the largest of the

poleis around Olynthos”, and emphasises that the

Akanthians still had their patrioi nomoi and called them-

selves autopolitai (Hell. 5.2.14).

About 349 Akanthos sent envoys to Athens to ask for help

against Philip (IG ii² 210 � 259; Schweigert (1937) 329–32).

Akanthos was not one of the poleis in the Chalkidic penin-

sula destroyed by Philip. Not only does it appear on the C3l

Delphic list of theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) iii.86), but it is

also mentioned by Livy (31.45.16 (r200)), and the cemetery

at Akanthos was in use continuously from the Archaic

through to the Roman period.

Since the treaty with Brasidas in 424 was decided by a

secret vote (Thuc. 4.88.1) taken among the plethos (Thuc.

4.84.2), Akanthos probably had a democratic constitution,

at least at the time of the Peloponnesian War (Grayson

(1972) 64). Akanthos is recorded in the Epidaurian list of

theorodokoi in 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.22). The Akanthians

had a treasury in Delphi erected in C6 and rebuilt in 423

(Syll.³ 79; Plut. Lys. 1.1; Bommelaer (1991) no. 303).

The acropolis of Akanthos was situated on a hill over-

looking the sea and the cemetery, which was situated near

the coast. The site is partly covered by modern Ierissos. On

the acropolis not much has been found: there are remains of

walls believed to be the walls surrounding the acropolis.

They were built in two phases; the oldest part is on the east
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side of the hill. A stretch of c.30 m, c.8 m in height, has been

found. The next phase is either late Classical or early

Hellenistic. On the south part of the hill there are remains of

a square tower or possibly a gate (Trakosopoulou-Salakidou

(1996) 299–300). On top of the hill are the remains of a tem-

ple, which is contemporary with the oldest part of the wall,

i.e. probably early Classical (ibid. 301–2). Remains of one

other, early Hellenistic, building have been found: the qual-

ity and decoration of the building suggest that it may have

been a prytaneion (ArchDelt 39 (1984) Chron. 223). The

cemetery has hitherto yielded more than 9,000 graves, cov-

ering the period C7l to the third century ad. The majority of

the graves are from the Classical period (Trakosopoulou-

Salakidou (1996) 297ff). In 1998 some 400 graves which had

been uncovered in 1979 were published (Kaltsas (1998)). The

area covered by the cemetery is estimated to be at least 60

km². The earliest pottery is C7l Ionian pottery along with

pottery from Aiolis and the islands along the coast of Asia

Minor. From C6m Attic pottery is the most common type,

Corinthian the second most common. Of interest are three

sherds from Panathenaic amphoras, showing that

Akanthians had participated in and been victorious in the

Panathenaic Games. Furthermore, a C5 bronze strigil

inscribed with ∆ΕΜΟΣΙΗ has been found. It has been

suggested that the strigil “belonged to the city of Akanthos,

and had probably been registered in the gymnasium under

the number five” (Macedonians (1994) 76 pl. 9).

Akanthos struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

c.500 (or perhaps already from c.530; see Desneux (1949)) to

c.424 and on the Phoenician standard from c.424 to c.350.

Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols, triobols, diobols

and obols. (1) Silver coins: obv. lion and bull, or bull, or lion,

or head of Athena; legend: sometimes magistrate’s name;

rev. quadripartite incuse square; legend: ΑΚΑΝΘΙΟΝ. (2)

Silver coins c.392 to c.379: obv. head of Apollo; rev. quadri-

partite incuse square; legend: ΑΚΑΝΘΙΟΝ. (3) Bronze

coins, all after c.400: obv. head of Athena; rev. quadripartite

square; legend: ΑΚΑΝ (Head, HN² 204–5; Gaebler (1935)

23–29; Lorber (1990) 72–73; SNG Cop. Macedonia 1–24).

560. Akrothooi (Akrothoios) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long.

24.20 (but see Zahrnt (1971) 150–51). Size of territory: 2.

Type: A:β. The toponym is ?κρ#θ�ωον (Hdt. 7.22.3) or

?κρ#θ�ωοι (Thuc. 4.109.3). Strabo 7 fr. 35 and Steph. Byz.

63.13 have ?κρ#θωοι. The city-ethnic is ?κρ#θωιος (IG i³

77.v.33–34) or ?κροθ)της (Ps.-Skylax 66). Hdt. 7.22.3 and

Ps.-Skylax 66 (cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142)

call Akrothooi a polis in the urban sense, whereas Thuc.

4.109.3–5 probably uses polis in the political sense, using

polisma about the settlement. The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally in a C2 proxeny decree passed by

the Akrothonians’ boule and demos (SEG 46 710) and exter-

nally in the Athenian assessment decree of 422 (infra).

Akrothooi was located on Athos (Hdt. 7.22.3; Thuc.

4.109.3). It was probably a member of the Delian League,

because it revolted from Athens and joined Brasidas in 423

(Thuc. 4.109.4), but it never occurs in the tribute lists, only

in the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.33–34).

Strabo (7 frr. 33, 35) says that the five poleis on Athos were

settled by Pelasgians from Lemnos. According to Thuc.

4.109.3–4, Akrothooi had a mixed (i.e. barbarian–Hellenic)

bilingual population, but about a century later it is called a

<polis> Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 151).

561. Alapta (Alaptes) Unlocated. Type: A:α. The topo-

nym is Xλαπτα (Ps.-Skylax 66). The city-ethnic is

?λ�πτης (Galen. Ling. Hipp. 19.74). Alapta is mentioned by

Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142), who

calls it a <polis> Hellenis. The only other source to mention

Alapta is Galenos, who uses the ethnic, but calls Alapta a

chorion in Thrace.

562. Anthemous (Anthemountios) Map 50. Lat. 40.25,

long. 23.45. Size of territory: ? Type: C:α? The toponym is

?νθεµο%ς (Aeschin. 2.27), W (Thuc. 2.99.6) or ! (Dem.

6.20). The city-ethnic is ?νθεµο�ντιος (Harp. Α143) or

?νθεµο�σιος (Steph. Byz. 96.8; cf. Arr. Anab. 2.9.3).

Anthemous is classified as a polis in late lexicographers only:

viz. Harp. Α143; Steph. Byz. 96.7; Suda Α2491; and Hsch.

Α5118. But in Aeschin. 2.27 Anthemous is juxtaposed with

Therme and Strepsa, both of which were poleis: ε2ληφ#τος

δ* ?νθεµο%ντα κα� Θ/ρµαν κα� Στρ/ψαν κα� >λλ’ >ττα

χωρ�α (sc. Παυσαν�ου). For chorion used about a polis, see

Hansen (1995) 44 n. 167. Thus, on analogy with Therme and

Strepsa, Anthemous may have been a Classical polis.

Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (1987) 59 n. 155 locate

Anthemous near the church of Ag. Paraskevi 3.5 km to the

south of modern Galatista (cf. Wace (1913–14); Edson (1955)

171–72). At the site near Galatista a number of late inscrip-

tions (the earliest being from c.180) have been found, among

them two decrees and an ephebic list (Hatzopoulos and

Loukopoulou (1987) 34–67).

Hdt. 5.94.1 and Thuc. 2.99.6, 100.4 both know

Anthemous, but clearly as a district of Makedonia. From

Aeschin. 2.27 (χωρ�ον) it appears that Anthemous was an

urban centre (or perhaps a fortress). In C4 Anthemous was
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fought over by the Makedonians and the Chalkidians, and

belonged to the Chalkidians at least once (Dem. 6.20; Diod.

14.92.3 (r393), 15.19.2 (r383)). Anthemous provided

Alexander with an ile (Arr. Anab. 2.9.3). The sources seem to

indicate that Anthemous was originally a district which

belonged to the Makedonian king, and that the town

Anthemous emerged during C4.

563. Aphytis (Aphytaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.05, long. 23.30.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xφυτις,! (IG

iv².1 94.i.b.24 (360/59); Xen. Hell. 5.3.19; Paus. 3.18.3),

gen. -ιος (Thuc. 1.64.2), -εως (Theopomp. fr. 141). Steph.

Byz. (151.1) gives ?φ�τη k Xφυτις k Xφυτος. The city-

ethnic is ?φυτα5ος (IG i³ 281.ii.10).

In Ps.-Skylax 66 Aphytis is one of the toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις α_δε .ν τ=8 Παλλ�ν=η ‘Ελλην�δες,

where polis is used in the urban sense. At 7.123.1 Herodotos

uses the pronoun αhται about Aphytis and seven other

poleis on Pallene, and it is an almost certain inference that

the noun to be supplied is π#λεις. For polis in the political

sense, see Arist. Pol. 1319a10 and 14, where Aphytis is listed as

one of two examples after the heading .ν πολλα5ς π#λεσι

νενοµοθετηµ/νον. The collective city-ethnic is used exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 281.ii.10), and inter-

nally on coins (infra). For the individual and external use of

the city-ethnic, see IG i³ 1032.vi.83, 99.

According to Hdt. 7.123, Aphytis was located on Pallene

between Poteidaia and Neapolis (cf. Thuc. 1.64.2; Strabo 7 fr.

27), i.e. at modern Athytos. Arist. Pol. 1319a15–16 states that

the Aphytaians had a small territory even though the popu-

lation was large.

Aphytis supplied Xerxes with troops and ships in 480,

which indicates that at that time it was a polis in the political

sense (Hdt. 7.123.1). Aphytis was a member of the Delian

League and seems to have been a loyal member for the whole

period: it belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded

from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.i.2); it is present in the full panel of

430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.10) and also appears on the last list of

415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.5). It appears a total of sixteen times,

once completely restored, paying 3 tal. from 452/1 (IG i³

261.i.2) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.24), 1 tal. from 446/5 (IG i³

266.ii.22) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i.47), and 3 tal. again from

435/4 (IG i³ 277.v.14) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.11). It was assessed

in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.168). In an area of general rebellion,

Aphytis remained a loyal Athenian ally: it served as an

Athenian base in 432 (Thuc. 1.64.2), and it was also reward-

ed for its loyalty: an Athenian decree (IG i³ 62 (c.428/7))

granted Aphytis the privilege of importing a certain amount

of grain. It appears from the inscription that there were

(Athenian?) archontes in Aphytis (Meritt (1944) 211–29), and

that envoys were sent from Aphytis to Athens c.428 (IG i³

63.8). Aphytis was besieged, but not conquered, by Lysander

in 405/4 (Paus.3.18.3).The continued importance of Aphytis

is apparent from the fact that it is recorded in the Epidaurian

list of theorodokoi (IG iv².1 94.i.b.24 (360/59)). Aphytis was

probably synoecised into Kassandreia (Hatzopoulos

(1996a) 121, 199–200, 255).

There was an Aristotelian politeia of the Aphytaians (no.

29 �Heracl. Lemb. 72). There was a census requirement for

citizenship in C4s, but it was so low that it was passed even

by the poor (Arist. Pol. 1319a14–19).

There was a temple of Dionysos at Aphytis (Xen. Hell.

5.3.19), and according to Paus. 3.18.3 the Aphytaians wor-

shipped Ammon, whose head adorns their coins (infra).

Excavations have revealed the ruins of a C4s temple, pre-

sumably of Zeus Ammon (AAA 4 (1971) 356–67; BCH 96

(1972) 730, 736). Furthermore, south of the temple was

found a sanctuary of Dionysos (an inscribed C5 sherd reads

∆ι]ονυσο (SEG 30 586)) and the Nymphs, inside which were

sherds from C8s onwards.

For the archaeological remains at modern Athytos,dating

from C8s to the Classical period, see ArchDelt 32 (1977)

Chron. 202; ArchDelt 34 (1979) Chron. 279. Parts of a defence

wall from the Classical period have been found (ArchDelt 32

(1977) Chron. 202 with photo). Inside the sanctuary of

Dionysos were found C8s pottery, which indicates that

Aphytis was founded in C8s (AAA 4 (1971) 356–77). At Nea

Kallithea, 3 km south of Athytos, have been found sherds

etc., probably from the Classical period (ArchDelt 24 (1969)

Chron. 312). Twenty-one graves dating from C6m–C5l have

been found at Aphytis (Misaïlidou-Despotidou (2001)).

Aphytis struck coins on the Phoenician standard from

C5m (Gaebler (1935) 44–46; Robinson and Clement (1938)

273), or from c.424 (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 148) to C4m.

Head, however, does not believe that Aphytis struck coins

while a member of the Delian League, and dates all coins of

Aphytis to the period before 358 (HN² 209–10). (1) Silver, C5:

denomination: tetrobols. Types: obv. head of Zeus Ammon,

or Ares helmeted; rev. kantharos, or eagle(s), or linear

square with vine; legend: ΑΦΥ or ΑΦΥΤΑΙΟΝ. (2)

Bronze, C4f. Types: obv. Zeus Ammon, or Apollo Karneios;

rev. kantharos, or eagle(s); legend: ΑΦΥ or ΑΦΥΤΑΙΩΝ

(Head, HN² 209–10; Gaebler (1935) 44–46; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 123–28).

According to Theopomp. fr. 141 (apud Steph. Byz. 698.15),

Aphytis founded a place called Chytropolis. Stephanos calls it
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a chorion. Its location is unknown, but Zahrnt (1971) 254 sug-

gests that it may have been located in the territory of Aphytis.

564. Ass(er)a (Asserites) Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xσσα (Hdt.

7.122), or Xσσηρα, τ� (Theopomp. fr. 147 apud Steph. Byz.

136.1). Stephanos Byzantios has two entries: ’Ασσα, π#λις

πρ�ς τ�+ Xθ�ω. ‘Ηρ#δοτος Gβδ#µ=η (135.18) and Xσσηρα,

ο(δετ/ρως, π#λις Χαλκιδπεων, Θε#ποµπος ε2κοστ=8

τετ�ρτ=η (136.1). Either Assa and Assera are two different

places, or Stephanos did not know that Herodotos and

Theopompos referred to the same place. The city-ethnic is

either hασσερ�της or ?σσερ�της, both recorded in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 266.ii.26 and IG i³ 270.iii.16).

At Hdt. 7.122 Ass(er)a is twice called a polis, first in the

urban sense, but the information that Ass(er)a was one of

the poleis which supplied Xerxes with troops in 480 indicates

that polis is used in the political sense as well. Furthermore,

he locates Ass(er)a in the bay of Singos; cf. Steph. Byz. 135.18:

π#λις πρ�ς τ�+ Xθ�ω. The territory of Ass(er)a,?σσηρ5τις

(some MSS have ?σσυρ5τις) is mentioned by Arist. Hist.

an. 519a15. He says that a river named Ψυχρ#ς ran through

the territory, and that the territory was situated .ν τ=8

Χαλκιδικ8; cf. Steph. Byz. 136.1, who calls Ass(er)a a π#λις

Χαλκιδ/ων, perhaps quoting Theopompos fr. 147. The col-

lective city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian tribute

lists (IG i³ 266.ii.26).

Scholars seem to agree that the inhabitants of Ass(er)a

were the Asseritans known from the Athenian tribute lists

(e.g. Zahrnt (1971) 163). The Asseritans were members of the

Delian League: they belonged to the Thracian district and

are recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.7–8)

to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.72) a total of fourteen times. In the first

year they paid together with the Olynthians (no. 588) and

the Skablaians (no. 607). Thereafter they paid separately.

They paid 2,400 dr. (IG i³ 262.iii.22) until 438/7, when they

paid 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 274.vi.14). Since the Asseritans are not

recorded in the tribute lists after 432/1, it may be inferred

that they participated in the Revolt of 432, along with sever-

al other towns in the area (Thuc. 1.58).

It is not known whether Ass(er)a was also a member of the

Chalkidian Federation, but its location, and the fact that

Aristotle says that its territory lay .ν τ=8 Χαλκιδικ=8 (supra),

and that Theopompos probably called it π#λις Χαλκιδ/ων

(supra), suggest membership of the Chalkidian Federation.

565. Charadrous Map 51. Unlocated. Type: A:β? The

toponym is Χαραδρο%ς (Ps.-Skylax 66). Charadrous is

called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142), who lists Charadrous

between Akrothooi (no. 560) and Olophyxos (no. 587) on

Akte. Charadrous is not mentioned in any other source.

566. (Chedrolioi) Map 50. Unlocated. Type: [A]:α? The

toponym is not attested, unless the restoration suggested by

Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (1992) 126–27 is correct

(SEG 40 542, comm. to ll. 9–10), pace Vokotopoulou (1996)

215). They suggest that Γ[/δ]ρωλον is a “forme macédoni-

enne de Χ/δρωλον” (cf. Hatzopoulos (1987) on the devel-

opment of χ �γ in Makedonia). The city-ethnic is

hεδρ#λιος (IG i³ 264.iii.3) or Χεδρ#λιος (IG i³ 277.vi.25). In

434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.5–6, 16, completely restored) and 433/2

(IG i³ 279.ii.76–77, 88) the Chedrolians are recorded under

the heading π#λες α(τα� ταχσ�µεναι.

The Chedrolians were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded in

the tribute lists for the first time in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.3),

then in 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.33), 435/4 (IG i³ 277.vi.25, as

>τακτοι434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.16),and the last time in 433/2 (IG

i³ 279.ii.88), paying first 500 and later 1,000 dr. Since the

Chedrolians are absent from the full panel of 432/1, it may be

inferred that they revolted in 432, along with Poteidaia (no.

598), the Chalkidians and the Bottiaians (Thuc. 1.58.2), and

thus, that they lived somewhere in the Chalkidic peninsula.

567. Chytropolis (Chytropolites) Map 51. Unlocated. Type:

C:α. The toponym is Χυρ#πολις (Theopomp. fr. 141 apud

Steph. Byz. 698.16–18); the city-ethnic is Χυτροπολ�της

(ibid.). According to Stephanos, Chytropolis was called a

chorion by Theopompos, but Theopompos also mentioned

that it was settled (�π�ωκισµ/νον) by Aphytis. Furthermore,

he called the inhabitants Chytropolitai. It is difficult to deter-

mine whether Chytropolis was a polis, and if so, where it was

located. Zahrnt ((1971) 254) suggests that it was situated with-

in the territory of Aphytis.

568. Dikaia (Dikaiopolites) Map 50. Lat. 40.30, long.

22.55. Size of territory: ? Type: [A]:α.The toponym is ∆�καια

(IG i³ 266.ii.27; Kraay (1976) no. 392). The city-ethnic is

∆ικαιοπολ�της (IG i³ 279.ii.55–56). The Dikaiopolitai are

listed once under the heading Ηα�δε το̃ν π#λεον in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 282.ii.51, 55–56, restored in IG i³

281.ii.31ff) and again under the heading π#λεις α_δε as

members of the Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii²

43.B.9); in both contexts polis is used in the political sense.

The collective city-ethnic is attested internally on coins

(infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

279.ii.55–56).
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In the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi, Dikaia is listed

between Aineia and Poteidaia (IG ii².1 94.i.b.11 (360/59)),

and Pliny mentions it after Therme (HN 4.36). It is not,

however, mentioned by Herodotos or Ps.-Skylax in their

descriptions of the coast of the Chalkidic peninsula, so it

may be inferred that Dikaia was situated inland, somewhere

in the north-western part of the Chalkidic peninsula; see

also Viviers (1987) 194–95.

Dikaia was colonised from Eretria (IG i³ 282.ii.55–56) and

the earliest coins of Dikaia bear Eretrian types (bull/octo-

pus; see Allan (1940) 34). Dikaia was a member of the Delian

League. It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded

in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.19–20) to 429/8

(IG i³ 282.ii.55–56) a total of sixteen times, once completely

restored. It is absent from the full panel of 432/1 (IG i³

280.ii.37–67), which may indicate that it participated in the

Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58); but it is recorded in the lists of

430/29 and 429/8 after the heading α_δε τ+ν π#λεων α(τ�ν

τ�ν �παρχ�ν �π�γαγον (IG i³ 281.ii.35, 282.ii.55–56), pay-

ing 4 tal. in 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.19–20) and 5 tal. in 453/2 (IG i³

260.ix.8, ethnic partly restored). In 435/4 it paid 1 tal. (IG i³

277.vi.15–16). In 430/29 and in 429/8, however, it paid the

quota only, i.e. 100 dr. In all other years the amount is

restored by the editors. Dikaia became a member of the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.9; Kahrstedt

(1936) 440) and is also recorded in the Epidaurian list of

theorodokoi of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.11).

Dikaia struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

c.500 to c.350. Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols,

diobols and obols. (1) 500–450. Types: obv. cow, or cock: leg-

end: occasionally ∆Ι, ∆ΙΚΑ or ∆ΙΚΑΙ; rev. octopus in

incuse square. Some coins have the city’s name in full:

∆ΙΚΑΙΑ. There are several other types. (2) C4f. Types: obv.

head of Athena, or female head; rev. bull; legend:

∆ΙΚΑΙΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ (Head, HN² 213–14; Gaebler (1935)

59; SNG Cop. Macedonia 156).

569. Dion (Dieus) Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 24.10. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is ∆5ον, τ� (Hdt.

7.22.3; Thuc. 4.109.3). The city-ethnic is ∆ιε�ς (IG i³

269.ii.35; Thuc. 5.35.1).

Dion is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 7.22.3 and

Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142),

whereas Thuc. 4.109.3–5 probably uses polis in the political

sense,using polisma about the settlement.The collective and

external use of the city-ethnic is attested in the Athenian

tribute lists (e.g. IG i³ 269.ii.35). Dion was situated on Athos

(IG i³ 272.ii.59; Hdt. 7.22.3; Thuc. 4.109.3).

Dion was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.ii.26, restored) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.22) a total of seven-

teen times, three times completely restored, paying 1 tal.

throughout the period (IG i³ 269.ii.35). In 454/3 it formed a

syntelic group with Sane and Olophyxos. During the

Peloponnesian War Dion withstood an attack from Brasidas

in 423, and consequently its territory was ravaged (Thuc.

4.109.5). The incident indicates that Dion was fortified. In

421 Dion took Thyssos, which was situated about 10 km

from Dion on the opposite coast of the peninsula (Thuc.

5.35.1). Thyssos was an Athenian ally at that time, and Dion

may have been so too, since it is known that it did not revolt

against Athens and join the Chalkidians until 417 (Thuc.

5.82.1). Dion was also a member of the Second Athenian

Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.32–33). C.349 Dion may have sent

envoys to Athens (the text is restored ∆ι[8ς], l.4) to ask for

help against Philip (IG ii² 210 � 259; Schweigert (1937)

329–32).

A C4 coin found in 1928 may be attributed to Dion: obv.

Athena; rev. tripod; legend:∆ΙΕΩΝ. It is uncertain whether

the coin was issued in Dion in Pieria or Dion on Akte, but

Robinson and Clement prefer Dion on Akte ((1938) 282; cf.

Hatzopoulos (1996a) 172).

According to Strabo (7 frr. 33, 35), Dion and the four other

poleis of Athos were founded by Pelasgians from Lemnos.

Thuc. 4.109.3 informs us that in his day Dion had a mixed

(i.e. barbarian–Hellenic) bilingual population, but a cen-

tury later Dion is called a <polis> Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 66

(Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1998) 151).

570. Eion Not in Barr. Maps 50–51. Unlocated. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: C:α. Only the toponym ’Ηι)ν is known

(Thuc. 4.7). Virtually nothing is known of Eion, which

Thuc. 4.7 calls a Μενδα�ων �ποικ�α, perhaps indicating

that it was a polis. It is not the same as its better-known

namesake on the Thracian coast: Steph. Byz. distinguishes

between the two and calls this one π#λις .ν χερρον�σ�ω,Bς

Θουκυδ�δης and then adds: �στι κα� >λλη πρ�ς τ=8

Πιερ��α (cf. Eust. Il. 2.92). It is clear from Thuc. 4.7 that Eion

was an enemy of the Athenians in 425, but whether that

means that it was once a member of the Delian League and

had revolted in 432, or that it had never been a member, is

unknown. It never occurs in the Athenian tribute lists. In 425

the Athenians took Eion by treachery, which indicates that it

was fortified (Thuc. 4.7).

571. Gale(psos) (Galaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long. 23.40.

Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A: α. The toponym is
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Γαληψ#ς (Hdt. 7.122; cf. Kinch (1894) 149). The city-ethnic

is Γαλα5ος (IG i³ 278.vi.8), which may be a derivative of a

toponym *Γ�λη; if the coins discussed below belong to the

present community, they attest the city-ethnic Γαλ�ψιος. It

is possible that Herodotos confounded the name of *Gale

with that of Galepsos (no. 631) in the Thasian peraia (Thuc.

4.107.4), so that the toponym is in fact *Gale and not

Galepsos (Kinch (1894) 149, followed by Zahrnt (1971) 178,

pace Lepper (1962) 35); there may, however, be numismatic

evidence in support of Herodotos’ form if the coins

inscribed ΓΑΛΗΨΙΩΝ (infra) were struck by the present

community. Hdt. 7.122 calls Gale(psos) a polis principally in

the urban, but probably also in the political sense. The polit-

ical sense is attested in IG i³ 278.vi.5, 8 and 279.ii.76, 78,

where the Galaians are listed under the heading π#λεις

α_δε. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 278.vi.8).The undat-

ed Athenian grave inscription with the ethnikon Galepsios

(SEG 32 297) probably belongs to Galepsos (no. 631) in the

Thasian peraia.

According to Hdt. 7.122, Gale(psos) was situated on

Sithonia between Torone and Sermylia. Zahrnt (1971) 178

locates Gal(epsos) south of Neos Marmaras, where a pithos

grave containing Archaic Attic and Corinthian pottery has

been found (ArchDelt 42 (1987) Chron. 371). For a sanctuary

presumably in its territory, see supra 815 on Parthenopolis.

Gale(psos) supplied Xerxes with troops and ships in 480

(Hdt. 7.122). It was a member of the Delian League. The

Galaians belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded

for the first time in 436/5 (IG i³ 276.v.26) and in the sub-

sequent three years. In 435/4 the Galaians are recorded as

>τακτοι (IG i³ 277.v.31). In 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.8) and in

433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.78) they are listed after the heading π#λεις

α(τα� φ#ρον ταξ�µεναι, paying 500 dr. in 436/5 and 435/4,

and 3,000 dr. in 434/3 and 433/2. Since Gale(psos) is not

recorded in the lists after 432/1, it may have participated in

the Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2) and was presumably one of

the poleis that took part in the synoecism of Olynthos (no.

588) in 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2; Zahrnt (1971) 54). The wording of

Thuc. 1.58.2 (π#λεις . . . καταβαλ#ντας and καθαιρο%ντες

τ3ς π#λεις) suggests that the city was destroyed in connec-

tion with the synoecism. It was assessed at 10 dr. in 422/1 (IG

i³ 77.v.24).

In the early 1970s a bronze coin (a) was found at the pre-

sumed site of Gale(psos) (Demetriadi (1974)). Type: obv.

young male head; rev. forepart of goat looking back; legend:

ΓΑΛΗΨΙΩΝ. One other specimen (b), bought from a

coin dealer, is known. The coins have been dated tentatively

to C4f. The provenance of the coin found on Sithonia is 

the reason why these two coins have been attributed to the

Gale(psos) under discussion and not to its namesake in the

Thasian peraia (no. 631). Demetriadi (1974) claims that no

coins from the Thracian Gale(psos) are known. However, in

1936 Bon published a coin (c) found during the excavations

of Thasos and now (at least in 1936) in the Numismatic

Museum in Athens, which she claims was struck at Galepsos

(no. 631) in the Thasian peraia. There is absolutely no doubt

that Bon and Demetriadi describe the same coin type. The

diameters of (a) and (b) are 14 and 15 mm respectively, and

the diameter of (c) is 13 mm. All three have on the obv. an

identical head of a young man (Dionysos?) wearing an ivy

wreath. On the rev., coins (b) and (c) have the forepart of a

goat (again the types are identical) facing l., and on (a) the

goat faces r. All three have the legend ΓΑΛΗΨΙΩΝ.

Hatzopoulos attributes the coins to Galepsos in the Thasian

peraia (in conversation).

572. Gigonos Map 50. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.00. Size of terri-

tory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α? The toponym is Γ�γωνος (Hdt.

7.123.1; IG i³ 278.vi.32). Apparently the C2 author

Artemidoros called it Γιγων�ς, ! (Steph. Byz. 208.2). Apart

from Steph. Byz. 208.1 there is no attestation of the city-

ethnic. Hdt. 7.123.2–3 calls Gigonos a polis in the urban and

political senses combined (cf. Hansen (2000a) 175–76), and

the political sense is attested in IG i³ 278.vi.19, 32, where

Gigonos is listed under the heading π#λες. According to

Hdt. 7.123.1, Gigonos was located in Krousis.

Gigonos was a member of the Delian League, but is

recorded only once in the tribute lists, in 434/3 (IG i³

278.vi.32), paying along with the Tindaians (no. 619), Kithas

(no. 579), Smila (no. 611) and Haisa (no. 573), under the

heading π#λεις �ς οH 2διω̃ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν. It

was perhaps assessed in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.84, completely

restored).

573. Haisa Map 50. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.05. Size of territo-

ry: 1? Type: A:α. The toponym is hα5σα (IG i³ 278.vi.33).

Apart from Steph. Byz. 54.11, there is no attestation of the

city-ethnic.

Hdt. 7.123.2 mentions a polis Λ�σαι in Krousis. Lisai is not

known from any other source, and it is commonly assumed

that ∆�σαι is a scribal error for Α{σα (Zahrnt (1971) 145). If so,

Hdt.7.123.2–3 calls Haisa a polis mainly in the urban,but prob-

ably also in the political sense (cf. Hansen (2000a) 175–76). In

the Athenian tribute lists Haisa is recorded under the heading

π#λεις �ς οH 2διο∼ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (IG i³

278.vi.18–21, 33), where polis is used in the political sense.
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Haisa was a member of the Delian League. However, it

occurs only once in the tribute lists: viz. in 434/3 (IG i³

278.vi.33), where it pays along with the Tindaians (no. 619),

Kithas (no. 579), Smila (no. 611) and Gigonos (no. 572). They

pay 3,000 dr.altogether.The toponym is completely restored

in the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.85), but the

amount (3,000 dr.) is legible. Haisa may have been listed in

the assessment decree of 422/1 (the heading in IG i³

77.v.41–42 is restored [π#λε]ς [Κροσσ�]δος).

Excavations at Nea Kallikrateia have revealed potsherds

from the early Iron Age and the Geometric period (ArchDelt

31 (1976) Chron. 247), and remains of a C5 settlement

(ArchDelt 29 (1973–74) Chron. 697, 677–78).According to the

excavators, the site is a colony of at least C8l. It was occupied

until the beginning of Christian times. The site has not yet

been positively identified with Haisa (ArchDelt 32 (1977)

Chron. 202). Additional finds (C5 graves) are mentioned in

ArchDelt 33 (1978) Chron. 236, 34 (1979) Chron. 279.

574. Istasos Map 51. Unlocated. Type: C:? The toponym is

;Ιστασος (IG i³ 77.v.16). Istasos may have been a member of

the Delian League. In 422/1 it was assessed at 500 dr. (IG i³

77.v.16), but is unattested in the tribute lists. The editors of

the Athenian tribute lists (ATL i. 538) identify Istasos with

Pistasos (s.v.).

575. Kalindoia Map 50. Lat. 40.35, long. 23.20. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: [A]:α. The toponym is Καλ�νδοια (IG i³

76.45 �Tod 68 (422); IG iv².1 94.i.b.13 (360/59)); Steph. Byz.

75.7 gives ?λ�νδοια. Apart from Steph. Byz. 75.8, there is no

attestation of the city-ethnic. Kalindoia is listed under the

heading α_δε π#λες in a treaty of c.422 (IG i³ 76.44, 45),

where polis is used in the political sense.

Kalindoia was situated in northern Bottike, perhaps on

the border with Mygdonia, but it was clearly a Bottiaian polis

(Flensted-Jensen (1995) 112–15).C.422 the Bottiaians entered

into an alliance with the Athenians (Tod 68 � IG i³ 76). The

same inscription seems to show that the Bottiaians had

formed a confederacy at that time (Flensted-Jensen (1995)

126–28). If they had, Kalindoia must have been one of the

members (cf. Tod 68.46).

Kalindoia is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi

of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94 i.b.13). The name of the theorodokos

was Παυσαν�ας, who was probably the pretender to the

Makedonian throne in 368/7 (Aeschin. 2.27) and in 360/59

(Diod. 16.2.6). He may also be the Pausanias who issued his

own coins (M. C. J. Miller (1986)). In 323 Kalindoia and three

neighbouring territories were given to the Makedonians by

Alexander (SEG 36 626.4–8).

At modern Kalamoto (possibly the site of Kalindoia) pot-

tery from the Classical through the Roman periods has been

found, along with seven pits containing Archaic sherds

(Sismanides and Keramaris (1992)).

576. Kamakai Map 50. Unlocated. Type: A:? The

toponym is Καµακα� (IG i³ 285.iii.11 (C5)) or [Κ]εµακα�

(IG i³ 76.47 �Tod 68.48 (422)). The city-ethnic is not

recorded in any source. Kamakai is listed under the heading

α_δε π#λες in a treaty of c.422 (IG i³ 76.44, 47), where polis is

used in the political sense.

Kamakai was a Bottiaian polis situated in the vicinity of

Kalindoia, i.e. probably in northern Bottike (Flensted-

Jensen (1995) 116–17). The name of its territory was

Καµακα�α (SEG 36 626.9). C.422 the Bottiaians entered

into an alliance with the Athenians (Tod 68 � IG i³ 76). The

same inscription seems to show that the Bottiaians had

formed a confederacy at that time (Flensted-Jensen (1995)

126–28). If so, Kamakai must have been one of the members

(cf. Tod 68.48). Its territory was given to the Makedonians in

323/2 by Alexander (SEG 36 626.4–8).

Kamakai was a member of the Delian League; it belonged to

the Thracian district, but it is recorded only once in the tribute

lists, namely in 421/20 (IG i³ 285.iii.11), paying only 600 dr.

About the same time the Bottiaians had probably formed a

confederacy of which Kamakai was a member (IG i³ 76).

577. Kampsa Map 50. Unlocated. Type: A:α? The

toponym is Κ�µψα (Hdt. 7.123.2) or Κ�ψα (Steph. Byz.

370.18). ΚΑ is the legend on coins of C5e (Head, HN² 212)

and may represent the city-ethnic *Καµψα5ος or

*Καψα5ος, the latter being the city-ethnic suggested by

Steph. Byz. 370.19. Hdt. 7.123.2–3 calls Kampsa a polis mainly

in the urban sense,but probably in the political sense too (cf.

Hansen (2000a) 175–76).

Kampsa was located in Krousis (Hdt. 7.123.2). Some

scholars have argued that the Skapsaians recorded in the

Athenian tribute lists are the inhabitants of Kampsa (Zahrnt

(1971) 232, followed by Barr.).

Kampsa may have struck silver coins before 480 (on the

attribution to Kampsa, see Flensted-Jensen (1997) 122–25).

Denomination: tetrobols. Types: obv. ithyphallic ass and

kylix; rev. mill-sail pattern and ΚΑ in two of four triangles

(Head, HN ² 212; Gaebler (1935) 66–67; SNG Cop. Macedonia

146). For the type, see Wroth (1900) 275–76). The reverse

punch is the same as that used for some of the coins of

Mende (Gaebler (1935) 66–67). Likewise, an ithyphallic ass is

also depicted on the earliest coins of Mende, though it is not

the same die.
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578. Kissos (Kisseites) Unlocated. Type: C:α? The topo-

nym is Κισσ#ς (Strabo 7 frr. 21, 24). The city-ethnic is

Κισσε�της (SEG 40 542.14 (C4)). The only literary source to

mention Kissos is Strabo, who says (frr. 21, 24) that

Kassandros founded Thessalonike by synoecising Kissos

and other polismata and polichnia respectively. However, the

city-ethnic is known from an inscription (SEG 40 542)

which can be dated either to c.350 and assigned to north-

western Chalkidike (Hatzopoulou and Loukopoulou (1992)

123–45), or to 294/3 and assigned to south-eastern

Chalkidike (Vokotopoulou (1996)). The inscription con-

cerns the boundaries of various communities.

An ancient settlement at the top of Mt. Chortiatis in

north-western Chalkidike has been investigated by

Bakalakis (1956). It consists of a circuit wall (250 � 40 m)

with remains of houses. The pottery found at the settlement

dates it to C4. Hammond thinks that this must be ancient

Kissos (Hammond (1972) 187; cf. Edson (1947) 89).

579. Kithas Map 50. Lat. 40.25, long. 23.05. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: A:? Only the toponym Κ�θας is known, from an

Athenian tribute list in which Kithas is recorded under the

heading π#λεις �ς οH 2δι+ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν

(IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 30), where polis is used in the political

sense. Kithas may have been a Bottiaian polis (Flensted-

Jensen (1995) 123–24).

Kithas was a member of the Delian League. However, it is

recorded only once in the tribute lists, in 434/3 (IG i³

278.vi.30), paying 3,000 dr. along with the Tindaians (no.

619), Smila (no. 611), Gigonos (no. 572) and Haisa (no. 573).

The toponym is completely restored (but the amount is leg-

ible) in the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.83).

580. Kleonai Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long. 24.15. Size of terri-

tory: 1 or 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is Κλεωνα�, αH (Hdt.

7.22.3; IG i³ 278.vi.23 (C5)). Hdt. 7.22.3 and Ps.-Skylax 66 (cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) call Kleonai a polis

in the urban sense, whereas Thuc. 4.109.3–5 probably uses

polis in the political sense, using polisma about the settle-

ment. In the Athenian tribute lists Kleonai is twice recorded

under the heading π#λεις (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 23 and

279.II.89–92, 93). Hdt. 7.22.3 locates it on Athos.

Kleonai was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed four times, in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.23), 433/2 (279.ii.93),

430/29 (281.iii.62, completely restored) and 429/8

(282.ii.49), always with its toponym. In 434/3 and 433/2 it is

listed under the heading π#λεις �ς οH 2δι+ται .ν/γραψαν

φ#ρον φ/ρειν (IG i³ 278.vi.23, 279.ii.93), in 430/29 (IG i³

281.iii.62) under the heading τα5σδε ! βουλ� κα� οH

πεντακ#σιοι κα� χHλιοι �ταξαν (but here the name is com-

pletely, and the amount partly, restored), and in 429/8 under

the heading τα5σδε βουλ� σLν τ�+ δικαστηρ��ω �ταξαν

(IG i³ 282.ii.49; the amount is completely, and the name

partly, restored; it seems plausible, however, that Κ[..]ον[..]

should be restored Κ[λε]ον[α�]). Kleonai paid 500 dr. in all

four years. The editors of the Athenian tribute lists have sug-

gested that the poleis listed after the headings α(τα� and

2δι+ταιwere either cases of apotaxis or they were isolated or

peripheral towns that had not been members of the Delian

League (ATL i. 455). If Kleonai was a case of apotaxis, we

must assume that it had previously paid along with one of

the poleis in its immediate vicinity—for instance Thyssos

(no. 618), Dion (no. 569) or Olophyxos (no. 587)—and we

could reasonably (albeit not necessarily) have expected the

payments by these towns to be lower in 434. But there are no

such changes in the payments of Thyssos, Dion or

Olophyxos, so it is equally likely that Kleonai belongs to the

group of poleis which were isolated and peripheral. The year

434/3 was probably the first year of a new assessment period,

but Kleonai was not assessed by the normal procedure: it

was added to the list of those already assessed. The same

thing happened in the following year (433/2), but in 430/29 it

was assessed by the boule and a court of 1,500. The editors of

the tribute lists interpret this as a sanctioning of Kleonai’s

assessment (ATL i. 457). In 424/3 it joined Brasidas 

(Thuc. 4.109.4), but in 422/1 it was assessed at 100 dr. (IG i³

77.v.14).

According to Aristotle (Heracl. Lemb. 62), Kleonai was

colonised by Chalkidians from Elymnios (in Euboia �no.

365; see Bakhuizen (1976) 15), whereas Strabo (7 fr. 35) says

that Pelasgians from Lemnos settled the five poleis on Athos.

Thuc. 4.109.3 says that Kleonai had a mixed bilingual (i.e.

Hellenic–barbarian) population, but about a century later

Ps.-Skylax 66 calls it a polis Hellenis (Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 151).

581. Kombreia Map 50. Unlocated. Type: A:? The topo-

nym is Κ)µβρεια (Hdt. 7.123.2). Kinch (1894) 152 has sug-

gested that the ending -βρεια is the Thracian word βρια

(meaning “town”) found in, e.g., Selymbria (see Detschew

(1957) s.v. -bria), and some MSS do in fact have Κωµβρ�α.

The city-ethnic is Κοµβρε�της (SEG 38 681.14, an ephebic

inscription of the first century ad; see Papazoglou (1988)

419). It is significant that the city-ethnic occurs several cen-

turies later than the latest reference to the town. This may

mean that the town existed from c.500 until the first century

ad, but it may also mean that the (former) city-ethnic was
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used as a name, just as the city-ethnic ’Ολ�νθιος is attested

long after the city Olynthos was destroyed (s.v. Olynthos).

Hdt. 7.123.2–3 calls Kombreia a polis mainly in the urban

sense, but probably in the political sense too (cf. Hansen

(2000a) 175–76). Kombreia was situated in Krousis and pro-

vided Xerxes with troops in 480 (Hdt. 7.123.2).

582. Lipaxos Map 50. Unlocated. Type: A:? The toponym

is Λ�παξος (Hdt. 7.123.2). Apart from Steph. Byz. 418.7, the

city-ethnic is not attested. Hecat. fr. 149 (apud Steph. Byz.

418.7) mentioned Lipaxos, but it is not clear whether he also

called it a polis (cf. Hansen (1997b)). Hdt. 7.123.2–3 calls

Lipaxos a polis mainly in the urban sense, but probably in

the political sense too (cf. Hansen (2000a) 175–76). Hdt.

7.123.2 locates Lipaxos in Krousis and says that it supplied

Xerxes with troops in 480.

583. Mekyberna (Mekybernaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.15, long.

23.25. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Μηκ�βερνα, ! (Hdt. 7.122; Harp. Μ31) or Μηκ�περνα

(Strabo 7 fr. 29). The city-ethnic is Μηκυβερνα5ος (Thuc.

5.18.6) or Μεκυπερνα5ος (IG i³ 263.iii.15; cf. Strabo 7 fr. 29,

who gives the corresponding toponym).

Mekyberna is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-

Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and in

the urban and political senses combined by Hdt. 7.122. At

Thuc. 5.18.6 (Peace of Nikias) the territorial sense is a con-

notation. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (e.g. IG i³ 263.iii.15).

Hdt. 7.122 locates Mekyberna between Sermylia (no. 604)

and Olynthos (no. 588) on Sithonia. According to Harp.

Μ31, it was located 20 stades (3.6 km) from Olynthos, and

excavations confirm this (Mylonas (1943) 78).

It is not known who founded Mekyberna or when it was

founded. The earliest attestation of Mekyberna is in Hecat.

fr. 150; but the settlement identified with Mekyberna goes

back to the early Archaic period (infra). Mekyberna sup-

plied troops and ships to Xerxes in 480 (Hdt. 7.122).

Mekyberna was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.10), in which year it formed

a syntelic group along with Stolos (no. 614) and the

Polichnitans (no. 596). It is recorded for the last time in the

list of 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.46), which probably means that it

took part in the Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58). It was assessed for

tribute in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.23, 10 dr.). Mekyberna is recorded

in the tribute lists sixteen times, twice completely restored,

paying 1 tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.15) and in 447/6 (IG i³

265.i.12), 4,000 dr. from 446/5 (IG i³ 266.ii.23) to 440/39 (IG

i³ 272.ii.45), and 1 tal. again from 436/5 (IG i³ 277.v.19) to

433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.46).

According to the Peace of Nikias (Thuc. 5.18.6), the

Mekybernaians, the Sanians (no. 600) and the Singaians

(no. 605) were to live in their own poleis (ο2κε5ν τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς Gαυτ+ν)—many take this to mean that Mekyberna had

taken part in the synoecism of Olynthos in 432 (in which

connection it was probably razed; cf. the wording of Thuc.

1.58.2: π#λεις . . . καταβαλ#ντας and καθαιρο%ντες τ3ς

π#λεις) and was now to be re-established as a polis

(Demand (1990) 76–77). Mekyberna was garrisoned by the

Athenians, but in 420 it was captured by the Olynthians

(Thuc. 5.39.1; cf. Diod. 12.77.5). In 349, before attacking

Olynthos, Philip captured Mekyberna by treachery (Diod.

16.53.2). Robinson (Robinson and Clement (1938) 373–74; cf.

Robinson (1952) 403) thinks that the city was not destroyed

by Philip, and that it was still inhabited in Alexander’s time

(down to Kassandros). Ps.-Skymnos 641 refers to it as no

longer in existence.

Strabo (7 fr. 29) calls Mekyberna epineion Olynthou,

which may be insignificant, but an underwater survey has

shown that it is very likely that Mekyberna was actually the

harbour town of Olynthos (AAA 21 (1988) 102–1; see also

Mylonas (1943) 78). The ancient site near the harbour dates

to the period 432–316.

During the excavations of Olynthos, Robinson (1935)

229–31 found “the Hippodamian plan of the town

[Mekyberna]”, along with shops and houses. Seven streets

have been found, unpaved and c.2.5 m wide (Mylonas (1943)

82). The houses differ very much in size, layout, etc. from

those excavated at Olynthos (ibid. 84). Contrary to what has

been found at Olynthos, there were no drainage alleys at

Mekyberna (ibid.). The settlement goes back to the early

Archaic period (ibid. 86).

584. Mende (Mendaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.00, long. 23.25.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μ/νδη, !

(Hdt. 7.123.1; Thuc. 4.121.2) or Μ/νδα (IG iv².1 94.i.b.26

(360/59)). The city-ethnic is Μενδα5ος (SEG 13 313 (C4)).

On Archaic coins it is sometimes ΜΙΝ∆ΑΟΝ or

ΜΙΝ∆ΑΙΟΝ (Gaebler (1935) 73–74). Mende is attested as a

polis both in the urban sense (Thuc. 4.129.3) and in the polit-

ical sense (Thuc. 4.121.2; Arist. Oec. 1350a8, 14); in Ps.-Skylax

66 Mende is the second of the toponyms listed after the 

heading π#λεις α_δε .ν τ=8 Παλλ�ν=η ‘Ελλην�δες, where

polis is used in the urban sense. The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally on coins of C5f (infra) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (e.g. IG i³ 270.iii.20) and in
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literary sources (Thuc. 4.123.2; Arist. Oec. 1350a6). The indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally on a C4m

Megarian gravestone (SEG 13 313) and in Plato’s reference to

?ντ�µοιρος W Μενδα5ος (Prt. 315E).

The territory, called γ8, is mentioned by Thuc. 4.130.2,

who says that it bordered on that of Skione (no. 609) and

was ravaged by Nikias. Hdt. 7.123.1 locates Mende on Pallene

between Skione and Sane (no.601) (cf.Ps.-Skylax 66).About

4 km from Mende, on a promontory, a sanctuary of

Poseidon was found in 1989, with building remains of

C6l–C5 and pottery of C6e (Vokotopoulou (1989), (1990a),

(1991)). It is probably identical with the Ποσειδ)νιον situ-

ated in the territory of Mende (Thuc. 4.129.3).

No literary source gives the date of the colonisation of

Mende, but according to the sources the site was a colony

from Eretria (Thuc. 4.123.1; cf. Harp. s.v.Μ/νδη). This is sup-

ported by the archaeological remains: the late Mycenaean

and early Geometric pottery found at the site of ancient

Mende is similar to that found at Lefkandi (ArchDelt 42

(1987) Chron. 368–69, pace Papadopoulos (1996)).

Furthermore, peculiar stone-paved circles (diameter 1.80

m), similar to those found at Lefkandi, have been found

inside house Η,which dates to C8, along with pendant semi-

circle skyphoi (ArchDelt 45 (1990) Chron. 315 and fig. 141a;

Vokotopoulou (1990a)).Most scholars think that Mende was

founded in C8 (Boardman (1980) 229). However, it seems

that the site of Mende was occupied long before the coloni-

sation took place, and that it had links with Euboia from a

very early period. For interpretations of the finds, see

Snodgrass (1994) and Papadopoulos (1996) 163–65.

According to Hdt. 7.123.1, Mende supplied troops and

ships to Xerxes in 480. Mende was a member of the Delian

League. It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded

in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.15) to 415/14 (IG i³

290.iii.10) a total of nineteen times,paying between 5 tal. (IG

i³ 268.iii.5) and 15 tal. (IG i³ 259.iii.15), but mostly 8 tal. (IG

i³ 262.i.7). In 423 Mende joined Brasidas, even though

Athens and Sparta had already concluded an armistice

(Thuc. 4.123; cf. Diod. 12.72.7). The uprising was instigated

by an oligarchic faction which seems to have forced the

majority to accept the defection (Thuc. 4.123.2, cf. 4.121.2);

an oligarchic constitution was adopted (4.130.7); a

Peloponnesian garrison was placed in the city; and Brasidas

had the women and children sent to Olynthos (no. 588)

(Thuc. 4.123.4). The Athenians sent a force of 50 triremes,

1,000 hoplites and a higher number of light-armed soldiers

against Mende (4.129.2). They took the proasteion, ravaged

the territory, and eventually captured the city, when the

Mendaian demos took up arms against the oligarchs and the

Peloponnesian garrison and opened the gates (Thuc.

4.129–30). Having arranged a siege of the oligarchs and the

Peloponnesians (4.131.3), who made a last stand on the

acropolis, the Athenians left a garrison in Mende, ordering

that the Mendaians restore their (democratic) constitution

and prosecute the leaders of the Revolt (Thuc. 4.130.7;

Gehrke, Stasis 111–12).

From the treaty of the 380s between Amyntas III and the

Chalkidians, it appears that the Mendaians were enemies of

the Chalkidians (Syll.³ 135.19 �Tod 111), and Mende is

known to have been at war with Olynthos at some point in

C4 (Arist. Oec. 1350a11–14). Mende was probably not

destroyed by Philip, but it may have lost its polis status. It is

called a vicus maritimus of Kassandreia c.200 (Livy 31.45.14).

In C4e Theotimides, a citizen of Mende was granted pro-

xenia by Elis (no. 251) (SEG 15 241). About the same time,

perhaps a little earlier, some Mendaians were granted pro-

xenia in Delphi (no. 177) (SEG 31 557; BCH 105 (1981)

433–40). Mende is recorded in the Epidaurian list of

theorodokoi of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.26).

Thuc. 4.130.6–7 and 131.3 mentions that Mende had a for-

tified acropolis. A Geometric wall surrounding the pre-

sumed acropolis of Mende has been found (AR (1992–93)

54). Thucydides also mentions the walls (4.130.3) and gates

(4.130.2,5) of Mende,along with the proasteion (4.130.1).The

harbours of Mende are mentioned at Arist. Oec. 1350a6.

Excavations at Mende have revealed various remains: a

destruction layer from C4m can perhaps be connected with

the Makedonian invasion in 356 or 348 (ArchDelt 41 (1986)

Chron. 148). Pits (probably used for storage) filled with

debris from the Mycenaean to the Geometric periods show

that the site of Mende was inhabited from an early period

(ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 149). Two houses have been exca-

vated in the proasteion, which seems to have been occupied

continuously from C8 to C4 (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 147,

42 (1987) Chron. 369). Underneath house Θ (C8m) were

found six more habitation layers, the earliest of C9m

(Vokotopoulou (1990a)). A cemetery has been found near

the coast. It was in use from C8l to C7l/C6e. By 1990, 214

graves had been found.

Mende struck silver coins on the Euboic standard

c.500–c.424 and on the Phoenician standard c.424–c.358.

Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols, obols, hemiobols,

tritemorias and tetartemoria. (1) Silver, 500–450: types: obv.

ithyphallic ass with crow on back; legend: ΜΕΝ, ΜΙΝ,

ΜΙΝ∆ΑΟΝ or ΜΙΝ∆ΑΙΟΝ (sometimes no legend); rev.

various forms of incuse square. (2) Silver, 450–424: types:
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obv. Silenos and an ass; rev. vine with clusters of grapes; leg-

end: ΜΕΝ∆ΑΙΟΝ. (3) Silver, 424–358: types: obv. Silenos,

or head of Dionysos; rev. various types; legend:

ΜΕΝ∆ΑΙΟΝ,ΜΕΝ∆ΑΙΗ or ΜΕΝ∆Α. (4) Bronze, C4:

obv. Dionysos wearing ivy wreath; rev. amphora sometimes

with ivy; legend:ΜΕ,ΜΕΝorΜΕΝ∆ΑΙΩΝ. (Head,HN ²

210: minting period c.500–358; Gaebler (1935) 72–78: mint-

ing period C6l–C4m; SNG Cop. Macedonia 198–221. See also

Regling (1923) and Noe (1926). For an interpretation of the

types, see Knoblauch (1998)).

Mende colonised Neapolis (no. 586) (IG i³ 263.iii.26–27),

which was situated c.12 km from Mende on the opposite

coast of Pallene, and Eion (no. 570) (Thuc. 4.7), the location

of which is unknown.

585. Milkoros (Milkorios) Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:?

The toponym Μ�λκωρος is known only from Steph. Byz.

453.11 quoting Theopomp. fr. 152, presumably referring to the

year 347 (Shrimpton (1991) 240). The city-ethnic is

Μιλτ#ριος (IG i³ 277.vi.31) or Μιλκ#ριος (IG i³ 279.ii.85). In

the Athenian tribute lists of 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.5–6, 9) and

433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.76–77, 85) the Milkorians are recorded after

the heading π#λεις α(τα� φ#ρον ταξ�µεναι. Steph. Byz.

453.11 describes Milkoros as a Χαλκιδικ� π#λις .ν Θρ��κ=η.

He may have used Theopompos (cf. fr. 152) as a source for this

information, which is ambiguous, since “Chalkidian” can

refer to either (a) the geographical position of the Milkorians,

(b) membership of the Chalkidian Federation, or (c) ethnic

affiliation. The editors of the Athenian tribute lists state that

Milkoros must be a member of the Chalkidic state but that its

precise location is not known (ATL i. 520).

Milkoros was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded three times in the

tribute lists, in 435/4 (IG i³ 277.vi.31, >τακτοι), in 434/3 (IG

i³ 278.vi.9) and in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.85). Some scholars

believe that it took part in the Revolt of 432 (e.g. Zahrnt

(1971) 205). It paid 1,000 dr. in 435/4, and 500 dr. in the fol-

lowing two years.

586. Neapolis (Neopolites) Map 50. Lat. 40.00, long.

23.30. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Ν/η

Π#λις (Hdt. 7.123.1), or Νε�πολις (IG i³ 267.ii.29). The

city-ethnic is Νεοπολ�της (IG i³ 259.iii.28). The citizens are

sometimes called Νεοπολ5ται .κ Παλλ/νες (IG i³

262.i.9–10) in order to distinguish them from the other

Neopolitans in the Thasian peraia (see infra no. 634), and

sometimes they are identified politically as the Νεοπολ5ται

Μενδα�ον >ποικοι (IG i³ 263.iii.26–27) or simply the

Νεοπολ5ται Μενδα�ον (IG i³ 281.ii.13).The classification of

Neapolis as a polis seems to follow from the toponym, but at

Hdt. 7.123.1 polis is used explicitly about the community, in

the urban and political senses simultaneously (cf. Hansen

(2000a) 175–76). The collective city-ethnic is used external-

ly in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 263.iii.26–27).

Neapolis was probably a colony from Mende (no.584) (IG

i³ 263.iii.26–27).Hdt.7.123.1 locates the city between Aphytis

(no. 563) and Aige (no. 556) on Pallene and says that

Neapolis supplied troops and ships to Xerxes in 480.

Neapolis was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.28) to, perhaps, 415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.6: in

this case it is not certain whether the Neapolis listed is the

Thasian Neapolis (no. 634) or Neapolis on Pallene) a total of

twenty (or perhaps twenty-one) times,paying 3,000 dr. in all

years (IG i³ 259.iii.28).

A settlement of C6–C5, at modern Polychronon, has been

excavated since 1987, and it has been suggested that

Polychronon is ancient Neapolis (AR (1988–89) 73,

(1989–90) 52), although it may also be Aige (Vokotopoulou

(1993) 95). The following have been found at Polychronon:

sherds from the Archaic and Classical periods, a C5 kiln,

remains of C6 buildings, two cemeteries dating to C6l–C4m

(ArchDelt 42 (1987) Chron. 369–70; Vokotopoulou (1990b)).

The place was probably abandoned in C4s (ArchDelt 43

(1988) Chron. 364).An inscribed sherd, c.500, bears the word

δεµοσ�ε (SEG 39 614; photo in Vokotopoulou et al. (1988)

fig. 16). The ancient settlement was located on the slopes of a

hill, and the houses were placed on terraces. The walls were

either parallel to the terraces or vertical retaining walls

(Vokotopoulou et al. (1989)).

587. Olophyxos (Olophyxios) Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long.

24.10. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is

’Ολ#φυξος, ! (Hdt. 7.22.3; schol. Ar. Av. 1042) or, once,

’Ολ#φυξις (Strabo 7 fr. 33) or ’Ολ�φυξις (Ps.-Skylax 66,

emended to ’Ολ#φυξος). The city-ethnic is ’Ολοφ�χσιος

(IG i³ 268.ii.23; Ar. Av. 1041) or sometimes ’Ολοφ�χσιος .χς

Xθο (IG i³ 281.ii.22). Hdt. 7.22.3 and Ps.-Skylax 66 (cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) call Olophyxos a polis

in the urban sense, whereas Thuc. 4.109.3–5 probably uses

polis in the political sense, using polisma about the settlement.

The collective city-ethnic is used internally on coins (infra)

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 268.ii.23).

Olophyxos was located on Athos (Hdt. 7.22.3;

Thuc. 4.109.3; IG i³ 281.ii.22). Zahrnt (1971) 184, 208 suggests

that it was situated at modern Vatopediou or Iviron (on the

northern side of the peninsula).
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Olophyxos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded from

454/3, paying together with Sane (no. 600) and Dion (no.

569) (IG i³ 259.ii.25–26) and then, paying separately, until

429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.26) a total of sixteen times, three times

completely restored, paying 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 262.i.26) except

in 448/7, when it paid 1,500 dr. (IG i³ 264.ii.25). In 424/3

Olophyxos revolted from Athens at the instigation of

Brasidas (Thuc. 4.109.4).

Strabo says that Olophyxos and the other four poleis on

Athos (nos. 560, 569, 580, 618) were settled by Pelasgians from

Lemnos (7 fr. 35). According to Thuc. 4.109.3–4, Olophyxos

had a mixed (i.e. barbarian–Hellenic) bilingual population,

but about a century later it is called a <polis> Hellenis by Ps.-

Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 151).

Olophyxos struck bronze coins, c.350. Types: obv. female

head; rev. eagle; legend: ΟΛΟΦΥΞΙΩΝ (Gaebler (1935)

83–84; Head, HN² 206).

588. Olynthos (Olynthios) Map 50. Lat. 40.15, long. 23.25.

Size of territory: 5, after 432 c.630 km², in C4 larger. Type:

A:α. The toponym is ;Ολυνθος, ! (Thuc. 1.63.1; Dem. 9.56).

The city-ethnic is ’Ολ�νθιος (Dem. 1.7; SEG 21 982 (C4)).

Olynthos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 8.127;

Thuc. 1.58.2; Dem. 9.11; Xen. Hell. 5.3.3; Ps.-Skylax 66; cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142), and in the political

sense (Thuc. 5.18.5: Peace of Nikias; Dem. 3.7). At Thuc.

5.18.6 the territorial sense is a connotation. The collective

city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 271.ii.50), and internally on coins (Gaebler (1935) 84

(c.432–420)) and sling-bullets (Robinson (1941) no. 2220)

with the legend ΟΛΥΝ. The individual city-ethnic is used

externally in funerary inscriptions from Attika (SEG 21 982

(C4l)) and Thasos (no. 526) (IG xii.8 434 (c.400)). The use of

the city-ethnic is attested long after Olynthos was destroyed

(SEG 19 595, from Thasos (C4–C3); IG xii.3 42, from Telos

(C2); Syll.³ 751, from Mytilene (C1); see Gude (1933) 39–50 (a

complete Prosopographia Olynthia) and Papazoglou (1988)

426–27). Demosthenes (1.5, 9.56) and Hypereides (Hyp. fr.

80, Sauppe) use patris about Olynthos, and Dem. 9.56 refers

to the politai of Olynthos (9.56).

The name of Olynthos’ territory was ’Ολυνθ�α (Xen.

Hell. 5.3.18; SEG 38 619.11 (c.285); Theophr. Caus. Pl. 1.20.4).

After the synoecism in 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2) the size of the terri-

tory was perhaps 630 km², but in the 380s it was much larger

(Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 71).

According to Dem. 19.263, the military strength of

Olynthos before the synoecism was 400 cavalry and in all

some 5,000 men in service, corresponding to some 7,000

adult male citizens; see Hansen (1985) 9–13, 18–20.

(Xenophon’s figures for 382 (Hell. 5.2.14) are corrupt.

Demosthenes’ 1,000 horse and 10,000 foot in 348 (19.266)

are the army of the Chalkidic Confederacy, not that of

Olynthos.) Given the growth of Olynthos in the following

period, a total of 7,000 citizens before the synoecism match-

es Diodorus’ information that, in 357, Olynthos had a large

population (16.8.4) and that, in 348, it was a myriandros

polis: i.e. a polis with 10,000 citizens (32.4.2). In the period

432–380 the population living in the urban centre of

Olynthos (see infra) was probably less than 5,000, and in

370–348 less than 10,000 (Hansen (1997a) 30; cf. Hoepfner

and Schwandner (1994) 72).

Olynthos supplied Xerxes with troops and ships in 480

(Hdt. 7.122). Hdt. 8.127 says that Olynthos belonged to the

Bottiaians before 479, and that it was handed over to the

Chalkidians in 479. This is confirmed by the pottery found

during the excavations of Olynthos. Above the destruction

layer of 479 the sherds were Attic red-figure, but underneath

the destruction layer was found pottery “that bears no

resemblance to the ware produced at the same time in

Attica” (Robinson (1933b) 15–16). In 424 Olynthos is called

“Chalkidian” by Thuc. 4.123.4 (see Hornblower (1997)).

Olynthos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.v.6, forming a syntelic group with Ass(er)a (no.564) and

the Skablaians (no. 607)) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.45) a total of

eleven times, paying 2 tal. (IG i³ 263.iii.30). In 432 the

Chalkidians (represented by Olynthos in the tribute lists)

revolted from Athens, along with Poteidaia (no. 598) and the

Bottiaians, at the instigation of Perdikkas, who also suggest-

ed that the Chalkidians abandon their poleis on the coast

and create a larger and stronger city at Olynthos (Thuc.

1.57.5, 58.2; cf. Diod. 12.34.2). In the Peace of Nikias Olynthos

is declared autonomos and liable to the tribute assessed by

Aristeides (Thuc. 5.18.5).

Olynthos was the leading member of the Chalkidian

Federation, which was formed some time after 432 (West

(1918) 31 and Larsen (1968) 62 suggest 432; Gude (1933) 23

and Zahrnt (1971) 80ff after 400; cf. Demand (1990) 196

n. 28). It is uncertain whether the federation was formed

simultaneously with the synoecism of Olynthos, or later. In

official documents the name of the federation is οH

Χαλκιδε5ς (Syll.³ 135.3), but in literature it is often οH

’Ολ�νθιοι (Xen. Hell. 5.2.13). In the Corinthian War the

Chalkidians seem to have fought on Athens’ side (Isae. 5.46;

Diod. 14.82.3). In the 380s the Federation evidently covered
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the western part of the Chalkidic peninsula all the way to

Pella (no. 543). Apollonia (no. 545) and Akanthos (no. 559)

saw the Federation encroaching on their lands and sent

envoys to Sparta to ask for help against it (Xen. Hell. 5.2.11ff).

This resulted in the so-called Olynthian War, after which the

Chalkidians had to surrender to the Spartans (Xen. 5.3.1–10,

18–19, 26; Diod. 15.19.3, 21.1–23.3; siege mentioned by Isoc.

4.126; Diod. 15.23.3 with Stylianou (1998) 209–26). The

Federation was suppressed or dissolved, but formed again

shortly after: the Chalkidians are listed as members of the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.5–6; cf. Dreher

(1995) 186–87). The original members of the Chalkidian

Federation are not known, but possible candidates are

Ass(er)a (no. 564), Gale(psos) (no. 571), Mekyberna (no.

583), Milkoros (no. 585), Piloros (no. 593), Singos (no. 605),

Skablaioi (no. 607) and Stolos (no. 614). In 356 Philip II con-

cluded an alliance with the Chalkidic Federation (Tod 158)

whereby Poteidaia (no. 598), when conquered, and

Anthemous (no. 562) were ceded to Olynthos (Dem. 2.7, 20;

6.20, 23.107; Diod. 16.8.3–5). But in 349 the Olynthians con-

cluded an alliance with Athens (Dem. 1 and 2; Philoch. fr.

49). Philip attacked Olynthos, won two battles and laid siege

to the city. The Athenians sent three auxiliary forces; but in

August 348,Olynthos was betrayed to Philip by the leaders of

its cavalry (Dem. 9.11, 19.263–67; Diod. 16.53.2; Philoch. frr.

49–51; Suda Κ356; see Hammond and Griffith (1979) 324

n.1).

Olynthos experienced andrapodismos twice, in 479 and in

348: when in 479 the Olynthians were suspected of revolting

against the Persians, the inhabitants were killed and the city

given to the Chalkidians (Hdt. 8.127). The town was proba-

bly burnt (Robinson (1933b) 15). The city was synoecised in

432, when the coastal poleis in the neighbourhood of

Olynthos were abandoned and the inhabitants moved to

Olynthos (Thuc. 1.58; Moggi, Sin. 173–88), thus causing the

formerly small town to be enlarged (Hoepfner and

Schwandner (1994) 74–76 fig. 55). In the years after 379 the

urban centre of Olynthos was considerably enlarged (ibid.

92), presumably the result of a new synoikismos by which

more Chalkidians were moved to Olynthos (Dem. 19.263).

Xenophon calls Olynthos “the largest polis of Thrace” (Hell.

5.2.12). In 348 the city was completely destroyed by Philip

(Dem. 9.26, 9.56; Hyp. fr. 80, Sauppe), and the inhabitants

suffered andrapodismos once more (Diod. 16.53.3), although

some of them evidently managed to flee, e.g. to Lemnian

Myrina (no. 502) (IG xii.8 4). Diod. 19.52.2 (r316) mentions

surviving Olynthians too.According to Theophrastos (apud

Harp. 162.10–11), the Olynthians living in Athens after the

destruction of Olynthos were isoteleis. Even though it seems

clear that Olynthos was razed to the ground in 348, it must

have been refounded, though not necessarily as a polis: a

couple are recorded as living .ν ’Ολ�νθ�ω in the imperial

period (SEG 38 625), and Hatzopoulos (1988b) 64–65 argues

that Olynthos was a kome of Kassandreia at that time.

The character of the Olynthian constitution is unknown:

some scholars think that Olynthos was an oligarchy (Zahrnt

(1971) 94; Larsen (1968) 58ff, esp. 76), whereas others argue

that it was a democracy (Gehrke, Stasis 124). Theopomp. fr.

143 mentions the boule, and Xen. Hell. 5.2.17 a popular

assembly (demos) whose decisions are described as psephis-

mata (5.2.15). Dem. 9.56 reports how the assembly (W δ8µος

W τ+ν ’Ολυνθ�ων) imposed a sentence of exile. Not much is

known about Olynthian officials; but hipparchoi are known

to have been elected by show of hands (Dem. 9.66).

Olynthos is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of

360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.14).Olynthos is sometimes thought to

represent the Chalkidian Federation in the list (e.g. Zahrnt

(1971) 103). Hegias of Olynthos was granted citizenship by

Ephesos (no. 844) in C4l/C3e (SEG 39 1156).

Olynthos was excavated in the 1930s. The town was situat-

ed on a table-shaped hill, about 3.5 km from the coast. Down

to c.432 Olynthos was a relatively small town (it probably

covered c.6 ha: Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 74), occu-

pying the southern part of the elevation on which the city

was built. In 432 the city was greatly enlarged (to cover c.27

ha) and during the first 20 years of C4 it was enlarged once

more: this time houses were built outside the city walls (ibid.

76–91 figs. 55 and 56). The old part of the city did not have a

grid plan, but the new town was laid out in rectangular fash-

ion in blocks of up to ten houses of the so-called pastas type

(ibid. 34–38 and figs. 23 and 24; Wycherley (1976) 187–92).

The elevation on which Olynthos was situated is about 600

m long, and runs almost exactly north–south. Nearly the

whole north hill is divided into sections by streets

(Robinson and Graham (1938) 18ff). On the urban organisa-

tion of Olynthos, see also Cahill (2002).

Not many public buildings have been identified, excep-

tions being the agora (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994)

78), along with a C5l bouleuterion (Gneisz (1990) 341, no.

48 (C5l)) and a public building that has been variously

identified as a prytaneion (ibid. 342, no. 49 (C5e)) or a

bouleuterion (S. G. Miller (1978) 131–32). The south room

accommodated c.250 persons (McDonald (1943) 236),

which indicates that it may have been a dikasterion.

The city walls of Olynthos are mentioned by Thuc. 1.63.2

and Xen. Hell. 5.3.5, who also mentions towers. However,
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hardly anything is left.The city walls were built of mudbrick,

mostly on a rubble foundation. No sherds or any other evid-

ence useful for dating the wall have been found (Robinson

and Graham (1938) 39–44).

There are a few remains of a free-standing fountain house

with an underground aqueduct made of terracotta pipes. It

is one of the best-preserved Greek aqueducts. Robinson

argues that it was completed before 400, or perhaps even

before 420, and that the source of the aqueduct was at mod-

ern Polygyros, about 15 km to the north-east of Olynthos

(Robinson (1946) 95–114; on the water management, see

Crouch (1993) 171–76).

Remains of what may have been an Archaic temple

(destroyed in 479) have been found (Robinson (1930)

16–17). The excavations at Olynthos brought to light not

only vases, mosaics, etc., but also more curious things, such

as ear-picks, tweezers and fish-hooks (Robinson (1941)

354–55, 355–56, 365–74).At least eight Panathenaic vases have

been identified, indicating that Olynthians must have par-

ticipated and been victorious in the Panathenaic Games

(Robinson (1933b) 87–90 nos. 97–100, (1950) 9, 59–66 nos.

11–14).

Around the city were three cemeteries (Robinson (1942)).

The largest is the so-called Riverside cemetery, containing

528 graves, the cemeteries to the east and north being much

smaller. There were altogether 598 graves. The Riverside

cemetery is the earliest of the three,although no grave can be

dated earlier than C6l.Graves in the eastern cemetery date to

C5l, and those in the northern one to C4f (ibid. 137).

Six month names are known,principally from C4m deeds

of sale (Hatzopoulos (1988a) 65–66, 80), attesting to a clear

affinity between the Olynthian calendar and that of the

Euboian cities (Trümpy, Monat. 42–43).

Olynthos started striking silver coins on the Phoenician

standard c.433. Denominations: tetradrachms, octobols,

tetrobols and diobols. Types: obv. horse; rev. eagle holding

snake; legend: ΟΛ or ΟΛΥΝ. From 432, or perhaps later,

down to 348, the coins have obv. head of Apollo; rev. a

kithara; legend: ΧΑΛΚΙ∆ΕΩΝ. Some have magistrates’

names on rev. The Chalkidians also struck gold and bronze

coins in C4 (Head,HN² 207; Gaebler (1935) 84–89; Robinson

and Clement (1938) 1–210; Westermark (1988); SNG Cop.

Macedonia 233–49). Some C5f coins inscribed ΧΑΛΚ must

be attributed to Chalkis (LSAG 82–83, 364), rather than to

Olynthos (no. 365) (Head, HN² 207).

589. (Osbaioi) Map 50. Unlocated. Type: C:? Only the

city-ethnic is known: ’Οσβα5ος (SEG 40 534 (c.400)). The

individual city-ethnic is used externally on a gravestone

from Beroia (SEG 40 534), and the collective city-ethnic is

used externally(?) in an inscription concerning borders

(SEG 40 542.26, 32). There is some dispute as to the prove-

nance and date of this inscription. Vokotopoulou (1996)

assigns it to south-eastern Chalkidike and dates it to 294/3,

whereas Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (1992) 123–45

assign it to north-western Chalkidike and date it to c.350.

Since the ethnic is known exclusively from these two

inscriptions, there is no way of telling whether Osbaios is a

sub-ethnic, a city-ethnic or a regional ethnic (for these 

distinctions, see Hansen (1996) esp. 182–90), although

Hatzopoulos (1996a) 202 seems certain that it is a city-

ethnic.

590. Othoros (Othorios) Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:?

The toponym is ;Οθορος (IG i³ 278.vi.35). The city-ethnic is

’Οθ#ριος (IG i³ 269.iii.27). In the Athenian tribute list of

434/3 Othoros is recorded after the heading π#λεις �ς οH

2διο∼ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 35).

The location of Othoros is not known. It disappears from

the tribute lists in 434/3, which indicates that Othoros took

part in the Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58) and was, therefore, sit-

uated somewhere on the Chalkidic peninsula (see Edson

(1947) 99). However, the editors of the Athenian tribute lists

think it may have been situated near Methone (ATL i. 489).

Othoros was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 448/7 (IG i³ 264.ii.18) to 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.35) a total of

nine times, three times completely restored. It is recorded

once by toponym (IG i³ 278.vi.35), and otherwise by city-

ethnic, paying between 500 (IG i³ 278.vi.35) and 700 dr. (IG

i³ 269.iii.27). In 435/4 the Othorians are recorded as ataktoi

(IG i³ 277.vi.24). In 422/1 Othoros was assessed for tribute of

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 77.v.15). Othoros is not known from any

other source.

591. Pharbelos (Pharbelios) Map 51. Unlocated. Type:

[A]:? The toponym is Φ�ρβηλος (IG i³ 268.ii.24; Steph. Byz.

658.15).The city-ethnic is Φαρβ/λιος (IG i³ 268.ii.24). In the

Athenian tribute lists of 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.5–6, 15) and 433/2

(IG i³ 279.ii.76–77, 86) the Pharbelians are recorded after the

heading π#λες α(τα� ταχσ�µεναι.

The Pharbelians were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.15) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.86) a total of

fourteen times, once completely restored, paying 1,000 dr.

from 454/3 to 435/4, but only 500 dr. in the two following

years (IG i³ 278.vi.15, 279.ii.86). They were assessed for 
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tribute in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.19), 500 dr. The fact that the

Pharbelians did not pay tribute after 432 may indicate that

they took part in the Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2), and also

that they lived in the Chalkidic peninsula (ATL i. 560).

Steph. Byz. 658.15 calls Pharbelos a polis Eretrieon. Zahrnt

(1971) 251 thinks that the Pharbelos mentioned by

Stephanos must be a locality in Euboia and different from

Pharbelos in the Chalkidic peninsula. However, Knoepfler

(1997) 358 argues that Pharbelos was a colony in Chalkidike

funded by Eretrians.

592. (Phegontioi) Map 50. Unlocated. Type: B:? Only the

city-ethnic is known:Φεγ/τιος (IG i³ 263.iii.18),Φεγ/ντιος

(IG i³ 268.iii.9) or Φεγ#ντιος (IG i³ 267.ii.27), all three vari-

ants known from the Athenian tribute lists. The singular of

the city-ethnic (Φε[γ#ντιον]) was restored in SEG 10 53

(c.430) but not adopted in IG i³ 159. Since the Phegetians dis-

appear from the tribute lists after 432, it is possible that they

revolted along with Poteidaia (no. 598), the Bottiaians and

the Chalkidians in that year (Thuc. 1.58), and therefore, that

they lived somewhere on the Chalkidic peninsula,but it can-

not be determined with any certainty.

The Phegetians were members of the Delian League.They

belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded from

451/0 (IG i³ 262.iii.29) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.63) a total of thir-

teen times, paying 1,600 dr. from 451/0 (IG i³ 262.iii.29) to

447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.47) and thereafter 1,000 dr. (IG i³

266.ii.33). The fact that the Phegontians did not pay tribute

after 432 may indicate that they took part in the Revolt of 432

(Thuc. 1.58.2).

593. Piloros Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.45. Size of territ-

ory: 1 or 2. Type: A: α? The toponym is Π�λωρος (Hdt. 7.122;

IG i³ 278.vi.22). Apart from Steph. Byz. 523.12, there is no

attestation of a city-ethnic. At Hdt. 7.122 Piloros is twice

called a polis, first in the urban and then in the political

sense.

It was a member of the Delian League, but it is listed only

once, in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.22), under the heading π#λεις �ς

οH 2δι+ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (18–21, where polis is

used in the political sense), paying 600 dr. Herodotos locates

it in the bay of Singos along with Ass(er)a (no. 564), Singos

(no. 605) and Sarte (no. 602). Piloros supplied Xerxes with

troops in 480 (Hdt. 7.122.1).

594. Pistasos Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:? The

toponym is Π�στασος (IG i³ 278.vi.27). Pistasos was a

member of the Delian League, but it is recorded only once:

viz. in 434/3 under the heading π#λεις �ς οH 2δι+ται

.ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (IG i³ 278.vi.19–21, 27, where polis

is used in the political sense), paying 500 dr. In ATL i. 538

Pistasos is identified with Istasos, listed in the Thracian dis-

trict in the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.16) and

assessed at 50 dr. For a critical view, see Zahrnt (1971) 213.

595. Pleume (Pleumeus) Map 50. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.10.

Size of territory: 1. Type: [A]:? The toponym is Πλε�µε (IG

i³ 77.v.35). The city-ethnic is Πλευµε�ς (IG i³ 278.vi.17). In

the Athenian tribute lists Pleume is recorded in 434/3 under

the heading π#λεις α(τα� φ#ρον ταξ�µεναι (IG i³

278.vi.5–6, 17, where polis is used in the political sense), and

in 429/8 under the heading τα5σδε �ταξαν οH τ�κται (IG i³

282.ii.34–36, 40). Pleume may have been a Bottiaian polis

(Flensted-Jensen (1995) 124–25). It is known exclusively

from the Athenian tribute lists, where it is recorded twice

(supra), paying 1,000 dr. Pleume is also recorded in the

assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.35).

596. (Polichnitai) Unlocated, not in Barr. 51. Type: C:α.

No toponym is attested. The city-ethnic is Πολιχν5ται (IG

i³ 260.viii.17).

The Polichnitans were members of the Delian League.

They are recorded in the first two years of the tribute lists,

454/3 and 453/2 (IG i³ 259.v.11–12, 260.viii.17). In the first

year the Polichnitans were in a syntely with Stolos (no. 614)

and Mekyberna (no. 583), paying 2 tal. and 1,880 dr. They are

also recorded (as Πολιχν5ται παρ3 Στ+λον) in the assess-

ment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 77.iii.173–74).

The site of the Polichnitans has been identified tentative-

ly with modern Smixi (Hatzopoulos (1988a) 70–72), where a

number of deeds of sale have been found (SEG 37 575–76

(C4m)). The name of the month Demetrion is attested in

one of them (SEG 37 576.5). Moreover, an eponymous priest

is mentioned in 575.2–3 (and possibly in 576.3–4; the name,

as restored, is Euphrantides son of Aristotimos, who is men-

tioned in a deed of sale from Torone, SEG 24 574.2, and who

was perhaps a priest of the Chalkidian Federation).

597. Posideion Map 51. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:? A

Posideion is known from the tribute assessment list of 422/1

(IG i³ 77.v.32). It was assessed at 1,000 dr. and located in the

Thracian phoros; otherwise its location is unknown. There

were two places in the Chalkidic peninsula called

Pos(e)ideion. One is a promontory (modern Ποσε�δι) about

4 km from Mende (and in its territory); a sanctuary of

Poseidon has been found there (supra 832). The other is

Ποσιδ�ιον mentioned by Hdt. 7.115.2 between Argilos (no.

554) and Akanthos (no. 559), probably the promontory c.20
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km north of Akanthos (not in Barr.). However, Zahrnt ((1971)

214) does not believe that this area could have supported a

polis that (possibly) paid 1,000 dr. to the Delian League.

598. Poteidaia (Poteidaiates) Map 50. Lat. 40.10, long.

23.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Ποτε�δαια,! (Hdt. 8.126.3; Thuc. 1.61.3; IG i³ 268.iii.14) and

later Ποτ�δαια (Isoc. 15.108; Ps.-Skylax 66; Diod. 12.46.2).

The city-ethnic is Ποτειδαι�της (Hdt. 8.129.2),

Ποτειδε�της (Thuc. 1.56.2; IG i³ 272.ii.50),Ποτειδαι�της

(ML 27.9 (the Serpent Column); Diod. 12.46.6) or

Ποτειδαε�ς (IG ii² 10109 (C4m)). Poteidaia is called a polis

both in the urban sense (Thuc. 1.62.1; Aen. Tact. 31.25; Ps.-

Skylax 66) and in the political sense (Thuc. 1.66; Isoc. 15.108;

SEG 38 662.4 (C4f)). The collective city-ethnic is used inter-

nally (in abbreviated form) on C5–C4 coins (infra), and

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 272.ii.50). The

individual and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in a

C4m sepulchral inscription from Attika (IG ii² 10109).

At Xen. Hell. 5.2.39 the toponym ! Ποτε�δαια denotes

the territory of Poteidaia. Thuc. 1.64.2 mentions that the ter-

ritory (ge) of Poteidaia was ravaged by Phormion. Although

Poteidaia was one of the most important poleis on the

Chalkidic peninsula, its territory cannot have been larger

than c.65 km², since Olynthos (no. 588) was situated c.11 km

to the north, and Aphytis (no. 563) and Sane (no. 600) c.14

and 15 km respectively to the south of it. Furthermore, the

isthmus of Pallene is 900 m wide (Strabo 7 fr. 25) at its nar-

rowest. Hdt. 7.123.1 locates Poteidaia on Pallene next to

Aphytis. Thuc. 1.56.2 and Xen. Hell. 5.2.15 place it on the isth-

mus of Pallene.

Poteidaia was colonised from Corinth (no. 227) (Thuc.

1.56.2, 66.1), and according to Nikolaos of Damaskos

(FGrHist 90) fr. 59, the oecist was Euagoras, son of

Periandros. Thus, it was probably founded c.600. Annual

magistrates called .πιδηµιουργο� were still sent from

Corinth to Poteidaia in C5s (Thuc. 1.56.2), but there is no

evidence that Poteidaia was ruled from Corinth (Graham

(1964) 135–37). Poteidaia sent donations to Delphi in C6l

(Syll.³ 15; Alexander (1963) 29–30), where it also had a treas-

ury (Paus. 10.11.5;Alexander (1963) 25–29; Bommelaer (1991)

140–41).

Poteidaia supplied troops and ships to Xerxes in 480

(Hdt. 7.123.1). Furthermore, it had 300 hoplites at Plataiai

(Hdt. 9.28.3; ML 27.9 (the Serpent Column); see Alexander

(1963) 34–35; Paus. 5.23.2 Arist. Rh. 1396a20). Apparently

Poteidaia entered into an alliance with the other towns of

Pallene against the Persians in 479 (Hdt. 8.128.2).

Poteidaia was a member of the Delian League (Thuc.

1.56.2, 1.66). It was probably a member from the very begin-

ning (it is recorded on the Serpent Column; see e.g. Sealey

(1966) 243), but it does not appear in the tribute lists until

446/5 (IG i³ 266.iii.7). Alexander (1963) 41–42 suggests that

Poteidaia supplied a quota of ships and only later a quota of

tribute. After 446/5 Poteidaia occurs regularly in the lists

until 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.70) a total of eleven times, twice

completely restored.Poteidaia belonged to the Thracian dis-

trict and is recorded sometimes by toponym (IG i³

268.iii.14), sometimes by city-ethnic (IG i³ 272.ii.50), paying

a phoros of 6 tal. down to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.50), but 15 tal. in

433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.70). It revolted in 432 along with the

Chalkidians and the Bottiaians (Thuc. 1.58.2), and conse-

quently it is not recorded in the complete panels of 432/1 and

430/29. However, it appears from Thuc. 4.120.3 that it

belonged to the Athenians in 423.

In 432, the Athenians requested that Poteidaia demolish

part of its city wall, give hostages and refuse to accept the epi-

demiourgoi from Corinth (supra). Poteidaia sent envoys to

Athens and Sparta simultaneously, and then countered the

Athenian request by entering into an alliance with the

Bottiaians and the Chalkidians and revolting against 

the Athenians (Thuc. 1.56–58). Poteidaia was besieged by the

Athenians from 432 until 430 (Thuc. 1.59–67, 2.58; Pl. Chrm.

153A–B), when it capitulated (Thuc. 2.70.1–3). The inhabi-

tants left Poteidaia and went to Chalkidike and other places

(Thuc. 2.70.4; cf. Diod. 12.46.6). The Athenians settled

Poteidaia with 1,000 klerouchs (ML 66: .πο�κον .ς

Ποτε�δαιαν; Thuc. 2.70.4; Diod. 12.46.7), who in IG i³ 62.8,

20 are referred to as οH �ποικοι οH ?θηνα�ων οH

Ποτε�δαιαν �χοντες. In 423 there is evidence of stasis in

Poteidaia (Thuc. 4.121.2), but Brasidas’ attempt to conquer

the city failed (Thuc. 4.135.1). According to Xen. Hell. 5.2.15,

24, Poteidaia was a member of the Chalkidian Federation in

the 380s. In 364/3 Timotheos captured Poteidaia (and

Torone (no. 620)) from the Chalkidian Federation (Isoc.

15.108, 113; Din. 1.14, 3.17; Diod. 15.81.6). Some pro-Athenian

Poteidaians sent envoys to Athens to ask for additional set-

tlers, and in 362/1 Poteidaia became once again a klerouchy

(IG ii² 114 �Tod 146) settled with a contingent called

?θηνα5οι οH .ν Ποτειδα��α κατοικο%ντες (Dem. 7.10). In

356 Philip forced Poteidaia to surrender to the Olynthians

(no.588) (Dem.6.20,7.10,23.107–8; cf.Diod. 16.8.3–5).Philip

let the Athenians leave Poteidaia, but exposed the

Poteidaians to an andrapodismos: they were sold off as

slaves, and the town and territory given to the Olynthians

(Diod. 16.8.5). However, the city was not destroyed by Philip
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(Alexander (1963) 91, pace West (1918) 133 n. 137). It appears

from Dem. 20.61 that Poteidaia was still in existence in 355

and was now a Makedonian dependency. The presumption

is that the town was given to a new stock of settlers, probably

Olynthians (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 361). Paus. 5.23.2

says that the Poteidaians were forced to leave their town

twice, first under the Athenians, then under Philip.

Kassandros brought them back to Poteidaia c.316, but

changed the name of the town to Kassandreia (Diod.

19.52.2). We have no information about the status of

Poteidaia in the years 356–316.

Poteidaia may have had an oligarchic constitution,at least

until 433 (Rhodes (1981) 299).

There is no evidence of civic subdivisions in Poteidaia,

apart from Athenian tribes and demes from the time of the

first klerouchy (AAA 7 (1974) 190–98; Jones, POAG 266–67).

Being an Athenian klerouchy once again from 361 to 356,

Poteidaia is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi of,

probably, 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.12) and functioned as a

(dependent) polis as is attested in a proxeny decree dated to

the years 359–357 (Hatzopoulos (1988b) 55–61 �SEG 38

662). The inscription was found in Ag. Mamas (between

Olynthos and Poteidaia) and Hatzopoulos believes that it

comes from Poteidaia rather than Olynthos. If that is so,

there is evidence of a boule (l. 7), an ekklesia (l. 8, heavily

restored) and a tamias (l. 16), and the community is twice

referred to as a polis in the political sense (ll. 4, 13).

Thuc. 1.56.2 mentions the city walls of Poteidaia.

Alexander (1963) 3 writes that “traces of ancient wall con-

struction, apparently classical, were reported to have been

found”, and during recent excavations parts of the C5 walls

have been found along with C6 sherds (ArchDelt 40 (1985)

Chron. 237–38; 41 (1986) Chron. 147; Sismanides and

Karaïskou (1992) 485, 489; Koussoulakou (1997) 457–58).

Poteidaia must have been strongly fortified: in 479 it was

able to withstand a siege for three months (Hdt. 8.126–28; cf.

Aen. Tact. 31.25–27 and Polyaen. 7.33.1), and from 432 it was

besieged by the Athenians for 2½ years (Thuc. 2.70).

Not much of ancient Poteidaia is left; much material has

been employed in later constructions (Alexander (1963) 1–7;

cf. Gomme (1945) 199). Two passages in Thucydides suggest

that Poteidaia had two harbours, one to the east and one to

the west (Thuc. 1.63, 4.129; cf. Alexander (1963) 19). At some

point in Antiquity there may have been a canal through the

isthmus on which Poteidaia was situated. Strabo says that the

isthmus of Pallene is διορωρυγµ/νος (7 fr. 25). Hdt. 7.22

mentions the canal on Athos, but he does not mention any

canal on Pallene, so it may have been dug later. There was a

temple of Poseidon in the proasteion of Poteidaia in 479 (Hdt.

8.129.3; Thuc. 4.129.3). IG iv 673 is a C4 honorific inscription

for a Nauplian victor in athletic contests. The name of

Poteidaia is restored in line 6, and if the restoration is correct,

this is the only known example of games held in Poteidaia.

Poteidaia struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

c.550 (Alexander (1953), (1963) 50), C6l (Gaebler (1935)

103–5; Robinson and Clement (1938) 307; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 312–316), or c.500 (Head, HN² 212) until c.356.

Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols, diobols and 

tritemoria. (1) c.500–429: types: obv. Poseidon on horse-

back; legend:ΠorΠΟ; rev. incuse sqare. (2) 400–358: types:

obv. head of Athena; rev. Pegasos, or trident; legend: ΠΟ or

ΠΟΤΕΙ. Others have female head on the obv., a sitting bull

and legend on the rev. Poteidaia struck bronze coins in C4 as

well.

599. Prassilos (Prassilios) Unlocated. Type: B:? The topo-

nym is Πρ�σσιλος (IG i³ 285.iii.10). Steph. Byz. 534.11 has

Πρ�ξιλος (and the city-ethnic Πραξ�λιος). The city-ethnic

is restored [Πρα]σσ�λιος in a C4m inscription (SEG 40

542.28). Prassilos may have been located in Bottike (Flensted-

Jensen (1995) 124).

Prassilos was a member of the Delian League, but it is list-

ed only once, in 421/0 (IG i³ 285.iii.10), paying 900 dr.

600. Sane (Sanaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 23.55. Size of

territory: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ�νη, ! (Hdt.

7.22). The city-ethnic is Σανα5ος (IG i³ 260.viii.19). Hdt.

7.22.3 calls Sane a Hellenic polis (π#λις ‘Ελλ�ς), using polis

in the urban sense, whereas Thuc. 4.109.3–5 probably uses

polis in the political sense, using polisma about the settle-

ment. The collective city-ethnic is used externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 260.viii.19).

In C5 Sane was considered a colony from Andros (no. 475)

(Thuc. 4.109.3). Plutarch (Mor. 298A), however, says that

Sane was settled jointly by the Chalkidians (no. 365) and the

Andrians.

Sane was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.ii.25, completely restored) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.12) a

total of nineteen times, four times completely restored, pay-

ing a phoros of 4,000 dr. from 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.100) to 442/1

(IG i³ 270.iii.6). From 435/4 (IG i³ 277.vi.27) to 433/2 (IG i³

279.ii.74) it paid 1 tal., and in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.27) just

1,000 dr. It is universally accepted that the Sane recorded in

the tribute lists is Sane on Athos. But an inspection of its

position in the tribute lists shows that it may equally well be

Sane (no. 601) on Pallene, thus Hansen (2004).
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Sane withstood an attack from Brasidas in 424, but its ter-

ritory was ravaged (Thuc. 4.109.5). The incident indicates

that Sane was fortified. Sane is mentioned in the Peace of

Nikias (Thuc. 5.18.6). The passage runs as follows:

Μηκυβερνα�ους δ* κα� Σανα�ους κα� Σιγγα�ους ο2κε5ν

τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς Tεαυτ+ν, καθ�περ ’Ολ�νθιοι κα�

?κ�νθιοι. This may be interpreted to mean that the

Mekybernaians (no. 583), the Sanaians and the Singaians

(no. 605) are to live in their own poleis, the Mekybernaians

and the Singaians independently of Olynthos (no. 588), and

the Sanaians independently of Akanthos (no. 559) (Gomme

(1956) 672; cf. Hornblower (1996) 478–79). Others want to

emend the passage and write Γαλα�ους instead of Σανα�ους

(West (1937b) 166–73, accepted by e.g. Zahrnt (1971) 220).

Sane may have been incorporated into Ouranopolis,

which was founded by Alexarchos c.315 (Zahrnt (1971)

209–10), or perhaps into Akanthos, since it is not mentioned

by later sources.

South-west of modern Nea Rhoda (in the territory of

Sane?) an Archaic sanctuary has been found. The sanctuary

was in use from the Archaic period to C3 (Vokotopoulou

and Tsigarida (1992), (1993); Tsigarida (1996)).

601. Sane Map 50. Lat. 40.05, long. 23.20. Size of territory:

2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ�νη, ! (Hdt. 7.123.1). The

city-ethnic is not attested.

At 7.123.1 Herodotos uses the pronoun αhται about eight

poleis on Pallene, and it is an almost certain inference that

the noun to be supplied is π#λεις. He mentions Sane after

Mende (no. 584) and locates it on Pallene. Furthermore, he

says that it supplied ships and troops to Xerxes in 480.

West (1918) 73 argues that Sane at Hdt. 7.123.1 must be an

error and that Sane on Pallene would have been distinguished

from Sane (no. 600) on Akte, in, e.g., the Peace of Nikias (see

also Gomme (1956) 588). This argument carries no weight;

see supra 839. Furthermore, according to Strabo (7 fr. 27) Sane

was one of four poleis on Pallene. Pomponius Mela (2.3.35)

mentions Sane too. Finally, Geometric and Archaic remains

of a considerable settlement have been found on some hills

near modern Sani, c.15 km south of Poteidaia (no. 598)

(ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 147, 42 (1987) Chron. 367–68;

Vokotopoulou (1987) 279). The fact that some Archaic sherds

are inscribed in the Corinthian alphabet (SEG 38 667) may

indicate Corinthian influence, possibly via nearby Poteidaia,

at Sane; these sherds seem to originate from the site of a 

nocturnal cult of a female chthonic deity (ibid.). It cannot be

precluded that the Sane recorded in the Athenian tribute lists

is Sane on Pallene, not Sane (no. 600) on Athos.

602. Sarte (Sartaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.05, long. 24.00. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ�ρτη (Hdt.

7.122). The city-ethnic is Σαρτα5ος (IG i³ 281.iii.57).At Hdt.

7.122 Sarte is twice called a polis, first in the urban sense; but

the information that Sarte was one of the poleis that sup-

plied Xerxes with troops in 480 indicates that polis is used in

the political sense as well. In the Athenian tribute lists Sarte

is recorded three times under the heading π#λεις (infra),

where polis is used in the political sense. The collective city-

ethnic is used externally in the tribute lists (e.g. IG i³

281.iii.57).

Hdt. 7.122 locates Sarte on the bay of Singos and says that

it supplied troops to Xerxes in 480. Sarte was a member of

the Delian League. It belonged to the Thracian district and is

recorded in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.13), 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.79) and

in 432/1 (IG i³ 280.ii.71) under the heading π#λεις α(τα�

φ#ρον ταξ�µεναι, in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.57) and in 429/8

(IG i³ 282.ii.38) under the heading τα5σδε �ταξαν οH

τ�κται .π� Κρ[. . .]ου γραµµατε�οντος. It is also on 

the lists of 421/0 (IG i³ 285.iii.12) and 415/14 (IG i³ 290.

iii.11), paying 1,500 dr. from 434/3 to 429/8, but only 100 dr.

in 421/0.

603. Serme (Sermaios) Not in Barr 50. Unlocated. Type:

C:? The toponym is Σ/ρµε (IG i³ 77.V.20). The city-ethnic is

Σερµε�ς (IG i³ 264.iii.34) or Σερµα5ος (IG i³ 272.ii.48). It is

restored as Σερµαιε�ς in the tribute lists of 443/2 (IG i³

269.iii.33) and 442/1 (IG i³ 270.iii.32). The collective city-

ethnic is used externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

264.iii.34).

The editors of the Athenian tribute lists suggest that the

Sermaians were the inhabitants of Therme (Hdt. 7.124), but

most scholars disagree (ATL i. 546, contra e.g. Zahrnt (1971)

223–25).

The Sermaians were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded in the

tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.14) to 432/1 (IG i³

280.ii.57) a total of fourteen times, twice completely

restored, paying 500 dr. They were assessed for tribute in

422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.20) 500 dr.

604. Sermylia (Sermylieus) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long.

23.30. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Σερµ�λη (Hdt. 7.122) or Σερµυλ�α (IG i³ 1184.i.50; Ps.-

Skylax 66). The city-ethnic is Σερµυλιε�ς (IG i³ 277.vi.26),

Σερβυλιε�ς (IG i³ 264.iv.34) and ΣΕΡΜΥΛΙΑΙΟΝ on

Archaic coins (Gaebler (1935) 106–7). Sermylia is called a

polis both in the urban sense (Thuc. 1.65.2; Ps.-Skylax 66 (cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142)) and in the political
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sense (Thuc. 5.18.8: Peace of Nikias). At Hdt. 7.122 polis is

used in both senses simultaneously (Hansen (2000a)

175–76). Hecat. fr. 151 (apud Steph. Byz. 561.14) mentioned

Sermylia, although it is not certain whether he called it a

polis (cf. Hansen (1997b)). The collective city-ethnic is used

internally on coins of c.500 (Gaebler (1935) 106–7) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 270.iii.27).

Hdt. 7.122 lists Sermylia between Gale(psos) (no. 571) and

Mekyberna (no. 583); Zahrnt (1971) 225 mentions an ancient

settlement c.3 km south of modern Ormylia. The name of

Sermylia’s territory was Σερµυλια�α (SEG 38 619.6 (c.285)).

Sermylia supplied Xerxes with troops and ships in 480

(Hdt. 7.122).

Sermylia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.v.9) to 434/3 (IG i³ 278.v.9) a total of thirteen times,

once completely restored. In 445/4 it is recorded as

Σερµυλι8ς κα� συν (IG i³ 267.ii.25; see West (1918) 12 n. 20).

In the first years it paid odd sums such as 4,622 dr. in 454/3

(IG i³ 259.v.9), 3,550 dr. in 451/0 (IG i³ 262.ii.28). In 448/7

and 447/6 it paid 3 tal. (IG i³ 264.iv.34, 265.ii.29). From 445/4

it paid 5 tal. (IG i³ 267.ii.25), and from 435/4 4½ tal. (IG i³

277.vi.26). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.165,

completely restored).

In 432 the Peloponnesians under Aristeus killed many

Sermyliaians near their polis, and, since he helped the

Chalkidians, they must have been enemies of the

Chalkidians (Thuc. 1.65.2). Nevertheless, the Chalkidians

must have secured control of Sermylia shortly after, since

they do not appear in the complete panels of the tribute lists

of 432/1 and 430/29. However, it appears from the Peace of

Nikias (Thuc. 5.18.8) that Sermylia was once again in the

hands of the Athenians.

It seems reasonable to infer that Sermylia was a member

of the Chalkidian Federation in C4 (Zahrnt (1971) map 4),

and that it was one of the poleis annihilated by Philip II, since

there is no mention of Sermylia after 348. Hatzopoulos

(1996a) 121 suggests that it became a kome of Kassandreia.

Around 285 some land in the territory of (the former polis?)

Sermylia was given to Limnaios by Lysimachos

(Hatzopoulos (1988b) 37; cf. SEG 38 619).

Sermylia struck silver tetradrachms on the Euboic stand-

ard c.500 (Head, HN² 207; cf. Gaebler (1935) 106–7) or per-

haps as early as the third quarter of C6 (Robinson and

Clement (1938) 313). Types: obv. naked horseman and dog;

legend: ΣΕΡΜΥΛΙΚΟΝ or ΣΕΡΜΥΛΙΑΙΟΝ; rev.

quadripartite incuse square. A few C4 bronze coins have

been found (ibid. 313).

605. Singos (Singaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long. 23.45. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ�γγος (Hdt.

7.122). The city-ethnic is Σ�γγιος (IG i³ 260.viii.18) or

Σιγγα5ος (Thuc. 5.18.6). Singos is called a polis at Hdt. 7.122

in the urban and political senses simultaneously (Hansen

(2000a) 175–76) and in the political sense at Thuc. 5.18.8

(Peace of Nikias). The collective city-ethnic is used external-

ly in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 260.viii.18).

Singos supplied Xerxes with troops in 480 (Hdt. 7.122). It

was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to the

Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.13) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.75) a total of six-

teen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

between 1 tal. (IG i³ 279.ii.75) and 4 tal. (IG i³ 263.iv.11).

Singos was assessed for tribute of 10 dr. in 421 (IG i³ 77.v.22),

and possibly in 425/4 too (IG i³ 71.iv.109, completely

restored).

In the Peace of Nikias it is stipulated that the inhabitants

of Singos live in their own polis (Thuc. 5.18.6), which proba-

bly means that Singos was one of the poleis that took part in

the synoecism of Olynthos (no. 588) in 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2; see

West (1918) 74 and Hornblower (1996) 478–79); the wording

of Thuc. 1.58.2 (π#λεις . . . καταβαλ#ντας and

καθαιρο%ντες τ3ς π#λεις) suggests that the city was

destroyed in connection with the synoecism.Perhaps Singos

was one of the towns destroyed by Philip II, since Strabo

calls it a π#λις �ρχα�α κατεσκαµµ/νη (7 fr. 31). Remains of

the urban centre and its harbour have been found near

modern Ag. Nikolaos; the urban centre was protected by a

wall of the Classical or Hellenistic period (Zahrnt (1971)

227–28).

606. Sinos Map 50. Lat. 40.15, long. 23.45. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: [A]:? Only the toponym Σ�νος (IG i³ 278.vi.24)

is attested. In the Athenian tribute lists Sinos is twice record-

ed under the heading π#λεις Qς οH 2δι+ται .ν/γραψαν

φ#ρον φ/ρειν, in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 24) and in 433/2

(IG i³ 279.ii.89–92, 98, restored), where polis is used in the

political sense. The name of the territory, Σινα�α, is men-

tioned in Syll.³ 332 (306–297), according to which a field in

the Sinaia was given by Kassandros to Perdikkas. Sinos may

have been situated in Bottike (Flensted-Jensen (1995) 125).

Sinos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists for

the years 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.24), 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.98) and

421/0 (IG i³ 285.iii.9), paying 1,500 dr. in 434/3 and 433/2 and

800 dr. in 421/0. Furthermore, it was assessed in 422/1 (IG i³

77.v.38).
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607. Skabala (Skablaios) Map 51. 40.20, long. 23.35. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is presumably

Σκ�βαλα (Theopomp. fr. 151; cf. Knoepfler (1997) 358 with

n. 49). The city-ethnic is Σκαβλα5ος (IG i³ 263.iii.16). The

collective city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 259.v.6–7).

Theopomp. fr. 151 describes Skabala as a χωρ�ον

’Ερετρι/ων, which indicates that he took it to be a colony of

Eretria (Knoepfler (1997) 358 with n. 49).

The Skablaians were members of the Delian League. They

are recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.6–7) to 433/2 (IG i³

279.ii.71) a total of fourteen times,once completely restored.

In the first year (IG i³ 259.v.6–7 (454/3)) they appear in a

syntelic group along with Olynthos (no. 588) and Ass(er)a

(no. 564), paying 2 tal., 4,000 dr. altogether. When the

Skablaians are listed alone, they pay either 3,000 dr. (IG i³

263.iii.16) or 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 266.ii.25) or, once, 1,500 dr. (IG

i³ 279.ii.71). Since they are absent from the full panel of

430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.5–27), many scholars believe that the

Skablaians revolted in 432 (Zahrnt (1971) 231). This, and 

the fact that they paid along with Olynthos and Ass(er)a, led

the editors of the Athenian tribute lists to believe that the

Skablaians lived north of Sithonia (ATL i. 549).

608. (Skapsaioi) Unlocated. Type: B:α? The city-ethnic is

Σκαφσα5ος (IG i³ 279.ii.49). The abbreviated collective

city-ethnic is used internally on C4f coins (infra) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 290.iii.13).

The Skapsaians were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Thracian district and are recorded in

the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.ii.6, heavily restored) to

415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.13) a total of fourteen times, once com-

pletely restored. However, they are not listed in the complete

panel of 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.5–27), which may indicate that

they took part in the Revolt of 432 (Thuc. 1.58.2). If so, they

must have joined the Athenians again at some point before

415. The Skapsaians paid a phoros of 1,000 dr.

During the excavations at Olynthos a Skapsaian bronze

coin was found. It dates from C4f. Type: obv. head of Apollo;

rev. lion (or panther); legend: ΣΚΑΨΑΙ (Robinson (1952)

407–8, 419; Flensted-Jensen (1997) 122–25).

609. Skione (Skionaios) Map 51. Lat. 39.55, long. 23.35.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σκι)νη, !

(Thuc. 4.120.2) or Σκι)να (IG iv².1 i.b.94.25 (359)). The

city-ethnic is Σκιωνα5ος (Thuc. 4.120.1; IG i³ 266.ii.31).

Skione is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc. 4.131.1;

Ps.-Skylax 66, where it is listed under the heading π#λεις

α_δε) and in the political sense (Hdt. 8.128.3; Thuc. 4.122.4,

5.18.8: Peace of Nikias). Thuc. 5.2.1 once describes Skione as

a chorion in Thrace. The collective city-ethnic is used inter-

nally on C5f coins (Head, HN² 210), and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 266.ii.31). The individual and

external use is attested in Attic sepulchral inscriptions (IG

ii² 10365–66 (C4)) and in literary sources (Hdt. 8.8.1).

Hdt. 7.123, locates Skione between Therambos (no. 616)

and Mende (no. 584) on Pallene (cf. Thuc. 4.120.1).

Skione supplied troops and ships to Xerxes in 480 (Hdt.

7.123).Hdt.8.128.1–3 mentions a strategos from Skione in ref-

erence to 479. Skione was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded in the

Athenian tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.9) to 429/8 (IG

i³ 282.ii.12) a total of fourteen times. In the years 454/3–451/0

Skione and Therambos (no. 616) paid jointly 6 tal. (IG i³

262.i.3); in the following period Skione paid 6 tal. (IG i³

266.ii.31) until 432/1, when the tribute was lowered to 4 tal.

(IG i³ 280.ii.52), but in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.14) and in 429/8

(IG i³ 282.ii.12) it paid 9 tal.

Skione joined Brasidas in 423 (Thuc. 4.120–21; cf. Diod.

12.72.1), just after Athens and Sparta had concluded an

armistice for a year (Thuc. 4.117–19). Therefore, on the

motion of Kleon, the Athenians decreed that Skione be

destroyed and the inhabitants killed (Thuc. 4.122.6). Having

captured Mende, the Athenians laid siege to Skione and

built a wall round the city (Thuc. 4.130.7–132.1, 133.4, 5.2.2;

Ar. Vesp. 210). In the Peace of Nikias Skione is ceded to

Athens (Thuc. 5.18.7–8). Shortly after, the Athenians cap-

tured Skione and exposed the city to andrapodismos: the

adult males were killed, the women and the children

enslaved, and the land given to the Plataians (Thuc. 5.32.1;

Isoc. 4.109)—in later sources described as a harsh treatment

(Xen. Hell. 2.2.3; Isoc. 4.100). In 405/4 Lysander gave Skione

back to its former inhabitants (Plut. Lys. 14.3; cf. Xen. Hell.

2.2.3, 9). Skione is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theo-

rodokoi of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.25).

Meritt (1923) 450–51 offers a description of the site of

Skione. He located the acropolis of Skione on a fortified hill

(p. 447) from which C4 remains of a building have been

reported (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 149), and later excava-

tions have revealed remains of, inter alia, a large C5 building,

built in isodomic masonry (Sismanides (1991)).

The Skionaians believed that, originally, they came from

Pellene in the Peloponnese. The first settlers were driven by a

storm on their way back from Troy (Thuc. 4.120.1; cf.

Polyaen. 7.47). Borza (1990) 75 suggests that Achaians settled

at Skione. This tradition is undoubtedly an attempt to con-

nect Peloponnesian Pellene with Thracian Pallene, on which
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Skione was located. An Archaic coin testifies to a different

tradition: on the obverse Protesilaos is celebrated as the

oecist of Skione (Kraay (1976) 134 with no. 470). The two tra-

ditions are not mutually exclusive: “Protesilaos the ‘Achaian’

(in the broad Homeric sense) is easily reconcilable with the

story of a foundation from Achaia (in the narrow geograph-

ical sense of Achaia, i.e. northern Peloponnese)”

(Hornblower (1996) 377–78). Skione was considered an

Achaian colony by later writers: Pomponius Mela 2.33 and

Polyaen. 7.47 both say that Skione was founded by Achaians

escaping from Troy, whereas Konon (13 �Phot. 133a) attrib-

utes the foundation of Skione to Protesilaos. However, it was

well known that Protesilaos was killed as soon as he arrived at

Troy (Hom. Il. 2.698–702). Various solutions to this problem

have been suggested: Protesilaos participated in the first

expedition against Troy (with Herakles) and founded Skione

after that expedition (Hornblower (1996) 377 with refs.); or

there may have been an alternative tradition according to

which Protesilaos did not die when he arrived at Troy, and

thus was able to found Skione (Boedeker (1988) 36 n. 22).

Skione struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

C6l to c.450, and on the Phoenician standard before c.424.

(1) Tetradrachm (supra): obv. head of Protesilaos with the

name written out along the crest-holder of the helmet; rev.

ΣΚΙΟ in corners of incuse square containing stern of gal-

ley. (2) Other coins: denominations: tetradrachms,

tetrobols, triobols and hemiobols. Moreover, it struck

bronze coins in C4f. Types: obv. heroic head, or female head;

rev. Corinthian helmet; legend: ΣΚΙΟ, ΣΚΙΩΝΑΙΩΝ or

ΣΚΙΩ. (Head, HN² 210; Gaebler (1935) 108–9; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 318–24, pace Robinson and Clement (1938)

311–12).

610. Skithai (Skithaios) Not in Barr. Unlocated. Type:

B:α. The toponym is Σκ�θαι (Steph. Byz. 574.17). The city-

ethnic is Σκιθα5ος (Theopomp. fr. 375), ΣΚΙΘ(ΑΙΟ)Ν

found on coins (SNG Cop. Macedonia 325).Steph.Byz.574.17

describes Skithai as a polis in Thrace, in the vicinity of

Poteidaia (πλησ�ον Ποτιδα�ας). Since he calls Skithai a

polis in Thrace, not in Makedonia, he probably used a pre-

350 source. Skithai is sometimes identified with Kithas (s.v.;

Gaebler (1929) 256; but see Flensted-Jensen (1997) 125–27).

Skithai minted silver coins c.500. Denominations: tetrobols

and hemiobols. Types: obv. lion; legend: ΣΚΙΘ or

ΣΚΙΘ(ΑΙΟ)Ν; rev. Quadripartite incuse square (Gaebler

(1929), (1935) 110; SNG Cop. Macedonia 325–26).

611. Smila Map 50. Unlocated. Type: A:? The toponym is

Σµ�λα (Hecat. fr. 148; Hdt. 7.123.2) or Σµ�λλα (IG i³

278.vi.31). Apart from Steph. Byz. 580.10, there is no attesta-

tion of a city-ethnic. Smila is called a polis in the urban sense

by Hecat. fr. 148 (Hansen (1997b) 25), and in the urban and

political sense combined (Hansen (2000a) 175–76) by Hdt.

7.123.2–3. In an Athenian tribute list Smila is recorded under

the heading π#λεις �ς οH 2δι+ται .ν/γραψαν φ#ρον

φ/ρειν (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 31), where polis is used in the

political sense. Hdt. 7.123.2–3 locates Smila in Krousis.

Smila supplied Xerxes with troops in 480 (Hdt. 7.123.2). It

was a member of the Delian League, but is listed only once,

in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.ii.31), paying 3,000 dr. along with the

Tindaians (no. 619), Kithas (no. 579), Gigonos (no. 572) and

Haisa (no. 573). [Σµ�λλα] is restored in IG i³ 71.iv.84

(425/4).

612. Spartolos (Spartolios) Map 50. Lat. 40.20; long.

23.10. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Σπ�ρτωλος, ! (Thuc. 2.79.2). The city-ethnic is

Σπαρτ#λιος (IG i³ 259.iii.24). Spartolos is called a polis

both in the urban sense (Thuc. 2.79.2) and in the political

sense (Thuc. 2.79.2, 5.18.5: Peace of Nikias). The collective

city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 259.iii.24).

Spartolos was a polis in Bottike (Thuc. 2.79.2; Harp.Σ34).

The name of its territory was probably also Σπ�ρτωλος

(Syll.³ 332.15–16 (306–297); cf. Flensted-Jensen (1995) 125).

Spartolos was a member of the Delian League until the

beginning of the Peloponnesian War. It belonged to the

Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.24) to 434/3 (IG i³ 278.v.5) a total of six-

teen times, once completely restored, paying 2 tal. each year,

except in 434/3 (IG i³ 278.v.5) and 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.73),

when it paid 3 tal. 500 dr. In 432 the Bottiaians revolted

against the Athenians (Thuc. 1.57.5), and in 429 they fought

and won a battle against the Athenians outside Spartolos

(Thuc. 2.79.2–7; Isae. 5.42; Flensted-Jensen (1995) 121–22).

Spartolos may have been listed in the assessment decree of

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.167: Σπ[αρτ#λιοι]). According to the

Peace of Nikias, Spartolos was to be autonomos and pay the

tribute as fixed by Aristeides (Thuc. 5.18.5).

A C4m deed of sale has been found at the presumed site of

Spartolos (Papangelos (1996)). The inscription indicates

that Spartolos was a member of the Chalkidian Federation

at that time, since Aristoboulos, son of Kallikrates (ll. 1–2),

was a priest of the Chalkidian Federation, perhaps in 353/2

(Hatzopoulos (1988a) 59, 67, 73–75).

It appears from Thuc. 2.79 that Spartolos was walled.

At the presumed site of Spartolos there are remains of a
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cemetery containing graves from the Archaic and Classical

periods and of a settlement. Furthermore, excavations at

Nea Syllata, c.3 km from ancient Spartolos, show continuous

habitation from the Bronze Age, through the Classical,

Roman and Byzantine periods (ArchDelt 31 (1976) Chron.

247); also a cemetery has been found at Nea Syllata (AAA 14

(1982) 246–50).

613. Stagiros (Stagirites) Map 51. Lat.40.35, long. 23.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The older toponym is

Στ�γιρος (Hdt. 7.115.2; Thuc. 4.88.2) or Στ�γιρα (IG iv².1

94.i.b.21 (360/59)), and the later one is Στ�γειρα,τ� (Dion.

Hal. Ad Amm. 1.5) or Στ�γειρος (Strabo 7 fr. 33 (but note

Στ�γειρα, fr. 35)). The city-ethnic is Σταγιρ�της (IG i³

271.ii.53), and later Σταγειρ�της (Diod. 18.8.3; Dio Chrys.

47.9). Herodotos calls Stagiros a polis in the urban sense

(π#λις ‘Ελλ�ς: 7.115.2), and Thucydides in the political

sense (5.18.5: Peace of Nikias). The collective city-ethnic is

found internally in abbreviated form on C6l coins (infra),

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 281.ii.18).

The individual city-ethnic is used externally on a gravestone

from Athens (IG i³ 1370 (C5s)) and in Syll.³ 275 (334–332).

According to early tradition, Stagiros was a colony from

Andros (Thuc. 4.88.2, 5.6.1), but Dion. Hal. Ad Amm. 1.5

seems to believe that it was founded from Chalkis (no. 365).

Hdt. 7.115.2 mentions Stagiros in connection with Xerxes’

march in 480. Stagiros was a member of the Delian League.

It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.14) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.10) a total of fifteen

times, once completely restored, paying 1,000 dr. in all years

(IG i³ 263.iv.15). In 424 Stagiros revolted and joined Brasidas

(Thuc. 4.88.2), and in 422 Kleon made an unsuccessful

attack on the city (Thuc. 5.6.1). In the Peace of Nikias

Stagiros is declared autonomos and liable to the tribute

assessed by Aristeides (Thuc. 5.18.5). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 410/9 (Krateros fr. 25 (Krech 1888) � IG i³ 100). If we

can trust some late sources (Tzetzes, Chil. 7.441, 11.849; Dio

Chrys. 47.9), Stagiros had been a polis (or kome) in

Olynthian territory, i.e. a member of the Chalkidic

Federation (Zahrnt (1971) 242–43). According to an emend-

ed passage in Diod. 16.52.9 and two passages from Vit. Arist.

(fr. 655, Rose), Stagiros was destroyed by Philip in 348 (see

Hammond and Griffith (1979) 376 and Hatzopoulos (1996a)

191). It is not clear from Plut. Alex. 7.2 and Dio Chrys. 47.9

whether the town was in fact destroyed; what is clear is that

the population was expelled and later allowed to move back.

Excavations show that the site of Stagiros was fortified in the

Hellenistic period (see infra).

Stagiros is recorded in the Epidaurian list of theorodokoi

of 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.21). The most famous citizen of

Stagiros,Aristotle, was praised by the Delphic Amphiktyony

in 334/3 (Syll.³ 275).

Excavations were begun in 1990. The city was situated on

a promontory consisting of two hills. The earliest settlement

was located on the northern hill. When the town expanded

in the Classical period, building was begun on the southern

hill as well, and both hills were surrounded by a wall, which

is very well preserved, especially on the southern side. The

wall is built in various types of masonry (Lesbian and polyg-

onal) and has an estimated length of 1.5–2 km, with both

square and circular towers. It is about 2 m in width. The

building of the wall was begun c.500 (Sismanides (1997) 5; cf.

Sismanides (1991); BCH 118 (1994) 762; Sismanides (1996)

279–80; Camp (2000) 44).

On the north-east part of the northern hill there is a 150 m

zigzag stretch of a wall built in the late Classical period, pre-

sumably after Philip II destroyed the town (Sismanides

(1996) 280).

On the northern hill there are remains of a complex from

the Byzantine period. Remains of the Archaic wall was

found in this complex, along with a C6 lintel with a C6

inscription, which seems to be some kind of tax regulation,

imposing a tax of 5 dr. (autopsy).

On the northern hill, where the oldest settlement was

located, three Archaic sanctuaries have been found. One,

which is situated close to the sea, may have been for

Demeter. In connection with this sanctuary, many frag-

ments of female clay protomes have been found; the other

sanctuary is a circular structure, 11 m in diameter, which is

probably a Thesmophorion (Sismanides (1997) 19). The

third one is situated closer to the top of the hill. The divinity

worshipped in this temple has not been identified. Theophr.

Hist. Pl. 4.16.3 refers to a Mouseion in Stagiros, but it may

have been located on the southern hill.

Between the two hills is a depression, where the agora was

situated. On the agora a C4 stoa, 6 � 26 m, has been found.

It is built in pseudo-isodomic masonry. Only the marble

bases of the columns survive. Near the agora is a paved road,

3 m wide. A stretch of 30 m has been located so far.

Furthermore, there are remains of commercial buildings,

such as shops, store-rooms and a wine vat (Sismanides

(1996) 286–87, (1997) 12, 14).

On top of the southern hill are the remains of the trian-

gular acropolis. One of the sides is formed by the Classical

wall, and on this side there is also a small gate. Opposite the

gate is a cistern. The walls surrounding the acropolis are 
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preserved, in some places very well, with flights of internal

steps, etc. On the north-west corner there is also a watch-

tower. Remains of water pipes are preserved in situ, and

about forty have been found so far (Sismanides (1996) 284).

On both hills remains of dwellings have been found, dat-

ing to the Archaic, Classical and Hellenistic periods

(Sismanides (1996) 285–86).

Stagiros struck silver staters on the Euboic standard from

C6l. Types: obv. lion and boar; rev. incuse square, or obv.

wild sow; rev. incuse square; legend: ΣΤΑΓΙ. (Gaebler

(1930) 302, (1935) 110–11; SNG Cop. Macedonia 327; Cahn

(1973)).

614. Stolos (Stolios) Map 51.Lat.40.20, long.23.40. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Στ+λος (IG iv².1

94.i.b.23 (360/59); Steph. Byz. 588.18) or Σκ+λος, ! (Thuc.

5.18.5; Strabo 9.2.23; Eust. Il. 2.497). The city-ethnic is

Στ#λιος (e.g. IG i³ 259.v.11).

Stolos is referred to as a polis in the urban sense in three

C4 deeds of sale (SEG 38 670.4, 671.7, 672.4; cf. infra). It is

called polis in the political sense at Thuc. 5.18.5 (Peace of

Nikias). The city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 259.v.11).

West (1937a) 166 thinks Stolos must be located in the inte-

rior of the Chalkidic peninsula, west of Akanthos (no. 559).

Hatzopoulos (1988a) 70–72 tentatively identifies Stolos with

modern Kellion, where a number of deeds of sale have been

found (SEG 38 670–73 (C4m)). According to Sismanides,

however, there was “an unknown, but important ancient

town” at Kellion; building debris has been found there

(ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron. 150).

Stolos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.v.11) to 434/3 (IG i³ 278.vi.3) a total of fourteen times. In

the first year Stolos paid in a syntely with the Polichnitans

(no. 596) and Mekyberna (no. 583). After that, it paid 4,000

dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.17), 5,000 dr. in 448/7 (IG i³

264.iii.2) and 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.32), and again 4,000 dr.

from 445/4 (IG i³ 267.ii.26). In 438/7 and 434/3 Stolos paid 1

tal. (IG i³ 274.vi.12, 278.vi.3). According to the Peace of

Nikias, Stolos was to be autonomos and pay the tribute as

fixed by Aristeides (Thuc. 5.18.5).

Stolos may have been a member of the Chalkidian

Federation, at least in C4. Hatzopoulos (1996a) 388–89

argues that Stolos must have been a member of the

Chalkidian Federation, since it is evident from a number of

C4m deeds of sale that Stolos used the calendar also in use at

Olynthos (no. 588). Four month names are known from

C4m deeds of sale (Hatzopoulos (1988a) 65–66, 80; Trümpy,

Monat. 42–43).

Steph. Byz. 588.18–20, without quoting any source,

reports that Stolos originally was an Edonian town, which

was later taken over by the Chalkidians.

615. Strepsa (Strepsaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.30, long. 23.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Στρ/ψα, !

(Aeschin. 2.27). The city-ethnic is Στρεψα5ος (IG i³

259.iv.14; Ar. fr. 126, PCG). Harp.Σ44, quoting Hellan. fr. 61,

classifies Strepsa as a polis in Thrace (π#λις .στ� τ8ς

Θρ��κης). Hellanikos was obviously Harpokration’s source

for the location, but not necessarily for the site-

classification. Strepsa’s status as a polis is indicated by its

membership of the Delian League combined with the evid-

ence that Strepsa was a nucleated settlement. The collective

city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(IG i³ 259.iv.14).

The location of Strepsa has been the subject of consider-

able scholarly discussion (Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou

(1987) 59; cf. Gomme (1956) 215–18; Edson (1955); Borza

(1990) 294–95). Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou suggest that

Strepsa be identified with modern Vasilika (cf. AR (1986–87)

34; Papazoglou (1988) 202–3; cf. Hammond (1972) 190–91).

Not far from that, at modern Ag. Paraskevi, a large C6 ceme-

tery containing c.500 graves has been excavated in the per-

iod 1981–88. All the female burials faced east, and the male

west (as in nearby Thermi). Men were buried with weapons,

and women with jewellery. A large amount of vessels have

been recovered, both imported and local ware, and virtually

all types are represented (Sismanides (1987); Macedonians

(1994) 170 with photos 177–93). The degree of organisation

seems to show that the cemetery was part of an organised

community, not just the result of private enterprise. The

cemetery was remarkably rich, and it is noteworthy that

weapons were found in a period when they were no longer

used as grave-offerings in Attika (Kurtz and Boardman

(1971) 75). Traces of the settlement to which the cemetery

belonged were found nearby (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron.

139). At Souroti in the vicinity two C4 graves have been

found (ArchDelt 29 (1973–74) Chron. 697), and a further

eight C6l–C4l graves were excavated in 1999 (Souereph and

Havela (2001)).

The name of Strepsa’s territory was Στρεψα�α (SEG 38

619.17 (C3e)). In 285 King Lysimachos gave to Limnaios τ�ν

[�γρ�ν] .ν τ8ι Στρεψα�αι (ibid.). It appears from the

inscription that Limnaios was also given land in Sermyliaia

and in Olynthia. Those two districts were indisputably quite
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close to each other, and Strepsaia seems to have been situat-

ed in the same area (Hatzopoulos (1988b)). A fragmentary

C4 deed of sale is from Vasilika, supposedly ancient Strepsa

(SEG 37 583).

It is mentioned again in connection with Kallias’ march

from Pydna (no. 544) to Poteidaia (no. 598) in 432 (Thuc.

1.61.4, if indeed Pluygers’ emendation of .πιστρ/ψαντες is

correct), and once more in 368 when the pretender

Pausanias seized Strepsa along with Anthemous (no. 562)

and Therme (no. 552) (Aeschin. 2.27).

Strepsa was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.iv.14) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.68) a total of sixteen times,

paying 1 tal. (IG i³ 277.vi.9). It is absent from the full panel of

430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.5–27), which indicates that it may have

participated in the Revolt of 432.

616. Therambos (Thrambaios) Map 51. Lat. 39.55, long.

23.40. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Θερ�µβως (Hdt. 7.123.1) or Θεραµβη�ς (Ps.-Skylax 66).

The city-ethnic is Θραµβα5ος (IG i³ 62.6) and perhaps

Στραµβα5ος (Krateros fr. 25 (Krech 1888)). Therambos is

probably the Στρ�µβαι of Steph. Byz. 586.11. Furthermore,

he mentions a Θρ�µβος,�κρωτ�ριον Μακεδον�ας (317.5).

Ps.-Skylax 66 lists Therambos as the fourth toponym after

the heading π#λεις α_δε, where polis is used in the urban

sense. At 7.123.1 Herodotos uses the pronoun αhται about

Therambos and seven other poleis on Pallene, and it is an

almost certain inference that the noun to be supplied is

π#λεις. That Therambos was a polis in the political sense too

is indicated by its membership of the Delian League and, if

correctly restored, by IG i³ 62.6: Θραµβα5οι . . . κα� α[H

>λλαι π#λ]εις, where the city-ethnic is attested in its collec-

tive and external sense. Hdt. 7.123.1 locates Therambos on

Pallene between Aige (no. 556) and Skione (no. 609).

Therambos supplied Xerxes with troops and ships in 480

(Hdt.7.123.1).Therambos was a member of the Delian League.

It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.10) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.8) a

total of sixteen times, once completely restored. In the first

years Therambos paid jointly with Skione; from 446/5 it paid

alone a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 266.ii.32). It was also assessed

(IG i³ 100; Krateros fr. 25 (Krech 1888)). Apparently

Therambos supported the (Athenian?) archontes present at

Aphytis (no. 563) c.428 (IG i³ 62.6, cf. Meritt (1944) 217).

617. Thestoros Not in Barr. Unlocated. Type: C:? The

toponym is Θ/στωρος (IG i³ 77.v.36; Theopomp. fr. 142).

Apart from Steph.Byz.312.14, there is no attestation of a city-

ethnic. Steph. Byz. classifies Thestoros as a π#λις Θρ��κης

. . .Θε#ποµπος κβ´.We cannot know, however, whether the

site-classification stems from Theopompos (Hansen

(2000b) 141–42). The editors of the Athenian tribute lists

assume that Thestoros may have been located “in the

Olynthian territory”, since the fragment of Theopompos’

Philippika in which Thestoros is mentioned deals with the

C4m war between Philip and Olynthos (no. 588 (ATL i. 490;

cf. Shrimpton (1991) 61). Thestoros is recorded in the

Athenian assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.36), but not

in any of the tribute lists. It was presumably a member of the

Delian League, or at least the Athenians claimed that it was.

618. Thyssos (Thyssios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long. 24.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Θ�σσος (Hdt.

7.22.3; Strabo 7 fr. 35) or Θυσσ#ς, ! (Thuc. 5.35.1). The city-

ethnic is Θ�σσιος (IG i³ 261.iv.7 (422/1)).

Hdt. 7.22.3 and Ps.-Skylax 66 (Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 142) call Thyssos a polis in the urban sense,

whereas Thuc. 4.109.3–5 probably uses the word in the polit-

ical sense, using polisma about the settlement. The collective

city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(IG i³ 261.iv.7). Thyssos was located on Athos (Hdt. 7.22;

Thuc. 4.109).

Thyssos was a member of the Delian League (cf. Thuc.

5.35.1). It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.14) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.25) a total of

seventeen times, twice completely restored, paying 4,000 dr.

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.14, restored) to 451/0 (IG i³ 262.ii.29),

1½ tal. from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.23) and 1 tal. from 446/5 (IG

i³ 266.ii.11) to 429/8. Thyssos was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.175). In 424/3 Thyssos joined Brasidas

(Thuc. 4.109.5), but it must have become a member of the

League again shortly after, because it was allied with Athens

in 421 when it was captured by Dion (Thuc. 5.35.1).

Thuc. 4.109.4 says that Thyssos had a mixed (i.e. barbar-

ian–Hellenic) bilingual population, but about a century

later Ps.-Skylax 66 calls it a <polis> Hellenis (Flensted-

Jensen and Hansen (1996) 151).

619. Tinde (Tindaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.25, long. 23.00. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is Τ�νδη, known only

from Steph. Byz. 624.18. The city-ethnic is Τινδα5ος (IG i³

278.vi.29). In an Athenian tribute list, the Tindaioi are

recorded under the heading π#λεις �ς οH 2δι+ται

.ν/γραψαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (IG i³ 278.vi.18–21, 29, where polis

is used in the political sense), attesting to the collective and

external use of the city-ethnic. Tinde may have been a

Bottiaian polis (Flensted-Jensen (1995) 123).
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Tinde was a member of the Delian League, but it is

recorded in the tribute lists only once: viz. in 434/3 (IG i³

278.vi.29), paying 3,000 dr. together with Kithas (no. 579),

Gigonos (no. 572) and Haisa (no. 573). Perhaps Tinde was

also listed in the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.83,

completely restored).

620. Torone (Toronaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.00, long. 23.55.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Τορ)νη, !

(Hdt. 7.122; Thuc. 4.129.1). The adjective Τορωνα�ην occurs

in Archil. fr. 89.20, West, which implies that the toponym

antedates C7m. The city-ethnic is Τορωνα5ος (IG i³

266.ii.28; IG ii² 10454) or ΤΕΡΩΝΑΟΝ on C5 coinage

(Head, HN² 207).

Torone is called a polis in the urban sense (Hdt. 7.122;

Thuc. 4.110–14; Ps.-Skylax 66), in the territorial sense (Thuc.

4.110.2) and in the political sense (Thuc. 4.110.1, 5.18.8 (Peace

of Nikias); Isoc. 15.107–8; Xen.Hell.5.3.18); cf.politeuein used

of the Toronaians in Thuc. 4.114.1. The poet Archestratos

(C4m) described Torone as an asty (fr. 24.1–2, Olson and

Sens). The collective city-ethnic is used internally on coins

(infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

266.ii.28).The individual city-ethnic is attested externally in

a citizenship decree from Samos (SEG 38 845 (C4l)) on a

gravestone from Attika (IG ii² 10454 (C4)) and in Hdt. 8.127.

Hdt. 7.122 locates Torone before Gale(psos) (no. 571) on

Sithonia. Perhaps the southernmost part of the peninsula

was Toronaian territory; Steph. Byz. s.v. Xµπελος calls

Ampelos akra Toronaion. Thuc. 4.113.2 mentions a phrouri-

on Lekythos on a promontory close to the city itself. About 3

km south of Torone was the Kophos limen, which belonged

to Torone (Meritt (1923) 453–54).

The communis opinio is that Torone was a C8 colony from

Chalkis (no. 365) (e.g. Boardman (1980) 229, pace Harrison

(1912)). Nevertheless, the only ancient source to call Torone

a colony from Chalkis is Diod. 12.68.6, who evidently inter-

preted Thucydides’ Τορ)νη ! Χαλκιδικ� (4.110.1) as

meaning “Torone, a colony from Chalkis”. But the phrase

does not necessarily mean that Torone was a colony from

Chalkis. Thucydides may refer to Torone’s membership of

the Chalkidian Federation, although it is unclear whether

the meaning of “Chalkidian” is (a) geographical/territorial

(�“situated in Chalkidike”), (b) ethnic (�“of the

Chalkidian tribe”), or (c) specifically of Chalkis (cf.

Hammond (1995) 315 n. 37; Hornblower (1997)). In any case,

Torone cannot have been a Euboian colony founded ab novo

in C8, since excavations have shown that the site of Torone

was inhabited several centuries prior to C8. Furthermore,

the excavations do not support the assumption that Torone

was a colony from Chalkis (see also Papadopoulos (1996)).

According to Hdt.7.122, Torone supplied troops and ships

to Xerxes in 480. It was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.15) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.29)

a total of fourteen times, paying in most years 6 tal. (IG i³

266.ii.28), in some years 12 tal. (IG i³ 259.ii.15, 260.viii.10,

281.ii.17) and in 447/6 possibly two payments adding up to

16 tal. (IG i³ 265.ii.71, 101). In 423 an oligarchic faction (Thuc.

4.110.1–2) invited Brasidas to attack Torone, which was held

by the Athenians, and he managed to seize it with the help of

traitors inside the town (Thuc. 4.110–13; Gehrke, Stasis

197–98). The majority of the Athenians who were in Torone

and those of the Toronaians who had not joined Brasidas

fled to Lekythos, a fortification on a promontory a short 

distance from the city itself. The Athenians defended them-

selves, but were eventually forced to leave (Thuc. 4.114–16).

In 422 Kleon recaptured Torone (Thuc. 5.3.4), whereupon

he exposed it to an andrapodismos by enslaving the women

and the children; the men were taken captive and sent to

Athens, but later ransomed by Olynthos (no. 588) (Thuc.

5.3.4; cf. Xen. Hell. 2.2.3 and Isoc. 12.63).

Torone was a member of the Chalkidian Federation at

least until 380 (Xen. Hell. 5.3.18). During the Olynthian War

(i.e. in 380) Torone, then a member of the Chalkidian

Federation, was attacked and taken by the Spartans (Xen.

Hell. 5.3.18). In 364 Torone was taken again, this time by

Timotheos (Diod. 15.81.5; Isoc. 15.108; Polyaen. 3.10.15). And

finally, in 349, before attacking Olynthos, Philip captured

Torone by treachery (Diod. 15.81.5), but did not destroy the

city. In C4l Gyges of Torone was granted citizenship in

Samos (IG xii.6 46; see Hatzopoulos (1988b) 47 n. 8).

Thuc. 4.113.2 mentions the agora of Torone. It appears

from Thuc. 4.110.1 that there was a Dioskoreion c.3 stades

(540 m) from the city. Thuc. 4.116.2 mentions a temple of

Athena in Lekythos (near the city). Fragments of a Doric

temple have been interpreted as the remains of this temple

(Cambitoglou and Papadopoulos (1988) 205; Cambitoglou

(1990) 191–92; Cambitoglou and Papadopoulos (1991) 159).

Thucydides has several references to the walls of Torone

(e.g.4.110–11).Part of the extant wall dates from the Classical

period, and part of it from the Hellenistic period (Ergon

(1978) 27 fig. 29). The remains of the early Hellenistic fortifi-

cations are extensive (Cambitoglou and Papadopoulos

(1988) 183).

Excavations have shown that the site of Torone was

inhabited continuously from the late Neolithic period to the
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post-Byzantine period (Papadopoulos (1996) 160). Torone

probably had two harbours, one by the city itself, and one c.3

km to the south, the Kophos limen (Thuc. 5.2.2–3;

Hornblower (1996) 425–26). Thuc. 5.2.4 mentions the

proasteion of Torone, and it is clear from Thuc. 4.114.2 that

there were houses close to Lekythos. Beneath the Classical

city an early Iron Age cemetery has been found. By 1984, 134

graves had been excavated, yielding more than 500 vessels.

The finds dated from c.1125 to c.850 (Cambitoglou and

Papadopoulos (1988) 187). A house excavated in 1976 and

1978 seemed not to be of the pastas type known from

Olynthos, but resembled “the lay-out of the so-called

Herdraumhäuser prevalent in north-west Greece”

(Cambitoglou and Papadopoulos (1988) 186). Excavations

on the promontory of Lekythos show that Torone was a rel-

atively important settlement in the early Iron Age

(Cambitoglou (1990) 188). Henry (1993) combines

Thucydides’ description with the archaeological evidence.

Only one month name is known from Torone: viz.

Artemision, found in a deed of sale (Karamanoli-Siganidou

(1966); cf. SEG 24 574.2 (C4)).

Torone struck silver coins on the Euboic standard from

C6l to c.480 and on the Phoenician standard from c.480 to

c.420. Denominations: tetradrachms, tetrobols, obols and

hemiobols. (1) C6l–480: types: obv. amphora, or oinochoe;

legend: ΤΕ or ΗΕ; rev. incuse square. (2) 480–424: types:

obv. amphora, or oinochoe; rev. forepart of a goat. (3)

424–420: types: obv.satyr and oinochoe; rev. ΤΕ and a goat

in an incuse square, or ΤΕΡΩΝΑΟΝ and a square

(Head, HN² 206–7; Gaebler (1935) 114–15; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 336–38). Bronze coins were struck in C4

(Hardwick (1998)).

621. Tripoiai Unlocated. Type: [A]:? The toponym is

Τριποια� (IG i³ 76 l.46 �Tod 68 (c.422)) or Τριποα� (IG i³

285.iii.8). Tripoiai is listed under the heading α_δε π#λες in

a treaty of c.422 (IG i³ 76.44, 46).

Tripoiai was a Bottiaian polis which was located in the

vicinity of Kalindoia, i.e. probably in the northern part of

Bottike (Flensted-Jensen (1995) 116–17). The name of the

territory was Τριπο[τις and it was given to the

Makedonians by Alexander (SEG 36 626.6–7 (323)).

Tripoiai was a member of the Delian League, but it is

recorded only once in the tribute lists in the Thracian dis-

trict: viz. in 421/0 (IG i³ 285.iii.8), paying 800 dr. About the

same time the Bottiaians had probably formed a confedera-

cy (Flensted-Jensen (1995) 126–28), of which Tripoiai was a

member (IG i³ 76.47).

622. Zereia (Zeranios) Map 51. Unlocated. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: C:? The toponym is Ζερε�α (IG i³ 77.v.18). It has

been suggested (Zahrnt (1971) 186 with refs.) that the inhab-

itants of Zereia were the Ζηρ�νιοι mentioned by

Theopomp. fr. 214. Their territory is called Ζηραν�α by

Ephor. fr. 88. Zereia may have been a member of the Delian

League: it was assessed for tribute in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.v.18) 500

dr., but is unattested in the tribute lists.

4. Unlocated Poleis

623. Aison (Aisonios) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type [A]:?

The toponym is Α]σων (Α[]σ]ον, IG i³ 262.iv.27) or Α_σων

(hα�σον, IG i³ 271.ii.48). The city-ethnic is Α2σονε�ς

(Α2σονε̃ς, IG i³ 268.iii.16) or ΑHσωνε�ς (hαισονε̃[ς], IG i³

279.ii.66) or ΑHσ)νιος (hαισ#νιοι, IG i³ 277.v.28).

Aison was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district (IG i³ 271.ii.48) and is recorded from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.19) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.54) a total of sev-

enteen times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,500 dr. (IG i³ 268.iii.16), reduced to 1,000 dr. in 432/1 (IG i³

280.ii.62) or perhaps in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.66, amount

completely restored). It is recorded twice by toponym, and

otherwise by ethnic (supra). In the tribute list for the year

429/8 the Aisonioi are recorded under the heading hα�δε

το̃ν π#λεον α(τ�ν τ�ν �παρχ*ν �π/γαγον (IG i³

282.ii.51–52, 54) where polis is used in the political sense.

As the Athenian tribute lists are the only sources we have

for Aison, all we know about its location is that it was locat-

ed somewhere in the Thracian district. A river by the name

of Α]σων situated in southern Makedonia is mentioned by

Plutarch at Aem. 16.9. Referring to this source, RE i–ii suppl.

40 and ATL i. 467 followed by Zahrnt (1971) 146 suggest a

location near the modern river Pelikas (�ancient Aison).

However, Edson (1947) 88 argues that, apart from Methone

(no.541), it is highly unlikely that any other Makedonian city

was a member of the Delian League. He prefers to identify

Aison with Haisa (no. 573), a suggestion rejected by Zahrnt

(1971). As the evidence stands, Aison’s precise location with-

in the Thracian district remains unknown.

624. Brea (Breaios) Map 50. Lat. 40.15, long. 23.10, but see

infra. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Βρ/α, !

(ML 49.33), the city-ethnic Βρεα5ος (Theopomp. fr. 145

apud Steph. Byz. 185.8–9).

An Athenian decree of c.445 (ML 49), 439/8 (Woodhead

(1952) 61), or perhaps 426/5 (Mattingly (1966) 185) lays down

the rules for the founding of a new colony (apoikia), Brea, in
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Thrace. The name of the oecist was Demokleides. The attes-

tation of the city-ethnic in a fragment of Theopompos (fr.

145) is the only evidence that the decree was carried into

effect (Hansen (2001) 320–21).

Some scholars believe that Brea was situated in the

Chalkidic peninsula (Woodhead (1952) 62; Asheri (1969)),

others that it was in Bisaltia (Meritt (1967) 48; Gomme

(1945) 373). Following Pazaras and Tsanana (1990), Barr.

identifies Brea or Beroia with modern Veria, which has,

however, only random C4 finds.

625. Kossaia (Kossaios) Map 51. Unlocated. Type: C:? The

toponym is Κοσσα�α,! (Steph.Byz.378.11–12).The ethnic is

Κοσσα5ος (IG i³ 71.iii.172: Κοσσ[α5οι]; but, given the large

number of toponyms in IG i³ 71, an equally possible restora-

tion would be Κοσσα�α).

The link between our two sources was suggested by ATL i.

506. In Steph. Byz. Kossaia is listed as a Θρ��κης πολ�χνιον. In

the assessment decree of 425/4 Kossaia—or the Kossaians—is

placed in the Thracian district. There is no other source. So all

we know is that Kossaia was a settlement somewhere in Thrace

which in 425/4 was assessed for tribute by the Athenians. The

suggestion to locate Kossaia in Chalkidike (Bradeen (1952)

374–75) was rightly rejected by Zahrnt (1971) 195.

626. Okolon Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:? The topo-

nym is ;Οκωλον (Steph. Byz. 488.11–12 �Theopomp. fr. 150:

;Οκωλον· χωρ�ον ’Ερετρι/ων· Θε#πονπος Φιλιπ-

πικ+ν ε2κοστ�+ τετ�ρτ�ω. τ� .θνικ�ν ’Οκ)λιος). There is

no other source, but, on the analogy of Skabala (no. 607),

Okolon is usually taken to be an Eretrian colony situated in

Thrace (RE xii.2. 2385–86; cf. Knoepfler (1997) 358 with n. 49).
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I. The Region

The region bounded by the lower courses of the rivers

Strymon and Nestos consists of two extensively marshy

plains, well watered by the river Strymon and by its tribu-

tary, the Angites, dominated by imposing richly wooded

mountains—Mt. Pangaion to the south-west, Mt. Lekane to

the east, Mt. Kerkine and the Rhodope range to the north. A

third plain, rich in agricultural lands, extends between Mt.

Pangaion and Mt. Symbolon to the south-east. The latter

mountain range and Mt. Lekane further north-east togeth-

er define a narrow coastal strip, whose easternmost part was

considerably extended through the centuries by the massive

alluvial deposits of the river Nestos.

Various tribes are known to have occupied this part of

Thrace: Bisaltians (lower Strymon valley), Odomantes (the

plain to the north of the Strymon), Sintoi (middle Strymon

valley, to the north of the Bisaltians and the Odomantes),

Pieres (the area south of Mt. Pangaion), Edonians (the left

bank of the lower Strymon, south of the Angites, and the

plain of Philippoi), Satrai (the Pangaion range), Dersaioi

(further north), Sapaians (lower Nestos course) (Papazoglou

(1988) 351–413).

It was most probably the rich mineral resources of the

area, the famed gold and silver of Mt. Pangaion, said to have

been discovered first by the Phoenicians (Isaac (1986) 4),

then systematically mined and exploited by Pierians,

Odomantes and Satrai (Hdt. 7.112), which attracted early

Greek ventures and settlements in the area.¹ Thus, soon after

the foundation of a Parian colony on Thasos in early C7, the

fertile coastal zone² across this island from the mouth of the

Strymon to that of the Nestos—and beyond, infra 859–60,

Stryme—appears to have been studded with various

Thasian emporia, settled and supported by means of fero-

cious fighting against the local inhabitants.³ Early on in C6,

these invaluable resources, not least the area’s abundant

supplies of timber for shipbuilding and oar making,⁴ must

have become widely renowned: following a brief but very

profitable venture of the Athenian Peisistratos (Arist. Ath.

Pol. 15.2; cf. Isaac (1986) 14), the importance of these

resources became known to the Athenians; soon thereafter

(c.509: Hammond and Griffith (1979) 68 n. 4), it attracted

Histiaios, tyrant of Miletos, who briefly settled Myrkinos of

the Edonians, only to be recalled when the Persian king

realised the importance of the area (Hdt. 5.11, 23–24); in 497

Histiaios’venture was repeated by his nephew and successor

Aristagoras (Hdt. 7.124, 125; cf. Thuc. 4.102; Diod. 12.68).

Milesian efforts were thwarted, however, both by an intense

Thracian counter-offensive and by the extension of Persian

occupation over the Thracian coast following the cam-

paigns of Megabazos (513) and Mardonios (492) and the

establishment of an important supply base at Eion.⁵

Interestingly, Thasos under Persian rule seems to have

retained control of her peraia and of vested interests in

regional mineral resources. The annual income of Thasos

from mining ventures is said to have amounted to no less

than 200 (in better years 300) talents c.493, derived for the

greatest part from gold and silver mines on the mainland;

those at Skapte Hyle alone, presumably located opposite

Thasos, on the southern slopes of Mt. Lekane east of

Neapolis (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1990)), are known to

THRACE FROM STRYMON 
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¹ Both literary sources (discussed by Isaac (1986) 31–34) and archaeological
research (cf. most recently Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1990)) attest to the exist-
ence of various productive mining areas in the region.

² According to Armenidas (apud Athen. 1.31a), the coastal zone between
Antisara and Oisyme was named Biblia (Bibline in Steph. Byz. 168. 10; cf. the
Β�βλια Sρη of Epicharmos in Athen. 1.31a), well known for its wine (cf. Steph.
Byz. 168.10: Βιβλ�α >µπελος and Β�βλινος ο1νος).

³ For literary testimonies and archaeological evidence on the establishment
of the Thasian peraia, see Isaac (1986) with refs. A C6l epigram engraved on the
base of a funerary monument discovered in Amphipolis (Lazaridis (1976)) testi-
fies to the unrelenting war between Thasian/Parian colonists and local Thracian
tribes.

⁴ Thuc. 4.108.1, on Athenian revenues from Amphipolis.
⁵ For the extent and nature of Persian occupation in Thrace, see Isaac (1986)

17–18, with references and bibliography.



have yielded a higher income than the famous gold mines on

Thasos itself (Hdt. 6.46; cf. Isaac (1986) 21–22).

Following Xerxes’ defeat, Kimon’s Thracian expedition

and the capture of Eion in 476 provided the Athenians with

a long-sought-after opportunity to gain a foothold in the

lower Strymon valley: they settled at Eion, probably also at

Ennea Hodoi, challenging Thasian interests in the area.

Thasos, deprived of her fleet and with her fortifications dis-

mantled on Persian orders, had no choice but to join the

Delian League (Isaac (1986) 19–21). After 442, the area was

included in the Thraceward district, which contributed by

far the largest tribute (see tables in Meiggs (1972) 529–30) to

the Athenian League. Inevitably, conflicting interests over

the emporia and mining resources on the peraia caused

Thasos to revolt as soon as her defensive power and her fleet

were restored (Thuc. 1.100–1; Diod. 11.70.1; Polyaen. 2.35,

8.67; Plut. Cim. 14.2). Capturing the city after a two-year

siege (465–463), Kimon acquired for the Athenians the

Thasian settlements (including probably Berga, which

appears in the tribute lists at least from 451) and gold mines

on the mainland (probably Skapte Hyle). Concurrently,

10,000 Athenian and allied settlers launched an ambitious

project to penetrate the Thracian hinterland and gain con-

trol over the mines (probably on Mt. Pangaion and in the

lower Strymon valley) worked and controlled by the local

Thracian tribes. Having occupied Ennea Hodoi, the new-

comers under the Athenian generals Sophanes and Leagros

were ambushed and annihilated by the Thracians at

Drabeskos near Daton.⁶ However, Athens’ aspirations to

extend and expand her control over south-western Thrace

were not abandoned. Epigraphic evidence (IG i³ 1, 46)

attests in detail the otherwise undocumented foundation

c.445 of a colony at Brea in Bisaltia (location unidentified);

the venture, which has been plausibly related (ML 132–33;

Meiggs (1972) 159; disputed by Isaac (1986) 36) to the dis-

patch of 1,000 Athenian settlers by Perikles to Bisaltia (Plut.

Per. 11.5), was presumably short-lived.⁷ Athenian colonising

efforts in the north Aegean were finally crowned by success

in 437/6, with the foundation of Amphipolis. Inevitably, the

importance of the interests at stake kindled anti-Athenian

sentiments among both Greek settlers of various origins

and Greek and native neighbours, such as the Edonians of

Myrkinos. Thus, a Lakedaimonian expedition under

Brasidas in 424 met with unprecedented support; the

Athenians were expelled from Amphipolis (Thuc. 4.102–8;

cf. Isaac (1986) 40–43). Two years later (422) an expedition

under Kleon succeeded in regaining control only of

Galepsos, but failed to recapture Amphipolis (Thuc. 5.2–3,

6–11), which remained loyal to the Spartan League, despite

repeated Athenian campaigns, till it eventually fell under

Makedonian rule under Philip II. Athens, however, is

believed to have maintained control over the Thasian peraia

to the end of the Peloponnesian War, even through the trou-

bled years of the second secession of Thasos (411–407) (see

Isaac (1986) 67–68).

The collapse of the Athenian Empire provided Thasos

with the opportunity to reclaim possession of mainland ter-

ritories: since Amphipolis—now an established and flour-

ishing independent city—controlled the lower Strymon

basin, the Thasians targeted the eastern entrance to the

Angites plain and the Pangaion mines: c.360 they founded

Krenides (no. 632) and Datos (no. 629), the latter with the

guidance and support of Kallistratos, the exiled Athenian

orator. The new settlements marked the resurrection of the

Thasian peraia and immediately provoked the hostility of

the Thracians;⁸ most importantly, they provided Philip II

with a legitimate justification for penetrating the area and

for the founding in 356 of Philippoi, a Makedonian colony in

the Angites plain (Collart (1937)).

Written sources provide information about a total of

twenty-five named settlements of the Archaic and Classical

periods, thirteen of them attested to have had polis status, in

the area between the lower and middle courses of the rivers

Strymon and Nestos.⁹ Despite rather extensive archaeologi-

cal research, particularly in recent decades,¹⁰ only ten have

been securely identified (Antisara, Berga, Gasoros,

Galepsos, Neapolis, Neine, Oisyme, Phagres, Philippoi and

Sirra); the location of the remaining fourteen (Acontisma,

⁶ For a detailed discussion of sources and bibliography, see Isaac (1986)
24–30.

⁷ The controversy concerning the location of Brea is succinctly summarized
by Isaac (1986) 52 (with refs.).Recent finds have now affirmed beyond doubt that
Bisaltia, usually located according to Hdt. 7.115 west of the Strymon, extended
over this river’s eastern bank as well, as suggested by Strabo 7.36 (cf. Koukouli-
Chryssanthaki (2000)). It becomes clear that all Athenian colonising ventures
targeted the lower Strymon and the rich hinterland to which it provided access.

⁸ On the identity of the Thracians who threatened Krenides, see Isaac (1986)
50 (with ref.), who plausibly suggests the possibility that local tribes—indeed,
the ever independent Thracians of Mt. Pangaion whose interests were threat-
ened—should be counted among the most probable candidates.

⁹ We have omitted the following toponyms of probable pre-Roman date,
which do not belong to urban settlements and remain unidentified (cf. Samsaris
(1976) 196–97): Asyla (App. B Civ. 4.106), Biblia, or Bibline chora (Armenidas
apud Athen. 131a); Daineros (letter of Alexander to Philippoi, see Philippoi);
Himeraion (Thuc. 7.9 (r414)); Nereidon Choroi (Ps.-Skymnos 649–51); Thasion
Kephalai (Strabo 7 fr. 44).

¹⁰ More or less regularly presented in ArchDelt, Prakt and, more recently,
ΑΕΜΘ; results summarised by Isaac (1986) 1–71 and Papazoglou (1988)
345–413.
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Apollonia, Daton, Drabeskos, Eion, Ennea Hodoi, Krenides,

Myrkinos, Paroikopolis, (Herodotean) Pistyros, Sapai,

Skapte Hyle, Skotoussa and Tristolos) remains, in our opin-

ion, inconclusive, while that of Brea is unknown and strong-

ly disputed. The following Inventory comprises thirteen

settlements considered to have been poleis in the Archaic

and/or Classical periods; in addition to the poleis, ten

second-order settlements are known, to which can be added

the remains of fourteen unidentified settlements.¹¹

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Akontisma (Acontisma) Mentioned only in Roman lit-

erary and epigraphical sources as a station on the via

Egnatia, situated in a narrow defile between Mt. Lekane and

the sea, 9 miles east of Neapolis (It. Ant. 321.2, 331.3:

Acontisma; It. Burd. 603.8: mansio Hercontroma; Amm.

Marc. 26.7.12, 27.4.8, 36.7; cf. Collart (1935) 403 no. 1 for a

milestone dated to the reign of Trajan), it is probably ident-

ified with a fortress built on a stronghold east of Nea Karvali

(Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1972b)). Traces of C6l masonry

in the Roman walls and C4 surface pottery were interpreted

as indicating a strategically located emporion of Thasos,pos-

sibly with the name *Akontisma, controlling the passage to

the lower Nestos valley (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1980b)

320–22; cf. Isaac (1986) 12, 69). Not in Barr.

Antisara (?ντισ�ρα) Steph. Byz. 100.17, quoting Hero-

dian; Ath. 31A, quoting Armenidas (C4l); cf. Νε�πολις

παρ3 ?ντισ�ραν (IG i³ 263.iii.13). Citing some unnamed

authors, Steph. Byz. 100.17 offers Τισ�ρη as an alternative

toponym. Antisara was an urban centre (a polis according to

Herodian (Steph. Byz. 100.17)) located, together with

Oisyme, on the coast of the wine-producing Βιβλ�α χ)ρα

(Armenidas apud Athen. 1.31a), which served Datos as a port

(Steph. Byz. 100.17: .π�νειον ∆ατην+ν). It is probably to be

identified with a fortified C6l settlement on the promonto-

ry of Kalamitsa, west of Kavala, with remains of a C6–C4

sanctuary, dedicated to Asklepios since C4e (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1980b) 314–16; (1990) 500; plan in Lazaridis

(1971) fig. 68; cf. Isaac (1986) 10, 65); presumably an empori-

on of the Thasians, serving as a maritime outlet for Datos.

Barr. AC.

Drabeskos (∆ραβησκ#ς) Thuc. 1.100.3, 4.102.2, some

MSS; cf. Herod. De prosodia cath. 3.1.153; also ∆ραβ8σκος

(Thuc. 1.100.3, 4.102.2, some MSS; Strabo 7 fr. 33; Steph. Byz.

238.1) and ∆ρ�βησκος (Diod. 12.68.2); a Thracian settle-

ment attributed to the Edonians and situated in the

Thracian hinterland (Thuc. 1.100.3; cf. Steph. Byz. 238.1),

called a polis only by Strabo (7 fr. 33). Together with Argilos

and Daton it was situated not far from the Strymonic Gulf,

and was said to have occupied, together with Myrkinos, the

western end of the plain of Philippoi, near the river Strymon

(App. B Civ. 4.13.105). In 465 it was the site of the catastroph-

ic ambush by the Edonians of 10,000 Athenians and allies

under Leagros and Sophanes attempting to establish a

colony in Ennea Hodoi (Thuc. 1.100.3, 4.102.3; Diod. 12.68;

Paus. 1.29.4; however, according to Hdt. 9.75 and Isoc. 8.86,

the massacre happened .ν ∆�τ�ω).Drabeskos was identified

with the village of Zdravik (present-day Draviskos), 12 km

north of Amphipolis, which presumably preserved the

altered form of the ancient toponym (Papazoglou (1988)

391–92, contra Samsaris (1976) 141 and 145; cf. BE (1988) no.

854). Remains of a settlement from the Hellenistic period to

late Antiquity at Frangala, 1–2 km to the west of

Zdravik/Draviskos, were first recorded by Perdrizet ((1910)

14ff; cf. Kaphtantzis (1967) nos. 568–74). In Barr. only HR,

but C also attested.

Ennea Hodoi (’Ενν/α ‘Οδο�) Thuc. 1.100.3 (χωρ�ον);

Hdt. 7.114 (χ+ρος); Harp.Ε58 (τ#πος); cf., however, Strabo

7 fr. 35 (?θηνα�ων κτ�σµα .ν τ�+ τ#πfω το�τ�ω). However,

if the plausible combination of Thuc. 4.102.2 and Diod.

12.68.1–2 is correct (Collart (1937) 60), Ennea Hodoi is the

polis of the Edonians not named in Hdt. 5.126 (r497).

Presumably identified with Hill 133, c.3 km north of

Amphipolis (Lazaridis (1964), (1965a), (1965b); Pritchett

(1965) 46, 48; cf. the grave mound at nearby Kastas: Lazaridis

(1973); Isaac (1986) 4–5, 24, 28, 37; Koukouli-Chryssanthaki

(1993) 682–84). Barr. AC.

Gasoros (Γ�σωρος) Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 39.20 (ad

¹¹ It is noteworthy that inscriptions of the Roman period have preserved
exceptionally full information on many unidentified rural settlements of
Philippoi, most of them bearing indigenous names and populated by pre-
Roman inhabitants (Papazoglou (1988) 411–12, with complete list of the 15

known komai). Their names are either ethnics or derivatives of local epithets of
gods, mostly of non-Greek (and non-Latin) origin (e.g. Satriceni,
Kalpapouritai, Tasibasteni). They may well have been pre-Greek settlements of
unknown political status before the foundation of the Roman colony. Indeed,
some of the unidentified rural sites attested by archaeological remains are dated
to the Hellenistic period and earlier: fortress of Palaiokastro, 1 km east of
Angista, with a Makedonian tomb and finds dating from C5 to the Roman peri-
od (ArchDelt (1968) Chron. 359–60; ArchDelt (1973) Chron. 455–59); rich tumu-
lus at Nikisiani with six tombs dating to Philip II and Alexander (ArchDelt (1963)
Chron. 257; ArchDelt (1964) Chron. 374); inscriptions from a settlement at
Kalambaki (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1968)), one mentioning W δ8µος. In view
of the modest size of C4s Philippoi, it is very doubtful whether these settlements
were part of its territory in pre-Roman times.
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158); Γ�ζωρος in literary sources. A polis according to Steph.

Byz. 195.7, listed among the cities of Odomantike and Edonis

in Ptol. Geog. 3.12.8. The ethnic Γαζ)ριος, known from

Steph.Byz., is epigraphically attested both individually (Roger

(1945) 46, from Toumba (ad 144/5) and collectively

(Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 39.15–16 (c.215); cf. Roger (1938)

(early third century ad)). Gasoros has been securely located

on the hill of Ag. Athanasios, between the villages of Ag.

Christophoros and modern Gazoros (Papazoglou (1988)

382–84 with refs.; for the identification of a C5–C4 cemetery

west of the hill of Ag.Athanasios, cf. Samartzidou (1982); Tasia

(1985)). Gasoros may have acquired polis status either under

Philip II (Hatzopoulos (1996) i. 51–75) or at least under the

Antigonids (Papazoglou (1988) 383), but all the evidence we

have is Hellenistic and too late for inclusion in this Inventory.

In Barr. only HR, but C also attested in the cemetery.

Paroikopolis (Παροικ#πολις) A polis of the Sintike

according to Ptol. 3.12.27 (cf. Hierocl. 639.8, but most

importantly Phlegon of Tralleis (FGrH 257) fr. 37, nos. 47–53

(first century ad)), it was presumably a Makedonian foun-

dation, reinforced by large numbers of paroikoi, incorporat-

ed in the community as citizens with full civic rights

(Papazoglou (1988) 372). It is probably to be identified with

the remains of a large unnamed urban centre inhabited

from C5,which was excavated at Sandanski.On the evidence

of finds dating to the Hellenistic period, it was presumably

organised as a polis at the time of the Roman conquest at the

latest (ibid. 373–75). In Barr. only HR, but C also attested.

Pergamos (Π/ργαµος) One of two fortresses (teichea) of

the Pieres in the plain crossed by the army of Xerxes south of

Mt. Pangaion (Hdt. 7.112). It has been suggested that

Pergamos was a member of the Delian League; but this is

based on unconvincing restorations of the toponym

([Π�]ερες {σ} π[αρα Π/ρ]γαµο[ν] (IG i³ 71.iv.61–62) and

of the ethnic ([Περγ]αµ[οτειχ5ται] (IG i³ 71.iv.64)).

Pergamos, formerly sought at Eleutheroupolis (Pravi; cf.

Samsaris (1976) 161) has tentatively been identified with a

fortified settlement (surface finds of Classical and

Hellenistic pottery) located on the hill of Koules or Alonaki,

near Moustheni (Pikoulas (2001) 64–65 and 176–79).

Unlocated in Barr. and without periodisation.

Skapte Hyle (Σκαπτ� U Υλη) Hdt. 6.46.9; Plut. Cim. 4.3

(τ8ς Θρ��κης χωρ�ον); Steph. Byz. 573.20 (Σκαπτησ�λη

π#λις Θρ��κης µικρ3 �ντικρL Θ�σου); cf. IG i³

376B.118–19 (φθο5δες χρυσ�ο Σκαπτεσυλικο̃). The

restoration of the name of Skaptesyle after Maroneia and

before Lysimacheia in the C3l theorodokoi list from Delphi

(BCH 45 (1921) iii.94) seems unwarranted. A most import-

ant gold-mining area in the mainland peraia of Thasos, with

a yearly yield of 80 talents (Hdt. 6.46); invariably sought on

the slopes of Mt. Pangaion (TIR 54), it was more recently

located east of Kavala, immediately below Mt. Lekani

(Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1990) 493–96). Unlocated in

Barr., dated C.

Skotoussa (Σκοτο%σσα) Strabo 7 fr. 36; cf. Plin. NH 4.42

and 35; a polis in the Odomantike according to Ptol. 3.12.28.

Located by Strabo (7 fr. 36) on the river Strymon, it is listed

among the inland cities east of the Strymon by Pliny 4.42—

indeed, between Herakleia of Sintike and Sirrai according to

the Tabula Peutingeriana. It has been tentatively located

north of Lake Tachinos, between Vamvakofyton and

Palaiokastro and, more recently, at Sidirokastron

(Papazoglou (1988) 381–82, with refs.). Barr. C.

Tristolos (Τρ�στωλος) A city of the Sintike attested in

Ptol. 3.12.27 but otherwise unknown. It has been tentatively

identified with the remains of an urban centre strategically

located at Hijadnica, between the villages of Ilindenci and

Gorna Gradesnica c.15 km north of Sandanski (Papazoglou

(1988) 375–76, with bibliography). Unlocated in Barr. and

without periodisation.

2. Unidentified Settlements

The archaeological atlas of the area is further supplemented

by frequent discoveries of numerous unidentified sites,

mostly of Roman date. However, substantial archaeological

remains of pre-Hellenistic date, including inscriptions, have

been reported in the following locations.

Alistrati (Panokklissi) Tombs dating from C4 to the

Hellenistic and Roman periods indicate the presence of

some still unidentified settlement—a kome? (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1981) 346). Not in Barr.

Amygdaleonas (Vassilaki) Fortified citadel (irregular

masonry), with pottery finds dating up to C4 (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1986)). Probably identified with the Roman

station Fons co on the via Egnatia (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki

(1983) 322; Samartzidou (1990)). Not in Barr.

Dialekton-Paradeisos (location Pigadi north-east of

Dialekton) Surface pottery of Archaic–Classical date,

some Iron Age, some Roman.Roman pottery at Dyo Gefyres

(Poulios (1987); Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1990) 503, n. 69;

cf. (1967)). Not in Barr.
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Kali Vrysi (dept. of Drama) Remains of a C4l or C3e large

unidentified building with regular masonry (Peristeri (1991)

with plan). Not in Barr.

Karyani (on the coast) An ancient settlement was ident-

ified on Pithari hill, located 1 km to the east of

Gaïdourokastro (�Galepsos (no. 631)). Not in Barr.

Mesia (Kavala, north-west slopes of Mt. Symbolon).

C6l–C5e cemetery (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1988)). Not in

Barr.

Mesokomi Tombs of late Classical (C4s) and Hellenistic

date (Poulios (1987)). Not in Barr.

Nea Karvali (south-west) Unidentified trapezoidal C6 to

Roman period fortress located on a hill (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1990) 502 n. 68: possibly an island in

Antiquity) west of Nea Karvali (plan in Lazaridis (1971) fig.

70), formerly identified with Acontisma (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1967); Lazaridis (1971)). The fortress, which

controls a natural port, was occupied according to surface

pottery from C6l, being some unknown Thasian emporion

(Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1972b), (1990) 503 n. 69, (1980b)

320–22). Not in Barr.

Nea Zichni C.1 km south of the village a cemetery dated

from C6 to C3 was excavated, presumably belonging to a set-

tlement located on a neighbouring hill (Samartzidou (1982);

cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1983) 323). Not in Barr.

Nikesiane A rich tumulus with six tombs dated to the

reigns of Philip II and Alexander III (ArchDelt (1963) Chron.

257, (1964) Chron. 374). This evidence is perhaps not quite

enough to justify Barr.’s classification of the site as a settle-

ment. Barr. C.

Palaiokomi (Provista) Probably identified with Myrkinos

(no. 633) (cf. Papazoglou (1988) 390–91). Barr. Myrkinos, AC.

Paliampela (by Eleutheroupolis) Ancient citadel located

on the Paliampela hill near Eleutheroupolis, with remains

dating from the late Bronze Age to the early Iron Age and in

historic times down to the Hellenistic period, probably the

site of some tribal settlement (ArchDelt 34 (1979) Chron. 332;

Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1982) 325; cf. Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1984) 272; cf. most recently, Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1998–9) and Pikoulas (2001) 179–80). The

cemetery of the settlement was identified on the north

slopes of the hill. The proposed identification with Phagres

is invalidated by the discovery (Poulios (1981)) of a C4 epi-

taph of a Phagresios (BE (1990) no. 491). Not in Barr.

Podochori North of the deserted village, on the flank of

Mt. Pangaion, a cult cave (Arkoudotrypa) with rich ceramic

finds dating from the early Bronze Age and from C6 to the

Roman period (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1982) 327). In

Barr. only RL, but AC also attested.

Stathmos Angistas (Angista station) Remains of an extensive

cemetery, with phases from prehistoric to historic (C4s pot-

tery) periods (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1989)) including a

Makedonian tomb (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1973) 455,

(1973–74) 786–87) were discovered on the hills to the west of

the important but unknown urban centre identified at

Palaiokastro west of the village of Angista Station. Not in Barr.

II. The Poleis

627. Apollonia Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 24.10. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is ?πολλων�α, ! (Dem.

9.26; Strabo 7 fr. 35 (rC4f)). Apollonia is implicitly called a

polis in the urban sense at Dem. 9.26, where Olynthos,

Methone and Apollonia are juxtaposed with thirty-two

unnamed Thracian poleis, all destroyed by Philip; cf. also

Strabo 7 fr. 33 and Pompon. 2.30: urbs.

Apollonia was located on the Pierian coast between

Galepsos and Oisyme, on the cape enclosing the Strymonic

Gulf from the east, opposite Mt. Athos (Strabo 7 fr. 33; Plin.

HN 4.42). It was allegedly an Ionian colony (Steph. Byz.

106.13, probably referring to Dem. 9.26). Together with

Galepsos, it was conquered and destroyed by Philip II

(Strabo 7 fr. 35E; Dem. 9.26), presumably following the cap-

ture of Krenides in 356 (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 363).

This Apollonia has often been confused with Apollonia in

Mygdonia (Hirschfeld (1895); cf. Papazoglou (1988)

399–400, see supra no. 545).

Apollonia is tentatively identified with the sparse remains

on the rocky promontory called Pyrgos Apollonias (ruins of

a Byzantine fortress), c.6 km to the east of Loutra Eleftheron

(Papazoglou (1988) 400, following Collart (1937) 88ff).

628. Berga (Bergaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long. 23.30, but

see infra for a recently established different location. Size of

territory: probably 3. Type: B:β. The toponym is Β/ργα, !

(IG iv².1 94.19 (360/59); Ps.-Skymnos 653–54; cf. also Ptol.

3.12.28) or Β/ργη (Strabo 7 fr. 36; Steph. Byz. 163.13 and

Hierocl. Synekd. 640.6; cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (2000)

351,n.9 for an unpublished C4 inscription from Dion,where

the toponym (dat.Β/ργηι) is mentioned twice) or Β/ργιον
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(Steph. Byz. 163.18). The city-ethnic is Βεργα5ος (IG i³

261.iv.29; Bonias (2000) 231; cf.Alexis fr. 90.1, PCG). Berga is

called a polis only in late sources (Ptol. 3.12.28; Steph. Byz.

163.13). In Strabo 7 fr. 36 it is called a kome in Bisaltia. The

site-classification as a polis in the Classical period is corrob-

orated (a) by the appearance of Berga in the tribute lists as a

paying member of the Delian League (infra); (b) by the C5

coins; and (c) by the listing of Antiphanes Bergaios (proba-

bly the famous C4 author of Apista) among the theorodokoi

to host theoroi from Epidauros (IG iv².1 94.19). The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins

(infra) and in an inscription of C5f (Bonias (2000) 231) and

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (infra). For the indi-

vidual and external use, see Polyb. 34.6.15.

Recorded between Amphipolis and Tragilos in the

Epidaurian theorodokoi list, Berga is located by Strabo (7 fr.

36) in the territory of the Bisaltai, c.200 stadia (some 36 km)

upstream from Amphipolis in the Strymon valley. Berga was

usually sought in different locations on the west bank of the

river Strymon, which was considered to be the easternmost

frontier of Bisaltia (for a review of the various identifica-

tions, see Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (2000) 353–58). It is now

identified beyond reasonable doubt with the remains of an

important urban centre by Neos Skopos, close to the eastern

bank of the now drained Lake Achinos (ancient Kerkinitis)

in the lower Strymon basin (Bonias (2000) 236 n. 28;

Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (2000) 359–61, recording imported

Ionic and Attic pottery of C6 and C5 date, C5 and C4 Attic

sculpture, and various finds indicative of strong Thasian and

Attic influence). On the remnants of the defence circuit—

now destroyed—see Samsaris (1976) 133. The use of the

Parian–Thasian alphabet in the new C5f inscription from

Neos Skopos (Bonias (2000)) strongly supports the view that

Berga was established as a dependent colony and, probably,

emporion of Thasos providing access to commercial routes

and Thracian resources through the Strymon and the

Angites valleys. In 463, following the suppression of its seces-

sion from the Delian League, Thasos must have lost control

of Berga along with the rest of its mainland possessions.

Consequently, the Bergaians became members of the

Delian League. Berga belonged to the Thracian district and

is recorded in the tribute lists from 451 (IG i³ 261.iv.29) to

429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.32) a total of seven times. There is a gap of

twelve years between 447/6 and 435/4, and Berga is absent

from the full panel of 443/2 (IG i³ 269.ii.27–iii.33). The gap

may be connected with the Athenian venture to settle 1,000

colonists in Bisaltia (Plut. Per. 11.5; cf. Hammond and

Griffith (1979) 117). Berga paid 2,880 dr. in 452/1 (IG i³

261.iv.29), 3,240 dr. in 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.93) and 3,120 dr.

from 435/4 on (IG i³ 277.vi.30).

In the new inscription, the obscure term βολη is uncon-

vincingly interpreted as a reference to a council (Bonias

(2000) 231 line 3). Berga is recorded in the Epidaurian list of

theorodokoi of 359 (IG iv².1 94.i.b.19). The name of the theo-

rodokos was Antiphanes, who may be identical with the

author whose patris was Berge according to Ps.-Skymnos

(653–54) (Isaac (1986) 59).

Berga struck silver coins in, probably, C5s. Types: obv.

kneeling Silenos carrying a nymph; rev. incuse square; leg-

end: some have ΒΕΡΓ or ΒΕΡΓΑΙ on obv., others have

ΒΕΡΓΑΙΟΥon rev. (Svoronos (1918–19) 99–100; cf. Edson

(1947) 96; Hammond and Griffith (1979) 117, 121, with an

interpretation of the gen. as Βεργα�ου συνοικισµο%,

implying the mixed settlement of Athenians and Bisaltians;

cf. however, Peter (1997) 104–6: early C4. For a review of pos-

sible interpretations of the legends, see Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (2000) 352).

629. Datos (Datenos) Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long. 24.20, in

Barr. recorded as Fons Co(. . .). Size of territory: probably 3.

Type: A:β. The toponym is ∆�τος (IG iv².1 94.32),! (Ephor.

fr. 37), or once W (Theopomp. fr. 43), also ∆�τον, τ# (Ps.-

Skylax 67; Steph. Byz. 221.3). The city-ethnic is exclusively

attested in late literary sources in the collective and external

form (Harp. ∆7; Strabo 7 fr. 36). Datos is called a polis

Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 67 and in Harp. ∆7 quoting Ephoros,

where we cannot be sure that the term polis stems from

Ephoros (cf. fr. 37).

∆�τος/∆�τον appears to have been the name both of the

settlement itself and of the surrounding region (Ephor. fr.

37; Suda ∆92). Datos was proverbially rich in fertile lands,

timber and gold mines (Harp ∆7; Suda ∆92). It was inhabit-

ed by Edonians (Hdt. 9.75), and situated near the

Strymonian Gulf (Strabo 7 fr. 33; cf. fr. 36). The region has

been identified with a more or less vast area including the

left (east) bank of the lower Strymon below Mt. Pangaion,

bordering on ancient Lake Prasias and extending across the

Strymon–Angites confluence further eastward into the ter-

ritory of the Edonians, probably into the marshlands of the

plain of Philippoi (Collart (1937) 133–37; cf. Hammond and

Griffith (1979) 72, 188; Vatin (1984) 265–68; Borza (1989)

63–65). Antisara, situated on the Gulf of Kavala, west of

Neapolis, served as its outlet to the sea (Steph. Byz. 100.17:

.π�νειον ∆ατην+ν). Herodotos (9.75) locates in the region

of Datos the massacre by the Edonians of the Athenian set-

tlers under Leagros and Sophanes in 465.
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Part of the Datos region probably became the territory of

the homonymous urban centre, an apoikia founded c.360 by

the Thasians (Diod. 16.3.7 (r360/59); cf.Eust.ad Dion. Perieg.

517 �GGM II 315.40–44) under the exiled Athenian

Kallistratos (Ps.-Skylax 67; Isoc. 8.24; Zenobios 4.34, where

τ�ν �ντ�περαν γ8ν ο2κ8σαι shows that Θασ�ους is an

obvious emendation of MS ?θηνα�ους). In 360/59 Datos

appointed a theorodokos to host the theoroi of Epidauros (IG

iv².1 94.32).

By founding the colony at Datos, Kallistratos and the

Thasians created a bridgehead aimed at controlling the

whole of the Datos region, which is identified with 

the “Thasian continent” of the coinage minted in 360.

Recently it was tentatively proposed to identify Datos with

the fortified settlement on top of Vassilaki hill, near the vil-

lage of Amygdaleonas, at the entrance of the pass leading

from the plain of Philippoi over Mt. Symbolon to Neapolis

(Samartzidou (1990)).

Shortly afterwards Datos was conquered by Philip of

Makedon and renamed Philippoi (Harp ∆7, quoting Ephor.

fr. 37; Philoch. fr. 37). Epigraphic evidence indicates that

Datos and its territory (or at least part of it) were absorbed

into the territory of Philippoi:∆�του χ)ρα is mentioned in

Alexander’s settlement concerning the territory of Philippoi

(SEG 34 664.15; Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 6), and the

hypothesis is further corroborated by the plausible identifi-

cation of Timandros, the Epidaurian theorodokos in Datos

(IG iv².1 94.32) with Timandros the father of five citizens of

Philippoi honoured with proxenia in a Delphic decree of

C4s (Syll.³ 267A.3; cf. Collart (1937) 177–78). Thus, Datos was

incorporated into Philippoi, and it is this reform that lies

behind the information in several sources that Datos was

renamed Philippoi. A complete equation of Datos with

Krenides-Philippoi, as indicated at App. B Civ. 4.13.105 (rC4)

and accepted by Avramea in TIR 23–24, is plausibly refuted

by Hammond (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 187–88, cf.

235). According to Vatin ((1984) 267–68), Krenides was the

name of a locality populated by Thracians on the border of

the region called Datos.

630. Eion Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 23.50. Size of territory:

probably 3. Type: A: α? The toponym is :’Ηι)ν, ! (Hdt.

7.25.2; Thuc. 4.102.3; SEG 27 249 (C5e); IG i³ 265.i.105). The

only attestation of a city-ethnic is at Steph. Byz. 298.22. Eion

is called a polis in the urban sense by Herodotos (7.113.1),

who also mentions the asty and its defence circuit (teichos,

7.107.2), whereas Thucydides calls it a maritime emporion

of the Athenians (4.102.3). On the combined evidence of

literary and numismatic sources, Hansen argues that Eion

was not simply a fortified emporion (Isaac (1986) 60–63; cf.

Papazoglou (1988) 388) but indeed a (dependent) polis in the

political sense (Hansen (2000) 197–98), at least until the

foundation of Amphipolis.

Eion is said to be the maritime outlet (limen) of

Amphipolis (schol. Thuc. 1.98.1). Literary sources identify

Eion as ! .π� Στρυµ#νι (Hdt. 7.25.2; Thuc. 1.98.1) and !

πρ�ς ?µφιπ#λει (Dem. 23.199), as opposed to ’ΗιVν .π�

Θρ��κης, the homonymous colony of Mende in the

Chalkidike (Thuc. 4.7; see no. 570). Colonising ventures in

the area of Eion by the Parians (no doubt involving the

Parian colonists of Thasos) are inferred from a C6l epigram

from Amphipolis (Lazaridis (1976); cf. BE (1978) no. 297;

SEG 27 249 (525–490)) combined with extensive C7–C6

archaeological remains in the area. Eion is recorded as a

strongly fortified supply base of the Persian army in C5e

(Hdt. 7.25.2), heroically defended by its governor Boges

against the Athenians in 476/5 (Hdt. 7.107). After a protract-

ed siege by the Athenians under Kimon,Eion was conquered

and exposed to andrapodismos (Thuc. 1.98.1). Its capture

raised unprecedented enthusiasm in Athens (Plut. Cim. 7–8;

cf. Perdrizet (1910) 9–11), which reveals the strategic impor-

tance attached to the conquest. Eion became an emporion of

the Athenians and was used as a base for their penetration

and colonising efforts in the Strymon valley (Drabeskos:

Thuc. 4.105; cf. schol.Aeschin.2.31), which culminated in the

foundation of Amphipolis in 437/6 (Thuc. 4.102). It became

a strongly fortified naval base (Thuc. 4.107.2), and in 447/6

Abdera is recorded in the Athenian tribute lists paying 1 tal-

ent to Eion (IG i³ 265.i.105). In the Peloponnesian War it

controlled the entrance of the river, especially during the

siege of Amphipolis in 424 and 422 (Thuc. 4.106–8, 5.6). It

was probably incorporated into the territory of Amphipolis

(cf. Theopomp. fr. 51). After the fall of Amphipolis in 424,

Brasidas’ attack on Eion failed (Thuc. 4.107.1–2), and Eion

served as a base for Kleon’s campaign in 422 (Thuc. 5.6). The

Athenians in Eion were, however, forced into exile after

Aigos potamoi (schol. in Aeschin. 2.31). At an unspecified

date, Eion was razed to the ground by the Athenians, and its

Amphipolitan inhabitants were expelled (Theopomp. fr. 51;

cf. Jacoby ad loc. 364, where the event is connected with the

operations of Chares against Philip II in 357), following

which Eion does not appear in any source, either historical

or geographical.

According to Thuc. 4.102.3, Eion was situated on the estu-

ary of the river Strymon, 25 stadia (c.30 stadia according to

Diod. 12.73.3) downstream from Amphipolis. It was usually
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sought at the mouth (most probably on the left bank) of the

Strymon (Collart (1937) 73ff). The acropolis of Eion was

recently identified on the Prophitis Elias hill, with surface

finds dating from C7 to C5f (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki

(1980a) 423) and C6 cemetery strata (Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki and Samartzidou (1984) 276; cf. Pritchett

(1965) 40 and Papazoglou (1988) 389. For remains of the pre-

colonial period, see Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1993)

684–85). A fragmentary boundary stone of “Classical date”

from the ruins of the Byzantine castle of Marmarion is ten-

tatively restored as indicating the presence of a sanctuary of

Artemis in the area (Papangélos (1990); cf. BE (1991) no.

414).

A number of C5f silver and electrum coins discovered in

the area have been attributed to Eion. (1) Electrum: denom-

inations: hekte and fractions. Type: obv. goose with or with-

out lizard; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver: denominations:

drachm and fractions down to hemiobol. Type: obv. one or

two geese usually with lizard, often letters in field; rev. incuse

square (Head, HN² 197; SNG Cop. Macedonia 173–81).

631. Galepsos (Galepsios) Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 24.00

(to be distinguished from Galepsos in Sithonia (no.571); size

of territory: probably 3. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

Γαληψ#ς,! (Thuc.4.107.3; schol.Thuc.5.6.1; Ps.-Skylax 67),

said to derive from Galepsos, son of Thasos and Telephe

(Marsyas the Younger (FGrH 136) fr. 5). The city-ethnic is

Γαλ�ψιος (IG i³ 259.iv.15). In Ps.-Skylax 67 Galepsos is the

third of four toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις

‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis is used in the urban sense. For

polis used in the political sense, see Diod. 12.68.4 (rC5s). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins (infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(infra). For the individual and external use, see an undated

Athenian funerary inscription (SEG 32 297; cf. no. 571).

Galepsos was a colony (apoikia) of Thasos (Thuc. 4.107.3,

5.6.1; Heraclid. Pont. fr. 125, Wehrli; Diod. 12.68.4). Qualified

as a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς and one of the emporia of the Thasians

by Ps.-Skylax 67, it is generally considered as one of the

mainland emporia of Thasos (Avram (1995) 193:

“Ursprünglich bloss einem Emporion der Thasier”) or

rather a dependent polis and an emporion in the mainland

peraia of Thasos (Hansen (1997) 88, (2000) 199).

Galepsos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.15) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.21, heavily

restored) a total of fourteen times, paying first c.1½ tal. (IG i³

259.iv.15) reduced to 3,000 dr. in 443/2 (IG i³ 269.iii.3) and

further reduced to 1,000 dr. in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.35). After

the fall of Amphipolis in 424, Galepsos was won over by

Brasidas with the assistance of the Makedonian king

Perdikkas (Thuc. 4.107.3), but was recaptured by Kleon two

years later (Thuc. 5.6.1). It was conquered and destroyed by

Philip II (Strabo 7 fr. 35), presumably soon before or after his

capture of Krenides in 356 (Hammond and Griffith (1979)

363); however, it was probably refounded by the

Makedonians, as inferred by the mention of Galepsos in

Livy (44.45.14–15 (rC2f)), drawing on Polybios.

Galepsos is generally identified with the ruins at

Gaïdourokastro, a C5e fortified citadel, strategically located

south of the village of Karyani (7–8 km south-west of

Orfano), which dominates both the Strymonic Gulf and the

Pierian coast (Collart (1937) 78–80, following Perdrizet

(1894) 440; detailed description of the site in Bakalakis and

Mylonas (1938); plan of the citadel in Lazaridis (1971) fig.

64). The earliest finds are dated to C7l and C6e

(Romiopoulou (1960)), indicating its foundation as a

Thasian colony as early as C7l, possibly on the site of a pre-

existing Thracian settlement. A C6–C4 cemetery, including

both inhumation and cremation burials, was excavated on a

low hill, south-west of the citadel, some 200 m from the

coast (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1972c) 526–27). The exist-

ence of a sanctuary of Zeus, worshipped with the epithets

herkeios, patroios and ktesios, is assumed from the discovery

of two C5l–C4e boundary stones with characteristic

Parian/Thasian lettering (Collart (1937) 79, n. 4, with refs.).

Moreover, the urban centre at Gaïdourokastron may be

related to the neighbouring coastal settlement identified 1

km to the east,on the Pithari hill,which is probably linked to

the C6 tombs excavated in the vicinity, and with an unlocat-

ed sanctuary of Demeter with a hekatompedos temple, men-

tioned on four inscribed boundary stones found at the foot

of the hill (unpublished; cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1982)

325–26; BE (1994) no. 433).

Galepsos struck bronze coins, probably in C4e, but so far

only three pieces are known (Bon and Bon (1936); BCH

(1930); cf. Robert (1940) 90, n. 1). Obv. head of Dionysos; rev.

protome of ram; legend: ΓΑΛΗΨΙΩΝ (Bon (1936)

172–74; Robert (1940) 90 n. 1; Liampi (1991) 30 with n. 63).

These coins are sometimes erroneously attributed to

Galepsos on Sithonia (Blanchet, RN (1937) 325; Demetriadi

(1974).

632. Krenides (Krenites) Map 51. Lat. 41.00, long. 24.15.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Κρην�δες, αH

(IG i² 127.45; Tod 157, 356; Diod. 16.3.7). The city-ethnic is
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Κρην�της (Artem. fr. 15, GGM i 476). Krenides is called a

polis in late sources only (Diod. 16.8.6 (r361)), but polis status

in C4 is strongly indicated by its mint (infra). The legend on

the coins shows that the polis was a Thasian dependency

(infra). In C1 it had dwindled to a κατοικ�α µικρ� (Strabo

7 fr. 41).

Krenides is said to have drawn its name from springs ris-

ing near the foot of its acropolis (App. B Civ. 4.105; Strabo 7

fr.34; cf.Collart (1937) 39ff). It was colonised by the Thasians

c.360/59 (Diod. 16.3.7). That the exiled Athenian Kallistratos

was involved in the colonisation is argued by some histor-

ians (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 187–88, 235;Vatin (1984)

267–68), but has no foundation in the sources (see supra).

Krenides was located near Mt. Pangaion, possessing numer-

ous gold mines, where the city of Philippoi was eventually

established (Strab. 7 fr. 34; Artem. fr. 15; Diod. 16.3.7).

Threatened by Thracian attacks, it requested aid from Philip

II, who occupied and fortified it (356), introducing new

Makedonian settlers and renaming it Philippoi (Artem. fr.

15; Diod. 16.3.7, 8.6; Steph. Byz. 383.9–10; App. B Civ. 4.105);

see infra 865.

Krenides struck coins of gold and bronze c.360–356. Type:

obv. head of Herakles; rev. tripod (gold), or club and bow

(bronze); legend: ΘΑΣΙΟΝ ΗΠΕΙΡΟ. The types are

identical with those of Philippoi, which shows that they

were struck by the precursor of Philippoi, i.e. Krenides

(Head, HN² 217; Le Rider (1956) 16–19; Kraay (1976) no. 509;

SNG Cop. Macedonia 219).

633. Myrkinos (Myrkinios) Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long.

23.50, according to Barr., but precise location unknown

(infra).Size of territory: probably 3.Type:A:β.The toponym

is Μ�ρκινος, ! (Hdt. 5.11.2; Thuc. 4.107.3), but Μυρκινν�α

according to Parthenios fr. 659.1, apud Steph. Byz. 463.15.

The city-ethnic is Μυρκ�νιος, attested at Thuc. 5.10.9 in the

collective and external sense. Myrkinos is called a polis both

in the urban sense (Hdt. 5.11.2) and in the political sense

(Thuc. 4.107.3), but only a polichnion by Diodoros (12.68.4

(r424)). The toponym designates both the settlement and its

hinterland (Hdt. 5.23.1; Steph. Byz. 463.14).

Myrkinos was an Edonian community (Thuc. 4.107.3;

Hdt. 5.126.2), with a mixed population of Greeks and bar-

barians (Hdt. 5.23.2). It was colonised and fortified (Hdt.

5.23.1, 124.2) c.509 (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 68 n. 4) by

Histiaios, the tyrant of Miletos, who received it as a gift from

Dareios (Hdt. 5.11, 124.2). In 497 the city received a new con-

tingent of Greek colonists when Aristagoras fled Miletos

with a group of Milesians and settled in Myrkinos (Hdt.

5.124.2, 126). Shortly afterwards he and his army were massa-

cred by the Edonians (Hdt. 5.126). In C5s Myrkinos was

ruled by the king of the Edonians, Pittakos; after he was

murdered, Myrkinos fell to the sons of Goaxis and his wife

Brauro, and following the fall of Amphipolis in 424, the

Myrkinians joined Brasidas and provided a sizeable contin-

gent of cavalry and peltasts (1,000 together with the

Chalkidians) and cavalry for his campaign against Kleon,

who was actually killed by a Myrkinian peltast (Thuc. 5.6.4

and 5.10.9).

Myrkinos was situated in an area rich in gold, silver and

timber (Hdt. 5.23) at the western end of the plain of

Philippoi, near Drabeskos and the river Strymon (App. B

Civ. 4.105; Strabo 7 fr. 33); but the precise location remains

unidentified (Samsaris (1976) 141: �modern Myrkinos

(formerly Doxambos); more probably �ancient site near

Palaiokomi (formerly Provista), to the north-west of Mt.

Pangaion (Papazoglou (1988) 390–91; cf. Hammond and

Griffith (1979) 68; TIR 42–43 s.v.).

634. Neapolis (Neopolites) Map 51.Lat.40.55, long.24.25.

Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Νε�πολις (IG i³ 263.iii.13–14; Ps.-Skylax 67; IG iv².1 94.27

(360/59)) or Ν/α Π#λις (IG i³ 101.44; Ps.-Skymnos 659),

often accompanied by geographical specifications: .ν

Θρ��κ=η (IG i³ 259.vi.9–10) or παρ3 ?ντισ�ραν (IG i³

263.iii.13) to distinguish it from homonymous cities. The

city-ethnic is Νεοπολ�της (IG i³ 101.2) or Νεαπολ�της

(F.Delphes iii.4 414.13 (C3f)) and is often geographically

specified: Νεοπολ5ται παρ’ ?ντισ�ραν (IG i³ 278.v.14–15)

or Νεοπολ5ται οH �π� Θρ��κης (IG i³ 101.32 and 48). The

second part of the compound toponym testifies to the polis

status of Neapolis. In Ps.-Skylax 67 Neapolis is one of the

toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,

where polis is used in the urban sense; and in the so-called

Charter of the Second Athenian Naval League Neapolis

appears under the heading π#λεις α_δε σ�µµαχοι (IG ii²

43.78 and B.34). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed internally on coins (infra) and externally in the Athenian

decrees and tribute lists (supra). The individual and external

use is attested in a Thasian inscription of C5l (IG xii.8

263.12–13).

Neapolis was situated at the northernmost limit of the

Strymonic Gulf, near the coast of the Datenoi (Strabo 7 frr.

32 and 36) not far from Daton itself (Ps.-Skylax 67). It is the

last city attested by Ps.-Skylax 67 west of the river Nestos; in

the list of the Epidaurian theorodokoi it is recorded before

Abdera and after Mende (IG iv².1 94.27), in the Delphic list
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of theorodokoi after Philippoi and Oisyme but before

[Σ]�παι (BCH 45 (1921) iii.82). According to Cassius Dio

(47.35.3) it was located on the coast opposite Thasos, separ-

ated from the plain of Philippoi by Mt. Symbolon. The port

of Neapolis is mentioned in an Athenian decree of 409 (IG i³

101.28; Lazaridis (1969) 20 and 23). The proposed identifica-

tion with Kavala (Heuzey and Daumet (1876) 18–20; cf.

Collart (1937) 105–6) was archaeologically confirmed by the

discovery of segments of polygonal fortification walls of a

Classical citadel on the Pharos peninsula (plan in Lazaridis

(1971) fig. 69).

The disputed origin of Neapolis from either Thasos or

Athens or Eretria (Collart (1937) 112–24) was settled by

Pouilloux ((1954) 158ff), who emphasised the decisive 

argument provided by the archaeological material:

Thasian–Parian lettering in C6 graffiti and standard

Thasian types of early Neapolis coinage (Kraay (1976)

150–51). It is notable that in 411–409, at the request of the

Neopolitans, Athens erased the express reference to

Neapolis being a colony of Thasos from the first of two hon-

orific decrees (IG i³ 101.7, 8 (rasurae), cf. 68–69).

Neapolis was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Thracian district and was entered on the Athenian

tribute lists first by toponym (IG i³ 259.vi.9–10) but from

443/2 by city-ethnic (IG i³ 269.ii.28). It is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.9–10) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.ii.19–20) a total of fourteen times, once completely

restored, and paid in all years 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 265.i.20).

A further proof of its continued independence of Thasian

control is inferred from the fact that it had control over cus-

toms dues collected in its own harbour (IG i³ 101.27–30;

Isaac (1986) 67). Thus the fact that some Neopolitans 

possessed property in Thasos, which was confiscated by the

oligarchic government of that island in 411 (IG xii.8 263.5–7,

12–13), reflects most probably the survival of a situation dat-

ing from before 463, when Neapolis, with the rest of the

Thasian peraia, was detached from the territory of Thasos.

Following the defection of Thasos from the Athenian

League in 411, Neapolis remained loyal to Athens, causing

Neopolitan oligarchs to take refuge in Thasos, while the

property of Neopolitan democrats in Thasos was confiscat-

ed (IG xii.8 263; cf. the admission into the citizen body of

Thasos of presumed Neopolitan refugees born of Thasian

mothers (IG xii.8 264 (c.408–404); cf. Wilhelm (1911–32) ii

(1914) no. 14; Collart (1937) 129–30). Unsuccessfully besieged

by the Thasians, the Neopolitans were praised by the

Athenians for their loyalty and for participating in the siege

of Thasos by Thrasyboulos (IG i³ 101 (410/9)).

A problematic inscription from Paros (IG xii.5 109

(C5l–C4e)), usually considered as a treaty between Thasian

oligarchs and Paros with the participation of Neopolitan

refugees (οH Νεοπολ5ται οH .ν Θ�σ�ω), has been interpret-

ed as a peace treaty between Thasians and Neopolitans

organised by Paros (Pouilloux (1954) 178–92; cf. IG xii.8 264,

from Thasos and the fragmentary treaty of reconciliation

between Thasos and Neapolis in 390 recently discovered in

Delphi: Moretti (1987) with refs.).

Having preserved its independence from Thasos in the

aftermath of the Peloponnesian War, Neapolis became a

member of the Second Athenian Naval League in 375/4 (IG

ii² 43B.34). This independent status seems to have been pre-

served even after the expansion of the peraia of Thasos in the

plain of Daton in 360/59, obliging Thasos to seek an alterna-

tive outlet to the sea for the produce of her new possessions:

it may account for the record of Antisara as a port of the

Datenoi in Steph. Byz. (100.17). In the spring of 355 Neapolis

sent ambassadors to Athens to negotiate the conclusion of

an alliance with Athens, presumably against Philip II of

Makedon (IG ii² 128). The termination of the Neopolitan

coinage around the same period indicates the final annexa-

tion of Neapolis to the Makedonian kingdom. C3 epigraph-

ic testimony from Delphi (F.Delphes iii.4 414.13) and the fact

that Neapolis hosted theoroi of Delphi in C3l (BCH 45 (1921)

iii.82) indicate that its civic status remained unchanged

after the foundation of Philippoi; cf. Papazoglou (1988) 403.

The poliad deity of Neapolis was Athena Parthenos, as

confirmed by epigraphic and figurative testimonies

(Bakalakis (1936a) 33 nos. 1 and 2). The relief crowning a

C4m Athenian decree in favour of the Neopolitans repre-

sents Athena and a polos-wearing goddess, identified by the

legend ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ (IG ii² 128; Lawton (1995) no. 28),

and Parthenos is presumed to be represented in the relief

crowning the C5l decree as well (IG i³ 101; Lawton (1995) no.

7). Her sanctuary, attested in IG i³ 101.45, 57 and 63 (cf. Tod

84), was identified on decisive epigraphic evidence with the

archaeological remains of a monumental C6 temple (Ionic

capitals and fragments of entablature) discovered inside the

citadel,on the Pharos peninsula in Kavala,presumed to have

replaced an earlier wooden construction. The earliest pot-

tery finds in the sanctuary were dated to c.650–625

(Lazaridis (1961–62) 235–6), while a rich Archaic deposit

yielded Thasian, Corinthian and East Greek ware (625–600)

and C6m Attic black-figure (Lazaridis (1961–62); for proba-

ble pre-colonial pottery, cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1993)

686–87).Moreover,a cult of Artemis with the epithet Opitais

is epigraphically attested (Lazaridis (1941–42)). Some 
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further information concerning religious institutions in

Neapolis is preserved in a C4(?) inscription mentioning a

neokoros of the Parthenos and the existence of a kreophy-

lakion (�archives; Collart (1937) 108–9).

Neapolis struck silver coins from c.530 to the Makedonian

conquest in C4m, and bronze in C4s. (1) Silver on the

Babylonian standard, c.530–C5l: denominations: stater, third,

ninth. Type: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver on

the Phoenician standard,C5l–C4m: denominations: drachm,

triobol, diobol. Type: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. head of

Parthenos; legend: ΝΕΟΠ or ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ. (3)

Bronze, C4e onwards: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. head of

Parthenos, or Parthenos standing; legend: ΝΕΑΠΟΛ or

ΝΕΑΠΟΛΙΤΩΗ (Head, HN² 196–97; Gaebler (1906–35)

79–83; Bakalakis (1936b) 36, 43; Lazaridis (1969) 21;

Oikonomidou (1990); Picard (1990) 541–47; SNG Cop.

Macedonia 222–32).

635. Oisyme (Oisymaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long. 24.20.

Size of territory: probably 3. Type. A: α. The toponym is

Ο2σ�µη, ! (Thuc. 4.107.3; Ant. fr. 25, Sauppe), Ο2σ�µα in

the Delphic list of theorodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) iii.81), ident-

ified in Steph. Byz. 487.8 with Homeric Α2σ�µη (Hom. Il.

8.304). Oisyme is said to have been renamed ’Ηµαθ�α after

Makedonian Emathia (Ps.-Skymnos 456–58; Steph. Byz.

487.8), presumably following its occupation by Philip II.

The city-ethnic is Ο2συµα5ος (C4 stamped amphora han-

dles (Bakalakis (1938) 101–2; cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki

(1969)). Both the toponym and the ethnic are epigraphical-

ly attested in C3 (SGDI 2600; BCH 45 (1921) iii.81; cf. Robert

(1940) 89 n. 4). Oisyme is called a polis by Harpokration

(Ο12), quoting Ephoros (fr. 36): π#λις .στ� τ8ς Θρ��κης,

καθ� φασιν >λλοι τε κα� ;Εφορος .ν δ’. Here Ephoros is

probably quoted for the site-classification, since Harp.

quotes Antiphon for the toponym. Polis is probably used in

the urban sense (see Ant. fr. 23, Sauppe). In Ps.-Skylax 67,

Oisyme is the last of four toponyms listed after the heading

π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis is used in the urban

sense; cf. Ps.-Skymnos 656–57. For polis used in the political

sense, see Diod. 12.68.4 (rC5s). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally on stamped handles (supra) and

on coins (infra). The individual and external use is attested

in a C3m Delphic proxeny decree (SGDI II 2600).

Oisyme was a colony (apoikia) of Thasos (Thuc. 4.107.3;

Diod. 12.68.4 (r424)). Qualified as a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς and

one of the emporia of the Thasians by Ps.-Skylax 67, it is clas-

sified as both a dependent polis and an emporion in the

mainland peraia of Thasos (Hansen (1997) 88, (2000) 199).

Situated in Thrace (Ephor. fr. 36), Oisyme is indeed the

only city of the Thasian peraia mentioned in Homer (Il.

8.304). Listed in the C3l Delphic list of theorodokoi between

Philippoi and Neapolis (BCH 45 (1921) III 81), it is located by

Armenidas (apud Athen. 1.31a), together with Antisara, in

the βιβλ�α χ)ρα renowned for the excellent quality of its

wine, and by Ptolemy on the coast of Edonis (Ptol. 3.12.7).

Oisyme joined Brasidas after his capture of Amphipolis

in 424, following the example of Myrkinos and Galepsos

(Thuc. 4.107.3). Thereafter and during C4 her fortune seems

to have followed that of the neighbouring communities:

Phagres, Galepsos and Apollonia.

Oisyme was securely—yet without definitive proof—

identified by Bakalakis ((1938) 97–102, following Heuzey

and Daumet (1876) and Collart (1937) 81–87) with the forti-

fied citadel on Cape Vrasidas, south of the village of Nea

Peramos, in the southern part of the bay of Eleutherai

(Leftero Limani). Excavations undertaken in 1938 and again

in 1964, 1968 and 1987–90 are summarised in Giouri and

Koukouli (1987); cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1980b)

317–18; Koukouli-Chryssanthaki and Papanikolaou (1990).

The acropolis wall was built over a pre-colonial stratum

on the hill-top (plans in Lazaridis (1971) figs. 66–67; Giouri

and Koukouli (1987) 366) and shows two distinct phases

(irregular polygonal and rectangular ashlar local granite

masonry, respectively); in C5f, a second wall extended the

walled area to the north. The settled area spread to the

south-east flank of the hill, towards the natural harbour.

The cemetery of Oisyme, excavated in the sea-coast sand-

dunes south of the citadel, testifies to the existence of the set-

tlement from 650 to 625 and indicates close cultural

relations with Thasos and its mainland colonies (Giouri and

Koukouli (1987) 365, with refs.). Remains of a monumental

rectangular C5e temple excavated at the top of the acropolis

hill (plans in Giouri and Koukouli (1987) plans 2–3;

Koukouli-Chryssanthaki and Papanikolaou (1990) 488)

were found to succeed an older temple which was destroyed

in C5e. A pre-colonial stratum was identified under the

Archaic temple (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1987), (1988)).

Finds in the destruction layer and in a nearby deposit

include roof tiles, decorated terracotta antefixes, C7s–C5e

pottery, various types of terracotta female figurines, and

fragments of large-size C6l clay kore-type statues, mostly

relating to materials from Thasos. Imported ware include

C7 and C6 Corinthian, Attic, Cycladic and East Greek pro-

ductions. The excavators attributed the sanctuary—mainly

on the basis of the figurine types and of bronze shield dedi-

cations—to Athena Polias, referring to the sanctuary of the
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same goddess on the acropolis of Thasos, which also suf-

fered destruction in C5e and was similarly reconstructed on

a larger scale. The construction of the C5 temple in Oisyme

is considered to be contemporary with the restoration and

extension of the defence walls, as in the case of Thasos. Its

destruction layer abounds in C2 pottery (C4–C2 are rep-

resented only sparsely in surface finds).

Rare C4 bronze coins of Oisyme have been related to a

short period of civic autonomy (Picard (1993); cf. (1994)

467). Type: obv. head of helmeted Athena; rev. kneeling

archer Herakles; legend: ΟΙΣΥΜΑΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 892).

636. Phagres (Phagresios) Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 23.55.

Size of territory: probably 3. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

Φ�γρης, -ητος (Hecat. fr. 156; Hdt. 7.112.2; Ps.-Skylax 67).

The city-ethnic is Φαγρ�σιος (SEG 38 656 (C4)). In Ps.-

Skylax 67, Phagres is the second of four toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where polis is

used in the urban sense. In Hdt. 7.112.2 it is described,

together with Pergamon, as a teichos of the Pieres (Hdt.

7.112), whereas Thuc. 2.99.3 calls Phagres a chorion. That

Phagres was a polis in the political sense is indicated by its

mint (infra) and by the recording of its city-ethnic in a

Delphic catalogue of communities which seem to have been

either poleis or islands with more than one polis (F.Delphes

iii.1 497.4 (C4l–C3e)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and

externally in the Delphic catalogue (supra). The individual

and external use is attested on a C4 funerary stele from

Eleutheropolis (SEG 38 656).

Phagres was one of the π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες in Thrace, list-

ed between Amphipolis and Galepsos by Ps.-Skylax 67 and

further described as a Thasian emporion. From the time of

Philip II and Alexander III it was part of Makedonia (Strabo

7 fr. 33). Phagres is said to have been settled by Pieres

expelled from the Makedonian Pieria under Perdikkas I east

of the mouth of the river Strymon, at the westernmost end

of the Pierian coast (Thuc. 2.99.3). It must have been strong-

ly fortified, as indicated by its classification as a teichos in

Hdt. 7.112.2. At an unknown date in C6(?), Phagres was pre-

sumably colonised by the Thasians and incorporated in

their mainland peraia. Together with Galepsos and

Apollonia,Phagres may have been one of the poleis occupied

and destroyed by Philip II after his capture of Amphipolis

(Strabo 7 fr. 35; cf. Dem. 9.26).

The urban centre was tentatively located on a hill

(Kanoni) rich in ancient remains east of the village of

Orphanion, c.8 km to the east of the mouth of the Strymon

(Leake (1835) iii. 176ff), followed by Perdrizet (1894) 440 and

Collart (1937) 76ff; cf. BE (1990) no. 491). Recent excavations

on the site revealed abundant C6s–C5e good-quality Attic

and Thasian pottery, which was collected from a group of

circular pits and was interpreted as remains from a destruc-

tion suffered by the city in C5f (Nikolaidou-Patera (1989)

490). Archaeological remains, including a Hellenistic build-

ing and a cemetery of Hellenistic date (C3l–C2e) located to

the north-west of the hill, indicate the survival of the settle-

ment probably down to the Roman period (Nikolaidou-

Patera (1987), (1989) 489–91, (1990) 517–21, (1996)). The site

identification was confirmed by the discovery of one bronze

coin of C4f. Type: obv. laureate head of Apollo; rev. lion pro-

tome; legend: ΦΑΓΡ (Liampi (1991)).

637. Philippoi (Philippeus) Map 51. Lat. 41.00, long.

24.15. Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: B:α. The

toponym is Φ�λιπποι, οH (Arist. Mir. ausc. 833a28; Artem. fr.

15, GGM i 576.7 (rC4m); BCH 45 (1921) iii.80 (C3l)). The

city-ethnic is Φιλιππε�ς (IG iv 617.21 (C4l)) or (once in

Polybios) Φιλιππην#ς (fr. 85), or (internally and in plural)

Φ�λιπποι (coins, infra; Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 36.13, Kos:

τ�µ π#λιν τ�ν Φιλ�ππων, 243; cf. Hatzopoulos (1993) 322

with n. 22). Philippoi is not called a polis in any Classical

source, but its status as a polis is strongly indicated by its

C4m coinage combined with numerous attestations of polis

status in the Hellenistic period (Rigsby (1996) no. 27.7, 9, 13,

15 (243/2); Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 37.2 (C2); Artem. fr. 15,

GGM i 576.7; cf. Hammond and Griffith (1979) 358–61). The

collective form of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins (infra) and in inscriptions (IG iv 617.21 (C4l); IG ii²

1956.149 (C4l)). For the individual and external form, see IG

vii 2433, Thebes (C3–C2).

Founded and fortified by Philip II (Artem. fr. 15),who inter-

vened to protect Krenides in 356 when it was threatened by the

Thracians of Kersebleptes in 356, Philippoi is recorded as hav-

ing replaced Krenides (Strabo 7 frr. 41 and 43; Diod. 16.3.7, 8.6;

Artem. fr. 15 (all rC4f)) or Daton (Ephor. fr. 37; Philoch. fr. 44;

cf. App. B Civ. 4.13.105: Krenides �Daton �Philippoi). The

identification of Timandros (the theorodokos of the

Epidaurian theoroi at Daton in 360/59 (IG iv².1 94.32)) with

the father of five Philippeis appointed proxenoi of Delphi in a

C4l decree (Syll.³ 267A; cf. Collart (1937) 177–78) confirms the

permanence of the pre-Makedonian population (of Thasian

origin) in Philip’s new foundation.

Philippoi is listed between Amphipolis and Oisyme in the

catalogue of Delphic theorodokoi (BCH 21 (1945) iii.80). It is

located near Mt. Pangaion, rich in gold and silver mines, on
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the site of Krenides (Strabo 7 fr. 34; cf. fr. 41); it is also said to

lie near Mt.Symbolon,which extends between Neapolis and

Philippoi, i.e. in the plain between the mountains (Dio Cass.

47.35.4). According to App. B Civ. 4.105, the city of Philippoi

covered—at least in Roman times—the entire width of a

steep hill. The original boundaries of Philippoi remain

unknown.

A boundary settlement concerning Philippoi dictated by

Alexander III (recently, Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 6 �Ager

(1996) no. 5) and dated to 335 or 330 attests not only to

ambassadors of Philippoi submitting requests to the

Makedonian king (ii.11, as restored in Ager), but also to the

king’s intervention in matters of boundary disputes: viz.

exploitation and allocation of uncultivated lands and dues

thereon (i.4–6); delimitation and re-establishment of the

integrity of the territory (i.8) initially donated to the city by

its founder Philip II (i.8–13), which had apparently been

trespassed upon (8 and 12), presumably by the Thracians; a

special provision (exclusion ?) concerning part (more than

2,000 plethra) of the territory of Daton (i.13–15); the meas-

urement and addition of new territory (ii.1–2); the confirm-

ation of territorial rights of Philippoi as opposed to those of

the Thracians (ii.2–5), followed by a summary topographic

delimitation, presumably of the new borders of the territory

of Philippoi mentioning hills (ii.7), attributing to Philippoi

the land around the territory of Sirra (ii.8) and including

Daineros, as established by Philip II (ii.8–10), allocating the

marshes to Philippoi as far as “the bridge” (ii.12–13), and

provisionally forbidding sales of forest land on Mt. Dysoron

(ii.10). The document indicates that the boundaries of

Philippoi following Alexander’s arbitration (and confirm-

ing Philip’s initial settlement—as indeed in the Roman peri-

od (Papazoglou (1982) 99–102)—included only part of the

territory to the west and north-west (possibly east of Mt.

Menoikion), allowing the Thracians of the Strymon valley

to remain in possession of at least part of their lands.

Attested sales transactions from Philippoi include the sale

of sacred lands in C4s (temene), and a unique testimony

regarding civic taxation is inferred from the mention of a c.2

per cent .π)νιον imposed on land transactions. The docu-

ments also record several deities worshipped in C4s

Philippoi, one each for Ares, Poseidon and the Heroes, two

for Philip—presumably Philip II, being the object of heroic

cult as the ktistes of the city (Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 83; cf.

Ducrey (1988), (1990)).

The constitution of pre-Roman Philippoi presents all the

characteristics of a Hellenistic polis. It is inferred from, espe-

cially, the decree of asylia for Kos (Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no.

36, Kos (243) �Rigsby (1996) no. 27), that the original con-

stitution remained unchanged during C4 and most of C3.

The documents confirm the particular political status of

Philippoi, formally founded as a—theoretically—inde-

pendent polis, an ally of the Makedonians, yet institutional-

ly organised on the Platonic model current at that time

(Hatzopoulos (1996) i. 158–60, 186–88). Furthermore, evid-

ence from unpublished hierokerykeia sales deeds supports

the view that the calendar used in pre-Roman Philippoi was

not the Makedonian, but “an original calendar with names

of months formed on the names of the Twelve Gods, just as

in Cassadreia”, another Makedonian foundation with close-

ly related institutions of Platonic inspiration according to

Hatzopoulos (Hatzopoulos (1993) 322–23; cf. (1996) i.

158–60). Philippoi, as the oldest Makedonian foundation,

must have served as a model for subsequent foundations.

The political status and institutions of the pre-Roman city

were recently reconstructed from Hellenistic epigraphic

material (Hatzopoulos (1993); cf. Hatzopoulos (1996) i.

passim).

Philippoi struck coins of gold, silver and bronze

c.356–330. Denominations: gold stater; silver tetradrachm,

drachm, hemidrachm; and fractions in bronze. Types: obv.

head of Herakles in lion’s skin; rev. tripod and various sym-

bols; legend: ΦΙΛΙΠΠΩΝ (Collart (1937) 162 pl. 23; Le

Rider (1977) 438–39; Hammond and Griffith (1979) 358–61;

SNG Cop. Macedonia 291–303).

638. Pistyros Map 51. Lat. 41.00, long. 24.35 in Barr. but

see infra for an alternative location. Size of territory: proba-

bly 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Π�στυρος (Hdt. 7.109.2).

Pistyros is not mentioned in any other source, unless it is

identified with Β�στιρος, π#λις Θρ��κης Bς Π�στιρος τ�

.µπ#ριον (Steph. Byz. 171.6). Thus, the polis Bistiros is

explicitly distinguished from the emporion Pistiros, men-

tioned again at Steph. Byz. 524.11: Π�στιρος, .µπ#ριον

Θρ��κης, undoubtedly to be identified with the toponym

Π�στιρος and the collective ethnic Πιστιρηνο� epigraphi-

cally attested in a recently published C4 inscription from

Vetren in Bulgaria (SEG 43 486 �BCH 123 (1999) 246–56).

At Hdt. 7.109.2 Pistyros is called a polis twice, first in the

territorial sense, denoting the town with its hinterland, next

in (probably) the urban sense, perhaps with the territorial

sense as a connotation. It is described as one of the coastal

Oπειρ)τιδες π#λεις of Thasos, qualified as ‘Ελλην�ς and

παραθαλασσ�α, situated near a salt lake west of the Nestos

estuary, on the route traversed by Xerxes’ army through

southern Thrace in 480 (Hdt. 7.109–10).
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Pistyros has tentatively been identified with the remains

of a C6l fortified settlement east of Pontolivado, located

near the Vassova salt lake. Archaeological reports

(Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1972a) 529, (1973) 451; (1980b)

322–25; cf. Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1990)) record fortifica-

tion walls with regular masonry of the “Thasian” type,

Thasian stamped amphoras and roof tiles stamped

ΘΑΣΙΩΝ, indications of active metal working (silver),

traces of buildings dating to C2 and an important coin

hoard, containing coins of Neapolis and Thasos dated

c.520–510 (Oikonomidou (1990)). It is possible that the

homonymous C5–C4 emporion excavated in the upper

Hebros valley, near Vetren in Bulgaria (Velkov and

Domaradzka (1994) �SEG 43 486) duplicated—or

replaced—the coastal settlement, following the successful

penetration of the Thasians deep into the Thracian hinter-

land (Loukopoulou (1999) 368).

639. Sirra (Sirraios) Map 51: Lat. 41.05; long. 23.35. Size of

territory: probably 3. Type: C:β. The toponym is Σ�ρρα, !

(Theopomp. fr. 125) or Σ/ρραι (Hierocl. Synekd. 639.10) or

Sirai (Livy 45.4.2). The city-ethnic is Σειρα5ος

(Papakonstantinou-Diamantourou (1971) 140 no. 223 (C3);

IG xii.8 206.8 (first century ad)) or Σιρρα5ος (CIG 2007

(first century ad)). The only source in which Sirra is called a

polis is Steph. Byz. 572.16: Σ�ρρα, π#λις Θρ��κης, quoting

Book 20 of Theopompos’ Philippika (fr. 125); but it is

unknown whether Steph. Byz. found the site-classification

in Theopompos’ work or just the toponym.

First mentioned in Theopompos, Sirra is located in the

territory of the Odomantes according to Livy 45.4.2. Its polis

status and civic institutions are epigraphically attested only

for the Roman period (Papazoglou (1988) 379–81).

According to Hatzopoulos, it was one of several native com-

munities expanded with immigrants under Philip II and

extended to comprise a vast territory with its komai

(Hatzopoulos (1996) i. 70). For the participation of Sirra in

the local Pentapolis—probably also in the earlier local sym-

politeia—see supra 857/859, Gasoros, and Berga (no. 628).

The territory of Sirra (Σειραϊκ� γ8) is mentioned in the

settlement of Alexander III concerning Philippoi

(Hatzopoulos (1996) ii. no. 6, l.8 (330)). It was, together with

the otherwise unknown Daineros, the northern limit of the

territory granted to the city of Philippoi by Philip II.

Sirra survives with its name virtually unchanged from

Antiquity through the Middle Ages to the present day

(Serres). On the precise location of ancient Sirra on the

Koulas hill dominating the modern city from the north, and

the sparse ancient remains, see Bakalakis (1957) and Samsaris

(1976) 128, with references. Some commentators (How and

Wells (1928) ii. 274) have improbably identified Σ�ρρα with

Σ�ρις τ8ς Παιον�ας in Hdt. 8.115.3; cf. Steph. Byz. 572.9.
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I. The Region

East of the lower Nestos and its delta, along the Aegean coast,

extend vast alluvial expanses. They are barred to the north by

the formidable heights of the Rhodope Mts. and bordered to

the east by Mts. Ismaros and Zonaia. This fertile plain is rich-

ly watered and often flooded by the Nestos (Strabo 7 fr. 44; cf.

Theophr. Hist. pl. 1.3.5) and by numerous lesser rivers. They

drain the overlying southern flanks of the Rhodopes, and

are—from west to east—(a) Koudetos (Ps.-Skylax 67), (b)

Trauos, (c) Kompsatos/Kompsantos (Hdt. 7.109; cf. also Ael.

NA 15.25), (d) Kossinites, which flows into Lake Bistonis, and

(e) Lissos (Hdt. 7.108, 109). Now, as in the past, vast tracts,

particularly near the coast, are covered by extensive marshes,

some of them forming lakes. The most important are, to the

west, Lake Bistonis, by Dikaia (Hdt. 7.109; Strabo 7 fr. 47) and

to the east, Lake Ismaris, between Stryme and Maroneia

(Hdt. 7.109; Strabo 7 fr. 44). Thus, most of the otherwise 

fertile and arable expanses were plagued by a notoriously

noxious climate, as is evidenced by records in the works 

of Hippocrates (see infra, s.v. Abdera). A second coastal 

plain stretches east of the Rhodopes and the Zonaia Mts.

It receives the abundant waters of the Hebros river and 

its tributaries and forms the maritime exit of this river’s 

valley. The Hebros river provides easy access to the upper-

most reaches of the Thracian plain and hinterland, and is

indeed the unique waterway leading north from the Aegean

coast through the outstretched beachy plain named

Doriskos.

By contrast with the lands west of the Nestos, there are no

precious mineral resources in the area between the Nestos

and the Hebros. Moreover, the narrow gorges of the Nestos

and the few passages afforded through the Rhodopes made

regular communications with the Thracian hinterland 

virtually impossible.¹ Furthermore, the warlike Thracian

tribes created an impenetrable barrier along the northern

limit of the coastal plain and endangered east–west land

communications across narrow passes crossing the Nestos

river and overriding the Zonaia Mts.² The tribes were—

from west to east—the Sapaioi/Saioi/Sinties (Strabo

12.3.19), the Bistones, the Kikones, the Korpiloi and the

Apsinthians, Paitoi (Hdt. 7.110). Yet, the area attracted early

on the interest of Greek colonists, both from the adjacent

northern Aegean islands, Thasos and Samothrake and from

East Greek cities. A detailed, yet partially confusing descrip-

tion of the geography and settlement pattern of the area in

early C5 is provided by Herodotos in connection with

Xerxes’ campaign through southern Thrace in 480 (Hdt. 7.

58–59, 108–9).

By C6s, despite long and ferocious Thracian reaction, the

coastal plain west of Mts. Ismaros and Zonaia had been

divided between three Greek colonies: Abdera, Dikaia and

Maroneia, and at least one emporion of the Thasians:

Stryme; while Samothrake claimed a series of mainland

beachheads on the opposing coastline, east of Cape Serreion

and the Zonaia Mts: viz. Zone, Mesambria, Drys and Sale.

Moreover, Aiolians from Alopekonnesos, reinforced by

colonists from Mytilene and Kyme, founded Ainos at the

Hebros estuary, with a territory extending east of the river

along the gulf of Melas and protected by a number of

unnamed forts (Ps.-Skylax 67).

As with the most of Thrace, this part of the Aegean coast

was occupied by Megabazos in the aftermath of Dareios’

Skythian expedition (Hdt. 4.143–44, 5.1–26; cf. Balcer (1972);

Castritius (1972); Hammond (1980)). He established a forti-

fied supply base at Doriskos (Hdt. 7. 25, 59), securing control

of both the east–west and north–south throughfares as well

as of the crossing of the Hebros. Following the departure of

Persian forces, the area was drawn into the Athenian sphere

of interest, and the cities became members of the Delian

THRACE FROM NESTOS TO HEBROS
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¹ For a succint presentation of geomorphology, mountain passes and natural
resources of the area, see Casson (1926) 9–12, 21–24, 24–25, 30–31, 32, 52–79,
90–91, who overestimates, in our opinion, the importance of land routes (cor-
rectly assessed by Isaac (1986) 73–74, 140–46).

² The famous passes of the Sapaioi and the Korpiloi mentioned in literary
sources are of Roman date. Cf. Collart (1929) and, more recently, Loukopoulou
(1987) and (1997), with refs.



League, as evidenced by the contributions recorded in the

Athenian tribute lists.

In the course of C5s the cities of the area developed close

relationships with the Odrysian kingdom, furthering both

their own and the Athenian financial and political interests,

a role renewed in C4 in connection with the Second

Athenian League,³ until Macedonian rule extended over the

entire Thrace under Philip II.

The impressive wealth of the major poleis in the area—

Abdera, Dikaia, Maroneia and Ainos—should probably be

attributed more to their key position in politics and finance

rather than to the agricultural value of their territory,

although they did have a rich production, and export, of

grain and fish and of the famous wine from the vineyards of

Mt. Ismaros (Casson (1926) 90–92). Their early success is

attested in literary sources as well as in the quality, early date

and wide distribution of their coins, in particular those of

Abdera, Dikaia and Ainos. They must have had direct or

indirect access to the valuable mineral resources of the

region, which enabled them to develop a delicate network of

advantageous political and commercial relationships, and

to exploit their intermediary position between the Greek

world of the Aegean and the Thracian hinterland

(Loukopoulou (2002)).

Written sources pertaining to the region between the

rivers Nestos and Hebros provide us with information

about a total of nineteen named settlements of the Archaic

and Classical periods, of which twelve are attested as poleis,⁴

whereas seven are non-polis settlements or poleis about

which we do not have sufficient evidence to establish their

status. In addition to the nineteen settlements attested in the

written sources are remains of eight unidentified settle-

ments. Despite rather extensive archaeological research,

especially in recent decades,⁵ only five of the poleis have been

securely identified: viz. Abdera, Ainos, Kypsela, Maroneia

and Zone. In our opinion, the location of the other seven

remains inconclusive. The inventory below comprises

twelve settlements considered to have been poleis of type A,

B or C in Classical Antiquity. The remaining fifteen settle-

ments are as follows in the next two sections

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Charakoma (Χαρ�κωµα) Unidentified settlement (prob-

ably teichos or emporion?) in the peraia of Samothrake

(Strabo 7 fr. 47 (48):Σαµοθρ��κων πολ�χνιον); in C3l it host-

ed theoroi of the Delphic Apollo C3l (Plassart (1921) 18, iii 72;

cf. Isaac (1986) 133, with refs. and bibliography; TIR 22). Barr.

H, but, although the earliest explicit attestation is of C3, the

settlement seems to have existed already in C4.

Doriskos (∆ορ�σκος) Hdt. 7.59.1, 108.1, 121.2 (τε5χος

βασιλ�ιον); Ps.-Skylax 67 (τε5χος); Aeschin. 3.82 (τε5χος);

cf. Dem. 18.70, 19.156; Harp. ∆75 (χωρ�ον τ8ς Θρ��κης).

Fortified stronghold located in the homonymous vast plain

(and beach) extending west of the Hebros delta and east of

the peraia of Samothrake actually located on the river bank

and probably controlling an important crossing point (Isaac

(1986) 137–40). The only source to call it a polis is Steph. Byz.

236.5. A C3/C2 proxeny decree discovered on the hill Saraya,

usually identified with Doriskos, has been attributed,

without conclusive evidence, to this city (Bakalakis (1961)

18–19). Barr. AC.

Ismaros ( ;Ισµαρος) Hom. Od. 9.197. According to lexico-

graphic sources (Harp. Μ7; Hsch. Ι44), Ismaros was the

older name of Maroneia. In the Odyssey (9.40–41) it is called

a polis. According to Strabo 7 fr. 43 it was—with Xantheia

and Maroneia—one of three poleis of the Kikones, situated

near Maroneia and the sea-ward outlet of Lake Ismaris (for

the lake, located between Maroneia and Stryme, cf. Hdt.

7.109). Ismaros was tentatively identified (Bakalakis (1958)

97) with the prehistoric acropolis of Ergani (Turkish Asar

Tepe) or, more probably, though with no decisive evidence,

with the fortified acropolis of Ag. Georgios, east of

Maroneia, with finds dating to the prehistoric and early Iron

Age (Isaac (1986) 112; Bakirtzis and Triantaphyllos (1988)

56). Unlocated and without periodisation in Barr.

Mende (Μ/νδη) Paus. 5.27.12; cf. 5.10.8. Pausanias quotes

an elegiac couplet, perhaps of the Archaic or Classical peri-

od, commemorating the Mendaians’ conquest of Sipte.

³ The precise nature of Odrysian relationships with Greek cities in the north-
ern Aegean during C5s and C4f is a matter of continuing controversy, recently
reviewed by Veligianni (1995a) and Archibald (1998) 145–48; cf. also
Loukopoulou (1999) and two forthcoming publications by the same author
based on her interpretation of the Pistiros inscription.

⁴ We have omitted the following toponyms of probable pre-Roman date,
which do not belong to urban settlements: Maronos Heroon (Strabo 7 frr. 43,
44a); Parthenion locus (Plin.HN 4.42); Polydori tumulus (Plin.HN 4.42); Thasion
Kephalai (Strabo 7 fr. 43); Zerynthion antron (Apollod. Rhod. Argon. 128, with
schol.; Nic. Ther. 458–64). Also omitted are settlements which are exclusively
attested in literary sources of Roman date: viz. Cosinto (It. Ant. 321.4; cf. TIR 23);
Kartera kome (Strabo 7 fr. 43; cf. Ael. NA 15.25); Phalesina (Plin. HN 4.42);
Rumbodona (It. Burd. 603; cf. TIR 51); Stabulum/turris Diomedis (It. Ant. 331.5; It.
Burd. 603.3; Pompon. 2.2); Tempyra (Strabo 7 fr. 47: cf. Livy 38.41 (r188); Tirida,
Diomedis equorum stabulis dirum (Plin. HN 4.42; Mart. Cap. 6.657; Pompon. 2.2;
It. Burd. 603.3); Tirida/Tyrida (Plin. HN 4.42).

⁵ More or less regularly presented in Deltion, Praktika, Ergon and, more
recently, in ΑΕΜΘ.
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Mende is described as a Greek settlement of Ionian colonists

near Ainos, at some distance inland from the sea. On its dis-

puted location and its presumable status—one of the forts

(teiche) of the Ainians?—see Isaac (1986) 158. The couplet’s

reference to an ethnic—Μενδα5οι—may indicate that

Mende was a polis, but the evidence is too slim to allow

inclusion in the Inventory. Barr. AC.

Sipte (Σ�πτη) Paus. 5.27.12 (τε5χος κα� π#λις). A

Thracian fortified settlement, presumably in the hinterland

of Ainos. Pausanias quotes an elegiac couplet of, perhaps,

the Archaic or Classical period, commemorating a victory

over Sipte by the Mendaians (supra). Sipte may have been a

polis, but the evidence is too slim to allow inclusion in the

Inventory. Not in Barr.

Xantheia (Ξ�νθεια) Strabo 7 fr. 43 (π#λις). In Barr.

recorded as a Classical settlement near Lake Vistonis.

However, the reference given does not support the suggest-

ed location.

Zeirenia (Ζειρην�α) Steph. Byz. 295.1 (π#λις, quoting

Theopomp. fr. 44 but only for the toponym, not necessarily

for the site-classification). Undated (though Theopomp. fr.

44 indicates C4) and unlocated in Barr. cf. Itin. Ant. 332.6:

Zervae; Tab. Peut. 592).

2. Unidentified Settlements

Indications and remains of unidentified pre-Roman rural

settlements have come to light at various points of the

Thracian plain south of the Rhodopes; they have been

conveniently presented and documented by Pantos

((1983), (1975–76)) and, more recently, by Skarlatidou

((1990), for sites located west of Lake Bistonis in particular,

plausibly attributed to the territory of Abdera). Substantial

archaeological remains of pre-Hellenistic date—including

inscriptions—have been reported only at the following

locations.

Ag. Athanassios/Prophitis Ilias Remains of C4 settlement

(Skarlatidou (1990) 613, with refs.). Not in Barr.

Chryssa Late Classical to Byzantine settlement (Skarlatidou

(1990) 616, with refs.). Not in Barr.

Diomedeia C5 to Roman date rural settlement (Skarlatidou

(1990) 616, with refs.). Not in Barr.

Kalyva C4s fort (Triantaphyllos (1988)). In Barr. only HR,

but the castle at Kalyva is believed to have been built c.340 by

Philip II.

Komnina Remains of Classical (?) settlement or sanctuary

(TIR 32 with refs.). Not in Barr.

Koutson Settlement of Hellenistic–Roman date, tentative-

ly identified (cf. supra) with Bergepolis (Skarlatidou (1990)

616, followed by Barr). Barr. C.

Makri Relatively important urban settlement, with

remains dating from the late Neolithic to the Classical–

Hellenistic and Roman periods. Tentatively identified on no

conclusive evidence with some of the unlocated urban cen-

tres of the area (Serrion, Zone, Mesambria or Orthagoria), it

is described as a small, possibly fortified trading port

(Kallintzi (1992), (1993)). In Barr. identified with Zone (no.

651).

Toxotes (Mausolleion hill) Pre-colonial settlement (Skar-

latidou (1990) 617, with refs.). Not in Barr.

II. The Poleis

640. Abdera (Abderites) Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long. 25.00.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xβδηρα, τ�

(Anakreon fr. 505, Page; Hdt. 8.120; Thuc. 2.97.1; IG iv² 1

94.ib.28) or, once, Xβδηρος (Ephor. fr. 154) or, once,

Xβδηρα, ! (Diod. 31.8.8). The city-ethnic is ?βδηρ�της

(Hecat. fr. 158; Hdt. 7.120; F.Delphes iii 1 497.2 (C4l–C3e)) or

yβδηρ�της (IG i³ 263.iii.21). Abdera is called a polis both in

the political sense (Anacr. fr. 100 �AG 7.226; Aen. Tact.

15.10) and in the urban sense (Hdt. 7.109.1; Thuc. 2.97.1; Aen.

Tact. 15.9; Ps.-Skylax 67). At Thuc. 2.97.1 the territorial sense

is a connotation. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on coins (infra) and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 263.iii.21) and in literary sources

(Hdt. 7.120). The individual and external sense is used in ref-

erence to ∆ηµ#κριτος W ?βδερ�της (Arist. Cael. 303a4) or

Πρωταγ#ρας W ?βδηρ�της (Pl. Resp. 600C) and a C5 Attic

sepulchral monument (IG i³ 1018).

Abdera was a coastal city situated on the left (eastern)

bank of the Nestos estuary (Hdt. 7.126), across the strait

from Thasos, in a heavily marshy area often flooded by the

river (Strabo 7 fr. 44; Casson (1926) 9–10; Lazaridis (1971b)

2ff). Originally, the area belonged to the neighbouring

Thracian tribe of the Sintoi, known also as Saïoi or Sapaioi

(Strabo 12.3.20). Despite the moorlands and the noxious cli-

mate (Mart. 10.25; cf. Cic. Att. 7.7.4; Lucian, Hist. conscr. 2;

and numerous passages in the Hippocratic literature),
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Abdera came to own fertile agricultural land (Pind. fr.

52b.25) and fishing banks rich in cuttle fish and mullets

(Archestratos frr. 43, 56, Olson and Sens) The city occupied

one of the very few natural harbours east of the Nestos and

had access to an important though probably rarely practica-

ble land route linking the Aegean coast to the Thracian hin-

terland and to the Istros, probably through the modern

Nymphaia pass (Thuc. 2.97.1–3; cf. Samsaris (1980) 58, 79).

The territory of Abdera was called ! Αβδηρ5τις

(Theophr. Hist. pl. 3.1.5) or ! Αβδηριτ+ν χ)ρα (Aen. Tact.

15.8). During the Classical period it presumably extended

from Lake Bistonis to the Nestos and from the Aegean coast

to the northern end of the plain and the southern foot of Mt.

Rhodope, roughly along the modern Xanthe–Toxotes

motorway (Lazaridis (1971b) 2 nos. 5–9; Samsaris (1980)

62–63; Skarlatidou (1984a) 150; Isaac (1986) 73); it was

crossed by the course of the river Kossinites, which flowed

into Lake Bistonis (Ael. NA 15. 25; identified with the river of

Xanthi; Pantos (1975–76), (1983)). The territory of Abdera

appears to have included at least one second named but

unlocated urban centre, Bergepolis (Pantos (1975–76) 3, 10,

(1983) 166, no. 8; see infra s.v.).

The population of Abdera, the largest city in the northern

Aegean coast, has been variously calculated as from

15,000–20,000 to 40,000–100,000 (Lazaridis (1971b) 33–34.

167–70; Samsaris (1980) 167; Skarlatidou (1984a) 154–55); on

epigraphic evidence from Teos (Herrmann (1981)), sup-

ported by the size of tribute paid by Teos and Abdera respec-

tively, the latter’s population was presumably 2.5 larger than

that of her metropolis (Graham (1991), (1992) 59).

Strabo’s testimony at 3.4.3 concerning a homonymous

Phoenician foundation in southern Spain led modern his-

torians to suggest a Phoenician origin both for the toponym

and for the initial foundation of Abdera (Isaac (1986)

76–77). However, literary tradition records a first unsuccess-

ful colonizing venture by Klazomenians under the leader-

ship of Timesios (Hdt. 1.168; Plut. Mor. 812A; Ael. VH 12.9)

c.650 (Solin. Coll. 10.10; Euseb. Chron. 95b, Helm). That

another early, yet equally unsuccessful, attempt was under-

taken by the Thasians has been argued by Isaac (1986) 79–80

on the basis of Archilochos’ accounts of ferocious fights

against Thracian Saioi (�Sinties �Sapaiaoi). For a critical

view, see Graham (1992) 48.

Abdera was eventually refounded in 544 by Teians fleeing

from Persian rule (Hdt. 1.168–69; Strabo 14.1.30; Ps.-

Skymnos 670–71; cf. Isaac (1986) 81–85, with an interesting

analysis of the poems of Anakreon, who participated in the

foundation of the colony). Pindar’s second Paian (Radt

(1958); cf. Isaac (1986) 85–86) records the colonists’ success-

ful struggles to establish and extend their territory until C6s,

probably even C5m (Graham (1992) 62–64); according to

Strabo, some of the Teian refugees were eventually repatriat-

ed (Strabo 14.1.30; cf. Veligianni-Terzi (1997) 692–93).

The history of Abdera in the late Archaic and Classical

periods has been largely reconstructed on the basis of the

numerous and plentiful series of its important coinage by

May (1966). However, recent numismatic research by

Katerina Chryssanthaki (diss. Paris IV, 2000; forthcoming)

has brought forth evidence which leads to a drastic revision

of May’s dates, and consequently of his historical recon-

struction. In anticipation of Chryssanthaki’s substantial

revision of May’s seriation and dating, the following

account is based mainly on the testimony of literary, epi-

graphic and material sources other than the important

numismatic evidence.

Abdera rapidly grew into a major financial power. Its sil-

ver coinage, presumably initiated as early as c.540–35 (May

(1966) 49–58; Kraay (1976) 35; cf. however Chryssanthaki,

forthcoming) and widely exported and distributed in the

East, indicates direct access to rich silver-bearing Thracian

regions (Mt. Symbolon, west of the Nestos or the Thracian

hinterland?).Her growing rivalry with Thasos became man-

ifest during the period of Persian occupation. Following

Dareios’ Skythian expedition, the Thasians were denounced

by their neighbours for planning rebellion, and were

ordered by Dareios to demolish their fortifications and

bring their ships to Abdera (Hdt. 6.46.1), while the latter city

was rewarded with the Persian king’s trust and friendship

(Hdt. 8.120).

Under unknown circumstances and at an unspecified

date Abdera joined the Delian League. Numismatic evi-

dence during the period following the evacuation of the

Persians appears to indicate a further increase of the city’s

opulence, especially following the sedition and fall of

Thasos in 463/2. Abdera belonged to the Thracian district

and is recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.5)

to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.30) a total of thirteen times, once com-

pletely restored, paying an exceptionally high phoros of

mostly 15 tal. (IG i³ 261.v.17) reduced to 10 tal. from 432/1 on

(IG i³ 280.ii.46). In 425/4 and 422/1 it was presumably

assessed for tribute together with Dikaia (IG i³ 71.iii.153–4

and IG i³ 77.iv.29–30, city-ethnics completely restored), see

infra.

Abdera’s opportunistic policies revived after the rise of

the Odrysian power: with the Abderitan Nymphodoros as

intermediary, she was the first to establish relations with the
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Odrysian royalty (Hdt. 7.137.3; Thuc. 2.29.1, 5). The purpose

was evidently to secure and develop her exploitation of

Thracian resources, even under burdensome financial obli-

gations. On the justifiably disputed tribute imposed on

Abdera and other Greek cities of the northern Aegean by the

Odrysians, see Veligianni (1995a) and Loukopoulou (2002).

The same Nymphodoros extended his services by negotiat-

ing in 431 in favour of the Athenians the valuable alliance of

the Odrysian king Sitalkes, not least the ephemeral rap-

prochement of Perdikkas, king of Macedonia (Staatsverträge

165). The reduction of Abdera’s tribute to the League by

some 33 per cent in 432/1 may have been a reward in recogni-

tion of Nymphodoros’mediation (Isaac (1986) 102; for a dif-

ferent interpretation, see ATL iii. 310–11). There is no

satisfactory explanation of the marked reversal of this situa-

tion in 425, when Abdera (with Dikaia) was assessed for the

enormous sum of 75 tal. (IG i³ 71.iii.153–54). Dissatisfaction

and unrest among Athen’s allies in the northern Aegean

resulted in Abdera’s defection from the League, probably

following the second secession of Thasos in 411 (Isaac (1986)

105). Abdera was brought back into the League by

Thrasyboulos in 407 (Diod. 13.72.2; Xen. Hell. 1.4.9; cf. May

(1966) 181–83).

In 376/5 Abdera fell victim to a massive invasion of

Triballians, allegedly assisted—if not invited—by

Maronitans; despite untrustworthy support by neighbour-

ing Thracians, the city suffered enormous losses and was

saved from complete devastation only thanks to the inter-

vention of an Athenian squadron under Chabrias (Aen.

Tact. 15.8–10; Diod. 15.36.1–4). An Athenian garrison was

established, and Abdera became a member of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.3 �Tod 123; Diod.

15.36.3–4; cf. schol. Ael. Arist. 172.7, 173.17). Still suffering

from the disastrous effects of her crushing defeat, the city

was occupied by Philip II (Polyaen. Strat. 4.2.22; for diverg-

ing opinions on the date, see Isaac (1986) 106). In 346/5

Athens granted asylum to pro-Athenian refugees from

Abdera (IG ii² 218).

Abdera seems to have persistently maintained close rela-

tions of affiliation with its metropolis, Teos, down to the

Roman period. Characteristically, colony and mother city

shared the same religious festivals (Herrmann (1981);

Graham (1991)); Abderitan coins (and amphora stamps; cf.

Lazaridis (1954) 169) show that a griffin was the city emblem

of both poleis, while occasional decrees promulgated in Teos

are expressly proclaimed valid also for Abdera (Herrmann

(1981) from Teos (C5f)); one contains public imprecations

and seems to be a kind of citizen oath applying equally to

Teians and Abderitans (SEG 31 985). Also two decrees of

Abdera were found in Teos (Herrmann (1971), (1981)).

In C5 the constitution was presumably democratic, as is

indicated by the provision that confiscation of property,

imprisonment and capital punishment could only be

imposed by a court manned with a minimum of 500 citizens

(SEG 31 985.A.13–22; Lewis (1982)). Predictably, some at least

of the institutions of Abdera reproduced those of its

metropolis: most importantly, as in Teos, the board of exec-

utive magistrates in Abdera were the timouchoi (Bousquet

(1940–41) 100–107; C3m, from Delphoi). As in Teos, the cit-

izen body of Abdera appears to have been subdivided in

smaller entities; the only one attested in Abdera may be a

subdivision of a phyle, perhaps a genos; see ‘Ερµ+ναξ

∆ιονυσ[δος Ε(ρυσθεν�δης in a C4l dedication (Kallintzi

and Veligianni (1996); SEG 46 841). The eponymous official

was presumably the priest of Apollo, at least after C4m

(Lazaridis (1971b) 27, 140; Thrace (1994) 61). The names

engraved on Abderitan coins (.π� το% δε5νος) are usually

interpreted as those of annual(?) mint officials. One C5s

moneyer, ∆ηµ#κριτος, is often identified with the pre-

Socratic philosopher of Abdera (Isaac (1986) 103). Other

institutions, including the boule and demos of Abdera

(Herrmann (1981)) and magistracies, are only expressly

attested in epigraphic sources of Hellenistic and Roman

date.

An Abderitan ambassador is said to have been sent to the

king of Sparta, Agis, son of Archidamos, in the latter part of

C4 (Plut. Mor. 215 E). Abderitans are awarded proxenia by

Athens (IG ii² 77 (378/7); SEG 35 71 (332/1)) and Kolophon

(AJP 56 (1935) 363 l. 142 (C4l)). In 370/69, a golden crown is

recorded as offered by the Abderitans to the godess of

Athens (IG ii² 1425.119 (370/69)). In 359 the city had a theo-

rodokos to host theoroi from Epidauros (IG iv²1. 94.ib.28).

Our knowledge of Abderitan legislation is limited to a C5

Abderitan law forbidding the burial of persons who had dis-

persed the family fortune, recorded in connection with

Demokritos (Ath. 4.168b), and a C4 regulation concerning

the marketing of cattle (Feyel (1942–43) 180, no. 2).

Pindar’s second Paian evokes the organisation of the

army (with emphasis on cavalry units) in the first days of the

establishment of the colony (Pind. fr. 52b.104; cf. Isaac (1986)

85–86). Some indications of the importance of its size can be

obtained in relation to the battles fought in 376 against the

invading Triballians (Lazaridis (1971b) 33–34 nos. 168–70).

The poliad deity of Abdera was probably Dionysos, fre-

quently mentioned by Anakreon (Isaac (1986) 82–85). Also

important was the cult of Apollo, evoked with the eponym
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Derainos or Derenos in Pindar’s second Paian (Pind. fr.

52b.5) and regularly portrayed on C4 coinage (Isaac (1986)

84 n. 65, 106–7). Also attested in epigraphic and literary

sources is the celebration of Thesmophoria, Anthesteria,

Herakleia and the festival of Zeus (Herrmann (1981)), the

cult of Athena Epipyrgitis, probably imported from the

metropolis Teos (Lazaridis (1971b) 27 no. 138; Skarlatidou

(1984a) 158), that of Aphrodite and Hekate (Pind. fr. 52b.5;

78; cf. Isaac (1986) 107–8), and a grove dedicated to the

Nymphs near the city wall (Lazaridis (1971b) 41 no. 206); for

the discovery of a C4l–C3e sanctuary presumably of

Demeter or Kore, see Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1982) 3,

(1983) 7; Skarlatidou (1984a) 159; Koukouli-Chryssanthaki

(1987b) 180–82, (1988) 143–45, (1989) 222–23, (1992) 165–66).

Further attested are the heroic cult of Abderos, celebrated

with athletic contests, excluding horse and chariot events

(Philostr. 2.25; presumably to be identified with the hero

Mesopolites Epenor (Kallintzi and Veligianni (1996) 62), and

that of Timesios the Klazomenian ktistes of the first colony

at Abdera (Hdt. 1.168); in C4s, Parmenion is said to have

built a temple for Jason (Strabo 11.14.12),

Abdera has been identified beyond any doubt with the

archaeological site near Cape Bouloustra (with visible

remains of the modest Byzantine town Polystylon on its

south-west end), some 7 km south-west of the homonymous

(formerly Bouloustra) modern village (Reinach (1881); Regel

(1887); Kazarow (1918)). Despite dramatic geomorphological

mutations of the lowlands from the alluvial activity and the

westward movement of the Nestos estuary (cf. Strabo 7 fr. 43),

recent excavations have uncovered parts of the Archaic and

Classical polis, located further north of Cape Bouloustra, pre-

sumably on a promontory linked to the mainland by a nar-

row strip with natural bays to the east and west: identified are

parts of two early phases (C7s–C5: Kokouli-Chryssanthaki

(1987b) 177–83) of fortification walls protecting the city’s por-

tuary installations (a neosoikos?), remains of an important

public building (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1991) 200–1),

traces of C6–C4 houses and the C7s–C6f (Klazomenian)

cemetery (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1997)). A vast Late

Classical–Classical tumuli necropolis extended to the north

and north-west (Romiopoulou (1964) 377; Lazaridis (1965)

460–61; Triantaphyllos (1973–74) 809–10; Koukouli-

Chryssanthaki (1982) 9–16; Triantaphyllos (1975) 297–98).

Two gates are known from literary tradition: the Thracian

(Hippocr. 3.3.17) and the Prourides (Callimach. 4.90). Due

undoubtedly to the changing geomorphology, the site was

abandoned in C4m (Koukouli-Chryssanthaki (1987a) 412),

and the city was relocated further south, where systematic

excavations since the early 1950s have revealed segments of

the C4 fortifications with a gate, and several insulae of

Hellenistic and Roman dwellings. The walls enclosed an area

of 112 ha, and the city was apparantly grid-planned from its

foundation (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 180–87). Only

undated traces of the theatre (TGR ii. 115) were identified

(Lazaridis (1971b) 38 no. 193; Lazaridis (1966) 359–61;

Triantaphyllos (1984) 32–33), but it is attested in a C2 inscrip-

tion (Avezou and Picard (1913) 122–24, 128–29; BCH 37 (1913)

122–37 (C2)) and mentioned by Lucian in a C4l–C3e context

(Hist. conscr. 1). The palaistra (Hippocr. 6.8.30: palaistrophy-

lax) remains unidentified.

Abdera struck high-quality coins from C6s and through-

out the entire Classical period. Its mint was one of the most

important and enjoyed a wide circulation. Seriation and

dating of this coinage, established by May’s exhaustive study

(1966), has now been drastically revised following import-

ant evidence mainly from coin hoards discovered in various

parts of the East (Price and Waggoner (1975); Mattingly

(1977)). Since the results of recent research are still unpub-

lished (cf. supra 873), it is preferable to refrain from repro-

ducing May’s conclusions and limit the presentation to a

summary description of the coin types. Abdera struck silver

coins on variable weight standards, of mostly large

denominations: octadrachm, tetradrachm, didrachm,

drachm and subdivisions. Type: obv. griffin to left (Abdera’s

city emblem, as opposed to that of Teos: griffin facing right),

often accompanied by various symbols (May (1966) 86); rev.

incuse square and later various representations (portraits or

full-length representations of deities—in particular

Dionysos—and symbols thereof, animals or birds, objects,

fruits).Legend: full or abreviated name of annual magistrate

in the nominative or in the genitive case after ΕΠΙ; also, at

times, the city-ethnic ΑΒ∆Η or ΑΒ∆ΗΡΙΤΕΩΝ. In

addition to the silver coins there were limited bronze 

emissions from C5l, presumably for local use, and in C4m a

limited emission of gold coins (SNG Cop. Thrace 308–73).

641. Ainos (Ainios) Map 51. Lat. 40.45, long. 26.05. Size of

territory: probably 4 or 5. Type A:α. The toponym is Α1νος,

! (Hom. Il. 4.520: Α2ν#θεν; Hdt. 4.90.2; Ant. 5.20; Thuc.

4.28.4; Ps.-Skylax; IG iv²1 94.ib.30 (359)). The city-ethnic is

Α]νιος (IG i³ 260.vi.15; F.Delphes iii. 1 497.6 (C4l–C3e);

Thuc. 7.57.5) or Α2νειε�ς (Hipponax fr. 72.7, West). Ainos is

called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 4.90.2, 7.58.3;

Ephor. fr. 39; Ps.-Skylax 67) and in the political sense (Ant.

5.78). The town is called polisma at Ephor. fr. 39. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins
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(infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG ii² 43.B.7 �Tod

123) and literary sources (Thuc. 7.57.5; Dem. 23.119). For the

individual and external form,see IG ii² 152 (C4f); SEG 38 217,

Athens (C4); IG iv² 1 58.7, Epidauros (C4l–C3e); Arist. Pol.

1311b21.

Ainos was situated in the Melas Gulf, at the mouth of the

Hebros delta (Strabo 7 fr. 52), commanding the exit of the

vast Hebros plain and lowlands famous for their fertility

(Plin. HN 18.7.70). It was apparently situated in close prox-

imity to the Lake Stentoris (Hdt. 7.58.3), on what was prob-

ably a peninsula and is known to have possessed a

well-protected harbour (Ps.-Skylax 67), probably a river

harbour on Lake Stentoris �Gala Gölu (Plin. HN 4.43: por-

tus Stentoris). For sketch plans of the Hebros delta, cf. May

(1950) figs. 1–3). The harbour served communications both

with the Aegean and with the Thracian hinterland, as the

river must have been easily navigable (May (1950) 1–7; Isaac

(1986) 140–46). The area was also renowned for its fishing

banks rich in large mussels, anchovy and pig-fish

(Archestratos frr. 7, 23, Olson and Sens; cf. May (1950) 6).

The extent of the territory of Ainos is unknown; attested

however is the existence of dependent forts (teiche) on the

Thracian littoral south of Ainos and north of the mouth of

the river Melas (Ps.-Skylax 67).

Ainos is already known in the Iliad (4.519–20); and

according to Hipponax (fr. 741, Diehl (c.540–537)) the leg-

endary king Rhesos was king of the Ainians. Ainos was an

Aiolian colony (Hdt. 7.58.3), first established, presumably in

C7s or C6f (Isaac (1986) 147–48) by Alopekonnesians, subse-

quently reinforced by Mytilenaians and Kymaians (Ephor.

fr. 39; Ps.-Skymnos 697; Strabo 7 fr. 51) on land (Apsinthis)

owned by the Thracian Apsinthioi, later known as Korpiloi

(Strabo 7 fr. 57; cf. fr. 51a).

Undoubtedly occupied by the Persians in C6l, it recovered

its independence under unknown circumstances after 480

and joined the Delian League as a tribute-paying member

(Thuc. 5.57.5; cf. May (1950) 14). It belonged to the Thracian

district and is recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³

259.i.23) to 436/5 (IG i³ 276.vi.29) a total of fourteen times,

twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 12 tal. (IG i³

260.vi.15) reduced to 10 tal. after 445 (IG i³ 267.iii.2) and

finally 4 tal. in 435 (IG i³ 276.vi.29). In 425 Ainos was pre-

sumably assessed at 20 tal. (IG i³ 71.iii.159, ethnic complete-

ly restored). The reasons for the tribute fluctuations as well

as for the absence of Ainos from the full panels of 435/4 (IG

i³ 277), 432/1 (IG i³ 280) and 429 (IG i³ 282) remain obscure

(Meiggs (1972) 249; Isaac (1986) 151–52). The army of Ainos

included peltasts before the end of C5 (cf. Thuc. 4.28.4

(r425)), and Ainian forces are recorded as having participat-

ed in the expedition of Sicily (Thuc. 7.57.5).

In 375, with Athens once more the undisputed mistress of

the Aegean, Ainos became a member of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B.7; cf. May (1950) 187).

Yet, numismatic evidence has been interpreted as indicating

a decline of prosperity since early C4, undoubtedly 

aggravated since 365 under the pressure of Odrysian expan-

sionism over south-eastern Thrace and the Thracian

Chersonesos (May (1950) 174–94). The adverse situation was

temporarily averted when Kotys I (383/2–359) was murdered

by two Ainian citizens, Python and Herakleides, who were

handsomely rewarded by the Athenians (Dem. 23.119; Arist.

Pol. 1311b22). However, the improved relations between

Athens and the successors of Kotys could not forestall Philip

II’s successful advance in Thrace. Renewed aggression by the

Odrysians and burdensome contributions imposed by the

Athenians could be exploited by a pro-Makedonian faction,

active in Ainos at least since 344/3. As a result, Ainos went

over to the Makedonian king c.342 or shortly thereafter and

accepted a Makedonian garrison (Dem. 58.37–38; cf. May

(1950) 195–203; Gehrke, Stasis 16; Isaac (1986) 154–55).

In 359 Ainos had a theorodokos to host theoroi from

Epidauros (IG iv²1 94.ib.30). The two Ainians who killed the

Odrysian king Kotys in 359 were awarded Athenian citizen-

ship and proxeny (Dem. 23.119; Arist. Pol. 1311b);

Timaphenides of Ainos was granted proxenia in Athens

before 353/2 (IG ii² 152). In 303/2 another Ainian, Alkaios,

son of Heraios, was granted Athenian citizenship, proxenia

and a golden crown in Athens (IG ii² 495); furthermore, he

was honoured with the proxenia, ateleia and asylia in

Epidauros (IG iv² 158).

The poliad deity of Ainos was most probably Hermes

Perpheraios, whose wooden statue, a work of Epeios, was

washed up at the neighbouring coast, where a sanctuary was

presumably built in his honour (Callim. Ia. 7 fr. 197, Pfeiffer;

cf. May (1950) 272–73 for C5 coin representations). Pan and

the Nymphs depicted on a C4 relief were presumably wor-

shipped in a cave at the foot of the acropolis (Casson (1926)

257–58). Also presumed from epigraphic, numismatic and

literary evidence are the cults of Dionysos, the legendary

king Rhesos and Asklepios (Isaac (1986) with refs.).

The town of Ainos is securely identified with Byzantine

and modern Ainos (Turkish Enez) on the left bank of the

Hebros river; it is now, following extensive geomorphologi-

cal changes and the formation of a sand-bar blocking the

river’s mouth, situated 2.5 km upstream from the modern

coastline, surrounded by marshes and lagoons (Hasluck
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(1908–9) 249–51; Casson (1926) 256–57; May (1950) 1–2). The

ancient site is hidden under the modern town, and archaeo-

logical remains are sporadic.

The coinage of Ainos, of great artistic excellence, was ini-

tiated shortly after the departure of the Persians. Ainos

struck coins in gold, silver and bronze. (1) Silver, c.478–341:

denominations: tetradrachm, drachm, tetrobol, diobol;

type: obv. head of Hermes, in C4 often facing; rev. goat with

various symbols. Legend: ΑΙ or ΑΙΝΙ or ΑΙΝΙΟΝ.

Sometimes name of magistrate. (2) Bronze, C5s: type: obv.

head of Hermes; rev. caduceus. Legend:ΑΙΝΙ or ΑΙΝΙΟΝ.

(3) Gold, C4f: type: obv. head of Hermes; rev. Hermes on

throne (May (1950); Mattingly (1977) 99–101; SNG Cop.

Thrace 389–421).

642. Bergepolis (Bergepolites) Map 51. Lat. 41.05, long.

25.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C:? Both the toponym,

Βεργ/πολις, !, and the city-ethnic Βεργεπολ�της are

exclusively attested at Steph. Byz. 163.13: Βεργ/πολις

?βδηριτ+ν, τ� .θνικ�ν Βεργεπολ�της. If this entry can

be trusted, Bergepolis was an urban centre dependent on

Abdera.The second part of the composite toponym suggests

that it was a polis: viz., a dependent polis lying in the territo-

ry of Abdera.

Otherwise unknown, Bergepolis has been tentatively

located—on no conclusive evidence—at the ancient site

identified between Koutson and Vafeïka (TIR 21 with refs.;

Triantaphyllos (1973–74) 810–13, and, more recently,

Skarlatidou (1990) 616). The excavation report mentions

sparse ceramic finds from the Archaic to the Roman period,

as well as coins of Abdera of the Classical period. If one

accepts the identification of Bergepolis with this site, the

presumption is that Bergepolis’ status as a polis goes back at

least to the Classical period.

643. Dikaia Map 51. Lat. 41.00, long. 25.10. Size of territo-

ry: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is ∆�καια,! (Hdt. 7.109.1;

Ps.-Skylax 67; IG i³ 263.iii.19: ∆�καια παρ3 Xβδερα) or

∆ικαι#πολις, ! (Harp. ∆64, quoting Lysias fr. 115, Sauppe;

cf. Suda ∆1967). Apart from Steph. Byz. 230.15 there is no

attestation of a city-ethnic. Dikaia is listed as a polis in the

urban sense alongside Abdera and Maroneia at Hdt. 7.109.1

and Ps-Skylax 67. Polis status in the political sense is con-

firmed by her coinage (infra) and membership of the Delian

League (infra).

According to Herodotos (7.109.1) Dikaia was situated on

the Thracian coast between Abdera and Maroneia, near

Lake Bistonis and west of the river Koudetos (Ps.-Skylax 67,

to be identified with Herodotos’ river Kompsatos, according

to ATL i. 517). According to Strabo 7 frr. 43 and 46, it lay in a

bay near the sea-ward side of the lake, which served her as a

port. It was situated in the vicinity of the legendary palace of

Diomedes, king of the Bistones, and off the sea-ward canal

of Lake Bistonis allegedly cut by Herakles.

Usually sought south or south-east of Porto Lagos (ATL i.

517; cf. Bakalakis (1958) 89–90), Dikaia has been located—

yet without any conclusive archaeological or epigraphic

evidence (Isaac (1986) 109)—on a low hill named

Katsamakia, a few kilometers north of Cape Phanari

(Bakalakis (1958) 89; Lazaridis (1971b) 45 no. 223).At this site

were found traces of part of a C4 fortification wall and

sparse remains of Hellenistic houses (Bakalakis (1958) 68;

Triantaphyllos (1972) 535). Some C6l–C5 sepulchral tumuli

found west of Katsamakia have been attributed to the city’s

cemetery (Triantaphyllos (1972) 535, (1973); for a tentative

demarcation of the territory of Dikaia, see Lazaridis (1971b)

46 no. 225).

On the uncertain evidence of sparse archaeological

remains and the modest amount of tribute, the population

of Dikaia was estimated as a maximum of 1,000 inhabitants

(Samsaris (1980) 168; cf. Lazaridis (1971b) 51 no. 243).

Dikaia was probably founded in C6, but, in the absence of

literary testimonia, the origin and foundattion date remain

obscure (Isaac (1986) 109–10). The bull’s head on Dikaia’s

coins in 492 has been taken to indicate a Samian origin or,

more probably, financial relations with Samos (May (1965)).

Dikaia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Thracian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.28) to 432/1 (IG i³ 280.ii.60) a total of thir-

teen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

3,000 dr. from 454/3 to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.44), reduced to

2,000 dr. in 446/5 (IG i³ 266.ii.8) but raised again to 3,000 dr.

(IG i³ 280.ii.60) perhaps in 435/4 (IG i³ 277.vi.19, amount

restored). In 425/4 and 422/1 it was presumably assessed for

tribute together with Abdera (IG i³ 71.iii.153–4 and IG i³

77.iv.29–30). In 425/4 the two members were assessed at the

enormous sum of 75 tal.

From C6s to the end of Persian occupation in the area,

c.476, Dikaia minted two series of silver coins of excellent

workmanship. (1) Series I was struck C6l–480 on the

Thrako-Makedonian standard of Thasos. Denominations:

tetradrachm, stater and subdivisions. Type: obv. head of

Herakles; rev. incuse square. (2) Series II was struck 480–476

on the Thrako-Makedonian standard of Maroneia, proba-

bly in accordance with the city’s changing political and

financial dependencies (May (1965)). Denominations:

didrachm, drachm and subdivisions. Type: obv. head of
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Herakles; rev. cock or bull’s head. Legend: ∆ or ∆ΙΚ or

∆ΙΚΑΙ. (3) A series of drachms was struck in C5m. Type:

obv. female head, hair rolled; rev. bull’s head. Legend: ∆,

∆ΙΚ, ∆ΙΚΑΙΑ (Head, HN² 252; May (1965); Price and

Waggoner (1975) 38; Isaac (1986) 110, underlining the neces-

sity for a revision of May’s dates; SNG Cop. Thrace 551–5,

suppl. 98). (For a tetradrachm with obv. ox, rev. octopus, leg-

end ∆ΙΚΑΙΑ, see Skarlatidou (1984b) 54 figs. 10–11).

644. Drys (Dryites) Map 51. Lat. 40.05, long. 25.40. Size of

territory: probably 2 or 3. Category: B:? The toponym is

∆ρ%ς, ! (Hecat. fr. 160; Ps.-Skylax 67; Dem. 23.132; IG i³

77.v.29–30: ∆ρ%ς παρ3 Σ/ρρειον). The city-ethnic is

∆ρυ�της (F.Delphes iii. 1 497.5 (C4l–C3e)).According to Ps.-

Skylax 67, Drys and Zone were emporia lying on the coast

opposite Samothrake. Drys is classified as a polis only in late

sources (Polyaen. Strat. 2.22.3 (r375); Harp.∆82; Suda ∆1551;

Steph. Byz. 240.3). Harpokration is quoting Theopompos

(fr. 161) and Stephanos Hekataios (fr. 160), but in neither

case is it possible to ascertain that the site-classification as a

polis stems from the author quoted. In the Athenian assess-

ment decree of 422/1 Drys is listed as a member of the Delian

League and assessed at 1 tal. (IG i³ 77.5.29–30). In a Delphic

inscription of C4l or C3e, the ethnic ∆ρυ5ται is listed along-

side other ethnics which are indisputably city-ethnics (F.

Delphes iii.1 479.5).The presumption is that Dryites is a city-

ethnic too. Thus, Drys appears to have been a polis from C5s

to, perhaps, C3e (Robert (1940) 81–87).

Apart from its membership of the Delian League, the only

information we have about the history of Drys is that it was

a fortified town which in 375 was besieged by the Athenians

under Chabrias (Polyaen. Strat. 2.22.3), and that in c.360 it

was the home of the Athenian strategos Iphikrates (Dem.

23.132). Drys is believed to have been absorbed by

Traianoupolis under the empire (Isaac (1986) 129).

Drys is tentatively but unconvincingly identified by some

scholars with Mesambria (Perdrizet (1909) 35) or with

Orthagoria (ATL i. 519) and in turn located south-west of

Dikella (Kazarow (1918) 52–55; ATL i. 518–19; Bakalakis

(1961) 15–16 et al.), at Shabla Dere � infra Zone (Meyer

(1976); cf. however Robert (1940) 86–87 and, more recently,

Isaac (1986) 129–30 and Mottas (1989) 89, 103).

645. Kypsela Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long. 26.25. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is Κ�ψελα, τ� (Damoxenos

fr. 1.5, PCG; Steph. Byz. 400.7); Apart from Steph. Byz.

400.8–9 there is no attestation of a city-ethnic. Kypsela is

classified as a polis only in late sources (Polyaen. Strat. 4.16:

Κ�ψελα Θρ��τταν π#λιν; Strabo 7 fr. 10; Steph. Byz. 400.7;

Ptol. 3.11.7). The polis status of Kypsela in C4l–C3e is known

exclusively from its short-lived bronze coinage. Type: obv.

head of Hermes; rev. beehive-type vase. Legend: ΚΥΨΕ.

Stylistic and iconographic parallels and chronology

(c.415–387) seem to suggest a former dependency on Ainos

and a short period of self-government followed by Odrysian

rule at least since c.390–380 (Schönert-Geiss (1993); SNG

Cop. Thrace 532).

Kypsela was located near the (left) bank of the Hebros,

some 120 stades upstream from the river’s mouth (Strabo 7

fr. 47), 25 miles east of Traianoupolis on the Via Egnatia (It.

Burd. 602.5; 29 miles according to the It. Ant. 332.2); it is

identified with modern Ipsala (Turkey).

646. Maroneia (Maronites) Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long.

25.30. Size of territory: probably 5. Type: A:α. The toponym

is Μαρ)νεια, ! (Hdt. 7.109.1; Archestratos fr. 56, Olson and

Sens; IG iv²1 94.ib.29, Epidauros (359); SEG 43 486.21,

Bulgaria (C4m)).The toponym evidently recalls Maron, son

of Euanthes, Apollo’s priest at Homeric Ismaros (Hom. Od.

9.197; C5f coins (infra)); the probable linguistic connection

between Maroneia and Ismaros is underlined by Isaac

(1986) 113 n. 224. The city-ethnic is Μαρων�της (IG i³

260.vi.19; Xen. An. 7.3.16; SEG 43 486.27–8, Bulgaria) or

Μαρωνε�ς (IG i³ 263.iii.22) or Μαρωνειε�ς (IG i³

269.iii.6). Maroneia is called a polis in the urban sense by

Hekataios (fr. 159), Herodotos (7.109.1) and Ps.-Skylax (67).

The political sense is attested in IG ii² 43.78 and 87 where

Maroneia, under the heading π#λεις, is listed as one of the

members of the Second Athenian Naval League. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins

(infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

260.vi.19) and in literary sources (Dem. 50.20–23). For the

individual and external use, see the funerary inscriptions IG

ii² 9286–93 from Athens and Xen. An. 7.3.16.

The city’s territory extended according to Lazaridis

((1972) 4 and plan 21) from the slopes of Mt. Ismaros in the

east to the course of the river Philiouri (probably identified

with the ancient Lissos) and the banks of Lake Ismaris in the

west and to the river Kourou and the northern slopes of Mt.

Ismaros to the north, but Pantos claims that it must at times

have been far more extended, including Stryme to the west

(Pantos (1983) 168 para. 14). The C5s population of

Maroneia, a vast and prosperous city, is estimated at c.12,000

(Lazaridis (1972) 14.44–45, with refs.), or at 15,000–20,000

(Samsaris (1980) 167–68).

Maroneia was situated on a coastal plateau east of Stryme

and Lake Ismaris � lake of Mitrikon (Hdt. 7.109.1; Strabo 7
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fr. 44) and west of Orthagoria (Strabo 7 fr. 48; Plin. HN 4.42:

between Dikaia and Cape Serreion), on the fertile vine-

growing slopes of Mt. Ismaros (Suda Ι645, Μ222; Eust. Od.

1.133.9; cf. Hom. Od. 9.196–211; Archiloch. fr. 2; Plin. HN

14.53–54).

The exclusive testimony of Ps.-Skymnos (675–78) refer-

ring to Maroneia as a colony of Chios is usually accepted

(Isaac (1986) 114). Its foundation is dated before C7m, when

Maronitans clashed with Thasians over the possession of

Stryme (Archiloch. fr. 2, quoted by Philoch. fr. 43). The city

fell undoubtedly under Persian rule following the occupa-

tion of Thrace by Megabazos. With the Persian rule termi-

nated under unspecified circumstances (Isaac (1986) 115–16

with bibliography) Maroneia predictably entered the Delian

League. It belonged to the Thracian district and is recorded

in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.5) to 415/14 (IG i³

290.iii.19) a total of twenty times. It paid a phoros of 1 tal.

3,000 dr. down to 443/2 (IG i³ 269.iii.6) or perhaps 441/0 (IG

i³ 271.ii.44). From 436/5 it paid 10 tal. (IG i³ 276.v.29),

reduced to 3,000 dr. in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.ii.8). In 425/4 it was

presumably assessed at the enormous sum of 21 tal. (IG i³

71.iii.156, city-ethnic restored). Moreover, numismatic evi-

dence suggests close financial and political relations with

the Odrysian kingdom. On the justifiably disputed tribute

imposed on Abdera and other Greek cities of the northern

Aegean by the Odrysians, see Veligianni (1995a) with refs.

and Loukopoulou (2003).

In C4, Maroneia became a member of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.87). Moreover, its relations

with the Odrysians were further strengthened in C4f, as was

the antagonism with other powerful Greek cities of the

north Aegean who had financial interests in the Thracian

hinterland. C.400 a Maronitan served as a councillor at the

court of Seuthes II (Xen. An. 7.3.16). In 376/5 Maroneia is

believed to have supported, if not invited, the Triballian

invasion which resulted in the catastrophic defeat of Abdera

(Diod. 15.36.3–4; cf. schol. Ael. Arist. 172.7, 173.17). She had

apparently also succeeded in driving Thasos away from

Stryme, and the dispute was solved only with Athenian

intervention (Dem. 12.17, 17.23, 50.20–23, 51.17). A recently

published inscription from Vetren in Bulgaria discloses the

privileged position of Maroneia in the Thracian commerce

under Kotys I and his successors (SEG 43 486; Velkov and

Domaradzka (1994); cf. Loukopoulou (1999), (2002),

2003)); it was brought to an end by Philip II’s conquest of

southern Thrace and the dissolution once and for all of

the Odrysian power (Dem. 23.183; Polyaen. Strat. 4. 2. 22).

Maroneia’s triremes and army, which included mercenaries

and “neighbouring barbarians”are mentioned in relation to

her dispute with Thasos over Stryme in 361 (Dem. 50.14–15,

20–23).

We have no information about the constitution of

Maroneia. Maronitan ambassadors are recorded in 361/0

(Dem. 50.20–23). In 359 Maroneia had a theorodokos to host

theoroi from Epidauros (IG iv²1 94.ib. 29). In C4 Karthaia

bestowed proxenia on a citizen of Maroneia (IG xii 5

242.b.2). I.Priene 10 (C4) is a decree by Priene (no. 861)

bestowing various judicial privileges on citizens of

Maroneia. A citizen of Maroneia was Olympic victor in 476

(Olympionikai 213).

The poliad deity of Maroneia was most probably

Dionysos, whose portrait appears on coins; his sanctuary

(Dionysion) was the place of publication of official docu-

ments (SEG 35 823.43–4 (C2)). With Dionysos’ cult was

apparently associated that of the city’s eponymous hero

Maron (cf. the legend ΜΑΡΩΝΟΣon C5f coins (infra)), as

indicated by their joint cult, along with that of Zeus and

Rome, in the Roman period (Triantaphyllos (1983) 425). The

cult of Apollo is presumed on legendary evidence (Hom.

Od. 9.187–215).

The town of Maroneia is securely located in the well-

protected bay of Ag. Charalambos, which also served as the

city harbour. A vast 10.5 km-long fortification wall protect-

ed the entire area from the port, west of the bay (reinforced

to the east by an artificial mole; cf. Sarla-Pentazou and

Pentazos (1984) 47 figs. 2–3, 5–6), to the acropolis, identified

on the hill of Ag. Athanasios (height 678m). Archaeological

research has not yet identified traces of the Archaic–

Classical city. The isodomic city wall was reinforced with

numerous semicircular and rectangular towers. Also identi-

fied are a C4 sanctuary, presumably of Dionysos, and the

sanctuary of the Egyptian deities (Tsimbidis-Pentazos

(1971) 104, (1973) 84–86 fig. 1; Pentazos (1982) 29–30; Sarla-

Pentazou and Pentazos (1984) 48 fig. 10; Lazaridis (1972)

40.140; Pentazos (1986); Ergon (1973) 59–61, (1986–87) 44–45,

(1987) 20–22; Triantaphyllos (1983) 431–32).

In C6l Maroneia struck a limited series of silver coins on

the Thrako-Makedonian standard. Denominations: stater,

tetrobol, diobol and obol. Type: obv. horse protome; rev.

incuse square. In the Classical period silver coins were struck

first on the Phoenician standard, later on the Persian stan-

dard, sometimes on the Attic standard. Denominations

from C5e on: didrachm, drachm, triobol, diobol, tri-

hemiobol. Types: obv. forepart of horse, or prancing horse,

or head of Dionysos; rev. first, incuse square; later, vine or

grapes in square. Legend: c.500 on obv. ΜΑ or ΜΑΡΩ or
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ΜΑΡΩΝΟΣ, later on rev. ΜΑ or ΜΑΡΩ but mostly

ΜΑΡΩΝΙΤΕΩΝ or later ΜΑΡΩΝΙΤΩΝ and often a

magistrate’s name. The same types appear on bronze coins

and on two series of gold coins struck in C4f (Head, HN²

248–50; Schönert-Geiss (1987) 46–47; SNG Cop. Thrace

592–633). The dating, seriation and distribution of the

important coinage of Maroneia, as well as the systematic

study of its impact on political and financial developments

in Thrace and on the Odrysian coinage, have been based on

the mints of Abdera and Ainos (May (1965); West (1929)

55–147; Schönert-Geiss (1979), (1985), (1987); Peter (1997)

passim). As a consequence of the revision of Abdera’s mon-

etary history (no. 640), historical conclusions are now open

to reconsideration.

647. Mesambrie Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long. 25.40, but see

infra. Size of territory: probably 2. Type: A:? The toponym,

Μεσαµβρ�η,!, is attested exclusively by Herodotos (7.108.2,

quoted at Steph. Byz. 446.19–21: Μεσηµβρ�α). Herodotos

describes Mesambrie as the westernmost teichos of the

peraia of Samothrake and, at the same time, as a polis both in

the urban sense and in the territorial sense, viz. as bordering

on the polis of Stryme and the river Lissos. It was situated in

the Briantike, formerly called Gallaïke, a part of the region

formerly owned by the Kikones. Herodotos’ description

indicates that Mesambria was a dependent polis belonging

to Samothrake.

Mesambrie was tentatively but unconvincingly identified

by some scholars with Drys (Perdrizet (1909) 35; cf. Seure

(1900) 152 n. 1), by others with Orthagoria (Meyer (1976) 3,

(1978) 97–98) or with Zone (Thrace (1994) 80). For an early

discussion of proposed unjustified identifications, simplify-

ing the admittedly confused settlement pattern transmitted

by literary sources for this area, see Robert (1940) and, more

recently, Isaac (1986) 128–33. Mesambrie has persistently

been identified with the site systematically excavated near

the stream Shabla Dere (Kazarow (1918) 33; Amandry

(1940–41); Walter (1942) 189–90); Bakalakis (1961) 15;

Lazaridis (1971c) 39; supported by the excavator of the site,

A. Vavritsas, and followed by Barr.). But this identification

has now been abandoned in favour of Zone (Tsatsopoulou

(1995) 671–73; cf. TIR 37; Isaac (1986) 131; disputed by Soustal

(1991) 354–55; see infra 881). Mesambrie should be sought 3

km further west, at the mouth of the stream Yali Dere

(Meyer (1976) 3; (1978) 97–98; Mottas (1989) 89).

648. Orthagoria (Orthagoreus) Map 51. Unlocated. Type:

B:α? The toponym is ’Ορθαγορ�α,! (Strabo 7 fr.47),accord-

ing to Pliny (HN 4.42) the former name of Maroneia. The

city-ethnic ;Ορθαγορε�ς is attested on C4m coins (infra),

indicating that it was a self-governing polis at the time.

Orthagoria has been unconvincingly identified with var-

ious locations on the Aegean coast, usually east of Maroneia

(Robert (1940) 87–90; Lazaridis (1972) 40.158, 46.164;

Pantos (1983) 171.27 and, more recently, Isaac (1986) 123, with

refs.).

Orthagoria minted silver and bronze coins in C4m or

later.Denominations: stater, triobol and fractions in bronze.

Type: obv. head of Artemis or Apollo; rev. Makedonian hel-

met surmounted by star. Legend: ΟΡΘΑΓΟΡΕΩΝ

(Gaebler (1935) 92–93; cf. Head, HN² 203; SNG Cop. Thrace

689–91).

649. Sale Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long. 25.55. Size of territory:

probably 3. Category: A:? The toponym is Σ�λη, ! (Hdt.

7.59.2; IG i³ 77.5.31 (422/1)). The city-ethnic remains unat-

tested. According to Herodotos, Sale and Zone were

Samothrakean poleis (in the urban sense), situated on the

coast of the Doriskos plain, in the region formerly owned by

the Kikones. Like other cities of the peraia of Samothrake it

appears in 422/1 as a member of the Delian League, assessed

at 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 77.5.31).

Sale was situated 15 miles west of Traianoupolis on the Via

Egnatia (It. Burd. 602.9: mutatio Salei) and is tentatively, but

not beyond reasonable doubt, located at or near modern

Alexandroupolis (Isaac (1986) 131) or further west, at Makri

(Mottas (1989) 88, 95).

650. Stryme Map 51. Lat. 40.55, long. 25.20. Size of territo-

ry: probably 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Στρ�µη, ! (Hdt.

7.108–9; Dem. 50.32; SEG 39 666.27, ad 202). Apart from

Steph. Byz. 587.17 there is no attestation of a city-ethnic. At

Hdt. 7.108.2 Stryme is called a Thasian polis bordering on

Mesambria: . . . Μεσαµβρ�α. �χεται δ* τα�της Θασ�ων

π#λις Στρ�µη . . . Thus, polis is used in the territorial and

political senses combined. For its urban centre, see infra.

Some lexicographers seem to agree in calling Stryme an

emporion (Harp. Σ49, perhaps derived from Philoch. fr. 43

or from Dem. 50.20; cf. Suda Σ1231).

Stryme was situated in the Briantike, a region formerly

called Gallaïke and belonging to the Thracian Kikones (Hdt.

7.108–9). Stryme was an island off the Thracian coast

colonised by Thasos (Harp. Σ49, quoting Heraclid. Pont. fr.

125, Wehrli) and the C3 historian Philostephanos of Kyrene

(FHG iii 28–34, omitting this fragment)). Demosthenes

stresses its lack of a safe harbour at least for naval units

(Dem. 50.22: �λ�µενον χωρ�ον). Describing the march of

Xerxes’ army through the Aegean Thrace, Herodotos
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(7.108–9) presents a confusing account of Stryme’s location:

west of Mesambrie, the westernmost settlement in the 

peraia of Samothrake, and separated from it by the river

Lissos, but also east of Lake Ismaris, which lay between

Maroneia and Stryme. These incoherent pieces of informa-

tion do not allow any secure identification. It is usually

assumed that Stryme was a Thasian coastal outpost border-

ing on the territory of Maroneia (Lazaridis 1971a), and

therefore, ever since its foundation in, probably, C7, a 

constant bone of contention between these two cities.

Vaguely attested is a first contention in C7s (Philoch. fr. 43,

citing Archilochos, fr. 291, West); a direct conflict in 361/60

was solved by Athenian intervention in support of the

Thasians (Dem. 12.17, 50.20–22) recording the Athenian

arbitration (cf. Isaac (1986) 70–71). Stryme was presumably

destroyed c.350 by the Maronitans, possibly supported by

Philip II (Bakalakis (1967) 145).

Stryme is inconclusively identified with the ancient forti-

fied settlement excavated on a peninsula north-east of Cape

Molyvoti (plan in Lazaridis (1972) fig. 71) with remains 

dating from C6l to C4f (Bakalakis (1967); disputed by 

Isaac (1986) 12, 71–72). The present configuration of the

peninsula allows the hypothesis that, as recorded by

Philostephanos (supra), it was indeed an island during at

least part of Antiquity (Kranioti (1990) 629; for a tentative

demarcation of the extent of Stryme’s territory, see Lazaridis

(1972b) 4.19). Archaeological remains include parts of

C5–C4m fortification walls and cross-walls built in irregular

masonry with brick superstructure, subterranean tunnels,

cisterns and wells in the southern edge of Cape Molyvoti,

which were interpreted as having constituted a major aque-

duct, on the analogy of the Eupalinean aqueduct in Samos

but on a much smaller scale.Furthermore, there are traces of

a small port located south of the city, and a group of five

grave monuments with three inhumations and two crema-

tions dated to 450–425 bordering a roughly paved road, to

the north-east of the cross-wall. Imported pottery in the

entire excavated area consists exclusively of Attic C5–C4

ware. The urban centre extended south and east of the

citadel, while the cemetery spread over the west flank of the

cape, outside the wall. On the evidence of a few excavated

C5l–C4m private houses, it is believed to have conformed to

the Hippodameian urban system (Bakalakis (1967));

Kranioti (1984)). A cemetery with tumuli containing C5 cist

graves and sarcophagi was excavated 4 km north of the

walled settlement (Bakalakis (1967) 3–18; on the recent dis-

covery c.4 km north to north-east of Molyvoti of four C5s

sepulchral tumuli, see Triantaphyllos (1992) 655–59).

651. Zone (Zonaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.50, long. 25.45. Size of

territory: probably 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Ζ)νη, !

(Hecat. fr. 161; Hdt. 7.59.2; Ps.-Skylax 67; IG i³ 77.5.27–28:

Ζ#νε παρ3 Σ/ρρειον). The city-ethnic is Ζωνα5ος

(F.Delphes iii.1 497.5; cf. Robert (1940) 81–90). Zone is called

a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 7.59.2, whereas Ps.-Skylax

68 lists Drys and Zone as two coastal emporia situated oppo-

site Samothrake. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on coins (infra) and externally in a

Delphic list of C4l–C3e. The individual and external use is

attested in a C3 honorific decree from Samothrake.

Zone is listed among members of the Delian League in the

assessment decree of 422/1, and was assessed at 2 tal. (IG i³

77.5.27–28), an indication that it was the richest if not the

largest of the cities of the peraia of Samothrake.

Zone was situated on the beach front, between Sale and

Serreion (Hdt. 7.59.2), in the vicinity of Drys (Ps.-Skylax

67), also located near Serreion. It has been sought at Cape

Makri (identified with Serreion), right below the Zonaia

Mts. (presumably Choban Dag), and was tentatively identi-

fied with a site near the modern village of Makri (ATL i. 518;

Bakalakis (1961) 15; Lazaridis (1971c) 39; for an early discus-

sion of proposed unjustified identifications simplifying the

admittedly confused settlement pattern transmitted by lit-

erary sources for this area, see Robert (1940) and, more

recently, Isaac (1986) 128–33). However, numerous, other-

wise rare coins of Zone have turned up during the systemat-

ic excavation of the urban centre near the mouth of the

stream Shabla Dere, formerly identified with Mesambria.

These finds strongly support the now prevailing view that

the site is ancient Zone (BE (1976) 464, (1978) 312, (1979) 282,

(1980) 319, (1981) 326; TIR 61; Thrace (1994) 80;

J. Tsatsopoulou (1995) 671–73; Galani-Krikou (1996), contra

Soustal (1991) 354–55; according to Triantaphyllos (Thrace

(1994) 80) Mesambria may have been some older name of

Zone). This identification was reinforced by the discovery of

an Archaic sanctuary of Apollo (see infra), the poliad deity

of Zone, as evidenced by this city’s C4 coinage.

The excavated urban centre near Shabla Dere, dating

from C6 to the Hellenistic period, is organised in accord-

ance with the Hippodamic system, with cross-intersecting

paved roads, various types of house and an elaborate

sewage system. It is protected by two contiguous fortifica-

tion walls (ashlar and pseudo-isodomic poros masonry, the

western wall in Lesbian masonry) measuring 1370 and 960

m respectively and enclosing an area of 50 ha), reinforced

with rectangular towers extending from the seaboard to the

top of a 108.5 m-high acropolis; the southern sea-wall is
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presumed to have disappeared in the sea (J. Tsatsopoulou

(1987) 472), as did the presumed port installations

(Vavritsas (1988) 80). The south-west part of the enclosed

area, measuring 50.50 � 46.50 m, was densely built and

additionally fortified with an internal wall. Ceramic pipes

probably belonging to the city aqueduct were discovered

near a mountain spring c.1,500 m to the north-west

(Vavritsas (1973) 122). Extensive C5–C3 cemeteries were

identified west of the urban centre (P. Tsatsopoulou

(1997)). A decree discovered in the excavations remains

unpublished (BE (1976) 464).

The evidence of the coins indicates that the poliad deity of

Zone was Apollo (Galani-Krikou (1996), (1997)). His sanc-

tuary, with a C6 temple, probably in antis or prostyle, has

been identified on the hill-top near the eastern fortification

wall. Inside the temenos were found parts of the cult statue of

c.600, as well as rich votive offerings, including numerous

sherds with graffitti (J. Tsatsopoulou (1988) 491–92; (1989);

Thrace (1994) 83). Epigraphically attested is the cult of

Demeter in a small C4 sanctuary by the south-eastern end 

of the western fortification wall, with numerous offerings of

silver and gilded votive plaques representing Demeter, Kore

and Cybele (Vavritsas (1973) 77–81, (1984) 27–29). Moreover,

the rich oak forest covering the Zonaia Mts. in the vicinity of

Cape Serreion and lying in the territory of Zone, has been

associated with the activity of Orpheus (Apoll. Rhod. Argon.

23–31; Nic. Ther. 458–464; cf. Pompon. Mela 2.28; cf. Robert

(1940) 82–90).

Zone struck bronze coins in C4–C3. Type: obv. head of

Apollo; rev. lyre or laurel wreath, more rarely running deer.

Legend: ΖΩΝΑΙΩΝ or ΖΩΝΑΙ or ΖΩΝ or ΖΩ (Galani-

Krikou (1996)).
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I. The Region

The reaction of most students of Classical Antiquity to the

subject of this chapter might well be: were there any poleis in

inland Thrace? Most of the sites marked on Barr. Maps 22, 51

and 52 are coastal,¹ and most of the inland ones seem to be of

Roman date. There are some strange exceptions in the 

central (Thracian) plain of modern Bulgaria, but these are

cemetery sites, not the locations of known settlements,

however designated. We may assume that the cemeteries

were connected with communities nearby, but there is no

hint on the maps of what these agglomerations may have

been.² The foundations of Philip II of Makedonia, at

Philippopolis and Kabyle in particular, usually get a men-

tion in political histories of Greece, and Diodorus speaks of

some of these as having acted as �ξι#λογοι π#λεις (16.71.2),

implying that they were garrison towns rather than civilian

centres. Demosthenes’ derogatory remarks about hell-holes

like Drongylion and Masteira (Dem. 8.44, 10.15), and the

nasty things Theopompos allegedly had to say about

Philippopolis and Kabyle (one or other was dubbed

“Poneropolis” or “slave city”) hardly inspire confidence. It

would be easy to dismiss the whole region on the basis of

such reports as a mess of mud huts, a wasteland peopled by

boorish rascals, whether native or incomers.

Demosthenes’ and Theopompos’ derogatory remarks

and the terms they use show us what they thought of the

places they were writing about. But Demosthenes’ business

was belittling Philip II, and one of the ways to achieve this

effect was to belittle his achievements, by denigrating his

conquests.³ If there was something worth capturing in

inland Thrace, we can be confident that Demosthenes

refrained from mentioning it. The feeble scraps of citations

that constitute, for our benefit, Theopompos’ Philippikai

Historiai, wherein a series of Thracian sites was sketched, are

sufficient for little more than highly speculative judgements

about what the historian actually said, and why.⁴ Both

Demosthenes and Theopompos were widely cited in the late

lexicographical works, but fossils with such a dubious pedi-

gree do not make a good starting point for our enquiry. It

would be better to leave them aside until other approaches

have been explored.

Herodotos and Thucydides provide valuable references

to communities in inland Thrace, but their accounts do not

address our topic directly, not least because subjects that are

named explicitly refer to the highest order of political

groupings responsible for decision making with respect to

outside powers, be they Persian kings or representatives of

Greek states. The Odrysians, a “tribal” dynasty that came to

dominate the east Balkan region from the Haemus range to

the Aegean and Black Seas, are the most prominent agents in

Thucydides’ narrative, while Herodotos’ text reflects the

manifest change that came about in the post-Persian War

period. During Dareios’ and Xerxes’ invasions, various

“tribal” groupings either succumbed to, or opposed, the

Persian armies. But in the post-war years, Odrysian leader-

ship is taken for granted (Hdt.7.137; cf. Thuc. 2.67).⁵ But nei-

ther historian was especially concerned with institutional

development or state formation in the region. At the very

least, there are a number of Thracian communities listed by

Hekataios in the European section of his Periodos Ges, but

not mentioned by Herodotos or Thucydides.⁶

¹ See L. Loukopoulou, in this volume 854–84, 900–23.
² Reviewing Barr., Alcock et al. (2001) 460 with n. 17 have drawn attention to

the fact that archaeological evidence has often been included only in areas out-
side the principal zone of Greek and Roman settlement.

³ Cf. the comments of Bos̆nakov (1999) 326–29.

⁴ Jacoby, FGrHist no. 115; Pédech (1989) 63–100; Meister (1990) 90ff;
Shrimpton (1991); Flower (1994) 164 and passim.

⁵ Archibald (1998) 79–90, 93–125.
⁶ Steph. Byz. s.v. Darsioi �Hecat. fr. 175 (apparently not the same as Derraioi,

called Dersaioi by Hdt.), Datyleptoi (Hecat. fr. 177), Desiloi (fr. 176), Disorai (fr.
178), Entribai (fr. 179), Xanthioi (fr. 180, ethnic only); Lipaxos (fr. 149), and
Kabassos (fr. 169, poleis). This list includes sites in Thrace only, and excludes such
entities as can be confidently located in the Chalkidic peninsula or along the
Aegean coastline. Other references collected by lexicographers and grammari-
ans are dealt with below.
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1. Epigraphic Documents

One of the most important new sources of information

about inland communities is epigraphy. There are a small

but growing number of inscriptions from Thrace that are

connected with hitherto unknown historical entities. All, or

at least some, of these may be classifiable as poleis, and per-

haps even as Greek poleis. Three documents are particularly

important in this context.

(1) The first is a decree of C4s–C3e tabled by the politai of

an unknown community found at the sanctuary near

Batkun, in the foothills of the Rhodope mountains, south-

west of Pazardjik: IGBulg. iii.1 1114.⁷ Dumont and Kazarow

thought that the polis issuing the decree must have been

somewhere near Pazardjik, the main market town at the

western end of the Thracian plain, speculating that it could

have been among Philip II’s foundations. Mihailov (1986)

preferred Philippopolis as the location of the polis, arguing

that the sons of Seuthes III were honoured around this time

in (other) major administrative centres.⁸ But this is an 

inference based on evidence from the Valley of the Roses, the

epicentre of Seuthes’ power at this time.

The recipients of the monument or statue(s) voted by our

unknown polis were an unnamed man and his brothers. It is

quite possible that the sons of Seuthes III were the intended

recipients.⁹ But so far there are no public inscriptions from

Philippopolis dating from C4s.

(2) The Seuthopolis inscription records an oath sworn by

Berenike and her four sons by the Odrysian prince Seuthes

(III): Hebryzelmis, Teres, Satokos and Sadalas. The inscrip-

tion is dated to C3e by V. Velkov, D. Draganov and 

K.-L. Elvers.¹⁰ It is stated in the document that it was to be

set up in the Phosphorion at Kabyle, and in the agora at the

same site, by the altar of Apollo; as well as in two places at

Seuthopolis—in the sanctuary of the Great Gods and on the

agora, in the sanctuary of Dionysos,by the altar (29–34).The

Batkun inscription was to be erected by the altar in the sanc-

tuary of Apollo (ll. 15–17). This resembles the phrasing in the

Seuthopolis inscription with reference to the sanctuary of

Apollo at Kabyle. But there is nothing to connect the sub-

jects of the latter with those of the former text. If the Batkun

inscription really did belong to Alexander III’s reign (unfor-

tunately, this can no longer be verified), then what we may

be seeing in this rather isolated stone is confirmation of

Odrysian élite patronage in the western part of the Thracian

plain before the military conflict between Lysimachos and

Seuthes, a protracted confrontation that created a different

kind of status quo between native and Makedonian power-

holders, and restricted Odrysian control in the south and

west.¹¹ The excavations at Vetren, north-west of Pazardjik,

have demonstrated strong Odrysian princely connections,

both in the range of native regal coins, and in the prosopog-

raphy revealed by inscriptions and graffiti, during C5l and

throughout C4.¹² The most powerful Odrysian princes in

this period—Amadokos I, Kotys I and Amadokos II—

appear to have been connected with this site, no matter how

the Pistiros inscription is to be interpreted.¹³ The radical

changes that took place there after c.300 presuppose a

marked change of political status at Vetren, which coincides,

directly or indirectly, with the consolidation of Lysimachos’

power.¹⁴ Lysimachos reasserted Makedonian control along

the Aegean coast and some way into the interior during a

series of campaigns after 323, when he nominally acquired

the title of governor of Thrace with the approval of his fel-

low generals,¹⁵ though it is still hard to define how

Lysimachos and Seuthes eventually compromised in territ-

orial terms. Coin hoards suggest that Seuthes maintained

his power north of the river Hebros (Maritsa). There is no

doubt that this power base included the Valley of the Roses,

but the dense distribution of hoards containing coins of

Seuthes III extends south of the Sredna Gora range into the

area around Stara Zagora (the city of Augusta Traiana in

Imperial times), and as far west as the river Stryama, which

bisects the Thracian plain due north of Plovdiv.¹⁶ Kabyle,

which was garrisoned by Philip II, can have been in

Makedonian hands for only a few decades at most. The

absence of any clear evidence of a Makedonian political

⁷ Archibald (1999) 437–38 with n. 26; Domaradzka (1993) 55 no. 1. Georgi
Mihailov provides a detailed history of the stone, which is now lost. Albert
Dumont, one of the great early collectors of inscriptions in the Balkan region,
dated this text no later than the reign of Alexander the Great. This was accepted
by G. Kazarow, the doyen of Bulgarian archaeology in the first part of the twen-
tieth century, while Mihailov (1986) himself adopted a slightly more cautious
approach, suggesting a date of C4l/C3e.

⁸ G. Mihailov, IGBulg. iii.1 (1961) 117, referring the reader to ibid. iii.2,
pp. 146–49, nos. 1731–32 (�Seuthopolis inscription and the “Epimenes” inscrip-
tion from the same site).

⁹ There are other potential candidates: a Rheboulas, son of Seuthes (II?) and
brother of Kotys, was granted honours by the Athenians in June 330 (IG ii²

349 �Tod 193; Schwenk (1985) 223 no. 45). Note also the Argive proxenos, L----,
son of Seuthes, the Thracian, who was also theorodokos at the sanctuary of Zeus
at Nemea and of Hera at Argos: SEG 30 124, no. 357 (c.300).

¹⁰ SEG 42 661 (editio princeps) with further bibliography.

¹¹ Archibald (1998) 307–13.
¹² Yourukova and Domaradzki (1990); Domaradzka and Domaradzki

(1999); Domaradzka (2002), (2002c).
¹³ See the arguments below (no. 656). ¹⁴ Domaradzki (1996) 22.
¹⁵ Lund (1992); 22; Zambon (2000).
¹⁶ See the distribution maps in Domaradzki (1987) map 2 at p. 7, (1998a) 30,

and an important discussion of the evidence for the earlier site at Seuthopolis,
prior to the construction of the planned city, pp. 29, 39–43, 57–60.
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presence, and the presence of many indicators of native rule

and administration (including locally struck coin issues, as

well as the contents of the Seuthopolis inscription), point to

a speedy erosion of Makedonian power in the whole region

that later emerged as the kingdom of Seuthes III.

The two epigraphic texts already referred to (from

Batkun and Seuthopolis) demonstrate a style of decision

making that owes much to contemporary civic practice in

Greek poleis. Although the preamble of the Batkun inscrip-

tion is missing, there must have been an opening formula

that would have qualified the laconic reference to the deci-

sion of the politai in lines 11–12.Honorific decrees are among

the commonest stone inscriptions in almost all Greek com-

munities (e.g. Odessos: IGBulg. i 35–43).¹⁷ The presence of

this stone in a shrine that always remained a native sacred

space, notwithstanding the later associations with Asklepios

(IGBulg. iii.1 1114–1296), is a strong indication that the polit-

ical networks honoured there were local ones, unconnected

with the Makedonian power.

(3) The third document that deserves consideration here

is the Pistiros inscription. This princely decree, evidently

issued by order of an unknown Odrysian monarch, perhaps

Amadokos II, is undoubtedly the most important single text

from the pre-Hellenistic period to have been discovered in

the east Balkan peninsula. The letter-forms, the compara-

tively undeveloped style of expression, and internal evid-

ence (which includes what appears to be a citation of Kotys

I (383–359)), all point to a date prior to the capture of

Odrysian Thrace by Philip II of Makedonia between 340 and

339.¹⁸ The granite block, reused at the Roman mansio of

Lissae/Bona Mansio, on the principal road between

Constantinople and Serdica, also known as the via diago-

nalis, is 1.64 m high,0.27–0.21 m deep,and required six men’s

strength to lift. It is unlikely that the stone has moved far

from its original location. No substantive evidence of pre-

Roman activity has been identified at the mansio, and the

likeliest candidate is the river port at Adjiyska Vodenitsa

near Vetren, approximately 2 km south-west of the mansio,

which became a regularly planned settlement during C5 and

was abandoned some time in C2, and where excavations

were begun in 1988.

The text is crucial to our understanding of relationships

between rulers and local communities, whether indigenous,

immigrant or mixed. The original editors of the text,Velizar

Velkov and Lydia Domaradzka, took into account the range

of epigraphic material from Bulgaria, including Georgi

Mihailov’s magisterial survey, Inscriptiones Graecae in

Bulgaria repertae (1958–70), as well as information made

available by Mieczysl⁄aw Domaradzki. The text of the decree

consists of guarantees bestowed upon the emporitai of one

or more settlements (ll. 8–10, 12–13). The property(?) of the

Pistirenoi is then referred to (ll. 16–17, certainly ll. 18–20),and

tolls are waived between Pistiros and Maroneia, as well as, it

appears, to or from other emporia (ll. 21–25). Much of the

second half of the text cites what seems to be an earlier rul-

ing by Kotys I, which also guaranteed the rights of habeas

corpus and of property to people of Maroneia. These were

(or are) equally applicable to citizens of Apollonia and

Thasos resident at Pistiros (ll. 27–38). The text refers to 

different communities in the following way: Πιστιρηνο�

(l. 16), Μαρων5ται (ll. 28–29), ?πολληνι8ται (l. 32),

Θ�σιοι (l. 33) Θρ�[κες (ll. 8–9). In addition, emporitai are

referred to six times (ll. 5, 8, 11, 13, 18, 25); emporia twice 

(ll. 23–24, 25), and there is a further reference to τ3 .µπ#ρια

Βελανα Πρασε..ν (ll. 24–25), a phrase that suggests that at

least two named emporia were being indicated.¹⁹

An identification of the site near Vetren, north-west of

Pazardjik, with Pistiros is still a persuasive one.²⁰ But it is not

without difficulties, as the excavator himself was not slow to

acknowledge. The excavated site shows many of the charac-

teristics that might be expected of a port facility (a fortified

nucleus, paved roads, well-built masonry structures suitable

for storage, extensive evidence of commercial items, includ-

ing weights and measures, and large numbers of coins); but

it is rather low-lying, situated on a shallow terrace above the

flood plain of the largest river in the east Balkan land mass.

Whether or not the Pistiros of the inscription has been

identified on the ground, the community referred to must

belong to the Thracian interior. The decree was issued on

behalf of a local ruler whose influence might impinge on

those of coastal poleis, but whose authority can never have

included juridical powers of the kind enunciated here if

Pistiros were either an autonomous polis or a dependent

¹⁷ Nawotka (1999) 173–76; appendix 1, 179–91.
¹⁸ Velkov and Domaradzka (1994), (1996); SEG 43 486; Chankowski and

Domaradzka (1999); the other contributors to the Dossier: nouvelles perspectives
pour l’étude de l’inscription de Pistiros in BCH 123 (1999) 259–371 all accepted a
date prior to c.340: Salviat (1999) 259 (summer 359); Bravo and Chankowski
(1999) 308–9 (soon after 359); Bos̆nakov (1999) 319 (contents composed in reigns
of Kotys I (384/3–360/59), and Amadokos II (359–351)); Picard (1999) 340 (“vers
le milieu du IVe siècle”); Loukopoulou (1999) 365 (360–359, issued by one of the
successors of Kotys I). Cf. Archibald (2001). The main proponents of a
Hellenistic date for the inscription have been Tacheva (2002) and Tsetskhladze
(2000). Tacheva’s arguments are based on evidence unconnected with the stone
itself. Tsetskhladze is not committed to any date, but was drawing on discussions
of the text with A. Avram and Y. Vinogradov.

¹⁹ Bravo and Chankowski (1999) 251, 287; Hansen (2004).
²⁰ I have discussed these terms briefly in Archibald (2001).See also my further

remarks in Archibald et al. (2002).
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community of Thasos, as was Herodotos’ Pistyros (7.109.2).

In institutional terms, the arrangements are in many

respects comparable to those at Naukratis (a parallel that

seems all the more compelling with the discovery of a sec-

ond stele, at Thonis, near the mouth of the Canopic branch

of the Nile, identical to that from Naukratis, and issued on

behalf of Nectanebo in 380).²¹ The Pistiros text refers to

three coastal poleis: Thasos and Maroneia on the Aegean,

and Apollonia (whether Pontika or the Chalkidian city of

that name).²² All other communities referred to in the

inscription either belong to emporia, or to unnamed

Thracian entities (8–9; 38: ο2κ�τορες), which may or may

not include the shadowy .παυλιστα� (12).²³ The plural

form of emporia is hardly accidental. The existence of other

emporia, coastal or inland, is documented in contemporary

literary sources (Dem. 23.110: revenues collected by

Kersebleptes from the Chersonese amounted to 30 talents in

peacetime, while those collected annually from emporia

were as much as 200 talents; cf. Arr. Anab. 1.1.6: merchants

confronting Alexander III),²⁴ and can be inferred from the

circulation of coined money within the east Balkan land

mass.²⁵ Margarita Tacheva has argued that trade between

Aegean poleis and the continental interior of Thrace was

very limited prior to Makedonian expansion into the

region. But the volume of exchanges was far greater, in the

pre-Makedonian period, than her analysis suggests, and

some categories of data diminished rather than increased

after 340.²⁶

There are three principal reasons in favour of Adjiyska

Vodenitsa, near Vetren, as the original location of the stone.

First, it is the largest archaeological site within a radius of

10–20 km from the findspot whose dating coincides with the

period of the inscription, and whose physical remains and

portable finds identify it clearly as a centre of exchange.

Second, five other Greek inscriptions have been found at the

site, three of them in situ, while two were reported by nine-

teenth-century antiquarians.²⁷ Third, the pattern of coin

hoard distributions in the Thracian plain points to the area

of Vetren as one of the most significant concentrations of C5

and C4 coins in the region as a whole.²⁸ This was one of the

reasons why the site was investigated in the first place. Other

sites with similar concentrations of coin hoards may indi-

cate further emporia.Domaradzki has suggested two further

sites of putative emporia, on the basis of commercial-type

finds: at Arzos, near Kalugerovo, on the right bank of the

river Sazliyka near its junction with the river Hebros, where

lead seals of the pre-Roman period have been found; and

Kocherinovo, in the upper Strymon valley.²⁹ His interpreta-

tion of pre-Makedonian finds at Nebet tepe, in Plovdiv, and

on the acropolis of Zaic̆i vruh, Kabyle, is of temporary mar-

kets at native sanctuary sites.

A comparison of the three inscriptions leads to a number

of observations. The Seuthopolis and Pistiros decrees are

royal edicts. The one was intended to bring order to some

irregularities in the relations between Seuthes III’s relatives

and a powerful local leader, Spartokos (referring pari passu

to a range of civic institutions and amenities). The other

regulates inter- and intra-community relations at Pistiros,

as well as dictating the scope of commercial privileges. In

both cases, the decisions have ramifications that go well

beyond the remit of any one individual community. The

special conditions to which both decrees apply required spe-

cial authority (even if we are unable to infer all the relevant

implications). So neither text is directly comparable to the

day-to-day decision making of a polis. The particular

importance of the circumstances in either case may explain

why they were committed to stone.Yet they were intended to

be civic documents, as the instructions at Seuthopolis make

clear. The oath of Berenike was to be made available to the

people of Seuthopolis and Kabyle. The Pistiros decree

affected a large number of communities, including, but by

no means confined to, Maronitans, Thasians and

Apollonians living in Pistiros.

Seuthopolis was consciously and deliberately intended by

its presumed founder, Seuthes III, to be seen alongside the

new cities of Philip II, Alexander III and their successors. It

was meant to be a polis, but there is no reason to think that

this was anything other than a native settlement, even if

there were some Greeks living there.³⁰ It was created by and

for natives, using the most up-to-date designs in town plan-

ning (albeit adapted to a modest scale) and innovative local

techniques, such as baked brick,³¹ as well as better-known

construction materials. Local, east Balkan features—

notably low decorated hearth altars—were incorporated

²¹ Loukopoulou (1999) 366–68; Hansen (2004); Yoyotte (2002).
²² Hatzopoulos (1994); Flensted-Jensen (1997).
²³ See the further discussion of this term by Domaradzka (2002a).
²⁴ Velkov and Domaradzka (1994) 12; Loukopoulou (1999) 368–71.
²⁵ Archibald (1998) 126–34, 311–13; Picard (1999).
²⁶ Tacheva (2002); for the volume of trade, see previous note. For the correct

statistics regarding regal coins, and coins in general, from Pistiros, see
Domaradzka (2002c) 294.

²⁷ Domaradzka (1999). ²⁸ Domaradzki (1987) 5 and map 3.

²⁹ Domaradzki (2000a) 37–38 and map, fig. 4 at p. 36.
³⁰ See the comparative figures for graffiti between Pistiros and Seuthopolis in

Domaradzka (1999) 356; (2002c) 302.
³¹ Domaradzki (2000b).
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into domestic units that might otherwise look familiar in

coastal poleis.

The Batkun inscription, on the other hand, has closer

similarities with the kind of text that we might expect to find

emanating from a Greek polis. Nevertheless, the location

and style of the monument suggest the adoption of contem-

porary forms by a native community, rather than the 

presence of immigrant Greeks. The sanctuary is too far 

from Philippopolis to have been the natural choice for an

honorific monument dedicated by its citizens.³² Moreover,

if the stone is to be dated to the final third of C4, perhaps

even very early in this period, it suggests some very rapid

developments in the citizen body there. Even if the origina-

tors of the decree were Philippopolitans, it makes little polit-

ical sense to have a body of new citizens honouring native

leaders, in a native sanctuary (and, by implication, uncon-

nected with the new regime?), at a time when Philip’s city

was, first and foremost, a garrison town, and the fledgling

civic body still very much under a military eye. The curious

style of the motion formula: δεδ#χθαι [το]5ς πολ�ταις,

without reference immediately thereafter to the identity of

the community, is unusual.³³ This is not a style that we find

in the institutional repertoire of Attic and Ionian commun-

ities. Civic decrees from Makedonia do sometimes adopt

δεδ#χθαι or �δοξε τ8ι π#λει, but in the singular, not the

plural form. So the formula at Batkun has no clear

antecedent.

In the case of the Pistiros and Seuthopolis decrees, we

have examples of royal decisions couched in the style of a

polis.³⁴ We can envisage how the chancery styles of royal

dynasties, which were closely involved in Aegean affairs

from the time of the Persian Wars onwards, acquired some

of the formal characteristics of documents produced by the

more officious Aegean poleis. But at Batkun we may have

evidence of a non-Greek community operating with a 

considerable degree of autonomy and adopting the bureau-

cratic procedures of a Greek polis.

Pistiros is clearly an exceptional case, but its status could

have some bearing on how we view the Batkun decree. The

original editors of the inscription were content to charac-

terise Pistiros as an emporion.³⁵ Thereafter opinion divided

sharply. Hansen, in his study of Archaic and Classical empo-

ria, concluded that Pistiros appeared to be the only example

of an emporion that was definitely not a polis.³⁶ He has since

changed his mind, and in the revised version of the 1997a

article he argues that Pistiros was both a polis and an empo-

rion, that the citizens of Pistiros are the Pistirenoi (l. 16),

whereas the Greek emporitai include citizens of Maroneia,

Apollonia and Thasos living or staying in Pistiros as foreign-

ers (Hansen (2004).

Most commentators have accepted that the site at

Adjiyska Vodenitsa corresponds, wholly or partly, with

Pistiros. The question of status has been explored most

explicitly by Bravo.³⁷ In his view, the Pistiros of the inscrip-

tion is not an emporion but a polis, in the juridico-political

sense of the term, while the emporitai referred to are subject

to an Odrysian ruler. Pistiros cannot, on this reckoning, be

connected with the site at Adjiyska Vodenitsa, nor, indeed,

with any site so deep into the heart of the continent.³⁸

Pistiros must therefore refer to the coastal community

referred to by Hdt. 7.109.2. The two references in Stephanos

to a polis and an emporion of this name are therefore seen to

apply to the latter. The site near Vetren would then be one of

the emporia to which the text refers. A. S. Chankowski, co-

author of the same article, adopts similar conclusions. The

principal objection to their thesis is the fact that the inscrip-

tion shows an Odrysian ruler manifestly dictating terms to

the people of Pistiros. No contemporary source attributes to

an Odrysian ruler such decisive power over coastal (Greek)

communities. Nor does any contemporary source locate a

major emporion on the Aegean coast, in the vicinity of

Thasos. Neither of these two authors addresses the issue of

whether the evidence of a coastal Pistiros squares with the

evidence of complex traffic across Rhodope, with which the

stipulations of the decree are specifically concerned. If

Pistiros were on the Aegean coast, it is hard to see why an

³² Bravo and Chankowski (1999) 296–99 argue that the Batkun stele cannot
have originated in the sanctuary, because it refers to Apollo, whose cult is not
attested there. They believe that either the stele was displayed at Vetren, an
Odrysian dynastic seat, then reused at Batkun, or the Batkun stone was copied
from a text displayed elsewhere. The latter argument explains nothing; the for-
mer presupposes that a civic community somewhere else honoured the ruler in
his own seat. These are, of course, possibilities, but no evidence has been 
furnished in support of either. The authors do not discuss the curious motion
formula of the decree. It should be noted that the evidence so far produced by
investigations at the sanctuary does not extend back into the period in question
(cf. Tsontchev (1941)).

³³ Nawotka (1999) 37–68, for the formulas of Miletos (no. 854) and Milesian
Pontic colonies, which are comparatively standardised, and thus very different
indeed; there are some parallels with the smaller civic centres of east Makedonia,
but these do normally give the name of the issuing city in the formula:
Hatzopoulos (1996) no. 41.10 (Amphipolis), 53.12 (Moryllos), 55.17 (Pydna), 58.9
(Pella), 60.16 (Beroia).

³⁴ Rhodes, DGS 18–29, 550–57.

³⁵ Velkov and Domaradzka (1994) 14–15. ³⁶ Hansen (1997a) 99, 103.
³⁷ Bravo and Chankowski (1999).
³⁸ “La ville de Vetren était-elle une polis au sens politique du mot? La question

semblera sans doute absurde. Aux yeux de tous ceux qui se sont intéréssés à cet
établissement, il va de soi qu’il n’ était une polis.” (Bravo and Chankowski (1999)
281).
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Odrysian ruler would place most emphasis on the routes

between Pistiros and Maroneia, and less on those between

Pistiros and the “other emporia” (ll. 22–25), if the latter

involved the most difficult overland routes. Indeed, the very

vague way in which the “other emporia”are referred to in the

inscription leaves no clear motive for the presence of the

stone (originally) at Vetren. The relationship between the

data on the stele and its siting would be opaque. Locating 

the epigraphic Pistiros on the Aegean coast does not fit the

ancient literary evidence either, whether in near contem-

porary periploi or in the historical fragments reported in

later transmissions, such as those of Stephanos of

Byzantion. In order to interpret documents such as these

inscriptions, we need to construct a clearer view of the evo-

lution of poleis, or cognate forms, in inland Thrace.

2. Lexicographic Sources—Stephanos of
Byzantion

The most informative source of information about

communities of the Thracian interior is the treatise Ethnika

by Stephanos of Byzantion. (Stephanos’ focus of interest lies

in the names of various settlements, although he reproduces

a limited amount of information concerning the status of

his named locations, as well as references to communities

not connected with specified centres.) “Thrace” is nowhere

explained, of course, because Stephanos did not see it as his

remit to analyse the contents of his list. Thrace thus extends

from the Haimos mountains to the Chalkidic peninsula and

the coastal regions of the Aegean as far as Therme, a geo-

graphical definition that corresponds neither to the politi-

co-administrative divisions of his own day, nor to those of

the Classical or Hellenistic periods, but one that we do find

used in the principal narrative sources that supplied 

substantial parts of his data (as well as in C5 and C4 inscrip-

tions).³⁹ Because of the linguistic focus of his work,

Stephanos’ treatise does not distinguish between “Greek”

and “non-Greek”poleis, but categorises sites simply as poleis,

polichnia, choria, akrai and the like. Comparison with vari-

ous periploi shows how Stephanos’ information might be

illuminated further.⁴⁰ But there are two aspects of his work

that render his data especially frustrating. One is that

Stephanos’ text depends heavily on a limited number of

illustrious pioneers, whose geographical knowledge was

evidently ransacked for information by later writers, like

himself, without any more contemporary verification of

whether the places or communities mentioned by earlier

writers still existed, or how regions might have changed

since then. The existence of a site or polity in Hekataios’ or

Herodotos’ day is no guarantee that the same entity contin-

ued in succeeding centuries. On the contrary, it is more than

likely that centres of population, and the status of commun-

ities, changed considerably over the huge time period that

his treatise covers. Political considerations could influence

the currency of a name, whether or not an autonomous

community had existed previously in the locality.

The range of names represented in Stephanos’ treatise is a

separate problem. In simple numerical terms, the largest

number come from locations on or near the coast of the

northern Aegean, with the Chalkidic peninsula and the

coastlines west and east of it being particularly well rep-

resented, with far fewer names that can be associated with

the Euxine coast. Even fewer can be identified as “continen-

tal”. It is difficult to judge whether the imbalance between

the coast and the continental interior reflects a genuine

phenomenon—that is, a general preponderance of mar-

itime poleis over inland ones⁴¹—or whether a self-selecting

principle is at work: viz. an over-reliance on periploi and

similar treatises whose focus was inevitably coastal. Maps in

Antiquity, with a few notable exceptions, were mainly

coastal itineraries.Whereas knowledge of coastal geography

played a vital role in maritime activity, and the need to map

coastlines provided an important impetus to the creation of

detailed descriptions for the benefit of sea captains, there

was no analogous incentive to map inland areas, except for

internal fiscal or administrative purposes. Access to ports

and docking facilities, for non-local people, was far more

straightforward than access to inland areas. Strabo’s

Geography is just as prone to this imbalance between coastal

and inland areas, as were earlier historians and geographers.

Pliny’s knowledge of inland Thrace betrays a similar weak-

ness. The majority of Stephanos’ Thracian poleis are not

attributed to any writer. Of those that are attributed,

Hekataios, Herodotos, Thucydides and Theopompos are

most frequently cited, with Strabo, Polybios and Lykophron

mentioned occasionally. Hekataios’ Periegesis, which

became a model for later writers, shows a preponderance of

coastal names. Some of these are rather obscure or other-

³⁹ See most recently Flensted-Jensen (2000).
⁴⁰ Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996).

⁴¹ Collis (2000), a study of Celtic oppida in Gaul, has speculated on the pre-
ponderance of nucleated sites of polis type on the Mediterranean coast of south-
ern Gaul, in contrast to the more diffuse character of settlements in northern
Gaul. The relationship between “tribal” formations and nucleated sites is a mat-
ter that has not yet been satisfactorily resolved by archaeologists and historians
of the region.
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wise unattested. These more obscure place-names may have

been ephemeral. But most of the sites Hekataios referred to

became more, not less, important as population centres.⁴²

Leaving aside sites along the Aegean seaboard, which have

been studied elsewhere, we are left with a small core of

native-sounding names, notably Boryza (FGrHist 1 fr. 166),

Lipaxos (fr. 149), Kreston (fr. 153), Iton (fr. 168) and Kabassos

(fr. 169). (Note that the only one which is explicitly called a

polis by Hekataios is Boryza (fr. 166), and here we learn that

it is a polis inhabited by Persians, i.e. not by Greeks or

Thracians. In the other four cases the site-classification of

polis has no authority other than Stephanos and cannot with

any certainty be traced back to Hekataios (Hansen (1997b)

17–18).) Stephanos quotes Hekataios about Boryza, to indi-

cate that this was a polis of Persian origin before Cape

Thynias. More surprisingly perhaps, Kabassos was a polis

beyond the Haimos mountains, connected, in Hekataios’

narrative, with the prodigal attitude of Thracians in those

parts towards marriage. As Hansen has pointed out,

Hekataios applied the term polis to a significant number of

non-Hellenic communities.⁴³ Since he used the term polis in

the political and geographical senses with respect to

Hellenic poleis, it is interesting to speculate what he may

have understood as the institutional framework of the non-

Hellenic settlements at a time when commercial relations

between the Aegean and other parts of the Mediterranean

(or, indeed, beyond) were still comparatively rudimentary,

and contacts of any kind irregular. Hekataios’ fragments of

the Periegesis ges give an impression of spectacular insights

that have been blurred by the peculiar way in which his

words have been transmitted. (The range of place-names is

so erratic that we can see only small glimpses of what must,

to him, have been a landscape full of poleis, from Eliburge

(fr. 38), a polis of Tartessos, or Nurax in Keltike (fr. 56), to

Chorasmie of the Parthians (fr. 293) and Kaspapyros, a polis

of Gandara (fr. 295).) What is striking about this vision of

Hekataios is that he used the same terms for communities

that were culturally dissimilar. He perceived a complemen-

tarity in the sites of different regions, a complementarity

that we find hard to understand, not least because most of

our written evidence postdates the Persian War and the con-

sequent tendency of Greek authors to distinguish Hellas

from its neighbours.

Alongside Hekataios’ sites in Thrace, we have a longer list

of names from Stephanos, derived from a variety of sources,

referring to non-coastal poleis about which very little is

known. We could even include here the putative native

foundations of Byzantion, Mesembria Pontika, Poltymbria

and Selymbria. Although the source is late (Nicolaus of

Damascus), etymology presupposes some native connec-

tion that goes back to the founding days of these poleis.⁴⁴

Some of these are sites known in Hellenistic or Roman times

as urban centres, but we lack sufficient data at present to be

able to specify which communities had an earlier history as

poleis. But these were not among the nuclei that became sig-

nificant civic centres in Imperial times. Some names look

like polis names derived from community or geographical

ones.

Possible inland poleis referred to 
by Stephanos

Agessos (?γησσ#ς); Alybas (?λ�βας); Apsynthos

(Xψυνθος); Arne (Xρνη τ8ς ’Ερασιν�ων); Benna

(Β/ννα); Beres (Β/ρης); Bibastos (Β�βαστος); Bizye

(Βιζ�η; cf. RE iii.1. 552; SEG 40 565); Boiotia (Βοιωτ�α);

Daphnousion (∆αφνο�σιον; cf. Daphnousios: SEG 43

880–83?, 884); Daunion Teichos (∆α�νιον τε5χος);

Doriskos (∆ορ�σκος); Epimaston (not a proper name?);⁴⁵

Gigonos (Γ�γωνος); Goeis (Γοε5ς); Karos Kepoi (Καρ�ς

κ8ποι); Kattouza (Κ�ττουζα); Kobrys (Κ+βρυς; cf. Ps.-

Skylax 67: emporion); Kossaia (Κοσσα�α); Lykone

(Λυκ)νη); Lykozeia (Λυκ#ζεια); Milkoros (Μ�λκωρος);

Naissos (Ναjσσος); Nastos (Ν�στος); Nestos (Ν/στος);

Nikaia (Ν�καια); Nipsa (Ν�ψα; cf.Νιψαρων; SEG 44 1302?);

Nysa (Ν%σα); Passa (Π�σσα); Perne (Π/ρνη); Phlegra

(Φλ/γρα); Phorunna (Φ#ρθννα); Pisye/Pitye (Πισ�η,

Πιτ�η); Sirra (Σ�ρρα; cf. SEG 45 791:Σιρραιος?); Spartakos

(Σπ�ρτακος); Strambai (Στρ�µβαι); Therne (Θ/ρνη);

Thestoros (Θ/στωρος); Tomeus (Τοµε�ς); Tylis (Τ�λις).

Although Stephanos rarely gives much additional infor-

mation about his sources, occasionally we are rewarded. His

references to Kabyle and Pistiros draw on the work of

Anaximenes of Lampsakos, probably his Philippic Histories

(Jacoby, FGrHist 72). Harpokration’s reference to Masteira

contains a telling comment: viz. that he could not identify

any trace of a Drongylion or a Masteira (the places

Demosthenes bandied about) in Anaximenes’ Philippika,

whereas there was mention of a Basteira, or Pisteira, or

Epimaston (FGrHist 72 fr. 10). Could these belong to a

digression on the names of Pistiros?⁴⁶ There is no evidence

⁴² Hansen (1997b). ⁴³ Ibid. 18–20, 26–27.
⁴⁴ Nawotka (1994); Porozhanov (2002). ⁴⁵ Bos̆nakov (1999) 328.
⁴⁶ Bos̆nakov (1999).
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that a Beroe/Beroia was another of Philip’s foundations, on

the site of Augusta Traiana (Stara Zagora),⁴⁷ and traditions

about Binai are deeply confused.⁴⁸

3. Defining Thracian Poleis

The appearance of the term polis in a frankly non-Greek

environment can be interpreted in at least three different

ways. Either the communities so designated were constitut-

ed from without (as a result of colonisation, conquest or

some other form of territorial acquisition by a Greek

authority); or the term applies to native institutions, inter-

preted or equated with the Greek word polis. Third, it is at

least theoretically possible that poleis appeared in non-

Greek areas in emulation of Greek institutions. Each of

these interpretations is closely associated with a particular

vision of community development in and around the

Aegean, or, more broadly, the Mediterranean, in the first

millennium bc. Despite the paucity of written data for

inland Thrace, there is evidence of poleis, however interpret-

ed, from at least 500 onwards, though we know little of how

they were organised internally. In a seminal paper Georgi

Mihailov (1986) explored the evolution of towns in the

Balkan region in Antiquity. Inevitably, much of his discus-

sion ranged over material from the Imperial period. But he

began his essay, consciously and deliberately, in the period

prior to the Makedonian expansion into Thrace, exploring

some of the principal ideas about internal socio-political

development that had characterised Bulgarian scholarship

in the 1960s and 1970s. It was clear from the ancient litera-

ture that cities did exist, but it was hard to find appropriate

evidence. As an epigraphist, Mihailov was more conscious

of the need to investigate institutions as well as typologies of

place. In the 1980s, the subject of urbanisation began to

attract more attention (Balabanov (1986)).

The study of political institutions in neighbouring

Makedonia was beginning to produce interesting results

that also had implications for their cognates in Thrace

(Hatzopoulos (1984)). Much of this research was concerned

with political institutions in the post-Makedonian and

Roman Imperial eras. But, in tracing these back to their

beginnings, Miltiades Hatzopoulos discovered how much

had escaped the gaze of historians, who were still inclined to

think mainly in terms of rulers and conquered, rather than

of communities and their institutions. His Macedonian

Institutions under the Kings (1996) was a substantial mono-

graph which attempted to sketch the relationships between

individual communities and their representatives, on the

one hand, and the machinery of government, on the other

(Hatzopoulos (1997)). Far from being late attempts by rulers

to impose order on their subjects, Makedonian civic institu-

tions are emerging as a series of interconnected levels of

government, beginning with the village and its connections

with the nearest town. No such study is as yet possible for

Thrace, but I believe that the organisation of cities and

territories in this region would benefit from a similar

approach (Archibald (2000)).

II. The Poleis

652. Alexandropolis Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: B:β.

The topopym is ?λεξανδρ#πολις (Plut. Alex. 9.1); for

?λεξανδρε�α at Steph. Byz., see infra. The polis status can be

inferred from the toponym, but see infra.

The principal, perhaps, only source for this polis is Plut.

Alex.9.1:Alexander, left in charge of affairs and of minting in

Makedonia during Philip’s absence on campaign against

Byzantion (no. 674) in 341, suppressed an uprising of the

Maidoi, captured their polis, ejected its inhabitants, and 

settled a mixed community in their place, calling this new

foundation Alexandropolis. The incident is usually con-

nected with the same campaign that led to a confrontation

between Antipater and Parmenio on the Makedonian side,

with the “Tetrachoritai” on the other (P.Ryl.

1.19 �Theopomp. fr. 217; cf. Archibald (1998)).

The other possible source is Steph. Byz. 70.8:

?λεξ�νδρειαι π#λεις tκτωκα�δεκα with 71.8–9: τρ�τη

Θρ��κης πρ�ς τ=8 Μακεδον��α, “the one he founded before

the big Alexandreia, being seventeen years of age”.

Since Stephanos lists all eighteen cities founded by

Alexander under the heading ?λεξ�νδρειαι, the presump-

tion is that the third one, that in Thrace, is identical with

Plutarch’s Alexandropolis and that its name was in fact

Alexandropolis, as reported by Plutarch. However, the story

that Alexander founded a polis at the age of 16 or 17 may be

just another anecdote about Alexander,of which there are so

many in late sources (cf. Fraser (1996) 26 and 29–30).

653. Apros Map 52. Lat. 41.00, long. 27.05. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: C: γ? The toponym is Xπρος, ! (SEG 37 618;

(C4f); Steph. Byz. 107.5); the later Roman colony was called

Xπροι in the plural (Ptol. 3.11.7; Plin. HN 4.47). Steph. Byz.

⁴⁷ RE iii.1. 306, s.v. Beroia (3).
⁴⁸ Theophr. De lapidibus 2.15; Etym. Magn. 197.44–46; Zambon (2000) 72 n. 4

with discussion.
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107.7 is our only source for the city-ethnic ?πρα5ος or

Xπριος.

Apros is one of the names that appears on a silver bowl

from Rogozen (SEG 37 618; cf.Archibald (1998) 121, 225, 234).

In Steph. Byz. Apros is classified as a π#λις Θρ�κης (107.5).

Stephanos quotes Theopompos: το% δ’ ?ντιπ�τρου

διατρ�βοντος περ� τη`ν Xπρον. It is clear from the quote

that the classification of Apros as a polis does not stem from

Theopompos. Thus the only thing we know about C4 Apros

is that Antipatros was operating from Apros, probably

against some native Thracians.

654. Kabyle (Kabylenos) Map 22. Lat. 42.30, long. 26.30.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is Καβ�λη, !

(Dem. 8.44, 10.15; Harp.Κ1; Steph. Byz. 346.1, quoting Polyb.

13.10.10). Variant forms are attested in late sources: Καλ�βη

(Plin. HN 4.41; Steph. Byz. 350.4; Ptol. 2.11.7) and, perhaps,

Βαβ�λη (Steph. Byz. 154.8). The city-ethnic is Καβυλην#ς

(C2 coins: Head, HN² 278). Kabyle is called a polis in late

sources only (Strabo 7.6.2; Steph. Byz. 350.4) and is

described as a chorion by Harpokration, quoting

Theopompos (fr. 220) and Anaximenes (FGrHist 72 fr. 12).

At Suda (K9) it is referred to as a χ)ρα τ8ς Θρ��κης. Kabyle

was apparently a military colony founded or perhaps

refounded by Philip II (Dem. 8.44; Strabo 7.6.2; Steph. Byz.

350.4) c.340 (Theopomp. fr. 220).

Ancient Kabyle was situated on a plateau overlooking a

bend in the river Tonzos (modern Tundja), 7 km north of

the modern city of Yambol (Velkov (1982a)). Excavated

inscriptions have confirmed its location (Velkov (1991a)). In

Antiquity, the river-bed of the Tonzos (modern Tundja, now

occupied by a tributary of the Tonzos, the Azmak), lay some

3 or 4 km nearer Kabyle, and thus washed around its south-

eastern periphery.The excavators assume that docking facil-

ities would have existed close by. The nucleus of the ancient

settlement was the acropolis of Zaic̆i vruh, where an Iron

Age cult centre was located, associated in Hellenistic times

with Artemis Phosphoros and Herakles (Velkov (1983)

237–38).Traces of occupation in the early Iron Age have been

discovered on the lower hill to the south-east, called Hisarlik

(Archibald (1998) 45 with further refs.).

Excavations along the lower slopes of Zaic̆i vruh, where

the C4 western gateway and contemporary parts of the adja-

cent circuit wall were discovered (Domaradzki (1991)), have

shown that the earliest occupation layer in this area dates

from the same period, on the basis of imported amphora

stamps of C4s (Domaradzki (1991) 59; Getov (1995) 99–101).

Deep trenches in the Roman city have revealed evidence of

earlier deposits. None of this material has yet been pub-

lished, although brief reports have appeared in the annual

bulletin of excavations of the Institute of Archaeology, Sofia

(Archeologicheski Otkritya i Razkopki �AOR). Between 1986

and 1990, Getov excavated the road leading into the city

from the western gate. Domaradzki revealed a road surface

paved with river stones and fired clay sherds at the level of

the early Makedonian gateway, and a similar road surface

made of pebbles close to tower no. 2. Stone foundations

belonging to various structures of the late Iron Age (second

half of the first millennium bc) were discovered near the

same tower and below the floor of the Roman horreum. The

foundations of an oval(?) hut were found near the western

gate, together with stone footings and clay floors belonging

to residential units whose design cannot as yet be deter-

mined.

The most important evidence dating to the first 100 years

after Philip II’s foundation comes from burials in tumuli

outside the city (Getov (1991)). These suggest that local élite

families continued to dominate civic affairs; the names of

moneyers and such information as can be gleaned from epi-

graphic and written sources tend to confirm this impression

(Draganov (1993); cf. Dimitrov in Dimitrov and Penchev

(1984) concerning Seuthopolis; Archibald (1998) 311,

315–16). On the basis of numismatic, archaeological and epi-

graphic data, scholars have postulated a formative phase of

the city while a Makedonian garrison was resident,

c.340–280, followed by a period dominated by one or more

local rulers, from c.280, with a marked diminution of activ-

ity from C2 onwards, precipitated perhaps by the aggressive

campaigns of Philip V.

The spatial characteristics of the city in pre-Imperial times

are uncertain. The agora and sanctuary (Phosphorion) of

Artemis, mentioned in the Seuthopolis inscription, have not

yet been located. The acropolis shrine was put out of use by a

tower, associated by Velkov with the introduction of the

Makedonian garrison, but activities at the shrine resumed,

perhaps later in C3. Unpublished evidence from Hisarlik of

extensive trading contacts in C5–C4 suggests that there may

have been a permanent settlement there before the advent of

Philip II; but how this changed in response to the

Makedonian garrison, and the creation of a fortified enclo-

sure, is still unknown.

Kabyle minted coins on behalf of two local leaders,

Spartokos and Skostokos, and later for the Celtic chieftain

Cavarus. An autonomous bronze coinage began some time

in the second quarter of C3, showing the city’s patron god-

dess, Artemis Phosphoros, and the legend ΚΑΒ (Draganov
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(1993), (1998)). In C3 coins of Kabyle circulated in an area

extending westwards along the upper Tundja valley north of

Nova Zagora, and southwards some 40 km downstream

(Draganov (1998) map 1). The issues of Spartokos and

Skostokos suggest that whatever power they had was of lim-

ited scope and duration, and that they acted as lieutenants,

or officials, rather than rulers (Draganov (1984), (1985);

Archibald (1998) 311–12).

655. Philippopolis (Philippopolites) Map 22. Lat. 42.10,

long. 24.45. Size of territory: ? Type: B:γ. The toponym is

Φιλιππ#πολις, ! (Steph. Byz. 666.9; Plin. HN 4.41;

Dexippus ((FGrHist 100) fr. 27.1). The city-ethnic is

Φιλιπποπολ�της (Steph. Byz. 666.10, perhaps just a conjec-

ture). Philippopolis is called a polis in late sources only

(Steph. Byz.; Dexippus) but probably by Theopompos too,

since the late tradition about the nickname Πονηρ#πολις

seems to be a direct quotation of his work (Plut. Mor. 520B;

Plin. HN 4.41; Suda ∆1423 �Theopomp. fr. 110, see infra).

Philippopolis (Plovdiv) is usually considered to have

been one of the cities founded by Philip II when he was con-

solidating his power in Thrace after the defeat of

Kersebleptes, the last independent ruler of the region (Diod.

16.71.2). Diodorus does not name any of the cities, but Pliny

says “oppidum sub Rhodope Poneropolis antea, mox a con-

ditore Philippopolis, nunc a situ Trimontium dicta” (HN

4.11.41), without specifying which king was being referred

to. But Dexippus specifies that Philip is the son of Amyntas,

which rules out Philip V (whom Domaradzki (1993) 36 pre-

ferred, judging by the absence of any clear military architec-

ture before the late Hellenistic period). The epithet

“Poneropolis”derives from Theopompos (fr. 110, see supra),

and is consistent with the sort of moralistic, disparaging

phrases the historian used liberally of Philip II (e.g. fr. 162; cf.

Flower (1994) 119–30). Pliny takes the disparaging name too

literally, assuming it to have been an earlier epithet of

Philippopolis.

The historical origins of Philippopolis lie in the sanctuary

that occupied part or all of the summit of Nebet tepe, which,

together with Djambaz tepe and Taksim tepe, constituted

“Trimontium”under the Roman Empire. The earliest traces

of cult activity date to the early Bronze Age (Tsonchev

(1938); Peykov (1990), (1994), (1995)). Some controversy has

attached to the Iron Age remains that succeeded these (see

Domaradzki (1998) 22–29; Popov (2000) 125–26). But recent

excavations have shown that the cult centre here was far

larger and more ambitious in C4l and C3e than had previ-

ously been thought (Koleva (1997); Koleva et al. (2000)

103–8). These discoveries have dispelled any doubts that

may have existed about the religious nature of activities on

the summit. Six locations have been investigated in detail on

the summit of Nebet tepe, and one below it, on the eastern

side of the ancient city. A concentric circular stone founda-

tion (St. Matanov trench) marks a substantial structure

belonging to the late Bronze or beginning of the Iron Age

(i.e. in absolute dates, end of second and early first millenni-

um). Cult deposits in the area of the temple continued until

C6 or C5.

Approximately 300 m away, on the same terrace, three

strata were identified belonging to the period between C5

and C3. In the latest stratum was the foundation of a rectan-

gular structure, oriented north–south, whose hard-beaten

floor contained a decorated hearth altar and a trapezoidal

platform, the former resembling well-known types from

Seuthopolis, Vetren and elsewhere in Thrace (Koleva et al.

(2000) 104 fig. 1 for plan; fig. 3, hearth altar). Elsewhere rock

carvings bring this sanctuary into line with upland cult sites

in the Sakar and Strandja mountains and at Kabyle (Zaic̆i

vruh). Twenty-six pits associated with cult activity and three

hearth altars were discovered on Kamchya Street, at the

north-eastern foot of Nebet tepe. This area seems to be

linked with activities on the summit not just in terms of

chronology (C6 onwards) and function, but also in the

design of specific structures. Some of the pits were supersed-

ed by a roofed construction, resembling the form of a build-

ing that succeeded the circular “temple” on the summit.

There is now growing agreement among scholars that 

D. Tsonchev was right to postulate a fortified enclosure on

the summit of Nebet tepe before the Makedonian conquest

(Tsonchev (1938); Botusharova (1963); Domaradzki (1998)

28; Koleva et al. (2000) 110–11; Popov (2000) 129). Traces of a

wall made of river stones have been dated before C6

(Domaradzki (1998) 28, with discussion). The earliest sec-

tion of masonry in the city’s fortifications has been dated to

between C3 and C2, and may be connected with the cam-

paigns of Philip V rather than Philip II (Botusharova

(1963)).

The nucleus of Iron Age activity at Plovdiv expanded

from the summit of Nebet tepe to its surrounding plain.

This expansion was already in progress in C6–C5. A little

further from Nebet tepe, to the south-east, a cultural deposit

of C4–C3 (4 m below the modern street) has revealed

domestic structures and abundant movable finds (ceramics,

including imported fine wares, numerous loom weights and

coins of Maroneia, Philip II and Alexander III). In the vicin-

ity are burial mounds and flat cremation burials dating
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from C3 to C2 (Bospachieva (1995), (1997), (2000); cf. tumu-

lus with built tomb near Filipovo (Botusharova and

Kolarova (1961); Archibald (1998) 283, 296–98, 338)).

656. Pistiros (Pistirenos) Not in Barr., cf. infra. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is Π�στιρος (BCH 123

(1999) 248–49, hereafter BCH, see infra; Steph. Byz. 171.6,

524.11; Etym. Magn. 488.10 �Hdn. iii.2 449.2). The city-eth-

nic is Πιστιρην#ς (BCH 16), Steph. Byz. 524.11 erroneously

conjectures Πιστιρ�της. Pistiros is classified as a polis by

Etym. Magn. 488.10, as an emporion by Steph. Byz. 524.11:

.µπ#ριον Θρ��κης). The collective and external use of the

city-ethnic is attested at BCH 16.

Notwithstanding the alternative proposals put forward

by Salviat (1999) and Bravo and Chankowski (1999) in

favour of Herodotos’ Pistyros on the Aegean coast (7.109.2)

as the location of the epigraphically attested Pistiros, most

scholars have accepted the arguments put forward by the

editors,Velkov and Domaradzka, reinforced by the archaeo-

logical evidence adduced by M. Domaradzki, that the site of

Adjiyska Vodenitsa corresponds wholly or partly to the place

and community referred to in the decree (Velkov and

Domaradzka (1994), (1995), (1996); Domaradzka (1996),

(2002a); Domaradzki (1993), (1995), (1996), (1998), (2000a),

(2000c), (2002); Lazova (1996); Bos̆nakov (1999); Hansen

(1997a) 88, 90–91; Loukopoulou (1999); Archibald (1998)

224, 226–28, (2002a and b)).

The main source for Pistiros is the recently found C4

inscription (BCH, discussed supra 887–90). It is a renewal of

the privileges bestowed by the late Kotys on a community of

Greeks in Pistiros. As a group the Greeks are called

.µπορ5ται, a rare word presumably used synonymously

with �µποροι, but not quite: �µποροι are traders who trav-

el from place to place. The .µπορ5ται seem to be the inhab-

itants of the emporion, only some of whom were emporoi

(ll. 10–11). Pistiros is not explicitly called an .µπ#ριον,

but from the term emporitai and the reference to other

emporia in the neighbourhood (ll. 22–24) it seems safe to

infer that the place was an emporion, an inference sup-

ported by Stephanos’ note: Π�στιρος, .µπ#ριον Θρ��κης

(524.11).

In constitutional terms, Pistiros appears to be a polis, not

just an urban centre, but it also enjoyed some degree of

autonomy, which was asserted, as well as constrained, by the

unnamed ruler in relation to other named and unnamed

groups. It is worth noting that the terminology of the decree

might be distinguishing between oi Pistirenoi (l. 16) and

“Apollonians and Thasians who are in Pistiros” (ll. 32–33;

Maronitans, l. 28, also understood?). But the reference to

Pistirenians comes from the main body of the decree, while

the latter distinction is contained in the citation attributed

to Kotys (I).

To understand the status of Pistiros, one must start with

the toponym Π�στιρος (ll. 12, 22–24, 33) and the ethnic

Πιστιρην+µ (l. 16).Pistiros is a rare name,and it seems rea-

sonable to assume that there must have been some connec-

tion between the polis Pistiros on the coast and the

homonymous inland emporion, and that the Pistirenians

living in the emporion were citizens of the polis, just as oth-

ers among the inhabitants were citizens of Apollonia,

Maroneia and Thasos (Hansen (2004); Velkov and

Domaradzka (1994) 7; Loukopoulou (1999) 368 assumes a

transfer of the settlement, i.e. a metoikesis). It is nowhere

stated that the citizens of Apollonia, Maroneia and Thasos

were among the emporitai � the Pistirinians. The

Maronitai, Apolloniatai and Thasioi may well have been

emporoi, i.e. travelling merchants or merchants living for a

shorter or longer period in Pistiros without becoming cit-

izens of the community.

One possible scenario is as follows (Hansen (2004)). The

emporion of Pistiros was an inland trading station, original-

ly founded by merchants coming from the polis of Pistiros, a

dependency of Thasos situated on the Thracian coast (Hdt.

7.109.2). The core of the settlers (τ+ν ο2κητ#ρων in l. 38)

were from the outset citizens of the polis Pistiros (cf.

Πιστιρην+µ at l. 16), but some of the other inhabitants

were citizens of Maroneia, Apollonia and Thasos (ll. 27–33),

and in C4 they may have formed the most important ele-

ment of the population. It is apparent from the inscription

that it was only one out of a number of emporia in inland

Thrace involved principally in trade with Maroneia (ll.

21–24). The emporion was surrounded by native Thracians

(το5ς Θραιξ�ν in ll. 8–9). The mixture of four different 

ethnics suggests that Pistiros was not an ordinary polis in

its own right. But we cannot exclude the possibility 

that Pistiros was a kind of dependent polis whose citizens 

are described as Πιστιρηνο�, and that the Μαρων5ται,

the Θ�σιοι and the ?πολλωνι8ται lived in Pistiros as 

metics.

At present the origins of the emporion are uncertain. The

site at Adjiyska Vodenitsa was occupied some time in C5

(Bouzek (2002a) discusses the evidence prior to C5s).

Excavations have yet to reveal the character of the earliest

settlement. During C5s, the area was (re)organised in a for-

mal manner, based on a street system integrated with the

fortification walls and the eastern gateway, through which
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the main east–west road runs (Domaradzki (1993), (1995),

(1996), (2002)). This east–west road has at least three major

surfaces, which mirror the key events that affected life on the

site in its three phases. The initial plan consisted of an ambi-

tious double-faced masonry wall enclosing a grid plan of

streets, paved with ashlar slabs, similar to the wall itself and

the main drain. Some time in C4f, perhaps in the 370s, the

eastern gateway was modified substantially, with the recon-

struction of the exterior tower. This reconstruction heralds

a phase of spectacular internal development, both architec-

tural and commercial. Multi-roomed structures, on stone

footings, roofed with imported and locally made tiles, can

certainly be traced back to this period. The largest number

of bulk imports, including storage amphoras from Chios,

Thasos and elsewhere in the Aegean, together with Attic fig-

ured and black-glazed pottery, belong to this period. C.300,

the eastern gateway perished in a fierce blaze and was never

rebuilt in the same form. The successor gateway was far

more modest and lacked many of the specific defensive fea-

tures of its predecessor. The road was relaid with cobbles

made of river stones, not dressed slabs (Domaradzki (1993),

(1995), (1996), (2002)). There followed a lengthy period of

redevelopment, involving the reuse of older materials. Some

areas seem to have changed their function (Domaradzki

(1999); Archibald et al. (2002)). The interpretation of this

phase is still in progress.

One of the most remarkable aspects of the finds at Vetren

is the large number of coins discovered during the excava-

tions. The total number currently stands at c.1,800 items. A

pot hoard of 552 Makedonian coins, datable to the 280s, was

found by the Czech team in a building adjacent to the

east–west road. The coins range from rare regal issues of

Amadokos I, Kotys I, Amadokos II and other Thracian

rulers, to imitation Thasian denominations, silver from

Parion, the Chersonese, Mesembria and Apollonia on the

Black Sea, as well as other Aegean civic coins. Other items of

commercial significance include weights and measures, and

graffiti. Domestic items include loom weights, spindle

whorls, gaming tokens, metallic pins, needles, ornaments

and other equipment, together with tools for domestic and

industrial (metallurgical) use.

657. Seuthopolis Map 22. Lat. 42.40, long. 25.20. Size of

territory: ? Type: B:γ. The toponym is Σευθ#πολις (SEG 42

661.31 (C3e)). The polis status of Seuthopolis can be deduced

from its toponym.

The name of the city indicates that it was either founded or

refounded in C4l by Seuthes III, a Thracian prince who in the

years c.325–315 asserted his independence of Makedonia

(Bengtson (1962) 19–20). Seuthopolis is usually taken to be

the residence of Seuthes III (Archibald (1998) 313). The city of

Seuthes III was unknown until its chance discovery and exca-

vation in advance of the construction of the Georgi Dimitrov

Dam in the upper course of the river Tundja. The only known

reference to Seuthopolis in written sources is in the inscrip-

tion found in a room of the “palace” during its excavation.

The publication formula (ll. 27–34) prescribes that one copy

of the text be deposited in Seuthopolis (l. 31) in the sanctuary

of the Great Gods, and a second copy in the hieron of

Dionysos, in the agora (IGBulg. iii.2 (1964) 146–49 no. 1731;

Velkov (1991a) 7–11; SEG 42 661 (ed. pr.), 46 877*, 48 995).

The plan of the excavated city (8 km west of modern

Kazanluk) covered a mere 5 ha and was situated on a ridge

above the river Chiflikchiyska, a tributary of the Tonzos

(Tundja), which protected the city on its eastern flank. From

the other three sides it was enclosed by a circuit wall of brick

on a foundation of two stone courses, the lowest of which

forms a slight bench extending away from the outer face.

Squarish towers protected the corners of a pentangular area,

divided into insulae by a cruciform pattern of streets,

north–south and east–west, with narrower cross-streets.

The insulae were divided into residential property units,

comprising house designs of pastas and prostas types. One

room usually contained a decorated hearth altar. The north-

western corner of the city plan was separated from the city

by an additional fortification wall, also with towers at each

corner, and entered through a gateway without special elab-

oration. The inscription refers to the agora, a sanctuary of

Dionysos and a shrine of the Samothrakian gods. The latter

shrine was identified with the complex of rooms in the

“acropolis” area. The agora was situated north of the

east–west road, but remains in the area were not sufficiently

well preserved to allow any clear identification of the sanc-

tuary of Dionysos.

The circulation of Seuthes III’s coins in a relatively homo-

geneous area suggests the possible scope of his political

power. This area included the Valley of the Roses, the

Thracian plain between the valley of the river Tundja on the

east, including Kabyle, and the river Sazliyka in the west, east

of Plovdiv, extending down the Hebros valley towards

Haskovo and Svilengrad (Domaradzki (1987) 7 and map

2 �Archibald (1998) 312 fig. 13.1).
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I. The Region

North of the Hellespont—the only waterway linking the

Aegean Sea to the Propontis and thence to the Black Sea—

lay the relatively low peninsula (maximum altitude 300 m)

called the Thracian or Hellespontine Chersonesos, or sim-

ply Chersonesos: ! Θρ�ακ�α Χερρ#νησος (Ps.-Skylax 67; cf.

Ps.-Skymnos 698; Strabo 7 fr. 52); Χερσ#νησος ! .ν

‘Ελλησπ#ντ�ω (Hdt. 7.33); ‘Ελλησποντ�α Χερρ#νησος

(Steph. Byz. 80.13); Χερρ#νησος (Hdt. 6.36.2; Xen. Hell.

1.5.17).¹ The corresponding ethnic is Χερσονησ�της (Hdt.

4.137.1), or Χερρονησ�της (Dem. 5.25). The region is only

indirectly known in the Iliad (2.836), where Sestos (no. 672)

is mentioned together with Abydos (no. 765), its counter-

part on the Asiatic shore of the Straits. It covers c.900 km² of

mostly fertile agricultural land (Xen. Hell. 3.2.10), but above

all, it was of major strategic importance. The Hellespont

narrows to a width of 1.2 km just west of Sestos (between

Dardanos and Kynos Sema), and provides a good crossing

point and even the possibility of bridging from coast to

coast. The peninsula is linked to the Thracian mainland by a

narrow isthmus (minimum width 3 km). It was exposed to

continuous marauding from neighbouring inland tribes,

but could relatively easily be fortified and defended. The

isthmus and the Long Wall—constructed from sea to sea as

early as C6s (Hdt. 6.36.2; cf. Plin. HN 4.43, cf. 48) and repeat-

edly restored thereafter—constituted the inland border of

the Chersonesos,at least in the Archaic and Classical periods

(Ps.-Skylax 67; Ps.-Skymnos 698–712). However,

Hegesippos (Dem. 7.39–41) claims that the frontier of the

Chersonesos lay far beyond Agora—thus well beyond the

isthmus wall on which Kardia (no. 665), Agora (no. 661) and

Paktye (no. 671) were situated—and that its border was

marked by the altar of Zeus Horios, between Pteleon and

Leuke Akte, where Philip II planned to dig a canal.

According to the literary tradition (Ps.-Skymnos

698–710; cf. Strabo 7 fr. 50), the Chersonesos was first

colonised by Aiolians, who came mainly from Lesbos. They

founded Sestos (no. 672) and Madytos (no. 669) on the

Hellespontine coast, and Alopekonnesos (no. 659) at the

southernmost end of the Gulf of Melas. The first colonists

were followed by Milesians (no. 854), who founded Limnai

(no. 668) (cf. Strabo 14.1.6), in collaboration with

Klazomenians (no. 847), who founded Kardia (no. 665)

(Strabo 7 fr. 50). At the southernmost end of the peninsula,

opposite Sigeion (no. 791), on the site of Elaious (no. 663),

archaeological remains of the same period (C7) testify to a

presumably Aiolian or Athenian settlement (Loukopoulou

(1989) 35 n. 2 and 68 n. 6; cf. Isaac (1986) 192–93).

Before the end of C7, the strategic and financial import-

ance of the Straits attracted the Athenians,who secured con-

trol over Sigeion, a Mytilenian colony on the Asiatic coast of

the south entrance of the Hellespont. Athenian interests in

the area were further pursued around the middle of C6

under Peisistratos. They were presumably triggered by a call

of the native Chersonesitan Dolonkoi, who were threatened

by the neighbouring Apsinthians (Hdt. 6.34ff.; cf. Hecat. fr.

163). Under the leadership of Miltiades the Elder, several

Athenian colonies were founded or refounded: viz. Krithote

(no. 667), Paktye (no. 671), Elaious (no. 663) (Ps.-Skymnos

709ff; Ephor. fr. 40), Agora (no. 661) (Hdt. 7.58; cf. the polis

Cherronesos in Hecat. fr. 163) and Kardia (no. 665) (accord-

ing to Ps.-Skymnos 699–702). Next, Miltiades constructed

the 36 stadia-long fortification wall across the isthmus of the

peninsula (Hdt. 6.36.2). It was repeatedly rebuilt, first in C5

(Plut. Per. 19.1), then in C4e (Xen. Hell. 3.2.9–10), and again

in later centuries (Procop. Aed. 4.12f). On the presumed

location and traces of the wall, see Kahrstedt (1954) 11–14.

Miltiades also sought to strengthen the defences of the

Chersonesos against incursions by the Apsinthians by

securing fortified outposts (see infra 903 (Teichos Aratou)).

Miltiades became tyrannos of the Dolonkoi; he appears to

have ruled the entire peninsula and was posthumously hon-

oured as the oikistes of the Chersonesitan state (Hdt. 6.38.1,
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103.4; cf. Paus. 6.19.6 for a dedication set up in Olympia in

the name of the Chersonesitans).²

The political situation remained unchanged under his suc-

cessors: Stesagoras, who inherited the oecist’s powers (�ρχ�,

Hdt. 6.38.1), and Miltiades the Younger (στρατηγο%ντος κα�

τυραννε�οντος τ+ν Χερσονησιτ/ων,Hdt.4.137.1). It is usu-

ally believed, however, that the old political entities, the

π#λεις συχνα� (Hdt. 6.33.1), represented by δυναστε�οντες

(Hdt. 6.39.2; cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 8) survived alongside a cen-

tral administrative centre with a prytaneion (Hdt. 6.38.2) pre-

sumably established in Agora (no. 661). The political identity

of the Chersonesitan state is supported by the identification

of a series of silver coins struck on the Euboic standard and

dated c.515–493: obv. lion; rev. incuse square containing head

of Athena, some with the legend ΧΕΡ (Head, HN ² 257;

Seltman (1924) 141–42).

In the aftermath of the suppression of the Ionian Revolt,

following the flight of Miltiades, the Chersonesos—except

for Kardia (no. 665)—was occupied by the Phoenician fleet

in 493 (Hdt. 6.33.1). The region joined the Delian League

after its final liberation by Kimon, probably c.466 (Plut.

Cim. 9.3–6, 14.1; Polyaen. 1.34.2; on the date, see Isaac (1986)

176–77). Athenian presence and control were further

strengthened by Perikles,who restored the defence works on

the isthmus and brought in 1,000 Athenian epoikoi, proba-

bly in 447 (Plut. Per. 19.11; on the date, see ML 48 and Isaac

(1986) 177–80).

The survival or breakdown of the political entity estab-

lished on the Chersonesos in C6 remains a matter of major

controversy. In the Athenian tribute lists the enormous sum

of 18 tal. was paid in the first period by the Cherronesitai (IG

i³ 259.ii.28,260.x.6, etc.),whereas the Alopekonnesians were

independently assessed (IG i³ 263.v.14). But the sum was

drastically reduced after 447/6 to a total of less than 3 tal.,

divided among a number of independently contributing

Chersonesitan cities: Limnaioi (no. 668), Madytioi (no.

669), Elaiousioi (no. 663), Sestioi (no. 672), Alopekonnesioi

(no. 659) and Cherronesitai (no. 661) or Χερρονεσ5ται �π’

?γορ[ς, listed from 443/2 in the Hellespontine district (IG

i³ 269.ii.14–21). The evidence has been variously interpreted

as indicating either (a) the temporary survival of the

Chersonesitan state or religious entity, or (b) an initial syn-

teleia of otherwise independent city members, or (c) a

switch from contributing ships to paying tribute by the

group of individual Chersonesitan cities that are first listed

in the second period, or (d) as a consequence of the settle-

ment of Athenian colonists.³ As for the few cities that are

never recorded in the tribute lists (Krithote (no. 667), Paktye

(no. 671), Kardia (no. 665)), it is inferred that they held on to

the old Chersonesitan state, that they received the largest

numbers of Athenian colonists and are presumably includ-

ed in the Cherronesitai/Cherronesitai ap’ Agoras of the trib-

ute lists (Kahrstedt (1954) 18).

During the last decades of C5, the Pontic grain trade

became of vital importance to the Athenian economy (Xen.

Hell. 1.1.35–36; Isaac (1986) 180–81; Garnsey (1988) 132–33)

and, consequently, the Hellespont became one of the centres

of the final phase of the Ionian War (Thuc. 8.62.3, 99.2–107.1;

Xen. Hell. 1.3.8–10, 1.5.17, 2.1.17–32). For the Chersonesos, a

troubled period followed, marked by the ever growing pres-

sure of the Odrysians, who now either directly or through

vassal Thracian dynasts occupied vast tracts of the border-

ing inland region. Presumably they also controlled parts of

the adjacent Propontic coast (see Bisanthe (no. 673)).

Tensions were increased by the presence of famous exiled

adventurers, such as the Athenian Alkibiades and the

Spartan Klearchos. They held some forts and strongholds at

the north-eastern border of the Chersonesos and on the

adjacent Propontic coast, and they established themselves as

mercenary leaders, providing protection against the

Thracians (cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 22–24 and Isaac (1986)

180–85, with refs.). In 398 Chersonesitan envoys requested

Sparta’s help against Thracian incursions, and Derkylidas

undertook to restore the isthmus wall, now said to protect

eleven or twelve poleis on the Chersonesos (Xen. Hell.

3.2.8–10; Diod. 14.38.6).

Entering the Peloponnesian League after the defeat of

Athens, the Chersonesos appears to have hosted harmosts

and persons who had received land from the

Lakedaimonians (Xen. Hell. 4.8.5; cf. An. 7.2.15). In 378/7, a

new political situation can be inferred from the list of mem-

bers of the Second Athenian Naval League, where Elaious

(no. 663) is the only city of the Chersonesos to be recorded

(IG ii² 43B.27); the rest of the Chersonesos was presumably

occupied by the Persians and subject to the satrap

Ariobarzanes. Athenian interests in the region were, how-

ever, reconfirmed in 365, when Ariobarzanes ceded Sestos

(no. 672) and Krithote (no. 667) to Timotheos (Isoc. 15.108,

112); they must have entered the Athenian alliance in order

to ward off continuous Thracian pressure (Xen. Ages. 26:

² On the political form and the extent of Miltiades’ Chersonesitan “state”, see
the discussion in Kahrstedt (1954) 7–9; Loukopoulou (1989) 69–78, and, more
recently, Hansen (1997a) 21.

³ For detailed bibliography and arguments, based mainly on relevant 
epigraphic and numismatic evidence, cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 14–18 and Isaac (1986)
178–80.
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siege of Sestos by Kotys; Kardia (no. 665) controlled by

Charidemos in 364/3). Despite the Athenian counter-

offensive (Dem. 50), Sestos was in 361 conquered by Kotys

with help from Abydos (no. 765), and soon afterwards the

last Athenian strongholds, Elaious and Krithote, were

besieged by Charidemos (Dem. 23.158, hypoth. 2.2; cf.

Foucart (1909) 93, 113). Thracian control was extended over

the entire Chersonesos with the fall of Alopekonnesos,

which had become a nest of pirates (Dem. 23.166–67).

Under the successors of Kotys, the Athenians had an

opportunity to regain control over the Chersonesos. A

treaty favouring Athenian interests was eventually reached

in 357, on terms that are hotly debated even today (Dem.

23.173; IG ii² 126). The Hellenic poleis in Chersonesos

became allies of both the Thracian princes and Athens,

without becoming members of the second Athenian Naval

League (Dreher (1995) 26). They were considered “free and

autonomous” (.λευθ/ρας κα� α(τον#µους), but they were

obliged to pay a tribute (phoros) and not allowed to leave 

the alliance; see most recently Veligianni (1995) 161–68). The

ensuing crisis of the Thracian state encouraged the

Athenians under Chares to seize Sestos (no. 672) in 353 and

settle it with new colonists (Diod. 16.34.3–4; cf. the ships of

Athenian colonists (oikistai) in Chersonesos in IG ii²

1613.297–98 (353/2)), forcing Kersebleptes, already pressured

by Philip II, to cede the entire Chersonesos except Kardia

(no. 665). Dealing thereafter with Philip, who eventually

crushed the Thracian power in 340, Athens secured her

claims over the Chersonesos (except Kardia, now an ally of

the Makedonian king) in the Peace of 346 (Dem. 19.78), and

proceeded (343/2) to send fresh klerouchs under Diopeithes

to the cities of the Chersonesos (Dem. 8 hypoth. 1). Direct

Makedonian control is, however, attested for the area imme-

diately “beyond Agora” (�ξω ?γορ[ς) in the form of royal

land granted by Philip II to Apollonides, a citizen of Kardia,

thereby ignoring Athenian claims that it was “inside” the

border of the Chersonesos (Dem. 7.39–41).

Despite the cruel massacre of the Sestians by Chares in 353

(Diod. 16.34.3–4), Athenian colonists appear to have been

welcomed in the Chersonesos, and close relations are

inferred from (a) the award to the Athenians in 346/5 of

golden crowns (IG ii² 1443) by the Elaiousian demos (l. 94),

the demos in Chersonesos,⁴ the Alopekonnesians, the

Madytians and some other unidentified cities (ll. 95–98)

and, probably, the demos of the Chersonitans from Agora

(117–18); and (b) an Athenian decree of 341/0 (IG ii² 228),

which extended the privileges of the “Chersonesitans”to the

Elaiousians, while instructing the strategos Chares to guar-

antee equal property rights to the Elaiousians and to the

Athenian klerouchs settled in the Chersonesos. Athenian

control of the Chersonesos came to a definitive end with the

Peace of 337, when the poleis of the Chersonesos presumably

joined Philip’s Panhellenic League (IG ii² 236; for various

restorations of the Chersonesitai in b7, see Staatsverträge no.

403). The latter evidence was interpreted (Kahrstedt (1954)

37–40) as revealing the formation of a new (federal?) politi-

cal entity, which presumably included all Chersonesitan

cities except Kardia (no. 665) and was responsible for issuing

a series of bronze coins with the inscription ΧΕΡ or

ΧΕΡΡΟ: obv. lion’s head, or female head, or head of

Athena; rev. corn-grain (Head, HN² 258; SNG. Cop. Thrace

844–49; for an alternative interpretation of this coinage, see

infra 905).

Written sources provide us with information about a

total of twenty-four named settlements on the Chersonesos

of the Archaic and Classical periods.⁵ Owing to the lack of

systematic archaeological research (with the exception of

excavations at Elaious (no. 663)), only three of these settle-

ments have been identified beyond reasonable doubt

(Alopekonnesos (no. 659), Elaious (no. 663) and Madytos

(no. 669)); the location of three others (Chersonesos/Agora

(no. 661), Kardia (no. 665), Sestos (no. 672)) has been estab-

lished with some degree of probability, while eighteen

remain unlocated.⁶ The following Inventory comprises fif-

teen settlements considered to have been poleis of type A or

B or C in the Archaic and Classical periods;⁷ the remaining

nine are listed below in alphabetical order:

⁴ Usually interpreted as the political community of Athenian colonists; cf. a
decree of “the Athenians in Chersonesos” (IG ii² 275 (336/5)).

⁵ The list of settlements excludes sanctuaries, altars, heroa and other minor
localities recorded in Classical or in late sources, such as Argos (App. Syr. 63);
tomb/monument of Hekuba (Strabo 13.1.28: ‘Εκ�βης τ�φος; Diod. 13.40.6:
‘Εκ�βης µνηµε5ον, alternatively named Κυν�ς σ8µα (Thuc. 8.104.5; Strabo
13.1.28; Plin. HN 4.49)); UΕλλης τ�φος (Hdt. 7.58.2);Λευκ� �κτ� (Hdt. 7.25.2);
Πρωτεσιλ�ειον (Strabo 7 fr. 52, 13.1.31; cf. Hdt. 7.33; Thuc. 8.102.3; Arr. An. 1.11.5;
Plin. HN 4.49). On a city named Α2#λειον attributed to the Thracian
Chersonesos by Steph. Byz. 53.1, see Flensted-Jensen (1995) 117; according to Plin.
HN 4.49, Aiolion was the name of the extreme tip of the Chersonesos peninsula
(extrema Cherronesi frons).

⁶ Later sources provide the names of 7 additional settlements unattested in
Classical sources: Aphrodisias (Ptol.) �Aphroditis polis (Steph. Byz.),
Hexamilion (Ptol.), Theskos (Agathias), Kallipolis (Livy 31.16.5 (r209)); Kiberis
(Procop.), Cissa (Plin. HN 4.48), Koila (�Caela, Cuela; Plin. HN 4.47).

⁷ This number is higher than the 11 or 12 suggested by Xenophon at Hell.
3.2.8–10 and the 12 listed in Ps.-Skylax, i.e. 11 toponyms after the heading π#λεις
. . . α_δε plus Agora called polis individually. Note, however, that Aigos potamoi
was not a polis in the period described by Xenophon and that Deris is outside the
Thracian Chersonese proper.
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1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Arrhianoi (?ρριανο� or ?ρριαν�) Locality on the

Hellespontine coast of the Chersonesos (Thuc. 8.104.2: �π�

’Ιδ�κου µ/χρι ?ρριαν+ν), otherwise unattested. Not in

Barr.

Drabos (∆ρ�βος) Strabo 7 fr. 51 (52). Locality on the

north coast of the Chersonesos west of Kardia (no. 665),

sometimes identified with Araplos (no. 660) (Kahrstedt

(1954) 20 n. 47). Barr. C.

Idakos ( ;Ιδακος) Locality on the Hellespontine coast of

the Chersonesos (Thuc. 8.104.2), otherwise unattested. Not

in Barr.

Kobrys (Κ+βρυς) Listed as a π#λις Θρ��κης by Steph.

Byz. 400.10, quoting Theopomp. fr. 84, but in such a way that

we cannot be sure whether Theopompos is his authority for

the toponym only or for the site-classification as well

(Hansen and Nielsen (2000) 141). According to Ps.-Skylax

67, it was one of two emporia (with Kypasis, infra), both

dependencies of Kardia (no. 665), located on the Gulf of

Melas, south of the estuary of the river Melas (Hansen

(1997b) 88–89). Kobrys has tentatively but unconvincingly

been identified with Krobyle by ATL i. 480 followed by

Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47. Barr. C.

Koila (Κο5λα) According to Ptol.Geog.3.12.4, a settlement

on the Hellespontine coast of the Chersonesos, between

Elaious (no. 663) and Sestos (no. 672). According to Plin.

HN, a harbour on the Gulf of Melas (4.49) not far from

Alopekonnesos (no. 659) (4.74). In Barr. identified with a

site between Madytos (no. 669) and Sestos with remains of

the Classical period. Barr. C.

Kypasis (Κ�πασις) Listed as a π#λις περ�

‘Ελλ�σποντον by Steph. Byz. 395.12, quoting Hecat. fr. 162,

but in such a way that we cannot be sure whether Hekataios

is his authority for the toponym only or for the site-

classification as well (Hansen (1997a) 18). According to Ps.-

Skylax 67, it was one of two emporia (with Kobrys, supra),

both dependencies of Kardia (no. 665), located on the Gulf

of Melas, south of the estuary of the river Melas

(Oberhummer (1925); Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47; Isaac (1986)

187; Hansen (1997b) 88–89). In Barr. Kypasis is located north

of the river Melas. Barr. C.

Pteleon (Πτελε#ν) Locality in the vicinity of Leuke Akte

and the altar of Zeus Horios (Dem. 7.39–40); presumably

situated near Baklar Burnu (ATL i. 564 n. 5; Kirsten (1959)

1484, 2465; Isaac (1986) 197) and tentatively equated with

Kypasis (Kahrstedt (1954) nn.46–47; see supra,Kypasis).Not

in Barr.

Teichos Aratou (τε5χος ?ρ�του) A fort (presumably

Thracian), in the vicinity of the isthmus of the Chersonesos,

occupied by the Athenians under Miltiades (Paus. 6.19.6

(rC6); cf. Berve (1937) 39; Kahrstedt (1954) 10; Loukopoulou

(1989) 74, 186). Not in Barr.

“Tower of Hero” (‘Ηρο%ς π�ργος) A coastal locality, pre-

sumably west of Sestos (no. 672) (Strabo 13.1.22). Not in Barr.

II. The Poleis

658. Aigos potamoi (Aigos po(-)) Map. 51. Lat. 27.20,

long. 26.35. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C:α. The toponym

is Α2γ�ς ποταµο�, οH (Xen. Hell. 2.1.24; Marm. Par. A57

(r468/7)), named after the nearby river: Α2γ�ς ποταµ#ς

(Ps.-Skylax 67; IG v.1 239.5 (C4e)). The collective and inter-

nal use of the city-ethnic is attested in abbreviated form on

some C4s coins: ΑΙΓΟΣ ΠΟ (infra).

Aigos potamoi was situated on the Hellespontine coast of

the Chersonesos, not far from Sestos (no. 672), and presum-

ably near the river Aigos potamos (Xen. Hell. 2.1.20–29; cf.

schol. Ael. Arist. 164.17). Hauvette-Besnault (1880) 517–18

found no remains along the river. The actual distance

between Sestos and the river Aigos potamos is c.105 stadia;

but the distance between Sestos and Aigos potamoi was 15

stadia according to Xen. Hell. 2.1.25 and 280 according to

Strabo 7 fr. 55. Both must be wrong, but Xenophon’s account

of the situation leading up to the battle in 405 shows beyond

doubt that Sestos must have been within walking distance of

Aigos potamoi; see also πλησ�ον Σηστο% at schol. Ael.

Arist. 1.167. It seems, pace Barr., that Aigos potamoi must be

located somewhere south of the river.

It is apparent from Xen. Hell. 2.1.25 and 28 that Aigos

potamoi was not a polis in 405, but the silver coins of, prob-

ably, C5, and the bronze coins issued in C4s (infra) indicate

that Aigos potamoi probably had had polis status at some

point in C5, and probably acquired polis status again some

time c.350: it is not among the poleis on the Chersonesos list-

ed at Ps.-Skylax 67, a chapter that includes Datos (no. 629)

and thus must be dated to C4m or a little later. Aigos pota-

moi is called a deserted polichne by Strabo (7 fr. 55) and a

polis by Steph. Byz.
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Aigos potamoi struck coins in C5–C4. (1) “Small silver

coins with obv. head of a goat; rev. incuse reverse of the

Chersonesian pattern” (Head, HN² 258, referring to BM).

According to Head, these coins are certainly earlier than 405.

(2) Bronze: obv. Demeter; rev. goat; legend: ΑΙΓΟΣ ΠΟ.

Date: c.300 (Head, HN² 258; Kahrstedt (1954) 35, 38; Isaac

(1986) 196; SNG Cop. Thrace 850–54); before Alexander:

BMC; C4: Grose/McClean; MacDonald/Hunterian).

659. Alopekonnesos (Alopekonnesios) Map 51. Lat.

40.20, long. 26.15. Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]:α. The

toponym is ?λωπεκ#ννησος, ! (Dem. 23.166; Ps.-Skylax

67). The city-ethnic is ?λωπεκονν�σιος (IG ii² 1443.97

(344/3)) or, once, ?λωποκονν�σιος (IG i³ 282.i.21).

Alopekonnesos is not explicitly called a polis in any Archaic

or Classical source, but in Ps.-Skylax 67, where polis is used

in the urban sense, ?λωπεκ#ννησος is the fourth of eleven

toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . .α_δε. The polit-

ical sense is attested in IG i³ 282.i.15 and 21, where the

Alepokonnesians are listed under the heading α_δε π#λεις.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

abbreviated form on C4 coins (infra) and externally in liter-

ature (Ephor. fr. 39) and in inscriptions (IG i³ 277.v.8). The

individual use is attested both externally (IG xii.8 95 (C2),

Imbros; IG xii.8 190.10–11 (C1), Samothrake; cf.

Robert (1948) 37 (C1)) and internally in funerary 

inscriptions of Roman date, discovered at neighbouring

sites in the Chersonesos, also with variant forms such as

?λαποκον�σιος (cf. Robert (1948) 37–39).

Alopekonnesos was situated between Limnai (no. 668)

and Elaious (no. 663) (Ps.-Skymnos 705–7), at the southern

end of the Gulf of Melas, directly north of Cape Mazousia

and Elaious (Strabo 7 fr. 51). In Ps.-Skylax 67 it is listed

between the unlocated settlements of Paion (no. 670) and

Araplos (no. 660). It lay on a headland running out towards

Imbros, a place swarming with robbers and pirates in C4m

(Dem. 23.166–68). The presumed location of Alopekonnesos

on the promontory of Küçuk Kemikli, at the north end of

Suvla Bay, following Strabo’s description, is archaeologically

and epigraphically confirmed (Hauvette-Besnault (1880)

518–20; Picard and Reinach (1912) 277; Hutton (1914–16); cf.

Robert (1948) 37–39; Isaac (1986) 189–91).

Alopekonnesos was founded by Aiolians, and the

Alopekonnesians were the first to colonise Ainos (no. 641)

(Ephor. fr. 39; cf. Strabo 7 fr. 52). The foundation of

Alopekonnesos is presumed to antedate the C6 Athenian

colonisation of the Chersonesos. It was probably integrated

into the Chersonesitan state set up by Miltiades, but after

the flight of Miltiades and the Persian occupation, it

regained its independence and became a member of the

Athenian League. Thus, it is the first city of the

Chersonesos to appear independently as a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district

and is recorded in the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG i³

261.iii.29, mostly restored) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.i.21 and

iii.55, almost entirely restored) a total of fifteen times, three

times completely restored, paying 3,240 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³

263.v.14), 1,000 dr. from 442/1 onwards (IG i³ 270.ii.14, a

reduction usually attributed to the establishment of

Athenian klerouchs; cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 16; Isaac (1986)

179–80, 190), and later, from 435/4, 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 277.v.8).

In 429/28 Alopekonnesos is listed (with Sestos (no. 672))

among poleis of the Hellespontine district that

καταδηλο̃σι τ�ν φ#ρον (present a voucher for tribute) (IG

i³ 282.i.15–16 and 21), presumably contributing to the

maintenance of the hellespontophylakes and serving as

bases for the fleet patrolling the Hellespontine waters (ATL

i. 449–50; cf. Thuc. 2.24.1). During the lengthy conflict

between Athens and the Odrysians for control of the

Chersonesos in the second-quarter of C4, Alopekonnesos,

which had become a pirates’ nest, was besieged by the

Athenians in 360/59 (Dem. 23.166–68), and seems to have

become part of the Atheno-Thracian condominium, rati-

fied by the short-lived treaty of 357 (IG ii² 126; cf. Kahrstedt

(1954) 27; contested by Veligianni (1995) 161–68). Ten years

later Alopekonnesos joined the demos of Chersonesos (no.

661) and of Madytos (no. 669) in awarding Athens a golden

crown (IG ii² 1443.95–97 (347/6)).

Alopekonnesos struck bronze coins from c.400 to c.200:

obv. usually Dionysos, or head of maenad, rarely Apollo or

Athena; rev. fox, or kantharos, or bunch of grapes; on later

coins, ear of wheat. Legend: ΑΛΩ or ΑΛΩΠΕΚΟΝ

(Head, HN² 258; SNG.Cop. Thrace 856–61; Yarkin (1978)).

660. Araplos Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:α? The only

reference to the site is in Ps.-Skylax 67, where Xραπλος is

one of eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . .

α_δε and located between Alopekonnesos (no. 659) and

Elaious (no. 663) on the north coast of the Chersonesos.

Tentatively identified with Drabos (Kahrstedt (1954) 31 and

n. 47). But Drabos (Strabo 7 fr. 51) is east of Alopekonnesos,

while Ps.-Skylax locates Araplos south-west of that town

(Isaac (1986) 188). Thus, the two sites should be distin-

guished as they are in Barr.

661. Chersonesos/Agora (Chersonesites ap’ Agoras)

Map 51. Lat. 40.30, long. 26.45. Size of territory: 3. Type: A:α.
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The toponym is either Χερρ#νησος (Hecat. fr. 163) or,

usually, ?γορ� (Hdt. 7.58.2; Ps.-Skylax 67; Dem. 7.39 with

schol. (no. 43, Dilts); Steph. Byz. 20.9). The city-ethnic is

Χερρον�σιοι (Hecat. fr. 163) or Χερρονεσ5ται (IG i³

259.ii.28, 268.ii.7). In literary sources, it is in most cases

impossible to distinguish whether Χερσονησ�της is a city-

ethnic designating the polis of Agora (no unquestionable

example) or a regional ethnic designating all the inhabitants

of the peninsula (cf. e.g. Hdt. 6.39:οH Χερσονησ5ται . . .�π�

πασ/ων τ+ν πολ�ων). Agora is called a polis in the urban

sense by Ps.-Skylax 67 and in the territorial sense by Hdt.

7.58.2 (see Hansen (1996) 37). The political sense is implicit-

ly attested in the Athenian tribute lists, where the

Chersonesitai ap’ Agoras are once recorded under the head-

ingπ#λες hα�δε (IG i³ 282.Bi.11–14).That it was a polis in the

political sense as well is indicated by its membership of the

Delian League (infra). The collective and external use of the

city-ethnic is attested in the Athenian tribute lists (supra).

The individual and external use of the city-ethnic

Χερσονησ�της is attested in Attic funerary inscriptions (IG

i³ 1301 (C5m); IG ii² 10505 (C4m)), but in both cases it is

impossible to decide whether the reference is to the Taurian

or the Thracian Chersonesos.

Chersonesos/Agora was situated between Paktye (no.

671) and Kardia (no.665) (Ps.-Skylax 67) in the middle of the

isthmus of the Chersonesos peninsula, presumably on the

line of the fortification wall constructed for defensive rea-

sons by Miltiades (Hdt. 6.36.2). It is usually identified with

Hellenistic Lysimacheia (Strabo 7 frr. 51 and 53), and is ten-

tatively located at Bulair (ATL i. 564–65).

Chersonesos/Agora was presumably settled with

Athenian colonists by Miltiades the Elder, honoured by law

(Bς ν#µος) as oikistes with sacrifices and athletic games

(Hdt. 6.38.1; see Isaac (1986) 166–67). It is believed to have

been his capital (ATL i. 563), with the appellation Agora

reflecting the function of the settlement as a market-place—

indeed, the major trading centre with the Thracian tribes of

the adjacent hinterland—situated on the limes of the

Chersonesitan state, i.e. along the Long Wall constructed

across the neck of the peninsula of the Chersonesos

(Kahrstedt (1954) 7; in n. 10 he interprets ?γορα5ον τε5χος

in Steph. Byz. 20.10 as signifying “Agora by the Wall of

Miltiades”). Undoubtedly Chersonesos/Agora received

fresh colonists both in C5m, under Perikles, and in C4f,

under Derkylidas (Xen. Hell. 4.8.5 (398)), Chares (Diod.

16.34.3–4 (353/2)) and Diopeithes (Dem. 8 hypoth. (343/2)).

In 347/6 a golden crown was awarded to Athens by the demos

in Chersonesos (IG ii² 1493.97, partly restored).

If Chersonesos/Agora was indeed the centre of Miltiades’

Chersonesitan state, we should assume that it housed the

prytaneion mentioned by Hdt. 6.38.2. It is generally believed

that the entry Χερρονεσ5ται in the Athenian tribute lists

refers to the polis Chersonesos/Agora, presumably rep-

resenting the remains of the old Chersonesitan state. The

Chersonesitai belonged to the Hellespontine district and are

recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.28) to

418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.27) a total of seventeen times, twice com-

pletely restored. They are first recorded as Χερσονεσ5ται

(IG i³ 268.ii.7) but from, probably, 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i.34–35)

mostly as Χερρονεσ5ται �π’ ?γορ[ς (IG i³ 277.v.9–10).

Chersonesos was regularly assessed at 18 tal. from 454/3 to

452/1 (IG i³ 261.ii.31), but 13 tal, 4,840 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³

263.v.12). Their contribution appears drastically reduced to

1 tal. (IG i³ 270.ii.13), perhaps after 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.91,

amount not preserved) following the establishment of 1,000

Athenian colonists under Perikles (ATL i. 563–64; Kahrstedt

(1954) 15). Chersonesos was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG

i³ 71.iii.73–74).

Apart from the coins struck in C6–C5 when

Chersonesos/Agora was the capital of Miltiades’ state (supra

901), the Chersonesitai struck coins (silver and bronze) from

c.350 onwards (Kraay (1976) 158; SNG Cop. Suppl. 99). (1)

Half-sigloi in silver: obv. bounding lion with head reverted;

rev. a variety of types in quadripartite incuse square (olive

leaf, dolphin, lizard, etc.). (2) Small denominations in

bronze: obv. lion’s head, or head of Athena; rev. barley-corn;

legend: ΧΕΡ or ΧΕΡΡΟ (Head, HN² 257; SNG. Cop.

Thrace 824–49, Suppl. 99). These coins are often taken to be

federal (Head, HN² 258; Kahrstedt (1954) 40; see supra 902),

but they are apparently contemporary with the silver half-

sigloi and with the C4s coins of Elaious (no. 663), Krithote

(no. 667) and Madytos (no. 669), and are better interpreted

as a polis coinage struck by Agora/Chersonesos 

(M. H. Hansen per litteras).

662. Deris (Deraios?) Map 51. Lat. 40.40, long. 26.50. Size

of territory ? Type: B:α? The only reference to the site is in

Ps.-Skylax 67, where ∆ερ�ς is listed as an emporion situated

between the river Melas and Kobrys; cf. ATL i. 480, where a

location between Ainos (no. 641) and the river Melas is pro-

posed; see also Kahrstedt (1954) 20–21 with nn. 47–48; Isaac

(1986) 187. ∆ερ�ς is tentatively equated with ∆ειρ�, ethnic:

∆ειρα5ος, recorded in Steph. Byz. 224.1–2 as a polis and a

member of the Delian League (π#λις ?θηνα�ων

συµµαχικ�). Following Meineke and Krech, the editors of

IG i³ believe that Stephanos’ source is Krateros’ συναγωγ�
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ψηφισµ�των, and at IG i³ 100 fr. 26 they print the recon-

structed city-ethnic ∆ερα5οι. For settlements which were

both a polis and an emporion, see Hansen (1997b).

663. Elaious (Elaiousios) Map 51. Lat. 40.05, long. 26.15.

Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

’Ελαιο%ς, W (Hdt. 7.22; Thuc. 8.102.2) or, later, ’Ελεο%ς

(Diod. 13.49.5; Strabo 7 fr. 51; Paus. 1.34.2). The city-ethnic is

’Ελαιο�σιος (IG ii² 228.9 (341/0)). Elaious is not explicitly

called a polis in any Archaic or Classical source, but in Ps.-

Skylax 67, where polis is used in the urban sense, ’Ελαιο%ς is

the sixth of eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις

. . .α_δε. The political sense is attested in IG ii² 43.78 and B27,

where the Elaiousians under the heading π#λεις are listed as

members of the Second Athenian Naval League. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on C4s coins

(infra) and externally in both literary sources (Hdt. 9.120.4;

Thuc. 8.107.2) and inscriptions (IG i³ 285.ii.81–82 (421/20);

IG ii² 228 �Tod 174 (340)). The individual and external

form is found in a C4 honorary decree passed by the kler-

ouchs in Samos (no. 865) (SEG 1 349 (C4), Samos; IG xii.6

253.12 (c.350)).

A city of the Thracian Chersonesos, Elaious is listed

between Araplos (no. 660) and Madytos (no. 669) by Ps.-

Skylax 67, between Alopekonnesos (no. 659) and Sestos (no.

672) by Ps.-Skymnos 707–8. According to Strabo (7 frr. 51

and 55), its precise location was on a bay directly east of Cape

Mazousia at the southernmost tip of the Chersonesos, at a

distance of 40 stadia from the city of Sigeion (no. 791).

Strabo gives the distance from Kardia (no. 665) as just over

400 stadia, and from Sestos as 170 stadia. Thanks to archae-

ological and epigraphic finds, Elaious has been securely

identified with the modern village of Eski Hissarlik at the

eastern end of Morto Bay.

The archaeological evidence points to the presence of

Greek colonists in C7l (Isaac (1986) 193). In C6m Elaious was

colonised by Athenians under Φορβοων (Ps.-Skymnos

707–8), in ATL i. 289 n. 75 emended to Φρ�νων

(Loukopoulou (1989) 68). According to Bengtson (1939)

19–20, it is a legend fabricated to serve Athenian propagan-

da, but Elaious was undoubtedly in Athenian hands in C5e

(Hdt. 6.140.1). Elaious was a member of the Delian League.

It belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in

the tribute lists from 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.100) to 421/0 (IG i³

285.ii.81–82) a total of fourteen times, four times complete-

ly restored, paying a phoros of 3,000 dr. in all years (IG i³

265.i.100). In 430/29 and 429/8 the Elaiousians are listed

among cities of the Hellespontine district who paid part of

their tribute in the form of misthos (IG i³ 281.iii.47,

282B.i.9), presumably contributing to the maintenance of

the hellespontophylakes (ATL i. 449–50; cf. Thuc. 2.24.1).

Elaious was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.78–79).

It is the only city of the Chersonesos to have joined the

Second Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.B27). It remained

loyal to Athens even under pressure from Kotys and despite

the siege by Charidemos in 360 (Dem. 23.158); cf. the golden

crown awarded in 347/6 to the Athenians by the Elaiousian

demos (IG ii² 1443.93–95); its loyalty was recognised and rec-

ompensed by the Athenians: in 341 the privileges of the

“Chersonesitans” were extended to the Elaiousians, who

obtained equal property rights with the Athenian klerouchs

settled in the Chersonesos, probably in 353 under Chares

and in 343 under Diopeithes. On this occasion, the ambassa-

dors of Elaious are presumed to have been awarded

Athenian citizenship, since they were invited to dine (.π�

δε5πνον not ξ/νια) in the prytaneion (IG ii² 228 �Osborne

(1981) D15). In C4 a citizen of Elaious was granted proxenia

by Chios (PEP Chios 50.10).

Elaious is known to have possessed a safe harbour at the

southern entrance of the Hellespont (Hdt. 6.140.1; Thuc.

8.101) and at the eastern end of Morto Bay (Picard and

Reinach (1912) 314–15; cf. Isaac (1986) 192–93). The sieges of

Elaious in 411 (Thuc. 8.103.1) and in 360 (Dem. 23.158) indi-

cate that the town was fortified in the Classical period. The

tomb and sanctuary of Protesilaos were situated in the

immediate vicinity of the city (Hdt.7.33, 9.116; Thuc. 8.102;

Arr. An. 1.11.5; Plin. HN 4.11.49; cf. Strabo 7 fr. 51 (52):

Πρωτεσιλ�ειον). The Protesilaeion was tentatively ident-

ified with a prehistoric mound on the western shore of the

bay (Casson (1926) 217–18). Excavations of the cemetery of

Elaious have confirmed both the first foundation of the city

in C7l as an Athenian (or Aiolian) colony and the unam-

biguous Athenian predominance after 550 (Pottier (1915);

CRAI (1915) 268ff, (1916) 40ff, (1921) 130ff; cf. BCH 44 (1920)

411; Waiblinger (1978)).

Elaious struck bronze coins from c.350 to 281: obv. prow,

head of Athena, or of Artemis; rev. wreath, or owl, or bee;

legend:ΕΛΑΙ,ΕΛΑΙΟΥΣΙΩΝ (Head,HN ² 259–60; SNG

Cop. Thrace 889–98).

664. Ide Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:α? The only refer-

ence to the site is in Ps.-Skylax 67, where ;Ιδη is the second of

eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε

and, alongside Paion (no. 670), located between Kardia (no.

665) and Alopekonnesos (no. 659) on the north coast of the

Chersonesos (Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47; Isaac (1986) 188).
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665. Kardia (Kardianos) Map 51. Lat. 40.35, long. 26.45.

Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Καρδ�α,

! (Hdt. 6.36.2; Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262) fr.1:–η;

IG i³ 1144.35 (464)). The city-ethnic is Καρδιαν#ς (IG xii.6

20.4, Samos (314–306)). Kardia is called a polis in both the

political and the urban senses at Dem. 8.64 and 9.35. For the

political sense, see also Dem. 23.181–82. For the urban sense,

see also Hdt. 6.33.3, 36.2, 41.1, 7.58.2, 9.115.1. In Ps.-Skylax 67,

where polis is used in the urban sense, Καρδ�α is the first of

eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

C4s coins (infra) and externally in Hegesippos’speech about

the Chersonesos (Dem. 7.41–44). The individual and exter-

nal use is found in an Epidaurian proxeny decree (IG iv²

49.4 (C4l)) and in an Attic funerary inscription (IG ii² 8961

(C4)).

Kardia was situated at the southern end of the Gulf of

Melas (Ps.-Skylax 67; Strabo 7 fr. 51; cf. Plin. HN 4.48), on the

western coast of the isthmus of the Chersonesos, at the west-

ern end of the Long Wall, at a distance of 40 stadia from

Paktye (no. 671) at the other end (Strabo 7 fr. 53). Kardia is

considered to be the first polis of the Thracian Chersonesos

(Ps.-Skymnos 698–99; Strabo 7 fr. 51; cf. Dem. 5.25) at a dis-

tance of 420 stadia from the southernmost tip at Elaious

(no. 663) (Hdt. 6.36.2) or 400 stadia according to Ps.-Skylax

67. It is tentatively located at Cape Bakla Burnu, west of

Baklar Liman (cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 13–14; Isaac (1986) 188

with n. 162).

Kardia was founded by Milesians (no. 854) and

Klazomenians (no. 847), and refounded in C6m by

Athenians under Miltiades the Elder (Ps.-Skymnos 700–3;

cf. Strabo 7 fr. 51). The name of its ktistes was either

Hermochares (Steph. Byz. 358.3–4) or Hermokrates of

Miletos (schol. Dem. 5.25 no. 38, Dilts). An anecdote told by

Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262) fr. 1 indicates that the

Kardians were defeated by the Bisaltians in a battle fought

in, probably, C6. Kobrys and probably also Kypasis, emporia

on the adjacent coast south of the estuary of the river Melas,

are said to have belonged to the Kardianoi (Ps.-Skylax 67).

Holding a key location for the Chersonesos (Dem. 23.182),

Kardia was used by Miltiades II as a port of his capital in

Chersonesos/Agora (Hdt. 6.41.1), and is said to have escaped

occupation by the Phoenician fleet in the Ionian Revolt

(Hdt. 6.33.1). Kardia’s absence from the Athenian tribute

lists is usually explained by assuming that, together with

other unnamed neighbouring cities, it is included among

the Χερσονησ5ται, later the Χερσονησ5ται �π’ �γορ[ς

(Kahrstedt (1954) 18; Isaac (1986) 188). In the troubled 

period following the defeat of Athens, Kardia fell under

Thracian rule and became an operational base

(Wρµητ�ριον) for Charidemos under Kotys and his succes-

sors. Charidemos and the Kardians murdered the pretender

Miltokythes, who was allied with Athens (Dem. 23.169, 175),

and the city was explicitly excluded from all treaties between

the Athenians and the Thracian kings (Dem. 23.181–82; cf.

Diod. 16.34.4 for the treaty of 353/2).

After the eclipse of the Thracian kingdom, Kardia refused

to admit Athenian klerouchs (Dem. 8 hypoth. 2; Diod. 16.34.4)

and became allied with Philip II (Dem. 12.11), probably as

early as 352 (Hammond and Griffith (1979) 380–81). He pro-

tected the city against attacks from the Athenian 

klerouchs and offered, in vain, the Athenians to settle the dis-

pute by arbitration (Dem. 7.41–44). The Athenians refused,

whereupon Philip sent a force to Kardia (Dem. 8.58, 64,

hypoth. 2, 12.11). The Kardianoi are believed to have 

participated in 338/7 in the League of Corinth (city-ethnic

tentatively restored in IG ii² 236b7 by Kahrstedt (1954) 37–38).

During the reign of Alexander, Kardia was ruled by a tyrant,

Hekataios (Plut. Eum. 3.6), and in C4l ‘Ηγησ�στρατος

‘Εκατα�ου Καρδιαν#ς, presumably the son of the tyrant,

was proclaimed proxenos and theorodokos of Asklepios and

was granted ateleia and asylia in Epidauros (IG iv².1 49).

Kardia is said to have a gymnasion in C4 (Plut. Eum. 1).

Kardia struck bronze coins, probably from 350 to 309,

when the city seems to have been incorporated into

Lysimacheia: obv. head of Demeter wearing corn wreath, or

lion, or lion’s head; rev. lion, or corn-grain in linear square.

Legend:ΚΑΡ∆ΙΑ or ΚΑΡ∆ΙΑΝΟΣ or ΚΑΡ∆ΙΑΝΩΝ

(Head, HN² 259; SNG. Cop. Thrace 862–71; cf. Kahrstedt

(1954) 38–40).

666. Kressa Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 26.35. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: [A]:α? The only unquestionable reference to the

site is in Ps.-Skylax 67, where Κρ8σσα is the ninth of eleven

toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε and is

located between the river Aigos potamos and Krithote (no.

667) on the south coast of the Chersonesos. Presumably to be

identified with Cissa listed in Plin. HN 3.48: Cherronesos a

Propontide habuit Tiristasin, Crithoten, Cissam flumini Aegos

adpositam. The position near the river Aigos potamos has led

to the further identification of Κρ8σσα/Cissa with the set-

tlement of Α2γ�ς ποταµο� (no. 658) (Müller in GGM i 56;

Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47), which, however, must have been

situated south of the river and close to Sestos (supra 903).

667. Krithote (Krithousios) Map 51. Lat. 40.25, long.

26.40. Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is
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Κριθ)τη (Hellan. fr. 27; Isoc. 15.112) or Κριθωτ� (Ps.-

Skylax 67; Strabo 7 fr. 55). The city-ethnic is Κριθο�σιος on

C4s coins (infra). Isoc. 15.107–8 calls Krithote a polis in both

the political and the urban senses. In Ps.-Skylax 67, where

polis is used in the urban sense, Κριθ)τη is the tenth of

eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on

C4s coins (infra).

Krithote is listed among the cities of the Hellespontine

coast south of Paktye (no. 671) and north of Kressa (no. 666)

(Ps.-Skylax 67) or north of Madytos (Ps.-Skymnos 711) or

north of Kallipolis (Strabo 7 fr. 55) or between Tiristasis and

Cissa (Plin. HN 4.48). According to Steph. Byz. 384.18–19, it

was situated at a distance of 80 stadia from Kardia (no. 665).

Krithote must be located somewhere near modern Gelibolu

(Isaac (1986) 191), and probably to the north (Kahrstedt

(1954) 10–11) rather than to the south (Barr.).

Krithote was founded by the Athenians under Miltiades

(Ephor. fr. 40; Ps.-Skymnos 712; see Obst (1932)). Never list-

ed independently as a member of the Delian League,

Krithote was presumably included among the Chersonesitae

in the tribute lists. Occupied by Ariobarzanes in C4e, it was

recovered by the Athenians under Timotheos (Isoc. 15.108,

112). Later besieged by the Thracians under Charidemos

(Dem. 23.158), it remained, with Elaious (no. 663), an

Athenian possession. The mention of a siege shows that

Krithote was fortified.

Krithote struck bronze coins from c.350 to 281. Obv. head

of Demeter, or of Athena; rev. corn-grain; legend: ΚΡΙ or

ΚΡΙΘΟ or ΚΡΙΘΟΥΣΙΩΝ (Head, HN ² 259; SNG Cop.

Thrace 886–88; cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 39–40).

668. Limnai (Limnaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long. 26.15.

Size of territory: probably 2. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

Λ�µναι, αH (Hecat. fr. 164; Anaximenes (FGrHist 72) fr. 26;

Ps.-Skymnos 705). The city-ethnic is Λιµνα5ος (IG i³

71.iii.107). In the Athenian tribute list of 429/8 the Limnaioi

are recorded under the heading π#λες α_δε (IG i³

282B.i.11–13). Limnai is listed as a π#λις .ν ‘Ελλησπ#ντ�ω

περ� Σηστ#ν by Steph. Byz. 417.11, quoting Hecat. fr. 164,

but in such a way that we cannot be sure whether Hekataios

is his authority for the toponym only or for the site-

classification as well (Hansen (1997a) 18). However, its status

as a polis is confirmed both by its membership of the Delian

League (infra) and by its status as a colony of Miletos (no.

854). The city-ethnic is unattested in literary sources, but the

collective and external use is recorded in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (infra).

In Ps.-Skymnos 705, Limnai is located west of

Lysimacheia and east of Alopekonnesos (no. 659). In Strabo

7 fr. 51, it is located west of Kardia (no. 665) and Drabos and

east of Alopekonnesos. Isaac (1986) 189 states:“in the tribute

lists it appears between Elaious and Alopekonnesos”. But the

only attestation of this sequence is in IG i³ 272.ii.30–34,

where all ethnics are completely restored. Nevertheless, fol-

lowing Isaac, Barr. locates Limnai south of Alopekonnesos.

Limnai was colonised by Milesians (Anaximenes

(FGrHist 72) fr.26; Ps.-Skymnos 705). It was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is recorded in the tribute lists from 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.97) to

(IG i³ 282.i.13) a total of thirteen times, five times complete-

ly restored, paying a phoros of 2,000 dr. in 447/6 (IG i³

265.i.97), reduced to 500 dr. in or before 442/1 (IG i³ 270.ii.11)

and raised to 1,000 dr. in the years 433/2–429/8 (IG i³

279.ii.25). In 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.67, restored) and 429/8 (IG

i³ 282B.i.13) the Limnaioi are recorded (together with the

Χερρονεσ5ται �π’ ?γορ[ς) as having paid their tribute to

the archontes; presumably they had to contribute to the

maintenance of magistrates established in these two cities,

following the special measures instituted by the Athenians

in the Hellespontine district; cf. Thuc. 2.24.1. Limnai, not

mentioned by Ps.-Skylax, is believed to have vanished by C4.

669. Madytos (Madytios) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long. 26.20.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μ�δυτος, !

(Hecat. fr. 165; Hdt. 9.120.4; Ps.-Skymnos 709). The city-

ethnic is Μαδ�τιος (IG i³ 1144.ii.34 (464)). It is called a polis

in the urban sense by Hdt. 9.120.4. In Ps.-Skylax 67,

Μ�δυτος is the seventh of eleven toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις . . . α_δε, where polis is used in the urban

sense. The political sense is attested in the Athenian tribute

lists, where Madytos appears under the heading hα�δε

(π#λεις) (IG i³ 281.iii.51). The C4s mint is further evidence

for polis status in the political sense (infra). The collective

form of the city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra)

and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 271.ii.34).

The individual and external use is attested only in one late

inscription (IGRR I 822).

Madytos is listed between Elaious (no. 663) and Sestos

(no. 672) (Ps.-Skylax 67; cf. Ps.-Skymnos 709–10), to the east

of Cape Kynos Sema and the site of Hekuba’s tomb, and west

of Cape Sestias (Strabo 7 fr. 55); together with Sestos it lay at

the narrowest part of the Hellespont (Ps.-Skymnos 709–10).

The Kynos Sema or tomb of Hekuba (Strabo 7 fr. 55) pre-

sumably belonged to its territory, as indicated by the rep-

resentation of a seated dog on the reverse of Madytos’ coins
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(infra). The toponym survived through the centuries in the

modern village of Maïto (now Eceabat), where several

antiquities—including inscriptions—were discovered,con-

firming the identification (Hauvette-Besnault (1880)

506–10; Picard and Reinach (1912) 306–12; IGRR i 822; cf.

Robert (1948) 38–39; BE (1972) 279; Isaac (1986) 194).

Madytos was colonised by Lesbians (Ps.-Skymnos

709–10), presumably in C7 (Isaac (1986) 161), and in any case

before the arrival of the Athenian colonists under Miltiades

the Elder (supra 900). Some Madytians are listed in the

Athenian casualty list of c.465 (IG i³ 1144.34–38), indicating

that the city was a member of the Delian League. Madytos

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 445/4 (IG i³ 267.v.3, completely restored)

to 421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.79) a total of twelve times, six times

completely restored, paying 500 dr. (IG i³ 270.ii.12), attested

until 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.32), later raised to 2,000 dr., attest-

ed from 435/4 (IG i³ 277.v.5). In 430/29 Madytos is listed

among those cities in the Hellespontine district whose trib-

ute (phoros) of 1,920 dr. took the form of pay (misthos), pre-

sumably a contribution to the maintenance of the

hellespontophylakes (IG i³ 281.iii.42–43 and 51; cf. Thuc.

2.24.1). Xen. Hell. 1.1.3 indicates that it possessed a good har-

bour, which served as a base for the Athenian fleet in 411 (cf.

Casson (1926) 212ff). In 346/5 Madytos joined other cities of

the Chersonesos in awarding Athens a golden crown (IG ii²

1443.98).

Madytos struck bronze coins in C4s. Types: obv. rushing

bull and fish, or female head; rev. dog seated, or lyre; legend:

ΜΑ∆Υ (Head, HN² 260: from 350; BMC: before Alexander;

SNG Cop. Thrace 923–26: 350 and later).

670. Paion Map 51. Unlocated. Type: [A]:? The only ref-

erence to the site is in Ps.-Skylax 67, where Παι)ν is the

third of eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις . . .

α_δε and, alongside Ide (no. 664), is located between Kardia

(no. 665) and Alopekonnesos (no. 659) on the north coast of

the Chersonesos (Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47; Isaac (1986)

188).

671. Paktye Map 51. Lat. 40.30, long. 26.45. Size of territo-

ry: 1 or 2. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is Πακτ�η (Hellan. fr.

127; Hdt. 6.36.2). The city-ethnic remains unattested. The

only source in which Paktye is described as a polis is the late

Hellenistic Ps.-Skymnos 711, but in Ps.-Skylax 67 Πακτ�η is

the last of eleven toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις

. . . α_δε, where polis is used in the urban sense. According to

Ps.-Skymnos 711–12, Paktye was founded by the Athenians

under Miltiades, i.e. in C6. Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47

and Isaac (1986) 196–97 suggest that Paktye in C5–C4 was a

second-order settlement and a dependency of the polis of

Chersonesos/Agora (no. 661), a view which seems to be con-

tradicted by the only source we have (Ps.-Skylax). It should

be noted, however, that Paktye is never included in the

Athenian tribute lists and is not known to have minted coins.

Paktye was situated on the Propontic coast of the isthmus

of the Chersonesos (Strabo 7 frr. 52 and 54), near the site of

Helle’s tomb (Hellan. fr. 127), at the eastern end of the forti-

fication wall constructed by Miltiades across the isthmus

(Hdt. 6.36.8; Strabo 7 fr. 54; Plin. HN 4.48). It lay east of

Krithote (no. 667) and west of Leuke Akte and the Hieron

Oros (Ps.-Skylax 67; Ps.-Skymnos 711–12; Strabo 7 fr. 56), at a

distance of 40 stadia from Kardia (no. 665), which occupied

the western end of the isthmus (Ps.-Skylax 67). Alkibiades is

said to have sought refuge in Paktye in 408 (Diod. 13.74.2;

Nep. Alc. 7.4). Its exact location remains uncertain (cf.

Kahrstedt (1954) 13–14; Isaac (1986) 197).

672. Sestos (Sestios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long. 26.25. Size of

territory: 3 or 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σηστ#ς,! (Hdt.

7.78; Thuc. 1.89.2; IG ii² 274.3 (C4m)) or W (Xen. Hell. 4.8.5;

Ephor. fr. 155); cf. Hom. Il. 2.836. The city-ethnic is Σ�στιος

(MDAI (1957) 165–69 2 � IG xii.6 43.3 (C4s)). Sestos is called

a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 7.33; Thuc. 8.62.3; Isoc.

15.107–8) and in the political sense (Isoc. 15.107–8).

Furthermore, after the heading α_δε π#λεις, the Sestians are

recorded in the Athenian tribute lists as members of the

Delian League (IG i³ 282B.i.20), and Sestos is recorded in

Ps.-Skylax’s list of cities on the Chersonesos (67). The col-

lective form of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

Hellenistic coins (ΣΕΣΤΙ, SNG Cop. Thrace 943), and

externally in literary (Dem. 23.160) and epigraphical sources

(IG i³ 267.iv.33). For the individual and external use, see

MDAI (1957) 165–69 2 � IG xii.6 43.3, Samos (C4s); IG ii²

10262–64, Athens (C4).

Sestos lay at the narrowest part of the Hellespont, oppo-

site Abydos (no. 765), east of Cape Sestias where the bridge

constructed by Xerxes touched the coast of Europe (Hdt.

7.33–34; Thuc. 8.62.3; Xen. Hell. 4.8.5; Ps.-Skylax 67; Polyb.

16.29.3–14; Strabo 2.5.22, 7 frr. 51, 55, 13.1.22; Ps.-Skymnos

709–10). It is probably to be located near Yalova, in the little

bay of Ak-Bachi, on the dominating hill of the Teke of

Ak-Bachi (Isaac (1986) 195, mentioning only a mediaeval

castle and monastery).

Sestos was colonised by Lesbians (Ps.-Skymnos 709–10;

Eustath. in Dionys. Per. 513 �GGM ii.314.43, quoting the

lost part of Strabo 7), presumably in C7 (Isaac (1986) 161),
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and in any case before the arrival of Athenian colonists in

C6 (supra 900). Sestos was conquered by the Persians along-

side all the other cities that were part of Miltiades’

Chersonesitan state (Hdt. 6.33, 39), and governed by

Artayktes (Hdt. 7.33, 78, 9.116–22). The city was besieged

and captured by the Athenians in 479/8 (Hdt. 9.114–19;

Thuc. 1.89.2; Diod. 11.37.4–5). Sestos was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is recorded in the tribute lists from 446/5 (IG i³ 266.v.24) to

421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.74) a total of thirteen times, five times

completely restored, paying a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³

270.ii.10) until 435/4, when it was raised to 1,000 dr. (IG i³

277.v.7). In 429/8 Sestos is listed (with Alopekonnesos (no.

659)) among poleis which καταδελο̃σι τ�µ φ#ρον (present

a voucher for tribute), presumably contributing to the

maintenance of the hellespontophylakes and serving as bases

for the fleet patrolling the Hellespontine waters (IG i³

282B.i.20; cf. Thuc. 2.24.1; Bradeen and McGregor (1973)

3–23). Thanks to its strategic location for seafaring and the

excellence of its harbour, Sestos served as a main base and

strong point (phrourion) for the Athenian fleet in 411 (Thuc.

8.62.2, φρο�ριον; cf. 102.1, 104.1, 107.1; Xen. Hell. 2.1.25, 4.8.5;

Pol. 16.29; Strabo 13.1.22; Procop. Aed. 4.10, 5.1.8). After the

battle at Aigos potamoi in 405, it was occupied by Lysandros

(Diod. 13.106.8), who expelled the Sestians and gave the city

and its territory to his officers; the Lakedaimonians, how-

ever, soon decreed that the Sestians should be restored to

their country (Plut. Lys. 14.3). Liberated from the Lake-

daimonians by Konon in 393 (Xen. Hell. 4.8.3, 5, 6), the city

fell under the rule of Ariobarzanes who, assisted by

Agesilaos and Timotheos, averted its occupation by Kotys in

365 (Xen. Ages. 2.26; Isoc. 15.108, 112) and presumably gave it

to Timotheos together with Krithote (no. 667) (Nep. Tim.

11.3). Sestos was eventually occupied by Kotys with support

from Abydos (360). In 353 the city was seized and exposed to

andrapodismos by the Athenian general Chares: the adult

population was killed, the rest enslaved (Diod. 16.34.3), and

new colonists (klerouchs) were settled by Chares in 353/2

(Diod. 16.34.4; IG ii² 1613.297). An Athenian(?) archon in

Sestos is mentioned in an Athenian decree of the same peri-

od (IG ii² 274; cf. the archontes in Chersonesos in IG ii² 275

(before 336/5)). In 355/4, the year before the andrapodismos,

a citizen of Sestos was granted proxenia by Athens (IG ii²

133).

Information about political institutions and public archi-

tecture is amply attested in inscriptions of Hellenistic and

Roman date, especially in the famous honorary decree for

the gymnasiarchos Menas (I.Sestos 1 (C2)).

Hdt. 9.115 describes Sestos as the strongest fortress (tei-

chos) of the region, and according to Theopomp. fr. 390 it

was small but strongly fortified and was connected with its

harbour by long walls, 2 plethra (61 m) apart (cf. Xen. Hell.

4,8.5; Ages. 2.26). The C4m Athenian rhetor Peitholaos

called Sestos “the Baker’s board of the Peiraeus” (Arist. Rh.

1411a14–15), undoubtedly referring to its importance for the

Athenian import of grain from the Pontic region.

Sestos did not begin to strike coins until c.300 (Head, HN²

260–61; cf. Kahrstedt (1954) 39).
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I. The Region

The European coast of the Propontis was settled by

Megarians (no. 225) and Samians (no. 864). By 480 four

colonies are recorded: viz. from east to west, Megarian

Byzantion (no. 674) and Selymbria (no. 679), and Samian

Perinthos (no. 678) and Bisanthe (no. 673), along with two

probably smaller and presumably dependent settlements,

Tyrodiza (no. 681) and Heraion [Teichos] (no. 676)

(Loukopoulou (1989) 51–57).

The settlement pattern appears enriched after the middle

of C5. In the Athenian tribute lists are recorded not only the

Greek colonies of this area, with the addition of Tyrodiza,

but also new independent members: viz. Neapolis “from

Athens” or “by Chersonesos” (no. 677) (evidently an

Athenian colony), Daminon Teichos (no. 675) and Serrion

Teichos (no. 680). The absence of Bisanthe and Heraion

Teichos from the tribute lists is usually believed to indicate a

probable extension in C5m of Thracian rule over the north-

western part of the coastal zone (Hdt. 7.137; Thuc. 2.67). In

fact,Bisanthe first appears in the assessment decrees of 425/4

(restored) and 422/1, and then again in 410/9 (restored).

With the rest of the western Propontis it probably came

under Athenian control after the victory at Kyzikos. Other

sites—viz. Ornoi, Ganos and Neon Teichos, probably situat-

ed in the westernmost part of the Propontic zone—are first

attested in connection with Alkibiades’ activity in the area

soon after 410.

In the following century, Ps.-Skylax 67 lists a total of six

“Thracian teiche” between the Chersonesos and Perinthos.

From west to east they are Leuke Akte, Teiristasis (usually

identified with Herodotos’ Tyrodiza), Herakleia, Ganos,

Ganiai and Neon Teichos. A seventh—Daminon Teichos—

is recorded between Perinthos and Selymbria.

Furthermore, a number of settlements—some of them 

of unspecified origin and status—are attested as places 

conquered by Philip II. They are Apros, Ergiske, Ganos,

Ganias, Hieron Oros, Myrtenon/Myrgiske and Serrion

Teichos (Theopomp. fr. 160; Dem. 18.27; Aeschin. 2.90, 3.82).

Two of them, Apros and Ergiske, together with Beos and

Sauthaba, are now epigraphically attested on silver vessels

from the treasure discovered in Rogozen in north-west

Bulgaria (SEG 37 618 (C4f)). All of these should be more or

less safely located in the hinterland of the Thracian

Chersonesos and the Propontic coast. Indeed, the vast area

extending east of Ainos (no. 641) to the Gulf of Bisanthe,

occupied in C6–C5 by the Apsinthians (Hdt. 6.39ff, 9.119.1)

and dominated by the imposing heights of the Hieron Oros

(�modern Tekir Dag), seems regularly to have shunned

permanent Greek control before the Makedonian conquest,

despite its importance for land communications between

the Propontic coast and the Gulf of Melas. As in other parts

of Thrace, the territories of the Greek colonies did not

extend far inland; no Greek foundations are recorded in the

hinterland of south-east Thrace, despite the explicit men-

tion of a land route linking the western Pontic coast with the

Propontis (Hdt. 4.90.2).According to literary and epigraph-

ic sources of Roman date, the rich plain of the river Ergines,

dominated by Mt. Strandza and as far as Cape Thynias—

thus in the immediate hinterland of Perinthos and

Byzantion—was the land of the Thracian ethnos of the Astai

(Strabo 7.6.1–2; Steph. Byz. 137.12, quoting Artemidoros;

Livy 38.40.7; Ps.-Skymnos 729; cf. Sayar (1998) 412, no. 294).

In the latter part of C5 and until the conquest of Thrace by

Philip II, the same area appears to have been under Odrysian

rule, either directly or indirectly through suzerainty over

local dynasts or chieftains; at times this rule extended as far

south as the north-western part of the Propontic seaboard

(Xen. An. 7.5.8).

Particularly notable in this area is the exceptionally fre-

quent use of the technical term teichos as a standard com-

ponent of toponyms and often also of the ethnics derived

from the toponyms. Such names denote fortified places and

indicate the imperative need for protection of the agricul-

tural chora of the colonies from incursions by native or
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neighbouring (sometimes even remote) barbarian tribes

(Loukopoulou (1989) 185–90). Indeed, the rise of the

Odrysian power in the latter part of C5 intensified the pre-

carious situation of the Greek settlements and the need for

external support from the leading Greek powers with vested

interests in the area, in particular the desire to control the

only maritime access to the Black Sea through the

Hellespont and the Bosporos.

The historical and political map of the area is doomed to

obscurity owing to the scarcity of literary sources, the lack of

systematic archaeological investigation in the Propontic

region and, in recent years, the dramatic development and

uncontrolled urbanisation of the coastal zone. In all, a total

of twenty-two ancient toponyms are known to denote set-

tlements of the Propontic coast and the adjacent Thracian

hinterland, not including the altar of Zeus Horios, the

“advanced” boundary (horos) of the Thracian Chersonesos,

between Pteleon and Leuke Akte (Dem. 7.39–41). Of these,

only four (Byzantion (no. 674), Heraion (no. 676), Perinthos

(no.678) and Selymbria (no. 679)) are explicitly described as

poleis in literary sources of Classical date. Mainly on epi-

graphic and numismatic evidence, five others are more or

less securely believed to have been poleis at least during part

of the same period, viz. Bisanthe (no. 673), Daminon

Teichos (no. 675), Neapolis “from Athens”(no. 677), Serrion

Teichos (no. 680) and Tyrodiza (no. 681). Yet only two of

these (Bisanthe and Tyrodiza) can be identified with some

degree of certainty. For the remaining thirteen, listed below

in alphabetical order, the existing evidence is inconclusive.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Apros (Xπρος) According to Steph. Byz. 107.5, a polis in

Thrace, conquered by the Makedonian army in C4m

(Theopomp. fr. 160). The toponym is epigraphically attested

on C4f silver vessels in the treasure of Rogozen, north-west

Bulgaria (SEG 37 618). Situated at a distance of 22–26 miles

west of Rhaidestos on the eastern extension of the Via

Egnatia (Plin. HN 4.11.48; It. Ant. 175, 332, 333, 334; It. Burd.

601: civitas Apris 24 [miles]), it is tentatively identified with a

site of Roman date located near the village of Germeyan

(Polychronidou-Loukopoulou (1990)). Barr. RL, but C also

attested (supra).

Beos or Beon (Β/ος or Β/ον) Epigraphically attested on

C4f silver vessels in the treasure of Rogozen, Bulgaria (SEG

37 618: .γ Β/ο), it was tentatively identified with the Roman

mutatio Bedizo, halfway between Rhaidestos and Apros (It.

Burd. 601; Polychronidou-Loukopoulou (1990)); cf., how-

ever, the mutatio Beodizum situated according to the same

source halfway between Tzurullon (�modern Corlu) and

Perinthos (no. 678) (It. Burd. 570.2), tentatively located in

the area of the village of Türkmenli, near the remains of an

ancient bridge (Sayar (1998) 67). Barr. (s.v.“Beodizo”) L, but

C also attested.

Ergiske (’Εργ�σκη) Called chorion at Dem. 7.37, 18.27;

Aeschin. 3.82; and Harp. s.v. Epigraphically attested on C4f

silver vessels in the treasure of Rogozen, Bulgaria (SEG 37

618). Not in Barr.

Ganiai (Γαν�αι) In Ps.-Skylax 67, Ganos and Ganiai are

listed as the fourth and fifth of six Thracian teiche. MS

Γαν�αι is sometimes interpreted as a corruption of Π�νιον

(see infra); but this emendation is unlikely when Ps.-

Skylax’s text is compared with Aeschin. 3.82, where a list of

choria in Thracian Propontis ends with Γ�νος κα�

Γανι�δα. Some commentators have rejected the toponym

Γανι�δα as a sarcastic duplication of Ganos (Richardson

(1889) 102), but its existence is ensured by a number of lexi-

cographers, principally Harp. Γ3, quoting the C2 geogra-

pher Artemidoros; see also Phot. Γ30 and Suda Γ59. Either

Γαν�αι and Γανι�ς are variant toponyms or Γαν�αι in Ps.-

Skylax should be emended to Γανι�ς. Not in Barr.

Ganos (Γ�νος) According to Aeschin. 3.82 a chorion; in

Xen. An. 7.5.8 listed as a teichos and together with Bisanthe

(no. 673) and Neon Teichos; in Ps.-Skylax 67 listed under the

heading τε�χη τ�δε. In Barr. identified with Serrion

Teichos (no. 680) and dated C.

Herakleia (‘Ηρ�κλεια) In Ps.-Skylax 67 listed as the third

toponym after the heading τε�χη τ�δε (after Teiristasis/

Tyrodiza and before Ganos), and usually identified with

Heraklitza/Erikli (Isaac (1986) 202). In Barr. identified with

Neapolis (no. 677) and dated C.

Krobyle (Κρωβ�λη) An unlocated settlement, together

with Tiristasis (infra 914) exposed to andrapodismos by the

Athenian general Diopeithes in 341 (Dem. 12.3; cf. Dem. 8

hypoth. 2–3); tentatively but unconvincingly identified with

Kobrys by ATL i. 480 followed by Kahrstedt (1954) 20 n. 47.

For Kobrys, one of the emporia of Kardia (no. 665) in the Gulf

of Melas, see supra 903. For an equally unlikely equation with

Neapolis ap’ Athenon (no. 677), see ATL i. 525. Not in Barr.

Myrtenon (Μυρτην#ν) Together with Serrion Teichos

(no. 680) and Ergiske, one of the .π�καιρα χωρ�α held by
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the Thracians in C4m (Dem. 18.27). A phrourion according

to Harp. Μ44, quoting Marsyas (FGrHist 135) fr. 1 and

Anaximenes of Lampsakos (FGrHist 72) fr. 14. Conquered in

346 by Philip II (Lib. Decl. 23.1.41). Ironically referred to 

in the diminutive form Myrtiske (Μυρτ�σκη), it appears in

Aeschin. 3.82 alongside Serrion Teichos (no. 680), Doriskos,

Ergiske, Ganos and Ganias. Not in Barr.

Myrtiske See Myrtenon (supra).

Neon Teichos (Ν/ον τε5χος) A fortified town (Xen. An.

7.5.8: teichos; Nep. Alc. 7.4: castellum), one of the strongholds

of Alkibiades, listed with Bisanthe (no. 673) and Ganos as

offered by Seuthes to Xenophon; situated on the Propontic

coast between Ganos and Perinthos (no. 678) (Ps.-Skylax 67

lists it under the heading τε�χη τ�δε); identified with

*Didymon Teichos in ATL i. 481–82, but cf. Robert (1948) 56

n. 1; Kahrstedt (1954) 21–24; Isaac (1986) 212). Barr. C.

Ornoi ( ;Ορνοι) One of the forts in Alkibiades’ possession

(Lys. 14.26; Nep. Alc. 7.4: castellum; also attested in Hierocl.

Synekd. 632.6 together with Panion and Ganos; cf. ATL i. 475;

Isaac (1986) 212). On the possibly related cult of Zeus

Orneos, cf. Robert (1974b); BE (1976) 467. Barr. C?

Panion, Paniai Proposed emended form of Ganiai

(Γαν�αι) in Ps.-Skylax 67, allegedly the “Greek name of

Bisanthe” (no. 673), equated with Byzantine Panion/mod-

ern Panados/Baniado; now Barbaros (ATL i. 475; cf. Isaac

(1986) 213 and Sayar (1992) 188–89 with bibliography and

references; cf. more recently Sayar (1998) 62). Barr. C.

Sauthaba (Σα�θαβα) Epigraphically attested on C4f sil-

ver vessels in the treasure of Rogozen, Bulgaria (SEG 37 618);

possibly identical with Sauada (Σα�αδα) listed in Hierocl.

Synekd. 47.4b. Not in Barr.

T(e)iristasis (Τειρ�στασις) One of the Thracian teiche

on the coast of the Propontis, between Leuke Akte and

Herakleia (Ps.-Skylax 67). Together with Krobyle exposed to

andrapodismos by the Athenian general Diopeithes in 341

(Dem. 12.3; cf. Dem. 8 hypoth. 2–3). Identified with mediae-

val Peristasis �modern Peristeri �present-day Sharkeui

(schol. Dem. 12.3; cf. ATL i. 558 with references; Isaac (1986)

203–4). Tentatively identified with Tyrodiza (no. 681) in

Barr., see 922. Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Archaeological remains of Roman date, including in-

scriptions, have been found in several, mostly unidentified

locations along the northern Propontic coast and in the

adjacent hinterland, mainly along the line of well-known

Roman roads. Substantial archaeological remains of

Classical to Hellenistic date have been found only in the fol-

lowing two unidentified sites in the area of Perinthos (no.

678).

Aytepe-Altintarla Coastal settlement of Classical–Hellenistic

date, 14 km west-north-west of Perinthos (no. 678), tentatively

identified with Heraion Teichos (no. 676); cf. Sayar (1998) 64

with n. 64; cf. no. 288: C5 epitaph. Not in Barr.

Değirmenaltı Sayar (1992) 188. Barr. A.

II. The Poleis

673. Bisanthe (Bisanthenos) Map 52. Lat. 41.00, long.

27.30. Size of territory: 2. Type: B:α. The toponym is

Βισ�νθη,! (Hdt. 7.137.3; Xen. An. 7.2.38; IG i³ 77.iv.10). The

city-ethnic is Βισανθην#ς (C3f coins: Head, HN² 266;

Schönert-Geiss (1975) 1–11). The only explicit reference to

Bisanthe as a polis is in Steph. Byz. 171.3; cf. oppidum in Plin.

HN 4.11.43. But polis status in the Classical period can be

inferred from the attestation of Bisanthe in the Athenian

assessment decree of 422/1 (infra), combined with the

Hellenistic evidence (C3f coins, attestation in the C3l

Delphic theorodokoi list (BCH 45 (1921) iii.96); cf. Robert

(1948) 54–55). The internal and collective form of the city-

ethnic appears on Hellenistic coins (supra). The external

and individual use is attested in Hellenistic inscriptions (IG

xii.9 1126 (C?), from Chalkis; F.Delphes iii.4 133 i.18, ii.27–28

(208)).

Bisanthe was situated on the Thracian coast of the

Propontis and, on the evidence of Ptol. Geog. 3.11.4, it is usu-

ally identified with mediaeval Rhaidestos �modern

Tekirdag. However, Sayar (1992) 187–89 and (1998)

62–63 has recently defended the alternative equation of

Bisanthe with Paniai in Ps.-Skylax 67, a conjecture of

MS Γαν�αι �Byzantine Panion and modern Panados/

Baniado/Barbaros (ATL i. 475–76; cf. Isaac (1986) 213). The

identification with Tekirdag seems preferable.

Bisanthe was a colony founded by the Samians (no. 864)

(Steph. Byz. 171.3: >ποικος Σαµ�ων; Pompon. 2.24:

Bisanthe Samiorum). It may initially have belonged to the

extended territory of Perinthos (no. 678) as a dependent

polis, like Tyrodiza (no. 681), whose fate it must have shared

during C6l and C5e. However, it is usually believed to have

fallen under Odrysian rule in 430, when a Peloponnesian
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embassy on its way to meet the Persian king was treacher-

ously arrested by Sitalkes and Nymphodoros in Bisanthe

and extradited to the Athenians (Hdt. 7.137.2–3; cf. Thuc.

2.67).

Bisanthe is indisputably listed as a member of the Delian

League in the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.10) and

as belonging to the Hellespontine district, and the toponym

is restored in the assessment decrees of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.20)

and 410/9 (IG i³ 100.iii.9). It is recorded alongside Paktye,

Ornoi and Neon Teichos as one of the strongholds (teiche)

held soon after 410 by Alkibiades, who appears to have close-

ly collaborated with the Thracian kings Medokos and

Seuthes (Plut. Alc. 30.10 (r408), 36.3–5; Lys. 10.4; Diod.

13.105.3–4; Nep. Alc. 7.4; cf. Lys. 14.26). A few years later

(400–399), Bisanthe—the fairest of Seuthes’ possessions on

the coast—was repeatedly offered to Xenophon by the

Thracian dynast Seuthes II (Xen. An. 7.2.38; cf. 5.8).

For the sparse remains—including C6l Archaic sculpture,

a C5e inscription, an undated weight bearing the inscription

Βισαν[θην+ν] µν[ seen in the archaeological collection of

Rhaidestos—brought to light in neighbouring locations, cf.

ATL i. 475; Kahrstedt (1954) 21ff; Loukopoulou (1989) 150,

161–63; more recently, Sayar (1992) 187–89, with bibliogra-

phy.

674. Byzantion (Byzantios) Map 52. Lat. 41.00, long.

28.55. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Βυζ�ντιον, τ# (Thuc. 8.80.3; Xen. Hell. 1.1.3.14; Xen. An.

7.1.7; IG i³ 1162.49 (C5m)). The city-ethnic is Βυζ�ντιος

(SEG 32 412.7–8 (C5e); IG vii 2418.9 (C4m); Xen. Hell. 1.3.19;

Dem. 15.3).Byzantion is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Hdt. 4.87.2; Xen. Hell. 1.3.17–19; An. 7.1.17–19; Dem. 18.87;

Archestratos fr. 39.8, Olson and Sens) and in the political

sense (Hdt. 5.103.2; Xen. An. 7.1.27; Dem. 8.15; IByz. 4.3

(C4l) � IvO 45 and 9.3 (C4)). Polites and astos are used syn-

onymously at Arist. Oec. 1346a27–29. The collective use of

the city-ethnic (abbreviated as BY) is found internally on

C5l–C4 coins (infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG i³

1144.118 (C5f); IG ii² 43.83 (378/7)) and in literature (Xen.

Hell. 1.3.16; Isoc. 14.28; Dem. 15.3; Arist. Pol. 1303a33). The

individual and external use of the ethnic is attested in

inscriptions (SEG 32.412, Olympia (C5f); SEG 18.180, Delphi

(C4s); IG ii² 8434–35, Athens (C4)) and in literature (Hdt.

4.138.1; Dem. 20.61).

The city of Byzantion occupied the head of the promon-

tory between the Golden Horn, the Bosporos and the

Propontis. Its favourable geographical position from both a

military and an economic point of view is frequently noted

in our sources and contrasted with the less favourable posi-

tion of Kalchedon (no. 743) (Hdt. 4.144.2; Polyb. 4.38.1;

Strabo 7.6.2; Dio Cass. 75.10.1). Except from the west, the city

was protected by the sea and, to the south-east, by a precipi-

tous shoreline. A particular conjunction of currents and

winds forced all ships coming from the Black Sea to sail close

to the fortifications of Byzantion, which meant that the city

could control all navigation from the north through the

Bosporos (Polyb. 4.44.3–11). For the same reason, large

shoals of spawning mackerel and tuna migrated from the

Black Sea to the Mediterranean Sea near the west shore of

the Bosporos and provided the Byzantians with great quan-

tities of easily obtainable food (Archestratos fr. 38; Arist. Pol.

1291b23).

The territory of Byzantion comprised the eastern part of

the Thracian peninsula between the Black Sea to the north,

the Bosporos to the east and the Propontis to the south. It

covered an area of some 1,500 km². The western frontier

stretched overland from a point west of the Derkos (Delkos)

Sea in the north to the river Athyras (Kara Su), and then

along it to the Athyras (Büyükcekmeçe) Sea in the south

(Strabo 7 fr. 56; Plin. HN 4.46; Pompon. 2.24). It encom-

passed to the north a locality called Phileas or Philia situat-

ed on a promontory of the same name stretching into the

Black Sea (Ps.-Skymnos 722–23). To the north, Byzantion

bordered on the domain of Thracian dynasts (Polyb. 4.45.1).

To the south Byzantion bordered on Selymbria (no. 679)

(Dem. 15.26). On the other hand, the possession of the 

sanctuary of Zeus Ourios on the east side of the Bosporos

opposite the entrance to the Black Sea was a bone of con-

tention between Byzantion and Kalchedon (Diod. 20.111.3

(r302); Polyb. 4.50.3).

According to some sources, Byzantion was a colony of

Megara (no. 225) (Ps.-Skymnos 717; Philostr. VS 24). Vell.

Pat. 2.7.7, however, lists Byzantion along with Kyzikos (no.

747) as foundations of Miletos (no. 854). Late authors of

local history as a rule point to Megara as the founder of

Byzantion, but they also mention Sparta (no. 345), Argos

(no. 347), Corinth (no. 227), Mykenai (no. 353), Karystos

(no. 373), Boiotia and Athens (no. 361) (Dion. Byzant. Anapl.

Bosp., passim; Lydus, Mag. 3.70; Hsch. Patria 3–5; Const.

Porphyr. De them. ii p. 46, Bonn). Probably, the majority of

colonists came from Megara, while some contingents were

supplied by their immediate neighbours, especially Argos,

Corinth and Boiotia. Such a scenario is confirmed by

Aristotle’s report of a stasis between the original colonists

and a later contingent of different stock, resulting in the

expulsion of the newcomers (Pol. 1303a25, 32–33). The 
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incident is probably to be dated to the Archaic period

(Gehrke, Stasis 34). The Megarian majority came to domi-

nate Byzantion, as attested by its Doric dialect, its cults, its 

onomastics and its institutions (division of the civic body

into hekatostyes and a hieromnamon as the eponymous 

official).

According to a well-known anecdote (Hdt. 4.144.2),

Byzantion was founded seventeen years after Kalchedon. As

the foundation year Euseb. Chron. versus Arm. records

Olymp. 30.1 �660/59 (Schoene ii 86), and the Hieronymus

adaptation Olymp. 30.2 �659/8 (94b, Helm) or, in another

manuscript, Olymp. 30.3 �658/7 (Schoene ii 87). The year

of the foundation of Kalchedon as indicated by the

Hieronymus adaptation is Olymp. 23.4 �685/4 (93b, Helm).

The difference between the sources amounts to only nine

years, and we may assume that the foundation of Byzantion

took place around 660. From the foundation onwards the

Byzantians were involved in constant warfare with neigh-

bouring Thracian tribes (Polyb. 4.45.1; Diod. 14.12.2 (r403)).

Byzantion joined the Ionian Revolt in 499–494 and, after

its suppression by Persia, the Byzantians and the

Kalchedonians fled to the Pontic region and settled down in

Mesambria (no. 687) (Hdt. 6.33.2), reinforcing the original

contingent of colonists from Megara and Kalchedon (infra

935).

Byzantion was a member of the Delian League, and was

probably among the original members (ATL iii. 206). In the

early years of the Delian League Byzantion supplied ships

rather than paying tribute. Thus, an Athenian casualty list of

c.465 records names of Byzantians killed in a naval battle

near Sigeion (IG i³ 1144.118–28). Byzantion belonged to the

Hellespontine district (IG i³ 269.ii.26) and is registered in

the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.7) to 428/7 (IG i³

283.39, completely but plausibly restored) a total of fourteen

times, three times completely restored, paying a phoros of 15

tal. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.v.16), surpassed only by the 30 tal.

paid by Aigina (no. 358). The tribute was raised to 15 tal.,

4,300 dr. in 443/2 (IG i³ 269.ii.26) and to 18 tal. 1,800 dr. in

433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.32). In 430/29 Byzantion paid a phoros of 21

tal. and 3,420 dr. (IG i³ 281.iii.18) in addition to 855 dr. for

special measures taken by Athens in the Hellespontine and

Bosporos regions (IG i³ 281.iii.49). Byzantion was possibly

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.175, completely

restored). Byzantion revolted in 441/0, supporting Samos

(no. 864) in her conflict with Athens (Thuc. 1.115.5), but was

recovered in spring or early summer 439 after the subjuga-

tion of Samos (Thuc. 1.117.3). Byzantion defected from the

League once again in 411 after the Sicilian disaster (Thuc.

8.80.3; cf. Diod. 13.34.2).A Spartan garrison under a harmost

was placed in the city (Xen.Hell. 1.3.15), but it was expelled in

408 when the city was betrayed to the Athenians under

Alkibiades (Xen. Hell. 1.3.20–22; cf. Losada (1972) 22).

Thereafter Byzantion remained loyal to Athens until after

the battle of Aigos potamoi (Xen. Hell. 2.2.1).

In C4e Byzantion formed an alliance together with

Kyzikos (no. 747), Ephesos (no. 844), Samos (no. 864), Iasos

(no. 891), Knidos (no. 903), Rhodos (no. 1000) and possibly

Lampsakos (no. 748), Thebes (no. 221), Kroton (no. 56) and

Zakynthos (no. 141). This alliance is known only through a

series of silver coins weighing c.11 g (tridrachm of Rhodian

standard or didrachm of Aiginetan standard), and all with

the same obv. type: infant Herakles strangling snakes and

the legend ΣΥΝ(µαχια); on the rev. each of the allied cities

placed its emblem, i.e. in the case of Byzantion a bull above a

dolphin. The purpose of the alliance was to oppose Sparta

(no. 345), and it was formed either in 394 after the battle of

Knidos or in 387/6 after the King’s Peace (Karwiese (1980);

Schönert-Geiss (1970) 31–35).

Alongside Chios (no. 840), Rhodos (no. 1000) and

Mytilene (no. 798), Byzantion was a founding member of

the Second Athenian Naval League. A separate treaty

between Athens and Byzantion was concluded in the

autumn of 378 (IG ii² 41 �Staatsverträge 256), and

Byzantion is listed among the allies in the so-called Charter

of the League (IG ii² 43.83 �Staatsverträge 257). At the insti-

gation of Epameinondas,Byzantion may briefly have left the

League in 364 (Diod. 15.79.1; Isoc. 5.53; but see Buckler (1980)

170–72; Hornblower (1982) 200). If so, it rejoined the League

(Staatsverträge 305) until—in collusion with Mausolos

(Dem. 15.3; Hornblower (1982) 209)—Byzantion, Chios,

Rhodos and Kos (no. 497) revolted against Athens in 357 and

started the so-called Social War (Dem. 15.3; Diod. 16.7.3–4).

When peace was concluded in 355, Athens had to accept

Byzantion’s secession from the League (Isoc. 8.16, 15.63–64;

Diod. 16.22.2; Staatsverträge 313).

In 352/1 or later, a treaty was concluded between

Byzantion and Philip of Makedon (Dem. 9.34, 11.3, 18.87 and

93; Staatsverträge 318), but when in 340 Philip attacked and

besieged Byzantion a new treaty with Athens was concluded

(Dem. 18.87–89).

Byzantine envoys are attested in 378/7 in connection with

the treaty with Athens (IG ii² 41) and in 355 in connection

with Byzantion’s financial contribution to Thebes (no. 221)

during the Third Sacred War (IG vii 2418.12). Demosthenes

served as envoy to Byzantion in 341 (Dem. 18.244; Aeschin.

3.256). From the Classical period, only one grant of proxeny
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is attested: viz. to the Spartan harmost Klearchos in 409/8

(Xen. Hell. 1.1.35). Citizens of Byzantion received proxeny

from Athens (Dem. 20.60–63 (after 389); IG ii² 76 (before

378/7); IG ii² 235 (340/39)), from Thebes (IG vii 2408

(364/3)); from Kos (no. 497) (ICos ED 40.5 (C4)) and from

Olbia (no. 690) (IGDOP 18 (340–330)).

The original constitution of Byzantion is unknown. In

the time of Dareios’ campaign to Skythia the city was ruled

by a tyrant (Hdt. 4.138.1). It is often assumed that Byzantion

became a democracy when it joined the Delian League

(Gehrke, Stasis 35) but we have no information. In the peri-

od 411–408 Sparta had a harmost and a garrison in the city

(Xen. Hell. 1.3.15, 20–22). In 408 an Athenian garrison took

over but left the city after the defeat at Aigos potamoi in 405

(Xen. Hell. 2.2.1). After their victory, the Spartans intro-

duced an oligarchic constitution supervised by a Spartan

harmost (Xen. An. 6.2.13, 7.2.5–12) perhaps heading a

dekarchy (Gehrke, Stasis 36). Stasis between factions of cit-

izens is attested for the following period (Xen. An. 7.1.39;

Diod. 14.12.2–3). In 390/89, with the help of the leaders of the

democratic faction (Dem. 20.60), the Athenians under

Thrasyboulos were admitted to the city and had the consti-

tution replaced by a democracy (Xen. Hell. 4.8.270), which

seems to have remained in force for the rest of the Classical

period (Theopomp. fr. 62; Arist. Pol. 1291b23); in 354/3 or

slightly later, Byzantion intervened in Kalchedon (no. 743)

and introduced a democratic constitution there (Dem.

15.26).

Under the democracy, citizenship was confined to those

whose parents were both citizens. During a financial crisis,

however, it was decreed that citizenship could be bought for

30 minas (Arist.Oec. 1346b26–29).The civic body was organ-

ised into hekatostyes.The oldest attestation is in an honorary

decree for Eudamos of Seleukeia of c.175–170 (IByz. 1.60–61).

But the presence of hekatostyes in other Megarian colonies

in the Black Sea area (Kalchedon (no. 743), Herakleia (no.

715) and Chersonesos (no. 695)) and in the mother city itself

indicates that the institution goes back to the foundation of

Byzantion (Jones, POAG 284–85). The number of

hekatostyes is unknown. At Arist. Oec. 1346b15 there is a stray

reference to other civic subdivisions, viz. thiasoi and patrai,

which, however, may have been private associations. Free

non-citizens living in Byzantion are called metoikoi and

were barred from owning landed property (Arist. Oec.

1347a1–3). In 390/89 there were a large number of Athenians

living in the city (Xen. Hell. 4.8.27).

The eponymous official of Byzantion,as of its mother city

Megara before the Hellenistic period, was the hieromnamon

(epichoric form always with the long Doric α) (IByz. 2.1

(C2m); cf. Polyb. 4.52.4). The legends ΕΠΙ ΚΛΕΩ and

ΕΠΙ ΝΕon coins of C4m probably refer to hieromnamones

(Schönert-Geiss (1970) 131–32 nos. 954–78). The only known

public enactment of the Classical period is an honorary

decree (psephisma) for the Athenians passed by the

Byzantians in 341/0 and read out to the Athenian Assembly

(Dem. 18.89). The document inserted in Demosthenes’ text

90–91, however, is a spurious composition of, probably, C2

(Wankel (1976) 497–98).

The patron deity of Byzantion may have been Apollo, as

in the mother city Megara and in other Megarian colonies

(Hanell (1934) 164–70). In Hellenistic and later inscriptions,

public enactments were set up in his sanctuary (IByz.

1.48–49, 63–64), and Apollo’s head occurs on coins of C4

(Schönert-Geiss (1970) nos. 951–953). Games may be

deduced from an Archaic inscription mentioning a stadion-

runner (IByz. 42.3). In later times there was a festival called

Bosporia devoted to Artemis Phosphoros—identified with

the Thracian Bendis—during which a torch-race was held

(IByz. p. 40).

Very little is known from contemporary sources about the

cult places of Byzantion in the Archaic and Classical periods.

Hdt. 4.87.2 mentions an altar of Artemis Orthosia (a typical-

ly Megarian epithet), a temple of Dionysos and a hieron at the

entrance to the Black Sea (apparently not to be identified with

the well-known hieron of Zeus Ourios on the east side of

Bosporos but rather with its counterpart on the west side,

called Sarapieion by Polyb. 4.39.6). Two cult places are men-

tioned in a Classical context by Dion. Byzant. Anapl. Bosp.

6.6–10, Güngerich: the temple of Hera which is said to have

been destroyed by the Persians and the temple of Plouton

demolished by Philip of Makedon. Furthermore, the temple

of Poseidon on the promontory is described as being old

(5.1–2). For a list of cult places, some of which may have orig-

inated in the Classical period, see Miller (1899) 1146–47.

Byzantion possessed a treasury in Olympia (Paus. 6.19.9;

Ath. 480A), and a C5e dedication of Pythion of Byzantion at

Olympia may commemorate a victory in the Olympic

Games (SEG 32 412).

Names of the months are attested in late sources only

(IByz. 2, 30, 31, 33), but they resemble those of the other

Megarian colonies: Kalchedon (no. 743), Herakleia Pontike

(no. 715), Kallatis (no. 686) and Chersonesos (no. 695), and a

Megarian origin for the calendar can be presumed (Hanell

(1934) 190–204; Trümpy, Monat. 147–55).

The citadel of Byzantion is called akra at Xen. An. 7.1.19

and akropolis at 7.1.20. It was situated on the north-eastern
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tip of the promontory between the Golden Horn and the

Propontis. It is completely covered by the Topkapi Saray of

the Turkish sultans, and there are no physical remains.

Byzantion had a defence circuit which, according to later

local tradition, had been erected in connection with the

foundation of the colony (Hsch. Patria 12). The walls were

renowned for their strength (Paus. 4.31.5), and the descrip-

tion at Dio Cass. 75.10.3–6, 14.5–6 is at least to some extent

valid for the Classical period. The walls with numerous

interval towers and gates (Xen. An. 7.1.12, 15–17, 36; Hell.

1.3.20) were particularly strong on the landward side to the

west; the sections towards the sea were considerably lower

and protected against breakers by a mole (Xen. An. 7.1.17).

During the siege in 340 part of the fortifications were

strengthened with tombstones and was thereafter called

τυµβασ�νη (Hsch. Patria 27). The original fortifications of

Byzantion were destroyed by Septimius Severus (Dio Cass.

75.14.4–5); no traces of them have been found. Byzantion

was besieged in 478/7 by the Greeks (Thuc. 1.94.2), in 409/8

by the Athenians (Xen. Hell. 1.3.14–20), in 357/6 by the

Athenians (Diod. 16.21.3) and in 340 by Philip of Makedon

(Dem. 8.14, 18.71, 93; Diod. 16.76.4, 77.2–3; Plut. Phoc.

14.4–7). The city also possessed within its walls a vast unin-

habited area called Thrakion (Xen. Hell. 1.3.20; An. 7.1.24),

most likely intended as a place where the rural population

could have been accommodated during a war.

There are no remains of public architecture of the Archaic

and Classical periods, and the written sources are silent

apart from a reference to a gymnasion at Arist. Oec. 1346b19.

The context indicates that it was situated within the city

walls. The existence of the stadium may be deduced from an

Archaic inscription mentioning a stadion-runner (IByz. 42).

Byzantion’s important commercial activities were cen-

tred on an agora, a limen and an emporion (Theopomp. fr.

62; Arist. Oec. 1346b18–19; Xen. An. 7.1.19). Byzantion con-

trolled all navigation through the Bosporos (supra); it some-

times seized ships belonging to other poleis (Arist. Oec.

1346b30–31; Dem. 50.6), and during the Peloponnesian War

the Athenians (or the Delian League) exacted dues from

grain ships passing through the Bosporos (IG i³ 61.34–40

(426/5); cf. Rubel (2001)).

That the Byzantians struck coins of iron in C5s is suggest-

ed in old Attic comedies (Ar. Nub. 248 with schol.; Plato

Com. fr. 103, PCG; Poll. 9.78; Hsch. s.v.σιδ�ρεος; cf. LSAG p.

366). Not a single specimen has survived. The minting of sil-

ver coins started c.411. From 411 until c.387/6, drachms

and hemidrachms were struck on the Persian standard, and

from c.387/86 until c.340/39 tetradrachms, drachms and

hemidrachms were struck on the Rhodian standard. The

obv. type is invariably a bull above a dolphin, legend: BY in

Archaic script with a Corinthian B; rev. types: incuse square

punch, or trident (on drachms of Rhodian standard). In the

same period Byzantion also struck some small denomina-

tions in silver with the same types—probably trihemiobols

and hemiobols on the Persian standard—and six series of

bronze coins with various types. Some have obv. head of

Athena, or Demeter, or Apollo. One issue has the rev. legend

ΕΠΙ ΚΛΕΩ or ΕΠΙ ΝΕ, presumably denoting the

eponymous magistrate (supra). The animal of the bovidae

family frequently occurring on the coins of Byzantion and

designated here as a bull is sometimes identified as a cow

and connected with the myth of Io (Schönert (1966)). For

the alliance coinage, inscribed ΣΥΝ, see supra (Schönert-

Geiss (1970); SNG Cop. Thrace 475–85).

675. Daminon Teichos (Daminoteichites) Map 52. Lat.

41.05, long. 28.05. Size of territory: 1. Type: B:α? The

toponym is ∆αµιν�ν τε5χος (Ps.-Skylax 67) or ∆α�νιον

τε5χος (Steph. Byz. 222.2) or *∆�µνιον τε5χος (recon-

structed from the city-ethnic). The city-ethnic is

∆αυνι[οτε]ιχ�της (IG i³ 271.i.27) or ∆αµνιοτειχ�της (IG i³

272.i.38). The only explicit reference to Daminon Teichos as

a polis is in Steph. Byz. 222.2. It is here considered a polis—

undoubtedly a fortified teichos—on the evidence of its being

a member of the Athenian League (Hellespontine district).

In Ps.-Skylax 67, Daminon Teichos is listed between

Perinthos (no. 678) and Selymbria (no. 679). It has been ten-

tatively identified with Baunnae, a mutatio situated 12 miles

east of Perinthos-Herakleia (It. Burd. 572), and hypotheti-

cally located at Eski Ereğli �modern Gümüsyaka (ATL i.

480; cf. Isaac (1986) 208 n. 294; Sayar (1998) 64).

Daminon Teichos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.11–12) to 418/17 (IG i³

287.ii.20) a total of seventeen times, once completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. down to 433/2 (IG i³

279.i.104), raised to 2 tal.,4,000 dr. in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.21),

and still 2 tal. in 421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.84).

676. Heraion, Heraion Teichos (Heraites) Map 52. Lat.

41.00, long.27.40 (in Barr.27.45).Size of territory: 1 or 2.Type:

A:α. The toponym UΗραιον, τ# (Hdt. 4.90.2; Steph. Byz.

303.13) is plausibly identified with ‘Ηρα5ον τε5χος (Dem.3.4;

F.Delphes iii.3 207.3 (C3m)). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηραι�της

(IGBulg. i² 43.4, Odessos (C1)) or ‘Ηραjτης (ibid. 26) or

‘Ηραε�της (Sayar (1992) 190 (C2l–C1e)). Heraion is called a

polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 4.90.2 and in the confused
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entry of Steph. Byz. 303.13–15, who seems to record a polis and

a teichos bearing the same name. The collective and internal

use of the city-ethnic is attested in a C2l–C1e dedication to

Hermes Agoraios from the area of Rhaidestos/Tekir Dag

(Sayar (1992) 190–95). The individual and external use is

found in a C3m decree from Delphi (no. 177) awarding proxe-

nia to two of its citizens (F.Delphes iii.3 207.3) and in a C1

honorary decree from Odessos (no. 689) (IGBulg. i² 43).

It seems quite arbitrary with ATL i. 482 to identify Heraion

Teichos with Neon Teichos (no. 824) and Didymon Teichos

(no. 741); see also Isaac (1986) 203 and Sayar (1992) 191–92.

Heraion was situated on the northern coast of the Propontis,

near Perinthos (no.678), at one end of the road to the sources

of the river Tearos and thence to Apollonia Pontike (no.

682)—a total of four days’ march (Hdt. 4.90.2). It is probably

to be identified with the Roman mutatio Aerea (It. Burd.

601.6) located at a distance of 16 miles from Herakleia

(Perinthos) and 12 miles from Registo (�Rhaidestos); cf.

Hiereo in the Tab. Peut.; Anon. Rav. 4.6: Ereon. The data

recorded in the Roman Itineraria fit an ancient settlement

with remains of Classical, Hellenistic and Roman date—

including a C4 inscription—situated east of the mouth of

the stream Chitemblik, in the bay of Karaevlialti, c.24 km

west of Perinthos (Loukopoulou (1989) 100–2; Sayar (1992)

192 and (1998) 62). In Barr. Heraion Teichos is identified with

the prehistoric/Classical settlement near the tumulus of

Aytepe, c.12 km north-west of Perinthos.

According to Harp. Η15 and Etym. Magn. 436.39–40,

Heraion Teichos was a colony of Samos (no. 864).

Alternatively, it has been suggested (Loukopoulou (1989) 56,

100–2) that Heraion was a secondary colony, i.e. a sanctuary

of the Samian Hera founded by the Samian colonists of

Perinthos (no. 678) in the chora of the latter city; but, for fear

of barbarian incursions, it later developed into a self-gov-

erning and strongly fortified settlement. Heraion Teichos is

not attested in the Athenian tribute lists, but in C4m it is

mentioned as an important stronghold under Kersebleptes’

rule, successfully besieged by Philip II in 352 (Dem. 3.4).

677. Neapolis (Neopolites) Map 52. Lat. 40.40, long.

27.10. Size of territory: 1. Type: B:α. The toponym is

Νε�πολις (IG i³ 270.ii.25), specifically qualified as �π’

?θην+ν (IG i³ 272.i.29), presumably also as παρ3

Χερρ#νε[σον] (IG i³ 71.iii.105–6). The city-ethnic is

Νεοπολ5ται (IG i³ 71.iii.105–6).

Neapolis was a member of the Delian League, and the

tribute lists and assessment decree (Hellespontine district)

constitute the only sources for this community. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the tribute

lists from 442/1 (IG i³ 270.ii.25) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.36) a

total of six times, three times completely but at least once

plausibly restored, paying 300 dr. in all years (IG i³ 272.i.29).

A location in the vicinity of the Thracian Chersonesos has

been inferred from the qualifying epithet παρ3

Χερρ#νε[σον], and the epithet �π’ ?θην+ν indicates that

it was an Athenian foundation. For its possible connection

with the Athenian klerouchy settled c.450 in Tyrodiza (no.

681), see Kahrstedt (1954) 22 and Isaac (1986) 204. Neapolis

was further equated, without positive evidence, with

Herakleia, one of the Thracian teiche listed by Ps.-Skylax

(67; cf. Ptol. Geog. 3.11.7) on the Propontic shore, between

Paktye and Perinthos (no. 678) and located at modern

Heraklitsa (Erikli; cf. ATL i. 475 and 525).

678. Perinthos (Perinthios) Map 52. Lat. 41.00, long.

28.00. Size of territory 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Π/ρινθος, ! (Hdt. 5.2.2; Arist. Gen. an. 773a27), after

Perinthos of Epidauros, the associate of Orestes (Steph. Byz.

517.18) or one of Herakles’ lovers (schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.1207b,

Wendel). In the third or fourth century ad, Perinthos’ name

was changed to Herakleia, after Herakles, its mythical ktistes

(Amm. Marc. 22.8.6; see Sayar (1998) 171, EZ1; Leschhorn

(1984) 370). The city-ethnic is Περ�νθιος (Xen. Hell. 1.1.21;

SEG 12 391, Samos (C6f)). Perinthos is called a polis in the

urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 67; see also Hdt. 6.33.1: α_δε (sc.

π#λεις) and Diod. 16.74–76 (r340). The political sense is

attested in IG ii² 43.78 and 84, where Perinthos under the

headingπ#λεις is listed as one of the members of the Second

Athenian Naval League. Perinthos is called asty at Xen. Hell.

1.1.21. The term politai for Perinthians is used in Arist. Oec.

1351a (rC4f). The collective use of the city-ethnic in its full

form is attested internally on C4m bronze coins (infra) and

externally in the ATL and on the stele listing the members of

the Second Naval League (infra). The individual ethnic is

used externally in a C4–C3 comedy by Lynceus (fr. 1.2, PCG)

and in a Delphic inscription (F.Delphes iii.3 207.3 (252/1)).

The name of Herakleia survives in modern Marmara

Ereglisi, the town now occupying the site of ancient

Perinthos-Herakleia (Sayar (1998) 59–62). Situated at a dis-

tance of 630 stadia west of Byzantion according to

Artemidoros (600 according to Demetrios of Skepsis in

Strabo 7 fr. 56), it was situated west of Selymbria (no. 679)

(Ps.-Skymnos 714–15) between Neon Teichos and Daminon

Teichos (no. 675) (Ps.-Skylax 67). For the identification of

Perinthos with Marmara Ereglisi, see Robert (1974a) and,

more recently, Sayar (1998).
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The territory of Perinthos was rigidly demarcated to the

east by the rival presence of the Megarian colonies of

Selymbria (no. 679) and Byzantion (no. 674) (Loukopoulou

(1989) 53–61); a plausible natural frontier line has been

sought in the region of Kinaliköprü (Sayar (1998) 64). From

C5m, an independent settlement—Daminon Teichos (no.

675)—is recorded between Perinthos and Selymbria.

Moreover, at least during the period of Persian occupation

in C5e, but probably also from the start, the territory of

Perinthos was significantly extended westwards, since it

appears to have included not only Tyrodiza (no. 681) (Hdt.

7.25 (r480)) but presumably also Heraion [Teichos] (no.

676) and Bisanthe (no. 673); see Hdt. 6.33.1 where Perinthos,

Selymbria and Byzantion are the only poleis listed along the

northern Propontic shore, and Perinthos is associated with

τ3 τε�χεα τ3 .π� Θρη�κης (Kahrstedt (1954) 9–10).

Subsequently, however, when Perinthos was a member of

the Delian League, its territory must have been restricted to

the immediate hinterland and have bordered on that of

Heraion Teichos (Kahrstedt (1954) 21; Sayar (1998) 62–64).

To the north, the springs of the river Degirmen are believed

to have constituted a plausible border (Sayar (1998) 63).

Perinthos was a colony of Samos (no. 864) (Ps.-Skymnos

714–15; Strabo 7 fr. 56; Plut. Mor. 303E) and was founded in

602 (Hieron. Chron. 98b, Helm) on the northern—

Thracian—coast of the Propontis (Hdt. 5.1.1–2, 6.33.1; Ps.-

Skylax 67). The names of three of the old Ionic phylai are

attested in an undated list of names, probably of ephebes

(SGDI 5723; cf. Jones, POAG 286). During its early years

(c.570–560), Samian Perinthos faced deadly attacks both

from invading Paionian hordes (Hdt. 5.1; Strabo 7 fr. 41) and

from its rival Megarian neighbours, who attempted to

monopolise the Propontic coast but were repulsed with the

assistance of forces from the mother city (Plut. Mor.

303E–304A; cf. Loukopoulou (1989) 54–56). Following

Dareios’ Skythian expedition, Perinthos was subdued by the

Persians under Megabazos (Hdt. 5.1–2); after the Ionian

Revolt, it fell under Persian rule (Hdt. 6.33.1). Following the

expulsion of the Persians from Thrace, Perinthos became a

member of the Delian League. It belonged to the

Hellespontine district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.v.3) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.22) a total of

twelve times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of

10 tal. (IG i³ 269.ii.25), perhaps less in 418/17. In 411 it proba-

bly joined the revolt of Byzantion (no. 674), only to be forced

back into the League by Alkibiades in 410 (Xen. Hell. 1.1.21).

Perinthian cavalry forces seem to be indicated by Xen. An.

7.2.8. Perinthos joined the Second Athenian Naval League in

377 (IG ii² 43.84); it fell temporarily under the rule of

Ariobarzanes, and suffered variously under the pressure of

the expansionist ambitions of Kotys, the Odrysian king

(Dem. 23.142; cf. Arist. Oec. 1351a; cf. Isaac (1986) 207). The

inability of Athens to provide effective protection against

the renewed Thracian oppression under Kotys’ successor

Kersebleptes and the general Charidemos (Dem. 23.165,

168), in 352/1 drove Perinthos, together with Byzantion and

Amadokos, to conclude an alliance with Philip II

(Staatsverträge 318; schol. Aeschin. 2.81; cf. Sayar (1998) 72

with nn. 145–46). After the defeat of Kersebleptes, Perinthos

and Byzantion are believed to have established a sympoliteia

(Polyb. 18.2.3–5; cf.Loukopoulou (1989) 147–48; Sayar (1998)

72 with n. 147). A few years later (340), when the two cities

refused to support the Makedonian king’s anti-Athenian

operations in the Chersonesos area, first Perinthos and sub-

sequently Selymbria and Byzantion were unsuccessfully

besieged by the Makedonian army (Theopomp. frr. 217, 292;

Philoch. fr. 162 (cf. fr. 54); Ephor. T 10; Diod. 16.74–76; for a

complete list of testimonia,cf.Sayar (1998) 51–79).Perinthos

joined Byzantion in voting unprecedented honours for

Athens in gratitude for her decisive support on this occasion

(Dem. 18.89–91). The alliance with Philip was eventually

renewed after the defeat of Athens at Chaironeia, and in 337

Perinthos joined the Makedonian king’s Hellenic League

together with the rest of the Greek cities in Thrace (Sayar

(1998) 73).

The probable predominance of the cult of Hera (Polias?)

is attested by epigraphical evidence of the persistent devo-

tion of the early colonists to the Hera of Samos (SEG 12 391;

cf. Loukopoulou (1989) 97–100), by the existence of a

Heraion (�Heraion Teichos) in the neighbourhood of

Perinthos—initially probably on Perinthian territory

itself—(cf. Loukopoulou (1989) 100–2), and by Perinthian

coin types of Roman date (Schönert (1965) 134 nos. 255–58;

cf. Loukopoulou (1989) 102–3 and the recent publication of

a C1–C2 inscribed votive stele: Sayar (1998) no. 289). The

cults of other Greek divinities, such as Zeus, Athena, Apollo,

Artemis, Dionysos, Demeter, Isis/Sarapis and Kybele, are

presumed from archaeological evidence and numismatic

iconography (Schönert (1965) 55–57; cf. Robert (1967) 106ff;

Loukopoulou (1989) 103; Sayar (1998) 65). The calendar of

Perinthos, preserved through lexicographic tradition, indi-

cates a close connection with the calendar of metropolitan

Samos, at least in its presumed Archaic form, supporting the

hypothesis of a direct implantation in the colony of the reli-

gious life of Samos as well (Samuel (1972) 88–89; Trümpy,

Monat. 81ff); cf. Loukopoulou (1989) 96–103).
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Perinthos occupied a headland 1,200 m long and 50 m

high, linked to the Thracian mainland by an isthmus c.200

m � 1 stadion wide (Diod. 16.76; cf. Plin. HN 4.47) and pro-

jecting eastwards to form a well-protected harbour (cf.

π#λις κα� λιµ�ν in Ps.-Skylax 67). Its naturally fortified

position was enhanced by strong defensive walls with towers

(Diod. 16.74) capable of withstanding a prolonged siege

(Xen. An. 7.2.10; Diod. 16.74ff, following Ephor. (r340/39).

The area enclosed by the walls measured c.75 ha. According

to Hdt. 5.1.2, there was a προ�στειον, a term that probably

signifies the area immediately outside the city wall, east of

the neck of the peninsula.The urban centre (called an asty in

Xen. Hell. 1.1.21), with closely packed, exceptionally tall

houses, overtopping one another along the hill slope and

separated by narrow alley-ways, had the appearance of a

theatre (Diod. 16.76.2). Moreover, the privileged location of

Perinthos at the intersection of important land and sea

routes accounts for its importance as a market (Xen. An.

7.4.2, 6.24).

Archaeological investigation in Marmara Ereglisi has

identified the location of two ancient harbours, to the

north-east and west of the isthmus of the peninsula, with

traces of ancient breakwaters; the western harbour is now

completely silted up by alluvial deposits from the Baglar

stream (Oberhummer (1938) 803–4; Sayar (1998) 59).Visible

remains of the fortification system, dated as early as C5, have

also been identified, protecting the acropolis (located on the

higher, western part of the peninsula), as well as the lower

city, mainly from the north and west (Sayar (1998) 60, with

refs.). The cavea of the theatre (diameter 140 m) can be seen

on the southern slope of the acropolis, and there are traces of

the stadion (240 m long, undated) on the west slope of the

acropolis (ibid. with refs.). The cemetery extended over 3–5

km to the north and west of the city walls (Sayar (1998)

60–61, with refs.).

In C4m,Perinthos struck coins of silver and bronze on the

Persian standard. Silver issues included didrachms,

hemidrachms and obols. Types: obv. head of Zeus, or

Demeter; rev. foreparts of two horses joined back to back;

legend: ΠΕΡΙΝ or ΠΕ, sometimes also the first letters of,

probably, a mint magistrate’s name, e.g. ΚΙΣ. The bronze

coins have the legend ΠΕΡΙΝΘΙΩΝ (Head, HN² 270;

Schönert-Geiss (1965), (1973); SNG Cop. Thrace 721–22).

679. Selymbria (Selymbrianos) Map 52. Lat. 41.05, long.

28.15. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Σηλυµβρ�α, ! (Xen. An. 7.5.15; cf. Hdt. 6.33.1) or Σηλυβρ�α

(Polyb. 18.49.2) or Σαλυβρ�α (IG i³ 1154B.5 (460–450)). The

toponym is allegedly derived from Σ�λυς and βρ�α, the

Thracian word for polis (Strabo 7.6.1). The city-ethnic is

Σηλυµβριαν#ς (Pl. Prt. 316D) or Σελυνβριαν#ς (IG i³ 118.13

(408)) or Σηλυβριαν#ς (Arist. Oec. 1348b33) or

Σαλυπριαν#ς (IG ii² 10261a (C4m)). Selymbria is called a

polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 67; see also Hdt. 6.33.1:

α_δε (sc. π#λεις). The political sense is attested in Dem.

15.26; Arist. Oec. 1348b35 and IG ii² 43.78 and B29, where

Selymbria under the heading π#λεις is listed as one of the

members of the Second Athenian Naval League. The politeia

of the Selymbrians is mentioned in the treaty with the

Athenians of 408 (IG i³ 118.10–11). Epigraphic evidence indi-

cates that Selymbria had become a kome of Byzantion or of

Perinthos in the Roman period (Robert (1946)); its absence

from the list of Delphic theorodokoi in C3l being a probable

terminus ante quem, Selymbria may have lost its autonomy

at the time of the formation of the sympoliteia between

Byzantion (no. 674) and Perinthos (no. 678), tentatively

dated to the period of Philip II’s unsuccessful efforts in 340

to bring the area under Makedonian control. The collective

use of the city-ethnic (abbreviated as ΣΑΛΥ) is attested

internally on C5 coins (infra) and externally in the treaty

with Athens (IG i³ 118.30) and in Pl. Prt. 316D. The individual

ethnic is used externally in the C5l settlement with Athens

(IG i³ 118.42) and in a C5m epigram commemorating

Pythagoras, son of Dionysios, a Selymbrian proxenos of

Athens (IG i³ 1154). Patris is found in IG i³ 1154B (C5m).

Selymbria is mentioned at Hdt. 6.33.1 as a polis east of

Perinthos and the Thracian teiche, and west of Byzantion,

and in Ps.-Skylax 67 it is recorded as a polis and a limen situ-

ated 500 stadia from the mouth of the Black Sea. Selymbria

is identified with modern Silivri, which preserves a variant

form of the ancient name. For sparse antiquities collected

locally mostly during the nineteenth century, see Seure

(1912) and Loukopoulou (1989) 27–38 with refs. Literary

sources attest the existence of fortifications from C5l (Diod.

13.66.4, 14.12.7; Plut. Alc. 30.2) to C4m (Dem. 18.77, for which

see infra).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 715–16, Selymbria was founded

by Megara (no.225) “before Byzantion”, some time in the sec-

ond quarter of C7 (Isaac (1986) 210; Loukopoulou (1989)

51–53). The exact limits of its territory remain unidentified; it

bordered the territory of Daminon Teichos (no. 675) to the

west, that of Byzantion (no. 674) to the east—with two rivers,

Athyras and Bathynias, mentioned in the border area

(Strabo 7 fr. 56; cf. Plin. HN 4.47). Selymbria was conquered

by the Persians after the Ionian Revolt (Hdt. 6.33.1).

Following the expulsion of the Persians from Thrace,
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Selymbria became a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.16) to 418/17 (IG i³

287.ii.17) a total of sixteen times, twice completely but con-

vincingly restored, paying a phoros of 9 tal. in 454/3

(IG i³ 259.ii.16), 6 tal. from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.8) to 447/6

(IG i³ 265.i.57), 5 tal. from 443/2 (IG i³ 269.ii.9) to 439/8 (IG i³

273.ii.23), 900 dr. from 435/4 (IG i³ 277.v.12) to 432/1 (IG i³

280.ii.33) and 9 tal. again in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.19). The

reduction to 900 drachmas was presumably connected with

the growing pressure of the Odrysians (ATL iii. 310–12).

Selymbria joined the revolt of Perinthos (no. 678) by 410, and

members of the pro-Athenian faction were exiled

(Staatsverträge 207.12 � IG i³ 118; cf. Gehrke, Stasis 145–46);

the city refused to admit Alkibiades, but paid him money

(Xen. Hell. 1.1.21). Selymbria was recaptured by Alkibiades in

408; the city was torn by stasis, and its fortifications betrayed

to Alkibiades by the pro-Athenian faction; it was forced to

pay indemnity, to accept an Athenian garrison (Plut. Alc.

30.2–5; Xen. Hell. 1.3.10; Diod. 13.66.4; Gehrke, Stasis 145–46),

and probably also to give hostages. The ensuing settlement in

408 (IG i³ 118; ML 87) mentions guarantees (ll. 1–31) of

Selymbrian autonomy, restoration of hostages and political

refugees (Staatsverträge 207.12), cancellation of Athenian

and allied claims to property lost in Selymbria except for real

property (presumably indicating the existence of Athenian

and allied landownership in Selymbria). The settlement was

ratified in 407 by the Athenian ekklesia on the motion of

Alkibiades (ll. 31–47). A member of the Second Athenian

Naval League since 377 (IG ii² 43B.29), Selymbria joined the

revolt of Byzantion in 357 (Dem. 15.26). According to the

decree quoted at Dem. 18.77, Selymbria was besieged by

Philip in 340. The decree is spurious, but the information it

contains may be correct, and, like Perinthos and Byzantion,

Selymbria must have been besieged by Philip II in 340.

The civic institutions of Selymbria are unattested, except

for the probable mention of aisimnatai in a C4 inscription

(SGDI 3068: [α2]σιµν+ν[τες]; cf. Hanell (1934) 149) but are

believed to have reproduced the pattern better known for

other colonies of Megarian origin (Hanell (1934) 132ff; cf.

Loukopoulou (1989) 142–47). Arist. Oec. 1348b mentions a

law forbidding the export of corn in times of shortage.

Apollo (Pythios), probably to be restored in line 28 of the

agreement between Athens and Selymbria of 407, seems to

have been the protective deity of Selymbria, with public

documents being published in his sanctuary (IG i³

118.26–28; cf. Hanell (1934) 166; Loukopoulou (1989) 104–5

with reference to BCH 36 (1912) 558, pace ML 87).

Selymbria issued two series of silver coins: (a) from 492/0

to 473/0 and (b) from 425/0 to 411/10, presumably on the

Thrako-Makedonian standard and apparently for local use.

Denominations: octobols down to hemiobols: obv. cock;

rev. incuse square (a) or ear of corn (b). Legend: ΣΑ or

ΣΑΛΥ (Head, HN² 271; Schönert-Geiss (1975) 35–49; SNG

Cop. Thrace 789–90).

680. Ser(re)ion Teichos (Ser(re)ioteichites) Map 52. Lat.

40.45, long. 27.00. Size of territory: 1. Type: C:α? The

toponym is Σ/ρριον (Steph. Byz. 642.18) or Σ/ρριον τε5χος

(Aeschin. 3.82; Dem. 7.37) or Σ/ρρειον τε5χος (Dem. 9.15;

Harp. Σ4). The city-ethnic is Σεριοτειχ�της (IG i³

283.ii.19). Serrion Teichos is not called a polis in any source,

but polis status is indicated by its membership of the Delian

League. The collective and external use of the city-ethnic is

attested in the tribute lists (infra) and is restored in the

assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.104).

The identification of Serrion Teichos with Ganos (ATL i.

545; Kahrstedt (1954) 21 followed by Barr.) is unconvincing

(Isaac (1986) 211) and contradicted by the explicit distinc-

tion between the two sites in Aeschin. 3.82 followed by Harp.

Γ3 and Σ4; see Ganos, supra 913. Propontic Serrion Teichos

is clearly to be distinguished from Serrion on the Aegean

coast of Thrace (supra 872).

Serrion Teichos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists of 428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.19), 421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.87)

and 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.18), contributing unknown sums. It

was one of the fortresses conquered by Philip II in 346

(Aeschin. 3.82; Dem. 7.37, 9.15).

681. Tyrodiza (Tyrodizenos) Map 52. Lat. 40.35, long.

27.05. Size of territory: 5. Type: B:?. The toponym is

Τυρ#διζα, ! (Hdt. 7.25.2; IG i³ 71.iii.108) or, once,

Τυρ#διζαι (IG i³ 261.4.30) or, once, Τυρ#ριζα (Hellan. fr.

62). The city-ethnic is Τυροδιζην#ς (Krateros (FGrHist

342) fr. 3 � IG i³ 100). The only source to call Tyrodiza a polis

is Steph. Byz. 642.18. According to Herodotos, it belonged to

the Perinthians (no. 678) (Hdt. 7.25: ε2ς Τυρ#διζαν τ�ν

Περινθ�ων), implying that it was a possession of Perinthos

(ATL i. 558); It could, however, mean “a colony or founda-

tion of the Perinthians” (see e.g. Thuc. 2.30.1, 4.49.1). It is

here considered to be a polis, at least in C5s, on the evidence

of the Athenian tribute lists,where it is recorded among pay-

ing members of the League. Only the collective and external

use of the city-ethnic is attested (supra).

Tyrodiza is usually identified with Teiristasis, one of the

Thracian teiche recorded by Ps.-Skylax 67 on the north-west
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shore of the Propontis, between the isthmus of the

Chersonesos and Perinthos (cf. Dem. 12.3; schol. Dem.

12.1.1), which is plausibly identified with mediaeval

Peristasis �modern Peristeri �present-day Sharkeui (ATL

i. 558; but see Isaac (1986) 203–4). According to Steph.

Byz. 642.18, Tyrodiza was situated “after” (i.e. east of)

Serrion.

Tyrodiza is recorded as one of the supply bases of Xerxes’

army in 480 (Hdt 7.25). Tyrodiza was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is recorded by toponym in the tribute lists of 452/1 (IG i³

261.iv.30), 446/5 (IG i³ 266.i.22) and 445/4 (IG i³ 267.i.30),

paying 1,000 dr. the first year, a sum reduced to 500 dr. in

446/5 and 445/4 (IG i3 266.i.22; 267.i.30), presumably fol-

lowing the establishment of Athenian klerouchs shortly

before 450 (cf. IG i³ 417.9: .ν Τυροδ�ζ[αι] (448/7)). For a

possible relation with the Athenian klerouchy settled c.450

in Neapolis (no. 677), see ATL iii. 205; Kahrstedt (1954) 22

and Isaac (1986) 204. Tyrodiza appears again in the assess-

ment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.108; cf. Krateros fr. 3 (IG i³

100)). If the identification with Teiristasis is correct,

Tyrodiza and its neighbour Krobyle were exposed to

andrapodismos by the Athenian general Diopeithes in 341

(Dem. 12.3; cf. Dem. 8 hypoth. 2–3), see supra 913.
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I. The Region

The ancient name for the Black Sea, Π#ντος Εdξεινος

(Hdt. 1.72.3), often transliterated as “Euxine Pontos”, has all

the hallmarks of a hybrid name, part Greek, part Iranian.

The Greeks themselves took it to be Hellenic in both parts,

“the hospitable (εdξεινος) sea (π#ντος)” (Hdt.4.95.1), but

they also recognised an earlier form, which they took to

mean its opposite, “inhospitable” (>ξεινος, Eur. IT 253; Ps.-

Skymnos 735–37, Diller; Strabo 7.3.6). In the twentieth cen-

tury, since the studies of Vasmer (1923) and Boisacq (1924), it

has become generally accepted that axenos was itself a bor-

rowing into Greek from an Iranian root aχs̆aēna meaning

“dark”. This gives a consistent naming principle for the

Black Sea in a number of different languages, including

Russian Chernoe Mor’e and Turkish Kara Deniz (see further

discussion by Moorhouse, Allen, Yelnitskij and Georgiev,

summarised in Danoff (1962) 950–54).

The region was regarded as a unitary one by many Greeks

of the homeland and Aegean area, who referred to it by such

expressions as ‘Ελλ�νων οH Π#ντον ο2κ/οντες (Hdt.

4.8.1), οH τ�ν ‘Ελλ�σποντον κα� Π#ντον ο2κ/οντες

UΕλληνες (cf. the rubric [π#λες] .κ τ˜ο Ε([χσε�νο] in IG i³

71.iv.126). However, within the Euxine certain cities were

especially close geographically and by reason of a common

barbarian hinterland, while others were linked by regular

sea routes along coastlines, or across from shore to shore

(Arnaud (1992)). Strabo 2.5.22 divided the sea into “left-

hand” and “right-hand” regions, i.e. those of Thrace to the

left, and those of Bithynia, Paphlagonia and Kappadokia to

the right, on entering from the Bosporos. We may divide the

whole of its circuit into four sub-regions, already treated

separately by Strabo: (1) the coasts of Thrace and Getike

(Strabo 7.6.1); (2) of Skythia, Taurike and Sindike (Strabo

7.3.14–4.8, 11.2.1–11); (3) of the Caucasus and Kolchian low-

lands (Strabo 11.2.12–19); and (4) of the Mariandynoi,

Paphlagones and Kappadokes (Strabo 12.3.2–17). The

Inventory of poleis is presented in these four regions, while

the introduction treats the Black Sea area as a whole.

So much for the regions and shores of the Euxine; it

should be noted that the Pontos could also be regarded as

virtually two seas (διθ�λαττος π#ντος, Strabo 2.5.22), with

a narrow waist between the central part of the Turkish coast

and the southern tip of the Crimean Peninsula, creating the

conditions for a convenient and much-used cross-sea route

(Maximova (1956) 145–68; Gajdukevic̆ (1969)).

The planting of Greek poleis around the shores of the

Black Sea is largely a tale of two mother cities, Miletos (no.

854) and Megara (no. 225). A very few other (east Greek)

states took subsidiary roles, and an occasional party of set-

tlers (e.g. Boiotians) from elsewhere joined the founding,

main group of colonists.These minor participants tended to

be forgotten after a short time except in local tradition; even

Megara’s colonising activity, well attested as it was in

Classical and Hellenistic times, could be obscured as time

went on by Miletos’ greater fame as a coloniser and by her

higher profile as a city in Roman times (Robert (1937)

247–48). There was the expectation that a Greek colony in

the Propontis and Pontos areas would be Milesian (Strabo

14.1.6). There were also, by the first century ad, much-inflat-

ed estimates of Milesian colony numbers, seventy-five

according to Seneca (Helv. 7.2), or the ninety reported by

Plin. HN 5.112. Lists have not been preserved for us, but they

would have included sub-colonies of Sinope (no. 729) and

many places labelled poleis by the geographers in a region

generally thought of as a “Milesian lake”. This increasing

tendency to assume that a colony here was Milesian is prob-

ably also responsible for some of the more glaring individ-

ual errors (see Strabo 12.3.4 on Herakleia (no. 715); Pompon.

2.22 on Kallatis (no. 686)).

Another feature of the historiographical tradition is the

tendency to move away from giving foundation dates of

colonies in the form of chronology relative to another Greek

or Near Eastern event, or a king (Hdt. 4.144 on Kalchedon

(no. 743)/Byzantion (no. 674); Ps.-Skymnos 730ff, on a

string of Pontic colonies), and towards the practice of using

Olympiads and their four-yearly cycle. Eventually, in the

Christian writers of the later Roman Empire, the era of
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Abraham was added as well. The dates in Eusebius and

Jerome have an aura of exactness about them that is mis-

leading (Chron. 95b), being based on a chain of previous

pagan traditions that was very late in finding its final tabular

form.For colonies within the Pontos three dates have gained

common acceptance: Istros in 657, Olbia in 647, Sinope in

631. But these should be regarded as dates arrived at by being

put belatedly into tabular form, and not as a canon, sancti-

fied by the Christian Fathers (Hind (1999a)). A fourth date,

found in the Armenian version of Eusebios, relating to

Trapezous (757, ann. Abr. 1260) is to be discounted as a mis-

take, referring to the city of Kyzikos (no. 747) in the

Propontis (Hind (1988) 213–14; Huxley (1990) 199; Ivantchik

(1998) 314–18). Setting aside the exaggerated numbers of

Milesian colonies and the (misleading) seeming exactitude

of the few colonial dates provided by the chronographers,

we may now turn to the distribution,character and develop-

ment of the poleis in the Pontic region.

The Pontos amazed the Greeks by its vast emptiness;

according to Hdt. 4.85, it impressed even the Persian Great

King Dareios. It was particularly marked by a lack of islands,

except for very small offshore islets. Huge stretches of varied

coastline surrounded it. Hills and harbourless coast at first

in Salmydessian Thrace; bays and headlands beyond; then

marshy delta, treeless steppe, the high mountains of

Taurike, the Caucasus and Eastern Anatolia, the Kolchian

lowlands and marshy Phasian shoreline. Pouring into the

Pontos are the great rivers then called Istros, Tyras, Hypanis,

Borysthenes, Tanais and the Kimmerian Bosporos, the out-

flow from Lake Maiotis. They formed main arteries by

which the products of the steppe peoples might be traded in

the Greek emporia—hides, furs, slaves. The rivers spawned

huge stocks of fish at their mouths or deltas, and saltings

were conveniently present (Baladié (1994)). Sturgeon

abounded in the river estuaries (Hdt. 4.53; Strabo 7.3.18,

11.2.4), herring in the east Crimean shallows, and tunny at

various points along the east Pontic shore from the

Kimmerian to the Thracian Bosporos (Strabo 7.6.2, 12.3.11,

19). These were probably the first resources to be exploited

by Greeks in the Euxine, and the eventual size of the indus-

try was considerable (Strabo 7.4.6; Danoff (1962) 955–85).

The grain trade seems to have developed more slowly and,

exploiting their territories, Olbia (no. 690) and later (and on

a larger scale) the Bosporan Kingdom helped to feed the

more populous cities of the Aegean area in C5l and C4

(Shcheglov (1990)). The metal resources of the region were,

perhaps, a secondary attraction, though there was abundant

copper in the Strandzha Mountains of Thrace and silver in

the coastal Pontic Mountains. Copper in the west and

north-west Pontic region and some gold in the streams of

Kolchis show up in the archaeological record (but only from

C5) and in the Argonaut myth (Tsetskhladze (1995)). Since

many native peoples were treated as commodities, it was

probably the slave trade (Paphlagonians, Thracians,

Getai, Kolchoi and Skythians) that was most consistently

lucrative—organised at cities like Sinope (no. 729),

Apollonia (no. 682), Istros (no. 685) and Olbia (no. 690).

The variety of the peoples around the Pontos arose from

that of the lands—Mariandynoi, Kappadokians, Tauroi,

Caucasian tribes with languages more numerous even than

Milesian colonies (seventy according to Strabo 11.2.16, or, as

he disbelieves, 300). These included the many small peoples

listed by Ps.-Skylax (82–89) on the coast east of Sinope (no.

729) and Amisos (no. 712). These, and Herakleia (no. 715),

were under the direct, or indirect, control of the great Asian

power, Persia, after c.545 through its satraps at Daskyleion

and in Kappadokia, and through the kings of Paphlagonia.

The southern Thracians formed a sort of satrapy in Europe

(Skudra) from c.512 to 478, while the Kolchoi were tribute-

payers on Persia’s northern fringe. Most curious in their way

of life seemed to be these Phasian-Kolchoi, delta-dwellers

with timber towns, and the nomad, wagon-dwelling

Skythians (Hippoc. Aer.), who knew how to frustrate the

greatest invasions with their strategy of retreat into the

steppe. If Greeks wished for an ally against the Persian 

colossus, they thought of their own cultural antithesis—

nomads with only royal burials to defend and the mobility

to invade both Asia and Europe south of the Danube (Hdt.

4.46, 122–27, 6.84).

There were in Archaic and Classical times some thirty

poleis with full credentials around the shores of the Euxine

Pontos, and a further twenty or so which were dependent

communities or doubtfully Greek, some being mentioned

in dubious contexts or in plain error (Hind (1994) 481–86;

Tsetskhladze (1994a), (1998b); see also the relevant entries in

the Inventory below). Three primary colonies were planted

along the southern shore: Sinope (I c.700–690; II c.630–600)

by Milesians, Amisos by Phokaians and/or Milesians

(c.560–550), and Herakleia by Megarians and Boiotians

(c.550). (Herakleia was, according to Xen. An. 6.4.2, the first

Greek polis one met having passed the Bosporos and turned

east.) The Greek cities here were well spaced out, and there is

little or no friction recorded between them. To the east of

Sinope were three of her own daughter colonies, dependent

and tribute-paying by C5l: Kotyora (no. 722), Kerasous (no.

719) and Trapezous (no.734).Between Herakleia and Sinope
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were four small settlements, described as poleis or

katoikiai—Tieion (no. 733), Kromna (no. 723), Sesamos (no.

728) and Kytoros (no. 724)—which achieved some strength

in union (koinonia) under the name Amastris on the site of

Sesamos only c.300–290.

On the western shore, south of the Danube, the Milesians

founded three early apoikiai: Istros (no. 685), c.650–625;

Apollonia (no. 682) by c.600 or earlier, with some Rhodians?

or Phokaians; and Odessos (no. 689) c.590–575. Megarians

founded two, but, as these were sub-colonies of Byzantion

(no. 674) and Herakleia (no. 715), they came much later—

Mesambria (no. 687) c.513/12–494 and Kallatis (no. 686) in

C6l at the earliest: its date is set by some in C6l, but, perhaps

more likely is c.400–375 (Hind (1998); Saprykin (1998);

Ivantchik (1998) 321–22).

Further north, on the fringes of Skythian lands, the

Milesians had a near monopoly in colonial activity, apart

from Herakleia’s late colony at Chersonesos (no. 695),

c.425–375. Olbia (no. 690) was in place on the Berezan

peninsula by c.625–600, and transferred to the mainland site

at Parutino some 40 km further inside the estuary within a

generation or so, where it became a substantial polis and

emporion. Karkinitis (no. 698) in west Crimea was settled by

C6l, to be taken over by Chersonesos (no. 695) c.350. The

Tyritai at Ophioussa and Nikonion also existed by C6l; they

were combined in C4 at Tyras (no. 694, at the site of

Akkerman/Belgorod).

The poleis east of the Tauric part of the Chersonesos

were also mainly Milesian: Theodosia (no. 707) and

Pantikapaion (no. 705) on the Kerch Peninsula (the western

side of the Bosporos), both left undated by literary sources

but placed by archaeological finds c.600–575 (Tsetskhladze

(1997b) 39–69). The eastern side of the Bosporos, the

Sindian islands and delta of the river Kuban seem to have

attracted some of the earliest poleis, not merely Milesian

Kepoi (no. 699), c.580–560, but Hermonassa (no. 697),

probably an apoikia from Aiolian Mytilene (no. 798), also

c.580–560. Phanagoria (no. 706) came later, founded by

men from Ionian Teos (no. 868)—these last in flight from

the Persians (c.545–540). The western side of the

Kimmerian Bosporos may have been subject to threatening

Skythian movements, including raids and tribute exaction.

In time, however, Pantikapaion (no. 705) became the chief

market for the Skythians and eventually the capital of an

expanding Bosporan state under Archaianaktid dynasts

(480–437) and “archons” of mixed Thracian and Greek ori-

gin, the Spartokidai (437–109) (Hind (1994) 486–501). Of

the small towns here, Nymphaion (no. 704) and, more

doubtfully, Myrmekeion (no. 703) qualified as poleis, while

numerous other lesser polichnia, komai and phrouria,

developed in the two geographical halves, European and

Asiatic (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 70–81). Under Satyros I

(433/2–389/8) and Leukon I (389/8–349/8), the Spartokidai

expanded to include not just these cities, but some settled

Skythians in the eastern part of the Kerch Peninsula and

also the Sindoi and numerous Maiotian tribes who inhab-

ited the river system of the river Antikeites (Kuban) and the

east side of Lake Maiotis.

In the furthest reaches east of the Euxine were some small

towns on the North Caucasus coast, Bata/Patous and

Torikos. These can be seen to have been relatively late and

mixed in character, and are attested as poleis only by Ps.-

Skylax (infra). In the Kolchian lowlands (Tsetskhladze

(1998a)) the Phasianoi seem to have developed towns of

their own, partly through contact with Media and Persia,

and partly under the stimulus of trade with Milesians, per-

haps mostly Sinopean merchants. These were Phasis (no.

711), Dioskouris (no. 709), Gyenos (no. 710) on the coast,

and Aia and Sourion up the river Phasis; however, the sites of

the first two towns, barbarian or Hellenic, have yet to be

found. Whether any of these was a Greek polis proper in the

Classical period is a much debated question, but not one of

them is ever attested in the literary record as a community

doing anything diplomatic or political; nor has a citizen of

any of them ever turned up in an inscription as a visitor or

resident of any city of the Black Sea or elsewhere (see Phasis

(no. 711) and Dioskouris (no. 709)). These, perhaps small,

and certainly elusive, settlements were possibly katoikiai of

miscellaneous Greeks, and one an emporion of the

Phasianoi, servicing merchants. We may well think of them

as dependent on Sinope (no. 729) for access by sea from the

west and on the Phasian Kolkhoi for the trade with the hin-

terland.A string of such sites lay between Sinope and Phasis,

at Batumi, Tsikhizdziri and Pichvnari, where a considerable

Greek presence has been revealed in a C5–C4 cemetery

(Tsetskhladze (1999) 43–50, 74–81).

The Pontos offered great resources, but was fraught with

what seemed initially an inhospitable climate—stormy seas

and biting winters. There were tough opponents in the small

local Thracian tribes, and stronger and stranger ones still in

the steppeland Skythians and Sarmatians. It was dire neces-

sity at home that drove Greeks out to found these apoikiai

beyond the Hellespont and Bosporos. There was loss of land

at home to near neighbours, to Lydians inland from Miletos

(no.854), to Corinthians and Athenians around Megara (no.

225). But there were also plague, famine, stasis and the exile
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of losers in it. Raids by the Kimmerians into western Asia

Minor had some temporary effect, but they probably also

brought in their wake new information about the far north-

east. It was probably also the policy of the Milesian tyrants

Thrasyboulos (c.600) and Thoas and Damasenor

(c.580–560) to promote the sending out of apoikiai, just as

Gyges,king of Lydia, seems to have done from his position of

attempted overlordship (see on Abydos, Strabo 13.1.22).

Gradually the Black Sea came to seem more inviting—with

colonies settled in the softer target areas: Sinope (no. 729),

Herakleia (no. 715), Olbia (no. 690) and Kepoi (no. 699)

among the Sindoi. Its coasts were now known and nego-

tiable, its currents familiar and followed, its smaller, poorly

organised and ill-equipped peoples able to be defeated by

immigrant hoplites. Every city founded—Apollonia (no.

682), Istros (no. 685), Pantikapaion (no. 705), Kallatis (no.

686), Chersonesos (no. 695)—made the Pontos more sailor-

and settler-friendly.

Initially, and for generations, the poleis were in the ascen-

dant; some, like Herakleia (no. 715), subdued their neigh-

bours (Mariandynoi); perhaps Chersonesos (no. 695)

repeated this pattern later among the Tauroi. The Milesians

drove out from Sinope the weakened Leukosyroi, after a

period of occupation by the Kimmerians. Sinope (no. 729)

conquered land from the natives to the east for her colonists.

Milesians were believed to have expelled some Skythians in

founding Pantikapaion (no. 705). But this dominance did

not stay unchallenged beyond C5e. Major powers evolved in

Thrace (the Odrysai) and in Skythia (Royal Skythians rang-

ing from the Danube to the Don), and they held the individ-

ual Greek poleis (Istros (no. 685), Olbia (no. 690)) as valued

channels of trade within their sphere of control. Even the

Paphlagonian and Kappadokian vassals of Persia occasion-

ally pressed on their coastal poleis, Sinope and Amisos (no.

712). On the Kimmerian Bosporos, the Spartokid state was

able to withstand the Skythians and Sarmatians throughout

C5 and C4 by creating a “proto-Hellenistic” state out of sev-

eral cities, and incorporating the extensive lands of the

Sindoi and Maiotai. In the second half of C5, perhaps

c.439/6–411/405, Athens extended her thalassocracy into the

Euxine Sea, using as her chief footholds the cities of Sinope

(no. 729) and, less certainly, Nymphaion (no. 704), while

drawing Apollonia (no. 682) and Herakleia (no. 715) into her

arche.

In constitutional and religious matters the colonists pre-

dictably seem to have held to practices prevalent in their

mother cities: Milesian and Megarian magistracies, coun-

cils, assemblies, calendars and cults, the latter sometimes

taking on a native element from a deity deemed to be the

equivalent of the Greek (Bilabel (1920); Hanell (1934);

Ehrhardt (1988); Saprykin (1997)). Internal troubles fol-

lowed, with some delay, the pattern of those noticed in

Megara (no. 225) or Ionia: increased inequalities of wealth,

formation of new aristocracies out of the first colonial fam-

ilies, relative overpopulation, tyrannis, and stasis between

the aristoi and the demos. The major poleis of the Pontic

region in the Classical period were relatively few: Sinope

(no. 729), Herakleia (no. 715), Apollonia (no. 682),

Mesambria (no. 687), Istros (no. 685), Olbia (no. 690),

Chersonesos (no. 695), Pantikapaion (no. 705) and

Phanagoria (no.706).They all struck coinage by the late fifth

century (in the case of Chersonesos by the early fourth).

Another city, Hermonassa (no. 697), had some early impor-

tance, but declined, or was incorporated in Bosporos, too

early to issue coinage. Most had cross-Pontic economic

links, now traced by proxeny decrees and burial stelai of for-

eigners in the cities’ cemeteries. Several had a considerable

export trade in wine, olive oil, salted fish and their pottery

containers, the bulk-carrying amphoras. Warfare broke out

between some—Sinope (no. 729) with Sestos (no. 672), and

Herakleia (no. 715) with Bosporos (no. 705) in the early

fourth century. Nearly all had agoras, temples and temene

and a variety of public buildings. These have been found

especially in the cities on the territories of present-day

Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine and Russia, where excavation,

in some areas going back a century, has provided fullest evi-

dence. Nearly all of them had territories, inland and around

them, and lesser communities within them—dependent

poleis, polichnia, katoikiai, choria, phrouria. A few had an

emporion quarter, or had so developed as ports of trade that

they could loosely be termed emporia in recognition of their

general character.

Three ancient sources for the period and region may be

looked at in some detail, for all purport to provide

toponyms, or parts of names, for the Pontic poleis. Of these

the first is Hekataios of Miletos (c.500), who has left some

175 references to poleis, mainly through the medium of the

Ethnika of Stephanos of Byzantion (Hansen (1997a) 17).

Among these are twelve located in the Euxine Pontos. They

include three certain Greek poleis—Hermonassa (no. 697)

(fr. 208), Karkinitis (no. 698) (fr. 184) and Phanagoria (no.

706) (fr. 212)—but also one temple (hieron): Apatouron 

(fr. 211), near Phanagoria (no. 706) (see also Kepoi (no.

699)). His remaining poleis are said to be barbarian, or 

are left unspecified: Patrasys (fr. 214: π#λις Ποντικ�

(�Patraieus)); Krossa (fr. 213: π#λις πρ�ς τ�+ Π#ντ�ω
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(�Kromna?)); Boryza (fr. 166:π#λις Π/ρσεων); Kardessos

(fr. 188:π#λις Σκυθ�ας); Orgame (no. 692; fr. 172:π#λις .π�

τ�+ ;Ιστρ�ω); Stamene (fr. 202: π#λις Χαλ�βων); Stephanis

(fr. 198: π#λις Μαριανδυν+ν); Teiria (fr. 201: π#λις

Λευκοσ�ρων (�Pteria, s.v. Sinope)); Chadisia (fr. 200:

π#λις Λευκοσ�ρων); Choirades (fr. 204: π#λις

Μοσσυνο�κων). Clearly about half of these poleis were cen-

tres of the native peoples, rather akin to the nameless polis

and metropolis mentioned by Xenophon as being met with

on his troops’ line of march (Xen. An. 4.7.19: Skythinoi;

5.4.15: Mossynoikoi).

The second source is the section of the Athenian tribute

assessment decree of the year 425/24 headed [π#λες] .κ το̃

Ε([χσε�νο (ATL i. A9.iv.126ff � IG i³ 71.iv.126ff). This por-

tion of the inscription is said to have space for up to forty

poleis, although the boldest restorations have sought to pro-

vide about fifteen (ATL i. pp. 527–39; Meiggs (1972) 328–29).

Most acceptable are Herakleia (no. 715) and Apollonia (no.

682) in the nearest south-western corner of the Pontos; then

in declining order of conviction, Κερασο̃ς (iv.169);

Νικ[ον�α] (iv.167); Τ�[ρας] (iv.163); Κ�[λλατις] or

Κα[ρκιν5τις] (iv.165); Τα[µυρ�κε] (iv.164); ’Ο[λβ�α] or

’Ο[ργ�µε] (iv.162); Κιµ[µερικ#ν] (iv.166); Πατ[ραιε�ς]

or Π�τ[ρασυς] (iv.168); Ν�[φσα?] (iv.143); ∆α[νδ�κε]

(iv.170); [Κ�ρο]σα (iv.129); Τ[?] (iv.160); Μ[?] (iv.161).

No widespread Pontic thalassocracy of Athens should be

deduced from individual initials, though Sinope (no. 729)

was drawn well into Athens’ net (on Plutarch’s authority:

Per. 20), and the intervention at Herakleia (no. 715) is

accepted (on the authority of Thuc. 4.75.2). A fragment of a

casualty list is now once more interpreted to read “at

Sinope”, reinforcing the account of Plutarch (IG i³ 1180;

Clairmont (1979) 123–26); the longer reach of Athens is illus-

trated by the case of Gylon, the ancestor of Demosthenes,

said to have held Nymphaion (no. 704) on the Bosporos in

Athens’ interest (Aeschin. 3.171). The story is reinforced by

Krateros Harpokration (FGrHist 342) fr. 8, who says that

“Nymphaion paid one talent” (Meiggs (1972) 329 n. 5).

The third and last apparent provider of Pontic poleis is

Ps.-Skylax; dating to c.340–330 this text produces a prolific

list of poleis, many of them said to be Hellenides, presumably

in the topographic, urban, sense (Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996)). Of the forty or so places around the Black

Sea, described as Greek poleis, nineteen are cities well known

from other sources relating to the Archaic and Classical

periods. But there are many omissions and misdescriptions

as well. The omissions are concentrated particularly in the

west and north-west. Istros (no. 685) and Olbia (no. 690) do

not appear, nor do Tomis (no. 693) or Dionysopolis (no.

684). Kromna (no. 723) and Kotyora (no. 722) on the south-

ern shore are missing, as is Hermonassa (no. 697) on the

Kimmerian Bosporos. Chersonesos (no. 695) figures as

emporion (68), not polis. Sometimes poleis are left without

the adjective Hellenis (Dioskouris (81), Limne (83)); one

toponym, Aia (81), is described as “a great barbarian city 180

stades up the river Phasis” (possibly Kutaisi). But another

twenty or so poleis Hellenides listed by Ps.-Skylax are com-

pletely unattested in other sources. These appear mainly on

the eastern (72–74,81–83) and southern shores (86,89–90) of

the Euxine, where not only small settlements are elevated,

but even rivers and promontories are transmuted, into 

cities (e.g. the river Lykastos (89: π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς), Cape

Karambis (90: π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς), Cape Jasonia (88:

�κρ#πολις ‘Ελλην�ς)). Sometimes a town, said by

Hekataios to be native (e.g.Choirades (fr.204)), is made into

a polis Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax (86). As later geographers have

no such burgeoning of poleis on these shores, it is clear that

these idiosyncratic entries should not be trusted. But it is

possible that the numbers implied in this text contributed 

to the notion, mentioned above, that Miletos (no. 854)

founded seventy-five or ninety colonies in the region.

Apart from the doubtful cases of poleis mentioned above,

a number of other settlements are mentioned by name by

Classical authors or, with retrospective reference, by

Hellenistic or Roman writers as e.g. polichnia, emporia,

katoikiai, teiche, phrouria, hiera or komai.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Akonai (?κ#ναι) A kome of the Mariandynoi (Theophr.

Hist. pl. 9.16.4), or a polichnion, according to Steph. Byz. 61.4;

its location is unknown, and while Plin. HN 6.4 describes it

as a port east of Herakleia (no. 715), Steph. Byz. simply says

πλησ�ον ‘Ηρακλε�ας (61.4). Barr. 86, unlocated and dated

HR, but Theophr. Hist. pl. 9.16.4 suggests C.

Alopekia (ν8σος ?λωπεκ�α) Perhaps Elizavetovskoye in

the Don delta.According to Strabo 11.2.3, it was a “katoikia of

mixed people”. Shelov (1970) 69–75 argued in some detail

that Elizavetovskoye, a large fortified site occupied in

C5–C3, was Strabo’s Alopekia, on an island in front of the

Tanais (Don). Barr. 84 dates it C but treats it as unlocated

(Elizavetovskoye?).

Anchiale (?γχι�λη) Paleokastro/Pomorye, south of the

Gulf of Burgas, Bulgaria. A πολ�χνιον ?πολλωνιατ+ν
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(Strabo 7.6.1). The salt production at Anchiale has been

studied (by Khrischer et al. (1982)). This resource is likely to

have been used from an early date. Barr. 22, C.

Antheia (Xνθεια) Probably the peninsula of Atiya on the

Bay of Burgas west of Apollonia (no. 682).According to Plin.

HN 4.45, Antheia was a former name of Apollonia in the 

territory of the Astai. Steph. Byz. 96.3 makes it a separate

colony of Milesians and Phokaians. Archaic sculpture and

numerous pieces of bronze arrow money have been found

there (Isaac (1986) 240–46). Not in Barr.

Anthemousis limne (?νθεµουσ�ς λ�µνη) Steph. Byz.

96.9 mentions an ?νθεµουσ�ς λ�µνη Μαριανδυν+ν, pre-

sumably somewhere in the territory of Herakleia (no. 715).

Barr. 86: coast near Heraclea, H.

Apatouron (?π�τουρον) A temple on the Taman

Peninsula, on the east side of Kimmerian Bosporos. A sanc-

tuary of Aphrodite Apatouria,outside Phanagoria (no.706),

near Kepoi (no. 699) or Hermonassa (no. 697) (Strabo

11.2.10). An inscription from a rural sanctuary east of Kepoi

mentions an Aphrodite Ourania and dates it to C4

(Tokhtasyev (1983) 111–17, (1986) 140; Tsetskhladze and

Kuznetsov (2000)). Barr. 87, unlocated (Taman?), HR.

Arkiroessa (?ρκιρ#εσσα) Steph. Byz. 121.9 has

?ρκιρ#εσσα, π#λις .ν Π#ντ�ω, ‘Ηρακλε�ας 6ποτελ�ς �

Domitios Kallistratos (FGrHist 433) fr. 6. Barr. 86, unlocat-

ed, H.

Aulaiouteichos, Agathopolis (Α(λα�ου τε5χος,

?γαθ#πολις) Akhtopol, on the Bulgarian coast south of

the Bay of Burgas. Aulaiouteichos appears in Roman sources

(Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 36). Agathopolis has been supposed to

be a late Roman/Byzantine renaming. Recently, however,

two inscriptions and bronze coins of C4–C3e have been used

to argue for the existence of Agathopolis much earlier

(Velkov (1994); Jurukova (1994); Stancomb (1998)); but it is

now argued (Avram (2002)) that these two inscriptions are

actually of Apollonia (no. 682), moved to Akhtopol only in

post-Classical times. Barr. 22, RL.

Harmene (yρµ�νη) Akliman, to the west of Sinope (no.

729). A harbour in the territory of Sinope (Xen. An. 6.1.15,

17). According to Ps.-Skylax 89, it was a polis Hellenis (actu-

ally a harbour of Sinope with accompanying buildings?); see

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 149. By Strabo’s time it

was a kome with walls, about which he quotes local opinion

that they were “the work of people who had nothing better

to do” (12.3.10). Barr. 86, C.

*Hermesion (Hermisium) On the European side of the

Kimmerian Bosporos, unlocated; Pompon. 2.3; Plin. HN

4.87.A place lost or re-named by C1 to first century ad. Barr.

87 inset: unlocated, R.

Hieron Achilleos (‘Ιερ�ν ?χιλλ/ως) Leuke Island,

Phidonisi, Zmejnij Island, lying to the north-east of the

Danube delta. The centre of a cult of Achilles Pontarches

with a temple. It seems to have been known already by

Alkaios (fr. 354, LP), Pind. Nem. 4.48–50 and Ps.-Skylax 68,

and by many Hellenistic and Roman writers.Archaeological

finds from C6 onwards are discussed by Okhotnikov and

Ostroverkhov (1996) and in their monograph on Leuke

(1993). Barr. 23, AC.

Hieron Demetros (‘Ιερ�ν ∆�µητρος) Cape Stanislav,

between the rivers Hypanis and Borysthenes (Bug 

and Dnieper). A shrine of Demeter on a cape called

Hippoleos, lying across the estuary of the Bug from Olbia

(no. 690) (Hdt. 4.53.6). Site not located. Barr. 23, C

(Stanislavskoye).

Hieron Dios Ouriou (‘Ιερ�ν ∆ι�ς Ο(ρ�ου) Anadolu

Kavaǧi on the north coast of Turkey near the entrance to the

Black Sea. The temple of Zeus Ourios (“Zeus favourable to

sailing”) at the entrance to the Euxine Pontos (Polyb.

4.39.6). Hdt. 4.85, 87 mentions it as a good place from which

to admire the sea, as did Dareios in 513/12. It was a collecting

point for ships in large-scale convoys and merchant fleets

(Didymos 10.54–11.7). The C4 Olbian decree about the

exchange rate of their coinage was found there (IOSPE i²

24 �Dubois (1996) 14). Barr. 53, HRL.

Kieros (Κ�ερος) A settlement of unknown status (called

π#λις ‘Ηρακλεωτ+ν in Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 27

(rHell.)), probably Mariandynian in origin. By C4l it was

incorporated in the territory of Herakleia (no. 715)

(Memnon (FGrHist 434) frr. 16, 27); by early Hellenistic

times it was renamed Prusias-ad-Hypium (Memnon

(FGrHist 434) fr. 27). It has been suggested that it had some

earlier independent existence as a polis, which might be the

case if a brief coin issue of C4e can be attributed to Kieros 

(E. S. G. Robinson (1921) 3–7; Burstein (1976) 108 n.52).Barr.

86, R.

Korokondame (Κοροκονδ�µη) Settlement on a lake in

the Taman Peninsula, on the Asiatic side of the Kimmerian

Bosporos. By Strabo’s time it was a kome (11.2.8 and 14). The

Tuzlinskij cemetery (Sorokina (1957)) may have belonged 

to this settlement, in which case it was of considerable
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importance in C6. Barr. 87 inset, C, but A would be attested

if the cemetery (supra) belongs to Korokondame.

Kremnoi (Κρηµνο�) Emporion of the Royal Skythians on

the north-western side of the Sea of Azov,or at Pantikapaion

(no. 705) (Hdt. 4.20, 110). For the latter location, see Hind

(1997) 111–15. Barr. 87 inset, unlocated, AC.

Naulochos (Να�λοχος) Obzor, north of the Bay of

Burgas, Bulgaria. A minor town (polichnion) belonging to

the Mesambrians (no. 687) (Strabo 7.6.1). It is not known

how early it became such. Barr. 22, HR.

Ordessos (’Ορδησσ#ς) A polis, probably of mixed 

population, if this is the same as Καρδησσ#ς (κα�

’Ορδησσ#ς ?), a polis of Skythia, according to Hecat. fr. 188;

perhaps Kosharskoye on the right bank of Tiligul.

Kosharskoye has produced a considerable amount of Greek

imported pottery of C5–C4 (M. J. Treister and Vinogradov

(1993) 533). Barr. 23, unlocated, HR, but Hecat. fr. 188 may

indicate A.

Panelos (Π�νελος) According to Steph. Byz. 500.5–7, a

π#λις περ� τ�ν Π#ντον, named after a Herakleiot originat-

ing from Boiotia, and so presumably an early venture, but

nothing is known of the place (Burstein (1976) 25).

Porthmion (Πορθµ�ον) Situated in the European part of

the Kimmerian Bosporos. The toponym is Πορθµ�ον

(Steph. Byz. 533.4; Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 50) or Παρθ/νιον

(Strabo 7.4.5, 11.2.6; Hdn. iii.1 360.17). The site lies at a strate-

gic point on the north-west coast of the Kerch Strait, not far

from Pantikapaion (no. 705), and the town controlled the

crossing of the strait (Strabo 7.4.5). No source classifies

Porthmion as a polis, and the site-classification found in the

late sources quoted above is kome. The only source for a city-

ethnic is Stephanos. Thus, it may have been a mere teichos

(cf. IOSPE i² 401 �Syll.³ 360; Tsetskhladze (1997b) 68–69).

Porthmion was founded most probably by Pantikapaion in

C6, and thus it was dependent on Pantikapaion from the

beginning (ibid. 62, 68, 79). The first walls of Porthmion

were erected in C6l/C5e (Vakhtina (1995)). The west wall, a

tower and new gates were built in C3e (Y. A. Vinogradov

(1995a) 157 n. 35; Tolstikov (1997) 209, 223–26). Stone and

mudbrick buildings date from C6l. The town was regularly

planned as twelve blocks, separated by streets, following the

major points of the compass. The blocks were 42 m long by

11 m wide, except for the two central blocks of the eastern

half, which were 63.5 m long (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 69–70;

Hind (1983–84) 87). Barr. 87 inset, C.

Priola (Πρ�ολα) A π#λις πλησ�ον ‘Ηρακλε�ας,

otherwise unknown (Steph. Byz. 535.9). Barr. 86, unlocated,

H.

*Stratokleia (Stratoclia) An unlocated town on the

Asiatic side of the Kimmerian Bosporos. Mentioned by Plin.

HN 6.18, it may have been a renamed earlier settlement of

C5–C4. Barr. 87 inset, unlocated, C?H?R?

Tamyrake (Ταµυρ�κη) Named as a gulf and cape

(Strabo 7.3.19). Some rare silver and bronze coins with the

legend ΤΑΜ are of a polis of Tamyrake C5–C4 according 

to Kutajsov (1996) 299–301. But no such city has yet 

been found, nor is one mentioned by the ancient sources.

Barr. 23.

Tirizis (Τ�ριζις) Cape Kali Akra, coast of Bulgaria.

A promontory used as a stronghold/treasury by

Lysimachos, but probably existing earlier (Strabo 7.6.1).

Barr. 22, HRL.

Torikos (Τορικ#ς) On Gelendzhik Bay, perhaps Tonky

Mys, North Caucasus. Torikos has been identified with

remains, including a large stone building of c.500, found at

Tonky Mys (Onajko (1980)). In literary sources Torikos is

mentioned by Ps.-Skylax 74, but his many poleis in this

region are of doubtful status (see supra). Barr. 84, AC.

These poleis and lesser settlements, after a tentative false

start at Sinope probably in C8l, really got under way in C7s

and continued to be founded, especially at times of stress in

the homeland, at various times in C6. Sub-colonies of C5

and C4e filled up the gaps in exploitation of land or trade.

The shores of the Euxine Pontos were thus linked together

for the first time, and were tied into an Aegean and East

Mediterranean network of communications. In the

Hellenistic and Roman period more and more “towns” in

the urban sense claimed the title polis if they were possessed

of local autonomy within a king’s or the Empire’s rule. In an

earlier age many of these might have been komai or katoiki-

ai of “Mixed Folk”, like Herodotos’ Kallippidai near Olbia

(4.17: �οντες UΕλληνες Σκ�θαι), or of those settlers at

Alopekia in the Don delta.An interesting case of “polis infla-

tion” in these later times is Abonouteichos (Inebolu on the

western half of the north coast of Turkey). From being the

“Fort of Abonos” in the time of Mithridates VI (Head, HN ²

505), it progressed to claiming the name “Ionopolis” (now

Inebolu) under M. Aurelius, thus hinting at an origin in the

days of Milesian colonisation—perhaps wishing to be on a

par with those four cities that had made up the koinonia of
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Amastris. As we have already seen, at some disputed date

between the fourth and and fifth centuries ad the town of

Aulaiouteichos on the Bulgarian coast effected its name

change to Agathopolis.

II. The Poleis

1. The Coasts of Thrace, Getike 
and Western Skythia

682. Apollonia (Apolloniates) Map 22. Lat. 42.25, long.

27.40. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is invari-

ably ?πολλων�α, -�η,! (Hdt. 4.90.2, 93.1; Arist. Pol. 1306a9);

ATL i. A9 � IG i³ 71.iv.128 has been restored [?πολ]λον�α.

For supplementary precision ancient writers usually add 

! .ν τ�+ (Ε(ξε�ν�ω) Π#ντ�ω (e.g. Hdt. 4.90.2; Arist. Pol.

1306a9). The city-ethnic is ?πολλωνι�της (Arist. Pol.

1303a36–37 and Aen. Tact. 20.4, both adding .ν τ�+

[Ε(ξε�ν�ω] Π#ντ�ω).

Apollonia is called a polis in the urban sense by Aen. Tact.

20.4, and in Ps.-Skylax 67 it is the first toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. For the political

sense, see Arist. Pol. 1303a26 and 36–37, where Apollonia is

one of eight examples subsumed under the heading polis.

Strabo 7.6.1 retrospectively describes it as >ποικος and

κτ�σµα.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form on C5s coins (infra) and externally at

Aen. Tact. 20.4 and Arist. Pol. 1303a36–37 (cf. the inscription

from Pistiros (Vetren) SEG 43 486.32 (C4s)). The external

and individual use is found in an inscription from Vetren

(IGBulg. iii.1 1068 (C4–C3)) and in later documents.

Apollonia is located at modern Sozopol (Bulgaria), par-

tially on a peninsula (cf. Hind (1983–84) fig. 3). The earliest

archaeological finds are of C7l (ibid. 72; Panayotova (1998)

97; for the earliest finds in the cemetery, see T. Ivanov in 

I. Venedikov et al. (1963) nos. 780–81; cf. for new material

(Wild Goat style and related East Greek pottery) Reho

(1986)). The earliest stone inscription is C6: IGBulg. i² 404.

For some rural settlements, see Hind (1992–93) 85.

Apollonia was colonised by Miletos (no. 854) 50 years

before the reign of Kyros (i.e. c.610): Ps.-Skymnos 730–33; cf.

Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 85–86, Diller. The possibility that

Rhodians joined the Milesians in founding Apollonia

(Steph. Byz. 160.2) is to be rejected. According to Ael. VH

3.17, the founder was Anaximander the philosopher, but

Anaximander was 64 years old in Ol. 58.2 (i.e. 547; cf. Diog.

Laert. 2.2), so he was born c.611 and he can hardly have been

the oikistes of Apollonia if we accept the traditional dating

(strongly supported by the archaeological evidence). Steph.

Byz. 96.2–4 also mentions Xνθεια κα� το% Π#ντου π#λις

πρ�ς τ=8 Θρ��κ=η, Μιλησ�ων κα� Φωκα/ων >ποικος, �ς

µ/µνηνται πολλο� κα� Φιλ/ας (cf. Plin. HN 4.11.45: Astice

regio habuit oppidum Anthium; nunc est Apollonia). It might

have been a minor Milesian foundation identified with a

settlement on the Atiya peninsula (Antheia > Atiya) which

produced early Greek material (Hind (1983–84) 73). See 

also the astakos (crayfish) symbol on C5m–C4 coins of

Apollonia, which may be a pun on the region, Astike (Hind

(1985a)).

Apollonia was a member of the Delian League; at least, it

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.128). Athenian

influence is attested in the calendar, which includes the

specifically Athenian month Mounychion (IGBulg. i² 469

bis), dated C3–C2 but perhaps introduced in C5 (Trümpy,

Monat. 91). In 341 Apollonia had a treaty with Philip II of

Makedon (Just. Epit. 9.2.1), perhaps in a subordinate posi-

tion, and in 313 it probably joined the alliance with Kallatis

(no.686), Istros (no.685) and other west Pontic cities against

Lysimachos (Diod. 19.73).

Apollonia originally (C6) had an oligarchic constitution;

cf. Arist. Pol. 1305b39–1306a6–9, where a stasis is mentioned

in a discussion of how oligarchies change. At Pol.

1303a36–38 Aristotle mentions that “the people of Apollonia

on the Euxine Sea after bringing in additional settlers

(.πο�κους) fell into faction (.στασ�ασαν)”. These refer-

ences probably refer to two different moments: the affair of

the epoikoi suggests an Archaic context, close to the foun-

dation, while the change in oligarchy seems to indicate

rather elaborate institutions (Danov (1976) 210; Gehrke,

Stasis 24, 255).

An extra-urban sanctuary of Apollo Ietros on St Cyriacus

(Svet Kirik) island (known from Hellenistic inscriptions) is

indirectly attested for C5, in so far as the statue of Apollo

captured in 72 by the Romans (Plin. HN 4.13, 34.7; App. Ill.

30) was a work of Kalamis (Strabo 7.6.1), whose activity falls

c.475–450. The sanctuary is surely as old as the city itself. In

C5–C4 a megaron of Ge Chthonia is also mentioned (IGBulg.

i² 398). Other attested cults are those of Artemis Pytheia of

Milesian origin (graffito in SEG 3 557 (C6)) and Aphrodite

(Archaic terracottas; cf. Hoddinott (1975) 38).

Aen. Tact. 20.4 refers to pylai at Apollonia in C4m and

thus to the existence of fortification walls. The two harbours

are attested only in the Hellenistic period.
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Apollonia struck silver coins on the Attic standard from

C5m onwards. Denominations: tetradrachm, drachm,

diobol and fractions of obol. (1) C5s: type: obv. anchor (and

crayfish l. or r.); legend: Α or ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝ; rev. swastika in

incuse or Gorgoneion in concave field. (2) C4: obv. head of

Apollo laur.; rev. anchor (and crayfish l. or r.); legend:Α and

magistrate’s name (Head, HN ² 277–78; Price (1993) pl. VI

nos. 148–63; Zaginajlo (1974) 49–50 for the weight stan-

dards). Before the coinage of silver drachms Apollonia

seems to have struck bronze arrowhead money (Balabanov

(1986); Preda (1991)).

683. Bizone (Bizonites) Map 22. Lat. 43.25, long. 28.20.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C:α. The toponym is Βιζ)νη, !

(I.Histriae 15.26 (C3l); Ps.-Skymnos fr. 3, Marcotte). In its

only occurrence the city-ethnic is Βιζων�της (I.Iasos 408

(post 167)); the forms recorded by Steph. Byz. 169.15–16

(Βιζωνα5ος or Βιζ)νιος) are not attested elsewhere. A 

possible further mention rC4 depends on acceptance of the

conjecture suggested by Iliescu (1969), (1971) apud Clem.Al.

Strom. 5.5 p. 240: Βιζωνιτ+ν δ�µ�ω instead of Βυζαντ�ων

δ�µ�ω (contra Pippidi (1984) 153 n. 12).

Bizone is called a polichnion by Anon. Peripl. M. Eux.

75 �Ps.-Skymnos fr. 3. However, it was a C6 colony (infra)

and presumably founded as a polis. The territory of Bizone is

called chora in an external inscription (Istros: I.Histriae

15.26 (C3l)). In the neighbouring area µιγ�δες UΕλληνες are

attested (Ps.-Skymnos fr. 2b, Marcotte), i.e. Greeks,

(Thracian) Krobyzians and Skythians. The city was

destroyed by an earthquake (Strabo 1.3.10, 7.6.1; Pompon.

2.2.22; Plin. HN 4.11.44) in C1s and then refounded in the

Imperial period.

Bizone is located at modern Kavarna (Bulgaria),

Chirakman promontory. A few archaeological remains date

to the beginning of C6 (East Greek banded ware: Salkin

(1986)), but the bulk of the pottery is of late C5 to C3 (Hind

(1992–93) 87). Hence, Bizone was colonised possibly in C6.

Although Ps.-Skymnos fr. 3 knew a tradition that it was

founded by a barbarian people, whereas according to anoth-

er it was a colony of Mesambria (no.687),both traditions are

suspect: the Greek character of the city is beyond doubt, but

the few later inscriptions do not confirm that the city was

Dorian. Rather, Bizone was founded by Miletos (no. 854) or

by one of the west Pontic Milesian colonies.

684. Dionysopolis (Dionysopolites) Map 22. Lat. 43.25,

long. 28.10. Size of territory: 4. Type: B:α. The toponym is

∆ιονυσ#πολις, ! (Ps.-Skymnos fr. 2, Marcotte), ∆ιον�σου

π#λις (Steph. Byz. 233.1).According to the ancient tradition,

the original name was Κρουνο�, which was changed to

Dionysopolis after the discovery of a statue of Dionysos 

in the sea (Ps.-Skymnos fr. 2b, Marcotte; Steph. Byz.

233.3–5). Strabo 7.6.1 still uses Krounoi, and not

Dionysopolis. The city-ethnic is ∆ιονυσοπολ�της

(I.Kallatis 14 (C3) and Hellenistic coins (Head, HN ² 274:

∆ΙΟΝΥΣΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ)).

Dionysopolis is implicitly called a polis in all the sources,

in so far as polis is part of the composite toponym, but none

is pre-Hellenistic; Hellenistic inscriptions give some polis

cognates: politai (IGBulg. i² 13 ter (C3)) and politeia in prox-

eny decrees (infra, C3). The earliest attestations of the 

city-ethnic are Hellenistic (IGBulg. i² 13 bis (C3 if not C4l);

I.Kallatis 14 (C3)).

Dionysopolis is located at modern Balchik; no 

archaeological remains are pre-Roman (Hind (1983–84)

74), but the earliest inscriptions are C4 (IGBulg. i² 19 bis,

25–27).

Dionysopolis was possibly colonised by Miletos (no. 854),

perhaps not directly, but the metropolis is never mentioned

(cf. Ehrhardt (1988) 65–66; Avram (1996) 294, 298–99). The

probable existence of the Ionian phylai points to a C6l–C5

date for the foundation; there is no proper foundation

myth, but the tradition about the statue of Dionysos may

suggest a refoundation in C4l.

Grants of proxeny are attested only in C3 (IGBulg. i² 13 bis,

for a citizen of Odessos (no. 689), and 13 ter, for a citizen of

Kallatis (no. 686)). A citizen of Dionysopolis received prox-

eny from Kallatis: I.Kallatis 14 (C3).

The seven phylai mentioned in IGBulg. i² 15 ter �30

(Roman period) “are probably identical with the seven phy-

lai of Odessos, viz. the traditional sixfold Ionian division

plus the later addition, the ‘Romans’ ” (Jones, POAG 276).

The oldest attested public enactments are the two proxeny

decrees of C3 (IGBulg. i² 13 bis, which also mentions

.γγε�ων �γκτησις, and 13 ter). The eponymous magistrate

was in the Hellenistic period the priest of Dionysos (IGBulg.

i² 22 (C2)), but there is no evidence for the Classical period.

The earliest mentions of the boule and of the assembly

(demos) are from C3 (IGBulg. i² 13 ter) and C1m (IGBulg.

i² 13).

685. Istros (Istrianos) Map 22. Lat. 44.35, long. 28.45. Size

of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is ’Ιστρ�η (Hdt.

2.33.4) or ;Ιστρος (Dubois (1996) 58.3 (C5f); Arist. Pol.

1305b5). The city-ethnic is ’Ιστριην#ς (Hdt. 4.78.1) or

’Ιστριαν#ς (I.Olbia 7 �Dubois (1996) 19; Athens: SEG 24

258; IG ii² 8940 (all C4)).
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It is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skymnos (fr. 6,

Marcotte, referring to the time of foundation) and in the

political sense by Arist. Pol. 1305b5–6 and, retrospectively,

Diod. 19.73.2 (r313). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and

externally in Diod. 19.73.2 (r313). The individual and exter-

nal use is found in IG ii² 8940; SEG 24 258 (Athens); and

I.Olbia 7 (all C4). Istros is called patra (�patris) in I.Histriae

171 (C4) (cf. CEG ii 882).

Istros was founded by Miletos (no. 854) (Hdt. 2.33; Ps.-

Skymnos fr. 6, Marcotte) in 657 (Euseb. Chron. 95b) or some

time later (Ps.-Skymnos fr. 6); archaeological evidence

favours the earlier dating (Alexandrescu (1978a) 19–21,

(1990) 50–51). Istros itself founded ’Ιστριαν+ν λιµ�νnorth

of the Dniester (Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 20; Anon. Peripl. M. Eux.

61, Diller) and perhaps Nikonion (no. 688), in the same

region. Orgame (no. 692) was probably also an Istrian foun-

dation.

Istros was perhaps a member of the Delian League,

though there is no positive evidence. In 313 it was allied with

Kallatis (no. 686) against Lysimachos (Diod. 19.73.2–4). At

the end of C4 an isopoliteia with Miletos (no. 854) is attested

(I.Histriae 62). The earliest proxeny decree is from C5l/C4e

(Avram (1999a)); a grant of proxeny to a citizen of Istros 

is found at Olbia (no. 690) in C4f (I.Olbia 7 �Dubois

(1996) 19).

The evidence for civic subdivisions from the Late

Hellenistic and Imperial period (four attested Milesian phy-

lai) undoubtedly indicates an earlier existence: Aigikoreis

(I.Histriae 333 (third century ad)); Argadeis (I.Histriae 334

(third century ad)); Boreis (I.Histriae 97 (C1), ?191 (early

first century ad)); Geleontes (SEG 30 849 (Roman)). The

original oligarchic constitution was replaced through a 

stasis by a democratic regime (Arist. Pol. 1305b1–12), possibly

as a consequence of Perikles’ expedition in the Black Sea 

and the progress of Athenian influence (Plut. Per. 20; cf.

Alexandrescu (1990) 70–74).

Several officials are attested in the Hellenistic period, but

their Milesian origin indicates an earlier existence. The

eponymous official was the priest of Apollo Ietros (implicit-

ly I.Histriae 169 (C4e), 144 (C4)), attested explicitly only

from C1s (I.Histriae 54) onwards.

Istros is located near the village of Istria, Romania. The

acropolis (with the temenos), an Archaic city wall (C6s,

destroyed at the end of C6) and a Classical city wall (C5–C4,

possibly destroyed by Lysimachos in 313; cf. Diod. 19.73.4)

have been identified through excavations. The early city

walls enclosed an area of 60 ha distributed between the

temenos on the acropolis and the civil settlement on the west

side of the city (Alexandrescu (1978b), (1990) 51–52; Dupont

et al. (1999)).

Local inscriptions mention the agora (from C3f onwards:

I.Histriae 1, 3, 8, etc.). The sanctuary of Apollo Ietros is

attested only from C3f onwards (I.Histriae 6, 65, etc.), but it

may originate in C6. For the temple of Zeus Polieus with

altar (I.Histriae 8 (C3)) and the temple of Aphrodite there 

is archaeological evidence from C6m (Pippidi (1962);

Zimmermann (1981); Alexandrescu (1990) 56–57). A theatre

is mentioned in C3f (I.Histriae 65).

The main attested cults are those of Zeus Polieus

(I.Histriae 8 (C3), etc.), Apollo Ietros (I.Histriae 169 (C4e),

314A (C4), 104, 144 (C4–C3), etc.; cf. Apollo Φωλευτ�ριος

I.Histriae 105 (C3)); Leto (I.Histriae 170 (C4)); Aphrodite

(I.Histriae 101 (C6m), 108 (C4), 113 (C3), etc.). The festivals

of Thargelia (I.Histriae 65 (C3f)) and Taurea (I.Histriae 60

(C2); cf. 61 (C2)) are also attested in the Hellenistic period

but they might be very old. The early Milesian calendar is

suggested by the mention of the months Taureon (I.Histriae

26; cf. the festival of Taurea), Thargelion (cf. the festival 

of Thargelia), Anthesterion (I.Histriae 58 (C2)) and

Artemeision (I.Histriae 54 (C1)) (Trümpy, Monat. 89).

Istros struck coins from c.480 onwards. Its earliest coins

are silver drachms; later denominations are trihemiobols

and obols. Types: obv. two young heads tête-bêche, C5 issues

with incuse square, C4 issues without; rev. sea-eagle on 

dolphin l.; legend: ΙΣΤΡΙΗ. C4 cast bronze coins have obv.

wheel with four spokes; rev. ΙΣΤ (Head, HN ² 274–75; Preda

(1973) 19–37, (1975); Price (1993) pl. IX nos.220–58; SNG Cop.

Thrace 191–201). For different interpretations concerning

the two opposite heads of the obverse of silver coins, see

Hommel (1969) 261–62; Hind (1970); Alekseev (1982);

Karyshkovskij (1982); Hind (1992–93) 90 and (1999b).About

the weight standards of silver coins: Zaginajlo (1974) 51–54.

Before the silver and bronze coinage Istros seems to have

cast bronze arrowhead money (Preda (1991) 20–27). That

ΙΣΤΡΙΗ is an abbreviated form of the city-ethnic is indi-

cated by the full form, ΙΣΤΡΙΗΝΩΝ, on late coins (SNG

Cop. Thrace 202–4, Suppl. 88).

686. Kallatis (Kallatianos) Map 22. Lat. 43.50, long. 28.35.

Size of territory: 5. Type: [A]:α. The usual toponym is

Κ�λλατις, -ιν, -ιδος, ! (Ps.-Skylax 67; Strabo 12.3.6; IOSPE

i² 27.6 (C3)), Κ�λατις (Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 73, Diller);

Καλλατ�α also occurs (Diod. 20.112.2 (r302/1)). Pliny’s 

isolated report (HN 4.11.44) that Callatis antea uocabatur

Cerbatis (MSS differ in this respect: Ceruatis, Aceruatis)
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found a spectacular confirmation through the inscription

IGBulg. v 5011 (Dionysopolis (early first century ad)); how-

ever, Καρβατις seems to be a river rather than a toponym

(cf. Avram (1991) 106). The city-ethnic is Καλλατιαν#ς (C4

coins, infra; Arr. Anab. 6.23.5 (r325/4)) or Καλλαντιαν#ς

(Diod. 19.73.1, 4–6, 20.25.1, in all passages in the plural).

In Ps.-Skylax 67 Kallatis is the fourth toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε (cf. Diod. 19.73.5

(r313)); politai and politeia occur in proxeny decrees passim

from C4l onwards. It is called �ποικ�α by Ps.-Skymnos fr. 4,

Marcotte, and described as >ποικος by Strabo 7.6.1.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and in C3 inscriptions

(SGDI 3089 � I.Kallatis 7, etc.) and externally in Diod.

19.73.4–6 (r313). The individual and external use is found in

Arr. Anab. 6.23.5 (r325/4); I.Sinope 3 (Sinope (C4)); and CIG

3317 � I.Smyrna 147 (C4–C3). It is called patra (�patris) in

CEG ii 731 � I.Kallatis 130 (C4).

Kallatis was colonised by Herakleia (no. 715): Ps.-

Skymnos fr. 4, Marcotte; cf. Strabo 7.6.1; Memnon (FGrHist

434) fr. 13 (21), etc. Pompon. 2.2.22 (Milesiis deducta Callatis)

must be a mistake. The dating depends on the identification

of Amyntas (I or III), to whom the source of Ps.-Skymnos

(Demetrios of Kallatis) refers. It is possible that Demetrios

of Kallatis had Amyntas I (c.540–498) in mind, so that

Kallatis may have been founded at the end of C6. But for this

early dating there is no archaeological evidence (Hind

(1992–93) 89).

Kallatis was probably a member of the Delian League,

although in the assessment decree of 425/4 the attractive

restoration Κ�[λλατις] is not certain (Pippidi (1971)

63–64 �SEG 22 9 versus Κα[ρκιν5τις] in IG i³ 71.iv.165).

Around 313 Kallatis led a symmachia with Istros (no. 685)

and other west Pontic cities against Lysimachos (Diod.

19.73.2–4). After the conquest of Kallatis by Lysimachos,

refugees from Kallatis were settled by the Bosporan king

Eumelos in Ψ#α: Diod. 20.25.1.

The first attested grant of proxeny is from c.311/10

(I.Kallatis 2), while the first known received proxeny is 

presumably by Sinope (no. 729) in C4 (I.Sinope 3, which is

probably a grant of proxeny and other privileges, though the

fragmentary text preserves only a grant of citizenship). The

oldest attested public enactment is the proxeny decree from

c.311/10, and the same inscription also records the boula.

The eponymous official was, as in Megara (no. 225), the

basileus, attested from C3 onwards: I.Kallatis 3; SGDI

3089 � I.Kallatis 7, etc. The same inscriptions as well as

I.Kallatis 4 mention probouloi for each month. The 

president of the assembly was the proaisymnon (pr(o)aisim-

non): Avram (1994) 170–75 (from C3 onwards). More 

officials are mentioned in Hellenistic inscriptions.

Kallatis is located at modern Mangalia (Romania). The

earliest ceramic finds are C4e. Some public buildings attest-

ed through Hellenistic inscriptions could be older: a bouleu-

terion (I.Kallatis 49 (C2)), a prytaneion (I.Kallatis 3; SGDI

3089 � I.Kallatis 7 (C3)), a theatre (I.Kallatis 3 (C3)). The

earliest city wall was erected in C4f (Preda (1968) 22 and

recent unpublished excavations); its existence is also 

suggested by Diod. 19.73 and 20.25.1 (r313/12 and 309–307?),

the two sieges under Lysimachos.

The evidence for cults is mostly Hellenistic, but in some

cases one may suspect an early Megarian origin. Attested

patron deities are Zeus Polieus (I.Kallatis 22), Zeus Soter

(I.Kallatis 254 (C4e)) and Athena Polias (I.Kallatis 76 (C4)).

A typical communal cult of Megarian origin is that of

Dionysos Patroos and Dasyllios, attested through a list of

deities from C4 (I.Kallatis 48A). The same list also mentions

Aphrodite Pandamos, Peitho, Kronos and (Damater)

Chthonia. Among the attested festivals, the Dionysia τ3

ξενικ� (I.Kallatis 3 (C3)) may be of earlier origin. Eight

attested months from the local calendar indicate a Megarian

origin (Avram (1999b), complete restoration of the calen-

dar). Evidence for oracle consultation is first given by Ps.-

Skymnos fr. 4, referring to the foundation of Kallatis κατ3

χρησµ#ν (the oracle of Delphi), and by a series of oracular

inscriptions from C4–C2 (I.Kallatis 48–50).

Kallatis struck silver coins from C4s onwards; the earliest

coins are drachms and hemidrachms. Obv. head of young

Herakles r. in lion skin; rev. corn-ear, club and bow-case; leg-

end: ΚΑΛΛΑΤΙ or ΚΑΛΛΑ. Possibly also some types of

bronze coinage (Pick (1898) nos. 196–204; Head, HN ²

273–74; Price (1993) pl.VII nos. 203–4). That ΚΑΛΛΑΤΙ is

an abbreviated form of the city-ethnic is indicated by the

form,ΚΑΛΛΑΤΙΑ(ΝΩΝ) on C3 coins (SNG Cop. Thrace

176).

687. Mesambria (Mesambrianos) Map 22. Lat. 42.40,

long. 27.45. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Dorian Μεσ(σ)αµβρ�α or Μεταµβρ�α (derived from coin

legend), Ionian Μεσαµβρ�η (Hdt. 4.93, 6.33.2), koiné

Μεσηµβρ�α (e.g. Ps.-Skylax 67); Μεσεµβρ�α occurs only

once (IGBulg. i² 345, a carmen epigraphicum); cf. Velkov

(1969) 27–28, with an exhaustive list of the attested forms. Of

the corresponding city-ethnics, Μεσσαµβριαν#ς is found

in IGBulg. i² 307.17 (C3f);ΜΕΤΑon C5 coins is probably an

abbreviation of Μεταµβριαν+ν, found unabridged on later
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coins; and Μεσηµβριαν#ς is found in IOSPE i² 20.5 �Syll.³

219 �Dubois (1996) 15 (C4f).

Mesambria is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

4.93.1, and in Ps.-Skylax 67 Mesambria is the second

toponym listed under the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε.

Polis in the political sense is attested at Hdt. 6.33.2, as well as

in local inscriptions of C3f (e.g. IGBulg. i² 307).The cognates

politai and politeia occur in the local proxeny decrees (infra).

The city is also poetically called patris (IGBulg. i² 345). It is

described as >ποικος by Strabo 7.6.1 and as κτ�σµα by Eust.

803 (GGM ii 356–57).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

abbreviated form on C5 coins (supra) and in inscriptions of

C3 (IGBulg. i² 307, 309, 317) and externally in Polyb. 25.2.14

and IGBulg. i² 388 bis (C2). The external individual use is

found in IG ii² 9338 (C4m) and Syll.³ 219 � IOSPE i² 20

(Olbia, C4f).

Mesambria is located at modern Nesebăr (“a classical

peninsula site”: Hind (1983–84) 73). “For the classical peri-

od, an estimate of the population of Mesambria has been

made at 3,000–4,000 inhabitants (of whom about 700–800

might be hoplites), disposing of a city area of about 300 ha,

and with a capability of launching up to 50 ships” (ibid. 74);

but cf. Hind (1992–93) 86: “revised estimates of the size of

the ancient city suggest that to the present peninsula should

be added areas to the north and the south now under water,

giving an area of some 40 hectares”.

Mesambria was colonised by Kalchedon (no. 743) and

Megara (no. 225) at the time of Dareios’ campaign against the

Skythians (c.513/12: Ps.-Skymnos 739–42, Diller; cf. Anon.

Peripl. M. Eux. 83–84, Diller) or by refugees from Kalchedon

(no. 743) and Byzantion (no. 674): Hdt. 4.93 (Mesambria

mentioned as toponym while relating the campaign of

Dareios) and 6.33 (about its “foundation”, which would fall in

493); cf. Eust. 803 (GGM ii 356–57). The first dating (C6l) is

more likely to be correct (Ehrhardt (1987) 92; Avram (1996)

290–92). Mena as κτ�στης is recorded by the source of Strabo

7.6.1 in an attempt to explain the etymology of the name (cf.

Plin. HN 4.11.45). See also the epigram IGBulg. i² 345.4:

Μεσεµβρ�α (sic)δ/ µυ (sic)πατρ�ς �π� [Μ]/λσα κα� βρ�α,

bria being the Thracian word for polis (Steph. Byz. 446.15–16,

citing Nic. Dam.; Strabo 7.6.1; IGBulg. i² 345 comm.).

Mesambria founded Naulochos (modern Obzor, north

of Nesebăr) at an unknown date: Strabo 7.6.1:

Μεσηµβριαν+ν πολ�χνιον (cf.9.5.19; Plin.HN 4.11.45).Ps.-

Skymnos (fr. 3, Marcotte) reports a tradition that

Mesambria founded Bizone (no. 683), but since Bizone does

not appear to be Dorian, the tradition is questionable.

Mesambria probably joined the Delian League—at least,

it was probably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.161,

where Μ[——] may refer to Mesambria). In C4 it had, per-

haps as subordinate, treaties with some Thracian kings:

IGBulg. i² 307 �v 5086 (rC3f). In 313 it was probably allied

with Kallatis (no. 686), Istros (no. 685) and other west Pontic

cities against Lysimachos (cf. Diod. 19.73).

Citizens of Mesambria received proxenies from Olbia

(no. 690) (Syll.³ 219 � IOSPE i² 20 �Dubois (1996) 15

(c.375–350)) and Oropos (no. 214) (IG vii 281 � I.Oropos 50

(C3s)). The proxeny decree and the treaty concluded with

the Thracian king Sadalas (IGBulg. i² 307 (C3f)) are the 

earliest attested public enactments. The eponymous official

was, as in Megara (no. 225), the basileus (IGBulg. i² 322 bis

(C3)).

Evidence for public architecture is also Hellenistic, but

the theatre (IGBulg. i² 307,308 bis,308 ter (C3)) and the sanc-

tuaries of Apollo (IGBulg. i² 307, 307 bis, 308 bis (C3), etc.)

and Dionysos (IGBulg. i² 308 ter (C3)) may be earlier than

their first attestation.

For the city walls (C5 or C4e) (pseudo-isodomic 

and isodomic work) there is only scanty archaeological 

evidence, since they were destroyed by the construction 

of the late Roman and Byzantine citadel (Velkov (1969)

31–37).

Some of the cults attested in Mesambria in the Hellenistic

period are certainly or possibly of Megarian origin and so

ought to be early: Zeus Hyperdexios (IGBulg. i² 322 bis (C3))

and Athena Soteira (IGBulg. i² 326 (C1)) as patron deities,

Apollo (supra, about his sanctuary), Dionysos (sanctuary:

IGBulg. i² 308 ter (C3); Eleuthereus: IGBulg. i² 324 (C1); fes-

tival of the Dionysia: IGBulg. i² 307, 308 bis, 308 ter (C3)),

(Damater) Malophoros (IGBulg. i² 370 bis (Imperial peri-

od)), the Dioskouroi (festival of the Dioskouria: IGBulg. i²

308 septies (C3)), etc.

Mesambria struck coins from C5m onwards. The earliest

coins are silver drachms. Types: obv. crested Corinthian hel-

met facing or head of Athena; rev. incuse square; legend:

ΜΕΤΑ in a spoked wheel (Head, HN ² 278–79; Price (1993)

pl. X nos. 265–71; Zaginajlo (1974) 50–51 for the weight stan-

dards; Karayotov (1994) 18–19).

688. Nikonion Map 23. Lat. 26.10, long. 30.25. Size of ter-

ritory: 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Νικ)νιον, τ# (Ps.-

Skylax 68) or Νικων�α, ! (Strabo 7.3.16) or Νικ#νιον

(Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 61, Diller) or Νικ)νεον

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1999) (C3f)). Apart from Steph. Byz.

476.2 there is no attestation of a city-ethnic.
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Nikonion is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax

68. That it was a polis in the political sense too is indicated by

its registration in the Athenian assessment decree of 425/4 as

a member of the Delian League (IG i³ 71.iv. 167).

Nikonion was colonised in C6l directly by Miletos (no.

854) or, more probably, by Istros (no. 685); cf. the numis-

matic evidence and the role of Istros in refounding

Nikonion (Y. G. Vinogradov (1999)). Nikonion was under

the protectorate of the Skythian king Skyles (C5m, infra)

and then joined the Delian League; at least, it was assessed

for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.167: Νικ[ον�α] or rather

Νικ[#νεον]; cf. Avram (1995) 197). C.331 it was destroyed by

Zopyrion (Y. G.Vinogradov (1997) 323) and then refounded

(C3f) by Tyras (no. 694) with the support of Istros 

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1999)).

Nikonion is located at modern Roksolanskoye

gorodishche (Ukraine), on the left bank of the estuary of the

Dniester. The site had a defensive wall, uncovered in the

north-western part of the upper terrace (c.475–450). No

inscriptions on stone have been found, while ceramic mate-

rial (including graffiti) suggests the floruit of the site in

C6l–C5 (Sekerskaya (1989); Zaginajlo and Sekerskaya

(1997)). Some of the minor settlements identified in the

lower Dniester River region (Okhotnikov (1990)) may

belong to the territory of Nikonion.

In C5f–m Nikonion cast bronze coins imitating the

Olbian and Istrian coins. Obv. owl; legend: ΣΚ, ΣΚΥ or

ΣΚΥΛ; rev. wheel with four spokes. These coins were for-

merly attributed to Olbia (no. 690), but their concentration

in the area at Roksolanskoye gorodishche suggests that they

were issues of Nikonion (Zaginajlo and Karyshkovskij

(1990); Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 35, 209). On the other hand,

their legend indicates that the Skythian king Skyles exer-

cised a protectorate over Nikonion. In addition to its own

issues, Nikonion regularly used Istrian silver and bronze

coins (Karyshkovskij (1966); Preda (1973) 33).

689. Odessos (Odess(e)ites) Map 22. Lat. 43.15, long.

27.55. Size of territory: 5. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

’Οδησ(σ)#ς,! (Hippoc.Prorrheticon 1.72.3; Ps.-Skymnos fr.

1, Marcotte; Diod. 19.73.3, 20.112.2; IGBulg. i² 222.7), the

Doric being ’Οδασ#ς (IG xii.1 147 �GVI 1257 (c.200)); or

’Οδησσ#πολις (e.g. Ps.-Skylax 67). The city-ethnic is

’Οδησ(σε)�της (cf. IGBulg. i² pp. 79–80; SEG 38 114.v.128

(C2s)) or ’Ωδασσ�τα[ς] (I.Rhod.Per. 267 (C4)).

In Ps.-Skylax 67, Odessos (’Οδησσ#πολις) is the third

toponym listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε,

where polis is used in the urban sense; in the political sense,

polis is used retrospectively by Diod. 19.73.3 (r313). Strabo

7.6.1 describes it as >ποικος.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on Hellenistic coins (Head, HN ² 276) and in C3 inscrip-

tions, the earliest possible instance being IGBulg. i² 37,

restored (C3). The external individual use is attested by

I.Rhod.Per. 267 (’Ωδασσ�τα[ς] (sic) (C4)); IOSPE ii

295 �CIRB 237 (Pantikapaion, C4l/C3e); IGBulg. i² 13 bis

(Dionysopolis, C3).

Odessos was colonised by Miletos (no. 854) at the time of

Astyages’ reign in Media (Ps.-Skymnos fr. 1, Marcotte;

c.593/587 as the beginning of his reign); cf. Strabo 7.6.1 (Plin.

HN 4.11.45). Scholars assume a date of c.585–570 (Hoddinott

(1975) 49) or c.560 (Danov (1976) 209). The earliest archaeo-

logical finds are from the second quarter of C6: Toncheva

(1967) 157–60; cf. Hind (1983–84) 74.

Despite the lack of positive evidence, Odessos is consid-

ered to have joined the Delian League (G. Mihailov, IGBulg.

i² p. 80). About C4m it was subjected to the Getai; it was 

liberated in 341 by Philip II of Makedon and concluded a

subordinate treaty with him (Jord. Get. 10.65; cf. Theopomp.

fr. 217). In 313 it was allied with Kallatis (no. 686), Istros (no.

685) “and the other neighbouring cities”against Lysimachos

(Diod. 19.73.2–3).

The seven phylai mentioned explicitly in IGBulg. i² 47 bis

(Roman period) have names which “except for the later

addition, Romaioi, presumably descended from the founda-

tion in the sixth century” (Jones, POAG 275).

The Milesian cult of Apollo is attested in C5 through a

dedication (Hind (1983–84) 74), and a marble head of the

god (Hoddinott (1975) 51 and pl. 22 (C5f?)). Three attested

months (IGBulg. i² 39: Artemision; 47: Boedromion; 50:

Apatoureon) indicate the use of the Milesian calendar.

Odessos is located at modern Varna (Bulgaria). There is

no archaeological evidence for early city walls (but cf. Jord.

Get. 10.65 for gates in the time of Philip II, and Diod. 19.73.3

for a poliorkia in 313) or urbanisation of Odessos. The city

struck coins from C3l onwards; its earliest coins are gold

staters and tetradrachms of Alexandrine or Lysimachian

types (cf. Head, HN ² 276–77).

690. Olbia (Olbiopolites)/Borysthenes (Borysthenites)

Map 23. Lat. 46.50, long. 32.00. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α.

There are two toponyms: (a) Βορυσθ/νης and (b) ’Ολβ�α,

! (with variants); and two corresponding city-ethnics: (c)

Βορυσθεν(ε)�της and (d) ’Ολβιοπολ�της. Their use

depends on the date, the topographical meaning, internal

versus external use, and on other criteria.
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(a) Borysthenes is found in SEG 36 693 �Dubois (1996) 90

(c.550–525); SEG 48 1024.1 (c.530–510); and Syll.³ 218.1 (C4f):

[ε2ς Βο]ρυσσθ/νη ε2σπλε5ν At 4.24.1 Herodotos refers to

Βορυσθ/νης .µπ#ριον (cf. Βορυσθενεϊτ/ων .µπ#ριον at

4.17.1); at 4.78.5 he has .ν Βορυσθ/νεϊ, and the context 

suggests that the reference is to the city in the urban sense

(cf. Βορυσθενεϊτ/ων >στυ at 4.78.3, and οH .ν

Βορυσθενεϊτ/ων τ=8 π#λι at 4.79.2).

(b) Olbia. ΟΛΒΙΗ is found on C4e coins (infra), in

IOSPE i² 164 (C5f: ’Ολ[β�ης], restored Y. G. Vinogradov

(1989) 111 n. 124) and seems to be an abbreviation of the full

form ’Ολβ�η π#λις attested in inscriptions from the city

itself (Rusyaeva (1986) 26 �Dubois (1996) 93 (C6s); DGE

735.2, 24 (c.330)); ’Ολβ�α is found in DGE 735.15;

’Ολβι#πολις is found in IOSPE i² 325 (c.330–320, restored 

Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 165).

(c) Borysthen(e)ites is found in Hdt. (e.g.) 4.17.1, 4.54,

4.78.3, 4.79.2, 4, and CEG ii 723 �SEG 39 568 (C4)

(Amphipolis, individual use).

(d) Olbiopolites is found in Hdt. 4.18.1; IOSPE i² 20.2

(C5l/C4e), 21.2 (C4); and ΟΛΒΙΟ(-) occurs on coins from

C4f onwards.

It is generally assumed that the first Greek (surely

Milesian) settlement (C7m) was on the island of Berezan

(infra), that the beginning of the site on the mainland dates

to c.600 or some time later, and that the latter included

Berezan in the community later known basically as Olbia.

Some scholars assume that the emporion and the polis

(asty), originally called Βορυσθ/νης, were identical, while

some others distinguish between the asty and the empori-

on. The latter differ in more points. Some of them

distinguish between Βορυσθενεϊτ/ων .µπ#ριον and

Βορυσθ/νης .µπ#ριον, at Hdt. 4.17.1 (emporion belonging

to the community of the citizens called Borysthenitai) ver-

sus Hdt. 4.21.1 (emporion as a city with flourishing trade

activities) (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 133–45), while others

assume that both records indicate a section of the city (e.g.

Hind (1985b) 105–9, (1995–96) 116, (1997) 107–11). On the

other hand, even if one accepts that the emporion was (at

least in Herodotos’ time) only a part of the city (for this

particular meaning of emporion, see Hansen (1997c) 86–87,

100–1), views differ on the question of its location: the ear-

liest settlement at Berezan (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 133–45)

or the harbour of the “lower town” (Hind (1997) 111;

Hansen (1997c) 102). The toponym Βορυσθ/νης occurs on

a bone chip with a graffito (Dubois (1996) 90 (C6m))

found at Berezan which may support the equation

Berezan �Borysthenes.

None the less, the fine distinction between Borysthenes

and Olbia remains subject to dispute. Quasi equivalence is

suggested by the local coin law from C4f: Syll.³

218.1 �Dubois (1996) 14 line 1: [Βο]ρυσσθ/νης and 15–16:

τ� �ργ�ριο[ν τ�] ’Ολβιοπολιτικ#ν. Further testimony is

given (retrospectively) by Strabo 7.3.17; cf. Steph. Byz.

176.14–16. Ps.-Skymnos fr. 10, Marcotte, seems to have con-

taminated more sources, and is rather puzzling; cf. Dubois

(1996) p. 3.

It has also been assumed that after the mainland commu-

nity absorbed Berezan, the inhabitants called themselves

Olbiopolitai and their city Olbia, while Borysthenes and

Borysthenitai were used by non-native Greeks 

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 143). This might have been true in

C5 (no external inscriptions), but at least from C4 onwards

it is not only Βορυσθεν�της (e.g. CEG ii 723; cf.

Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 31, Amphipolis; IG ii² 8423, Athens;

F.Delphes iii.3 207.4 (C3f); Maiuri, Nuova silloge 95, Rhodos

(Hell.)) which occurs, but also [’Ολ]βιοπολ�τας (IOSPE i²

345, Chersonesos (C4l); cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 491),

’Ολβιοπολ5ται (SovArch (1960) 4, 173–79, Tyras (C3f)),

’Ολ[β]ιοπολ�της (I.Kallatis 166 (C2)), ’Ολβ�α (I.Tomis 5

(C2l)), etc., and not only in inscriptions from Pontic cities,

whose vicinity could suggest the influence of the internal

use, but also in Asia Minor (Klaros: ’Ολβιοπολειτ+ν τ+ν

κα� Βωροσθενειτ+ν (sic); Robert (1980) 85). The restored

[’Ολβιαν�ς τ+ν πρ�ς] UΥπανιν (I.Kalchedon 4.13) is in

many respects suspect; ’Ολβιοπολ�της should be expected

(Ehrhardt (1988) 355 n. 591).

Olbia is called a polis both in the urban sense (Dubois

(1996) 23.12 (C6s); Hdt. 4.79.2; SEG 42 711 (C4s)) and in the

political sense (Dubois (1996) 14.15 (C4f) �Syll.³ 218; SEG 32

794.3 (C4s)). A C6l graffito: π#λεως, may be an example of

the political use as well (SEG 42 719). The territorial sense is

presumably a connotation in a C5f funerary epigram

(IOSPE i² 270 �Dubois (1996) 44.1 �CEG i 173). Politeia

occurs in proxeny decrees (infra); polietai is found in SEG 31

701 (C5m). The >στυ and the προ�στειον (“Vorstadt”) are

mentioned at Hdt. 4.78.3. Strabo 7.3.17 describes the former

as a κτ�σµα (for the problem of the .µπ#ριον, supra).

[π�τρ]α has been restored in SEG 39 568 (C4), and patris is

found in SEG 46 949 (cf. SEG 31 702; CEG ii 884; see Lebedev

(1996) and Raaflaub (2000) 261–65). Olbia (Borysthenes) is

called an asty by Hdt. 4.78.3.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested in

SEG 31 701 (C5m) and in several decrees of C4 (e.g. IOSPE i²

20; I.Olbia 3, 4, 9) and is abbreviated ΟΛΒΙΟ(-) on C5l

coins (infra); it is also found in an isopoliteia between the
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city and Miletos (no. 854) (Staatsverträge 408). The internal

individual use is found in Dubois (1996) nos. 58.4 (C5f) and

49.2 (C4f). (For the external individual and collective use 

of the city-ethnic, see the discussion of Olbiopolitai/

Borysthenitai above.)

Olbia is located at modern Parutino, in the confluence

area of the rivers Bug (Hypanis) and Dnieper

(Borysthenes). Some 38 km south-west from Parutino and

2 km from the mainland is situated the island of Berezan, a

former peninsula jutting south at Viktorovka (near

Ochakov). It is assumed that it became an island after the

first Greek settlement (Solovyov (1999) 1–113).

The earliest among the more than 100 rural settlements

around Olbia that have been surveyed produced archaeo-

logical materials from C6f. A large chora bordering basically

on the right bank of the river Bug is attested in C6

(Kryzhitskij et al. (1989)). It was laid waste by the Skythians

in C5e and then repopulated from C4e to C3m (Ruban

(1985) 30–36).

Olbia was founded by Miletos (no. 854) (Hdt. 4.78.3; Ps.-

Skymnos 813–14, Diller; Steph. Byz. 176.15). The foundation

year (647/6) given by Euseb. Chron. 95b surely refers to

Berezan, where the earliest archaeological materials are

from C7s (a few sherds are from the second quarter of C7:

Kopejkina (1973)). The earliest finds in Olbia are from C6e

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 377–84), with the exception of two

sherds of C7s (Kopejkina (1976) 138–39; Rusyaeva (1986) 42

and n. 85). This would correspond to the synchronism 

suggested by Ps.-Skymnos with the “power of the Medians”,

so Olbia may have been founded c.600 (Kopejkina (1976)

139; Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 383) or some time later

(Kryzhitskij (1985) 57). Epoikoi from the metropolis and

inhabitants from Berezan installed the new centre on the

mainland (Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 33–39; Y. G. Vinogradov

et al. (1990); cf. Ehrhardt (1988) 74–78).

It is assumed that Olbia joined the Delian League after 437

(Karyshkovskij (1959); Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 126–34; con-

tra Brashinskij (1963) 70–85). It had c.389–380 a homologia

with the Bosporan king Leukon I (389/8–349/8)

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 515–25). An isopoliteia with the

metropolis Miletos is attested through Syll.³

286 �Staatsverträge 408 (c.329).

In C4 proxenies were granted by Olbia to citizens from

Tauric Chersonesos (no. 695) (I.Olbia 3 �Dubois (1996)

15 (C4e)), Arkadian Orchomenos (no. 286) (I.Olbia

4 �Dubois (1996) 17 (C4e)), Mesambria (no. 687) (Syll.³

219 � IOSPE i ² 20 �Dubois (1996) 15 (c.375–350)), Istros

(no. 685) (I.Olbia 7 �Dubois (1996) 19 (C4f)), Herakleia

(no. 715) (I.Olbia 6 �Dubois (1996) 20 (c.340–330)),

Byzantion (no. 674) (I.Olbia 9 �Dubois (1996) 18

(c.340–330)), Athens (no. 361) (I.Olbia 5 �Dubois (1996) 21

(c.340–330); cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 484–92), ?The[bes]

or ?The[ssaly] (I.Olbia 14; cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 31

(C4)). Received proxenies occur only from C4l onwards:

IOSPE i² 345 (Chersonesos) (cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 491

n. 38). A grant of citizenship is attested early through a

[dogm]a for the previous tyrant of Sinope (no. 729) and his

brother who fled to Olbia in 437 (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997)

165–94 �SEG 31 701 �Dubois (1996) 5), later through a

public decision for Satyros I (433/2–389/8), archon of

Bosporos (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 515–25 (c.392–389)). In

331, when the city was besieged by Zopyrion, citizenship was

granted to foreign residents (Macrob. Sat. 1.11.33: dataque

ciuitate peregrinis; cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 276–322 �Y.

G. Vinogradov (1989) 153–63; SEG 32 794).

It is assumed that the original aristocratic constitution 

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 69–80) was replaced c.480 by a

tyranny (ibid. 109–26); cf. the name of a certain Paus(anias)

on coins and the aisymnetes of the Molpoi. Hdt. 4.78–80 and

the numismatic evidence suggest that in C5m a kind of pro-

tectorate over Olbia was exercised by the Skythian king

Skyles (Y.G.Vinogradov (1989) 90–109),as in Nikonion (no.

688) or Karkinitis (no. 698) (SEG 40 625; cf. BE (1989) 478,

(1990) 566). In C4e the tyranny and the Skythian protec-

torate had been abolished (Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 135–50,

(1997) 229). Some numismatic evidence and the emergence

of a new formula in the local decrees indicate the rise of a

moderate democratic constitution (Y. G.Vinogradov (1989)

146–50); more democratic reforms (naturalisation of for-

eign residents, abolition of debts, etc.) were accomplished in

331 (Macrob. Sat. 1.11.33; SEG 32 794; supra).

The earliest public enactments are revealed by some 

graffiti with ΠΟ, ΠΟΛΕ, ΠΟΛΕΩΣ (Y. G. Vinogradov

(1989) 62–63 and fig. 4 (C6l/C5e); cf. SEG 42 719). The 

earliest decree is a grant of ateleia to a Sinopean (I.Olbia

1 �Dubois (1996) 1 (C5f)), followed by the grant of citizen-

ship, ateleia and enktesis ges kai oikies to the previous tyrant

of Sinope and his brother (supra), and by the grant of

citizenship and ateleia to Satyros I (433/2–389/8), archon of

Bosporos (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 515–25 (c.392–389)). A

possible grant of ateleia seems to be attested through I.Olbia

2A (cf.Y. G.Vinogradov (1997) 188 n. 86 (C5s)). Through the

isopoliteia from c.329 (Syll.³ 286 �Staatsverträge 408),

ateleia was also granted to Milesians.

The original eponymous magistrate was the aisymnetes of

the Molpoi (I.Olbia 58 restored by Graf (1974) 210) and, from
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C4 onwards, the priest of Apollo Delphinios (Karyshkovskij

(1978)). The council (boule) and the assembly (demos) are

attested from C4f onwards (Dubois (1996) 14.2–3; IOSPE i²

26; IOSPE i² 325; SEG 32 794). Other officials are the agora-

nomoi (Y. G. Vinogradov and Kryzhitskij (1995) 92, from C5

onwards) and the commission of five τειχοπο5αι (SEG 32

795 �Dubois (1996) 13 (C4m)).

There is a rich epigraphical and archaeological documen-

tation for Olbian patron deities, especially for Apollo.

Apollo Delphinios (first dedications from C5m onwards:

I.Olbia 55–59), whose sanctuary was the central temenos,

became the main deity from C6l onwards. His cult was

observed by the Molpoi (whose aisymnetes was the epony-

mous official: SEG 28 647; see also I.Olbia 55, 56, 167) and 

the Numeniastai (Dubois (1996) 96). Apollo Ietros 

(Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 80; Ehrhardt (1988) 145–46; but cf.

Ehrhardt (1989)), whose sanctuary was the western temenos

(see especially the kalypter with the graffito ΙΗΤΡΟΟΝ:

Rusyaeva (1986) 45 fig. 4.7, 3.6 �Dubois (1996) 59 (C6s)), is

attested through graffiti from C6f onwards (LSAG² 416 pl.72

no. 61; Graf (1974); Rusyaeva (1986)). The earliest dedica-

tions are from C5f (IOSPE i² 164 (cf. SEG 28 657); Rusyaeva

(1992) 35 fig. 9; I.Olbia 167, restored). A graffito on a skyphos

(Y. G. Vinogradov and Rusyaeva (1980) 25 �Dubois (1996)

99 (C5m)) mentions Apollo Delphinios, Ietros, Thargelios

and Lykeios. Artemis is attested as Delphinia 

(Y. G. Vinogradov and Rusyaeva (1980) 29), Pythia 

(Y. G.Vinogradov (1997) 78) and Ephesia (SEG 32 741). Zeus

and Athena are entemenioi theoi in the central temenos (Levi

(1964) 141; see also the dedications to Athena and Zeus

(I.Olbia 64 (C6l/C5e), and 106 (C5s), restored by 

Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 374). Zeus, attested through graffiti

from C6l onwards (Levi (1964) 151, etc.), is later known as

Eleutherios after the abolition of the tyranny (C4e) (cf.

Y. G.Vinogradov (1997) 212–15) and as Soter (Dubois (1996)

11 (C4l)), while Athena is represented on the earliest Olbian

aes (infra). Notable among other communal cults is that of

Dionysos Bakcheios, Bakchos and Iakchos (from C6l

onwards: Rusyaeva (1979) 83, (1992) 96–100; Yajlenko (1982)

290 no. 104, etc.). Mysteries are recorded at Hdt. 4.78–80,

while some bone chips (C5) attest the existence of Orphics

(Rusyaeva (1978) �Dubois (1996) 94; cf. M. L. West (1982);

Ehrhardt (1987) 116–17; Zhmud (1992); Y. G. Vinogradov

(1997) 242–49). Aphrodite Apatoura, Patroia, Syria is attest-

ed through graffiti (Yajlenko (1982) 288–89 nos. 91, 92, 94; cf.

Rusyaeva (1992) 100–6) from C6l onwards. Graffiti from C5f

and C4f mention >βατα (pl.!) of Aphrodite in the western

temenos (SEG 30 975; Dubois (1996) 71a–b). Aphrodite and

Hermes (attested through graffiti from C6 onwards (Tolstoj

(1953) 24, 44; SEG 30 878, 909; cf. Hermes Patroios: Yajlenko

(1982) 291 no. 110; priest of Hermes: SEG 34 770 (C5e); oracle:

SEG 34 771 (C5), etc.) were lords of the western temenos

(Y. G. Vinogradov and Rusyaeva (1980) �SEG 30 972–74).

Other attested cults are those of Demeter and Kore-

Persephone, Kybele, the Kabiroi, the Dioskouroi, Hekate,

Themis (Y. G. Vinogradov and Kryzhitskij (1995) 114–16)

and Achilles (from C6 onwards: Rusyaeva (1992) 70–83;

Hommel (1980); Ehrhardt (1988) 179–80; Hedreen (1991)),

whose sanctuary was on the island of Leuke, protected by

Olbia (cf. IOSPE i² 325).

All twelve months of the Milesian calendar used in Olbia

are named by a graffito on a skyphos (Y. G. Vinogradov and

Rusyaeva (1980) 25 �Dubois (1996) 99 (C5m)).

Early ties (C6s) with the oracle from Didyma are attested

by a graffito from Berezan (Rusyaeva (1986) 26 �Dubois

(1996) 93; Burkert (1990)). The only attested communal

dedication is to Zeus Soter (Dubois (1996) 11 (C4l)).

Olbia is topographically distributed between two ter-

races: the upper town (acropolis) with the agora and the

two temene divided by a street running north–south,

including an area of c.16.5 ha (Y. G. Vinogradov and

Kryzhitskij (1995) 28); and the lower town (urbanised from

C5f onwards) with a harbour (whose early existence is

suggested by the privilege of ε]σπλους κα� �κπλους con-

ceded by proxeny decrees from C5f onwards) which seems

to be now under water. The early walls, towers and gates

(cf. Hdt. 4.78–79) have not been discovered; they were

repaired through the five teichopoiai (Dubois (1996) 13

(C4m)). The first archaeologically attested walls

(“Lehmziegelmauern”) are those identified in the area of

the Hellenistic West Gate, restored in C4l/C3e (Kryzhitskij

(1985) 88–93). In C5f the two parts of the city included an

area of c.44–47 ha (Y. G. Vinogradov and Kryzhitskij (1995)

33). Early traces of urbanisation (C6s) are also attested on

the island of Berezan.

Public buildings are attested by both inscriptions and

archaeological finds (cf. Y. G. Vinogradov and Kryzhitskij

(1995) 27–41): an ekklesiasterion (Dubois (1996) 14.9–10

(C4m)), a dikasterion (rebuilt in C4l/C3e), a gymnasion

(located south-west of the agora, c.475, then rebuilt in

C4l/C3e), a theatre (SEG 32 794; cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997)

390 n. 44 (C4); cf. TGR iii. 538), possibly also a hestiatorion

(C6l, located on the place of the later gymnasion; cf.

Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 62). The earliest archaeological

evidence for the agora is of C6. A 30–35 m deep fountain has

been excavated south of the gymnasion (Karasyov (1972)
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40–44), and several drains have been identified. Olbia had

two temene: the central (or the eastern) temenos (from c.530

onwards; cults of Apollo Delphinios,Athena and Zeus) con-

taining the main altar and the temple in antis of Apollo

Delphinios (Karasyov (1964) 49–97; Pichikyan (1984) 178–84

(C5e)),a treasure house (Kryzhitskij (1985) 64–65) and some

minor buildings; and the western temenos (from C6m

onwards; cults of Apollo Ietros, later also Hermes,

Aphrodite and Kybele; cf. Rusyaeva (1986), (1994)) contain-

ing the temple of Apollo Ietros dating from C6l/C5e

(Kryzhitskij (1997)), more altars, possibly also a second tem-

ple. In the western temenos a stoa has been identified

(Kryzhitskij (1985) 74–75).

The earliest Olbian coinage is represented by C6f bronze

arrowhead money (Ruban (1982)), C6s bronze dolphins

(Zograph (1977) pl. XXX 1–2, 7–11; Ruban (1982)); add some

bronze weights with signs of arrows and dolphins (Grakov

(1971)). In C5 the local mints produced not only bronze 

dolphins (Price (1993) pl. XIII nos. 359–68), sometimes with

legends:ΑΡΙΧΟ (Price (1993) pl. XIV nos. 374–76) and ΘΥ

(Price (1993) pl. XIII nos. 368–73) but also cast aes of differ-

ent standards: (1) obv. head of Athena in Attic helmet r., to l.

dolphin; rev. wheel, in which, later, ΠΑΥΣ (the earliest

ones: Price (1993) pl. XIV nos. 377–78); (2) obv. Gorgoneion;

rev. sea eagle flying r. on dolphin; legend: ΑΡΙΧ (Zograph

(1977) pl. XXXI 1; Price (1993) pls. XIV–XVI nos. 379–84);

obv. Gorgoneion; rev. wheel; legend: ΑΡΙΧ (Zograph

(1977) pl. XXXI 2–3; Price (1993) pl. XVI nos. 385–89); the

small aes (C5l): obv. Gorgoneion; rev. sea eagle r. on dolphin;

legend: ΟΛΒΙΗ (Price (1993) pl. XVIII nos. 394–99). For a

short time (C5l) Olbia also issued silver staters: obv.

Herakles stringing bow r.; legend: ΕΜΙΝΑΚΟ; rev. stud-

ded wheel; around, four dolphins (Anokhin (1989) 15, 104

no. 11; Price (1993) pl. XIII no. 358). In C4f Olbia cast the

heavy aes with obv. Demeter facing; rev. sea eagle l. or r. on

dolphin; legend: ΟΛΒΙΗ (Price (1993) pls. XVII–XVIII

nos. 390–93) and also struck the first copper coins, later also

silver and gold coins: obv. Demeter l.; rev. sea eagle flying l.

on dolphin; legend: ΟΛΒΙΟ (Zograph (1977) pl. XXXII

2–3). Foreign currency is also documented: by the coinage

decree of Kanobos (Syll.³ 218 �Dubois (1996) 14 (C4m))

staters from Kyzikos (no. 747) must be exchanged for Olbian

copper and silver coins (Y. G. Vinogradov and

Karyshkovskij (1976)�Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 250–75).

SNG Cop. Thrace 66–74.

691. Ophiousa Map 23. Unlocated. In Barr. identified

with Tyras (no. 694). Type: A:α. Called π#λις (‘Ελλην�ς, by

implication) in Ps.-Skylax 68. Possibly absorbed by Tyras at

an unknown date.

692. Orgame (�Lat. *Argamum (Argamenos)) Map 22.

Lat. 44.55, long. 28.50. Size of territory: 1. Type: C:α. The only

attestation of the Greek toponym is ’Οργ�µη (Hecat. fr.

172 � fr. 83, G. Nenci (Steph. Byz. 494.16)). *Argamum has

been derived from Argamenses in I.Histriae 67–68 (Istros)

and Argamo (Procop. Aed. 4.11.20).

No Archaic or Classical source calls Orgame a polis (π#λις

in Steph. Byz. 494.16, quoting Hecat. fr. 172, need not have

been in Hekataios’ original; cf. Hansen (1997a) 17–18), and

the only reason to include it as a type C here is the possibility

that it may have been assessed for tribute in 425/4 as a mem-

ber of the Delian League (IG i³ 71.iv.162, where ’Ο[——]

has been restored ’Ο[ργ�µε]; cf. Avram (1995) 197). It is,

however, also possible that Orgame was merely a dependent

community in the territory of Istros (no. 685).

Orgame is located at Cap Dolojman, near the village of

Jurilovca (Romania). Archaeological excavations (Coja

(1972); Mănucu Adameşteanu (1985), (1992), (2000))

brought to light a fortification on an acropolis and a part of

the city wall (perhaps of C4). The urban remains of C6–C4

are poor, because the early levels were destroyed by the Late

Roman citadel, but the tumular cemetery produced archae-

ological remains from C7m to C4 (Lungu (2000)). Orgame

was founded directly by Miletos (no. 854) or rather by Istros

(no. 685) in C7m, according to the archaeological evidence

(Middle Wild Goat style ware, etc.).

693. Tomis (Tomites) Map 22. Lat. 44.10, long. 28.40. Size

of territory: 4. Type: C:α. The toponym is Τοµ/οι (Ps.-

Skymnos fr. 5, Marcotte) or Τ#µοι (Apollod. Bibl. 1.9.24) or

Τ#µις (Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 13 (21); Strabo 7.6.1) or

Τοµε�ς (Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 24.2; Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 71,

Diller; I.Histriae 4 (C3m)). The city-ethnic is Τοµ(ε)�της

but it is not attested until C2 (e.g. I.Histriae 38, 48); the plu-

ral city-ethnic Τοµ/οι is attested at Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 72,

Diller.

Tomis is called a polis in late sources only (Anon. Peripl.

M. Eux. 71; Steph. Byz. 628.6). Strabo 7.6.1 describes it as a

polichnion, and it is called patris in the local inscription

(I.Tomis 2 (C2l)). Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 13 (21) calls it an

emporion (rC3m), and the same historian mentions

(implicitly) the territory of Tomis as bordering on that of

Kallatis (no. 686); however, the best evidence that it was a

polis in the Classical period would be membership of the

Delian League, but it is uncertain whether Τ[——] in IG i³

71.iv.160 should be restored Τ[#µοι].
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Tomis is located at modern Constan,ta (Romania), on a

peninsula. It was colonised by Miletos (no. 854)

(Ps.-Skymnos 764, Diller), possibly through Istros (no.

685)(Avram (1996) 297–98); archaeological evidence points

to a foundation in C6.

All the original Milesian phylai are mentioned, but,

except for Argadeis (I.Tomis 35 (C1e)), only in inscriptions

from the Imperial period: Ai(gi)koreis (I.Tomis 164, 251–53);

Argadeis (I.Tomis 52, 179); Boreis (I.Tomis 122); Geleontes

(I.Tomis 300, 301); Oinopeis (I.Tomis 255, 375); Hopletes

(I.Tomis 123, 254); cf. Doru,tiu Boilă (1970); Jones, POAG

276–78. The earliest attested public enactments (C2l) are a

sacred regulation (I.Tomis 1 �LSCG 87) and a decree 

concerning the city defences (I.Tomis 2 �Syll.³ 731).

Several officials are mentioned in the late Hellenistic peri-

od. The eponymous official was the priest of Apollo, first

attested c.100 (I.Tomis 2 and 5) but surely of Milesian origin.

All the evidence for deities is late, but Milesian origin is

not in doubt for the cult of Apollo (I.Tomis 2 and 5 (c.100)).

The calendar is surely Milesian, although only one month is

attested: [?πατου]ρε+νος or [Ταυ]ρε+νος (I.Tomis 1b

(C2l)).

694. Tyras (Tyranos) Map 23. Lat. 46.10, long. 30.20. Size

of territory: 5. Type: B:α. The toponym is Τ�ρας, W (Ps.-

Skymnos fr. 9, Marcotte; Steph. Byz. 642.4–5). The city-

ethnic is Τυραν#ς (I.Kallatis 10 (C3s); Alex. Polyh. (FGrHist

273) fr. 138),attested on C4 coins (infra).Τυρ5ται at Hdt.4.51

could simply mean “men of the river Tyras”and not “citizens

of the city of Tyras”.

Tyras is called a polis only in late sources (Ps.-Skymnos fr.

9; Steph. Byz. 642.4; Ptol. 3.10.8), but its status as a polis in the

Classical period is indicated by its presumed membership of

the Delian League (infra) and by its C4m coinage (infra).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C4m coins (infra). The external and individual use is found

in SEG 30 923 (C3) and I.Kallatis 10 (C3s), and later.

Tyras was colonised by Miletos (no. 854) (Ps.-Skymnos

799–800, Diller; cf. Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 62, Diller). The

foundation year is not known, but some archaeological

finds (East Greek ware) suggest a date in C6. Connected

with the foundation is the problem of Ophiousa, a site first 

mentioned by Ps.-Skylax (68: ’Οφιο%σα π#λις, listed under

the heading π#λεις . . . ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε), then by Strabo

7.3.16 (as a polis), by Plin. HN 4.12(26).82 (Tyra . . . ubi antea

Ophiousa dicebatur), by Ptol. Geog. 3.10.8 (toponym), and 

by Steph. Byz. 642.7–8 (Τ�ρας . . ..καλε5το δ’ ’Οφιο%σσα).

The name Ophious(s)a suggests that the settlement was of

Milesian origin (cf. Teichiousa in Miletos’ territory), but its

location remains unknown. It has been tentatively located

on an island at the mouth of the Dniester; if correct, it is pos-

sible that, as at Berezan/Olbia (cf. no. 690), the mainland

community (Tyras) absorbed Ophiousa (Ehrhardt (1988)

73), a suggestion which would explain the tradition that the

name was at one point in use for Tyras itself (Steph. Byz.).

The terminus ante quem of this synoecism depends on the

date of the source of the C4 text of Ps.-Skylax.

‘Ερµ)νακτος κ)µη was probably a rural settlement in the

χ)ρα (Strabo 7.3.16; Ptol. Geog. 3.10.7).

Tyras joined the Delian League; at least, it was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iv.163: Τ�[ρας] or, alternatively:

Τυ[ρανο�]). The earliest public enactments are the honorif-

ic decrees Dacia 3–4 (1927–32) 566–69 no. 2 (C4l–C3);

SovArch (1960) 4, 173–79 (C3f) (cf. Y. G. Vinogradov (1997)

220 n. 251); and Y. G. Vinogradov (1999) (C3f). The same

inscriptions attest for the first time the boule and the 

assembly called demos.

Among the deities mentioned in Hellenistic inscriptions,

only Apollo Iatros (Dacia 3–4 (1927–32) 564–66 (C3)) can be

confidently assumed to be early (the patron deity). The

three attested months (Kalamaion: Y. G. Vinogradov (1999)

(C3f); Artemeision: IOSPE i² 2 (ad 181); Leneon: IOSPE i² 4

(ad 201)) suggest the original use of the Milesian calendar.

Tyras is located at modern Belgorod Dnestrovskij

(Turkish Akkerman, Romanian Cetatea Albă), Ukraine,

c.19 km up the estuary of the river Dniester (Τ�ρας; Τ�ρις

(Ps.-Skylax 68) was perhaps the original form). The Archaic

and Classical site was destroyed by the mediaeval citadel.

There is very little evidence for the urbanisation of Tyras in

C6–C4: excavations (Karyshkovskij and Klejman (1985);

Samojlova (1988)) have brought to light some remains of a

defensive wall (C4), which was replaced in the Hellenistic

period by a more extensive one.

Tyras struck silver drachms from C4m onwards. Types:

obv. head of Demeter facing, veiled and wearing wreath of

corn-ears; rev. bull butting l.; legend: ΤΥΡΑΝ and

ΤΥΡΑΝΩΝ; also ΤΥΡΑ on struck bronze (Zograph

(1977) 172–73; Price (1993) pl. XII nos. 334–36; cf. Zaginajlo

(1974) 54–55 for the weight standards).

2. The Coasts of Skythia, Taurike 
and Sindike

695. Chersonesos (Chersonesites) Map 23. Lat. 44.35,

long. 33.30. Size of territory: 5 by C4l. Type: A:α. The local,
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Doric form of the toponym was Χερσ#νασος, - (IOSPE i²

401.6 �Syll.³ 360, in DGE 173 dated C4l/C3e). For the Ionic

form Χερρ#νησος, see Ps.-Skylax 68. The city-ethnic is

found in a restored C4 proxeny decree of Olbia,

[Χερσο]νησ�της (I.Olbia 3 �Dubois (1996) 16). The city

was defined in various ways geographically: “Chersonesos

by Taurika” (Χερσ#νασος - ποτ� τ�[ Ταυρικ�[, IOSPE iv

71, 72); “Chersonasitai from the Pontos” (Χερσονασ5ται οH

.κ το% Π#ντου, Syll.³ 585, 604); “Chersonasitai in Skythia”

(τοLς .ν Σκυθ��α Χερσονασ�τας, Memnon (FGrHist 434)

fr. 34.3).

The earliest literary reference calls it emporion, not polis

(Ps.-Skylax 68), leading to a suggestion that it was a trading

settlement dependent on Herakleia (no. 715) during the first

two generations of its existence (Kats (1990)); but the site-

classifications of Ps.-Skylax in this part of his work are not to

be trusted (see introduction). Moreover, the classification of

Chersonesos as an emporion is fully compatible with its

being a polis as well (Hansen (1997c) 87–91). In the famous

citizen’s oath of C4l/C3e (IOSPE i² 401 �Syll.³ 360)

Chersonesos is called a polis both in the urban sense (l. 3)

and in the political sense (l. 6). The collective and internal

use of the city-ethnic is attested in the citizen’s oath (ll. 4–5)

and (abbreviated as ΧΕΡ) on coins (infra). For the external

use, see CID ii 5.i.9–10 (358). The individual use is attested

externally in C4 sepulchral inscriptions from Pantikapaion

(IOSPE ii 302–3 �CIRB 194–95).

By C4m Chersonesos commanded a “near territory” of

120 km² on the “Herakleian Peninsula” (the supposed isth-

mus being a line from Inkerman to Balaklava). The native

Tauroi had been evicted from their settlements and incor-

porated in the city or on farms, or had been pushed out to a

series of villages at its eastern edge along the Sapun Gora

ridge (Savelya (1979); Shcheglov (1981)). Some “Kizyl-Koba”

type pottery (Senatorov (1987)) and crouched burials from

the north-east part of the city and the north cemetery may

represent this native element (Belov (1950); Saprykin (1998)

232), though some scholars argue that the latter were Greek

(Kadeyev (1973)). The lack of pre-colony (C5l) imported

objects in Taurian settlements (Savelya (1979) 170–71) sug-

gested to those who studied them that no significant or

long-lived trading settlement preceded the Herakleiot

colony. By c.350 approximately 11,000 ha of this home terri-

tory were parcelled out into 400 main lots, each having six

subdivisions, producing 2,400 small allotments, mainly put

to viticulture, fruit trees, etc. (Strzheletskij (1961) 14–116;

Y. G. Vinogradov and Shcheglov (1990) 312–14; Saprykin

(1997) 11–105; Zherebtsov (1994)). Some Chersonasitai seem

to have settled and carried out burials in the Upper

Quarantine Valley before this full exploitation of the

Herakleian Peninsula (Strzheletskij (1948a)). A recent 

suggestion is that the 4,000 ha along its northern coast were

among the earliest allotments laid out (Nikolaenko (2001)).

By C4m–l Chersonesos also had a mini-empire in north-

western Crimea, including Karkinitis (no. 698), Kalos

Limen and a series of forts (τ3 τε�χη) which may well 

have been detached from earlier Olbian influence 

(Y. G. Vinogradov and Shcheglov (1990) 311–14).

The sole specific account of the first foundation of

Chersonesos is to be found in Ps.-Skymnos (822–30, Diller):

Chersonesos was founded by Herakleia (no. 715) within the

Euxine Sea along with Delians (no. 478) in accordance with

an oracle, reasonably assumed to be that of Delphi. Some

scholars have emended Delioi, repeated twice, to Delphians

(no. 177) or Teians (no. 868), as the co-colonisers. A majori-

ty view emerged after the Second World War to accept the

view of Schneiderwirth and Tyumenev that the Herakleiots

and Delians may have collaborated in a colony, if only 

temporarily, in 424–422 (Tyumenev (1938); Saprykin

(1998)). Most recently this consensus can be seen to be

crumbling. Y. G. Vinogradov and Zolotaryov (1999) 118–19,

124 suggest a foundation by Herakleiots and Delians in 528,

the last year of Peisistratos’rule at Athens.By contrast,C5l or

C4e is adhered to in another suggestion in which Delieis

from Delion, the area of Boiotia from which some

Herakleiots came (i.e. Tanagra (no. 220)—coastal Boiotia)

are proposed as the originals of the co-colonists, only later

misunderstood by Ps.-Skymnos or his source (Hind (1998)

141–48) for the better-known Delioi.

In the citizen’s oath Chersonesos is described as a democ-

racy (IOSPE i² 401.14 �Syll.³ 360), and some forty-five

inscribed ostraka from C5 may attest to the institution of

ostracism and a vigorous democracy throughout C5 (BE

(2000) no. 487). Magistrates attested are basileus (IOSPE i²

186–87); aisymnatai (Belov (1948) 69); damiorgoi (IOSPE i²

402, 424, 429); nomophylakes (IOSPE i² 351, 359); astynomoi

(Kats (1994) passim (C3e)); agoranomoi (ibid. 88 no. 16

(C3e); Monakhov (1999) 28–29). The council had twenty-

four members, and the citizen body was organised in

hekatostyes. On the council were the magistrates, five

archontes, a prodikos, a grammateus, a hiereus, three nomo-

phylakes (Solomonik (1976); Saprykin (1991), (1994)

139–42). The calendar was Megarian, similar to those at

Byzantion (no. 674), Kalchedon (no. 743) and Kallatis (no.

686): Kadeyev (1996) 141–48; Trümpy, Monat. 149; Avram

(1999b).
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Proxeny decrees of C4 are rare, and they are from neigh-

bour states to the west and the east of Chersonesos (I.Olbia

I.3 �Dubois (1996) 16 (Olbia); IOSPE ii 302–3 �CIRB 173,

195 (Bosporos)). From Chersonesos itself comes a copy of a

C4 Olbian decree for a Chersonesite (IOSPE i² 21).

The city’s main deities—Zeus, Gê, Helios, Parthenos and

the other Olympians—are mentioned in the preamble to

the citizen’s oath (IOSPE i² 401). Dionysos and Herakles

protected the end bastions of the isthmus wall of the “old

[Strabo’s] Chersonesos” (infra).

The city stood for over 1,700 years down to the fourteenth

century ad on a blunt headland, jutting north-eastward into

Quarantine Bay, some 3 km west of Sebastopol. The earliest

structural remains are of C5l/C4e, found in the north-east

part of the later city over an area of some 12 ha, around

which several cemetery areas were grouped to the south-

west, the south and the south-east (Belov (1948) 155ff, (1950)

272ff, (1977); Zedgenidze and Savelya (1980)). A stretch of

the southern city wall has been found (Grinevich (1927),

(1959) 115–17). Red-figure pottery occurs from C4e, increas-

ing in amount in C4m–l (Grinevich (1959); Zedgenidze

(1978)). Of C4 is the small Doric temple and possible altar

(restored from fragments) once in the public square, with a

statue base dedicated to Athena (IOSPE i² 406; Zolotaryov

and Bujskikh (1994)). The mass of Classical material from

Chersonesos (pottery, sculptural elements, building

remains, burials and coins) has been determined as being of

C4m–l, with a small amount of pottery being of C5s

(Zedgenidze (1979), restated with further detail (1993)). The

significance of the relatively small amounts of C5 material

(red-figure vases, striped Ionic ware, Chiot and Samian

trade amphoras, and black-glazed and other sherds, some

forty-five with graffiti ostraka) has still to be assessed as to

amount,provenance and dating by pot form and lettering. It

is not yet clear whether it represents a polis, or some lesser

settlement in touch with the Tauroi before the Herakleiot

colony. Zedgenidze (1993) has refuted in detail the view that

the pottery and other evidence is sufficient for a polis of C5

on the Quarantine site (sectors VI and VII).Her view has not

yet been acknowledged, still less answered by the supporters

of a C6l/C5e Chersonesos (Y. G.Vinogradov and Zolotaryov

(1990), (1999)).

A separate polis is mentioned by Strabo, “the Old

Chersonesos in Ruins” (! παλαι3 Χερρ#νησος

κατεσκαµµ/νη, 7.4.2). It lay 100 stades from the

(Quarantine Bay) city, and nearby was Cape Parthenion

with a temple of Parthenos, and an early statue (xoanon) of

the goddess. The temple has disappeared, some placing it on

Cape Fiolent to the west, others on the tip of Cape

Chersonesos near the lighthouse. Excavations and surveys

(in 1899, 1903, 1986) have proved the existence of a “town”on

the isthmus, defended by two parallel walls across it, some

900 m long and enclosing an area of 18 ha. The walls had

interval towers, and towers at the ends, one dedicated to

Herakles and the other having a small shrine to Dionysos.

The peninsula itself leads off northwards to Mayachny

(Lighthouse, also Fanari) Point, and comprises some 380 ha.

These were divided into twenty-five major allotments, each

subdivided into four, resulting in 100 plots on a different

alignment, which is usually assumed to be earlier, from

those on the larger “peninsula”.All the small allotments were

about 4–4.5 ha in area. Nestling behind the double walls on

the isthmus, they were protected on the landward side by

fortification of some of the highest ground overlooking that

peninsula to the east. This “Old Chersonesos”, or “Strabo’s

Chersonesos”, is 10 km west of the long-lived city on

Quarantine Bay. It occupied some 18 ha on the isthmus of

the only true Chersonesos (peninsula) in south-western

Crimea; it was protected by the two parallel walls: in turn it

guarded the 100 earliest allotments, and held the oldest cult

statue of the polis. It is tempting to suggest that the isthmus

site and land behind it (Mayachny Peninsula) was the 

earliest area of the Herakleiot colony (Hind (1998) 146–52;

Saprykin (1998) 242–44; Y. G. Vinogradov and Zolotaryov

(1999) 117), though other suggestions have been made that it

was an early fort, subsidiary to the main city (Chtcheglov

(1992) 228), or a protection for the ancient lighthouse

(Nikolaenko (2001)). A small amount of pottery (red-

figured) of C5l/C4e and a relief sculpture depicting Herakles

and the horses of Diomedes, from an altar of C4, tend to

confirm the early, if not primary, position of this isthmus

settlement in the overall sequence of settlements (Blavatskij

(1953) 26–27, 40–44; Zedgenidze (1996); Strzheletskij

(1948b)). After a decade or two, when the Quarantine Bay

polis was already established, it perhaps became a chorion or

phrourion in the near territory of the city, perhaps that

obscurely referred to as the saster in the citizen’s oath (ll.

24–25) as one of the places or institutions they vowed to 

protect (Hind (1996a)).

Chersonesos struck coins of silver and bronze from C4e,

the silver on the Rhodian standard. (1) Silver: denomina-

tions: tetradrachm,drachm, triobol,diobol and obol.Types:

obv. head of Parthenos l.; rev. fish and club; legend: ΧΕΡ

below, representing the abbreviated city-ethnic. (2) Bronze:

similar and with other types. Legend: ΧΕΡ. (3) Silver:

didrachm: obv. Parthenos head l.; rev. bull butting l., club
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below; legend: ΧΕΡ. (4) Bronze: obv. Parthenos riding a

four-horse chariot and holding a torch r.; rev. warrior armed

with spear and oval shield, crouching l.; legend: ΧΕΡ

below. This last issue is thought to celebrate a victory,

leading to expansion in the north-western Crimea

(Anokhin (1980) pl. 1ff; Grandmezon (1982) 34–36, (1990);

Price (1993) pls. XXVIII–IX).

696. Gorgipp(e)ia (Gorgippeus) Map 84.Lat.44.55, long.

37.20. Size of territory: 1. Type: B:β. Gorgippia was situated

in the Asiatic part of the Kimmerian Bosporos (Strabo

11.2.10). The toponym is Γοργ�ππεια (Steph. Byz. 211.7),

Γοργιππ�α (Strabo 11.2.10) or, earlier?, Σινδικ�ς λιµ�ν

(Ps.-Skylax 72; Ps.-Skymnos 888; Strabo 11.2.14), Σινδικ�

(Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 18.4–19.1). The city-ethnic is

Γοργιππε�ς (C2–C1 coins, infra).

At Ps.-Skylax 72 Σινδικ�ς λιµ�ν is one of the toponyms

listed after the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where

the term polis is used in the urban sense (cf. Strabo 11.2.14).

The earliest explicit reference to a π#λις Γοργιππ/ων is in a

letter of ad 16 (SovArch (1965) 197A). The internal and collec-

tive sense of the city-ethnic (ΓΟΡΓΙΠΠΕΩΝ) is found on

C2–C1 coins (Price (1993) 986) and in an inscription of the

first century ad (CIRB 1118; Boltunova (1986) 46–48).

The location of Gorgippia and Sindike/Sindikos harbour

is a matter of scholarly debate (latest discussion in Alekseeva

(1991) 3–7). They were situated in the territory inhabited by

the indigenous population, the Sindoi (for the people,

Σ�νδοι, see CIRB 8; Hdt. 4.28.1; Ps.-Skylax 72; for the terri-

tory,! Σινδικ�, see SEG 34 774, restored; Hdt. 4.86.2; Strabo

11.2.12). Strabo’s passage (11.2.10) about the location of

Gorgippia provides grounds for different interpretations.

Some scholars interpret Strabo’s information to mean that

Gorgippia was the capital of the Sindoi. The most wide-

spread opinion is that Sindike/Sindikos harbour/Gorgippia

were the same place, but with different names in use at dif-

ferent times. Sindike/Sindikos harbour was renamed

Gorgippia some time in C4f, when the territory of the

Sindoi was incorporated into the Bosporan Kingdom by

Leukon I (389/8–349/8) (latest discussion in Alekseeva

(1997) 37–82). The city was named after a member of the

Spartokid dynasty, Gorgippos (ruling together with his

brother Leukon I (389/8–349/8)), who was probably

installed as a local governor of the city. This interpretation is

supported by the “royal” tiles of C4, which carry the stamp:

ΓΟΡ|ΓΙΠ|ΠΟΥ (Alekseeva (1997) 39).

Sindike/Sindikos harbour was established by Greeks in

C6 as a trading centre in the territory of the indigenous 

population, the Sindoi (Alekseeva (1991) 7–27, (1997) 11–36).

From C4e the city was part of the Bosporan Kingdom and

dependent on Pantikapaion (no. 705) (CIRB 6, 6a, 8, etc.;

Hind (1994) 484–86; Tsetskhladze (1997b) 66, 68–80).

According to Ps.-Skymnos 887–89, Diller, it was settled by

Greeks from the neighbouring places.

A study of the rural settlements in the territory of

Gorgippia is at an early stage.About fifteen settlements have

been surveyed or partly excavated, mainly those of C4. Very

few date to the late Archaic period (Alekseeva (1991) 28–50).

Sindike and its successor Gorgippia are located beneath

modern-day Anapa. The location of Gorgippia is firmly

documented thanks to coins and inscriptions found in

Anapa. It is possible that a settlement here had appeared

even earlier (C7l). A fragment of a Rhodo-Ionian cup with

bird decoration has been found at the Alekseevskoe settle-

ment not far from Anapa (Kharaldina and Novichikhin

(1996) 349–50 fig. 2). Much firmer evidence is needed than

one single fragment of pottery in order to postulate the

existence of a C7l settlement (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 42 n. 4).

The first settlers lived in semi-dug-outs (Alekseeva (1991)

7–27, (1997) 11–36). One funerary inscription of C5e shows

the presence of a Peloponnesian from Helike (Boltunova

(1986) 60–61), thus suggesting the presence of free non-

citizens. Archaeological investigation has yielded the

remains of stone buildings, fortification walls and towers,

streets, etc. dating from C4, the period when the town was

renamed Gorgippia (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 82–83;

Alekseeva (1997) 83–148). Aphrodite, Herakles and

Demeter were the main civic cults (Alekseeva (1997)

213–50). Fragments of monumental buildings may be

remains of temples dedicated to these and other divinities

(ibid. 100–48).

There are fairly numerous silver coins with the inscrip-

tion ΣΙΝ∆ΩΝ dating from c.440–400 (Stolba (1998)

603–4). These coins may have been minted in Sindikos

Limen (before it was renamed Gorgippia) on behalf of the

local Sindoi (Shelov (1981); Price (1993) 1008–9; cf. Strabo

11.2.10). Alternatively, they were minted by the Sindoi, prov-

ing the existence of a Sindic kingdom (Krushkol (1971)

80–90). Recently, a third interpretation has been advanced:

that the coins were an “alliance” issue of the Greek cities sit-

uated on the Taman Peninsula (since this area was known as

Sindike, after the local population—the Sindoi) who had

united against the aggression of the Spartokids (Zavojkin

and Boldyrev (1994); Tokhtasyev (2001) 68–79). The city-

ethnic Γοργιππ/ων is found only on Gorgippian coins of

C2l–C1 (Price (1993) 986).
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697. Hermonassa (Hermonaseites) Map 87. Lat. 45.15,

long. 36.45. Size of territory: 1. Type: A:α. Hermonassa was

situated on a small island (Ps.-Skymnos 886–91; Steph. Byz.

278.10) in the Asiatic part of the Kimmerian Bosporos

(Strabo 11.2.10). The toponym is ‘Ερµ)νασσα (Hecat. fr.

208; Ps.-Skymnos 886). The city-ethnic is ‘Ερµωνασε�της

(IOSPE IV 334 �CIRB 495 (first century ad)).

Hecat. fr. 208 and Theopomp. fr. 370 call it a polis,

Hekataios probably in the urban sense (cf. Steph. Byz.

278.10–15 with Hansen (1997a) 23). The external and indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic is attested in a sepulchral

inscription of the first century ad, found at Kerch

(Pantikapaion; IOSPE iv 334 �CIRB 495).

The foundation of Hermonassa is dated archaeologically

to about 580–570 (Kuznetsov (1991b) 34). In the written

sources the origin of the colonists is confused. Arrian (Bith.

fr. 55, Roos �FGrHist 156, fr. 71) links the foundation to

Hermonassa, the wife of a certain Semandros from Aiolian

Mytilene (no. 798). Citing Dionysios and Ps.-Skymnos,

Stephanos of Byzantion calls it an Ionian colony (278.11–12).

Eustathios (GGM ii 324) informs us that the oikistes of

Hermonassa was a certain Hermon and that Hermonassa

had been colonised by Ionians. Some scholars have attempt-

ed to resolve the contradiction found in the written sources

as follows: Arrian’s mention of Aiolians should be explained

by the fact that certain Aiolians, in particular inhabitants of

Mytilene, had also been involved in the founding of

Hermonassa side by side with the Ionians. One name in an

Archaic graffito (Y. G. Vinogradov (1983) 369 n. 20) is of

Aiolian origin (or influence), but in C4, according to an

inscription (CIRB 1056), the population of the city was

mainly Ionian. From C5e the city was part of the Bosporan

Kingdom and dependent on Pantikapaion (no. 705) (Hind

(1994) 484; Tsetskhladze (1997b) 55–57, 68–80).

The chora of Hermonassa was not seriously studied until

1996. Excavations by the State Hermitage Museum yielded a

rural settlement established in the late Archaic period

(Solovyov and Butyagin (1998a)).

The Archaic and Classical levels of the town have not been

studied extensively because those levels of the city lie at a

depth of 12 m and the Greek and Roman levels at 6 to 7 m.

The rest are Byzantine-mediaeval. Some Archaic pits have

been discovered, and the remains of Classical stone and

mudbrick buildings (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 81–82;

Korovina (1992)). Although architectural remains of the

Archaic period are scanty, other categories of archaeological

material provide evidence of intense economic and cultural

activity at Hermonassa in C6l/C5e (Zeest (1961), (1968),

(1974)). The most interesting material includes dedicatory

inscriptions of C5–C4, to Apollo Ietros (Pichikyan (1984)

152), the Ephesian Artemis (a temple probably existed here;

cf. M. J. Treister and Vinogradov (1993) 559 fig. 26), Apollo

Prostates (CIRB 1034, 1044) and Apollo Delphinios (CIRB

1038). Probably this temple and the walls existed in the

Classical period.

Important finds are two measures bearing the name of an

agoranomos by the name of Apollodoros (Hind (1983–84)

90). One graffito of the third quarter of C6 from the site

indicates the presence of a craftsman from Eleutherna in

Crete (M. J. Treister and Shelov-Kovedyaev (1989)).

698. Karkinitis (Kerkinites) Map 23. Lat. 45.10, long.

33.10. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Καρκιν5τις, -ιδος (Hecat. fr. 153; Hdt. 4.55, 99.2), from c.300

Κερκιν5τις (IOSPE i² 401, 453; Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 30). The

city-ethnic is Κερκιν�της (IG ii² 1008.iv.114 (C2l)).

Karkinitis was listed in Hekataios’ Periodos and may in

this work have been classified as a π#λις Σκυθικ� ((FGrHist

1) fr. 184 �Steph. Byz. 360.1), which ought to mean geo-

graphically within Skythia. Karkinitis is called a polis (sc.

“Greek”) in the urban sense by Hdt. 4.55, 99.2. The internal

collective use of the city-ethnic is presumably attested in

abbreviated form on C5–C4 coins (infra).

Hdt. 4.99.2 locates Karkinitis in �ρχα�η Σκυθ�η, toward

mountainous Taurica, east of ‘Υλα�η (“Woodland”) and

near the joint mouths of two of his Scythian rivers,

Hypakiris and Gerrhos, where Skythian Nomades ranged

the interior. Strabo (7.3.18, 4.2) mentions two “gulfs”, one

Tamyrake, near the isthmus of the Crimea (Perekop), and a

second, Karkinitis, which “comes next and is very large”,

though he also gives both names to one gulf. Arrian’s

Periplous (30) gives the important information that

Karkinitis was 600 stades from Chersonesos, which directs

us to Eupatoria. These sources have prompted some schol-

ars to posit a Karkinitis/Carcine and a quite separate

Karkinitis (Minns (1913) 490; Rybakov (1979) 50; Barr. Map

22). But the Greek settlement found on the Quarantine

headland, just west of Eupatoria, dating from C6l and forti-

fied from C5m, seems to fit the description in our earlier and

better-informed sources (Nalivkina (1963); Kutajsov (1990)

15–18, 48–55).

Pottery of C6l–C5 has been found (1950s, 1980s), as well as

early pit shelters and a C5 defensive wall (Kutajsov (1990)

35–39, 40–55). The original area is said to have been some 3.5

ha, but was by C4 over 5 ha. Some 270–90 households are

estimated to have dwelt within, and an external chora to the
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west of about 1,400 ha was divided on the Chersonesite

model into allotments of 4.5 ha (ibid. 150). Dating to C4 is a

letter written on an amphora sherd from one Apatourios to

a Neomenios, concerning tribute owed to the Skythians

(Solomonik (1987); Y. G. Vinogradov (1997) 21).

The sole inscription on stone is a stele for ?µβατ�ας

τ[ς‘Ηροδ#το IOSPE i² 339, of C4 and in Doric dialect. The

suggestion that Karkinitis was a member of the Delian

League rests on a massive restoration of the name from the

first two letters Κα[ρκιν5τις] (IG i³ 71.iv.165).An alternative

conjecture is Kallatis (no. 686) (Pippidi (1971) 63–64 �SEG

22 9 and supra). It has been suggested that north-western

Crimea was, in C5 and until C4m, under the political 

influence of Olbia (no. 690), but was then appropriated 

by Chersonesos (no. 695) in unknown circumstances

(Rusyaeva (1986) 57; Zolotaryov (1986) 92). But it is prefer-

able to see Karkinitis as an independent polis, though one in

a general cultural relationship with its more flourishing 

fellow Ionian city (Kutajsov (1990) 153–57). By C4m it was a

part of the Chersonesite polis, and included in the citizen’s

oath of C4l/C3e (IOSPE i² 401.8, 20 �Syll.³ 360). The attes-

tation of the city-ethnic in an Athenian list of epheboi (IG ii²

1008.iv.114) of C2l indicates that it had become a dependent

polis rather than just a civic subdivision of Chersonesos.

The earliest struck coins of Karkinitis are of bronze and

date to c.350 (according to Stolba (1996) 236–37 they were

issued for only a few years, c.345–340). Types: (1) obv. Nike

walking; legend: ΚΑΡΚ; rev. lion attacking bull. (2) Obv.

head of goddess in turreted crown l.; rev. rider to r. with

raised r. hand; legend: ΚΑΡΚ. (3) Obv. head of Herakles in

lion skin r.; rev. eagle on thunderbolt l.; legend: ΚΑΡΚΙΝΙ.

Types and style betray a close relationship with the mint of

Chersonesos (no. 695) (Medvedeva (1984); Price (1993) nos.

693–95). Cast bronze arrowheads and fish money, on the

pattern of those current at Olbia (no. 690), but of local

types, and some round cast bronze coins with the legend

ΚΑ or Κ, circulated at Karkinitis earlier in C5–C4 (Kutajsov

(1995)).

699. Kepoi (Kepites) Map 87. Lat. 45.20, long. 37.00. Size

of territory: 1 (infra). Type: [A]:α. Kepoi was situated on

what was once an island in the Asiatic part of the Kimmerian

Bosporos (Ps.-Skylax 72; Strabo 11.2.10). The toponym is

Κ8ποι (Aeschin. 1.171; Ps.-Skylax 72). The city-ethnic is

Κηπ�της (CIRB 188 (C4m)).

At Ps.-Skylax 72 Kepoi is one of the toponyms listed after

the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the term

polis is used in the urban sense. See also Harp. s.v. Κ8πος.

The external and individual use of the city-ethnic is found in

a burial inscription of C4m from Pantikapaion (CIRB 188).

According to Plin. HN 6.18 and Ps.-Skymnos 899, Diller,

Kepoi was founded by Miletos (no. 854). Several dozen 

fragments of East Greek pottery date the foundation to

about 580–570 (Kuznetsov (1991a), (1991b) 34). From C5e

the city was part of the Bosporan Kingdom and dependent

on Pantikapaion (no. 705) (Aeschin. 3.171; Hind (1994) 484;

Tsetskhladze (1997b) 57, 68–80).

It is believed that Kepoi was situated some 3 km east of

Phanagoria (no. 706), and that its area was 20 ha. The site is

so damaged by quarry workings that it is very difficult to be

certain that the site really is Kepoi. So far, no inscriptions

have been found on the site to confirm its location. The

Archaic and Classical levels were destroyed in Antiquity,first

of all in C6l by a levelling of the area after a fire.

Furthermore, in the Hellenistic period the whole area was

terraced. Excavation reveals scant remains of stone and

mudbrick dwellings of C6l/C5e. Several Archaic pits con-

tained large amounts of pottery. Fragments of a kouros and

of marble sculptures of Aphrodite were also found

(Sokolskij (1963); Koshelenko et al. (1984) 84–86; Kuznetsov

(1991a), (1992)). Most probably two temples of Aphrodite

existed in Kepoi, one situated on the north-west edge of the

city and the other on the south-east edge (Tsetskhladze and

Kuznetsov (2000)). The cult of Aphrodite is attested by ded-

icatory inscriptions of the Classical period (ibid. (2000) 353

with refs.; cf. SEG 45 990). Strabo 11.2.10 mentions a “sanctu-

ary of Aphrodite, called Apatouron”in the Taman Peninsula

(the Asiatic part of the Bosporan Kingdom). Some scholars

think that Apatouron was situated in Kepoi (Tsetskhladze

and Kuznetsov (2000) 353 with refs.). No fortification walls

or local coinage are known so far. The view of Tokhtasyev

(1986) that Apatouron was a separate site in Taman is 

preferable.

700. Kimmerikon Map 87. Lat. 45.00, long. 36.10. Size of

territory: 1. Type: C:α. Kimmerikon was situated in the

European part of Bosporos (Strabo 11.2.5, but at 11.2.4 he

mentions Kimmerikon as a kome in the Taman Peninsula

(Asiatic Bosporos) as well).The location is a matter of schol-

arly dispute (cf. Ps.-Skymnos 896–99; Usacheva and

Koshelenko (1994); Zavojkin (1997), (1999a), (1999b)). The

toponym is Κιµµερικ#ν (Strabo 11.2.5; Anon. Peripl. M.

Eux. 76). Strabo classifies the place as a polichnion (7.4.5) but

says that it had once been a polis (11.2.5).

As pottery finds suggest (Gorlov and Lopanov (1997) 141),

Kimmerikon had some east Greek settlers by C6m. It has
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been suggested that the place was a member of the Delian

League, but this is based on an uncertain restoration of the

name Κιµ[µερικ#ν] (IG i³ 71.iv.166 has Κιµ[---]) (cf.

Avram (1995) 195; Tsetskhladze (1997a) 462–65). From 

C5e the city was part of the Bosporan Kingdom and 

dependent on Pantikapaion (no. 705) (Tsetskhladze (1997b)

64, 68–71).

The site has not been well studied. The first walls with

towers were erected in C5l/C4e (Gorlov and Lopanov (1995),

(1997) 141). The walls enclose an area of 2 km². The city was

situated on terraces. Early Greek pottery dates from C6m.

All architectural remains date from the Hellenistic and

Roman periods (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 71–72; Gorlov 

and Lopanov (1997)). According to Ps.-Skymnos 895–7,

Diller, Kimmeris (sic) was a foundation of the Bosporan

rulers.

701. Kytaia Map 87. Lat. 45.05, long. 36.25. Size of territo-

ry: 1.Type: [A]:α.Kytaia was situated in the European part of

Bosporos (Ps.-Skylax 68; Plin. HN 4. 86; Anon. Peripl. M.

Eux. 50; Ptol. Geog. 3.6.5). The toponym is Κ�ταια (Ps.-

Skylax 68; Lycoph. Alex. 1312). At Ps.-Skylax 68 Kytaia is one

of the toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις δ*

‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the term polis is used in the urban

sense.

Kytaia was already occupied by east Greeks by C5e (Molev

(1985) 59). From C5e the city was part of the Bosporan

Kingdom and dependent on Pantikapaion (no. 705)

(Tsetskhladze (1997b) 64, 68–80).

A defensive wall was erected in C4e. Its destruction dates

from C3–C2, after which the wall was strengthened from 

a width of about 3 m to nearly 3.5 m (Molev (1985);

Koshelenko et al. (1984) 71). The city had stone buildings

from C5, but their state of preservation and the small scale of

excavations do not allow us to establish the character of

these buildings and the plan of the city (Molev (1985)). The

excavator proposed a location of the agora in excavation

trench no. V (Molev (1985) 59). Excavation of the site pro-

duced a shrine/cultic ash mound (eskhara) (Moleva (1997)).

Aphrodite, Apollo, Herakles, Demeter, Zeus, Artemis were

objects of communal cults (Moleva (1997); Semicheva

(1997)).

702. *Labrys or, rather, Labryta Map 84. Lat. 45.10, long.

37.35. Size of territory: ? Type: A:γ. The only source for this

polis is a C4e versified dedication to Apollo-in-Labry[——]

set up by Leukon, the archon of Bosporos and Theodosia, in

celebration of his victory over Oktamasades, the king of the

Sindoi (SEG 48 1027, an improved republication of SEG 43

515). The inscription was found in Semibratnee, c.35 km

north of Gorgippia. The name of the polis is attested in lines

2–3: ?π#λλωνι . . . τ+ι .ν Λ[αβρυ-?] τ8σδε π#λεως

µεδ/οντι Λαβρυτων. The toponym *Labrys is derived

from what is commonly believed to be the city-ethnic: the

gen. plur. Λαβρυτ+ν, in nom. sing. Λαβρ�της. The prob-

lem is that names in the genitive governed by µεδ/ων are

always toponyms and never ethnics; cf. e.g. IOSPE ii 23 and

IG xii.5 893.1. It follows that Λαβρ�των is probably the gen-

itive of the toponym Λ�βρυτα, τ� (cf. Βο�χετα, τ�, Dem.

7.32) whereas the city-ethnic is unattested. Labryta is called

a polis both in the political sense (l. 3) and in the urban sense

(l. 7). It appears from the dedication that Apollo was the

patron divinity of the city. There is no other evidence of

Hellenisation, and Labryta was presumably a predominant-

ly barbarian site.

703. Myrmekeion Map 87. Lat. 45.20, long. 36.30. Size of

territory: 1. Type: [A]:α. Myrmekeion was situated in the

European part of the Kimmerian Bosporos (Ps.-Skylax 68;

Strabo 7.4.5, 11.2.6). The toponym is Μυρµ�κειον (Ps.-

Skylax 68); later authors have Μυρµ�κιον (Strabo 7.4.5;

Steph. Byz. 464.1).

At Ps.-Skylax 68 Myrmekeion is one of the toponyms list-

ed after the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the

term polis is used in the urban sense; there is no evidence

that Myrmekeion was ever an independent polis

(Y. A. Vinogradov (1993), (1995a) 159–60, (2000)).

Pottery finds indicate Ionian settlers from c.580–560

(Kuznetsov (1991b) 33). The city’s armed forces are possibly

mentioned in one very fragmented inscription of C4 (CIRB

869). From C5e the city was part of the Bosporan Kingdom

(Y. A. Vinogradov (1993); Tsetskhladze (1997b) 61–62,

68–71).

Myrmekeion had an acropolis protected by a wall of

C6l/C5e (Y. A. Vinogradov and Tokhtasyev (1994);

Y. A. Vinogradov (1995b)). The city covered an area of 6 ha

(Tsetskhladze (1997b) 62) and had a defence circuit erected

in C4e (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 66); the north fortification

wall with tower was built in C4e. The first inhabitants lived

in dug-outs. Stone architecture dates from C6l/C5e after the

city was attacked by Skythians. From C5 the city had a rec-

tangular plan and temples (Gajdukevic̆ (1987) 5–36;

Y. A. Vinogradov (1991), (1993); Y. A. Vinogradov and

Tokhtasyev (1994); Tsetskhladze (1997b) 61–62).

The patron deity was Apollo Ietros (Y. A.Vinogradov and

Tokhtasyev (1998) 25–29). Other communal cults include

those of Herakles,Aphrodite, Zeus and the Nymphs (SEG 27
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437; graffiti of C6e–C5e; BE (1990) 587, all C5m–C5l;

Denisova (1981) 116; Y. A. Vinogradov and Tokhtasyev

(1998)).Remains of a shrine of Aphrodite and an ash mound

(eskhara) of C5f–C4e have been found on the acropolis

(Gajdukevic̆ (1971) 182, (1987) 66–70; Y. A. Vinogradov and

Tokhtasyev (1994) 57).

Previously it was thought that silver coins with the

obverse type of an ant were minted by Myrmekeion, but

their minting is now connected with Pantikapaion (no. 705)

(Shelov (1956) 28–30; Frolova (1992) 205–7).

704. Nymphaion (Nymphatos/Nymphaites) Map 87.

Lat. 45.15, long. 36.25. Size of territory: 1. Type: [A]:β.

Nymphaion was situated in the European part of the

Kimmerian Bosporos (Ps.-Skylax 68; Strabo 7.4.4). The

toponym is Ν�µφαιον (Aeschin. 3.171); Ps.-Skylax 68 has

Νυµφα�α. The city-ethnic is Ν�µφατος (IOSPE ii.201

(C4?) now lost) or Νυµφαjτης (Syll.³ 1126 (C2l)).

At Ps.-Skylax 68 Nymphaia is one of the toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the

term polis is used in the urban sense. The external and indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic is found in two inscriptions: a

tombstone from Pantikapaion (IOSPE ii 201) and a dedica-

tion from Delos (Syll.³ 1126). The internal and collective

sense is probably attested on coins (infra).

Nymphaion, it has recently been suggested, may have

been established by Milesians in the 560s (Kuznetsov (1991b)

33), but this is unproven. Until 1983, when inscriptions with

the names of the months of an east Greek calendar were 

discovered (Y. A. Vinogradov and Tokhtasyev (1994)), pot-

tery finds had led some scholars to assume that the metrop-

olis of Nymphaion must have been Samos (no. 864)

(Gajdukevic̆ (1949) 175). None of the written sources 

mentions the name of the metropolis.

Nymphaion was a member of the Delian League and was

assessed to pay a tribute of 1 tal. (Krateros (FGrHist 242) fr.

8 � IG i³ 100; Tsetskhladze (1997a)). But Ν�[µφαιον] at

IG i² 63.190 has been changed into [?ρ]γ�[λιοι] at IG i³

71.iii.176. Nymphaion was lost c.410–405 (Aeschin. 3.171;

ATL i. 527–28) and incorporated into the Bosporan

Kingdom by Satyros I (433/2–389/8) (Shelov-Kovedyaev

(1985) 90–91; Zavojkin (1995) 92).Hereafter Nymphaion was

a dependency of Pantikapaion (no. 705) (SEG 45 996

(389–349); Hind (1994) 498; Tsetskhladze (1997b) 78–80).

C3 inscriptions on a wall record, inter al., the months of

the year Thargelion, Taureon, Kalamaion, indicating the use

of the Milesian calendar in Nymphaion (Y. A. Vinogradov

and Tokhtasyev (1994); Trümpy, Monat. 93).

In the Archaic period the chora of Nymphaion was small,

and only a few rural settlements are known; the Classical

and Hellenistic settlements number a few hundred. In

1993–97 a joint Russian–Ukrainian–Polish team surveyed

the chora of Nymphaion (Scholl and Zinko (1999)). Before

this joint project, which included excavation of a limited

number of rural settlements and burial sites, as well as a sur-

vey (Wasowicz (1994); Solovyov and Zinko (1994); Zinko

(1996), (1998);Vlasova and Solovyov (1998)), the question of

the overall area of the chora and the ethnic composition of

its population were far from clear and subject to heated

debate.

The city walls of Nymphaion were probably erected in

C5e (Tolstikov (1997) 209) and the acropolis was fortified in

C5l/C4e (Chistov (1998a)). The first colonists lived in

dug-outs (Butyagin (1997); cf. Solovyov and Butyagin

(1998b)). After C6m stone and mudbrick buildings appear

and a shrine dedicated to Demeter was constructed (cf.

Tsetskhladze (1997b) 50 n. 29) in a temenos which in C5 had

a walled area of 60 m². The shrine was destroyed by fire in

C6l. In C5–C4, monumental buildings (some in the Ionic

style) began to be constructed in the city: an acropolis,

streets and a new temple to Demeter and Aphrodite. In C4e

the city was destroyed, but was soon rebuilt with a new for-

tification system and monumental, richly decorated build-

ings. The discovery of a pottery kiln and wine-making

complexes shows the city to have been a craft and agricul-

tural centre in C6–C4 (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 63–64;

Grach (1989); Sokolova (1997); Chistov (1998b);

Boriskovskaya (1999)). Strabo 7.4.4 stresses the city’s good

harbour, the location of which is problematic (Belenkij

(1998)).

As studies of the Nymphaion cemetery (Grach (1999);

Vlasova and Solovyov (1998)) demonstrate, the population

of the city had close connections with the Skythians (cf.

Grach (1981); Butyagin (1998)). Finds of hand-made

pottery, jewellery and rich tombs with Skythian burial cus-

toms (Vickers (1979); Grach (1999)) show that the Skythian

nobility probably participated in the life of the city.

In C5l Nymphaion struck coins of silver (very rare

drachms, diobols and hemiobols). Obv. head of nymph l.

with hair bound up; rev. bunch of grapes; legend: ΝΥΝ or

ΝΥ in C5l (Anokhin (1986) 15, 29, 138). The mysterious

mint issuing coins briefly (obv. head of nymph r.; rev. head

of lion r. in incuse; legend: ΣΑΜΜΑ) has recently been

suggested to be Nymphaion (Stolba (1998)); Sammas is

supposed to have been a refugee and tyrant at Nymphaion

c.439–436.
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705. Pantikapaion (Pantikapaites)/Bosporos (Bosporites)

Map 87. Lat. 45.20, long. 36.30. Size of territory: 3/4. Type:

[A]:β. Pantikapaion was situated in the European part of the

Kimmerian Bosporos (Strabo 11.2.10). The toponym is

Παντικ�παιον, τ# (Dem. 35.31–34; Ps.-Skylax 68) or, alter-

natively, Β#σπορος, W (CIRB 6; Dem. 34.36). In the opinion

of some scholars the early name for the city was Kremnoi,

mentioned by Hdt. 4.20.1 as an emporion (Hind (1997)

111–15). The city-ethnic is Παντικαπαjτης (CIRB 37

(c.370)) or, later, Παντικαπαιε�ς (Syll.³ 585 (197–75)) or

Παντικαπαε�της (RPh 63 (1937) 325–33 (C4)) or

Βοσπορ�της (IG ii² 8429 (C4s)).

At Ps.-Skylax 68 Pantikapaion is one of the toponyms list-

ed after the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the

term polis is used in the urban sense; cf. also Anon. Peripl. M.

Eux. 50.At Dem. 20.33 and 34.34 Bosporos (�Pantikapaion)

is described as an emporion.

The external and individual use of the city-ethnic

(Παντικαπαjτης) is found in a fragmentary decree of c.370

found at Pantikapaion, a copy of an honorific decree for

Leukon I (389/8–349/8) passed by the Arkadian Federation

(CIRB 37). The internal collective use is found in abbreviat-

ed form on coins (Price (1993) 918–58; Frolova (1996)

152–53). For proxeny decrees issued by the Bosporan kings,

see CIRB 1–5; twelve such decrees are now known 

(M. J. Treister and Vinogradov (1993) 545). A citizen of

Pantikapaion was awarded proxenia by Chios (no. 840) in

C4 (PEP Chios 50.20 �RPh 63 (1937) 325–33).

Pantikapaion was founded c.575. Written sources attest

that it was Milesian (Strabo 7.4.4; Plin. HN 4.86; Amm.

Marc. 22.8.36), and archaeological evidence agrees

(Kuznetsov (1991b) 33).

C.480 (Diod. 12.31.1) Pantikapaion became the capital of

the Bosporan Kingdom (Ephor. fr. 158), created primarily by

the need to withstand Skythian pressure on the Greek cities

situated on the Kerch and Taman peninsulas, i.e. the

Kimmerian Bosporos (Gajdukevic̆ (1971); Y. G. Vinogradov

(1997) 100–32; Hind (1994); contra, for a later date of cre-

ation of the Bosporan Kingdom, Vasilyev (1992); Zavojkin

(1994)). Thus, the Greek poleis of the Kimmerian Bosporos

(except Theodosia (no. 707), Nymphaion (no. 704) and pos-

sibly Phanagoria (no. 706)) were united under the auspices

of Pantikapaion (Blavatskij (1964) 24–93).

The Bosporan Kingdom was first ruled over by the

Archaianaktidai (probably of Milesian origin), a clan of

tyrannoi whose power lasted for 42 years (Diod. 12.31.1). All

cities were self-governing poleis, but all were dependent on

Pantikapaion. None of the other cities possessed a separate

coinage until 450–425; and C4 rulers spent much time keep-

ing the cities within their kingdom. At the same time the

Pantikapaion tyrants started to establish new towns

(Tsetskhladze (1997b) 79 with refs.). A new dynasty, the

Spartokids (of Thracian origin) came to power in 438/7, and

the creation of the Bosporan state was nearly complete (Y.G.

Vinogradov (1997) 115–16, 129–30). This dynasty ruled for

more than 300 years (until 109). Its rulers called themselves

“Archon of Bosporos and Theodosia and King of the Sindoi,

Toretai, Dandarioi and Psessoi” or of “the Sindoi and

Maiotai” (CIRB 6, 8–11, 37, 113, 972, 1013–15, 1037–40, 1111;

Hind (1994) 495–502). From the outset the main aim of the

new dynasty was to incorporate Theodosia (no. 707),

Nymphaion (no. 704) and possibly Phanagoria (no. 706)

into the Bosporan Kingdom by force, these three independ-

ent poleis being opposed to the rulers of Pantikapaion.

Several dynasts were preoccupied with this: Satyros I

(433/2–389/8), Leukon I (389/8–349/8), Spartokos II

(349/8–344/3) and Pairisades I (344/3–311/10) (Hind (1994)).

From C5m it was the policy first of the Archaianaktidai and

then of the Spartokidai to incorporate the local population

of the Taman Peninsula (Asiatic Bosporos) into the king-

dom through the establishment of Bosporan emporia in

their settlements (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 60–71). This task

was virtually completed by Leukon I (389/8–349/8), and the

Sindoi and others were incorporated peacefully. In the time

of Pairisades I (344/43–311/10) Bosporan territory reached

its maximum extent, stretching from the Tauroi to the

Caucasus. For a C4e treaty of symmachia between Leukon I

(389/8–349/8) and Olbia (no. 690), see SEG 45 1000.

In the Archaic period the territory of Pantikapaion was

small. In C6 the towns of Myrmekeion (no. 703), Tyritake

(no. 708) and Porthmion were established by Pantikapaion,

probably as dependent poleis (the first two) and a teichos

(the last) to protect its territory from the local population

(mainly Skythians) (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 68–69, 72). For C6

six rural settlements are recorded; for C5 about twenty; and

more than 200 from C4 (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 72). To estab-

lish the exact extent of the territory of Pantikapaion is very

difficult, because, after the creation of the Bosporan

Kingdom, three types of land ownership were established:

civic community land, royal land (Isoc. 17.3; Dem. 20.31) and

temple land (Maslennikov (1998a) 26–36; Tsetskhladze

(1998b) 39). Excavations during the last decade have yielded

several dozen very rich farmhouses in the eastern Crimea

(Maslennikov (1998a), (1998b); Vinokurov (1998)). They

probably belonged to the royal family and to rich citizens of

Pantikapaion.
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The town of Pantikapaion can be traced back to c.575

(pottery finds: Kuznetsov (1991b) 33) and was built on the

site of an earlier local settlement, Pantikapa (Strabo 7.4.4;

Plin. HN 4. 26; Blavatskij (1964) 9–23). The city walls were

erected in C5e (Tolstikov (1997) 214–26). The fortification

walls of the acropolis date from C5l/C4f (Tolstikov (1984b)).

The city occupied the summit and slopes of Mt. Mithridates

and a lower seaside terrace in modern-day Kerch. For a

description of the city, see Strabo 7.4.4. In C4 the city cov-

ered c.10 ha (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 125). Archaeological

excavation has demonstrated that the first Greeks lived in

dug-outs (Tolstikov (1992), (1996)). The beginning of stone

architecture dates from the third quarter of C6, and the

appearance of streets, monumental buildings and town

planning to the last quarter of C6. To this latter period is

dated the building of a tholos. All of this indicates the trans-

formation of Pantikapaion into a typical Greek polis

(Tolstikov (1996)). It is thought that in C6s there was a sanc-

tuary for Apollo on the upper plateau of Mt. Mithridates

(Tolstikov (1992) 62–66). In C6l/C5e dug-out constructions

again appear, a phenomenon that some scholars connect

with the difficult political situation (Skythian pressure) on

the Kimmerian Bosporos. In C5m comes a period in which

monumental stone architecture is a characteristic type of

construction. In C5m a huge temple to Apollo was erected in

the temenos/acropolis of the city (Pichikyan (1984) 156–65).

C4 was a period of prosperity that saw many grand public

buildings (some with mosaic floors: so-called “andron with

pebble mosaic of C5l–C4e”) and temples constructed, and

the acropolis (the western part of whose fortification system

was built in C4e: Tolstikov and Zhuravlyov (1998) 25)

enlarged. By C4l/C3e the royal palace was built there. Finds

of architectural details, sculptures, etc. show that the build-

ings were richly decorated (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 59–63;

Tolstikov (1987), (1992) 78–94; M. J. Treister and Vinogradov

(1993) 544–46).Epigraphic evidence and dedicatory inscrip-

tions indicate that from about 540 there was a temple on the

upper plateau of Mt. Mithridates dedicated to Ephesian

Artemis (M.Y. Treister (1990)). From at least C4e there were

temples, altars and shrines on the acropolis dedicated to

Apollo Prostates (CIRB 6, 10, 25; Tolstikov (1992) 95 n. 9),

Artemis (CIRB 64), Zeus (Tolstikov (1992) 95 n. 11),

Aphrodite (Tolstikov (1992) 95 n. 12) and Demeter (CIRB 8).

From C6, Pantikapaion became a centre for crafts and trade.

Workshops for metal working were found on the northern

slope of Mt. Mithridates, and on the western plateau, where

the earliest dug-outs of the first settlers were discovered 

(M. Y. Treister (1987), (1992), (1998)). From C6l the city 

produced also painted pottery, clay weights, terracotta fig-

urines, etc. (Koshelenko et al. (1984) 59–63).

Pantikapaion struck coins of silver from C5e onwards and

of gold in C4. (1) Silver and bronze C5e onwards: denomina-

tions: drachm, hemidrachm, diobol. Types: obv. lion’s scalp

facing; rev. incuse square with symbol; legend: ΠΑΝ or

ΠΑΝΤ or ΠΑΝΤΙ, on some ΑΠ or ΑΠΟΛ. (2) Silver

and bronze C4: obv. head of Pan or satyr; rev. head of bull, or

griffin,or lion,or lion with spear in mouth; legend:ΠΑΝor

ΠΑΝΤ or ΠΑΝΤΙ. (3) Gold in C4: denominations: stater,

hemistater. Types: obv. bearded head of Pan or satyr; rev.

griffin with spear in mouth standing on ear of corn; legend:

ΠΑΝ (Frolova (1992); Price (1993) 836–917; SNG Cop.

Thrace 17–24). The full form of the city-ethnic,

ΠΑΝΤΙΚΑΠΑΙΤΩΝ, appears on coins of C3 and later

(SNG Cop. Thrace 27). Coins of c.460–440 with the inscrip-

tion ΑΠΟΛ (as well as ΠΑ/ΑΠ) cause problems. The 

prevailing view is that these coins were struck at the mint of

the temple of Apollo in Pantikapaion (built in the second

quarter of C5) as an “alliance” issue of the cities of the

Kimmerian Bosporos. These coins were not minted for

long—until the last quarter of C5, when the need for the

confederation of Bosporan cities had passed (Y. G.

Vinogradov (1997) 22–23; Tolstikov (1984a) 47–48 n. 47;

Frolova (1995)).

706. Phanagoria (Phanagorites) Map 87. Lat. 45.15, long.

37.00. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The city was situated 

in the Asiatic part of the Kimmerian Bosporos (Strabo

11.2.10). The toponyms are Φαναγ#ρια, Φαναγ#ρεια,

Φαναγ#ρειον (Ps.-Skymnos 886–89; Strabo 11.2.10). The

city-ethnic is Φαναγορ�της (SEG 41 625 (C1)).

Phanagoria is called a polis Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 72,using

polis in the urban sense; quoting Hecat. fr. 212, Steph. Byz.

(657.8) lists Phanagoria as a polis, but it is uncertain whether

the site-classification stems from Hekataios (Hansen

(1997a) 17–18). Polis status, however, is strongly indicated by

a fragmentary C4 proxeny decree from the site mentioning

the rights of enktesis and politeia (Hind (1983–84) 90).

ΦΑ, attested on measuring vessels of C3, and ΦΑΝΑ or

ΦΑ, attested on coins of C5l/C4f, are probably abbreviated

forms of the city-ethnic used in the internal and collective

sense. The full form, ΦΑΝΑΓΟΡΙΤΩΝ, is found only on

C2l–C1 coins (Price (1993) 995–1007) whereas the external

and individual use appears in App. Mith. 108.

Phanagoria was founded by Teians (no. 868) (Ps.-

Skymnos 886) and, according to Arrian, the oikistes was

Phanagoras of Teos, who had sought refuge from Persian
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influence ((FGrHist 156) fr. 71). Thus, Phanagoria must have

been founded c.545–540, a date confirmed by excavation in

the upper city of Ionian pottery, some belonging to the late

stage of the late Wild Goat style and of contemporary Attic

pottery (Kuznetsov (1998) 9; Arafat and Morgan (2000)).

Most probably Phanagoria was forced to join the Bosporan

Kingdom either by Leukon I (389/8–349/8) contemporane-

ously with Theodosia (no. 707), or by Spartokos II

(349/8–344/3) and was thereafter a polis depending on

Pantikapaion (no. 705) (Syll.³ 214–16; SEG 45 1016, all found

in Phanagoria; Gorlov (1986); Hind (1994) 498).

The chora of Phanagoria is completely unknown, as are

those of the other Greek colonies in the Taman Peninsula. A

survey of the whole Taman Peninsula established that there

are about 237 rural settlements of the Graeco-Roman and

mediaeval periods, more than 500 barrows, and 150 km of

ancient roads (Paromov (1990), (1992), (1997), (1998)). At

the present level of knowledge it is impossible to identify

which rural settlements belonged to which poleis

(Tsetskhladze (1997b) 72–73 and (1998b) 38–39, both with

refs.). Two very rich farms near Phanagoria may have been

situated in its chora (Savostina (1987), (1998)).

The first defensive walls of Phanagoria were erected in C5l

(Gorlov (1986) 136). The city was situated on two plateaux

on the coast of the Gulf of Taman in the Taman Peninsula.

The city covered c.75 ha, but c.25 ha of the site is now under

water. The city is surrounded by hills on which three large

cemeteries are situated (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 51–55 with

refs.). In C6 Phanagoria was situated on the upper plateau

and had a rectangular plan of approximately 440–450 � 500

m (20–22.5 ha).Remains of C6 include dwelling houses built

of mudbrick without any stone foundation and streets.

Twelve houses built of either wattle or mudbrick were

found, dating from 630–620 to 500–480. In C5e the city was

extended towards the south. In the cultural level of C5m to

C4 were remains of workshops. In C6l houses on the upper

plateau were destroyed, and the destruction level bears

traces of fire. In C5e a large amount of construction work

was undertaken. In the south-west part of the city the

remains of the city gates were found. The houses were built

from mudbrick, sometimes on stone foundations. During

C5 the city spread on to a number of terraces and filled up

the area between the upper and lower plateaux. Finds of,

e.g., Ionic and Doric capitals point to monumental architec-

ture. In C4 the city grew towards the east. The old fortifica-

tion walls were destroyed in C4e as a result of a siege;

afterwards large (re)construction works began, and the

houses were built of limestone and other stones rather than

mudbrick. The city had several shrines and temples, includ-

ing “a notable temple of Aphrodite Apatouros” (Strabo

11.2.10). In C6l there was a wooden shrine which was

destroyed by fire in C5e. Terracotta figurines of Demeter,

Artemis and Aphrodite have been found in a shrine not far

from the city. Inscriptions were found in or near the agora or

nearby; there was a temple of Aphrodite Ourania

(Apatouron; CIRB 971–72), located on a hill not far from the

city (CIRB 1111 �Tod 115C).According to Tokhtasyev (1986),

the Apatouron was a separate shrine on the Taman

Peninsula.

From the outset, Phanagoria was a very important city

with its own diversified economy and craft production.

Local painted pottery dates from C6l–C5; pottery kilns date

from C4. There were workshops for the production of archi-

tectural terracottas, bronze and iron objects, and life-size

bronze statues. Study of fragments of stone sculptures and

gravestones confirms the existence of local sculptors. Finds

of imported tableware, amphoras and foreign coins show

that Phanagoria was a trading centre (Smirnov (1956);

Kobylina (1983), (1989); Koshelenko et al. (1984) 77–81;

Dolgorukov (1990); Dolgorukov and Kolesnikov (1993);

Paromov (1993); Kuznetsov (1998), (1999) 555–58).

The city struck silver coins in C5l/C4e.Diobol: obv.beard-

less or more rarely a bearded head of a Kabyros (?) l. wearing

high-crowned pilos, sometimes with laurel wreath; rev. bull,

or forepart of bull l.; to r. an ear of corn; legend: ΦΑ.

Trihemiobol: obv. same, but with more conical pilos; rev.

forepart of bull l., ear of corn to r.; legend: ΦΑΝΑ.

Tetartemorion?: obv. beardless head left; rev. grain of corn;

legend: ΦΑ (Shelov (1956) 49–51; Price (1993) 987–94;

Zavojkin (1995)). Phanagoria resumed its minting in C3l.

707. Theodosia (Theudosieus) Map 87. Lat. 45.00, long.

35.25. Size of territory: 1. Type: [A]:β. Theodosia lay to the W.

of the European part of the Kimmerian Bosporos (Ps.-

Skylax 68; Strabo 7.4.4; Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 19.3). The

toponym is Θευδοσ�α (Ps.-Skylax 68; Dem. 20.33). The city-

ethnic is Θευδοσιε�ς (CIRB 231 (C4f)); C5s–C4e coins

(infra) are inscribed ΘΕΟ∆ΕΟ or ΘΕΟ∆ΕΩ, which pre-

sumably abbreviates an unknown form of the city-ethnic.

At Ps.-Skylax 68 Theodosia is the first toponym listed

after the heading π#λεις δ* ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε, where the

term polis is used in the urban sense. At Dem. 20.33

Theodosia is called an emporion. The internal collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested on coins (infra). The external

and individual use is attested on a grave stele from

Pantikapaion (CIRB 231 (C4f)).
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Theodosia was founded by Miletos (no. 854) (Arr. Peripl.

M. Eux. 19.3; Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 51) c.570 (pottery find:

Kuznetsov (1991b) 33). From the beginning the city was hos-

tile to Pantikapaion (no.705),opposing its tyrants during C5

and not joining the Bosporan Kingdom (Petrova (1991)). It

was aided by Chersonesos (no. 695) and Herakleia (no. 715)

against the encroaching archontes of the Bosporan Kingdom

(Saprykin (1997) 91–98). C.370 Leukon I (389/8–349/8) con-

quered Theodosia and made it part of the Bosporan

Kingdom, and thus it became dependent on Pantikapaion

(no. 705) (Strabo 7.4.6 (rC4f)). In contemporary inscrip-

tions C4 kings are described as “archon of Bosporos and

Theodosia” (CIRB 6, 6a, 8, 1014, 1037, 1111 (Syll.³ 214); cf.

Burstein (1974); Petrova (1991); Hind (1994) 498; Saprykin

(1997) 91–98; Hansen (1997c) 90). Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 77

mentions some refugees from “Bosporos”in Theodosia. It is

believed that this information goes back to C5, and that the

refugees were from Pantikapaion, people who did not sup-

port the new dynasty, the Spartokids, who came to power in

438/7 (Gajdukevic̆ (1971); Petrova (1991) 98–99).

Dem. 20.33 and Strabo 7.4.4 underline the city’s fine har-

bour and fertile land, and the export of its grain to Athens.

Archaeologically the city is not well known. During small-

scale excavations a stone and mudbrick building dating

from C5 overlaid by one of C4–C3 was uncovered (Peters

and Golentsov (1981); Koshelenko et al. (1984) 63; Hind

(1983–84) 85, (1992–93) 100). The chora is not well known.

Minor settlements and a fortified farm of C4 have been

excavated to the south and the west of Theodosia; the chora

was populated both by Greeks and local people (Petrova

(1996) 146–50; Beysens et al. (1997)).

Theodosia struck coins of silver, probably in the 430s, and

bronze C4e. Obv. helmeted head of Athena; rev. bull’s head

facing; legend: ΘΕΟ∆ΕΟ, ΘΕΟ∆ΕΩ. Minting stopped

most probably c.370 when the city was conquered by the

Bosporan king Leukon I (389/8–349/8) and resumed in C4

(Anokhin (1989) 15–16, 29–30, 57–58, 138–39, 141; Stolba

(1996) 235; Hansen (1997c) 90).

708. Tyritake Map 87. Lat. 45.15, long. 36.25. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: C:α. Tyritake was situated in the European part

of the Kimmerian Bosporos (Ptol. Geog. 3. 6. 3; Anon. Peripl.

M. Eux. 50). The toponym is Τυριτ�κη (Steph. Byz. 642.12;

variant spellings at Ptol. Geog. and Anon. Peripl. M. Eux.).

The only sources to list Tyritake as a polis are Steph. Byz. and

Anon. Peripl. M. Eux.

Tyritake was established in 580–560 by Ionians (? from

Miletos (no. 854)) as is documented by pottery finds

(Kuznetsov (1991b) 33). The settlement was probably a sec-

ondary one from the start, dependent on Pantikapaion (no.

705) (Tsetskhladze (1997b) 62, 68–80).

City walls were erected in C5e (Tolstikov (1997) 209). The

Archaic and Classical city is not well studied. Stone houses

appear in C6s (remains of only two buildings have been

excavated; cf. Koshelenko et al. (1984) 67–68).Aphrodite and

Demeter were amongst communal cults (Denisova (1981)

83–88). The Tyritake rampart—a boundary line for strategic

defence—stretches for a distance of over 25 km and was built

to protect the chora of the European Bosporos in C5 from

the local population (Tolstikov (1997) 209).

3. The Coasts of the Caucasus and 
Kolchian Lowlands

709. Dioskouris Map 87. Lat. 43.00, long. 41.00. Size of

territory: 4. Type: A:α. Dioskouris was situated in Kolchis,

Eastern Black Sea (Ps.-Skylax 81; Strabo 11.2.16; Arr. Peripl.

M. Eux. 10.4). The toponym is ∆ιοσκουρ�ς in Ps.-Skylax 81,

but ∆ιοσκουρι�ς in later sources (Strabo 1.3.2; Steph. Byz.

233.15). The city is called polis by Ps.-Skylax 81 using polis in

the urban sense, and repeatedly in a fragmentary bronze

inscription of C4l/C3e found in Eshera, not far from

Dioskouris. Here polis is presumably used both in the polit-

ical and in the urban sense (Y. G. Vinogradov (1997)

596–601; Tsetskhladze (1998a) 23–24).

Amphora handles of C3 produced by Dioskouris are

stamped with ∆ΙΟΣΚΟΥ, an abbreviation of either the

toponym or, more likely, the city-ethnic used in the internal

and collective sense (Tsetskhladze (1991) 362–63, 377). The

bronze inscription from Eshera mentions events possibly

linked with some military operations (Y. G. Vinogradov

(1997) 596–601).

According to Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 10.4, Dioskouris was

founded by Miletos (no. 854) (Tsetskhladze (1998b) 16–19),

and modern writers suppose it to date to C6m. Other writ-

ers relate foundation myths set in the epic period and which

are poetic in nature (App. Mithr. 101; Luc. 3.3.269; Paus.

3.19.7, 24.7; cf. Braund (1994) 31–33).

The chora of the city spread up to a 10 km radius around

the city. Eshera, the largest settlement in the area, was prob-

ably part of the chora. Finds of helmets may mark the edge of

the chora of Dioskouris: the local population of north-

eastern Kolchis was engaged in piracy and used to attack the

coastal cities including Dioskouris (Diod. 20.25; Strabo

11.2.12, 16, 19, 11.3.6; Plin. HN 6.15–16; cf. Shamba (1980);

Voronov (1991); Tsetskhladze (1998a) 15–25).
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There has been no large-scale archaeological investiga-

tion of the city (modern-day Sukhumi in Abkhazia, north-

western Georgia). Part of the city site is under water, and the

remainder is covered by the modern city.Rescue excavations

demonstrate that the city had monumental stone buildings

from at least C4. Material shedding light on the early history

of the city has not been found apart from a few fragments of

C6l–C5 pottery and a Greek marble burial stele dated to

430–420 (Lordkipanidze (1968); Voronov (1980); Nikonov

(1996); Tsetskhladze (1998a) 15–25). The patron deities seem

to have been the Dioskouroi (inference from the toponym).

Another communal cult was that of Demeter (Tsetskhladze

(1998a) 16–17).

710. Gyenos Map 87. Lat. 42.45, long. 41.25. Size of territo-

ry: 1 (Shamba (1988) 7). Type: A:β. The toponym is Γυην#ς

(Ps.-Skylax 81); possibly Cycnus in Pompon. 1.110 (Inadze

(1968) 124; Lordkipanidze (1979) 130–31; Shamba (1988) 6;

Braund (1994) 103; Tsetskhladze (1998a) 12–13). It was situat-

ed in Kolchis, eastern Black Sea (Ps.-Skylax 81). Gyenos is

called a polis Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 81, using polis in the

urban sense.

Gyenos was settled by some east Greeks including mer-

chants in C6m (Tsetskhladze (1998a) 12–15). Pompon. 1.110

relates the city’s foundation myth (Braund (1994) 103).

Gyenos was probably a mixed Hellenic–barbarian polis:

material culture shows both Greek and local Kolchian fea-

tures (Shamba (1988); Tsetskhladze (1998a) 12–15).

Ancient Gyenos has been located in an area near the mod-

ern city of Ochamchire (Abkhazia, north-western Georgia).

According to the survey carried out on the site of the sup-

posed ancient city, its area measured 65 ha (Shamba (1988)

7). It is difficult to accept this because of doubts as to the

actual location and the very poor preservation of the site

itself. The settlement ranged across three artificial hills and

the surrounding plain on the left bank of the river

Dzhikimur where it joins the sea. Only the edge of one hill

(C) has been partly excavated; the other two hills have been

completely destroyed by modern construction work. Two

Archaic wooden dwellings have been well preserved. They

had straw roofs. In the Archaic level East Greek pottery

accounts for 28.5 per cent of the total pottery finds. By C4e

habitation on hill C came to an end and was replaced with

burials of horses’ heads, equipped in Skythian fashion

(Shamba (1988)).

711. Phasis (Phasianos) Map 87. Lat. 42.05, long. 41.45.

Size of territory ? Type: A:β. The city was situated in Kolchis,

eastern Black Sea (Ps.-Skylax 81; Strabo 11.2.17, 12.3.17). The

toponym is Φ[σις (Hdt. 4.86.2; SEG 44 1298 (C5l)). The

city-ethnic is Φασιαν#ς (Heracl. Lemb. 46).

Phasis is called a polis Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 81, using polis

in the urban sense; Hippoc. Aer. 15 calls Phasis an emporion.

It had its own constitution, included in the Aristotelian cor-

pus of 158 politeiai (Heracl. Lemb. 46; Arist. no. 141, Gigon).

The external and collective use of the city-ethnic Φασιανο�

is attested at Xen. An. 5.6.36–37; Heracl. Lemb. 46; cf. Hind

(1996b) 209–11; Braund (1994) 96.

Phasis is said to have been founded by Milesians (Heracl.

Lemb. 46; Pompon. 1.108; Steph. Byz. 661.1), and some date

the foundation to C6m, others to a much later date

(Lordkipanidze (1985) 22–34; Tsetskhladze (1998a) 7–12).

The oikistes’ name is given as Themistagoras of Miletos

(Pompon. 1.108; cf. Steph. Byz. 661.1: .κτ�σθη δ* 6π�

Μιλησ�ων), a name found both at Miletos (no. 854) and

Sinope (no.729).Phasis was probably a mixed Hellenic–bar-

barian polis (Tsetskhladze (1994b) 211–12), and the emporion

served merchants visiting there at least from C5l/C4e

(Hippoc. Aer. 15; Hind (1996b) 209–11). Lordkipanidze

(2000) has restated the case for the existence of a Greek

apoikia/polis at Phasis in the Archaic and Classical periods;

however, his treatment of the literary evidence is uneven,

and that of Herodotos incorrect. The discussion of the

Kolchian/Phasian coin types is also selective and uncon-

vincing; see further Hind (2002).

Phasis has not been located. According to Arrian, the old

fortifications of Phasis consisted of an earth rampart with

wooden towers, in the Roman period replaced with walls of

burnt brick (Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 9). The patron deity seems

to have been Apollo Hegemon (SEG 44 1298 (C5l);

Tsetskhladze (1994b)). Late writers mention the goddess of

Phasis (Rhea or Artemis?) (Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 9; Zos.

Historia Nova 1.28). Literary and epigraphic evidence sug-

gest that temples to these deities existed in the city (Zubov

inscription on phiale (C5l); Tsetskhladze (1994b); Arr.

Peripl. M. Eux. 9; Zos. Historia Nova 1.28).

It has been suggested that silver coins “Kolkhidki”

(Dundua (1987) 9–32) were minted by Phasis or the Phasians

between C5e and C3. Tetradrachms have on obv. lion’s head

which may derive from the lion of Miletos (no. 854). A small

percentage of type B hemidrachms are inscribed with Greek

letters (initials for the names of magistrates?; cf. Dundua

(1987) 9–32; Tsetskhladze (1993) 236–40; Hind (1996b)

204–9). Hind studied the exceptional variety of C5m–l coin

types, and suggested that Milesian die-makers may have

been working for the Phasian skeptouchoi in Kolchis (Hind

(1996b) 204–9).
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4. The Coasts of the Mariandynoi,
Paphlagones and Kappadokes

712. Amisos (Amisenos)/Peiraieus (Peiraieus) Map 87.

Lat. 41.20, long. 36.20. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The

toponym is ?µισ#ς W/! (Hecat. fr. 199 apud Strabo 12.3.25;

Ephor. fr. 162.12; Arist. Hist. an. 554b15), to which corre-

sponds the city-ethnic ?µισην#ς (SEG 28 725 (c.300)); the

city was renamed Πειραιε�ς in C5s (Strabo 12.3.14; cf.

infra); the corresponding city-ethnic Πειραε�ς or

Πειραιε�ς is found in a C4 inscription from Pantikapaion

(CIRB 1 �Syll.³ 217; note, however, that LGPN ii ∆ιον�σιος

no. 622 treats this man as an Athenian from the deme of

Peiraieus) and on coins (Head, HN ² 496; Malloy (1970)); it

reverted to its former name by C3e. The territory was size 5

by Hellenistic times; earlier probably much smaller.

According to Ps.-Skymnos 957, Diller, Amisos was an

apoikia of the Phokaians (no. 859), hence probably a polis in

the political sense (date retrospectively given as c.560);

Theopomp. fr. 389 apud Strabo 12.3.14 considered it a

Milesian foundation originally. Probably c.436, in connec-

tion with the Pontic expedition of Perikles (Plut. Per. 20), it

received a contingent of Athenian settlers led by Athenokles,

and its name was changed to Peiraieus (Theopomp. fr. 389:

6π’ ?θηνοκλ/ους κα� ?θηνα�ων .ποικισθε5σαν

Πειραι[ µετονοµασθ8ναι; cf. infra and Sinope (no. 729)).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic Peira(i)eus is

found on C4 coins (infra). The external individual use of the

city-ethnic Amisenos is found in CIRB 249–50 (C4l/C3e);

SEG 28 725 (c.300); and IG ii² 8062, 8072 (C3); this use of

Peiraeus is found in CIRB 1 �Syll.³ 217, a C4m record of a

proxenos of Pantikapaion (no. 705). The external collective

use of the city-ethnic is not attested until the Hellenistic

period (e.g. Strabo 12.3.13).

The chora of Amisos included Saramene, and reached the

river Halys to the west, and Themiskyra and Sidene to the

east.The native peoples were variously known as Syroi (Hdt.

2.104), Assyrioi (Ps.-Skylax 89), Leukosyroi (Ps.-Skymnos

956, Diller; Strabo 12.3.12, 25) or Kappadokes (Strabo 12.3.9).

Amisos (present-day Samsun) lies 165 km east of Sinope

(no. 729), on the flat top and eastern slopes of a plateau

headland (Kara, Eski Samsun) to the west of the town of

Samsun (Maximova (1956) 52–54;Atasoy (1997) 25ff). It pos-

sessed no fine natural harbour; nor was it near the mouth of

any major river (Wilson (1976a)). Its main assets were the

“Amisene” iron, probably traded from the Chalybes (Arist.

Mir. ausc. 833b33), its lands productive of olives (Strabo

2.1.15, 12.3.30), some local silver from the Pontic Mountains,

and the overland route across the so-called isthmus of Asia

which led to Tarsos via Amaseia, Zela and Kaisareia (Hdt.

1.72, 2.33; Ps.-Skymnos 961–62, Diller; Strabo 12.1.3). The sea

routes along the coast and across the Euxine to the mouth of

the Danube, southern Crimea and the Kimmerian Bosporos

were largely in the sphere of Sinope. It has been supposed

that Amisos was in competition with Sinope (Magie (1950)

184), though it was probably not powerful enough to be so

down to the end of the Classical period. Maximova (1956)

82–83 sees it as having, rather, a junior collaborative role.

Two points tend to uphold this view. First, the colonisation

by Athenokles and the party of Athenians at Amisos

(Theopomp. fr. 389 apud Strabo 12.3.14) may well have taken

place at about the same time and in the same sort of circum-

stances as Perikles’ reported intervention at Sinope and dis-

patch of 600 colonists there (Plut. Per. 20). Secondly, the

silver coinage of both cities displays somewhat similar

reverse types (birds of prey with outstretched wings). The

smaller denominations of Sinope in particular have their

eagle en face with outstretched wings, as though to acknowl-

edge the facing owl of Amisos.

From the time of the Athenian settlement, democracy

lasted for a while until the Persians gained Amisos (App.

Mith. 83; Polyaen. 7.21.1). The satrap Datames had designs

on it, wishing to use it as a mint (Polyaen. 7.21.1), c.370. From

C3m it lost its autonomy and became part of the Pontic

kingdom under Mithridates II or Ariobarzanes.

There have been no planned excavations at Kara Samsun

(Atasoy (1997) 109), the plateau being occupied by an

American radar station. In the nineteenth and early part of

the twentieth century, activity in the cemetery brought to

light much jewellery, some of C5–C4 (Marshall (1911) pl. 31

nos. 1706, 1808, 1816), a grave stele of C4 (Mendel (1912) no.

7), a bronze decoration from below the handle of a C4 hydria

(Wiegand (1923); Züchner (1942) 175). There is also a small

amount of imported pottery of C6–C4 (Atasoy (1997) 39).

Contacts with Greek cities in the form of Amisenes abroad

in the Classical and Hellenistic periods spread fairly widely

(Maximova (1956) 89; Debord (1990); Atasoy (1997) 86).

About 18 km south-west of Samsun is Ak Alan, a fortified

hill-top settlement, probably the centre of a Kappadokian

chieftain. Here were found, in addition to native pottery,

some terracotta architectural ornaments (simae, friezes) in a

north Ionic or Aiolic Greek style, and pottery fragments

from one or more Wild Goat style oinochoai of c.625–600

(Macridy (1907); Cummer (1976)).

These early contacts of Greeks with the Kappadokians and

knowledge of the route to Tarsos were, perhaps, initiated by
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Milesians from Sinope even before the foundation of

Amisos. Hdt. 1.76–78 mentions Pteria, the strongest place,

east of the river Halys, where the major battle between

Kroisos and Kyros took place. This site is said to have been

inland, on a line with Sinope on the Black Sea. Some have

sought to identify Pteria with Ak Alan, but Pteria is now per-

suasively argued to have been at the huge IA fortification at

Kerkenes Dağ (Mitchell (1999) 187–88).

Some Greeks (Hecat. fr. 199; Zenodotos apud Strabo

12.3.25) took Amisos to be the Enete of Hom. Il. 2.352, and

there is also the connection of Themiskyra and the

Thermodon area with “Amazons” (tale of the origin of the

Sarmatians, Hdt. 4.110). These “barbarians” of legend may

reflect a historical situation, which kept out Greek colonists

until a relatively late date. The foundation story, as given by

Ps.-Skymnos (956–57, Diller) makes Amisos a Phokaian

�ποικ�α . . . ’Ιωνικ� κτ�σις, which was founded 4 years

before Herakleia (no. 715). In the defective line (957), there

may be room for “Milesians and” as well as “Phokaians”;

Theopompos (apud Strabo 12.3.4) mentions “Milesians”,

then occurs a break in the text, leading to “Kappadokians”,

and “Athenokles and the Athenians”(Lasserre (1978); Descat

(1990) 540). However these variants in the two texts and the

vicissitudes in the events of the ktisissage are to be explained,

Amisos was clearly a polis in the political sense from c.564,

though perhaps a polis dependent on Sinope, and briefly,

from c.436, on Athens. No colonies of Amisos are known.

Sinope seems to have monopolised that practice in the

region.

Amisos struck silver coins on the Persian standard from

C5l to c.330. Types: obv. head of nymph, or Hera in stephane

or turreted crown; rev. owl facing with wings outstretched,

standing on shield; legend: ΠΕΙΡΑ or ΠΕΙΡΑΙ or

ΠΕΙΡΑΕ or ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΝ. The trading activity of

Peiraieus can be traced through finds of these coins singly

and in hoards (IGCH 395) in Asia (Newell (1931)) and on the

Black Sea shores (Maximova (1956) 89; Malloy (1970);

Atasoy (1997) 86; Head, HN ² 496; Price (1993) pls. XL, XLI;

SNG Cop. Pontus 120–28).

713. Becheirias Map 87. Not in Barr. Type: A:α. The

toponym is Βεχειρι�ς (Ps.-Skylax 84). It was a polis Hellenis

according to Ps.-Skylax 84. It had a harbour and lay east of

Trapezous (no. 734) in the territory of the Becheirioi (a

native town?).

714. Choirades Map 87. Unlocated. Size of territory: ?

Type: A:α. The toponym is Χοιρ�δες (Hecat. fr. 204). It is

called a polis among the Mossynoikoi by Hecat. fr. 204 and a

polis Hellenis by Ps.-Skylax 86 (cf. Hansen (1997a) 22).

Perhaps this was the site later refounded as Pharnakia (see

Kerasous (no. 719)) by Pharnakes I of Pontos.

715. Herakleia (Herakle(i)otes) Map 86. Lat. 41.15; long.

31.25. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (I.Sinope 1.3 (353/2–346/5); Xen. An. 5.6.10;

Arist. Pol. 1306a37), to which is often added ! .ν τ�+ Π#ντ�ω

(e.g. Arist. Mete. 367a); Ποντι3ς ‘Ηρ�κλεια is found in the

epigram in IG vii 2531 (C4). The full name appears on the

reverses of the earliest coins of C5l/C4e (Price (1993) pl.

LVII). The city-ethnic is ‘Ηρακλε(ι))της (Xen. An. 6.4.23;

C4l coins; CID ii 4.iii.17, etc.).

Herakleia is called polis in the urban sense at Xen. An.

6.2.1, 18 and Ps.-Skylax 91, and in the political sense at Xen.

An. 5.6.21; Aen. Tact. 12.5; and Arist. Pol. 1327b14. Polites

occurs at Isoc. Ep. 7.2, and patris is found in IG vii 2531 (C4).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on

C4l coins (infra), and externally in Xen. An. 5.6.19; Aen. Tact.

12.5; and IG i³ 71.iv.127 (425/4). The individual and external

use is found in IG i³ 74 (424/3) and IG ii² 408 (c.330), Dem.

52.6 and I.Olbia 6 �Dubois (1996) 20 (C4s).

The chora (mentioned in I.Sinope 1.4 (353/2–346/5))

‘Ηρακλε+τις (Thuc. 4.75.2; Xen. An. 6.2.19)—described as

situated .ν τ=8 Μαριανδυν+ν χ)ρ�α, Xen. An. 6.2.1—in C5

stretched to the Kales and to the river Kallichoros to the west,

and to the south-east to the area between the rivers Lykos and

Billaios. Eventually, Herakleia’s coastal influence reached out

westwards beyond the river Hypios to the major river

Sangarios, via an emporion at Elaious, and beyond it to

Thynias Island (Dörner and Hoepfner (1962) 583–93;

Hoepfner (1966) 19; Burstein (1976)). The city was strategi-

cally situated one long day’s sail (210 km) from the entrance

to the Pontos (Xen. An. 6.4.2), with no city in that direction,

only an uninhabited peninsula, Kalpe, which Xenophon

fleetingly hoped to colonise, at the halfway stage (Xen. An.

6.3.1, 4.1.6). To the east was Sinope (no. 729), almost twice the

distance (two days’ sail and 350 km; Xen. An. 6.2.1), but Cape

Karambis, and the shortest crossing of the Pontos, lay

between. Nearer to Herakleia lay four minor Milesian poleis

or katoikiai, in one case an emporion of Sinope (see Tieion

(no. 733), Kromna (no. 723), Sesamos (no. 728) and Kytoros

(no. 724)). None of these could be much of a threat to

Herakleia until they were synoecised under the name

Amastris c.300–290 (see Sesamos (no. 728)). Herakleia, how-

ever, was well placed to let or hinder shipping from outside

the Black Sea,going west or east along its southern shore,and

across it to, or from, the Crimea and South Russia.
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The isolated statement of Strabo 12.3.4 that Herakleia was

a Milesian colony is an error (contra Asheri (1972) 14), com-

pounded by attributing the first subjection of the

Mariandynoi to them and ignoring Megarians totally. All

other sources attribute the settlement of Herakleia to

Megara (no. 225) (Xen. An. 6.2.11) or to Megarians with

Boiotian participation (Ps.-Skymnos 1016–17, Diller; Ephor.

fr. 44b). According to Ap. Rhod. 2.846, Nisaioi (i.e. from east

coast Megara) were the colonists along with Boiotians. Paus.

5.26.7 says the Boiotians were from Tanagra (no. 220), an

important coastal state in C6 (Buck (1979) 99). Suda s.v.

‘Ηρακλε�δης Εdφρονος, makes them Thebans (no. 221).

The oikistes was Gnesiochos, a Megarian (Euphorion fr. 90,

Scheidewin; Ephor. fr. 44b; Collectanea Alexandrina

(Oxford, 1925) fr. 177). It has also been suggested that

Thessalians took part (Asheri (1972) 14). The Boiotians’

plight, leading to their sending out colonists after two ora-

cles from Delphi, was due to plague and to Phokian raids

(Just. Epit. 16.3.8). The foundation date is given by correla-

tion with Persian/Median history, “the Boiotians and

Megarians founded it (κτ�ζουσι) within the Kyaneai Rocks

about the time when Kyros captured Media” (Ps.-Skymnos

1017–19, Diller). This ought to mean c.550, at any rate before

the collapse of Lydia in 547; Megara’s reason was pressure

from Athens (Hind (1998) 134).

Local historians of Herakleia were concerned to give their

city a “pre-history”—a connection with Herakles, or with

the Argonaut Idmon, or with a Mariandynian hero,

Agamestor (Herodoros (FGrHist 31) fr. 51; Nymphis

(FGrHist 432) fr. 3; Promathidas (FGrHist 430) fr. 3).

Agamestor (or Idmon) was poliouchos, with an old olive tree

in his honour on show in the agora (Ap. Rhod. 2.841–50). At

least in Roman times Herakles was claimed as ktistes on

coins (Head, HN ² 516). The celebration of Dionysia is attest-

ed in Diod. 16.36.3 (r353).

Herakleia founded colonies across the Pontos at Kallatis

(no. 686) and Chersonesos (no. 695) perhaps during the

troubles of C5l/C4e, though some date them to C6l or C5e

(Hind (1998) 139–52; Saprykin (1998) 236; Ivantchik (1998)

322 n. 77). Her wars with Bosporos ensued c.390–370

(Burstein (1974); Hind (1994) 498). A small settlement of

Herakleiots also existed on Thynias Island (ν8σος Θυνι3ς

(ο2κο%σι δ* α(τ�ν ‘Ηρακλε+ται), Ps.-Skylax 92;

‘Ηρακλεωτ+ν >ποικος, Ps.-Skymnos 1026, Diller)

towards the entrance to the Black Sea. This island is called

Apollonia and Daphnousia by writers of Roman date, and

the Herakleiot settlement is named Thunias (Plin. HN 6.32;

Ptol. Geog. 5.1.3; Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 18).

A number of early wars with the local population are

referred to at Just. Epit. 16.3.7–8; the citizen levy is referred to

at Polyaen. 2.30.3. According to Arist. Pol. 1327b14–15, the

Herakleiots entertained a large navy (πολλ3ς .κπληρο%σι

τρι�ρεις; cf. Polyaen. 6.9.4), and Arist. Oec. 1347b3 refers to a

navy of forty ships (rC4f); Aen. Tact. 12.5 attests to the hiring

of a substantial mercenary army by the city. Strategoi are

referred to at Arist. Oec. 1347b13 (rC4f).

In C5m Athens sought to make Herakleia a tribute-pay-

ing city, and the city’s name appears more reliably than most

in the tribute assessment decree of 425/4: [hερ]ακλειο̃τα[ι]

(IG i³ 71.iv.127). Athens’ general, Lamachos, seems to have

been attempting to assert her control over the near region

when he lost his contingent of ships in a flash-flood in the

river Kales (Thuc.4.75.2).At this time, in general, some lead-

ers at Herakleia seem to have favoured dependence on Persia

and declined to pay a monetary contribution to Athens

(Just. Epit. 16.2.8). Others were prepared to help the strand-

ed Athenians out of trouble on this or a later occasion (e.g.

Sotimos, A. B. West (1935) 74–75; cf. IG i³ 74 (424/3)). After

the passing of Athens’ brief hegemony in (at least parts of)

the Pontos, Herakleia continued to be in a position to inter-

fere with shipping going between Bosporos and the Aegean

(e.g. in 360 and 330; cf. IG ii² 117.20–23, 360.35–40). On the

other hand, Herakleiot merchants were honoured at Athens

for services rendered (IG ii² 408).

Politically Herakleia is said to have been a “democracy”

(Arist. Pol. 1304b31–34; Aen. Tact. 11.10; cf. E. W. Robinson

(1997) 111–13)—perhaps rather a settlement of relatively

poor allotment-holders led by an oikistes together with a

group of refugees from Boiotia (Just. Epit. 16.3). Passage of

time, growth, prosperity, war with, and subjection of, the

local people, Mariandynoi, brought inequalities, and these

led to stasis (Burstein (1976); Saprykin (1981); Gehrke, Stasis

70–72). There were perhaps two leaders described as

“tyrants” (Eurytion, Arist. Pol. 1306a39–40; Euopios, Suda

s.v. Κλε�ρχος). The nobles were driven out by “dema-

gogues”, but returned to overthrow the “many” (Arist. Pol.

1304b31–33). The oligarchic restriction of citizenship to

heads of families was apparently dropped, and the number

of those having full privileges under the oligarchy was raised

to 600 in C5l (Arist. Pol. 1305b2–13). These troubles probably

occupied the late C5 and early decades of C4 (civic unrest are

also referred to by Aen. Tact. 11.10, 12.5). In 364 Klearchos

founded a “tyrant” dynasty that lasted more than 70 years:

Klearchos (364–c.353/2); Satyros (c.353/2–345); Timotheos

(c.345–337); Dionysios (345–305); Amastris, wife of

Dionysios, later of Lysimachos (305–290) (Apel (1910);
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Burstein (1972), (1976); Frolov (1974); Saprykin (1997)).

I.Sinope 1 (353/2–346/5) is a treaty of symmachia between, on

the one hand, Sinope (no. 729) and, on the other, “Satyros

and the sons of Klearchos”. It is a mutual defensive pact by

which both contracting parties undertake to support the

other in case of attack on the territory or on the city, except-

ing aggression by the Great King or aggression by a third

party sanctioned by the Great King: such aggression is to be

negotiated by envoys sent to the king by the parties involved;

if the aggressor is unwilling to conduct such negotiations,

then he may be attacked by the two contracting parties who

thus explicitly recognise the suzerainty of the Great King.

The poleis of Kromna (no. 723) and Sesamos (no. 728) may,

if they wish, be included in the alliance. In addition to such

alliance arrangements, the treaty includes stipulations to the

effect that (a) Sinopean and Herakleian exiles may remain

.ν τα5ς π#λεσ[ι]; it is, however, not clear exactly what is

meant here: it may mean that Herakleian exiles are allowed

to remain at Sinope, and vice versa; or it may mean that

exiles are allowed to remain in any polis to which they had

fled (as suggested by the editor); this would imply that

Herakleia and Sinope could conclude a treaty whose stipu-

lations were valid for other (dependent) poleis, and in fact

Sinope is known to have ruled its colonies as dependent

poleis (Gschnitzer (1958) 18–19; Nielsen (2000) 135; cf.

Kerasous (no. 719), Kotyora (no. 722), and Trapezous (no.

734)); (b) that full support is to be given in the case of

attempts to overthrow the existing constitutions of Sinope

and Herakleia.

Pace Jacoby (FGrHist iii 435 p. 368) and Gigon, fr. 501.56,

there is no direct evidence that the politeia of Herakleia was

described by Aristotle. Magistrates: basileus and aisymnatai

are assumed for Herakleia, as derivative offices are known at

her colonies, Kallatis (no. 686) and Chersonesos (no. 695)

(Hanell (1934) 12ff, 135ff). The council was of 300 members

(Polyaen. 2.302). The calendar was Megarian, like those of

Byzantion (no. 674), Kallatis (no. 686) and Chersonesos (no.

695) (Avram (1999b); Trümpy, Monat. 150). Nomophylakes

and prodikoi, from their presence at Chersonesos (IOSPE i²

342, 343, 359), are assumed to have existed also at Herakleia.

Agoranomoi are taken to be represented on amphora stamps

(infra). Dikasteria are attested during the democracy of C5l

(Arist. Pol. 1305b34).

Relations with other poleis are attested in IG i³ 74 (424/3),

a grant of proxeny by Athens (no. 361) to Sotimos of

Herakleia; a C4 proxenos at Athens is attested by Dem. 52.5

and IG ii² 408 (c.330) is an honorific decree for two

Herakleiots. A proxenos at Argos (no. 347) is attested by

Dem. 52.10. IG ii² 117.19–22 and 360.35ff record Athenian

decisions to send envoys to Herakleia. Herakleia entered

into negotiations with Xenophon’s army (An. 5.6.21, 6.2.7)

and was of logistic assistance in various ways (An. 5.6.35,

6.2.3) though relations were uneasy (An. 6.2.8).

The citizens were divided into the three Doric tribes, and

each tribe seems to have been subdivided into four

hekatostyes (making a total of twelve) until a politically

motivated increase to sixty hekatostyes gave the democratic

faction greater political participation (Aen. Tact. 11.10). For

alternative interpretations of the two-tier system, see Jones,

POAG 281–83.At this stage the adult male citizen population

can be accepted at some 6,000 (Beloch apud Burstein (1976)

115 n. 61).

The native Mariandynoi are said to have ceded some of

the territory to the colonists in return for support against

the neighbouring Kaukones, and then to have lost more in

warfare against their protectors. In 480 they were still an

independent tribe, sending troops to Xerxes as their over-

lord (Hdt. 3.90, 7.72). Later they were in group subjection to

the Herakleiots, tied to the land and bound to row in the

fleet, but safe from sale overseas (Strabo 12.3.4). Different

terms are used, and two groups of dependants may be

intended, perioikoi and georgountes (Arist. Pol. 1327b11–12),

and a third, dorophoroi, indicating tributary status (Poll.

3.83). The class was a famous case of Dorian subjection of

men within their state (Arist. Pol. 1327b11–15; Paus. 5.26.7;

Ath. 6.263C–D). It brought prosperity, but also political

strains and excesses (Just. Epit. 16.3.8; Frolov (1981);

Saprykin (1981); Avram (1984)).

Products of the area were tunny fish, walnuts and timber,

but especially wine and the associated pottery products

(trade amphoras). The trade amphoras of Herakleia are

found widely in the Black Sea area, characterised by so-

called englyphic stamps. They are numerous on sites of

c.400 through C4 and beyond (Grakov (1926); Balabanov

(1982); Brashinskij (1984)). The cross-Pontic interests of

Herakleia show up in the C4 proxeny decrees at Olbia (no.

690) (I.Olbia 2 and 6 �Dubois (1996) 20) and grave stelai at

Nymphaion on the Bosporos (CIRB 923, 925). Influence of

Herakleia has been detected on the coin types of Theodosia

(no. 707), Phanagoria (no. 706) and the Sindoi (Sindikos

Limen), and also on those of her own colonies, Chersonesos

(no. 695) and Kallatis (no. 686), these types being a butting

bull and the head or the club of Herakles.

By C5s Herakleia was a fortified city (Xen. An. 6.2.8); at

Themistius 20.239c, Dindorff, is a reference to a proasteion

where the C4 Athenian politician Anytos was buried;
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Theopomp. fr. 181 refers to private houses. Diog. Laert. 5.91

has a reference to a theatre in a C4 context, and Polyaen.

2.30.2 has one to a bouleuterion during Klearchos’ rule

(364–352) (cf. Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 39). The

town was grid-planned, perhaps already in the Classical

period (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1986) 3–4), but there

are few archaeological traces of the Classical period at

Herakleia: a late Archaic head in east Greek style (Akurgal

(1986)), and coins of the tyrant dynasty (Franke (1966)). But

Herakleiots commissioned several works in Greek sanctuar-

ies, a statue group of Herakles’ deeds, to commemorate the

repulse of the native Mariandynoi, at Olympia (Paus.

5.26.7), and a statue of Apollo at Delphi (Paus. 10.51.1).

Herakleia possessed no natural harbour or major river

estuary, but a bay with a projecting headland (Baba burun)

to the north-east. Ancient moles, perhaps Hellenistic and

Roman, improved protection for shipping (Lehmann-

Hartleben (1923) 13; Wilson (1976b)). The headland was

Acherousias, where the small river Acheron (Soonautes)

flowed and was said to descend deep into Hades (Xen. An.

6.2.2). Beyond the bay to the south-west, some 5 km distant,

was the river Lykos,and further again at 15 km the small river

Kales, scene of the Athenian naval losses and an emporion of

the Herakleiotai (Dörner and Hoepfner (1962) 579).

Herakleiot silver coinage (on a standard similar to the

Aiginetan used at Sinope (no. 729)) began in C5l.

Denominations: tetradrachm, drachm, hemidrachm,

tetrobol, diobol, obol. Types: (1) obv. Herakles wrestling

with lion; rev. quartered square; legend: ΗΡΑΚ or

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΑ; (2) Obv. head of Herakles; rev. bull butting;

legend: ΗΡΑΚ or ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΑ; (3) Obv. same; rev. club;

legend: ΗΡΑΚ or ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΑ. (4) Obv. same; rev. head

of Hera wearing stephane; legend: ΗΡΑΚ or

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΑ. A change of type occurs with Timotheos

and Dionysios (c.345). Obv. head of Dionysos with thyrsos;

rev. Herakles holding a lion skin and erecting a trophy; leg-

end: ΤΙΜΟΘΕΟΥ ∆ΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΥ. The full city-ethnic

ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΑΝ appears on coins from C4l onwards

(Price (1993) pls. LVII–LVIII; SNG Cop. Bithynia 405–23).

716. Iasonia Map 87.Lat.41.10, long.37.40 (promontory).

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is ’Ιασον�α in

Ps.-Skylax 88, where it is described as an akropolis Hellenis in

the territory of the Chalybes. Xen. An. 6.2.1 calls it akte,

whereas other writers make it a promontory, akra/akron

(e.g. Strabo 12.3.17). Perhaps Ps.-Skylax has here combined

Iasonia akra with a polis Side/Polemonium (cf. Müller GGM

i 65 note ad § 88).

717. Karambis Map 86. Lat. 42.00, long. 33.20 (promon-

tory). Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Κ�ραµβις in Ps.-Skylax 90, where it is called a polis Hellenis.

In all other sources (e.g. Ps.-Skymnos 998, Diller; Strabo

12.3.10), except Plin. HN 6.2.6 (oppidum), Karambis is a cape

or promontory.

718. Karoussa Map 87. Lat. 41.50, long. 35.10. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�ρουσσα in Ps.-Skylax

89, where it is called polis Hellenis. It lay close to, and was

probably a limen and emporion of, Sinope (no. 729) (Anon.

Peripl. M. Eux. 24). It has been suggested that the place was a

member of the Delian League,but this is based on an uncon-

vincing restoration of the name [Κ�ρο]σα (IG i³ 71.iv.166).

719. Kerasous (Kerasountios) Map 87. Lat. 40.55, long.

38.20. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Κερασο%ς (Xen. An. 5.3.2; Ps.-Skylax 89). The city-ethnic is

Κερασο�ντιος (Xen. An. 5.7.17).

Kerasous is called polis in the urban sense at Xen. An. 5.3.2

and Ps.-Skylax 89 (cf. Diod. 14.30.5); it was certainly also a

polis in the political sense: the collective use of the city-

ethnic is found several times in Xen. An. (5.5.10, 7.13, 20, 22,

24, 31); like Trapezous (no. 734) (Xen. An. 4.8.22) and

Kotyora (no. 722) (Xen. An. 5.5.3), it is described as a colony

of Sinope (no. 729), and since both Trapezous (Xen. An.

5.5.15) and Kotyora (Xen. An. 5.5.7) were poleis in the politi-

cal sense, so should Kerasous be.Finally,both Trapezous and

Kotyora paid tribute to Sinope, and so did Kerasous (Xen.

An. 5.5.10); the inference is that Kerasous was a polis in the

political sense, though, like Trapezous and Kotyora, it must

have been a dependent polis, i.e. a colony dependent on its

metropolis (Hansen (1997b) 33; Nielsen (2000) 135).

Kerasous was situated among the Kolchoi, some 3 days’

march west of Trapezous (Xen. An. 5.3.2, 7.13–30). The army

of Xenophon’s men in retreat from Kounaxa (400) was

counted there, 8,600 remaining. They stayed at the city and

used an external market for 10 days, but then caused distur-

bance and offence when leaving. The city was a colony and

dependency of Sinope (supra), which had driven the natives

out and protected the citizens, who in turn paid a tax

(δασµ#ς, Xen. An. 5.3.2, 10). During Athens’ brief exercise of

sea power in the Black Sea, Kerasous was probably, along

with Apollonia (no. 682) and Herakleia (no. 715), a tribute-

paying member of the Euxine section of the Delian League

(Κερ[ασ#ς] in IG i³ 71.iv.169, one of the more plausible

restorations in the assessment list of 425/4).

The Classical site was probably at Fol Bazar (Giresun Dere

Su). Pharnakes I of Pontos moved the population to a new
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site at Pharnakia, which was perhaps previously called

Choirades,near the Isle of Ares (Kerasun Ada).Ps.-Skylax 86

calls this Choirades a polis Hellenis. A Kerasous is placed 

by Ps.-Skylax 89 west of Sinope, but this appears to be a 

misplaced reference to the Kerasous east of Sinope, i.e. the

present one, perhaps to be located at Fol Bazar.

720. Kinolis Map 86. Lat. 42.00, long. 34.10. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�νωλις in Ps.-Skylax 90,

where it is called a polis Hellenis,on the coast of Paphlagonia.

721. Koloussa Map 86. Lat. 41.55, long. 34.15. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ#λουσσα in Ps.-Skylax 90,

where it is called a polis Hellenis, on the coast of Paphlagonia.

722. Kotyora (Kotyorites) Map 87. Lat. 41.00, long. 37.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κοτ�ωρα

(Xen.An.5.5.3), spelled Κ�τωροςby Strabo 12.3.17,probably

in confusion with Κ�τωρον west of Sinope. The city-ethnic

is Κοτυωρ�της (Xen. An. 5.5.10).

Kotyora is called a polis in the urban sense at Xen. An.

5.5.3, 11, and in the political sense at Xen. An. 5.5.7. The city-

ethnic Κοτυωρ�της is repeatedly given in the plural by

Xenophon (Xen. An. 5.5.10ff). By C5l Kotyora had walls and

could provide a market; private houses are mentioned at

Xen. An. 5.5.11. Kotyora excluded the troops of Xenophon’s

army because of their riotous behaviour on leaving the sister

town Kerasous (no. 719) (Xen. An. 5.7.18–30). The troops

spent 45 days outside Kotyora, waiting for the merchants of

Sinope and Herakleia to gather transport ships to take the

army westward (Xen. An. 5.5.3).

The territory of Kotyora is termed χ)ρα at Xen. An. 5.5.7;

it was in the territory of the Tibarenoi (Xen. An. 5.5.3). The

chora was apparently won for it by the Sinopeans, for which

it paid a tax (δασµ#ς) to them, and was administered by a

governor (-ρµοστ�ς) appointed by them (Xen. An. 5.5.10,

20). It was a colony of Sinope (no. 729), and a dependency at

least in C5l/C4e (Xen. An. 5.5.3).

Kotyora (modern Ordu) lay 300 km east of Sinope. It was

at least partially depopulated by Pharnakes I of Pontos to

make up his new polis of Pharnakia in C2e. By the time of

Strabo (12.3.17) it was a πολ�χνη.

723. Kromna (Kromnites) Map 86. Lat. 41.50, long. 32.40.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is Κρ+µνα, !

(Hom. Il. 2.855, cf. Strabo 12.3.5); the legend ΚΡΩΜΝΑ is

found on C4 coins.The city-ethnic is Κρωµν�της (CIRB 199

(C4f); I.Sinope 1.24 (353/2–346/5)).

According to Strabo 12.3.10, Kromna was one of four

katoikiai which were drawn into a now unified polis,

Amastris, c.300–290. The synoecised communities are

called poleis and attributed to Miletos (no. 854) by Ps.-

Skymnos 1005, Diller, probably referring to the time of

foundation, which is, however, unknown. The external col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is found in I.Sinope 1.24

(353/2–346/5), and the external individual use in CIRB 199

(C4f), IG ii² 9094 (365–340) and SEG 22 219, though the lat-

ter two could conceivably refer to Lakedaimonian Kromnos

(no. 334).

Kromna lay at modern Korse-Silé between Sesamos and

Tieion, and was the second most westerly of the four towns.

See further the entries for Kytoros (no. 724), Sesamos (no.

728) and Tieion (no. 733).

The treaty of symmachia between Sinope (no. 729) and

“Satyros and the sons of Klearchos” of Herakleia (no. 715)

(I.Sinope 1.23–24 (353/2–346/5), on which see 957, 961) stipu-

lates that the Kromnitans may, if they wish, be included in

the alliance.

Kromna struck coins of silver and bronze in C4. (1) Silver:

drachms on the Rhodian standard. Types: obv. head of Zeus;

rev. head of Hera; legend:ΚΡΩΜΝΑ. (2) Bronze. obv. Hera

wearing turreted stephanos; rev. amphora; legend: ΚΡΩΜ

(Price (1993) pl. XLIX; SNG Cop. Paphlagonia 261–67).

724. Kytoros Map 86. Lat. 41.55, long. 32.55. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�τωρος (Hom. Il. 2.853),

! (Etym. Magn. 541.35) or W (Ap. Rhod. 2.942) or Κ�τωρις

(Ps.-Skylax 90; SudaΚ2792) or Κ�τωρα,τ� (Theophr.Hist.

pl. 3.15.5) or Κ�τωρον, τ# (Strabo 12.3.10 �Ephor. fr. 185).

The city-ethnic is not attested in Greek, but appears in Latin

as Cytorius (Catull. 4.11).

Ps.-Skylax 90 calls Kytoros a polis Hellenis, but he is very

lavish with this term (supra 928). Strabo 12.3.10 describes it

as one of four katoikiai, synoecised into one city at Amastris;

this ought to have taken place c.300–290. The synoecised

communities are called poleis and attributed to Miletos (no.

854) by Ps.-Skymnos 1005, Diller, probably referring to the

time of foundation.According to Strabo 12.3.10, Kytoros was

once an emporion of Sinope (no. 729). Perhaps Kytoros was

a polis in the urban sense depending on Sinope (Hansen

(2000) 193 with n. 41).

A major resource of the area was boxwood, perhaps also

slaves,as it was an emporion.The town lay at modern Kidros,

some 20 km west of Cape Karambis (the southern end of the

shortest crossing of the Black Sea). It clearly lay athwart the

coastal route to Sinope, but also that to the Crimea. See fur-

ther the entries for Kromna (no. 723), Sesamos (no. 728) and

Tieion (no. 733).
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725. Limne Map 87. Not in Barr. Size of territory: ? Type:

A:γ. The toponym is Λ�µνη, !, a polis, not specified as

Hellenis, located east of Trapezous (no. 734) in the territory

of the Ekecheireis (Ps.-Skylax 83).

726. Lykastos Map 87. Lat. 41.05–20, long. 36.00–20

(river). Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Λ�καστος, ! (Ps.-Skylax 89; Eust. Il. 2.647, quoting Steph.

Byz.). According to Ps.-Skylax, Lykastos is the name of both

a river and a polis Hellenis. Same information in Plin. HN

6.9. Steph. Byz. classifies Lykastos as a settlement, probably a

polis. According to Pompon. 1.105, Lycastos was an urbs.

Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. records only the river Lykastos.

727. Odeinios Map 87. Lat. 41.00, long. 40.45 (river). Size

of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is ’Ωδε�νιος in Ps.-

Skylax 83, where it is called polis Hellenis, in the territory of

the Ekecheireis. This is almost certainly the river Adienos of

Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 8 and Anon. Peripl. M. Eux. 39. A native

polis then?

728. Sesamos (Sesamenos)/Amastris (Amastrianos) Map

86. Lat. 41.45, long. 32.25. Size of territory: unknown in

C6–C4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ�σαµος, ! (Hom. Il.

2.853, discussed by Strabo 12.3.10; Ps.-Skylax 90). The city-

ethnic is Σησαµην#ς (I.Sinope 1.24 (353/2–346/5)).

At Ps.-Skylax 90, Sesamos is one of the many places

labelled π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς (cf. 928). C.300–290 Sesamos

became the centre of the newly synoecised city Amastris,

which was formed by Queen Amastris, formerly wife of

Dionysios of Herakleia and latterly wife of Lysimachos, out

of four pre-existing katoikiai (Strabo 12.3.10). The synoe-

cised communities are called poleis and attributed to

Miletos (no. 854) by Ps.-Skymnos 1005, Diller, probably

referring to the time of foundation which is, however,

unknown. The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is

found abbreviated on C4s coins (infra); the external collec-

tive use is found in I.Sinope 1.24 (353/2–346/5).

The treaty of symmachia between Sinope (no. 729) and

“Satyros and the sons of Klearchos” of Herakleia (no. 715)

(I.Sinope 1.23–34 (353/2–346/5), on which see 957) stipulates

that the Sesamenes may, if they wish, be included in the

alliance. Enmity between Sesamos and the Persian satrap

Datames is alluded to at Polyaen. 7.21.2. In Hellenistic and

Roman times it became a large and beautiful city on a penin-

sula and with two harbours (Lehmann-Hartleben (1923)

13–22; Wilson (1976a)). The koinonia of C4l/C3e propelled

the city into new prominence. It was near, but not on, the

large river Parthenios, at the modern Turkish town of

Amasra. See further Kromna (no. 723), Kytoros (no. 724)

and Tieion (no. 733).

Sesamos struck coins of silver and bronze in C4s. (1) Silver

on the Rhodian standard: denominations: tetrobol, diobol.

Types: obv. head of Zeus; rev. head of Demeter r. with corn-ear

in hair; legend: ΣΗΣΑΜ or ΣΗΣΑΜΗ. (2) Bronze: obv.

head of Zeus, or Apollo; rev. head of Demeter(?), or

Kantharos; legend: ΣΗΣΑ (Head, HN ² 507; Price (1993) pl.

IV). Later silver of Amastris was struck on a local Herakleiot

standard and has legends ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΑΜΑΣΤΡΙΟΣ

or ΑΜΑΣΤΡΙΗΝΩΝ (Price (1993) pl. XLVIII).

729. Sinope (Sinopeus) Map 87. Lat. 42.00, long. 35.10.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σιν)πη, !

(I.Sinope 1.10 (353/2–346/5); Hdt. 1.76.1; Xen. An. 5.5.7),

Σιν)πα in Doric (I.Cos 20.21 (C4l)). The city-ethnic is

Σινωπε�ς (I.Olbia 1 �Dubois (1996) 1 (C5f); I.Sinope 1.2;

Xen. An. 5.5.8; Aen. Tact. 40.4).

Sinope is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt.

4.12.2; Xen. An. 5.5.23; Ps.-Skylax 89) and in the political

sense (I.Sinope 5.5 (C4); Xen. An. 5.5.8). A C4l decree from

Kos refers to the δ[µος W Σινωπ/ων (I.Cos 20); cf. I.Sinope

3 �SEG 35 1356 (C4) which also grants politeia. Patris is

found in AG Appendix Epigr. Sepulchr. 254.3 and patra in

709.5. Sinope’s politeia was among those described by

Aristotle (Arist. fr. 599).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally in

I.Sinope 1.2 (353/2–346/5) and 5.4–5 (C4) and may also be

attested in abbreviated form on coins (infra); externally it is

found at Xen. An. 5.5.8, 13; Aen. Tact. 40.4; and I.Cos 20 (C4l).

The external individual use of the city-ethnic is found in

I.Olbia 1 (C5f); IG ii² 10327 (C4f), 10334/5 (C4m), 10343

(C4f), 10345 (C4f), etc.; I.Oropos 520.25 (329–325); RPh 63

(1937) 325–32 A.14 (C4, Chios); CIRB 208 (C4,

Pantikapaion), and SEG 28 725 (c.300, Eretria).

All are agreed that Sinope was a colony of Miletos (no.

854), but the complex foundation story is found in only one

source (Ps.-Skymnos 981–97, Diller). This comes in four

parts. First, an Amazon Sinope was its eponym (in some per-

haps earlier versions Sinope was a nymph, daughter of

Asopos). At this stage the Leukosyroi lived there, but they

were driven out by the Thessalian heroes Autolykos,Phlogios

and Deileon, who had been followers of either Herakles

against the Amazons (Plut. Luc. 23) or Jason (Strabo 12.3.11).

Then Habron (Habrondas) came, a Milesian by birth, but

seemingly he was killed by the Kimmerians. Then after the

Kimmerians came Koos and Kretines, who were exiled from

Miletos; these men jointly refounded it when the host of the
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Kimmerians overran Asia. The first stage is aetiological,

attempting to explain a difficult name, which was perhaps

Kappadokian, but ancients sought to link it with a Thracian

origin in the meaning “drunken”. The conversion of Sinope

from nymph (Eumelos (FGrHist 451) fr. 5) to Amazon was

probably brought about by the absence of a significant river

at Sinope and by the proximity of “Amazon” country to the

east. The episode of the Thessalian heroes was taken serious-

ly at Sinope, where an oracle of Autolykos existed, and he was

venerated as oikistes and a god (Strabo 12.3.11); but this was

probably intended to lay down a claim for Sinope as a partic-

ipant in Jason’s voyage to Kolchis. A cult statue of Autolykos,

the work of a C4 sculptor, Sthennis, was carried off by

Lucullus after he took the city. According to Plut. Luc. 23,

these heroes had taken the area from the Syroi. The two ref-

erences to Milesian colonies (one brought to an end with the

death of its oecist Habron/Habrondas, and the other a

refoundation by Milesian exiles) have the look of genuine

local tradition. The one may have taken place late in C8l or

C7e, just before the Kimmerian irruption into Asia Minor,

and the other in the last quarter of C7, when the Kimmerians

were already a much weakened force (Hind (1988); Ivantchik

(1998) 326–30). Ps.-Skymnos’ account supplements in a very

circumstantial way the brief comment in Hdt. 4.12 that the

Kimmerians had settled where Sinope polis stood in his own

day, and the summary of Strabo (12.1.11):“the Milesians, see-

ing the natural advantages of the place and the weakness of

its inhabitants, took possession of it, sending out further

colonists”. The Eusebian date for Sinope (Ol. 37.4) is a tabu-

lar form, giving misleading precision, of the information

given in the local tradition and transmitted in the Hellenistic

sources in the style given by Ps.-Skymnos (synchronisation

with Near Eastern dynasties and events). Sinope herself

founded at least three colonies on the 500 km stretch of coast

eastwards among the Tibarenoi (Kotyora (no. 722)),

Chalybes (Kerasous (no. 719)) and Kolchoi (Trapezous (no.

734)), and had facilities for her traders still further east, prob-

ably at Pichvnari and Phasis (Tsetskhladze (1998a) 76ff).

Kytoros (no. 724) west of Sinope had at one stage been an

emporion of Sinope (Strabo 12.3.10). This activity clearly

contributed to the idea that Milesians founded no fewer than

seventy-five (Sen. Helv. 7.2) or ninety colonies (Plin. HN

122), and appropriated to themselves the Black Sea and its

approaches (Ath. 12.523E). Daughter cities of Sinope clearly

contributed considerably to these inflated lists.

When Xenophon’s troops sailed past Sinope to nearby

Harmene in 400, it was already a powerful city, could muster

many ships (possession of a fleet is attested by Polyaen.7.21.2

(rC4f)), and had three colonies on the coast eastward to

Phasis (Xen. An. 4.8.22, 5.3.2, 5.4–8). Xenophon adds that the

Sinopeans were themselves colonists of the Milesians (Xen.

An. 6.1.15, followed by Diod. 14.31.2, and confirmed by

Strabo 12.3.11).“Having built a naval port she ruled over the

sea that side of the Kyaneoi Rocks and participated in many

of the struggles of the Greeks even outside them” (i.e. out-

side the Euxine Sea), says Strabo 12.3.11. Little is known of

Sinope after the colonisation until c.C5m, when it was under

a tyrant, Timesileos, who was driven out c.436 by Athenian

intervention under Perikles (Plut. Per. 20). A contingent of

600 men was sent there to consolidate Athenian influence

and democracy, but it is likely to have departed from there

by 405 if not by 411/10, as the arche of Athens progressively

crumbled (Tsetskhladze (1997a)). One view is that

Timesileos fled to Olbia (no. 690) and became tyrannos

there for a time,but this rests on a very bold restoration of an

inscription from Olbia (Y. G. Vinogradov (1989) 109ff,

(1997) 165–94 �Dubois (1996) 5; contra Graham (1983);

Yajlenko (1996)). Sinope entered into negotiations with the

army of Xenophon (Xen. An. 5.5.7) to protect its colony

Kotyora (no. 722).

Even in the period of her autonomy Sinope had occasion-

ally to bow to the demands of the great power Persia; she

probably was among those providing the thirty pentekon-

ters for the satrap Ariaramnes to take across the Black Sea

(before the expedition of Dareios into Skythia? Ktesias

(FGrHist 688) fr. 13.(20)). Similarly some of the eighty ships

from the Hellespont and Pontos will have been provided for

Xerxes’fleet by Sinope (Diod. 11.3.8). I.Sinope 1 (353/2–346/5)

is a treaty of symmachia between, on the one hand, Sinope

and, on the other, “Satyros and the sons of Klearchos”, for

which see further supra 957, 959.

By the 370s her maritime interests brought Sinope into

conflict with Sestos (no. 672), which was perhaps interfering

with her shipping on its way to the Aegean (Polyaen. 7.21.2),

and towards the end of the century (309–304) Eumelos of

Bosporos was said to have greatly aided Sinope and

Byzantion (no. 674) in their wider Black Sea interests (Diod.

20.25). Sinope increasingly came under threat from the peo-

ples and rulers inland: Korylas (Xen. An. 5.6.8), Otis of the

Paphlagonians (Hell. 4.1.1; Ages. 3.4), and the Persian satrap

Datames (384–c.362), who besieged the city (Polyaen.

7.21.2, 5; cf. Aen. Tact. 40.4). The latter (with legends in

Greek) and the satrap Ariobarzanes (in Aramaic lettering)

issued silver coins of Sinopean type, showing by imitation

her commercial success (Price (1993) pl. LIII; SNG Cop.

Paphlagonia 290).
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The constitution was described in the lost Aristotelian

Politeia (Arist. fr. 599). In C4, it was a democracy: I.Sinope

1.27–28 (353/2–346/5) describes the constitution as

demos �democracy, and I.Sinope 3.1 (C4) uses the enact-

ment formula �δοξε τ�+ δ�µ�ω.

At least from the period of Athenian influence it had a

boule and an ekklesia (D. Robinson (1905) no. 40); a bronze

heliast’s ticket has been found there, inscribed ∆

ΣΤΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ∆ΑΜΕΟΣ (Robert (1937) 296ff no. 13).

Magistrates were prytaneis and agoranomoi (Ehrhardt

(1988) 207); strategoi are mentioned as movers of a decree in

I.Sinope 3 �SEG 35 1356 (C4). I.Sinope 7 (C4s) attests a

nomophylakos and a boules epistates and grammateus. State

cults typical of Miletos (no. 854) were Apollo Ietros,

Delphinios (deduced from personal names (Ehrhardt

(1988) 142, 144)) and Poseidon Helikonios (ibid. 171–72).

Unique to Sinope was Zeus/Dis as a supposed prototype for

Sarapis (Tac. Hist. 4.83), and the oracle cult of Autolykos, the

legendary founder. He had a C4 statue in the city made by

Sthennis (Strabo 12.3.11), which was carried off by Lucullus.

I.Sinope 7 (C4s) is a dedication by a board of prytaneis to

Hestia Prytaneia (which presumably means that there was a

prytaneion at Sinope).

I.Sinope 5 (C4) is a grant of proxeny by Sinope to a citizen

of Kos (no. 497); I.Sinope 3 is a fragmentary C4 grant of citi-

zenship (and presumably other privileges) to a citizen of

Kallatis (no. 686), and I.Sinope 6 (C4) likewise preserves a

grant of citizenship; I.Sinope 4 (C4) is a fragmentary decree

for an unknown man who in the preserved text is granted

�τ/λεια Tεκατ�ν στατ�ρων χρυσο% (“exemption from all

taxes up to 100 gold staters” (editor)) as well as the right to

enter and leave the harbour �συλΕ κα� �σπονδΕ (“invio-

lably and without treaty”(editor)).A C5f proxeny decree for

a Sinopean is known from Olbia (no. 690; I.Olbia

1 �Dubois (1996) 1), and a C4 grant is known from Chios

(RPh 63 (1937) 325–33 A.14). Burial stelai of Sinopeans of

the period are well represented at Athens (Osborne and

Byrne (1996) 289–93), and one comes from Pantikapaion

(CIRB 208). A citizen of Sinope achieved a victory in the

pankration at the Amphiaraia at Oropos in C4s (IG vii

414.25 � I.Oropos 520 (329/8 or 325/4); SEG 30 1456 is a C5f

bronze prize hydria from the Hekatombaian Games of Hera

Argeia, found in a grave at Sinope, and suggests that a

Sinopean was victorious in these games.

The nearer chora of Sinope lay on the peninsula, which

the ancients likened to a steering oar (πηδ�λιον, Plut. Luc.

23); some moderns have imagined that it resembles a boar’s

head (Maximova (1956) 32 n. 1, quoting D. Robinson with

approval). It is termed χ)ρα in I.Sinope 1.6 (353/2–346/5)

and at Xen. An. 5.6.11, and called Σινωπικ� γ8 (Strabo

3.2.6), while at Xen. An. 6.1.5 the toponym Σιν)πη presum-

ably designates the territory.Above the town were many gar-

den allotments and suburbs, and the fertile peninsula’s

shores were protected by cliffs and sharp rock formations at

and below sea level (Strabo 12.3.11). Her coastal region

stretched westward to Harmene (walled townlet), which

served as a harbour, at which to keep Xenophon’s army

quarantined from the city (Xen. An. 6.1.15), and eastward via

Karousa to the river Halys. On the landward side Sinope

seems to have been confined to the coastal strip, partly by 

the natural lay of the mountains, and partly by the

Paphlagonian or Kappadokian (Pontic) kings. The

resources from the coastal strip were olives, maple and box-

tree, shipbuilding and furniture timber, nuts and cherries

(Strabo 12.3.12). Her colonies to the east—Kotyora (no. 722),

Kerasous (no. 719) and Trapezous (no. 734)—were, by the

time of Xenophon, dependent poleis, colonies of Sinope

(Kotyora (no. 722) paid a dasmos to Sinope: Xen. An. 5.5.10).

They gave her access to the silver, iron and slaves—resources

of the coastal Kolchoi, Chalybes and Tibarenoi. As

“Paphlago”was regarded as a typical slave-name in Classical

Greece it is likely that Sinope traded profitably in

Paphlagonians too. From inland came the Kappadokian

ruddle called Sinopis (red earth for rendering ships water-

tight (Theophr. De lapidibus 52)) and there was the long-

range overland journey across Asia, from Amisos (no. 712)

to the eastern Mediterranean at Tarsos, in which Sinope

seems to have had a strong interest. But above all, the métier

of Sinope seems to have been the sea: her catch of tunny fish

was famous (Strabo 12.3.11), and her site on the peninsula,

opposite the southern tip of the Crimea (Strabo 12.3.10), not

far from a recognised crossing to Sindike on the Asiatic side

of the Kimmerian Bosporos opposite Bata (Strabo 11.2.13)

on the Caucasus coast, made her the ideal harbour on which

to converge from all shores of the Black Sea. The matchless

virtues of its site on the long Turkish coast have already been

remarked on. Clearly the sea was, in a real sense, her territ-

ory even more than the Pedalion (the peninsula), the narrow

stretch of Sinopitis, and the vulnerable lands around her

colonies.

Sinope receives two detailed descriptions in ancient liter-

ature (Polyb. 4.56; Strabo 12.3.11). It lay on an isthmus 400 m

wide at its narrowest and on part of the peninsula (modern

Ince Burun), pushing eastward from the mainland of

Turkey. It was a little more than halfway (560 km) along the

coast from the entrance to the Black Sea. It was three days’
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sail on to the river Phasis and Kolchis, and a day-and-night’s

sail (from Cape Karambis) to the southern tip of the

Crimea. Sinope possessed harbours to the north and south

of the isthmus; that to the south is the finest natural harbour

on the whole 900 km stretch of the modern Turkish Black

Sea coast (Maximova (1956) 37, map of the eighteenth cen-

tury; Akurgal (1976)). Local Pontic tradition speaks of three

harbours, July, August and Sinop, ensuring safety for ships!

Archaeological material from Sinope consists of chance

finds from the cemetery to the west of the town, made 

during the building of a match factory in the 1920s and spo-

radically from the 1930s to 1980s. There were excavations in

1951–53, during which a Hellenistic temple and altar (to

Sarapis?) were brought to light and left conserved in the

public park (Akurgal and Budde (1956) 27–41). The earliest

pottery found dates from C7l and C6e (Boysal (1959) 8–9).

Sculptured grave stelai, in what seems local work of C5s,

were found in 1925 (Akurgal (1948) 581–88), and there are

more standard types of stelai of C5l–C4.A number of simple

column stelai of C4–C3 have been published recently, bear-

ing such Milesian theophoric names as Delphinios and

Molpagoras (Jones (1988); French (1990)). Two bronze

hydriai from the cemetery give some idea of wealth in C4

(Akurgal and Budde (1956) 12–16; Uygur (1989) 209–11).

Finds of deposits of Sinopean olive oil and wine trade

amphoras (French (1985)), and most recently of kilns for

their production (at Zeytinlik on Sinope’s southern bay and

at Demirai 15 km away) are recent indicators of Sinope’s

most prominent branch of production (Kassab-Tezgör

(1996)). From c.360–350 Sinope produced bulk-carrying

amphoras for her olive oil and perhaps some wine, which

were exported all over the Black Sea region until c.200/183

(Grakov (1929); Tsekhmistrenko (1958) 56ff; Brashinskij

(1962); Monakhov (1993); Conovici (1998) 21–51). It appears

from Aen. Tact. 40.4 that Sinope was fortified by c.370 (cf.

Whitehead (1990) ad loc.).

The earliest coinage of Sinope dates from before the

Athenian colony, perhaps c.480–460 when silver coins were

struck on the Aiginetan standard. Denomination: drachm.

Types: obv. head of eagle, below a small dolphin, on many

examples the head is very crude, on some very fine; rev.

incuse, opposed lozenges with dots or finely stippled (Hind

(1976); Kraay and Moorey (1981); Price (1993) pl. LI; SNG

Cop. Paphlagonia 272–73). A change of type comes in C4,

perhaps after the departure of the Athenian colonists: obv.

head of nymph Sinope, sometimes in a ring of dots; rev.

eagle flying, apparently clutching a small dolphin; legend:

ΣΙΝΩ. Smaller denominations (hemi- or quarter-drachms

and obols) have the eagle facing with wings outstretched,

perhaps hinting at a connection with Amisos (no. 712)

(Price (1993) pls. LI–LIV; SNG Cop. Paphlagonia 274–89).

The theme of the eagle on dolphin, repeated with variants at

Istros (no.685) and Olbia (no.690), suggests that this may be

an “alliance type”such as noted in Ionia and Hellespont, and

at Byzantion (no. 674)/Kalchedon (no. 743) at roughly the

same time, taking the cult of Zeus Ourios as its patron (Hind

(1999b)). An alternative view is that all three cities adopted

symbols of Zeus (eagle) and Apollo (dolphin) to advertise

their civic cults (Karyshkovskij (1982)). The legend on the

reverses of the silver coins of c.410–300 is ΣΙΝΩ, which

could be an abbreviated form of the toponym or the collec-

tive city-ethnic. That it is the city-ethnic is indicated by the

Aramaic inscription on the C4s coins (“people of Sinope”).

That it is the toponym is indicated by the later Hellenistic

coins inscribed ΣΙΝΩΠΗΣ (SNG Cop. Paphlagonia

302–13).

730. Stameneia Map 87. Lat. 41.05, long. 37.45. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Σταµ/νεια (Ps.-Skylax

88, conj. for MS ?µ/νεια). According to Ps.-Skylax, a polis

Hellenis in the territory of the Chalybes, located east of

Amisos (no. 712). Stamene (sic) is mentioned by Hecat. fr.

196 �Steph. Byz. 584.18: π#λις Χαλ�βων. Therefore a bar-

barian polis?

731. Tetrakis Map 86. Unlocated. Size of territory: ? Type:

A:α. The toponym is Τετρ�κις in Ps.-Skylax 89, where it is

called a polis Hellenis. It is otherwise unknown,but placed by

Ps.-Skylax west of Sinope (no. 729) and Harmene in the

lands of the Assyrioi (�Leukosyroi).

732. Themiskyra Map 87. Lat. 41.15, long. 37.00. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Θεµισκ�ρα, ! (Ps.-

Skylax 89) or Θεµισκ�ρη,! (Hdt. 4.86.3; Steph. Byz. 677.4).

Ps.-Skylax calls it a polis Hellenis. According to most authors

(e.g. Hdt. 4.86.3; Pompon. 1.105), it was a former city of the

Amazons or of the Leukosyroi, situated by the river

Thermodon. By Strabo’s time it was a “plain and former

abode of the Amazons” (12.3.14–15; cf. Steph. Byz. 677.4).

733. Tieion (Tianos) Map 86. Lat. 41.35, long. 32.00. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Τ�ειον, τ# (Ps.-

Skylax 90; Strabo 12.3.10 (conj.), 4.7). Alternative forms are

Τ5ος, ! (Memnon (FGrHist 434) 15.19; Pompon. 1.104) or

Τ�ον, τ# (Ael. NA 15.5; Ptol. Geog. 5.1.3). The city-ethnic

Τιαν#ς is found on C4l/C3e coins (infra).

Tieion is called a polis Hellenis in the urban sense at Ps.-

Skylax 90; it was one of four settlements (katoikiai) brought
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together in the new foundation Amastris, by the former wife

of Dionysios, tyrant of Herakleia and latterly wife of

Lysimachos c.300–290 (Strabo 12.3.10). The synoecised

communities are called poleis and attributed to Miletos (no.

854) by Ps.-Skymnos 1005, Diller, probably referring to the

time of foundation, which is, however, unknown; Pompon.

1.104 also says that Tieion was Milesian. The collective city-

ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra); the external

individual use is found in three sepulchral inscriptions from

Athens (IG ii² 10488 (Τιαν�, C4m), 10449 (C4m) and 10450

(C5l)).

Soon after the synoecism, Tieion became independent

again from the koinonia (Strabo 12.3.10). Bronze coinage of

C4l/C3e, inscribed ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΑ, reflects these events

(infra).

Tieion (Hisarenu) lay at the mouth of the river Billaios

(Filyos-Çayı) in the territory of the Kaukones (Strabo

12.3.5). To the west lay Bithynia and, to the east,

Paphlagonia—with the river Parthenios some 20 km

distant.

Nothing of Classical date is known from the site, except

for its general layout (Bean (1976)). Foundation legends

search for heroic connection; Dionysos is κτ�στης on coins

of Roman date (Head, HN ² 518); Tios, a Milesian priest, was

the founder, according to Philon apud Steph. Byz. 624.20–21;

one Pataros took the land of Paphlagonia and named it Dia

.κ το% τιµ[ν τ�ν ∆�α (Demosthenes’ Bithyniaka apud

Steph. Byz. 624.21–23). See also Kromna (no. 723), Kytoros

(no. 724) and Sesamos (no. 728).

Tieion struck bronze coins in C4l/C3e. Types: obv. head of

Zeus; rev. eagle; legend: ΤΙΑΝΩΝ, or: obv. female head in

stephane and sphendone; legend: ΤΙΑΝΟΣ; rev. Eleutheria

seated; legend: ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΑ (Head, HN ² 518; Price

(1993) pl. LIX).

734. Trapezous (Trapezountios) Map 87. Lat. 41.00, long.

39.45. Size of territory in C5–C4: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Τραπεζο%ς, -ντος, ! (Xen. An. 4.8.22; Ael. NA 5.42; Ps.-

Skylax 85). The city-ethnic is Τραπεζο�ντιος (Xen. An.

5.4.1).

Trapezous is called polis both in the urban sense (Xen. An.

4.8.22; Ps.-Skylax 85: π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς) and in the political

sense (Xen. An. 5.5.15). The collective use of the city-ethnic

may be attested internally in abbreviated form on C5l/C4e

coins (infra) and is attested externally in several passages of

the Anabasis, e.g. 4.8.23, 5.1.11. The external individual use is

found at Xen. An. 5.4.2:Τιµησ�θεος W Τραπεζο�ντιοςwho

was proxenos of the Mossynoikoi.

According to Xenophon, Trapezous was a colony

(apoikia) of Sinope (no. 729) in the land of the Kolchoi, who

lived in komai in its territory (Xen. An. 4.8.22; Hansen (1995)

79–80). The Armenian version of Eusebios provides a date

for Trapezous that is precise but wrong (ann. Abr.

1260 �757/6),¹ which is almost certainly a confusion with

the entry for Kyzikos (no. 747) in the Latin of Jerome (Hind

(1988) 213–14; Huxley (1990) 199; Ivantchik (1998) 314–18).

This unreliable tabular date apart, there is no trace of a

colonisation date for Trapezous.

The army of Xenophon borrowed from the Trap-

ezountians two ships, one pentekonter and one triakonter,

with which to commandeer transport ships (which were

sailing past to Phasis and back) in order to convey the troops

westward (Xen. An. 5.1.11, 3.11). Some Arkadians from

Trapezous (no. 303) in Arkadia are said to have joined this

colony after refusing to join the synoecism of Megalopolis

(Paus. 8.27.6); if historical, the many Arkadians in the army

of the Ten Thousand may have provided information to

their fellows about the city with the same name in the

Pontos that had been so welcoming to Greeks (Xen. An.

4.8.23, 5.1.14, 2.2). At the end of C5 Trapezous was a depend-

ent polis, paying tribute (dasmos) to Sinope (no. 729) (Xen.

An. 5.5.10).

Trapezous (modern Trabzon) lies 460 km east of Sinope.

It profited from the coastal route east to Phasis, and from a

route inland to the south. It had supplies of timber and sil-

ver in the hills. Its greatest period of glory was in Roman and

Byzantine times, when it outlasted Byzantion itself by eight

years, succumbing to the Ottomans in 1461.

Trapezous struck silver coins on the Persic standard in

C5l–C4e. Denominations: drachm and quarter. Types: obv.

head of young man with short, stubbly beard; rev. table with

pile of coins; legend: ΤΡΑ. The reverse type, a money-

changer’s table �τρ�πεζα, seems to be a clear case of a pun-

ning type (Head, HN ² 499; Price (1993) pl. XLVIII). That the

legend is an abbreviated form of the city-ethnic is indicated

by the attestation of the full form of the ethnic on coins of

the Imperial period.

¹ Editions of the Armenian Eusebios: Eusebii Chronicorum Libri Duo, ed. A.
Schoene (Berlin, 1866); Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei
Jahrhunderte, vol. 20. Eusebius’ Werke V. Die Chronik, ed. J. Karst (Leipzig, 1991);
Eusebii Pamphili Chronici Canones, ed. J. Fotheringham (Oxford, 1923).
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I. The Region

It is difficult to define the frontiers of the regions of north-

western Asia Minor between the entrance to the Black Sea

(the hieron of Zeus Ourios) and the Hellespont. Different

toponyms are used by different ancient writers: Bithynia,

Mysia, Phrygia, Troas, Propontis, Hellespontos, and they

denote different regions in different contexts. Modern

scholars allow for a certain “mobility” of the frontiers; cf.,

e.g., the Archaeological Reports, where the evidence concern-

ing the Asian coast of the Sea of Marmara is grouped under

the headings “Mysia and the Propontis”(Mitchell (1985) 74),

“Bithynia, Mysia and the Propontis” (Mitchell (1990) 89)

and “Bithynia and the Propontis” (Mitchell (1999) 129).

It is generally assumed that the Propontis includes both

the European and the Asian shores of the Sea of Marmara,

whereas the geographical term Hellespontos (discussed by

Leaf (1923) 50–52) is used for the region of the Dardanelles.

However, there has never been agreement about where to

draw the line between the Propontis and the Hellespont.

This problem is explicitly summarised by Strabo 7 fr. 58:

καλο%σιν ‘Ελλ�σποντον . . . οH µ*ν τ� �π� Σιγε�ου .π�

Λ�µψακον κα� Κ�ζικον k Π�ριον k Πρ�απον. For

Strabo himself, Parion (no. 756) is a city in the Propontis

(10.5.7); for Herodotos (4.138.1) and Steph. Byz. 505.13 it is in

the Hellespont, while Eustathios wavers between the

Propontis (Comm. Dionys. Per. 517) and the Hellespont (Od.

5.125).

Again, confusion reigns about how to subdivide north-

western Asia Minor. There are four main sources:

(1) Herodotos describes the administrative organisation of

the Persian Empire under Dareios I (3.90–97; cf. Debord

(1999) 72–82); (2) from 443/2 the members of the Delian

League were grouped into districts, one of which was called

the Hellespontine; (3) Ps.-Skylax 92–94 describes the coast-

line of north-western Asia Minor; (4) Strabo repeatedly dis-

cusses conflicting opinions found in the sources he used.

In the view of Ps.-Skylax, Bithynia (92) begins with the

Hερ�ν .ν τ�+ στ#µατι το% Π#ντου (the hieron of Zeus

Ourios; see Kalchedon (no. 743)) and continues to the Gulf

of I
.
zmit, called W κ#λπος W ’Ολβιαν#ς (see Astakos (no.

737) and Olbia (no. 753)); Mysia (93), described as a penin-

sula (�κτ�), continues from the left side of the same gulf as

far as the Kian Gulf and includes Kios (no. 745), while

Phrygia (94) includes the coastal cities of Priapos (no. 758),

Parion (no. 756), Lampsakos (no. 748), Perkote (no. 788),

Abydos (no. 765) and τ� στ#µα κατ3 Σηστ�ν τ8ς

Προποντ�δος as well as the islands of Bysbikos (Besbikos),

Prokonnesos and Elaphonnesos. Now it is generally

assumed that Mysia was bordered by Mt. Ida (north-west)

and Mt. Olympos (north-east), and that the territory of

Kios belonged to Mysia (Hdt. 5.122; Xen. Hell. 1.4.7; Hell.

Oxy. 17.37), which invites us to follow Ps.-Skylax and allow

Mysia to have a coastline (Debord (1999) 75, 92, 150).

No less fluctuating are the frontiers between

Phrygia/Mysia and the Troad. The different views are sum-

marised by Strabo 13.1.4: for Eudoxos of Kyzikos the Troad

begins at Priapos (no. 758), for Damastes of Sigeion at

Parion (no. 756), and for Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262

fr. 13) at the river Praktios. Given the authority of Charon,

who excludes his own polity from the Troad, we have pre-

ferred to extend Phrygia, if not as far as Abydos as recorded

in Ps.-Skylax, then at least to include Lampsakos (no. 748).

One has to impose conventional subdivisions, since it seems

impossible to harmonise the contradictory pieces of infor-

mation found in the sources. Ancient geographers seem

sometimes to have combined different traditions, like Ptol.

Geog. 5.2.2, for whom e.g. Parion and Lampsakos are .ν

Προποντ�δι Μυσ�ας Μικρ[ς τ8ς .φ’ ‘Ελλησπ#ντ�ω.

By and large, this chapter follows Ps.-Skylax and assigns

to Bithynia the poleis of Kalchedon (Kadıköy), Astakos and

Olbia (in the area of the Gulf of I
.
zmit), all situated on the

coast. To Mysia belong, on the coast, Kios (Gemlik) and the

unlocated city Kallipolis (no. 744) (between Astakos and

THE PROPONTIC COAST 
OF ASIA MINOR
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Kios) and, inland, Pythopolis (no. 760) (�Sölöz?, near

Kios) and Zeleia (no. 764) (�Sari Köy). The enigmatic

Mysia (not considered to be a polis here, cf. infra) remains

unlocated, and Helikore too is excluded; cf. the list of non-

polis settlements infra.

All the other poleis of the Inventory are to be assigned to

Phrygia. Myrleia (no. 752) (�Mudanya), Tereia (no. 763)

(παρ3 [Βρ]�λλιον: IG i³ 71.iii.111–12), Daskyleion (no. 740)

(�Eskel Limanı), the unlocated Plakia (no. 757)

(�Kurşunlu?) and Skylake (no. 761), then Artake (no. 736)

(Erdek, near Kyzikos), Kyzikos (no. 747) (Balkız),

Harpagion (no. 742) (near the mouth of the river Granikos),

Priapos (Karabiga), Parion (Kemer), Paisos (no. 755)

(�Fanous?), Lampsakos (no. 748) (�Lapseki) were (or

must be looked for) on the coast. Further inland were situat-

ed, on the river Rhyndakos, Miletoupolis (no. 750) (Melde),

Miletouteichos (no. 751), perhaps Artaiou Teichos (no. 735)

and Didymon Teichos (no. 741), probably situated on the

river Granikos. Finally, there are the poleis on the islands of

Bysbikos (no. 738) (�I
.
mralı Adası) and Prokonnesos (no.

759) (�Mermaradası) and there are the unlocated poleis of

Kolonai (no. 746) (in the area of Lampsakos) and

Metropolis (no. 749) (near Priapos).

Three poleis remain without any location: (1) Dar(i)eion

(no. 739) described at IG i³ 71.iii.109–10 as a community

παρ3 τ*µ Μυσ�αν and at Steph. Byz. 291.11 as a π#λις τ8ς

Φρυγ�ας; (2) the community called Otlenoi (no. 754) which

is recorded among the Hellespontine poleis in the Athenian

assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.6); and (3) Sombia

(no. 762), whose location on the south coast of the

Propontis, though very likely, is not certain.

Other settlements recorded by Barr. are excluded from

this Inventory. For Hellenistic Prusa (Bursa), Koerte (1899)

412 n. 1 and, more recently, Corsten (1993) 22–25 suggested a

foundation in C6, citing Strabo 12.4.3 followed by Steph.

Byz. 537.5–10, who name as founder a certain Prusias who

fought a war against Kroisos. However, taking into account

that there is no evidence antedating Strabo and that the first

local coinage is dated to C1, it is hard to believe in the his-

toricity of this rather contaminated version of a foundation

myth.

Apollonia on the Rhyndakos (Gölyazı) is also attested in

Hellenistic sources only.The first testimony is an inscription

found in the Delphinion at Miletos (Milet. i.3 155 (C2m))

concerning an embassy claiming a Milesian origin for

Apollonia. This tradition was accepted by Bilabel (1920)

45–46, 143–44 and especially by L. Robert (1979) 292–93 (cf.

L. Robert (1980) 89–98, (1983) 501 n. 18), while Seibert (1963)

197–200, Moretti (1979) and Ehrhardt (1988) 47 contested its

historicity with various arguments. An attractive solution is

the one suggested by Schwertheim (1983) 88–89 and

Abmeier (1990) 9–11, who prudently take into account the

possible identity between the later Apollonia and Miletou-

teichos (no. 751).

In the Athenian tribute list of 454/3 are recorded some

Μυσο� paying a tribute of 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.v.15), and in

the assessment decree of 425/4, among the Hellespontine

members, we find a community called Μυσ[ο� hοι] .[ν τ]ε̃ι

Χ[ερρον/σσοι] (IG i³ 71.iii.69–70). Now, Μυσ#ς is usually

a regional ethnic denoting all inhabitants of the region of

Mysia (Hdt. 1.171.6; Xen. An. 1.9.14). Thus, the Kians were

Mysians (Ps.-Skylax 93), but in the tribute lists they are

called by their city-ethnic. Also, the small amount paid

shows that the Mysoi in question must have been the inhab-

itants of a fairly small community, probably situated some-

where in Mysia. Now, the peninsula north of Kios, the

central part of Mysia, is called �κτ� at Ps.-Skylax 93 and

could be described as a Χερσ#νησος as well (ATL i. 523–24).

At the eastern end of the peninsula flows the river Kios and,

according to schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.1177, it “encircles Mysia”, τ�ν

Μυσ�αν περιρρ/ων. Here Mysia possibly denotes a settle-

ment rather than a region. Wendel suggested inserting

π#λιν after Μυσ�αν. His conjecture makes perfect sense, but

is probably superfluous. If this interpretation is on the right

lines, Mysia was a nucleated settlement inhabited by the

Mysoi, i.e. Μυσ#ς is in this context a city-ethnic and not a

regional ethnic. It was situated in the Mysian peninsula and

near the river Kios. As a parallel one can adduce zΗλις, both

a city and a region, and ’Ηλε5ος, both a city-ethnic and a

regional ethnic (see supra 495). Alternatively, Mysia may

have been situated north of Mt. Olympos; cf. Strabo 12.4.10:

οH περ� τ�ν ;Ολυµπον Μυσο�,ο�ς ’ΟλυµπηνοLς καλο%σ�

τινες, οH δ’ ‘Ελλησποντ�ους compared with Μυσ�ς

‘Ελλησπ#ντιος in some ephebic lists from Pergamon (L.

Robert (1962) 81). Μυσ+ν π#λις in Soph. fr. 377, Nauck, is

probably a reference to the whole of Mysia, undoubtedly in

a mythological context, rather than to a specific polis inhab-

ited by Mysians (Hansen (1998) 129, 131). It cannot be

excluded that the Mysoi of the tribute lists is a city-ethnic

denoting a polis.However,as the evidence stands, it is prefer-

able to mention the Mysoi in the introduction rather than

include them in the Inventory.

“Northern Mysia is still a Cinderella area hardly touched

by archaeologists” (Mitchell (1985) 74), and “there is still lit-

tle archaeological activity in north-western Turkey outside

the Troad” (Mitchell (1999) 129). This explains why more
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settlements recorded by written sources remain unlocated

and why it is so difficult to attain certainty about many of the

cities discussed below. It also explains why so few non-polis

settlements of the Archaic and Classical periods are known.

Almost all attested second-order settlements are Hellenistic

or Roman. In the eastern part of the region the only one that

reaches back beyond the Hellenistic period is Helikore, a

predecessor of Nikaia, the city founded by Lysimachos. A

few more second-order settlements are found in the west-

ernmost part of the region in the territories of Parion and

Lampsakos. The evidence is as follows.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Abarnis (?βαρν�ς or Xβαρνος) Hecat. fr. 220 (Λαµψ�κου

>κρη); Xen. Hell. 2.1.29 (Λαµψ�κου >κρα) Ephor. fr. 46

named after a polis in the territory of Phokaia (cf. Hsch.

Α80). Steph. Byz. 4.4 (π#λις κα� χ)ρα <κα�> >κρα τ8ς

Παριαν8ς). Ap. Rhod. Argon. 932 (?βαρν�δος Oµαθ#εσσαν

Oι#να). Tentatively located c.8 km. north of Lampsakos (no.

748), at Çardak Burnu (Leaf (1923) 93). Barr. C.

Adrasteia (?δρ�στεια) The Homeric Adrasteia (Il. 2.828)

is mentioned by Strabo 13.1.13 as a polis between Priapos and

Parion (cf. Steph. Byz. 28.4; Eust. Il. 2 556.9ff, van der Valk).

Plin. HN 5.141 notwithstanding, Adrasteia cannot be the for-

mer name of Parion (Olshausen (1970) 983). Leaf (1912) 184

suggested that Homer’s Adrasteia was the plain on the lower

Granikos and located the homonymous town at Örtülüçe,

c.12 km south-east of Parion. Barr. C.

Helikore (‘Ελικ)ρη or ?γκ)ρη) Steph. Byz. 474.17–18

has Ν�καια π#λις Βιθυν�ας . . . .καλε5το δ* πρ#τερον

?γκ)ρη. Probably following Arrian’s Bithyniaka, the very

late Byzantine Notitia episcopatuum has Ν�καια . . .

.καλε5το δ* πρ#τερον ‘Ελικ)ρη. Merkelbach (1985) sug-

gested reading ‘Ελικ)ρη for MSS ?γκ)ρη in Steph. Byz.

However, even accepting this emendation, the evidence is

insufficient to assume the early existence of a polis called

Helikore prior to its (re)foundation as Nikaia under

Lysimachos, but Helikore may have been a village trans-

formed into the polis Nikaia. Barr. C.

Hermaion (‘Ερµα5ον) Mentioned as the frontier town

between Parion and Lampsakos after the C5l–C4m integra-

tion of Paisos into Lampsakos (Polyaen. 6.24), it has been

located at Otlukdere, c.10 km south of Parion, and identified

with Hermoton (Arr. Anab. 1.12.6) by Leaf (1923) 100–1;

contra Ruge (1942b) 2436; Frisch (1978) 105 n. 5, (1983) 49;

Olshausen (1970) 983 rejects the historicity of this record.

Barr. C.

Linon (Λ5νον or -ος) Strabo 13.1.15 records Linon (or

Linos) as a χωρ�ον .π� θαλ�ττ=η between Parion and

Priapos. Barr. H.

Pitya (Π�τυα) Strabo 13.1.15: Π�τυα δ’ .στ�ν .ν

Πιτυο%ντι τ8ς Παριαν8ς, i.e. lying between Parion and

Priapos.Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.933. This Pitya may have been dif-

ferent from Πιτ�εια, which, according to the Homeric tradi-

tion, would have been the earlier name of Lampsakos (Leaf

(1912) 185–87, (1923) 87–88); R. Kiepert tentatively located it at

Aksaz, in the middle of the gulf between Parion and Priapos

(Philippson (1910) map 1; Frisch (1983) 51–52). Not in Barr.

II. The Poleis

735. Artaiou Teichos (Artaioteichites) Map 52. Lat. 40.20,

long. 28.30. Size of territory: ? Type: C: β. The toponym is

?ρτα�ου τε5χος, τ# (IG i³ 71.iii.114, 77.iv.4–5). According

to Steph. Byz. 127.12, quoting Krateros, the city-ethnic is

?ρταιοτειχ�της (cf. IG i³ 100. fr.7 �Krateros (FGrHist 342)

fr. 6). In spite of the text printed in IG i³ we have no guaran-

tee that the city-ethnic stems from Krateros, and thus from

the tribute lists. [?ρταιοτε]ιχ5(ται) at IG i³ 283 ii.10 lends

some support to the ethnic reported by Stephanos, but is

heavily restored.

Stephanos’ note at 127.10–12 suggests the ephemeral exis-

tence of a polis in the region of the river Rhyndakos: .στι

κα� ?ρτα�ου τε5χος πολ�χνιον .π� τ�+ ‘Ρυνδ�κ�ω

ποταµ+� , Bς Κρ�τερος .ν�τ�ω περ� ψηφισµ�των. τ�

.θνικ�ν ?ρταιοτειχ�της. The name shows that Artaiou

Teichos was a fortified settlement, and its attestation in an

Athenian assessment decree and, possibly, tribute lists

shows that it was a political community. Stephanos’ classifi-

cation of the community as a polichnion carries no weight;

but Artaiou Teichos may have been a small polis as indicated

by the assessment of 1,000 dr. in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.4–5). The

name is obviously of Persian origin, since the Persians called

themselves ?ρτα5οι (Hdt. 7.61.2; cf. 7.22.2 and 66.2).

Hirschfeld (1895a) cautiously identified Artaiou Teichos

with Ariace, inserted at Plin. HN 5.142 between Plakia (no.

757) and Skylake (no. 761), but Ariace is more likely to be

identified with Artake (no. 736).A preferable location on the

lower Rhyndakos is suggested by ATL i. 471.
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736. Artake (Artakenos) Map 52.Lat.40.25, long.27.50. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?ρτ�κη, ! (Hdt.

4.14.2, 6.33.2; Ps.-Skylax 94). The city-ethnic is ?ρτακην#ς

(IG i³ 261.i.14) or ?ρτακε�ς (Soph. fr.917, Radt; cf. Steph. Byz.

127.19).Artake is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 4.14.2,

and in Ps.-Skylax 94 Artake is one of the toponyms listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. For the collective and

external use of the city-ethnic, see IG i³ 261.i.14.

Artake was located on the island of Kyzikos facing Priapos

(no. 758) (Strabo 13.1.4), near Kyzikos (no. 747) (Hdt. 4.14.2)

and the isthmos (Ps.-Skylax 94), and has been identified with

modern (Turkish) Erdek c.7–8 km west of Kyzikos. The

modern toponym derives from Greek Artaki (Hirschfeld

(1895b) 1304). For descriptions of the site, see Texier (1862)

164–65; Philippson (1910) 52–53; and L. Robert (1955) 131–33,

using Radet’s survey from 1887. Of the few archaeological

remains, the most important is an Archaic kouros

(Laubscher (1963–64) 73ff).

Artake was colonised by Miletos (no. 854) (Anaximenes

of Lampsakos (FGrHist 72) fr. 26; cf. Steph. Byz. 127.13; schol.

Ap. Rhod. 1.955). Artake took part in the Ionian Revolt and

was burnt by the Persians in 493 (Hdt. 6.33.2). Later it joined

the Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district

and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.8) to 418/17 (IG i³

287.ii.11) a total of sixteen times, twice completely restored,

paying a tribute of 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 261.i.14), raised to 4,000

dr. in 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.11). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.82). Coinage is not attested, which may

suggest a rather early incorporation of Artake into Kyzikos,

perhaps simultaneously with Prokonnesos (no. 759), i.e. in

C4 (Ehrhardt (1988) 38 with n.244).Strabo 13.1.4 speaks only

of a mountain, an island and, in another context, a chorion,

while Plin. HN 5.141 mentions the harbour and writes that

the city had disappeared: Artace portus ubi oppidum fuit; but

cf. HN 5.151: Artacaeon cum oppido. The toponym does not

occur in Pomponius Mela.

737. Astakos (Astakenos) Map 52. Lat. 40.45, long. 29.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is ?στακ#ς, !

(Strabo 12.4.2) or, once, ;Οστακος,! (Charon of Lampsakos

(FGrHist 262) fr. 6). The city-ethnic is ?στακην#ς, attested

in the Athenian tribute lists in its collective and external use

(IG i³ 259.iii.27). Astakos is not attested as a polis in sources

of the Archaic and Classical periods, but deserves inclusion

as a polis type B since (1) it had a mint (infra); (2) it was a

member of the Delian League (infra); and (3) it is retrospec-

tively classified as a polis in later sources (Diod. 19.60.3

(r315); Polyaen. 2.30.3 (r363–352)).

The ancient site must have been somewhere on the south

coast of the Gulf of I
.
zmit called κ#λπος ?στακην#ς

(Strabo 10.2.21, 12.4.2; Steph. Byz. 238.17) or κ#λπος

’Ολβιαν#ς (Ps.-Skylax 92; Pompon. 1.100). Astakos may

have been situated near modern Yuvacık (Ruge (1896) 1774),

but a location closer to the sea, at “Baş Iskele, dans la zone du

port militaire de Gölcük”, seems more likely, since this site

produced some Archaic (?) and Classical pottery (BE (1974)

574 summarising Şahin (1974) 66–83). The territory of

Astakos is described by Polyaen. 2.30.3 as a marshy χ)ρα

inhabited by Θρ�[κες (perhaps Bithynian “helots”: Burstein

(1976) 130 n. 64). A πολ�χνιον Μεγαρικ#ν (Arr. (FGrHist

156) fr. 18 �Plin. HN 5.148: Megarice oppidum) tentatively

located by R. Kiepert at Cape Çatal Burun (Ruge (1931))

clearly indicates colonisation by Megara (no. 225).

According to Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262 fr. 6),

Astakos was founded by the Kalchedonians (no. 743). But

other sources mention Megara (no. 225) as the metropolis

(Strabo 12.4.2; Pompon. 1.100; Memnon (FGrHist 434) fr. 12

(20), whose source was Nymphis of Herakleia (C4–C3); cf.

Toepffer (1896) 126). Both Memnon and Strabo mention the

later Athenian colony (infra) and local Bithynian settlers as

well. Combining the sources, we may infer that Astakos was

founded by Kalchedonians (Merkelbach (1980) 91) but pos-

sibly reinforced by Megarians, since a πολ�χνιον

Μεγαρικ#ν is attested in the territory of Astakos (Hanell

(1934) 120; Loukopoulou (1989) 51, 53). The foundation year

of 712/11, given by Memnon ((FGrHist 434) fr. 12 (20)) and by

Euseb. Chron. 91, Helm, is too early, since Kalchedon itself

was founded about 685. Scholars generally assume a date in

C7 (Hanell (1934) 120; Merkelbach (1980) 91). According to

Memnon, the oecist was Astakos, a descendant of the

Spartans from Thebes, while for Arrian (FGrHist 156 fr. 26)

Astakos was son of Poseidon and the nymph Olbia (cf.

Asheri (1978)).

Astakos was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.27) to 444/3 (IG i³ 268.i.33, almost

completely restored) a total of five times, paying a tribute of

3,000 dr. in 454/3–453/2 (IG i³ 259.iii.27, 260.viii.18),

reduced to 1,000 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iv.16). It is absent

from the full panel of 442/1 (IG i³ 270.i.35–ii.30). Accepting

Niese’s attractive emendation of Diod. 12.3.5 (?στακ#ν for

MSS Λ/τανον), we can infer that the Athenians in 435/4

placed a colony at Astakos (Meiggs (1972) 198; Schuller

(1974) 30–31, 155; cf. Strabo 12.4.2 and Memnon (FGrHist

434) fr. 12 (20)). Astakos was unsuccessfully besieged

c.363–352 by Klearchos, the tyrant of Herakleia Pontike (no.

715) (Polyaen. 2.30.3; cf. Burstein (1976) 55–56), and in 315 by
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Zipoites (Diod. 19.60.3). Both references to sieges show that

the city was fortified. In 281, however, Astakos was destroyed

and replaced by Nikomedia, settled inter alios with the

inhabitants of Astakos (Strabo 12.4.2; Paus. 5.12.7).

Astakos struck silver coins in C5 on the Persian standard.

Denominations: drachms and smaller fractions. Types: obv.

lobster or crayfish, i.e. an �στακ#ς, a pun on the toponym;

rev. female head, first of Archaic style (c.500–435), later of

Classical style (c.435–400), incuse square, swastika; legend:

ΑΣ (Head, HN² 510).

Brylleion (Brylleanos) See no. 752: Myrleia (Myrleanos).

738. Bysbikos (Bysbikenos) Map 52. Lat. 40.35, long.

28.30. Size of territory: 1 (10 km²). Type: [A]:? The toponym

is Β�σβικος (IG i³ 278.vi.34) or Β/σβικος (Ps.-Skylax 94;

Agathokles (FGrHist 472) fr. 2 (in both cases explicitly

denoting the island)). The city-ethnic is Βυσβικεν#ς (IG i³

287.ii.13: [Βυσβ]ικενο�).

Bysbikos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from 434/3 (IG

i³ 278.vi.34) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.13) a total of four times,

once completely restored. The tribute list for the year 434/3

records Bysbikos under the heading π#λες h3ς hοι 2δι˜οται

.ν/γραφσαν φ#ρον φ/ρειν (where polis is used in the polit-

ical sense) with a tribute of 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 278.vi.34); there-

after the city is listed as having been assessed by the boule

and a dikasterion in 430/29 (restored in IG i³ 281.iii.65) and

in 429/8 (IG i³ 282.ii.48). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.80).

The Bysbikenians inhabited the island of Β/σβικος situ-

ated in the Sea of Marmara outside the mouth of the river

Rhyndakos (Ps.-Skylax 94; Plin. HN 5.151: circumference 18

Roman miles) and probably to be identified with modern

I
.
mralı Adası (Hasluck (1910) 53–55), which, however, has a

circumference of no more than 13 Roman miles. For a differ-

ent identification, see the garbled passage at Strabo 12.8.11

and Amm. Marc. 22.8.6. If we can trust some of Strabo’s gar-

bled account, Besbikos was a dependency of Kyzikos 

(no. 747), a piece of information which may be linked to the

tradition that Kore (whose worship is attested in Kyzikos by

coins from C4 onwards) played an important role in the bat-

tle of the Giants (cf. L. Robert (1987) 166).

Quoting Agathokles of Kyzikos ((FGrHist 472) fr. 2 (C3)),

Steph. Byz. 165.10–166.5 says that the island originally was a

stone thrown by the Giant Besbikos and transformed into

an island by his opponent, the goddess Kore.Agathokles also

reports what must be a rival foundation myth according to

which Besbikos was a Pelasgian (Tümpel (1897)).

So far no remains of an ancient town have been found on

the island, but its classification by Agathokles as a κτ�σµα

indicates some kind of nucleated settlement.

739. Dar(i)eion Map 52. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: B:?

The toponym is ∆αρε5ον (IG i³ 71.iii.109) or ∆αρ�ειον

(Steph. Byz. 291.11). In the assessment decree of 425/4,

among the Hellespontine members is recorded a ∆αρε5ον

παρ3 τ*µ Μυσ�αν. The tribute is assessed at 400 dr. mini-

mum. The only other source is Steph. Byz., who describes

Darieion as a π#λις τ8ς Φρυγ�ας without quoting any

source (Bürchner (1901); ATL i. 479).

740. Daskyleion (Daskyleianos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long.

28.40. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is

∆ασκ�λειον (IG i³ 278.iv.7–8). The city-ethnic is

∆ασκυλειαν#ς (IG i³ 278.iv.9). The only author to call

Daskyleion a polis is Strabo at 12.8.10, but the reference is to

his own time.

Among the five homonymous sites recorded by Steph. Byz.

s.v. Daskyleion (220.9–17), two have sometimes been con-

fused by ancient sources (e.g. Strabo 12.8.10) and modern

authors (e.g. Ruge (1901)): . . . τετ�ρτ=η [sc. π#λει] περ�

Βιθυν�αν [i.e. the polis Daskyleion]. π/µπτ=η τ8ς Α2ολ�δος

κα� Φρυγ�ας [i.e. the seat of the Persian satrapy]. Recent

excavations (reported in Mitchell (1990) 89 and (1999) 130)

have finally confirmed the identification of the satrap’s resi-

dence with the mound called Hısartepe near Ergili, on the

south-western shore of the Manyas Gölü, consequently to be

identified with the ∆ασκυλ5τις λ�µνη recorded by Strabo

12.8.10, 11 (Akurgal (1976a) 259 and map 5). Preserving its

ancient name in Byzantine sources, ancient Greek

Daskyleion was easily identified with modern (Turkish) Eskel

Limanı, on a peninsula jutting into the Sea of Marmara. This

was presumably the harbour, while the main site has been

found in the area of the village Esence (former Eskel or Eskel

köy) lying c.2 km inland (Corsten (1988) 54–57 with figs. 1–3).

The site was not excavated, but the field surveys yielded

ceramics of C4 as the earliest material (Bittel (1953) 6), and

some late inscriptions have been found by chance (Corsten

(1988) 72–77 nos. 1–6, (1990) 43–46 nos. 7–10).

In spite of the lack of positive evidence, one may suppose

that Daskyleion was colonised by Miletos (no. 854).

According to Nikolaos of Damaskos (FGrHist 90) fr. 63, a

certain Miletos, probably a Milesian, was married into the

Lydian royal family but went into exile and came first to

Daskyleion, later to Prokonnesos. If we can trust these late

sources, Daskyleion was a Milesian foundation (Ehrhardt

(1988) 47; Corsten (1988) 63–64).
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Daskyleion was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.16–17) to, possibly, 429/8

(IG i³ 282.iii.37) a total of seven times, twice completely

restored, paying in all years a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³

281.iii.23). It is absent from the full panel of 442/1 (IG i³

270.i.35–ii.30) but was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.75).

741. *Didymon Teichos (Didymoteichites) Map 52. Lat.

40.15, long. 27.15. Size of territory: ? Type: B:? The toponym

∆�δυµον τε5χος is reconstructed from the ethnic

∆ιδυµοτειχ5ται, recorded in the Athenian tribute lists next

to the ∆αυνοτειχ5ται in the years from 443/2 (IG i³

269.ii.3–4) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.19–20). Taking the juxta-

position of the two teiche to indicate geographical proximi-

ty, ATL i. 481–82 located Didymon Teichos next to

Daunoteichos on the northern coast of the Propontis. But

following L. Robert (1937) 195, Barr. identifies ∆�δυµον

τε5χος with the ∆�δυµα τε�χη mentioned at Polyb. 5.77.8

and located at Dimetoka on the river Granikos; see also Isaac

(1986) 204 and Sayar (1998).

Didymon Teichos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.17–18) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.19) a total of

sixteen times; down to 430/29 it paid a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG

i³ 278.iii.22), but in 420/19 a higher sum, probably 2 tal. (IG

i³ 287.ii.19). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.95).

742. Harpagion (Harpagianos) Map 52. Lat. 40.20, long.

27.25. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α? The toponym is

yρπ�γιον (Thuc. 8.107.1). The city-ethnic is yρπ�γιος (IG

i³ 267.i.23) or yρπαγιαν#ς (IG i³ 270.ii.4).

According to Strabo 13.1.11, Harpagion (τ3 yρπ�για)

was situated between Kyzikos (no. 747) and Priapos (no.

758). It has not been convincingly located (Olshausen (1974)

483),but a position near the mouth of the river Granikos was

suggested in ATL i. 470.

Harpagion was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.37) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.iii.36) a total of fourteen times, twice completely

restored, paying in all years a phoros of 300 dr. (IG i³

264.iii.37). It was perhaps assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.68, completely restored). Harpagion is not mentioned

in later historical sources, and one may assume that it was

incorporated, possibly in C4l, into either Priapos (no. 758)

or Kyzikos (no. 747). In C4, before the incorporation,

Harpagion struck bronze coins. Types: obv. nymph, head

turreted; rev. fish, below corn-ear; legend: ΑΡΠΑΓΙ

(Fritze (1913) 14 no. 597).

743. Kalchedon (Kalchedonios) Map 52. Lat. 41.00, long.

29.00. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Καλχηδ)ν, ! (Thuc. 4.75.2; Xen. Hell. 1.3.4; I.Histriae I 5

(C3)) or in Doric Καλχαδ)ν, ! (SEG 28 1661 (C3);

I.Kalchedon 33.9 (undated)) or Χαλκηδ)ν, ! (Ps.-Skylax

92; Dem. 15.26; Diod. 13.66.1; I.Kalchedon 22.8 (fifth century

ad)). The city-ethnic is Καλχηδ#νιος (IG i³ 285.ii.83; Hdt.

4.144.1) or in Doric Καλχαδ#νιος (coins, infra; IG ii² 8949

(C4s); SEG 31 1062 (undated)) or Χαλκηδ#νιος (Aen. Tact.

12.3; Arist. Pol. 1266a39) or Χαλχηδ#νιος (IG i³ 263.v.17;

I.Kalchedon 101.1 (Imperial)). Kalchedon is attested as a polis

both in the urban sense (Xen. Hell. 1.3.5–6; Ps.-Skylax 92;

Arist. Oec. 1347b20) and in the political sense (Xen. Hell.

4.8.31; Aen. Tact. 12.2, 4; Arist. Oec. 1347b20, 23, 29; Orat.

Adespota fr. 8, Sauppe). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally in abbreviated form on C4 coins (infra)

and externally in e.g. IG i³ 263.v.17 and 285.ii.83. The indi-

vidual and external use is attested by Plato’s mention of

Θρασ�µαχος W Καλχηδ#νιος (Resp. 328B) and Aristotle’s

of Φαλ/ας W Χαλκηδ#νιος (Pol. 1266a39). The territory of

Kalchedon (χ)ρα: Hdt. 6.33.2) is called Καλχηδον�α (Hdt.

4.85.1; Xen. Hell. 1.1.22, An. 6.6.38). Patris is found in

Thrasymachos T8, DK.

According to Euseb. Chron. 93b, Helm, Kalchedon was

founded in 685. Hdt. 4.144.1 reports that the city was found-

ed seventeen years before Byzantion (no. 674) and that the

colonisers were said to have been “blind” because they had

not realised the advantages of the European shore of the

Bosporos (the later Byzantion); cf. Caecorum oppidum

(Plin. HN 5.149). All sources agree that Megara (no. 225) was

the metropolis (Thuc. 4.75.2). Pompon. 1.101 calls the oecist

(auctor) Archias Megarensium princeps. The city’s history is

blank down to C6l. In 514/13 Dareios crossed the Bosporos at

Kalchedon (Hdt. 4.85.1, 87.2), but when the king returned to

Asia after the failed Scythian expedition, he destroyed the

city because the Kalchedonians allegedly had intended to

demolish the bridge (Ktesias (FGrHist 688) fr. 13.21; Polyaen.

7.11.5, see Merle (1916) 11; Merkelbach (1980) 92, 120;

Loukopoulou (1989) 88–89). The main source for these

events (Hdt. 4.143.1) indicates the Hellespont for Dareios’

retreat, but Loukopoulou argues that Dareios first punished

Kalchedon and then for security reasons chose the

Hellespontine route. Some years later Kalchedon was taken

by the satrap Otanes (Hdt. 5.26). The regime established by
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the Persians may have induced the Kalchedonians to join the

Ionian Revolt. This is only suggested by Hdt. 5.103.2

(Βυζ�ντι#ν τε κα� τ3ς >λλας π#λις π�σας τ3ς τα�τ=η),

but Kalchedonian participation in the Revolt is securely

established by the fact that in 493 some of the Kalchedonians

fled to Mesambria on the Pontos Euxeinos when the city was

attacked by a Persian–Phoenician fleet (see Mesambria (no.

687) and infra). Pausanias’ conquest of Byzantion in 478

(Thuc. 1.94.2) probably marks the end of Persian supremacy

over Kalchedon (Merkelbach (1980) 92).

At an unknown date Kalchedon joined the Delian League.

It belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded

from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.vii.12) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.16) a total

of nineteen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros

of 7½ tal. (452/1), 3 tal. (450/49), 9 tal. (448–438) and 6 tal.

(434–429). It was perhaps assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.61, completely restored). Kalchedon fought with

Athens in 424 (Thuc. 4.75.2), but in 412 or 411 it was occupied

by a Spartan garrison under a harmostes (Plut. Alc. 29.6;

Diod. 13.66.2). Except for a short break in 409 (Xen. Hell.

1.3.1–12) Kalchedon remained under Spartan occupation

(Xen. Hell. 2.2.1 (r405)) until 389, when Thrasyboulos

restored Athenian control (Xen. Hell. 4.8.27–28). In 387 it

was conquered once again by Sparta (no. 345) (Xen. Hell.

5.1.25; Polyaen. 2.24). By the King’s Peace of 387/6 Kalchedon

fell to Persia, and in 357 it was conquered by Byzantion

(Dem. 15.26; Theopomp. fr. 62). In 362 Kalchedon,

Byzantion and Kyzikos (no. 747) had been allied with

Thebes (no. 221) and captured Athenian merchantmen

(Dem. 50.6, 17; cf. Arist. Oec. 1347b20–30). However, a crown

dedicated to Athena in Athens by the Kalchedonian state

indicates friendly relations with Athens in 354/3 (IG ii²

1437.16). At an unknown date in C4f, perhaps the 360s,

Kalchedon was besieged and assisted by a contingent of

Kyzikene soldiers (Aen. Tact. 12.3; cf. P Oxy. 303) and so was

probably allied to Kyzikos. In C4l Kalchedon joined the

κοιν�ν τ+ν ’Ιλι/ων (L. Robert (1966) 31, 39).

The only thing we know about the type of constitution is

that, as a result of the conquest of Kalchedon by Byzantion

in 357, a moderate form of constitution was changed into a

radical democracy (Theopomp. fr. 62). Civic subdivisions

are attested in Hellenistic sources only (especially

I.Kalchedon 6 and 7), but since they are of Megarian origin,

they may go back to the foundation of Kalchedon in C7e.

The citizen body was subdivided into, probably, hundreds

(.κατοστ�ες; cf. Jones, POAG 283–84; Loukopoulou (1989)

141–42). The names of several of the hundreds are attested 

as sub-ethnics in Hellenistic dedications, e.g. Β�ριχος

Α2σχηjδα ‘Ιππων�ας (I.Kalchedon 7.11). The presence of

metics is attested in Arist. Oec. 1347b20–30.

Some of the known officials are common for all (or some)

Megarian foundations; consequently the Hellenistic sources

can be interpreted retrospectively.This applies to the epony-

mous magistrate, called basileus (I.Kalchedon 7.1, 8.1). A

hieromnamon (I.Kalchedon 4.5, 7, 42) is not attested at

Megara (no. 225); at Byzantion he was the eponymous mag-

istrate; while at Kalchedon he clearly accompanied the

basileus (Hanell (1934) 151) and indicates a Kalchedonian

origin for the Byzantine hieromnamon (Loukopoulou

(1989) 145–46).Also of Megarian origin were the aisymnatai.

Like the Athenian prytaneis, they were perhaps members of

the Council (I.Kalchedon 10.10) selected by lot every month

(I.Kalchedon 6.1–2). One of them seems to have been the

-γεµVν βουλ[ς (I.Kalchedon 7.8; see Hanell (1934) 150;

Loukopoulou (1989) 145).The council itself (βουλ�), as well

as the assembly (δ[µος), is attested in I.Kalchedon 1 (C2e)

and 10 (C3–C2). A board of strategoi (I.Kalchedon 1.73–74)

may also go back to the Archaic and Classical periods. Since

Kalchedon was a Megarian colony, a number of attested

civic subdivisions may be evidence of hekatostyes

(I.Kalchedon 6 and 7; see supra). Citizens of Kalchedon were

granted proxenia by Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.10

(C4m)) and Pantikapaion (no. 705) (IOSPE ii 2 �CIRB 2

(C4s)).

Kalchedon is located on the promontory Kadıköy, on the

Asiatic shore of modern Istanbul. The ancient topography is

imperfectly known (see a plan at Merkelbach (1980) 143).

However, mediaeval testimonies attest remains of a harbour

between Kadıköy and Haidar Paşa (Ruge (1919a) 1558); a

cemetery has been identified (Asgari and Firatlı (1978)); and

some inscriptions and architectural or sculptural remains

have been found by chance or through minor excavations

(see also Müller-Wiener (1977)). City walls are explicitly

mentioned by Polyaen. 7.11.5 (r513) and can be inferred from

the numerous sieges of Kalchedon (Xen. Hell. 1.3.4 (409);

Polyaen. 2.24 (r387); Aen. Tact. 12.3 (360s?); Diod. 19.60.3

(r315)). Evidence for public architecture is late, and the lack

of excavations does not allow a closer examination of the lit-

erary and epigraphic testimonies. The town had two har-

bours, one on each side of the peninsula (Dionysios of

Byzantion 111 p. 33, Güngerich), but the most important

seems to have been the unlocated Φρ�ξου λιµ�ν (Diod.

18.72.4 (r318); Dionysios of Byzantion 99 p. 31, Güngerich;

Steph. Byz. 672.15, quoting Nymphis of Herakleia (C4–C3)).

Oberhummer (1897) 753 suggests that the Phrixos harbour

was located at Kanliçe at the far end of the Bosporos.
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The most important and best-attested settlement in the

territory of Kalchedon is Chrysopolis, located at Üsküdar

(former Skutari) (Xen. Hell. 1.1.22, 1.3.12, An. 6.6.38; Diod.

14.31.4 (r400); P Oxy. 303). In 410/9 it was fortified by

Alkibiades (Xen. Hell. 1.1.22; cf. Diod. 13.64.2–3). Another

settlement (.ποικ�α) called Xµυκος is mentioned in schol.

Ap. Rhod. 2.159b, quoting Androitas of Tenedos (C4–C3).

Of sanctuaries in Chalkedon’s territory, the most famous

was the hieron (Dem. 20.36, 35.10, 50.17 and 58; Ps.-Skylax 67

and 92) at the Euxine end of the Bosporos (located at

Anadolu Kavaği-Yenimahalle). According to the tradition,

Jason sacrificed here when he returned from Kolchis (Pind.

Pyth. 4.203–7; Polyb. 4.39.6) and various testimonies record

a sanctuary of ΖεLς Οdριος (Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 12, 25) and

the Twelve Gods (Polyb. 4.39.6, 50.2) with an altar Syll.³

1010�(I.Kalchedon 13 (C3)).Diod.20.111.3 (r302) shows that

the sanctuary belonged to Kalchedon, though it was repeat-

edly claimed (and sometimes also occupied) by Byzantion

(no. 674) (Polyb. 4.50.2–3). An extra-urban sanctuary of

Herakles remains unlocated (Xen. Hell. 1.3.7 (r409)). His

priest is attested at Syll.³ 1011 � I.Kalchedon 10.4 and 11

(C3–C2). There is no early evidence for the sanctuary of

Artemis (Ptol. Geog. 5.2) located more likely at Phrixos

(Hanell (1934) 184; Avram (1998–2000)) than at Chrysopolis

(Merkelbach (1980) 131).

As in the metropolis Megara (no. 225), the patron deity of

Kalchedon was Apollo Pythios or Chresterios (I.Kalchedon

5.5), whose priest (προφ�τας) is mentioned in inscriptions

side by side with the highest city officials: the basileus and the

hieromnamon (I.Kalchedon 7.3). His sanctuary was the oldest

in the city (Luc. Pseudomantis 10; Dionysios of Byzantion 111

p. 35, Güngerich; see also SEG 4 720) and was declared

>συλος by Delphi (Syll.³ 550 (C2l)). An attempt to recon-

struct the local calendar,based on comparison with the other

Megarian colonies, is proposed by Avram (1999) 30.

The first silver coins of Kalchedon were minted

c.387/6–340 on the Rhodian standard. Types: obv. bearded

head l.; rev. wheel in which ΚΑΛΧ (drachms); obv. young

head l.; rev. wheel in which ΚΑΛΧ (hemidrachms); obv.

bull on corn-ear l., above ΚΑΛΧ; rev. quadripartite stip-

pled incuse square (tetradrachms and drachms); obv. bull

forepart on corn-ear l., above ΚΑ; rev. three corn-ears

(hemidrachms) (Price (1993) pl. IV 84–111; SNG Cop.

Bosporus-Bithynia 346–56). These issues are followed

c.340–320 by the coinage on the Persian standard.

Denominations: sigloi,fifths and tenths.Types: obv.bull l.on

corn-ear, above ΚΑΛΧ, sometimes ΚΑ; rev. quadripartite

mill-sail incuse square (Price (1993) pl. V 112–26). For the

chronology, see Le Rider (1963) 44–50. The close relation-

ship to Byzantion is illustrated by the fact that the types of

these series are quite similar to Byzantine types; they “differ

only in one respect, viz. that the bull on the money of

Byzantium stands upon a dolphin, while at Calchedon he

stands upon an ear of corn” (Head, HN² 512). The sympo-

liteia with Byzantion of 357 is attested in the C3–C2 bronze

coins with the legend ΒΥΖΑΝ ΚΑΛΧΑ∆Ω (Schönert-

Geiss (1970) 78–80 nos. 1252–1301 pl. 59–62; Price (1993) pl.

IV 80; SNG Cop. Thrace 531).

Kalchedon was involved in three colonial foundations,

but only one of them can be considered a purely

Kalchedonian colony, viz. (1) Astakos (no. 737), founded in

C7 according to Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262) fr. 6.

(2) Kalchedonian participation in the foundation of

Byzantion (no. 674) is indicated by Hesychios of Miletos

((FGrHist 390) frr. 20–23; cf. Hanell (1934) 123–28) and by

the existence of the office of hieromnamon both at

Kalchedon and Byzantion compared with its absence at

Megara (no. 225) (Loukopoulou (1989) 146). Nevertheless,

the idea of a direct foundation of Byzantion by Kalchedon

(Loukopoulou (1989) 52, 146) remains a hypothesis.

(3) Jointly with Megara (no. 225), Kalchedon founded

Mesambria in C6l, at the time of Dareios’ campaign against

the Scythians (Ps.-Skymnos 739–42; cf. Anon. Peripl. M.

Eux. 83–84, Diller), and in 493 the colonists were reinforced

by refugees from Byzantion and Kalchedon (Hdt. 6.33); see

Mesambria (no. 687) and Avram (1996) 290–92.

744. Kallipolis (Kallipolites) Map 52. Unlocated, not in

Barr. Type: A:α. The toponym is Καλλ�πολις (Ps.-Skylax

93). Kallipolis is classified as a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-

Skylax 93: Καλλ�πολις κα� λιµ�ν, with π#λις understood

before κα� (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and

listed under the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. The

political sense is attested in the Athenian tribute lists, where

the Kallipolitai are recorded under the heading π#λες (IG i³

278.vi.5–6, 12, though see infra). The settlement was pre-

sumably situated between Astakos (no. 737) and Kios (no.

745), but the exact location is not known (Ruge (1919b)). The

scarce evidence suggests that at an early date it was integrat-

ed into one of the neighbouring cities. In Ps.-Skylax 93 this

Kallipolis is situated in Mysia and is accordingly different

from (a) the Kallipolis situated on the Chersonese north of

Sestos (no. 672) (Ptol. Geog. 3.11.9) and opposite Lampsakos

(no. 748) (Strabo 13.1.18); (b) the Kallipolis situated on the

Thracian side of the Bosporos at the so-called Anaplous

(Steph. Byz. 349.16). All three cities were located in the
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Hellespontine district of the Delian League. In the assess-

ment decree of 425/4 and in some of the tribute lists is

recorded a community called Καλλιπολ5ται. As the evi-

dence stands, it is impossible to decide with which of the

three cities the following information should be connected.

Kallipolitai are attested in the tribute lists from 434/3

(IG i³ 278.vi.12) to, possibly, 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.29:

Κ[αλλιπολ5ται]) a total of six times, twice completely

restored, paying in all years a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

279.ii.87). In the years from 434/3 to 431/30 Kallipolis is list-

ed under the heading π#λες α(τα� φ#ρον ταχσ�µεναι (IG

i³ 278.vi.5–6 and 12, 279.ii.76–77, 87, 280.ii.68–70, restored).

In 430/29 and 429/8 it is recorded as having been assessed by

the taktai (IG i³ 280.ii.74, 281.iii.54–55, 56, 282.ii.34–36, 37).

In the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.96) and possi-

bly in the list of 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.29) Kallipolis is listed

among the Hellespontine members.

745. Kios (Kianos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 29.10. Size of

territory: 4. Type: A:α. From the foundation of the city until

its destruction in 202 the toponym is Κ�ος, ! (Hdt. 5.122.1;

Hell. Oxy. 25.3; SEG 23 189 ii.14 (C4s)). The city-ethnic is

Κιαν#ς (I.Kios 2.5 (C4m) �Tod 149). Kios is called a polis

both in the political sense (I.Kios 1–2 (C4); tentatively

restored in SEG 45 208.5 (C4l)) and in the urban sense (Ps.-

Skylax 93, where Κ�ος π#λις is listed under the heading

π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε). The collective and internal use of

the city-ethnic is attested in an honorific decree of C4m

(I.Kios 2.5) and on C4 coins (infra).The external use is found

in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 259.vi.7). For the individ-

ual and external use, see the C4 Athenian tombstone set over

two men and four women from Kios (Agora xvii 519).

Kios is located at modern (Turkish) Gemlik, where, in

1835, Texier could see remains of ancient walls and scattered

architectural fragments (Texier (1862) 113). Its territory was

presumably bordered towards the north by the mountains

Karlı-Dağı, towards the east by the Askanian lake (I
.
znik

Gölü), towards the south-east by Mt. Kurban-Dağı, perhaps

halfway between Kios and Prusa, in the area of the villages of

Dürdane, Selçukgazi and Seçköy, and towards the south by

the territory of Myrleia (no. 752) (� the later Apameia), in

the region between the villages Kurşunlu (belonging to

Apameia) and Tuzlaçiftligi (Corsten (1985) 9–10).

Pythopolis (no. 760), in C4 a Kian kome near the Askanian

lake 120 stades from Kios (Arist. Mir. ausc. 834b34), has been

identified with modern Sölöz, on the south shore of the

I
.
znik Gölü (Corsten (1987) 148–49) and thus indicates the

limit of the Kian territory in this direction.

According to Euseb. Chron. 97b, Helm, Kios was founded

in 626/5. A Milesian origin is invoked as a reason for the

isopoliteia between Miletos (no. 854) and Kios c.228 (Milet.

i.3 141.6–7; cf. Plin. HN 5.144), and foundation by Miletos is

further indicated by a phiale which the Kians dedicated to

Apollo of Didyma in 276/5 (infra). Also, the two attested

months—?νθεστηρι)ν (I.Kios 1.1) and Ληναι)ν

(I.Kios 27)—suggest a Milesian origin (Samuel (1972) 117).

According to Aristotle (Arist. fr. 519.1–2), first a Mysian and

then a Karian colony preceded the Milesian foundation of

Kios. Aristotle mentions the hero Kios as the oecist of the

Milesian foundation, and this tradition can be traced back

to an Attic documentary relief (IG i³ 124; Lawton (1995) no.

9) dated 406/5 and representing a man called ΚΙΟΣ shak-

ing hands with the helmeted Athena (Ehrhardt (1995)

31–33). According to a different tradition, Kios was founded

by the Argonaut Polyphemos with Herakles’ approval. This

version of the foundation myth is known from Ap. Rhod.

1.1321ff, 1345–57 and 4.1467ff, but its earlier origin is attested

by schol. Ap. Rhod. 4.1470, which quotes the C4 historian

Nymphodoros of Syracuse ((FGrHist 572) frr. 16 bis, ter).

Nothing is known about the city’s early history. Kios was

under Persian domination from 547/6 onwards. It took part

in the Ionian Revolt and was conquered by Hymaies in 497

(Hdt. 5.122.1).

At an unknown date Kios joined the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.7) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.12) a total of

twelve times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 265.ii.48). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.89,heavily restored).Before 408 (Xen.Hell. 1.4.7)

Kios came under Persian control. It may have joined the

Delian League once again in 406/5 after the Athenian victo-

ry at Arginusai (Attic relief: IG i³ 124 �Meyer (1989) 272 A

22 �Lawton (1995) no. 9; Ehrhardt (1995) 31–33). But after

404 Kios was certainly under Persian domination (Corsten

(1985) 25).

The Aristotelian collection of constitutions included a

Κιαν+ν πολιτε�α (Arist. fr. 519). Two honorific decrees,

both of C4m (I.Kios 1, 2), testify to democratic institutions: a

popular assembly ([κυρ�α] .κκλησ�α) presided over by a

prytanis, passing bills moved by boards of archontes and

strategoi, and to be published in a sanctuary of Athena. The

eponymous magistrate was a φρουρ#ς (I.Kios 1.1, 2.1; cf.

Corsten (1985) 50–51). A board of hieropoioi (I.Kios 1.15) and

a board of, probably, synedroi (I.Kios 25.3 (C4m)) are also

attested. The Kianoi granted proxenia to a citizen of Sigeion

(no. 791) (I.Kios 1 (C4)), and some citizens of Kios were
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awarded proxenia by Karthaia (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.58

(C4m)). From 337 to 302 Kios was ruled by Mithridates II

(Diod. 20.111.4; cf. Corsten (1985) 30; Debord (1999) 101–2).

C.330 a theorodokos was appointed to host theoroi from

Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.ii.14).

Given the Milesian origin of the city, Apollo was presum-

ably the patron deity of Kios. The god is represented on

coins (infra) and his cult is implicitly attested by the com-

munal dedication of a φι�λη παρ3 Κιαν+ν to Apollo from

Didyma in 276/5 (I.Didyma no. 427.6–7).

Kios struck coins from C4m: (1) silver drachms on the

Rhodian standard, followed by (2) gold staters on the Attic

standard, and (3) silver drachms, hemidrachms and quar-

ter-drachms on the Persian standard. Types: obv. head of

Apollo, r.; rev. prow ornamented with star. Legend: (1)

ΚΙΑΝΩΝ, (2) signature of official, e.g. ΣΩΣΑΝ∆ΡΟΣ,

(3) ΚΙΑ and signature of official. References: (1) Reinach

(1908) no. 27 with pl. XLIX; Babelon, Traité ii.2 no. 2957,

dated to c.350–345 (Le Rider (1963) 31–32). (2) Head,HN² 513,

dated to c.345/340–320/315 (Le Rider (1963) 32–39). (3) SNG

Cop. Bosporus-Bithynia 369–79, dated to c.335–320/315 (Le

Rider (1963) 37–39). The circulation of all the Kian coin

series of C4s seems to have been rather limited (ibid. 60–61).

746. Kolonai (Koloneus?) Map 51. Lat. 40.20, long. 26.55,

but not securely located, see infra. Type: B:? The toponym is

Κολωνα�, αH (Strabo 13.1.19; Arr. Anab. 1.12.6) and the city-

ethnic [Κολο]νε̃ς was tentatively restored in the assessment

decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.87). At Arr. Anab. 1.12.6 (r334)

Kolonai is called a polis in the urban sense. Strabo locates

Kolonai in the territory of Lampsakos (no. 748) and consid-

ers it to be a Milesian colony founded inland. The settlement

has been hypothetically located at Çataltepe, c.18 km east-

south-east of Lampsakos or, alternatively, at Arabakanaği,

more towards the south-east (Bürchner (1921); Leaf (1923)

101–2; Frisch (1978) 106 n. 6) and is to be distinguished from

Kolonai at Alexandria Troas, on the coast (Cook (1973)

216–21). Strabo is probably wrong about Miletos (no. 854) as

the metropolis of Kolonai, and it seems preferable to assume

foundation by Lampsakos (Ehrhardt (1988) 35–36) followed

by a later reintegration into the metropolis (Jones (1971) 86).

For a parallel, see Paisos (no. 755).

747. Kyzikos (Kyzikenos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 27.55.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�ζικος, !

(Hdt. 4.14.1; Thuc. 8.107.1; Xen. An. 7.2.5; Milet. i.3

137 �Staatsverträge 409.16 �Gawantka (1975) no. 19 (short-

ly after 334)).The toponym is used about both the island and

the city (Strabo 12.8.11). The city-ethnic is Κυζικην#ς

(Milet. i.3 137.4, 8–9, 14, 16). Kyzikos is called a polis in the

urban sense at Eupolis, Poleis fr. 233 and Xen. Hell. 1.1.20; in

Ps.-Skylax 94 Kyzikos is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. For polis in the political

sense, see Hdt. 4.15.1; Syll.³ 4A.1, B.1 (C6l); and SEG 36

1116.A12, B8 (C4). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on coins (infra) and externally in the C4

isopoliteia treaty with Miletos (no. 854) (Milet. i.3 137.4) and

in Aen. Tact. 12.3; Dem. 50.6. The individual and external use

is found in a C4 dedication on Samos (SGDI 5526) and in

Herodotos’ mention at 4.138.1 of ?ρισταγ#ρης

Κυζικην#ς, the tyrant of Kyzikos in c.513. Patra (�patris) is

found in CEG ii 850 (345–335).

The ancient city is located at Balkız (Turkish name), on

the isthmus of the Kapu Dağı peninsula (ancient

Arktonnesos) jutting out from the south-west coast of the

Sea of Marmara. Ps.-Skylax 94 mentions that Kyzikos was

lying .ν τ�+ 2σθµ�+ .µφρ�ττουσα τ�ν 2σθµ�ν, while

Anaximenes of Lampsakos ((FGrHist 72) fr. 26) writes about

a ν8σος (cf. Strabo 2.5.23). The confusion persists in later

writers: Diod. 18.51.2 (r319): χερρ#νησος (cf. Steph. Byz. s.v.

Κ�ζικος), Plin. HN 5.142 (relating that Alexander the Great

insulam continenti iunxit in 334). The island of Arktonnesos

became a peninsula through the construction of two paral-

lel dykes and accumulations of sand. It is assumed that the

isthmus had been connected with the mainland shortly

before the first testimonies, but that the insular tradition

was so strong that some writers continued to describe

Kyzikos as an island (cf. Philippson (1910) 50; Ruge (1924)

228; Akurgal (1976b) 473).

The main contribution to the topography of Kyzikos has

been produced by Hasluck (1902) and (1910); for supple-

ments see especially L. Robert (1955) 124 n. 7; Schwertheim

(1978) 227–28; Vian (1978), while some archaeological exca-

vations (Akurgal (1956) 15–20) brought to light orientalising

ceramics from C7l/C6e. Unfortunately, Kyzikos remains

“the least studied of the great cities of Asia” (Mitchell (1999)

130) and “its history is only illuminated by stray finds”

(Mitchell (1985) 74), as, for example Archaic sculptural and

architectural marbles from C6s (Akurgal (1965); Koenigs

(1981)). Moreover, there is no complete corpus of the huge

number of inscriptions (list at Hasluck (1910) 263–95; funer-

ary inscriptions at Schwertheim (1980); cf. BE (1980)

389–423), and only the Hellenistic and Roman funerary ste-

lae have been brought together (Cremer (1991)).

Kyzikos controlled a large territory inhabited by the

indigenous ∆ολ�ονες (Hecat. fr. 219; Strabo 14.5.29, quoting

Alexandros of Aitolia (C4–C3); schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.943, 961,
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1024, 1037). Originally, the territory did not comprise the

whole island, since at least Artake (no. 736) was a polis with

its own territory; but Kyzikos later absorbed many other set-

tlements which are known to have been poleis: Prokonnesos

(no. 759) (shortly after 362/1: Dem. 50.5; Paus. 8.46.4),Artake

(no. 736) (perhaps about the same time), Plakia (no. 757)

(towards the end of C4), Skylake (no. 761), Tereia (no. 763)

and the island of Bysbikos (no. 738) (at latest in C4) and the

satrap’s residence of Daskyleion (at latest in the early

Hellenistic period: Robert and Robert (1976) 231 with n. 321,

232–35). At an unknown date the western limit between 

the territories of Kyzikos and Priapos (no. 758) was at the

unlocated τ3 yρπ�για τ#πος (Strabo 13.1.11; see

Harpagion (no. 742)). More toponyms are recorded by

Steph. Byz. s.v. Μ/λισσα (442.16–17), Ποιµανην#ν

(530.9–10), and Σκ�ρµος (579.14). Poimanenon is surely

late (first mention c.80: Kaufmann and Stauber (1992) 45)

and so may the other settlements be. For later extensions of

the territory of Kyzikos, see Jones (1971) 86–88, 94.

Kyzikos was founded by Miletos (no. 854) (Anaximenes

of Lampsakos (FGrHist 72) fr. 26). Two dates are given for

the foundation year: 756 (Euseb. Chron. 88b, Helm) and 679

(ibid. 93b).Assuming a “double colonisation”, some scholars

have accepted the earlier date (Graham (1958) 32, (1971)

39–42, (1983) 107), but the archaeological record supports

only the second (Akurgal (1956) 15, 19, (1976b) 474;

Laubscher (1963–64) 74; Kiechle (1959–60) 96; Ehrhardt

(1988) 42, 49–50; Cremer (1991) 9). Thus Kyzikos—together

with Prokonnesos, the earliest colony in the Propontis—

must have been founded c.680. Alföldi (1991) 137 suggests an

overland expedition from Miletos to Kyzikos.

Kyzikos came under Persian domination after 547 and

was included in the third satrapy ruled from Daskyleion.

A failed attempt to establish a tyranny is recorded under

Kyros (Ath. 1.30A), while about 514/13 Aristagoras of Kyzikos

is mentioned among the Hellespontine tyrants (Hdt.

4.138.1). Kyzikos took part in the Ionian Revolt but was sub-

jected by Oinobares, the satrap in Daskyleion (Hdt. 6.33.3).

About 478 it joined the Delian League. It belonged to the

Hellespontine district and is recorded from 452/1 (IG i³

261.v.30) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.10) a total of thirteen times,

once completely restored, paying a phoros of 4,320 dr. in

447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.95), but 9 tal. from 443/2 on (IG i³

269.ii.23).

A change of the constitution towards democracy is to be

assumed thanks to Athenian influence (see the prytanies of

the phylai). The change may perhaps be connected with the

story told at Arist. Oec. 1347b30–34: after a stasis the demo-

cratic faction got the upper hand over the oligarchs; but

instead of killing their opponents, they exacted a ransom

and had them exiled. In 411 Kyzikos defected from Athens

(Thuc. 8.107.1), but was soon reconquered (Xen.Hell. 1.11, 14,

16–18). After the Peloponnesian War Kyzikos was allied with

or perhaps even controlled by Sparta (no. 345) (Xen. Hell.

3.4.10, An. 7.2.5) and took part in the symmachia with

Rhodes (no. 1000), Knidos (no. 903), Iasos (no. 891),

Ephesos (no. 844), Samos (no. 864), Byzantion (no. 674) and

Lampsakos (no. 748) (Karwiese (1980), but cf. Debord

(1999) 273–77 for a date post-394). In consequence of the

King’s Peace, Kyzikos may have been subject to Persia for a

short time after 387/6. If we can trust schol. Dem. 21.173 (586,

Dilts), Kyzikos seems to have joined the Second Athenian

Naval League, and in 364 Timotheos assisted Kyzikos when

besieged by, probably, a Persian satrap (Diod. 15.81.5; Nep.

Timoth. 1.2). Shortly afterwards, in 362, Kyzikos, like

Kalchedon (no. 743) and Byzantion (no. 674), captured

Athenian merchantmen (Dem. 50.6). During the Social War

(357–355) the Athenians captured Kyzikos’ merchantmen

(Dem. 21.173); Kyzikos then broke with Athens (schol. Dem.

21.173).

An alliance with Kalchedon at an unknown date in C4f,

perhaps in the 360s, is attested by the fact that Kyzikene sol-

diers assisted the city of Kalchedon during a siege (Aen.Tact.

12.3; P Oxy. 303, perhaps also Arist. Oec. 1347b20–30). At the

beginning of Alexander’s campaign Kyzikos was unsuccess-

fully besieged by the satrap Memnon (Diod. 17.7.3; Polyaen.

5.44.5).

An isopolity treaty with Miletos (no. 854) (Milet. i.3

137 �Gawantka (1975) no. 19) is attested shortly after 334

(Ehrhardt (1987) 114–16) but may go back to C5 or even ear-

lier (Graham (1983) 117, cf. 107–8; Ehrhardt (1988) 235–38).

Citizens of Kyzikos were awarded proxenia by Karthaia (no.

492) (IG xii.5 542.54–55 (C4m)) and Chios (no. 840) (PEP

Chios 50.12 (C4)).

Local inscriptions (starting with Michel 533.1 (c.390))

produce evidence for all the six Milesian phylai: Geleontes,

Aigikoreis, Argadeis, Hopletes, Boreis, Oinopes (Jones,

POAG 287–90; Ehrhardt (1988) 384 n. 24) and for the six

φ�λαρχοι (Michel 596.3; Hasluck (1910) 250–51; Bilabel

(1920) 120–21; Ehrhardt (1988) 107–9).

A popular assembly (δ8µος) and a council (βουλ�) are

attested in a probouleutic decree of C4 (BCH 13 (1889)

514–18). Assembly and council were presided over by

monthly shifting prytaneis belonging to one of the six tribes,

so that each tribe must have been in prytany twice during a

year (Michel 533 (c.390); Hasluck (1910) 251–52 and 266 with
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the list of inscriptions). There was a prytanarch. Meetings of

the demos were chaired by a daily epistates assisted by a

grammateus (Michel 533; cf. Ehrhardt (1988) 100; Rhodes,

DGS 415–17). The original eponymous magistrate may have

been a πρ�τανις (unattested, but highly probable by reason

of the Milesian model: Ehrhardt (1988) 194–95). In C4f the

eponymous magistrate was an archon (SGDI 5523, perhaps

attesting some passing Athenian influence; see Ehrhardt

(1988) 195). From about C4m he was replaced by a

Hππ�ρχης (Michel 596), perhaps in connection with the

conquest of neighbouring communities (Hasluck (1910)

254–55, cf. 304–5: list of the attested eponyms). Other offi-

cials are a board of strategoi (Michel 596.2 (C4f)) and

hieromnemones (SGDI 5523.3 (C4m)).

Kyzikos had no walls in 410 when the city was attacked by

Athens (Thuc. 8.107.1; Diod. 13.40), but the Athenians pre-

sumably fortified the city since it was taken by the Spartans

and Persians in 410 “after a siege” (πολιορκε5ν, Diod.

13.49.4). Defensive walls are attested in a building inscrip-

tion of C4f (Michel 596) and their existence can be inferred

from the account of the siege of Kyzikos in 364 (Diod. 15.81.5;

Nep. Timoth. 1.2).

The evidence of public architecture is remarkably rich. A

prytaneion is mentioned in a dedication of C6l (Syll.³ 4.5–6).

An honorific decree of C3e (Michel 534) refers to a theatre

(12, 21; TGR iii. 390), an agora (14), and a Doric stoa (24: πρ�

τ8ς στο[ς τ8ς ∆ωρικ8ς), which indicates that these mon-

uments existed at least in C4l if not earlier. A temple (νε)ς)

is attested by an inscription of C6 recording the building of

its roof by means of the income produced by the sacred

lands and the sale of the skin of sacrificed animals (Robert

and Robert (1950) 78–80). At Kyzikos was located “the earli-

est sanctuary in Asia” for Athena (Anth. Pal. 6.342.5–6),

which is perhaps to be identified with the Iρος ?θην[ς (cf.

Hasluck (1910) 236) and with the τ/µενος τ8ς ?[θην[ς τ8ς

Πολι�δος] (SEG 28 953.79; for the restoration, see Sève

(1979) 359 n. 189).

Strabo 12.8.11 records two harbours, one on either side of

the two bridges that connected the island with the mainland

(Lehmann-Hartleben (1923) 63–64, 262–63; L. Robert (1955)

122–25 with pls. XXI no. 2, XXII nos. 1–2). The channels

between the bridges formed a kind of “third” harbour

(Philippson (1910) 50), presumably identical with the λιµ�ν

mentioned at schol.Ap. Rhod. 1.940 and the λιµ�ν recorded

by Syll.³ 799.ii.2 (Sève (1979) 349–51). For the topography,

see Hasluck (1902) pl. XI: plan by R. de Rustafjaell; cf.

L. Robert (1955) 122–25. The western harbour has been 

identified (Sève (1979) 351) with the Χυτ�ς λιµ�ν recorded

at schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.987a (quoting the local writer

Deiochos). Minor harbours belonging to the Kyzikene

territory were at Panormos (schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.954:

Π�νορµος λιµ�ν τ8ς Κυζ�κου), located at modern

Bandırma (Lehmann-Hartleben (1923) 293 n. 4) and Bathys

Limen, which could be sought at Artake (no. 736) or on the

north coast of the island, in the area of the village of Kerek

(Greek Vathy): cf. L. Robert (1955) 128–31; Sève (1979)

351 n. 132.

Kyzikos’ patron deity was Apollo (Hecat. fr. 217; SNG Cop.

Mysia 43, 57; cf. Hasluck (1910) 228–32; Ehrhardt (1988) 135).

In addition to Athena Polias (supra), there is evidence for an

Athena called ΣΩΤΕΙΡΑ on a coin (Imhoof-Blumer

(1890) 614 no. 168), and her worship is also attested by Ap.

Rhod. 1.955. A very popular civic cult, at least from C4

onwards, was that of Kore with the epithet soteira (App.

Mithr. 75) attested on C4 coins (SNG Cop. Mysia 53–56,

58–62, infra). Other communal cults are attested by various

sources: Γ8 Καρ[ποφ#ρος] (Delphic oracle for Kyzikos:

SGDI 2970; Hasluck (1910) 221 and 301.4–5; perhaps also on

coins from C5: SNG Deutschland. Nachträge ii 7320);

Poseidon (with various epikleseis in Hellenistic and later

inscriptions summarised by Ehrhardt (1988) 475 n. 886;

depicted on coins from c.450 to C4, e.g. SNG Deutschland.

Nachträge ii no. 7310); Kybele (Hdt. 4.76.2–3); Pan (Michel

533 �Hasluck (1910) 264 no. 4 (c.390); on coins from c.450 to

C4 (SNG Deutschland. Nachträge ii 7319)); the hero

Herakles (Archaic relief: Akurgal (1961) 239). There is also

evidence for some civic festivals: a festival for Kybele (Hdt.

4.76.3) and the Anthesteria for Dionysos (Michel

534 �Hasluck (1910) 264 no. 5.20, 27; SEG 28 953.52–53).

Through Ap. Rhod. 1.936ff a foundation myth can be

traced back to the local writer Deiochos (C5l–C4f). He tells

the story of Kyzikos, the young king of the Doliones who was

killed by a terrible mistake by Jason. The hero Kyzikos can be

recognised on electrum coins of C5f (BMC Mysia 21 no. 23).

On the other hand, a Milesian origin of the city is also attest-

ed in the Classical period (Anaximenes of Lampsakos

(FGrHist 72) fr. 26 and Kyzikos’ isopolity treaty with

Miletos).

The Kyzikene calendar was identical with the Milesian

(Samuel (1972) 116; cf. Ehrhardt (1988) 116) apart from the

month Boudion �Milesian Boedromion (Schwertheim

(1986) 13–14 (C4); cf. Knoepfler (1997) 359, 412 n. 56).

Outside Kyzikos Boudion is attested only at Apollonia on

the Rhyndakos (Abmeier (1990) 5).

Kyzikos possessed a practical monopoly of coining the

so-called Kyzikenes. From C6f to C4, they were the most
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important currency in the area from Troy to Ionia, in the

Propontis, in Bithynia and in the Black Sea regions (Alföldi

(1991) 129–34). Kyzikos struck electrum staters weighing c.16

g from c.550 (Mildenberg (1993–94) 7) until after 322/1

(Touratsoglou (1999) 353, 356–57). Denominations: elec-

trum staters, one-sixth staters and a few smaller fractions

(Head, HN² 522). On the exchange rate of the Kyzikenes, see

Bogaert (1977).Types: obv. c.240 different types (Jenkins and

Castro Hipolitò (1989) 61), perhaps changing every year

(Mildenberg (1993–94) 3, 7), but all with the tunny fish as the

main type or later as an adjunct type (Head, HN² 523;

Kiechle (1959–60) 97); rev. quadripartite incuse square

(SNG Cop. Mysia 35–44). Kyzikos also struck silver coins

from c.550–530 onwards (Mannsperger (1989) nos. 2206–8,

pl. 80) and bronze coins from c.400 (Fritze (1917)).

Denominations: obols and their divisions in C6–C5,

tetradrachms on the Rhodian weight standard in C4, small

fractions in bronze. C5 types: obv. forepart of boar, behind,

tunny; rev. lion’s head in incuse square; legend: on some Κ

reversed. C4: obv. Kore Soteira; legend: ΣΩΤΕΙΡΑ; rev.

various types all with a tunny; legend: ΚΥΖΙ.

Strabo 13.1.12 records a tradition that Kyzikos founded

Priapos (no. 758). Taking a strange coincidence revealed by

the calendars into consideration (supra), another Kyzikene

foundation might have been Apollonia on the Rhyndakos

(supra 975). In both cases primary Milesian foundation is the

alternative (and perhaps more likely) explanation.

748. Lampsakos (Lampsakenos) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long.

26.20. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Λ�µψακος, ! (LSAG p. 367 no. 47; Hecat. fr. 220; Dem.

50.19). Before the colonisation of Lampsakos in C7m the

toponym seems to have been Πιτυ#εσσα (Charon of

Lampsakos (FGrHist 262) fr. 7a) or Πιτ�εια (Hom. Il. 2.829;

schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.933; Steph. Byz. 410.18, quoting Deiochos

of Kyzikos (C5–C4)). It is possible that the Homeric

Πιτ�εια existed before the proper foundation of

Lampsakos (infra). The city-ethnic is Λαµψακην#ς

(I.Lampsakos 1.20 (c.300)). Lampsakos is called a polis both

in the urban sense (Hdt. 5.117.1; Xen. Hell. 2.1.19; in Ps.-

Skylax 94 Lampsakos is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε) and in the political sense

(I.Lampsakos 1.20 (c.300), 8.2–4 (C4?); Arist. Oec. 1347b1;

Hdt. 4.137.2, 138.1, list of tyrants with the heading: �καστος

α(τ+ν τυραννε�ει π#λιος). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated form on coins

(infra) and in inscriptions (I.Lampsakos 1.20) and externally

at Hdt. 6.37–38; Thuc. 8.62.2; Xen. An. 7.8.1; IG i³ 269.ii.10.

For the individual and external use, see Hdt. 4.138.1; Thuc.

6.59.3; Aeschin. 2.83. The citizens are referred to as politai

(Arist. Oec. 1351b4). Patris is found in Dem. 23.142.

Lampsakos is located at modern Lapseki (Turkish name),

which has preserved the ancient toponym. Some testi-

monies of the eighteenth century attest walls and architec-

tural remains (but Texier (1862) 174–76 reported that he

found no ancient monument in 1835), while various objects

continue to be found occasionally: Leaf (1923) 93–97;

Bürchner (1924b) 591; MacKay (1976) 480 and map 7;

Mitchell (1999) 142. The best evidence is produced by

inscriptions (Frisch (1978)), but almost all are of the

Hellenistic and Roman periods.

The territory of Lampsakos was originally called

Βεβρυκ�α after the name of the native Β/βρυκες (Charon

(FGrHist 262) fr. 8; cf. fr. 7a). The countryside was renowned

for its vineyards (Thuc. 1.138.5; Diod. 11.57.7 (r464)). The ter-

ritory (Bürchner (1924a); Frisch (1978) 105–7) was bordered

to the west by Perkote (no. 788) (�modern Umurbey) situ-

ated c.12 km from Lampsakos, and to the north-east by

Paisos, c.12 km from Lampsakos and incorporated after

425/4 (see Paisos (no. 755)).According to an anecdote told by

Polyaen. 6.24 the frontier between Lampsakos and Parion

(no. 756) was placed at Hermaion �modern Otlukdere, c.10

km south of Parion, according to Leaf (1923) 100–1 to be

identified with Hermoton (Arr. Anab. 1.12.6); contra Ruge

(1942b) 2436; Frisch (1978) 105 n. 5.

There is evidence of a number of settlements in the terri-

tory of Lampsakos. Κολωνα� was probably a dependent

polis (Arr. Anab. 1.12.6 (r334); Strabo 13.1.19) and perhaps a

secondary colony founded by Lampsakos (see no. 746).

Μυρµισσ#ς (Steph. Byz. 164.8–9, quoting Polemon: π#λις

περ� Λ�µψακον) and ’Ιωλκ#ς (schol. Eur. Med. 484) were

perhaps situated close to Lampsakos. Xβαρνος or ?βαρν�ς

was a settlement near the homonymous promontory

(Hecat. fr. 220; Xen. Hell. 2.1.29; Ephor. fr. 46), tentatively

located c.8 km north of Lampsakos, at Çardak Burnu (Leaf

(1923) 93); according to Steph. Byz. 4.4, it was a polis. Other

settlements are attested only in late sources.

Lampsakos was founded in 654/3 (Euseb. Chron. 95d,

Helm; Synkellos 213b, p. 402, Dindorf) by colonists from

Phokaia (no. 859) (Charon of Lampsakos (FGrHist 262) fr.

7a and b; Polyaen. 8.37; Steph. Byz. 4.13–14, quoting Ephor. fr.

46).That Phokaia was the metropolis is confirmed by the tra-

dition that the citizens of Lampsakos called themselves

brothers of the Massaliotai (cf. Massalia (no. 3), so a

Phokaian colony; I.Lampsakos 4.26), and by the name of the

month Heraion, attested both in Lampsakos (I.Lampsakos
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8.5) and Phokaia (Samuel (1972) 125, 131). Strabo 13.1.19 erro-

neously states that Lampsakos was colonised from Miletos

(no. 854).

In C6m Lampsakos was a dependency of Lydia, and when

the Lampsakenes had captured Miltiades, the Athenian

tyrant of the Chersonese, they were forced by Kroisos to set

him free (Hdt. 5.37–38). After the fall of Lydia in 547,

Lampsakos came under Persia; in 499 the city joined the

Ionian cities in their Revolt, and the winged horse on

Lampsakos’ coins was used by the Ionian koinon on some of

their issues (Meiggs (1972) 27); but Lampsakos was con-

quered by Daurises in 498 or 497 (Hdt. 5.117). Lampsakos

remained under Persian domination, and in 464 it was given

by King Artaxerxes to the exiled Themistokles (Thuc. 1.138;

Plut. Them. 27.1, 29.11). At an unknown date Lampsakos

joined the Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine

district and is recorded in the tribute lists from 453/2 (IG i³

260.v.17: [Λαµφσακ]ενο�) to 428/7 (IG i³ 283 pars aversa 37)

a total of thirteen times, three times completely restored,

paying in most years a phoros of 15 tal. (IG i³ 262.iv.5), in

447/6 reduced to 3,600 dr. (IG i³ 265.ii.59) and in 442/1 to 9

tal. (IG i³ 270.ii.6). It was perhaps assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.176, completely restored). The quota of 12

tal. would suggest that the income from the gold mines was

taken into account (Ruschenbusch (1983) 143). After 430/29

the citizens of Paisos (no. 755) were moved to Lampsakos

(Strabo 13.1.19: οH δ* Παισηνο� µετ�)κησαν ε2ς

Λ�µψακον), and Kolonai (no. 746) may have suffered a

similar fate.

Lampsakos supported Athens during the first stages of

the Peloponnesian War, then went over to the Persians (who

were allies of the Spartans); but in 411 the city was conquered

by the Athenian strategos Strombichides (Thuc. 8.62) and

continued to be allied with Athens (Xen. Hell. 2.1.18). It was

conquered by Lysandros in 405 shortly before Aigos pota-

moi (no. 658) (Xen. Hell. 2.1.18–21, 30 and 2.2.1). The city

remained under Spartan hegemony until the mid-390s

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.2–5). Some Lampsakene gold staters (obv.

Herakles strangling the serpents, infra) indicate that

Lampsakos in 394 presumably joined the so-called Herakles

Coinage Alliance between Rhodes (no. 1000), Knidos (no.

903), Iasos (no. 891), Ephesos (no. 844), Samos (no. 864),

Byzantion (no. 674) and Kyzikos (no. 747) (Seltman (1933)

pl. 32.12; Cawkwell (1956); Karwiese (1980), dating the

alliance to the last years of the Peloponnesian War; Frisch

(1978) 122; Debord (1999) 273–77).

Like all other cities of Asia Minor,Lampsakos fell to Persia

by the King’s Peace of 387/6. Together with other

Hellespontine cities, it belonged to the satrapy ruled from

Daskyleion, conceded by Ariobarzanes to the hyparchos

Philiskos of Abydos, who was killed by two citizens of

Lampsakos (Dem. 23.142). During the Social War (357–355)

Lampsakos was conquered by the Athenian strategos Chares

(Dem. 2.28; schol. Dem. Olynth. 3.31), and in the 340s it was

ruled by Memnon of Rhodes (Arist. Oec. 2.1351b1; cf. Frisch

(1978) 127). From c.310 onwards Lampsakos was a member

of the κοιν�ν τ+ν ’Ιλι/ων (L. Robert (1966) 18–46).

Moreover, a kind of sympoliteia with Ilion (no. 779) is 

probably attested by a unique silver tridrachm: obv. head 

of Athena wearing Corinthian helmet, r.; rev. winged horse

r. under the horse: ΛΑΜ(ΨΑΚΗΝΩΝ), above it:

ΙΛ(ΙΕΩΝ) (Frisch (1975) XV, (1978) 129–30 (c.300)).

A tradition that Lampsakos was originally ruled by kings

is reported by Charon of Lampsakos ((FGrHist 262) fr. 7ab).

After the Persian conquest, c.513, Lampsakos was ruled by a

tyrant, Hippoklos (Hdt. 4.138.1). His son Aiantides married

Archedike, the daughter of Hippias, the tyrant of Athens

(Thuc. 6.59.3), and the epigram on Archedike’s gravestone

(Thuc. 6.59.3 � I.Lampsakos 24a (C5e)) testifies to a third

generation of tyrants (Frisch (1978) 113–14). We have no fur-

ther information about the constitution of Lampsakos until

C4f, when we hear about another tyrant, Astyanax, who was

overturned and killed (Aen. Tact. 31.33, tentatively dated to

c.355 by Berve (1967) 313). A few years later a pupil of Plato,

Euaion, held the acropolis as security for a public debt.

He attempted to set up a tyranny, but was eventually paid 

off and expelled (Ath. 508F; cf. Berve (1967) 312–13).

Inscriptions attesting democratic institutions all belong in

the Hellenistic period; see especially I.Lampsakos 4.34. Only

I.Lampsakos 1 and 8 may perhaps be dated as early as C4 (for

the date of 8, see Wilhelm (1974) 46–48). In these inscrip-

tions we learn about a popular assembly called demos; cf. the

statue of Anaximenes of Lampsakos set up in Olympia by

τ+ν Λαµψακην+ν το% δ�µου (Paus. 6.18.2 (rC4s)).

Furthermore, the inscriptions mention a council (boule), a

tamias, a board called οH .π� τ=8 διοικ�σει, and an envoy

elected by a show of hands (Rhodes, DGS 412–14). In 346 a

citizen of Lampsakos was sent by the Odrysian dynast

Kersobleptes to Athens (Aeschin. 2.83). Citizens of

Lampsakos became proxenoi at Chios (no. 840) (Vanseveren

(1937) 325 A.10–11 (C4m)), at Epidauros (no. 348) (IG iv².1 51

(C4)) and at Athens (no. 361) (IG ii² 205 (351/50)). In C4s

Lampsakos had a theorodokos to host theoroi from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.B.26 (331/30–313)).

The acropolis of Lampsakos is mentioned at Ath. 508F

(r350). The city was not yet fortified when it was conquered
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by the Athenians in 411 (Thuc. 8.62.2), and the first defence

circuit was erected by the Athenians under Thrasyllos and

Alkibiades in 409 (Xen. Hell. 1.2.14; cf. Diod. 13.66). These

walls are also mentioned by Plut. Lys. 9.5 in connection with

the conquest of the city by the Spartan commander in 405.

The city also had a harbour (Strabo 13.1.18).

The patron deity was Priapos (Paus. 9.31.2; cf. the testi-

monies collected by Frisch (1978) 150–52).A cult of Dionysos

is attested through the mention of a sanctuary for Dionysos

in I.Lampsakos 8.6–7; cf. 34.34–35. A local agon is known

from a C5 bronze hydria inscribed �θλον .γ Λαµψ�κο

(LSAG² 367 no. 47).

The earliest coins of Lampsakos (Head, HN² 529–30) are

electrum staters of c.525–500. Types: obv. forepart of winged

horse (Pegasos), above, acanthus; rev. quadripartite incuse

square.After an interruption, Lampsakos started again from

c.450 to strike electrum staters of two main types (1) obv.

forepart of winged horse, sometimes in vine wreath; rev.

quadripartite incuse square; (2) obv. Janiform female head

of Archaic style; rev. head of Athena in incuse square.

Between the two series there was an issue of lighter standard,

interpreted as a local coinage connected with the Ionian

Revolt (Baldwin (1914); Gaebler (1922); for the coinage of

the Ionian Revolt: Gardner (1911), (1918) 91–103; Meiggs

(1972) 441–42; cf. IGCH no. 1167). The later series of elec-

trum staters is also mentioned in the Athenian accounts of

the Parthenon as χρυσο̃ στατε̃ρες Λαµφσακενο� (IG i³

436–49 (447/6–433/2)). The local gold mines mentioned in

Polyaen. 2.1.26 (r396) must have provided the metal for the

gold staters struck c.390–330 on the Persian standard. Obv.

different types; one is the infant Herakles strangling the ser-

pents (cf. supra); Baldwin (1920) and, for the chronology,

Baldwin (1924); rev. forepart of a winged horse in incuse

square (Head, HN² 529–30). The C4 gold staters, referred 

to as χρυσ�ω Λαµψακαν+ στ[ατε5ραι] (IG vii

2418.9 �Syll.³ 201) became almost an “international” cur-

rency (Baldwin (1924); Regling (1924) 590; SNG Cop. Mysia

187). Furthermore, from C6l to C4 (and later) Lampsakos

struck silver staters and smaller fractions sometimes on the

Persian, sometimes on the Attic standard (Gaebler (1923); cf.

Le Rider (1963) 51, 55). Bronze coins were struck in C4. Obv.

heads of different deities; rev. mostly forepart of winged

horse; legend: ΛΑΜ or ΛΑΜΨΑ (SNG Cop. Mysia

180–86, 188–98).

749. Metropolis Map 52. Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type:

B:α. The toponym is Μητρ#πολις (IG i³ 77.iv.8–9). Our

only source for this community is the Athenian assessment

decree of 422/1 in which Metropolis is recorded among the

Hellespontine members (IG i³ 77.iv.8–9: Μετρ#πολις

παρ3 Πρ�απον). Thus, the Athenians claimed that the

community was a member of the Delian League and had it

assessed for a tribute of 1 tal. The Greek name suggests that it

was a colonial foundation and a polis. It was situated on the

south coast of the Propontis near Priapos (no. 758).

750. Miletoupolis (Miletopolites) Map 52. Lat. 40.05,

long. 28.20. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is

Μιλητο�πολις, ! (Strabo 12.8.10; Suda Μ 1061). The city-

ethnic is Μιλητοπολ�της (SNG Cop. Mysia 249) or

Μιλητοπ#λιος (I.Kyzikos ii 64 (second century ad)). The

earliest attestation of Miletoupolis as a polis comes from a

decree of the first century ad (I.Kyzikos ii 25.2). But polis sta-

tus in the Archaic and Classical periods is strongly indicated

by (1) the toponym, (2) the C4 mint, and (3) the cult of Zeus

Polieus. The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is

attested on C4 coins (infra). For the individual and external

use, see an Athenian sepulchral inscription of C4f (SEG 18

120) and a C3 Milesian citizenship decree (Milet. i.3 67.7).

Combining Strabo 12.8.10 with the evidence of coin finds,

it is now generally assumed that Miletoupolis was at modern

Melde (Turkish name), c.5 km north-west of

Mustafakemalpaşa (formerly Kirmasti) (Schwertheim

(1983) 89–92). Some excavations took place in 1975, but only

Roman monuments were found (ibid. 90, 127–28). The

Turkish name Melde derives from Miletos, through Meletos

(L. Robert (1962) 192).

The territory of the city was bordered to the north by the

mountains Kara Dağları (including Lake Miletopolitis

which belonged to the city (Strabo 12.8.10)), to the west by

the hills situated east of Lake Daskylitis, to the south by the

Rhyndakos valley, and to the east by Lake Apolloniatis,

which belonged to the later Apollonia on the Rhyndakos 

(L. Robert (1980) 97–98; Schwertheim (1983) 100–1). At the

western end of this lake lay Miletou Teichos (no. 751), a for-

tified settlement (Hell. Oxy. 25.3) and in C4 probably a

dependency of Miletoupolis.

The foundation of Miletoupolis is not mentioned in any

source. Some late coins inscribed ΜΕΙΛΗΤΟΣ

ΚΤΙΣΤΗΣ indicate that the city was named after a hero

founder called Miletos (Schwertheim (1983) 81 nos. 28–29).

According to Nikolaos of Damaskos (FGrHist 90) fr. 63, this

Miletos, probably a Milesian, married into the Lydian royal

family but went into exile and came first to Daskyleion (no.

740), later to Prokonnesos (no. 759). If we can trust these late

sources, Miletoupolis was a Milesian colony and probably
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founded in C7l/C6e (Schwertheim (1983) 102–6). The types

used for the coins, the calendar used by the Miletopolitai

(infra), as well as a late sepulchral inscription referring to

“Attic blood” (I.Kyzikos II 64 (second century ad)) testify to

close ties with Athens.

A C4 festival calendar (I.Kyzikos ii 1; cf. Schwertheim

(1983) 107–12) mentions cults of Hermes, Aphrodite, Zeus

Polieus, Olympios and Agoraios,Apollo Karneios, Herakles,

(Herakles) Alexikakos, Eirene and Ilithyia (midwife god-

dess). However, the possibility remains that the stone is a

pierre errante recording the calendar of an Attic deme

(Habicht (1999) 26–29). The calendar records sacrifices in

the month of Skirophorion, elsewhere attested only in

Athens and Iasos (Trümpy, Monat. 294) and thus points to

Athenian influence. The head of Athena on the earliest coins

(infra) may indicate a cult of Athena.

Miletoupolis struck bronze coins from C4 onwards (Head,

HN² 531; Schwertheim (1983) 78 nos. 1–6 and 8). Types: obv.

head of Athena, or young male, r.; rev. bull, or owl; legend:

ΜΙΛΗ, ΜΙΛΗΤΟ or ΜΙΛΗΤΟΠΟΛΕΙΤΩΝ (BMC

Mysia 91 nos. 1–5; SNG Cop. Mysia 246–47).

751. Miletouteichos (Miletoteichites) Map 52. Lat. 40.15,

long. 28.25. Size of territory: ? Type: B:α. The toponym is

Μιλητουτε5χος (Hell. Oxy. 25.3; SEG 23 189.ii.16 (c.330)).

The city-ethnic is, possibly,Μιλητοτειχ�της (IG i³ 100.iii.5

(410/9)); see infra. There is no reference to Miletouteichos as

a polis in any source, but polis status in the Classical period is

indicated by membership of the Delian League and the

attestation in C4s of a theorodokos.

Miletouteichos was completely unknown until the dis-

covery first of the Hell. Oxy. and then of the C4s list of Argive

theorodokoi (SEG 23 189). In Hell. Oxy. 25.3, Chambers, we

learn that Agesilaos in 395 on his march from Kios (no. 745)

to Phrygia attacked a place called Miletou Teichos, but failed

to take it and then marched along the river Rhyndakos to

Daskyleion (no. 740). In the Argive theorodokoi list of c.330

Miletouteichos is listed after Kios and Brylleion (�Myrleia)

and before Iasos (SEG 23 189.ii.16). These two sources are

still the only ones we have, but a third can be added if, in the

Athenian assessment decree of 410/9 (IG i³ 100.iii.5), we

accept the restoration Μιλητο[τειχ5ται] instead of

Μιλητο[πολ5ται] in the editio princeps: Hesperia 5 (1936)

387 (see Schwertheim (1983) 107).

The relationship between the two toponyms

Miletoupolis and Miletouteichos is a moot point. Some

scholars have assumed identity between Miletouteichos and

Miletoupolis (Charneux (1966) 217–18; Ehrhardt (1988) 43;

Debord (1999) 250). That the two toponyms denote differ-

ent sites has been argued forcefully by Schwertheim (1983)

95–99, followed by Barr., Map 52. Miletouteichos should be

placed north-west of Lake Apolloniatis, according to Barr. at

modern Uluabat, a location which fits the description of

Agesilaos’ march route in Hell. Oxy. Schwertheim (1983)

98–99 prefers to identify Miletouteichos with the later

Apollonia on the Rhyndakos �modern Gölyazı.

A possible reconstruction of our sources is that, after

Alkibiades’ naval victory at Kyzikos in 410, Miletouteichos

was founded as an Athenian colony and incorporated into

the Delian League (Meiggs (1972) 369, 438–39; Schwertheim

(1983) 107; Ehrhardt (1988) 43). It was probably an Athenian

settlement and, at first, independent of the neighbouring

poleis. In C4, on the other hand, the fortified settlement may

have become a dependency of neighbouring Miletoupolis

(no. 750); and the Athenian influence on Miletoupolis’

coinage and calender indicates a fusion of the population of

the two settlements. Since the appointment of a theorodokos

was an act of a polis rather than of a fortress (Perlman (2000)

45–60), the presence of a theorodokos in Miletouteichos c.330

indicates that Miletouteichos was a (dependent) polis and

not just a fortress lying in the territory of Miletoupolis. For

the polis status of a teichos, cf. e.g. Neon Teichos (no. 824),

one of the eleven Aiolian poleis (Hdt. 1.149.1, 150.2).

752. Myrleia (Myrleanos) Map 52. Lat. 40.20, long. 28.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: [A]:α. The toponym is either

Βρ�λλειον (IG i³ 71.iii.112; SEG 23 189.ii.15) or, later,

Μ�ρλεια, ! (Ps.-Skylax 94; Strabo 12.3.22). The correspon-

ding city-ethnics are Βρυλλεαν#ς (IG i³ 280.ii.18) and

Μυρλεαν#ς (on coins, infra). Both Brylleion (SEG 23

189.ii.15) and Myrleia (Strabo 12.4.3) are attested as neigh-

bours of Kios (no. 745). Stephanos (187.13–14) quotes Ephor.

fr. 45 for the view that Brylleion is identical with Kios:

;Εφορος δ* .ν τ�+ ε´ Κ�ον α(τ�ν φησιν ε1ναι. The error

disappears if one for Κ�ον reads Κ�ου: “Ephoros says that it

(Brylleion) belongs to Kios”; that Brylleion/Myrleia in C4

was a dependency of Kios is stated at Diod. 20.111.4, if one

accepts Post’s conjecture Μυρλε�ας for Μαρ�νης (see

Corsten (1987) 8 with n. 4). The identification of Brylleion

and Myrleia as successive names of the same settlement is

based on two observations: (1) all references to Brylleion

concern C5–C4, whereas attestations of Myrleia belong in

C4s–C2; (2) both names are variants of the same (barbar-

ian?) toponym: change of β into µ, and metathesis ρυ > υρ

(Corsten (1987) 4–6). Since the first coins, of C4s, have the

legend ΜΥΡΛ, Corsten assumes that Myrleia became the
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official name shortly after c.330. In 202 Myrleia was

destroyed by Philip V of Makedonia and refounded as

Apameia (Strabo 12.4.3).

In Ps.-Skylax 94 Myrleia is the first toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε where polis is used in

the urban sense. That Myrleia was a polis in the political

sense too is strongly indicated by its coinage and its mem-

bership of the Delian League. The collective and internal use

of the city-ethnic is attested on the coins (infra), the external

use is attested in an Attic decree of 304/3 (IG ii² 703.10). For

the individual and external use, see the numerous references

to ?σκληπι�δης W Μυρλεαν#ς (C3–C2) (Ath. 50D).

Myrleia is located at Mudanya (Turkish name), c.20 km

west of Kios (for some earlier descriptions, see Texier (1862)

113–15; Perrot (1872) 12–14). According to Ps.-Skylax 94,

Myrleia belonged to Phrygia; later it was part of Bithynia.

Myrleia was colonised by Kolophon (no. 848). The testi-

monies are late but leave no doubt: Pompon. 1.99; Plin. HN

5.143; Steph. Byz. 463.18. The foundation year is not attested.

Brylleion was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.18) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.23) a total of

four times, paying a phoros of 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 279.ii.18). It is

absent from the full panel of 442/1 (IG i³ 270.i.35–ii.30).

From 337 to 302 both Kios and Myrleia were ruled by

Mithridates II (Diod. 20.111.4, as emended by Post). From

C4l to C3 Myrleia (Bryllion) belonged for a short time to the

κοιν#ν of the sanctuary of Athena Ilias (L. Robert (1966)

31–33, 39). C.330 a theorodokos was appointed to host theoroi

from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189.ii.15).

The first coins were minted at a time when the official

name of the city was Myrleia, i.e. C4–C3. Reinach (1908)

247–49 distinguished twenty-seven types: obv. heads of dif-

ferent gods, also wheel, humped bull, horseman, lyre, corn

wreath, etc.; rev. legend: ΜΥΡΛΕΑ, ΜΥΡΛΕΑΝΩΝ or

ΜΥΡΛ, sometimes with monograms (names of magis-

trates?); cf. Head, HN² 510.

753. Olbia Map 52. Unlocated. Type: [A]:α. The toponym

is ’Ολβ�α (Ps.-Skylax 93; cf. Ptol. Geog. 5.1.2 and Steph. Byz.

475.16, 489.5). Olbia is classified as a polis in the urban sense

at Ps.-Skylax 93: ’Ολβ�α κα� λιµ�ν, with π#λις understood

before κα� (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and

listed under the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. Ps.-

Skylax includes Olbia among the poleis in Mysia, whereas

Steph. Byz. 489.5 describes Olbia as a π#λις Βιθυν�ας.

Some scholars argue that Olbia should be identified with

Astakos (no. 737) and that the change of name from Astakos

to Olbia took place in 435 in connection with an Athenian

settlement (Ruge (1896) 1774; but cf. Ruge (1937); Jacoby,

FGrHist ii D pp. 565–66). Olbia is identified with Nikomedia

by Steph. Byz. 475.15–16, followed by Tscherikower (1927) 46;

Hanell (1934) 121; Marek (1993) 15. Both identifications,

however, are contradicted by Ptol. Geog. 5.1.2, which lists

Astakos, Olbia and Nikomedia side by side. The preferable

view seems to be that Olbia was a settlement in the territory

of first Astakos, later Nikomedia. Whatever the position of

Olbia, the settlement had some importance, as the Gulf of

Astakos was also called ’Ολβιαν#ς (Ps.-Skylax 92; Pompon.

1.100).

Nothing is known about the history of the city. Olbia

seems at an early date to have been incorporated into, prob-

ably, Astakos. In spite of the lack of evidence, Olbia might

have been founded by Megara (no. 225), since the whole

neighbouring region belonged to the area of Megarian

colonisation.

754. (Otlenoi) Map 52. Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:?

The city-ethnic is ’Οτλεν#ς. The only explicit evidence con-

cerns the ethnic and comes from the Athenian tribute lists.

In the assessment decree of 422/1, among the Hellespontine

members is recorded a community called Otlenoi paying a

tribute of 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 77.iv.6). On the basis of this entry

[’Οτλενο�] has been restored in the assessment decree of

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.116) and [’Οτλε]νο[�] in the tribute list of

415/14 (IG i³ 290.iii.1). Nothing more is known about the

community (Ruge (1942a); ATL i. 529).

755. Paisos (Paisenos) Map 51. Lat. 40.25, long. 26.50. Size

of territory: presumably 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Παισ#ς (Hdt. 5.117),! (Eust. Il. i 558.8–9). The city-ethnic is

Παισην#ς (IG i³ 272.i.32). Paisos is called a polis in the

urban sense at Hdt. 5.117. The external and collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested in the Athenian tribute lists.

Paisos has tentatively been located at Fanous (Turkish

name Fanar on R. Kiepert’s map), c.12 km east-north-east of

Lampsakos (no. 748), at the extreme north point of the

coast, c.30 km west of Parion (no. 756) (Leaf (1923) 99–100

and photo pl. V A; Ruge (1939) 559, (1942b) 2435; Frisch

(1978) 105 n. 4). The river Paisos could be modern Bairam

Çayı (Karanly Dere on Kiepert’s map: Ruge (1939) 559). The

relationship with Homer’s Παισ#ς (Il. 2.828, 5.612) remains

obscure (Strabo 13.1.10, 19; Steph. Byz. 102.16; Eust. Il. i

558.8–9).

Paisos was colonised by Miletos (no. 854) (Anaximenes of

Lampsakos (FGrHist 72) fr. 26), presumably in C7 like the

other Milesian colonies in the Propontis. In 499 Paisos
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joined the Ionian cities in their revolt against Persia and was

subjected by Daurises in 498 or 497 (Hdt. 5.117). The city was

a member of the Delian League. It belonged to the

Hellespontine district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.viii.5) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.28) a total

of twelve times, once completely restored, paying in all years

a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 260.viii.5). It was presumably

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.90).

According to Strabo, Paisos was destroyed and the cit-

izens moved to Lampsakos (Strabo 13.1.19: κατ/σπασται !

π#λις. οH δ* Παισηνο� µετ�)κησαν ε2ς Λ�µψακον). The

destruction of Paisos can be dated to the period c.425–350: in

the tribute lists Paisos is not recorded later than 430/29 and

is missing from the full (?) list of 429/8 (IG i³ 282). But so is

Priapos (no. 758), and if the [Παισε]νο� are correctly

restored in IG i³ 71.iii.5, the terminus post quem must be

425/4. The fact that Paisos is not mentioned between Parion

and Lampsakos in the list of Hellespontine poleis in Ps.-

Skylax 94 indicates a terminus ante quem of C4m. Leaf (1923)

100 suggests that Paisos fell to Lampsakos after the competi-

tion between Parion and Lampsakos reported in Polyaen.

6.24 (rC4).

756. Parion (Parianos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 27.00.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Π�ριον, τ#

(Archestratos fr. 7.2, Olson and Sens; IG i³ 71.iii.98; Xen. An.

7.2.7). The city-ethnic is Παριαν#ς (CID ii 5.ii.2 (358)).

Parion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 5.117.1, and

in Ps.-Skylax 94 Parion is one of the toponyms listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. For the political

sense, see Hdt. 4.138.1: ‘Ηρ#φαντος Παριην#ς in a list of

tyrants with the heading: �καστος α(τ+ν τυραννε�ει

π#λιος (4.137.2). The earliest explicit attestation of Parion as

a polis in the political sense is at Diod. 20.111.3 (r302). The

collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is attested on

coins (infra). The external use is attested in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 260.x.4) and in Xen. An. 7.3.16. For the

individual and external use, see the C5m Athenian proxeny

decree for one or more citizens of Parion (IG i³ 18) and the

C4m sepulchral monument (IG ii² 10045 (C4m)).

Parion is located at modern Kemer (Turkish name),north-

east of the mouth of the river Kemer Dere. Here some ancient

remains were found in 1801 by P. Hunt and J. D. Carlyle

(Walpole (1818) 87–88; Ewers (1822) 427–30), in 1835 by Texier

((1862) 174), and in 1978 marble blocks including uninscribed

stelae were found on the acropolis (Frisch (1983) 54).

Since Asia Minor was never clearly subdivided into polit-

ical and/or geographical regions, Parion is variously placed

in Phrygia (Ps.-Skylax 94), in the Troas (Strabo 13.1.4, quot-

ing Eudoxos of Kyzikos, Damastes of Sigeion and Charon of

Lampsakos), in Mysia (Ptol. Geog. 5.2.2), in the Propontis

(Strabo 10.5.7; Eust. Comm. Dionys. Per. 517), in the

Hellespont (Hdt. 4.138.1; Steph. Byz. 505.13) and in the

Hellespont or the Propontis (Strabo 7 fr. 58).

The territory of Parion was called Παριαν� (Anaximenes

(FGrHist 72) fr.25). It was bordered to the west by Paisos (no.

755) but after the integration of this city into Lampsakos

(no. 748) in C5l–C4m Parion and Lampsakos became neigh-

bours, with the frontier between the two cities at ‘Ερµα5ον,

70 stades from Parion and 200 stades from Lampsakos

(Polyaen. 6.24; see supra 976). To the east Parion bordered

on Priapos (no. 758).

According to Euseb. Chron. 91b, Helm, Parion was found-

ed in 709; cf. Ath. 116A–D. The sources disagree about the

metropolis: Erythrai (no. 845) and “Ionia” (Paus. 9.27.1);

Thasos (no. 526) (Eust. Comm. Dionys. Per. 517); Paros (no.

509) (Strabo 10.5.7); Miletos (no. 854), Erythrai and Paros

(Strabo 13.1.14). Since the toponym Parion is obviously

derived from Paros, there can be no doubt that Paros was the

main coloniser (Frisch (1983) 60), while the version con-

cerning Thasos may be explained by the fact that Thasos was

a foundation of Paros; but in that case the foundation year

709 must be lowered, because Thasos itself was founded

c.710–680 (Pouilloux (1954) 24; Frisch (1983) 59). Erythraian

participation is supported by the officials called .ξεταστα�

(I.Parion 1.22) attested also in Erythrai (I.Erythrai 201c.46),

but not at Miletos and Paros (Bilabel (1920) 49; Frisch (1983)

59). Ehrhardt (1988) 36 also adduces the name Damalis as an

onomastic link between the two cities. Strabo’s error about

the foundation of Lampsakos discredits his information

about Parion. For an attempt to harmonise all these tradi-

tions, see Burn (1935) 132 with n. 7.

Parion must have come under Persian domination after

547, and in reference to c.514/13 Herophantos of Parion is

mentioned among the Hellespontine tyrants by Hdt. 4.138.1.

Parion took part in the Ionian Revolt (Hdt. 5.103), but by

chance it escaped being conquered by Daurises in 497 (Hdt.

5.117.1). Parion joined the Delian League, perhaps in 478/7. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.15) to 418/17 (IG i³

287.ii.15) a total of fourteen times, twice completely

restored, paying a phoros of first 1 tal. (IG i³ 259.vi.15),

reduced to 2,000 dr. in, probably, 443/2 (IG i³ 269.ii.19), but

raised again to 1 tal. in 435/4 (IG i³ 277.v.4). It was presum-

ably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.71). During the

Peloponnesian War Parion supported Athens (ATL; Xen.
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Hell. 1.1.13). The Attic proxeny decree for Phanokritos of

Parion, who revealed the plans of the Spartan fleet to the

Athenians (387/6), suggests that Parion continued to be an

ally of Athens during the Corinthian War (IG ii²

3822 �Syll.³ 137). Parian envoys to the Odrysian king

Medokos are mentioned by Xen. An. 7.3.16 (r400). By the

King’s Peace of 387/6 Parion fell to Persia, and c.360 it was

besieged and conquered by Iphiades of Abydos (Aen. Tact.

28.6–7).

City walls (τε�χη) and their gates (π�λαι) are attested by

Aen. Tact. 28.6–7 in his account of the conquest of Parion by

Iphiades of Abydos (c.360). In 1801 the walls of Parion still

stood, and were built of large blocks of squared marble

without mortar (Hunt and Carlyle quoted by Frisch (1983)

54). The existence of a harbour is implicitly suggested by

Xen. Hell. 1.1.13 (r410) and explicitly mentioned by Strabo

13.1.14. There is no evidence about public architecture in

Parion with the exception of an extra-urban oracular sanc-

tuary (µαντε5ον) of Apollo Aktaios and Artemis at

Adrasteia. Possibly in C4 it was demolished, and the marble

was reused for the altar of Apollo Aktaios at Parion, a work

of Hermokreon (Strabo 13.1.13; cf. 10.5.7 and bronze coins of

c.350–300, infra); cf. Leaf (1923) 84–85; L. Robert (1966)

43–44.

The most important god of the city was Apollo Aktaios,

whose position as the protective deity of Parion is later

attested by a silver tetradrachm of c.150 bearing the legend

ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΟΣ ΑΚΤΑΙΟΥ ΠΑΡΙΑΝΩΝ; cf. Seyrig

(1958) 611–12; L. Robert (1966) 43; Price and Trell (1977) 121.

Of other communal cults attested in later sources, there is

evidence for pre-Hellenistic worship of Eros (Paus. 9.27.1),

because his statue was made by Praxiteles (Plin. HN 36.22)

before 354 (Wolters (1913); Mirone (1921); L. Robert (1966)

43–44; Bonacasa (1976)), and for Priapos, of Lampsakene

origin and very popular in the whole region (Robert and

Robert (1950) 80–93), who acquired a local epiklesis in

Parion (Hsch. s.v. Παριαν#ς. .ξ .πιθ/του Πρ�απος).

Parion struck electrum coins of the Gorgoneion type

from C5e (Head, HN² 531; Babelon (1950) 42, with a too early

date). In C5e the city also started to strike silver coins. Types:

obv. Gorgoneion; rev. incuse square containing a cruciform

pattern: e.g. BMC Mysia pl. 21.6, dated to c.500–475 (Price

and Waggoner (1975) 84; SNG Cop. Mysia 256). C.350–300

(Le Rider (1963) 53–55) Parion struck silver hemidrachms on

the Persian standard.Types: obv.bull looking back,with var-

ious symbols; legend: ΠΑ ΡΙ; rev. Gorgoneion (SNG Cop.

Mysia 257–67). A series of bronze coins may be dated to

c.350–300 or later. Types: obv. bull; rev. the great altar of

Parion built by Hermokreon (supra) (Head, HN² 531; SNG

Cop. Mysia 270–71).

757. Plakia (Plakianos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 28.15.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Πλακ�α (Ps.-

Skylax 94). The city-ethnic is Πλακια(ν#ς) (SNG Cop.

Mysia 545), in Ionian Πλακιην#ς (Hdt. 1.57.3). Plakia is

called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 94. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in abbreviat-

ed form on C4 coins (infra) and externally by Hdt. 1.57.3.

Plakia is placed in Phrygia by Ps.-Skylax 94, in the

Hellespontine region by Steph. Byz. 525.14. Describing the

coast from west to east, Pompon. 1.98 and Plin. HN 5.142

mention Plakia as an oppidum after Kyzikos (no. 747) and

before the river Rhyndakos, and they also write that the Mt.

Olympos was behind it (a tergo). Consequently, Plakia has

tentatively been located at Kurşunlu (Turkish name), halfway

between the isthmus of Kyzikos and the mouth of the river

Rhyndakos (Philippson (1913) map 3; Schmidt (1950)).

Plakia is described by Herodotos as a semi-barbarian

community in which Pelasgians lived side by side with

Athenians (1.57.2) (cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.29). In Ps.-

Skylax 94 Plakia is listed under the heading π#λεις

‘Ελλην�δες α_δε.Herodotos’account implies that Plakia, in

so far as it was a Hellenic community,was an Athenian foun-

dation. Plakia may have been incorporated into Kyzikos, the

end of the local coinage being a terminus post quem.

Plakia introduced into the region the worship of Kybele

under the name of Μ�τηρ Πλακιαν�. The head of the 

goddess, sometimes turreted, appears on the obverse of the

small bronze coins dated to C4. The reverse has the legend

ΠΛΑΚΙΑ or ΠΛΑΚΙ or ΠΛΑ and a lion to r., or a lion’s

head, or a walking bull (Imhoof-Blumer (1871) 375–76;

Head, HN² 537; SNG Cop. Mysia 543–45).

758. Priapos (Priapenos) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 27.20.

Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Πρ�απος (Thuc. 8.107.1; IG i³ 77.iv.9),W (Strabo 13.1.4, 11) or

! (Strabo 13.1.14; Steph. Byz. 535.3). The city-ethnic is either

Πριαπην#ς (SNG Cop. Mysia 548 (C3); IG xii.8 184.5 (C1))

or Πριαπε�ς (IG i³ 261.iv.11). Priapos is called a polis in the

urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 94, where π#λις .στ� Πρ�απος is

listed under the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. The only

attestation of polis in the political sense is at Arr. Anab. 1.12.7

(r334). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested 

internally on coins (SNG Cop. Mysia 548 (C3)) and exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 261.iv.11). The only

attestation of the individual and external use is in a C1 list of

mystai from Samothrake (IG xii.8 184.5).
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Ps.-Skylax 94 lists Priapos among the poleis in Phrygia,

whereas Strabo 13.1.4, quoting Eudoxos, states that the

region of Troas begins at Priapos. Priapos is located at mod-

ern Karabiga (Turkish name), north-west of the mouth of

the river Granikos �modern Kocabaş Çayı. Lehmann-

Haupt (1918) 429–31 and Leaf (1923) 73–75 reported some

ancient remains, especially traces of a harbour at Kale

Burun, to be identified with the harbour of Priapos men-

tioned at Strabo 13.1.12 and 14. Some late inscriptions have

been found by chance: Le Bas and Waddington (1870) nos.

1750–51; Legrand (1893) 549–50 no. 45; Lehmann-Haupt

(1918) 430; BE (1972) 362 (to add some of the monuments

belonging to Priapos but included in the Kyzikene corpus by

Schwertheim (1980): nos. 337, 426, 444, 458; cf. BE (1980)

395). The territory was originally contiguous with the territ-

ories of Parion (no. 756) and Lampsakos (no. 748) (Strabo

13.1.11) to the west, and to Kyzikos (no. 747) to the east

(Strabo 12.4.6; cf. 13.1.11).

According to the traditions paraphrased by Strabo 13.1.12,

Priapos was founded either by the Milesians (no. 854) con-

temporaneously with Abydos (no. 765) and Prokonnesos

(no. 759), or by Kyzikos (no. 747). The synchronism with

Abydos and Prokonnesos suggests a date of C7e.

Priapos joined the Delian League, presumably from the

beginning. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and is

recorded in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.13) to

428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.17–18) a total of thirteen times, once com-

pletely restored, paying in all years a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³

266.i.18). It was presumably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG

i³ 71.iii.97). It is recorded sometimes by toponym (IG i³

266.i.18) and sometimes by city-ethnic (IG i³ 261.iv.11).

Priapos was involved in some war operations at sea in 411

(Thuc. 8.107.1). It fell to Persia by the King’s Peace of 386/7,

and in 334 it willingly opened its gates to Alexander the Great

(Arr. Anab. 1.12.7).

The city is called after its patron divinity Priapos (Strabo

13.1.12), whose cult was originally limited to the Propontis

(Herter (1954) 1914; L. Robert (1979) 263–64), and Priapos

constitutes a rare case of the toponym being identical with,

and not derived from, the name of the god (Herter (1954)

1915).

759. Prokonnesos (Prokonnesios) Map 52. Lat. 40.35–40,

long. 27.30–45. Size of territory: 3 (110 km²). Type: A:α. The

toponym is Προκ#ννησος,! (Hdt. 4.14.2; Dem. 18.302; IG ii²

10113 (C4)), the name of the city being identical with that of

the island (Ps.-Skylax 94). The city-ethnic is Προκονν�σιος

(IG i³ 1508.4 (C6m) from Sigeion; I.Lampsakos 26.2 (C4)).

Prokonnesos is attested as a polis both in the political sense

(Hdt. 4.15.1) and in the urban sense (Hdt. 4.14.2; Ps.-Skylax

94, where π#λις Προκ#ννησος is listed under the heading

π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε). For the political sense, see also

Hdt. 4.138.1: Μητρ#δωρος Προκονν�σιος in a list of

tyrants with the heading �καστος α(τ+ν τυραννε�ει

π#λιος (4.137.2). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on the coins (infra) and externally in a ref-

erence to the Prokonnesioi as Athenian allies (Dem. 50.6).

For the individual and external use, see the Ionian–Attic

monument from Sigeion (IG i³ 1508.4 (C6m)) and the

Prokonnesian attested in the Karthaian list of proxenoi (IG

xii.5 542.57 (C4m)).

The city is located on Marmara island (Mermeradası in

Turkish), north-west of the Kyzikene peninsula. Strabo

13.1.16 makes a distinction between ancient Prokonnesos

(which could be the island of Halone, in front of Kyzikos:

Frisch (1983) 50) and contemporary Prokonnesos. The

ancient urban centre (not recorded in Barr.) was in the

south-west part of the island (Danoff (1974) 560).

The territory of Prokonnesos comprised the whole island

(Gedeon (1895); Hasluck (1909) 9–13; Danoff (1974) 560;

L. Robert (1978) 327–28) and was famous for its marble

(Strabo 7 fr. 55, 13.1.16). The remains of the quarries—

described by Texier (1862) 161–62, Hasluck (1909) 11–13 and

Holbach (1909)—are now meticulously researched by N.

Asgari (Mitchell (1990) 88–89, (1999) 129–30). In C4f

Prokonnesos controlled a neighbouring island called

Elaphonnesos (Ps.-Skylax 94). According to later authors,

Elaphonnesos and Prokonnesos were the same island

(Danoff (1974) 560).

Prokonnesos was founded by the Milesians (no. 854) con-

temporaneously with Priapos (no. 758) and Abydos (no.

765) (Strabo 13.1.12). For various etymologies of the

toponym, see schol. Ap. Rhod. 2.279. Prokonnesos may

indeed belong to the first stage of Milesian colonisation of

the Propontis together with Abydos and Priapos, both

founded c.670 (Loukopoulou (1989) 46, 48; Ehrhardt (1988)

38 suggests a date close to that of Kyzikos’ foundation, C7e).

Under Persian control after 547, Prokonnesos was in c.513

ruled by Metrodoros, recorded among the Hellespontine

tyrants at Hdt.4.138.1.The city took part in the Ionian Revolt

and was burnt by the Phoinikian fleet in 493 (Hdt. 6.33.2).At

an unknown date it joined the Delian League. It belonged to

the Hellespontine district and is recorded in the tribute lists

from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.17) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.14) a total of

fourteen times, paying in all years a phoros of 3 tal. (IG i³

271.i.33). It was perhaps assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³
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71.iii.103, completely restored).Prokonnesos remained loyal

to Athens during the Peloponnesian War, and in 410

Alkibiades used its harbour as his base for the operations

leading to the battle of Kyzikos (Xen. Hell. 1.1.13, 18–20).

Persian domination after the King’s Peace in 387/6 is to be

assumed, but in 362 the Prokonnesians are once again attest-

ed as allied with Athens (Dem. 50.5). After a war with

Kyzikos (no. 747) in 362/1, Prokonnesos was conquered, and

some citizens were moved to Kyzikos (Dem. 50.5; Paus.

8.46.4; cf. Moggi, Sin. 341–44), but Prokonnesos was not

destroyed (L. Robert (1967) 17–18), and in 340 it appears as

an ally of Athens in the war against Philip of Makedonia

(Dem. 18.302). Also Προκονν�σιοι, i.e. citizens of

Prokonnesos, are attested in the Hellenistic period (SEG 30

551.3, 34 604 (C3); see L. Robert (1967) 19–21). Prokonnesos

was probably allowed to persist as a dependency of Kyzikos,

i.e. as a dependent polis. A citizen of Prokonnesos was

appointed proxenos by Karthaia (no. 492) in C4m (IG xii.5

542.57).

Some names derived from Apollo may suggest that the

patron deity was Apollo, as in other Milesian colonies

(Ehrhardt (1988) 40). The cult of Kybele is attested by Paus.

8.46.4: having conquered Prokonnesos, the Kyzikenes

moved the cult statue (>γαλµα) of Mother Dindymene (i.e.

Kybele) from Prokonnesos to Kyzikos.

The coinage of Prokonnesos (Head, HN² 537–38) has

been redated by Thompson (1965) and subdivided into four

series. (1) C.450–425, denomination: silver hemiobols on the

Persian standard. Types: obv. forepart of a horse; rev.

oinochoe within an incuse square. (2) C.411–387/6, denomi-

nation: silver hemidrachms on the Persian standard. Types:

obv. different types of female head to l., presumably

Aphrodite; rev. oinochoe; legend:ΠΡΟΚΟΝ. (3)–(4) After

c.387/6 on the Rhodian standard. (3) Denominations:

tetradrachms, drachms and fractions; small fractions in

bronze. Types: obv. female head, r.; rev. stag or stag’s forepart

(silver), or oinochoe, or dove; legend:ΠΡΟΚΟΝ, names of

magistrates except on smaller bronze coins. (4)

Denominations: hemidrachms, trihemiobols and small

bronzes of the same basic types,but without names and sub-

sidiary symbols. The date of the last coinage is given by the

incorporation of Prokonnesos into Kyzikos (SNG Cop.

Mysia 551–58).

760. Pythopolis (Pythopolites) Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long.

29.25. Size of territory: ? Type: B:? The toponym is

Πυθ#πολις (Arist. Mir. ausc. 834b34; Menekrates (FGrHist

701) fr. 1). The city-ethnic is Πυθοπολ�της (IG i³ 77.iv.7).

The toponym as well as the membership of the Delian

League suggest that Pythopolis was originally a polis, but at

Arist. Mir. ausc. 834b34 it is classified as a kome. The pre-

sumption is that the polis Pythopolis was subdued by Kios

(no. 745) and turned into a civic subdivison.

Ps.-Aristotle locates Pythopolis on the Askanian lake

(�I
.
znik Gölü), 120 stades from Kios, and considers it a “vil-

lage”, apparently a second-order settlement in the territory

of Kios. According to Menekrates (FGrHist 701) fr. 1, it was

close to the river Soloeis. A combination of these two

sources suggests a location at the village of Sölöz, on the

south shore of I
.
znik Gölü (Corsten (1987) 148–49).

The Pythopolitai are recorded among the Hellespontine

members in the Athenian assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³

77.iv.7), and the city-ethnic is restored in the assessment

decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.117).Thus, the Athenians claimed

that they were members of the Delian League.

According to Menekrates (FGrHist 701) fr. 1, Pythopolis

had been founded by Theseus and named after the Pythian

Apollo.

761. Skylake Map 52. Lat. 40.25, long. 28.25. Size of terri-

tory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is Σκυλ�κη (Hecat. fr. 218;

Hdt. 1.57.2). The only attestation of a city-ethnic is at Steph.

Byz.579.4.Quoting Hekataios,Steph.Byz.579.3–4 states that

Skylake was a polis near Kyzikos: Σκυλ�κη. π#λις περ�

Κ�ζικον. ‘Εκατα5ος ?σ��α. There is no reason to doubt the

location, but we have no guarantee that the site-classifica-

tion stems from Hekataios (Hansen (1997) 17–18). Thus, the

main reason for including Skylake in this Inventory of poleis

is the analogy with Plakia (no. 757): like Plakia, Skylake is

described by Hdt. 1.57.2 as a semi-barbarian community in

which Pelasgians lived side by side with Athenians.

Herodotos’ account implies that Skylake, in so far as it was a

Hellenic community, was an Athenian foundation.

From the information provided by Steph. Byz. 579.3–4,

Pompon. 1.98, Plin. HN 5.142, and Valerius Flaccus,

Argonautica 3.34–36, we must presume that Skylake was sit-

uated near Plakia at the mouth of the river Rhyndakos

(Lolling (1882) 152 n. 2). Philippson (1913) map 2 located

Skylake at Yeni Köy, on the coast, c.12 km west of the mouth

of the Rhyndakos. The city seems to have disappeared very

early (Bürchner (1927)),and was presumably integrated into

Kyzikos (no. 747).

762. Sombia Map 52. Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: B:?

The toponym is Σοµβ�α, ! (IG i³ 285.ii.86).

Sombia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district (IG i³ 287.ii.21) and is recorded
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in the tribute lists in 428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.23), in 421/0 (IG i³

285.ii.86) and in 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.21), paying a phoros of

4,000 dr. (IG i³ 285.ii.86, amount partly restored). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.113, partly restored)

and in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.3) for 4,000 dr.

The position of Sombia in the lists strongly suggests that,

within the Hellespontine district, it was located somewhere

in the Propontis, rather than in Troas or Chersonesos.

Further specification is impossible. In the assessment

decrees Sombia is listed together with communities lying on

the south coast (Tereia (no. 763), Artaiou Teichos (no. 735),

Otlenoi (no. 754)), but in the tribute lists it is placed among

communities, some of which were on the north coast

(Daunion Teichos, Serrion Teichos and Perinthos) and

some on the south coast (Myrleia and, probably, Didymon

Teichos). The evidence slightly favours a position on the

south coast, but is—strictly speaking—inconclusive. So a

location on the north coast is equally possible.

763. Tereia Map 52. c.Lat. 40.25, long. 28.45, unlocated in

Barr. Size of territory: ? Type: C:? Τηρε�α is recorded among

the Hellespontine members in the Athenian assessment

decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.111–12: [Τ]ερε�α παρ3

[Βρ]�λλιον), and the toponym is restored in the assessment

decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.1–2). Thus, the Athenians

claimed that Tereia was a member of the Delian League.

According to the evidence of the assessment decree, Tereia

was situated east of Kyzikos near Myrleia and must accord-

ingly be different from the Tereia mentioned by Strabo at

12.4.6 as lying west of Kyzikos (ATL i. 476; Charneux (1966)

211–12).

764. Zeleia (Zeleites) Map 52. Lat. 40.15, long. 27.35. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is Ζ/λεια (Il. 2.824;

Dem. 9.43; IG i³ 271.ii.38). The city-ethnic is Ζελε�της (IG

ii² 8526.1 (C4s)). Zeleia is called a polis in the urban sense in

the local decree SGDI 5532 �Syll.³ 279.25, and in the political

sense in the same inscription (15, 19, 39) and in SGDI

5533a–b, d–e (both from c.334). In both inscriptions are

attested the cognate terms politai (Syll.³ 279.3, 7, 28) and

politeia (SGDI 5533a–d). The collective and internal use of

the city-ethnic is attested on coins (infra), the external sense

in Arr. Anab. 1.17.2 (r334). For the individual and external

use, see the references to Xρθµιος Πυθ)νακτος Ζελε�της

(Dem. 9.42–43; Aeschin. 3.258; Din. 2.24; cf. Meiggs (1972)

508–12).

Strabo locates Zeleia 190 stades from Kyzikos and 80

stades from the sea (13.1.10), at the foot of Mt. Ida (13.1.5, 33),

which was for him rather a mountain range separating Troy

from Mysia (Texier (1862) 41). The site has been identified

with Sari Köy (Turkish name), on the Sari Çayı, a left-bank

tributary of the river Aisepos (�Gönen Çayı): Philippson

(1910) map 1; Hasluck (1910) 101–3; Leaf (1923) 66–67; ATL i.

488.

No reliable reconstruction of the extent of Zeleia’s territ-

ory can be obtained from Strabo’s contradictory accounts at

12.4.6, 13.1.10, 17, 45. For an attempt, see Haussoullier (1902)

107–8.

Nothing certain is known about the foundation of Zeleia.

It was not a Milesian colony (Bilabel (1920) 47–49; Ehrhardt

(1988) 38). Early Ionian Hellenisation of a pre-existing set-

tlement is sometimes presumed (Bilabel (1920) 49; cf.

L. Robert (1967) 122; Herrmann (1981) 17 n. 48). At an

unknown date in C5 Zeleia began to collaborate with

Athens, at least through one of its citizens (Meiggs (1972)

508–12), and in 441/40 the city occurs once in the tribute lists

among the Hellespontine members ([Ζ/]λεια: IG i³

271.ii.38). The toponym is completely restored in the assess-

ment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.102). Under Persian domi-

nation from, at latest, the King’s Peace of 387/6, Zeleia

supported the Persians against Alexander the Great in 334

but obtained an amnesty from the conqueror (Arr. Anab.

1.17.2). Some decrees passed in the wake of the battle of

Granikos testify to a democratic constitution (infra).

Finally, like many other settlements in the region, Zeleia was

eventually subdued by Kyzikos (no. 747) (Strabo 13.1.5; cf.

12.4.6, 13.1.10) and, probably, turned into a fort (φρο�ριον)

in the Kyzikene territory (cf. Steph. Byz. 295.7).

Almost all information about institutions, officials, cults

and calendar stems from two inscriptions (SGDI

5532 �Syll.³ 279 �Michel 530 and SGDI 5533 �Michel 531)

connected with the establishment of a democratic regime

after 334 (cf. Lolling (1881), (1884) 58–60). They attest a

popular assembly called δ8µος (5532.1, 5533b–f), an

.πιστ�της (5532.1, 5533b–e), the “officials” (>ρχοντες:

5532.22, 33, 38), δικαστα� and σ[υ]ν�γοροι (5532.27, 30–32;

see also ψ�φισµα: 11, 26, 34; γν)µη: 13). SGDI 5532 and 5533f

concern the regulation of the possession of public land (cf.

δηµ#σια χωρ�α: 5532 passim). The reference to land

belonging to exiles testifies to a stasis in connection with the

change of constitution (τ3ς γ/ας τ+µ φυγ�δων: 5533f).

The decrees SGDI 5533a–c grant politeia, ateleia and proedria

to foreigners; 5533d grants politeia, land, ateleia and proedria

to an inhabitant of Zeleia; while 5533e grants land (as above),

ateleia and proedria to a Zeleian citizen. Of the foreigners

honoured, one is a proxenos of Zeleia in Eresos (no. 796)

(5533c) and one is from Thourioi (no. 74) (5533b).
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SGDI 5532 mentions the acropolis of the city (6–7), the

sanctuary of Apollo Pythios (36–37) as well as other public

sanctuaries (38). Strabo 13.1.13 mentions that there had once

been an oracle (µαντε5ον) in Zeleia,probably to be connect-

ed with the cult of Apollo Pythios. A public oath invoking

Artemis (SGDI 5532.10, 32) as well as coin types (infra) testi-

fy to a cult of Artemis. From SGDI 5532.17, 23–24 are known

the names of three months of the local calendar: ‘Ηρα5ος,

Κεκυπ)σ[ι]ος and ?κ�ταλλος (Samuel (1972) 131). The

two last are not known from other poleis.

Zeleia struck bronze coins in C4s. Obv. head of Artemis,

wearing stephanos; rev. stag standing or symbol; legend:

ΖΕΛΕ (Head, HN ² 550; SNG Cop. Troas 501–4).
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I. The Region

The Troas is the name given by modern scholars to the

north-west region of Asia Minor. It is called ! Τρ�ω�ς (Hdt.

5.26.1), but this name was also applied to the city of

Alexandreia, which was founded at the end of C4 from a

synoecism of the communities of Kolonai, Larisa, Chrysa,

Hamaxitos, Neandreia, Kebren and Skepsis (I.Alexandria

Troas 4–8). So Phaidimos, an Olympic victor of 200 from

Alexandreia, was referred to as Α2ολεLς .κ π#λεως

Τρ�ω�δος (Paus. 5.8.11), a designation which combined a

mention of his ethnic origin with that of his place of resi-

dence. The ethnic Τρ�ωαδε�ς was applied in particular to

inhabitants of this city (I.Alexandria Troas 3–4). In

Antiquity the boundaries of the Troad were not firmly fixed,

and the ancient authorities give varying information about

its geographical extent. Strabo 13.1.4 summarises earlier

opinions. According to Hom. Il. 2.825, the eastern boundary

was the river Aisepos, while Eudoxos of Knidos (frr. 7–8,

Gissinger) set this limit at Priapos (modern Karabiga) and

Artake (modern Erdek). Damastes (FGrHist 5) fr. 9 reck-

oned that the territory extended from Parion to Cape

Lekton, while Charon of Lampsakos ((FGrHist 262) fr. 13)

placed the limits at the river Praktios and at Adramyttion.

Skylax, cited by Strabo and followed by Ps.-Skylax 95, indi-

cated that the Troad began at Abydos, but extended only as

far as Hamaxitos, while the southern coastline as far as

Antandros belonged to Aiolis (Ps.-Skylax 96). Xenophon in

An. 5.6.23 also assigned the inland cities of Kebren, Skepsis

and Neandreia to Aiolis, and in Hell. 3.1.15–18 deemed

Gergis, Ilion and Kokylion to be Aiolic,but it is clear that this

is partly for the reason that these places belonged to the

Persian satrapy of Aiolis, controlled by Pharnabazos (Hell.

3.1.10; cf. Winter (1994) 4–6). Ephor. fr. 163 indeed reckoned

the entire coastline from Abydos to Kyme to be part of

Aiolis. Herodotos, on the other hand, described Antandros

as being in the Troad (5.26.1). The term Aiolic may be

applied to settlements in north-west Asia Minor not on 

narrowly geographical grounds, or with reference to the

political conditions of the Persian Empire, but in recogni-

tion of the ethnic or tribal origins of the inhabitants (Ruge

(1939) 526). Thus the label of Aiolic city was given even to

Ilion, located at the actual site of ancient Troy (Xen. Hell.

3.1.16). Modern scholarship has tended to follow the defini-

tion set by Charon of Lampsakos, and assign to the Troad

the coastal cities of the Hellespontos, of the Aegean coast

from the Sigeion promontory to Cape Lekton, and along the

north side of the Gulf of Adramyttion as far as Antandros

and Astyra. The Troad also included the inland commun-

ities within this geographical definition, especially in the

basin of the river Skamandros north of Mt. Ida.

The sources make clear that the Troad had an indigenous

population, some of whose settlements were clearly identi-

fied as such by Greek writers. These include Antandros,

which Hdt. 7.42.1 calls Pelasgian: Xντανδρος ! Πελασγ�ς.

Homer mentions the tribes of the Pelasgians that inhabited

Trojan Larisa (Il.2.841).Assos and Gargara were occupied by

Lelegians. Gergis or Gergithe seems effectively to have been

a barbarian polis, inhabited by what Hdt. 5.122.2 refers to as

οH 6πολειφθ/ντες τ+ν �ρχα�ων Τευκρ+ν, the descen-

dants of the ancient people of Troy. A passage of Xenophon

implies that the population of Skepsis also included an

indigenous element, who were incorporated as free citizens

within the polis (Xen. Hell. 3.1.21).

The Troad received Greek colonies. Several of its cities are

said to have been colonised from the island of Lesbos:

Tenedos was settled from Lesbos (Hdt. 1.151.1–2), Achilleion

specifically from Mytilene (Strabo 13.1.39), and Assos prob-

ably from Methymna (Strabo 13.1.58). There is probably no

truth in the supposition that Arisbe was connected with the

homonymous settlement on the island of Lesbos, since it is

more reliably identified as a Milesian foundation (Strabo

14.1.6). Assos in turn created a sub-colony at Gargara

(Strabo 13.1.58). Ilion, Kolonai, Lamponeia, Neandreia and

Antandros are simply said to be Aiolic cities, but Kebren was

founded specifically by Kyme. Abydos (Thuc. 8.62.1) and

Arisbe, which was incorporated into Abydan territory

(Polyb. 5.111.5), were Milesian foundations, probably of C7.
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Dardanos (settlers unknown) and Rhoiteion, founded by

Dorians from Astypalaia (Strabo 13.1.42), were other new

coastal settlements of C7–C6. Sigeion is reported to have

been established by the Athenian Physkon at the end of C7

(Strabo 13.1.38). Athenian control was contested by the

Mytilenians in early C6 but was consolidated under the

Peisistratid tyrants.

There were twenty-nine attested poleis of the Archaic and

Classical periods in the region of the Troad. The sites of only

five of these—Abydos,Assos,Dardanos, Ilion and Sigeion—

are guaranteed by the firmest criterion, the discovery of an

inscription naming the city at the site itself. All the other

cities listed in the Inventory below have been identified by

other less certain arguments with appropriate archaeologi-

cal sites, but the location of several, notably Gentinos and

Berytis, should be reckoned as highly uncertain.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

At least thirteen further named settlements existed in the

Troad during this period, and in each case there are some

grounds for believing that they may have been recognised as

poleis. Of these only Achaiion and Palaiperkote have been

identified with reasonable confidence, while the other 

locations are at best tentative. These other settlements are as

follows.

Achaiion (?χα�ιον) Ps.-Skylax 95 identifies an

�κρωτ�ριον ?χα�ιον. This reading derives from an emen-

dation by Leaf (1911–12) 299 of the MS κρατ8ρες ?χα�ων.

Strabo 13.1.46 calls the place τ� ?χα�ιον and refers to it as a

π#λισµα (13.1.47). The site, called Han Tepe (Cook (1973)

196), has been located at Kum Burnu (“sandy promontory”)

by Leaf (1923) 168. Achaiion was part of the Tenedian peraia

(Strabo 13.1.44, 46, 47), adjoining Achilleion on the north

and Larisa on the south. It was next to the city of

Alexandreia. The ethnic ?χαιτ+ν is attested on C2 bronze

coins: obv. head of Zeus, or Artemis the huntress; legend:

?χαιτ+ν or ?χαιτ(+ν); or obv. head of Apollo; rev. tripod;

legend: ΑΧΑΙ arranged in a square. Imhoof-Blümer (1915)

103–4 attributed these coins to Achaiion and suggested that

the C4 bronze coins with the monogram ΑΧ, normally

attributed to Achilleion, might also have been issued by the

city (cf. L. Robert (1951) 8–9 n. 2). Barr. AC.

Aianteion (Α2αντε5ον) A harbour settlement called

Aianteion is reported by Plin. HN 5.125 to have been 

founded by the Rhodians at the site where the hero Aias was

buried. An Athenian inscription of c.375 mentions an

Athenian expedition in the area commanded by Chabrias:

[οH στρατι+ται οH .ν τ[+ι Α2]αντε[�]ωι τ+ι [.ν

‘Ελλησπ#]ντωι σ[υµµαχ]εσ�[µενοι] (Burnett and

Edmonson (1961) 80). The harbour existed in the Roman

Imperial period up to ad 324 (Philostr. VA 4.13; Zos.

2.23–24). The site has been located at Tek Top by Cook (1973)

86–87. Barr. 56, C.

Chrysa (Χρ�ση) Plin. HN 5.132 mentions Chrysa as a civ-

itas which had once existed in the area where the Sminthion

still stood. A C2(?) Hellenistic inscription set up in the

Sminthion implies the presence of a garrison and mentions

[τοLς] .ν Χρ�σηι πολε�τας (I.Alexandria Troas 4), but we

should understand that these were citizens not of Chrysa as

an independent polis, but of Alexandreia Troas. No pre-

Hellenistic remains have been noted at the site, and it may

have succeeded Hamaxitos, which was occupied until the

end of C4 (Cook (1988) 15). Barr. AC.

Kremaste (Κρεµαστ�) According to Xen. Hell. 4.8.37,

this place lay beside a plain in the territory of Abydos and

was associated with gold mines. Cook (1973) 290 argues that

it was located at Gavur Hisar, in the valley of the river

Rhodios. Barr. 51, C.

Marpessos (Μ�ρπησσος) Paus. 10.12.3 mentions the for-

mer polis Μ�ρπησσος .ν τ=8 ;Ιδ=η τ=8 Τρ�ωικ=8, which has

tentatively been located at Damkale (Zerdalılık) by Cook

(1973) 281–82. In Pausanias’ time there were sixty inhabitants

in its ruins. Lactantius (Div. inst. 1.6.12) says that it was a

vicus of Gergis. It was the legendary home of the sibyl

Herophile, whose cult was adopted by the city of Gergitha,

to which Marpessos belonged (C. Robert (1887) 454ff). See

Leaf (1923) 106; Cook (1973) 280–82. Barr. C.

Miletos Plin. HN 5.122 mentions Miletos as an extinct set-

tlement in Mysia (see Ruge (1932)). It has been located in the

neighbourhood of Adramyttion, possibly at the crossing of

the river Euenos. It may therefore belong to Aiolis, not the

Troad. Barr. 56, AC.

Palamedium, Polymedia (Πολυµ�δειον) Plin. HN 5.132

names an oppidum Palamedium and a civitas called

Polymedia as settlements in the Troad. They may be identical

with one another, and Polymedia is certainly to be identified

with Polymedeion, a chorion which Strabo situated between

Lekton and Assos (13.1.51). On the basis of this information

editors have restored the name Π[αλαµ/δειον] in the
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Athenian tribute assessment document of 424/3 (IG i³

71.iii.136). Barr. 56, AC.

Pedasos (Π�δασος) Strabo 13.1.59 refers to a polis

called Pedasos, which had once been inhabited by the

Leleges in the region of Assos and Gargara, but which was

now abandoned. This may, however, be an alternative or

previous name for the settlement of Assos itself. Barr. unlo-

cated, only H.

Pityeia (Πιτ�εια) One of the toponyms listed in Ps.-

Skylax 97 after the heading Α2ολ�δες π#λεις . . . .π�

θαλ�ττ=η, with Kebren, Neandreia and Skepsis (MS

πετ�εια, conj. Voss). Strabo 13.1.44 refers to places called

Zeleia and Pityeia, apparently in the mountain country

north-east of Skepsis. The place is not to be identified with

Pitya, which Strabo 13.1.15 says was in the territory of Parion,

between Parion and Priapos (Ruge (1939) 560). Not in Barr.

Polion, Polisma (Π#λιον, Π#λισµα) People of

Astypalaia, from their new settlement of Rhoiteion on the

Hellespontos, founded a further colony called Π#λιον,

which was renamed Π#λισµα in Strabo’s day. This was

destroyed soon after its foundation and the land assigned to

Rhoiteion or Sigeion, but it was resettled in C6 under the

Lydians and recovered its territory. It possessed a sanctuary,

but Strabo denies that it was a city, although its population

gradually increased thereafter (Strabo 13.1.42). Not in Barr.

Skamandra (Σκ�µανδρα) Plin. HN 5.124 refers to a place

called Scamandria, and an inscription from Ilion may refer

to its inhabitants as οH .ν Σκαµ�νδροις (I.Ilion 63.3, 5, 25

(C2–C1)). Steph. Byz. 573.12 has Σκ�µανδρος, ποταµ�ς

Τρο�ας, �π� Σκαµ�νδρου and provides the ethnics

Σκαµ�νδριος, Σκαµανδριαν#ς, Σκαµανδρι8νος. Since

the phrase �π� Σκαµ�νδρου should refer to the famous

river, the previously mentioned Σκ�µανδρος cannot itself

be the river, and the word ποταµ#ς in this entry is surely a

mistake for π#λις. This inference is also implied by the

assortment of ethnics. In the Hellenistic period it may have

been a polis, since its inhabitants were parties to a treaty with

Ilion. Coins of Skamandria were identified by Imhoof-

Blümer (1901) 42–44; cf. Head, HN ² 548. But it is uncertain

whether these coins attributed to Skamandra in fact belong

to Skepsis; see L. Robert (1966) 98–103. The bronze types

which have been attributed to Skamandra are the following.

(1) C4: obv. nymph, Ι∆Η; rev. fir tree, pine cone; legend:

ΣΚΑ. (2) C3: obv. head of Apollo; rev. naked Apollo with

bow, boar’s head, or fir tree; legend: ΣΚΑ. See further Cook

(1973) 254–56. Barr. C.

Sminthion (Σµ�νθιον) The sanctuary of Apollo

Smintheus,which lay close to the site of Chrysa on the territ-

ory of Hamaxitos (Strabo 13.1.48). The cult of Apollo

Smintheus is mentioned by Homer (Il. 1.37–39) and is wide-

ly attested on coins of cities in the Troad. The great temple of

Apollo Smintheus, whose foundations have been excavated,

dates to the middle Hellenistic period (Rumscheid (1995)),

but it doubtless stood above an earlier structure. A terracot-

ta antefix of C5 is reported from the site (Mitchell (1999)

139). Barr. 56.

Thymbra (Θ�µβρα) Hom. Il. 10.430 refers to Θ�µβρη;

compare Θ�µβρα π#λις Τρ�ω�δος, ∆αρδ�νου κτ�σµα in

Steph. Byz. 319.17; Strabo 13.1.35 mentions τ� πεδ�ον !

Θ�µβρα and the ethnics Θυµβρα5ος (applied to the cult of

Apollo Thymbraios, Strabo 13.1.35) and Θ�µβριος (applied

to the river). No city site has been certainly located, but

Strabo’s Thymbrian plain was south of Ilion, around the

confluence of the Thymbrios and the Skamandros, which

was the site of the sanctuary of Apollo Thymbraios. Cook

(1973) 117–23 reports in detail on local finds around the now

deserted village of Akça Köy. The presence of an important

Archaic and Classical cemetery is consistent with the loca-

tion of a polis here. Thymbra was supposedly assessed for

tribute to the Delian League in 425/4 on the basis of a doubt-

ful reading of the initial letter of the name (IG i³ 71.iii.134).

Head, HN ² 550 attributed to Thymbra C4 bronze coins.

Types: obv. head of Zeus Ammon, or Athena; rev. rays of star,

or torch in olive wreath; legend: ΘΥ. Cook (1973) 117–23

suggested that these coins may have been issued by a com-

munity in southern Aiolis. Barr. AC.

All of these cities may have been poleis in the Archaic and

Classical periods.

II. The Poleis

765. Abydos (Abydenos) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long. 23.15.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is Xβυδος, !

(Hdt. 9.114.2; Thuc. 8.62.3; I.Knidos 603.12 (C4f)); the city-

ethnic is ?βυδεν#ς (IG i³ 264.iv.10), or ?βυδην#ς (Hdt.

7.44; I.Knidos 603.4; Head HN ² 538–39).

Abydos was founded in C7e from Miletos (Thuc.8.61.1). It

is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 5.117.1 and Xen.

Hell. 4.8.5, and in the political sense by Xen. Hell. 4.8.36. In

Ps.-Skylax 94 Abydos is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. By implication Abydos is
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called a polis in the territorial sense at Hdt. 7.43.2, and is

called an asty by Xenophon at Hell. 4.8.39.

The earliest collective external use of the city-ethnic is in

the Athenian tribute lists between 454/3 and 429/8 (infra)

and the earliest collective internal use is on C5f coins (infra).

The external individual use is found in Hdt. 4.138.1; IG i³

1340 (425–400); IG ii² 49 (C4e).

The name of territory was ! τ+ν ?βυδην+ν χ)ρα (Xen.

Hell. 4.8.6; cf. Hdt. 7.95.2) or ! ?βυδην� (Xen. Hell. 4.8.35).

It included gold mines mentioned by Kallisthenes ((FGrHist

124) fr. 54.12); Xen. Hell. 4.8.37 implies that these were in the

plain near Kremaste. Xerxes mustered his troops along

π�σας τ3ς >κτας κα� τ3 τ+ν ?βυδην+ν πεδ�α (Hdt.

7.45). The territory extended to Dardanos on the south-west

(Hdt. 7.43.2) and as far as Astyra, which by Strabo’s day was

incorporated (Strabo 13.1.23). Abydos was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is registered from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.29, restored) to 418/17

(IG i³ 287.ii.25) a total of eighteen times, twice completely

restored, paying a phoros of sometimes 4 tal. (IG i³ 271.ii.29),

sometimes 6 tal. (IG i³ 279.ii.17) and sometimes other

amounts. It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.62,

restored). It defected from the Delian League in 411 (Thuc.

8.62.1), and Xenophon mentions the presence of a Spartan

harmost at Abydos in Hell. 3.1.9, 4.8.3, 5 and 32. In Hell. 2.1.8

he refers to foot-soldiers of Abydos, and in 4.8.33 to 200

hoplites, 50 of whom were later killed (4.8.39).

Abydos was under the control of a pro-Persian tyrant,

Daphnis, in the 520s (Hdt. 4.138.1), and it was one of the

Hellespontine cities destroyed by fire by Dareios after his

Skythian expedition (Strabo 13.1.22).Five men of Abydos are

recorded as proxenoi of Athens in IG ii² 49 (C4e); and

Iphiades of Abydos was appointed proxenos by Knidos in

C4f (I.Knidos 603).

Arist. Pol. 1305b33 classes the constitution of Abydos as an

oligarchy, in which the magistrates were still chosen by the

hoplites and the people. As such it was unstable and liable to

upheaval: �λλ’ αH µ*ν �ρχα� .κ τιµηµ�των µεγ�λων

ε2σ�ν k Gταιρι+ν, αHρο%νται δ* οH Wπλ5ται κα� W δ8µος,

Iπερ .ν ?β�δ�ω συν/βαινεν . . . κινο%νται δ’ αH

tλιγαρχ�αι .ξ α(τ+ν κα� δι3 φιλονεικ�αν

δηµαγωγο�ντων. This oligarchy may be dated to the peri-

od after Abydos’ defection from Athens in 411. C.360, after a

period of stasis, the oligarchy was replaced by a new tyranny

under Iphiades (Arist. Pol. 1306a26–31; I.Knidos 603). The

same stasis, or another period of stasis, is referred to at Arist.

Oec. 1349a3–8: a stasiasmos led to the land being left unculti-

vated, and to resident foreigners (µ/τοικοι) refusing to

make loans until they had been paid for existing debts. A

decree was passed (.ψηφ�σαντο) allowing anyone who

wished to provide loans to the farmers, who were to repay

their creditors from the first yield of their harvests.

There are few remains of the city. Arist. Mir. ausc. 832b17

mentions a theatre, and the accounts of sieges in C5l and C4

imply that it was fortified (Thuc. 8.62.3; Xen. Hell. 4.8.4,

5.1.7).

Abydos struck coins from C6l to C3e. (1) Electrum

coinage doubtfully attributed to Abydos, c.500: obv. eagle

(on hare), dolphin; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver, c.480–450,

on the Persian standard: denominations: drachm, obol,

tritemorion: obv. eagle; legend: ΑΒΥ or ΑΒΥ∆ΗΝΟΝ;

rev. Gorgoneion. (3) Gold and silver, 411–387 (under Spartan

control): denominations: gold stater, silver tetradrachm,

stater, drachm, trihemiobol: obv. Nike, or Artemis, or

Apollo; rev. eagle; legend: ΑΒΥ and magistrates’ names. (4)

Bronze, c.320–280: obv. Apollo, or Artemis; rev. eagle; leg-

end: ΑΒΥ (Head, HN ² 538–39; Robert (1966) 23–25; SNG

Cop. Troas 1–53).

An external communal dedication at Delphi is recorded

in F.Delphes iii.4 215 (C4l/C3e).

766. Achilleion Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long. 26.10. Size of ter-

ritory: 1. Type: A: α. The toponym is ?χιλλ�ιον, τ# (Hdt.

5.94.2) or ?χ�λλειον (MS Α2γιαλε5ον) (Ps.-Skylax 95). The

city-ethnics ?χιλλει)της and ?χιλλε�της are recorded by

Steph. Byz. 152.14–15, in general of places called ?χ�λλειον.

Achilleion is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt.

5.94.2, when it was used as a base by Mytilenians involved in

conflict with the Athenians based in its northern neighbour,

Sigeion. In Ps.-Skylax 95 Achilleion is one of the toponyms

listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε. The

name has been restored in the assessment lists of the Delian

League in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.137) and 421 (IG i³ 77.iv.23),

where it is found in lists of Aktaiai poleis that use polis in the

political sense.

The city walls were reputedly built by the Mytilenians

with stones from the ruins of Ilion (Strabo 13.1.39). The site

at Beşika Burnu was identified with Achilleion by Cook

(1973) 186–88 (accepted by Barr.); at Beşika Burnu are

remains of a fortification wall securely dated to C6f (Cook

(1973) 186–88; Korfmann (1988) 394–95; Schulz (2000)

11–12).

Achilleion probably minted bronze coins c.350–300; for

the attribution, see Imhoof-Blümer (1901) 33–34. However,

L. Robert (1951) 8–9 n. 2 pointed out that these coins might

also be attributed to Achaiion. Obv. helmet, or helmeted
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head of Athena; rev. the same in wreath; legend:ΑΧ, mono-

gram (Head, HN ² 540; SNG Cop. Troas 64).

767. Antandros (Antandrios) Map 56. Lat. 39.35, long.

26.50. Size of territory: 4? Type: A:β. The toponym is

Xντανδρος, ! (Thuc. 4.52.3, 75.1; Xen. Hell. 1.1.25, IG i³

77.iv.15), Xντανδρος ! .ν Τρ�ω�δι γ=8 (Hdt. 5.26),

Xντανδρος ! Πελασγ�ς (Hdt. 7.42.1). The city-ethnic is

?ντ�νδριος (Thuc. 8.108.4; SEG 22 191 (C4s)).

Alkaios calls it a polis in the political sense (PLF Z13), and

it is listed, also in the political sense, as one of the Aktaiai

poleis in IG i³ 77.iv.15. At Thuc. 4.52.3 Antandros is called a

polis twice, first in the urban, then in the political sense; and

it is called a polis in the urban sense by Thuc. 8.108.4. Xen.

Hell. 1.1.26 has politeia. It is called πατρ�ς by Diod. 13.42.4

(r411). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested exter-

nally by Thuc. 8.108.4, Xen. Hell. 1.1.26 and an inscription of

C2 (Michel 542), and internally by C5s coins (infra). The

external individual use of the city-ethnic is found in SEG 22

191 (C4s).

Its territory was called ! ?ντανδρ�α by Arist. Hist. an.

519a16 and later sources. It included shipyards at Aspaneus

and a sanctuary of Artemis at Astyra, which is called a polis

in Ps.-Skylax 98, a kome in Strabo 13.1.51, and a polichne in

Strabo 13.1.65. It belonged to the Troad (Hdt. 5.26), and its

tribal affiliation was Aiolic.

Antandros was founded by Aiolians (Thuc. 8.108.4),

although later sources alleged a link with Andros, on a spu-

rious etymological basis (Pomponius Mela 1.18; Servius on

Verg. Aen. 3.6). There are also references to the indigenous

population. Hdt. 7.42.1 calls it Xντανδρος ! Πελασγ�ς;

Alkaios (D. L. Page, Lyrica Graeca Selecta fr. 156 apud Strabo

13.1.51) refers to a community of Leleges; and Demetrios of

Skepsis apud Strabo 13.1.51 to a community of Kilikes. It is

also said to have been previously occupied by Thrakian

Edonoi and Kimmerioi (Arist. fr. 483.1).

The city was captured by Otanes, the Persian satrap of the

Hellespontine area, c.512 (Hdt. 5.26). It became a member of

the Delian League after the Mytilene Revolt from 427, but

was betrayed to Mytilenian refugees, who occupied the city

before it was recovered in summer 425 (Thuc. 4.52.3, 75.1–2).

The toponym is recorded among the Aktaiai poleis in the

tribute lists of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.125, restored) and 421 (IG i³

77.iv.15), and Antandros was reckoned to be one of the

?κτα5αι π#λεις (Thuc. 4.52.3). In 411/10 it ejected a Persian

garrison (Thuc. 8.108.4–5). There is evidence for sympoliteia

with the Syracusans, who were given politeia by the

Antandrians in thanks for benefits received in 409 (Xen.

Hell. 1.1.26). It was on the route of the Delphic theorodokoi

around 200 (Plassart (1921) 8; Cook (1988) 12). In C2

Antandros sent foreign judges to Peltai in Phrygia (Michel

668).

The acropolis is mentioned by Thuc. 8.108.5, and the walls

were repaired with Syracusan help in 409 (Xen. Hell. 1.1.26).

Cults of Antandros include Apollo, who appears as a con-

tributor in a list of stephanephoroi of C1 (Michel 668), and

Artemis Astyrene, who appears on the coinage.

Antandros struck coins of silver and bronze, c.440–400

and c.400–284. Denominations: triobol, trihemiobol, trite-

morion. (1) Silver, 440–400: obv.Artemis Astyrene; rev. goat;

legend: ΑΝΤΑΝ. (2) Bronze, c.440–400: obv. Artemis

Astyrene; rev. lion’s head; legend: ΑΝΤΑΝ or ΑΝΤ. (3)

Bronze, c.400–284: obv. Apollo; rev. lion’s head; legend:

ΑΝΤΑΝ (Head, HN ² 541–42; SNG Cop. Troas 213–19).

768. Arisbe (Arisbaios) Map 51. Lat. 40.10, long 26.30, but

the exact site has not been localised.Type: B:α.The toponym

is ?ρ�σβη, ! (Hom. Il. 2.836, 6.13, 21.43); Diod. 14.38.3 has

?ρ�σβα. The city-ethnic is ?ρισβα5ος (IG i³ 271.i.23).

Arisbe is called a polis in the urban sense by Diod. 14.38.3

(r399). Plin. HN 5.125 calls Arisbe an oppidum, which was

still inhabited in his day. By 216 it was part of the territory of

Abydos (Polyb. 5.111.5). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

281.iii.38).

The founder of Arisbe was Miletos (Strabo 14.1.6). Steph.

Byz. 119.9 reports a foundation story from Ephor. fr. 164 that

Arisbe was a Mytilenian foundation, but this seems to be a

false inference from the existence of the homonymous

Arisba on Lesbos (Strabo 13.1.21; Hdt. 1.151.2). It is not men-

tioned by Herodotos, Thucydides or Xenophon, although

their narratives concern the cities of this region (see Tenger

(1994) 147). Arisbe was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is registered from

453/2 (IG i³ 260.iv.16, restored) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.38) a

total of five times, paying a phoros of 2 tal. (IG i³ 271.i.23). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.63, restored).

769. Assos (Assios) Map 56. Lat. 39.30; long. 26.20. Size of

territory: 4. Type: B:α. The toponym is ?σσ#ς,! (Xen. Ages.

2.26; Ephor. fr. 47). The following forms of the city-ethnic

are attested: Xσσιος (C5 coins, infra; OGIS 221.2 (274)),

Xσσοος (C5 coins),?σσε�ς (Steph. Byz. 137.2), ;Εσσιος (IG

i³ 284.20), h/σσιος (IG i³ 283.iii.16), UΗσσιος (Krateros fr.

23, Krech).

Assos is not called a polis by Archaic or Classical sources,

but Steph. Byz. 136.7 retrospectively (and erroneously) calls
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it a π#λις Λυδ�ας. This passage, which does not identify

his source, refers to Assos as a polis in an urban sense,

and in a political sense as the second city of Aiolis. That

Assos was a polis at least in the Classical period is indicated

by its membership of the Delian League and its coinage

(infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

by the tribute lists of the Delian League (infra) and internal-

ly by C5s coins (infra). Individually, the external city-ethnic

is attested in OGIS 221 (274), and it is used for the Stoic

Kleanthes (born 331) in, e.g., Plut. De exil. 599A and Diog.

Laert. 7.168.

The territory of Assos may have included the poleis of

Gargara and Lamponeion (Leaf (1923) 253–57), the former

having been founded by Assians (Strabo 13.1.58).

According to Hellan. fr. 160, Assos was founded from

Lesbos by Aiolians, and according to Myrsilos ((FGrHist

477) fr. 17) by Methymna (both apud Strabo 13.1.58);

Alexander Polyhistor. fr. 137 (FGrHist 118, fr. 96), in a com-

mentary on Alkman, referred to Assos as an >ποικος

Μιτυληνα�ων (Steph. Byz. 136.12). It retained the character

of an Aiolic city, as is shown by the survival of the cult in

imperial times of Zeus Homoloios, which is common in

Boiotia (IGR iv 256; see RE viii. 2263–64 and xa. 244).A prior

Lelegian population is referred to in Hom. Il. 10.429, noted

by Strabo 13.1.58.

Assos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is registered from 454/3 (IG i³

259.iv.9) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.20) a total of eight

times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal. (IG

i³ 259.iv.9). It was presumably assessed for tribute in 410/9

(Krateros fr. 23, Krech � IG i³ 100).

Assos was ruled by the tyrants Euboulos, c.360, and his

eunuch/slave Hermias, who died in 344 and was based at

Atarneus in Aiolis (Strabo 13.1.57; see Leaf (1923) 295–97). In

C4m the tyrant UΕρµιας with his associates was an equal

partner in a treaty with Erythrai (I.Erythrai 9). Hermias was

resident at Assos from 348 to 345 (see the sources in Leaf

(1923) 299).

The Archaic city temple on the acropolis, rebuilt in C4,

was probably dedicated to Athena Polias; see coin types and

I.Assos 14.iii: ! τ8ς Πολι�δος ?θην[ς H/ρεια (first centu-

ry ad). It was Doric, with six by thirteen columns, pronaos

in antis, and an enclosed cella. The architraves and metopes

were decorated with scenes from the Herakles cycle

(Westcoat (1987); Stüpperich (1996)).

Fortifications built from polygonal masonry of the

Archaic(?) period were succeeded by well-preserved ashlar

walls of C4(?); Lang (1996) 223; Schulz (2000) 16. These con-

tained two main gateways with square towers, seven smaller

gates, one round and numerous square towers, and enclosed

an area of a little more than 55 ha (PECS). The acropolis was

separately fortified. The city was besieged by the Persian

satraps Autophradates and Maussolos in 365 (Xen. Ages.

2.26).

A cemetery with burials dating between C6 and C4 has

been excavated on either side of a paved street outside the

west gate (Stüpperich (1994)). Domestic housing of C6–C5

is also recorded. Other public buildings, including an agora

with stoas, a bouleuterion, a theatre (destroyed in the nine-

teenth century), as well as fountain houses and drainage sys-

tems date mostly to the Hellenistic period (PECS).

Three periods can be distinguished when Assos minted

coins. (1) Silver, c.479–450: obv. griffin; rev. lion’s head. (2)

Silver, c.450–400: obv. head of Athena, wearing helmet; rev.

lion’s head, or Archaic statue of Athena with spear and fil-

lets; legend: ΑΣΣΙΟΝ or ΑΣΣΟΟΝ (sic) or ΑΣΣΙ. (3)

Silver and bronze, c.400–241: obv. head of Athena; rev. vari-

ous types; legend: ΑΣΣΙ or ΑΣΣΙΟΝ (Head, HN ² 542;

SNG Cop. Troas 226–44).

770. Astyra (Astyrenos) Map 56. Lat. 39.35, long. 26.55.

Size of teritory: 1? Type: [A]:α. The toponym is Xστυρα

Μ�σια,τ� (IG i³ 273.i.25–26; Ps.-Skylax 98). The city-ethnic

is ?στυρηνο� Μ�σοι (IG i³ 272.ii.9). Ps.-Skylax assigns it to

Lydia, while the tribute lists of the Delian League and Strabo

make it part of Mysia (13.1.65). It was probably situated at

Kilisetepe Kaplıcaları. In Ps.-Skylax 98 Astyra is the first

toponym listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . .

α_δε. Strabo describes it as a κ)µη (13.1.51; cf. Steph. Byz.

140.16) but formerly a πολ�χνη dependent on Antandros

(13.1.65).The “city-ethnic”is applied to Artemis by Xen.Hell.

4.1.41, and collectively and externally it is used in the

Athenian tribute lists.

Astyra was a member of the Delian League, usually

recorded by city/city-ethnic but once by toponym (IG i³

273.i.25–26). It belonged to the Ionian district and is regis-

tered from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.6) to 438/7 (IG i³ 274.iii.3) a

total of eight times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³ 272.ii.9).

The community housed the sanctuary of Artemis

Astyrene (Xen. Hell. 4.1.41; Ps.-Skylax 98), which was also

reckoned to belong to Antandros.

Astyra struck coins of silver and bronze in C5–C4. (A)

Bronze, c.400–395: obv. bearded head of Tissaphernes; leg-

end: ΤΙΣΣΑ; rev. facing cult image of Artemis Astyrene;
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legend: ΑΣΤΥΡΗ. (B) Silver and bronze coins of C5–C4,

previously ascribed to an Astyra in Karia (Steph. Byz.

140.17–18), are now believed to have been minted by Astyra

in Mysia. (1) Silver, C5: obv. amphora, or oinochoe, or rose;

rev. oinochoe, and/or square incuse; legend: Α or ΑΣΤΥ.

(2) Silver, C5: obv. head of Artemis?; rev. rose; legend:

ΑΣΤΥΡΑ. (3) Bronze, C4: obv. head of Helios; rev. ampho-

ra and various symbols, or bow; legend: ΑΣΤΥ or

ΑΣΤΥΡΑ. (4) Bronze, C4: obv. head of Aphrodite; legend:

ΑΣΤΥ (Stäuber (1996) ii.252–60; SNG Cop. Caria 158;

Suppl. 298).

771. Astyra Troika Map 51. Lat. 40.05, long. 26.40. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is Xστυρα Τροϊκ�, τ�

(IG i³ 71.iii.86; Strabo 13.1.23).Strabo describes this Astyra as

a π#λις κατεσκαµµ/νη, situated in Troas and now belong-

ing to Abydos, but in earlier times independent and in pos-

session of gold mines, now exhausted. The date of its

destruction is unknown. It was claimed to be a member of

the Delian League; attested by the name [Xστ]υρα

Τρο[ϊ]κ� in the assessment of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.86). See

Leaf (1923) 133; ATL i. 472; Stäuber (1996).

772. Azeia (Azeieus) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: C:β?

The toponym may have been Xζεια (suggested by Steph.

Byz. 32.4). The ethnic is ?ζειε�ς (?ζειε̃ς, IG i³ 279.i.106) or

?ζει#ς (?ζειο�, IG i³ 261.iv.28) or ?ζει)της (Hellan. fr.

58).

The Azeians were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Hellespontine district (IG i³ 270.ii.26) and

are recorded from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.28) to 415/14 (IG i³

290.iii.3, ethnic heavily restored) a total of seven times, once

completely restored, paying a phoros of 400 dr. (IG i³

261.iv.28). They were perhaps assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.iii.67: [?ζε]ι[ε̃ς]). Since the Azeians are recorded

in the tribute lists by ethnic only and never by toponym, and

since we have no other source, we do not know whether they

were settled in a polis town or were a people living dispersed

or settled in small villages.Being recorded in the tribute lists,

the Azeians must have been a political community, and pos-

sibly a polis, but we have no proof.

In the Athenian tribute lists the ?ζειε�ς belong to the

Hellespontine district, whereas the ?ζει+ται are classified

by Steph. Byz—quoting Hellanikos—as an �θνος τ8ς

Τρω�δος. If the Azeians were the same as the Azeiotans,

they must have lived in northern Asia Minor, and presum-

ably in Troas. In ATL i. 463–64 the Azeians are connected

with Azeus, grandfather of the Minyan leaders at Troy

(Hom. Il. 2.513) and placed in the Troad.

773. Birytis (Berysios) Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long. 26.20, but

this location, at Mersinoba (Cook (1973) 114, 357), is not

beyond doubt. Type: B:? The toponym is Β/ρυτις, Τρωικ�

π#λις (Steph. Byz. 165.8) or Β�ριθος, π#λις Τρωικ�

(Steph. Byz. 167.6). The city-ethnic Βερ�[σιοι] (π� τε̃[ι

;Ιδ]ει is recorded in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

261.iii.2), but C4l coins (infra) have the form ΒΙΡΥ; Steph.

Byz. 165.8 records the city-ethnic Βερυτ�της, but there is no

other authority for this.

No Archaic or Classical source calls Berytis a polis, and the

retrospective mentions in Steph. Byz. do not indicate a

source. However, the community issued its own coinage in

C4l (infra). The external collective city-ethnic is recorded in

the Athenian tribute lists (infra), and the internal by coins of

C4/C3 (infra).

Birytis was a member of the Delian League. It presumably

belonged to the Hellespontine district (IG i³ 71.iii.91,

restored) and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.11–12) to

446/5 (IG i³ 266.i.25) a total of six times, once completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.vi.11). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.91, restored).

However, it is not completely certain that the Berysioi are to

be identified as the inhabitants of the polis mentioned by

Steph. Byz. 165.8–9; see ATL i. 246–47, 475.

Birytis struck coins of silver and bronze in C4l/C3e. (1)

Silver: obv. head of Herakles; rev. head of beardless Kabeiros

wearing pilos between two stars. (2) Bronze: obv. head of

beardless Kabeiros wearing pilos; rev. club, or triskeles; leg-

end: ΒΙΡΥ (Head, HN ² 542; see Fritze (1904); L. Robert

(1951) 25–31, SNG Cop. Troas 247–53).

774. Dardanos (Dardaneus) Map 51. Lat. 40.05, long.

26.25. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

∆�ρδανος, ! (Hdt. 5.117.1; Thuc. 8.104.2). The city-ethnic 

is ∆αρδανε�ς (IG i³ 267.i.24; Xen. Hell. 3.1.10, An. 3.1.47);

∆αρδαν�ς is found at Xen. Hell. 3.1.10; Steph. Byz. 219.3

has ∆αρδαν�δης. The ktetic form ∆αρδανικ� is applied to

the territory (Strabo 13.1.44).

Dardanos is called a polis in the urban sense by Herodotos

5.117.1 and 7.43.2,where the territorial sense is a connotation.

In Ps.-Skylax 95 Dardanos is the first toponym listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε. It is called polis in

the political sense by Xen. An. 5.6.21 and 23 and an early

Hellenistic inscription (Taşlıklıoğlu (1971) 187 no. 2).

Furthermore, polis is used retrospectively by Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. 1.46.1, who draws his information from Hellan. fr. 31.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally 

by IG i³ 267.i.24 and 268.ii.31, and internally in the genitive
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plural on coins of the Roman period (SNG Cop. Troas

307–11), in abbreviated forms on coins of the Classical peri-

od (infra). The external individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested in Xen. Hell. 3.1.10 and An. 5.6.21. The city territory

is referred to in Mnaseas ((FHG iii) 154 fr. 28 �Steph. Byz.

219.1–2) as ! ∆αρδαν�α, ! Τευκρ�ς πρ#τερον .καλε5το.

For the few archaeological remains of the settlement (most-

ly sherds), see Cook (1973) 57–60.

Referring to an uncertain period between C4 and C1,

Strabo described Dardanos as an ancient foundation, whose

inhabitants were often transferred to Abydos by Hellenistic

kings, but then returned to the ancient foundation, κτ�σµα

�ρχα5ον, ο&τω δ’ ε(καταφρ#νητος, �στε πολλ�κις οH

βασιλε5ς οH µ*ν µετ�)κιζον α(τ�ν ε2ς Xβυδον, οH δ*

�ν�)κιζον π�λιν ε2ς τ� �ρχα5ον κτ�σµα (Strabo 13.1.28).

This passage may imply that it was an early, perhaps C7

Greek colonial settlement, but the colonists are unknown.

Dardanos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from

451/50 (IG i³ 262.iv.10) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282B.i.3) a total of fif-

teen times, twice completely restored, paying mostly a

phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 270.ii.3). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.72, restored). It may have been controlled

by the satrap of Aiolis, Ζ8νις ∆αρδανε�ς, in 399 (Xen. Hell.

3.1.10). An early Hellenistic city decree (psephisma) men-

tions a boule (Taşlıklıoğlu (1971) 187 no. 2). IG ii² 78 (before

378) is possibly a honorary decree for citizens of Dardanos

(l. 8: ∆α[ρδανε̃ς]).

Dardanos struck coins of electrum, silver and bronze

from C6/C5 to C4. Almost all the coin types show fighting

cocks. (1) (?)Electrum stater, minted in Lydia, of C6/C5: obv.

cock; rev. quadripartite incuse square. (2) Silver issues on

the Persian standard, C5l: obv. horseman; rev. cock(s); leg-

end: ∆ΑΡ ΖΗ (a possible reference to Ζ8νις ∆αρδανε�ς,

satrap of Aiolis in 399, Xen. Hell. 3.1.10). (3) Silver and

bronze, C4: similar types. Legend: ∆ΑΡ or ∆ΑΡ∆ΑΝ

(Head, HN ² 544; SNG Cop. Troas 282–304).

775. Gargara (Gargareus) Map 56. Lat. 39.35, long. 26.30.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is Γ�ργαρος, !

(Hom. Il. 8.48, 15.151; Alkman apud Steph. Byz. 198.22), or

Γ�ργαρα, τ� (Ephor. fr. 47; Strabo 13.1.5); according to

Steph. Byz. 199, Hellan. fr. 158 used the form Γ�ργασος, but

Stephanos states: ο]οµαι δ* σφ�λµα ε1ναι. The presumed

forerunner of the coastal site is called Παλαι3 Γ�ργαρος

(Etym. Magn. 221.30), or Παλαιγ�ργαρος (Steph. Byz.

128.21). The city-ethnic is Γαργαρε�ς (IG i³ 270.i.34; Michel

522.22).

Gargara is called a polis in the urban sense by Ephor. fr. 47

and is implied to be a polis in the political sense in the

inscription for Malousios of Gargara of 306 (I.Ilion 1.4–5, 17,

22, etc.). The collective city-ethnic is attested internally on

C5s coins (infra) and externally on C5 and C4 inscriptions

(IG i³ 270.i.34; Michel 522.22). The external individual use of

the city-ethnic is found in a Chian C4 list of proxenoi (PEP

Chios 50.12) and in the inscription of Ilion for Malousios

(Michel 522.3, etc.). The name became the butt of jokes in

the later C5. Alkaios comicus fr. 19, Kock, refers to γ�ργαρ’

�νθρ)πων, and Ar. Ach. 3 to ψαµµακοσιογ�ργαρα (Leaf

(1923) 263).

The city territory was known as ! Γαργαρ�ς (Strabo

13.1.58) and was proverbial for its fertility (Verg.G. 1.103; Sen.

Phoen. 608; Macrob. Sat. v.20.15–16; cf. Tenger (1994) 150

n. 91).

Gargara was a π#λις Α2ολικ� (Strabo 13.1.5; cf. Steph.

Byz. 128.22, who also cites Hecat. fr. 224), founded from

Assos (Strabo 13.1.58), although the indigenous population

was Lelegian (Strabo 13.1.58, interpreting Hom. Il. 10.428).

Gargara was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.v.22)

to 428/7 (IG i³ 283.iii.22) a total of eight times, twice com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of either 4,500 dr. (IG i³

261.v.22) or 4,660 dr. (IG i³ 270.i.34). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 410/9 (IG i³ 100.ii.6). In C4l it was a member of the

confederation of Athena Ilias (Michel 522). The site was

relocated from Palaigargara on a mountain peak to a coastal

site at an unspecified period, either before C5 (so ATL i. 477)

or in the Hellenistic period later than the composition of the

epigram of Aratos (Anth. Pal. 9.437; so Leaf (1923) 262).

Demetrios of Skepsis apud Strabo 13.1.58 reports that

colonists were brought from Miletoupolis by the kings, so

that the population became semi-barbarous rather than

Aiolic. This was presumably in the Hellenistic period.

The mountain-top site was defended by fortification

walls of the Archaic period (Stüpperich (1995); cf. Schulz

(2000) 28), and included a walled acropolis area with foun-

dations of a temple. Hom. Il. 8.48 reports a cult of Zeus at the

summit.Architectural remains include an Aiolic capital and

a mid-C6 relief of an armed warrior, which may have served

as a column (Stüpperich (1995), correcting and adding to

Cook (1973) 255–61). It was on the route of the Delphic 

theorodokoi c.200 (Plassart (1921) 8; Cook (1988) 15). A 

citizen of Gargara is listed in a C4 list of proxenoi from Chios

(RPh (1937) 325–32 no. 6A.12).

Gargara minted silver and bronze coins. (1) Silver,

c.420–400: denominations: tetrobol, diobol, hemiobol,
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tritartemorion: obv. male head (Apollo?); rev. bull grazing,

or galloping horse, or ram’s head, or spokes of wheel. (2)

Silver and bronze, c.400–284: denominations: tetrobol and

small fractions: obv. Apollo laureate; rev. same types as (1),

no wheel. Legend: ΓΑΡΓ or ΓΑΡ expanded to

ΓΑΡΓΑΡΕΩΝ on imperial coins (Head, HN ² 545; SNG

Cop. Troas 314–31).

776. Gentinos (Gentinios) Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long. 26.15.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B? The toponym is Γεντ5νος

(Steph.Byz.203.3); the city-ethnic is Γεντ�νιος (IG i³ 261.i.8;

Steph. Byz. 203.4).

Gentinos is called a polis only by Steph. Byz. 203.3, who

cites no earlier source. Steph. Byz. 203.3 also reports that it

was founded by one of the sons of Aineias. However, the col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally by C4 coins

(infra) and externally by the Athenian tribute lists (infra).

The city presumably controlled a small territory in the

Skamandros basin between Ilion and Skamandra.

Gentinos was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.i.8) to 444/3 (IG i³ 268.i.31) a total of

seven times, paying a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³ 261.i.8). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.64, restored in the

Hellespontine district; cf. Tenger (1994) 155–56).

The acropolis of the site on Ballı Dağ measures 190 � 100

m and has fortifications of rough masonry combined with

more even work, including an arched entrance datable to C4

(Cook (1973) 134–40). An agora with stone seats and a small

Archaic/Classical temple are reported, but occupation did

not spread beyond the hill-top, and the site was small.

Gentinos minted bronze coins in C4: obv. female head

(Artemis, nymph?); rev. bee; legend: ΓΕΝ or ΓΕΝΤΙ

(Head, HN ² 545; SNG Cop. Troas 335–36).

777. Gergis (Gergithios) Map 56. Lat. 39.55; long. 26.35.

Size of territory: 4? Type: A:γ. The toponym is Γ/ργις, !

(Xen. Hell. 3.1.15; Steph. Byz. 203.21) or Γ/ργιθος, ! (Steph.

Byz. 203.21–22) or Γεργιθ�α (Welles (1934) no. 10 (275));

Strabo 13.1.19 reports the toponym in the plural feminine

form αH Γ/ργιθες. Various forms of the city-ethnic are

recorded: ! τ+ν Γεργιθ�ων π#λις (Xen. Hell. 3.1.22);

Γ/ργιθες Τευκρο� (Hdt. 5.122.2, 7.43.2); Γεργιθιε�ς (IG

iv.1² 13.27 (c.270)).

Xen. Hell. 3.1.15, 21 describes it as a polis in the urban sense;

at 3.1.22 the political sense is probably a connotation. The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally by Xen.

Hell. 3.1.22 and internally by C4 coins (infra). The individual

use of the ethnic is recorded c.270 on an inscription of the

Aitolians (IG ix.1² 13.27).

The name of the territory was τ� Γεργ�θιον,! Γεργιθ�α

(sc. χ)ρα; Welles (1934) no. 10 (275): �π� τ8ς Wµορο�σης

τ8ι Γεργιθ�αι k τ=8 Σκηψ�αι). It was the inland region to

the east of the route followed by Xerxes to Abydos in 481

(Hdt. 7.43.2), and included Marpessos, home of the sibyl

Herophile, whose image is shown on coins of Gergis (Paus.

10.12.4; Head, HN ² 543). The Gergithes, described by Hdt.

5.122.2 as οH 6πολειφθ/ντες τ+ν �ρχα�ων Τευκρ+ν, were

an indigenous non-Greek people occupying the interior of

the Troad north of the river Skamandros; see Leaf (1923)

102–6. This passage and Hdt. 7.43.2 indicate that Gergis was

effectively a barbarian polis, in contrast to its neighbours on

the coast of the Troad. The polis was controlled by the pro-

Persian “satrap” Zenis of Dardanos (or “the Dardanian”)

and then by his widow, Mania, in 399, and eventually by her

son-in-law, Meidias of Skepsis (Xen. Hell. 3.1.15–22; see

Winter (1994)).

Some of its inhabitants were transplanted by metoecism

to a new settlement called Gergitha near the springs of the

river Kaikos by Attalos I (Strabo 13.1.70). After 188 its territ-

ory was attached by synoecism to Ilion (Livy 38.39). One of

its citizens, Νικ#στρατος ?ριστ�ρχου Γεργιθιε�ς, was

honoured in an Aitolian proxeny decree of c.270 (IG ix.1²

13.27).

Xen. Hell. 3.1.15–22 implies that it was a fortified site, and

specifically mentions gates and towers at 3.1.22.

Gergis struck coins of silver and bronze c.400–350 and

c.350–241: obv. head of sibyl Herophile; rev. seated sphinx;

legend:ΓΕΡ. The coin type with sibyl and sphinx was men-

tioned by Phlegon of Tralles, cited in Steph. Byz. 204.1–2.

(Head, HN ² 545–46; SNG Cop. Troas 337–40; Sear (1979) no.

4097, silver hemiobol).

778. Hamaxitos (Hamaxiteus) Map 56. Lat. 39.05, long.

26.05. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

h[αµαχ]σιτ#ς (IG i³ 77.iv.18) or yµαξιτ#ς, ! (Thuc.

8.101.3; Xen. Hell. 3.1.13, 16; BCH 45 (1921) 8; Strabo 13.1.47).

The city-ethnic is yµαξιτε�ς (Iscr. Cos 6e ED 71 3.8.6 (C4l);

Strabo 13.1.51; Steph. Byz. 83.11, without citing an authority),

or yµαξιτην#ς (Apollodoros, FGrHist 244, fr. 10 apud

Steph. Byz.).

It is called a polis in the political and urban senses com-

bined by Xen. Hell. 3.1.13, 16 (cf. Hansen (2000) 175). In Ps.-

Skylax 95 Hamaxitos is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε. The political sense 

is attested in a restored inscription from Kos dating 

between 321 and 306 (Iscr. Cos 63 ED 71g.B.6), and its name

has been restored ([?µαχσ]ιτ#ς) at IG i³ 77.iv.18 in a list of
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Aktaiai poleis which uses polis in the political sense. The

internal collective use of the city-ethnic is attested on C4

coins (infra); the external collective use in Iscr. Cos 63 ED

71g.B.6.

The name of the territory was ! yµαξιτ�α (Strabo

10.3.21). It contained the temple of Apollo Smintheus at

Gülpınar and two other places called Sminthia, also the salt

pans at Tragasai (Strabo 13.1.48). However, the salt pans are

said by Ath. 2.43A to be on the territory of Larisa.

Hamaxitos was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian

League and was assessed for tribute of 4 tal. in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.124, 129, toponym restored) and for an unknown

amount in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.14, 18). Schwertheim (1988)

(SEG 38 1251) published an inscribed fragment purporting

to be part of a treaty between Athens and Hamaxitos. Lewis

(1993) (SEG 43 877) suggested that this was part of an

Athenian imperial decree, and questioned the restoration

which assigned the text to Hamaxitos. On Kos has been

found a C4l decree of Hamaxitos, granting proxenia and

politeia to a citizen of Kos (Iscr. Cos 63 ED 71g.B.6.; cf. LGPN

i, Nikomedes no. 12). Kos was on the route of the Delphic

theorodokoi c.200 (BCH 45 (1921) 8; Cook (1988) 15). Xen.

Hell. 3.1.13 (yµαξιτ#ν . . . το5ς τε�χεσιν) suggests that the

city possessed a circuit wall in C4e.

Hamaxitos was absorbed into the newly founded city of

Alexandreia in 310 (Strabo 13.1.47), and thereafter its territ-

ory was part of the chora of Alexandreia Troas (Strabo

10.3.21). It participated in the cult of Apollo Smintheus

(Strabo 13.1.48).

Hamaxitos struck bronze coins c.400–310: obv. head of

Apollo; rev. lyre, or Apollo Smintheus; legend: ΑΜΑΞΙ

(Head, HN ² 546; SNG Cop. Troas 341–45).

779. Ilion (Ilieus) Map 56. Lat. 39.55, long. 26.15. Size of

territory: 3 or 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is ;Ιλιον, τ# (Xen.

Hell. 1.1.5; Aen. Tact. 24.11). The city-ethnic is ’Ιλιε�ς (Xen.

Hell. 3.1.16; Tod 148 (359) �Michel 523 � I.Ilion 23) or ’Ιλι�ς

(?θηνα�=η τ=8 ’Ιλι�δι, Hdt. 7.40). According to Hdt. 7.40, at

Ilion Athena had the epiklesis ’Ιλι�ς, which same form is

also used to denote Ilian territory at Hdt. 5.94.2 and 7.42.

Ilion is called a polis in the urban sense by Aen. Tact. 24.12,

14 (cf. Aen. Tact. 24.8 where it is called π#λισµα). In Ps.-

Skylax 95 Ilion is the third toponym listed after the heading

π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε. Ilion is called a polis in the

urban and political senses combined by Xen. Hell. 3.1.16 and

in an early Hellenistic inscription (I.Ilion 25; cf. also Hellan.

fr. 25b). Its name has been restored (’Ι[λιον]) at IG i³

71.iii.132 in a list of Aktaiai poleis which uses polis in the

political sense. Strabo 13.1.27, referring to the period before

189, calls it a κωµ#πολις. The collective use of the ethnic is

attested internally by a decree of Ilion of 359 (Tod

148 � I.Ilion 23) and by C4l coins (Head, HN ² 546), and

externally by Xen. Hell. 3.1.16. The external individual use of

the ethnic is found in IG ii² 505.8 (302/1).

Strabo refers to a period when Ilion was a kome: τ�ν δ*

τ+ν iΙλι/ων π#λιν τ+ν ν%ν τ/ως µ*ν κ)µην ε1να� φασιν,

τ� Hερ�ν �χουσαν τ8ς ?θην[ς µικρ�ν κα� ε(τελ/ς

(Strabo 13.1.16). The name of the territory was ! ’Ιλι3ς γ8

(Hdt. 7.42),! ’Ιλι3ς χ)ρα (Hdt. 5.94.2), or simply ! ’Ιλι�ς

(Hdt. 5.122.2).

Ilion was one of the Aiolic settlements of the Troas (Xen.

Hell. 3.1.16). If the toponym is correctly restored in IG i³ 71

and 77, it was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian

League and was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.124,

132, ;Ι[λιον], 2 tal.) and in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.14 21, amount not

preserved, toponym completely restored). Ilion awarded

proxenia to Menelaos, son of Arrhibaios of Athens, in C4

(Tod 148 � I.Ilion 23).A kind of sympoliteia with Lampsakos

(no. 748) is probably attested by an unique silver tridrachm:

obv. head of Athena with Corinthian helmet, r.; rev. winged

horse, r., under the horse: ΛΑΜ(ΨΑΚΗΝΩΝ), above it:

ΙΛ(ΙΕΩΝ) (Frisch (1975) XV, (1978) 129–30 (c.300)).

In the early Hellenistic period it was democratic, as is

shown by a lengthy law which was devised against tyrants

and oligarchies (Michel 524 � I.Ilion 25). This text also

implies that the chief magistrate was a strategos, an office

that could only be held once; there was also a tamias, and the

magistracies were collectively known as archai.A citizenship

decree of c.300 testifies to the organisation of the citizens

into phylai (I.Ilion 24.13). The city buildings included a pry-

taneion (I.Ilion 24.20, 25.25) and a dikasterion (I.Ilion 25.78,

perhaps a lawcourt rather than a court room).

Aen.Tact.24.4–13 refers repeatedly to π�λαι, thus indicat-

ing that the city was fortified in C4f (cf. Xen. Hell. 3.1.16),

but there are virtually no monumental traces of the 

pre-Hellenistic city, although the remains suggest that the

settlement was more prosperous in C7–C6 than in C5–C4

(PECS). Recent excavations show almost continuous occu-

pation of the site after the fall of Troy VII.2 in the late Bronze

Age. Archaic finds include bronze fibulae of c.700 and an

Aiolic capital (Mitchell (1999) 138). Recent excavations have

revealed a sanctuary of C8–C6, but no further building in

the Classical period (Rose (2000) 284). The city wall, attrib-

uted by Strabo 13.1.26 to Lysimachos, in fact appears to have

been built c.275–250 (Rose (1997) 93–101). Ilion was refound-

ed at the end of C4, probably by Lysimachos (Strabo 13.1.26,
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the interpretation of this passage is very controversial; see

Leaf (1923) 142–43, who attributes the embellishment to

Alexandreia; but see L. Robert (1951) 7–8). A prytaneion is

mentioned in the pro-democratic law against tyrants and

oligarchies, probably of C3e (Michel 524A.25–26 � I.Ilion

25), and Michel 522.11 (c.306) refers to a theatre. The most

important cult was that of Athena Ilias (Hdt. 7.43.1–2; Xen.

Hell. 1.1.5).The most recent study of the sculpted reliefs from

the temple argues that it was not early Hellenistic, but con-

structed in C2–C1 (Schmidt-Dounas (1991)).

Ilion issued a little silver and bronze coinage between C4l

and c.240: obv. Athena; rev. sometimes vase, mostly Athena

Ilias wearing kalathos and chiton with symbol (thunder-

bolt, owl); legend: ΙΛΙ (Head, HN ² 546; SNG Cop. Troas

346–61). For an issue struck in collaboration with

Lampsakos (no. 748) see supra.

780. Kebren (Kebrenios) Map 56. Lat. 39.45, long. 26.35.

Size of territory; 5. Type: A:β. The toponym is Κεβρ�ν (Xen.

Hell. 3.1.17; Dem. 23.154; I.Assos 4 (C2)) or Κεβρ�νη (Strabo

13.1.47) or Κεβρην�α (Diod. 14.38.3 (r399)). The city-ethnic

is Κεβρ/νιος (IG i³ 263.ii.33), Κεβρ�νιος (Xen. Hell. 3.1.18)

or ΚΕΒΡΕΝΕ, probably for Κεβρενε�ς (C6 coins, infra).

The forms Κεβρ�νιος, Κεβρην#ς and Κεβρηνε�ς are all

found in Strabo (13.1.51, 33).

In Ps.-Skylax 96 Kebren is the first toponym listed after

the heading Α2ολ�δες δ* π#λεις . . . α_δε and it is called a

polis in the urban sense by Xen. Hell. 3.1.17, but a polisma by

Strabo 13.1.47, referring to the period after it was incorporat-

ed into Alexandreia. The collective use of the ethnic is attest-

ed internally on C6 coins (Head, HN ² 543) and externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (infra) and Xen. Hell. 3.1.18. The

external individual use of the ethnic is attested on a C5

inscription from Gergis (Cook (1973) 401 no. 18).

The name of the territory was Κεβρην�α (Strabo 13.1.33).

Strabo observes that Kebrenia was parallel to and south of

ancient Dardania, and that it was divided from the territory

of Skepsis by the river Skamandros. It was regarded by

Ephor. fr. 22, as πρ�ς τ=8 ;Ιδ=η. Steph. Byz. 371.3 calls

Κεβρην�α a χ)ρα τ8ς Τρ�ω�δος.

The city was founded from Kyme in Aiolis (Ephor. fr. 10;

Homeri vita Herodotea c.20, Allen). Xen. Hell. 3.1.18 implies

that the UΕλληνες in the city were to be distinguished from a

non-Greek element.

Kebren was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG

i³ 259.iv.26) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.9) a total of five times,

twice restored, paying a phoros of 3 tal. in 454/3 (IG i³

259.iv.26) and 8,700 dr. in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.33). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.99).

In 310 it was incorporated into the new city of Antigoneia,

later Alexandreia. In late C3 a decree probably of the

Kebrenians was set up in Assos in honour of a troop of sol-

diers and their commander for coming to their assistance

(I.Assos 4; cf. L. Robert (1951) 33).

Kebren had imposing fortifications sited in µ�λα

2σχυρ�+ χωρ��ω (Xen. Hell. 3.1.17), with walls (ibid. 18) and

gates (ibid. 19). The existing walls are dated to C5l or earlier

(Cook (1973) 330). They measure 5 km in circumference and

enclose an area of c.90 ha; they were reported to survive over

10 feet high and are 8–10 feet thick (Leaf (1923) 171–73, citing

Calvert; Judeich (1898b) 539; Cook (1973) 328–31). On the

citadel are a few remains of a separate acropolis wall (Cook

(1973) 334). Numerous ancient building remains have been

noted on the site.

Kebren minted in the Archaic and Classical periods. (1)

Silver, C6: obv. head of ram; rev. incuse square. (2) Silver, C5:

denominations: diobol, trihemiobol, obol, tritartemorion,

tetartemorion: obv. head of ram; legend: ΚΕΒΡΕΝΕ or

ΚΕΒΡΕ; rev. incuse square. (3) Silver, c.400–310: denomina-

tion: obol: obv. two rams’ heads; legend: ΚΕΒΡΗΝΙ; rev.

incuse square. (4) bronze, c.400–310: obv. male head in

Persian head-dress, or Apollo; rev. monogram, or ram’s head,

or ram’s head and eagle; legend: ΚΕ,Κ (Head, HN ² 542–43).

L. Robert (1951) 17–36 argued that Kebren was refounded

under the name Antiocheia in the early Hellenistic period

and underwent synoecism with Birytis between 280 and

270. This has been contested by Cook (1988) 17–19.

781. *Kokylion (Kokylites) Map 56. Lat. 39.40, long.

26.25. Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is

*Κοκ�λιον; cf. Cocylium at Plin. HN 5 122.2. The city-ethnic

Κοκυλ�της is attested at Xen. Hell. 3.1.16, where the city and

its inhabitants are described as one of three Aiolian poleis

which were persuaded to join Derkylidas in 399. In this pas-

sage, our only source, polis is used in the urban and political

senses combined. Xen. Hell. 3.1.16 (ε2ς τ3 τε�χη δ/χεσθαι

. . . Κοκυλ5ται .πε�θοντο) suggests that the city may have

been fortified in C4e.

782. Kolonai (Kolonaeus) Map 56. Lat. 39.40, long. 26.10.

Size of territory: 2? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κολωνα�, αH

(Thuc. 1.131.2; Xen. Hell. 3.1.13, 16; IG i³ 71.iii.135: Κ[ολον/])

and the city-ethnic is Κολωναε�ς (C4 coins, infra; Strabo

13.1.62).

Kolonai is called a polis in the political and urban senses

combined by Xen. Hell. 3.1.13, 16 (cf. Hansen (2000) 175). In
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Ps.-Skylax 95 Kolonai is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . .α_δε. It is called a polis in the

political sense by Xen. Hell. 3.1.13; its name has also been

restored (Κ[ολ#νε]) at IG i³ 71.iii.135 in a list of Aktaiai

poleis which uses polis in the political sense. It was one of the

πολ�σµατα that were incorporated by synoecism into

Alexandreia in 310 (Strabo 13.1.47). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally by C4 coins (infra). The

individual city-ethnic is used externally by Strabo 13.1.62 in

reference to the local historian Daes, who should be dated

not later than C4l (Schwartz, RE iv. 1982).

It belonged to the region of the Troad and was called

Κολωνα� αH Τρ�ω�δαι by Thuc. 1.131.1 (but this may be a

reference to the homonymous place in the territory of

Lampsakos). The territory was formerly part of the

Tenedian Peraia (Strabo 13.1.47).

The settlement was founded by Aiolians (Strabo 13.1.62)

and was reputed to be the home of the Thrakian king

Kyknos, killed by Achilles, in a story told in post-Homeric

epic (Leaf (1923) 219).

If the toponym is correctly restored in IG i³ 71, Kolonai

was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian League and

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.124 and 135

(Κ[ολονε], 1,000 dr.).

The Spartan regent Pausanias took refuge here and made

contact with the Persian king after leaving Byzantion in 478

(Thuc. 1.131.1, unless this passage refers to the Kolonai in the

interior of the territory of Lampsakos).

The city possessed a sanctuary of Apollo Killaios intro-

duced by Aiolians (Strabo 13.1.62). The site extends “720 by

230 paces” on a hill-top, with a possible acropolis area at the

south end about 200 paces across (Leaf (1923) 223–24). Xen.

Hell. 3.1.13 (Κολων�ς . . . το5ς τε�χεσιν) suggests that the

city possessed a circuit wall in C4e.

The city minted bronze coins between c.400 and 310: obv.

head of Athena; rev. ΚΟΛΩΝΑΩΝ in rays of star (Head,

HN ² 543; SNG Cop. Troas 276–81).

783. Lamponeia (Lamponeus) Map 56. Lat. 39.32, long.

26.25. Size of territory: 2? Type: B:? The toponym is

Λαµπ)νιον, τ# (Hdt. 5.26; Hellan. fr. 159) or Λαµπ)νεια

(Hecat. fr. 223; IG i³ 267.i.28 (445/4)) or Λαµπων�α, !

(Strabo 13.1.58). The city-ethnic is Λαµπωνε�ς (Hecat. fr.

223; IG i³ 262.iv.23 (451/0)) or Λαµπωνιε�ς (Hellan. fr. 159)

or Λαµπονειε�ς (IG i³ 270.i.38 (442/1)).

Lamponeia was an Aiolic settlement (Strabo 13.1.58). It is

called a polis in the political sense (π#λις Τρ�ω�δος) in

Steph. Byz. 410.11, derived from Hecat. fr. 223, but we cannot

be certain that the site-classification stems from Hekataios

(Hansen (1997) 17–18).The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally by C4 coins (infra), and externally by the

Athenian tribute lists (infra).

Lamponeia was captured by Otanes, the Persian satrap of

the Hellespontine area, c.512 (Hdt.5.26). It is thought to have

been an original member of the Delian League since 478/7

(ATL iii. 206). It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is recorded either by toponym (IG i³ 267.i.28) or by city-

ethnic (IG i³ 270.i.38) from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.11) to 430/29

(IG i³ 281.iii.16) a total of fourteen times, twice completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.iv.11), but

1,400 dr. in 430/29 (IG i³ 281.iii.16). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.85).

In the Archaic period (?) it received a fortification wall

which enclosed an area of about 27 ha (Cook (1973) 262).

Lamponeia struck coins of silver and bronze from C5l to

C4m. (1) Silver c.420–400: denominations: drachm,

hemidrachm, obol: obv. head of Dionysos; rev. bull’s head;

legend: ΛΑΜ. (2) Bronze, c.400–350: obv. Dionysos; rev.

bull’s head, above kantharos or grapes; legend: ΛΑΜ

(Head, HN ² 547; SNG Cop. Troas 444–45).

784. Larisa (Larisaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.35, long. 26.10. Size

of territory: 2? Type: A:α. The toponym is Λ�ρισα, ! (Xen.

Hell. 3.1.13, 16), Λ�ρισσα (Ps.-Skylax 95), Λ[�ρισα],

[Λ�ρι]σα (IG i³ 71.iii.130, 77.iv.19). Steph. Byz. 413.5–6,

referring to all the Larisas, indicates that the city-ethnic for

persons was Λαρισα5ος, and for divinities Λαρισε�ς. It is

Λαρισα5ος in Strabo 13.1.48.

Hom. Il. 2.840–41 says that Larisa was inhabited by φ%λα

Πελασγ+ν. Larisa is called a polis in the political and urban

senses combined by Xen. Hell. 3.1.13, 16 (cf. Hansen (2000)

175). In Ps.-Skylax 95 Larisa is one of the toponyms listed

after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε, and its name

has been restored ([Λ�ρι]σα) at IG i³ 77.iv.19 in a list of

Aktaiai poleis which uses polis in the political sense. It was

one of the πολ�σµατα that were incorporated by synoecism

into Alexandreia Troas in 310 (Strabo 13.1.47).

The name of the territory was ! Λαρισα5α (Strabo

13.1.48). It included the hot salt springs of Tragasai (Ath.

2.43A). Hom. Il. 2.840–41 and 17.301 refers to the fertility of

the land, Λ�ρισαν .ριβ)λακα.

If the toponym is correctly restored in IG i³ 71 and 77

(supra), it was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian

League and was assessed for tribute of 3 tal. in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.124, 130) and in 422/1 for an unknown amount (IG i³

77.iv.14, 19).
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It is located .ν τ=8 Τρωικ=8 by Ath. 2.43A, and according

to Strabo 13.1.47 was formerly a city of the Tenedian peraia.

Larisa was one of the places visited by the Delphic theo-

rodokoi c.200 (Plassart (1921) 8; Cook (1988) 12). It may have

sent theoroi to Samothrake (Cook (1962) 100, (1973) 221).

The site on a low hill measuring “320 � 350 paces”, extend-

ing north from the base of the hill to the harbour; with build-

ing foundations and BG pottery (Leaf (1923) 225); Archaic

and Classical sherds are reported (Cook (1988) 14). See also

Akalın (1991). Xen. Hell. 3.1.13 (Λ�ρισαν . . . το5ς τε�χεσιν)

suggests that the city possessed a circuit wall in C4e.

785. Neandreia (Neandrieus) Map 56. Lat. 39.45, long.

26.15. Size of territory: 4. Type: A:α. The toponym is attested

in the forms Νε�νδρεια (IG i³ 259.iv.10 (454/3)) or

Νε�νδρεα (IG i³ 272.i.30 (440/39)) or Νε�νδρειον, τ#

(Theopomp. fr. 374 apud Steph. Byz. 471.5) or Νεανδρ�α, !

(Strabo 13.1.47). The city-ethnics are Νεανδρειε�ς (IG i³

280.ii.12 (432/1)) or Νεανδριε�ς (Xen. Hell. 3.1.18; Strabo

13.1.51; cf. Cook (1988) 14 n. 23).

Neandreia was one of the Aiolic cities of the Troas (Xen.

Hell. 3.1.16). In Ps.-Skylax 96 Neandreia is the third toponym

listed after the heading Α2ολ�δες δ* π#λεις . . . α_δε. It is

called a polis in the urban and political senses combined by

Xen. Hell. 3.1.16. The collective city-ethnic is used internally

on C5–C4 coins (infra) and externally on the Athenian trib-

ute lists (infra). The name of the territory was ! Νεανδρ�ς

(Strabo 10.3.20, following Demetrios of Skepsis). It included

the Samonion plain, which was probably to the east of the

city in the Skamandros valley (Cook (1973) 315). It over-

looked and presumably adjoined Hamaxitos on the west

(Strabo 13.1.51).

A foundation story is recorded in Dictys Cretensis, which

may originate with C5 or C4 sources, before the foundation

of Alexandreia Troas (Schwertheim (1994) 21–24).

Neandreia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded first by

toponym (IG i³ 263.ii.34), later by city-ethnic (IG i³

280.ii.12), from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.10) to 430/29 (IG i³

281.iii.37) a total of twelve times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.iv.10) in all years. It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.81) and in 410/9

(IG i³ 100.iii.4). It was one of the cities incorporated in

Alexandreia Troas in 310.

The origin of the civic centre (temple, agora, stoa) dates

to the Archaic period, including a C6 temple, perhaps dedi-

cated to Apollo (Wiegartz (1994)), an agora and stoa, possi-

ble remains of a theatre (Trunk (1994)), extensive housing

and a complex internal drainage system. The western sec-

tion of the housing area was built on a rectangular organised

grid dating to C4 (Maischatz (1994)). There was a fortified

area at the west end of the site, arguably protected by the ear-

liest fortifications of C6. These were built from 2–2.5 m-

thick rough polygonal masonry, not laid in horizontal or

even courses; they had five entrances. New walls were built

in late C5 or early C4. They were 3.2 km long and 2.9 m thick,

made from granite ashlar blocks. There were eight gates and

eleven rectangular towers, two with interior courtyards

(Schulz (1994), (2000)). These walls may be indirectly

referred to at Xen. Hell. 3.1.16 (ε2ς τ3 τε�χη δ/χεσθαι . . .

Νεανδρε5ς . . . .πε�θοντο).

The city minted silver and bronze issues from c.430–310:

denominations: drachm, hemidrachm, obol, hemiobol:

obv. head of Apollo, or helmet; rev. altar and laurel tree, or

ram, or horse, or triskeles, or ear of corn; legend: ΝΕΑΝ or

ΝΕΑ (Head, HN ² 547; cf. Pohl (1994) 157–61; SNG Cop.

Troas 446–54).

786. Ophryneion (Ophryneus) Map 56. Lat. 40.00, long.

26.20. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

’Οφρ�νειον, τ# (Hdt. 7.43.2; Dem. 33.20; note iΟφρυνε�οι

(dat.) in IG i³ 430.11 (414/13)); restored at IG i³ 71.iii.131,

77.iv.20); ’Οφρ�νιον, τ# is recorded by Xen. An. 7.8.5. The

city-ethnic is ’Οφρυνε�ς (C4s coins, infra).

Ophryneion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

7.43.2, and in the political sense retrospectively by Dion. Hal.

Ant. Rom. 1.47.2, who draws on Hellan. fr. 31. Its name has been

restored ([’Οφρ�ν]ειον) at IG i³ 77.iv.20 in a list of Aktaiai

poleis which uses polis in the political sense. The collective

internal use of the city-ethnic is attested by C4s coins (infra).

If the toponym is correctly restored in IG i³ 71 and 77, it

was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian League and

was assessed for tribute of 5 tal. in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.124, 131:

’Ο[φρ�νειον]) and for an unknown amount in 422/1 (IG i³

77.iv.14, 20: [’Οφρ�ν]ειον).

An Athenian inscription listing confiscated goods being

offered for public sale (IG i³ 430.11 (414/13)) refers to

.πικαρπ�α τ˜ες γ˜ες τ˜ες .ν ‘Οφρυνε�οι. This implies land-

ownership by Athenian citizens. Dem. 33.20 mentions that

Parmenon lived here in exile from Byzantion, losing his wife

and children when their house was destroyed by an earth-

quake.

Ophryneion was the reputed burial place of Hektor

(schol. Hom. Il. 13.1). Strabo 13.1.30 reports that the grove of

Hektor occupied a conspicuous site, and Hektor appears on

the coins.
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The site occupies a prominent hill some 100 m high,

forming a conspicuous headland with a steep brow, giving

the site its name.Walls (undated) enclosed the whole acrop-

olis and are reported as 2 m thick without mortar; the upper

part of the acropolis is separated by a deep trench and

embankment (Leaf (1923) 153–54, citing Calvert’s descrip-

tion). Many buildings are reported on the acropolis and the

slopes to the west and north-west.

Ophryneion minted silver and bronze c.350–300: denom-

inations: hemidrachm, trihemiobol: obv. head of Hektor, or

Zeus; rev. mounted naked youth, or Dionysos, or Hektor;

legend: ΟΦΡΥΝΕΩΝ or ΟΦΡΥ (Head, HN ² 547; SNG

Cop. Troas 455–60).

787. *Palaiperkote (Palaiperkosios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15,

long. 26.40. Size of territory: ? Type C:? The toponym is

*Παλαιπερκ)τη, reconstructed from ! π�λαι Περκ)τη

(Strabo 13.1.20, infra) and the city-ethnic Παλαιπερκ#σιος

(IG i³ 272.i.28).

The Palaiperkosioi were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Hellespontine district and are record-

ed from 451/50 (IG i³ 262.ii.14) to 421/20 (IG i³ 285.ii.80) a

total of fourteen times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³ 265.ii.39) in all years. They were

linked with the Perkosioi in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.19–20, com-

pletely restored) and probably assessed in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.100, partly restored). In a passage that is certainly cor-

rupt, Strabo (13.1.20) made some observation about a

change of name (! π�λαι Περκ)τη µετωνοµ�σθη, W

τ#πος). The change of name, however, seems to be that

attested from Perkote to Perkope (see entry for Perkote),and

it is not clear whether this passage refers to Palaiperkote at

all. The site was probably located at Erdağ, where a large

Archaic (?) fortification wall has been reported (Judeich

(1898b) 546; cf. Schulz (2000) 23).

788. Perkote (Perkosios) Map 51. Lat. 40.15, long. 26.35.

Size of territory: 1 or 2? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Περκ)τη, ! (Hom. Il. 2.835, 11.229, 15.548; Hdt. 5.117; Xen.

Hell. 5.1.25; Arr. Anab. 1.12.6), rendered as Περκ#τε in the

Athenian tribute lists (ATL i. 374). The form Περκ)πη

occurs in lesser MSS of these authors and was current after

the Hellenistic period; see Eust. Il. 840.46 on Il. 11.229; Ath.

1.29f, discussion by Ruge (1938). The city-ethnic was

Περκ)σιος (Hom. Il. 6.30) or Περκ#σιος (IG i³ 272.i.33).

Perkote is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt. 5.117.1.

In Ps.-Skylax 94 Perkote is one of the toponyms listed after

the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. The city-ethnic was

used in its collective sense externally by the Athenian tribute

lists (infra). Perkote was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Hellespontine district and is recorded either

by toponym (IG i³ 266.i.21) or by city-ethnic (IG i³ 272.i.33)

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.17, partly restored) to 430/29 (IG i³

281.iii.26) a total of thirteen times, twice completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 266.i.21) in all

years. It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.88, part-

ly restored). Perhaps the Perkosioi were jointly listed with

Palaiperkosioi in 433/2 (IG i³ 279.ii.19–20,both ethnics com-

pletely restored). In 387/6 Antalkidas brought his fleet to

anchor at Perkote (Xen. Hell. 5.1.25). According to later

sources, Perkote provided Themistokles with his bed linen

(Plut. Them. 29; schol. Ar. Eq. 84; Ath. 1.54).

789. Polichna (Polichnaios) Map 56. Unlocated. Type:

C:? The toponym is Πολ�χνα, ! (Strabo 13.1.45). The 

city-ethnic is probably Πολιχν�της (IG i³ 71.iii.76) or

Πολιχνα5ος as reported by Steph. Byz. 532.4 and confirmed

by the form Polichnaei (Plin. HN 5.30). Its location is uncer-

tain (Leaf (1923) 210).

At 13.1.45 Strabo refers to a fortified settlement (τειχ8ρες

χωρ�ον) called Πολ�χνα or Πολ�χνη on the territory of

Skepsis. The toponym is possibly to be connected with the

(restored) ethnic [Πολι]χν5ται, a community in the

Hellespontine district assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.76), thus ATL i. 541. The common alternation

Polichnaioi/Polichnitai is attested in the case of the

Erythraian Polichnitai/aioi (no. 860). If the restoration 

and the identification are accepted, Polichna was presum-

ably a polis and perhaps a dependency of Skepsis already in

C5.

790. Rhoiteion (Rhoiteus) Map 56. Lat. 40.00, long.

26.20. Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is

‘Ρο�τειον, τ# (Hdt. 7.43; Thuc. 4.52.2; Xen. Hell. 1.1.3; IG i³

77.iv.16). The city-ethnic is ‘Ροιτειε�ς (Strabo 13.1.30;

Steph. Byz. 557.8) or ‘Ροιτε�ς (IG xi.4 582; IG xi.2 163.B.g.18

(both C3f)).

Rhoiteion is called a polis in the urban sense by Hdt.

7.43.2, and in Ps.-Skylax 95 Rhoiteion is the second toponym

listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε. It was

one of the Aktaiai poleis mentioned by Thuc. 4.52.2 and IG i³

77.iv.16, where polis is used in the political sense. The collec-

tive city-ethnic is attested internally by C4s coins (infra); the

individual city-ethnic is attested externally by C3f inscrip-

tions (IG xi.4 582; IG xi.2 163.B.g.18), but SEG 12 88 (332/1)

has been interpreted as a grant of proxeny to a Rhoiteieus.

The name of the territory was τ� ‘Ρο�τειον (Leaf (1923)

157). It probably extended west and south to the river
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Simoeis, and east to Ophryneion. It included the burial

tumulus of Ajax (whose statue was returned to the

Rhoiteians by Augustus (Strabo 13.1.30), and an unlocated

colony called Π#λιον, which was renamed Π#λισµα in

Strabo’s day (Strabo 13.1.42).

Rhoiteion was founded by Dorians from Astypalaia, who

also founded the undefended colony of Polion, in C7/C6,

which was demolished soon afterwards (Strabo 13.1.42).

Rhoiteion was one of the ?κτα5αι π#λεις in the Delian

League and was assessed for tribute of 8 tal. in 425/4 (IG i³

71.iii.124, 126, toponym restored) and for an unknown

amount in 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.14 and 16). In 424 it was briefly

seized by refugees from Mytilene and other refugees from

Lesbos, but returned on payment of 2,000 Phokaian staters

(Thuc. 4.52.2). Μοιρ�ας ?ντιφ�νου ‘Ροιτε�ς was hon-

oured in a C3f proxeny decree of Delos (IG xi.4 582). It was

absorbed by Ilion in a synoecism after 189 (Livy 38.37).

The acropolis is reported to be fortified on three sides

with two towers (undated); the fourth side was precipitous.

There were buildings within the acropolis, while the lower

town extends to the south (Cook (1973) 77–90).

The city minted silver coins c.350–300: denomination:

tetrobol: obv. head of Apollo; rev. triskeles; legend:

ΡΟΙΤΕΙ (Head, HN ² 548).

791. Sigeion (Sigeieus) Map 56. Lat. 40.00, long. 26.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type A:α. The toponym is Σ�γειον, τ#

(IG i³ 1144.A.ii.a.32 (464); Hdt. 5.65.3; Thuc. 6.59.3; Arist.

Hist. an. 547a5).; also Σ�γη, ! (Hecat. fr. 221; Ps.-Skylax 95).

For the identification of Σ�γη with Σ�γειον, see Bürchner

(1923) 2276. The city-ethnic is Συκεε�ς (Syll.³ 2.A �LSAG²

pl. 71 43–44 (C6)) or Σιγευε�ς (Syll.³ 2.B (C5)) or Σιγειε�ς

(Syll.³ 2.B (C5); IG i³ 272.i.35) or Σιγε�ς (I.Kios 1.4 (C4)).

Sigeion is described as a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

5.94.2 and in Ps.-Skylax 95 Sige (Sigeion) is one of the

toponyms listed after the heading π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δες . . .

α_δε. Other references to Sigeion as a polis are late: Harp.Σ11

and Strabo 13.1.31 (κατεσπασµ/νη π#λις). The collective

city-ethnic is attested internally in C6 by Syll.³ i.2, and exter-

nally in C5 by the Athenian tribute lists (infra) and IG i³ 17

(C5m/s), which is a decree granting privileges to the city.

Individually, the city-ethnic is applied externally in I.Kios 1

(C4) and by later sources to the C5 historian from the city,

Damastes (�FGrHist 5; cf. Test. 1, 2, 4).

Its territory is termed χ)ρη by Hdt. 5.94.2. Sigeion 

and Rhoiteion included the former territory of Ilion, until

that city was refounded (Strabo 13.1.42). In the early C6 con-

trol of Sigeion was contested between Athenians and

Mytilenians; the latter’s base was the neighbouring polis of

Achilleion (Hdt. 5.94.2). The oecist may have been the

Athenian, Physkon, in C7l, when virtually the entire rest of

the Troad was controlled by Lesbos (Strabo 13.1.8).

Sigeion was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded from 450/49

(IG i³ 263.iv.25) to 418/17 (IG i³ 287.ii.9) a total of fifteen

times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr.

(IG i³ 263.iv.25) down to 418/17, when it paid 1 tal. (IG i³

287.ii.9). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.93).

In C4, Tenedos claimed control over Sigeion (Arist. Rh.

1375b31; Anon. in Arist. Artem Rhet. 81.12). Strabo 13.1.39 (cf.

13.1.31) says that the city was demolished (κατ/σκαπται) by

the people of Ilion on account of its disobedience. The date

must fall between c.334 and Strabo’s own time.

Sigeion was usually ruled by an autocrat or a tyrant:

Physkon, Athenian Olympic victor, in late C7 (Strabo

13.1.38); Hegesistratos, son of Peisistratos, in 520s, and per-

haps Hippias in 510 (Hdt. 5.94.1); Chares son of Theochares

between c.355 and 334 (Theopomp. fr. 105 apud Ath. 12.532B;

Arr. 1.12.1; schol. Dem. 3.21). A public decree of C2 has been

recorded (Daux (1956); cf. BE (1958) 410).

A prytaneion is mentioned in C6 (Syll.³ 2A). The city walls

were reputed to have been built with stones from Ilion by

Archianax of Mytilene in C6 (Strabo 13.1.38). There was a C6

dedication of crater, base and stand by Phanodikos 

of Prokonnesos (Syll.³ 2). A C4 decree of Kios gave proxeny

status and minor privileges to Xδολος ?δ#λου Σιγε�ς

(I.Kios 1).

Silver and bronze coins were minted in C4, probably

when Sigeion was controlled by Chares, c.355–334.

Denomination: hemidrachm: obv. head of Athena, or head

of Zeus; rev. owl, crescent behind; legend: ΣΙΓΕ (Head,

HN ² 549; Six (1894) 306–7).

792. Skepsis (Skapsios) Map 56. Lat. 39.50, long. 26.40.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σκ8ψις, !

(Xen. Hell. 3.1.15; F.Delphes iii.1 288 (C2)); Παλαισκ8ψις

(Strabo 13.1.51). The city-ethnic is Σκ�ψιος (C5 coins,

infra), Σκ�φσιος (IG i³ 261.iv.27), Σκ�[ψιος] (IG i³

100.iii.3; IG ii² 10364 (C3); F.Delphes iii.1 288 (C2)),

Σκ�ψιος (coins, infra; Xen. Hell. 3.1.21), Σκ/µφσιος

(Krateros fr. 24, Krech (454/3)).

It is called a polis in the urban sense by Xen. Hell. 3.1.15. In

Ps.-Skylax 96 Skepsis is the second toponym listed after the

heading Α2ολ�δες δ* π#λεις . . . α_δε. In the political sense

polis is used by Xen. Hell. 3.1.21. Skepsis is repeatedly referred

to as a polis in the political sense in a decree of 311 (OGIS 6.2,
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4, 11, 15). The acropolis is mentioned by Xen. Hell. 3.1.21 (.ν

τ=8 τ+ν Σκηψ�ων �κροπ#λει). Xen. Hell. 3.1.21 also refers

to its inhabitants as citizens in emphatic terms: παραδοLς

δ* το5ς πολ�ταις τ�ν π#λιν, κα� παρακελευσ�µενος

�σπερ UΕλληνας κα� .λευθ/ρους χρ8, ο&τω πολιτε�ειν.

This passage, however, also implies that the population was

mixed. Xen. Hell. 3.1.28 also employs the term patris in rela-

tion to the city. The collective city-ethnic is used internally

on coins (infra) and externally on the Athenian tribute lists

(infra); the external individual use is attested in a C3 epitaph

from Athens (Agora xvii 666).

The name of the territory was ! Σκηψ�α (Strabo 13.1.33),

and the city lay .ν δ* τ=8 µεσογα��α τ8ς Τρ�ω�δος (Strabo

14.1.6). Its extent must have been large, but the topography

remains extremely obscure. According to Strabo 13.1.45, it

included a walled settlement called Πολ�χνα (possibly itself

a small polis), and it was separated from the territory of

Kebren by the river Skamandros (Strabo 13.1.33). The site of

Palaiskepsis was said to be above Kebren in the highest parts

of Mt. Ida near Polichna (sic) (Strabo 13.1.52). Strabo 13.1.51

describes the early but undated metoikesis from Palaiskepsis

to Skepsis as follows: &στερον κατωτ/ρω σταδ�οις

Gξ�κοντα µετ�ωκισθ8ναι 6π� Σκαµ�νδρου το%

UΕκτορος κα� ?σκαν�ου το% Α2νε�ου παιδ#ς. The figure

of 60 stades was emended to 260 by Leaf (1923) 270–71, who

was guided by Strabo’s indications that Skepsis lay in the

river basin of the Skamandros, while Palaiskepsis was in 

that of the Aisepos.Following this,Strabo 13.1.52 refers to the

arrival of Milesian settlers to be joined in a sympoliteia at

Skepsis, perhaps after the sack of Miletos in 494, ε1τα

Μιλ�σιοι συνεπολιτε�θησαν α(το5ς. C5 coins have the

city-ethnic ΣΚΗ(Α)ΨΙΟΝ ΝΕ(ΟΝ) which may refer to

the refoundation of Skepsis at this time. After 310 Skepsis

was synoecised with Alexandreia by Antigonos, but restored

to independence by Lysimachos (Strabo 13.1.52).

Skepsis was originally an Aiolic city (implied by use of

form ΣΚΑΨΙΟΝ on C5 coins, infra); but there was a sec-

ondary foundation by Milesians after 494 (Leaf (1923)

272–73). The original oecists, according to Strabo 13.1.52–53,

following Demetrios of Skepsis, were Skamandrios and

Askanios.

Skepsis was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Hellespontine district and is recorded in 453/2 (IG i³

260.viii.4, partly restored), in 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.27) and in

441/0 (IG i³ 271.ii.31), paying a phoros of 1 tal. It was assessed

for tribute possibly in 454/3 (Krateros fr. 24, Krech) and in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.65, completely restored), probably in 410/9

(IG i³ 100.iii.4, partly restored).

Strabo 13.1.52 records a progression in its constitution

from kingship (descendants of Skamandrios and Askanios),

through oligarchy, to democracy (after the sympoliteia of

Milesian settlers). Imhoof-Blümer (1901) 45 suggests that a

coin with the legend ΑΝΤΗΝΟΡΟΣ is evidence for a

dynast of that name in C2 or C1; but this may simply be an

allusion to the legend of the Antenoridai, current at the city

(Leaf (1923) 275–80). The magistrates included a βασιλε�ς

(Strabo 13.1.52). The city received a letter from Antigonos in

311 (OGIS 5), and the demos responded by passing a decree in

the king’s honour. The Skepsians resolved to set up a sanctu-

ary and altar for Antigonos and to found an annual festival,

which would feature a thysia, an agon, a stephanephoria and

a panegyris. Among the city magistrates the text mentions a

tamias, who was responsible for expenditure on the festival,

and a grammateus, who was to supervise the erection of the

stele inscribed with the decree in the sanctuary of Athena

(OGIS 6). An early Hellenistic citizenship decree testifies 

to the organisation of the citizens into phylai (Judeich

(1898a)). Xen. Hell. 3.1.15 implies that Skepsis was a fortified

site.

Derkylidas conducted a sacrifice to Athena on the acrop-

olis in 399 (Xen. Hell. 3.1.21; cf. OGIS 6.40–41), perhaps sug-

gesting a cult of Athena Polias. There was also a communal

cult of Dionysos (coins, inscription of C4/C3; SEG 26 1337

(regulations for priesthood of Dionysos Bambouleios,

probably dating to C2)). The city used the Ionic calendar,

and the month Lenaion is attested (SEG 26 1337).

Skepsis minted silver and bronze coinage in C5 and C4. (1)

Silver, 460–400: denominations: drachm, triobol,

trihemiobol, hemiobol: obv. horse (Pegasos); legend:

ΣΚΑΨΙΟΝ or ΣΚΗΨΙΟΝ or ΣΚΗΨΙ; rev. fir-tree;

legend:ΝorΝΕ (presumably νε+ν). (2) Bronze, c.460–400:

obv. fir-tree, or horse (Pegasos); rev. symbol, or fir-tree in

incuse square. (3) Silver, 400–310: denominations: tetrobol,

trihemiobol: obv. Pegasos, or Dionysos; rev. fir-tree; legend:

ΣΚΗΨΙΩΝ or ΣΚΗ or ΣΚ. (4) Bronze, 400–310: obv.

Pegasos; rev. fir-tree; legend: ΣΚΗΨΙΩΝ or ΣΚΗ (Head,

HN ² 548; SNG Cop. Troas 469–87).

793. Tenedos (Tenedios) Map 56. Lat. 39.50, long. 26.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Τ/νεδος, !

(IG i³ 265.ii.109; Hdt. 1.151.2; Thuc. 3.35.1). The city-ethnic is

Τεν/διος (Hdt. 1.151.3; IG i³ 261.i.6). Tenedos is called a polis

in the urban sense by Hdt. 1.151.2 and implicitly in Ps.-Skylax

95 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142). It is included

among the poleis in the political sense mentioned at Hdt.

1.151.3 and is explicitly called polis in the political sense in IG
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ii² 232 (340/39). IG ii² 233.6–7 (340/39) refers to the demos of

the Tenedians. πατρ�ς is found in SEG 36 697 (C4/C3) and

CEG ii 717 (C4l/C3e), and π�τρα in Pind. Nem. 11.20. The

collective city-ethnic is used internally on C5m–C4 coins

(infra) and externally by Hdt. 1.151.3, Thuc. 3.2.3 and, e.g., IG

i³ 261.i.6 (452/1). The individual city-ethnic is used external-

ly on funerary inscriptions from Athens (Agora xvii 672–73

(C4)) and in IG vii 2418.14 (355–346).

Ps.-Skylax 95 mentions the island and its harbour, κα�

ν8σος κατ3 τα%τα κε5ται Τ/νεδος κα� λιµ�ν, while

Strabo 13.1.46 mentions two harbours. There was a single

polis on the island of Tenedos (Hdt. 1.151.2), which also had

territory on the peraia (Strabo 13.1.32); Xen. Hell. 5.1.7 uses

χ)ρα about the island. Strabo 13.1.44 shows that Tenedian

territory included Achaiion, while 13.1.46 indicates that it

began at Sigeion and Achilleion, and included Achaiion.

Strabo 13.1.47, a corrupt passage, is usually restored to show

that Larisa and Kolonai were previously parts of the

Tenedian peraia (lν δ* τ�+ ?χαι��ω συνεχ�ς r τε Λ�ρισα

κα� Κολωνα�, τ8ς <Τενεδ�ων περ>α�ας οwσαι

πρ#τερον). However, Cook (1973) 197–98 proposes restor-

ing lν δ* τ�+ ?χαι��ω συνεχ�ς r τε Λ�ρισα κα�

Κολωνα�, τ8ς <Λεσβ�ων περ>α�ας οwσαι πρ#τερον at

this point, and this also makes good sense. Arist. Rh. 1375b31

with Anon. in Arist. Artem Rhet. 81.12 indicates that Tenedos

claimed control over Sigeion some time in C4.

Tenedos was an Aiolic settlement founded from Lesbos

(Hdt. 1.151.1–2; Strabo 13.1.46). Tenedos was a member of the

Delian League. It belonged to the Hellespontine district and

is recorded from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.i.6) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.iii.30) a total of fifteen times, twice completely restored,

usually paying a phoros of 2 tal., 5,280 dr. (IG i³ 269.ii.8) but

sometimes 4 tal., 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 267.i.29). It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.180, partly restored).

Contributions .σς Τ/νεδον are recorded in 447/6 (IG i³

265.ii.108–9). Thuc. 7.57.5 describes the Tenedians as

6ποτελε5ς. The Athenian general Paches placed a group of

pro-Spartan Mytilenians in temporary custody on Tenedos

in 427 (Thuc. 3.28.2; cf. 35.1); Tenedos had been at odds with

Lesbos during the Revolt of 428/7 and had not joined them

(Thuc. 3.2.3). Tenedos was also a member of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.A.ii.79). A Tenedian prox-

enos of the Boiotians is mentioned in IG vii 2418 (355–346).

There was an Aristotelian Constitution of the Tenedians

(Arist. frr. 610–11); a fragment in Steph. Byz. 616.3ff refers to

a law concerning adulterers established by a king who was

obliged to punish his own son with death by beheading

according to its harsh terms. In fact, this is an aetiological

story to explain the coin types of Tenedos with the double

axe motif and has little historical value. C.330 an Argive the-

orodokos resided at Tenedos (SEG 23 189.ii.19).

The site includes evidence of grid planning of the ancient

city, cemeteries dating from C8 to C4, and the remains of a

theatre of uncertain date at Yeni Kale Tepe (Mitchell (1999)

142). A prytaneion is mentioned at Pind. Nem. 11.1–3. There

was a public cult of Apollo Smintheus (Strabo 13.1.46, quot-

ing Hom. Il. 1.38).

Tenedos minted silver coinage. (1) Silver, c.550–470:

denominations: tetradrachm, didrachm, hemidrachm,

obol: obv. Janus head (male and female); rev. incuse square,

or double axe, or head of Athena; legend: ΤΕΝΕ or

ΤΕΝΕ∆ΙΟΝ or ΤΕΝΕ∆ΕΟΝ. (2) Silver, c.450–387:

denominations: tetradrachm, drachm, hemidrachm: obv.

Janus head (male and female), or Artemis; rev. double axe,

usually with bunch of grapes; legend: ΤΕ or ΤΕΝΕ or

ΤΕΝΕ∆ΙΩΝ. (Head, HN ² 550; SNG Cop. Troas 505–22).
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I. The Island

The name of the island is Λ/σβος,! (Hom. Il.9.129;Anac. fr.

13.6, PMC; Thuc. 1.116.1; Arist. Hist. an. 621b22; IG i³ 18.18

(C5m)); F.Delphes iii.1 497.9 (C4l–C3e)). The ethnic is

Λ/σβιος (Archil. fr. 98.11; Alc. fr. 129.1, Lobel and Page; Hdt.

1.24.8; IG i³ 1352 bis; SEG 28 24.2 (428/7)). In Tod 196.16

Λεσ[β)ιοι]ς is an unconvincing conjecture (Brun (1993)

188, followed by RO 96).

Lesbos covers 1,614 km² (Labarre (1996) 191). It was settled

by the Aiolian Greeks, probably over an extended period

from the later Bronze Age to the early Iron Age. However, the

continuity of many traditions in the material culture across

the Bronze Age/Iron Age divide, lasting in some cases until

the Archaic period, makes it almost impossible to pin down

precisely in the archaeological record when the “Aiolian”

element in the population in Lesbos arrived (Spencer

(1995b) 275–77, 293–303). The Aiolian dialect, related to

Thessalian and Boiotian, is the principal clue to the question

of the identity of the new population elements in Lesbos

(Thumb and Scherer (1959) 84–85; Cook (1975) 776–79).The

written sources are late and are infected with mythological

speculations (Bérard (1959) 22–28).

According to Herodotos (1.151.2) there were in C5m five

poleis on Lesbos, but there had once been six until the polis

of Arisba was destroyed by an andrapodismos. A century

later, Ps.-Skylax (97) reported that Lesbos had five poleis:

Methymna, Antissa, Eresos, Pyrrha and Mytilene. This neat

picture of the poleis of Lesbos is disturbed by Steph. Byz.,

who, in addition to the six poleis above, lists seven further

poleis on Lesbos: Geren (205.3), Ira (337.2), Issa (339.14),

Metaon (448.10), Nape (469.4), Xanthos (480.17) and

Penthile (516.18). These seven toponyms, or some of them,

may have been names of Archaic poleis. Furthermore, some

rare billon coins of C5f have with good reason (confirmed

by T. Buttrey) been assigned to Lesbos because of the metal

as well as the obv. type: two boars’ heads, face to face. The

coins are inscribed ΚΙΘΙ or, perhaps, ΚΙΟΙ (see infra).

They may testify to the existence of an otherwise unknown

polis. It is true that Herodotos’ account at 1.151.2 conveys the

impression that there had never been more than six Lesbian

poleis. But in the same part of book 1 he reports that there

were eleven Aiolian and twelve Ionian poleis, whereas we

know from other sources that, in C5m, there were more than

thirty poleis in Aiolis and some thirty in Ionia. On the other

hand, Stephanos does not in any of the seven cases cite a

source for his site-classification, and we know from other

regions that some doubtful and spurious settlements are

recorded as poleis in Stephanos’ treatise. There are no other

written sources or material remains to back up Stephanos’

site-classifications, and not all of the locations can even 

be securely located topographically. Furthermore, the

inscribed letters on the coins do not readily fit with any oth-

erwise attested toponym or ethnic. Future discoveries may

show that the community that struck these coins and some

of the poleis listed in Steph. Byz. were in fact Archaic poleis,

but, as the evidence stands, it seems preferable to place them

all in the list of non-polis settlements.

In addition to the six poleis, Barr. records seventeen sites

as settlements of the Archaic and/or Classical periods, and

the list of unlocated toponyms includes four which have

been recorded below. However, as the evidence stands, only

two of the seventeen deserve to be classified as settlements,

viz. Issa and Petra, and even they can be classified as settle-

ments of the Archaic and Classical periods only with some

hesitation. Lesbos was dotted with a large number of towers

and forts, many of them in Lesbian masonry and dating

from the Archaic period (Spencer (1994), (1995a) 53–64,

(1995c); Schaus and Spencer (1994)). There has been sig-

nificant extensive survey work carried out on the island, but

the lack of any intensive survey in any region of the island

means that currently there is very little evidence of proper

non-polis settlements. In short, at the time of writing, it is

difficult to answer questions about the settlement pattern,

LESBOS
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and to decide whether Lesbians who were not settled in the

urban centres of the poleis lived either dispersed in the coun-

tryside or in second-order towns or villages. This will

become clear only when further fieldwork is carried out in

the hinterland of the known urban centres.

What we know about the history of Lesbos in the early

Archaic period concerns the colonisation of Chersonesos,

Troas and Aiolis (Strabo 13.2.1; Mason (1993) 226–29).

Specific information is known for a few poleis only: in C7

Lesbians colonised Madytos (no. 669) and Sestos (no. 672).

Tenedos (no. 793) was colonised at an unknown date. For

colonies founded by Methymna and Mytilene, see infra.

At some point in C6s Lesbos came under Persian rule. A

Lesbian fleet was defeated by Polykrates, and Lesbian pris-

oners worked on the fortifications of Samos (Hdt. 3.39.4).

Mytilenaian ships served in Kambyses’ fleet when he invad-

ed Egypt in 525 (Hdt. 3.13–14), and Lesbian ships in Otanes’

fleet when he conquered Lemnos and Imbros c.512 (Hdt.

5.26). The Lesbians joined the Ionian Revolt, and seventy

Lesbian ships fought at Lade in 494 (Hdt. 6.8.1–2, 14.3).After

the defeat, the entire island of Lesbos was systematically rav-

aged by the Persians (Hdt. 6.31.1), and all five poleis seem to

have been exposed to andrapodismos. Lesbos joined the

Greeks in 479 (Hdt. 9.106.4).

All five Lesbian poleis were members of the Delian

League, but none is recorded in the tribute lists, not even

after the Revolt of 428/7. The Lesbians were among the orig-

inal members of the League (Plut. Arist. 23.4; cf. Thuc.

3.10.2–4); they continued to provide ships and did not shift

to paying phoros (Thuc. 1.19; Arist. Ath. Pol. 24.2). They pro-

vided ships for the suppression of the revolt of Samos in

440/39 (Thuc. 1.116.2, 117.2) and for the Athenian naval expe-

dition round the Peloponnese in 430 (Thuc. 2.56.2). The

Lesbian poleis remained autonomoi and eleutheroi (Thuc.

3.10.5), but were nevertheless under pressure from Athens

(Arist. Pol. 1284a38–40). In 428 the Lesbian poleis revolted,

except Methymna (Thuc. 3.2.1; Quinn (1981) 33–38). After

the Athenians had quenched the Revolt, these poleis were

forced to accept Athenian klerouchs, but did not have to pay

phoros (Thuc. 3.50.2). Methymna, however, remained an

autonomos member of the League and provided ships pre-

sumably against Melos in 416 (Thuc. 5.84.1) and certainly for

the Sicilian campaign in 415–413 (Thuc. 6.85.2, 7.57.5).

Methymna, Mytilene and Pyrrha revolted once again in 412,

but were soon recovered (Thuc.8.22.2–23.6, 100.2–3). In 405,

after the Spartan victory at Aigos potamoi, Lysander put an

end to the Athenian domination of Lesbos (Xen. Hell. 2.2.5).

In 390/89 the Lesbian poleis were allied with Lakedaimon,

except Mytilene, and there was a Spartan harmost on Lesbos

(Xen. Hell. 4.8.28). All five Lesbian poleis were members of

the Second Athenian Naval League, and this time they are

recorded individually, Mytilene and Methymna among the

founding members (IG ii² 43.80–81); Antissa and Eresos

joined the League in, probably, 375 (B.20–21), Pyrrha is

attested as a member in IG ii² 107.29 (368/7).

At Messon (IG xii suppl. 136.a.5 (C2f)) north of Pyrrha

(Spencer (1995a) 103) was a shrine which in the Archaic peri-

od was shared by all Lesbians and consecrated to three

divinities: Zeus, the Aiolian mother goddess (either Hera or

Kybele) and Dionysos (Alc fr. 129; cf. Robert (1969) 816–31).

In the Classical period the sanctuary was situated at the edge

of the territory of Pyrrha (Labarre (1996) 197). For the

C4–C3 pseudodipteral Ionic temple, see Pyrrha (no. 799)

infra. From the temple at Messon Louis Robert inferred that

there was a Lesbian federation from C7l onwards (Robert

(1969) 818, 825). Further evidence of co-operation between

the poleis is the “Lesbian” coinage (infra). But neither the

coins nor the existence of a sanctuary shared by all poleis in

a region or a multipolate island is enough to support the

inference that there was a federal organisation with com-

mon political institutions for all the poleis. There can be no

doubt, however, that Antissa, Eresos and Pyrrha were con-

trolled by Mytilene in the years before the Revolt of 428.

They were dependent poleis and what triggered the Revolt in

428 was presumably the Mytilenaians’ attempt by a synoik-

ismos to transform Lesbos into one single polis (Thuc.

3.2.1–3.1 with schol.; cf. Moggi, Sin. 189–97). Thucydides

conveys the impression that the synoecism was planned to

include Methymna as well as the other three poleis.

There was no common Lesbian calendar. The names of

some months are known for Eresos, Methymna and

Mytilene,and most names differ from polis to polis apart from

the month Apollonios (shared by Eresos and Methymna) and

Pantheios (shared by Methymna and Mytilene); see Trümpy,

Monat. 246–48. The evidence is Hellenistic or later, but if

there were different calendars in the later periods we can infer

a fortiori that each polis must have had its own calendar in the

Archaic and Classical periods.

Several series of coins struck in billon or electrum are

classified as a “Lesbian” coinage. The common view is that

these coins were struck for general use in Lesbos, some of

them in Mytilene, some perhaps in Methymna. (1) Billon

coins struck on the Phoenician or Persic standard from

before C6m to after C5m: denominations: stater, hekte and

fractions. Types: obv. a great variety of types, some connect-

ed with Mytilene (e.g. two calves’ heads face to face), some
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with Methymna (e.g. two boars’ heads face to face); rev.

incuse square; legend: ΛΕΣ or Μ (on a few); on one a

monogram, interpreted as ΑΝ, standing for Antissa

(Babelon, Traité ii.1. 349 no. 568). (2) Electrum coins struck

on the Phokaic standard c.485–350: denominations: stater

and hekte. Types: obv. a great variety of types (head of ani-

mal, e.g. lion or ram; later, head of a god, e.g. Apollo or

Hermes); rev. a great variety of types (e.g.panther or serpent

or silenos in incuse square); legend:ΛΕ or Μ (on a few), see

1029 infra (Head, HN ² 557–59; Kraay (1976) 38–39, 266; SNG

Cop. Lesbos 284–330).

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Aigeiros (Α]γειρος) Strabo 13.2.2 (κ)µη τ8ς

Μηθυµνα�ης). In Barr. identified with Kabakli, but both

Mason (1993) 240–43 and Spencer (1995a) no. 243 dispute

the identification. In Barr. classified as a settlement; but even

if the identification is accepted, there is no evidence that

Aigeiros (or Kabakli) was a settlement in the Archaic and

Classical periods (Spencer (1995a) no. 243). For the erro-

neous attribution of an Archaic coin to Aigeiros (Head,

HN ² 559), see Mason (1993) 243. Barr. AC.

Geren (Γ/ρην) Steph. Byz. 205.3 (π#λις k κ)µη

Λ/σβου). Barr. Unlocated, undated.

Hiera? ( ;Ιρα, Hiera) Alc. fr. 69.3–4, Lobel and Page: ]ρ

[---] .ς π#λιν is sometimes restored as ;Ιρ[ας] .ς π#λιν. If

correct, the restoration testifies to the existence of a seventh

polis on Lesbos in the Archaic period; but it seems preferable

to restore ]ρ[αν] .ς π#λιν or to leave the text unrestored.

Steph. Byz. 337.2 (’Ιρ� . . . �στι κα� π#λις Λ/σβου); Plin.

HN 5.139 (Hiera). In Barr. Hiera is identified with a site near

modern Perama (Spencer (1995a) no. 54), but remains in the

area are all later than C1 (HW¹; Spencer (1995a) no. 54) and

the identification with the historically attested Hiera cannot

be proved from current finds in the area. Barr. C.

Issa ( ;Ισσα) Steph.Byz.339.14 (π#λις .ν Λ/σβ�ω). In Barr.

identified with a fortified hill-top settlement near modern

Parakoila (Spencer (1995a) no. 123), where finds of an appar-

ently substantial enclosure wall and a building complex

were noted initially in the nineteenth century by Koldewey

(1890) and more recently by Axioitis (1992). Both felt unable

to date the structure from the associated ceramic scatter,

although Kontes suggested that “pre-Hellenistic” ceramics

had been found here. Near this site (lying to the north-east)

is the Lesbian masonry enclosure at Xerokastrine (Spencer

(1995a) no. 122),probably to be classified as a fort rather than

a settlement in Antiquity. Barr. AC.

Kith[---] (Κιθ[---]) Some rare billon coins of C5f have

with good reason been assigned to Lesbos because of the

obv. type: two boars’ heads, face to face; legend: ΚΙΘΙ or,

perhaps, ΚΙΟΙ; rev. incuse square and, on one, boar’s head

(Babelon, Traité ii.1. 347–49 nos. 559–61; NC (1905) 326 n.4;

Head, HN ² 560). Accepting the Lesbian origin of the coins,

Bürchner (1924) 2127 included a Κ�θος(?) among the towns

on Lesbos. Barr. Unlocated, undated.

Maleia (Μαλε�α) IG xii.2 74.b.16, a C3 register of landed

property in the territory of Mytilene. According to Strabo

13.2.2, Μαλ�α was the southernmost promontory on

Lesbos. In Barr. identified with Akhlia. There are a number

of archaeological remains reported in the area south of

Mytilene on this promontory (Spencer (1995a) nos. 38–43),

the most substantial of which were structural and architec-

tural finds dating back to C5 in a rescue excavation near the

modern airport. Intriguingly, more finds of a more votive

nature, including Archaic ceramics, were reported by

Koldewey in the nineteenth century near the tip of the

promontory (Spencer (1995a) nos. 38–43). Barr. C.

Metaon (Μ/ταον) Steph. Byz. 448.10 (π#λις Λ/σβου),

citing Hellan. fr. 92. If this toponym is correctly identified

with the remains near the village of Plagia (Spencer (1995a)

no. 62), there are no remains antedating the Hellenistic peri-

od. Barr. AC.

*Myrsinia No ancient source mentions a *Μυρσιν�α on

Lesbos. Barr. marks Myrsinia near/at Spencer (1995a) no. 60

(NS), but no ancient remains are reported apart from an

altar of the Hellenistic or Roman periods (which could well

have been removed from its original location). Barr. C.

Nape (Ν�πη) Strabo 9.4.5; Steph. Byz. 469.4 (π#λις

Λ/σβου); by Hellan. fr. 35b called Λ�πη, erroneously

according to Strabo 9.4.5. In Barr. identified with modern

Klopedi, the location of the Aiolic-style temple (Spencer

(1995a) no. 111); see infra. The remains do not warrant Barr.’s

classification of the site as a settlement. Barr. AC.

Penthile (Πενθ�λη) Steph. Byz. 516.18 (π#λις Λ/σβου).

The toponym is associated with the location 2 km south of

Agiasos known as “Pitsilia”, but no ancient remains have
¹ HW or NS indicates information obtained from Hector Williams or Nigel

Spencer by e-mail.
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ever been located at the spot (Spencer (1995a) no. 71). Barr.

Unlocated, undated.

Petra The only Π/τρ(α) on Lesbos mentioned in the

sources (IG xii.2 76.h.9) is a Roman village south of

Methymna (Spencer (1995a) nos. 207–8), and there is still a

modern-day village bearing this name on the coast in this

area. No ancient source mentions a Petra near Prophitis

Elias (Spencer (1995a) no. 121) on the west side of the Arisba

plain, where “traces of a substantial enclosure wall of poly-

gonal masonry are visible”and “a scatter of amphora, pithos

and other sherds lie on the slopes below the summit outside

the enclosure wall, and on the peak or the hill are traces of

foundations and a dense scatter of ceramics”. According to

Kontes (1978) 291, a “fort”, but could also be a settlement of

the Archaic period (Spencer (1995a) fig. 8). Barr. AC.

Sigrion (Σ�γριον) Steph. Byz. 565.1; cf. 101.1, 474.11

(λιµ�ν). Strabo 13.2.4. (Steph. Byz. 101.1). Barr. has Sigron,

but all the sources have Sigrion. In Barr. classified as a settle-

ment, but the extensive settlement remains reported appear

to date only from the Roman period. In terms of ancient

remains nearby, there are towers in isodomic masonry

(Spencer (1995a) nos. 149, 151).According to Spencer (1995a)

no. 148, Sigrion as a site is dated Roman and later. Barr. indi-

cates that it is both A and C.

Therma? (Θ/ρµα) IG xii.2 14.4 (C3e) (.χ Θ/ρµ[ας]). In

Barr. identified with modern Thermi (Kontes (1978)

234–35 �Spencer (1995a) no. 8). The most extensive ancient

remains near the modern village are those of the long-lived

cult of Artemis Thermia focused on the hot springs near the

small harbour of Loutra Thermis. The cult dates from C5,

but hardly warrant Barr.’s classification of the site as a settle-

ment. Barr. C.

Xanthos (Ξ�νθος) Steph. Byz. 480.17 (π#λις .ν Λ/σβ�ω).

Barr. Unlocated, C. This date is probably based on the erro-

neous assumption that W πολ�της Ξ�νθιος Bς Ε(ριπ�δης

(487.17–18 �Eur. fr. 1102, Nauck) belongs with Xanthos on

Lesbos and not with Xanthos in Lykia.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ag. Georgios According to Kontes (1978) 239 a “significant

settlement”, but so far there is no corroboration of the extent

or precise nature of the remains here, including those

reported nearby by Koldewey in the nineteenth century

(Spencer (1995a) nos. 41–42). Barr. AC.

Ag. Nikolaos A cave with rich deposits of a votive nature

(Spencer (1995a) no. 25) dating back to the Archaic period.

However, the other remains hardly warrant Barr.’s classifica-

tion of the site as a settlement, at least in Antiquity. Barr. C?

Damandri According to Spencer (1995a) no. 89, all

remains are Hellenistic or later. Barr. C.

Garbias See Spencer (1995a) no. 80, but the precise mater-

ial remains at the site still require corroboration and as yet

are insufficient to warrant Barr.’s classification of the site as

a settlement. Barr. C.

Larsos Kontes reported a site at the location, but this

report remains to be corroborated. Barr. C.

Parakoila Classical–Hellenistic ceramics and some asso-

ciated structural remains were located near the modern 

village of Parakoila by Axiotis (Spencer (1995a) nos. 124–26).

However, there is no definite proof of settlement in the

Archaic and Classical periods. Barr. AC?

Trianta The remains at the location of Classical date are

only of tombs (Spencer (1995a) no. 120), and the classifica-

tion of the site as a settlement appears unwarranted on 

current evidence. Barr. C.

II. The Poleis

794. Antissa (Antissaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.15, long. 26.00.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Xντισσα, !

(Thuc. 3.18.1–2; Dem. 23.132). The city-ethnic is ?ντισσα5ος

(Thuc. 3.18.2; IG ii² 43B.20). Antissa is called a polis both in

the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 97; cf. Hdt. 1.151.2) and in the

political sense (Arist. Oec. 1347a25). At Thuc. 3.18.1 polis is

found in both senses simultaneously. The collective and

external use of the city-ethnic is attested in inscriptions (IG

ii² 107.29 (368/7)) and in literature (Arist. Pol. 1303a34). For

the individual and external use, see Σωσ�πολις

?ντισσα5ος at Arist. Oec. 1347a25.Antissa is implicitly called

patris in Xen. Hell. 4.8.28.

The territory of Antissa covered c.250 km². To the south its

neighbouring polis was Eresos, and their frontier was proba-

bly in the high upland between the two poleis, with sites such

as the polygonal masonry tower Kourouklos (Spencer

(1995a) no. 178) representing the border area. To the north-

east it bordered on Methymna, and the frontier was probably

between the forts at Selles (ibid. no. 205) and Ametelle (ibid.

no. 202), both belonging to Methymna, and the forts at
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Koutlougouni (ibid. no. 190), Koja Dag (ibid. no. 193) and

Skoteino (ibid. no.201), all belonging to Antissa.According to

Kontes (1978) 127–28, 312–13, Antissa possessed Issa and its

territory reached the Gulf of Kalloni. However, the upland

topography to the south and east of Antissa argues against the

suggestion that their territory extended so far in this direc-

tion, and Kontes’ views have also been criticised by Labarre

(1996) 199–200. Issa could have belonged to Methymna.

The Antissaians were members of the Delian League.

They are unattested in the Athenian tribute lists which show

that, like the other Lesbian poleis, the Antissaians provided

ships instead of paying phoros (Thuc. 1.116.2, 117.2). In 428

they joined the Mytilenaians in defecting from Athens

(Thuc.3.2.1).They were involved in the Mytilenaian attempt

to synoecise Lesbos, and before the Athenian siege of

Mytilene began, the Mytilenaians secured their position in

Antissa, Pyrrha and Eresos and reinforced the fortifications

of the three cities (3.18.1). A Methymnaian attack on Antissa

was repelled (3.18.2). After Mytilene’s surrender in 427, the

Athenians sent a squadron against Antissa and conquered

the city (3.28.3). The territory, or at least a part of it, was sur-

rendered to Athenian klerouchs (3.50.2).

In 412 Antissa seems to have followed Chios and Mytilene

and seceded from Athens once again (Thuc. 8.22.2). In any

case, the juxtaposition at Thuc. 8.23.4 of Antissa and

Methymna, which had revolted against Athens, indicates

that Antissa had revolted too, and now sheltered some anti-

Athenian exiles from Chios (Diod. 13 65.3; cf. Gehrke, Stasis

23, 45); but stasis between the two different ethnic groups led

to civil war and the forceful expulsion of the exiles (Arist.

Pol. 1303a25–28, 34–35).

In C4e Antissa was allied with Lakedaimon, but in 390/89

Thrasyboulos imposed a settlement by which the city joined

the Athenians (Diod. 14.94.4). The settlement undoubtedly

included the repatriation of some exiles to Mytilene (Xen.

Hell. 4.8.28). Antissa was a member of the Second Athenian

Naval League, but, by contrast with Mytilene, it was not

among the founding members. It joined the alliance in,

probably, 375 (IG ii² 43B.20; Brun (1988) 377), and

Antissaian representatives in the allied synedrion are attest-

ed for the year 368/7 (IG ii² 107.29).

Antissa joined the Corinthian League, probably in 337,

and was then ruled by a tyrant (Dem. 17.7; Bosworth (1980)

179). In 333 the city was taken by the Persian admiral

Memnon, alongside the other Lesbian poleis (Diod. 17.29.2;

Arr. Anab. 2.1.1), but the Makedonians reconquered Antissa

in the following year (Arr. Anab. 3.2.6; Curt. 4.5.22) and

deposed the tyrant (Dem. 17.7).

At the coastal site of Antissa, on the promontory of

Ovriokastro, are few visible remains earlier than mediaeval,

but in the 1930s limited excavations revealed

Geometric/Archaic structures and graves on the landward

side. The earlier of two superimposed apsidal buildings

appears to be of Geometric date, the later successor building

dating to the early Archaic period (Lamb (1931–32)). The

end of a late Classical stoa was also uncovered, and an

Archaic street; references for all finds are collected in

Spencer (1995a) no. 161, (1995b) 285–87. In one of the ceme-

teries there is evidence of a small temenos and tomb cult

(Spencer 1995d; for the link of the cult to the region of

Antissa, see Harisis et al. (2002a), (2002b). We know from

Thuc. 3.18.1 that Antissa was walled in 428/7 and that the for-

tifications were reinforced in that year. There are stretches of

a large-scale wall on the south side of the acropolis recorded

by Lamb during fieldwork in the 1930s (Spencer (1995a)

62–63), but whether these were part of a circuit wall, and its

precise dating, are still unclear. As reconstructed by

Koldewey (1890) pl. 6, the walls enclosed an area of c.18 ha.

One of the so-called Lesbian coins (supra) has a mono-

gram which has been interpreted as ΑΝ, standing for

Antissa (Babelon, Traité ii.1. 349–50 no. 568).

795. Arisba Map 56. Lat. 39.15, long. 26.15. Size of territo-

ry: probably 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is ?ρ�σβα, !

(Hdt. 1.151.2) or, in the Attic-Ionic dialect, ?ρ�σβη (Steph.

Byz. 3, 8–9). Arisba is described by Herodotos as the sixth

polis on Lesbos, where polis is used in the urban and the

political senses simultaneously. Before C5m and probably

in C6, the city was conquered by Methymna; its population

was exposed to andrapodismos (Hdt. 1.151.2); and the terri-

tory was incorporated into that of Methymna (Strabo

13.1.21).

The site of Arisba is probably to be identified with the

ancient remains on the low acropolis of “Palaeokastro” near

the modern village of that name near Kalloni, and has been

known since the nineteenth century. There are extensive

traces of a polygonal masonry fortification wall around the

acropolis, and along the northern side of the plateau. As

reconstructed by Koldewey (1890) pl. 13, the walls may have

enclosed an area of c.8 ha. There are remains of megaron-

like houses on the hill, but the precise dating of both walls

and houses is unclear and could not be clarified even

through excavation by the local archaeological ephoreia.

(Koldewey (1890) pls. 13, 14; Kontes (1978) fig. 48; other ref-

erences collected in Spencer (1995a) no. 116; see also Spencer

(1995b) 287–88 and fig. 7).
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796. Eresos (Eresios) Map 56. Lat. 39.10; long. 25.55. Size

of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is ;Ερεσος, ! (Thuc.

8.100.3; Dem. 17.7; Archestratos fr. 5.5, Olson and Sens;

Arcadius 75.20) or ’Ερεσ#ς (Ps.-Skylax 97; IG xii.2 533.1–2

(C3/C2)) or ’Ερεσσ#ς (Arist. fr. 655, Rose; Diod. 17.29.2).

The city-ethnic is ’Ερ/σιος (IG i³ 94.4 (C5l); IG xii.2

526.C.31 (C4l); Thuc. 8.23.4). Eresos is called a polis in the

urban sense (IG xii.2 526.A8, 11, B2, 11 (C4l); Thuc. 3.35.1; Ps.-

Skylax 97; cf. Hdt. 1.151.2), in the territorial sense (IG xii.2

526.D7, 28, 30, 37), and in the political sense (IG xii.2

526.A27, B30, C3, D21). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally in abbreviated form on coins of C4/C3

(infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG ii² 107.29; IG xi.2

137.11 (C4l)) and in literature (Thuc. 8.23.4). For the individ-

ual and external use, see Θε#φραστος W ’Ερ/σιος (Ath.

387B) and Μ%ς Πρωτ/α ’Ερ/σιος in a C4l proxeny decree

from Megara (IG vii 4.2). Eresos is implicitly called patris in

Xen. Hell. 4.8.28.

The territory of Eresos probably covered c.225 km².

Already in the Archaic period it was marked by a line of

installations in Lesbian masonry (Schaus and Spencer

(1994) 414–20), of which five have been identified: Spilios

(Spencer (1995a) no. 141), Megalos Lakkos (ibid. no. 175),

Bigla tou Aetou (ibid. no. 187, some 8 km west of the Gulf of

Kalloni, but in Barr. placed near the coast), Apotheke (ibid.

no. 130) and Makara (ibid. no. 131). To the north it may have

included Sigrion (although there are no remains antedating

the Roman period known at this site, supra). The frontier

towards Antissa was probably the high upland area includ-

ing Mount Ordymnos between the two poleis (see the

description of the territory of Antissa, supra). Along the

north coast of the Gulf of Kalloni the frontier lay north of

Apotheke (infra) but presumably south of what appears to

be a fort at Issa (supra): Labarre (1996) 199.

The Eresians were members of the Delian League. They

are unattested in the Athenian tribute lists, which shows

that, like the other Lesbian poleis, the Eresians provided

ships instead of paying phoros (Thuc. 1.116.2, 117.2). In 428

they joined the Mytilenaians in defecting from Athens

(Thuc.3.2.1).They were involved in the Mytilenaian attempt

to synoecise Lesbos, and before the Athenian siege of

Mytilene began, the Mytilenaians secured their position in

Antissa, Pyrrha and Eresos and reinforced the fortifications

of the three cities (3.18.1). The Athenians gained possession

of Pyrrha and Eresos only after Mytilene’s surrender in 427

(3.35.1), and the territory, or at least a part of it, was surren-

dered to Athenian klerouchs (3.50.2).Eresos revolted against

Athens once again in 412 (8.23.4), but was soon recaptured

by the Athenians (8.23.5). In 411, however, exiled

Methymnian oligarchs provoked a new defection (8.100.3),

and this time Eresos withstood the Athenians’ attempt to

take the city by siege (8.100.4–5, 101.1, 103.2).

In C4e Eresos was allied with Lakedaimon, but in 390/89

Thrasyboulos imposed a settlement by which the city joined

the Athenians (Diod. 14.94.4). The settlement undoubtedly

included the repatriation of some exiles to Mytilene (Xen.

Hell. 4.8.28). Eresos was a member of the Second Athenian

Naval League, but, by contrast with Mytilene, it was not

among the founding members. It joined the alliance in,

probably, 375 (IG ii² 43B.21; Brun (1988) 377), and Eresian

representatives in the allied synedrion are attested for the

year 368/7 (IG ii² 107.29).

Eresos joined the Corinthian League, probably in 337, and

was then a tyranny (Dem. 17.7; Bosworth (1980) 179) ruled

by Hermon, Heraios and Apollodoros (IG xii.2 526D.18–21;

Lott (1996)), but in 333 the city was taken by the Persian

admiral Memnon (Diod. 17.29.2; Arr. Anab. 2.1.1), and other

tyrants were installed; viz. Agonippos (IG xii.2 526A.1–32,

D12) and Eurysilaos (IG xii.2 526B.1–33, D12). The

Makedonians reconquered Lesbos in the following year

(Arr. Anab. 3.2.6) and deposed the tyrants (Dem. 17.7). They

were handed over to the Eresians, who had them sentenced

to death and executed (IG xii.2 526, see infra).

Almost all we know about the political organisation of

Eresos stems from a dossier of documents, all related to tri-

als against (1) the tyrants Agonippos and Eurysilaos, and (2)

the descendants of the former tyrants (IG xii.2 526 �Rec.

Inscr. Jur. Gr. 27 �Tod 191 �Heisserer (1980) 27–78; cf. the

analysis in Koch (2001)). One decree reports the trial and

conviction of Agonippos (A.1–32), another the trial and

conviction of Eurysilaos (B.1–34), a third one the trial of the

descendants of the former tyrants (A.33–41, C.1–20), fol-

lowed by letters from Philip Arrhidaios and Antigonos

(C.21–D.3) and, finally, a C4l decree of the Eresian people

confirming all former verdicts (D.4–39).

Eresos was probably a democracy when the trials of the

tyrants were heard. A prytanis served as the eponymous offi-

cial (πρ#τανις, C.29; cf. the list of πρυτ�νεις ’Ερεσ�ων

drawn up by Phanias, the C4s pupil of Aristotle (frr. 17–19,

Wehrli)). Decrees (ψαφ�σµατα, D.33–34) were passed in a

general assembly (.κκλησ�α, A.26) by the people (δ[µος,

A.33, 41) or by the council (β#λλα, C.31, D.4) and the people 

in accordance with a probouleumatic procedure

([πρ]οεβ)λλε[υσε], D.4). It was the people (δ[µος) who in

both cases decided to appoint a court (δικαστ�ριον, D.13–15,

24) to hear the trial of the tyrants, and speakers for the prose-
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cution (συν�γοροι, C.28–34) were appointed by the polis

(C.30). It is unknown whether the dikasterion was coextensive

with the ekklesia. The trials were warranted by a law against

tyrants and their descendants (A.24–26, D.16–17, 31–32).At the

trial Agonippos was found guilty and sentenced to death by

876 votes to 7 (A.30–32); Eurysilaos was sentenced to death too

(D.14–15), and at the trial of the descendants of the former

tyrants the Eresians confirmed the earlier sentence of exile

(C.22–28). The number of votes cast, altogether 883, points to

a total of at least 1,000 adult male citizens and a population of

at least 4,000 citizens plus foreigners and slaves.

Eresos sent envoys to Alexander the Great c.332 (IG xii.2

526A.33) and received envoys from Athens in 368/7 (IG ii²

107.31–34).

Eresian citizens received proxenia from Delphi (F.Delphes

iii.4 395 (c.360–320)), Megara (IG vii 4 (C4l)) and Zeleia

(Michel 531 (C4)).

Only limited excavations and surveys have taken place on

the site of Lesbos’ westernmost polis, and discoveries have

been mainly Roman or early Christian in date (Koldewey

(1890) pls. 8, 9; Kontes (1978) figs. 56, 57; Schaus and Spencer

(1994); references to finds at the site are collected in Spencer

(1995a) no. 135, (1995b) 288 and fig. 8). Some remains of a

fortification wall in Lesbian-style masonry, probably

Archaic, survive on the acropolis (Koldewey (1890) pl. 9). As

reconstructed by Koldewey (1890) pl. 6, the walls enclosed

an area of c.5 ha. An Archaic Aiolic capital (probably either

from a votive column or temple) was dredged up out of the

harbour and is now in the museum at Mytilene (Spencer

(1995a) no. 135 and n. 61 (p. 30); Archontidhou (1999) 28).An

Archaic relief of a seated Kybele in naiskos from the site sug-

gests a sanctuary (Spencer (1995a) no. 138; Archontidhou

(1999) 93). At the site of Apotheke near the entrance to the

Gulf of Kalloni stands the best-preserved structure in

Lesbian-style masonry on the island, a large Late Archaic

temple platform (Koldewey (1890) pl. 15; Schaus and

Spencer (1994) 416–17 and fig. 3; Spencer (1995a) no. 130,

(2000) 72). We know from Thucydides that Eresos was

walled in 428/7, that the fortifications were reinforced in that

year (3.18.1),and that the city was besieged in 412 (8.100.4–5).

Eresos struck bronze coins in C4/C3. The most frequent

types are: obv. head of Hermes wearing petasos; rev. corn-

ear, or caduceus; legend: ΕΡΕΣΙ or ΕΡΕ (Head, HN ² 560;

SNG Cop. Lesbos 339–43; for the C4 date of the earliest coins,

see IGCH no. 1227).

797. Methymna (Methymnaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.20; long.

26.10. Size of territory: probably 3, later 4. Type: A. The

toponym is Μ�θυµνα, ! (Thuc. 8.100.2; Xen. Hell. 1.6.38;

Dem. 44.9). The epichoric form of the city-ethnic is

Μαθυµνα5ος (coins, infra), the Attic–Ionic form is

Μηθυµνα5ος (IG i³ 353.66 (420/19); Hdt. 1.23.1). Methymna

is called a polis both in the urban sense (Xen. Hell. 1.6.13; Ps.-

Skylax 97; cf. Hdt. 1.151.2) and in the political sense (IG ii²

40.23 (378/7); Hdt. 1.151.2, 3; Xen. Hell. 4.8.28; Isoc. Ep. 7.9).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins (infra) and externally in inscriptions (IG i³ 353.66

(420/19)) and in literature (Hdt. 1.151.1; Thuc. 3.2.3). For the

individual and external use, see ?ρ�ων W Μηθυµνα5ος

(Hdt. 1.23). Methymna is implicitly called patris in Xen. Hell.

4.8.28.

The territory was called ! Μηθυµνα�α (Ant. 5.21) and

may originally have covered less than 200 km² (Mason

(1993) 229), but after the conquest of Arisba probably meas-

ured more than 400 km². To the west it bordered on Antissa,

and the frontier probably lay along the forts at Selles

(Spencer (1995a) no. 205) and Ametelle (ibid. no. 202), both

belonging to Methymna, and the forts at Koutlougouni

(ibid. no. 190), Koja Dag (ibid. no. 193) and Skoteino (ibid.

no. 201), all belonging to Antissa. On the east coast of Lesbos

Methymna bordered on Mytilene, and its territory may have

included Aigeiros (Labarre (1996) 194), although the loca-

tion of the latter site is still unclear; see the list of non-polis

sites supra. The frontier between Methymna and Mytilene

may have been as far north as Cape Tsakmák (Mason (1993)

231–48), but this suggestion remains to be proved. Towards

the Gulf of Kalloni, after the disappearance of Arisba,

Methymna bordered on Pyrrha to the south-east, and the

frontier was probably at Messon, the common shrine for all

of Lesbos (Mason (1993) 231–32). Further to the west

Methymna’s territory at the Gulf of Kalloni may have

extended to the site of Issa and bordered on Eresos some-

where north of Apotheke (see supra).

The only historical event antedating the Classical period

is Herodotos’ piece of information that Methymna con-

quered Arisba, the sixth polis on Lesbos, and exposed its

population to andrapodismos (Hdt. 1.151.1, supra).

Methymna was a member of the Delian League. The

Lesbians were among those who in 478 encouraged the

Athenians to replace Sparta as the hegemon in the war

against Persia (Plut. Arist. 23.4), and the Methymnians must

have been among the original members of the League. In

spite of Mytilenaian collaboration with an anti-Athenian

faction in Methymna (Thuc. 3.18.1), the Methymnians

remained loyal to Athens when the rest of Lesbos revolted in

428 (Thuc. 3.2.1, 5.1, 50.2), and they maintained their status
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as autonomoi allies who, instead of paying phoros, took part

in the campaigns with their armed forces (Thuc. 6.85.2,

7.57.5). Accordingly, they are not recorded in the Athenian

tribute lists. In 412 Methymna was the first Lesbian polis that

revolted from Athens (Thuc. 8.22.2, 23.4), but the city was

soon recovered by the Athenians (8.23.6, 100.2). In 411 a

group of oligarchic exiles made a vain attempt to win the

city (Thuc. 8.100.3). Methymna remained in Athenian

hands (Xen. Hell. 1.2.12) until 406, when the city was

betrayed by a pro-Lakedaimonian faction to a

Peloponnesian force under Kallikratides (Xen. Hell.

1.6.12–15, 38; Diod. 13.76.5). The Methymnaians were still

allied with Sparta in 390/89 (Xen. Hell. 4.8.28) when, sup-

ported by pro-Athenian exiles settled in Mytilene,

Thrasyboulos launched an attack on Methymna. He won a

battle and ravaged the territory but could not conquer the

city (Xen. Hell. 4.8.28–30; Diod. 14.94.4).

A decade later Methymna had changed sides. It was one of

the founding members of the Second Athenian Naval

League. A separate treaty between Athens and Methymna

was concluded in the autumn of 378 (IG ii² 42), and

Mytilene is listed among the allies in the so-called Charter of

the League (IG ii² 43.81 �Staatsverträge 257), and their rep-

resentatives in the allied synedrion are attested for the year

368/7 (IG ii² 107.28). Methymna sent envoys to Athens in

378/7 (IG ii² 40.24–25), and Athens sent envoys to

Methymna (IG ii² 107.31–34 (368/7)).

In 333 Methymna was taken by the Persian admiral

Memnon alongside the other Lesbian poleis (Diod. 17.29.2;

Arr. Anab. 2.1.1), but by a peaceful agreement the

Makedonians regained the small cities on Lesbos in the fol-

lowing year (Arr. Anab. 3.2.6).

The group of oligarchic exiles attested in 411 (Thuc.

8.100.3) may indicate that, at that point, Methymna was a

democracy; but otherwise next to nothing is known about

the type of constitution until C4m, when it seems to have

been an oligarchy (Theopomp. fr. 227; Gehrke, Stasis 113).

From C4m Methymna was ruled by a series of tyrants (Berve

(1967) 337; Bosworth (1980) 179–80). The first was Kleommis,

who restored law and order to Methymna (Theopomp. fr.

227, where he is called Κλεοµ/νης), recalled the exiles, and

issued all citizens with hoplite weapons (Isoc. Ep. 7.8–9). He

was loyal to Athens and was awarded proxenia by the

Athenians (IG ii² 284). He was succeeded by Aristonymos, a

friend of Memnon (Polyaen. Strat. 5.44.3). The next tyrant,

Aristonikos, was deposed in 332 and, on Alexander’s orders,

handed over to the Methymnians, who had him tortured and

executed (Arr. Anab. 3.2.4–7; Curt. 4.5.19–21, 8.11).

Only surveys and salvage excavations have been carried

out at Methymna, the second in size of the poleis of the

island; but a comprehensive study including a presentation

of the remains visible up to the 1970s has appeared

(Buchholz (1975); cf. Koldewey (1890); Kontes (1978);

Spencer (1995a) no. 217, (1995b) 283–85 and fig. 5).

The extent of the ancient city with its acropolis (occupied

by a small Genoese castle) and harbour (undated ancient

harbour works are visible beside and under modern con-

structions) is apparent, and scattered finds suggest stages of

expansion from Archaic to Hellenistic. The earliest histor-

ical structural remains may be those south of the Kastro,

where an Archaic street and housing complex is underlain

by earlier structural remains of Geometric and possibly

Protogeometric date (Spencer (1995b) 283 and n. 94. The no

longer visible theatre (TGR ii. 253) under the village school

may be C4 in date (Buchholz (1975)); a second theatral

building nearby (bouleuterion or odeion?) is also said to have

once been visible (Dr. Peter Green, pers. comm.). Graves of

C6 and C5 have been uncovered to the west and north of the

acropolis (Buchholz (1975) pl. 10d; Spencer (1995b);

Archontidhou (1999)). The site of the largest Aiolic temple

on the island (probably to Apollo) has been known near the

village of Napi since the late nineteenth century, but no

complete study has yet appeared; it probably dates to C6l

(Evangelidis (1926), (1927); Koldewey (1890) pl. 16;

Betancourt (1977); Spencer (1995a) no. 111, (1995b) 299–300).

A smaller structure of similar date beside it has not been

identified, but it is probably a second temple (the same refs.

as above). Recent new excavations (1999) by the

Archaeological Service may reveal more precise informa-

tion once they have been published. There is also possible

evidence for an Archaic silver mine in its south-eastern ter-

ritory near the village of Argenna (Davies (1932) 985).At var-

ious places in the modern town are remains of a C6(?)

polygonal city wall (Koldewey (1890) pl. 16, table 4ab; Lang

(1996) 247).As reconstructed by Koldewey, the area enclosed

by the walls measured c.30 ha. Furthermore, it appears from

Thuc. 3.18.1 that Methymna was walled in 428/7 and that the

fortifications were reinforced in that year; a siege of the city

in 406 is reported at Diod. 13.76.5.

Methymna struck coins of electrum and silver from c.550

until c.375. (1) Electrum, c.550–375: hektai on the Phokaic

standard. Types usually connected with Methymna are:

obv. boar or, perhaps, Gorgoneion; rev. lion’s head. (2)

Silver, from before 500 to c.450: denominations: didrachm,

tetrobol, diobol. Types: obv. mostly boar or Gorgoneion;

rev. mostly head of Athena; legend: on some
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ΜΑΘΥΜΝΑΙΟΣ. (3) Silver, c.420–c.375. Denominations:

didrachm, drachm, triobol, obol. Types: obv. head of Athena;

rev. lion’s head, or lyre, or kantharos; legend:

ΜΑΘΥΜΝΑΙΟΝ, often abbreviated ΜΑ or ΜΑΘ (Head,

HN ² 558, 560–61; Kraay (1976) 39; SNG Cop. Lesbos 345–51).

Methymna colonised Assos (no. 769) (Myrsilos (FGrHist

477) fr. 17 �Strabo 13.1.58).

798. Mytilene (Mytilenaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.05, long.

26.35. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The epichoric form of the

toponym is Μυτιλ�να, - (IG xii.2 1.7 (C5s)). In the

Attic–Ionic dialect it is Μυτιλ�νη, ! (Hdt. 1.160.1; Ar. Eq.

834; Ant. 5.20), later Μιτυλ�νη (Syll.³ 344.30 (C4l)). The

toponym usually denotes the town (Ant. 5.23; Thuc. 3.18.4;

Ps.-Skylax 97), but sometimes the town plus its hinter-

land (SEG 36 750.17 (C4s)) and sometimes the political com-

munity (Hdt. 5.11.2; Dem. 40.37). The city-ethnic is

Μυτιλην[ος (coins and IG xii.2 1.18, 12.3) or Μυτιληνα5ος

(IG xii.2 3.2 (C4?); IG ii² 40.19 (378/7)).

Mytilene is called a polis in the urban sense (IG xii.2 4.7, 17

� suppl. p. 2 (C4m); Thuc. 3.3.3; Xen. Hell. 1.6.19), in the

political sense (Alc. fr. 348; IG xii.2 95.3 (C4) �SEG 28 690;

Ant. 5.77; Thuc. 3.13.7; Dem. 40.37) and in the territorial

sense (Ant. 5.76; IG xii.2 6 passim; SEG 36 750.2–3, 15, 19

(C4s)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally on coins (infra) and in inscriptions (IG xii.2 4.5

(C4m); SEG 36 750.9 (C4s)) and externally in inscriptions

(IG ii² 213.7 (347/6); F.Delphes iii.4 400.3 (C4l/C3e)) and in

literary sources (Ant. 5.76; Thuc. 3.2.3; Arist. Pol. 1285a35).

For the individual and external use, see Πιττακ�ς W

Μυτιληνα5ος at Pl. Prt. 343A and ‘ΗραιεLς Μυτιληνα5ος

in a C4s healing inscription from Epidauros (IG iv².1

121.122). Patris is found in Antiph. 5.62 and 79.

The territory of Mytilene may have covered c.450–500

km² (Kontes (1978) figs. 19–22). To the north it bordered on

Methymna, and the frontier may have been as far north as

Cape Tsakmák (Mason (1993) 231–48).According to Labarre

(1996) 194), it ran south of Aigeiros, but see supra regarding

the problems in identification of this site. To the west

Mytilene bordered on Pyrrha and was separated from this

polis by the “pine-covered Pyrrhaian mountain” (Theophr.

Hist. pl. 3.9.5) on the slopes of Mt. Olympos. There is no evi-

dence of ancient settlements in this large area, and the forest

may have been a no man’s land separating Mytilene from

Pyrrha (Spencer (1996)). The presumption is that the region

east and south of the forest belonged to Mytilene.

By the Classical period, it appears that Mytilene’s territo-

ry was not fertile enough to feed its population, and imports

from Bosporos are attested in 428 (Thuc. 3.2.2). In C4m

Leukon of Bosporos granted Mytilene a reduction in export

duty. As restored, the inscription implies that the

Mytilenaians’ annual import exceeded 100,000 medimnoi

(IG xii suppl. 3 �Tod 163 (C4m)), enough to feed a popula-

tion of c.20,000 persons.

Mytilene was the greatest of the Aiolian poleis, and in the

Archaic period had significant involvement in events outside

the island. In this respect it appears largely set apart from the

other Lesbian poleis, and Mytilene’s focus beyond events in

the island may well have exacerbated its infamous social stasis

at this time (Spencer (2000) and infra). In the C7s Mytilene

acquired a peraia in the Troas, with Sigeion and Achilleion as

the two most prominent centres. C.620, however, Athenian

settlers under Phrynon took Sigeion. In the following war

between Mytilene and Athens, the Mytilenaians were defeat-

ed in a battle in which the poet Alkaios lost his shield, but they

then regained Sigeion, allegedly after a duel that Pittakos won

against Phrynon. The war ended with an arbitration by

Periander, the tyrant of Corinth, whereby the Athenians were

awarded Sigeion. They probably lost it again, since, in the

end, it was Peisistratos who seized Sigeion from Mytilene

(Strabo 13.2.38; Hdt. 5.94–95, where Hdt. has mixed up and

misdated some of the events; cf. Schachermeyr (1950)

1867–68). In the same period the Mytilenaians, as the only

Aiolians, were co-colonisers of Naukratis in the reign of

Amasis (Hdt. 2.178.2; see Spencer (2000) 75–76).

At some point in C6s Mytilene came under Persian rule,

and Mytilenaian ships served in Kambyses’ fleet when he

invaded Egypt in 525 (Hdt. 3.13–14). Mytilene took part in

the Ionian Revolt in 499 (Hdt. 6.5.2) and must have provid-

ed the majority of the seventy Lesbian ships which fought at

Lade in 494 (Hdt. 6.8.2). After the defeat, the entire island of

Lesbos was systematically ravaged by the Persians (Hdt.

6.31.1). The Mytilenaians must have fought on the Persian

side in 480/79 (Hdt. 8.85), but Lesbos joined the Greeks in

479 (Hdt. 9.106.4).

The Mytilenaians were members of the Delian League.

The Lesbians were among those who in 478 encouraged the

Athenians to replace Sparta as the hegemon in the war

against Persia, and the Mytilenaians were among the origi-

nal members of the League (Thuc. 3.10.2–4; Plut. Arist. 23.4).

They remained autonomoi and eleutheroi until their revolt

in 428, and instead of paying phoros, they took part in the

campaigns with their armed forces (Thuc. 3.10.5, 11.1, 3, 39.2;

Arist. Ath. Pol. 24.2). The Lesbians, including Mytilene, pro-

vided ships against Samos in 440/39 (Thuc. 1.116.2, 117.2;

Diod. 12.27.4, 28.2) and against the Lakedaimonians and
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their allies during the first years of the Peloponnesian War

(Thuc. 2.9.5, 56.2, 3.3.4). Accordingly, they are not recorded

in the Athenian tribute lists.

In 428 Mytilene and the other Lesbian poleis except

Methymna defected from Athens (Thuc. 3.2–18, 25, 27–50;

Diod. 12.55, derived from Thuc.). Behind the revolt, planned

already before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War

(Thuc. 3.2.1–2), was the Mytilenaians’attempt to go through

with a synoecism of Lesbos, their success in winning the

control of Antissa, Eresos and Pyrrha, and the Athenians’

opposition to the synoecism (Thuc. 2.3, 3.1, 5.1, 18.1; Moggi,

Sin. 189–97). The Athenians sent a fleet to Mytilene (Thuc.

3.2), and after an abortive armistice (4.4) the harbours of

Mytilene were blockaded by the Athenian squadron (6.1).At

a meeting held in Olympia Mytilenaian envoys obtained an

alliance with the Peloponnesian League (3.8–15). Reinforced

by 1,000 hoplites, the Athenians built a blockading wall and

besieged Mytilene (18.3–4). A Peloponnesian army invaded

Attika in 427, but the relieving squadron under a Spartan

nauarch never reached Mytilene (3.26.1, 29–33). The

Mytilenaians were starved into unconditional surrender

(3.28.1); and the members of the oligarchic faction were sent

to Athens (3.35.1). The Athenians decided first to expose

Mytilene to an andrapodismos (3.36.2),but went back on this

decision the following day (3.49.1) and concluded peace on

the following terms: the oligarchs sent to Athens, over 1,000

men, were held responsible for the revolt and executed; the

other Mytilenaians were forced to pull down their walls, to

surrender their fleet, to cede their possessions in the peraia

to Athens, and to have their hinterland divided into 3,000

kleroi, of which 300 were made sacred property and 2,700

were given to Athenian klerouchs (3.50) (Figueira (1991)

8–10, 251–53). Mytilene became a dependent polis deprived

of its hinterland, but not of its urban centre. Thus, there is

no basis for Hampl’s view ((1939) 1–2) that it became a polis

without territory (Hansen (1998) 55). Shortly afterwards,

however, perhaps already in 427/6, the Mytilenaians recov-

ered their autonomia (IG i³ 66.12) and the possession of their

hinterland (IG i³ 66.11–12, 18, 67.3–4; Mattingly (1996)

136–37); but see Hornblower (1991) 440–41). In 412 Mytilene

followed Chios and revolted against Athens once again

(Thuc. 8.22.2), but was almost immediately recovered by the

Athenians (23.2, 100.3), and it remained loyal to Athens

(Diod. 13.73.5; Xen. Hell. 1.6.35, 38) until it was taken by

Lysander in 405 (Xen. Hell. 2.2.5).

In 394 the Mytilenaians joined the coalition organised by

Konon (Diod. 14.84.3), and with his help they succeeded in

389 in expelling the Lakedaimonians from Eresos and

Antissa (Diod. 14.94.3–4; Xen. Hell. 4.8.28–29). Alongside

Chios, Rhodos and Byzantion, Mytilene was a founding

member of the Second Athenian Naval League. A separate

treaty between Athens and Mytilene was concluded in the

autumn of 378 (IG ii² 40), and Mytilene is listed among the

allies in the so-called Charter of the League (IG ii²

43.80 �Staatsverträge 257). The Mytilenaians fought beside

the Athenians in the war against the Peloponnesian League

(IG ii² 107; Isoc. 14.28) and approved of an Athenian garri-

son placed in Mytilene in, probably, 375 (SEG 19 204; Dreher

(1995) 28). When Kammys became tyrant of Mytilene in

C4m, the city seceded from the League (Dem. 40.37), but it

was readmitted through a new alliance concluded in 347/6

(IG ii² 213; Cargill (1980) 95). Mytilene was allied with

Alexander the Great (Arr. Anab. 2.1.4; Curt. 4.8.13), but was

not necessarily a member of the Corinthian League

(Bosworth (1980) 181). The city was besieged and conquered

by the Persian fleet in 333 (Diod. 17.29.2; Arr. Anab. 2.1.2–4),

but reconquered by the Makedonians in the following year

(Arr. Anab. 3.2.6; Curt. 4.5.22).

The constitutional history of Mytilene bristles with revo-

lutions caused by discord between factions (stasis) (Gehrke,

Stasis 117–23; Spencer (2000)). In C7 the city was ruled by the

house of the Penthelidai, described by Aristotle as a

βασιλικ� δυναστε�α (Pol. 1311b26), which may indicate that

Mytilene originally was a hereditary kingdom (Carlier

(1984) 451; Schütrumpf and Gehrke (1996) 561). Because of

their tyrannical behaviour, they were overturned by a cer-

tain Megakles; but later in the century Mytilene was once

again ruled by a member of the family, Penthilos, who was

murdered by Smerdes (Pol. 1311b27–30; Alc. fr. 75). His son-

in-law was Pittakos (Diog. Laert 1.81; Alc. fr. 70), who at

some point ruled Mytilene together with Myrsilos (Alc. fr.

70.7; Strabo 12.2.3). A faction led by Alkaios and his two

brothers made an abortive attempt to overthrow Myrsilos,

and Alkaios had to go into exile to Pyrrha (P Berol. 9569).

Myrsilos died (Alc. fr. 332), and after a period of civil war

(Alc. fr. 70.11) Pittakos was elected aisymnetes by the

Mytilenaians; according to Alkaios (fr. 348), however, he was

elected tyrannos (Arist. Pol. 1285a35–b1). Pittakos was later

remembered as having given the Mytilenaians new laws

(nomoi), but not a new constitution (politeia) (Arist. Pol.

1274b18–23). Under his rule the basileis are attested as a board

of officials (Theophr. fr. 650). According to Apollodoros

((FGrHist 244) fr. 27), Pittakos was elected c.600 and held

power for ten years and then resigned his post

(Schachermeyr (1950) 1865–67 (stasis), 1868–70 (aisym-

netes), 1870–72 (chronology)). Thereafter Mytilene was
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probably an oligarchy, but in c.512 a new tyrant, Koes, was

installed by Dareios as tyrant of Mytilene (Hdt. 5.11). At the

beginning of the Ionian Revolt he was handed over to the

Mytilenaian people and stoned to death (Hdt. 5.37–38).

In 428 Mytilene was an oligarchy (Thuc. 3.39.6), appar-

ently with a ruling class of more than 1,000 citizens (Thuc.

3.50.1). One of the factors behind the defection from Athens

seems to have been a dispute about succession to property

among some of the euporoi (Arist. Pol. 1304a4–10), and when

the dynatoi issued the demos with hoplite equipment, the

commoners opposed the government and forced the sur-

render (Thuc. 3.27.3; Gillis (1971)).

In the years after 405 Mytilene was probably ruled by a

Spartan harmost and a Board of Ten (Xen. Hell. 2.2.5; Paus.

8.52.4), but in 390/89, when they and their Mytilenaian sup-

porters were expelled (Xen. Hell. 4.8.28–29), Mytilene seems

to have become a democracy (IG xii.2 4.3 (C4m), see infra;

IG ii² 107; Gehrke, Stasis 121). By 353/2, however, the democ-

racy had been abolished (Dem. 13.8) and replaced with an

oligarchy (Dem. 15.19; Isoc. Ep. 8). Shortly afterwards

Mytilene was ruled by a tyrant, Kammys (Dem. 40.37; Brun

(1988) 381–82), but he was already deposed in 347/6 (IG ii²

213). When the Persians had conquered Mytilene in 333, one

of the exiles, Diogenes, was set up as tyrant of Mytilene (Arr.

Anab. 2.1.5), but in the following year democracy was

restored and a group of exiles readmitted to Mytilene (SEG

36 750.3: δαµοκρατ�αι; SEG 36 752 � IG xii.2 6; cf. Heisserer

(1980) 118–41; SEG 40 673).

Under democracy decrees (ψαφ�σµατα) were passed by

the council (β#λλα) and the people (δ[µος) in accordance

with a probouleumatic procedure (IG xii.2 5 � suppl.; SEG

36 750, 752; cf. Rhodes, DGS 256–58). The eponymous offi-

cial was a prytanis (SEG 36 750.18; Theophr. fr. 650), and a

prytaneion is mentioned in a paraphrase of Sappho’s poems

(Ath. 425A); cf. πρυτανε5ον at P Oxy. 3711. fr. 1. col. 1.4, a late

commentary on Alkaios. Other magistrates were boards of

kings (βασ�ληες), generals (στρ#ταγοι) and some called

περ�δροµοι and δικ�σκοποι (IG xii.2 6.6–14). A treasurer

(ταµ�ας) is also attested (IG xii.2 5.17), and we know from

Ant. 5.77 that some of the public expenditure was defrayed

through liturgies. The Mytilenaians sent envoys to Olympia

(Thuc. 3.9–14) and to Athens (IG ii² 107.21–22) and received

envoys from Athens (IG ii² 107.31–34). Mytilene granted

proxenia to citizens of Magnesia on the Maeander (SEG 26

909 (C4l)) and to a citizen of an unknown polis (IG xii.2 5.5

� suppl. (C4s)). Mytilenaian citizens received proxenia

from Athens (Dem. 40.36; Arist. Pol. 1304a9–10) and Delphi

(F.Delphes iii.4 400 (C4l/C3e)).

Apart from one Olympic victor in 476 (P Oxy. 222.i.7;

Olympionikai 209), the only known Mytilenaian victor in

Panhellenic games was a periodonike who was active c.300

and, thus, is too late for our investigation (IvO 173; Paus.

6.15.1).

The city occupied an offshore island and the adjacent

mainland from C10, probably focused around what later

became known as the city’s “North Harbour”at Epano Skala

(Spencer (1995a) no. 27, (1995b) fig. 3a); settlement activity

of the third millennium has been found on the Classical

acropolis of Mytilene (Lambrianides and Spencer (1997)

86–87 and fig. 5), and another settlement of the same date

has been found on the coast just south of the Classical city.

Sporadic Mycenaean sherds have been reported in the area

of the modern town, where there are also finds of the

Protogeometric, Geometric and Archaic periods (Spencer

(1995b) 279–81 and fig. 3, (2000) 74–75 fig. 4.5). However,

most of the surviving ancient remains are Hellenistic and

later. Unpublished excavations in the early 1980s have

revealed at least one of the stone bridges over the interven-

ing channel (silted up in mediaeval times) mentioned by

Longus (Daphnis and Chloe 1); it is probably Roman in date.

According to Vitruvius (1.6.1), the town was laid out on a

grid plan, but poorly orientated to the prevailing winds;

some evidence of the orthogonal plan survives in the align-

ment of various structures excavated throughout the city.

Archaeological excavations began in a modest way in the

late nineteenth century with the work of Robert Koldewey

and his colleagues at Mytilene and elsewhere on the island

(Koldewey (1890)), but apart from the theatre, whose date is

uncertain, large-scale work did not begin until the 1960s,

and even then involved mostly salvage excavations, rarely

published in any detail and only occasionally touching on

Archaic and Classical levels. Later Roman, mediaeval and

Ottoman buildings destroyed or covered most earlier

remains and only occasionally is a “window” possible back

to the city’s early history. Several Greek publications sum-

marise much of what was known about Mytilene up to the

early 1970s (Kontes (1973), (1978)); for a complete collection

of all relevant references, see Spencer (1995b) no. 27), and

recent excavations by the Canadian Archaeological Institute

at Athens and K’ Ephoreia of the Greek Archaeological

Service have added substantially to our knowledge of

certain areas (H. Williams (1984); Williams and Williams

(1985), (1986), (1987), (1988), (1989), (1990), (1991);

Archontidhou (1986–95)).

Possibly Archaic, certainly Classical and Late Classical

sections of fortifications have been uncovered in different
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areas of the city, especially on the north-western side where

they are still well preserved and seem to be of late Lesbian-

style masonry (Koldewey (1890) pls. 1, 2, 5, 6; Kontes (1978)

figs. 35, 39; Mason (2001)). It is probable that the city

expanded from its original focus around the north harbour

further west on to the mainland in C5, perhaps just before

the revolt of 428 (Diod. 13.79; Thuc. 3.2.1). A relatively well-

preserved stretch some 50 m long was uncovered near the

north harbour and seems to date from C4m; it probably

defended the island portion of the city (Williams and

Williams (1991) 180 fig. 2). Some 100 m to the north-west,

excavations in 1999–2000 uncovered an apparently match-

ing wall defending the mainland side of the city east of the

modern IKA building. A 33 m stretch of probably C4 fortifi-

cation wall was uncovered in 1973 near the public swimming

pool at the edge of the modern south harbour (Khatzi (1973)

509–10). Smaller sections of city walls have been found,

mostly on the north and south sides of town, in various sal-

vage excavations, and seem to be late Classical in date.

According to Koldewey (1890) pls. 11–12 the walls enclosed

an area of 140 ha. In connection with the revolt in 428

Thucydides reports that walls were being constructed (3.2.2,

5). The city was besieged by the Athenians in 428 (3.18.4–5),

and the walls were demolished after the conquest in 427

(3.50.1); however, walls are attested in 406 by Xen. Hell. 1.6.17

(τε5χος) and in 333 by Diod. 17.29.2.

Mytilene had two harbours (Thuc. 3.6.1; Ps.-Skylax 97;

Strabo 13.2.2). Strabo says that the south harbour of the city

housed Mytilene’s triremes, but the modern harbour works

have obliterated any remains; the east and west moles of the

commercial north harbour (supra), however, survive just

below modern sea level. Probably Roman in their present

form, they may well go back to at least the Classical period,

and as noted above, this harbour appears to have been 

the focus of the earliest post-prehistoric settlement.

Immediately adjacent to the south side of the north harbour

are the remains of a long substantial stoa of C4 or C3, known

since the 1920s but not completely excavated until 2000–1

(Coulton (1977)). A long stretch of a well-built C4 aqueduct

has also been uncovered (Khatzi (1972), (1973)) on the south

side of town. The theatre (TGR ii. 252) on the sloping hill-

sides to the west of the town has been excavated on several

occasions,but only brief preliminary reports have appeared;

it is probably late Classical or early Hellenistic in date

(Evangelidis (1927); cf. Plut. Pomp. 42.9 (rC4m)).

Remains of at least three Archaic/Late Classical sanctuar-

ies have been found in different areas of the city. A C7 sanc-

tuary, possibly to Kybele (a crude small statue of the goddess

appeared in the excavations along with much Archaic buc-

chero), with an apsidal building in Lesbian-style masonry

appeared during building operations behind the former

insane asylum near the north harbour; it has been published

only in a brief preliminary form (Khatzi (1973) 515–17 fig. 10;

Spencer (1995b) 296–99 fig. 11). A Late Classical/Hellenistic

sanctuary to Demeter and Kore and Kybele has been exca-

vated on the acropolis inside the mediaeval castle; it consist-

ed of a series of at least five altars in a row north–south with

a rectangular two-room building behind and two semicir-

cular ashpits for burned remains of piglets (Williams and

Williams (1991)). A sanctuary to Aphrodite was uncovered

during building operations on the south slopes of the acrop-

olis (Archontidhou (1986–95)) and there is some evidence

for a sanctuary of Asklepios near the west side of the south

harbour (Khatzio). The sanctuary of Apollo Maloies near

the north harbour is still elusive (Thuc. 3.3.3). For a general

account of local cults based mostly on literary and epi-

graphic evidence, see Shields (1917). A cult of Zeus

Homonoios and Homonoia was invoked in connection

with the restoration of the democracy in 332 (SEG 36

750.7–8; cf. Thériault (1996) 19–29). Cults of the Twelve

Gods, of Zeus Basileus and Zeus Heraios were also invoked.

At least some C6 graves seem to have been found in what

became the expanded C5 city (Kontes (1978) 216; Spencer

(1995b) 295). Extensive late Classical/early Hellenistic ceme-

teries have been found north and south of the city, although

there have only been short preliminary publications of them

to date. Graves varied from simple interments cut in the

bedrock to tile-covered, to stone-lined cists, to limestone

sarcophagi, some in funerary precincts surrounded by a wall

(Khatzi (1972), (1973); Spencer (1995b); autopsy on highway

north of Mytilene in 2001).

Mytilene struck coins of electrum, silver, billon and

bronze from C5f on. (1) Electrum, C5f/C4s: hektai on the

Phokaic standard, with a great variety of types: obv. ram’s

head, or lion’s head, or Apollo laureate, or young Dionysos,

etc.; rev. panther, or sphinx, or Persephone, etc., all in incuse

square; legend (on one coin only): ΜΥΤΙ. In C5s Phokaia

and Mytilene concluded a treaty that the two poleis should

take turns and strike identical electrum coins in alternating

years (IG xii.2 1 �SEG 34 849). (2) Billon, c.480–450, on the

Phoenician and Persic standard: denominations: fractions

of stater down to a twenty-fourth, with a variety of types:

obv. head of calf, or lion, or Negro, etc.; rev. incuse square,

sometimes with eye,or amphora,etc.; legend: on a few ΛΕΣ

or Μ or ΜΥ. (3) Silver, C5f/C4s: denominations: stater,

drachm, hemidrachm, diobol, trihemiobol, obol; types: obv.
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head of Apollo or of Nymph Mytilene; rev. various types:

head of nymph Mytilene, or goat’s head, or lyre, etc.; legend:

ΜΥΤΙ, once ΜΥΤΙΛΕΝΑΩΝ. (4) Bronze, C4: types: obv.

Apollo laureate; rev. bull’s head; legend: ΜΥ or ΜΥΤΙ

(Head, HN ² 558–59, 561–62; Bodenstedt (1973); SNG Cop.

Lesbos 284–99 (billon), 300–30 (electrum), 364–69 (silver),

370–74 (bronze)).

Mytilene colonised Achilleion in Troas (no. 766) (Strabo

13.1.39), Sigeion in Troas (no. 791) (Hdt. 5.94.1), Ainos in

Thrace (no. 641) (Ephor. fr. 39), and Hermonassa in the

Pontic region (no. 697) (Arr. Bith. fr. 55 �(FGrHist 156) fr. 71).

In addition to its hinterland, Mytilene possessed a size-

able peraia in Troas and northern Aiolis (Strabo 13.1.38; Livy

37.21.4), although at what date all parts of this peraia were

acquired, and whether all were simultaneously held, is not

clear. The terminus ante quem for Mytilene’s acquisition of

at least part of its peraia is the dispute between Mytilene and

Athens over Sigeion in C7l–C6e (Hdt. 5.95.2; Strabo 13.1.38;

Diog. Laert. 1.74). The precise extent of the peraia is

unknown, but it included the so-called Aktaiai poleis (Thuc.

4.52.2–3): i.e. Achilleion (no. 766), Antandros (no. 767),

Hamaxitos (no. 778), Larisa (no. 784), Ophryneion (no.

786), Ilion (no. 779), Pordoselene (no. 831), Rhoiteion (no.

790), plus some others (IG i³ 71.iii.122–40, 77.iv.14–27; see

Hansen (1997) 32). Mytilene had to surrender its peraia to

Athens in 427 (Thuc. 3.50.3). Some of the Aktaiai poleis were

reconquered in 424 by exiled Mytilenaians (Thuc. 4.52.3),

but at least Antandros was lost again soon after (Thuc.

4.75.1). By C4m Mytilene had recovered part of its peraia in

the Gulf of Adramytteion (Ps.-Skylax 98), and had it extend-

ed by a gift from Alexander in 331 (Curt. 4.8.13). For the

extent of the peraia, see Kontes (1978) figs. 18ff; Stauber

(1996) 163–65).

799. Pyrrha (Pyrrhaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.10, long. 26.15.

Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is Π�ρρα, !

(Thuc. 3.35.1; Theophr. Hist. pl. 2.2.5). The city-ethnic is

Πυρρα5ος (IG ii² 107.29 (368/7); Arist. Hist. an. 548a10;

Theophr. Hist. pl. 3.9.5). Pyrrha is called a polis in the urban

sense at Ps.-Skylax 97 (cf. Hdt. 1.151.2), and at Thuc. 3.18.1

polis is used about Pyrrha in the urban and political senses

simultaneously. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and

externally in inscriptions (IG ii² 107.29 (368/7)) and in liter-

ature (Arist. Hist. an. 548a10). The individual and external

use is attested in a Delphic proxeny decree for Μεν/δηµος

Ε(ν�κου Πυρρα5ος (BCH (1940/1) 94.4 (330/29)). Pyrrha is

implicitly called patris in Xen. Hell. 4.8.28.

The territory of Pyrrha seems to have comprised the

south coast of the Gulf of Kalloni, in the sources called W

Πυρρα5ος εdριπος (Arist. Part. an. 680a36–b1) as well as the

region south of the Gulf. It may have covered c.250 km²

(Kontes (1978) figs. 19–22). Pyrrha bordered on Methymna

to the north, near Messon. To the east Pyrrha bordered on

Mytilene and was separated from this polis by the “pine-

covered Pyrrhaian mountain” (Theophr. Hist. pl. 3.9.5) on

the slopes of Mt. Olympos (see no. 798 supra).

The only thing we learn about the history of Pyrrha in the

Archaic period is that Alkaios found shelter in the city when

he had been exiled from Mytilene (P Berol. 9569).

The Pyrrhaians were members of the Delian League. They

are unattested in the Athenian tribute lists, which shows that,

like the other Lesbian poleis, the Pyrrhaians provided ships

instead of paying phoros (Thuc. 1.116.2, 117.2). In 428 they

joined the Mytilenaians in defecting from Athens (Thuc. 3.2.1,

25.1). They were involved in the Mytilenaian attempt to synoe-

cise Lesbos, and before the Athenian siege of Mytilene began,

the Mytilenaians secured their position in Antissa, Pyrrha and

Eresos and reinforced the fortifications of the three cities

(3.18.1). The Athenians gained possession of Pyrrha and

Eresos only after Mytilene’s surrender in 427 (3.35.1), and the

territory, or at least a part of it, was surrendered to Athenian

klerouchs (3.50.2). In 412 Pyrrha followed Chios and Mytilene

and seceded from Athens once again (Thuc. 8.23.2). It was

recovered by Athens soon after (8.23.6), but Pyrrha was allied

with Sparta once again in 406 (Diod. 13.100.5).

In C4e Pyrrha was allied with Lakedaimon, but in 390/89

Thrasyboulos seems to have forced the city to join the

Athenians (Diod. 14.94.3–4; Lys. fr. 119, Sauppe). The settle-

ment undoubtedly included the repatriation of some exiles

to Mytilene (Xen. Hell. 4.8.28). Pyrrha was a member of the

Second Athenian Naval League. In the list of members

appended to the so-called Charter of the League, Pyrrha is

restored either in line 90:Π[υρρα5οι] or in B1: [Πυρ]ρα�ων

[W δ]8µος (Dreher (1995) 198 n. 105; cf. SEG 38 55). In any

case, Pyrrha joined the League after Mytilene and

Methymna (80–81), but before Antissa and Eresos

(B.20–21). Pyrrhaian representatives in the allied synedrion

are attested for the year 368/7 (IG ii² 107.29).

In C4f Menedemos of Pyrrha, a member of Plato’s

Academy (Philoch. fr. 224; Epikrates fr. 10, PCG), was sent

back to his mother city to advise the Pyrrhaians about their

constitution (Plut. Mor. 1126C). In 330/29 he became prox-

enos of Delphi (BCH (1940/1) 94.4).

In 333 Pyrrha was taken by the Persian admiral Memnon

alongside the other Lesbian poleis (Diod. 17.29.2; Arr. Anab.
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2.1.1), but by a peaceful agreement the Makedonians

regained the small cities on Lesbos in the following year

(Arr. Anab. 3.2.6).

The acropolis and possibly the lower town exhibit traces

of settlement, fortification walls and tombs dating from the

end of C10 (Koldewey (1890) pl. 11; Kontes (1978) fig. 60;

Paraskevaidis (1963); Spencer (1995a) no. 99, (1995b) 281–83,

fig. 4). As reconstructed by Koldewey (1890) 7–28 and pl. 11,

the walls enclosed an area of 9.5 ha. Small-scale excavations

nearly a hundred years ago carried out by Bohlau at Pyrrha

uncovered a C8 apsidal building, probably a sanctuary

(Schiering (1989)), and salvage excavations have opened

numerous late Classical/Hellenistic graves (Kontes (1973);

Archontidhou (1999) 74–75 for finds); rising sea levels have

covered some buildings by the shore, including several iden-

tified as ship sheds of unknown date. The date of the large

pseudodipteral Ionic temple at the Hellenistic pan-Lesbian

site of Messon near the head of the Gulf of Kalloni in a

marsh is debated, but is probably late Classical/early

Hellenistic (Koldewey (1890) pls. 18–20; Petrakos (1967);

Plommer (1981) suggests C5–C4; Pfrommer (1989) suggests

first half of C3 on the basis of architectural decor). After

Pyrrha’s destruction, probably by the earthquake of 231, the

site became part of Mytilene’s territory. Recent work,

including drilled cores by the Archaeological Service, is in

the course of publication. A sanctuary at the south-west tip

of Lesbos, Cape Phokas, perhaps of Archaic date, possibly to

Dionysos or to Hera, etc. (Quinn (1961)) is known from lim-

ited excavations (Spencer (1995a) no. 74). We know from

Thuc. 3.18.1 that Pyrrha was walled in 428/7, and that the for-

tifications were reinforced in that year. The harbour is men-

tioned by Ps.-Skylax 97.

Pyrrha struck bronze coins in C4, perhaps starting c.370.

Types: obv. head of nymph Pyrrha wearing sphendone; rev.

goat; legend: ΠΥΡ or ΠΥΡΡ, on some also ΑΘΕ (Head,

HN ² 563; Paraskevaidis (1963) 1412; SNG Lesbos 428).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is Α2ολ�ς, -�δος, ! (Hdt. 5.123).

There is no ethnic specifically associated with the region,

however, for the designation Α2ολε�ς indicated a wider eth-

nic identity (“Aiolian”) and was also applied to the inhabi-

tants of Aiolian settlements in Troas and the Aegean Islands,

most notably Lesbos (Hdt. 2.178.2, 6.8.1). In the Hellenistic

period Α2ολε�ς was used as a “regional ethnic” by the cit-

izens of the Aiolian settlements in the Troad as well as by the

inhabitants of the Aiolian poleis around the Elaitic Gulf.¹

The extent of Aiolis as a region was disputed already in

Antiquity, and the area covered in this chapter does not cor-

respond to any of the ancient definitions of Aiolis as a geo-

graphical entity. The area discussed here corresponds

roughly to the area treated in the first half of Ps.-Skylax 98,

stretching along the coast of Asia Minor from Adramyttion

and the plain of Thebe in the north to the Gulf of Smyrna in

the south, including some inland settlements, particularly

in the plains of the rivers Kaikos, Titnaios and Hermos. Ps.-

Skylax, who appears to follow the Persian administrative

divisions, calls the entire area north of the river Maiandros

“Lydia”, but points out that the northern part from

Antandros in the north to Teuthrania in the south-east was

formerly Mysian.

The communities in this part of Asia Minor are relatively

poorly documented in the extant Archaic and Classical

authors and inscriptions, and archaeological evidence for

the settlements in our period is sparse. Only a few sites have

been excavated,² and most of the architectural remains

observed by travellers and archaeologists in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries date from the Roman period. A

large earthquake that hit part of the region in ad 17 led to

extensive rebuilding, and this meant, for example, that the

team who surveyed the urban centre of Aigai in 1886 record-

ed hardly any remains of the pre-Roman settlement.

The question of the extent to which each individual com-

munity was Hellenised in the Archaic and Classical period is

extremely difficult to answer, particularly with regard to the

inland settlements. Only three communities in the area 

covered in this chapter are designated as poleis Hellenides by

Ps.-Skylax,³ and other Classical authors are equally unhelp-

ful. No doubt much interaction between Greek and non-

Greek inhabitants took place along the rivers throughout the

period with which we are concerned. It is further suggested by

fourth-century inscriptions and coins that some of the

coastal settlements that were originally non-Greek commun-

ities had undergone a process of considerable assimilation by

the end of the Classical period.⁴ The same appears to be true

of some inland settlements such as Pergamon, Teuthrania,

Halisarna and Gambrion, all of which were controlled by the

descendants of the Medising Greeks Gongylos of Eretria and

Demaratos of Sparta. But the numismatic evidence, which

constitutes the most important pre-Hellenistic source for six

of the small communities in the area,⁵ yields only limited

information about the degree of Hellenisation of the people

who issued the coins. Likewise, while finds of Greek pottery

and artefacts may be regarded as good evidence for a lively

exchange between Greek and non-Greek communities, such

finds do not actually permit a classification of a particular set-

tlement as “Greek” or “Hellenised”.

¹ The designation was used, e.g., by citizens of Alexandria Troas (BCH 59: 55,
2.13 (C2)) and Assos (Syll.³ 585.314 (197–175)) as well as by citizens of Kyme (IG
vii 3196 (C1)), Myrina (IG vii 420.44) and Pitane (F.Delphes iii.3 410.4 (319)).

² Excavations have taken place at Myrina, Larisa Phrikonis, Pergamon and
Kyme.

³ This is the case for Astyra and Adramyttion (subsumed under a general
heading of poleis Hellenides), and Aigai. For Astyra, see the Inventory of poleis in
the Troad, supra.

⁴ See e.g. the entries Adramyttion, Atarneus and Leukai in the list of poleis
below. In the case of Kyllene, however, the ethnic composition of the population
is not known.Xenophon characterises the community as a polis still inhabited by
the descendants of Egyptian mercenaries settled there by Kyros the Great.

⁵ The communities for which coins constitute the primary pre-Hellenistic
evidence are, in alphabetical order, Autokane, Boione, Chalkis, Iolla, Perperene,
Thebe and Tisna.
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When deciding which communities to include and which

to exclude on ethnic criteria, I prefer to play safe by includ-

ing some settlements that cannot be said with certainty to

have been Greek or Hellenised. If a community has left

inscriptions in Greek during the Classical period, it is treat-

ed as a whole as “Hellenised”, although it may in reality have

contained a considerable number of members who did not

speak Greek or consider themselves as “Hellenes”.⁶ Also

included are communities that are known to have struck

coins on a Greek model, provided that the community in

question identifies itself by means of a Greek-style collective

city-ethnic (sometimes in an abbreviated form). More

doubtful are those inland communities of which we know

only that contemporary Greek observers (primarily

Xenophon) chose to characterise them as poleis.⁷ Here it has

seemed safest to list such settlements in the Inventory, but to

issue a general warning here that serious doubt must remain

as to whether these poleis had undergone a process of

Hellenisation at all by the end of the period with which we

are concerned.

The earliest extant definition of the “region” called Aiolis

is the one found in Herodotos’ account of the Aiolian

dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.149–51), later reduced to a group of

eleven poleis after the conquest of Smyrna by Kolophonian

exiles who forced out the original Aiolian inhabitants. Not

all the poleis on Herodotos’ list can be localised (Killa,

Notion and Aigiroessa have not yet been securely connected

with any known sites);⁸ but the area concerned seems to

have stretched from Smyrna in the south to Pitane on the

northern shore of the Elaitic Gulf, the easternmost settle-

ments being Temnos and Aigai.

Herodotos’ story of Smyrna’s change of population and

of the shift of ethnic and regional affiliation (1.150.1–2) from

Aiolis to Ionia shows that ethnicity was an important crite-

rion for Herodotos’ definition of the region. Yet, that

Herodotos regarded Aiolis as a geographical entity, rather

than just the totality of ethnically Aiolian settlements in Asia

Minor, is indicated by 5.123, in which he relates the military

expedition of Artaphrenes and Otanes against “Ionia 

and the neighbouring Aiolis”. This indicates a perceived

southern boundary of the region which was more than just

a vague differentiation between communities that were eth-

nically (and dialectally) Aiolian and those that were regard-

ed as Ionian. The northern boundary of Aiolis at Pitane,

according to Herodotos’ description, coincides with the

southern boundary of the Chian peraia as indicated by Ps.-

Skylax 98.⁹ As for the Aiolian poleis in the north around Mt.

Ida in the Troad, Herodotos appears to have regarded them

as a separate group (1.151.1). His reason for excluding these

northern mainland settlements from his list may be that he

regards them as part of the Troad, in which he locates

Antandros in 5.26; but it may also be due to the fact that the

southern poleis were operating as a loose political entity in

the Archaic and Classical periods (see infra), and not least

that the two groups belonged to two different satrapies in

Herodotos’ day.¹⁰

The broadest definition of Aiolis as a region is that pro-

vided by Ephoros fr. 163b, who claimed that Aiolis stretched

from Abydos in the north to Kyme in the south. For Ephoros

and others, the existence of ethnically Aiolian poleis in the

north was probably one important reason for extending the

concept of Aiolis as far as this.¹¹ Although Strabo appears to

be dismissive of Ephoros’ claim, Ephoros was in fact not the

only Classical author to have employed a wider geographical

definition than that proposed by Herodotos. Aeneas

Tacticus 24.3 refers to Ilion as part of Aiolis when describing

how Charidemos of Oreos captured the city in 360. For

Xenophon “Aiolis” meant first and foremost the ethnically

Aiolian poleis controlled by Pharnabazos in the north, i.e.

the settlements on the coast south of Ilion (3.1.16–18, 2.1).

This is paralleled also in Isoc. 4.144, where Isokrates

recounts Derkylidas’ success in “Aiolis”, which undoubtedly

relates to Derkylidas’ conquest of poleis in Pharnabazos’

satrapy. However, in Hell. 3.1.10 the expression “This Aiolis

⁶ An example is the community of the Melanpagitai, of which we know only
that they marked their border with the neighbouring community of Herakleia
with a Greek graffito (Iρια Μελανπαγιτ+ν, Syll.³ 934 (C5)).

⁷ See e.g. the entries Palaigambrion and Parthenion.
⁸ Killa is probably not identical with the Homeric Killa in the Troad (Stauber

(1996a) i.31), and it is uncertain if Notion is to be identified with the harbour
town of Kolophon in Ionia (the identification has become conventional, how-
ever, and BAR contains no separate entry for the Aiolian Notion).

⁹ A border dispute between Mytilene and Pitane was subjected to arbitra-
tion in 138 (IG xii suppl. 142C). It has been suggested, most recently by Stauber
(1996a) i.163–64, that the Chian peraia was added to the mainland territory of
Mytilene as a result of a grant from Alexander the Great. It can in any case be
inferred from this inscription that the boundary between Pitane as the north-
ernmost polis of Aiolis and the territory occupied by the islands was quite stable
over time.

¹⁰ He ends his list by the statement αhται µ/ν νυν αH Oπειρ)τιδες
Α2ολ�δες π#λιες,�ξω τ+ν .ν τ=8 ;Ιδ=η ο2κηµ/νων. κεχωρ�δαται γ3ρ αhται
(Hdt. 1.151.1). It is most likely that the γ�ρ clause serves to explain why the 
northern Aiolian poleis have been excluded from his account of the mainland
communities, rather than to explain the separate listing of Aiolian settlements
on the islands off the Asian coast.

¹¹ Already Herodotos recounts a dispute between the Athenians and the
Mytilenaians over the area around Ilion to which the Mytilenaians laid claim
(Hdt. 5.94.2). The Athenian response was that the Mytilenaians had no better
claim to dominance than all the other Greeks who had participated in the expe-
dition against Troy. There is little doubt that it was the Aiolian identity of the set-
tlements in the Troad (which were claimed as Lesbian apoikiai), that formed the
basis of Mytilene’s claim.
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was the possession of Pharnabazos . . .” (! δ* Α2ολ�ς α&τη

lν µ*ν Φαρναβ�ζου) implies that Xenophon operated

with more than one geographical entity of that name, one of

which overlapped with the Troad and probably also com-

prised the settlements around Mt. Ida. The other Aiolis may

then have been identical with the southern Aiolis of

Herodotos’account,although this region is never referred to

explicitly as “Aiolis” by Xenophon.¹²

Thus Herodotos’ and Xenophon’s accounts both suggest

that there were two separate regions on the mainland that

could be referred to as “Aiolis”. As mentioned above, this

may reflect the fact that the two main groups of Aiolian set-

tlements in Asia Minor belonged to different administrative

units within the Persian Empire, the southern area having

been part of the kingdom of Lydia and later of the same

satrapy as the Ionian poleis, with which the poleis of south-

ern Aiolis had close political connections in the Classical

period. The long history of joint Persian administration of

the southern Aiolian and the Ionian poleis on the mainland

may in turn have influenced the Athenian administration of

the area for tribute purposes: the Aiolian cities on the coast

from Pitane in the north to Kyme in the south are all listed as

part of the Ionian district in the tribute lists,¹³ and the

Aiolian poleis also seem to have been regarded as part of

Ionia for other purposes (the type of partial atimia, for

example, that consisted in a ban on travelling to “Ionia”

undoubtedly included the poleis of southern Aiolis as

well).¹⁴

The Persian administrative divisions may also account

for the very narrow definition of Aiolis offered by Ps.-Skylax

(98), who describes “Aiolis” exclusively as the poleis around

Mt. Ida before proceeding to list the Greek settlements in

Lydia along the entire coastline from Antandros in the north

to the river Maiandros in the south. The only regional dis-

tinction made in this text is between the area from

Antandros to Teuthrania, which Ps.-Skylax designates as

“formerly Mysia, but now Lydia” and Lydia proper; but

within the latter region there is no attempt by Ps.-Skylax to

distinguish the southern region, Aiolis, from that of Ionia.

There is some evidence from the Archaic and Classical

periods that suggests that the poleis of southern Aiolis co-

operated politically and militarily on a regular basis.The exis-

tence of particular common political institutions on an

inter-polis level is not directly attested in our sources, but it is

highly likely that there was some kind of Aiolian parallel to

the joint political and religious institutions of the Ionian

dodekapolis that were centred on the Panionion. Herodotos

reports that after the capture of Smyrna by Kolophonian

exiles, the other eleven Aiolian poleis jointly made terms with

the Kolophonians, whereby the Smyrnaians were allowed to

leave with their movable possessions. The Smyrnaians were

subsequently distributed among the eleven poleis and given

citizenship there (Hdt. 1.150.1–2). This account is very likely

anachronistic, at least as far as the organised resettling of the

original Smyrnaians is concerned.

More plausible is the claim in Hdt. 1.151.3 that the Aiolian

poleis on the mainland “made a joint decision to follow the

Ionians wherever they led” when confronted with the threat

posed by Kyros in 546.Herodotos’wording strongly suggests

a hegemonic, multilateral alliance between the eleven

Aiolian poleis as a united group and the twelve Ionian ones,

with the Ionians taking the lead. The creation of this alliance

was allegedly followed by a joint Aiolian and Ionian embassy

to Sparta (Hdt. 1.152.1–2). The Ionian–Aiolian joint venture

may have been short-lived,however, for the Aiolian poleis on

the mainland are not reported to have provided any military

support for the Ionian Revolt in the 490s. On the other

hand, a late C4 inscription, I.Erythrai 16, recording a joint

decision made by the Ionians and Aiolians (l. 6), confirms

not only that there was collaboration among the Aiolian

poleis internally; it also indicates that the kind of

¹² This is further suggested by the previous paragraph (Hell. 3.1.10) in which
Xenophon reports that Derkylidas “differed so much from Thibron in his lead-
ership that he led the army through friendly territory to the Aiolis of
Pharnabazos without harming the allies in any way” (�στε παρ�γαγε τ�
στρ�τευµα δι3 τ8ς φιλ�ας χ)ρας µ/χρι τ8ς Φαρναβ�ζου Α2ολ�δος
ο(δ*ν βλ�ψας τοLς συµµ�χους). Note that in An. 5.6.24 Timasion reassures
his troops that he is familiar with “Aiolis, Phrygia, Troas and the entire fiefdom
of Pharnabazos”, thus implying a differentiation between Aiolis and the Troad;
the context suggests, however, that Timasion is still referring to an Aiolis in the
north rather than to the settlements around and south of the Elaitic Gulf.

¹³ The only settlement on the coast north of Pitane that may have been
included in the Ionikos Phoros is Karene (Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2). The
absence from the Athenian tribute lists of other settlements on the coast between
Pitane and the Theban plain is perhaps due to the fact that these poleis belonged
to the Chian and Lesbian peraiai. The Chians (and presumably their dependent
poleis) never paid tribute at all. As for the poleis in the so-called Lesbian peraia,
their absence from the tribute assessment lists after the fall of Mytilene may indi-
cate that, in C5, the Lesbian peraia south of Adramyttion did not belong to
Mytilene alone. Methymna, which did not join in the Lesbian Revolt, remained
autonomos, and any possessions that the Methymnaians may have had were
undoubtedly exempt from tribute as well. There is no firm evidence for the
Lesbian peraia north of the Elaitic Gulf as a specifically Mytilenaian possession
earlier than the reign of Alexander the Great. Theopompos’ report ((FGrHist
115) fr. 291) that the Chians and the Mytilenaians had asked Hermias to be
prostates of their territories on the mainland may refer to the Mytilenaian pos-
sessions in the north, the so-called Aktaiai poleis, which included Assos,
Hermias’ residence in the period 348–345. Assos is explicitly mentioned in the
Theopompos passage.

¹⁴ For the type of partial atimia that consisted in a ban on travelling to “Ionia”,
see Andoc. 1.76.
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Ionian–Aiolian alliance suggested by Herodotos may have

been based on historical fact.

In the Classical period there was clearly a perception that

most of the original Aiolian poleis had a common origin as

cities founded from the Greek mainland; but there seems to

have been more than one tradition.According to Pherekydes

of Athens ((FGrHist 3) fr. 155), the Aiolian cities were found-

ed by Androklos, the son of King Kodros, after he had initiat-

ed the settlement of Greeks in Ionia. Hellan. fr. 32 appears to

have represented a rival Lesbian tradition, according to

which the settlement of Aiolis was initiated by Orestes and

Peisandros of Sparta. These two rival traditions may well

reflect a contemporary C5 tension between Athens and

Mytilene, both of which claimed the right of domination

over the Aiolian poleis in the Troad as reported in Hdt. 5.94.

In addition to the thirty-six settlements that are listed in

the Inventory of poleis there are sixteen locations attested in

Archaic or Classical sources for which the evidence is not

sufficient to warrant their inclusion in the Inventory. They

are as follows.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Achaion Limen (?χαι+ν λιµ�ν) Ps.-Skylax (98) is the

only Classical author to mention this harbour. According to

Strabo 13.3.5, it was located between Myrina and Gryneion

on the shore of the Elaitic Gulf and contained an altar of the

Twelve Gods. Barr. HR, but C also attested.

Apollonia (?πολλων�α) This settlement is mentioned

in Xen. An. 7.8.15. It was located in the vicinity of

Pergamon, close to the base of the Persian nobleman

Asidates. Asidates received military assistance from

Itamenes, who had recruited some of his troops from

Apollonia and Parthenion (see no. 827). Strabo 13.4.4

describes Apollonia as situated on an elevated site on the

plain to the east of Pergamon. Barr. C.

Ardynion (?ρδ�νιον) The toponym Ardynion is attested

in Xanthos of Lydia (FGrHist 324) fr. 17 in the second book of

his Lydiaka (C5).Steph.Byz. 116 classifies the settlement as “a

polis in the Theban Plain”. Nikolaos of Damascus ((FGrHist

90) fr. 47, 6 (C1)) also refers to Ardynion as a polis founded

by the Mysian king Arnossos (. . . Iστις π#λιν ?ρδ�νιον

�κτισεν .ν Θ�β=η πεδ��ω), whose daughter married the

Lydian king Sadyattes (�Kandaules?, RE s.v. Sadyattes 1).

It is possible, but far from certain, that Nikolaos based 

his account directly on Xanthos, in which case the site-

classification must be regarded as a genuine Classical one.

Barr. A, but C also attested.

Arginoussai (?ργινο%σαι) The toponym is attested in

Thuc. 8.101.2 (as ?ργινο�σαις τ8ς Oπε�ρου) and in Xen.

Hell. 1.6.27. According to Strabo 13.2.2, these were three

islands close to Mt. Kanai on the mainland, one of which was

probably the Biga peninsula. as suggested by Stauber (1996a)

i.285, while the other two may be identified with the islands

Garip Adası and Kalemadası. Stauber and his team found no

Classical remains during their exploration of the islands and

the peninsula. However, Diod. 13.97.3 states that at the time

of the famous sea battle in 406 the islands were inhabited and

contained a small Aioloan polismation, claimed by schol. Ar.

Ran. 33 to be a π#λις τ8ς Α2ολ�δος. Barr. C.

Blakeia (Βλακε�α) This settlement is known only from

references to Aristotle’s Kymaion Politeia (fr. 90, 531, 1–2,

Gigon). It was located in the territory of Kyme, and the stu-

pidity of its inhabitants allegedly gave rise to the expressions

βλ�ξ and βλακικ� (“naive”, “stupid”, “useless”). Not in

Barr.

Chryse (Χρ�ση) The settlement of Chryse close to Thebe

mentioned by Strabo 13.1.63 is conventionally identified

with the Homeric town of that name. Stauber (1996a)

i.37–38 locates it tentatively at Magara Tepe, where some

Aiolian grey ceramic has been found in the context of a pre-

historic settlement (3–2 millennium bc). There is no literary

or epigraphical evidence from the Archaic or Classical peri-

od pertaining to a contemporary Chryse in this location.

Barr. AC (but location is queried).

Itone (iΙτ)νη) The toponym of this settlement in Lydia is

known only from Steph. Byz. 342. It was tentatively located

near Mt. Tmolos by Robert (1962) 314. There is no contem-

porary Archaic or Classical evidence for this community.

Barr. C?

Kertonon (Κερτων#ν) The toponym Κερτων#ν is

attested in Xen. An. 7.8.8 in the account of his route across

Mt. Ida to Pergamon through the Theban plain and through

the territories of Adramyttion and Kertonon. Stauber

(1996a) i.330–32 refers to earlier suggestions of Assar Tepe at

Çamavlu as a possible location, but he also points out that

there are only a few ancient remains at that site. It has been

suggested that Kertonon was in fact identical with the settle-

ment Kytonion mentioned by Theopomp. fr. 17. Barr. C.

Kytonion (Κυτ)νιον) The toponym is attested only in

Theopomp. fr. 17, cited in Steph. Byz. 399. The site-
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classification given here as π#λις µεταξL Μυσ�ας κα�

Λυδ�ας cannot be attributed to Theopompos with certain-

ty. Barr. C (but regarded as identical with Kertonon).

Lyrnessos (Λ�ρνησσος) The most important attesta-

tions of the toponym Λ�ρνησσος are Hom. Il. 19.295 (the

home of Briseis) and Strabo 13.1.61. The location of the

Homeric Lyrnessos was disputed already in Antiquity (see

Stauber (1996a) i.67–71); but schol. Eur. Andr. 1 reports that

some authors located the settlement in the plain of Thebe.

Stauber (1996a) argues for a location of Lyrnessos on the

south-eastern edge of the plain of Thebe at Ala Dag. Here

there are impressive remains of a prehistoric settlement,

including large fortification walls dating from the third mil-

lennium, and there were also ceramic finds from the

Classical, Hellenistic and Roman periods (Stauber (1996a)

i.102–8). Barr. AC.

Malene (Μαλ�νη) The toponym is attested in Hdt.6.29 as

a location in the territory of Atarneus, in which Histiaios

was captured by Harpagos in 493. Dörpfeld (1928) 131–36

suggested that it was identical with the location Μαλ/α

attested in Thuc. 3.4.5 and 3.6.2, arguing that Thucydides’

description points to a location on the mainland rather than

on the island of Lesbos. See, however, Wilson (1981) 154–56

for a solution to the topographical problems posed by

Thucydides in these passages in favour of the conventional

location of Malea on Lesbos. Other scholars have suggested

that Μαλ�νη was identical with Καρ�νη, but Stauber

(1996a) i.242 rejects this on the grounds that Herodotos

mentioned both of these locations, both in the same area.

According to Stauber, this would hardly have escaped textu-

al emendation already in Antiquity, unless Herodotos was in

fact referring to two different settlements. Lambrianides

(1996) 196 agrees with previous attempts to locate Malene

near Makaronia, while this is disputed by Stauber (1996a)

i.242 and 244, who prefers to locate the settlement of Attea

here.He does not suggest any alternative location of Malene.

Barr. C.

Passanda (Passandeus) (Π�σσανδα, Πασσανδε�ς) The

toponym is attested only in Steph. Byz. 509, who classifies it

as a chorion close to the poleis of Adramyttion and Kisthene.

The collective use of the ethnic Πασσανδε�ς is attested in

Ephor. fr. 235, a passage quoted directly by Stephanos.

Nothing further is known about this community, and

Stauber (1996a) i. 157 proposes no location for the site,

except that it must have been situated somewhere on the

coast between Ayvalık and Gömeç. Barr. C.

Pedaion (Π�δαιον) This is attested only as a Homeric

community (Il. 13.172), governed by King Imbrios. Stauber

(1996a) argues that it must be sought in the vicinity of

Thebe, but does not attempt a more precise location. There

is no evidence for a settlement by that name in Archaic or

Classical times. Barr. A.

Pioniai (Πιον�αι) The earliest reference to the toponym

is found in Paus. 9.18.4, who reports that it was located in

Mysia beyond the Kaikos, and that, according to its inhabi-

tants, it was founded by Pionis, a descendant of Herakles.

Unless Pioniai was located at modern Gömeniç (as assumed

in Barr.), where some pre-Hellenistic remains have been

found (Stauber (1996a) i.95–96), there is no further evi-

dence for a settlement of that name in the Archaic or

Classical periods. The identification of Pioniai with the set-

tlement on Gömeniç is rejected by Stauber (1996a) i.91–97.

Barr. C.

Thyessos (Θυεσσ#ς) The toponym has been suggested as

an earlier name for the settlement Hermokapeleia on the

basis of the account of Nikolaos of Damascus ((FGrHist 90)

fr. 44, 9 (C1, rC6)). According to this account, it was a trad-

ing settlement founded by the merchant Thyessos, which

was given freedom from taxation by the Lydian king Ardys.

Steph. Byz. 319 classifies it as a polis Lydias and indicates the

same origin of the settlement as Nikolaos.The identification

made by Keil of Thyessos with the later Hermokapeleion has

been accepted as plausible, but not certain, by Zgusta (1984)

187–88. Barr. C?

Thymbrara (Θ�µβραρα, Θ�βαρνα) The toponym is

mentioned in Xen. Cyr. 6.2.11, as a place in which the Persian

king held assemblies of his non-Greek troops from the

southern satrapies even in Xenophon’s own day (cf. Cyr.

7.1.45). The settlement is mentioned by Hanfmann and

Waldbaum (1975). It has been suggested that it was identical

with the location Thybarna mentioned by Diod. 14.80.2

quite close to Sardis, but see Zgusta (1984), s.v., who regards

the identification as “possible but not necessary”. There is no

evidence that the settlement underwent a process of

Hellenisation during the period with which we are con-

cerned. Barr. C.
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2. Unidentified Settlements
Belkahve See the site list in the introduction to the region

of Ionia.

II. The Poleis

800. Adramyttion (Adramytenos) Map 56. Lat. 39.30,

long. 26.55. Size of territory: ? Type A:β. The toponym is

?δραµ�ττ(ε)ιον,τ# (Hdt. 7.42.1; Xen. An. 7.8.8; Kratinos fr.

508, PCG) or ?τραµ�ττιον, τ# (Thuc. 5.1.1, 8.108.4). The

city-ethnic is ?δραµυτην#ς (IG ii² 7941 (C3)) or, once,

?δραµου[τταν#ν] (IG vii 2860 (C4l); cf. Fossey (1994) 37).

Adramyttion is called a polis in the urban sense by

Herodotos 7.42.1, and Ps.-Skylax 98 mentions Adramyttion

under the heading π#λεις . . . ‘Ελλην�δες α_δε. That it was a

polis in the political sense too is indicated by Aristotle’s

inclusion of Adramyttion in his collection of politeiai (Arist.

fr. 473). The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is

attested on Hellenistic coins, in abbreviated forms on coins

of the Classical period (infra). The external and individual

use is attested in a federal proxenia decree of Boiotia, pre-

sumably passed in C4 (IG vii 2860).

Adramyttion probably was not a member of the Delian

League: the restoration ?[τραµυτ]ενο� in IG i² 192.iii.13 has

been rejected in IG i³ 260.iv.16, where the editor now reads

?[ρισβα5οι]. According to Thucydides 5.1.1 and 8.108.4,

Persia retained firm control of Adramyttion in C5:

Pharnakes, the satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia, allowed

refugees from Delos, who had been driven out by the

Athenians in 422, to settle at Adramyttion, where they seem

to have remained until they were allowed to return home in

421/0 (Thuc. 5.32.1). Perhaps some of them stayed on: if the

massacre of the Delians in Adramyttion by Arsakes (Thuc.

8.108.4) is to be placed in 411, as proposed e.g. by Stauber

(1996a) i.133, this might suggest Delian settlement of a more

permanent nature. On the problems related to Arsakes’

murder of some of the Delians and Arsakes’ connections

with Tissaphernes and Pharnakes, see Gomme et al. (1981)

356–57, who follow the conventional view that the massacre

took place c.421, and Hornblower (1996) 423–24.

Presumably the polis remained under Persian control dur-

ing most of C4 as well, although in Ps.-Skylax 98 it is

described as a polis Hellenis and the region as being under

Lesbos, perhaps in the period 404–386. It is conceivable that

one of the Lesbian poleis, which had control of significant

territory on the mainland, may also have controlled

Adramyttion as a dependent polis.

The first epigraphical attestation of Adramyttion’s rela-

tions with the rest of the Greek world is IG vii 2860 (C4),

bestowing proxenia and other privileges on the Adramyttian

honorand. However, a number of jugs “from Adramyttion”

are recorded in a Delian inventory of 364/3 (I.Delos 104.12).

Silver and bronze coins were struck in Adramyttion by

Orontas c.357–352 or perhaps in 362/1 in connection with the

satrap’s revolt (Troxell (1981); contra Moysey (1989)). For the

“autonomous bronze coinage”struck in C4f with the legend

of Adramyttion, see the catalogue in Stauber (1996a)

ii.193–96 nos. 11–26. Types: obv. head of Zeus; rev. forepart of

winged horse; legend: Α∆ΡΑ or Α∆ΡΑΜΥ. The full form

of the ethnic (Α∆ΡΑΜΥΤΗΝΩΝ) is attested on coins of

C2 and later: ibid. nos. 27ff.

As for the ethnic composition of the population of

Adramyttion, the polis must have been sufficiently

Hellenised in C4s to merit inclusion in Aristotle’s collection

of politeiai, but it may well have contained an ethnically

mixed citizen body throughout the Classical period and

even later. Later tradition largely agrees in regarding

Adramyttion as a Lydian foundation. Aristotle (fr. 473,

Gigon) claims that the polis was founded by Adramytos, the

son of Alyattes and brother of Kroisos. Rival traditions are

all later.

801. Aigai(ai) (Aigaieus) Map 56. Lat. 38.50, long. 27.10.

Size of territory: ? Type A:α. The toponym is Α2γα5αι (Hdt.

1.149.1), Α2γα�, αH (Ps.-Skylax 98; Strabo 13.3.5) or Α2γαιε5ς

(Xen. Hell. 4.8.5, probably corrupt). The city-ethnic is

Α2γαε�ς (Michel 13.11 (C4l); Head, HN² 552 (C3)) or

Α2γαιε�ς (Head, HN² 552 (C3); Polyb. 5.77.4). Suda Σ1898

notes the form Α2γιε�ς. As part of the original Aiolian

dodekapolis Aigaiai is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

1.149.1, with the territorial sense as a possible connotation,

and in the political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2 and in a C4 inscrip-

tion (Malay (1994) no. 515B l. 2). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in Staatsverträge 456.12

(C4l–C3). The earliest external attestations are Hellenistic

(collective use: Polyb. 5.77.4; individual use: SEG 32 1322

(C3), Cyprus; IG xi.4 1042 (C3), Delos).

Little is known about the extent of Aigai’s territory in the

Archaic and Classical periods. However, a C4l treaty

between Aigai and the community of the Olympenoi

(Staatsverträge 456) was set up at a small ancient settlement

near Yenice Köy, located c.5 km north-west of the urban cen-

tre of Aigai. Reinach (1891) 272 inferred from the inscription

that the village was dependent on Aigai; but more evidence

is needed to corroborate Reinach’s interpretation.
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Herodotos lists Aigai among the twelve original Aiolian

poleis in 1.149.1, and Malay (1994) no. 515 is indeed written in

the Aiolic dialect. The polis was not a member of the Delian

League, and it may be assumed that the Persians maintained

at least nominal control over the polis during C5 and C4.

However, according to Xen. Hell. 4.8.5, in 394 Derkylidas

claimed, presumably exaggerating, that even in Asia Minor

itself there were poleis such as Temnos and Aigai where it

would be possible to live without being subjected (6π�κοοι)

to the Persian king.

Only one Aigaian treaty survives from the Classical period,

viz. Staatsverträge 456, concluded between Aigai and the

Olympenoi regulating the seasonal transhumance of flocks.

Malay (1994) no. 515 is a public enactment (ψ�φιµµα), which

mentions officials (�ρχα�, A.3) and a priest (Hερε�ς, A.5).

Bohn and Schuchhardt (1889) describe the visible

remains of the urban centre of Aigai, which had been com-

pletely rebuilt after an earthquake in ad 17. Of older

remains, only the inner city wall may be pre-Hellenistic

(ibid. 10), and a second, larger, city wall may be dated with

reasonable certainty to the reign of Eumenes II. The pre-

Hellenistic wall is constructed in rough polygonal masonry

and had a circumference of no more than 1 km, enclosing an

area of triangular shape (ibid. 8–9), and this points to an

urban centre of a modest size. Radt (1991) discusses remains

of monumental architecture and argues in favour of con-

necting a C6 Aiolian capital with the site of Aigai.

The earliest coinage of Aigai dates from C3 (Head, HN ²

552), although Head (1875) 293 tentatively assigned a num-

ber of electrum coins from 600–550 to Aigai.

802. Aigiroessa Unlocated. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Α2γιρ#εσσα (Hdt. 1.149.1). The polis is attested only in

Herodotos, who lists it as one of the twelve original Aiolian

poleis. It is called a polis in the urban sense at 1.149.1, with the

territorial sense as a possible connotation, and in the politi-

cal sense at 1.150.2. It has been suggested by Stein (1883) 173 n.

3 that Aigiroessa is an earlier name of Elaia, which is not

mentioned by Herodotos in his listing of Aiolian poleis.

However, coins from Elaia with the legend ΕΛΑΙ are attest-

ed as far back as C5m (Head, HN² 554). Cook (1958–59) 4, 17

attempts to locate Aigiroessa at the site of Belkahve in

Smyrnaian territory.

803. Atarneus (Artaneites) Map 56. Lat. 39.05, long. 26.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is ?ταρνε�ς, W

(Hdt. 6.28.2, 8.106.1; Arist. Pol. 1267a32; Isoc. 4.144; Xen. Hell.

3.2.11; Theopomp. fr. 291; Tod 165.32 � I.Erythrai u.

Klazomenai 9 (C4m)).The city-ethnic is ?ταρν(ε)�της (Hdt.

6.4.1; IG xii suppl. 142.117 (C2m); Callim. Epigr. 1.1; Strabo

13.1.60; Paus. 7.2.11).Atarneus is called polis in the urban sense

in Ps.-Skylax 98. That it was a polis in the political sense too

may, up to a point, be inferred from the treaty between

Hermias of Atarneus and Erythrai of C4m (infra). The legend

ΑΤΑΡ on C4 coins is presumably the collective and internal

use of the city-ethnic (infra). The external use of the city-

ethnic is attested collectively in IG xii suppl. 142.117 (C2m)

and individually in Hdt. 6.4.1 and Callim. Epigr. 1.1. The terri-

tory is called ?ταρνε�τις χ)ρη (Hdt. 6.29.1) and comprised

the location Malene (for the problems related to the ident-

ification of Malene, see Stauber (1996a) i.241–42).

According to Hdt. 1.160.4, the Chians gained possession

of Atarneus in return for handing over Paktyes to Kyros in

547/6; see also Hdt. 8.106.1, who refers to Atarneus as in

“Mysian territory” and occupied by Chians. However, Xen.

Hell. 3.2.11 describes Atarneus as occupied by refugees from

Chios, which may indicate that at that time it had turned

into some kind of splinter community over which the

Chians had lost control (compare, e.g., the relationship

between Anaia and Samos during the Peloponnesian War).

See also Diod. 13.65.4, mentioning how exiled Chian democ-

rats used Atarneus as a base for their raids against the island

in 409. Even during the tyranny of Hermias from c.355, it is

clear that the Chians still maintained some interest in and

had a claim to the site (Theopomp. fr. 291).

Tod 165 may be regarded as a treaty entered into by

Atarneus with Erythrai in so far as the treaty concerned

Atarneus as a community, if only indirectly, and was to be

publicised in the sanctuary of Atarneus (Tod 165.32–33). On

the other hand, the party to the treaty is Hermias rather than

the polis as a whole, and it is significant that the delegates

appointed to take the oath on behalf of Hermias and his

associates are not referred to as representatives of the polis of

Atarneus.

Atarneus is described as a city in Mysia (Hdt. 1.160.4; Isoc.

4.144). The site of Atarneus has been located on Kale Tepe,

on which there are substantial remains of C4 buildings and

a large preserved section of Atarneus’ city wall dating from

C5 or C4 (Stauber (1996a) i.269–72). The city wall is also

attested in Xen. Hell. 3.2.11 and Arist. Pol. 1267a32, both of

which relate to sieges of Atarneus, in 398/7 and c.350 respec-

tively. The site in Kale Tepe has yielded a considerable

amount of surface finds from C4, pottery as well as tiles

(Stauber (1996a) i.271), which suggests occupation of a rela-

tively high density. A sanctuary (Hερ�ν το% ?ταρν/ως) is

designated as a site in which the treaty between Hermias and

Erythrai is to be displayed (Tod 165.32).
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Atarneus struck coins in silver and bronze from c.400

onwards: obv. head of Apollo, or head of goddess; rev. coiled

snake; legend: ΑΤΑ or ΑΤΑΡ (Stauber (1996a) ii.270–79,

cat. nos. 1–33; SNG Cop. Mysia 21–27).

The ethnic composition of the population cannot be

determined with certainty. When the Chians “bought”

Atarneus from Kyros in return for handing over the refugee

Paktyes (Hdt. 1.160.4), there may have been a non-Greek

population already dwelling there, and we do not know if

they were expelled by the Chian settlers. But Himerius

(Orat. 40.6–7 �Arist. fr. 675, Rose) suggests, for what it is

worth, that the process of Hellenisation may not have been

complete even in Aristotle’s day. Himerius, who calls

Atarneus a π#λις Μυσ+ν, does not indicate the origin of

this anecdote.

804. Autokane (Autokanaios?) Unlocated, unless identi-

cal with Kane. Map 56. Lat. 39.00, long. 26.50. Size of territo-

ry: ? Type: B:? The toponym is Α(τοκ�νη (Hymn. Hom. Ap.

35). The legend Α(τοκ�να on C4 coins (infra) may be the

toponym, but is perhaps better interpreted as an abbreviat-

ed form of the city-ethnic Α(τοκανα(�ων). In the Homeric

Hymn the toponym designates a mountain, but on the coins

it must designate a homonymous settlement. The city-

ethnic is unattested, unless the legend on the C4 coins is an

abbreviated form. Also, οH Κανα5οι mentioned in a

Thessalian inscription of C2 (IG ix.2 1105a) may perhaps be

the citizens of Aiolian (Auto)kane. The status of Autokane is

uncertain. Apart from the numismatic evidence we have no

information about this settlement; but we know that the

mountain Autokane (referred to as Κ�νη in Hdt. 7.42.1) was

adjacent to the polis of Kane/Kanai, which had two harbours

(Schuchhardt (1887) 1209 and Tomascheck (1891) 25).One of

these may have been Autokane. Other scholars have suggest-

ed that Autokane and Kanai were identical (Barr.). This

hypothesis may be supported by the fact that we have no

numismatic evidence for Kanai, which is otherwise quite

well attested: it is recorded, e.g., in a C2 Delphian list of the-

orodokoi (BCH 45 (1921) 1 ID(a) 10). For a summary of this

discussion, see Stauber (1996a) ii.274–77. If Autokane is to be

identified with Kane, it must have contained a sanctuary of

Artemis Orthosia: I.Adramytteion 47 (C4 or C3e) found at

Bademlı (Kane) is either a horos of her temenos or an

inscribed altar.

Autokane struck bronze coins from C4m on: obv. laureate

head of Zeus, or of Asklepios, or of Apollo; rev. head of

Athena wearing Attic helmet, or head of Dionysos with

wreath, or female head, or olive wreath; legend:

ΑΥΤΟΚΑΝΑ or abbreviations down to ΑΥΤ (Stauber

(1996a) ii.266–68, cat. nos. 1–18; SNG Cop. Aeolis 26–27).

805. *Boione Unlocated. Type: C:? The toponym is unat-

tested, but may be reconstructed tentatively from the legend

ΒΟΙΩΝΙΤΙΚΟΝ on late Classical/early Hellenistic coins.

Most bronze coins have been found in the Hermos river 

valley (Imhoof-Blumer (1890) 631; Babelon, Traité ii.2.

1177–78), and the coin types and craftsmanship resemble the

coins struck in Larisa Phrikonis. A different location in

Lydia was suggested by Leake (1856) 145. Although most

coins are conventionally dated to C3, bronze coinage dated

to C4 is described by Wroth in BMC Troas 101. Types: obv.

female head l., wearing ear-ring and necklace; rev. bull

standing; legend: ΒΟΙΩΝΙΤΙΚΟΝ or ΒΟΙΩΝΙΤΙΚΟΣ

(SNG Cop. Aeolis 28–29, giving 310 as the terminus post

quem).

806. Chalkis (Chalkideus) Map 56. Lat. 39.15, long. 26.35

(but note that the identification of Chalkis with modern

Çiplakada is not entirely certain).Size of territory: 1.Type: C:?

The toponym Χαλκ�ς and the city-ethnic Χαλκιδε�ς are

known only from Steph. Byz. 685.1, who does not cite his

source. The legend ΧΑ on C4 coins is presumably an abbre-

viated form of the city-ethnic (infra). If the identification of

Chalkis with modern Çiplakada is correct, the territory of

this community was c.2.5 km². Çiplakada belongs to a group

of twenty-three islands known as Hekatonnesoi, first men-

tioned by Herodotos (1.151.2), who reports on one Aiolian

polis there (no. 823). It is very unlikely that he has the settle-

ment at Çiplakada in mind, however: the larger polis

Pordoselene/Nasos is a far more plausible candidate. The

island has yet to be excavated, but Stauber and his team have

reported substantial surface finds that point to a sizeable

Hellenistic–Roman settlement. They also observed a fortifi-

cation wall, the lower courses of which appear to be quite old

(Stauber (1996a) i.228), and find it highly plausible that the

island contained a settlement in the Classical period (C5/C4).

Stauber ((1996a) ii.280–82) ascribes C4 bronze coinage to this

community, but with caution. Types: obv. female head r.

(Artemis?); rev. spearhead; legend:ΧΑ.For a summary of the

discussion, see Stauber (1996a) ii.282, who concurs with the

majority of numismatists in regarding a Carian origin

(Chalketor) for these coins as utterly implausible.

807. Elaia (Elaiites) Map 56. Lat. 38.55, long. 27.05. Size of

territory: 2 or 3. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is ’Ελα�α, ! (IG

i³ 268.ii.28; Ps.-Skylax 98; Polyb. 21.10.2) or ’Ελαι/α (IG i³

266.i.17). The city-ethnic is ’Ελαjτης (I.Délos 103.34 (C4f);
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Paus. 5.24.6) or ’Ελαι�της (IG i³ 261.iii.4; PEP Chios 53.9

(no date)).According to Steph. Byz. 263.9–10, the communi-

ty was also known by another toponym, Κιδαιν�ς. In Ps.-

Skylax 98 Elaia is one of the toponyms listed after the

heading π#λεις . . . ‘Ελλνη�δες . . .α_δε. Elaia is called a polis

in the political sense in Plut. Phokion 18.7 in a retrospective

C4 context, referring to instructions given by Alexander the

Great to Krateros to capture the city and hand over control

to Phokion, a plan which did not succeed. The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested internally on Hellenistic coins

(SNG Cop. Aeolis 177ff), in abbreviated forms on coins of the

Classical period (infra), and externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (infra); the individual use is attested externally in IG

xii.6 23 (C4l).

Very little is known about the history of Elaia. Herodotos

does not mention it in his list of original Aiolian founda-

tions (1.149.1), and the hypothesis that Elaia was originally

known as the otherwise unattested Aigiroessa in Herodotos’

list is not supported by any available evidence. The alterna-

tive explanation offered by Bürchner (1905), that Elaia was

founded as an Athenian colony and therefore was never

counted as a member of the Aiolian dodekapolis, rests pri-

marily on the tradition that names Menestheus with his

Athenian troops as its founder (Strabo 13.3.5; but note that

in 13.1.67 he refers to Elaia as a polis Aiolike).

Elaia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded in the tribute lists some-

times by toponym (IG i³ 266.i.17), while in other lists the

entries are by the collective form of the city-ethnic (IG i³

261.iii.4). It is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.16, restored)

to 421/20 (IG i³ 285.ii.8–9) a total of fifteen times, once com-

pletely restored, paying in all years a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

261.iii.4).

In C4l, Horismos Damasistratou of Elaia received proxe-

nia and citizenship from Samos after the restoration of the

Samians to their island (IG xii.6 23). The Elaians made a

communal dedication of a beardless image of Zeus at

Olympia (Paus. 5.24.6, who does not give a date).

The site was described by Bürchner (1905). The oldest city

wall (probably C3) enclosed an area of c.6 ha. An acropolis

was located on the hill Maltepe (Bean (1966) 112–14).

Elaia struck silver coins c.460–400 and bronze coins after

c.340. (1) Silver: types: obv. head of Athena, wearing close-

fitting crested helmet; rev. olive wreath, the whole in incuse

square; legend: ΕΛΑΙ (r. to l.). (2) Bronze.: types: obv. head

of Athena l. wearing close-fitting or Corinthian crested 

helmet; rev. corn-grain between two olive branches or in

olive wreath, or horseman in olive wreath; legend: ΕΛ,

sometimesΕΛΑΙ (Babelon,Traité ii.2.29; BMC Troas p. 125;

SNG Cop. Aeolis 164–76).

808. Gambrion (Gambreiotes) Map 56. Lat. 39.05, long.

27.20. Size of territory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is

Γ�µβριον, τ# (Xen. Hell. 3.1.6). The full form of the city-

ethnic,Γαµβρει)της, is not attested earlier than C3l (Syll.³

1219.4 �Michel 520 �LSAM 16), but the legend ΓΑΜ on

the C4 coins is presumably an abbreviated form. Gambrion

is called a polis in Xen. Hell. 3.1.6, where polis is used in the

urban and political senses combined. It was a town captured

by Thibron, but it is also described as a personal fief which

had been given by the Persian king to Gongylos of Eretria in

C5, whose descendants were still in control in early C4.

Thus, polis is used in the political sense too, denoting

Gambrion as well as its surrounding territory from which

troops could be recruited and taxes levied. For a discussion

of such fiefdoms, see e.g. Briant (1985). The community

must have been under Persian control throughout the

Classical period, presumably as part of the satrapy of Lydia.

An inscription of 326/5, found in Gambrion, records a gift of

land, house and garden by Krateuas (presumably a

Makedonian) to Aristomenes (Syll.³ 302 �Guarducci (1974)

310–11). In the preamble (4–5) it gives the name of Menander

(Μεν�νδ[ρ]ου σατραπε�οντος), who was given the Lydian

satrapy by Alexander the Great. An eponymous official

(πρ�τανις) is mentioned; but it is suggestive that there is no

mention of any Gambrian decision-making body. The

inscription suggests that the Makedonians may have 

controlled land-ownership directly. The extent to which

Gambrion had undergone a process of Hellenisation during

the Classical period is unknown.

Gambrion struck coins of silver and bronze throughout

C4. (1) Silver: types: obv. laureate head of Apollo; rev.

forepart of butting bull; legend:ΓΑΜ. (2) Bronze: obv.head

of Apollo; rev. forepart of bull, or star, or tripod; legend:

ΓΑΜ. (BMC Mysia p. 62; SNG von Aulock 1085–89 and SNG

Cop. Mysia 144–63. See also Babelon, Traité ii.2. 18–19.)

809. Gryneion/Gryneia (Gryneieus) Map 56. Lat. 38.55,

long. 27.05. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym

is Γρ�νεια, ! (Hecat. fr. 225; Hdt. 1.149.1) or Γρ�νειον, τ#

(Ps.-Skylax 98; Xen. Hell. 3.1.6; Bean (1974–75) 85–87 no. 21

(C2)) or Γρ�νιον (Diod. 17.7.9) or Γρ�νεια, τ� (Steph. Byz.

213.15). The city-ethnic is Γρυνειε�ς (IG i³ 265.i.17) or

Γρυνε�ς (Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2; cf. IG i³ 266.i.3,

restored) or Γυρνε�ς (SNG Cop. Aeolis 202–7 (C3)). As part

of the original Aiolian dodekapolis Gryneion is called a polis

in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.149.1, with the territorial sense as
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a possible connotation, and in the political sense at Hdt.

1.150.2 and in a C4l inscription (Iscr. Cos ED 71 B.3). At Xen.

Hell. 3.1.6 polis is used in the urban and political senses com-

bined, denoting a dependent polis (infra). In Ps.-Skylax 98

Gryneion is one of the toponyms listed after the heading

π#λεις . . . ‘Ελλην�δες . . .α_δε. In Iscr. Cos ED 71 B.5 politeia

is used in the sense of citizenship. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in Iscr. Cos ED 71 B.4 and on

C3 coins (SNG Cop. Aiolis 202–7) and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.i.17).

Xenophon refers to Gryneion as one of the personal fiefs

which had been given to Gongylos by the Persian king in C5,

and which were still controlled by his descendants in C4e

(Hell. 3.1.6; see also Briant (1985)).Yet Gryneion was a mem-

ber of the Delian League. It belonged to the Ionian district

and is recorded from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.vii.16) to 428/7 (IG i³

283.iii.18) a total of thirteen times, three times completely

restored, paying a phoros of first 1,000 dr. but from 433/2,

2,000 dr. (IG i³ 279.i.59). This suggests that the Persian king

(and probably also Gongylos and his family) did not exer-

cise control over Gryneion at least during C5s. In 335/4

Gryneion was captured by Parmenion, who subjected its

population to andrapodismos (Diod. 17.7.9); but the attested

C3 coinage (SNG Cop. Aeolis 202–7) along with Segre Iscr.

Cos ED 71 B (C4l) shows that resettlement must have hap-

pened soon afterwards.

The earliest detailed information about the political

institutions is found in Iscr. Cos ED 71 B (C4l). The decree,

passed by boule (β#λλα) and assembly (δ[µος), bestows 

citizenship, proxenia, egktesis ges kai oikias, and privileged

access to the courts on the Koan honorand. The grant of

citizenship, egktesis, and dikai prodikoi is to be ratified by

vote in the assembly (ll. 4–7). Diplomatic relations through

embassies are also attested in this decree.

Gryneion contained a sanctuary and oracle of Apollo

Gryneieus (I.Delos 104 (8) B (C4m)), which was still operat-

ing as late as C1 (Bean (1974–75) 85–87 no. 21 and discussion

of the oracle and sanctuary in Ragone (1990)). Recent exca-

vations have uncovered a cemetery with graves of C7–C4

(Mitchell (1999) 143).

810. Halisarna Map 56. Lat. 39.05, long. 27.05. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is yλ�σαρνα, ! (Xen. Hell.

3.1.6; An. 7.8.17). Halisarna is called a polis in Xen. Hell. 3.1.6,

where polis is used in the urban and political senses com-

bined. It is a town captured by Thibron, but it is also report-

ed that Halisarna was ruled, presumably as a tyranny

(lρχον), by Prokles and Eurysthenes, descendants of

Demaratos of Lakedaimon (see also An. 7.8.17, indicating

that Halisarna was ruled by Prokles). For Demaratos, who

was given “land and cities” (γ8ν τε κα� π#λιας) by the

Persian king in 486, see Hdt. 6.70. See also Briant (1985). In

Xen. Hell. 3.1.6, Halisarna is mentioned together with the

poleis Pergamon and Teuthrania, all of which were given to

Demaratos: Xenophon’s phrasing α&τη ! χ)ρα suggests

that the territories of the three cities were not far apart.

There is a possible solution to the conflict between

Xenophon and Steph. Byz. 75.9–10, which places Halisarna

in the Troad: the Stephanos entry has τ� .θνικ�ν W α(τ�ς

yλισαρνα5ος. This is a strong indication that the original

entry may have referred to two or more sites of the same

name, and that the epitomiser has left out references to the

community mentioned by Xenophon. Nothing is known

about the ethnic composition of Halisarna’s citizen body.

811. Herakleia(?) (Herakleotas) Map 56. Lat. 38.45, long.

27.10. Size of territory: ? Type: B:? The toponym may be

attested in Steph. Byz. 303.17 (γ’ Λυδ�ας); see the discussion

in Robert (1937) 115–16, who also dismisses the identification

of this Herakleia with the κ’ π#λις πρ�ς τ=8 Κυµα��α τ8ς

Α2ολ�δος in Steph. Byz. 304.1. The city-ethnic

‘Ηρακλε)της is attested in Syll.³ 934 (C5), where the col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally. This

inscription is a boundary stone marking the frontier

between the territory of the Herakleotai and that of the

Melampagitai. The collective and internal use is presumably

attested in abbreviated form on C4 coins (infra). Ramsay

(1881) 297 argued in favour of locating Herakleia at a site

near the station at Emir Aalem where he observed “a grass-

grown tumulus, and a little beyond it is a hill, with remains

of a small fortified town. The walls could be traced all round

the hill, sometimes appearing above the ground, sometimes

showing only a slight elevation in the grassy hill. The style of

building was not apparent, but was certainly not the finer

kind of Greek work.”Keil (1913) 163–64 adopted a more cau-

tious position,pointing out that there were remains of many

ancient settlements in the area, none of which can be ident-

ified with Herakleia with any certainty.

Herakleia struck silver coins in C5: types: obv. head of eagle

and traces of letters; rev. square incuse; legend: ΗΡΑΚ. The

similarity between the Herakleian coins and the coins minted

by C5 Kyme is noted by Mørkholm (1964) 77.

812. Iolla (Iolleus) Map 56. Unlocated, but probably near

Adramyttion. Size of territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is

ΙΟΛΛΑ, the city-ethnic is ΙΟΛΛΕΩΝ (of ’Ιολλε�ς),

both attested only on coins (infra). The location of Iolla
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remains conjectural: see most recently Stauber (1996b) 106,

who suggests Fughla Tepe near Boirazlı/Kızıklı. Robert

(1937) 167–68 suggested that the river Ollius mentioned by

Pliny, HN 5.121–23 is a distortion of the name Iolla, and that

the community may have adopted the name of the river.

Iolla struck bronze coins throughout C4. (1) C.400: obv.

head of Hermes; rev. forepart of Pegasos; legend: ΙΟΛΛΑ.

(2) C.350: obv. head of Zeus; rev. forepart of Pegasos; legend:

ΙΟΛΛΕΩΝ or, sometimes, ΙΟΛΛΑ (Stauber (1996a)

ii.248–49 nos. 1–8).

Nothing is known about the ethnic composition of Iolla’s

citizen body.

813. Karene (Karenaios) Map 56. Lat. 39.10, long. 26.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is Καρ�νη, !

(Hdt. 7.42). The city-ethnic is Καρηνα5ος (Krateros

(FGrHist 342) fr. 2). The site cannot be located with preci-

sion: see Stauber (1996a) i.241–46, who suggests the hill Ag.

Ilias (Gökçeağıl) as a possibility. Karene is called a polis in

Hdt. 7.42.1, principally in the territorial sense. That it was a

polis in the political sense too is indicated by its membership

of the Delian League (infra). The collective use of the 

city-ethnic is found externally in Krateros fr. 2, a direct quo-

tation from his On Psephismata book 3: Γρυνε5ς,

Πιτανα5οι, Καρηνα5οι. This quotation may suggest that

Karene was recorded as a member of the Delian League in

the assessment list of 454/3, although the city-ethnic is not

found in any of the surviving Athenian tribute lists or trib-

ute assessments, as argued by Meritt (ATL i. 495–96). Their

proposition that Karene belonged to the Lesbian or Chian

peraiai in the Classical period is plausible,but cannot be ver-

ified. According to Ephor. fr. 126, a contingent of citizens of

Karene settled in Ephesos in connection with a stasis shortly

after the foundation of Ephesos and gave their name to one

of the five Ephesian phylai.

814. Killa Map 56. Unlocated. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Κ�λλα,! (Hdt. 1.149.1; Strabo 13.1.62). The city-ethnic is not

attested. As part of the original Aiolian dodekapolis Killa is

called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.149.1, with the ter-

ritorial sense as a possible connotation, and in the political

sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. This Killa, situated somewhere near

Antandros (Strabo. 13.1.62), is probably not identical with

the “Homeric” Killa in the Troad (Hom. Il 1.38, 452; see

Stauber (1996a) i.31–33).

815. Kisthene Map 56.Lat.39.25, long.26.50. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: B:γ. The toponym is Κισθ�νη, ! (Isoc. 4.153).

The full form of the city-ethnic is not attested, but the 

legend ΚΙΣΘΗ on C4 coins is presumably an abbreviated

form (infra). Kisthene has been located (with some caution)

at Gömeç by Stauber (1996a) i.159–62. According to Isoc.

4.153, Kisthene was conquered by Agesilaos and his troops in

397, and the soldiers were rewarded with 100 tal. This piece

of information must be taken with a grain of salt; but if this

figure is anywhere near the truth, it is an important indica-

tion of the prosperity of Kisthene.

Kisthene struck coins in C4. (1) Silver and bronze issued

by Orontas c.357–352 (or perhaps in 362/1: for this dispute,

see Troxell (1981); contra Moysey (1989)). Types: obv. hoplite,

or head of Orontas; legend: sometimes Κ; rev. forepart of

winged boar, or horseman; legend: ΟΡΟΝΤΑ or ΚΙΣ or

ΚΙΣΘΑ. (2) Bronze coins, C4s: obv. head of Demeter; rev.

horseman with bee or dolphin; legend: ΚΙΣ or ΚΙΣΘΗ

(Stauber (1996a) ii.261–64, cat.nos. 1–5 (1),nos.6–7 (2); SNG

Cop. Ionia 26 (1)).

816. Kyllene Map 56. Lat. 38.45, long. 26.50. Size of terri-

tory: 1 or 2. Type: A:γ. The toponym is Κυλλ�νη, ! (Xen.

Cyr. 7.1.45). Kyllene is called a polis in Xen. Cyr. 7.1.45 in a ret-

rospective C6 context, describing how Kyros gave Kyllene

and Larisa to his Egyptian troops in 546. Presumably polis is

used here in its territorial sense, denoting Kyllene’s urban

centre and its hinterland. But the reference to the Egyptians’

unfailing loyalty indicates that the political sense is a conno-

tation. Xenophon claims that in his day the polis is still

inhabited by the descendants of the Egyptians. It is not

known what proportion (if any) of its citizen body would be

perceived as Greek.

817. Kyme (Kymaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.45, long. 26.55. Size

of territory: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�µη,! (Hes.

Op. 636; Hdt. 1.149.1; Thuc. 3.31.1; Ps.-Skylax 98; SEG 23

189.ii.18 (c.330)). The city-ethnic is Κυµα5ος (Hdt. 1.158,

4.138; IG i³ 71.i.124). According to Steph. Byz. 80.23–25,

Hecat. fr. 226 provided an alternative toponym,?µαζ#νιον,

and at 1.149.1 Herodotos has Κ�µη ! Φρικων�ς καλεοµ/νη

(according to Strabo 13.1.3, called Phrikonis after Mt.

Phrikion in Lokris). As part of the original Aiolian

dodekapolis Kyme is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

1.149.1 and 5.123.1, in both cases with the territorial sense as a

possible connotation, and in the political sense at Hdt.

1.150.2. The urban sense is also attested at Thuc. 3.31.1 and

Ps.-Skylax 98, and the political sense at Hdt. 4.137.2, 138.2

and 5.37.2–38.1, where Kyme is listed under the heading polis

among a number of tyrannically governed communities.

Aristotle included Kyme among his politeiai: Κυµα�ων

πολιτε�α �no. 90 frr. 530–31; Heracl. Lemb. 36–39. The
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word astos is used about the citizens of Kyme in Hdt. 1.158.2.

The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is attested

on Hellenistic coins (SNG Cop. Aeolis 103–15), in abbreviat-

ed forms on coins of the Classical period (infra); the external

use is attested in literary sources (Hdt. 1.157.3) and in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 261.v.2). The individual use is

attested externally in Hdt. 4.138.2, 5.37.1 and IG ii² 9116 (C4).

The territory was called Κυµα�α, ! (Thuc. 8.101.2), and it

comprised a settlement called Blakeia (Arist. fr. 531.1–2). Idil

(1989) 529 reported on the existence of two harbours, both

of which were probably used for military purposes in C5 and

C4. Ps.-Skylax 98 mentions only one (see map in Bean

(1966) 104 fig 15).

Kyme was a dependent polis in the Persian Empire: Hdt.

7.194.1 mentions a Sandokes son of Thamasios, W �π� τ8ς

Κ�µης τ8ς Α2ολ�δος &παρχος, who served as general in

Xerxes’ fleet. We do not know if Kyme participated in the

Ionian Revolt: the only Aiolians mentioned specifically by

Herodotos are the Lesbians, and from his account it appears

that there was no Kymaian naval contingent present at the

battle of Lade. In C5 Kyme was a member of the Delian

League. It belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded

from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.v.2) to 421/20 (IG i³ 285.ii.10) a total of

thirteen times, twice completely restored. In the first years it

paid 12 tal., from 448/7 reduced to 9 tal. (IG i³ 264.i.13). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.124). In 411 Kyme sup-

plied a contingent of fifty hoplites to help the Spartans and

Methymnaians against the Athenians and the Mytilenaians

(Thuc. 8.100.3). In 408 the Kymaians sent an embassy to

Athens to complain of Alkibiades’ conduct (Diod. 13.73.6).

Kymaians appointed theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos

(SEG 23 189.ii.18 (330–324)), and to host theoroi from Nemea

(SEG 36 331.ii.34–35 (331/30–313)).

Little is known about the constitutional history of Kyme.

Herakleides (Polit. 10.16) reports that Pheidon and later

Prometheus legislated in order to enfranchise more citizens

(perhaps after 700). According to Pheidon’s law, the fran-

chise was given to citizens who could breed at least one

horse. Later Prometheus included another thousand cit-

izens in the constitution. The constitution was replaced by a

tyranny at the bidding of Kyros (Herakleides, Polit. 11.5:

Κ%ρος δ* καταλ�σας τ�ν πολιτε�αν µοναρχε5σθαι

α(τοLς .πο�ηςεν). According to Arist. fr. 530, 1–2, the offi-

cial title of the tyrant was α2συµν�της. C.512 the tyrant of

Kyme was Aristagoras, son of Herakleides (Hdt. 4.138.2),

who was deposed in 500/499, but not killed by the Kymaians

(Hdt. 5.37–38). Later (perhaps much later) the polis had a

democratic constitution which, again, was replaced by an

oligarchy on the instigation of a certain Thrasymachos, who

is characterised as a “demagogos” (Arist. Pol. 1304b41–5a1,

probably referring to Aiolic Kyme; cf. Aubonnet in the Budé

edn. p. 171 n. 2). The stasis was triggered by the democrats

using their power to soak the rich (b20–24). One of

Plutarch’s Quaestiones Graecae—presumably derived from

the Aristotelian collection of politeiai—concerns Kyme,

probably Aiolian Kyme, and mentions a boule, a board of

basileis and a magistrate in charge of the desmoterion (Plut.

Mor. 291E–92A). So far, the only surviving public enactment

antedating 306 is I.Kyme 1, a C4l honorary decree passed by

the demos. Arist. Pol. 1268b–1269a refers to legislation

(nomos) on homicide.Free non-citizens appear to have been

resident in Kyme: a funerary inscription found at Kyme near

the sanctuary of Isis and datable to C4 commemorates a cit-

izen of Lampsakos (BCH 51 (1927) p. 386 no. 7). The inscrip-

tion SEG 47 1663 (c.500) mentions two foreigners, one from

Paros and one from Samos.

In 546 the Kymaians sent θεοπρ#ποι to the oracle in

Branchidai (Hdt. 1.157–60). According to Diod. 15.18.2,

Kyme and Klazomenai consulted the oracle in Delphi in 383,

shortly after the death of Tachos, in connection with their

dispute over Leukai, which contained an Apollo sanctuary

(Fontenrose (1978) H15).

Until now few remains of Archaic and Classical public

architecture have been excavated. An Isis temple, excavated

by Salac in 1925, may have dated back to C4, perhaps origi-

nally dedicated to a different goddess (Kybele/Artemis, later

also Aphrodite, as suggested by Idil (1989) 527). Akurgal

(1956) 12 reported on a C4 capital. Schäfer and Schläger

(1962) 52 describe a pier, in part from C6. Recent deep

soundings have revealed a late Archaic building on one of

Kyme’s two acropolises (Gates (1997)). Kyme was probably

fortified as early as C6 (Hdt. 1.160.1, who reports on the

reluctance by the citizens of Kyme to incur the risk of a siege

in 546). Recently, Archaic walls have been discovered

beneath the Hellenistic fortifications (Gates (1994) 275).The

city was besieged by Tissaphernes c.400 (Diod. 14.35.7).

Kyme struck coins of silver and bronze from C7l onwards.

Denominations: stater, hemidrachm, hemiobol. (1) Silver,

C7l: obv. forepart of horse, beneath, monogram (?); rev.

incuse square containing ornamented star, beside it (as coun-

termark) smaller incuse square containing a star of different

design. (2) Silver, c.480–450: obv. eagle’s head; legend: ΚΥ;

rev. incuse square of mill-sail pattern. (3) Silver, c.350–320:

obv. forepart of horse, or eagle standing; legend: ΚΥ; rev.

forepart of horse, or rosette; legend: ΚΥ or magistrate’s

name. (4) Bronze, c.350–320: obv. eagle standing, or forepart
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of horse; legend: magistrate’s name and/or ΚΥ; rev. vase with

one handle; legend: ΚΥ. (Babelon, Traité ii.2. 1169–72 nos.

2058–63, (1930) 28; BMC Troas 104–5; SNG Cop. Aeolis 30–86.)

According to Ephor. fr. 114, Kyme was founded by

Amazons.Kyme reportedly colonised (or participated in the

colonisations of) (1) Kebren in the Troad (Ephor. fr. 10); (2)

Ainos in Thrace, which was first founded by Alopekonnesioi

and later received epoikoi from Mytilene and Kyme (Ephor.

fr. 39); and (3) Side in Pamphylia (Ps.-Skylax 101; Arr. Anab.

1.26; Strabo 14.4.2).

818. Larisa (Larisaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.40, long. 27.00.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Λ�ρισαι, αH

(Hdt. 1.149.1) or Λ�ρισα,! (Xen. Hell. 3.1.7), sometimes dis-

tinguished from other towns called Larisa by the epithets

Φρικων�ς (Strabo 13.3.4, explained at 13.1.3; cf. supra 1043)

orΑ2γυπτ�α (Xen.Hell.3.1.7).The city-ethnic is Λαρισα5ος

(Xen. Hell. 3.1.7) or Ληρισα5ος (IG i³ 71.i.152, but see infra).

The legend ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙon C4 coins is presumably an abbre-

viated form of the city-ethnic rather than the toponym

(infra). As part of the original Aiolian dodekapolis Larisa is

called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.149.1, with the ter-

ritorial sense as a possible connotation, and in the political

sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. Larisa is called a polis in Xen. Cyr. 7.1.45

in a retrospective C6 context, describing how Kyros gave

Kyllene and Larisa to his Egyptian troops in 546. Presumably

polis is used here in its topographical sense,denoting Larisa’s

urban centre and its hinterland. But the reference to the

Egyptians’ unfailing loyalty indicates that the political sense

is a connotation. The collective use of the city-ethnic is pre-

sumably attested internally on coins (infra). It is attested

externally at Xen. Hell. 3.1.7 and possibly in the Athenian

assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.152). The toponym is

restored in the assessment decree of 422/1 (IG i³ 77.iv.19).

Larisa was perhaps claimed by the Athenians as a member of

the Delian League: the city-ethnic Λερισα5οι in IG i³ 71.i.152

is listed in the Ionian district immediately after Πυγελ˜ες,

which might indicate that the reference is to the other Larisa

at Ephesos. However, it is impossible to draw any firm geo-

graphical conclusion on the basis of the sequence of poleis in

the Athenian lists, and the city-ethnic of Ephesian Larisa

attested in inscriptions of the Roman period (e.g. I.Ephesos

3272 and 3274) is Λαρισην#ς, which indicates that the Larisa

in the assessment decree is in fact the one in Aiolis.

There is no epigraphical attestation of Larisa’s diplomat-

ic relations with the outside world before the early

Hellenistic period (Fraser, Samothrace ii.1 no. 23 1–2

(C3l/C2e), which mentions theoroi).

Schefold (1933) 145–48 reports on stoas from the Archaic

and Classical periods (C6f and C5). In his publication he

also reported that on the acropolis, three-quarters of which

had been excavated, he had found remains of a road, walls,

towers, gates, an altar and temple, a palace and wells, all of

which seemed to date from the Archaic period. The fortifi-

cations, however, have later been downdated to C5 (Lang

(1996) 228–29). Lang’s account ((1996) 224) mentions a pre-

Greek cult site, on top of which a small C6 temple was built,

followed by a much larger temple c.530. The palace, of the

bit-hilani type, was constructed in three phases in C6, with

later work of rebuilding c.400 (Boehlau and Schefold (1940)

27–30). For a very useful summary of the remains of Archaic

Larisa, see Lang (1996) 224–31.Water was supplied to the for-

tified city by pipes (Xen. Hell. 3.1.7). Schefold (1933) 148

described two cisterns and a well of polygonal masonry next

to a large building complex from C5. The building may have

been used for public administration.

Larisa was walled in C4 (Xen. Hell. 3.1.7), and the remains

of the C4 fortification of both the acropolis and the town are

described in Boehlau and Schefold (1940) 52–56.

The coinage of Larisa Phrikonis has generated a good deal

of controversy. The coins in question are C4 issues of silver

and bronze. (1) Silver: obv. female head wearing sphendone;

rev. amphora; legend: ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙ. (2) Bronze: obv. bearded

head; rev. amphora between corn-gain, r. and ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙ, l.

(3) Bronze: obv. female head l.; rev. amphora; above, bunch

of grapes; on l., caduceus; on r., ear of corn; legend: ΛΑΡΙ.

(4) Bronze: obv. horned river-god three-quarters facing to.

r.; rev. Apollo laureate; legend: ΛΑ. (5) Bronze: obv. head of

river-god; rev. head of bull; legend: ΛΑ. All five issues are

ascribed to Larisa Phrikonis by Head, HN² 555. SNG Cop.

Aeolis 208–12 ascribe (3) and (4) to Larisa Phrikonis. In BMC

Troas p. 134 (3) and (4) are ascribed to Larisa in Troas. On the

problem relating to the attribution of coins to each of the

three Asian poleis called Larisa, see Imhoof-Blumer (1901–2)

1171–76 nos. 2064–70 and Robert (1951) 47–64, who wants

the amphora types (1)–(4), with both male and female

heads, to be ascribed to Larisa in the Troad, while the “bull-

types” (5) should be assigned to Larisa Phrikonis on the

grounds that a similar type was minted in Boione, which

presumably was located nearby in the Hermos valley; cf. also

Robert (1982).

In 546 Kyros gave Larisa to his Egyptian troops, whose

descendants were still inhabiting the polis in Xenophon’s day

(Xen. Cyr. 7.1.45). The presence of a non-Greek element may

explain the existence of a palace. However, the presence of

an Archaic Aiolian population is confirmed by C7 and C6
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graffiti at the temple of Athena (Boehlau and Schefold

(1943) 123 and 183). It is conceivable that they made up a con-

siderable proportion of the citizen body of Larisa in the

Classical period, and that the polis was considered Greek.

819. Leukai (Leokates) Map 56. Lat. 38.35, long. 26.50. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Λε%και, αH (Ps.-

Skylax 98; Strabo 14.1.38) or Λε�κη, ! (Diod. 15.18.1–2). The

city-ethnic is Λεοκ�της (Babelon, Traité ii.2. 2046) or

Λευκαιε�ς (ibid. 2047, after Alexander the Great). Leukai is

implicitly called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax. 98

(cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142) and retrospec-

tively by Diodorus at 15.92.1 (r362/1) (urban sense) and

15.18.1–2 (rC4) (political sense). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally on coins (infra).

The name and extent of its territory are not attested for

the Classical period; but according to Ps.-Skylax 98, it con-

tained more than one harbour (Λε%και κα� λιµ/νες).

Leukai was situated on the coast (Diod. 15.18.1) between

Smyrna and Phokaia (Strabo 14.1.38). In Barr. it is represent-

ed as an island c.10 km south of the coast of Asia Minor. The

only authority for this is Plin. HN 5.119: oppidum Leucae in

promonturio, quod insula fuit. If this piece of information

carries any weight, it must relate to the Archaic period or

before. In the Classical, Hellenistic, Roman and Late Roman

periods Leukai must have been a coastal city.

Leukai was founded by Tachos after the death of Glos

c.383/2 (Diod. 15.18.1; see Stylianou (1997) 208). Later, both

Kyme and Klazomenai wanted to gain control of Leukai and

consulted the oracle in Delphi, who responded that the polis

that first managed to make a sacrifice at Leukai at a specified

date should be the winner of the dispute (Diod. 15.18.2; see

Fontenrose (1978) H15). Since it was stipulated that rep-

resentatives from the two poleis should depart at dawn on

the day specified for the sacrifice, the Klazomenians found-

ed a polis close to Leukai and thus won the contest. This

event was commemorated by a festival called Prophthaseia

(Diod. 15.18.3–4, but without any indication of whether the

festival was held at Klazomenai or Leukai). C.362 Leukai

served as a naval base for the Egyptian fleet commanded by

Reomithres (Diod. 15.92.1). Leukai possessed a sanctuary of

Apollo (Diod. 15.18.1).

Leukai struck coins in silver and bronze in C4s.

Denominations: obol, hemiobol and small fractions in

bronze. (1) Silver obol: types: obv. head of Aphrodite or

Artemis, crescent; legend: Λ; rev. swan, crescent; legend: Λ.

(2) Silver hemiobol: obv. head of Zeus; legend: ΛΕΥ; rev.

forepart or head of boar; legend: ΛΕΥ. (3) Bronze: obv.

head of Apollo; rev. swan; legend: ΛΕΟΚΑΤΩΝ or ΛΕΟ.

(4) Bronze: obv. head of Athena; rev. lion standing; legend:

ΛΕΥ. (5) Bronze: obv. head of Apollo; rev. swan or swan

before tripod; legend: ΛΕΥΚΑΙΕΩΝ or ΛΕΥ and magis-

trate’s name (Babelon, Traité ii.2. 1159–62 nos. 2041–48;

Head, HN² 581; SNG Cop. Ionia 799–801). According to

Babelon (Traité II.2 1159–60), the striking similarity between

the coins of Klazomenai and those of Leuke suggests that

Leuke was a polis dependent on Klazomenai.

The ethnic composition of the population of Leukai is

not known; but it may have contained a non-Greek element,

given the history of its foundation, even after it became a

Klazomenian dependency.

820. Magnesia (Magnes) Map 56. Lat. 38.35, long. 27.25.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is Μαγνησ�η, !

(Hellan. fr. 191). The city-ethnic is Μ�γνης (infra). The only

pre-Hellenistic attestation of the city-ethnic is external,

individual and admittedly uncertain: a C6 graffito from

Abydos has been restored as [Μ�γν]ης lλθ’ [.]νθ�δε

Κ�ϊκος (Ihnken (1978) 160 T13 � Jeffery (1990) 361 no. 2).

Neither Ihnken nor Jeffery explains why this heavily

restored ethnic is to be connected with Magnesia on Mt.

Sipylos rather than with Magnesia on the Maiandros, or

with Magnesia at all. Nothing further is known about

Magnesia in the Archaic and Classical periods.

821. *Melanpagos? (Melanpagitas) Map 56. Lat. 38.35,

long. 27.10. Size of terrritory: ? Type: B:? There is no attesta-

tion of the toponym. The city-ethnic is Μελανπαγ�της

(Syll.³ 934). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested in

an internal context in C5: a graffito Iρια Μελανπαγιτ+ν

‘Ηρακλεωτ+ν marked the common boundary between

the territory of the Melampagitai and the neighbouring

Herakleotai. The settlement was located near Gökkaya by

Ramsay (1881) 296–97. Keil (1913) 166–68 reported on an

intricate network of walls which can only be explained satis-

factorily by a proper excavation. However, a wall of rough

polygonal masonry on the eastern side of the hill-top was

tentatively identified as a fortification wall enclosing the set-

tlement. Keil also noted the similarity between the retaining

walls of the settlement and those found at the acropolis of

Neon Teichos.

822. Myrina (Myrinaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.50, long. 27.00.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μ�ρινα,

! (Hdt. 1.149.1; Xen. Hell. 3.1.6). The city-ethnic is

Μυρινα5ος (IG i³ 71.i.179–80).As part of the original Aiolian

dodekapolis Myrina is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.
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1.149.1, with the territorial sense as a possible connotation,

and in the political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. In C4 it is called polis

in the urban sense in Ps.-Skylax 98. At Xen. Hell. 3.1.6 polis is

used in the urban and political senses combined, denoting a

dependent polis (infra). Xenophon mentions Myrina as one

of the personal fiefs given by the Persian king to Gongylos,

whose descendants were still in control in the early C4. The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

Hellenistic coins (SNG Cop. Aeolis 221ff), in abbreviated

forms on coins of the Classical period (infra), and external-

ly in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.i.11). The individual

and external use is attested in Hellenistic inscriptions, e.g.

∆αµ#θεος Μυρινα5ος, a metic living in Iasos (I.Iasos 192.7).

Myrina was allegedly founded by Amazons (Strabo

13.3.6), but a tradition recorded in Euseb. vii 1.69.12c and vii

2.183c claims that Myrina was founded in 1046 by Aiolians.

Myrina was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded in the Athenian tribute

lists by toponym (IG i³ 266.i.14) or by city-ethnic (IG i³

265.i.11). It is recorded from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.viii.11) to 415/14

(IG i³ 290.i.18) a total of eighteen times, three times com-

pletely restored, and in one case Myrina on Lemnos is an

alternative, paying a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 266.i.14). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.179–80).

Pottier and Reinach, who excavated the cemetery of

Myrina,noted a hill resembling an acropolis with remains of

ancient fortifications, and a city wall of polygonal masonry

of varying quality ((1882) 201; cf. Bean (1966) 106–10).

Myrina struck coins of silver in C4 and of bronze in

C4–C3. (1) Silver hemidrachms: types: obv. head of Athena

wearing Corinthian helmet; rev. bust of Artemis facing;

legend: ΜΥ. (2) Bronze: obv. head of Athena wearing Attic

helmet; rev. amphora; legend: ΜΥ or ΜΥΡΙ (Head, HN²

555 (C4); SNG von Aulock no. 1659 (C4–C3); SNG Cop. Aeolis

213–20).

823. Nasos (Nasiotas) Map 56. Lat. 39.20, long. 26.40. Size

of territory: 1 (c.15 km²). Type: A:α. The toponym,Ν8σος,!

or Aiolic Ν[σος, is attested only in the entry Νε̃σος

Πορδοσελ/νε in IG i³ 77.iv.17. The city-ethnic is

Νασι)τας (I.Adramytteion 34A.40 (C4l)). The Aiolian polis

(in the urban/topographical sense) in the Hekatonnesoi

mentioned in Hdt. 1.151.1 probably refers to this community.

Nasos is called polis in the personal/political sense in

I.Adramytteion 34A.9, 14, 19, 24–25, 33 (319–317); and in the

same inscription the word polites is used in the plural of its

citizens (34A.22). Nesos Pordoselene is recorded in the

assessment decree IG i³ 77.iv.17 under the heading Aktaioi

poleis. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in abbreviated form on C4 coins (infra) and in a C4l

inscription (I.Adramytteion 34A.40). Nasos was located on

the island of Alibey Adası, and was probably identical with

the community known as Pordoselene (see Stauber (1996a)

i.198–209 and the entry Pordoselene).

The community was entered by toponym in the assess-

ment decree IG i³ 77.iv.17 as one of the Aktaioi poleis, but we

cannot be sure that it was ever a paying member of the

Delian League. The toponym is completely restored in the

assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.iii.127–28), and it does

not appear in any of the surviving Athenian tribute lists. The

fact that it was entered as one of the Aktaioi poleis may sug-

gest that it was a polis dependent on Lesbos, presumably

Mytilene (no. 798).

One psephisma passed by the assembly of the Nasiotai

survives: I.Adramytteion 34 (319–317), which is referred to as

a ψ�φισµα on face A, lines 46 and 50. On face B.55–56 there

is a reference to a nomos concerning the offence of over-

throwing the democracy ([π]ερ� τ+ν καλ[λυ]#ντων τ�ν

δ[[µον], 55–58). Fines and atimia are imposed in the

entrenchment clause to this decree (B.45–52). The boule

(β#λλα) is mentioned (B.15–16), and other magistrates

mentioned in this inscription are the χοροστ�τας (A.36),

ταµ�αι (A.45), .ξεταστα� (B.2–3, 60–61), and an .πιµ�νιος

(B.38). The assembly is referred to in several places in this

decree, and there is specific reference to a κυρ�α .κκλησ�α

(B.22–23). A prytaneion is attested (A.32–33); but so far

monumental architecture from the Classical period has not

been recorded (Stauber (1996a) i.208–12). Taxes were levied

on the community by Antipatros, presumably in the 320s

(A.9–14). I.Adramytteion 36 (C4l) may also have been passed

by Nasos/Pordoselene; but since it cannot be ascribed to this

polis with certainty, it will not be used in the present context.

Nasos struck coins of silver (hemidrachm) and bronze in

C4. Types: obv. head of Apollo; rev. panther with various

symbols: head of ram or club, etc.; legend: ΝΑΣΙ or ΝΑΣ

or ΝΑ (Stauber (1996a) ii.283–96; SNG Cop. Aeolis 429–31).

824. Neon Teichos Map 56. Lat. 38.40, long. 27.00. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Ν/ον Τε5χος, τ#

(Hdt. 1.149.1). As part of the original Aiolian dodekapolis

Neon Teichos is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt.

1.149.1, with the territorial sense as a possible connotation,

and in the political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. Xen. An. 7.5.8 simply

designates it τε5χος.

According to Ps. Her. vit. Hom. 9, Neon Teichos was a

foundation from Kyme, founded 8 years after that city. If the
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identification of the ruins at Yanı̃k Köy with ancient Neon

Teichos is correct, then the settlement was walled (Ramsay

(1881) 281); but the precise location of Neon Teichos is still

controversial. According to a tradition recorded in Strabo

13.3.3, Neon Teichos was founded by Lokrians whose ulti-

mate aim was to capture Larisa Phrikonis.

825. Notion Unlocated.Type A:α.The toponym is Ν#τιον,

τ# (Hdt. 1.149.1). As part of the original Aiolian dodekapolis

Notion is called a polis in the urban sense at Hdt. 1.149.1, with

the territorial sense as a possible connotation, and in the

political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. Unless this Notion is in fact

identical with Notion near Kolophon (a conventional but

unwarranted equation, for which see most recently Hoepfner

et al. (1999) 280 n. 247), nothing further is known about this

community.

826. Palaigambrion Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: A:?

The toponym is Παλαιγ�µβριον, τ# (Xen. Hell. 3.1.6).

Palaigambrion is called a polis in Xen. Hell. 3.1.6, where polis

is used in the urban and political senses combined. It was a

town captured by Thibron, but it is also described as a per-

sonal fief which had been given by the Persian king to

Gongylos of Eretria in C5, whose descendants were still in

control in C4e. Thus, polis is used in the political sense too,

denoting Palaigambrion as well as its surrounding territory

as a place from which troops could be recruited and taxes

levied.

827. Parthenion. Map 56. Lat. 39.15, long. 27.20. Size of

territory: ? Type: B:? The toponym is Παρθ/νιον, τ# (Xen.

An. 7.8.15, 23). There is no attestation of the city-ethnic. The

settlement is referred to as a polisma in Xen. An. 7.8.21. In

Xen. An. 7.8.15 we hear about an unsuccessful Greek raid on

the property of the Persian Asidates, who was defended by

Itamenes and his troops, some of whom were recruited from

Parthenion. The ethnic composition of this community is

not known.

828. Pergamon (Pergamenos) Map 56. Lat. 39.10, long.

27.10. Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is

Π/ργαµον, τ# (Xen. Hell. 3.1.6; An. 7.8.8, 23). The city-

ethnic is Περγαµην#ς (Staatsverträge 555 (C3e)).Pergamon

is called a polis in Xen. Hell. 3.1.6, where polis is used in the

urban and political senses combined. It was a town captured

by Thibron, but it is also reported that Pergamon was ruled,

presumably as a tyranny (lρχον), by Prokles and

Eurysthenes,descendants of Demaratos of Lakedaimon (see

also An. 7.8.17). For Demaratos, who was given “land and

cities” (γ8ν τε κα� π#λιας) by the Persian king in 486, see

Hdt. 6.70. See also Briant (1985). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is presumably attested internally in abbreviated

form on coins (infra). The individual and external use is

found in an Epidaurian proxeny decree of C4l/C3e (IAEpid

42 xiii).

The constitutional history in the Archaic and Classical

periods is unknown: in C4 it may still have been controlled

by the descendants of Gongylos, who may have received the

city as a fief from the Persian king.

For a full description of the Archaic and Classical city

walls, see Radt (1992). He discusses two walls, one of which

(Wall I) may date from C7 or even earlier, while the other

(Wall II) probably dates from C5 and covers an area of 18 ha

(Radt (1994) 64). The article also contains extensive discus-

sion of pottery found in the context of the walls; cf. also Radt

(1999).

Pergamon struck coins of silver and bronze from C5m to

C4e. (1) Silver: types: obv. laureate head of Apollo; rev.

bearded male head (“Satrapenkopf”: SNG von Aulock no.

1347) in Persian head-dress, or head and neck of bull, all

within incuse square; legend: ΠΕΡΓ or ΠΕΡΓΑ. (2)

Bronze: obv. laureate head of Apollo; rev. two bulls’ heads;

legend:ΠΕΡΓorΠΕΡΓΑ; or obv. female head; rev.boar’s

head, or two boars’ heads; legend: ΠΕΡ or ΠΕΡΓ. Date:

C5m–C4e: SNG Cop. Mysia 313–16. BMC Mysia p. 110

includes silver coinage from 420–400; see also Babelon,

Traité ii.2. 86–89 nos. 43–46. SNG von Aulock no. 1348

ascribes the bronze coins to C4f.

Despite Radt’s discovery of significant amounts of

Aiolian grey ware, the ethnic composition of Pergamon’s

population in the Archaic and Classical periods still remains

uncertain. In Xen. An. 7.8.8 Xenophon is entertained by a

woman called ‘Ελλ�ς, wife of Gongylos of Eretria and

mother of Gorgion and Gongylos. Ironically, her name may

bear witness to her non-Greek origins or, at the very least, to

the ethnically mixed nature of the community in which she

lived.The name is rare,and the entries in LPGN suggest that,

in the Greek world in the Classical period, it was borne pre-

dominantly by slaves. Her two sons controlled four cities in

Mysia and Aiolis (Gambrion, Palaigambrion, Myrina and

Gryneion) which the Persian king had given as fiefs to their

ancestor in return for his loyalty as a mediser (Xen. Hell.

3.1.6).

829. Perperene (Perperenios) Map 56. Lat. 39.15, long.

27.00. Size of territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is

Περπερ�να, ! (Galen, De Victu Attenuante 102; De Rebus

Boni Malique Suci 6) or Παρπ�ρων (Apollodoros (FGrHist
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244) fr. 7 apud Steph. Byz. 508.11–13). The city-ethnic is

recorded as Παρπαρωνι)της (Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr.

15 apud Steph. Byz. 508.15–16), but the three attested epi-

graphical (albeit Hell./Rom.) sources for the city-ethnic

suggest that the normal version was Περπερ�νιος

(I.Smyrna 447.4, 469.2–3, 689.ii.23–24). This is confirmed by

C4 coin legends ΠΕΡΠΕ (infra). Perperene is not called a

polis by any extant Classical source; Galen, De Victu

Attenuante 102 provides the earliest attestation. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is presumably attested internally

in abbreviated form on coins (infra) and is attested external-

ly in Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 15.

Perperene was probably located 1 km north of the mod-

ern village of Aşağıbey, where substantial ruins may be iden-

tified as ancient Perperene, although according to

Kaufmann and Stauber (1994) 41, there is no direct evidence

to confirm this identification; see also Stauber (1996a) i.296.

Although no Archaic or Classical remains have been found

on this site, Stauber (1996a) i.303 points out that the visible

buildings may have been erected on top of an older settle-

ment. Only excavation may reveal the age of the original set-

tlement.

Perperene struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. laureate

head of Apollo; rev. bunch of grapes, branch and leaves in

wreath; legend: ΠΕ or ΠΕΡ or ΠΕΡΠ or ΠΕΡΠΕ

(Stauber (1996a) ii.309–25, cat. nos. 1–11).

830. Pitane (Pitanaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.55, long. 26.55.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:α. The toponym is Πιτ�νη,

! (Hdt. 1.149.1). The city-ethnic is Πιτανα5ος (IG i³

262.iii.24; Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 2 apud Steph. Byz.

358.15–16; AJP 56 (1935) 358–79 i.147 (C4)). As part of the

original Aiolian dodekapolis Pitane is called a polis in the

urban sense at Hdt. 1.149.1,with the territorial sense as a pos-

sible connotation, and in the political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2.

In C4, however, Ps.-Skylax 98 refers to Pitane as a limen only.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins (infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 262.iii.24). In C4 the individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in AJP 56 (1935) 358–79 i.147 (C4l) and

F.Delphes iii.1 410 (319), adding Aioleus as an indication of

regional affiliation: ‘Ηρακλε�τ�ω Λυσιστρ�του Α2ολε5 .κ

Πιτ�νης.

Nothing is known explicitly about the extent of Pitane’s

territory in the Archaic and Classical periods. But since it

bordered on Mt. Kane to the west, Elea to the east, and

Teuthrania to the north, it is unlikely to have exceeded 100

km². The information that may be gleaned from Hellenistic

sources cannot be used retrospectively (on territorial

changes and consolidations in this area in the Hellenistic

period, see most recently Savalli-Lestrade (1992)).

In C5 Pitane was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded from 453/2

(IG i³ 260.vii.17) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.56–58, restored in

430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.41)) a total of fifteen times, but five times

completely restored, and paid 1,000 dr. in all years. Pitane

received proxenia from Delphi in 319 (F.Delphes iii.1 410),

and another grant of proxenia given to a citizen of Pitane is

recorded in an undated (C3?) decree passed by an unknown

polis located in Aiolis, most likely Kyme (SEG 47 1659).

Pitane had city walls in C4, and probably also earlier. In

335/4 it was besieged by Parmenion, who was forced to lift

the siege by Memnon (Diod. 17.7.9). Remains of the ancient

fortifications of the peninsula of Çandarlı were described by

Schuchhardt in Conze et al. (1912–13) 99–100.

Pitane struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. head of Zeus

Ammon; rev. pentagram; legend: ΠΙΤΑ or ΠΙΤΑΝΑ or

ΠΙΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ; or obv. Silenus; rev. omphalos entwined by

serpent; legend: ΠΙΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ (Fitz. Mus. Cat. III.72;

BMC Mysia 171–72; SNG Cop. Mysia 530–35).

831. Pordoselene Map 56. Lat. 39.20, long. 26.40, but see

infra. Size of territory: 1? Type: A:? The toponym is

Πορδοσελ�νη (Ps.-Skylax 97; Arist. Hist. an. 605b29–30). In

C4 Pordoselene is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-

Skylax 97. If Nasos and Pordoselene were identical (see

infra) then this community was probably the one referred to

as an Aiolian polis in the political sense by Hdt. 1.151.1. The

full form of the city-ethnic is unattested, but the collective

and internal use is presumably attested in abbreviated form

on coins: ΠΟΡ∆ΟΣΙΛ (infra).

Pordoselene was entered by the toponym Νε̃σος

Πορδοσελ/νε on the tribute assessment list IG i³ 77.iv.17

(422/1), but it is not clear whether it was ever a paying mem-

ber of the Delian League. It does not reappear in any surviv-

ing tribute list. The community is listed along with other

Aktaioi poleis, suggesting that Nesos/Pordoselene was a

Lesbian dependency in C5.

Pordoselene struck coins of silver and bronze from C5l to

C4l. (1) Silver (drachms): types: obv. head of Apollo; rev.

lyre, or panther, or crab or other symbol in incuse square;

legend: ΠΟΡ or ΠΟΡ∆ or ΠΟΡ∆ΟΣΙΛ. (2) Bronze:

obv. head of silenus; rev. dolphin; legend: ΠΟΡ (Stauber

(1996a) ii.297–307). On the unfounded a priori assumption

that only independent communities struck coins, Stauber

(1996a) i.199 assumes that the earliest coins minted by
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Pordoselene are evidence that it gained independence from

Mytilene in 427.

Problems arise in connection with any attempt to locate

the site of Pordoselene, the most vexing of which is the ques-

tion whether Pordoselene was identical with the polis of the

Nasiotai, an identification that may be suggested by the joint

entry Nesos Pordoselene in IG i³ 77.iv.17. It may also be signif-

icant that Hdt. 1.151.1 mentions only one polis on the islands

known as Hekatonnesoi (however, the present Inventory

does in itself indicate that Herodotos’ enumerations of com-

munities in various regions of the Greek world cannot be

trusted to have been in any way comprehensive). The debate

is summed up by Stauber (1996a) i.198–208: communis

opinio has been that Nasos and Pordoselene were two differ-

ent poleis; Nasos on the island now known as Alibey Adası

and Pordoselene on the smaller island of Maden Adası.

Stauber objects (ibid. 205–7) that Maden Adası, being an

infertile island of tuff, could not have supported a commun-

ity in Antiquity: indeed, when surveying the island he found

no evidence at all for an ancient settlement. Stauber is

inclined to conclude that there was indeed only one

community, which was located on Alibey Adası, and that

Nasos/Nasiotes temporarily replaced the toponym and city-

ethnic of Pordoselene because the name containing the word

“fart” was perceived as an embarrassment. If Stauber’s view

is correct, then the information set out s.v. Nasos in the pres-

ent Inventory applies to Pordoselene as well.

832. Temnos (Temnites) Map 56. Lat. 38.40, long. 27.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Τ8µνος (Hdt.

1.149.1), W (Suda Ε3024, conjectured at Strabo 13.1.70) or !

(Strabo 13.3.5). The city-ethnic is Τηµν�της (Xen. An.

4.4.15). The Aiolic forms Τ[µνος/Ταµν�τας are attested on

C4 coins (infra) and in Hellenistic inscriptions (I.Perg.

5 �Staatsverträge 555 (C3e)). As part of the original Aiolian

dodekapolis Temnos is called a polis in the urban sense at

Hdt. 1.149.1, with the territorial sense as a possible connota-

tion, and in the political sense at Hdt. 1.150.2. Xenophon

refers to it as a polis in the urban sense, indicating that the

community was small (Hell. 4.8.5: ο( µεγ�λη π#λις)). The

collective and internal use of the city-ethnic is presumably

attested in abbreviated form on C4 coins (infra), the exter-

nal use is found in a C3e decree (I.Perg. 5.2). For the individ-

ual and external use, see Xen. An. 4.4.15: ∆ηµοκρ�της

Τηµν�της.

Although Temnos is attested as a flourishing community

in the Hellenistic period (e.g. Herrmann (1979)), next to

nothing is known about the political and constitutional 

history of Temnos in the Archaic and Classical periods. The

community may have been dependent on the Persian king

(it was never a member of the Delian League, at any rate); in

394, however, according to Xen. Hell. 4.8.5, Derkylidas men-

tioned Temnos as a polis where it would be possible to live

without being subjected (6π�κοος) to the Persian king. On

this remark, which perhaps should not be taken too serious-

ly, see the entry for Aigai supra.

Temnos struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. head of

Dionysos, bearded, wreathed with ivy; rev. bunch of grapes

with vine leaves and tendrils, the whole in slight circular

incuse; legend:ΤΑ (BMC Troas 142; SNG Cop. Mysia 246–49).

833. Teuthrania Map 56. Lat. 39.00, long. 27.05. Size of ter-

ritory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is Τευθραν�η,! (Hdt. 2.10.1)

or Τευθραν�α (Ps.-Skylax 98; Xen. Hell. 3.1.6; An. 2.1.3, 7.8.17).

The full form of the city-ethnic is unattested, but the collec-

tive and internal use is presumably attested in abbreviated

form on coins: ΤΕΥ (infra). Teuthrania is called a polis in

Xen. Hell. 3.1.6, where polis is used in the urban and political

senses combined. It was a town captured by Thibron, but it is

also reported that Teuthrania was ruled, presumably as a

tyranny (lρχον), by Prokles and Eurysthenes, descendants of

Demaratos of Lakedaimon. In An. 2.1.3 Prokles is referred to

as W Τευθραν�ας >ρχων. For Demaratos, who was given

“land and cities” (γ8ν τε κα� π#λιας) by the Persian king in

486, see Hdt. 6.70. See also Briant (1985).

Teuthrania struck coins of silver and bronze c.400. Types:

obv. head of Apollo, with long hair; rev. beardless head of

young dynast Prokles wearing Persian tiara; legend: ΤΕΥ

(Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 41–42; Head, HN² 538; SNG Cop.

Mysia 549).

Nothing is known about the ethnic composition of

Teuthrania’s population.

834. Thebe Map 56. Lat. 39.35, long. 27.00, but location dis-

puted; Stauber (1996a) i.45 and (1996b) suggests Küçük Çal-

Tepe. Type: B:? The toponym is (‘Υποπλ�κιος) Θ�βη

(Dikaiarchos fr. 53a, Wehrli), Θ�βη (Hom. Il. 1.366), Θ8βαι

(Hom. Il. 22.477) or Θ�βα Πλακ�α (Sappho, fr. 44 l. 6). The

only Archaic/Classical attestations of Thebe as a polis are con-

nected with the Homeric tradition (Hom. Il. 1.366, 6.414–15;

Eur. Andr. 1). Curtius Rufus, however, refers to Thebe as an

“urbs” in a retrospective C4 context (Hist. Alex. 3.4.10).

Thebe struck bronze coins in C4m. Types: obv. head of

Demeter with wreath, hair in sakkos; rev. three crescents

forming triskeles, or forepart of winged horse; legend:

ΘΗΒ or ΘΗΒΑ (Stauber (1996a) ii.243 cat. nos. 1–3; SNG.

Cop. Mysia 550).
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835. *Tisna (Tisnaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.45, long. 27.05, but

see infra. Type: C:? The toponym Tisna can be reconstructed

from the city-ethnic attested by C4 coin legends (infra).

Presumably the community took its name from the river

Tisna, a personification of which was depicted on Tisna’s

coins.

Tisna struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. beardless

male head l., horned (river-god Tisnaios); rev. one-handled

vase, or spearhead, or sword in sheath; legend: ΤΙΣΝΑΙ or

ΤΙΣΝΑΙΟ or ΤΙΣΝΑΙΟΣ or ΤΙΣΝΑΙΟΝ (Imhoof-

Blumer (1883) 275 nos. 241–42; Head, HN ² 557; Robert (1937)

169; BMC Troas 149; SNG Cop. Aeolis 283).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is ’Ιων�η,! (Hdt. 1.6.3) or ’Ιων�α,!

(Thuc. 1.2.6). There is no ethnic specifically associated with

the region, for the designation ;Ιωνες (alternatively ’Ι�ονες)

indicated a wider ethnic identity (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 147, 152;

Hdt. 1.143.2–3). The broad definition of Ionian ethnicity on

the basis of criteria relating to common cult practice and

common ancestry is found in e.g. Hdt. 1.147.2, where

Herodotos offers a definition of “Ionians” as all people who

traced their origins to Athens and who celebrated the

Apatouria (cf. Thuc. 2.15.4, who claims that the Ionians who

have kinship ties with the Athenians celebrate the more

ancient Dionysia in the month Anthesterion). In Classical

sources generally the ethnic sometimes, but not always,

implied kinship ties with the Athenians (Thuc. 1.6.3, 12.4,

95.1; Eur. Ion 69–75; Isocr. Paneg. 122), who could themselves

be referred to as Ionians (Hdt. 1.56.2; Bacchyl.Dithyramb 3.3;

cf. Hall (1997) 52–53). It has been argued by some modern

scholars (see e.g. the references to the debate in Alty (1982) 2

n. 9) that the definition that stressed the Ionian connection

with Athens was a direct result of successful Athenian

attempts to promote the Delian League as an essentially

Ionian alliance, with an emphasis on Athens’ status as the

mother city of the island poleis and of the Ionian poleis in

Asia Minor. However, there is some evidence which suggests

that some of the foundation myths of the Ionian poleis in

Asia Minor incorporated an Athenian dimension quite early

on, perhaps as early as C7 and certainly earlier than the

foundation of the Delian League (e.g. Alty (1982) 13–14;

Herda (1998)).

As has been pointed out e.g. by Alty (1982), the designa-

tion ;Ιωνες or ’Ι�ονες could also be used more narrowly

about the Greek population of Asia Minor (Aesch. Pers. 178;

Hdt. 4.97; Thuc. 6.4.5, 77.1), and more specifically about the

citizens of the Ionian dodekapolis as distinguished from the

Asiatic Aioleans and Dorians (e.g. Hdt. 1.6.2, 26.3, 3.1.1,

4.89.1; Thuc. 3.104.3, referring to the Ionians who celebrated

the Ephesia, a festival which, according to Hornblower

(1991) 527–29, had temporarily replaced the Panionia).

These two narrower applications of the ethnic are attested in

literary and epigraphical sources from C5 onwards, but not

at all in the extant sources from the Archaic period.

Unlike the ethnic of the neighbouring region Aiolis

(Α2ολε�ς), which was sometimes used to identify the

regional affiliation of individuals, ;Ιωνες is found only as a

collective regional ethnic, never as an individual desig-

nation and never as a supplement to a city-ethnic proper.

The closest parallel to a genuine regional ethnic is the pre-

positional phrase �π’ ’Ιων�ας ,which could be used after an

individual’s city-ethnic (e.g. IG ii² 9973, a tombstone 

commemorating Λεοφρον�ς ‘Ηροστρ�του Μυησ�α �π’

’Ιων�ας (c.300)). For the use of �π’ ’Ιων�ας as a supple-

ment to a collective city-ethnic, see CID ii 6.2 ([?ν]αι5ται

�π’ ’Ιων�[ας] (359–357)). The examples of the regional des-

ignation are few, and most of them date from the Hellenistic

period or later.

Herodotos is our earliest extant source for the regional

toponym ’Ιων�η. In Solon fr.4a.2,West, ’Ιαον�η refers to the

land inhabited by Ionians, of which Attika is the most

ancient part. In the Classical period, however, Ionia was

clearly regarded as a geographical entity in Asia Minor (e.g.

Hdt. 1.142.2; Xen. An. 3.5.15; Andoc. 1.76; Aen. Tact. 18.13),

although its extent and definition were disputed to some

degree.¹

IONIA
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The toponym was sometimes used to denote the sum of

the twelve Ionian poleis in Asia Minor that made up the

Ionian dodekapolis, and as such it could be used both in a

topographical sense (Thuc. 3.33.2: �τειχ�στου γ3ρ οdσης

τ8ς ’Ιων�ας, which probably indicated that the urban cen-

tres in the region were unfortified) and in a political sense

(Hdt. 5.65.5, 98.2: ν%ν γ3ρ ’Ιων�η π[σα �π/στηκε �π�

βασιλ/ος). This use of the toponym (which may have a 

parallel in [Lys.] 6.6) indicates that Ionia could be regarded

as a political entity as well as a geographical area. This

undoubtedly reflects the existence of common Ionian polit-

ical institutions at a regional level in the Archaic and

Classical periods, which will be further discussed below.

Hdt. 5.123 reports that Artaphrenes and Otanes were

ordered to attack “Ionia and neighbouring Aiolis”, which

presupposes a perceived northern boundary of the region.

Indeed, it can be inferred from Hdt. 7.194 that c.480 Aiolis

had its own governor (W �π� Κ�µης τ8ς Α2ολ�δος

&παρχος; cf. Debord (1999) 170). Even so, the boundary

between Aiolis and Ionia was far from neatly defined:

Phokaia (no. 859), the northernmost Ionian polis according

to Herodotos’ definition (1.142.3, 163.1), was in effect an

Ionian enclave within Aiolis. Its nearest neighbour towards

the south-east was the Aiolian polis of Neon Teichos (no.

824); to the north-east it may have shared a boundary with

Kyllene (no. 816). Further south, Smyrna (no. 867) was orig-

inally an Aiolian settlement, which later became an Ionian

polis when, according to Hdt. 1.149.1–50.2, its Aiolian inhab-

itants were driven out by a group of Kolophonian exiles and

distributed among the remaining eleven Aiolian poleis.

Herodotos also reports (1.143.3) that the citizens of Ionian

Smyrna applied for permission to participate in the festival

celebrated at the Panionion; but it is not entirely clear if their

application was successful.² It is only in the Hellenistic peri-

od that we find firm evidence for Smyrnaian membership of

the Ionian koinon.³

The definition of the southern boundary of Ionia also

presents some problems. In 1.170.3 Herodotos relates Thales’

proposal that the Ionians should establish a single common

bouleuterion at Teos (no. 868), because Teos was located “in

the middle of Ionia”, a statement that presupposes bound-

aries of the region to the south as well as to the north.

However, unlike Xenophon (Hell. 3.2.14; Ages. 1.15, 29)

Herodotos does not operate with the river Maiandros as the

southern boundary of the region; nor does he recognise the

river as the conventional boundary between Karia and Lydia

(contrast Ps.-Skylax 99). In 1.142.3–4 he lists ten Ionian poleis

on the Asian coast, starting from Miletos (no. 854) in the

south and ending with Phokaia (no. 859) in the north, to

which he adds the islands of Samos (no. 864) and Chios (no.

840) to the west. In his list he distinguishes between poleis

located in Karia (Miletos, Myous and Priene, of which the

latter two were located north of the river Maiandros) and

those in Lydia (Ephesos, Kolophon, Lebedos, Teos, Erythrai,

Klazomenai and Phokaia). Herodotos is unique among

Archaic and Classical authors in locating Myous and Priene

in Karia, but his location of Miletos in Karia has parallels

elsewhere (Hecat. fr. 240; Ps.-Skylax 99). In other passages,

however, Herodotos refers to Miletos as situated in Ionia

(5.28, 37.2; 6.7, 28.1), and this is paralleled in other literary

sources (Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 155; Thuc. 8.26.3). The

Athenian tribute quota lists (e.g. IG i³ 270.C.i.31, 272.D.ii.11)

likewise list Miletos in the Ionian panel while including its

neighbour Latmos (no. 910), directly to the east, in the

Karian panel (e.g. IG i³ 270.C.iv.27, 271.D.ii.78, 272.D.ii.86).

The Athenian decision to register Latmos separately

undoubtedly rested on criteria of ethnicity, and it is clear

that, to some extent, the definition of the region as a geo-

graphical entity was informed by these criteria. That may be

one of the most important reasons for the fuzzy boundaries

of Ionia to the north and south.

Although Herodotos draws attention to dialectal differ-

ences between individual Ionian poleis (1.142.3–4)⁴ and is

aware of differences between the Ionian and Dorian dialects

(1.139), the Ionian dialect plays only a marginal role in his

definition both of regional ethnic identity and of the region

itself. Herodotos’ narrow definition of the Asiatic Ionians

includes only the inhabitants of the Ionian dodekapolis

(1.142.3–4, 145–46.1). Thus, he excludes not only the poleis of

Magnesia on the Maiandros (no. 852) to the east, and Iasos

(no. 891) and Halikarnassos (no. 886) to the south, all of

which contained Ionian-speaking populations, but also

⁴ In Herodotos’ list of Ionian poleis Erythrai (no. 845) is separated from
the poleis on the mainland and grouped with Samos (no. 864) and Chios
(no. 840) on the grounds that the Erythraian dialect resembles that of the
Chians. The dialect spoken in these two poleis in fact contains some Aiolic fea-
tures, which distinguish it from the Ionian spoken in other Asian poleis (Buck
(1955) 143).

² There are only two indications that Smyrna obtained membership earlier
than the Hellenistic period. One is schol. Pl. Tht. 153C, according to which the
expression κολοφ)ν about a decisive vote is due to the privilege of Kolophon
(no. 848) as a member of the Ionian Koinon to cast an extra vote on behalf of
Smyrna whenever the votes were tied. If this is true, the privilege may have been
established after the destruction of Smyrna in 585. Paus. 5.8.7 reports that when
Onomastos of Smyrna won the boxing contest at Olympia in 688, Smyrna 
was already contributing to the Ionian organisation (συντελο�σης vδη
τηνικα%τα .ς ;Ιωνας).

³ I.Smyrna 575.15–19 (C3m), 577 (292–288).
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thirteen communities on the coast, all of which are included

in the present Inventory as Greek poleis that are attested as

types A or B in the Classical period.⁵ All of these were locat-

ed within the geographical area that he identifies as ’Ιων�η

elsewhere (e.g. 1.170.3).

There can be little doubt that Herodotos’ exclusion of the

inhabitants of Magnesia, Iasos and Halikarnassos rested on

criteria of ethnicity, some of which may be reflected in the

different foundation myths of the poleis. In Hdt. 3.90.1 the

Magnesians in Asia (presumably the citizens of Magnesia on

the Maiandros) are listed separately as an ethnic group,

alongside the Aiolians and Ionians and others who belonged

to the first Persian tax district. Halikarnassos had originally

belonged to the Dorian hexapolis and claimed to have been

founded from Troizen (no. 357) (Hdt. 7.99.1); while Iasos,

which is not mentioned at all by Herodotos, claimed origi-

nally to have been an Argive foundation (Polyb. 16.12.2). As

for the Greek poleis that were located within Ionia, but not

mentioned by Herodotos in his definition of the region,

their exclusion may be ascribed to either of two possible

causes. One explanation may be that all of them were

dependencies of the twelve poleis listed by Herodotos.⁶ As

such they may have been indirectly represented in the

Ionian koinon, just as a number of poleis in Boiotia were only

indirectly represented at the federal level (436–37). In that

connection it is interesting to note that the Athenians in C5

appear in most cases to have preferred to deal directly with

each of the dependencies in matters relating to tribute,

rather than indirectly through negotiation with each of the

local hegemonic powers.⁷ Another explanation for

Herodotos’ exclusion of them from his list of Ionian poleis

may be that his list was informed first and foremost by 

criteria related to a narrow definition of Ionian ethnicity

which applied only to the Ionian dodekapolis, to the exclu-

sion of other Greek communities in the area.

The case for regarding the dodekapolis as a narrowly

defined ethnic group on the basis of the description offered

by Herodotos is, in fact, a strong one. The definition of the

group conforms to all of the six criteria of ethnicity applied

to Arkadia by Nielsen (1999): viz. a collective name, a myth

of common descent, a shared history, a distinctive shared

culture, an association with a specific territory—that is, a

“homeland”—and a sense of solidarity.

According to Herodotos, all of the twelve poleis claimed

pure Ionian descent, a claim that is ridiculed at length in

Hdt. 1.146.1–47.2. As for their collective name, Herodotos

claims that the citizens of the dodekapolis were the only

ones to acknowledge the designation “Ionians”, which in

itself distinguishes them from other groups (1.143.3). All of

the twelve poleis traced their origins to a single homeland,

viz. Achaia, the twelve mere of which constituted the origin

of the twelve Ionian poleis, and Herodotos believes that this

is the reason why the Ionians refused to admit more mem-

bers into the Panionion (1.145). The Ionians were driven

out of their homeland, having been defeated by the

Achaians (Hdt. 1.145, 7.94). They subsequently founded

their own exclusive sanctuary of Poseidon Helikonios on

Mt. Mykale and established the Panionia festival (Hdt.

1.143.3, 148.1). A sense of solidarity became apparent in the

face of an external threat, although Herodotos is quick to

point out the failure of the Ionian poleis to present a con-

sistently united front (1.141.1–4, 6.6–17). On the other hand,

Herodotos also reports the proposal by Bias of Priene that

the Ionians should vacate Asia and found a polis of “all the

Ionians” in Sardinia (1.170.1–2), as well as Thales’ sugges-

tion that the Ionians should establish a common bouleu-

terion at Teos and reduce the political status of each of the

poleis to that of a deme. Although neither proposal was car-

ried, it is clear that Herodotos here concedes that there was

a considerable cohesion of the region as a whole. To sum

up, in spite of the fact that Herodotos pours scorn on the

Ionian claim to exclusivity as an ethnic group, he has to

accept the foundations on which that claim was made by

the members of the dodekapolis.

That some of these features were indeed part of the self-

definition of the dodekapolis is suggested e.g. by the account

in Diod. 15.49.1–4, in which it is reported that in 373/2

representatives of the nine Ionian poleis that formed part of
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⁵ The thirteen communities that are not included in Herodotos’ list are, type
A:Achilleion (no.836),Airai (no.837),Leukophrys (no.851),Pygela (no.863) and
Sidousa (no. 866); type B: Boutheia (no. 839), Dios Hieron (no. 842), Elaioussa
(no. 843), Larisa (no. 818), Myonnesos (no. 855), Polichne (no. 860), Pteleon (no.
862) and Thebai (no. 869). Two further communities that are included as type B
in the Inventory but not mentioned by Hdt. are Notion (no. 858) and Naulochos
(no.857),but in the period to which Herodotos refers,both were presumably just
harbour towns belonging to Kolophon and Priene respectively. His omission of
these two communities is therefore not surprising.

⁶ The following communities are attested as dependent poleis in the Classical
period: Boutheia (no. 839), Elaioussa (no. 843), Polichne (no. 860) and Pteleon
(no. 862) �dependencies of Erythrai (no. 845), Dios Hieron (no.
842) �dependency of Kolophon (no. 848); Myonnesos (no. 855) �dependency
of Teos (no. 868); and Thebai (869) �dependency of Miletos (no. 854). Most of
the other poleis listed in n. 5 may have been dependencies as well, but the evid-
ence does not allow us to conclude this with certainty for the Classical period.
Some of them are clearly attested as dependencies in the Hellenistic period.

⁷ Only one of the Ionian poleis, viz. Erythrai (no. 845), appears to have been
organised with its dependencies in a syntely. Of the communities listed in n. 5,
Airai, Pygela, Dios Hieron, Notion and possibly Larisa have their own entries in
the Athenian lists, as do the type C communities Isinda (no. 846) and
Marathesion (no. 853)—the latter probably an Ephesian dependency in C5—
along with Leros (no. 504) and Teichioussa (the inhabitants of the latter two
appear to have been fully integrated into the community of Miletos in C5).



the koinon in C4⁸ petitioned the Achaians to allow them to

copy their ancestral altars at the Poseidon sanctuary at

Helike (no. 235) in Achaia in connection with a reorganisa-

tion of the Panionia. Furthermore, the role played by the

Kodridai in the foundation of the Ionian poleis after the

expulsion of the Ionians from Achaia is attested in a number

of Classical sources, viz. Pherekydes ((FGrHist 3) fr. 155

(Ephesos)); Hdt. 9.97 (Miletos); Hellan. fr. 48 (Erythrai);

and Ephor. fr. 25 (Klazomenai). Only for one member of the

dodekapolis, Chios, do we know that its foundation myth in

the Classical period definitely did not link it with the

Kodridai: Ion of Chios (FGrHist 392) fr. 1 explains that

Chios, a Euboian foundation, successfully applied for mem-

bership of the Panionion at the behest of the Chian basileus

Hektor.

As far as the other poleis on the Ionian coast are con-

cerned, we know that at least one of them, Pygela (no. 863),

operated with a foundation myth that set it apart from the

dodekapolis already in the Classical period. According to

Theopomp. fr. 59, it claimed to have been founded by some

of Agamemnon’s troops who were prevented from travel-

ling on because of disease. This myth is probably reflected in

the name of one of its civic subdivisions, the phyle

Agamemnonis (I.Ephesos 3111.8–9 (C4)). There is no 

evidence for Pygela’s participation in its own right in the

Panionia, not even in the period in C4 when the community

was not a dependency of any member of the dodekapolis. It

is thus a distinct possibility that the narrow definition of an

Ionian ethnic identity applying only to the dodekapolis, as

propagated by the Ionians themselves, was one of the rea-

sons why other Greek poleis on the Ionian coast were not

represented in the Panionion, just as it may account for the

exclusion of the poleis Magnesia and Iasos from Herodotos’

definition of the region.

The early history of the Panionion itself and of the polit-

ical institutions that were connected with the association is

obscure. The tradition that the twelve Ionian poleis united

c.700 against a thirteenth polis, Melie, is not attested earlier

than the Hellenistic period, and its historicity is dismissed,

e.g. by Hommel in Kleiner et al. (1967) 91, who prefers

instead to assume that the war was waged by a smaller

coalition of Melie’s neighbours. The first reliable attesta-

tion of the Panionion as a centre for political and military

activity at a regional level is provided by Hdt. 1.76.3 and

1.141.1–4, which relate to Kyros’ conquest of Lydia.

According to Herodotos, envoys were sent from Kyros to

the Ionians prior to his victory in order to persuade the

Ionian poleis to back him against Kroisos. Later the Ionians

and the Aiolians sent a joint delegation to Sardis in order to

negotiate terms with the Persians after Kroisos’ defeat.

There can be little doubt that these negotiations were con-

ducted through the political institutions connected with

the Panionion. After Kyros had turned down their request,

the Ionians (with the exception of Miletos) assembled at

the Panionion and decided to send a joint embassy to

Sparta (Hdt. 1.141.4), in which representatives of the

Aiolian poleis also took part. It appears from Hdt.

1.151.3–152.1 that a hegemonic alliance had been established

between the poleis in Ionia and Aiolis, with the Ionians as

the leading partner. The alliance may have been relatively

short-lived, for there is no information to suggest that the

Aiolians offered military assistance to the Ionians in the

latter’s last stand against the Persians in 494. However, we

know from I.Erythrai 16 (C4), a joint decision by the

Aiolians and Ionians, that the collaboration reported by

Herodotos between the two groups is entirely plausible.

The Panionion was also the centre of joint Ionian opposi-

tion to the Persians in connection with the Ionian Revolt. In

497 the Ionians had made a joint decision to send military

aid to Onesilos of Cyprus (Hdt. 5.108.2–109.3); according to

Herodotos, the decision was made by τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν

’Ι)νων. Finally, when faced by an attack by the Persians in

494, the Ionians sent delegates (πρ#βουλοι) to the

Panionion (Hdt. 6.7), who decided to counter the Persian

threat by assembling a joint navy at Lade.

After the Ionian defeat at Lade, the Persians may have

used the existing Ionian organisation as a means of control-

ling the region. They imposed obligations on the Ionians to

resolve their internal disputes by legal means rather than by

war (Hdt. 6.42.1), and the political institutions connected

with the Panionion may well have provided the framework

for these dispute resolutions (e.g. Debord (1999) 176–77).

In C5 our sources for the common Ionian political insti-

tutions dry up. It is assumed by some scholars (e.g.

Hornblower (1982a) 58 with n. 48) that the koinon was not

functioning under the Athenian Empire, except for its pure-

ly religious activities celebrated under the name of τ3

’Εφ/σια, presumably because the Athenians would have
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⁸ The reduction of the number to nine members in Diodorus’ account may
be due to the effects of the King’s Peace, the terms of which may have separated
the islands of Chios and Samos from the poleis on the mainland, and possibly
also to the temporary disappearance of Priene. Tod 113 (391–388) mentions five
poleis as participants in the arbitration between Myous and Miletos (Erythrai,
Chios,Klazomenai,Lebedos and Ephesos), and Tod assumes that the inscription
originally recorded delegates from the rest of the Ionian poleis (including
Priene). Other scholars (e.g. Debord (1999) 254 n. 167) note that it seems impos-
sible to fit all the remaining members into the lacuna in ll. 11–15.



regarded a continued Ionian alliance as a potential threat.

However, as early as 391–388 the Persians seem again to have

used some Panionian political structures for exercising con-

trol over the region and ensuring internal peace, as indicat-

ed by Tod 113.This inscription records an arbitration process

between Miletos (no. 854) and Myous (no. 856), conducted

by representatives of the Ionian poleis at the request of

Strouses, who is designated in the inscription (l. 42) as

satrap of Ionia.

The Panionia festival and with it presumably also the

political institutions connected with the Panionion were

moved from Ephesos back to Mykale during C4f (see most

recently Debord (1999) 177). There is archaeological 

evidence for a bouleuterion on Mt. Mykale dating to C4m

(Müller-Wiener in Kleiner et al. (1967) 35–37). I.Priene 139

(365–335) confirms the existence of an Ionian boule, while

another inscription (PEP Priene 11 (350–323)) regulates sac-

rifices to Zeus Boulaios at the Panionion. The inscription

mentions a prytanis (l. 21, presumably presiding over the

Panionian boule, so Hommel in Kleiner et al. (1967) 61) as

well as sceptre-carrying basileis (l. 17), who presumably

acted as representatives of each of the polis members of the

koinon (Hommel in Kleiner et al. (1967) 59–61). The basileus

of Ephesos is singled out for special mention in l. 22, perhaps

reflecting Ephesos’ claim to the “kingship of the Ionians”, as

attested in Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 155, on the grounds

that Androklos, a son of Kodros and the ktistes of Ephesos,

was the leader of the colonisation of Ionia.

As will become clear from the individual polis entries in

the Inventory, a considerable number of the communities in

Ionia were dependent poleis under the control of their larg-

er neighbours.⁹ But even the latter poleis were themselves

dependencies, for, as a region, Ionia experienced more than

two centuries of almost uninterrupted dependency on

external powers. At least as early as C6m, all the Greek poleis

in Ionia were part of the kingdom of Lydia. When Kroisos

came to the Lydian throne c.560, he completed the subjuga-

tion of the Greeks that had been started by Gyges (680–645)

and carried on by his successors (Hdt. 1.26.1–28). According

to Hdt. 1.6.1–3, Kroisos was the first to levy tribute on the

Greeks, and he regards Kroisos’ conquests as marking the

end of Greek freedom. After the conquest of Lydia by Kyros

the Great (546), the Ionian poleis were brought under the

control of the Persians (Hdt. 1.169.1–2). Herodotos claims

that no fixed tribute was imposed by either Kyros or

Kambyses (3.89.1–3); when Dareios created his twenty

nomoi (“tax districts”), the Ionians, together with the

Magnesians, Aiolians, Karians, Lykians, Milyans and

Pamphylians, but separately from the Mysians and Lydians,

formed part of the first nomos. After the Ionian Revolt, the

Persians reasserted their control over the poleis, and the trib-

ute assessments carried out by Artaphernes, hyparchos of

Sardis, in the aftermath of the Revolt were,according to Hdt.

6.42.1, still in force in Herodotos’ own day. This passage may

be taken to indicate, with Thuc. 8.5.5, that the Persians kept

maintaining their claim to tribute from the region through-

out C5, although the Athenians effectively prevented the

satraps from collecting it.¹⁰ From 479 to 412 the poleis were

dependent on Athens, which is attested as interfering in a

very heavy-handed way in the internal affairs of several of

the poleis at least as early as C5m.¹¹

After 412 many of the poleis in the region went over to

Sparta, and from 412 to the King’s Peace in 386, which reaf-

firmed the Persian king’s claim to the poleis in the region, the

Ionians could to some degree play off rival external powers

(Sparta, various Persian potentates and, from 394, Athens)

against each other, although for the most part the cities

appear to have been little more than pawns in a much larger

power struggle.¹² In this period, the status of the Ionian

poleis as autonomoi communities appears to have been a

bone of contention, which to some extent affected especial-

ly the relationship between the Spartans and the Persians in

the first half of the 390s.¹³

The history of Ionia as a part of the Persian Empire is

complex, and it is outside the scope of this chapter to engage

with the question of the status of Ionia as an administrative

area within the Empire. One of the most important modern

controversies, which has still not been settled decisively,

focuses on the question whether Ionia was a satrapy separate

from Lydia in C5 and C4 (see Debord (1999) 116–30 for a 
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⁹ Some of these are listed in n. 6, which includes only communities of type A
and type B.

¹⁰ e.g. Lewis (1977) 87; Gomme et al. (1981) 16–17; Debord (1999) 121–23.
¹¹ See e.g. Erythrai (no. 845), Miletos (no. 854) and Samos (no. 865).
¹² In 401 the Ionian poleis (with the exception of Miletos) decided to back

Kyros against Tissaphernes (Xen. Hell. 3.1.3; An. 1.1.6–8); after Kyros’ death the
poleis seem to have had some influence on the direction of Spartan foreign pol-
icy in relation to the Persians (see e.g. Lewis (1977) 136–47). In the early 380s
there is evidence of considerable Athenian involvement with Klazomenai
(I.Erythrai 502) and Erythrai (SEG 26 1282), the latter having sided with Konon
and Pharnabazos against the Spartans (Diod. 14.84.3) after the battle of Knidos
in 394. Other Ionian poleis that had sided with Konon were, according to
Diodoros, Teos, Ephesos and Chios. It is widely agreed that the Athenian
decrees mark a return to some of the methods by which the Athenians had kept
their allies under control in C5 (e.g. Debord (1999) 261–63 and Badian (1995)
85–86).

¹³ Xen. Hell. 3.1.3, 2.20, 4.25–26.



discussion and references to the debate¹⁴). Perhaps the most

important conclusion drawn by Debord (1999) 199–200 in

this respect is that the internal organisation of the Persian

Empire kept evolving throughout the Classical period, and

that the satrapies should not be seen as static, rigidly defined

administrative units. What should be noted here is that,

whatever the status of the region within the Persian admin-

istrative system at any one time, the poleis on the mainland

never seem to have been formally split up and distributed

between several different districts, although we have attesta-

tions of gifts of the revenue from individual poleis to

favoured subjects of the king, gifts that have parallels also in

Aiolis and elsewhere.¹⁵ It should also be noted that, from at

least as early as the 350s, some of the Ionian poleis came

under the influence of the Hekatomnids (see generally

Hornblower (1982a) esp. 107–12), who extended their con-

trol as far north as the island of Chios and the polis of

Erythrai.

The King’s Peace in 386 had at least one important con-

sequence for the region as a geographical entity: viz. the sep-

aration of Samos and Chios from the rest of the dodekapolis.

It is uncertain to what extent the treaty meant the complete

severance of ties between these islands and their peraiai (see

Debord (1999) 264 for references to the modern controver-

sy); but there can be little doubt that the King’s Peace marks

a change in the formal relations between the poleis on the

mainland and the island communities of Samos and Chios,

to which the Persian king did not lay claim. Chios entered

into an alliance with Athens in 384/3 (Tod 118), and it was a

member of the Second Athenian Naval League (Tod 123.24)

until its defection in 357 (Dem. 15.3; Diod. 16.7.3). Samos, on

the other hand, appears to have held aloof from the alliance,

but when the Persians had introduced garrisons on the

island, the Athenians responded in 365 by setting up a kler-

ouchy that effectively eliminated the Samian polis for more

than four decades (see no. 865).

The present Inventory comprises the poleis attested both

in Ionia proper and in the south-western part of Lydia.

Although the majority of the poleis in the Inventory are

referred to as “Hellenic”, it must be noted here, as a general

caveat, that the population of each of them is likely to have

contained a significant non-Greek element (see e.g. Priene

(no. 861)), and that non-Greek cultural influences on the

poleis, including those situated on the coast, were probably

strong throughout our period.

In addition to the thirty-four settlements that are

described in the Inventory of poleis below, there are fifty-

eight locations attested in Archaic or Classical sources for

which the evidence is not sufficient to warrant their inclu-

sion in the Inventory or about which we know that they were

second-order settlements; in addition, there are seventeen

unidentified settlements.¹⁶

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Akele (?κ/λη) Attested in Hellan. fr. 112 (apud Steph. Byz.

58.12–14), who referred to the city as a polis founded by

Akelos, son of Malis and Herakles. There is no other Archaic

or Classical evidence for this community, and it is not clear

whether it was considered Greek. The location of it is uncer-

tain: the designation of it as a polis in Lydia is due to an

emendation of Steph. Byz. 58.12, where it is referred to as a

polis in Lykia by the MSS. Not in Barr.

Assesos (?σσησ#ς) Hdt. 1.19.3 (χ)ρης τ8ς Μιλησ�ης

.ν ?σσησ�+); Theopomp. fr. 123 (apud Steph. Byz. 136.4–5:

π#λις Μιλησ�ας γ8ς). It was a settlement with an Athena

sanctuary in the territory of Miletos. Not in Barr., but A is

attested, see s.v. Miletos (no. 854).

Athymbra (Xθυµβρα) The earlier name of the Hellenistic

polis Nysa according to Steph. Byz. 35.18–20 (without source
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¹⁴ Debord (1999) 118 argues that, between the death of Oroites, the satrap of
Sardis, who controlled the provinces of Phrygia, Lydia and Ionia, and the
Athenian victory at Salamis, Ionia was probably a distinct administrative unit
within the Persian Empire, although it was sometimes under military control
from Sardis. He further argues (ibid. 128) that the satrapy of Ionia was recreated
as part of a major reorganisation of the Persian Empire in 392/1, but perhaps
brought back under the control of Sardis under Tiribazos. The (probably short-
lived) existence of an Ionian satrapy under Strouthas in C4 may be confirmed by
Tod 113. Note, however, Lewis’ suggestion ((1977) 118–19 n. 75) that Strouthas had
more extensive powers, but that Ionia alone is mentioned in the inscription,
because “only his position as satrap of Ionia is relevant to this arbitration”.

¹⁵ The most famous example of a Greek beneficiary is Themistokles, who
received revenue from Magnesia and Myous, as well as from Lampsakos (Thuc.
1.138.5).

¹⁶ The following settlements have not been included in the site list, because
the evidence currently available is late and because there is currently no archae-
ological or epigraphical material suggesting Greek occupation of the sites ear-
lier than the Hellenistic or Roman periods: Almoura (SEG 31.949) or Almyra
(SEG 29 1151); Apateira (SEG 29.1115); Boukolion (SEG 29.1151); Chesion
(Apollodoros, Chron. fr. 49); Erythras Limen (Strabo 14.1.32); Gallesion
(Parthenios fr. 629); Ioniapolis (Peschlow-Bindokat (1977) 100, (1977–78));
Karnia (Nikolaos (FGrHist 90) fr. 27); the harbour Kasystes (Strabo 14.1.32);
Kotheira (SEG 29.1115.8–9); Kyrbissos (Robert, OMS 5: 304–8); Metropolis and
Panormos in Ephesian territory (Strabo 14.1.20); Pentakoma (SEG 29.1115);
Pyrrha (Strabo 14.1.9–10); Sillyos (Steph. Byz. 569 and Radet (1893) 323; Barr.
classifies it as a late settlement); Stena (SEG 39.1244.23 (after 120/19); Thyeira
(Meriç et al. (1979)).



reference); however, according to Strabo 14.1.46, Nysa was

created by a synoecism of Athymbra and two other settle-

ments, seemingly accepted by Barr. Barr. 61, C.

Babrantion (Βαβρ�ντιον) Polyb. 16.40.1 (apud Steph.

Byz. 154.9–10), where apparently Babrantion was recorded

as a topos in Chios (no. 840). It has been identified with the

modern site of Daskalopetra and classified as a settlement in

Barr. 56, A?C?.

Boliskos (Β#λισκος) Thuc. 8.24.3; Ephor. fr. 103;

Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr. 64; Steph. Byz. 174.16–22 (π#λις,

πολισµ�τιον). Located on the island of Chios (cf. no. 840).

Barr. 56, C.

Chalkideon limen (W Χαλκιδ/ων λιµ�ν) The name of

the harbour is attested in I.Erythrai 151.40 (c.340). It was

located in the territory of Erythrai (no. 845). Not in Barr.

Charadrous (Χαραδρο%ς) The only attestation of this

site is Ps.-Skylax 98, who locates it near Mt. Mykale. Not in

Barr.

Daphnous (∆αφνο%ς) Thuc. 8.23.6, 31.2; I.Erythrai

501.5 � IG i³ 119.5 (407). Located in the territory of

Klazomenai (no. 847). Not in Barr.

Delion(?) (∆�λιον or ∆�λιος) PEP Chios 76 (475–450).

Located on the island of Chios (cf. no. 840). It is not certain

if Delion was a settlement or simply a sanctuary. Not in

Barr.

Delphinion (∆ελφ�νιον) Thuc. 8.38.2 (χωρ�ον . . .

λιµ/νας �χον and in PEP Chios 75.a8 (C4m). It was located

on the island of Chios (cf. no. 840) and was fortified by the

Athenians in 412/11. Traces of the C5 fortification on the top

of a small acropolis were reported by Boardman (1956)

41–49. Barr. 56, C.

Didyma (∆�δυµα) Hdt. 6.19.2–3; an alternative toponym

Βραγχ�δαι, presumably derived from the name of the

priestly family who controlled the sanctuary, is attested in

Hdt. 1.46.2. Didyma was an important sanctuary and settle-

ment in the territory of Miletos (no. 854). It has been sug-

gested by Tuchelt (1988) that it may have been politically

independent of Miletos in the Archaic period; but see

Ehrhardt (1998). Barr. 61, AC.

Drymoussa (∆ρυµο%σσα) Thuc.8.31.3 (ν8σος). In C5 the

island Drymoussa belonged to Klazomenai (no. 847), when,

according to Thuc.8.31.3, the Klazomenians deposited prop-

erty there for safe keeping. Barr. 56, C.

Drys (∆ρ%ς) Arist. Σαµ�ων πολιτε�α (�no. 129) (fr.

583.1); I.Priene 37�38.105–6 (C2). Drys was located in the

territory of Priene (no. 861), close to the Samian peraia. It

was the site of a famous battle between Priene and Miletos

(no. 854) in the Archaic period. Kleiner et al. (1967) 82 n. 234

suggest that Drys may have been situated in the vicinity of

the fortress Karion in territory that was repeatedly disputed

by Priene and Samos (no. 864) in the Hellenistic and Roman

periods. Barr. 61, C.

Embaton, Embata ( ;Εµβατον, ;Εµβατα) Thuc. 3.29.2

( ;Εµβατον τ8ς ’Ερυθρα�ας); Theopomp. fr. 14 apud Steph.

Byz. 270.8–9 (τ#πος τ8ς ’Ερυθρα�ας); Polyaen. 3.9.29. It

has not been located (pace Barr.) with certainty but was

somewhere on the coast in the territory of Erythrai (no.

845). The name simply means “landing place”, and we have

no firm evidence for a settlement there. On the basis of

a restoration of I.Erythrai 201c.61 (C3), it has been 

assumed that Embaton contained an Aphrodite sanctuary,

but that restoration is now universally rejected. Barr. 56, C

(Agrilya).

Glauke (Γλα�κη) Thuc. 8.79.2. Glauke was located on

Mt. Mykale, and it appears to have contained a sizeable har-

bour: according to Thuc. 8.79.2, eighty-two Athenian ships

were anchored there in 410. Glauke presumably belonged to

the Samian peraia at that time. Barr. 61, C.

Helos (Helos) Barr. includes this as a possible Classical site

in Erythraian territory; however, the only evidence for the

toponym is found in Plin. HN 5.31.117, a passage mentioning

three oppida (Pteleon, Helos and Dorion) and widely

regarded as suspicious (e.g. Keil (1910) 22). RE s.v. Polichne

(9) accepts the Pliny passage and regards the location of

Denizgeren as probable simply on the grounds that the area

used to contain a swamp. It is this location that has been

accepted by Barr. It appears to have been a sizeable harbour

in C5 (Keil (1910) 16). Barr. 56, C?

Hermonossa (‘Ερµ)νοσσα) PEP Chios 76.c2–3 (475–

450). Located on the island of Chios (no. 840). Not in 

Barr.

Kalamoi (Κ�λαµοι) Hdt. 9.96.1. Located on the coast of

Samos (no.864),but it is not certain if Kalamoi contained an

actual settlement. Shipley (1987) 280. Barr. 61, C.

Kardamyle (Καρδαµ�λη) Thuc. 8.24.3. Located on the

island of Chios (no. 840), directly on the sea, perhaps at

modern Marmaron. Barr. 56, AC (Marmaron).
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Karides (Κ�ριδες) Attested in Ephor. fr. 11, who desig-

nates Karides as a polis founded by the survivors of the flood

in the time of Deukalion, and claimed that there was still a

location of that name in his day on Chios (no. 840). Barr. 56,

AC.

Karion (Κ�ριον) I.Priene 37�38a.i.9–10 (φρο�ριον

(C2)). It was located on Mt. Mykale in territory disputed

between Samos (no. 864) and Priene (no. 861) throughout

the Hellenistic period. Kleiner et al. (1967) 94–95 and 126–27

argue that the fortress was built on top of the remains of

Melie (Barr. equates it with Melie), the fortifications of

which were strengthened and extended towards the end of

C7. There is archaeological attestation of continuous activ-

ity on the mountain throughout the Archaic, Classical and

Hellenistic periods, but according to Kleiner et al. (1967)

126–27 the site was occupied only intermittently for garrison

use. Barr. 61, A for Melie and H for Karion, but see supra

for C.

Karteriois, Limen en (W .ν Καρτερ�οις λιµ�ν) Thuc.

8.101.2; the harbour belonged to Phokaia (no. 859); accord-

ing to Plin. HN 5.138, Karteria was an island, but it cannot be

located with certainty. Not in Barr.

Kaukasa (Κα�κασα) Hdt. 5.33.1. Located on Chios (no.

840), perhaps at modern Volissos. Barr. 56, C.

Kenchreus (Κ/γχρευς) I.Erythrai 151.7, 11 (c.340).

Located in the territory of Erythrai (no. 845) and possibly a

settlement. Not in Barr.

Klamadai (Κλαµ�δαι) Attested in IG i³ 96.5 (412/11) as

the site of the estate of Kleomedes. It is uncertain whether

Klamadai was a settlement or a region on Samos (no. 864).

Shipley (1987) 280. Barr. 61, C.

Kleai (Κλ/αι) I.Erythrai 151.2 (c.340). Located in the

territory of Erythrai (no. 845) and possibly a settlement. Not

in Barr.

Kolonai (Κολωνα�, Κολ)νη) Anaximenes (FGrHist 72)

fr. 25 apud Strabo 13.1.19; I.Erythrai 151.21 (c.340). Located in

the territory of Erythrai (no. 845). Barr. 56, C.

Koloura (Κ#λουρα) Attested in Hecat. fr. 234, who refers

to it as a place _να Πρ<ι>ην8ς �ζοντο. According to Steph.

Byz. 37.18–19, it was located περ� Πρι�νην, but nothing fur-

ther is known about it. Not in Barr.

Koressos (Κορησ(σ)#ς) Hdt. 5.100 (Κορησ�ς τ8ς

’Εφεσ�ης); Xen. Hell. 1.2.7–10; Hell. Oxy. 1.1 (λιµ�ν

(Chambers)). Located in the territory of Ephesos (no. 844).

Not in Barr.

Kybeleia (Κυβ/λ(λ)εια) Hecat. fr. 230 apud Steph. Byz.

389.9–12 (π#λις ’Ιων�ας); I.Erythrai 151 � EA 9 (1987) 138

no. 4 ii.1 (c.340), a list of public roads in the territory of

Erythrai (no. 845). According to Strabo 14.1.33, Kybeleia was

situated on Mt. Mimas, just south of the promontory called

Melaina, and was in his day a kome. Barr. 56, AC.

Lade (Λ�δη) Hdt. 6.7; Thuc. 8.17.3 (ν8σος). Lade was a

small island off the coast close to the urban centre of Miletos

(no. 854); it was the scene of a major naval battle in 496 dur-

ing the Ionian Revolt (Hdt. 6.7ff); it provided an anchoring

place for ninteteen Athenian ships in 412 (Thuc. 8.17.3) and

for 160 ships under the command of Nikanor in 334 (Arr.

Anab. 1.18.4–5). There are no archaeological remains on the

island that might point to habitation in the Archaic or

Classical periods (Greaves (2002) 3). Barr. 61, AC.

Lampsos (Λ�µψος) Ephor. fr. 25 apud Steph. Byz.

According to Steph. Byz. 410.25–411.1, paraphrasing

Ephoros, Lampsos was a part of the territory of Klazomenai

(µο5ρα τ8ς Κλαζοµεν�ων χ)ρας) and named after

Lampsos, a descendant of Kodros. There is no firm evidence

for an actual settlement there. Not in Barr.

Leros (Λ/ρος) This island belonged to Miletos (no. 854)

throughout the Classical period and possibly also for most

of the Archaic period. The main settlement on the island is

most likely to have been located at Ag. Marina, where there

is evidence for habitation from C7 to the Byzantine period

(Bean and Cook (1957) 134–35). Cf. Leros (no. 504) and infra

s.v. Miletos (no. 854). Barr. 61, AC.

Leukonia (Λευκων�α) Attested only in Plut. Mor.

244F–245A as a place settled by the Chians after the murder

of their king, Hippoklos. The anecdote (repeated by

Polyaen. 8.66) relates how the Erythraians later appropriat-

ed the settlement; this suggests that Leukonia was located on

the Asiatic mainland, perhaps on the Mimas peninsula.

Barr. 56, A (“mainland (not on Khios)”).

Leukonion (Λευκ)νιον) Thuc. 8.24.3 mentions

Leukonion as a place where the Athenians fought and

defeated the Chians in 412. Leukonion was presumably

located on the east coast of Chios (no. 840), but the site has

not been identified. Barr. 56, unlocated.

Maiandrioi (Μαι�νδριοι) No toponym is known for this

community, which is known from the Athenian tribute

quota lists (IG i³ 71.i.133, 259.iii.29, 267.v.19). Barr. 61, C.
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Malyeie (Μαλυε�η) I.Erythrai 151.1 (c.340). Located in the

territory of Erythrai (no. 845) and possibly a settlement. Not

in Barr.

Marathon epi thalassan (Μαρ�θων .π� θ�λασ[σαν])

I.Erythrai 151.26 (c.340). Located in the territory of Erythrai

(no. 845) and possibly a settlement. Not in Barr.

Marathoussa (Μαραθο�σσα) Thuc. 8.31.3 (ν8σος). In C5

the island of Marathoussa belonged to Klazomenai (no.

847), when, according to Thuc. 8.31.3, the Klazomenians

deposited property there for safe keeping. Barr. 56, C.

Melie See Karion supra.

Myrsinoussa (Μυρσ[ινο%σσα]) Attested in I.Priene 1.9

(c.334), from which it appears that it was a kome in the terri-

tory of Priene (no. 861). Not in Barr.

Nais (Ναις) IGR iv 713 (Imperial); an ethnic (Ναε�ς) is

attested in Içten and Engelmann (1995) 90 no. 3, a C4 com-

munal dedication by the Naeis. It is uncertain if the

Naeis were a Greek community or a barbarian one. It can-

not be ruled out that Nais was in fact a Greek polis. Not in

Barr.

Oie (Ο]η) I.Erythrai 151.27 (c.340). Located in the territo-

ry of Erythrai (no. 845) and possibly a settlement. Not in

Barr.

Oion (Ο1ον or Ο1ος) The toponym is attested in PEP

Chios 76.a11–12 (475–450). Located on Chios (no. 840) and

possibly a settlement. Not in Barr.

Oroanna (’Ορ#αννα) Attested in a list of theorodokoi

published by Robert, BCH 70 (1946) �OMS I.342–44 (C2);

the ethnic is ’Οροαννε�ς (I.Smyrna 128). The community is

not attested in any Archaic or Classical sources, but ceramic

finds on the modern site of Karatepe between Teos (no. 868)

and Kolophon (no. 848), identified as Oroanna by R. Meriç,

date from the period C5 to the first century ad (see Mitchell

(1990) 98). It is highly doubtful if Oroanna had undergone

Hellenisation earlier than the Hellenistic period. Barr. 56, H

(N Colophon), but see supra.

Panormos (Π�νορµος) Attested in Hdt. 1.157.3, where

the site is designated as a λιµ�ν in the territory of Miletos

(no. 854), and in Thuc. 8.24.1. Barr. 61, C (Kovela Limani).

Pele (Π�λη) Thuc. 8.31.3 (ν8σος). In C5 the island of Pele

belonged to Klazomenai (no.847),when,according to Thuc.

8.31.3, the Klazomenians deposited property there for safe

keeping. Barr. 56, C.

Phanai (Φ�ναι) Thuc. 8.24.3. Located on Chios (no. 840)

at the modern site of Kato Phana. Barr. 56, AC.

Phoinikous (Φοινικο%ς) Thuc. 8.34 (λιµ�ν). Keil (1910)

20 tentatively accepts the identification made by H. and 

R. Kiepert of this harbour with the modern site Eğri Liman,

while it is queried in RE s.v. Polichne 9. Here the Gulf of

Çesme or the Gulf of Agrilia are suggested as potential alter-

native locations. Barr. 56, C (Eğri Liman).

Phokaia on Mt. Mykale (Φ)καια) Ps.-Skylax 98 provides

the only Classical evidence for a Phokaia located on Mt.

Mykale.His statement is supported by Steph.Byz.675.23–24.

Nothing further is known about this site. Not in Barr.

Polichna (Πολ�χνα) Thuc. 8.14.3, 23.6. Polichna was con-

trolled by Klazomenai (no. 847) and was fortified by it in 412

after its decision to revolt against Athens (Thuc. 8.14.3). The

Klazomenian Polichna has not been located with certainty.

Barr. suggests Balıklıova?, dated C.

Polichne (Πολ�χνη) Hdt. 6.26.2 (Πολ�χνη ! Χ�ων).

Polichne belonged to Chios (no. 840) and was used as a base

for military operations by Histiaios during his attack on the

island in 494. Polichne has not been identified with any

modern site; it is generally assumed that Polichne was locat-

ed on the island of Chios itself, and that it was not identical

with the Polichne on the mainland that contributed to the

Erythraian syntely (no. 860) in C5. Barr. 56, unlocated (“on

Khios”), A.

Prineus (Πρινε�ς) I.Erythrai 151.20 (c.340). Located in

the territory of Erythrai (no. 845) and possibly a settlement.

Not in Barr.

Sidele (Σιδ�λη) The toponym is attested in Hecat. fr. 236

apud Steph. Byz. 565.18–19 (π#λις ’Ιων�ας). There are no

other attestations of this site. Not in Barr.

Skolopoeis (Σκολοπ#εις) Hdt. 9.97. The site was located

on the coast south of Mt. Mykale and contained a Demeter

sanctuary (Hdt. 9.97). A possible location was suggested by

Wiegand and Schrader (1904) 17. Barr. 61, C.

Skyphia (Σκυφ�α) Attested in Ephor. fr. 26 apud Steph.

Byz. 580.5–6 (πολ�χνιον), and it is clear from the verbatim

quotation of Ephoros in Steph. Byz. 580.6 (“.ν Σκυφ��α

κατ�)κει”) that Skyphia was a settlement. According to

Steph. Byz., Skyphia belonged to Klazomenai (no. 847).

Nothing further is known about this community. Not in

Barr.
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Skyppion (Σκ�ππιον or Σκ�ππιος) Attested in Paus.

7.3.8 (referring to the time of the Ionian immigration) as a

place in the territory of Kolophon (no. 848), founded from

Kolophon by a group of Ionian invaders who later went on

to found Klazomenai. There is no other evidence for a 

community of that name. Not in Barr.

Smyrna in Ephesos (Σµ�ρνα) Hipponax fr. 50.1, West; it

was probably a suburb of Ephesos (no. 844). Not in Barr.

Teichioussa (Τειχιο%σσα) I.Didyma 6.1; Thuc. 8.26.3,

28.1. Located in the territory of Miletos (no. 854). Barr. 61, C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Amades Identified as a possible Classical settlement on

Chios (no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 156 on the basis of house

terraces, ceramic evidence and tiles. Barr. 56, C.

Armolia Identified as a possible Classical settlement on

Chios (no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 150 on the basis of archi-

tectural fragments and ceramic finds. Not in Barr.

Avgonema Identified as a Classical settlement on Chios

(no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 151 on the basis of foundations

and ceramic evidence. Barr. 56, C.

Belkahve Settlement in the territory of Smyrna (no. 867)

with an Archaic wall and ceramic evidence from C4 and

later. Bean (1955). Barr. 56, AC.

Çatalkaya Fortified Archaic site in the territory of Smyrna

(no. 867), with what appear to be housing terraces sur-

rounded by a fortification wall. The ceramics found on the

site are predominantly Archaic and Hellenistic. Tuna (1984)

and Meriç and Nollé (1988) 225–26. Not in Barr.

Çobanpınarı Settlement in the territory of Smyrna (no.

867) which has yielded ceramic finds from the Classical peri-

od. Bean (1955). Not in Barr.

Elinta Identified as a Classical settlement on Chios (no.

840) by Yalouris (1986) 151 on the basis of ceramic evidence,

tiles and building stones. Barr. 56, C.

Emporio Archaic settlement on Chios (no. 840) contain-

ing a walled acropolis dating from C7 (Boardman (1967)

4–5), a harbour, at least two sanctuaries, and a residential

area on the hill of Prophitis Elias. Barr. 56, A.

Erina Early Bronze Age settlement on Chios (no. 840)

which has also produced Archaic and Classical sherds in

abundance (Yalouris (1986) 150). Not in Barr.

Kastri tou Psellou Identified by Yalouris (1986) 146 as a pos-

sible settlement on Chios (no. 840), with ceramic evidence

from the Classical period as well as a possibly Classical

defensive wall. Not in Barr.

Kontari Identified as a possible Archaic settlement on

Chios (no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 144, but there is no firm

evidence for occupation prior to the Hellenistic and Roman

periods. Barr. 56, HR.

Lithi Identified as a possible Archaic settlement on Chios

(no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 151 on the basis of alleged

Archaic tombs on the site. Barr. 56, A?

Managros Identified as a possible Archaic and Classical

settlement on Chios (no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 146 on the

basis of architectural and ceramic finds on the site. Barr. 56,

A?

Methochi Identified as a possible Archaic and Classical set-

tlement on Chios (no. 840) by Yalouris (1986) 146. Barr. 56,

C.

Milingos Identified as a Classical settlement on Chios (no.

840) by Yalouris (1986) 157–58 on the basis of possible house

and cultivation terraces, building stones, early walls, tiles

and ceramic evidence. Barr. 56, C.

Neo Karlovasi Identified as a settlement on Samos (no.

864) by Shipley (1987) 255–56, who records a stretch of a late

Classical wall, possibly a circuit wall. Barr. 61, C.

Neokhorion Identified as a small Archaic and Classical set-

tlement on Samos (no. 864) by Shipley (1987) 259 on the

basis of tiles and ceramic finds. Barr. 61, AC.

II. The Poleis

836. Achilleion Map 61. Not in Barr. Unlocated. Type: A.

The toponym is ?χιλλε5ον, τ# (Xen. Hell. 3.2.17, 4.8.17). In

C4 Achilleion is called a polis in the urban sense by a single

source: Xen. Hell. 4.8.17, where it is reported that Thibron

used Achilleion as a base for his raids against the territory of

the Persian king. Achilleion was situated in the Maiandros

valley (Xen. Hell. 4.8.17), and thus it cannot be identical with

the phrourion near Smyrna referred to in Steph. Byz. 158.12

(pace Hirschfeld (1894)). According to Xen. Hell. 3.2.17, in

398 Achilleion was in a position to supply contingents 

of armed forces. Nothing further is known about this 

community.
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837. Airai (Airaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.10, long. 26.40. Size of

territory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: A. The

toponym is Α2ρα�, αH (Thuc. 8.20.2). Note that at Thuc.

8.19.4 ΑHρ�ς in OCT is an emendation of MSS ’Ερ�ς (with-

out any indication of the MSS reading in the app. crit.). At

Ps.-Skylax 98 Α2ρα� is a possible conjecture of MSS Xγρα,

but the text is too corrupt to allow firm conclusions. The

city-ethnic is Α2ραιε�ς (PEP Teos 235 �BCH 4 (1880) 175–76

no. 35 (undated); IG i³ 270.i.13 (442/1)) or hαιραιε�ς (IG i³

282.iv.44–45 (429/8)) or hαιρα5ος (IG i³ 260.ix.2 (453/2)) or

Α2ρα5ος (IG i³ 259.iii.25 (454/3); Imhoof-Blumer (1902)

512). Airai is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

8.20.2) and in the political sense (PEP Teos 268.7 �BPW

(1892) 739 no. 11 (C4)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in a Teian inscription (PEP Teos

235 �BCH 4 (1880) 175–76 no. 35 (undated)), and on C4

coins (infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists and

assessment decrees (infra).

Airai was undoubtedly a community that was predomin-

antly Greek. We possess no information relating to its foun-

dation; but Wilamowitz-Möllendorff (1908) 617 inferred

from the Greek name of the settlement (presumably from

the weed α1ρα, ζιζ�νιον) that Airai was a relatively recent

foundation.

Airai was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.iii.25) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.5) a total of fifteen

times, paying a phoros of 3 tal. down to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.52)

and thereafter 1 tal. (IG i³ 266.i.12). It was assessed for tribute

in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.136). It revolted in 411 (Thuc. 8.19.4), and

an Athenian attempt to reconquer the city failed (Thuc.

8.20.2). Although Airai was a Teian dependency in Strabo’s

day (14.1.32), there is no information relating to its status in

the Classical period.

Two surviving public enactments were passed by Airai:

PEP Teos 28 �ÖJhBeibl 15 (1912) 75–76 no. 15 may be a

fragment of a C5 honorific decree, while PEP Teos 268 is an

honorific decree passed in C4 and our most important

source for the political institutions of Airai in C4: the

honorand is granted privileged access to the courts

([δ�κα]ς προδ�κους) and access (�φοδον) to the ekklesia (ll.

2–3), and he and his descendants are given dining rights in

the prytaneion on public festival days (ll. 9–12). The inscrip-

tion may also provide evidence that there were free non-

citizens resident in Airai in C4 (ll. 4–5), and that ownership

of real property was restricted to the citizens of Airai (7–9).

Meriç (1987) 303 with plan 2 on p. 306 reports on a survey

at the site (Urla). The surface pottery is said to date from late

Geometric to C4e, and there was a fortification wall around

the peninsular site.

Airai struck bronze coins in C4. Types: obv. Apollo with

wreath; rev. owl; legend: ΑΙΡΑΙΩΝ (Imhoof-Blumer

(1902) 512).

838. Anaia (Anaites) Map 61. Lat. 37.50, long. 27.15. Size of

territory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: C. The

toponym is Xναια, τ� (Thuc. 4.75.1; Ps.-Skylax 98; IG xii.6

43.11 (C4l)), ?να�α, ! (Paus. 7.4.3). The city-ethnic(?) is

?ναιjτης (Thuc. 3.19). For possible polis status, see infra.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

Thuc. 3.19.2 (428/7) and allegedly in CID ii 6.2 ([?ν]αι5ται

�π’ ’Ιων�[ας] (358); see infra).

According to Maiandros of Miletos (FGrHist 491) fr. 1,

Samos (no. 864) received Anaia as a dependency from

Kolophon (no. 848) in the wake of the Meliac War (c.700),

and it remained a part of the Samian peraia in the Classical

and Hellenistic periods (Ps.-Skylax 98). It is hard to decide if

Anaia was a dependent polis whose citizens had a communal

identity distinct from that of the Samians. At 3.19.2

Thucydides uses the collective city-ethnic in a reference to a

military action by the Anaiitai (.πιθεµ/νων τ+ν Καρ+ν

κα� ?ναιιτ+ν). Conventionally the Anaiitai of Thuc. 3.19.2

are identified with the exiled Samian oligarchs who sup-

ported the Peloponnesians from their base at Anaia (e.g.

Robert (1959) 21; Shipley (1987) 35; Hornblower (1991) 405).

There can be little doubt that this splinter community

would still perceive itself as Samian (Thuc. 3.32.2, 4.75.1).

The same probably applies to Thucydides’ mention of an

Anaiitan warship in 8.61.2 (µ�α ?ναιjτις), which assisted

Leon of Sparta at the battle of Chios in 411. The ship was pre-

sumably provided by the Samian exiles, and Thucydides

may have used the adjective in order to avoid the possible

misunderstanding that the ship was provided by the

Samians on the island. Barron identifies two Samian silver

coin types that were probably struck at Anaia during this

period. One type carries the legend Α, which, as Barron sug-

gests (1966) 93, may be the initial of Α(ΝΑΙΙΤΩΝ), while

the other has the legend ΕΠΙ ΒΑΤΙΟΣ. According to

Barron (1966) 92, Batis may have been either the leader of

the oligarchic faction or an overseer appointed by

Pissouthnes.

By the terms of the Peace of Antalkidas in 386, Samos was

outside the sphere of influence of the Persian king, while her

peraia was defined as part of Persian territory. The implica-

tions for the political relationship between Samos and the

settlements on the mainland cannot be ascertained. If the
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Persians insisted on control of the former peraia of Samos

for taxation purposes only, this may not have prevented

Samos from maintaining political ties with its former pos-

sessions. A continuation of Samian involvement on the

mainland may explain how the Samians could settle at

Anaia after their expulsion from their island by the

Athenians in 365 (see most recently Hallof and Habicht

(1995)).

It has been suggested by Fantasia (1986), primarily on the

basis of CID ii 6A.1: [?ν]αι5ται �π’ ’Ιων�[ας]), that the

inhabitants of Anaia from 365 to 322/1 no longer regarded

themselves as Samian citizens. However, an alternative read-

ing of CID ii 6 is [’Ελ]αι5ται (i.e. the city-ethnic of Elaia

(no. 807) in Aiolis), if �π ’Ιων�[ας] was used in the general

sense of “Asia Minor” rather than in the narrow sense of

“Ionia”. The fragile connection between Samos and its pera-

ia seems to be a recurrent theme in the history of the island.

See most recently Hallof and Mileta (1997) and Schuler

(1998) 177–79 for the Hellenistic period.

839. Boutheia (Boutheieus) Map 56. Lat. 38.20, long.

26.20. Size of territory: ? Type: B. The toponym is Βο�θεια,

! (IG i³ 270.i.27 (442/1)) or Βουθ�α (Steph. Byz. 180.17). The

city-ethnic is Βουθειε�ς (IG i³ 259.v.19 (454/3)). Boutheia is

called a χωρ�ον by Theopomp. fr. 369, but this designation

does not rule out that Boutheia was indeed a polis, as its

membership of the Delian League suggests that it was. The

collective and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in the

Athenian tribute lists (infra).

Boutheia cannot be located with precision, and several

sites in the Erythraia have been suggested as likely candi-

dates. Now that the existence of an Archaic temple of

Athena (part of which can be dated back to C8) has been

confirmed at Ildir, the site of Classical Erythrai, the

hypothesis that the site at Ilıca contained Archaic Erythrai

must be abandoned (Mitchell (1985) 83). Ilıca, then, must

be another potential location of Archaic and Classical

Boutheia; but it may equally well have housed one of the

four other sites known to have formed part of the

Erythraian syntely (cf. Erythrai (no. 845)). Only numismat-

ic and/or epigraphical evidence found in situ can provide a

conclusive answer.

Boutheia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.v.19) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.1) a total of fourteen

times,five times completely but plausibly restored. In 430/29

Boutheia is explicitly recorded as a dependency of Erythrai

(IG i³ 281.i.20: [Βουθει]ε̃ς ’Ερυθρα�ον). In 453/2 the

Boutheieis paid 3 tal. (IG i³ 260.x.5). In 450/49, 448/7 and

447/6 they paid alongside the other dependencies of

Erythrai; they all formed a syntely, but the Boutheieis paid

on their own behalf (IG i³ 259.v.19, 260.x.5, 263.ii.17,

264.iii.30, 265.i.62). In later years their payment is recorded

separately from that of the other Erythraian dependencies,

and they seem in all years to have paid 1,000 dr. (IG i³

272.ii.17, 283.iii.29).

840. Chios (Chios) Map 56. Lat. 38.25, long. 26.10. Size of

territory: 5 (the island itself is 826.5 km², to which the Chian

peraia and the Oinoussai islands should be added). Type: A.

The toponym is Χ�ος, ! (Hdt. 5.98.4; Aen. Tact. 11.3). The

city-ethnic is Χ5ος (Hdt. 1.18.3; IG ii² 43A.24 (378/7)). Chios

is called a polis in the urban sense (Hecat. fr. 141; Hdt. 6.27.2;

Xen. Hell. 2.1.3; PEP Chios 76 �Koerner (1993) 62.B.10–12

(C5), as opposed to chora; Aen. Tact. 11.4) and in the political

sense (Hdt.6.27.1; Thuc.8.6.4;Ar.Pax 171;Aeschin.3.42;Aen.

Tact. 11.4; SEG 35 923.a.2, b.16 (C5); PEP Chios 76 �Koerner

(1993) 62.A.13, C.3 (C5); PEP Chios 78.11 (C5); Tod 118.36

(384/3), 192.11 (332/1)). Polis in the territorial sense is attested

in Kritias fr. 2.7, DK, and Tod 192.16 (332/1). Polites is applied

to the citizens in Isoc. 8.98. Politeia is used in the sense of cit-

izenship in PEP Chios 12.27 (c.320), and in the sense of con-

stitution in Ath. Pol. 24.2 (rC5). The word politeuma in the

sense of constitution is used in Tod 192.3 (332/1), in which

Alexander the Great prescribes that the Chian constitution

is to be democratic. The asty of Chios is referred to in I.Délos

9.3 �SEG 19 510, 33.633 (C6) and PEP Chios 78.2 (C4); and in

Hdt. 6.15.1 the citizens are called astoi. In IG ii² 10510.7 (cf.

CEG ii 606 (C4)) Chios is the patris of Symmachos, son of

Simon. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested inter-

nally in PEP Chios 12.23 (c.320) and externally in literature

(Thuc. 7.57.4; Arist. Pol. 1303a34) and in inscriptions (Tod

118.16–17 (384); IG ii² 43A.24 (378/7)). The individual use is

found externally in IG ii³ 683 (C6); Hipponax fr. 30.2, West

(C6–C5); Simon. fr. 19.1, West; SEG 36 50.2 (490–480); and

IG iv².1 123.117 (C4). There is also one internal attestation of

the individual use of the city-ethnic (PEP Chios 266.2

(C3l/C2e)).

The territory of Chios is referred to as ! Χ�η χ)ρη in

Hdt. 6.26.1. The names of several locations, some of which

may have been second-order settlements in C5, are known

from epigraphical and literary sources: Koila, which accord-

ing to Hdt. 6.26.1 contained a Chian garrison in 494;

Kardamyle (Thuc. 8.24.3); Boliskos (Thuc. 8.24.3; Ephor. fr.

103); Phanai (Thuc. 8.24.3); and Leukonion (Thuc. 8.24.3).

Delphinion, a site with more than one harbour on the coast
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just north of the urban centre of Chios, was fortified by the

Athenians in 412/11 (Thuc. 8.38.2), and traces of the C5 forti-

fication on the top of a small acropolis were reported by

Boardman (1956) 41–49. The site is also mentioned in PEP

Chios 75 �BCH 3 (1879) 242–55 a8 (C5–C4). PEP Chios

76 �BCH 3 (1879) 230–41 (475–450) mentions

‘Ερµ)νοσσα (c.2, 4), ∆�λιον(?) (c.6), ∆οφ5τις (c.9),

[Ε](�δα5 (d.17–18),Καµιν�η (sic!) (d.20),Μελα5να ?κτ�

(d.22–23) and Ο1ον (a.11–12). Section c of the inscription is

concerned with the definition and preservation of official

boundaries of the area ∆οφ5τις. It is clear from c.9–15 that

the polis took an active interest in the preservation of these

boundaries, but the nature of ∆οφ5τις as a locality is not

quite clear. PEP Chios 75 �BCH 3 (1879) 242–55 of C5–C4

provides some more names: ?κτα� (a.22, 32, a sanctuary is

located here), and Π�ρβας (a.34, 36–37: an area that con-

tained a swamp and a lake). For a more comprehensive

overview of second-order settlements on the island, see fur-

ther the gazetteer in Yalouris (1986) 143–59. The community

at modern Emporio (which cannot be securely associated

with any ancient toponym; see Boardman (1967) 254–56)

was a sizeable one. The Archaic settlement contained a

walled acropolis dating from C7 (ibid. 4–5), a harbour, at

least two sanctuaries, and a residential area on the hill of

Prophitis Elias of considerable density, estimated by

Boardman to number more than fifty houses in an area of

less than 0.04 km². The houses appear to have been aban-

doned in C7, but there is evidence of Classical and

Hellenistic occupation on the hill to the west of the Archaic

settlement (ibid. 35).

In addition to their territory on Chios itself, the Chians

also controlled the islands of Oinoussai (Hecat. fr. 142; Hdt.

1.165.1; Thuc. 8.24.2).After Harpagos’attack on Phokaia (no.

859) c.546, the Phokaians approached the Chians with a view

to purchasing and resettling in these islands; but according

to Hdt. 1.165.1, the Chians refused to sell because they feared

the establishment of a rival emporion that might cut off their

own island from trade. In 412, the Athenians used the islands

as a naval base for raids against Chios after the latter’s seces-

sion from the Delian League. In Hdt. 6.26.2 aπολ�χνη Χ�ων

is mentioned, but it is not clear from the context if this site

was located on Chios itself or if it was identical with

Polichne on the Mimas peninsula, a settlement that had

become an Erythraian dependency by C5m. In C6 Chios

gained control of Atarneus (no. 803) in Aiolis in exchange

for handing over the refugee Paktyes to the Persian king

(Hdt. 1.160.3–5). Chios still possessed Atarneus as part of its

peraia as late as 398/7 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.11); however, at that time

the site was used as a base by Chian exiles. It is probable,

though far from certain, that Chios lost its Asian peraia as a

result of the King’s Peace (Debord (1999) 264–72). Chios

appears to have lost control completely by the 360s at the lat-

est, when Atarneus had been taken over by Euboulos (Arist.

Pol. 1267a31–37), who was succeeded by Hermias as ruler of

the place (note, however, Theopomp. fr. 291, which may

indicate that Hermias was originally installed by the Chians

and the Mytilenaians (no. 798) as episkopos of the Chian and

Lesbian peraiai, probably including Atarneus and its sur-

roundings).

All calculations of the size of the Chian citizen population

are based on the size of the Chian fleet (infra) combined

with very varying assumptions about the number of Chian

citizens on board each ship (Roebuck (1986) 81; Walter

(1993) 97 n. 37). See Thuc. 8.15.2 for evidence that the Chian

slaves formed part of the crews in 412 (cf. Hunt (1998) 46,

86). Chios is referred to by Thuc. 8.15.1 as being the largest of

all the poleis that remained in the Athenian alliance in 412,

and in Thuc. 8.45.4 Alkibiades claims that the Chians were

the wealthiest of all the Greeks.

Chios appears to have been a strong naval power from

very early on. Its contribution of 100 ships to the combined

Ionian fleet in 494 was larger than that of any other polis

involved, and there were forty picked citizen troops on

board each ship (Hdt. 6.15.1). In 440/39 Chios and Lesbos

together provided twenty-five ships for the Athenian war

against Samos (no. 864) (Thuc. 1.116.2), while in 430 there

were fifty Chian and Lesbian ships involved in the raids on

the Peloponnese (Thuc. 2.56.2). Chian ships participated in

the Pylos campaign in 425 (Thuc. 4.13.2), in the attack on

Melos (no. 505) in 416/15 (Thuc. 5.84.1), and in the Sicilian

expedition in 415–413 (Thuc.6.43,7.20.2). It may be inferred,

e.g. from Thuc. 8.15.2, that normally the Chians would

themselves supply the crews for the ships participating in

Athenian campaigns: after Chios’ open revolt in 412, the

seven ships previously provided to Athens as a token of good

faith (Thuc. 8.9.2) were no longer held to be trustworthy,

and the free men on board (presumably Chians) were

imprisoned, while the slave members of the crews were set

free. When the Chians made their approach to the Spartans

in 412, they claimed to have at least sixty ships to contribute

to their new alliance. The calculation of ship numbers in

Gomme et al. (1981) 27–32 suggests that the Chians may not

have exaggerated.

In C5l/C4e the organisation of the Chian armed forces

comprised units called dekades: two inscriptions (PEP Chios

61 and 62) record slaves enrolled in these units, and, in PEP
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Chios 62, slaves who had been granted their freedom by the

polis. Three Chian military commanders who had assisted

the Spartans at Aigos Potamoi were honoured with statues

at Delphi (Paus. 10.9).

Chios was part of the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.2),

and Chian citizens participated in the Ionian arbitration

between Myous (no. 856) and Miletos (no. 854) arranged by

Strouses (Tod 113.17 (391–388)). In Thuc.8.40.1 the Chians are

made to characterise themselves as the “largest of the allied

poleis in Ionia”. Yet, perhaps because the Chians themselves

regarded their city as a Euboian foundation quite separate

from the other Ionian foundations on the Asiatic mainland,

Chios’ regional affiliation does not seem to have been self-

explanatory in Antiquity. In his work Χ�ου Κτ�σις Ion of

Chios (FGrHist 392) fr. 1 relates how the Chian basileus

Hektor, the great-grandson of Amphiklos of Histiaia, took

the initiative to persuade the Chians to participate in the

Panionia. Paus. 7.4.8, having cited the passage, adds that Ion

failed to explain why Chios was counted among the Ionian

poleis (cf. Thuc. 8.6.2: .ς τ�ν ’Ιων�αν κα� Χ�ον).

Ion of Chios (FGrHist 392) fr. 1 is our earliest source for

the Chian version of its foundation by Oinopion, Melas

and others, with a second wave of settlers under the leader-

ship of Amphiklos of Histiaia in Euboia. That the founda-

tion myth had an early origin is indicated by the

designation of Chios as Μ/λα[ν]ος Πατρ)ιον >στυ in

I.Délos 9.3 (550–500).

In the Archaic period, Chios and Miletos supported each

other as allies in at least two wars: Miletos backed Chios in its

war against Erythrai (no. 845) (terminus ante quem: c.600),

while the Chians returned the favour by aiding the Milesians

against Alyattes of Lydia (Hdt. 1.18.3 (c.600)). Chios appears

to have escaped conquest by the Lydians and later the

Persians right up until the aftermath of the Ionian Revolt in

493, when the Persians attacked the island. An andrapodis-

mos may be indicated in the account of how the Chians were

“netted” by the Persians (Hdt. 6.31.1–2). According to

Herodotos, the Chians had previously established a treaty of

xenie with Kroisos (Hdt. 1.27.5), perhaps implying that

Chios was not a dependent polis as such, although it proba-

bly operated under considerable political constraint from

Lydia.After the Persian conquest of Lydia, the islands off the

Ionian coast “gave themselves up” to Kyros without a fight

(Hdt. 1.169.2),and Chios probably continued as a dependent

polis within the Persian Empire from this point. It is not

known, however, if Chios was subject to the same Persian

demands for tribute and troops as the Ionian poleis on the

mainland (see e.g. Roebuck (1986) 86). From at least as early

as 513 to 480/79, Chios was ruled by the pro-Persian tyrant

Strattis (Hdt. 4.138.2, 8.132.2).

Chios was one of the first poleis to join the Delian League

after the battle of Mykale (Hdt. 9.106.4). As a contributor of

ships rather than money, Chios remained autonomos (Thuc.

3.10.5, 6.85.2, 7.57.4), de jure at any rate, although Arist.

Pol. 1284a39–41 suggests that the de facto relationship was

heavily dominated by Athens, to the extent that the terms of

their alliance were actually broken by the Athenians.A bilat-

eral treaty concerning access to judicial procedures in

Athens between Chios and Athens, presumably with Chios

as a subordinate party, may have been in force in C5m (IG i²

10.10–11, but the restoration is very uncertain). Chios went

over to the Peloponnesian side in 412, and the Spartans

established a military presence on the island as early as

412/11, led by the Spartan nauarch Pedaritos (Thuc. 8.17.1,

38.3–4). Thuc. 8.38.3–4, along with the very fragmentary

Hell. Oxy. 5, Chambers, suggests that Pedaritos was heavy-

handed in his interference in internal Chian affairs. That the

Spartan involvement in Chios continued to compromise

Chian autonomy is indicated by the report in Diod. 13.65.3–4

that the Spartan commander Kratesippidas restored Chian

oligarchic exiles to the island and occupied the acropolis in

409/8. Sparta’s direct involvement in Chios continued for

nearly a decade after the end of the Peloponnesian War,until

the Chians expelled the Spartan garrison after the Athenian

victory in the battle of Knidos in 394 (Diod. 14.84.3).

Chios entered into alliance with Athens in 384/3 (Tod 118).

The treaty appears to have been on equal terms, and Chian

eleutheria and autonomia are guaranteed (ll. 19–24).

Although Diod. 15.26.3 may suggest that the Spartans man-

aged to re-establish temporary control over the island after

that point, this cannot be substantiated by any other evid-

ence. In any case, Chios was a founding member of the

Second Athenian Naval League from 378/7 (IG ii² 43.24 and

79 �Tod 123). In 363 Epameinondas succeeded in winning

over the Chians; but, according to Diod. 15.79.1, his death

shortly afterwards prevented the Thebans (no. 221) from

consolidating their influence. Chios seceded from Athens

again in 357 (Dem. 15.3; Diod. 16.7.3), when it formed an

anti-Athenian alliance with Kos (no. 497), Byzantion (no.

674) and Rhodos (no. 1000), with further backing from

Maussolos. From at least as early as 346 Chios fell within the

Hekatomnid sphere of power. It is likely that a permanent

Karian garrison was established by Idrieus, if not even earli-

er by Maussolos (Dem. 5.25; for a recent discussion of the

numismatic evidence, on the basis of which it has been

argued that the Karian presence was established already in
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the reign of Maussolos, see Debord (1999) 382–83). A

Makedonian garrison, maintained from Chian funds, was

imposed by Alexander the Great (PEP Chios 32 �SEG 35 925

(334–330)), along with a demand for twenty manned

triremes paid for by the Chians.

As noted above, there were numerous second-order set-

tlements on Chios, and some of them were of considerable

size. It has been argued that the formation of a centralised

Chian polis with Chios town as its urban centre happened

relatively late. ML 8 �PEP Chios 23 (600–550) forms an

important part of the argument.On the assumption that the

text is indeed Chian, one interpretation of the boule demosie

in ll. C.5–6, manned by fifty representatives from each phyle

(the number of which is unknown), is that the council

served the purpose of uniting the different local communi-

ties in a single administrative and political structure (see

recently Walter (1993) 94 and Nomima i 264–66 with refer-

ences to previous discussions). It cannot be ruled out that

the peaceful abandonment of the settlement at Emporio

c.600 (Boardman (1967) 37–38) was directly related to a

process of centralisation, of which ML 8 may then represent

a later stage. We may thus be dealing with an early form of

synoecism. However, Yalouris’ gazetteer (1986) contains at

least eight second-order settlements with continued occu-

pation during the Archaic and Classical periods (iii.8–9, 20,

iv.5–6, v.1, 4, vi.4), so it is likely that a considerable part of

the Chian population continued to reside outside the urban

centre. Continuous occupation of the Chian urban centre

up to modern times has prevented systematic excavation,

which means that the process and level of Archaic/Classical

urbanisation cannot be assessed on the basis of archaeolog-

ical evidence.

The modern reconstruction of early Chian political insti-

tutions is based on the inscription PEP Chios 23 �ML 8

(600–550); but doubts concerning the origins of the inscrip-

tion have been raised, and it cannot be ruled out that the

inscription pertains to Erythrai (no. 845) (for a parallel

example, see I.Erythrai 15 �PEP Chios 25 (C4m)). The text

itself points to a constitution in which the assembly had a

function as a legislative body (A.1–2), and it may also have

had some judicial capacity (A.7). The council (boule

demosie,C.5–6) appears to have had a probouleutic function

in addition to a judicial one (C.9–14). There were ways of

calling senior officials (demarchoi and basileis) to account

(A.3–6), although the procedural details are not clear.

The constitutional arrangements of Archaic Chios were

probably disrupted by the ascent of the tyrant Strattis

(before 513 to 480/79). In C5 until 412, Chios appears to have

had a moderate constitution which is not easily labelled as

either a democracy or an oligarchy (O’Neill (1978–79)).

There is no direct evidence for a Chian assembly in C5,

although Thuc.8.9.3 may indicate that it did exist.PEP Chios

76 (475–450) attests a board of officials called “the Fifteen”

who report to the boule (B.1–5). The Fifteen have the author-

ity to impose fines on other officials (here the horophylakes,

B.15–19). There is mention of a dicastic panel consisting of

300 unbribed men (B.21–25).The official designated basileus

has as part of his task the pronouncing of public curses

(D.7–9). It is not known if eligibility to serve as bouleutes, as

an official, or as a judge was restricted by a property census

or by other criteria in this period. Thucydides’ account of

the Chian revolt from Athens in 412 suggests that the boule

had considerable scope for independent action: negotia-

tions with the Peloponnesians had evidently been conduct-

ed without the consent of the broader population (8.9.3),

and the citizens who were involved in planning the revolt

were in a position to arrange that a meeting of the Chian

boule would be in progress when the Spartans made their

surprise arrival on the island (8.14.1–2).

The moderate Chian constitution was then replaced by a

much narrower oligarchic one (Thuc. 8.38.4). Opposition to

the new regime was crushed (Thuc. 8.24.6, 38.3), and this

constitution probably continued until 394, except perhaps

for a brief period between 410 and 409/8 (Piérart (1995)

268–69). PEP Chios 2 (C5l/C4e) is a public enactment with

the heading boules gnome (l. 2), while SEG 35 923.B.13–26

(C5–C4) is a law passed by the boule presided over by the

basileis. There is no mention of an assembly in either

inscription.

There are no Chian public enactments that can be secure-

ly dated to the period between 394 and 355, and we know

very little about its political institutions (Tod 118.33–34 (384)

probably referred to Chios’ boule in addition to unspecified

archai). There is no decisive evidence to prove that the

Chians reintroduced democracy in connection with their

alliance with Athens (pace Gehrke, Stasis 46). By 355 the

Chian constitution was definitely oligarchic (Dem. 15.19),

but it is not clear whether this was the result of a recent sta-

sis. The abolition of an extreme oligarchic government in

Chios, mentioned in Arist. Pol. 1306b3–5, may refer to the

period around 394 or to constitutional upheavals in C4m, as

argued by Gehrke, Stasis 46. However, constitutional conti-

nuity may be suggested by the fact that the eponymous offi-

cial is the prytanis throughout the Classical period (PEP

Chios 2.1 (C5–C4), 75.A.20 (C4m), 80.23–24 (C4s), 32.1

(334–330)); whereas the single prytanis had been replaced by
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a board of prytaneis by c.320, perhaps on an Athenian model

(PEP Chios 12.A.30). The restoration of the heading

[πρυτ�νεων γν])µη in SEG 35 923.A.1 (c.400) is disputed

(Rhodes, DGS 230).

When Alexander the Great decreed in 334–330 that the

Chian constitution was to be democratic, a fundamental

revision of Chian legislation (nomoi, PEP Chios 32.5) was

deemed necessary (PEP Chios 32.4–6). The institutions

attested in PEP Chios 12 (c.320) were undoubtedly the result

of these reforms. The psephisma (A.43) was passed by a pop-

ular assembly (A.1: �δοξε τ+ι δ�µωι), and the magistrates

mentioned in the decree, with the exception of the agono-

thetes (A.29), were serving as members of boards (prytaneis,

A.30; tamiai, A.33; exetastai, A.37).

The best evidence for the judicial system in C5 is provid-

ed by PEP Chios 76 (475–450). Impending court cases (per-

haps concerning disputed property) were to be announced

by kerykes in the countryside as well as the urban centre

(B.5–20), and the penalties of fines and atimia are also

attested here (C.14–15). The polis appears to have assumed

responsibility for conducting cases on behalf of individuals

who have been evicted from their property (D.1–5). Dikai

prodikoi are granted to two teams of foreign judges in PEP

Chios 12 A.16–17 (c.320).

Taxes payable to the polis and to a local settlement (Ο]η)

are attested in PEP Chios 75 B.45–46 (C4m). Total ateleia is

granted to a priestess in PEP Chios 6.11–12 (C4), while limit-

ed ateleia from import and export taxes is granted in PEP

Chios 12 A.17–18 (c.320). Free foreigners are subject to special

charges in connection with the sacrifices regulated in PEP

Chios 78.12–13 (C4). For a list of free foreigners attested epi-

graphically, see Sarikakis (1986) 130–31.

Chian envoys were sent to Lakedaimon (no. 345) in 413/12

(Thuc. 8.4–6.1), to Astyochos in 412/11 (Thuc. 8.40.1) and to

Athens (no.361) in 384/3 (Tod 118.13).Chian citizens received

proxenia from Athens (IG ii² 23 (388/7)) and Anaphe (no.

474) (Michel 662.17–18 (C4)). Chios bestowed proxenia and

citizenship on a group of foreign judges from Naxos (no.

507) and Andros (no. 475) (PEP Chios 12.17–19, 27). PEP

Chios 50 is conventionally interpreted as a C4m list of Chios’

proxenoi in different communities (at least fifteen); cf. PEP

Chios 12 �SEG 12 390.31–32: τ�ν στ�λην τ�ν προξενικ�ν.

Chian theorodokoi hosted theoroi from Argos (no. 347)

c.330–324 (SEG 23 189.ii.4) and theoroi announcing the

Nemean Games (SEG 36 331.ii.46–49 (323/2)). The Chians

were given promanteia in Delphi (F.Delphes iii.3 213

(C4–C3)); and in C5e they sent a chorus of 100 young men

(Hdt. 6.27.2). For the altar of Apollo dedicated by the

Chians, see Hdt. 2.135.4 and F.Delphes iii.3 212 (after 480).

Xenopeithes of Chios was victorious at Olympia in 480

(Moretti (1970) 296).

The system of civic subdivisions underwent more than

one radical reform during the Classical period. There was a

phyle structure attested perhaps as early as C6f (assuming

that PEP Chios 23.C.8–9 �ML 8 relates to Chios); but there

is as yet no attestation of the traditional six Ionian phylai

(Piérart (1985) 182). Jones, POAG 191–93 argues for a three-

tier structure in C5–C4e, tentatively identifying the groups

as phylai, phratries (PEP Chios 80.28 (C4m)) and gene (PEP

Chios 7.2 (C4m)). It was assumed by Forrest (1960), followed

by Jones, POAG 194 and Piérart (1985) 181–82, that the three-

tier structure was replaced by a more complex system with

four tiers in C4s. In this system the phylai consisted of num-

bered subdivisions (πρ+τοι, δε�τεροι, τρ�τοι). These sub-

divisions were in turn further subdivided into units

designated by numbers (Α, Β, Γ, etc.), each of which were

subdivided into groups designated by a “patronymic”.While

the groups designated by numbers and “patronymic” are

well attested in C4l (PEP Chios 71, 72, 73 (c.315)) and occupy

an uncontroversial place in the hierarchy of subdivisions, it

is more problematic to identify the named subdivisions in

C5 and C4f as either phylai, phratries or gene. Some groups,

such as the Kaukaseis (PEP Chios 8 (450–425)) and the

Klytidai (PEP Chios 75 (C4m)), had complex administrative

and political structures; but it is still uncertain if these

groups belonged in the uppermost tier as phylai or at a lower

level as phratries. The mention of Zeus Patroios in a decree

passed by the Klytidai (PEP Chios 80.35 (C4s)) has led some

to suggest that the group was indeed a phratry (for a sum-

mary of the debate, see Graf (1985) 36–37); but nothing can

be concluded with certainty. It may be suggested on the basis

of PEP Chios 75.11–12 and 29 that the Klytidai had originally

been a territorially based unit, perhaps centred on a second-

order settlement (45–46: Ο]η), not unlike the Kleisthenic

demes. The same may be true of the Kaukaseis (Hdt. 5.33.1

mentions Κα�κασα, a location on the coast). For this inter-

pretation, see Graf (1985) 35 pace Forrest (1960) 188, who

believed that the Kaukaseis derived their name from

Kaukasos, the companion of Chios’ mythical founder

Oinopion. PEP Chios 9 (C4–C3) allows the interpretation

that admission of the next generation of Chians to the cit-

izen body was controlled locally in the civic subdivisions.

The text is a list of members of the Totteidai (perhaps a

phratry) who have been admitted to the agogaia.

Chios was exposed to numerous outbreaks of stasis and,

consequently, exiles are frequently mentioned in the
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sources. Arist. Pol. 1303a34–35 refers to Chian exiles in

Antissa (no. 794) in Lesbos, who were later expelled by the

Antissaians because of the threat that they posed.

Unfortunately the event cannot be dated. Hdt. 8.132.2 relates

how six conspirators against the tyrant Strattis fled the

island in 480/79 after their assassination plans had been

revealed. The defection of Chios from Athens in 412 was the

result of rivalry between οH πολλο� and οH tλ�γοι (Thuc.

8.9.3, 14.2), and we hear of Chian exiles once again after the

Chians had sided with the Peloponnesians. A party of pro-

Spartan oligarchic exiles was restored to the island by the

Spartan commander Kratesippidas in 409/8 (Diod.

13.65.3–4). If Piérart’s (1995) interpretation and dating of

SEG 39 370 are correct, the exiles mentioned in the inscrip-

tion as “friends of Sparta” are identical with the exiles in

Diod. 13.65.3–4. According to Piérart, the members of the

extreme oligarchic regime set up by Pedaritos were expelled

by the Chians, who were taking advantage of the reversal of

Spartan fortunes after the Athenian victory at Kyzikos in

410.When Kratesippidas had succeeded in bringing the pro-

Spartan exiles back to the island, they in turn exiled 600 of

their opponents, and the latter set up base at Atarneus.

According to Xen. Hell. 3.2.11, the second group of exiles still

occupied the Chian peraia in 398. The letter of Alexander the

Great to the Chians (PEP Chios 32 �SEG 35 925 (334–330))

stipulated that Chian exiles were to be allowed to return (l.

2): these exiles were undoubtedly of democratic or anti-

Persian orientation (or both), and may have been forced out

in the wake of constitutional upheavals in C4m (see Dem.

15.19). In the same letter Alexander instructed the Chians to

impose exile on Medising citizens (ll. 11–12).

Although excavations of individual plots in Chios town

have uncovered parts of the ancient agora, we depend

almost exclusively on literary evidence for the identifica-

tion of major civic structures in the urban centre. Ps.-

Skylax 99 mentions the harbour. Aen. Tact. 11.3–5 provides

evidence for dockyards, a stoa and a tower near the har-

bour, but the date of the event related in this passage is

uncertain. A sanctuary of Athena Poliouchos is attested in

Hdt. 1.160.3 (rC6). Aen. Tact. 17.5 refers to the Chian agora

(C4). A festival of Dionysos is attested in Aen. Tact. 17.5 and

PEP Chios 12 A22 (c.320), which involved a procession to his

altar, perhaps located in the agora. For a comprehensive

discussion of cults and cult sites on the island, see Graf

(1985) 22–146.

The Chian calendar included some Attic months, e.g.

Posideon (PEP Chios 80.23 (C4)), but also the month

Leukatheon (PEP Chios 75 A25 (C5–C4)), which is peculiar

to the Ionian cities in Asia Minor (Graf (1985) 18–21;

Trümpy, Monat. 102–5).

In 425/4 the Athenians ordered the Chians to tear down

their new wall in order to deter them from revolting (Thuc.

4.51); it is not clear whether this wall was just an addition to

existing fortifications or whether Chios had been unforti-

fied before this time. In 412/11 the Athenians besieged its

urban centre in vain, and it is highly likely that it was 

protected by walls (Thuc. 8.38.3, 40.1, 56.1, 61.3). Aen. Tact.

11.6 provides further evidence for city walls, but the date

cannot be ascertained.

Chios struck coins on the Chian standard (15.6 g) from

c.550. The earliest attested issue is an electrum hekte. Types:

obv. sphinx; rev. four-part incuse square (anepigraphic).

There was simultaneous minting of silver and electrum

staters 525–510. Hardwick (1993) 213 suggests that the silver

staters were issued c.525–493, and that the series may have

been discontinued after the Persian attack on the island in

493. A second series of silver staters was issued c.490–435:

obv. sphinx and amphora; rev. four-part incuse square

(anepigraphic). From 435–425: obv. sphinx, amphora and

grapes; rev. four-part incuse square (anepigraphic).

Hardwick (1993) 216 argues for a break in the minting of sil-

ver staters 425–412. A unique electrum stater is dated by

Hardwick to the period immediately after the revolt of 412:

obv. sphinx, amphora and wreath; rev. four-part incuse

square (anepigraphic). There is a corresponding silver

tetradrachm to which Hardwick assigns the same date.

From the last decade of C5 to c.330 silver tetradrachms and

fractions were issued continuously: obv. sphinx and ampho-

ra; rev. four-part incuse square; legend: sometimes magis-

trate’s name or anepigraphic. Chios also struck bronze coins

in C4: obv. sphinx and grapes; rev. amphora; legend: ΧΙΟΣ

and magistrate’s name (Hardwick (1993); SNG Cop. Ionia

1539–55).

The Chians are named as the founders of Maroneia (no.

646) in Thrace by Ps.-Skymnos 676. They also participated

in the foundation of the Hellenion at Naukratis (no. 1023)

(Hdt. 2.178.2).

841. Chyton Map 56. Lat. 38.20, long. 26.45. Unlocated.

Size of territory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: C. The

toponym is Χυτ#ν, τ# (I.Erythrai 502.9–10 �Tod 114

(387/6); Ephor. fr. 78). Chyton is probably identical with the

Chytron mentioned by Arist. Pol. 1303b9, and Χυτ�+ is an

almost universally accepted conjecture for MSS χ�τρ�ω. The

reason for recording Chyton in this Inventory is Aristotle’s

information that Chyton and Klazomenai (no. 847) tended
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to break up into two political communities like Kolophon

(no. 848) and Notion (no. 858), which in some periods were

split up into two poleis.

According to Strabo 14.1.36, Chyton was located on the

site of Old Klazomenai, which was later moved to an island

connected with the mainland by a causeway. It is perfectly

conceivable that habitation may have continued on the site

of Klazomenai’s former urban centre. Recent excavations

conducted by G. Bakır and his team show that the C6

mainland site was indeed abandoned after 494, but that

habitation resumed around 400 (Mellink (1984)). The

results of later excavations placed the date of abandonment

of the Archaic settlement further back, in the 550s and 540s

(Mellink (1992) 142). Excavation of C4 houses on the main-

land site revealed two phases: the first from c.400 to 380–370,

when these houses were ruined; the second phase from

c.370–330 (Mellink (1987) 23). The chronology of the main-

land settlement corresponds quite well to the little that can

be gleaned from literary and epigraphical sources for the

history of Chyton in C4; and Strabo’s identification of this

settlement with Old Klazomenai thus seems to be con-

firmed.

Chyton presents problems akin to those relating to Anaia

(no. 838). Although part of Klazomenian territory, it consti-

tuted a considerable “nuisance factor” like other peraiai

(Hornblower (1991) 405) in that it provided a haven for cit-

izens dissatisfied with the constitutional set-up of their city

(Gehrke, Stasis 78–79). The decree I.Erythrai 502 �Tod 114,

passed by Athens in 387, promised Athenian non-interven-

tion in a conflict between the Klazomenians and τοLς .π�

Χυτ�+ (l. 9). The Klazomenians were given full authority in

matters regarding a peace settlement with the people at

Chyton (ll. 8–9), some of whom were held as hostages by the

Klazomenians (ll. 9–10). It is perhaps significant that no

city-ethnic derived from the name of the locality Chyton is

used in this document: the conflict is viewed as an internal

conflict within the community of Klazomenai rather than a

war between two poleis. We do not know how the people of

Chyton would have preferred to represent themselves; but it

should be noted that Arist. Pol. 1303b9 uses the same expres-

sion as the decree (οH .π� Χυτ�+).

842. Dios Hieron (Diosirites) Map 61. Lat. 38.00, long.

27.05. Size of territory: probably 1 or 2. Type: B. The

toponym is ∆ι�ς ‘Ιερ#ν, τ# (Thuc. 8.19.2; IG i³ 65.12

(427/6)). The city-ethnic is ∆ιοσιρ�της (IG i³ 37.27 (C5)) or

∆ιοσερ�της (IG i³ 289.i.42). Dios Hieron is not attested as a

polis in any Archaic or Classical source, but the collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested in an external context in IG i³

37.27 (C5) and in the Athenian tribute lists (infra).

Dios Hieron was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3

(IG i³ 259.iii.23) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.42) a total of fourteen

times, paying a phoros first of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.iii.23) from

442/1 of 500 dr. (IG i³ 270.i.4). It is often listed together with

Kolophon (no. 848) (five times) and/or Notion (no. 858) (six

times) (IG i³ 259.iii.21–23, 289.i.40–42; Piérart (1984) 171 n.

49). An Athenian decree of 427/6 honouring a citizen of

Kolophon indicates that at this point Dios Hieron (called a

chorion) was dependent on Kolophon (IG i³ 65.11–14).

However, as dated and restored, another decree of C5 men-

tions the citizens of Dios Hieron on a par with the citizens of

Kolophon and Lebedos (no. 850), and all three cities are to

cover the travelling costs and daily expenses of five elected

oikistai to be sent out from Athens (IG i³ 37.27). So far, we

have no evidence for Dios Hieron in C4; but its reappear-

ance as a community in its own right in the Hellenistic 

period (SEG 39 1244.i.22; Head, HN ² 650) may serve as 

an indication in favour of its continued existence as a polis in

C4.

843. (Elaiousioi) Map 56. Unlocated. Type: B. The topo-

nym is not attested in the Classical period; but it was proba-

bly ’Ελαιο%σσα, derived from the city-ethnic ’Ελαι#σιοι,

attested in the Athenian tribute lists. Engelmann and

Merkelbach (1972) 37, followed by Barr., reject the identific-

ation with the island ’Ελεο%σσα mentioned by Strabo

13.1.67 and note that many Greek communities derived their

name from their olive trees.

The Elaiousioi were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Ionian district and are recorded from 448/7

(IG i³ 264.iii.30) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.2–3) a total of

eleven times, five times completely but plausibly restored.

Elaious is explicitly recorded as a dependency of Erythrai

(’Ελαι#σιοι ’Ερυθρα�ον) in two lists (IG i³ 281.i.22, 284.2)

and in the assessment of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.151–52). In 448/7

and 447/6 they paid alongside the other dependencies of

Erythrai (no. 845); they all formed a syntely, but the

Elaiousioi paid on their own behalf (IG i³ 264.iii.30,

265.i.63). In later years their payment is recorded separately

from that of the other Erythraian dependencies. They paid

100 dr. (IG i³ 268.i.28) and were assessed at a phoros of 100 dr.

in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.151–52).

844. Ephesos (Ephesios) Map 61. Lat. 37.55, long. 27.15.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is ;Εφεσος, !

(Hdt. 1.142.3; Thuc. 1.137.2; Xen. Hell. 3.4.16; Ps.-Skylax 98).
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The city-ethnic is ’Εφ/σιος (Hdt. 1.147.2; I.Ephesos 2.9

(C4)). In C6 Ephesos is called a polis as citadel (akropolis)

in I.Ephesos 1A.1, and in the urban sense in C6–C5

(Hipponax fr. 50.1, West). In C5 it is called a polis in the

urban sense (Hdt. 1.26.2 (rC6)) and in the political sense

(Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3–4, 143.3; Herakleitos fr. 121, DK). In C4 it

is called polis in the urban sense (Hell. Oxy. 1.2, Chambers;

Xen. Hell. 1.2.7–8) and in the territorial sense in I.Ephesos

1420.4 (C4), in which citizenship is granted on the

condition that the honorands remain .ν τ=8 π#λει. For

polis in the political sense, see IG ii² 8523.4; I.Ephesos 2.4

(C4); SEG 39 1151.2. The urban centre is called polisma by

Kreophylos of Ephesos (FGrHist 417) fr. 1 (c.400?). The polis

cognate polites is applied to the citizens of Ephesos in

I.Ephesos 1419.3 and 1420.4 (both C4). The word politeia is

used in the sense of citizenship in Xen. Hell. 1.2.10; I.Ephesos

1421.3 (C4). Ephesos was the patris of Pythokles, who was

brought up and lived in Athens, and who was com-

memorated by a funerary epigram (IG ii² 8523.4 (C4e);

cf. CEG ii 485). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in Hdt. 1.147.2; IG ii² 1.48 �Tod 97.8

(403/2); IG ii² 1485.ii.9 (C4l), and internally in I.Ephesos 2.9

and 1427.2 (both C4). The individual use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in Hdt. 9.84.2; ML 95e (405); SEG 17 111

(C4).

The name of the territory is ’Εφεσ�η (Hdt. 5.100, 6.16.2;

I.Priene 3.13 (probably C3)) or ’Εφεσ�α (Xen. Hell. 3.2.14). It

included the location Koressos on the coast (Hdt. 5.100); cf.

infra. There was a suburb called Smyrna “behind the polis”

(Sπισθε τ8ς π#λιος), as mentioned by Hipponax fr. 50.1,

West, cf. infra. Priene (no. 861) had a common border with

Ephesos, presumably to the north-west (I.Priene 3.12–14). In

Xen. Hell. 1.5.12, 15 there are references to an unspecified

λιµ�ν τ+ν ’Εφεσ�ων (presumably the city harbour is

meant). The location of the harbour Panormos mentioned

in Strabo 14.1.20 cannot be determined with certainty

(Meriç (1985)).

Ephesian Smyrna has been located beneath the agora of

the Lysimachean city by Langmann (1993), whose identifi-

cation has been accepted e.g. by Engelmann (1990) 281–82.

The houses excavated on this site date from C8 and C7

(Karwiese et al. (1996) 12). Langmann (1993) suggests that

the site was inhabited by Smyrnaian merchants.

Koressos is mentioned in Hdt. 5.100 and Xen. Hell.

1.2.7–10; and it is referred to as a λιµ�ν in Hell. Oxy. 1.1,

Chambers. Xen. Hell. 1.2.7 reports that Thrasyllos landed

his hoplite forces πρ�ς τ�ν Κορησσ#ν and that it was

located on the opposite side of Ephesos’ urban centre from

the swamp. Robert (1960) 139–44 argued, partly e silentio,

that Koressos was an integral part of Ephesos rather than a

polis in its own right. He dismissed the identification of

this Koressos with the community that passed the C3 hon-

orific decree published in ibid. 132–34. For the problems

related to the precise location of Koressos, see Knibbe

(1998) 76.

According to Ephor. fr. 126, Ephesos was founded by

Proklos. Shortly after its foundation it became involved in a

war against Priene in which most of the Ephesian citizens

were killed. In connection with a rebellion against the

descendants of Androklos, the remaining Ephesians invited

citizens from Karene (no. 813) and Teos (no. 868) to settle at

Ephesos, and the newcomers gave their names to two of the

Ephesian phylai. C.555–550 Ephesos entered into a treaty

with Kroisos, presumably as a subordinate party (Polyaen.

6.50; Ael. VH 3.26; Staatsverträge 107). Ephesos belonged to

the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.3) and its citizens partici-

pated as judges in the arbitration between Miletos (no. 854)

and Myous (no. 856) in 391–388 (Tod 113.29).

Ephesos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.22,

restored) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.26) a total of sixteen times, pay-

ing a phoros of 7½ tal. (IG i³ 260.vi.13), from 445/4 reduced to

6 tal. (IG i³ 267.v.17), but in 433/2 raised to 7½ tal. once again

(IG i³ 279.i.65). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.125). Ephesos revolted against the Athenians during the

Ionian War or, at any rate, not earlier than 414 (Piérart (1995)

258), after which the Ephesians supported the Peloponnesian

War effort (SEG 39 370.23). After the Peloponnesian War

Samian exiles were given asylum at Ephesos (Tod 97.8

(403/2)). In 395 Agesilaos trained his army in the urban centre

of Ephesos (Xen. Hell. 3.4.16); but it subsequently joined

Konon after the battle of Knidos in 394 (Diod. 14.84.3). In 336

Ephesos sided with Parmenion and Attalos, but changed

course again in 334 when citizens with oligarchic leanings

joined forces with Memnon (Gehrke, Stasis 59–60).

For a survey of the history of the Ephesian constitution,

see Gehrke, Stasis 57–60. The Aristotelian collection of con-

stitutions included one of the Ephesians (Heracl. Lemb. 66;

Arist. no. 49). Suda Α3894 relates how Aristarchos of Athens

was called to Ephesos to serve as ruler, and Gehrke, Stasis 57

suggests tentatively that he may have introduced a constitu-

tion resembling that of Solon’s constitution at Athens. After

a succession of pro-Persian tyrants, a democratic constitu-

tion was introduced in 492 (Herakleitos fr. 121, DK), perhaps

a radicalisation of a constitutional arrangement introduced

by Mardonios in 494. Hermodoros, a friend of Herakleitos,
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was exiled after the introduction of the constitutional

change in 492 (Gehrke, Stasis 57–58). Gehrke notes (Stasis

58) that there is no evidence for any constitutional changes

during the rest of C5 and most of C4: the Ephesian revolt

against the Athenians in C5l (SEG 39 370.23) does not neces-

sarily imply that the Ephesians had replaced their democra-

cy with an oligarchic constitution (Piérart (1995) 258 thinks

it unlikely that the Ephesians revolted any earlier than

414/13). Gehrke, Stasis 39 suggests that the regime following

the King’s Peace was of an oligarchic leaning, and that the

Ephesian support of the Makedonians in 336 was driven pri-

marily by democratic forces within the city. An oligarchic

countermove occurred in 334, when Memnon managed to

gain control of Ephesos, replacing the democratic constitu-

tion with an oligarchy that lasted only until Alexander’s vic-

tory at Granikos later in the same year (Arr. Anab. 1.17.10).

The reintroduction of democracy was accompanied by a

massacre of the oligarchs (Arr. Anab. 1.17.11–12).

Public enactments passed by the boule and the assembly

are, e.g., SEG 39 1151 (326/5–324/3); I.Ephesos 1419 and 1420

(both C4). A sacred law (ν#µος W π�τριος) is mentioned in

I.Ephesos 2.5–6 (C4). In I.Ephesos 1420.1–3 there is reference

to a nomos which appears to be the budget of the city, desig-

nating sums to be spent on public works. I.Ephesos 2 records

death sentences passed on between forty-four and forty-six

persons who had molested a board of Ephesian theoroi sent

to the sanctuary of Artemis at Sardis. The case was conduct-

ed by προ�γοροι on behalf of the goddess Artemis (2.1). It is

not clear from the text who had actually judged the case, and

it has even been suggested that it was heard at Sardis (e.g.

Masson (1987) 228–29). The indictment which formed the

basis of the trial is cited in the decree.

In C4 the eponymous official was the πρ�τανις (I.Ephesos

1421.3–4, 1425.2, 1426.2 (all C4)). The boule is attested in a

probouleutic capacity in the preambles to numerous C4

decrees (e.g. I.Ephesos 1419.2 (C4)), and was in charge of cer-

tain public works (I.Ephesos 1420.5 (C4)). The πρ#εδροι

(I.Ephesos 1438.3 (C4)) were responsible for assigning new

citizens to phyle and chiliastys by lot. Other officials are the

board of .σσ8νες (I.Ephesos 1443 (C4e)), the �γωνοθ/της

(I.Ephesos 1440.11 (C4l)) and the board of νεωπο5αι

(I.Ephesos 1440.7 (C4l)). For the neokoros of the Ephesian

Artemis, see Xen. An. 5.3.6. The Ephesian assembly is attest-

ed in I.Ephesos 1389.1, 1419.2, 1420.3, etc. (all C4). For

Ephesian commanders and troops (hoplites), see Hell. Oxy.

2.1, Chambers.

Ephesian citizenship grants are attested in Xen.Hell. 1.2.10

(a block grant of citizenship given to the Selinuntians (no.

44) after successful defence of Ephesos against an Athenian

attack in 409); and for C4 in I.Ephesos 1389, 1408–45 (mostly

C4, some C3), and SEG 39 1151.4 (326/5–324/3).

The civic subdivisions of Ephesos are known primarily

from citizenship decrees, in which it is stipulated that the hon-

orand be assigned to a phyle and a chiliastys: I.Ephesos 1421.6

(C4): �λαχε φυλ�ν Τ�ϊος, χιλιαστυν ’Εχεπτολ/µειος.

According to Ephor. fr. 126, there were five phylai at Ephesos:

Bennaioi, Teioi, Karenaioi, Euonymoi and Ephesioi. Bennaioi

is undoubtedly a false rendering of Bembineis. The phyle

Ε(ωνυµε5ς is attested in I.Ephesos 1419.4, Βεµβινε5ς in

I.Ephesos 1427.4, ’Εφεσε5ς in I.Ephesos 1420.5, Τ�ϊοι in

I.Ephesos 1421.6, and Καρηνα5οι in I.Ephesos 1415.17 (all C4,

1415 as late as c.300 (Rhodes, DGS 358)). The epigraphical

record provides the names and phyle affiliation of some fifty

chiliastyes; see Jones, POAG 312.

Ephesian embassies are attested epigraphically in

I.Ephesos 1436.1 (C4) and I.Ephesos 1437.2 (before 321). In C4

the city granted proxenia to a citizen of Kyrene (no. 1028)

(I.Ephesos 1389 (C4)) and to a Makedonian (I.Ephesos

1433.2–3). Between 325 and 275, Monounios, son of

Sophokles of Ephesos, was appointed proxenos by Delphi

(no. 177). For a grant of enktesis, see I.Ephesos 1389 (C4l).

Ephesian theoroi are attested in I.Ephesos 2.3–4, 10 �SEG 36

1011 (c.350–300); for theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos

(no. 347), see SEG 23 189.ii.8 (330–324).

Although Hdt. 1.26.2 may suggest that the urban centre of

Ephesos was moved at some point during C6 or C5, this is

not at all certain (see Özyigit (1988) 94–96). Herodotos need

not imply any more than that the urban centre had expand-

ed considerably since C6 and that the Artemision thus was

no longer situated 7 stades outside the city walls.

So far, very little of the monumental architecture of

Archaic and Classical Ephesos has been excavated. In addi-

tion to a temple of Meter Theon and a structure which was

probably an Apollo sanctuary, the Artemision, perhaps the

most important monument in the whole of Ephesos, has

been uncovered and described (Bammer and Muss (1996)).

According to Hdt. 1.26.2 (rC6), the Artemis temple was sit-

uated 7 stades from the walls of the old urban centre. The

foundation of the earliest temple has been dated to C8. On

the fire of the Archaic Artemision in C4m, see Knibbe

(1998) 89. He rejects the tradition of the mad pyromaniac

Herostratos and offers a more plausible explanation: viz.

that the foundations of the temple had been causing prob-

lems since the days of Kroisos and were slowly sinking. In

addition the ground level was constantly rising because of

alluvial deposits from the river Kaystros. The fire con-
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veniently made it possible to construct the late Classical

Artemision on higher ground than its predecessor. For an

account of C7–C6 finds in the Artemision, see Wiplinger

and Wlach (1995) 107–8. τ� Hερ�ν τ8ς ?ρτ/µιδος is

mentioned in I.Ephesos 1438.4 (C4), from which it appears

that citizenship grants were displayed in the temple. Other

temples or cult sites are attested epigraphically: I.Ephesos

101 (C5) mentions a hieron of Zeus Patroios and a hieron

of Apollo Patroios, as does I.Ephesos 102 (c.300). The hieron

of Zeus Patroios is also attested in I.Ephesos 104

(C5). I.Ephesos 107 is a C4 private dedication to Μητ�ρ

’Ορε�η.

The preserved theatre (TGR iii. 494–96) dates from the

Hellenistic period, but an inscription of C4l

(I.Ephesos 1440.10) stipulates that the honours bestowed on

Sostratos are to be proclaimed in the theatre at the festival of

Dionysos. According to Xen. Hell. 3.4.18 and Ages. 1.25,

Ephesos had several gymnasia in C4. That Ephesos was for-

tified in C6f is apparent from Herodotos’ account of a siege

by Kroisos (1.26.2; cf. 1.141.4). So far, a C6f city wall has not

been confirmed archaeologically, but a stretch of polygonal

wall on the north slope of the Panayırdağ hill is dated by

ceramic evidence to c.500 and is probably part of a city wall

(Scherrer (2001) 60 figs. 3 no. 4 and 3 no. 9).

Of Ephesian festivals, the Thesmophoria are mentioned

in Hdt. 6.16.2, and the Dionysia in I.Ephesos 1440.10 (C4l).

For the Artemisia and the Ephesia and the question as to

whether these two names refer to one festival or two, see

Hornblower (1991) 527–29 with references to the general dis-

cussion. A communal dedication by the Ephesians to

Athena is recorded in IG ii² 1486.5–6 (C4l).

For the Ephesian calendar, see Trümpy,Monat.96–99 §84.

At least six months were identical with the Athenian

months.

Ephesian citizens are attested as victors in the Olympic

Games (Olympionikai 398 (380), 431 (356) and 438 (352)), in

the Isthmian Games (I.Ephesos 1416.20 (C4l)) and in the

Nemean Games (I.Ephesos 1415.6, 1416.20–21 (c.300)).

Ephesos struck coins from C7l. (I) Electrum C7l–C6:

denominations: stater and fractions down to forty-eighth.

(1) Types: obv. stag to r. with head lowered, legend:

ΦΑΕΝΟΣ ΕΜΙ ΣΗΜΑ; rev. three incuse sinkings. (2)

Obv. bee in linear square; rev. oblong incuse divided into

two squares, or obv. forepart of stag, head turned back; rev.

incuse square. (II) Silver: denominations: tetradrachm,

didrachm, drachm, hemidrachm, diobol, trihemiobol,

obol, hemiobol. (1) C5: obv. bee; rev. quadripartite incuse

square; legend:ΕΦ or ΕΦΕΣΙΟΝ. (2) C4: obv. bee; legend:

ΕΦ; rev. forepart of kneeling stag, head turned back, palm

tree and magistrate’s name. (III) Bronze, C4: obv. bee, leg-

end: ΕΦ; rev. forepart of kneeling stag, head turned back,

astragalus and magistrate’s name. Head, HN² 571–74; for C7l

and C6 electrum coinage, see Jenkins (1990) 13 and Kraay

(1976) 21–22. SNG Cop. Ionia 206–56.

845. Erythrai (Erythraios) Map 56. Lat. 38.25, long. 26.30.

Size of territory: 5, including several dependent poleis, for

which see infra. Type: A. The toponym is ’Ερυθρα�,αH (Hdt.

1.142.4; SEG 23 189.II.3 (c.330)). The city-ethnic is

’Ερυθρα5ος (Hdt. 1.142.4; IG i³ 14.4 (C5)). According to

Steph. Byz. 280.8–9, an alternative toponym was

Κνωπο�πολις, for which his authority may have been

Hecat. fr. 228. In C5 the urban centre of Erythrai is called a

polis by Hdt. 1.142.4 and in C4 in SEG 26 1282.5–6. Polis in the

political sense is used about Erythrai in Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.4,

143.3; I.Erythrai 8.4–6 �Tod 155 (c.357–355); I.Erythrai

9.23 �Tod 165 (C4s); SEG 31 969.8 (351–344). The polis cog-

nate polites is used in SEG 31 969.15–16 (351–344) and SEG 36

1039.12 (c.400). Politeia is applied to the Constitution of

Erythrai in Arist. Pol. 1305b20–22. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in SEG 36 1039.5 (c.400);

I.Erythrai 6.3 (394); and externally in Hipponax fr. 12, West

(C6–C5); Hdt. 1.18.3; Dem. 8.24; IG i³ 14.4, 8, 22; and SEG 26

1282.11 (c.387). For the individual and external use, see PEP

Phokaia 20 (undated).

The name of the territory is ’Ερυθρα�α, ! (Thuc. 3.29.2,

8.24.2, 33.2). Its size is likely to have varied considerably over

time. In the Athenian tribute lists five communities are

entered as part of the Erythraian synteleia, some or all of

which may have been fully integrated into the Erythraian

polis in C4 when our sources for them dry up. But it is high-

ly likely that they had been dependent poleis in their own

right in the Archaic period and C5e; see infra.The settlement

pattern on the Mimas peninsula is very complex, and the

communities mentioned in the tribute quota lists have not

even been securely located. In C5 Erythraia comprised

Κ)ρυκος, probably a settlement as well as a mountain

(Thuc. 8.33.2) and the harbour ;Εµβατον (Thuc. 3.29.2).

The borders of Erythrai with the poleis on the isthmus and

perhaps with Chios (no. 840)—whose peraia may have

included territory on the Mimas peninsula—cannot be

established for the Archaic and Classical periods. The most

important evidence concerning the territory of Erythrai in

C4 is I.Erythrai 151 (c.340), which contains a list of roads

linking a number of locations in the territory of the city. The

following toponyms—all unlocated—are listed in the text:
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Μαλυε�η (l. 1),Κλ/αι (l. 2),Κεγκρε�ς (ll. 7, 11),Πρινε�ς (l.

20), Κολ)νη (l. 21), Ε(µαjς (l. 22), ΜαραθοLς .π�

θ�λασ[σαν] (l. 26),Ο]η (l. 27),W Χαλκιδ/ων Λιµ�ν (l. 40).

SEG 37 917 (C5l/C4e) concerns sale of land and mentions

other locations, presumably within Erythraian territory.

The locations mentioned are .ν ?ργαδε%σιν (A7), .ν

Α(λικο5ς (A9, 12), .ν Xγροις (A 16).

According to Hellan. fr. 48, Erythrai was one of the poleis

founded by Neleus, son of Kodros. Erythrai belonged to the

Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.4) and contributed eight

ships for the battle of Lade (Hdt. 6.8.2). In 391–388 Erythrai

sent representatives who participated as judges in the 

arbitration between Miletos (no. 854) and Myous (no. 856)

(Tod 113.15).

In C5 Erythrai was a member of the Delian League, from

which it defected, perhaps in the 450s, but see Gehrke, Stasis

66 n. 4. Athens managed to win back Erythrai shortly after-

wards (the conventional date is 452: the most important evi-

dence for Athens’ imposing her will is IG i³ 14 �ML 40 and

IG i³ 15, both mentioning a garrison and Athenian

episkopoi). Erythrai belonged to the Ionian district and is

recorded as a paying member from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.13,

v.13) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.29) a total of sixteen times, paying

a phoros of often 7 tal. (IG i³ 268.ii.27) but sometimes higher

amounts, e.g. 9 tal. (IG i³ 264.iii.28) or 12 tal. (IG i³

283.iii.28). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.126).

In 412 Erythrai joined forces with the Peloponnesians

(Thuc. 8.14.2), and Erythraian infantry assisted the

Lakedaimonians (Thuc. 8.16.1).

Five communities are recorded in the Athenian tribute

lists together with Erythrai as Erythraian dependencies: viz.

the Βουθειε5ς, the ’Ελαι#σιοι, the Πολιχνα5οι (-5ται), the

Πτελε#σιοι and the Σιδ#σιοι.With one possible exception

(IG i³ 274.iii.11, completely restored), the Erythraioi are

recorded as the first of the six communities, and the 

presumption is that the five others were dependencies 

dominated by Erythrai. In the years 450/49 to 447/6 the six

communities formed a synteleia (IG i³ 263.ii.13–18,

264.iii.28–30, 265.i.58–64, 268.i.27–28, 268.ii.27); from 443/2

to 438/7 they paid individually (269.i.20–25, 270.i.22–27,

271.i.18–20, 272.ii.16–21, 273.i.32–ii.6, 274.iii.6–11). In 433/2

the tribute was paid by the ’Ερυ[θρα5οι] κα� Χ[συντελε̃ς]

(IG i³ 279.i.48–49); and in 430/29 the five small communities

are recorded after Erythrai but as communities belonging to

Erythrai: ’Ερυθρα5οι, Βουθειε̃ς ’Ερυθρα�ον, etc. (IG i³

281A.19–24), but later in the same inscription (61–66) they

are recorded with their own ethnic without any mention of

their dependent status. In later tribute lists and in the assess-

ment decree of 425/4 we meet the Βουθειε̃ς (IG i³ 282.iv.38,

283.iii.29, 284.ii.1), the ’Ελαι#σιοι (IG i³ 284.ii.2–3,

71.ii.151), the Πολιχνα5οι (IG i³ 283.iii.30, 71.i.145) and the

Πτελε#σιοι (IG i³ 71.ii.93), sometimes recorded as belong-

ing to Erythrai; yet—and no doubt accidentally—there is no

further reference to the Σιδ#σιοι. Syntelies were usually

formed by grouping poleis together and not by severing civic

subdivisions from a polis to which they formerly belonged

(Schuller (1974) 58–60). Thus, the presumption is that the

five small communities listed after the Erythraioi in the trib-

ute lists were small poleis dependent on Erythrai (see the

individual entries).

After the battle of Knidos in 394, Erythrai entered into

an alliance with Athens (Diod. 14.83.3). Diplomatic rela-

tions, perhaps in the form of a treaty, are attested in IG ii²

108 (366/5). I.Erythrai 9 �Tod 165 (after 350) concerns an

alliance with promise of mutual military assistance

between Erythrai and the tyrant Hermias at Atarneus (ll.

15–30).

The earliest attested constitution seems to have been a

narrow oligarchy controlled by the Basilidai (Arist. Pol.

1305b18–22), followed by a moderate democracy or a moder-

ate oligarchy in which eligibility for being a dikastes was

restricted by a census of thirty staters. Cases are initiated by

a volunteer prosecutor (ho boulomenos), introduced by the

prytaneis, and heard by a dikasterion composed of nine men

from each phyle (I.Erythrai 2A): i.e. twenty-seven dikastai

altogether if there were three phylai (infra). No explicit qual-

ifications are prescribed for active participation as a prose-

cutor in public actions. The decree may have permitted even

those who were not full citizens but children of freedmen or

foreigners to act as prosecutors (B.14–24 as interpreted by

Engelmann and Merkelbach (1972) 28–29), and certain

magistrates were presumably selected by lot (2B.25–32;

Engelmann and Merkelbach (1972) 29). In, probably, 453/2 a

democratic constitution was enforced by Athens by a decree

(IG i³ 14) which stipulates that the 120 members of the boule

are to be selected by lot (ll. 8–9).

Immediately before the Athenians passed their regula-

tions for Erythrai, in response to the defection of that city

from the Delian League, the city must have been ruled by a

pro-Persian, oligarchic faction, perhaps for as limited a

period as that which separates the two inscriptions

I.Erythrai 2 and IG i³ 14. This may be inferred from the

Athenian regulations for Erythrai (IG i³ 14), in which the

previous regime in Erythrai is referred to as tyrannoi (l. 33).

It is not known to what extent the regulations of IG i³ 14

were implemented. In the beginning of C4 there was a
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democracy in place in Erythrai (Tod 106 � I.Erythrai 6);

but an Athenian decree of c.387 testifies to a stasis, probably

between oligarchs who control the city and democrats in

control of the territory. The decree anticipates the demo-

crats’ conquest of the town (SEG 26 1282; see Gehrke, Stasis

68). An oligarchic constitution can be assumed for C4l: no

assembly is attested in a C4m citizenship decree (I.Erythrai

8 �Tod 155), and a decree is passed by the boule on the pro-

posal of strategoi, prytaneis and epimenioi (SEG 31 969

(351–344)). An undated decree (I.Erythrai 10) providing for

amnesty between Erythraians in the city and exiles (pre-

sumably democrats) is normally placed in the context of

the reintroduction of democracy by Alexander the Great

(Gehrke, Stasis 69).

The eponymous official in C5 Erythrai was the Hεροποι#ς

(I.Erythrai 1.16–17; IG i³ 14.5; SEG 36 1039.29 (c.400)). The

assembly is attested in SEG 36 1039.7 (c.400); I.Erythrai

6.2 �Tod 106 (394) and I.Erythrai 21.1 (334–332). IG i³

14.13–14 suggests that the Erythraians already had a boule

when the Athenian decree was passed; cf. I.Erythrai 2 A20.

For the boule in C4, see SEG 36 1039.6 (c.400); I.Erythrai 6.1

(394); Tod 155 � I.Erythrai 8.1 (350s); I.Erythrai 21.1, 10

(334–332). Among other officials we find the γραµµατε�ς

(I.Erythrai 1.2, 3–5, 9, 19 (C5–C4)); a board of .ξεταστα�

(I.Erythrai 1.14 (C5–C4); I.Erythrai 21.2–3 (334–332)); a

ταµ�ας (I.Erythrai 1.7 (C5–C4)); πρυτ�νεις (I.Erythrai 2.29

(C5)); .πιµ�νιοι (SEG 31 969.3); στρατηγο� (I.Erythrai

9.19–21, 21.2 (334–332)); an �γωνοθ/της (I.Erythrai 21.16

(334–332)); and a Hεροκ8ρυξ (SEG 36 1039.9–10 (c.400)).

The epigraphic evidence includes several C5–C4 lists

recording sales of real estate (I.Erythrai 153–54; SEG 37

917–19). It is uncertain whether the decree on trade,

I.Erythrai 15 (C4), was passed by Chios (no. 840) or by

Erythrai.

Erythrai granted proxenia and citizenship to Konon of

Athens and his descendants in 394 (I.Erythrai 6.10–13 �Tod

106) and to Maussolos of Mylasa (no. 913) and his descen-

dants in the 350s (I.Erythrai 8.6). In C4 proxenia was received

from Kolophon (no. 848) (AJP 56 (1935) 358–79 iv.6).

Erythraian theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no. 347)

are attested in SEG 23 189.ii.3 (330–324).

The civic subdivisions of Erythrai were phylai (I.Erythrai

2.14 (C5), 14.2 (C4)), gene (SEG 31 969.16) and presumably

also chiliastyes (I.Erythrai 17 from C5 is interpreted as a

decree concerning the local affairs of the chiliastys of

the Pepronioi; the earliest designation of this local group

as a chiliastys is I.Erythrai 81.14 (C1)). There may have

been three phylai (Jones, POAG 304). For free non-citizens,

see I.Erythrai 2B.23–24 (C5), with a distinction between

emancipated slaves and “foreigners” and SEG 36 1039.12

(c.400).

Athena Polias is mentioned in I.Erythrai 208.8–9 (C4e)

and 210.1 (C5–C4e).Other communal cults are those of Zeus

Agoraios (I.Erythrai 2B.8–10), and Apollo and Asklepios)

(I.Erythrai 205 (380–360)). In I.Erythrai 21.14 (334–332) the

Dionysia are mentioned as an occasion where public hon-

ours are to be proclaimed. A festival for Apollo and

Asklepios is mentioned in I.Erythrai 205.28 (380–360). SEG

36 1039.3–4 (c.400) contains evidence for theopropoi. IG i³

14.3–5 suggests a significant Erythraian presence at the festi-

val of the Panathenaia.

Some of Erythrai’s public architecture is attested epi-

graphically: the prytaneion (I.Erythrai 21.17 (334–332)), the

agora (I.Erythrai 8.12–13, 10.16 (C4), 151.2, 3, 6, 8, 14 (c.340))

and a stoa (I.Erythrai 10.12–13). The earliest phase of the

monumental temple of Athena dates back to C8, with

rebuilding work in C6 and destruction in c.545. The temple

was rebuilt soon after, in the 530s (Mitchell (1985) 83). It is

attested epigraphically (I.Erythrai 8.14 (350s), 21.20

(334–332)), as are the Herakleion (I.Erythrai 21.20–21) and a

number of other cult sites mentioned in I.Erythrai 151

(c.340), including sanctuaries of Athena (12), Apollo (25),

Artemis (34) and Achilles (36). SEG 36 1039 (c.400) con-

cerns the construction of a new temple for Aphrodite

Pandemos. A theatre is attested from C4l (TGR iii. 451),

which was apparently still under construction in C3

(I.Erythrai 24.32 (277–275)). As for the involvement of the

Erythraian government in matters relating to infrastruc-

ture, see I.Erythrai 151 (c.340): water reservoirs,

[6]δρο[δ#χεια], may be referred to in l. 1, and an extensive

network of public roads through Erythraian territory is

attested in this inscription. There are two categories of

road: Wδ�ς δηµοσ�η and Wδ�ς �νδροβασµ#ς (Engelmann

and Merkelbach (1972) 247). The acropolis is mentioned in

IG i³ 15.44 (c.450); and I.Erythrai 21 (C4) mentions demoli-

tion of the acropolis, to which the honorand Phanes

Mnesitheou has contributed. In 1966 there were excava-

tions of Tempelschutt on the acropolis dating from

c.670–545 (Mellink (1967) 169). The city walls of Erythrai

enclose an area of 135 ha and are dated to C4l, and

I.Erythrai 22 relates to their construction (Migeotte (1992)

211–13 no. 68; McNicoll (1986) 310 with fig. 156); cf. Diod.

19.60.4 for a siege of the city in 315.

Erythrai struck silver and bronze coins in C6–C4.

(1) Silver on the Milesian standard, before 480: denomina-

tions: didrachm, trihemidrachm, tetrobol, diobol. Types:
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obv. naked horseman; rev. incuse square containing rosette.

(2) Silver, c.480–400: denominations: drachm, trihemiobol,

obol, tetartemorion: obv. naked man holding horse, or

Pegasos, or bull’s head; rev. incuse square containing rosette;

legend: ΕΡΥΘ. (3) Bronze, C5: obv. head of Herakles in

lion’s skin; rev. various types; legend: ΕΡΥ. (4) Silver and

bronze,C4: denominations: tetradrachm,drachm, fractions

in bronze: obv. head of Herakles in lion’s skin; rev. various

types; legend:ΕΡΥ and magistrate’s name. (Babelon, Traité

ii.1. 302–6, ii.2. 1135–42; BMC Ionia pp. 116–27; SNG Cop.

Ionia 554–617). According to Babelon, Erythrai stopped

minting coins, as did Chios (no. 840), in 356 and resumed

only in the Hellenistic period.

846. Isinda (Isindios) Map 61. Unlocated. Not in Barr.

Type: C. The toponym, known only from Steph. Byz.

338.14–16, is ;Ισινδος or ;Ισινδα. However, the name of the

site ;Ιονδα close to Ephesos captured by Thibron in 391/90 as

reported by Diod. 14.99.1 may be due to corruption of the

text and may in fact have read ;Ισινδα originally (ATL i. 493;

cf. French (1994) 85–86). The city-ethnic is ’Ισ�νδιος, the

collective use of which is attested externally in the Athenian

tribute quota lists (IG i³ 269.i.30). Isinda was a member of

the Delian League. It belonged to the Ionian district and is

recorded from 445/4 (IG i³ 267.v.16, almost completely

restored) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.44) a total of nine times, once

completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

280.i.44).

847. Klazomenai (Klazomenios) Map 56.Lat.38.20, long.

26.45. Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is

Κλαζοµενα�, αH (Hdt. 1.142.3; IG xii.5 444 no. 27 (C3)). The

city-ethnic is Κλαζοµ/νιος (SEG 28 697.8 �Ager (1996) no.

15 (C4l); IG ii² 9038 (C4)). In C5 Klazomenai is called a polis

in the urban sense in Hdt. 1.142.3 and Thuc. 8.23.6, and in the

political sense in Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3, 143.3. In C4 it is called a

polis in the urban sense in Aen. Tact. 28.5, and in the political

sense in Tod 113.21 and 38 (391–388) and SEG 28 696.3 (C4l).

The polis cognate polites is used in Aen. Tact. 28.5. The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on C4

coins (infra) and externally in Hipponax fr. 1,West (C6–C5);

Hdt. 1.51.2; IG i³ 261.i.11, 262.ii.17, etc.; Thuc. 8.14.3; Tod

114 � I.Erythrai 502.4 (387). For the individual and external

use, see Pl. Ap. 26D: ?ναξαγ#ρον το% Κλαζοµεν�ου; Isoc.

4.235 (rC5); I.Erythrai 16.10 (C4l); IG ii² 9038 (C4).

The name of the territory was Κλαζοµεν�α in SEG 28

697.10 �Ager (1996) no. 15; this inscription is an arbitration

concerning the territory of Klazomenai and its neigh-

bour(s) carried out by judges from Kos (no.497) towards the

end of C4. It has been suggested by Ager (1991) that Teos (no.

868) is one of the cities which was involved in the dispute.

She suggests that, in the inscription, the entire territories of

Teos and Klazomenai are defined, starting from the border

of Kolophonia (l. 11) in the east and moving westwards on to

the isthmus of the Mimas peninsula.

It may be inferred from Ephor. fr. 25 that a location called

Λ�µψος was part of Klazomenian territory; and another

settlement, Σκυφ�α, is mentioned in Ephor. fr. 26 �Steph.

Byz. 580.5–6. Steph. Byz. calls Skyphia a πολ�χνιον

Κλαζοµεν�ων, but it is uncertain whether this site-classifi-

cation stems from Ephoros. In Thuc. 8.14.3 and 8.23.6 we are

informed that the Klazomenians fortified Πολ�χνα on the

mainland. We do not know if this Polichna was identical

with the Erythraian dependency known as Polichne (see

infra and Gomme et al. (1981) 35). At 8.23.6 Thucydides

reports that those Klazomenians who had been responsible

for the rebellion against Athens retired to ∆αφνο�ς after the

Athenian conquest of Polichna (see also Thuc. 8.31.2; IG i³

119.5 (407), and infra). From Thuc. 8.31.3–4 it appears that

the Klazomenians also controlled three neighbouring

islands: Drymoussa, Pele and Marathoussa. These islands

were used for safe keeping of property.

According to Paus. 7.3.9, the Klazomenians moved their

urban centre from the mainland to the adjacent island

because of their vulnerability to attacks in the Archaic peri-

od (see also Strabo 14.1.36). This is now confirmed by the

finds at the site of Chyton (no. 841), identified as the Archaic

urban centre of Klazomenai, which show that the settlement

was abandoned in C6m.

Klazomenai belonged to the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt.

1.142.3), and Klazomenian representatives acted as judges in

the arbitration between Myous (no. 856) and Miletos (no.

854) in 391–388 (Tod 113.21–25). Klazomenai was a member

of the Delian League. It belonged to the Ionian district and is

recorded from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.21) to 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.39) a total of eighteen times, once completely restored,

paying a phoros of first 1½ tal. (IG i³ 261.i.11), raised to 5 tal.,

2,000 dr. in 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.6) and to 15 tal. in 416/15

(IG i³ 289.i.39). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.147) and possibly also in 410/9 (IG i³ 100.7:

[Κλαζοµ]/νι[οι]). Klazomenai defected from the League in

412 and moved the urban centre from the island to Polichna

on the mainland (Thuc. 8.14.3); but it was won back by

Athens later in the same year. The bulk of the population

was moved back to the island, while the anti-Athenian fac-

tion fled to Daphnous (Thuc. 8.23.6). A Spartan attempt to
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conquer the island failed (Thuc. 8.31.2–3), and the

Klazomenians were still allied to Athens in 410 (Xen. Hell.

1.1.10–11). A protracted stasis between the pro-Spartan and

probably oligarchic faction in Daphnous and the pro-

Athenian and probably democratic faction in the urban

centre on the island (Thuc. 8.31.2–3) was provisionally

ended in 407 by a treaty between the Athenians and the fac-

tion in Daphnous (IG i³ 119.5 � I.Erythrai 501), but the stasis

continued (Diod. 13.79.1); see Gehrke, Stasis 78.

In 387/6 there seems to have been a democratic govern-

ment in place in Klazomenai, and a treaty with Athens was

concluded in 387/6 (Tod 114 � I.Erythrai 502) with

Klazomenai as a subordinate party. But it is also clear that a

stasis of some kind had preceded this decree. Stasis appears

to have been endemic at Klazomenai in C4 (Arist. Pol. 1303b9

and, perhaps, Aen. Tact. 28.5–6). In the King’s Peace of 386

Klazomenai is explicitly mentioned as an island belonging

to Persia (Xen. Hell. 5.1.31), but, pace Gehrke, Stasis 79, there

is no compelling evidence that a tyranny or a narrow oli-

garchy was set up by Python when he conquered

Klazomenai in C4m (Aen. Tact. 28.5–6). The only unques-

tionably attested public enactment is a psephisma of C4l:

SEG 28 696.6, moved by a board of timouchoi (l. 1) and

implying that the Klazomenians levied taxes on imports and

exports (l. 5).

Hierokleides of Klazomenai received proxenia from

Athens (no. 361) in 424/3 (IG i³ 227). Klazomenian theo-

rodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no. 347) are attested in

SEG 23 189.ii.1 (330–324). A cult of Athena Polias may be

attested for Klazomenai: Oikonomos (1921) 74 reported on

an inscription which he found in a sanctuary on the island.

He did not give a transcript of the text, but his description

suggests that the goddess worshipped on the small acropolis

on the island may have been Athena Polias.

There was a Klazomenian treasury in Delphi (Hdt. 1.51.2).

According to Diod. 15.18.2, Kyme (no. 817) and Klazomenai

consulted the oracle at Delphi in 383, shortly after the death

of Tachos, in connection with their dispute over Leukai (no.

819), which contained an Apollo sanctuary. An Olympian

victor, Herodotos of Klazomenai, is attested in Paus. 6.17.2

(C4 according to RE s.v. Herodotos 1, but not in

Olympionikai). For a Klazomenian victor in the Pythia, see

SEG 18 214 (C4–C3). SEG 18 214 is a communal dedication by

the Klazomenians at Delphi (C4–C3).

Like other Ionian cities, Klazomenai may have been

walled in the Archaic period (Hdt. 1.162.2). On the mainland

site that housed the urban centre of Archaic Klazomenai

there are C6 walls around the acropolis (Mellink (1983) 440).

The island settlement was unfortified in 411 (Thuc. 8.31.3).

Aen. Tact. 28.5–6 describes a stratagem by which Python of

Klazomenai gained control over the city by making wagons

stop in the gates, thereby allowing his forces to enter. The

episode may belong in C4 after the King’s Peace (Gehrke,

Stasis 79; Whitehead (1990) 179). Cook (1953–54) 151

described the walls of the island settlement as of massive

square masonry with backing containing plenty of black

glazed pottery of the early and middle C4. Both the main-

land site and the island settlement have been under excava-

tion during the 1980s and 1990s, but so far most finds await

publication.

Klazomenai minted coins of electrum, silver and bronze

from C6 to C4. A silver drachm was found in the Asyut coin

hoard, dating from 499–494 (Price and Waggoner (1975)

85). (1) Electrum and silver on the Phoenician standard,

C6–C5: denominations: didrachm, drachm, diobol. Types:

obv. forepart of winged boar; rev. quadripartite incuse

square. (2) Silver on the Attic standard, C5: denominations:

hemidrachm, diobol: obv. forepart of winged boar, or head

of Athena; rev. incuse square with Gorgoneion, or ram’s

head; legend: ΚΛΑ. (3) Silver on the Attic standard, C4:

denominations: drachm, hemidrachm: obv. head of Apollo

slightly facing; rev. swan; legend: ΚΛΑ or ΚΛΑΖΟ and

magistrate’s name. (4) Bronze, C4: obv. head of Athena (or

occasionally head of Apollo); rev. ram, or swan; legend:

most have magistrate’s name, some also ΚΛΑ, ΚΛΑΖΟ

or ΚΛΑΖΟΜΕΝΙΩΝ. (5) The satrap Orontas, c.362: obv.

bearded head in satrapal tiara; legend: Κ; rev. forepart of

winged boar; legend: ΟΡΟΝΤΑ. (Head, HN² 567–68;

BMC Ionia 17–26; SNG Cop. Ionia 1–91. For the controversy

surrounding the coin hoard of electrum staters at

Klazomenai in a sealed jar in a 580s context, see Le Rider

(1994)).

The Klazomenians were the original colonisers of Abdera

(no. 640), according to Hdt. 1.168; they were also co-colonis-

ers of Naukratis (no. 1023) in the reign of Amasis (Hdt.

2.178).

848. Kolophon (Kolophonios) Map 61. Lat. 38.05, long.

27.10. Size of territory: unknown but, including Notion (no.

858), at least 4. Type: A. The toponym is Κολοφ)ν (IG i³ 37.9

(c.425) (cf. infra); PEP Kolophon 5.35 (311–306)) either !

(Mimnermos fr. 9, West) or W (Strabo 14.1.28). The city-

ethnic is Κολοφ)νιος (IG i³ 266.i.10; Xen. Hell. 1.2.3) or

Κολοφων�της (IG i³ 261.v.10). The mercenary’s signature

from Abu Simbel has qολοφ#νιος (ML 7f (591)). In C5

Kolophon is called a polis in the urban sense in Thuc. 3.34.1,
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2, and in the political sense in Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3–4, 143.3. In

C4 it is called a polis in the urban sense in PEP Kolophon 6.i.9,

19 (311–306)), and in the political sense in PEP Kolophon 4.29,

82, 86 (311–306). The polis cognate polites is used in PEP

Kolophon 1.5, 6.28 (311–306). A Κολοφων�ων πολιτε�α was

included among the 158 Aristotelian constitutions (fr.

520.1–2). The verb πολιτε�ειν is found in Thuc. 3.34.2. Hdt.

1.14.4 applies the word asty to the urban centre of Kolophon.

The word patris is used of Kolophon in Hdt. 1.150.1 and SEG

35 1125.3 (c.300). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed internally in PEP Kolophon 6.9 (311–306) and on C5 coins

(infra) and externally in Hdt 1.147.2; Thuc. 3.34.1; Xen. Hell.

1.2.3; PEP Kolophon 16 (a C4 inscription found in Byzantion,

perhaps commemorating a public slave of Kolophon). The

individual and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in

ML 7f (591); Pind. fr. 188, Bergk; IG i³ 65.9 (427/6) and 1347

(C5 tombstone set up at Athens).

The name of the territory is Κολοφων�α (SEG 28

697.10 � Iscr.Cos ED 174). This text may relate to an arbitra-

tion between Teos (no. 868) and Klazomenai (Ager (1991));

and if Ager’s interpretation is accepted, this inscription

shows that Kolophonian territory bordered on the territ-

ories of Teos and Klazomenai (no. 847) in the west (see

also Ager (1996) 67–69 no. 15). The northern and eastern

boundaries of Kolophonian territory in the Archaic

and Classical periods are unknown. In PEP Kolophon

6 (C4) the territory (chora) and urban centre (polis) are

mentioned. The territory of Kolophon contained Klaros

with its Apollo sanctuary and the harbour town Notion

(Thuc. 3.34.1: Ν#τιον τ� Κολοφων�ων); see Notion (no.

858).

The history of Kolophon begins c.700 with a stasis

between two factions. One of the factions emigrated to

Smyrna, then an Aiolian city, but subsequently the

Kolophonians expelled the Smyrnaians and had Smyrna

turned into an Ionian city (Hdt. 1.16.2, 150.1–2; see Smyrna

(no. 867)). C.660 Kolophon was conquered by Gyges of Lydia

(Hdt. 1.14.4).According to Arist. fr.601 and Timaios (FGrHist

556) fr. 56, Siris (no. 69) in southern Italy was founded by

colonists from Kolophon, and a combination of the sources

has led to the view that these colonists left Kolophon because

of Gyges’ conquest (Demand (1990) 31–33; supra 293).

Theognidea 1103,West, suggests that Kolophon was destroyed

in a way similar to Smyrna (no. 867) and Magnesia (no. 852).

It is uncertain whether the destruction of Kolophon was

connected with Gyges’ conquest or should rather be con-

nected, e.g., with the story that Alyattes of Lydia had all the

Kolophonian knights killed (Polyaen. 7.2.2). Kolophon

belonged to the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.3) and must

have been under Persian rule from the 540s.

In C5 Kolophon was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3

(IG i³ 259.iii.21) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.40) a total of sixteen

times, four times completely restored, paying a phoros of

first 3 tal. (IG i³ 259.iii.21), reduced to 1½ tal. in 446/5 (IG i³

266.i.10), raised to 3 tal. in 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.38) and reduced

to 500 dr. in 428/7 (IG i³ 283.iii.24). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.135).

In 430 Kolophon was conquered by the Persians in conse-

quence of a stasis between the citizens. The Kolophonians

living in the city fled and settled in Notion (no. 858). The sta-

sis flared up again, and the city of Notion was divided into

two sections separated by a wall. One part, described as a tei-

chos, was inhabited by Medising Kolophonians and Notieis

who now united and formed a political community. The

other part of the city was inhabited by the opposite faction

of Kolophonian immigrants (and, undoubtedly, some

Notieis). In 427 they invited an Athenian squadron under

Paches. The Athenians conquered the teichos, expelled the

Medising Kolophonians, gave Notion to the other

Kolophonians, and later sent a contingent of Athenian

colonists supplemented with Kolophonians from all poleis

(Thuc. 3.34.1–4). This incident is reflected in the Athenian

tribute lists, where the phoros paid by Kolophon is reduced

from 3 tal. in 432/1 to 500 dr. paid in 428/7 and the following

years down to 416/15 (supra). For corresponding variations

in Notion’s payments, see infra 1089. An undated C5 treaty

between Athens and Kolophon with Kolophon as a sub-

ordinate party (IG i³ 37, cf. 42–43) must belong in this con-

text too, since it regulates the relations between the

Kolophonians and the Athenian colonists (ll. 20, 23, 42). In

the following period Notion and Kolophon are both listed

side by side as members of the Delian League, viz. in 428/7

(IG i³ 283.iii.23–24), 421/0 (IG i³ 285.i.40–41) and 416/15 (IG

i³ 289.i.40–41). Thus, both persisted as separate political

communities, but inland Kolophon was still in Persian

hands and was not reconquered by the Athenians until 409

(Xen. Hell. 1.2.4). It is unknown whether, from 427 to 409,

the communities of the Kolophonians and Notieis were

both centred on Notion,or whether a New Kolophon-at-Sea

was founded, a community that remained distinct from the

community of the Notieis who occupied the harbour of

Notion; see Piérart (1984) 168–71, pointing out that the

Kolophon mentioned in IG i³ 37.9 is probably the New

Kolophon, inhabited by the Kolophonians and the Athenian

colonists. Following Mattingly (1966) 210–12 �(1996)
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174–78, 372–74, Piérart prefers a low dating of IG i³ 37, 42–43,

contra IG i³ pp. 40–41 followed by Gehrke, Stasis 80.

According to Arist. Pol. 1290b14–17, Kolophon had been

an oligarchy before their war against the Lydians; but the oli-

garchy was of a peculiar kind, in so far as those citizens who

met the property qualifications outnumbered those who

did not. It is normally assumed that Kolophon continued as

an oligarchy well into C5m (Gehrke, Stasis 80). The “New

Kolophon” founded by Athenian colonists and

Kolophonians in the 420s was democratic (IG i³ 37.47–49;

Thuc. 3.34.4). Very little is known about Kolophon’s history

in C4. Gehrke, Stasis 81–82 assumes that it had an oligarchic

constitution, introduced after the King’s Peace and replaced

with a democracy by Alexander (PEP Kolophon 6 (311–306)).

Civic subdivisions of Kolophon in the Archaic and

Classical periods are unattested apart from gene, for which

see Robert (1936) 163–64, who discusses the use of gene

designations in PEP Kolophon 6 (311–306).

A ν#µος Κολοφον�ων is referred to in the heavily

restored inscription IG i³ 37.43 (447/6). In C4 the epony-

mous official of Kolophon was the πρ�τανις (PEP Kolophon

6). Evidence of the assembly is found in PEP Kolophon 1 (a

C4l probouleumatic decree) and 6, with mention of an

.κκλησ�α κυρ�α (l. 32). The Kolophonian boule is attested

in PEP Kolophon 1 and 6. Officials connected with council

and assembly are the .πιµ�νιοι (PEP Kolophon 4 (311–306))

and the πρ#εδροι (PEP Kolophon 8 (C4–C3)); see Rhodes,

DGS 357. Other officials attested epigraphically are the

καρπολ#γος (PEP Kolophon 6) and the board of πωλ8ται

(PEP Kolophon 4). For a Kolophonian embassy, see IG ii²

456.22–28 (307/6). In C4l the Kolophonians bestowed proxe-

nia and citizenship on two citizens of Erythrai (no. 845)

(AJP 56 (1935) 358–79 iv.5–6 �PEP Kolophon 1). Kolo-

phonian theoroi may be attested in IG i³ 43.14 and 22

(435–427).

Kolophon controlled ownership of land, as evidenced in

the citizenship decree PEP Kolophon 5 (311–306), mention-

ing γ8ς �γκτησιν κα� ο2κ�ας. The same decree contains

evidence for liturgies and eisphora, also levied on metics (ll.

12–15). The verb µετοικε5ν is used in ll. 10–11. Other evid-

ence for free non-citizens resident in Kolophon is provided

by PEP Kolophon 6 (311–306), in which responsibility is

placed on ten commissioners for raising funds from 

foreigners,χρ�µατα ξενικ�. The list of individual contrib-

utors to the wall-building programme testifies to a large

number of free foreigners residing at Kolophon, some regis-

tered with their city-ethnic (Abderites, etc.) or other ethnic

(Makedon, etc.) (see also Robert (1936) 162 n. 2), some just

called metoikoi (372–73, etc.), perhaps manumitted slaves

who were perceived differently from those immigrants who

insisted on keeping their original civic identity.

The cult of Athena Polias is attested in PEP Kolophon 6.

Public festivals are attested in PEP Kolophon 1 (C4l), in

which the honorands receive the privilege of προεδρ�αν .ν

το5ς �γ+σιν. For the Kolophonian calendar, see Trümpy,

Monat. 99–100 §86.

Hermesianax of Kolophon was a victor in the Olympic

Games in 320 (SEG 35 1125.3 with Paus. 6.17.4 �

Olympionikai no. 475.). A Kolophonian victor in the

Oropian Games is attested for C4 (probably between 366

and 338) in IG vii.414.16. IG ii² 456 b.4–8 records a dedica-

tion of a wreath to Athena by the demos of Kolophon

(307/6).

The remains of Kolophon excavated by Holland and pub-

lished in 1944 are not easy to interpret; see Hoepfner and

Osthues in Hoepfner et al. (1999) 280–91.C.311–306 the “old”

Kolophon was merged with a new and larger urban centre

(PEP Kolophon 6). It appears that, in connection with the

joining together of the two urban centres, the buildings in

the old centre were to be either privatised or demolished

along with the old agora (l. 26). It may be inferred from the

participle καταβ�ντας (l. 14) that the old city was located at

a lower level than the C4 settlement; but its precise location

cannot be determined. Holland found evidence for C7

structures close to a C4 stoa and another structure, also C4,

which he interpreted as the Metroon. The Metroon is also

attested epigraphically (PEP Kolophon 5). Miller (1978)

109–12, 127–28 classifies the building as a prytaneion annex.

Hoepfner and Osthues (in Hoepfner et al. (1999)) conclude

that the Archaic city must have been located on the slope of

the acropolis, pace e.g. Migeotte (1992) 217, who follows

Holland’s (1944) suggestion that the old city was located in

the plain to the north-east of the acropolis. In PEP Kolophon

6 temples in the old city are referred to generally, and in

16–18 there is specific reference to altars for Zeus Soter,

Poseidon Asphaleios, Apollo Klarios, Meter Antaie, Athena

Polias and “the other gods and heroes”.

PEP Kolophon 6 concerns a great project of fortification

which served in part to reunite the site of current habitation

with the old (and apparently abandoned) urban centre of

Kolophon (Migeotte (1992) 214–23 no.69).Some fortificato-

ry structures were clearly already in existence (22–23); but it

is not clear if these fortifications enclosed the old or the new

settlement; see de la Genière (1994). The circuit of “New”

Kolophon encloses an area of 80� ha (Hoepfner et al. (1999)

284).
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Urbanisation may have taken place quite early at

Kolophon: Hdt. 1.15.1 refers to Gyges’ conquest of the asty of

Kolophon in C7. Remains of an early Archaic settlement

(C7) have been found on the slope of the acropolis (Holland

(1944)).

Kolophon struck coins of silver and bronze from C6l

throughout C5 and C4. The earliest silver types: (1)

c.525–490 on the Persian standard: denominations:

hemiobol, trihemitetartemorion, tetartemorion: obv. head

of Apollo facing; rev. incuse square; legend: ΗΜ, ΤΡΙ, ΤΕ

indicating denomination. (2) C5 on the Persian standard:

denominations: drachm, trihemiobol, quarterobol: obv.

Artemis laureate, or Apollo laureate; legend: ΚΟ or

ΚΟΛΟΦΩΝΙΟΝ or ΚΟΛΟΦΩΝΙΩΝ; rev. lyre within

incuse square; legend sometimes on rev. Silver and bronze,

c.389–330 on the Rhodian standard: denominations:

tetradrachm, drachm, hemidrachm, diobol and fractions 

in bronze: obv. head of Apollo laureate; rev. lyre, or tripod;

legend: ΚΟΛΟ or ΚΟΛΟΦΩ or ΚΟΛΟΦΩΝΙΟΝ and

magistrate’s name (Head, HN² 569–70; BMC Ionia 36–40;

SNG Cop. Ionia 133–48).

For the Kolophonian foundation of Siris (no. 69) in

southern Italy, see supra 1078.

849. Korykos (Korykaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.10, long. 26.35.

Size of territory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: C. The

toponym Κ)ρυκος, W (Thuc. 8.14.1, 33.2, 34) designates pri-

marily the mountain in the southern part of the territory of

Erythrai (no. 845) (Thuc. 8.33.2; Hecat. fr. 231) but also a

homonymous community, described by Ephor. fr. 27 as a

polismation (Barr. records the mountain but not the settle-

ment). The city-ethnic is Κωρυκα5ος (Ephor. fr. 27; Strabo

14.1.32). Korykos was located in Erythraian territory (Thuc.

8.33.2), and it had another small community, Myonnesos

(no. 855), as its neighbour (Ephor. fr. 27). On the coast along

the foot of the mountain were a row of small harbours,

which were all nests of pirates (Ephor. fr. 27; Strabo 14.1.32).

Korykos seems to have been one of them. The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested in an external context in Ephor.

fr. 27 and in a proverb quoted by Strabo 14.1.32. A controver-

sy surrounds some Imperial coins which may or may not

have been minted by this community (see Imhoof-Blumer

(1902) 463 versus von Aulock (1968) versus Robert (1981) 352

n. 42).

850. Lebedos (Lebedios) Map 61. Lat. 38.05, long. 27.00.

Size of territory: probably 2 or 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Λ/βεδος, ! (Thuc. 8.19.4; Strabo 14.1.29). The city-ethnic is

Λεβ/διος (Michel 484.2–3 (C4l)). Lebedos is attested as a

polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 1.142.3) and in the politi-

cal sense (Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3, 143.3; Tod 113.26, 39 (391–388);

Syll.³ 344.19 (c.303)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on C2 coins (Head, HN² 580) and exter-

nally in IG i³ 71.i.138, 263.ii.6, 266.i.13; Tod 113.26 (391–388);

Syll.³ 344.6 (c.303). Lebedos belonged to the Ionian

dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.3), and its representatives participat-

ed in the C4 arbitration between Miletos (no. 854) and

Myous (no. 856) (Tod 113.26). It is also clear from Michel 484

that in C4l the Lebedians were part of the Ionian associa-

tion, presumably with representatives in the common

Ionian boule.

Lebedos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 451/50 (IG i³

262.ii.32) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.42, mostly restored) a total of

eleven times, four times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 3 tal. down to, probably, 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.33) and

thereafter 1 tal. (IG i³ 266.i.13). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.138). It revolted in 411 (Thuc. 8.19.4).

The most important evidence for Lebedos is Syll.³ 344,

which contains Antigonos I’s instructions concerning the

synoecism of Lebedos (c.303). The decree is difficult to use

retrospectively, but it can be inferred from l. 21 that Lebedos

had issued grants of proxenia. Theorodokoi of Lebedos to

host theoroi from Argos (no. 347) are attested in SEG 23

189.ii.6 (330–324).

Michel 484.1–9 refers to a lawsuit concerning the priest-

hood of Zeus Boulaios and Hera, in which the Lebedians

were involved. It is possibly an inter-polis dispute over a

common Ionian priesthood.

In Antigonos I’s instructions on the proposed synoecism

of Teos and Lebedos, Syll.³ 344.24–26 (c.303), it is assumed

that symbolaia exist between the two cities, and that each of

them has its own laws.

The eponymous office of πρ�τανις mentioned in Michel

484.1 and 10 may have pertained to Lebedos, as argued by

Magnetto (1997) 63, rather than to Priene (no. 861), as has

normally been assumed.

The walls of Lebedos were described by G. Weber (1904)

229, who did not attempt to date the fortification. It is pre-

sumably Hellenistic.

851. Leukophrys Map 61. Lat. 37.50, long. 27.30, but see

infra. Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is

Λε�κοφρυς (Xen. Hell. 3.2.19). This community, which, in

Classical sources, is attested only in two passages in

Xen. Hell., is called a polis in the urban sense at 4.8.17.

It was located in the Maiandros valley, and contained a
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famous sanctuary of Artemis (3.2.19). It may have been

situated at the site of the refounded Magnesia on the

Maiandros (thus Barr.), but this cannot be determined

with certainty.

852. Magnesia (Magnes) Map 61. Location before 399

unknown, after 399: lat. 37.50, long. 27.30. Size of territory: ?

Type: A. The toponym is Μαγνησ�η, ! (Hdt. 1.161, 3.122.1,

125.2) or Μαγνησ�α ! ?σιαν� (Thuc. 1.138.5, 8.50.3). The

city-ethnic is Μ�γνης (IG xii.6 35.3 (C4l); cf. Shipley (1987)

163), to which Hdt. 3.90.1 adds W .ν τ=8 ?σ�=η. In C4

Magnesia is called a polis both in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax

98: π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς; cf. also Diod. 14.36.3 (r400)) and in the

political sense (SEG 14 459.7 (C4l/C3e)). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested both externally (Archil. fr. 20,

West; Theognidea 603, 1103, West) and internally on C4m

coins (infra) and in inscriptions (I.Magnesia 2.13 (C4l)). The

individual and external use of the city-ethnic is attested in

IG xii.6 35.3 (C4l) and CEG ii 855 (C4l/C3e), which also uses

patris about the community.

In Hdt. 3.90.1, the Magnesians of Asia are mentioned

alongside the Ionians and Aiolians, and they seem to have

been regarded as a group apart.According to SEG 14 459.7–9

(�CEG II 855 (C4l/C3e)), Magnesia was founded from

Thessaly. Presumably in C7, Magnesia waged war against

Ephesos (no. 844) (Kallinos fr. 3, West). A physical destruc-

tion of Magnesia by the Kimmerians in C7 is related by

Strabo 14.1.39–40, who cites Archilochos (fr. 20, West) as

corroboration. He also claims that Miletos (no. 854)

annexed the site, but it is not known for how long the

Milesians were left in control. Hdt. 1.161 shows that the city

had been rebuilt by 547/6, when it was plundered by Mazares

and subjected to Persia.

The city remained under Persian control even after 

the establishment of the Delian League: the Persian king

granted tax-levying rights at Magnesia to Themistokles dur-

ing the latter’s exile (Thuc. 1.138.5). When Astyochos

approached Tissaphernes in connection with Alkibiades’

intrigues in 411, Tissaphernes was apparently based in

Magnesia (Thuc. 8.50.3). The city was under the control of

Tissaphernes in 400 when it was captured by Thibron.

When Thibron failed to take Tralleis, he returned to

Magnesia, and because the city was unfortified, he decided

to relocate it to a mountain nearby called Thorax (Diod.

14.36.2–4).

Very little is known about the constitution of Magnesia.

The Aristotelian collection of constitutions included a

Magneton politeia (Heracl. Lemb. 50; Arist. no. 106), and at

Pol. 1289b38–40 Aristotle mentions the importance of the

cavalry of Archaic Magnesia as an illustration of his claim

that communities dependent on such forces tended to have

an oligarchic constitution. But Magnesia was evidently a

democracy in late C4 (I.Magnesia 1 and 2).

I.Magnesia 1 (C4) and 2 (C4l) are both public enact-

ments passed by the Magnesian assembly (2.8–9: �δοξε τ8ι

βουλ8ι κα� τ+ι δ�µωι). The eponymous official of

Magnesia in C4l was the πρ�τανις (2.2–3). The Magnesian

boule is attested in I.Magnesia 2.8 (cited supra) in a

probouleutic capacity. A grammateus (of the boule?) is

attested in 2.7. A Magnesian theorodokos to host theoroi

from Argos (no. 347) is attested in SEG 23 189.ii.11

(330–324). The months ?γνηι)ν (I.Magnesia 1.3) and

Παλλει)ν (I.Magnesia 2.3) are attested for C4. Both are

untypical of Ionian calendars (Trümpy, Monat. 110–11 §94).

A Magnesian victor in the Olympic Games is attested in C5l

(Olympionikai 329), another in 344 (Olympionikai 449),

and one in the Pythian Games is attested in C4–C3 (SEG 14

459).

The citizen body of Magnesia was subdivided into phylai

in C4 (I.Magnesia 2.4). The names of five phylai are attested

in inscriptions of C3f (I.Magnesia 2, 5, 6, 9, 11), and all five are

named after the Olympian gods (Ares, Aphrodite, Hermes,

Hestia and Zeus). Thus, Magnesia may already in the

Classical period have had all twelve phylai named after the

twelve Olympian gods (Jones, POAG 315–17). Proxenia and

probably also citizenship were given to the Makedonian

Apollophanes (I.Magnesia 2 (C4l)). A grant of enktesis is

given in I.Magnesia 2.15, and Magnesian tax-levying powers

may be inferred from the grant of ateleia in I.Magnesia

2.15–16. Resident free non-citizens are attested in the C4

funerary monuments I.Magnesia 258 (?χαι#ς) and 259

(Σαµ�η).

The agora of C5 Magnesia is attested in Thuc. 1.138.5. The

sanctuary of Artemis Leukophryene (Xen. Hell. 3.2.19) pre-

sumably lay within the urban centre of the relocated

Magnesia (supra). Foundations dating back to C6e have

been discovered beneath the Hellenistic Artemision.

The earliest attested coinage is a C5m silver didrachm on

the Attic standard bearing the name Themistokles (BMC

Ionia 158). Types: obv. Apollo standing, holding olive

branch; legend: ΘΕΜΙΣΤ[ΟΚ]ΛΕΟΣ; rev. eagle with

spread wings, border square of dots; legend: MA. From C4m

Magnesia struck coins of silver and bronze. (1) Silver:

denominations: tetradrachm, didrachm, drachm and frac-

tions down to obol: obv. horseman holding spear; rev.

humped bull; legend: magistrate’s name and ΜΑΓΝ or,
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sometimes, ΜΑΓΝΗΤΩΝ, all in maeander pattern.

(2) Bronze: obv. Apollo laureate; rev. maeander pattern; leg-

end: magistrate’s name and ΜΑΓ. (Head, HN² 381–82;

Babelon (1930) 45; SNG Cop. Ionia 802–43.)

853. Marathesion (Marathesios) Map 56. Lat. 37.50, long.

27.15. Size of territory: probably 1. Type: C. The toponym is

Μαραθ�σιον, τ# (Ps.-Skylax 98). The city-ethnic is

Μαραθ�σιος (IG i³ 270.i.6 (442/1)). In the Archaic and

Classical periods this community is attested only in the

Athenian tribute lists and in Ps.-Skylax 98, who unfortu-

nately offers no site-classification.

From I.Priene 37.57–58 (C2) it appears that Samos (no.

864) claimed to have received Marathesion from Miletos

(no. 854) after the Meliac War (c.700), and according to

Strabo 14.1.20 Ephesos (no. 844) later received Marathesion

from the Samians in return for Anaia (no. 838). The date of

this transfer cannot be determined. Thus, Marathesion

seems to have been a dependent polis first under Miletos,

then under Samos, and finally under Ephesos.

Marathesion was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded from 443/2

(IG i³ 269.i.5, completely restored) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.28)

a total of seven times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of first 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 270.i.6), but 2,000 dr. from

433/2 on (IG i³ 279.i.16).

854. Miletos (Milesios) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.15. Size

of territory: 5. Type: A. The toponym is Μ�λητος, ! (Hecat.

fr. 240; Thuc. 8.27.6; Syll.³ 273.8 (C4s)). The city-ethnic is

Μιλ�σιος (Hdt. 2.179.1; Syll.³ 273.5 (C4s)). The earliest ref-

erence to Miletos as a polis is in Hymn. Hom. Ap. 180

(Μ�λητον �χεις �ναλον π#λιν (C8–C6?)), where polis is

used in the urban sense. In C5 Miletos is called a polis both in

the urban sense (Hdt. 6.20; Thuc. 8.25.4) and in the political

sense (Hdt. 5.29.2; Milet. vi.1 187.7 �ML 43). In C4 again,

both the urban sense (OGIS 213.10 (c.300)) and the political

sense (Xen. An. 1.1.6; Syll.³ 1002.5 �LSAM 44 (c.400)) are

attested. Polisma is found at Hdt. 6.6; for the idiom used, see

Hansen (1995) 61 n. 154. The polis cognate politeia (citizen-

ship) is used in SEG 38 1193.8 (330–320), in which there may

also be an attestation of the word polites (pl.) in l. 5. The

Aristotelian collection of constitutions may have included a

Milesion politeia (Arist. no. 116), but the evidence adduced

by Gigon is rather slim. The word asty is used about the

urban centre of Miletos in Hdt. 5.29.2 and 5.92.ζ.2; and Hdt.

5.99.2 uses astos about the citizens. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in Milet. i.3 135.5 �Syll.³ 273

(C4) and externally in Demodokos fr. 1.1, West (C6?); Hdt.

4.137.2; Xen. An. 1.1.11; IG i³ 21.67; and Tod 195.1 (c.330). The

individual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in Hdt.

4.137.1; Xen. Hell. 2.1.30; IG i³ 1356 (C5); and SEG 35 942

(Chios (C4)).

The name of the territory is ! Μιλησ�η (-α) (Hdt. 1.17.2;

Thuc. 8.26.3). It was large and diverse and may have been as

much as 2,000 km² (Burford (1993) 19; Lohmann (1995),

(1997), (1999); cf. Mitchell (1999) 154 for a summary). There

were four distinct parts: Milesia itself (the limestone penin-

sula on which the city was situated on the northern side);

Mt. Grion (the upland area to the east of Milesia); the lower

Maiandros valley (then on the opposite shore of the Gulf of

Latmos, controlled by Miletos perhaps as far as Magnesia);

and the Milesian islands (Leros, Patmos, Lade,

Pharmakoussa and probably also Lepsia). The physical dis-

tinction between different parts of Milesian territory may be

reflected in Hdt. 6.20 (τ8ς δ* Μιλησ�ων χ)ρης . . .τ3 περ�

τ�ν π#λιν κα� τ� πεδ�ον,τ3 δ* 6περ�κρια). The territory

comprised a number of named locations: Assesos (Hdt.

1.19.1), Didyma/Branchidai (Hdt. 1.46.2, 157.3) and the har-

bour Panormos (Hdt. 1.157.3). The city also controlled some

areas in the Maiandros valley (Hdt. 1.18.1). As for Milesian

state control of Didyma, see Hdt. 5.36.3: the scholar

Hekataios reportedly suggested fund raising for the revolt

against the Persian king by appropriating the temple treas-

ures donated by Kroisos. Discussing the Archaic period,

Tuchelt (1988) 433 n. 55 distinguishes—somewhat anachro-

nistically—between zones of Milesian influence, directly

controlled areas, and communities that belonged to a

Milesian “federation” (Staatsverband).

Assesos (modern Mengerevtepe: Lohmann (1995) 311) is

known from Herodotos’ account of the destruction of the

sanctuary of Athena Assessia by Alyattes (1.19–21). The 

location of the sanctuary is epigraphically attested by a C6

dedication (Herrmann (1995) 288–92; cf. Wachter (1998)).

Lohmann (1995) 313–14 reports that sondages in the temple

carried out by von Graeve in 1993 confirm the report of Hdt.

1.19.1 of the destruction of the temple in the twelfth year of

Alyattes’ reign (608 or 598 or 594), and a further sondage

revealed layers pointing to a second destruction by the

Persians in 494. The sanctuary seems to have lost its signifi-

cance after the second destruction. Assesos was surrounded

by a C5s wall (2 m wide) with three towers and a gate pro-

tecting not only the settlement itself,but also the coastal part

of the Milesian chora as a whole (Lohmann (1995) 314–21).

Teichioussa: the toponym is Τειχι#ση (I.Didyma 6.1) or

Τειχιο%σσα (Thuc. 8.26.3, 28.1; IG i³ 71.i.122). The only pos-
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itive indication pointing to Teichioussa as a proper

(dependent?) polis is I.Didyma 6.1, in which a Τειχι#σης

�ρχ#ς is attested. However, he may have been a Milesian

official who was in charge of the settlement. The polis status

of Teichioussa in the Archaic period cannot be ascertained

(see Gehrke (1980) 30 n. 78, who leaves open the possibility

that Teichioussa became fully integrated into Milesian

territory only after the return of the democrats who had

formed a splinter community there in C5). It is clear that if

Teichioussa had ever been a polis in its own right in the

Archaic period, it certainly was not a member of the Delian

League in its own right: in 454/3 Teichioussa provided a tem-

porary home to Milesian democrats loyal to Athens (IG i³

259.vi.21–22: [Μι]λ/σιοι [.κ Τ]ειχι#σσε[ς]). In later years

Leros and Teichioussa are recorded by toponym after the

Milesioi, and the payment recorded for all three amounts to

10 tal. (IG i³ 284.15–17 (427/6 or 426/5), 285.i.88–90 (421/0)

and 489.i.36–38 (416/15)). In 411 Teichioussa was definitely

part of Milesian territory (Thuc. 8.26.3: Τειχιο%σσαν τ8ς

Μιλησ�ας). Voigtländer (1986) 627 describes remains of

fortifications and housing complexes dating from between

750 and 550. He also reports on the remains of an Archaic

city wall, and he concludes on the basis of finds of Attic

ceramic that the site was inhabited in C5m (ibid. 629–30). In

a C4 source Teichioussa is explicitly classified as a kome

(Archestratos fr. 42).

Leros: the toponym is Λ/ρος, ! (Hdt. 5.125; Thuc. 8.26.1,

27.1; IG i³ 284.16).There is also an attestation of the collective

and individual use of what may have been a city-ethnic,

Λ/ριος (Demodokos frr. 1–2, West (C6?). In 454/3, like

Teichioussa, Leros provided a temporary home to Milesian

democrats loyal to Athens and paid a phoros of 3 tal. (IG i³

259.vi.21–22: Μιλ/σιοι .χς Λ/ρο). In later years Leros and

Teichioussa are recorded by toponym after the Milesioi, and

the phoros recorded for all three amounts to 10 tal. (IG i³

284.15–17 (427/6 or 426/5), 285.i.88–90 (421/0) and

489.i.36–38 (416/15)). According to Hdt. 5.125, Hekataios

reportedly advised the Milesian epitropos to construct a

fortress (teichos) on the island, apparently under Milesian

control, and wait there for an opportunity to return safely to

Miletos. In a C4s honorific decree (Manganaro (1963–64)

no. 1), the inhabitants of the island refer to themselves as

τοLς .ν τ8ι ν�σωι κατοικο%ντας τ+ν πολιτ+ν (4, 9–10)

or as τ+ν ο2κητ#ρων τ+ν .λ Λ/ρωι (6), and it is clear that

by that time the inhabitants of the island represented them-

selves as Milesian citizens. Their assembly, .κκλησ�α (5),

may have been roughly similar to the assembly of an

Athenian deme. See further no. 504.

Ionia Polis (modern Mersinet Iskelesi). There is no evi-

dence pertaining to the Archaic or Classical periods, and

Peschlow-Bindokat’s assumption that the place existed as a

quarry and harbour already in the Archaic period rests

entirely on evidence from the Apollo temple at Didyma

((1977) 100, (1977–78)).

Didyma, alternatively Branchidai (Hdt. 1.46.2, 92.2, 157.3,

with Ehrhardt (1998)), was located in Milesian territory

already in the Archaic period (Hdt. 1.46.2). However, its sta-

tus in the Archaic and early Classical periods is problematic:

Tuchelt (1988) 430–31 suggests that Didyma was in fact an

independent unit rather than just an extra-urban Milesian

sanctuary (see esp. 433), but Ehrhardt (1998) counters that

all evidence, including the Sacred Way along with an Archaic

sacred law, points to an early connection between the cult

site and the polis of Miletos. In C4m the sanctuary minted its

own bronze coins. Types: obv. head of Apollo Didymeus,

laureate, facing three-quarters l.; rev. lion standing l., look-

ing back at star; legend: ΕΓ ∆Ι∆ΥΜΩΝ ΙΕΡΗ (Head,

HN² 585; BMC Ionia 189).

As far as the territory of Classical Miletos is concerned,

Lohmann (1997) 310 concludes that the minimum size of

Milesia proper must have been at least 400 km². He reckons

that the mountain range south of the Gulf of Akbük provid-

ed a natural boundary to the south, but notes that there are

still problems connected with fixing the eastern boundary of

the territory (ibid. 290). Apart from the marble quarries on

the eastern Gulf of Latmos, the region lacks any important

mineral resources. Good soils exist only on the northern

side of Milesia, on a plain between Miletos and Assesos, and

around the coasts. The islands, Mt. Grion and most of

Milesia are hilly and have poor soils, unsuitable for arable

cultivation. However, the deep rich lacustrine soil of the

Maiandros valley is extremely fertile and retains moisture

well, making it ideal for cereal production (Braun (1995)

32–33), and it was replenished annually by the flooding of

the river Maiandros. This, in addition to probably quite

extensive wool production on the uplands,made the territo-

ry of Miletos agriculturally productive; and Milesian 

possessions in the Maiandros valley were the object of sever-

al disputes; cf. the C4e arbitration between Miletos and

Myous (no. 856) concerning territory in the Maiandros 

valley (Tod 113).

The size of the Milesian population was undoubtedly

considerable already in the Archaic period, although it can-

not be calculated with precision. It has been estimated that

the early Archaic town may have had about 4,000 houses

(Gates (1995) 238), undoubtedly an exaggerated figure
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(Hansen (2000) 179 n. 208). But the eighty Milesian ships at

Lade in 494 (Hdt. 6.8.1) and the 2,000 hoplites in 424 (Thuc.

4.54.1) testify to a large population.

According to a tradition that may go back as early as C7,

Miletos was founded by Neileus (Hdt. 9.97), whose heroon

may have been located just outside the Holy Gate (Herda

(1998)). Archaeological evidence points to the existence of a

(probably) Ionian Greek settlement from c.1050, and there

are architectural remains of the Archaic urban centre dating

from c.700 (Greaves (2002) 75–79). Relatively little is known

about the history of Miletos in the early Archaic period, and

most of our literary and epigraphical sources are late and

unreliable. It is widely assumed that Miletos was ruled by an

oligarchy in the period prior to the ascent of the tyrant

Thrasyboulos in the last quarter of C7 (e.g. Gorman (2001)

101–21), but the accounts of the rivalries between different

aristocratic families during C8 and C7 all date from the late

Hellenistic and Roman periods.

According to Hdt. 1.142.3, Miletos belonged to the Ionian

dodekapolis. During the Archaic period Miletos’ relation-

ships with other Greek poleis in the region appear to have

been determined to some extent by its enduring hostility

towards Samos (no. 864), its most significant commercial

rival. Hdt. 5.99.1 implies that Miletos offered military

assistance to Eretria (no. 370) in Euboia in its war against

Chalkis (no. 365), mainly on the grounds that Samos was

aiding the latter in the so-called Lelantine War (on which

see, e.g., Tausend (1992) 137–45). Miletos formed an alliance

with Mytilene (no. 798) and perhaps other poleis on Lesbos

(Hdt. 3.39.4), from which it received assistance against

Samos during the reign of Polykrates, probably c.530 (see

e.g. Tausend (1992) 86–87). There is also evidence of

Milesian engagement in other regional conflicts. In its

attempts to resist the invasions of Alyattes in C7, it was

assisted by Chios (no. 840), allegedly in return for the help

that Miletos had given to Chios in its war against its main

rival Erythrai (no. 845) (Hdt. 1.18.3). Tausend (1992) 74–78,

83–85 discusses the evidence for two further Milesian

alliances in the Archaic period: one with Erythrai against

Naxos (no. 507), perhaps in the first half of C7, and the

other with Samos against Priene (no. 861) in the first half of

C6. During C7 Miletos suffered repeated attacks by the

Lydians during the successive reigns of Gyges, Ardys,

Sadyattes and Alyattes (Hdt. 1.14.4–22.4). According to Hdt.

1.18.1–22.4, the troops of Alyattes invaded Milesian territo-

ry for twelve consecutive years, until a treaty of xenia and

symmachia was eventually concluded between Alyattes and

the Milesian tyrant Thrasyboulos in the twelfth year of

Alyattes’ reign (608 or 598 or 594). Herodotos’ account of

the accidental destruction by fire of the temple of Athena in

Assesos (modern Mengerevtepe), which ultimately led

Alyattes to end the war on terms favourable to the

Milesians, is confirmed by archaeological evidence from

the temple site (Lohmann (1995) 313–14). The treaty may

have been upheld by Alyattes’ successor Kroisos, but this

has been disputed (cf. e.g. Tausend (1992) 95–96; Gorman

(2001) 123–24). After the Persian conquest of Lydia, Kyros is

reported (Hdt. 1.141.4) to have granted the Milesians the

same terms as they had previously had with the Lydians,

and Herodotos seems to assume that the treaty originally

contracted between Alyattes and Thrasyboulos had still

been in force during Kroisos’ reign. The granting of

favourable terms to Miletos by the Lydians and subse-

quently by the Persians presumably served the purpose of

driving a wedge between Miletos with its considerable mil-

itary strength and the other Ionian poleis. If this was indeed

the Lydian and, later, the Persian strategy, it seems to have

worked (Hdt. 1.141.4): Miletos held aloof from the Ionian

attempt to form a united front against the Persians

after 546.

It is widely assumed that Thrasyboulos’ reign was fol-

lowed first by the rule of two further tyrants, Thoas and

Damasenor (Plut. Mor. 298C–D), or by a narrow oligarchy

and then by a period of stasis between two factions called

“the Aeinautai” and “the Cheiromachai” respectively. The

stasis referred to by Plutarch is normally identified with the

stasis reported in Hdt. 5.28–29, which was ultimately

resolved by an arbitration process conducted by a panel

from Paros (no. 509). The Parians set up an oligarchy (Hdt.

5.28–29). According to Hdt. 5.28, the stasis lasted for two

generations, but he gives no precise date for its resolution.

It has been suggested that archaeological evidence indicat-

ing a decline in Milesian exports in the period 600–590

may have been directly linked to civil unrest (Greaves

(2002) 96). It is normally held that the introduction of the

new constitution after the arbitration coincided with the

first recorded aisymnetes as a Milesian eponymous official

(Milet. i.3 122; see Gorman (2001) 112–13 for a summary of

the traditional scholarly position). However, Gorman

(2001) 113–15 advocates c.540 rather than the traditional

date of 525 as the starting point of the aisymnetes list. She

rightly points out that there may well be a gap in the list,

reflecting the 15 years separating the Persian sack of Miletos

in 494 and the reconstruction of the polis in 479. However,

her argument that the Parian arbitration must be separated

from the creation of the office of aisymnetes and instead be
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moved back to C7 or even C8 rests primarily on the

assumptions (1) that the Persians would not have permit-

ted the resolution of the stasis by the intervention of anoth-

er Greek polis, and (2) that a period of a maximum of 25

years between the introduction of the new constitution and

the ascent of the tyrant Histiaios before 513 would not have

been sufficient to restore Milesian prosperity (ibid. 115–21).

Her first premise, at least, must be regarded as debatable:

(i) the Milesians may have had more room for regulating

their own internal affairs than other Ionian poleis thanks to

their favourable treaty with Kyros; (ii) the Persians are later

known to have allowed internal conflicts in the Ionian

region to be resolved by a process of arbitration conducted

by other Greek states (Tod 113).

From Hdt. 4.137–39 it is clear that the Milesian oligarchy

must have been replaced with the Persian-backed tyranny of

Histiaios by 513, when Milesian troops under Histiaios’ com-

mand assisted the Persians in their Skythian campaign. In

return for his services during this campaign Histiaios was

granted control of Myrkinos (no. 633) by Dareios (Hdt.

5.11.1–2), and it appears from Herodotos’ account that he first

settled there.Later he was called to Susa as adviser to the Great

King (5.24.2–25.2), leaving his cousin and brother-in-law

Aristagoras to rule Miletos in his absence (Hdt. 5.30.2).

Aristagoras (in secret collaboration with Histiaios, who was

detained at Susa) was an important instigator of the Ionian

Revolt in 499, according to Herodotos because he had fallen

foul of the Persians as a result of the failed expedition against

Naxos (no. 507) in 500 and was fearing for his position within

Miletos (5.35–36.1). He subsequently stepped down (at least

nominally, λ#γ�ω) as ruler of Miletos and introduced

isonomie (Hdt. 5.37.2). This may have amounted to some kind

of democracy (but see Gorman (2001) 136).Shortly before the

Ionian Revolt was quashed by the Persians in 494,Aristagoras

went into exile, and Histiaios, who attempted to re-establish

his position in Miletos, was refused access to the polis (Hdt.

6.5.1–2).

After the Ionian defeat at the battle of Lade, to which the

Milesians had contributed eighty ships (Hdt. 6.8), the

Persians subjected the polis to andrapodismos and physical

destruction of its urban centre (Hdt. 6.18–20). According to

Herodotos, most men were killed, and women and children

enslaved. The people who were spared were resettled in

Ampe on the Red Sea. The territory around the city and the

plain were occupied by Persians, while the rest was settled by

Karians. However, Herodotos’ claim that Miletos “was emp-

tied of Milesians” may either be exaggerated or may refer

more narrowly to Miletos’ urban centre (contra Gorman

(2001) 145–47). In any case, Milesian troops were present

among the Persian forces just before the battle of Mykale

(Hdt. 9.99.3, 104). The physical destruction of Miletos city in

494, on the other hand, appears to have been almost total

(but see Voigtländer (1984) 156–58). Archaeologically, conti-

nuity of occupation at the site in C5f cannot be proved or

disproved.

After the defeat of the Persians at Mykale, Miletos became

a member of the Delian League in 478. It is recorded in the

list from 454/3 (IG i³ 259 iii.19; Piérart (1974)), where

Milesioi from Leros and from Teichioussa are also recorded

as payers (IG i³ 259.vi.19–22). Then the Milesioi are record-

ed from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.ii.28) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.14) pay-

ing first 10 tal. (IG i³ 263.v.18) and from 443/2 5 tal. (IG i³

269.i.33). From 427/6 (IG i³ 284.15–17) to 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.36–38) the Milesians are recorded with Leros and

Teichioussa paying 10 tal., and in 415/14 the Milesians are

recorded alone paying 10 tal. (IG i³ 290.i.9). The Milesians

were assessed for tribute in 425/4 alongside Leros and

Teichioussa (IG i³ 71.i.125). As a member of the Delian

League Miletos provided an army contingent for the

Athenian expedition against Corinth (no. 227) in 425/4

(Thuc. 4.42), and the Athenians had at their disposal more

than 2,000 Milesian hoplites in 424 (Thuc. 4.54.1). Milesian

troops also participated in the Sicilian expedition (Thuc.

7.57.4).

There is no secure evidence for the constitution of

Miletos in the period between 479 and c.450, but it is nor-

mally held that the form of constitution was an oligarchy

(perhaps moderate, so Gehrke, Stasis 114). The Milesian

banishment decree (Milet. i.6 187 �ML 43), traditionally

dated 470–440, banishes a number of prominent Milesians

and contains provisions for rewarding anyone who kills

them. Although it cannot be ruled out completely that the

decree was passed after a stasis that may have brought

Milesian democrats to power, and that it was directed

against leading oligarchic figures, the board of officials

referred to as the epimenioi is normally taken to be a feature

of Milesian oligarchy (e.g. ML 43; Koerner (1993) 311;

Gorman (2001) 232–34). It is possible that the provisions of

the decree were directed by an established oligarchy against

Medising members of the Milesian élite.

It is clear, however, that Miletos experienced a period of

civil unrest in the middle of C5, and that the Athenians

intervened on at least one occasion. [Xen]. Ath. Pol. 3.11

refers to a situation in which the Athenians chose to back

the Milesian oligarchy against the demos; the oligarchs

subsequently revolted and massacred the demos. It is
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impossible to date the incident from [Xen.]’s text alone,

but it may be connected with the passing of IG i³ 21 (con-

ventionally dated to 450/49), which contains Athenian reg-

ulations for Miletos. An Athenian garrison was imposed on

Miletos, but it cannot be determined if democracy was also

imposed (Gorman (2001) 227–30, contra, e.g., Hornblower

(1991) 188–89). IG i³ 21 is normally interpreted as an

Athenian attempt to prop up an existing oligarchy, which

may later have revolted and instigated the massacre that led

to further Athenian intervention and the imposition of

democracy.

A terminus ante quem for the introduction of democracy

at Miletos is provided by Klio 52 (1970) 165–73 (dated to the

430s), which contains regulations for the sanctuary of

Poseidon Helikonios, and which carries a preamble indicat-

ing the existence of political institutions on an Athenian

model (see e.g. Rhodes, DGS 379). Gorman (2001) 236

argues for the likelihood that a democracy was already in

place when the Athenians chose to back Miletos in its con-

flict with Samos “over Priene” in 441/0 (Thuc. 1.115.2).

In 412 the Milesians revolted against Athens (Thuc.

8.17.1–4), but the democratic constitution remained in place

until 405, when it was replaced by an oligarchy (Diod.

13.104.5; Plut. Lys. 8). In 411 the Milesians countered an

Athenian attack on their city with a force consisting of 800

hoplites (Thuc. 8.25.2), and further assisted the

Peloponnesians with ships (Thuc. 8.61.2) and infantry

(Thuc. 8.79.4). In 405 the Spartans helped the Milesian oli-

garchs to overthrow the democracy, and more than 1,000

democrats fled from Miletos and were resettled in Blaundos

in Lydia by the Persian satrap Pharnabazos (Diod. 13.104.6:

Βλα%δα). Xen. An. 1.1.7 reports that Tissaphernes attacked

the pro-Spartan party in the city because he feared that they

might support Kyros,killing and exiling most of them.From

LSAM 45 (�SGDI 5496 (380/79)) it may be inferred that the

rule of the pro-Spartan oligarchs was replaced by a democ-

racy possibly as a result of Tissaphernes’ interference. The

preamble of the law shows that by 380/79 the Milesian polit-

ical institutions were set up on an Athenian model (Rhodes,

DGS 379).

In C4m Miletos was probably ruled by the Karian dynasts,

as is indicated by Milesian coins with the legends ΕΚΑ

(Hekatomnos) and ΜΑ (Maussolos) (Gehrke, Stasis 116 n.

12), and by statues of the Hekatomnids Ada and Idrieus set

up at Delphi by the Milesians (Tod 161B). Many of these

changes of constitution took place as a consequence of stasis

between opposing factions, thus in 452, 405 and 402

(Gehrke, Stasis 113–17).

Depending on the restorations proposed for the pream-

bles of the decrees Klio 52 (1970) 165–73 (C5) and LSAM

45 �SDGI 5496 (380/79), the boule at Miletos seems to have

resembled that of Athens in its designations of phylai pre-

siding in each prytany. In LSAM 45, the boule seems to have

a probouleumatic function. Hdt. 5.29 refers to a -λ�η (C6),

and a Milesian assembly was convened by the Spartan gen-

eral Kallikratidas in 406 (Xen. Hell. 1.6.8). The assembly is

also attested in a number of C5 and C4 enactments: Klio 52

(1970) 165–73 is a C5 decree (psephisma) passed by the city of

Miletos concerning the cult of Poseidon Helikionios. LSAM

45 �SDGI 5496 (380/79), a psephisma containing regula-

tions for the cult of Artemis, has in the preamble: Κεκροπ�ς

.πρυτ�νευεν, Φιλ�ννης .πεστ�τει, �δοξεν τ8ι βουλ8ι

κα� τ+ι δ�µωι, ‘Ηρ�κλειτος ε1πεν (1–5). Both decrees

show very strong Athenian influence (Rhodes, DGS 379).

There is evidence for homicide legislation in Milet. vi.1

187.2–3 �ML 43 (C5m).

Milet. i.3 122 lists officials under the heading ο_δε

µολπ+ν Oισ�µνησαν. These officials (aisymnetai, also

called stephanophoroi) were clearly eponymous, and the list

went back to 525 (Sherk (1992) 229–32; supra). Other officials

are στρατηγο� (Milet. i.3 135.36–37 �Syll.³ 273 (C4);

τειχοποιο� (Milet. i.3 135.30–31 (C4)); ταµ�αι (Milet. i.3

135.31); .πιµ�νιοι (Milet. vi.1 187.5 �ML 43 (C5m));

πρ�κτορες (LSAM 45.11 �SDGI 5496 (380/79)); and a

γραµµατε�ς, perhaps of the boule (Klio 52 (1970) 165–73

(435/4)).

The Milesian citizen population was subdivided into two

different sets of phylai. Of the six old Attic-Ionic phylai, four

are attested in C5 sources: the Oinopes, the Hoplethes, the

Boreis and the Argadeis (Syll.³ 57.1–3; PEP Miletos 419, 420),

and the existence of the Geleontes and Aigikoreis can be pre-

sumed (Jones, POAG 321). A different system of at least nine

and possibly twelve phylai is attested in sources, some of

which date from C4 and one even from 437/6 (Herrmann

(1970)). At least seven phylai duplicate the Kleisthenic ones:

Aiantis, Akamantis, Erechtheis, Kekropis, Leontis, Oineis

and Pandionis. The two other known phylai are Asopis and

Theseis (Jones, POAG 322–23). Inscriptions of C3–C1 testify

to at least five and perhaps seven demes, of which three are

the Argaseis, the Lerioi and the Teichiesseis (supra 1083;

Jones, POAG 323–25).

Milesian embassies are attested in Thuc. 1.115.2 (to

Athens, 441/40) and Thuc. 8.85.4 (to Sparta, 411). Proxenia

was received from Knidos (no. 903) (I.Knidos 1.1–3

(400–350)) and from Tanagra (no. 220) (IG vii 524

(C4l/C3e)). Citizenship was given to an individual from
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Mylasa (no. 913) (SEG 38 1193 (330–320)), and in C4 Miletos

also entered into mutual arrangements of isopoliteia with

other states: Olbia (no. 690) (Gawantka (1975) no. 18 �Tod

195 (before 323)); Kyzikos (no. 747) (Gawantka (1975) no. 19

(before 323)) and Pygela (no. 863) (Gawantka (1975) no. 21).

Milesian theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no.347) are

attested in SEG 23 189.ii.12 (330–324).

Since the Geometric period, Kalabaktepe, a 57 m-high hill

to the south of Miletos, was defended and acted as an acrop-

olis for the city (Milet. i.8; von Graeve (1986), (1987), (1990),

(1991), (1992), (1995), (1997), (1999)). Kaletepe (the Theatre

Hill) has also been suggested as a possible acropolis for the

ancient city, but here the archaeological evidence has been

obscured by a Byzantine castle. Following the destruction of

the city in 494 there was significant rebuilding on

Kalabaktepe, but it was later abandoned as the city never

grew to regain its former size, and the focus of settlement

shifted towards the harbours.

In connection with his report of Alyattes’ attack on

Miletos (C7), Hdt. 1.17 comments that, because of Miletos’

control of the sea, a proper siege could not be undertaken by

an army. The Persian siege of Miletos after the battle of Lade

was from land and sea (Hdt. 6.18). The city walls are 

mentioned in Hdt. 6.7 and 6.18. Their extent in the Archaic

period is much debated (Milet. i.8, ii.3; and Cobet (1997));

but Kalabaktepe appears to have been encircled with walls,

and on its summit a second, inner wall has recently been

found (Senff et al. (1997)). Whether the Archaic walls

extended on to the plain below Kalabaktepe to enclose the

whole peninsula is not yet clear (Cobet (1997)). Excavation

of the area between Kalabaktepe and the Sacred Gate area is

hampered by the great depth of deposits that overlie the

ancient remains. Some or all of the lower city may have been

enclosed within the city walls to defend the harbour area

and secure its sea power (Lang (1996) 199–201); the city was

besieged and taken by Alexander the Great in 334 (Diod.

17.22.1–4).

In Hdt. 1.17 and 1.21 the asty is referred to explicitly.

According to Hdt. 1.17.2, there was also significant settle-

ment outside the Archaic urban centre. Archaic Miletos

appears to have covered a very large area,perhaps as much as

110 ha (Müller-Wiener (1986) 98), but this area cannot have

been covered by contiguous urban settlement. Trial trench-

ing on the plains between Kalabaktepe and the temple of

Athena found limited evidence for Archaic settlement here

(Milet. i.8 39ff), and the archaeology in other parts of the

city is obscured by later buildings. Thus, the estimate of

about 4,000 houses in the early Archaic town (Gates (1995)

238) must be an exaggeration (Hansen (2000) 179 n. 208).

The period 494 to 479 is virtually unattested in the archaeo-

logical record; but when the town was rebuilt, the walls were

probably planned on the same scale and in the same location

as the original Archaic city to enclose the city peninsula and

Kalabaktepe. The new city was grid-planned and is pre-

sumed to have covered most of the area between

Kalabaktepe and Humeitepe (Hoepfner and Schwandner

(1994) 17–19).

A Milesian agora is attested in Hdt. 1.21 (rC7–C6) and

Diod. 13.104.5 (r405). Milet. i.3 135.29–30 mentions a sanctu-

ary of Apollo. In a decree passed by the city of Miletos con-

cerning the cult of Poseidon Helikionios, there is mention of

the temenos (Klio 52 (1970) 165–73, ll. 31–32). The Athena

temple in the western part of the peninsula dates back to C7,

with rebuilding work in C6, and there is evidence that

Delphinion near the Lion Bay had been situated there since

the Archaic period. A C4 Dionysos temple had a C6 prede-

cessor. A summary of the finds relating to the public archi-

tecture of Archaic Miletos is provided by Lang (1996)

198–99.

There is no Archaic or Classical evidence for a cult of

Athena Polias, but Herrmann (1971) 293–94 infers from an

inscription of the second or third century ad mentioning

Athena Polias that she was identical with the goddess wor-

shipped in the Athena temple, attested without epithet

already in the Archaic period. In a decree of C5 the assembly

regulates the cult of Poseidon Helikionios (Klio 52 (1970)

165–73). An oracular response of c.500 very likely records a

communal Milesian consultation at the oracle at Didyma

(Milet. i.3 178; Somolinos (1991); Herrmann (1992) 116–17).

The oracle of Apollo at Didyma was presumably involved in

the Milesian foundation of Olbia (no. 690); cf. the bone

tablet of c.525–500 found at Berezan (SEG 36 694), face B of

which contains the inscription: ?π#λλωνι ∆ιδυ(µα��ω)

Μιλησ��ω (Rusyayeva (1986)).

For the Milesian calendar, see Trümpy, Monat. 89–93. Five

months are identical with the Athenian. Two of the Milesian

months are attested in Classical sources: Taureon (Klio 52

(1970) 165–73, l. 31 (C5)) and Artemision (LSAM 45 �SDGI

5496 (380/79)).

Milesian victors in the Olympic Games are Olympionikai

79 (596), 225 (472) and 385: Antipater (388), according to

Paus. 6.2.6, was the first of the Ionians to have dedicated a

statue at Olympia.

Miletos struck coins in C6–C4 of electrum, silver and

bronze. (1) Electrum, C6: types: obv. mostly (head of) lion;

rev. incuse(s). (2) Silver, C6–C5: obv. forepart of lion; rev.
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floral pattern within incuse square. (3) Silver, C5: obv. lion;

rev. floral ornament. (4) Silver, C4: obv. Apollo laureate; rev.

lion; legend: ΜΙ monogram and magistrate’s name. (5)

Bronze, C4: obv. lion walking, monogram; rev. star; legend:

magistrate’s name; or obv.Apollo laureate; rev. lion and star;

legend: ΜΙ as monogram or ΜΙΛΗΣΙΩΝ and magis-

trate’s name. Milesian silver obols dating from 510–494 were

found in the Asyut hoard (Price and Waggoner (1975) 86;

Jenkins (1990) 16). In BMC Ionia 183–91 and Babelon, Traité

ii.2. 1047 it is assumed that there is a gap in the minting of sil-

ver and electrum coinage between 494 and 478, but this

seems to rest entirely on the assumption that no coins were

minted in the first decade and a half after the destruction of

the city (Babelon, Traité ii.1. 11–54, 266–71, ii.2. 1047–55;

Head, HN² 584–86; SNG Cop. Ionia 943–77).

Miletos was exceptionally active as a coloniser, and is

reported or assumed to have been involved in the founda-

tion or refoundation of the following colonies: Leros (no.

504) in C6?; Ikaros at an unknown date (see p. 740); Therma

(no. 481) at an unknown date; Myrkinos (no. 633) in 497;

Kardia (no. 665) in collaboration with Klazomenai (no. 847)

at an unknown date; Limnai (no. 668) at an unknown date;

Apollonia (no. 682) c.610; Bizone (no. 683) in C6;

Dionysopolis (no. 684) in C6l–C5; Istros (no. 685) in 657;

Odessos (no. 689) in 585–575; Olbia (no. 690) in 647/6;

Tomoi (no.693) in C6; Tyras (no.694) in C6; Kepoi (no. 699)

in 580–570; Nymphaion (no. 704) in 560s; Pantikapaion (no.

705) in 575; Theodosia (no. 707) c.570; Dioskourias (no. 709)

in C6m; Phasis (no. 711) in C6–C5; Amisos (no. 712) c.560

(possibly with Phokaia (no. 859)); Kromna (no. 723) at an

unknown date; Kytoros (no. 724) at an unknown date;

Sesamos (no. 728) at an unknown date; Sinope (no. 729) in

C7l; Tieion (no. 733) at an unknown date; Artake (no. 736) in

C6?; Daskyleion (no. 740) at an unknown date; Kios (no.

736) in 626/5; Kyzikos (no.747) in 679; Miletoupolis (no.750)

in C7l/C6e; Paisos (no. 755) in C7; Priapos (no. 758) in C7e;

Prokonnesos (no. 759) in C7e; Abydos (no. 765) in C7e;

Arisbe (no. 768) at an unknown date; Skepsis (no. 792) in

C5e. See also Ehrhardt (1983) and Gorman (2001) 243–58. In

C4 the citizens of Olbia were granted ateleia in Miletos by

mutual arrangement (Tod 195.21–22; cf. Graham (1964)

99–103).

855. Myonnesos (Myon(n)esios) Map 56. Lat. 38.05, long.

26.50. Size of territory: 1. Type: A. The toponym is

Μυ#ννησος, ! (Hecat. fr. 232; Thuc. 3.32.1) or Μυ#νησος

(Ephor. fr. 27). The city-ethnic is Μυον�σιος (Ephor. fr. 27;

IG vii 556 (undated)). Myonnesos was probably recorded as

a polis in the urban sense in Hekataios’ work (fr. 232), quot-

ed by Steph. Byz. 462.11–13: π#λις µεταξL Τ/ω κα�

Λεβ/δου. ‘Εκατα5ος ?σ��α. ?ρτεµ�δωρος δ* χωρ�ον

α(τ�ν φησι. The quotation indicates that Hekataios did

actually offer a site-classification that was later contradicted

by Artemidoros. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested in an external context in Ephor. fr.27 (verbatim quo-

tation).

Myonnesos was located between Teos (no. 868) and

Lebedos (no. 850) (Strabo 14.1.29), and was, according to

Thuc. 3.32.1, a Teian possession. The island is very small (c.1

km²), but Myonnesos may have controlled some of the pera-

ia. The island—or peninsula—settlement of Myonnesos

was too small to support a town (Bean (1966) 146–49). It

must have been the equivalent of an acropolis,with the main

settlement on the mainland. Like Korykos (no. 849), it was a

nest of pirates (Ephor. fr. 27). The settlement on the small

island that formed part of Myonnesos, and which was

joined to the mainland by a causeway, contains remains of

an early cyclopean wall.

856. Myous (Myes(s)ios) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.25.

Size of territory: unknown but probably 2 or 3. Type: A. The

toponym is Μ�ης (Hecat. fr. 235) or Μυο%ς, -ντος, W (Hdt.

1.142.3, 5.36.4; schol. Thuc. 1.138); the city-ethnic is Μυ�σιος

(Hdt. 6.8.1; Tod 113.33) or Μυ�σσιος (IG i³ 71.i.153 (425/4)).

At IG i³ 263.v.20,Μυ/βιοι“is clearly a cutter’s error”(ATL i.

522). On the (unhistorical) variant Μυο�σιος, see Robert

(1946) 71. Myous is called a polis both in the urban sense

(Hdt. 1.142.3) and in the political sense (Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3,

143.3; SEG 45 1619.4, 12–13 (C4l/C3e)), in which the use of the

polis cognate polites is also found (12). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally in abbreviated form on

C4 coins (infra) and in SEG 45 1619.3 (C4l/C3e)), and exter-

nally in literary sources (Hdt. 6.8.1) and in inscriptions (IG

i³ 71.i.153; Tod 113.33 (391–388)). The individual and external

use is attested on a late Classical funerary monument set up

at Athens (IG ii² 9973).

Not much is known about the extent of Myesian territory

in the Classical period. The only piece of evidence is Tod 113

(391–388), recording an arbitration concerning land in the

Maiandros valley to which Miletos (no. 854) and Myous had

both laid claim. The Myesians lost the case by default.

In 494 Myous provided three ships for the battle of Lade

(Hdt. 6.8.1), and it seems to have been under Persian control

even after the establishment of the Delian League: the

Persian king granted tax-levying rights at Myous to

Themistokles during the latter’s exile (Thuc. 1.138.5).
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Myous was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded from 452/1 (IG i³

261.ii.30) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.15, mostly restored) a total of

eleven times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1

tal. (IG i³ 272.ii.12, restored in all other lists) but 1½ tal. in

452/1 (IG i³ 261.ii.30, conj.) and in 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.62). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.138).

A C4l/C3e grant of proxenia and of citizenship is attested

in SEG 45 1619, the sole surviving public enactment

(ψ�φισµα, ll. 16–17) passed by the boule and demos of Myous

(ll. 10–11). This decree also contains a grant of ateleia (ll.

5–6).

Because of the absorption of Myous into Miletos (no.

854) in the Hellenistic period, very little remains on the site,

the ruins of which may have been used as a quarry after the

polis had ceased to exist (Bean (1966) 246). The site was sur-

veyed by H.Weber in 1964 and 1966.Weber (1965) reports on

two temples, an “upper” and a “lower”, of which he assumed

that the upper temple was the older one, dating from C6m.

A sanctuary of Apollo is attested in SEG 45 1619.18.

Myous struck coins of silver and bronze in C4. (1) Silver

hemiobol on the Attic standard: types: obv. head of Apollo

laureate, facing r.; rev. lion with raised paw; legend: ΜΥ. (2)

Bronze: obv. Poseidon laureate; rev. goose, or bow and

arrow, or dolphin and trident; legend: ΜΥ or ΜΥΗ

(Babelon, Traité ii.2. 1057–60, no. 1773; Head, HN² 587; SNG

von Aulock nos. 2114–15; SNG Cop. Ionia 1022).

857. Naulochon Map 61. Lat. 37.40, long. 27.15. Size of ter-

ritory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: probably A

(infra). The toponym is Να�λοχον, τ# (I.Priene 1 �Tod

185.2 (334); SEG 23 189.ii.10 (330–324)). A city-ethnic may be

attested in abbreviated form on the C4 coins (ΝΑΥ, infra).

Naulochon is probably called a polis in the urban sense in

I.Priene 1.6 (van Berchem (1970) 200–1; Hornblower (1982a)

327); but the interpretation of this inscription is open to

debate (Heisserer (1980) 162).Likewise, the dedication to the

hero Naulochos as “protector of the polis” (π#λειως

φ�λακογ in CEG ii 854.5 � I.Priene 196 (C4m)) may be an

attestation of Naulochon (and not Priene (no.861)) as a polis

in the political sense.

Naulochon was the port of Priene and seems to have

existed as a separate community during part of C4.

However, the edict of Alexander the Great seems to equate

the Greek inhabitants of Naulochon with the Πριηνε5ς,

suggesting that there was no separate Naulochean commu-

nal identity. Depending on how the text is restored, the

decree may also be interpreted to the effect that some of the

inhabitants were not Greek at all (Heisserer (1980) 156;

Botermann (1994)). If it is accepted that Priene had ceased to

exist at some point after 391/0, to be revived as a community

only after the refoundation of the city, then Naulochon may

have served as a temporary urban and political centre of the

Prienians (van Berchem (1970) 200–1; Hornblower (1982a)

327). However, the numismatic evidence points to Prienian

coins having been minted simultaneously with coins mint-

ed by Naulochon, a problem not solved satisfactorily by van

Berchem’s argument. Theorodokoi to host theoroi from

Argos (no. 347) are attested for Naulochon in SEG 23

189.ii.10 (330–324).

Naulochon struck bronze coins in C4m. Types: obv. head

of Athena r.; rev. dolphin r., surrounded by maeander pat-

tern; legend: ΝΑΥ (Babelon, Traité ii.2. 1059–60 no. 1776;

Head, HN² 587; for one contemporary silver coin with the

same types but inscribed ΠΡ, see Regling (1927) 47).

858. Notion (Notieus) Map 56. Lat. 38.00, long. 27.10. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Ν#τιον, τ#

(Hecat. fr. 233; Thuc. 3.34.1; Xen. Hell. 1.5.12–14; Hell. Oxy.

8.4, Chambers; Ps.-Skylax 98). The city-ethnic is Νοτιε�ς

(IG i³ 261.v.11 (452/1)). Notion is called a polis in the urban

sense, explicitly at Hell. Oxy. 8.4, unless the reference is to

Kolophon (no. 848) (see Bruce (1967) 44), and implicitly at

Ps.-Skylax 98: Ν#τιον κα� λιµ�ν (see Flensted-Jensen and

Hansen (1996) 142. At Arist. Pol. 1303b7–10 Notion is listed as

an example of a community which was sometimes a sepa-

rate polis. The collective and external use of the city-ethnic is

attested in Attic inscriptions (the tribute lists and IG ii²

1.48 �Tod 97 (403/2)).

Although it cannot be ruled out completely that Notion

in Ionia was in fact identical with the Aiolic Notion

(“Southern”) mentioned in Hdt. 1.149.1, its history was inex-

tricably bound up with that of Kolophon (no. 848), for

which it served as a harbour town. Thus, the preferable view

is that Aiolic and Ionian Notion were different communi-

ties.

Notion was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3 (IG i³

259.iii.22) to 416/15 (IG i³ 289.i.41) a total of eighteen times,

four times completely restored, paying a phoros of 2,000 dr.

in all years, except in 428/7 when it paid only 100 dr. (IG i³

283.iii.23). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.107,

toponym mostly restored). It is recorded once by toponym

(IG i³ 285.i.95), and otherwise by city-ethnic. In some years

Notion and Kolophon are listed side by side (454/3–452/1

and 433/2–416/15), but in the period 451/0–440/39 the two
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communities are separated by two entries (IG i³ 270.i.8 and

11) or four entries (IG i³ 262.iv.6 and 12) or five entries (IG i³

266.i.4 and 10) or even more.

Thuc. 3.34.1 refers to Notion in unambiguous terms as a

Kolophonian dependency in 428/7 (ε2ς Ν#τιον τ�

Κολοφων�ων). But in the Athenian decree for the Samians

of 403/2, the Notieis are honoured by Athens along with the

people of Ephesos (no. 844) for having given asylum to

Samian refugees (IG ii² 1.48). This points to Notion as a state

in its own right (in that case a dependent polis), at least at the

turn of the century. Status as a separate community is also

indicated by the much later attestation of theorodokoi in

Notion, one to host theoroi announcing the festival for

Argive Hera (SEG 23 189.ii.7 (330–324)) and one to host the-

oroi announcing the Nemean Games (SEG 36 331.ii.44–45

(323/2)). Finally, at Pol. 1303b7–10 Aristotle notes that prob-

lems with the nature of the territory resulted in stasis

between the Kolophonians and the Notieis and made it dif-

ficult to keep the polis united. Aristotle’s use of ethnics indi-

cates that Kolophon and Notion were sometimes united,

sometimes separate communities. For the problem relating

to the Athenian foundation of a New Kolophon at Notion,

see 1078 supra. Even if New Kolophon was founded on the

actual site of Notion, the community of Notieis must have

retained a communal identity distinct from that of the

Kolophonian settlers, as pointed out by Piérart (1984)

168–71. During their excavation of Notion, Demangel and

Laumonier (1923) recorded some C4 architectural frag-

ments which may have belonged to the Athena sanctuary. A

fortificatory wall (diateichisma) is mentioned in Thuc.

3.34.2; but this may have been only of a temporary nature.

There is so far no evidence for Classical city walls. Recent

Turkish excavations, reported by Mitchell (1999) 148,

produced no further evidence for the pre-Hellenistic settle-

ment.

859. Phokaia (Phokaieus) Map 56. Lat. 38.40, long. 26.45.

Size of territory: probably 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Φ)καια,! (Hdt. 1.142.3, 2.178.2; Xen. Hell. 1.3.1) or Φωκα�η

(Hdt. 1.80.1) or, in the Aiolic dialect, Φ)κα (Tod

112.9–10 �SEG 34 849 (C5–C4)). The city-ethnic is

Φωκαιε�ς (Hdt. 4.138.2; Thuc. 1.13.6; IG i³ 261.v.4) or

Φωκαε�ς (C4 bronze coins, infra). Phokaia is called a polis

both in the urban sense (Hdt. 1.162.2–163.1; Ps.-Skylax 98)

and in the political sense (Hdt. 2.172.2; Tod 112.6, 17; Arist.

Oec. 1348b4). A Φωκα�ων πολιτε�α was included among

the 158 Aristotelian constitutions (fr. 616). The word astos is

used about the citizens of Phokaia in Hdt. 1.165, and patris is

used in Hdt. 1.169. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on C4 coins (infra) and externally in Hdt.

6.8.2; Thuc. 1.13.6; Isoc. 6.84; IG i³ 261.v.4. For the individual

and external use, see Hdt. 6.11.1; CID ii 4.iii.13 (C4m) and IG

ii² 2421.2 (C4).

The name of the territory was Φωκαjς (Thuc. 8.101.2). It

included an island with a harbour called W .ν Καρτερ�οις

λιµ�ν (Thuc. 8.101.2) (a harbour is mentioned also at Ps.-

Skylax 98). Karteria was most likely (a group of) island(s),

and it is interesting to note that even islands could be

described as part of Phokaïs. At Hdt. 1.165.3 the term χ)ρη

is used about Phokaia’s territory as a whole.

The colonisation of Massalia (no. 3) by Phokaians in

c.600 is the first thing we know about Phokaia (supra 162,

165), and according to Thuc. 1.13.6, Phokaia then possessed a

strong naval force. After the Persian conquest of the Lydian

kingdom, the Phokaians decided to relocate their city and,

according to Hdt. 1.164, the majority of the citizens left c.546.

He also relates that many of them became homesick soon

after and returned to Phokaia in spite of their solemn oath

never to come back. The abandonment and destruction of

Phokaia in 546 now seems to be confirmed archaeologically

(Mitchell (1999) 143).

Phokaia belonged to the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.3)

and provided three ships for the battle of Lade (Hdt.6.8.2) as

well as the general of the whole fleet, Dionysios (Hdt. 6.11.1).

Andrapodismos of Phokaia as a consequence of the defeat at

Lade may be implied in Hdt. 6.17 in his account of the gen-

eral Dionysios’ decision not to return home.

Phokaia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 453/2 (IG i³

260.viii.7–8, 9) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.49, mostly restored) a

total of twelve times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of 3 tal. down to, probably, 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.38),

then 1 tal., 5,250 dr. (IG i³ 266.i.11) and from, perhaps, 443/2

(IG i³ 269.i.14) 2 tal. (IG i³ 270.i.12). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.139). In 453/2 the tribute is split up into

one payment of 3,000 dr. and one of 2 tal., 3,000 dr.

The only public enactment attested earlier than C3 is Tod

112 (C5l/C4e).Lines 6–18 of this decree also provide evidence

for dikasterion, death penalty and fines. The eponymous

official is recorded as πρ�τανις (Tod 112.19–21), and other

officials are referred to as �ρχα� generally in ll. 9–10. A

Phokaian grant of ateleia may be attested in Iscr. Cos ED

71B.15–17 (C4l). Proxenia was received from Chios (no. 840)

(RPhil (1937) 325–32 no. 6A.2 �PEP Chios 50 (C4)). On the

C5s coinage treaty (Tod 112) with Mytilene (no. 798), see

infra.
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Hdt. 1.162–64 (r546) recounts how the Phokaians fortified

their settlement with financial assistance from

Arganthonios, king of Tartessos, and describes the city wall

as several stades long and constructed from large blocks of

stone. In 1990, part of the city wall was found near the new

city hall of Foça (Mellink (1993) 131). For the results of exca-

vations of the Archaic city wall, see Özyigit (1994). They

seem to have enclosed an area of c.50 ha. The archaeological

evidence in general appears to confirm Herodotos’ account,

including a burnt city gate and C6 debris which suggest an

attack c.540. In Xen. Hell. 1.5.11 the text suggests that the

Athenians attempted to fortify Phokaia in 406, and the text

need not be emended (Krentz (1989) 139).

Old Phokaia is currently under excavation, and remains

of public architecture have been discovered. An Archaic

temple of Athena is thought to have been located on a rock

platform at the tip of the peninsula (Mellink (1955) 236,

(1956) 382; E. Akurgal (1956) 6–8). It is assumed that this

temple was destroyed by Harpagos and perhaps repaired

shortly afterwards. The ceramic record runs from late

Geometric throughout the Classical period. In Xen. Hell.

1.3.1 it is reported that the temple of Athena burned in 409/8.

The temple appears to have been rebuilt in the Hellenistic

period. Archaic walls of a Cybele sanctuary were discovered

by Özyigit (Gates (1996) 325). A C4e–m theatre is currently

under excavation (Mitchell (1999) 143).

Phokaia struck coins of electrum, silver and bronze. (1)

Electrum, C6–C4: denominations: stater, hekte. Types: obv.

a variety of types with seal above or below; rev. quadripartite

incuse square. (2) Silver on the Phoenician standard,

C6–C4: denominations: tetradrachm, didrachm, drachm

and fractions down to hemiobol: obv. variety of types with

seal above or below; rev. mostly quadripartite incuse square;

legend: sometimes ΦΩ. (3) Bronze: obv. female head; rev.

griffin; only a few C4 bronze coins carry the legend

ΦΩΚΑΕΩΝ. In, probably, C5s, Phokaia and Mytilene (no.

798) concluded a treaty that the two poleis should take turns

and strike identical electrum coins in alternating years (IG

xii.2 1). In C4 the staters and hektai struck in consequence of

this treaty became the principal local currency of the poleis

of western Asia Minor (Tod 112 �SEG 34 849; Head, HN²

587–89; Jenkins (1990) 18–19; Bodenstedt (1977–78a),

(1977–78b) with Kraay (1982); BMC Ionia 203–16; SNG Cop.

Ionia 1023–33).

Phokaia was an active coloniser, founding Lampsakos

(no. 748) in 654/3, Massalia (no. 3) in C6f, Alalie (no. 1) in

C6m, and Hyele (no. 54) c.540 after the failure at Alalie. It

may also have founded Emporion (no. 2) c.600, possibly in

collaboration with Massalia, and Amisos (no. 712), possibly

in collaboration with Miletos (no. 854).

860. (Polichnitai) Map 56. Lat. 38.25, long. 26.35, but cf.

infra. Size of territory: ? Type: B. No toponym is recorded.

The city-ethnic is either Πολιχνα5ος (IG i³ 264.iii.29,

265.i.60) or Πολιχν�της (IG i³ 283.iii.30), to be distin-

guished from the Πολιχν5ται of Chalkidike (no. 596) and

the Πολιχν5ται (no. 789) in the Hellespontine district (i.e.

Troas).

The location of *Polichne is uncertain, but the communi-

ty was undoubtedly situated on the Mimas peninsula.

Wilamowitz-Möllendorff ’s attempt (1908) 617 to identify

this Polichne with that of Thuc. 8.14.3 was disputed by

Kirsten (1952); Cook (1953–54) 157 with n. 3; and Gomme et

al. (1981) 34–35.

The Polichnitai were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Ionian district and are recorded from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.14) to 428/7 (IG i³ 283.iii.30) a total of

twelve times, once completely but plausibly restored. In

448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.30), 444/3 (IG i³ 268.i.27), 430/29 (IG i³

281.i.23) and 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.144–45) the Polichnitai are

explictly recorded as a dependency of Erythrai (no. 845). In

450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.14) they paid alongside the other

Erythraian dependencies; but in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.30) and

in 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.60) the other dependencies paid on

their behalf. In later years their payment is recorded sepa-

rately from that of the other Erythraian dependencies, and

the Polichnitai paid 4,000 dr. (IG i³ 271.i.18) but in 428/7 1

tal., 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 283.iii.30).

861. Priene (Prieneus) Map 61. From C4s, lat. 37.40,

long. 27.20; if relocated (cf. infra), the precise location of

the Archaic and Classical urban centre is unknown. Size of

territory: unknown but probably 3 or 4. Type: A. The

toponym is Πρι�νη, ! (Thuc. 1.115.2; Xen. Hell. 3.2.17;

I.Priene 5.8 (C4s)). The city-ethnic is Πριηνε�ς (Hecat. fr.

233; IG i³ 269.i.28 (443/2); I.Priene 1.7 (334), 2.4 �Tod 186.4

(334)) or Πριανε�ς (IG i³ 260.x.8 (453/2)). Priene is called

a polis both in the urban sense (Xen. Hell. 4.8.17; Ps.-Skylax

98) and in the political sense (Hdt. 1.141.4, 142.3, 143.3;

I.Priene 1.14–15 (334), 2.7 (334)). The polis cognate polites is

attested in I.Priene 10.7 (C4), and politeia in I.Priene 2.8

(334) denoting Prienian citizenship. The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested internally in decrees (I.Priene 2.4,

7, 13–14) or in abbreviated form on C4m coins (infra), and

externally in Hecat. fr. 234; Hdt. 1.15; IG i³ 260.x.8. For the

individual and external use, see Hipponax fr. 123, West
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(C6–C5); Hdt. 1.27.2; and Pl. Prt. 343A, all referring to Bias

of Priene.

In C4 the territory of Priene had common borders with

the territory of Ephesos (no. 844; I.Priene 3.13 (C4–C3e))

and with the territory of Thebes (no. 869) on Mt. Mykale

(I.Priene 363.24–25 (C4m)). Ps.-Skylax 98 refers to Priene as

a polis with two harbours, one of which was kleistos.

Priene was part of the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.3)

and was traditionally in charge of the Panionian festival

located in its territory on Mt. Mykale (I.Priene 139.1 with

Hiller von Gaertringen’s comment and Strabo 14.1.20). The

Panionia were moved from Mt. Mykale to the territory of

Ephesos (no. 844), perhaps as a result of an early(?) war

between Samos (no. 864) and Miletos (no. 854) over

Prienian territory (Hornblower (1982b), (1991) 527–29), but

were probably transferred back into Prienian control in C4

(I.Priene 139 (C4m) and PEP Priene 11 (C4m)). Stylianou

(1983) 248 suggested that the move back to Mt. Mykale

was initiated in 373. According to Aeschin. 2.116, Priene

filled one of the two Ionian seats in the Amphiktyonic

Council, alternating with Eretria (no. 370); but see Lefèvre

(1998) 60.

Priene underwent andrapodismos in 546 (Hdt. 1.161), but

had been re-established as a community by 495/4 at the lat-

est, when it contributed twelve ships to the battle of Lade

(Hdt. 6.8.1). Priene was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Ionian district and is recorded from 454/3

(IG i³ 259.ii.11) to 442/1 (IG i³ 270.i.21, completely restored)

a total of eight times, once completely restored, paying a

phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 263.v.22). It is absent from the full panel

of 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i–ii.7–25). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.149). The polis may have been regarded as a

potential dependency by both Miletos and Samos, whose

fight for domination gave rise to a war and subsequent

Athenian intervention on Samos in 440/39 (Thuc. 1.115.2). In

398/7 troops from Priene assisted Derkylidas in his 

campaign in the Maiandros plain (Xen. Hell. 3.2.17), and the

latest secure reference to the urban centre of Priene is found

in Xen. Hell. 4.8.17, referring to Thibron’s movements in the

Maiandros plain in 391/90.

It is normally assumed that after this point the Prienian

citizens abandoned their original (and still unlocated)

urban centre in favour of the harbour town of Naulochon

until the refoundation of Hellenistic Priene (Hiller von

Gaertringen (1906) xi). The question of refoundation and

urban relocation, however, is subject to continuous debate.

The dates suggested for the refoundation of Priene vary

from C4m (implying Athenian or Hekatomnid involve-

ment) to 334 (van Berchem (1970); Hornblower (1982a)

326–28; Schipporeit (1998)). On a priori topographical

grounds it would be very surprising if Archaic and Classical

Priene was not located on the same site as the Hellenistic

city. If there was a separate site, one would have expected

some trace of it to have been identified or noticed. Demand

(1990) 140–46 presents important arguments against a relo-

cation and maintains that there is evidence for continuous

occupation throughout C4 on the site of Hellenistic Priene.

Botermann (1994) 165 has refuted some of Demand’s argu-

ments, assuming a refoundation by Alexander the Great

while still following Demand in suggesting that the urban

centre was not necessarily relocated. Botermann’s argument

rests primarily on the lack of epigraphical material antedat-

ing 334; but this point could be made for most of the Aiolic

and Ionian poleis of Asia Minor and thus is not conclusive.

Schipporeit (1998) adduced further arguments in favour of

Demand’s position by drawing attention to remains of older

constructions at the site of the Demeter sanctuary, the ori-

entation of which does not agree with that of the late

Classical temple ((1998) 195–96). Furthermore, as

Schipporeit points out (ibid. 202–3), only about a third of

Priene has been excavated so far, and this supports

Demand’s warning against arguments from silence regard-

ing the existence of an earlier settlement on the site.

Naulochon (no. 857) rather than Priene figures in a list of

theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23

189.ii.10 (330–324)); but the date of the inscription after

Alexander’s instructions regarding Naulochon (I.Priene 1)

weakens the text as evidence against the existence of Priene

in C4e–m. I.Priene 5.10–13 (before 326/5, and so roughly con-

temporary with the list of theorodokoi) prescribes that theo-

roi elected by the Prienian demos are to be dispatched to

Athens in connection with the Panathenaia.

Nothing is known about the constitution of Priene

before 334, and I.Priene 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 are insecurely dated

and may belong in C3e (Crowther (1996)). During the last

three decades of C4 Priene appears to have been governed

by some form of democracy. The decree I.Priene 2.3 (334)

mentions an assembly meeting (κυρ�ου συλλ#γου).

I.Priene 9.4 (C4) mentions the boule, and its probouleu-

matic function is securely attested in I.Priene 4.52

(δεδ#χθαι τ8ι βουλ8[ι] κ[α]� [τ+]ι δ�µωι (332–324)),

but the other attestations of this function in C4 inscrip-

tions (I.Priene 2.1 and 5.1) are entirely due to Hiller von

Gaertringen’s not very reliable restorations. The epony-

mous official is designated prytanis in I.Priene 2.4 (334). For

the title of stephanephoros in I.Priene 4 (332–324), see
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Crowther (1996) 205–6. The following types of official are

attested epigraphically: a grammateus elected by the assem-

bly (I.Priene 4.6, commending the 20-year tenure of this

position by Apellis and thus going back at least as far as the

last two decades of C4) and a board of timouchoi (I.Priene

10.24). I.Priene 10 refers to the Prienian administration of

justice, which provided for public actions brought by vol-

unteer prosecutors (l. 33). A grant of proxenia bestowed on

Antigonos of Makedonia, who is also given citizenship, is

attested in I.Priene 2 (334). Shortly before 322 Priene

renewed a block grant of citizenship bestowed on the

Athenians (I.Priene 5.7–8; see also IG ii² 566.7–8, presum-

ably referring to the earlier grant).

A grant of enktesis ges kai oikias is bestowed on

Antigonos of Makedonia in I.Priene 2.9. A distinction

between real property owned by the citizens of Priene and

property owned by resident non-Prienians in Prienian ter-

ritory is made in I.Priene 1.8–13, with a view to taxation

imposed by Alexander the Great. Import and export taxes

are mentioned in I.Priene 2.9–11, as well as a general grant

of ateleia, but excepting taxes on land, which will still have

to be paid by the honorand. On personal taxation in

Priene, see Gauthier (1991), who relies on Hiller von

Gaertringen’s early dates for I.Priene 4, and whose other

Prienian evidence all belongs to C3 or later. Maronitai resi-

dent in Priene are mentioned in I.Priene 10.21, a C4 decree

bestowing various judicial privileges on citizens of

Maroneia (no. 646). Evidence for a group of land-owning,

permanent non-Prienian residents designated Pedieis is

found in I.Priene 1.7–13 and later in I.Priene 3 (C3e accord-

ing to Crowther). There is a possibility that Pedieis refers to

non-Greek residents in Prienian territory (Corsaro (1984));

but this proposition has been questioned by Schuler

(1998) 205.

The urban centre of Priene was surrounded by walls

which can be dated to C4, although their precise date is dis-

puted (Wiegand and Schrader (1904) 35ff; Lawrence (1979)

119, 478); they enclosed an area of 37 ha, of which 15 ha was

suitable for habitation (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994)

193) and accommodated c.500 houses (ibid. (1994) 190). The

agora of C4 Priene is currently under investigation (Gates

(1994) 269). The main sanctuary was that of Athena Polias

(I.Priene 156: ΒασιλεLς ?λ/ξανδρος �ν/θηκε τ�ν να�ν

?θηνα�ηι Πολι�δι (c.334, but the date is disputed; see

Carter (1988) 133 n. 59) and Botermann (1994) 162)). The C4

temple of Athena was probably not completed until C3

(Mellink (1993) 126–27); there can be no doubt, however,

that the construction of the temple was begun in the 330s at

the latest. The Demeter sanctuary, which may contain

remains predating the refoundation of the city, is discussed

by Schipporeit (1998). For the date of the theatre (TGR iii.

441–42), see Gogos (1998), who argues for a date not earlier

than C3 for the entire structure.With Crowther’s redating of

I.Priene 4 to C3e, the only written evidence for a C4 theatre

disappears (32). This is also true of the references to a pry-

taneion in I.Priene 3.16 and 4.35–36. A grid plan is attested

from at least C4 (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994)

188–222).

The Prienian calendar shows close affinities with that of

Miletos (no. 854) and two of the Attic months are attested in

C4 inscriptions: Metageitnion in I.Priene 2.2 and

Boedromion in I.Priene 10.1–2 (Trümpy, Monat. 94–96 § 83).

Prienian bronze coinage is known from at least as early as

C4m. (1) Types: obv. Athena wearing helmet; rev. maeander

pattern; legend:ΠΡΙΗ. (2) Obv. head of Athena, l.; rev. dol-

phin in circle formed by maeander pattern; legend: ΠΡ.

Head, HN² 590 drew attention to the similarity between (2)

and the types minted by Naulochon (no. 857). Regling’s

(1927) reluctance to date any Prienian issues to the period

before C4m has been questioned by Schipporeit (1998).SNG

von Aulock 2151 and SNG Cop. Ionia 1076 (bronze) are dated

to 340–334. Coins of C2 have the full form of the city-ethnic:

ΠΡΙΗΝΕΩΝ (SNG Cop. Ionia 1100).

862. Pteleon (Pteleousios) Map 56. Lat. 38.30, long. 26.25.

Size of territory: unknown but probably 1 or 2. Type: B. The

toponym is Πτελε#ν, τ# (Thuc. 8.24.2, 31.2). The city-

ethnic is Πτελεο�σιος (IG i³ 264.iii.30 (448/7); Eust. Il.

297.28). The settlement is designated as a teichos in Thuc.

8.24.2, but this designation does not rule out that Pteleon

was a polis. The collective and external use of the city-ethnic

is attested in the Athenian tribute lists.

Pteleon was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 450/49 (IG i³

263.ii.16) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.21) a total of ten times, three

times completely but plausibly restored. In 430/29 Pteleon is

explictly recorded as a dependency of Erythrai (IG i³

281.i.20). In 450/49, 448/7 and 447/6 Pteleon paid alongside

the other dependencies of Erythrai (no. 845); they all

formed a syntely, but the Pteleousioi paid on their own

behalf (IG i³ 263.ii.16, 264.iii.30, 265.i.64). In later years their

payment is recorded separately from that of the other

Erythraian dependencies, and they seem in all years to have

paid 100 dr. (IG i³ 272.ii.20). In 425/4 Pteleon was assessed

for tribute separately from Erythrai and the other

Erythraian dependencies (IG i³ 71.ii.93).
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The community was located in Erythraian territory and

was undoubtedly an Erythraian dependency (Thuc. 8.24.2:

.ν τ=8 ’Ερυθρα��α; IG i³ 281.i.21: [Πτελε#]σιοι ’Ερυθρα�ον),

but the Athenians maintained control over the site during

Erythrai’s revolt in 412. The designation τε5χος in Thuc.

8.24.2 indicates that Pteleon was walled; see also

Thucydides’ report at 8.31.2 of Astyochos’ failure to capture

the site.

863. Pygela (Pygeleus) Map 61. Lat. 37.50, long. 27.15. Size

of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A. The toponym is Π�γελα, τ�

(Hipponax fr. 92.15, West; Xen. Hell. 1.2.2; SEG 23 189.ii.9

(330–324)) or Φ�γελα (I.Ephesos 3110.6 (C4l)).The city-eth-

nic is Πυγελε�ς (Xen. Hell. 1.2.2) or Πυγαλε�ς (IG i³

266.i.7 (446/5)) or Φυγελε�ς (I.Ephesos 3110.3 (C4l)). Pygela

is attested as a polis in the political sense in I.Ephesos 3110

(C4), and retrospectively in the sense of town by Polyaen.

7.23.2 (rC4). The polis cognates polites and politeia in the

sense of citizenship are attested in I.Ephesos 3110. The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on C4 coins

(infra) and externally in Xen. Hell. 1.2.2; IG i³ 269.i.29

(443/2); I.Ephesos 3110 (C4). For the individual and external

use of the city-ethnic, see IGBulg. 416 (C5–C4) and Dion.

Hal. Thuc. 5 (rC5) (referring to Thucydides’ predecessor

∆ηµοκλ8ς W Φυγελε�ς).

The χ)ρα of Pygela is mentioned in Xen. Hell. 1.2.2

(r409). I.Ephesos 3111.11–13 (c.310) records that a grant of

citizenship was passed with 350 votes (Gauthier (1990)

91–92).

Pygela was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Ionian district and is recorded from 446/5 (IG i³ 266.i.7)

to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.24) a total of eleven times, twice com-

pletely restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal. in 440/39 (IG i³

272.ii.13) and 1 tal., 3,000 dr. in 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.47). It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.151).

In C4l Pygela entered into an isopoliteia agreement with

Miletos (no. 854) (I.Ephesos 3110) in which Pygelean envoys

to Miletos are honoured (2). Prior to the isopoliteia agree-

ment Milesian citizens resident at Pygela appear to have

enjoyed some form of limited citizenship, perhaps bestowed

on them by a block grant. Likewise, Pygelean citizens resid-

ent at Miletos seem to have had some privileges. The treaty

itself may have extended the civic rights of resident

Pygeleans in Miletos: the end of the decree stipulates that the

Pygeleans are to be assigned to phylai by lot by the prytaneis

(ll. 17–18). I.Ephesos 3111 (C4l) shows that in C4 the Pygelean

assembly controlled the admission of new citizens by decree

(psephisma, l. 4).

The independence of Pygela seems to have been under

constant threat from its more powerful neighbours, espe-

cially Samos (no. 864) and Ephesos (no. 844). The latter

clearly had absorbed Pygela in the early Hellenistic period,

when the inhabitants of Pygela were referred to as Ephesian

citizens (I.Ephesos 1408.2, 4–5).

The civic subdivisions of Pygela were phylai and gene. The

phyle ?γαµεµνον�ς and the genos Ε(ρ�δαι are attested, and

a board of prytaneis are given responsibility for assigning

naturalised citizens to civic subdivisions by lot and, togeth-

er with the tamias, for having the citizenship decree

inscribed on stone (I.Ephesos 3111.7–9).

Pygela was fortified in 409 (Xen. Hell. 1.2.2). During exca-

vations of the site between Ephesos and Kuşadası, Gürçay

and Akurgal cleared 40 m of the city walls. Sherds dating

from C4 were found during this operation (Mellink (1976)

280). A sanctuary of Artemis is attested epigraphically

(I.Ephesos 3111.5–6). Pygelean theorodokoi to host theoroi

from Argos (no. 347) are attested in SEG 23 189.ii.9

(330–324).

Pygela struck coins of silver and bronze throughout C4.

(1) Silver, C4m: denomination: tetradrachm. Types: obv.

head of Artemis Munychia, facing; rev. butting bull; legend:

ΦΥΓΑΛΕΩΝ and magistrate’s name. (2) Bronze, C4: obv.

head of Artemis Munychia wearing stephane, r. or facing;

rev. butting bull; legend: ΦΥΓ (Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos.

1856–63; Head, HN² 590; Regling (1922); BMC Ionia p. 228;

SNG Cop. Ionia 1072–75).

864. Samos (Samios) (to 365) Map 61. Lat. 37.40, long.

26.55. Size of territory: 4 (468.3 km²), but probably 5

including the Samian peraia. Type: A. The toponym is

Σ�µος, ! (Aesch. Pers. 882; Hdt. 3.48.2), denoting both the

island (Hdt. 3.120.3) and the city (Hdt. 3.54.1). The city-

ethnic is Σ�µιος (I.Ephesos 115 (C6); F.Delphes iii.4 455

(C5e); Hdt. 1.51.3). In C5 Samos is called a polis both in the

urban sense (Hdt. 3.54.1; Thuc. 1.116.2) and in the political

sense (Hdt. 3.139.1; Thuc. 8.21); the territorial sense is some-

times a connotation (Thuc. 4.75.1). In C4 again, both the

urban sense (Ps.-Skylax 98; Isoc. 15.107.8) and the political

sense (Xen. Hell. 2.3.7; Arist. Pol. 1287a37–38) are attested.

Samos is called asty at Anac. frr. 353 and 448, Page. The des-

ignation polites is applied to citizens of Samos in Hdt. 3.45.4

(rC6) and Xen. Hell. 2.3.7, while the Samian politeia in the

sense of constitution is mentioned in Thuc. 1.115.2; IG i³

127.19–20 (405); and [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 24.2 (rC5). A Σαµ�ων

πολιτε�α was included among the 158 Aristotelian consti-

tutions (fr. 591.1; cf. frr. 588–95). The verb politeuein/poli-
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teuesthai is used in Thuc. 8.73.6 and IG i³ 127.13 �ML 94.13

(405). In Hdt. 3.44.2, 142.2 and 143.1 Samian citizens are

referred to as astoi. For patris referring to Samos, see Hdt.

3.140.5 and SEG 22 483.1 (C4f). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in a C5e dedication quoted

at Hdt. 4.88.2 and in abbreviated form on C5l–C4 coins

(infra), and externally in IG i³ 1365A.i.1 (C6); Thuc. 7.57.4

(C5); and Arist. Oec. 1350b6. The individual and external

use of the city-ethnic is attested in I.Ephesos 115 (C6) and IG

i³ 1366 (C6–C5). In the collective grant of citizenship by

Athens in 405, the honorands are classified as both Samians

and Athenians (IG i³ 127.12). The collective form of the

city-ethnic is used retrospectively in a number of Samian

honorific decrees bestowed on the benefactors of the exiled

Samian demos (IG xii.6 17.5–6, 24.6–7).

The Samian territory in its entirety is referred to as χ)ρα

in Hdt. 6.22.1, and it is designated Σαµ�η in Hdt. 9.96.1. A

study of the settlement pattern of ancient Samos is given by

Shipley (1987) 231–68.Apart from Samos itself, Barr. records

only four settlements of the Archaic and Classical periods:

Kazania (Barr., AC), Manolates (Barr., A), Neo Karlovasi

(Barr., C) and Neokhorion (Barr., AC), plus one fort at Ag.

Ioannis (Barr., AC).

The size of the Samian citizen population cannot be

ascertained. From the number of Samian ships at Lade in

494 and in the navy in action in 440, Shipley (1987) 12–15

suggests a population figure of 30,000–50,000, including

women, resident aliens and slaves.

According to Hdt. 5.99.1, Samos supported the

Chalkidian side in the so-called Lelantine War (C8l?), and

Samian forces also assisted the Spartans in a war against the

Messenians (Hdt. 3.47.1), presumably the Second Messenian

War (C7). In C6 Samian troops distinguished themselves in

the battle at Salamis in Cyprus against Persian and

Phoinikian forces (Hdt. 5.112.1). Around 517 the conquest of

Samos was allegedly completed successfully by Otanes; the

entire population was allegedly killed and the Persians

handed over “an empty island” to Syloson (Hdt. 3.147–49);

but Otanes repopulated the island soon afterwards.

Samos belonged to the Ionian dodekapolis (Hdt. 1.142.4),

and the Samians took part in the Ionian Revolt in 499 and

provided sixty triremes at the battle of Lade in 494 (Hdt.

6.8.2). After the failure of the Ionian Revolt, which led to the

reinstatement of Aiakes II as tyrant with Persian backing,

many wealthy Samians went into exile and settled at Zankle

(no. 51), driving out the Zanklaians (Hdt. 6.22–24; Arist. Pol.

1303a35–36). The Samians fought on the Persian side in

480/79 (Hdt. 8.85) but joined the Greeks before the battle of

Mykale (Hdt. 9.90–92) and were accepted as members of the

Hellenic League after the battle (Hdt. 9.106.4). Samos was

among the earliest members of the Delian League (Hdt.

9.106.4) and, alongside Chios (no. 840) and Lesbos, the

Samians maintained their status as an autonomos ally of

Athens (Arist. Ath. Pol. 24.2, but see Pol. 1284a39–40). Yet, in

441/0 they revolted after Athenian interference in their war

against Miletos (no. 854) and their installation of a demo-

cratic government on the island (Thuc. 1.115.2–3). After a

protracted siege (Thuc. 1.115.4–117.2) the Samians were

forced back into the alliance and had to pull down their

walls, surrender their fleet, and pay a large war indemnity

(Thuc. 1.117.3; IG i³ 48 �Staatsverträge 159). The oligarchs

who had left Samos in 441/0 during the democratic regime

but had returned and instigated the Revolt in 440 (Thuc.

1.115.4) went into exile once again, and many of them settled

in Anaia (no. 838) (Thuc. 3.32.2, 4.75.1; see Gehrke, Stasis

143–44). Samos was now perceived as a tribute-paying

member of the alliance (Thuc. 7.57.4), although it is never

attested in the Athenian tribute lists. Samos remained a

member for the duration of the Peloponnesian War, in spite

of two attempted secessions in 412 and 411 staged by the

Samian élite, both of which were prevented at the eleventh

hour (Thuc. 8.21 and 8.63.3). In 412 Samos regained its status

as an autonomos member of the League (Thuc. 8.21). After

the Athenian defeat at Aigos potamoi, the Samians massa-

cred their oligarchs (Xen. Hell. 2.2.6) and sent envoys to

Athens (IG i³ 127.7–8). Athenian citizenship was conferred

on all Samians, but their autonomia was guaranteed (IG i³

127.11–18). After the end of the Peloponnesian War, a

decarchy was imposed on Samos by Lysandros after the

expulsion of Samian citizens and the return of oligarchic

exiles (Xen. Hell. 2.3.6–7; Diod. 14.3.4–5; Shipley (1987)

131–33). Some of the exiled Samian democrats settled in

Notion (no. 858) and Ephesos (no. 844) (IG ii²

1.48–49 �Tod 97 (403/2)). The Samians displayed their loy-

alty by dedicating a statue of Lysandros at Olympia (Paus.

6.3.15). Samos presumably remained a Spartan ally until

Konon’s victory in the battle of Knidos in 394 (Paus. 6.3.16),

but Samos was subsequently forced back into an alliance

with Sparta in 391 (Diod. 14.97.3). In 366/5 Samos was con-

quered by Timotheos (Isoc. 15.111; Dem. 15.9) and turned

into an Athenian klerouchy (no. 865).

Samos was renowned as a hegemonic sea power during

the reign of Polykrates (Hdt. 3.39.3–4, 122.2; Thuc. 1.13.6),

who allegedly had 100 pentekonteres and 1,000 archers at his

disposal (Hdt. 3.39.3), and Samos deployed sixty triremes at

the battle of Lade (Hdt. 6.8.2, 14.2). In 440–439 the Samians
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had a considerable naval force engaged in their rebellion

against the Athenians (Thuc. 1.116.1, 117.1–2). They were

compelled to hand over their fleet after their defeat, but in

406 ten Samian ships under a Samian commander fought in

the battle of Arginousai (Xen. Hell. 1.6.25, 29). A contingent

of Samian troops participated in the Sicilian expedition

(Thuc. 7.57.4), and Samian strategoi are honoured in IG i³

127.8.

The constitutional history of Samos before Polykrates is

obscure. A C6 basileus, Amphikrates (Hdt. 3.59.4), may have

been an eponymous official rather than a king (Shipley

(1987) 37). On the basis of Plutarch’s rather late and anec-

dotal account at Mor. 303E–304C, it is normally assumed

that Samos from C7 was ruled by an oligarchy of wealthy

landowners (the geomoroi), that the rule of the geomoroi fol-

lowed after the murder of the monarch Demoteles, and that

the oligarchy remained in place until a successful Samian

intervention in a war between the Megarians (no. 225) and

Perinthians (no. 678), when the Samian demos staged a coup

and “liberated” the polis (Shipley (1987) 39–41). Demoteles

may have been a tyrant whose rule represented an interrup-

tion of the oligarchy of the geomoroi (ibid. 49). However,

Thucydides at least confirms that the Samian aristocracy

was still referred to as geomoroi as late as 412, when a ban on

intermarriage between the geomoroi and the rest of the

Samians was instituted (8.21).

The period of tyranny at Samos started in the 590s with

the alleged coup of Syloson I, known only from Polyaen.

6.45. For a reconstruction of the succession of tyrants from

Syloson I to Polykrates, see Shipley (1987) 70–72. Polykrates

ruled as tyrant of Samos from, probably, the 540s (ibid.

74–80) until 522, when he was crucified by Oroites (Hdt.

3.125.2–3). He first ruled jointly with his two brothers,

Syloson II and Pantagnotos, but soon killed Pantagnotos

and exiled Syloson II (Hdt. 3.39.2). After Polykrates’ death,

Maiandrios offered the Samians isonomie (Hdt. 1.142.3;

Raaflaub (1985) 130–31), but stasis soon broke out, and

Syloson II was subsequently installed as tyrant with Persian

backing. Aiakes II, the son of Syloson II, had succeeded his

father as tyrant by 514 (Hdt. 4.138.2), but he was ousted

from the tyranny in 499, allegedly at the instigation of

Aristagoras of Miletos (Hdt. 6.13.2). It is not known what

type of regime was set up after his fall, but he was reinstat-

ed as tyrant by the Persians again immediately after the

Ionian defeat in 494 and presumably ruled until 492 when,

allegedly, demokratia was imposed on the Ionian poleis by

Mardonios (Hdt. 6.43.3). The last Samian tyrant was

Theomestor, who had power handed to him by the Persians

in return for his loyalty in the battle of Salamis (Hdt.

8.85.3). The constitution of Samos after the Persian defeat

at Mykale was probably oligarchic and may have remained

so until replaced by an Athenian-backed democracy in 441

(Thuc. 1.115.2–3; Ath. Pol. 24.2). The view that oligarchy was

introduced only in 454/3 (Barron (1966) 89) is countered by

Gehrke, Stasis 140 n. 3. Samos probably remained demo-

cratic until the end of the Peloponnesian War (Hornblower

(1991) 192–93), in spite of the oligarchic threat in 412 and

411 (Thuc. 8.21, 73.2). Oligarchy was imposed on Samos by

Lysandros after the Athenian defeat in 404 (Xen. Hell.

2.3.6–7), and it may have remained oligarchic even after the

battle of Knidos in 394 (Gehrke, Stasis 144–45), and right

down to 365, when the Athenians set up their klerouchy on

the island.

The Samian political institutions are poorly known since,

so far, not one single public enactment antedating 365 has

been found. A Samian boule is attested in IG i³ 127.8 (405),

while a Samian assembly (ekklesie) was allegedly convened

by Maiandrios after Polykrates’ death in 522 (Hdt. 3.142.2).

An honorific decree passed by the koinon of the Samians and

set up in the Samian agora after the battle of Lade is men-

tioned in Hdt. 6.14.3, and Samian nomoi are referred to in IG

i³ 127.15. In IG xii.6 478 (C5) Telesandros and Demagores are

attested as elected supervisors of a public construction of a

bridge. A board of gynaikonomoi is attested in IG xii.6 461

(C4f).

The only thing known about civic subdivisions is that the

citizens of Perinthos (no. 678), a Samian colony, were sub-

divided into the six Ionian phylai. It seems reasonable to pre-

sume that the system was taken over from the metropolis

(Jones, POAG 195–97). The well-attested subdivision of the

citizen body into phylai, chiliastyes, hekatostyes and gene (IG

xii.6 18.21–23 (C4l)) was introduced after the expulsion of

the Athenian klerouchs in 322/1 (Jones, POAG 195–97;

Shipley (1987) 284–92 suggests an earlier date). In C4l the

Samians granted proxenia to a citizen of Gela (no. 17) (IG

xii.6 33), and a grant of proxenia was received from Athens

(no.361) by Pronos Thyionos Samios (SEG 37 70 � IG ii² 64 �

425 � 293 (375–350)). A block grant of Athenian citizenship

was received by the entire Samian population in 405 (IG i³

127). The earliest recorded Samian grants of proxenia and/or

citizenship date from the period after 322. The following

funerary monuments commemorate non-citizens who

were presumably buried in Samos in the period before the

Athenian klerouchy: PEP Samos 521 (Miletos (C5)); PEP

Samos 548 (Kolophon (C5)); and PEP Samos 571 (Kyzikos

(C5)).
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The Samian acropolis, which was apparently fortified in

C6, is attested in Hdt. 3.143.1, 144 and 146.2. An Archaic city

wall is attested in Herodotos’ account of Polykrates (3.39.4)

and the Spartan siege of Samos in 524 (3.54.1–2). The urban

centre of Samos may well have remained fortified until the

Athenians forced the Samians to demolish their walls in

439/8 (Thuc. 1.117.3). Samos was still ateichistos in 411 (Thuc.

8.51.2), when the Athenians had to fortify the city in a hurry

in the face of an (allegedly) impending attack by

Peloponnesian forces (Thuc. 8.51.2). Samos was also forti-

fied in C4f (Arist. Oec. 1350b; Diod. 16.21.2). Kienast (1978)

94–103 identifies three building phases for the walls: the first

in polygonal masonry (the Archaic wall), the second in ash-

lar masonry (presumably C4e and at any rate earlier than

290), and the third in pseudo-polygonal masonry. The city

wall encompassed an area of c.103 ha.

A Samian agora is mentioned in Hdt. 3.42.2 (rC6s)

(probably anecdotal) and Hdt. 6.14.3. A proasteion is men-

tioned in Hdt. 3.54.1 and 142.2. The mole in the harbour of

Samos, attributed to Polykrates by Hdt. 3.60.3, has been

located through underwater surveys in 1988 (BCH 113

(1989) 673). Other large-scale public works assigned to

Polykrates’ reign are ship sheds (Hdt. 3.45.4) and the

famous Eupalinos tunnel (Hdt. 3.60.1–2; Kienast (1995)). A

bouleuterion is mentioned by Plut. Mor. 304B in connection

with the Samian people’s coup against the ruling oligarchs

c.700. An Archaic fountain house was published in

Tölle-Kastenbein (1975) 212 (see further Giannouli (1996)).

A theatre is mentioned in a C4l honorific decree (IG xii.6

150.3).

Of sanctuaries the most famous was the Heraion, located

outside the urban centre. The first Heraion can be dated as

early as C8, and it was replaced by a C7 structure. The con-

struction of the so-called Rhoikos temple began c.575 but

was soon replaced by the monumental Heraion praised in

Hdt. 3.6.4. Construction appears to have begun during the

last three decades of C6, and it was apparently not finished

earlier than the end of C6 (Kyrieleis (1981); Klose (1999)

361–63). An Artemis sanctuary is attested in Hdt. 3.48.3

(rC6) and on the C5–C4 horos IG xii.6 266. Hdt. 3.142.2 con-

tains an account of the construction of an altar and temenos

for Zeus Eleutherios by Maiandrios (rC6); but see Raaflaub

(1985) 139–40, but see Thuc. 2.74.1).According to Paus. 2.31.6

and Diod. 1.98.5–6, Samos also contained a sanctuary of the

Pythian Apollo. IG xii.6 238–44 are C5 horoi of the sanctuary

of Athena Athenon medeousa, while IG xii.6 245–46 are C5

horoi of the sanctuary of Ion Athenethen. IG xii.6 527 and 528

are C5–C4 altars of Apollo Nymphegetes.

According to Hdt. 3.48.3, the Samians instituted a festival

for Artemis after their successful attempt to rescue a number

of children from Korkyra whom Kypselos was exporting to

Sardis. Another important festival was the Heraia, tem-

porarily renamed the Lysandreia after the end of the

Peloponnesian War (Douris (FGrHist 76) frr. 26, 71). Three

Olympian victors from Samos are known: Olympionikai 123

(532), 399 (380) and Skaios, son of Duris, who apparently

participated during the Samians’ period in exile from their

island (Paus. 6.13.5). SEG 22 483 (C4f) may commemorate a

Samian victor in the Pythian Games (but .κ Σαµ�ης is

restored). The Samians set up a statue in honour of

Lysandros in Olympia (Paus. 6.3.14–15 (rC5l)), while

F.Delphes iii.4 455 (C5e) is a communal dedication by the

Samians to Apollo at Delphi. A C6 kerykeion was found in

the Heraion (AM (1972) 138–39), and two others are listed in

the inventory of the treasurers of the Heraion of 346/5 (IG

xii.6 261.53).

Samos struck coins of electrum, silver and bronze,

c.600–365. (1) Electrum coins on the Euboic standard,

c.600–525: denominations: stater and fractions down to

sixth. Types: obv. no recognisable type; rev. incuse square

and on coins of higher denominations one or two parallel

incuse rectangles (Barron (1966) 15–16). According to Hdt.

3.56.2, Polykrates bribed Spartan forces to lift their siege of

the island in 525 or 524 with lead coins plated with gold.

Some of these fake coins have survived (Barron (1966) 17–18;

Kraay (1976) nos. 68–69). (2) Silver coins first on the Euboic

and later on the Lydo-Milesian standard, c.530–439: denom-

inations: drachm, triobol, diobol. Obv. forepart of winged

boar; rev. lion’s head or scalp. (3) Silver coins, c.479–439:

denomination: tetradrachm. Obv. lion’s scalp; rev. head and

neck of bull; legend:ΣΑ. (3) Silver coins, c.439–408: denom-

inations: tetradrachm, trihemiobol. Obv. lion’s head or

scalp; rev. forepart of bull and olive branch, or ram’s head

and olive branch. (4) Silver, 408–365: denominations:

tetradrachm, drachm, hemidrachm, diobol, obol. Obv.

lion’s scalp; rev. forepart of bull and olive branch, or prow of

Samian galley; legend: ΣΑ or ΣΑΜΙ and monogram or

magistrate’s name. (4) Bronze coins, 394–365: obv. Hera

wearing stephane; rev. lion’s scalp; legend: ΣΑ (Barron

(1966); SNG Cop. Ionia 1673–96).

The Samians were active colonisers, founding Kelenderis

(no. 1008) in C8l, Nagidos (no. 1010) at an unknown date,

Perinthos (no. 678) in 602, and Bisanthe (no. 673) in C6(?).

In the reign of Amasis Samians took part as co-colonisers of

Naukratis (no. 1023), where they had their own sanctuary of

Hera (Hdt.2.178.3); another Samian settlement in Egypt was
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Oasis (no. 1024), founded at an unknown date. Samian

exiles, including Polykrates’brother Syloson, participated in

a refoundation of Kydonia (no. 968) in Crete in C6l. Other

foundations probably or possibly of Samian origin are

Samothrake (no. 515), c.700; Dikaia (no. 643), C6;

Nymphaion (no. 704), 560s; and the three poleis on

Amorgos: Aigiale (no. 471), Arkesine (no. 472) and Minoa

(no. 473), founded at an unknown date.

865. Samos (the klerouchy of 365–322) In 366/5 an

Athenian squadron under Timotheos conquered Samos

after a siege of eight months (Isoc. 15.11; Dem. 15.9). The

Samians were expelled (Diod. 18.18.9; Heracl. Lemb. 35;

Arist. no. 129; Habicht in Hallof and Habicht (1995); IG xii.6

42.10–30). Subsequently three contingents of Athenian kler-

ouchs were sent to the island: in 366/5 (Diod. 18.18.9;Arist. fr.

143.1 no. 35), in 361/0 (Aeschin. 1.53 with schol.) and in 352/1

(Philoch. fr. 154). One of the three contingents alone num-

bered 2,000 klerouchs (Arist. fr. 143.1; Strabo 14.1.18; see

Cargill (1995) 17–21; Habicht in Hallof and Habicht (1995)

286–88 (301–303)). The exiled Samians settled in different

poleis all over the Aegean, and some undoubtedly set up

home on the former Samian peraia, especially at Anaia (IG

xii.6 42, 43). A series of honorific decrees passed by the

Samian demos after their return to the island in 322 provide

some information about communities that allowed the

Samians to settle in their territory: Iasos (no. 891) (IG xii.6

17.18), Rhodos (no. 1000) (IG xii.6 149) and Ephesos (no.

844) (IG xii.6 39)). Some may even have settled as far away

as Herakleia (no. 20) in Sicily (IG xii.6 38 (C4l) with Kebric

(1975), (1977) and Shipley (1987) 164).

During the period of Athenian occupation the Athenian

settlement on Samos shared many of the characteristics of a

polis, although it is not referred to as polis in the

personal/political sense in any contemporary source

(Demades (fr. 4) purportedly characterised Samos as a frag-

ment broken off from the Athenian polis (�π#ρρωγα τ8ς

π#λεως)). The klerouchy is, on the other hand, described as

patris in IG ii² 11169.5 (C4m) (δισσα� δ’ αw πατρ�δες σ’ !

µ*ν φ�σει,! δ* ν#µοισιν); the Dionysios of this epigram is

commonly identified with ∆ιον�σιος ?λφ�νου

Κολλυτ/υς (LSAG ii no. 414), who is attested as klerouch on

Samos in Michel 832.2. Accordingly, the two patrides men-

tioned in the text should be Athens (patris by physis) and the

Athenian klerouchy on Samos (patris by nomos). The com-

munity of Athenians in Samos seems in many respects to

have functioned independently of Athens and can in that

respect be compared to a dependent polis; cf. IG ii²

1443.ii.89–91, which records a wreath bestowed in 346/5 on

the Athenian demos by the demos in Samos (not the Samian

demos). IG xii.6 253 (C4m) refers to the assembly (demos) of

Athenians in Samos, and to their boule in a probouleutic

capacity. IG xii.6 262 is a list of bouleutai and other officials

in Samos (c.352–347). The boule numbered 250 bouleutai,

and on that basis it has been suggested that the number of

Athenian citizens was roughly half that of Athens itself in C4

(Habicht in Hallof and Habicht (1995)). The other officials

mentioned in IG xii.6 262 are the nine archontes (xi.1–10), a

grammateus (xi.11–12), five strategoi (xi.13–18), a gramma-

teus demou (xi.19–20), a grammateus boules (xi.21–22), an

official epi tois nomois (xi.23–24), a keryx demou (xi.25–26)

and an antigrapheus (xi.27–28). IG xii.6 261 is an inventory

of the treasurers of the Heraion of 346/5. The Athenians in

Samos had their own eponymous archon (IG xii.6 261

(346/5)). IG xii.6 260 is part of a sacred law passed in C4m.A

bouleuterion is attested in IG xii.6 257.3. IG xii.6 252 has been

interpreted by Hallof (2003) as a citizenship decree passed in

Samos, by which the honorand is made an Athenian citizen

(17–19). It is not known if this would also give the honorand

the right to enrol as a citizen in Athens proper, should he

wish to settle there.That some kind of dual citizenship of the

klerouchy and Athens proper was in operation is indicated

by the status of the philosopher Epikouros: he was born in

Samos, but was enrolled as an ephebe in Athens (Strabo

14.1.18; Diog. Laert. 10.1).

The civic subdivisions in the klerouchy were the same as

the Athenian ones, and nine of the ten Kleisthenic phylai are

attested in IG xii.6 262. IG xii.6 253.12 mentions envoys,

which may indicate that the Athenians in Samos maintained

their own diplomatic relations with the outside world; IG

xii.6 263 and 264 are communal dedications set up by the

Athenian demos in Samos to Apollo in Delphi in c.340 and

334/3 respectively, again an indication of the separate com-

munal identity of the klerouchy.

In addition to local institutions manned by klerouchs,

Athenian officials were sent from Athens to Samos (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 62.2), in particular a strategos (στρατηγ�ς .ς

Σ�µον: IG ii² 1628.17–18,28; 109–10, 119; I.Priene 6.6; IG xii.6

42.4–5; cf. Kroll and Mitchel (1980) 91–92).

The Athenian klerouchs were expelled in 322/1, and the

island given back to the Samians (Diod. 18.18.9; Diog. Laert.

10.1; IG xii.6 43.8–14 (C4l)).

866. Sidousa (Sidousios) Map 56. Lat. 38.40, long. 26.30,

but see infra. Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is

Σιδο�σση,! (Thuc.8.24.2) or Σ�δουσα (Hecat. fr.229).The
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city-ethnic is Σιδο�σιος (IG i³ 265.i.61 (447/6)). Sidousa is

called a polis in the urban sense by Hecat. fr. 229 (Hansen

(1997) 24–25). Thuc. 8.24.2 refers to the settlement as a tei-

chos located in the territory of Erythrai (no.845),perhaps on

the Mimas peninsula; although Plin. HN 5.137 believed that

Sidousa was an island. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in the Athenian tribute quota lists (IG i³

265.i.61).

Sidousa was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Ionian district and is recorded from 450/49 (IG i³

263.ii.15) to 430/29 (IG i³ 281.i.24) a total of ten times, three

times completely but plausibly restored. In 430/29 Sidousa is

explictly registered as a dependency of Erythrai (IG i³

281.i.24). In 450/49, 448/7 and 447/6 it paid alongside the

other dependencies of Erythrai (no. 845); they all formed a

syntely, but the Sidousioi paid on their own behalf (IG i³

263.ii.15, 264.iii.30, 265.i.61). In later years their payment is

recorded separately from that of the other Erythraian

dependencies, and they seem in all years to have paid 500 dr.

(IG i³ 271.i.19).

The community was located in Erythraian territory and

was undoubtedly an Erythraian dependency (Thuc. 8.24.2:

.ν τ=8 ’Ερυθρα��α; IG i³ 281.i.21: [Σιδ#σιο]ι ’Ερυθρα�ον),

but the Athenians maintained control over the site during

Erythrai’s revolt in 412. The designation τε5χος in Thuc.

8.24.2 indicates that Sidousa was walled.

867. Smyrna (Smyrnaios) Map 56. Lat. 38.25, long. 27.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: A. The toponym is Σµ�ρνη, !

(Mimnermos fr. 9.6, West; Hdt. 1.16.2) or Σµ�ρνα (Ps.-

Skylax 98) or, later, Ζµ�ρνα (F.Delphes iii.3 145.21 (C3l)).

The city-ethnic is Σµυρνα5ος (Pind. fr. 204, Maehler; Hdt.

1.143.3) or, later, Ζµυρνα5ος (F.Delphes III.3 145.3 (C3l)).

Smyrna is called a polis both in the urban sense (Hdt. 1.150.1)

and in the political sense (Hdt. 1.149.1). A possible C4f

attestation of Smyrna as a polis in the political or territorial

sense may be found in IG ii² 28.19 �Tod 114 (387), but only

if the very doubtful restoration of [τ+µ π#λεω]ν in ll. 17–18

is accepted. The designation asty is applied to the urban 

centre of Smyrna in Pind. fr. 204, but the context may be 

historical. The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally on a C4f coin (infra) and externally in Kallinos fr.

2, West (C7); Pind. fr. 204, Maehler; Hdt. 1.143.4. For the 

individual and external use, see IG ii² 10369, an Attic C4s

sepulchral inscription, and Ephor. fr. 1, referring to a con-

temporary Smyrnaian teacher.

Smyrna was originally an Aiolic foundation from which

the settlers were driven out by Ionian exiles from Kolophon

(no. 848) (Mimnermos fr. 9, West; Hdt. 1.149.1–150.2). This

probably happened prior to 688 (the date of the Smyrnaian

Onomastos’ victory in the Olympic Games), when Smyrna

was considered Ionian (Paus. 5.1.7). Hdt. 1.16.2 refers to

Smyrna as “founded from Kolophon”, which probably

relates to the Kolophonian take-over. The most likely inter-

pretation of Hdt. 1.143.3 is that the Smyrnaians subsequent-

ly asked to participate in the Panionia, but were refused.

There is no evidence for Smyrnaian participation in the

Archaic or Classical periods, nor for Smyrna’s interaction

with other Greek states.

According to Strabo 14.1.37, Smyrna was inhabited kome-

don for about 400 years, dating from the Lydian conquest of

the polis c.585 (Hdt. 1.16.2). The physical destruction of

Smyrna’s urban centre may also be alluded to in Theognis fr.

1104,West.However, archaeological evidence points to a later

date for the destruction, viz. 545, connected with the Persian

conquest of Ionia (Meriç and Nollé (1988) 230–32). Strabo’s

claim that the Smyrnaian dioikismos lasted until the refoun-

dation of Smyrna by Alexander the Great or his successors

may also have to be modified. E. Akurgal (1983) 56–58 dis-

cusses architectural remains from C4 on the site of Archaic

Smyrna. See further Mellink (1985) 563 and Gates (1994) for

results of later excavations of C5 and C4 structures. Bingöl

(1976–77) dated a number of roof tiles found in the harbour

area to C4, before the refoundation. On the other hand,

numerous second-order settlements scattered all over

Smyrnaian territory, some of them fortified, may be dated to

the period after the dioikismos. Some of these are discussed

by Bean (1955). The locations mentioned are Belkahve (6 m-

thick Archaic wall, ceramics from C4 and later), Adatepe

(presumed by Bean to be a Hellenistic installation),

Akçakaya (described by Weber in AM 10 (1885)), also

believed by Bean to be Hellenistic in origin, Akkaya (for

which Bean ventures no date), Yamanlar road site (no date),

Çobanpınarı (terminus post quem C5 on the basis of ceramic

surface finds). Meriç and Nollé (1988) 225–26 discuss a forti-

fied site on Çatalkaya in Smyrnaian territory. The ceramics

found on the site are predominantly Archaic and Hellenistic.

According to Hdt. 1.150.2, the Aiolians who had been

thrown out of Smyrna by the Kolophonians were received

and given citizenship by the remaining eleven Aiolic poleis;

but this may very well be anachronistic. The same may be

true of his allegation (1.150.2) that a treaty was made

between the Kolophonians and the combined forces of the

Aiolian poleis, who had aided the original Smyrnaians,

according to which the Smyrnaians were allowed to take

their movable property with them into their exile.
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As far as the public architecture of Smyrna is concerned,

an open square with wells was identified and dated to C4 by

E. Akurgal (1983) 56. For a comprehensive discussion of the

Athena temple, see Cook and Nicholls (1998), who regard

the structure Temple III A–B (C7) “as the local beginnings of

wholly monumental temple architecture” ((1998) 198). A

late C7 fountain house was identified and published by 

M. Akurgal (1996). According to him, the well seems to have

been in continuous use down to the middle of C4. Another

well, dating from 630–600, was excavated and described by

Nicholls (1958–59) 58–64. E. Akurgal identified what he

called the “high street” of Old Smyrna, the so-called

“Athenastrasse”, about 4 m wide. He connected this with the

“Orientalizing settlement” (E. Akurgal (1983) 45). He also

discussed a number of smaller streets dating to the same

period (ibid. 46). For a summary of the discussion of

the street plan of Old Smyrna, see Lang (1996) 241–43.

E. Akurgal (1983) 14 estimated that there were 

c.500–600 houses in the urban centre of Old Smyrna in the

period 630–545, and that the settlement housed c.3,000

inhabitants.

The only written attestation of the city wall of Smyrna is

found in Hdt. 1.150.1 in his account of how the

Kolophonians took advantage of a Smyrnaian Dionysos fes-

tival outside the walls, which the Smyrnaians were attend-

ing. The Kolophonians took possession of the urban centre

and locked the gates. The archaeological evidence points to

a date of the first city wall at least as early as 750 (Wall II); but

the even earlier remains of Wall I were interpreted as

remains of a city wall by Cook and Nicholls, who dated this

to c.850. This date was later accepted by E. Akurgal (1983)

25–26, who argued that a fire in a building complex dated by

him to 875–825 affected the neighbouring city wall. For the

problems surrounding the interpretation of Wall I, see Lang

(1996) 241, who prefers to interpret it as a terrace wall. Wall

II appears to have been destroyed by an earthquake c.700

and was replaced by city wall III in C7l. Akurgal argued for

considerable damage having been inflicted on city wall III

under Alyattes, and for the city’s being unfortified in C6

((1983) 54).

The occupation of the urban centre of Smyrna goes back

at least as far as 1050, according to E. Akurgal (1983) 15–59,

who argues for an Aiolic phase running from 1050 to 1000 on

the basis of ceramic finds (Aiolian grey ware), found togeth-

er with Protogeometric and Geometric decorated sherds. In

contexts of the late Geometric period, the amount of grey

ware increases (ibid. 15). There are very few architectural

remains dating from this phase, but Akurgal mentions a

number of square buildings (ibid. 22). The next phase is the

Protogeometric settlement, running from 1000 to 875. An

“Ovalhaus” is dated to 925–900 on the basis of ceramic finds

(ibid. 17–18). Early Protogeometric ceramic is interpreted as

evidence for an Ionian take-over of Smyrna (ibid. 10–21).

The third phase, the early and middle Geometric settlement,

runs from 875 to 825 (ibid. 22–27). Akurgal interprets rich

architectural remains from this period as part of a large

housing complex (ibid. 24–25). Phase four, the late

Geometric settlement, runs from 750 to 675/650.

Architectural finds include a tholos (ibid. 28), a large build-

ing complex (ibid. 29) and a house with two rooms and an

ante-room. Not much evidence, apart from ceramic finds,

remains from what Akurgal designates the sub-Geometric

settlement, 675–640 (ibid. 34), but finds increase in the next

stratum, the Orientalising settlement (640–600), sum-

marised ibid. 35–50. Architectural finds include a double

megaron building, the oinochoe house,perhaps with towers.

Another building complex included a bath dating from the

last third of C7 (ibid. 39–40). The Archaic settlement (C6)

follows (ibid. 50–56) with a number of architectural

remains, along with attested repairs to older large buildings,

such as the megaron house. For a summary and some critical

remarks on Akurgal’s reconstruction; see Lang (1996)

241–43. There can be little doubt, however, that the urbani-

sation of Smyrna was very early (C8 at the latest: Lang (1996)

242–43).

There was not much C5 material available in 1983

(E. Akurgal (1983) 53); but this may have been due to incom-

plete excavation, rather than to absence of habitation in this

period. Akurgal notes plenty of ceramic finds. There are

considerable architectural remains from C4 (ibid. 56–58). In

the 1990s excavations uncovered a quite dense C4 settlement

(see the reports in Gates (1994), (1996)). The city seems to

have been abandoned at the end of C4 (E.Akurgal (1983) 58),

but Cook and Nicholls (1998) 183 note that a small 

settlement west of the tell seems to have had continued

occupation into the Hellenistic period.

Apart from the Dionysia mentioned by Hdt. 1.150.1, noth-

ing is known of Smyrnaian festivals. In addition to

Onomastos mentioned above, a further Smyrnaian victor at

the Olympic Games, allegedly the first of the Ionians, is

mentioned in Paus. 6.13.6 (Olympionikai 29).

Smyrna struck electrum coins in C6f. Denominations:

stater, hekte and fractions down to one-forty-eighth. Types:

obv. lion’s head; rev. rough incuse square (Babelon, Traité ii.1

nos. 177–89; Head, HN² 591; BMC Ionia 236). A unique silver

tetradrachm on the Rhodian standard has been dated to
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C4f: obv. head of Apollo, laureate; rev. lyre in slightly con-

cave field; legend: ΣΜΥΡΝΑΙΩΝ. Head, HN² 592 inter-

preted the coin as evidence for the existence of Smyrna prior

to its late C4 refoundation and relocation, an assumption

that now seems to be confirmed by the archaeological evi-

dence for the C4 settlement.

868. Teos (Teios) Map 56. Lat. 38.05, long. 26.45. Size of ter-

ritory: unknown but probably 3 or 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Τ/ως,! (Hdt. 1.142.3; Thuc. 8.16.1; Ps.-Skylax 98).An alterna-

tive toponym,?θαµαντ�ς, is attested in Anac. fr. 142, Gentili.

The city-ethnic is Τ�ιος (ML 7b (C6e); PEP Teos 39 �SEG 2

579.1 (C4l); Hdt. 1.168) or Τ/ιιος (IG i³ 71.i.127 (425/4)). Teos

is called a polis both in the urban sense (ML 30.B.12–13

(c.470); Thuc. 8.16.3; Aen. Tact. 18.15, 19; Ps.-Skylax 98) and in

the political sense (SEG 31 985.18 (C5f) �Nomima i 105; Hdt.

2.178.2; Aen. Tact. 18.13). The designation patris is applied to

Teos in Hdt. 1.169.1. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally on C4 coins (infra) and in inscriptions

(ML 30.2–3 (c.470); SEG 2 579.1 (C4l)) and externally in Hdt.

6.8.1; Thuc. 8.16.3; and IG i³ 71.i.127. For the individual and

external use, see ML 7b (C6e); IG i³ 1372 (C5); Hdt. 3.121; Ar.

Thesm. 161; Carm. Anac. 1.2, West.

The territory is referred to as γ8 ! Τη�η in ML 30.B9–10.

If Ager’s (1991) interpretation of SEG 28 697.10 (C4l) is fol-

lowed (�Ager (1996) no. 15), this inscription defined the

entire territories of Teos and Klazomenai (no. 847), starting

from the border of Kolophonia in the east and moving west-

wards on to the isthmus of the Mimas peninsula to the terri-

tory of Erythrai (no. 845). For some objections, see Brixhe,

BE (1992) 498–99. PEP Teos 135 (Classical) may be a horos

demarcating Teian territory: ο&ρος Τε[jων?] (cf. SEG 2

598).

In C4l there were 600 wealthy Teian citizens (euporountes)

subject to proeisphora (Syll.³ 344.116), and Gauthier (1990) 86

infers that the total number of citizens must have come to at

least 2,000–3,000.

According to Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) fr. 102, Teos was

founded by Athamas. It was part of the Ionian dodekapolis

(Hdt. 1.142.3) and was considered the central point of Ionia

(Hdt. 1.170.3). When the city was conquered by the Persians

c.544, all Teians left for Thrace and founded Abdera (no.

640) (Hdt. 1.168; Ps.-Skymnos 670–71; SEG 47 1646B.1–2

(C2); Strabo 14.1.30; see Demand (1990) 39), but some

returned later (Strabo 14.1.30), and the public imprecation

of 480–450 found in the territory of Teos (SEG 31 985) indi-

cates that, to some extent, Teos and Abdera remained two

parts of one polis.

Teos joined the Ionian Revolt in 499 and provided seven-

teen ships for the battle of Lade (Hdt. 6.8.1). Teos was a

member of the Delian League. It belonged to the Ionian dis-

trict and is recorded from 451/50 (IG i³ 262.ii.12) to 430/29

(IG i³ 281.i.50, mostly restored) a total of thirteen times,

twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 6 tal. It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.127). In 412, she grudg-

ingly let in the forces of Erythrai (no. 845) and Klazomenai

(no. 847), at this point pro-Peloponnesian (Thuc. 8.16.3);

but the Athenians seem to have regained control before 406,

when Teos was sacked by Kallikratidas (Diod. 13.76.4; cf.

Xen. Hell. 1.5.15, if the emendation of ’Ηι#να to Τ/ων is

accepted). After 406 Teos appears to have remained a

Peloponnesian ally until induced to secede by Pharnabazos

and Konon in 394 (Diod. 14.84.3, perhaps corrupt).

On the basis of SEG 31 985.16–17 �Nomima I 105 it was

argued by Lewis (1982) that the constitution of C5 Teos

must have been a democracy. The passage requires a quo-

rum of, presumably, 200 for any decision on penalties

involving confiscation of property, imprisonment or death

made by a court or assembly, a figure that Lewis regarded as

relatively high. See, however, Gauthier’s note of caution

(1990) 85–86. “The law of the polis” is referred to in SEG 31

985.A19. The instruction on synoecism with Lebedos (no.

850) of 303 mentions Teian laws in existence (Syll.³

344.56–57). In C4l the eponymous official was the

πρ�τανις (SEG 2 579.21–22 �PEP Teos 39). In C5 the fol-

lowing officials are attested: aisymnetes (ML 30.B.3); a

board of timouchoi (ML 30.B.29; SEG 31 985.D.11), tamias

(SEG 31 985.D.11) and a phoinikographeus (SEG 31

985.D.19–20). Most interpretations regard the aisymnetes as

an office which had been abolished on the grounds that

previous office-holders had used their position to exercise

tyrannical power (Koerner (1993) 298–99). A Teian strate-

gos is attested in Aen. Tact. 18.16. The phyle of the Geleontes

is known from two inscriptions (PEP Teos 121 and 132).

Both are undated, but since the Geleontes was one of the

old Ionian phylai, the presumption is that its existence in

Teos goes back a long way.

SEG 2 579 �PEP Teos 39 contains detailed information

on taxation levied internally in Teos. Not only did a num-

ber of liturgies fall on citizens (and presumably also resid-

ent aliens); but taxes were also levied on the rearing of

sheep and pigs, and on a number of other commercial

activities, including wood, medicine and sale of wool and

clothes.

Teian grants of proxenia are attested in Syll.³ 344.23–24

(c.303), and SEG 2 579 �PEP Teos 39 (C4l) is conventionally
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interpreted as a grant of ateleia for a period of ten years to

recently naturalised citizens of Teos. A grant of citizenship

by Ephesos (no. 844) to a Teian is found in I.Ephesos 1437

(322/1); Teian theorodokoi to host theoroi from Argos (no.

347) are attested in SEG 23 189.ii.5 (330–324).

The following festivals are attested for C5: Anthesteria,

Herakleia and a festival of Zeus (ML 30.B.31–35). As for the

Teian calendar, only two months are attested for the Archaic

and Classical periods: Λευκαθε)ν (SEG 2 579.21 (C4)) and

Ποσιδη�ων (Anac. fr. 362, PMG Page), both attested in

other Ionian poleis (Trümpy, Monat. 105–6 §90).

The Teian acropolis was fortified, and remains of Archaic

public architecture were described by Béquignon and

Laumonier (1925) 284. Tuna’s recent survey revealed the

foundations of a long building of massive ashlar blocks,

measuring 38.46 � 7.30 m. The city walls surrounding the

urban centre of Teos in C6 are mentioned in Hdt. 1.168. This

wall must have been pulled down, perhaps in 494, but was

rebuilt by the Athenians (Thuc. 8.16.3), only to be demol-

ished once again in 411 (Thuc. 8.16.3, 20.2). From the

description in Aen. Tact. 18.13–19 of the stratagem used by

Temenos of Rhodos, it can be inferred that the city had sub-

stantial fortifications again in C4, and Tuna’s survey of Teos

recorded remains of the Classical or early Hellenistic city

wall which seems to have enclosed an area of c.80 ha

(McNicholl (1997) 159–60; Mitchell (1999) 148). Ps.-Skylax

98 refers to the harbour of Teos.

Teos struck electrum coins in C6f and silver coins on the

Aiginetan standard in C6s–C5 and on the Phoenician stan-

dard in C4. A few gold coins were struck in C4. (1) Electrum,

C6f: denominations: stater, twenty-fourth. Types: obv. grif-

fin’s head; rev. square punch. (2) Silver, C6–C5: denomina-

tions: stater, drachm, hemidrachm, trihemiobol, obol,

hemiobol. Obv. griffin seated, l. forepaw raised; legend:

sometimes ΤΕΙΟΝ; rev. quadripartite incuse square. (3)

Gold, C4: obv. griffin seated; rev. circular incuse; legend:

ΤΗΙ and magistrate’s name. (4) Silver, C4: denomination:

drachm. Obv. griffin seated, l. forepaw raised, or head of

young Dionysos; rev. quadripartite incuse square, or kan-

tharos; legend: ΤΗΙ or ΤΗΙΩΝ and magistrate’s name. A

Teian silver drachm and a number of silver staters were

found in the Asyut hoard, dating from 499–494 (Price and

Waggoner (1975) 85). Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 1930–55, (1930)

53–54; Head, HN² 595; Balcer (1968); Sear (1979) 322; BMC

Ionia 309–13; SNG Cop. Ionia 1433–43.

Teos participated in the colonisation of Naukratis (no.

1023) (Hdt. 2.178.2), and founded Phanagoria (no. 706) on

the Black Sea in 544 and Abdera (no. 640) in c.540, a founda-

tion with which Teos maintained very close ties in the

Classical period (ML 30; SEG 31 985), to the extent that regu-

lations passed at Teos were to be enforced also at Abdera.

869. Thebai (Thebaios) Map 61. Lat. 37.40, long. 27.10.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B. The toponym is Θ8βαι, αH

(I.Priene 37.57; Theopomp. fr. 23). The city-ethnic is

Θηβα5ος (I.Priene 361.4 (C4m) attesting to the collective

and, probably, external use). Thebai was located on Mt.

Mykale.

The strongest indications that Thebes was at some point a

polis are the attestations of an altar of Zeus Polieus located in

the sanctuary of Athena (I.Priene 364.12–14 (C3l?)) and of

the collective, internal use of the city-ethnic (I.Priene 361.4

(C4m), 362.26 (C4m)), with the clear implication in I.Priene

362.26 that the Thebans retained a communal identity dis-

tinct from that of the citizens of Miletos (no. 854), and of a

clearly demarcated Theban territory. The latter had com-

mon borders with the territory of Priene (no. 861) (I.Priene

363.24–25). By C3, however, the community had the status of

a Milesian deme (I.Priene 364.8; for grants of ateleia at deme

level, see Whitehead (1986) 82 on Eleusis). According to

I.Priene 37.57–58, it was given to Samos (no. 864) by Miletos,

who had received it after the Meliac War (cf. Theopomp. fr.

23). However, on Hiller von Gaertringen’s interpretation

(1906) 185, Miletos received Thebes from Samos in return

for another site. In any case, I.Priene 363.22–23 shows that

Thebai was no longer part of the Samian peraia in C4m; but

that does not necessarily confirm von Gaertringen’s inter-

pretation, for it is highly doubtful whether the Athenian set-

tlers in Samos from 365 to 322 exercised any control at all

over its former peraia. The designation of the boundaries of

Theban territory was carried out by an individual appoint-

ed to the task by election (I.Priene 361.1–2), but we do not

know which community was responsible for the appoint-

ment. The stephanephoros in I.Priene 364.1 (C3l?) was very

likely Milesian rather than Theban. I.Priene 365 (C4) was set

up by the phrourarch Ameinias, son of Themistokles. Hiller

von Gaertringen assumed that he was a Milesian official (for

which the archon of Teichioussa may provide a parallel,

supra 1083), and that Thebes itself was a Milesian phrourion

in C4.

The city wall of Thebes was dated on stylistic grounds to

the Archaic period by Wiegand and Schrader (1904) 474,

whose excavations also uncovered two temples and a habit-

ation area. The bronze coins found on the site were pre-

dominantly Milesian, dating from the early Hellenistic

period.
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Several cult sites are attested epigraphically. In addition to

the Athena sanctuary, Theban territory contained cult sites

of Hermes Ktenites (I.Priene 361.4 and 362.9), Mykale

(I.Priene 362.7), Nymphs (I.Priene 362.7), Maiandros

(I.Priene 362.11) and Hekate (I.Priene 363.20–21). I.Priene

362.8 mentions the festival Targelia (sic). The names of the

months Kyanopsion (I.Priene 362.2) and Ta[u]reon

(I.Priene 362.6) in the Theban calendar are attested both in

Samos (Trümpy, Monat. 78), Miletos (Trümpy, Monat.

89–93) and Priene (Trümpy, Monat. 94–96), and Milesian

control of Thebes did not necessarily imply that the latter’s

calendar was changed (Trümpy, Monat. 94).
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I. The Region

The name of the region was Καρ�α, ! (Ar. Eq. 173) or, in

Ionic, Καρ�η, ! (Hdt. 1.142.3). The corresponding ethnic

denoting the non-Greek population was Κ�ρ (Hom. Il.

10.428; Hdt. 1.171.2). The traditional border between Karia

and Ionia was the Maiandros river (Strabo 12.8.15, 14.2.29),

although Tralleis (no. 941) north of the border was also con-

sidered Karian (Xen. Hell. 3.2.19, pace Diod. 14.36.2). Miletos

(no. 854), Myous (no. 856) and Priene (no. 861) did not

belong to Karia despite Hdt. 1.142.3 (Blümel (1998b) 164). To

the east the border between Karia and Phrygia was at Tabai

(Strabo 12.7.2). To the south, the border between Karia and

Lycia was at Telemessos (no. 936) (Ps.-Skylax 100). Ancient

writers sometimes distinguish between Καρ�α ! .π�

θαλ�σσ=η (Thuc. 2.9.4) and ! >νω Καρ�α (Paus. 1.29.7). In

ancient sources a distinction is often made between Karians

and Lelegians, as the original population of Karia, as

opposed to Greeks. Modern archaeologists have argued that

some settlements and buildings can be classified as

“Lelegian”, but new studies have shown that the peculiarities

of certain buildings are probably due to the quality of

the building material (Carstens and Flensted-Jensen

(2004)).

The communities of Karia constitute a mixture of Karian

settlements (possibly city-states) in the hinterland and

Greek settlements, which were mainly situated on the coast.

The majority of the Karian sites were probably not

Hellenised until C4, but they were clearly in contact with the

Greek world from the Geometric period onwards, as evi-

denced by the presence of Greek pottery (see e.g. Keramos

(no. 900) and Labraunda (no. 913)). Diod. 17.24.1 (r334)

clearly distinguishes between Greek and Karian poleis. Few

places are specified as Karian or mixed in the sources, but in

addition to the fact that several toponyms—such as

Karyanda and Koranza—are Karian,Karian names of invid-

uals are attested at Alabanda, Armelitai, Halikarnassos,

Kyblisseis, Hydaieis, Kasolabeis, Kaunos, Keramos, Killareis,

Koliyergeis, Koranza, Ouranion, Pladasa and Syangela.

Inscriptions in Karian have been found at Chalketor, Iasos

(graffiti), Kaunos, Killareis and Kindye. Mylasa must have

been a Karian city, too, but no systematic excavation has

taken place there, which accounts for the lack of Karian

inscriptions (Blümel (1998b) 170). On the other hand, in C5

a great number of settlements were members of the Delian

League, and in C4 a number of Greek political institutions

are attested.

The Karian settlements were ruled by dynasts. In C5

dynasts are attested at Alabanda (Hdt. 7.195), Killareis (IG i³

71.ii.96–97; cf. Bean and Cook (1957) 99–100), Kindye (IG i³

71.i.155–56; an earlier one: Hdt. 5.118.2), Mylasa and Syangela

(IG i³ 284.7–8). Hekatomnos of Mylasa and his family ruled

Karia as Persian satraps from the 390s. The most famous

member of the Hekatomnid dynasty was Mausolos, who

was satrap 377–353. C.370 Mausolos moved the capital of the

dynasty from Mylasa to Halikarnassos and enlarged the city

by synoecising some smaller settlements into it (Moggi, Sin.

263–71; Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123). Strabo,

on the authority of the C4 historian Kallisthenes of

Olynthos, explains that Mausolos “united”(συν�γαγεν) six

of the former “Lelegian” poleis into Halikarnassos. He does

not supply the names of the settlements, but says that

Myndos and Syangela did not participate (13.1.59). Pliny

claims that the synoecism was initiated by Alexander and

that the oppida in question were “Theangela, Side,

Medmassa, Uranium, Pedasum, Telmisum”. In his words,

the oppida “contributed to” Halikarnassos (HN 5.107). Since

Theangela/Syangela was one of the cities which, according

to Strabo, did not participate, it is generally thought that

“Termera” should be substituted for “Theangela”

(Hornblower (1982) 82 n. 27). These are the only written

sources referring to the synoecism. Little is known about the

urban organisation of Halikarnassos, and although the

extensive city walls there are generally believed to have been

built by Mausolos, it is impossible to say what kind of
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synoecism took place, except of course that the six poleis did

not form a new polis, but supplied an already existing one

with new citizens.

Stephanos of Byzantion cites the Periegesis of Hekataios

of Miletos for five Karian toponyms which are otherwise

unknown.A typical citation runs:Τν�σσος,π#λις Καρ�ας.

‘Εκατα5ος ?σ�ια (�Hecat. fr. 254). In such cases the term

polis cannot be securely attributed to Hekataios (Hansen

(1997) 17–18), and it is, accordingly, uncertain whether these

toponyms denote poleis, and indeed whether they denote

settlements at all. The five toponyms are:

Hipponesos (‘Ιππ#νησος): Hecat. fr. 245.

Krade (Κρ�δη): fr. 249.

Laeia (Λ�εια): fr. 251.

Tnyssos (Τν�σσος): fr. 254.

Xylos (Ξ�λος): fr. 253.

In addition to these toponyms and the seventy-two poleis

described in the Inventory below,¹ the following

Archaic–Classical settlements (or communities) are known,

but were in all probability not poleis or cannot be shown

conclusively to have been so.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Amnistos (?µν�στιος) Tit. Cam. 112a.c1 (C3m):

?µν�στιος; Tit. Cam. 159a.8 (C2): ?µνιστ[�]ων [κ]οιν[#ν]

(Bean and Cook (1957) 75 no. 2 (Hell.: ?µν�στιος)). At

modern Sögüt are remains of an imposing C5l–C4e fortifi-

cation with some later restorations (Pimouguet (1994)

251–55). In the Hellenistic period Amnistos was a Rhodian

deme (Bean and Cook (1957) 61). Barr. 61, H, but C also

attested.

Chrysaoris (Χρυσαορ�ς) Steph. Byz. 696.9: π#λις

Καρ�ας ! &στερον ’Ιδρι3ς tνοµασθε5σα; Paus. 5.21.10,

referring to Stratonikeia: τ3 δ* παλαι#τερα r τε χ)ρα

κα� ! π#λις .καλε5το Χρυσαορ�ς. Perhaps to be identified

with a classical site (Şahinler) north-east of Stratonikeia

(Marchese (1986) 97). Barr. C.

Harpasa (aρπασα) Steph. Byz. 125.1; Ptol. Geog. 5.2.19.

The occupation of Harpasa goes back to C8 as evidenced by

Archaic sherds, most importantly a Protogeometric sherd

decorated with concentric circles (Varinlioğlu and Debord

(1999) 135).Marchese describes Harpasa as a hill-top fortress

of C6–C5: the walls are in ashlar masonry, headers and

stretchers (Marchese (1989) 41). Barr. 61, RL, but AC also

attested.

*Hiera kome (*‘Ιερ3 Κ)µη) In a C4m treaty between

Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) three Hierokomitai,

one of them a keryx, are mentioned on a par with people

who are certainly or probably representatives of poleis (SEG

40 992.8–9 (C4m); cf. AE 16 (1990) 36). Barr. 61, HR, but C

also attested

Kallipolis (Καλλ�πολις) Kallipolis was in all probability a

polis in the Hellenistic period, and it has been argued that it

was created as early as C4m as the result of a synoecism

(Gabrielsen (2000) 140 n. 47). It is mentioned by Arrian, in

reference to 334, on a par with Myndos (no. 914) and Kaunos

(no. 898) (Anab. 2.5.7). The ethnic Καλλιπολ�[της] is found

in a C4l–C3e honorary decree (I.Iasos 59.9). At the possible

site of Kallipolis is a fortification built in two phases, the first

of which is probably C5, the second C4m. The exterior wall is

built in polygonal masonry. Descat (1994b) 209 concludes

that Kallipolis and Thera were fortresses commanding the

inland route between Halikarnassos and Kaunos. Barr. 61, C.

*Kasara (Κασαρε�ς) The toponym is reconstructed from

the ethnic Κασαρε�ς, attested on tombstones found near

modern Asardibi (I.Rhod.Per. 56 (C3–2), 58 (C3f) and on

Rhodos (IG xii.1 273–82 (C3e to first century ad). In the

Hellenistic period a deme of Rhodos in the Rhodian peraia.

The physical remains of the settlement include Classical

material. See I.Rhod.Per. pp. 21–27. Barr. C.

*Kastabos (Καστ�βειος) On the Karian Chersonese,

about 10 km east of the isthmus that links the Knidian

peninsula to the mainland, is the sanctuary of Hemithea,

referred to by Diod. 5.62–63. The sanctuary probably dates

to C4s (Cook and Plommer (1966) 168), although the cult

goes further back (ibid. 167). The theatre belonging to the

sanctuary probably dates to C4l (TGR iii. 489). Although

there is no other indication that it was ever more than a

sanctuary, an ethnic is attested in C2 (I.Rhod.Per. 401.7: το5ς

Κα[σ]ταβε�οις). Barr. 61, HR, but C4 also attested.

Loryma (Λ)ρυµα) Loryma is mentioned in several liter-

ary sources (e.g. Hecat. fr. 247 �Steph. Byz. 424.1 (π#λις);

¹ In the following cases the location is not beyond dispute: Amynanda,
Hydai/Kydai, Karpasyanda, Karyanda, Lepsimandos, Madnasa/Medmasos,
Naxia, Oula (Oulaieus), Parpariotai, Pedasa, Pyrnos, Taramptos, Tel(e)messos,
Termera, Thasthareis (Blümel per litt.). Not included are (1) [Κ]αρυ[εις],
[Κ]ροσει[ς], Τυµν[εσσεις]: unconvincingly restored in ATL; (2) ;Ιµβριοι,
Κ�σιοι: treated by Reger no. 483, no. 490; (3) Μυ/σσιοι: treated by Rubinstein
no. 856.
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Thuc. 8.43.1). It is known from inscriptions of the

Hellenistic period (I.Lindos 282.i.25; IG xii.1 928.iii.2), and

the finds show that the site was inhabited from C7 (infra);

but it cannot be shown to have been a polis prior to the

Hellenistic period. Thuc. 8.43.1 records that the Athenians

attacked Loryma in 412/11 (Λωρ�µνοις το5ς .ν τ=8 Oπε�ρ�ω

τροσβαλ#ντες); a Persian fleet of more than ninety triremes

tarried at Loryma in 395 (Diod. 14.83.4–5:δι/τριβον δ* περ�

Λ)ρυµα . . .τρι�ρεις �χοντες πλε�ους τ+ν .νεν�κοντα),

and it thus seems reasonable to assume that there was a har-

bour there; in fact, Diod. 20.82.4 mentions a harbour there

in reference to 305 (τ�ν .ν Λωρ�µοις λιµ/να). Surface

finds show that the site of Loryma was inhabited from C7 to

the Hellenistic period. The remains of the city wall clearly

show that it was built in two phases. Very little is left of the

older part, but it is in crude polygonal masonry and proba-

bly dates to C6. Much more is preserved of the later phase,

and it is in much better condition; it dates to C5–C4. The

masonry is trapezoidal to polygonal, tending to isodomic in

some places. There are remains of towers and gates (Held

(1999) 170–72). The acropolis wall is built in the same phas-

es, but a tower belonging to a third phase must have been

built around 300 (ibid. 173). Many of the houses inside the

perimeter are probably from the late Hellenistic period, but

some of them are very similar to those at Latmos (no. 910),

and they may predate 300, at least in ground plan (ibid.

173–74). Barr. 61, C, but A also attested.

Phoinix (Φο5νιξ) Strabo mentions a phrourion Phoinix

on top of a mountain on the peninsula of Loryma (14.2.4).

At the site of Phoinix there are remains of a fortress in dif-

ferent types of masonry, possibly going back to C5

(Pimouguet (1994) 247). The earliest known inscriptions

from Phoinix are C3 and mention a damos (I.Rhod.Per.

101.1), a naos of Dionysos (ibid. 1), a prytaneus (I.Rhod.Per.

103.1), and priests of Athena and Zeus Polieus (ibid. 5‒6).

Barr. 61, HRL, but C also attested.

Physkos (Φ�σκος) Steph. Byz. 675.8–9 (π#λις Καρ�ας);

Strabo 14.2.4 (πολ�χνη), 14.2.29, 5.22 (τ8ς ‘Ροδ�ων

περα�ας). A Rhodian possession and a deme of Lindos

already in C4 (I.Lindos 51cii.17: Φυσκ�ων (c.325)). Barr. C.

Side (Side) Plin. HN 5.107 (oppidum), one of the towns

which were synoecised into Halikarnassos by Mausolos

c.370, cf. Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123. Barr. C.

Temoessos (Τεµοεσσος) In a C4m treaty between

Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) a district by name of

Temoessos is mentioned: an envoy from Syangela is

described as .ς (�.ξ)Τεµοεσσου (SEG 40 991.14), so pre-

sumably Temoessos was in the vicinity of Syangela, in the

Halikarnassian peninsula. Not in Barr., but C is attested.

Thera (Θ�ρα) Gabrielsen (2000) 134–35 argues that

Thera was a polis in the Hellenistic period, but it cannot be

shown to have been one in the Classical period. At the site of

Thera (identified by inscriptions, Fraser and Bean (1954) 72)

there are the remains of a C4s fortress built in trapezoidal

masonry with several towers. There are no traces of habita-

tion (Descat (1994b) 206). Barr. 61, C.

Triopion (Τρι#πιον) A promontory (Hdt. 4.38.2; Thuc.

8.35.2) and an adjacent settlement as attested at Ar. Anab.

2.5.7, where Triopion is mentioned alongside towns (e.g.

Myndos) and islands (e.g. Kos) as a place won over by the

Persian commander Orontobates; cf. Steph. Byz. 636.10

(π#λις Καρ�ας); Diod. 5.61.2. Barr. C. See Knidos (no. 903)

infra.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Kavakli In the 1890s Paton saw a tower, a hill fortress and

some remains of monumental architecture, and he reports

that the site was “thickly strewn with pottery” (Paton (1900)

60). Barr. C.

Kuyruklou Kale A C4 fortress in the territory of Mylasa

and a settlement in the Hellenistic period (but not earlier),

see Hornblower (1982) 99. Thus, a Classical site, but not a

Classical settlement. Barr. C.

Sarnic A large fortified site (Fraser and Bean (1954) 75–78).

Barr. C.

II. The Poleis

870. Alabanda (Alabandeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long.

27.55. Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is

?λ�βανδα, τ� (Hdt. 7.195) or ?λ�βανδα, ! (Strabo

14.2.22). The city-ethnic is ?λαβανδε�ς (SEG 40 992.9

(C4m)) or ?λαβαδε�ς (I.Labraunda 37.3 (c.200)). The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a treaty

between Mylasa and Kindye of 354/3 (SEG 40 992.9).

A keryx from Alabanda is mentioned in the treaty

between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40

992.9–10 (354/3)); the names listed in this inscription sug-

gest that there was a strong Karian element in the popula-

tion of this community (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40
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991–92)), and it is a moot point to what extent the

Alabandeis can be considered a Hellenic polis in the Archaic

and Classical periods.

During the Persian War Alabanda was apparently ruled

by a Karian dynast (τ�ραννος), Aridolis (Hdt. 7.195).

A late Classical building has been excavated 1 km south of

Alabanda (AR 45 (1998–99) 156). The circuit wall of

Alabanda encloses an area of 75 ha and is dated to C4

(Marchese (1989) 147; McNicoll (1997) 31–38).

871. Alinda (Alindeus). Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:γ. The toponym is Xλινδα, τ�

(Arr. Anab. 1.23.8; Robert and Robert (1983) no. 15.11, 13

(201)). The city-ethnic is ?λινδε�ς (IG i³ 262.v.21, restored:

?λ[ινδε̃ς]; C2 coins (infra)). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally on C2 coins (ΑΛΙΝ∆ΕΩΝ,

SNG Cop. Caria 17–18), and externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 262.v.21). The earliest reference to Alinda as a

polis is in Strabo (14.2.17 (r334)).

Alinda was possibly a member of the Delian League in

C5m. It is registered perhaps twice in the tribute lists, in

453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.3, completely restored) and in 451/0 (IG i³

262.v.21: ?λ[ινδε̃ς]), paying a phoros of 1 tal. and ? dr. It is

absent from the full panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86).

Alinda is described as a strongly fortified place (χωρ�ον)

at the time of Alexander (Arr. Anab. 1.23.8; cf. Strabo 14.2.17).

Possessed by the Hekatomnid Queen Ada, sister and wife of

Idrieus, from 340, Alinda was offered to Alexander by her in

334 (cf. Strabo 14.2.17); cf. Bean (1971) 190–98).

The city wall, in isodomic ashlar masonry, headers and

stretchers, was perhaps built by Mausolos. The acropolis lay

outside the city and was separately fortified. The acropolis

wall encloses an area of 2 ha, that of the town an area of 20�

ha. There are remains of altogether nineteen rectangular

towers (McNicoll (1997) 26–31; PECS s.v.; cf. Bean (1971)

192). The site of the town is described by Robert and Robert

(1983) 5–17; see also Bean (1971) 192–98 with a town plan (fig.

29) and the two citadels (figs. 29, 30). Strabo 14.2.17 calls the

town “double” (διττ�). Most of the buildings are post-

Classical. C.150 m from the site of the town is a hill-top

enclosure which could be the ruins of Queen Ada’s palace

(Lawrence (1979) 138–40).

872. Amos (Amios) Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long. 28.15. Size of

territory: ? Type: [A]:β? The toponym is Xµος (Steph. Byz.

87.1) or Xµµος, ! (Aeschin. Ep. 9.1). The city-ethnic is

Xµιος (IG i³ 283.iii.33; I.Rhod.Per. 354A2 (C3–C2)). In the

Athenian tribute lists the Amioi are once recorded under the

heading hα�δε τ˜ον π#λεον (IG i³ 283.iii.31–33). The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 283.iii.33). The individual city-ethnic is

used externally in a C3–C2 grave inscription from Loryma

(I.Rhod.Per. 42.2).

Amos was a member of the Delian League, but is regis-

tered in the tribute lists only once, in 428/7, paying a phoros

of 2,250 dr. (IG i³ 283.iii.33).

A C6 grave inscription from Amos is inscribed in the

Knidian alphabet (I.Rhod.Per. 351). All other inscriptions

from Amos are post-Classical.

The C4l fortification wall on the acropolis is in polygonal

masonry (PECS s.v.). The city wall is built in different types

of masonry: pseudo-isodomic, regular polygonal and crude

polygonal tending to ashlar. Pimouguet argues that it seems

reasonable to conclude that the wall was built in the course

of C4 and strengthened or repaired later (Pimouguet (1994)

249–51). The C4 date is supported by Saner (1994), who also

mentions five towers in a 400 m stretch of the wall. Only the

northern and western parts of the wall are preserved, but the

enclosed area must have been over 10 ha.

873. (Amynandeis) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 27.40. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: C:β. A toponym is not attested. The

city-ethnic is ?µυνανδε�ς (IG i³ 260.i.15). The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 260.i.15).

The Amynandeis were members of the Delian League.

They are registered from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.15) to 444/3 (IG i³

268.iv.26) a total of three times, paying a phoros of 3,000 dr.

(IG i³ 260.i.15). In 446/5 they paid 4,500 dr. in syntely with

Syangela (IG i³ 266.iii.21–22). Their payment was probably

included in that of Syangela in the remaining years (ATL

i.468); thus they are absent from the full panel of 440/39 (IG

i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but were assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.i.112, almost completely restored).

Bean and Cook (1955) 165 assume that the Amynandeis

may have lived on the coast, either at Kargıcık or Alâkilise.At

Kargıcık there are some ancient remains of an oblong

perimeter constructed of great blocks, apparently with three

towers and a gate to the north (ibid. 134).

874. Amyzon (Amyzoneus) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long.

27.40. Size of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is

?µ�ζονα, τ� (Robert and Robert (1983) no. 2.3) or Μυδ)ν

(IG i³ 267.iii.29, mostly restored), later ?µυζ)ν,! (I.Priene

51.3 (C2); cf. Strabo 14.2.22). The city-ethnic is Μυδονε�ς

(IG i³ 264.ii.4), later ?µυζονε�ς (Robert and Robert (1983)

no. 2.7–8 (321/0); I.Priene 51.1 (C2)). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested internally in Robert and Robert (1983)
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no. 2.8, and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

264.ii.4).

In 321/0 the Iranian Bagadates and his son, Ariarames,

were granted politeia by Amyzon, at the instigation of the

satrap Asandros (Robert and Robert (1983) no.2, inscription

and comm. 97–118; cf. Hornblower (1982) 73). In l. 4 a

prostates is mentioned, in ll.4–5 three archontes, in l.5 an oro-

phylakos, in l. 6 a tamieus, in l. 7 a synepimeletes and in l. 8

ekklesia kyria.

Amyzon was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is recorded (as Μυδον8ς; see

Hornblower (1982) 278; cf. Robert and Robert (1983) 36)

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.6) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i.84) a total of

eleven times, five times completely restored, paying 1,500 dr.

(IG i³ 261.i.5).

In a honorary decree of 321/0 the month name

Μαρσ�λλιος (a hapax) occurs (Robert and Robert (1983)

no. 2.2), which indicates the existence of a local calendar

which was later replaced by an Ionian calendar, although

Macedonian month names are also attested (Trümpy,

Monat. 277–78).

At the site of Amyzon there are remains of fortification

walls in ashlar masonry, probably dating to C4 (Marchese

(1986) 105). Moreover, on two large terraced areas, enclosed

by walls, are preserved the remains of a Doric temple dedi-

cated to Apollo and Artemis with C6 terracottas.A temple of

Artemis is mentioned in an inscription of 321/0 (Robert and

Robert (1983) no. 2). Most of the other buildings date to C4.

One of the terraces was entered through a propylon dedicat-

ed by Idrieus in C4m (OGIS 235; Marchese (1986) 107 with

fig.41. See also Robert and Robert (1983); Hornblower (1982)

278, 292, 313.

875. Arlissos (Arlisseus) Unlocated, not in Barr. (cf.

Blümel (1998a) 165). Type: B:γ. The toponym is ?ρλισσ#ς

(IG i³ 267.iii.31). The city-ethnic is ?ρλισσε�ς (SEG 40

992.3 (C4m); I.Labraunda 67.16). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally in a C4m treaty between

Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40 992.3) and in

a C4m name list from Labraunda (I.Labraunda 67.16).

Crampa assumed that the Arlisseis were “in all probability a

social group named after an individual Αρλισσις” (comm.

to I.Labraunda 67.16), but Blümel argues that the fact that

the Arlisseis are listed in the fragmentary treaty between

Mylasa and Kindye on a par with, e.g., the Kaunioi (no. 898)

and the Koranzeis (no. 906) shows that the Arlisseis must

have been a polis as well (Blümel (1990) 35 (�SEG 40 992)).

Moreover, a keryx of the Arlisseis is mentioned in l. 4. The

names listed in this inscription (3–4) suggest that there was

a strong Karian element in the population of this communi-

ty (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 992)), and it is a moot

point to what extent Arlissos can be considered a Hellenic

polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

Arlissos was a member of the Delian League, but it is

recorded only once, in 445/4 (IG i³ 267.iii.31), paying a

phoros of, perhaps, 600 dr.

876. (Armelitai) Unlocated, not in Barr., but Blümel

(1998a) 165 suggests that the Armelitai may have lived near

Keramos (no. 900) and Ouranion (no. 920). Type: C:γ. A

toponym is not attested. The ethnic is ?ρµελ�της (SEG 40

992.14 (C4m)); the collective and external use is attested in a

C4m treaty (SEG 40 992.14).

The Armelitai are known solely from a fragmentary C4m

treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG

40 992), but they are listed alongside well-known poleis such

as Kaunos (no. 898), Koranza (no. 906) and Latmos (no.

910), which suggests that the Armelitai may have been a polis

too. Moreover, a keryx from the Armelitai is mentioned in l.

16. On the other hand, the names listed in this inscription (ll.

14–15) suggest that there was a strong Karian element in the

population of this community (Blümel (1990) 38–42

(�SEG 90 991–92)), and it is a moot point to what extent the

Armelitai can be considered a Hellenic polis in the Archaic

and Classical periods.

877. Aulai (Auliates) Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long. 28.10. Size

of territory: ? Type C:? The earliest attestation of the

toponym Α(λα�,αH is in an honorary decree of C1 to the first

century ad (I.Rhod.Per. 471.3). The city-ethnic is Α(λι�της

(IG i³ 271.ii.68), Α(λι�της (IG i³ 269.iv.2) or Α(λε�της

(IG i³ 263.i.9) in the tribute lists, once misspelt Ο(λι�της

(IG i³ 264.ii.7), although Blümel claims that the toponym

Aulai does not necessarily correspond to the ethnic

Α(λι�της in the tribute lists (I.Rhod.Per. 471.3 n.). The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 271.ii.68).

Aulai was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists from

454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.13) to 415/4 (IG i³ 290.i.3) a total of sixteen

times, once completely restored, paying in all years a phoros

of 500 dr.

878. Bargasa (Pargaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 27.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The earliest attestation of the

toponym Β�ργασα is in Strabo 14.2.15. The city-ethnic is

Παργασε�ς (IG i³ 263.iii.36) or, later, Βαργασην#ς
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(Apollonius Aphrodisiensis (FGrHist 740) fr. 2 (C3?); Head,

HN² 612 (Imperial)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

263.iii.36).

Bargasa was a member of the Delian League. It is regis-

tered in the tribute lists from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.iii.36) to

444/3 (IG i³ 268.iii.22) a total of four times, twice complete-

ly restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in 450/49 and 500 dr.

in the remaining three years. It is absent from the full panel

of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86).

There are few remains at the presumed site of Bargasa,but

a fragmentary C2 decree found there does indicate that

there was a polis at the site (Bean and Cook (1955) 142, no.

67). There is a small citadel with remains of a ring wall in

very crude masonry. A few Archaic and Hellenistic sherds

date the settlement (ibid. 135, 165).

879. Bargylia (Bargylieus) Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long. 27.35.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is

Βαργ�λια,τ� (Polyb. 16.24.1; BCH 45 (1921) iC.3 (C3l); SEG

39 1180.25 (C1)). The city-ethnic is Βαργυλιε�ς (IG i³

260.x.10) or Βαργυλι�της (IG i³ 272.ii.81). The form

Βαργυλι)της is also attested (Iscr. Cos ED231.B4 (C2)). The

earliest attestation of polis used of Bargylia (here in the

political sense) is found in an honorary decree of 270–261

(I.Iasos 608.5 et passim; cf. 610.4 (C3–C2)). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 260.x.10). The individual and external use is

attested in an Athenian citizenship decree of 303/2 (IG ii²

496.23).

Bargylia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.x.10) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.81) a total

of ten times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 260.x.10), but 4,000 dr. in 447/6 (IG i³

265.ii.41).

Apparently Bargylia had absorbed Kindye (no. 902) by

the early Hellenistic period (Hornblower (1982) 100; cf.

Bean and Cook (1957) 96). The majority of the archaeologi-

cal remains dates to the post-Classical period, but an extant

portion of the city wall seems to go back to C4 (Bean and

Cook (1957) 96). The wall is built in a style which comes

close to ashlar masonry (Hornblower (1982) 319). Small

parts of the north-eastern and south-western walls are pre-

served, and the walls must have enclosed an area of 20� ha

(Bean (1971) 86).The occurrence of Bargylia in the Delphian

list of theorodokoi shows that it was an urban centre in C3l

(BCH 45 (1921) iC.3).

880. Bolbai (Bolbaieis) Map 61, unlocated. Type: C:? The

toponym is Β#λβαι, attested only in Steph. Byz. 174.8. The

city-ethnic is Βολβαιε�ς (IG i³ 260.i.12). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 260.i.12).

Bolbai was a member of the Delian League. It is registered

twice in the tribute lists, in 453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.12) and in 446/5

(IG i³ 266.v.13), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 260.i.12).

881. Chalketor (Chalketoreus) Map 61. Lat. 37.20; long.

27.40. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A:β. The toponym is

Χαλκ�τωρ, W (Strabo 14.2.22) or Χαλκ�τορες (Strabo

14.1.8; see I.Mylasa ii p. 107). The city-ethnic is Χαλκητορε�ς

(IG i³ 267.v.30; I.Mylasa 912.5 (C3)) or, in the plural,

Χαλκ�τορες (Krateros (FGrHist 342) fr. 20). Chalketor is

called a polis in the political sense in a fragmentary

C4 decree (I.Mylasa 911.8–9: περ� τ�µ π#[λιν τ�ν

Χαλκ]ητορε�ων). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in the C4 decree (supra) and externally

in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 267.v.30). The individual

and external use is attested in a C5 proxeny decree (SEG 36

982A.1).

In C5 [. . .]ssos, son of Artaos, from Chalketor was grant-

ed proxeny by Iasos (no. 891). Furthermore, he was granted

asylia, proedria, isotelia and eisagoge/exagoge (SEG 36 982A).

In C4 Chalketor passed a decree granting proxeny and citi-

zenship to a man from Koranza (no. 906) (I.Mylasa 911). In

l. 3 the word ekklesia occurs (restored: [.κκ]λησ�ης

[κυρ]�[ης). A C4l–C3e lex sacra (I.Mylasa 914) mentions

tamiai (l. 1) and demos (l. 6).

Chalketor was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is recorded from 451/0

(IG i³ 262.v.24) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.75, completely

restored) a total of ten times, four times completely

restored, paying a phoros of at first 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 262.v.24),

from 448/7 2,100 dr. (IG i³ 264.ii.24). It was assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.101) a minimum of 2 tal. In the assess-

ment decree of 410/9 the ethnic is almost completely

restored (IG i³ 100.ii.8).

Some C4 coins inscribed with the legend ΧΑ could be

attributed to Chalketor, although it is also possible that they

were struck by the island of Chalke (no. 477). Obv. female

head; rev. spearhead; legend: ΧΑ (BMC 18 [Caria and

Islands] 79).

The wall around the acropolis is preserved. It is built of

squared blocks in “Lelegian” masonry. In the territory of

Chalketor were also two fortresses in dry rubble masonry

(Bean (1971) 49).
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A bilingual inscription (Karian and Greek), dating to

C4l–C3e (Neumann (1969) 152; cf. L. Robert (1950); Deroy

(1955)), indicates that Chalketor was not completely

Hellenised by the early Hellenistic period. The Greek

inscription (� I.Mylasa 914) is a lex sacra.

882. Chersonesos (Chersonesios) Unlocated, not in Barr.

Type: B:α. The toponym is Χερρ#νησος, !, attested only in

Steph. Byz. 691.7. The city-ethnic is Χερρον�σιος (IG i³

265.i.18). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.i.18), and the

abbreviated form ΧΕΡ is attested internally on coins of c.500

(Cahn (1970) 200–11).

The Chersonesioi were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Karian district and are registered in

the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.9) to 429/8 (IG i³

282.iv.52) a total of twelve times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 3 tal. down to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.18), then 2

tal., 4,200 dr. from 444/3 (IG i³ 268.iv.20) to 441/0 (IG i³

271.i.79) and 3 tal. again from 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.22). They

were assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.137).

The Chersonesioi struck coins around 500. The types on

the coins are very similar to those on Knidian coins,and they

are struck on the same standards as the Knidian coins: i.e.

first the Milesian standard, then the Aiginetan. The earliest

coins are Milesian tritetaremoria of c.530–520: obv. head of

lion; rev. the front part of a bull in a square. After that the

Chersonesioi struck coins on the Aiginetan standard until

c.480: denominations: staters, drachms, obols, tri-

hemiobols. Obv. front part of a lion (similar to Knidian

type); rev. front part of a bull in a square along with the leg-

end ΧΕΡ in the Knidian alphabet (Cahn (1970) 200–11;

SNG Cop. Caria 190).

883. Chios (Chios) Map 61, unlocated. Type: C:β. The

toponym is Χ�ος, ! attested only in Steph. Byz. 693.11. The

city-ethnic is Χ5ος in the Athenian tribute lists, where the

people once are qualified as being Κ[ρες (IG i³ 259.v.21).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.i.23).

Chios was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered three times in the tribute

lists, in 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.21), in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.i.21) and in

447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.23), paying a phoros of 2,000 dr. (IG i³

264.i.21). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.105) a

minimum of 2 tal.

The identity of the Chioi is unknown, but it may be worth

quoting Steph. Byz., who says: �στι κα� Gτ/ρα π#λις

Καρ�ας Χ�ος . . . κατ3 τ� Τρι#πιον κειµ/νη .ν τ=8

χερρον�σ�ω (693.11–14), on the basis of which the editors of

ATL suggest that “[t]he Χ5οι must form an enclave in the

Knidian territory, probably at its western end” (ATL i.565).

However, on the basis of an investigation of the communi-

ties listed together with Chios in the tribute lists, Bresson

(1990) concludes that the Chioi lived in the vicinity of Idyma

(no. 893), Kedreai (no. 899) and the Chersonesioi (no. 882).

884. (Erineis) Map 61, unlocated. Type: C:? A toponym is

not attested. The city-ethnic is ’Ερινε�ς (IG i³ 266.iii.24).

The collective city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 266.iii.24).

The Erineis were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Karian district and are registered in the trib-

ute lists from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.14) to 444/3 (IG i³ 268.iv.34)

a total of four times, paying a phoros of first 4,130 dr., then

3,240 dr.,and thereafter 1,000 dr.They were assessed for trib-

ute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.99) 1 tal.

885. Euromos (Euromeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.25, long.

27.40. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is

Εdρωµος (Polyb. 18.44.4; Strabo 14.2.22); Steph. Byz. 287.14

has Εdρωπος. The city-ethnic is hυροµε�ς (IG i³

265.ii.106; SEG 36 982.B4 (C5f)) or Κυρωµε�ς (IG i³

71.ii.143–44) or ’Ευρωπε�ς (Hdt. 8.133; I.Magnesia 59.b27

(c.200); cf. I.Labraunda 84.9 (c.200)), later Ε(ρωµε�ς

(SEG 43 703.7 (C3e), 704.4 (C3)). Euromos is called polis in

the political sense in a proxeny decree of 298–288 (SEG 43

703.6, 12–13). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally in abbreviated form on a coin (infra) and in a

proxeny decree of 298–288 (SEG 43 703.7), externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.ii.106). The individual city-

ethnic is attested externally in a C5f proxeny decree (SEG 36

982.B4).

Euromos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.v.30, completely restored) to 440/39

(IG i³ 272.ii.71, completely restored) a total of seven times,

four times completely restored, paying a phoros of 2,500 dr.

It was assessed for tribute in 425/4, once in a syntelic group

with the Edrieis (no. 892) and the Hymisseis (no. 890), the

whole group assessed at 6 tal. (IG i³ 71.ii.144), and once indi-

vidually, assessed at 5 tal. (IG i³ 71.ii.100).

In C5f Arlissis, son of Idyssolos, from Euromos was grant-

ed proxeny by Iasos (no. 891). He was also granted enktesis

ges kai oikion, asylia, proedria and dikai (SEG 36 982.B4).

The town was situated on flat ground. The city wall is in

ashlar masonry with towers, and dates to a period no later

than 300 (Bean (1971) 47; PECS s.v.). The other remains at
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Euromos (a theatre, a temple dedicated to Zeus, and two

stoas) are all Hellenistic or later (Bean (1971) 46–48).

Euromos struck silver coins in C5l. Only a single speci-

men is known, presumably a tritartemorion. Type: obv.

forepart of boar; rev. head of Zeus with laurels; legend:

ΥΡΩ (SNG von Aulock no. 2521).

886. Halikarnassos (Halikarnasseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05,

long. 27.20. Size of territory: 2; with dependencies: 5. Type:

A:β. The toponym is yλικαρνασσ#ς, ! (Thuc. 8.42.4; Arr.

Anab. 1.21.3), yλικαρνησσ#ς (Hdt. 7.99.2). The city-ethnic

is yλικαρνασσε�ς (I.Milet. vi.2 407 (C5); IG ii² 142.9

(C4f)), yλικαρν�σσιος (Androtion (FGrHist 324) fr.

12), yλικαρνησσε�ς (Hdt. 1.144.3), or the epichoric

yλικαρναΤε[�ς] (Syll.³ 45.2 �ML 32). Halikarnassos is

called a polis in the political sense by Hdt. 1.144.3 and in a C4l

honorary decree (Michel 452.4),and in the urban sense in an

inscription of c.400 (SEG 43 713.33, 37, 45). The individual

ethnic is attested externally on a gravestone from Miletos

(I.Milet. vi.2 407m (C5)). The collective city-ethnic is attest-

ed externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 265.i.10), and

internally on coins (SNG Cop. Caria 336–37).

Halikarnassos was a Dorian city, allegedly colonised by

Troizen (no. 357) (Hdt. 7.99.3; cf. Paus. 2.30.9, 32.6; Strabo

14.2.16). On the connections between Halikarnassos and

Troizen, see Jameson (2004). Halikarnassos was one of the

Greek poleis to build the Hellenion in Naukratis (no. 1023)

(Hdt. 2.178.2).

Halikarnassos was the capital of a dynasty which Hdt.

7.99.1 describes as a tyranny. The first tyrant was Lygdamis,

succeeded by his daughter Artemisia (Hdt. 7.99.1–2; Suda

Η536). During Xerxes’ invasion of Greece she was the com-

mander of five ships from Halikarnassos, Kos (no. 499),

Nisyros (no. 508) and Kalydna (no. 485) (Hdt. 7.99.2). Later

in C5f Halikarnassos was ruled by another Lygdamis. In

C5m a faction joined by Herodotos was exiled after an

abortive attempt to overthrow Lygdamis (Suda Η536).

Halikarnassos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is recorded in the tribute

lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.13) to 429/8 (IG i³ 282.iv.15) a

total of sixteen times, twice completely restored, paying in

most years a phoros of 1 tal., 4,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.iv.12–13), but

in 447/6 a phoros of 2 tal. (IG i³ 265.i.10) and in 441/0 a phoros

of 1 tal., 4,840 dr. (IG i³ 271.i.78). It was assesed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.144).

C.370 Mausolos moved the capital of the dynasty from

Mylasa (no. 913) to Halikarnassos and enlarged the city by

synoecising some smaller settlements into it (Plin. HN 5.107;

Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123; supra 1108). The

city seems now to have been laid out on a Hippodamian grid

plan (Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 227).

A law of C5f mentions a Hερ� �γορ� as the venue of the

syllogos of the Halikarnassians and the Salmakians (no. 929)

(Syll.³ 45.3 �ML 32). The law (called both Qδος (19), and

ν#µος (32)) was passed by the syllogos and the tyrant

Lygdamis and concerns property disputes. A number of

magistrates are mentioned: prytanis (5–6), mnemones (8)

and dikastai (20). A keryx from Halikarnassos is mentioned

in a C4 treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902)

(SEG 40 991.16).

Some citizens of Halikarnassos were appointed proxenoi

by the Chians (no. 840) (PEP Chios 50.4 (C4m)). In 410/9 a

decree was passed by the Athenians in honour of the

Halikarnassian polis (restored) as euergetis of Athens (IG i³

103). In C4l Zenodotos, son of Baukis, had been honoured

by Troizen (no. 357), and therefore more honours were

bestowed upon him (Michel 452): he was invited to the pry-

taneion at Halikarnassos (l. 11; cf. Miller (1978) no. 323). This

measure (psephisma, l. 13) is decided by the demos (l. 12),

after having been deliberated by the boule (l. 15). In 392

Phormion of Halikarnassos won a victory at Olympia

(Olympionikai 378).

Seven month names are attested. They constitute a mix-

ture of Ionian and non-Ionian names; see Trümpy, Monat.

113–14.

The city wall is mentioned in a C5m inscription (Syll.³

46.15 �ML 32). Under Mausolos, from 377/6 (Diod. 16.36.2),

the city was enlarged by the inclusion of Salmakis (no. 929)

and the land between the city proper and Salmakis. The city

wall was replaced by a new 7 km wall which encircled the

enlarged city, including the harbour; it enclosed an area of

c.220 ha (Jeppesen (2000) 334). The wall is built in different

types of masonry, which is probably due to the building

materials, rather than different construction periods. It had

two main gates, one towards Myndos, the other towards

Mylasa (Arr. Anab. 1.20.4–5), of which only the Myndos gate

has been located (Pedersen (1994)). Two smaller gates have

been discovered, one on the southern side of the tower on

the east, the other in connection with a gate complex on the

north-eastern extension. This gate undoubtedly gave access

to Pedasa to the north of Halikarnassos (Pedersen (2000)

288). There was a moat in front of the wall (Arr. Anab. 1.20.8;

Diod. 17.24.4). Thirteen towers have been found, all in dif-

ferent types of masonry and material, but the drain system

and the general coherence indicate that the wall and towers

were planned and constructed at one time, with later repairs
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(Pedersen (2000) 288–91). On the hill commanding the road

to Mylasa is a free-standing tower built in large boulders in

an almost “cyclopean” fashion. It is probably contemporary

with the city wall (ibid. 291).

In the city of Halikarnassos a temple of Apollo is attested

in a C5f inscription (Syll.³ 45.45 �ML 32). Fragments of

early Classical Ionic columns found in the city may be asso-

ciated with this temple. The few architectural remains show

that the temple was influenced by the Polykrates temple in

Samos (Jeppesen (2000) 333). Furthermore, the remains of a

temple in Ionic style are generally interpreted as the temple

of Ares mentioned by Vitruvius (2.8.11). Ares seems to 

have been the principal divinity worshipped by the

Halikarnassians (Hornblower (1982) 302). The excavated

but unpublished theatre is sometimes dated to C3e, but may

go further back.

Diod. 15.90.3 (r362) says that Halikarnassos had a

famous acropolis and was “the basileia of Karia”. At

the time of Alexander, he describes it as the largest

polis in Karia, endowed with several citadels (17.23.4). Diod.

17.25.5 mentions the walls of the acropolis. Alexander took

and razed the city in 334 (Diod. 17.27.6; Arr. Anab.

1.20.2–23.6).

In C4 Halikarnassos was endowed with one of the most

famous monuments of Antiquity: the tomb of Mausolos,

the Mausoleum, or, more correctly, the Maussolleion, of

which very little is left. In Antiquity, it ranked among the

Seven Wonders of the World, and it existed until the fif-

teenth century, when it was destroyed by the Knights of

Rhodes. Work on it was begun in 367, and it was finished

after the death of Mausolos’wife Artemisia in 351. The archi-

tect was Pythios of Priene in collaboration with another

architect named Satyros. The famous sculptors Bryaxis,

Leochares, Timotheos and Skopas were involved in the

work. The monument consisted of three parts: thirty-six

Ionic columns stood on a very tall rectangular base, 38.4 �

32 m. Upon the columns was a pyramidal structure with

twenty-four steps, and the monument was crowned with a

sculptured group imposed on a platform. The building was

adorned with numerous sculptures and friezes (Lawrence

(1996) 146–47; Jeppesen (1994) with refs.). So far no remains

have been found of Mausolos’ palace, built on the

Zephyrion promontory east of the harbour and mentioned

at Vitruvius 2.8.10; cf. Jeppesen (2000) 338.

According to Ps.-Skylax 99 Halikarnassos had an

enclosed harbour and one “by the island”. Diod. 15.90.3

(r363) calls Halikarnassos Gστ�α κα� µητρ#πολις. In the

C5m inscription which deals with purchase and sale of land

and houses in Halikarnassos, a number of districts or areas

are mentioned (SEG 43 713).

Halikarnassos struck coins before 480, silver coins on the

Rhodian standard in 400–367 (and again in 188–166). Staters

are mentioned in a C5f law (Syll.³ 45.40 �ML 32). There are

various types, and the legend is ΑΛΙΚΑΡΝΑΣΣΕΩΝ or

abbreviations thereof (Head, HN² 617–19; SNG Cop. Caria

336–37).

Halikarnassos was a polis with a mixed population. The

names listed in the C5m inscription concerning confisca-

tion and resale of property (SEG 43 713) constitute a mixture

of Greek and Karian names. In some cases, a man has a

Greek name, but his father a Karian (Ζην#δορος

?ρυ�σσιος, l. 10, or ∆ι#τιµος Σαρυσ)λλο, ll. 169–70), or

even vice versa (Παν�ασσις ∆ηµητρ�ο, l. 50). Two of the

Halikarnassians mentioned in the C4 treaty between Kindye

and Mylasa have Karian names (SEG 40 991.15–16). There is

no doubt that there was a strong Karian element in the

population in the Classical period.

887. (Hybliseis) Map 61,unlocated,but Blümel (2000) 96

suggests a location south of Bargylia (no. 879); probably

between Bargylia and Killareis. Type: [A]:γ. A toponym is

not attested. The city-ethnic is hυβλισε�ς (IG i³ 262.v.26),

Κυβλισσε�ς (SEG 40 991.8) or Κυλβισσε�ς (EA 32 95.16

(C2e)). In a C4m treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and

Kindye (no. 902) the Kyblisseis are among the city-ethnics

listed after the heading παρ8σαν �π� π#λεων, where polis

is attested in the political sense (SEG 40 991.8).The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 262.v.26) and in the C4m treaty (SEG 40

991.8).

The Kyblisseis were members of the Delian League, but

they are recorded in the tribute lists only once, in 451/0 (IG i³

262.v.26), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. In the list of 453/2 (IG

i³ 260.i.7) the city-ethnic is completely restored. They are

absent from the full panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86), but

were probably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.108:

[hυβλι]σσ[ε̃ς]) a minimum of 2,000 dr.

A keryx from the Kyblisseis is mentioned in the C4m

treaty between Mylasa and Kindye (SEG 40 991.9). The

names listed in this inscription (8–9) suggest that there was

a strong Karian element in the population of this communi-

ty (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 992)), and it is a moot

point to what extent the Kyblisseis can be considered a

Hellenic polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

888. (Hydaieis) Map 61. Lat. 37.15; long. 27.40. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:γ. A toponym is not attested. The
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city-ethnic is ‘Υδαιε�ς (IG i³ 71.ii.150; I.Mylasa 901.9

(undated)); ‘Υδαε�ς (SEG 40 992.4 (C4m); I.Mylasa 903.5

(C2f)), and Κυδαιε�ς (IG i³ 262.v.25, restored: [Κ]υδαιε̃ς

with IG i³ 264.ii.22, restored: Κυ[δαιε̃ς]). The Hydaieis are

listed alongside well-known poleis such as Kaunos (no. 898)

and Koranza (no. 906) in a C4m treaty (SEG 40 992.4),

which suggests that they may have been a polis too. The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.v.25) and in a C4m treaty

between Kindye (no. 902) and Mylasa (no. 913) (SEG 40

992.4).

The Hydaieis were members of the Delian League. They

are registered in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.150,

heavily restored: Κ[υδαιε̃ς]) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.12, com-

pletely restored) a total of six times, once completely

restored. They were assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.ii.150), 2,000 dr.).

A keryx from the Hydaieis is mentioned in a treaty of C4m

(SEG 40 992.5). The names listed in this inscription (ll. 4–5)

suggest that there was a strong Karian element in the popu-

lation of the community (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40

991–92)), and it is a moot point to what extent it can be con-

sidered a Hellenic polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

The acropolis was surrounded by a wall, now decrepit

(Bean (1971) 50).

889. Hydisos (Hydisseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long. 27.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:? The toponym is ‘Υδισσ#ς

(Steph. Byz. 645.17). The earliest attestation of the toponym

is in a C1 inscription (I.Stratonikeia 508.10 (c.81)): ‘Υδισ#ς,

although it was mentioned by Apollonius Aphrodisiensis,

whose Καρικ� may be dated to C3 (FGrHist 740 fr. 4). The

city-ethnic is ‘Υδισσε�ς (IG i³ 265.ii.51; Apollonius

Aphrodisiensis (FGrHist 740) fr. 4 (perhaps C3)) or

‘Υδισε�ς (I.Mylasa 401.8 (C2–C1)).

Hydisos was a member of the Delian League, but is 

registered only twice, in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.21, restored:

‘Υ[δισσε̃ς]) and 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.51, restored:

‘Υδι[σσε̃ς]), paying a phoros of 1 tal.

At the site of Hydisos there are remains of city walls and

towers, probably of early Hellenistic date (L. Robert (1935)

339–40).

890. (Hymisseis) Map 61, unlocated, but possibly situat-

ed between Amyzon (no. 874) and Mylasa (no. 913) (Pontani

(1997) 7; cf. L. Robert (1955) 226). Type: C:β. A toponym is

not attested. The city-ethnic is ‘Υµισσε�ς (IG i³ 262.iv.19;

restored: [hυ]µισσε̃ς) or ‘Υµεσσε�ς (IG i³ 71.ii.143; IG xii

suppl. 127.58 (C3)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in the tribute lists and in the assessment

decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.143).

The Hymisseis were members of the Delian League. They

are recorded three times in the lists from 451/0 (IG i³

262.iv.19) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.50), paying a phoros of 1,200

dr. In the assessment decree of 425/4 they form a syntely with

the Edrieis (no. 892) and Kyromeis, and the three together

are assessed at 6 tal. (IG i³ 71.ii.143–44). A Hymesseus is

recorded in a C3 list of proxenoi from Eresos (no.796) (IG xii

suppl. 127.58).

891. Iasos (Iaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.15, long. 27.35. Size of

territory: 2 or 3. Type: A:α. The toponym is ;Ιασος, ! (Thuc.

8.28.2; Archestratos fr. 26.1, Olson and Sens) or ’Ιασ#ς

(I.Iasos 2.23; Steph. Byz. 322.18–19). The city-ethnic is

’Ιασε�ς (I.Iasos 32.6 (C4l); IG ii² 8931 (C4s)). Iasos is called

a polis both in the urban sense (I.Iasos 2.20, 33.3;

Archestratos fr. 26.1, Olson and Sens) and in the political

sense (I.Iasos 1.3, 30.3 �Tod 190; Diod. 13.104.7 (r405)). The

town is described as a polisma at Thuc. 8.28.4. Politai of Iasos

are mentioned in a proxeny decree of 333–323 (I.Iasos 30.4).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

decrees (I.Iasos 32.6) and on coins (infra), and externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 279.i.69). The individual use

is attested internally in a C2 dedication (I.Iasos 227.2) and

externally in a C4s Attic funerary inscription (IG ii² 8931).

The names of two districts (?) in the territory of Iasos are

known from I.Iasos 1 (Βριδας, ll.37 and 51, andΤυεννεσσος,

ll. 31 and 34).

On the basis of the 800 adult males mentioned by Diod.

13.104.7 in 405, Bean and Cook (1957) 101 calculate that the

urban population of Iasos must have numbered c.3,000 at

the time.

Iasos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.v.21) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.12) a total of six-

teen times, five times completely restored, paying a phoros of

1 tal. from 450/49 (IG i³ 263.v.21) to 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.63), and

3 tal. from 421/0 (IG i³ 285.i.91). In 412 Iasos was taken by the

Spartans at the instigation of Tissaphernes (Thuc. 8.28.3);

having pillaged the town and apparently exposed its popu-

lation to an andrapodismos, the Spartans handed it over to

Tissaphernes (Thuc. 8.28.4), who then left Iasos with a gar-

rison (Thuc. 8.29.1); but the city must have joined the

Athenians again, because it is called an Athenian ally in 405

by Diod. 13.104.7. Iasos was a member of a symmachia attest-

ed exclusively by the so-called ΣΥΝ coinage (whose legend

abbreviates synmachon, synmachikon or synmachia vel sim.)
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dating to C5l–C4e; the other poleis striking ΣΥΝ coins were

Byzantion (no. 674), Ephesos (no. 844), Knidos (no. 903),

Kyzikos (no. 747), Lampsakos (no. 748), Rhodos (no. 1000)

and Samos (no. 864) (Karwiese (1980); Debord (1999)

273–77).

Lysander took Iasos in 405, killed the male population of

military age (800 men), sold women and children as slaves,

and razed the city to the ground (Diod. 13.104.7; the MSS

have Θ�σον Καρ�ας, which Palmer has emended to ;Ιασον

τ8ς Καρ�ας; but cf. Xen. Hell. 2.1.15 and infra no. 899). In

C4m Iasos belonged to the Hekatomnid Empire (I.Iasos i

(367–354)).

Iasos had a boule and a demos (I.Iasos 32.4), called ekklesia

(SEG 40 959.15 (c.330–325?)) which met once every month

(I.Iasos 32.2) and the first-coming cizitens were paid for

attendance (SEG 40 959.4–6: ekklesiastikon). The meetings

were presided over by an epistates (I.Iasos 32.2–3), and the

proposals were moved mostly by a board of prytaneis

(I.Iasos 52.3) in accordance with the probouleumatic

procedure: �δοξε τ8ι βουλ8ι κα� τ+ι δ�µωι (I.Iasos 32.4;

Rhodes, DGS 338). The eponymous official was a

stephanophoros (I.Iasos 32.1). Public enactments were pub-

lished by the neopoiai, sometimes in the sanctuary of Apollo

(I.Iasos 42.8), sometimes in an archeion (I.Iasos 30.12). The

fact that decrees (psephismata, I.Iasos 42.8) were passed reg-

ularly by the boule and the demos and that citizens were paid

for attendance indicates that Iasos had a democratic consti-

tution (Hornblower (1982) 111; Rhodes, DGS 340). The

Aristotelian collection of politeiai included one of Iasos

(Heracl. Lemb. 73; cf. Gigon no. 66).

Copious information about officials is obtained from a

decree of 367–354 which deals with plots against Mausolos

and the polis of Iasos (I.Iasos 1). The property of the plotters

is being sold, and it appears that the transactions were

undertaken by four archontes (6–8), four tamiai (8–9), two

astynomoi (10), four synegoroi (11–12), six prytaneis (12–14),

eleven priests of Zeus Megistos (16–18) and, finally, a num-

ber of representatives of the phylai, i.e. citizens (18ff; Jones,

POAG 333). Another decree, of c.330, mentions prostatai

(I.Iasos 20.12). A keryx from Iasos is mentioned in the C4m

treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG

40 991.13).

The citizens were subdivided into phylai and patriai

(I.Iasos 47.4 (C4l)). Each phyle seems to have been headed by

an official called neopoies (SEG 40 959.14 and 17) and if the

six names recorded in ll. 2–4 are those of the neopoiai

(Gauthier (1990) 425–26), there must have been six phylai

(Jones, POAG 333). Both grants of proxenia and citizenship

are attested in the C4 decrees (I.Iasos 32, 42; SEG 36 983, rein-

scribed in C3–C2 �SEG 38 1059). The three men granted

proxeny by Iasos—Myrmex, Manes and Targelios, sons of

Peldemis—may be identical with the three unnamed sons of

Peldemos (the variations in spelling may be due to problems

in transcribing) who were punished for plotting against

Mausolos (SEG 36 983; cf. Blümel ((1998b) 171). Iasos is reg-

istered in the Argive list of theorodokoi of c.330 (SEG 23

189.17)

A cult and priest of Zeus Megistos attested in a C4 lex

sacra (LSAM 59 � I.Iasos 220), and investigations inside the

temple of Zeus and Hera have revealed sherds which show

that the temple was in use at least from C6 to the Hellenistic

period (Berti (1987) 33–34).A cult of Artemis Astias is attest-

ed in a C4 dedication (I.Iasos 259.3–4; also mentioned by

Polyb. 16.12.4). For a sanctuary of Apollo where public

enactments were set up, see I.Iasos 42.8.A grave connected to

the so-called heroon dates to C5 (Berti (1995)).

In Antiquity Iasos was situated on a small island, which is

now joined to the mainland by an isthmus. Harbours are

mentioned in a decree of c.300 (I.Iasos 3.6, 14, 25). The city

on the island was surrounded by a wall in isodomic ashlar

masonry (Hornblower (1982) 317). The wall is c.2.4 km long

(thus longer than the 1.8 km stated by Polyb. 16.12.2); it

encloses an area of c.26 ha and is built in various types of

masonry; it is now dated to the period after Alexander’s con-

quest of Asia Minor (McNicoll (1997) 109–11). Dry rubble

masonry on the acropolis dates from the Protogeometric or

Geometric period (ibid. 111). On the mainland there is a

massive wall the purpose of which has puzzled scholars. The

date of the wall is also uncertain, but a C4l date seems plau-

sible (Hornblower (1982) 317 with n. 184, but McNicoll

(1997) 117 suggests the time of Philip V). The extant wall has

a length of c.3.5 km and is built with crudely trimmed rec-

tangular blocks. The wall has many jogs and towers (Winter

(1971) 241–43; Lawrence (1979) 184–87). The function of the

wall seems to be purely military; thus, there is general agree-

ment that there were no buildings on the mainland (Winter

(1971) 242–43).

Iasos struck alliance coins (silver staters) c.394. Type: obv.

head of Apollo; rev. infant Herakles strangling serpents; leg-

end: ΣΥΝ, interpreted as ΣΥΝΜΑΧΙΚΟΝ or

ΣΥΝΜΑΧΩΝ (HN² 621; Kraay (1976) 248); for the ΣΥΝ

coins, see Karwiese (1980)). Other coins, struck for Iasos

alone, have obv. Apollo; rev. incuse square with lyre; legend:

ΙΑΣΕ (SNG Cop. Caria 408).

Two Karian graffiti incised on C5s sherds have been found

at Iasos. The letters are similar to those in the Karian inscrip-
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tions from Killareis and Chalketor (Berti and Innocente

(1998)). The c.100 names recorded in I.Iasos 1 are mostly

Greek,which suggests that in C4m Iasos was a Hellenic com-

munity (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 991–92)).

892. Idrias (Edrieus) Map 61.Lat.37.15, long.28.10. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:β. The toponym is ’Ιδρι�ς, attested only

in Steph. Byz. at 326.18. The city-ethnic is ’Εδριε�ς (IG i³

71.ii.143). The collective city-ethnic is used externally in the

tribute assessment list of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.143).The territory,

’Ιδρι3ς χ)ρη, is mentioned by Hdt. 5.118.1.

The Edrieis may have been members of the Delian

League. They were assessed for tribute in 425/4, in a syntelic

group with Euromos (no. 885) and the Hymisseis (no. 890),

the whole group assessed at 6 tal. (IG i³ 71.ii.143–44).

893. Idyma (Idymeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 28.20. Size

of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is ;Ιδυµα, τ� (it is

restored [ ;Ι]δυµ[α] in the tribute assessment list of 425/4, IG

i³ 71.ii.95) or ;Ιδυµος (I.Rhod.Per. 601.6 (Hell.)). The city-

ethnic is ’Ιδυµε�ς (IG i³ 267.v.27; once spelled ’Ιδιµε�ς, IG

i³ 265.i.27), ’Ιδ�µιος (I.Rhod.Per. 603.9 (late Hell.)) or

’Εδ�µιος (on a C5 coin (SNG Cop. Caria 419)). The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the tribute

lists (IG i³ 267.v.27), and internally on coins (Head, HN² 621,

Ι∆ΥΜΙΟΝ).

Idyma was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists from

453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.16) to 442/1 (IG i³ 270.v.13) a total of six

times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of first 1

tal., 900 dr. (IG i³ 260.i.16), then 5,200 dr. (IG i³ 264.i.25),

and thereafter 2,000 dr. (IG i³ 267.v.27). It is absent from the

full panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but is registered in

the assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.140). It is usually

registered by its city-ethnic, but once by its ruler: Πακτ�ες

’Ιδυµ[ε�ς] (IG i³ 260.i.16).

Idyma struck silver coins on the Phoenician standard in

C5s and C4f. Denominations: drachms and smaller silver

coins (Head, HN² 621). Obv. head of Pan, or female head;

rev. fig leaf and the legend Ι∆ΥΜΙΟΝ, all in incuse square.

A few C4f bronze coins are also known (Head, HN² 621, SNG

Cop. Caria 419–20).

Bean and Cook (1957) 144 say that there is a “large classi-

cal site” at Idyma; moreover that it was not a Greek, but a

Karian site.

894. Kalynda (Kalyndeus) Map 65. Lat. 36.45, long. 28.50.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is Κ�λυνδα, τ�

(Polyb. 31.5; SEG 37 1234.20 (second century ad)). The city-

ethnic is Κλαυνδε�ς (IG i³ 271.ii.70) or Καλυνδε�ς (Hdt.

8.87.2; SEG 12 473.24 (C2)). The earliest attestation of

Kalynda as a polis is in Polyb. 31.5, who refers to events in

164/3. He calls Kalynda a polis in the political sense at 31.5.3

and in the urban sense at 31.5.4.The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the tribute lists (IG i³

271.ii.70); the individual city-ethnic is used externally in a

C2 list of donations (SEG 12 473.24).

Hdt. 8.87.2–3 explains how Artemisia, perhaps accident-

ally, rammed a Kalyndian ship commanded by Damas-

ithymos, king of the Kalyndeis, although they were her

allies.

Kalynda was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed in the tribute lists from 444/3 (IG i³ 268.v.8) to 440/39 (IG

i³ 272.ii.90, completely restored) a total of five times, once

completely restored, paying a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 269.iv.8).

It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.131).

Kalynda was a neighbour of Kaunos (no. 898), and Hdt.

1.172.2 mentions the boundary between the two commun-

ities. It was probably situated c.10 km from the sea, where

there are the remains of a ring wall in polygonal masonry.

The wall is possibly early Hellenistic (Bean (1953) 26 n. 82).

895. *Karbasyanda (Karbasyandeus) Map 65. Lat. 36.50,

long. 28.35. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: C:γ. The toponym

is reconstructed from the city-ethnic Καρβασυανδε�ς (IG

i³ 259.iv.23) or Καρπασυανδε�ς (SEG 44 890.27 (C2)).

However, at that time it was no longer a city-ethnic, but a

sub-ethnic, Karbasyanda having become a civic subdivision

of Kaunos (no. 898).

Karbasyanda was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.23) to 421/0 (IG i³

285.ii.13–14) a total of nineteen times, once completely

restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in all years (IG i³

260.vi.18).

The Karbasyandeis were neighbours of Kaunos (IG i³

271.i.68–69), and their city may have been located at a hill 1.6

km south-west of Kaunos. On the hill there are remains of a

65 � 20 m fort in isodomic ashlar masonry, and very scanty

remains of a dry rubble wall apparently encirling the hill

(Bean (1953) 15, 21, 24).

896. Karyanda (Karyandeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long.

27.30. Size of territory: 1. Type: A:β. The toponym is

Καρ�ανδα, τ� (Hecat. fr. 242; Ps.-Skylax 99, emendation of

MS Κρυ8νδα). The city-ethnic is Καρυανδε�ς (IG i³

261.i.31; Hdt. 4.44.1). Ps.-Skylax 99 describes Karyanda as

ν8σος κα� π#λις κα� λιµ�ν (οhτοι Κ[ρες), using polis in
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the urban sense. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in abbreviated form (ΚΑΡΥ) on coins

(infra) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

272.i.76, 263.v.25). The individual city-ethnic is used exter-

nally on a C4m gravestone from Peiraieus (IG ii² 8963) and

in a list of dedicators from Egypt (CIG 4702 (C4m)).

Karyanda was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.i.31) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.7), a

total of eleven times, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in the first

year and 500 dr. in the following years (IG i³ 268.iv.27). It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.138).

It is clear from Ps.-Skylax that in C4m Karyanda was an

island with a polis and a harbour. Later, and probably in the

early Hellenistic period, the population moved to the main-

land and settled near a lake somewhere between Bargylia

and Myndos (Strabo 14.2.20; see Bean and Cook (1955)

155–60). In the island, which has tentatively been identified

as the early site of Karyanda, there are considerable remains

of a settlement. There is a 160 m wall, built in dry rubble, and

remains of houses etc., probably dating to C4 (PECS s.v.

Salihadasi).

A few bronze coins from Karyanda are known.Head dates

them to C3 “or earlier” (Head, HN² 612). Obv. female head;

rev. forepart of a bull; legend: ΚΑΡΥ.

897. Kasolaba (Kasolabeus) Map 61, unlocated, but

Descat (1994a) suggests a location north of Halikarnassos.

Type: [A]:γ. The toponym is Κασωλ�βα (Hsch.

Κ1001 �Aesch. fr. 119, Mette). The city-ethnic is

Κασωλαβε�ς (IG i³ 263.ii.32; SEG 40 991.7). In a C4m treaty

between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) the

Kasolabeis are among the city-ethnics listed after the head-

ing παρ8σαν �π� π#λεων, where polis is attested in the

political sense (SEG 40 991.7). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 263.ii.32) and in the C4m treaty (SEG 40 991.7).

The Kasolabeis were members of the Delian League. They

are listed from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.27) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.44)

a total of seven times, once completely restored, paying a

phoros of 2,500 dr. They are absent from the full panel of

441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but were possibly assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.172: [Κασολα]βε[ς]).

A keryx from the Kasolabeis is mentioned in the C4m

treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG

40 991.7–8). The names listed in this inscription (7–9) sug-

gest that there was a strong Karian element in the popula-

tion of Kasolaba (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 991–92)),

and it is a moot point to what extent Kasolaba can be con-

sidered a Hellenic polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

898. Kaunos (Kaunios) Map 65. Lat. 36.50, long. 28.35.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:γ. The toponym is Κα%νος, !

(Hdt. 5.103.2; Ps.-Skylax 99; IG i³ 271.i.69). The city-ethnic is

Κα�νιος (IG i³ 260.vii.8). Kaunos is called a polis in the

urban sense (Hell. Oxy. 23.3; Ps.-Skylax 99) and in a C4m

treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) the

Kaunians are listed after the heading παρ8σαν �π�

π#λεων, where polis is attested in the political sense (SEG 40

991.18 (354/3)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attest-

ed externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 279.i.9) and

in a treaty of 354/3 (SEG 40 992.5 (C4m)), and internally in

the abbreviated form ΚΑ on C4 coins (Konuk (1998) 219).

The individual and external use is attested in a decree from

Iasos (I.Iasos 45.5 (C4–C3)).

Kaunos was taken by Harpagos in C6 (Hdt. 1.176.3).

Around 497 it participated in the Ionian Revolt (Hdt.

5.103.2).

Kaunos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.vii.8) to 421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.11) a total of

fourteen times, three times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 3,000 dr. in all years. It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.98) of 10 tal. Kaunos revolted, either c.440,

or in the early 420s (Ktesias (FGrHist 688) fr. 14.45; cf.

Hornblower (1982) 28 n. 176). The tribute lists show that

Kaunos was back in the League by 421/0, but it seceded from

Athens once again in 412/11 (Thuc. 8.39.3–4, 41.1, 42.2, 57.1).

In 397/6 Konon had his headquarters at Kaunos (Hell. Oxy.

23) and was besieged by a Spartan squadron under Pharax

(Diod. 14.79.5). Kaunos was taken by the Macedonians in 333

(Arr. Anab. 2.5.7). In C4l–C3e a citizen of Kaunos was grant-

ed proxenia by Iasos (no. 891) (I.Iasos 45).

Kaunos had a harbour (Ps.-Skylax 99: λιµ�ν κλειστ#ς),

and Diod. 20.27.2 refers to two citadels in 309, one with a

Herakleion, the other with a Persikon. Diod. 14.79.4 men-

tions a phrourion, Sassanda, 150 stadia from Kaunos. The

early city was located on a small acropolis overlooking the

harbour (Gates (1994) 266). Investigations of the fortifica-

tions seem to show that a major expansion took place in the

Hekatomnid period (ibid.). Remains of city walls in various

styles of masonry date from the Hellenistic period, although

some parts of the wall may be dated to C4. The walls enclose

an area of c.190 ha (Bean (1953); Hornblower (1982) 315–16;

McNicoll (1997) 192–99). Diod. 14.79.4 mentions that

Kaunos was besieged by the Spartan nauarchos Pharax in
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396, so the city must have been walled by then. The earliest

finds at Kaunos go back to c.700 (Gates (1994) 266).

According to some numismatic publications, Kaunos

struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard in C6, and

bronze coins from C4m (Head, HN² 612–13; SNG Cop. Caria

179–83); but recently a group of C5 silver coins have been

attributed to Kaunos (Troxell (1979); Meier-Brügge (1998);

Konuk (1998)). Some of the coins belonging to this group

bear a legend in Karian script, and thanks to the decipher-

ment of the recently found bilingual inscription from

Kaunos (Frei and Marek (1997)), it is now evident that the

legend is the name of Kaunos in Karian. Incidentally, the

name of Kaunos in Karian is χbid-, and the ethnic is

χbidêñni (ibid. 23). Thus the name “Kaunos” is not a tran-

scription, but a Greek name. The types of the Archaic coins

are obv. forepart of a lion; rev. incuse square divided into 

two oblong halves. The C5 coins have been found in the 

following denominations: staters, drachms, hemidrachms,

tritartemoria, trihemitartemoria. Obv. winged Iris. rev. rec-

tangular or triangular shape in an incuse square or griffin,

sometimes a legend in Karian script (for the details of these

coins, see Konuk (1998)). The types of the C4 coins are obv.

forepart of a bull; rev. Sphinx along with the legend ΚΑ.

These are the first Kaunian coins with Greek legends (see

also Konuk (1998) 219).

According to Hdt. 1.172.1, the Kaunians were indigenous

Karian-speaking people who, however, believed that they

had come from Crete. In Ps.-Skylax 99 Kaunos is still classi-

fied as a Karian polis. Furthermore, kerykes from Kaunos are

mentioned in the treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and

Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40 991.18–19); the names listed in this

inscription as well as the bilingual inscription (supra) sug-

gest that there was still a strong Karian element in the popu-

lation of this community (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40

991–92)). Only coins of C4 have legends in Greek, and it is a

moot point to what extent Kaunos can be considered a

Hellenic polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

899. Kedreai (Kedreates) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 28.10.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Κεδρεα�, αH

(Hecat. fr. 248; I.Rhod.Per. 553.9 (C2e)) or Κεδρεια� (Xen.

Hell. 2.1.15). The city-ethnic is Κεδρι�της (IG i³ 271.ii.76),

Κεδρι�της (IG i³ 259.v.17), Κεδρε�τας (I.Rhod.Per. 561

(perhaps C4)), feminine Κεδρε[τις (I.Rhod.Per. 612

(C3–C2)). Kedreai is called a polis mainly in the urban, but

probably also in the political sense by Xen. Hell. 2.1.15. The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 271.ii.76). The individual city-

ethnic is used internally in a grave inscription (I.Rhod.Per.

561 (perhaps C4)), and externally in a C3–C2 grave inscrip-

tion from Idyma (I.Rhod.Per. 612, feminine).

Kedreai was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.17) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.20) a total of

sixteen times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

3,000 dr. (IG i³ 261.i.12) down to probably 440/39 (IG i³

272.i.80, amount restored), but 2,000 dr. in 432/1 (IG i³

280.i.69). It was still an Athenian ally in 405 (Xen. Hell.

2.1.15).

Kedreai suffered andrapodismos in 405 after an attack by

Lysander in 405 (Xen. Hell. 2.1.15).

Remains of an early Hellenistic city wall at Kedreai have

been found, generally in polygonal masonry (Bean (1971)

54–55; cf. Anabolu (1994)), although some parts are in rec-

tangular isodomic masonry (Pimouguet (1994) 253–54).

Furthermore, there are scanty remains of a temple, probably

Archaic (Bean (1971) 55).

Xenophon states that Kedreai was a mixed settlement,

µιξοβ�ρβαροι, in 405 (Xen. Hell. 2.1.15).

900. Keramos (Kerameus) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long.

28.00. Size of territory: ? Type: B:γ. The toponym is

Κ/ραµος, ! (Strabo 14.2.15). The city-ethnic is Κεραµε�ς

(IG i³ 265.i.8) or Κερ�µιος (IG i³ 267.v.25; SEG 40 992.13

(C4m)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally in a proxeny decree of C4l (I.Keramos 3.5) and

externally in a treaty of 354/3 (SEG 40 992.13).

Keramos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.18) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.25) a total of

twelve times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1

tal., 3,000 dr. in all years (IG i³ 261.i.4).

A keryx from Keramos is mentioned in the treaty of 354/3

between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40

992.13).

In C4l Keramos granted proxenia, politeia and enktesis ges

kai oikias to a certain [c.7]ον Μ�ρωνος (I.Keramos 3).

Moreover, he was granted the right to participate in sacri-

fices (9–11). A phyle, Τεβρεµουν, is mentioned in ll. 11–12.

The remains at Keramos have been described by Spanu

(1997). Most of the buildings are post-Classical, but the city

wall may be as early as C4m (Lawrence (1979) 258). Spanu,

and Bean and Cook suggest a C4l–C3e date for the wall

(Spanu (1997) 82 n. 27; Bean and Cook (1957) 66), and

McNicoll a C2 date between 168 and 133 (McNicoll (1997)

170). The acropolis walls are in Lesbian and polygonal
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masonry (ibid. 161). The city walls are built in two different

styles, undoubtedly contemporary: polygonal and pseudo-

isodomic ashlar masonry (Spanu (1997) 61–91; Dornisch

(1992) 145). Spanu reports that there are eight towers, seven

gates and eight sally-ports (Spanu (1997) 61–91), whereas

McNicoll states that although only thirteen towers—all rec-

tangular—are visible today, the number of towers must have

totalled at least eighteen. There were possibly three main

gates and thirteen tower entrances and sally-ports

(McNicoll (1997) 160–64); see also Dornisch (1992) 144–51).

There were four grave areas around the city, and some of the

graves date to C4s (Spanu (1997) 164–72).

Keramos is generally considered Karian in origin (PECS

s.v.; Spanu (1997) 15). The name of the phyle Τεβρεµουν is

clearly Karian (I.Keramos 3.12). An Archaic kouros has been

found at Keramos (Richter (1960) 111 no. 130), as well as the

torso of another (Gürmann (1977)), and while this shows

both that Keramos existed as early as C6 and that there was

some contact to the Greek world by C6, it does not of course

show that Keramos was in any way Hellenised. The names of

the Keramioi listed in the C4m treaty between Mylasa and

Kindye (SEG 40 992) suggest that there was a strong Karian

element in the Keramian population, and it is a moot point

to what extent the community can be considered a Hellenic

polis even in the Classical period.

Until recently it was believed that Keramos struck coins

only from C2; but recently an isolated C4 issue of bronze

coins has come to light. The coins bear the legend ΚΕ, and

it has been suggested that they be attributed to Keramos,

although nearby Kedreai (no. 899) is another possibility.

Obv. bull standing to the right; rev. swimming dolphin and

the legend ΚΕ (Ashton et al. (1998)).

901. (Killareis) Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long. 27.40. Size of ter-

ritory: 1 or 2. Type: [A]:γ. A toponym is not attested. The

city-ethnic is Κιλλαρε�ς (IG i³ 262.v.28; EA 32 95.13 (C2e))

or Κιλδαρε�ς (SEG 40 991.11 (C4m)). In a C4m treaty

between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) the Killareis

are among the city-ethnics listed after the heading παρ8σαν

�π� π#λεων, where polis is used in the political sense (SEG

40 991.11). The collective use of the city-ethnic is used exter-

nally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.v.28) and in a

C4m treaty between Mylasa and Kindye (SEG 40 991.11).

The Killareis were members of the Delian League, but

they are recorded in the tribute lists only once, in 451/0 (IG i³

262.v.28), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. In the list of 453/2 (IG

i³ 260.i.8) the city-ethnic is completely restored. Moreover,

they may have been listed in the tribute assessment decree of

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.96–97), where we find [Κι]λλ[αρε̃ς hο̃]ν

Σα[--- >ρχει], which indicates that the Killareis were ruled

by a dynast (Bean and Cook (1957) 99–100). The Killareis

were assessed at 2 tal.

Around C4m the Killareis passed a decree, granting hon-

ours to Hyssollos, son of Samoos (I.Mylasa 961 �L. Robert

(1950) 14 no. 11). In l. 1 the word ekklesia occurs.A keryx from

the Killareis is mentioned in the C4m treaty between Mylasa

and Kindye (SEG 40 991.12).

The remains of the site of the Killareis consist of C4 forti-

fications. There is an outer circuit in squared masonry with

towers, and a citadel linked to the outer circuit on the north-

ern side. Inside the citadel there are underground galleries

which have been interpreted as cisterns (Bean and Cook

(1957) 99). A C3m inscription mentions a harbour

(although the site of the Killareis was located c.10 km inland

(Blümel (1992) 128 D4 and comm. ad. loc.; cf. SEG 42

994.D4).

The stone which carries the C4 decree of the Killareis (see

supra) is inscribed in Karian as well (Deroy (1955) 314),

which indicates that there was a Karian element in the area

at the time. The Karian text contains the city-ethnic, but not

the personal names of the Greek text, so the inscription is

not a bilingual one (Blümel (1992) 128; Blümel and Adiego

(1993)). Similarly, the names listed in the treaty between

Mylasa and Kindye suggest that there was a strong Karian

element in the Killarian population (SEG 40 991.11–12; see

Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 991–92)), and it is a moot

point to what extent the community can be considered a

Hellenic polis in the Archaic and Classical periods.

902. Kindye (Kindyeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long. 27.40.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is Κινδ�η,!

(Strabo 14.2.20) or Κυνδ�η (IG i³ 263.v.23). The city-ethnic

is Κινδυε�ς (IG i³ 272.i.69; SEG 40 991.6 (C4m); Hdt.

5.118.2). The collective use of the city-ethnic may be attested

internally in abbreviated form on a coin (infra) and is attest-

ed externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 272.i.69) and

in a C4m treaty (SEG 40 991.6). For the individual and exter-

nal use, see Hdt. 5.118.2.

Kindye was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.x.9) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i.69) a total of

six times, once completely restored. It is recorded once by

toponym (IG i³ 263.v.23), and otherwise by city-ethnic, pay-

ing a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 272.i.69). It is absent from the full

panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but is registered in the

assessment decree of 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.155–56). It is restored
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Κιν[δυε̃ς hο̃ν] >ρ[χει-- which indicates that Kindye was

ruled by a dynast at the time. Hdt. 5.118.2 mentions another

dynast, a certain Pixodaros, son of Maussolos, probably an

ancestor of the Hekatomnids (Hornblower (1982) 26).

A treaty of 354/3 between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye

concerns the purchase of a land plot (SEG 40 991). Mylasa

buys a piece of land from Kindye, and the borders are

described. A kome is mentioned in l. 4.

At the site of Kindye there are remains of city walls

(approximately 450 � 200 m) of the Classical period, with a

citadel (c.120 m) built in dry rubble masonry, in places tend-

ing to polygonal. There are few remains of the temple of

Artemis Kindyas, mentioned by Strabo at 14.2.20 and

known from a c.200 lex sacra (EA 32 91) from Bargylia (no.

879) (cf. also Polyb. 16.12.3) (Bean and Cook (1957) 97–99).

Apparently Bargylia (no. 879) had absorbed Kindye by the

early Hellenistic period (Hornblower (1982) 100; cf. Bean

and Cook (1957) 96).

Some coins mentioned by Bean and Cook (1957) 95 and

thought to be coins of Pikres (of Syangela) have now been

attributed to Kindye, because a later-published coin bears

the legend ΚΙ.The coins are of the late Archaic period.Type:

Obv. head of griffin; rev. diamond-shaped lattice frame

encasing four-pointed star. One coin has the legend ΚΙ

(Kagan and Kritt (1995)).

A fragmentary C4l (or possibly C3e) funerary distichon

from Kindye carries some Karian letters as well, which sug-

gests that there was still a Karian element at Kindye in the

early Hellenistic period (L. Robert (1950) 10 no. 6 �Deroy

(1955) no. 6; cf. Hornblower (1982) 342).

903. Knidos (Knidios) Map 61. Lat. 36.45, long. 27.40

until C4f; from C4m lat. 36.40, long. 27.20 (Berges (2000);

see infra). Size of territory: 4 or 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is

Κν�δος, ! (Hymn. Hom. Ap. 43; Hdt. 2.178.2; Thuc. 8.35.3;

I.Knidos 5.6 (C4f)). The city-ethnic is Κν�διος (I.Knidos

501.2 (C6l); IG i³ 261.iv.8). Knidos is called a polis both in the

urban sense (Thuc. 8.35.3; Ps.-Skylax 99: polis Hellenis) and

in the political sense (I.Knidos 5.4, 603.12; SEG 44 901 (C4f);

Hdt. 1.144.3, 2.178.2). The word politai occurs in a C6l epi-

gram (I.Knidos 501.1). Knidos is called patris on a C4 grave

inscription (I.Knidos 625). The collective use of the city-eth-

nic is attested internally in C4 proxeny decrees (I.Knidos 1.7,

5.1, 603.6) and on coins (infra), and externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 261.iv.8) and in literary sources

(Thuc. 3.88.2). For the individual and external use, see

C4–C3 gravestones from Attika (IG ii² 9039–43) and the

Eleusinian accounts of 329/8 (IG ii² 1672.191).

The site of the city of Knidos has been a matter of great

dispute. Bean and Cook have argued that the political centre

of Knidos was at one point moved from a site on the south

coast of the Knidian peninsula to the tip of the peninsula

(1952). No ancient source mentions such a move, and the

argument was based solely on the fact that no archaeological

remains at Tekir seem to antedate C4. The suggestion was

followed notably by Robert and Robert (BE (1954) 168) and

Hornblower ((1982) 101), and recently by Bresson (1999) and

Berges ((1994), (2000)). Since the publication of Bean and

Cook’s article, excavations at Tekir have revealed remains

that do go further back than C4 and that, along with the fact

that no ancient source mentions a relocation have led others

to argue that Knidos was located at Tekir from the outset

(Love (1972); Demand (1989); Blümel (1991) 131–32). The lat-

est suggestion, that of Bresson, is that that while there can be

no doubt that there were two urban centres on the peninsu-

la, the political centre was at Burgaz until C4l, when it was

moved to Tekir.

The name of the territory of Knidos was Κνιδ�η (Hdt.

1.174.2; Thuc. 8.35.2). The find of a C6 inscription in the

Knidian alphabet (� I.Rhod.Per. 351) on the Loryma penin-

sula, supports, according to Blümel, Cook’s suggestion that

the Loryma peninsula was part of Knidian territory at the

time, or at least an “Einflussgebiet” (Cook (1961a) 60;

Blümel (1991); pace Held (1996) 166–67, who argues that it

was independent of Knidos and Rhodos (no. 1000) before

C4). Ps.-Skylax 99 indicates that in C4s some of the hinter-

land of Knidos was dominated by Rhodos.

According to Hdt. 1.174.2, the Knidians were colonists

from Lakedaimon (no. 345) (cf. Malkin (1994) 81; Cartledge

(2002) 93–94), whereas Strabo 14.2.6 says that they came

from Megara (no.225).Knidos was one of the original mem-

bers of the Dorian hexapolis, and the common Dorian sanc-

tuary at Triopion was probably situated on Knidian

territory (infra). In C6e Knidos was one of the Dorian poleis

behind the Hellenion at Naukratis (no. 1023) (Hdt. 2.178.2).

Knidos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.8) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.13) a total of

thirteen times, four times completely restored, paying a

phoros of 3 tal. in 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.8), 5 tal. from 450/49 IG

i³ 263.i.4), again 3 tal. from 444/3 (IG i³ 268.iv.19), and 2 tal.

from 428/7 (IG i³ 283.iii.20). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.134). In 412 Knidos revolted against Athens

at the instigation of Tissaphernes (Thuc. 8.35; cf. Debord

(1999) 219 with n. 127), and at Delphi the statues of those

who fought with Lysander at Aigos potamoi in 405 included
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one of Theodamos of Knidos (Paus. 10.9.9). Knidos was a

member of a symmachia attested exclusively by the so-called

ΣΥΝ coinage (whose legend abbreviates synmachon, syn-

machikon or synmachia vel sim.) dating to C5l–C4e; the

other poleis striking ΣΥΝ coins were Byzantion (no. 674),

Ephesos (no. 844), Iasos (no. 891), Kyzikos (no. 747),

Lampsakos (no. 748), Rhodos (no. 1000) and Samos (no.

864) (Karwiese (1980); Debord (1999) 273–77).

Aristotle twice refers to the Knidian constitution: at Pol.

1305b12 he states that the oligarchy at Knidos was over-

thrown by the demos, because hoi gnorimoi were split into

two factions; at Pol. 1306b5 he refers once again to the citizens

overthrowing a despotic oligarchy at Knidos. Some have

taken these passages to refer to two different revolutions, the

first Archaic, the second perhaps C4 (Hornblower (1982)

117). A preferable view seems to be that they both refer to the

same revolution (Gehrke, Stasis 79; Robinson (1997) 101–3)

which, however, cannot be dated.

Oligarchic Knidos was ruled by a council of sixty

amnemones appointed for life from among the aristoi and

acting as probouloi (Plut. Mor. 292A–B). The attestation of

probouloi seems to match the observation by Rhodes, DGS

330: that any mention of a boule involved in the decision-

making process is of the Roman period. The preserved C4

decrees are proposed by a board of prostatai and carried by

“the Knidians”: �δοξε Κνιδ[�οι]ς γν)µα προ[στα]τ[ν

(I.Knidos 603.1–3 (C4f)). Of two C4 Knidian dedications in

Delphi, the older has Κν�διοι (Syll.³ 140 (shortly after 386)),

the other Κνιδ�ων W δ8µος (Syll.³ 290 (c.332)). Hornblower

(1982) 116 infers that an oligarchy of C4f was replaced by a

democracy in the age of Alexander. From c.300 the coins of

Knidos have on the obv. the head of Demokratia with the

legend ∆ΗΜΟΚΡΑΤΙΑ (Head, HN² 616; SNG Cop. Caria

305).

A tradition going back to Hermippos (fr. 16, Wehrli)

reports that Eudoxos of Knidos (c.408–355) legislated for his

home town of Knidos (Diog. Laert. 8.88; Plut. Mor. 1126B).

Combining these sources, Hornblower (1982) 117–18 sug-

gests that the C4f oligarchy was introduced by Eudoxos in

concert with Mausolos, but was replaced by a democracy in

consequence of Alexander’s conquest of Asia Minor.

Some prostatai of Knidos are mentioned in a C4s lex sacra

(I.Knidos 160.2) and in a C4f proxeny decree (I.Knidos

603.2–3; cf. I.Knidos 604.1). A citizen of Knidos was awarded

proxenia by the Karthaians (no. 492) (IG xii.5 542.26

(C4m)). Envoys from Knidos are mentioned by Diod.

20.95.4 (r304). In C4f the Knidioi granted Dionysios of

Miletos (no. 854) proxeny (I.Knidos 1), about the same time

proxeny was granted to Amphares of Athens (no. 361)

(I.Knidos 5), and c.363 the Knidioi granted Epameinondas of

Thebes (no. 221) proxeny (Blümel (1994) 157–58; on the sig-

nificance of this decree, see Buckler (1998), (2000) 439).

A number of cults are attested at Knidos. According to

Paus. 1.1.3 (r394 and earlier) the Knidioi worshipped

Aphrodite, and they had three temples dedicated to her, one

for Aphrodite Doritis (the oldest),one for Aphrodite Akraia,

and one for the Aphrodite called Knidia by most Greeks, and

Euploia by the Knidioi. There was a cult of Demeter and

Kore at Knidos, as attested in a dedicatory epigram of C4l

(I.Knidos 131; cf. I.Knidos 132), and cult of the Dioskouroi is

attested in a C6f dedication (I.Knidos 601).Games in honour

of Apollon Triopios were held there (Hdt. 1.144).

The Knidian peninsula was also the site of the sanctuary

of the Dorian hexapolis at Triopion with a temple of Apollo

(Thuc. 8.35.2; Diod. 5.61.2). The exact site of Triopion has

also been the subject of debate: most scholars assume that it

was located at Tekir, whereas Berges argues that the sanctu-

ary of Triopion was situated at an extensive (c.100 � 80 m)

terraced site c.15 km east of Burgaz. The site has not been

thoroughly excavated (yet), but the remains of walls and

(inter alia) a graffito with a hieros gamos scene clearly point

to an Archaic (C7l–C6e) foundation date. There are remains

of a small temple of the Hellenistic period, and some very

large Doric drums which might be the remains of a temple

of considerable dimensions (Berges (1995–96) esp. 114–19;

cf. Berges and Tuna (1990)). While it seems certain that the

place was a sanctuary, it is too early to tell whether it was the

Triopion.

At modern Tekir there are remains of a stoa, built in two

phases, of which the earliest is C4s in isodomic masonry (for

this stoa, see Love (1972) 63–64). The Propylon which leads

to the sanctuary of Apollo may date to c.300 (Bankel (1997)

68). A temple of Dionysos mentioned in a lex sacra of C4s

(I.Knidos 160 �LSAM 55).

At modern Tekir there are remains of acropolis walls, the

earliest parts of which date from C4m and are built in

pseudo-isodomic and isodomic ashlar masonry (AR

(1999)); they enclose an area of 20 ha (Bean (1971) 149). It is

assumed that the habitation area was located on the small

island which is now connected with the peninsula by a nar-

row isthmus, while the public buildings were located on the

peninsula. No remains of the habitation area—assumed to

have had a Hippodamian layout—have been found, where-

as there are rich finds from the peninsula site. The majority

of the remains, such as the theatre and the bouleuterion, are

late.
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According to Thuc. 8.35.3, Knidos did not have city walls

in 412. At modern Burgaz there are remains of C5l fortifica-

tion walls built in ashlar masonry (AR (1999); Gates (1995)

236, (1997) 282). Berges argues that these walls surrounded

the acropolis (Berges (1995–96)).

At modern Burgaz there are traces of buildings and paved

streets dating to the Archaic and Classical periods (AR

(1999); Gates (1995) 236, (1997) 282). Sherds show that the

site goes back to C8. The harbour has been located, and the

moles date to C4. A C4 boundary stone (provenance: built

into the mosque in Karaköy, not far from Burgaz) marked

the harbour (I.Knidos 613; the inscription reads: UΟρος

λιµ/νος).

The Knidioi put up a treasury (Bommelaer (1991) pl. V

no. 219) and several communal dedications at Delphi. The

earliest dates to C6m (I.Knidos 211), and two more were put

up in C4 (I.Knidos 212 (C4e), 213 (C4l); cf. Jacquemin (1999)

nos. 113–18). Knidian C6m dedicatory graffiti are also found

in the temple of Apollon Milasios at Naukratis (I.Knidos

214–15),and in the temple of Athena at Lindos (I.Knidos 217).

Knidos struck silver coins on, first, the Milesian and, then,

the Aiginetan standard from the late Archaic period.

Denominations: drachm, diobol, obol. Type: obv. forepart

of lion; rev. incuse square with the head of Aphrodite; leg-

end: sometimes ΚΝΙ or ΚΝΙ∆ΙΟΝ, after 411 ΚΝΙ∆ΙΩΝ.

After 387 also didrachm and hemidrachm, and the obv. and

rev. types are reversed, with a magistrate’s name sometimes

added on the rev. (HN² 614–16; Cahn (1970); SNG Cop. Caria

199–331). In addition, Knidos was among the poleis which in

C5l–C4e struck the so-called ΣΥΝ coins (for which see

Karwiese (1980)).

The Knidioi founded a colony at Lipara (no. 34) (Thuc.

3.88.2; Paus. 10.11.3), along with the Rhodians (Diod. 5.9),

c.580–576.

904. (Kodapeis) Map 61. Unlocated. Type: C:? The

toponym is not attested; the city-ethnic is Κοδαπε�ς (IG i³

267.iii.32). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 267.iii.32).

The Kodapeis were members of the Delian League. They

are registered in the Athenian tribute lists from 453/2 (IG i³

260.ii.2) to 445/4 (IG i³ 267.iii.32) a total of five times, once

completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

262.i.29). They are absent from the full panel of 440/39 (IG i³

271.i–ii.63–86) but were assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.ii.103) a minimum of 2,000 dr.

905. (Koliyrgeis) Map 61. Lat. 37.20, long. 28.15. Type:

C:γ. The toponym is Κολιοργα (I.Stratonikeia 289.6

(Roman)) or Κολιεργα (I.Stratonikeia 293.31 (Roman)).

The ethnic is Κολιυργε�ς (SEG 40 992.18 (C4m)); the col-

lective and external use is attested in a C4m treaty (SEG 40

992.18).

The Koliyrgeis are mentioned in a fragmentary C4m

treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG

40 992), and they are listed alongside well-known poleis such

as Kaunos (no. 898), Koranza (no. 906) and Latmos (no.

910), which suggests that the Koliyrgeis may have been a

polis too. The names listed in this inscription (ll. 17–18) sug-

gest that there was a strong Karian element in the popula-

tion of this community (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40

991–92)), and it is a moot point to what extent the Koliyrgeis

can be considered a Hellenic polis in the Archaic and

Classical periods.

906. Koranza (Koarendeus) Map 61, unlocated. Type:

A:γ. The toponym is Κ)ρανζα, τ� (I.Labraunda iii.2 42.2

(C3e)). The city-ethnic is Κοαρενζε�ς (SEG 40 992.7

(C4m)), Κοαρρενδε�ς (I.Mylasa 8.9 (C4)), Κωρανζε�ς

(I.Stratonikeia 502.2 (C4m)) or Κοαρανζε�ς (I.Stratonikeia

503.9 (318)); cf. Blümel (1998a) 170. In later inscriptions

(Hellenistic, Roman) only a form without -ν- (i.e. -ραζ-) is

found; see Şahin (1973) 189 (cf. Blümel (1998a) 170), who

presumes that the original name was Κο�ρρενδα with the

typically Karian ending -νδα. Koranza is called a polis in the

political sense in an honorary decree from Lagina of 318

(I.Stratonikeia 503). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in a treaty of 354/53 (SEG 40 992.7), and

internally in dedicatory inscription of c.350 (I.Stratonikeia

502). The individual city-ethnic is used externally in a prox-

eny decree from Chalketor (I.Mylasa 911 (C4)).

In a dedicatory inscription of c.350 (I.Stratonikeia

502.10–16) a number of persons entrusted with the publica-

tion of the decree (δ#γµα) are listed as coming .ξ

Υθυβιρων, .κ Παταρουσων, ?γγωρ/ας, Λαγιν/ας and

Ωνδρ/ας respectively. Şahin presumes that Υθυβιρα and

Παταρουσα are villages or districts belonging to Koranza,

whereas ?γγωρε�ς, Λαγινε�ς and ’Ωνδρε�ς are demotics

(Şahin (1973) 191–92). In later times Koranza was itself a civic

subdivision of Stratonikeia.

Envoys from Koranza are mentioned in a fragmentary C4

inscription from Mylasa (I.Mylasa 8.9), and a keryx is listed

in a treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902)

(SEG 40 992.8).

In 367/6 Mausolos and the Koarendeis granted ateleia to a

certain [. . .]ιδι ’Οσαρτη�µου Μ[�]νηι, and in 318 the polis

of Koranza granted politeia and enktesis to Konon, son of
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Poseidippos (I.Stratonikeia 503). Apparently the Koarendeis

met in an ekklesia kyria with some sacred kerykes

(I.Stratonikeia 503.5–6; see Hornblower (1982) 71–72).

In C4 Chalketor (no. 881) passed a decree granting proxe-

ny and citizenship to a man from Koranza (I.Mylasa 911).

Around 350 a man named Skoaranos and his wife dedi-

cated a plot of land to Apollo and Artemis (I.Stratonikeia

502).Moreover, the Koranzeis granted exemption from slave

taxes and other taxes except for the royal one to anyone who

looked after Skoaranos’ tomb (ll. 20–22).

Two archons are mentioned in a decree of 318

(I.Stratonikeia 503.3).

A month name, ∆5ος, from Koranza is known from a

decree of 318 (I.Stratonikeia 503.2).

The names of the archons in the decree of 318

(I.Stratonikeia 503) and the envoys from Koranza listed in

I.Mylasa 8 and in SEG 40 992.7–8 suggest that there was a

strong Karian element in the Koranzan population, and it is

a moot point to what extent the community can be consid-

ered a Hellenic polis in the Classical period.

907. Krya (Kryeus) Map 65. Lat. 36.40, long. 28.50. Size of

territory: probably 1 or 2. Type: C:? The toponym is Κρ�α,

τ� (Steph. Byz. 387.13; Stadiasmus 258–59). The city-ethnic is

Κρυε�ς (IG i³ 263.i.6). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

270.iv.6).

Krya was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists from

453/2 (IG i³ 260.vii.10) to 428/7 (IG i³ 283.ii.28, partially

restored) a total of fifteen times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 2,000 dr. It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.155).

908. Kyllandos (Kyllandios) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long.

28.25 (for another location, see I.Rhod.Per. p. 160). Size of

territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is Κ�λλανδος, attested

only in Steph. Byz. 392.7, although it was clearly mentioned

by Hekataios as well (fr. 250). The city-ethnic is Κυλλ�νδιος

(IG i³ 259.v.20) or Κυλλ�ντιος (IG i³ 262.i.32) or

Κυλ�ντιος (IG i³ 265.i.21). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 259.v.20). The district ! Κυλλανδ�α is mentioned in the

so-called Nikagoras dossier of c.197 (IG xii 1 1036.10; cf. Bean

and Cook (1957) 84; Blümel (1998a) 171; Gabrielsen (2000)

140, 153 ff).

Kyllandos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.20) to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.21) a

total of five times, paying a phoros of 2 tal. It was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.141–42). It is usually registered by

city-ethnic, but in the assessment decree by its ruler: Τυµν -

-- Κυλλ[�νδιος].

909. Kyrbissos (Kyrbisseus) Map 61, unlocated. Type:

C:? The toponym is Κυρβισσ#ς (IG i³ 259.iv.16). The city-

ethnic is Κυρβισσε�ς (IG i³ 262.i.33).

Kyrbissos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.16) to 445/4 (IG i³ 267.v.28)

a total of eight times, paying a phoros of 2,000 dr. It was

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.106), a minimum of

2,000 dr. It is registered sometimes by city-ethnic (IG i³

262.i.33) and sometimes by toponym (IG i³ 259.iv.16).

910. Latmos (Latmios)/Herakleia (Herakleotes) Map 61.

Lat. 37.30, long. 27.30. Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The

toponym is Λ�τµος, ! (Hecat. fr. 239; EA 29 (1997) 137.7–8,

323–313), later ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (Ps.-Skylax 99; Strabo 14.1.8).

According to Strabo 14.1.8, the town was originally called

Λ�τµος, and later the name was changed to ‘Ηρ�κλεια (!

6π� Λ�τµ�ω, to distinguish it from its homonyms). The lat-

est attestation of the toponym Λ�τµος is in the above-

mentioned C4l inscription; the earliest attestation of

‘Ηρ�κλεια is that of Ps.-Skylax 99. The city-ethnic is

Λ�τµιος (I.Didyma 12 (C6s), restored: [Λ�]τµιοι; IG i³

260.x.3; EA 29 (1997) 137.14). The earliest possible attestation

of the city-ethnic ‘Ηρακλε)της is on a Panathenaic

amphora of C4m (infra); the earliest unquestionable attesta-

tion is in I.Priene 51.1 (C2s). Latmos/Herakleia is called a polis

both in the urban sense (EA 29 (1997) 137.27–28; Ps.-Skylax

99: polis Hellenis) and in the political sense (EA 29 (1997)

137.3, 16–17, 18). The collective use of the city-ethnic

(Λ�τµιοι) is attested internally in the treaty with Pidasa (EA

29 (1997) 137.14 (C4l)) and externally in the Athenian tribute

lists (IG i³ 260.x.3) and in a C4m treaty between Mylasa (no.

913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40 992.11 (C4m)).

Three “Lelegian” ring walls have been located in the terri-

tory of Latmos, two on Mt. Latmos and one on the southern

bank of the Bafa Lake. They are all built in dry rubble

masonry, and since there are no remains of buildings inside

the perimeter, it is assumed that they were Fluchtburge

(Peschlow-Bindokat (1996) 22–23).

Latmos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

453/2 (IG i³ 260.x.3) to 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.64) a total of four-

teen times, twice completely restored, paying a phoros of 1

tal. (IG i³ 261.ii.29).
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The outstanding source for C4 Latmos is the treaty with

Pidasa (EA 29 (1997) 137) about a physical and political

amalgamation of the two poleis. The treaty was concluded in

the period 323–313, but some of its information can be inter-

preted retrospectively to shed light on the social and politi-

cal organisation of Latmos in the late Classical period: an

agora (31–32) and a temple of Athena (35–36) are men-

tioned, and in the town of Latmos there is a publicly owned

open space (demosie) where the Pidaseis can build their new

houses (27–29). The oath is to be taken by 200 Latmioi (30),

and the citizens were organised into an unknown number of

phylai and phratriai (6–13; cf. Jones (1999)). A board of tim-

ouchoi are to make a sacrifice in order to ensure the

homonoia of the polis (2–4).

Latmos was abandoned in C4 and refounded under the

name Herakleia. The date of the move is uncertain: Ps-

Skylax mentions Herakleia (99), but not Latmos, and since

no chapter of the Periplous is likely to be dated later than

c.330 (Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 137–38), it must be

presumed that Herakleia existed already by then.

Hornblower’s suggestion ((1982) 320) that the move was ini-

tiated by Mausolos squares with Ps.-Skylax’ account and

with some fragments of a C4m Panathenaic amphora found

at Labraunda and inscribed ‘Ηρακλε)της. Hellström

argues that the ethnic must be interpreted as referring to

Herakleia under Latmos (Hellström (1965) 8). If so, it sug-

gests that a citizen of Herakleia participated in the

Panathenaic Games in C4m. However, both the toponym

Latmos and the city-ethnic Latmios are attested in the treaty

between Latmos and Pidasa concluded in the period 323–313

(EA 29 (1997), supra). The presumption is that, for a relative-

ly short period of time, the two places existed simultaneous-

ly (already suggested by Hornblower) and that both

city-ethnics could be used to designate a citizen of this com-

munity. The two sites are situated less than 1 km from each

other (Peschlow-Bindokat (1996) 23, Abb. 23).

Latmos was unfortified until C4e, when the city wall was

built and at the same time the city was enlarged. The city

wall enclosed an area of c.90 ha; it had fourteen towers, and

two gates can be seen today. The city wall and the buildings

erected at the same time as the wall are built in the same

building technique: isodomic ashlar, headers and stretchers

(Peschlow (1994) 155). There is not much left of Latmos,

since building material was to a large extent employed in the

building of Herakleia.At Latmos remains of 100 houses have

been revealed. They are of various sizes, 20–100 m², and

almost invariably of quadrangular plan. In the centre of the

city an agora has been identified (mentioned in EA 29 (1997)

31–32).Sherds found at Latmos date from C6–C5 (Peschlow-

Bindokat (1996) 23–27).

The names of the Latmians listed in the treaty between

Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40 992.11) sug-

gest that there was a strong Karian element in the popula-

tion of Latmos (Blümel (1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 991–92)).

911. Lepsimandos (Lepsimandeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05,

long. 27.05. Size of territory: 1. Type: C:? The toponym is

Ληψ�µανδος (Steph. Byz. 414.8). The city-ethnic is

Ληψιµ�νδιος (IG i³ 260.i.13) or Ληψιµανδε�ς (IG i³

267.iii.28) or Ληψυανδε�ς (IG i³ 269.v.2); cf. Blümel

(1998a).

Lepsimandos was a member of the Delian League. It

belonged to the Karian district and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.13) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.77)

a total of twelve times, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. in 453/2

(IG i³ 260.i.13), 1,500 dr. from 452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.25) and

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 267.iii.28) from perhaps 446/5 (IG i³

266.iii.17, amount restored). It was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.102), a minimum of 2,000 dr., and in 410/9

(Krateros fr. 7 � IG i³ 100).

912. Medmasos (Madnaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long.

27.20. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is

Μ/δµασος (Hecat. fr. 244 �Steph. Byz. 440.3, where

Meineke prefers the conjecture Μ/δµασα). The city-ethnic

is Μαδνασε�ς (IG i³ 261.i.32). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 261.i.32).

Medmasos was a member of the Delian League.

It belonged to the Karian district and is recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.26) to 432/1 (IG i³

280.i.13) a total of eleven times, twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 2 tal. in 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.26) and 452/1

(IG i³ 261.i.32) and 1 tal. in the rest of the period (IG i³

263.v.27).

Medmasos was one of the settlements which were synoe-

cised into Halikarnassos (no. 886) by Mausolos c.370 (Plin.

HN 5.107; Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123).

The site of Medmasos is c.300 m long and enclosed by a

circuit wall built in dry rubble or polygonal masonry, with

gates and towers. The walls have been dated to c.400

(Hornblower (1982) 96). There are house foundations and

cisterns within the perimeter. Moreover, there is an inner

perimeter with a tower built in ashlar masonry, enclosing a

building complex. Sherds date the settlement to the

Classical period (Bean and Cook (1955) 121–22, 155; cf.

Hornblower (1982) 96).
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913. Mylasa (Mylaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.15, long. 27.50,

later moved to lat. 37.20, long. 27.45 (Cook (1961) 98–101).

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Μ�λασα, τ�

(Hdt. 1.171.6; Men. Sicyonius 6; SEG 33 872.3 (C4l)) or

Μ�λασος (Aesch. fr. 147, Mette). The city-ethnic is

Μυλασε�ς (IG i³ 267.v.31; I.Mylasa 1.3 (367/6); Hdt. 5.121).

Mylasa is called a polis both in the urban sense (Arist. Oec.

1348a12) and in the political sense in a decree of 361/0

(I.Mylasa 2.7–9). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested internally in the decree of 367/6 (I.Mylasa 1.3) and

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 267.v.31). The

individual city-ethnic is attested externally in a C4m dedica-

tion from Labraunda (I.Labraunda 17) and in a C4 Attic

sepulchral inscription (Agora xvii 519.7).

In the territory of Mylasa were several forts, one of which

is described at length by Radt (1969–70). The fortification

consists of a ring wall and, inside that, a fortified citadel. The

whole complex is c.400 m long, and the oldest parts were

built in the Archaio-Classical period with additions in the

early Hellenistic period. In addition to the three fortifica-

tions already known,yet another one was discovered in 1995.

The masonry is of the Classical period, and it overlooks the

plain of Mylasa, but also Hydai to the west (Rumscheid

(1996) 127).

The name of the district ?ρλαια (or perhaps ?ρλαιθις;

see Blümel (1998a) 165 n. 9) in the territory of Mylasa is

known from I.Mylasa 21.8 (c.317).

Mylasa was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is recorded in the tribute lists from

450/49 (IG i³ 263.i.12) to 440/39 (IG i³272.ii.76, completely

restored) a total of eight times, twice completely restored.

Mylasa paid 1 tal. down to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.ii.105) and 5,200

dr. from 446/5 on (IG i³ 267.v.31).

Crampa argues that a very fragmentary C4l inscription

concerns the democratic constitution of Mylasa

(I.Labraunda 41; see other possible restorations and inter-

pretations in Hornblower (1982) 70–71 with n. 128).

Nomoi patrioi are mentioned in I.Mylasa 1.11 (367/6).

A single Ionian month name is attested at Mylasa (SEG 40

991.2: µην�ς [?ρ]τεµισι+νος (C4m)).

Three phylai are attested at Mylasa. A decree of 367/6

mentionsαH τρε5ς φυλα� (I.Mylasa 1.4; cf. I.Mylasa 2.4,3.13).

The name of the phyle ’Οτωρκονδε5ς is attested frequently

from C2 (see e.g. I.Mylasa 106.2); ‘Υαρβεσ%ται is attested

once, in C2 (I.Mylasa 301.3); and Κονοδωρκονδε5ς is attest-

ed once, in C2 (I.Mylasa 119.14).

In 357–355 Erythrai (no. 845) bestowed proxeny and other

honours upon Μα�σσωλλος ‘Εκατ#µνω Μυλασ/υς

(Tod 155). In C4–C3 Delphi (no. 177) bestowed proxeny on

Μοσχ�ων Μυλασε�ς (SEG 23 307).

One inscription contains three decrees, dated to 367/6,

361/0 and 355/4 respectively, dealing with plots against

Mausolos (Tod 138 � I.Mylasa 1–3). In the first case Arlissis,

son of Thyssollos, had been sent as an envoy to the Persian

king by the Karians and, while an envoy, had plotted against

Mausolos and was subsequently executed on the king’s

orders. Moreover, the polis of Mylasa seized his property and

handed it over to Mausolos. In the second case, the sons of

Peldemos had damaged an image of Hekatomnos, father of

Mausolos, thus wronging the sacred dedications, and the

polis therefore confiscated their property and sold it. They

may have sought refuge in Iasos (no. 891), because proxeny

was granted in C4 to three men: Myrmex, Manes and

Targelios, sons of Peldemis (SEG 36 983; cf. Blümel (1998b)

171). In the third case Manita, son of Paktyes, plotted against

Mausolos during the annual offering and festival of Zeus

Labrandeus. Manitas himself was killed immediately in

hand-to-hand fighting,and the polis confiscated the proper-

ty of Manitas and his accomplice Thyssos, son of Syskos, and

sold their estates. In all three cases the decrees are passed by

the assembly, with the ratification of the three phylai, and

curses are invoked on anyone who puts a question to the

vote or proposes something which would change these 

decisions.

Hdt. 1.171.6 mentions a sanctuary dedicated to Zeus

Karios and calls it “ancient”. Zeus Karios was also wor-

shipped by the Mysians and the Lydians (Hdt. 1.171.6).

Remains survive of the wall surrounding the temenos of the

temple of Zeus Osogos; it probably dates to C5 (Bean (1971)

42). A temenos of Hermes and Herakles is attested c.317

(I.Mylasa 21.13).

The cult centre of Mylasa was the sanctuary of Zeus at

Labraunda, situated c.15 km north of Mylasa and connected

to it by a sacred way. Annual sacrifices and a panegyris are

mentioned at I.Mylasa i 3.4–5. Strabo mentions the road and

says that it measured 60 stades (10.8 km) (14.2.23). The road,

of which parts have been preserved, was constructed in the

Hekatomnid period (Westholm (1963) 9–10). The sanctuary

consists of several buildings: the temple itself (for which see

Hellström and Thieme (1982)), a peristyle, two andrones,

two stoas and several other buildings (PECS s.v.). Although

the majority of the remaining buildings at Labraunda were

constructed in C4 as part of the Hekatomnid building proj-

ect, there was activity at the site earlier, as evidenced by

Archaic buildings on the temple terrace (Westholm (1963)

105) and by sherds dating to the Protogeometric period and
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onwards (Jully (1981)). In the area surrounding the sanctu-

ary there are several forts, which may have been part of a

defence system and which probably date to Hekatomnid

period (Westholm (1963) 13–15). The acropolis at Labraunda

is also of Hekatomnid date (ibid. 15–19).

Strabo says that Mylasa used to be a kome, and on the basis

of this, Radt assumes that Mylasa was not a conurbation in

the Archaic and Classical periods but that it consisted of

“einzelne Flecken und Gehöfte”, comparing it with the set-

tlement pattern of the Halikarnassian peninsula before the

Mausolan synoecism (Radt (1969–70) 167). However,

Rumscheid argues that Mylasa probably existed already by

C7f ((1995) 77–78, (1999) 206). In Arist. Oec. 1348a12–13

Mylasa is described as ateichistos in the 360s. Accepting the

account as historical, Rumscheid argues that Mylasa did not

have a city wall, but that it was protected by a number of for-

tifications in the territory (Rumscheid (1999) with fig. 3). A

palaistra and a gymnasion are mentioned in an inscription

of c.317 (I.Mylasa 21.9, 12).

It is generally stated that Mylasa did not strike coins until

C3l (Akarca (1959) 11; Head, HN² 622), except for the bronze

coins struck by the dynast Eupolemos in his own name at

the time of Alexander or a little later.Obv. three Makedonian

shields; rev. sword in sheath; legend: ΕΥΠΟΛΕΜΟΥ

(HN² 622). However, Hurter describes two Mylasian

tetradrachms in the so-called Pixodaros hoard, which was

deposited c.330 (Hurter (1998) 147–50). These two coins

have obv. Zeus Labraundios, rev. Zeus Osogos (a combina-

tion of Zeus and Poseidon) holding a trident and an eagle.

914. Myndos (Myndios) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 27.15.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: A: α. The toponym is Μ�νδος,

! (Hecat. fr. 243; Diod. 20.37.1; Strabo 13.1.59). The city-eth-

nic is Μ�νδιος (IG i³ 71.ii.141). Myndos is implicitly classi-

fied as a polis Hellenis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 99; cf.

Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142, and it is retrospec-

tively called a polis in the political sense by Arr. Anab. 1.20.6

(r334).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on Hellenistic coins (SNG Cop. Caria 439–43: ΜΥΝ∆ΙΩΝ

(C2–C1)) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

271.ii.86). For the individual and external use, see Hdt.

5.33.3; I.Knidos 23.9–10 (C2).

Hdt. 5.33.2 mentions a Myndian ship in the fleet of

Aristagoras c.500. Myndos was a member of the Delian

League. It belonged to the Karian district and is recorded in

the tribute lists from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.vi.16) to 421/0 (IG i³

285.i.92–93) a total of nineteen times, four times completely

restored, paying a phoros of 500 dr., except in 421/0 when it

paid 1,000 dr. It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³

71.ii.141), 1,000 dr. Myndos must have defected from Athens

during the Dekeleian War, since at Delphi the statues of

those who fought with Lysander at Aigos potamoi in 405

included one of Theopompos of Myndos (Paus. 10.9.10). In

334 Alexander attacked Myndos, which, however, resisted

his assault because of the failure of a secret agreement

between Alexander and a faction behind the walls (Arr.

Anab. 1.20.5–7).

Citing the C4 historian Kallisthenes of Olynthos, Strabo

says that when Mausolos synoecised some poleis into

Halikarnassos (no. 886), Myndos was left as it was (Strabo

13.1.59; Callisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 25). The coastal site on

the tip of the Halikarnassos peninsula does not go further

back than the Mausolan period, so “old Myndos” must be

sought elsewhere (cf. the distinction between Myndos and

Palaimyndos, Plin. HN 5.107; Steph. Byz. 462.4). Bean and

Cook identify “Lelegian” Myndos with a site not far from

“new Myndos”. It is generally assumed that it was Mausolos

who initiated the move (Hornblower (1982) 97). At the hill-

top site of “old Myndos” very little remains. There are foun-

dations of a tower in irregular masonry and a ring wall in

loose polygonal or dry rubble masonry. Sherds seem to indi-

cate that the site was abandoned in C4e (Bean and Cook

(1955) 118). At the site of “new Myndos” there are remains of

an outer circuit in ashlar masonry, which must have been

c.3.5 km long and enclosed an area of c.45 ha. We know from

Arr. Anab. 1.20.6 that Myndos was walled in 334. McNicoll

suggests that the walls were erected after 367 and before 334

((1997) 23). Furthermore, there is a so-called Lelegian wall,

which is, however, too recent to be “Lelegian” and is of dif-

ferent masonry (Hornblower (1982) 305–6). McNicoll sug-

gests that this wall was built after 334. It is in hammer-faced

isodomic ashlar, whereas the tower to the north-east is in

isodomic ashlar masonry with headers and stretchers

(McNicoll (1997) 22–24). Nothing remains of the founda-

tions of temples and the stadion seen by Newton ((1863)

575–77; cf. Bean and Cook (1955) 108–12, 118, 145). According

to Ps.-Skylax 99, Myndos had a harbour (cf. Strabo 14.2.20).

915. (Narisbareis) Map 61. Unlocated. Type: C:? A topo-

nym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Ναρισβαρε�ς (IG i³

271.i.71). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 271.i.71).

The Narisbareis were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Karian district and are recorded in the

tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.vi.5) to 440/39 (IG i³
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272.i.81, restored: [Ναρισβαρ]ε̃ς), a total of nine times, once

completely restored, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³

260.vii.5).

916. Naryandos (Naryandeus) Map 61. Unlocated. Type:

C:γ. Apart from Plin. HN 5.107 (Nariandos) the toponym is

not attested. The city-ethnic is Ναρυανδε�ς (I.Mylasa 8.8

(C4)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested exter-

nally in a C4 inscription from Mylasa (I.Mylasa 8.8). For the

individual and external use, see SEG 44 890.55 (C2).

The Naryandeis are known from a fragmentary C4 list of

presbeis in which the Ναρυανδ/ων πρ/σβεις (I.Mylasa 8.8)

are mentioned alongside presbeis from Koranza (no. 906) (l.

9), and thus presumably are the representatives of a polis.

A Demeter Naryandis is mentioned in an undated (proba-

bly Hellenistic) list of priests from Panamara (I.Stratonikeia

283.1–2).

917. Naxia (Naxiates) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.40. Size

of territory: presumably 1 or 2. Type: C:? The toponym is

Ναξ�α (IG i³ 267.iii.29). The city-ethnic is Ναξι�της (IG i³

261.v.8) or Ναξι�της (IG i³ 269.iv.23). The collective use of

the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute

lists (IG i³ 261.v.8).

In IG i³ 267.iii.29 Meritt’s restoration: Ναχσ�α παρ3

Μ[υδ](#να) is far from certain, but L. Robert’s suggestion

((1978) 481 n. 32) that Μ[. . .] stands for Miletos or Myous is

in conflict with the recording of Naxia in the Karian district

(IG i³ 271.i.73).

Naxia was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the Athenian tribute

lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.i.25) to 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.32) a total

of thirteen times, twice completely restored. It is recorded

once by toponym (IG i³ 267.iii.29), and otherwise by city-

ethnic, paying a phoros of, first, 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 259.i.25, part-

ly restored), then 500 dr. from 448/7 on (IG i³ 264.ii.2).

918. (Olaieis) Map 61.Lat.37.05, long.28.20. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: C:? A toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is

’Ολαιε�ς (IG i³ 260.i.18). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 260.i.18).

The Olaieis were members of the Delian League, but they

are registered in the Athenian tribute lists only once, in

453/2, paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 260.i.18).

919. Olymos (Hylimeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.25, long. 27.45.

Size of territory: ? Type: C:β. The earliest attestations of the

toponym ;Ολυµος or ;Ολυµον is from C2s (I.Mylasa 806.11).

The city-ethnic is hυλιµε�ς (IG i³ 263.ii.39), or, later,

’Ολυµε�ς (EA 32 (2000) 99 no. 1.2 (�I.Mylasa 868.2 (C3));

no. 2.2 (C3)). On the equation of the Hylimeis as the inhab-

itants of Olymos, see L. Robert (1955) 226–27. The collective

use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian

tribute lists (IG i³ 263.ii.39).

Olymos was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed for the first time in 450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.39), and then pos-

sibly in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iv.29: [hυλιµε̃]ς) and 447/6 (IG i³

265.i.86, completely restored). The amount paid by Olymos

is unknown. It is absent from the full panel of 440/39 (IG i³

271.i–ii.63–86).

There are practically no archaeological remains left at the

site of Olymos, but a large number of Hellenistic inscrip-

tions bearing the toponym and the ethnic make the site

identification certain (I.Mylasa ii pp. 29ff; Bean (1971) 48).

920. Ouranion (Ouranietes) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long.

27.15 (for a different location, see Varinlioğlu et al. (1992)).

Size of territory: 1 or 2.Type: B:γ.The toponym is Ο(ρ�νιον,

τ# (Diod. 5.53, referring to some period after the Trojan

War). The city-ethnic is Ο(ρανι�της (IG i³ 260.i.17). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 260.i.17) and in a C4m treaty

(SEG 40 992.16).

Ouranion was a member of the Delian League, but it is

recorded only twice in the tribute lists, in 453/2 (IG i³

260.i.17), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr., and in 451/0 (IG i³

262.v.27), paying 500 dr. It is absent from the full panel of

440/39 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.117), paying in a syntelic group with some

other Karian towns.

A keryx from Ouranion is mentioned in a C4m treaty

(SEG 40 992.16).

Ouranion was one of the settlements which were synoe-

cised into Halikarnassos (no. 886) by Mausolos c.370 (Plin.

HN 5.107; Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123), but it

seems likely that the place still functioned as a manned

stronghold even after the civilian population had been

moved (Hornblower (1982) 88).

At the site of Ouranion there are remains of a fortification

which is c.50 m long and enclosed by a wall built in coursed

masonry. The fortifications have vertical drafting at the

edges, which points to a C4 date (Hornblower (1982) 95).

There are remains of an outer perimeter in polygonal

masonry. Sherds found at the site were of the Archaic and

Classical periods (Bean and Cook (1955) 117–18).

According to Diod. 5.53, Ouranion was settled by Karians

fleeing from the island of Syme because of drought, some-
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time after the Trojan War. The names listed in in the C4m

treaty mentioned above suggest that there was a strong

Karian element in the population of Ouranion (Blümel

(1990) 38–42 (�SEG 40 991–92)), and it is a moot point to

what extent it can be considered a Hellenic polis in the

Archaic and Classical periods.

921. (Parpariotai) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.30

(although Marchese (1989) 39, 153 suggests a location in

northern Karia). Size of territory: ? Type: C:? A toponym is

not attested. The city-ethnic is Παρπαρι)της (IG i³

263.ii.8). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 263.ii.8).

The Parpariotai were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Karian district and are recorded from

451/0 (IG i³ 262.ii.8) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.82) a total of

eleven times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,000 dr.

922. Passanda (Pasandeus) Map 65. Lat. 36.50, long.

28.35. Size of territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is

Π�σσανδα (Steph. Byz. 509.12) or Πασ�δα (Stadiasmus

264–65). The city-ethnic is Πασανδε�ς (IG i³ 279.i.11). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 279.i.11). The individual city-

ethnic is used externally in a list of contributors from

Kaunos (SEG 12 473.13, before 190 or after 167; cf. SEG 44

890.90). However, at the time it was no longer a city-ethnic,

but a sub-ethnic,Pasanda having become a civic subdivision

of Kaunos (no. 898).

Passanda was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 451/0 (IG i³ 262.iii.23) to 421/0 (IG i³ 285.ii.12) a total of

twelve times, thrice completely restored, paying a phoros

3,000 dr.

923. Pedasa (Pedaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 27.25.

Size of territory: probably 1. Type: C:β. The toponym is

Π�δασα, τ� (Strabo 13.1.59). The city-ethnic is Πηδασ/υς

(Syll.³ 46.140 (C5); Hdt. 1.175). Pedasa is described as a polis

in the urban sense at Hdt. 8.104, but the passage is a repeat of

a story told at 1.175 and is probably a late addendum. The

external use of the city-ethnic is attested collectively at Hdt.

1.175 and individually at Syll.³ 46.140.

A cult of Athena is attested at Hdt. 1.175 in connection

with the story that the priestess of Athena grew a beard when

an evil threatened the city.

Pedasa was one of the settlements which were synoecised

into Halikarnassos (no. 886) by Mausolos c.370 (Strabo

13.1.59; Plin. HN 5.107; Hornblower (1982) 81 n. 24; Demand

(1990) 123).

The archaeological remains consist of a fortification,

c.170 m long, built in irregular masonry, with towers in

squared masonry on the southern side. The walls enclose an

area of 2.5 ha (Bean (1971) 121). There are traces of buildings

inside the perimeter. To the east and south there is an outer

perimeter in dry rubble masonry (Bean and Cook (1955)

123–25; cf. Hornblower (1982) 308).

924. (Peleiatai) Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:? A

toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Πελει�της (IG

i³ 260.x.2). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 280.i.68).

The Peleiatai were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Karian district and are registered in the trib-

ute lists from 453/2 (IG i³ 260.x.2) to 432/1 (IG i³ 280.i.68) a

total of thirteen times, twice completely restored, paying a

phoros of 4,000 dr. in 453/2, reduced to 3,000 dr. in 450/49

(IG i³ 263.v.28).

925. Pidasa (Pidaseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.25, long. 27.35. Size

of territory: ? Type: A:? The toponym is Π�δασα, τ�

(Blümel (1997) 137 l. 8; Milet. i 3 149.15 (C2f)). The city-eth-

nic is Πεδασε�ς (IG i³ 260.x.7) or Πιδασε�ς (EA 29 (1997)

137.8). Pidasa is called a polis in the political sense in a C4l

treaty with Latmos (no. 910) (EA 29 (1997) 137.16–18). The

collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the

Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 260.x.7). For the individual and

external use, see Milet. i 3 41.iii.4 (C2s).

The Pidaseis were members of the Delian League. They

are recorded in the tribute lists from 453/2 (IG i³ 259.iii.5) to

447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.14) a total of five times, once completely

restored, paying a phoros of 2 tal. in 453/2 and 451/0 (IG i³

260.x.7), but 1 tal. in 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.14). They are absent

from the full panel of 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i–ii.63–86) but were

assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.149), 3 tal. The

Pidaseis/Pedaseis of the tribute lists were not the Pedaseis in

the Halikarnassian peninsula; see ATL i.535; cf. Blümel

(1997) 139; pace Cook (1961b) 95).

A psephisma passed between 323 and 313 records a treaty

between Pidasa and Latmos, called politeuma in the decree

(41) (Blümel (1997); Habicht (1998); Jones (1999)).The treaty

prescribes both a physical and a political amalgamation of

the two poleis. Pidasa holds a subordinate position to that of

Latmos and is in fact incorporated into Latmos: all Pidaseis,

hitherto organised into their own phylai and phratriai, are to

be inscribed either into a new phyle or into one of the

Latmian phylai (4–10); a common financial administration
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is set up (14–20), and some of the Pidaseis are supposed to

move to Latmos (27–28). In the treaty with Latmos, 100

Pidasian citizens, selected by the Latmioi, are to swear to the

treaty (29). It has been suggested that these 100 men consti-

tuted almost the whole number of citizens of Pidasa

(Habicht (1998) 10), but the fact that the 100 citizens were

selected by the Latmioi indicates that the total number of

Pidasan citizens was considerably higher.

The site of Pidasa has been identified by Cook ((1961)

91–96; cf. L. Robert (1978)). The scanty remains consist of a

fortification c.200 m long in coursed masonry. Tiles found

inside the perimeter point to a C4–C3e date. At a distance of

c.300 m is a watch-tower built with square blocks.

926. Pladasa (Pladasieus) Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 28.05.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:γ. A toponym is not attested.

The city-ethnic is Πλαδασε�ς (SEG 40 996.7,

319/8 � I.Rhod.Per. 701) or Πλατασε�ς (I.Labraunda iii.2

42.5) or Πλαδασι8της (SEG 40 992.12 (C4m)).

Pladasa is called a polis in the political sense in a proxeny

decree of 319/8 (Varinlioğlu et al. (1990) �SEG 40 996.6).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is used internally in a

proxeny decree of 319/18 (SEG 40 996.10) and externally in

the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 264.i.11) and in a C4m treaty

between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye (no. 902) (SEG 40

992.12). The individual city-ethnic is used externally on an

undated grave inscription from Chalke (IG xii.1 962b).

Pladasa was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 448/7 (IG i³ 264.i.11) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i.89) a total of

five times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of

2,000 dr. (IG i³ 265.i.13). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.i.150). It is absent from the full panel of 441/0 (IG i³

271.i–ii.63–86).

An envoy from Pladasa is listed in a treaty from Mylasa of

c.354/3 (SEG 40 992.13). In 319/18 Pladasa granted proxenia,

politeia and enktesis to Kratesippos, son of Polyon, from

Plataiai (SEG 40 996.15–17).

One month name from Pladasa is attested in the proxeny

decree of 319/18. The name of the month is Κοροβαλλισσις,

a Karian name (SEG 40 996.4).

The names listed in the treaty between Mylasa and Kindye

(SEG 40 992.12–13) suggest that there was a strong Karian

element in the Pladasian population, and it is a moot point

to what extent the community can be considered a Hellenic

polis in the Classical period.

927. Pyrindos (Pyrindios) Unlocated, not in Barr. Type:

C:α. The toponym is Π�ρινδος (Steph. Byz. 541.8) and

I.Knidos 255 (undated). The city-ethnic is Πυρ�νδιος

(I.Knidos 22.1).

Pyrindos is known from three sources only: viz. Steph.

Byz. who calls it π#λις Καρ�ας (541.8), which has no value

without a source reference; an undated fragment of an

inscription in which only Πυρ�νδου and ΥΤΟ can be read;

and more interestingly, a C4s list of Προστ�ται Πυρ�νδιοι

(then follow nineteen names, all Greek: I.Knidos 22. The

provenance of the inscription is unknown).

928. Pyrnos (Pyrnios) Map 61. Lat. 36.55, long. 28.25. Size

of territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is Π�ρνος (Steph. Byz.

541.10; Plin. HN 5.104). The city-ethnic is Π�ρνιος (IG i³

261.iv.10). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 262.i.17,

263.i.3).

Pyrnos was a member of the Delian League. It belonged to

the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists from

452/1 (IG i³ 261.iv.10) to 433/2 (IG i³ 279.i.23) a total of twelve

times, three times completely restored, paying a phoros of

1,000 dr. (IG i³ 263.i.3).

929. Salmakis (Salmakites) Not in Barr., but from C4

part of Halikarnassos (no. 886). Type: C:? The toponym is

Σαλµακ�ς (SEG 43 713.11, 13 (c.400)). The ethnic is

Σαλµακ�της (Syll.³ 45.2 �ML 32 (C5f)). The collective eth-

nic is used internally in Syll.³ 45.2.

Strabo 14.16.1 describes Salmakis as a fountain. From SEG

43 713.11 and 13 it appears that it was a district or area in

Halikarnassos. The site has been identified via an inscrip-

tion found in 1995 (Isager (1998)). However, in C5f the

Salmakians were clearly some kind of political community,

passing a law with the Halikarnassians and the tyrant

Lygdamis. The Halikarnassians and the Salmakians formed

the syllogos of Halikarnassos (Syll.³ 45.1–2 �ML 32), and

they may constitute what is referred to as yλικαρνασσε5ς

σ�µπαντες (41–42). Moreover, the Salmakians had their

own magistrates (13–15: Σαλµακιτ/ων µνηµονευ#ντων

Μεγαβατ/ω . . . κα� Φορµ�ωνος). It is a possibility that

they had polis status at the time, but were incorporated into

Halikarnassos (no. 886) not too long after. See also Isager

(1998) 10, comm. to l. 16.

930. (Siloi) Map 61. Unlocated. Type: C:? The city-ethnic

is Σ�λος (IG i³ 262.v.30). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG

i³ 262.v.30). The Siloi were members of the Delian League,

but they are recorded only once, in 451/0 (IG i³ 262.v.30),

paying a phoros of 1,500 dr. They are listed together with
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some Karian communities, wherefore it has been argued

that they too belong in the Karian district (ATL i.549). In the

list of 453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.10) the city-ethnic is completely

restored.

931. Syangela (Syangeleus)/Theangela (Theangeleus)

Map 61. Lat. 37.05, long. 27.35. Size of territory: 2 or 3. Type:

A:γ. The toponym is Συ�γγελα, τ� (Kallisthenes (FGrHist

124) fr. 25, quoted by Strabo 13.1.59; Kramer’s emendation of

συναγ/λα (MSS CDx) and σLν �γ/λ�α (MSS hmowz), later

Θε�γγελα, τ� (Staatsverträge 429.25 (c.310); Steph. Byz.

308.6). The city-ethnic is Συαγγελε�ς (IG i³ 284.7–8; SEG 40

991.13 (354/3); C4–C3 coins), later Θεαγγελε�ς (IG ii²

1956.ii.98 (c.300); I.Iasos 50.4 (C4–C3)). In a treaty with

Eupolemos of c.310 (Staatsverträge 429) Theangela is called a

polis both in the urban sense (20) and in the political sense

(24). In a C4m treaty between Mylasa (no. 913) and Kindye

(no.902) the Syangeleis are among the city-ethnics listed after

the heading παρ8σαν �π� π#λεων, where polis is used in the

political sense (SEG 40 991.13). The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested internally on coins (ΣΥ (C4–C3), infra) and

in the treaty with Eupolemos (Θεαγγελε5ς, Staatsverträge

429.26) and externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³

284.7–8) and in the C4m treaty (SEG 40 991.13). The individ-

ual city-ethnic is used externally in the Athenian tribute lists

(IG i³ 259.v.16) and in a C4–C3 proxeny decree (I.Iasos 50.4).

Syangela (at modern Kaplan (Radt (1970) 224 or

Alâzeytin (Blümel (1990) 37) and Theangela (at modern

Etrim) were both pre-Hellenistic settlements, situated a few

kilometers apart. The original centre of the polis was at

Syangela. In, perhaps, C6m the centre was moved to the

other site, but the name was kept. It was probably Mausolos

who had the polis renamed Theangela, but for half a century

the old toponym and city-ethnic were used alongside the

new ones (Radt (1970); Hornblower (1982) 97–99; Franke

(1984); Blümel (1990) 37). At the site of Theangela there are

remains of a perimeter c.3 km long, with a rectangular fort

with four towers, in different types of masonry; the wall

encloses an area of 25 ha (Bean and Cook (1955) 112–16,

(1957) 89–96).

Syangela was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district and is registered in the tribute lists

from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.v.16) to 427/6 or 426/5 (IG i³ 284.7–8) a

total of fifteen times, four times completely restored, paying

a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 263.i.14–15). In 454/3 the community

is recorded by its ruler: Π�κρες Συαν[γελε�ς] (IG i³

259.v.16); in 451/0 the entry is Συ[αγγελε̃ς] h[ο̃ν Π�κρες

>ρχει] (IG i³ 263.i.14–15); the restoration is secured by the

similar entry in 427/6 or 426/5: Συαγγελε̃ς �ν Qρχει

Π�τρες (IG i³ 284.7–8), restored also in IG i³ 282.iv.48–49.

In all other years the Syangeleis are recorded by city-ethnic

alone. In 446/5 Syangela and Amynanda (no. 873) formed a

syntely paying a phoros of 4,500 dr. (IG i³ 266.iii.20–21), but

in 444/3 the two communities paid 3,000 dr. each (IG i³

268.iv.25–26). Syangela was possibly assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.111, completely restored). In 454/3 Syangela

is represented by Pikres Syangeleus, who appears again in

427/6 as Συαγγελε̃ς }ν >ρχει Π�τρες, and this shows that

Syangela was ruled by a local dynast.

Like Myndos (no. 914), Syangela (renamed Theangela)

was kept out of the synoecism of Halikarnassos by Mausolos

c.370 (Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr. 25, pace Plin. HN 5.107;

Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123). In C4l or C3e

Menyllos Nossou Theangeleus was granted proxeny by Iasos

(no. 891) (I.Iasos 50.4). A keryx from Syangela is mentioned

in the C4m treaty between Mylasa and Kindye (SEG 40

991.15). The names listed in the treaty between Mylasa and

Kindye suggest that there was a strong Karian element in the

population of Syangela (SEG 40 991.13–15; see Blümel (1990)

38–42 (�SEG 40 992)), and it is a moot point to what extent

the community can be considered a Hellenic polis in the

Archaic and Classical periods.

Some coins inscribed with ΣΥ and formerly attributed to

Syros (no. 523) and Syme (no. 522) respectively were in all

probability struck by Syangela. Of eight coins one can be

dated c.390. Obv. head of Dionysos; rev. kantharos and vine

branches in incuse square, along with the legend ΣΥ. The

remaining seven coins are dated to 300–250 (Yarkin (1975);

cf. Yarkin (1977); and Hornblower (1982) 98 n. 154, pace

Franke (1984) 200, who opts for at date between and 350 and

320). Franke (1984) assigns two more coins, one of which is a

trihemiobol, to Syangela.He dates these two coins to C5l and

argues on historical grounds that the silver coinage of

Syangela must be dated to the period 413–391.

932. (Talagreis) Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:? A

toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Ταλαγρε�ς

(I.Mylasa 4.6 (C4e)). The collective use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in the decree from Mylasa. The Talagreis

are attested in a fragmentary C4e decree from Mylasa. It

seems that the Talagreis are mentioned on a par with

Koranza (no. 906), which was a polis at the time, and there-

fore there is a possibility that the Talagreis could have been a

polis too.

933. Taramptos Map 61. Lat. 37.10, long. 27.30. Size of ter-

ritory: 1. Type: C:? The toponym is Ταρ�µπτος (Syll.³
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1044.18 (c.300)). The ethnic is not attested. The evidence for

Taramptos is very scarce: in the tribute assessment list of

425/4 [Τ]�ραµ[πτος] is restored (IG i³ 71.i.115), and if the

restoration is correct, it indicates that Taramptos was some

sort of political community. The only other mention of

Taramptos is in an inscription of c.300, mentioning rights of

tillage .ν Ταρ�µπτωι (Syll.³ 1044.18).

934. (Tarbaneis) Map 61. Unlocated. Type: C:? A

toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is Ταρβανε�ς (IG

i³ 71.ii.140). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in the Athenian tribute lists (IG i³ 260.i.19).

The Tarbaneis were members of the Delian League. They

belonged to the Karian district and are registered in 453/2

(IG i³ 260.i.19) and 441/0 (IG i³ 271.i.85, partly restored),

paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. (IG i³ 260.i.19). The city-ethnic

is completely restored in the lists of 442/1 (IG i³ 270.v.11) and

440/39 (IG i³ 272.ii.87). They were assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.140), 1,000 dr.

935. Telandros (Telandrios) Map 65. Lat. 36.40, long.

28.55. Size of territory: ? Type: C:? The toponym is

Τ�λανδρον, τ# or Τηλ�νδρεια, ! (Alex. Polyh. (FGrHist

273) fr. 54 �Steph. Byz. 620.10–12), whereas Steph. Byz.

620.10 lists Τ�λανδρος as the name of a polis in Karia and

Τηλανδρ�α as a promontory. Plin. HN 5.131 describes

Telandria as an island with a deserted oppidum; but accord-

ing to Quintus Smyrnaeus 4.7–11, the city of Telandros lay

inland on the bank of the Glaukos river (Nif Çay).Following

Philippson (1910–13) and followed by Barr., ATL i.555 argues

that the polis of Telandros was situated on the island of

Telandria, to be identified with Tersane. ATL also attaches

the reference in Steph. Byz. to this island (almost certainly

incorrectly). Heberdey (Map of Lycia in TAM I) identifies

the island of Telandria with Avthoki, where there is a ruined

watch-tower (Bean (1978) 36 (date?), and the polis of

Telandros with the inland site of Nif Köy (following

Arkwright (1895) 94). This is treated with scepticism by e.g.

Ruge (1934) and L. Robert ((1980) 377–80, accepting the ATL

identification), but Arkwright may be correct.

No matter whether the classical polis was situated inland

or on the island, there can be no doubt that the city-ethnic is

Τελ�νδριος, recorded in the Athenian tribute lists as a

member of the Delian League. It belonged to the Karian dis-

trict (IG i³ 269.iv.13), later incorporated into the Ionian dis-

trict (IG i³ 279.i.10). It is registered in the tribute lists from

453/2 (IG i³ 260.i.11, completely restored) to 433/2 (IG i³

279.i.10) a total of ten times, twice completely restored, pay-

ing a phoros of 1 tal. (IG i³ 262.v.31), reduced to 3,000 dr. in

448/7 (IG i³ 264.ii.5). It was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG

i³ 71.ii.92).

936. Telemessos (Telemesseus) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long.

27.20. Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is

Τελεµεσσ#ς (Syll.³ 1044.37 (c.300)) or Τελµησσ#ς (Steph.

Byz. 612.13, quoting Philon (FGrHist 790) fr. 48 and

Τελµησσ#ς (Strabo 14.3.4). The earliest attestation of the

city-ethnic is Τελεµεσσε�ς in IG xii.3 251.23–25 (C4) and

Τελµεσσε�ς in Iscr. Cos ED56.4 (C3),unless the Τελµησ/ες

mentioned by Hdt. 1.78.2 and 1.84.3 are the inhabitants of

Karian and not Lykian Telemessos. The earliest attestation

of Telemessos as a polis in the political sense is in a C3 decree

of Telemessos (Iscr. Cos ED56.4). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally by Hdt. 1.78.2, 84.3, but see

supra) and internally in a C3 decree (Iscr. Cos ED56.4).

An inscription of c.300 mentions a Telemessian Apollo

giving an oracular response (Syll.³ 1044.8–9). A citizen of

Telemessos was granted proxenia by Anaphe (no. 474) (IG

xii.3 251.23–25 (C4)).

Telmissus was one of the towns which were synoecised

into Halikarnassos (no. 886) by Mausolos c.370 (Plin. HN

5.107; Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123).

937. Termera (Termereus) Map 61. Lat. 37.00, long. 27.20.

Size of territory: 1 or 2. Type: B:β. The toponym is Τ/ρµερα,

τ� (IG i³ 263.ii.12; SEG 43 713.D35 (425–350); Strabo 14.2.18 has

Τ/ρµερον). The city-ethnic is Τερµερε�ς (IG i³ 271.ii.77).

Termera was a member of the Delian League. It is record-

ed in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.25) to 415/14

(IG i³ 290.i.22, restored: [Τερ]µε[ρε̃ς]) a total of twelve

times, once completely restored, paying a phoros of 2 tal.,

3,000 dr. from 454/3 to 447/6 (IG i³ 265.i.26, amount com-

pletely restored), and from 443/2 (IG i³ 269.v.8, amount

completely restored) a phoros of 3,000 dr. (IG i³ 271.ii.77);

for a possible explanation of this reduction, see Bean and

Cook (1955) 116–18). Termera was assessed for tribute in

425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.154).

Termera was one of the settlements which were synoe-

cised into Halikarnassos (no. 886) by Mausolos c.370 (Plin.

HN 5.107; Hornblower (1982) 82; Demand (1990) 123).

The archaeological remains at Termera consist of a citadel

c.40 m long with remains of a wall in squared masonry.

Inside the walls there are traces of buildings and a cistern,

possibly of the Classical period. There seems to have been an

outer circuit in polygonal masonry—in places the wall

stands to a height of 5 m—probably dating from C5, and

inside this circuit are traces of habitation, along with sherds

of C5 and C4e (Bean and Cook (1955) 116–18).
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Termera struck silver coins on the Persian standard in the

late Archaic period.A unique drachm has obv. Herakles; leg-

end: ΤΥΜΝΟ; rev. lion’s head in incuse square; legend:

ΤΕΡΜΕΡΙΚΟΝ. A tetrobol has obv. Herakles; rev. lion’s

head in incuse square (Head, HN² 627; Cahn (1970) 120–21;

Bean and Cook (1955) 147–49).

938. (Terssogasseis) Unlocated, not in Barr. Type: C:γ.

A toponym is not attested. The city-ethnic is

Τερσσωγασσε�ς (I.Mylasa 8.7 (C4); 866.2 (C3)).

In C3 citizenship and other honours were bestowed upon

Polites Thyssou Terssogasseus by Olymos (I.Mylasa 866.2

(C3)), and in a C4 list of envoys it has been suggested that

]ωγασσ/ων be restored Τερσσ]ωγασσ/ων (I.Mylasa 8.7,

comm. ad loc.), in which case presbeis of the Terssogasseis

would be attested and mentioned on a par with those of

Koranza (no. 906).

939. (Thasthareis) Map 61. Lat. 37.35, long. 27.40. Size of

territory: 1 or 2. Type: C:? A toponym is not attested, but the

city-ethnic is Θασθαρε�ς (IG i³ 264.ii.3). The collective use

of the city-ethnic is attested externally in the Athenian trib-

ute lists (IG i³ 271.i.72).

The Thasthareis were members of the Delian League.

They belonged to the Karian district and are registered from

451/0 (IG i³ 262.iv.29) to 440/39 (IG i³ 272.i.83, completely

restored) a total of seven times; twice completely restored,

paying a phoros of 500 dr.

Theangela (Theangeleus) See Syangela (Syangeleus) (no.

931).

940. Thydonos Unlocated, not in Barr., but Pliny lists it

with Euromos, Herakleia and Amyzon (HN 5.109), so it may

have been in northern Karia. Type: C:? On the basis of Plin.

HN 5.109 Thydonos, the toponym is restored Θ�δ[ονος] (IG

i³ 262.v.29; see Meritt (1939) 189–90), but it seems more like-

ly to restore an ethnic, e.g. Θυδ[#νιοι].

Thydonos was a member of the Delian League, but is

registered only once, in the tribute list of 451/0 (IG i³

262.v.29), paying a phoros of 1,000 dr. In the list of 453/2 (IG

i³ 260.i.9) the toponym (or city-ethnic) is completely

restored.

941. Tralleis (Traldeus) Map 61. Lat. 37.50, long. 27.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: B:β. The toponym is Τρ�λλεις

(Xen. Hell. 3.2.19). The city-ethnic is Τραλδε�ς (I.Tralleis

3.4–5), later Τραλλιαν#ς (I.Tralleis 21.1 (C2m); Strabo

14.1.41). Tralleis is called a polis in the political sense at Arr.

Anab. 1.18.1 and in the urban sense at Diod. 14.36.2 (r400).

The collective city-ethnic is attested internally in a decree of

C4m (I.Tralleis 3). The only known public anactment is the

C4m decree (supra) which concerns a sanctuary of

Dionysos. The principal divinity of Tralleis, however, was

Zeus Larasios (bronze coins of C3e, Head, HN² 659; I.Tralleis

25.12 (C3)).

Xen. Hell. 3.2.19 says Tralleis is in Karia, whereas Diod.

14.36.2 calls it a polis in Ionia.

In 400 Tralleis was not walled, but occupied such a strong

position that Thibron was unable to take it (Diod. 14.36.2; cf.

Strabo 14.1.42). In 313, however, it was taken by Antigonos

(Diod. 19.75.5).
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I. The Region

The name of the region is ! Λυκ�α (Hom. Il. 2.877; Thuc.

2.69; Ps.-Skylax 100; SEG 27 942.1, 3 (337/6)). The regional

ethnic is Λ�κιος (Hdt. 1.173.1; SEG 42 1245.2, 6 (C4e)). The

collective use of the ethnic is attested externally in

Herodotos (1.28, 173.1) and internally in the epigram on the

Inscribed Pillar (SEG 42 1245.2, 6). For the individual and

external use, see Λ�κιος Κ�βερνις Κοσσ�κα (Hdt. 7.98).

Ps.-Skylax 100 calls the Lykian people an �θνος. For the

foundation myth of Lykia, deriving its origins from Crete,

see Hdt. 1.173.1–2, 7.92; Strabo 12.8.5, 14.1.6; Apollod. Bibl.

3.1.1; Paus. 7.3.7). Herodotos reports that some Ionian cities

took kings allegedly descended from Glaukos, the com-

mander of the Lykian force in the Iliad (1.147.1).

In the Iliad Lykia seems to be considered as the Xanthos

valley alone (Il. 2.876–7; Bryce (1983) 32, (1986) 13, 100). In

the Classical period, Lykia bordered on Karia in the west and

Pamphylia in the east (Ps.-Skylax 99–101). The western bor-

der of Lykia was at Telemessos (Ps.-Skylax 100; cf. Arr. Anab.

1.24.4 (r334)). The eastern border was west of Phellos,

according to Hekataios, who placed that location in

Pamphylia ((FGrHist 1) fr. 258). Ps.-Skylax 100, however,

placed the eastern border at Perge. By the time of Strabo

(14.4.1), the eastern border was set near Phaselis, and had

probably been around there for most of the Classical period.

Ps.-Skylax’s report may reflect a temporary extension of the

command of the satrap of Lykia instituted by Alexander (see

Keen (1997) 117 n. 50). The northern borders are never prop-

erly described in the Archaic and Classical periods, though it

appears from Arrian (Anab. 3.6.6) that there was some area

between the borders of Lykia and Mt. Tauros. Milyas was

made part of Lykia by the Persians, having previously been

part of Greater Phrygia (Arr. Anab. 1.24.5). Strabo (14.2.1,

3.9) implies that Lykia bordered on the Kibyratis and Pisidia

(Keen (1998) 17–19).

This is how the Greeks defined Lykia. According to

Herodotos (3.90.1), Lykia was part of the first Persian

satrapy; but how the region was delimited under Persian

rule is unknown until we reach the Hekatomnid period

(c.360–334). The region does not seem to have constituted a

separate administrative unit, but was always joined with at

least one of the neighbouring regions. For Achaemenid

influence in Lykia, see Zahle (1989, 1991). In 340–334

Pixodaros was satrap of Karia and Lykia (Neumann (1979)

320c, the Aramaic version of the trilingual inscription from

Letoon close to Xanthos; cf. Hornblower (1982) 47); but in

333 Alexander made Nearchos satrap “of Lykia and of the

adjacent region until Mount Tauros” (Arr. Anab. 3.6.6), i.e.

of Lykia and western Pamphylia. In C5m there may have

been a Lykian kingdom which was largely coterminous with

the Lykian cultural area and a member of the Delian League

in its own right (Keen (1998); cf. infra).

If we shift the focus from administration to civilisation,

we get a different but very clear picture of the extent of the

region. An investigation of the distribution of Lykian

inscriptions and tombs and of the attested Lykian mints

shows that the Lykian people inhabited the region from

Telemessos in the west to Gagai in the east. West of

Telemessos, a few Lykian monuments have been found in

the Glaukos valley, which was presumably the hinterland of

Telemessos. No traces of Lykian civilisation have been found

east of Gagai. Towards the north, the Elmalı plateau was

probably Lykian at least from C4 (Zahle (1980)).

It is clear from archaeological evidence that the Lykians

had nucleated urban settlements quite early (Wurster

(1978); Keen (1998) 28–29; Marksteiner (2002)). Some of the

urban centres in Lykia can be traced back to the Archaic

period, but the settlements were then much too small to be

proper towns. A not insignificant urbanisation seems to

have taken place in the course of the Classical period, start-

ing in the first half of the fifth century. The main centres,

principally known from excavations and surveys, are

Xanthos, Limyra, Telemessos, Myra (?) and the site of Avşar

Tepesi. All these settlements were fortified; their walls

enclosed an area of between 10 and 25 ha. All seem to have

been inhabited by some 1,000–1,500 persons, and in

Xanthos perhaps as many as 2,500 (Marksteiner (1997),
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(2002) 63–65). There may have been more urban settlements

of the same type and size: e.g. Tlos, Pinara, Phellos and

Apollonia, but the sites have not yet been surveyed or exca-

vated (Wurster (1978); the ongoing Turkish excavations of

Tlos and Patara have not yet been published). By far the

best-known and best-excavated Lykian town is Avşar Tepesi,

probably to be identified with Lykian Zagaba (Kolb and

Tietz (2001)). So far, few public buildings have been found;

but representations on Lykian reliefs may suggest that they

were more common (Borchhardt (1993) 31–32).A number of

sites (e.g. Arykanda, Kyaneai, Limyra and especially Avşar

Tepesi) have produced evidence of domestic houses, but

analysis of this evidence is still at a preliminary stage

(Marksteiner (1997)). It has been widely observed since the

nineteenth century, however, that the Lykian tombs pre-

serve the aspect of wooden-framed Lykian houses, of types

still found in the area (Mellink (1969); Kjeldsen and Zahle

(1975); Zahle (1983)). Finally, it is worth observing that few

Lykian cities are in locations that lend themselves to regular

grid-pattern urban planning (Wurster (1978) 23).

In the course of the Hellenistic period Lykia became com-

pletely Hellenised, and eventualy formed a federation of

twenty-three poleis (Strabo 14.3.3; Larsen (1968) 240–63;

Behrwald (2000)). But Hellenisation began before

Alexander’s conquest of Asia. The Lykian alphabet was an

adaptation of the Greek (Bryce (1986) 54–63). To strike coins

was something the Lykians learned from the Greeks. The

legends are in the Lykian alphabet (Mørkholm and

Neumann (1978)), but the types betray a strong Greek influ-

ence (Mørkholm and Zahle (1972), (1976)). Already in the

Archaic period Greek pottery was widely used in some

Lykian cities, especially in Xanthos (Metzger et al. (1972)

192–95). Is there a case for arguing that some of the Lykian

cities had become Hellenic communities already in the

Classical period? Or that they were mixed settlements with a

sizeable contingent of Greek-speaking inhabitants and

political institutions which show that they were proper

poleis? Neither the written evidence nor the archaeological

record can substantiate such a view (Marksteiner (2002)

68–71; Domingo Gygax (2001) 83, 85, 87, 89, 91–92). There is

no evidence that any of the towns was a citizen community

or had magistrates or a council, as virtually any polis had.

There is no trace of a prytaneion or a bouleuterion, or a the-

atre or a stoa, all characteristic of the Greek polis, whereas in

Xanthos remains have been found of what was probably the

residence of the local dynast; again by contrast with the polis,

where no remains of a “palace” can be found before the

Hellenistic period, not even in poleis governed by a tyrant

(Hansen (2002) 10). In the major towns, moreover, are

tombs that because of their size and sculptural decoration

must be the tombs of dynasts (Zahle (1983)). Nor were there

any monumental temples, another characteristic of a polis.

The Lykian towns were self-governing dynastic centres; they

were presumably city-states, and in the Dynastic period

Lykia may have been an indigenous city-state culture

(Marksteiner (2002); Hansen (2002) 8–10), but it was not a

region settled with Hellenic poleis until the Hellenistic peri-

od.

To Herodotos and other Classical Greeks, the Lykians

were barbaroi (Hdt. 1.173.1; Ephor. fr. 162; Men. Aspis 25).

Admittedly, in C4 the Lykians themselves used the term polis

in internal documents,first in the inscription honouring the

dynast Arbinas (SEG 39 1414.24 (C4e)), then in an edict con-

cerning exemption from commercial taxes (SEG 36 1216.4

(c.340–334)), and again in the trilingual inscription about

the cult for Basileus Kaunios (Neumann (1979) N 320.b.12,

18 �SEG 27 942). All three documents come from the

Letoon, close to Xanthos. Externally, polis is used by Ps.-

Skylax 100 and, retrospectively, Diodoros 11.60.4. However,

Menander (Aspis 30–32) talks of Lykia being settled in

κ+µαι. Arrian (Anab. 1.24.4 (r334)) characterises most

western Lykian settlements as polismata, and the settlements

of the Λ�κιοι οH κ�τω as poleis (1.24.5–6). But a polis is not

necessarily a Hellenic community. The term is often used,

mostly in the urban sense about non-Greek cities. It is noti-

cable too that Ps.-Skylax uses the heading π#λεις .ν α(τ=8

‘Ελλην�δες . . . α_δε in the chapters on Lydia (98) and Karia

(99), whereas the chapters on Lykia (100), Pamphylia (101),

Kilikia (102) and Cyprus (103) are introduced with the head-

ing π#λεις .ν α(τ=8 α_δε, combined with the occasional

occurrence of π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς to describe an individual

town as a Hellenic polis. However, by contrast with the first

section of his treatise (1–33), Ps.-Skylax no longer shows the

same consistency in the way he classifies individual settle-

ments as either polis or polis Hellenis. And one of the towns

recorded in the chapter on Lykia, viz. Phaselis, is classified as

π#λις κα� λιµ�ν only, although it was undoubtedly a fully-

fledged Hellenic polis.

Some of the Lykian cities were members of the Delian

League. The Lykians as such appear in the tribute lists of 452/1

(IG i³ 261.i.30), 451/0 (IG i³ 262.v.33, restored) and 446/5 (IG

i³ 266.iii.34), see infra 1141. The Telemessioi were members in

446/5 (IG i³ 266.iii.33), and the ethnic is restored twice in ear-

lier lists (IG i³ 261.i.29, 262.v.32). Iera (IG i³ 71.ii.153–54) and,

probably, Tymnessos (IG i³ 71.i.141) were assessed for tribute

in 425/4. But membership of the Delian League was not
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restricted to Greek poleis. The Lykian entries indicate that

Hiera, Telemessos and Tymnessos were political communi-

ties of some kind, not that they were Hellenic poleis.

Two Lykian cities were claimed to have been founded by

the Rhodians: viz. Gagai (Etym. Magn. 219.6–16) and

Korydalla (Steph. Byz. 376.15). But in both cases the tradi-

tion is late and probably reflects Hellenistic attempts to link

the Lykian cities to Greek civilisation. More important is

Ps.-Skylax’s note that Megiste was a Rhodian island (100:

κατ3 τα%τα ν8σ#ς .στι ‘Ροδ�ων Μεγ�στη).This is in fact

our earliest evidence for a Rhodian peraia, but it does not in

itself show that Megiste was a Hellenic polis. Some C4 coins

with Rhodian types and the legend ME were previously

attributed to Megiste (Head, HN² 635), but the legend is now

interpreted as a magistrate’s name (Ashton (1990)).

Xanthos is in fact the only Lykian city for which there is

some evidence that it had become a mixed Graeco-Lykian

settlement before the Hellenistic period (Hornblower

(1982) 119–22). Thus, it is the only Lykian community which

deserves inclusion in this Inventory of Greek poleis in the

Archaic and Classical periods. In all other cases polis forma-

tion seems to have postdated Alexander’s conquest, and if it

happened earlier, there is not (yet) any evidence to show it.

To sum up, this part of the Inventory includes no site list

and only two descriptions of poleis, viz. Phaselis, not a

Lykian community but a Greek colony lying in the region of

Lykia as defined by the Greeks, and Xanthos, the only Lykian

community for which there is some substantial evidence of

Hellenisation antedating Alexander’s conquest.

II. The Poleis

942. Phaselis (Phaselites) Map 65. Lat. 36.30, long. 30.35.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Φ�σηλις,

-ιδος, ! (Hdt. 2.178.2; Thuc. 2.69.1, 8.88; Lycurg. Leoc. 73

(emended); Strabo 14.3.9) or Φασηλ�ς (Ps.-Skylax 100;

Pseudo-Aristotle 973a8; Polyb. 30.9.4; Aristodemos (FGrHist

104) fr. 1.13.2 (rC5m)). The city-ethnic is Φασηλ�της (IG i³

10.5, 8, 13, 17 (C5s); TAM ii 1183.3, 4, 10 (C4m); Theodectas,

TrGF 72 T 2 (epitaph of C4)). Phaselis is called a polis in the

urban sense by Ps.-Skylax and in the political sense by

Herodotos (2.178.2–3). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally on coins of C5f and C4 (infra) and in a

treaty with Mausolos of Karia (TAM ii 1183.3, 4, 10), and

externally in an Athenian decree regulating relations with

Phaselis (IG i³ 10.5) and in literary sources (Dem. 35.1). The

individual use is attested externally both in inscriptions (IG

i³ 1360; CID ii 4.i.72–73; IG xii 6 32.4 (306–301)) and in liter-

ary sources (Theodectas (TrGF 72 T 2); Dem. 35.10).

Ps.-Skylax and Strabo place Phaselis in Lykia;

Aristodemos and Suda (Φ121) place it in Pamphylia; it is in

Solyma according to the Lindos Temple Chronicle ((FGrHist

532) fr. c.24). That Phaselis possessed a territory is shown by

the report of Kimon ravaging the χ)ρα c.469 (Plut.Cim. 12);

it is also mentioned by Arrian (Anab. 1.24.6 (r334/3)).

Lyrnateia probably bordered on Phaselis ((Arist.) 973a8). In

the Peace of Kallias in 449 Phaselis is the boundary west of

which Persian fleets were not allowed to sail (Diod. 12.4.5).

Phaselis was supposedly colonized from Lindos on

Rhodes in 691/0 (Euseb. 93b.2, Helm; Blumenthal (1963)),

and at Plut. Cim. 12.3 the people of Phaselis are recorded as

Hellenes. The oikistes was supposedly Lakios (Aristainetos

(FGrHist 771) fr. 1; Ath. 7.297E–298A), a native of either

Lindos or Argos (Philostephanos FHG iii 29), but he is 

possibly mythical; for the earliest attested version of the

foundation myth, from C5/4, see Herophytos fr. 1. Phaselis is

listed as one of the four Dorian poleis involved in the foun-

dation of Naukratis (Hdt. 2.178.2).

Phaselis was a member of the Delian League. It belonged

to the Karian district (IG i³ 269.iv.9), later incorporated into

the Ionian district (IG i³ 279.i.46). It was forced to join the

League c.469 (Plut. Cim. 12.3–4) and is registered in the trib-

ute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.24) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.17)

a total of fifteen times, three times completely restored, pay-

ing a phoros of 6 tal. (IG i³ 259.iv.24), reduced to 3 tal. in

450/49 (IG i³ 263.ii.35), but changed again before 433/2 (IG i³

272.i.90), either back to 6 tal. or further reduced to 2 tal. It

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.129). In 411

Phaselis had fallen into Persian hands and was occupied by a

Spartan force (Thuc. 8.99). Phaselis also had a long-

standing friendship with Chios (Plut. Cim. 12). Phaselis

made a treaty with Mausolos in the 350s (TAM ii 1183.3, 4,

10), apparently on equal terms. Proxenia and citizenship

were received from Samos in 306–301 by Timophanes son of

Archepolis (IG xii 6 32). Mutual legal arrangements

(ξυµβολα� αH δ�και) existed in C5 with Athens (IG i³ 10);

disputes between Athenians and Phaseliots were to be tried

at Athens. For the close commercial relations in C4 between

Phaselis and Athens, see Dem. 35.1 et passim.

Phaselis had a cult of Athena Polias (TAM ii 1184, not later

than C5). There was also an annual sacrifice to Kylabras, dat-

ing to the colony’s foundation (Ath. 7.297E–298A, citing

Herophytos (FGrHist 448) fr. 1 and Philostephanos (FHG iii

29)). Phaselis was one of the cities responsible for building
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the Hellenion at Naukratis in C6 (Hdt. 2.178.2–3), and made

dedications to Athena on Lindos (Burn (1960) 48 n. 19).

The city was fortified c.469 (Plut. Cim. 12.3–4) and a few

remains of the C5 fortifications are still extant. As rebuilt

c.300, they enclosed an area of c.20 ha (Schäfer (1981) 49–86;

for the dates, see 54, 58, 84, 164–66).A fortified settlement on

a hill north of the city dates to the Hellenistic period

(Schläger and Schafer (1971); Schäfer (1981) 125–35). An

agora is mentioned in the context of 334/3 by Plutarch (Alex.

18.4). Ps.-Skylax notes Phaselis’ limen (π#λις κα� λιµ�ν),

which is archaeologically visible. The were in fact two har-

bours, one north and one south of the acropolis.

Phaselis struck silver coins on the Persian standard from

before c.550. (1) Silver, c.550–C5e: denominations: stater and

third. Obv. prow of galley, in shape of forepart of boar; rev.

incuse of varying form. (2) Silver, C5e–C4l: denominations:

stater, third, drachm, obol. Obv. prow of galley, in shape of

forepart of boar; rev. stern of galley; legend: Φ or ΦΑ or

ΦΑΣ or ΦΑΣΗ (sometimes on obv.) (Heipp-Tamer

(1993); SNG Cop. Lycia 119–23).

943. Xanthos (Xanthios) Map 65. Lat. 36.20, long: 29.20.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Ξ�νθος, !

(Hdt. 1.176.3, denoting the city; Hecat. fr. 255, denoting the

river). The city-ethnic is Ξ�νθιος (Hdt. 1.176.2–3; SEG 36

1216.i.1, 8–9 (340–34)). Steph. Byz. 123.12–14 records an alter-

native toponym, Xρνα, derived from Lykian Arñna

(Melchert (1993) 6).

Xanthos is called a polis in the urban sense on Erbbina’s

statue base (SEG 39 1414.24 (C4e)) and in a tax exemption

decree from Xanthos issued by Pixodaros, polis in the urban

sense refers to the inhabitants of Xanthos, as well as those of

Tlos, Pinara and Kadyanda (SEG 36 1216.4 (340–334)).

Finally Xanthos is called polis by Ps.-Skylax 100 (as restored

by Müller). Polis in the political sense is attested on a trilin-

gual cult inscription from the Letoön (Neumann (1979) N

320.b.18 �SEG 27 342 (337)), but the Greek text is a transla-

tion of the Lykian (Blomqvist (1982); Briant (1998) 307). The

Lykian word rendered by polis is teteri, for which see Kolb

and Tietz (2001) 395. Xanthos is called an >στυ by

Herodotos (1.176.1) and on Erbbina’s statue base (SEG 39

1414.5–6). The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested

internally on the tax exemption edict of Pixodaros (SEG 36

1216.i.1–2, 8–9) and the trilingual cult inscription (SEG 27

942.5–6), and externally by Herodotos (1.176.2–3). The indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in a C3e

bilingual epitaph from Kition (SEG 40 1355) and in literary

sources (Suda Π2963 (rC4)).

Decrees of Xanthos set up at the Letoön (e.g. Neumann

(1979) N 320) indicate that the sanctuary was part of the ter-

ritory of Xanthos (Schweyer (1996) 28–29). Xanthos proba-

bly had upland estates, which is where those who escaped

the destruction of the city in c.540 (Hdt. 1.176.3) were (Bean

(1978) 50). Xanthos is placed in Lykia by Hekataios,

Herodotos (1.176.3) and Ps.-Skylax (100).

The city was destroyed, and the mass of the population

killed, in an act of mass suicide c.540 (Hdt. 1.176.1–2; App. B

Civ. 4.10.80; Plut. Brut. 31.7) and subsequently resettled by

.π�λυδες (Hdt. 1.176.3).

Xanthos may have been a member of the Delian League, if

a reference to Xanthos is concealed in the entry Λ�κιοι (IG

i³ 261.i.30, 262.v.33) and Λ�κιοι κα� συν[τελ] (IG i³

266.iii.34; see Bean (1978) 25; Keen (1998) 40). In this case, it

was included in the Καρικ�ς φ#ρος, and the syntely paid 10

tal. of tribute in 446/5.

Menekrates of Xanthos ((FGrHist 769) fr. 1 �Steph. Byz.

129.3) mentions Xanthian presbutai in a mythological con-

text; note also that Jacoby suggests a possible reading here of

πολ�τας instead of πρεσβ�τας.

A joint decree of Xanthians and perioikoi stipulates the

foundation of a cult for Basileus Kaunios (SEG 27 942.5–6:

�δοξε δ� Ξανθ�οις κα� το5ς περιο�κοις, where περ�οικοι

is a translation of epewētlmmēi in the Lykian original). The

opposition has been interpreted as a purely geographical

(Keen (1998) 55–56) or an institutionalised (Wörrle (1978)

238) distinction between the Xanthians settled in the city

and those in the hinterland. In the latter case the two strata

of population were probably hierarchically organised rather

than equal; analogy with other perioikic populations sug-

gests that they were usually dependent communities

(Domingo Gygax (2001) 19–40). It should be added, how-

ever, that joint decisions made by polis and perioikoi are

known from Lykia only, and probably reflect Lykian rather

than Greek institutions. The trilingual inscription attests an

epimeletes (SEG 27 942.4–5), probably appointed by the local

satrap (Bryce (1986) 133), and a hiereus of Basileus Kaunios

and Arkesimas, appointed by the people of Xanthos (SEG 27

942.8). Lykian-language inscriptions (e.g. TAM i 36

(C5–C4)) mention officials called miñti (on which see Bryce

(1986) 121–23).

SEG 42 1245.3 (c.400) identifies an agora, in which there was

a temenos of the Lykian Twelve Gods (Tritsch (1942) 41–42;

Picard (1951) 137–38; Martin (1951) 169–74). Menekrates fr. 2.3

records a hieron of Apollo. On the Lykian acropolis are a C6

sanctuary (Metzger et al. (1963) 29–36) and the foundations of

a building with three cellas (12 � 10.3 m), a C5 sanctuary of a
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divinity, perhaps Artemis (Metzger et al. (1963) 40–42; identi-

fied from a Hellenistic inscription). Appian (B Civ. 4.10.78–9)

records a Σαρπηδ#νειον, probably to be identified with a C5

building on the acropolis (Keen (1992) 55–56, (1996)). Three

temples are known from the Letoön, dated to the Classical

period by Metzger et al. (1992) but probably Hellenistic (Erik

Hansen, pers. comm.). For cults of Basileus Kaunios and

Arkesimas, see Metzger et al. (1979)).

There is a dynastic residence on the acropolis (Metzger et

al. (1963) 16–23; Bean (1978) 55). The Classical acropolis, men-

tioned by Herodotos (1.176.1), was the lower of two hills on

the site, on which a c.475–50 polygonal wall survives (Metzger

et al. (1963) 16–23; Bean (1978) 54). Further walls encompass

the so-called Hellenistic acropolis; Herodotos (1.176) implies

that the city was walled and capable of withstanding siege.

The city had walls in the Hellenistic period (Plut. Brut. 30.8,

31.2, 4), of which much of the circuit and the south gate sur-

vive (Metzger et al. (1963) 9–10 for the circuit). There is an

“early” polygonal wall at the Letoön (Bean (1978) 63). (On

walls, see also Ritter (1859) 1020–21; Benndorf and Niemann

(1884) 127, 138; Robert and Robert (1983) 124ff n. 4.)

Xanthos minted silver coins on the light Lykian standard

c.450–370. There is a variety of types including obv. head of

Athena wearing crested helmet (the characteristic obv.

motive from c.425 in common with west Lykian cities); rev.

head of Athena, or head of Apollo or eagle. All carry Lykian

legends until c.370/60 when the autonomous Lykian coinage

ended (Arñnaha/Arñnahe or abbreviation); most also carry

a dynast’s name (Mørkholm and Neumann (1978) M

205a–b, 221–223c, 224a–b, 240a–d). In C5 Xanthian dynasts

struck coins too on the heavy east Lykian standard and on

the so-called middle standard (Mørkholm and Zahle (1972),

(1976); Mørkholm and Neumann (1978); Vismara

(1989–96); Kolb and Tietz (2001); SNG Cop. suppl. 445,

447–48, 455, 460, 496A).

It is a much debated problem to what extent Xanthos

was a Hellenic community before the Hellenistic period.

The barbarian ethnicity of Xanthos is suggested by

Herodotos’ considering it Lykian (1.176.3), since he consid-

ers the Lykians barbaroi (supra). All coins of the Classical

period carry Lykian legends (supra). Also, most inscrip-

tions of the Classical period are in Lykian (TAM i 36–51

(C5–C4)) rather than Greek (cf. Bryce (1986) 211). The

habit of striking coins, as well as Greek pottery found in

Xanthos (Metzger et al. (1972)) are evidence of Greek con-

tacts and Greek influence, but not of Greek settlers (Keen

(1998) 61–70). In C4, however, the picture changes. The ear-

liest bilingual inscription is a Greek epigram on the

“inscribed pillar” of C5l–C4e (TAM i 44C �ML 93; cf. SEG

45 1827). The C4e inscription from Xanthos honouring the

Lycian dynast Arbinas is in Greek without a parallel text in

Lykian (SEG 39 1414 �CEG 2 888). The Irano-centric inter-

pretation of the text by Herrenschmidt (1985) has been

countered by Levêque and Pleket (SEG 36 1215), emphasis-

ing Greek values. With the Hekatomnid domination of

Lykia, Greek seems to have become an official language

alongside Lykian (Le Roy (1987)), as is attested in Xanthos

by Pixodaros’ trilingual edict concerning exemption from

taxes (SEG 36 1216). The Hekatomnid Hellenisation of

Karia (Hornblower (1982) 332–51) was presumably trans-

ferred to Lykia too, especially by Pixodaros. He was satrap

of Lykia (SEG 27 942.1–2) from 340 to 334 (Diod. 16.74.2).

Artemelis, his epimeletes in Xanthos, was a Karian, but

Hieron and Apollodotos, his two archontes of Lykia, may

have been Greeks (SEG 27 942.3–5). Furthermore, a local

Greek historian, Menekrates of Xanthos, is commonly

dated to C4 (FGrHist 769); he wrote a work entitled

Lykiaka in two books in which he reports, or perhaps

invents, Homeric foundation myths for the Lykian cities

and suggests that Xanthos colonized Pinara and two other

unnamed cities. Thus, in C4s there were sufficient elements

of Hellenisation in Xanthos to justify the inclusion of that

city in the Inventory as an example of a mixed community

(Keen (1998) 66–69).
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I. The Island

The name of the island is Κρ�τα, ! (Eur. Bacch. 121; I.Cret.

iii.vi.7 (C3e)) or Κρ�τη (Hom. Il. 2.649; Hdt. 3.44); cf. the

plural Κρ8ται, αH (Hom. Od. 14.199). The ethnic is Κρ�ς

(Hom. Il. 2.645; I.Cret. iv 176 (C2e)) or Κρηταιε�ς (I.Cret.

ii.xxiii.21 (C2)). The ethnic in -ευς was perhaps a creation of

the Hellenistic Cretan koinon (Bile (1989–90)). The collec-

tive use of the ethnic Κρ�ς is attested externally in a graffito

from Abydos of a mercenary soldier in the army of

Amyrtaios (.πi ?µυρτα�ο .π�κοροι Κρε̃τες, Memnonion

405 (c.400)) and internally in public documents of the

Hellenistic period (e.g.πρεσβευτα� Κρ8τες, I.Cret. iii.iv.10

(C2l)). There are no examples of the individual use internal-

ly, but externally there are references to the Gortynioi

Βρ#ταρχος Γορτ�νιος Κρ�ς, a merchant (Simon. AP

7.254 bis (C6s/C5e)), Νικ�ας Γορτ�νιος Κρ�ς, proxenos of

Athens (Thuc. 2.85.5 (429)), and the grave stele of

[Τιµ]ο%χος Κρ�ς from Athens (IG ii² 9090 (C4m)). The

collective use of the ethnic Κρηταιε�ς is attested externally

in Polybius (e.g. Polyb. 4.53.4–5) and internally in public

documents of the Hellenistic period, principally in two

expressions: τ� κοιν�ν τ+ν Κρηται/ων (e.g. I.Cret.

ii.iii.4C (c.159–138)) and π�ντες Κρηταιε5ς (e.g. I.Cret.

iii.iv.9 (C2)). There are no examples of the use of

Κρηταιε�ς as part of the personal name,but the ethnic does

appear in private contexts (e.g. I.Cret. ii.xxiii.21 (C2), a grave

epigram from Polyrhen).

The island of Crete is surrounded by many small islands.¹

There is little early evidence, written or material, for their 

settlement during the Archaic and Classical periods. The

island of Dia, located 5 nautical miles north of Herakleion, is

identified in the Odyssey as the place where Artemis killed

Ariadne (Od. 11.325). Two settlements of the Classical period

have been identified on the island of Ghavdos (ancient

Kaudos), located in the Libyan sea 20 nautical miles south of

Chora Sphakion, but nothing is known about their political

status during the Classical period. Written sources of the

Hellenistic and Roman periods indicate that Ghavdos and

others of the small islands belonged in some fashion to one or

another of the Cretan poleis. “Those who inhabited Kaudos”

formed a dependent community, perhaps a dependent polis,

of Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 184 (C3l–C2e); Chaniotis (1996) 160–68,

407–20), while Lipara (if indeed an island; cf. Guarducci

(1939) 117) appears to have belonged to Kydonia (I.Cret. ii.x.1

(C3)). Control of Leuke (modern Kouphonisi) was contested

by a succession of east Cretan poleis, including Stalai, Praisos,

Itanos and Hierapytna (Perlman (1999) 146–51). Several of

the Hellenistic treaties and alliances between Cretan poleis

guaranteed the security of islands (ν8σοι) belonging to them

(I.Cret. iii.vi.7 (C3e); I.Cret. i.xvi.17 (C2e), xvi.5 (C2l)). For

the most part these islands were inhabited if at all only on a

seasonal basis. We should imagine that the Cretan poleis laid

claim to them when motivated to do so by economic and

strategic concerns.The shores of Crete mark the geographical

limits of this chapter.

Greek epic tradition identified Crete as a land of many

cities, 100 in the Iliad (Κρ�την Gκατ#µπολιν, Hom. Il.

2.649) and ninety in the Odyssey (.νν�κοντα π#ληες, Hom.

Od. 19.174). The persistence of the epic tradition into the

Roman period is instanced by the use of the epithet

Gκατονταπολ5ται in a funerary inscription of a Roman

gladiator from Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 373). The survival of well

over 100 toponyms of settlements of Graeco-Roman Crete is

in part due to this tradition which encouraged the ancient

geographers to compile lists of the fabled 100 poleis of Crete

(Faure (1959), (1997)).

Written sources, including coin legends, provide us 

with the toponyms and city-ethnics of sixty-four Cretan 
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settlements of the Archaic and Classical periods.² Written

sources from the Archaic and Classical periods survive for

forty-five of these toponyms.³ The written sources for six-

teen of the remaining nineteen toponyms are late, and the

Archaic and Classical phases of these settlements are attest-

ed by the material evidence which in most cases consists of

surface remains only.⁴ The locations of fifty-four of the

sixty-four Cretan settlements of the Archaic and Classical

periods have been identified beyond a reasonable doubt,⁵

the locations of the remaining ten with a certain amount of

probability only.⁶ A further sixteen settlements with Archaic

and Classical habitation phases have been identified with a

certain amount of probability, with toponyms attested in

late sources only.⁷ Finally, the remains of twenty Archaic and

Classical settlements cannot be convincingly matched with

any of the toponyms found in the written sources.⁸ Thus,

the written and archaeological records do indeed provide

evidence for 100 Archaic and Classical settlements altogeth-

er. Forty-nine of these are described in the Inventory, which

on current evidence comprises every settlement on the

island of Crete that was either certainly (type A) or probably

(type B) or possibly (type C) an Archaic or Classical polis.

The remaining fifty-one settlements are listed below.⁹

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

Acharna (?χ�ρνα) The toponym Acharna,which appears

in the C5m agreement of Argos,Knosos and Tylisos (ML 42B,

ll. 35–36: τ�ν ?ρχ�ν τ� τ/µενος �χεν τ�ν ?χ�ρναι), was

probably located in the vicinity of the modern village of

Archarnes. The agreement includes the sanctuary of Archos

at Acharna among the features marking the border of

Knosos and Tylisos (ML 42B, l. 27). Although the largely

chance finds from the vicinity of Archarnes indicate occupa-

tion during the Archaic and Classical periods, on current

evidence it is not possible to make any further claims about

the nature of that occupation (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-

Sakellaraki (1997) 38–41; Chaniotis (1994)). Barr. C.

Amyklaion (?µ�κλαιον) I.Cret. iv 72.iii.7–8 (C5m):

�ποµ#σαι τ3ν Xρτεµιν παρ’ ?µ�κλαιον π3ρ τ3ν

Τοκσ�αν; I.Cret. iv 172 (C3l): ?µυκλα5οι; Steph. Byz. 88.3:

π#λις. Probably located in the western Mesara, perhaps at

Kommos. Shaw (1978) 150–54; Cucuzza (1997) 66–72. Barr.

H., but also C, see the C5m inscription supra.

² Toponyms preceded by the symbol (*) are not attested in the ancient
sources and have been deduced from ethnics and other forms (e.g. adverbial)
which are attested.

³ The early written sources may preserve two additional Cretan ethnics:
Πρεπσιδ�ι (BCH 70 (1946) 588–90 no. 1 (C6)) and Μαρωνε�της (Suda s.v.
Σωτ�δης), but the interpretation of the former as an ethnic (in -�δης) is prob-
lematic, and the reading Μαρφ[νειαι] (where φ �ω/υ) in an Archaic
Eteocretan text from Praisos (I.Cret. iii.vi.3, l. 7 (C6); Faure (1988–89) 103–5) is
highly speculative (Perlman (1996) 256, 276 n. 77). The 45 Cretan settlements
attested in early written sources are Acharna, Allaria, Amyklaion, Aptara,
Arkades, Aulon, Axos, Chersonasos, Datala, Dreros, Eleutherna, Eltynia, Elyros,
Gortyn, Hierapytna, Hyrtakina, Itanos, Keraia, Knosos, Kydonia, Kytaion,
Lappa, Latosion, Lebena, Lisos, Lykastos, Lyktos, Milatos, Olous, Osmida,
*Pergamos, Phaistos, Phalasarna, Polichne (Trypitos), Polichne (Vryses),
Polyrhenia, Praisos, Priansos, Rhaukos, Rhithymnos, *Rhitten, Rhytion,
Sybrita, Tarrha, Tylisos.

⁴ Anopolis, Apellonia, Biannos, Bionnos, Herakleion, Istron, Lassoia, Lato,
Malla, Matala, Minoa, Oleros, Pantomatrion, *Petra, Phalannai, Poikilasion.
The locations of *Detonnion (Kefala, Astritzi?), Dragmos (Kastri,
Koutsoulopetris?) and Stalai (Dasonari?) are uncertain.

⁵ With the following exceptions, locations follow those of Map 60 of the
Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Barr.), compiled by J. Bennet
(ancient names are italicised). (1) Ampelos, Koxare �*Kourtolia? (Barr. does
not include *Kourtolia in the catalogue and does not identify Ambelos,
Koxare). (2) Kastellos, Varypetro �Λαχαν�α (Barr. does not identify Kastellos,
Varypetro and does not include Lachania in the catalogue). (3) Barr. does not
include Latosion in the catalogue. (4) Prophitis Elias, Kato Chorio �Larisa?,
Kastellos Kalamafka is not identified (Barr. locates Larisa at Kastellos
Kalamafka and does not identify Prophitis Elias). (5) Veni, Apostoloi �Ilattia?
(Barr. does not identify Veni and does not locate Ilattia). (6) Four entries Barr.
includes are excluded here: Ag. Triada; Ag. Georgios, Gialos; Karphi; Lera.
Evidence for occupation during the Archaic and Classical periods at Ag. Triada
(La Rosa (1988–89)) and at Ag. Georgios, Gialos (M. S. F. Hood (1967) 49–50) is
exiguous at best. Evidence for the Archaic period at Karphi occurs only in the
vicinity of an open cult place at the spring of Vitzilovrysis. Occupation of the
site ceased at the end of Late Minoan IIIC (Nowicki (2000) 157–64 no. 67). A
sanctuary of Pan and the Nymphs was established in Lera cave on Akrotiri
peninsula during the Archaic period (Guest-Papamanoli and Lambraki
(1976)). There was never a settlement there. (7) Barr. does not include the fol-
lowing unidentified Archaic and/or Classical settlements: Azoria, Kavousi;
Charakas, Vainia; Ellinika, Zakros Gorge; Elliniko Kastello, Myrsini; Kastri,
Tourloti Kastri; Kefala, Ligortynos; Papoura, Kera; Patsianos Kefala; Skalia,
Stavrochori.

⁶ The ten toponyms located with a certain amount of probability only are
Amyklaion, Datala, Dragmos, Kytaion, Latosion, Osmida, *Pergamon, Polichne
(Trypito), Stalai, *Rhitten.

⁷ Ancient names are italicised. Arvi (�ancient *Aria?); Ampelos, Koxare
(�ancient *Kourtolia?); Avgousti, Ag. Georgios (�ancient *Eronos/
*Erannos?); Kastellos, Varypetro (�ancient Lachania?); Kasteriotis,
Melidochori (�ancient *Hyrtaia?); Kastri, Farmakokefalo (�ancient
Ampelos?); Kefala, Astritzi (�ancient *Detonnion?); Kontokynigi (�ancient
Pelkis?); Phoinikias, Sellia (�ancient Phoinix?); Prophitis Elias, Kadros
(�ancient Katre?); Prophitis Elias, Kato Chorio (�ancient Larisa?); Selli,
Kissamos (�ancient Mykenai?); Troulli,Rokka (�ancient *Rokka?);Vathi (for-
merly Kouneni) (�ancient Ina?); Veni, Apostoloi (�ancient Ilattia?); Voulgari
Armokastella, Melambes (�ancient Korion?).

⁸ Ag. Ioannis, Ghavdos; Ag. Giorgios Papoura, Pinakiano; Amnatos;
Anavlochos, Vrachasi; Azoria, Kavousi; Charakas, Vainia; Ellinika, Zakros
Gorge; Elliniko Kastello, Myrsini; Kastellos, Kalamafka; Kastri, Apodholou;
Kastri, Keratokambos; Kastri, Pantanassa; Kastri, Tourloti; Kefala, Ligortynos;
Koupos, Kroussonas; Papoura, Kera; Patela, Prinias; Patsianos Kefala; Skalia,
Stavrochori; Vigla,Vizari. Oxa, Elounda, is perhaps to be identified as the acrop-
olis or upper city of Olous. If not, we should include it in the list of unidentified
Archaic and Classical settlements.

⁹ In the following lists, the final modern citation of each entry (in parenthe-
ses) provides a discussion of the material evidence.
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Lassoia (Λασσο�α) Acta Apost. 27.8: π#λις. Blackman

and Branigan (1975) 28–32; Branigan (1979b). Barr. H and

later, but C also attested.

Latosion (Λατ#σιον) I.Cret. iv 58 and 78 (both C5).

Settlement near Gortyn, perhaps in the vicinity of

Mitropolis. Guarducci (1950) 79; van Effenterre and van

Effenterre (1985) 187–88. Not in Barr., but C attested.

Lykastos (Λ�καστος) Il. 2.647:�ργιν#εις; Polyb.22.15:τ�

Λυκ�στιον (sc. χ+ρον); Strabo 10.4.14: κατασκ�ψαντες

(Knosioi)τ�ν π#λιν κα� τ�ν χ)ραν .νε�µαντο; Steph. Byz.

421.1: π#λις; Mycenaean ru-ki-to? (McArthur (1993)

145–46). Sanders (1982) 154 (8/10); Nowicki (2000) 182–83

no. 82. Barr. H and later, but AC also attested.

Minoa (Μιν�)α) Plin. HN 4.12.59: oppidum insignis; Ptol.

Geog. 3.15.4. Blackman (1976b). Barr. H and later, but AC also

attested.

Oleros ( ;Ωλερος) Xenion (FGrHist 460) fr. 14: π#λις.

Hayden (1995). Barr. C and later, but A also attested.

Pantomatrion (Παντοµ�τριον) Steph. Byz. 502.4–6:

π#λις; Ptol.Geog.3.15.5; Stadiasmus 346:�π� ‘Ρ�θυµνας ε2ς

Παντοµ�τριον στ�διοι ρ’ π#λις .στ�ν. �χει α2γιαλ#ν

(Müller GGM). Bronze coins (C2) with types: obv. palm tree

or female head; rev. palm; legend: ΠΑ (Faure (1993) 72; cf.

Svoronos (1890) 251–52; Le Rider (1966) 248–50); Schiering

(1982). Barr. C and later, but A also attested.

Phalannai (Φ�λανναι) Steph. Byz. 655.20–22: π#λις.

Platon (1954), (1956), (1955); Faure (1988) 86. Barr. AC.

Poikilasion (Ποικιλ�σιον) Stadiasmus 330: Ποικιλασσ#ν·

π#λις .στ� κα� Iρµον �χει κα� &δωρ. Nixon et al. (1989) 208.

Barr. C.

Rhytion (‘Ρ�τιον) Hom. Il. 2.648: Φαιστ#ν τε ‘Ρ�τι#ν

τε π#λεις .L ναιετο)σας; Strabo 10.4.14: Γορτυν�ων δ’

.στ� κα� τ� ‘Ρ�τιον σLν τ=8 Φαιστ�+; Steph. Byz. 548.6–7:

π#λις; I.Cret. i.xxix.1 (first half of second century ad):

‘Ρυτιασ�ων κ)[µης]. Spratt (1865) i.333–36; Sanders

(1982) 150 (7/21); Nowicki (2000) 190–91 no. 88). Barr. AC.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ag. Eirini Possibly *Pergamos (Gondiccas (1988) 280–85),

under which name it is listed in the Barr. directory. Ps.-

Skylax 47: τ8ς χ+ρας Περγαµ�ας; I.Cret. ii.xv.3 (C3):

Σωσ�ρχου θυγ�τηρ Πασιµν�στα Περγαµ�α τ� γ/νος;

Plut. Lyk. 31:τ8ς Περγαµ�ας περ� τ�ν ξενικ�ν Wδ#ν;Verg.

Aen. 3.131–34; Plin. HN 4.12.59;Vell. Pat. 1.1. Gondiccas (1988)

278. Barr. AC.

Ag. Giorgios Papoura Possibly ∆ατ�λα (Watrous (1982)

40; cf. Datala, infra). Watrous (1982) 39–40. Barr. AC.

Ag. Ioannis Probably the principal settlement of the island

Kaudos (modern Gavdos) in Antiquity (it is listed under

Kaudos in the Barr. directory). Levi (1927–29). Barr. C, but A

also attested.

Amnatos Branigan (1979a). Barr. C.

Ampelos Possibly *Kourtolia? (Perlman (1996) 247–48).

The toponym is deduced from the ethnic Κουρτολια5ος

(OGIS i 71 (C3)). Barr. C. Hood and Warren (1966) 180 no. 19.

Anavlokhos P.Demargne (1931); Nowicki (2000) 171–73 no.

72. Barr. A.

Arvi Possibly *Aria (Kitchell (1983)) under which it is list-

ed in the Barr. directory. The toponym is deduced from the

ethnics ?ρια5οι and Xρβιος (ibid.). Milet. i.3 140

(c.259–250): the community of the ?ρια5οι identified as a

polis). For the coins (C3s), see Le Rider (1966) 227–29.

S. Hood et al. (1964) 89–92 (42.1). Barr. C.

Avgousti Possibly *Eronos/*Erannos? (Faure (1993) 69),

under which it is listed in the Barr. directory. The toponyms

are deduced from the ethnics ’Ερ)νιοι (Michel 62; I.Cret. iv

179 (both C2f)) and ’Ερ�ννιοι (Michel 62 (C2f)); in both

texts the community of ’Ερ)νιοι/’Ερ�ννιοι is identified as

a polis. Watrous (1982) 55–56. Barr. AC.

Azoria Nowicki (2000) 99–100 no. 32. Not in Barr., but A is

attested.

Charakas Nowicki (2000) 86–89 no. 25. Not in Barr., but

AC is attested.

Ellinika Nowicki (2000) 54–55 no. 7. Not in Barr., but A is

attested.

Elliniko Kastello Nowicki (2000) 103–4 no. 35. Not in Barr.,

but A is attested.

Kastellos (Cf. Faure (1963) 18 no. 48.) Faure, loc. cit.;

Nowicki (2000) 127–28 no. 49. Barr.AC, s.v. Larisa? (cf. infra,

Prophitis Elias, Kato Chorio).

Kastellos Possibly Λαχαν�α (Faure (1988) 90–91). I.Cret.

ii.x.1 (C3): κ)µη. ArchDelt 25 (1970) Chron. 468; Sanders

(1982) 168 (18/9); Erickson (2000) 260. Barr. C and later, but

A also attested.
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Kasteriotis Possibly *Hyrtaia (Faure (1960) 196–98, (1993)

70), under which it is listed in the Barr. directory. Milet. i.3

140 (c.259–250): π#λις. The toponym is deduced from the

city-ethnic ‘Υρτα5ος. Spratt (1865) i.319–26; Sanders (1982)

150 (7/5). Barr. C.

Kastri (Apodholou) Barr. C. S. Hood et al. (1964) 78–79

(32.4).

Kastri (Farmakokefalo) Possibly Ampelos (Guarducci

(1942) 1), under which it is listed in the Barr. directory. Plin.

HN 4.12.59: oppidum insignis; Ptol. Geog. 3.15.3: Xµπελος

>κρα. ArchDelt 39 (1984) Chron. 304–6, 40 (1985) Chron.

300–1, 41 (1986) Chron. 231–32 (with fig. 2, p. 233). Barr. H

and later, but C also attested.

Kastri (Keratokampos) S. Hood et al. (1964) 82–83 (34).

Barr. AC.

Kastri (Pantanassa) Hood and Warren (1966) 188–89 no.

36. Barr. C.

Kastri (Tourloti (?)) Nowicki (2000) 104 no. 36. Not in

Barr., but A is attested.

Kefala Possibly *Detonnion? (Guarducci (1935) 46). The

toponym is deduced from the ethnic ∆ητ#ννιος (SEG 26

1679 (C3/C2)); cf. ∆ιατ#νιον (Polyb. 22.15). Mariani (1895)

235–37; Nowicki (2000) 179 no. 78. Barr. s.v. Diatonion dates

it H, but AC is also attested.

Kefala (Ligortynos(?)) Nowicki (2000) 185–86 no. 84. Not

in Barr., but AC is attested.

Kefala (Patsianos(?)) Nixon et al. (1990) 217; Nowicki

(2000) 213–14 no. 103. Not in Barr., but AC is attested.

Kontokynigi Possibly Πελκ�ς (and listed s.v. in the Barr.

directory), attested only in BCH 45 (1921) iii.104 (c.230–210)

(Guarducci (1939) 84; Gondiccas (1988) 57–61, 63–66. Barr.

C.

Kroussonas Sanders (1982) 154–55 (9/13); ArchDelt 38 (1983)

Chron. 355–56, 42 (1987) Chron. 530–31; Nowicki (2000)

181–82 no. 81. Barr. AC.

Monopari Possibly ’Οσµ�δα: Ps.-Skylax 47. Spratt (1865)

ii.114–16; Sanders (1982) 163 (14/3). Barr. H.

Oxa Possibly “Upper” Olous (no. 978). Nowicki (2000)

173–74 no. 74. Not in Barr., but AC attested.

Papoura Nowicki (2000) 167–70 no. 70. Not in Barr., but A

attested.

Patela (Cf. Guarducci (1935) 294, *Rhitten; Faure (1963)

16–17: ?πολλων�α.) Rizza (1991), (1995), (2000). Barr. AC.

Phoinikias Possibly Φο5νιξ (Guarducci (1935) 192). Barr.

(s.v. Phoinix?). Cf. Hood and Warren (1966) 184 no. 26.

Prophitis Elias Possibly Κ�τρη (Gondiccas (1988) 49–51),

under which it is listed in the Barr. directory; Steph. Byz.

368.5: π#λις. Barr. C. Gondiccas (1988) 26–31.

Prophitis Elias (Episkopi) Possibly Λ�ρισα (Watrous and

Blitzer (1995); cf. supra, Kastellos, Kalamafka). Strabo 

9.5.19: κα� .ν Κρ�τ=η π#λις ! ν%ν ε2ς ‘Ιερ�πυτναν

συνοικισθε5σα, �φ’ �ς κα� τ� 6ποκε�µενον πεδ�ον ν%ν

Λαρ�σιον καλε5ται. Nowicki (2000) 89–90 no. 27.

Barr. AC.

Selli Possibly Μυκ8ναι (Gondiccas (1988) 156), under

which it is listed in the Barr. directory. Gondiccas (1988)

152–55; Nowicki (2000) 222 no. 12. Barr. AC.

Skalia Nowicki (2000) 218–19 no. 3. Not in Barr., but AC

attested.

Troulli Possibly *Rokka (Gondiccas (1988) 265–69), under

which it is listed in the Barr. directory. The toponym is

deduced from the epithet of Xρτεµις ‘Ροκκα5α (Ael. NA

14.20). Gondiccas (1988) 272–74; Nowicki (2000) 216–17 no.

105. Barr. C and later, but A also attested.

Trypitos Possibly Πολ�χνη (Faure (1993) 67–68); listed as

Polichna in the Barr. directory. (Κρητικ� ‘Εστ�α 2 (1988)

�ρχ. ε2δ. 335–36, 3 (1989–90) �ρχ. ε2δ. 291–92, 4 (1991–93)

�ρχ. ε2δ. 302–3). Barr. C.

Vathi (formerly Kouneni) Possibly  ;Ινα (Gondiccas (1988)

77–78); listed as Ina Chorion in the Barr. directory. Ptol.

Geog. 3.15.2: χωρ�ον. Gondiccas (1988) 74. Barr. C.

Veni Possibly ’Ιλαττ�α (Faure (1988) 84–85). Steph. Byz.

330.14: π#λις; Polyb. 13.10.5. S. Hood et al. (1964) 70 no. 21;

Nowicki (2000) 197–99 no. 93. Barr. C, but A also attested.

Vigla S. Hood et al. (1964) 77 no. 30. Barr. C.

Voulgari Armokastella Possibly Κ#ριον (Manganaro (1974)

43–50; Kirsten (1974) 86–88) under which it is listed in the

Barr. directory. Hood and Warren (1966) 169–70 no. 2. Barr.

C.

The ancient record suggests that nineteen of these fifty-one

communities were poleis at some point during the

Hellenistic period. Indeed, the evidence for the political

status of three members of this group—Larisa (Prophitis
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Elias, Kato Chorio), Poikilasion and Polichne (Trypitos)—

suggests that they may have been poleis already during the

Classical period. Larisa joined with Hierapytna in a synoe-

cism (Strabo 9.5.19). The synoecism must have taken place

by the beginning of C4, when the material record for the

settlement on Prophitis Elias ceases (Watrous and Blitzer

(1995); autopsy). Strabo indicates that Larisa possessed a

hinterland, the Λαρ�σιον πεδ�ον (Strabo 9.5.19). Both

Strabo and Stephanos identify Larisa as a polis (Strabo

9.5.19; Steph. Byz. 413.3). If Larisa was a polis, as the evi-

dence hints, it was one during the Classical period.

Poikilasion is mentioned in an alliance between Magas of

Cyrene and the federation of the Oreioi, whose member

states swore by τ�ς .µ Ποικιλασ�ωι θε#ς to uphold its

terms (I.Cret. ii.xvii.1 (C3f)). The league dates to the period

C4l–C3. If Poikilasion was a member, the community was a

polis and perhaps one already by the late Classical period.

Polichne (Trypitos) is perhaps referred to by Herodotos in

his account of the Cretan response to the messengers sent

out to marshal the Greek resistance in advance of Xerxes’

invasion (Hdt. 7.170). According to the story told by

Herodotos, the Praisioi and the Polichnites did not accom-

pany the other Cretans to Sicily to avenge the death of

Minos (π�ντας πλ�ν Πραισ�ων κα� Πολιχνιτ/ων). The

context is mythical, but the story was current in C5 and

probably refers to a historical community. If Polichne

(Trypitos) is a community distinct from the Polichne near

Vryses, Herodotos’ narrative suggests that it was a polis. An

additional ten of the nineteen communities were either

certainly¹⁰ or possibly¹¹ poleis during the Hellenistic peri-

od, and three others were perhaps dependent poleis.¹² The

final four in this group of nineteen appointed theorodokoi,

and so may have been poleis at some time, but were not

necessarily still poleis at the time of the appointment of the-

orodokoi in C3s.¹³

Thus, of the seventy-nine toponyms of Archaic and

Classical settlements on Crete, sixty-eight (86 per cent) were

poleis at some point during the Archaic, Classical and

Hellenistic periods, and forty-nine (62 per cent) were poleis

already in the Archaic and Classical periods.Almost nothing

may be said about the status of the remaining Archaic and

Classical settlements. Only one settlement attested in an

early source, Latosion, seems on current evidence not to

have been a polis, but rather a neighbourhood or district

within the territory of Gortyn.¹⁴ Later sources provide a few

terms which might reasonably be understood to refer to

dependent communities of one sort or another (Perlman

(1996) 239–44). Thus a Hellenistic inscription identifies

Laxania as a kome, presumably of Kydonia (I.Cret. ii.x.1

(C3)), and Ptolemy calls Ina a chorion (Ptol. Geog. 3.15.2).

But in no case are there grounds to project such terms back

into the Classical period or to suggest that the terms rep-

resent civic subdivisions of the polis. The only civic sub-

divisions attested for the Cretan poleis are the phylai, and

these appear to have been personal. In so far as there is no

evidence for the creation of new phylai following the end of

the Classical period, phylai attested only in Hellenistic

sources are most likely earlier, and so are included in the

Inventory. In this case a retrospective interpretation of the

sources seems justified. Thus, the only type of dependent

community attested on Crete during the Archaic and

Classical periods is the dependent polis, and the only polis

known to have possessed such dependencies before the

Hellenistic period is Gortyn: viz. *Rhitten and perhaps

Aulos.Conversely, there is very little evidence for hyper-polis

organisations such as federations or leagues on Crete prior

to the Hellenistic period, with the exception of the Oreioi, a

federation of small poleis (Elyros, Hyrtakina, Lisos, Tarrha

and perhaps Poikilasion) in west Crete, which may date as

early as the late Classical period.¹⁵ Attempts to retroject the

origins of the Hellenistic Cretan koinon back into the

¹⁰ ?ρια5οι (Milet. i.3 140 (c.259–250)); ’Ερ)νιοι/’Ερ�ννιοι (I.Cret. iv 179

(c.183); Michel 62); ‘Υρτα5οι (Milet. i.3 140 (c.259–250)). In addition to these
three Hellenistic poleis with evidence of earlier settlement phases, there is
Araden, a Hellenistic polis (I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)) for which there is no earlier
material evidence.

¹¹ *Kourtolia (Perlman (1996) 247–48); ?µ�κλαιον (ibid. 252, 258, 260–61);
Λ�καστος (ibid.249–50);Παντοµ�τριον (Faure (1993) 72; cf. Svoronos (1890)
251–52; Le Rider (1966) 248–50); ’Ιλαττ�α (Polyb. 13.10.5); Κ#ριον (Perlman
(1996) 243, 276 n. 79). Two communities may have minted coins for a brief time
during the Hellenistic period: Tanos (Svoronos (1890) 319 no. 1; Seager (1924) pls.
VI, VII) and the Ainaeis (Varoucha-Christodoulopoulou (1968)). Neither com-
munity has been located with certainty.

¹² Dependent poleis of Gortyn: the community of “those living on Kaudos”
(Chaniotis (1996) 161–66); Rhytion (Perlman (1996) 268–69); of Knosos:
*Detonnion (ibid. 247, 250–52).

¹² Dependent poleis of Gortyn: the community of “those living on Kaudos”
(Chaniotis (1996) 161–66); Rhytion (Perlman (1996) 268–69); of Knosos:
*Detonnion (ibid. 247, 250–52).

¹³ The four are Πελκ�ς (BCH 45 (1921) iii.104; Perlman (1995b) 139);
Λασσο�α (BCH 45 (1921) iv.9; Perlman (1995b) 136 (Lasaia)); ;Ωλερος (BCH 45

(1921) iv.3; Perlman (1995b) 138–39); Φ�λανναι (BCH 45 (1921) iii.117; Perlman
(1995b) 139). For the political significance of the appointment of a theorodokos,
see Perlman (1995b). One additional community, Ψ�χειον, appointed a theo-
rodokos (BCH 45 (1921) iv.12; Perlman (1995b) 139), but the material evidence for
the settlement is no earlier than the Hellenistic period.

¹⁴ Perlman (1996) 254. Two other toponyms,Π�λα andΚεσκ#ρα, are attest-
ed in an early inscription from Gortyn, but it is impossible to determine whether
these toponyms represent settlements (I.Cret. iv 43Ba (C5e); Perlman (1996)
242–43).

¹⁵ Van Effenterre (1948a) 119–26.
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Classical period have been largely unconvincing.¹⁶

Research into the Archaic and Classical history of Crete

presents special problems, chief among which is the fact that

in contrast to the rich material and epigraphic record for the

early Archaic and Hellenistic periods, the evidence for life

on Crete tails off during the late Archaic period and does not

begin to revive until the late Classical period. The precise

chronological limits of this period of decline appear to vary

across the island, yet the pattern of decline and growth with-

in the late Archaic and Classical periods is evident island-

wide.¹⁷ One of the symptoms of this pattern is the relatively

minor, even incidental role which the poleis of Crete appear

to have played in the life of the greater Greek world, as evid-

enced by the paucity of references to Crete and the Cretan

poleis in the written sources of the Archaic and Classical

periods. The archaeological investigation of post-Minoan

Crete offers the greatest promise of illuminating this Cretan

“Dark Age”as research, excavations and surveys currently in

progress are continually adding to our understanding.

Readers with a particular interest in the epigraphic and

archaeological evidence for settlement on Crete during the

Archaic and Classical periods are encouraged to consult the

annual epigraphic and archaeological reviews for the most

recent discoveries.¹⁸

The poverty of the record for late Archaic and Classical

Crete has of course affected the compilation of the

Inventory of the Archaic and Classical poleis. Four points

deserve special comment.

(1) Coins dating to the period c.330–280/270 provide the

earliest evidence for the polis status of thirteen commun-

ities.¹⁹ These communities may well have commenced strik-

ing coins only after the death of Alexander. Yet, it seems

unlikely that they did not exist as poleis in the political sense

already in the late Classical period. The Inventory cata-

logues these communities as probable poleis (type B).

(2) Four Cretan communities which were certainly poleis

in the Hellenistic period are excluded from this study. The

location of three of them is not known.²⁰ The location of the

fourth,Araden, is known, but Archaic and Classical material

has not been identified there.²¹ Future archaeological

research may well identify pre-Hellenistic habitation phases

for at least some of these settlements.

(3) Greater attention is paid to the written sources of the

Hellenistic period than is perhaps to be expected in a study

of the Archaic and Classical polis.²² Such attention is per-

haps justified by the observation that in general terms the

organisation of settlement on Crete from the Geometric

through the Hellenistic periods appears to favour consolid-

ation rather than proliferation (van Effenterre (1991a)).

Thus, one should not expect many new poleis to emerge

during the Hellenistic period. Rather, first-time evidence

for polis status in the Hellenistic period, particularly in the

early part of the period, should be regarded in light of the

general decline of evidence of all types during the Classical

period.

(4) One Hellenistic document, Milet. i.3 140, which 

preserves the texts of the agreements of three Cretan poleis

(Knosos, Gortyn and Phaistos) with Miletos, deserves 

special comment. Twenty-five Cretan communities are list-

ed as subscribers to these agreements. The heading of the

document identifies all of these communities as poleis. The

agreements have been dated to either c.293/2 or c.259–250.²³

They provide the earliest evidence of polis status for seven of

the communities.²⁴ The Inventory adopts the later date, but

in view of the chronological uncertainty, this document is

regarded as good evidence for the polis status of the sub-

scribers during the late Classical period if there is evidence

for Archaic or Classical habitation of the site.

II. The Poleis

944. Allaria (Allariotas) Map 60. Lat. 35.25, long. 24.35.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is ?λλαρ�α,! (IG

xii.3 328 (C3f)). The city-ethnic is ?λλαρι)τας (coins,

C4s–C3f; infra); cf. ?λλαρι)της (I.Cret. ii.i.1 (from Teos)

(C3l)); ?λλαρι�της (Polyb. 13.10 f. 4).

The earliest attestation of Allaria as a polis occurs in a

Hellenistic asylia decree (I.Cret. ii.i.1 (C3l) �Rigsby (1996)

¹⁶ Perlman (1992); cf. van Effenterre (1991b) 28–30.
¹⁷ Only at Knosos, however, is there a complete gap in the archaeological

record during the period c.600–525. See Coldstream and Huxley (1999);
Erickson (2000) 44–115, 127–54.

¹⁸ Two doctoral dissertations (Erickson (2000); Sjögren (2001)) are particu-
larly helpful for the material record of C6 Crete.

¹⁹ Allaria, Aptara, Arkades, Chersonasos, Hierapytna, Keraia, Kytaion,
Lappa, Olous, Polyrhen, Priansos, Rhaukos, Rhithymnos. The Cretan poleis did
not mint bronze coins before the Hellenistic period.Knosos was perhaps the first
Cretan polis to do so, c.320–300 (Jackson (1971)). Elsewhere on Crete bronze
coins began c.C3m (M. Stefanakis, pers. comm.).

²⁰ *Aria (?ρια5οι), *Eronos/*Erannos (’Ερ)νιοι/’Ερ�ννιοι), *Hyrtaia
(‘Υρτα5οι).

²¹ Nixon et al. (1989) 207.
²² For the sake of consistency I have followed the dates in Chaniotis (1996) for

all Hellenistic Cretan inter-state agreements.
²³ For the earlier date, see Mikroyannakis (1968); for the later, see e.g.

Chaniotis (1996) 34–35.
²⁴ Apellonia, *Aria (?ρια5οι), *Hyrtaia (‘Υρτα5οι), Istron, Matala, Milatos,

*Petra.
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no. 151). Allaria is included in the Inventory as a probable

polis (type B) on the strength of the coins, which may be as

early as c.330 (infra). The collective use of the city-ethnic

occurs internally on the coins (infra) and externally in the

asylia decree (I.Cret. ii.i.1 (C3l)). The individual use is attest-

ed in Polyb. 5.63.12, 65.7 (r220).

The location of Allaria is not certain, but is probably to be

sought somewhere in west Crete near Eleutherna,perhaps at

the eastern edge of the Rhethymno plain in the vicinity of

the villages of Khamalevri and Stavromenos (Guarducci

(1939) 1–3). Surface remains indicate that two ancient settle-

ments, one just north of Khamalevri and the other on the

coast at Palaiokastro, Stavromenos, were occupied during

the Archaic and Classical periods (S. Hood et al. (1964)

62–66; Schiering (1982); Barr. only H and later). Excavations

in the vicinity of Khamalevri, have revealed buildings of the

late Classical–early Hellenistic periods (Gavrilaki and

Tzifopoulos (1998) 343 n. 4). Allaria should perhaps be

identified with the site at Khamalevri, and Pantomatrion

with the one at Stavromenos (Faure (1988) 85–86, (1993) 72;

cf. Andreadaki-Vlasaki (1995)).

Allaria struck coins (drachms) on the Aiginetan standard

during the period c.330–280/270 (Le Rider (1966) 190, 198;

but Manolis Stefanakis (pers. comm.) says C2e at the earli-

est). Types: obv. head of Athena; rev. Herakles standing; leg-

end:ΑΛΛΑΡΙΩΤΑ(Ν), sometimes retrograde (Svoronos

(1890) pl. I.1–2; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 321).

945. Anopolis (Anopolites) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 24.05.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is ?ν)πολις (BCH

45 (1921) iii.109 (c.230–210); SEG 8 269 (C3)). The city-ethnic

is ?νωπολ�τας (unpublished proxeny decree of Lappa (C2))

or ?νωπολ�της (I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)).

No ancient source calls Anopolis a polis. Stephanos ident-

ified Anopolis as another name for Araden: ?ραδ�ν· π#λις

Κρ�της, e κα� ?ν)πολις λ/γεται δι3 τ� >νω ε1ναι

(Steph. Byz. 108.8–9). This may reflect either the assimila-

tion of Anopolis by Araden, both of which are included in

the list of theorodokoi from Delphi (BCH 45 (1921) 1–85,

iii.108–10 (c.230–210)), or some confusion due to the prox-

imity of the two communities (Guarducci (1939) 6; cf.

Perlman (1995b) 135–36). Anopolis surely was a polis during

the period C3s–C2—as is attested by the Delphic theo-

rodokos (supra), by the proxeny decree from Lappa (supra)

and by its C3 bronze coins (infra)—and this fact together

with the material remains from the Classical period suggests

that Anopolis was possibly a polis (type C) in the Classical

period as well.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in a C2e alliance (I.Cret. iv 179). For the individual use there

is an unpublished proxeny decree of C2 from Lappa for an

?νωπολ�τας and the grave stele of Νεοτιµ�δας Ε(π�µου

Κρ�ς ?νωπολ�της from Eretria (IG xii.9 819 (C1)).

The polis town of Anopolis was located on the summit

and northern slopes of the coastal ridge north of Loutro

(ancient Phoenix, the only winter harbour on Crete’s south

coast). The polis town was defended by a fortification wall

with towers which may be no earlier than C3l (Nixon et al.

(1989) 207). Parts of columns have been found on the ridge,

but their date is uncertain (ibid. 208). Remains on the

Anopolis plain to the north of the ridge represent isolated

farms and small hamlets of several houses. Precise dates for

these are not given, but in general the Classical and

Hellenistic periods are better represented at Anopolis than is

the Archaic period (ibid.). The western border of Anopolis

(with Araden) probably followed the Araden gorge.

Anopolis struck bronze fractions after c.250 (Guarducci

(1939) 7; Svoronos (1890) 5–6).

946. Apellonia (Apelloniatas) Map 60. Lat. 35.25, long.

25.00. Located at Ag. Pelagia on the north coast of Crete, c.20

km west of Herakleion (Alexiou (1984); cf. Faure (1963)

16–17, (1993) 70). Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym

is ?πελλων�α, ! (I.Cret. iv 182 (c.165)) or ?πολλων�α, !

(I.Cret. i.iii.1 (C3l)). The city-ethnic is ?πελλωνι�τας

(I.Cret. iv 182 (c.165)) or ?πολλωνι�τας (Milet. i.3 140.37

(c.259–250)).

The earliest reference to Apellonia as a polis in the polit-

ical sense occurs in a C3m agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς

π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 37). Polybios pro-

vides the earliest reference to Apellonia as a polis in its

urban sense (Polyb. 28.14 (r171/0)). Apellonia’s unquestion-

able status as a polis during the Hellenistic period com-

bined with the identification of a building at Ag. Pelagia

(with phases in the Archaic period and in C4–C3) as a pry-

taneion (infra) recommend the inclusion of Apellonia in

the Inventory as a possible polis (type C) of the Archaic and

Classical periods.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in the C3m agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ

Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.37). For the individual use of the city-

ethnic there is Θαρσυφ[ς Κρ�ς ?πολλ)νιος, member of

a theoria to Alexandria (SEG 24 1175 (233)).

The territory of Apellonia is called ! ?πελλων�α or !

χ)ρα ! τ+ν ?πελλωνιατ[ν (I.Cret. iv 181 (c.168), 182

(c.165)).
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A large public building (15 m � 6.30 m) of C4–C3, orient-

ed east–west, with two internal hearths, one at the east end

and the other at the west, has been identifed as a prytaneion

(Alexiou (1975)). This building, which was destroyed in C2e,

no doubt by the Kydonians (Polyb. 28.14 (r171/0)), overlies

an Archaic (C6) structure with an eschara. The existence of a

prytaneion at Apellonia in the Hellenistic period is indicated

by the promise of state hospitality, presumably in the 

prytaneion, for visiting ambassadors, .ξενοτροφ�θεν δ*

κα� οH πρειγευτατα� καθVς καθ/σταται (I.Cret. i.iii.1

(C3l)). The protecting deity of Apellonia was Apollo

(Dekataphoros?) in whose sanctuary the public enactments

of the polis were displayed (I.Cret. i.iii.1 (C3l)). The dis-

covery at Ag. Pelagia of two Archaic bronze lebetes, one

inscribed with a dedication to Apollo (SEG 34 913 (c.500)), in

a votive context may mark the location of this sanctuary

(Karetsou (1978)).

947. Aptara (Aptaraios) Map 60. Lat. 35.25, long. 24.10.

Size of territory: 3.Type: B.The toponym is Xπταρα,! (SEG

41 731 (C3e)) or Xπτερα, ! (BCH 45 (1921) iii.113

(c.230–220)). The-city ethnic is ?πταρα5ος (I.Cret.

i.xxii.4A.39 (C3f)) or ?πτερα5ος (I.Cret. ii.iii.1 (C3l)). Both

forms of the city-ethnic occur on the earliest coins (C4s/C3f;

infra). The literary sources use only the forms in -ε- (Steph.

Byz. 107.8, 15; Polyb. 4.55.4). Bile ((1988) 80) argues that the

original forms were in -ε-, but forms with -ε- and with -α-

appear in the earliest sources.

Pausanias refers indirectly to Aptara as a polis, presum-

ably in the political sense, in his account of the Second

Messenian War when the Aptaraioi sent archers to support

the Lakedaimonioi (Paus.4.19.4,with 4.20.8 (rC7l)).The first

certain reference to Aptara as a polis in the political sense,

however, occurs in the alliance of Aptara with Eleutherna

(SEG 41 742 (C2e)). The earliest reference to Aptara as a polis

in the topographical sense occurs in a C2f honorary decree

(I.Cret. ii.iii.4C). There is no proof that Aptara was a polis in

the Classical period, but Pausanias’ retrospective reference

to the Apteraioi, the coins which may be as early as c.330

(infra) and the public buildings of C5 and C4 (infra) recom-

mend the inclusion of Aptara in the Inventory as a probable

polis (type B).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins of C4s–C3f (infra). For the collective use exter-

nally there is Pausanias’ reference to τοξ#ται ?πτερα�ων

(Paus. 4.20.8 (rC7l)). For the individual use there is the 

proxenos of Olous, ?ντ�οχος Φιλτ�δα ?πταρα5ος (I.Cret.

i.xxii.4A (C3f)).

The territory is called ! ?πτερα�α χ)ρα (Ps.-Skylax 47).

An honorary decree of C2m mentions harbours, .ν το5ς

λιµ/νοις (I.Cret. ii.iii.4C). One of these harbours was

Kisamos (Strabo 10.4.13), perhaps to be identified with the

ancient remains on the coast between Kalami, where an

ancient mole has been identified, and Kalybes (Sanders

(1982) 165 (17/1)).

Apart from the reference to τοξ#ται ?πτερα�ων

in Pausanias’ account of the Second Messenian War

(Paus. 4.20.8 (rC7l)), evidence for the history and political

institutions of Aptara dates no earlier than the Hellenistic

period.

The polis town of Aptara was located on a plateau

(Palaiokastro, Megala Khoraphia, altitude 231 m) overlook-

ing Suda Bay. Palaiokastro appears to have been continu-

ously settled from C8 on (for a general description, see

Blackman (1976a); for the settlement history, see AR 42

(1996) 47). Bronze Age a-pa-ta-wa (McArthur (1993)

127–28) was perhaps located c.6 km to the north at Stylos,

where in addition to Bronze Age remains an important C7

building has been excavated (KrEst 7 (1999) 175–77). The

Geometric, Classical and Hellenistic periods are represent-

ed in the cemetery, which was located outside the city wall in

the saddle to the west, near the village of Megala Khoraphia

(Drerup (1951a) 95; CretChron 12 (1958) 468–69; KrEst 5

(1997) 208). City walls (date?) c.4 km in length surround the

entire plateau, enclosing an area of c.63 ha. The several

masonry styles (west: iso- or pseudo-isodomic; east: polyg-

onal) may suggest several phases of construction (Drerup

(1951a) 90–92; Blackman (1976a); cf. Coutsinas (2001)

64–66). The plateau was certainly fortified at the time of the

Lyktian War (Polyb.4.55.4 (r221–219)).Possible traces of ear-

lier walls have been noted at the eastern edge of the plateau

(Blackman (1976a)). A section of paved road running

north–south has been excavated towards the centre of the

plateau (KrEst 5 (1997) 208–11). Several cult sites have been

identified in this same area: (i) a small temple with a double

cella of the Classical period (Drerup (1951b)); (ii) a Classical

periobolos and small altar; (iii) a second Classical peribolos

with a pyre and a large building (temple?) in an area which

was in use from C8 (KrEst 5 (1997) 208–11). A Hellenistic

inscription may refer to the prytaneion (I.Cret. ii.iii.2 (C2f),

inferred from the invitation .π� ξ/νια . . . [.π� τ]3ν κοιν3ν

G[στ�αν]). If so, in so far as the prytaneion is attested else-

where on Crete during the Classical period (see Lato, infra),

it is possible that the one at Aptara was also pre-Hellenistic.

The extent of the enclosed area indicates that not only the

public buildings of the polis but also its residential districts
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were intra-mural. The protecting deity of Aptara was

Artemis Aptara, whose sanctuary is attested epigraphically

(I.Cret. ii.iii.2 (C2f)).

Aptara struck coins (staters, hemidrachms) on the

Aiginetan standard during the period c.330–280/270 (Le

Rider (1966) 190, 198). Types (stater): obv. head of a goddess

(Guarducci (1939) 13, Artemis Aptara?; Delepierre (1972),

Aphrodite?); legend: ΑΠΤΑΡΑΙΩΝ or ΑΠΤΕΡΑΙΩΝ;

rev. warrior standing (Guarducci (1939) 13, the hero Apteros?;

Delepierre (1972), Aeneas?); legend: ΠΤΟΛΙΟΙΚΟΣ

(Svoronos (1890) pl. I.7, 9–10); cf.ΠΤΟΛΙΟΙΤΟΣ (ibid. pl.

I.8). Types (hemidrachm): obv. head of a goddess as on

staters; rev. bow; legend: ΑΠΤ ΑΡΑ (Svoronos (1890) pl.

I.11–12; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 322).

948. Arkades (Arkas) Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 25.20. Size

of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is ?ρκ�δες, οH (I.Cret.

iv 171 (C3m); BCH 45 (1921) iv.4 (c.230–210)); cf. ?ρκαδ�α

(Demetrios of Skepsis? apud Steph. Byz. 119.15–16; Theophr.

apud Sen. QNat. 3.11.5). The city-ethnic is ?ρκ�ς (coins,

C4s–C3f, infra); I.Cret. iv 171 (C3m)).

Seneca reports that according to Theophrastos, “circa

Arcadiam, quae urbs in Creta insula fuit, fontes et rivos sub-

stitisse” (Sen. QNat. 3.11.5). If Seneca’s translation of

Theophrastos is accurate, this is our earliest reference to

Arkades as a polis. The use is either political or topographi-

cal qua asty. The earliest certain reference to Arkades as a

polis occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 51 (c.259–250)), in which

the Arkades are included as one of the π#λεις α2 .γ

Κρ�τηι. The passage from Seneca and the coins of Arkades

which may be as early as c.330 (infra) strongly indicate that

Arkades was a polis in the political sense in C4. However, in

so far as we cannot be certain whether Seneca was quoting

rather than paraphrasing Theophrastos or whether the

coins were struck in C4s, Arkades must remain a probable

polis (type B).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins of C4s–C3f (infra) and externally in the C3m

agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.51). For the individual use of the city-ethnic

there are Τυχαµ/νης ?κουσ�λας ?ρκ�ς and

Σ)σα[ρχο]ς ?ρ�γ[ο]νος ?ρκ�ς, immigrants from

Arkades to Miletos (Milet. i.3 38x4, 38bb5 (C3s)).

Arkades was located to the south-west of Lasithi in the

eparchy of Monofatsi, but the precise location of the polis

town remains a subject of controversy. Levi suggested 

that the plural form of the name reflected the fact that the

community was settled κωµηδ#ν, with its principal centre

during the Geometric and Archaic periods at modern

Aphrati (Levi (1927–29) 15–23), but this important early set-

tlement is perhaps to be identified as the polis town of

ancient Datala (Viviers (1994) 234–41). The two inscriptions

from Monofatsi which refer to Arkades by name (I.Cret.

i.v.19A,20A (both C2)) were found in the vicinity of modern

Ini, which is situated in the plain to the south-west of

Aphrati. On current evidence Ini seems the most likely loca-

tion for the polis town of Arkades, despite the fact that there

is very little surface evidence of habitation before the

Roman period (Sanders (1982) 151 (7/25); Viviers (1994)

233–34).

Theophrastos relates that Arkades had been destroyed

and resettled, although the passage as quoted by Seneca pro-

vides no indication of the date of the destruction or resettle-

ment apart from the floruit of Theophrastos himself

(Theophr. apud Sen. QNat. 3.11.5). Otherwise, the evidence

for the history and political institutions of Arkades dates to

the Hellenistic period.

Theophrastos mentions Arkades on account of her

springs (Theophr. apud Sen. QNat. 3.11.5). A sanctuary of

Asklepios, probably to be associated with these springs, and

a festival, the Asklapieia, are attested epigraphically at

Arkades (sanctuary: I.Cret. i.v.52 (C3l); festival: IC iii.iii.1B

(C3l)).

Arkades struck coins (drachms) on the Aiginetan stan-

dard during the period c.330–270. Types: obv. head of Zeus

Ammon; rev. Athena standing and armed; legend:

ΑΡΚΑ∆ΩΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. II.16–18, with Le Rider

(1966) 28, 190, 198; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 345).

949. Aulon Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 25.00. Size of territo-

ry: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ?gλ#ν (I.Cret. iv 64 (C5e)),

Α(λ)ν (Steph. Byz. 147.8). An ethnic is not attested.

Stephanos is the only ancient source to call Aulon a polis, but

he further identifies the toponym as a τ#πος (ibid.).

Guarducci suggests that Aulon was a suburb of Gortyn, in

part because one likely location for the community is Ag.

Deka, just 2 km east of the heart of the Roman city

(Guarducci (1950) 30–31). Others identify Aulon as a perioi-

kic community of Gortyn (e.g. Larsen (1936) 16; Willetts

(1955) 39; Nomima i 52).An early honorary decree (I.Cret. iv

64 (C5e)) suggests that Aulon was a dependent polis of

Gortyn, and so recommends the inclusion of Aulon in the

Inventory as a possible polis (type C).

The decree is enacted by Γ#ρτυνς .π�πανσα and οH .ν

?gλο̃νι gοικ�οντες, the latter phrase presumably indicat-
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ing the political body, perhaps the assembly, empowered to

make public decisions on behalf of the community. From

the text we learn the following about the community at

Aulon: (i) the community consisted of an “urban” centre, a

hinterland with recognised boundaries, and perhaps small-

er settlements in the hinterland (Manganaro (1974) 54–56);

(ii) ο2 .ν ?gλο̃νι gοικ�οντες were responsible for the dis-

position of real property within their community; (iii) they

enjoyed their own laws regarding its disposition; and (iv)

they, like the citizens of the other 6π#βοικοι (dependent

poleis) of Gortyn, were subject to judicial procedures per-

taining to foreigners (κσενε�α δ�κα) in Gortyn. On the

other hand, Gortyn was able to dispose of property within

the community and to grant its public benefactor the right

to sue as a Gortynian citizen subject there to the procedures

of gαστ�αι δ�και, suits pertaining to citizens (Perlman

(1996) 266–68).

950. Axos (Axios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20; long. 24.50. Size of

territory: 2. Type: A. Within Crete the toponym is either

g�ξος (I.Cret. ii.v.20B (C3l)) or Xξος (SEG 23 563.14 (C3)).

The city-ethnic is either g�ξιος (coins, C4, infra; I.Cret.

ii.v.17 (C3l)) or Xξιος (coins, c.330–270, infra; SEG 23 563.3

(C3)). Outside Crete the initial g is frequently represented

with the omikron, e.g. ;Οαξος,! (Hdt. 4.154.3; BCH 45 (1921)

iii.120 (c.230–210)) and ’Ο�ξιος (IG ii² 9087 (C3)), but

forms with initial digamma (g�ξιος, IG ix².1 6.11 (C3f)) and

alpha (Xξιος, IG vii 3197 (C1e)) are also attested.

Herodotos refers to Axos as a polis in the political sense in

his narration of the foundation of Cyrene (Hdt. 4.154.1

(rC7l)). The earliest contemporary references to Axos as a

polis occur in an early public enactment (I.Cret. ii.v.1

(C6–C5)). The term appears twice in the text, once in its

political sense (6–7) and once where its meaning is ambigu-

ous (10–11) and may be either political (“deposit with the

polis”) or urban (“store in the polis”). For polis in the urban

sense, see Ps.-Skylax 47, where Oaxos is listed under the

heading π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τ=η.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

first on the coins of C4 (infra) and later in several C3 inscrip-

tions (e.g. SEG 23 563 (C3s); I.Cret. ii.v.20B (C3l)). The col-

lective use is first attested externally in C3 as well (e.g. I.Cret.

iv 170). For the individual use there is the C3 grave stele from

Athens of Θαρρι�δης Φρον�µονος Κρ�ς iΟ�ξιος (IG ii²

9087).

Axos probably shared borders with Tylisos and Knosos to

the east,with Gortyn to the south-east, and with Eleutherna to

the west. One of the Archaic inscriptions from Axos has been

identified as a treaty (I.Cret. ii.v.6 (C6–C5)). If so, this is one of

the few Archaic treaties from Crete. The borders of Axos (τ�νς

τ+ν gαξ�ων nρονς) are mentioned in a description of the

borders of Gortyn and Knosos (I.Cret. iv 182 (C2f)).

According to Herodotos, Axos was ruled by a βασιλε�ς,

Etearchos (Hdt. 4.154–55). Etearchos was the maternal

grandfather of Battos, the oikistes of Kyrene, and so his reg-

num—if historical—should be placed in C8s or C7f. This is

the only attestation of a post-Minoan king on Crete. The

inscriptions of Axos refer to the βολ� (I.Cret. ii.v.9

(C6–C5)) and κ#σµοι (e.g. I.Cret. ii.v.6 (C6s), 9 (C6s); Bile

(1988) 36–37.27 (C6l); SEG 23 565 (C5–C4)). The board of

κ#σµοι appears to consist of three (or four?) members in a

lex sacra of C4l (SEG 23 566.11–12, with van Effenterre (1989)

6). The term �ποκ#σµος (“kosmos elect” or “ex-kosmos”)

occurs in this same inscription (SEG 23 566.14; Bile (1988)

274). The term δοκε̃ν occurs in one of the Archaic inscrip-

tions (I.Cret. ii.v.1.2 (C6s)), and what is perhaps part of an

enactment formula occurs in the lex sacra of C4l, κα�

φυλα5ς gα/δ#ν “and (the following) decree pleased the

tribes” (SEG 23 566.12–13, with van Effenterre (1989) 6–7);

but the earliest fully preserved enactment formula is

Hellenistic: �δοξεν gαξ�ων το5ς κ#σµοις κα� τ[ι π#λι

ψαφιξαµ/νοις κατ3 τ�ν ν#µον (I.Cret. ii.v.17 (C3l)). Here

π#λις refers to the assembly. The term .κκλησ�α occurs in

this same inscription (6).The Archaic laws demonstrate that

the polis had the authority to fine its magistrates (I.Cret.

ii.v.9 (C6s)) and to grant individuals tax exemption and sus-

tenance at public expense (I.Cret. ii.v.1.2–3, 14–15 (C6s)).

Free non-citizens, in this case citizens of another polis,

may be indicated by the phrase χσ/νας k �στ�ς (“foreign-

ers or citizens”), which occurs in an uncertain context in the

lex sacra of C4l (SEG 23 566.7). This same text preserves the

terms φυλ� and Gταιρη�α (SEG 23 566.12, 17). A Hellenistic

inscription preserves part of the name of one of the tribes, [-

--]τιδ[ν (I.Cret. ii.v.28 (C3l/C2e)). The name is clearly a

patronymic, and as such is unparalleled elsewhere on Crete

(Jones, POAG 223). The name of a second tribe or perhaps of

another civic subdivision,Κυδαντε5οι, occurs in an Archaic

lex sacra (I.Cret. ii.v.9 (C6s); cf. Guarducci (1939) 57, sive fes-

tum sunt sive gens).

The polis town occupied the hill above the modern village

of Axos and extended north-east toward Livadhia. A resid-

ential district (Hellenistic) and a cemetery (some Archaic

graves, but principally Hellenistic and Roman) lay to the

south of the acropolis (KrEst 4 (1991–93) 266–68). The

undated acropolis fortifications appear not to have formed 

a complete circuit, but rather to have been built where the
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natural defences of the acropolis were inadequate (Taramelli

(1899) 312). The masonry is polygonal. Two Archaic temples,

one on the acropolis (Temple I) and a second below it to the

east (Temple II), were excavated in 1899 (Levi (1930–31)

44–57). Some of the Archaic laws of Axos were probably

inscribed on their walls (Guarducci (1939) 48; Jeffery

(1949–50) 34–36). The protecting deity of Axos was probably

Apollo, perhaps surnamed Axios (Hsch. Θ614: Θ#αξος),

whose son the eponymous ancestor of the polis, Oaxos, was

said to have been (Guarducci (1939) 42–44). Temple I may

have belonged to him (Perlman (2000) 73). Temple II has

been attributed to Aphrodite on the basis of the votive fig-

urine types (Levi (1930–31) 50; Rizza (1967–68) 291–93).

Other public buildings include a large cistern located on the

acropolis to the north-west of Temple I (Levi (1930–31) 48)

and an andreion which is attested epigraphically (I.Cret. ii.v.1

(C6s), 25 (C4–C3)). Part of a residential district (Archaic?)

was excavated south-west of Temple I (Levi (1930–31)).

Axos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms,

obols), on the Aiginetan standard during the period

c.380/370–280/270. Earlier coins (c.380/370–330) have obv.

head of Apollo; rev. tripod; legend (on some coins only):

monogram Α or gΑΚΣΙΟΝ written retrograde in the epi-

choric alphabet (Svoronos (1890) pl. II.30–34, with Le Rider

(1966) 197). Later coins (c.330–280/270) have obv. head of

Apollo; rev. tripod; legend: gΑΞΙΩΝ or ΑΞΙΩΝ

(Svoronos (1890) pls. II.38, III.1–3, with Le Rider (1966) 197).

951. *Biannos (Biannios) Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 25.25.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The city-ethnic is Βι�ννιος

(I.Cret. i.vi.1 (C3l), 2 (C2m); I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)). The

toponym must have been the unattested *Β�αννος.

Stephanos preserves the spelling Β�εννος (Steph. Byz.

168.16), perhaps in confusion with the Roman port of this

name which was located on the south-west coast of Crete

(Stadiasmus 320).

No Archaic or Classical source calls *Biannos a polis. The

earliest sources to do so are Hellenistic (I.Cret. i.vi.1 (C3l), 2

(C2m)). The term is used in its political sense in both

inscriptions. In so far as *Biannos evidently was not a

Hellenistic foundation, the evidence for its political status,

albeit late, suggests that Biannos was a polis during the

Classical period as well (for the possibility that Lyktos had

absorbed *Biannos as it extended its territory south to the

coast, see Viviers (1994) 255–56, whose argument largely

depends upon taking the statement of Ps.-Skylax 47, .ν

µεσογε��α δ* Λ�κτος, κα� δι�κει α&τη �µφοτ/ρωθεν, to

mean “reached to either coast (north and south)”).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in the asylia decree for Teos (I.Cret. i.vi.1 (C3l)) and in its

renewal (I.Cret. i.vi.2 (C2m)), and externally in the alliance

of *Biannos and the members of the Cretan koinon with

Eumenes II (I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)). The individual use of the

city-ethnic is not attested.

The name of the territory is � βιανν�α (I.Cret. iv 174.32

(C3l/C2e)). *Biannos probably shared a border with

Hierapytna to the east (I.Cret. iv 174 (C3l/C2e)). The polis

town was located on a hill (Chorakia) immediately to the

north-west of modern Vianno, where sherds of all periods

from Orientalising through Roman have been reported (S.

Hood et al. (1964) 83). A Hellenistic inscription refers to the

prytaneion (I.Cret. i.vi.2 (C2m)). In so far as the prytaneion

is attested elsewhere on Crete during the Classical period

(see Lato, infra), it is possible that also at *Biannos the pry-

taneion was pre-Hellenistic. The polis town of *Biannos was

the closest urban centre to the important sanctuary of

Hermes and Aphrodite at Symi, and communications

between the sanctuary and the town were relatively easy.

These topographic considerations suggest that the sanctu-

ary was located within the territory of *Biannos, but there is

no explicit evidence for this, and the inscriptions, especially

the dedications, from Symi suggest that the sanctuary was in

some sense “pan-Cretan” (cf. Chaniotis (1988) 33–34). The

protecting deity of the polis was probably Ares, to whom the

Biannioi offered a sacrifice called the Gκατοµφ#νια (Steph.

Byz. 168.19–20) and in whose sanctuary the public enact-

ments of the polis were displayed (I.Cret. i.vi.1 (C3l), 2

(C2m)).

Coins struck by *Biannos are all Hellenistic (Guarducci

(1935) 29; Svoronos (1890) 43).

952. Bionnos Map. 60. Lat. 35.10, long. 24.30. Size of terri-

tory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Β�ωννος (BCH 45 (1921)

iv.13 (c.230–210)). The city-ethnic is not attested.

Bionnos is listed between Psycheion and Matala in the

catalogue of theorodokoi from Delphi (BCH 45 (1921) iv.13

(c.230–210)). The toponym is perhaps to be identified with

the remains of a fairly substantial settlement on the high

ground (Pyrgos) and slope to the east (Kionia) above the sea

2 km south of the modern village of Kerame in Ag. Vasilios

eparchy (Guarducci (1939) 310; Hood and Warren (1966)

173–74 no. 8). The remains cover 1.5 ha and include a massive

fortification wall with towers. Surface pottery is principally

Classical and Hellenistic, with smaller amounts of

Geometric and Archaic material (Hood and Warren (1966)

173–74; Coutsinas (2001) 62–63).
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No ancient source refers to Bionnos as a polis. However,

the discovery at Pyrgi of a fragment of a C4l/C3e treaty

(I.Cret. ii.xxx.1) suggests that Bionnos was perhaps a polis

during the late Classical period. The appointment of a theo-

rodokos c.230–210 to host the theoroi sent out from Delphi

suggests the same for the Hellenistic period (BCH 45 (1921)

iv.13; Perlman (1995b) 128–36). This evidence in combina-

tion with the observation that the settlement near Kerame

was already established in the Classical period recommends

the inclusion of Bionnos in the Inventory as a possible polis

type C.

The C4l/C3e text from Pyrgi outlines judicial procedures

(I.Cret. ii.xxx.1). The δικαστ�ριον is mentioned, as are

actions to collect debts (πρ�ξιν. [ς]), but the text is too frag-

mentary to draw any conclusions about the precise nature of

the procedures described.

953. *Chersonasos (Chersonasios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20,

long. 25.25. Size of territory: 1. Type: B. The toponym

Χερρ#νησος is attested only in late literary sources (Xenion

(FGrHist 460) fr. 14; Strabo 10.4.14; Paus. 6.16.5). The local

spelling of the toponym was probably Χερσ#νασος

(Guarducci (1935) 33). The city-ethnic is Χερσον�σιος

(coins, C4s–C3e, infra; IvO 276 (C4s); cf. Χερρον�σιος/

Χερρονησ5ται at Steph. Byz. 692.6–7).

The earliest reference to *Chersonasos as a polis occurs in

the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.1, 36 (c.259–250)). The term polis is used in its

topographical sense qua totality of territory of

*Chersonasos in a treaty (alliance?) between *Chersonasos

and Rhodos (SEG 41 768 (C3l)). The mint of *Chersonasos,

which may have begun production as early as c.330 (infra),

and the individual use of the city-ethnic around the same

time (IvO 276 (C4s)) strongly suggest that *Chersonasos

was a polis in the political sense by the late Classical period

(Perlman (1996) 246–52). Late authors refer to

*Chersonasos as a πολισµ�τιον (Stadiasmus 349; Steph.

Byz. 692.2–3).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins of C4s–C3f (infra), and in Hellenistic treaties

(e.g. SEG 41 768 (C3l)). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested externally in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς

π#λεις .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.36 (c.259–250)). For the

individual use of the city-ethnic there is Φιλων�δης

Ζωjτου Κρ�ς Χερσον�σιος, hemerodromos and bema-

tistes of Asia for Alexander (IvO 276 (C4s)).

The polis town of *Chersonasos was located to the south

of a peninsula (Kastri) at the foot of what passes for an

acropolis (Sanders (1982) 144–46 (6/7)). Remains there date

no earlier than C4,but two fragments of a C6 grave stele were

discovered 1 km south of the port near the village of

Koutoulophari at a place called Hellenika (LSAG 316 no. 20).

Little is known about the polis town of Chersonasos. A story

preserved in Plutarch about the foundation of Lyktos sug-

gests that the coastal region where the polis was located was

called ! Χερρ#νησος (Plut. Mor. 247D). Viviers argues that

*Chersonasos was in some sense a dependency of Lyktos

already in C6 (Viviers (1994) 252–54). If he is right, Lyktian

control did not affect the political status of *Chersonasos,

since it thereafter minted coins (infra) and joined in inter-

national agreements (e.g. Milet. i.3 140 (c.259–250)), and its

citizens were appointed proxenoi by other Cretan poleis

(I.Cret. iv 387 (C2); I.Cret. i.xix.3 (C2)). After its sympoliteia

with Lyktos (I.Cret. i.xix.3A (c.183)), the two appear togeth-

er (Lyktos and “Lyktos by the sea”) as signatories in inter-

state agreements (SEG 41 770 (C2s); I.Cret. i.xviii.9A

(111/10)). For Strabo, *Chersonasos was the harbour of

Lyktos: Λ�ττου δ* . . . .π�νει#ν .στιν ! λεγοµ/νη

Χερρ#νησος (Strabo 10.4.14).

Although attested in a Hellenistic alliance of Olous and

Lyktos (SEG 41 770 (C2l)), the tribal name ∆�φυλοι is likely

to be early, and so is mentioned here. Strabo mentions a

sanctuary of Britomartis at Cherronesos (Strabo 10.14), and

this goddess (or Artemis-Britomartis), if not the protecting

deity of the polis, surely enjoyed a state cult there (coin

types).

*Chersonasos struck two series of staters on the Aiginetan

standard during the period c.330–280/270 (Le Rider (1966)

197). Type 1: obv. head of a goddess (Svoronos (1890)

49, Artemis; Guarducci (1935) 34, Britomartis); rev.

Apollo kitharoidos seated upon the omphalos, or 

Herakles striking with uplifed club; legend: ΧΕΡΣΟ

written retrograde in the epichoric alphabet, or

ΧΕΡΣΟΝΑΣΙΟΝ/ΧΕΡΣΟΝΑΣΙΩΝ (Svoronos

(1890) pl. III.17–26; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 360). Type 2: obv. head

of Zeus; rev. Artemis standing drawing an arrow, or seated;

legend: ΧΕΡ (Le Rider (1966) pl. XXXIV.13–15).

954. Datala (Datales) Map 60. Unlocated. Type: A. The

toponym is not fully preserved in any ancient source. It has

been restored ∆αττ[�λλα] (I.Cret. i.xvi.5, l. 64 (C2l)), but is

written ∆ΗΤΑΛΛΑ in a facsimile edition of a lost copy of

this treaty which was reported to have come from Kydonia

(Chaniotis (1996) 367 no. 61.142). This same spelling has

been restored ∆ητ[�λ(λ)α] in an Archaic law from Lyktos

(SEG 35 991B4 (C6)). The city-ethnic was written ∆αταλ/ς
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(nom. sing.) (Prakt (1973) 191 (C6)), ∆αταλε%σι (dat. pl.)

(SEG 27 631 (C6l)). These latter two inscriptions are likely to

have been written in the dialect of Datala and so preserve the

correct spelling without consonantal gemination.

Datala was located somewhere in north central Crete

between Knosos and Lato, but the precise location remains

unknown. Map 60 locates Datala in the Lasithi plain at

Pinakiano (Ag. Giorgios Papoura). Viviers (1994) sub-

sequently identified Datala with the remains of the substantial

early settlement at Aphrati (Prophitis Elias). Viviers’ case is a

strong one, but on present evidence certainty is not possible.

The term polis occurs in the enactment formula of the

Spensithios decree, Θιο�· �gαδε ∆αταλε%σι κα�

.σπ/νσαµες π#λις (SEG 27 631 (C6l)). Scholarly opinion

remains divided as to whether (i) the Dataleis and the polis

should be identified; (ii) the Dataleis represent a sub-unit of

the polis, in which case the name of the polis is not known; or

(iii) the Dataleis represent an altogether distinct communi-

ty from the unnamed polis (Viviers (1994)). The first alter-

native, viz. the polis is Datala, is adopted here. The term is

used in its political sense both in the enactment formula

quoted above and in the phrase ποινικ�ζεν κα�

µναµονε%gεν π#λι. Independent of the Spensithios decree,

the identification of Datala as a polis in the political sense is

supported by the individual use of the ethnic in the artist’s

signature ∆αµ#θετος .ποεσ’ t ∆αταλ/ς (Prakt (1973) 191

(C6); Perlman (1996) 246–52). The collective use occurs in

the Spensithios decree (SEG 27 631 (C6l)).

During the Archaic period Datala perhaps shared a bor-

der with Lyktos (SEG 35 991B4 (C6); van Effenterre and van

Effenterre (1985) 182–83). The polis of Datala disappears

from the record following C6. It seems likely that the com-

munity was absorbed by a more powerful neighbour

(Viviers (1994)). In C2 the topoynm was apparently still in

use to designate an area at the border of Lato and Lyktos,

[κOς τ]3ν ∆αττ[�λλαν] (I.Cret. i.xvi.5, l. 64; van Effenterre

(1973) 35–37). Perhaps � ∆αττ�λλα was the name of the ter-

ritory of the polis during the Archaic period.

The Spensithios decree (SEG 27 631 (C6l)) provides a

good deal of information about the public institutions of

Datala, but each detail has proved to be controversial (for a

review of the scholarly interpretations of this text, see

Nomima i 22). The enactment formula of the decree (�gαδε

∆αταλε%σι κα� .σπ/νσαµες π#λις . . . �π� πυλ[ν π/ντε

�π’ .κ�στας) indicates that the assembly, identified by

both the collective city-ethnic ∆αταλε%σι and the term

π#λις, perhaps together with a council consisting of five

individuals from each of the phylai (�π� πυλ[ν π/ντε �π’

.κ�στας), were responsible for ratifying the public enact-

ments of the community. The κ#σµος was apparently the

chief official at Datala. He (or they, if the singular κ#σµος is

here used for a board) enjoyed unspecified procedural

rights at law (δ�κα), which henceforth the ποινικαστ�ς was

to share. The ποινικαστ�ς served as “recorder” and

“remembrancer” for the polis, π#λι ποινικ�ζεν κα�

µναµονε%gην, and was responsible for performing

δαµ#σια θ�µατα if there was no priest.The authority of the

polis was clearly recognised in several areas. Affairs of state,

τ3 δαµ#σια, included both sacred and secular matters. The

polis was authorised to award individuals �τ/λεια, and so,

presumably, could impose and collect taxes, and judicial

immunity (�πλοπ�α), and was able to guarantee protection

against bodily seizure (µ�δ’ .π�γραν . . . µ�δε ’ρ�τιον).

Finally, the citizens (presumably) of Datala belonged to

�νδρη�α, to which they were required to contribute food.

If the identification of Datala with the settlement at

Aphrati (Prophitis Ilias) is correct, more may be said about

the organisation of the polis. At the summit of the acropolis,

fortifications with towers enclosed a small area, roughly

trapezoidal in shape, supplied with water from a cistern

(Levi (1927–29) 32–37). Excavations conducted by the Greek

Archaeological Service (A. Lebessi) in 1968 and 1969 uncov-

ered on the south-eastern slope of the acropolis what was in

C7 a large one-room building (12 m � 6.8 m) with benches

along its interior walls. A scatter of C6 material attests the

continued use of the area in the Archaic period. The build-

ing is probably to be identified as a temple (ArchDelt 24

(1969) Chron. 415–18; ArchDelt 25 (1970) Chron. 455–60; cf.

Viviers (1994) 244–49: andreion or bouleuterion).

Residential districts were situated on the protected eastern

slopes of the acropolis (Levi (1927–29) 38–57), where Lebessi

uncovered a building complex (domestic?) of C6–C5 with a

closed deposit of c.425–400 (ArchDelt 25 (1970) Chron.

458–60). Geometric and Orientalising cemeteries were

located on the upper western slopes of Prophitis Ilias (Levi

(1927–29) 78–400; for a sarcophagus of C6 from “Orthi

Petres”, see ArchDelt 30 (1975) Chron. 341–42). The settle-

ment may have been abandoned for much of C4 (Erickson

(2000) 361–62). A magistral dedication from Aphrati indi-

cates that the κ#σµοι served as the eponymous officials for

the community (I.Cret. i.v.4 (C5)). The dedication is to

Athena, and the inference may be drawn that the goddess

enjoyed a state cult there.

The alternative candidate for the site of Datala, Pinakiano

(Ag. Giorgios Papoura), is located to the north of Lasithi on

a ridge 70 m above the plain (Watrous (1982) 39–40).
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Evidence for habitation dates from the Protogeometric

through the Archaic period, when it was the largest settle-

ment in this area. Remains of C5 and C4 (votive terracotta

plaques and black glazed pottery) are concentrated on the

south-east slope of the ridge and perhaps attest a shrine

which survived the abandonment of the settlement.

955. Dragmos (Dragmios) Map 60. Lat. 35.10, long. 26.10.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is ∆ρ�γµος

(Xenion (FGrHist 460) fr. 4). The city-ethnic is ∆ρ�γµιος

(I.Cret. iii.iv.9, lines 58, 68 (rC3f); I.Cret. iii.iv.10, l. 12 (C2l)).

The only source to identify Dragmos as a polis is Steph.

Byz. 238.6 quoting Xenion for the toponym ((FGrHist 460)

fr. 4). It is uncertain whether the site-classification polis

stems from Xenion’s work. Dragmos possessed a territory

(χ)ρα) and shared a border with Itanos which was defined

in a treaty between the two communities. The border with

Itanos followed the course of the river Sedamnos (modern

Kokhlakies?, which empties into Karumes Bay about 5 km

south of Palaikastro) (I.Cret. iii.iv.9, 59–61 (rC3f); Faure

(1963) 18). In so far as there is very little evidence on Crete for

the existence of territorial sub-units of the polis (komai vel

sim.), the fact that Dragmos had both a territory and bor-

ders and that it entered into a treaty in C3f demonstrates

that the community was a polis in the political sense in the

early Hellenistic period. The location of the polis town of

Dragmos is not known. Map 60 identifies the polis town of

Dragmos with the remains of a fortified settlement on

Koutsoulopetres (Kastri). Visible remains include sherds

from the Geometric through Hellenistic periods, fortifica-

tion walls with towers, house walls, cisterns and tombs

(BCH 79 (1955) Chron. 307–9; Faure (1963) 18; cf. Chaniotis

(1996) 184, who prefers Epano Zakro on the grounds that

Koutsoulopetres is too far north). If this identification is

correct, the record of the settlement during the earlier peri-

ods suggests that Dragmos may already have been a polis in

the political sense by the late Classical period. On the

strength of this evidence, Dragmos is included in the

Inventory as a possible polis (type C).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested in the arbi-

tration of Magnesia for Itanos and Hierapytna (I.Cret.

iii.iv.9, ll. 58, 68 (rC3f)); the use is probably external.

Praisos absorbed Dragmos (I.Cret. iii.iv.9, ll. 61–65). The

date of the absorption of Dragmos by Praisos has as its ter-

minus post quem perhaps the period 270–260 (Perlman

(1995a) 165).

956. Dreros (Drerios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 25.40. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym ∆ρ8ρος appears only

in the grammarian Hdn. iii.1 190.19. The city-ethnic is

∆ρ�ριος (BCH 60 (1936) 280–85 (C4/C3)).

The earliest references to Dreros as a polis in the political

sense occur in the enactment formulas of two Archaic laws

(�gαδε π#λι, SEG 27 620 �ML 2.1 (C7m), Nomima i 81

(C7m); π#λι �gαδε, BCH 70 (1946) 590–97 no. 2

(C7l) �Nomima i 64). For a possible Archaic use there is the

“public record of the ancient Drerian land” (6π#µναµα τ[ς

∆ρηρ�ας χ)ρας τ[ς �ρχα�ας), which refers to the enmity

of the Milatioi towards τ[ι π#λει τ[ι τ+ν ∆ρηρ�ων (I.Cret.

i.ix.1, ll. 147–48; for the date of the 6π#µναµα, see Nomima i

48 (C6l); cf. Chaniotis (1996) 200 (c.220)). The term is per-

haps used in the sense of polis town in the phrase κο2 ]καδι

ο2 τ[ς π#λιος,“the 20 of the city” (Nomima i 81 (C7m)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally in

the 6π#µναµα quoted above (I.Cret. i.ix.i, ll. 147–48 (C6l or

c.220)), and externally in the agreement between Knosos

and Miletos which Dreros co-signed (Milet. i.3 140.38

(c.259–250)). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there

is the immigrant from Dreros to Miletos, Εdξιππο[ς

Μ]�κ[ρ]ιδος ∆ρ�ριος (Milet. i.3 38p4 (C3s)).

One of the 6ποµν�µατα of Dreros refers to the territory,

χ)ρα, contested by Dreros and Milatos, her neighbour to

the west (I.Cret. i.ix.i, ll. 149–52).

The term πυλ� occurs in the enactment formula of an

Archaic law,π#λι �gαδε διαλ�σασι πυλ[σι (BCH 70 (1946)

590–97 no. 2 (C7l) �Nomima i 64): “the polis decided after

consultation with the phylai” or “the polis decided after dis-

missing the phylai” (for the derivation of the term

διαλ�σασι (pl. part.?) from *ε]λλω/]λλω, see van Effenterre

(1946) 592).The names of two phylai are preserved in the dat-

ing formulas of public enactments:∆υµ[νες (BCH 60 (1936)

280–85 (C4/C3)); Α2θαλε5ς (BCH 61 (1937) 29–32 (C4/C3);

I.Cret. i.ix.1, ll. 3–9 (c.220)). The eponymous κ#σµοι were

organised by phylai. One of the 6ποµν�µατα of Dreros

mentions the citizen �γ/λαι (I.Cret. i.ix.1, l. 154 (C6l or

c.220)), while the Hellenistic civic oath mentions the

.ταιρε5αι (I.Cret. i.ix.1, ll. 124, 135 (c.220)). Both may be

attested as well in an Archaic law (SEG 23 530 (C7l); but cf.

Nomima ii 89). An adult male citizen population of c.7,000

for C3 Dreros has been suggested on the basis of the 180

�γ/λαοι παν�ζωστοι who swore the civic oath (I.Cret.

i.ix.1, ll. 10–14 (C3l); Marinatos (1936); cf. Chaniotis (1996)

199: the 180 is a representative group only, and so is of little

use in estimating the size of the population).

The public enactments of Dreros were ratified by the

π#λις (SEG 27 620 (C7m); BCH 70 (1946) 590–97 no. 2

(C7l)). Whether π#λις in this context refers to the political
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community or to the assembly cannot be determined. The

term δ[µος is used for the assembly in the enactment for-

mula of a Hellenistic proxeny decree (BCH 60 (1936) 280–85

(C4/C3)). The κ#σµοι appear to have been the chief officials

of the Archaic polis and to have exercised both executive and

judicial authority (SEG 27 620 (C7m)).The board of κ#σµοι

consisted of five members plus the γραµµατε�ς in a public

enactment of c.220 (I.Cret. i.ix.1). Whatever the precise

motive for the enactment of SEG 27 620 (fear of tyranny,

demands on the part of the élite for equal representation,

experience of judicial misconduct), the interest of the polis

in controlling the authority of the κ#σµοι is demonstrated

by the harsh penalties, including atimia for life, which the

polis imposed upon κ#σµοι who disregarded the law. For

other laws of C7, see SEG 23 530; BCH 70 (1946) 590–97 no. 2,

600–2 no. 4. During the Hellenistic period, and no doubt

earlier as well, one member of the board of κ#σµοι served as

the eponymous magistrate for the polis (BCH 60 (1936)

280–85). In addition to the κ#σµοι, the Archaic laws of

Dreros preserve four terms which may denote public offi-

cials: (i) δ�µιοι (SEG 27 620 (C7m)), comptrollers

(Ehrenberg (1943) 14), or citizen landowners (van Effenterre

(1985) 394–96); (ii) ο2 ]κατι ο2 τ[ς π#λιος, the twenty of

the city (SEG 27 620 (C7m)), a council perhaps of the men of

the city who were eligible to serve as κ#σµος (Nomima i 81:

“dirigeants politiques de l’acropole”); (iii) το5ς 2θυντ[[σι],

“les redresseurs” (Nomima i 27 (c.575); cf. Bile (1988) 359 n.

124: το5σι θυστ[σι (priests)); and (iv) t �γρ/τας, assem-

bler (BCH 70 (1946) 590–97 no. 2), either a political official

who convened the assembly or a military officer who called

out the troops (van Effenterre (1946) 590–97). The council

(βουλ�) is not attested before the Hellenistic period (BCH

60 (1936) 280–85 (C4/C3)).

The polis town of Dreros occupied a double acropolis and

the connecting saddle. There were two circuit walls built in

part of polygonal masonry; one protected the entire polis

town (two peaks and the saddle), an area of c.28 ha, and a

second the acropolis proper, viz. Ag. Antonios, the eastern

summit (Marinatos (1936) 217–19; Demargne and van

Effenterre (1937) 7). An altar and four cisterns were located

on the summit of the Ag. Antonios (Marinatos (1936) 216;

Demargne and van Effenterre (1937) 7).A large public build-

ing (24 m � 10 m), probably a temple, was excavated on the

western summit (Xanthoudides (1918) 23–28; cf. Marinatos

(1936) 254: the building is an andreion). Residential areas

occupied the northern (and southern?) slopes of both

acropolises (Xanthoudides (1918) 28–29; Marinatos (1936)

216–17). The public centre (agora with plateia and theatral

steps, cistern, temple of Apollo Delphinios, and possibly

prytaneion) was located in the saddle (for the temple, see

Marinatos (1936) 219–83; cf. Mazarakis Ainian (1997) 217–18:

the temple was not free-standing but part of a building com-

plex; for the agora, see Demargne and van Effenterre (1937)

10–32). The Archaic laws of Dreros were probably inscribed

on the east wall of the temple, and would have been visible

from the plateia and theatral steps below and to the east of

the temple terrace. It has been suggested that these steps

were used for meetings of a political institution (Hansen

and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 62). The terracing and construc-

tion of the theatral steps of the agora and the construction of

the temple appear to be contemporary (C8f: Demargne and

van Effenterre (1937); cf. van Effenterre (1992a): the plataia

and theatral steps were laid out in C6). The cistern was built

c.220 (Demargne and van Effenterre (1937) 27–32; Chaniotis

(1996) 195–201) and the “prytaneion” during C4s/C3f

(Demargne and van Effenterre (1937) 15–18). A sub-

Mycenaean Geometric cemetery was located to the north-

east of the acropolis (van Effenterre (1948a) esp. 15–22).

Apollo Delphinios was probably the protecting deity of

the polis.

957. Eleutherna (Eleuthernaios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20, long.

24.40. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is

’Ελευθ/ρνα, ! (IG ix².1 17, ll. 87–88 (C3f)); cf. ’Ελευθ/ννα

(SEG 41 742 (C2f)); ’Ελουθ/ρνα (I.Cret. ii.xii.22 (C3s)). Ps.-

Skylax 47 gives the plural ’Ελευθ/ρναι,αH. Stephanos ident-

ifies several toponyms as early names of Eleutherna:

?πολλων�α (Steph. Byz. 106.13–14), Xωρος (154.3–5),

Σ�τρα (557.16), Σ�ωρος (265.11–12). There is no further

evidence for Apollonia as an early name of Eleutherna.

Xωρος,Σ�τρα and Σ�ωρος may all derive ultimately from

the toponym preserved in Apollo’s cult title Σασθρα5ος

(SEG 41 743 (C3e); van Effenterre (1991b) 28). The city-

ethnic is ’Ελευθερνα5ος (coins, C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret.

ii.xii.20 (C3s)); cf. ’Ελευθεννα5ος (coins, C4s–C3f, infra;

SEG 41 741 (C3m)), ’Ελουθερνα5ος (I.Cret. ii.xii.22 (C3l)).

The earliest evidence for -ρν- is the legend ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡ on

the C4m coins (infra). Later inscriptions and coins from

Eleutherna suggest no pattern in the use of the assimilated

versus unassimilated form of the group -ρν- (cf. Bile (1988)

121–22, which appeared before the publication of SEG 41

739–55).

The earliest attestations of the term π#λις in connection

with Eleutherna occur in uncertain contexts in two Archaic

laws (I.Cret. ii.xii.14a, with κ#σµος in the following line;

I.Cret. ii.xii.16Ab (both C6l)), but the earliest certain refer-
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ence to Eleutherna as a polis in the political sense occurs in

the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.1, 38 (c.259–250)), in which the Eleuthernaioi

are included as one of the π#λεις α2 .γ Κρ�τηι. The term

π#λις is paired with �παµ�α in I.Cret. ii.xii.16Ab, µ� 2ν

�παµ�αι µ[�]δ’ 2ν π#λι, “neither in the apamia nor in the

polis”. The term �παµ�α seems to refer to land in the chora,

in which case π#λιςhere is used in the urban sense (Nomima

i 26; cf. Chaniotis (1996) 19–20: private land cultivated by

serfs). For polis in the urban sense, see also Ps.-Skylax 47,

where Eleuthernai is listed under the heading π#λεις .ν

Κρ�τηι.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins of C4m–C3f (infra), and externally in the

agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet 1.3 140.1, 38 (c.259–250)). For the individual use of

the city-ethnic, there is the proxeny decree of Gortyn for

Κ�ρτος ?νδροσκ�λω ’Ελευθεννα5ος (I.Cret. iv 206F

(C3/C2)).

An Archaic law regulating the consumption of wine men-

tions symposiastic consumption on ∆5ον >κρον (SEG 41

739 (C6l)). The toponym refers to a cape on the north coast

of Crete between Pantomatrion and Heraklion (Ptol. Geog.

3.15.5 (from west to east): Cape Lianos, Chondros, Korakias

or Bali) which perhaps marked the eastern border of

Eleutherna with Axos (van Effenterre (1991c) 18–20).

Wherever its exact location, this inscription indicates that

the territory of the Archaic polis extended to the north coast.

The inland asty is likely to have been served by one or more

harbours on the north coast. A coastal settlement (Archaic

and later) has been identified at Stavromenos, 11 km east of

Rhethymnon (S. Hood et al. (1964) 62–66; Schiering (1982)

17–47). Coins with the legend ΠΑ (rev.) found (in some

quantity?) there suggest that this might be ancient

Παντοµ�τριον (Faure (1993) 72). The relatively large num-

ber of coins of Eleutherna found there indicate that it was

frequented by Eleuthernians, and that it perhaps served as a

port for the polis (Le Rider (1966) 252–54). Whether the set-

tlement at Stavromenos was part of the polis of Eleutherna

during the Archaic period cannot be determined. The

πολιτ�ια of the Artemitai (I.Cret. ii.xii.22 (C3l)) may repre-

sent either a territorial civic subdivision of Eleutherna

(Perlman (1996) 252–54) or a dependent community of

Eleutherna (Chaniotis (1996) 402–6: non-citizens, possibly

freedmen, settled near a sanctuary of Artemis).

The term δροµε�ς, perhaps referring to citizens of the

younger age-grades who enjoyed limited citizen rights,

appears in the Archaic law concerning the consumption 

of wine (SEG 41 740; Tzifopoulos (1998) 150–69). The 

compound �λλοπολι�τας, partially restored in an Archaic

law (I.Cret. ii.xii.3 (C6l)), has been understood to refer to

resident aliens (Guarducci (1939) 148) or to expatriates of

Eleutherna (van Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 187–88;

Nomima i 10). The partly preserved [---] τ˜ο κσεν[---]

(I.Cret. ii.xii.4) most likely refers to foreigners or to officials

or laws pertaining to foreigners.This same text may preserve

a reference to δ[µος or δαµ#σιος (vel sim.) in line 1 ([---]

µηδ* δα[µ]οσ.[---] or [---] µηδ* δ[[µ]ος. [---]). The term

�παµ�α (I.Cret. ii.xii.16Ab, l. 2), a category of land holding,

implies that the community of Eleutherna identified certain

of its members as �φαµι+ται, a term attested in literary

sources (largely lexicographical), where it is defined as a

Cretan term for an individual of dependent status

(Athenaeus VI 263f; Hsch. s.v.; Strabo 15.1.34).

The kosmate is attested in what is perhaps a reference to

the eponymous kosmoi of the current or of a previous year

(I.Cret. ii.xii.9, l. 3): [--- κ]α� Τ�µαρκος .κ#σµιον “[in the

year when t δε5νος] and Timarchos were kosmoi”). From

this we may deduce that the kosmate was eponymous and

was organised as a board (for the kosmate, see also I.Cret.

ii.xii.14 (C6l); I.Cret. ii.xii.20–22 (C3)). The Archaic laws

preserve the terms µολε̃ν “to bring an action” (I.Cret.

ii.xii.15a�b), δικ�ζοντας “adjudicate” (I.Cret. ii.xii.11), and

ποινικ�[ζοντας] “record (in writing)” (ibid.). Two of the

laws refer to witnesses or to the act of testifying: [---

µ]αιτυρ[---] (I.Cret. ii.xii.8); [--- µ]αιτυραµ/νο or [---

µ]α�τυρα µ*ν t (I.Cret. ii.xii.13). Others refer to oaths: the

act of taking an oath (κSρκον τιθ/µεν, I.Cret. ii.xii.3), denial

by oath (.κ<σ>οµν�ηι, SEG 23 571; �ποµ[---]?, I.Cret.

ii.xii.17), and perhaps to the oath curse ([--- τ˜οι δ* Sρκ]οι

τ3ν �ρ3ν 2ν�µε[ν],“the curse shall be included in the oath”,

I.Cret. ii.xii.3). Two of the laws guarantee immunity from

prosecution: >πατον/�π�τος vµεν (I.Cret. ii.xii.3, 11).

The only early documentary evidence for the foreign rela-

tions of Eleutherna is the reference to a θιαρ#ς in an Archaic

law (I.Cret. ii.xii.11 (C6l), with Nomima i 14). All other evid-

ence for the foreign relations of Eleutherna dates to the

Hellenistic period. The presence of pottery from Corinth

(C7s–C6f), Lakonia and Argos (C6), Attika (from C6l),

Gortyn (C7–C4), Knosos (C6–C5), and possibly Kydonia

and Aphrati (C6) attests to Eleutherna’s participation in

intra-island and Mediterranean trading networks, but is not

sufficient to demonstrate direct relations with any one of

these places (Erickson (2000) 237–56).

Zeus Polioachos was worshipped by the polis (SEG 41 744

(C2s); coins, infra), but it is not clear that Zeus was the 
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protecting deity of Eleutherna (for the cults of Eleutherna,

see Stavrianopoulou (1991), with Chaniotis (1996) 190–95).

The polis town of ancient Eleutherna was built on two

neighbouring ridges: Pyrgi to the east (perhaps called

Sasthra in Antiquity: van Effenterre (1991b) 28) and Nisi to

the west (perhaps called Wilkon in Antiquity: ibid. 28–30).

Pyrgi appears to have been the centre of the early settlement.

Remains there include the Geometric–Classical cemetery at

the western foot of Pyrgi and two (or perhaps three) sanctu-

aries. Another sanctuary was located on southern Nisi.

During the Classical period a large peribolos (35 m � 50 m)

with a Doric pentastyle propylon was built on Nisi in the

location of the earlier sanctuary. Its function remains uncer-

tain. Van Effenterre identifies the peribolos as the sanctuary

of Apollo Wilkonios and the meeting place of the Cretan

koinon (van Effenterre (1991b) 28–30). Fortifications of

uncertain date are identified on Nisi to the north of the

Classical peribolos and enclosing a Hellenistic residential

district further to the north, and on the summit of Pyrgi to

the south of Hellenistic buildings. A terminus ante quem for

the fortifications of 221/0 is provided by Polyb. 4.55.4. For an

overview of the settlement history of the polis town of

Eleutherna, see Kalpaxis (1994) with plan 1; for the

Geometric–Classical cemetery, see Stampolidis (1993);

Erickson (2000) 156–228; for plans of the Classical peribolos

on Nisi and the Hellenistic buildings on Pyrgi which show

the provenance of SEG 41 739–55, see Kalpaxis (1991); for the

Hellenistic residential district on northern Nisi, see Kalpaxis

et al. (1994).

The term “stater” occurs in two inscriptions of C6l (SEG 2

12.13, 23 571). If the term refers to coinage rather than to a unit

of weight, these inscriptions provide some of the earliest evi-

dence for the use of coins on Crete. If so, the term most like-

ly refers to Aiginetan staters. Eleutherna’s proximity to

Kydonia, whence Aiginetan coinage is likely to have been

introduced into the island during the final quarter of C6

(Stefanakis (1999)), makes this an attractive possibility.

Eleutherna began to strike her own coins (staters) on the

Aiginetan standard c.350 (Le Rider (1966) 197). Types: obv.

Apollo holding a stone and a bow, with a dog and flanked by

two trees (Svoronos (1890) 130, styrax trees?); rev. Artemis

the huntress; legend: ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡ written retrograde in the

epichoric alphabet (Svoronos (1890) pl. XI.4). Later coins

(staters, drachms, hemidrachms, c.330–280/270) have 

obv.head of Apollo or head of Zeus; rev.Apollo standing; leg-

end: ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΝΑΙΟΝ or ΕΛΕΥΘΕΝΝΑΙΟΝ and

abbreviations down to ΕΛΕΥ, some retrograde (Svoronos

(1890) pls. XI.5–6, 9–11, 14–17, 22, 24, 27–39; XII.1–2, with Le

Rider (1966) 197; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 429). Obols of this period

have obv. head of Apollo; rev. Apollo standing or E or E^ in

monogram (Svoronos (1890) pl. XI.12–13, 18–20, 25).

958. *Eltynia (Eltynieus) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 25.10.

Size of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is not attested, but

must have been *Eltynia. The city-ethnic is ’Ελτυνιε�ς

(I.Cret. i.x.2 (C5e), ’Ελτυνιο%σι (I.Cret. iv 206G (C3/C2);

Milet. i.3 140.36 (c.259–250)). For the early use on Crete of

-ου- for -ευ-, see Bile (1988) 111–12. Cf. also iΕλτυναιε5ς

(I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)). In the Hellenistic period the form

’Ελτ�νιος occurs in inscriptions from sites outside the

island (SB 5273 (C3f); I.Magnesia 21 (C2e)).

The earliest reference to Eltynia as a polis in the political

sense occurs in a law concerning damages for personal

injury which requires that fines be paid .ς π#λιν (I.Cret.

i.x.2 (C5e)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in the law concerning personal injury (I.Cret. i.x.2 (C5e)),

and externally in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.36 (c.259–250)). For the indi-

vidual use of the city-ethnic, there is the proxeny decree of

Gortyn for Π#λλος Φαιστι#ννα ’Ελτυνιε�ς (I.Cret. iv

206G (C3/C2)).

The chief public official of Eltynia appears to have been

the κ#σµος (or board of κ#σµοι), who served both execu-

tive (πραδ*ν τ3ν .ς π#λιν τιµ�ν, “exact the fine for the

polis”) and judicial (γ[ι]γν#σκεν tµν�ντας,“decide having

sworn the oath”) functions (I.Cret. i.x.2 (C5e)). The board

perhaps consisted of just two members (κ#σµον . . .Sτερον,

I.Cret. i.x.2, l. 3, with Bile (1997) 116). Line 2 of this same text

probably preserves part of an enactment formula: [θ�οι·

τ�δ’ �gαδε] το5ς ’Ελτυνιο%σι. If so, το5ς ’Ελτυνιο%σι in

this context refers to the assembly. The terms πηjσκος and

�γ/λαος occur in the law concerning bodily injury (I.Cret.

ii.x.2 (C5e)) and refer to age-grades (“child” and “youth”

respectively) of the citizen class of the polis.

Almost nothing is known archaeologically about Eltynia

apart from the chance discovery of the membra disiecta

(capital and wall blocks including the one bearing I.Cret.

i.x.2) of an Archaic? Doric temple (Xanthoudides (1920)

75–81). Four terms, probably referring to public areas in the

polis town, occur in a provision of the law concerning per-

sonal injury, which details where the injury takes place (ibid.

ll. 6–7 (C5e)): (i) �νδρ�ιον; (ii) �γ/λα; (iii) συνβολ�τρα,

place where contracts are made (Bile (1988) 179) or “combat

zone” or refectory (Nomima ii 80); (iv) κορ#ς, agora (Bile

(1988) 344 n. 84) or dance floor (Nomima ii 80). Certainly
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the �νδρ�ιον was defined architecturally. Whether or not

the others were cannot be determined.

959. Elyros (Elyrios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 23.50. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is ;Ελυρος (Ps.-Skylax

47). The city-ethnic is ’Ελ�ριος (coins, C4s–C3f, see infra;

I.Cret. iv 185 (C3l/C2e)). There is one example each of the

toponym and the city-ethnic spelled with initial iota (see

Bile (1988) 86 n. 45): .ν ’Ιλ�ρωι (BCH 45 (1921) iii.106

(c.230–210)); ’Ιλυρ�οις (SEG 9 2.54; cf. SEG 42 1663 (C4s)).

The earliest reference to Elyros as a polis occurs in Ps.-

Skylax 47, who uses the term in its urban sense. The term is

used in its political sense in the enactment formulas of

Hellenistic proxeny decrees (e.g. I.Cret. ii.xiii.1 (C3/C2)).

There is little doubt that Elyros was a polis in the political

sense in the late Classical period. The evidence for this is: (i)

inclusion among the poleis given grain by Cyrene in the 320s

(SEG 9 2); (ii) participation in the C4l federation of the

Oreioi (infra); and (iii) striking coins as early as c.330 (infra).

Grave stelai of C5/C4 indicate that the polis town was already

settled during the Classical period (CretChron 9 (1955)

Chron. 569; Ergon 1964 (1965) Chron. 150–51). It would seem

probable, then, that Elyros was already a polis in the political

sense by the end of the Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra) and externally in the list of recipients of

grain from Kyrene during the grain crisis of the 320s (SEG 9

2). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there is Σηρ�ων

∆εξ�ω ’Ελ�ριος (SEG 45 1315 (Hellenistic)) from Lisos.

The terrritory of Elyros is called � τ+ν ’Ελυρ�ων χ)ρα

(I.Cret. iv 185 (c.200–189)). Stephanos identifies Souïa as the

harbour (.π�νειον) of Elyros (Steph. Byz. 590.8). This may

mean nothing more than that Souïa was the most conven-

ient harbour for Elyros (Perlman (1995b) 132–34); but some

level of co-operation between the two communities is sug-

gested by the aqueduct (date?) which brought water from a

source near the village of Livadha to Elyros (c.4.5 km to the

south-east) and thence to Souïa (Savignoni and de Sanctis

(1901) 424).

Elyros was a member of the C4l–C3 federation οH ;Ορειοι

(van Effenterre (1948a) 119–27; Chaniotis (1996) 106–8,

421–22; cf. Sekunda (2000) 337–38: league founded C3f).

Elyros is little known archaeologically, although there is

no question that it was settled already in C5 if not earlier (see

e.g. Baldwin Bowsky (1997) for C5l atticising grave stelai

from Elyros). Cf. Barr. HRL only. The hill on which the polis

town was built was protected by a circuit wall approximate-

ly 3 km long. The summit of the hill was perhaps fortified

with a second defence wall, and so may be regarded as the

acropolis proper (Pashley (1837) ii.104–9). Early travellers

report the remains of a theatre (Savignoni and de Sanctis

(1901) 424) and a temple (Pashley (1837) ii.104–9) near the

church of the Panaghia. There is no reason to identify this

temple as that of Apollo (cf. Pashley (1837) ii.104–9),

although Elyros did maintain particularly close ties with

Delphi, appointing theorodokoi at home to entertain the the-

oroi sent out from Delphi (BCH 45 (1921) iii.106 (c.230–210))

and a theorodokos at Delphi to entertain her own theoria to

the festival there (I.Cret. ii.xiii.1A (C3/C2)). Pausanias

describes a bronze goat dedicated by the Elyrioi to Apollo at

Delphi (Paus. 10.16.5). The story which Pausanias tells con-

cerning this dedication suggests that the mythic founders of

Elyros were the twin sons of Apollo and the nymph

Akakallis, Philandros and Philakides (Frost (1996)).

Elyros struck coins during the period c.330–280/270.

Types: obv. goat (head or full); legend: ΕΛΥΡΙΟΝ; rev. bee

(Svoronos (1890) pl. XII.9–13, with Le Rider (1966) 197–98;

SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 437).

960. Gorty(n)s (Gortynios) Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long.

24.55. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Γ#ρτυ(ν)ς (Γ#ρτυνς, I.Cret. iv 64 (C5e), coins, C5m, infra;

Γ#ρτυς, Il. 2.646) or Γ#ρτυνα (Ps.-Skylax 47). Bile suggests

that of the two inflections (theme in -ν and theme in -α), the

theme in -α perhaps originated from the accusative of the

theme in -ν (Bile (1988) 201–2). The city-ethnic is

Γορτ�νιος (I.Cret. iv 23 (C6s); coins, C5m, infra; Simon.

Anth. Pal. 7.254 bis (C6/C5)).

Gortyn is called a polis in a fragment of an Archaic law,

[---] | π#λι π�νσαι πρ�[---] (I.Cret. iv 13e2 (C7l)), where

the use is probably political (Nomima i 1). The earliest cer-

tain instances of the use of π#λις in the political sense occur

in the enactment formula of an early decree: �δοκαν � π#λις

(I.Cret. iv 43Ba3 (C5e)) and in a provision of a law of the

same period which requires that fines be paid “to the polis”

(I.Cret iv 78 (C5e)). For similar clauses in slightly later laws,

see e.g. I.Cret. iv 41.iii.16–17 (C5f), I.Cret. iv 79 (C5m). Cf.

also the law concerning mortuary practices, .ν g�δαι �

π#λις θ�ωνται (I.Cret. iv 146 (C5s–C4e)). Polis in the urban

sense occurs in two provisions in the Gortyn Law Code

which distinguish houses located in the polis from those in

the chora (I.Cret. iv 72.iv.31–33, viii.1–2 (C5m)). For polis in

the urban sense, see also Ps.-Skylax 47, where Gortyn is listed

under the heading π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τ=η. The broader

topographical use of polis to mean the totality of territory

occurs in two laws, the later perhaps a reformulation of the
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earlier, which concern wages paid to non-citizens (metics

and slaves) who live in the polis. In both examples, the rele-

vant clauses are restored το5ς .µ π#λι gοικ�ονσι το5ς τ’

.λευθ/ροις κα� το5ς δ#λοις (I.Cret. iv 79 (C5m), 144

(C5s/C4e)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is first attested inter-

nally in an Archaic law (I.Cret. iv 23 (C6s)) and externally in

a late Classical inscription (SEG 9 2.33 (C4s)) and in Ephor.

fr. 149). For the individual use of the city-ethnic, there are

the early epitaphs of the merchant Βρ#ταρχος Γορτ�νιος

Κρ�ς (Simon. Anth. Pal. 7.254 bis (C6/C5)) and the copper

smelter Σωσ5νος Γορτ�νιος (IG i³ 1349 bis (C5s)), and the

reference to the proxenos of Athens, Νικ�ας Γορτ�νιος

Κρ�ς (Thuc. 2.85.5).

Little is known about the organisation of the polis town

during the Archaic and Classical periods (for an overview,

see Perlman (2000)). The inhabitants of three Geometric

settlements,Ag. Ioannis, Prophitis Ilias and Charkià Pervoli,

appear to have abandoned their hill-top villages around 700,

most likely to resettle (κατ3 κ)µας or in a single settle-

ment?) at the foot of the ridge of hills which marks the

northern edge of the Mesara (Allegro (1991); Di Vita (1991);

La Torre (1988–89); Perlman (2000)). This resettlement

probably marks an important step in the formation of the

polis of Gortyn. Ag. Ioannis (275 m) probably served as the

acropolis. In C7f (c.675–650) an open-air sanctuary on 

the acropolis was monumentalised by the construction of a

temple, perhaps in part open-air (Scrinari (1968) 23–56).

The form of the cella (tripartite?) has been understood to

imply that the temple originally belonged to three deities,

but votive figurine types indicate that by the Classical peri-

od the temple belonged to Athena (Rizza (1968) 191–93,

249–50), who is called Poliouchos in Hellenistic documents

(I.Cret. iv 171 (C3), 183 (c.C3l/C2e)).

Archaeological exploration of Gortyn has to date yielded

few other traces of the Archaic and Classical polis town. The

most significant of these remains are the following. (i) The

temple of Apollo Pythios (C7s) built on the plain 700 m

south-east of the foot of the acropolis (Ricciardi (1986–87)),

within which one or two generations after the construction

of the Pythion (C7l–C6e), the Gortynians began to inscribe

their laws upon its walls (I.Cret. iv 1–27, 29–38, 40; Perlman

(2002)). (ii) The Gortyn Law Code (I.Cret. iv 72 (C5m)) was

inscribed boustrophedon in columns on the inner face of the

walls of a curved structure whose blocks were reused in the

Roman Odeion located below Ag. Ioannis on the east bank

of the river Metropolianos. (iii) A second group of similarly

inscribed blocks (I.Cret. iv 41–49, 51 (C5f)) was reused in a

rectangular structure of the Hellenistic period (Guarducci

(1950) 87–90). This Hellenistic building, parts of which were

incorporated into the Odeion, has been interpreted as a

bouleuterion (Meinel (1980) 597). Halbherr identified some

Geometric material beneath the Odeion and traces of

Archaic walls, perhaps belonging to a stoa, to its south-west

(Pernier (1925–26)). It is assumed that the buildings on

which the Great and Second Codes were inscribed were

located in the same vicinity; but to date no suitable founda-

tions have been found (Halbherr (1887); cf. Di Vita in

Blackman (1997) 104). (iv) A third group of blocks bearing

inscriptions dating to C5f were reused in the walls of the

early Byzantine church at Mavropapas, located 200 m

south-west of the Pythion. These blocks probably belong to

a late Archaic building located in the vicinity of, if not

directly under, the church (Halbherr (1897) 170–219;

Perlman (2000) 61–62: blocks came from a public building

associated with the .σπρ�τται “collectors of fines”?). (v) A

sanctuary (C6l) was established about 700 m north-east of

the Pythion (Di Vita (1984) 71: a sanctuary of Demeter and

Kore?). Several public buildings (or open-air meeting

places) are attested in early inscriptions: (i) agora (I.Cret. iv

43Bb (C6e); I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e); I.Cret. iv 72.vii.11, x.35–36,

xi.10–14 (C5m); I.Cret. iv 75A, 81 (C5m); for the location of

the agora in the vicinity of the later Roman Odeion, see

Perlman (2000) 72–73); (ii) �γρ8ιον (I.Cret. iv 9a–b (C7l);

Guarducci (1950) 32, 55: where the army assembled?;

Koerner (1993) 367: where homicide trials took place?); (iii)

δικαστ/ριον (I.Cret. iv 72.xi.15–16 (C5m); Guarducci (1950)

169: building used by the δικαστα� in the agora? [or the

institution?, ed.]). A stretch of wall contemporary with the

early phases of the settlement on Ag. Ioannis (c.1190–970)

has been identified as a defence wall (Hom. Il. 2.646:Γ#ρτυς

τειχι#εσσα; Rizza and Scrinari (1968) 21–22; cf. Hayden

(1988) 12–13), but Strabo’s claim that the polis was unforti-

fied until Ptolemy (IV) paid for the construction of a circuit

wall is supported archaeologically (Strabo 10.4.11; Allegro

and Ricciardi (1988)). Two toponyms, Aulon and Latosion,

have been identified as suburbs of the polis town of Gortyn.

For Aulon, see supra no. 949. Guarducci suggests that

Latosion supra 1146 was located in the vicinity of the modern

village of Mitropolis, 1 km west of Gortyn, and that it was a

district of the polis town where metics and freedmen were

allowed to reside (Guarducci (1950) 181; Chaniotis (1996)

162–63; cf. van Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 187–88).

The name of the territory was ! Γορτυν�α (Strabo

10.4.7). There is no evidence for territorial subdivisions, but

Gortyn may have controlled dependent poleis from as early
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as C5e (infra), whose citizens were called 6π#βοικοι

(Perlman (1996) 239–42). For settlement patterns in the

Mesara during the first millennium, see La Torre (1988–89);

Sanders (1976); Simpson et al. (1995); Watrous et al. (1993).

Gortyn’s neighbour to the west was Phaistos. The two

poleis were joined together in a sympoliteia during the peri-

od C5m–C4m (coins, infra; Cucuzza (1997)) and again in the

Hellenistic period (I.Cret. iv 165; SEG 23 563 (both C3s);

Chaniotis (1996) 104–8, 422–28). Amykalion, a dependent

community (polis?) of Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 172 (C3l);

Chaniotis (1996) 399; cf. Perlman (1996) 260–61), was prob-

ably located in the vicinity of modern Kommos (Cucuzza

(1997) 66–72). If so, it would appear that Gortyn had extend-

ed her influence, if not her control, to the western Mesara by

C5m (I.Cret. iv 72.iii.5–9 (C5m)). Mt. Ida formed the border

of Gortyn to the north-west. Gortyn may have controlled

the cave sanctuary of Zeus on Mt. Ida in the Classical period

(I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e), 146 (C4f)). Patela Prinias commanded

the principal north–south route east of Mt. Ida. The Archaic

community there appears to have been abandoned c.550

(Rizza (1991)), perhaps a victim of Gortynian expansion to

the north. Henceforth, Patela Prinias occupied the frontier

between Gortyn and her northern neighbour(s). One of

these neighbours was Rhaukos (modern Ag. Myron?).

Gortyn and Knosos destroyed Rhaukos (C2m) and divided

her territory between themselves. Thereafter they shared a

border which appears to have cut through what had been

the polis town of Rhaukos (Polyb. 30.23.1; I.Cret. IV 182

(C2m)). Pyranthos and Rhytion were perhaps dependent

poleis located within the territory of Gortyn at the eastern

edge of the Mesara (for Pyranthos, see Perlman (1996) 241,

268–70; for Rhytion, see ibid. 241, 256–57, 268–70). Further

east were the poleis Arkades and Priansos. A Hellenistic

alliance of Gortyn and Hierapytna with Priansos describes

the Hellenistic border of Priansos and Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 174

(C3l)).Several small communities were located at the south-

ern edge of the Mesara. The evidence for two of these, Boibe

and Pyloros, is not sufficient to draw any conclusions con-

cerning their political status (for Boibe, see Perlman (1996)

261–62, 268–70; for Pyloros, see ibid. 262, 269). *Rhitten may

have been located in the southern Mesara (no. 988). The

largely uninhabited Asterousia mountains separated the

Mesara from several small communities located on 

the south coast of Crete (Faure (1965) 37–40). They are

(from east to west) Einatos, the harbour of Priansos (no.

985); Lebena (no. 972); Lassoia (see supra); and Matala (no.

976). The toponyms Keskora and Pala occur together in 

a Gortynian decree concerning the lease of public lands

located .[ν] Κεσκ#ραι κα� .µ Π�λαι (I.Cret. iv 43Ba

(C5e)). Keskora and Pala were probably located in the

Mesara, but nothing further about them is known (Perlman

(1996) 242–43).

The terms πολι�τας (“citizen”) and πολιατε�ειν (“to

exercise the rights of a citizen”) occur in the early laws of

Gortyn (πολι�τας, I.Cret. iv 72.x.35–36, xi.14 (C5m);

πολιατε�ειν, I.Cret. iv 51 (C5f); I.Cret. iv 72.ix.31–33 (C5m);

cf. Lévy (1997) 26: “s’il exerce effectivement ses droits de

citoyen”, that is, “s’il est présent dans le pays”). Three other

terms are associated with the status of citizen: (i) .λε�θερος

(e.g. I.Cret. iv 72.i.1–7 (C5m)) “citizen” (Lévy (1997) 26–30)

or “potential citizen” (Bile (1988) 343); (ii) δροµε�ς (e.g.

I.Cret. iv 72.v.40–42), new citizen who enjoys limited citizen

rights (Tzifopoulos (1998) 150–69); (iii) gαστ�α (δ�κα)

(I.Cret. iv 64 (C5e)), legal procedures for citizens. Male cit-

izens belonged to hetaireiai (I.Cret. iv 42B.11–14 (C5f),

72.x.37–39; cf. �π/ταιρος, infra). The only civic subdivision

attested is the phyle (πυλ�) (I.Cret. iv 19, 104 (C7/C6); I.Cret.

iv 72.vii.40–viii.36 (C5m)). The Gortynian phylai appear to

have been personal rather than territorial organisations

(Jones, POAG 224–25). The names of seven phylai are attest-

ed in the dating formulas of public texts (decrees, magistral

dedications, manumissions): (i) Α2θαλε5ς or Α2θελε5ς

(I.Cret. iv 72.v.5 (C5m); I.Cret. iv 142 (C5m/C4e)); (ii)

Α2ν�ωνες (I.Cret. iv 196 (C2f)); (iii) ?π[. . .]υµα[---]

(I.Cret. iv 236 (C4s/C3f)); (iv) ?χρ�ια (I.Cret. iv 186B � 187

(C3l/C2e)); (v) Α(τολ8ται (I.Cret. iv 261 (C2s/C1f)); (vi)

∆εκ[---] (I.Cret. iv 171 (C3f)); (vii) ∆υµ[νες (I.Cret. iv 197

(C2f)). Marriage within the phyle was recommended when

possible (I.Cret. iv 72.vii.40–viii.36 (C5m); cf. Morris

(1990)). The σταρτ#ς, attested in the Gortyn Law Code

(I.Cret. iv 72.v.5 (C5m)) and in the treaty of Gortyn and

*Rhitten (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)), may represent a sub-unit of

the phyle, perhaps the γ/νος (Willetts (1955) 111–13; cf.

Guarducci (1950) 159, 185; Jones, POAG 225–26; Nomima i 7).

Terms for various categories of free non-citizens or that

attest the presence of free non-citizens in the polis include (i)

κσ/νιος/κσ�νιος (κ#σµος) (I.Cret. iv 14g–p.1–2 (C6), 30

(C6), 78 (C5e), 72.xi.16–17 (C5m)), official responsible for

foreigners; κσενε�αι δ�και (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)), suits per-

taining to foreigners; (iii) (π#βοικος (I.Cret. i.xvi.1 (C3l)),

citizen of a dependent polis of Gortyn (Perlman (1996)

239–42); (iv) �π/ταιρος (I.Cret. iv 72.ii.5 (C5m), 84 (C5)), a

free man denied citizen status—bastard, disenfranchised

citizen vel sim. (Willetts (1967) 103–9; Lévy (1997) 26–28); (v)

�πελε�[θερο---] (I.Cret. iv 78 (C5e)), manumitted slave

(Guarducci (1950) 181; Chaniotis (1996) 162–63; cf. van
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Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 187–88; Nomima i 16:

�πελευ[σαµ/νον ---] vel sim. (“expatriate”)). The terms

δο̃λος and gοικε�ς/gοικ/α (e.g. I.Cret. iv 72 passim) desig-

nate categories of the unfree (Lévy (1997) 30–40).

The public enactments of Gortyn use the collective city-

ethnicοH Γορτ�νιοι (e.g.θιο�.τ�δ´ �gαδε το5ς Γορτυν�οις

πσαπ�δονσ[ι], I.Cret. iv 78 (C5e)) and the term π#λις (e.g.

[τ�δ´ �gαδ]ε τ[ι π#λ[ι ψαφ�δδονσιorψαφ�ξανσι], I.Cret.

iv 378C (C3)) to refer to the assembly. The legislative func-

tion of the assembly is attested first in C5e: τ�δ’ �gαδε το5ς

Γορτυν�οις πσαπ�δονσ[ι] (I.Cret. iv 78). The term πλεθ�ς

may refer to the assembly in an early law or decree (I.Cret. iv

87 (C5m); Nomima i 97). A quasi-judicial role as corporate

witness is suggested by the requirement that both adoptions

and the renunciation of adoptions be declared in the agora

when the citizens are assembled, καταgελµ/νον το̃µ

πολιατ[ν (I.Cret. iv 72.x.35, xi.14 (C5m)). The boule is not

securely attested at Gortyn. ΕΣΒΟΛΑΝ occurs in an

Archaic law and has been interpreted as either .ς βολ�ν (“to

the council) or .κβολ� (“ejectment, divorce”) (I.Cret. iv

23.4 (C6l); Bile (1988) 156 n. 356).

One member of the annual board of κ#σµοι (also

q#σµος/κ#ρµος) was eponymous (e.g. I.Cret. iv 72.v.6

(C5m), 142 (C5m/C4e), 236 (C4s/C3f)). The size of the

board of κ#σµοι is not known (cf. I.Cret. iv 259 (C2f): ten

κ#σµοι plus a Hαροργ#ς). The kosmate was organised by

tribe (I.Cret. iv 72.v.6 (C5m),236 (C4s/C3f)).An Archaic law

on iteration restricted service to once every three years

(I.Cret. iv 14g–p (C6)). There is no reason to conclude that

the κσ/νιος κ#σµος (“kosmos for non-citizens”) was a

member of the board of κ#σµοι (I.Cret. iv 14g–p (C6), 30

(C5e), 78 (C5e), 79 (C5m)). Iteration was restricted to once

every five years (I.Cret. iv 14g–p2 (C6)), and a special

“recorder”, the µν�µον t το̃ κσεν�ο, was attached to the

office (I.Cret. iv 72.xi.6–23 (C5m)). Other public officials

attested in the early inscriptions from Gortyn include (i)

τ�τας (I.Cret. iv 15a–b (C7l), 14g–p (C6), 78 (C5e), 79

(C5m)),“magistrate who fines”or “comptroller”(Bile (1988)

327). The term occurs in the plural in two inscriptions

(I.Cret. iv 78 (C5e), 79 (C5m)). They were chiefly responsi-

ble for the collection of fines assessed by the polis against

private individuals (I.Cret. iv 78 (C5e)) and officials (I.Cret.

iv 79 (C5m)). (ii) γν#µον, “supervisor” vel sim. (Nomima i

82) or “councillor” (Bile (1988) 339). Iteration was restricted

to once every ten years (I.Cret. iv 14g–p (C6)). (iii)

.σπρ�τται (I.Cret. iv 75D (C5m), 87 (C5m), 91 (C5m)),

“collectors of fines”. The term is associated with the verb

πρ�ζω, “to pay” (Bile (1988) 327; Nomima i 97), and occurs

only in the plural in conjunction with δικαστα�. They seem

to have been responsible primarily for the collection of fines

assessed in judicial proceedings. A special µν�µον το̃ν

.σπραττ[ν was attached to the office (I.Cret. iv 87 (C5m)).

(iv) t .π#ττας (I.Cret. iv 84 (C5)),“overseer”?,“inspector”?

(Guarducci (1950) 193). The function of this official is not

known (Bile (1988) 331 n. 54: fiduciary official?). (v)

καρποδα5σται (I.Cret. iv 77 (C5e)) were probably responsi-

ble for the collection and redistribution of produce tithed

for the syssitia (Guarducci (1950) 179; Willetts (1967); Bile

(1988) 323; Nomima i 49). (vi) πρε�γιστος. The term occurs

in two agreements of Gortyn and dependent communities:

(1) for the dependent polis of *Rhitten (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e))

and (2) for “those living on Kaudos”(I.Cret. iv 184 � SEG 23

589 (C3l/C2e)); for the political status of this community,

see Chaniotis (1996) 411–17). This suggests that the

Gortynian πρε�γιστος was an official involved in the

administration of dependent communities (cf. Guarducci

(1950) 186–87; Chaniotis (1996) 419–20). (vii) σταρταγ/τας

(I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)), “leader of the startos” (supra) or mili-

tary commander? (Guarducci (1950) 185). (viii) δικαστ�ς.

The term does not occur in the earliest laws of Gortyn (see

Perlman (2001) 197), but is common in the inscriptions of

C5 (I.Cret. iv 41 (C5f), 42B (C5f), 45 (C5f), 72 passim (C5m),

76 (C5m), 106 (C5m)). An unknown number of δικαστα�,

at least some of whom enjoyed specialised duties, served the

polis (e.g. the δικαστ�ς for the hetaireiai and for cases con-

cerning security deposits (I.Cret. iv 42B (C5f)); the

tρπανοδικαστα� (I.Cret. iv 72.xii.6–19 (C5m)); cf. µολε̃ν

tπε̃ κ’.πιβ�λλει, π3ρ το̃ι δικαστ[ι zε gεκ�στο �γρατται

(I.Cret. iv 72.vi.25–31, ix.18–24 (C5m)). The simple term

always occurs in the singular (cf. the compound

tρπανοδικαστα�, I.Cret. iv 72.xii.6–19 (C5m)), and it seems

likely that all cases were heard by a single δικαστ�ς. The

δικαστ�ς either “applied the law”, δικ�ζειν (e.g. I.Cret. iv

72.iii.5–9, v.28–39, ix.43–54 (C5m)), or “determined the facts

under oath”, tµν�ντα κρ�νεν (e.g. I.Cret. iv 42B (C5f),

72.ix.24–40, xi.46–55 (C5m)).Both procedures are described

in a law from the Gortyn Law Code (I.Cret. iv 72.xi.26–31

(C5m)). A µν�µον sometimes assisted the δικαστ�ς when

he “applied the law”. Decisions of the δικαστ�ς could not be

appealed. Nothing is known about the qualifications,

appointment, tenure or pay of the δικαστα�. Citizenship

may not have been a requirement for the µν�µον (I.Cret. iv

72.ix.24–40 (C5m); cf. Lévy (1997) 26). For the δικαστ�ς, see

in general Willetts (1967) 127–34; Bile (1988) 348–51.

The legendary founder of Gortyn was Γ#ρτυς, the son of

either Tegeates according to the Tegeans or Rhadamanthys
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according to the Cretans (Paus. 8.53.4–5). Conon preserved

a tradition that in the third generation after the conquest of

Amyklai by Sparta (C8e), the Spartans Pollis and Delphos

led a group of Imbrian and Lemnian immigrants from

Lakonian Amyklai to Gortyn, where they settled together

with some Cretan perioikoi (Conon (FGrHist 26) fr. 1.xxxvi;

Malkin (1994) 111–13). An early association with Sparta is

suggested as well by the tradition concerning the Gortynian

poet and lawgiver Thaletas, who taught Lykourgos and

resided in Sparta for some time (Paus. 1.14.4; doubted by

Arist. Pol. 2.9, 1274a25–31). Plato’s Cretan, Kleinias, however,

identifed the Gortynians as Argive in origin (Pl. Leg. 4.708A;

Bürchner (1912) 1667). For the ethnic composition of the

early polis, see Perlman (2000).

The early inscriptions of Gortyn tell us very little about its

foreign relations. According to Strabo, Gortyn and Lyktos

temporarily superseded Knosos as the foremost cities of

Crete (Strabo 10.4.7). If Strabo’s account is historical, a like-

ly time for the emergence of Gortyn as a leading power on

the island is C6–C5 (Hood and Smyth (1981) 18–19). During

the Archaic and Classical periods Gortyn may have formu-

lated agreements with four poleis whose territories bordered

the Mesara: (i) with Lebena (I.Cret. iv 63 (C6l/C5e)); (ii)

with the dependent polis *Rhitten (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)); (iii)

a sympoliteia or alliance with Phaistos (coins, infra); (iv) a

sympoliteia or alliance with Sybrita? (coins, infra). For

aspects of Gortyn’s consolidation of the Mesara, see

Perlman (1996) 258–70; Cucuzza (1997). The Cretan polis

Polichne, located west of Kydonia (at Vryses?), may have

been an ally of Gortyn. In 429 the Gortynian Νικ�ας, prox-

enos of Athens, contriving to support Polichne, arranged for

an Athenian naval squadron to attack Kydonia (Thuc. 2.85;

Figueira (1988) 538–42; cf. Sekunda (2000) 327–37:

Polichnitai was the name of a federation of small non-

Dorian communities in west Crete). During the grain crisis

of the 320s, Gortyn received 10,000 medimnoi of grain from

Kyrene (SEG 9 2).

Gortyn struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from c.470

(Price (1981)). Types on the earliest staters (C5f–C4m) attest

a sympoliteia or alliance with Phaistos (Le Rider (1966) 161).

Types: obv. Europa riding the bull, facing r.; rev. lion’s scalp

(Le Rider (1966) pl. XI.8–19). The beginning of local coinage

at Gortyn (staters and drachms with same types as above) is

indicated by the legend (rev.) ΓΟΡΤΥΝΟΣΤΟΠΑΙΜΑ

(Γ#ρτυνος τ� πα5µα) written retrograde in the epichoric

alphabet (Svoronos (1890) pl. XII.21, 28) and somewhat later

ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΟΝ (Le Rider (1966) pl. XI.11–13). The earliest

drachms, hemidrachms and obols have obv. recumbent

bull; rev. lion’s scalp; legend (drachm obv.): ΓΟΡΤΥΝΣ

written retrograde in the epichoric alphabet (Svoronos

(1890) pl. XII.27–33; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 439). Staters of C4s

(c.360/350–300) have obv. female figure (Le Rider (1966) 14

n. 1, Europa or Britomartis?) seated in a tree; rev. standing

bull; legend: ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΟΝ, sometimes retrograde in the

epichoric alphabet (Le Rider (1966) pls. XI.20–XVIII.18).

Drachms and obols of this period (C4s) have: obv. head of a

bull; rev. head of Europa? (Le Rider (1966) pls. XIX.11–26,

XX.13–14). Sybrita minted coins with the same types in C4s

and may have been joined with Gortyn in a sympoliteia or

alliance (Le Rider (1966) 160–62). SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 438–45.

961. Herakleion (Herakleiotas) Map 60. Lat. 35.20, long.

25.10. Size of territory: 3 (Hellenistic period). Type: C. The

toponym is ‘Ηρ�κλειον,τ# (Strabo 10.4.7). The city-ethnic

is ‘Ηρακλει)τας (Milet. i.3 140.37 (c.259–250); SB 4272

(C3f)).

The earliest reference to Herakleion as a polis in the polit-

ical sense occurs in a C3m agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς

π#λεις τ3ς .ν Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 37). The Stadiasmus

348 refers to Herakleion as a polis in the urban sense,

‘Ηρ�κλειον . . . π#λις .στ�ν. �χει λιµ/να κα� &δωρ. The

ancient city was located under the modern one; the com-

bined evidence from chance finds and salvage excavations

indicates the existence of a settlement there already in the

Classical period, although continuous occupation since

Antiquity has made it impossible to reconstruct its organi-

sation (for remains from the Classical period, see e.g.

Vallianou (1987); cf. Barr., H only). The traces of Classical

habitation and the fact that there is no doubt that

Herakleion was a polis in the political sense during the

Hellenistic period recommend its inclusion in the Inventory

as a possible polis (type C).

For Strabo, Herakleion was the harbour of Knosos, �χει

δ’ .π�νειον τ� ‘Ηρ�κλειον ! Κνωσσ#ς (Strabo 10.4.7).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in the C3m agreement between Knosos and Miletos (Milet.

i.3 140.37). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there is

the graffito of Φιλ5νος ‘Ηρακλει)τας (SB 4272 (C3f)) and

the proxeny decree of Aptara for [∆α]µ�τριος κα�

’Ορθ#ννας Εdφρονος [κα�] Ν/αρχος Ε(νοjδα κα�

Φ�λων Παρµεν[---‘Ηρακλ]ει+ται (I.Cret. ii.iii.11C

(C2)).

962. Hierapytna (Hierapytnios) Map 60. Lat. 35.00, long.

25.45. Size of territory: 4. Type: B. The toponym is

‘Ιερ�πυντνα, ! (I.Cret. iii.iii.1B (C3l); IG xii.5 840 (C3m)).

Stephanos records three earlier names:! πρ#τερον Κ�ρβα,
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ε1τα Π�τνα, ε1τα Κ�µιρος (Steph. Byz. 328.4–5). For

Κ�µιρος, cf. the tribal name Καµιρ�ς infra. The city-ethnic

is ‘Ιεραπ�τνιος (I.Cret. iii.iii.1A (C3s), iv.3 (C3e)).

Probably the earliest ancient sources to call Hierapytna a

polis in the political sense are the decree of isopoliteia with

Arkades (I.Cret. iii.iii.1B 10 (C3l)) and the alliance between

Hierapytna and Rhodos (I.Cret. iii.iii.3A (C3l)). Hierapytna

is included in the Inventory as a probable polis (type B)

largely on the strength of its mint, which began to strike

coins in C4f (infra).

The collective and internal use of the city-ethnic occurs

in the alliance with Antigonos Doson (I.Cret. iii.iii.1A (C3s)).

For the individual use of the city-ethnic there is the decree 

of Lilaia in honour of Ε(ρυκ�ρτης ?ρισταγ#ρου

‘Ιεραπ�τνιος (FD iii.4 134 (C3l)).

The polis-town of Hierapytna was more than likely locat-

ed in the vicinity of the modern city of Ierapetra. To date

almost nothing from the Archaic and Classical periods has

come to light (for a description of the Archaic and Classical

material from these periods on display in the Archaeological

Museum of Ierapetra, see Papadakis (1986) 77–80). On 

current evidence it would seem that Hierapytna was a 

foundation of C5f at the earliest. Several public buildings

and open-air meeting places are attested epigraphically:

prytaneion (I.Cret. iii.iii.3C (C3l/C2e)); χορ#ς (I.Cret.

iii.iv.1 (C3e)); τ� �νδρ�ιον (I.Cret. iii.iii.4 (C3l/C2e)). In so

far as these buildings/open-air meeting places are attested at

other Cretan poleis during the Archaic and Classical periods

(prytaneion: see Lato (no. 971); choros: see *Eltynia (no. 958)

supra; Lyktos (no. 974); andreion: see Axos (no. 950), Datala

(no. 954) and *Eltynia, no. 958), it is possible that also at

Hierapytna (no. 962) they were pre-Hellenistic.

The protecting deity of the polis was probably Athene

Polias, in whose sanctuary public enactments were dis-

played (I.Cret. iii.iii.3C, ll. 9–10 (C3l/C2e), 4 ll. 78–79

(C3l/C2e), 5 ll. 5–6 (C2)).

Strabo indicates that the polis of Larisa (see Introduction)

joined with Hierapytna in a synoecism (Strabo 9.5.19).

Larisa has been identified with the substantial LMiiiC-

Classical settlement on Prophitis Elias (Watrous and Blitzer

(1995)). Surface remains indicate that this settlement was

abandoned by c.325. If the identification is correct, the set-

tlement history of Larisa suggests that her synoecism with

Hierapytna occurred late in the Classical period. The bor-

ders of Hierapytna are attested only in documents of the

Hellenistic period (Hierapytna and Priansos: I.Cret. iv 174 ll.

30–32 (C3l/C2e); Hierapytna and Praisos: I.Cret. iii.iv.9 ll.

65–67 (rC3l/C2f)). At some time before C2l Hierapytna may

have made the Archaic and Classical settlement at Oleros

(see Introduction) a dependent polis whose territory either

lay within or shared a border with the territory of

Hierapytna (Perlman (1995b) 131–35, 138–39).

The names of three tribes, attested in the dating formulas

of C2 magistral dedications but likely to be early and so

included here, have been identified as Hierapytnian:

∆υµ[νες (I.Cret. iii.iii.9), Π�µφυλοι (I.Cret. iii.v.1 with

Guarducci (1942) 133, from Oleros) and Καµιρ�ς (I.Cret.

iii.ii.1 with Jones, POAG 231: an unusual feminine adjectival

form in -ις perhaps comprising a stratum of the population

claiming descent from Rhodian colonists; from the sanctu-

ary of Zeus Diktaios at Palaikastro).

Hierapytna struck coins (staters) on the Aiginetan stan-

dard from C4f. Types: obv. ΙΡ ΑΠ Υ between the limbs of a

triskeles; rev. boar protome (Svoronos (1890) pl. XVII.6, with

Head, HN² 468). Later issues (c.330–280/270) have obv. head

of Zeus; rev. palm tree and eagle; legend: ΙΕΡΑ (Svoronos

(1890) pl. XVII.7, with Le Rider (1966) 190, 197–98).

963. Hyrtakina (Hyrtakinios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long.

23.45. Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is pre-

served in literary sources, where it is variously spelled

‘Υρτακ�να (Ps.-Skylax 47), ‘Υρτακ#ς (Steph. Byz. 652.20)

and ‘Υρτακ5νος (Steph. Byz. 652.20). The city-ethnic is

either ‘Υρτακ�νιος (SEG 9 2 (C4s); coins, C4s–C3f, infra;

I.Cret. ii.xv.2 (C2f)) or ‘Υρτακ5νος (Milet. i.3 38.frg.ll,5–6

(C3s)).

In Ps.-Skylax 47, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Hyrtakina is one of the toponyms listed under the heading

π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τηι. The earliest explicit reference to

Hyrtakina as a polis, and here in the political sense, occurs in

the renewal of asylia for Teos (I.Cret. ii.xv.2 (C2m)). There is

little doubt that Hyrtakina was a polis in the political sense

during the late Classical period. The evidence for this is: (i)

striking coins as early as c.330 (infra); (ii) forming an alliance

with Lisos in C4s/C3s (coins, see infra); (iii) inclusion

among the communities given grain by Kyrene in the 320s

(SEG 9 2.49); (iv) membership in the C4l–C3 federation of

the Oreioi (van Effenterre (1948a) 119–27; Chaniotis (1996)

106–8, 421–22; cf. Sekunda (2000) 337–38: league founded

C3f).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra), and externally in the list of recipients of

grain from Kyrene during the grain crisis of the 320s (SEG 9

2.49). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there is the

grave stele of ∆ι#δοτος Π�τρωνος ‘Υρτακ5νος from

Sidon (Rev. Bib. (1904) 552 (C2)).
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The polis town of Hyrtakina occupied a fortified hill

(Kastri), but archaeological investigation of the settlement

has been minimal. On current evidence the principal phas-

es of occupation date to the Classical and Hellenistic peri-

ods. Early explorers describe two sectors of the city in some

detail: (i) along the southern sector of the fortification wall,

where there is a gate with a road which can be traced from

the south (perhaps from Lisos, Niniou-Kindeli (1990)) lead-

ing into the city; and (ii) inside the city to the west near the

fortification wall, where there is a large building and a pub-

lic? cistern (Savignoni and de Sanctis (1901) 408–24). An

open-air sanctuary of Pan (C4–C3) was located at the east-

ern edge of the acropolis (Theophanides (1942–44b)). The

late Classical or Hellenistic circuit wall is built of polygonal

masonry (Savignoni and de Sanctis (1901) 408–24). Tombs

(C5–C4) are numerous on the southern and northern slopes

of the acropolis and on the hill Ag. Ioannis to the east. The

existence of a prytaneion called the ∆ελφ�νιον may be

inferred from the offer of ξεν�α .π� τ3ν κοιν3ν Gστ�αν .ς

τ� ∆ελφ�νιον (I.Cret. ii.xv.2 (C2m)). If so, in so far as the

prytaneion is attested elsewhere on Crete during the

Classical period (see Lato (no. 971)), it is possible that also at

Hyrtakina it was pre-Hellenistic.

Hyrtakina struck coins (drachms) during the 

period c.330–280/270. Types: obv. Goat’s head, legend:

ΥΡ, ΥΡΤΑ or ΥΡΤΑΚΙΝΙΩΝ; rev. bee (Svoronos 

(1890) pl. XVIII.7–11, with Le Rider (1966) 197–98). In

C4s–C3f (cf. Sekunda (2000) 337, c.C3m), Lisos and

Hyrtakina produced an alliance coinage of small denomina-

tions in silver and gold. Types: obv./rev. dove (or eagle?), or

dolphin, or star; legend (obv./rev.): Λ-Υ, ΥΡ-ΛΙ or ΥΡ-

ΛΙΣΙΩΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XVIII.12–20; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 469).

964. Istron (Istronios) Map 60. Lat. 35.10, long. 27.15. Size

of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is ;Ιστρων (I.Cret.

i.xiv.1 (C3l)). The city-ethnic is ’Ιστρ)νιος (Milet. i.3 140.38

(c.259–250); IG xii.5 suppl. 304 (C3m)).

The earliest reference to Istron as a polis in the political

sense occurs in an agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 38 (c.259–250)). Istron was

located in the vicinity of the modern village of Kalo Khorio

on Mirabello Bay. The ancient settlement on the small

promontory of Nisi Pandeleimon seems the most likely can-

didate for its urban centre. The surface remains are Archaic

and later (Hayden et al. (1992) 298, 330–32, 343/NP1; cf. Barr.

H and later). This and the fact that there is no doubt that

Istron was a polis in the political sense during the Hellenistic

period recommend its inclusion in the Inventory as a possi-

ble polis (type C).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in the agreement between Knosos and Miletos (Milet. i.3

140.38 (c.259–250)) and in an asylia decree for Teos (I.Cret.

i.xiv.1 (C3l)). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there

is the proxeny? decree for ?πολλ)νιος Ν�κωνος

’Ιστρ)νιος (IG xii.5 suppl. 304 (C3m)).

The largest buildings on Nisi Pandeleimon are on the

south-eastern knob of the promontory and on its southern

slopes. A stretch of circuit wall (c.1.5 m thick) is preserved

just above sea level on the north-western side of the

promontory (Hayden et al. (1992) 330–32, 343/NP1). In

treaties of C2l the eastern border of Lato seems to encom-

pass the territory of ancient Istron, suggesting that by then

the polis had been absorbed by Lato (Faure (1967) 111; van

Effenterre and Bougrat (1969) 38; Hayden et al. (1992) 299

with fig. 3).

The protecting deity of Istron was Athene Polias, in whose

sanctuary the public enactments of the polis were displayed

(I.Cret. i.xiv.1 (C3l)).

965. Itanos (Itanios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 26.15. Size of

territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is ;Ιτανος, W (Hdt.

4.151.2). The city-ethnic is ’Ιτ�νιος (I.Cret. iii.vii.3 (C6?);

coins, C4s–C3f, infra).

The earliest reference to Itanos as a polis in the urban

sense occurs in Herodotos’ narrative of the foundation of

Kyrene (Hdt. 4.151.2 (rC7)). Messengers from Thera arrived

.ς ;Ιτανον π#λιν. The earliest uses of the term in its political

sense occur in Hellenistic inscriptions (I.Cret. iii.iv.2–3

(c.266/5–263/2), 8 (C3f)).

The city-ethnic ΙΤΑΝΙΟΝ is attested in an Archaic

rupestral inscription written boustrophedon in the epichor-

ic alphabet (I.Cret. iii.vii.3 (C6?)). It is unclear whether the

use is individual or collective. The first certain example of

the collective use of the city-ethnic internally occurs on the

coins (C4s–C3f, infra) and externally in an Archaic law of

Lyktos (SEG 35 991A (C6l); cf. Faure (1993) 69–70). For the

individual use of the city-ethnic there is the signature of the

sculptor ∆αµοκρ�της ?ριστοµ�δεος ’Ιτ�νιος (I.Cret.

iii.iii.31 (C3/C2)).

Apart from a possible reference to hostilities with Lyktos

(SEG 35 991A (C6l); cf. Faure (1993) 69–70), all evidence for

the foreign relations of Itanos is Hellenistic.

Apart from the story of the participation of the Itanian

purple-fisher, Korobios, in Thera’s colonisation of Kyrene

(Hdt. 4.151–53 (rC7)) and the possible reference to hostilities
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with Lyktos (supra), evidence for the foreign relations of

Itanos is Hellenistic. The presence of pottery from Corinth

(C7e–C6e), Attika (C6f–C4, but nothing from c.470–420),

Ionia, Paros(?), Knosos (Orientalising and Hellenistic),

Eleutherna (Orientalising and Hellenistic) and Aphrati

attests Itanos’ participation in intra-island and

Mediterranean trading networks, but is not sufficient to

demonstrate direct relations with any one of these places

(Greco et al. (1999); Tsingarida (2001)).

The Itanians distinguished between their territory on

Crete itself (χ)ρα) and several small islands which they

claimed, the most important of which was Λε�κη (probably

modern Kouphonisi) (I.Cret. iii.iv.8 ll. 9–11 (C3f), 9 ll. 37–39

and passim (C2l)). The Magnesian arbitration of the dispute

between Itanos and Hierapytna describes the southern bor-

der of Itanos (I.Cret. iii.iv.9 ll.59–67 (C2l)).The sanctuary of

Zeus Diktaios at Palaikastro was located near this border

(Chaniotis (1988); cf. Perlman (1995a)). For the extent of the

territory of Itanos (from the sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios in

the south to the sanctuary of Athena Samonia on Cape

Sideros to the north), see Kalpaxis et al. (1995).

The polis town of Itanos was built on two small acropolis-

es, the eastern acropolis (altitude 24.35 m) and the western

acropolis (altitude 17.45 m). A large hill (altitude 61 m)

delimits the plain of Itanos to the south. Public buildings are

likely to have been located on the two small acropolises. The

east acropolis may have been fortified. A monumental ter-

race on the west acropolis was probably built to accommo-

date a temple. A rectangular basin of roughly 80–90 m

(east–west) by 50–60 m (north–south), possibly an ancient

harbour, has been identified immediately to the south of the

two acropolises. The agora may have been just to the north

of the harbour more or less between the two acropolises.

The southern hill was protected by a fortification wall with

towers. The western line of this fortification may have

extended north beyond the hill to defend the harbour and

the two acropolises. The polis town is estimated to have

covered roughly 40 ha.A large, roughly trapezoidal building

with a central hearth in the main room, tentatively identi-

fied as an andreion, was built in the Archaic period (aban-

doned C5f) in the area of a Geometric cemetery on a low hill

to the north of the acropolises (Viviers (2001)). During the

late Classical period a cemetery was established on a terrace

east of the Archaic building. Apart from the Archaic build-

ing, all other walls in the polis town (fortification, building

and terrace) appear to be Hellenistic and later, but pottery

from the Archaic and Classical periods is reported from the

east acropolis, the Hellenistic and later residential quarter in

the saddle between the two akropolises, and the rural sanc-

tuary and temple (of Demeter?) at Β�µιες. See Gallett de

Santerre (1951); Deschayes (1951); Kalpaxis et al. (1995);

Greco et al. (1996), (1997), (1998a), (1998b), (1999).

Itanos began to strike coins on the Aiginetan standard

c.380. Subsequent issues are sporadic (Le Rider (1966) 196;

Kraay (1976) 53–54). The earliest coins (staters and obols,

c.380–320) have obv. marine deity; rev. star (Svoronos (1890)

pl. XVIII.21–36, with Le Rider (1966) 196; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl.

470–71), later opposing sea monsters; legend: ΙΤΑ

(Svoronos (1890) pl. XVIII.37). Itanos continued to mint

this latter type (obv. marine deity; rev. opposing sea mon-

sters; legend: ΙΤΑΝΙΟΝor ΙΤΑΝΙΩΝ) during the period

c.320–280/270 (Svoronos (1890) pl. XIX.1–9, with Le Rider

(1966) 196) and introduced a new series with obv. head of

Athena; rev. eagle or star; legend: ΙΤΑΝΙΟΝ/ΙΤΑΝΙΩΝ

(Svoronos (1890) pl. XIX.10–24, with Le Rider (1966) 196).

966. Keraia (Keraïtas) Map 60.Lat.35.25, long.24.00. Size

of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is Κερα�α (BCH 45

(1921) iii.111 (c.230–210)). The city-ethnic is Κεραjτας

(coins, infra); cf.Κεραι�ται (I.Magnesia 21 (C2e)),Κερ/ται

(Polyb. 4.53.6), Κερε�της (Steph. Byz. 167.4–5).

No ancient source identifies Keraia as a polis. But there is

no question that Keraia was a polis in the political sense dur-

ing the Hellenistic period (Polyb.4.55.2; I.Magnesia 21 (C2e);

I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)). Keraia is included in the Inventory as a

probable polis (type B) on the strength of its mint, which

may have begun production as early as c.330 (infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra), and externally in the alliance of Keraia

and the members of the Cretan koinon with Eumenes II

(I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)). For the individual use there is the

proxeny decree of Gortyn for Βωλαγ#ρας Νεοκο�διος

Κεραjτας (I.Cret. iv 206K (C3/C2)).

The remains of the polis town at Meskla occupied at least

two and possibly three hills: (i) Τειχ�δια with stretches of

fortification walls built of large blocks without mortar; (ii)

Πουλ/ with a C4 rampart and a bastion; and (iii) Ζαγρ/

or Ζαγροπαπο�ρα with Roman villas. Surface remains

date from the Archaic through the Byzantine period.

The southern frontier of Keraia was defended by a

guard-post at Βουσσαλ#πορος. A second guard-post was

located to the south of Meskla at ‘Ελληνικ# (Faure (1962)

49–54).

Keraia struck coins (drachms) during the period

c.330–280/270. Types: obv. head of Artemis wearing a crown

of goat horns; rev. heads of a javeline and an arrow; legend:
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ΚΕΡΑΙΤΑΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. IV.16–17, with Le Rider

(1966) 197–98; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 359).

967. Knosos (Knosios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20, long. 25.10.

Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is Κνωσ#ς, !

(Hom. Il. 2.646; Pl. Leg. 753A), in Linear B, ko-no-so

(McArthur (1993) 21–23). According to Strabo, Knosos was

formerly called Κα�ρατος, the ancient name (now revived)

of the river and river valley wherein Knosos is located

(Strabo 10.4.8). The city-ethnic is Κν)σιος (coins, C4f, see

infra; SEG 9 2.31, 59 (C4s)). Literary sources use both these

and geminated forms of the toponym (Κνωσσ#ς, Diod.

16.62.3) and the city-ethnic (Κν)σσιος, Hdt. 3.122.2).

Geminated forms do not appear in the inscriptions.

Knosos is called a polis in the political sense in the agree-

ment of Knosos, Tylisos and Argos which provides for the

division of booty α2 δ* συµπλ/ονες π#λιες . . . �λοιεν (ML

42B.31–32 (C5m) �Nomima i 54.ii). It is most likely that

Knosos should be understood as one of the poleis. In literary

sources Knosos is called a polis both in the political sense (Pl.

Leg. 702C, 752E) and in the urban sense (Hymn. Hom. Ap.

477; Bacchyl. 1.123, in both cases in a mythological context).

The phrase Κνωσ�α πα´τρα occurs in Pind. Ol. 12.16.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra) and externally in the agreement of

Knosos, Tylisos and Argos (ML 42B.8 (C5m)), in the proxe-

ny decree of Mausolos and Artemisia for the Knosioi

(I.Labraunda 40 (C4m)), and in the list of recipients of grain

from Kyrene during the grain crisis of the 320s (SEG 9 2.31,

59). For the individual use there is the sculptor ?µφ�ων

?κ/στορος Κν)σσιος who made the statue of Battos and

Libya riding in a chariot which Pausanias saw at Delphi

(Paus. 10.15.7 (rC5)). The individual use is not attested epi-

graphically before C4 (Γλυκ/ρα ?ντι#χο Κνωσ�ο, IG ii²

9044 (C4f)).

Very little is known about the Archaic and Classical (pre-

C4m) history of Knosos. According to Strabo, in the time of

Homer and for a long while thereafter Knosos was the most

illustrious polis on Crete. She later lost her leading position

to Gortyn and Lyktos, but managed to recover her former

status as the metropolis of Crete (Strabo 10.4.7). Pindar

indicates that Knosos suffered a period of stasis in C5e,

which resulted in the exile or immigration to Himera of the

long-distance runner ’Εργοτ/λης Φιλ�νορος, twice victor

at the Pythian Games and once at the Olympian (Pind. Ol.

12.16 (C5f)). Knosos is not known to have produced other

Panhellenic victors, but Knosos and Tylisos agreed to dedi-

cate jointly at Delphi a tithe of the booty they captured

together (ML 42B.7–10 (C5m)). Knosos and Tylisos formed

an alliance in C5m (ML 42). The assembly of Argos (τ�

πλε̃θος) served as the mediator in the resolution of disputes

between the two poleis concerning questions of war and

peace (ML 42A.6–17; Merrill (1991); cf. ML: the text implies

a federal structure with a federal assembly called τ� πλε̃θος

which decided questions of war and peace; members

included Knosos, Tylisos and Argos, and perhaps other

states as well (συµπλ/ονες πολ�ες, ML 42B.31–32); cf.

Gschnitzer (1958) 44–47: ML 42 is an alliance between

Knosos and Argos; Tylisos is a dependency of Argos). The

border between Knosos and Tylisos (�ροι τ[ς γ[ς) is

described in this alliance (26–29, infra), and regulations

concerning property and trade are stipulated: (i) both poleis

are prohibited from absorbing territory (χ#ρα) belonging

to the other (25–26); (ii) Knosioi are prohibited from owning

land in Tylisos (µ* ’νπιπασκ/σθο), although a Tylisios may

own land in Knosos (23–25); (iii) export from Tylisos to

Knosos and from Knosos to Tylisos is tax-free; (iv) Tylisioi

pay the same taxes as citizens of Knosos for trans-shipment

from Knosos (11–14). After a gap in the historical record of

almost a century,evidence for the history of Knosos resumes

in C4m, when Mausolos and Artemisia issue a proxeny

decree for the Knosioi (I.Labraunda 40 (c.357)), and Knosos

hires mercenaries of Phalaikos for a campaign against

Lyktos (Diod. 16.62 (346)), and honours the Athenians with

a gold crown (IG ii² 1443.ii.121–22 (345/4)).

The κ#σµοι appear to have been the chief magistrates of

the polis already in the Classical period. They were responsi-

ble for providing foreign envoys with ξ/νια. The βολ� over-

saw the κ#σµοι (ML 42B.40–42 (C5m)). Although the

phylai appear only in Hellenistic sources, they are likely to be

early and so are mentioned here.Five tribal names are attest-

ed: (i) ?ρχ�ια or ?ρχε�α (I.Cret. i.viii.10 (C2e); SEG 33 729

(C1); cf. the sanctuary of the hero ?ρχ#ς at Archanes, ML

42B.27, 35–36 (C5m)); (ii) Π�µφυλοι (I.Cret. iv 181 (C2f));

(iii) Ε[---c.8---] (I.Cret. iv 182 (C2f)); (iv) Α2θαλε5ς (I.Cret.

iv 197 (C2)); (v) ‘Υλλε5ς (SEG 33 728 (C1)).

The territory of Knosos is called (in Argolic) τ3 Κνοh�α

γ� (ML 42A.21–22 (C5m)). If the river mentioned in the

C5m description of the border of Knosos and Tylisos is the

Platyperama (ML 42B.28), the territory of Knosos reached

the north coast between Herakleion and Apellonia. To the

east her territory encompassed the sanctuary of Zeus

Thenatas at Amnisos (Chaniotis (1992)), while to the south

it extended towards modern Archanes (ML 42B.2–4; see

Huxley (1994) 126–27 for a brief discussion of the territory;

cf. also I.Cret. i.ix.1B.52 for a C3 reference to the borders
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(ο(ρε�α) of Knosos, and I.Cret. iv 182 and Polyb. 22.15.1 for

the C2f border of Knosos and Gortyn). Strabo identifies

Herakleion and earlier (in the time of Minos) Amnisos as

the harbours (.π�νειον) of Knosos (Strabo 10.4.7–8). The

so-called cave of Eleithyia was located within the territory of

Knosos (see e.g. Paus. 1.18.5; Strabo 10.4.8).

The polis town of Knosos seems to have enjoyed nearly

continuous habitation from prehistoric times and always to

have been settled as an urban centre with the important

exception of the period c.630–525, when on current evidence

the settlement appears to have been largely abandoned

(Coldstream (1984); Coldstream and Huxley (1999)). Very

little is known about the polis town of Archaic and Classical

Knosos (for the Archaic and Classical remains within the

urban centre of Knosos, see Hood and Smyth (1981);

Coldstream and Macdonald (1997); Coldstream (1999),

(2000)). According to Strabo, the circuit of the ancient city

was 30 stadia (Strabo 10.4.7), but there is no archaeological

evidence that a circuit wall protected the polis town. For a

Classical fort (C4) on Kefala ridge north of the Minoan

Palace, see Hood and Boardman (1957). The public centre of

the polis town is suspected to have been in the region of the

Roman Civil Basilica, c.0.5 km to the north-west of the

Minoan palace, where architectural blocks bearing the text

(painted) of a law were found (I.Cret. i.viii.5 (C3)). Three

early sanctuaries have been excavated: (i) of Rhea? (C5 and

earlier?) above the ruins of the South Propylaion of the

Minoan palace (Evans (1928) 3–5; Coldstream (2000)

284–88); (ii) of Demeter (from C8 onwards) south of the

Minoan palace on Lower Gipsades Hill (Coldstream (1973));

(iii) of Glaukos? (from c.500) west of the Minoan palace

(Callaghan (1978)). Deposits of Archaic (with the C6 gap)

and Classical material, but no architecture, have been found

in the Stratigraphical Museum excavations (Warren

(1984–85)), above the Unexplored Mansion (Sackett (1992)

6–8), to the south-west of the Minoan palace (Coldstream

and Macdonald (1997)), and on both sides of the Royal Road

(Coldstream (1973)). There is almost no burial evidence

from Knosos later than c.630 (Coldstream and Huxley

(1999) 294–96).

Knosos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from

c.C5m (Price (1981), c.450–425; Le Rider (1966) 175–80, 195,

c.425). The earliest (c.C5m–C4m) coins (staters, drachms,

hemidrachms) have obv. Minotaur; rev. labyrinth (cruci-

form), or rarely the head of a youth (Svoronos (1890) 66 no.

11: Theseus or Apollo?); obols have obv. Minotaur; rev. star;

legend (on staters only): none at first, later ΚΝΟΣ written

retrograde in the epichoric alphabet (Svoronos (1890) pl.

IV.23–32, with Le Rider (1966) 175; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 368).

The next series of staters (c.340/330–320) has obv. female

head (Le Rider (1966) 15 n. 5: Pasiphaï, Britomartis or

Ariadne?); rev. seated male figure (Zeus or Minos), or a

bull’s head within the labyrinth; legend: ΚΝΩΣΙΩΝ, or in

one case ΜΙΝΩΣ (Svoronos (1890) pls. IV.33–35, V.1, with

Le Rider (1966) 175–76). Staters struck during the period

c.320–280/270 have: obv. head of Hera; rev. labyrinth.

Drachms of this period have (i) obv. head of Hera; rev.

labyrinth; (ii) head of Apollo; rev. Zeus Nikephoros seated

inside the labyrinth.Hemidrachms and obols have obv.head

of Apollo; rev. labyrinth (Svoronos (1890) pls. V.2–22,

VI.1–9, 15–16, with Le Rider (1966) 176–80; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl.

369–70, 373).

968. Kydonia (Kydoniatas) Map 60. Lat. 35.30, long.

24.00. Size of territory: 4. Type: A. The toponym is

Κυδων�α, ! (Thuc. 2.85.5; IG ii² 399 (C4s)), in Linear B,

ku-do-ni-ja (McArthur (1993) 21–23). The city-ethnic is

Κυδωνι�τας (IG iv 683 (C5m); Thuc. 2.85.5). On the asser-

tion of Stephanos that Κυδων�α was formerly called

?πολλων�α (Steph. Byz. 390.17), see Guarducci (1939) 105.

The term π#λις occurs in a dedication to Apollo, Artemis

and Lato from Chania (SEG 33 735; cf. SEG 40 775 �CEG 846

(C4f)). The polis in question is probably Kydonia, and the

use of the term is probably political. Polis in the urban sense

is attested in Ephor. fr. 29, in Ps.-Skylax 47 (π#λις implied;

see Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 142), and in Diod.

16.63.3 (r343).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in abbreviated form on coins C4s–C3e (infra), and external-

ly in Thucydides’ account of the Athenian expedition to

Crete in 429 (Thuc. 2.85.5) and in the list of recipients of

grain from Kyrene during the grain crisis of the 320s (SEG 9

2.26). For the individual use of the city-ethnic there are the

two signatures of sculptors, ?ριστοκλ8ς Κυδωνι�της

from Olympia (Paus. 5.25.11 (rC6, not properly retrospective

if Pausanias here quotes the inscription)) and Κρησ�λας

Κυδωνι�τας from Hermione (IG iv 683 (C5m)) and the

graffito of ’Ον�σανδρος Κυδωνι�τας from Abydos (IGA 3

405 (C4)).

According to legend, Kydonia was founded by Minos or

Kydas (IG xii.5 104.21–22; Diod. 5.78.2; Paus. 8.53.4). In light

of the continuous settlement of Chania from C8s (infra), the

story told by Herodotos about the foundation of Kydonia by

Samian exiles (α(το� [Samians] δ* Κυδων�ην τ�ν 

.ν Κρ�τ=η �κτισεν) probably refers to a refoundation or

resettlement of the polis (Hdt. 3.44.1, 59.1–3 (r524); for the
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meaning of κτ�ζω in Herodotos, see Casewitz (1985)). The

Samians remained there for five years, but in the sixth year

(519), Aiginetans and Cretans defeated them in a sea battle,

and the Aiginetans resettled Kydonia as a colony (Strabo

8.6.16; for the possible economic motives behind Samian

and Aiginetan interest in Kydonia, see Stefanakis (1999)

250–57; for the identification of the Κυδ+νες as the descen-

dants of the pre-Greek inhabitants of west Crete and for

their fate following Aigina’s colonisation of Kydonia, see

Sekunda (2000) 330–37). In 429 the Athenians responded to

the request of Nikias, the Gortynian proxenos of Athens, and

ravaged the territory of Kydonia (Thuc. 2.85.5–86.1). The

attack may have been motivated in part by pro-Spartan

sympathies if not outright support for Sparta on the part of

the descendants of the Aiginetan settlers, together perhaps

with more recent arrivals from Aigina following the

Athenian expulsions in 457/6 and 431 (Figueira (1988)

538–42). Phalaikos was killed during his unsuccessful siege

of Kydonia in 343 (Diod. 16.63; Paus. 10.2.7).

The list of leases of land and houses to seven proxenoi

(I.Cret. ii.x.1 (C3)) provides precious information about the

organisation of the territory of Kydonia.Combined with the

archaeological evidence, it can be used retrospectively for

the Archaic and Classical periods. The leases refer to vine-

yards .µ Μολοχ[ντι .ν τ+ι πεδ�ωι, .ν τ+ι πεδ�ωι κατ3

Β�θειαν, .ν Μιν)ιαι πο� τ+ι π#ρωι .σχ�τωι, .ν τ[ι

ν�σωι (Marangou-Lerat (1995) 11–13: Akrotiri peninsula),

.π� Λ�παραι, and .ν Σχινο�ρι; houses .ν τ[ι ‘Ηραjδι and

.ν τ[ι Λαχαν�αι κ())µαι; and fallow land πο� τ[ι

Κωµ�κου. The κ)µη Laxania has been identified with the

substantial fortified site (Archaic through Byzantine) on

Kastellos Varypetro about 7 km south-west of Chania

(Faure (1988) 90; Erickson (2000) 260). Minoa has been

identified with the remains (Archaic through Roman) of a

large coastal settlement at modern Marathi on Akrotiri

peninsula (Blackman (1976d)). The settlement possessed an

important cult (of Diktynna?) at Marathospelios (Faure

(1964) 186–87) and territory extending north-west to the

isthmus of the peninsula (Marangou-Lerat (1995) 10–13).

Lipara has been identified with one of the small islands

located in Souda Bay opposite Marathi (Guarducci (1939)

117). For a discussion of these toponyms, see Perlman (1996)

243–44, where I distinguish between two types of sub-unit

of the polis: (i) villages like Laxania and Heraïs which were

not political units, and (ii) a second category of community

of which Minoa, Molokas, Vatheia, Lipara and Schinouris

are examples.These latter consisted of a settlement and agri-

cultural lands, including some state-owned parcels, and

may have been political units dependent upon or part of

Kydonia.

The continuous occupation of the city of Chania since C8,

coupled with the building activity of the Venetians, who dis-

mantled many of the earlier structures for building material

to reuse in their own buildings, has made it difficult to recon-

struct the organisation of the Greek polis. Rescue excavations

have provided most of what is known archaeologically about

the Archaic and Classical periods (see e.g. KrEst 7 (1999)

143–66, describing eighteen rescue excavations conducted in

Chania during the period 1995–97). Late Geometric material

from Kastelli Hill suggests that the Greek settlement was

established there in C8 (Andreadaki-Vlasaki (1997) 239; for

Archaic and Classical deposits on Kastelli, see Hallager et al.

(1997) 202–4; Hahn (1997) 209; ArchDelt 45 (1990) Chron.

433–35). Kastelli perhaps served as the acropolis for the com-

munity. Literary testimonia indicate that the urban centre

was fortified during the late Classical and Hellenistic periods

(Diod. 16.63.3 (r343); Polyb. 4.55.4 (r220–219)). It is likely,

though not certain, that these fortifications protected the

acropolis. The extent of the Classical and Hellenistic urban

centre is suggested by the location of graves dating to these

periods within the limits of the modern city in the areas of

Ag. Ioannis, the law courts, the public park and the stadium

(Pologiorgi (1985)). No public buildings of the Greek polis

have been discovered, although it seems likely that there was

a temple near Plataia in 1866, where the fragment of an

Archaic limestone frieze now on display in the

Archaeological Museum of Chania (Inv. no. 92) was found

(Theophanides (1956)). Herodotos records that the Samian

exiles who refounded or resettled Kydonia built the temples

which were still there in his day, as well as the temple of

Diktynna on Rhodopou Peninsula (τ3 Hρ3 τ3 .ν Κυδων�=η

.#ντα ν%ν οhτοι ε2σ� οH ποι�σαντες κα� τ�ν τ8ς

∆ικτ�νης νη#ν, Hdt. 3.59.1–3 (r524)). Onorio Belli reported

having seen a temple with a Doric portico, a theatre and an

aqueduct, although both the locations and the dates of these

structures are today unknown (Falkener (1854) 27–28). It

seems likely that the ancient harbour was in the same place as

the Venetian harbour to the north of Kastelli, and that the

Venetian mole was built on an earlier mole. Skylax reports

that the harbour of Kydonia could be closed (Ps.-Skylax 47).

Kydonia struck pseudo-Aiginetan hemidrachms and

obols (c.475–280), distinguished from Aiginetan coins by

fabric, style and the frequent representation of a crescent on

either obverse or reverse. Types: obv. tortoise; rev. incuse

square (Robinson (1928); Le Rider (1966) 173; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 402–5). During the period c.320–280/270, Kydonia
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struck coins (staters, drachms, obols), also on the Aiginetan

standard but with different types (Le Rider (1966) 194).

Staters have obv. head of a nymph or goddess (Frost (1996):

Akakallis?); rev. youthful naked archer stringing his bow, or

hound suckling an infant (Kydon). Drachms have (i) obv.

head of a nymph or goddess; rev. naked hunter, or dog feed-

ing Kydon; (ii) obv. head of Athene; rev. dog feeding Kydon.

Obols have (i) obv. head of a youth with horns; rev. dog; (ii)

obv. head of a nymph or goddess; rev. head of a bull, or Κ, or

dot within three crescent moons, or dot within three dotted

crescent moons; (iii) obv. head of nymph or goddess; rev.

amphora. Legend (on some coins of all denominations):

ΚΥ∆ΩΝ or further abbreviations down to Κ (Svoronos

(1890) pl. IX.1–9, 13–18, 22–30; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 406–11).

969. Kytaion Map 60. Lat. 35.25, long. 24.55. Size of terri-

tory: 1. Type: B. The toponym is Κ�ταιον, τ# (Ptol. Geog.

3.17.6; Steph. Byz. 399.3). The collective use of the city-ethnic

is attested internally in abbreviated form on the coins of

C4m (infra). Ancient Kytaion has not been securely located.

The ancient geographers place Kytaion to the west of

Apellonia (Plin. HN 4.59; Ptol. Geog. 3.17.6). Stefanakis sug-

gests a location on the small bay just north of the modern

village of Sisses at Almyrida, where remains dating to the

Neolithic, Minoan, Hellenistic and Roman periods have

been identified as well as traces of an ancient harbour

(Stefanakis (1998)). Alexiou identifies the settlement at

Almyrida as an otherwise unattested ancient toponym *Sisa

on the basis of the discovery there of an altar which bears the

inscription Σισα�ων (ArchDelt 21 (1966) Chron. 407–8; cf.

Stefanakis (1998) 99–100: a tribal name or a neighbouring

minor settlement).

The only ancient source to identify Kytaion as a polis is

Stephanos (Steph. Byz. 399.3). Nonnos Dion. 13.238 calls

Kytaion a town, >στεα καλ3 Κυτα�ου. A small issue (only

three known examples) of overstruck silver staters dating to

the period c.350–325 has been attributed to Kytaion (Hill

(1927) 46 pl. VI.4, with Stefanakis (1998)). Types: obv.

wreathed male head facing r.; rev. tripod; legend: ΚΥ (Hill

(1927) 46 pl. VI.4). The coins, which may begin as early as

c.350, suggest that Kytaion was a polis in the late Classical peri-

od and so recommend her inclusion in the Inventory as a

probable polis (type B). They share the obverse and reverse

types of Axos. Stefanakis interprets this as evidence of an

alliance between the two poleis (ibid.). Almyrida provides the

most convenient coastal access for Axos. If Kytaion was indeed

located at Almyrida, it seems likely that not long after the

minting of these coins Axos absorbed this small polis (ibid.).

970. Lappa (Lappaios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15; long. 24.20.

Size of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is Λ�ππα,! (BCH

45 (1921) iii.115 (c.230–210); I.Cret. iv 186B � 187 (C3l/C2e)).

For the spelling Λ�µπη/Λ�µπαι in the geographers and

lexicographers, see Guarducci (1939) 191. The city-ethnic is

Λαππα5ος (coins, C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. ii.xvi.2 (C3f)).

The earliest attestation of Lappa as a polis in the political

sense occurs in an asylia decree of Lappa for Teos (I.Cret.

ii.xvi.3 (C3l)). For the earliest reference to Lappa as a polis in

the topographical sense, see Polyb. 4.54.4–5 (r221–219).

Lappa is included in the Inventory as a probable polis (type

B) because (i) the earliest coins of Lappa may date to c.330

(infra), and (ii) there was a territory called ! Λαππα�α

already in C4 (Ps.-Skylax 47; Theophr. Hist. pl. 2.6.9).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra), and externally in the asylia decree for

Tenos (I.Cret. ii.xvi.2 (C3f)). For the individual use, there is

the decree of Tenos honouring ?πελλ8ς ?µφικλ/ους

Λαππα5ος and other Cretans (IG xii.5 suppl. 304 (C3m)).

A fragment of an Archaic inscription from Lappa may

preserve the only documentary evidence from Crete for the

basileus,ΒΑΣΙΛΙ [---] (I.Cret. ii.xvi.1 (C5e)). Otherwise all

evidence for the political institutions of Lappa is Hellenistic.

The territory of Lappa, the only polis situated at the nar-

row isthmus (18 km wide) of west Crete, may have extended

from the north coast to the south coast, as suggested by Ps.-

Skylax 47: ε1τα ! Λαµπα�α (sc. χ)ρα) κα� δι�κει α&τη

�µφοτ/ρωθεν. Two settlements on the north coast proba-

bly lay within the territory of Lappa: (i) ‘Υδραµ�α, probably

located near the modern village of Dramia at the mouth of

the river Mousella (Guarducci (1939) 183), and (ii)

?µφ�µαλα, located in the vicinity of the modern village of

Giorgioupoli at the mouth of the river Almyros (Guarducci

(1939) 183). Stephanos (90.9–11), quoting Xenion ((FGrHist

460) fr. 12; cf. Stadiasmus 346) identified Amphimala as a

polis, whereas Strabo called it a κατοικ�α (Strabo 10.4.3).

According to Strabo, Phoinix was located within the territ-

ory of Lappa on the south coast of Crete (Strabo 10.4.3).

Guarducci locates Phoinix a few kilometres to the west of

modern Sellia (Guarducci (1939) 192). This Phoinix is not to

be confused with the homonymous port at modern Loutro,

some 26 km to the west. Finally, it is worth noting that the

only freshwater lake on the island of Crete, Lake Kournas

(the ancient λ�µνη Κορησ�α), probably lay within the terri-

tory of Lappa (Steph. Byz. 374.12–15; Guarducci (1939) 192).

The archaeological remains of ancient Lappa extend

chiefly over the hill that is bounded by the rivers Mousella

and Petre, on the site of modern Argyropoli. The earliest 
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evidence of habitation dates to the early Geometric period.

Apart from stretches of the pseudo-isodomic Hellenistic

fortification walls, very little of the ancient settlement is vis-

ible today (Sanders (1982) 163 (14/1)). The agora may have

been located at “Lephou”, where three marble statues of the

Roman period were found (ArchDelt 15 (1933–35) 66–70).

Lappa struck coins (staters, drachms, obols) on the

Aiginetan standard during the period c.330–280/270. Types

(stater): obv. head of a nymph or goddess (Guarducci (1939)

194, Artemis?); legend: ΛΑΠΠΑΙΟΝ written retrograde;

rev. Apollo kitharodos, seated; legend: ΑΠΟΛΛΟΝ (Brett

(1974) no. 1282, with Le Rider (1966) 190, 198). Types

(drachm and obol): obv. same as stater, or frontal bull’s head

with one horn curving down; rev. frontal bull’s head with

one horn curving down, or Λ (Svoronos (1890) pl.

XIX.28–30, 33; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 479). Early travellers to

Crete noted the existence of silver mines (and gold and

lead?) in the vicinity of Lappa, from which probably derives

the name of the modern village on the site of ancient Lappa,

Argyropoli or “Silverado” (Le Rider (1966) 260; cf. Markoe

(1998) 238).

971. Lato (Latios) Map 60. Lat. 35.10, long. 25.40. Size of

territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Λατ) (I.Cret. i.xvi.1

(C3l)); Λατ+ς on the coins is genitive (Svoronos (1890)

220.5, 7). The city-ethnic Λ�τιος (Milet. i.3 140.38

(c.259–250)) suggests an alternative thematic stem for the

toponym (Bile (1988) 202 n. 185). A second community of

Latioi, called Λ�τιοι οH πρ�ς/.π� Καµ�ραι, was estab-

lished on the coast in the vicinity of Ag. Nikolaos by C3l

(I.Cret. i.xvi.15 (C3l), 19 (C2e)). The precise political nature

of this community and its relationship to “upper”Lato, 5 km

to the south-west, remain uncertain (Perlman (1995b)

133–35; Chaniotis (1996) 104–8, 428–29: sympoliteia). I.Cret.

i.xvi.15 and i.xvi.2 seem to preserve identical asylia decrees

for Teos save that the former has as its heading Λατ�ων τ+ν

πρ�ς Καµ�ραι while the latter has Λατ�ων. I.Cret. i.xvi.19

is too fragmentary to draw any conclusions about its con-

tents. All other inscriptions pertaining to Lato refer only to

οH Λ�τιοι without drawing any distinction between two

different groups of Latioi. Stephanos provides an entry for

Καµ�ρα but not for Λατ) (Steph. Byz. 351.1–2). Xenion,

Stephanos’ source, identifies Καµ�ρα as a Cretan polis

which was also called Lato, rτις ΛατV .λεγ/τω (Xenion

(FGrHist 460) fr. 7).

The earliest reference to Lato as a polis in the political

sense occurs in the first line of the agreement of Miletos

πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 38

(259–250)). The prytaneion has been dated to C4s (infra), as

have several other public buildings at Lato. This suggests

that Lato should be numbered among the Classical, if not

the Archaic, poleis (type B) of Crete despite the fact that the

evidence for the political status of the community dates no

earlier than C3.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in the treaty between Lato and Hierapytna (I.Cret. i.xvi.16

(C3l)) and externally in Milet. i.3 140.38 (c.259–250). It is

worth noting that the individual use of the city-ethnic is not

attested for Lato, with the possible exception of an entry of

Stephanos, who adduces Ν/αρχος Λητα5ος, Alexander’s

commander, as an example of the ethnic of Makedonian

Λητ� (Steph. Byz. 413.21). Nearchos was a Cretan (Arr. Ind.

10, 18.4), perhaps from Lato if we may so interpret the pas-

sage from Stephanos.

Although the phylai appear only in Hellenistic sources,

they are likely to be early and so are mentioned here. Four

tribal names are attested (all in inscriptions of C2s): (i)

Α2σχε5ς (BCH 62 (1938) 405–8 no. 4; I.Cret i.xvi.29, 30); (ii)

’Εχανορε5ς (I.Cret. i.xvi.25, 31, 34); (iii) Συνανε5ς (BCH 62

(1938) 390 no. 1); (iv) ‘Υλλε5ς (I.Cret i.xvi.26, 32; SEG 32

895).

Several treaties (all C2l) describe the Hellenistic borders

(a circuit of c.66 km) of Lato and her neighbours (I.Cret.

i.xvi.18; REA 44 (1942) 35–36C.49–56; SEG 26 1049.52–82;

I.Cret. i.xvi.5.51–72; for discussion, see Faure (1972); van

Effenterre and Bougrat (1969); for the context, see Chaniotis

(1996) 318–32). The borders are twice described as 

“old” (SEG 26 1049.60–62: [κα]θVς κα� π[�]λαι

.πιγ/[γραπται]; REA 44 (1942) 35–36C.51–52: Iπως

α(το5ς οH Iροι �σονται οH �ρχα5οι). One of the landmarks

on the border between Lato and Olous was τ� �ρχα5ον

?φροδ�σιον (I.Cret. i.xvi.18. 7–8; SEG 26 1049.63–64; I.Cret.

i.xvi.5.70), identified with the early sanctuary

(Protogeometric?, Geometric?) at Sta Lenika (Bousquet

(1938); Mazarakis Ainian (1997) 215–16).

The polis town of Lato was built on a double acropolis

(300–400 m). Residential areas were located on the terraced

slopes of both hills. The public buildings were located in the

saddle between the two. This area has come to be called the

agora, although the term is not attested epigraphically at

Lato. In the centre of the agora at the lowest point of the sad-

dle there is a cistern and a small shrine. A Doric stoa delim-

its the agora to the west, and a rectangular exedra marks the

boundary to the south. A broad flight of steps to the north

leads up to the prytaneion complex (Ducrey and Picard

(1972)). The steps accommodate c.180 standing or c.80
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seated persons and may have been used as, e.g., a dikasterion

(Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 63). To the south-east

of the central area and at a higher elevation there is a theatre

or theatral area (Ducrey and Picard (1971)) accommodating

c.350 persons and sometimes interpreted as an ekklesiasteri-

on (cf. Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 65). The main

temple of the polis town is located on a terrace above the the-

atral area (Ducrey and Picard (1970)). The identity of the

deity worshipped there is not known. The protecting deity

of Lato seems to have been Eleuthyia, in whose sanctuary

public documents were displayed (e.g. I.Cret. i.xvi.2, 15

(C3l)). The location of her sanctuary is not known. The polis

town was defended by the terrain, by defence walls and by

“fortress-houses” (J. Demargne (1901); Hadjimichali (1971);

Ducrey and Picard (1996)). Water was supplied by public

and private cisterns (Hadjimichali (1971)). The principal

entrance to the polis town was from the south-west, where a

road passes through the main gate and then branches to the

west and to the east. The eastern branch leads to the agora

and then continues along the edge of the saddle to the

north-east (Tiré and van Effenterre (1978)). The buildings

described above appear to date to C4s–C3e. Evidence for

earlier occupation includes the east terrace of the agora

(C7),Archaic figurines from beneath the shrine in the agora,

and a potter’s workshop (c.650–625) located beneath the ter-

race of the main temple (Ducrey and Picard (1969)). Also

Archaic is the extra-urban sanctuary (C8m–C3) on Mt.

Thilakas, located 1.5 km south-east of the polis town

(Reinach (1913)). For general descriptions, see Tiré and van

Effenterre (1978) 98–105; Ducrey and Picard (1976); Picard

(1992); for a plan of the remains, see J. Demargne (1901) pl.

XX. The settlement of Λ�τιοι πρ�ς/.π� Καµ�ραι at Ag.

Nikolaos remains largely unknown archaeologically save for

its cemeteries (Davaras (1978)).

Lato struck coins on the Attic standard in C3l (Picard

(1990); Guarducci (1935) 108; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 484–86).

972. Lebena (Lebenaios) Map 60. Lat. 34.55, long. 24.55.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym was probably

originally *Λεβ�ν (Bile (1988) 167–68), later Λεβ�να (BCH

45 (1921) iv.8 (c.230–210)). The city-ethnic is Λεβενα5ος

(I.Cret. iv 63 (C6l/C5e)), later Λεβηνα5ος (I.Cret. ii.xvii.7

(C2)).

No ancient source identifies Lebena as a polis. According

to Strabo 10.4.11, Lebena was the emporion of Gortyn, and

we should perhaps understand Lebena as the limen held by

the Gortynian νε)τεροι during the stasis which erupted in

Gortyn at the time of the Lyktian War (Polyb. 4.55.6

(r221–219)). However, an Archaic inscription seems to pre-

serve an agreement, perhaps a commercial agreement,

between ο2 Γορτ�νιοι and ο2 Λεβενα5οι (I.Cret. iv 63

(C6l/C5e)). Not only is the collective use of the ethnic good

evidence for polis status on Crete (Perlman (1996) 246–52),

but there is no indication from what survives of the text that

t Λεβενα5ος was politically or legally inferior to t

Γορτ�νιος. On the basis of this text, it seems possible that

Lebena was a polis (type C) in the political sense in the late

Archaic period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a lex sacra (I.Cret. i.xvii.7 (C2)) and externally in the

agreement between Gortyn and Lebena (I.Cret. iv 63

(C6l/C5e)). Lebena is the only Cretan community where the

individual use of the city-ethnic occurs internally, in three

cure inscriptions from the sanctuary of Asklepios (I.Cret.

i.xvii.8, 9, 15 (C2–C1)). For the individual use of the city-eth-

nic externally, there is the Hellenistic graffito of the Cretan

mercenary Σωτ�δας Λεβηνα5ος, who scratched his name

on a noble’s tomb in the Thebaid (Syringes 816 (�Baillet

(1920–26))).

Lebena is best known for her Asklepieion, the excavated

remains of which are principally late Hellenistic and Roman

(Bultrighini (1993) 81–99; Kritzas (1992–93)).

Apart from the theorodokos appointed by Lebena

c.230–210 to entertain the Delphic theoroi (BCH 45 (1921)

iv.8; Rigsby (1986) 353 n. 13), there is no evidence that after

c.C5m Lebena had her own officials or the authority to pass

public enactments. When and under what circumstances

this came about and the nature of her political status and

relationship with Gortyn thereafter remain uncertain. The

personal use of the city-ethnic is a good indication of polis

status on Crete (Perlman (1996) 250–52), and Lebena should

perhaps be regarded as one of the dependent poleis of

Gortyn during the late Classical and Hellenistic periods

(ibid. 269–70).

973. Lisos (Lisios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 23.50. Size of

territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Λισ#ς (I.Cret. ii.xvii.1

(C3f); BCH 45 (1921) iii.105 (c.230–210)). For Λ�σσα

(Ps.-Skylax 47), see Guarducci (1939) 210. The city-ethnic is

Λ�σιος (coins, infra; SEG 45 1314 (C3/C2)). A bronze frac-

tion has the legend ΛΙΣΣΙΤΑΝ on the reverse (Svoronos

(1890) pl. XX.34). Guarducci ((1939) 211) suggested

Λισσ�(ων) ΤΑΝ, with ΤΑΝ the first three letters of a mag-

istrate’s name. Neither the city-ethnic Λισσ�της nor gemi-

nated forms are otherwise attested epigraphically (for the

use of such forms by the geographers, see Guarducci (1939)
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210). For a connection with Homeric λισσ� π/τρη see

Guarducci (1939) 110; Bile (1988) 181.

Ps.-Skylax 47 provides the earliest reference to Lisos as a

polis, in this case in the urban sense. The earliest secure ref-

erences to Lisos as a polis in the political sense occur in

enactment formulas of the Hellenistic period (SEG 45 1314).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally on

the C4s–C3f coins (infra) and in the enactment formulas 

of Hellenistic inscriptions (SEG 45 1314). For a possible

example of the collective use externally ([Λισ(σ)?]ιοι), see

I.Cret. iv 179.8 (c.183). For a possible example of the individ-

ual use of the city-ethnic there is the proxenos? of

Gortyn [Μ]ενο�τιος Τυχαµ/νους Λ[�σιος?] (I.Cret. iv 387

(C2)).

Lisos formed an alliance with Hyrtakina (coins, infra) and

was a member of the C4l–C3 federation οH ;Ορειοι (van

Effenterre (1948a) 119–27; Chaniotis (1996) 106–8, 421–22; cf.

Sekunda (2000) 337–38: league founded C3f).Lisos may have

been at one time the federation’s capital (Guarducci (1939)

211) or its religious centre (Bultrighini (1993) 107–13).

The remains of the polis town of Lisos occupy the floor

and slopes of a small valley on Ag. Kyrkos Bay. The earliest

remains appear to date to C5l or C4f. Rock cuttings on the

slopes to the east of the valley floor indicate the presence

there of a residential quarter (personal observation).

Terraces on these same slopes may be ancient. The Roman

cemetery with its barrel-vaulted tombs was located on the

western slopes above the valley floor (Sanders (1982) 42).

The location of the earlier cemetery is unknown. The valley

floor was most likely the location of the harbour. Tectonic

uplift, probably in ad 438 (Thommeret et al. (1981)), raised

this part of the Cretan coast. A sea wall protected the shore

from marine erosion (observation of E. Hadjidaki). The

protecting deity of Lisos was probably Diktynna (coins,

C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. ii.xvii.1 (C3f)). Her sanctuary is

attested epigraphically, but has not been located (I.Cret.

ii.xvii.1 (C3f)). A sanctuary in honour of Asklepios and

Hygieia (peribolos wall, Doric limestone temple and auxil-

iary buildings) was located near a spring below the cliffs to

the north of the valley floor. The sanctuary was excavated

during the period 1957–60 and appears to date primarily to

the Hellenistic and Roman periods. For a brief overview

with references to the interim excavation reports, see Platon

(1992); for the cult, see Bultrighini (1993) 102–13.A small the-

atre (internal diameter of the cavea approximately 15 m) was

located in the valley to the south-west of the sanctuary of

Asklepios and Hygieia (Sanders (1982) 171–72 (19/18)).

The visible remains are Roman. Traces of an ancient road

(communicating with Hyrtakina?) are visible on the west-

ern slopes above the valley floor (Niniou-Kindeli (1990)).

Lisos and Hyrtakina produced an alliance coinage of

small denominations in silver and gold (C4s–C3f; cf.

Sekunda (2000) 337: c.C3m). Types: obv./rev. dove (or

eagle?), or dolphin, or star. Legend (obv., rev.): Λ-Υ, ΥΡ-

ΛΙ, or ΥΡ-ΛΙΣΙΩΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XVIII.12–20;

SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 469). Lisos struck her own coinage

(bronze) in C3s (Svoronos (1890) pl. XVIII.12–20).

974. Lyktos (Lyktios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 25.20. Size

of territory: 4. Type: [A]. The toponym is Λ�κτος (Hom. Il.

2.647, 17.611; Hes. Th. 477). The city-ethnic is Λ�κτιος

(I.Cret. i.xviii.4 (C6); SEG 35 991 (C6l)). The earliest coins

have ΛΥΤΙΟΝ (C5s, infra). Later issues have at first

ΛΥΚΤΙΟΝ and later the assimilated form ΛΥΤΤΙΟΝ

(infra).Assimilated forms of both the toponym Λ�ττος and

the city-ethnic Λ�ττιος begin to appear in the inscriptions

from Crete in C3m (e.g. I.Cret. iii.vi.11–12; I.Cret. i.xviii.8)

and outside Crete already in C5s (I.Lindos 13; cf. Bile (1988)

156 n. 345); but the unassimilated forms continue in use (e.g.

Arist. Pol. 1271b28).

Polybios claimed that Lyktos was the oldest of the Cretan

poleis (Polyb. 4.54.6), but the earliest unquestionable attes-

tations of Lyktos as a polis occur in the enactment formula of

the alliance of Lyktos with Antiochos II (I.Cret. i.xviii.8.5

(C3m)) and in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι including Lyktos (Milet. i.3 140.1 (c.259–

250)). The use in both is political. For polis in the urban

sense, see Ps.-Skylax 47, where Lyktos is listed under the

heading π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τ=η. Diodoros calls Lyktos a

polis in the urban sense in his account of the destruction of

Lyktos in C4m (Diod. 16.62.3). There is no question that

Lyktos was an Archaic and Classical polis, but without an

early attestation of the term in reference to the community,

Lyktos is included in the Inventory as a probable polis

(type B).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally in

three Archaic laws, once in an uncertain context in the sin-

gular (I.Cret. i.xviii.4.5–6 (C6l)) and twice in enactment for-

mulas (SEG 35.991A.1 and B.1 (C6l/C5e)). It occurs

externally in the treaty between Lyktos and Lindos (I.Lindos

13.1–2 (C5s)). For the individual use there are, e.g., the prox-

enos of Gortyn,∆αµ#χαρις Φαλακρ�α Λ�ττιος (I.Cret. iv

206 (C3/C2)) and the mercenary ?νδροκ�δης Χαιρων�δος

Κρ�ς Λ�ττιος who died at Pagasai (IG ix² 365 (C3)).

In Greek epic, Lyktos was the home of Koiranos, the char-

ioteer of Meriones (Hom. Il. 17.611). Later tradition, first
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attested in Ephorus and Aristotle, maintained that the

Spartans had colonised Lyktos (Ephor. frr. 147–49; Arist. Pol.

1271b28–30; Malkin (1994) 73–83). Plutarch preserved a story

which synchronised the colonisation of Lyktos with that of

Melos in C8, and identified the Spartan oecist of Lyktos as

Pollis (Plut. Mor. 247E). Archers from Lyktos fought with

the Spartans in the Second Messenian War (Paus. 4.19.4

(rC7)).According to Spartan tradition, Lykourgos modelled

his reforms on the laws of Minos, which were still used by

the descendants of the pre-Spartan inhabitants of the region

(Arist. Pol. 1271b28–30; cf. Ephor. frr. 147–49; Perlman

(1992)). Several Archaic public inscriptions of Lyktos (all

laws?) survive (I.Cret. i.xviii.1–6; SEG 35 991A, B

(C6m–C5e)). According to Strabo, Lyktos and Gortyn for a

time superseded Knosos as the foremost cities of Crete

(Strabo 10.4.7). Both the late Archaic period (Viviers (1994)

252–59; Coldstream and Huxley (1999) 301–4) and C4e

(Erickson (2000) 331–65) have been proposed as periods of

Lyktian expansion. In C5 Lyktos and Lindos concluded a

treaty, perhaps ending a period of hostilities (I.Lindos 13

(C5s)).Knosos twice conquered Lyktos: in C4m the Lyktians

were expelled with the aid of the Phokian general Phalaikos

(Diod. 16.62.3–4 (rC4m)); and the city was destroyed during

the Lyktian War (Polyb. 4.53–54 (r221–219)). Lyktos was

resettled both times, in the first instance with the help of

King Archidamos of Sparta (Diod. 16.62.4).

Two of the Archaic laws of Lyktos preserve the enactment

formula ;Εgαδε Λυκτ�οισι (SEG 35 991A.1 and B.1

(C6l/C5e)). SEG 35 991A concerns the exclusion of

�λοπολι�ται, non-citizens, foreigners, or expatriates (van

Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 179–88), and assesses

fines against those who harbour them. The same term may

be restored in another of the Archaic laws ([�λο]πολιαταν

in I.Cret. i.xviii.2 (C6l)); on the other hand, this text may

preserve the term for citizen, πολι�τας. The only social sta-

tus term that occurs in the early inscriptions from Lyktos 

is gοικε�ς (I.Cret. i.xviii.5 (C6l)). The occurrence of the

terms µαιτυρ[---] (“witness”) and [---t]µοµοτας (“co-

swearer”) in the lines immediately preceding gοικε�ς indi-

cate that the context of the reference is a law concerning

judicial procedure. The kosmate is referred to in two laws

(I.Cret. i.xviii.2 (C6l); SEG 35 991A4–5 (C6l/C5e)); in neither

case is the context certain. The term �π#κοσµος (for the

meaning, “kosmos elect” or “ex-kosmos”, see Bile (1988) 274)

occurs together with kosmos in SEG 35 991A. Other public

officials mentioned in the Archaic laws, again in uncertain

contexts, are dikastai ([--- δ]ικαστα�, I.Cret. i.xviii.3 (C6l))

and ο2 .σζικαιωτ8ρες (SEG 35 991A.8 (C6l/C5e); van

Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 176: “supervisors”;

Chadwick (1987) 332–33: officials who collect fines). The col-

lective use of the city-ethnic in the Archaic enactment for-

mula �gαδε Λυκτ�οισι probably refers to the assembly

(SEG 35 991A.1 and B.1 (C6l/C5e)), as does the term π#λις in

a Hellenistic enactment formula, δεδ#χθαι Λυττ�ων το5ς

κ#σµοις κα� τ8ι π#λει (I.Cret. i.xviii.8 (C3m)). The coun-

cil (gωλ�) may be referred to in the Archaic law concerning

�λοπολι�ται and may have enjoyed legislative powers,

[(π*]ρ gωλ[ς gαδ[ς (SEG 35 991A.6 (C6l); Chadwick

(1987) 331–32: “[on account of]? the decree of the Council”;

cf. van Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 167–68, 175:

.]q gωλ[ς gαδ[ς,“par l’application de la loi de exoulé”).

Although the phylai appear only in Hellenistic and later

sources, they are likely to be early and so are mentioned here.

Four tribal names are attested: (i) ?ρχ�ια (I.Cret. i.xviii.12

(Imperial)); (ii) ∆�φυλοι (IG ii² 1135 (111/10)); (iii) ∆υµ[νες

(I.Cret. i.xviii.8 (C3m)); (iv) Λασ�νθιοι (I.Cret. i.xviii.13

(Imperial)). De Sanctis in Guarducci (1935) 192 restored

[‘Υ]α(κ)�νθιων, but the tribal name Λασ�νθιοι is attested

in a C2l inscription from the sanctuary of Hermes and

Aphrodite at Kato Syme Biannou (Kritzas (2000)).

An Archaic decree of Lyktos describes the border of pub-

lic(?) grazing lands within the polis of Lyktos (SEG 35

991B.4–14 (C6l/C5e)). This text has been understood to

indicate the existence of state-owned livestock (van

Effenterre and van Effenterre (1985) 182–85; cf. Chaniotis

(1995) 46–48). Late in the Archaic period Lyktos perhaps

shared a border with Datala (no. 954). A Hellenistic treaty

between Hierapytna and Lato mentions an earlier written

description of the ancient border between Lyktos and Lato,

καθVς κα� π�λαι .πιγ/γραπται (SEG 26 1049.60–62

(C3/C2)). *Chersonasos and Lyktos are known to have

joined in a sympoliteia some time after c.183 (Chaniotis

(1996) 104–8, 430–32). Henceforth the official name of

*Chersonasos was “Lyktos by the sea”, to distinguish it from

the upper (>νω) polis (e.g. I.Cret. i.xix.3A (c.183)). A refer-

ence to “those up above” (Sζοι >νοθεν) in an Archaic law

from Lyktos (I.Cret. i.xviii.1 (c.550–525)) has been under-

stood to distinguish the upper city (Lyktos) from the coastal

city (*Chersonasos) and so to indicate that the sympoliteia

(or some other form of political arrangement) was much

earlier (Viviers (1994) 252–54).

Lyktos is largely unknown archaeologically. The polis

town occupied the summit of a ridge overlooking the

upland plain of Pediadha (cf. van Effenterre and Gondiccas

(1999): the Archaic and Classical polis did not have an urban

centre but was settled κωµηδ#ν). The ridge has three peaks,
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the tallest of which should perhaps be regarded as the acrop-

olis. The earliest evidence for occupation seems to date to

the late Geometric or early Archaic period. Buildings of the

Archaic (C7l–C6e: CretChron 11 (1957) 336) and Classical

(C5s: CretChron 23 (1971) 496–97) periods have been exca-

vated, although later phases (Hellenistic and Roman) of

Lyktos are better attested archaeologically. A substantial

building, perhaps a temple, once occupied the summit of

the acropolis. The protecting deity of Lyktos was probably

Athene Polias (I.Cret. iii.iii.3B (C3l/C2e); SEG 33 638 (C2l)).

The earlier of these two texts was to be displayed in the sanc-

tuary of Athena .µ π#λει, perhaps a reference to the temple

on the acropolis. A choros ([---]οι | qοροι, dat. sing. or nom.

pl.?) is attested epigraphically (I.Cret. i.xviii.4 (C6l); Bile

(1988) 344 n. 84: agora; Kritzas (1992–93) 282–89: dance

floor). The theatre (date?), which was described and drawn

by Onorio Belli in 1586, was probably located at the foot of

the acropolis (Falkener (1854) 17–19; Branigan (1979c)). An

Archaic cemetery has been partly excavated at “these

Alonas” near the village of Xida (ArchDelt 41 (1986) Chron.

407). The extent of the polis town is estimated to have been

c.100 ha (Rhethemiotaki (1984)).

Lyktos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms) on

the Aiginetan standard from C5f onwards (Price (1981):

c.470–450; cf. Le Rider (1966) 174, 195–96: c.425). All denom-

inations use the same types: obv. eagle, flying or standing;

rev. boar’s head within square frame; legend, in the epichor-

ic alphabet until C4l: ΛΥΤΙΟΝ, ΛΥΚΤΙΟΝ, or

ΛΥΤΤΙΟΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXI.1–20; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 489–97).

975. Malla (Mallaios) Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 25.35. Size

of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is Μ�λλα (I.Cret.

i.xix.1 (C3m)). The city-ethnic is Μαλλα5ος (I.Cret. i.xix.1

(C3m); IG xii suppl. 304 (C3m)). It is worth noting that

none of the ancient geographers or lexicographers men-

tions Malla.

The earliest attestation of Malla as a polis in the political

sense occurs in the agreement between Malla and Lyktos,

which provides that fines are to be paid τ[ι π#λι (I.Cret.

i.xix.1 (C3m)). There is no doubt that Malla was a polis in the

political sense during the Hellenistic period. Moreover,

although the polis town of Malla has not been identified

with certainty, it seems likely that it was located in the vicin-

ity of modern Malles on the eastern slopes of Mt. Dikte,

either “under the now deserted lower village . . . around the

church of Ay. Georgios” (Sanders (1982) 138 (2/2)) or

between the villages of Malles and Christos, close to the

spring of Ag. Paraskevi, with its rocky acropolis “Skistra”

(Nowicki (2000) 134–35 no. 55: surface remains include

Archaic and Classical (and earlier) material). Malla was thus

an inland and upland settlement, and such settlements were

for the most part established well before the end of C5. For

these reasons, Malla is included in the Inventory as a possi-

ble polis (type C).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in the agreement between Malla and Lyktos (I.Cret. i.xix.1.6

(C3m)) and externally in the renewal of asylia for Teos

(I.Cret. i.xix.2.1 (C2f)). For the individual use of the city-

ethnic there is the honorand of Tenos, Π�θεος ?θ�νικος

Μαλλα5ος (IG xii suppl. 304 (C3m)).

Although the phylai are attested only in Hellenistic

sources, they are likely to be early and so are mentioned here.

The tribal name Α2θαλε5ς is preserved in the dating formu-

la of a public enactment (I.Cret. i.xix.3A (c.183)). Hellenistic

inscriptions refer to the prytaneion (I.Cret. i.xix.3A38

(c.183)) and the agora (I.Cret. i.xix.3A 50–51 (c.183)). In so far

as both are attested elsewhere on Crete during the Archaic

and Classical periods (prytaneion: see Lato, supra; agora: see

Gortyn, supra; Phaistos, infra), it is possible that also at

Malla they are pre-Hellenistic.

The protecting deity of Malla was perhaps Zeus

Monnitios (public enactments displayed in his sanctuary

(I.Cret. i.xix.2 (C2m)); coin types, infra). The location of his

temple (I.Cret. i.xix.1 (C3m)) is not known.

Malla struck a very limited bronze coinage during C3–C2.

Types: obv. head of Zeus; rev. eagle or thunderbolt; legend:

ΜΑΛ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXII.18–19).

976. Matala (Matalios) Map. 60. Lat. 35.00; long. 24.45.

Size of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym was Μ�ταλα, τ�

(BCH 45 (1921) iv.14 (c.230–210); Stadiasmus 323). Cf.

Μ�ταλον (Strabo 10.4.11). The city-ethnic was Ματ�λιος

(Milet. i.3 140.67 (259–250)).

The only reference to Matala as a polis in the political

sense occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις

τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 67 (c.259–250)). Matala

probably served as the harbour of Phaistos during the

Hellenistic period (Polyb. 4.55.6 (r221–219); Cucuzza (1997)

85), although the political ramifications, if any, of this are

unclear (Perlman (1995b) 132–35, 138).

Matala was clearly a polis in the political sense in the early

Hellenistic period when it co-signed the treaty between

Phaistos and Miletos (Milet. i.3 140 (c.259–250)) and appoint-

ed at least one theorodokos to host theoroi from Delphi (BCH

45 (1921) iv.14 (c.230–210)). The archaeological evidence
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indicates that settlement on Kastri was established during the

Classical period (infra). Although no public buildings of the

Classical period have been identified, the combined evidence

of her Classical foundation and early Hellenistic political sta-

tus warrants her inclusion in the Inventory as a possible polis

(type C).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in Milet. i.3 140.67 (c.259–250). For the individual use there is

the grave stele from Hadra, Egypt, of Xρι<σ>τις Ματ�λιος

(SB 5860 � ZPE 14 (1974) 182 (C3)).

The polis town of ancient Matala was located on a small

bay of the Gulf of Matala where the modern village of

Matala is situated. The earliest evidence for occupation in

the vicinity of the polis town, as well as in its hinterland, is

Classical, although it is not until C3 that the ceramic evid-

ence is plentiful (Simpson et al. (1995) 397–99). No public

buildings of the Classical (or even Hellenistic) period have

yet been identified in the polis town, which is estimated to

have covered an area of at least 1 ha. A high limestone

promontory (Kastri) to the south of the modern village

served as the acropolis. It was fortified during the early

Byzantine period. Ashlar blocks visible beneath the rubble

and concrete construction of the Byzantine wall may belong

to an earlier phase (ibid. 329, 335). Rock-cut cisterns (at least

thirteen) and traces of walls on the acropolis may attest the

presence of houses (ibid. 335–37). The discovery of a kiln

(possibly one of several) on the acropolis, which produced

good-quality trade amphoras, indicates commercial activity

there as well (ibid. 336). A ship shed (38 m � 5.85 m), fish

tanks and houses were carved into the cliffs on the south side

of Matala Bay (Blackman (1973)). Sea-level changes indicate

a terminus ante quem of C1 for the ship shed (Gifford (1995)

75–79). A large structure (21.40 m � 13.80 m) located c.3 km

south-east of Matala at Orthes Petres may be a heroon of

C4–C2 (Simpson et al. (1995) 342–43).

977. Milatos (Milatios) Map 59. Lat. 35.20; long. 25.35.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. The toponym is not attested epi-

graphically and not at all in Doric. In literary sources it is

Μ�λητος (Hom. Il. 2.647; Ephor. fr. 127).The city-ethnic was

Μιλ�τιος (BCH 70 (1946) 588–90 no. 1 (C6e); I.Cret.

i.ix.1.144–52 (C6l); cf. Chaniotis (1996) 200: c.220).

The earliest reference to Milatos as a polis in the political

sense occurs in the first line of the agreement of Ionian

Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .ν Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 36

(c.259–250)). Strabo 10.4.14 described Milatos as a polis

found in Homer (Il. 2.647) which no longer existed because

Lyktos destroyed the polis (κατασκ�ψαντες τ�ν π#λιν)

and occupied its chora (τ�ν χ)ραν .νε�µαντο) (Strabo

10.4.14). Here the use is probably urban.

Milatos is included in the Inventory as a possible polis

(type C) principally on the strength of a (possibly) Archaic

text embedded in the Hellenistic Drerian “oath of the 180

panazostoi agelaoi” that describes οH Μιλ�τιοι as having

waged war against Dreros (I.Cret. i.ix.1.137–64

(C6l) �Nomima i 48; cf. Chaniotis (1996) 200). For an earli-

er attestation of the collective use of the city-ethnic, also

external, see BCH 70 (1946) 588–90 no. 1 (C6e)). Both the

context (border war) and the collective use of the city-ethnic

suggest that Milatos was a polis (but cf. Perlman (1996)

252–58).

The polis town of Milatos was located on the peak and the

steeply terraced west slopes of Kastellos, directly on the

north coast 1.5 km north-east of the modern village of

Milatos (Nowicki (2000) 170–71).According to a legend first

attested in Ephor. fr. 127, colonists from Milatos founded

Miletos in Asia Minor. During the Archaic period Milatos

most likely shared a border with Dreros, with whom she

perhaps contended for the possession of some territory

(I.Cret. i.ix.1.137–64 �Nomima i 48 (C6l); cf. Chaniotis

(1996) 200 (c.220)).

978. Olous (Olontios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15; long. 25.45. Size

of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is ’Ολο%ς (Ps.-Skylax

47; I.Cret. i.xvi.3.3 (C2)). The city-ethnic is ’Ολ#ντιος

(coins, C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. i.xxii.4A.21–22 (C3m)). Forms

with an initial Β- (for g-) are common (e.g. I.Cret. i.xviii.9.6

(C2l)); for the retention of g- before a short -ο- on Crete, see

Bile (1988) 115–16).

Ps.-Skylax 47 identifies Olous as a λιµ�ν. Two inscrip-

tions of C3m provide the earliest references to Olous as a

polis in the political sense (Milet. i.3 140.1, 38 (c.259–250);

I.Cret. i.xxii.4A ii, vii). The earliest attestation of the term in

the urban sense occurs in SEG 23.547 (C3l/C2e). There is no

doubt that Olous was a polis in the political sense by the early

Hellenistic period. The archaeological evidence indicates

that settlement on the isthmus of Poros was established 

perhaps as early as the Archaic period (infra). Although no

public buildings of the Classical period have been identified,

the combined evidence of her Archaic foundation, the pos-

sibility that her mint began to strike coins as early as c.330

and her status as a polis at the beginning of the Hellenistic

period warrants her inclusion in the Inventory as a probable

polis (type B) .

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally on

the coins (infra) and in proxeny decrees (e.g. I.Cret.
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i.xxii.4A.21–22 (C3m)). The earliest attestation of the collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic externally occurs in Milet. i.3

140.38 (c.259–250). For the individual use of the city-ethnic

there is the graffito of ∆ε5νις Τιµαγ/νους [’Ο]λ#ντιος

from the Memnonion at Abydos (Memnonion 125, 298

(C3)).

The Hellenistic borders of Olous are described in several

treaties (all C2l) between Olous and her neighbour Lato

(I.Cret. i.xvi.18; RÉA 44 (1942) 35–36C.51–56; SEG 26

1049.62–66; I.Cret. i.xvi.5.69–72; for discussions of these

descriptions, see Faure (1972); van Effenterre and Bougrat

(1969); for the historical context, see Chaniotis (1996)

318–32). The border with Lato was described as “old”(SEG 26

1049.60–62: [κα]θVς κα� π[�]λαι .πιγ/[γραπται]; RÉA 44

(1942) 35–36C.51–52: Iπως α(το5ς οH Iροι �σονται οH

�ρχα5οι). One of the landmarks on the border between Lato

and Olous was τ� �ρχα5ον ?φροδ�σιον (I.Cret. i.xvi.18.7–8;

SEG 26 1049.63–64; I.Cret. i.xvi.5.70), identified with the

early sanctuary (Protogeometric?, Geometric?) at Sta Lenika

(Bousquet (1938); Mazarakis Ainian (1997) 215–16). The size

of the territory of Olous in the Hellenistic period is estimat-

ed to have been c.26 km² (van Effenterre (1992b)).

The polis town of Olous, which was located on the isth-

mus of Poros (van Effenterre (1992b); for a map of the region

of Olous, see van Effenterre (1948c) pl. XXVIII), is today

largely submerged. The earliest evidence for the settlement

on the isthmus is Archaic (Favissa “votive pit” with Archaic

and Classical terracotta figurines, van Effenterre (1992b)). A

Submycenaean cemetery was excavated at stous Traphous to

the south-west of Poros (van Effenterre (1948c)). A fort

(φρο�ριον, SEG 23 548 (C2); van Effenterre (1948b)) and the

sanctuary of Britomartis (van Effenterre (1992b)) were

probably situated to the east of Poros on the Spinalonga

peninsula.

The protecting deity of Olous seems to have been Zeus

Tallaios (coins, infra; oath god, e.g. SEG 23 547 (C3l/C2e);

public enactments displayed in his sanctuary, e.g. I.Cret.

i.xxii.4C (C2)). The location of this sanctuary and of the

prytaneion (I.Cret. i.xvi.5 (C2l)) are not known. In so far as a

prytaneion is attested elsewhere on Crete during the

Classical period (see Lato, infra), it is possible that also at

Olous it was pre-Hellenistic. A single C6 tholos tomb was

found to the north of Poros at Ammoudoplaka (ArchDelt 21

(1966) Chron. 407), and tombs and grave stelai of C4 and

later have been found to the north-west of Poros in the

vicinity of the village of Schisma (ArchDelt 33 (1978) Chron.

389–90; 43 (1988) Chron. 567–70) and at Chardaloupas

(ArchDelt 38 (1978) Chron. 3376). Guard-posts (date?) pro-

tecting the urban centre of Olous from the west (direction of

Dreros), the north (direction of Milatos) and south (direc-

tion of Lato) were located on the north slope and summit of

Mt. Oxa and to the north at stis Pinès (van Effenterre

(1948b)). Surface remains on the summit of Mt. Oxa (per-

haps used as a place of refuge by the inhabitants of the polis?)

indicate continuous human presence there from LMiiiC to

the Byzantine period (Nowicki (2000) 173–74). A graffito at

stis Pinès (date?) records that the spot is 28 stades from the

polis, στ�δια .κ π#λιος ∆∆ΠΙΙΙ, the correct distance

from the guard-post to the isthmus of Poros (van Effenterre

(1948b); cf. SEG 45 1407 bis).

Although the phylai are attested only in Hellenistic

sources, they are likely to be early and so are mentioned here.

Two tribal names are preserved in the dating formulas of a

public enactments: (i) Π�µφυλοι Π[αµφ�λων] (I.Cret.

i.xxii.8 (C2)); (ii) ∆υµ[νες (SEG 41 770 (C2l)).

Olous struck coins (staters, hemidrachms, obols) on the

Aiginetan standard during the period c.330–280/270. Types:

obv. (all denominations) head of Artemis; rev. (stater): Zeus

aetophoros; (hemidrachm): ΟΛ inside a wreath; (obol): star

or tripod. Legend (stater): ΟΛΟΝΤΙΩΝ (Svoronos (1890)

pl. XXII.23–26, with Le Rider (1966) 179–80).

979. *Petra (Petraios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15; long. 26.00. Size

of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is not attested. The

city-ethnic is Πετρα5ος (Milet. i.3 140.37 (c.259–250)).

The urban centre of the community of the Petraioi has

been identified with the fortified acropolis site

(Archaic–Classical) on the north coast of Crete west of Siteia

at Liopetra (Faure (1963) 20–21; for description, see Nowicki

(2000) 101–2).

The only ancient reference to the community of the

Petraioi as a polis occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς

τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 37 (c.259–250)).

The Petraioi are included in the Inventory as a possible polis

(type C) on the strength of this reference—which assures

that their community was a polis in the political sense in the

early Hellenistic period—combined with the archaeological

evidence for the Archaic–Classical settlement with its forti-

fied acropolis.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in Milet. i.3 140.37. It is worth noting the Gortynian,

Μοστυλ�ων Πετρα�ω, who was made proxenos and polites

of Olous (I.Cret. i.xxii.4A (C3f)). His patronym may attest

some association between his family and Petra.

Bronze coins (date?) with trident and dolphin have been

attributed to the Petraioi (Faure (1963) 20–21).
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980. Phaistos (Phaistios) Map. 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 24.50.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Φαιστ#ς

(Hom. Il. 2.648; Ps.-Skylax 47; Milet. i.3 140 (c.259–250)), in

Linear B, pa-i-to (McArthur (1993) 21–23). The city-ethnic 

is Φα�στιος (coins, from C5m, infra; the ktetikon

ΠΑΙΣΤΙΚΟΝ, written retrograde in epichoric script,

occurs on staters of C4s (Le Rider (1966) 195 pl. XXI.7–10).

For polis in the urban sense, see Ps.-Skylax 47, where

Phaistos is listed under the heading π#λεις πολλα� .ν

Κρ�τ=η. The earliest reference to Phaistos as a polis in the

political sense occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς

π#λεις .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 51 (c.259–250)). An

Archaic law concerning the renunciation of an adoption

(SEG 32 908 (C6)) and the mint, which commences C5f

(infra), provide the best evidence that Phaistos was a polis in

the political sense already in the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra) and externally in the agreement of

Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.51

(c.259–250)). For the individual use there are the two bene-

factors of Kydonia, Θαµυκλ8ς Φα�στιος and Φαινοκλ8ς

Φα�στιος (I.Cret. i.x.1 (C3)).

Phaistos shared a border with Gortyn to the east. The

Asterousia mountains formed the frontier between Phaistos

and the coastal community of Lassoia, probably a polis dur-

ing the Hellenistic period (see Introduction), to the south.

To the west, Kommos (perhaps ancient Amyklaion, see

Introduction; s.v. Gortyn (no. 960)) may have served as a

harbour for Phaistos, as did Matala (no. 976), at least during

the Hellenistic period (Cucuzza (1997) 85). To the north lay

Mt. Ida.

The earliest coinage of Phaistos and Gortyn indicates that

the two poleis had arranged a sympoliteia by C5m (infra), as

do Hellenistic references to Phaistos as the κ�τω π#λις and

Gortyn as the >νω π#λις (I.Cret. iv 165; SEG 23 563 (both

C3s); Chaniotis (1996) 104–8, 422–28). I.Cret. iv 165, a law

enacted by Phaistos and Gortyn (τ�δ �αδε τα5ς π#λιθι),

refers to Phaistos both by name and by the phrase κ�τω

π#λις. SEG 23 563, an alliance with Axos, refers to the two

communities as οH Γορτ�νιοι - >νω π#λι κα� - κ�τω

(Phaistos is not referred to by name in what survives of the

text). Gortyn destroyed Phaistos and incorporated her

territory c.150 (Strabo 10.4.14; Cucuzza (1997) 87–90).

Apart from the Archaic law which requires that the

renunciation of an adoption take place .ν �γορ[[ι---] (SEG

32 908 (C6l)), the remaining evidence for the political insti-

tutions of the polis is Hellenistic.

During C8–C7 a substantial settlement occupied the

same ridge with its three low hills (from west to east:

Christos Efendis, Middle Hill and Palace Hill) as the 

Minoan palace and town (Cucuzza (1998); La Rosa (1992);

Levi (1964), (1967–68); Palermo (1992)). Remains of the

Archaic and Classical periods are scanty (for the Archaic

period, see La Rosa (1996)). It may be that early in C6 the set-

tlement moved down from the hills on to the plain where no

excavations have taken place. If so, Middle Hill, the highest

of the three hills (altitude 110 m) and fortified during the

Subminoan/Protogeometric–Geometric periods, probably

served as the acropolis of the polis town. The only public

building securely identified as Archaic is the C7l–C6 temple

located near a Geometric residential district west of the

Palace (La Rosa (1996) 68–82). The temple, traditionally

assigned to Rhea or the “Magna Mater”, may have belonged

to Leto (Cucuzza (1993)). The identification of a second

C7–C6 building, located at Phalandra, 300 m to the west of

the Minoan palace, as a temple remains uncertain (Levi

(1961–62) 462–67; cf. Mazarakis Ainian (1997) 229–30). The

phrase .ν �γορ[[ι---] occurs in an Archaic law inscribed 

on a building block (SEG 32 908 (C6l)). If it refers to the

meeting place, and not to the meeting, the location of its dis-

covery in the plain 80 m west of Chalara may indicate where

the public centre of the Archaic polis lay. For other Archaic

remains from Phaistos (architectural fragments in poros,

walls and deposits), see La Rosa (1996). A Hellenistic

inscription mentions τ� δικαστ�ριον τ� πολιτικ#ν (the

adjective suggesting more than one court at Phaistos?) and

the prytaneion (Milet. i.3 140.61–62, 66 (c.259–250); for the

prytaneion, see Viviers (1994) 244). In so far as both terms

are attested elsewhere on Crete during the Archaic and

Classical periods (dikasterion: see Bionnos? (no. 952) and

Gortyn (no. 960), supra; prytaneion: see Lato, supra) it is

possible that also at Phaistos they were pre-Hellenistic.

Phaistos struck coins on the Aiginetan standard from

c.470 (Price (1981)). Types on the earliest staters (C5f–C4m)

attest a sympoliteia or alliance with Gortyn (Le Rider (1966)

161). Types: obv. Europa riding a bull, facing l.; rev. lion’s

scalp (Le Rider (1966) pl. XX.19–24). The beginning of local

coinage at Phaistos (stater with same types as above) is indi-

cated by the legend (rev.) ΠΑΙΣΤΙΟΝΤΟΠΑΙΜΑ

(Φαιστ�ων τ� πα5µα) written retrograde in the epichoric

alphabet (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXII.34; Wroth and Poole

(1963) pl. XIV.14). A rarer early stater has obv. Europa riding

a bull; rev. head of Hermes (Le Rider (1966) pl. XX.23). In the

next phase (c.360–340/30) Phaistos adopts new types for its

staters (no legend): (i) obv. seated Europa with bull; rev.
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seated Hermes; (ii) obv. head of Europa; rev. bull protome

(drachms also, Svoronos (1890) pl. XXIII.1); (iii) obv.

winged Talos; rev. head of Europa; (iv) obv. winged Talos;

rev. bull protome (Le Rider (1966) pls. XX.25–29, XXI.1–6).

Staters of the following period (340/330–322) have obv.

Herakles standing, holding his bow and club; rev. bull or a

frontal bull’s head; legend: ΠΑΙΣΤΙΚΟΝ written retro-

grade in the epichoric alphabet on some (Le Rider (1966)

pls. XXI.7–25, XXII.1–19; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 510–12). At the

end of C4 (c.322–300) new types for the stater appear:

(i) obv. Zeus Welchanos seated, with the legend

gΕΛΧΑΝΟΣ, or Herakles (seated, or with a serpent, or

attacking the hydra); rev. bull; legend (obv. or rev.): ΦΑΙΣ,

ΦΑΙΣΤΙorΦΑΙΣΤΙΩΝ (Le Rider (1966) pls. XXII.20–31,

XXIII.1–22; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 515–18). Fractions (drachm,

hemidrachm) of this period have obv. head of Herakles; rev.

frontal bull’s head (Le Rider (1966) pl. XXIV.5–23; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 513–14, 519).

981. Phalasarna (Phalasarnios) Map 60. Lat. 35.30; long.

23.35. Size of territory: 3. Type: A. The toponym is

Φαλ�σαρνα, ! (Ps.-Skylax 47; BCH 45 (1921) iii.102

(c.230–210)). The city-ethnic is Φαλασ�ρνιος (I.Cret. ii.xi.1

(C3e)).

Ps.-Skylax 47 provides the earliest reference to Phalasarna

as a polis, in this case in the urban sense. The earliest refer-

ence to Phalasarna as a polis in the political sense occurs in

the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.1, 39 (c.259–250)). The Stadiasmus describes

Phalasarna as a π#λις παλαι� (336).

Phalasarna was clearly a polis in the early Hellenistic peri-

od. Ps.-Skylax’s attestation of polis status in the urban sense

is confirmed by the Archaic and Classical remains of the

town (especially the temples and fortifications, infra), and

that Phalarsarna was a polis in the political sense as well can

be inferred from her mint, which may have commenced as

early as c.330 (infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

in a dedication of ! π#λις Φαλασαρν�ων (I.Cret. ii.xix.2

(C3s)), and externally in an enactment formula of the

alliance between Phalasarna and Polyrhen (I.Cret. ii.xi.1

(C3e); Markoulaki (2000)). For the individual use of the

city-ethnic there is the proxenos of Epidauros and theo-

rodokos of Apollo and Asklepios ?νδροκλ8ς ’Επιγ/νους

Φαλασ�ρνιος (IG iv².1 96.12–13 and SB 1368 (C3m)).

The territory of Phalasarna, - γ[ Φαλασαρν�α

(Markoulaki (2000) l. 21 (C3e)), included the Grambousa

peninsula and the coastal plain known today as Livadhia.

The polis shared a border with Polyrhen, with whom she

fought in C4l or C3e. Copies of the C3e treaty of peace and

alliance that concluded these hostilities were found at the

sanctuary of Diktynna on the Rhodopou peninsula (I.Cret.

ii.xi.1) and at a sanctuary at Τ�λιφος near Kaliviani

(Markoulaki (2000)); the latter was perhaps located on the

frontier between Phalasarna and Polyrhen.

The polis town of Phalasarna was located on Cape Koutri

(90 m) and in the plain to its east. The total area occupied by

the polis town is estimated to have been c.60 ha (E. Hadjidaki

(1992)). The east and north flanks of the acropolis were for-

tified, C5–C4 (Gondiccas (1988) 86–92; E. Hadjidaki (1992),

(1996)). Public buildings, including at least two temples,

were located on the summit of the acropolis (Gondiccas

(1988) 86–92; E. Hadjidaki (1992), (1996)). One of the two

temples probably belonged to the protecting deity of the

polis, Artemis Diktynna (Dion. Calliphon., GGM i 119–22).

Cisterns and house platforms cut into the rock on the slopes

of the acropolis indicate the location of residential areas

(Gondiccas (1988) 86–92; E. Hadjidaki (1992)). The fortifi-

cations of the closed harbour, a λιµ�ν κλειστ#ς (Ps.-Skylax

47; Dion. Calliphon., GGM i 118–21), located at the foot of

the acropolis to the south-east, date to C4s (Frost and

Hadjidaki (1990); E. Hadjidaki (1992), (1996)). An industri-

al area of the late Hellenistic period has been identified near

the north-west corner of the harbour (E. Hadjidaki (1996)).

The cemetery with pithos burials of C6e–C5m and

Hellenistic cist graves has been partially excavated to the

south-east of the harbour (Gondiccas (1988) 97–116).

Quarries were located along the shore to the south of the

cemetery (Gondiccas (1988) 95). Three rock-cut “thrones”

(C5–C3e) located near the cemetery and the quarries may be

Phoenician (or Punic); if so, they attest the participation of

Phalasarna in the east–west trade of Phoenician mariners

(Di Vita (1992–93)).

Phalasarna struck coins (staters) on the Aiginetan stan-

dard during the period c.330–280/270 (Le Rider (1966) 190,

198; IGCH no. 109). Types: obv. head of a female (Guarducci

(1939) 220: Aphrodite or Phalasarne?); rev. trident-head;

legend:ΦΑ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXV.4–6; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl.

522). Drachms and hemidrachms begin c.280 with the same

types (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXV.7–9, 11, with Le Rider (1966)

188; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 523–25).

982. Polichne (Polichnites) Map 60. Lat. 35.30, long. 23.55.

Size of territory: 2. Type: C. Stephanos (532.4–5) lists a Cretan

Πολ�χνη, !, but there may have been two Cretan communi-

ties with this name (Faure (1993) 67–68), and it cannot be
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determined to which community the entry in Stephanos

refers. The city-ethnic was Πολιχν�της (Thuc. 2.85.5; cf.

Sekunda (2000) 330–37: the term Polichnitai is not a city-

ethnic but rather the name of a league of small communities

of west Crete whose population consisted largely of the

descendants of the pre-Greek Κυδ+νες). The identification

of the toponym Polichne with the ancient remains near the

modern village of Vryses, Kydonia (Faure (1988) 91; cf.

Guarducci (1939) 233: Polichna was located at Meskla) is sup-

ported by (i) bronze coins with reverse types similar to those

of Kydonia which bear the legend ΠΟ (infra), and (ii) the

story related by Thucydides which suggests that Polichne and

Kydonia were neighbours (Thuc. 2.85.5).

Polichne is included in the Inventory as a possible polis

(type C) chiefly on the evidence of Thucydides (2.85.5–86.1).

In 429 the Athenians responded to a request of Nikias, the

Gortynian proxenos of Athens, and ravaged the territory of

Kydonia. Nikias hoped in this way to win for Gortyn the

gratitude of the Polichnitai (Figueira (1988) 538–42). The

context and the collective use of the city-ethnic suggest that

Polichne was a political community, rather than a sub-unit

of another polis (cf. Perlman (1996) 252–58). The passage

further suggests that the relations between Polichne and

Kydonia were at times hostile and that other Cretan poleis, in

this case Gortyn, took advantage of this. The reverse type

(dog) on the bronze coins of Polichne which resembles the

reverse type of a series of bronze fractions from Kydonia

suggests that Kydonia and Polichne were allies at the time

(Stefanakis (1996)).

The ancient settlement south of the modern village of

Vryses, Kydonia, extends across the two peaks of Ag.

Giorgios to the west and Kastellos to the east.Excavations on

a modest scale and chance finds suggest that the area was

continuously occupied since the Middle Minoan period.

The ancient road up to the double acropolis followed a

ravine from the north. A wall along the saddle between the

two peaks protected the community from the south (Faure

(1958) 499–501, (1963) 21–22, (1988) 91; Zoïs (1976); Nowicki

(2000) 214–15). An Archaic–Classical sanctuary (of

Demeter?, Diktynna?, a nymph?) was located on the south-

ern slope of Kastellos (Mortzos (1985)).

Polichne produced a small issue of bronze fractions

(Svoronos (1890) pl. Il.7, with Stefanakis (1996) (C2e)).

Types: obv. head of a woman (Diktynna?); rev. dog; legend:

ΠΟ.

983. Polyrhen (Polyrhenios) Map 60. Lat. 35.30, long.

23.40. Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is either

Πολυρ�ν or Πολυρρ�νια. The athematic form (in -ην) is

attested epigraphically (BCH 45 (1921) iii.103 (c.230–210);

I.Cret. ii.xxiii.2 (C3); IG ii² 844 (C3s)); the thematic form (in

-α) occurs in the geographers (e.g. Ps.-Skylax 47). On the

athematic toponyms in -ην and their recharacterisation as

feminine nouns in -α, see Bile (1988) 167–68. The city-ethnic

was Πολυρ�νιος (coins, C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. ii.xi.1 (C3e))

or Πολυρρ�νιος (SEG 11 414.8 (C3s); I.Cret. ii.xxiii.4 (C2)).

As was recognised in Antiquity, the name means “rich in

lambs” (Steph. Byz. 532.13–14).

The earliest reference to Polyrhen as a polis in the political

sense occurs in the dedication of - π#λις - Πολυρην�ων to

King Areus of Sparta (I.Cret. ii.xxiii.12A (C3f)). Cf. the

agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.1, 67 (c.259–250)). For polis in the urban sense,

see Ps.-Skylax 47, where Polyrhen is listed under the heading

π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τ=η. Polyrhen was certainly a polis in

the political sense by the early Hellenistic period. That it was

a polis in the late Classical period too is indicated by the

mint, which may be as early as c.330 (infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally on

the coins (infra) and in the dedication in honour of King

Areus of Sparta (I.Cret. ii.xxiii.12A (C3f)), and externally in

the agreement with Miletos (Milet. i.3 140.67 (c.259–250)).

For the individual use there is the proxenos of Oropos

Πασ5νος [Θ]αρ[σ�]νοντος Πολυρ�νιος (IG vii 307

(C3s)).

Little is known about the history of the polis prior to the

Hellenistic period. According to Strabo 10.4.13, Polyrhen

was originally settled in villages (κωµηδ�ν δ’ �nκουν);

Achaians and Lakonians subsequently fortified the acropo-

lis at Polyrhen and synoecised the villages (Gondiccas (1988)

222–24). Malkin, who does not dismiss a priori the tradition

of Spartan involvement in the foundation of Polyrhen,

argues for a period of Spartan colonisation in C8 (Malkin

(1994) 73–83).Apart from traces of LHiii pottery, the earliest

material at Polyrhen appears to be C6l/C5e (Blackman

(1976c); Gondiccas (1988) 208).

Ps.-Skylax recorded that the territory of Polyrhen extend-

ed from the north toward the south, δι�κει �π� βορ/ου

πρ�ς ν#τον (Ps.-Skylax 47). Gondiccas defines the territory

of Polyrhen, - γ[ - Πολυρην�α (Markoulaki (2000) l. 20

(C3e)) as follows: west to the Mesogheia mountains, north

to the coast and the port at Kissamos (itself a dependency of

Polyrhen, Gondiccas (1988) 169–70), south to the moun-

tains Kytroulès and Kolymbos (with the small communities

beyond the Typhlos gorge—Kantanos, Katre, Pelkis—

friendly, but politically insignificant and geographically
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remote), and east to the Rhodopou peninsula including

Pergamon (ibid. 277–85) and the sanctuary of Diktynna on

Rhodopou peninsula (ibid. 224–31). Polyrhen shared bor-

ders with Kydonia to the east and Phalasarna to the west

(Strabo 10.4.13) and fought with the latter in C4l or C3e.

Copies of the treaty of peace and alliance that concluded

these hostilities were found at the sanctuary of Diktynna

(I.Cret. ii.xi.1 (C3e)) and at a sanctuary at Τ�λιφος, near

Kaliviani (Markoulaki (2000)); the latter was perhaps locat-

ed on the frontier between Polyrhen and Phalasarna.

The polis town of Polyrhen was built on the summit and

slopes of a steep hill in the mountain range of Prophitis

Elias, with the lower town to the south-west of the acropolis

(418 m). The remains of the polis town cover an area of

roughly 30 ha, including the cemetery (C4 and later) to the

north-west (Niniou-Kindeli (1992)). Both the lower town

and the acropolis were fortified. Ancient walls (C4l/C3e) are

traceable on the north and north-west sides of the acropolis

and on the north-west (with two towers) and south-east

(with gate) sides of the lower town (Blackman (1976c);

Gondiccas (1988) 175–77; Markoulaki (1988)). Two rock-cut

aqueducts supplied water to the city (Blackman (1976c)).

Cisterns on the acropolis and in the lower city may be no

earlier than the second Byzantine period (ibid.). Apart from

a small extra-mural temple (C3) located at sto Yero

Kolymbo in the gorge to the east of the polis town

(Gondiccas (1988) 183–85) and the cemetery, all remaining

traces of the community are intramural (ibid. 173–83). Walls

of the early Hellenistic period attributed to a monumental

temple with an altar or stoa along its north side were exca-

vated within the fortification walls in the centre of the lower

town, just north of the Church of the Ninety-nine Fathers

(Theophanides (1942–44a); Gondiccas (1988) 178–82).

Traces of walls and rock cuttings on the south and south-

east slopes of the hill and in the village indicate the location

of residential areas (Gondiccas (1988) 182–83; Markoulaki

(1996)).

Polyrhen minted coins (staters) on the Aiginetan stan-

dard during the period c.330–280/270. Types: obv. head of

Zeus; rev. filleted frontal bull’s head; legend:

ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΟΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXV.21–25, 28–30,

with Le Rider (1966) 190, 198; IGCH no. 109; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 528). Smaller denominations in silver (drachm,

hemidrachm, obol) began c.280 (Le Rider (1966) 188).

984. Praisos (Praisios) Map 60. Lat. 35.10, long. 26.05.

Size of territory: 3. Type: [A]. The toponym is Πραισ#ς

(I.Cret. iii.iv.1 (C3e)). The city-ethnic is Πρα�σιος (coins,

C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. iii.iv.1 (C3e)). For Πρ[σος/Πρ�σιος,

see Guarducci (1942) 135.

In Ps.-Skylax 47, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Praisos is one of the toponyms listed under the heading

π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τηι. The earliest explicit uses of the

term π#λις for Praisos occur in Hellenistic documents

(I.Cret. iii.iv.1 (C3e), vi.7 (C3f)).Although there is no explic-

it Archaic or Classical reference to Praisos as a polis, her

mint, which perhaps began as early as c.350, strongly sug-

gests her inclusion in the Inventory as a polis.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra) and in a decree of Praisos for the Stalitai

(I.Cret. iii.vi.7 (C4s–C3f, C3f)). The collective use is attested

externally in Herodotos’account of the expedition of Minos

to Sicily (Hdt. 7.170.1).

The Praisioi maintained that they were descendants of the

autochthonous Eteocretans (Hdt. 7.170–71; Staphylos

(FGrHist 269) fr. 12; Whitley (1998)). The tradition is sup-

ported by the discovery at Praisos of five Eteocretan inscrip-

tions, the earliest of which (I.Cret. iii.vi.1; cf. 4) may date to

C6 (Jeffery (1990) 316 nos. 19a and b (550–525?)). If so, it con-

siderably antedates the earliest identifiably Greek inscrip-

tion from Praisos (I.Cret. III.vi.7 (C3e); Guarducci (1942)

137; Duhoux (1982) 63–85). Apart from the role of the

Praisioi in the Cretan refusal to join the Greek cause against

Xerxes, which is suggested by the narrative of Herodotos

(Hdt. 7.170–71), our evidence for the history of the polis is

Hellenistic.

The phrase Iς κα l �νφυλος was used to denote a citizen

(I.Cret. iii.iv.1 (C3e)). The name of one phyle, Φαρκαρ�ς,

preserved in the dating formula of an honorary decree

(I.Cret. iii.vi.8 (C3)), is a rare feminine adjectival form of

unknown derivation (Jones, POAG 231).

The territory of Praisos was called ! Πραισ�α (χ)ρα)

(Theophr. Hist. pl. 3.3.4; I.Cret. iii.iv.1 (C3e)). The statement

of Ps.-Skylax 47 that “Praisos reached in both directions”

(Πραισ�ς δι�κει �µφοτ/ρωθεν) has been understood to

mean to the north and the south coasts (e.g.Whitley (1998)).

Such an interpretation is supported by the decree of Praisos

for the Stalitai (and Setaetai) which suggests that these two

coastal communities (the Stalitai on the south coast and

Setaetai on the north coast) were dependencies of Praisos

during the Hellenistic period (I.Cret. iii.vi.7 (C3f);

Chaniotis (1996) 385–94; Perlman (1996) 257–58).

The polis town of Praisos was built on three acropolises

(First Acropolis, Second Acropolis and Third Acropolis or

Altar Hill) and covered an area of roughly 24 ha. Settlement

began there (on First and Second Acropolises) already in
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LMiiiC and continued through C2s. The main period of

occupation was C5l–C2m (Whitley et al. (1995) 428).

An early shrine (Geometric–Hellenistic) was located 

on the summit of Third Acropolis, and a temple

(Classical–Hellenistic) on the summit of First Acropolis.

Staphylos records the existence of a temple of Zeus Diktaios

at Praisos (Staphylos (FGrHist 269) fr. 12). The question

remains open whether this temple should be identified with

the one on First Acropolis or with the temple and sanctuary

of Zeus Diktaios at Palaikastro on the east coast of

Crete (Perlman (1995a)). Extra-urban spring sanctuaries

were located to the south of the urban centre at 

Vavelli (Orientalising–Hellenistic) and Mesamvrysi

(Geometric–Archaic and possibly later). A third extra-

urban sanctuary (Orientalising–Hellenistic) with an associ-

ated C6s kiln has been identified on the summit of Prophitis

Elias, 2.5 km south-east of the polis town (Whitley et al.

(1999) 249–51; cf. Erickson (2000) 318–27). Residential areas

are indicated by rock-cut features on the slopes of First and

Second Acropolises. A multi-room structure of the

Hellenistic period identified as a house or an andreion was

located in the saddle between First and Second Acropolis. If

this structure was an andreion (for the identification of the

structure as a public building, see Bosanquet (1902) 259–70),

the organisation of Praisos paralleled that of other Cretan

poleis whose public buildings occupied the saddle connect-

ing a double acropolis. The main cemetery (Late

Geometric–Hellenistic) was located on the south-eastern

slopes of Third Akropolis. For a description of the remains,

see Whitley et al. (1995), (1999).

Praisos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms) on

the Aiginetan standard from C4m (Le Rider (1966) 197

(c.350–325)). Staters have types: obv. Gorgoneion, or

quadruped suckling a human infant, or Herakles kneeling;

rev. (with Gorgoneion and quadruped): Herakles kneeling;

rev. (with Herakles): eagle; legend: ΠΡΑΙ, ΠΡΑΙΣ or

ΠΡΑΙΣΙ. Drachms have: obv. male figure; rev. Herakles

kneeling. Hemidrachms have obv. Herakles kneeling; rev.

eagle (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXVII.1–10; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl.

539). Staters of C4l–C3e (Le Rider (1966) 197) have: (i) obv.

head of a goddess (Guarducci (1942) 137: Demeter or

Persephone?); rev. bull; (ii) obv. Zeus aetophoros; rev.

Herakles standing, or goat protome; (iii) obv. head of

Apollo; rev. goat protome (Svoronos (1890) pls.

XXVII.11–28; XXVIII.1–19; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 540). Drachms,

hemidrachms and obols of C4l–C3e have (i) obv. head of a

goddess; rev. bull’s head (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXVII.13–20);

or (ii) obv. head of Apollo; rev. Herakles standing, or a goat

protome, or head of a goat, or a bee (Svoronos (1890) pl.

XXVIII.2, 5–11); or (iii) obv. head of a goddess; rev. bull’s

head,or a bee; or (4) obv.Zeus aetophoros; rev. goat protome,

or Herakles standing (Svoronos (1890) pls. XXVII.28,

XXVIII.1; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 541–43). Legend on some coins

(all denominations) of C4l–C3e (usually on rev.):

ΠΡΑΙΣΙΟΝ/ΠΡΑΙΣΙΩΝ or abbreviations down to

ΠΡΑΙ.

985. Priansos (Priansieus) Map. 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 25.15.

Size of territory: 3. Type: B. The toponym is Πρ�ανσος, W

(I.Cret. iv 174 (C3l/C2e)). The city-ethnic is either

Πριανσιε�ς (coins, C4s–C3f, infra; I.Cret. iii.iii.4 (C3l/C2e))

or Πρι�νσιος (I.Cret. iii.iii.4 (C3l/C2e)). For the extra-

Cretan form of the toponym Πριαµψ#ς (Delphi, BCH 45

(1921) iv.6 (c.230–210)) and of the city-ethnic Πρι�σσιος

(Miletos, Milet. i.3 38 o, q (C3s)), see Bile (1988) 153 n. 328.

Another extra-Cretan inscription preserves the city-ethnic

Πρι�νσικος (Pagasai, Thess. Mnem. no. 83 (C3l/C2f)).

The earliest reference to Priansos as a polis (in the politi-

cal sense) occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς

π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 37 (c.259–250)). The

observation that Priansos may have been minting coins as

early as c.330 (infra) suggests that the community was a polis

in the political sense already in the late Classical period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (infra) and externally in Hellenistic treaties

(I.Cret. iii.iii.4 (C3l/C2e); I.Cret. iv 174 (C3l/C2e)). For the

individual use of the city-ethnic there are the immigrants

from Priansos to Miletos, ’Ορθοκλ8ς ?ρ�στωνος

Πρι�σσιος, Α]σιµος Α2σ�µου Πρι�σσιος and Πυργ�ας

Καλλιδ#κου Πρι�σσιος (Milet. i.3 38 o, q (C3s)) and

’Ερασιπτ#λεµος [Πρ]επ�νδρω Πρι�νσιος proxenos of

Gortyn (no. 960) (I.Cret. iv 208 (C3/C2)) and theorodokos

for Delphi (BCH 45 (1921) iv.6 (c.230–210)).

The territory is called ! Πριανσ�α (I.Cret. iii.iii.4, ll.

18–21 (C3l/C2e)). The Hellenistic borders of Priansos are

described in the alliance of Priansos with Hierapytna and

Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 174, ll. 16–30 (C3l/C2e)). The description

of the border with Gortyn begins at the south coast, so it

seems likely that the Geometric–Roman cave sanctuary of

Ε2λε�θυια Βινατ�α at Tsoutsouros (ancient Einatos) was

located within her territory (I.Cret. iv 174.60–61, 76; Faure

(1996) 75–77). Einatos (in Linear B wi-na-to, McArthur

(1993) 152) may have served as a port for Priansos.Coin types

(infra) suggest that Priansos was oriented to the sea. The

mouth of the river Mintris would seem the likely place to

look for an ancient harbour, but no ancient harbour facil-
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ities are visible today. This may be due to several geological

factors, including coastal uplift and riverine silting (person-

al observation).

Nothing is known about the urban centre of Priansos,

which was probably located in the vicinity of Kastelliana. A

Hellenistic inscription refers to an andreion at Priansos

(I.Cret. iii.iii.4.38–40 (C3l/C2e)). In so far as andreia are

attested elsewhere on Crete during the Archaic and Classical

periods (see Axos, Datala and Eltynia, supra), it is possible

that also at Priansos it was pre-Hellenistic. Athena Polias, in

whose sanctuary public enactments were displayed, was

probably the protecting deity of the polis (I.Cret.

iii.iii.4.79–80 (C3l/C2e)).

Priansos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms)

on the Aiginetan standard during the period c.330–280/270

(Le Rider (1966) 190, 198; IGCH no. 109). Staters have obv.

seated goddess with serpent (Svoronos (1890) 295:

Hygieia?); rev. Poseidon standing holding his trident, or

goat protome (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXVIII.21–23; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 544–45). Drachms and hemidrachms have obv. head

of a goddess (Guarducci (1935) 280: Artemis?); rev. trident

(drachms only), or palm (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXVI-

II.24–28; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 546–47). Legend (all denomina-

tions): ΠΡΙΑΝΣΙΕΩΝ or abbreviations down to ΠΡΙ.

986. Rhaukos (Rhaukios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 25.00.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is ‘Ρα%κος (Ps.-

Skylax 47; Polyb. 30.23.1). The city-ethnic is ‘Ρα�κιος

(coins, C4s–C3f, infra; Milet. i.3 140.36 (c.259–250)). For

‘Ρωκ�ονς (acc. pl.), which occurs in the asylia decree of

Rhaukos for Teos (I.Cret. i.xxvii.1 (C3l)), see Bile (1988) 111.

In Ps.-Skylax 47, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Rhaukos is one of the toponyms listed under the heading

π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τ=η. The earliest explicit reference to

Rhaukos as a polis, and here in the political sense, occurs in

the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι

(Milet. i.3 140.1, 36 (c.259–250)). Rhaukos was certainly a

polis in the political sense during the early Hellenistic peri-

od. The coins, which perhaps began as early as c.330 (infra),

suggest that this was already the case in the late Classical

period.

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally on

the C4s–C3f coins (infra), and externally in the agreement of

Miletos πρ�ς τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.36

(c.259–250)). For the individual use of the city-ethnic, there

are the proxenoi of Iasos, Θε#δωρος Σωτ�δα Κρ�ς

‘Ρα�κιος (I.Iasos 53 (C4l/C3e)), and of Gortyn, Λ�γδαµις

Μιττυρ�ωνος ‘Ρα�κιος (I.Cret. iv 206 (C3/C2)).

The polis town of Rhaukos (modern Ag. Myronas) is

almost unknown archaeologically (Pendlebury et al.

(1932–33) 91–92; Sanders (1982) 154 (9/12)), but a Hellenistic

inscription recording the border of Gortyn and Knosos

most likely refers to the agora of Rhaukos and to the pry-

taneion in the agora (I.Cret. iv 182.3–4 (c.167/6); Chaniotis

(1996) 296–300). In so far as both terms are attested else-

where on Crete during the Archaic and Classical periods

(agora: see Gortyn (no. 960) and Phaistos (no. 980); pry-

taneion: see Lato (no. 971), it is possible that also at Rhaukos

the agora and the prytaneion are pre-Hellenistic.

Rhaukos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms)

on the Aiginetan standard during the period c.330–280/270

(Le Rider (1966) 197; IGCH no. 109). Staters have obv.

Poseidon hippios; rev. trident-head, within an incuse square

on the earliest issues (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXIX.6–7, 11–16,

23–24; SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 551). Drachms and hemidrachms

have (i) obv. head of Poseidon?; rev. two dolphins (drachm);

trident (hemidrachm) (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXIX.8–9; SNG

Cop. Aeg.Isl. 552–53); (ii) obv. head of Poseidon; rev. trident

(drachm), or two dolphins (hemidrachm) (Svoronos (1890)

pl. XXIX.17, 25–26). Obols have obv. head of a goddess; rev.

trident (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXIX.27). Legend (all

denominations): ΡΑΥΚΙΟΝ.

987. Rhithymnos (Rhithymnios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20, long.

24.30. Size of territory: 3. Type: C. The toponym is not attest-

ed in the inscriptions from Crete. Inscriptions from else-

where and literary sources spell the toponym ‘Ρ�θυµνος

(Arkesine, IG xii.7 7A.3 (C4l–C3e)), ‘Ρ�θυµνα (Delphi, BCH

45 (1921) iii.116 (c.230–210)), and ‘Ριθυµν�α (Steph. Byz.

545.7). Rhithymnos may have been renamed Arsinoë during

the period C3l–C2e (Le Rider (1966) 242–45: reign of Ptolemy

IV). The city-ethnic is ‘Ριθ�µνιος (I.Cret. i.xxii.4A (C3f)).

Steph. Byz. 545.7 is the only source to identify

Rhithymnos as a polis. Aelian called Rhithymnos a κ)µη

(Ael. NA 14.20). That Rhithymnos was a polis in the political

sense during the late Classical and early Hellenistic periods

is suggested by her mint, which may have begun as early as

c.330 (infra), by a proxeny decree of C4l–C3e in which a cit-

izen of Rhithymnos is granted proxenia by Arkesine (IG

xii.7 7A (C4l–C3e)), and by the personal use of the city-

ethnic (Perlman (1996) 246–52; infra).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is not attested, but is

undoubtedly to be recognised in the legend ΡΙ which

appears on the reverse of the coins (infra).For the individual

and external use there is the funerary columella of Σ)τειρα

∆αµαρ/του ‘Ριθυµν�α (IG ii² 10135 (C4/C3)) and the 
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proxenoi of Olous, Κλεωνα5ος [∆α]µοκρ�τους

‘Ριθ�µνιος (I.Cret. i.xxii.4A (C3f)), and of Gortyn, [---, son

of ---]οδ#κω ‘Ριθ�µνιος (I.Cret. iv 207 (C3)).

The evidence for the history and institutions of

Rhithymnos dates to the Hellenistic period. The remains of

ancient Rhithymnos lie concealed beneath those of the

Venetian city. For a brief survey of ancient remains in the

modern city, see Stratidakis (1995) 326–27.The acropolis was

more than likely located on the high promontory where the

Venetians later built their fort (Fortetsa). The town and har-

bour were probably to the east of the promontory; rock-cut

slipways and a fish tank have been identified to the west of

Fortetsa (Blackman (1976d)). Onorio Belli describes the

remains of a square temple with a portico upon a hill in the

vicinity of Rhithymnos, but the location of this building is

unknown (Falkener (1854) 25).

Rhithymnos struck coins (staters, drachms, hemi-

drachms) on the Aiginetan standard during the period

c.330–280/270 (Le Rider (1966) 190, 198). Her output was

small. Staters have obv. head of Apollo; rev. Apollo

lithophoros (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXX.1). Drachms and

hemidrachms have obv. head of Athena; rev. trident-head

and dolphins (Svoronos (1890) pls. XXXIX.33, XXX.3; SNG

Cop. Aeg.Isl. 555). Legend (all denominations): ΡΙ.

988. *Rhitten (Rhittenios) Map 60. Lat. 35.00, long.

24.55. Size of territory: 1. Type: B. The adverbial ’Ριττεν�δε,

which occurs in the agreement between the Rhittenioi and

Gortyn (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)), indicates that the toponym was

either ’Ριττ/ν or ’Ριζ/ν (Bile (1988) 145, 168). The form

‘Ριζην�α occurs in Stephanos (Steph. Byz. 544.20) and has

been restored in two inscriptions: (i) a fragment of an

Archaic epichoric inscription from Patela Prinias (I.Cret.

i.xxviii.2 (C6)) and (ii) an agreement between Gortyn and

Knosos (I.Cret. iv 182 (C2)). In both cases, the restorations

of the toponym are problematic (Faure (1993) 70). The city-

ethnic was ’Ριττ/νιος (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)).

Only Stephanos refers to *Rhitten (Rhizenia) as a polis

(Steph. Byz. 544.21). The agreement of Gortyn for *Rhitten

recognised that the Rhittenioi were α(τ#νοµοι and

α(τ#δικοι (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)).From this same text we learn

further that the Rhittenioi enjoyed their own assembly (τ�

κοιν�ν ο2 ’Ριττ/νιοι, �γορ3 gευµ/να), council

(πρε�γιστοι; for the meaning of the term, see Davaras

(1980); Bile (1988) 341), and public officials (κ#σµοι,

κ[ρυκς). On the other hand, certain delicts fell under the

joint jurisdiction of Gortyn and *Rhitten (4–12), and certain

complaints against Gortyn and individual Gortynioi were

heard in Gortyn (12–15). Furthermore, Gortyn owned at

least some territory which was occupied by Rhittenioi, and it

was within the jurisdiction of Gortyn to determine the

rights of those occupants to its use (3–4).On balance the evi-

dence suggests that *Rhitten was a polis with her own laws,

courts, magistrates, council and assembly, but a dependent

polis of Gortyn (which controlled land within the territory

of *Rhitten and could under certain circumstances abrogate

the judicial and executive authority of the state (Perlman

(1996) 265–66)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs externally in

the agreement of Gortyn and *Rhitten (I.Cret. iv 80 (C5e)).

The location of ancient *Rhitten has been the subject of

controversy. Guarducci identified ancient *Rhitten with the

remains of the important settlement at Patela Prinias c.11 km

north of Gortyn, and the majority of scholars have followed

her lead (Guarducci (1935) 294; van Effenterre (1993); cf.

Nomima i 7). Faure has long championed an alternative

location for ancient *Rhitten south of the Mesara in the

Asterousia mountains near Apesokari at the foot of a chain

of hills called ! Κ�τω TΡ�ζα (Faure (1963) 22–24, (1993) 70).

Faure’s arguments against the opinio communis are convinc-

ing. His arguments in favour of ! Κ�τω TΡ�ζα are some-

what less compelling (Perlman (1996) 262–63). The ancient

site near Apesokari has not been explored, and all that may

be said about it is that the surface remains date to the

Classical and Hellenistic periods (Faure (1963) 24). The set-

tlement on Patela Prinias, a high triangular-shaped plateau,

c.11.5 ha in area, located at the junction of two valleys which

connect the northern and southern coasts, was established

in C13 and continued until C6m. Defensive walls have been

identified below Patela Prinias restricting access through the

valleys and up to the plateau. Residential districts that attest

a degree of town-planning have been excavated at the

northern edge of the plateau and to the south-east in the

vicinity of the two large buildings, Temple A (C7) and

“Temple B” (Subminoan/Protogeometric–C7l). Mazarakis

Ainian suggests that “Temple B” was not, in fact, a temple

but a public building with some other function, perhaps e.g.

a prytaneion, during its final (C7) phase (Mazarakis Ainian

(1997) 224–26). The cemetery (also C13–C6m) was 500 m

north-west of Patela at Siderospilia. A potters’ quarter

(C8l/C7e–C6m) was located near Mandra di Gipari on a

hillock opposite the west side of the plateau. During the late

Classical and Hellenistic periods Patela Prinias served as a

fortified guard-post. For the remains of the settlement at

Patela Prinias, see Rizza (1978), (1991), (1995), (2000); Rizza

and Rizzo (1985); Rizza et al. (1994).
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989. Stalai (Stalites) Map 60. Lat. 35.05, long. 26.00. Size

of territory: 1. Type: C. The toponym is attested only in the

late form Στ8λαι (Steph. Byz. 585.12). The city-ethnic is

Σταλ�της (I.Cret. iii.vi.7 (C3f); cf.Στηλ�της, I.Cret. iii.iv.9,

l. 123 (C2l)).

Stalai is identified as a polis in two ancient sources: (i) the

decree of Praisos concerning the Stalitai, which secures for the

Stalitai the enjoyment of their chora and polis (I.Cret. iii.vi.7

(C3f)); and (ii) Stephanos (Steph. Byz. 585.12). The meaning

of the term in the decree of Praisos is urban. This decree indi-

cates that the Stalitai possessed several of the defining charac-

teristics of the polis, viz. an urban centre (π#λις), a hinterland

(χ)ρα) with recognised borders, the authority to levy har-

bour taxes (.λλιµ/νιος) and perhaps to tax the purple-dye

and fishing industries, and so, presumably, the public officials

required to levy the taxes and spend or distribute the pro-

ceeds. We do not know whether or not in other respects the

Stalitai were self-governing and self-regulating, autonomoi

and autodikai. On present evidence, Stalai appears to have

been a dependent community of Praisos, perhaps a depend-

ent polis, at the time of the decree (Chaniotis (1996) 161–68,

383–93; Perlman (1996) 257–58; cf. Gschnitzer (1975)). The

decree dates to C3f, and one of its provisions specifies that the

Stalitai shall give to Praisos a share of the revenue from 

the fishing industry as they did in the past (καθ�περ κα�

πρ#τερον). If this revenue was indeed the product of taxation,

we may infer that for some time the community exercised

public authority in this area. It is not possible to fix precisely

for how long this had been the case, but the surface remains of

the ancient settlement on Dasonari, which is the most likely

location of Stalai (Schachermeyer (1938) 479; Chaniotis (1996)

386), date to the Archaic and Classical periods (autopsy). The

evidence suggests that Stalai may have been a polis, albeit per-

haps a dependent polis, in the late Classical period, so it is

included in the Inventory as a possible polis (type C).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs externally in

the decree of Praisos for the Stalitai (I.Cret. iii.vi.7 (C3f))

and in the arbitration of Magnesia for Itanos and

Hierapytna (I.Cret. iii.iv.9.123 (C2l)).

990. Sybrita (Sybritios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 24.40.

Size of territory: 2. Type: [A]. The toponym is Σ�βριτα (Ps.-

Skylax 47) and is probably attested in Linear A and B as su-

ki-ri-ta (Scafa (1994)). The toponym means “town of the

wild boar” (ibid.). Non-Cretan and late sources transpose

υ/ι, Σ�βρυτος (BCH 45 (1921) iii.118 (c.230–210); Guarducci

(1939) 289). The city-ethnic is Συβρ�τιος (coins, C4f, infra;

I.Cret. IV 183 (C3l/C2e)).

In Ps.-Skylax 47, where polis is used in the urban sense,

Sybrita is one of the toponyms listed under the heading

π#λεις πολλα� .ν Κρ�τηι. The asylia decree of Sybrita for

Teos provides the earliest reference to Sybrita as a polis in the

political sense (I.Cret. ii.xxvi.1 (C3l)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic occurs internally on

the coins (C4s, infra) and externally in a treaty with Gortyn

(I.Cret. iv 183 (C3l/C2e)) and in the asylia decree for 

Teos (I.Cret. ii.xxvi.1 (C3l)). For the individual use there is 

[---]ποιν ?ριστοφ#ω Συβρ�τιος, proxenos of Aptara

(I.Cret. ii.iii.5B (C2f)).

Very little is known about the history of Sybrita. During

the Hellenistic period Sybrita and Gortyn arranged an

alliance (I.Cret. iv 183; Chaniotis (1996) 267–70 (C3l/C2e)).

Shared coin types have been understood to indicate that

these two poleis may have earlier (C4s) joined together in a

sympoliteia (infra).

The acropolis of the polis town of Sybrita, Kephala

(500–618 m), appears to have been continuously inhabited

from LMiiiC (Prokopiou (1991); D’Agata (1999); Rocchetti

and D’Agata (1999)). Its commanding position dominated

the Amari valley, a principal line of communication

between the Mesara and the north coast of the island. The

construction in C9s of a monumental building (Edificio A1,

c.7 m � 7 m) on the southern plateau of Kephala has been

understood to reflect a new political organisation of the

community, and perhaps the emergence of the polis

(Rocchetti and D’Agata (1999); D’Agata (2000)). At its

greatest extent (in the Hellenistic period) the polis town of

Sybrita extended from the acropolis south-west to the vil-

lages of Yenna and Ag. Photini and north-east towards the

village of Klisidhi. Stretches of defence walls of the Archaic,

Hellenistic and later periods have been identified on the

summit and slopes of the acropolis (Kirsten (1951);

Belgiorno (1994)), with gates located on its north-eastern

slope (Belgiorno (1994) 217.13) and on the south-western

slope at Lagou Kharakou (ibid. 218.17). A temple

(Hellenistic?), perhaps of Dionysos, may be located beneath

the small chapel Ekklesia tou Christou on the south-western

slope of the acropolis (ibid. 215.8). The principal residential

districts appear to have been situated on the southern and

south-western slopes of the acropolis. Three cemeteries

have been located: two to the south-west of Kephala near

Yenna and a third to the north of Kephala at ta Ellenika. A

sanctuary of Hermes Kranaios (LMi–Roman, with gaps)

located at Patsos c.5 km to the south-west of Kephala proba-

bly lay within the territory of Sybrita (Kourou and Karetsou

(1994)). The Amari valley is very well watered, and there are
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many springs, cisterns, fountains and artesian wells in the

vicinity of ancient Sybrita (Belgiorno (1994) 224–25). For a

survey of material remains in the vicinity of Sybrita, see

Belgiorno (1994); for the Greek–Italian excavations at

Thronos Kephala (1987–99), see Rocchetti (1994a); D’Agata

(1999); Rocchetti and D’Agata (1999); D’Agata (forthcom-

ing, non vidi).

Sybrita struck coins (all denominations) on the Aiginetan

standard intermittently during the period c.380–280/270

(Le Rider (1966) 196; Kraay (1976) 53). The earliest coins

(staters, c.380) have obv. Hermes seated; rev. hippocamp

within an incuse square; legend:ΣΥΒΡΙΤΙΟΝwritten ret-

rograde in the epichoric alphabet (Le Rider (1966) pl.

XXXIV.19 with p. 196). For a short time (c.360/350–340/330)

Sybrita minted coins (staters, drachms, hemidrachms) with

Gortynian types, perhaps reflecting a sympoliteia or alliance

between the two poleis (Le Rider (1966) 160–62). Staters

have: obv. Europa seated in a tree; legend: ΣΥΒΡΙΤΙ writ-

ten retrograde in the epichoric alphabet on some; rev. bull;

legend: ΣΥΒΡΙ written retrograde in the epichoric alpha-

bet on some. Drachms and hemidrachms have obv. head of

Europa; rev. head of bull; legend: ΣΥ (Le Rider (1966) pl.

XXVII.7–19). Later issues of c.330–280/270 (staters,

drachms, obols) have obv. Dionysus (full or head only); rev.

Hermes (full or head only); legend (stater): ΣΥΒΡΙΤΙΟΝ

or ΣΥΒΡΙΤΙΩΝ (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXX.12–18; SNG

Cop. Aeg.Isl. 560). See SNG Cop. Aeg.Isl. 559 for an obol

(date?) with obv. goat’s head; rev. bunch of grapes; legend:

ΣΥ.

991. Tarrha (Tarrhaios) Map 60. Lat. 35.15, long. 24.00.

Size of territory: 2. Type: B. The toponym is Τ�ρρα (BCH 45

(1921) iii.107 (c.230–210)). The city-ethnic is Ταρρα5ος

(I.Cret. iv 179 (c.183)).

Although Tarrha is called a polis in late sources only

(Paus. 10.16.5; Steph. Byz. 604.6–8), it clearly was a polis in

the political sense during the Hellenistic period, and there is

little doubt that the same was true during the Classical peri-

od and perhaps even the Archaic. The evidence for this,

which includes (i) participation in the C4l–C3 federation οH

;Ορειοι (van Effenterre (1948a) 119–27; Chaniotis (1996)

106–8, 421–22; cf. Sekunda (2000) 337–38: league founded

C3f), (ii) striking coins as early as c.330 (infra), and (iii) the

individual use of the city-ethnic (Perlman (1996) 246–52),

recommends its inclusion in the Inventory as a probable

polis (type B).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally in

abbreviated form on coins (infra), and externally in the

alliance of the members of the Cretan koinon with Eumenes II

(I.Cret. iv 179.8 (c.183)).For the individual use there is the ded-

ication of Παν�δας Ταρρα5[ος] from the sanctuary of Orthia

in Sparta (IG v.1 252 (C6); but cf. BSA 12 (1906) 353.1). Tarrha

was a member of the C4l–C3 federation οH ;Ορειοι (supra).

The hillside west of upper Ag. Roumeli at the mouth of

the river Tarrhaios and the Samaria Gorge was the site of the

main Classical–Hellenistic settlement of Tarrha (Nixon et

al. (1990) 217).The location afforded Tarrha little arable land

(Rackham (1990) 108–9), and it is likely that her inhabitants

relied for their livelihood upon the mountains and the sea

(for the economic exploitation of Crete’s mountains, see

Chaniotis (1999); for bee-keeping and shepherding at

Tarrha, see the coin types, infra; for cedar forests in the

mountains around Tarrha, see Theophr. Hist. pl. ii.ii.2; for

their exploitation, Perlman (1999) 146). The Church of the

Panaghia west of the river is very likely the site of a temple,

perhaps that of Apollo, who was probably the protecting

deity of the polis (Guarducci (1939) 305–6; Weinberg

(1960)). Archaic (and earlier?) and Classical burials have

been found to the west of the river near the modern village

(Tzedakis (1971)). On the coast to the east of the river are the

remains of a cemetery (C5l and later) and of a Roman sea-

wall (Nixon et al. (1990) 218).

Tarrha struck coins (drachms) during the period

c.330–280/270. Types: obv. head of a goat; legend: ΤΑΡ; rev.

bee (Svoronos (1890) pl. XXX.27, with Le Rider (1966)

197–98).

992. Tylisos (Tylisios) Map 60. Lat. 35.20, long. 25.00. Size

of territory: 2. Type: A. The toponym is Τ�λισος (ML 42

(C5m)), in Linear B tu-ri-so (McArthur (1993) 21–23). The

city-ethnic is Τυλ�σιος (ML 42 (C5m); coins, C4s–C3f,

infra; Milet. i.3 140.36 (c.259–250)).

The agreement of Knosos, Tylisos and Argos provides for

the division of booty α2 δ* συµπλ/ονες π#λιες . . . �λοιεν

(ML 42B.31–32 (C5m) �Nomima i 54.ii). It is likely that

Tylisos should be understood as one of the poleis. The term

is used in its political sense. The earliest certain reference to

Tylisos as a polis occurs in the agreement of Miletos πρ�ς

τ3ς π#λεις τ3ς .γ Κρ�τηι (Milet. i.3 140.1, 36 (c.259–250)).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on the coins (C4s–C3f, infra), and externally in the agree-

ment of Knosos, Tylisos and Argos (ML 42 (C5m); ML 42A

(from Tylisos) and B (from Argos) are written in Argolic,

and so are treated here as external). For the individual use of

the city-ethnic there are ’Ορθ#τιµος Κελα�θου Τυλ�σιος,

proxenos of Phokis (Daulis?) and Atrax, Thessaly (IG ix.1,
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33.3 (C3s); SEG 29 502 (C3s)), and U Ερµων Τυλ�σιος, prox-

enos of Kydonia (I.Cret. ii.x.1 (C3)).

The neighbours of Tylisos were Knosos to the east and

Axos to the west. During the Classical period Tylisos and

Knosos formed an alliance (ML 42 (C5m)). The assembly of

Argos (τ� πλε̃θος) served as the mediator in the resolution

of disputes between the two poleis concerning questions of

war and peace (ML 42A.6–17; Merrill (1991); cf. ML 42: the

text implies a federal structure with a federal assembly called

τ� πλε̃θος which decided questions of war and peace;

members included Tylisos, Knosos and Argos and perhaps

other states as well (συµπλ/ονες πολ�ες, ML 42B.31–32); cf.

Gschnitzer (1958) 44–47: ML 42 is an alliance between

Knosos and Argos; Tylisos is a dependency of Argos). The

border between Knosos and Tylisos (�ροι τ[ς γ[ς) is

described in this alliance (B26–29), and regulations con-

cerning property and trade are provided: (i) both poleis are

prohibited from absorbing territory (χο̃ρα) belonging to

the other (B25–26); (ii) Knosioi are prohibited from owning

land in Tylisos (µ* ’νπιπασκ/σθο), although a Tylisios may

own land in Knosos (B23–25); (iii) export from Tylisos to

Knosos and from Knosos to Tylisos is tax-free; (iv) Tylisioi

pay the same taxes as citizens of Knosos for trans-shipment

from Knosos (B11–14). The κ#σµοι appear as the chief mag-

istrates of the polis and were responsible for providing for-

eign envoys with ξ/νια. The βολ� oversaw the κ#σµοι (ML

42B.40–42 (C5m)).

The polis town of Tylisos was presumably in the vicinity of

the Minoan town, but all that remain of the later settlement

are a monumental altar and temenos wall north-west of

Building Γ (J. Hadjidaki (1934) 66–68).

Tylisos struck coins (staters) on the Aiginetan standard

during the period c.330–280/270 (Le Rider (1966) 197; IGCH

no. 109). obv. head of Hera; rev. Apollo standing, holding in

one hand a goat’s head or a phiale and in the other his bow;

legend: ΤΥΛΙΣΙΟΝ/ΤΥΛΙΣΙΩΝ retrograde on some

(Svoronos (1890) pls. XXX.29–32, XXXI.1–4, 6; SNG Cop.

Aeg.Isl. 562).
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I. The Island

The name of the island was ‘Ρ#δος, ! (Hom. Il. 2.655; Pind.

Ol. 7.56; Hdt. 1.174.3; Thuc. 8.44.1; SEG 27 481 (450–400); IG

i³ 281.i.11 (430/29)), and a rose appears as the rev. type of

coins struck by the unified state of Rhodos (no. 1000) from

C5l onwards, on C5f coins of Ialysos (no. 995) and as the obv.

on some coins struck by Kamiros (no. 996). From the foun-

dation of the city of Rhodos in 408/7 (Diod. 13.75.1), the

toponym serves also to designate this city (Ps.-Skylax 99:

‘Ρ#δος . . . ν8σος κα� π#λις). The corresponding ethnic is

‘Ρ#διος (Hom. Il. 2.654; Simon. 37, Page; Thuc. 3.8.2; IG i³

1454A.30 (445–430)). The internal collective use of the eth-

nic is found in I.Lindos 16 (traditionally dated c.411–408,

though it could be slightly earlier or later: Gabrielsen

(2000b) 179–80); the external collective use is found in IG i³

1454A.30 (445–430) and Thuc.8.44.2–3; the external individ-

ual use is found in Bernand, Le Delta égyptien 707, 659.1

(C6–C5); IvO 151–52 (C5); and Thuc. 3.8.1.

In the Homeric Catalogue of Ships (Il. 2.654–56), the

Rhodians are described as inhabiting three cities: Lindos,

Ialysos and Kamiros; Pind. Ol. 7.18 describes Rhodos as a

tripolis nasos, thus confirming the existence of the three cities;

and Ps.-Skylax 99 states that the tripolis archaia consisted of

the poleis Ialysos (no. 995), Lindos (no. 997) and Kamiros (no.

996). These three cities are all described in the Inventory

below. In addition, the Athenian tribute lists register four

other Rhodian contributors of phoros: the Brikindarioi

(Βρικινδ�ριοι), the Diakrioi on Rhodos (∆ι�κριοι .ν

‘Ρ#δωι), the Lindian Oiiatai (Λινδ�ων Ο2ι[ται) and the

Pedieis in Lindos (Πεδιε5ς .ν Λ�νδωι); exactly what status

these communities had is unknown, but brief descriptions of

each are given below. In 408/7, according to Diod. 13.75.1, the

three old major poleis created a new city, Rhodos, by metoe-

cism of population, a process described as synoecism by

Strabo 14.2.10; this, however, did not mean that the three old

major poleis ceased to exist: they continued to function as

poleis (Gabrielsen (2000b) 192–95), and it has been aptly

pointed out that “the synoikism of Rhodes was unusual in the

degree to which the synoikised cities had a continued physi-

cal and political existence” (Demand (1990) 93; cf.

Papachristodoulou (1999b) 30). But Rhodos was itself a polis

and is described in the Inventory below, which, accordingly,

describes eight communities that were certainly or possibly

poleis thoughout the Archaic and Classical periods or at least

for some time within this period.¹

In C4 and the Hellenistic period, Rhodos acted on the

international scene as a single polis (e.g. IG ii² 43.82;

Gabrielsen (2000b) 190–91), and it is widely assumed 

that this unified state was created by the synoecism of

408/7 (Berthold (1980) 32; Demand (1990) 89–94;

Papachristodoulou (1999b) 27, 29). However, as pointed out

by Gabrielsen (2000b) 180–87, there are various indications

of Rhodian unity prior to 408/7: (1) even prior to 408/7, ref-

erences to Rhodos and Rhodians are more numerous than

references to the three major poleis; (2) the three poleis were

connected by a common myth of origin which traced their

foundations back to eponymous heroes who were grand-

sons of Helios, thus indicating a pan-Rhodian importance

for this divinity even prior to 408/7 (cf. SEG 27 481 (C5s)); (3)

the sanctuary of Athena Lindia had an island-wide signi-

ficance (cf. Momigliano (1936) 49–51); (4) at least one tradi-

tion made the foundation of Gela (no. 17) in C7e a

pan-Rhodian collaboration with Cretans (cf. Momigliano

(1936) 49–50, suggesting pan-Rhodian reinforcement of

Kyrene (no. 1028) in C6f; on foundations claimed to be

Rhodian, see further van Gelder (1900) 66–69); (5) the

RHODOS

thomas heine nielsen,  vincent gabrielsen
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obverses of some coins struck by the three major poleis after

479 share a type depicting the forepart of a horse (cf.

entries); (6) Olympic victors from the island were invariably

described by the ethnic Rhodios and not by their local city-

ethnics; (7) Hdt. 2.178 lists Rhodos, not the individual cities,

among the poleis which founded the Hellenion at Naukratis,

and this suggests two things: that some kind of Rhodian

unity may go back to C6f, and that at the time he was writing

Herodotos found it appropriate to include Rhodos under

the label of poleis; (8) an inscription of 445–430 refers to the

Rhodioi, not, as the tribute lists do, to the individual cities, as

allies of Athens (IG i³ 1454); the same document, moreover,

describes an individual by the city-ethnic Lindios; (9) a

decree (I.Lindos 16) appointing a man proxenos “of all

Rhodians” (‘Ρο[δ]�ων π�ντων) may predate 411–408/7, in

which case it is of the utmost importance that it attests to the

existence of a pan-Rhodian council and magistrates.

This evidence clearly proves that throughout C6 and C5

there was a general development in the direction of pan-

Rhodian (political) unity. The synoecism in 408/7 may rea-

sonably be seen as a decisive step in this unifying

development. Though there are problems of interpretation,

nos. (7) and (8) above render it probable that a unified state

existed prior to the foundation of the city of Rhodos. The

polis of Rhodos (no. 1000) came to monopolise such impor-

tant functions as, e.g., foreign policy, military organisation

and minting. However, the three old major poleis continued

to function as poleis, and although they primarily fulfilled

internal and cultic functions (Papachristodoulou (1999b)

30) and constituted subsections of the polis of Rhodos, they

must be regarded as poleis, i.e. as dependent poleis inside the

polis of Rhodos. For example, in C5m, when Herodotos

composed the first book of his Histories, the Dorian pen-

tapolis consisted of Lindos (no. 997), Ialysos (no. 995),

Kamiros (no. 996), Kos (no. 499) and Knidos (no. 903), and

there is no mention in this connection of a Rhodian polis

(Hdt. 1.144.1 and 3). It is, moreover, apparent from Thuc.

8.44.2 that in 411 the poleis of Kamiros, Lindos and Ialysos

were still important political units of the island.

The Rhodians may possibly have been subjects of Persia

prior to their entry into the Delian League: Aesch. Pers. 888

mentions Rhodos among the islands overpowered by

Dareios, and Diod. 11.3.8 (r480) mentions Rhodian ships in

Xerxes’ navy (cf. van Gelder (1900) 71–72 and Berthold

(1984) 19). However, the historicity of Rhodos’ subjection is

seriously questioned by the fact that Herodotos does not

refer to Rhodian involvement in the invasion of Greece.

In addition to the poleis described in the Inventory below,

there were on Archaic and Classical Rhodos the following

settlements.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Poleis

*Kattabia (Καττ�βιοι) In the territory of Lindos (no.

997). RE suppl. iv. 881; Sørensen (1992) 100. Barr. AC.

*Kymisala (Κυµισαλε5ς) In the territory of Kamiros (no.

996). Maiuri (1916) 285–98; Hope Simpson and Lazenby

(1973) 146–47; Sørensen (1992) 124–25. Barr. C.

Kyrbe (Κ�ρβη) Unlocated settlement mentioned by

Diod. 5.57.8 in a mythological context and possibly not his-

torical. RE xii. 134. Barr. A.

Netteia (Νεττε�α) Settlement with a sanctuary of Zeus

(IG xii.1 890.24 (C2)), in the territory of Lindos (no. 997).

RE suppl. v. 746–47. Barr. C.

Phagai (Φαγα�) In the territory of Ialysos (no. 995)

(I.Lindos 860.4 (c.200)). Papachristodoulou (1989) 142–44.

Barr. C.

2. Unidentified Settlements

Ampelia Settlement in the territory of Lindos (no. 997).

Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1973) 151. Barr. A.

Daphne Hill (near Ialysos) A Classical settlement is sur-

mised on the basis of ceramic surface evidence (Inglieri

(1936) foglio nord p. 27 no. 20; ASAtene 6–7 (1923–24) 326).

The site may have formed a part of Ialysos (no. 995) proper.

Not in Barr.

Gennadi Unidentified settlement, in the territory of

Lindos (no. 997). Hope Simpson and Lazenby (1973) 149–50.

Barr. C.

Kalogeros Settlement in the territory of Lindos (no. 997).

Sørensen (1992) 114–18. Barr. AC.

Kassaros Settlement in the territory of Lindos (no. 997).

Sørensen (1992) 121–23. Barr. AC.

Kiotari Archaic settlement in the territory of Lindos (no.

997). Konstantinopoulos (1972) 24–25. Not in Barr.

Makri Longoni (near Kamiros) A coastal settlement is

inferred from 260 graves of C7 to C6; see Jacopi (1929–30)

esp. 10 and fig. 3; Gates (1983) 21–22. This site may have

formed a part of Kamiros (no. 996) proper. Not in Barr.
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Mantra Voutouriou Settlement in the territory of Ialysos

(no. 995). Papachristodoulou (1989) 130. Barr. C?

Mitropoliti Settlement in the territory of Ialysos (no. 995).

Papachristodoulou (1989) 120. Barr. A, though the

Dodecanesian ephorate has informed us that there are no

certain Archaic or Classical remains.

Phanes In the territory of Kamiros (no. 996). Hope

Simpson and Lazenby (1973) 141. Barr. C.

Steno Settlement in the territory of Lindos (no. 997).

Sørensen (1992) 100–5. Barr. AC.

Syra Settlement in the territory of Ialysos (no. 995).

Papachristodoulou (1989) 134. Barr. AC.

Vroulia Settlement in the territory of Lindos (no. 997),

abandoned C6e (Kinch (1914); Drerup (1969) 51–52; Melander

(1988); Morris (1992) 174–99; Sørensen (2002)). Barr. A.

Nothing at all is known about the status which such settle-

ments enjoyed; if the deme structures of the three old major

poleis existed prior to their first appearance c.325 (IG xii.1

671; I.Lindos 51), they may possibly have been demes, but this

is conjectural.

II. The Poleis

993. Brikindera (Brikindarios) Map 60. Lat. 36.20, long.

28.10. Size of territory: ? Type: C. The toponym is

Βρικ�νδηρα, τ� (Herod. 2.57); on the basis of Rhodian

Hellenistic inscriptions such as e.g. SEG 39 808 (C2) giving

the demotic Βρυγινδ�ριος, the toponym Βρυγ�νδαρα may

be assumed. The city-ethnic is Βρικινδ�ριος (IG i³ 290.i.15

(415/14)). Our only source for this community are the

Athenian tribute lists in which the Βρικινδ�ριοι are record-

ed thrice: in 429/8 (IG i³ 282.iv.13), amount lost, in 421/20

(IG i³ 285.i.103–4), 1 tal., and in 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.15),

amount lost. The Brikindarioi must have been the inhabit-

ants of Βρυγ�νδαρα, a place in the territory of Ialysos (no.

995) (Papachristodoulou (1989) 124–31, (1999b) 37). The fact

that it paid individually may suggest that it was a dependent

polis inside the territory of Ialysos (cf. Hansen (1997) 31),

or—considering the sporadic nature of its payments—may

suggest civic disorder at Ialysos. Alternatively, the appear-

ance of the Brikindarioi may indicate an arrangement

imposed by the Athenians in order to weaken a powerful

ally, as all three major poleis must have been. See also

Diakrioi (no. 994), Oiai (no. 998) and Pedies (no. 999).

994. (Diakrioi) Map 60. Unlocated. Type: C. The

Athenian tribute lists from 430/29 to 415/14 four times regis-

ter a payment by a group called ∆ι�κριοι .ρ ‘Ρ#[δοι] (IG i³

281.i.11, 284.22–23, 285.i.101–2, 290.i.16); in the two cases

where the amount paid is (partly) preserved, it is 2 tal. (IG i³

285.i.101–2, 290.i.16, partly restored). The Diakrioi are

known only from these lists, and it is not known to which

part of the island they belonged (RE suppl. vii. 126–27). The

fact that they paid individually may suggest that they

formed a (dependent) polis (inside the territory of one of the

major poleis; cf. Hansen (1997) 31), or—considering the 

sporadic nature of their payments—may suggest civic dis-

order in one of the major poleis (cf. Schuller (1995) 166–67).

Alternatively, the appearance of the Diakrioi may indicate

an arrangement imposed by the Athenians in order to weak-

en a powerful ally, as all three major poleis must have been.

See also Brikindera (no. 993), Oiai (no. 998) and Pedies (no.

999).

995. Ialysos (Ialysios) Map 60. Lat. 36.25, long. 28.10. Size

of territory: 4 (c.345 km²). Type: A. The Doric for the

toponym is ’Ι�λυσος or ’Ιαλυσ#ς,! (Timocreon fr. 1.7; Ps.-

Skylax 99; Ergias (FGrHist 513) fr. 1); Ionic has ’Ι�λυ(σ)σος

or ’Ιηλυσ#ς (Hdt. 1.144.3; Hom. Il. 2.656). The city-ethnic is

’Ιαλ�σιος (ML 7c and g (591); C5 coins (infra)) or ’Ιελ�σιος

(IG i³ 71.i.128 (425/4)) or i Ιηλ�σιος (Anakreon fr. 4.1, Page;

SEG 28 48.6 (c.394)).

Ialysos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

8.44.2; Ps.-Skylax 99; IG xii.1 677.15 (c.300)) and in the polit-

ical sense (Hdt. 1.144.3).

At IG xii.1 677.18 and Ergias (FGrHist 513) fr. 1, polis refers

to the acropolis. Patris is found in Timocreon fr. 1.7.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is found internally on

C5 coins (infra), and externally in Anakreon fr. 4, Page, and

IG i³ 71.i.128 (425/4); the individual and external use is

found as early as 591 (ML 7 c and g).

Ialysos occupied the northernmost part of the island; its

territory measured c.345 km². Several second-order settle-

ments within the territory have been surmised on the basis

of ceramic surface evidence (Papachristodoulou (1989)

83–146). Of these, the most significant is located at the foot

of the Daphne Hill, a little to the north-west of the acropolis

(Inglieri (1936) foglio nord p. 27 no. 20): here rich finds of

Classical pottery have been made (ASAtene 6–7 (1923–24)

326); it is not impossible that this site was in fact part of

Ialysos proper. Another settlement of moderate size seems

to have been situated within that part of Ialysian territory on

which later the city of Rhodos (no. 1000) was built (Dreliosi-
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Herakleidou (1999)). At modern Theologos (Tholos) north

of the city are remains of a temple dedicated to Apollo

Erethimios: it was a Doric temple constructed c.400 and

measuring 7.8 � 13.10 m; a well in the temenos contained C5

pottery (ClRh 2 (1932) 77–116). Near the temple are remains

of a C4 theatre with a horseshoe-shaped koilon (ibid.; TGR

ii. 281).

With Halikarnassos (no. 886), Kos (no. 499), Knidos (no.

903), Kamiros (no. 996) and Lindos (no. 997), Ialysos

formed the so-called Dorian hexapolis, later pentapolis, a

cultic association centred on the sanctuary of Apollo at

Triopion near Knidos (Hdt. 1.144).

Anakreon fr. 4, Page, has been interpreted as indicating

that Polykrates of Samos incorporated Ialysos in his “empire”

(Weiss and Hurter (1998) 13). Ialysos was a member of the

Delian League, and was probably among the original mem-

bers (ATL iii. 213). Ialysos belonged to the Karian district (IG

i³ 271.ii.66), and is registered in the tribute lists from 452/1 (IG

i³ 261.iv.13) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.11) a total of sixteen times,

four times completely restored. Ialysos initially paid a phoros

of 10 tal. (IG i³ 263.i.11, 265.ii.27; cf. 261.iv.13, 262.v.2, 264.ii.37

where this amount is completely restored); in 443/2, the

phoros had dropped to 6 tal. (IG i³ 269.iv.10, partly restored)

and remained so until 432/1 (IG i³ 270.iv.11, 271.ii.66,

272.ii.89,279.i.45,280.i.49); in 428/7, 10 tal.was again paid (IG

i³ 283.iii.19; cf. 284.10), but in 421/20 only 5 tal. was paid (IG i³

285.i.100). Ialysos was assessed for tribute in 424/3 (IG i³

71.i.128). In addition, the tribute lists thrice register the

Brikindarioi (no. 993), the inhabitants of Brikindera, a place

in the territory of Ialysos (Papachristodoulou (1989) 124–31).

In 412/11 a Peloponnesian squadron arrived at Rhodos

invited by some wealthy Rhodians (Thuc. 8.44.1); as a result,

Ialysos (with Kamiros and Lindos) defected from the

Athenians and joined the Peloponnesians in the war against

Athens (Thuc.8.44.2).Thuc.8.44.4 records a payment by the

Rhodians to the Peloponnesians of 32 tal., but the share con-

tributed by Ialysos to this amount is unknown. An attempt

to undo the new alliance with the Lakedaimonians shortly

after was quelled by a squadron commanded by the Ialysian

exile Dorieus (Diod. 13.38.5, 45.1; Gehrke, Stasis 133–34). The

presumption is that in 411 a democratic constitution was

replaced by an oligarchy and that the following neoterismos

(Diod.) was an attempt to bring the democrats back into

power.

According to Diod. 13.75.1, in 408 the inhabitants of

Ialysos (and Kamiros and Lindos) µετ�ωκ�σθησαν ε2ς µ�αν

π#λιν τ�ν ν%ν καλουµ/νην ‘Ρ#δον, a process which Strabo

14.2.10 refers to by the verb συνοικ�ζειν. As in numerous

other cases, only part of the population was transferred to

the new urban centre, and it is clear that a wholesale reloca-

tion of the Ialysian population was not carried out

(Gabrielsen (2000b) 188–89). Furthermore, there appears to

be no good reason for the idea that the foundation of

Rhodos town was accompanied by a fundamental restruc-

turing of the political organisation of the island (ibid.

189–90): the move towards pan-Rhodian unity had begun

long before 408 (ibid. 180–87), and the three old poleis con-

tinued to exist (Xen. Hell. 4.8.25; Ps.-Skylax 99) and function

as poleis after 408 (Gabrielsen (2000b) 192–95): c.394, cit-

izens of Ialysos were appointed proxenoi by Athens as their

father had been (Walbank (1978) no. 72; SEG 28 48; cf.

Gabrielsen (2000b) 192 with n. 91), and Hellenistic and later

inscriptions describe Ialysos as a polis both in the urban (IG

xii.1 677.16 (c.300)) and the political (IG xii.1 58.21

(Roman)) senses, and the former inscription attests to the

existence of a council (οH µαστρο�) and an assembly (�δοξε

. . . ’Ιαλυσ�οις). However, Ialysos was now a subordinate

polis inside the polis of Rhodos, and constituted a phyle

(’Ιαλυσ�α; Maiuri, Nuova silloge 19.i.6 (c.200); cf. BCH 99

(1975) p. 97 col.B.26–27 (C3)) of the Rhodian polis; see Jones,

POAG 243–44. In the Hellenistic period, a system of Ialysian

demes is attested, as is the employment of demotics as the

third part of personal names (IG xii.1 166). By analogy with

Kamiros and Lindos, where such systems are known to have

existed in C4l, it may be assumed that it existed in Ialysos by

that time as well.

The existence of a Ialysian navy may be inferred from

Diod. 13.70.2 (r408) (Gabrielsen (2000b) 182).

The acropolis, presumably located outside the city prop-

er, was called Achaïa polis (IG xii.1 677.14 (c.300); Ergias

(FGrHist 513) fr. 1; Diod. 5.57.6). It was situated on the sum-

mit of Mt. Phileremos. The main architectural structure was

the temple of Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus (Suppl. Epigr.

Rh. i no. 54 (no date)). In their present form the remains of

the Doric temple are C4l, but a limited number of architec-

tural members and roof-tiles attest to the existence of a C6

predecessor (Livadiotti and Rocco (1999)); a rich deposit to

the south of the temple contained votive offerings dating

from C9 to C5 (Maiuri (1928)).

The location of the urban centre of Ialysos can be inferred

from IG xii.1 677.15 (c.300), from which it appears that it was

situated near the acropolis (Gabrielsen (2000b) 204 n. 87).

However, the archaeological evidence for the city is scarce,

and the urban history of the polis thus poorly known.

In C5f the Diagorids of Ialysos (cf. Paus. 4.24.2) and

Diagoras himself won several Olympic victories (e.g.
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Olympionikai 252, 287, 299, 300); Diagoras himself was peri-

odonikes (Knab (1934) no. 9); the victors are described, how-

ever,not as Ialysians but as Rhodians (IvO 151–52; Gabrielsen

(2000b) 184); but some Diagorids participated as citizens of

their new polis, Thourioi (Olympionikai 322, 356), where

Dorieus settled after his exile (Xen. Hell. 1.5.19).

Attested cults include those of Athena Polias and Zeus

Polieus (Suppl. Epigr. Rh. 54.5 i (undated)) and Alektrona

(Michel 434 (C4–C3)).

Ialysos began issuing coins in C6s and struck in both 

electrum and silver. The earliest silver coins are possibly the

so-called palmette staters (anepigraphic) on the “Ialysian

standard” and their fractions (on the Aiginetan standard:

Bresson (1981) 221), which have been attributed to Ialysos

and dated c.540–530: obv. palmette; rev. two incuse rectan-

gles separated by a broad band, a type used also at Kamiros

(no. 996) and Lindos (no. 997) (Bresson (1981); Weiss and

Hurter (1998) 13–14). The main issue is a series of electrum

fractions and silver staters with thirds and minor fractions,

beginning c.520 and continuing into C5, and apparently

struck to the same individual, Ialysian, standard as the 

palmette coins: obv. forepart of winged boar sometimes

with symbol beneath; rev. eagle’s head in dotted and incuse

square with floral ornament in corner; legend:

ΙΕΛΥΣΙΟΝ or ΙΑΛΥΣΙΟΝ (sometimes on both obv.

and rev.; sometimes retrograde), sometimes no legend.

Minor silver fractions struck after 479 depict (1) obv.

forepart of winged boar to r.; rev. helmeted head of goddess

(Athena?); anepigraphic but “Gef. in Rhodos” (SNG von

Aulock 2777–78); weight 1.37 g, 1.40 g �diobol?; (2) obv.

forepart of winged horse; rev. rose in dotted and incuse

square; legend: ΙΑ (retrograde); a similar obv. occurs on

contemporary coins of Kamiros and Lindos (Gabrielsen

(2000b) 182). Head, HN² 636–37; Babelon, Traité ii.1. 467–74

and ii.2. 1007–10; SNG Cop. Caria 716–19; Weiss and Hurter

(1998); Bresson (1981). (Babelon,Traité ii.1 no. 105 catalogues

an Archaic electrum coin of Ialysos which he interprets as an

obol on the Aiginetan standard; but this coin is now 

considered a forgery (information kindly provided by 

M. Amandry).)

Pind. Ol. 7.73ff relates the foundation myth of the three

Rhodian poleis (they were founded by descendants of

Helios) and names the eponymous hero of Ialysos.

996. Kamiros (Kamireus) Map 60. Lat. 36.20, long. 27.55.

Size of territory: 4 (c.265 km²).Type:A.The local Doric form

of the toponym is Κ�µιρος (Tit. Cam. 109.16 (C4l); cf. Tit.

Cam. 103.4 (C5)), W (Hom. Il. 2.656) or ! (Diod. 5.59.3);

Κ�µειρος is found in Hom. Il. 2.656 and Thuc. 8.44.2;

Καµειρ�ς, ! is found in Dieuchidas (FGrHist 485) fr. 7, pos-

sibly as the name of the territory. The city-ethnic is

Καµιρε�ς (C5 coins (infra); IG i³ 269.iv.11 (443/2)) or

Καµερε�ς (IG i³ 290.i.10 (415/14)); Καµειρε�ς is found in

Diod. 5.55.2.

Kamiros is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

8.44.2; Ps.-Skylax 99) and in the political sense (Hdt.

1.144.3). The collective use of the city-ethnic is found inter-

nally on C5 coins (infra) and in Tit. Cam. 105.7 (C4f), and

externally in IG i³ 269.iv.11 (443/2). For the individual and

external use, see Peisandros, an epic poet of C7–C6, men-

tioned by schol. Pind. Ol. 3.50b and Paus. 2.37.4.

The name of the territory was Καµειρ�ς (Dieuchidas

(FGrHist 485) fr. 7); it measured c.265 km². Apart from the

Classical settlement at Kymisala in the western extremity of

the territory (Maiuri (1916); Hope Simpson and Lazenby

(1973) 146), no second-order settlement has been located,

but various cemeteries are dispersed in the vicinity of

Kamiros town, and they suggest that such settlements may

have existed. The most significant of these cemeteries is at

the locality Makri Longoni by the sea; here 260 tombs dating

from C7 to C6 have been excavated (Jacopi (1929–30) esp. 10

and fig. 3; Gates (1983) 21–22); this site may have formed a

part of the city of Kamiros proper. Kamiran authority

extended beyond the territory on the island itself: (1) in

addition to the islets near the coast, Kamiros had by C4l

incorporated the island of Chalke; in C4m, Chalke appears

as a community, probably a polis (no. 477), concluding what

was presumably a treaty of isopoliteia with Knidos (no. 903)

(I.Knidos 605; cf. Gawantka (1975) 209 n. 11 and 38 n. 79),

whereas in Theophr. Hist. pl. 8.2.9 it is called a ν8σος

‘Ροδ�ων and had become a Kamiran deme, though appar-

ently one with a certain degree of independence (Tit. Cam.

109 (C4l)); (2) Kamiran territory, subdivided into demes,

existed by C4l in the peraia (Tit. Cam. 109.1–5).

With Halikarnassos (no. 886), Kos (no. 499), Knidos (no.

903), Ialysos (no.995) and Lindos (no.997),Kamiros formed

the so-called Dorian hexapolis, later pentapolis, a cultic asso-

ciation centred on the sanctuary of Apollo at Triopion near

Knidos (Hdt. 1.144).

Kamiros was a member of the Delian League, and was

probably among the original members (ATL iii. 213).

Kamiros belonged to the Karian district (IG i³ 271.ii.69) and

is registered in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.8) to

415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.10) a total of sixteen times, twice com-

pletely restored. Kamiros initially paid a phoros of 9 tal. (IG

i³ 259.iii.8,262.ii.15,263.i.13,265.i.9); in 443/2 the phoros paid
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was 6 tal. (IG i³ 269.iv.11), and so it remained (cf. IG i³

271.ii.69, 280.i.48) until 10 tal. was paid in 416/15 (IG i³

289.i.34). Kamiros was assessed for tribute in 425/4

(IG i³ 71.i.123).

In 412/11 a Peloponnesian squadron arrived at Rhodos

invited by some wealthy Rhodians (Thuc. 8.44.1); as a result,

Kamiros (with Ialysos and Lindos) defected from the

Athenians and joined the Peloponnesians in the war against

Athens (Thuc.8.44.2).Thuc.8.44.4 records a payment by the

Rhodians to the Peloponnesians of 32 tal., but the share con-

tributed by Kamiros to this amount is not known. An

attempt to undo the new alliance with the Lakedaimonians

shortly after was quelled by a squadron commanded by the

Ialysian exile Dorieus (Diod. 13.38.5, 45.1; Gehrke, Stasis

133–34). The presumption is that in 411 a democratic consti-

tution was replaced by an oligarchy and that the following

neoterismos (Diod.) was an attempt to bring the democrats

back into power.

According to Diod. 13.75.1, in 408 the inhabitants of

Kamiros (and Ialysos and Lindos) µετ�ωκ�σθησαν ε2ς µ�αν

π#λιν τ�ν τ%ν καλουµ/νην ‘Ρ#δον, a process which

Strabo 14.2.10 refers to by the verb συνοικ�ζειν. As in

numerous other cases, only part of the population was

transferred to the new urban centre, and it is clear that a

wholesale relocation of the Kamiran population was not

carried out (Gabrielsen (2000b) 188–89). Furthermore,

there appears to be no good reason for the idea that the

foundation of Rhodos town was accompanied by a funda-

mental restructuring of the political organisation of the

island (ibid. 189–90): the move towards pan-Rhodian unity

had begun long before 408 (ibid. 180–87), and the three old

poleis continued to exist (Xen. Hell. 4.8.25; Ps.-Skylax 99)

and function as poleis after 408: council, assembly and offi-

cials are attested in Kamiros in C4f (Tit. Cam. 106; cf.

Gabrielsen (2000b) 192–95), and the civic mint may have

continued to function somewhat beyond 408 (Babelon,

Traité ii.2. 1008 ad no. 1681). However, Kamiros was now a

subordinate polis inside the polis of Rhodos (no. 1000), and

constituted a phyle (Καµιρ�ς; Tit. Cam. 21.6 (C2)) of the

Rhodian polis; see Jones, POAG 243–44.

The existence of a Kamiran navy may be inferred from

Diod. 13.70.2 (r408) (Gabrielsen (2000b) 182).

By C4l, Kamiros had a system of territorial demes sub-

divided into ktoinai, and demotics were used as the third

part of a citizen’s name (Tit. Cam. 110.1–2 (C2); see further

Gabrielsen (1997) 29–31, 151–54); a system of patrai may also

go back to C4 (ibid. 146–49). A number of local Kamiran

phylai (of which the name of one (Althaimenis) is attested in

C3e) in all likelihood also go back to the Classical period

(Tit. Cam. 1b.10; Gabrielsen (1997) 146). However, nothing is

known about the functions of these various divisions.

The eponymous official was a damiourgos (Tit. Cam. 105

(C4f); Sherk (1990) 280). The council, called οH µαστρο�, is

attested in Tit. Cam. 105.6 (C4f), restored. The office of pry-

tanis is attested in a C5 inscription (Tit. Cam. 103); he seems

inter al. to have been in charge of the construction of a pub-

lic building (.πεστ/γασσε). A board of hiaropoioi and a

tamias are attested by Tit. Cam. 104 (C4); a board of epistatai

is attested by Tit. Cam. 105.6 (C4f). The assembly, called

.κκλησ�α, is attested in Tit. Cam. 105.26–27 (C4f). A C5

enactment records a grant of ateleia (Tit. Cam. 103.3). A

public loan contracted by the polis possibly as early as C5m

is attested by Tit. Cam. 105 (C4f).

According to Thuc. 8.44.2, Kamiros was unwalled (ate-

ichistos) in 412/11, and it may have remained unfortified until

the Hellenistic period (cf. Tit. Cam. 110.19ff (C2)). The town

of Kamiros has been partially excavated. The areas known

consist of three parts: a public area (agora), the residential

area and the acropolis. In its present form, almost the entire

public area dates to the Hellenistic period or later; however,

the monumental fountain house in the midst of the agora

may have a Classical predecessor; a sanctuary of Apollo

Pythios has produced Archaic and Classical finds

(Konstantinopoulos (1986) 173, 175–76). The few pre-

Hellenistic remains of the residential area indicate a rather

unplanned urban area (ibid. 172–73). Right above the resi-

dential area is the Kamiran acropolis,on which the temple of

Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus was situated: in its present

form the temple (a Doric tetrastyle with east–west orienta-

tion) is of Hellenistic date; however, the existence of a 

predecessor is indicated by various remains of the Archaic

and Classical periods (Jacopi (1932–33) 223–29). A large rec-

tangular cistern (17.40 � 10.20 � 3.2 m) from the Archaic

period was positioned in an east–west orientation immedi-

ately to the south of the temple; its capacity was 600 m³

(ibid. 229). At a distance of c.300 m from the city is a small

coastal settlement whose origin dates to the Archaic period

and which is believed to have been the port of Kamiros; it is

situated at the promontory Mylantia Akra in the area of

modern Ag. Menas; about halfway between this site and the

town are the remains of a possibly Archaic temple and other

buildings (Konstantinopoulos (1971) 42).

Attested cults include those of Athena (Tit. Cam. 104.3,

109.10 (C4)), Athena Polias (Tit. Cam. 148 (C3)), Zeus

Polieus (Tit. Cam. 15.8 (C3f)) and Apollo (Suppl. Tit. Cam.

115a (C6)).
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Kamiros began striking anepigraphic electrum and silver

coins on the Aiginetan standard in C6. Denominations: 1/24

stater (electrum); stater, drachm, hemidrachm, tritemori-

on, hemiobol (silver). Types: obv. fig leaf; rev. incuse square,

on silver issues divided into two compartments (a type used

also at Lindos (no. 997) and Ialysos (no. 995), if the attribu-

tion of the palmette coins to Ialysos is accepted, cf. supra

1200). In C5, silver and bronze coins were struck.

Denominations: stater, trihemiobol, obol. Silver types: obv.

fig leaf; rev. two oblong incuses, on staters separated by a

broad band; legends: ΚΑ, ΚΑΜΙΡΕΩΝ (stater, tri-

hemiobol); or obv. rose; rev. griffin’s hed in incuse square;

legend: ΚΑ (obol). Bronze types: obv. fig leaf; rev. ΚΑ in

two quarters of a wheel. Some minor silver fractions struck

after 479 depict obv. forepart of horse; rev. fig leaf in incuse

square; legends: ΚΑ, ΚΑΜΙ; a similar obv. occurs on con-

temporary coins of Ialysos and Lindos (Gabrielsen (2000b)

182). A tetartemorion (Babelon, Traité ii.2 no. 1681) shows

obv. head of Helios, radiate; rev. head of griffin; legend: ΚΑ,

and is on the Chian–Rhodian standard, which suggests that

“l’atelier de Camiros ne fut pas fermé tout de suite après la

fondation de Rhodes”. Head, HN² 636; Babelon, Traité ii.1.

459–68, ii.2. 1005–8; SNG Cop. Caria 710–15; Fried (1987) 7–8.

Pind. Ol. 7.73ff relates the foundation myth of the three

Rhodian poleis (they were founded by descendants of

Helios) and names the eponymous hero of Kamiros.

997. Lindos (Lindios) Map 60. Lat. 36.05, long. 28.05. Size

of territory: 5 (c.790 km²). Type: A. The toponym is Λ�νδος

(Hom. Il. 2.656; IG i³ 269.iv.18 (443/2); I.Lindos 13 (before 411

or later)),! (Callim. Aet. fr. 7.20). The city-ethnic is Λ�νδιος

(C6–C5 coins (infra); IG i³ 71.i.120 (425/4); I.Lindos 13).

Lindos is called a polis both in the urban sense (Thuc.

8.44.2; Ps.-Skylax 99) and in the political sense (Hdt.

1.144.3); akropolis is found in FGrHist 532 D.1 (r490).

Damosios is found in I.Rhod.Per.251.6–7 (440–420).Politai is

found in FGrHist 532 D.1 (r490).

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C6–C5 coins (infra) and in I.Lindos 13 and 15–16 App. (all

before 411?). The external collective use of the ethnic is

found in IG i³ 71.i.120 (425/4), 269.iv.12 (443/2) and Hdt.

7.153.1 (r689/8); the external individual use is found in Pl.

Prt.343A; IG i³ 1454A.38 (445–430); and possibly I.Knidos 623

(C4f).

The territory of Lindos on Rhodos itself measured

c.790 km². In it were situated several second-order settle-

ments, among which the following are worth noting. At

Kattabia, in the south-western part of the territory, an

inland settlement is indicated by an Archaic (and later) bur-

ial ground (Inglieri (1936) foglio sud p. 69 no. 87). On the

coast south of Lindos, remains of two Archaic settlements

have been located, one at Kiotari and another, at Plimmiti

further south, at Germatas, where the settlement seems to

have been fortified; neither of these sites has been excavated

(Konstantinopoulos (1972) 24–25). Finally, and most con-

spicuously, there is Vroulia, at the southernmost tip of the

island. The settlement there was founded ab novo c.700;

parts of the settlement have fallen into the sea, but the 

preserved remains consist of a fortification wall separating

the settlement from a cemetery to the north-east; inside the

settlement are remains of two rows of houses and a small

sanctuary with a naiskos; to the west is an unbuilt area. The

settlement was abandoned in C6e. See further Kinch (1914);

Drerup (1969); and Melander (1988). Furthermore, Lindian

territory extended to parts of the peraia already in C4: this is

shown by I.Lindos 51.cii.17 (c.325), a catalogue of donors

arranged by demes and including the deme of the Φ�σκιοι

known to have been located at Physkos in the peraia (Fraser

and Bean (1954) 57, 66–67).

With Halikarnassos (no. 886), Kos (no. 499), Knidos (no.

903), Ialysos (no. 995) and Kamiros (no. 996), Lindos

formed the so-called Dorian hexapolis, later pentapolis, a

cultic association centred on the sanctuary of Apollo at

Triopion near Knidos (Hdt. 1.144).

According to the Lindian Temple Chronicle (FGrHist 532

D.1), Lindos was besieged in 490 by a Persian force under

Datis; the siege was unsuccessful and ended in the conclusion

of a treaty of philia. Lindos was a member of the Delian

League, and was probably among the original members (ATL

iii. 213). Lindos belonged to the Karian district (IG i³ 271.ii.74),

and is registered in the tribute lists from 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iv.6)

to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.8) a total of fifteen times, once complete-

ly restored. Lindos initially paid a phoros of 8 tal., 2,700 dr. (IG

i³ 259.iv.6; cf. 261.iv.14 where this amount is completely

restored); in 448/7 it paid 10 tal. (IG i³ 264.ii.11; cf. 265.i.53,

where this amount is restored); in 445/4–440/39 it paid 6 tal.

(IG i³ 267.iii.21, 269.iv.12, 270.iv.25, 271.ii.74, 272.ii.68); in

433/2 and 432/1 it paid 10 tal. (IG i³ 279.i.19, 280.i.51), but in

421/0 and again in 415/14 15 tal. (IG i³ 285.i.97, 290.i.8). Lindos

was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.i.120), and there was

a speech by Antiphon περ� το% Λινδ�ων φ#ρου (frr. 25–33,

Thalheim). In addition, the tribute lists registered two other

groups connected with Lindos: (i) the Λινδ�ων Ο2ι[ται (no.

998) and (ii) the Πεδιε̃ς (no. 999).

In 412/11 a Peloponnesian squadron arrived at Rhodos

invited by some wealthy Rhodians (Thuc. 8.44.1); as a result,
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Lindos (with Ialysos (no. 995) and Kamiros (no. 996))

defected from the Athenians and joined the Peloponnesians

in the war against Athens (Thuc. 8.44.2). Thuc. 8.44.4

records a payment by the Rhodians to the Peloponnesians of

32 tal., but the share contributed by Lindos to this amount is

unknown. An attempt to undo the new alliance with the

Lakedaimonians shortly after was quelled by a squadron

commanded by the Ialysian exile Dorieus (Diod. 13.38.5,

45.1; Gehrke, Stasis 133–34). The presumption is that in 411 a

democratic constitution was replaced by an oligarchy and

that the following neoterismos (Diod.) was an attempt to

bring the democrats back into power. I.Lindos 13 is a treaty of

unknown nature between Lindos and Cretan Lyktos (no.

974), traditionally dated prior to 411, though it could well be

later.

According to Diod. 13.75.1, in 408 the inhabitants of

Lindos (and Ialysos and Kamiros) µετ�ωκ�σθησαν ε2ς µ�αν

π#λιν τ�ν ν%ν καλουµ/νην ‘Ρ#δον, a process which Strabo

14.2.10 refers to by the verb συνοικ�ζειν. As in numerous

other cases, only part of the population was transferred to

the new urban centre, and it is clear that a wholesale reloca-

tion of the Lindian population was not carried out

(Gabrielsen (2000b) 188–89). Furthermore, there appears to

be no good reason for the idea that the foundation of

Rhodos town was accompanied by a fundamental restruc-

turing of the political organisation of the island (ibid.

189–90): the move towards pan-Rhodian unity had begun

long before 408 (ibid. 180–87), and the three old poleis con-

tinued to exist (Xen. Hell. 4.8.25; Ps.-Skylax 99) and function

as poleis after 408 (for Lindos, see Gabrielsen (2000b) 192

with n. 87), although Lindos was now a dependent polis

inside the polis of Rhodos (no. 1000) and constituted a phyle,

Λινδ�α (BCH 99 (1975) p. 97 col. A.8–9 (C3); Suppl. Epigr.

Rh. i 18.8 (C2f)) of the Rhodian polis; see Jones, POAG

243–44.

The existence of a Lindian navy may be inferred from

Diod. 13.70.2 (r408) (Gabrielsen (2000b) 182). Hoplites are

attested by I.Rhod.Per. 251.33 (440–420); they seem to have

received misthos for service (ll. 4–9). Stratagoi are attested in

I.Rhod.Per. 251.40 (440–420).

I.Lindos 15 (before 411) is a grant of proxeny (with ateleia,

etc.) by Lindos to a man of unknown origin; I.Lindos 16 App.

is a similar grant of similar date to a man described as “living

in Aigyptos”, presumably in Naukratis (no. 1023) (cf. .ν

τ+[ι] ‘Ελλαν�ωι, ll. 17–18).

A C6 tyranny by Kleoboulos is reported in later sources;

he is known to have waged war in Lykia (FGrHist 532.23), but

apart from that nothing substantial is known of his rule

(Berve (1967) 119–20, 588–89). Democracy seems implied by

C5s enactment formulas (infra).

The existence of a system of demes and the practice of

using demotics as the third part of personal names is attest-

ed by two inscriptions dating from c.325 (I.Lindos 51; IG xii.1

761). The demes were territorial divisions and probably sub-

divided into ktoinai (Gabrielsen (1997) 29–31, 151–54).About

the functions of these units nothing is known.

The eponymous official was the priest of Athena Lindia

(Sherk (1990) 281–83). The assembly (damos) is attested by

I.Lindos 16 App.2 (before 411; cf. I.Lindos 23.3:ψαφ[�]ζωνται

Λ�νδιοι (c.400)). The council, βωλ�, is securely attested by

I.Rhod. Per. 251.16–17, 35 (440–420) and I.Lindos 16 App. 1

(before 411); it was probouleutic (�δοξε τ[ι βωλ[ι κα� τ+ι

δ�µωι: I.Lindos 16 App. 1–2; cf. I.Rhod.Per. 251 of 440–420,

where the same enactment formula has been restored).

I.Rhod.Per. 251.26–27 (440–420) attests to the existence of

prytaneis holding office for a month, and so presumably a

committee of the council. A grammateus (I.Lindos 16 App. 3,

before 411) and a board of epistatai (I.Rhod.Per. 251.2 and 20

(440–420)), of the council or of the assembly, are also attest-

ed. The earliest surviving public enactment is I.Rhod.Per. 251

(440–420), an enactment by the council and assembly con-

cerning the cult of Enyalios.

The city of Lindos was situated by the southern peninsu-

la delineating the bay of Megalos Gialos on the western coast

of the island. The ancient town lies beneath its modern suc-

cessor and is thus virtually unknown, with the exception of

a small rock-cut theatre, possibly of C4 date, which occupies

part of the south-eastern slope of the acropolis and has an

estimated capacity of c.1,800–2,000 (Dyggve (1960) 406–7;

see also TGR ii. 279). On the plateau of the steep rock forma-

tion rising above the city was the Lindian acropolis (called

�κρ#πολις in (FGrHist 532) D.1 (r490)). It served as a place

of refuge in 490 and was besieged by the Persians under

Datis ((FGrhist 532) D.1: cf. Dyggve (1960) 51–52). The most

important feature of the acropolis was the temple of Athena

Lindia, whose cult is assumed to have been instituted by C8

(Konstantinopoulos (1972) 32).The earliest known temple is

C6, but in its present form the structure is Hellenistic

(Dyggve (1960)). The Archaic temple was a Doric

amphiprostyle (or prostyle: Gruben (1986) 414) with four

columns at each end and situated within a walled temenos

approached by a long staircase (Dyggve (1960) 112–26, 365,

463 with fig. II.1 at 44; Konstantinopoulos (1986) 180 fig.

203). Having been destroyed by fire (cf. Blinkenberg,

I.Lindos cols. 198–200), the temple was rebuilt in C4 on a

similar plan but with the addition of monumental propylaia
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entered by a 21 m-wide staircase (Dyggve (1960) 126–30;

Konstantinopoulos (1986) fig.205).North-east of the acrop-

olis, on the rocky plateau of Vigli, clearly visible from the

acropolis, was the Boukopion, an Archaic sanctuary consist-

ing of a grotto on top of which was a small temple whose

dedicatee divinity is unknown; the temple is Archaic, but its

precise date is disputed (Dyggve (1960) 459–63); rock-cut

inscriptions at the sanctuary date from C6 onwards

(I.Lindos 580–612).

In the Hellenistic period, a group of citizens described as

µατρ#ξενοι (or as being µατρ�ς ξ/νας) is commonly

encountered in inscriptions; matroxenoi were full citizens

though their mothers were of foreign extraction (Morelli

(1955); Hannick (1976); Gabrielsen (1992) 48 n. 7). An

inscription of c.325 shows that the group of matroxenoi

existed already in C4 (I.Lindos 51.ci.26–27: [Σ]ωσικ[λ]8ς

Κοσµοκλ/ος [µατρ�ς δ]* ξ/νας, in a list of donors

arranged by demes); the implication is that a group of free

foreign women married to Lindian citizens resided in the

community.

I.Rhod.Per. 251.26 (440–420), refers to the month

Artamitios, and, prior to the synoecism of Rhodos city,

Lindos—as well as Ialysos and Kamiros—may have had its

own individual calendar (Trümpy, Monat. 168).

An undated communal dedication by Lindos in Delphi is

mentioned in Paus. 10.18.4 (Jacquemin (1999) no. 336).

The chief divinity of Lindos was Athena Lindia, in whose

sanctuary state documents were published (I.Lindos 16 App.

9–10 (before 411)); the sanctuary was also of wider, pan-

Rhodian importance: documents of Kamiros were deposit-

ed there (Tit. Cam. 105.16 (C4e)) and a copy—inscribed in

golden letters—of Pind. Ol. 7, celebrating an Olympic victo-

ry by Diagoras of Ialysos, was deposited there as well

(Gorgon of Rhodos (FGrHist 515) fr. 18; on Athena Lindia,

see Morelli (1959) 80–86).Zeus Polieus is attested by I.Lindos

56.B (313–275);Apollo Pythios by I.Lindos 61a.3 (c.308); a cult

of Enyalios is attested by I.Rhod.Per. 251 (440–420). Other

attested cults include those of Athena Apotropaia (Nuovo

Supplemento Epigr. Rh. 20 (C4)), Zeus (I.Lindos 26.2

(c.400)), Zeus Polieus (I.Lindos 56 (c.313)), Apollo (I.Lindos

57C (c.313)), Enyalios (I.Rhod.Per. 251 (440–420)), and

Hermes (I.Lindos 20 (c.400)).

Lindos began issuing coins in C6 and continued minting

down to at least 408; the earliest issues included small elec-

trum coins (Head, HN² 637; cf. J. Hirsch Auct. xiii 4002–3)

and silver already in C6. The types are obv. lion’s head with

open jaws and tuft of hair on forehead; rev. incuse square

divided into two oblong halves by broad band (a type used

also at Kamiros (no. 996) and Ialysos (no. 995); if the attri-

bution of the palmette coins to Ialysos is accepted; cf. supra

1200); some coins are anepigraphic, but when present the

legend is Λ,ΛΙΝ∆Ι (sometimes retrograde: Babelon, Traité

ii.1 no. 779; Fried (1987) no. 46) or ΛΙΝ∆ΙΟΝ

(Babelon,Traité ii.1 no. 781; Cahn (1957) 22). The silver coins

were struck, according to Babelon, first on the Milesian

standard (Traité ii.1. 475–78: staters and diobols; cf. Cahn

(1957) 25), later on the Aiginetan (Traité ii.2. 1011–12: diobols

and hemiobols). After 479, Lindos struck minor silver frac-

tions with types: obv. forepart of a horse; rev. lion’s head

within incuse square; legend: ΛΙΝ∆Ι; similar obverse types

were employed by Ialysos and Kamiros (Gabrielsen (2000b)

182). Head, HN²; Babelon, Traité ii.1. 473–78 and ii.2:.

1011–12; SNG Cop. Caria 720–22, Suppl. 356; Cahn (1957).

According to Hdt. 7.153.1, Lindos founded the colony Gela

(no. 17) in Sicily (see also Thuc.6.4.3, reporting that the orig-

inal site of Gela town was called Λ�νδιοι; cf. Fischer-

Hansen (1996) 321–22); Thuc. 6.4.3 reports that Cretans also

participated in the foundation of Gela in 689/8 (see further

Gela (no. 17)). In addition, Lindos is claimed by later authors

to have been the founder of Phaselis (no. 942) in Lykia in

691/0 (Philostephanos, FHG iii 29; Aristainetos (FGrHist

771) fr. 1); but this tradition is not beyond suspicion. The

oecist was supposedly Lakios (Aristainetos (FGrHist 771) fr.

1; Ath. 297E–298A), a native of either Lindos or Argos

(Philostephanos, FHG iii 29), but he is possibly mythical;

Phaselis is described as Dorian by Hdt. 2.178.2, but is not

called a π#λις ‘Ελλην�ς by Ps.-Skylax. According to Strabo

14.5.8, Lindians and Achaians founded Kilikian Soloi (no.

1021).

Pind. Ol. 7.73ff relates the foundation myth of the three

Rhodian poleis (they were founded by descendants of

Helios) and names the eponymous hero of Lindos (a votive

to whom survives as I.Lindos 56Ab (c.313)).

998. Oiai (Oiiates) Map 60. Unlocated. Type: C. The topo-

nym is Ο1αι, αH (Maiuri, Nuova silloge 18.22 (C1)). The 

city-ethnic is Ο2ι�της (IG i³ 259.iii.26). Our only source for

this community are the Athenian tribute lists in which the

Λινδ�ων Ο2ι[ται are listed twice: in 454/3 (IG i³ 259.iii.26),

paying 3,300 dr., and in 452/1 (IG i³ 262.iii.28), same amount

restored. In the same two years Lindos (no. 997) itself paid 8

tal., 2,700 dr. The Λινδ�ων Ο2ι[ται must have been the

inhabitants of Ο1αι, a town in the territory of Lindos (RE

xvii.2. 2085; suppl. v. 746–47). The fact that it paid individual-

ly may suggest that it was a dependent polis inside the ter-

ritory of Lindos (cf. Hansen (1997) 31), or—considering the
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sporadic nature of its payments—suggest civic disorder at

Lindos (cf. Schuller (1995) 166–67). Alternatively, the appear-

ance of the Oiiatai may indicate an arrangement serving pri-

marily the interests of Athens by weakening a powerful ally.

See further Brikindera (no. 993), Diakrioi (no. 994) and

Pedies (no. 999).

999. (Pedieis) Map 60. Unlocated. Type: C. No toponym

is attested. The ethnic is Πεδιε�ς (IG i³ 269.iv.18). Our only

source for this community are the Athenian tribute lists in

which the Πεδιε̃ς are further qualified by the prepositional

group .λ Λ�νδοι (IG i³ 269.iv.18) or .γ Λ�νδο (IG i³

280.i.52–53), but twice appear simply as Pedies (IG i³

264.ii.12, 265.i.54, partly restored); this group is listed no

fewer than thirteen times (twice completely restored) from

448/7 (IG i³ 264.ii.12) to 415/14 (IG i³ 290.i.13), and was pre-

sumably assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.91). In 448/7

and 447/6, the phoros of the Pedies was 2,000 dr.; in 445/4, a

mere 100 dr. (IG i³ 267.iii.20, partly restored; cf. 269.iv.18,

270.iv.18, 271.i.75–76, 272.i.87); in 433/2–432/1, 5,000 dr. was

paid (IG i³ 279.i.20–21, 280.i.52–53), and in 421, 1 tal. (IG i³

285.i.98–99). The fact that the Pedies paid individually may

suggest that they constituted a dependent polis inside the

territory of Lindos (no. 997) (cf. Hansen (1997) 31), or it may

suggest civic disorder at Lindos (cf. Schuller (1995) 166–67).

Alternatively, the appearance of the Pedies may indicate an

arrangement serving primarily the interests of Athens by

weakening a powerful ally. See further Brikindera (no. 993),

Diakrioi (no. 994) and Oiai (no. 998).

1000. Rhodos (Rhodios) Map 60. Lat. 36.25, long. 28.15.

Size of territory: 5 (�size of island: 1,400 km² � peraia(?)).

Type: A. The toponym is the same as that of the island,

‘Ρ#δος, ! (Hell. Oxy. 20.6; Aeschin. Epist. 5.1; Ps.-Skylax 99;

Diod. 13.75.1). The city-ethnic is ‘Ρ#διος (C5l coins, infra;

Dem. 15.3; Lycurg. 1.15; IG xii.6 149.4 (C4l)).

Rhodos is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 99

(ν8σος κα� π#λις); Lycurg. 1.14 (τ�ν �παγγελ�αν . . . πρ�ς

τ�ν π#λιν τ�ν τ+ν ‘Ροδ�ων κα� τ+ν .µπ#ρων το5ς

.πιδηµο%σιν .κε5); Dem. 15.14 (ε1χον τ�ν π#λιν οH ν%ν

Sντες .ν α(τ� 8 ‘Ρ#διοι); and Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124) fr.

5.31; cf. Diod. 13.75.1 (r408/7) (µετ�ωκ�σθησαν ε2ς µ�αν

π#λιν) and 14.99.5 (r390); Maiuri restored Nuova Silloge 1.6

(C4l) to read τ+γ κατ[οι/κ]ο�ντων .ν ‘Ρ#δωι π#λ[ει

τ�]ν .πιµ/λεια[ν], but Hallof in IG xii.6 149 proposed:

τ+γ κατο[ι/κ]ο�ντων .ν ‘Ρ#δωι πο[λλ]�ν .πιµ/λειαν, a

restoration that eliminates the term polis. The political sense

is found in Theopomp. fr. 121; Aeschin. 3.42; Lycurg. 1.143;

and in IG ii² 43.82 (378/7), where ‘Ρ#διοι are listed under

the heading ?θηνα�ων π#λεις α_δε σ�µµαχοι. Dem. 15.13

and 27 seem to combine the urban and territorial senses

with the political sense (13: �ντιποι�σεται τ8ς π#λεως

τ8ς ‘Ροδ�ων; 27: λαµβ�νειν Κ+ν κα� ‘Ρ#δον κα� >λλας

Gτ/ρας π#λεις ‘Ελλην�δας). Politai is found in Hell. Oxy.

18.3; Dem. 15.14; and Theopomp. fr. 121; πολιτε�α is found in

Hell. Oxy. 18.3. Patris is found in Ergias (FGrHist 513) fr. 1.

The internal collective use of the city-ethnic is found on

C5l coins (infra); the internal individual use is found in

I.Lindos 42 (c.340); the external collective use is found in IG

ii² 43.80; Dem. 15.13; Lycurg. 1.15; Theopomp. fr. 121; and on a

C4l block found at Nemea (Miller (1990) 70–71); the exter-

nal individual use is found in IG ii² 19 (394/3) and 10139–42

(C4 epitaphs); IG xii.6 149 (C4l) and Aen. Tact. 18.13.

According to Diod. 13.75.1, the inhabitants of the three old

major poleis in 408/7 relocated to the city of Rhodos

(µετ�ωκ�σθησαν ε2ς µ�αν π#λιν τ�ν ν%ν καλουµ/νην

‘Ρ#δον), a process which Strabo 14.2.10 describes as synoe-

cism. As in numerous other cases, only part of the popula-

tion was transferred to the new urban centre, and it is clear

that the synoecising cities continued to exist (Gabrielsen

(2000b) 188; cf. nos. 995–97). It is as yet unresolved to what

extent the building of the town of Rhodos was “immediate-

ly followed by a significant demographic event”(Gabrielsen

(2000b) 189); however, three things are worth noting. (1) It is

apparent from Thuc. 8.44.2 that in 411 no city of Rhodos was

yet in existence. (2) The democratic revolution in 395 took

place in Rhodos town (Diod. 14.79.6: π#λις), which by the

time already had harbours capable of sheltering large fleets

(Hell. Oxy. 18.2; Diod. 14.79.6) and an agora (Hell. Oxy.), and

was the place where officials resided (Hell. Oxy.) and assem-

blies were held (Hell. Oxy.). (3) At the time of the floods in

316 the city had a whole range of public buildings (Diod.

19.45.6–8), and during the siege in 305 by Demetrios

Poliorketes, Rhodos was a populous city (Diod. 20.84.3).

The territory of Rhodos corresponded to those of Ialysos,

Kamiros and Lindos (c.1,400 km²), and included a peraia

already by C4 (Ps.-Skylax 99; Gabrielsen (2000a) 149). The

population of Rhodos consisted of the populations of the

three synoecising poleis, which were constituted as phylai

(subdivided into demes: Papachristodoulou (1999b)) of the

new polis (’Ιαλυσ�α: BCH 99 (1975) p. 97 col. B.26–27 (C3);

Καµιρ�ς: Tit. Cam. 21.6 (C2); Λινδ�α: BCH 99 (1975) p. 97

col. A.8–9 (C3); see Jones, POAG 243–44). According to

Diod. 20.84.3, during the siege of 305 there were 6,000

able-bodied politai in the city of Rhodos.

At its foundation, Rhodos presumably became an ally of

Sparta (no. 345), as were the three synoecising cities (Thuc.
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8.44.2; Berthold (1980) 35–36); prior to 395, however, the

Rhodians revolted from Sparta (Diod. 14.79.6; Bruce (1961)

166–68). Rhodos was a member of a symmachia attested

exclusively by the so-called ΣΥΝ coinage (whose legend

abbreviates synmachon, synmachikon or synmachia, vel sim.)

dating to C5l–C4e; the other poleis striking ΣΥΝ coins were

Byzantion (no. 674), Ephesos (no. 844), Iasos (no. 891),

Knidos (no. 903), Kyzikos (no. 747), Lampsakos (no. 748)

and Samos (no. 864) (Karwiese (1980); Debord (1999)

273–77). Rhodos was a founding member of the Second

Athenian Naval League (IG ii² 43.80 (378/7)), and was prob-

ably allied with Athens (no. 361) prior to its entry into the

League (Berthold (1984) 28). However, in 357/6, Rhodos

joined Chios (no. 840), Kos (no. 497) and Byzantion (no.

674) in a revolt against Athens (the “Social War” of 357–355,

Diod. 16.7.3; cf. Dem. 15.3 and Staatsverträge 305); the war

ended in 355 when the Athenians, fearing Persian support

for the rebels, concluded peace with them (Diod. 16.22.2),

and recognised the independence of the rebels (Berthold

(1980) 43; Cargill (1981) 182–83). In 340, Rhodos sent out

forces, presumably naval, to support Byzantion against

Philip II of Makedon, a support described as συµµαχ�α by

Diod. 16.77.2 (Berthold (1980) 45–46). In 332, Rhodos sub-

mitted to Alexander the Great (Arr. Anab. 2.20.2), but the

Makedonian garrison installed probably on this occasion

was expelled in 323 (Diod. 18.8.1).

Oligarchic exiles are attested at Hell. Oxy. 18.3, and in

391/0, οH .κπεπτωκ#τες ‘Ροδ�ων 6π� το% δ�µου arrived

in Sparta. A navy is attested in Xen. Hell. 4.8.22 (at least six-

teen triremes) and Lycurg. 1.18 (cf. Diod. 16.77.2 (r340));

Arist. Pol. 1304b29 attests to the existence of trierarchoi (cf.

Diod. 20.88.6 (r305)).

Reception of an Athenian embassy is recorded by Plut.

Mor. 850A (rC4s). Sending of an embassy of submission to

Alexander is recorded in Arr. Anab. 2.20.2 (r332). Exchange

of embassies with Argos (no. 347)—and presumably other

poleis of mainland Greece—at the time of the Lamian War is

attested by an Argive decree (SEG 19 317 (325–300) with

Stroud (1984) 215–16). During the grain crisis of 330–326,

Rhodos received 30,000 medimnoi from Kyrene (no. 1028)

(Tod 196.11).

A grant of proxeny by Athens to a citizen of Rhodos is

attested by IG ii² 19a (394/3), and one to three men by

Arkesine (no. 472) by IG xii.7 8 (C4l–C3e); a grant of proxe-

ny by an unknown Ionian polis to citizens of Rhodos is

found in Peek, Inschriften von den dorischen Inseln no. 1

(c.300), a text that refers also to an earlier grant. A grant of

citizenship by Athens to a citizen of Rhodos is attested by IG

ii² 19b (394/3) and one by Chios in SEG 39 1151 (320s); special

honours, including the right to address the assembly, were

voted by Argos to citizens of Rhodos c.320 (Stroud (1984)

215–16).

Rhodos must initially have been an oligarchy (Papa-

christodoulou (1999b) 29) since the revolution in 395

brought a democracy to power (Hell. Oxy. 18.3). However, in

the years 391/0–390/89 there was a new outbreak of stasis;

oligarchs and democrats had the opposing faction expelled,

possibly twice; the oligarchs were supported by

Lakedaimonian squadrons, and the democrats by ships

from Athens (Xen. Hell. 4.8.20–25, 30; Diod. 14.97.1–4,

99.4–5; cf. Westlake (1983); Gehrke, Stasis 137–39, pace

Berthold (1980) 39–40). Aristotle’s mention of severe civic

disorder arising from dikai is commonly connected with

this series of revolutions, and the stasis was perhaps trig-

gered by the democrats’ introduction of political pay (Pol.

1302b23–4, 32–33 and 1304b27–31). In the end the democrats

must have expelled the oligarchs: Rhodos was among the

founding members of the Second Athenian Naval League,

and shortly after the Social War the democracy was over-

thrown and an oligarchy established with the support of the

Karian satrap Mausolos (Dem. 15.3, 14–15, 19, 27–28;

Theopomp. fr. 121); a Karian garrison was installed (Dem.

15.14–15), a democratic appeal for assistance in 351 fell on

deaf ears in Athens (cf. Dem. 15), and Rhodos remained oli-

garchic and under Karian domination until the time of

Alexander the Great (Berthold (1980) 43–44), to whom the

Rhodians submitted in 332 (Arr. Anab. 2.20.2). Alexander

presumably restored democracy (Berthold (1980) 47;

Bosworth (1980) 243); he certainly installed a garrison,

whose expulsion is attested for 323 by Diod. 18.8.1. For the

democratic institutions, see Gabrielsen (1997) 24–31.

The eponymous official was the priest of Helios (SEG 12

360 (C4) with Sherk (1990) 283–85 and Gabrielsen (2000b)

202 n. 49); >ρχοντες are mentioned in Hell. Oxy. 18.2, and

πρυτ�νεις at Diod. 20.88.3; a council (βωλ�) is referred to

by SEG 19 317.31 (325–300) (cf. Diod. 20.93.5 (r304): !

βουλ�). Arist. Pol. 1304b27–31 attests to the existence of mis-

thophora during a democratic period, but whether for

office-holding or assembly attendance vel sim. is left unex-

plained.A meeting of the ekklesia is attested in Hell. Oxy. 18.2

(cf. SEG 18 317.31 (325–300)). The earliest preserved public

enactment is the extremely fragmentary decree SEG 15 496

(C4). Dem 56.47 refers to a dikasterion at Rhodos.

Residence of free foreigners at Rhodos is implied by

Lycurg. 1.55 (�πεδ�µησεν ε2ς ‘Ρ#δον); according to Diod.

20.84.3, 1,000 able-bodied foreigners (κατοικο%ντες
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π�ροικοι κα� ξ/νοι) participated in the defence of the city

during the siege of 305/4; this number, however, includes

only those who remained behind after disabled foreigners

and foreigners unwilling to serve in the defensive forces had

left the city.

The acropolis is situated on the terraced hill of Ag.

Stephanos (Monte Smith), which dominates the amphithe-

atre-like shape of the city (cf. Diod. 19.45.3, 20.83.2). The

acropolis was included within the circuit of the city wall (cf.

infra). On the acropolis are remains of several monumental

structures, but in their present form these are all Hellenistic

or later. The only buildings assumed to have had Classical

predecessors are the temple of Athena Polias and Zeus

Polieus and the temple of Apollo Pythios. However, very lit-

tle is known about the acropolis, since no systematic excava-

tions have been conducted there so far (see further

Konstantinopoulos (1973); Livadiotti and Rocco (1996)

12–26). Also of Hellenistic date is the reconstructed stadion

east of the temple of Apollo; however, it has now been

demonstrated that it had a C4 predecessor with opposite, i.e.

east–west, orientation (Valavanis (1999) esp. 99 with fig. 4).

Recent archaeological discoveries prove that the city wall

built in 407 was both of a smaller circumference and of less-

er width than its C3e successor. To date, only a section of

some 20 m of the early wall is known; it is constructed of

orthogonal blocks in isodomic technique, and its width

(0.60 m) indicates that this can have been only the outer face

of the wall of whose inner face and central and inner con-

structions (probably in wood) nothing remains (Filimonos

in Hoepfner and Schwandner (1994) 53). This type of con-

struction may perhaps explain Diodorus’ description of a

particular stretch of this wall as �σθεν*ς κα� ταπειν#ν

(20.86.2). The area enclosed by the early wall (c.300 ha) was

much smaller than the area enclosed by its C3e successor

(c.430 ha; see Philimonos-Tsopotou (1998) fig. 10): a much

stronger and enlarged circuit was constructed in C3e, which

at certain points shows a width of 3.50 m and even 4.10 m

(see further Philimonos-Tsopotou (1998), (1999)).

The site chosen for the new city of Rhodos was not entire-

ly virgin ground, as various finds indicate (Dreliosi-

Herakleidou (1999)). The city was laid out on an orthogonal

grid plan at its foundation, but the direct participation of

Hippodamos himself is reported only by Strabo 14.2.9 (see

Wycherley (1964); Burns (1976)).On average,each street was

5.50 m wide, with the exception of two conspicuously broad

main streets, one in the western, the other in the eastern part

of the town, which were 16 m and 16.5 m wide respectively

(Kondis (1958) 151; ArchDelt 35 (1980) Chron. 534). In 

general, see Konstantinopoulos (1970), (1988); and

Philimonos (1996).

Archaeologically, the Classical city is poorly known.

However, some impression of the C4s city may be gained

from Diodorus’ description of the great flood of 316

(19.45.6–8). The description refers to (1) private houses built

in stone: such houses have been found but are mostly of the

Hellenistic period (Philimonos (1996) 87); (2) drains

(tχετο�): the course of the main drain is known for a stretch

of 200 m (Kondis (1954) 11; Philimonos (1996) 85 fig. 12; see

also Owens (1991) 59–60); (3) the deigma, which may or may

not be part of the agora mentioned at Hell. Oxy. 18.2: the

agora is assumed to have been situated in the centre of the

town near the great harbour and within the mediaeval town

(Kondis (1958) 152); (4) a Dionysion: this sanctuary is

believed to have been situated in the neighbourhood of the

agora (Philimonos (1996) 82); (5) an Asklepieion: this sanc-

tuary has been located by recent finds in the south-western

outskirts of the mediaeval town (Papachristodoulou

(1999a) with fig. 1); (6) a theatre: the theatre has not been

located, but it seems a reasonable hypothesis that it was sit-

uated in the southernmost section of the acropolis

(Philimonos (1996) 76). In addition, a C5l–C4 sanctuary of

Demeter Thesmophoros has been identified in the northern

part of the city; it consists of eight orthogonal structures and

a subterranean room (Zervoudaki (1988);Yannikouri (1999)

with fig. 2). Finally, for what it is worth, it may be noted that

Vitruv. De arch. 6 intr. 1 mentions a gymnasion in reference

to the Classical period (cf. Delorme (1960) 82).

As early as the 390s, the city was equipped with several

harbours (Diod. 14.79.7 (r396): ε2ς τοLς λιµ/νας; cf.

20.82.3). Archaeologically, a total of five harbours—all out-

side the circuit—are known, one of which is described as W

µικρ�ς λιµ�ν by Diod. 20.85.4 and is commonly identified

with the modern Mandraki harbour. Here, remains of

neosoikoi dating from before and after 227 have been found

(Blackman et al. (1996)). Immediately south of Mandraki

are the great harbour, the Akantia harbour and, further

south, the southern harbour. The fifth harbour was situated

in the north-western part of the city; this harbour, however,

was filled up when the city expanded in C3. Archaeological

remains associated with naval facilities have been discovered

in the vicinity of these harbours, especially by the western

harbour and the Mandraki harbour (Blackman (1999);

Philimonos-Tsopotou (1998) fig. 10).

In terms of architectural splendour and topographical

extent, the C4 cemetery complexes stretching out south of

the city are far more modest in scale than those of the
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Hellenistic period, the early graves being characterised by

simplicity. The C4 graves are situated not only by the city

wall but also at a considerable distance from it, perhaps an

indication of awareness of the need for future expansion of

the urban area. On the cemetery complexes, see Fraser

(1977) 1–11; Salta (1999); Patsiada (2001) esp. 34 and fig. 1.

The patron divinity was Helios, depicted on the obverse

of Rhodian coins (infra), whose priest was eponymous

(supra) and in whose honour pentaeteric festivals were cele-

brated (Morelli (1959) 94–99); note, however, that the usual

identification of his sanctuary (Kontorini (1989) 129–84) is

now disputed by the excavator herself (Michalaki-Kollia

(1999)), and the question of the location of Helios’ sanctu-

ary must be considered unresolved. A festival of Dionysos is

attested by SEG 19 317 (325–300); cf. Diod. 20.84.3. See fur-

ther Morelli (1959).

The Rhodian calendar is known only from C3m onwards

(Trümpy, Monat. 167–85).

C.330–300, the Rhodians dedicated at Delphi a sculptural

group depicting the chariot of Helios (Jacquemin and

Laroche (1986)).

Mikinas of Rhodos won the Olympic stadion in 324

(Diod. 17.113.1; Olympionikai 469); a Rhodian was victorious

in the Lykaian Games (Arkadia) in C4l (IG v.2 550.vi.27).

Beginning shortly after the synoecism, Rhodos struck

coins in silver, bronze and gold. Silver: Ashton (2001) divides

the Classical period silver issues of Rhodos (struck initially

on the Chian–Rhodian standard, later on a reduced stan-

dard termed “Rhodian” by Ashton) into three chronologi-

cally distinct periods.

(1) 408–c.385: the issues in this period fall into two groups:

(a) standard Rhodian issues, and (b) a special series of the 

so-called ΣΥΝ coins with which is associated a group of

conventional Rhodian coins related to the ΣΥΝ coins by

their weight. Re (a), this group includes tetradrachms,

hemidrachms and obols. Types: obv. head of Helios facing;

rev. rose (on tetradrachms between two bunches of grapes) in

incuse square, with or without symbols below, or head of

nymph Rhodos to r. in incuse square; legend: ΡΟ,

ΡΟ∆ΙΟΝ, ΡΟ∆ΙΟΙ (Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 1693–94). Re

(b), Rhodos was one of eight poleis producing the so-called

ΣΥΝ coinage in C5l–C4e (though the Rhodian coins in fact

do not use the legend ΣΥΝ on the obverse; cf. Karwiese

(1980) 20 n. 151); just over twenty silver specimens are known

(Aiginetan didrachms, or Chian–Rhodian tridrachms, or

double sigloi). Types: obv. infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents; rev. rose; legend: ΡΟ (Karwiese (1980); Ashton (1993)

13). With these coins are associated a series of triple sigloi of

conventional Helios/rose types (Ashton (2001) nos. 7–10).

(2) C.385–late 340s: this group includes tetradrachms,

didrachms, drachms, hemidrachms and diobols. The types

are generally similar to the earlier issues: obv. head of Helios

facing; rev. rose in incuse square, beside which are various

symbols and letters; legend: ΡΟ, ΡΟ∆ΙΟΝ; however, the

obv. of the diobols in this group depict for the first time the

radiate profile head of Helios. During this period

tetradrachms ceased to be struck (except for an exceptional

issue struck in the next period) and were replaced by

didrachms as the main denomination; the didrachms were

struck to a reduced weight standard (the “Rhodian” stan-

dard proper of Ashton (2001)) which became established as

the usual standard of Rhodos.

(3) Late 340s–305/4: this group includes primarily

didrachms, but also an exceptional issue of tetradrachms on

the Chian–Rhodian standard. Types as earlier; legend: ΡΟ,

ΡΟ∆ΙΟΝ.

Bronze: the Rhodian mint struck bronze chalkoi immedi-

ately after it began to function, and again in C4s: obv. rose, or

head of nymph Rhodos; rev. rose; legend: ΡΟ, ΡΟ∆ΙΟΝ.

Gold: in C4s, Rhodos struck gold staters; four specimens are

known, all from the same pair of dies: obv. head of Helios fac-

ing; rev. rose with bud to r. and grapes to l., all in incuse square;

legend: ΡΟ∆ΙΟΝ. Head, HN² 637–40; Babelon, Traité ii.2

1011–28; SNG Cop. Caria 723–51; Ashton (1993), (2001).
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I. The Regions

The name of Pamphylia is Παµφυλ�α, ! (Thuc. 1.100.1;

Theopomp. fr. 103.15–16;Arist.De ventis 973a6).The ethnic is

Π�µφυλος, used collectively and externally in Hdt. 1.28,

7.91, and internally on an inscription from Aspendos (SEG

17 639.6–7 (c.300)). It bordered on Lykia in the west (Ps.-

Skylax 100) and Kilikia in the east (Ps.-Skylax 102). The bor-

der with Lykia was west of Phellos,according to Hecat. fr.258

apud Steph. Byz. 661.19, which locates that settlement in

Pamphylia. Ps.-Skylax 100, however, includes the area as far

east as Perge in Lykia. By Strabo’s time (14.4.1) the border

between Lykia and Pamphylia was set around Phaselis (no.

942), which is variously allocated to either region in the

sources. The account of Ps.-Skylax may reflect extensions to

the satrapy of Lykia in the 330s (cf. Keen (1997) 117 n. 50). A

foundation myth for Pamphylia, that it was settled by

Greeks, can be found in Hdt. 7.91 and Theopomp. fr. 103.15.

The border between Pamphylia and Kilikia was placed

variously (RE xviiiA. 358) at Nagidos (Hecat. fr. 266), at

Korakesion (Ps.-Skylax 101; Strabo 14.4.2), at Kelenderis

(Artemidoros apud Strabo 14.5.3; Strabo 16.2.33), at Side

(Pompon. 1.78; Plin. HN 5.96) or at Syedra (Ptol. Geog. 5.7.1).

According to Herodotos, Kilikia bordered on Armenia (1.72,

5.49.6, 5.52.3), the border being marked by the Euphrates,

Kappadokia (5.49.6, 5.52.1), where the border was marked by

the “Kilikian Gates”, and Syria, the border being at Posideion

(no. 1022) (Hdt. 3.91.1). Diod. 14.21.1 (r401) places the eastern

border beyond Issos (no. 1007). According to Strabo 14.5.1,

Kilikia bordered to the north on Isauria, Pisidia and

Kappadokia, and to the east on Syria (16.2.33). Kilikia itself

was later divided into “rough” Kilikia in the west, and

“smooth”Kilikia in the east; the border between the two was

placed at Soloi (no. 1011) (Strabo 14.5.8).

The name of Kilikia was Κιλικ�η,!, in Attic Κιλικ�α (Hdt.

2.17.1, 3.90.3; Xen. An. 1.4.1; Strabo 14.5.1) or ! Κ�λιξ χ)ρα

(Trag. Adesp. 162). The ethnic is Κ�λιξ; the external collective

use is attested in Hom. Il. 6.397, 415; Hdt. 1.28, 3.90.3, etc.; and

Xen. An. 1.2.17. For the individual external use, note

Συ/νεσσις W Κ�λιξ (Hdt. 7.98.2). A foundation myth for

Kilikia, that the people took their name from Kilix, a

Phoenician, is found in Hdt. 7.91. Kallisthenes (FGrHist 124)

fr. 32 reports the myth that settlements on the western edge of

Pamphylia were founded by Kilikians; he names Lyrnateia 

and Thebe. Strabo cites a number of sources for general 

south Anatolian foundation myths, including Sophokles,

Reclaiming of Helen (14.1.28, 5.16) and Kallisthenes (14.4.3; cf.

West, IEG, ii, Callinus [8]). He also records that Kilikia was

founded by Rhodians from Lindos (no. 997), together with

Achaians (14.5.8; cf. Roebuck (1959) 25, 65). Both Pamphylia

and Kilikia paid tribute to the Persian king (Hdt. 3.90).

North of Pamphylia was Pisidia. A number of sites in that

areas are described as poleis, largely in the context of

Alexander’s invasion—e.g. Termessos (Arr. Anab. 1.27.5)

and Sagalassos (Arr. Anab. 1.28.2)—but they were not

Hellenic,and lie outside the scope of the present work.Selge,

however, has been included among the non-polis sites listed

in the introduction, even though it is regularly described as

Pisidian (Arr. Anab. 1.28.1; Strabo 12.7.3), because of the

Graeco–Pamphylian dialect found there.

The Kilikians and Pamphylians are both considered bar-

baroi by Xen. An. 1.2.15–19, by Ephor. fr. 162, and by Arr. Anab.

1.26.1–28.1, 2.4.4–7.2. A mixed Graeco–Anatolian dialect was

spoken in some cities in Pamphylia (Robert (1963)). The

regions were generally barbarian ones. There were, as already

noted, tales told in the Classical period by Greeks ascribing the

origins of these regions to Achaian settlement after the Trojan

War; these stories were later taken up by the inhabitants of the

cities themselves. Pace Bing (1969) 213–15 (who views the tales

relating to Kilikia as originating from a wave of significant

Greek colonisation in C7), it seems best to view such myths as

largely a Hellenistic invention (Desideri and Jasink (1990)
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30–36, 161–62). No ancient source prior to the Hellenistic peri-

od asserts a Greek colonial presence in Pamphylia and Kilikia.

Thus, the regions were principally non-Greek, though some

settlements (e.g. Side, Soloi) may well have had Greek origins,

and in Ps.-Skylax 102 Holmoi (no. 1006) and Soloi (no. 1011)

are explicitly classified as polis Hellenis. Also the widespread

striking of coins with Greek types and Greek legends indicates

a certain degree of Hellenisation before Alexander’s conquest

of Asia Minor; for a recent acute analysis of the problems see

Salmeri (2003). The following sites, listed in early investiga-

tions by Gjerstad (1934) and Seton-Williams (1954), have

yielded important finds which testify to Greek C8–C7 con-

tacts though not necessarily to Greek settlers: Hesigin

(Kilikia); Kazanli (Kilikia) (see Garstang (1953) 254); Mersin

(Kilikia) see Zephyrion (for Greek finds cf. Garstang (1953);

Dunbabin (1957) 31–32; Roebuck (1959) 64; and Bing (1969)

110—with the suggestion that Mersin was a Greek colony);

Sirkeli (Kilikia) (TIB 5: 321), a Hittite settlement; Soyali

(Kilikia), a Hittite site; Tilan (Kilikia), a Hittite site; Karatepe

(Kilikia)—the site is the Late Hittite seat of the dynast

Asitawanda, but is of some interest as the findspot of the bilin-

gual inscription naming Mopsos (Landsberger (1948); Bossert

(1950–51); Barnett (1953); Erzen (1973) 396); for evidence of

Greek contacts cf. Gjerstad (1934) 199; Dunbabin (1957) 32.

The lack of evidence about the areas, especially internal

evidence, is an obstacle to reaching conclusions on this mat-

ter; but when Aspendos (no. 1001) emerges out of such shad-

ows, with the honorific inscription of 301/298 (SEG 17 639),

it already possesses many of the features of a typical Greek

polis. Until more evidence (especially epigraphic) emerges,

however, one can make only preliminary suggestions about

the evolution of polis identity in Pamphylia and Kilikia (cf.

Keen (2002)).

The site list below comprises partly non-polis settlements

of the Archaic and Classical periods and partly some settle-

ments explicitly described as poleis, but at the time probably

non-Greek poleis which became Hellenised in the course of

the Hellenistic period.

1. Pre-Hellenistic Settlements 
not Attested as Hellenic Poleis

A. Pamphylia

Kibyra (Κ�βυρα) Ps.-Skylax 101 (π#λις); Strabo 14.4.2 (!

Κιβυρατ+ν παραλ�α τ+ν µικρ+ν). So far no urban

remains are attested from the Greek history of the city, and

there is no evidence of Hellenisation. Barr. 65, H, but Ps.-

Skylax testifies to C.

Korakesion (Κορακ�σιον) Ps.-Skylax 101 (π#λις); Strabo

14.4.2, 5.2 (φρο�ριον). The extant urban remains are no earli-

er than the Hellenistic period, and probably no earlier than

144–141 (Lloyd and Storm Rice (1958) 1, 24–25). Barr. 65,

H, but Ps.-Skylax testifies to C.

Kordytos (Κορδυτ#ς) Hecat. fr. 263 �Steph. Byz. 373.7

(π#λις). Unlocated, not in Barr.

Kyrbe (Κ�ρβη) Hecat. fr. 264 �Steph. Byz. 396.13

(π#λις). Not in Barr.

Lyrnateia (Λυρν�τεια) Ps.-Skylax 100 (ν8σος, conj. of

MS α(ραι�τεια); Arist. De ventis 973a8 (Λυρνατε5ς οH

κατ3 Φασηλ�δα); Alex. Polyh. (FGrHist 273) fr. 59 �Steph.

Byz. 423.4 (Λυρνατ�α χερρ#νησος κα� χωρ�ον Λυκ�ας);

Hecat. fr. 261 �Steph. Byz. 418.11 (Λιρν�τεια); Strabo 14.4.1

(Λυρνησσ#ς). Ruge (1927) suggests that the different names

may refer to the same locality, possibly the small island of

Rashat between Phaselis (no. 942) and Attaleia. There is no

archaeological or epigraphic evidence. Barr. 65, C.

Magydos (Μ�γυδος) SEG 39 1180.26 (first century ad);

Ps.-Skylax 100 (conj. of MSS Μ�σηδος); Arist. De ventis

973a5–6 (conj. of MSS Μ�γαλος)). The settlement is not

classified by Ps.-Skylax. The archaeological remains are late

Hellenistic or Roman. Barr. 65, R, but if the conjecture is

accepted, Ps.-Skylax testifies to C.

*Marmara (Μαρµαρε5ς) Diod. 17.28.1 (χωρ�ον). In

Barr. 65, following Anti (1923) 668–711, identified with

Kavak Daği (TAVO BV 15, 15.2); but see Arr. Anab. 1.24.5

with Bosworth (1980) 158. Not mentioned by Ruge in RE

xviii.3. 397–402. The settlement at Kavak Daği is situated on

a high, irregular plateau with habitation areas and public

buildings grouped along the outer edges (Anti (1923) 669

fig. 3). A sanctuary, perhaps of Apollo (ibid. 669), has three

temples delimited by a temenos wall. It is dated

C4–Hellenistic, but a supporting polygonal terrace wall

may be earlier. Bordering on the temenos are the remains of

a stoa, a row of structures interpreted as thesauroi, and a

large structure of C4–C2 identified as a bouleuterion by

Anti (1923) 669–700. The fortress (petra) of the Marmareis

near the border of Lykia was besieged by Alexander (Diod.

17.28.1–5 (r334/3) with Anti (1923) 709–12). Barr. 65, H, but,

if correctly identified, C should be added.

Olbia (’Ολβ�α) Ps.-Skylax 100; Arist. De ventis 973a5;

Strabo 14.4.1; Steph. Byz. 346.11 (Κ�δρεµα π#λις Λυκ�ας

>ποικος ’Ολβ�ων). The urban remains are few and undat-

ed (Bean (1979) 84–86). Barr. 65, C.
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Selge (Σ/λγη) Strabo 12.7.2 (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 560.1

(π#λις), from Graeco–Pamphylian Stelga. The city-ethnic is

Εστελγιιυς, with variations (coins before 300, see Brixhe

(1991)) or Σελγε�ς (Arr. Anab. 1.28.1 (r333); coins (after

300)). Arr. Anab. 1.28.1 calls Selge a large polis (Σελγ/ων

π#λιν µεγ�λην), but he describes the inhabitants as

Pisidian barbaroi. There is little evidence of C4

Hellenisation, apart from the coinage (infra), and the myth

that Selge was founded by the Lakedaimonians is probably

C4l/C3e (Strabo 12.7.3; Steph. Byz. 560.1). The ambition of

Selge to present itself as Greek is reflected in the change of

the ethnic in coin legends from the Pamphylian Στελγιιυς

to Greek Σελγε�ς c.300 (Brixhe (1976) 289; I.Selge 6 with

comm.; cf.Osborne and Byrne (1996) no.6603).For a survey

of late Classical/early Hellenistic history, see I.Selge p. 14.

Selge struck silver staters (and smaller denominations) on

the Persian standard c.450–333, imitating the types of

Aspendos (no. 1001). Obv. two wrestlers; rev. slinger; legend:

ΕΣΤΛΕΓΕΙΥΣ or ΣΤΛΕΓΕΙΥΣ or related forms

(SNG Cop. Pisidia 232–45, Suppl. 530; SNG von Aulock

5243–65). Barr. 65, H., but the coins testify to C.

Sillyon (Σ�λλυον) IG i³ 71.ii.114; Ps.-Skylax 101 (π#λις

Σ�λλειον); Arr. Anab. 1.26.5 (r333) (Σ�λλιον χωρ�ον

tχυρ#ν). Graeco–Pamphylian Selyviys appears on C3 coinage

(SNG Cop. Pamphylia 437–38). Sillyon was a member of the

Delian League; at least it was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG

i³ 71.ii.114). It was a fortified settlement and was besieged by

Alexander the Great (Arr. Anab. 1.26.5). The site has habita-

tion structures from C5 (Bean (1979) 39–45; Küpper (1996)).

The fortifications were quite sophisticated for such a small

site (Winter (1971) 91, 137, 170, passim). The C5–C4 stater SNG

Cop. Pamphylia 436, erroneously attributed to Sillyon,

belongs to Aspendos (no. 1001) (SNG von Aulock 4503; Brixhe

(1976) 165 n. 1). Arrian calls the inhabitants barbaroi, and a

Graeco–Pamphylian dialect was spoken (SGDI 1266–67;

Blumenthal (1963) 46; Brixhe (1976) 167–90). Barr. 65, C.

B. Kilikia

Adana (Xδανα) Ps.-Skylax 102 (?δ�νη, conj. of ?λ�νη,

.µπ#ριον); Steph. Byz. 24.19 (π#λις); cf. App. Mith. 96; Ptol.

Geog. 5.7.7, 8.17.46. Barr. 66, C?

Anchiale (?γχι�λη) Aristoboulos (FGrHist 139) fr. 9a–b;

Arr. Anab. 2.5.2 (r333) (π#λις); Steph. Byz. 23.22 (π#λις).

Bing (1969) 110 suggests that it was a Greek colony, but the

evidence for a Greek settlement at Anchiale is wholly cir-

cumstantial. Barr. 66, H, but Arr. Anab. testifies to C.

Anemourion (?νεµο�ριον) Ps.-Skylax 102 (>κρα κα�

π#λις); Strabo 14.5.3 (>κρα). The history of the city is

unknown before the late Hellenistic period. Public build-

ings and other urban remains are Roman, but there is evi-

dence for a Hellenistic origin of the circuit wall (TIB 5: 189).

Barr. 66, C.

Charadrous (Χαραδρο%ς) Ps.-Skylax 102 (π#λις κα�

λιµ�ν); Strabo 14.5.3 (�ρυµα &φορµον �χον); Steph. Byz.

687.7 (λιµ�ν κα� .π�νειον); Stadiasmus 200 (Χωρ�ον

Χ�ραδρος); Hecat. fr. 265 (Χ�ραδρος ποταµ#ς). There are

no urban remains from the Greek history of the city (TIB 5:

226), and we have no information about the degree of

Hellenisation in the Archaic and Classical periods. Barr. 66,

H, but Ps.-Skylax testifies to C.

Hyria (‘Υρ�α) Steph. Byz. 560.3 (π#λις). Seleukeia

Tracheia was earlier named Hermia (Plin. HN 5.93) or Hyria

(Steph. Byz. 560.5). Holmoi, also mentioned in connection

with Seleukeia, is normally seen as a separate settlement

(Strabo 14.5.4; Steph.Byz.490.5–6; infra no. 1006).Strangely,

Hermia is identified with Holmoi by Barr. 66, and Hyria is

not mentioned at all. However, Hyria �Hermia seems to be

an earlier name for Seleukeia. Gjerstad (1934) 157 refers to

pre-Hellenistic finds at “Seleukeia at Kalykadnos . . . the

foundation therefore to be understood as a re-foundation of

an already existing site”. Not in Barr.

Magarsos (Μ�γαρσος) Arr. Anab. 2.5.9 (r333); Lycoph.

Alex. 444; Steph. Byz. 424.6 (Sχθος); Strabo 14.5.16

(Μ�γαρσα).The harbour town of Mallos (no. 1009).Arrian

mentions a sanctuary of Athena Magarsis, whose cult statue

was used as a coin type on the Seleucid coinage of Mallos

(Houghton (1984)). Barr. 66, H. but Arrian testifies to C.

Mopsouestia (Μοψουεστ�α) Theopomp. fr. 103.15;

Strabo 14.5.19 (Μ#ψου Gστ�α); App. Syr. 69.365 (‘Εστ�α

Μ#ψου τ8ς Κιλικ�ας). According to Ruge (1935), there are

at least fifty variants of the toponym. Supposedly the oldest

of the foundations of Mopsos (Theopomp. fr. 103.15). A C2

coin legend is the earliest attestation of an ethnic:

Μοψε�της (Imhoof-Blumer (1901–2) 475.9). Barr. 67, C?

Myous (Μυο�ς) Ps.-Skylax 102. Some scholars believe

that Myous is the Melania of Strabo 14.5.3 (TIB 5: 363). There

are no extant urban remains from the Greek history of the

city, if the location is Crionaro. Barr. 66, R, but Ps.-Skylax

testifies to C.

Myriandos (Μυρ�ανδος) Xen. An. 1.4.6 (π#λιν

ο2κουµ/νην 6π� Φοιν�κων, .µπ#ριον); Ps.-Skylax 102
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(λιµ�ν Μυρ�ανδος Φοιν�κων); Strabo 14.5.19 (π#λις).

There are no urban remains from the Greek history of the

settlement (TIB 5: 362–63; Hellenkemper and Hild (1986)

113). Barr. 67, C.

Salon (Σ�λον) Ps.-Skylax 102. Unlocated. Barr. 66, C.

Sarpedon (Σαρπηδ)ν) Ps.-Skylax 102 (π#λις �ρηµος);

Strabo 13.4.6, 14.5.4 (>κρα). A sanctuary of Apollo

Sarpedonios was situated on the promontory of Sarpedon

(Diod. 32.10.2 (r145)); for the few remains, see TIB 5: 399;

MacKay (1990) 2112: C4 origin. No urban remains have been

connected with a city of Sarpedon. Barr. 66, C.

Selinous (Σελινο%ς) Ps.-Skylax 102 (first toponym listed

after π#λεις α_δε); Strabo 14.5.3 (π#λις).There are no Greek

urban remains (TIB 5: 407–8). Barr. AC.

Setos (Σητ#ς) Ps.-Skylax 102 (λιµ�ν, but the text is cor-

rupt). The site is assumed by some scholars to be identical

with the polis Sykai which is now identified with the fortified

ruins on the high plateau of Softa Kalesi in the plain of

Nagidos (Steph.Byz.591.2; cf.TIB 5: 421).The urban remains

are all Roman or later (TIB 5: 422–23). Barr. has C, but only

Ps.-Skylax 102 points to such an early date.

Tarsos (Ταρσ#ς) Xen. An. 1.2.23 (ΤαρσοLς τ8ς Κιλικ�ας

π#λιν µεγ�λην); Diod. 14.20.2 (Ταρσ#ν,µεγ�στην τ+ν .ν

Κιλικ��α π#λεων); Arr. Anab. 2.4.5 (Ταρσ�ν . . . π#λιν).

Walls of a temple may have been noted by Goldman ((1963)

8), though the evidence is equivocal (cf. Desideri and Jasink

(1990) 156–57). Coin types with head of Dionysos or Ares

(infra) may attest Greek influence in C4e. Evidence of

C8–C7 Greek settlers at Tarsos is tenuous and does not sup-

port the idea of Rhodian colonisation suggested by Bing

((1971); cf. Boardman (1980) 46 n. 37; Desideri and Jasink

(1990) 151, 158, 162). Urban remains from the Greek history

of the settlement are scant and mainly Hellenistic. The tra-

dition found in Strabo (14.5.12, 16.2.5) that the city was

founded by a group of Argives led by Triptolemos is proba-

bly Hellenistic. Tarsos struck coins on the Persian standard

from C5m with Aramaic legends (Kraay (1976) 280–84).

Coins of Pharnabazos (379–373) have the Greek ktetic

ΤΑΡΣΙΚΟΣ or ΤΕΡΣΙΚΟΝ (SNG Cop. Cilicia 272; cf.

Suppl. 606–10). Barr. AC.

Zephyrion (Ζεφ�ριον) Ps.-Skylax 102 (π#λις); Diod.

18.62.1; Strabo 14.5.9 (κτ�σµα Σαρδαναπ�λλου).

Architectural features and finds reveal a settlement compa-

rable to that of Al-Mina. However, the material has revealed

greater similarity to that known from Vroulia, and the site

may have been within the influence of Rhodos (Garstang

(1953) 253–55). We have no information about the degree of

Hellenisation in the Archaic and Classical periods, and

Zephyrion seems to have been a barbarian rather than a

Hellenic polis. Barr. 66, C.

II. The Poleis

A. Pamphylia

1001. Aspendos (Aspendios) Map 65. Long. 36.55, lat.

31.10. Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is

Xσπενδος, ! (Thuc. 8.87.3; Xen. Hell. 4.8.30; Ps.-Skylax 101;

Theopomp. fr. 9 �Steph. Byz. 134.10; Strabo 14.4.2;

[Xσπεν]δος is restored at IG i³ 71.ii.156 (425/4)). The city-

ethnic is ?σπ/νδιος (Xen. An. 1.2.12; Hell. 4.8.30;

Theopomp. fr. 9 (rC5l), 103.13 (rC4e); Arr. Anab. 1.26.2

(r333); SEG 17 639.3–4, 6 (301–298)); Graeco–Pamphylian

ΕΣΤgΕ∆ΙΙΥΣ is found on C5 coinage (SGDI 1259).

Aspendos is called a polis in the urban sense (Ps.-Skylax

101), in the territorial sense with the political sense as a con-

notation (Xen. Hell. 4.8.30), and in the political sense (SEG

17 639.6, 10, 18 (a citizenship decree of C4l/C3e)). The collec-

tive use of the city-ethnic is found internally on Hellenistic

coins (infra) and in the citizenship decree SEG 17 639.3–4

(C4l/C3e); externally it is found in an Argive decree in 

honour of Aspendos (SEG 34 282.4 (c.330–300)) as well as in

literary sources (Theopomp. fr. 103.13; Xen. Hell. 4.8.30). For

the individual and external use, see the Argive decree (SEG

34 282.18 (330–300)).

Aspendos is placed in Pamphylia by Ps.-Skylax 101 and

Steph. Byz. 134.10. The territory is called ?σπενδ�α in

Theopomp. fr. 9 and is termed χ)ρα by Diod. 14.99.4 (r388)

and Arr. Anab. 1.26.5 (r333). Its extent was disputed by its

neighbours (Arr. Anab. 1.27.4); the dispute may have been

with Side (no. 1004) (Bean (1979) 47 n. 1), with whom rela-

tions were bad (Polyb. 5.73.4).

According to Hellan. fr. 15, Aspendos was founded by the

hero Aspendos. Other versions of the foundation myth are

found in later sources: e.g. that it was an Argive foundation

(Strabo 14.4.2). However, Mopsos, the legendary founder of

Pamphylian cities (cf. Hereward (1958) 58 with refs.), has

been suggested as the oecist of Aspendos too (Robert (1960)

177–78, who connects the coin types of a horseman hurling a

spear and of a boar (infra) with the tradition of Mopsos’sac-

rifice of a boar to Aphrodite Kastnietis in Aspendos; cf.

Strabo 9.5.17; Callim. Dieg. viii.41–ix.1–11, Pfeiffer).
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The tradition of an Argive foundation of Aspendos (and

Soloi (no. 1011)) is the background for the decree of

c.330–300 (from Nemea) in which Argos (no. 347) bestowed

citizenship on the Aspendians (who are described as

συγγεν/[σι κα� �πο�κ]οις) and granted the privilege of

access to the Argive assembly (Stroud (1984) 200–1, 206).

Aspendian theoroi were sent to Nemea and to Argos to par-

ticipate in offerings to Zeus and Hera; the Aspendians were

possibly granted prohedria (the reading is uncertain: Stroud

(1984) 203–4).

It has been suggested that Aspendos became a member of

the Delian League in the 450s (Meiggs (1972) 58, 102); but the

only evidence of League membership is the restoration

[Xσπεν]δος [.µ Παµφ]υλ�αι in the assessment decree of

425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.155–56). Aspendos was possibly under

Kilikian control c.401 (Xen. An. 1.2.12, a passage which dis-

tinguishes between Kilikians and Aspendians). In 388 the

Aspendians were forced to pay a contribution to the

Athenian commander Thrasyboulos, but later killed him in

revenge for the conduct of his soldiers (Xen. Hell. 4.8.30). In

333 Aspendos sent πρ/σβεις α(τοκρ�τορες to Alexander

the Great (Arr. Anab. 1.26.2) and was a subordinate party to

a treaty with him (Staatsverträge 405).

The earliest evidence for public enactments is a decree of

C4l/C3e granting citizenship to mercenaries (SEG 17 639).

This decree attests a number of institutions indicative of

polis status. Apart from those already mentioned are an

eponymous δηµιουργ#ς (1), an .κκλησ�α (2), and a Hερ�ν

τ8ς ?ρτ/µιδος (13–14). A citizen of Aspendos was granted

proxenia by Anaphe (no. 474) (IG xii.3 250; cf. SEG 41 1788

(C4l/C3e)).

Aphrodite Kastnietis, named after the mountain on

which Aspendos was founded, had a cult in the city (Brandt

(1988) 241 with refs.; cf. supra). The C4l–C3e citizenship

decree (supra) mentions a sanctuary of Artemis (SEG 17

639.13–14; Brandt (1988) 241). C4–C3 coins (infra) testify to a

cult of Athena (Brandt (1988) 242), and a cult of Zeus and

Hera has been surmised on the basis of a late dedication

(SEG 17 641; Robert (1960) 187–88; Brandt (1988) 243). The

kerykeion of Hermes on C5–C1 coins may indicate a cult of

this divinity as well (Brandt (1988) 247).

Aspendos was situated in the plain below the foothills of

the Tauros mountains; it was on the river Eurymedon and in

Antiquity was accessible for trade by sea (Xen. Hell. 4.8.30;

Ps.-Skylax 101). In 333 it had a walled acropolis (>κρα) and a

defence circuit enclosing the lower city (Arr. Anab.

1.26.5–27.3).There are no urban remains from the Greek his-

tory of the city.

Aspendos struck silver coins on the Persian standard

from C5e. (1) Staters. Types: obv. naked warrior helmeted

and armed with sword and shield fighting to r.; rev. triskeles,

in field abbreviations of ethnic (Estwediiys) Ε, ΕΣ, ΕΣΤ,

ΕΣΠorΕΣΤgΕ (cf.SGDI 1259; Brixhe (1976) 194–99),and

various symbols, all within incuse square. Lower denomina-

tions are obols and hemiobols: obv. vase; rev. triskeles. (2)

C5l–C4: staters. Obv. wrestlers; rev. slinger, in field ethnic

legend ΕΣΤgΕ∆ΙΙΥΕ or various abbreviations, small

triskeles and sometimes other symbols such as an eagle, in

later issues a standing Eros; also various countermarks, all

within incuse square. (3) C.420–360. Drachms: obv. gallop-

ing horseman hurling spear (Mopsos(?); cf. LIMC 6: 653.4);

rev. standing or running boar in circular incuse, legends as

above. Obols: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. head of Athena.

Hemiobol: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. lion’s head. (4) Bronze

coinage from C4. Types: obv. head of Athena, or bridled

horse, or shield; rev. sling, or head of Athena, or triskeles.

The legend ΑΣΠΕΝ∆ΙΩΝ is found only after c.300

(Brixhe (1976) 191–200; SNG Cop. Pamphylia 153–235,

247–61, 436, erroneously attributed to Sillyon, SNG Cop.

Suppl. 516–17; SNG von Aulock 4477–503).

Though it was allegedly an Argive foundation (Strabo

14.4.2), dialect inscriptions (SGDI 1259–64; SEG 38 1364–94,

41 1304–21) indicate a substantial indigenous Pamphylian

population.

1002. Idyros Map 65. Long. 36.35, lat. 30.35. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A:γ. The toponym is ;Ιδυρος (Hecat. fr. 260; Ps.-

Skylax 100) or ’Ιδυρ�ς (Steph. Byz. 327.2) or ’Ιτ�ρα (IG i³

71.ii.147 (425/4): the identification with Idyros is suggested

by ATL i. 493). There is no cogent reason to accept Meineke’s

conjectures ’Ιδυρε�ς and ’Ιδυρ�ς for MSS Γαυρε�ς and

Γαυρ�ς at Arist. De ventis 973a6–7. The only source to record

a city-ethnic is Steph. Byz., who suggests ’Ιδυρ�της (327.2).

Idyros is called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 100

(cf. Steph. Byz. 327.2, who may quote Hekataios for the site-

classification and not just for the toponym (Hecat. fr. 260)).

If the identification of Ityra with Idyros is accepted, the pre-

sumption is that it was a member of the Delian League and a

polis in the political sense too: at least, it was assessed for

tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.147 (4,000 dr.)). It belonged to the

Ionian district, which by then included the members of the

former Karian district.

Idyros is placed in Pamphylia by Steph.Byz.327.1,possibly

citing Hekataios (fr. 260); Ps.-Skylax 100 places it in Lykia.

Idyros’ location is uncertain (Ruge (1916); cf. TAVO BV

15,15.2 and Barr. 65). It is normally identified with the ruins
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found at modern Kemer on the Lykian Pamphylian border

(Özoral (1980)). The 1980 investigation identified no

Classical or Hellenistic remains. Hecat. fr. 260, as cited by

Steph. Byz. 327.1, associates Idyros with a homonymous

river, also mentioned by Theophr. fr. 5.53 (cf. ATL i. 493–94).

1003. Perge (Pergaios) Map 65.Lat.37.00, long. 30.50. Size

of territory: probably 5. Type: A:β. The toponym is Π/ργη,

! (Ps.-Skylax 100, MSS πελπ�πολις, conj. Salmassius; Arr.

Anab. 1.26.1 (r333); Strabo 14.4.2; IG i³ 71.ii.113 (425/4)). The

city-ethnic is Περγα5ος (Arr. Anab. 1.25.9 (r333)); possibly

Graeco–Pamphylian Πρε�ιος on inscriptions (Merkelbach

and Şahin (1988) no. 1 (C5l/C4e)). Perge is called a polis in

the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 100. The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally in Arr. Anab. 1.25.9 (r333)

(Pergaian guides used by Alexander).

Perge may have been one of the cities allegedly founded

by a mixed contingent of people, led by Amphilochos,

Mopsos and Kalchas, in the aftermath of the fall of Troy, but

the city is not specifically mentioned in the sources (cf. Hdt.

7.91; Strabo 14.4.3). Statues of mythological founders,

including Mopsos and Kalchas, stood at the main gates of

Roman Perge, as revealed by inscriptions on bases

(Merkelbach and Şahin (1988) nos. 24, 27, imp.; Şahin (1999)

140–45; for Mopsos, see Hanfmann (1958)). Olshausen

(1972) suggests that Perge was in fact founded in the

Mycenaean period from the Argolid and Sparta. A Graeco-

Pamphylian dialect was spoken in Perge (SGDI 1265;

Ramsay (1880) 246; Blumenthal (1963) 46; Brixhe (1976)).

Perge was probably an indigenous community gradually

Hellenised from C7 onwards (Martin (2000) 562).

Perge was probably a member of the Delian League; at

least, it was assessed for tribute in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.ii.113). In

333 Alexander sent part of his force inland to Perge, whereas

he himself took the route along the coast (Arr. Anab. 1.26.1).

Perge is placed in Lykia by Ps.-Skylax (see supra, intro-

duction), and in Pamphylia by Strabo. The territory of Perge

may have extended westwards to Telmessos and eastwards to

the river Kastros, according to the distribution of inscrip-

tions honouring Artemis Pergaia and coin finds (Jameson

(1974) 376).

The city of Perge lay on a 50 m-high, flat plateau border-

ing upon the plain of Pamphylia, at modern Murtana; the

city could be reached by the river Kestros (Strabo 14.4.2).

The size of the Roman settlement area was c.61 ha (Jameson

(1974) 375), but the original Greek settlement probably com-

prised only the northern part of the site, the so-called

Acropolis Hill. The earliest extant urban remains are the C3

city walls and the Hellenistic Doric temple outside the

southern gate (Bean (1979) 25–38; MacKay (1990) 2078).

A temple and a cult of Artemis Pergaia (Wanassa Preiia) is

known from Ps.-Skylax 100 and Strabo 14.4.2 (cf. Brandt

(1992)). According to Strabo, the location of the sanctuary

was extra-urban (14.4.2) (such a location is probably also to

be inferred from Ps.-Skylax 100; cf. Jameson (1974) 381 for

further refs.). Remains of the Classical sanctuary have not

been identified, but remains of a C3–C2 Doric temple and

fragments from a large Ionic temple outside the south gate

of the city have revealed a major sanctuary (MacKay (1990)

2066–67), possibly that of Artemis Pergaia. The cult with its

annual festival (Strabo 14.4.2) is at least as old as the

C5e–C4e dedication of Μαναψαι Πρειιαι (Merkelbach

and Şahin (1988) no. 1; Ps.-Skylax 100; Strabo 14.4.2; Brandt

(1992); Lebrun (1992); MacKay (1990) 2048; cf. also the C4

inscription from Naukratis (SGDI 5772); full survey:

MacKay (1990) 2048–58). The goddess was honoured by

Pamphylians in general.

1004. Side (Sidetes) Map 65. Lat. 36.45, long. 31.25. Size of

territory: 4. Type: A:β. The toponym is Σ�δη, ! (Hecat. fr.

262 �Steph. Byz. 565.10; Ps.-Skylax 101; Arr. Anab. 1.26.4

(r333); Strabo 14.4.2), from Graeco–Pamphylian Sibdê. The

city-ethnic is Σιδ�της (Arr. Anab. 1.26.4) or Σιδ�τας

(Nollé (1993) 225, TEp 22). It is called a polis in the urban

sense by Ps.-Skylax 101 (who adds κα� λιµ�ν). The collective

use of the city-ethnic may be attested internally in abbrevi-

ated form on a unique coin of C5m (infra). It is attested

externally in an Attic list of mercenaries (IG ii² 1956.132

(c.300)) and in literary sources (Arr. Anab. 1.26.4–5). The

individual use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in C4

sepulchral monuments from Rhodos (I.Side 225, TEp 22)

and Attica (IG ii² 12600a), and internally on a marble base

inscribed with the artist’s name (I.Side 1 (C3e)).

Ps.-Skylax 101 and Steph. Byz. 565.10 place Side in

Pamphylia. However, according to a story concerning the

musician Stratonikos (Ath. 350A), Side was not situated in

Pamphylia, but, presumably, in Kilikia. Side was probably

the most important harbour in Pamphylia (if that is where it

was), at least in Hellenistic times, with a large territory bor-

dering on the territories of Aspendos (no. 1001), Etenna

(Nollé (1984)), and Karallia (Nollé (1993) 12–15). Bean

((1979) 47 n. 1) suggests a border dispute with Aspendos,

with whom relations were bad (Polyb. 5.73.4 (r218)).

Side was supposedly colonised from Kyme (no. 817) (Ps.-

Skylax 101; Arr. Anab. 1.26.4; Strabo 14.4.2), possibly in C7l

(Martin (2001) 517). The foundation myth was that Side was
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named after Side, the daughter of Tauros and wife of

Kimolos; it is reported by Steph. Byz. 565.10–12, perhaps

quoting Hekataios (cf. Hecat. fr. 262). The tradition—found

in Strabo, Ps.-Skylax and Arrian—that Side was a founda-

tion of Aiolian Kyme probably has its origin in the age of

Alexander the Great, but there may be a kernel of truth,

reflecting early Kymaian colonisation in Pamphylia. An

influx of C8–C7 Greek, possibly Aiolian, settlers at Side is

conceivable, given the background of the traditions and the

archaeological evidence of Greek influence in other

Pamphylian and Kilikian cities; cf. Aspendos (no. 1001) and

Soloi (no. 1011). However, the degree of Hellenisation can-

not be determined by archaeology, and no Archaic Greek

finds are mentioned by Mansel ((1965) 881) or by Nollé

((1993) 37; cf. also 45–47 for the linguistic evidence).

During the reign of Kroisos, Side lay within the Lydian

sphere of influence (Hdt. 1.28), but after the fall of Lydia the

region came under the rule of Persian satraps, and the city is

absent from the Athenian tribute lists (historical survey:

Nollé (1993) 47ff). According to tradition, the Sidetans gave

up speaking their native Hellenic tongue (‘Ελλ�ς γλ+σσα,

Arr. Anab. 1.26.4) and adopted a barbarian language

(.βαρβ�ριζον,Arr.Anab. 1.26.4) which was spoken until the

late Hellenistic period (C3 or C2). It has a non-Greek name

(Mansel in Mansel and Neumann (1975) 171).On the Sidetan

language and Greek–Sidetan bilinguals, see Neumann

(1968); Brixhe (1969a); Nollé (1988).

The Greek history of Side commenced—or recom-

menced—in the early Hellenistic period with the occupa-

tion of the city by Alexander the Great, and with the growing

Hellenisation reflected, for instance, in the Greek-sounding

names of officials recorded on C4 coins (infra).

The city had a sanctuary of Athena (Strabo 14.4.2), and

the head of this goddess is the most common coin type

(infra), which testifies to the importance of her cult at Side

(cf. Nollé (1993) 107–8). A late source (ibid. 262.4) gives

Apollo as ktistes, and Apollo was depicted already on C5

coins (infra). The cults of Athena and Apollo undoubtedly

took over from indigenous divinities (Mansel (1965) 880;

Nollé (1993) 107), though Bing (1969) 111 suggests a connec-

tion with Athena Lindia.

The city is situated on a low coastal promontory c.9 km

west of the estuary of the river Melas. There was direct access

to a sandy bay which served as the only—not very conven-

ient—harbour of the city (Mansel (1965) 899). The city

encompassed the whole promontory, c.45 ha, in Hellenistic

and Roman times, but probably comprised only the outer-

most peninsula in the Archaic and Classical periods.

However, pre-Hellenistic urban remains are sparse; the

impressive fortifications go back no earlier than C2m

(Mansel (1965) 881, 897–99).

Side struck silver coins on the Persic standard from

c.450/430 to 330; for the mint within Persian suzerainty, see

Nollé (1993) 49–50. The initial date of minting has been dis-

puted, but is now placed after 450 (Kraay (1976) 275; Nollé

(1993) 37, 49; for the coinage of Side: Atlan (1967); Kraay

(1969); Brixhe (1969b)). (1) A unique stater of C5m has obv.

pomegranate; legend: ΣΙ∆Η (retr.); rev. raven. Uncertain

legend in Sidetan–Pamphylian alphabet (Destrooper-

Georgiades (1995)). (2) Staters, C5s: obv. pomegranate rest-

ing on dolphin; rev. head of Athena in Corinthian helmet, in

incuse square.Lower denominations are tetrobols and obols,

types as above. (3) Rare early issues have two dolphins and a

sprig of olive or a head of Apollo as rev. types. (4) Staters with

obv. pomegranate and rev. head of Athena continue in later

issues. Lower denominations are tetrobols and obols, types

as above: obv. lion’s head, or Gorgoneion; rev. head of Athena

in Corinthian helmet, in incuse square. (5) C.C4e–300 new

types were introduced: staters: obv. standing Athena resting

on shield or spear, holding owl or Nike, in field a pome-

granate; rev.Apollo wearing only chlamys standing before an

altar holding patera and laurel branch, in field legends nam-

ing officials in the Sidetan alphabet. For the stereotypically

statue-based renderings of the divinities, see Nollé (1993) 51,

112. (SNG Cop. Pamphylia 369–78; Suppl. 520).

B. Kilikia

1005. Aphrodisias Map 66. Lat. 36.10, long. 33.40. Size of

territory: ? Type: C:γ. The toponym is ?φροδ�σιος (Ps.-

Skylax 102) or ?φροδισι�ς, -�δος, ! (Alex. Polyh. (FGrHist

273) fr. 29 (�Steph. Byz. 150.11), citing Zopyros; Diod.

19.64.5 (r315)). Ps.-Skylax describes it as a λιµ�ν; Diodorus,

Ps.-Skylax and Alexander Polyhistor place it in Kilikia.

Alexander Polyhistor relates a foundation myth.

The territory of Aphrodisias must have comprised the

coastal lowland of the river Melas, later, with the foundation

of Seleukeia, probably annexed by this city. Aphrodisias is

situated on the eastern side of the isthmus joining the

promontory of Zephyrion with its hinterland, c.31 km

south-west of Seleukeia. The city had harbours on the west-

ern and eastern sides of the peninsula (Ps.-Skylax 102; cf.

Hellenkemper and Hild (1986) 28 n. 12 for the suggestion

that the eastern harbour is the limen heteros of Holmoi (no.

1006)). The early remains are on two hills to the south-west

of the isthmus (Bean and Mitford (1970) 193–94 fig. 8).
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These, separated by a gully, were fortified by C5–C4 walls

raised in cyclopean and in polygonal masonry, strengthened

with square towers and a curtain-wall. The settlement area

on the small plateau above the eastern harbour comprised

c.15 ha, but no extant remains are Greek (TIB 5: 194).

A cult of Aphrodite is suggested partly by the name of the

city (cf. the foundation myth (Steph. Byz. 150.13)) and part-

ly by the evidence of the coin types (infra).

Aphrodisias struck silver coins on the Aiginetan standard

from c.520 (Imhoof-Blumer (1901–2) 433–36). Obv.

female(?) figure in Knielauf holding uncertain object; rev.

baetyl in incuse square (Head, HN² 717). From c.485: obv.

winged female figure in Knielauf holding kerykeion or staff

or wreath; rev. baetyl in incuse square; legend: letters of

uncertain meaning (Head, HN² 717). From c.379–374, the

time of Pharnabazos(?), coins were perhaps struck at this

mint on the Persic standard. Staters: obv. Aphrodite seated

between sphinxes; rev. Athena Parthenos (cf. Kraay (1976)

280, 283; Head, HN² 718). Obols: obv. Gorgoneion; rev. seat-

ed sphinx (SNG Cop. Cilicia 68). Other obv. types, all obols,

carry beardless head, or head of Hermes, or facing female

head; and rev. head of Aphrodite, or Aphrodite seated

between sphinxes, or sphinx.

1006. Holmoi (Holmites) Map 66. Lat. 36.20, long. 33.55.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is UΟλµοι (Ps.-

Skylax 102; Strabo 14.5.4). The city-ethnic ‘Ολµ�της is

attested on C4 coins (infra). Ps.-Skylax 102 describes it as a

polis Hellenis, polis being used in the urban sense.

The population of Holmoi was transferred to Seleukeia

on the Kalykadnos when that city was founded in 312

(Strabo. 14.5.4). However, Holmoi may have continued to

serve as the harbour of Seleukeia, and the toponym survived

into the Byzantine period (TIB 5: 272). Coin types may indi-

cate cults of Athena and of Apollo (infra).

Holmoi is placed in Kilikia (Ps.-Skylax 102; Strabo 14.5.4)

and is identified with the modern site of Taşucu,on the coast

c.8 km south-west of Seleukeia. The city probably occupied

the upper part of the coastal plateau (Blumenthal (1963) 114

fig. 38, 120). There are no urban remains from the Greek his-

tory of the city (TIB 5: 272).

Holmoi struck silver coins on the Persian standard from

C4 (Imhoof-Blumer (1901–2) 453–54; BMC Lycaonia 109–10).

Staters: obv. standing Athena holding Nike; rev. Apollo

Sarpedonios; legend: ΟΛΜΙΤΙΚΟΝ. Smaller denomina-

tions (including some in bronze) have obv. head of Athena;

rev. head of Apollo, or of a goddess; legend: ΟΛΜΙΤΙΚΟΝ

or ΟΛΜΙΤΟΝ or abbreviations (Head, HN² 721).

1007. Issos (Isseus) Map 67. Lat. 36.50, long. 36.10. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:γ. The toponym is ’Ισσ#ς, ! (Diod.

17.32.4; Arr. Anab. 2.7.1 (r333)) or ’Ισσ#ς, W (Strabo 14.5.8;

Ael. HA 6.48) or ’Ισσο� (Xen. An. 1.2.24, 1.4.1). It was

renamed Νικ#πολις by Alexander the Great (Steph. Byz.

340.2; however, Strabo 14.5.19 distinguishes the two). The

city-ethnic is ’Ισσε�ς on some coins of c.400 (infra); Steph.

Byz. 340.3 suggests ’Ισσα5ος. Issos is called a polis, in the

urban sense, by Xen. An. 1.4.1 and Diod. 14.21.1 (r401).

Xenophon describes it as µεγ�λην κα� ε(δα�µονα and

places it in Kilikia (An. 1.4.1), as does Diod. 14.21.1.

Issos was situated on a c.6,000 m²-wide coastal plateau

near the estuary of the river Pinaros, on the western border

of Kilikia Pedia (cf. Diod. 14.21.1; Strabo 14.5.1; for the ident-

ification of the site with Yeşil (Kinet) Hüyük, see

Hellenkemper (1984)). TIB 5: 278 refers to Hellenistic pot-

tery, but no Greek urban remains have been recorded.

A silver coinage struck by local officials on the Persian

standard from c.400 has been attributed to Issos (the most

recent survey is Brindley (1993)). (1) Staters: obv. bearded Baal

holding sceptre releases bird; rev. Ahuramazda with human

upper body and winged lower body. On some the obv. legend

is ΙΣΣΕΩΝ (information from Peter Franke) or ΙΣΣΙΚΟΝ

and Teribazu in Aramaic (Head HN² 722; SNG von Aulock

5601; Brindley (1993) 4–5). (2) Coins struck in the period of the

Satrap’s Revolt c.380–370 are very similar to contemporary

issues of Side (no. 1004), Nagidos (no. 1010) and Holmoi (no.

1006). Staters: obv. naked Apollo standing l. holding patera;

legend: ΑΠΑΤΡΙΟΥ and ΙΣΣΙ, or variants; rev. naked

Herakles standing r. holding club, bow and arrow, and lion

skin (SNG Cop. Cilicia 153–55; Brindley (1993) 7–8). (3)

Another issue from the same period has obv. head of Athena,

in style of Athena Parthenos; legend: ΙΣΙ (Brindley (1993) 8).

The coinage is the only evidence for Hellenisation in the

Classical period; there is no tradition of Greek colonisation,

and Issos may well have been a barbarian rather than a

Hellenic polis.

1008. Kelenderis Map 66. Lat. 36.10, long. 33.20. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κελ/νδερις, -/ως (IG

i³ 71.146; Strabo 14.5.3; Stadiasmus 192). The MSS of Ps.-

Skylax 102 have Κελενδρ�ς, emended in GGM. Kelenderis is

called a polis in the urban sense by Ps.-Skylax 102. That it was

a polis in the political sense too is indicated by its member-

ship of the Delian League. At least, it was assessed for tribute

in 425/4 (IG i³ 71.146), 2 tal.

Kelenderis was a Greek colony founded by Samos (no.

864) (Pompon. 1.77 (with Nagidos); Hdn. iii.2 925.7). The
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Samian foundation is tentatively dated before 700 (Shipley

(1987) 41–42). A cult of Hera was taken over from the

metropolis Samos (Hdn. Περ� µον. λ/ξ. 925.7, Lentz). C8l

Greek sherds from Tarsos attest Greek presence in Kilikia

from this period (Braun (1982) 15).

Ps.-Skylax 102 places Kelenderis in Kilikia. It lay on a

coastal promontory, protecting the natural harbour below;

a larger harbour was situated 1.6 km to the west.Strabo 14.5.3

describes it as having a λιµ�ν. Urban remains from the

Greek history of the site are sparse; some stretches of the cir-

cuit wall are probably Greek, though no chronology is

offered (TIB 5: 298).

Kelenderis struck silver coins on the Persic standard from

C5m. (1) Staters: obv. nude horseman with whip riding to l.;

rev. goat kneeling l. head reverted, at times symbols in field,

all within incuse circle; legends on either obv. or rev. ΚΕΛ,

ΚΕΛΕΝ (SNG Cop. Cilicia 76–78; Kraay (1962) 2–6); one

issue has ΚΕΛΕΝ∆ΕΡΙΤΙΚΟΝ (Head, HN² 719). (2)

Lower denominations: thirds with types as above (SNG von

Aulock 5333–34), obols, hemiobols: obv. forepart of Pegasos;

rev. forepart of goat; legend: ΚΕΛ (SNG Cop. Cilicia

79–80); or Gorgoneion, or head of Athena or other types

(SNG von Aulock 5614–16). (3) From c.400–333, staters: types

and legends as above, but obv. horseman riding r. (SNG Cop.

Cilicia 81–84, 90–91; SNG von Aulock 5630–38); obols, types

as above and obv. horse prancing, or head of Herakles (SNG

Cop. Cilicia 85–89, 92–94).

1009. Mallos (Marlotas, Mallotes) Map 66. Lat. 36.45, lat.

35.30. Size of territory: ? Type: A:β. The toponym is Μαλλ#ς,

! (Arist.De ventis 973a1; Ps.-Skylax 102;Arr.Anab.2.5.9; Eust.

Comm. Dionys. Per. 875) or Μ�λος (Diod. 19.56.5). The city-

ethnic is Μαρλ#τας on C5l/C4e coins (infra) or Μαλλ)της

(Arr. Anab. 2.5.9). Mallos is called a polis in the urban sense

by Ps.-Skylax 102. The collective use of the city-ethnic is

found internally on coinage (infra), and externally in Arr.

Anab. 2.5.9 (r333).

The Mallotai were supposedly >ποικοι of Argos (no. 347)

(Arr. Anab. 2.5.9; cf. Bing (1969) 110). A foundation myth

involved the Argive hero Amphilochos and Mopsos (Strabo

14.5.16; cf. supra 1216). There was a cult of Amphilochos in

Mallos (Arr. Anab. 2.5.9 (r333)), and his famous oracle in

Mallos is attested in late sources (Bosworth (1980) 197). The

Aramaic coin legends, however, should be noted, and it has

been suggested that the name indicates a Phoenician origin

(Triedler (1969)). Alexander the Great conquered Mallos in

333 and put an end to an ongoing stasis between the citizens

(Arr. Anab. 2.5.9).

Mallos is placed in Kilikia by Ps.-Skylax 102 and Diod.

19.56.5. It has been identified with the urban remains on a

hill above the river Ceyhan (ancient Pyramos), near the

present-day village of Kiziltahta. According to local inhabit-

ants, an inscription mentioning the city was found in the

vicinity (AnatSt (1974) 28). Mallos’ harbour was Magarsos

(see supra 1213), and the two cities became Antiocheia on the

Pyramos during the reign of Antiochos IV. The extant urban

remains are Roman (TIB 5: 337).

Mallos struck coins from C5s on the Persian standard. (1)

Staters: obv. semi-nude male winged figure in Knielauf to r.,

holding disk with star on it, at times Aramaic legend; rev.

swan, in field various symbols; legend: ΜΑΡΛΟΤΑΝ,

ΜΑΡΛΟ, ΜΑΛΡΟ or other abbreviations. Other types

are obv. bearded winged figure in Knielauf holding disk, var-

ious symbols in field; rev. as above.An issue attested by a sin-

gle specimen has obv. Hermes riding l. on a ram; rev. male

winged figure in Knielauf to l. carrying disk; legend: ΜΑΡ.

Minor denominations have obv. bearded head of Herakles,

or head of Athena, or head of Aphrodite and rev. types as

above; legend: ΜΑΛ. (2) C.385–333 Mallos issued a rich

coinage with a great variety of types. Staters: obv. Dionysos;

rev. male figure ploughing. Or obv. head of Kronos; rev.

Demeter. Or obv. Baal standing resting on sceptre; rev.

Ahuramazda (issue of Tiribazos, 386–380)). Or obv. Athena

seated; rev. Hermes and Aphrodite standing. Or obv. head of

Herakles; rev. bearded satrap; head of Aphrodite. Or obv.

head of satrap; rev. legend: ΜΑΛ or ΜΑΛΛΩΤΗΣ

(Imhoof-Blumer (1901–2) 467–68; Kraay (1962) 7–8; SNG

Cop. Cilicia 164–65, Suppl. 580–81; SNG von Aulock, 5705–6,

5708–10).

1010. Nagidos (Nagideus) Map 66. Lat. 36.05, long. 33.00.

Size of territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Ν�γιδος, !

(Hecat. fr. 266; Ps.-Skylax 102; Strabo 14.6.3, conj. Corais;

SEG 39 1426.46 (after 238)). The city-ethnic is Ναγιδε�ς

(SEG 39 1426.4 (after 238); C4e coins (infra)). It is called a

polis in the urban sense by Hecat. fr. 266 (Hansen (1997) 24)

and Ps.-Skylax 102. It is placed between Pamphylia and

Kilikia by Steph. Byz. 466.24, possibly citing Hecat. fr. 266,

and in Kilikia by Ps.-Skylax 102. The metropolis was suppos-

edly Samos (no. 864) (Pompon. 1.77; cf. Shipley (1987)

41–42), and Hecat. fr. 266 identifies an eponymous founder,

Nagis.

On the basis of Strabo, who mentions Nagidos as the first

city after Anemourion (14.5.3, cf. 14.6.3), the city has been

identified with the ruins of Bozyazı, c.18 km east of

Anemourion. Nagidos was situated on a coastal plateau,
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fortified with a circuit wall, of which substantial segments

are extant. The C5–C4 fortification was built in polygonal

and isodomic masonry, strengthened with square bastions.

The few other urban remains are Roman, but surface finds

cover C4 through Roman periods.The cemetery of the Greek

city on the slopes of the settlement plateau has been investi-

gated (TIB 5: 363–64; Bean and Mitford (1970) 191–92).

Nagidos struck silver coins from C5l on the Persian stand-

ard. Staters: obv. Aphrodite seated l. on throne holding

phiale, crowned by Eros; rev.bearded Dionysos, in himation,

standing l. holding thyrsos and grapes; legend:

ΝΑΓΙ∆ΙΚΟΝ or ΝΑΓΙ∆, all in incuse circle. Variant

types have rev. Dionysos in chlamys holding kantharos; leg-

end: ΝΑΓΙ∆ΕΩΝ. Or obv. head of bearded Dionysos with

ivy wreath; rev. head of Athena, legends as above. Smaller

denominations are tetrobols: types as above, and obols: obv.

head of Aphrodite; rev. head of Dionysos, or standing

Dionysos, or head of Pan, or kantharos. The mint produced

coins until c.333, with variations of the above types. Nagidos

also issued a bronze coinage in the same period (SNG Cop.

Cilicia 174–84; Suppl. 588; SNG von Aulock 5748–52).

1011. Soloi (Soleus) Map 66. Lat. 36.45, long. 34.30. Size of

territory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Σ#λοι, οH (Hecat. fr.

268 �Steph. Byz. 581.12; Xen. An. 1.2.24; Ps.-Skylax 102;

Strabo 14.5.8, 17 (rC4l); Eust. Comm. Dionys. Per. 875) or

Σ)λεια, ! (Dion. Epic. fr. 5, Müller, GGM ii, xxvii (undat-

ed)). The city-ethnic is Σολε�ς (C5 coins (infra); Lind.

Temp. Chron. (FGrHist 532) C.33; Polyb. 21.24.11 (190/89)) or,

exceptionally, Σ#λιος (some C5 coins (infra); cf. Stroud

(1984) 201 n. 24. Soloi is called a polis Hellenis in the urban

sense by Ps.-Skylax 102. The earliest attestation of the politi-

cal sense is Polyb. 21.24.10. The collective use of the city-eth-

nic is found internally on Classical coins (infra), and

externally in Lind. Temp. Chron. (FGrHist 532) C.33 (rC6 or

rC5)) and at Polyb. 21.24.11.

Hes. fr. 279, MW, associates Soloi with the death of

Amphilochos; Euphorion fr. 1 (Scheidweiler) and Diog.

Laert. 1.51 report that the name originally derived from

Solon and believe it to be an Athenian colony. Soloi was

allegedly founded by Lindos (no. 997) on Rhodos and by

Achaians (Strabo 14.5.8, 17). Bing (1971) suggests a founda-

tion date of 700–600; Boardman ((1980) 50) suggests C7e

(but notes that there is no archaeological evidence). For a

pre-C7 colonisation by Argos (no. 347), see Pompon. 1.13;

Polyb. 21.24.11; Livy 37.56.7 (with Blumenthal (1963) 106).

Ps.-Skylax 102 describes Soloi as a polis Hellenis, and inscrip-

tions in Doric Greek are known from the site (Erzen (1940)

71 n. 118), though the term σολοικ�ζειν, “speaking incor-

rectly”, is supposed to derive from Kilikian Soloi (Strabo

14.2.28; cf. Diog. Laert. 1.51). It has been suggested that orig-

inally it was a Phoenician colony settled by Rhodians in C8

(Olshausen (1975)).

The Argive foundation of Soloi and kinship between

Argos (no. 347) and Soloi are reflected in the Argive decree

(SEG 34 282) which grants citizenship to the Aspendians and

access to the Argive aliaia (cf. Aspendos (no. 1001)) and

refers to similar rights as granted previously, i.e.before c.330,

to Soloi (Stroud (1984) 201–2, 208).

In 333 Alexander the Great fined the city for its support for

Persia (Arr. Anab. 2.5.5) and gave it a democratic constitu-

tion (Anab. 2.5.8). A dedication was made to Athana Lindia,

prior to C3, possibly in C5 or even in C6 according to

Blinkenberg ((FGrHist 532) C.33).

Soloi was situated on a coastal plateau on the estuary of

the river Liparis.The urban remains of the c.35 ha settlement

site are no earlier than the late Hellenistic period (TIB 5:

382). An acropolis is mentioned by Curt. 3.7.2.

Soloi struck silver coins from c.480 to 333. (1) Sigloi of the

royal Persian type, c.480: obv.Amazon examining bow l.; rev.

rough rectangular incuse. (2) In c.460 followed a first issue

of staters on the Persic standard: obv. type as above; rev.

bunch of grapes, no legend. (3) From c.440 staters: obv.

Amazon kneeling l. wearing pointed cap, holding bow, in

field bow case and quiver; rev. bunch of grapes; legend: ΣΟ

or ΣΟΛΕΩΝ, at times letters, possibly magistrates’ initials,

all within incuse square. Lower denominations are tetrobols

(types as above), obols and hemiobols: obv. head of

Amazon; rev. as above. (4) Later issues have obv. head of

Athena in Athenian helmet; rev. bunch of grapes; legend:

ΣΟΛΙ, or ΣΟΛΙΟ, or ΣΟΛΙΟΝ, or the ktetic

ΣΟΛΙΚΟΝ. Lesser denominations are obols and

hemiobols (types as above). (5) From 386 to 333, staters: obv.

head of Herakles; rev. bearded head of satrap in Persian

tiara; legend: ΣΟΛΕΩΝ or ΣΟΛΙΚΟΝ. Also staters with

types as above, but on rev. owl in field. (6) In C4 also an issue

of bronze coins: obv. head of Athena; rev. bunch of grapes;

legend: ΣΟΛΕΩΝ and magistrates’ names (Head, HN²

728; Brindley (1994) 264–65, groups 1–7; SNG Cop. Cilicia

223–38; SNG von Aulock 5857–65).
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I. The Island

The name of the island is Κ�προς, ! (Hom. Od. 4.83; Hdt.

1.199.5); the ethnic is Κ�πριος (Pind. Pyth. 2.16; Hdt.

1.105.3). During the Archaic and Classical periods

(c.750–c.325) Cyprus was divided into local kingdoms—rel-

atively small political units whose rulers were vassals first of

Assyria (C8l–c.663 (c.612?)), then of Egypt (c.570–526/5),

and finally of Achaemenid Persia (526/5–332).¹ Our inform-

ation about the history of Cyprus in these times is unfortun-

ately scanty and often confused. Extant contemporary

written sources are confined to Herodotos, Isokrates, Ps.-

Skylax, some fragments of authors such as Solon, Aristotle

and Klearchos of Soloi, and to syllabic inscriptions.

The archaeological evidence is uneven, to say the least:

“While the major settlements remain largely unexcavated,

it is the cemeteries which provide most of our available

information.”²

Hellenistic and Roman inscriptions and literary texts also

refer to cities in the island as poleis. From a methodological

point of view, however, this later evidence cannot be used

retrospectively in order to determine whether a Cypriot city

was a polis (or was considered as such) in Archaic or

Classical times.After the abolition of the kingdoms between

313 and 306,³ the cities began to evolve institutions modelled

on the traditional Greek polis.⁴ A digraphic inscription from

Amathous, in which he polis he Amathousion honours a cit-

izen, attests the beginnings of this process.⁵ Later writers

such as Diodorus may be fairly reliable witnesses for polit-

ical and military events in Cyprus, or for the cults of the

cities; but their designation of a city as a polis reflects more

likely than not its status in the Hellenistic or Roman period.

The earliest evidence for the kingdoms of Cyprus are

inscriptions of Sargon II (709) which mention seven kings

of Yadnana (Kypros) paying tribute.⁶ A prism of

Essarhadon (673/2) and an identical list of Ashurbanipal

(664) name ten kingdoms of Cyprus.⁷ Of these, eight can be

identified: Idalion, Chytroi, Salamis, Paphos, Soloi,

Kourion, Tamassos, Ledroi. Qartihadast very likely equals

Kition, while Nûria defies identification, although it is

sometimes equated with Amathous.

From C6l to C4l, when Cyprus formed part of the Fifth

Satrapy (Hdt. 3.91.1), twelve local kingdoms are securely

attested in contemporary literary and epigraphical sources:

Salamis, Lapethos, Soloi, Marion, Tamassos, Idalion,

Amathous, Kourion, Paphos, Karpasia, Keryneia and

Kition.⁸ Diodorus confirms the continuing political div-

ision of Cyprus when he reports that by C4m the island had

nine π#λεις �ξι#λογοι, ruled by a king who was in turn a

vassal of the Great King (16.42.4); he probably no longer

counted Idalion and Tamassos.⁹ The numbers of kingdoms

given by the various ancient authors never tally exactly, but

as it is obvious that critical caution has to be exercised with

regard to the reliability of such lists, there seems no point in

arguing too finely about the differences. There can be no

doubt, however, that the number of kingdoms did vary to a

certain extent.¹⁰

The Cypriot kingdoms are often called “city kingdoms”,

but this term seems somehow incongruous. The kings of

Cyprus ruled over fairly large territories which comprised,

besides the city which served both as residence and 
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¹ See in general Hill (1949); for the Archaic period, see Karageorghis (1982a)
530–33, (1982b); Reyes (1994); for the Classical period, see Collombier (1991),
(1993); Maier (1994).

² Coldstream (1985) 53. ³ See Collombier (1993) 127–41.
⁴ Mehl (1996a) 127–28, 142–44; see also Collombier (1993) 121.
⁵ ICS 196b; after the end of the last king,Androkles: Mitford (1953) 87; Masson

(1983) 207; Mehl (1995) 102 n. 20; Collombier (1993) 136.

⁶ Saporetti (1976); Elayi and Cavigneaux (1979).
⁷ Campbell Thompson (1931); Borger (1956) 60; Pritchard (1969) 290–91,

294; see Hill (1949) 105–8; Karageorghis (1982) 57–59; Reyes (1994) 58–60.
⁸ Karpasia (no. 1014) and Keryneia (no. 1015) appear—together with Salamis

(no. 1020), Lapethos (no. 1017), Soloi (no. 1021), Marion (no. 1018), and
Amathous (no. 1012)—as poleis in Ps.-Skylax 103. As this Periplous seems to have
been compiled at the end of C4 (“c. 325 B.C.”, OCD² 802; “late 4th cent.”, OCD³

1141), it may with some confidence be considered as a more or less contemporary
source.

⁹ Collombier (1991) 29, 38 lists for C4 Salamis, Kition, Amathous, Kourion,
Paphos, Marion, Soloi, Lapethos and Keryneia.

¹⁰ See also Collombier (1991) 28–30.



administrative centre, small towns and villages. Diodorus

hints at this state of affairs when he refers to µικρ3

πολ�σµατα dependent on the π#λεις �ξι#λογοι (16.42.4

(rC4m)). Most of these smaller settlements are known from

archaeological evidence only. The settlement patterns, and

especially the relations between centre and periphery, are

now being investigated by a number of survey projects in var-

ious parts of the island. The size of the kingdoms cannot be

determined with any accuracy at present. The attempts made

so far are, in view of the evidence available, at best inspired

guesswork.¹¹ There can be little doubt, however, that all the

Cypriot poleis had territories of over 500 km² and thus belong

in the largest of the categories used in this Inventory.

How far do these Cypriot kingdoms and their cities fit

into an inventory of Archaic and Classical Greek poleis?

Their political institutions are difficult to reconstruct. The

contemporary sources unequivocally record the rule of

kings in the cities of Cyprus.¹² The conditions of their vas-

salage and the resulting restrictions of sovereignty are not

known in great detail. The basic structure common to all

kingdoms—whether they were ruled by Greek or

Phoenician dynasties—seems to have been a hereditary

autocratic monarchy.¹³ This political system survived until

the kingdoms were abolished by Ptolemy I at the end of C4.

The contemporary sources do not often designate the

cities that formed the capitals of the Greek kingdoms in

Cyprus as poleis. The term is applied in its urban meaning

e.g. when Herodotos, describing the Persian siege opera-

tions and reconquest in 498/7, refers to τ3ς π#λις τ+ν

Κυπρ�ων, viz. τ+ν δ* .ν Κ�πρ�ω πολ�ων (5.115). When

Solon wishes King Philokypros of Soloi to rule long τ�νδε

π#λιν, polis might be taken to mean the state; the ο2κισµ#ς

context of these distics, on the other hand, could suggest an

urban meaning.¹⁴

In hundreds of contemporary syllabic inscriptions the

term polis occurs in one text only: in the C5 bronze tablet

from Idalion (no. 1013) (ICS 217) πτ#λις seems to be used in

a restricted political sense. It is indeed extremely doubtful

whether poleis in the traditional Greek sense existed in

Archaic and Classical Cyprus. There is no positive evidence

either for the inhabitants of the cities being citizens and not

subjects, or for the development of representative institu-

tions before the end of C4.¹⁵

If we confine ourselves to the facts that are based on reli-

able contemporary evidence or can be inferred from it with

a sufficient degree of plausibility, ten out of the fourteen set-

tlements mentioned so far can be included in the Inventory

of Archaic and Classical Greek poleis in Cyprus: Amathous

(no. 1012), Idalion (no. 1013), Karpasia (no. 1014), Keryneia

(no. 1015), Kourion (no. 1016), Lapethos (no. 1017),

Marion (no. 1018), Paphos (no. 1019), Salamis (no. 1020) and

Soloi (no. 1021).

Kition possibly appears in the Assyrian kingdom lists,¹⁶

but was and remained a Phoenician foundation. Chytroi,

named in the Assyrian lists as a kingdom,¹⁷ is not mentioned

again before C2e.¹⁸ For Ledroi, also named in the Assyrian

lists,¹⁹ the ethnic Λ/δριος is attested in a C4l inscription and

in C3 inscriptions and graffiti.²⁰ In the first century ad,how-

ever, Ledrai appears as a κ)µη (Acta Barnabae 25). Neither

town obviously was any longer autonomous at the begin-

ning of Persian rule.²¹ Their listing as kingdoms in the

Assyrian texts cannot be regarded as an equivalent for the

term polis, and Chytroi and Ledroi therefore are not includ-

ed in the Inventory.

Tamassos does not appear as a polis in contemporary

sources, although it is named as “Tamesi” in the lists of

Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal.²² After that, “history has

nothing to say about Tamassos”,²³ until around 350–340 the

bankrupt King Pasikypros sells τ� χωρ�ον κα� τ�ν α6το%

βασιλε�αν to King Pumiathon of Kition for 50 tal. (Douris

(FGrHist 76) fr. 4).²⁴ Here again the Assyrian texts cannot

provide an equivalent for the term polis. The existence of C6

built “royal tombs”, of remains of a C5–C4 fortification wall,

and of Archaic/Classical sanctuaries (of Aphrodite-Astarte

¹¹ E.g. the maps sketched by Rupp (1987) 166–68; cf. also Collombier (1991)
38; Masson and Hermary (1992). Snodgrass (1988) 14–15 calculates about 925

km² for the “ ‘notional’ Cypriot kingdoms”.
¹² Herodotos describes the rulers sometimes as basilees, sometimes (even in

the same chapter) as tyrannoi (5.109, 110, 113): both terms denote autocratic rule.
Isokrates’ description of the ruling methods of Euagoras conforms, despite its
openly eulogistic tendencies (9.20–23, 46, 48, 72, 3.38), in principle with
Herodotos.

¹³ Maier (1994) 299–302; Mehl (1995), (1996a) 140–41.
¹⁴ Solon fr. 7.2, Diehl; Plut. Sol. 26: Solon counselled Philokypros to transfer

the city from a hill-top to the coastal plain.

¹⁵ The hypothesis of an “essentially aristocratic government” in the 
kingdoms, suggested (in the wake of R. S. Merrillees, H. van Effenterre and 
W. D. Rupp) recently by Demand (1996), is based on a speculative (and slightly
preconceived) reading of the archaeological evidence; it tends to create another
factoid.

¹⁶ But not certainly: Hill (1949) 107–8; Collombier (1991) 27–28.
¹⁷ Borger (1956) no. 60. 64.
¹⁸ Save for a reference to τοLς Χυτρο�ς in a fragment of Lysias, preserved by

Harpokration, s.v. Chytrioi. Chytroi in a Delphic list of theorodokoi from Cyprus
(C2e): Plassart (1921) 4 col. i.3; the restoration of the ethnic in Kafizin (C3l) by
Mitford (1980) nos. 46, 221, 226, is open to doubt.

¹⁹ Borger (1956) no. 60.71.
²⁰ Mitford (1961) 136 no. 36: Λεδρ��ω .[ν] τεµ/νει; Kafizin (C3s): Mitford

(1980) no. 236; graffiti on the temple of Achoris (390–378) at Karnak: Masson
(1980) 232–33; Traunecker et al. (1981); the C4 date for the graffiti is hypothetical.

²¹ Collombier (1991) 38. ²² Borger (1956) no. 60.69.
²³ Mitford (1961) 138. ²⁴ Maier (1994) 327.
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and Apollo)²⁵ do not warrant inclusion of Tamassos in the

list of Archaic and Classical poleis.

Golgoi presents a slightly different case. It does not appear

in contemporary sources; no coins of Golgoi are known.²⁶

The archaeological evidence points to a fortified town in

C5–C4,²⁷ but this does not seem reason enough to list

Golgoi as a polis (not even as a weak type C)—especially as it

appears as a χωρ�ον in Paus. 8.5.2. Golgoi seems to have

been, however, a relatively important cult centre “en dehors

des capitales”, comparable to places such as Ag. Irini.²⁸

Settlements of this type might represent the dependent

mikra polismata to which Diodorus refers (16.42.4 (rC4m)).

II. The Poleis

1012. Amathous (Amathousios) Map 72. Lat. 34.15, long.

33.10. Size of territory: 5. Type: A:β. The toponym is

?µαθο%ς, -ντος, ! (Hdt. 5.105.1; Epiph. De xii Gemmis 1.6).

The city-ethnic is ?µαθο�σιος (Hdt. 5.104.2). Amathous

possibly appears as a kingdom in the inscriptions of

Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no. 60.71;

Baurain (1981); Collombier (1991) 27–28). It is called a polis

in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 103, where Amathous, with

the comment α(τ#χθον/ς ε2σιν, is listed as one of the

toponyms after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε. Polis in the

political sense is found in SEG 16 789 (C4l/C3e). The syllab-

ic inscriptions of Amathous show indeed that a thus far

undeciphered language (“Eteokyprian”) was written (and

spoken?) there (Masson (1983) 203–6; but see Reyes (1994)

13–17); a Phoenician element is also attested,especially in the

Archaic period (Hermary (1997)). The collective use of the

city-ethnic is attested externally in Hdt. 5.104.2.

Amathous sided with the Persians in the Ionian Revolt.

The city must have been fortified by then, as it was besieged

by Onesilos of Salamis and successfully defended (Hdt.

5.104–8, 114). In 391 it was allied with Soloi (no. 1021) and

Kition against Euagoras I (Ephor. fr. 76; Diod. 14.98.2). King

Androkles joined Alexander the Great during the siege of

Tyros in 332 and lost his quinquireme (Arr. Anab. 2.22.2).

During the Archaic and Classical periods the acropolis

and the lower town were defended by a city wall with rectan-

gular towers (Hermary (1993) 174–75; Aupert and Hermary

(1995) 95; Aupert (2000) 47–52); the defences enclosed c.18

ha. The main architectural remains on the acropolis consist

of a large public building (a palace?), rebuilt several times

between C8m and c.300, and the open court sanctuary of

Aphrodite, C8m to first century ad (Hermary (1993) 175–76,

183–87, (1997) 88; Aupert and Hermary (1995) 90–93; Aupert

(2000) 52–55, 59–63).

The “goddess of Amathous” was Aphrodite, often called

“Kypria” or “Aphrodite Kypria” (Catal. 36.11–14, 68.51; Verg.

Aen. 10.51; Ov. Met. 10.220–42; Paus. 9.41.2 mentions an

“ancient sanctuary of Adonis and Aphrodite”). The epony-

mous hero Amathous, son of Aërias, the founder of the

Paphian shrine of Aphrodite, is said to have founded the

sanctuary of the Amathousian Venus, one of the three oldest

shrines in Cyprus (Tac. Ann. 3.62.4). Another tradition

makes the Amathousians descendants of “companions of

Kinyras, who had been put to flight by the Greeks who

accompanied Agamemnon” (Theopomp. fr. 103).

The kings of Amathous struck coins on the Persian

standard, from C4e on the Rhodian standard,

c.460/430–c.350 (Rhoïkos). Denominations: stater and frac-

tions down to hemiobol. Principal types: obv. recumbent

lion, sometimes with eagle flying above, or lion’s head; rev.

forepart of lion in incuse square or circle; legend: name of

king in syllabic script (Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 1254–77;

Head, HN² 737; Masson (1983) 209–12; Amandry (1984);

SNG Cop. Cyprus 1–4).

1013. Idalion (Edalios) Map 72. Lat. 35.7, long. 33.25. Size

of territory: 5. Type: A:β. The toponym is ’Ιδ�λιον (e-ta-li-

o-ne (’Εδ�λιον) in C5 syllabic inscriptions such as ISC

217–18; Steph. Byz. 326.6). The city-ethnic is ’Εδ�λιος

(syllabic e-ta-li-e-we-se: ICS 217.2). Idalion appears as a

kingdom, “Edil”, in the lists of Esarhaddon and

Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no. 60.63). The C5m syllabic

inscription ICS 217 (Mitford and Masson (1982) 72) men-

tions the basileus Stasikypros and the πτ#λις of Idalion.

Both contribute to the emoluments of physicians, and this

seems to imply that the ptolis had a separate treasury. Thus -

πτ#λις here seems to have a political meaning, although it

does not follow from the extant text that the king and city

shared the government of Idalion, as is sometimes assumed.

In line 1 referring to a siege of the city, πτ#λις is used in the

urban sense; and Idalion is likely to be one of the unnamed

poleis mentioned in the urban sense by Hdt. 5.115. The

²⁵ Masson (1964) 210–31; Nicolaou (1976c); Buchholz (1977).
²⁶ Collombier (1991) 38. No evidence for Golgoi as an independent state in

this period: Hill (1949) 133 n. 4.
²⁷ Sector of living quarters and fortification wall of the Classical period:

Bakalakis (1988).
²⁸ Collombier (1991) 30. “Rural sanctuary” at Golgoi, 1st phase until C4l:

Christou (1995) 822–24. For Ayia Irini, see SCE ii. 642–824; Quilici and Quilici-
Gigli (1972–73); Nicolaou (1976a).
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collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally on

coins (infra) and in inscriptions (ICS 217, 220, 228).

Idalion joined the Ionian Revolt and was besieged and

taken by the Persians (Hdt. 5.115.1–2). The inscription ICS

217 records a siege of Idalion by “Medes and Kitians”(its date

is disputed, between c.478 and c.445, if not later); but the

siege was unsuccessful, as King Stasikypros still ruled when

the inscription was set up. Thus these operations cannot

have been connected with the conquest of Idalion by the

Phoenicians during the reign of King Ozbaal of Kition, who

seems to have ruled shortly after the middle of C5 (the pre-

cise chronology of these events and of the kings of Kition is

still disputed: Collombier (1991) 34–35; Maier (1994) 310). It

is also open to debate whether Idalion was incorporated into

the kingdom of Kition or ruled in personal union only. In

any case, Phoenician influence followed political conquest:

Phoenicians lived at Idalion, as their tomb inscriptions tes-

tify; Phoenician deities were worshipped in the city. The city

seems to have suffered a major destruction at the end of C4

(Stager and Walker (1989) 466; Hadjicosti (1993)), but sur-

vived into Hellenistic and Roman times.

The principal (western) acropolis was fortified already in

the Archaic period, and thus was possibly affected by the

Persian siege of 498/7. At the end of C6 the whole city,

including both citadels (an area of c.40 ha), was enclosed by

a fortification wall with rectangular bastions (stone founda-

tion with mudbrick superstructure), which was rebuilt at

least twice and remained in use until c.300 (Stager and

Walker (1978), (1979), (1989) 13–57, 462–64; Hadjicosti

(1994), (1995)). A large building on the western acropolis

may have served in the Archaic period as a palace, and in the

Classical period as the administrative centre of Idalion with

archives (C4 ostraka, with mainly Phoenician, but also some

syllabic and alphabetic Greek texts; Masson (1992);

Hadjicosti (1994), (1995); Stager and Walker (1989) 5–13,

462–64). It remains to be seen whether the “alignments sug-

gestive of an overall building plan” observed so far do con-

stitute “evidence for town-planning” in C5 (Stager and

Walker (1989) 463).

The main cult of Idalion was that of Aphrodite (Theoc. Id.

15.100–3; Verg. Aen. 1.681, 692–93, 10.51–52; Catal. 36.11–12,

64.96). A court sanctuary of the “Great Mother”, identified

by the Greeks with Aphrodite, and a C8–C4 open-air sanc-

tuary of Apollo Amyklos, the Phoenician “Reshef Mikal”,

were situated on the eastern acropolis (Masson (1968a);

Senff (1993); Gaber (1997) 137). The western acropolis

housed a temenos of Athena (identified with “Anat” by the

Phoenicians), C8m(?)–c.475.

The kings of Idalion struck coins on the Persian standard

C6l–c.450 (Stasikypros). Denominations: stater and fractions

down to twelfth. Principal types: obv. sphinx seated, or head

of Aphrodite; legend: name of king in syllabic script;

e-ta-li on a series of Stasikypros; rev. incuse square, or lotus

flower in incuse circle (Babelon,Traité ii.2 nos. 1245–53; Head,

HN² 738–39; Masson (1983) 250–52; SNG Cop. Cyprus 22).

1014. Karpasia (Karpaseus) Map 72. Lat. 35.40, long.

34.25. Size of territory: 5. Type: [A]:α. The toponym is

Καρπασ�α, ! (Hellan. fr. 57) or Καρπ�σεια (Ps.-Skylax

103) or Κραπ�σεια (Dion. Epic. fr. 2, Heitsch). The city-

ethnic is Καρπασε�ς (Hell. Oxy. 15.3; Theopomp. fr. 20).

Karpasia is called a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 103,

where it is listed as one of the toponyms after the heading

π#λεις . . .α_δε; it was, however, possibly never the capital of

a kingdom (Hadjiioannou (1983) no. 197; Collombier (1993)

145).The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested external-

ly in Theopomp. fr. 20; in Hell. Oxy. 15.2–4 an individual is

repeatedly referred to as W Καρπασε�ς (e.g. 23.2, 3,

Chambers), but the individual use proper is not attested

before C3 (I.Cal. 227.A.17).

In 398 a Καρπασε�ς, elected strategos of Cypriot troops

in Konon’s force, led a mutiny at Kaunos (Hell. Oxy. 15.1–3).

There is no further mention of the city until the siege by

Demetrios in 307/6 (Diod. 20.47.2). Thus Karpasia must

have been fortified at least in C4; but so far the only traces of

the Archaic and Classical town are remains of a few C5–C4

houses (du Plat Taylor (1980) 160–82; see also Hogarth

(1889) 88–90) and a Classical cemetery (Dray and du Plat

Taylor (1937–39)). According to a fragment of Hellanikos’

Kypriaka, the town was founded by Pygmalion, king of

Sidon (Hellan. fr. 57 apud Steph. Byz. 361.13–14), but there is

no evidence of Phoenician presence thus far (see also

Gjerstad (1948) 441–42).

1015. Keryneia (Kerynites) Map 72. Lat. 35.20, long. 33.20.

Size of territory: 5. Type: [A]:? The toponym is Κερ�νεια, !

(Ps.-Skylax 103; Diod. 19.62.6). The city-ethnic is Κερυν�της

(Diod. 19.59.1 (r315); a restored [Κερυ]ν�της in Mitford

(1980) no. 317 (225/4) is doubtful). Keryneia is called a polis

in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 103, where it is listed as one

of the toponyms after the heading π#λεις . . . α_δε. It was

ruled by kings (Diod. 19.59.1 (r315): basileus, 19.79.4 (r313/12):

dynastes). The individual use of the city-ethnic is attested

externally in Diod. 19.59.1 (r315) and possibly at Kafizin

(Mitford (1980) no. 307).

No remains of Archaic or Classical architecture have been

discovered so far; Archaic–Hellenistic terracotta and lime-
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stone statuettes come from the sanctuary of an unknown

deity.

From Strabo’s reference to an Achaion akte (14.6.3) on the

north coast of Cyprus, it has sometimes been inferred, not

very convincingly, that Keryneia was colonised from Achaia.

1016. Kourion (Kourieus) Map 72. Lat. 34.40, long. 32.50.

Size of territory: 5. Type: B:α. The toponym is Κο�ριον

(Hdt. 5.113.1). The city-ethnic is Κουριε�ς (Hdt. 5.113.1; Arr.

Anab. 22.22.2 (r332); Aupert (1982) no. 265.5). Kourion

appears as a kingdom, “Kuri”, in the inscriptions of

Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no. 60.68)

and may have been one of the unnamed poleis mentioned in

the urban sense at Hdt. 5.115. The collective use of the city-

ethnic is attested externally in Hdt. 5.113.1 (cf. Aupert (1982)

no. 265.5 (C2e)), its individual use externally in Arr. Anab.

22.22.2 (r332).

According to Hdt. 5.113.1, the Kouriees were ?ργε�ων

>ποικοι (cf. Strabo 14.6.3: Argeion ktisma). Kourion joined

the Ionian Revolt (Hdt. 5.113.1, by implication), but King

Stasanor deserted the Cypriot army in the battle of Salamis

in 498 (Hdt. 5.113.1). Thus we cannot be certain that Hdt.

5.115. implies a siege and conquest of Kourion by the Persians

in 498/7; no remains of city defences of this period have been

discovered so far. In 332 King Pasikrates joined Alexander

the Great at the siege of Tyros and lost his quinquireme (Arr.

Anab. 22.22.2); in 323/2 he was appointed theorodokos to host

theoroi from Nemea (Miller (1988) 148.6–7).

The protecting god of Kourion was Apollo Hylates

(I.Kourion 41, 104, etc.; Strabo 14.6.3). The remains of his

sanctuary outside the walls date from C7 to the fourth cen-

tury ad (Scranton (1967); Christou (1986) 50–57; Soren

(1997) 305).

No coins can be securely attributed thus far to the kings of

Kourion (Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 827–31; Head, HN² 745;

Cox (1959); Masson (1983) 200–1; Collombier (1991) 30).

1017. Lapethos (Lapithios) Map 72. Lat. 35.20, long. 33.10.

Size of territory: 5. Type: [A]:β. The toponym is Λ�πηθις

(Ps.-Skylax 103) or Λ�πιθος (Diod. 19.62.6 (r315)) or

Λ�πηθος (BCH 45 (1921) 4.i.5 (230–220)). The city-ethnic is

Λαπ�θιος (Diod. 19.59.1 (r315)) or Λαπ�θιος (Traunecker

et al. (1981) no. 38 (c.385); REG 3 (1890) 85 no. 74); cf. on the

name RE xii. 763. Lapethos occurs only once in a contem-

porary source: as a polis in the urban sense at Ps.-Skylax 103,

where it is listed as one of the toponyms after the heading

π#λεις . . . α_δε. The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in Traunecker (1981) no. 38 (c.385:

’Ονασ�λος Λαπ�(θιος)) and Diod. 19.59.1 (r315).

Ps.-Skylax 103 calls the city Λ�πηθις Φοιν�κων. In the

Archaic and Classical periods Lapethos seems indeed to

have represented a kind of Graeco–Phoenician commun-

ity—despite a Greek foundation legend (Lakonians under

Praxandros: Strabo 14.6.3) and its undoubtedly Greek char-

acter in the subsequent Hellenistic period (Lapethos in a

Delphic list of theorodokoi in Cyprus: Plassart (1921) 4.i.5

(230–220)). Greek and Phoenician names occur side by side

in the list of kings; their coin legends uniformly use

Phoenician script (except for the last king, Praxippos, who

ruled when Lapethos was involved in the Successors’ strug-

gle for Cyprus (Diod. 19.59.1, 62.6 (r315); Maier (1994) 306);

no syllabic inscriptions have been found thus far.

The kings of Lapethos struck silver staters on the Persian

standard C5f–c.312 (Praxippos). Principal types: obv. hel-

meted head of Athena; rev. helmeted head of Athena, or obv.

head of Aphrodite; rev. helmeted head of Athena, or obv.

head of Apollo; rev. Krater (Praxippos). Legends are: name

of king in Phoenician script; Praxippos’ in Greek letters

(Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 1356–64; Head, HN² 739;

Schwabacher (1947) 79–84, 100–1 nos. 206–222; Robinson

(1948) 45–47, 60–65; Kraay (1976) 302–3; SNG Cop. Cyprus

23, Suppl. 627).

1018. Marion (Marieus) Map 72. Lat. 35.05, long. 32.25.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Μ�ριον, τ#

(Ps.-Skylax 103).The city-ethnic is Μαριε�ς (syllabic ma-ri-

e-u-se on coins of King Sasmas (C5e), Timocharis (C5l),

Stasioikos II (C4l); cf. ICS 168, 170c, 171e; Diod. 19.59.1

(r315)). Marion is called a (polis) Hellenis in the urban sense

by Ps.-Skylax 103 (cf. Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996)

142). It is also likely to be one of the unnamed poleis men-

tioned in the urban sense by Hdt. 5.115. The individual use of

the city-ethnic is attested externally in Diod. 19.59.1 (r315),

internally on the coins of Sasmas (C5e), Timocharis (C5l),

Stasioikos II (C4l); cf. ICS 168, 170c, 171e.

Marion joined the Ionian Revolt and was besieged and

taken by the Persians (Hdt. 5.115.1–2). Kimon laid siege to

Marion in 449 (Diod. 12.3.3; Hill (1949) 123). The city was

destroyed by order of Ptolemy I in 312 (Diod. 19.79.4).

Whether and when the kings of Marion were lords of the

palace of Vouni and dominated Soloi (no. 1021) from there 

is still open to debate (Hill (1949) 123; Nicolaou (1976d);

Maier (1985) 36–37; Collombier (1991) 31–32; Reyes (1994)

92–94; Nielsen (1994) 54–61).Marion must have been a walled

city, most likely already in 498/7, and certainly in 449, when it

was besieged by the Athenians. The only remains of public

architecture known so far consist of a sanctuary founded in
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C8–C7 and abandoned or destroyed in C5, and of (possible)

traces of ramparts (Childs (1990), (1992), (1995), (1999)).Rich

cemeteries of the Archaic and Classical periods have also been

excavated.

The kings of Marion struck coins of silver and later also of

gold and bronze on the Persian standard from C5e (Sasmas)

to c.312 (Stasioikos II, who used the Rhodian standard for

some of his coins). Denominations (silver): stater and frac-

tions down to twelfth. Principal types: obv. recumbent lion;

rev. boar with Phrixos, or obv. head of Apollo; rev. female

deity (Aphrodite?) on bull, or obv. head of Aphrodite; rev.

thunderbolt, or ankh. Legends are basileus and name of king

in syllabic script; sometimes Marieus is added in syllabic

script, in Greek letters on coins of Stasioikos II (Babelon,

Traité ii.2 nos. 1328–47; Head, HN² 739–40; Schwabacher

(1947) 72–78, 92–97 nos. 5–154; Masson (1983) 181–85; SNG

Cop. Cyprus 24).

Ps.-Skylax 103 classifies Marion as a (polis) ‘Ελλην�ς. To

judge from the archaeological evidence and from the epi-

taphs (Mitford (1960) 178–98; Masson (1983) 154–81),

Marion was definitely a Greek city, despite King Sasmas

(c.470/60–450?), whose name is Phoenician and who uses

the Phoenician MLK for “king” on some of his coins

(Gjerstad (1946); Mehl (1996b) 381 assumes a Phoenician

ruling family using Greek names).

1019. Paphos (Paphios) Map 72. Lat. 34.40, long. 32.35.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Π�φος, !

(Alcm. fr. 55, PMG; Hdt.7.195). The city-ethnic is Π�φιος

(Hdt. 7.195). Paphos appears as a kingdom, “Pappa”, in the

lists of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no.

60.66); whether the men from “Pappa” (or “Papa”) men-

tioned in the annals of Sargon are Paphians, Anatolians or

Urartians is still uncertain: see Reyes (1994) 56. It is called a

polis, possibly in the political sense, at Aesch. Pers. 892. It

must also be one of the unnamed Cypriot poleis mentioned

in the urban sense at Hdt.5.115. Paphos also appears as a polis

in the urban sense in an inscription (c.321–309) of the last

king, Nikokles, which refers to the defences of the

ε(ρ�χορος π#λις (Maier (1959) 207 no. 58; Mitford (1960)

203; CEG ii 869). The individual use of the city-ethnic is

attested externally in Hdt. 7.195, the collective use internally

on coins of King Timarchos c.350–c.325 (Πα[φ�ων]: ICS 29)

and Nikokles (Παφ�ων: Masson (1968b)).

Paphos took part in the Ionian Revolt and was besieged

and taken by the Persians (Hdt. 5.115.1–2). Elaborate siege

and counter-siege works recovered by excavation allow a

detailed reconstruction of the operations (Maier and

Karageorghis (1984) 194–203; Maier (1996) 125–27). A

Paphian contingent of twelve ships, commanded by

Penthylos, fought in the Persian fleet of 480 (Hdt. 7.195).

Paphos became an ally of Alexander the Great in 332 (Arr.

Anab. 2.20.3, by implication).

The kings of Paphos traced their origin to the legendary

founder-king Kinyras; they alone in Cyprus combined

political power with the cult functions of high priest of

Aphrodite (Maier (1989b)). Two syllabic inscriptions of

King Nikokles (ICS 8; AAP 4,237) are fragments of oaths,but

do not (as suggested by Mehl (1996a) 141) represent a kind of

treaty between the king and his subjects.

Paphos was defended by a circuit of walls with rectangu-

lar towers, built in C8l and maintained until about 300

(remodelled C6l, repaired C4m: Maier and Karageorghis

(1984) 128–70, 209–12; Maier and von Wartburg (1985)

153–55; cf. CEG ii 869 (C4l)); it enclosed an area of c.45 ha. A

large C6–C5 ashlar building, reminiscent of Achaemenid

prototypes, seems to have been a royal palace; a large C4s

peristyle mansion may have served public functions

(Schäfer (1960); Maier (1989a) 17). An imposing chamber

tomb was the burial place of two C4s kings of Paphos,

Timocharis and Echetimos (Maier and von Wartburg (1998)

105–10; AAP 5).

Aphrodite, the “Wanassa”of the syllabic inscriptions, was

the protective goddess of Paphos (Hom. Od. 8.362–66;

Hymn. Hom. Ven. 56–67). Her main shrine was an open

court sanctuary (C12 to fourth century ad), but of its

Archaic and Classical period only votive statuettes survive

(Maier and Karageorghis (1984) 182–83; Maier and von

Wartburg (1985) 155–56). Outside the intricate north-east

gate stood an Archaic sanctuary, dedicated possibly to

Aphrodite/Astarte and Melquart/Baal and destroyed in

498/7 (Maier and Karageorghis (1984) 186–92).

The kings of Paphos struck silver coins on the Persian

standard C6l–c.325; Nikokles (c.325–c.309) used the Attic

standard. Denominations: stater and fractions down to

1/24th. Principal types: obv. human-headed bull; rev.

astragalos, or head of eagle, or obv. bull walking or standing;

rev. eagle standing or flying, or obv. Zeus(?) seated on

throne; rev. Aphrodite(?) sacrificing, or obv. head or bust of

Aphrodite wearing crown; rev. Apollo seated on omphalos.

Legends are name of king in syllabic script, except for

Nikokleous Paphion in alphabetic Greek (Babelon, Traité ii.2

nos. 1278–1327; Head, HN² 740–41; Schwabacher (1947)

85–87, 101–2 nos. 224–43; May (1952); Masson (1983)

115–23; Gesche (1970) 169, 191–93; SNG Cop. Cyprus 25–30,

Suppl. 628).
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The traditional founder of sanctuary and town was the

Arkadian king Agapenor of Tegea (Paus. 8.5.2; cf. Roy (1987);

Strabo 14.6.3); but another tradition names the indigenous

King Kinyras as the mythical founder (Pind. Pyth. 2.15–17;

Nem. 8.16–18). The cult of Aphrodite and the Archaic sculp-

ture of Paphos show definite Phoenician influences, but

traces of Phoenician presence are lacking so far (Masson

and Sznycer (1972) 81–86).

1020. Salamis (Salaminios) Map 72. Lat. 35.10, long. 33.55.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Σαλαµ�ς, !

(Hdt. 4.162; Thuc. 1.112.4). The city-ethnic is Σαλαµ�νιος

(Hdt. 5.104.1–2) or Σελαµ�νιος (ICS 323 (C5)). Salamis

appears as a kingdom, “Silli”, in the lists of Esarhaddon and

Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no. 60.67). It is called a polis in

the political sense at Aesch. Pers. 893 and Isoc. Paneg. 141, 9.19

and 3.32. Salamis is mentioned as a polis in the urban sense

by Hdt.5.104.3, 115.1; Isoc.9.20, 47 and 3.28; Ps.-Skylax 103.τ�

>στυ τ� Σαλαµιν�ων is found at Hdt. 5.104.2. The term

Polites is found in Isoc. 9.30–31.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally

in Hdt. 5.104.1–2 and internally on coins of King Nikodamos

(C5e?): syllabic se-la-mi-ni (Σελαµιν�(ων)) in ICS 323; the

individual use is found externally in Hdt. 5.108.1 and SEG 29

296 (C5).

The Greek dynasty of Salamis traced its ancestry back to

the legendary hero Teukros, son of Telamon, king of the

Greek Salamis (Pind. Nem. 4.46–48; Paus. 1.3.2, 2.29.4;

Pouilloux (1975) 111–15). Salamis joined the Ionian Revolt

(Hdt. 5.104–15) after King Gorgos had been expelled by a fac-

tion (stasiotai) led by his younger brother Onesilos (Hdt.

5.104). The desertion of its war chariots led to the defeat of

the Cypriots in the battle of the πεδ�ον τ� Σαλαµιν�ων

(Hdt. 5.110), but Salamis was granted exemption from the

retaliatory measures of the Persian army (Hdt. 5.115.1). At the

end of the Athenian operations in the eastern

Mediterranean in 450/49, a combined action on land and sea

was fought off Salamis (Thuc. 1.112.4; Isoc. 8.86). King

Euagoras I (410–374/3) strengthened the fortifications,

enlarged the harbour and built a fleet of triremes (Isoc.

9.47). In 351/0–350/49 Salamis was besieged by Persian forces

(Diod. 16.42.3–9, 46.1–3). King Pnytagoras joined Alexander

the Great in the siege of Tyros in 332 and lost his quin-

quireme (Arr. Anab. 2.22.2); in 331 he acted as choregos at

Alexander’s victory celebrations (Plut. Alex. 29.1). His son

Nitaphon served as trierarchos on the Indian expedition

(Arr. Ind. 18.1–2.8 (r326)). In 323/2 King Nikokreon was

appointed theorodokos to host theoroi from Nemea (Miller

(1988) 148.3–4). King Euagoras I was given Athenian citizen-

ship in 410 or 409; he was made proxenos in 393/2 (Pouilloux

(1975) 117–18; Maier (1994) 313–14).

The monumental remains of Archaic and Classical

Salamis, besides the sumptuous “princely” C8–C7 dromos

tombs (Karageorghis (1969) 23–150 and (1967–71)), are

scanty. They consist mainly of a short section of the south-

ern defences which possibly included a gate. The stone and

mudbrick wall was erected in the Archaic period on

Protogeometric foundations (C11?), and destroyed by fire in

C6 (Jehasse (1980)). Inside the wall the remains of a sanctu-

ary of the “Great God of Salamis”, dating to the same period,

were discovered; a C5–C4 rural sanctuary of the Great

Goddess was situated outside the walls to the west of the city

(Yon (1993) 144–46).

The most important cult of Salamis was that of Zeus

Salaminios, said to have been founded by Teukros and

regarded by Tacitus as nearly as prominent as that of the

Paphian Aphrodite (Ann. 3.62.4).

The kings of Salamis struck silver coins on the Persian

standard from c.530/20 (Euelthon) to c.310 (Nikokreon, who

also used the Rhodian standard). Denominations: stater

and fractions down to twelfth. From 411 coins of gold and

bronze were struck too. Principal types: obv. recumbent

ram, or ram’s head; rev. ankh, or smooth; or obv. head of

bearded Herakles in lion skin; rev. forepart of recumbent

goat, or goat’s head; or obv. bust or head of crowned

Aphrodite; rev. helmeted head of Athena, or head of

crowned Aphrodite; or obv. forepart of galloping horse; rev.

ram’s head; or obv. ram’s head; rev. lion’s head; or obv. hel-

meted head of Athena; rev. lion walking, or lion’s head; or

obv. head of Aphrodite; rev. head or bust of Euagoras II; or

obv. head of Artemis; rev. head of Aphrodite; or obv. head of

Aphrodite in turreted crown; rev. head of Apollo. Legends

are name of king in syllabic script; from C4m in alphabetic

Greek (Babelon, Traité ii.2 nos. 1129–95; Head, HN² 742–44;

Masson (1983) 318–23; Gesche (1970) 169, 193–96; Helly

(1970); SNG Cop. Cyprus 31–62).

Ps.-Skylax 103 calls Salamis a (polis) ‘Ελλην�ς; its socie-

ty and culture were basically Greek, although there existed

a small Phoenician colony there (Karageorghis (1969) 12,

149; Masson and Sznycer (1972) 123–28; Pouilloux et al.

(1987) 9).

1021. Soloi (Solios) Map 72. Lat. 35.10, long. 32.50. Size of

territory: 5. Type: A:α. the toponym is Σ#λοι, αH (Aesch.

Pers. 892 with schol.; Hdt. 5.115.2). The city-ethnic is Σ#λιος

(Solon fr. 7.1, Diehl; Hdt. 5.110, 113.2). Soloi appears as a 
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kingdom, “Sillua”, in the lists of Esarhaddon and

Ashurbanipal (Borger (1956) no. 60.65). It is called a polis in

the political sense by Solon fr. 19.2, West, and Aesch. Pers.

892; in the urban sense by Hdt. 5.115.2 and Ps.-Skylax 103.

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested externally in

Solon fr. 7.1, Diehl, and Hdt. 5.110, 113.2.

Soloi was founded, according to Strabo 14.6.3, by the

Athenians Phaleros and Akamas. Soloi took part in the

Ionian Revolt, and King Aristkypros was killed in the battle

of Salamis (Hdt. 5.104.1, by implication); the city was

besieged and taken by the Persians in 498/7 (Hdt. 5.115.1–2).

That the city was afterwards for a time controlled by a

“Persophile king” of Marion remains an unproved hypoth-

esis (Maier (1985) 36–37, (1989a) 18; Collombier (1991)

31–32). In 391 it was allied with Amathous (no. 1012) and

Kition against Euagoras I of Salamis (Ephor. fr. 76; Diod.

14.98.2; Maier (1994) 314–15): after the Cypriot rulers had

sided with Alexander the Great in 332 (Arr. Anab. 2.20.3;

Plut. Alex. 24.2), King Pasikrates acted as choregos at

Alexander’s victory celebrations in 331 (Plut. Alex. 29.2); his

son Nikokles served as trierarchos on the Indian expedition

(Arr. Ind. 18.1–2.8 (r326)). In 323/2 King Stasikrates was

appointed theorodokos to host theoroi from Nemea (Miller

(1988) 148.9–10).

Solon is said to have counselled King Philokypros to

transfer the city from the hill-top position of Aipeia down

into the coastal plain (Plut. Sol. 26; cf. Hdt. 5.113.2). The city

must have been walled before 499/8, since it took the Persian

army five months to defeat it (Hdt. 5.115.2), but no remains

of the fortifications have been discovered thus far. A large,

well-constructed C5l–C4 building on a prominent site

above the Roman theatre has been identified tentatively as a

royal palace (de Gagniers and Tam Tinh (1985) XXII; Maier

(1989a) 16). Remains of Archaic and Classical buildings have

been traced in the lower city (Nicolaou (1976b) 851); an

Archaic temple has been excavated on the acropolis

(Gjerstad (1937) 412–15).

The kings of Soloi struck silver coins on the Persian stan-

dard C5f–c.310 (Eunostos). Principal types: obv. head or

forepart of lion; rev. Gorgoneion, or octopus; or obv. lion’s

head; rev. forepart of bull; or obv. Herakles; rev. Athena; or

obv. head of Apollo; rev. tripod; or obv. head of Apollo; rev.

head of Aphrodite. Legends are name of king in syllabic

script; in alphabetic Greek for Pasikrates and Eunostos, after

c.311 (Babelon, Traite ii.2 nos. 1348–53; Head, HN² 745;

Masson (1983) 220–22).
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I. The Regions

The area considered here includes the lands stretching from

the mouth of the river Orontes in Syria to the Pillars of

Herakles in the far west.This is a vast and diverse area,but the

common element is that, apart from the Libyan plateau and

its coastline, and the special case of Egypt, it was charac-

terised by the absence of large-scale Greek implantation in

the period before Alexander and the scarcity of definite or

probable poleis. In Syria, while Greek contacts are attested

archaeologically from an early date, only one polis receives a

casual mention in C5—Posideion (no. 1022) in north Syria—

and it has little recorded history. In Egypt significant Greek

presence started in C7, but only two Greek settlements—

Naukratis (no. 1023) in the west of the Nile Delta and the

Samian settlement Oasis (no. 1024)—may have been poleis in

Archaic and Classical times, though in both cases polis status

is debatable. It was only in Libya that several Greek poleis

were founded in the Archaic period: Kyrene (no. 1028), Barke

(no. 1025), Taucheira (no. 1029) and Eu(h)esperides (no.

1026). Further to the south and west beyond Eu(h)esperides

there was no lasting Greek settlement, and evidence for

Greek poleis is almost completely missing.

The reason for this is probably that in this period, and

with the exception of Libya, the Greeks were not in a posi-

tion to establish themselves on their own terms, as they were

elsewhere. If they settled at all, it was on conditions regulat-

ed by the local powers: the empires of the Middle East in

Syria (the Assyrians, later the Babylonians, then the

Persians), the Phoenician cities, the pharaohs in Egypt, and

to the west of the Libyan plateau the Carthaginians (cf.

Strabo 17.1.19 on their hostility).

1. Syria

The name “Syria”designated a large but ill-defined area, and

there were different ancient views of its boundaries (cf.

Honigmann (1932) 1552–53). For Herodotos Syria started at

Posideion (no. 1022) (modern Bassit), which he described as

lying on the boundaries between the Kilikians and the

Syrians—in other words, some 25 km to the south of the

river Orontes (which he does not mention). Strabo, on 

the other hand, defined Syria as bounded on the north by

Kilikia and Mt. Amanos (16.2.1), with Pylai as the boundary

between the Kilikians and the Syrians (14.5.19; cf. 20 on

Seleukia in Pieria). In this chapter the dividing line is taken

as the river Orontes. Syria comprised both Phoinike (Hdt.

2.116.6) and Palestine (Hdt. 3.5.1), and Herodotos drew the

boundary between Syria in the south and Egypt at Mt.

Kasios (modern Ras el Kasroun) and Lake Serbonis, where

Egypt started (2.6.1, 158.4, 3.5.2; cf. 2.141.4 on Pelousion).

After the breakdown of relations between the Greek

world and the Levant at the end of the Bronze Age, contacts

were eventually resumed. The earliest evidence of Greek

finds from coastal Levantine sites comes now from some

Protogeometric amphoras of C10m found at Bassit and at

Tyre in Phoinike (Courbin (1993), and 103–4 on Tyre). At Al

Mina at the northern mouth of the Orontes, Greek pottery

was arriving not later than C8s and possibly earlier (the date

is disputed), while at Tell Sukas some 30 km to the south of

Lattakiye, Greek material began to arrive from C9s. The

interpretation of this evidence is disputed, and there are

conflicting estimates of the relative roles played by Greeks

and easterners, notably the Phoinikians, in the renewal of

links between the Greeks and the eastern world (for con-

trasting views see e.g. Riis (1970) 126–75; Graham (1986);

Boardman (1990); Perreault (1993); Courbin (1993)).

It is clear, however, that even on the most favourable esti-

mate of the role played by Greeks, Greek settlement in Syria

was limited. Even where there is most evidence of Greek

presence, the sites have a Levantine history that precedes the

arrival of the Greeks, and any resident Greeks represented

only a part of the total population (Riis (1970) 129; Perreault

(1993) 82). In practice, with one exception (Posideion (no.

FROM SYRIA TO THE PILLARS 
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1022)), the whole of Syria was empty of Greek poleis down to

the time of Alexander.

Neither Al Mina nor Tell Sukas are mentioned in any

Classical source, and there is no evidence to show that either

had the status of a polis. The excavations at Al Mina uncov-

ered only part of the town and the warehouses, and there is

no evidence for any sanctuaries there. At Tell Sukas remains

have been found of a sanctuary of C7 and C6, which has

been identified as Greek and possibly dedicated to Apollo

(Riis (1970)), but the identification has been questioned

(Perreault (1993) 71–79, esp. 75–77). In any case, this does not

by itself say anything about the institutional status of the

Greek community there.

Bassit, however, is almost certainly identical with

Posideion (Ποσιδ�ιον) (no. 1022), the one Greek settle-

ment in Syria that can be considered a polis in the Classical

period.

In Phoinike further south there is nothing to suggest the

existence of any Greek polis through the Archaic and

Classical periods. A few Protogeometric Greek amphoras

reached Tyre as early as C10m, and there are finds of Greek

pottery subsequently (Courbin (1993) 103–4). There is evid-

ence in the Old Testament of the presence of Greek traders at

Tyre in the Archaic period (Ezekiel 27; cf. Bunnens (1979)

79–90; Diakonoff (1992)). Sources of the Classical period

attest commercial relations between the Greek world and

the Phoinikian cities (e.g. Thuc. 2.69.1; Xen. Hell. 3.4.1; Tod

139 (C4f); cf. Perreault (1986)). But there were no Greek set-

tlements in Phoinikian territory.

Further south at Mezad Hashavyahu in Palestine, halfway

between Jaffa and Ashdod, remains have been found of a

fortress with a substantial amount of east Greek pottery

dated to the last third of C7, and sufficient to imply the pres-

ence of Greeks on the spot at that time. It is most likely that

they were mercenaries in the service of Psammetichos I of

Egypt (664–610), who established the fort during his cam-

paigns in Palestine and Syria in the latter part of his reign.

There is nothing to suggest that this temporary settlement

was ever a polis (Naveh (1962); Austin (1970) 16 and n. 1;

Haider (1988) 204–6).

2. Egypt

According to Herodotos, the boundaries of Egypt along the

sea in the north stretched from the Gulf of Plinthinetes in

the west of the Nile Delta to Mt. Kasios (modern Ras el

Kasroun) and Lake Serbonis in the east (2.6.1; cf. 2.7–9 for a

description of the land). The Cataracts and Elephantine

formed the southern boundary, beyond which lay Ethiopia

(2.17–18).

Egypt attracted Greeks from an early period. Stories in

the Odyssey (14.245–86, 17.224–44) imply raiding by Greeks

on the Nile Delta as a contemporary phenomenon. Strabo

relates how the rulers placed a guard at Rhakotis, the site of

the later Alexandria, to keep out Greek raiders (17.1.6; cf.

17.1.19 on Egyptian hostility to foreigners). Under

Psammetichos I (664–610) Egypt was brought under the

control of a strong central government, partly with the help

of Ionian and Carian pirates enlisted by Psammetichos as

mercenaries. It is to his reign that Hdt. 2.152 dates the first

settlement of Greeks in Egypt and the beginnings of a more

accurate knowledge by them of Egyptian affairs. The rulers

of Egypt needed the services of Greeks as well as other for-

eigners, but they regulated the terms on which they were

admitted to the land (cf. Austin (1970); Lloyd (1975) 1–60;

Boardman (1980) 111–53; Braun (1982); Haider (1988)

153–223).

Greek settlement was concentrated for the most part in

Lower Egypt, i.e. the Nile Delta and as far as Memphis.

Known Greek settlements of the Archaic and Classical peri-

ods include the following (in alphabetical order).

Daphnai (∆�φναι) Hdt. 2.30 mentions the establishment

of three principal garrison posts in Egypt by Psammetichos

I, one of them at Daphnai on the Pelusian (eastern) branch

of the Nile, against the Arabs and the Assyrians. There is no

mention of Greeks (or Carians) in this context, though the

settlement is very likely to have included them. At a site

called Tell Defenneh evidence of Greek (and Carian) pres-

ence in C6 in the reign of Amasis (570–526) has been found,

and the identification with Daphnai is probable. The recov-

ered pottery finds end around 525, though this need not

mean that the settlement came to an end then (Austin (1970)

20; Boardman (1980) 133–34).¹ On a C5 graffito from Abydos

a certain Timarchos describes himself as ∆αφνα�τες, which

could imply continuity of the Greek community at

Daphnai. The use of the ethnic does not mean, however, that

the Greeks at Daphnai ever formed a polis with its own 

citizenship (Bresson (1980) 316; Hansen (1996b) 185). Barr.

74, AC.

Memphis (Μ/µφις) Hdt. 2.154 mentions the transfer of

the Greek and Carian mercenaries from Stratopeda (infra)

to Memphis during the reign of Amasis. Archaeological 

¹ Evidence has also been discovered of another large fort some 20 km from
Tell Defenneh, with C6 Greek pottery and cremations (Boardman (1980) 134–35;
Haider (1988) 203–4).
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evidence further suggests the presence of Greeks in

Memphis from C7l onwards, and it is likely that the Greek

community there had a continuous existence through to

Hellenistic times. In C3 a body of ‘Ελληνοµεµφ5ται was

established there, with a sanctuary called the ‘Ελλ�νιον and

representatives known as τιµο%χοι, both of which recall

Naukratis (no. 1023), and which may have originated in C6

(Austin (1970) 20–22; Boardman (1980) 134–35; Thompson

(1988) 95–97; cf. too Gallo and Masson (1993)). On a C5 graf-

fito from Abydos a certain Chariandros describes himself as

Μεµφ�της, but as with the case of Timarchos from

Daphnai, this does not imply that the Greeks at Memphis

formed a polis with its own citizenship (Bresson (1980) 316;

Hansen (1996a) 185).

Milesion Teichos (Μιλησ�ων τε5χος) This settlement

near the Bolbitine mouth of the Nile is mentioned by Strabo

17.1.18, who relates its fortification by the Milesians in the

time of Psammetichos I, before they went on to found

Naukratis not far above Schedia. Nothing further is known

about the site, and the role credited to the Milesians will be

discussed below in relation to Naukratis (no. 1023). Barr. 74

lists it as unlocated and dates it HR.

Naukratis (Να�κρατις) See the Inventory (no. 1023).

Oasis (;Οασις) See the Inventory (no. 1024).

Stratopeda (Στρατ#πεδα) Hdt. 2.154 mentions the set-

tlement by Psammetichos I of his Greek and Carian merce-

naries in opposite camps (στρατ#πεδα), with the Nile

flowing between them, on the eastern (Pelusian) branch of

the Nile, near the sea and a little below Bubastis. He relates

that they stayed there until Amasis moved them to Memphis

to use them as a bodyguard against the Egyptians, and

according to Herodotos traces of the settlement at

Stratopeda were still to be seen in his time. There is no evid-

ence to suggest that these settlements (not to be identified

with Tell Defenneh (supra)) constituted a polis.

Beyond these settlements attested by literary and/or archae-

ological evidence, there are indications in Herodotos of

Greeks present elsewhere in Egypt in the Classical period

(2.39.2, 41.3, 91, 180.2; cf. Austin (1970) 33).

3. Libya

Libya was commonly reckoned to begin at the Nile valley,

which for most writers formed the boundary between Asia

and Libya (Hdt. 2.15–17; cf. 4.45.2). Herodotos, however,

argued that the whole of Egypt should be reckoned as part of

Asia, and Libya proper therefore lay to the west of Egypt (cf.

also 2.8, 18, 19.1, 30.2, 124.2; 4.41, 197). Strabo reasserted the

standard view, without any mention of Herodotos on this

point (2.5.26; cf. 2.5.33, 17.1.30, 53). Knowledge of the western

and southern extremities of Libya was extremely vague in

the Classical period (cf. Hdt. 4.181, 185), as the area of Greek

settlement and influence was confined to a small part of the

continent. The name “Libya” was therefore often used to

designate that area specifically (cf. frequently in the account

of the foundation of Kyrene, Hdt. 4.150–51; Pind. Pyth. 4.6),

though no a priori limits were established to Greek settle-

ment (cf. Malkin (1994) 169–74).

Under the Roman Empire the area constituted the

province of Cyrenaica, but the term “Cyrenaica” is not

found until the time of Augustus.² Though convenient and

commonly used,³ it is therefore anachronistic for the

Classical and Hellenistic periods (Chamoux (1953) 35–36;

Laronde (1987) 44–45, 418, 488). The term “Cyrenaica” is fre-

quently used by the Elder Pliny, for example (e.g. HN 2.115,

5.28, 6.209). Strabo, on the other hand, avoids it and applies

instead ! Κυρηνα�α to distinguish the area of Greek settle-

ment from Carthaginian territory in the west and Egyptian

territory in the east (e.g. 2.5.20, 33; 17.3.20). The word and

concept are attested first in late Classical and early

Hellenistic times (SEG 23 189 i l.16 (c.330); Arist. Hist. an.

556b; Theophr. Hist. pl. 4.3.1, 4, 5.3.7). The phrase !

Κυρηνα�η χ)ρη is used by Hdt. 4.199.1, but only to refer to

the territory of Kyrene proper, not to the whole area of

Greek influence.

Kyrene (no. 1028), the earliest Greek foundation in Libya,

became rapidly the largest and most conspicuous of the

Greek poleis there. A wide sphere of potential Kyrenaian

influence was recognised by C4l, as appears from the dia-

gramma of Ptolemy I for Kyrene (SEG 9 1 and 18 726) (322/1);

Laronde (1987) chs. 4–5), where Kyrenaian citizenship is

defined as including, among others, men born from

(Kyrenaian fathers and) the Libyan women between the

Great Katabathmos and Authamalax (SEG 9 1.3). The Great

Katabathmos lies to the east and corresponds to the modern

Gulf of Solloum, east of Tobruk and at the western limit of

modern Egypt (Laronde (1987) 220–28). Since, according to

Ps.-Skylax 108, Kyrenaian influence started only at Cape

Chersonese (modern Ras et Tin; Laronde (1987) 219) it is

likely that Kyrene’s control was extended eastward during

² An exception is Diod. 40.4.1, citing an inscription set up by Pompey in the
late 60s to celebrate his achievements.

³ As frequently by Malkin (1994).
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C4s (ibid. 228). Authamalax lies west in the Great Syrtis, to

the east of Arae Philaenorum, and is identified with modern

Bu Sceefa (Goodchild (1952a); Laronde (1987) 199–200,

206–7, 350; testimonia in Purcaro Pagano (1976) 328–29).

This wide area is much larger than the territory proper of

Kyrene, or even the area of Greek settlement, which extend-

ed from Kyrene on the Libyan plateau in the east to

Eu(h)esperides in the west.

A. The area of Greek settlement as far 
as Eu(h)esperides

The fertile and well-watered Libyan plateau, within easy

reach of the Aegean Greek world, was a natural target for

Greek settlement, not least because of the lack of strong

organisation on the part of the indigenous Libyan tribes,

which allowed the Greeks to maintain the initiative.⁴ The

known Greek settlements in Libya in the Archaic and

Classical period are as follows (alphabetically).

Apollonia (?πολλων�α) Archaeological evidence indi-

cates that the site of the harbour of Kyrene (no. 1028), some

12.5 km inland in a straight line, was occupied from c.600,

soon after Kyrene herself (Boardman (1966) 152–53; testimo-

nia on Apollonia in Purcaro Pagano (1976) 327–28).⁵ After

the Classical period the site was known as Apollonia, and it

eventually became a polis in its own right, though the precise

date and circumstances are uncertain (Goodchild et al.

(1976); Laronde (1987) 457–61, (1996), who sets the change 

in C1e). The earliest mention of the name of Apollonia

appears to be in the Aristotelian Περ� σηµε�ων (Arist. fr.

363). The earliest epigraphic mention of Apollonia is in an

inscription of the year 67, though the name is restored (SEG

20 709.4; cf. Laronde (1987) 457, 459, 461). The first reference

to Apollonia as a polis is in Strabo,where it is described as the

“naval station”(.π�νειον) of the Kyrenaians and a large polis

(17.3.20), and also as one of several πολ�χνια that were

περιπ#λια of Kyrene (17.3.21). During the Classical period

references to the harbour of Kyrene do not give it a name,

and it is very unlikely that it was a polis at this time

(Chamoux (1953) 221 n. 21; cf. Hdt. 5.47.1, where it is referred

to by implication; Ps-Skylax 108; Diod. 18.20.1–2). It was 

fortified in 322, as the siege by Thibron in 322 shows (Diod.

loc. cit.).

Aziris (Xζιρις) Aziris was the site on the Libyan coast

opposite the island of Platea which the early colonists settled

first and occupied for 6 years before they moved to Kyrene

(no. 1028) inland (Hdt. 4.157.3–58.1, 169.1; testimonia in

Purcaro Pagano (1976) 330). The site, tentatively identified

with the Wadi el Chalig (Boardman (1966) 150–52 against

Chamoux (1953) 118–20; cf. Laronde (1987) 229 n. 1), has

traces of the early settlement and continued to be occupied

later. Kyrene was almost certainly a polis from the very

beginning of its existence, but it is not possible to say

whether the early Greek settlers at Aziris organised them-

selves as a polis during their stay there (Hdt. 4.157.3 refers to

Aziris only as a χ+ρος).

Barke (Β�ρκη) See the Inventory (no. 1025).

Eu(h)esperides (Ε(εσπερ�δες) See the Inventory (no.

1026).

Kinyps (Κ�νυψ) See the Inventory (no. 1027).

Kyrene (Κυρ�νη) See the Inventory (no. 1028).

Platea (Πλατ/α) This was the island off the coast of Libya

where the early colonists from Thera (no. 527) established

themselves for 2 years, before they eventually moved to the

mainland and settled, first at Aziris (supra) and then at

Kyrene (no. 1028) (Hdt. 4.151.2–52.2, 156.3, 157.1, 3). The

island is to be sought in the Gulf of Bomba, but the precise

identification is disputed (Chamoux (1953) 115–17;

Boardman (1966) 149–50; Laronde (1987) 223–24; testimo-

nia in Purcaro Pagano (1976) 344–45).

Taucheira (Τα�χειρα) See the Inventory (no. 1029).

Tolmeita Modern Tolmeita, the site of the harbour of

Barke (no. 1025) some 30 km away, has produced pottery

fragments dating from C7l onwards (Boardman (1966) 153).

According to Hdt. 4.160.1, Barke itself was founded only in

the reign of Arkesilas II (c.C6m). It seems therefore possible

that there was a town on the site before the foundation of

Barke. The harbour of Barke is first mentioned in Ps.-Skylax

108 (Laronde (1987) 61–63), who says simply λιµ�ν W κατ3

Β�ρκην and does not name it. There is no evidence to show

that it was a polis in the Classical period (cf. Apollonia

(supra) and Kyrene (no. 1028)). In the reign of Ptolemy III,

the harbour town was built up somewhat artificially at royal

instigation to become a major city, with large fortifications

and a new urban layout on a regular grid plan. Barke was

deliberately demoted in status, while the new city received

the name of Ptolemais (Πτολεµαjς), which has survived in

⁴ There is no mention in the story of the foundation and growth of Kyrene of
any presence or intervention on the part of the Phoinikians.

⁵ On the ports of inland cities cf. Hansen (1995) 44.
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the modern place-name Tolmeita (Strabo 17.3.20; Laronde

(1987) 382–83, 396–401, 460; testimonia in Purcaro Pagano

(1976) 345–46).

B. To the west of Eu(h)esperides as far as the
Pillars of Herakles

To the south and west of Eu(h)esperides there was no long-

term Greek settlement in the period before Alexander,

though there is evidence of continued Greek interest in the

possibility of further expansion in this direction. Legends

associated with the voyages of the Argonauts connected

them not just with the part of Libya settled by the Greeks but

with lands further to the west. Thera (no. 527), the mother

city of Kyrene (no. 1028), was reportedly founded by a band

of Minyans from Sparta (no. 345), descendants of the

Argonauts (Hdt. 4.145–49). Pindar elaborated at length the

connection between Kyrene and the Argonauts: the Battiads

themselves were of Argonaut descent through Euphemos,

and the Greek settlement in Libya was presented as the long-

delayed fulfilment of a prophecy once made by Medeia, who

was herself recalling an earlier prophecy made to Euphemos

at (the mysterious) Lake Tritonis (Pyth. 4.9–69).⁶ Herodotos

mentions elsewhere (4.178) a prophecy that the island 

of Phla in Lake Tritonis was to be settled by the

Lakedaimonians, and goes on to relate a prophecy made by

the sea-god Triton to Jason that 100 Greek cities would have

to be founded around Lake Tritonis, a prophecy which the

Libyans contrived to frustrate (4.179).

The unsuccessful attempt of the Spartan Dorieus in

around 512 to found a settlement at Kinyps (Κ�νυψ) (no.

1027) fits such legends, and illustrates the long Spartan con-

nection with Libya (Chamoux (1953) 88, 242; Nafissi (1985);

Schaus (1985); Schaus in White (1984–93) ii. 98–102; Malkin

(1994)). On the settlement, which may have been a short-

lived polis, see the Inventory.

No further Greek attempt at settlement along the west

coast of Libya is known until the time after Alexander (the

expedition of Ophellas from Kyrene to Carthage), but there

are indications of moves in C4 by the Greeks of Libya to

push the Greek sphere of influence further westward in

opposition to the Carthaginians (Laronde (1987), 200, 202,

487).

The colonisation of Libya was carried out by Dorian

Greeks. It has been claimed, however, that it was preceded by

an earlier colonisation, by Ionian Greeks, who were the first

to settle in the west in Italy and Sicily. This alleged colonisa-

tion was not in the region of the Syrtis (unlike the attempt of

Dorieus),but much further, to the west of Carthage,and was

eventually stifled by Carthaginian opposition (Mazzarino

(1947) 117–20; at length, Treidler (1959)). This is a possibility,

but the evidence for it is limited to two passages in literary

sources, and there is as yet no archaeological or other

confirmation.

(1) Hecat. fr. 343 �Steph. Byz. 389.13–14 mentions a place

called Kybos on the coast of North Africa which he describes

as a polis of the Ionians: Κ�βος· π#λις ’Ι)νων .ν Λιβ�=η

Φοιν�κων. ‘Εκατα5ος Περιηγ�σει α(τ8ς· “κα� λιµ�ν

που >κρη κα� Κυβ)”. The exact location is unknown.

There is no further evidence of its existence, and the accura-

cy of the information is disputed (in favour: Mazzarino

(1947) 119; Treidler (1959) 263; against: Gsell (1914) 344–46).

(2) Ps.-Skylax 111, describing the Libyan coast from east to

west, writes ?π� ’Ιτ�κης UΙππου >κρα [v] UΙππων π#λις,

κα� λ�µνη .π’ α(τ=8 .στι κα� ν8σοι .ν τ=8 λ�µν=η,κα� περ�

τ�ν λ�µνην π#λεις <.ν τα5ς ν�σοις> α_δε· Ψ/γας π#λις,

κα� .ναντ�ον α(τ8ς Ναξικα� πολλα�. Πιθηκο%σαι κα�

λιµ�ν· κατ’ .ναντ�ον α(τ+ν κα� ν8σος κα� π#λις .ν τ=8

ν�σ�ω Εdβοια. On the strength of the Greek names, the sites

have been interpreted as foundations by Ionian Greeks to

the west of Carthage (see Treidler (1959)). But the reliability

of the information is far from established, and the use of

Greek names to describe far-away places is no guarantee of

their Greekness.While Ps.-Skylax is generally accurate in his

description of the Greek world, his information about

countries remote from the Greek world is of uncertain

value,⁷ and in the absence of supporting evidence the ques-

tion must remain open.

II. The Poleis

1. Syria

1022. Posideion Map 68. Lat. 35.50, long. 35.50. Size of

territory: 1? Type: A:β. The toponym is Ποσιδ�ιον,τ# (Hdt.

3.91.1) or Ποσε�διον (Strabo 16.2.8); Ποσε�δειον at Ps.-

Skylax 102 is an emendation of MS Ποσειθ/ριον. No city-

ethnic is attested in the full form apart from Steph. Byz.

533.12. The identification of Posideion with Bassit has long

⁶ There is no agreement among ancient writers as to the exact location in
Libya of Lake Tritonis (Malkin (1994) 197–203).

⁷ Ps.-Skylax 111 contains a large number of place-names that are unknown
from other sources; see the list in Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 165.
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been considered probable from the similarity of name (cf.

Riis (1970) 137–38; Courbin (1986) 187–88 and 206–7).

Posideion is first mentioned by Hdt. 3.91.1 as a polis founded

by Amphilochos, son of Amphiaraos, on the borders

between the Kilikians and the Syrians—in other words, a

foundation that was believed to go back to the Bronze Age,

and which Herodotos presented as Greek. Since the C7 poet

Kallinos of Ephesos (cited by Strabo 14.4.3) alluded to the

settlement of the followers of Amphilochos in Kilikia and

Syria as far as Phoinike, it is probable that the story of the

foundation of Posideion by them was already in circulation

by his time. Courbin (1986) 194 suggests that the story does

not reflect an actual Greek settlement of the late Bronze Age,

for which there is no archaeological confirmation, but was

invented in C8s as a legitimation for the Greek presence at

the site which begins at that time. For Greek heroic legends

connected with the Levant cf. Riis (1970) 137–42. Strabo

mentions Posideion at 16.2.8 and 12, where it is called a

πολ�χνιον, while Steph. Byz. 533.12 refers to it as a polis for

which he gives the ethnic Ποσειδειε�ς, though this inform-

ation may be merely constructed from Herodotos.

Archaeological evidence has shown that Ras el Bassit had

a continuous existence through to Hellenistic and Roman

times, but it clearly was in origin a Levantine site to which

the Greeks came late (C8s), and which in the Archaic and

Classical periods was not purely Greek, though it became a

Greek polis (Courbin (1986); Perreault (1993) 69–71, though

he obscures the character of Posideion as a Greek polis).

Archaeology has not revealed for this time any public build-

ings, cultic places or city walls (Courbin (1986) 203).The set-

tlement developed in the Hellenistic period, and there is

now evidence of fortifications (Courbin (1986) 206–9). In

C3m it is referred to in the Gurob papyrus (FGrHist 160 i §3),

where it is described as a φρο�ριον. It is also mentioned by

Diod. 34/35.28.1, 2 (r123), though without indication of its

character.

Posideion struck coins of silver (drachm on the Attic

standard) and bronze in C4s. Only a few are known, ident-

ified by the legend ΠΟΣΙ∆ or ΠΟΣΙ∆Ε on the reverse.

The types are: obv. seated deity (Baal of Tarsos); rev. head of

a Kabeiros or Poseidon with trident (Head, HN ² 785;

Courbin (1986) 205–6; Le Rider (1986) 400–3).

2. Egypt

1023. Naukratis (Naukratites) Map 74. Lat. 30.55, long.

30.35. Size of territory: unknown. Type: A:β. The toponym is

Να�κρατις, !, attested on dedications at Naukratis of C6

(Bernand (1970), 683 no. 419, 744–45 no. 5; Lazzarini (1976),

nos. 175, 177c), in Herodotos (2.97.2, 135.5, 178.1, 179) and on a

Rhodian proxeny decree (Lindos ii no. 16.4–5 (C5l)), and fre-

quently thereafter. The city-ethnic is Ναυκρατ�της, doubt-

fully restored on a C6 vase dedication (Bernand (1970), 708

no. 670), and first securely attested on an Attic tombstone

dated to C5l (IG ii² 9984). There are further examples on

inscriptions of C4, at Athens (IG ii² 163.1 (C4f), 206.7–8, 20

(C4m), 9985–87 (C4f)), at Delphi (CID ii 4.i.37, iii.21, 24, ii

10 fr. B.1, 3, 5), and at Ephesos (I.Eph 1424.1 (323–321)). The

form [Ν]αοκρατ�της is also found (I.Eph 1425.1 (323–321);

on the date, cf. Keil (1923) 238–39, 244). Steph. Byz. 470.12–15

also mentions the form Ναυκρατι)της, but there is no

attestation of this.

The external use of the city-ethnic is found collectively in

the Delphic naopoioi accounts (CID ii 4.i.37 (360s)) and

individually in Attic sepulchral inscriptions (IG ii² 9587–89

(C4f)). An early literary example of the non-political use of

Ναυκρατ�της is in Anakreon (fr. 89, Page PMG; Campbell,

Greek Lyric ii (1988) 106 no. 434). Literary examples of the

city-ethnic in the political sense are all post-Classical. For

example, Plutarch introduces W Ναυκρατ�της Νειλ#ξενος

in a C6 context (Mor. 146E), allegedly an intimate of Solon

and Thales in Egypt (cf. also repeatedly in Athenaios, him-

self a Naukratite, e.g. 3.73A, 4.149D).

Naukratis was without doubt a polis in the period after

Alexander: an honorific decree of probably C2f was passed

by ! π#λις ! Ναυκρατιτ[+ν] (OGIS 120; Bernand (1970)

751–72 no. 15), and later writers assume that it was a polis that

had been founded in the same way as others in the Archaic

period (Strabo 17.1.18; Steph. Byz. 470.12–15 citing Strabo;

Suda s.v. Να�κρατις). But whether it can be reckoned to

have been a polis in the Archaic and Classical periods con-

tinues to be debated (for Naukratis as a polis cf. Roebuck

(1951), followed by Sherk (1992) 259–60 and 268–69; Austin

(1970) 29–33; Hansen (1997a) 91–94, (1997b) 29, 32–33;

against: Bresson (1980); Bowden (1996) 29–30).

Herodotos is the earliest author to call Naukratis a polis

already in C6 (2.178.1): Φιλ/λλην δ* γεν#µενος W Xµασις

>λλα τε .ς ‘Ελλ�νων µετεξετ/ρους �πεδ/ξατο κα� δ�

κα� το5σι �πικνεοµ/νοισι .ς Α]γυπτον �δωκε

Να�κρατιν π#λιν .νοικ8σαι. There may be a very indirect

reference to Naukratis as a polis in 2.180.2, where the

Delphians visit the poleis and receive contributions from

Amasis and from “the Greeks living in Egypt”, a reference

which must include Naukratis (compare the same phrase in

the Rhodian decree Lindos ii cols. 212–14, referring to

Naukratis). It has been questioned whether Herodotos is
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using the word polis strictly (Bresson (1980) 292–93; Bowden

(1996) 29–30), but he is otherwise consistent in applying the

word to Greek communities that were poleis in the political

as well as the urban sense (Hansen (1996b) 23–34, 39–54).

Inscriptions of the Classical period provide conclusive evi-

dence from the use of the city-ethnic Ναυκρατ�της, found

on tombstones of metics in Athens (IG ii² 9984–87

(C5l–C4)), in a proxeny decree from Delphi for Naukratites

(F.Delphes iii.1 419 (C4l?)), from two Athenian proxeny

decrees for Naukratites (IG ii² 163.1 (C4f), 206.7–8, 20

(349/8)), and from two decrees from Ephesos granting citi-

zenship to Naukratites (I.Eph 1424, 1425). Furthermore, in

the Delphic naopoioi accounts the Naukratitai are listed as a

community under the heading π#λεις κα� 2δι+ται (CID ii

4.i.37, 4.iii.21, 24, 10 fr. B.1, 3, 5 (369–363)). It has been denied

that these ethnics indicate political status as opposed mere-

ly to place of origin (Bresson (1980) 316–17, 332 no. 84;

Bowden (1996) 30), but this is not consistent with the evi-

dence for ethnics on Attic tombstones or for the institution

of the proxeny (Hansen (1996a) 184–85, cf. 177–80; Hansen

(1997a) 91–94). Note also the notorious Kleomenes of

Naukratis, appointed as financial official in Egypt by

Alexander in 332/1 (Berve (1926) no. 431), who is described as

Ναυκρατ�της by Ps.-Callisthenes 1.31, though only as .κ

Ναυκρ�τιος at Arr. Anab. 3.5.4.

Naukratis was an unusual community in a special posi-

tion. Established by a multiplicity of different Greeks as an

enclave within Egyptian territory, on the eastern side of the

Canobic branch of the Nile, and some 70 km from the sea

(cf. Bernand (1970) 615–25 on its position), it was dependent

for its existence and prosperity on the continued good will

of the rulers of Egypt, from the pharaohs to the Romans. It

could not engage in any independent political activity, and if

it was a polis already in the Archaic and Classical periods, it

belonged to the category of poleis that were dependent

(Hansen (1997b) 29, 32–33).

Uncertainty also surrounds the exact role of Miletos (no.

854) in the early history of Naukratis. Post-Classical evid-

ence unanimously attributes the “foundation” of Naukratis

(if “foundation” is an appropriate concept; cf. Austin (1970)

22; Malkin (1987) 130–31) to Miletos exclusively. This applies

not only to the literary sources (Strabo 17.1.18; Eusebios, ed.

Schoene, ii. 81; Steph. Byz. 470.12–15; Suda s.v. Να�κρατις),

but also to epigraphic evidence from Miletos itself, which

reproduces a version of events traceable to the Hellenistic

period (Austin (1970) 22 and n. 5). The Milesian origin of

Naukratis has often been accepted (Lloyd (1975) 24–25;

Braun (1982) 37–38; Ehrhardt (1983) 87–90, 119 (in a qualified

form); Haider (1988) 184–99, 211; Sherk (1992) 259–60 and

268–69), but this does not harmonise with the more com-

plex account of Herodotos, which does not give any special-

ly prominent role to Miletos in the origins of Naukratis.

There is thus a case for regarding this tradition as a construct

of the Hellenistic period (Austin (1970) 23, followed by

Bresson (1980) 315–16). Ehrhardt (1983) 89–90 and 119

argues for Milesian participation in the “foundation” of

Naukratis from the Milesian calendar of Antinoopolis

which derived its laws from Naukratis (Wilcken (1912) no.

27), but it is not certain how far back these date (cf. Bowden

(1996) 25–26).

Nothing is known of the territory of Naukratis, if indeed

it had a territory of its own beyond the area of urban settle-

ment with its sanctuaries, houses and workshops, to the

north of the Egyptian town and covering an area of c.800 m

from south to north and 400 m from west to east (Bernand

(1970) 857–63; on the question of Naukratis’ territory cf.

Bresson (1980) 325 n. 12; Boardman (1994) 140; Bowden

(1996) 30–31).

Hdt. 2.178–79 appears to present Naukratis in C6 as a

double community, at once a π#λις and an .µπ#ριον (cf.

Austin (1970) 29–30; Malkin (1987) 130–31; Hansen (1997a)

91–94), which comprised a polis of residents on the one

hand, and non-resident traders who were not part of the

polis on the other. The latter included the founders of the

Hellenion: viz. the Ionian cities of Chios (no. 840), Teos (no.

868), Phokaia (no. 859) and Klazomenai (no. 847), the

Dorian cities of Rhodos, Knidos (no. 903), Halikarnassos

(no. 886) and Phaselis (no. 942), and the Aeolian city of

Mytilene (no. 798). According to him, these had the exclu-

sive right of appointing the προστ�ται το% .µπορ�ου,

whose precise functions cannot be defined (Roebuck (1951);

Bresson (1980) 311–15; Sherk (1992) 268–69; Bowden (1996)

32–34). Roebuck (1951) argued that the prostatai must have

been appointed by the traders on the spot, and not by the

Greek cities at home,as stated by Herodotos; but see Bresson

(1980) 311–15.

Late evidence mentions the existence of a πρυτανε5ον

where communal festivals were celebrated on the birthday

of Hestia Prytanitis, at the Dionysia and at the παν�γυρις

for Apollo Komaios (Miller (1978) 11, 12–13, 16, 199–200;

Bresson (1980) 344 n. 161), and officials called τιµο%χοι

(Gottlieb (1968) 28–30) had the power to inflict fines on

offenders (Ath. 4.149D–F, citing Hermeias FHG ii 80–81).

The identity and date of Hermeias, Athenaios’ source, are

uncertain, and he need not be identical with the C4 histori-

an Hermeias of Methymna (FGrHist 558). It is therefore not
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clear whether this evidence can be projected back to the

Classical or the Archaic periods (as by Sherk (1992) 259–60

and 268–69; Hansen (1997a) 92, (1997b) 33).

According to Herodotos the Hellenion, founded jointly

by several Greek cities of Asia Minor, was the largest, best-

known and most frequented of the sanctuaries at Naukratis.

He also mentions (2.178.2) separate foundations of a sanctu-

ary of Zeus by the Aiginetans (no. 358), one of Hera by 

the Samians (no. 864), and one of Apollo by the Milesians

(no. 854). Excavations have to some extent confirmed and

supplemented this evidence, though important areas of

uncertainty persist. On the basis of the numerous inscribed

dedications on vases (cf. Lazzarini (1976) 177, index p. 326),

remains of all the sanctuaries mentioned by Herodotos have

been identified, except for that of Zeus founded by the

Aiginetans (Bernand (1970) 817–49; Boardman (1980)

118–29; though cf. Bowden (1996) esp. 18–28 for a sceptical

view, doubting the identification of the Hellenion and the

sanctuary of Hera). Dedications to Apollo, sometimes

specifically described as Milesian, are the most numerous to

have survived (Bernand (1970) 772 for comparative figures).

Another sanctuary, of Aphrodite and probably founded by

Chios (no. 840), is not mentioned by Herodotos, though

from its position in the south of the town it is likely to have

been the earliest to be founded (Bernand (1970) 829–37;

Boardman (1980) 119–20; Bresson (1980) 313–14). Extant

dedications to Aphrodite are second in importance to those

to Apollo, and late evidence tells of the popularity of the cult

in early times, allegedly already in the Twenty-third

Olympiad, i.e. 688–685 (Ath. 15.675F–76C from

Polycharmos (FGrHist 640) fr. 1; Bernand (1970) 772, 774,

829–37). Later evidence (above) also mentions cults of

Hestia Prytanitis, Dionysos and Apollo Komaios. The

archaeological evidence has thus not revealed the existence

of any civic sanctuaries distinct from those set up by the

traders themselves, and they seem to have been used by all

members of the community on the spot (cf. Burkert (1995)

206). Without exception the remains of all the sanctuaries

are poorly preserved. Excavation has not revealed either the

existence of any city wall. Civic architecture (a πρυτανε5ον)

is implied by later literary evidence (Ath. 4.149D–F; see

supra),but it has not been located (cf.Bernand (1970) 857–63

on Naukratis as a town). Little is known of the Egyptian part

of the town to the south, and the archaeological evidence

was interpreted in different ways by the excavators them-

selves (Bernand (1970) 849–57). It has even been argued that

the Greeks may have been the first to settle at Naukratis

(Boardman (1994) 139; cf. Möller (2000)). The sanctuaries

of Naukratis remain the best-known part of a badly known

site.

Only a few isolated bronze coins of Naukratis survive

(Head, HN ² 845). Type: obv. wreathed female head

(Aphrodite?), legend underneath ΝΑΥ; rev. unidentified

wreathed head, legend underneath ΑΛΕ. The coins thus

date from the time of Alexander the Great (not earlier than

332/1).

1024. Oasis Not in Barr. Type: A.α. The toponym is

;Οασις (Hdt. 3.26.1) and the site is classified as a π#λις in the

urban sense (ibid.). Herodotos is the only writer to allude to

this settlement. He describes Oasis as lying 7 days’ journey

from Egyptian Thebes and being occupied by Samians said

to be of the “tribe” Aischrione (cf. Chamoux (1953) 63–66;

Jones, POAG 195 on Herodotos’ probably non-technical use

of the word “tribe”). On the other hand, he may be correct in

describing the settlement as a polis.

3. Libya

1025. Barke (Barkaios) Map 38. Lat. 32.30, long. 20.55. Size

of territory: 4 or 5. Type: A:α. The toponym is Β�ρκη, !

(Hdt. 3.91.2, 4.160.1; Ps.-Skylax 108; Diod. 1.68.2 from

Hekataios of Abdera (FGrHist 264) fr. 25; testimonia in

Purcaro Pagano (1976) 330–31). Hrd., De prosodia catholica

3,1 272.16–17 and Steph. Byz. 159.11 both state that it was also

called Β�ρκαια, though this is not attested otherwise. The

city-ethnic is Βαρκα5ος (Hdt. 3.13.3, 4.164.4; Ps.-Skylax 108;

Polyaen. 7.28.1 (rC5e)), sometimes Βαρκαιε�ς (BGU vi

1280.10, x 1943.5, 25 (Ptolemaic)). Steph. Byz. loc. cit. also

gives Βαρκαι�της, for which there is no known example.

In C3, in the reign of Ptolemy III, the harbour of Barke

was renamed Ptolemais and elevated to the status of a polis,

while Barke itself was subordinated to Ptolemais (see supra).

But the use of the name Barke survived, as shown by refer-

ences in post-Classical authors (e.g. Strabo 17.3.20, 21; Plin.

HN 5.32) and by documents (P Lond. vii 1986 r 4, 13, 17 (C3);

cf. Laronde (1987) 396–97).

The earliest references to Barke as a polis are in

Herodotos, who uses the word in various senses. In 4.160.1

and in 4.202.2 he uses it primarily in the political sense. In

4.200.1–2 and 203.2 he refers to it in the urban sense, empha-

sising that Barke was a Hellenic polis. Ps.-Skylax 108 uses the

word in the urban sense. Strabo, who at 17.3.20 implies that

Barke was a polis, describes her at 17.3.21 as one of several

πολ�χνια that were περιπ#λια of Kyrene (no. 1028). Hdt.

4.201.3 refers to the >στυ of Barke.
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The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally

on coins (infra), and externally in Hdt. 3.13.3 (and repeated-

ly in 4.167.2 and 200–5). For the individual and external use

of the city-ethnic see I.Délos i 298 A.61, 313 a.51 (C3s).

The territory is called Βαρκα�η (Hdt. 4.171). Its exact

extent is not known, and fluctuated at different periods. It

was certainly large and second in size only to that of Kyrene,

though less well-watered (cf. Laronde (1987) 49–51 for a

comparison with Kyrene, 259–60 on climate and rainfall). It

reached to the sea, where its harbour lay some 30 km away to

the east, and in C5 its control extended along the coast west-

ward over Taucheira (no. 1029) (Hdt. 4.171 where Taucheira

is described as π#λις τ8ς Βαρκα�ης), though Taucheira

seems to have recovered its independence subsequently

(Laronde (1987) 62–63). Ps.-Skylax 108 refers to the control

exercised by Barke westwards as far as Eu(h)esperides (no.

1026) (cf. Laronde (1987) 200–2).

Founded by brothers of Arkesilas II of Kyrene in conflict

with him (Hdt. 4.160.1), Barke was from the start in opposi-

tion to Kyrene and frequently followed a different political

line (Laronde (1987) 49, 211, 252). C.514 a Persian expedition

invited by Pheretime, mother of Arkesilas III (Hdt. 4.165,

167), captured Barke after a siege and exposed the city to an

andrapodismos (Hdt. 4.203.1, 204) in which she executed the

opponents of the Battiads and enslaved a large part of the

population (Hdt. 4.200–2). They were deported to Bactria

by Darius and settled in a village to which they gave the

name Barke, which was still inhabited in Herodotos’ time

(4.204). The population of Barke must have recovered sub-

sequently, since Barke enjoyed a period of prosperity in C5,

as shown by its abundant coinage, though after the second

quarter of C4 she was eclipsed by Kyrene (Laronde (1987)

49–50, 162). C.390–386 Barke was in alliance with Evagoras

of Salamis (no. 1020) and King Akoris of Egypt against the

Persians (Theopomp. fr. 103; Staatsverträge 237). Together

with Eu(h)esperides, Barke was in alliance with Thibron in

his war with Kyrene in 322 (Diod. 18.20.3; cf. Laronde (1987)

41, 63). A league of the Greek cities in Libya has been postu-

lated on the basis of a passage in the “Stele of the ΣΥΛΑ”

(SEG 20 716.8 (C4s); Laronde (1987) 150), but the evidence is

not cogent (Laronde (1987) 156–57).

Little is known of the constitution and cults of Barke,

though it is likely to have adopted many of the institutions of

Kyrene. In the Bacchiad period Barke is mentioned as hav-

ing been under a basileus of the name of Alazeir (Hdt.

4.164.4). The account in Polyaen. 7.28 of the siege of Barke at

the time of the Persian Wars (Chamoux (1953) 164–65) men-

tions the archontes of Barke, but without specific detail. In

the Classical period Barke was probably oligarchic in char-

acter.An eponymous priest of Apollo is attested at Ptolemais

(Barke) in the Roman period, and may have derived from

Kyrene in earlier times (Sherk (1992) 271–72).

Barke may have been named in a catalogue of theorodokoi

of the Heraia at Argos (no.347) (SEG 23 189 (c.330), i ll. 16–19;

Laronde (1987) 161–62, though cf. Charneux in BE (1988) no.

595). Amesinas of Barke won the wrestling match at

Olympia in 460 (Olympionikai 261).

In his account of the siege of Barke by the Persians,

Herodotos mentions the city wall which the Persians tried

unsuccessfully to sap before they entered the city by a ruse

(4.200–2). In the other Persian siege of Barke at the time of

the Persian War the city gates are mentioned again (Polyaen.

7.28; cf.Chamoux (1953) 164–65).Little is known as yet of the

archaeology of the site (Boardman (1966) 153).

The coinage of Barke (mostly silver except for a scarce

bronze coinage at the end of C4) developed along the same

lines as that of Kyrene, and went through three main peri-

ods: c.525–480, c.480–435 and c.435–308, (see BMC Cyrenaica

pp. clxiv–clxxxvii and 91–106; cf. also Laronde (1987) 51–52).

At first Barke coined in silver on the Attic standard

(tetradrachms, didrachms, fifths, later also tenths). Types:

obv. silphium plant and/or fruit; rev. bull with palm tree, or

ram’s head, then head of Ammon as the most frequent type,

legends sometimes ΒΑΡΚΑΙΟΝ but mostly abbreviated,

sometimes down to Β. In the third period Barke switched to

the Asiatic standard (tetradrachms, drachms, hemidrachms

and fractional denominations). Types mostly: obv. silphium

plant; rev. head of Ammon, same legends. A number of

coins now bear magistrates’ names as well, and a few invert

the obverse and reverse types.

Some silver issues of C5s have been described as “alliance”

coinages, in that they bear the city-ethnics of Kyrene (no.

1028) on the obverse and Barke on the reverse, or Taucheira

(no. 1029) on the obverse and Barke on the reverse. The pres-

ence of the city-ethnic of Barke on the reverse suggests that

Barke was at the time the predominant partner, which cor-

responds to the implications of Hdt. 4.171 for Taucheira, but

the precise historical circumstances are not known (see

BMC Cyrenaica pp. xliv–xlvi and 107–8).

1026. Eu(h)esperides (Eu(h)esperites) Map 38. Lat.

32.07, long. 20.05. Size of territory: 2? Type: A:α (testimonia

in Purcaro Pagano (1976) 331, 335). The toponym is

Ε(εσπερ�δες (Hdt.4.171; Theophr.Hist. pl. 4.3.2,6.3.3,8.6.6;

SEG 9 76.6 and Tod 203 (C4s); Steph. Byz. 284.19–21) or

‘Εσπερ�δες, αH (Ps.-Skylax 108–9; Heracl. Lemb. 17;
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Theotimos of Kyrene (FGrHist 470) fr. 1 (C2); Strabo

10.2.18). Steph. Byz. 282.16–17, who draws attention to the

two forms of the name, does not mention the form

‘Εσπερ�δες, but gives the alternative form as ‘Εσπερ�ς (cf.

SEG 9 362.7 �CEG ii 680.6 (C4)).Similarly the city-ethnic is

found in both forms, Ε(εσπερ�της (Hdt. 4.198.3; Thuc.

7.50.2; Diod. 4.56.6 �Timaios (FGrHist 566) fr. 85 §6; CID ii

26.4–7; cf. Laronde (1987) 148) and ‘Εσπερ�της (Diod.

18.20.3; BGU x 1946.14, 1956.5, 1958.11 (all C3); SEG 9 362.1

(C4) has the feminine form ‘Εσπερ5τις). A C4s proxeny

decree has the form Ε(σπερ�της (SEG 18 772.5).

Ε(εσπερ�δες and Ε(εσπερ�της are first attested in C5 in

literary sources and (in abbreviated form) on the coinage,

while ‘Εσπερ�ς and ‘Εσπερ�της are not found till C4 but

become common thereafter.

The earliest reference to Eu(h)esperides as a polis is in Ps.-

Skylax 108, where it is described as both a polis and a λιµ�ν.

There is no doubt that it was a polis in C5 and probably from

the time of its foundation, as shown by the use of the city-

ethnic in Hdt. 4.198.2 and Thuc. 7.50.2 and later writers

(Diod. 18.20.3; Paus. 4.26.2–3, 5), the coins it issued, which

bear the city-ethnic, and from the historical record which

shows it involved in active warfare with its Libyan neigh-

bours (Thuc. 7.50.2; Paus. loc. cit.). It is called patra

(�patris) in SEG 9 362.7 (C4).

The collective use of the city-ethnic is attested internally,

mostly in an abbreviated form, by coins of Eu(h)esperides,

and externally in literary sources (Hdt.4.198.3; Thuc.7.50.2).

The external individual use is found in SEG 9 362.1 (C4).

Colonists were sent to Eu(h)esperides by Arkesilas IV, i.e.

in C5f (Theotimos of Kyrene (FGrHist 470) fr. 1 (C2);

Chamoux (1953) 173–75), but the city had been founded well

before this. Pottery dating to C6f has been found

(Boardman (1966) 155–56;Vickers and Gill (1986), who leave

the chronology open), and Eu(h)esperides is first men-

tioned c.514 during the Persian expedition to Libya (Hdt.

4.204).Though founded from Kyrene (no. 1028), it was often

in conflict with its mother city. In C4s there is a dedication to

Apollo at Kyrene by the strategos Aristis for victories won at

sea, one of them .ν Ε(εσπερ�δεσσι (SEG 9 76.6 and Tod

203; Laronde (1987) 66–69).

In C3 under Ptolemy III the site of Eu(h)esperides was

abandoned and moved nearly 3 km to the coast; the new city,

fortified from the start,was renamed Berenike,a name which

supplanted the original one (Steph. Byz. 164.6–9; Laronde

(1987) 382–96). Strabo, who mentions Berenike several

times, does not refer to the refoundation and renaming of

the old city, which he does not name explicitly (17.3.20, 21).

The exact extent of the territory of Eu(h)esperides is not

known, though it was certainly more restricted than that 

of Kyrene (no. 1028) or even Barke (no. 1025). Hdt.

4.198.3 probably exaggerates the fertility of the land.

Eu(h)esperides was frequently in conflict with neighbour-

ing Libyan tribes and welcomed support from Greeks of the

mainland (Thuc. 7.50.2; Paus. 4.26.2–3; cf. Chamoux (1953)

226–27, 230; Laronde (1987) 27, 52).

Together with Barke, Eu(h)esperides was in alliance with

Thibron in his war with Kyrene in 322 (Diod. 18.20.3; cf.

Laronde (1987) 41–42, 49, 63, 211). For the alleged C4 league

of Greek cities in Libya, see supra under Barke (no. 1025).

The political institutions of Eu(h)esperides probably

reproduced those of her mother city Kyrene, though little

detail is known. A proxeny decree for two Syracusans of C4s

shows the existence of ephoroi and gerontes who introduce

motions to the boule (SEG 18 772.1–2; cf. SEG 41 1693). In the

Classical period the constitution was probably oligarchic in

character.

Little is known of the cults of Eu(h)esperides, beyond a

dedication to Apollo of C4 (Laronde (1987) 394) and a C4

relief in honour of four local heroes (SEG 9 769; Chamoux

(1953) 279; Laronde (1987) 390 fig. 141 and 411 n. 101). In the

Roman period Eu(h)esperides had an eponymous priest of

Apollo (SEG 28 1540 (62–61); cf. Sherk (1992) 271–72), and

this was probably derived from the institutions of Kyrene

(no. 1028).

It is not clear whether Eu(h)esperides was named in a cat-

alogue of theorodokoi of the Heraia at Argos (no. 347) (SEG

23 189 (c.330) i ll. 16–19; Laronde (1987) 161–62; Charneux in

BE (1988) no. 595).

The urban planning seems to fall into two major phases,

the first of C6e in the northern part of the site, the second, to

the south and more large-scale, completed by C4e. The

southern part of the city, unlike the earlier northern part,

was laid out on a Hippodamian grid plan with space for an

agora in the centre of a residential area. It dates from C4e, as

do the extant parts of the city wall. The area enclosed by the

city walls has been estimated as c.21 ha at its maximum

extent. Eu(h)esperides was besieged by the Libyans in 413,

which shows that the city was fortified by then (Thuc.

7.50.2); recent excavations have revealed a stretch of a forti-

fication wall of 1.5 m width and a possible square tower,

probably dating to C7l–C6e (Buzaian and Lloyd (1996)

143–46). Because of silting, the harbour had to be moved

westward away from the urban settlement by C4, as shown

by the distinction drawn by Ps.-Skylax 108 between the city

and the port. The site has yielded sherds dating from C6e
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onwards (see Goodchild (1952b) 210–11; Jones and Little

(1971) 65–67; Jones (1985) 28–33 with figs. 3.1–3; Lloyd (1985)

esp. 51–53 with figs. 5.1 and 5.2; Laronde (1987) 389–90 and

fig. 142).

Eu(h)esperides struck coins intermittently from C5e (C5m

according to Buttrey (1994) 137), mostly silver on the Asiatic

standard except for some bronze issues of C4l, and its coinage

follows the same lines as those of Kyrene and Barke, though it

was never abundant (see BMC Cyrenaica pp. clxxxviii–cxcvii

and 109–12). Types: obv. silphium plant; rev. dolphin, then

head of Ammon, legends ΕΥ,ΕΥΕΣ (a tetradrachm has the

full legend ΕΥΕΣΠΕΡΙΤΑΝ). Other denominations:

didrachm, drachm and hemidrachm.

Some silver issues of C5s have been described as 

“alliance” coinages, in that they bear the city-ethnics of

Eu(h)esperides on the obverse and that of Kyrene (no. 1028)

on the reverse. This suggests that Kyrene was at the time the

predominant partner, and contrasts with the apparently

subordinate position of Kyrene in relation to Barke (no.

1025) at the same period (see BMC Cyrenaica pp. xli–xlvi).

1027. Kinyps Map 35. Lat. 32.35, long. 14.30. Size of territ-

ory: ? Type: A:α. The toponym is Κ�νυψ, -υπος or -υφος, !

(Hdt. 4.198.1; Ps.-Skylax 109). No city-ethnic is attested.

Kinyps is called a polis by Ps.-Skylax 109.

In about 512, Dorieus, half-brother of King Kleomenes of

Sparta (no. 347), led a band of followers to found a new set-

tlement. He sailed first to Libya and settled in the land of

Kinyps (some 18 km to the east of Lepcis Magna; cf. Hdt.

4.175.2, 198.1–2 on the reported fertility of its territory),

though he was expelled after two years by the Libyan Maces

and the Carthaginians (Hdt. 5.42.2–3; cf. Chamoux (1953)

162–63; Malkin (1994), 192–203). Ps.-Skylax 109 refers to

Kinyps as a π#λις �ρηµος, which may simply be a mistake

on his part (cf.Flensted-Jensen and Hansen (1996) 151–53, cf.

160). It is possible, however, that he is referring to the ruins

of the short-lived settlement by Dorieus, which may still

have been extant in C4 (Müller GGM i p. 85).

1028. Kyrene (Kyrenaios) Map 38. Lat. 32.50, long. 21.52.

Size of territory: 5. Type: A:α (some literary testimonia in

Purcaro Pagano (1976) 339). The toponym is Κυρ�νη, !

(Hdt. 2.181.4–5; Thuc. 1.110.1), Doric Κυρ�να (Pind. Pyth.

4.2; ML 5.6).⁸ The city-ethnic is Κυρηνα5ος (Hdt. 2.32.1; IG

ii² 9124 (C4)), feminine Κυρηνα�α (IG ii² 9136 (C4)). The

Doric form Κυρανα5ος seems to be attested only on inscrip-

tions and coins (CID ii 4.iii.11 (363); BMC Cyrenaica).

Kyrene is first referred to as a polis in Pind. Pyth. 5.81 of

462, then in Hdt. 4.156.3, 164.3, 203.1. Pindar uses the word in

the political sense. Herodotos uses the word in the urban

sense at 4.164.3 and 4.203.1, and in the territorial sense at

4.156.3. Pindar refers to the >στυ of Kyrene in Pyth.

4.260–61, as does Hdt. at 2.181.5 and 4.203.1. The first epi-

graphic attestations of Kyrene as a polis are in C4, all of them

in the political sense: ML 5.3; Tit. Cam. 105.10–11; SEG 20

716.6, 15; Tod 196.2 (330–326). Patris is found in CEG ii 850

(c.335) and patra (�patris) in Pind. Pyth. 9.74.

The collective use of the city-ethnic internally is attested

by the reverse of coins. The collective use of the city-ethnic

externally is attested by several dedications (SGDI 4838)

(Archaic); Paus. 10.13.5 (rC5); 10.15.6 (rC5m)). The individ-

ual external use is frequently found, e.g. in Attika (IG ii²

9124, 9136–39; tombstones (C4)), and at Oropos (no. 214)

(IG vii 414.11 (366–338)).

Starting from very modest beginnings (Hdt. 4.153, 156.2),

the population of Kyrene grew rapidly to become the largest

of the Greek cities of Libya. Hdt. 4.160.3 gives a figure of

7,000 hoplites killed at the battle fought by Arkesilas II

against Barke (no. 1025) and the Libyans. The diagramma of

Ptolemy I in 322/1 defines a citizen body referred to as the

“Ten Thousand”, which was to replace a narrower body of

1,000 (SEG 9 1.6–15, 35 and passim (cf. SEG 18 726)). The total

population of Kyrene, city and countryside included, has

been estimated for C4 at around 300,000 (Laronde (1987)

340, 342, discussing earlier estimates; lower estimates in

Goodchild (1971) 15). Even on a low figure, Kyrene was one

of the most populous Greek states of her time. The original

colonists came from Thera (no. 527) c.631 (Chamoux (1953)

120–24), though may have included others as well (cf. Paus.

3.14.3; Lindos Temple Chronicle (FGrHist 532) §17). In the

reign of Battos II they were supplemented by colonists from

the Peloponnese and the islands (cf. Hdt. 4.159.2–3, 161.3).

Intermarriage with the Libyans was apparently common

from the start (cf. Hdt. 4.186.2; Chamoux (1953) 129), and

was recognised in the diagramma of Ptolemy I (SEG 9 1.2–3).

Libyan influence on the Greek settlers is shown in many

ways, though relations were ambivalent and ranged from

co-operation to hostility (cf. Hdt. 4.158–60 and numerous

Libyan wars subsequently; cf. SEG 9 1.29), but Kyrene main-

tained her dominant position as well as her Hellenic charac-

ter (cf. Chamoux (1953) 129, 223–24; Masson (1976) for the

evidence of names).

It is likely that the Kyrenaians were divided from the start

into the three Dorian tribes, as were the Theraians (Jones,

POAG 215–16). Under Battos III, Demonax of Mantinea (no.
⁸ Alone of the Greek cities in Libya, Kyrene preserved her original name

throughout. On the name cf. Chamoux (1953) 126–27, and 275–77.
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281) was called in as arbitrator to settle internal conflicts

(Hdt. 4.161.1–2); he redistributed the people into three

tribes, making three parts (moirai) respectively of Theraians

and perioikoi, Peloponnesians and Cretans, and all the

islanders. This may refer to a redefinition of the composi-

tion of the pre-existing tribes, each tribe being composed of

one of the three parts Herodotos mentions (cf. Chamoux

(1953) 221–24 on the perioikoi; Jones, POAG 217–18).

Alternatively, Demonax may have made each of the three

tribes comprise all three parts (Hölkeskamp (1993)). Arist.

Pol. 1319b1–27 alludes to constitutional changes at Kyrene

involving the organisation of the citizen body after the end

of the monarchy, but date and details are obscure (Jones,

POAG 218–19; Laronde (1987) 249–52). The C4 decree on cit-

izenship for Theraians resident at Kyrene specifies their

assignment to phylai, patrai (phratries) and nine hetairai,

the latter peculiar to Crete and Thera (ML 5.15–16; Chamoux

(1953) 214; Jones, POAG 219; Hölkeskamp (1993) 410–13).

Situated on a well-watered plateau, the territory of

Kyrene, called ! Κυρηνα�η χ)ρη by Hdt. 4.199.1, was

reputed for its fertility and formed the basis of Kyrene’s great

wealth (Hdt. 4.199; Laronde (1987) 257–323). The land was

previously occupied by Libyan tribes, who were gradually

pushed out. From early days, Kyrene showed a continuous

tendency to expand, through the invitation to new Greek

settlers (Hdt. 4.159.2–4; cf. too 4.163.1) and new foundations,

as that of Barke (Hdt. 4.160.1). The C4 decree for Theraians

in Kyrene assumes the availability of unoccupied land for

settlement (ML 5.33), and the diagramma of Ptolemy I men-

tions the establishment of new outposts by Kyrene to the

east (described as π#λεις, SEG 9 1.4–5; cf. Laronde (1987)

349). The territory of Kyrene thus grew to become probably

one of the largest of any Greek polis, though its precise

extension is conjectural (Laronde (1987) 15). The total area

available for cultivation in Greek Libya depended on the

rainfall (cf. Laronde (1987) 15–17 and figs. 1–3) and has been

variously calculated: even a lower estimate of 16,100 km²

corresponds to about three-quarters of the area of the

Peloponnese or twice that of Crete (Laronde (1987) 15 and

340). The territory under the direct control of Kyrene con-

sisted of a central inner core measuring about 50 � 35 km,

i.e. 1,750 km² (Laronde (1987) 285–93 with fig. 87), where a

scattered population depended directly on the urban centre,

and further away a zone of nucleated villages (Laronde

(1987) 293–313 with fig. 108). About a quarter of the territory

of Kyrene was occupied by Libyans (Laronde (1987) 313).

Kyrene claimed a pre-eminent position in Libya as the

mother city of the other Greek foundations there (Barke

(no. 1025), Eu(h)esperides (no. 1026), Taucheira (no. 1029)),

though she was frequently in conflict with them. The

Battiads sought to restore control over Barke after its foun-

dation, and eventually invited Persian intervention to pun-

ish the rebellious city (Hdt. 4.164.3–65, 167, 200–4).

Arkesilas IV is addressed by Pindar as “king of cities” (Pind.

Pyth. 5.15); he sent colonists to Eu(h)esperides, which he

made into a place of refuge (Theotimos of Kyrene (FGrHist

470) fr. 1 (second century ad?); Chamoux (1953) 173–75), and

was eventually killed there (Heracl. Lemb. 17 �Arist. fr. 611,

Rose). But Kyrene’s relationship with the Greek cities in

Libya was not translated into constitutional forms. The

political interpretation of the so-called alliance coinages of

C5s is unclear (see under Barke, Eu(h)esperides, Taucheira).

A federation of Greek cities in Libya in C4 has been postu-

lated on the basis of a passage in the “Stele of the ΣΥΛΑ”

(SEG 20 716.8–9; cf. Oliviero et al. (1961–62) 273–80), but this

seems doubtful (Laronde (1987) 156).

Kyrene maintained from earliest days close relations with

the mainland of Greece and the Aegean world (for C4 cf.

Laronde (1987) 137–68). But politically she played no part in

the major conflicts and alliances of the mainland.

The political and constitutional history of Kyrene divides

into two periods: the monarchy down to the end of the

Battiads c.440, and the establishment of a republican form

of government down to Alexander. The Aristotelian collec-

tion of politeiai included a Kyrenaion Politeia (Heracl.Lemb.

16–17; Arist. frr. 535–38).

Thera (no. 527) at the time of the foundation of Kyrene

was herself under a basileus (Hdt. 4.150.2–3; Malkin (1994)

113–14), and Kyrene adopted the institutions of her mother

city. Hence Battos,⁹ the oikistes, was at the same time

basileus, and founded a hereditary dynasty that lasted eight

generations (cf. Hdt. 4.163.2; for the designation basileus cf.

Hdt. 4.153; Pind. Pyth. 4.2, 62, 5.15). The monarch was prob-

ably from the start the priest of Apollo (Chamoux (1953)

217–19). Battos the founder received after his death a heroic

cult at his tomb in the agora of Kyrene (Pind. Pyth. 5.93–95;

Leschhorn (1984) 60–72; Malkin (1987) 204–16). As Kyrene

grew, the monarch’s position was increasingly challenged. In

the reign of Battos II a large-scale influx of new settlers

changed the political and social balance (Hdt. 4.159).

Conflict broke out within the dynasty itself in the reign of

Arkesilas II (Hdt. 4.160). This necessitated the intervention

in the reign of Battos III of the arbitrator Demonax of

⁹ He is called Aristoteles by Pind. Pyth. 5.87 and other sources, a name
unknown to Herodotos; on this problem, cf. Chamoux (1953) 95–98; Malkin
(1987) 63.
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Mantinea. He handed over the powers of the basileus to the

demos,while leaving him only temene and priesthoods (Hdt.

4.161.3; Chamoux (1953) 138–42; E. W. Robinson (1997)

105–8). The history of the dynasty thereafter was a long

struggle by the rulers (Arkesilas III and his mother

Pheretime) to restore their lost power against internal oppo-

sition, first with support from the Greek world (Hdt.

4.162–64), then thanks to Persian intervention (Hdt. 4.165,

167, 200–5; Austin (1990) 301–2). Arkesilas IV was eventually

killed at Eu(h)esperides, and the monarchy came to an end

c.440 (Chamoux (1953) 202–9; cf. Bacchielli (1985)).

The government which followed was classified as a

“democracy” by Arist. Pol. 1319b15–27 and Heracl. Lemb. 17,

Arist. fr. 611, Rose); however, according to Laronde (1987) it

was more likely republican in character (27), though domi-

nated by a wealthy aristocracy (129–36). There were further

internal conflicts down to the age of Alexander (cf. Diod.

14.34.3–6 (401); Arist. Pol. 1319b1–27; cf. Laronde (1987)

249–56). From the evidence of some inscribed sherds it

seems possible that Kyrene used the institution of ostracism

in C5l (Bacchielli (1994)). In 331 Kyrene sent an embassy to

Alexander to ask for his friendship (Diod. 17.49.3; Curt.

4.7.8; Laronde (1987) 28–30, 35–36). After his death the mer-

cenary captain Thibron intervened at the invitation of exiles

(Diod. 18.19–21; App. (FGrHist 156) fr. 9 §§16–19; Laronde

(1987) 41–84). His defeat and death eventually provoked the

intervention of Ptolemy I, who imposed a settlement on

Kyrene, recorded in a long inscription (the diagramma) of

probably 322/1 (SEG 9 1) which sheds much light on the con-

stitution of Kyrene before this time.

After the end of the monarchy, the priesthood of Apollo

became an eponymous magistracy (cf. SEG 9 11–13 etc.;

Chamoux (1953) 217, 301–2; Sherk (1992) 270–72). The dia-

gramma of Ptolemy I specifies a minimum age of 50 (SEG 9

1.25; list of known priests in Oliviero et al. (1961–62) 359–75).

The temene of the monarchy probably then became public

property, administered by a body of three damiergoi whose

functions are illustrated by a series of inscriptions of C4–C2

(SEG 9 11–44; Laronde (1987) 156–57, 325–34; Chamoux

(1988); Sherk (1992) 270–72). A body of 101 gerontes is first

attested in 322/1 (SEG 9 1.20–23). They are found also in a

proxeny decree of Eu(h)esperides of C4s (SEG 18 772.1–2; cf.

SEG 41 1693), and are likely to have existed in some form

since the early history of Kyrene. A building of C4 on the

west side of the agora has been identified as the chamber for

their meetings (Laronde (1987) 176–77; but see Goodchild

(1971) 98). Ephors are likely to have existed from an early

date, as part of Kyrene’s Theran–Spartan inheritance

(Chamoux (1953) 214–16). Heraclid. Pont. (FHG ii 212; Arist.

fr. 611.115–17, Rose) mentions their judicial powers. They

were five in number in 322/1 (SEG 9 1.33; cf. 82–84). Strategoi

are first attested in C4 by dedications put up by them (SEG 9

76, 77; Laronde (1987) 52–53 with fig. 10, 66–69, 104, 178, 199,

207). Lists of soldiers of C4 also mention lochagoi (SEG 9

46.13, 49.1–2, 50.32, 51; Laronde (1987) 131–34). Kyrene is like-

ly to have had a boule in addition to gerontes and ephors (cf.

Eu(h)esperides). Pheretime, the mother of Arkesilas III, is

presented by Hdt. 4.165.1 as sitting in the boule, but the refer-

ence could be to the gerousia (cf. Chamoux (1953) 216). A

stoa built in C4 in the north-west corner of the agora has

been identified as a chamber for the meetings of the boule

(Stucchi (1975) 65; cf. Laronde (1987) 175–76). A boule of 500

men appointed by lot and over the age of 50 is specified in

322/1 (SEG 9 1.16–19, 34–35). An assembly of the people is

presupposed as existing already at Thera in C7 in the Oath of

the Founders (ML 5.24), but this may be anachronistic. The

C4 decree on citizenship for Thera was passed by the demos

(ML 5.11; cf. Laronde (1987) 250).

Kyrene was almost certainly named in a C4 list of theo-

rodokoi for the Argive Heraia (SEG 23 189 (c.330) i ll. 16–19;

Laronde (1987) 161–62; Charneux in BE (1988) no. 595). In

C5l a citizen of Kyrene was granted proxenia by Athens (no.

361) (IG ii² 174). Competitors from Kyrene were very promi-

nent in the major Panhellenic festivals (Pind. Pyth. 4, 5, 9 for

the Pythian Games, with Chamoux (1953) 169–201; Paus.

6.12.7 for the Isthmian Games; Olympionikai 194, 257, 268,

269, 347, 421, 423, 428, 430, 442, 508, 990 for the Olympic

Games; and see generally Laronde (1987) 146–47). In C4l, the

city dedicated a treasury at Delphi (Bommelaer (1991)

155–58).

The site of Kyrene lies inland some 12.5 km from its har-

bour (Apollonia) in a straight line.¹⁰ It was built on a large

hill with two peaks in the west and the east at 620 m, and

strong natural defences to the south (the Wadi Bel Gadir)

and the north (the Wadi Bu Turkia). The suburban

approaches to the city from the north were used as a large

necropolis, and other cemeteries were also located around

the city (Chamoux (1953) 287–300; Cassels (1955);

Goodchild (1971) 165–71). The city consisted of four main

areas.

(1) The acropolis on the western peak had no public

buildings (Goodchild (1971) 104–8), and it is not clear

whether it was used as a residence by the Battiads.¹¹

¹⁰ On the routes of approach to Kyrene cf. Stucchi (1985).
¹¹ Cf. Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994) 27 against Chamoux (1953) 260; cf.

217, 310.
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(2) The civic centre of the agora, slightly below the acrop-

olis to the south-east, grew in time with the addition of new

buildings (Stucchi (1965); Goodchild (1971) 91–103 with fig.

7; Vickers and Reynolds (1972) 33–34; Bacchielli (1981);

Laronde (1987) 169–78 with fig. 48 for C4). By C4 it had four

stoas (Stucchi (1975) 31–34, 63–65; Coulton (1976) 228,

230–31 with fig. 59), but the identification of many of

the public buildings and sanctuaries remains disputed,

including the location of the heroon of Battos the founder,

the bouleuterion, geronteion, prytaneion (the latter attested

in SEG 9 1.44 of 322/1; cf. Miller (1978) 183–84, 227), and the

sanctuaries of Apollo and Demeter. In C4 a monumental

altar of Apollo was built in the agora, similar to that in front

of his temple (Stucchi (1975) 59–60; Laronde (1987) 175).

(3) The eastern peak was chosen as the location for the

sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios (plan with site index in

Goodchild (1971) facing p. 200). Hdt. 4.203.2 implies that the

latter was originally outside the city perimeter. In C6l under

Battos IV Zeus Lykaios was identified with the Egyptian god

Amon who achieved great status at Kyrene (cf. coin types),

from where his cult spread to the Greek world (Chamoux

(1953) 320–41 with pls. XIX, XXVII–XXVIII; Goodchild

(1971) 149–55; Stucchi (1975) 19–20, 23–29; Bisi (1985)). His

temple, made of local limestone, was built at some time dur-

ing C6s–C5s, the largest Greek temple in Libya, comparable

in size to the Parthenon at Athens and the temple of Zeus at

Olympia. Traces of two other sanctuaries have been found

on the eastern hill in addition to the temple of Zeus (Stucchi

in Goodchild (1971) 155–56).

(4) A paved street led down from the acropolis via the

agora to the terrace of the sanctuary of Apollo, to the north-

north-east of the acropolis and on a lower level than the

agora (Goodchild (1971) 109–28 with fig. 13). A temple of C6

ascribed to Battos the founder (Pind. Pyth. 5.89; Callim.

Hymn 2.75–79; SEG 9 189) was rebuilt in C4 on a larger scale

(Chamoux (1953) 203, 304–8; Goodchild (1971) 116–19;

Laronde (1987) 104–5, 178–79). A monumental altar in front

of the temple was also renovated in C4s (SEG 9 85, 86;

Chamoux (1953) 308–9; Goodchild (1971) 116; Stucchi (1975)

29, 58–59; Laronde (1987) 110–13). The sacred spring near the

sanctuary was dedicated to the god (Pind. Pyth. 4.294; Hdt.

4.158.3; Chamoux (1953) 77–82, 126–27; Goodchild (1971)

109–12).Artemis was closely associated with Apollo from the

start (Chamoux (1953) 311–20 with pls. XVII–XVIII;

Goodchild (1971) 127–28; Stucchi (1975) 8–9, 48–49, 58). Her

temple, immediately to the north of the temple of Apollo

and with a C6 monumental altar in front of it, was 

also reconstructed in C4. The terrace received substantial

additions subsequently, notably in C4 (Laronde (1987)

178–92 with fig. 54). A small treasure was built there by the

strategoi in C4s to commemorate victories over the Libyans

(SEG 9 89–90; Goodchild (1971) 113–14; Laronde (1987)

104–5 with fig. 29). To the west of the sanctuary of Apollo a

theatre (TGR iii. 137) was constructed, partly excavated in

the hill, though the date of initial construction is uncertain

(Goodchild (1971) 125–27; Stucchi (1975) 34–36, 69–70).

Outside the city, on a terraced site across the Wadi Bel

Gadir, lay the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore, in an isolated

position opposite the agora and about 75 m south of the

city’s wall circuit. It was established by C6e and had a con-

tinuous history till Roman times, as shown by numerous

votive offerings (White (1981), (1984–93)).

The city wall was gradually developed (detailed descrip-

tion for C4l in Laronde (1987) 71–76 with figs. 19–22), and

by the early Hellenistic period enclosed both peaks, with a

total length of 5,560 m and an enclosed area of about 750

ha. The acropolis was separately fortified in C4l (Diod.

19.79.1). Kyrene was besieged in 322 (Diod. 18.19.4). Only

about one-third of the area enclosed by the city walls was

inhabited. Estimates of the size of the urban population

depend on the density of settlement assumed, and thus

vary considerably from c.30,000 (Goodchild (1971) 15) to as

much as 100,000 or more (Laronde (1987) 342, discussing

other estimates). A settlement density of 100–300 per ha

(Jameson et al. (1994), 542–43; cf. Hansen (1997c) 28–30)

would indicate an urban population in the range

25,000–75,000.

The coinage of Kyrene provided the models for the

coinages of the other Greek cities of Libya. It went through

three main phases: c.570–480, c.480–435 and c.435–308 (see

BMC Cyrenaica; Laronde (1987) 233–48; SNG Cop. Suppl.

1330).

The earliest coinage (BMC Cyrenaica pp. xviii–xxxvi and

1–9) was in silver on the Euboic–Attic standard, at first

tetradrachms, didrachms and drachms and later fractional

denominations as well. Types: obv. silphium plant or fruit,

which remained the distinctive obverse type at Kyrene;¹²

rev. at first incuse, later animals, then anthropomorphic

types. In the second period (BMC Cyrenaica pp. xxxvi–xlvii

and 10–14) the Asiatic standard mostly took over from the

Attic, and types became more standardized, and the head of

Amon was introduced as the normal reverse type. In the

third period (BMC Cyrenaica pp. xlvii–xcviii and 15–47), the

names of magistrates appear on a number of gold and silver

¹² On the silphium plant cf. BMC Cyrenaica pp. ccli–cclvii; Chamoux (1953)
246–63 and in Barker et al. (1985).
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coins, but are not found on the bronze coins which were

introduced in the latter part of the period (C4l). In the latter

part of the period there are also numerous gold issues on the

Attic standard with a greater variety of types (on these see

also Naville (1951); Laronde (1987) 208–11, 239–40). Legends

appear late in the first period, with the city-ethnic, which

becomes common, mostly abbreviated, sometimes down to

ΚΥ but occasionally in the full form ΚΥΡΑΝΑΙΟΝ. On

the C5s “alliance” coinage, see under Barke (no. 1025) and

Eu(h)esperides (no. 1026).

1029. Taucheira (Taucheirites) Map 38. Lat. 32.32, long.

20.34. Size of territory: 3? Type: A:α. The toponym is

Τα�χειρα or Τε�χειρα, and other variants are found (testi-

monia in Purcaro Pagano (1976) 347–48). Τα�χειρα is the

earliest attested form, and it continued to be used in the

post-Classical period (Hdt. 4.171; Ps.-Skylax 108).Τε�χειρα

appears not to be found till the Roman Empire (Arr.

Diadochi (FGrHist 156) fr.9 §17; Hippol.Chron. §300 l. 1 (sec-

ond century ad)); the letters ΤΕ, however, are found on the

obverse of some C5s coins issued jointly by Barke and

Taucheira (BMC Cyrenaica pp. clxxxvi–clxxxvii and 107–8).

This latter form of the toponym is not mentioned anywhere

by Steph. Byz. Other forms are also found, as Τα�χιρα,

Τε�χηρα and Τε�χιρα. The gender of the toponym was

treated as either feminine singular (Strabo; Procopius) or

neuter plural (Hdt.; Diod. 18.20.6; Hippol.). In C3 under the

Ptolemies Taucheira was renamed Arsinoe (Laronde (1987)

382–83), but the original name survived, as shown by 

references in post-Classical sources (e.g. Strabo 17.3.20;

Plin. HN 5.32). The city-ethnic is rarely attested. Steph.

Byz. 608.20–609.1 gives several versions: Ταυχε�ριος,

Ταυχ/ριος, Τα�χερος, Ταυχερ�της. Of these, only

Ταυχ/ριος seems to be attested in a literary source

(Parthenius frr. 45.1 and 662.1 (C1)). Not mentioned by

Steph. Byz. is the form Τευχειρ5ται found in Arr. Diadochi

(FGrHist 156) fr. 9 §18 (r322).

Taucheira is first referred to as a polis (in the urban sense)

by Hdt. 4.171. Ps.-Skylax describes it as only a χωρ�ον, while

Strabo, who calls it a polis at 17.3.20, lists it at 17.3.21 among

the περιπ#λια of Kyrene (no. 1028), which he describes as

πολ�χνια. It is also described as a polis in the urban sense by

Diod. 18.20.6 and in the political sense by Arrian (FGrHist

156) fr. 9 §17 (both r322). The collective use of the city-ethnic

internally is attested (abbreviated as ΤΕ) by some coins of

Taucheira issued together with Barke.

Little is heard of Taucheira in the Archaic and Classical

periods. It was reportedly founded by Kyrene, at an unspec-

ified date (schol. Pind. Pyth. 4.26). Archaeological evidence

of Greek presence there goes back to C7l (Boardman (1966)

153–55; Boardman and Hayes (1966) 12–15, 170; Boardman

(1994) 143–46), and its foundation is likely to have preceded

that of Barke (no. 1025).

The extent of Taucheira’s territory is unknown, though it

was probably much more limited than that of Kyrene or

Barke (see Laronde (1987) 59–63, (1994) 25, 27–28 who esti-

mates the arable land potentially available at 250 km², which

could sustain a population of more than 20,000). Situated

on the coast, Taucheira was overshadowed by Barke inland

to the east, and in C5 it was in some sense subordinated to

her (cf. Hdt. 4.171 and the evidence of the so-called alliance

coinage). To the south-west its possibilities of expansion

were restricted by Eu(h)esperides as well as by Libyan tribes.

In the war of Thibron against Kyrene in 322, Taucheira

was in alliance with Kyrene (no. 1028), while Barke (no. 1025)

and Eu(h)esperides (no. 1026) sided with him; but it was

captured by Thibron (Diod. 18.20.6; Laronde (1987) 42, 49,

63).

There is no evidence regarding the political institutions of

Taucheira and little regarding its cults. Votive material from

a sanctuary of Demeter and Kore has been found

(Boardman and Hayes (1966) 11–12, 15; Boardman (1994)

143–46).A temple of Dionysos is reported from the centre of

Taucheira, but no further details are available (Laronde

(1987) 335).

It is not clear whether Taucheira was named in a catalogue

of theorodokoi of the Heraia at Argos (no. 347) (SEG 23 189

(c.330), i ll. 16–19; Laronde (1987) 161–62; Charneux in BE

(1988) no. 595).

Traces of what may be a C6e circuit wall have been found

(Boardman and Hayes (1966) 9–10, 13; Boardman (1994) 144;

cf. Smith and Crow (1998) 37), and Thibron’s siege and cap-

ture of Taucheira in 322 implies that it had a wall at the time

(Diod. 18.20.6). It is not clear whether the urban remains of

Taucheira, with traces of a city wall, can be dated to before

the Hellenistic period (Laronde (1987) 59–61). The city

perimeter as fixed in C3m enclosed an area of 40 ha and an

urban population at the time estimated at a minimum of

6,000 (Laronde (1994) 27–28).

The only known coinage of Taucheira consists of an

issue of C5s of silver tetradrachms (Attic standard) and

drachmas (Asiatic standard). It has been described as an

“alliance” coinage, as the coins bear the city-ethnic of

Taucheira (in the form ΤΕ) on the obverse and Barke (no.

1025) on the reverse. Types: obv. silphium plant; rev. head of

Amon.
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1030. (Astraiousioi) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: [A].

The city-ethnic is ?στραιο�σιοι (IG ii² 43.B.22). There is

no other source. The Astraioi were members of the Second

Athenian Naval League, and in the so-called Charter of the

League they are recorded under the heading ?θηνα�ων

π#λεις α_δε σ�µµαχοι (IG ii² 43.A.78 (378/7)).

1031. (Erodioi) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: C. The eth-

nic is ’Ερ#διος, attested in IG i³ 263.iv.18, which is the only

source we have for this community. The ethnic is almost

completely restored in the list of 454/3 (IG i³ 259.ii.8:

’Ε[ροδιοι]).Thus, the only thing we know is that the Erodioi

were members of the Delian League and that in 450/49 they

paid a phoros of 500 dr. (IG i³ 263.iv.18). They are listed after

Astakos in Propontis and Stolos in Chalkidike (iv.16–17) and

before the islands of Tenos and Siphnos (iv.19–20). There is

no foundation for the suggestion in ATL i. 485 that the

Erodioi should be located somewhere in Thrace.

1032. (Eurymachitai) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: C.

The ethnic is Ε(ρυµαχ�της (IG i³ 264.iii.16, 265.ii.46).

There are no other sources. The Eurymachitai were mem-

bers of the Delian League and are recorded twice in the trib-

ute lists, in 448/7 (IG i³ 264.iii.16) and in 447/6 (IG i³

265.ii.46), paying 1,000 dr. In both cases we find the

sequence: Dikaia (in Thrace), the Dieis (on Euboia), the

Eurymachitai (unlocated), the Brykontioi (on Karpathos,

which belonged to the Karian district) and, probably, the

Kioi (in the Hellespontine district).

1033. Kystiros (Kystirios) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type:

A. The toponym is Κ�στιρος (Hdn. iii.1 198.20; iii.2 449.2).

The city-ethnic is Κυστ�ριος (IG i³ 278.vi.37).

Kystiros is called a polis in the political sense in the

Athenian tribute list of 434/3, where it is the only communi-

ty recorded after the heading >τακτος π#λις and is put

down for a payment of 300 dr. (IG i³ 278.vi.36–7, followed by

vacat). Since this heading stands apart from the organisa-

tion of the members into districts, we have no clue as to

where Kystiros was located. ATL i. 509 attempts to identify

the Kystirioi with the inhabitants of Pistiros on the coast of

Thrace (Hdt. 7.109.2; no. 638). It is true that one family of

MSS of Herodotos has Π�στιρος (ABDV) and that Κ and

Π are sometimes mixed up (Cydna for Pydna at Pompon.

2.35). But Herodian clearly distinguishes between Π�στιρος

and Κ�στιρος in both the passages cited above (not men-

tioned in ATL). As the evidence stands, the identification of

the two communities should be abandoned, and Kystiros

recorded as an unlocated polis.

1034. (Lechoioi) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: A. The

city-ethnic is Λεχ)ιος, attested in our only source: a C5

dedication from Dodone: ∆ι� δ+ρον �ν/θηκε π#λις

Λεχω�ων (Lazzarini (1976) 897) where the Lechooi are clas-

sified as a polis in the political sense.

1035. (Phytaioi) Unlocated. Not in Barr. Type: C. The

city-ethnic is Φ�ταιος (Head, HN² 252). The only source for

this polis is one surviving coin dated to C5s: obv. bearded

head of Dionysos (?); rev. round incuse square with vine.

Legend: ΦΥΤΑΙΟΝ. Because of the types, Head believes

that this unidentified community was somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Maroneia. He may be right, but, to be on

the safe side, it is better placed here among the unlocated

poleis.

UNLOCATED

mo gens herman hansen
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1. (Alalie

2. Emporion (Emporites)

3. Massalia (Massaliotes)

4. Rhode (Rhodetes)

5. Abakainon (Abakaininos)

6. Adranon (Adranites)

7. Agyrion (Agyrinaios)

8. Aitna (Aitnaios)

9. Akragas (Akragantinos)

10. Akrai (Akraios)

11. Alaisa (Alaisinos)

12. Alontion (Alontinos)

13. Apollonia (Apolloniates)

14. Engyon (Engyinos)

15. Euboia (Euboeus)

16. Galeria (Galarinos)

17. Gela (Geloios, Geloaios)

18. Heloron (Ailoros)

19. Henna (Hennaios)

20. Herakleia (1) (Herakleotes)

21. Herakleia (2)

22. Herbes(s)os (Herbessinos)

23. Herbita (Herbitaios)

24. Himera (Himeraios)

25. Hippana (Hipanatas)

26. *Imachara (Imacharaios)

27. Kallipolis (Kallipolites)

28. Kamarina (Kamarinaios)

29. Kasmenai (Kasmenaios)

30. Katane (Katanaios)

31. Kentoripa (Kentoripinos)

32. Kephaloidion (Kephaloiditas)

33. Leontinoi (Leontinos)

34. Lipara (Liparaios)

35. *Longane (Longenaios)

36. Megara (Megareus)

37. Morgantina (Morgantinos)

38. Mylai (Mylaios)

39. Mytistratos (Mytiseratinos)

40. Nakone (Nakonaios)

41. Naxos (Naxios)

42. Petra (Petrinos)

43. Piakos (Piakinos)

44. Selinous (Selinousios)

45. (Sileraioi)

46. (Stielanaioi)

47. Syrakousai (Syrakosios)

48. Tauromenion (Tauromenitas)

49. Tyndaris (Tyndarites)

50. (Tyrrhenoi)

51. Zankle (Zanklaios)/Messana (Messanios)

52. Herakleia (Herakleios)

53. Hipponion (Hipponieus)

54. Hyele (Hyeletes)/Elea (Eleates)

55. Kaulonia (Kauloniatas)

56. Kroton (Krotoniatas)

57. Kyme (Kymaios)

58. Laos (La(w)inos)

59. Lokroi (Lokros)

60. Medma (Medmaios)

61. Metapontion (Metapontinos)

62. Metauros (Mataurinos)

63. Neapolis (Neapolites)

64. Pandosia (Pandosinos)

65. Pithekoussai (Pithekoussaios)

66. Poseidonia (Poseidoniatas)

67. Pyxous

68. Rhegion (Rheginos)

69. Siris (Sirites)

70. Sybaris (Sybaritas)

71. Taras (Tarantinos)

72. Temesa (Temesaios)

73. Terina (Terinaios)

74. Thourioi (Thourios)

75. Adria

76. Ankon (Ankonites)

77. Apollonia (Apolloniates)

78. Brentesion (Brendesinos)

79. Epidamnos (Epidamnios)/Dyrrhachion

(Dyrrachinos)

80. Herakleia (Herakleiotes)

81. Issa (Issaios)

82. Lissos (Lissates)

83. Melaina Korkyra (Korkyraios)
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84. Pharos (Pharios)

85. Spina (Spinites)

86. Amantia (Amantieus)

87. Artichia

88. Batiai

89. [Berenike]

90. Boucheta (Bouchetios)

91. Bouthroton (Bouthrotios)

92. Byllis (Byllion)

93. Dodone (Dodonaios)

94. Elateia

95. Elea (Eleaios)

96. Ephyra (Ephyros)

97. Eurymenai (Eurymenaios)

98. Gitana

99. Horraon (Horraitas)

100. Kassopa (Kassopaios)

101. Nikaia

102. Olympa (Olympastas)

103. Orikos (Orikios)

104. Pandosia

105. Passaron

106. Phanote (Phanoteus)

107. Phoinike

108. Poionos

109. Tekmon

110. Torone

111. Zmaratha

112. Alyzeia (Alyzaios)

113. Ambrakia (Ambrakiotes)

114. Anaktorion (Anaktorieus)

115. Argos (Argeios)

116. Astakos (Astakenos)

117. Derion (Derieus)

118. Echinos (Echinaios)

119. Euripos (Euripios)

120. Herakleia (Herakleotes?)

121. Hyporeiai (Hyporeates)

122. Ithaka (Ithakesios)

123. Korkyra (Korkyraios)

124. Koronta (Korontaios)

125. Kranioi (Kranios)

126. Leukas (Leukadios)

127. Limnaia (Limnaios)

128. *Matropolis (Matropolites)

129. Medion (Medionios)

130. Oiniadai (Oiniadas)

131. Palairos (Palaireus)

132. Paleis (Paleus)

133. Phara

134. Phoitiai (Phoitieus)

135. Pronnoi (Pronnos)

136. Same (Samaios)

137. Sollion

138. Stratos (Stratios)

139. Thyrreion (Thyrieus)

140. Torybeia (Torybeieus)

141. Zakynthos (Zakynthios)

142. Agrinion (Agrinieus)

143. Aigition

144. Akripos

145. Chalkis (Chalkideus)

146. Halikyrna

147. Kallion (Kallieus)/Kallipolis (Kallipolites)

148. Kalydon (Kalydonios)

149. Makynea (Makyneus)

150. Molykreion (Molykreus)

151. *Phola (Pholaieus)

152. Phylea

153. Pleuron (Pleuronios)

154. Proschion (Proscheios)

155. Therminea

156. Trichoneion (Trichonieus)

157. Alpa (Alpaios)

158. Amphissa (Amphisseus)

159. Chaleion (Chaleieus)

160. *Hyaia (Hyaios)

161. Hypnia (Hypneus)

162. (Issioi)

163. (Messapioi)

164. Myania (Myaneus)

165. Naupaktos (Naupaktios)

166. Oianthea (Oiantheus)

167. Tolophon (Tolophonios)

168. Tritea (Triteus)

169. Abai (Abaios)

170. *Aiolidai (Aiolideus)

171. Ambryssos (Ambryssios)

172. Amphikaia (Amphikleieus)

173. Antikyra (Antikyreus)

174. Boulis (Boulios)

175. Charadra (Charadraios)

176. Daulis (Daulieus)

177. Delphoi (Delphos)

178. Drymos (Drymios)

179. Echedameia (Echedamieus)
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180. Elateia (Elateus)

181. Erochos (Erochos)

182. Hyampolis (Hyampolios)

183. Kirrha (Kirrhaios)

184. Ledon (Ledontios)

185. Lilaia (Lilaieus)

186. Medeon (Medeonios)

187. Neon (Ne(-))/Tithorea (Tithoreus)

188. Parapotamioi (Parapotamios)

189. Pedieis (Pedieis)

190. Phanoteus/Panopeus (Phanoteus, Panopeus)

191. Phlygonion (P(h)lygoneus)

192. Po[——]

193. Stiris (Stirios)

194. Teithronion (Teithronios)

195. Trachis (Trachinios)

196. Triteis

197. Troneia (Troneieus)

198. Akraiphia, Akraiphnion (Akraiphieus)

199. Alalkomenai

200. Anthedon (Anthedonios)

201. Chaironeia (Chaironeus)

202. Chorsiai (Chorsieus)

203. Erythrai

204. Eteonos/Skaphai (Skaph(l)eus)

205. Eutresis (Eutretidieus)

206. Haliartos (Haliartios)

207. Hyettos (Hyettios)

208. Hysiai

209. Kopai (Kopaieus)

210. Koroneia (Koroneus)

211. Lebadeia (Lebadeus)

212. Mykalessos (Mykalessios)

213. Orchomenos (Orchomenios)

214. Oropos (Oropios)

215. Pharai

216. Plataiai (Plataieus)

217. Potniai (Potnieus)

218. Siphai (Siphaieus)

219. Skolos

220. Tanagra (Tanagraios)

221. Thebai (Thebaios)

222. Thespiai (Thespieus)

223. Thisbai (Thisbeus)

224. Aigosthena (Aigosthenitas)

225. Megara (Megareus)

226. Pagai (Pagaios)

227. Korinthos (Korinthios)

228. Sikyon (Sikyonios)

229. Aigai (Aigaios)

230. Aigeira (Aigeirates)

231. Aigion (Aigieus)

232. Ascheion (Ascheieus)

233. Boura (Bourios)

234. Dyme (Dymaios)

235. Helike (Helikeus)

236. Keryneia (Keryneus)

237. Leontion (Leontesios)

238. Olenos (Olenios)

239. Patrai (Patreus)

240. Pellene (Pelleneus)

241. Pharai (Pharaieus)

242. Phelloe

243. Rhypai, Rhypes (Rhyps)

244. Tritaia (Tritaieus)

245. Alasyaion (Alasyeus)

246. Alion

247. Amphidolia (Amphidolos)

248. (Anaitoi)

249. (Chaladrioi)

250. Dyspontion (Dyspontios)

251. Elis (Eleios)

252. Eupagion

253. (Ewaoioi)

254. Kyllene (Kyllenios)

255. Laris(s)a

256. Lasion (Lasionios)

257. Lenos

258. Letrinoi (Letrinos)

259. Marganeis (Marganeus)

260. (Metapioi)

261. Opous (Opountios)

262. Pisa (Pisatas)

263. Pylos (Pylios)

264. Thraistos (Thraistios)

265. Alea (Aleos)

266. Alipheira (Alipheireus)

267. Asea (Aseates)

268. Dipaia (Dipaeus)

269. Euaimon (Euaimnios)

270. Eutaia

271. Gortys (Kortynios)

272. Halous

273. Helisson (Heliswasios)

274. Heraia (Heraieus)

275. Kaphy(i)ai (Kaphyieus)
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276. Kleitor (Kleitorios)

277. Koila

278. Kynaitha (Kynaitheus)

279. Lousoi (Lousiatas)

280. Lykosoura (Lykourasios)

281. Mantinea (Mantineus)

282. Megale polis (Megalopolites)

283. Methydrion (Methydrieus)

284. Nestane (Nestanios)

285. Nonakris (Nonakrieus)

286. Orchomenos (Orchomenios)

287. Oresthasion (Oresthasios)

288. Paion

289. Pallantion (Pallanteus)

290. Phara

291. Pheneos (Pheneeus)

292. Phigaleia (Phigaleus)

293. Phorieia (Phoriaeus)

294. Psophis (Psophidios)

295. Pylai (Parpylaios)

296. Stymphalos (Stymphalios)

297. Tegea (Tegeatas)

298. Teuthis (Teuthidas)

299. Thaliades

300. Thelphousa (Thelphousios)

301. Thisoa (Thisoaios)

302. Torthyneion (Torthyneus)

303. Trapezous (Trapezountios)

304. Ep(e)ion

305. Epitalion (Epitalieus)

306. Lepreon (Lepreatas)

307. Makiston (Makistios)

308. Noudion

309. Phrixa(i)

310. Pyrgos

311. Skillous (Skillountios)

312. Aithaia (Aithaieus)

313. Asine (Asinaios)

314. Aulon (Aulonites)

315. Kardamyle (Skardamylites)

316. Korone (Koronaios)

317. Kyparissos (Kyparissieus)

318. Messene (Messenios)/Ithome (Ithomaios)

319. Mothone (Mothonaios)

320. Pharai (Pharaiates)

321. Thalamai (Thalamates)

322. Thouria (Thouriates)

323. Aigys (Aigyeus)

324. Anthana

325. Aphroditia, Aphrodisia

326. Belbina (Belbinetes?)

327. Boia (Boiates)

328. Chen (Cheneus)

329. Epidauros (Epidaurios)

330. Etis (Eteios?)

331. Eua (Euitas)

332. Geronthrai (Geronthretes)

333. Gytheion (Gytheates)

334. Kromnos (Kromnites?)

335. Kyphanta (Kyphantaseus)

336. Kythera (Kytherios)

337. Las (Laos)

338. Oinous (Woinountios)

339. Oios (Oiates)

340. Oitylos (Oitylios?)/Beitylos (Beityleus)

341. Pellana (Pellaneus)

342. Prasiai (Brasiates)

343. Sellasia (Sellasieus?)

344. Side

345. Sparta (Spartiates)/Lakedaimon (Lakedaimonios)

346. Thyrea

347. Argos (Argeios)

348. Epidauros (Epidaurios)

349. Halieis (Halikos)

350. Hermion (Hermioneus)

351. Kleonai (Kleonaios)

352. Methana (Methanaios)

353. Mykenai (Mykenaios)

354. Orneai (Orneates)

355. Phleious (Phleiasios)

356. Tiryns (Tirynthios)

357. Troizen (Troizenios)

358. Aigina (Aiginetes)

359. Belbina (Belbinites)

360. Kalaureia (Kalaureates)

361. Athenai (Athenaios)

362. Eleusis

363. Salamis (Salaminios)

364. Athenai Diades (Athenites)

365. Chalkis (Chalkideus)

366. Diakrioi en Euboia

367. Diakres apo Chalkideon

368. Dion (Dieus)

369. Dystos

370. Eretria (Eretrieus)

371. *Grynchai (Gryncheus)
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372. Histiaia (Histiaieus)/Oreos (Oreites)

373. Karystos (Karystios)

374. Orobiai (Orobieus)

375. *Peraia (Peraeus)

376. Posideion (Posideites)

377. Styra (Styreus)

378. Alope (Alopaios)

379. Alponos (Alponios)

380. Halai (Haleeus)

381. Knemi(de)s

382. Kynos (Kynios)

383. Larymna (Larymnaios)

384. Naryka (Narykaios)

385. Nikaia (Nikaeus)

386. Opous (Opountios)

387. Skarpheia (Skarpheus)

388. Thronion (Thronieus)

389. Akyphas/Pindos

390. Boion (Boiaios)

391. Erineos (Erinaios)

392. Kytinion (Kytinieus)

393. Amphanai (Amphanaieus)

394. Argoussa (Argoussios)

395. Atrax (Atragios, Atrakios)

396. Gomphoi (Gompheus)

397. Gyrton, Gyrtone (Gyrtonios)

398. Kierion (Kierieus)

399. *Kondaia (Kondaieus)

400. Krannon (Krannonios)

401. Larisa (Larisaios)

402. Methylion (Methylieus)

403. Metropolis (Matropolitas)

404. Mopsion (Mopseus)

405. Orthos (Orthieus)

406. Oxynion

407. Pagasai (Pagasitas)

408. Peirasia (Peirasieus)

409. Pelinna(ion) (Pelinna(i)eus)

410. Phakion (Phakiastas)

411. Phaloria (Phaloriastes)

412. Pharkadon (Pharkadonios)

413. Pharsalos (Pharsalios)

414. Pherai (Pheraios)

415. Skotoussa (Skotoussaios)

416. Thetonion (Thetonios)

417. Trikka (Trikkaios)

418. Angeia (Angeieus)

419. Ktimene (Ktimenaios)

420. Hypata (Hypataios)

421. (Kapheleis)

422. (Korophaioi)

423. (Phyrrhagioi)

424. Talana

425. Chen (Cheneus)

426. Parasopioi (Parasopieus)

427. Anthele

428. Antikyre (Antikyritas)

429. Echinos (Echinaios)

430. Herakleia (Herakle(i)otes)

431. Lamia (Lamieus)

432. Trachis (Trachinios)

433. Antron

434. *Ekkarra (Ekkarreus)

435. Halos (Haleus)

436. Kypaira (Kypharreus)

437. Larisa (Larisaios)

438. Melitaia (Melitaieus)

439. Peuma (Peumatios)

440. Phylake

441. Proerna (Proernios)

442. Pyrasos (Pyrasios)

443. Thaumakoi (Thaumakos)

444. Thebai (Thebaios)

445. Amyros (Amyreus)

446. (Eureaioi)

447. Eurymenai (Eurymenios)

448. Homolion (Homolieus)

449. Iolkos (Iolkeus)

450. Kasthanaie (Kassanaeus)

451. Kikynethos

452. Korakai (Korokaios)

453. Meliboia (Meliboieus)

454. Methone (Methonaios)

455. Olizon (Olizonios)

456. (Oxoniaioi)

457. Rhizous (Rhizousios)

458. Spalauthra (Spalauthreus)

459. Azoros (Azoriastas)

460. Chyretiai (Chyretiaios)

461. Doliche (Dolichaios)

462. *Ereikinion (Ereikineus)

463. Gonnos (Gonneus)

464. *Malloia (Malloiatas)

465. Mondaia (Mondaieus)

466. Mylai (Mylaios)

467. Oloosson (Oloossonios)
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468. Phalanna (Phalannaios)

469. Pythoion (Pythoiastas)

470. Argethia (Argethieus)

471. Aigiale (Aigialeus)

472. Arkesine (Arkesineus)

473. Minoa (Minoetes)

474. Anaphe (Anaphaios)

475. Andros (Andrios)

476. Astypalaia (Astypaleieus)

477. Chalke (Chalkeates)

478. Delos (Delios)

479. Helene

480. Oine (Oin(o)aios)

481. *Therma (Thermaios)

482. Ikos (Ikios)

483. Imbros (Imbrios)

484. Ios (Ietes)

485. Kalymna (Kalymnios)

486. Arke(s)seia (Arkesieus)

487. Brykous (Brykountios)

488. Eteokarpathioi

489. Karpathos (Karpathios)

490. Kasos (Kasios)

491. Ioulis (Ioulietes)

492. Karthaia (Karthaieus)

493. Koresia (Koresios)

494. Poiessa (Poiessios)

495. Keria (Keraitas)

496. Kimolos (Kimolios)

497. Kos (Koos)

498. Astypalaia

499. Kos Meropis

500. Halasarna (Halasarnitas)

501. Kythnos (Kythnios)

502. Myrina (Myrinaios)

503. Hephaistia (Hephaistieus)

504. Leros (Lerios)

505. Melos (Melios)

506. Mykonos (Mykonios)

507. Naxos (Naxios)

508. Nisyros (Nisyrios)

509. Paros (Parios)

510. Panormos

511. Peparethos

512. Seleinous

513. Pholegandros (Pholegandrios)

514. Rheneia (Rhenaieus, Rheneus)

515. Samothrake (Samothrax)

516. *Saros (Sarios)

517. Seriphos (Seriphios)

518. Sikinos (Sikinetes)

519. Siphnos (Siphnios)

520. Skiathos (Skiathios)

521. Skyros (Skyrios)

522. Syme (Symaios)

523. Syros (Syrios)

524. Telos (Telios)

525. Tenos (Tenios)

526. Thasos (Thasios)

527. Thera (Theraios)

528. Aiane (Aianaios?)

529. Aigeai (Aigaios)

530. Alebaia

531. Allante (Allantaios)

532. Aloros (Alorites)

533. Beroia (Beroiaios)

534. Dion (Diestes)

535. Edessa (Edessaios)

536. Europos (Europaios)

537. Herakleion (Herakleiotes)

538. Ichnai (Ichnaios)

539. Kyrrhos (Kyrrhestes)

540. Leibethra (Leibethrios)

541. Methone (Methonaios)

542. Mieza (Miezaios/Miezeus)

543. Pella (Pellaios)

544. Pydna (Pydnaios)

545. Apollonia (Apolloniates)

546. Arethousa (Arethousios)

547. Bormiskos

548. Chalestre

549. Herakleia (Herakleotes)

550. Lete (Letaios)

551. Sindos (Sindonaios?)

552. Therme

553. Amphipolis (Amphipolites)

554. Argilos (Argilios)

555. Traïlos (Traïlios)

556. Aige (Aigantios)

557. Aineia (Aineiates)

558. Aioleion (Aiolites)

559. Akanthos (Akanthios)

560. Akrothooi (Akrothoios)

561. Alapta (Alaptes)

562. Anthemous (Anthemountios)

563. Aphytis (Aphytaios)
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564. Assera (Asserites)

565. Charadrous

566. (Chedrolioi)

567. Chytropolis (Chytropolitai)

568. Dikaia (Dikaiopolites)

569. Dion (Dieus)

570. Eion

571. Galepsos (Galaios)

572. Gigonos

573. Haisa

574. Istasos

575. Kalindoia

576. Kamakai

577. Kampsa

578. Kissos (Kisseites)

579. Kithas

580. Kleonai

581. Kombreia

582. Lipaxos

583. Mekyberna (Mekybernaios)

584. Mende (Mendaios)

585. Milkoros (Milkorios)

586. Neapolis (Neopolites)

587. Olophyxos (Olophyxios)

588. Olynthos (Olynthios)

589. (Osbaioi)

590. Othoros (Othorios)

591. Pharbelos (Pharbelios)

592. (Phegontioi)

593. Piloros

594. Pistasos

595. Pleume (Pleumeus)

596. (Polichnitai)

597. Posideion

598. Poteidaia (Poteidaiates)

599. Prassilos (Prassilios)

600. Sane (Sanaios)

601. Sane

602. Sarte (Sartaios)

603. Serme (Sermaios)

604. Sermylia (Sermylieus)

605. Singos (Singaios)

606. Sinos

607. Skabala (Skablaios)

608. (Skapsaioi)

609. Skione (Skionaios)

610. Skithai (Skithaios)

611. Smila

612. Spartolos (Spartolios)

613. Stagiros (Stagirites)

614. Stolos (Stolios)

615. Strepsa (Strepsaios)

616. Therambos (Thrambaios)

617. Thestoros

618. Thyssos (Thyssios)

619. Tinde (Tindaios)

620. Torone (Toronaios)

621. Tripoiai

622. Zereia (Zeranios)

623. Aison (Aisonios)

624. Brea (Breaios)

625. Kossaia (Kossaios)

626. Okolon

627. Apollonia

628. Berga (Bergaios)

629. Datos (Datenos)

630. Eion

631. Galepsos (Galepsios)

632. Krenides (Krenites)

633. Myrkinos (Myrkinios)

634. Neapolis (Neopolites)

635. Oisyme (Oisymaios)

636. Phagres (Phagresios)

637. Philippoi (Philippeus)

638. Pistyros

639. Sirra (Sirraios)

640. Abdera (Abderites)

641. Ainos (Ainios)

642. Bergepolis (Bergepolites)

643. Dikaia

644. Drys (Dryites)

645. Kypsela

646. Maroneia (Maronites)

647. Mesambrie

648. Orthagoria (Orthagoreus)

649. Sale

650. Stryme

651. Zone (Zonaios)

652. Alexandropolis

653. Apros

654. Kabyle (Kabylenos)

655. Philippopolis (Philippopolites)

656. Pistiros (Pistirenos)

657. Seuthopolis

658. Aigos potamoi (Aigos po(-))

659. Alopekonnesos (Alopekonnesios)
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660. Araplos

661. Chersonesos/Agora (Chersonesites ap’ Agoras)

662. Deris (Deraios?)

663. Elaious (Elaiousios)

664. Ide

665. Kardia (Kardianos)

666. Kressa

667. Krithote (Krithousios)

668. Limnai (Limnaios)

669. Madytos (Madytios)

670. Paion

671. Paktye

672. Sestos (Sestios)

673. Bisanthe (Bisanthenos)

674. Byzantion (Byzantios)

675. Daminon Teichos (Daminoteichites)

676. Heraion, Heraion Teichos (Heraites)

677. Neapolis (Neopolites)

678. Perinthos (Perinthios)

679. Selymbria (Selymbrianos)

680. Ser(re)ion Teichos (Ser(re)ioteichites)

681. Tyrodiza (Tyrodizenos)

682. Apollonia (Apolloniates)

683. Bizone (Bizonites)

684. Dionysopolis (Dionysopolites)

685. Istros (Istrianos)

686. Kallatis (Kallatianos)

687. Mesambria (Mesambrianos)

688. Nikonion

689. Odessos (Odess(e)ites)

690. Olbia (Olbiopolites)/Borysthenes (Borysthenites)

691. Ophiousa

692. Orgame

693. Tomis (Tomites)

694. Tyras (Tyranos)

695. Chersonesos (Chersonesites)

696. Gorgipp(e)ia (Gorgippeus)

697. Hermonassa (Hermonaseites)

698. Karkinitis (Kerkinites)

699. Kepoi (Kepites)

700. Kimmerikon

701. Kytaia

702. Labrys/Labryta

703. Myrmekeion

704. Nymphaion (Nymphatos)

705. Pantikapaion (Pantikapaites)/Bosporos (Bosporites)

706. Phanagoria (Phanagorites)

707. Theodosia (Theudosieus)

708. Tyritake

709. Dioskouris

710. Gyenos

711. Phasis (Phasianos)

712. Amisos (Amisenos)/Peiraieus (Peiraieus)

713. Becheirias

714. Choirades

715. Herakleia (Herakle(i)otes)

716. Iasonia

717. Karambis

718. Karoussa

719. Kerasous (Kerasountios)

720. Kinolis

721. Koloussa

722. Kotyora (Kotyorites)

723. Kromna (Kromnites)

724. Kytoros

725. Limne

726. Lykastos

727. Odeinios

728. Sesamos (Sesamenos)/Amastris (Amastrianos)

729. Sinope (Sinopeus)

730. Stameneia

731. Tetrakis

732. Themiskyra

733. Tieion (Tianos)

734. Trapezous (Trapezountios)

735. Artaiou Teichos (Artaioteichites)

736. Artake (Artakenos)

737. Astakos (Astakenos)

738. Bysbikos (Bysbikenos)

739. Dar(i)eion

740. Daskyleion (Daskyleianos)

741. *Didymon Teichos (Didymoteichites)

742. Harpagion (Harpagianos)

743. Kalchedon (Kalchedonios)

744. Kallipolis (Kallipolites)

745. Kios (Kianos)

746. Kolonai (Koloneus?)

747. Kyzikos (Kyzikenos)

748. Lampsakos (Lampsakenos)

749. Metropolis

750. Miletoupolis (Miletopolites)

751. Miletouteichos (Miletoteichites)

752. Myrleia (Myrleanos)/Brylleion

753. Olbia

754. (Otlenoi)

755. Paisos (Paisenos)
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756. Parion (Parianos)

757. Plakia (Plakianos)

758. Priapos (Priapenos)

759. Prokonnesos (Prokonnesios)

760. Pythopolis (Pythopolites)

761. Skylake

762. Sombia

763. Tereia

764. Zeleia (Zeleites)

765. Abydos (Abydenos)

766. Achilleion

767. Antandros (Antandrios)

768. Arisbe (Arisbaios)

769. Assos (Assios)

770. Astyra (Astyrenos)

771. Astyra Troika

772. Azeia (Azeieus)

773. Birytis (Berysios)

774. Dardanos (Dardaneus)

775. Gargara (Gargareus)

776. Gentinos (Gentinios)

777. Gergis (Gergithios)

778. Hamaxitos (Hamaxiteus)

779. Ilion (Ilieus)

780. Kebren (Kebrenios)

781. *Kokylion (Kokylites)

782. Kolonai (Kolonaeus)

783. Lamponeia (Lamponeus)

784. Larisa (Larisaios)

785. Neandreia (Neandrieus)

786. Ophryneion (Ophryneus)

787. *Palaiperkote (Palaiperkosios)

788. Perkote (Perkosios)

789. Polichna (Polichnaios)

790. Rhoiteion (Rhoiteus)

791. Sigeion (Sigeieus)

792. Skepsis (Skapsios)

793. Tenedos (Tenedios)

794. Antissa (Antissaios)

795. Arisba

796. Eresos (Eresios)

797. Methymna (Methymnaios)

798. Mytilene (Mytilenaios)

799. Pyrrha (Pyrrhaios)

800. Adramyttion (Adramytenos)

801. Aigai(ai) (Aigaieus)

802. Aigiroessa

803. Atarneus (Artaneites)

804. Autokane (Autokanaios?)

805. *Boione

806. Chalkis (Chalkideus)

807. Elaia (Elaiites)

808. Gambrion (Gambreiotes)

809. Gryneion/Gryneia (Gryneieus)

810. Halisarna

811. Herakleia? (Herakleotas)

812. Iolla (Iolleus)

813. Karene (Karenaios)

814. Killa

815. Kisthene

816. Kyllene

817. Kyme (Kymaios)

818. Larisa (Larisaios)

819. Leukai (Leokates)

820. Magnesia (Magnes)

821. *Melanpagos? (Melanpagitas)

822. Myrina (Myrinaios)

823. Nasos (Nasiotas)

824. Neon Teichos

825. Notion

826. Palaigambrion

827. Parthenion

828. Pergamon (Pergamenos)

829. Perperene (Perperenios)

830. Pitane (Pitanaios)

831. Pordoselene

832. Temnos (Temnites)

833. Teuthrania

834. Thebe

835. *Tisna (Tisnaios)

836. Achilleion

837. Airai (Airaios)

838. Anaia (Anaïtes)

839. Boutheia (Boutheieus)

840. Chios (Chios)

841. Chyton

842. Dios Hieron (Diosirites)

843. (Elaiousioi)

844. Ephesos (Ephesios)

845. Erythrai (Erythraios)

846. Isinda (Isindios)

847. Klazomenai (Klazomenios)

848. Kolophon (Kolophonios)

849. Korykos (Korykaios)

850. Lebedos (Lebedios)

851. Leukophrys
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852. Magnesia (Magnes)

853. Marathesion (Marathesios)

854. Miletos (Milesios)

855. Myonnesos (Myon(n)esios)

856. Myous (Myes(s)ios)

857. Naulochon

858. Notion (Notieus)

859. Phokaia (Phokaieus)

860. (Polichnitai)

861. Priene (Prieneus)

862. Pteleon (Pteleousios)

863. Pygela (Pygeleus)

864. Samos (Samios)

865. Samos (the klerouchy of 365–322)

866. Sidousa (Sidousios)

867. Smyrna (Smyrnaios)

868. Teos (Teios)

869. Thebai (Thebaios)

870. Alabanda (Alabandeus)

871. Alinda (Alindeus)

872. Amos (Amios)

873. (Amynandeis)

874. Amyzon (Amyzoneus)

875. Arlissos (Arlisseus)

876. (Armelitai)

877. Aulai (Auliates)

878. Bargasa (Pargaseus)

879. Bargylia (Bargylieus)

880. Bolbai (Bolbaieis)

881. Chalketor (Chalketoreus)

882. Chersonesos (Chersonesios)

883. Chios (Chios)

884. (Erineis)

885. Euromos (Euromeus)

886. Halikarnassos (Halikarnasseus)

887. (Hybliseis)

888. (Hydaieis)

889. Hydisos (Hydisseus)

890. (Hymisseis)

891. Iasos (Iaseus)

892. Idrias (Edrieus)

893. Idyma (Idymeus)

894. Kalynda (Kalyndeus)

895. *Karbasyanda (Karbasyandeus)

896. Karyanda (Karyandeus)

897. Kasolaba (Kasolabeus)

898. Kaunos (Kaunios)

899. Kedreai (Kedreates)

900. Keramos (Kerameus)

901. (Killareis)

902. Kindye (Kindyeus)

903. Knidos (Knidios)

904. (Kodapeis)

905. (Koliyrgeis)

906. Koranza (Koarendeus)

907. Krya (Kryeus)

908. Kyllandos (Kyllandios)

909. Kyrbissos (Kyrbisseus)

910. Latmos (Latmios)/Herakleia (Herakleotes)

911. Lepsimandos (Lepsimandeus)

912. Medmasos (Madnaseus)

913. Mylasa (Mylaseus)

914. Myndos (Myndios)

915. (Narisbareis)

916. Naryandos (Naryandeus)

917. Naxia (Naxiates)

918. (Olaieis)

919. Olymos (Hylimeus)

920. Ouranion (Ouranietes)

921. (Parpariotai)

922. Passanda (Pasandeus)

923. Pedasa (Pedaseus)

924. (Peleiatai)

925. Pidasa (Pidaseus)

926. Pladasa (Pladasieus)

927. Pyrindos (Pyrindios)

928. Pyrnos (Pyrnios)

929. Salmakis (Salmakites)

930. (Siloi)

931. Syangela (Syangeleus)/Theangela (Theangeleus)

932. (Talagreis)

933. Taramptos

934. (Tarbaneis)

935. Telandros (Telandrios)

936. Telemessos (Telemesseus)

937. Termera (Termereus)

938. (Terssogasseis)

939. (Thasthareis)

940. Thydonos

941. Tralleis (Traldeus)

942. Phaselis (Phaselites)

943. Xanthos (Xanthios)

944. Allaria (Allariotas)

945. Anopolis (Anopolites)

946. Apellonia (Apelloniatas)

947. Aptara (Aptaraios)
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948. Arkades (Arkas)

949. Aulon

950. Axos (Axios)

951. *Biannos (Biannios)

952. Bionnos

953. *Chersonasos (Chersonasios)

954. Datala (Datales)

955. Dragmos (Dragmios)

956. Dreros (Drerios)

957. Eleutherna (Eleuthernaios)

958. *Eltynia (Eltynieus)

959. Elyros (Elyrios)

960. Gorty(n)s (Gortynios)

961. Herakleion (Herakleiotas)

962. Hierapytna (Hierapytnios)

963. Hyrtakina (Hyrtakinios)

964. Istron (Istronios)

965. Itanos (Itanios)

966. Keraia (Keraïtas)

967. Knosos (Knosios)

968. Kydonia (Kydoniatas)

969. Kytaion

970. Lappa (Lappaios)

971. Lato (Latios)

972. Lebena (Lebenaios)

973. Lisos (Lisios)

974. Lyktos (Lyktios)

975. Malla (Mallaios)

976. Matala (Matalios)

977. Milatos (Milatios)

978. Olous (Olontios)

979. *Petra (Petraios)

980. Phaistos (Phaistios)

981. Phalasarna (Phalasarnios)

982. Polichne (Polichnites)

983. Polyrhen (Polyrhenios)

984. Praisos (Praisios)

985. Priansos (Priansieus)

986. Rhaukos (Rhaukios)

987. Rhithymnos (Rhithymnios)

988. *Rhitten (Rhittenios)

989. Stalai (Stalites)

990. Sybrita (Sybritios)

991. Tarrha (Tarrhaios)

992. Tylisos (Tylisios)

993. Brikindera (Brikindarios)

994. (Diakrioi)

995. Ialysos (Ialysios)

996. Kamiros (Kamireus)

997. Lindos (Lindios)

998. Oiai (Oiiates)

999. (Pedieis)

1000. Rhodos (Rhodios)

1001. Aspendos (Aspendios)

1002. Idyros

1003. Perge (Pergaios)

1004. Side (Sidetes)

1005. Aphrodisias

1006. Holmoi (Holmites)

1007. Issos (Isseus)

1008. Kelenderis

1009. Mallos (Marlotas, Mallotes)

1010. Nagidos (Nagideus)

1011. Soloi (Soleus)

1012. Amathous (Amathousios)

1013. Idalion (Edalios)

1014. Karpasia (Karpaseus)

1015. Keryneia (Kerynites)

1016. Kourion (Kourieus)

1017. Lapethos (Lapithios)

1018. Marion (Marieus)

1019. Paphos (Paphios)

1020. Salamis (Salaminios)

1021. Soloi (Solios)

1022. Posideion

1023. Naukratis (Naukratites)

1024. Oasis

1025. Barke (Barkaios)

1026. Eu(h)esperides (Eu(h)esperites)

1027. Kinyps

1028. Kyrene (Kyrenaios)

1029. Taucheira (Taucheirites)

1030. (Astraiousioi)

1031. (Erodioi)

1032. (Eurymachitai)

1033. Kystiros (Kystirios)

1034. (Lechoioi)

1035. (Phytaioi)
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The nos. refer to Index 1.

Abai (Abaios) — Phokis 169

Abakainon (Abakaininos) — Sikelia 5

Abdera (Abderites) — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 640

Abydos (Abydenos) — Troas 765

Achilleion — Troas 766

Achilleion — Ionia 836

Adramyttion (Adramytenos) — Aiolis 800

Adranon (Adranites) — Sikelia 6

Adria — The Adriatic 75

Agrinion (Agrinieus) — Aitolia 142

Agyrion (Agyrinaios) — Sikelia 7

Aiane (Aianaios?) — Makedonia 528

Aigai (Aigaios) — Achaia 229

Aigai(ai) (Aigaieus) — Aiolis 801

Aige (Aigantios) — Chalkidike 556

Aigeai (Aigaios) — Makedonia 529

Aigeira (Aigeirates) — Achaia 230

Aigiale (Aigialeus) — The Aegean 471

Aigina (Aiginetes) — The Saronic Gulf 358

Aigion (Aigieus) — Achaia 231

Aigiroessa — Aiolis 802

Aigition — Aitolia 143

Aigos potamoi (Aigos po(-)) — Thracian Chersonesos 658

Aigosthena (Aigosthenitas) — Megaris, etc. 224

Aigys (Aigyeus) — Lakedaimon 323

Aineia (Aineiates) — Chalkidike 557

Ainos (Ainios) — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 641

Aioleion (Aiolites) — Chalkidike 558

*Aiolidai (Aiolideus) — Phokis 170

Airai (Airaios) — Ionia 837

Aison (Aisonios) — Unlocated in Thrace 623

Aithaia (Aithaieus) — Messenia 312

Aitna (Aitnaios) — Sikelia 8

Akanthos (Akanthios) — Chalkidike 559

Akragas (Akragantinos) — Sikelia 9

Akrai (Akraios) — Sikelia 10

Akraiphia, Akraiphnion (Akraiphieus) — Boiotia 198

Akripos — Aitolia 144

Akrothooi (Akrothoios) — Chalkidike 560

Akyphas/Pindos — Doris 389

Alabanda (Alabandeus) — Karia 870

Alaisa (Alaisinos) — Sikelia 11

Alalie — Spain and France 1

Alalkomenai — Boiotia 199

Alapta (Alaptes) — Chalkidike 561

Alasyaion (Alasyeus) — Elis 245

Alea (Aleos) — Elis 265

Alebaia — Makedonia 530

Alexandropolis — Inland Thrace 652

Alinda (Alindeus) — Karia 871

Alion — Elis 246

Alipheira (Alipheireus) — Arkadia 266

Allante (Allantaios) — Makedonia 531

Allaria (Allariotas) — Crete 944

Alontion (Alontinos) — Sikelia 12

Alope (Alopaios) — East Lokris 378

Alopekonnesos (Alopekonnesios) — Thracian

Chersonesos 659

Aloros (Alorites) — Makedonia 532

Alpa (Alpaios) — West Lokris 157

Alponos (Alponios) — East Lokris 379

Alyzeia (Alyzaios) — Akarnania 112

Amantia (Amantieus) — Epeiros 86

Amathous (Amathousios) — Cyprus 1012

Ambrakia (Ambrakiotes) — Akarnania 113

Ambryssos (Ambryssios) — Phokis 171

Amisos (Amisenos)/Peiraieus — Pontic Coast of Asia

Minor 712

Amos (Amios) — Karia 872

Amphanai (Amphanaieus) — Thessalia 393

Amphidolia (Amphidolos) — Elis 247

Amphikaia (Amphikleieus) — Phokis 172

Amphipolis (Amphipolites) — Bisaltia 553

Amphissa (Amphisseus) — West Lokris 158

(Amynandeis) — Karia 873

Amyros (Amyreus) — Magnesia 445

Amyzon (Amyzoneus) — Karia 874

Anaia (Anaïtes) — Ionia 838

(Anaitoi) — Elis 248

Anaktorion (Anaktorieus) — Akarnania 114

Anaphe (Anaphaios) — The Aegean 474

Andros (Andrios) — The Aegean 475
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Angeia (Angeieus) — Dolopia 418

Ankon (Ankonites) — The Adriatic 76

Anopolis (Anopolites) — Crete 945

Antandros (Antandrios) — Troas 767

Anthana — Lakedaimon 324

Anthedon (Anthedonios) — Boiotia 200

Anthele — Malis 427

Anthemous (Anthemountios) — Chalkidike 562

Antikyra (Antikyreus) — Phokis 173

Antikyre (Antikyritas) — Malis 428

Antissa (Antissaios) — Lesbos 794

Antron — Achaia Phthiotis 433

Apellonia (Apelloniatas) — Crete 946

Aphrodisias — Kilikia 1005

Aphroditia, Aphrodisia — Lakedaimon 325

Aphytis (Aphytaios) — Chalkidike 563

Apollonia (Apolloniates) — Sikelia 13

Apollonia (Apolloniates) — The Adriatic 77

Apollonia (Apolloniates) — Mygdonia 545

Apollonia — Thrace from Strymon to Nestos 627

Apollonia (Apolloniates) — Pontos, West Coast 682

Apros — Inland Thrace 653

Aptara (Aptaraios) — Crete 947

Araplos — Thracian Chersonesos 660

Arethousa (Arethousios) — Mygdonia 546

Argethia (Argethieus) — Athamania 470

Argilos (Argilios) — Bisaltia 554

Argos (Argeios) — Akarnania 115

Argos (Argeios) — Argolis 347

Argoussa (Argoussios) — Thessalia 394

Arisba — Lesbos 795

Arisbe (Arisbaios) — Troas 768

Arkades (Arkas) — Crete 948

Arke(s)seia (Arkesieus) — The Aegean 486

Arkesine (Arkesineus) — The Aegean 472

Arlissos (Arlisseus) — Karia 875

(Armelitai) — Karia 876

Artaiou Teichos (Artaioteichites) — Propontic Coast of

Asia Minor 735

Artake (Artakenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 736

Artichia — Epeiros 87

Ascheion (Ascheieus) — Achaia 232

Asea (Aseates) — Arkadia 267

Asine (Asinaios) — Messenia 313

Aspendos (Aspendios) — Pamphylia 1001

Assera (Asserites) — Chalkidike 564

Assos (Assios) — Troas 769

Astakos (Astakenos) — Akarnania 116

Astakos (Astakenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 737

(Astraiousioi) — Unlocated 1030

Astypalaia (Astypaleieus) — The Aegean 476

Astypalaia — The Aegean 498

Astyra Mysia (Astyrenos) — Troas 770

Astyra Troika — Troas 771

Atarneus (Artaneites) — Aiolis 803

Athenai (Athenaios) — Attika 361

Athenai Diades (Athenites) — Euboia 364

Atrax (Atragios, Atrakios) — Thessalia 395

Aulai (Auliates) — Karia 877

Aulon (Aulonites) — Messenia 314

Aulon — Crete 949

Autokane (Autokanaios?) — Aiolis 804

Axos (Axios) — Crete 950

Azeia (Azeieus) — Troas 772

Azoros (Azoriastas) — Perrhaibia 459

Bargasa (Pargaseus) — Karia 878

Bargylia (Bargylieus) — Karia 879

Barke (Barkaios) — Libya 1025

Batiai — Epeiros 88

Becheirias — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 713

Belbina (Belbinetes?) — Lakedaimon 326

Belbina (Belbinites) — The Saronic Gulf 359

[Berenike] — Epeiros 89

Berga (Bergaios) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 628

Bergepolis (Bergepolites) — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros 642

Beroia (Beroiaios) — Makedonia 533

*Biannos (Biannios) — Crete 951

Bionnos — Crete 952

Birytis (Berysios) — Troas 773

Bisanthe (Bisanthenos) — Propontic Thrace 673

Bizone (Bizonites) — Pontos: West Coast 683

Boia (Boiates) — Lakedaimon 327

Boion (Boiaios) — Doris 390

*Boione — Aiolis 805

Bolbai (Bolbaieis) — Karia 880

Bormiskos — Mygdonia 547

Boucheta (Bouchetios) — Epeiros 90

Boulis (Boulios) — Phokis 174

Boura (Bourios) — Achaia 233

Boutheia (Boutheieus) — Ionia 839

Bouthroton (Bouthrotios) — Epeiros 91

Brea (Breaios) — Unlocated in Thrace 624

Brentesion (Brendesinos) — The Adriatic 78

Brikindera (Brikindarios) — Rhodos 993
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Brykous (Brykountios) — The Aegean 487

Byllis (Byllion) — Epeiros 92

Bysbikos (Bysbikenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 738

Byzantion (Byzantios) — Propontic Thrace 674

Chaironeia (Chaironeus) — Boiotia 201

(Chaladrioi) — Elis 249

Chaleion (Chaleieus) — West Lokris 159

Chalestra — Mygdonia 548

Chalke (Chalkeates) — The Aegean 477

Chalketor (Chalketoreus) — Karia 881

Chalkis (Chalkideus) — Aitolia 145

Chalkis (Chalkideus) — Euboia 365

Chalkis (Chalkideus) — Aiolis 806

Charadra (Charadraios) — Phokis 175

Charadrous — Chalkidike 565

(Chedrolioi) — Chalkidike 566

Chen (Cheneus) — Lakedaimon 328

Chen (Cheneus) — Oita 425

Chersonesos/Agora (Chersonesites) — Thracian

Chersonesos 661

*Chersonasos (Chersonasios, Cherronesios) — Crete 953

Chersonesos (Chersonesites) — Pontos: Skythia 695

Chersonesos (Chersonesios) — Karia 882

Chios (Chios) — Ionia 840

Chios (Chios) — Karia 883

Choirades — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 714

Chorsiai (Chorsieus) — Boiotia 202

Chyretiai (Chyretiaios) — Perrhaibia 460

Chyton — Ionia 841

Chytropolis (Chytropolitai) — Chalkidike 567

Daminon Teichos (Damnioteichites) — Propontic Thrace

675

Dar(i)eion — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 739

Dardanos (Dardaneus) — Troas 774

Daskyleion (Daskyleianos) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 740

Datala (Datales) — Crete 954

Datos (Datenos) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 629

Daulis (Daulieus) — Phokis 176

Delos (Delios) — The Aegean 478

Delphoi (Delphos) — Phokis 177

Derion (Derieus) — Akarnania 117

Deris (Deraios?) — Thracian Chersonesos 662

(Diakres apo Chalkideon) — Euboia 367

(Diakrioi en Euboia) — Euboia 366

(Diakrioi) — Rhodos 994

*Didymon Teichos (Didymoteichites) — Propontic Coast

of Asia Minor 741

Dikaia (Dikaiopolites) — Chalkidike 568

Dikaia — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 643

Dion (Dieus) — Euboia 368

Dion (Diestes) — Makedonia 534

Dion (Dieus) — Chalkidike 569

Dionysopolis — Pontos: West Coast 684

Dios Hieron (Diosirites) — Ionia 842

Dioskouris — Pontos: Kolchis 709

Dipaia (Dipaeus) — Arkadia 268

Dodone (Dodonaios) — Epeiros 93

Doliche (Dolichaios) — Perrhaibia 461

Dragmos (Dragmios) — Crete 955

Dreros (Drerios) — Crete 956

Drymos (Drymios) — Phokis 178

Drys (Dryites) — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 644

Dyme (Dymaios) — Achaia 234

Dyspontion (Dyspontios) — Elis 250

Dystos — Euboia 369

Echedameia (Echedamieus) — Phokis 179

Echinos (Echinaios) — Akarnania 118

Echinos (Echinaios) — Malis 429

Edessa (Edessaios) — Makedonia 535

Eion — Chalkidike 570

Eion — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 630

*Ekkarra (Ekkarreus) — Achaia Phthiotis 434

Elaia (Elaiites) — Aiolis 807

Elaious (Elaiousios) — Thracian Chersonesos 663

Elaiousioi — Ionia 843

Elateia — Epeiros 94

Elateia (Elateus) — Phokis 180

Elea (Eleaios) — Epeiros 95

Eleusis — Attika 362

Eleutherna (Eleuthernaios) — Crete 957

Elis (Eleios) — Elis 251

*Eltynia (Eltynieus) — Crete 958

Elyros (Elyrios) — Crete 959

Emporion (Emporites) — Spain and France 2

Engyon (Engyinos) — Sikelia 14

Ep(e)ion — Triphylia 304

Ephesos (Ephesios) — Ionia 844

Ephyra (Ephyros) — Epeiros 96

Epidamnos (Epidamnios)/Dyrrhachion (Dyrrachinos) —

The Adriatic 79

Epidauros (Epidaurios) — Lakedaimon 329

Epidauros (Epidaurios) — Argolis 348
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Epitalion (Epitalieus) — Triphylia 305

*Ereikinion (Ereikineus) — Perrhaibia 462

Eresos (Eresios) — Lesbos 796

Eretria (Eretrieus) — Euboia 370

(Erineis) — Karia 884

Erineos (Erinaios) — Doris 391

Erochos (Erochos) — Phokis 181

(Erodioi) — Unlocated 1031

Erythrai — Boiotia 203

Erythrai (Erythraios) — Ionia 845

Eteokarpathioi — The Aegean 488

Eteonos/Skaphai (Skaph(l)eus) — Boiotia 204

Etis (Eteios?) — Lakedaimon 330

Eu(h)esperides (Eu(h)esperites) — Libya 1026

Eua (Euitas) — Lakedaimon 331

Euaimon (Euaimnios) — Arkadia 269

Euboia (Euboeus) — Sikelia 15

Eupagion — Elis 252

(Eureaioi) — Magnesia 446

Euripos (Euripios) — Akarnania 119

Euromos (Euromeus) — Karia 885

Europos (Europaios) — Makedonia 536

(Eurymachitai) — Unlocated 1032

Eurymenai (Eurymenaios) — Epeiros 97

Eurymenai (Eurymenios) — Magnesia 447

Eutaia — Arkadia 270

Eutresis (Eutretidieus) — Boiotia 205

(Ewaoioi) — Elis 253

Galepsos (Galaios) — Chalkidike 571

Galepsos (Galepsios) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 631

Galeria (Galarinos) — Sikelia 16

Gambrion (Gambreiotes) — Aiolis 808

Gargara (Gargareus) — Troas 775

Gela (Geloios, Geloaios) — Sikelia 17

Gentinos (Gentinios) — Troas 776

Gergis (Gergithios) — Troas 777

Geronthrai (Geronthretes) — Lakedaimon 332

Gigonos — Chalkidike 572

Gitana — Epeiros 98

Gomphoi (Gompheus) — Thessalia 396

Gonnos (Gonneus) — Perrhaibia 463

Gorgipp(e)ia (Gorgippeus) — Pontos, Skythia 696

Gorty(n)s (Gortynios) — Crete 960

Gortys (Kortynios) — Arkadia 271

*Grynchai (Gryncheus) — Euboia 371

Gryneion/Gryneia (Gryneieus) — Aiolis 809

Gyenos — Pontos: Kolchis 710

Gyrton, Gyrtone (Gyrtonios) — Thessalia 397

Gytheion (Gytheates) — Lakedaimon 333

Haisa — Chalkidike 573

Halai (Haleeus) — East Lokris 380

Halasarna (Halasarnitas) — The Aegean 500

Haliartos (Haliartios) — Boiotia 206

Halieis (Halikos) — Argolis 349

Halikarnassos (Halikarnasseus) — Karia 886

Halikyrna — Aitolia 146

Halisarna — Aiolis 810

Halos (Haleus) — Achaia Phthiotis 435

Halous — Arkadia 272

Hamaxitos (Hamaxiteus) — Troas 778

Harpagion (Harpagianos) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 742

Helene — The Aegean 479

Helike (Helikeus) — Achaia 235

Helisson (Heliswasios) — Arkadia 273

Heloros (Ailoros) — Sikelia 18

Henna (Hennaios) — Sikelia 19

Hephaistia (Hephaistieus) — The Aegean 503

Heraia (Heraieus) — Arkadia 274

Heraion, Heraion Teichos (Heraites) — Propontic Thrace

676

Herakleia (1) — (Herakleotes) — Sikelia 20

Herakleia (2) — Sikelia 21

Herakleia (Herakleios) — Italia 52

Herakleia (Herakleiotes) — The Adriatic 80

Herakleia — Akarnania 120

Herakleia (Herakle(i)otes) — Malis 430

Herakleia (Herakleotes) — Mygdonia 549

Herakleia (Herakleiotes) — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor

715

Herakleia(?) (Herakleotai) — Aiolis 811

Herakleion (Herakleiotes) — Makedonia 537

Herakleion (Herakleiotas) — Crete 961

Herbes(s)os (Herbessinos) — Sikelia 22

Herbita (Herbitaios) — Sikelia 23

Hermion (Hermioneus) — Argolis 350

Hermonassa (Hermonaseites) — Pontos: Skythia 697

Hierapytna (Hierapytnios) — Crete 962

Himera (Himeraios) — Sikelia 24

Hippana (Hipanatas) — Sikelia 25

Hipponion (Hipponieus) — Italia 53

Histiaia (Histiaieus)/Oreos (Oreites) — Euboia 372

Holmoi (Holmites) — Kilikia 1006

Homolion (Homolieus) — Magnesia 448
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Horraon (Horraitas) — Epeiros 99

*Hyaia (Hyaios) — West Lokris 160

Hyampolis (Hyampolios) — Phokis 182

(Hybliseis) — Karia 887

(Hydaieis) — Karia 888

Hydisos (Hydisseus) — Karia 889

Hyele (Hyeletes)/Elea (Eleates) — Italia 54

Hyettos (Hyettios) — Boiotia 207

(Hymisseis) — Karia 890

Hypata (Hypataios) — Dolopia 420

Hypnia (Hypneus) — West Lokris 161

Hyporeiai (Hyporeates) — Akarnania 121

Hyrtakina (Hyrtakinios) — Crete 963

Hysiai — Boiotia 208

Ialysos (Ialysios) — Rhodos 995

Iasonia — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 716

Iasos (Iaseus) — Karia 891

Ichnai (Ichnaios) — Makedonia 538

Idalion (Edalios) — Cyprus 1013

Ide — Thracian Chersonesos 664

Idrias (Edrieus) — Karia 892

Idyma (Idymeus) — Karia 893

Idyros — Pamphylia 1002

Ikos (Ikios) — The Aegean 482

Ilion (Ilieus) — Troas 779

*Imachara (Imacharaios) — Sikelia 26

Imbros (Imbrios) — The Aegean 483

Iolkos (Iolkeus) — Magnesia 449

Iolla (Iolleus) — Aiolis 812

Ios (Ietes) — The Aegean 484

Ioulis (Ioulietes) — The Aegean 491

Isinda (Isindios) — Ionia 846

Issa (Issaios) — The Adriatic 81

(Issioi) — West Lokris 162

Issos (Isseus) — Kilikia 1007

Istasos — Chalkidike 574

Istron (Istronios) — Crete 964

Istros (Istrianos) — Pontos: West Coast 685

Itanos (Itanios) — Crete 965

Ithaka (Ithakesios) — Akarnania 122

Kabyle (Kabylenos) — Inland Thrace 654

Kalaureia (Kalaureates) — The Saronic Gulf 360

Kalchedon (Kalchedonios) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 743

Kalindoia — Chalkidike 575

Kallatis (Kallatianos) — Pontos: West Coast 686

Kallion (Kallieus)/Kallipolis (Kallipolites) — Aitolia 147

Kallipolis (Kallipolites) — Sikelia 27

Kallipolis (Kallipolites) — Propontic Coast of Asia 

Minor 744

Kalydon (Kalydonios) — Aitolia 148

Kalymna (Kalymnios) — The Aegean 485

Kalynda (Kalyndeus) — Karia 894

Kamakai — Chalkidike 576

Kamarina (Kamarinaios) — Sikelia 28

Kamiros (Kamireus) — Rhodos 996

Kampsa — Chalkidike 577

(Kapheleis) — Ainis 421

Kaphy(i)ai (Kaphyieus) — Arkadia 275

Karambis — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 717

*Karbasyanda (Karbasyandeus) — Karia 895

Kardamyle (Skardamylites) — Messenia 315

Kardia (Kardianos) — Thracian Chersonesos 665

Karene (Karenaios) — Aiolis 813

Karkinitis (Kerkinites) — Pontos: Skythia 698

Karoussa — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 718

Karpasia (Karpaseus) — Cyprus 1014

Karpathos (Karpathios) — The Aegean 489

Karthaia (Karthaieus) — The Aegean 492

Karyanda (Karyandeus) — Karia 896

Karystos (Karystios) — Euboia 373

Kasmenai (Kasmenaios) — Sikelia 29

Kasolaba (Kasolabeus) — Karia 897

Kasos (Kasios) — The Aegean 490

Kassopa (Kassopaios) — Epeiros 100

Kasthanaie (Kassanaeus) — Magnesia 450

Katane (Katanaios) — Sikelia 30

Kaulonia (Kauloniatas) — Italia 55

Kaunos (Kaunios) — Karia 898

Kebren (Kebrenios) — Troas 780

Kedreai (Kedreates) — Karia 899

Kelenderis — Kilikia 1008

Kentoripa (Kentoripinos) — Sikelia 31

Kephaloidion (Kephaloiditas) — Sikelia 32

Kepoi (Kepites) — Pontos: Skythia 699

Keraia (Keraïtas) — Crete 966

Keramos (Kerameus) — Karia 900

Kerasous (Kerasountios) — Pontic Coast of Asia 

Minor 719

Keria (Keraitas) — The Aegean 495

Keryneia (Keryneus) — Achaia 236

Keryneia (Kerynites) — Cyprus 1015

Kierion (Kierieus) — Thessalia 398

Kikynethos — Magnesia 451
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Killa — Aiolis 814

(Killareis) — Karia 901

Kimmerikon — Pontos: Skythia 700

Kimolos (Kimolios) — The Aegean 496

Kindye (Kindyeus) — Karia 902

Kinolis — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 720

Kinyps — Libya 1027

Kios (Kianos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 745

Kirrha (Kirrhaios) — Phokis 183

Kissos (Kisseites) — Chalkidike 578

Kisthene — Aiolis 815

Kithas — Chalkidike 579

Klazomenai (Klazomenios) — Ionia 847

Kleitor (Kleitorios) — Arkadia 276

Kleonai (Kleonaios) — Argolis 351

Kleonai — Chalkidike 580

Knemi(de)s — East Lokris 381

Knidos (Knidios) — Karia 903

Knosos (Knosios) — Crete 967

(Kodapeis) — Karia 904

Koila — Arkadia 277

*Kokylion (Kokylites) — Troas 781

(Koliyrgeis) — Karia 905

Kolonai (Koloneus?) — Propontic Coast of Asia 

Minor 746

Kolonai (Kolonaeus) — Troas 782

Kolophon (Kolophonios) — Ionia 848

Koloussa — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 721

Kombreia — Chalkidike 581

*Kondaia (Kondaieus) — Thessalia 399

Kopai (Kopaieus) — Boiotia 209

Korakai (Korokaios) — Magnesia 452

Koranza (Koarendeus) — Karia 906

Koresia (Koresios) — The Aegean 493

Korinthos (Korinthios) — Megaris, etc. 227

Korkyra (Korkyraios) — Akarnania 123

Korone (Koronaios) — Messenia 316

Koroneia (Koroneus) — Boiotia 210

Koronta (Korontaios) — Akarnania 124

(Korophaioi) — Ainis 422

Korykos (Korykaios) — Ionia 849

Kos (Koos) — The Aegean 497

Kos Meropis — The Aegean 499

Kossaia (Kossaios) — Unlocated in Thrace 624

Kotyora (Kotyorites) — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 722

Kourion (Kourieus) — Cyprus 1016

Kranioi (Kranios) — Akarnania 125

Krannon (Krannonios) — Thessalia 400.

Krenides (Krenites) — Thrace: from Strymon to 

Nestos 632

Kressa — Thracian Chersonesos 666

Krithote (Krithousios) — Thracian Chersonesos 667

Kromna (Kromnites) — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 723

Kromnos (Kromnites) — Lakedaimon 334

Kroton (Krotoniatas) — Italia 56

Krya (Kryeus) — Karia 907

Ktimene (Ktimenaios) — Dolopia 419

Kydonia (Kydoniatas) — Crete 968

Kyllandos (Kyllandios) — Karia 908

Kyllene (Kyllenios) — Elis 254

Kyllene — Aiolis 816

Kyme (Kymaios) — Italia 57

Kyme (Kymaios) — Aiolis 817

Kynaitha (Kynaitheus) — Arkadia 278

Kynos (Kynios) — East Lokris 382

Kypaira (Kypharreus) — Achaia Phthiotis 436

Kyparissos (Kyparissieus) — Messenia 317

Kyphanta (Kyphantaseus) — Lakedaimon 335

Kypsela — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 645

Kyrbissos (Kyrbisseus) — Karia 909

Kyrene (Kyrenaios) — Libya 1028

Kyrrhos (Kyrrhestes) — Makedonia 539

Kystiros (Kystirios) — Unlocated 1033

Kytaia — Pontos: Skythia 701

Kytaion — Crete 969

Kythera (Kytherios) — Lakedaimon 336

Kythnos (Kythnios) — The Aegean 501

Kytinion (Kytinieus) — Doris 392

Kytoros — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 724

Kyzikos (Kyzikenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 747

Labrys/Labryta — Pontos: Skythia 702

Lamia (Lamieus) — Malis 431

Lamponeia (Lamponeus) — Troas 783

Lampsakos (Lampsakenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 748

Laos (La(w)-inos) — Italia 58

Lapethos (Lapithios) — Cyprus 1017

Lappa (Lappaios) — Crete 970

Laris(s)a — Elis 255

Larisa (Larisaios) — Thessalia 401

Larisa (Larisaios) — Achaia Phthiotis 437

Larisa (Larisaios) — Troas 784

Larisa (Larisaios) — Aiolis 818

Larymna (Larymnaios) — East Lokris 383

Las (Laos) — Lakedaimon 337
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Lasion (Lasionios) — Elis 256

Latmos (Latmios)/Herakleia (Herakleotes) — Karia 910

Lato (Latios) — Crete 971

Lebadeia (Lebadeus) — Boiotia 211

Lebedos (Lebedios) — Ionia 850

Lebena (Lebenaios) — Crete 972

(Lechoioi) — Unlocated 1034

Ledon (Ledontios) — Phokis 184

Leibethra (Leibethrios) — Makedonia 540

Lenos — Elis 257

Leontinoi (Leontinos) — Sikelia 33

Leontion (Leontesios) — Achaia 237

Lepreon (Lepreatas) — Triphylia 306

Lepsimandos (Lepsimandeus) — Karia 911

Leros (Lerios) — The Aegean 504

Lete (Letaios) — Mygdonia 550

Letrinoi (Letrinos) — Elis 258

Leukai (Leokates) — Aiolis 819

Leukas (Leukadios) — Akarnania 126

Leukophrys — Ionia 851

Lilaia (Lilaieus) — Phokis 185

Limnai (Limnaios) — Thracian Chersonesos 668

Limnaia (Limnaios) — Akarnania 127

Limne — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 725

Lindos (Lindios) — Rhodos 997

Lipara (Liparaios) — Sikelia 34

Lipaxos — Chalkidike 582

Lisos (Lisios) — Crete 973

Lissos (Lissates) — The Adriatic 82

Lokroi (Lokros) — Italia 59

*Longane (Longenaios) — Sikelia 35

Lousoi (Lousiatas) — Arkadia 279

Lykastos — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 726

Lykosoura (Lykourasios) — Arkadia 280

Lyktos (Lyktios) — Crete 974

Madytos (Madytios) — Thracian Chersonesos 669

Magnesia (Magnes) — Aiolis 820

Magnesia (Magnes) — Ionia 852

Makiston (Makistios) — Triphylia 307

Makynea (Makyneus) — Aitolia 149

Malla (Mallaios) — Crete 975

*Malloia (Malloiatas) — Perrhaibia 464

Mallos (Marlotas, Mallotes) — Kilikia 1009

Mantinea (Mantineus) — Arkadia 281

Marathesion (Marathesios) — Ionia 853

Marganeis (Marganeus) — Elis 259

Marion (Marieus) — Cyprus 1018

Maroneia (Maronites) — Thrace: from Nestos to 

Hebros 646

Massalia (Massaliotes) — Spain and France 3

Matala (Matalios) — Crete 976

*Matropolis (Matropolites) — Akarnania 128

Medeon (Medeonios) — Phokis 186

Medion (Medionios) — Akarnania 129

Medma (Medmaios) — Italia 60

Medmasos (Madnaseus) — Karia 912

Megale polis (Megalopolites) — Arkadia 282

Megara (Megareus) — Sikelia 36

Megara (Megareus) — Megaris, etc. 225

Mekyberna (Mekybernaios) — Chalkidike 583

Melaina Korkyra (Korkyraios) — The Adriatic 83

*Melanpagos? (Melanpagitas) — Aiolis 821

Meliboia (Meliboieus) — Magnesia 453

Melitaia (Melitaieus) — Achaia Phthiotis 438

Melos (Melios) — The Aegean 505

Mende (Mendaios) — Chalkidike 584

Mesambria (Mesambrianos) — Pontos: West Coast 687

Mesambrie — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 647

(Messapioi) — West Lokris 163

Messene (Messenios)/Ithome (Ithomaios) — Messenia 318

(Metapioi) — Elis 260

Metapontion (Metapontinos) — Italia 61

Metauros (Mataurinos) — Italia 62

Methana (Methanaios) — Argolis 352

Methone (Methonaios) — Magnesia 454

Methone (Methonaios) — Makedonia 541

Methydrion (Methydrieus) — Arkadia 283

Methylion (Methylieus) — Thessalia 402

Methymna (Methymnaios) — Lesbos 797

Metropolis (Matropolitas) — Thessalia 403

Metropolis — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 749

Mieza (Miezaios/Miezeus) — Makedonia 542

Milatos (Milatios) — Crete 977

Miletos (Milesios) — Ionia 854

Miletoupolis (Miletopolites) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 750

Miletouteichos (Miletoteichites) — Propontic Coast of

Asia Minor 751

Milkoros (Milkorios) — Chalkidike 585

Minoa (Minoetes) — The Aegean 473

Molykreion (Molykreus) — Aitolia 150

Mondaia (Mondaieus) — Perrhaibia 465

Mopsion (Mopseus) — Thessalia 404

Morgantina (Morgantinos) — Sikelia 37

Mothone (Mothonaios) — Messenia 319
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Myania (Myaneus) — West Lokris 164

Mykalessos (Mykalessios) — Boiotia 212

Mykenai (Mykenaios) — Argolis 353

Mykonos (Mykonios) — The Aegean 506

Mylai (Mylaios) — Sikelia 38

Mylai (Mylaios) — Perrhaibia 466

Mylasa (Mylaseus) — Karia 913

Myndos (Myndios) — Karia 914

Myonnesos (Myon(n)esios) — Ionia 855

Myous (Myes(s)ios) — Ionia 856

Myrina (Myrinaios) — The Aegean 502

Myrina (Myrinaios) — Aiolis 822

Myrkinos (Myrkinios) — Thrace: from Strymon to 

Nestos 633

Myrle(i)a (Myrle(i)anos) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 751

Myrmekeion — Pontos: Skythia 703

Mytilene (Mytilenaios) — Lesbos 798

Mytistratos (Mytiseratinos) — Sikelia 39

Nagidos (Nagideus) — Kilikia 1010

Nakone (Nakonaios) — Sikelia 40

(Narisbareis) — Karia 915

Naryandos (Naryandeus) — Karia 916

Naryka (Narykaios) — East Lokris 384

Nasos (Nasiotas) — Aiolis 823

Naukratis (Naukratites) — Egypt 1023

Naulochon — Ionia 857

Naupaktos (Naupaktios) — West Lokris 165

Naxia (Naxiates) — Karia 917

Naxos (Naxios) — Sikelia 41

Naxos (Naxios) — The Aegean 507

Neandreia (Neandrieus) — Troas 785

Neapolis (Neapolites) — Italia 63

Neapolis (Neopolites) — Chalkidike 586

Neapolis (Neopolites) — Thrace: from Strymon to 

Nestos 634

Neapolis (Neopolites) — Propontic Thrace 677

Neon (Ne(-))/Tithorea (Tithoreus) — Phokis 187

Neon Teichos — Aiolis 824

Nestane (Nestanios) — Arkadia 284

Nikaia — Epeiros 101

Nikaia (Nikaeus) — East Lokris 385

Nikonion — Pontos: West Coast 688

Nisyros (Nisyrios) — The Aegean 508

Nonakris (Nonakrieus) — Arkadia 285

Notion — Aiolis 825

Notion (Notieus) — Ionia 858

Noudion — Triphylia 308

Nymphaion (Nymphatos) — Pontos: Skythia 704

Oasis — Egypt 1024

Odeinios — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 727

Odessos (Odess(e)ites) — Pontos: West Coast 689

Oiai (Oiiates) — Rhodos 998

Oianthea (Oiantheus) — West Lokris 166

Oine (Oin(o)aios) — The Aegean 480

Oiniadai (Oiniadas) — Akarnania 130

Oinous (Woinountios) — Lakedaimon 338

Oios (Oiates) — Lakedaimon 339

Oisyme (Oisymaios) — Thrace: from Strymon to 

Nestos 635

Oitylos (Oitylios?)/Beitylos (Beityleus) — 

Lakedaimon 340

Okolon — Unlocated in Thrace 626

(Olaieis) — Karia 918

Olbia (Olbiopolites)/Borysthenes (Borysthenites) —

Pontos: West Coast 690

Olbia — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 753

Olenos (Olenios) — Achaia 238

Olizon (Olizonios) — Magnesia 455

Oloosson (Oloossonios) — Perrhaibia 467

Olophyxos (Olophyxios) — Chalkidike 587

Olous (Olontios) — Crete 978

Olymos (Hylimeus) — Karia 919

Olympa (Olympastas) — Epeiros 102

Olynthos (Olynthios) — Chalkidike 588

Ophiousa — Pontos: West Coast 691

Ophryneion (Ophryneus) — Troas 786

Opous (Opountios) — Elis 261

Opous (Opountios) — East Lokris 386

Orchomenos (Orchomenios) — Boiotia 213

Orchomenos (Orchomenios) — Arkadia 286

Oresthasion (Oresthasios) — Arkadia 287

Orgame — Pontos: West Coast 692

Orikos (Orikios) — Epeiros 103

Orneai (Orneates) — Argolis 354

Orobiai (Orobieus) — Euboia 374

Oropos (Oropios) — Boiotia 214

Orthagoria (Orthagoreus) — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros 648

Orthos (Orthieus) — Thessalia 405

(Osbaioi) — Chalkidike 589

Othoros (Othorios) — Chalkidike 590

(Otlenoi) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 754

Ouranion (Ouranietes) — Karia 920
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(Oxoniaioi) — Magnesia 456

Oxynion — Thessalia 406

Pagai (Pagaios) — Megaris, etc. 226

Pagasai (Pagasitas) — Thessalia 407

Paion — Arkadia 288

Paion — Thracian Chersonesos 670

Paisos (Paisenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 755

Paktye — Thracian Chersonesos 671

Palaigambrion — Aiolis 826

*Palaiperkote (Palaiperkosios) — Troas 787

Palairos (Palaireus) — Akarnania 131

Paleis (Paleus) — Akarnania 132

Pallantion (Pallanteus) — Arkadia 289

Pandosia (Pandosinos) — Italia 64

Pandosia — Epeiros 104

Panormos — The Aegean 510

Pantikapaion (Pantikapaites)/Bosporos (Bosporites) —

Pontos: Skythia 705

Paphos (Paphios) — Cyprus 1019

Parapotamioi (Parapotamios) — Phokis 188

Parasopioi (Parasopieus) — Oita 426

Parion (Parianos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 756

Paros (Parios) — The Aegean 509

(Parpariotai) — Karia 921

Parthenion — Aiolis 827

Passanda (Pasandeus) — Karia 922

Passaron — Epeiros 105

Patrai (Patreus) — Achaia 239

Pedasa (Pedaseus) — Karia 923

Pedieis (Pedieis) — Phokis 189

(Pedieis) — Rhodos 999

Peirasia (Peirasieus) — Thessalia 408

(Peleiatai) — Karia 924

Pelinna(ion) (Pelinna(i)eus) — Thessalia 409

Pella (Pellaios) — Makedonia 543

Pellana (Pellaneus) — Lakedaimon 341

Pellene (Pelleneus) — Achaia 240

Peparethos — The Aegean 511

*Peraia (Peraeus) — Euboia 375

Pergamon (Pergamenos) — Aiolis 828

Perge (Pergaios) — Pamphylia 1003

Perinthos (Perinthios) — Propontic Coast of Thrace 678

Perkote (Perkosios) — Troas 788

Perperene (Perperenios) — Aiolis 829

Petra (Petrinos) — Sikelia 42

*Petra (Petraios) — Crete 979

Peuma (Peumatios) — Achaia Phthiotis 439

Phagres (Phagresios) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 636

Phaistos (Phaistios) — Crete 980

Phakion (Phakiastas) — Thessalia 410

Phalanna (Phalannaios) — Perrhaibia 468

Phalasarna (Phalasarnios) — Crete 981

Phaloria (Phaloriastes) — Thessalia 411

Phanagoria (Phanagorites) — Pontos: Skythia 706

Phanote (Phanoteus) — Epeiros 106

Phanoteus/Panopeus — Phokis 190

Phara — Akarnania 133

Phara — Arkadia 290

Pharai — Boiotia 215

Pharai (Pharaieus) — Achaia 241

Pharai (Pharaiates) — Messenia 320

Pharbelos (Pharbelios) — Chalkidike 591

Pharkadon (Pharkadonios) — Thessalia 412

Pharos (Pharios) — The Adriatic 84

Pharsalos (Pharsalios) — Thessalia 413

Phaselis (Phaselites) — Lykia 942

Phasis (Phasianos) — Pontos: Kolchis 711

(Phegontioi) — Chalkidike 592

Phelloe — Achaia 242

Pheneos (Pheneeus) — Arkadia 291

Pherai (Pheraios) — Thessalia 414

Phigaleia (Phigaleus) — Arkadia 292

Philippoi (Philippeus) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos

637

Philippopolis (Philippopolites) — Inland Thrace 655

Phleious (Phleiasios) — Argolis 355

Phlygonion (P(h)lygoneus) — Phokis 191

Phoinike — Epeiros 107

Phoitiai (Phoitieus) — Akarnania 134

Phokaia (Phokaieus) — Ionia 859

*Phola (Pholaieus) — Aitolia 151

Pholegandros (Pholegandrios) — The Aegean 513

Phorieia (Phoriaeus) — Arkadia 293

Phrixa(i) — Triphylia 309

Phylake — Achaia Phthiotis 440

Phylea — Aitolia 152

(Phyrrhagioi) — Ainis 423

(Phytaioi) — Unlocated 1035

Piakos (Piakinos) — Sikelia 43

Pidasa (Pidaseus) — Karia 925

Piloros — Chalkidike 593

Pisa (Pisatas) — Elis 262

Pistasos — Chalkidike 594

Pistiros (Pistirenos) — Inland Thrace 656

Pistyros — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 638
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Pitane (Pitanaios) — Aiolis 830

Pithekoussai (Pithekoussaios) — Italia 65

Pladasa (Pladasieus) — Karia 926

Plakia (Plakianos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 757

Plataiai (Plataieus) — Boiotia 216

Pleume (Pleumeus) — Chalkidike 595

Pleuron (Pleuronios) — Aitolia 153

Poiessa (Poiessios) — The Aegean 494

Poionos — Epeiros 108

Polichna (Polichnaios) — Troas 789

Polichne (Polichnites) — Crete 982

(Polichnitai) — Chalkidike 596

(Polichnitai) — Ionia 860

Polyrhen (Polyrhenios) — Crete 983

Pordoselene — Aiolis 831

Poseidonia (Poseidoniatas) — Italia 66

Posideion (Posideites) — Euboia 376

Posideion — Chalkidike 597

Posideion — Syria 1022

Poteidaia (Poteidaiates) — Chalkidike 598

Potniai (Potnieus) — Boiotia 217

Po[---] — Phokis 192

Praisos (Praisios) — Crete 984

Prasiai (Brasiates) — Lakedaimon 342

Prassilos (Prassilios) — Chalkidike 599

Priansos (Priansieus) — Crete 985

Priapos (Priapenos) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 758

Priene (Prieneus) — Ionia 861

Proerna (Proernios) — Achaia Phthiotis 441

Prokonnesos (Prokonnesios) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 759

Pronnoi (Pronnos) — Akarnania 135

Proschion (Proscheios) — Aitolia 154

Psophis (Psophidios) — Arkadia 294

Pteleon (Pteleousios) — Ionia 862

Pydna (Pydnaios) — Makedonia 544

Pygela (Pygeleus) — Ionia 863

Pylai (Parpylaios) — Arkadia 295

Pylos (Pylios) — Elis 263

Pyrasos (Pyrasios) — Achaia Phthiotis 442

Pyrgos — Triphylia 310

Pyrindos (Pyrindios) — Karia 927

Pyrnos (Pyrnios) — Karia 928

Pyrrha (Pyrrhaios) — Lesbos 799

Pythoion (Pythoiastas) — Perrhaibia 469

Pythopolis (Pythopolites) — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor 760

Pyxous — Italia 67

Rhaukos (Rhaukios) — Crete 986

Rhegion (Rheginos) — Italia 68

Rheneia (Rhenaieus, Rheneus) — The Aegean 514

Rhithymnos (Rhithymnios) — Crete 987

*Rhitten (Rhittenios) — Crete 988

Rhizous (Rhizousios) — Magnesia 457

Rhode (Rhodetes) — Spain and France 4

Rhodos (Rhodios) — Rhodos 1000

Rhoiteion (Rhoiteus) — Troas 790

Rhypai, Rhype (Rhyps) — Achaia 243

Salamis (Salaminios) — Attika 363

Salamis (Salaminios) — Cyprus 1020

Sale — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 649

Salmakis (Salmakites) — Karia 929

Same (Samaios) — Akarnania 136

Samos (Samios) — Ionia 864

Samos (the klerouchy of 365–322) — Ionia 865

Samothrake (Samothrax) — The Aegean 515

Sane (Sanaios) — Chalkidike 600

Sane — Chalkidike 601

*Saros (Sarios) — The Aegean 516

Sarte (Sartaios) — Chalkidike 602

Seleinous — The Aegean 512

Selinous (Selinousios) — Sikelia 44

Sellasia (Sellasieus?) — Lakedaimon 343

Selymbria (Selymbrianos) — Propontic Coast of

Thrace 679

Ser(re)ion Teichos (Ser(re)ioteichites) — Propontic Coast

of Thrace 680

Seriphos (Seriphios) — The Aegean 517

Serme (Sermaios) — Chalkidike 603

Sermylia (Sermylieus) — Chalkidike 604

Sesamos (Sesamenos)/Amastris (Amastrianos) — Pontic

Coast of Asia Minor 728

Sestos (Sestios) — Thracian Chersonesos 672

Seuthopolis — Inland Thrace 657

Side — Lakedaimon 344

Side (Sidetes) — Pamphylia 1004

Sidousa (Sidousios) — Ionia 866

Sigeion (Sigeieus) — Troas 791

Sikinos (Sikinetes) — The Aegean 518

Sikyon (Sikyonios) — Megaris, etc. 228

(Sileraioi) — Sikelia 45

(Siloi) — Karia 930

Sindos (Sindonaios?) — Mygdonia 551

Singos (Singaios) — Chalkidike 605

Sinope (Sinopeus) — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 729
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Sinos — Chalkidike 606

Siphai (Siphaieus) — Boiotia 218

Siphnos (Siphnios) — The Aegean 519

Siris (Sirites) — Italia 69

Sirra (Sirraios) — Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos 639

Skabala (Skablaios) — Chalkidike 607

(Skapsaioi) — Chalkidike 608

Skarpheia (Skarpheus) — East Lokris 387

Skepsis (Skapsios) — Troas 792

Skiathos (Skiathios) — The Aegean 520

Skillous (Skillountios) — Triphylia 311

Skione (Skionaios) — Chalkidike 609

Skithai (Skithaios) — Chalkidike 610

Skolos — Boiotia 219

Skotoussa (Skotoussaios) — Thessalia 415

Skylake — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 761

Skyros (Skyrios) — The Aegean 521

Smila — Chalkidike 611

Smyrna (Smyrnaios) — Ionia 867

Sollion — Akarnania 137

Soloi (Soleus) — Kilikia 1011

Soloi (Solios) — Cyprus 1021

Sombia — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 762

Spalauthra (Spalauthreus) — Magnesia 458

Sparta (Spartiates)/Lakedaimon (Lakedaimonios) —

Lakedaimon 345

Spartolos (Spartolios) — Chalkidike 612

Spina (Spinites) — The Adriatic 85

Stagiros (Stagirites) — Chalkidike 613

Stalai (Stalites) — Crete 989

Stameneia — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 730

(Stielanaioi) — Sikelia 46

Stiris (Stirios) — Phokis 193

Stolos (Stolios) — Chalkidike 614

Stratos (Stratios) — Akarnania 138

Strepsa (Strepsaios) — Chalkidike 615

Stryme — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 650

Stymphalos (Stymphalios) — Arkadia 296

Styra (Styreus) — Euboia 377

Syangela (Syangeleus)/Theangela (Theangeleus) — Karia 931

Sybaris (Sybaritas) — Italia 70

Sybrita (Sybritios) — Crete 990

Syme (Symaios) — The Aegean 522

Syrakousai (Syrakosios) — Sikelia 47

Syros (Syrios) — The Aegean 523

(Talagreis) — Karia 932

Talana — Ainis 424

Tanagra (Tanagraios) — Boiotia 220

Taramptos — Karia 933

Taras (Tarantinos) — Italia 71

(Tarbaneis) — Karia 934

Tarrha (Tarrhaios) — Crete 991

Taucheira (Taucheirites) — Libya 1029

Tauromenion (Tauromenitas) — Sikelia 48

Tegea (Tegeatas) — Arkadia 297

Teithronion (Teithronios) — Phokis 194

Tekmon — Epeiros 109

Telandros (Telandrios) — Karia 935

Telemessos (Telemesseus) — Karia 936

Telos (Telios) — The Aegean 524

Temesa (Temesaios) — Italia 72

Temnos (Temnites) — Aiolis 832

Tenedos (Tenedios) — Troas 793

Tenos (Tenios) — The Aegean 525

Teos (Teios) — Ionia 868

Tereia — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 763

Terina (Terinaios) — Italia 73

Termera (Termereus) — Karia 937

(Terssogasseis) — Karia 938

Tetrakis — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 731

Teuthis (Teuthidas) — Arkadia 298

Teuthrania — Aiolis 833

Thalamai (Thalamates) — Messenia 321

Thaliades — Arkadia 299

Thasos (Thasios) — The Aegean 526

(Thasthareis) — Karia 939

Thaumakoi (Thaumakos) — Achaia Phthiotis 443

Thebai (Thebaios) — Boiotia 221

Thebai (Thebaios) — Achaia Phthiotis 444

Thebai (Thebaios) — Ionia 869

Thebe — Aiolis 834

Thelphousa (Thelphousios) — Arkadia 300

Themiskyra — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 732

Theodosia (Theudosieus) — Pontos: Skythia 707

Thera (Theraios) — The Aegean 527

Therambos (Thrambaios) — Chalkidike 616

*Therma (Thermaios) — The Aegean 481

Therme — Mygdonia 552

Therminea — Aitolia 155

Thespiai (Thespieus) — Boiotia 222

Thestoros — Chalkidike 617

Thetonion (Thetonios) — Thessalia 416

Thisbai (Thisbeus) — Boiotia 223

Thisoa (Thisoaios) — Arkadia 301

Thouria (Thouriates) — Messenia 322
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Thourioi (Thourios) — Italia 74

Thraistos (Thraistios) — Elis 264

Thronion (Thronieus) — East Lokris 388

Thydonos — Karia 940

Thyrea — Lakedaimon 346

Thyrreion (Thyrieus) — Akarnania 139

Thyssos (Thyssios) — Chalkidike 618

Tieion (Tianos) — Pontic Coast of Asia Minor 733

Tinde (Tindaios) — Chalkidike 619

Tiryns (Tirynthios) — Argolis 356

*Tisna (Tisnaios) — Aiolis 835

Tolophon (Tolophonios) — West Lokris 167

Tomis (Tomites) — Pontos: West Coast 693

Torone (Toronaios) — Chalkidike 620

Torone — Epeiros 110

Torthyneion (Torthyneus) — Arkadia 302

Torybeia (Torybeieus) — Akarnania 140

Trachis (Trachinios) — Malis 432

Trachis (Trachinios) — Phokis 195

Traïlos (Traïlios) — Bisaltia 555

Tralleis (Traldeus) — Karia 941

Trapezous (Trapezountios) — Arkadia 303

Trapezous (Trapezountios) — Pontic Coast of Asia 

Minor 734

Trichoneion (Trichonieus) — Aitolia 156

Trikka (Trikkaios) — Thessalia 417

Tripoiai — Chalkidike 621

Tritaia (Tritaieus) — Achaia 244

Tritea (Triteus) — West Lokris 168

Triteis — Phokis 196

Troizen (Troizenios) — Argolis 357

Troneia (Troneieus) — Phokis 197

Tylisos (Tylisios) — Crete 992

Tyndaris (Tyndarites) — Sikelia 49

Tyras (Tyranos) — Pontos: West Coast 694

Tyritake — Pontos: Skythia 708

Tyrodiza (Tyrodizenos) — Propontic Thrace 681

(Tyrrhenoi) — Sikelia 50

Xanthos (Xanthios) — Lykia 943

Zakynthos (Zakynthios) — Akarnania 141

Zankle (Zanklaios)/Messana (Messanios) — Sikelia 51

Zeleia (Zeleites) — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor 764

Zereia (Zeranios) — Chalkidike 622

Zmaratha — Epeiros 111

Zone (Zonaios) — Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros 651
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Toponyms and city-ethnics are separated by a dash.

If no toponym is attested the entry opens with a dash.

(L) �Attested in Hellenistic and/or Roman texts only.

Xβαι, αH; Xβα; Xβη; Xβαντα (L) — ?βα5ος (L) no. 169

?βακα�νη, ! (L); ?β�καινον, τ# (L) — ?βακαιν5νος

no. 5

Xβδηρα, τ�; Xβδηρος; Xβδηρα, ! (L) — ?βδηρ�της;

?βδθρ�της no. 640

Xβυδος, ! — ?βυδεν#ς; ?βυδην#ς no. 765

?γγε�α, ! (L) — ?νγειε�ς; ?γγει�της (L) no. 418

?γκ)ν, ! — ?γκων(ε)�της (L) no. 76

?γορ�, ! — no. 661

?γρ�νιον, τ# (L) — ?γρινιε�ς (L) no. 142

?γ�ριον, τ# (L); ?γο�ριον (L); ?γ�ρινα (L) —

?γυρινα5ος (L) no. 7

?δραµ�ττ(ε)ιον — ?δραµυτην#ς; ?δραµου[τταν#ς]

no. 800

?δρανον, τ# (L) — ?δραν�τας; ?δραν�της (L) no. 6

?δρ�α, !; ?τρ�α (L) — no. 75

Xζεια (L?) — ?ζειε�ς; ?ζει#ς; ?ζει)της no. 772

Xζωρος (L); Xζωροι (L); ?ζ)ριον, τ# (L); ?ζ)ρεια (L)

— ?ζωριαστ�ς (L) no. 459

?θ8ναι, αH; ?θ[ναι — ?θηνα5ος; ?θανα5ος no. 361

?θ8ναι ∆ι�δες, αH — ?θην�της; ?θην�της (L);

?θηνα5ος no. 364

Α2αν�, ! (L) ’Ε�νη (L) — no. 528

Α2γα�, αH; Α2γ�, ! — Α2γα5ος no. 229

Α2γα5αι, αH; Α2γα�, αH — Α2γαε�ς no. 801

Α2γεα�, αH; Α2γα5αι (L); Α2γα� (L); Α2γεια� (L); Α2γα�α

(L) — Α2γα5ος (L); ’Εγ/ος (L) no. 529

Α]γειρα, !; Α]γιρα — Α2γειρ�της no. 230

Α2γ�, ! — Α2γ�ντιος no. 556

Α2γι�λη, ! (L); Α2γιαλ#ς, W (L); Α2γιαλ#ν, τ# (L) —

Α2γιαλε�ς no. 471

Α]γινα, ! — Α2γιν�της; Α2γιν�τας no. 358

Α]γιον, τ# — Α2γιε�ς; Α2γαιε�ς no. 231

Α2γιρ#εσσα — no. 802

Α2γ�τιον, τ# — no. 143

Α2γ�ς ποταµο�, οH — ?ιγ�ς πο(-) no. 658

Α2γ#σθενα, τ� — Α2γοσθεν�τας (L); ’Ηγοσθεν�της (L)

no. 224

Α1γυς, ! — Α2γυε�ς; Α2γ�της (L) no. 323

Α]θαια (L) — Α2θαιε�ς no. 312

Α]νεια, ! — Α2νι�της; Α2νε(ι)�της; Α2νε�της no. 557

Α1νος, ! — Α]νιος; Α2νειε�ς no. 641

Α2#λειον; ΑH#λειον — Α2ολ�της no. 558

— Α2ολιδε�ς no. 170

ΑHρα�, αH; Α2ρα� (?) — ΑHραιε�ς; Α2ραιε�ς; ΑHρα5ος;

Α2ρα5ος no. 837

Α{σα — no. 573

Α]σων; Α_σων — Α2σονε�ς; ΑHσωνε�ς; ΑHσ)νιος no.

623

Α]τνα, !; Α]τνη (L) — Α2τνα5ος no. 8

Xκανθος, ! — ?κ�νθιος no. 559

Xκκαρα (L) — ’Εκκαρε�ς no. 434

?κρ�γας, ! — ?κραγαντ5νος no. 9

Xκραι, αH; Xκρα (L) — ?καρα5ος (L) no. 10

?κραιφ�α, !; ?κρα�φνιον; ?κραιφν�α; ?κρα�φια, τ� (L)

— ?κραιφιε�ς; ?κραιφνιε�ς; ?κρα�φνιος;

?κραιφνε)της no. 198

Xκριπος — no. 144

?κρ#θ�ωον, τ#; ?κρ#θ�ωοι; ?κρ#θωοι (L) —

?κρ#θωιος; ?κροθ)της no. 560

?κ�φας — ?κυφ�νιος (L) no. 389

?λ�βανδα, τ�/! — ?λαβανδε�ς; ?λαβαδε�ς (L) no.

870

yλα�, αH (L) — yλεε�ς no. 380

?λ(α)ιβα5οι (L); Λεβα�η, !; ?λεβ�α (L) — no. 530

aλαισα, ! (L) — ?λαισ5νος no. 11

?λαλ�η, ! — no. 1

?λαλκοµενα�, αH (L) — no. 199

Xλαπτα — ?λ�πτης (L) no. 561

yλασ�ρνα — yλασαρν�τας (L) no. 500

?λασυα5ων (L) — ?λασυε�ς no. 245

?λ/α, ! — ?λε(ι)#ς; ?λε�τας no. 265

aλεοι; yλο%ς, W — no. 272

?λεξανδρ#πολις (L) — no. 652

?λ�αρτος, W; ?ρ�αρτος, W — ?λι�ρτιος (L); ?ρι�ρτιος;

yλι�ρτιος (L) no. 206

yλιε5ς, οH; yλ�α, !; yλικ� (L) — yλιε�ς; yλικ#ς no.

349

yλικαρνασσ#ς, !; yλικαρνησσ#ς — yλικαρνασσε�ς;

yλικαρνησσε�ς; yλικαρν�σσιος no. 886
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yλ�κυρνα, ! (L); yλ�καρνα (?) — no. 146

Xλινδα, τ� — ?λινδε�ς no. 871

Xλιον (L) — no. 246

yλ�σαρνα, ! — no. 810

?λ�φειρα, ! (L); ?λ�φηρα (L) — ?λιφειρε�ς (L);

?λιφηρε�ς (L) no. 266

?λλ�ντειον, τ#; ?ταλ�ντη, !; ?λ(λ)�ντη (L) — (-)

ντα5ος; ?λλαντα5ος (L) no. 531

?λλαρ�α, ! — ?λλαρι)τας; ?λλαρι�της (L) no. 944

?λοντ�ον, τ# (L) — ?λοντ5νος no. 12

?λ#πη, ! — ?λοπα5ος (L) no. 378

Xλος; Xλος, W/! — yλε�ς; ?λο�σιος; Xλιος (L) no.

435

Xλπα (L); ?λ#πη (L) — ?λπα5ος no. 157

?λπην#ς, !; ?λπηνο�, οH; ?λπων#ς — ?λπ)νιος (L)

no. 379

?λ�ζεα, !; ?λ�ζια; ?λ�ζεια; Λ�ζεια — ?λυζα5ος;

?λυζ8ος; ?λυζε�ς (L) no. 112

?λωπεκ#ννησος, ! — ?λωπεκονν�σιος;

?λωποκονν�σιος; ?λαποκον�σιος (L) no. 659

Xλωρος, ! — ?λωρ�της (L) no. 532

?µαθο%ς, ! — ?µαθο�σιος no. 1012

?µαντ�α, !; ?βαντ�α (L) — ?µαντιε�ς no. 86

yµαξιτ#ς, !; h[αµαχ]σιτ#ς — yµαξιτε�ς; yµαξιτην#ς

(L) no. 778

Xµβρυσ(σ)#ς, ! (L); Xµβροσσος (L); Xµφρυσος (L) —

?µβρυσσε�ς (L); ?µφρ�σιος (L); ?µβρ#σσιος (L);

?µβροσσε�ς (L); ?µβρωσσε�ς (L); ?µβρ�σ(σ)ιος

(L) no. 171

?µισ#ς, W/! — ?µισην#ς no. 712

Xµ(µ)ος, ! (L) — Xµιος no. 872

?µπρακ�α, !; ?µβρακ�α, !; ?νπρακ�α, ! —

?µπρακι)τας; ?µβρακι)της; ?µβρακι�τ[ης] (L);

?µβρακ5νος no. 113

?µ�ζονα, τ�; Μ�δων; ?µυζ)ν, ! (L) — Μυδονε�ς;

?µυζονε�ς no. 874

— ?µυνανδε�ς no. 873

Xµυρος, !; ?µυρικ�, ! — ?µυρε�ς; ?µ�ριος (?) no.

445

?µφανα�α, !; ?µφανα�, αH; ?µφανα5ον, τ# —

[?µ]φ�νιος (L); Αµφαναιε�ς (L) no. 393

?µφιδολ�α, ! (L) — ?µφ�δολος no. 247

?µφ�καια, !/τ�; ?µφ�κλεια (L) — ?µφικλειε�ς (L)

no. 172

?µφ�πολις, ! — ?µφιπολ�της no. 553

Xµφισσα, !; Xνφισσα (L) — ?µφισσε�ς; ?νφισσε�ς (L)

no. 158

Xναια, τ�; ?να�α, ! (L) — ?ναιjτης no. 838

— ?να�το[ς] no. 248

?νακτ#ριον, τ# — ?νακτοριε�ς; gανακτοριε�ς;

?νακτ#ριος no. 114

?ν�φη, ! (L) — ?ναφα5ος; ?ναφαιε�ς no. 474

Xνδρος, ! — Xνδριος no. 475

?νθεµο%ς, W/! — ?νθεµο�ντιος (L); ?νθεµο�σιος (L)

no. 562

?νθηδ)ν, ! — ?νθηδ#νιος (L); ?νθ�δονιος (L) no. 200

?νθ�λη, ! — no. 427

?νθ�νη, !; ?νθ�να (L) — no. 324

Xντανδρος, ! — ?ντ�νδριος no. 767

?ντ�κυρα, ! — ?ντικυρε�ς (L) no. 173

?ντικ�ρη, ! — ?ντικυρε�ς; ?ντικυρ�τας no. 428

Xντισσα, ! — ?ντισσα5ος no. 794

?ντρ)ν, W/!; ?ντρ+νες — no. 433

?ν)πολις (L) — ?νωπολ�της (L) no. 945

Xξος (L); g�ξος (L); ;Οαξος, ! — g�ξιος; Xξιος; ’Ο�ξιος

(L) no. 950

?πελλων�α, ! (L); ?πολλων�α, ! (L) — ?πελλων�τας

(L); ?πολλωνι�τας (L) no. 946

?πολλων�α, ! (L) — ?πολλωνι�της (L) no. 13

?πολλων�α, ! — ?πολλωνι�της no. 77

?πολλων�α — ?πολλωνι�της no. 545

?πολλων�α, ! — no. 627

?πολλων�α, ! — ?πολλωνι�της no. 682

Xπρος, ! — no. 653

Xπταρα, ! (L); Xπτερα, ! (L) — ?πταρα5ος; ?πτερα5ος

no. 947

Xραπλος — no. 660

?ργεθ�α, ! (L) — ?ργεθιε�ς no. 470

Xργιλος, ! — ?ργ�λιος; ?ρκ�(λιος) no. 554

Xργισσα, !; Xργουσσα — ?ργο�σσιος (L) no. 394

Xργος, τ# — ?ργε5ος; ?ργε5ος W ?µφ�λοχος no. 115

Xργος, τ# — ?ργε5ος no. 347

?ρεθο�σα, ! — ?ρεθο�σιος; ’Ερεθο�σιος (L?) no. 546

?ρ�σβα, !; ?ρ�σβη (L) — no. 795

?ρ�σβη, !; ?ρ�σβα — ?ρισβα5ος no. 768

?ρκ�δες, οH (L) — ?ρκ�ς no. 948

?ρκ/σ(σ)εια, ! — ?ρκασ(ε)ιε�ς (L) no. 486

?ρκεσ�νη, !/W (L) — ?ρκεσινε�ς no. 472

?ρλισσ#ς — ?ρλισσε�ς no. 875

— ?ρµελ�της no. 876

yρπ�γιον — yρπ�γιος; yρπαγιαν#ς no. 742

?ρτα�ου τε5χος, τ# — ?ρταιοτειχ�της (L) no. 735

?ρτ�κη, ! — ?ρτακην#ς; ?ρτακε�ς no. 736

?ρτιχ�α, ! — no. 87

?σ/α, !; ?σε#ς (L) — ?σε�της no. 267

?σ�νη, ! — ?σινα5ος no. 313
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Xσπενδος, ! — ?σπ/νδιος no. 1001

Xσσα; Xσσηρα, τ� — yσσερ�της; ?σσερ�της no. 564

Xσσος, ! — Xσσιος; ;Εσσιος; UΕσσιος; UΗσσιος; Xσσοος

no. 769

?στακ#ς, !; ?στακο� — ?στακ#ς (L); ?στακην#ς (L)

no. 116

?στακ#ς, !; ;Οστακος, ! — ?στακην#ς no. 737

— ?στραιο�σιος no. 1030

?στυπ�λαια, ! — ?στυπαλαιε�ς no. 476

?στυπ�λαια, ! (L) — no. 498

Xστυρα Μ�σια, τ� — ?στυρην�ς Μ�σος no. 770

Xστυρα Τροϊκ�, τ� — no. 771

Xσχεον, τ#; Xσχειον (L) — ?σχειε�ς; ?σχε�ς (L) no.

232

?ταρνε�ς, W — ?ταρν(ε)�της no. 803

Xτραξ; Xδρακος; ?τρακ�α — ?τρ�γιος no. 395

Α(λα�, αH (L) — Α(λι�της; Α(λι�της; Α(λε�της no.

877

Α(λ)ν, W — Α(λων�της no. 314

Α(λ)ν (L); ?gλ#ν — no. 949

Α(τοκ�νη, ! — Α(τοκανα(5ος) no. 804

?φροδισ�α, !; ?φροδιτ�α (L); ?φροδισι�ς (L) — no.

325

?φροδ�σιος; ?φροδισι�ς, ! (L) — no. 1005

Xφυτις, !; ?φ�τη (L); Xφυτος — ?φυτα5ος no. 563

?χιλλε5ον, τ# — no. 836

?χιλλ�ιον, τ# — no. 766

Β�ργασα (L) — Παργασε�ς; Βαργασην#ς (L) no. 878

Βαργ�λια, τ� (L) — Βαργυλι)της (L); Βαργυλιε�ς;

Βαργυλι�της no. 879

Β�ρκη, !; Β�ρκαια (L) — Βαρκα5ος; Βαρκαιε�ς (L)

no. 1025

Βατ�αι, αH; Βιτ�α, ! — no. 88

Βελβ�να, ! (L); Βελεµ�να (L) — no. 326

Β/λβινα, ! — Βελβιν�της; Βελβινε�της (L) no. 359

Β/ργα, !; Β/ργη, !; Β/ργιον (L) — Βεργα5ος no. 628

Βεργ/πολις, ! — no. 642

Β/ροια, !; Β/ρροια (L) — Βεροια5ος; Βεροιε�ς (L);

Βεροιε̃ος (L); Βερωα�ος (L) no. 533

Β/ρυτις (L); Β�ριθος (L) — Βερ�[σιος]; Βιρ�(σιος)

no. 773

Βεχειρι�ς — no. 713

Β�εννος (L) — Βι�ννιος no. 951

Βιζ)νη, ! (L) — Βιζων�της (L) no. 683

Βισ�νθη, ! — Βισανθην#ς (L) no. 673

Β�ωννος — no. 952

Βοjα, !; Βοια�, αH (L) — Βοι�της (L) no. 327

Βοι#ν, τ# — Βοια5ος no. 390

Β#λβαι (L) — Βολβαιε�ς no. 880

Βορµισκ#ς; Βροµισκ#ς — no. 547

Βορυσ(σ)θ/νης — Βορυσθεν(ε)�της no. 690

Β#σπορος, W — Βοσπορ�της no. 705

Βο�θεια, !; Βουθ�α — Βουθειε�ς no. 839

Βουθρωτ#ς; Βουθρωτ#ν (L) — Βουθρ)τιος (L) no. 91

Βο%λις, ! (L) — Βο�λιος (L) no. 174

Βο%ρα, ! — Βο�ριος (L); Βουρα5ος (L); Βουρε�ς (L)

no. 233

Βο�χετα, τ�; Βουχ/τιον, τ#; Βουχ/τον, τ# (L) —

Βουχ/τιος (L) no. 90

Βρ/α, ! — Βρεα5ος no. 624

Βρεντ/σιον, τ#; Βρεντ�σιον — Βρενδεσ5νος;

Βρεντ/σιος; Βρεντ/σινος no. 78

Βρικ�νδηρα, τ� (L) — Βρικινδ�ριος no. 993

Βρυκο%ς (L) — Βρυκ#ντιος; Βρυκο�ντιος (L) no. 487

Βρ�λλειον — Βρυλλεαν#ς no. 752

Βυζ�ντιον, τ# — Βυζ�ντιος no. 674

Β�λλις, ! (L); Βουλλ�ς (L) — Βυλλ�ων; Βουλιν#ς no. 92

Β�σβικος — Βυσβικεν#ς no. 738

Γαλερ�α, ! (L); Γαλαρ�α (L) — Γαλαρ5νος no. 16

Γαληψ#ς — Γαλα5ος; Γαλ�ψιος (?) no. 571

Γαληψ#ς, ! — Γαλ�ψιος no. 631

Γ�µβριον, τ# — Γαµ(βρει)της) no. 808

Γ�ργαρος, !; Γ�ργαρα, τ� — Γαργαρε�ς no. 775

Γ/λα; Γ/λη, ! — Γελ#αιος; Γελ+ιος; Γελεα5ος (?) no.

17

Γεντ5νος (L) — Γεντ�νιος no. 776

Γ/ργις, !; Γ/ργιθος (L); Γεργιθ�α (L) — Γεργ�θιος;

Γ/ργις Τευκρ#ς; Γεργιθιε�ς (L) no. 777

Γ/ρονθραι, αH (L); Γερ�νθραι (L); Γερ/νθραι (L) —

Γερονθρ�της (L); Γερονθρ�της (L); Γερανθρ�της (L)

no. 332

Γ�γωνος; Γιγων�ς, ! (L) — no. 572

Γ�τανα (L) — no. 98

Γ#ννος, !; Γ#ννοι (L) — Γοννε�ς no. 463

Γ#νφοι, οH; Γ#µφοι (L) — Γοµφε�ς; Γοµφ�της no. 396

Γοργιππ(ε)�α (L) — Γοργιππε�ς (L) no. 696

Γ#ρτυνς; Γ#ρτυς; Γ#ρτυνα — Γορτ�νιος no. 960

Γ#ρτυς, !; Κ#ρτυς, ! (L); Γ#ρτυνα, ! (L) — Κορτ�νιος;

Κορτυνε�ς (L) no. 271

Γρ�νεια, !; Γρ�νειον, τ#; Γρ�νιον (L); Γρ�νεια, τ� (L) —

Γρυνειε�ς; Γρυνε�ς; Γυρνε�ς (L) no. 809

Γυην#ς — no. 710

Γ�θειον, τ#; Γ�θιον (L); Γ�θυον (L) — Γυθε(ι)�της (L)

no. 333
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Γυρτ)νη; Γυρτ)ν, ! — Γυρτ)νιος; Κυρτ)νιος no.

397

∆αµιν�ν Τε5χος; ∆α�νιον Τε5χος (L) —

∆αµνιοτειχ�της; ∆αυνι[οτε]ιχ�της no. 675

∆�ρδανος, ! — ∆αρδανε�ς no. 774

∆αρε5ον; ∆αρ�ειον — no. 739

∆ασκ�λειον — ∆ασκυλειαν#ς no. 740

∆�τος, W/!; ∆�τον, τ# — ∆ατην#ς (L) no. 629

∆αυλ�ς, !; ∆αυλ�α, ! — ∆αυλιε�ς (L); ∆α�λιος no. 176

∆ελφο�, οH; ∆αλφο�, οH — ∆ελφ#ς no. 177

∆/ρις — [∆ερα5ος] no. 662

∆8λος, ! — ∆�λιος no. 478

∆ηµ�τριον, τ# — no. 442

∆�ριον, τ# — ∆ηριε�ς (L) no. 117

∆ητ[�λ(λ)α]; ∆�ττ[�λλα] (L) — ∆αταλ�ς no. 954

— ∆ιακρε�ς �π� Χαλκιδ/ον no. 367

∆ι�κρια (L) — ∆ι�κριος; ∆ιακρε�ς no. 366

— ∆ι�κριος no. 994

— ∆ιδυµοτειχ�της no. 741

∆�καια — ∆ικαιοπολ�της no. 568

∆�καια, !; ∆ικαι#πολις, ! — no. 643

∆5ον, τ# — ∆ιε�ς no. 368

∆5ον, τ#; ∆ε5ον (L) — ∆ι/στης (L); ∆ι�στης (L); ∆ε5ος

(L) no. 534

∆5ον, τ# — ∆ιε�ς no. 569

∆ιονυσ#πολις, ! (L) — ∆ιονυσοπολ�της (L) no. 684

∆ι�ς ‘Ιερ�ν, τ# — ∆ιοσιρ�της; ∆ιοσερ�της no. 842

∆ιοσκουρ�ς; ∆ιοσκουρι�ς (L) — ∆ιοσκου(-) (L) no.

709

∆ιπαιε5ς; ∆�παια, ! — ∆ιπαε�ς; ∆ιπαιε�ς (L) no. 268

∆ολ�χη, ! (L) — ∆ολιχα5ος (L) no. 461

∆ρ�γµος (L) — ∆ρ�γµιος (L) no. 955

∆ρ8ρος (L) — ∆ρ�ριος no. 956

∆ρυµ#ς, W — ∆ρ�µιος (L); ∆ρυµα5ος (L) no. 178

∆ρ%ς, ! — ∆ρυ�της no. 644

∆�µη, !; ∆�µα (L); ∆�µαι (L); ∆υµα5αι (L) — ∆υµα5ος

no. 234

∆υρρ�χιον (L) — ∆υρ(ρ)�χινος no. 79

∆υσπ#ντιον, τ# (L) — ∆υσπ#ντιος (L); ∆υσποντε�ς (L)

no. 250

∆�στος, W — no. 369

∆ωδ)νη, ! — ∆ωδωνα5ος no. 93

;Εγγυον, τ# (L) — ’Εγγυ5νος (L) no. 14

;Εδεσσα, ! — ’Εδεσσα5ος (L); ’Εδεσε̃ος (L); ’Εδεσσην#ς

(L) no. 535

— ’Εgαο�ος no. 253

’Ελα�α, !; ’Ελαι/α, ! — ’Ελαjτης; ’Ελαι�της no. 807

— ’Ελαι#σιος no. 843

’Ελαιο%ς, !; ’Ελεο%ς (L) — ’Ελαιο�σιος no. 663

’Ελ�τεια, !; ’Ελ�τρεια; ’Ελα´τρια (L) — no. 94

’Ελ�τεια, !; ’Ελ�τη (L); gελατ�η (L) — ’Ελατ(ει)ε�ς

no. 180

’Ελ/α, ! — ’Ελεα5ος; ’Ελε�τας no. 95

’Ελευθ/ρνα, ! (L); ’Ελευθ/ννα, ! (L); ’Ελουθ/ρνα (L);

’Ελευθ/ρναι, αH — ’Ελευθερνα5ος; ’Ελευθεννα5ος;

’Ελουθερνα5ος (L) no. 957

’Ελευσ�ς — no. 362

‘Ελ�νη, ! — no. 479

‘Ελ�κη, !; ’Ελ�κα; ‘Ελ�κεια — ‘Ελικε�ς no. 235

‘Ελισ(σ)+ν, W; ‘Ελισ(σ)ο%ς, W; ‘Ελισσο%ς (L) —

‘Ελισg�σιος; ‘Ελισφ�σιος (L) no. 273

— ’Ελτυνιε�ς; ’Ελτυναιε�ς (L); ’Ελτ�νιος (L) no. 958

;Ελυρος; ;Ιλυρος (L) — ’Ελ�ριος; ’Ιλ�ριος no. 959

UΕλωρον, τ#; UΕλωρος (L) — Α2λ+ρος (L); ‘Ελωρ�της

no. 18

’Εµπ#ριον, τ# — ’Εµπορ�της; ’Εµπορε�της no. 2

;Εννα, ! (L) — ‘Εννα5ος; ’Εννα5ος no. 19

’Επ�δαµνος, ! — ’Επιδ�µνιος no. 79

’Επ�δαυρος, ! — [’Επιδ]α�ριος no. 329

’Επ�δαυρος, W/! — ’Επιδα�ριος no. 348

;Επιον, τ#; ;Ηπειον; Α]πιον (L) — no. 304

’Επιτ�λιον, τ# — ’Επιταλιε�ς no. 305

‘Ερβ�σ(σ)ος, W (L) — ‘Ερβησσ5νος no. 22

UΕρβιτα, ! — ‘Ερβιτα5ος no. 23

— ’Ερεικινε�ς no. 462

;Ερεσος, !; ’Ερεσ(σ)#ς — ’Ερ/σιος no. 796

’Ερ/τρια, ! — ’Ερετριε�ς no. 370

’Ερινε#ς, W/! — ’Ερινα5ος no. 391

— ’Ερινε�ς no. 884

‘Ερµι)ν, !; ‘Ερµι#νη, ! — ‘Ερµιονε�ς no. 350

‘Ερµ)νασσα — ‘Ερµωνασε�της (L) no. 697

— ’Ερ#διος no. 1031

’Ερ�θραι, αH — ’Ερυθρα5ος no. 203

’Ερυθρα�, αH — ’Ερυθρα5ος no. 845

;Ερωχος — ’Ερωχ#ς no. 181

— ’Ετεοκαρπ�θιος no. 488

’Ετεων#ς — no. 204

Εdα, ! — Εdgαος (?); Ε(�της; Ε(�της (L); Ε(αε�ς (L)

no. 331

Ε(α�µων — Ε(α�µνιος no. 269

Εdβοια, ! (L) — Ε(βοε�ς no. 15

Ε(εσπερ�δες, αH; ‘Επερ�δες, αH; ‘Εσπερ�ς —

Ε(εσπερ�της; ‘Εσπερ�της; Ε(σπερ�της no. 1026

Ε(π�γιον (L) — no. 252
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— Ε(ρεα5ος no. 446

Εdριπος, W — Ε(ρ�πιος (L) no. 119

— Ε(ρυµαχ�της no. 1032

Ε(ρυµενα�, αH (L) — Ε(ρυµενα5ος no. 97

Ε(ρυµενα�, αH — Ε(ρυµενα5ος no. 447

Εdρωµος (L); Εdρωπος (L) — ‘Υροµε�ς; Κυρωµε�ς;

Ε(ρωπε�ς no. 885

Ε(ρωπ#ς; ’Ωρωπ#ς (L) — Ε(ρωπα5ος; Ε(ρ#πιος (L)

no. 536

Ε(τα�α, ! — no. 270

Εdτρεσις, ! — Ε(τρειτιδιε�ς (L) no. 205

;Εφεσος, ! — ’Εφ/σιος no. 844

’Εφ�ρη, !; ’Εφ�ρα, ! (L); Κ�χυρος (L) — ;Εφυρος no.

96

’Εχεδ�µεια, ! (L); ’Εχεδαµιε�ς (L) no. 179

’Εχ�νεος, W — ’Εχινα5ος no. 118

’Εχινο%ς, W; ’Εχ5νος; ’Εχιν/ος (L) — ’Εχινα5ος no. 429

Ζ�γκλη, !; ∆�νκλε — ∆ανκλα5ος; Ζαγκλα5ος no. 51

Ζ�κυνθος, ! — Ζακ�νθιος no. 141

Ζ/λεια — Ζελε�της no. 764

Ζερε�α — Ζηρ�νιος (?) no. 622

Ζµαρ�θα, ! — no. 111

Ζ#νε, !; Ζ)νη — Ζωνα5ος no. 651

’Ηι)ν — no. 570

’Ηι)ν, ! — no. 630

zΗλις, !; g[λις; zΑλις — gαλε5ος; ’Ηλε5ος; ?λε5ος no.

251

‘Ηρα�α, !; ‘Ερ[α�]α — ‘Ηρα(ι)ε�ς; ’Εραε�ς no. 274

UΗραιον, τ#; ‘Ηρα5ον τε5χος — ‘Ηραι�της (L);

‘Ηρα�της (L); ‘Ηραε�της (L) no. 676

‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (L) — ‘Ηρακλε)της (L) no. 20

‘Ηρ�κλεια, !; ‘Ηρακλ/α; ‘Ηρ�κλειον — ‘Ηρ�κλειος;

‘Ηρ�κληιος; ‘Ηρακλε)της (L) no. 52

‘Ηρακλε�α, ! — ‘Ηρακλει#τας no. 80

‘Ηρ�κλεια (L); ‘Ερ�κλεα, ! — ‘Ηρακλε)της(?) no.

120

‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! — ‘Ηρακλε(ι))της no. 430

‘Ηρ�κλεια (L) — ‘Ηρακλε)της no. 549

‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! — ‘Ηρακλε(ι))της no. 715

‘Ηρ�κλεια (L) — ‘Ηρακλε)της no. 811

‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! — ‘Ηρακλε)της no. 910

‘Ηρακλε�η, !; ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! (L) no. 21

‘Ηρ�κλειον, τ#; ‘Ερ�κλειον; ‘Ηρ�κλεια, ! —

‘Ηρακλει)της (L) no. 537

‘Ηρ�κλειον, τ# (L) — ‘Ηρακλει)τας (L) no. 961

’Ησσ#ς (L) — < ;Ι>σσιος no. 162

zΗτις (L) — ’Ητε5ος (L) no. 330

‘Ηφαιστ�α, ! — ‘Ηφαιστιε�ς no. 503

Θαλ�µαι, αH — Θαλαµ�της (L) no. 321

Θαλι�δες — Θαλι(-) no. 299

— Θασθαρε�ς no. 939

Θ�σος, ! — Θ�σιος no. 526

Θαυµακο� (L); Θαυµακ�α (L) — Θαυµακ#ς (L) no. 443

Θ/λφουσα; Θελ[φ]ο�σσα (L); Τ/λφουσα (L); Θ/λπουσα

(L); Θαλπο%σα (L) — Θελφο�σιος; Θελφο�σιος;

Θελπο�σσιος; Τελφο�σιος; Θελπο�σιος (L) no. 300

Θεµισκ�ρα, !; Θεµισκ�ρη — no. 732

Θερ�µβως; Θραµβηjς — Στραµβα5ος; Θραµβα5ος

no. 616

— Θερµα5ος no. 481

Θ/ρµη, ! — no. 552

Θερµιν/α, ! — no. 155

Θεσπια�, αH; Θ/σπεια — Θεσπιε�ς no. 222

Θ/στωρος — no. 617

Θευδοσ�α — Θευδοσιε�ς; Θεοδεο(-); Θεοδεω(-) no.

707

Θ8βαι, αH; Θ�βη; Θ�βα — Θηβα5ος; Θειβ8ος no. 221

Θ8βαι, αH — Θηβα5ος (L) no. 444

Θ8βαι, αH — Θηβα5ος no. 869

Θ�βη, !; Θ8βαι, αH — no. 834

Θ�ρα, !; Θ�ρη — Θηρα5ος no. 527

Θητ)νιον, τ# — Θετ#νιος no. 416

Θ�σβη, !; Θ�σβαι, αH — Θισβε�ς (L) no. 223

Θισ#α, ! (L); Θεισ#α (L) — Θισοα5ος no. 301

Θουρ�α, !; Θευρ�α, ! (L); Θο�ριον (L) — Θουρι�της;

Θουριε�ς (L) no. 322

Θο�ριοι, οH; Θουρ�α (?); Θο�ριον (L) — Θο�ριος no. 74

Θρα5στος (L); Θρα%στος — Θρα�στιος no. 264

Θρ#νιον, τ# — Θρονιε�ς; [Θρ]#νιος (?) no. 388

— Θυδ[#νιος] no. 940

Θυρ/α, ! — no. 346

Θ�ρρειον, τ#; Θυριον — Θυριε�ς; Θο�ριος; Θ�ρρειος

(L); Θυρρε�ς (L); Θυρρειε�ς no. 139

Θυσσ#ς, ! — Θ�σσιος no. 618

’Ι�λυσος; ’Ι�λυσ(σ)ος, !; — Ιηλ�σιος; ’Ιελ�σιος;

’Ιαλ�σιος no. 995

’Ιασον�α — no. 716

;Ιασος, ! — ’Ιασε�ς no. 891

’Ιδ�λιον (L); ’Εδ�λιον — ’Εδ�λιος no. 1013

;Ιδη — no. 664

’Ιδρι�ς (L) — ’Εδριε�ς no. 892

;Ιδυµα, τ� — ’Ιδυµε�ς; ’Ιδιµε�ς; ’Ιδ�µιος no. 893
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;Ιδυρος; ’Ιτ�ρα; ’Ιδυρ�ς (L) — no. 1002

‘Ιερ�πυτνα, ! (L) — ‘Ιεραπ�τνιος (L) no. 962

’Ιθ�κη, ! — ;Ιθακος; ’Ιθακ�σιος no. 122

’Ιθ)µη, ! — ’Ιθωµ(α5ος) no. 318

;Ικος, ! (L) — ;Ικιος no. 482

;Ιλιον, τ# — ’Ιλιε�ς no. 779

— ’Ιµαχαρα5ος no. 26

;Ιµβρος, ! — ;Ιµβριος no. 483

‘Ιµ/ρη, !; ‘Ιµ/ρα — ‘Ιµερα5ος no. 24

’Ι#λλα — ’Ιολλε�ς no. 812

;Ιος, ! — ’Ι�της no. 484

’Ιουλ�ς, ! — ’Ιουλι�της no. 491

‘Ιππ�να, ! (L); Σιττ�να, ! (L) — ‘Ιππαν�τας no. 25

‘Ιππ)νιον; Ε2π)νιον, τ#; ‘Ιππ)νειον (L) — gειπονιε�ς;

Ε2πωνιε�ς; ‘Ιππωνιε�ς; ’Ιππωνι�της (L);

‘Ιππωνε�της (L) no. 53

;Ισινδα (L); ;Ισινδος (L) — ’Ισ�νδιος no. 846

;Ισσα, ! — ;Ισσαιος no. 81

’Ισσο�; ;Ισσος, W/! (L) — ’Ισσε�ς no. 1007

;Ιστασος — no. 574

‘Ιστ�αια, !; ‘Εστ�αια, ! — ‘Ιστιαιε�ς; ‘Εστιαιε�ς no.

372

;Ιστρος; ’Ιστρ�η — ’Ιστριην#ς; ’Ιστριαν#ς no. 685

;Ιστρων (L) — ’Ιστρ)νιος (L) no. 964

;Ιτανος, ! — ’Ιτ�νιος no. 965

;Ιχναι, αH; Xχναι (L) — ’Ιχνα5ος; ’Ιχν[ος no. 538

’Ιωλκ#ς; ’Ιαολκ#ς, W/!; ’Ιαωλκ#ς — ’Ιωλκε�ς;

’Ι)λκιος (L) no. 449

Καβ�λη, !; Καλ�βη (L); Βαβ�λη (L) Καβυλην#ς (L)

no. 654

Καλαυρ/α; Καλαυρε�α; Καλαυρ�α — Καλαυρε�τας

no. 360

Καλ�νδοια, !; ?λ�νδοια (L) — no. 575

Κ�λλατις, !; Κ�λατις (L); Καλλατ�α (L) —

Καλλατιαν#ς; Καλλαντιαν#ς (L) no. 686

Καλλ�πολις (L) — Καλλιπολ�της no. 27

Καλλ�πολις (L); Κ�λλιον — Καλλιπολ�τας (L);

Καλλιε�ς (L) no. 147

Καλλ�πολις — Κ[αλλιπολ�της] (?) no. 744

Καλυδ)ν, ! — Καλυδ)νιος no. 148

Κ�λυµνα, !; Καλ�δνα, ! — Καλ�δνιος; Καλ�µνιος no.

485

Κ�λυνδα, τ� (L) — Κλαυνδε�ς; Καλυνδε�ς no. 894

Καλχηδ)ν, !; Καλχαδ)ν; Χαλκηδ)ν — Καλχηδ#νιος;

Καλχαδ#νιος; Χαλκηδ#νιος; Χαλχηδ#νιος no. 743

Καµακα�; [Κ]εµακα� — no. 576

Καµ�ρινα, ! — Καµαρινα5ος no. 28

Κα´µ(ε)ιρος, W/! — Καµιρε�ς; Καµερε�ς; Καµειρε�ς (L)

no. 996

Κ�µψα; Κ�ψα (L) — Κα(-) no. 577

Κ�ραµβις — no. 717

— Καρβασυανδε�ς; Καρπασυανδε�ς no. 895

Καρδαµ�λη, ! — Καρδαµυλ�της (L); Σκαρδαµυλ�της

(L) no. 315

Καρδ�α, ! — Καρδιαν#ς no. 665

Καρ�νη, ! — Καρηνα5ος no. 813

Κ�ρθαια, ! — Καρθαιε�ς; Καρθαε�ς no. 492

Καρκιν5τις; Κερκιν5τις — Κερκιν�της (L) no. 698

Κ�ρουσσα — no. 718

Κ�ρπαθος — Καρπ�θιος no. 489

Καρπασ�α, !; Καρπ�σεια; Κραπ�σεια (L) —

Καρπασε�ς no. 1014

Καρ�ανδα, τ� — Καρυανδε�ς no. 896

Κ�ρυστος, ! — Καρ�στιος no. 373

Κασθανα�η, !; Κασθανα�α (L); Κασθαν/α (L);

Καστανα�α (L) — Κασσαναε�ς no. 450

Κασµ/νη, !; Κασµ/ναι — no. 29

Κ�σος, ! — Κ�σιος no. 490

Κασσ)πα; Κασσ)πη, ! (L); Κασσωπ�α (L) —

Κασσωπ#ς; Κασσωπα5ος no. 100

Κασωλ�βα — Κασωλαβε�ς no. 897

Κατ�νη, !; Κατ�να — Κατανα5ος no. 30

Καυλων�α, !; Α(λων�α — Καυλωνι�τας; Α(λ(ωνι�τας)

no. 55

Κα%νος, ! — Κα�νιος no. 898

— Καφελε�ς no. 421

Καφυια�, αH; Καφ�αι, αH — Καφυ(ι)ε�ς no. 275

Κεβρ�ν; Κεβρ�νη (L); Κεβρην�α (L) — Κεβρ�νιος;

Κεβρ/νιος; Κεβρενε(�ς); Κεβρην#ς (L); Κεβρηνε�ς

(L) no. 780

Κεδρε(ι)α�, αH — Κεδρι�της; Κεδρι�της; Κεδρε�τας

no. 899

Κελ/νδερις — Κελεν(-) no. 1008

Κεντ#ριπα, τ�; Κεντο�ριπαι, αH (L) — Κεντ#ριψ;

Κεντοριπ5νος no. 31

Κερα�α (L) — Κεραjτας; Κεραι�της (L); Κερ/της (L)

no. 966

Κ/ραµος, ! (L) — Κεραµε�ς; Κερ�µιος no. 900

Κερασο%ς — Κερασο�ντιος no. 719

Κερ�α, ! — Κεραjτας no. 495

Κερ�νεια, ! (L); Καρ�νεια, ! (L) — Καρυν(ν)ε�ς (L)

no. 236

Κερ�νεια, ! — Κερυν�της (L); [Κερυ]ν�της no. 1015

Κεφαλο�διον, τ#; Κεφαλοιδ�ς; Κεφαλω�δης (L) —

Κεφαλοιδ�τας; Κεφαλο�διος (L) no. 32
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Κ8ποι — Κηπ�της no. 699

Κι/ριον, τ#; Κ�ερος (L); Κι�ριον (L) — Κιερε�ς;

Κι�ριος (L) no. 398

Κ�θας — no. 579

Κικ�νηθος — no. 451

Κ�λλα, ! — no. 814

— Κιλλαρε�ς; Κιλδαρε�ς no. 901

Κιµµερικ#ν (L) — no. 700

Κ�µωλος, ! — Κιµ)λιος no. 496

Κ�νυψ, ! — no. 1027

Κ�νωλις — no. 720

Κ�ος, ! — Κιαν#ς no. 745

Κ�ρρα, !; Κ�ρρα (L); Κιρρα5ος no. 183

Κισθ�νη, ! — no. 815

Κισσ#ς, ! (L) — Κισσε�της no. 578

Κλαζοµενα�, αH — Κλαζοµ/νιος no. 847

Κλε�τωρ, !; Κλ�τωρ — Κλειτ#ριος; Κλητ#ριος;

Κλετ#(ριος) no. 276

Κλεωνα�, αH — Κλεωνα5ος no. 351

Κλεωνα�, αH — no. 580

Κν8µις; Κνηµ5δες (L) — no. 381

Κν�δος, ! — Κν�διος no. 903

Κνωσ#ς, ! — Κν)σιος no. 967

— Κοδαπε�ς no. 904

Κο�λα — no. 277

— Κοκυλ�της no. 781

Κολ�οργα (L); Κολ�εργα (L) — Κολιυργε�ς no. 905

Κ#λουσσα — no. 721

Κολοφ)ν, W/! — Κολοφ)νιος; qολοφ#νιος;

Κολοφων�της no. 848

Κολωνα�, αH — [Κολο]νε�ς no. 746

Κολωνα�, αH — Κολωναε�ς no. 782

— Κονδαιε�ς no. 399

Κορακα� — Κοροκα5ος; Κροκα5ος no. 452

Κορησσ�α, !; Κορησ�α — Κορ�σιος no. 493

Κ#ρινθος, !; q#ρινθος — Κορ�νθιος; qορ�νθιος no. 227

Κ#ρκυρα, !; Κ/ρκυρα, !; Κορκο�[ρα] — Κορκυρα5ος;

Κερκυρα5ος; qορqυρα5ος no. 123

Κ#ροντα, τ�; Κορ#νται, αH — Κοροντα5ος (L) no. 124

— Κοροφα5ος no. 422

Κορσια�, αH; Χορσια� (L) — Χορσιε�ς (L) no. 202

Κορ)νεια, ! — Κορωνα5ος; Κορωνε�ς no. 210

Κορ)νη, ! (L); Κορωνε�α (L) — Κορωνα5ος (L) no. 316

Κοσσα�α, ! (L) — Κοσσ[α5ος] no. 625

Κοτ�ωρα — Κοτυωρ�της no. 722

Κο�ριον — Κουριε�ς no. 1016

Κρ�νιοι; Κρ�ναια (L) — Κρ�νιος; Κρ�νειος (L) no. 125

Κρανν)ν, !; Κρ�ννουν (L); Κρ�ννους (L) —

Κραν(ν)ο�νιος; Κρανν)νιος; Κραν)νιος (L) no. 400

Κρεν�δες, αH — Κρην�της (L) no. 632

Κρ8σσα — no. 666

Κριθ)τη — Κριθο�σιος no. 667

Κρ#των, ! — Κροτωνι�της; gροτονι�τας;

Κροτονι�τας; Κροτωνι�της no. 56

Κρ�α, τ� (L) — Κρυε�ς no. 907

Κρ+µνα, ! — Κρωµν�της no. 723

Κρ+µνος, W; Κρ)µνα, !; Κρ+µοι, οH (L) —

Κρωµν�της(?) no. 334

Κτιµ/νη, ! (L); Κτιµ/[ναι] (L) — Κτιµενα5ος no. 419

Κυδων�α, ! — Κυδωνι�της no. 968

Κ�ζικος, ! — Κυζικην#ς no. 747

Κ�θηρα, τ� — Κυθ�ριος no. 336

Κ�θνος, ! — Κ�θνιος no. 501

Κ�λλανδος — Κυλλ�νδιος; Κ�λ(λ)αντιος no. 908

Κυλλ�νη, ! — Κυλλ�νιος no. 254

Κυλλ�νη, ! — no. 816

Κ�µη, !; Κ�µε; Κ�µα — Κυµα5ος no. 57

Κ�µη, ! — Κυµα5ος no. 817

Κ�ναιθα, ! (L) — Κυναιθε�ς no. 278

Κυνδ�η — Κινδυε�ς no. 902

Κ%νος, ! — Κ�νιος (L) no. 382

Κ�παιρα (L); Κ�φαιρα, ! (L) — Κυφαρρε�ς no. 436

Κυπ�ρισσος, !; Κυπαρισσ�α, ! (L); Κυπαρισσια� (L) —

Κυπαρισσιε�ς; Κυπαρισσε�ς (L) no. 317

Κυρβισσ#ς — Κυρβισσε�ς no. 909

Κυρ�νη, !; Κυρ�να — Κυρηνα5ος; Κυρανα5ος no. 1028

Κ�ρρος, !; Κ�ρνος (L); Κ�ριος (L) — Κυρρ/στης (L);

Κυρρα5ος (L) no. 539

Κ�στιρος — Κυστ�ριος no. 1033

Κ�ταια — no. 701

Κ�ταιον, τ# (L) — Κυ(-) no. 969

Κυτ�νιον, τ#; Κυτ/νιον, τ# — Κυτινιε�ς; Κυτενιε�ς

no. 392

Κ�τωρος, W/!; Κ�τωρις; Κ�τωρον — no. 724

Κ�φαντα, τ� (L); Κ�φας, ! (L) — Κυφαντασε�ς no. 335

Κ�ψελα, τ� (L); Κυψε(-) no. 645

Κ)µβρ(ε)ια, ! — Κοµβρε�της (L) no. 581

Κ+παι, αH — Κωπαιε�ς; Κωπα5ος; Κωπ8ος no. 209

Κ)ρανζα, τ� (L) — Κοαρενζε�ς; Κοαρρενδε�ς;

Κοαρανζε�ς; Κωρανζε�ς no. 906

Κ)ρυκος, W — Κωρυκα5ος no. 849

Κ+ς, ! — Κ�+ος no. 497

Κ+ς (! Μεροπ�ς) — Κ�+ος no. 499

Λ�βρυτα, τ� (?) — no. 702

Λακεδα�µων, ! — Λακεδαιµ#νιος no. 345
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Λαµ�α, ! — Λαµιε�ς no. 431

Λαµπ)νιον, τ#; Λαµπ)νεια, !; Λαµπων�α (L) —

Λαµπων(ι)ε�ς; Λαµπονειε�ς no. 783

Λ�µψακος, ! — Λαµψακην#ς no. 748

Λ[ος — Λαg5νος; Λα5νος no. 58

Λ�πιθος (L); Λ�πηθις — Λαπ�θιος (L) no. 1017

Λ�ππα, ! (L) — Λαππα5ος no. 970

Λ�ρισα, !; Λ�ρισαι, αH — Ληρισα5ος; Λαρισα5ος no.

818

Λ�ρισ(σ)α, ! — no. 255

Λ�ρισ(σ)α, ! — Λαρισ(σ)α5ος; Ληρισα5ος; Λαρισαε�ς

no. 401

Λ�ρισσα, ! — Λαρισα5ος no. 437

Λ�ρισ(σ)α, ! — Λαρισα5ος (L) no. 784

Λ�ρυµνα, ! — Λαρυµνα5ος (L); Λαρυµνε�ς (L) no. 383

Λ[ς, W; Λ[, ! — Λ[ος (L) no. 337

Λασι+ν, W — Λασι)νιος no. 256

Λ�τµος, ! — Λ�τµιος no. 910

Λατ) (L) — Λ�τιος (L) no. 971

Λεβ�δεια, ! — Λεβαδε�ς; Λεπαδε�ς no. 211

Λ/βεδος, ! — Λεβ/διος no. 850

Λεβ�να (L) — Λεβενα5ος; Λεβηνα5ος (L) no. 972

Λ/δων, ! (L) — Λεδ#ντιος (L) no. 184

Λε�βηθρα, τ�; Λε�βηθρον (L); Λ�βηθρα (L) —

Λειβ�θριος; Λιβ�θριος (L) no. 540

Λεοντ5νοι — Λεοντ5νος no. 33

Λε#ντιον (L) — Λεοντ�σιος (L) no. 237

Λ/πρεον — Λεπρε�της; Λεπρεε�ς no. 306

Λ/ρος, ! — Λ/ριος no. 504

Λετρ5νοι, οH (L); Λ/τρινα, ! (L) — Λετρ5νος; Λεδρ5νος

no. 258

Λε%και, αH; Λε�κη, ! (L) — Λεοκ�της; Λεκαιε�ς (L)

no. 819

Λευκ�ς, ! — Λευκ�διος no. 126

Λε�κοφρυς — no. 851

— Λεχ)ιος no. 1034

Λ8νος (L) — no. 257

Λ�τη — Λητα5ος no. 550

Ληψ�µανδος (L) — Ληψιµ�νιος; Ληψιµανδε�ς;

Ληψυανδε�ς no. 911

Λ�λαια, !; Λ�λαιον (L) — Λιλαιε�ς no. 185

Λιµνα�, αH — Λιµνα5ος no. 668

Λιµνα�α, ! — Λιµνα5ος (L) no. 127

Λ�µνη, ! — no. 725

Λ�νδος, ! — Λ�νδιος no. 997

Λ�παξος — no. 582

Λιπ�ρα, !; Λιπ�ραι (L) — Λιπαρα5ος no. 34

Λισ#ς (L); Λ�σσα — Λ�σιος (L); Λισσ�της (? L) no. 973

Λ�σσος, W/! (L) — Λισσ�τας (L) no. 82

Λογγ)νη (L) — Λονγενα5ος; Λογγανα5ος no. 35

Λοκρο�, οH; Λοκρ�ς — Λοκρ#ς no. 59

Λουσο�, οH; <Λ>ο%σα, τ� — Λουσι�τας; Λουσε�τας;

Λουσιε�ς; Λουσε�ς (L) no. 279

Λ�καστος, ! — no. 726

Λυκ#σουρα, ! (L) — Λυκουρ�σιος (L); Λυκοσουρε�ς

(L) no. 280

Λ�κτος; Λ�ττος — Λ�κτιος; Λ�τ(τ)ιος no. 974

Μαγνησ�α, ! — Μ�γνης no. 852

Μαγνησ�η, ! — [Μ�γν]ης no. 820

Μ�δυτος, ! — Μαδ�τιος no. 669

Μ�κιστον, τ#; Μ�κιστον; Μ�κεστον (L) — Μακ�στιος;

Μακ/στιος (L) no. 307

Μακυν/α, ! (L); Μακυν�α (L); Μακ�νεια (L); Μ�κυνα

(L) — Μακυνε�ς (L); Μακ�νιος (L) no. 149

Μ�λλα (L) — Μαλλα5ος (L) no. 975

— Μαλλοι�τας no. 464

Μαλλ#ς, !; Μ�λος (L) — Μαρλ#τας; Μαλλ)της no.

1009

Μαντιν/α, !; Μαντιν/η; Μαντ�νη; Μαντ�νεια, ! —

Μαντινε�ς no. 281

Μαραθ�σιον, τ# — Μαραθ�σιος no. 853

Μαργανε5ς; Μ�ργανα (L); Μ�ργαια (L) — Μαργανε�ς

no. 259

Μ�ριον, τ# — Μαριε�ς no. 1018

Μαρ)νεια, ! — Μαρων�της; Μαρωνε�ς; Μαρωνειε�ς

no. 646

Μασαµβρ�η, ! — no. 647

Μασσαλ�η, !; Μασσαλ�α — Μασσαλι�της;

Μασσαλι)της no. 3

Μ�ταλα, τ� (L); Ματαλ#ν (L) — Ματ�λιος (L) no. 976

Ματρ#πολις, ! (L) — Ματροπολ�τας; Μητροπολ�της

no. 403

Μεγ�λη π#λις; Μεγ�λα π#λις; Μεγαλ#πολις (L) —

Μεγαλοπολ�της; Μεγαλοπολ�τας no. 282

Μ/γαρα, τ�; Μεγαρε5ς; Μεγαρ�ς — Μεγαρε�ς no. 36

Μ/γαρα, τ� — Μεγαρε�ς no. 225

Μεδε)ν; Μεδ�ων — Μεδι)νιος no. 129

Μεδε)ν, W (L) — Μεδε)νιος no. 186

Μ/δµασος — Μαδνασε�ς no. 912

Μ/δµη, !; Μ/σµα; Μ/δµα (L); Μ/δαµα (L) —

Μεδµα5ος; Μεσµα5ος no. 60

Μ/θανα, τ�; Μεθ�νη, ! (L); Μεθ)νη, !; Μεθ�να, ! (L)

— Μεθ(ανα5ος) no. 352

Μεθ�δριον, τ# — Μεθυδριε�ς; Μετιδριε�ς no. 283

Μεθ�λιον, τ� (L) — Μεθυλιε�ς no. 402
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Μεθ)νη, !; Μηθ)νη; Μοθ)νη — Μεθωνα5ος no. 454

Μεθ)νη, !; Μεθ)να — Μεθωνα5ος no. 541

Μ/λαινα Κ#ρκυρα, ! (L) — Κορκυρα5ος (L) no. 83

— Μελανπαγ�της no. 821

Μελ�βοια, ! — Μελιβο(ι)ε�ς no. 453

Μελ�τεα, !; Μελιτα�α; Μελιτ/α — Μελιταιε�ς no. 438

Μ/νδη, !; Μενδα5ος; Μινδ[ος; Μινδα5ος no. 584

Μεσηµβρ�α; Μεσαµβρ�η; Μεσεµβρ�α (L) —

Μεσεµβριαν#ς; Μεσσαµβριαν#ς (L);

Μετα(µβριαν#ς) no. 687

Μεσσ�να, !; Μεσσ�νη — Μεσσ�νιος; Μεσσ/νιος;

Μεσσ�νιος no. 37

— Μεσσ�πιος no. 163

Μεσσ�νη, ! — Μεσσ�νιος; Μεσσ�νιος no. 318

— Μετ�πιος no. 260

Μεταπ#ντιον, τ# — Μεταποντ5νος no. 61

Μ/ταυρος; Μ�ταυρος — Μεταυρ5νος no. 62

Μ�θυµνα, ! — Μηθυµνα5ος; Μαθυµνα5ος no. 797

Μηκ�βερνα, ! — Μηκυβερνα5ος; Μεκυπερνα5ος no.

583

Μ8λος, !; Μ[λος — Μ�λιος; Μ�λιος no. 505

Μητρ#πολις (L) — Ματροπολ�τας (L) no. 128

Μητρ#πολις — no. 749

Μ�εζα, ! (L); Μ/ζα (L); Μ�εζα (L) — Μιεζα5ος (L);

Μιεζε�ς (L) no. 542

Μ�λητος — Μιλ�τιος no. 977

Μ�λητος, ! — Μιλ�σιος no. 854

Μιλητο�πολις, ! (L) — Μιλητοπολ�της; Μιλητοπ#λιος

(L) no. 750

Μιλητουτε5χος — Μιλητο[τειχ�της] no. 751

Μ�λκωρος (L) — Μ�λκ#ριος; Μιλτ#ριος no. 585

Μιν�)α, ! (L) — Μινο�της; Μινω�της no. 473

Μιν)η, !; Μιν�)α — no. 21

Μοθ)νη; Μεθ)νη, ! — Μοθωνα5ος (L) no. 319

Μολ�κρειον, τ#; Μολ�κρεια, !; ’Ολ�κραι, αH; Μολυκρ�α

(L); Μολ�κριον (L) — Μολυκρε�ς (L) no. 150

Μονδα�α (L) — Μονδαιε�ς; Μονδαι�τας (L) no. 465

Μοργαντ�νη, !; Μοργαντ�να; Μοργαντ5νον (L);

Μοργ�ντιον (L) — Μοργαντ5νος no. 37

Μ#ψιον, τ# (L) — Μοψε�ς; Μοψε(ι)�της no. 404

Μυαν�α, ! (L) — Μυανε�ς; Μυονε�ς no. 164

Μυκαλησσ#ς, ! — Μυκαλ�σσιος no. 212

Μυκ�να, !; Μυκ�ναι, αH; Μυκ�νη, !; Μυκ8ναι, αH —

Μυκηνα5ος; Μυκανε�ς no. 353

Μ�κονος, ! — Μυκ#νιος no. 506

Μ�λαι, αH — Μυλα5ος no. 38

Μυλα�, αH (L) — Μυλα5ος no. 466

Μ�λασα, τ�; Μ�λασος — Μυλασε�ς no. 913

Μ�νδος, ! — Μ�νδιος no. 914

Μυ#ν(ν)ησος, ! — Μυον�σιος no. 855

Μυο%ς, W; Μ�ης — Μυ�σ(σ)ιος no. 856

Μ�ρινα, ! — Μυρινα5ος no. 502

Μ�ρινα, ! — Μυρινα5ος no. 822

Μ�ρκινος, W; Μυρκινν�α (L) — Μυρκ�νιος no. 633

Μ�ρλεια, ! — Μυρλεαν#ς no. 752

Μυρµ�κειον; Μυρµ�κιον (L) — no. 703

Μυτιλ�να, !; Μυτιλ�νη; Μιτυλ�νη — Μυτιλην[ος;

Μυτιληνα5ος no. 798

Μυτισ/ρατος; Μυττ�στρατον, τ# (L); Μυτ�στρατος, !

(L) — Μυτι(-) no. 39

Ν�γιδος, ! — Ναγιδε�ς no. 1010

Νακ#νη, ! — Νακονα5ος; Νακωνα5ος no. 40

— Ναρισβαρε�ς no. 915

— Ναρυανδε�ς no. 916

Ναρ�κα, ! (L) — Ναρυκα5ος (L) no. 384

Να�κρατις, ! — Ναυκρατ�της; [Ν]αοκρατ�της no.

1023

Να�λοχον, τ# — Ναυ(-) no. 857

Να�πακτος, ! — Ναυπ�κτιος no. 165

Ναξ�α — Ναξι�της; Ναξι�της no. 917

Ν�ξος, ! — Ν�ξιος no. 597

Ν�ξος, ! — Ν�χιος; Ν�ξιος no. 41

Νε�νδρε(ι)α, !; Νε�νδρειον, τ#; Νεανδρ�α (L) —

Νεανδρ(ε)ιε�ς no. 785

Νε�πολις, !; Νε�πολις — Νεοπολ�τες; Νεοπολ�της;

Νηοπολ�τας; Νεοπολ�τας; Νεαπολ�της (L);

Νευπολ�της; Νουπολ�της; Νειοπολ�της no. 63

Νε�πολις; Ν/η π#λις — Νεοπολ�της no. 586

Νε�πολις, !; Ν/α π#λις, ! — Νεοπολ�της —

Νεαπολ�της (L) no. 634

Νε�πολις, ! — Νεοπολ�της no. 677

Ν/ον Τε5χος, τ# — no. 824

Νε̃σος, ! — Νασι)τας no. 823

Νεστ�νη, ! (L); Νοστ�α — Νεστ�νιος no. 284

Ν/ων; Ν/ωνες — Νε()νιος); Νε(ωνα5ος) no. 187

Ν�καια — no. 101

Ν�καια, ! — Νικαε�ς (L) no. 385

Νικ)νιον, τ# — no. 688

Ν�συρος, ! — Νισ(ο)�ριος no. 508

Ν#τιον, τ# — no. 825

Ν#τιον — Νοτιε�ς no. 858

Νο�διον — no. 308

Ν�µφαιον — Ν�µφατος; Νυν(-); Νυµφαjτης (L) no.

704

Ν)νακρις, ! — Νωνακριε�ς no. 285
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;Οασις — no. 1024

’Οδησ(σ)#ς, !; ’Οδησσ#πολις; ’Οδασ#ς (L) —

’Οδησσ(ε)�της (L); ’Ωδασσ�τα[ς] no. 689

;Οθορος — ’Οθ#ριος no. 590

Ο1αι, αH (L) — Ο2ι�της no. 998

Ο2�νθεια, !; Ο2�νθη; Ε(ανθ�ς; Ε(�νθεια (L) —

Ο2ανθε�ς; Ε(ανθε�ς (L) no. 166

Ο]νη, ! — Ο2να5ος no. 480

Ο2νι�δαι, οH; Ο2νει�δαι — Ο2νι�δας no. 130

Ο2νο%ς, ! — gοιν#ντιος no. 338

Ο2#ς, W — Ο2�της no. 339

Ο2σ�µη, !; Ο2σ�µα (L) — Ο2συµα5ος no. 635

Ο]τυλος, W; Βα�τυλος (L); Β�τυλα (L) — Βειτυλε�ς (L)

no. 340

;Οκωλον no. 626

— ’Ολαιε�ς no. 918

’Ολβ�α — no. 753

Ολβι#πολις; ’Ολβ�α; ’Ολβ�η — ’Ολβιοπολ�της no.

690

’Ολιζ)ν, ! — ’Ολιζ)νιος no. 455

UΟλµοι — ‘Ολµ�της no. 1006

’Ολοοσσ)ν, !; ‘Ολ#σσων (L) — ‘Ολοσσ#ν(ιος) no. 467

’Ολο%ς; Βολ#εις (L) — ’Ολ#ντιος; Βολο/ντιος (L);

Βολ#ντιος (L) no. 978

’Ολ#φυξος, !; ’Ολυφυξις; ’Ολ#φυξις — ’Ολοφ�χσιος

no. 587

;Ολυµος (L); ‘Υλιµε�ς; ’Ολυµε�ς no. 919

‘Ολ�µπα, ! (L); ’Ολ�µπη, ! — ’Ολυµπαστ�ς (L) no.

102

;Ολυνθος, ! — ’Ολ�νθιος no. 588

‘Οµ#λιον, τ# — ‘Οµολιε�ς no. 448

’Οξ�νιο[ν]; ’Οξ�νεια, ! (L) — no. 406

— ’Οξωνια5ος no. 456

’Οπ#εις, !; ’Οπο%ς — ’Οπο/ντιος; ’Οπ#ντιος;

’Οπο�ντιος no. 386

’Οπο%ς (L); ’Οφιο%ς (L) — ’Οπο�ντιος (L) no. 261

’Οργ�µη — no. 692

— ’Ορειο�; ’Ορει[ται (L) no. 342

’Ορεσθ�σιον, τ# (L); ’Ορ/σθειον, τ# — ’Ορεσθ�σιος

no. 287

’Ορθαγορ�α, ! (L) — ’Ορθαγορε�ς no. 648

;Ορθος (L); ;Ορθοι (L); ;Ορθα, ! (L) — ’Ορθιε�ς no. 405

’Ορνε(ι)α�, αH — ’Ορνε�της; ’Ορνε�της no. 354

’Ορ#βιαι, αH — ’Οροβιε�ς no. 374

UΟρραον, τ# (L) — ‘Ορρα�τας (L); ‘Ορραε�τας (L);

‘Ορ(ρ)ε�τας (L) no. 99

’Ορχοµεν#ς, W; ’Ερχοµεν#ς, ! — ’Ορχοµ/νιος;

’Ερχοµ/νιος no. 213

’Ορχοµεν#ς, W; ’Ερχοµεν#ς; [’Ερχοµιν]#ς —

’Ορχοµ/νιος; ’Ερχοµ/νιος; ’Ερχοµ�νιος no. 286

— ’Οσβα5ος no. 589

— ’Οτλεν#ς no. 754

Ο(ρ�νιον, τ# (L) — Ο(ρανι�της no. 920

’Οφιο%σα — no. 691

’Οφρ�ν(ε)ιον, τ#; ’Οφρ�νιον — ’Οφρυνε�ς no. 786

Παγα�, αH; Πηγα�, αH — Παγα5ος (L) no. 226

Παγασα�, αH — Παγασ�τας; Παγασα5ος no. 407

Πα5ον — no. 288

Παισ#ς, ! — Παισην#ς no. 755

Παι)ν — no. 670

Πακτ�η — no. 671

Παλαιγ�µβριον, τ# — no. 826

— Παλαιπερκ#σιος no. 787

Π�λαιρος — Παλαιρε�ς; Παλαιρα5ος no. 131

Παλε5ς; Π�λη, ! (L) — Παλε�ς; Παλαιε�ς (L) no. 132

Παλλ�ντιον, τ#; Βαλλ�[ντιο]ν; Παλλ�ντειον (L) —

Παλλαντε�ς; Παλλ�ντιος (L); Παλλαντ�νος (L) no.

289

Πανδοσ�α, !; Πανδοσ�η (L); Πανδοσ5ν(ος) no. 64

Πανδοσ�α, ! — Παν(-) (L) no. 104

Πανοπε�ς, W/!; Πανοπε5ς; Φανοτε�ς; Φανατε�ς —

Πανοπε�ς; Φανοτε�ς; Φανατε�ς (L) no. 190

Πανορµ#ς, W (L) — no. 510

Παντικ�παιον, τ#; Παντικαπαjτης no. 705

Παραποτ�µιοι, οH — Παραποτ�µιος no. 188

Παρασ)πιοι; Παρασωπι�ς (L) — Παρασωπιε�ς no.

426

Παρθ/νιον, τ# — no. 827

Π�ριον, τ# — Παριαν#ς; Παριην#ς no. 756

Π�ρος, ! — Π�ριος no. 509

— Παρπαρι)της no. 921

Π�σσανδα (L); Πασ�δα (L) — Πασανδε�ς no. 922

Πασσαρ)ν (L) — no. 105

Π�τραι, αH — Πατρε�ς; Πατραιε�ς (L) no. 239

Π�φος, ! — Π�φιος no. 1019

Πεδιε5ς, οH — Πεδιε�ς no. 189

— Πεδιε�ς no. 999

Πειραιε�ς (L) — Πειρα(ι)ε�ς no. 712

Πειρεσ�α (L) — Πειρ�σιος; Πειρασιε�ς no. 408

— Πελει�της no. 924

Πελιννα5ον, τ#; Π/λιννα, ! — Πελινναιε�ς; Πελινναε�ς;

Πελιννα5ος no. 409

Π/λλα, ! — Πελλα5ος (L) no. 543

Πελλ�να, !; Πελλ�νη, !; Π/λλανα, τ� (L) —

Πελλ[α]νε�ς; Πελληνε�ς (L) no. 341
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Πελλ�νη, !; Πελ(λ)�να; Πελλ�να (L) — Πελληνε�ς;

Πελλανε�ς; Πελληνα5ος (L); Πελλ�νιος no. 240

Πεπ�ρηθος, ! — Πεπαρ�θιος no. 511

— Περαε�ς no. 375

Π/ργαµον, τ# — Περγαµην#ς (L) no. 828

Π/ργη, ! — Περγα5ος (L) no. 1003

Π/ρινθος, ! — Περ�νθιος no. 678

Περκ)τη, !; Περκ#τε; Περκ)πη (L) — Περκ)σιος;

Περκ#σιος no. 788

Παρπ�ρων (L); Περπερ�να, ! (L) — Παρπαρωνι)της;

Περπερ�νιος (L) no. 829

Π/τρα (L) — Πετρ5νος no. 42

— Πετρα5ος (L) no. 979

Πε%µα, τ# (L) — Πευµ�τιος (L) no. 439

Π�δασα, τ� (L) — Πηδασε�ς no. 923

Πιακ#ς (L) — Πιακ5νος no. 43

Π�δασα, τ� — Πεδασε�ς; Πιδασε�ς no. 925

Πιθηκο%σ(σ)α — Πιθηκουσσα5ος (L) no. 65

Π�λωρος — no. 593

Π�νδος, ! — no. 389

Π�σα, ! — Πισ�της no. 262

Π�στασος — no. 594

Π�στιρος — Πιστιρην#ς no. 656

Π�στυρος — no. 638

Πιτ�νη, ! — Πιτανα5ος no. 830

— Πλαδασε�ς; Πλατασε�ς; Πλαδασι�της no. 926

Πλακ�α — Πλακιην#ς; Πλακια(ν#ς) no. 757

Πλαταια�, αH; Πλ�ταια, ! — Πλαταιε�ς no. 216

Πλε�µε — Πλευµε�ς no. 595

Πλευρ+ν, ! — Πλευρ)νιος no. 153

Ποι8σσα, !; Ποι[σσα — Ποι�σσιος; Ποι�σσιος no. 494

Ποιων#ς — no. 108

Πολιε5ον (L) — no. 69

Πολ�χνα, ! (L) — Πολιχν�της no. 789

— Πολιχνα5ος; Πολιχν�της no. 860

Πολ�χνη, ! (L) — Πολιχν�της no. 982

— Πολιχν�της no. 596

Πολυρ�ν (L); Πολυρρ�νια, ! — Πολυρ�νιος;

Πολυρρ�νιος (L) no. 983

Πορδοσελ�νη, ! — Πορδοσιλ(-) no. 831

Ποσειδων�α; Ποσειδαν�α, !; Ποσειδωνι�ς (L) —

Ποσειδανι�τας; Ποσειδωνι�της; Ποσειδωνι�της

no. 66

Ποσ�δειον, τ# — Ποσειδ�της (L) no. 376

Ποσ�δειον, τ# — no. 597

Ποσιδ�ιον, τ#; Ποσε�διον (L) — no. 1022

Ποτ(ε)�δαια, ! — Ποτειδαι�της; Ποτειδε�της;

Ποτειδαι�της; Ποτειδαε�ς no. 598

Ποτνια�, αH — Ποτνιε�ς no. 217

— Πο[---]ος no. 192

Πραισ#ς (L) — Πρα�σιος no. 984

Πρασια�, αH; Πρασ�α; Βρασια� (L) — Πρασιε�ς (L);

Βρασι�της (L) no. 342

Πρ�σσιλος — [Πρα]σσ�λιος no. 599

Πρ�ανσος, W (L); Πριαµψ#ς (L) — Πριανσιε�ς; Πρι�νσιος

(L); Πρι�σσιος (L); Πρι�νσικος (L) no. 985

Πρ�απος, W/! — Πριαπην#ς (L); Πριαπε�ς no. 758

Πρι�νη, ! — Πριηνε�ς; Πριανε�ς no. 861

Προ/ρνα, ! — Προ/ρνιος; Πρω/ρνιος (L); Προ/λνιος

no. 441

Προκ#ννησος, ! — Προκονν�σιος no. 759

Προννο�, οH (L); Πρ+ννοι, οH (L); Πρ)ναια (L); —

Προννα5ος; Πρ+ννος no. 135

Πρ#σχιον, τ#; Πρ#σχεον — Πρ#σχειος no. 154

Πτελε#ν, τ# — Πτελεο�σιος no. 862

Π�γελα, τ�; Φ�γελα — Πυγελε�ς; Πυγαλε�ς;

Φυγελε�ς no. 863

Π�δνα, !; Π�τνα; Κ�δνα (L) — Πυδνα5ος; Πυνδνα5ος;

Πυδδνα5ος; Πυτνα5ος no. 544

Π�θοιον, τ# (L); Π�θειον (L); Π�θιον (L) —

Πυθοι�στας (L) no. 469

Πυθ#πολις (L) — Πυθοπολ�της no. 760

Π�λαι, αH (L) — Παρπυλα5ος no. 295

Π�λος, W — Π�λιος no. 263

Πυξο%ς — no. 67

Π�ρασος, ! — Πυρ�σιος no. 442

Π�ργος, W — no. 310

Π�ρινδος (L) — Πυρ�νδιος no. 927

Π�ρνος (L) — Π�ρνιος no. 928

Π�ρρα, ! — Πυρρα5ος no. 799

‘Ρα%κος — ‘Ρα�κιος; ‘Ρ)κιος (L) no. 986

‘Ρ/γιον, τ#; ‘Ρ�γιον, τ# — ‘Ρεγ5νος; ‘Ρηγ5νος no. 68

‘Ρ�νεια, !; ‘Ρ�ναια; ‘Ρ�νη — ‘Ρηναιε�ς; ‘Ρ�νευς no.
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‘Ριζην�α (L) — ‘Ριττ/νιος no. 988

‘Ριζο%ς, W — ‘Ριζο�σιος no. 457

‘Ρ�θυµνος; ‘Ρ�θυµνα (L); ‘Ριθµν�α (L) — ‘Ριθ�µνιος

no. 987

‘Ρ#δη (L); ‘Ρ#δος (L) — ‘Ροδ�της no. 4

‘Ρ#δος, ! — ‘Ρ#διος no. 1000

‘Ρο�τειον, τ# — ‘Ροιτειε�ς (L); ‘Ροιτε�ς (L) no. 790

‘Ρ�γκαι (L); Τρ�χαι (L) — Γρυνχε�ς; Γρυγχε�ς;

Βρυνχειε�ς no. 371

‘Ρ�πες; ‘Ρ�παι (L); ‘Ρ�πη (L); ‘Ρυπα�η (L) — ‘Ρ�ψ;

Xρυψ no. 243
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Σαλαµ�ς, ! — Σαλαµ�νιος no. 363

Σαλαµ�ς, ! — Σαλαµ�νιος no. 1020

Σ�λη, ! — no. 649

Σαλµακ�ς — Σαλµακ�της no. 929

Σ�µη, ! (L); Σ�µα (L); Σ�µος, W (L); Σ�µαια (L) —

Σαµα5ος no. 136

Σαµοθρ��κη, !; Σαµοθρ=�κη — Σαµοθρ��ξ no. 515

Σ�µος, ! — Σ�µιος no. 864

Σ�νη, ! — Σανα5ος no. 600

Σ�νη, ! — no. 601

— Σ�ριος no. 516

Σ�ρτη, ! — Σαρτα5ος no. 602

— Σελεινο�σιος (L) no. 512

Σελιν#εις, !; Σελινο%ς — Σελιν#ντιος; Σελινο�ντιος;

Σελινο�σιος; Σελιν�σιος no. 44

Σελλασ�α, !; Σελασ�α (L) — no. 343

Σηλυµβρ�α, !; Σαλυβρ�α; Σηλυβρ�α (L) —

Σηλυµβριαν#ς; Σελυνβριαν#ς; Σαλυπριαν#ς;

Σηλυβριαν#ς (L) no. 679

Σ/ριφος, ! — Σερ�φιος no. 517

Σ/ρµε — Σερµε�ς; Σερµαιε�ς; Σερµα5ος no. 603

Σερµυλ�α; Σερµ�λη, ! — Σερµυλιε�ς; Σερβυλιε�ς;

Σερµυλια5ος no. 604

Σ/ρριον τε5χος; Σ/ρρειον τε5χος; Σ/ρριον (L) —

Σεριοτειχ�της no. 680

Σευθ#πολις — no. 657

Σ�σαµος, ! — Σησαµην#ς no. 728

Σηστ#ς, W/! — Σ�στιος no. 672

Σ�γγος — Σ�γγιος; Σιγγα5ος no. 605

Σ�γειον, τ#; Σ�γη, ! — Σιγευε�ς; Σιγ(ει)ε�ς; Συκεε�ς

no. 791

Σ�δη, ! — no. 344

Σ�δη, ! — Σιδ�της (L); Σιδ�τας no. 1004

Σ�δουσα; Σιδο�σση, ! — Σιδο�σιος no. 866

Σ�κινος, ! — Σικιν�της no. 518

Σικυ)ν, W/!; Σεκυ)ν — Σικ�ωνιος; Σεκυ#νιος;

Σεκυ)νιος; Σεqυg#νιος no. 227

— Σιλερα5ος no. 45

— Σ�λος no. 930

Σ�νδος; Σ�νδοι (L) — Σινδονα5ος (?) no. 551

Σ�νος — no. 606

Σιν)πη, !; Σιν)πα — Σινωπε�ς no. 729

Σ5ρις, !; Σ(ε)ιρ�τις — Σιρ�της; Σιρ5νος no. 69

Σ�ρρα, !; Σ/ρραι (L) — Σιρρα5ος (L); Σειρρα5ος (L)

no. 639

Σ5φαι, αH — Σιφειε�ς (L) no. 218

Σ�φνος, ! — Σ�φνιος no. 519

Σκ�βαλα — Σκαβλα5ος no. 607

Σκ�ρφη, !; Σκ�ρφεια, ! (L) — Σκαρφε�ς; Σκαρφαιε�ς

(L); [Σκ]αρφ[α5]ος no. 387

Σκαφα�, αH; Σκαφλα�, αH — Σκαφε�ς (L); Σκαφλε�ς

no. 204

— Σκαφσα5ος no. 608

Σκ8ψις — Σκ�ψιος; Σκ/µφσιος; Σκ�ψιος; Σκ�φσιος

no. 792

Σκ�αθος, ! — Σκι�θιος no. 520

Σκ�θαι, αH — Σκιθα5ος no. 610

Σκιλλο%ς, W — Σκιλλο�ντιος no. 311

Σκι)νη, !; Σκι)να — Σκιωνα5ος no. 609

Σκοτο%σ(σ)α, !; Σκοτο%σαι (L); Σκοτ#εσσα (L) —

Σκοτοσσα5ος; Σκοτουσσα5ος; Σκοτοεσσα5ος (L)

no. 415

Σκυλ�κη — no. 761

Σκ%ρος, ! — Σκ�ριος no. 521

Σκ+λος, W — no. 219

Σµ�λ(λ)α — no. 611

Σµ�ρνα; Σµ�ρνη, ! — Σµυρνα5ος no. 867

Σ#λλιον, τ# — no. 137

Σ#λοι, οH; Σ)λεια, ! (L) — Σολε�ς; Σ#λιος no. 1011

Σ#λοι, αH — Σ#λιος no. 1021

Σοµβ�α, ! — no. 762

Σπ�λαυθρα, τ�; Σπαλ/θρη (L); Σπαλ�θρα (?);

Σπ�λαθρον (?) — Σπαλαυθρε�ς (L) no. 458

Σπ�ρτη, !; Σπ�ρτα — Σπαρτι�της; Σπαρτι�τας;

Σπαρτι�της no. 345

Σπ�ρτωλος, ! — Σπαρτ#λιος no. 612

Σπ�να, ! (L) — Σπιν�της no. 85

Στ�γιρος; Στ�γιρα; Στ�γειρα, τ�; Στ�γειρος (L) —

Σταγιρ�της; Σταγειρ�της (L) no. 613

Σταµ/νεια — no. 730

Στ(ε)5ρις (L) — Στ(ε)�ριος (L); Στιριε�ς (L)

no. 193

Στ8λαι (L) — Σταλ�της (L); Στηλ�της (L) no. 989

Στρ�τος, W/! — Στρ�τιος; Στρατικ#ς (L) no. 138

Στρ/ψα, ! — Στρεψα5ος no. 615

Στρ�µη, ! — no. 650

Στ�ελλα (? L) — Στιελανα5ος no. 46

Στ�µφαλος, W/!; Στ�µφηλος — Στυµφ�λιος

no. 296

Στ�ρα, τ� — Στυρε�ς no. 377

Στ+λος; Σκ+λος, ! — Στ#λιος no. 614

Συ�γγελα, τ�; Θε�γγελα, τ� — Συαγγελε�ς;

Θεαγγελε�ς no. 931

Σ�βαρις, ! — Συβαρ�της; Συβαρ�τας no. 70

Σ�βριτα; Σ�βρυτος (L) — Συβρ�τιος no. 990

Σ�µη, !; Σ�µα (L) — Συµα5ος no. 522
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Συρ�κουσ(σ)αι, αH; Συρ�κουσαι; Συρακ#σ(σ)αι —

Συραq#σιος; Συρακ#σιος; Συρηκ#σιος;

[Συρ]αqο�σιος no. 47

Σ%ρος, ! — Σ�ριος no. 523

— Ταλαγρε�ς no. 932

Ταλ�να, ! — Ταλ�ωνος (? L) no. 424

Τ�ναγρα, ! — Ταναγρα5ος; Ταναγρ8ος; Ταναγρε5ος

(L) no. 220

Ταρ�µπτος — no. 933

Τ�ρας, W/! — Ταραντ5νος no. 71

— Ταρβανε�ς no. 934

Τ�ρρα (L) — Ταρρα5ος (L) no. 991

Ταυροµ/νιον, τ#; Ταυροµεν�α, ! (L) — Ταυροµεν�τας;

Ταυροµ/νιος (L) no. 48

Τα�χειρα, τ�/!; Τε�χειρα (L); Τα�χιρα (L); Τε�χηρα

(L); Τε�χιρα (L) — Ταυχ/ριος (L); Τευχειρ�της (L)

no. 1029

Τεγ/α, !; Τεγ/αι (L) — Τεγε�της; Τεγε�της no. 297

Τεθρ)νιον, τ#; Τεθρ#νιον; Τε�θρων (L) — Τειθρ)νιος

no. 194

Τ/κµων — no. 109

Τελεµεσσ#ς; Τ/λµεσσος (L) — Τελεµεσσε�ς;

Τελµεσσε�ς (L) no. 936

Τεµ/σ(σ)α, !; Τεµ/σεια, ! (L); Τεµ/ση, ! (L) —

Τεµεσα5ος (L) no. 72

Τ/νεδος, ! — Τεν/διος no. 793

[Τ]ερε�α — no. 763

Τ/ρινα; Τ/ρεινα (L) — Τερινα5ος; Τερεινα5ος (L) no.

73

Τ/ρµερα, τ�; Τ/ρµερον (L) — Τερµερε�ς no. 937

— Τερσσωγασσε�ς no. 938

Τετρ�κις — no. 731

Τε%θις, ! (L) — Τευθ�δας (L) no. 298

Τευθραν�α, ! — Τευ(-) no. 833

Τ/ως, ! — Τ�ιος; Τε�ιος no. 868

Τ�λανδρον, τ# (L); Τηλ�νδρεια, ! (L); Τ�λανδρος (L) —

Τελ�νδριος no. 935

Τ8λος, ! — Τ�λιος no. 524

Τ8µνος, !/W — Τηµν�της no. 832

Τ8νος, ! — Τ�νιος no. 525

Τ�ειον, τ#; Τ5ος, ! (L); Τ�ον, τ# (L) — Τιαν#ς no. 733

Τιθορ/α, ! (L); Τιθ#ρ(ρ)α (L); Τιθ�ρρα (L) —

Τιθορ(ρ)ε�ς; Τιθορεε�ς (L) no. 187

Τ�νδη (L) — Τινδα5ος no. 619

Τ�ρυνς, !; Τ�ρυνθος — Τιρ�νθιος no. 356

— Τισνα5ος no. 835

Τολ(ο)φ)ν, ! (L) — Τολ(ο)φ)νιος no. 167

Τ#µοι (L) — Τοµ(ε)�της (L); Τοµ/ος (L) no. 693

Τορθ�[νε]ον, τ# — Τορθυνε�ς no. 302

Τορ�βεια, !; Τ�ρβειον, τ# — Τορυβειε�ς no. 140

Τορ)νη, ! (L) — no. 110

Τορ)νη, ! — Τορωνα5ος; Τερων[ος no. 620

Τρ�ϊλος; Τρ�γιλα; Τρ�γιλος (L) — Τραjλιος;

Τραγ�λιος no. 555

Τρ�λλεις — Τραλδε�ς; Τραλλιαν#ς (L) no. 941

Τραπεζο%ς — Τραπεζο�ντιος (L) no. 303

Τραπεζο%ς, ! — Τραπεζο�ντιος no. 734

Τραχ�ν, ! (L); Τραχ�ς (L) — Τραχ�νιος (L)

no. 195

Τραχ�ς; Τρηχ�ς — Τρηχ�νιος; Τραχ�νιος no. 432

Τρ�κ(κ)η, !; Τρ�κκα (L) — Τρικ(κ)α5ος no. 417

Τριποια�, αH — no. 621

Τριτα�α (L); Τρ�τεια (L) — Τριταιε�ς no. 244

Τριτ/α, ! — Τριτε�ς no. 168

Τριτε5ς — no. 196

Τριχ#νειον, τ# (L); Τριχ)νιον (L) — Τριχονιε�ς (L);

Τριχονειε�ς; Τριχονε�ς (L); Τριχων(ι)ε�ς (L);

Τριχ#νιος (L); Τρικωνιε�ς (L) no. 156

Τροιζ�ν, !; Τροζ�ν, ! — Τροιζ�νιος; Τροζ�νιος;

Τροζ�νιος; Τροιζ�νιος; Τροιζε�νιος (L) no. 357

Τρ)νεια, ! — Τρωνειε�ς no. 197

Τ�λισος — Τυλ�σιος no. 992

Τυνδαρ�ς, ! (L); Τυνδ�ριον (L) — Τυνδαρ�της (L);

Τυνδ�ριος (L) no. 49

Τ�ρας, ! (L) — Τ�ρανος no. 694

Τυριτ�κη (L) — no. 708

Τυρ#διζα, !; Τυρ#διζαι; Τυρ#ριζα — Τυροδιζην#ς

no. 681

— Τυρρη(-) no. 50

‘Υα�α (L) — ‘Υα5ος no. 160

‘Υ�µπολις, !; ‘Υσ�µπολις, ! (L) — ‘Υαµπ#λιος;

‘Υαµπολ�της no. 182

— ‘Υβλισε�ς; Κυβλισσε�ς no. 887

— ‘Υδα(ι)ε�ς; Κυδαιε�ς no. 888

‘Υδισ(σ)#ς — ‘Υδισσε�ς; ‘Υδισε�ς (L) no. 889

‘Υ/λη, !; ’Ελ/α, ! — ‘Υελ�της; gελε�της; ’Ελε�της

no. 54

U Υηττος, ! (L) — ‘Υ/τιος; ‘Υε�ττιος (L); ‘Υ/ττιος (L);

‘Υ�ττιος (L) no. 207

— ‘Υµισσε�ς; ‘Υµεσσε�ς no. 890

‘Υπ�τα, ! (L); ‘Υπ�τη (L) — ‘Υπ�τα5ος; ‘Υπαταιε�ς

no. 420

‘Υπν�α, ! (L) — <‘Υ>πνε�ς no. 161

‘Υπ)ρειαι, αH — ‘Υπωρε�(της) no. 121
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‘Υρτακ�να (L); ‘Υρτακ#ς (L); ‘Υρτακ5νος (L) —

‘Υρτακ�νιος; ‘Υρτακ5νος (L) no. 963

‘Υσια�, αH — no. 208

Φ�γρης — Φαγρ�σιος no. 636

Φαιστ#ς — Φα�στιος no. 980

Φ�κιον, τ# — Φακιαστ�ς (L) no. 410

Φαλ�ννα, !; Φ�λλανος, ! — Φαλαννα5ος; Φαλαννε�ς

no. 468

Φαλ�σαρνα, ! — Φαλασ�ρνιος (L) no. 981

Φαλ)ρη (L); Φαλωρ�α (L); Φαλορ/α (? L); Φαλευρ�α (L)

— Φαλωριαστ�ς (L) no. 411

Φαναγ#ρια (L); Φαναγ#ρεια (L); Φαναγ#ρειον (L) —

Φαναγορ�της (L); Φανα(-) no. 706

— Φανοτε�ς (L) no. 106

Φαρ� — no. 133

Φ�ρα, !; Φαρα�, αH (L) — Φαραιε�ς; Φαρε�ς no. 241

Φ�ρα, ! — no. 290

Φαρα�, αH (L) — Φα(-) no. 215

Φαρα�, αH; Φηρα� (L); Φερα� (L) — Φαραι�της (L) no.

320

Φ�ρβελος — Φαρβ/λιος no. 591

Φαρκαδ)ν; Φαρκηδ)ν (L) — Φαρκαδ#νιος;

Φαρκαδ)νιος (L); Φαρκηδ#νιος (L) no. 412

Φ�ρος, W/! — Φ�ριος no. 84

Φ�ρσαλος — Φαρσ�λιος; Φ�ρσαλος; Φαρρ�λιος (L)

no. 413

Φ�σις — Φασιαν#ς no. 711

— Φεγ/τιος; Φεγ/ντιος; Φεγ#ντιος no. 592

Φελλ#α, !; Φελλ#η (L) — no. 242

Φενε#ς, W/! — Φενεε�ς; Φενικ#ς; Φενε�της (L) no. 291

Φερα�, αH — Φερα5ος no. 414

Φιγ�λεια, ! (L); Φι�λεια, ! (L) — Φιγαλε�ς no. 292

Φ�λιπποι (L) — Φιλιπποπολ�της no. 396

Φ�λιπποι, οH (L) — Φ�λιππος; Φιλιππε�ς; Φιλιππην#ς

(L) no. 637

Φιλιππ#πολις, ! — no. 655

Φλειο%ς, W — Φλει�σιος; Φλει�σιος; Φλειg�σιος;

Φλι�σιος (L) no. 355

Φλυγ#νιον, τ# (L) — Πλυγονε�ς (L); Φλυγονε�ς (L);

Φλυγωνε�ς (L); [Φλυγ]ονε�ς/[Πλυγ]ονε�ς no. 191

[Φοιν]�κα, ! — no. 107

Φοιτια�, αH; Φυτ�α, ! — Φοιτιε�ς; Φο�τιος no. 134

— Φολαιε�ς; Φολ�ντιος (L); Φολ[ς (L) no. 151

Φολ/γανδρος, !; Φελ/γανδρος — Φολεγ�νδριος no.
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Φορ�εια (L) — Φοριαε�ς no. 293

Φρ�ξαι, αH; Φρ�ξα, ! — no. 309

Φυλ�κη (L) — no. 440

Φυλ/α, ! — no. 152

— Φυρρ�γιος no. 423

— Φ�ταιος no. 1035

Φ)καια, !; Φ)κα, ! — Φωκαιε�ς; Φωκαε�ς no. 859

Χαιρ)νεια, !; Χ[η]ρ)νια (L); Χαιρων�α (L) —

Χαιρωνε�ς (L) no. 201

— Χαλ�δριος no. 249

Χαλει#ν, τ# — Χαλειε�ς; Χαλε�ς; Χαλεε�ς; Χαλα5ος

no. 159

Χαλ/στρη; Χαλ�στρη — Χαλεστρε̃[ος] (L) no. 548

Χ�λκη, !; Χαλκ�α; Χ�λκεια — Χαλκε(ι)�της

no. 477

Χαλκ�τωρ (L); Χαλκητ#ρες (L) — Χαλκητ)ρ;

Χαλκητορε�ς no. 881

Χαλκ�ς, !; ‘Υποχαλκ�ς; Χ�λκεια (L) — Χαλκ[ιδε�ς]

no. 145

Χαλκ�ς, ! — Χαλκιδε�ς no. 365

Χαλκ�ς (L) — Χα(λκιδε�ς) no. 806

Χαρ�δρα, ! — Χαραδρα5ος (L) no. 175

Χαραδρο%ς — no. 565

— Χεδρ#λιος; ‘Εδρ#λιος no. 566

Χερρ#νησος — Χερρον�σιος; Χερρονεσ�της no. 661

Χερρ#νησος, !; Χερσ#νασος — [Χερσο]νησ�της no.

695

Χερρ#νησος — Χερρον�σιος no. 882

Χερρ#νησος (L) — Χερσον�σιος no. 953

Χ�ν, W (L); Χ�ν (L) — Χηνε�ς no. 328

Χ�ν, W (L); Χ8ναι, αH (L) — Χηνε�ς; Χηνα5ος (L) no.

425

Χ�ος, ! (L) — Χ5ος no. 883

Χ�ος, ! — Χ5ος no. 840

Χοιρ�δες — no. 714

Χυρετ�αι, αH (L) — Χυρετια5ος; Χυρετιε�ς (L)

no. 460

Χ�τον, τ# — no. 841

Χυτρ#πολις — Χυτροπολ�της no. 567

Ψωφ�ς, ! — Ψωφ�διος no. 294

’Ωδε�νιος — no. 727

;Ωλενος — ’Ολ/νιος; ’Ωλ/νιος no. 238

’Ωρε#ς, W/! — ’Ωρε�της no. 372

;Ωρικος, W; ’Ωρικ#ν, τ# (L) — ’Ωρ�κιος no. 103

’Ωρωπ#ς, W — ’Ωρ)πιος no. 214
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A. Identified Pre-Hellenistic
Settlements

Abarnis — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor

Achaiion — Troas

Achaion limen — Aiolis

Acharna — Crete

Adana — Kilikia

Adrasteia — Propontic Asia Minor

Adryx — Sikelia

Agathe — Spain and France

Agathyrnon — Sikelia

<A>griades — Elis

Aia — Thessalia: Malis

Aianteion — Troas

Aidepsos — Euboia

Aigai — Euboia

Aigiai/Aigaiai — Lakedaimon

Aigialos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Aigilea — Euboia

Aigilia/Ogylos — Lakedaimon

Aiglepheira — Euboia

Aigoneia — Thessalia: Malis

Aitolia — Lakedaimon

Akakesion — Arkadia

Akele — Ionia

Akonai — Black Sea Area

Akontion — Arkadia

Akontisma — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Akragas — Aitolia

Akrai — Aitolia

Akriai — Lakedaimon

Akrilla — Sikelia

Akropolis — Aitolia

Alagonia — Messenia

Alalkomenai — Akarnania

Alesiai — Lakedaimon

Alonis — Spain and France

Alope — Thessalia: Achaia

Alopekia — Black Sea Area

Amarynthos — Euboia

Ambrakos — Akarnania

Ami(. . .) — Italia and Kampania

Amnistos — Karia

Amyklaion — Crete

Anastasis — East Lokris

Anchiale — Black Sea Area

Anchiale — Kilikia

Anchoe — East Lokris

Anemourion — Kilikia

Antheia — Achaia

Antheia — Black Sea Area

Antipolis — Spain and France

Antisara — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Aphetai — Thessalia: Magnesia

Aphrodision — Arkadia

Apollonia — Aiolis

Apollonia — Libya

Apros — Propontic Thrace

Araiai/Arai — Aegean Islands

Arba — Achaia

Ardynion — Aiolis

Arginoussai — Aiolis

Argoura — Euboia

Argyra — Achaia

Armenion — Thessalia

Arnai — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Arnisa — Macedonia

Arrhianoi — Thracian Chersonesos

Asbotos — Thessalia

Asine — Argolis

Asine — Lakedaimon

Askania — Aegean Islands

Askra — Boiotia

Askyris — Thessalia: Perrhaibia

Aspledon — Boiotia

Assesos — Ionia

Assoros — Sikelia

Athenaion — Arkadia

Aulis — Boiotia

Avenion — Spain and France

Aziris — Libya

Babrantion — Ionia

Baiake — Epeiros

Basilis — Arkadia

Bathos — Arkadia

Beos/Beon — Propontic Thrace

Blakeia — Aiolis

Boibe — Thessalia

Boline — Achaia

Boliskos — Ionia

Boukephalos — Korinthia

Boumelitaia — East Lokris

Bouneima — Epeiros

Bouthoe — The Adriatic

Bryanion — Makedonia

Bryseai — Lakedaimon

Callithera — Thessalia

Chalai(on) — Thessalia: Achaia

Chalia — Boiotia

Chalkai — Thessalia

Chalkideon limen — Ionia

Charadros — Epeiros

Charadrous — Ionia

Charadrous — Kilikia

Charakoma — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Charisia(i) — Arkadia

Cheimerion — Epeiros

Chimera — Epeiros

Choireai — Euboia

Chrysa — Troas

Chrysaoris — Karia

Daphnai — Egypt

Daphnous — East Lokris

Daphnous — Ionia

Dasea(i) — Arkadia

Delion — Boiotia
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Delion — Ionia

Delphinion — Boiotia

Delphinion — Ionia

Didyma — Ionia

Dikaiarcheia — Italia and Kampania

Dion — Thessalia: Achaia

Dipoina(i) — Arkadia

Donakon — Boiotia

Donoussa — Achaia/Sikyonia

Doriskos — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Drabeskos — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Drabos — Thracian Chersonesos

Drymos — Boiotia

Drymoussa — Ionia

Drys — Ionia

Eileoi — Argolis

Eilesion — Boiotia

Elaias Limen — Epeiros

Elaious — Argolis

Eleutherai — Boiotia

Elina — Epeiros

Ellomenon — Akarnania

Ellopia — Euboia

Elpiai — The Adriatic

Elymnion — Euboia

Embaton — Ionia

Ennea Hodoi — Thrace: from

Strymon to Nestos

Ephyra — Sikyonia

Eretria — Thessalia

Ergetion — Sikelia

Ergiske — Propontic Thrace

Erineos — Achaia

Erythrai — West Lokris

Erythrai — Thessalia: Ainis

Euboia — Akarnania

Euhydrium — Thessalia

Eupalion — West Lokris

Ganiai — Propontic Thrace

Ganos — Propontic Thrace

Gasoros — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Genesion/Genethlion — Argolis

Geraistos — Euboia

Gerenia/Gerena — Messenia

Glaphyrai — Thessalia: Magnesia

Glauke — Ionia

Glisas — Boiotia

Glyppia/Glympeis — Lakedaimon

Gortynia — Makedonia

Graia — Boiotia

Gyaros — Aegean Islands

Haimoniai — Arkadia

Halonnesos — Aegean Islands

Harma — Boiotia

Harmene — Black Sea Area

Harpagion — Euboia

Harpina — Elis

Hekatompedon — Epeiros

Heleon — Boiotia

Helikore — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor

Helikranon — Epeiros

Helos — Ionia

Helos — Lakedaimon

Hemeroskopeion — Spain and France

Herakleia — Elis

Herakleia — Propontic Thrace

Hermaion — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor

Hermonassa — Ionia

Hiera kome — Karia

Hippola — Lakedaimon

Hippotai — Boiotia

Homilai — Thessalia: Oita

Hybla Geleatis — Sikelia

Hybla Heraia — Sikelia

Hydrous — The Adriatic

Hykkara — Sikelia

Hyle — Boiotia

Hypana — Triphylia

Hyria — Boiotia

Hyria — Kilikia

Hyria — The Adriatic

Hyrmine — Elis

Hysia/Hysiai — Argolis

Iasaia — Arkadia

Iasos — Lakedaimon

Idakos — Thracian Chersonesos

Idomene — Akarnania

Ilium — Epeiros

Inessa — Sikelia

Inyx/Inykos — Sikelia

Isai Limen — Thessalia: Magnesia

Ismaros — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Isos — Boiotia

Istros — Aegean Islands

Ithome/Thamiai — Thessalia

Ithoria — Aitolia

Ithoria — Akarnania

Kakyron — Sikelia

Kalamai — Messenia

Kalamoi — Ionia

Kale Akte — Sikelia

Kallia(i) — Arkadia

Kalliaros — East Lokris

Kallipolis — Karia

Kallipolis — The Adriatic

Kallipolitai — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Kamikos — Sikelia

Kaous — Arkadia

Kardamyle — Ionia

Karides — Ionia

Karion — Ionia

Karteriois, limen en — Ionia

Karyai — Lakedaimon

Karystos — Lakedaimon

Kasara — Karia

Kas(s)iope — Epeiros

Kattabia — Rhodos

Kaukasa — Ionia

Kelaitha — Thessalia

Kenchreai — Argolis

Kenchreus — Ionia

Kerdylion — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Keressos — Boiotia

Kerinthos — Euboia

Kerkas — Argolis

Kerkinion — Thessalia: Magnesia

Kertonon — Aiolis

Kibyra — Pamphylia

Kieros — Black Sea Area

Kinaros — Aegean Islands

Klamadai — Ionia
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Kleai — Ionia

Kleonai — Phokis

Knauson — Arkadia

Kobrys — Thracian Chersonesos

Koila — Thracian Chersonesos

Kolakeia — Thessalia: Malis

Kolonai — Ionia

Kolonis/Kolonides — Messenia

Koloura — Ionia

Kondylos — Thessalia: Perrhaibia

Kophos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Korakesion — Pamphylia

Kordytos — Pamphylia

Koressos — Ionia

Korokondame — Black Sea Area

Koroneia — Thessalia: Achaia

Korope — Thessalia: Magnesia

Korseai — Aegean Islands

Korseia — Boiotia

Korseia — East Lokris

Koryphasion — Messenia

Kotylaion — Euboia

Kotyrta — Lakedaimon

Kragalidai — Phokis

Kraneia — Akarnania

Krannon — Thessalia: Athamania

Kremaste — Troas

Kremnoi — Black Sea Area

Krenai — Akarnania

Kreusis — Boiotia

Krimissa — Italia and Kampania

Krobyle — Propontic Thrace

Krokeai — Lakedaimon

Krokyleion — Aitolia

Krommyon — Korinthia

Kromna — Korinthia

Krotalla — Italia and Kampania

Kybeleia — Ionia

Kymisala — Rhodos

Kynosoura — Megaris

Kyparissia — Lakedaimon

Kypasis — Thracian Chersonesos

Kyrbe — Pamphylia

Kyrbe — Rhodos

Kyrnos — Euboia

Kyrtone — Boiotia

Kytonion — Aiolis

Lade — Ionia

Lagaria — Italia and Kampania

Lakereia — Thessalia

Lametinoi — Italia and Kampania

Lampsos — Ionia

Laphron — West Lokris

Lassoia — Crete

Latosion — Crete

Lebinthos — Aegean Islands

Lecheion — Korinthia

Leimone — Thessalia: Perrhaibia

Lepsia — Aegean Islands

Lerna — Argolis

Leros — Ionia

Lessa — Argolis

Leukonia — Ionia

Leukonion — Ionia

Leuktra — Boiotia

Leuktra/Leuktron — Lakedaimon

Leuktron/Leuktra — Messenia

Limnaeum — Thessalia

Linon — Propontic Coast of Asia

Minor

Loryma — Karia

Lykastos — Crete

Lykoa — Arkadia

Lykoa(tai) — Arkadia

Lykouria — Arkadia

Lyrkeia — Argolis

Lyrnateia — Pamphylia

Lyrnessos — Aiolis

Magarsos — Kilikia

Magydos — Pamphylia

Maiandrioi — Ionia

Mainake — Spain and France

Mainalos — Arkadia

Makalla — Italia and Kampania

Makaria — Arkadia

Makra Kome — Thessalia: Ainis

Maktorion — Sikelia

Malea — Lakedaimon

Malene — Aiolis

Malyeie — Ionia

Marathon epi thalassan — Ionia

Marathoussa — Ionia

Marios — Lakedaimon

Marmara — Pamphylia

Marpessos — Troas

Mases — Argolis

Medeon — Boiotia

Melainai — Arkadia

Melie — Ionia

Menai — Sikelia

Menai/Menainon — Sikelia

Mende — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Mesatis — Achaia

Messapeai — Lakedaimon

Metachoion — Boiotia

Metropolis — Akarnania

Metropolis — Euboia

Mideia — Boiotia

Miletos — Troas

Minoa — Crete

Misgomenai — Thessalia

Molpa — Italia and Kampania

Monoikos — Spain and France

Mopsouestia — Kilikia

Motyon — Sikelia

Myous — Kilikia

Myriandos — Kilikia

Myrsinoussa — Ionia

Myrtenon — Propontic Thrace

Myrtiske — Propontic Thrace

Myrtountion — Elis

Mysia — Argolis

Nais — Ionia

Narthakion — Thessalia: Achaia

Naulochos — Phokis

Neleia — Thessalia: Magnesia

Nellos — Akarnania

Neon Teichos — Propontic Thrace

Nerikos — Akarnania

Nerikos — Epeiros

Neris — Lakedaimon

Nesos — Akarnania

Netteia — Rhodos

Nikaia — Spain and France

Nisa — Boiotia

Nisaia — Megaris

Nonakris — Arkadia

Ogylos, see Aigilia — Lakedaimon

Oichalia — Aitolia
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Oichalia — Euboia

Oie — Ionia

Oineon — West Lokris

Oinoa/Oinoe — Argolis

Oinoe — Korinthia

Oion — Ionia

Okalea — Boiotia

Olbia — Pamphylia

Olenos — Aitolia

Oleros — Crete

Olmones — Boiotia

Olouros — Achaia

Olpai — Akarnania

Olympias/Gonnokondylos —

Thessalia: Perrhaibia

Omphake — Sikelia

Onchesmos — Epeiros

Onchestos — Boiotia

Onkeion — Arkadia

Onthyrion — Thessalia

Orchomenos — Thessalia: Achaia

Ordessos — Black Sea Area

Orminion — Thessalia: Magnesia

Ornoi — Propontic Thrace

Oroanna — Ionia

Oropos — Epeiros

Paianion — Aitolia

Palaipharsalos — Thessalia

Palamedeion — Troas

Palike — Sikelia

Palinouros — Italia and Kampania

Panakton — Euboia

Panion/Paniai — Propontic Thrace

Panormos — Achaia

Panormos — Epeiros

Panormos — Ionia

Pantomatrion — Crete

Paraipioi — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Paroikopolis — Thrace: from

Strymon to Nestos

Paror(e)ia — Arkadia

Parthenion — Euboia

Parthenope — Italia and Kampania

Passanda — Aiolis

Patmos — Aegean Islands

Pele — Ionia

Pelion — The Adriatic

Peraitheis — Arkadia

Pereia — Thessalia: Achaia

Pergamos — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Petelia — Italia and Kampania

Peteon — Boiotia

Phagai — Rhodos

Phaistinos — West Lokris

Phalannai — Crete

Phalara — Thessalia: Malis

Phanai — Ionia

Pharmakoussa — Aegean Islands

Pharygai — Phokis

Phayttos — Thessalia

Pheia — Elis

Philanorion — Argolis

Phoibia — Sikyonia

Phoinikous — Ionia

Phokaia — Ionia

Photike — Epeiros

Photinaion — Thessalia

Phyliadon — Thessalia: Achaia

Phyllos — Thessalia

Physka — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Physkeis — West Lokris

Physkos — Karia

Pioniai — Aiolis

Pitya — Propontic Coast of Asia Minor

Pityeia — Troas

Plataiai — Sikyonia

Platea — Libya

Plateeis — Italia and Kampania

Pleiai/Palaia — Lakedaimon

Poikilasion — Crete

Polichna — Ionia

Polichna — Lakedaimon

Polichne — Ionia

Polion/Polisma — Troas

Polis — West Lokris

Porthmion — Black Sea Area

Porthmos — Euboia

Potidania — Aitolia

Pras — Thessalia: Achaia

Prineus — Ionia

Proseis — Arkadia

Prote — Messenia

Psamathous — Lakedaimon

Pteleon — Thessalia: Achaia

Pteleon — Thracian Chersonesos

Ptolederma — Arkadia

Ptychia — Akarnania

Pylene — Aitolia

Pyrgoi — Triphylia

Rhaikelos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Rhamioi — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Rhion — Aitolia

Rhodanousia — Spain and France

Rhodiai — The Adriatic

Rhytion — Crete

Rustiana — East Lokris

Salganeus — Boiotia

Salmone — Elis

Salon — Kilikia

Samikon — Triphylia

Sarpedon — Kilikia

Sauria — Akarnania

Sauthaba — Propontic Thrace

Schedia — Boiotia

Schoinos — Boiotia

Schoinous — Korinthia

Selge — Pamphylia

Selinous — Kilikia

Selinous — Lakedaimon

Sepias — Thessalia: Magnesia

Setos — Kilikia

Side — Karia

Side — Thessalia: Ainis

Sidele — Ionia

Sidous — Korinthia

Sillyon — Pamphylia

Sipte — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Skamandreia — Troas

Skapte Hyle — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Skidros — Italia and Kampania

Skiros/Skiritis — Lakedaimon

Skolopoeis — Ionia

Skotoussa — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos
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Skylletion — Italia and Kampania

Skyphia — Ionia

Skyppion — Ionia

Sminthion — Troas

Smyrna — Ionia

Solygeia — Korinthia

Sosthenis — Thessalia: Ainis

Soumateion — Arkadia

So(. . .) — Italia and Kampania

Spercheiai — Thessalia: Ainis

Stephon — Boiotia

Stoichades Islands — Spain and

France

Stratokleia — Black Sea Area

Stratopeda — Egypt

Stylangion — Triphylia

Sybota — Epeiros

Sykyrion — Thessalia

Symaitha — Thessalia

Tainaron — Lakedaimon

Tamynai — Euboia

Tarsos — Kilikia

Tegyra — Boiotia

Teichion — Aitolia

Teichioussa — Ionia

Teichos Aratou — Thracian

Chersonesos

T(e)iristasis — Propontic Thrace

Teleidai — Euboia

Temenion — Argolis

Temoessos — Karia

Tenea — Korinthia

Teumessos — Boiotia

Teuthrone — Lakedaimon

Thaumakie — Thessalia: Magnesia

Theline — Spain and France

Therme — Korinthia

Thesprotia — Epeiros

Thisoa — Arkadia

Thoknia — Arkadia

Thornax — Lakedaimon

Thronion — The Adriatic

Thyessos — Aiolis

Thymbra — Troas

Thymbrara — Aiolis

Tilphosaion — Boiotia

Tiristasis — Thracian Chersonesos

Tirizis — Black Sea Area

Torikos — Black Sea Area

Tragia — Aegean Islands

Trampya — Epeiros

Trapezous — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Trapheia — Boiotia

Trikolonoi — Arkadia

Trinakrie — Sikelia

Trinasos — Lakedaimon

Triopion — Karia

Tripodiskos — Megaris

Tripolis — Thessalia

Typaneiai — Triphylia

Tyrakinai — Sikelia

Tyros — Lakedaimon

Xantheia — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Xyniai — Thessalia: Achaia

Zarax — Lakedaimon

Zarex — Euboia

Zeirenia — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Zephyrion — Kilikia

Zoiteion — Arkadia

B. Unidentified Settlements

Ag. Athanassios/Prophitis Ilias —

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros

Ag. Eirini — Crete

Ag. Giorgios Papoura — Crete

Ag. Ilias — Euboia

Ag. Ioannis — Argolis

Ag. Ioannis — Argolis

Ag. Ioannis — Crete

Ag. Ioannis — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Ag. Leonidhas — Argolis

Ag. Mina — Akarnania

Ag. Pandeleimona — Akarnania

Ag. Paraskevi — Euboia

Ag. Triada — Euboia

Ag. Vasileios — Euboia

Alistrati — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Amades — Ionia

Amendolara — Italia and Kampania

Amnatos — Crete

Ampelia — Rhodos

Ampelos — Crete

Amvrakia — Aitolia

Amygdaleonas — Thrace: from

Strymon to Nestos

Analipsis — Aitolia

Anavlokhos — Crete

Anchialos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Ano Ktimeni — Thessalia: Achaia

Ano Parakalamo — Epeiros

Ano Phanari — Argolis

Ano Phteri — Thessalia: Ainis

Arachovitsa — Epeiros

Arkhampolis — Euboia

Armakades — Lakedaimon

Armolia — Ionia

Arvi — Crete

Avgonema — Ionia

Avgousti — Crete

Aytepe-Altintarla — Propontic Thrace

Azoria — Crete

Belishove — Epeiros

Belkahve — Aiolis

Belkahve — Ionia

Berbati — Argolis

Brinies (or Dherpeza) — Argolis

Butera — Sikelia

Çatalkaya — Ionia

Charakas — Crete

Chinitsa — Argolis

Choritsa — Argolis

Chryssa — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Çobanpinari — Ionia

Daphne Hill — Rhodos

Değirmenaltı — Propontic Thrace

Dialekton-Paradeisos — Thrace: from

Strymon to Nestos

Dimini — Thessalia: Magnesia

Diomedeia — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros
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Dorikon — Aitolia

Drossochori — Phokis

Drymon — Aitolia

Dyo Ekklesies — Aitolia

Elaionas — Elis

Elimi — Epeiros

Elinta — Ionia

Ellinika — Crete

Elliniko Kastello — Crete

Emporio — Ionia

Epanomi — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Erina — Ionia

Fousia — Argolis

Gennadi — Rhodos

Giftokastro — Argolis

Gla — Boiotia

Goritsa — Thessalia: Magnesia

Goumero — Elis

Gournes — Phokis

Grammenos/Vourta — Epeiros

Helliniko — Euboia

Helliniko — Argolis

Incoronata — Italia and Kampania

Iria — Argolis

Kalamos — Akarnania

Kali Vrysi — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Kalivo — Epeiros

Kalloni (Ayios Yioryios) — Argolis

Kalogeros — Rhodos

Kalyva — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Kapari — Argolis

Karakolithos — Phokis

Karatsadagli — Thessalia: Achaia

Karos — Epeiros

Karyani — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Kassaros — Rhodos

Kastellos (1) — Crete

Kastellos (2) — Crete

Kasteriotis — Crete

Kastri (Apodholou) — Crete

Kastri (Keratokampos) — Crete

Kastri (Pantanassa) — Crete

Kastri (Pharmakokephalo) — Crete

Kastri (Tourloti) — Crete

Kastri tou Psellou — Ionia

Kastriza — Epeiros

Kastro Tseresi — Phokis

Kastrosykia — Epeiros

Kastrouli Zemenou — Phokis

Katsingri (Prophitis Ilias) — Argolis

Kavakli — Karia

Kefala (1) — Crete

Kefala (2) — Crete

Kefala (3) — Crete

Keramidaki, Kamara — Lakedaimon

Kharakti (�Kastro tou Sordatou) —

Akarnania

Khironisi — Euboia

Khoika — Epeiros

Kinetta — Argolis

Kiotari — Rhodos

Kleisoura — Epeiros

Klepa — Aitolia

Klima — Aitolia

Klimatia — Epeiros

Komnina — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Koniakos — Aitolia

Kontari — Ionia

Kontokynigi — Crete

Korakia Island — Argolis

Korifi — Elis

Koroni — Argolis

Koufo — Argolis

Koukos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Koukouras — Argolis

Koutsi — Epeiros

Koutson — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Krebeni Kato Melpeias — Messenia

Krini — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Kroussonas — Crete

Kryonerion (Galatas) — Aitolia

Kuyruklou Kala — Karia

Kyriaki — Phokis

Lefkandi — Euboia

Lemonodhasos — Argolis

Levka — Aitolia

Lidorikion — Aitolia

Limena Vatheos (�Ormos Vathy) —

Akarnania

Lithi — Ionia

Loutro — Argolis

Lukovë — Epeiros

Lykoniko — Akarnania

Magoula — Argolis

Magoula sta Ilia — Argolis

Makri Longoni — Rhodos

Makri — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Makrini-Mt. Gyros — Aitolia

Malevros — Aitolia

Mali — Boiotia

Managros — Ionia

Mantra Voutouriou — Rhodos

Marmaralono, Ag. Petros —

Lakedaimon

Matohasanaj — Epeiros

Melindra (Milindra) — Argolis

Mendenitsa — East Lokris

Mesia — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Mesokomi — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Methochi — Ionia

Milea-Mt. Bouchori — Aitolia

Milingos — Ionia

Mitropoliti — Rhodos

Modi — Phokis

Monopari — Crete

Monte Bubbonia — Sikelia

Monte Desusino — Sikelia

Monte Gibil Gabel — Sikelia

Monte Iudica — Sikelia

Monte San Mauro — Sikelia

Monte Saraceno — Sikelia

Mouzakeika — Epeiros

Nea Karvali — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos
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Nea Triglia — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Nea Zichni — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Neo Karlovasi — Ionia

Neokhorion — Ionia

Nikesiane — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Oga — Argolis

Oreiokastron — Epeiros

Ossa — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Oxa — Crete

Paizoulia, Valtaki — Lakedaimon

Palaiochori — Euboia

Palaiokomi — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Palaiotarsos-Kyriaki — Phokis

Palatia — Akarnania (see Same (no.

136))

Palia Phiva — Phokis

Paliampela — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Paliochora — Lakedaimon

Panagitsa — Argolis

Panagitsa — Phokis

Papoura — Crete

Parthenonas — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Patela — Crete

Perista — Aitolia

Petrokhorion — Aitolia

Petrothalassa — Argolis

Phanes — Rhodos

Phaskomelia — Epeiros

Philagra — Euboia

Phoinikias — Crete

Pigadhaki — Argolis

Podochori — Thrace: from Strymon

to Nestos

Prasidaki — Triphylia

Prokopion (Kastro) — Euboia

Prophitis Elias (1) — Crete

Prophitis Elias (2) — Crete

Psara — Akarnania

Psina — Epeiros

Pyrgos — Epeiros

Ripes — Epeiros

Riza — Epeiros

Riziani — Epeiros

Rosoufi — Phokis

Sambariza Magoula — Argolis

Sarniç — Karia

Selli — Crete

Selo — Epeiros

Skalia — Crete

Sourota — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Stathmos Angistas — Thrace: from

Strymon to Nestos

Steno — Rhodos

Sterna — Akarnania

Sykea (Palaiokastro Koniakos) —

Aitolia

Syra — Rhodos

Tatzat — Epeiros

Theotokos — Phokis

Thermi — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Thermisi Kastro — Argolis

Tolmeita — Libya

Toxotes — Thrace: from Nestos to

Hebros

Tracheia — Argolis

Troulli — Crete

Trypitos — Crete

Tsoukka — Aitolia

Vartholomio — Elis

Vassallaggi — Sikelia

Vathi — Crete

Veni — Crete

Vigla — Crete

Voulgari Armokastella — Crete

Vounous — Thessalia: Ainis

Vourlia Amphikleias — Phokis

Vroulia — Rhodos

Zuka d’ Ajtoj — Epeiros

C. Other Ancient Toponyms
Discussed in the Text

Agassai — Makedonia

Agatheia — Phokis

Aiginion — Makedonia

Aiginion — Makedonia

Aigostheneia — Phokis

Alkomena — Makedonia

Ampelos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Andria — Elis

Anemoreia — Phokis

Antaieis — Phokis

Anthemousis Limne — Black Sea Area

Apatouron — Black Sea Area

Apollonia — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Apollonia — Phokis

Argos Orestikon — Makedonia

Arkiroessa — Black Sea Area

Athenopolis — Spain and France

Aulaiouteichos/Agathopolis — Black

Sea Area

Azania — Spain and France

Balla — Makedonia

Bokeria — Makedonia

Boukaia — Phokis

Chalkis — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Chryse — Aiolis

Cypsela — Spain and France

Dioryktos — Akarnania

Erannos — Phokis

Euia/Euboia — Makedonia

Gaimeion — Makedonia

Galadra — Makedonia

Genderros — Makedonia

Glechon — Phokis

Greia — Makedonia

Groneia — Phokis

Harpasa — Karia
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Helikonioi — Phokis

Herakleia — Makedonia

Hermesion — Black Sea Area

Hieron Achilleos — Black Sea Area

Hieron Demetros — Black Sea Area

Hieron Dios Ouriou — Black Sea 

Area

Hipponesos — Karia

Hya(m)peia — Phokis

Itone — Aiolis

Kabellion — Spain and France

Kastabos — Karia

Keletron — Makedonia

Kerilloi — Italia and Kampania

Kirphis — Phokis

Krade — Karia

Krisa — Phokis

Kybos — Libya

Kyme — Euboia

Kyparissos — Phokis

Kyrene — Spain and France

Laeia — Karia

Larissa — Phokis

Lykoreia — Phokis

Marathon — Phokis

Marinia — Makedonia

Marmarion — Euboia

Melainai — Phokis

Memphis — Egypt

Midea/Mideia — Argolis

Milesion Teichos — Egypt

Naulochos — Black Sea Area

Nea[ —— ] — Makedonia

Oinophyta — Boiotia

Olbia — Spain and France

Onchoe — Phokis

Panelos — Black Sea Area

Panormos — Thrace: from Axios to

Strymon

Parthenopolis — Thrace: from Axios

to Strymon

Patronis — Phokis

Pedaion — Aiolis

Pedasos — Troas

Petra — Makedonia

Phoinix — Karia

Phylakai — Makedonia

Physkelle/Myskella — Thrace: from

Axios to Strymon

Pimpleia — Makedonia

Priola — Black Sea Area

Pyrene — Spain and France

Pyrrha — Phokis

Sekoanos — Spain and France

Skirphai — Phokis

Skydra — Makedonia

Stephane — Phokis

Styberra — Makedonia

Tamyrake — Black Sea Area

Tauroeis — Spain and France

Thera — Karia

Thermasia — Argolis

Thermos — Aitolia

Tnyssos — Karia

“Tower of Hero” — Thracian

Chersonesos

Tristolos — Thrace: from Strymon to

Nestos

Troizen — Spain and France

Xylos — Karia
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Key
A �Called polis in Archaic and/or

Classical sources

[A] �Listed under the heading poleis

in Archaic and/or Classical

sources

B �Known for one or more of the

essential characteristics of a polis

C �Known for one or more charac-

teristics of a polis

U �Attested as a polis in the urban

sense

[U] �Listed under the heading polis

in the urban sense

P �Attested as polis in the political

sense

[P] �Listed under the heading polis in

the political sense

T �Attested as polis in the territorial

sense

Spain and France
Alalie A U

Emporion A U

Massalia A UP

Rhode B

Sikelia
Abakainon B

Adranon B

Agyrion B

Aitna A UP

Akragas A UP

Akrai C

Alaisa B

Alontion C

Apollonia C

Engyon C

Euboia C

Galeria C

Gela A UP

Heloron A U

Henna A U

Herakleia Minoa B

Herakleia C

Herbessos C

Herbita C

Himera A UPT

Hippana C

Imachara C

Kallipolis A UP

Kamarina A [U]P

Kasmenai A U

Katane A UP

Kentoripa C

Kephaloidion C

Leontinoi A UPT

Lipara A U

Longane C

Megara A U

Morgantina C

Mylai A U

Mytistratos C

Nakone C

Naxos A UP

Petra C

Piakos C

Selinous A UP

Sileraioi C

Stielanaioi C

Syrakousai A UP

Tauromenion [A]B [U]

Tyndaris B

Tyrrhenoi C

Zankle/Messana A UP

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia A UP

Hipponion [A]B [U]

Hyele A U

Kaulonia [A]B [U]

Kroton A UP

Kyme A UP

Laos [A]B [U]

Lokroi A UP

Medma [A]B [U]

Metapontion A UT

Metauros C

Neapolis A U

Pandosia [A]B [U]

Pithekoussai A U

Poseidonia A [U]P

Pyxous B

Rhegion A UP

Siris A UT

Sybaris A UP

Taras A UP

Temesa B

Terina [A]B [U]

Thourioi A U[P]

The Adriatic
Adria C

Ankon A U

Apollonia A UP

Brentesion C

Epidamnos/

Dyrrhachion A UPT

Herakleia A U

Issa A U

Lissos C

Melaina Korkyra A U

Pharos A UP

Spina A U?

Epeiros
Amantia B

Artichia C

Batiai A U

[Berenike] C

Boucheta A U

Bouthroton A U

Byllis B

Dodone B

Elateia A U

Elea B
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Ephyra A U

Eurymenai B

Gitana B

Horraon B

Kassopa A P

Nikaia C

Olympa C

Orikos A U

Pandosia A U

Passaron C

Phanote C

Phoinike B

Poionos C

Tekmon C

Torone C

Zmaratha C

Akarnania
Alyzeia A U

Ambrakia A UP

Anaktorion A UP

Argos A UPT

Astakos A U

Derion C

Echinos B

Euripos B

Herakleia C

Hyporeiai C

Ithaka A U

Korkyra A UPT

Koronta B

Kranioi A UP

Leukas A UP

Limnaia B

Matropolis B

Medion B

Oiniadai A U

Palairos B

Paleis A UP

Phara A U

Phoitiai [A]B [P]

Pronnoi A UP

Same A UP

Sollion A U

Stratos A UPT

Thyrreion B

Torybeia B

Zakynthos A U[P]

Aitolia
Agrinion B

Aigition A U

Akripos C

Chalkis A UP

Halikyrna [A]C [U]

Kallion/Kallipolis B

Kalydon [A]B [U]

Makynea C

Molykreion [A]B [U]

Phola C

Phylea C

Pleuron A U

Proschion B

Therminea C

Trichoneion B

West Lokris
Alpa C

Amphissa A U

Chaleion A UP

Hyaia C

Hypnia C

Issioi C

Messapioi [A]B [P]

Myania C

Naupaktos A UP

Oianthea A U

Tolophon C

Tritea A P

Phokis
Abai A U

Aiolidai A UP

Ambryssos B

Amphikaia A U

Antikyra A U

Boulis C

Charadra A U[P]

Daulis A UP

Delphoi A UP

Drymos A U

Echedameia B

Elateia A UP

Erochos A U

Hyampolis A U

Kirrha A U

Ledon B

Lilaia B

Medeon B

Neon/Tithorea A U

Parapotamioi A UP

Pedieis A U[P]

Phanoteus A UP

Phlygonion B

Po[——] C

Stiris B

Teithronion A U[P]

Trachis B

Triteis A U

Troneia B

Boiotia
Akraiphia A UP

Alalkomenai C

Anthedon A U

Chaironeia A UP

Chorsiai A U

Erythrai C

Eteonos/Skaphai C

Eutresis C

Haliartos A P

Hyettos B

Hysiai C

Kopai [A]B [P]

Koroneia A P

Lebadeia A P

Mykalessos A UP

Orchomenos A UPT

Oropos B

Pharai B

Plataiai A UP

Potniai C

Siphai A UP

Skolos C

Tanagra A U[P]T

Thebai A UPT

Thespiai A UP

Thisbai B

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena [A]C [U]

Korinthos A UPT

Megara A UP

Pagai [A]C [U]

Sikyon A UPT
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Achaia
Aigai [A]B [U]

Aigeira A U

Aigion [A]B [U]

Ascheion C

Boura A U

Dyme [A]B [U]

Helike A U

Keryneia C

Leontion C

Olenos B

Patrai [A]B [U]

Pellene A UP

Pharai B

Phelloe C

Rhypai [A]B [U]

Tritaia B

Elis
Alasyaion C

Alion B

Amphidolia A P

Anaitoi B

Chaladrioi B

Dyspontion C

Elis A UP

Eupagion B

Ewaoioi B

Kyllene A U

Larissa A U

Lasion A P

Lenos C

Letrinoi A P

Marganeis A P

Metapioi B

Opous B

Pisa B

Pylos C

Thraistos A UP

Arkadia
Alea B

Alipheira C

Asea A PT

Dipaia C

Euaimon B

Eutaia A UT

Gortys B

Halous C

Helisson A UP

Heraia A U[P]

Kaphyai B

Kleitor A P

Koila C

Kynaitha C

Lousoi A P

Lykosoura C

Mantinea A UPT

Megale polis A UPT

Methydrion B

Nestane C

Nonakris A T

Orchomenos A UP

Oresthasion A U

Paion A UP

Pallantion A PT

Phara C

Pheneos B

Phigaleia [A]B [P]

Phorieia C

Psophis A P

Pylai C

Stymphalos A [U]P

Tegea A UPT

Teuthis C

Thaliades C

Thelphousa B

Thisoa C

Torthyneion B

Trapezous C

Triphylia
Epeion A UPT

Epitalion A P

Lepreon A UP

Makiston A U

Noudion A U

Phrixai A UP

Pyrgos A U

Skillous A P

Messenia
Aithaia B

Asine [A]B [U][P]

Aulon C

Kardamyle C

Korone C

Kyparissos [A]B [U]

Messene/Ithome A UP

Mothone A U

Pharai C

Thalamai C

Thouria B

Lakedaimon
Aigys C

Anthana A U

Aphroditia C

Belbina C

Boia A U

Chen C

Epidauros A U

Etis C

Eua C

Geronthrai C

Gytheion B

Kromnos C

Kyphanta B

Kythera A U

Las A U

Oinous B

Oios B

Oitylos C

Pellana B

Prasiai A U

Sellasia B

Side A U

Sparta A UPT

Thyrea A U

Argolis
Argos A UPT

Epidauros A UP

Halieis A UP

Hermion A U[P]

Kleonai B

Methana A U?

Mykenai A U?

Orneai C

Phleious A UP

Tiryns B

Troizen A UP

Saronic Gulf
Aigina A UPT

Belbina A U

Kalaureia A UP
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Attika
Athenai A UPT

Eleusis B

Salamis A U

Euboia
Athenai Diades [A]B [P]

Chalkis A UP

Diakrioi in Euboia C

Diakres apo 

Chalkideon C

Dion [A]B [P]

Dystos A U

Eretria A UP

Grynchai B

Histiaia/Oreos A UP

Karystos A UP

Orobiai A U

Peraia C

Posideion C

Styra [A]B [P]

East Lokris
Alope [A]C [U]

Alponos A U

Halai B

Knemides [A]C [U]

Kynos A U

Larymna [A]B [U]

Naryka B

Nikaia C

Opous A [U]P

Skarpheia B

Thronion A U

Doris
Akyphas/Pindos B

Boion A UP

Erineos A UP

Kytinion A UP

Thessalia
Amphanai [A]B [U]

Argoussa B

Atrax A P

Gomphoi B

Gyrton [A]B [P]

Kierion [A]B [U]

Kondaia C

Krannon [A]B [U][P]

Larisa A U[P]

Methylion B

Metropolis [A]B [P]

Mopsion B

Orthos B

Oxynion C

Pagasai [A]C [U]

Peirasia [A]B [P]

Pelinnaion [A]B [U]

Phakion [A]C [P]

Phaloria C

Pharkadon B

Pharsalos A UP

Pherai A UP

Skotoussa [A]B [U]

Thetonion B

Trikka [A]B [P]

Dolopia
Angeia [A]C [P]

Ktimene [A]B [P]

Ainis
Hypata [A]B [P]

Kapheleis [A]C [P]

Korophaioi C

Phyrragioi [A]B [P]

Talana [A]C [P]

Oita
Chen C

Parasopioi B

Malis
Anthele A U

Antikyre A U

Echinos A U

Herakleia A UP

Lamia A U[P]

Trachis A U

Achaia Phthiotis
Antron [A]C [U]

Ekkarra C

Halos A UP

Kypaira [A]C [P]

Larisa [A]B [U][P]

Melitaia [A]B [U][P]

Peuma C

Phylake B

Proerna [A]B [P]

Pyrasos/Demetrion [A]B [U][P]

Thaumakoi C

Thebai [A]B [U]

Magnesia
Amyros C

Eureaioi B

Eurymenai [A]B [U]

Homolion A U[P]

Iolkos [A]B [U]

Kasthanaie A U

Kikynethos A U

Korakai [A]B [U][P]

Meliboia A [U]T

Methone [A]B [U][P]

Olizon [A]B [U]

Oxoniaioi [A]C [P]

Rhizous [A]B [U]

Spalauthra [A]C [U]

Perrhaibia
Azoros C

Chyretiai C

Doliche C

Ereikinion [A]B [P]

Gonnos A UP

Malloia C

Mondaia B

Mylai C

Oloosson B

Phalanna [A]B [P]

Pythoinon C

Athamania
Argethia C

The Aegean
(Amorgos)

Aigiale A UP

Arkesine A UP

Minoa A UP

Anaphe B

Andros A UP

Astypalaia B

Chalke B

Delos A [U]P

Helene [A]C [U]

(Ikaros)

Oine A U[P]
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Therma A U[P]

Ikos A U[P]

Imbros A UP

Ios A UP

Kalymna A UP

(Karpathos)

Arkesseia A U

Brykous A U

Eteokarpathioi [A]B [P]

Karpathos A U

Kasos [A]C [P]

(Keos)

Ioulis A UPT

Karthaia A UP

Koresia A UP

Poiessa A UP

Keria C

Kimolos B

(Kos)

Astypalaia C

Halasarna B

Kos A UP

Kos Meropis A U

Kythnos A U[P]

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia A UP

Myrina A UP

Leros C

Melos A UP

Mykonos A U[P]

Naxos A UPT

Nisyros A P

Paros A UPT

(Peparethos)

Panormos A U

Peparethos A UP

Seleinous A U

Pholegandros B

Rheneia A UP

Samothrake A [U]P

Saros B

Seriphos A UP

Sikinos A UP

Siphnos A UP

Skiathos A U[P]

Skyros A UP

Syme [A]C [P]

Syros A [U]P

Telos B

Tenos A U[P]

Thasos A UPT

Thera A UPT

Makedonia
Aiane C

Aigeai A P

Alebaia A U

Allante B

Aloros A U

Beroia A P

Dion [A]B [U]

Edessa C

Europos C

Herakleion A U

Ichnai A UP

Kyrrhos B

Leibethra C

Methone A UP

Mieza B

Pella A UP

Pydna A U[P]

Mygdonia
Apollonia A UP

Arethousa A U[P]

Bormiskos C

Chalestre A U

Herakleia C

Lete B

Sindos A U

Therme A U

Bisaltia
Amphipolis A UP

Argilos A UP

Traïlos B

Chalkidike
Aige A UP

Aineia A UP

Aioleion A UP

Akanthos A UPT

Akrothooi A UP

Alapta A U

Anthemous C

Aphytis A UP

Assera A UP

Charadrous A U

Chedrolioi [A]C [P]

Chytropolis C

Dikaia [A]B [P]

Dion A UP

Eion C

Galepsos A UP

Gigonos A U[P]

Haisa A UP

Istasos C

Kalindoia [A]B [P]

Kamakai [A]B [P]

Kampsa A UP

Kissos C

Kithas [A]C [P]

Kleonai A UP

Kombreia A UP

Lipaxos A UP

Mekyberna A UPT

Mende A UP

Milkoros [A]C [P]

Neapolis A UP

Olophyxos A UP

Olynthos A UPT

Osbaioi C

Othoros [A]C [P]

Pharbelos [A]B [P]

Phegontioi B

Piloros A UP

Pistasos [A]C [P]

Pleume [A]C [P]

Polichnitai C

Posideion C

Poteidaia A UP

Prassilos B

Sane on Pallene A UP

Sane on Athos A UP

Sarte A UP

Serme C

Sermylia A UP

Singos A UPT

Sinos [A]C [P]

Skabala B

Skapsaioi B

Skione A UP

Skithai B

Smila A UP

Spartolos A UP

Stagiros A UP
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Stolos/Skolos A UP

Strepsa B

Therambos A UP

Thestoros C

Thyssos A UP

Tinde [A]C [P]

Torone A UPT

Tripoiai [A]B [P]

Zereia C

Unlocated in Thrace
Aison [A]C [P]

Brea B

Kossaia C

Okolon C

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia A U

Berga B

Datos A U

Eion A U

Galepsos [A]B [U]

Krenides B

Myrkinos A UP

Neapolis [A]B [U][P]

Oisyme A U

Phagres [A]B [U]

Philippoi B

Pistyros A UT

Sirra C

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera A UPT

Ainos A UP

Bergepolis C

Dikaia A U

Drys B

Kypsela B

Maroneia A U[P]

Mesambrie A UT

Orthagoria B

Sale A U

Stryme A PT

Zone A U

Inland Thrace
Alexandropolis B

Apros C

Kabyle C

Philippopolis B

Pistiros C

Seuthopolis B

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi C

Alopekonnesos [A]B [U][P]

Araplos [A]C [U]

Chersonesos/Agora A UT

Deris B

Elaious [A]B [U][P]

Ide [A]C [U]

Kardia A UP

Kressa [A]C [U]

Krithote A UP

Limnai [A]B [P]

Madytos A U[P]

Paion [A]C [U]

Paktye A U

Sestos A UP

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe B

Byzantion A UP

Daminon Teichos B

Heraion Teichos A U

Neapolis B

Perinthos A U[P]

Selymbria A UP

Serrion Teichos C

Tyrodiza B

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia A U[P]

Bizone C

Dionysopolis B

Istros A P

Kallatis [A]B [U]

Mesambria A U

Nikonion A U

Odessos [A]B [U]

Olbia/Borysthenes A UPT

Ophiousa A U

Orgame C

Tomis C

Tyras B

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos A UP

Gorgippia B

Hermonassa A U

Karkinitis A U

Kepoi [A]B [U]

Kimmerikon C

Kytaia [A]C [U]

Labrys A UP

Myrmekeion [A]C [U]

Nymphaion [A]B [U]

Pantikapaion/Bosporos [A]B [U]

Phanagoria A U

Theodosia [A]B [U]

Tyritake C

Pontos: Kolchis
Dioskouris A UP

Gyenos A U

Phasis A U

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos B

Becheirias A U

Choirades A U

Herakleia A UP

Iasonia A U

Karambis A U

Karoussa A U

Kerasous A U

Kinolis A U

Koloussa A U

Kotyora A UP

Kromna B

Kytoros A U

Limne A U

Lykastos A U

Odeinios A U

Sesamos A U

Sinope A UP

Stameneia A U

Tetrakis A U

Themiskyra A U

Tieion A U

Trapezous A UP

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos C

Artake A U

Astakos B

Bysbikos B

Darion B

Daskyleion B
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Didymon Teichos B

Harpagion B

Kalchedon A UP

Kallipolis A U[P]

Kios A UP

Kolonai B

Kyzikos A UP

Lampsakos A UP

Metropolis B

Miletoupolis B

Miletouteichos B

Myrleia/Brylleion [A]B [U]

Olbia A U

Otlenoi C

Paisos A U

Parion A U[P]

Plakia A U

Priapos A U

Prokonnesos A UP

Pythopolis B

Skylake C

Sombia B

Tereia C

Zeleia A UP

Troas
Abydos A UPT

Achilleion A U[P]

Antandros A UP

Arisbe B

Assos B

Astyra Mysia [A]B [U]

Astyra Troika C

Azeia C

Birytis B

Dardanos A UPT

Gargara A UP

Gentinos B

Gergis A UP

Hamaxitos A UP

Ilion A UP

Kebren A U

Kokylion A UP

Kolonai A UP

Lamponeia B

Larisa A UP

Neandreia A UP

Ophryneion A U[P]

Palaiperkote C

Perkote A U

Polichna C

Rhoiteion A UP

Sigeion A U

Skepsis A UP

Tenedos A UP

Lesbos
Antissa A UP

Arisba A UP

Eresos A UPT

Methymna A UP

Mytilene A UPT

Pyrrha A UP

Aiolis
Adramyttion A U

Aigaiai A UPT

Aigiroessa A UPT

Atarneus A U

Autokane B

Boione C

Chalkis C

Elaia [A]B [U]

Gambrion A UPT

Gryneion A UPT

Halisarna A UP

Herakleia B

Iolla C

Karene A T

Killa A UPT

Kisthene B

Kyllene A UPT

Kyme A UPT

Larisa A UPT

Leukai A U

Magnesia C

Melanpagos B

Myrina A UPT

Nasos A UP

Neon Teichos A UPT

Notion A UPT

Palaigambrion A UP

Parthenion B

Pergamon A UP

Perperene C

Pitane A UPT

Pordoselene A UP

Temnos A UPT

Teuthrania A UP

Thebe B

Tisna C

Ionia
Achilleion A U

Airai A UP

Anaia C

Boutheia B

Chios A UPT

Chyton C

Dios Hieron B

Elaiousioi B

Ephesos A UPT

Erythrai A UP

Isinda C

Klazomenai A UP

Kolophon A UP

Korykos C

Lebedos A UP

Leukophrys A U

Magnesia A UP

Marathesion C

Miletos A UP

Myonnesos A U

Myous A UP

Naulochon A U?P?

Notion A U[P]

Phokaia A UP

Polichnitai B

Priene A UP

Pteleon B

Pygela A P

Samos A UPT

Samos (the klerouchy 

of 365–322) B

Sidousa A U

Smyrna A UPT?

Teos A UP

Thebai B

Karia
Alabanda C

Alinda B

Amos [A]C [P]

Amynandeis C

Amyzon B

Arlissos B
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Armelitai C

Aulai C

Bargasa C

Bargylia B

Bolbai C

Chalketor A P

Chersonesos B

Chios C

Erineis C

Euromos B

Halikarnassos A UP

Hybliseis [A]B [P]

Hydaieis B

Hydisos B

Hymisseis C

Iasos A UP

Idrias C

Idyma B

Kalynda B

Karbasyanda C

Karyanda A U

Kasolaba [A]B [P]

Kaunos A U[P]

Kedreai A UP

Keramos B

Killareis [A]B [P]

Kindye B

Knidos A UP

Kodapeis C

Koliyrgeis C

Koranza A P

Krya C

Kyllandos C

Kyrbissos C

Latmos/Herakleia A UP

Lepsimandos C

Medmasos B

Mylasa A UP

Myndos A U

Narisbareis C

Naryandos C

Naxia C

Olaieis C

Olymos C

Ouranion B

Parpariotai C

Passanda C

Pedasa C

Peleiatai C

Pidasa A P

Pladasa A P

Pyrindos C

Pyrnos C

Salmakis C

Siloi C

Syangela/Theangela A UP

Talagreis C

Taramptos C

Tarbaneis C

Telandros C

Telemessos B

Termera B

Terssogasseis C

Thasthareis C

Thydonos C

Tralleis B

Lykia
Phaselis A U[P]

Xanthos A UP

Crete
Allaria B

Anopolis C

Apellonia C

Aptara B

Arkades B

Aulon C

Axos A [U]P

Biannos C

Bionnos C

Chersonasos B

Datala A P

Dragmos C

Dreros A U?P

Eleutherna A UP?

Eltynia A P

Elyros A U

Gortyns A UPT

Herakleion C

Hierapytna B

Hyrtakina [A]B [U]

Istron C

Itanos A U

Keraia C

Knosos A P

Kydonia A UP

Kytaion B

Lappa B

Lato B

Lebena C

Lisos A U

Lyktos [A]B [U]

Malla C

Matala C

Milatos C

Olous B

Petra C

Phaistos [A]B [U]

Phalasarna A U

Polichne C

Polyrhen [A]B [U]

Praisos [A]B [U]

Priansos B

Rhaukos [A]B [U]

Rhithymnos C

Rhitten B

Stalai C

Sybrita [A]B [U]

Tarrha B

Tylisos A P

Rhodos
Brikindera C

Diakrioi C

Ialysos A UP

Kamiros A UP

Lindos A UP

Oiai C

Pedieis C

Rhodos A UPT

Pamphylia
Aspendos A UPT

Idyros A U

Perge A U

Side A U

Kilikia
Aphrodisias C

Holmoi A U

Issos A U

Kelenderis A U

Mallos A U

Nagidos A U

Soloi A U
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Cyprus
Amathous A [U]P

Idalion A UP

Karpasia [A]C [U]

Keryneia [A]C [U]

Kourion B

Lapethos [A]B [U]

Marion A U

Paphos A UP

Salamis A UP

Soloi A UP

Syria
Posideion A U

Egypt
Naukratis A U[P]

Oasis A U

Libya
Barke A UP

Eu(h)esperides A U

Kinyps A U

Kyrene A UPT

Taucheira A U

Unlocated
Astraiousioi [A]C [P]

Erodioi C

Eurymachitai C

Kystiros A P

Lechoioi A P

Phytaioi C
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Key
asty �Called asty in Archaic and/or

Classical sources

polisma �Called polisma in Archaic

and/or Classical sources

Sikelia
Akragas asty

Kamarina asty

Kentoripa polisma

Syrakousai asty

Italia and Kampania
Metapontion asty

Akarnania
Sollion polisma

Boiotia
Chaironeia polisma

Plataiai asty

Thebai asty

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos asty

Sikyon asty

Elis
Elis asty

Lakedaimon
Kythera polisma

(Skandaia)

Prassiai polisma

Sparta asty, polisma

Argolis
Phleious asty

Saronic Gulf
Aigina asty

Attika
Athenai asty, polisma

Euboia
Eretria asty

East Lokris
Opous asty

Doris
Boion polisma

Erineos asty, polisma

Kyrinion polisma

Thessalia
Larisa asty

Pharsalos asty

The Aegean
Naxos asty

Siphnos asty

Tenos asty

Makedonia
Aigeai asty

Dion polisma

Mygdonia
Therme polisma

Bisaltia
Amphipolis polisma

Chalkidike
Akrothooi polisma

Dion polisma

Kleonai polisma

Olophyxos polisma

Sane polisma

Thyssos polisma

Torone asty

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Eion asty

Propontic Thrace
Perinthos asty

Pontos: West Coast
Olbia asty

Troas
Abydos asty

Ilion polisma

Aiolis
Parthenion polisma

Ionia
Chios asty

Ephesos polisma

Kolophon asty

Miletos asty, polisma

Samos asty

Smyrna asty

Lykia
Xanthos asty

Cyprus
Salamis asty

Libya
Barke asty

Kyrene asty.
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Sikelia
Akragas C5

Gela C5

Himera C5m

Syrakousai C5

Italia
Herakleia C5

Lokroi C4s–C3e

Rhegion C5s

Siris/Polieion C5

Sybaris C5

Taras C5l–C4e

Thourioi C5

The Adriatic Sea
Epidamnos/Dyrrhachion C5

Akarnania
Ambrakia C6m

Korkyra C4f

West Lokris
Oianthea C7l

Boiotia
Plataiai C4

Thebai C5

Thespiai C4m

Megaris, Korinthos, Sikyon
Megara C5f

Korinthos C4f

Sikyon C4m

Elis
Elis C5

Arkadia
Mantinea C5

Paion C5

Phigaleia C4f

Thelphousa C4m

Trapezous C5

Triphylia
Lepreon C5f

Messenia
Messene/Ithome C4

Lakedaimon
Prasiai/Oreiatai C4s–C3e

Sparta C6

Argolis
Argos C5

Epidauros C4

Saronic Gulf Islands
Aigina C5

Attika
Athenai C6

Euboia
Eretria C4

Karystos C4l

East Lokris
Opous C4s

Thessalia
Krannon C5

Larisa C4

Pharsalos C4

Perrhaibia
Phalanna C4

Aegean Islands
Astypalaia C4l–C3e

Ios C4

Kalymna C5

Melos C5

Naxos C4

Paros C5

Pholegandros C6

Sikinos C6

Siphnos C4

Tenos C4l

Thasos C4

Makedonia
Pella C4s

Chalkidike
Akanthos C4

Olynthos C4

Propontis North
Selymbria C5m

Pontos: West Coast
Istros C4

Kallatis C4

Pontos: Skythia
Olbia C4

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia C4f

Propontis South
Kalchedon C4

Kyzikos C4s

Lampsakos C4

Troas
Skepsis C4

Tenedos C5

Lesbos
Antissa C4

Eresos C4

Methymna C4
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Mytilene C5

Pyrrha C4

Ionia
Chios C4

Ephesos C4e

Kolophon C5

Magnesia C4l–C3e

Phokaia C5

Samos C5

Samos (the klerouchy of

365–322) C4m

Teos C5

Karia
Halikarnassos C5

Crete

Knosos C5

Rhodos
Ialysos C5

Rhodos C4

Libya
Euhesperides C4

Kyrene C5
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Key
Ci �Collective internal

Ce �Collective external

Ii �Individual internal

Ie �Individual external

—— �Unattested in Archaic and

Classical sources

Spain and France
Alalie ——

Emporion Ci, Ce

Massalia Ci, Ce, Ie

Rhode Ci

Sikelia
Abakainon Ci

Adranon Ci

Agyrion Ci

Aitna Ci, Ce, Ie

Akragas Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Akrai ——

Alaisa Ci

Alontion Ci

Apollonia ——

Engyon ——

Euboia Ce

Galeria Ci

Gela Ci, Ce, Ie

Heloron ——

Henna Ci, Ce

Herakleia ——

Herakleia Minoa Ie

Herbessos Ci

Herbita Ci

Himera Ci, Ce, Ie

Hippana Ci

Imachara Ci

Kallipolis Ce

Kamarina Ci, Ce, Ie

Kasmenai ——

Katane Ci, Ce, Ie

Kentoripa Ci, Ce

Kephaloidion Ci

Leontinoi Ci, Ce, Ie

Lipara Ci, Ce, Ie

Longane Ci

Megara Ce

Morgantina Ci

Mylai Ce

Mytistratos ——

Nakone Ci

Naxos Ci, Ce, Ie

Petra Ci

Piakos Ci

Selinous Ci, Ce, Ie

Sileraioi Ci

Stielanaioi Ci

Syrakousai Ci, Ce, Ie

Tauromenion Ci, Ce

Tyndaris ——

Tyrrhenoi Ci

Zankle/Messana Ci, Ce, Ie

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Ci, Ce, Ie

Hipponion Ci, Ce, Ie

Hyele Ci, Ce, Ie

Kaulonia Ci

Kroton Ci, Ce, Ie

Kyme Ci

Laos Ci

Lokroi Ci, Ce, Ie

Medma Ci, Ce

Metapontion Ci, Ce, Ie

Metauros ——

Neapolis Ci

Pandosia Ci

Pithekoussai ——

Poseidonia Ci, Ce

Pyxous ——

Rhegion Ci, Ce, Ie

Siris Ci, Ie

Sybaris Ci, Ce, Ie

Taras Ci, Ce, Ie

Temesa Ci

Terina Ci, Ce, Ie

Thourioi Ci, Ce, Ie

The Adriatic
Adria ——

Ankon ——

Apollonia Ce, Ie

Brentesion Ce

Epidamnos Ci, Ce, Ie

Herakleia Ci

Issa Ci

Lissos ——

Melaina Korkyra Ci

Pharos Ci

Spina ——

Epeiros
Amantia Ce

Artichia ——

Batiai ——

Berenike ——

Boucheta ——

Bouthroton ——

Byllis Ci, Ce

Dodona Ce, Ie

Elateia ——

Elea Ci, Ie

Ephyra ——

Eurymenai Ie

Gitana ——

Horraon Ie

Kassopa ——

Nikaia ——

Olympa ——

Orikos Ce

Pandosia ——

Passaron ——

Phanote ——

Phoinike ——

Poionos ——

Tekmon ——

Torone ——

Zmaratha ——
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Akarnania
Alyzeia Ci, Ce, Ie

Ambrakia Ci, Ce, Ie

Anaktorion Ci, Ce

Argos Ci, Ce, Ie

Astakos Ce

Derion ——

Echinos Ci, Ie

Euripos ——

Herakleia ——

Hyporeiai Ie

Ithaka Ci, Ce

Korkyra Ci, Ce, Ie

Koronta Ci

Kranioi Ci, Ce

Leukas Ci, Ce, Ie

Limnaia ——

Matropolis ——

Medion Ci

Oiniadai Ci, Ce

Palairos Ce

Paleis Ci, Ce

Phara ——

Phoitiai Ci, Ie

Pronnoi Ci, Ce

Same Ci

Sollion ——

Stratos Ci, Ce, Ie

Thyrreion Ci, Ce

Torybeia Ci, Ie

Zakynthos Ci, Ce, Ie

Aitolia
Agrinion ——

Aigition ——

Akripos ——

Chalkis Ce?

Halikyrna ——

Kallion/Kallipolis Ce

Kalydon Ci, Ce, Ie

Makynea ——

Molykreion ——

Phola Ie

Phylea ——

Pleuron ——

Proschion Ie

Therminea ——

Trichoneion Ci, Ce

West Lokris
Alpa Ce

Amphissa Ce, Ie

Chaleion Ci, Ce, Ie

Hyaia Ce

Hypnia Ce

Issioi Ce

Messapioi Ce, Ie

Myania Ce

Naupaktos Ce, Ie

Oianthea Ce, Ie

Tolophon Ce

Tritea Ce

Phokis
Abai ——

Aiolidai Ce

Ambryssos ——

Amphikaia ——

Antikyra ——

Boulis ——

Charadra Ce

Daulis Ce, Ie

Delphoi Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Drymos ——

Echedameia ——

Elateia Ie

Erochos Ie

Hyampolis Ci, Ie

Kirrha Ce

Ledon ——

Lilaia Ci, Ie

Medeon Ce, Ie

Neon/Tithorea Ci

Parapotamioi Ce

Pedieis Ce

Phanoteus Ce, Ie

Phlygonion Ce

Po[——] ——

Stiris ——

Teithronion Ce, Ie

Trachis ——

Triteis ——

Troneia Ce

Boiotia
Akraiphia Ci, Ce, Ii

Alalkomenai ——

Anthedon ——

Chaironeia Ci

Chorsiai ——

Erythrai ——

Eteonos/Skaphai ——

Eutresis ——

Haliartos Ci, Ce, Ie

Hyettos Ci, Ce

Hysiai ——

Kopai Ci, Ce

Koroneia Ci, Ce

Lebadeia Ci, Ce, Ie

Mykalessos Ci, Ce

Orchomenos Ci, Ce, Ie

Oropos Ci, Ce, Ie

Pharai ——

Plataiai Ci, Ce, Ie

Potniai Ci, Ie

Siphai ——

Skolos ——

Tanagra Ci, Ce, Ie

Thebai Ci, Ce, Ie

Thespiai Ci, Ce, Ie

Thisbai ——

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena ——

Korinthos Ci, Ce, Ie

Megara Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Pagai ——

Sikyon Ci, Ce, Ie

Achaia
Aigai Ci

Aigeira Ci

Aigion Ie

Ascheion Ie

Boura ——

Dyme Ci, Ce, Ie

Helike Ci

Keryneia ——

Leontion ——

Olenos Ce

Patrai Ce, Ie

Pellene Ci, Ce, Ie

Pharai Ce, Ie

Phelloe ——

Rhypai Ce, Ie

Tritaia Ce
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Elis
Alasyaion Ce

Alion ——

Amphidolia Ce

Anaitoi Ce

Chaladrioi Ci

Dyspontion ——

Elis Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Eupagion ——

Ewaoioi Ce

Kyllene Ie

Larissa ——

Lasion Ce

Lenos ——

Letrinoi Ce

Marganeis Ce

Metapioi Ce

Opous ——

Pisa Ci, Ce

Pylos Ce

Thraistos Ce

Arkadia
Alea Ci, Ce, Ie

Alipheira ——

Asea Ce

Dipaia Ce

Euaimon Ce

Eutaia ——

Gortys Ce, Ie

Halous ——

Helisson Ce

Heraia Ci, Ce, Ie

Kaphyai Ce, Ie

Kleitor Ci, Ce, Ie

Koila ——

Kynaitha Ie

Lousoi Ci, Ie

Lykosoura ——

Mantinea Ci, Ce, Ie

Megale polis Ce, Ie

Methydrion Ci, Ce, Ie

Nestane Ce or Ie

Nonakris Ce or Ie

Orchomenos Ci, Ce, Ie

Oresthasion Ie

Paion ——

Pallantion Ci, Ce

Phara ——

Pheneos Ci, Ce

Phigaleia Ce, Ie

Phorieia Ce or Ie

Psophis Ci, Ce

Pylai Ie

Stymphalos Ci, Ce, Ie

Tegea Ci, Ce, Ie

Teuthis ——

Thaliades ——

Thelphousa Ci, Ce

Thisoa Ie

Torthyneion Ce

Trapezous ——

Triphylia
Epeion ——

Epitalion Ce

Lepreon Ce

Makiston Ce, Ie

Noudion ——

Phrixai ——

Pyrgos ——

Skillous Ce

Messenia
Aithaia Ce

Asine Ce, Ie

Aulon Ce

Kardamyle ——

Korone ——

Kyparissos Ci, Ie

Messene/Ithome Ci, Ce, Ie

Mothone ——

Pharai ——

Thalamai ——

Thouria Ce, Ci

Lakedaimon
Aigys Ce

Anthana ——

Aphroditia ——

Belbina ——

Boia ——

Chen Ie

Epidauros Ie

Etis ——

Eua Ce?, Ii

Geronthrai ——

Gytheion ——

Kromnos Ie?

Kyphanta Ie

Kythera Ce, Ie

Las ——

Oinous Ie

Oios Ce

Oitylos ——

Pellana Ie

Prasiai ——

Sellasia ——

Side ——

Sparta Ci, Ce, Ie

Thyrea ——

Argolis
Argos Ci, Ce, Ie

Epidauros Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Halieis Ci, Ce, Ie

Hermion Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Kleonai Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Methana Ci

Mykenai Ce, Ie

Orneai Ce

Phleious Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Tiryns Ce, Ie

Troizen Ci, Ce, Ie

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Ci, Ce, Ie

Belbina Ce, Ie

Kalaureia Ci

Attika
Athenai Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Eleusis ——

Salamis Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Euboia
Athenai Diades Ce

Chalkis Ci, Ce, Ie

Diakrioi en Euboia Ce

Diakres apo Chalkideon Ce

Dion Ce

Dystos ——

Eretria Ci, Ce, Ie

Grynchai Ce

Histiaia/Oreos Ci, Ce, Ie

Karystos Ci, Ce, Ie

Orobiai ——
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Peraia ——

Posideion ——

Styra Ce

East Lokris
Alope ——

Alponos ——

Halai Ci

Knemides ——

Kynos ——

Larymna Ci

Naryka ——

Nikaia ——

Opous Ci, Ce, Ie

Skarpheia Ci, Ie

Thronion Ci, Ce, Ie

Doris
Akyphas/Pindos ——

Boion ——

Erineos Ie

Kytinion Ie

Thessalia
Amphanai ——

Argoussa ——

Atrax Ci, Ce, Ie

Gomphoi Ci

Gyrton Ci, Ce, Ie

Kierion Ci

Kondaia Ie?

Krannon Ci, Ce, Ie

Larisa Ci, Ce, Ie

Methylion Ci

Metropolis Ci, Ie

Mopsion Ci

Orthos Ci

Oxynion ——

Pagasai Ce, Ie

Peirasia Ci, Ce

Pelinnaion Ci, Ie

Phakion Ie?

Phaloria Ci

Pharkadon Ci

Pharsalos Ci, Ce, Ie

Pherai Ci, Ce, Ie

Skotoussa Ci, Ce, Ie

Thetonion Ci

Trikka Ci, Ce, Ie

Dolopia
Angeia Ce

Ktimene Ie

Ainis
Hypata Ci, Ce

Kapheleis Ie

Korophaioi Ie

Phyrrhagioi Ie

Talana ——

Oita
Chen ——

Parasopioi Ie

Malis
Anthele ——

Antikyre Ie

Echinos Ce, Ie

Herakleia Ci, Ce, Ie

Lamia Ci, Ce, Ie

Trachis Ci, Ce, Ie

Achaia Phthiotis
Antron ——

Ekkarra Ci

Halos Ci, Ce

Kypaira Ce

Larisa Ci, Ie

Melitaia Ci, Ce, Ie

Peuma Ci

Phylake ——

Proerna Ci, Ce, Ie

Pyrasos Ce

Thaumakoi Ie

Thebai Ci

Magnesia
Amyros Ce

Eureaioi Ci

Eurymenai Ci

Homolion Ci, Ce, Ie

Iolkos Ci

Kasthanaie Ce

Kikynethos ——

Korakai Ci, Ce

Meliboia Ci, Ce, Ie

Methone Ce, Ie

Olizon Ie

Oxoniaioi Ce

Rhizous Ci

Spalauthra ——

Perrhaibia
Azoros ——

Chyretiai Ce, Ie

Doliche ——

Ereikinion Ce

Gonnos Ci, Ce

Malloia Ce

Mondaia Ce

Mylai Ce

Oloosson Ci, Ce

Phalanna Ci, Ce, Ie

Pythoion ——

Athamania
Argethia Ie

The Aegean
(Amorgos)

Aigiale Ci

Arkesine Ci

Minoa Ci, Ce

Anaphe Ci, Ce

Andros Ci, Ce, Ie

Astypalaia Ce, Ie

Chalke Ci, Ce

Delos Ci, Ce. Ii, Ie

Helene ——

(Ikaros)

Oine Ci, Ce

Therma Ce

Ikos Ci, Ce, Ie

Imbros Ci, Ce, Ie

Ios Ci, Ce, Ie

Kalymna Ci, Ce, Ie

(Karpathos)

Arkesseia ——

Brykous Ce

Eteokarpathioi Ce

Karpathos Ci, Ce

Kasos Ce

(Keos)

Ioulis Ci, Ce, Ie

Karthaia Ci, Ce

Koresia Ci, Ce

Poiessa Ci, Ce

Keria ——
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Kimolos Ce, Ie

(Kos)

Astypalaia ——

Halasarna ——

Kos Ci, Ce, Ie

Kos Meropis ——

Kythnos Ce, Ie

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia Ci, Ce

Myrina Ci, Ce

Leros Ce

Melos Ci, Ce, Ie

Mykonos Ci, Ce, Ie

Naxos Ci, Ce, Ii?,

Ie

Nisyros Ci, Ce, Ie

Paros Ci, Ce, Ie

(Peparethos)

Panormos ——

Peparethos Ci, Ce, Ie

Seleinous ——

Pholegandros Ce

Rhenaia Ce, Ie

Samothrake Ci, Ce, Ie

Saros Ce

Seriphos Ci, Ce, Ie

Sikinos Ci, Ce

Siphnos Ci, Ce, Ie

(Skiathos)

Palaiskiathos Ie

Skiathos Ci, Ce, Ie

Skyros Ce, Ii?, Ie,

Syme Ce

Syros Ce, Ie

Telos Ci, Ce, Ie

Tenos Ci, Ce, Ie

Thasos Ci, Ce, Ie

Thera Ci, Ce, Ie

Makedonia
Aiane ——

Aigeai ——

Alebaia ——

Allante Ce

Aloros ——

Beroia Ie

Dion ——

Edessa ——

Europos Ce, Ie

Herakleion ——

Ichnai Ci

Kyrrhos ——

Leibethra Ci?, Ce

Methone Ci, Ce, Ie

Mieza ——

Pella ——

Pydna Ci, Ie

Mygdonia
Apollonia Ci, Ce

Arethousa Ce, Ie

Bormiskos ——

Chalestre ——

Herakleia Ie

Lete Ci, Ie

Sindos Ce

Therme ——

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Ci, Ce, Ie

Argilos Ci, Ce, Ie

Traïlos Ci, Ie

Chalkidike
Aige Ce

Aineia Ci, Ce

Aioleion Ce

Akanthos Ci, Ce, Ie

Akrothooi Ce

Alapta ——

Anthemous ——

Aphytis Ci, Ce, Ie

Assera ——

Charadrous ——

Chedrolioi Ce

Chytropolis Ce

Dikaia Ci, Ce

Dion Ce

Eion ——

Galepsos Ce

Gigonos ——

Haisa ——

Istasos ——

Kalindoia ——

Kamakai ——

Kampsa ——

Kissos Ce

Kithas ——

Kleonai ——

Kombreia ——

Lipaxos ——

Mekyberna ——

Mende ——

Milkoros ——

Neapolis Ce

Olophyxos Ci, Ce

Olynthos Ci, Ce, Ie

Osbaioi Ce, Ie

Othoros Ce

Pharbelos Ce

Phegontioi Ce, Ie?

Piloros ——

Pistasos ——

Pleume Ce

Polichnitai Ce

Posideion ——

Poteidaia Ci, Ce, Ie

Prassilos Ce

Sane, Pallene Ce?

Sane, Akte Ce?

Sarte Ce

Serme Ce

Sermylia Ci, Ce

Singos Ce

Sinos ——

Skabala Ce

Skapsaioi Ce

Skione Ci, Ce, Ie

Skithai Ci——?

Smila ——

Spartolos Ce

Stagiros Ci, Ce, Ie

Stolos/Skolos Ce

Strepsa Ce

Therambos Ce

Thestoros ——

Thyssos Ce

Tinde Ce

Torone Ci, Ce, Ie

Tripoiai ——

Zereia Ce

Unlocated in Thrace
Aison Ce

Brea Ce
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Kossaia Ce?

Okolon ——

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia Ci, Ce

Berga ——

Datos ——

Eion ——

Galepsos Ci, Ce, Ie?

Krenides ——

Myrkinos Ce

Neapolis Ci, Ce, Ie

Oisyme Ci

Phagres Ci, Ce, Ie

Philippoi Ci

Pistyros ——

Sirra ——

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Ci, Ce, Ie

Ainos Ci, Ce, Ie

Bergepolis ——

Dikaia ——

Drys Ce

Kypsela ——

Maroneia Ci, Ce, Ie

Mesambrie ——

Orthagoria Ci

Sale ——

Stryme ——

Zone Ci, Ce

Inland Thrace
Alexandropolis ——

Apros ——

Kabyle ——

Philippopolis ——

Pistiros Ce

Seuthopolis ——

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi Ci

Alopekonnesos Ci, Ce

Araplos ——

Chersonesos/Agora Ce, Ie

Deris Ce?

Elaious Ci, Ce, Ie

Ide ——

Kardia Ci, Ce, Ie

Kressa ——

Krithote Ci

Limnai Ce

Madytos Ci, Ce

Paion ——

Paktye ——

Sestos Ce, Ie

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe ——

Byzantion Ci, Ce, Ie

Daminon Teichos Ce

Heraion Teichos ——

Neapolis Ce

Perinthos Ci, Ce, Ie

Selymbria Ci, Ce, Ie

Serrion Teichos Ce

Tyrodiza Ce

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia Ci, Ce, Ie

Bizone ——

Dionysopolis ——

Istros Ci, Ie

Kallatis Ci, Ie

Mesambria Ci, Ie

Nikonion ——

Odessos ——

Olbia/Borysthenes Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Ophiousa ——

Orgame ——

Tomis ——

Tyras Ci

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos Ci, Ce, Ie

Gorgippia ——

Hermonassa ——

Karkinitis Ci, Ie

Kepoi Ie

Kimmerikon ——

Kytaia ——

Labrys Ce?

Myrmekeion ——

Nymphaion Ci, Ie

Pantikapaion Ci, Ie

Phanagoria Ci

Theodosia Ci, Ie

Tyritake Ci, Ie

Pontos, Kolchis
Dioskouris ——

Gyenos ——

Phasis Ce

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos Ci, Ie

Becheirias ——

Choirades ——

Herakleia Ci, Ce, Ie

Iasonia ——

Karambis ——

Karoussa ——

Kerasous Ce

Kinolis ——

Koloussa ——

Kotyora Ce

Kromna Ie

Kytoros ——

Limne ——

Lykastos ——

Odeinios ——

Sesamos Ci

Sinope Ci, Ce, Ie

Stameneia ——

Tetrakis ——

Themiskyra ——

Tieion Ci

Trapezous Ci, Ce, Ie

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos Ce

Artake Ce

Astakos Ce

Bysbikos Ce

Darion ——

Daskyleion Ce

Didymon Teichos Ce

Harpagion Ce

Kalchedon Ci, Ce, Ie

Kallipolis Ce?

Kios Ci, Ce, Ie

Kolonai Ce?

Kyzikos Ci, Ce, Ie

Lampsakos Ci, Ce, Ie

Metropolis ——

Miletoupolis Ci, Ie

Miletouteichos Ce

Myrleia/Bryllion Ci, Ce
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Olbia ——

Otlenoi Ce

Paisos Ce

Parion Ci, Ce, Ie

Plakia Ce

Priapos Ci, Ce

Prokonnesos Ci, Ce, Ie

Pythopolis Ce

Skylake ——

Sombia ——

Tereia ——

Zeleia Ci, Ie

Troas
Abydos Ci, Ce, Ie

Achilleion ——

Antandros Ci, Ce, Ie

Arisbe Ce

Assos Ci, Ce

Astyra Mysia Ce

Astyra Troika ——

Azeia Ce

Birytis Ci, Ce

Dardanos Ci, Ce, Ie

Gargara Ci, Ce, Ie

Gentinos Ci, Ce

Gergis Ci, Ce,

Hamaxitos Ci, Ce,

Ilion Ci, Ce, Ie

Kebren Ci, Ce, Ie

Kokylion Ce

Kolonai Ci

Lamponeia Ci, Ce

Larisa ——

Neandreia Ci, Ce

Ophryneion Ci, Ce?

Palaiperkote Ce

Perkote Ce

Polichna Ce

Rhoiteion Ci

Sigeion Ci, Ce, Ie

Skepsis Ci, Ce

Tenedos Ci, Ce, Ie

Lesbos
Antissa Ce, Ie

Arisbe ——

Eresos Ci, Ce, Ie

Methymna Ci, Ce, Ie

Mytilene Ci, Ce, Ie

Pyrrha Ci, Ce, Ie

Aiolis
Adramyttion Ci, Ie

Aigai(ai) Ci

Aigiroessa ——

Atarneus Ci, Ie

Autokane Ci?

Boione ——

Chalkis Ci?

Elaia Ci, Ce

Gambrion Ci

Gryneion Ci, Ce

Halisarna ——

Herakleia Ci, Ce

Iolla Ci

Karene Ce

Killa ——

Kisthene ——

Kyllene ——

Kyme Ci, Ce, Ie

Larisa Ci, Ce

Leukai Ci

Magnesia Ie?

Melanpagos Ci

Myrina Ci, Ce

Nasos Ci

Neon Teichos ——

Notion ——

Palaigambrion ——

Parthenion ——

Pergamon Ci, Ie

Perperene Ci, Ce

Pitane Ci, Ce, Ie

Pordoselene Ci

Temnos Ci, Ie

Teuthrania Ci

Thebe ——

Tisna Ci

Ionia
Achilleion ——

Airai Ci, Ce

Anaia Ce

Boutheia Ce

Chios Ci, Ce, Ie

Chyton ——

Dios Hieron Ce

Elaiousioi Ce

Ephesos Ci, Ce, Ie

Erythrai Ci, Ce, Ie

Isinda Ce

Klazomenai Ci, Ce, Ie

Kolophon Ci, Ce, Ie

Korykos Ce

Lebedos Ce

Leukophrys ——

Magnesia Ci, Ce, Ie

Marathesion ——

Miletos Ci, Ce, Ie

Myonnesos Ce

Myous Ci, Ce, Ie

Naulochon ——

Notion Ce

Phokaia Ci, Ce, Ie

Polichnitai Ce

Priene Ci, Ce, Ie

Pteleon Ce

Pygela Ci, Ce, Ie

Samos Ci, Ce, Ie

Sidousa Ce

Smyrna Ci, Ce, Ie

Teos Ci, Ce, Ie

Thebai Ci

Karia
Alabanda Ce

Alinda Ce

Amos Ce

Amynandeis Ce

Amyzon Ci, Ce

Arlissos Ce

Armelitai Ce

Aulai Ce

Bargasa Ce

Bargylia Ce

Bolbai Ce

Chalketor Ci, Ce, Ie

Chersonesos Ci, Ce

Chios Ce

Erineis Ce

Euromos Ci, Ce, Ie

Halikarnassos Ci, Ce, Ie

Hybliseis Ce

Hydaieis Ce

Hydisos Ce
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Hymisseis Ce

Iasos Ci, Ce, Ie

Idrias Ce

Idyma Ci, Ce

Kalynda Ce

Karbasyanda Ce

Karyanda Ce, Ie

Kasolaba Ce

Kaunos Ci, Ce, Ie

Kedreai Ce

Keramos Ci, Ce

Killareis Ce

Kindye Ci, Ce, Ie

Knidos Ci, Ce, Ie

Kodapeis Ce

Koliyrgeis Ce

Koranza Ci, Ce, Ie

Krya Ce

Kyllandos Ce

Kyrbissos Ce

Latmos/Herakleia Ci, Ce, Ie

Lepsimandos ——

Medmasos Ce

Mylasa Ci, Ce, Ie

Myndos Ce, Ie

Narisbareis Ce

Naryandos Ce

Naxia Ce

Olaieis Ce

Olymos Ce

Ouranion Ce

Parpariotai Ce

Passanda Ce

Pedasa Ie

Peleiatai Ce

Pidasa Ce

Pladasa Ci, Ce

Pyrindos Ci or Ce

Pyrnos Ce

Salmakis Ci

Siloi Ce

Syangela/Theangela Ci, Ce, Ie

Talagreis Ce

Taramptos ——

Tarbaneis Ce

Telandros Ce

Telemessos Ce

Termera Ce

Terssogasseis Ie

Thasthareis Ce

Thydonos ——

Tralleis Ci

Lykia
Phaselis Ci, Ce, Ie

Xanthos Ci, Ce

Crete
Allaria Ci

Anopolis ——

Apellonia ——

Aptara Ci

Arkades Ci

Aulon ——

Axos Ci

Biannos ——

Bionnos ——

Chersonasos Ci, Ie

Datala Ci, Ie

Dragmos ——

Dreros ——

Eleutherna Ci

Eltynia Ci

Elyros Ci, Ce

Gortyns Ci, Ce, Ie

Herakleion ——

Hierapytna ——

Hyrtakina Ci, Ce

Istron ——

Itanos Ci, Ce

Keraia Ci

Knosos Ci, Ce, Ie

Kydonia Ci, Ce, Ie

Kytaion Ci

Lappa Ci

Lato ——

Lebena Ce

Lisos Ci

Lyktos Ci, Ce

Malla ——

Matala ——

Milatos Ce

Olous Ci

Petra ——

Phaistos Ci

Phalasarna ——

Polichne Ce

Polyrhen Ci

Praisos Ci, Ce

Priansos Ci

Rhaukos Ci, Ie

Rhithymnos Ci, Ie

Rhitten Ce

Stalai ——

Sybrita Ci

Tarrha Ci, Ie

Tylisos Ci, Ce

Rhodos
Brikindera Ce

Diakrioi Ce

Ialysos Ci, Ce, Ie

Kamiros Ci, Ce,

Lindos Ci, Ce, Ie

Oiai Ce

Pedieis Ce

Rhodos Ci, Ce, Ii, Ie

Pamphylia
Aspendos Ce, Ie

Idyros ——

Perge ——

Side Ci?, Ce, Ie

Kilikia
Aphrodisias ——

Holmoi Ci

Issos Ci

Kelenderis ——

Mallos Ci

Nagidos Ci

Soloi Ci

Cyprus
Amathous Ce

Idalion Ce

Karpasia Ce, Ie

Keryneia ——

Kourion Ce

Lapethos ——

Marion Ci

Paphos Ci, Ie

Salamis Ci, Ce, Ie

Soloi Ce

Syria
Posideion ——
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Egypt
Naukratis Ce, Ie

Oasis ——

Libya
Barke Ci, Ce, Ie

Euhesperides Ci, Ce, Ie

Kinyps ——

Kyrene Ci, Ce, Ie

Taucheira Ci

Unlocated
Astraiousioi Ce

Erodioi Ce

Eurymachitai Ce

Kystiros Ce

Lechoioi Ce

Phytaioi Ci
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Key
1 ��25 km²

2 �25–100 km²

3 � 100–200 km²

4 �200–500 km²

5 ��500 km²

U �unlocated

—— �unknown

Spain and France
Alalie 3?

Emporion 2

Massalia 2

Rhode ——

Sikelia
Abakainon ——

Adranon ——

Agyrion ——

Aitna ——

Akragas 5

Akrai ——

Alaisa ——

Alontion ——

Apollonia ——

Engyon ——

Euboia ——

Galeria ——

Gela 4 or 5

Heloron ——

Henna ——

Herakleia U

Herakleia Minoa

Herbessos U

Herbita U

Himera 5

Hippana ——

Imachara U

Kallipolis U

Kamarina 4

Kasmenai ——

Katane 4

Kentoripa ——

Kephaloidion ——

Leontinoi 4

Lipara 2

Longane ——

Megara 4

Morgantina ——

Mylai 2

Mytistratos ——

Nakone U

Naxos 4

Petra U

Piakos U

Selinous 5

Sileraioi U

Stielanaioi ——

Syrakousai 5

Tauromenion ——

Tyndaris ——

Tyrrhenoi U

Zankle/Messana 4

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia 4

Hipponion 3

Hyele 2

Kaulonia 3

Kroton 4

Kyme 4

Laos 2?

Lokroi 3

Medma 2

Metapontion 4

Metauros 1

Neapolis 1–2

Pandosia U

Pithekoussai 1

Poseidonia 4

Pyxous ——

Rhegion 5

Siris ——

Sybaris 5

Taras 4

Temesa ——

Terina ——

Thourioi 3 or 4

The Adriatic
Adria ——

Ankon ——

Apollonia 5?

Brentesion ——

Epidamnos ——

Herakleia U

Issa 3

Lissos ——

Melaina Korkyra 4

Pharos 1

Spina ——

Epeiros
Amantia ——

Artichia ——

Batiai 1 or 2

Berenike ——

Boucheta 1 or 2

Bouthroton ——

Byllis ——

Dodona ——

Elateia ——

Elea ——

Ephyra ——

Eurymenai ——

Gitana ——

Horraon ——

Kassopa 5

Nikaia ——

Olympa ——

Orikos ——

Pandosia ——

Passaron ——

Phanote ——

Phoinike ——

Poionos U

Tekmon ——

Torone 1 or 2
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Zmaratha U

Akarnania
Alyzeia 2

Ambrakia 4

Anaktorion 2

Argos 3

Astakos 2

Derion 1

Echinos 1

Euripos 1

Herakleia 1 or 2

Hyporeiai U

Ithaka 2

Korkyra 5

Koronta 2

Kranioi 2 or 3

Leukas 4

Limnaia 2

Matropolis 2

Medion 2

Oiniadai 3

Palairos 2

Paleis 2 or 3

Phara

Phoitiai 2

Pronnoi 2 or 3

Same 2 or 3

Sollion U

Stratos 2

Thyrreion 2

Torybeia 2

Zakynthos 4

Aitolia
Agrinion 2?

Aigition ——

Akripos U

Chalkis 1 or 2

Halikyrna 1 or 2

Kallion ——

Kalydon 2?

Makynea 1 or 2

Molykreion 1 or 2

Phola U

Phylea U

Pleuron 2?

Proschion U

Therminea U

Trichoneion ——

West Lokris
Alpa ——

Amphissa 2

Chaleion 2?

Hyaia ——

Hypnia 1

Issioi U

Messapioi U

Myania 1

Naupaktos 2?

Oianthea ——

Tolophon 1?

Tritea 1

Phokis
Abai 1 or 2

Aiolidai ——

Ambryssos 2

Amphikaia 1 or 2

Antikyra 2

Boulis 2

Charadra 1 or 2

Daulis 1 or 2

Delphoi 2 or 3

Drymos 2

Echedameia U

Elateia 3 or 4

Erochos 1 or 2

Hyampolis 1 or 2

Kirrha ——

Ledon 1 or 2

Lilaia 1 or 2

Medeon 2

Neon/Tithorea 2

Parapotamioi 2

Pedieis 2

Phanoteus 1 or 2

Phlygonion 2

Po[——] U

Stiris 2

Teithronion 2

Trachis ——

Triteis U

Troneia 1 or 2

Boiotia
Akraiphia 2

Alalkomenai 1

Anthedon 2

Chaironeia 2

Chorsiai 2

Erythrai 1

Eteonos/Skaphai U

Eutresis 1

Haliartos 2

Hyettos 2

Hysiai 1

Kopai 3

Koroneia 2

Lebadeia 2

Mykalessos 2

Orchomenos 3

Oropos 3

Pharai 1?

Plataiai 3

Potniai 1

Siphai 1

Skolos 1

Tanagra 5

Thebai 5

Thespiai 4

Thisbai 3

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena 1

Korinthos 5

Megara 4

Pagai 1

Sikyon 4

Achaia
Aigai 1 or 2

Aigeira 1 or 2

Aigion 2 or 3

Ascheion U

Boura 2 or 3

Dyme ——

Helike 1 or 2

Keryneia 1 or 2

Leontion ——

Olenos ——

Patrai ——

Pellene 3 or 4

Pharai ——

Phelloe 1 or 2

Rhypai ——

Tritaia ——
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Elis
Alasyaion U

Alion U

Amphidolia U

Anaitoi U

Chaladrioi U

Dyspontion U

Elis 5

Eupagion U

Ewaoioi U

Kyllene 1 or 2

Larissa U

Lasion 2

Lenos U

Letrinoi 1 or 2

Marganeis 1 or 2

Metapioi U

Opous U

Pisa 4

Pylos 1 or 2

Thraistos U

Arkadia
Alea 3

Alipheira 2 or 3

Asea 2

Dipaia U

Euaimon U

Eutaia 1 or 2

Gortys 2 or 3

Halous 2 or 3

Helisson 1 or 2

Heraia 4

Kaphyai 4

Kleitor 5

Koila U

Kynaitha 3

Lousoi 2 or 3

Lykosoura ——

Mantinea 4

Megale polis 4 or 5

Methydrion 2

Nestane 1 or 2

Nonakris 1 or 2

Orchomenos 3

Oresthasion 1 or 2

Paion ——

Pallantion 2

Phara U

Pheneos 4

Phigaleia 3

Phorieia U

Psophis 4

Pylai U

Stymphalos 3

Tegea 4

Teuthis ——

Thaliades ——

Thelphousa 4

Thisoa ——

Torthyneion ——

Trapezous 1 or 2

Triphylia
Epeion 1 or 2

Epitalion 1 or 2

Lepreon 3

Makiston 3

Noudion U

Phrixai 1 or 2

Pyrgos ——

Skillous ——

Messenia
Aithaia U

Asine 2 or 3

Aulon 1 or 2

Kardamyle 1

Korone 2 or 3

Kyparissos 3 or 4

Messene/Ithome 4 or 5

Mothone 2 or 3

Pharai 1 or 2

Thalamai 1

Thouria 1 or 2

Lakedaimon
Aigys 1?

Anthana 1?

Aphroditia U

Belbina 1?

Boia 2?

Chen U

Epidauros 2?

Etis ——

Eua ——

Geronthrai 2?

Gytheion 2?

Kromnos 1?

Kyphanta 1?

Kythera 4

Las 1?

Oinous U

Oios 1 or 2

Oitylos 1 or 2

Pellana 1 or 2

Prasiai 2?

Sellasia 1 or 2

Side 1

Sparta 5

Thyrea 1?

Argolis
Argos 5

Epidauros 4

Halieis 2

Hermion 4

Kleonai 3

Methana 2

Mykenai 2?

Orneai 1 or 2

Phleious 3

Tiryns 2?

Troizen 4

Saronic Gulf
Aigina 2

Belbina 1

Kalaureia 2

Attika
Athenai 5

Eleusis 1 or 2

Salamis 2

Euboia
Athenai Diades 1?

Chalkis 5

Diakrioi en Euboia U

Diakres apo Chalkideon U

Dion 1?

Dystos 1?

Eretria 5

Grynchai 1 or 2

Histiaia/Oreos 4, later 5

Karystos 4

Orobiai 1?
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Peraia U

Posideion 1 or 2

Styra 1 or 2

East Lokris
Alope 1 or 2

Alponos 1 or 2

Halai 2

Knemides 1

Kynos 1 or 2

Larymna 1 or 2

Naryka 1 or 2

Nikaia 1 or 2

Opous 2 or 3

Skarpheia U

Thronion 1 or 2

Doris
Akyphas/Pindos 1

Boion 1

Erineos 1

Kytinion 1

Thessalia
Amphanai ——

Argoussa 2

Atrax 2

Gomphoi 2

Gyrton 2

Kierion 2

Kondaia ——

Krannon 3

Larisa 3

Methylion U

Metropolis 2

Mopsion 2

Orthos ——

Oxynion U

Pagasai 2

Peirasia 1

Pelinnaion 2

Phakion U

Phaloria ——

Pharkadon 2

Pharsalos 3

Pherai 2

Skotoussa 2

Thetonion 2

Trikka 2 or 3

Dolopia
Angeia 2?

Ktimene 2

Ainis
Hypata ——

Kapheleis U

Korophaioi U

Phyrrhagioi U

Talana U

Oita
Chen U

Parasopioi U

Malis
Anthele 1 or 2

Antikyre 2

Echinos ——

Herakleia 2

Lamia 2

Trachis 1 or 2

Achaia Phthiotis
Antron ——

Ekkarra 2?

Halos 2

Kypaira 2

Larisa ——

Melitaia 2

Peuma 1

Phylake ——

Proerna 2

Pyrasos 2

Thaumakoi 2 or 3

Thebai 4

Magnesia
Amyros ——

Eureaioi U

Eurymenai U

Homolion 2

Iolkos 1 or 2

Kasthanaie 2

Kikynethos 1

Korakai U

Meliboia 2

Methone 1 or 2

Olizon 2

Oxoniaioi U

Rhizous 2

Spalauthra 2

Perrhaibia
Azoros 2

Chyretiai 2

Doliche 2

Ereikinion 2

Gonnos 3

Malloia 2

Mondaia 2

Mylai 2

Oloosson 2

Phalanna 2

Pythoion 2

Athamania
Argethia ——

The Aegean
(Amorgos)

Aigiale 2

Arkesine 2

Minoa 2

Anaphe 2

Andros 4

Astypalaia 2

Chalke 2

Delos 1

Helene 1

(Ikaros)

Oine 3

Therma 3

Ikos 2

Imbros 4

Ios 3

Kalymna 2

(Karpathos)

Arkesseia 1 or 2

Brykous 1 or 2

Eteokarpathioi U

Karpathos U

Kasos 2

(Keos)

Ioulis 2

Karthaia 2

Koresia 1

Poiessa 2

Keria 1

Kimolos 2

(Kos)
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Astypalaia 3

Halasarna 1?

Kos 4

Kos Meropis 3

Kythnos 2

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia 3

Myrina 3

Leros 2

Melos 3

Mykonos 2

Naxos 4

Nisyros 2

Paros 3

(Peparethos)

Panormos 1

Peparethos 2

Seleinous 1

Pholegandros 2

Rheneia 1

Samothrake 3

Saros 1

Seriphos 2

Sikinos 2

Siphnos 2

Skiathos 2

Skyros 4

Syme 2

Syros 3

Telos 2

Tenos 3

Thasos 4

Thera 2

Makedonia
Aiane ——

Aigeai 2

Alebaia U

Allante ——

Aloros ——

Beroia 4

Dion 4

Edessa ——

Europos ——

Herakleion 3

Ichnai ——

Kyrrhos 4?

Leibethra 3

Methone 3?

Mieza ——

Pella 4

Pydna 3 or 4

Mygdonia
Apollonia ——

Arethousa 2 or 3

Bormiskos 2

Chalestre ——

Herakleia ——

Lete ——

Sindos ——

Therme ——

Bisaltia
Amphipolis ——

Argilos 2

Traïlos ——

Chalkidike
Aige 2

Aineia 1 or 2

Aioleion 1?

Akanthos 3

Akrothooi 2

Alapta U

Anthemous ——

Aphytis 2

Assera 2

Charadrous U

Chedrolioi U

Chytropolis U

Dikaia ——

Dion 1 or 2

Eion U

Galepsos 2 or 3?

Gigonos 1 or 2

Haisa 1?

Istasos U

Kalindoia ——

Kamakai U

Kampsa U

Kissos U

Kithas ——

Kleonai 1 or 2

Kombreia U

Lipaxos U

Mekyberna 1 or 2

Mende 2

Milkoros U

Neapolis 2

Olophyxos 1 or 2

Olynthos 5

Osbaioi U

Othoros U

Pharbelos U

Phegontioi U

Piloros ——

Pistasos U

Pleume 1

Polichnitai U

Posideion U

Poteidaia 2

Prassilos U

Sane, Pallene 2

Sane, Akte 2 or 3

Sarte ——

Serme U

Sermylia 1 or 2

Singos 2 or 3

Sinos 1 or 2

Skabala 2 or 3

Skapsaioi U

Skione 2

Skithai U

Smila U

Spartolos ——

Stagiros ——

Stolos/Skolos 2 or 3

Strepsa ——

Therambos 2

Thestoros U

Thyssos 1 or 2

Tinde

Torone 3

Tripoiai U

Zereia U

Thrace, unlocated
Aison U

Brea U

Kossaia U

Okolon U

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia ——

Berga 3
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Datos 3

Eion 3

Galepsos 3

Krenides ——

Myrkinos 3

Neapolis 2

Oisyme 3

Phagres 3

Philippoi 2 or 3

Pistyros 3

Sirra 3

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera 5

Ainos 4 or 5

Bergepolis ——

Dikaia 2 or 3

Drys 2 or 3

Kypsela ——

Maroneia 5

Mesambria 2

Orthagoria U

Sale 3

Stryme 3

Zone 2

Inland Thrace
Alexandropolis U

Apros ——

Kabyle ——

Philippopolis ——

Pistiros ——

Seuthopolis ——

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi 1 or 2

Alopekonnesos 2 or 3

Araplos U

Chersonesos/Agora 3

Deris ——

Elaious 2 or 3

Ide U

Kardia 2 or 3

Kressa ——

Krithote 2 or 3

Limnai 2

Madytos 3

Paion U

Paktye 1 or 2

Sestos 3 or 4

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe 2

Byzantion 5

Daminon Teichos 1

Heraion Teichos 1 or 2

Neapolis 1

Perinthos 5

Selymbria 4

Serrion Teichos 1

Tyrodiza 5

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia 5

Bizone 2

Dionysopolis 4

Istros 5

Kallatis 5

Mesambria 5

Nikonion 3

Odessos 5

Olbia/Borysthenes 5

Ophiousa U

Orgame 1

Tomis 4

Tyras 5

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos 5

Gorgippia 1

Hermonassa 1

Karkinitis 2

Kepoi 1

Kimmerikon 1

Kytaia 1

Labrys ——

Myrmekeion 1

Nymphaion 1

Pantikapaion 3 or 4

Phanagoria 4

Theodosia 1

Tyritake ——

Pontos: Kolchis
Dioskouris 4

Gyenos 1

Phasis

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos ——

Becheirias U

Choirades U

Herakleia 5

Iasonia ——

Karambis ——

Karoussa ——

Kerasous ——

Kinolis ——

Koloussa ——

Kotyora ——

Kromna ——

Kytoros ——

Limne U

Lykastos ——

Odeinios ——

Sesamos ——

Sinope 5

Stameneia ——

Tetrakis U

Themiskyra ——

Tieion ——

Trapezous ——

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos ——

Artake 1 or 2

Astakos ——

Bysbikos 1

Dareion U

Daskyleion ——

Didymon Teichos ——

Harpagion ——

Kalchedon 5

Kallipolis U

Kios 5

Kolonai U

Kyzikos 5

Lampsakos 5

Metropolis U

Miletoupolis ——

Miletouteichos ——

Myrleia/Bryllion ——

Olbia U

Otlenoi U

Paisos 1 or 2

Parion 5

Plakia ——

Priapos 2 or 3

Prokonnesos 3

Pythopolis ——
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Skylake ——

Sombia U

Tereia ——

Zeleia ——

Troas
Abydos 4

Achilleion 1

Antandros 4?

Arisbe ——

Assos 4

Astyra 1?

Astyra Troika ——

Azeia U

Birytis ——

Dardanos 2

Gargara 2

Gentinos 1 or 2

Gergis 4

Hamaxitos 1 or 2

Ilion 3 or 4

Kebren 5

Kokylion ——

Kolonai 2?

Lamponeia 2?

Larisa 2?

Neandreia 4

Ophryneion 1 or 2

Palaiperkote ——

Perkote 1 or 2

Polichna U

Rhoiteion 2

Sigeion 2

Skepsis 5

Tenedos 2

Lesbos
Antissa 4

Arisba 2 or 3

Eresos 4

Methymna 4

Mytilene 4

Pyrrha 4

Aiolis
Adramyttion ——

Aigai(ai) ——

Aigiroessa U

Atarneus ——

Autokane U

Boione U

Chalkis 1

Elaia 2 or 3

Gambrion ——

Gryneion 1 or 2

Halisarna ——

Herakleia ——

Iolla U

Karene ——

Killa U

Kisthene ——

Kyllene 1 or 2

Kyme 2 or 3

Larisa ——

Leukai 1

Magnesia ——

Melanpagos ——

Myrina 1 or 2

Nasos 1

Neon Teichos ——

Notion U

Palaigambrion U

Parthenion ——

Pergamon ——

Perperene ——

Pitane 1 or 2

Pordoselene 1?

Temnos ——

Teuthrania ——

Thebe ——

Tisna ——

Ionia
Achilleion U

Airai 1 or 2

Anaia 1 or 2

Boutheia ——

Chios 5

Chyton 1 or 2

Dios Hieron 1 or 2

Elaiousioi U

Ephesos 5

Erythrai 5

Isinda U

Klazomenai 3 or 4

Kolophon 4

Korykos 1 or 2

Lebedos 2 or 3

Leukophrys ——

Magnesia (Mai) ——

Marathesion 1

Miletos 5

Myonnesos 1

Myous 2 or 3

Naulochon 1 or 2

Notion 1 or 2

Phokaia 3

Polichnitai ——

Priene 3 or 4

Pteleon 1 or 2

Pygela 1 or 2

Samos 5

Sidousa ——

Smyrna ——

Teos 3 or 4

Thebai 1 or 2

Karia
Alabanda ——

Alinda ——

Amos ——

Amynandeis 1 or 2

Amyzon ——

Arlissos U

Armelitai U

Aulai ——

Bargasa ——

Bargylia 1 or 2

Bolbai U

Chalketor 1 or 2

Chersonesos U

Chios U

Erineis U

Euromos 1 or 2

Halikarnassos 2, with

dependencies 5

Hybliseis U

Hydaieis 1 or 2

Hydisos ——

Hymisseis U

Iasos 2 or 3

Idrias ——

Idyma ——

Kalynda ——

Karbasyanda 1 or 2
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Karyanda 1

Kasolaba U

Kaunos ——

Kedreai ——

Keramos ——

Killareis 1 or 2

Kindye 1 or 2

Knidos 4 or 5

Kodapeis U

Koliyrgeis ——

Koranza U

Krya 1 or 2

Kyllandos ——

Kyrbissos U

Latmos/Herakleia ——

Lepsimandos 1

Medmasos 1 or 2

Mylasa ——

Myndos 1 or 2

Narisbareis U

Naryandos U

Naxia 1 or 2

Olaieis ——

Olymos ——

Ouranion ——

Parpariotai ——

Passanda ——

Pedasa 1

Peleiatai U

Pidasa ——

Pladasa ——

Pyrindos U

Pyrnos ——

Salmakis U

Siloi U

Syangela/Theangela 2 or 3

Talagreis U

Taramptos 1

Tarbaneis U

Telandros 1

Telemessos 1 or 2

Termera 1 or 2

Terssogasseis U

Thasthareis 1 or 2

Thydonos U

Tralleis ——

Lykia
Phaselis ——

Xenthos ——

Crete
Allaria 2

Anopolis 2

Apellonia 2

Aptara 3

Arkades 3

Aulon 1

Axos 2

Biannos 2

Bionnos 1

Chersonasos 1

Datala U

Dragmos 1

Dreros 2

Eleutherna 3

Eltynia 2

Elyros 2

Gortyns 4

Herakleion 3

Hierapytna 4

Hyrtakina 2

Istron 2

Itanos 3

Keraia 1

Knosos 4

Kydonia 4

Kytaion 1

Lappa 3

Lato 2

Lebena 2

Lisos 2

Lyktos 4

Malla 2

Matala 1

Milatos 2

Olous 3

Petra 1

Phaistos 2

Phalasarna 3

Polichne 2

Polyrhen 3

Praisos 3

Priansos 3

Rhaukos 2

Rhithymnos 3

Rhitten 1

Stalai 1

Sybrita 2

Tarrha 2

Tylisos 2

Rhodos
Brikindera ——

Diakrioi U

Ialysos 4

Kamiros 4

Lindos 5

Oiai U

Pedieis U

Rhodos 5

Pamphylia
Aspendos ——

Idyros ——

Perge 5

Side 4

Kilikia
Aphrodisias ——

Holmoi ——

Issos ——

Kelenderis ——

Mallos ——

Nagidos ——

Soloi ——

Cyprus
Amathous 5

Idalion 5

Karpasia 5

Keryneia 5

Kourion 5

Lapethos 5

Marion 5

Paphos 5

Salamis 5

Soloi 5

Syria
Posideion 1?

Egypt
Naukratis ——

Oasis U

Libya
Barke 4 or 5

Euhesperides 2?

Kinyps ——
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Kyrene 5

Taucheira 3?

Unlocated
Astraiousioi U

Erodioi U

Eurymachitai U

Kystiros U

Lechoioi U

Phytaioi U
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A. Poleis in 400

Spain and France
Emporion

Massalia

Sikelia
Abakainon

Agyrion

Akrai

Alaisa

Apollonia

Engyon

Galeria

Heloron

Henna

Herakleia Minoa

Imachara

Kallipolis

Kamarina

Kasmenai

Kephaloidion

Lipara

Longane

Morgantina

Mylai

Mytistratos

Nakone

Selinous

Syrakousai

Zankle/Messana

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia

Hipponion

Hyele

Kaulonia

Kroton

Kyme

Laos

Lokroi

Medma

Metapontion

Metauros

Neapolis

Pandosia

Pithekoussai

Pyxous

Rhegion

Taras

Temesa

Terina

Thourioi

The Adriatic
Adria

Apollonia

Brentesion

Epidamnos/Dyrrhachion

Spina

Epeiros
Batiai

Boucheta

Bouthroton

Dodone

Elateia

Ephyra

Pandosia

Akarnania
Alyzeia

Ambrakia

Anaktorion

Argos

Astakos

Derion

Herakleia

Ithaka

Korkyra

Koronta

Kranioi

Leukas

Oiniadai

Palairos

Paleis

Phoitiai

Pronnoi

Same

Stratos

Zakynthos

Aitolia
Aigition

Chalkis

Kallion

Kalydon

Makynea

Molykreion

Phola

Pleuron

Proschion

Trichoneion

West Lokris
Alpa

Amphissa

Chaleion

Hyaia

Hypnia

Issioi

Messapioi

Myania

Naupaktos

Oianthea

Tolophon

Tritea

Phokis
Abai

Ambryssos

Amphikaia

Antikyra

Boulis

Charadra

Daulis

Delphoi

Drymos

Echedameia

Elateia

Erochos

Hyampolis
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Ledon

Lilaia

Medeon

Neon/Tithorea

Parapotamioi

Pedieis

Phanoteus

Phlygonion

Po[——]

Stiris

Teithronion

Trachis

Troneia

Boiotia
Akraiphia

Anthedon

Chaironeia

Chorsiai

Erythrai

Eteonos/Skaphai

Eutresis

Haliartos

Hyettos

Hysiai

Kopai

Koroneia

Lebadeia

Mykalessos

Orchomenos

Oropos

Pharai

Siphai

Skolos

Tanagra

Thebai

Thespiai

Thisbai

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos

Megara

Sikyon

Achaia
Aigai

Aigeira

Aigion

Boura

Dyme

Helike

Keryneia

Olenos

Patrai

Pellene

Pharai

Phelloe

Rhypai

Tritaia

Elis
Alasyaion

Alion

Amphidolia

Elis

Eupagion

Kyllene

Larissa

Lasion

Letrinoi

Marganeis

Opous

Pylos

Thraistos

Arkadia
Alea

Alipheira

Asea

Dipaia

Euaimon

Eutaia

Gortys

Halous

Helisson

Heraia

Kaphyai

Kleitor

Koila

Kynaitha

Lousoi

Lykosoura

Mantinea

Methydrion

Nestane

Nonakris

Orchomenos

Oresthasion

Paion

Pallantion

Phara

Pheneos

Phigaleia

Phorieia

Psophis

Pylai

Stymphalos

Tegea

Teuthis

Thaliades

Thelphousa

Thisoa

Torthyneion

Trapezous

Triphylia
Epeion

Epitalion

Lepreon

Makiston

Phrixai

Pyrgos

Skillous

Messenia
Aithaia

Asine

Aulon

Kardamyle

Kyparissos

Mothone

Pharai

Thalamai

Thouria

Lakedaimon
Anthana

Aphroditia

Boia

Chen

Epidauros

Etis

Eua

Geronthrai

Gytheion

Kromnos

Kythera
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Las

Oinous

Oios

Oitylos

Pellana

Prasiai/Oreiatai

Sellasia

Side

Sparta

Argolis
Argos

Epidauros

Halieis

Hermion

Kleonai

Methana

Phleious

Troizen

Saronic Gulf
Aigina

Belbina

Kalaureia

Attika
Athenai

Salamis

Euboia
Athenai Diades

Chalkis

Dion

Eretria

Histiaia/Oreos

Karystos

Orobiai

Posideion

East Lokris
Alope

Alponos

Halai

Kynos

Larymna

Naryka

Opous

Skarpheia

Thronion

Doris

Boion

Erineos

Kytinion

Thessalia
Amphanai

Argoussa

Atrax

Gomphoi/Philippoi

Gyrton

Kierion

Kondaia

Krannon

Larisa

Methylion

Mopsion

Orthos

Oxynion

Pagasai

Peirasia

Pelinnaion

Phakion

Pharkadon

Pharsalos

Pherai

Skotoussa

Thetonion

Trikka

Dolopia
Angeia

Ktimene

Ainis
Hypata

Kapheleis

Korophaioi

Phyrragioi

Talana

Oita
Chen

Parasopioi

Malis
Anthele

Antikyre

Echinos

Herakleia

Lamia

Achaia Phthiotis
Antron

Ekkarra

Halos

Kypaira

Larisa

Melitaia

Phylake

Proerna

Pyrasos/Demetrion

Thaumakoi

Magnesia
Eureaioi

Eurymenai

Homolion

Iolkos

Kasthanaie

Kikynethos

Korakai

Meliboia

Methone

Olizon

Oxoniaioi

Rhizous

Spalauthra

Perrhaibia
Azoros

Chyretiai

Doliche

Ereikinion

Gonnos

Malloia

Mondaia

Mylai

Oloosson

Phalanna

Pythoinon

Athamania
Argethia

The Aegean
(Amorgos)

Aigiale

Arkesine

Minoa

Anaphe

Andros
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Astypalaia

Chalke

Delos

Helene

(Ikaros)

Oine

Therma

Ikos

Imbros

Ios

Kalymna

(Karpathos)

Arkesseia

Brykous

Karpathos

Kasos

(Keos)

Ioulis

Karthaia

Koresia

Poiessa

Keria

Kimolos

(Kos)

Astypalaia on Kos

Halasarna

Kos Meropis

Kythnos

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia

Myrina

Leros

Melos

Mykonos

Naxos

Nisyros

Palaiskiathioi

Paros

(Peparethos)

Panormos

Peparethos

Seleinous

Pholegandros

Rheneia

Samothrake

Saros

Seriphos

Sikinos

Siphnos

Skiathos

Skyros

Syme

Syros

Telos

Tenos

Thasos

Thera

Makedonia
Aiane

Aigeai

Alebaia

Allante

Aloros

Beroia

Dion

Edessa

Europos

Herakleion

Ichnai

Kyrrhos

Leibethra

Methone

Mieza

Pella

Pydna

Mygdonia
Apollonia

Arethousa

Bormiskos

Herakleia

Lete

Sindos

Therme

Bisaltia
Amphipolis

Argilos

Traïlos

Chalkidike
Aige

Aineia

Aioleion

Akanthos

Akrothooi

Alapta

Anthemous

Aphytis

Assera

Charadrous

Chedrolioi

Chytropolis

Dikaia

Dion

Eion

Galepsos

Gigonos

Haisa

Istasos

Kalindoia

Kamakai

Kampsa

Kissos

Kithas

Kleonai

Kombreia

Lipaxos

Mekyberna

Mende

Milkoros

Neapolis

Olophyxos

Olynthos

Osbaioi

Othoros

Pharbelos

Phegontioi

Piloros

Pistasos

Pleume

Polichnitai

Posideion

Poteidaia

Prassilos

Sane on Pallene

Sane on Athos

Sarte

Serme

Sermylia

Singos

Sinos

Skabala

Skapsaioi

Skione
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Skithai

Smila

Spartolos

Stagiros

Stolos/Skolos

Strepsa

Therambos

Thestoros

Thyssos

Tinde

Torone

Tripoiai

Zereia

Unlocated in Thrace
Aison

Brea

Kossaia

Okolon

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia

Berga

Galepsos

Myrkinos

Neapolis

Oisyme

Phagres

Pistyros

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera

Ainos

Bergepolis

Dikaia

Drys

Kypsela

Maroneia

Mesambrie

Orthagoria

Sale

Stryme

Zone

Inland Thrace
Pistiros

Thracian Chersonesos
Alopekonnesos

Araplos

Chersonesos/Agora

Deris

Elaious

Ide

Kardia

Kressa

Krithote

Limnai

Madytos

Paion

Paktye

Sestos

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe

Byzantion

Daminon Teichos

Heraion Teichos

Neapolis

Perinthos

Selymbria

Serrion Teichos

Tyrodiza

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia

Bizone

Dionysopolis

Istros

Kallatis

Mesambria

Nikonion

Odessos

Olbia/Borysthenes

Ophiousa

Orgame

Tomis

Tyras

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos

Gorgippia

Hermonassa

Karkinitis

Kepoi

Kimmerikon

Kytaia

Labrys

Myrmekeion

Nymphaion

Pantikapaion/Bosporos

Phanagoria

Theodosia

Tyritake

Pontos: Kolchis
Dioskouris

Gyenos

Phasis

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos/Peiraieus

Becheirias

Herakleia

Karoussa

Kerasous

Kinolis

Koloussa

Kotyora

Kromna

Kytoros

Limne

Sesamos

Sinope

Stameneia

Themiskyra

Tieion

Trapezous

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos

Artake

Astakos

Bysbikos

Dareion

Daskyleion

Didymon Teichos

Harpagion

Kalchedon

Kallipolis

Kios

Kolonai

Kyzikos

Lampsakos

Metropolis

Miletoupolis

Miletouteichos

Myrleia

Olbia
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Otlenoi

Parion

Plakia

Priapos

Prokonnesos

Pythopolis

Sombia

Tereia

Zeleia

Troas
Abydos

Achilleion

Antandros

Arisbe

Assos

Astyra Mysia

Astyra Troika

Azeia

Birytis

Dardanos

Gargara

Gentinos

Gergis

Hamaxitos

Ilion

Kebren

Kokylion

Kolonai

Lamponeia

Larisa

Neandreia

Ophryneion

Palaiperkote

Perkote

Polichna

Rhoiteion

Sigeion

Skepsis

Tenedos

Lesbos
Antissa

Eresos

Methymna

Mytilene

Pyrrha

Aiolis
Adramyttion

Aigai(ai)

Aigiroessa

Atarneus

Autokane

Boione

Chalkis

Elaia

Gambrion

Gryneion

Halisarna

Herakleia

Iolla

Karene

Killa

Kisthene

Kyllene

Kyme

Larisa

Leukai

Magnesia

Melanpagos

Myrina

Nasos

Neon Teichos

Notion

Palaigambrion

Parthenion

Pergamon

Perperene

Pitane

Pordoselene

Temnos

Teuthrania

Thebe

Tisna

Ionia
Achilleion

Airai

Anaia

Boutheia

Chios

Chyton

Dios Hieron

Elaiousioi

Ephesos

Erythrai

Isinda

Klazomenai

Kolophon

Korykos

Lebedos

Leukophrys

Magnesia

Marathesion

Miletos

Myonnesos

Myous

Notion

Phokaia

Polichnitai

Priene

Pteleon

Pygela

Samos

Sidousa

Teos

Thebai

Karia
Amos

Amynandeis

Amyzon

Aulai

Bargasa

Bargylia

Bolbai

Chalketor

Chersonesos

Chios

Erineis

Euromos

Halikarnassos

Hydisos

Hymisseis

Idrias

Idyma

Kalynda

Karbasyanda

Karyanda

Kindye

Knidos

Kodapeis

Krya
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Kyllandos

Kyrbissos

Latmos/Herakleia

Lepsimandos

Medmasos

Mylasa

Myndos

Narisbareis

Naryandos

Naxia

Olaieis

Olymos

Parpariotai

Passanda

Pedasa

Peleiatai

Pidasa

Pyrindos

Pyrnos

Salmakis

Siloi

Talagreis

Taramptos

Tarbaneis

Telandros

Telemessos

Termera

Thasthareis

Thydonos

Tralleis

Lykia
Phaselis

Crete
Anopolis

Apellonia

Aptara

Aulon

Axos

Biannos

Datala

Dreros

Eleutherna

Eltynia

Elyros

Gortyns

Herakleion

Hierapytna

Istron

Itanos

Knosos

Kydonia

Kytaion

Lato

Lebena

Lisos

Lyktos

Malla

Milatos

Olous

Petra

Phaistos

Phalasarna

Polichne

Polyrhen

Praisos

Rhitten

Sybrita

Tarrha

Tylisos

Rhodos
Ialysos

Kamiros

Lindos

Rhodos

Pamphylia
Aspendos

Idyros

Perge

Side

Kilikia
Aphrodisias

Holmoi

Issos

Kelenderis

Mallos

Nagidos

Soloi

Cyprus
Amathous

Idalion

Karpasia

Keryneia

Kourion

Lapethos

Marion

Paphos

Salamis

Soloi

Syria
Posideion

Egypt
Naukratis

Oasis

Libya
Barke

Euhesperides

Kyrene

Taucheira

Unlocated
Astraiousioi

Erodioi

Eurymachitai

Kystiros

Phytaioi

B. Poleis no longer or not
yet Existing in 400

Spain and France
Alalie abandoned in c.540

Rhode colonised by Massalia

in, perhaps, C4e

Sikelia
Adranon founded by Dionysios I

c.400

Aitna Aitnaians expelled in

461

Akragas destroyed in 406,

refounded in C4s

Alontion Sikel community,

Hellenised in C4

Euboia incorporated into

Syracuse in C5e

Gela destroyed in 405,

refounded in C4s

Herakleia short-lived colony

founded by Dorieus in

C6l
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Herbessos Sikel community,

Hellenised in C4

Herbita Sikel community,

Hellenised in C4

Himera destroyed in 409

Hippana indigenous communi-

ty, refounded as a

Hellenic polis in C4s

Katane settled by Campanians

403–396

Kentoripa Sikel community,

refounded as a Hellenic

polis in C4s

Leontinoi incorporated into

Syracuse 403, resettled

in 396

Megara incorporated into

Syracuse c.483

Naxos enslaved by Syracuse in

403

Petra indigenous communi-

ty?, Hellenised in C4

Piakos indigenous communi-

ty?, Hellenised in C4

Sileraioi indigenous communi-

ty?, Hellenised in C4

Stielanaioi indigenous communi-

ty?, Hellenised in C4

Tauromenion a Hellenic polis from

C4e onwards

Tyndaris founded by Dionysios I

in 396

Tyrrhenoi indigenous communi-

ty, Hellenised in C4

Italia and Kampania
Poseidonia conquered by

Leukanians in C5l–C4e

Siris/Polieion disappeared in C5s

Sybaris destroyed in 510, disap-

pears in C5f

The Adriatic
Ankon colonised by

Syracusans c.387

Herakleia probably founded by

Dionysios I in C4e

Issa probably founded by

Dionysios I in C4e

Lissos founded by Dionysios I

in C4e

Melaina deserted Knidian

Korkyra colony refounded by

Issa in C4–C3

Pharos colony founded by

Paros in 385

Epeiros
Amantia not yet a polis in 400?

Artichia not yet a polis in 400?

[Berenike] not yet a polis in 400?

Byllis not yet a polis in 400?

Elea not yet a polis in 400?

Eurymenai not yet a polis in 400?

Gitana not yet a polis in 400?

Horraon not yet a polis in 400?

Kassopa a polis from C4m

onwards

Nikaia not yet a polis in 400?

Olympa not yet a polis in 400?

Orikos a polis from C4m

onwards

Passaron not yet a polis in 400?

Phanote not yet a polis in 400?

Phoinike a polis from C4m

onwards

Poionos a polis from C4m?

onwards

Tekmon not yet a polis in 400?

Torone a polis from C4m?

onwards

Zmaratha a polis from C4m?

onwards

Akarnania
Echinos a polis from C4e?

onwards

Euripos a polis from C4e?

onwards

Hyporeiai a polis from C4e?

onwards

Limnaia a polis from C4e

onwards

Matropolis a polis from C4e?

onwards

Medion a polis from C4e?

onwards

Phara a polis in C4? onwards

Thyrreion a polis from C4e?

onwards

Torybeia a polis from C4e?

onwards

Aitolia
Agrinion a polis from C4m

onwards

Akripos a polis from C4e?

onwards

Halikyrna not yet a polis in 400?

Phylea a polis from C4e?

onwards

Sollion incorporated into

Palairos in 431/0

Therminea a polis from C4e?

onwards

Phokis
Aiolidai presumably destroyed

in 480

Kirrha ghost polis

Triteis presumably destroyed

in 480

Boiotia
Alalkomenai incorporated into

Koroneia in C7–C6?

Plataiai destroyed in 427, reset-

tled in 386

Potniai synoecised with Thebes

431, not re-established

later

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena not yet a polis in 400?

Pagai not yet a polis in 400?

Achaia
Ascheion not yet a polis in 400?

Leontion not yet a polis in 400?

Elis
Anaitoi no longer a polis in

400?

Chaladrioi no longer a polis in

400?

Dyspontion destroyed c.570

Ewaoioi no longer a polis in

400?

Lenos no longer a polis in 400?
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Metapioi no longer a polis in 400?

Pisa a polis 365–62

Arkadia
Megale polis founded in 368

Triphylia
Noudion destroyed by Elis in C5s?

Messenia
Korone founded or refounded

in 369

Messene/ founded in 369

Ithome

Lakedaimon
Aigys need not have existed

before C4l

Belbina not earlier than C4

Kyphanta perhaps a C4 founda-

tion

Thyrea destroyed in 424

Argolis
Mykenai destroyed c.460

Orneai destroyed c.416/15

Tiryns destroyed in 460s

Attika
Eleusis in existence 403–401

Euboia
Diakrioi incorporated into

Eretria? C5l?

Diakres apo incorporated into

Chalkideon Chalkis C5l?

Dystos ghost polis? still a

dependent polis in

C4m?

Grynchai incorporated into

Eretria C5l–C4e

Peraia incorporated into

Eretria C5l–C4e

Styra incorporated into

Eretria C5l

East Lokris
Knemides ghost polis?

Nikaia founded in C4f

Doris
Akyphas/ not yet a polis in 400?

Pindos

Thessalia
Metropolis founded by synoecism

in C4f

Phaloria not yet a polis in 400?

Malis
Trachis absorbed by Herakleia

in 426

Phthiotis
Peuma not yet a polis in 400?

Thebai founded by synoecism

in C4s

Magnesia
Amyros abandoned c.400,

population moved to

Kasthanaia?

The Aegean
Eteokarpathioi splinter community in

5s? no polis town?

Kos synoecised in 366/5

Mygdonia
Chalestre perhaps not a Hellenic

polis in 400

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Datos founded c.360

Eion incorporated into

Amphipolis in C5l

Krenides founded c.360

Philippoi founded in 356

Sirra presumably a polis

from C4m onwards

Inland Thrace
Alexandro- founded in 341

polis

Apros not yet a polis in 400

Kabyle founded c.340

Philippopolis founded in C4m

Seuthopolis founded c.325–15

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi not a polis between C5l

and C4m

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Choirades not a Hellenic polis in

400

Iasonia ghost polis

Karambis ghost polis

Lykastos ghost polis

Odeinios ghost polis

Tetrakis ghost polis

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Paisos incorporated into

Lampsakos in, perhaps,

C5l

Skylake perhaps incorporated

into Kyzikos before 

400

Lesbos
Arisba incorporated into

Methymna in C6

Ionia
Naulochon a polis in C4 onwards

Smyrna destroyed in C6m,

refounded in C4l.

Karia
Alabanda not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Alinda not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Arlissos not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Armelitai not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Hybliseis not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Hydaieis not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Iasos destroyed in 405, reap-

pears in C4f

Kasolaba not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Kaunos not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Kedreai destroyed in 405, reap-

pears in C4–C3

Keramos not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Killareis not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Koliyrgeis not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?
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Koranza not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Ouranion not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Pladasa not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Syangela/ not yet a Hellenic polis

Theangela in 400?

Terssogasseis not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400?

Lykia
Xanthos not yet a Hellenic polis

in 400

Crete
Allaria a polis from C4s

onwards

Arkades a polis from C4s

onwards

Bionnos a polis from C4s

onwards

Chersonasos a polis from C4s

onwards

Dragmos a polis from C4s

onwards

Hyrtakina not yet a polis in 400?

Keraia a polis from C4s onwards

Lappa a polis from C4s

onwards

Matala not yet a polis in 400?

Priansos a polis from C4s

onwards

Rhaukos a polis from C4s

onwards

Rhithymnos a polis from C4s

onwards

Stalai a polis from C4s

onwards

Rhodos
Brikindera incorporated into

Lindos in C5l?

Diakrioi incorporated into

Lindos in C5l?

Oiai incorporated into

Lindos in C5l?

Pedieis incorporated into

Lindos in C5l?

Libya
Kinyps short-lived colony foun-

ded by Dorieus in C6l
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Key
Bas. �Basileia

Dem. �Demokratia

Ol. �Oligarchia

Pol. �Politeia

Tyr. �Tyrannis

Spain and France
Massalia Ol. later Dem. (Pol.)

Sikelia
Agyrion Tyr. C4

Aitna Bas. Tyr. C5f

Akragas Tyr. 570–471; Dem.

c.500; 471–?; Ol. 450s

Apollonia Tyr. C4m

Engyon Tyr. C4m

Gela Tyr. 505–466/5; Ol. C5l

Henna Tyr. C5l

Herbita Bas. C5m

Himera Tyr. C5e

Kamarina Tyr. C5f

Katane Tyr. C4m

Kentoripa Tyr. C6l, C4m

Leontinoi Ol. C7l; Tyr. C7l; Dem.

C5s; Ol. C5l

Selinous Tyr. C6m–?

Syrakousai Ol. C8s–C6; Tyr. C6;

Ol. C6l; Dem. C5e; Tyr.

485–466; Dem.

466–406; Tyr. 406–344;

Dem. 344–?; Ol. ?–316

Tauromenion Tyr. C4m

Zankle Bas. C5e–488/7; Tyr.

C4m

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Tyr.?

Hyele Tyr. C5f

Kaulonia Ol. C6l–C5f?

Kroton Ol. ?–510; Dem. C6l;

Tyr. C5e; Ol. C5m.

Kyme Ol. ?–504; Tyr.

504–490; Ol. 490–?

Lokroi Ol. ?–352; Tyr. 352 or

346; Dem. 346–?

Metapontion Ol. ?–C5l; Dem.? C5l–?

Neapolis Dem.? C4

Rhegion Ol. ?–494; Tyr. 494–461

Sybaris Ol. ?–C6s; Tyr. C6l

Taras Pol. –C6l; Tyr. C6l?;

Dem. C5f–?

Thourioi Dem. ?–413; Ol. 413–?;

Dem. C4?; dynasteia

C4?

The Adriatic
Apollonia Dem. C5–C4

Epidamnos Ol. ?–437; Dem.

437–433; Ol. 433–C4s

Akarnania
Ambrakia Tyr. C6; Ol. C6–C5;

Dem. C4m; Ol.

338–336; Dem. 336–?

Astakos Tyr. C5s

Korkyra Tyr. C6; Ol. C5; Dem.

426–361; Ol. 361–?

Leukas Tyr. C7s–C6; Ol. ?–C5e;

Dem. C5e–?

Zakynthos Dem. C5–404; Ol.

404–C4e; Dem. 380s;

Ol. 380s–?

West Lokris
Chaleion Ol. C5m

Oianthea Ol. C5m; Tyr. C4f

Phokis
Delphoi Ol./Dem. C4

Boiotia
Akraiphia Ol. 446–386

Chaironeia Ol. 446–386

Haliartos Ol. 446–386

Hyettos Ol. 446–386

Kopai Ol. 446–386

Koroneia Ol. 446–386

Orchomenos Ol. 446–364

Plataiai Dem. C5s

Siphai Ol. C5s

Tanagra Ol. 446–386

Thebai Ol. C6–379; Dem.

378–35

Thespiai Ol. 446–372

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos Bas. ?–C8m; Ol.

C8m–C7m; Tyr.

C7m–C6e; Ol.

C6e–C4l; Dem. 392–86;

Tyr. 366.

Megara Ol. Tyr. C7s; Ol. Dem.

C6; 427–24, c.375–?

Sikyon Tyr. C7m–C6m; Ol.

C6m–C4l; Tyr. 367–66

Achaia
Aigai Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Aigeira Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Aigion Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Ascheion Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Dyme Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Keryneia Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Leontion Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Olenos Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Patrai Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Pellene Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365, 330s;

Tyr. 330s

Pharai Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365
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Phelloe Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Rhypai Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Tritaia Ol. 417–366 and C4s;

Dem. 366–365

Elis
Elis Ol. C6–471; Dem.

471–365; Ol. 365–?

Arkadia
Helisson Dem. C4f

Heraia Dem. C4f?

Mantinea Dem. C6–385; Ol.

385–370; Dem. 370–?

Megalopolis Dem. 368–?

Phigaleia Dem. C4f

Tegea Ol. ?–370; Dem. 370–?

Messenia
Messene Dem. 369–?

Lakedaimon
Sparta Mixed

Argolis
Argos Bas.? ?–C6f; Ol.

C6f–C5f; Dem.

C5f–C4l; Ol. 417 and 370

Epidauros Ol. ?–C7s; Tyr. C7s;

Dem. C4

Phleious Tyr. C6; Dem. C4e; Ol.

379–?

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Ol. C5

Attika
Athenai Bas.? ?–C8; Ol. C8–561;

Tyr. 561–510; Dem.

508/7–322/1; Ol. 411,

404–3

Eleusis Ol. 403–401

Euboia
Chalkis Tyr. C6; Ol. C6, C5f;

Dem. C6l, C5–C4

Eretria Ol. C6, C5e; Dem. C6l,

C5–C4f, C4s; Tyr. C4m

Histiaia/Oreos Ol. C5f, C5l; Dem. C5s,

C4f, C4s; Tyr. C4f, C4m

Karystos Dem. C5; Ol. C5l

East Lokris
Opous Ol. C5f

Thessalia
Krannon Ol. C6; Tyr. C4

Larisa Ol.

Pharsalos Ol.

Pagasai Tyr. C4f

Pherai Tyr. C5l–C4f

The Aegean
Andros Dem. ?–411; Ol.

411–C4e; Dem. C

4e–?

Kos Dem. 366/5–C4m; Ol.

C4m; Dem. 332–?

Paros Ol. ?–410/9; Dem.

410/9–404?; Tyr. or Ol.

C4e; Dem. 393–?

Siphnos Dem. C5–404/3; Ol.

404/3–394/3; Dem.

394/3–?

Tenos Dem C5–411; Ol. 411–?

Thasos Dem. ?–411; Ol.

411–407; Dem.

407–404; Ol. 404–

c.390; Dem. 390–?

Thera Bas. Ol. Dem.

Makedonia
Aiane Bas.

Beroia Ol.

Chalkidike
Amphipolis Dem. 437/6?; Dem.

C4m

Akanthos Dem. 424

Aphytis Dem. C4

Mende Dem. 423; Ol. 423;

Dem. 423–?

Torone Dem. 423; Ol. 423–?

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Myrkinos Tyr. C6l

Neapolis Dem. C5s

Philippoi Mixed C4s

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Dem. C5

Thracian Chersonesos
Alopekon- Tyr. C6s

nesos

Chersonesos/ Tyr. C6s

Agora

Elaious Tyr. C6s

Kardia Tyr. C6s, C4s

Krithote Tyr. C6s

Limnai Tyr. C6s

Madytos Tyr. C6s

Paktye Tyr. C6s

Sestos Tyr. C6s

Propontic Thrace
Byzantion Tyr. C6l; Ol. 404–390;

Dem. 390–?

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia Ol. C6

Istros Ol. ?–C5s; Dem. C5s–?

Olbia Ol. ?–c.480; Tyr.

c.480–?; Dem. C4

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos Dem. C5–C4

Nymphaion Bas. C5s–?

Pantikapaion Tyr. C5f; Bas. C5s–?

Phanagoria Bas. C4e–?

Theodosia Bas. C4e–?

Tyritake Bas. C5s–?

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos Dem. C5s

Herakleia Dem. C6m; Tyr. C6s;

Ol. C6l; Pol. C5f; Dem.

C5l; Tyr. 364–?

Sinope Tyr. C5m; Dem. C5s

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kalchedon Dem. C4m

Kios Dem. C4; Tyr. 337–302

Kyzikos Tyr. C6l; Dem. C5?

Lampsakos Bas.? C7; Tyr. C6l–C5e,

C4f, 340s. Dem. C4l

Myrleia Tyr. 337–302

(Bryllion)

Parion Tyr. C6l

Prokonnesos Tyr. C6l

Zeleia Dem. 334–?
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Troas
Abydos Tyr. 520s; Ol. 411–C4e;

Tyr. C4f

Assos Tyr. C4m

Gergis Persian “satraps”

Ilion Dem. C4l

Sigeion Tyr. C6, C4

Tenedos Bas. C7–C6?

Lesbos
Antissa Tyr. C4s–332; Dem.

C4l?

Eresos Tyr. C4s–332; Dem. C4l

Methymna Dem. C4l; Ol. C4m;

Tyr. C4m–332; Dem.

C4l?

Mytilene Bas. C7; Tyr. C7l–C6e;

Ol. C6; Tyr. C6l–C5e;

Ol. C5–427; Dem.

427–405; Ol. 405–389;

Dem. 389–C4m; Tyr.

C4m–347/6; Dem.

347/6–333; Tyr. 333–332;

Dem. 332–?

Aiolis
Atarneus Tyr. C4m

Gambrion Tyr. C5–C4e

Gryneion Tyr. C5–C4e

Halisarna Tyr. C4e

Kyme Tyr. 550–500; Dem.

replaced by Ol. C5–C4

Myrina Tyr. C5–C4e

Nasos Dem. C4l

Palaigambrion Tyr. C5–C4e

Pergamon Tyr. C4e

Teuthranion Tyr. C4e

Ionia
Chios Tyr. 513–480; mixed

480–412; Ol. 412 or 394;

Ol. C4; Dem. C4l

Ephesos Tyr. ?–492; Dem. 492 or

334; Ol. 334; Dem.

334–?

Erythrai Ol. C7–C6?; mixed

C6–492; Dem.

492–C5m; Ol. C5m;

Dem. 453–C4e; Ol. C4s;

Dem. 330s–?

Klazomenai Dem. C5l–C4e; Tyr.

C4m?; Dem. 334–?

Kolophon Ol. –C5m; Dem. 420s;

Ol. C4?; Dem. 334–?

Magnesia Ol. C6; Dem. C4l

Miletos Tyr. ?–C6s; Ol. C6s;

Tyr. C6l; Dem. C5e; Ol.

?–c.440; Dem.

c.440–405; Ol. 405–401;

Dem. C4f; Tyr. C4m;

Dem. 334–?

Priene Dem. C4l

Samos Bas. C7?; Ol. C7–C6e;

Tyr. 590s–479; Dem.

492; Ol. 479–441; Dem.

441–404; Ol. 404–365;

klerouchy 365–22

Teos Dem. C5

Karia
Alabanda Tyr. C5e

Halikarnassos Tyr. C6–C4

Iasos Dem. C4

Kindye Tyr. C5–C4

Knidos Ol. ?–C4; Dem. C4–?

Kyllandos Tyr. C5s

Mylasa Dem. C4s; Tyr. C4l

Syangela/ Tyr. C5s

Theangela

Crete
Axos Bas.

Lappa Bas.?

Rhodos
Ialysos Dem. ?–411; Ol. 411–?

Kamiros Dem. ?–411; Ol. 411–?

Lindos Dem. ?–411; Ol. 411–?

Rhodos Ol. ?–395; Dem. 395–91;

Ol. 391–90; Dem.

390–55; Ol. 355–32;

Dem. 332–?

Kilikia
Soloi Dem. 333–?

Cyprus
Amathous Bas.

Idalion Bas.

Kourion Bas.

Lapethos Bas.

Marion Bas.

Paphos Bas.

Salamis Bas.

Soloi Bas.

Libya
Barke Bas. C6; Ol. C6–C4

Euhesperides Ol. C5–C4

Kyrene Bas. c.631–440; Dem.

C6m, 440–?
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Key
demos � assembly, sometimes called

ekklesia or halia or polis vel

sim.

boule �council

dikasterion �court, manned with

jurors or magistrates

gerousia �council of elders

nomothetai �boards of legislators

Spain and France
Massalia boule of 600

Sikelia
Akragas demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Gela demos

Kamarina demos

Katane demos

Kentoripa demos

Megara demos or dikasterion

Nakone boule, demos

Selinous demos or dikasterion

Syrakousai demos, boule, nomo-

thetai

Zankle/Messana demos

Italia
Herakleia demos

Kroton demos, gerousia, The

Thousand

Kyme demos, boule

Lokroi demos, boule, gerou-

sia?

Neapolis demos, boule

Poseidonia demos?

Rhegion demos

Taras demos

The Adriatic
Epidamnos demos, boule

Issa demos

Akarnania
Anaktorion demos

Korkyra demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Stratos demos, boule

Phokis
Delphoi demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Boiotia
Akraiphia boule

Chaironeia boule

Haliartos boule

Hyettos boule

Kopai boule

Koroneia boule

Lebadeia boule

Orchomenos boule

Oropos demos

Plataiai demos

Tanagra boule

Thebai demos, boule

Thespiai boule

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos demos, boule (of

80 �gerousia?)

Megara demos, boule, dikas-

terion (The Three

Hundred)

Elis
Chaladrioi demos

Elis demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Arkadia
Lousoi demos

Mantinea demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Stymphalos demos, boule

Tegea demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Messenia
Messene demos

Lakedaimon
Sparta demos, gerousia

Argolis
Argos demos, boule, The

Eighty

Epidauros demos, boule

Halieis demos, boule

Tiryns demos

Troizen demos, boule

Saronic Gulf
Aigina dikasterion

Attika
Athenai demos, boule, gerou-

sia, dikasterion,

nomothetai

Salamis demos

Euboia
Eretria demos, boule

Histiaia/Oreos boule, dikasterion

Thessalia
Argoussa demos

Larisa demos

Skotoussa demos

Malis
Herakleia demos

Magnesia
Meliboia demos

The Aegean
Andros boule

Arkesine demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Delos demos, boule

Imbros demos, boule

Ios demos, boule

Kalymna demos, boule
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(Keos)

Ioulis demos, boule

Karthaia demos, boule

Koresia demos, boule

Poiessa demos, boule

Kos demos, boule, dikas-

terion

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia demos

Myrina demos, boule

Naxos demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Paros demos, boule

Peparethos demos?

Pholegandros demos, boule

Sikinos demos, boule

Skiathos demos

Skyros demos

Telos demos

Thasos demos, boule, dikas-

terion (300)

Thera demos

Chalkidike
Amphipolis demos

Arethousa dikasterion

Olynthos demos, boule

Poteidaia demos, boule (as

Athenian kler-

ouchy)

Thracian Chersonesos
Elaious demos

Chersonesos/ demos

Agora

Pontos: West Coast
Kallatis boule

Olbia demos, boule

Tyras demos, boule

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos boule

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia boule, dikasterion

Sinope demos, boule, dikas-

terion?

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kios demos

Kyzikos demos, boule

Lampsakos demos, boule

Zeleia demos, dikasterion

Troas
Dardanos boule

Skepsis demos

Tenedos demos

Lesbos
Eresos demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Mytilene demos, boule

Aiolis
Gryneion demos, boule

Kyme demos, boule

Nasos demos, boule

Ionia
Airai demos, dikasterion

Chios demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Ephesos demos, boule

Erythrai demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Kolophon demos, boule

Magnesia demos, boule

Miletos demos, boule

Myous demos, boule

Phokaia dikasterion

Priene demos, boule

Pygela demos

Samos demos, boule

Klerouchy demos, boule

Karia
Amyzon demos

Halikarnassos demos, boule

Iasos demos, boule

Killareis demos

Knidos demos, gerousia

Mylasa demos

Crete
Axos boule

Bionnos dikasterion

Datala demos (polis), boule?

Dreros demos? (polis), the

twenty (boule?), tois

ithyntasi?

Gortyns demos (polis),

boule?, dikasterion

Knosos boule

Lyktos demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Rhitten demos, boule

Tylisos boule

Rhodos
Kamiros demos, boule

Lindos demos, boule

Rhodos demos, boule, dikas-

terion

Pamphylia
Aspendos demos

Libya
Euhesperides boule, gerousia

Kyrene demos, boule,

gerousia
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Spain and France
Massalia gene

Sikelia
Engyon phratriai

Himera phratriai, phylai?

Kamarina phylai?, phratriai, triakades

Morgantina eikades

Naxos phylai or phratriai

Selinous patrai

Syrakousai (3 Doric) phylai

Zankle/Messana phylai

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia two unnamed types

Kaulonia unnamed type

Lokroi 3 phylai, 32? “demoi”, phatrai

Metapontion phylai? or demoi?

Poseidonia unknown type

Terina territorial units

Thourioi 10 phylai

The Adriatic
Epidamnos phylai

Issa 3 Dorian phylai

Melaina Korkyra 3 Dorian phylai

Akarnania
Korkyra 3 Dorian phylai, units described by

name plus numeral, unknown type

Phokis
Antikyra unknown type

Delphoi phratriai, patriai

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena kome of Megara

Korinthos 3 Dorian phylai, 8 territorial phylai,

hemiogda, triakades, phatrai; komai?

Megara 3 Dorian phylai, 5 komai, hekatostyes

Sikyon 3 Dorian phylai � 4th phyle, 4 new

phylai

Achaia
Dyme 3 phylai

Elis
Elis 12, later 8 phylai

Arkadia
Mantinea 5 phylai, komai

Megalopolis 6 phylai

Phigaleia phylai

Tegea 4 phylai

Lakedaimon
Sparta 3 Dorian phylai, 5 obai

Argolis
Argos 3 Dorian phylai � 4th phyle, 12 phatrai,

pentekostyes

Epidauros 2 Dorian phylai � 2 phylai, 39 territorial

units

Troizen 3? Dorian phylai � 4th phyle

Saronic Gulf
Aigina patrai

Attika
Athenai 4 Ionian phylai, phratriai, naukrariai; 10

phylai, 30 trittyes, 139 demoi

Euboia
Athenai Diades demos of Histiaia/Oreos

Chalkis demoi

Dion demos of Histiaia/Oreos

Dystos demos of Eretria

Eretria 6 phylai; 5 choroi; 55–60 demoi

Gryncheis demos of Eretria

Histiaia (Oreos) Phylai; 25–30 demoi

Orobiai demos of Histiaia/Oreos

Peraia demos of Eretria

Posideion demos of Histiaia/Oreos

Styra demos of Eretria; unidentified sub-

division

The Aegean
Chalke demos of Rhodos

Delos 4 phylai, several trittyes

Imbros. Kleisthenic phylai and demoi

Kalymna 5 phylai, 7 demoi, 3 Dorian phylai
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(Keos)

Ioulis 7 phylai, koineia

Karthaia phylai, oikoi

Koresia phyle of Ioulis

(Kos)

Astypalaia demos of Kos, subdivided into phylai

Kos 3 Dorian phylai, 9 chiliastyes, triakades,

pentekostyes

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia Kleisthenic phylai and demoi

Myrina Kleisthenic phylai and demoi

Paros demoi?, patrai

Samothrake 5 phylai

Skyros Kleisthenic phylai and demoi

Syros 3 phylai

Tenos 10 phylai, patrai

Thasos phylai?, patrai?

Thera 3 Dorian phylai

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Abdera phyle

Thrace: from Nestos to Ebros
Byzantion hekatostyes, patrai?, thiasoi?

Propontic Thrace
Perinthos 3 of the Ionic phylai

Pontos: West Coast
Dionysopolis phylai

Odessos 7 phylai

Tomis phylai

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos hekatostyes

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia 3 Dorian phylai, 4, later 60, hekatostyes

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kalchedon hekatostyes?

Kyzikos 6 Milesian phylai

Troas
Ilion phylai

Skepsis phylai

Ionia
Chios phylai, phratriai, gene, units designated

by numbers and letters

Ephesos 5 phylai, c.50 chiliastyes

Erythrai phylai, gene, chiliastyes

Kolophon gene

Magnesia 12 phylai

Miletos 6 Ionic phylai, 9–12 phylai

Pygela phylai, gene

Samos 6 Ionian phylai?

Teos Ionian phylai?

Karia
Iasos 6 phylai, patriai

Keramos phyle

Koranza demoi? or komai?

Latmos phylia, phratriai

Mylasa 3 phylai

Pidasa phylai, phratriai

Crete
Axos phylai, hetaireia

Chersonasos phylai?

Datala phylai

Dreros phylai, agela, hetaireia?

Eleutherna politeia?

Gortyns phylai, startoi

Hierapytna phylai?

Knosos phylai?

Lato phylai?

Lyktos phylai

Malla phylai

Olous phylai

Praisos phylai?

Rhodos
Ialysos a phyle of Rhodos

Kamiros a phyle of Rhodos, phylai, demoi, ktoinai,

patrai

Lindos a phyle of Rhodos, demoi, ktoinai

Rhodos phylai, demoi, ktoinai

Libya
Kyrene 3 Dorian phylai, later 3 phylai, patrai,

hetairai
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Key
Rec. proxenia bestowed on citizen of

polis X

Giv. proxenia bestowed by polis X

Sikelia
Akragas Rec.

Gela Rec.

Herbita Rec.

Katane Rec.

Lipara Rec.

Syrakousai Rec.

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Rec.

Hipponion Rec.

Kroton Rec.

Neapolis Giv.

Taras Rec.

Thourioi Rec.

The Adriatic
Apollonia Rec.

Akarnania
Alyzeia Rec.

Ambrakia Rec.

Argos Rec.

Korkyra Giv. Rec.

Leukas Rec.

Paleis Rec.

Phoitiai Rec.

Stratos Giv.

Thyrreion Rec.

Zakynthos Rec.

Aitolia
Kallion Rec.

Makynea Rec.

Proschion Rec.

West Lokris
Chaleion Giv. Rec.

Oianthea Giv. Rec.

Phokis
Delphoi Giv. Rec.

Elateia Rec.

Teithronion Rec.

Boiotia
Haliartos Giv.

Koroneia Rec.

Lebadeia Rec.

Oropos Giv.

Plataiai Rec.

Tanagra Rec.

Thebai Giv. Rec.

Thespiai Rec.

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos Giv. Rec.

Megara Giv. Rec.

Sikyon Rec.

Achaia
Aigeira Rec.

Aigion Rec.

Ascheion Rec.

Pellene Rec.

Pharai Rec.

Phelloe Rec.

Elis
Elis Giv.

Pisa Giv.

Arkadia
Alea Giv. Rec.

Kaphyai Rec.

Kleitor Rec.

Lousoi Giv.

Megalopolis Rec.

Orchomenos Rec.

Pallantion Rec.

Pheneos Rec.

Phigaleia Giv.

Stymphalos Giv. Rec.

Tegea Giv. Rec.

Thisoa Rec.

Triphylia
Skillous Rec.?

Messenia
Asine Rec.

Kyparissos Rec.

Messene Giv. Rec.

Thouria Rec.

Lakedaimon
Epidauros Rec.

Kyphanta Rec.

Oinous Rec.

Pellana Rec.

Sparta Giv. Rec.

Argolis
Argos Giv. Rec.

Epidauros Giv. Rec.

Kleonai Rec.

Phleious Giv. Rec.

Troizen Rec.

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Giv.? Rec.

Attika
Athenai Giv. Rec.

Euboia
Chalkis Rec.

Eretria Giv. Rec.

Histiaia/Oreos Giv. Rec.

Karystos Rec.

East Lokris
Larymna Rec.

Opous Rec.

Skarpheia Rec.

Thessalia
Gyrton Rec.

Krannon Rec.

Larisa Rec.
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Pharsalos Rec.

Pherai Giv. Rec.

Skotoussa Rec.

Ainis
Hypata Giv.

Oita
Parasopioi Rec.

Malis
Echinos Rec.

Herakleia Rec.

Lamia Giv.

Achaia Phthiotis
Larisa Rec.

Proerna Rec.

Thaumakoi Rec.

Magnesia
Meliboia Rec.

Perrhaibia
Gonnos Giv.

Athamania
Argethia Rec.

The Aegean
Anaphe Giv.

Andros Giv. Rec.

Arkesine Giv.

Astypalaia Rec.

Delos Giv. Rec.

Ios Giv. Rec.

Kalymna Giv.

(Keos)

Ioulis Rec.

Karthaia Giv.

Keria Rec.

Kos Giv. Rec.

(Lemnos) Giv.

Myrina Giv.

Melos Rec.

Mykonos Rec.

Naxos Giv. Rec.

Oine Giv. Rec.

Palaiskiathos Rec.

Paros Giv. Rec.

Pholegandros Giv.

Samothrake Giv.

Seriphos Rec.

Sikinos Giv.

Syros Rec.

Tenos Rec.

Thasos Giv. Rec.

Thera Rec.

Makedonia
Aigeai Rec.

Europos Rec.

Pella Rec.

Pydna Rec.

Mygdonia
Arethousa Rec.

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Rec.

Chalkidike
Akrothooi Rec.

Mende Rec.

Olynthos Rec.

Phegontioi Rec

Poteidaia Giv.

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Philippoi Rec.

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Rec.

Ainos Rec.

Maroneia Rec.

Thracian Chersonesos
Kardia Rec.

Sestos Rec.

Propontic Thrace
Byzantion Giv. Rec.

Selymbria Rec.

Pontos: West Coast
Istros Giv. Rec.

Kallatis Giv. Rec.

Mesambria Rec.

Olbia Giv. Rec.

Chersonesos Rec.

Pantikapaion Giv. Rec.

Phanagoria Giv.

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos Rec.

Herakleia Giv. Rec.

Sinope Giv. Rec.

Trapezous Rec.

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kalchedon Rec.

Kios Giv. Rec.

Kyzikos Rec.

Lampsakos Rec.

Parion Rec.

Prokonnesos Rec.

Zeleia Giv.

Troas
Abydos Rec.

Gargara Rec.

Hamaxitos Giv.

Ilion Giv.

Rhoiteion Rec.

Sigeion Rec.

Tenedos Rec.

Lesbos
Eresos Rec.

Methymna Rec.

Mytilene Giv. Rec.

Pyrrha Rec.

Aiolis
Adramyttion Rec.

Elaia Rec.

Gryneion Giv.

Pergamon Rec.

Pitane Rec.

Ionia
Chios Giv. Rec.

Ephesos Giv. Rec.

Erythrai Giv. Rec.

Klazomenai Rec.

Kolophon Giv.

Lebedos Giv.

Magnesia Giv.

Miletos Rec.

Myous Giv.

Phokaia Rec.

Priene Giv.

Samos Rec.

Teos Giv.
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Karia
Chalketor Giv. Rec.

Euromos Rec.

Halikarnassos Rec.

Iasos Giv.

Kaunos Rec.

Keramos Giv.

Knidos Giv. Rec.

Koranza Rec.

Mylasa Rec.

Pladasa Giv.

Syangela/Theangela Rec.

Telemessos Rec.

Crete
Gortyns Rec.

Rhaukos Rec.

Rhithymnos Rec.

Rhodos
Ialysos Rec.

Lindos Giv.

Rhodos Rec.

Pamphylia
Aspendos Rec.

Cyprus
Salamis Rec.

Egypt
Naukratis Rec.

Libya
Kyrene Rec.

Euhesperides Giv.
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Key
Arg. �Heraia at Argos

Delph. �Pythian Games at Delphoi

Epid. �Asklepiaia at Epidauros

Nem. �Nemean Games

Sikelia
Akragas Epid.

Gela Epid.

Katane Epid.

Leontinoi Epid.

Syrakousai Epid.

Zankle Epid.

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Delph.

Kroton Epid.

Lokroi Epid.

Metapontion Epid.

Rhegion Epid.

Taras Epid.

Terina Epid.

Thourioi Epid.

The Adriatic
Apollonia Arg.

Epeiros
Artichia Epid.

Kassope Epid.

Pandosia Epid.

Phoinike Arg.

Poionos? Epid.

Torone? Epid.

Zmaratha Epid.

Akarnania
Alyzeia Epid., Arg.

Ambrakia Epid., Arg.,

Delph.

Anaktorion Epid., Arg., Nem.

Argos Epid., Arg.

Astakos Epid., Nem.

Derion Nem.

Echinos Epid., Nem.

Euripos Epid., Nem.

Hyporeiai Epid.

Korkyra Epid., Arg.,

Nem., Delph.

Koronta Epid., Nem.

Leukas Epid., Arg., Nem.

Limnaia Epid., Nem.

Medeon Epid., Arg., Nem.

Oiniadai Epid., Nem.

Palairos Epid., Arg., Nem.

Phoitiai Epid., Nem.

Stratos Epid., Nem.

Thyrreion Epid., Arg., Nem.

Torybeia Epid., Arg.

Aitolia
Akripos Epid.

Kalydon Epid.

Phylea Epid.

Proschion Epid.

Therminea Epid.

West Lokris
Amphissa Epid.

Naupaktos Epid.

Oianthea Epid.

Phokis
Delphoi Epid.

Boiotia
Koroneia Epid.

Lebadeia Epid., Delph.

Orchomenos Epid.

Thebai Epid.

Thespiai Epid.

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos Epid.

Megara Epid.

Sikyon Pisa

Achaia
Helike Delph.

Phara Delph.?

Arkadia
Alea Arg.

Halous Delph.

Heraia Delph.

Kleitor Arg.

Koila Delph.

Methydrion Delph.

Pallantion Delph.

Phara Delph.?

Pheneos Arg.

Stymphalos Arg., Delph.

Tegea Arg.

Torthyneion Delph.

Attika
Athenai Epid., Delph.

Euboia
Eretria Nem.

The Aegean
Andros Arg.

Seriphos Nem.

Thasos Epid., Arg.

Thessalia
Atrax Epid.

Gyrton Epid.

Larisa Epid.

Oxynion Epid.

Pharkadon Epid.

Magnesia
Homolion Epid.

Perrhaibia
Pythoion Epid.

Makedonia
Allante Nem.

Methone Epid.

Pella Nem.

Pydna Epid.

Mygdonia
Apollonia Epid.
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Arethousa Epid.

Lete Nem.

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Epid., Nem.

Argilos Epid.

Traïlos Epid.

Chalkidike
Aineia Epid.

Akanthos Epid.

Aphytis Epid.

Dikaia Epid.

Kalindoia Epid.

Mende Epid.

Olynthos Epid.

Poteidaia Epid.

Skione Epid.

Stagiros Epid.

Stolos/Skolos Epid.

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Berga Epid.

Datos Epid.

Neapolis Epid.

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Epid.

Ainos Epid.

Maroneia Epid.

Propontic Thrace
Kios Arg.

Lampsakos Nem.

Miletouteichos Arg.

Myrleia (Bryllion) Arg.

Troas
Tenedos Arg.

Aiolis
Kyme Arg., Nem.

Ionia
Chios Arg., Nem.

Ephesos Arg.

Erythrai Arg.

Klazomenai Arg.

Lebedos Arg.

Magnesia Arg.

Miletos Arg.

Naulochon Arg.

Notion Arg., Nem.

Pygela Arg.

Teos Arg.

Karia
Iasos Arg.

Cyprus
Kourion Nem.

Salamis Nem.

Soloi Nem.

Libya
Barke Arg.?

Euhesperides Arg.?

Kyrene Arg.

Taucheira Arg.?
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Key
Isthm. �Isthmian Games

Nem. �Nemean Games

Ol. �Olympic Games

Pyth. �Pythian Games

Sikelia
Aitna Ol., Pyth., Nem.

Akragas Ol., Pyth., Isthm.

Gela Ol., Pyth.

Himera Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Kamarina Ol.

Naxos Ol., Pyth.

Syrakousai Ol., Pyth.

Zankle Ol.

Italia and Kampania
Kaulonia Ol., Pyth., Isthm.,

Nem.

Kroton Ol., Pyth.

Lokroi Ol., Pyth.

Metapontion Pyth.

Poseidonia Ol.

Rhegion Ol.

Sybaris Ol.

Taras Ol.

Terina Ol.

Thourioi Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

The Adriatic
Apollonia Ol.

Epidamnos Ol.

Akarnania
Ambrakia Ol.

Korkyra Ol.

Stratos Ol.

Phokis
Delphoi Ol., Pyth.

Parapotamioi Pyth.

Boiotia
Orchomenos Ol.

Thebai Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Thespiai Ol.

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Megara Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Sikyon Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Achaia
Aigeira Ol.

Aigion Ol.

Dyme Ol.

Patrai Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Pellene Ol., Isthm.

Elis
Dyspontion Ol.

Elis Ol., Pyth., Nem.

Lenos Ol.

Pisa Ol.

Arkadia
Dipaia Ol.

Heraia Ol.

Kleitor Ol.

Lousoi Ol., Pyth.

Mantinea Ol.

Methydrion Ol.

Oresthasion Ol.

Pheneos Ol.

Phigaleia Ol., Isthm.

Stymphalos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Tegea Pyth., Nem.

Triphylia
Lepreon Ol., Nem., Isthm.

Lakedaimon
Sparta Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Messenia
Messene Ol., Nem., Isthm.

Argolis
Argos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Epidauros Ol.

Kleonai Ol., Nem.

Phleious Nem.

Tiryns Ol.

Troizen Ol.

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Attika
Athenai Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Euboia
Chalkis Ol., Pyth.

Eretria Ol.

Karystos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

East Lokris
Opous Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Thessalia
Krannon Ol.

Larisa Ol.

Pelinna(ion) Ol., Pyth.

Pharsalos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Skotoussa Ol.

The Aegean
Andros Ol.

Astypalaia Ol
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Kos Meropis Ol.

Melos Ol.

Peparethos? Ol.

Thasos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Makedonia
Pella Pyth., Isthm.

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Maroneia Ol.

Propontis, North
Byzantion Ol.?

Lesbos
Mytilene Ol.

Ionia
Chios Ol.,

Ephesos Ol., Isthm.

Klazomenai Ol., Pyth.

Kolophon Ol.

Magnesia Ol., Pyth.

Miletos Ol.

Samos Ol., Pyth.(?)

Smyrna Ol.

Karia
Halikarnassos Ol.

Rhodos
Ialysos Ol., Pyth., Nem.,

Isthm.

Rhodos Ol.

Libya
Barke Ol.

Kyrene Ol., Pyth., Isthm.

Spain and France
Emporion Artemis Ephesia
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Massalia Artemis Ephesia, Athena

Rhode Artemis Ephesia

Sikelia
Adranon Hephaistos

Aitna Zeus

Akragas Athena Polias (Lindia?), Zeus Polieus

(Atabyrios)

Alaisa Apollo Archagetas

Gela Athena (Lindia)

Heloron Demeter?

Henna Demeter

Himera Athena?

Kamarina Athena Poliaochos

Lipara Hephaistos?

Naxos Dionysos

Selinous Zeus

Syrakousai Apollo, Artemis, Athena, Zeus

(Olympios)

Italia and Kampania
Kaulonia Apollo Daphnephoros

Kroton Apollo Pythios

Lokroi Athena, Persephone

Medma Athena Promachos?

Neapolis Demeter

Poseidonia Poseidon

Rhegion Apollo

Siris Athena Ilias

The Adriatic
Apollonia Apollo

Epeiros
Dodona Zeus Dodonaios

Kassope Aphrodite

Passaron Zeus Areios

Phoinike Athena Polias

Akarnania
Ambrakia Apollo Soter, Herakles

Anaktorion Apollo Aktios

Ithaka Athena Polias

Korkyra Apollo Korykaios

Aitolia
Kalydon Artemis Laphria

Molykreion Poseidon

West Lokris
Naupaktos Athena Polias, Apollo

Phokis
Abai Apollo

Ambryssos Artemis Diktynnaia

Antikyra Athena

Delphoi Apollo Pythios

Elateia Athena Kranaia

Erochos Demeter

Hyampolis Artemis Elaphebolia

Stiris Demeter

Boiotia
Akraiphia Zeus

Alalkomenai Athena Alalkomeneis

Anthedon Zeus Karaios and Anthas

Chaironeia Zeus?

Haliartos Athena Itonia

Hysiai Demeter Eleusinia?

Kopai Demeter Tauropolos?

Koroneia Athena Itonia

Lebadeia Zeus Basileus

Orchomenos Zeus Karaios and Soter

Plataiai Hera

Tanagra Hermes Kriophoros and Promachos

Thebai Demeter Thesmophoros and Dionysos

Kadmeios

Thespiai Apollo Archegetas

Megaris, Korinthia and Sikyonia
Korinthos Aphrodite, Hera, Poseidon

Megara Apollo Pythios

Sikyon Artemis and Apollo

Achaia
Aigeira Artemis?

Aigion Zeus Homarios

Helike Poseidon Helikonios

Pellene Apollo
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Elis
Elis Zeus Olympios

Arkadia
Gortys Asklepios

Kleitor Athena Koria

Lousoi Artemis Hemera

Lykosoura Demeter and Despoina

Mantinea Poseidon Hippios

Megalopolis Athena Polias and Zeus Lykaios

Orchomenos Artemis Mesopolitis

Pheneos Hermes

Phigaleia Dionysos

Psophis Artemis Erykine

Stymphalos Artemis

Tegea Athena Alea

Messenia
Messene Zeus Ithomatas

Lakedaimon
Aphroditia Aphrodite

Sparta Apollo Karneios, Artemis Orthia, Athena

(Chalkioikos, Poliachos)

Geronthrai Apollo?

Kythera Aphrodite

Prasiai Apollo?

Argolis
Argos Apollo Lykeios

Epidauros Asklepios

Hermion Demeter Chthonia

Phleious Ganymeda (Hebe)

Troizen Apollo Thearios?

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Apollo Delphinios

Kalaureia Poseidon Kalauros

Attika
Athenai Athena Poliouchos, Polias

Euboia
Chalkis Zeus Olympios, Athena

Eretria Apollo Daphnophoros

Histiaia/Oreos Artemis Proseoea?

Karystos Dionysos?

East Lokris
Halai Athena Poliouchos

Larymna Dionysos?

Thessalia
Argoussa Athena Polias?

Krannon Athena, Asklepios, Apollo

Metropolis Aphrodite

Pagasai Apollo Pagasaios

Pharsalos Zeus Olympios or Soter

Pherai En(n)odia

Trikka Asklepios

Malis
Herakleia Herakles

Lamia Dionysos

Achaia
Halos Artemis Panachaia

Thebai Athena Polias?

Magnesia
Iolkos Artemis

Perrhaibia
Gonnos Athena Polias

Mondaia Themis

Pythoion Apollo Pythios

The Aegean
(Amorgos)

Aigiale Athena Polias

Arkesine Hera?

Minoa Apollo Pythios

Anaphe Apollo Asgelatas

Andros Apollo Pythios

Brykous Poseidon Porthmios?

Chalke Apollo?

Delos Apollo

(Ikaros)

Oine Artemis Tauropolos

Therma Asklepios?

Imbros. Athena Polias

Kalymna Apollo

(Keos) Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus

Ioulis Apollo Pythios

Karthaia Apollo Pythios

Koresia Apollo Smintheus?

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia Hephaistos

Myrina Artemis Selene

Naxos Dionysos

Nisyros Poseidon

Paros Athena Poliouchos
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Samothrake Athena

Sikinos Apollo Pythios?

Syme Athena?

Syros Kabeiroi

Telos Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus

Tenos Poseidon and Amphitrite

Thasos Artemis Hekate, Apollo Pythios, Athena

Poliouchos, Herakles

Thera Athena Polias

Makedonia
Aigeai Zeus, Herakles Patroos

Beroia Herakles Kynagidas

Dion Zeus Olympios

Kyrrhos Athena Kyrrhestis

Mieza Asklepios?

Pella Athena Alkidemos

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Apollo

Chalkidike
Aphytis Zeus Ammon

Mende Dionysos?

Poteidaia Poseidon

Torone Athene?

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Galepsos Demeter?

Neapolis (Athena) Parthenos

Oisyme Athena Polias

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Dionysos, Apollo

Ainos Hermes Perpheraios

Maroneia Dionysos

Zone Apollo

Thracian Chersonesos
Byzantion Apollo

Perinthos Hera

Selymbria Apollo (Pythios)

Pontos
Istros Zeus Polieus, Apollo Ietros

Kallatis Zeus Polieus, Athena Polias

Mesambria Zeus Hyperdexios, Athena Soteira

Odessos Apollo

Olbia Apollo Delphinios

Tyras Apollo Ietros

Chersonesos Zeus, Ge, Helios, Parthenos

Gorgippia Aphrodite, Herakles, Demeter

Hermonassa Apollo Ietros

Karkinitis Aphrodite

Myrmekeion Apollo Ietros

Pantikapaion Apollo

Phanagoria Aphrodite

Theodosia Aphrodite, Demeter

Dioskouris Dioskouroi?

Phasis Apollo Hegemon

Sinope Apollo Ietros and Delphinios

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kalchedon Apollo Pythios or Chresterios

Kios Apollo

Kyzikos Apollo

Lampsakos Priapos

Parion Apollo Aktaios

Priapos Priapos

Prokonnesos Apollo

Troas
Antandros Artemis Astyrene, Apollo

Assos Athena Polias

Astyra Artemis Astyrene

Hamaxitos Apollo Smintheus

Ilion Athena Ilias

Kolonai Apollo Killaios

Neandreia Apollo?

Skepsis Athena Polias?

Tenedos Apollo Smintheus

Aiolis
Gryneion Apollo Grynaieus

Ionia
Chios Athena Poliouchos

Ephesos Artemis

Erythrai Athena Polias

Klazomenai Athena Polias

Kolophon Athena Polias

Leukophrys Artemis

Magnesia Artemis Leukophryene

Priene Athena

Samos Hera

Karia
Amyzon Artemis?

Halikarnassos Ares

Iasos Apollo
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Knidos Aphrodite

Mylasa Zeus at Labraunda

Telemessos Apollo

Tralleis Zeus Larasios

Crete
Apellonia Apollo (Dekataphoros?)

Aptara Artemis Aptara

Axos Apollo Axios

Biannos Ares?

Dreros Apollo Delphinios

Eleutherna Zeus Polioachos

Gortys Athena Poliouchos, Apollo Pythios

Hierapytna Athena Polias

Istron Athena Polias

Lato Eleuthyia

Lebena Asklepios

Lisos Diktynna

Lyktos Athena Polias

Malla Zeus Monnitios

Olous Zeus Tallaios

Phalasarna Artemis Diktynna

Priansos Athena Polias

Tarrha Apollo

Rhodos
Ialysos Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus

Kamiros Athena Polias and Zeus Polieus

Lindos Athena Lindia

Rhodos Helios

Pamphylia
Perge Artemis Pergaia

Side Athena

Kilikia
Aphrodisias Aphrodite

Mallos Amphilochos?

Cyprus
Amathous Aphrodite Kypria

Idalion Aphrodite

Kourion Apollo Hylates

Paphos Aphrodite Wanassa

Salamis Zeus Salaminios

Egypt
Naukratis Apollo

Libya
Kyrene Apollo Karneios



Key
A, [A], B, C �polis status

Ass. �attested in assessment decrees only

Top. �recorded by toponym

Eth. �recorded by ethnic

Eth./Top. �recorded both by toponym and ethnic

Members recorded by, probably,
city-ethnic and/or toponym

Lakonia
Kythera A (not in the tribute

lists)

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Eth. A

Belbina Ass. Top. A

Euboia
Athenai Diades Eth./Top. [A]B

Chalkis Eth. A

Diakrioi Eth. C

Diakres apo 

Chalkideon Eth. C

Dion Eth. [A]B

Eretria Eth. A

Grynchai Eth. B

Histiaia Eth. A

Karystos Eth. A

Posideion Ass. Top. C

Styra Eth. [A]B

The Aegean
Amorgos Eth. AAA (island, 3 poleis)

Anaphe Eth. B

Andros Eth. A

Arkesseia Top. A

Astypaleia Eth. B

Brykous Eth./Top. A

Chalke Eth. B

Delos A (not in the tribute

lists)

Eteokarpathioi Eth. [A]B

Hephaistia Eth. A

Ikos Eth. A

Imbros Eth. A

Ios Eth. A

Kalymna Eth. A

Karpathos Eth. A

Kasos Eth. [A]C

Keos Eth. AAAA (island, 4 poleis,

Koresia)

Keria Ass. Top. C

Kimolos Eth./Top. B

Koresia Eth. A

Kos Eth. ACC (island, 3 poleis)

Kythnos Eth. A

Lemnos Eth. AA (island, 2 poleis:

Hephaistia,

Myrina)

Leros Top. C

Melos Ass. Eth. A

Mykonos Eth. A (island, 2 poleis)

Myrina Eth. A

Naxos Eth. A

Nisyros Eth. A

Oine Eth. A

Paros Eth. A

Peparethos Eth. AAA (island, 3 poleis)

Pholegandros Eth./Top. B

Rhenaia Eth. A

Samothrake Eth. A

Saros Eth. B

Seriphos Eth. A

Sikinos Eth. A

Siphnos Eth. A

Skiathos Eth.? AA (island, 2 poleis)

Skyros A (not in the tribute

lists)

Syme Eth./Top. [A]C

Syros Eth. A

Telos Ass. Eth./Top. B

Tenos Eth. A

Thasos Eth. A

Thera Eth. A
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Thermai Eth. A

Makedonia
Herakleion Ass. Top. A

Methone Eth. A

Mygdonia
Bormiskos Ass. Top. C:?

Bisaltia
Argilos Eth. A:α

Traïlos Ass. Top. B:α

Chalkidike
Aige Eth. [A]B:α

Aineia Eth. A:α

Aioleion Eth. A:α?

Akanthos Eth. A:α

Akrothooi Ass. Eth. A:β

Aphytis Eth. A:α

Assera Eth. A:α

Chedrolioi Eth. [A]C:α?

Dikaia Eth./Top. [A]B:α

Dion Eth. A:β

Gale(psos) Eth. A:α

Gigonos Top. A:α?

Haisa Top. A:α

Kamakai Top. [A]B:?

Kithas Top. [A]C:?

Kleonai Top. A:β

Mekyberna Eth. A:α

Mende Eth. A:α

Milkoros Eth. [A]C:?

Neapolis Eth./Top. A:α

Olophyxos Eth. A:β

Olynthos Eth. A:α

Othoros Eth. [A]C:?

Pharbelos Eth. [A]B:?

Phegontioi Eth. B:?

Piloros Top. A:α?

Pistasos (Istasos) Top. [A]C:?

Pleume Eth./Top. [A]C:?

Polichnitai Eth. C:α

Posideion Ass. Top. C:?

Poteidaia Eth./Top. A:α

Prassilos Top. B:?

Sane Pallene Eth. A:α (on Pallene or Athos?)

Sarte Eth. A:α

Serme Eth./Top. C:?

Sermylia Eth. A:α

Singos Eth. A:α

Sinos Top. [A]C:?

Skabala Eth. B:α

Skapsaioi Eth. B:?

Skione Eth. A:α

Smila Top. A:?

Spartolos Eth. A:α

Stagiros Eth. A:α

Stolos/Skolos Eth. A:α

Strepsa Eth. B:α

Therambos Eth. A:α

Thestoros Ass. Top. C:?

Thyssos Eth. A:β

Tinde Eth. [A]C:?

Torone Eth. A:α

Tripoiai Top. [A]B:?

Zereia Ass. Top. C:?

Thrace, unlocated
Aison Eth./Top. [A]C:?

Kossaia Ass. ? C:?

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Berga Eth. B:β

Galepsos Eth. [A]B:α

Neapolis Eth./Top. [A]B:α

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Eth. A:α

Ainos Eth. A:α

Dikaia Top. A:α

Drys Ass. Top. B:?

Maroneia Eth. A:α

Sale Ass. Top. A:?

Zone Ass. Top. A:α

Thracian Chersonesos
Alopekonnesos Eth. [A]B:α

Chersonesitai ap 

Agoras Eth. A:α

Deris Ass. Eth. B:α?

Elaious Eth. [A]B:α

Limnai Eth. [A]B:α

Madytos Eth. A:α

Sestos Eth. A:α

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe Ass. Top. B:β

Byzantion Eth. A:α

Daminon
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Teichos Eth. B:α?

Neapolis ap’

Athenon Eth./Top. B:α

Perinthos Eth. A:α

Selymbria Eth. A:α

Serrion Teichos Eth. C:α?

Tyrodiza Eth./Top. B:?

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia Ass. Top. A:α

Kallatis Ass.? ? [A]B:α (suppl. Avram)

Mesambria Ass.? ? A:α (suppl. Avram)

Nikonion Ass. Top. A:α

Orgame Ass.? ? C:α (suppl. Avram)

Tomis Ass.? ? C:α (suppl. Avram)

Tyras Ass. Top. B:β?

Pontos: Skythia
Kimmerikon Ass. ? C:α

Nymphaion Ass. Top. [A]B:β

Pontic Asia Minor
Herakleia Ass. Eth. A:α

Kerasous Ass. ? A:α

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou

Teichos Ass. Eth./Top. C:β

Artake Eth. A:α

Astakos Eth. B:α

Bysbikos Eth./Top. B:?

Dareion Ass. Top. B:?

Daskyleion Eth./Top. B:α

Didymon Teichos Eth. B:?

Harpagion Eth. B:α?

Kalchedon Eth. A:α

Kallipolis Eth. A:α

Kios Eth. A:α

Kolonai Eth. B:?

Kyzikos Eth. A:α

Lampsakos Eth. A:α

Metropolis Ass? Top. B:α

Miletouteichos Ass. ? B:α

Myrleia (Bryllion) Eth. [A]B:α

Otlenoi Eth. C:?

Paisos Eth. A:α

Parion Eth. A:α

Priapos Eth./Top. A:α

Prokonnesos Eth. A:α

Pythopolis Ass. Eth. B:?

Sombia Top. B:?

Tereia Ass. Top. C:?

Zeleia Top. A:?

Troas
Abydos Eth. A:α

Achilleion Ass. Top. A:α

Antandros Ass. Top. A:β

Arisbe Eth. B:α

Assos Eth. B:α

Astyra Eth./Top. [A]B:α

Astyra Troika Ass. Top. C:?

Azeia Eth. C:β?

Birytis Eth. B:?

Dardanos Eth. A:α

Gargara Eth. A:β

Gentinos Eth. B:?

Hamaxitos Ass. Top. A:α

Ilion Ass. Top. A:α

Kebren Eth. A:α

Kolonai Ass. ? A:α (heavily restored)

Lamponeia Eth./Top. B:?

Larisa Ass. Top. A:α

Neandria Eth./Top. A:α

Ophryneion Ass. ? A:α (heavily restored)

Palaiperkote Eth. C:?

Perkote Eth./Top. A:α

Polichna Ass.? Eth. C:?

Rhoiteion Ass. Eth. A:α

Sigeion Eth. A:α

Skepsis Ass. Eth. A:α

Tenedos Eth. A:α

Lesbos
Lesbos AAAAA:α (not in the

tribute lists)

(island, 5

poleis)

Aiolis
Elaia Eth./Top. [A]B

Gryneion Eth. A

Karene Eth. A (Krateros fr. 2).

Kyme Eth. A

Larisa Ass. Eth./Top. A

Myrina Eth./Top. A

Pitane Eth. A

Pordoselene Ass. Top. A
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Ionia
Airai Eth. A

Boutheia Eth./Top. B

Chios A (not in the tribute

lists)

Dios Hieron Eth. B

Elaiousioi Eth. B

Ephesos Eth. A

Erythrai Eth. A

Isinda Eth. C

Klazomenai Eth. A

Kolophon Eth. A

Lebedos Eth. A

Leros Top. (not in the inventory,

see 1083)

Marathesion Eth. C

Miletos Eth. A

Myous Eth. A

Notion Eth./Top. A

Phokaia Eth. A

Polichnitai Eth. B

Priene Eth. A

Pteleon Eth. B

Pygela Eth. A

Samos A (not in the tribute

lists)

Sidousa Eth. A

Teichioussa Top. (not in the inventory,

see 1085)

Teos Eth. A

Karia
Alinda ? B:γ

Amos Eth. [A]C:β

Amynandeis Eth. C:β

Amyzon Eth. B:β

Arlissos Eth./Top. B:γ

Aulai Eth. C:?

Bargasa Eth. C:γ

Bargylia Eth. B:β

Bolbai Eth. C:?

Chalketor Eth. A:β

Chersonesos Eth. B:α

Chios Eth. C:β

Erineis Eth. C:?

Euromos Eth. B:β

Halikarnassos Eth. A:β

Hybliseis Eth. [A]B:γ

Hydaieis Eth. B:γ

Hydisos Eth. B:?

Hymisseis Eth. C:β

Iasos Eth. A:α

Idrias Ass. Eth. C:β

Idyma Eth. B:β

Kalynda Eth. B:β

Karbasyanda Eth. C:γ

Karyanda Eth. A:β

Kasolaba Eth. [A]B:γ

Kaunos Eth. A:γ

Kedreai Eth. A:β

Keramos Eth. B:γ

Killareis Eth. [A]B:γ

Kindye Eth./Top. B:β

Knidos Eth. A:α

Kodapeis Eth. C:?

Krya Eth. C:?

Kyllandos Eth. C:?

Kyrbissos Eth./Top. C:?

Latmos Eth. A:β

Lepsimandos Eth. C:?

Medmasa Eth. B:β

Mylasa Eth. A:β

Myndos Eth. A:α

Narisbareis Eth. C:?

Naxia Eth./Top. C:?

Olaieis Eth. C:?

Olymos Eth. C:β

Ouranion Eth. B:γ

Parpariotai Eth. C:?

Passanda Eth. C:γ

Peleiatai Eth. C:?

Pidasa Eth. A:?

Pladasa Eth. A:γ

Polichnaioi Eth. (not in the inven-

tory)

Pyrnos Eth. C:?

Siloi Eth. C:?

Syangela/

Theangela Eth. A:γ (name of ruler)

Taramptos Ass. Top. C:?

Tarbaneis Eth. C:?

Telandros Eth. C:?

Termera Eth. B:β

Thasthareis Eth. C:?

Thydonos ? C:?
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Lykia
Hiera Ass. Top. (not in the inven-

tory, see 1140)

Phaselis Eth. A:α

Telemessos Eth. (not in the inven-

tory, see 1140)

Tymnessos ? (not in the inven-

tory, see 1140)

Rhodos
Brikindarioi Eth. C:α

Diakrioi Eth. C:α

Ialysos Eth. A:α

Kamiros Eth. A:α

Lindos Eth. A:α

Oiai Eth. C:α

Pedieis Eth. C:α

Pamphylia
Aspendos Ass. Top. A:β

Idyros

(�Ityra) Ass. Top. A:?

Perge Ass. Top. A:β

Kilikia
Kelenderis Ass. Top. A:α

Sillyon Ass. Top. (not in the inven-

tory, see 1213)

Unlocated
Erodioi Eth. C:?

Eurymachitai Eth. C:?

Kystiros Eth. A:?

Members recorded by regional ethnic

Bottiaioi—Βοττια5οι (IG i³ 266.ii.19)

Kares—Κ[ρες hο̃ν Τ�µνες >ρχει (IG i³ 71.i.113; 267.iii.25;

270.v.10; 272.ii.79)

Lykioi—Λπυκιοι (IG i³ 261.i.30; 262.v.33; 266.iii.34) ATL i.

513–14)

Members recorded by, probably,
regional ethnic

Maiandrioi—Μαι�νδριοι (IG i³ 71.i.133; 259.iii.29;

261.iv.5; 267.v.19)

Markaioi—Μαρκα5οι (IG i³ 100 �Krateros fr. 23)

Mysoi—Μυσο� (IG i³ 71.iii.69–70; 259.v.15)

Members recorded by name of ruler

Paktyes Idymeys—Πακτ�ες ’Ιδυµ[ε�ς] (IG i³ 260.i.16; cf.

262.iv.20)

Pikres Syangeleus—Π�κρες Συαν[γελε�ς] (IG i³

259.v.16); Συαγγελε̃ς hο̃ν >ρχει Π�τρες (IG i³ 284.7–8;

cf. 263.i.14–15; 280.i.66–67; 282.iv.48–49)

Sa[---] Killareus—[Κι]λλ[αρε̃ς hο̃]ν Σα[---αρχει] (IG i³

71.ii.96–97)

Sambaktys—Σαµβακτ�ς (IG i³ 261.v.12); [Σαµβακτ]�ς

(IG i³ 259.ii.27)

Tymnes—Κ[ρες hο̃ν Τυµνες >ρχει (IG i³ 71.i.113–14;

267.iii.25; 270.v.10 (completely restored); 271.i.84;

272.ii.79)

Unconvincingly restored toponyms 
and ethnics

Dandake—∆α[νδ�κε] (IG i³ 71.iv.170) ATL i. 478–79

Halonesioi—[hαλον/σ]ιο[ι] (IG i³ 71.iii.101) ATL i. 468

Karkinitis—Κα[ρκιν5τις] (IG i³ 71.iv.165) ATL i. 496–97.

Avram suggests Kallatis

Karoussa—[Κ�ρο]σα (IG i³ 71.iv.129) ATL i. 497

Karyes para Idyma—[Κ]αρυ[ε̃ς παρ3 ;Ι]δυµ[α] (IG i³

71.ii.94–5) ATL i. 498–99

Kolone—Κ[ολ#νε] (IG i³ 71.iii.135) ATL i. 505

Kroseis—[Κ]ρπσε̃[ς] (IG i³ 71.i.116) ATL i. 506–7

Krousis—[π#λε]ς [Κροσσπ�]δος (IG i³ 77.v.41–42) ATL i.

539–41

Kythera—[Κ�θερα] (IG i³ 287.i.23) ATL i. 507

Milyai—Μι[λ�αι] (IG i³ 71.ii.137) ATL i. 520–21

Neapolis—Νεοπο[λ5ται .κ vv] Μιλ/[το .ν Λευκο̃ι]

?κρ[οτερ�ο]ι (IG i³ 259.iii.18–20)

Nipsa—Ν�[φσα] (IG i³ 71.iv.143) ATL i. 526–27

Palamedeion—Π[αλαµ/δειον] (IG i³ 71.iii.136) ATL i. 531

Patraieus—Π�τ[ρασυς] (IG i³ 71.iv.168) ATL i. 532

Pergamoteichitai—[Περγ]αµ[οτειχ5ται] (IG i³ 71.iv.64)

ATL i. 533–34

Petra—Π[/τρα] (IG i³ 71.iii.133, completely restored at IG

i³ 77.v.19) ATL i. 535

Pieres para Pergamon—[Π�]ερες {σ} π[αρα

Περ]γαµο[ν] (IG i³ 71.iv.61–62) ATL i. 538

Tamyrake—Τα[µυρ�κε] (IG i³ 71.iv.164) ATL i. 553

Thymbra—Θ[�µβρα] (IG i³ 71.iii.134) ATL i. 491.
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Spain and France
Massalia C6–C4

Sikelia
Adranon 340s

Akragas c.570, 554, 488, 471,

450s, 413, 394

Gela C7–C6e, 505, 498, 491,

406

Henna C4f

Himera C5e

Kamarina 425

Leontinoi C6, 424

Megara C8s, C6, c.483

Nakone C4l–C3e

Naxos 403

Syrakousai C7m–340, 19 out-

breaks

Zankle 424–2, 415, 399, 394

Italia and Kampania
Kroton 510, C5e, C5m

Kyme 504, 490

Lokroi C7e, 346

Metapontion 413

Neapolis C4?

Pithekoussai C7?

Rhegion 461, 425

Sybaris c.700, 511–510, 445

Thourioi 434, c.414, 413, C4?,

C4?

The Adriatic
Apollonia C6?, C5–C4?

Epidamnos C5s

Akarnania
Ambrakia C6e

Anaktorion 432, 425

Argos 440–38

Korkyra 420s, 411/10, 375/4, 361

Koronta 429

Stratos 429

Zakynthos c.390?, 375/4

West Lokris
Amphissa 340–38

Phokis
Delphoi C4f

Boiotia
Chaironeia 424

Orchomenos 424, 364

Oropos 412/11, 402

Plataiai 431

Siphai 424

Thebai C4e, 382–79, 364

Thespiai 414, 378

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos C7s, 582, 395–87, 375,

366

Megara C6, 427–24, 375, 343

Sikyon C6m, 417, 375,

367–66, c.340

Achaia
Pellene 366–65

Elis
Elis 471, c.400, 365, 343,

336–35

Arkadia
Mantinea 385

Phigaleia 374

Tegea 418, 370

Lakedaimon
Kythera 424

Sparta C8l

Argolis
Argos 417, 370

Phleious 395, 381–79, 374, 367/6

Troizen 338

Saronic Gulf
Aigina 480s

Attika

Athenai 630s, C7l–C6e, 560s,

550s, 540s, 510, 508/7,

411, 404/3

Euboia
Chalkis 357

Eretria 413–11, 357, 348, 342,

341

Histiaia/Oreos C5f, 357, 342, 341

Karystos 357

Thessalia
Larisa C5l, 370/69, c.344/3

Pharkadon 320s or earlier

Pharsalos C4e

Trikka 320s or earlier

Malis
Harakleia 399, 395, 371

The Aegean
Delos 330s

Ioulis 360s

Kos 366/5?, C4m

Melos 416

Naxos C6s, c.500

Paros 410/9, 393, 373/2

Siphnos C4e

Syros C4f

Thasos 411, 410, 410/9, 407,

405?, 389/8, c.385,

340/39

Thera 370s?

Makedonia
Pydna 357

Bisaltia
Amphipolis 424, 363

Chalkidike
Akanthos 424

Eion 425

Mekyberna 349

Mende 423
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Olynthos 349

Poteidaia 423

Spartolos 429

Torone 423, 349

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Ainos 340s

Propontic Thrace
Byzantion C6, 409/8, 403–399,

390/89

Selymbria 410, 408

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia C6, C5–C4?

Istros C5s

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia C6l, C5l, C4

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kyzikos C5f?

Zeleia 334

Troas
Abydos c.360

Antandros 424

Lesbos
Antissa 428/7, 412, 390/89

Eresos 428/7, 412–11, 390/89

Methymna 428/7, 412–11, 406,

390/89, 332

Mytilene C7, C7s, C7l–C6e,

C5e, 428/7, 412, 389,

350s, 346, 333–332

Pyrrha 428/7, 412, 390/89

Aiolis
Karene Archaic

Kyme C5 or C4

Ionia
Anaia 428/7

Chios 480, 412, 409, 398,

C4m, 330s

Ephesos 492, 334

Erythrai C5m, c.387, 330s

Klazomenai 412–7, c.387/6, C4f

Kolophon c.700, 430, 427

Miletos C6, 452, 405, 402

Phokaia C4m

Samos 441–39, 412–11, 405

Karia
Halikarnassos C5m

Iasos C4f

Knidos C4?

Myndos 334

Crete
Knosos C5e

Rhodos
Ialysos 411

Kamiros 411

Lindos 411

Rhodos 395, 391–90, 380s, 355,

351

Kilikia
Mallos 333

Cyprus
Salamis 499

Libya
Kyrene C6m, C5m, c.325
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20. Destruction and Disappearance of Poleis

Key
Andrap. �Andrapodismos

Destr. �Destruction of urban centre

Dioik. �Dioikismos

Exp. �Expulsion of population

Sikelia
Akragas Destr. 406

Gela Destr. 405

Euboia Andrap. 480s

Herakleia Destr. C5e

Himera Destr. C6e; Destr., Andrap. 409

Kamarina Destr., Exp. 484

Katane Destr., Andrap. 403

Megara Destr., Andrap. c.483

Morgantina Destr. 459/8

Naxos Destr., Andrap. 403

Selinous Destr., Andrap. 409

Zankle Andrap. 488/7

Italia and Kampania
Hipponion Destr., Exp. 388

Kaulonia Destr., Exp. 389

Kyme Andrap. 421

Rhegion Andrap., Destr. 387

Siris Destr. C6m

Sybaris Destr., population killed off, 510

Akarnania
Argos Amphil. Andrap. c.440

Phokis
Abai Destr. 480,

Aiolidai Destr. 480,

Ambryssos Dioik. 346

Amphikaia Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Antikyra Dioik. 346

Charadra Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Daulis Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Drymos Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Echedameia Dioik. 346

Elateia Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Erochos Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Hyampolis Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Kirrha Destr., Andrap. C6e (ghost polis)

Ledon Dioik. 346

Lilaia Dioik. 346

Medeon Dioik. 346

Neon/Tithorea Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Parapotamioi Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Pedieis Destr. 480

Phanoteus Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Phlygonion Dioik. 346

Po[---] Dioik. 346

Stiris Dioik. 346

Teithronion Destr. 480, Dioik. 346

Trachis Dioik. 346

Triteis Destr. 480

Troneia Dioik. 346

Boiotia
Chaironeia Andrap. 446

Chorsiai Destr., Andrap. 346?

Koroneia Andrap. 346

Orchomenos Destr., Andrap. 364; Andrap. 346

Plataiai Destr. 480; Andrap. 427; Destr. 426; Destr.,

Exp. 373

Thebai Andrap., Destr. 335

Thespiai Destr. 480

Achaia
Pellene Destr., Andrap. C6e

Elis
Dyspontion Destr. c.570

Pylos Destr. 360s

Arkadia
Mantinea Destr., Dioik. 385

Tegea planned Andrap. C6f

Trapezous Exp. 368

Lakedaimon
Thyrea Destr., Andrap. 424

Argolis
Mykenai Destr., Andrap. c.460

Orneai Destr., Exp. c.416/15

Tiryns Destr., Exp. c.460
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Saronic Gulf
Aigina Exp. 431

Attika
Athenai Destr. 480, 479; planned Andrap. 404

Euboia
Eretria Andrap., Destr. 490

Histiaia/Oreos Exp. 446

East Lokris
Naryka Destr. 352

Nikaia Destr. 353

Thronion Andrap. 353

Thessalia
Pharsalos Andrap. 395

Skotoussa Citizens killed off, 367/6

Malis
Herakleia Exp. 395, 371

Achaia Phthiotis
Halos Exp. C4m

Magnesia
Meliboia Citizens killed off, 367/6

The Aegean
Delos Exp. 422

Lemnos Andrap. C6l

Melos Destr., Andrap. 416/15

Naxos Destr., Andrap. 490

Skyros Andrap. 476/5

Tenos Destr., Andrap. 362

Makedonia
Methone Destr., Exp. 354

Chalkidike
Galepsos Destr. 432

Mekyberna Destr. 432

Olynthos Destr., population killed off, 479; Destr.,

Andrap. 348

Poteidaia Exp. 429; Andrap. 356

Sermylia Destr. 348?

Singos Destr. 432, 348?

Skione Andrap. 421

Stagiros Destr. 348

Torone Andrap. 422

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia Destr. C4m

Eion Andrap. 476/5; Destr. C4f

Galepsos Destr. C4m

Phagres Destr. C5f, C4m

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Stryme Destr. C4m

Thracian Chersonesos
Sestos Andrap. 353

Propontic Thrace
Tyrodiza Andrap. 341

Pontos: West Coast
Nikonion Destr. 331

Pontos: Skythia
Nymphaion Destr. C4e

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artake Destr. 493

Kalchedon Destr. C6l

Prokonnesos Destr. 493

Troas
Abydos Destr. C6l

Sigeion Destr. C4s or later

Lesbos
Arisba Andrap. C6

Mytilene planned Andrap. 427

Aiolis
Gryneion Andrap. 335/4

Ionia
Kolophon Destr. c.660

Magnesia Destr. C7

Miletos Destr., Andrap. 494

Phokaia Destr. 546

Priene Andrap. 546

Samos Population killed off, c.517

Smyrna Exp. C7e; Destr., Dioik. c.545

Karia
Halikarnassos Destr. 334

Iasos Andrap., Destr. 412?; Andrap., Destr. 405

Kedreai Andrap. 405

Crete
Lyktos Exp. C4m

Cyprus
Idalion Destr. C4l

Libya
Barke Andrap. c.514



21. Synoikismos

Key
syn. X created by synoecism

persists: partial synoecism, X persists after the synoe-

cism

disappears: full synoecism, X disappears in consequence

of the synoecism

reappears: X disappears but is refounded later

with Y population of X moved to Y

reinf. X reinforced by population from pol. (poleis)

or vil. (villages)

Sikelia
Agyrion with Syrakousai 339 (persists)

Euboia with Syrakousai 480s (disappears)

Gela with Syrakousai 485 (persists)

Kamarina with Syrakousai 484 (reappears c.461)

Katane with Leontinoi 476 (reappears 461)

Kentoripa with Syrakousai 339 (reappears)

Leontinoi with Syrakousai 422 (reappears 405), 403

(reappears 396), 339 (reappears 339/8)

Megara with Syrakousai 483 (disappears)

Messana reinf. 396 (pol. Lokroi, Medma)

Naxos with Leontinoi 476 (reappears 460s)

Syrakousai reinf. 480s, 424, 403, 396, 389, 388, 340s

(pol.)

Italia and Kampania
Hipponion with Syrakousai 388 (reappears 379)

Kaulonia with Syrakousai 389 (reappears c.357)

Lokroi with Messana 396 (1,000, persists)

Medma with Messana 396 (4,000, persists)

Epeiros
Kassopa syn. C4m (vil.)

Akarnania
Argos Amph. reinf. C5m (Amprakiot citizens)

Amprakia with Argos Amph. C5m (persists)

Boiotia
Erythrai with Thebes 431 (reappears C4)

Eteonos/Skaphai with Thebes 431 (reappears C4)

Skolos with Thebes 431 (reappears C4)

Potniai with Thebes 431 (disappears)

Tanagra syn. C?? (vil.)

Thebai reinf. 431 (pol. Erythrai, Eteonos,

Skolos, Potniai)

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Megara syn. C8? (vil.)

Achaia
Aigai with Aigeira C4f? (disappears)

Aigeira syn. C6–C5f (vil.); reinf. C4f? (pol.

Aigai)

Aigion syn. C5f? (vil.)

Dyme syn. C5f? (vil.), reinf. C4–C3 (pol.

Olenos)

Olenos with Dyme C4–C3? (disappears)

Patrai syn. C6l–C5e? (vil.)

Pellene syn. C6? (vil.)

Elis
Agriades with Elis 471? (disappears?)

Elis reinf. 471 (pol. Agriades?)

Triphylia
Lepreon reinf. C5m (vil.)

Messenia
Messene syn. 370/69 (vil.)

Arkadia
Alipheira with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Asea with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Dipaia with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Euaimon with Orchomenos C4m (persists)

Eutaia with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Gortys with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Helisson with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Heraia syn. or reinf. C6–C5? (vil. or pol.)

Lykosoura with Megalopolis 371 (not imple-

mented)

Mantinea syn. or reinf. C6–C5? (vil. or pol.), syn.

370 (vil.)

Megalopolis syn. 371–68 (vil. and pol.)

Methydrion with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Orchomenos reinf. C4m (Euaimon)

Oresthasion with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)
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Pallantion with Megalopolis 371–68? (not imple-

mented)

Tegea syn. or reinf. C6–C5? (vil. or pol.)

Teuthis with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Thisoa with Megalopolis 371–68? (persists)

Trapezous with Megalopolis 371–68 (not imple-

mented)

Argolis
Argos reinf. C5f (vil. Hysiai), c.460 (pol.

Tiryns), 416 (pol. Orneai)

Orneai with Argos 416 (reappears in C4f)

Tiryns with Argos c.460 (disappears)

Attika
Eleusis syn. 403 (Eleusinians and Athenian oli-

garchs)

Euboia
Histiaia/Oreos syn. 440s (pol. and vil.); reinf. 342/1 (vil.

Ellopieis)

Thessalia
Metropolis syn. before 358 (vil.)

Achaia Phthiotis
Phylake with Thebai C4s (disappears)

Pyrasos with Thebai C4s (persists)

Thebai reinf. C4s (pol. Phylake, Pyrasos)

Magnesia
Amyros with Kasthanaie? c.400

Kasthanaie reinf. c.400? (pol. Amyros?)

The Aegean
Astypalaia with Kos 366/5 (persists)

Halasarna with Kos 366/5 (persists)

Kos Meropis with Kos 366/5 (persists)

Kos syn. 366/5 (pol. Astypalai, Halasarma,

Kos Meropis)

Mygdonia
Arethousa reinf.? C5l? (pol. Bormiskos)

Bormiskos with Arethousa? C5l? (disappears)

Chalkidike
Galepsos with Olynthos 432 (disappears?)

Mekyberna with Olynthos 432 (reappears in 421)

Olynthos reinf. 431 (pol. Galepsos, Mekyberna,

Singos); reinf. 370s (pol.?)

Singos with Olynthos 432 (reappears in 421)

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kyzikos reinf. 362 (Prokonnesos)

Lampsakos reinf. C4f (pol. Paisos)

Paisos with Lampsakos C4f (disappears)

Prokonnesos with Kyzikos 362 (persists)

Lesbos
Mytilene syn. planned by Mytilene 428 (pol.)

Ionia
Chios syn.? c.600 (vil.)

Karia
Halikarnassos reinf. C5m (vil.), c.370 (pol. Medmasos,

Ouranion, Pedasa, Telemessos,

Termera; vil. Side?)

Latmos reinf. C4l (pol. Pidasa)

Medmasos with Halikarnassos c.370 (disappears?)

Ouranion with Halikarnassos c.370 (persists)

Pedasa with Halikarnassos c.370 (persists?)

Pidasa with Latmos C4l (persists?)

Telemessos with Halikarnassos c.370 (persists)

Termera with Halikarnassos c.370 (persists)

Crete
Hierapytna reinf. C4e (pol.? Larisa)

Larisa with Hierapytna C4e (disappears)

Rhodos
Ialysos with Rhodos 408/7 (persists)

Kamiros with Rhodos 408/7 (persists)

Lindos with Rhodos 408/7 (persists)

Rhodos syn. 408/7 (pol. Ialysos, Kamiros,

Lindos)



Spain and France
Massalia C6m–C4

Rhode C4

Sikelia
Akragas C6s–C5e

Akrai C7m

Alaisa C4s?

Gela C4s

Heloron C4

Herakleia Minoa C4s

Himera C7l–C6f

Kamarina C6, C5

Kasmenai C7s

Leontinoi C7

Megara C8l, C7l

Mytistratos C4

Naxos C7, C5f

Selinous C7, C6e

Syrakousai C8l, C7, C5–C4

Tauromenion C4

Tyndaris C4?

Zankle C7

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia C4?

Hyele C6l–C5e

Kroton C7l–C6e

Lokroi C6m

Metapontion C6m

Neapolis c.470

Poseidonia C6–C5?

Taras C6, C5m

Thourioi C5s–C4f

The Adriatic
Apollonia C5m–C4e

Spina undated

Epeiros
Elea undated

Gitana undated

Horraon C4

Kassopa C4

Akarnania
Ambrakia C6–C5

Leukas C4–C3

Palairos C4

Same C4f

Stratos C4

Torybeia C4

Aitolia
Kallion C4

Kalydon C4–C3?

Phokis
Troneia undated

Boiotia
Plataiai undated

Tanagra C4

Arkadia
Stymphalos C4f

Trapezous C5f

Messenia
Messene/Ithome C4m

Argolis
Halieis C6f

Attika
Athenai C5f (Peiraieus)

Thessalia
Pellinaion C4

Makedonia
Aiane C5f

Dion C4l

Pella C4l

Chalkidike
Mekyberna undated

Olynthos C4f

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera C4m

Stryme C5l–C4m

Pontos: Skythia
Myrmekion C5

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia C5–C4?

Troas
Neandreia C4

Tenedos undated

Ionia
Miletos C5–C4

Priene C4

Karia
Halikarnassos C4m

Knidos C4s

Rhodos
Rhodos C5l–C4

Cyprus
Idalion C5?

Libya
Euhesperides C4l

22. Grid-Planned Poleis



Key
Akrop. remains of walls enclosing the acropolis

Town remains of walls enclosing the town

Fortified information about walls in written sources,

e.g. siege

Demolished information about demolished walls in writ-

ten sources

Ateichistos recorded as unfortified in written sources

Spain and France
Alalie Town C6s

Emporion Town C5s, C4f

Massalia Akrop. undated, Town C6l, C4

Sikelia
Abakainon Fortified 393

Adranon Town C4f

Agyrion Akrop. C4e, Town C4s, Fortified 

C4e

Akragas Town C6e, Fortified 406

Akrai Town C4f, Fortified C7m?

Apollonia Town undated

Engyon Town C4m

Euboia Fortified C5f

Gela Akrop. C6, Town C4s, Fortified C7f,

405

Heloron Town C6, C4

Herakleia Minoa Town C6s–C4l

Herbessos Town C6, C4, Fortified C5l

Himera Town C6?, C5e, Fortified C5l

Hippana Town C4s

Kallipolis Fortified C5e

Kamarina Town C6s, Demolished 405

Kasmenai Town C7?, Akrop. C4f

Katane Fortified 415, Demolished 403

Kephaloidion Town C4?, Fortified 396

Leontinoi Town C6e, destroyed c.495, C5m,

destroyed c.424, Fortified 396, 356/5,

342/1

Lipara Town c.500, C4f, Fortified C5e

Longane Town C5

Megara Town C7, C6s

Mylai Fortified 426

Mytistratos Town C5–C4

Naxos Town C6m, C5e, Fortified 493, 425,

403

Selinous Town C6l, C5e, 409, Akrop. 409,

Ateichistos 405

Syrakousai Town C6, Akrop. C4, Fortified 490s,

466/5, 415–13

Tauromenion Akrop. undated, Town C4, Fortified

394/3

Tyndaris Fortified 396

Zankle Fortified 490s, ruined in 396–94,

Fortified 337

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Akrop. C5, Town C4–C3

Hipponion Town C6s–C5f, C5s–C4f, demolished

388, rebuilt C4

Hyele Akrop. c.520, Town c.520, C5e, C4–C3

Kaulonia Town C6, Demolished 389, rebuilt C4s

Kroton Town C4

Kyme Akrop. C6m, Town C6e, Fortified 524,

421

Laos Fortified 390

Lokroi Town C6, C5m–C4m, Fortified C4m

Metapontion Town C6m, C5, C4–C3

Neapolis Town c.470, C4

Poseidonia Town C6?, C4

Pyxous Town C5f, C4l

Rhegion Town C6–C5, Fortified 393, Demol-

ished 387, rebuilt C4m

Siris Town C7–C6

Sybaris Fortified C6, 467

Taras Akrop. C6, Town C5m

Terina Fortified 356/5

Thourioi Fortified C5s

The Adriatic
Ankon Akrop. C4

Apollonia Akrop. C6, Town C4–C3

Epidamnos Fortified 437

Issa Town C4

Lissos Akrop. C4

Melaina Korkyra Fortified C4l–C3e
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Pharos Town C4f, Fortified C4f

Spina Town undated

Epeiros
Amantia Town C5

Batiai Akrop. undated, Town C4s

Berenike Town C4s

Boucheta Town Archaic, C5l, C4f

Bouthroton Akrop. C6l–C5e, C5–C4

Byllis Town C4m

Dodona Akrop. C4

Elateia Town C5l

Elea Town undated

Ephyra Akrop. LH III onwards

Eurymenai Town C4, Fortified 312

Gitana Akrop. C4, Town C4

Horraon Town C4f

Kassope Town C4m

Nikaia Town C5

Olympa Town C5–C4

Pandosia Town C4f

Passaron Akrop. C5s, Town C4l

Phanote Town C4l

Phoinike Akrop. C5

Tekmon Town C4

Torone Akrop. C5, Town C5l

Akarnania
Alyzeia Akrop., Town C4?, Fortified 391

Ambrakia Town C5e

Anaktorion Town undated, Fortified 425

Argos Town undated, Fortified 430

Astakos Town C5

Derion Town undated, Fortified? C4l

Echinos Town undated

Ithaka Akrop. C5–C4, Town C5–C4

Korkyra Town C4 or C3, Fortified 373/2

Koronta Town C4

Kranioi Akrop. C5, Town? C4f

Leukas Town undated, Fortified 429/8

Limnaia Town C4l, Ateichistos 429

Matropolis Akrop. undated

Medion Town undated

Oiniadai Town C5–C4, Fortified C5m

Palairos Akrop. undated, Town C5

Paleis Town? C4f

Phoitiai Akrop. C5–C4, Town C5–C4

Pronnoi Akrop. C4?

Same Akrop. C5, Town C4m

Stratos Town C5s, Fortified 429

Thyrreion Town undated, Fortified 373/2

Torybeia Town undated

Aitolia
Agrinion Town C4, Fortified 314

Aigition Fortified 426?

Chalkis Town C4?

Halikyrna Town C4?

Kallion Akrop., Town C4s

Kalydon Akrop. C6l–C5e, Town C4, Fortified 389

Makynea Town C4?

Molykreion Town C4

Trichoneion Town? C4–C3

West Lokris
Amphissa Akrop. undated, Town C4s, Fortified 321

Chaleion Town C4l–C3e

Myania Town C4

Naupaktos Town Archaic/Classical?, Fortified C5s

Tolophon Town undated

Phokis
Abai Akrop. C6–C5, Town C4?

Ambryssos Fortified 339/8

Amphikaia Town C4–C3

Boulis Town undated

Charadra Akrop., Town undated

Daulis Town C4l?, Fortified 395

Delphoi Unwalled

Drymos Town C4l

Elateia Fortified 426, 395, 374, 346

Erochos Town undated

Hyampolis Town C4s, Fortified 395

Kirrha Town Classical?

Ledon Akrop.? C4?

Lilaia Akrop., Town C4m

Medeon Town undated

Neon/Tithorea Town C4s, Fortified 349

Parapotamioi Akrop. undated

Phanoteus Town 340s?, Fortified 395

Phlygonion Town undated

Stiris Town undated

Teithronion Town undated

Troneia Akrop. undated

Boiotia
Akraiphia Akrop. C4?

Chaironeia Akrop. C6?, Town C6–C5?, Fortified

424, 354
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Chorsiai Akrop. C4, Town C4, walls demolished

346

Erythrai Akrop. undated, Town?, unwalled 431

Eteonos/Skaphai Unwalled 431

Eutresis Town C4m

Haliartos Akrop. C6–C5?, Town C4?, Fortified

395/4

Hyettos Akrop. C6?

Hysiai Town undated

Kopai Town C4s?

Koroneia Akrop.?, Town? Fortified 353

Mykalessos Town?, walls in bad repair 413

Orchomenos Town A or C4, Fortified C4m

Oropos Akrop. undated

Plataiai Town ?–426, 386–73, 335–?, Fortified

431, beseiged 429–27; walls demol-

ished 426, 373

Potniai Unwalled 431

Siphai Akrop. C4m, Town C4m, Fortified 

424

Skolos Unwalled 431

Tanagra Town C4e, walls demolished 457

Thebai Akrop. Bronze Age with repairs in A

and C, Town C5, Fortified 540, 479,

besieged 479, 335

Thespiai Town undated, walls Demolished 423,

rebuilt 378, Demolished c.373, rebuilt

after 343

Thisbai Town C4m?

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Aigosthena Akrop. C4l

Korinthos Akrop. C6?, Town C7m–l, C5, Fortified

C4

Megara Town C4?, Fortified 460, 424

Pagai Town undated

Sikyon Akrop., Town C5

Achaia
Aigeira Akrop.,Town C4?

Aigion Fortified C4l

Patrai Fortified C5s

Elis
Elis Ateichistos c.400

Kyllene Fortified c.400

Marganeis Fortified 365

Arkadia
Alipheira Akrop. C4e, Town undated

Asea Akrop. C4e?, Town C3?

Dipaia Akrop. undated

Eutaia Fortified C4f

Gortys Akrop. C4m

Halous Akrop. C4?

Heraia Town undated, Fortified 375?

Kaphyai Town undated

Lousoi Akrop. C4

Lykosoura Akrop. C5–C4

Mantinea Town 370, Fortified 385, walls dem-

olished 385, rebuilt 370

Megalopolis Town 360s

Methydrion Akrop.? C5–C4?

Orchomenos Town C4s, Fortified 418, 370

Oresthasion Akrop. C6–C5e?

Paion Akrop. C4?

Pallantion Akrop. undated

Pheneos Akrop. C4?

Phigaleia Akrop.? undated, Town C5?, C4m?

Psophis Town C5l–C4e

Stymphalos Town C4s, Fortified C5f, 369

Tegea Town C4e, Fortified 418, 370

Teuthis Akrop. C4–C3?

Thaliades Akrop.?, Town undated

Thelphousa Town undated, Fortified C5–C4

Thisoa Akrop. undated

Torthyneion Town undated

Trapezous? Town C5e

Triphylia
Lepreon Akrop. C4?, Town undated

Makiston Akrop. undated

Phrixai Akrop. undated

Messenia
Messene Town C4

Mothone Town undated, Fortified 431

Lakedaimon
Anthena Akrop. C4

Epidauros Akrop. C5?, C4?

Eua Town undated

Gytheion Fortified 370/69

Kythera Fortified 393

Las Akrop. undated

Sparta Ateichistos 362

Argolis
Argos Town C6–C5, Fortified 417/16

Epidauros Fortified 418/17, 369
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Halieis Akrop. C7, Town Classical, Fortified

425/4

Hermion Town C4

Kleonai Akrop., Town undated

Methana Akrop. C4s

Mykenai Fortified c.460

Orneai Town C4s? Fortified 416/15, 353/2

Phleious Akrop. C4e, Town C4e?, Fortified 380,

369

Tiryns Akrop. Mycenaean

Troizen Akrop., Town undated, Fortified 369

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Town C5e, Fortified 460, 389, walls

demolished 457

Attika
Athenai Akrop. C13, Town C6, walls demol-

ished 480–79, rebuilt 479/8, Demol-

ished 404, rebuilt 394–91, Acropolis

fortified 630s, town fortified 510, 480,

405–4

Eleusis Fortified 401

Salamis Town C4, Fortified C4

Euboia
Athenai Diades Akrop. undated

Chalkis Town undated, Fortified C4m

Dystos Akrop. undated, Town C4

Eretria Akrop. C6?–C4, Town C4, Fortified

490, 341, walls demolished 490

Histiaia/Oreos Fortified 426, C4m

Karystos Fortified 490, siege 490

East Lokris
Alope Akrop. C6?

Alponos Akrop. C5, Fortified 426

Halai Akrop. C6, C4m, Town C4–C3

Kynos Akrop. undated

Larymna Town C6l–C5e?, C4

Naryka Akrop. undated, Fortified 352

Opous Town C4l–C3, Fortified 313

Thronion Town undated, Fortified 451, 353

Doris
Akyphas/Pindos Town undated

Boion Town undated

Erineos Town undated

Kytinion Town undated

Thessalia
Argoussa Town C5–C4

Atrax Akrop. C5e, C4m, Town C4

Gyrton Akrop. C6?, Town undated

Kierion Town C5e

Krannon Town undated

Larisa Town undated, Fortified 369/8

Metropolis Town C4f

Orthos Town undated

Pagasai Akrop. Town C6l–C5e, Fortified 353

Peiraia Akrop., Town undated

Pelinna(ion) Akrop. C5, Town C4

Phaloria Town undated

Pharkadon Akrop., Town C5–C4, Fortified 356

Pharsalos Town C5e–C4s, Fortified 457/6

Pherai Town C4f, Fortified 344

Skotoussa Akrop. undated, Fortified 367/6

Dolopia
Angeia Town undated

Ainis
Hypata Akrop., Town C4–C3

Malis
Antikyre Akrop., Town undated

Echinos Town C4

Herakleia Akrop., Town undated, Fortified 426,

395, walls demolished 371/0

Lamia Akrop. C6, C5–C4, Town c.400,

Fortified 323/2

Achaia
Antron Akrop., Town undated

Ekkarra Akrop. undated, Town C4

Halos Fortified C4m

Melitaia Town undated

Peuma Akrop. undated, Town C4?

Proerna Akrop. undated, Town C4?

Thaumakoi Akrop. C4

Thebai Akrop. undated, Town C4l–C3e

Magnesia
Eurymenai Akrop., Town undated

Kasthanaie Akrop., Town C5

Korakai Town C5

Methone? Town C4l (Goritsa)

Olizon Town undated

Perrhaibia
Azoros Fortified 316

Chyretiai Akrop., Town undated

Doliche Akrop. undated, Town C4–C3
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Gonnos Akrop. C6?

Malloia Town undated

Mondaia Akrop., Town undated

Mylai Akrop., Town undated

Oloosson Akrop. undated

Phalanna Akrop. undated

Pythoion Akrop., Town undated

Islands
(Amorgos)

Aigiale Town C6?–C4?

Arkesine Town C4s–C3e

Minoa Akrop. C8l–?, Town C4–C3

Andros Town C4, Fortified 480, 408

Chalke Town C6

Delos Unwalled

Ikos Town C4

Imbros Town C4

Ios Town undated

(Karpathos)

Arkeseia Akrop. C4s

Brykous Akrop. C4l–C3

(Keos)

Ioulis Akrop. C5, repairs C4l–C3e

Karthaia Walls demolished 364, slim walls C4s

Koresia Walls demolished 364, slim walls C4s

Poiessa Town C6l, walls demolished 364, slim

walls C4s

(Kos)

Kos Town undated, walls built 366/5

Kos Meropis Town C5?, unfortified 412

Kythnos Town C4s

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia Town C4

Myrina Akrop., Town C6–C3, Fortified c.500

Melos Town C6l–C5e, Fortified 424, 416

Naxos Town undated, Fortified C6l, 470s, 376

Nisyros Town C4s

Panormos Fortified C4m

Paros Akrop., Town C7–C6, Fortified C6l,

C5e

Peparethos Fortified 426

Samothrake Town C7–C6

Seleinous Town C4

Siphnos Akrop. c.500

Skyros Akrop., Town C4s, Fortified C5f

Syme Akrop. Hellenistic?

Telos Town C4?

Tenos Town C7–C6, New Town C4s

Thasos Town C6l, Fortified 494, walls dem-

olished 491, rebuilt, demolished 463,

rebuilt 411

Makedonia
Aigeai Town C4l

Aloros Town undated

Beroia Town C4l, Fortified 432

Dion Town C4l

Edessa Akrop., Town C4l

Europos Fortified 429

Herakleion Town undated, Fortified C5

Leibethra Town undated

Methone Fortified 354

Pella Town C4s

Pydna Town undated, Fortified 432, 411, 357

Mygdonia
Apollonia Town undated, Fortified 382

Arethousa Town C4l

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Town C5s, Fortified 424, 357

Argilos Town C5–C4

Chalkidike
Akanthos Akrop. C5f, Fortified 424

Aphytis Town C5–C4, Fortified 405

Dion Fortified 423

Eion Fortified 425

Kissos Town? undated

Mende Akrop. c.700, Fortified 423

Olynthos Town C5s–C4f, Fortified 432, 381,

349–8

Poteidaia Town C5, Fortified 479, 432

Sane, Akte Fortified 423

Skione Akrop.undated, Fortified 423

Spartolos Fortified 429

Stagiros Akrop. C5–C4, Town c.500, C4l

Torone Town C5–C4, Fortified 423

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Berga Town undated

Eion Fortified C5e, 424

Galepsos Fortified C5e

Myrkinos Fortified 509

Neapolis Akrop. C5–C4, Fortified 410

Oisyme Akrop. C6, Town C5f

Phagres Fortified 480
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Philippoi Fortified C4m

Pistyros Town C6l

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Harbour C7s–C5, Town (relocated)

C4m

Dikaia Town C4

Drys Fortified 375

Maroneia Town undated

Mesambria Fortified 480

Stryme Akrop.? C5–C4m

Zone Town undated

Thracian Chersonesos
Alopekonnesos Fortified 360/59

Elaious Fortified 411, 360/59

Krithote Fortified 360/59

Sestos Fortified 479/8, 394, 365

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe Fortified 410

Byzantion Fortified 478/7, 409/8, 357/6, 340

Daminon Teichos Fortified C5s, C4

Heraion Teichos Fortified 352

Neapolis Fortified C4m?

Perinthos Akrop. C5, Town C5, Fortified 399, 340

Selymbria Fortified 408, 403, 340

Serrion Teichos Fortified C5s, 346

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia Fortified C4m

Istros Town C6, C5–C4

Kallatis Town C4f

Mesambria Town C5 or C4e

Nikonion Town C5f

Odessos Fortified C4s

Olbia Town C4l, Fortified C5s, 331

Orgame Akrop. C4, Town C4

Tyras Town C4

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos Town C5f, Town C4

Gorgippia Town C4

Hermonassa Town C4s

Karkinitis Town C5m

Kimmerikon Town C5l–C4e

Kytaia Town C4e

Myrmekeion Akrop. C6l–C5e, Town C4e

Nymphaion Akrop. C5l–C4e, Town C5e, C4e

Pantikapaion Akrop. C5l–C4f, Town C5e

Phanagoria Town C5l, destroyed C4e, rebuilt C4

Theodosia Town C5e

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia Fortified C5s

Kotyora Town C5l

Sinope Fortified 370

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos Fortified C5

Astakos Fortified C4m

Kalchedon Fortified 513, 409, 387, 360s

Kios Town undated

Kyzikos Ateichistos 410, Fortified 409, Cf4, 364,

334

Lampsakos Ateichistos 411, Fortified 409, 405

Miletouteichos Fortified 395

Parion Town undated, Fortified c.360

Troas
Abydos Fortified C5l, C4

Antandros Fortified C5l

Assos Akrop., Town C6?, C4?, Fortified 365

Gargara Akrop. C6?

Gentinos Akrop. C4

Gergis Fortified C4e

Hamaxitos Fortified 398

Ilion Fortified C4f

Kebren Akrop., Town C5l, Fortified C4e

Kokylion Fortified C4e

Kolonai Fortified C4e

Lamponeia Town C6?

Larisa Fortified C4e

Neandreia Town C6?, C5l–C4e, Fortified C4e

Ophryneion Akrop. undated

Palaiperkote Town C6?

Rhoiteion Akrop. undated

Sigeion Fortified C6

Skepsis Fortified C4e

Lesbos
Antissa Town C6? Fortified 428/7

Arisba Akrop., Town C6?

Eresos Town C6? Fortified 428/7, 412

Methymna Town C6? Fortified 428/7, 406

Mytilene Town C6–C4m, Fortified 428/7, 405,

333 walls demolished 427

Pyrrha Akrop. undated, Fortified 428/7
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Aiolis
Aigai Town C4?

Atarneus Town C5 or C4, Fortified 398/7 and

c.350

Chalkis Town C5 or C4?

Herakleia Town undated

Kyme Town C6, Fortified 546, c.400

Larisa Akrop. C5, Akrop. and Town C4,

Fortified 398/7

Melanpagos Town undated

Myrina Akrop., Town undated

Neon Teichos Fortified C5

Pergamon Town C7, C5

Pitane Town C4, Fortified 335/4

Ionia
Airai Town C4

Chios Fortified 425/4, 412/11, C4f

Ephesos Town c.500, Fortified C6f

Erythrai Town C4l, Fortified C4l

Klazomenai Akrop. C6, Town C4, Fortified C6?,

C4f, Ateichistos 411

Kolophon Town C4l, Fortified C4l

Magnesia Ateichistos 400

Miletos Akrop. C7, Town C6, C5, Fortified C7,

494, C5

Notion Fortified c.430?

Phokaia Town C6f, Fortified 546, 406

Polichnitai Fortified 412?

Priene Town C4s

Pteleon Fortified 412

Pygela Town C4, Fortified 409

Samos Akrop. C6, Town C6, C4e, Fortified

524, 441, C4f, wall demolished 339,

Ateichistos 411

Sidousa Fortified 412

Smyrna Town C9m?, C8m, C7l, Fortified C7e,

C6m

Teos Akrop. C6?, Town C4–C3, Fortified

C6, wall demolished 494, rebuilt 412,

demolished 411, rebuilt C4e

Thebai Town C6?

Karia
Alabanda Town C4

Alinda Akrop., Town C4m, Fortified C4s

Amos Akrop. C4l, Town C4

Amyzon Town C4

Bargasa Akrop. undated

Bargylia Town C4

Chalketor Akrop. undated

Euromos Town C4l

Halikarnassos Town C4e, Fortified C5m, 334

Hydaieus Akrop. undated

Iasos Akrop. C9–C8, Town C4l

Karbasyanda Akrop. undated

Karyanda Town C4

Kaunos Town C4?–C3, Fortified 396

Keramos Akrop., Town C4

Killareis Town C4

Kindye Town C5–C4

Knidos Akrop. C5l (Burgaz), Akrop., Town

C4m (Tekir), Ateichistos 412

Latmos Town C4e

Medmasos Town undated

Mylasa Ateichistos C4f

Myndos Town C4m, Fortified 334

Ouranion Town C4

Pedasa Town undated

Pidasa Town C4–C3e

Syangela/Theangela Town C4

Termera Town C5

Tralleis Ateichistos c.400

Crete
Anopolis Town undated

Aptara Town undated, Fortified C3l

Axos Akrop. undated

Bionnos Town undated

Datala (Aphrati) Akrop. undated

Dragmos (Koutsoulopetres) Town undated

Dreros Akrop., Town undated

Eleutherna Town undated, Fortified C3l

Elyros Akrop.?, Town undated

Gortyns Town Geometric, unfortified until

C3s

Hyrtakina Town C4l

Istron Town undated

Itanos Akrop., Town undated

Keraia Akrop. C4

Knosos Fortified guard-post

Kydonia Akrop.? Fortified C4m

Lato Town undated

Olous Fortified guard-posts

Petra Akrop. undated

Phaistos Town Geometric

Phalasarna Akrop. C5–C4, harbour C4s
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Polichne Town undated

Polyrhen Akrop., Town C4l–C3e

Rhitten (Patela Prinias) Town C4l

Sybrita Akrop. Archaic

Rhodos
Kamiros Ateichistos 411

Lindos Akrop., Fortified 490

Rhodos Town c.407

Lykia
Phaselis Town C5m–c.300, Fortified c.469

Pamphylia
Aspendos Akrop. C4s, Town C4s

Kilikia
Aphrodisias Town C5–C4

Kelenderis Town undated

Nagidos Akrop. C5–C4

Cyprus
Amathous Akrop., Town C6–C5, Fortified 498/7

Idalion Akrop. C6f, Town C6l, Fortified 498/7,

C5m

Karpasia Fortified C4

Marion Fortified 449

Paphos Town C8l, C6l, C4m, Fortified 498/7,

C4l

Salamis Town C8–C6f, Fortified C5m, C5l,

C4m

Soloi Fortified 498/7

Libya
Barke Fortified c.514, 480

Euhesperides Town C7l–C6e, C4e, Fortified 413

Kyrene Town C4, Fortified 322, 313

Taucheira Town C6e, Fortified 322
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Key
italics buildings attested in written sources

bold buildings attested archaeologically

Sikelia
Agyrion bouleuterion C4

Akragas bouleuterion C4l; ekklesiasterion
C5–C4

Katane bouleuterion? undated

Lipara prytaneion C4l

Syrakousai bouleuterion? C6l–C5e; palace C4e;

desmoterion C4f

Italia and Kampania
Hyele bouleuterion C5f; ruler’s house? C6l

Kaulonia theatre-like structure undated

Kroton desmoterion C5f

Kyme bouleuterion C6

Lokroi prytaneion? undated

Metapontion ekklesiasterion? C7–C4

Poseidonia ekklesiasterion? C5m–C4

Rhegion ekklesiasterion? C4

Taras prytaneion C4f; bouleuterion?

undated

Epeiros
Kassope ekklesiasterion C3 above earlier

structure?

Akarnania
Korkyra bouleuterion C5s

Stratos bouleuterion C4

Aitolia
Kallion archive C4s

Phokis
Delphoi prytaneion C4s; dikasterion? C4f

Hyampolis bouleuterion C4f

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos bouleuterion C4m

Sikyon prytaneion C6e; bouleuterion C4l

Elis
Elis prytaneion C5e; bouleuterion C6s

Arkadia
Mantinea bouleuterion C4f

Megale polis federal? assembly hall C4f

Tegea desmoterion C4f

Argolis
Argos prytaneion C4l; bouleuterion C5f;

ekklesiasterion? C5m; desmoterion

C4

Phleious bouleuterion or dikasterion? C5s

Troizen prytaneion C4l–C3e

Saronic Gulf
Kalaureia bouleuterion (Hellenistic?)

Attika
Athenai prytaneion C6e; bouleuterion

C6l–C4; ekklesiasterion C5–C4;

dikasteria C5–C4; stoa basileios
c.500; desmoterion C5m

Euboia
Histiaia/Oreos desmoterion C4m

Achaia Phthiotis
Halos prytaneion C5f

The Aegean
Delos prytaneion C5; bouleuterion C6f;

eklesiasterion C5f

(Keos)

Ioulis prytaneion C4m

Karthaia prytaneion C5

Koresia prytaneion C4m

Paros prytaneion C5; bouleuterion C4

Peparethos prytaneion C5s

Siphnos prytaneion C6s

Thasos prytaneion C5f

Makedonia
Aigeai palace c.400

Pella palace, bouleuterion C4l

Chalkidike
Akanthos prytaneion C4l

Olynthos bouleuterion C5l; dikasterion? C5e
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Thracian Chersonesos
Chersonesos/Agora prytaneion C6s

Pontos: West Coast
Olbia prytaneion (hestiatorion)? C6l;

ekklesiasterion C4e; dikasterion C4

Pontos: Skythia
Pantikapaion palace

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia bouleuterion C4m

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kyzikos prytaneion C6l

Troas
Ilion prytaneion c.300; dikasterion? c.300

Sigeion prytaneion C6

Tenedos prytaneion C5m

Lesbos
Methymna bouleuterion? undated

Mytilene prytaneion c.600

Aiolis
Larisa palace C6

Kyme desmoterion undated

Nasos pryteneion C4l

Ionia
Airai prytaneion C4

Erythrai prytaneion C4s

Kolophon prytaneion annex or metroon C4s

Priene prytaneion annex C4s

Samos bouleuterion (C7l); bouleuterion

(klerouchy C4)

Karia
Alinda palace C4s

Halikarnassos prytaneion (C4l); palace C4f

Iasos archeion C4s

Crete
Apellonia prytaneion? C6–C3

Datala (Aphrati) bouleuterion? C7

Dreros prytaneion? C4s–C3f; theatre steps
C8f

Gortyns dikasterion C5m

Lato prytaneion C4s; ekklesiasterion?

C4–C3; dikasterion? C4–C3

Rhitten (Patela Prinias) prytaneion? C7

Cyprus
Amathous palace? C8m–c.300

Idalion palace C6

Paphos palace C6–C5

Soloi palace C5l–C4

Egypt
Naukratis Prytaneion? C4l

Libya
Kyrene prytaneion C4l; bouleuterion C4;

geronteion C4l
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Key
italics buildings attested in written sources

bold buildings attested archaeologically

Spain and France
Alalie temples? C6

Emporion temples C5s

Massalia temples C6l

Sikelia
Adranon temple C4

Agyrion temples C4s; theatre C4s

Aitna theatre C5f

Akragas temples C6sff; stoas C5

Akrai temple C7m

Gela temples C6ff; theatre C5m

Heloron temple C4s; theatre C4–C3

Herakleia Minoa theatre C4l–C3e

Himera temples C7sff

Hippana theatre undated

Kamarina temple C5f

Kasmenai temple C6m

Katane theatre C5?

Leontinoi theatre C4m

Megara temples C6eff; stoas C7s

Morgantina theatre C4l

Naxos temple C6s

Selinous temples C6eff; stoa C6m; theatre C4m

Syrakousai temples C8sff; theatres C5ff

Tyndaris theatre c.300

Zankle theatre C4s

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia temple C6

Hipponion temples C6lff

Hyele temple C5e; theatre? C5e; stoas C4

Kaulonia temple C6ff

Kroton theatre C5

Kyme temple C5m

Lokroi temples C6, C5; theatre C4m; stoa C6m

Metapontion temples C6eff; stoa C4; theatre C7–C3

Metauros temple C6–C4

Pithekoussai temple C6–C4

Poseidonia temples C6mff

Rhegion temple? C5s; temple undated

Siris temple C6e

Sybaris temples C7ff

Taras temples C6eff

Thourioi gymnasia C4m

The Adriatic
Ankon temple C4f

Apollonia temples C6sff; stoas C4–C3

Epeiros
Amantia temple, stadion, both undated

Boucheta stoa undated

Bouthroton theatre C4l; stoa C4

Dodona temple C5l

Kassope temple C4m; theatre C4–C3

Passaron temple C4; theatre undated

Akarnania
Ambrakia temple c.500

Anaktorion temple C5

Ithaka temple C6ff

Korkyra temples C5ff

Kranioi temple undated

Leukas temples C5

Medion temple C4l

Oiniadai temple undated

Phoitiai temple undated

Pronnoi temples C6ff

Same temple undated

Stratos temples C6ff; stoai C4; theatre C4

Torybeia stoai undated

Zakynthos temples C4; stadion C4m

Aitolia
Agrinion stoa C4

Kalydon temples C7ff

Makynea theatre C4?–C3

Molykreion temple C4; stoa C4

Phokis
Delphoi temples C7ff; theatre C4; stoa C5f;

gymnasion C4s; stadion C4l?; hippo-

dromos C4
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Hyampolis theatre C4m

Boiotia
Akraiphia temples C4l

Chaironeia theatre C5–C4

Haliartos temple C7–C6; stoa C6?

Koroneia temple undated; theatre undated

Lebadeia temples C4; stoa C4

Orchomenos temples C6; theatre C4s

Oropos temple C5l–C4s; theatres C5l–C4m;

stoa C5l–C4s

Plataiai temples C5

Tanagra temples C5ff; theatre C4f

Thebai temples C8sff; theatre C4; stoas C4; sta-

dion and gymnasion C6; stadion and

gymnasion C5; hippodromos C5

Thespiai temple C5f

Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyonia
Korinthos temples C7ff; theatre C5; stoas C5–C4l;

stadion C5f

Megara temple undated; stoas undated

Sikyon temple C6

Achaia
Aigeira temple C7s

Dyme temples C6ff

Helike temples C6ff

Keryneia temple C6

Leontion theatre C4

Elis
Elis temple C6; theatre C4; stoas C5; gym-

nasium C4

Arkadia
Alea temple undated

Alipheira temples C5eff

Asea temples C7sff

Gortys temples C5lff; stoas C4eff

Heraia temples C6ff

Kleitor theatre undated

Lykosoura temple C4

Mantinea temples C5–C4; theatre C4; stoas C5?ff

Megalopolis temple C4; theatre C4f; stoa C4m

Methydrion temple undated

Orchomenos temples C6ff; theatre C4l; stoas C4s

Paion temple undated

Pallantion temples C6fff

Phigaleia temples C7lff; theatre C4f

Psophis temple C5; stoa C5

Stymphalos temples C5eff; theatre undated

Tegea temples C7lff; theatre C4

Thelphousa temples C6l–C5eff; stoas C4

Triphylia
Lepreon temples C4

Makiston temple C5e

Pyrgos temple C5e

Messenia
Messene/Ithome temple undated; stoa C4s

Pharai temple C6

Lakedaimon
Geronthrai temple C6–C5?

Las temple C5–C4?

Sparta temples c.700ff; stoa C5f; palaistrai C4

Argolis
Argos temple C5s; stoas undated; gymnasium

C5f; stadion C4s

Epidauros temples C4m; theatres C4sff

Halieis temples C7eff; stoa C4?; stadion C5–C4

Hermion temple C6l

Kleonai temple C6

Phleious theatre C4?

Tiryns temple C6; stoa? C6

Troizen temple C6m, stadion C4l–C3e

Saronic Gulf
Aigina temples C6mff; stadion C5–C4

Kalaureia temple C6l; four stoas C5–C4

Attika
Athenai temples, theatres C4– ; stoas C6l– ;

gymnasia C5– ; stadia C5– ; hippo-
drome

Euboia
Eretria temples C8ff; theatre C4; palaistra

C4?; gymnasion C4?

Karystos temple undated

East Lokris
Halai temple C6e

Kynos temple? undated

Naryka theatre?

Thronion temple? undated

Thessalia
Argoussa temples undated

Atrax temples C4ff; theatre C4
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Kondaia temple undated

Krannon temple undated

Larisa temple C5; temple C4

Metropolis temple C6l; temple

Pagasai temple C5–C4; stoa C5–C4

Pelinna(ion) temples undated; theatre undated;

stoas undated

Pherai temple C6e

Skotoussa theatre C4f

Achaia Phthiotis
Halos temple C7?

Thebai temple C6; theatre C4m; stoa C4–C3

Magnesia
Eurymenai temple C5–C4

Iolkos temple undated

Olizon temple undated

Spalauthra temple undated

Perrhaibia
Gonnos temple C7s

Pythoion temple undated

The Aegean
Minoa gymnasion C4

Andros temple undated; stoa C5–C4

Delos temples C7ff; theatre C4; two stoas
C6m–l

Halasarna temple C6ff

Hephaistia temples undated

Ios temple undated

Karthaia temples C6l

Kos temples C4; theatre C4; stoa C4?

Kythnos temples C6ff

Myrina temple undated

Naxos temple C6s; theatre C6?

Oine temple C6

Paros temples C7ff

Poiessa temple undated

Rhenaia temple undated

Seleinous temple undated

Skyros temple undated

Thasos temples C6mff; theatre c.300; stoas
C4mff

Thera temple c.600; stoa C6

Makedonia
Aigeai temples C4; theatre C4s

Aloros temple C4

Beroia theatre C4l

Dion temples C6l; theatre C4e; stadion C6l

Mieza stoas C4; gymnasion C4; school of
Aristotle

Pella theatre C4s; stoas C4

Pydna temples C4

Bisaltia
Amphipolis temples C5ff; gymnasion C4

Chalkidike
Akanthos temple C5f

Aphytis temples C4ff

Olynthos temple C6

Poteidaia temple C5e

Stagiros stoa C4

Torone temple C5

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Galepsos temple undated

Neapolis temple C6

Oisyme temple C5e

Thrace:from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera temple C4; theatre C4l–C3e; palaistra

undated

Zone temple C6

Thracian Chersonesos
Kardia gymnasium C4

Propontic Thrace
Byzantion temples C5e; gymnasion C4; stadion C6

Pontos: West Coast
Istros temples C6mff

Mesambria theatre C4?

Olbia temples C6lff; theatre C4; stoa? undat-

ed; gymnasion C5e

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos temples C4

Gorgippia temples undated

Hermonassa temple C5

Kepoi temples undated

Myrmekeion temples C5

Nymphaion temple C5–C4

Pantikapaion temples C5mff

Phanagoria temples undated

Pontos: Kolchis
Phasis temples? undated
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Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Herakleia theatre C4

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Kyzikos temple C6; theatre C4l; stoa C4l

Troas
Assos temple C6; stoas undated

Gargara temple C6

Gentinos temple C6–C5

Hamaxitos temple C5?

Ilion theatre C4l

Neandreia temple C6; theatre C4; stoa undated

Tenedos theatre undated

Lesbos
Antissa stoa C4s

Eresos temple C6

Methymna temples C6l; theatre C4?

Mytilene theatre undated; stoa C4–C3

Pyrrha temple C4s

Aiolis
Aigai temple? C6

Kyme temple C4?

Larisa temples C6ff; stoas C6–C5

Ionia
Chios stoa C4f

Ephesos temples C8ff; theatre C4l

Erythrai temples C8ff; theatre C4; stoa C4

Kolophon temples C4l; stoa C4

Miletos temples C7ff

Myous temples C6mff

Phokaia temple C6f; theatre C4f

Priene temple C4; stadion C4

Samos temple C8; theatre C4l

Smyrna temple C7; stoas C7l

Thebai temples undated

Karia
Amyzon temple C6; temple C4l

Halikarnassos temples C5eff; theatre C4?;

Maussoleion C4m

Kedreai temple C6?

Knidos temples C5ff; stoa C4s

Latmos temple C4l

Mylasa temples C4; stoas C4; palaistra C4l;

gymnasion C4l

Myndos temples undated; stadion undated

Crete
Aptara temples C5–C4

Axos temples C6

Datala (Aphrati) temple C7

Dreros temple C8f or C6

Eltynia temple C6?

Gortyns temples C7s; stoa? C6

Itanos temples undated

Kydonia temples C6s

Lato temple C4s–C3e; stoa C4s–C3e

Phaistos temples C7l–C6ff

Phalasarna temples undated

Praisos temple C4–C3

Rhitten (Patela Prinias) temples C7

Rhodos
Ialysos temples C6ff; theatre C4

Kamiros temples C6–C5

Lindos temples C6ff; theatre C4

Rhodos temples C4?; theatre C4l; gymnasion

C5–C4; stadion C4

Cyprus
Soloí temple

Egypt
Naukratis temples C6ff

Libya
Kyrene temples C6ff; theatre undated; four

stoas C6–C4

Taucheira temple undated
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Key
Metal: silver if nothing is stated, G �gold, E �electrum,

B �bronze.

Legend: only toponyms, ethnics and a few other legends

important for site-classification are recorded in this index,

and only the longest preserved form of the legend is

recorded.

Spain and France
Emporion C5f– ?. ΕΜΠΟΡΙΤΩΝ

Massalia c.525–?. ΜΑΣΣΑΛΙΩΤΑΝ or

-ΤΩΝ

Rhode C4l–C3e. ΡΟ∆ΗΤΩΝ

Sikelia
Abakainon c.340–?, B–C5m–?.

ΑΒΑΚΑΙΝΙΝΟΝ or -ΝΩΝ

Adranon B–C4s–?. Α∆ΡΑΝΙΤΑΝ

Agyrion B–C5m–?. ΑΓΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ

Aitna 476–?, B–C4s. ΑΙΤΝΑΙΟΝ

Akragas c.520–406, 338–?, B–430–406.

ΑΚΡΑΓΑΣ, ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΟΣ,

ΑΚΡΑΓΑΝΤΙΝΟΝ or -ΝΩΝ

Alaisa B–C4s–?. ΑΛΑΙΣΙΝΩΝ

Alontion B–C4e–?. ΑΛΟΝΤΙΝΟΝ

Galeria C5m–C5l. ΓΑΛΑΡΙΝΟΝ

Gela 490–405, c.340–?, G–C5l. ΓΕΛΑΣ,

ΓΕΛΩΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Henna 460–?. ΕΝΝΑ, ΗΕΝΝΑΙΟΝ

Herbessos B–C4s–?. ΕΡΒΗΣΣΙΝΩΝ

Himera C6m–408, B–c.340–?. ΗΙΜΕΡΑ,

ΗΙΜΕΡΑΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Hippana C5m, B–C4m. ΙΠΑΝΑΤΑΝ

Imachara C4. ΙΜΑΧΑΡΑΙΩΝ

Kamarina 492–484, 461–440, 420–405, G–C5l,

B–C5s, C4s. ΚΑΜΑΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ or

-ΙΩΝ

Katane c.461–?, B–C5l– ?. ΚΑΤΑΝΕ,

ΚΑΤΑΝΑΙΟΣ or -ΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Kentoripa B–339/8–?. ΚΕΝΤΟΡΙΠΙΝΩΝ

Kephaloidion C5l–C4e, B–C5l–C4e. ΕΚ

ΚΕΦΑΛΟΙ∆ΙΟΥ,

ΚΕΦΑΛΟΙ∆ΙΤΑΝ

Leontinoi c.476–C4m, B–c.405–C4m.

ΛΕΟΝΤΙΝΟΣ or

-ΝΟΝ

Lipara B–C5s. ΛΙΠΑΡΑΙΟΝ

Longane B–C5l. ΛΟΓΓΑΝΑΙΟΝ

Megara C4s. ΜΕΓΑ

Morgantina c.465–?, B–c.330–?.

ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΑ,

ΜΟΡΓΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ

Mytistratos B–C4s–?. ΜΥΤΙ

Nakone B–C5l–?. ΝΑΚΟΝΑΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ,

ΚΑΜΠΑΝΩΝ

Naxos 525–493, 461–403, B–410–403.

ΝΑΧΙΟΝ, ΝΑΞΙΩΝ

Petra C4s. ΠΕΤΡΙΝΩΝ

Piakos B–C5s. ΠΙΑΚΙΝΟΣ

Selinous 540–409, B–420–409. ΣΕΛΙΝΟΣ,

ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ

Sileraioi B–C4s. ΣΙΛΕΡΑΙΩΝ

Stielanaioi c.460–C5l. ΣΤΙΕΛΑΝΑΙΟ(Ν)

Syrakousai 510–?, B–C5l–?, G–C5l, E–C4f.

ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Tauromenion C4f, B–357–?. ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ or

-ΤΩΝ, ΤΑΥΡΟΜΕΝΙΤΑΝ

Tyndaris B–C4m. ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΣ,

ΤΥΝ∆ΑΡΙΤΑΝ

Tyrrhenoi B–C4s. ΤΥΡΡΗ

Zankle/Messana c.525–?, B–c.425–?, G–C5m.

∆ΑΝΚΛΕ, ∆ΑΝΚΛΑΙΟΝ,

ΜΕΣΣΑΝΑ, ΜΕΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ or

-ΙΩΝ

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia c.430–?, B–C4. ΗΕΡΑΚΛΕΙΩΝ

Hipponion B–C4m-. ΕΙΠΩΝΙΕΩΝ

Hyele C6s–?, B–C5s–?. ΥΕΛΗΤΕΩΝ

Kaulonia c.525–?, B–C5s–?.

ΚΑΥΛΟΝΙΑΤΑΣ,

ΚΑΥΛΟΝΙΑΤΑΝ

Kroton c.530–?, B–c.400–?.

ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΣ,

ΚΡΟΤΩΝΙΑΤΑΝ
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Kyme c.475–?, G–c.475. ΚΥΜΕ,

ΚΥΜΑΙΟΝ

Laos c.510–?, B–C4l. ΛΑΙΝΩΝ

Lokroi c.375–?, G–C4m, B–C4m–?.

ΛΟΚΡΩΝ

Medma c.375–?, B–c.375– . ΜΕΣΜΑΙΩΝ

Metapontion c.550–?, BC5s–?, G–C4m.

ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝΤΙΟΝ,

ΜΕΤΑΠΟΝΤΙΝΩΝ

Neapolis c.450–385. ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΣ,

ΝΕΗΠΟΛΙΤΗΣ,

ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ,

ΝΕΟΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΟΝ

Pandosia c.500–?. ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙΑ,

ΠΑΝ∆ΟΣΙΝ

Poseidonia c.530–?, B–c.420, G–C5l.

ΠΟΣΕΙ∆ΑΝΙΑΤΑΝ

Pyxous C6l. ΠΥΞΟΕΣ

Rhegion c.510–?, B–C5s–?. ΡΗΓΙΝΟΣ,

ΡΗΓΙΝΟΝ, ΡΗΓΙΝΩΝ

Siris C6m–l. ΣΙΡΙΝΟΣ

Sybaris c.540–510, ca 500, c.453–443, c.440,

c.400. ΣΥΒΑΡΙΤΑΣ,

ΣΥΒΑΡΙΤΟΝ

Taras c.520–?, G–C4s. ΤΑΡΑΣ,

ΤΑΡΑΝΤΙΝΩΝ

Temesa C6l–C5m. ΤΕ

Terina c.460–?, B–C4l. ΤΕΡΙΝΑΙΟΝ or -

ΙΩΝ

Thourioi c.440–?, B–ca.440–?. ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ

The Adriatic
Apollonia C5m–C4m. ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΟΣ

Epidamnos C5m–C4m, B–C4l. ∆ΥΡΑΧΙΝΩΝ.

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΟΝΟΥΝΙΟΥ

∆ΥΡ

Herakleia B–C4. ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΟΤΑΝ

Issa B–C4f–?. ΙΟΝΙΟ(Σ) (name of

Hero)

Melaina Korkyra B–C4. ΚΟΡΚΥΡΑΙΩΝ

Pharos C4, B–C4. ΦΑΡΙΩΝ

Epeiros
Elea B–C4m. ΕΛΑΤΑΝ, ΕΛΕΑΙ(ΩΝ)

Kassopa C4s, B–C4s. ΚΑΣΣΩΠΑΙΩΝ

Akarnania
Alyzeia 350–330, B–350–330. ΑΛΥΖΑΙΩΝ

Ambrakia 480, 430s, C4s. ΑΜΒΡΑΚΙΩΤΑΝ

Anaktorion 430s, C4s. ΑΝΑΚΤΟΡΙΕΩΝ

Argos C4s. ΑΡΓΕΙΩΝ

Astakos C4s. ΑΣ

Echinos C4s. Ε

Herakleia C5s. ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΩΝ

Ithaka B–C4–?. ΙΘΑΚΩΝ

Korkyra C6–C4, B–C6–C4.

ΚΟΡΚΥΡΑΙΩΝ

Koronta C4s. Κ

Kranioi C5–?, B–C5–?. ΚΡΑ

Leukas 490, B–C4. ΛΕΥΚΑ∆ΙΩΝ

Matropolis C4s. ΜΑ

Medion C4s. ΜΕ

Palairos C4m–C3m. ΠΑΛΑΙΡ ?

Paleis C5–?, B–C5. ΠΑ, ΚΕΦΑΛΟΣ

Phoitiai C4m–C3m, B–C4m–C3m. ΦΥ ?

Pronnoi C4–?. ΠΡΩΝΝΩΝ

Same C5–?, B–C5–?. ΣΑΜΑΙΩΝ

Stratos c.450–400, C4s. ΣΤΡΑΤΙΩΝ

Thyrreion C4s, B–C4s. ΘΥΡΡΕΩ

Torybeia C4s?. ΤΟ?

Zakynthos C5–?. ΖΑΚΥΝΘΙΩΝ,

ΖΑΚΥΝΘΟΣ

Aitolia
Chalkis C4. Χ

Phokis
Delphoi C6l–C4m. ∆ΑΛΦΙΚΟΝ

Hyampolis C6l?

Lilaia C5f. ΛΙ

Neon/Tithorea c.480–421. ΝΕ

Boiotia
Akraiphia 500–480, 456–46, C4e. ΑΚΡΗ

Chaironeia C4e, B–C4e. ΧΑΙΡΩΝΕ

Haliartos 456–46, C4e. ΑΡΙΑΡΤΙΟΝ

Hyettos 500–480, B–C4s. Epichoric letter h

Kopai C4e, B–C4e. ΚΩΠΑΙΩΝ

Koroneia 500–480, 456–46, C4e, B–C4s.

ΚΟΡΟ

Lebadeia C4e, B–C4s. ΛΕΒΑ

Mykalessos 500–480, C4e. ΜΥ

Orchomenos 500–480, C4e, B–C4s. ΕΡΧΟ

Pharai C4e. ΦΑ

Plataiai C4e. ΠΛΑ

Tanagra 500–446, C4e, B–C4s. ΤΑΝΑ

Thebai 500–335, G–C5l, B–C4. ΘΕΒΑΙΟΝ

Thespiai 500–480, C4e, B–C4s. ΘΕΣΠΙΚΟΝ
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Megaris, Korinthia, Sikyionia
Korinthos C6f–?, B–C4. ΚΟΡΙΝΘΙΩΝ

Megara C4. ΜΕΓΑΡΕ

Sikyon C6l– . ΣΙ

Achaia
Aigai 500–370. ΑΙΓΑΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Aigeira B–C4m. ΑΙΓΙΡΑΤΑΝ

Dyme C4m, B–C4m. ∆ΥΜΑ

Helike B–C4f. ΕΛΙΚ

Pellene C4s, B–C4s. ΠΕΛ

Elis
Elis C6l, B–C5l. gΑΛΕΙΟΝ,

ΟΛΥΝΠΙΚΟΝ

Pisa G.365–362. ΠΙΣΑ

Arkadia
Alea c.430–?, B–ca.430–?. ΑΛΕ[Α]ΤΑΝ

Heraia c.510–?, B–C5l–?, Iron? ΗΡΑΕΩΝ

Kleitor C5m. ΚΛΕΤΟ

Mantinea c.500–385, 370–?, B–370–?.

ΜΑΝΤΙΝ

Megalopolis 360s–?, B–C4l. ΑΡΚ

Methydrion B–C4. ΜΕΘΥ∆ΡΙΕΩΝ

Orchomenos B–370–?. ΕΡΧΟΜΕΝΙΩΝ

Pallantion c.421–371. ΠΑΛΛΑΝ

Pheneos c.421–?, B–c.421–?. ΦΕΝΙΚΟΝ,

ΦΕΝΕΩΝ

Psophis C5f–?, B–C4l–?. ΨΟΦΙ∆ΙΟΝ

Stymphalos c.420–?, B–ca.420–?.

ΣΤΥΜΦΑΛΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Tegea c.480–?, B–C5l–?, Iron–C5s.

ΤΕΓΕΑΤΑΝ, ΑΘΑΝΑΣ

ΑΛΕΑΣ

Thaliades C6. ΘΑΛΙ

Thelphousa c.400–?, B–C4l–?. ΘΕΛ

Argolis
Argos C5e–?, B–C4. ΑΡΓΕΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Epidauros C4m–?, B–C4m–?. ΕΠ

Halieis B–C4. ΤΙΡΥΝΘΙΩΝ

Hermion C4m, B–C4m. ΕΡΜΙΟΝΕΩΝ

Kleonai C5, B–C4l. ΚΛΕΩΝΑΙΩΝ

Methana B–C4l. ΜΕΘ

Phleious C6, c.431—322, B– c.431–322.

ΦΛΕΙΑΣΙΟΝ

Troizen c.460–?. ΤΡΟ

Saronic Gulf
Aigina c.560–?. ΑΙΓΙ

Attika
Athenai c.550–?, G–C5l, B–C5l–C4e. ΑΘΕ

Salamis B–C4. ΣΑΛΑ

Euboia
Chalkis 550–506, 490–465, 337–308,

337–08–B. ΧΑΛ

Eretria 525–446, 411–400. ΕΥΒΟΙ

Histiaia/Oreos C4m, C4m–B. ΙΣΤΙΑΙΕΩΝ

Karystos 550–445, 411–336, C4–B.

ΚΑΡΥΣΤΙΟ[Ν]

East Lokris
Larymna C4. ΛΑ

Opous C5– B–C4s. ΟΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ,

ΛΟΚΡΩΝ (ΥΠΟ)

Skarpheia B–C4. ΣΚΑΡΦΕΩΝ

Thronion C5f. ΘΡΟΝΙ

Thessalia
Atrax C4f–?, B–C4f–?. ΑΤΡΑΓΙΟΝ or

-ΙΩΝ

Gomphoi C4m–?, B–C4m–?.

ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ,

ΓΟΜΦΕΩΝ

Gyrton C4, B–C4. ΓΥΡΤΩΝΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Kierion c.400–?, B–ca.400–?. ΚΙΕΡΙΑΙΟΝ,

ΚΙΕΡΙΕΩΝ

Krannon C5, B–C4. ΚΡΑΝΩΝΙΩΝ,

ΚΡΑΝΝΟΥΝΙΟΥΝ

Larisa c.500–c.320. B–c.400–?.

ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΑ, ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΟΝ or

-ΙΩΝ

Methylion C4, B–C4. ΜΕΘΥΛΙΕΩΝ

Metropolis c.400–C4m. ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ

Mopsion B–C4f. ΜΟΨΕΙΩΝ,

ΜΟΨΕΑΤΩΝ

Orthos B–C4m–?. ΟΡΘΙΕΩΝ

Peirasia c.400–C4m. ΠΕΙΡΑΣΙΕΩΝ

Pelinnaion C5f, C4, B–C4. ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙΩΝ,

ΠΕΛΙΝΝΑΙΚΟΝ

Phaloria B–C4l–C3e. ΦΑΛΩΡΙΑΣΤΩΝ

Pharkadon c.480–400, B–C4f.

ΦΑΡΚΑ∆ΟΝΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Pharsalos c.480–320, B–c.480–320.

ΦΑΡΣΑΛΙΩΝ

Pherai C5f–?, B–c.400–?. ΦΕΡΑΙΟΝ,

ΦΕΡΑΙΟΥΝ, ΑΛΕΞΑΝ∆ΡΟΥ,

ΤΕΙΣΙΦΟΝΟΥ
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Skotoussa c.480–367, B–c.400–367.

ΣΚΟΤΟΥΣΣΑΙΩΝ

Trikka c.480–400, B–c.400–C4m.

ΤΡΙΚΚΑΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Ainis
Hypata B–C4f. ΥΠΑΤΑΙΩΝ

Malis
Herakleia C4e, B–C4e. ΗΡΑΚ

Lamia C5m?, c.400–?, B–c.400–?.

ΛΑΜΙΕΩΝ, ΜΑΛΙΕΩΝ

Trachis C5m? ΤΡ

Achaia Phthiotis
Ekkarra B–C4s. ΕΚΚΑΡΕΩΝ

Halos B–C4–C3. ΑΛΕΩΝ

Larisa B–C4l–C3e. ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΩΝ,

ΑΧΑΙΩΝ

Melitaia C4m, B–C4m. ΜΕΛΙΤΑΙΩΝ

Peuma B–C4l–C3e. ΑΧ(ΑΙΩΝ)

ΠΕΥΜΑΤΙΩΝ

Proerna C4l–C3e. ΠΡΩΕΡΝΙΩΝ

Thebai C4l–C3e, B–C4l–C3e. ΘΗΒΑΙΩΝ

Magnesia
Eureaioi B–C4m. ΕΥΡΕΑΙΩΝ

Eurymenai B–C4f. ΕΥΡΥΜΕΝΑΙΩΝ

Homolion B–C4. ΟΜΟΛΙΕΩΝ,

ΟΜΟΛΙΚΟΝ

Iolkos ? ΙΩΛΚΕΩΝ

Meliboia C4f, B–C4f. ΜΕΛΙΒΟΙΕΩΝ

Rhizous B–C4m. ΡΙΖΟΥΣΙΩΝ

Perrhaibia
Azoros B–C4f. ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ

Doliche B–C4f. ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ

Gonnos B–C4. ΓΟΝΝΕΩΝ

Oloosson C5, B–C4. (Π)ΕΡΡΑΙΒΩΝ,

ΟΛΟΣΣΟΝ(ΙΩΝ)

Phalana C4, B–C4. ΦΑΛΑΝΝΑΙΩΝ

Pythoion B–C4f. ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΑΝ

The Aegean
Anaphe C5e

Andros C5e

Astypalaia C5f, B–C4. ΑΣΤΥ

Chalke C4. ΧΑ

Delos C5l–C4e. ∆ΗΛΙ

Imbros B–C4s. ΙΜΒΡΟΥ, ΙΝΒΡΙ

Ios C4l, B–C4l. ΙΗΤΩΝ

Karpathos? C6e–C5e. ΠΟΣ

(Keos)

Ioulis C6m–C4, B–C4. ΙΟΥΛΙΕ

Karthaia C6s–C4, B–C4. ΚΑΡΘΑΙ

Koresia C6e–C5e. qΟ

Kos C4e–?, B–C4s. ΚΩΣ, ΚΩΙΟΝ

Kythnos C6l or C5e

(Lemnos)

Hephaistia B–C4f. ΗΦΑΙΣΤΙ

Myrina B–C4f. ΜΥΡΙ

Melos C6e–C4. ΜΑ

Mykonos B–C4. ΜΥΚΟ

Naxos c.600–475, C4, B–C4. ΝΑΞΙΩΝ

Nisyros C4, B–C4. ΝΙΣΥΡΙΟΝ

Oine c.300, B–c.300. ΟΙΝΑΙΩΝ

Paros c.525–C4s. ΠΑΡΙΩΝ

Samothrake c.500–465. ΣΑΜΟ

Seriphos C6

Siphnos C6–C4s. ΣΙΦ

Skiathos B–C4m. ΣΚΙΑΘΙ

Syros C4m. Σ�ριαι δραχµα�

Telos B–C4m. ΤΗΛΙ

Tenos c.600–500, C4l. ΤΗ

Thasos C6l– c.410, 390–C4s. G–C4, B–C4s.

ΘΑΣΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Thera C7l, B–C4. ΤΗΡ

Makedonia
Aiane B–C4e. ∆ΕΡ∆Α, ∆ΕΡ∆ΑΙΟΝ

Ichnai C5e. ΙΧΝΑΙΟΝ

Methone B–C4f. ΜΕΘΩ

Pydna B–C4f. ΠΥ∆ΝΑΙΩΝ

Mygdonia
Apollonia C4. ΑΠΟΛΛΩ

Bisaltia
Amphipolis c.370–354. G–c.400, B–c.370–54.

ΑΜΦΙΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ

Argilos C5e, B–C4. ΑΡΚΙ

Traïlos C5, B–C4f. ΤΡΑΙΛΙΟΝ

Chalkidike
Aineia C6l–C4m, B–C4f. ΑΙΝΕΑΣ,

ΑΙΝΕΙΑΤΩΝ

Akanthos C6l–C4m, B–C4. ΑΚΑΝ

Aphytis C5m–C4m, B–C4f. ΑΦΥΤΑΙΟΝ or

-ΙΩΝ

Dikaia c.500–C4m. ∆ΙΚΑΙΑ,

∆ΙΚΑΙΟΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ
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Dion C4. ∆ΙΕΩΝ

Kampsa C5e. ΚΑ

Mende c.500–358, B–C4. ΜΕΝ∆ΑΙΟΝ or -

ΙΩΝ

Olophyxos B–C4m. ΟΛΙΦΥΞΙΩΝ

Olynthos c.432–348, G–C4, B–C4. ΟΛΥΝ,

ΧΑΛΚΙ∆ΕΩΝ

Poteidaia C6l–356, B–C4. ΠΟΤΕΙ

Sermylia c.500, B–C4. ΣΕΡΜΥΛΙΚΟΝ,

ΣΕΡΜΥΛΑΙΟΝ

Skapsaioi C4f. ΣΚΑΨΑΙ

Skione C6l– c.424, B–C4f. ΣΚΙΩΝΑΙΩΝ

Skithai c.500. ΣΚΙΘ(ΑΙΟ)Ν

Stagiros C6l. ΣΤΑΓΙ

Torone C6l–420. ΤΕΡΩΝΑΟΝ

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Berga C5s. ΒΕΡΓΑΙΟΥ

Eion C5f, EL–C5f

Galepsos B–C4e. ΓΑΛΗΨΙΩΝ

Krenides C4m, G–C4m, B–C4m. ΘΑΣΙΟΝ

ΗΠΕΙΡΟ

Neapolis 530–C4m, B–C4. ΝΕΑΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ

Oisyme B–C4. ΟΙΣΥΜΑΙΩΝ

Phagres B–C4f. ΦΑΓΡ

Philippoi C4s, G–C4s, B–C4s. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΩΝ

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera C6s–?, B–C5m–?, G–C4m.

ΑΒ∆ΗΡΙΤΕΩΝ

Ainos 478–341, B–C5s, G–C4f. ΑΙΝΙΟΝ

Dikaia C6s–476, C5m. ∆ΙΚΑΙΑ

Kypsela C4l–C3e. ΚΥΨΕ

Maroneia C6l–C5. ΜΑΡΩΝΟΣ,

ΜΑΡΩΝΙΤΕΩΝ

Orthagoria C4m, B–C4m. ΟΡΘΑΓΟΡΕΩΝ

Zone B–C4–?. ΖΩΝΑΙΩΝ

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi C5–C4, B–C4. ΑΙΓΟΣ ΠΟ

Alopekonnesos B–c.400–200. ΑΛΩΠΕΚΟΝ

Chersonesos/Agora C6l–C5e, C4m–?, B–C4m–?. ΧΕΡΡΟ

Elaious B–C4m–C3e. ΕΛΑΙΟΥΣΙΩΝ

Kardia B–C4s. ΚΑΡ∆ΙΑΝΟΣ,

ΚΑΡ∆ΙΑΝΩΝ

Krithote B–C4m–C3e. ΚΡΙΘΟΥΣΙΩΝ

Madytos B–C4s. ΜΑ∆Υ

Propontic Thrace
Byzantion C5l–?, Iron–C5s, B–C4. ΒΥ

Perinthos C4m, B–C4m. ΠΕΡΙΝΘΙΩΝ

Selymbria 492–470, 425–10. ΣΑΛΥ

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia C5m–?. B–arrow-head C5. Α

Istros c.480–?, B–C4. ΙΣΤΡΙΗ

Kallatis C4s–?. ΚΑΛΛΑΤΙ

Mesambria C5m–?. ΜΕΤΑ

Nikonion B–C5f–m. ΣΚΥΛ (King Skyles)

Olbia C5l, B–arrow-head C6f, B-dolphin

C6s, B–C5–?. ΟΛΒΙΗ, ΟΛΒΙΟ

Tyras C4m, B–C4m. ΤΥΡΑΝΟΝ

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos C4e–?, B–C4e–?. ΧΕΡ

Gorgippeia c.400. ΣΙΝ∆ΩΝ (regional ethnic)

Karkinitis C4s–?. ΚΑΡΚΙΝΙ

Nymphaion C5l. ΝΥΜ

Pantikapaion C5e–?, B–C5e–?, G–C4. ΠΑΝΤΙ,

ΑΠΟΛ

Phanagoria C5l–C4m. ΦΑΝΑ

Theodosia C5l– c.370, B–C5l– c.370. ΘΕΟ∆Ο

Pontos: Kolchis
Phasis C5e– ?

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos/Peiraieus C5l– c.330. ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΝ

Herakleia C5l–?. ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΑ

Kromna C4, B–C4. ΚΡΩΜΝΑ

Sesamos C4s, B–C4s. ΣΗΣΑΜΗ

Sinope c.480. ΣΙΝΩ

Tieion C4l–?. ΤΙΑΝΩΝ, ΤΙΑΝΟΣ

Trapezous C5l–C4e. ΤΡΑ

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Astakos C5. ΑΣ

Harpagion B–C4–?. ΑΡΠΑΓΙ

Kalchedon C4e–?. ΚΑΛΧ

Kios C4m–?, G–C4m–?. ΚΙΑΝΩΝ

Kyzikos C6m–?, E–C6f–?, B–C4–?. ΚΥΖΙ

Lampsakos C6l–?, E–C6l–?, G–C4. ΛΑΜΨΑ

Miletoupolis B–C4–?. ΜΙΛΗΤΟΠΟΛΕΙΤΩΝ

Myrleia (Bryllion) C4–?. ΜΥΡΛΕΑΝΩΝ

Parion C5e–?, E–C5e–?, B–C4s–?. ΠΑΡΙ

Plakia B–C4. ΠΛΑΚΙΑ

Prokonnesos C5m–C4m, B–C4e–C4m.

ΠΡΟΚΟΝ

Zeleia B–C4s. ΖΕΛΕ
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Troas
Abydos C6l–C3e (G,E,S). B–C4l.

ΑΒΥ∆ΗΝΟΝ

Achilleion B–C4s. ΑΧ

Antandros c.440–C3e. B–c.440–C3e. ΑΝΤΑΝ

Assos c.480–C3m, B–c.400–C3m.

ΑΣΣΙΟΝ

Astyra C5–C4, B–C5–C4. ΤΙΣΣΑ,

ΑΣΤΥΡΗ, ΑΣΤΥΡΑ

Birytis C4l–C3e, B–C4l–C3e. ΒΙΡΥ

Dardanos C6l–C4 (E,S). B–C4. ∆ΑΡ∆ΑΝ

Gargara c.420–C3e. B–c.400–C3e. ΓΑΡΓ

Gentinos B–C4. ΓΕΝΤΙ

Gergis c.400–C3m, B–c.400–C3m. ΓΕΡ

Hamaxitos B–c.400–C4l. ΑΜΑΞΙ

Ilion C4l–C3m, B–C4l–C3m. ΙΛΙ

Kebren C6–C4l, B–c.400–C4l. ΚΕΒΡΗΝΙ

Kolonai B–c.400–C4l. ΚΟΛΩΝΑΩΝ

Lamponeia c.420–400, B–c.400–350. ΛΑΜ

Neandreia c.430–C4l, B–c.430–C4l. ΝΕΑΝ

Ophryneion c.350–300, B–c.350–300.

ΟΦΡΥΝΕΩΝ

Rhoiteion c.350–300. ΡΟΙΤΕΙ

Sigeion C4m, B–C4m. ΣΙΓΕ

Skepsis c.460–C4l, B–c.460–C4l.

ΣΚΗΨΙΩΝ

Tenedos c.550–387. ΤΕΝΕ∆ΙΩΝ

Lesbos
Antissa C5f. Monogram �ΑΝ?

Eresos B–C4–C3. ΕΡΕΣΙ

Methymna c.550–375, E–c.550–375.

ΜΑΘΥΜΝΑΙΟΣ,

ΜΑΘΥΜΝΑΙΟΝ

Mytilene C5f–C4s, E–C5f–C4s, Billon

c.480–450, B–C4. ΜΥΤΙΛΕΝΑΩΝ

Pyrrha B–c.370–?. ΠΥΡΡ

Aiolis
Adramyttion C4m, B–C4f. Α∆ΡΑΜΥ

Atarneus c.400–?, B–ca.400–?. ΑΤΑΡ

Autokane B–C4m–?. ΑΥΤΟΚΑΝΑ

Boione B–C4. ΒΟΙΩΝΙΤΙΚΟΣ or -ΙΚΟΝ

Chalkis B–C4. ΧΑ

Elaia 460–400. B–ca.340–?. ΕΛΑΙ

Gambrion C4, B–C4. ΓΑΜ

Herakleia C5. ΗΡΑΚ

Iolla B–C4. ΙΟΛΛΑ, ΙΟΛΛΕΩΝ

Kisthene B–C4s. ΚΙΣΘΗ

Kyme C7l–320. B–C4s. ΚΥ

Larisa C4, B–C4. ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙ

Leukai C4s, B–C4s. ΛΕΥΚΑΙΕΩΝ

Myrina C4, B–C4–C3. ΜΥΡΙ

Nasos C4, B–C4. ΝΑΣΙ

Pergamon C5m–C4e, B–C5m–C4e. ΠΕΡΓΑ

Perperene B–C4. ΠΕΡΠΕ

Pitane B–C4. ΠΙΤΑΝΑΙΩΝ

Pordoselene C5l–C4l, B–C5l–C4l. ΠΟΡ∆ΟΣΙΛ

Temnos B–C4. ΤΑ

Teuthrania c.400, B–c.400. ΤΕΥ

Thebe B–C5m. ΘΗΒΑ

Tisna B–C4. ΤΙΣΝΑΙΟΝ

Ionia
Airai B–C4. ΑΙΡΑΙΩΝ

Anaia Samian. Α, ΕΠΙΒΑΤΙΟΣ

Chios C6m–C4m, E–C6m– c.400. B–C4.

ΧΙΟΣ

Ephesos C5–C4, E–C7l–C6, B–C4.

ΕΦΕΣΙΟΝ, ΦΑΕΝΟΣ ΕΜΙ

ΣΗΜΑ

Erythrai c.500–C4m, B–C5–C4m. ΕΡΥ

Klazomenai C6–C4, E–C6–C5, B–C4.

ΚΛΑΖΟΜΕΝΙΩΝ

Kolophon C6l–C4s, B–C4e–C4s.

ΚΟΛΟΦΩΝΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Magnesia C5m, C4m–?, B–C4m–?.

ΘΕΜΙΣΤ[ΟΚ]ΛΕΟΣ,

ΜΑΓΝΗΤΩΝ

Miletos C6–C4, E–C6, B–C4. ΜΙΛΗΣΙΩΝ

Myous C4, B–C4. ΜΥΗ

Naulochon B–C4m. ΝΑΥ

Phokaia C6–C4, E–C6–C4, B–C4.

ΦΩΚΑΕΩΝ

Priene B–C4m–?. ΠΡΙΗ

Pygela C4, B–C4. ΦΥΓΑΛΕΩΝ

Samos 530–365, E–600–525, Lead–c.525,

B–394–365. ΣΑΜΙ

Smyrna C4f, E–C6f. ΣΜΥΡΝΑΙΩΝ

Teos C6s–C4, E–C6f, G–C4. ΤΗΙΩΝ

Karia
Chersonesos c.530–480. ΧΕΡ

Euromos C5l. ΥΡΩ

Halikarnassos C5e, c.400–367.

ΑΛΙΚΑΡΝΑΣΣΕΩΝ

Iasos C4. ΙΑΣΕ

Idyma C5s–C4f. Ι∆ΥΜΙΟΝ
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Karyanda B–C4–C3. ΚΑΡΥ

Kaunos C6–C5, B–C4. Karian legend, C4:

ΚΑΥ

Keramos B–C4. ΚΕ

Kindye C6l–C5e. ΚΙ

Knidos c.500–?. ΚΝΙ∆ΙΟΝ or -ΙΩΝ

Mylasa C4m, B–C4s–?. ΜΥ?,

ΕΥΠΟΛΕΜΟΥ

Syangela C5l–C4e. ΣΥ

Termera C6l–C5e. ΤΥΜΝΟ,

ΤΕΡΜΕΡΙΚΟΝ

Lykia
Phaselis C6m–?. ΦΑΣΗ

Xanthos C5m–c.370. Lykian legend

Crete
Allaria 330–270. ΑΛΛΑΡΙΩΤΑ(Ν)

Aptara 330–270. ΑΠΤΑΡΑΙΩΝ

Arkades 330–270. ΑΡΚΑ∆ΩΝ

Axos 380–270. gΑΚΣΙΩΝ

Chersonasos 330–270. ΧΕΡΣΟΝΑΣΙΩΝ

Eleutherna 350–270. ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΝΑΙΟΝ

Elyros 330–270. ΕΛΥΡΙΟΝ

Gortyns 470–300.

ΓΟΡΤΥΝΟΣΤΟΠΑΙΜΑ,

ΓΟΡΤΥΝΣ, ΓΟΡΤΥΝΙΟΝ

Hierapytna C4f–270. ΙΡΑΠΥ

Hyrtakina 330–270, G–C4s–C3f.

ΥΡΤΑΚΙΝΙΩΝ

Itanos 380–270. ΙΤΑΝΙΩΝ

Keraia 330–270. ΚΕΡΑΙΤΑΝ

Knosos 450–270. ΚΝΩΣΙΩΝ

Kydonia 475–280. ΚΥ∆ΩΝ

Kytaion 350–325. ΚΥ

Lappa 330–270. ΛΑΠΠΑΙΟΝ

Lisos C4s–C3f. G–C4s–C3f. ΛΙΣΙΩΝ

(with Hyrtakina)

Lyktos 470–C4l. ΛΥΚΤΙΟΝ

Olous 330–270. ΟΛΟΝΤΙΩΝ

Phaistos 470–300.

ΠΑΙΣΤΙΟΝΤΟΠΑΙΜΑ,

ΠΑΙΣΤΙΚΟΝ, ΦΑΙΣΤΙΩΝ

Phalasarna 330–280. ΦΑ

Polyrhen 330–270. ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΟΝ

Praisos 350–C3e. ΠΡΑΙΣΙΩΝ

Priansos 330–270. ΠΡΙΑΝΣΙΕΩΝ

Rhaukos 330–270. ΡΑΥΚΙΟΝ

Rhithymnos 330–270. ΡΙ

Sybrita 380–270. ΣΥΒΡΙΤΙΩΝ

Tarrha 330–270. ΤΑΡ

Tylisos 330–270. ΤΥΛΙΣΙΩΝ

Rhodos
Ialysos C6s–C5s. ΙΑΛΥΣΙΟΝ

Kamiros C6–c.400. B–C5. ΚΑΜΙΡΕΩΝ

Lindos C6–408. ΛΙΝ∆ΙΟΝ

Rhodos c.400–?, B–C4, G–C4s. ΡΑ∆ΙΟΝ,

ΡΟ∆ΙΟΙ

Pamphylia
Aspendos C5e–?, B–C4. ΕΣΤgΕ∆ΙΙΥΣ

Side C5m–?. ΣΙ∆Η

Kilikia
Aphrodisias c.520–?. Letters of uncertain 

meaning

Holmoi C4. ΟΛΜΙΤΙΚΟΝ, ΟΛΜΙΤΟΝ

Issos c.400–?. ΙΣΣΙΚΟΝ, ΙΣΣΕΩΝ

Kelenderis C5m–?. ΚΕΛΕΝ∆ΕΡΙΤΙΚΟΝ

Mallos C5s–?. ΜΑΡΛΟΤΑΝ,

ΜΑΛΛΩΤΗΣ

Nagidos C5l–?, B–C5l–?. ΝΑΓΙ∆ΙΚΟΝ,

ΝΑΓΙ∆ΕΩΝ

Soloi 480–333, B–C4. ΣΟΛΙΚΟΝ,

ΣΟΛΙΟΝ, ΣΟΛΕΩΝ

Cyprus
Amathous c.460–350. Name of king in syllabic

script

Idalion C6l–C5m. Name of king in syllabic

script

Lapethos C5f–C4l. Name of king in Phoenician

script

Marion C5e–C4l, G–C4s, B–C4s. Name 

of king in syllabic script.

ΜΑΡΙΕΥΣ

Paphos C6l–C4l. Name of king in syllabic

script. C4s: ΝΙΚΟΚΛΕΟΥΣ

ΠΑΦΙΟΝ

Salamis C6l–C4l. Name of king in syllabic

script. C4s: ΒΑ ΕΥΑ

Soloi C5f–C4l. Name of king in syllabic

script. C4s: ΒΑ ΠΑΣΙ

Syria
Posideion C4s, B–C4s. ΠΟΣΙ∆

Egypt
Naukratis B–C4s. ΝΑΥ
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Libya
Barke c.525–308, B–C4l. ΒΑΡΚΑΙΟΝ

Euhesperides C5e–m, B–C4l. ΕΥΕΣΠΕΡΙΤΑΝ

Kyrene c.570–308, G–C5s–C4e, BC4l.

ΚΥΡΑΝΑΙΟΝ

Taucheira C5s. ΤΕ

Unlocated
Phytaioi C5s. ΦΥΤΑΙΟΝ
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Key
P. �primary colony

S. �secondary colony

Re. �refoundation

Hell. �Hellenised indigenous community

occ. �Athenian short-term occupation by klerouchs or

colonists

Spain and France
Alalie Phokaia C6m P. α

Emporion Massalia and Phokaia c.600 P.S. β

Massalia Phokaia c.600 P. α

Rhode Massalia C5–C4 P. α

Sikelia
Abakainon Hell. β

Adranon Syrakousai c.400 S. α

Agyrion Hell. α

Re. Syrakousai c.340 S.

Aitna Syrakousai 476 S. α

Re. Aitna 461 S. β

Akragas Gela (and Rhodos?) c.580 S. α

Akrai Syrakousai 664 S. α

Alaisa Herbita 403/2 S. β

Alontion Hell. γ

Apollonia ? α?

Engyon ? α

Euboia Leontinoi C7 S. α

Galeria Hell. β

Gela Rhodos and Crete 689/8 P. α

Heloron Syrakousai? ? S.? α

Henna Hell. β

Herakleia Minoa Selinous C6? S. α

Re. Syrakousai c.340 S.

Herakleia Sparta c.500 P. α

Herbessos Hell. γ

Herbita Hell. γ

Himera Zankle and Syrakousai 648 S. α

Hippana Hell. β

Re. Syrakousai c.340 S.

Imachara Hell. β

Kallipolis Naxos C8l S. α

Kamarina Syrakousai c.598 S. α

Re. Gela 461 S.

Re. Syrakousai c.340 S.

Kasmenai Syrakousai 644/3 S. α

Katane Naxos 729 S. α

Re. exiled Katanians 461 S.

Kentoripa Hell. γ

Kephaloidion Hell. γ

Leontinoi Naxos 729 S. α

Re. exiled Naxians? 424 S.

Re. Gela and Kamarina 405/4 S.

Re. Syrakousai 396 S.

Lipara Knidos C6e P. α

Longane Hell. β

Megara Hyblaia Megara 728 P. α

Re. Syrakousai c.340 S.

Morgantina Hell. β

Mylai Zankle, Messenians? 700? S. α

Mytistratos Hell. β

Nakone Hell. β

Naxos Chalkis 735/4 P. α

Re. exiled Naxians c.468 S.

Petra Hell. γ

Piakos Hell. γ

Selinous Megara Hyblaia 728/7 S. α

Sileraioi Hell. γ

Stielanaioi Hell. γ

Syrakousai Korinthos 733 P. α

Tauromenion Hell. β

Re. Syrakousai 392 S.

Re. Naxos 358 S.

Tyndaris Syrakousai 396 S. α

Tyrrhenoi Hell. γ

Zankle/Messana Chalkis and Kyme c.730 P.S. α

Re. mixed 488/7 S.

Re. Lokroi, Medma 395 S.

Italia and Kampania
Herakleia Taras and Thourioi c.440 S. α

Hipponion Lokroi C7l S. α

Re. Syrakousai (Lokrians) 388 S.

Re. exiled Hipponians 379 S.

Hyele Phokaia c.540 P. α
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Kaulonia Kroton C7s S. α

Re. Syrakousai c.357 S.

Kroton Achaia 709/8 P. α

Kyme Chalkis (and Eretria?) c.750 P. α

Laos Sybaris C6 S. β

Re. Sybaris c.500 S.

Lokroi Lokris C7e P. α

Medma Lokroi C7 S. α

Metapontion Achaia c.630 P. α

Metauros Zankle C7 S. α

Re. Lokroi C7s S

Neapolis Kyme c.470 S. α

Re. Chalkis, Pithekoussai, Athenai

Pandosia Achaia C6? P.? α

Pithekoussai Chalkis and Eretria c.750 P. α

Poseidonia Sybaris c.600 S. β

Pyxous Sybaris C6 S. α

Re. Rhegion 471/0 S.

Rhegion Chalkis and Messenia C8s P. α

Re. exiled Rhegians? 350s S.

Siris Kolophon C8l–C7e P.

α

Sybaris Achaia and Troizen C8l P. α

Re. Thessalians 453 P.

Re. Athenai and others 446/5 P.

Taras Sparta 706 P. α

Temesa Aitolians C6? P. β

Terina Kroton C5f? S. α

Thourioi Mixed 444/3 P. α

The Adriatic
Adria Aigina, C6l P. β

Re. Syrakusai C4f S.

Ankon Syrakousai c.387 β

Apollonia Korinthos c.600 P. α

Brentesion Hell. β

Epidamnos/Dyrrachion Korkyra

c.625 S. α

Herakleia Syrakousai? C4f S. α

Issa Syrakousai C4f S. α

Lissos Syrakousai c.385 S. β

Melaina Korkyra Knidos C6 P. α

Re. Issa C4l S.

Pharos Paros 385 P. α

Spina Hell.? β

Epeiros
Batiai Elis ? P.

Boucheta Elis ?

Elateia Elis ? P.

Elea Korinthos ? P.

Pandosia Elis ? P.

Akarnania
Alyzeia Korinthos? ? P.

Ambrakia Korinthos c.650–25 P.

Anaktorion Korinthos (and Korkyra?)

c.650–25 P.

Argos Ambrakia ? S.

Re. Akarnanians c.440

Astakos Korinthos? ? P.

Korkyra Korinthos c.706 P.

Leukas Korinthos c.650–25 P.

Sollion Korinthos ? P.

Zakynthos Achaia ? P.

Aitolia
Chalkis Korinthos ? P.

Molykreion Korinthos ? P.

West Lokris
Naupaktos Re. East Lokris and Chaleion C5f P.

Re. exiled Messenians 456/5

Messenia
Aithaia Sparta? C8 P.

Asine Asine in Argolis C8l P.

Korone Exiled Messenians 369? ?

Mothone Nauplia C8l P.

Saronic Gulf
Aigina Athenai occ. 431 P.

Euboia
Chalkis Athenai occ. 506 P.

Histiaia/Oreos Athenai occ. 446 P.

Karystos Athenai occ. C5m P.

Malis
Herakleia Mixed 426 P.

The Aegean
Aigiale (Amorgos) Samos? ? P.

Andros Athenai occ. C5m P.

Arkesine (Amorgos) Samos?

Astypalaia Epidauros ? P.

Kos Epidauros ? P.

Lemnos Athenai c.500 P.

Imbros Athenai c.500 P.

Kalymna Epidauros ? P.

Leros Miletos C6? P.
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Melos Sparta? C8e P.

Re. Athenai occ. 415 P.

Minoa (Amorgos) Samos ? P.

Naxos Athenai occ. C5m P.

Nisyros Epidauros ? P.

Miletos? ? P.

Peparethos Chalkis? ? P.

Samothrake Samos C6f ?

Skiathos Chalkis? ? ?

Skyros Athenai 476/5 P.

Syme Knidos and Rhodos? ? S.

Thasos Paros C8l–C7e P.

Thera Sparta? C8e P.

Therma (Ikaros) Miletos? ? P.

Makedonia
Ichnai Unknown ? P.

Methone Eretria c.730 P.

Mygdonia
Apollonia Chalkideis 432 S. α

Arethousa Hell. α

Bormiskos ? ?

Chalestre Hell.? γ

Herakleia ? α?

Lete Hell. β

Sindos Hell. β

Therme Hell. β

Bisaltia
Amphipolis Athenai 437/6 P. α

Argilos Andros C7 P. α

Traïlos Hell. β

Chalkidike
Aige ? α

Aineia ? α

Aioleion ? α?

Akanthos Andros C7e P. α

Akrothooi Hell. β

Alapta ? α

Anthemous ? α?

Aphytis ? α

Assera ? α

Charadrous ? β?

Chedrolios ? α?

Chytropolis ? α

Dikaia Eretria ? P. α

Dion Hell. β

Eion Mende ? S. α

Galepsos Thasos C6 S. α

Gigonos ? α?

Haisa Unknown C8l ? α

Istasos ? ?

Kalindoia ? α

Kamakai ? ?

Kampsa ? α?

Kissos ? α?

Kithas ? ?

Kleonai ? β

Kombreia ? ?

Lipaxos ? ?

Mekyberna ? α

Mende Eretria C8 P. α

Milkoros ? ?

Neapolis Mende ? S. α

Olophyxos Hell. β

Olynthos ? α

Re. Chalkideis 479 S.

Osbaioi ? ?

Othoros ? ?

Pharbelos Eretria? ? P. ?

Phegontioi ? ?

Piloros ? α?

Pistasos ? ?

Pleume ? ?

Polichnitai ? α

Posideion ? ?

Poteidaia Korinthos, c.600 P. α

Re. Athenai occ. 430 P.

Re. Athenai occ. 362/1 P.

Prassilos ? ?

Sane, Pallene ? α

Sane, Akte Andros ? P. α

Sarte ? α

Serme ? ?

Sermylia ? α

Singos ? α

Sinos ? ?

Skabala Eretria ? P. α

Skapsaioi ? ?

Skione Achaia (Pellene?) ? P. α

Re. Athenai 421 P.

(Plataians) occ.

Skithai ? α?

Smila ? ?

Spartolos ? α

Stagiros Andros α
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Stolos/Skolos Chalkideis? ? S. α

Strepsa ? α

Therambos ? α

Thestoros ? ?

Thyssos Hell. β

Tinde ? ?

Torone ? c.1000 α

Tripoiai ? ?

Zereia ? ?

Thrace, Unlocated
Aison ? ?

Brea Athenai c.445 P. α

Kossaia ? ?

Thrace: from Strymon to Nestos
Apollonia Ionia ? ? α

Berga Thasos ? S. β

Datos Thasos c.360 S. β

Eion Athenai occ. 476 P. α?

Galepsos Thasos C7l S. α

Krenides Thasos 360/59 S. α

Myrkinos Hell. β

Re. Miletos 497 P.

Neapolis Thasos 650–625 S. α

Oisyme Thasos 650–625 S. α

Phagres Thasos C6? S. α

Philippoi Philip II 356 ? α

Pistyros Thasos C6 S. α

Sirra Philip II C4m ? β

Thrace: from Nestos to Hebros
Abdera Klazomenai c.650 P. α

Re. Teos 544 P.

Ainos Alopeke, Mytilene C7s–C6f α

and Kyme

Bergepolis Abdera? ? S. ?

Dikaia Unknown, Samos? C6 ? α

Drys Samothrake? ? S. ?

Kypsela ? ? β

Maroneia Chios C7f P. α

Mesambrie Samothrake ? S. ?

Orthagoria ? α?

Sale Samothrake? ? S. ?

Stryme Thasos C7 S. α

Zone Samothrake? ? S. α

Inland Thrace
Alexandropolis Hell. β

Apros Hell.? γ

Kabyle Philip II C4m P. γ

Philippopolis Philip II C4m P. γ

Pistiros Pistyros on the coast? ? S. β

Seuthopolis Seuthes III C4l P. γ

Thracian Chersonesos
Aigos potamoi ? α

Araplos ? α?

Alopekonnesos Aiolis C7–C6fP. α

Chersonesos/Agora Athenai C6m P. α

Re. Athenai C5m, C4f P

Deris ? α?

Elaious ? C7l P. α

Re. Athenai C6m P. α

Re. Athenai occ. 353–343P. α

Ide ? α?

Kardia Miletos and Klazomenai ? P.

α

Re. Athenai C6m P.

Kressa ? α?

Krithote Athenai C6m P. α

Limnai Miletos ? P. α

Madytos Lesbos C7 P. α

Paion ? α?

Paktye Athenai C6m P. α

Sestos Lesbos, C7 P. α

Re. Athenai C6m P.

Re. Athenai occ. 353/2 P.

Propontic Thrace
Bisanthe Samos C6? P. α

Byzantion Megara c.660 P. α

Daminon Teichos ? α?

Heraion Teichos Samos or Perinthos ? P.S.?α

Neapolis Athenai occ. C5? P. α

Perinthos Samos 602 P. α

Selymbria Megara C7f P. α

Serrion Teichos ? α?

Tyrodiza ? ?

Pontos: West Coast
Apollonia Miletos c.610 P. α

Bizone Miletos? C6 P. α

Dionysopolis Miletos? C6l–C5P. α

Istros Miletos 657 P. α

Kallatis Herakleia Pontike C6l? S. α

Mesambria Kalchedon and C6l S. α

Byzantion

Nikonion Istros C6l S. α

Odessos Miletos 585–570 P. α
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Olbia Miletos 647/6 P. α

Ophiousa ? α

Orgame Istros C7s S. β

Tomoi Miletos C6 P. α

Tyras Miletos C6 P. α

Pontos: Skythia
Chersonesos Herakleia Pontike 528 P.S. α

and Delion

Gorgippia Mixed, from C6 S. β

neighbours

Hermonassa Ionia 580–570 P. α

Karkinitis Unknown C6l ? α

Kepoi Miletos 580–570 P. α

Kimmerikon East Greeks C6m ? α

Kytaia East Greeks C5e ? α

Labrys Hell. γ

Myrmekeion Ionia 580–560 ? α

Nymphaion Miletos or Samos 560s P. β

Pantikapaion Miletos 575 P. β

Phanagoria Teos c.540 P. α

Theodosia Miletos c.570 P. β

Tyritake Ionia c.580–560 ? α

Pontos: Kolchis
Dioskouris Miletos C6m P. α

Gyenos East Greeks C6m ? β

Phasis Miletos C6–C5 P. β

Pontic Coast of Asia Minor
Amisos Phokaia (or Miletos?) c.560 P. α

Re. Athenai occ. 430s P. α

Becheirias ? α

Choirades ? α

Herakleia Megara and Tanagra C6m P. α

Iasonia ? α

Karambis ? α

Karoussa ? α

Kerasous Sinope ? S. α

Kinolis ? α

Koloussa ? α

Kotyora Sinope ? S. α

Kromna Miletos? ? P. α

Kytoros Miletos? ? P. α

Limne ? γ

Lykastos ? α

Odeinios ? α

Sesamos Miletos? ? P. α

Sinope Miletos C7l P. α

Re. Athenai occ. 430s P. α

Stameneia ? α

Tetrakis ? α

Themiskyra ? α

Tieion Miletos? ? P. α

Trapezous Sinope ? S. α

Propontic Coast of Asia Minor
Artaiou Teichos Hell.? β

Artake Miletos C6? P. α

Astakos Kalchedon or Megara C7 P.S.?α

Re. Athenai occ. 435/4 P.

Bysbikos Hell.? ?

Dareion ? ?

Daskyleion Miletos? ? P. α

Didymon Teichos Hell.? ?

Harpagion Hell.? α?

Kalchedon Megara c.675 P. α

Kallipolis Hell. α

Kios Miletos 626/5 P. α

Kolonai Lampsakos? ? S. ?

Kyzikos Miletos 679 P. α

Lampsakos Phokaia 654/3 P. α

Metropolis ? ? ? α

Miletoupolis Miletos? C7l–C6e P. α

Miletouteichos Athenai occ. 410 P. α

Myrleia (Bryllion) Kolophon ? P. α

Olbia Megara? ? P. α

Otlenoi ? ?

Paisos Miletos C7 P. α

Parion Paros C7? P. α

Plakia Athenai ? P. β

Priapos Miletos or Kyzikos C7e P.S. α

Prokonnesos Miletos C7e P. α

Pythopolis Hell.? ?

Skylake Athenai ? P. β

Sombia Hell.? ?

Tereia Hell.? ?

Zeleia Hell. ?

Troas
Abydos Miletos C7e P. α

Achilleion Mytilene? C6? P. α

Antandros Aiolis ? P. β

Arisbe Miletos ? P. α

Assos Aiolians from Lesbos C6 P. α

Astyra Hell. α

Astyra Troika Hell. ?
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Azeia Hell. β?

Birytis Hell. ?

Dardanos Unknown ? ? α

Gargara Assos ? S. β

Gentinos Hell. ?

Gergis Hell. γ

Hamaxitos Hell. α

Ilion Aiolis ? P. α

Kebren Kyme (Aiolis) C6? P. α

Kokylion Aiolis ? P. α

Kolonai Aiolis ? P. α

Lamponeia Aiolis C6? P. ?

Larisa Hell. α

Neandreia Aiolis C6? P. α

Ophryneion Hell.? α

Palaiperkote Hell. ?

Perkote Hell. α

Polichna Hell. ?

Rhoiteion Astypalaia C7/6 P. α

Sigeion Athenai C7l P. α

Skepsis Aiolis ? P. α

Re. Miletos C5e P

Tenedos Aiolians from Lesbos ? P. α

Lesbos
Antissa Athenai occ. 427 P.

Eresos Athenai occ. 427 P.

Mytilene Athenai occ. 427 P.

Pyrrha Athenai occ. 427 P.

Aiolis
Adramyttion Delos 422 P.

Atarneus Chios 547/6 P.

Leukai Klazomenai and Kyme c.383/2 P.

Neon Teichos Kyme? ? P.

Ionia
Kolophon Athenai occ. 427 P.

Samos Athenai occ. 365 P.

Karia
Alabanda Hell.? γ

Alinda Hell.? γ

Amos Hell.? β

Amynandeis Hell.? β

Amyzon Hell.? β

Arlissos Hell.? γ

Armelites Hell.? γ

Aulai Hell.? ?

Bargasa Hell.? γ

Bargylia Hell.? β

Bolbai Hell.? ?

Chalketor Hell.? β

Chersonesos Hell.? α

Chios Hell.? β

Erinius Hell.? ?

Euromos Hell.? β

Halikarnassos Troizen ? β

Hybliseis Hell.? γ

Hydaieis Hell.? γ

Hydisos Hell.? ?

Hymisseis Hell.? β

Iasos Hell. α

Idrias Hell.? β

Idyma Hell.? β

Kalynda Hell.? β

Karbasyanda Hell.? γ

Karyanda Hell.? β

Kasolaba Hell.? γ

Kaunos Hell.? γ

Kedreai Hell.? β

Keramos Hell.? γ

Killareis Hell.? γ

Kindye Hell.? β

Knidos Lakedaimon? C8? P. α

Kodapeis Hell.? ?

Koliyrgeis Hell.? γ

Koranza Hell.? γ

Krya Hell.? ?

Kyllandos Hell.? ?

Kyrbissos Hell.? ?

Latmos Hell.? β

Lepsimandos Hell.? ?

Medmasos Hell.? β

Mylasa Hell.? β

Myndos Hell.? α

Narisbareis Hell.? ?

Naryandos Hell.? γ

Naxia Hell.? ?

Olaieis Hell.? ?

Olymos Hell.? β

Ouranion Hell.? γ

Parpariotai Hell.? ?

Passanda Hell.? γ

Pedasa Hell.? ν

Peleiates Hell.? ?

Pidasa Hell.? ?

Pladasa Hell.? γ
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Pyrindos Hell.? α

Pyrnos Hell.? ?

Salmakis Hell.? ?

Siloi Hell.? ?

Syangela/Theangela Hell.? γ

Talagreus Hell.? ?

Taramptos Hell.? ?

Tarbaneis Hell.? ?

Telandros Hell.? ?

Telemessos Hell.? β

Termera Hell.? β

Terssogasseis Hell.? γ

Thasthareis Hell.? ?

Thydonos Hell.? ?

Tralleis Hell.? β

Lykia
Phaselis Lindos 691/0 P. α

Xanthos Hell. β

Crete
Kydonia Samos C6l P.

Re. Aigina C6l P.

Pamphylia
Aspendos Argos ? P. β

Idyros ? ?

Perge Hell. β

Side Aiolian Kyme? C7? P. β

Kilikia
Aphrodisias Hell.? γ

Holmoi Hell. α

Issos Hell.? γ

Kelenderis Samos C8l P. α

Mallos Hell. β

Nagidos Samos? ? P. α

Soloi Lindos C7 P. α

Syria
Posideion Unknown C8s ? β

Egypt
Naukratis Mixed C7l P. β

Oasis Samos ? P.

Libya
Barke Kyrene C6m S. α

Euhesperides Kyrene C6f S. α

Kinyps Lakedaimon (Dorieus) C6l P. α

Kyrene Thera (and others) c.631 S. α

Re. Peloponnese and C6f P.

islands

Taucheira Kyrene C7l S. α

Unlocated
Okolon Eretria ? P. α
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